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() So,; OF ~!.,,; I
:'v[agniiy My Cause, that I may make
manifest unto thee the secret of 11 v
greatness and shine upon thee with
everlasting Light.
Baha',<'!lah.

Spiritual .\:-:.semhlv voted the sum nf
seven thousand dollars to meet the
(osts of the fo/[m'l,:ing improvements
upon the Foundation Hall and Temple
grounds:
Two cloak rooms and toilets

T Q tlte .-!.sstmblics of the

Cnited Stutes and Canada.
DE.\R BAHA'! FRIE~D5:

p

In order to extend the purpose of the
general letters issued by the Kational
~-\ssemh(v. and increase their usefulness as "a means to completer Wlder·
sr:anding and more active unity ,among
all the friends, it has been declded to
publish them in printed form. amp li{ying the letter itseli with details Q f
Baha 'j activities as brought to our attention bv Assemblies and individual
believers throughout the world.
\Vith the .assistance of local Spiritual .\ssemblie" a copy wi\! be placed
in the hands of every active believer. A
quanti~y of this News Letter is being
sent to each secretary on our records.
and the secretaries 'are requested to
distribute them to the believers in their
Assemblies. .-\.5 hitherto, the letters of
the :'\ attonal Assembly will be sent to
all isolated Baha'is; and we urgently
request that the names of all believers
not members of local .-\ssemblies be
sent to the .\" ational secretary a[ the
above address. \Ve believe also that
it will be of interest to .\ssemblies outside oi the L'nited States and Canada
ro receive CDpies regularly,
The subject to which all the friends
are urged to give their closest attention
at the present time is that of the decisions ari\'ed at bv the Sational ~-\ssem
bl v in consultat"ion with the Temple
Committee and the believers who met
in the studio of .:\[r. Bourgeois on the
Temple ground,. Wilmette, Illinois:
"undav, October 19th. The purpose ot
this special meetintr of consultation
was fulhr explained in our general letter :\0 . .i dated September 25th.
:\cting upon the ~ecommenda_tio.n of
the: ~ e:m'P~e Comm\ttee. the ~ atlonal

P::I:-~itic-n ,~) <.!:l~-:(}.';'; :11t"eti,.~ ;C0I1L

HeatiLl~

apparatus

\\'cather-[)rooilll~ :"'(;ot

~kdizhr~

Pl;nK walk
Shrubber .... and vines
Keeper·s ·cott.l~e

WXI.CO
.;oo.co
5i5,OO
1.700.00
U(O.OO
100.00
400.00
2.000.00
$7.075.00

The Temple Eommittee was requested to place contracts for this work
at ::::mce. In order i.:id.L lhese improvements.may be: reported as entirely completed at the National Convention of
1923. The result of this exrenditure
will be to place the Foundation Hall
in condition of usefulness and also to
make: at teast a heginning upon the
work of beautifying the grounds.
Of far greater significance to the
success of [he Temple work as a whole
was the decision to request the Temple
Commi.ttee to gaIher together all legal
documents. contracts. and accounts, including all receipts and expenditures
and vouchers cQl,:ering eH·ry item in
connection with the "''f,'ork or the Temple from the earliest days, Jrav,: up a
complete report based upon these records. and ~resem this to the .'1ational
Spiritual Assembly to De published for
the information 0 f all the friends. in
detail.
The treasurer of the Sattonal Fund
was also authori7.ed to pay fi ..."e hundred
dollars on each of the two out:,tamling
Temple notes this quarter.
An itemtzed report covering receipts
and expenditures for the Temple from
.\pril 1. 1924 to October 16. 1924. foltows on next page.
It w1H be noticed that ~he Temple
statement contains a payment on taxes
amounting to $1503, 13. ~ince that
payment was made. permission has
been received from Haifa co apply for
tax exemption unrler the cu.o;;wmary
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laws applying to property used exclusively for religious purposes. and it is
improbable that any tax item will appear in th~ Temple Report for 1925.
.-\.5 \'Ve compare the slight improvements \vhich it is now in our nower to
have done ror the Temple ....~ith that
vlsion of a supremely gracious and
beauti iul edifice in completion, which
has for so many years inspired the de,·oted friends of .\bdu'l Baha throughout the world. it is only too evident
(hat some vital spint" of executive
power is stiH lacking among the memhers of the Cause in this country~ The
time f",::Js corne for us to turn resolutely away from that expectation of
results bestO\'l,ted upon us as a giit
f rom on high. and to deepen our own
capacity to obey both the spiritual and
material commands so often reiterated
to us bv word and bv deed in the interests ~i the uniform \Vorld Plan, so
that the advancement of the Cause in
all its phases may rest upon the substantial foundation of human effort
venetrated bv a (:onscl0usness of the
Di .... ine \Vill -for this age.
It is natural enough for periods of
doubt and foreboding to seize upon any
individual or even group,
Such
periods indlcate that we have come to
to the end of our present understanding of the Cause. and are. in fact. nothing more than opportunities to attain
to a larger and more universal understanding. The pool of water left by
the spring freshets will soon e,raporate
under the heat of the summer sun,
while the spring that is fed from below
will continue to give forth its pure
waters throughout the year.
Let us all aumit that each or us on
entering the Cause hrought ,,:jth him
~ometh ing at [east of his preyious. tradition and C'xperience. ~o long as this
element remains in our consciousness.
we cannot but believe tbat this Cause
will he sen·ed b\' the same means and
methods used by members of other
movements. Dut as this mental ha.bit
is overcome. and this spiritual ,'-eil is
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removed bv the uni,,"ersal forces which
have [heir" expression in and through
.\bdu'l Baha. our faith requires ior its
entire nourishment nothing outside of
those stead fast assurances we ha ""e received from him.
That there exists ir this country
many hearts already prepared to join
in the task of erecting an edifice to the
Glorv of God and the brotherhood of
man; that there is even at this hour
more th::.n .:mfficient funds to give emhodiment to the ideal of the ~fost
Great Peace-and that these unknown
brothers and sisters are as anxious to
work side bv side with us as \'I,.. e are to
merease our own numbers-this is a
fact of which \ve cannot have the
;lightest doubt. But neither can we
have the slightest doubt that this assistance \\'111 be given us in but meager
measure until we have fulfilled the conditions of sacrifice and love which
alone can attract and convince the
\...·aiting souls.
The outer and ,'isible point oi unity
corresponding to that inward and invisible oneness to which we. as Baha'is,
have been called, is the:'; ational Fund,
The institution of this cent rat Baha'i
Fund !3 yet sO new and soo unprece~
dented that we have failed to grasp its
entire significance. In one aspect. the
Baha'i Fund is a protection to every
believer against those enthusiastic but
frequently
ill-advised
'solicitations
which are inevitable where many hundreds of people are in close association
year after year, In another a.spect, the
Baha'i Fund is our opportunity to
prove our spiritual faithfulness upon
the planeof practical affairs as upon
the plane oi mind and heart. By the

CASH RECEIVED
April I-Balance: irom \V. H. Randall. Treasurer
30-Contributiom in April
)'Iar 31-Concributions in ~hy
June 3O-Comributions in J'.Jne
July JI-CQntributions in July
Aug. 31-Contributions in August
Sept. 30-Contributions in September
OCt, 16--Contributions to October to date
Total received

$1,191.23
3.705]5
4.886.57
61.00
1,03Ll7
402,92

683.55
2OS,Q3

-

- - - $12,16722

C.-I.SH PAID
$75.00
750,00
200,00
19..10
2,SCQ.00
70.50
8,59
75,00
16.13
l,503,13
2,00).00
421.50
21.43
20000
US
200,00
75000
20000
500,00
57.49
500,00
123,13
100,00
15O,CQ
200.00
133,00
200.00
250.00

April I-A, E. Lunt. Sec'retary
l-L Bourgeois. salary April. ~la)' and June
10-~Irs. True. expenses.
. .
12-Telegraphing Convemion ,
21-Paid on acct. Temple note.
21-Paid intere9t and stamps an same.
3~Discount on checks at bank,
)..[ay 2-'-\, E. Lunt. Secretary
2-Telegrams at Convention
5-Ta:..;:es on Temple propertr
5-Paid on acct, Bourgeois ~ote
12-Butlding material
14-Cbeck returned protested
19-~frs. True. expenses,
31-E:..;:change on checks
.
JLlne li-~[rs. True. expenses
July l-L. Bourgeois salary, July, Aug. & Sept,
9-~lrs, True. expenses
IS-Paid on acct, Temple ~ote .
] 5-Interest on same .
"
29- P aid on acct. Bourgeois Note ,
29-Interest on same ($73.13, $50.(0)
Allg, 21-~frs, True, e~pt'nses ,
21-,-\. E. Lunt, expenses to Chicago
30--;1.1 rs. True. expenses for September .
Sept. 30--5, Janas. Trucking
Oct, 4-~[rs, True. expenses ior October
8-L. BOllrgeois. salary for October
Total Paid
Balal!cc Temple Fu"d Accou.nt

$1122S.39
, $941.83

;';ATIO;,;,,\L BAHA'I FUXD
Report ;';0, 4-From ,\ugust 30, 1924, to October 17, 1924
CASH RECEIVED
Aug. .3O-Bal.ance (Report :S-o. 4) .
Sept. ~oUections ior September
Oct. 16--CoUections ior October (to date) .
Total Recc·ipt.I

....

tlJ

$4,18922
1.3S3,35
599.24

:J

c.
....

$6,141111

CIl

('\SH PAID
.\ug. JO-Mr. Vail (September)
3O-).{r, Gregory (September)
JO-Mrs. True
.
.
JO-Stanwood Cobb (Star)
JO-Mrs. Randall (ac!vancetl Mrs. Haney's e:tpeuses to Green
.4..cre to consult :-..1", S, A. about S~ar of the \Vest)
Sept. 17-Punjab, India groll!> .
JO--S, Janas, truckman .
Oct. 4-;\{rs. True for October
~!r, Gregory (October) ,
~fr. Vail (October)
.
International Baha'i Fund
Secretary's expenses for September
S-L. B(Jurg-eois. Octooer salary

In Chicago Bank·
In \Vorcester Bank

Tatlll Blllance
$ 891.56
3.179.51
$4,071.07

Submitted by

"

C':l

".

$150 00
125,00
200.00
102.50

Fr..oltENCE :o.loaTON.

(I)
(I)

.,.,.c+

~

4360
40000
133,00
200,00
12500
150.00
95,00
9664
250,00

"l

"
"'.
....'"
tI:I

".

$2,07074
$4,071,07
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supreme: witnes50 of Abdu'l Baha's own
life, we know that faithfulness is a
way of living \vhich embraces the
whole of life. Our first response to the
opponunity offered us by the X ational
Fund shpuld be a reconsideration of
our daily lives in every detajl. so that
they may become controlled by a new
sense of order and inspired by a new
purpose. The effect of our understanding of the ",ational Baha'i Fund
should be to cultivate our every re·
source to the utmost~ for not othenvise
shall we be able to feel any pride in
our capacity to serve this aspect of the
Cause_ It is for each believer to determine ror himself what portion of his
income can be allotted to the Fund; it
is for each believer to detennine for
himself just where to draw the line be-

.....

p

•

tional Spiritual Assembly has appointed a 1\'ational Finance Committee. representing all five Regional Divisions, to assist in remm:ing the root
causes. for such a condition. The work
of this Commitee ''''ill be taken up in
detail in another Letter. but meanwhile
we urge each individual be1iever to
resolve to contriblne a minimum of
one dollar a }JI01ltit to the ).[ational
Fund during 1925.
Ii such results foHow {his statement
of facts. then it will be possible to formulate some concrete plan for erecting
the fiT~t external unit of the Temple.
The real plan ;or building the Temple
is surely contained in the general Letter, of Shoghi Effendi-and it is to
mark a beginning of ;aithfulness to
those Letters that we are emphasizing
tween economy and extravagance-the the solemn need for active unity as
standard of giving has been set ior us proved by deeper interes'.: in the wel~
once and for all.
fate 0f the National Fund.
In still another aspect. the X ational
It is hoped that every aspect of rhese
Baha'i Fund is deeply significant. for important subjects ,.... iil be thoroughl,Y
it means that we ourselves are willing discussed bv the friends in their local
not to decide for which specific purpose .-\ssembties.~ and a just balance be arour ccntributions shall-be used. Other- rived at between the local and national
wise. those who preferred the Temple funds. Individuals, after contributing
above all other activities of the Cause to their local Fund. may also contribute
would create a fund for the Temple directly to the Xational Fund. Only
alone: those who most deeply felt the by immediate and whole heaned renecessity for teaching. would maintain sponse from one and all can we meet
a separate teaching fund; while those even the comparatively slight financial
who wanted to spread the literature Obligations already undenaken in bewould be most interested in increasing half of the Temple-and this is but one
a publishing fund. These separate of the several responsibilities carried
centers of activity would inevitablv, in by the National Fund.
time, while each might be perfectly
Even (he brief summary of the cur·
legitimate in itself, lead to division rent events of the Cause 'given below
and dishannony among- the friends. ,viii re,,'eal how successiullv the friends
Shoghi Effendi has given permission to of ."hdu·1 Baha, are carry:ng the }[esspecify the object of our contributions, sage to the public in thes.e stirring days.
but the ideal method is to leave this to In later News Letters more space will
the decision of the National Spiritual be devoted to these happenings. so that
."ssembly. We cannot too fully rea- all may be fully informed,
f(ze the fact that the institution '0 f the
Yours in service to Abdu'l Baha.
)J' alional Spiritual Assembly is insepX ational Spiritual Assembly.
arably wrapped up with the institution
by:
Horace Holley, Secretary .
of the X ational Fund.
Can we not. from now on. cherish
as one more characteristic example of
WORK OF NATIONAL
the bounty of Abdu'l Baha this priviCOMMITTEES
lege of uniting in one conscious loyalty
For many years past. the :\rchhles
the spiritual and material phases of
our lives-so tragically sundered today Committee has been collecting orig-inal
in the lives of the great majority of copies oi Tablets and other irreplace~
able documents and souvenirs of the
mankind?
Cause. and keeping- them properly
The report of the National treas- safeguarded in bank vaults at Chicago.
urer submitted at the last meeting of
."11 the beautiful messages from
the )J"ational Spiritual Assemhly is
Abdu'l Baha made accessible to us
given on page 2.
through the three printed "'o(umes of
A later report of the Treasurer. to Tablets were originaHy collected by
be given in full in our next Letter, (he .-\.rchives Committee, Had this
shows that the balance at this moment work n"lt been done. (he pUblication 0 ~
is etHy slightly ave!' one thousand dol- those three \'oiumes could never have
rars. In view of this crisis. the Na· been accomplished.

• • •
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"The time is indeed ripe ior the manifold act nil ties. \\ herein the serYants and
handmaids of Baha'u'tlah are so de,'outly and earnestly engaged. to be bar~
moniud and conducted wi(h unity co~
operation and efficiency, that tne ~ffect
of such a combined and systematized
effort. tbrough which an AlI~Poweriul
Spirit is steadily pouring, may transcend
every other achie ....ement of the past,
however glorious it has been. and may
stand. now tbat. to the eyes of the outside world the glorious Person of the
Master is no more, a convincing testimony oi tbe potency of His evediving
Spirit."

SHOGH! EFFENDI

It wi![ be remembered that Volume
Three 0; the Tablets appeared in 1915,
while many of Abdu'l Baha's most important communications to individuals and groups in this countrY were
received between 1915 and 1921, a
period which gave us the Tablets 01
the Divine Plan and likewise Abdu'l
Baha's finaJ messages of exhortation
and of love,
To make possible in the near future
a fourth and final volume of authoritative Tablets. it is most essential that
all belie",," ~nd Assemblies possessir.g
original Tablets shall as soon as possible entrust them (accompanied by the
original signed translation, if possible)
to the Archives Committee. Utherwise. within the lapse of a few years,
as the recipients inevitably pass away,
many priceless Tablets will be lost to
the Cause. and the task of collecting
the other Tablets will b~ increased a
hundredfold.
:\s it is precisely those final Tablets
of which we all have need to ponder at
this time. the Kational Spiritual Assembly joins with the Archives Committee in urging individual believers
and Assemblies to lose no time in placing their Tablets at the disposal of all
the friends by sending them to the
Archives Committee, The secretary of
this committee is "Iiss Gertrude Buikema, 1827 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago, minois. The official receipt of
the Archives Committee will be forwarded to the sender without delay,
and a detailed report of the work of
this committee will be presented at the
\' ational Convention of 1925,
C nder the experienced and capable
edirorship of Stanwood Cobb. )'Ianam
Haney and Jinabi Fadi!. the Bah.·i
:Ilagazine (Star of the West), has
since ':\'Iay been presenting the 11essage
a universal way that cannot fail
to attract' the attention of interested
people. With rhe expansion of the
Cause it has become necessary for the
magazine to develop away from the

in

+
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point of view of membership in a lim-

ited group toward a broad and fundamental interpretation of current problems reflecting the spirit of the teachings rather than the passing events of
the Movement.
The Baha'i Magazine today should
be regarded as a teacher in the real
sense of the word. and as such deserving of OUT cordial support not merely
to the extent of our own personal
subscription, but by means of adrtitional subscriptions and copies to he
passed on where they are likely to accomplish the most good. Five months'
subscription to a new subscriber. one
dollar: yearly subscription, three dollars; two subscriptions to one address,
five dollars. Address Baha'j Xews
Service, P. O. Box 283, Chicago, Illinois.
The work of the Librarv Committee has also been very rapidiy developThis comm ittee has placed
ing.
Baha'i literature in hundreds of public libraries throughout the country,
and-at the present ti!l1e has nearly one

thousand libraries on its active list.
Supported entirely from the National
FiJnd, the work of this committee is
among the most far~reachmg efforts.

being made to serve the Cause in this
country, and as [he resources of the
National Fund permit, many thou'ands of additional volumes will be
placed in public libraries by this <omnittee, thus bringing the Message WIthin reach of a vast number of people.
Those desiring to assist the Library

Committee should address the seere·
tary, ~liss Elizabeth Hopper. 1103
Park Road. N. W:, Washington, D. C.
The Publish ing Committee have recentlv issued a new catalog, copies ot
which have been sent to all Assemblv
librarians on its list. Copies can
obtained by addressing Baha'i Publishing Committee, 169 Christopher Street.
New York City.
The following new book. can now
be obtained: Shoghi Effendi's translation of the Hidden Words, 25c: The
Book of Assurance (lghan)' $1.50:
Bahau 'Ilah and the "ew Era by Dr.
Esslemont, $1.50: The Wisdom of
Abdu'l Baha (Paris Talks), 4Oc:
Prayers and Tablets of Abdu'l Baha,
translated by Shoghi Effendi, 13c;
Episodes in ~Iy Life, by ~Ioneereh
Khanum, translated by .-\hmad Sohrab, J5c; .-\bdu'l Baha's First Days in
America, from the diary of Juliet
Thompson, $1.00: Baha'u'llah and His
).-[essage, a pamphlet by Dr. Essle-

be

mont, -:!(k;

photo-engravings

from

photographs of Abdu'1 Baha and also
the Baha'i Temple, lOe each. A se-

lection oi the general letters ot Shoghi

Effendi will be published within a few
weeks. 15c,

• • •

face of deep-rooted prejudice, the
Philadelphia Assembly gave a demon-

NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Space does not permit in this number of the -" ewS Lettet to give an
adeQuate sun"'ev of the manY important meetings that have been held
Juring the past few months.

On September 26th, 27th and
under

the

chainnanship

of

2~th,

::\[rs.

Cooper, the Te,ching Committee of th<;,
Western States Region held its second
annual Baha'i Conference and Congress. at 'the California Club, San
Francisco. The sessions of the Clm-

ference were attended by delegates
from twenty-one :\ssemblies. includ-

ing Honolulu and British Columbia.
It was the \Vestern St3tes Region

which first inaugnrated this ideal
method of linking together the local
Assemblies

for consultation

str~tion of the new spirit of unity
whIch made a deep impression on all
who had the privilege to attend these
meetings. The Baha'i Me!sage was
presented at the first session bv Albert
Vail and at the second session bv
Hooper Har:ris,
.

The :VIontreal Assembly reports a
most successful public meeting held in
the ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton on
Fridav, October 2-+th, Sutherland
}Iax";ell chairman. Dr. John Herman
Randall of New York City spoke on
the Cause and afterward declared

J

that he ha never felt a more respon~
sive audience. Given due preparation,
an4effet:tive speakers. the )'Iessage of
Baba is the most powerful magnet in

re-

the world. The .-\ssemhlv which once

sponse to .-\bdu'l Baha's advices in the
Tablets of the Div;ne Plan. Xo other

ex.periences this power can never again
be satisfied with small. private meet-

method can overcome the inherent difficulties. presented by the size of this
country anC; Canada. and as time goes
on :we can confidently t!xpect that such
regional conventions will assume a
significance second onlv to that of the

Ings.

National Convention it'self.

in

structions from :\bdu'( Daha concerning the imQ0rtance of these meetings
of reconciliation between the white and
colored races in America. four Amit"..
Conventions have been held. In the

The pnh-

lic meetings presented the teachings to
many interested people. the addresses

being delivered bv ,Villard P. Hatch,

HO\\'ard ~'lac-" utt. George Latimer.
and the Baha'i Juniors under the rii~
rection of }lrs. Kathryn Frankland.

On October lith and 18th. the
Teaching Committee of the Central

Since the return of Shoghi Effendi
to Haifa. the most important news of
the Cause outside this countrY has
been the great interest with which the
two papers on the Baha'i Cause were
re1:eived by the audience attending the

Conference of Some Living Religions
within the British Empire. held at the
Imperial Institute, London. from September 22nd to October Jrd. Quoting
from a .general letter from the Spirit-

ual . Assemblvof London, dated No-'
vember 12th': "The paper which presented the Baha'i }lessage was the

States held a Con .... ention in the Foun-

product of consultation and cooper·

dation Hall of the Temple at Wilmette.
preceded by a feast given bv the Chi-

ation, and was read by Mr. ,),Iountfort
~-lills, the delegate from the Canadian
Baha'is, in clear and reverent tones
reaching every part of the large hall,

cago Assemblv in the studio of y,J r,
and ~'Irs. Bou;geois,
During the sessions of this Convention. f:ffective mer hods of presenting
the '\[essage were e:-::p[ained by experi~
e,nced teachers. particularly with relatwn to the Eaha'i education of the
.voung, .-\ public meeting was held in
the Foundation Hall on Sundav. Oc-

and was listened to with wrapt atten-

tion. Through the guidance of Abdu'l
Baha the text was clearly inspired by
his spirit, which was felt by all the be[ievers.

"Ruhi .-\fnan then spoke in faith
a.nd wisdom. his youth and enthusiasm
winning all hearts to a close attention

tober 19th. with addresses bv Charles
:VIason Reme,', ,Irs. Stuart W. French
,nd Jinabi Fadi!. The teaching work
now being carried on by Jinabi Fadil

of the spiritual Presence was like a

in the \"..estern states \vil: be descrihec1
in a later number of the News Letter.

baptism.
We felt the outpouringwhich .-\bdu'l Baha foretold would

The recent general letter of the Philadelphia As~blv gave us all inspiring
news of the succeSs of the Convention
for Amity held in Witherspoon Building on October 22nd and 23rd. Since

awaken the world with the Divine

:Mrs. Parsons received the original in-

to the Baha'i teachings he gave with
sincerity and conviction. The power

~Iessage, and this must have been reflected in all hearts who were praying

with us for ~he illumination of the

world on that day of great oppormnity.'~
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jAffUAH,

A SPECIAL PERIOD OF SUPPLICATION AND PRAYER
February 19th-March 9th, 1925
Thp: t;n1e ha-- come when an the belie,,'ers are gi .... en the privilege of uniting ,..;piritually to pray and supplicate
~s

one heart. one mind and one soul
in hehalf of the beloved Guardian oi
the- l'ause, in order that new and
hroade:- channels may he created
:ilrough which his unique devmLon to
tbe Cause may flow outward ever
stronger and more effectively through
all ~ar[ ..; ; of the Daha'j world.
Therefore the members of the
:'\ ational Spiritual .-\ssemhly request
the friends throughout the enited
States and Canada to set apart the
period of nineteen days beginning F ebruarv 19th as a time consecrated to
dail~ supplication and prayer. individuall~ and collectively invoking Divine
guidance and favor that the hopes of
the Guardian of the Cause may be fulfilled.
These hopes are that nine Baha 'j
helpers mav be _gathered together at
Hal fa to assIst ~hoghl Effendi in the
details of his \vork. especially the
rranslation
of • .the
Creati'l,.·e
\Vord.
,
1
________
••
1-.. ...
~.,

.\.Ilt:l

•

d!t;;;:

_~
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liever who feel5 the call to this Service
mav lav his u. her name and qualificatio~~ hefore Shoghi Effendi for him
to cOllstder. The iriends wiH understand chat these nine' helpers are de-"ired for specific. temporary services,
and are not to be regarded in the ligbt
of those nine souls who. in the fulness
11 f time. will be permanently associated
\vitb the Guardian of the Cause. 1t is
suggested that the friends unite. during the ninett;"en days, 1n the use of
~hoghi Effendi's favorite prayer;111 the Same of the Lord.'
U Lord. my God. my Haven in my
(iistress ~ ),1 v Shield and mv Shelter
III my woes ! ~ ~Iy Asylum and. Refuge
in time of need and in mv loneliness
Ill_V Companion!
I n my ~nguish my
:-:'oIace, and in my solitude a loving
Friend. The Remo,,·er of the pangs

;)f

n1V sorrOWi' and the Pardon~:r of

Illy s:"ns!

Wholly to Thee do I turn, fervently
implorillg Thee with all my hear".:. my
mind and my tongue. to shield me from
ali that runs COllnter to Thv \Vill. in
this. tbe L"vcle of Th~.' Divine Cni[\'.
and tu (Iea~se me from all defilerne~[
that \viil hinder me from seeking.
stainless and unsullied. the shade: of
the Tree, of Thv Grace.
Ha\"e merc\', () Lord. on the feeble.
make \vhole the sick. and quench the
burning thirst_
Gladden the bosom wherein the fire
of Thy love doth smolder and set it
aglow'with the flame of Tby Celestial
Love and Spirit_
Robe the Tabernacle of Divine Cnity
with the. vesture of Holines.s and set
on my head the CTown of Thy Fa ...·or_
r[]~mine mv face \vith the -radiance
of tbe Orb o'f Thy Bounty. and graclouslv assist me in ministering at Thy
Holy 'Threshoid.
.:-.fake my- heart overrlow \vith love
for Th". creatures and grant that I may
ht':cum~ ,ile ::.igll U1. Tll)' :.rcr.:y, the
token of Thy Grace. the promoter of
Concord amongst Thy loved ones, de\-oted unto Thee. uttering Thy commemoration and forgetful of self but
ever mindful of what is Thine_
, 0 God! ~lv God! Stav not from me
the gentle g~le of Thy Panjon and
Grace, and deprive me not of the wellsprings of Thine Aid and Favor.
Seath the shade oi Thy protecting
\Vings let me nestle. <:..:t1d cast upon me
the glance of Thine ~--\ll-Protecting
Eve.
~ Loose my tongue to laud Thy N arne
amidst Thy people. that my ..·oice may
be raised in great assemblies. and from
rny lips rnay stream the flood of Thy
Praise.
Thou an. in all truth, the (~racious.
the Glorified. the '\Lighty, the ()mnipotent ~ _-!bdrd Baha.
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Thou 'Zt'ho art alive u-ith
rnHf!Hlbra-nce of God! True life

the
on
this earth below consisteth in the remembrance of the Almie-htvo and in
the realms <\.bove is attaIned only in
the shelter of the ,".Ii-Merciful , , , ,
\ "erilv. true mention of God lies above
all else in the teaching of His Cause_
"hdu'l Baha.
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To Ih, ,-!.ssemblies of the
United States and Canada
n~AL~ BAH.-\oI FRIE....... DS;

\Ve who. in however humble a
("apacity, consider ourselves members
of the Baha'i Jlovement. have voluntarily associated ou[' lives with a
power which, tbough invisible to eyes
and imperceptible to hands, offers itself inexhaustibly to the ir.most heart.
\Vherever this power truly penetrates.
til that life there can no longer be loneliness or discouragement. aimlessness
or bewildennent. suspicion or fear.
\Vtth the iainte~t awareness that such
a power c_rists. there is born a seretle
faith that what this pO\....er wills. so
it shall be,
But to i.haL !-1uwer fif.:3-i. vi all WI:"'
bring a human stubborne!=is to ma.ke it"
fulfill our own personal ambitions and
satisfv our individual desires_ It is at
that point where the he4rt first realizes that it must serve the power to
retain it, and give up ambition in order
to become part of a universal accomplishment. that so many people turt]
from the path of religion and relapse
into the routine Ii fe of the world, For
us all the supreme moment has surelv
('orne to bring forth some fruit of ail
these years of association with the
Cause ~ in individual and also group
action which wilt make the power of
the Cause perceptible to lhe world"
To those who have begun to yield
even :-ilightly their O\'\,on wi![ to this
-:.upreme power. the vi.sion also come~
rhat it:; llni ..-ersal purposes have already firmly' established themseh·es in
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BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
.'J A TIOl\ AL BAHA'I FUND

NATIONAL BAHA'I ASSEMBLY

J/aintamed by voluntary co",ributionJ made. aJ direded by Shofrlri Eff,uuJ.i
fa the ,Va/ronal Treasurn- and erl'endea un.der th~ S"P':r'v-i..rwn of the Nationai
Spiritual ..-1s,srmbJy, .--lssembli.e.s and rnai'l,'1.'o,'"a.i.s are requuted to ..rmd regv!.a1'
monthly contnDtm'O-n.f to :VaJiona.t Baha'i Fund, in care of .1.-11'$, f/or-ence
.~I orton, 5 lV ileeler .-h-enue, ~V orce..rre1', JJ ass.
.
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C .... SH RECE.H'ED
Oct, 16--Balance per Report X 0, 4.
Oct. 31-Collections, Oct. 16-31
:-';0"', 29-Coltections m :-.r ovembe["
Dec, -t---Collections in Decemoer to date

$4.071.07
201.25
763,59
"200
$5.077.91

SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
ROY

REPORT };o_ 5-FRO;\ OCTOBER \6. 1924 TO DECD1BER 4. \924_

CITY

TreaJUTtr

5 W Hi-iLEA AVEN'Ui.
W'ORCUTEIt. ;:vlASS.

a world oi being separared by only
the thinnest veils from chis visible
world of confusion and =-trife. But
there is an orderly progress in the
steps by which the pO\ller we have
learned to call Baha'u'/Ialt gradually
penetrates and rene\'I,.-s the lives of the
mass 0 f mankind. It is not those who
are gifted with genius in the fields of
art, science or statemanship-those
whose influence is greatest upon customs and institutions-who first re·
ceive the }'1essage of tht: X ew Day.
\Vhen we long to serve the Cause with
greater faculties than \ve possess:
when \",'e desire above all things to express the significance and the beauty
of the Baha'i Cause through the grea.t
social mediums of drama. literature
and science. let us remember that such
gifts are in reality secon.a and not
first in the order of the Spirit's descent. Not until the hearts of the
believers are penetrated through and
througll with the power of Baha'u'llah
in its unutterable majesty, can the influence of the arts and sciences be
brought to the service of the Cause_
True faith controls all the expressions of genius in this world, but does
so indirectlv a.nd as the result of the
sacrifice o( self. There are those not
in this country alone, but in all countries, who are even now ready to devote such talents to the e..."Cpression 0 f
spiritual truth that their actiVIties
would, in a few short ,{ears. carry the
:Message to every mind· and heart' with
irresistible force. and make the Baha'i
Cause the supreme issue in the life of
mankind. The only veils that prevent
humaniry from '\vitnessing the Glon'
are diOse 'UJe ourselves create by ou·r

CASH

PAID

Oct. 16-Fadil Fund withdrawn
Oct. 16--Cost oi ~fr. Remey's b:nding of the Hague Tablet';
a :-eimbursemem: to t["e.J..:iurer
Oct. 27-Mr. Remey, ior flowers at Imbrie funeral
Oct. 27-International Baha'j Fund for Xovember
Oct. 27-Mr, Gregory's expenses for r-; ovember
Oct. 27-Mr. Vail's expenses ior Kovember
Oct. Z7-Xorthern Trust Co" paymerJt on Temple 1\"ote
OCt. :7-~orthern Trust Co,. interest on renewed note for
3 months
..
.
Oct. Z7-j,'fr. Bourgeo:s' ~ote payment, due ~ov. 4
Oct, 27-11., Bourgeois' interest on re:1ewed note fOtT 3 months
Oct. 2S----Exchange on Canadian check
.
Nov. t6--International Baha'j Fund for December
~ov, I6--Mrs. B,~rtbolomew, for July and August ··Star of tne
West
..
.
!-J'ov. 16--~fr. Holley, secretary's expenses for October.
Nov, 2E-~fr. Bourgeois' salary for ~ov. (due .Nov. 4)
Dec. l-~fr. Vail's eX'Penses rar Dec.
Dec. I-1fT, Gregory's expenses iar Dec.
Dec. I-Expenses for Temple. December ..
Dec. 2-Mr, Lunt's expenses to ~. Y .. Dec. 5
Dec. 2- Terminal Hardware (skylights for Temple)

$250,00

2jO
42.00
95_00
125_00
\5000
500_00
51.00
500.00
71.00
,jg

95.00
558.83

i8.00
250.00
150.00
125.00

ZlJO.OO
37.50
400.00
3

Dec_ 4-BALANCE ON HAND

~!!2.20

$1.195.71
OBLIG.... TIONS

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

l-11r. Gregory's expenses for January
I-Mr. Vail's expenses for January , , .
I-Mrs, True's Temple expenses for January
Jan. !-International Baha'i Fund
..
..
Jan. 21- Temple :.lote of $4.000.00 ;lnd i.,terest at ':% (approximate)
Feb, 4----M.r. BourJ<!eois' ~ote oi $3.500.00 and int, at 6!~% (approx.)
Dec. 12-Roating; Asphalt Rooi, of Temple
Dec.30-:Vfr. Bourgeois' salary for December

TOTAL DCE

own Ignorance. heedlessnes.s. and
separation! Can we not, while there
is yet time. turn our hearts with such
devotion to the Creative \Vard that it
may retlect front our lives into other
souls. enkindling them with the pure.
selfless Harne'
To remind one another that snch a
power has actually come to tbe world
-to carry out with one another the
discipline· of association in a Cause
that includes those unsympatbetic as
well as sympathetic to us-to practise
day by day the spiritual lessons that
go to make up the new \,,·orld-wide
democracy-this is our blessed privi·
lege as Baha'is. If we arise with a
spirit of ,-ital faith. every obstacle that
seems now to confront us all even'
-::ide \viit be speedily remove.d.
.
The many expressions of loyal confidence that have come to the National
Spiritual Assembly since our last communication are evidences that a new

$150.00
125.00
200.00
95.00
550.00
55000
\.500.00
250.00
$.1,420.00

Splnt of confidence and energy is. in-deed arising among the friends. We
hope the time will soon come when
your )lational body, sufficiently reinforced bv the moral and material
adherence ~oi every Assembly. every
loval believer, \vitI be able to restore
m~nifofd the strength now being centered bv the lovaltv of the friends.
\Vill 'the believer; give their earnest
attention to the [at est report of the
~1.ational· treasurer. printed on page 2
of this News Letter? Feeling that
Shoghi Effendi. in writing the
:-.r ational Spiritual Assembly. is in
reality addressing all the believers. we
are happy to share his recent letter
included with this number of the )Jews
Letter,
YOltrS sincerely, in love of . \bdu'l
Baha.
~
National Spiritual Assembly.
Bv: HORACE HOLLEY

.

Secre-tar,):.
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WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES
f-brris. L~7 \\'6t [D.h:!
York C:ty. 1l;1~ i,t'en ::1)pui:ncd _~·;:,l.irmaLl or tile Teach: 1'1:":'
l ul1ll1l1Ttee
for
the .\i)ni1·Eas[cl"ll
,fnoper

.<"';tre~:. :\<":'.\'

~t:ltcS' ri::';!iotl. anJ l~ el!g-ag>eu UpQl\
1da1l';' :0 l.:l1ire the 1Ol':::L 1 . \~sellll)lies oi

:h.;

,.

more l'Ul1CCl:trated
""':-;':-1:'[ llJ ','::r:-\' I1U: the au-,'ict's Wilich
\1)([11'[ l~:tll:L- [!J.ye ti,esc:: .\~-:;emi)lih
ill the T:thlet~ oi the Di\'[Lle PL::ll1.
\\,iil the .\:-:;:;emblies throuzhom the
:';Drth-Llstern States erutr 'into CQI11111:111;(<1[;011 ~Yith him:The )alluJn' number
the Baha'i
:\[ag-azii1t::- \\-ill be uevoted to the ::-:ub·
1""':!IOtl

ill

:l

or

,.,
c

JCL"t

co

c'
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[n orderip,g books and in all correspond~
ence with the Baha'i P'.Jblishing Com~
mittee, will the ir:ends hereafter aad;ess
their lett.ers:-

Baha'i Publishing Committee
P,O. Box 348, Grand Central Sra[ion
:\'ew York Cit ....
The Publishing Committee is very glad
to ilnnounce that Mrs. A. B. Romer is
now in full c:'large of lhe Publishing
Office, and her devoted interest in the
work ar.d. thorough business training
will er.abll" the Comm;ttee to extenL1
greatly the field of their serVlce.

oi educatIon. and the friends are

urged to TJTaL"e co[)ies c-f this numiJer
ill the halELS i) f teachers and other.:
\n:-:i(ubri~ :merestr.:(l in :i.:e ,;)irltlla!
~i!!niril';1IlCe 01 eJltca~ioll_
111.:1 rect'llt
I. .:teer :J.dd:-t'::,~ed w the editors of the
I~Jha-i
_\[a~azin('.
:-::hoQ'hi Efiend!
"a"s: ._[ am fluite 1J1easeu to note a
de-l'ideJ impro"'cmen _. ill tile general
:J.specr of the ::tar or :he \':e5t_ Tbe
liberal DoliC" ,'ou haye a(jrH)ter.i i~ wise.
sound .. and - ('~treme!y hel;)tu!
I wish you ~~~e highest SUL"CC3_'l in your
endeayors. "
The Decemb-er Llumber \\ a.~ beautifullY de\'elopeJ around the Balla'j
,:onception of Jesus, The contents induded 5elections trom the \\'onls of
.-\.bdu·l [~aha on "The Ur-illiant St.ar,
-Lhr:::.t :" Jlld "The Di"ine P..::rfcc:iOllS . -d fesu$ (11:-is[:" "Ideals alld
Happilles;" ':)y Urroi L. Harper: -'.\
C-01l\'encio!1 for :\m!n,1 bv Louis C.
t ;:-e!:!'ory
"The (.-on te-re~ce (I i Li\-ioR
Reli!:.'::otls·· ;)'- -:.: ellie S_ French: "The
\\-oocis ni Clai'incourr'! .--\ Poem bv
E_ T. Hall. illustrated IJ\' \-ictoria
Bedek:an> .-.-\ S~:~~1r:1C~::
!~~£e" ~)::
_\ibert DUrTZlnt \\'atson: _\ Poem_ entitled ·'(·llri:=.~mas·· by Shauaz \,'aile,
:lnd rer~iat1 Section - edited hy JinaLi
Fodil.
\\"onl bas bee:1 recei\'ed from the
Temple Committee that g:-e<;,t nrog-res..;.
:~a~ hcen m;lde in rile '\·f)rk 'Jt ;:\tllt:ring- :D!:!cther, ('b~.~lfyln~ ::.r.ll :;rr;ll~!!
iw.,r the record." of the Temple rUIHI
alll[ (ontracts. frum the he::zin!1ill~ or
the Caba'i Temple Cnit~· up to date_
,\." :-0011 a.:' tbis work is h1}islled a detailed rc!)ort will I>t! puhli.":led for ~lle
iniorm:::ion of all the f:-;e:lll5,

;i

1-.

Baha'i Publishing Committee
Announce Chan!,p of Address

\\-e llaye heen informed h\· the .\rl'hin'~ Commit:ee ~hat Tal}1ets and
.. :-'Icr Ill:ltcr~al in:ended fell t:1C __ \!'.,-hi\·c" "hf)Uld he :,ent t·) :he. (-n:'=.:Ildi:l!l. \fr. _\lhert \\'indl!st. i:::,tead
,)f :0 the ScC"(.'tarv __\[iss t;uikema, as
a;][';"lluI1C'ed in .Y e',~·s Letter \' D. 1.

l:H~ ',\"CHi..: of :he .\";ttional FU:1d. and
·-.ren:.: If ;l~ '~I-::-e::-: :l:i p:h:3i;;k to the
,-.l't,,·;ries of ,i:l []:e friends l!l the
IDca: _\~_~t:'mhii'.:',,;. the Xational Spiritt;aJ .\:isembly klS aPfJointed a new
:-<,1tlOtlJ.; C'ommittee to he known as
the .\'arional Fi1lance Comminee, and
il:'..:ludlllZ \"ine r~rresentatl"i,'e Irom
\.::lcil of tile h'.e regional di,-lsions. the
:\;:~:onal Treasurer being :--:ecret3ry
:)t tile (ommittee ex officio. The memI!ers a~)poinred for tillS year are: :"Irs.
Roger Uoyle. ~ourhern' States: ::-drs.
~pal1ldin.!l. of the Chicago .A.ssembly,
fur ti:e I_'etltnl ~:aks: :\lr5. Elizabeth
l ;:-eenleat for L-;lllada: ':'lrs. _\melia
Ccdlins for the \\'esrern States; nnd
~ [iss}; eHle Lloyd :or the:'; orth East';;::.tl

The Library Committee urge::. the
friends in the- .-\s:o:.embli;:o .... a:=. \n.:-Il it'
:ho::.-'C. ',\'ho 21ft': i:3QiateJ. :'J :ll~;~e "::':('ry
effort ~o Interest llbrari:J.lli ,0 :lp;)ly t',
::1C' Li')rary L'urnmli:ter: l';.r .:aha i
:ncrJmre.
i:rom a report nxel\"(~d from thl'
L'emral States' Teaching \_'OTlHlliLICr:,
~'.;r:3. Cori[1lle True. :1.Ir. (·J.rl :-:dlt:-ttlotr and .\lbert \"alL we (tuote the fol:owing: "During the Sllmr,H:!r t:le C·.:'I1fral States Committee held III the
.\ rash raqu '1 .-\dkhar f Otl~ltl:J.t:OI_l r-L:J.l1.
0)1]
:-:=l1ndav mornings, a conterencC'
Tor the training OT B1.I':1-i teacher,,;
\\-hich prm'ed very SUI,::l:'C:,:,: rul and wa."
i1tte1l(~~(~ hv friends frorr) :,l~\\\,:lLlket'.
kaLint'. I,enosha, Chica:={o and utller
·,'iries. fJue ::;ession of tht'''e tt'Jcher..;.'
~-()llferel1(,es ..yas held at the titl1e 01
rile Centrai States Teaching l_-orn·l'll:iot1 in October, and \':e hOI1c tD bold
~es~iOllS 1:0\-"; and then dun:l.Q' tile \-~'ar
:lnct to e',:courage the _\.::semhlic~ m
O~lr Celltral States cities to bolJ ~imi
br classe5, especiallf ,,ror th<: youngi~"::uijl~~

,jf

c,;.ij ,\':'.:itl_iL;'O;:.:..

"SiL1ce L::f nr.5t of last :.r:1"·. :'Ifr
_\.rtilllr :::;_ _\gnew alla \ [r. -. \Ihen
\\ indl1:~r ll,:',n~ made ro;;a.--hil!g journ..::y:,
i,no ),Ikhig-an: ),[rs_ Cori'lnt: -~'r1.\e. i1;1.:',
:::1l1S!'h: ill' ~[ichi~an and ():-.io: _\1r.
.\U;en '-:lil has :;poken tllan~' c:mrs il~
l'it:es 0 i \ \- i~ . ..-onsin, l:lilloi!i J:1d i )hi,).
\·.-itll Olle tour into ~Iichi.~:1t': Dr. lia
Bagcladi has givert many arlrlres:,es i)eL1re ,-:1rio11::> ::,ocieties and io ,. .-hurcbes
nf Cllil-a!Z'o :?nd envi.:0ns: ~""_1(1 \[1''3.
h::eith R,u13om-I":::ebler i:,1.~ gn'en :t
t1umher
addresses itt L-hiclg-Il and
llear-r) .... ci:ies,
"\\-e are maJ..:ln cr a surveY of the :Ll'ti\ itie.:' of :lle Cel~tr;ll ;St:-.te..;; .\...;~emlJ
lic:, __ \:' SOOI1 ,b lye hay~ n:pun,; lrom
:-.11 ~he _\..; . . ~mhlies we: \\'lH forw~\rd ;li1
a,'l'Ol11lt n [ :llei r Ii-ark to till" ,~eLTC[:\ r:.·
1')1 the ::\;1[iol1a[ Spirirtnl
\'''-,clllhl.\'.''
ftl oreier ro telld further 5(abi1it~· to

or

:-:i'-i~t;;S:

The particllla.r illnuence of the
\Jtional ~l1::d \·.. ith ;-'..'5DC:.:t to the
jln).~,e.:'s of the LaLl:'l: ...-ar.-not be tully
l'xerted Hllril :::; :~:e rriends ba\'e acql1:Ll1lted tl1e1ll5eh'es I.\'ich tl~e facts
l'OtlCCl"T',tllC!; its ()ri~in and various functions rulh' ."t't forth :11 letters already
rccei\-ed . from Shog-hi Effendi, and
.. Iso with ib ,,·l1rrent obligations as
included In each report of the
~<.)tiona[ T:-e3s11rer.
In all cases of
doubt or nw:under.standing that may
tlm,v exist, I1r n1:1'1,o- arise in futur~.
\\·(11 the friends immediatel ..... turn for
explanation to the member of the
X.c'Jtiollal finance Committee repre.. enting- their regional division, The
:'<ational ::::pirim:1l :\ssembly can do
110 more tlwn :0 publ ish complete reports at re~lliar imervals. alld present
any Siru.1Iii)11 of emergency that might
exist. It i .. 111) pan Ot the duties of
','our eleo..'ted :-l'pfl::,ell:atiyt's to exert
llressure UPOIl :1lly of the iriends for
the raisin~ of funds. Greater by far
:Ilan the most extensi . . e financial reiources is the spirit oi cOlllirience and
truly '.-oiunran· cooperation which
'-our ::\ational -bodv desire abm-e a(l
to estahlish tilroughollt the Cause in
tillS land_

*
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NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Tl:e friends will be delig-hred ro
:t'arn of the ;trri,·al in thlS cO·uLltry of
_\Iollsicur Jnd .).fauame Drevfus-Darlley from P~ri.s, their plans ~lnc\uding
it {'isit of se,-eral momhs ill Cali fornia
',\'lt11 )[rs, DreYfl1s-r~:1rnev's mother.
Tile ,yorkl-"\'ith~ 1~J.l1a·i e::'::periellce of
"'dons. :lllJ :\ladaille Dreyfus-Barne\'.
~heir int:m,lte kno\\·Je.dge of the l1i~
LorY and teachill~~ ot the C~ltl5e. :J.lld
tht~r ulliq\1t proht':cncy in the r\:~:;.ian
L\lH!l1a~~. hrilH! to the .\1l1eri . . . an :)eI ic\:L'rs a ll1L'!ltal .1!1U s;Jiriruai r('inforreme-m that will assist us greatly

LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
To m;J dear friends and fellotv-1.t/orkthe members' oj th(' Amer£C'an
Sat1'onal Spiritual Assembly
(j'J] the Secretar}', .JIr. Horace Halley'.
.Vew '·ork City, U. S. A.
L'YS,

\fy FRIE!-ODS AND FELLOW-\OVORKERS:-
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The letters which our able and de·
\"oted friend. 1fr. Horace Holley, ha:-;
addressed in "Tour behalf to the Greatest Holy Leaf and myself have all
been received. and, together with their
enclosures. read with the closest .:'Jttention. It is indeed highly gratifying to observe that notwithstanding
the strain and stress of the uitic:'Il
period through which our beloved
Cause is passing', the elected repn:sentatives of the friends in America
have. with unflinching faith. ttll:~r:..:.~::::,:
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:loility, perservered in their task .w(i
fulfilled their arduous duties.
The splendid contribution you lla~"t'
made to the efforts of your fellowworkers in England in co~nection \"itll
the Conference on the Living Re·
ligions \vithin the British Empire. \\"(:
all heartily appreciate and regard as a
fresh evidence of the growing pO~'1... el·
and solidarity of the Cause of Goel.
noth in the admirable paper whidl
::ou arranged to be drafted and prepared. and in the person of your devout. trusted and talented President.
who performed his duty with absolute
tide!ity and high disrinction. you have
:'endered the Cause oi Baha"u'llah <I
fresh and distinguished s~n·ice. .:0.. b.\"
the rcsuits achieved lend afresh Im';.)etus to the onward march of rIll.'
l_'ause 10 the \ Vest.
The recent measures vou have
adopted in view of the ne'eessit}' of
~romoting fuller confidence and ;1
greater measure of understanding and
("ooperation between the body of the
helievers and the. local and 1\~ ational
.\.ssemblies. v,rill. r am confident. be of
the greatest value. and inrlicate dead\"
that vou are fullv aware of the true
positi·on. the pri~iieges and respon;;ibilities of every Baha'i Assembly.
IV e all long to hasten by wise and
dfecti\'e measures the completton 0 t"
the J[ashriqu't-Adhkar, and we fervently supplicate the All-Bountiiul to
hless richly our Teaching work that
Ilur numbers may be reinforced ill
tim';!" by men who with sufficiem mean . . .
at their disposal may voiuntarily and
:lbundantly support this V::lst and noble
endea\"or. I trust that you will en-

~he people in \,those midst you workall these. though insuperable obstacles
at present. will. if we stand steadfast
and faithful. be one by one removed.
and pave the '.'vav for the ultimate
a::icendency of the Cause and the fruition and triumph of our labors.
.-\.s to the projected prayer· book, I
feel the need for a specially prepared
compilation of the prayers of Baha'u'llah and Abdu'j Baha designed for
the generai public which would both
prove oi value for devotional purposes and act as a fresh incentive/to
eager and inquiring minds. I am en·
closing copies oi prayers which you
may have not vet received and trust
to senq you more in future. I should
be glad to receive any particulars you
might wish me to consider in this connection.
Our unt~rtng and devoted. sister. Dr.
~loodv, ,. the handmaid oi the "lost
-,.
. ..
...
' d re.~.~: ,:".,." :~"j.L.: J...o,~L b"-'::;"lJ,'~'j! Ilt.l..·.di...;J.
~116") ....... ;;. , ...... '-1. LU j;I.:" ~r;)~;)u:1
.-\s regards the Persian Section: I gret to discontinue for a time the infeel that in vie\v oi the severe re~tric '.-aluable and unique services she ha:-.
~ions imposed on the iriends in Persia
been rendering to the Cau::e in Persia.
its rernporary suspension would be She is proceeding to America. and wiil
well-advised. particularly as it makes
familiarize vou with the deplorable
5uch a disproportionate demand on ..:;tate 0 f affa'irs in that unhappy counthe meagre resources of the friends in try. You ,,"viII get first-hand informa:\meric;J..
tion from her regarding the present
The increasing efforts displayed hy condition and activities of our longlIlY be!o\'E~:d brothers and ::iisters i:1
jutIering frienas in Persia. and she
.\merica, both individuallv and collec- \,·fill take counsel with vou as to the
ti~'ely. and the action tak~n by you in
best way to meet the ne"eds and serve
-constituting regional Teaching Com- the Cause 0 f Education in Tihran. 1
mittees are of vita! importance to the hope and pray that as soon as circum__ pread of the Cause in the presem :-;tances permit. the friends in America
"rage 0 f our work. I feel that we- mav enable Dr..Moody to take had..
,hould all coilaborate in i\·idenin.g- it:-o
,.\·ir"l, her to Persia suitable. capablt'
,cope. intensifying its ir~rlue:1ce, 2.S- and .1.r(ier:t collaborarors who will ("on.~uring its continuity. anu end~avoring'
tribme tileir Jistinct share toward~
ro suoordinate every other ac~ivitv to
tr~e ·.tplift and the advancemem of
(his most urgent an'd . .:ital task. Ie i . . ·.nelr brethren and sister:s in that bnd.
our bounden duty to do all in our
Concerning the magazine "Reaiity.··
tJower to give the- Cause from day to L ieel we must make it ttnmistakeahlv
day a fuller publicity, to maintain and plain to those in charge of it that th~
srimulate the interest aroused. and to
Baha'is would gladly and grateiully
t...'oncentrate at the same time our at- respond to the invitation to cooperatemion on a chosen ie\...·. endeavoring ate with those that are re~ponsible for
tactfully and persistently to make oT
It immediatelv thev are fullv satisfied
them earnest and unreserved support- :l1at nothing [5 or ~vill be published b.\
""s of the BalR'i Faith.
them, whether in the magazine or else1 am deeply conscious 0 f the mani- where. that ,vould, however indirectlv.
fold and unavoidable Jifficulties that [.wejudice or reneer upon their concepconfront vou in "our labors for the tion oi \\'hat the Baha'i ~Iovement i:-administr;tion o( the affairs of the or srands for. Should this be refused.
Callse. \'ast distances: n<::rsonal pro- aLld uniriendlv and harmful matter . . .
be published against them, the attitude
fessional pre-occupations; insuffici~nt
:lufDber or capable and experienced u i all of us should be a definite refusal to help and absolute non-interteachers. unhamoered by the neces:.it1' of taming ~~heir me;ns of Ij':eli· ference. as well as the absence oi an)"
form of retaliation which will instead
hood; the inadequacy of the means at
your disposal. financial and otherwise: of achieving our end defeat our purpose. \.Ve should leave him in the
the prevailing tendencies in the general
thought. sentiment, and rn.armers 0 f
hamis of God.

counter no further obstacles in receiving rhe necessary support to meet
the immediate needs oi this Cniversal
House oi \~/ orshio as dec:ded at vour
recent general gathering in Chicago.
The Star of the \Vest, the latest
issues of which I have read \vith genuine satisfaction, has admittedly made
a notable advance towards the ideal
~l,rhich the ~faster has se-t before it.
.\rticles on broad humanitarian lines.
",;ell-conceived. adequately treated,
and poweriully presented, should
have their proper place in every
issue together with such accounts of
the history and the teachings of the
Cause as will portray to the Baha'i
<l:1d non-Baha'i alike the unique beaut!·
as \vell as the compelling power of the
Baha'i spirit. ~latters political and
p3rtisan in character should be carefultv avoided as they \'{ould eventually
lead t~ e~ta.~gl.eme~ts t.ha~ \~'ou!d. b.e

.-\.s to the suggestion of the .-\.nnual
Convention being held next summer
at Green Acre. I believe it to be both
wtse and help ful, and tru::;t that it will
forge another link between the Baha'i~
J.S a body and its founders and trustee.s, and wiil serve to draw them
doser and closer to the outward fonn
;15 well as t.o the spirit of the activitie:-:.
of the friends in America.

The financial help extended recently
by the friends in America to their

fellow-workers 0; the Faith in Qadi'.:an, Punjab, has given us all intense
_at is faction and made us deeply gratefuL Their contribution has immediately been forwarded to them through
the ~·ational Spiritual .--\.ssembly at
rndia and Bunna. and will. I am r.::er~
tain, enhance the prestige ami the :11~l1ence of the Cause.

r fee! that the c01lditions are no\\'
favorable for the circulation of the
I\"ill and Testamem of i\.bdu'l Baha
,)niy in manuscript form and among
recognized believers in America. Every
.. uch believer ':ihould he trusted with a
... ingle copy with the express unner.. tanding that no duplirarll;' c[')pie:-> or

extracts of it be made or pUblished
anywhere.
The suggestion made by my dear
.:.wa able iriend, )'1r. Horace noUe.y,
as to the comoilation of an annual
"Baha'i Year Book" is extremely valuable and timely, I am much impressed
hy it. and feel that an immediate start
-hould be made. I believe it can best
he now undertaken under the direction
and supervision of your ~\ssembly until the time should come fo!' the friends
in the East and particularly Persia to
participate effectually in its development. I trust you will send me a capy
of the skeleton of the material YOU
propose to include, and I shall here
attempt to fill up any gap and render
any assistance I can to make it as comprehensive. as attractive, and as
authoritati .... e: as possible.
I am sending through my dear
brother, ~lr, ~1. Mills. various relics
and Tablets of our beloved Abdu·1
Baha. the only and priceless treaSllres of the devoted gardener of
Baha·u·lIah's Shrine, l..'stad Abu·IOas-im Khurasani, who has offered
them to be presenred in his behalf in
[he .-\ f("hives of the friennE; in .-\mel'-

]Ca. I am hoping to be able to send
you in future precious additions to
'.vhat the Archives Committee has already colleded. and may I in this COllnection express to those who havl'
o..::oncetved so admirable a plan my profound admiration and heartfelt gratitude.
I ".. ish to assure you in (onclusioll
of my readiness and genuine desire to
Ilelp you and serve you to the utmost
of my ability. I fully realize the enormous burden that weighs on your
5houlders, and am constantly mindful
IJ f the distinct and eminent 'share you
are contributing to the advancement
of the Cause. I wish you from the:
depths of my heart entire satisfaction in your glorious work. OUf beloved Master is surely watching from
the Realm Beyond over His children
\","hom He nuttured and loved so well.
and wiU certainly guide you -in every
.-;tep you take, and crown your patient
efforts with signal success.
Your brother and fellow-worker.

(signed)

SHOGHT

H.aiia, Palestine,
\' ovember 27, 1924 .
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"That [he Lau:-.c uf God should. ill
the day:-; (i) rUllle'. witness mam: a
cballenging hour and pass thro'ugh
aitit.:ai stJg-es. in preparation ror the
glories OT ;(5 promised ascendency in
the new world Ila.5 been time and
ag-aill. undeniablY' affirmed bv Ol1r de:J'arted \laster.· Jnd IS a6utldandv
proved to ll::i all by its heroic past and
turbulent history. .-\.nd vet. if it i.s
the lot uf the chosen ones ~of (;uu. the

people of 8aha. to face adversity atld
sutter tribulacion beiore <H.:hievillg
ultimate victor ...... are. ",,-e to belie .... e that
whatever befalls us is divinely ordained. and in no wise the res{llt of
Jur faint-heanedness and negligence?"'

Shogki 1::ffnHii
To the ~-lssemblics of tilt,
U fllted States and C tluuda:
.~

~EW

Dear Baha'i friends:
:\Ianv signiticant events art'

1l0'V

taking' place throughout tht::' Uaha'i
world. \Ve ask all the friends to gi\"e
their special attention at the presellt
moment to the detaIls oi the .\ a vriz
disaster. to the announcement of -the
::\ational Uaha'i Congress and Con.... ention of 1925. and to the recent alJp~:d of ~hog,",.i Effendi in behalf of
the urg-ent need 01 the Temple, as
ginm elsewhere in this:'; E\¥'S LL::TTE}('
If anv :-;incere and well-iniormed
servant
the Cause were to attempt
to express the une: fundamental suhject to which the .\.merican believers
~hould give their hearts and minus at
thi:;. ~tage in the dtvelopmem (d the
Baha'i ~l()vemetlt.-the one subject
underlyillg" t'\"ery aspet.:t uf our illdi . . . idual a.nd collectiye efforts of service-the result would be unquestioIt+
ably the advice that each and even..
belIever forthwith a.cquaint himse(f

of

with the letters of Shoghi Effel1di.
Since that dOl'" when. three Ve<..!r~
J.~o. we receiy~d' the first communica·
:ion irom him vvhom Abdu'l Uaha had
..Jrh as His precious legacy tu His

follower~.
"\.:,~embly kl\

f rie[Hb and

til ...· :\ aL i01!,[ I
e "p~lr~(l \til
ettort to piace these general llles.:-;ages
in the hand~ of each loL"al .\s.:;embly"
There call he 110 doubt but that the
letters ot Sll"oght Effendi l1a\"e be...:ome
the
~trollg-est
unifying
intiLlenCt::
:.lroU1Hi wll ieh :he v;tal Ii re 0 f (\lCil
.-\s:'emblv has revol'.-ed. There ...·an
he l10 \'llJuhr hut that the sDiritual
~trellgth ui- l'acil .\~sembl.v "at the
;)resem time cau he estimated entirely
h\' [he Jeg-ree to which its members
ha"ye ;:n:qu;illted themselves with the:-;e
letters and attempted to fOllfld their
~al~.J.·j (ll:"tivlties upon the ~xhorta
tions. the advices, the suggestions. and
the decisions given us by the (~uardian
of the Cause.
Recognizing on the one hand, the
diffi(:uJt~... especially among the larger
"\ssemLlies. of ;;tudying these letters
~,,"ith sufficient attention so long as only
one manuscript cop)' . .vas a . . . ailable :
anJ on the other haml tile extreme
imvortance to the Cause of ha\'ing
c\"~rv I;eliever make these letters of
~hoghi Effendi an intimate'-part of
his daily life. the Xational Spiritual
.\ssembiy ha\"e recentl), made a ...·om[.lrehensive series oi exerpts from all
the general letters of Shog-hi Effendi
~vritten froUl Janua.ry 21. 1922, to
~pif"itual

:\ ovember 27.

1924, and arranged

\vith the Publishing Committee to have

thtse excerpts printed in booklet form.
This booklet. entitled. "Letters from
Shoghi Effendi". will be ready for
di.stribut;oll I)y the cime this ;JEWS
I_ETTJ~K dlJl H"::ars.
I~y

the \Vill <uHi Testament of
"\btiu'l Uaha. we ha\"c heell solemnly
charged to lJring 110 ... tain ul'on the
radiant llature ot tht: (;uardian of the
Caus-e. The rirst allu l!s.sential re:5pollse we call make to this inviolable
command is to turn cunstantlv to the
:etters of ~"llug-l1i Effendi and tlirect
our everv acti virv illto the definite
i..·hannel:::.
:-.pirinlal and material ser\";ce the ~ ;Llardian has ca.rved so deep

of

allti straight til rough tbe mental and
:,ocial anarchies of thls troub'ed age.
.-\part from these channels there can
be 110 effective unity, no sincere effort
among the Baha'is"~ Just as the spirit
o i man needs a human temple in order to achieve its eternal identity, so
:he universal spirit of rhe Revelation
II i (~od 11ee:tls a world-wide unity ill
I~ler to bestow its manifold blessings.
vlsible and invisible, upon a sutfering
and distracted mankind.
How often, as the desolate ruins. of
the: ]Ja.st remind us, bas that Revelation
descended only to be soon lost by the
hearts of men for rack of a unity
among the believers that cOllhl reAe~t
its myriad rays of light-its signiricance to mind as well as to soul. its
intiucnce upon go,,'ernment and industry as well as upon the conduct of the
individual believer.

"\mid the differences of race. class.
. .Teed and character, necessarily exist·
ing throughout the body of the· believers, no point of unity could ever arise
co protect the Cause and insure its
universal triumph apart from the center appointed by the Co .... enant itself
and upheld by the authority oi
Raha'u·llah.
Every problem that

110W

confronts

us has its trUe solution ill the letters
of Shoghi Effendi. In those letters
the all-conquering energy of the ""spirit
of the age" is communicated to every
sincere heart. Let us make it our foremost erH.leavor to ~(Udy thest: letters.
to IJt:come penetrateu
thelll without
reserve. forgetting an)' anti every limi-

by

tation of our pa5t, ~o that we may be·
come ' . . orthy to receive in ful(est
meat:.ure the' l"ullhrmatiolh awaitinK
the friends oi C;od.
Yours sincerely. ill lu . . e of .\b<lu'i

Baha.
~ atiollal

Spi ritual AssemlJly,

By:

Hf)I<:\CE H()LLEY,

Secretary .
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I>-FR011 DECE1lBER 4. 1924 TO JANUARY 22. 1925

CASH lacrlVED
1024
UeC'. 4--Balam:1.! trom Report So. ,~
.
$1,195.71
Dec. -+--Add check 0: Dec. 2, 1924-. to Terminal Hardware. which
wa.s cancelled and corrected. .
.JOO.OO
Dec. 4--ColltributtDnS, December 4- to 31 1924 '
1.316.88
DeC'. +-Con t ribn t ions, January I to 22, 1925
-+.721.55

SrEGFRIf.D SCHOl'FLOCHE;1t

Ofoa €ltlu

Uec. lll-Edinger & Sons. 4- tons of coaJ for Tetn1Jie
Dec. 19-Natio~aJ Secretary, Xovembor expenses. .
Dec.19-Termmal Hard ..... are Co., lumber. supplies, for interior work
on enclosure for meetings in winter in TempJe .
Dec.20-William :\{urdock Co., Temple roofing contract .
Dec. 27-Mr. Vail. expenses for january, 11)25. . . .
Dec. 27-:\'fr. Cregory, expenses ror January. 1925
Dec. 27-Internarional Baha',i Fund for Janua.ry. 1925
De--c. 2~-'\1{Jnthl~' expenses !Or Temple. Mr. Anderson's wages. teleI-lhone and small sundries . . .
Dte. 29-:\.lr. Jourgcois' salary for December.

Suraill',l'

169 CHRISTOPHF.R STRH':T
NEW YORK CITY

Ojict

i

1f' !hi!

$7,634.14

CASH P,\lO

Roy C. \VllH!::L\f

Trt'iIJurr'r

WHEUER .-\ .... F.:i1:E

\\~ORCE:5TF.R. \r.,,~~.

;925

RELIEF FOR BAHA'IS AT
NAYRIZ, PERSIA
Un Februaryh, rhe Xationai :--:'l'il-iwal
.-\ssembly received the followtng cable-

gram from Shoghi EffanJi: .. Flood
destroyed :00 L~aha'i hOllles in \:avriz.
Grave' Jisa~te.r. ~lay ~\merica contribute her share. ,. [n response to this
urgent appeal. the .:\ational Treasurer
transmitted to Shoghi Effendi by cable
within a few days, the sum of tiftec~
hundred dollars. Telegrams \'. . ere immediately sellt to tht:! ten largest ,-\ssemblies asking them to make a special
contribution tu the Xational Fund bv
wire. ji possible. in lJehalf oj (Jur Perslan brother::. anti si::;ter'S, t'p to fehruarv 22nd. neark three rhou:salld dollars 'had been rec'eived.
In addition to these telegrams. a letter was sent to the other local _-\ssemblies in order that all the iriemls might
share in the privilege of '(oming to the
assistance of (he hotT'eless Haha'(s.
A.s the result of tnis action \\;e feel
sure that several thou:;;and dolIars additional will l)e recei \'ctl by tbe :\ ational
Fund. atld the total amount which will
eventually be placed at tile disposition
of Shoghi Effelldi wili Ilot fail to be a
clear e\'iJ":,,nce of the spirit of he1t)[·_:i·
ness and also the deep sense of gratitude to the ['ersiall 1:aha'is that exists
among the .-\n1erican frIends. Believers not members of al1V local .--\~semh[v
are invited to comribllte according
their means to this ~pecL<ll fund. );" ot
less valuable than the amount of our
material c1s ... istanct \\,·i1l he this unified
expres:'.ion a i ill~tant anJ cordial sympathy bet\I,'een two countries whose
5piritu..al connection is 50 significant in
this' new a'{e. ()11 Ft:I,ruary 14th the

to

];In.
Jan.
.Ian.
Jan,
Jan,
J;.in.
.ran.
Jan.
Jan.

5-\"ational Sec:-etarr. December expenses
~-Penll C:il CI) .. hc:atmg oil fur testing furn~cL's or Temple
;,-Altce {,reenacrC'. lawyer. work on exemptLon of t.axes
I)-Supplies and 1\ews Letter ior .--\sse-llTlllies. .
I)-Tudor Press. ~-1arch and ApriL 11)24. ::\lr. Lunt Secretary
t5-Em~n;ency call ior help on Star.
. . . .
ll)-:\:urtnem Trust Co .. interest Oil Temple note
22-Travclling" expenses to ~cw York-No S. A.
13-exchange on C.anadian check

$68.1iO
2820

262m
1.500.00
150.00
125.00
Y5.00

200.00
'?50.oo

i6.4B
4O.0S
8Z1lO
91.09

100,94
100.00
50.00
4{),00

1.50
3261.67

Jan. 23-Balance on hand on deposit m W OfCt'stl'r Bank
Temple Balance
$1.615Ai
General Balance
2.757.00

54.372.47

:-..iaticlnal Raha':i Funr1 Ralance

::\atiunal ::-:piritual .\ssembly received
from ~llORhi r-:ffendi this ;:;'l'kno\'I,:l;>:Jgment of our ,:c,mrilmtion: .. Both
~ransfers received.
Deeply appreciative."

1925 NATIONAL BAHA'I
CONVENTION
8y unanimous vote of the ~ationa[
Spiritual ~-\s:-;emuh'. the annual Con-,
vemion will this vear he held at Green
.~cre. Eliot. \[atlle. on fl1ly lith, ith
and 8th,
.. .

Two circumstances combil1e to make
the 1\ational Convention this vear especiaIlv imlJortant.-the fact that it is
to be held 'in :J.n ell vironment so d<::hnicely blessed Ly .. \/)du'1 l:aha . .so tully
consecrated to a perman~nt s~rvice of
the Baha'i ideals. and recentlv referrt:d
to in such significant wor(rs by the
C;uardian of the Cause; and secondlv
the faC[ that the date ha, been ad·
\'anced from Ridvall to a IIL.:'riori \'vhell
it will be possilJle for a far g:eater
number of the friends to he pr('~ell1
throughout the se:ssions,

In a later

~E\\' .. .;

LE.TTEI~

$4,372.47

\\'dl be

given the essential details uuth

ilS

to

the connection bet\veen Green Acre and
the Daha'i Cause alld concerning" the
arrangements \vhich are avaiiable at
(~reen Acre tor the hospitality of delegates and friend..; during the Conven·
tlOn. The preiimillary announcement
is- made at this time in order that all
the believers. and especially those who
live at a distance, may plan their summt:r vaca.tioll~ ~o as tu indudt:! Greell
.\cre for at least the period of July
6th. ith and 8th. \fay we not all hor~
that the Convemion of 1923 will be
an impressive e"idt:t1ce 0 t the power
of the Daba'j \!ovemcllt in this COlltinent?

THE MASHRIQU'L ADHKAR
The Del'ember 1924 K [·:ws LI':TTI~H
'itn'ed to acquaint the friellJ:i with the
exact details ut the ·.;,t'v-eral contract:-;
proposed !)y the Tt.:tl1ple Committee
Ll1lti approvt'{) hy till" 1\ atio(lal Spiritual
.\s-semhly in order to saf~~-,.t1ard the
i'oulldati()I1 Hall of the Temple from
deterioration <Jlld n:Jt:t:m the ground..,;
from tllc..:ir 1Jrt'.~ellt cOlldition of Uf]'iightlilless ;u~d neglect.
III aVlJrOVtllg' these l"Ulltract5, the

,w..
~.

BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
Spiritual ~-\ssembly made itself responsible for a minimum of
$7075,00 to be paid from the National
Baha'i Fund on the Temple account
this year. This amount represented
the barest minimum actually required
for the maintenance of the present
Foundation Hall and by no means in:luded any of that additional work
,vhich both the Temple Committee and
[he National Spiritual Assembly considered befitting the true progress a i
the Cause.
C p to the present time the National
Treasurer has been unable to authorize
the placing of more than a fr~ction of
the work listed in our December NEWS
LETTER, a condition which calls for
decisive action on the part of every
.-\ssembly.
Not until the Foundation Ha.lI and.
grounds have been made dignified and
beautiiul: not until they have been
placed in condition such as not merely
to remove all source of c-riticism on
the part of non-Baha'is, but to become
the object of admiring and friendly interest among the thoughtful people of
this country-will the Cause in America progress one single step i1£ any
)i ational

direction.
We have accepted the :Message as a
pow.r-as the only power---<:apalJle of

c

•

bringing order and harmony mto the
world. In the construction of a material Temple we have consciously or
unconsciously undertaken to prove to
the world what effect this Cause can
have upon those who enter the circle
of its influence, ~tep by step as the
Temple arises to the fullness of its
crlorious beautv we can prove more
~Ioquentiy tha[~ by allY words \",hat a
ne\...· unifying spirit has come to earth
in this age. ::\othing could e\'er coun·
teract the evidence of indifference or
neglect in this Daha'i enterprise so
many years pllblidy proclaimed III
every part of the world.
:\IJdu'} Baha has said; "I n fine. \. . . hen
travelling and journeying throughout
the world, wherever one finus construction. it is the result of fellowship and
love, \,rhile everything .that is in ruins
shows the effect of enmity and hate."
On Februarv 10th the :\ational
Spiritual Assembly received this cablegram from 5hoghi Effendi: 'T r!;e be:
lievers to realIze supreme neceSsity aT
immediate universal response to recent
Temple appeaL Forwarding nitlety·
five pounds sterling."
It will not be o .... erlooked b . . · am' of
the friends that this contriuutIon trom
Shoghi Effendi. amounting to nearly
h~'e hundred dollars. was made at the
time when the :'\ayriz disaster ,,,'as ta..,-

mg every possible material resource_
Couid any circumstance more appealingly remind us of our mutual responsibiiit)' in behalf oi the Temple, or
more urgently serve to quicken our vision of the significance \vhtch the
Temple bears to the proe-ress oi the
Cause in this country and perhaps
throughout the world?
Will each local Spiritual Assembly
straight''''ay 111itiate a new and more
vigorous methou of contributing to
the .\"acional ~aha'i Fund in order that
every appro,,-ed Temple contract may
be placed without further delay.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE
_\fter hiteen years of unique service to the Cause of interracial understanding and solidarity. the pioneer Baha'i sen-ant. Dr. ).[oo::.h· has
arrived in this country for a visit of
probably one year or ~ until impro\'ed
conditions in Tihran t:'nable her to
resume her ,~·ork. .\ccompanied by
Elizabeth 'Ste,\vart, Dr. ~IooJv bllded
at Boston en route from Haiia 011
Wednesday, January l+th,
The "ew York .-\.ssemoly, through
~Iiss :.'-."ellie Lloyd arranged a. reception for Dr, .\Ioouy and :'Iis3 Stewart
at the Hote! \Valdorf Astoria. Sunday. January 18th, and the I~,gc
\ValJori Gallen' ...va.5 crowded ill :In·
ticipation of the privilege of met:tillg
Dr. ~Joodv ;]nu ~liss Stewart and
hearing at tirst hallJ their remarkable
storv.
Calmly. Yet with the dramatic empha..-;is "\'hi"ch always surrounds one
who has adllally partidpaceu in stirring en~·m:;.. Ur . .\[oody related her
experiences III TihralL .:\one present
\vill ever forget her vivid ao.:(ount of
the s[JletluiJ .J.ccomplishmem uf the
Tarbiat Schools. tbe unfaili1lg-lv ar·
dent de\-otioll of the Persian Baha'is,
.unci the remarkaLre part l'~a}'cd by
:\Iajor Imurie in ~a\'il1g the li\'es: of
thousands of the l-'ersian believers,
and proltably .abo or Dr. J[oody and
~Iiss Stewart themselves. at the sacrint:e of his own life. Bv the Persian
friends }Iajor Imorie is held in rever·
ent memory among those whose sacrifice has been of signal service to
the Baha'i Lause,
It is impossible in this brief space
e'-en to outline Dr. 1foouv's full stor . . . ,
which wiH sure1".. be one- 0 f the mo~t
significant pages- in the history of the
Cause. \\-e hope that Dr. _'\loody wiH
de!"lcribe her experiences at length for
the infonnation ;}nu also inspiratioll
of all the believers. in the page:-; of
the Baha'j ::"Iagazine.
.'\ letter has been recei,'ed from our

yf)un~

Persian brother. .\. Rahim
Yazdi, secretary a f the Baha'i student
gr~up at_ th~ :-\merican C niversity of
Beirut, ~yrla. For the first time in
the history Ot this institution. the
Baha'i student bod" have been able to
organize for the study of the Baha'i
teachings_ These friends desire to re·
ceive communications [rom American
,-\ssemblies.
All those who were present at the
Convention in \Vorcester, ~'Iass .• last
year will recall the thrill of joy that
followed the ,rea~ing of a telegram
hom, Bahalyy,h Khanum stating that
Jmabl Fadd mIg-ht contmue his teach~
ing in this country as the guest of the
A.merican Baha'is.
Following a summer of acti\'ity at
Green Acre and Dublin, )[ ew Hamoshire. Jina-bi F~dil and his family spent
some weeks with the Philadelphia As5embly r.olding uJ.ily instru(:tion classes and aS5isting in the preparation of
the Phtlade!phia ,·\mity L"on"ention_
On his jourtley to the Pacific Coast.
Jinabi Fadil passed a brief period at
Chicago where he delivered a series of
public lectures at the headquarters of
the Chicago ,-\.;sembly, speaking also
each Sunday afternoon in the Founda·
tion Hall of the Temple,
Preparations for Jinabi Fadil's ac·
rivities throughOut the \Vestern States
region had been e-nerg-etically made
by Mrs. Cooper, Chairman 0 f the
\Vestern States TeaL:hillg Committee.
..;. letter from Adelaide .::sharp. ~ec
:-etarv or the [Jenver .\.ssembl\', has
broL1ght most imeresting details 'of the
nine da~. . s spent by jil1alJi FaJil in Den\·er. During this visit, Jillabi Fauil
delivered ten public lectures at important centers which reveal the extremely
successful efforts or the friends iil
Denver. .-\mong these centers were:
Woman'; Club, Theosoohical Hall:
Labor COllege, Grace Church Community Center: State Historical Society; Colorado Scientific Society;
Young \Vomen's Christian Associa·
tion: and Iliff School of Theology
(),[ethouist J, ,\n address on the customs and manners of Persia was also
delivered before the students of the
State Cniversity at Boulder. Colorado.
.Many interesting newspaper clippings
accompanied the letter a f the Denver
set:retarv _
The program of acti .... ities at Uutte,
:"10ntana_ ,,{as somewhat restricted bv
the fact that our brother's \'isit coiri"dued \. . . ith election week. but the absence of (onstant public meetings en~
abled tile friends to drink deeper from
the inspiratioll of Jinabi's loying wi:,uom,

\\'ritin rr of lillbai L1Jil's .1ctivlties
in F-IeleL1~. \rolltJ~la. Gur dear Baha'i
brothe::- l'-:--~d .\10rtl:11:itJl hJ.s \)~autL
full v expres::;ed [he tt::eltng of the
i rie;H:s ill t.:""erY • \ssemDly i:l:-=,pl red by
the presence 'of the ,great ~ersiar:
Baha'i teacher: "The magnetLsm ot
his de\,otion .and the ardor of his am:)Ition, to be constantly working in the
\-i:1evard 0: [~aha'u'ilah, i5 a re-..:eia:ion and an Inspiration to us, \vl1o seem
as drones in compariSOll,"
\ \'hile LLl
Helena I inabi Fadi! spoke before the
Kiwanis- Club, to tile patients of the
CO\:ernment Hospital. the Helena
Trades and Labor .-\ssemuly. Helena
High School. :\-Iount St. Shar1~~ College t. C.atholic j ,and ~t., \ ll-:c,ent
:\.cademy (f_'athoht.: school tor gIrlS).
Arriving in Spokane, ~,VashLn~to~:
in the iatter oart oi Sovt:nmer. JmaDI
Fadil severai times addres.:3ed a ne\vly
estabiished g-roup KOQ\r!l as "Con5tructive Thinking for Direct H~lp:'
follo\vinO' this. addresses were given
at the S."='usiness \\'omen's Club. the
Truth Church. Young Peopie's Forum.
Roosevelt :--,(hooL and daily me,etings
at the Baha'i .-\ssemhly room In the
J..:Uilll BLlilding.. The Spol...:a,ne irien?s
re)Jon a lJ"reat ll1crea.-:t:" u, llltereS( III
the Caus; as the result oi these !ectures,
The period from Dec~mber ~Iltl to
January first \va~ spent \vlth the :,eJt~le
-\.ssemulv which had lrranged a dady
program" in their new headquarters at
-I-I-l-P/' fourteenth Street. )1" E. and
public- icctu:-t~ :Je!ore many differem
~ucictic5 and groups.
.\mollg: th~se
\.... cre LilH."L"al Cltholic c-hurcll, frinay
Hall. i :o.:qIlt l,odgc. ~o.ifJll:-ncr~ of
Truth l':ulJ, :::'e;ltt:[' .-\l1to-~cience ebb,
\\'ome!l'~ 1':dllGltLOnal Cluo. ::Lllc1 Pro~
m"essive Thought L·luh. The friends
~\o:ill remembe~ that it was Seattle, on
Jinabi Fadirs ,last ~is~it w .:his cOUl~~ry.
where ~hc :::::nc~~ ot hn~ ::dlc book.ets
reprinting Jina~)i Fadil's public lec~ure5 were jlllbhshed by :\(r. ~o~.H{~n.
\)r. Crant, the pastor of tIle ChristIan
~piritt1alist l-"lmrch. told I!i:-: C?ll~re~~
tiOll io[lo\rill~ one ot ]1I1~!1)1 Fadd:5
;uldre:'::'c::'. ").[ ake every ettort to bear
thi::;; \\"ondcrtul tcat.:her as often as you

L'all,
The

11!Ulllh

()f January '.Va::=. ;.;pellt by

lillLlbi FaJil ill [lortland. Oregon, and
~t would i)e

diftinllt to imagitle a more
\'aried and si~nificat1t progrnm than
had [)een arranged for him uy the Portland .\sseOlbl..... The Civic League
Club, Church
Truth. Ki\"'Jnis Clull.
['rf)are,,,_,,ile Cusiness :,Ien's Cluo,
l:ir~~ Di\':lH:: S(i~l1ce Church, SpiritlI:tiiq C·hL1rl'll. Diqmlamellt Forum.

of

Thco.;,opht...:al ::-:'ociety. \r()nH:':I'~ .\d-

~orosi~ C;uL, IJJrtland
\\'ome~':, Rc.-:earcll 1_'Il1~.-:dl :i1ese
pJationns gave )Lllabi F,:l(iil the oppor~
tunitv to reyeal one or ':i.TIother ray or
r:;,e ~un of Trmh. "The Forum", a
weekly Iearlet published by the Oregon
Civic League, in its lssue of January
ith, repo:ted onc of Jinabi Fadil's addresses L: detail.
The Cl.ctivities of fi:u:)L Fadil in San
F ranctsci.J Juring' -Februa.ry \viil b~
rriven in detail in an eariv number ot
~he NEWS LETTER. The S'an Francisco
.\ssemblv have rel:entlv taken a mOSt
significat~lt step in the ~levelopn:ent _of
a true ..i.::isemblv life 'oy aL':quirtng tor
lheir exclusive' use a home at 2108
Scott Street.
The San Francisco
!:aha'L Home is Copen e\'er~' afterr.oon
for inquirers and publ;c meetings are
itelli friday cve-!lmgs ami \\--ednesday

',.:enisim!" Club,

aiternoons.
The Fifdl ..-\11- [miLa ;md Burma
8aha'i Convention wa.-=. i:.eld December
29th. 30th <.ll:d 3l:;t, at !~oL1ll)ay, pllblic :'C:"):,iOll.s bt:tLlg' helJ daLl\' ~dth kctu:-cs on Internatioll,d Re1;gioll. l'lli,·er.:;al Peace. \\'orld-\vidt ~ocial R:el:ol1struction, alld Dawn of a )Jew DlspenSatlOll.
,\{r:'. Illez. L'ook O! :he
\" e\v York. \5sCl1lhly WTltes as follows:
"The friend:'> 111 Bomba \' i!ave us a
warm welcome :',S we h;id ~ \I;!tter to
the .\ ,-5e"ml)1 v :: rolll :.: ho~hi EffeLlOi,
\\'e met .J. tl11Jl1ber of tile friends from
all the c~ties, as tllC\' Ilad gathered for
the Convention. out we \\'ere uLlable
to attend the session:- as onr I)Odt accummocbtiotl;:> ,,:ol11d not be L-hallged."
. \ leuer f rom :\1is~ LeoL1on HolsJ.[lple hrlng-s the ill:cr~s~il1g- Ile\\'~ that
_~!Je and :.. liss :\[aud ,\[I1..::..::le !J;1\'e e:,-tahli:;ileda L!aha'[ cellter in bahia, Brazil.
~[eetitlg5 are held each \\' edlle~day
e\'ening in Portugne::e., and 011. :::<l1nrlavs in English, ,\ reterellce hbrary

ot'Baha'i literature i~ a\'ailai)le and [he
Cause has [JeguLl [Q :-;pread in a most
remarkable way,

:'liss .\.gnt:s :-\Iexauder is now sen'illl:!' the Cause ill Honolnlu, and tbe
~ecretarv of the Honolulu Baha'[ As~emblv reports a great enlargement
:Ileir acth:itie~. ,\[rs .. \nthonv Y. Seto
ilOlds \\'edlle:,>dav en:·ning meetillg'::;; at
the bome i!l :"1 r~, ~ .. \. 'Uald\\'lIL and
FriJa~' ;l1tenlOOn meetings tire held at
tlie hOL1le of Dr. alld :\ ers, (;eorg-e J.
,\ltg-ur.
.\. -Ulllt\· l;e:1,st ror lhe \\·c::,tt.:rn ':';ew
York .-\s5emlJlie::: wa."; heIr! at the iLome
'If ~lr, awl \1r:'. f LLr1a11 I: (lher, Buffalo. Oil ::atL11'1Ia\' e\-ellin~. };lllllan"
I :I.:"lie'.'t"r:-; f :'Olll l ;enc'I.'a and
I ;-;:11.
l":'oc!Jester \\-:"-:'0:.' 1,resent. a.~ wdl as
members I) t :he fill/ralo . \:oscmbly.

or

Letters from Shoghi Effendi
This bookLet can now be obtained for 10
cents each Ipostage 5 cenls additlonaH
from the Baha'i Pl!blishinl;!" Camminee,
P. O. Box 348. Grand Centrai Station.
~ew York City,

This Feast signalize:, a ne\\' and most
enthusiastic ::-llirit :)[ ::eryi"':t: 011 the
part or the irlend~ t:~r()t1~I\olLt \\-e;:;tern :\ew York <.Lmi many public Ill~et
ings have already heen planned.
Un Fridav, FelJruan' 6th, the New
York ,\sseni.blv held a' Sineteen Da\'
Feast ill St. :\iark's Hall. foHowed !)~.
J. recepti011 to ;0.. [r .... (;rat:e Krllg alld
:\[r. anu ~I ro::, ,-\li l'llli l(lwu". j Llst arriyed from Haifa. The return of these
distinguished alld \_:apable ue!iever~
,liter :::e\'eral 'Lear':, aosence. brought
J. great sti1llUlUS to :he _\ew "YVLt.. .-\s.;;:embh·, 0 f \\'hicll ~dJout two hundred
attended the [~east. The X ew York
.\ssemIJh· IJlt :hi.-=. o,,:ca:;ion \n~re the
guests ot :"lIr ...;. (;f;-],l'O:: Krll~. :\[r,,,;, }Ia\'
,\Lax\yeJ! ami ,\1 r:'>. Florelll't;:' ~rho6tiocher.
L-oJ)tes oi a local llL'\\':,paper publislJed ill Los ,\!l.g'ele...; han~ iJeen reL'eived contailliu1-.,' ;t :--erit.::'> or three articles bv OLtr 'energetic alld gifted
lJrotller,',\hmaci ~ol1ralL IIJ tbf' nreparation of these ,lrti .... 16 .\h111;:[(1 had
taken the opportullit:: lTt"~Hed by a pre"ious article 011 the suhject of the expecta~ion felt u;; many' people ot the
cominga \Vorld :,lessLah, to gi\'e
:-\.bdu'l Baha's own criterion of how
rhe \\-orld }Iaster i~ to he recognized
\\'hell He comes.
[[ \\':J~ part of the
:if'ce:"san·llmiration ... IInpl):-;ed UDOll him
11 \\-rLtill~ t!Jc:,e :l:-t i~'k'::, that' .-\hmad
:=ohrab rlladc Ill) d-ennite reference to
:lte ~bniie:-t.1tioll of Baha'tt'tlal:.
The [alll\al'\' I...;:-.;ue of the l3aha'i

or

\ra,...,.azil;e. Stll'/,

,_Ii

tIle (('cst,

is de-

vel;ped aroulld the idea of spiritual
educatioLl. and ir3 \'ariol1s articles and
ouotatioIls from .\lJJL1'! Daba present
this inmortam :'llbiect til a wa"lf which
:;hould "make till:: (~:'tle of rhe 'Star of
permanent u:::eiulnes:-., [t is hope.ct, that
the friends \...·i11 secure :nam: addLtlOnal
copies to give ro tllO~e n'llo they kno~v
are interested in education as the baSIS
nr the lle\\f a!,!"e, The l;ebrllan' numher, just received, I.': if possibie even
more finely orgallized aroulld the teac~l

ings and prog-~e:-;~ n,f th.e C~lIse, ~?
believer out at tlltlClI ".\"1(11 tlle Batra I
':'[agazille can po~silJ!e realize what an
effecriye teachinl! medi/lm tll~ Cause
no\.v Dos;;esses 'i'll this I.:ountrv.
It
would' hl': all excellem ::er\·jce it each
.\:-;:-;etlli)I~· l'otlld plaL'e copies reg-ularly
in loeai 'libraries, ~dlOOls alld .similar
~Jaces.

l.l

LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
To the beloved of the Lord and the
handmaids of the M ercifui throughout
Ihe West.
rJ'
~ly DEAR FRIE:-rDS;-

o.

.~

.-~

,;:;

From various reliable reports, recentlv received from Persia. it is becoming increasingly evident that this
most unhappy country is passing
through yet another crisis of extreme
violence and far-reaching results. The
growing instability of its affairs. ~he
unceasing turmoil caused by conflIcting personalities and factions. the
economic stagnation of the country.
are all signs that are highly disquieting to every well-wisher of Persia.
These evidences of discontent may
conceivably lead to an upheaval that
might react most unfavorably on the
{o"rtunes of the Movement in Persia.
Alreadv the exigencies oi the present political life oi the country have
brought about a gradual recrudescetH.'c
of religious fanatlclsm which, 111 its
stubbornness and ferocity, can hardly
nnd a parallel even in the semi-civilized
l'ountries of the world. I have just
received a communication addressed
hy the secretary of the Qaghan SpirtuaJ ...'\s~embIY to the Nationa! Assemr)Iy of Persia, Jated January 7th, alld recording the following facts:"Ill tile village of Qamsar, not very
far from Tihran, a Persian, Aqa Rida
hy name, em[}races the Baha'i faith.
His friends and relatives Jre illdig~
n<lrlt and furious. Thev determine to
p.ersecute him, He is' several nmes
hc~tcL1 se\'ere!v and injured, Thev
secure the sanc'rion of the local }IuHa
10 eLlable his wife, without obtaining
a divorce, to marry another man. This
unhappy person ha~tens desperately to
Qashan and appeahr:g to local authorities seeks and ootams temporary and
par1ial relief. A few days ago, tile
son of a ~Iulla. Aqa Ahmad by name.
visited Oamsar. ~I1schiei-makers iLlstantly i;cite him to humiliate, torment,
and e~en murder the miserabk COl1vert.
lle imme<liatelv orders his arrest. His
agellts \vithollt Llotite and in a 11arI)aric manner break into the house of
a lleliever called Nasru:lIah, accuse
him of having sheltered liis co-religionist, and L:;omm.and him .to d~li;,er
the refugee immedIately, l'nsac.lsned
['1 bis proct::statioll5 aLld empl?allc assurances, they s.tart to search lus house,
violate tbe privacy of [lis home, etller
ti,e chamber of his wife, find her lying
ill bed having given birth to a child

the nigbt before. approach ber, violently expose her. and shamelessly. injure
her to the point 0 f almost endlllg her
liEe. Thev then turn to her wretched
l1usbanJ and. with the aid of clubs.
sticks, and ~hains, pitilessly mutiial e
his bod,,', l'allen unconscious, they
Ie.ave hi111. thinking him dead, and C~\l~
linue tlleir search, Having fu[1y /11vestigated the matter they find tbat
Ihe husband was right after all alld
lhat Aqa Rida had fled to ~Iazkall. Reinforced by two Siyyids tb.ey Immediately resolve to pursue hl111, and
arriving in the village suddenly make
their appearance at a meeting where
lhe Daha'is were gathered and there
illstamly recognlze their victim.. The,Y
merciiessly drag him out, bU1? 1115
Ilands behind his back, thrust hUll to
the front, and with their whips, chai~\s,
and tbe butt end of their rifles drIve
him on to Q~ .nsar. The Baha'i \"'~~
en in the vicinity! alarmed and gnet::itricken, run after these heartless vilbillS. and- with loud lamentations
vainly impiore their mercy, Annoyed
by their waiiing they tire at the~ and
disperse them. They drag 111m to
(Jams,r till at last he is brought betOre the lvfulla's son who orders him
to recant. But this ardent devotee,
though :young in faith: re~use~ to
yield and with remarlmbie tortltude
and sublime composure disdains the
threats and insults 0 i his enemies.
The }.{ulla's son, angry and exasperated, gives order first to, thr~w
him into the river, then to tie hIm
to the trunk of a tree and inflict
011 him the most severe corporal punishment. The people, however, with
ullucterable cruelty drag him through
tile streets into the main through fare
and start to force hand fuls oi straw
illto his mouth and with blows and
kicks strive to campeU him to swallow.
They then befolll his bee with filth.
Finally they so disgrace and dishonor
him and resort to such vile methods
that the pen would shrink from ::ecording the further unspea~able llldignities to which this unlortunace
man was subjected ... "
A previous communication addr~~s
ed to me by the same 1'\ ational Splntual Assemblv and dated October 22nd,
reveais a pa~rallel incident:"In Farahan, province of ,Iraq-iAjam. an old believer, Ride-Quh Khan,
who for years past had at the mstlgaLion of the fallaLil-al dergy suffered
humiliations and heavy losses at the
hands 0 f the mob, proceeded a few
days ago to Sultan··Abad in order to

renew his complaints to. the provincial
authorities. Profiting- hy his abs~Dce,
a band of ruffians break into his house
at night in order to carry away any
vaIuable property. His wife, an expectant mother. is awakened and offers
resistance. Armed with poignards
they rush on her and inflict on her in
a most brutal fashion several mortal
./ wounds. They even proceed to mur-'
der her son and are onJi prevented
from doing so by the cry of the neighbors who rush forth to intervene."
In the province of Fars, Yazd, and
Khurasan similar cases of atrocities
and outrageous conduct have been
witnessed, Houses have been sacked,
l)roperty confiscated, homes destroyed~
I n addition to the murder of the
American ConSUl in Tihran, we know
of three Baha'is who in the course of
the past year have suffered martyrdom, A considerable number have
deserted their homes and belongings,
and, panic-stricken. have either migrated to another province or sought
refuge in neighboring mountains.
To this sad tale of unbridled cruelty
must be added the devastation caused
I,y the recent tloods which have destroyed neady hali of N~yn7 includillg five hundred houses which belonged to the Baha'is of that town.
Mindful as we are of the repeated
and emphatic injunctions of our beloved Abdu'l Baha ,to scrupulously
""oid meddling by word or deed with
the political affairs of Persia, we cantlot but feel gravely concerned at tl1e
plight and the perilous position of a
vast number 0 f our brothers and
sisters in that beloved Yet most backward of countries. \Vhilst we disassociate ourselves with the confused
pol itiLaJ aspirations of the contending
factions in Persia, we should~ if we
I)e faithful to our trust, watch carefully every develprnem in the situation,
and by dvery lawful and legitimate
means strive to atie"'late the sufferings
of our patient friends and ensure the
protection 0 f our Sacred Cause.
Free from every desire to be offensive or provoca'tive, without seekirig in the least to accuse or denolillce
any nation or individual, we should
as ~much as it lies in our power broadcast the true facts of the situation. We
::ihould intelligently endeavor to enlighten the public opinion of the worid
on these ugly incidents and incredible
Ilappenings that will stain for ever the
memory of this twemieth century civilization.

Conscious as all Baba'is are, of the he t.1ken for the protection 3nd \. .·ellnecessirv and wisdom of non- h.:..:ing of your fe:llO\v-workers in Perresistance and ~bLding loyalty to the ..,i<1_ .-\ ny grievance that LS submitted
!'ovcreign authority in the land they SLlOU[d be support r,2u. hy evidence b<\s~d
li\'e: in, we call have but One recourse Oil the actual facts of the situation: It
~llld l'J!1 appeal for redress only to the
:-illould Le expressed and pres.:nte:d ~n
rccognized audlOrity in wbose j urisdic- a sober : ~r firm language, should be
tion such· glaring offences are being conciliatory in tone, a.nd mo . . . i.ng in 115
l'fHlli11itted. You "''''ill gath.er from the appeal. \Ve must make it abundantly
;lho . . e-l11entioned reports how grievol15 clear that in giviLlg publici[y to titc~e
;!IHi perplexing the situation is at predisgraceiul and atrocious acts, the
~Cl1t.
You \,,'ill realize with horror Daha'is the world over are in LlO wise
.animated by a hostile and revengeful
nlC shameless hrutality of the ignorant
masses as "''\lell as th~ insatiable bos- spirit, that their purpose is not to refilily and unrestrained power of the taJia::e nor to accuse or offend any
derlL"al element. You will admire tile soul, but only ro ensure the safety
tC'nJ.ci[y of faith and the spirit of mag- and tranquility of law-abiding, devott1 i Ilccnt heroism displayed with uned and patriotic citizens.
flimil1ished splendor by those who only
And having resorted to very pracrecently have adhered to the Cause.
tiLal and legirima[e means lor that end.
Should the friends on the S!)ot fail ;tnd r1()!1e au:- best. t:,rrmg!l ;-:,!"::!yer ::l.l1d
to obtain redress and this calamitous supplication, to mitigate the endless
l'fJlldilioll continue unchet:ked, I will sttti-erings of our dear ones in Persia.
kt us rest assured of th~ bigh destiny.
1111:.'11 ill form VOli b .... cable, and request
your .National Spintual .\ssemhlies to of their sorel .... -tried fatherland. Let
;'olllt1lUl1ic<1te botl1 by cable and letter us also remember that having done
wi lh the recognized autbority in Per- our duty towards them whatever else
SI:!_
You will in the name of all tbe befalls ·Persia is truly ordailled from
1jaha'is in your respective countries cl.e~ OIl high and is bm the means ior the
working out of His purpose for 'that
llIauu that prompt and effective action
~hsolute

chosen cuuntry. Let us finally recall
His promise (hat in the fullness of
time the Government of Baha'u'Hah's
native [and \\li11 he universallv recognized as the most honored
all
earthly governments, that its sons will
I)e 50 raised in the esteem of mankind as to become the envy and the
admiration of all the world.
I ieel confident that my dearly-beJoved friends throughout the \-Vest, desirous to maintain the growing solidarity of the Cause, and fully alive
to the crltical conditions in Persia? will
arise to do their Utmost for the immediate relief as well as the ultimate
deEverance of their long-suffering expectant tel1ow-worke.rs in Persia.
:Vlay Baha'u'llah bless richly your
efforts.
Your brother and fellow-worker,

or

(siglied)

SHOGHI,

Haifa, Palestine;
}farch 3, 1925,

p, S. Copies of this circular sl.ould
be distributed only among declared
believers, aud extra.cts from it may b~
published in the Press. (SHOGUl.)
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"In short. whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and ''Ilith love
and purity oi motive, it5 result is
light, and should the least tract: of
estrangement prevail the result shall
be darkness upon darkness. . . . If
lilts he so regarded. that Assemblv
shatl be or Goj. but othen'l,:ise it ;:;hafl
lead to coolness and alienation that
proceed from the E,-il One."
Abd,,'/ Baha.

acti\'e workers neecl he aiJsent, it is
ill Ollr power to make this unique
(,lccas!On an e\'ent or far-reachingimportance.
Pre\'jous to the balloting, it \vou[cl
be well for the retiring Spiritual Assembly to report concerning the
',\-()I'k of the p.a::it year, laying before
all the members full details as to the
',-arious acti\'ities \vhich have been
I11Hler their 5upervisLon. such as
teach
Lng, T empie, correspondence,
•
"With these A.55emblies. local as the sale JOU distribution of Baha'i
well as national. harmoniously, Vtg- literJt11re, the relieving' of distress
orously, and efficiently functioning among the iriellds. and also receipts
throughout the Baha'i \\'arld, the ;lnd expenditures of the loc.aI Baha'i
only means for the establishment o~ Fund. With this report might well
the - Supreme House of Justice will be included sllch recommendations
have been assured, :\nd \vhen this as the Spiritual .-\ssembly deem most
Supreme Body will have been pro- advisable to be undertaken during
the coming year.
perly estaulished. it will have to con
,... ider a fresh the whole situation, and
The question has been asked on
lav down the principle which shall ll1any occasions as to \\'hat constidi~ect. as long as it deems advisable, tutes· the qualification, or qualificathe affairs of the Cause.
tions. of a \'oter in these .-\ssemhly
"Pending its establishment. and to elections.
insure uniformity throughout the
Cntil snecific instructions concernEast and throughout the West. all illg ,this' point have been received
local Assemblies will have to be re- [rom Shoghi Effendi, it appears best
elected once a year, during the first to leave the selection oi the [ocal
day of Ridvan. and the result of poll- \'oting list entireiy in the hands oi
ing, if possible, be declared on that the Spiritual Assembly by whom the
meeting has been called, As be
day."
Shoghi E {fendi.
t\,,'een such lack ot method as would
permit even lnactlve pers.ons to vote,
•
although not attending other meet·
To the Assemblies of the
ings during the year, and any over·
United States aHd C,madil.
strict basis or selection, such as
Dear Baha'i friends:
Oll :\pri! 21st. according to the in- Idlether one contributes regularly to
the Baha'i Fund or is willing to sign
structions sent us by Shoghi Effendi
,orne
iormal pledge of adherence,
two years ago, the friends will gaththe truly Baha'i principle is unqueser in their local meeting places for
the purpose of electing the Spiritual tionably that the out-going Spiritual
Assembly of nine for the coming :\ssembly should consult together
year. Both from the dearer under- Jnd draw up a "oting list based up~tanding that has come to us con~ on periect o..::onsultation, and invitaceming the irnportance of this in- tions to the meeting be sent oniy to
those on this list,
stitution. and from the fact that this
year the local elections do not so
Before participating in the local
closely coincide \vith the National election this \'ear. let us endeavor
Convention that some or the most iO form a clejrer conception oi the

•

w

.....

w
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r2al significance 0 f this Baha'i instianion,
If \\'e look for its importance to
tlumbers alone, or to any other
,,~'()rldly srandard, these little gatherings might well appear to be withnut ::;.pecial meaning or importance.
But ii we consider how ror lack of
unity the most important affairs of
mankind h,a,\'e .:dW3YS heen made a
pre;·- to jealousy. to partisanship and
to seli-seeking, then indeed can we
re.illizc that as a model for the organization and execution oi the
,,'odu's myriau acti\-ities, the Baha'i
1l1ethou offers the sole solutiOl. of the
many o\-er\yhelming problems by
\\!hich older ci viliza tions were destroyed. and the present one is seriously threatened,
If each believer \vill take part in
his local election \\"ith the consciousness that he (s contributing vitally to
the spiritl1alization of al( the affairs
of daily life, J.t1d by his scrupulous
<lJherence to the methods antI principles given us by Bahau'llah and
:\bdu'I Baha is truly hastening the
uay oi the ~Iost Great Peace. tl,en
indeed \Ve rna'\! be sure that the
CJ.use is beginning' to fulfill its divine mission,
Following the election of the Spiritual ~-\ssembh!, the nine members,
as soon as p·ossible, will organize
themselves for the proper carrying
out of the several phases of our common activities. so clearly described
in the various letters of Shoghi Efiendi.
Each Spiritual Assembly
should elect from its own members
a chairman, a secretary, a treasurer
and a librarian, and immediately
after this has been done the new
secretarY should report to the secretarv df the N ationa! Spiritual Assemt;lv, the names of the members
of the local Spirit1.1al Assembly. and
the addresses of its officers, together
with such details of the work as
might assist the National Spiritual
,-\ssembly in its own deliberations.
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po:,ition of l·bifa as the heart of the
I, ::l!S~.
l~p to no\v. none of llS call be
,,;t[isned with tile Dart taken Lv the
. \ lller:cJ.n Lelievers' in cOlltribut(L1g :0
lile man v r:soonsibiEties carried by
Lhe C;uar'cJiJIl
[he Cause.
\ t t;w ::me of ~:le election, thL'
l'hairmall might \veil read the letter:'!
n t Shorrhi Effendi referring to the
wnrk 0 f local .-\ssembli. 5, and ill ad~
clition to the officers already mentioned
ealh \oca1 .-'usemhlv should as far as
possible anpoint \...·orking committees
to rarrv 0;1 the several activities Sho,rill Effendi bas described. far from
~tte-mptlng to center all the ,:ct~ ...~ities
in the-ir own body, each local Splntual
.. \ssembtv must make certain that every
\'011 h rill ed believer is given sO~le porLioll of resnonsi.bt[itv and worK.
Bv meeti·ng the opportunity afforded 0'", this election in a spirit of abso~
1l1te 'faith. unit'" and determination.
the bodv Ot the' Cause on this continem Lan '~his year attract confirmations
lJ:1.steni;lg t11~ universal rc:co~nition 0 f
the Divice :\[essage. In 'Voting. let 11S
give re:.:ognition to Wlaliti~s. not i:(>
l)t'r~ol1a!itjes or conditions. . \fter \'()[lIW. !t..:[ us rr[\'e \VllOJ.:::~heartcd suppaI':
:n ~hose wh"'o must assume respon.sibi;~
ity iur the i~tegrity and \':~orou:-;
jH'O-:.H:"',·llt:OIl of loca! D::l.ha'i work dllrin')" the "\-'eaT to come. \e\"(r ~\·.o~1.U
forget that ""hereyer a S~irilllal
.\ssC"lllblv deliberates in true umry ):111
·()\·e. the're:o;uits oi its cO:lsuint:oll will
iJl;' cuntirmeci hy the ro\v'~r or L..:~.:lJ.'~
lI'llah,
.\fter eacit local :\ssembly has (ar~
ried out the details 0 i its o\. . n (Jrg:.l1l~
i7.ation. a ::;pecLal meetillg 0 f tIle e:ltire .-\sscmolv should be called for the
purpose ot ("le::-ting a del~g:lte
the
:\" ational Con\'ention WhlCh wlll be
held at Green Acre, Maine, on July
6th, ith and 8th. The selection of this
uelegate is one of the most important
matters undertaken bv local Assemblies throughout the entire ye~r, Important new details concermng the
character of the National Baha'i Con~
venti on will be found in the letter
from Shoghi Effendi which will accompany tne next NEWS LETTER.
.\n inQuirY addressed to th:: Cuardian of th·..:: Cause bv the :--;ational .-\;:i~
;;.:::mbly has just b'rought this ciJ:ed
repl.v: "Less than niue no reprcscHlati.s II "-referring to our question as
co whether local groups of ltss than
nine believers might cominue to send
:l delegate to the N,:uionai ConvemiolL.

;i
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port~ll1Ce our appr~ciatiol1 of the l;eed
In nnLllrain affairs at Haih ,'.,itil a
di.~!li[y alld ~)ower in keep:ng \vi[h the
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Each
local
Spiritual
.-\.ssembly
should al-so communlcate \vlth Shoghi Effendi and with other local As·
semblies at frequent intervals. The
retiring secretary and other officers
will of (ourse turn over to the ne\\"
Spiritual '-\5~embly aU records and
corresp(Jllticnce irct11 prc,-ious .vt'ar:-;,
L-orresp<Jlldence recei\'ed durin.~·
the year should be read to all tilt:
Illen~ber-" of the .-\.ssembly reguLarly,
:\11<1 placed ~Lt their disposal in thl!
leather hinder whic.h can be secu:'ed
irom the Pnh[ishincr Committee. ot"
in some other COlwe~1ient form. The
treasurer shonld also report :-egL1~
~'Lrh.- tu the ~l1tire .-\ssemui:: CC)Il~
"':crTlincr the re(:eints and expendi~
lures ~lji the Bali.a'i Fund. Local
Sl)iritual .-\ssemblies cannot be to~
5crupulous in their obsen'ance ot
these essential details,
1n communities \vhere the number 0 f believers is less than nine. and
the election of a Spiritual A.ssembly
is impossible, nevertheless the sigw'!icQrzce oi the tnstitution should be
no less iullv realized, and at least
a secretary elected in order to maintain contact with the National AssembI-...' and other local .·'.ssemb!ies.
The' nature of the Baha'i Fur.d I:;
IJV this time known to all belit'.-ers.
It mtcrht be emphasized once again.
howe\?'er, that the ~ational Fund can
onlY contribute to the International
Fund in the custody 0; Shogbi Effendi, to the degree that regular and ge:!erous contributions are received from
"II local /usemblies. In the up-building of the Cause as a worldwide spir~
itua.Lbody, nothing approaches in im-

w;

:0

.~·uch grcu~s, JS

we:! as isolated in~
\\.:;] be represent:d through
:heir re~ionJ.1 Teaching Committee.
\ )i:stribution cf the \\"i11 and Testal:lC:Jt is IlOW ~.ei:1~ nJ:tJe to all \vhose
11:1.01:5 and addresses have a;re.ady beell
received bv t:1e :\ational secretarv
i rom secre; aries 0 f local Assemblies.
\::i.~em:)!ies which ha\'e :1ot vet sem in
tbeir \i.5t of conri.rmed bc!iev'crs should
do so as 500n as possible. giving names
aLld addresses in each case.
Yonrs sincerely, in love of Abdu'l
Gaha,
'
:-; ationai Spiritual Assembly
,~i\"iduals,

f1y:

HURACE HOLLEY,

Secrf!'tary.

WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES
The 1\ational Spiritual Assembly
have recently appointed two new committees. .-\. committee to compile a
new and more complete prayer book
includes the iollowing members: ),olr.
Lero), Ioas, ~lrs. Franicland, ~lrs.
I :osch a:1d '\I rs. Rubb, The meml.lers
of this committe~ desire to ha.ve the
f rtellUs cooperate by sending copies of
;"ravers the\' would like include:.l itl
t;lC '11ew book.
To undertake the
prc.p:.I.r,\.tion of :1 Baha'i Year Cook
in accordance with the recent instruction hom Shog-hi Effendi, another special committc'e has been appointed
which ir:.dudes: Albert \Vindust,
.'.Lason Remc\'. :\[rs. Stewart French.
:Ilrs. :\:arianl Haney ..-\.hmad ':::'ohralt
:tlld I! orac-e Hul1e\·.
The .'\rchi\'es LommitLe haye avail:lble ~CO c1pies 'Jt :\Iason Remey'5
pamphle:s e:lt!tlcd, .. Baha'i I t1d~x~s"
and" Gaha'j ~\[anuscripts", contauuog
extreme! v Y,J.luable in formation for
students "0 f the Cause, Copi~s tnJy be
obtained free on request by app:ying
to the ~aha'l ?ub[ishing Committo::e,
Please enclos~ five cents for postage.
The 1)l:h:isllillg Con~mittce is now
;,!so prepared tD sllpply the le:lther
Linder;; m:::-nriOl:ed in the letter of the
:\'ational S~lirilual .\:;sembly .dated
Det.:e:11ber l.::th last. Th se hlnuers
;11'': ~l<.Llllped with the Greatest Same
ill !:!,old Oil the i rant coyer and will
hula sect:reiy up to three or foul' hut1~
dred sheets. It is hop::d that each ~\s
s'.:l1lblv secretarv \\·iil obtain one of
these' hinders {or preserving [etters
trom Stloghi Effemti. trom the :':.S .. \ ..
;Llld other communit:atiotls and records.
ladiviJuaJ IJelie\'ers will also hnd
Lhese hinders \'ery usefnl for pres rving their important Tablets and oth:r
Ua!la'i papers. The price is $1.:0
each.
The PllhlishinL:" Lommiaee brings to
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he ~. tte:ltion of the friends th~ fol- and \'I,:ould remind :he friends th:u failn~w books atld pamphle:s:
llre to re-::-ognize the part played by the
'Ilidden Words." ,ranslated bv 5110- .-':L,;r ill the public presenrat:on of the
o..:'hi E fLc11di. hound in leather: S1.00, L·ause would constitute a grievoLls obI!l paper. S0.25; .,\\Tisdom of :\bdu'l
stacle delaying- the realization of all
1~<Lba." \ Paris Talks). hotlnn in doth.
OL1r noblest Gaha'j ideals.
S1.00: and in paper, $0.40; "Letters
H.ecentlv the .:\ational Treasurer has
rrom ~hoghi Erfendt," $0.20; '0;\ received ~ comrihution from PersiOi.
Uird's Eve View of the \Vorld in the Ihrough the Spiritual .-\.ssembly oi
Year 2OCo." an eight-page pamphlet Tihran amounting- to more than S20c0
I):' Or1"o] Harper, reprinted from the for the Temple Fund. The full measI ~aha"j ~[agazine, $0.05: "Thoughts ure of sacrifice denoted by this genThat Guild," by Rev . .f. Storer, a most erous contribution will never be apbeautiful t;ollection of short passages preciated by us of the West. That it
from the world's spiritual literature. should inspire us to more vigorous Sl1P~
with many selections from Baha'u'tlah port of the Temple is, however, the
anti ~-\bdu'l Baba (a \'ery erfective gift least evidence of appreciation we can
iJook) , $1.75; "The Daha'i Religion." render to these magnanimous friends.
a pamphlet printed under the direcriOI1
The Chicago Spiritual Assem~ly
oi the English National Spiritual As·
bave received this personal m.:ssage
sembly and reprinting the two Baha'i from Shoghi Effendi in response to
papers read at the Conference on their expression of sorrow at the pres:Some Living Religions within the ent unsightly condition of the Temple
British Empire at London in S -ptem- ~rounds:
"~ry precious, nly selfI,er, 192+, SO.15: "The Reality of Resacrificing friends: Just a personal
ligion.·' an important new Table~ from assurance on my part that the case.... "du·1 r,aha. translated by Sl10ghi J. very sad one 'indeed-is recelving
1'~!Ielldi, ;O.Oj a dozen. To obtain any
my prompt and earnest consideration
ui tbe auoye, address t:le Daha'i ruh~- and is the object of my fervent pray4
I isbillg Committee. Post Office Cox ers for Divine Guidance, _ . , I asJ+8. Grand Central 5tJ.tion, Xew York Sllre xou. nothing is dearer to my heart
City.
than the speedy comp!etia~ :)f this
\\'e arc informed by the English unique· edifice, Feel not disheartened
.\J.S.A, that the entire series of Con- -God's work will never be abandoned.
ferellce p<:.pers \\1111 soon be published Persevere and His Purpose will surely
111 book iorm. alld as soon as copies
! rill mph ...
o i this can be obtailled, the book will
Those who have fo:lowe'1 with deep
Ill..: <lntloUl1ccd by the Publishing- Cominter~st and sympathy the important
mittee.
\\.'ork being done to interest and inThe ~Iarch numuer of tbe ::;~ar of s~ruct the young pcop:e in the Baha'i
tllc \\·es[ bri[]:;~ out ~·ery be:mtifully ':'[cssage by ':'li5.S Ella Robarts.
:he signiricaw.:e of the new spirituai tl . . rough the }Iagazine of the Chiidren
'pringT ime ~y:ni)olizeJ I)y Ol1r S au- . 0 f the Kingdom, and by =-1 rs. Vicmoz celebration. It contains arttt'lt's toria Bedikian through the Baha'i
bv ShallJz \\'aite. [·-red ::-"InrtensclI. \Vorld Fe](owship, will rejoice to
l~cith Ransom-Kehler, Helen F. Grand
know that this \vork has now been
::lId fames F. ~lorton. Jr, This L111111- linked together through a merging of
lJcr
tbe l1l:lgazinc :s the first to ap- these two magazines. In future, th~
jH..:ar without the Pcrsi~n sccttOl?, fol~
:.'.Iagazine of the Children of the Kin&,lowillg the r~ccllt alh·lC-..: of :::'lloglu dom will be published under the ediI~lretldi.
0 f great interest to .1.11 tl1t~ torship oi )'liss Robarts as part of the
fricnds ,,-j,l be the .articles 011 the magazine Baha'i World Fellowship.
l~acbing work 0 f .J.lart~la Root in .-\us- I n a future NEWS LETTER more details
Lralia and other countries. anu the pro\viil be given concerning this far"ress oi the C::tuse tn Brazil. whore reaching and remarkable effort to uni·~Iiss Leonora S. Holsapple and }Iiss iy the children of the )lew Day.
.\ laude ~I. ~Iickle llO~'" live.
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Very shortly a special letter will
\V
riting under the instruction of
i}e sent to all .-\.ssemulies by the business manager of the Star oi the 'Vest, Shoghi Effendi, our dear brother
:-'Irs. Elizabeth Heditz. giving j:1for~ ~lirza ."'zizullah informs us that Sho1I1ation concerning the new plans of ghi Effendi is highly pleased with the
the macrazine and urgently requesting quick and generous response of ~he
the i15si5tar:ce oi all the friends. To dear friends to his call for cooperation
[Lis appeal the )J ational Spiritual :\5- in b~half of the uniortunate Kayrtz
::.cLlluiy adds its cnqualifi .. d approval. friends. for this constitutes a great
I

IO\1,Iiug'

o

of

•

example of the unification of the East
and the \Vest which is becoming realized through the influence of the Cause
01 God.
"We hope that through the sympathy and cooperation of all the dear
Baha'i friends. rhose poor brothers and
sisters will be SOon re-established. I
am sure that this reconstruction work
\"lill produce great results for the
glory of the Cause among the Persians.
This will open the eyes of the negligent
natIves to the creatIve power, human~
itarian virtue and {"ssentiaj value of
the principles of the Cause. This will
achieve what the efforts of hundreds
of teachers might fail to render the
Cause.
"Our beloved Guardian is in good
health and greatly encouraged by the
vigorous efforts the friends are e.x~
erting to raise the banner of the Abha
Kingdom.
"We have now the pleasure of having our dear sisters •.Mrs. True, Miss
Edna True and Mrs. Stannard with
us. \Ve are expecting five new Aus~
tralian and New Zealand friends who
are en route to the Holy Land_"
The total amount forwarded from
,-\merlca for the
ayriz sufferers
through the :\ .S.A. up to April first,
is nearly $3~OO.
The Baha'i ~lagazine "Dawn" published in Burma, is issuing an intensely interesting series of articles on Kurrat'] .-\in. which give us many details
or that extraordinary life not hitherto
sufficiently well-known to \Vestern be~
lievers.
The Fe~ru::lrv issue of the German
Baha'i ~[agazi~e. Somle der fVahr~
heit. contains an English supplemenr
devoted to the Baha'i Congress held
at Stuttgart in September last. This
s.upp[em-:nt reprims the lectures delivered during the Congress and also contains a summary- of all the convention
sessions. If we had sufficient space
we would reprint the reports devoted
to an explanation of the progress of
the Cause in Germany, but we feel
sure that many oi the friends in this
country are already subscribing to

·x

Sonne der Wahrheit.
While we all have cause enough to
lament the lack of effective Baha'i
teaching in this country. nevertheless
we also have abundant reason to r~
joice in the devoted and successful
acti'lities being carried on. The work
of our dear brothers, Louis Gregory
and Howard Mac~utt stands out with
special vividness, in addition to that
of Jinabi Fadil, as described in the
"larch NEWS LETTER.

'-
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.--\ll roo few are the extracts of letters for which we ii~ive adequate
. . pace. iJttril~g .-\ugust. Louis l~re
~Ilry svent SDme rime at PJ.r;J.uise C~J.r·
dens. in northern }Iichigan, a summer
,"lllllllIll1:I(Y ut colored peollie frent
~e.'Ileral

\ \"estern

(lt~es.

X ine large

meetings' \\"ere addressed and found
a most respollsi'"e and [nteres[ed audience. "i"he t'.\'O ....-hur"--hes are uoch non-

denominarional and the ministers con~
greatly to the sue-cess 0 f tbese
meenngs.
Returning East. brother Louis spent
nine days in Columbus, Ohio, holding
lWQ or [hree meetings daily. both with
tribu~ed

the Baha"i friends and other groups,

Two Theosophical Lodges_ a Spiritu.1list church, il ),Iethodist church and
parsonage. a l1nin~rsai brotherhoo{J
society and a business men's club were
all opened ror talks, Interest in the
Cause \yas greatly increased in Columbus as the reSlllt of rhis \'Isit,
At Philadelphia Louis Gregory de\'oted ..;:e,·eral \feeks to coogerating
with the Philadelphia Spiritual As~embf.v in preparation for the Amity
ConYem.ton \\"hich prQ\'erl 30 succes~
fuL
From Pl1iladelphia tllis eyer-active
teacher tra"eled inco se\'erat southern
:;t:-::es. the region where t}:"":: ~!essag-e
h:l-; ~llread\' fOL1nd man\' deyoted individual responses but '~'here so few
organized ;\ssemblies yet exist. In
Samarcand, North Carolina. an est.ate:
near Pinehurst, a Snnday School was
gin']] ti~e ~Iessage. already hrougbt
there by ~lrs. Smythe of the Bosron
. \ssemb~l\".
'
::-:c . . . er~l (!tiler meeting:; '.':ere helM
'11 nearby districts, one ;],t a theatre at
"'hid1 tIle manager postponed the performance for nearly an hour in order
that tlte Laba'i address migi1t be given
to bis audience.
~-\.t Raleigh, X. c., Louis Gregory
,poke ar rhe Episcopal Church, and
also at Sr. .\uguscine Episcopal School
to neariv tl\'e bundred 0 t the facultv
and studems. .·\nother audience 0'£
the same kind was addressed ac Shaw
·Cni\"ersity. :\ Baptist Church and a
prison l'amp concluded the work in
Raleigh.
In tile L:nrel' part 0 f December t"\Yo
nays spent in Peters bury. \ -a .. result·
ed in two t;J.lks tn the. Virginia XorIlla! and Industrial Institute which has
a large faculty and about eight hUL1~
dred students. .\ number of Baha'i
talks have been delivered there in past
years, :1tI1ong these one by ~\Iartha

Root_

Their library has several of

Ille hook~.
I~;dla '(

ra Portsmouth. \~a,. two

talks were delivered ;J.t tl'.e
I ligh S...·i1001.

\\'irrnill'2;~On, :\. C .. (turlng January
~l[{orded many lJ(Jportuni:ies for ser'.-ice. [11 this cit . . . rhere !i\'es a trul ....

:· . . . markable >e\ie;·e-r. J. \'oung '.Voma;'
'x110 iur sen::'n years has be-en devoted
:J ~11l'" Lal1se t]!l(!e:- lllC:;:t diffinl!t circumstances. At present her IOllg trials
alld sJcririces are ·bearing fruit Jnd
t_ollis C;rt::~ory ·fe.:=ls th::u:. in th:5 c:ty
Jl1 .-\ssel11:)Jv ;\vilL ·300.J.l be ·orgamzed.
1:1 \Vilmingwl1 meerings \\'ere heltl
daily il1 cilUrclles, wlth the. ~Iiniste.rs·
L'nion, in the pu!)lic schools, ;lad ill
many private llOmes. ~-\.n influential
C3.thollc invited Louis to audress a
gathering of Catholic young peop[e ill
\ \'i!mington and the response \vas 50
entbusiastic tllar he \"a5 im'iteci to return,
. \t Sumter. S. C. our hrother spent
twelve exrrel11eh' lJtls\" da ,,"s. conJl1t.:t~
:Ilg tlleetings in' .JIorris College, Dapti:'>t. "yith ahout rise hundred ~tlHknts:
.\. ~,i. E. C.·hurdl. First Gaptisr
L"hlm..·h, ::-ccond Daptist L·llllrch. a
i'resb\"teriaI1 ....;,dlOOl. Lincoln llLlhlio..::
:':;:":[,00'/ \\'ith 1...J.00 pupils. and the first
Baptist .sunday School. There are
1..'1 10 ugh decpi)"' i:Heresteu to
iorm a
:--llla!i re::lding ci:-c!e ill Sumter.
Eight (la:~ were then spent 11l
Cbarleston. \~erY !msv davs. with n,,'e
llleetings in d111~che~: six' ill schools.
:ll1d t\Yo \virh small il1te-rest~d grol1ps.
Louis Gregory made his first tead1illg
t rip to Charleston ti fteen years ago.
.-\ fe\\' wonderful da\'s followed at
Tuskegee Illstitute where many of the
I;.1.11a·i principles .1 re bein::{ ertectively
;Ippiied.
[:1 eari)' :\[ar("11 our ne:::tl"
kmller h::llJ all opporttmit:-: to ::dJress
t:le srudent God . . . ;:l:1d :TIall\' mernhers
of the faculty at tileir pra}:er :::ervice,
The following e"ening an address Ot
an hour was given to the faculty and
studerlts of tbe Eible Training Sd1001.
followed by another hour spenr ill
answering questions. The 5cudents of
the senior cb.ss and lhe y, :',1.
A.
group were also gi,'en the ~Iessage.
.\mong those attracted ""ere j.-frs.
Ilooker T. Washington and Professor
~eorge \V. Carv.erJ the famous scien-

c.

t;st.
On a "Visit of one day at ~\Iont'Som
ery. Alabama. the students and faculty
of the Colored State K ormal School.
numbering SlX hundred \vere addressed.
(Jur brother is \10\.\' working at risk
L~niyersitv, Xash':i!le. Tenn .. a:1d details \",,'il1 'he given in a future number

of the NE.wS

LEiTER.

IN MEMORIAM
The Community Church at F ruitport, :\-Iichigan. was the 'scene of an

:m-orl.:"s::i"\.·t .2.a.ha·j ::en':ce held on lanllJ.rv 12~:1 fDr one c i ~he beloved members of t:"e Fruitport .-\ssembiy, :'frs .
Emmali:1e Kin~, WilO vassed a\vav on
J"lnU1ry :e:~t:, r..:qu~sti;g \...·i(~ he~Jbs::
nreath that at ;t.:r funeral the words Qt
8ahau-l!ah and _\bdu-I Baha be read,
ilnd th.1~ tll~ 8J.ha'i :eaching concerning- the imffiort;1.::ty 01 :he soul be explained to dlO~e <!ttcnding rhe funeral.
·th-is ...;e:·vi.:.:e \\'.]s con.1uctcd by :\Ir. AIboert. \;Vind''':5~ 01 ~~e Chicago Assembly,
who states that it \Va5 a mOst remarkable experie:1ce. Those present were
deepiy moved by the spirit of conscious
faith \.vhich th~y felt In the reading of
the Baha'i \vords.

On the morning of January 27th OUr
belo"ed brother ThGmas Copeland, of
Duluth. J.st.'ended to the life of reality
a.fter nearly three years of suffering,
;-Ie was at~racted fO the Cause in 1918
.1nd was among the first to op~n his
home fer the .-\ssemoly meetings in
Duluth.
W:J.S a man 0 f lovin'{
'.\·ith a heart that drew to
him manv W:1rm friends, He was a
humble ~~r:d faithful servant in the
Cause of ,-\bdu'l Daha and s~rved t('\
the limit of bis powers in the Path of

\1;'. LopeLll1d

c~lJracter.

l'nity.
Th(;" ::-eacrk . \.s.::emblv has had the
... ad duty of antlouncim.;·the passing of
rheir dear Boha'i brother_ ~lr. J. H.
Hcng-en. a;j the T:!sult of a \'erv painful
'[("cidel1t ill ,\'hi<.::11 he qid to 'those at~
ter'.1p\\l~ to \?xtinf!uish the n.ames by
'.\·hich 1-:2 '.\·J.S killed, "Xe\'er mind llle .
~o :,.~::! at.Dut t!~e 0t:1crs :.,
.-\. C:dl3.·i
·~en.·ice was held h~' :he Seattle :\.5sembh', on Tuesdav. Februarv 17th.
_\1r. Hou~en-s life exemplified- _-\bdu'l
Dalla'..; cetinition of spirituality;.. Lo.'£: iH action."

o IW\, God.' 0 In\' Cod! Verilv,
this is scr.:atrt of TliiHe. 'U..ho d£d. be.iici.'e 01" Thee and ill Tit y signs; 'llf:riiy;
he Izearkc?li!d to Thy sHmmons~ turned
to TIt.'-, Kinqdom. humbled himself at
Thy Holy Tltresltald . ,-,.:as possessed. of
a contrite hcart, arose to Serr./e Thy
Cause, to s!,rcad Thy Fragrances. to

a

i''I"OOlotc TflY rVord, and to e.;-pound

Thy :Visri()m.
a Lord.' 0 LordI Submerge him
in. the oeCQU of Thy Glory. 0 Lord!
o Lordi [Jsher him hrto Thv delect"ble Cardell. 0 Lord! 0 Lord I U sh~~r {lim i1110 Thv Loftv Paradise and
(ause him to be-pres~lJ-t in Tlty Jfeetill9 of Transfiguration_ 0 Lord.' S"blHf!rgf! him ·in the ocean ol Thy Lights.
Ve-riit-, ThoH art the Ch'mcnt.' Ven'[I'. Thort art the JIercil"t, the Precious,
,tIll' (} mnirot(lIt.'-A ROlTL B" H.o\.

Letter from Shoghi Effendi
To my dearly.-beloved friends~ the member.!!! of the American

National Spiritual Assembly.
l! I I

•

<=>

My dear and precious fellow-workers:
The three communications dated
November 19, November 22 and December 22, which I have recently received from that indefatigable servant
of llaha'u'lIah, my esteemed spiritual
brother, Mr. Holley, have given me
great satisfaction and have cheered and
sustained me in my work. I have read
most carefullv the "minutes of vour Dee
cember meeting and am particularly
pJeased to note in many respes:ts the
notable advance you have made in establishing the Cause upon a wider and
surer foundation.
With reference to the need, so often
expressed, for an authentic and com..
prehensive history of the Cause, I am
glad to infonn you of the action contemplated by the National Spiritual
Assembly of Persia in instructing and
urging the local Assemblies throughout the country to take immediate
steps for the formation in every locality of a special committee which will
seek the assistance and the testimony
of the remnants of the earliest believers and pioneers of the Cause in Persia
in collecting most carefully all available evidence and data for the compilation of a comprehensive, reliable
and representative history of the
~'lovement from its earliest dawn to
the present day. I have communicat~
with the National Assemblv of PersIa
regarding this urgent and "ital necessitv and I feel the time is not far distant when a iree rendering into English of this stirring narrative as well
as an abridged form of it will be made
available for both the Baha'is and the
general public in the West.
The efforts recently displayed by the
Publishing Committee 50-. clearly reflected in the minutes of their meeting
01 ::-<ovember 2. 1924, a. copy of which
I have read with the dosest attention,
indicate the efficiency, the zeal and the
determination \l,rith which they are
conducting this vital branch of Baha'i
activity. The scope of their effective
\vork is expanding rapidly, and I wish
to assure them one and all of my prayers for the iruition of their 1abars and

the further development and consolidation of their work.
There have been of late no fresh
developments in the situation of the
House in Bagdad. The case, which is
now be fore the court 0 f Fi rst Instance
has been postponed for some time and
we still await anxiously the decision
of the court. Any hope of an immediate and final solution of this intricate
problem seems for the present remote.
In the event aT our success the c~se
may still be referred by our powerful
opponents to the court of Appeal-the
highest in the land-and should its
decision be in our favor the government may at any time-as it does not
seem unlikely-decide, by retaining
the keys in its custody, to postpone indefinitely the exec4tion of such a y~r
dict in order to allay the fierce hostIlIty
of the clerical element as well as the
shiite popUlation of Iraq.
Should a crisis occur, I will immediatelv inform vou and endeavor to
define more clearlv any measure that
I feel should be t'.ken- bv the American Assemblies to insure the security
of the House of Baha'u'llah.
Regarding the publication of Baha'i
periodicals in America, there is no
doubt ''''hatsoever that eyery individual
Baha'i is free to inaugurate and conduct any magazine of his own provided
that nothing- is published therein which
in the estimation of the National Assemblv tends in the least to become
detrimental or injurious to the highest
interests of the Cause. Within these
limits, and these limits only, private
initiati\'e should in no wise be discouraged and is indeed highly praiseworthy. It is for the National Assembly, h~wever, to exercise its judgment
as to what extent the re.sources at
their disposal enable them to aid financiaIl .... the individual undertakings of
the <friends. Should the response of
the friends and Assemblies to the appeals made on behalf of the National
Fund be prompt. sustained and gen~r
GUS. the 'J ational Assemblv will, I am
certain. justify its symparh·y. good-will
and genuine cooperation with every in-

dividual Baha'i enterprise. I would,
however, at this early state of our
work, strongly urge, nay entreat, the
friends not to dissipate their efforts,
but to seek, after frank:, mature and
continuous deliberation, to arrive at a
common cQnclusion as to the most
urgent requirements and needs of tht
hour, and having unified their view>
to strive to uphold and enforce them
with promptitude. wholeheartedn...
and understanding.
The first printed issue of the National Assembly's ::-<EWS LE1TEll prepared and signed on behalf of the A~
sembly by its able secretary, stands as
a bright and eloquent testimony of his
tho roughness, his industry, his conspicuous ability, his undoubted selfsacrifice.. The Cause is entering upon
a new era of renewed and concerted
activity. Its method of presentation
has unmistakably improved, and this
general advancement in standard is in
no small measure attributdbl. to the
distinctive capacity of your Assembly.
~ly constant prayer is that He Who
watches over and (nspires your manifold activities may bless more richly
than ever before your nob1e endeavors.
With reierence to the matter of
meeting in the Foundation Hall of the
Mashriqu'l Adhkar, I feel that the
Foundation Hall should serve the purpose both a ~ devotional gatherings
where the revealed Word of God is
read and. chanted, and meetings al
which subjects strictly Baha'i in characler are presented, propounded and
discussed. I have no doubt that every
conscientious and thoughtful Baha'i
will scrupulously and at all times observe the commandment of Baha'u'Uah
and the instructions of Abdu'l Bah.
relative to the maintenance of the sacredness, the dignity, and the universality of an edifice that will in time
become God's universal House of
\Vorship.
May the blessings of our Almighty
Master rest upon your deliberations.
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine, January 16, 1925_

A Letter /rom Shoghi Effendi
To my dearly-beloved brolhers and
sislers in Abdu'l Baha: care of the
American N ationa/ S piritnal Assembly.
D£AREST FRIENDS:

The day is drawing near when. for
the third time. \ve shall commemorate
the world over .the passing of our
well-beloved :\bdu'i Baha. ~-lav we
not pause for a moment, and ga.ther
our thoughts? How has it fared with
us. His little band of followers, since
that dav? \Vhither are we now marching? \Vhat has been our achievement?
We have but to tUTn our eyes to the
world without to realize the fierceness and the magnitude of the forces
of darkness that are struggling with the
dawning light of the Abha Revelation.
;-lations, though exhausted and dis ilh:sioned, have seemingly begun to
cherish anew the spirit of revenge.
ot domination. and stri ie. Peoples,
..:onvl1lsed by economic upheavals. are
slowly driJting into two great opposing camps ,\·ith all their menace of sodal chaos, class hatreds, and worldwide ruin. Races, alienated more than
ever beiore. are filled with mistrust.
humiliation and fear, and seem to prepare themselves for a fresh and fateful encounter. Creeds and :-:::ligions.
t.:-aught in this whirlpool of conflict
and passion. appear to gaze with impotence and despair at this spectacle
of unceasing tunnoil.
Such is the plight of mankind three
years after the passing of Him irom
\Vhose lips fell unceasingly the sure
message of a fast-approaching Divine
~alvation.
.-\re we by our thoughts.
our ...vords. our deeds. whether indi\'idually or collectively. preparing the
\'I,tay? Are we hastening-_ the advent
of the Day He 50 often foretold?
:'>lone can deny that the flame of
faith and love which His mighty hand
kindled in many hearts has, despite
our bereavement, continued to burn as
Lrightly and steadily as ever before,
Who can question that His loved ones.
both in the East and the West, not\\'ithstanding the insidious strivings of
the enemies of the Cause. have displayed a spirit of unshakable loyalty
worthy of the highest praise' What
greater perseverance and fortitude
than that which His tried and trusted
friends have shown in the fac.e ot: unto1d calamities, intolerable oppression.
and incredible restrictions? But such
staunchness of faith, such an unsull,ed love, such maguificent loyalty,
such heroic constancy, such noble
courage, however unpn;cedented and
laudable in themselves, cannot alone
lead us ~ the final and complete
triumph- of such a great Cause. Not

until the dynamic love we cherish for
Him is sufficiently -reflected in its
power and purity in all our dealings
~""ith our feHow-men, however remotelv connected and humble m
origin. can we hope to exalt in the
eyes of a seli-seeking world the genuineness of the all-conquering love of
God. X at until we live ourselves the
life of a true Baha'i can we hope to
demonstrate the creative and transiorming potency of the Faith we profess. X othing but the abundance of
uur actions, nothing but the purity of
our lives and the integrity of our char<'..cters. can in the last resort establish
our claim that the Baha'i spirit is in
this day the sole agency that can translate a long~herished ideal into an
'l;'nduring achievement,
\Vith this vision dearh' set before
us, and fortified by the knowledge of
'he gracious aid of Baha'u'lIah and the
repeated assurances of Abdu'l Baha .
tet us first strive to live the life ami
then arise with one heart. one mind,
ot'e '"0 ice. to reinforce our numbers
ar.d achieve our end. Let us recall.
,\nd seek on this sad occasion the comiort of. the last wishes of our departed
yet ever-watchful ~'Iaster:-

;'It bchoo'vcth them not to rest fof' (t
momcnt. turt/r{"r to seek repose. They
mllst disperse themselves ill C1..'cry
land, pass by e'very clime, a-nd travel
throughOf.i.t

all

regions.

Best1'rred.

',,-,itholll rest, and steadfast to the end,
tluv must raise 1'n (',('crv land the tri,,,,,'pl"'l cry 'Ya Baha'i'I-Abha" (0
Tlrou the Cion' af Glories).. . The
disciples of C-hrist forgot thcmscl"'l('s
{rnd all earthly' things, forsook aU their
/-·l.1rcs and belonging.s, purged them~
,',el1Ns of self and passion, -and '-l'ith

absolute detach-met,t scattered far and
",ide and ,""gaged in callill!llhe peoples
Of the world to the divi1~e guidance:
till at last they made the world anothey
-z.'orid, illumined the surface of the
t'arth, and even to their last hour
pro'Zled self-sacrificing jn the patltu)ay
af that beloved One of God. F inall)' ill
.'arious lands they suffered gloriot~s
martvrdom. Let them that art! men
uf a~tiOJI {onow in their {ootstcPS.'H

Having grasped the significance of
these words. having obtained a clear
understanding of the true character
of our mission. the methods to adopt.
the course to pursue, alld having attained sufficiently the inclividual regeneration-the essential requisite of
ttaching-let us arise to teach His
Cause with righteousness, conviction.
t:nderstanding and vigor. Let this be
the paTamount and most urgent duty
of everv Baha'i. Let us make it the
dominating passion of our life. ' Let

L!S scatter to the uttermost corners ot
the earth; sacrifice Qur personal interests, comforts, ta~tes and pleasures: mingle with the divers kindred.s
and peoples of the world; familiarizt
oursel .... es with their manners. traditions. tboughts and customs: arouse,
:-:timulate and maintain unin.:-rsaJ intere::.t in the :\ IOVt'llll'nt. ,md at the
..;arne time ende=t\'or hy all the means
in our lJower. by eoncelltraled ami
persistent attention. to enlist the unreserved allegiance and the active support of the more bopeful and receptin'
among our hearers. Let us [00 hear
ill mind the exarnple which our l,cloved
:\J aster has clearly ::;('t hefore us. \Vi!:;e
and tactful in His approacb. wakeful
:.md attenti,;e in His carly imercourse.
liroad and lilJerai ill all lIis public utterances. cautious ;~Ll1d gradual in the
linfolding of the esselltial \'erities of
Lhe Cause, passionate in His appeal
yet ~obcr in argument. confident in
toile,. unswen'ing in cOllviction, dignified in f-lis l1lanncrs-5uch \'\'ere tht:
l.;istinguishing featllre~ of our ne~
loved's noble presentatiun uf the
Cau,e of Baha'tt'llah.
Ii we all choo::.e to tread faithflllk
His path. surely the day is not fa'r
distant when our heloved Canse wil(
have emerged from the inevitable ob5J..:Urity of a young and struggling
J' aith into the hroad daylight of unin'rsal recognition. This is our dUt\".
l;l1r first ol)ligation,
Therein lies tl~e
",eeret of tile success of the Cause we:
love :-.0 well. Therein lies the hope.
the :-;.alvatl0n of mankind, .-\re Wt'
fully conscious of Our responsibilities:1Jo we realize the urgency, the sacrednes~, the immensity. tbe glory of our

r;:.~k

?

"OLl. dear friends. to (011tinue. nav,
redouble YOUr efforts. to
keep you~r ·vislotJ ciear, }'our hopes
dimmed, Your (letermination unshaken, so that the rm,;er of God within us
rr.ay fill the \\"Orld with all its glory.
In thiS fen'cnt plea joins me the
Greatest Holy Leaf. Though chagrined in the evening of her life at the
sorrowiul tales of repression in Persia. :-;he still turns with the deepest
longings of her heart to . . onr laml
where freedom reigns. eager and exjlectant to behold. ere she is called
;nvay. the signs of the universal trit:mph of the Cause she loves so dearlL
(SIGNED) SHOGHL·

I entreat

to

un-

HAIFA, P.""!..ESn:SE,

November 24th, 19z4

This Ictter was rcccir.'cd I,,' lite NtlSpiritrlal ,..Jsscmb(\,· at 169
ChristopJlcr Street, _Vcw -rork Cl:t\"
(m Decem·ber 12th. and published for
the Baho'is of the United Siaies and
[i01UII

C·onada.
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INFORMATION ABOUT GREEN
ACRE FOR DELEGATES
AND FRIENDS
Calendar_ Baha'i Feast at Green
.4..cre Inn. Saturday EYening, July
4th: Convention Sessions, ~Iondav,
Tuesday and \Vednesday, July 6th.
7th and 8th_ Public meetings of
Baha'i Congress. daily, Sunday to
\ \- ednesday. July 5 to 8. Ii so yoteJ
by the rlelegates. the Convention
can he extended -one or more day's.
Railroad Fares. Tickets should
be purchased to Portsmouth, X e\\'
Hampshire. Bus service irom Portsmouth to Green Acre. \Yrite to
J.fiS5 Roushan \Vilkinson fur iniur-

mation about special reduced

fare~.

Seventeenth Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of the United States
and Canada•
Green Acre, Maine, July 6th, 7th and 8th, 1925
"I am deeply convinced that if the
annual Cunvention oi the i riends in
.\merica, as \\'ell as the ."-:ational Spiritual ~\ssembly. desire to become potent instruments ior the ~peeuv realization of the Beloved's iundest hopes
for the iuture oi that countrY, they
:'ohould endeavor. tirst and foremost,
to exemplify, in an increasing degree,
to all Baha'i:::; and to the worid at
large the high ideal> of fellowship and
:,ervice which naha'u'llah and the neloved },laster repeatedl.v ~et before
them."
SlroUhi E,ffcndi.

Accommodations:. Free camp sites
for motor parties bringing tcnts.
Cuoperative Kitchen provided by
:\'atiunal Spiritual Assembly to supply free cooking facilities and it X)d Dear Daha'i friends:
at cost. so that no belie\'er need
8\7 a thousand avenues, vi:-.ible antI
miss the Convention on account of
(he expense. Cottage ro()m~, :-,ingle. invi~ible, the realin' oi the heavcnh'
from $3 per ,,,'eek; double, from $5, kingJom is rapidly 'entering the arena
Roum and board at The Crossways, oi human action and thou~ht. Even
.$17 or $18 per week; at Bittersweet those who know not its maniiest
Cottage, from S18; at Fellowship :,ource have become aware of what
might.v'powers are striving to regen·
Hou::-:.e. from $28; at Green :\ere Inn.
single rooms ,"vith board, $24 to $~O: crate humanity in this da\'. ;md there
double rooms \\'ith board, $.38 tn i~ nr:t one ~o'uL no matte'r hm\-' un$50. Board at l~reen Acre Inn. $l~ t'onsciou:5 i[ rnav he, but has become
per \',;eek: breakfast 75c. luncheon an ;n~[rll~nent e'ither ior the destruc75c, dinner $1.50. :\Ieals at cost tion ot the old evil or the promotion
Juring first two weeks of July at or the new, divine good.
So resolutely have liberal minus the
Gulden Cock Tea House.
world over taken up the task of estabImportant Note.
~Iake Baha'i
Feast 1$1.50 per person) and abo lishin!! the fundamental Baha'i prinroom rcserYations in ad\'ance, if c-iples that it is po~:-;ible e~'en :(lr the
possible. through ~riss Ronshan :o:inC'erest believer occasionally to ask
\Vilkinson. 3S Congress Street. Bos- him~.elf what the little company of
ton. ~lass .. until Tune 20th. ,-\fter Raha'i~ can accomplish comparable in
June 20. care Green Acre Inn, Green importance with the etfort ot these
:\cre, Eliot. )"Iaine,
Resen'ations \"eH-endowed and noble men and wo~
for the Feast must be recei,'ed be- men. But no group or association of
fore June 30th. In applying for individuals an,·where in the world has
rooms, state approximate cost .nHl nur ~pecial a~d unique privilege of
desire to pay and whether with ()r creating that complete, unhreakable
Llnit,· which is born of Gnd. Clearly
without board.

before our feet we mav from day to
day perceive those paths of conscious
faith leading upward from the darkness of earth's sad battleground to th~
heavenly dwelling place of the Most
Great Peace. Pass though they may
dire places and grievous tests avoided
as calamities by the spiritually ignorant among mankind, nevertheless, we
know that these paths were marked
by the feet uf the True One, and none
who tn,"arls them to the end wiil miSS
the cup of abundant joy.
The foundation of conscious service \,,'hich "ve are constructing now
must he firm enough to uphold in
future those gracious and majestic institutions \vhich Baha'u-uah ordained
ior humanity as guardians and protectors f)( the supreme la\'1,r of love,
First anti foremost comes the relation·
,hip one to another of the member..;;
ui the ~ame local .\ssembly; next, the
larger relationship of the local ..--\s-:.emblies made pcs~ible by their National Spiritual .\ssembly-Iast oi all.
the kt'ntone uf the entire arch. the
world-~yide unitv "'hich shan ~ome
into being on th-at blessed day when
the ?\ ational Spiritual Assembiie.s are
,0 developed that the Guardian ot the
Cause can summon an intemadonal
Daha'i Conference,
::;urd", the vision of ""hat is to be
is (he all-sufficing inspiration [Q hasten
our ~teps onward. and the fixed stanJanl by which we can truly realize
the ~igniJicance of those I[ttle and
often too blind efforts we are now
making to :,erve the Cause.
The ueepening- wisdom that has
come to us since the first :\ational
naha'i Convention \,,;as called bv tht
Haha'i Temple Cnity seventeen ~vears
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I-Expenses oi Teachers for February.
I-International Raha'i Fund for Februarv
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4--Bourgeois' Xote
+-Bourgeois' ~otc, interest for months on $3,000.00
1000Temple Committee trave!lin~ expenses
12-);orthern Trust Co .. safe depo:=.it box rent
14-Illinois Telepbone ('0., ior Temple telephone- 111 Jan.
14--Public Service Co., E~htin~ ior Temple
iR-Xational Secretary's expenst's ior Jan.
IS-Binders for local secretan-'" ror assemblies
25-Exchange on Canadian ch'eck
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)'Iar. I-International Baha'i Fund for :\larch
:\lar. 5-Terminai Hardware Co., electric healer, ~uppJies and
work
.
}'lar. 5-Sandaec Oil Co .. oil~bllrncr instailment in Temple
~far. 5-Penn' Oil Co., iuel oil for Temple .
:\lar. 5-Edinger & Sons, coal ior Tempic
11a •. .J-).lr. Bourgeois, salary ior February
:\1ar. 5-:Natiomd Secretary, expenses for Februanf
}'Iar. I-Terminal H.a.rd".. are Co., for T l'mple :=.b'lights
).Iar. I-F. Hi,les Co., lurnber for Temple work .
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275.00
95,00
;oo.QO
500.00

48.i5
160.00
9.00
10.20
12.54
26,48
50,00

ago, and above atl, the cle.ar and penetrating instructions received during
33
the last three years from Shoghi Ei120,00
fendi. enable us to approach the Convention this rear with a new ~pirit of
1'-:S.7.:::
275.00
self Rsacrince, of ardor and of resolu95.0U
tion. It is from the National Com;ention that will flow out those spiritual
7·P5
forces tletermining the power and
69.80
20.00
guidance of our elected representatives
54,81
throughout the months to come, Anv
2;0.00
inbarrnony, misunderstanding, or hesi27.67
tation that exists among the body of
1,000.00
323.-15
the delegates will inevitably hamper
98.70
the progress oi the Cause long after
27.37
the Convention itself has come to an
300.f(l.
end. On the other hand. a bod \. 0 i
95.00
2.5000
delegates truly penetrated by the spirit
59.20
ot" t"aith will give to the new )J"ational
13.35
Assembly a reinforcing power far
12tl,OO
greater than their individual capacities
$5A03.9'
alone could possibly draw upon. .-\
$5,313.25
united, a vigorous and an inspired 1\ a- .-\pr. I-Balance
tional "-\ssemblv born of a [rue Baha'i
).fnw
Convention \vill be able to revitali7.e
Persian Flood Relici Contributions:\lay i-Received IIp to 1I-I.ay 1
$-1,0-11.36
the smaller and weaker Assemblies,
$3.972 ..)()
inspire the str-ongest Assemblies to ~[a\' s- Total cabled to Haita.
Telegrams, cabies and commisiiions
68,76
new and greater attainment, and send
out to aiJ the working committees a
$1,041.36
).[ay 19-Recen ed, not yet "{'nt, 525 (In.
(This wiii be sent
constant thrill oi joyous action . creatwith the International Fund for Tune.)
ing for 5hogbi Effendi a means of
. Suhmitted b~': F!..OREXCE },!ORTOX,
promoting the Cause capable of bringT,..easJlrcy.
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sources vet hidden behind the veils.
C ..... s H RECEIVED
]925
Reading again that letter which
Apr.
l-Ba!ance
from
March
31
$;.31325
5boghi Effendi wrote to aU the friends Apr.
30--Contributtons in April
2,506.55
in America on ~1arch 12, 1923, we
perceive that his ideal is to establish
Total Recei ..... ed
$7,819.81
C.-\~H P.-UD
a Convention of 95 delegates, an ideal
Apr.
1-Teacners'
expenses
$27;(10
we have not yet been able to fulfilL
Apr. l.3--N. S. A. tra ..... elling expenses
32.00
In that same letter Shoghi Effendi Apr. 13-llIinois Bell Telephone, Temple, for February
mno
(C>rrlirrrmi ~rr pug,.])

Apr. 13-Public Service Co .• electri.city for T~mple. 1f arch

15.84
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Apr.
Apr.
A.pr.
Apr .
Apr.
Apr.
:\pL
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
:\pr.
Apr.

13-Chicago Baha'i Office. "Star" office for April
Zl-Nortbern Tru5t Co., Temple Note paYment . . . .
21-N"orthern Trust Co., Temple, J mos. ~int. on $3,500.00
..3O-~:[r. Bourgeois, salary for April .
. .
JO--Bourgeois' Note, due jJay 4. payment . . . .
30--Bourgeois' Note, into 3 mos. on SI,500.00. renewed. .
l~Tenn~nal Hardware Co .. lights, wirtllp;, elC.
. . . .
16--Tennmal Hardware Co .• putting skylights per contract
l~J. Courley & Co., Celotex partitions
. . , . .
16-~o. S!1burban Elec. Shop. repairing light . . .
21-Nat. See'y expenses-multi graphing, binders and sup.
30--Baha'i News Letter ior April and letter to assemblies
3D-International Baha'i Fund for ~tav _ . . _
3D-Alfred Anderson, Temple Custodia·n for April

22.50
500.00
U75
250.00
1.500.00
2HB
31.18
308.80
470.40
2.25
141.61
93.10
95.00
120.00
S3,935.91

~lay

I-Ba.lance on hand

$3,883.90

OBLIGATIONS ; -

.May-Alfred Anderson, May wages
:Mr. Bourgeois' salary for )'.fay
Teachers' ex.penses tOT May . .
International Baha'i Fund Lfune)
Secretary expenses and I\'"ews Letter ().fay)
Archives appropriation
Library appropriation
Temple travel1ing expenses .
Star contribution ior publication
Specifically contributed iOT Fadil fund.
.
Emergency Fund refund for money ad\·ancerl for Flood
relief
,. . . . .
.
Tem-pie Grounds appropriation to be reiunued
Green Acre appropriation
Eastern States Teaching \Vork ior Conyention

S120.00
2.50.00
275.00
95.00
150.00
150.00
200.00
100.00
317.00
7iO.00
333.-1Z
35U.OO
300.00

250.00
$3,860.4.2

Submitted by:

also laid down the principle of proportional representation-that is, one
delegate for every nine or other fixed
number of believers; a principle assigning to each Assembly a delegate
or delegates in ex~ct :-atio to its numerical strength. Needless to say,
proportional representation is the fair6t m~thod that can be devi.seu. \Ve
:.:nO\\o' that i.t would bring joy to Shoghi
Effendi it the Cunvention this year
(ould bring this principle into effect.
\Yhi.lc, under present conditicns, lt
may ue impossible for 95 delegates to
be as.::;embled in this wav, nevertheless
let us all strive to make· at least a
dec.islve move towards Shoghi Effendi's ideal by understanding very
dead .... what he would like to have us
acco;:;'plish and by straining every re~Ol1Tce to give his instructions effect.
It should be the aim oi each local
.\ssemblv. therefore, to send one delegate to' this year's Convention ior
every nine recognized believers enrolled in its list. We appreciate the
financial and other difficulties that wiil
5tand in the way of this goal in the
~ase (Ji many Assemblies, especially
~hDse located at a distance from Green
.\cre. To off-set these difficulties it
will this \'ear be pennitted anv local
.:\ssembh·: to send as their delegate or
dele~ates recognized believers not

FWRt:SCE ~10Ii:TOS,

Treasurer.

members of the Assembh', but in order that such proxy deiegates shall
represent the local Assenbly as truly
as possible, these proxies must be selected from the same regional division
in which the local Assemblv itself is
located, For example, an 'Assembly
in the SlJuthern States Region can
nnly be re"pre~e.nted by a proxy delegate or rleleg-ates from the Southern
States Reg-ion. .--\n ~\ssemblv in the
\Vestern :,tates Region can 'only be
representeci. by a proxy delegate or
deiegates from the \Vestem· States
Region. etc.
It is also understood that no Baha'i
group of less than nine recognized believer5 will he entitled to send a deleg-il1e to Green Acre this year. These
deci5ions are based upon the cablegram sent to the National Spiritual
.\ssembly by Shoghi Effendi on April
first. 1925: "Less than nine no repreulltatimr. Proxy question left deciSWIl
National . assembly. Praying
guidance.···
In order to provide repre::;entatron
f or the Baha'i groups of less than
nine helievers and also tor the isolated·
friend:'., the ::"-!ational Spiritual As~emhly have requested the chairmen
of the five regional Teaching Committee~ to attend the Convention as delefi;:l.te5-at-iarge, and meam,~ilile (0 enter

3

into communic.ation with the various
small groups and isolated believers in
their respective regions in order to report in their behali at the Convention.
This provision makes the five Regiollal Chairmen an important link be:t ..veen the isolated groups and individ..,.
uals and the National Baha'i org-anizatinn. \Ve urge individual believers to
keep their regional Teaching Chairman fully informed at all times.
Each Baha'i Assembly qualified to
send a delegate or delegates to the
Convention this vear should hold a
special election tor this purpose as
soon as possible, and infonn the ~ a~
tional Secretary officiaily of those who
have been chosen to serve as delegates
and alternates. \Ve feel sure that there
is no need to :-tress the importance of
attendance at the Cunvention a.nd
Congress bv every individual believer
\.... ha can p~ssibl}'~ come.
ln order that all the friends throughout the cout1tn' may receive an immefLatt'. fL1ll and. authorized report of
the proceedings of the Convention,
the X arionai :bsembty ·will appoint
an official reporter to prepare a resume of. the proceedings tor publication in the Tulv number of the News
Letter.
..
With this X ews Letter we enclose
two recent letters from Shoghi Effendi, one of which refers to the National
Convention and throws fresh light
upon it::; significance. It is a great
privilege to quote also from the notes
taken b.... ~[rs. 1lay ~laxwell during
her visit at Haifa fast year:,. In man\-' different conversations
with us, Shoghi Effendi made it clear
that the Baha'i Organization is not
politicai and bears no resemblance tJ
a politIcal .:::ystem.
"It is a Divine Organization, the
Institute of God for the establi5hmen~
of His Kingdom upon earth. Shoghi
Effendi said that this Institute is perfect, although its functioning and
operation is necessarily imperfect in
uur present state of development and
understanding", but as the Baha'is become matured and perfected. it \\'ill
he found to be the most periect Institute the \vorfd has ever knO\\o'n.
"He said that in all elections, \-'I,o'hether of local Spiritual Assembly, of delegates to the convention or 1n electing
the ~atiDnal Assembly, the believers
must be entirely free from personality,
basing their choice on the spiritual
'lualitication5 of those whom thev elect
according- to the explicit instructions
of Abdu'l Baha. Thev must have no
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prejudice:';. no preconceivt'd idea'"
thev must nct discuss these' matters
pre·vious to election with anyune nor
tven breathe the name or a single person in connection \!,rith the possibility
of their election: thus they ..."ill purify
the Cause ot eVt'n' trace. of human
politics.
.
HShoghi Effendi said that during
the Convention prn'ious to the eIE-ction oi the National Spiritual Assembly the delegates could all come
together and consult as to the )Jational requirements oi the Cause Dt God.
At ",uch consultation, he said. every
delegate should be present and entering into a spiritual attitude without
mentioning a single name, they should
look deeply into the body or the Cause

and its requirements. taking into account the geographic problems. considering those souls possessing spiritual, luminous and distinctive qualities
necessary for such function and responsibiiity, eliminating e,,·ery personal or financial consideration. He
said that it 'vas unthinkable that any
one should he elected for this important service because they were in a
financial position to attend the X ational Assembly meetings, as the most
hu::!uk and simple soul in the Cause
might be endowed with gifts and
graces for this particular work. Shoghi
Effendi suggested that if necessary a
sum might be appropriated irom the
Xational Fund for the tra,,"eling expenses of anyone elected ,vho might
not possess sufficient means to travel.
"\\'hen the delegates are gathered
in convention at the time oi election
they must turn their faces to the Holv
Land supplicating for divine guidance.
Then He added, "Do the believers in
America realize that the friends oi
God are the only people on earth to
whom Ire has promised to guide their
deliberations and confirm their decisions ?"
Yours sincerelv in love of "-\bdu!1
Baha,
.
~ationa[ Spiri.tual .\ssembly,
Bv: HORACE HOLLEY.
.
Secretary.

* * •

GREEN ACRE
"There is a place in America called
Green A~.re_ It is customary during
the months of summer for people of
different creeds and religions to gather
there and the leaders oi various movements and thoughts deliver lectures
and addresses. Thus they have combined most effectively education and
recreation, The significance and use-

iulness of this unique place lie in the to Portsmouth, K ew Hampshire. from
fact th3.t the\' offer a free 2nd unre- \\·hich Creen Acre is readily reached
:-.trictcd platform to the c:cizens of bv motor bus. Green Acre,
add-ition
eve,\" nation and the adherents of evthe channing Inn under the ma.nery "religion. Thus every ::iubject is agement cf ~'1rs. Bliss, provides a wide
discu::;scu \vith that iuH libertv or con- range of accommoda.tions, details oi
scienc(:: which 15 en joyed in the C niteu which may be learned by "\vriting to
States.
~liss Roushan \ \'ilkinson, 35 Congress
·'The founder of these conierences, :itreet, Boston. Mass_ The Green Acre
wherein every nationality and religion
Fellowship has carefully planned adeis worthily rt'presented, is Sarah .T- quate facilities for all Baha'is visiting
Farmer. To her is due all praise and Green Acre ior the period of the Concommendation for having thus initi- vention or ior a longer stay. The
ated this \vunderful plan. ,... hich must Baha'i Colonv established at Green
he carried out to its logical conclusion .-\cre each summer has created a beau--a universal platform for all man- tiiul spirit of joyous fellowship which
kind, irrespective of race, religion or makes the vacations spent at Green
nationaIit",".
Acre a true recreation. It is most
.\5 the" name Green .\cre i" sirn- ardently to be desired that one result
ilar to the town of Acca. when I ar- of this ~ear's ~ational Convention will
rived there 1 was made vee:" happy. I be a gr~eat strengthening of the spiritspent one week in that green and de- ual bonds that exist between Green
Iightiul .-\cca, The" had a iarl!:e meet- .-\cre and the Baha'i Cause_
ing every evening tn which many LETTER FROM TRUSTEES OF
people gathered, and I spoke to them
GREEN ACRE FELon spiritual subjects. 1 met there man~'
LOWSHIP
cultured and educated people. It is a To the Baha'i Friends of .-lmericamost heautiful country place. Its GREETI;:>;CS:
water is pure, its air salubrious, and
Since the yisit l)f .-\bdu'I~Baha to
its atmosphere is spirituaL There are Green .--\cre in the summer of 1912.
many pine woeds; and under a cluster no eyent or greater interest has
oi fine old trees people gather to hear stirred the Fellowsh:p th:m the aplectures. j.1irza Abul Fad, when in prm-al "f Shoghi Effendi and the
Green Acre, used to give some of his decision nf the X ational Spiritual
addresses under these pines, so they _,ssemblv to hold the X ational
are kno\'Iln as the 'Persian Pines.' I Baha'i Con\-ention this summer at
went there one afternoon; many peo- Green .--\cre"
ple had gathered, and I spoke on the
The Trustees are happily antic iBaha'i Teaching,"
,-Jbd,,'! Eaha,
'Pating· this. memorable occasion, and
"I was delighted to hear oi the pro- c-xtend mo~t joyously to all the
gressive activities of that dearl~'-be friends the hospitality and greetings
loved spot, Green Acre, upon which ut Green .·\crc.
\\·e hope the friends will arrange
the ).{aster has bestowed his tender
care and loving kindness, and of which to pass their ,·acations at Green
we are all hopeful that it may become, :\cre during this season and become
whilst the work oi the ~Iashriqu'+ familiar with this Center which has
richlv blessed bv .-\bdu'l.-\dhkar is in progress. the focal cen- been
ter of the devotional. humanitarian, Haha, and who called it the "Green
social and spiritual activities of the A.cca" of America. and \vho so
man·elaush· outlined its future as
Cause_"
SllOghi Effendi,
the living 'embodiment oi a ~Iash
"As to the suggestion oj the Annual riqu'l·Adhkar with all its accesConvention being held next summer sories,
at Green Acre, I belie . . .e it to be hath
I t is interesting to quote the
'.vlse and helpfuL and trust that it will words of Edward Everett Hale. a
forge another link between the Baha·i<; frequent VIsitor to Green :\cre in
as a bodv and its founders and trus- the declining years of the last centees, and will serve to draw them tun:. "The moti,'e of Green .--\cre is
closer anJ closer to the outward form to tlnd the Truth, the Reality. unas well as to the spirit of the activities derlying all religious fanns and to
of the friends in America."
make points of contact in order to
SHOGHI EFFEXDr,
promote the unity necessary ior the
For the infonnation of believers ushering in of the coming Day of
'''''ho have not previously gone to God. Believing that the rdig-ion of
Green Acre. it should he stated that Baha'u'lIah, of Persia. is the an'"
railroad tickets should be purchased nouncement of this great Day-the

in
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beginning of the Golden Age sung ~ducational and spiritual Center that Temple only and Teaching Fund for
bv poets and endorsed bv all Seers .\bdu'I·Baha predicted for it, a Cen- Teaching only and therefore a new
-=-and finding that it provides a plat- ter of ad,"anced service, a flag of Fund had to be created so that the
form on which the few, the Chris- peace. a torch of higher education scope of the work might be enlarged.
tian, the 1-Iohammedan, as well as and a kingdom of unity, the dwelling new activities coming up aU the time.
members of all other great religious place of God's approvaL
It was never meant that either of these
bodies can stand together in love
\Ye long to meet you all and deep- funds shou ld be dis turbed but on the
and harmony, each holding the ly appreciate the blessing 0i the call contrarv it is asolutelv forbidden that
form which best nourishes its indi- -·'The Baha'i Convention at Green one cent of these twO' Funds (Teach"idual life, ,Miss Farmer feels that ...Jere."
ing or Temple) should be used for
her preyious work has been but the
EYer faithfullv in Baha'i service.
anything else. The friends must be
preparation fur the greatest of all
\"M. H. RAKDALL,
left absciutely free to give to what~
joys; the giving of the Message to
Chairman.
ever thing in the Cause their hearts
35
Congress Street
all who are willing and ready to re- Boston, ..:.\1"a5s.
desire. Noone must interfere and
ceiye it and who ask for it."
boukkeeping accounts for each Funri
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
The call oi Green Acre is unique.
must be kept separate. The Central
its voice is distinct, and as Spring . \Vith the explicit permission of Fund is greatly encouraged, and is the
approaches one feels the attraction Shoghi Effendi, we are happy to share most important because when contriof the meadows and hills, the appeal with all the friends the important let- butions are made to it unlabelled,
of the historic Pines and the peace ter concerning the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar then it is left to the discretion oi the
of the River of Light, for Green \\.Titten by ~lrs. Corinne True to the ;..Iational Assembly where to spend it,
:\cre has an atmosphere all its own Secretary oj the Temple Committe. and if anv fund is overdrawn it can
and this atmosphere is the spirit of from Haifa, on February 13, 1925, he helped' from this Central Fund.
the Co,"enant of Reality.
This letter was referred" to Shoghi The idea in our country ' ' ' as becoming
In a letter revealed bv the J\laster Effendi. and his approval makes these quite general tha( the Guardian wantin 1912, He again calli attention to words of extreme importance in view ed all funds to be submerged into one
Green .-\cre in the following words: of the energetic efforts now being put central fund, which is not true. If
"I ,vas made happy to know that in forth to extend the work of the Mash- non-Hahai's contribute to the Templ~
Fund it must be made plain and clear
yonder flourishing meadow. birds of riqu·L\.dhkar.
melodious voice are engaged in the
"The matter of the design is a def- to them that they must never expect
daytime and in the night season in inite thin~ and cannot be changed. to ha"e a voice in the manning of
singing the praise of Divine Pro\"i- That must be thoroughly understood thest: affairs as thev will alwavs be
de nee. Should it be possible to ar- hecause it was confirmed bv the Mas- managed by purely Baha'i committees.
range, in the coming year, another ter, That is settled. The' matter of \Ve must not encourage non-Bahai's
gathering in that verdant spot, to :\fr. Bourgeois' studio is that for the to contribute. This contribution from
spread a heavenly feast of the ut· present it is all right for it to be where outside sources has been dwelt upon,
most love and concord, and to pro- it is, hut later it must be either moved as there might he some complication5
claim joyously the oneness of man- off or bought for a building connected fater unless it is \'erv dearh: under".
kind, there is no doubt that thev with the work. Regarding the title to .::tood.
who attend it shall each become "a the land, it should be vested in the
"On Januar,. 16th Shoghi Effendi
::-hining candle in that gathering and :-\ ational Spiritual Assembly ra(her wrote the foUowing to the Xational
,hall show forth such joy and hap- than a committee called the Baha'i ."1piritual Assembly:
., '\Vith reference to the matter of
piness that shall stir the Continen( Temple Cnity. \Vhatever steps necesof America."
;;;ary to be taken to make this legal the meetings in the Foundation Hall of
the Mashirqu'I-Arlhkar, I feel that the
This seems al most like a prophecy ". S ..\. must take.
l' Dun dation Hall should serve the purof the coming Convention and we
"~1r. Bourgeois' contract is a matof Green .-\cre are stirred with re- ter to be settled bv the :\f. S, A. wi th pose of both u~votional gatherings
newed endeavor to share with vou him, consulting with the Mashriqu'l- where the revealed \Vord of God is
all the sacred gathering of the Con· .\dhkar Committee. It would be of read and chanted, and meetings at
ycntion. The life of Green Acre i:>. assistance to this Temple Committee which subjects strictly Baha'j in charthe urge of the world's heart to to have a sub-committee of architects acter are presented, propounded and
further economic and social justice. as a consulting body, but the Temple discussed. I have: no doubt that everv
to advance material and spiritual Co~mittee itseli need not be made up conscientious and thoughtful Baha;i
ideals and to spread the heavenly of architects. Contributions for the will scrupulously and at all times ob:\Iessage of this Day of God.
building of the Temple should come serve the Commandment of Baha'The Fellowship House, O\'erlook- from the Bahai's themselves. They u'llah and the instructions of Abdul
ing river and mountains, cool and should make great sacrifices in orde-r Baha relati"e to the maintenance of
beautiful, is a svrnbo1 of the Fellow- to carn~ on its construction steadilv the sacredness, the dignity and the
ship of the world. open to peoples ot and not allow it to lapse into negli- universalitv of an edifice that will in
time beco~e God's universal House of
all races, all colors, all beliefs.
gence.
::\'fiss Farmer gave the be..<;;t years
"The Central Fund created by Worship:
and the inspiration of her life's ' ...·ork Shoghi Effendi was made to enable
"A few days ago 5hoghi Effendi
to the foundation of Green Acre. and this new body called the National Spi- ,ent a cable to America through Mr,
during the last days of her life she ritual Assembly to operate. It has no Horace Holley, Secy., saying "Crge
prand that Green Acre might live fund because Abdu'l Baha had written helievers realize supreme necessity of
and flourish and become the great that Temple Fund must be used for i;nmeaiate- universal response to re-

r
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cent temg!~_.al?Q.~~}. Forwarding 95
~te.rlmg.~ The above cab1e. had re-ier-

to

ence
the sum appropriated in October but never raised so that the bills
contracted could be paid. :\0 bills
must he contracted that cannot be
paid. \Ve must be very scrupulou ..;
about this,"

"--.,,/WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES
The April number oi the Bahai'
")"lagazine. Star of the \Vest. inaugurates Volume 16 with a most beautiful presentation of the teaching'S.
Among the contributors are: Ruhi
Afnan, with the paper which he read
at the Conference on Some Living
Relig-ion \ \"ithin the British Empire
at London, September, 192-1-: Dr. J. E.
Esslemunt, Dc. slary E. Wooley,
President oi ~Iount Holyoke College;
~[r5. Grace Ober, ~[rs. Keith Ran-om-Kehler. and 1I1rs. )'la".· Haniord
Ford.
To promote ... ubscriptions to the
Star among the believers. the )J'ational
Spiritual Assembly recently appointed
a new Baha'i _\lagazine Committee-,
consisting of J'lrs. Keith RansomKehler and ),(rs. P. A. Spaulding of
the Chicago Assembly, in order to co'
operate more closely with ~frs. Elizabeth Herlitz, Business :r,·Ianager of the
Star. This Committee issued a general
letter on J\.fav seventh for \vhich we
ur~e the fullest pos£ible respon5c
throughout the bodyoi- the· believers.
Particularly important is their suggestion that each _\::5sembh; order bound
yolumes o! the ~tar ror irs Gaha':
librarv,
The Pr;J.,·er l;ook Committee mentioned in a ;'ecem number of the Xew~
Letter have expresscd the hope that
all ot the friends will feel a direct n>
sponsibility in the compilat.ion uf this
important book. They de~lre that all
shall have a part in the work. and
reauest assistance in gathering all unpublished prayers that may 'be po~
~essed b,- individuals and mail them to
the Setretan; of the Committee. ~ln.
:\Ian' ~L Rabb, 833 Broderick Stre~t.
~an 'Francisco . .--\nv thoughts -or sug-ge~tion~ \vhich [he' friends may ha~e
concerning the ne\\' Pra,"er Dook will
be heartily 'welcomed bv the Commit·
tee. The}'. suggest that'the local Spiritual As::-emblies appoint some member to take charge of presenting th;:-;
subject to the friends anti gatherin)
together suggested prayers for the U'5C
of the Committee,
The Baha'i World Fellowship for
.--\pril is the first number in which i:;

puhlished the organ oi The Children
or the Kingdom, edited h:·' ~1iss Ella
~L Robart::., ~ 0 Baha'j publication at
this time ~o completely rerlect~ th~
world-v{ide unit,c oi the Baha'i :\Iove·
mem, and the imique vision of ;"Ir ..::,
\'ictoria Btdikian desenies the cordial
(uoperation of all who \vish to assist
in extending the hlessed inHuence of
the Cause.
Following the resignation of :,,[r5,
,\gnes S. Parsons as Chairman of the
Teachin~ Committee lOr the Southern
~tates Region, the Xational Spiritual
~\ssembty has appointed J\1rs. Louise
Hovle of 2119 Connecticut Avenue,
\·Vashington, D. C., to this position.
Belieyers throughout the Southern
States should communicate with her
ana especially supply her with all po~
.;.ible names and addresses of the active friends in that region and also
those who have been attracted to th'~
L'Juse,
A new national committee recemh'
appointed by th~ :\ ational Spintu~l
. \ssembl v is the Press Committee
the iunction I)f ,vhich is to secure
cnTI .;;tructi,·e publicity for the Cause
and ab.o to t;lke adequate measures
in the e\'ent that the Caus.e is publidy at!:.1eked, The members oi th~:;
.co·~mittee are: 1Ir. H. H. Romer.
\lr. Stanwood Cobb, :Vir. Rov C.
Wilhelm, ~[r. ).Iountiort .YElls: and
.J.fr. Horace Holle\y. secretarv. The
friends arc urged to keep this Committee in mind and to lav before
them any facts ,",;hieh the,' fed
... hould i)l~' :-;ent out to the pres; in tjLe
name I,{ the .:\ational A:.;:-embh'.
The Year :Book Ct!mrnittee' men·
tioned iJ1 the last issue of the X e'V5
Ll'tter n:que:-.t~ the friends to :-eno in
all available newspaper clippings on
the Cau:-;(' and ~lso reterences to the
Baha'i :rlovement \\'hich thev tind in
books and magazines. A more de!:liled ~t;Jtcment of the \\'ork of this
commi.ttee will he given in a later
Xt'\\.'s Letter.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Few of the believers have e,'er un·
{lerraken so extensive a teaching trio
as that on ,vhich :'d r. ~nd ~Irs. IImr:lrrl
.\JacXutt and :'Irs. Tulia :\£, Crundv
haye b~en engaged. ,
In a recent tetter from Pasadena.
:\lrs. French makes the following comment: "},fy own prh-ate opinion is
lhat nobody ,vho has a spark of life
ill bim could possihly resist JIr. :\1 ae\' utt's doqucnce, I certainty have
11C'wr listened to a more beautiful and
i1lspiring- present_ation of the Baha'i

t ';luse than he gave 011 several occaiions, \Ye have fe\v scholars like him
and few \.,..ho awaken the great spiritllal dbratiotls 'which he brings into the
lll~etings.
He was surely inspired.
His ?ervice here \\"as the greatest thing
which ha::. ever happened to us, and
tbat is saying a good deal. I hope
and pray that they will return."
It will be of interest to all the
friends to follow the itinerarv which
"\lr. :llac:\utt and his party have
maintained for more than a vear. It
is kno\vn to the friends that Abdu'J
Baha on many occasions wrote Tablets to }lr, ~iacNutt instructing him
Lo travel far and wide, teaching the
Cau~e. in whole-hearted response to
these instructions ~Ir. :'IacNutt is
IlOW devoting his entire time to spreadillg tlle l\Iessage,
From December 1923 to _-\pril 1924,
~Ir. :'IacX utt carried on a constant
t..:-aching- campaign in .\Iiami. Florida.
iourneying tlorth, stops -were made at
"';'t, . \ugustin'e and Jacksonville:. [,la ..
and Augusta, Ga. The party, arriving
at \\'asnington, D. C., in .\fay, spent
:""~yeral week~ in dose contact with
the \ \-oshing-ton Assembly.
LeaviIlg :-';ew York on July 13, 1924,
two meetings ' .... ere held in Buffalo, one
in Toronto. Ontario. five in Detroit.
J.Iich .• one in Lansing and two in ~1us..
kegon. 1Iichigan. one in Racine and
two in :.Iih...·aukee. \ Visconsin; two
meetings each in St. Paul and ~-rin
neanolis, :'[inn.; one in Butte. three in
Helena, and one in Great Falls, MonDill: two meetings in Spokane. \Yash:llglon. \\'bite meeting-s were held l'ontinltotlslv for three weeks in Seattle.
,::1d ior' two weeks in Portland. Ore,:
one meeting in .\lameda. Cal.: two
months of great activity in San Francisco, where ~[r. ;'\[ac:\utt spoke at
the Teaching Convention held by the
.-\ssemblie-s of the \Yestern States'
regwll.
From September 1924 to
~Iarch 1925, meetings were hetd as
follows: two meeting-s in Los (~atos.
OTle in Palo .\lto. one in S3.l1ta BarLara. 0"'0 in Santa Paula. five in Cev~en'ille. five in Santa Rosa, two meetings in La Jolla, three in San Die~o.
\.\·ith o:ontinuol1s meetings for thre::
months in Los .\ngeles and Hollywood: five meetings in Visalia. two in
Stockton, slx in Sacramento. foHO\ved
In' two more weeks in San FrancisL'o.
Returning: to Los Angeles, one rne:ting
\\'a5 held in Santa Barbara. two ill
~anta Paula and another month in
Los Angeles and Hollywood. FiuaHv
t \\·'0 meetings ha\'e recemly been held
in Phoenix .• \rizona. :\Ir, ~rac;':l1tt's
pre-s.nt plan is to cross the ('ontinent
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to V.'-ashington, D. C., arriving there
tni.s

~~iav.

In connection with the teaching
work of Jinabi Fadil, )'lr. }!ac)iutt's
remarkably successiuIly campaign in
l ailfornia reveals what confirmations
foilow every effort oi local Assemblies
[Q
ally themse.lves more firmlv in
spiritu-al unity for the sake of sc;"'ing
the Cause, But we should not be cont~nt merely witil a feeJing of gratification that so much has been accomplished. The ,,,'ork of these teachers
really throws a greater responsibiiity
upon us all to see that the precious
seeds which they have broadcast are
not allowed t.o pcris_h for lack of (onSUlnt solicitude from us all.

TEACHING CONVENTION OF
CANADIAN FRIENDS
The folluwing report has been received from ~Irs. 1fav l\Iax ...,:ell,
Chairman of the Regional Teaching
Committee oi Canada :-"The growth
oi this Assembly during the past year
has been one oi the great signs of the
progress of the Cause ever}'Where.
and is the iulfilment of the promise of
the Blessed .Master a few vears heiDi ~
his ascension when he wrote that the
seed sown by Abdu'l Baha during his
visit and sojourn in that city CMontreal) are now beginning to germinate
and ere long will be gathered.
"Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf bv her
pure teaching and radiant spirit, :;urrounded by a loving cooperative group
who have labored faithfully in thi.,
city for many years, has not only imbued this Assemblv with a new Ii fe
but has \"... idened the scope oi its activity and taught many new ~ouis. Thus
our Reginional Teaching Convention
was most opportune, c07I1bining a deep
receptive eagerness 10 the audiences
wi(h the outpouring of spiritual grace
and bounties through the brilliant
penetrative addresses oi our gi fted
Baha'i sisters. The meetings were helJ
on ",[arch 31st, April 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th.
"The l.'nitarian Church where .'\bdu'l Baha spoke during his vlsit in
1912, followed in later vears bv Tinabi
Fadil, offered the use of their h;n and
the Tuesdav and \Vednesdav evening
meetings "... ~re held there. The Thursday evening meeting, where the radiance or joy .and the power of penetration of the \Vord was unique, \vas held
at the Y. M. C. A. The re"\llar Frirlav
evening meeting was at 716 Pine Ave'nue-while the culminating event. in
\vhich a mlghty furee of divine unity
was felt was the Saturday afternoon
tea in the Baha'i Hall.

"~lrs. h"etth Ransom-Kehler, one
of the speakers at these meetmg::.. has
l)cen requested to gIve return lectures
IlC'xt \\;'inter at five or six oi the large
clubs and sccietics of .:'I-iomreaL and
:.\Irs. C;'race Krug- ni :\t'\' York City
breathed the quiCKening :o:pirir oi the
Holy Land into the hearts or Eeveral
people v,:ho Jeclartd themselves Baha'is from that hour.
"Xeither Toromo nor St. fohn
could send delegates a5 they mu.st~con
cent rate all their resources upon sending repref.entatives to the ~·ational
Convention at G-rcen Acre. but we arranged to have J.Irs. Keith RansomKehler ~pend Sunday in Toronto on
her return to Chicago. The Toronto
friends arranged a public meeting
vl,.. ith Dr. \VC1tson as Chairman, and
:11rs_ Ransom-i"'-eh[er addressed a
large group whom Dr. \ ratson has
neen teaching the spirit of the hi~her
Ii fe as contained in the me.-::sage of
Chrif:t, laying the foundation in a conservatiYe -em"'-iron.l1ent for the ~le~sage
oi thi:, age."

GROWTH OF WORCESTER
ASSEMBLY
From 1I.lrs_ Florence }[orton, secret::l.[\· of the \\'orce~ter. J.Jass __-\:=.semhly-, has come this in:;piring repor1
of progress during the past nve!ve
months :-"In the ball-room of the
Bancroft HGteI. Dr. rohn Herman
!·bndall of the Cummu~itv Church of
~-ew Ynrk City, ha.~ he-en giyin!{ a
(nurse oi lectures on the Baha -i principle:,:. one <.:ach month_ -.mlier the
auspices (If the \\-nrCestd Baha'i .-\-~
.;,embiy, and these meetings have been
very well attended.
"One result has been that our local
.-\ssembiv has incrcas~J it:; membership as ,~'ell as its activities. \\-e ha\'e
stranger:-, nO\\' present at all our meet·
ing~, \,·here mf)st intere:o;~ing inquiries
and investig-ations or the teachings
.1re heing carried on.
"Another significant outcome of Dr.
Randall's lectures is that Dr. Tomlinson oi the First Cniversal Church has
offered Dr. Randall his pulpit this autumn to speak on the Baha'i principles. The :\Ietaphysical and Psycholo~y Clubs. where Dr. Randall has
been 'lecturing on allied subjects for
two ,'ears, were larg-elv representeu
m these Sunday afte-rnoon public
meetinzs.
"The \Vorce,.:.ter Assemblv \\Tote a
letter to Shoghi Effendi informing him
of Dr. kandall's Baha'i \vork during

the past three Years in \Vorcester. to
which ~ohiel ~\fnan replied: 'Your
lon~ and encouraging letter made Shoght Ettt:ndi and all those \vho had th~
pleasure oi reading it exceedingty
happy <lnd bcpeiul.' Shoghi Effendi
abo wrote, . I'm late in acknowledging
Yi)Ur letter \vith its refreshing news,
as 1 immediately gave it to be trans~
lated. in order that its contents may
be shared by the iriends throughout
the East."

NORTH-EASTERN STATES
HOLD FIRST CONVENTION
The Regional Teaching Committe~
of the ~orth-eastern States..Mr. E. B.
Kinne\', :\Ii." :\ ellie Llovd and )'lr.
Hooper Harris, Chairman, arranged
a Teachin s Convention at Boston on
t~e 9th anM 10th 01 Mav in order to
impress the friends thr"oughout this
rf'l!;on \\-ith their responsibilities and
opportunities under the Divine Plan.
_-\bout forty believers representing
seven Baha'i .\ssemblies and cities
\vhcre A.ssemblies have not vet been
formed rarticipated in this ~Conven
tion_ The beautiful meeting place of
the Boston Assembly \vas placed at
the rli.'=.posal of thi3 Convel.iuvn, and
the Boston friends entertained the
R.aha'i guests at a Feast on both eve·
mng-s_
.-\t the conclusion of the second se;:jsion. a committee consisting of :'-Ir.
Hooper Harris. Chainnan; ~fr. Frank
,Ioxey. Dr. Eliza T. Ransom. lIr. E.
D. Struven. ::\[r5_ Hmvard Struven
.::md jIr. Oglesby, was elected to
draft re:o:olutions emhodying the ideas
l)f(JlH.:·ht oat during the Convention as
to the best methods oi teaching the
Cause in the :\ ortheastem states re.i:-,rlon. As the result of this Convention
a teaching- body '-vas organized to include all the Assemblies oi the N ortheastern states_ .-\ public meeting f 01Im...·ed on the evening of Sunday, nlay
10th. at which :\Ir. Hooper Harris and
Dr. Susan 1. ~Ioody presented the
:Message to a large and enthusiastic
audience.

WORK OF MR. ALBERT VAIL
THROUGHOUT CENTRAL
STATES
~[r. ,,\lbert Vail during the last six
mnnths has visiteci and spoken in
Washington. Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh and made a journey into
Virginia. The major part of his time
fle has spent in a s~\1stematic campaign
of ::o:piritual teaching- in three circuits
of cities in the Central States. One of
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these circuit:-. runs into \ \'isconsin
where I1f' ha~ spoken oiten in :\Iilwaukee. and in the l-niversit,- tr:;wn of
~.ladi~on. In Illinois he f1as \·isLteJ
practically t'\'ery' month such important centers a::; Peoria, ~pringt1dJ and
L- rbanJ. be::::icles :=.peaking many time::.
beiore different dubs and g-roups in
Chicago! EvansWtl. \Vinnetka, ana at
the Tempi..: Foundation HaH in \\'ilmette. In Ohio he has :-:.pent many
weeks in Dayton, Columbus, Cleve·
bmi, going <15 iar east as Pittsburgh.
_\nJ in all uf these cities manv heautiiuI souls and fine minds are attracted
to the mo:::t wonderiul glad tiding::. in
the world. He Ius .:=poken on the Di"ine Teachings in colleges and acadr.:-rnies. to the g:'ammar grade and business and night school, in university
class rooms, udore uni,,'ersin- club:>
and student forums. in churches of
m<Jny denorninations, colored and
,,\'hite. to liberal ft:ws, to many ;\"ew
Thought ;m<i Applied Psy~hology
dubs, to Theosophical Societies and
~tudems or psychical research, to
m~n 's and women -s professional and
lmsint:Ss club::;, and before the hug-e
Sunda,' morning aS5embly or a great
State -p~nitentiarr. A.nd then (here
have been the many meetings arranged
bv the Baha'is in halls, in homes. One
oi: the brightest promis-es of hope is
the appearance of the ne\...· Baha'is
and the enthusiasm and energv with
\\'hich thev are undertaking the'~::.:pread
of the heavenly teaching:-.. Evef}-\vhere the response is grO\\-ing quicker
and marC wonderful. md people are
continually saying: This is what ,\-e
;la~'e ah"T~\,s oelieved: but here is an
astounding univ~rsaht,YJ a ne\'\' it've1 ot
universal love and a. new 5piritual
power.

JINABI FADIL IN CALIFORNIA
ProgTams oi the public meeting::; ar~
:'anfTt.'d for !inaui Fadill)\' the f:it'nd:;
in Cali torn~a are inspirin~g n.:cord:-. or
\vhat rna,' be accomplished when a
,pirituail),: qualified teacher is assisted
by true unity among the friends,

On '\hrch 20th_ 21st ann 22nd. a
Cunierence tor \\-orld Cnity \. . as hdJ
at the Palace Hotel, San 'Francisco,
the committee on arrangerr,ent including- '\Irs_ Kathn-n Frankland and }Ir.
L~-ro\" Ioas oi the San Francisco As:iemhiv, Dr. David Starr Tordan,
Chancellor uf Ldand Stanfo~d, Jr"
Cniversitv was honorarv chairman.
The program states that -this conierence has been organized [or the purpose or promoting a better inter-

:-acial. inter-reli,eious and international llnJer:-;tand~tig amI cooperation,
The auJress delivered by /inabi Fada
:It tilt: tinal mee[in~ oi this con t' erenee
\vas on the ::.uhject of "The Ccnquest
of Prejudice." The contribution made
' j \ ' the
San Francisco friends to the
,ucce~s uf this conierence fnr world
'.lllity i.-; a most significant proof cf the
position which that .:\ssemblv has a~
~umed in the progre:-::-:-ive ~piritua[ life
oj the far \\-"est.
F rom the Los Angeles Assembly
recentl~,' came a program of lectures
ddivcrea hv Tinabi Factil in Southern
California' from April 3rd to :'[ay
15th, F ort:-'-one different public lectures are l,i~ted in this program, \vhich
incluJ6 Hollnyood, Pasadena and
(-;lendale as well as Lo~ Angele~_ Th~
\'arious churches and clubs' at ,,-hich
these puhlic kctures \,,-ere delivered
re-present a true cro~s section oi modern men!al and spiritual life, and this
;)rog-ram can well be considered as a
model of succt'~sful Baha'i :o:en'ice,

DR. MOODY SPEAKS ON CONDITIONS IN PERSIA
That the remarkable work of Dr.
Susan I. :}[oodv in Tt'heran ha;:;; made
her a public 6.~ure in this country i:=.
well illu.;,trateo u\- extensive articles
the newspaper of
\\'hich appeared
Schenectady. ~. y" on J.lav 5th and
(ith. inliowi'ng her talk udor~ the \\'0men'::. .\lliance at ~\l1-Suuls Church in
that cit\" In the course of her lecture
1"':'Il c(~n([itiun.s in modern Per~ia. Dr,
\lomi>.' introduced mam' !ntereqin~
~--.: it..:renccs to the Baha 'i ~lovement.

in

* * *

The afternoon meeting- of Ea~tern
Sunday .1t St. l\lark's Chure-h, .:.Jew
York Cit,·, W.1:<: devoted to a sympo';:lum on the Baha'i ].,jovement, 'markin~ one more opportunity given bv
Pr. C;uthrie to the .-;prc-ad uf the JIe!i.-;a!!e in his church,
;\n interesting expre~~ion or the
,pirit ni the age is the movement
known a:<: "The Fellow.-:;hip of Faiths"
I-efenth' f 0unded ::It Elizabeth, ); e\,,Jersey.- and now rapiJly spreaJing to
nther {,lties_ ~-\ repre::::.entarive oi the
Baha'i ),[o\'ement was invited to speak
at the meeting- of thi:; Fellmv~hip in
Elizabeth last :-\ovember. and one of
lhe :':Df'akers at the puhlic meeting
held 'under its allspices at Temple
Rmieph Sholom, X ew York City, oa
\Iav 19th.. was also a Baha'i, the other
:~pe~kers repre:-enting ;:;;even different
religions,

The 11.\' i>sue oi the Baha'i };lagazine. Star of the \ Vest, reminds us
'..lnce more of the mighty significance
()f the Declaration of the Bab on l\.fav
23, 1844. \\·h.t human being in Persi'a
at that time could have realized the
irresistible power with \\-hich this
.:1Iessage \vould burst the bonds imposed upon it by fanatical hatred and
penetrate in les!i than a centry to California on the \ Vest and Japan in the
Far East' The photograph oi the
Raha'j Orphanage at Tokyo contained
in this issue is an unforgettable proof'
nf the \vorld-wirle unit .... of which it is
our pri \'ilege to be each one a part.
The contents of the ~-Iav issue include a compilation from the \Vords
oj Abdu'l Baha un the Declaration of
the Bab. and articles bv Dr. }. E. Es,;;,lemont. Hooper Harris, Horace Hollev, Sohie! ,\fnan, Stanwood Cobb
arid Jnsephine Cowles de Laguel.

IN MEMORIAM
Early in .,"pr;l the :\"ational Spiritual ~-\ssemblv received from Karachi,
India. a cablegram announcing the un~
timel \" death oi our brother Professor
Shirazi, The great capacity of his
ardent ~oul 'was revealed to the friend>;
in thi.., country during the visit, all
too brief. ,\-hich Dr, Shirazi paid us
two years a~'O, Of Dr, Shirazi Abdu'J
haha wrote these words on :-':ovember
24-, 1921 ;-"Divine favors encompass
thee. and the assi.-:;tance of the ~'Iost
(Jreat Lll~TIir.arY continualIv reaches
thee _
The j'ealit" is thi~, that the
spiritual friends highly praise )'our
comluct, ',\-ays and ~peeches. and !
am iVJpeilli that )'OU may be absolutely J.:,:,lQed and rendered a personified

~pirit,"

On April 29th, Dr. Xorol Couch,
nne of the most active members of
the Baha'i ..'h<embh· oj Philadelphia,
hade farewell to this world after an
illness of t\Vf) month=,_ Dr, Couch \\o'a5
nut onh- ah\'avs actiYe in givinl{ the
~Ie_..;sage \vhenever the opportunity
was afforded her, but she continuallv
:,erved tho::::e about her, e~pecially
caring for the sick. On account of her
~reat love ior the Cause, Dr, Couch
made provision in her \ \,ill that a sum
of money be sent to Shoghi Effendi
and al~o -to the Xationai Spiritual A~
"embly, .\norher Lt'autiful proof 01
her intense interest in the Cause was
the provision that after her death aU
her Baha'i literatur-e be ~ent to Miss
Leonora Holsapple in Bahia, South
.\merica, The minister in charge uf
the flmeral service cailed upon one
the friends to read a Baha'i prayer.

in
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]uLy-Al'GtJST,

"There is a po'wer m this Causer a
mystt.'rioHs pOl.l'er, JOT, tar. far a'Zt..'ay
from the ken of men and aJ1gl.-'!s, That
il1'z.:isible po'U.'er is the SOl"ce of all
tbn€' outu'ard acti'vities. It moves the
:!L'arts. It Yc/lds the mountains. It
admillisters tlIe complicated affairs
the CilZL'ie. It inspir~s the fric"nds. it
dashes into a thousand picas all the
/orces of opposition. It acatcs lIeUJ
spir-ittwI worlds_ This is a m}!stery of
the f.:illgdom of •.J. bha.'r

or

~\BD'C"'L BAHA.
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DEAR B.\HA'r f'RIEXDS:

We are all greatly indebted to }Ir.
LOllis Gregory ior the detaileu report
of the Convention appearing in this
i.-;slle of the X e\'Its Letter_ For those
unable to attend, )Ir. Greg-ory's faithful description will. in part at 1t.ast,
recreate a succession of tmly significant days in the historv of the Baha'i
Cause
America. Those who \\'ere
present will appreciate the rideiity with
which a trained observer recorded the
essential features of the sessions, enriching our personal memory and enlarging our individual observation.of
the moving scene.
Surely, every delegate and "i~itor
will agree that it was not merely by
what the delegates accomplished but
even more by the underlying :::plrit not
to be expressed wholly in word or
Jeed. the Convention at Green .-\cre
measured a distinct advance over any
similar occasion held in past years_
For the first time, the Jelegates became a trulv consultative bodv deliberating in turn upon every phase of
the activities. with the result that the
work of the incoming ?oJ ationai ::::pirit1Ia1 Assemblv can more faithfuHv than
ever re.flect - the unified wisdom and
experience of all the friends. The
new responsibility placed upon the
dele.~ates bv Shoghi Effendi should, in
fact.....-continue undiminished until the

in

next Convention, contributing ,"ital
',trenl..!"th to the .::\ ational . \:.:~ernlJh- and
l~nking it~ members more cll]s~l\' to
lh~ heZlrts of the bdie\'ers throughout
CmaJa and the l-nitcd 5tatcs_
The tact that sufficient i unds "\yere
uled::ed to l1:eet all oucstanJin(! obli~Jtjnn:i uf the }[ashriqu"l-_'\dhkar can
:-=t:reh- he taken as a s,-muul that the
Cau~e in ~\merica has -emerged from
doulJt::i and uncertainties ui the past
anJ stands prepared. in \.... arJly and
out"\\"anHv unified. to demonstrate the
pmn:r uf the universal religion iIl:--nl.rinl:! the new ag-e, S2.3"()~)() W{'n"
d~Ynt~d to Temple--expen:o:e~ during
the PJ.:,t year-much rnnre than half
thc entire receipts of the X ational
Fund, To Baha'i::; throughout the
wurld this :,-cn-ice to the TC1"':1plc ",iil
ill"ing- a tl~rill d exultant ju,'" .and
renewed expectation that _\bdl.l-1
Daha·s hless~J nromi:'ib can at b:-;t
!"Ie fdhlled.
.
i~ct\\"t~en the _\merican belieyers ana
th!J~e in other bnds the LGllVenrion
i orged 'trom;er links IA IJrotherly
love. hy the. me~,::,ages -sent by the deie:;ates to the X ational Spiritual .-\5:::iemblie.., of England. Germany. CaucaSllS, Iraq, Egypt. Persia, and India
and Burma. The recent election held
by the i riends in Egypt brings the
numher or Xational Baha'i organizatiuns to nine, \Yhen we ieel pOlg-nant
reg-ret at the ::eerning s[o\\"ness with
\\"hich the Cause develops, let us remember. hrst. that to become a Baha'i
co:npds" readjustment of the \vhole
heing, and not merely of a iew mental
ur material habits. and second, that the
acceleration \.,."i11 become unbelievablY
rapid as ,.;;oon as a certain decistve
I)oint of world unity has Leen pas::ed_
One aspect of the Con .... ention de~
~~rvt's ,.;;pecial [omment: the fact that
lr.~ ""e~ ... ions \yere held in .a communi tv
dedicated [or l'nanv n::ars to Baha;;
ideals ,mJ afforoini
even" rlele"~ate
a detT1on~tration I~r those -ideal..; in

to

1925

Cnderstanding of and
operation"
::ympathy with the ,vork or Green
.--1.c:re on the part oi the body of the
believer:::: throughout the land, and active cooperation irom those in a positton to particl.pate in this work, will
nrocluce a Baha'i center ui intluence
able in time to contribute uniquely to
the re,:llization of our mutual hopes.
The memhers ot the ne\vlv elected
X ationai Spiritual _'\.ssembl_~· appreciate Jeeply their opportunities ot
:,en'ice during the coming year_ \ \-e
urge the local Spiritual .\ssembli€s,
Baha.'i g:-oups and isolated beli<..~crs
to share their problems and achieyeLl1ents. report regularly on their activities and suggest better methods oi
spreading the Cause, Be a.5sured that
,"our elected representatives will! for
their pan, maintain communl.cation
with the uod\' of the Cause, publish
facts of ce}nseouence. and make it
:he (onstant ohiec·t of our thoug-ht to
i'romote the :,uccess ot each active
''\"orker. committee and Spiritual .--1.::;'o::'mbh- ~er"ing the \vi1l of .-\.bdu'l
l3,na.·
Essential as the element of org-anization 1"- in this universal Cause, howI..:ver. we must remember that Ii'vi,tg
the life trom uaY to day and under
all cir'cumstances 1s our supreme privilc:ge and sacred responsibility, and it is
on!v Lv the reinforcement of the Hoh'
Spj<rit that any hdiever can be of true
tL:;eiulness to the Kingdom. Every
Daha·j election or appointment must
ever he ::.econdarv to this inward
..;piritual tru."t borne equa(l!! by us all.
\\~ith the noble message which Sho~hi.
~"~ffendi addressed to - the Convention
inspiring our hearts, let us strive to
ofll1ble the number oi confirmed believers in Xorth America this year!

,.Il

\-ollrs in :.;;en-ice to _-\bdl1'l Baha.
)l" ational ~pirituai Assembly
Bv: HORACE HOLLEY~
.
Secretary.
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THE SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION AND BAHA'I
CONGRESS
The time and pla.ce (Jt the ~cn~n

~[aster

:-.poke.

These are

llrecir.u:-. lllel11orie~. J-Ie directed the
friends \"car b,- year to cume to this
ianlft~J ':--vut a;1(i to show iorth such
lu\"e tur each! lther that all the sur·
rnunJing cuuntry ,,"ould IJe a ... tonished.
_llnab-i- F adil expressed gratitmle for
the Divine Favor which permitted his
presence in so brilliant ~ gathering.
llniting ,-ariuus races and nations ut
East and \Vest and demonstrating
"'hat the Baha'i Cause came to estaLlish in the world. The prophets
and },Iani.fe-stations oi the past sacriheed their li ,"es to bring to people a
knowledge
the glories of this day.
The Canse i::5 grmving_ One kind
(It progress i;:) ,-i.-.ible.
'-11 can see
it with the ollter eve_ U LIt the second kind of progress is that which is
due to the ltn-i.sible Confirmations of
the Spirit. lie rel;].ted t,yO incidents,
Ime th:u of a Christian clergyman in
the '.\-est who ably rlefended the
Uaha'i l-allSl.: ;lgain-st attacks. and
another in the East. where J. '-erv
able and eloquent Sufi leader ha-s
recently t.:"1l1braced the Hea,-enhCause.' linab·j·Fadil rderred ver~'
tenderly' to his O\\'n last meeting
\yjth .\bdu'l Baha.

or

1'"Xpre5Seu the hope that the time
w(Juld suon come ior the holding of
;l!l international Baha'i Convention
to help our Guardian in the acc-omplishment oi his noble purposes_
.\n at/elida. :=.hould be ael incident of
:.:;uch "a budy and all que~tions to be
rai3cu :-houid be stated three months
in ad,-ance. :":n 3.5 to be reierred back
to the cuuntries represented i()r mature cnnsideration_
'\firza . \'li Kuli Khan spoke oi the
great ~en'ants or the Cause. :}.Iiss
Sarah J. Farmer and \!irza Abul
Fazl. with whum he had labored at
Green _'-ere a 4uarter oi .1 century
ag-o_ He contrasted the restraints
and opposition then ,yith the tolerance and freedom oi the present.
\Vhen the ~[aster was sending me
to :-\merica nventy-fi\-e years ago he
gayc me yarious instructions. "Let
tbere he unity. harmony and agree·
ment among- the Leiie\-ers about me
and my mission of sen-ice. I am
nnly th-e stn'an( of Baha -u 'llah_ But
I al11 l1nder the special protection of
U"llha'tt'l[ah_ who protects me from
error:'
Twentv-fise "ears later.
Shoghi Effendi' uses similar words
tn me about himself and the prateetil,]j and guidance of the 2.Iaster, in
I :nier that there may he periect unity
and harmony among the friends
"bout himself. Both Shoghi Effendi
J.nd the. C niycrsal Hou'5e of Justic:e
arc under the ~pecial protection of
\hdu'l Baha. ,,'hat can be greater
than to be protected by .\bdu'l Baha
from error? \Yith a new application. the '\'nrd~ (Ii . \.bdu'l Baha
rwenty-fiYc :"ears ago and those of
Shughi E!Iendi today Llre the ::--ame.
Stanwood Cobb emphasized the
gre-at pm,-er of lo,-e iound in the new
da,' ;md exemplifieu in the life of
~~)ghi Effendi.

tee nth annual cou\'ention were ~Llch
as to lend a unique interest and
charm. Green .-\cre. rustic in :'jeenes.
beautiful in location. famolls for its
_\mong uther speakers at the b.1nunin:fsal ::-pirit. was the place se~ <Jl1et were :llany who had recently
leered. These rural scenes \\"erc a returned from the Holv Shrines and
plea~ing departure from the backwho radiated with Y0icc and mien
ground (Ji a large city, hitherto in- chose in:;piring ~cenes. }'IollJltf()rt
seoarable from ~uch an t'\-ent_ The .\fills :,-[)oke of the passing of .-\bdu'l
season of stlmmer. July -+ to 9. en- Daha a::i the g-reatest calamity to the
abled many to use the time u:.:.ualh- world: yet it i:, most in~iviring tu
:tllotted tn- ,-acalion. to attend_ Th-e he ,,"ith SllOghi Effendi and tu ::itT
annu;].1 banC!ueL usually held during how ne i'"i nm\' grappling ,yirh world
the resti\"e :3eason oi Ridvan. ;It- problem~. Dr. Susan L )'Tondy, back
tracted one of the largest gatherings in .--\ml.:rica .liter fifteen ':e-ars in
eyer seen on such an occasion.
Per"':oia. declared that it all seemed
.\lfred E. Lunt, for long year:-:. the to ht'[ like a dream_ nut no\v, she
sturdy and faithful sen'ant of the :::aid. I have time to g-iye I >TIl \0- the
Cause. presided with accustomed toying- me~:"ag-es shov,-'ered iJ~' the
~I rs. S. Schoprlocher '<lid. If I
grace. \\-illiam H. RandalL chair- Per:-;ian frit;nds. She ~noke l)f the were to try to ddin~"f all the greetma.n of. the Board of. Green _\cre g-reat ~en:ice'S. rcndcr~d by the ings from the Oriental iriends it
\. merican friends in r )er~ia. \Jiss wouid take man\" hours_ But the
Trustees. ~:oiced hearn' welcome to
all yisitors on the pari
the (~reen Stewart and the hte ~Ji:,s Litlian greatest (m-e com-es irom Shoghi EfAcre FeHowship. This e,'ent, be Kappes and Dr. S;1rah -\" Cfl)ck f(:ndi. ,\'hn wi~hcs us to realize unin'
said. brings joy to eyery heart. as it Defore her O\vn journey to Persia and harmony and not simply to talk
is a true expression of the uniyersal ,he had had three memorable days them. I am ::-iure this will IjYe in my
with .Il>du'j Daha at Aka, who told memory always_ She pictured the
felIo\v~hip ior \vhich Green .--\cre
stands. It is a great and glorious her it ,vould reql1ire much patience 5piritual atmosphere a.nd the proiubounty. The journey ends where to accomplish her task. She reponed :--iun of flowers which seemed to perlove meets! ::\Iav all 'lour wishes be that the school for girls. \vhich Yade all things in that consecrated
fulfilled bv those of tis who 10\·e to started with thirtv. now numbers spot. She also told of Professor
:'ierye this· magnificent gathering-!
three hundred. _\lthough she is now Ford. the g-rear ..;cienti:=.t '...If Switzer·
The chairman referred feelingly to here, yet her spirit is still in Persia, land. who is now making strong prothe time. thirteen years ago, when She concluded by paying a \varm tests to the European nations
Abdu'l Baha walked around Green trihute [(1 Shog-hi Effendi. \yhom she again"t the -persecutions of the
Baha'is in Persia. She ga '-e a brief
Acre, the yision he had
a greater had recentlv Yi~ited.
')'lon. H, Dreyfus-Barney of Paris :tccount of her invasion of Persia
..Green Acre and the CreatiYe \Yords

or

or
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in a Ford car and oi the ~lashriqu'il
,\dhkar oi ,bkabad and jelt con\-inced that with the completion oi
~uch a structure in ..:\merica there
would come a Conhrmation thilt
nothing dse could bring.
She
reponed
.-\5kabad
transiormed
through the presence of the great
temple.
Following the reading oi a beautiiul prayer uy }liss Jessie Re,-e1l.
.:\Iother Beecher spoke. doq uentiy
portraYlng the transiunning erieet ot
lJiyine Love.
:\frs. Edna Belmont told oi meeting on her last yisit Shoghi Effendi,
\vith whom ::.he had played as a
(hild. this being her tirs! meeting
:-="lDce his appointment as Gllardi4111.
She percei,-ed his greatne::-;s and recugnized his mastery.
~1rs_ Frankland of San Francisco
said this is all so real that all the
e\·ening I haye been in Haifa. She
"oiced cordial greetings iro111 the
t:aliiorma. trienos.
)'fr, Siegfried Schopfl.ocher reported the great sen' ices oi ~IT. ami ~lrs.
H ,'de Dunn who. in --\ tlstralia. on a
cutninent full of race prejudice. can
now cuunt 150 contirmed bdicyers.
Shoghi Effendi. he declared, wants
us to consider the point of "ie\'\.' nf
the other tello\\-' a.nd to forget oursehTes. }Irs. Crace Krug ~aid that
three ,n~ars ago in mingling \yith the
bf~lo\'ed friends. she tuld uf the wonderful funeral of .\bdu'l Daha, "Tunight I can tell YOll 0; Shoghi Eiiendi. who wishes hea\'(~nlv unity to
be rt-;1iized hy t:\"t:ry heart.:'

DEVOTIONAL
On Sunday morning an informal
devotional sen'ice 'was held. It ""as
led bv .-\tbert \'aiL who laid stress
upon'the important proYision uf the
.:\lost Hoh' Book to read the yerses
ot Gud m:orning and e\Tening. He.
referred to Shoghi Effendi a~ the in~IJired translator of an inspired bo()k,
'\lirza .-\11 Khan delivcred a. brilliant
adJre~s nn immortality.

THE BAHA'I CONGRESS
On Sunday afternoon the congress
for teaching opened with the general
subject: "The Dawn of Peace,"
H oward ~racX utt presiding-. referred to the eXDression. "This is a
hea venly meeti~g," so often used
by .\bdu'l Baha when (lddres:"oin~
audiences in .-\merica. CnlYer's;]'!
peace is the apex. he said; but the
fundamental teaching i~ the onene::s:s

humanity.
Dr. .\lain LeRov
I)r \\ Jshington. D. c.. Jdi\~
ered J IJolished address. portraying
the great part y\"hich :\merica can
IJiay in the establi:oihment uf world
iH:~ace. ii ali\'e to its up!J(Jrtunity.
'J'he ,,'orking out of ~uciaI uemocracy
can be accrjmpli~hed here. Tu this
L'IHl n-e .:-ihould not think in little
a1'''::5 lJi experience. uut in the big,
o.:omprehensi,·e way. Let our countn· reiorm its o,,';n heart and life,
~eeded rdorms cannot be \vorked
(Jut hy the action of anyone group.
but a nne sense of cooperation must
.. entre l.mi..... ersal felluwship.
He
praised Green .\cre, which he declared to he an oasis in the desen
I ,f
m~teriality.
H.e urged all ,,-ho
were i~\'ored h:: this glorious experience to carry iorth its glorious message and thus a\vaken humanity. In
linal analysis, peace cannot exist
an~',,"he[e without existing en~ry
\...-here.
:\Ii:-;:o:. }111iet Thompson. representin[,f ;.,[me. lY .. \rcis, President uf the
\\"~lrld Cnion (Ii \\·~omen for InternJtinnal Cmcord. :-poke upon her
ta'.-orite theme of peace. The \\'orid,
::ihe ~aid. was sick unto death and we
must understand its symptoms befnre nrescribing a cure, The mm'erl1en( rCf)re~ented b,T ::\[rnc. D' .. \.rcis
is an ~ff()rt to amalgamate the
,vomen of the "".TorId for ideal and
Llsting- peace; but this can be realized and e..,tahlished oniv bv the
:\[aniiestations of God, 'She- then
rcad an address of .Jfme. D' ..\rcis.
l1phrJldin~ many fit' the Baha'i ideals.
\\'illiam H, Randall. speaking to
the :--lluiect. ·'The Dawn (Ji Peace."
declared that ,ye mu~t chang-e our
\vhole relation to life bd~re we
can hring- ahout peace. Only !m-e
Gm change the conditlon of hearts.
\Yithout this magnetic power \\'e
·C:1nnot. either outwardh' or inwardly, hring to pass the fdiows.hlp that
i~ enduring. \\'e need to ...;ubdue the
tiger that i.-; in all of us. more O[ less.
The Hul\' Spirit of :\bha is the great
hounn'. in~lllgL1ratiTlg relig-ion tnr the
,,,hole' W()rlrl and raying- (he fnundation "f harrllr)oy that ,\:i11 endure ror
all time.
0[

I~uckc

INFORMAL CONFERENCE
On Sunday c,Tening preceding- the
(onn:THiun. ·<to..::c()rding trJ the \\'ise
:-:'l1ggestion (Ii Shag-hi Effendi.. the
delegates and frienrls met in an infnrmal cHnierence tn consider matters that mig-ht arise during; the
ir mnai ..;e~~ion~ (Jf the con ,·ention.

: \1~reJ F~ ;~unt prc~ided, saying that
blessed to uue\- the wishes oi
:;hnghi Etfendt. Ideas ad\"anced bv
:::peakers in this gathering ui true
consultation were many. ,-\mong
them. that the \\'a ,. to Create an atIl1nsnhcre of unit~· that would attract the Di"ine 'Pmver and Guidance was to be se\"ered trom mere:
ilUman processes and methods; that
no name oi a jingle person ::ihould
he mentioned in the election. but
that e"en'one should have a' free
\'1 lice; that frankness from hearts oi
[I.H'e should be ,·oiced and ielt. Instead oi applause in the usual wa\-.
the llSC ni the Greatest X ame
appro\"(:·d, The lLni,'ersal aspects oi
the Cause should be upheld and
tbings of a sectarian nature <lyoided,
The qualifications of membership
upon the X ational Spiritual .\ssemhly were considered and the highest
po~sih'e standards oi spiritual. mental and moral ex.perience. and pro:iciency appro\·ed. Xo one should
decline or re.-;ign if elected. Explanation or the importance of maintaining (he Xatif)nal Baha'i Fund;
the ~Jashriql1'il .-\dhkar and the importance of its completion; solid and
hearty :::l.1ppnn of those calJed to
~en·ice. were among o{her ideas appnwed by this luminous and lo .... ing
conierence.
~Iost uf them were
prompted b,' Shoghi Effendi. whose
two recent letters were read with
reycrent attenti< .n.
It l~

was

THE CONVENTION
The cunYention ' .... a:; upened by a
cham f)\' linab-i-fadil and the reading- 1)[ 'th'e letter ui Tune 30 from
ShoRn i Effendi. '.,·hich ralled ior
:-:oelrless devotion.
In hrie-f "..-ords
Jinab-i-Fadil expres~ed the hope
that tht:' unin· of the friends would
attract Shoghi Effendi tu :\merica;
that the cnnyention ~ho111d be held
in \'arinus cities ~o as to fa.vor more
than (Jne section with this blessing;
that the progress oi the Cau:oie implied in(ensi\'e teaching. and that the
r:uiiu and the film (It .\IJJu'l Baha
:-:hnuld he LJ::i.eJ a.-; ad,iun([s (Ji teachmg.
The con\"ention organized by the
election of J,Iountfort ::Uills. chair:nan. and Horace Honev. secrctarv',
The Xational Si)iritual :\ssembl~r,
.1cttng- a~ J credentials committee.
repo~ted the presence cf seyenty
rlelegates. also expressing regret
that the full quota of ninety-fii-e was
lacking. uwing' to the absence or
..:..ome delegates from the \Yestern as-

+
semblies. Jinab-i-Fadi1, Dr. Susan
1. '\[ooav and '\Ion. H. Drevius-

Barney \~'ere elected honorary "dele-

gates: representing Persia and
France respectively. ~Ion. DreyiusBarney reported progress of the
Cause in France. He commended
the progress of Green Acre and exfJressed the hope that like all other
activities, it might come under the
:::upervision or the Kational Spiritual Assembly. He upheld the wisdom of the creation of the National
Baha'i Fund, which he compared to
the budget of a state. The existence
oi nine national spiritual assemblies
were recognized as iollows: The
C nited States and Canada. Persia.
German\,. Great Britain. India and
Burma, . Egypt, Caucassus, Turkestan and I rak.
The chairman read an extract irom
the )J" ews Letter saying: '"In all
elections the believers must be entifel ... iree from personalities and
thus· purify the Cause from every
trace of human p()licies.'~
The report of the':"; ational Spiritual Assemblv fur the year 19~.f-5
was read bv' the secretarv, Horace
Hollev. It ~\"as the fir.st (){ sllch re~
ports - e,'er rendered in such iorm
and made a profound impression. It
was a condensation of the minutes
of this great body for ele,-en meetings covering a period of fourteen
months, showing in sllccinct. graphic
and beautiful phrases the strides
made by the Cause, the activities or
its committees or arms of seryice.
the fields cm-ered bv the national
teachers. the relief extended Persia.
the convention for amitv hehv-een
the races held in Philadelphia. the
connection ,vith the various a~sem
blies of the Cause_ its refiance upon
the Guardian and the spirit of harmonv \yhich characterized its deliberations_ The convention shmved
its approval by a ,'ote 0f thanks.
The report of the National Treasurer. ':\f r~. Florence '!.forton_ was
made. It covered the period from
April 1. 1924. to ~Iarch 31. 1925.
A.mong other interesting items it
shows that the Assemblv of \Vashington. D. c.. has been 'the largest
contributor to the national fund_ A
vote of unanimous thanks was recorded.
A friend reported the wishes of
Shoghi Effendi to the effect that one
activity should not suffer at the expense -of others. It was voted to
follow out the wishes of Shoghi Ef-

fendi. the idea being that "",'hile the
indi\"idual ,\·ishe~ u( cuntributors
~hal1 ah,.:a:,:s be respected. it is preferable to rnJ.k~ contribl;tiLins unlaheled. so that they may go to the
.:\atiunal B;:tha'i Cenaai F:..md_
Hooper Harris. regional chairman
')[ tht:- :\ ortheastern States Teaching Committee. reau a letter irom
Dr. John Herman Randall with regrets and lo..,.-ing greetings.
He
urged intensive teaching, declaring
that the hour had struck for unity
throughout the WQrld. '-lr. Harris also
reported the teaching convention
held in Boston and recommended (he
e~tablishment of iorums upon \ ..-hich
\"arlOUs, li\"ing \}uestions can be discussed a:::. a means oi ;!:.preading the
Cause.
~[rs. Louise D. Boyle. speaking
iur the yast r~gion of the Southern
::-tate~. gave a fascinating description
ui the ~cattered friends and or the
. . . 1forrs to widen their circles. Her
statements were supplemented by
~[iss Klehs. ~Irs. Kehler and ~[r.
Oglesby.
.-\Ibert \'ail reported ior the Central states the teaching com-ention
held in Chicago and 'j£ the classes
"~tarted tor the training and instruction oi young teachers_ He reported
the increasing and urgent need of
reachers. hoth of the resident and
tra\"elling kind and of the l,yi5dom
necessary to meet the points of view
\Ii \"arious truth-seekers in spreading
the mes~age. His report ,,"<1:5 ,.;.uppje-mented 1):: ~lr. Black oi Pitb:lurg.
(~e0rg-e Latimer_ ;J.cting chairman
,)( the Regional Teaching Committee
ut the Pacific States. told of the recent actiyities oi Jinab-i-F adil and of
the convention tor amity among all
races held in San Francisco last
Spring.

THE CONGRESS, MONDAY
EVENING
~Irs. Keith Ransom-Kehler. presiding. urged the great ueed of teach·
ing, as nothing else. she said. would
relieve the sorrow and :::uffering nf
the world. \Vith the coming of a
new spiritual springtime. God cre~
ates in the hearts a capacity to fe·
ceive His glorious message. The
g-eneral ~ubject of the enming ';.vas.
"The Economic Foundation ("If
\Vorld Brotherhood."
Prof. Leslie P. Hill of Cheyney

Institute, made an address 50 remarkable in its beauty and PO-Wet
that it drevt' the audience to its fed
,-,"ith great applause. Ii I were to
~pt:ak out of m v heart. he said in
part ....',.-hieh 1 w;'nt the privilege 01
duing, I am convinced that 1 cannot
add to ,,,-hat ha-s alreadv been said or
J.ugment ....,-hat has Leei-I done. I am
the beneticiary u[ what has been ':5.0
k)\"ingly giyen. I can see no height
greater than that reached and so beg
w take with me the memory of these
s\yeet taC('5. the ",Yi~e couns~l of your
con ,-ention and the spirit of fe1iow:;hip that O\"erwheJms me. Thus
beginning in a maj or note, the speaker descended to an eloquent minor
pathus in hi.s powerful portrayal of
the woe:::. of mankind. scourged by
ecunomic oppression and ruin and
l)utteted by prejudices 01 race, s.tirring the deepest emotions oi sorrow
ClnJ laughter by turns. and returning
at the cluse to the major note of
light. 10\"e and hope. He exhorted
sutfering humanity not to strike
back uut to belien in God. He paid
an d0'luent tribute to Jesus of N aza·
reth. llaha'u'llah and Abdu'! Baba.
T u many of the friends. his address
was a re~'t:iation of certain conditions
in our own land.

\Irs. Kehler said. How just the
arraignment of this unforgettable
"ddress! .-I.lthough we have carried
nUf civilization to the ends of the
earth. yet it is soulless, and in our
arrogance must we [urn to the low·
l~- and n-eak tf) get nur spirituai Ies.
:,ons_ \Ye burn with zeal to lighten
the burdens oi those who sutter.
(Jeurge Latimer. the next speaker?
reviewed some of the efforts to untangle the economic skein and to
rdieve sufferlng and oppression in Eu·
rnpe and elsewhere_ He decried the
pre\-ililing system -,,-hich crushes its
,-ictims. at the same time upholding
the Kaha'i ideals of cooperation and
conciliation_ He made manv humor1)11:-' sallies to prove the inadequacy
or the old order. .-\hdu·1 Baha said
that the odium attached to manual
labor must be remo,-ed. The man
-".vho works is as . . . aluable as the man
who prays. He assailed vast comuinations of capital used for selfish
ends and declared that the state of
:n.1ster <lnd man. had~e of industrial
:-,la,-ery. :llust go_ fIe drew a picture of a new and greater Green
"\cre. where the Di,-ine Ci,-iIization
would appear as a model for the
world.
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THE CONVENTION, SECOND
DAY

.-\ ::iuccessicn of ballots resulted in the
THE CONGRESS, TUESDAY
decticn oi the iollO\""ing members oi
EVENING
Hovl,:anl ~IacS utt sDoke rA the (be n~\v :\ ational Spirirual ~-\ssemblv:
~I iss "brg"r"t ll.andall presided
tcaching \vork in the Far \Vest and l-:I.orace Holley, )lr5, Florence )lorui the yisits paid isulated iriends. tun, ::iegrrieu Schoprlocher, :\lount- (ind, SIrs. ~\~ary Lucas sang, The
Une oi these li,-ed in the uesert vi i'JrL _'fill:::., Eo\- C. \\'ilhelm. ~-\llen B. chaIrman said. It is a gre:l[ pleasure
_\rizona. in a spot ",.. here no rain had .''.1 c DanieL Ca'rl ScherRer, '\Iirza _-\'li tv ;-.tand before HJU as one enrolled
i"':'ali .I(nan and ~Ir~. Amelia Col- i~ the g7cat arm~- of Shoghi Effendi.
fallen for:. e"en years.
lins.
_\nother baUor :::.howed the ::::.lH:' then read the \\-orus creati\'e
Carl Scheffler. secretary of the
I:Jectiun
ur alternate members w the '_.Ii the ne''''' ~pringtime,
3.Iashriqu'il ~\dh!:ar Committee. pn.>
\'ati()nal
SlJiritual Assembly as 1'01~riss Wagner oi Philadelphia, un~ented a complete and admirable rehlWS;
_'-!ired
E, Lunt, ~I;s, ..\., S, der the general subject of the evenport. +-\ t the beginning he read a
Parsons, \\~illiam H. Randall, }Irs. ing. "The :-\\vakening of Youth;" unletter trom ~lyrl')n Putter, chairman.
'\Iay
Maxwell, George Latimer, folded the Dallas plan of education.
He abo read Tablets oi .-\hdu'l Baha
Louis G. Gregory, '\Irs. Elizaberh nnw used in !:h-iiadelphia. This plan.
and epi~tles of Shoghi Effendi bearing upon the work. This report was {;reenleaf. ~1rs. ~.Iariam Haney and in brief, adapts the work to the
~drs, Keith Ransom-Kehler.
'
abilities of the students as individdi\-ided into sections \vhich traced
the ea.rly history, beginning with
The con\"ention ,"oted a message uals. and while giving full play to
the purchase of the land, the sctec- 1If appreciation and encouragement indi,-idual initi.1.tiyc and industry,
tion ui the Bourgeois model and its to th~ Temple architect, Louis Bour- yet maintains group consciousness
historY, the contract \,,-j[h the archi- gems, ~lessages oi de"oted love and the ~pirit of cooperation. It
lect, 'the appro\-al oi _\bdu'l Baha ,,\-ere also cabled b\· the Cun,"ention presents many no,"el advantages.
of this model after the :-;election b," to Sh(J{!ni Effend~ and the etg-ht
_.l.lbert Yail spoke with his usual
the cl.>fiY(:'ntion. the .status of the I)lhcr :\.1tional Baha'i ~.-\s5emblie~~
charm. 1£ we lived always in night
prt.':.-ent Bourg-eGis house upon the
ur winter our irleas 01' life would be
\\~illiam If. Randall. addressing
temple grounds (a beautiful :::.trucquite ,·ague. ::\ow must we become
ture ..vhich '.yill finallv be either the Cun,'ention. said: You are \vel- aliye to the light and warmth of a
taken u,"er by the irien-ds as an ac- {'I )me to l.~reen .--\cre. which 15 glnrilHls new day. The great educessory huilding to the temple or re- blessed by your presence. It was cator:'; ha\'e appeared upon the
mn,'ed at option). the engineer's the ,\'ish ni Abdu·l Baha that Green horizon or the ,,,.'orId. The ,yondrous
contract. plans to heautifv the :\cre should become a Baha'i center, men are the Prophets of God. who
grounds and also to make the home and that people might come here re,"eai and correlate the intellectual.
(If the '-en- faithful caretaker more
and see a Baha'i home, Spiritually. moral and spiritual processes of eduhabitable. the exemption of the pres- Creen .-\.cre is now under the iuris- catiun which wiil give to all beings
ent structure from taxation. the uictinn 1)[ the ;..; ational Spiritual As~ end!e» light, He then described
present yaluation of buildings and :"crnhh'; but that this should be ex- with heauty the educational "rork of
grounds, about ten times the origin:lI pre~s~d in torm as well as spirit is ~[oses, resus, Baha'u'llah and Abdu'[
cost, the plan to paint the foundation
the ,yish of Shoghi Effendi_ The in- Baha. ~hmving how superior they
through a gift of paint from ~[r. dications are that as sonn as certain \vere to all the wise men and phiSchopfiocher. plans fnr the enlarg-e- kgal changes elln be made and the ll-}";;nphers of the world. r n futnre.
lllent of the present heating- plant matter \'oted. Green Acre will Le uf- ,".(ho·()l~ will be ~o attracti,'e thilt
fnr tetter presen-atit1n. and the e::iti·
11(:i.all',: i0ined tu the hody Iii the Wrpib \\'iil run to them istead of
illated cost of cleaning up the pres- Baha·"i Canse in .-\mertca. - Xo hu- away iram them. There is a glorient indebtedness and of completing man difriculties C;1n keep apart that L'llS crowning heauty in the new
the stn1cture. This repon \vas re- which l,od has joined wgether, In :-.piritual education, The ,-i'lioI! of
ceived ,vith great approval and the the plant there have been great im- God is 50 beautiful that men will be
convention pledged $9.(x)() to remove nroyements and much increase in <l:-.hamed of littleness and narrowthe present indebtedness.
,--\ pprehending the Divine
~-aluati(}n during ten years, 'Ve are ness.
On motion of :,\1 rs. Kehler the no'.v ,vorking toward the ideal of C nity men will realize the purpose
_\hdu'l Raha,-who paid Green Acre a of existence. Thev \vill liye their
thanks of the con\~ention '.,:as ynted
to vi:=,ualize the
':,nncieriui
tribute upon returning to li,-es ~o Deriectlv
the retiring :..;rational Spiritual .--\~
,\ka aiter hIs. \merican tour, 'J.lanv alluring' garden's of the Glory ot
sembly.
of the friends haye made great sac~ God,
Instructions of Shoghi Effendi rerifices in the direction of a larger
garding elections were placed before
CONVENTION, THIRD DAY
and
more glorious (;rcen _\cre.
the convention hv :'\1rs. ),Iav :\fax-

as

well. These were. in effect,' to take
into consideration the ,>vhole hodv
of the Cause in _-\merica. to love
deeply, to avoid political suggestion
and to seek Guidance, It should he
borne in mind that the believers are
the only bodv of people in the world
to whom God has promised to guide
their deliberations and to confirm
their decisions,

The Publishing Cummittee, repurtinrs through lts chairman. ~[r.
RandaU, stated that this activity was
self-supporting, .\1r5, Romer was
reported as a fine addition to their
work. .--\ new catalogue of books is
~()nn to be issued.
:-\ prayer book·
3nd Volume 2 of "The Promulgation
"f Cni ,"ers.1.1 Peace." are among the
:lew pllhlications.

1(r'S, \[av :..tax'I;vell. chairman. reported the actiYities of the Canadian
teaching committee. The work in
~!ontreal. St, Tohns, :-J, B .. Toronto,
and \~ancotl\-er, and the increase of
number::: were described.. Spiritual~
ists. Theosophists. and Cnitarians
were among those attracted_ The
,'isits of Dr. Tohn Herman Randall.
:Jfrs. Kehler 'and other teachers to

b

'\[ontreal were commended. Classes
iormed U~7 ~lrs. Greenleai and the
te~lching crmn'ntion were a great
:3ucce~~: _\Iexander De Lcyier. one
especially adapted [0 it. has ~tarted
a work among the Esquimaux. ~rrs,
.-\meti<l Cullins told of a trip to I eeland. Lapland and other 'scandin<l\'ian (u'untfies. used for tcaching
and the Ji~triblltion of Baha'i literature.
}'Irs. :\[ariam Harrev told of the
Lntertainment for several uays, by
\r ashingmn friends. ot delegates to
the \\'omen's International League
or Peace and Freedom. Professur
Stan wood C oLb, reporting for the
Baha'i .\Jagazine. told of the efforts
ot the :,-ta1f to make the magazine
uni\"er~ai. fulfilling the wishes of
Shughi Effendi, He appealed for
increase in the number ot sub scription~ and ior the fontribution oi
article~ 1n' the friends.
It ,yas
further ~ugge5.(ed that a way to help
the magaz-ine was to purchase tile
hound \·olumes. The price (,f atiditional copies to be g-iY('n to inqllirers
has been reduced to tCE cel~t:=. .\
\'ote of thank~ was exter.derl th e ('ctitors and managers.
~Irs. A,. S. rar~ons, ch:.i!':-:::::n. reported ior the Committee on "-\mity
Cum'entions. She told ot" the in"runions vi ~'.bdu'l Baha and the
preparations ior the tirst amity conycntion at \\-ashington. also gaye a
brier rtTicw of those that hJ.ye followed. culminating- in the last at
Philadelphia. She thou~ht. in "iev,l
,li the in:o;trncrions oi A. bdu'l Baha.
repeatedly ,Yarning oi dangerso and
the pathetic Jnd (ragic talk oi 1fr,
Hill °a( this ('nngress~ all ought feel
inspired to help. The efforts to remm·e the distressing conditions
caused by human preJudices is diyinel,' assisted. The Chairman oi
the Cum'entian aJded a \,"ord. depret.ating the hostile propaganda
aimed at fomenting prejudices.
Harlan F, Goer reported for the
Baha'i YtHage C\~mrnittee a plan
,yorked out bv ~frs, "\ ~ictoria Bedikian (hat ma\: be feasible in future.
It was complete "'ith tnany commendable suggestions.
Miss Elizabeth Hopper, for the
Library Committee. reported that
between +50 and 500 libraries of the
country had responded fa,-orably to
the inquiry sent out and had requested Baha'i books, Between 800
and 9Ck) [ibrarie~ in many parts of
the country are now supplied.
~frs. Coristine. for the Rede\ving
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Committee. reDorted six manuscripts
rcyiewcd Jllri~g (he year.
:\Irs. Frankland I...:xtenued an itl\'itation irom the PtLcitlc C:O<1st ,-\s:-;etnblie~ to hold the 1926 Cum'ention in San Francisco.

i,'o-ing upon God and His great Cause,
thc,' would louk with cunridence to
the'iutHre.

hU1~1:1n iellow~hip.

CONVENTION. FOURTH DAY
,\Irs. Frankland, inr the committee
(m the re\'i~i(Jn of the prayer-book
and the Ci dlection ()r prayer:,;, repnrted }lrogress.
The archi\'cs committee reported
many nriginal Tablets 0i _-\bdu'l
Baha . .11.:;;0 translations and letters
of Shoghi Effendi and of the Greatest Holy Leaf, as ,vell as cablegram~. recei \'ed during the year ior
record and saie keeping.
~lr, Lunt reported ior the magazines Baha'i World Fellowship and
the Childrcn ni the Kingdom. recently merged. He yoiced high appreciation ui JEss Ella Roberts and
~lrs. Yictoria Bedikian and ielt that
the union ui the two magazines
ll1eant an increasing power to senoe
not onl\' the dear children but the
world ()i humanity as well.
Howard h'C's presented a financial
plan fur the lJlli1ding ot the ::\lashriqu"il :\dhkar. suggesting that the
Dutla ,/ ui a sum less than two dollars i)cr week on the part of each
.-\ merican belie\Oer in the {L)urse of
a year \yould net a sum almost sufficient to build the next section of
the temple. ~trs. Boyle mentioned
the relation between the temple and
teaching and urged that the Bourgeois model be used as an asset to
the teaching.
The frieno:-: were no\-v cailed forn'ard ttl ~hare ro::;.e lea,'es ~t'nt by
Shoghi Effendi irom Haiia.

Harlan Fo Ober. ~peaking tn the
general theme of the en-ning. "The
Oneness of H umanit".·' re\'iewed his
teaching experiences in India w1(h
an ,\merican friend J:, cumpanion
and the difficulties and dang-er~ that
were fJced on account of the pre.judices of the people, lIe felt that
conditions were far le:'5 difficult in
.-\mcrica and that light .:Ind hope
were no\",' apparent e,'er~'",:here
through the might and power ut
God,
.\firzJ .-\1i K uli Khan made one
of his hrilliant addresses on the general theme.
He ielt that human
::iolidarity \yas nmv an assured realitv. ~in(e the Creati,'e Pmyer had
:'o~t it in motion and it ,Y:1;o; decreed
for the earth in Hea\'e-nh- Realms..
He cnmmended the progress
the
colored race in .-\ merica. \\'hich he
had observed in meeting their leaders and expressed the hope that. rc-

EL BAB. MEMORIAL
,-\s thi::; date, Tuh' 7. was the anni,'ersan' ui the- 1l1"artyrdom Df the
Great' Bab. it ,"vas ordered that a
memurial meeting be held,
A.ddres:)cs in ('l)mmemoration were
made h\' ~~\Ibert \""il and Tinao-iFadil. tl1e former nn the m,'sten- of
..;;acrifice and the latter ·in l1igh
eulogy nf this great character. "'hom
he de:-.cribed as one of the greatest
:Jfaniie:-,tations that e'·er came to
mankind, But mart'\Tdom. he said .
is found not only in being killed.
\Vhen we so lose ourselves in God
;1::- to find selflessness. that is martyrdom.
\ Persian tlag, with the lion and
the :;;un. was unfurled h\T Dr. Susan
1. }Iondy. ,,-ho eulogized )'fiS5 Lillian Kappes, Dr, Sarah Clock and
}I1ss Ste,\yart for their glorious 5oeryices in Persia. She told further of

GENERAL CONSULTATION
The conn.:ntion. with J-(r, [.unt
as chairman. now resol,'ed itself into
a committee oi the \yhole ior cnnsultation \vith the ne\\' X ational
Spiritual Assembly. ~I rs. I-Ioward
r,-eso Hooper Harris. and George
Latimer made talks shm.ving the
great possibilities of the teaching
work under the Di"ine Plan . . \lbert
\';til spoke or the necessit." of some
trainmg in public speaking. the
~tudy of compara(iYe religions. the
histon' of the Cause. and of the
ll1e(h()d 1)£ approaching differcn(
~rOllV'-; in the rnost effecti,'c ,,-a,'
~"ith the message. He retnred t~!
the _-\merlcan addresses of _\bdu'1
Baha .:.lS ideal in rneth(Jd. Tinab-iFadil said that each belie\'tT ~ :-;hould
~trixe to rnake at least one bdil':Yer
dLiring a ,,'earo
0

THE CONGRESS. WEDNESDAY
EVENING
Jinah-i-Fadil. the tlr::-t speaker, en!iyened the proceerling~ by humoru\l:; accounts of his teaching experiences throughout _-\merica.
He
:",huwed ho\"\>' unconscious peo-ple are
l)f their own prejudices and called
upon e"erynne to abandon them
I)O(h for the ~ake of their flwn irkal
progTe5s a::' ,YCn as the ~lttainmcn( or

nr
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(he gro\\-th of the Schoul of Tarblat.
the IJfomise of .--\hdu'l Baha ror its
~llccess and of the circulation of the
bl)ok of subscriptions among [\.'T::-ians. Englishmen and ,\mericans.
Announcement of the tir5t Baha'i
,-chool at Green A.cre iur the training of teachers. to be conducted bv
Albert \'ail. '\-vas here announced.
And here it rna\-' Le stated that this
:'.chool ha:; a\vakened an enthusias.m
and has di:-,;cO\'ered among the
friends. especially those who are
timid. a capacity for giving the mes~age and proofs that i::-; all ,-cry pleasing. It will he continued throughOlLt the ~eason.

IMPRESSIONS
The con:'oenSl1S of uplnlOn seemed
to Le that the Conyention of 1925
attained to a ne"" standard in the
history of sLLch gatherings. It bore
no trace of inharmonv, and there
was a perfect eql1ilibr"imTI between
the Yllriolls ac[jyities of the Cause,
11(1 (Ine being rated out oi proportion to the \"alue of all the uther~,
The frankness uf ,"ie",;point. the
p,.oricienc~· (Ji committees and the
accuracy of their reports, the confidence and understanding among
the delegates and friends. the endurance of the long physical strain
"\yhich business imposed, the patience, sweetness and unitv of the
atm~()phere. the deep impression
made upon strangers, the many new
iaces present. aU seemed to indicale that the friends haye profited
by the experiences of the past and
ha ,-e attained, we hope. to the g-ood
pleasure of our Glorious Lord. The
Con n~ntion seemed adorned with
His l.ight and Glory, and perhaps a
ne"'.' period has come in the history
of the Di"ine Cause bv which the
hearts are cheered and -the realm of
humanity blessed.

G, GREGORY,
Cowl/entia» Reporter,

LOLTIS

*

•

*

CABLEGRAM FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
On Tul" 25 the ~ational Spiritual
.-\ssembly- received the foIlO\\'ing
cahted message from Shoghi. Effendi.
.;ent through Bahiyyih Khanoum;"Guardian ,,{ires following-: H eartih' t-·ndo,. se Canr'elltioll 's clr~cc. .1! G"
~~lmeric(l',\· _'/ationai representatit't:s
lIt/fill our fondest ex·tectations. Resumption Temple br/ildinq uperations
CfHfditiOlled upon raising full slim {4
four
Jnmdred
thousand
a'ollars.

"IblmduHt blessings shall.

sdf-·l'acriftce,-:;hoghi,"
(sigilcd)

(YOtt'U

yuur

I1AHIYY1H.

The reten:nce to the T e.np\e in this
llje,;sage is the Guardian's an.-;\ver to
tbe fotlmving cablegram .;ent hilll hv
tilt' Convention delega[es: "Convent;Ol1 t.'lmtrihukd suffici~nt pay all re!uaining Tempic oolig-ations i~cluJing
bank loans, Lovingly r~4uest \·our in:--tructions next step T t:',n(Jle huildin~
plan,"
C

MEMBER OF SPIRITUAL ASSEMBL Y OF PERSIA VISITS
AMERICAN BAHA'IS
During June the':; ational As~emblv
:·eceived the following cablegra'TI r·ro0:1
Shoghi Effendi;"Doctor Youness Kahn, distinguished member Persia':::; _\~sembh-,
yisiting- ;\merican Daha'is, Expecting
far-n~achjng results from con:-:.ultation
with him.
Praying ['or :-uccb:,;r'ul
CGn\'ention, "
Dr. Youne:o..'i has nm".' arrived, and
wiil he present at the next meeting of
the ::'!ationai _\~:o.embly, He plan~ to
remain in the l-nited State:-; durinu
.\ugust and, meanwhile, will visit ~s
many _\ssemblies as possible, Our
Bah a 'i brother was sent to Euro-p;:': by
the Persian government on an official
mission in connection with his positicn
a::i phy:;ician
the ~Iiiitary School of
Persia, and at Shoghi Effendi's sugg-estion extended his iourne".· tfl indude a \'i",it to the ,-\nlerican- Baha'is,
It was the privilege of the New York
_\::,sembly to have DL Youne.-:;s present at the Sineteen-dav Fea5t. !:elJ
aiter the return oi the clde.g-ate:- ri'n:TI
f ~reen Acre,
Dr. Youness feel:; profoundh' the
need tor dQ6er material ami :,plri[uai
association between the Saha 'i~ of
Per~ia and the l~nited ~tates, and we
hope to publish in the next ;":ew:-; LettIT ~ ~U~ tn the A=riQn
friends, Thoruughly familiar with the
need of mcdern industrial devdop\·dopmenb in hi.s native bnd. Dr.
Younes ..; is rno~t enthusia ...;tic OH'!"' the
possibilities oi ne . . \' and pemlanent
forms of cooperation hcn.veen the he\ Vhile
lievers of [he two countrie..;"
in America, he is ...;tuJying hospital
methoos in modern in:.;titution.; of
X c'' ' ' York and Boston,

or

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE FOR
JULY
The Baha'i 1fagazine. Star of the
\\'6t, in editorial reference to the re(em trial or' the theory of eyolution

in Tennessee, quotes illuminating' pas:--.age:.-:: from the words of ~\bdu'l Eaha

::-hmving the

true relation bt:'tween
religion, From month to
l11.omh, in fa,ct, the ~Jitors are taking
~u"..anta.ge or current events to point
uut strikingly the iulness with which
the Baha'i teachings ~atis(".. the "in('ere ::,eeker unable to accep[ either extre,TIe of truth 3s (ommon1:- presented.
The content:.; 0 f the / uk issue also
include; Truth-and Its 'Counterfeit
,''-'peet, b,' _"lired E. Lunt; The Hoh'
Grail (Jf the :\ges, b,' D, S, Cole; )l
Conieren:::e [-or \\,'or'[d L~nitv at San
Franci,co, ~Iarch 20-22, i 925, bv
P:ofes,,?r J. V, Breitwieser; Conquest
(JI
PreJudice. b,' /inab-i-Fadil; In
~Juest of Truth,
drama given a[ the
'~hird Baha"i Congre::-os in Stungar[,
(remlanv, b,' Dr, "\delbe-rt ,:\1 uh!..;chlege;· and _-\. :\Totable Fellowship
Dinner, by :'Irs_ ::Jellie S. French_
.~cience and

a

FOREIGN BAHA'I NEWS
Ir;eneral letters received from the
:"'piriwal _-\s~emblv or Haifa dated
.T anuan- 19th, Februarv 7th, ~Iarch
2nd and J.Iarch 21st, \)ring a neces-"arily brlef hut most interesting surH'Y ot Daha'i acti,·ities throughout the
Orient.
"The Daha'i ladies in r,hqabad
have arranged a special course of
."tudy for young women. and marked
progress has ueen ar-hieved_
The
number of students is increasinR and
the prospect is very bright.
"~\s the re~u1t of the . . . isit of one of
the teachers to Calro, a new spirit has
been infused into the assemblv of the
friend.:' and new committees -and as...;oeiations ha . . . e heen formed,
The
i;.,rnorant and fanatical element in one
oi the tmvns in lower Egypt have
recently longed a complaint a~ainst
the Baha'i :J.lovement in the 3.Ioslem
Religious Court in Cairo, claiming
that tho::ie \yho embrace this new
movement have therehy deprived
themselve-" of the privilege of the
~ro,'lel11 raith,
The case has heen
heard .;everal times but no decision
ha.'i as yet heen rendered,
"From j.[erv, Russian Turkistan.
\,'e learn that the two local Baha'i
":'l·hools are renderin~ excellent servicC"_ _-\ special committee interested
in the progre~s and advancement of
women has been establi.shed and an increasing group of :young- ,,,..omen are
takinR advantage of these new educationa! facilitie.::..
".-\. report from .-\mritsar, India,
contains most encourag-inig news
about the progress of the Cause in
India. The fame or the Baha'i !\.foverncnt has ...;pread :'0 widely that the
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head ot the Quadin Community has
L:-;sued a circular letter to all his iol~
1m\'ers telling- them to avoiJ contact
with Baha'i teachers.
"On the occasion or the anniversarY
of rhe Declaration or the Bab, held
by the friends at Karachi, the J.Iessag-e
\Vas givc-n to a professor of one of the

important colleges who becarne 50
much interested in the Baha'i prin~
ciples that he informed his swdents
about them.
"\Ve re.gret to announce the death

of Agha Husayn-i-Kashani, the cook
or Baha'u'l1ah, \vno accompanied Him
from Baghdad to the prison of Acca.
"A letter irom Bombay, India, informs uS that :1Iirza :\Iahmud Zarqani is uaveling throughout the entire
country und that t\VO public meetings
were r~cently arranged in Lahore. _-\
H.ajah \\'"ho attended these meetings
declared that India is now in need oi
the Baha'i principles,
"Th~ irienus at Bandar .-\bbas and
Bushire~ two ports on the Persian
Gulf, are arranging regular meetings
\vhich are being attended by many interested set!kers, The Persian Government has issued a circular letter to
all !::e Cu~toms 05(i:::.l:: along the
Persian irontiers iniorrning them that
photographs of Abdu'I Baha should
not be aIIowed to enter Persia and
are to be confiscated whenever found.
"The friends in Cairo are preparing to establish a X ational Spiritual
Assembly for E~}'pt. Delegates from
Cairo, ,\.lexCindria, Port .said, IsJ1la'ilin'ih, .-\ssiut and E,oumu's.~a'a\'~Jih ha\'e met to dehberCite anJ
it i~' hoped that durin~ the days Qi
Ridvan a :\ational ~piritual ~\':isemLly
io!' Egypt \...·ill come into being,
"The circular letter from the Bomhav Spiritual A.ssemblv dateo Febru.1r'·, 1925, contains a detailed account
1)( the ,--\ll-India and Burma Da.ha'i
Convention, The five different comminces functioning under the direction of the :Spiritual ,-\-=.semblv meet
reg-ularly in the J[a-=.hriqu'[-Adhkar
builJillRs, The Convention this year
"vas lar~er and better attended than
ever before. The following subjects
\,'ere presenteJ at the public meetings
from December 29th to 3 I st; History
and Teaching of the Baha'i ~Iove
ment. International ,--\!=pect of the
Baha'i ~lo,.eLl1ent, The Social Program of the Baha'i 1fovement. the
Station of. \Vomen in the Baha'i
:\Iovement. Cnitv or ;"fankind. <lnd
The Promised One of all Nations,
.:1.D- interesting activity of the X ational

Spiritual .\5semhly or India has been
:he iounding ot a Baha'i Xational
Liorary in Delhi,
"From I\.asht we learn that three
\\'ell-kn\J\\'n ,"ounO" men ot that cin',
one ot them' the '~on of the reli~io~;
leader. have recently acceptect'" the
'.eaching-s, Their zeal in acquainting
others with the tj"uth brought upon
the,n :'-0 much public criticism that
::ne,,' \\'ere compelled to leave the city
anj depart to India,
'
"On c.larch 2nd, at our 19-dav
Feast, \ve had the pleasure or hearing
from J.Irs. Stannard abom the
progress oi the Cause in India. That
vast country, with its teeming population. b eag-cdy a',vaiting a Saviour to
bring about peace and unity amongst
the contending :-:ects and religions.
"The Spiritual _-\ssembly of Haiia
is unable to correspond \yith even individual local .-\ssembh', but heartilv
welcome letters and rc'p·orts of progress irom the friends throughout the
world,"
The corresponding secretary oi the
,\s5emblv at J.lelbourne, _\.ustralia,
:-:ends lo~'ing greetings to the American friends, and requests that the roilowin,~ addresses he noted bv ,-\ssemblv ~ecretaries in this countn: for their
~~neral letters: :\Ir, p, :J( ,-\lmond,
Box +20, G. P. O . .'l.delaide, South
_\ustralia; .:IIr. O. O. Whittaker. 5
Dahl Flats. 2 Stan/ev St .. SiJ~ev.
)J, S, \V,: J,Iiss 5tev~nson, 3 Cowle
Road, ParneII. _'l.uckland. X ew Zealand: ).[iss Greta Lamprill. "X ewland .:. .. '~l)()rak Roads, Hobart, Tasmani;J.; Lind )'Jl-, \\', )'L J.Iiller, 26
Kent ~r., \'iLtoria Park, Perth. \\'est
,'\ust:aiia,
It is a matter at extreme interest to
recall that the first group of Baha'i
pilg-rims frnm ~--\u,"'tralia to vi~it Haifa
were the guests c,f Shag-hi Effendi
early this year,
The secretarY of the Orient-Occident l-nitv Bl;ard, Teheran. beaut iruHy expres:-:es the heartfelt ferYor
nf the P~!"~ian [-riends who 3re ari:o:inR with rene\\'ed determination to
:,pread the j[essage o! unity and Iln'e
throu~hout that di,tracted land. The
Persi.l"n Baha'is desire the ,American
friends to appreciate their feeling- of
gratitude for the a::isi:;;;t,'lnce rendered
the believers in Na:"riz,
The Baha'i Sriritual ,-\:;sembh- of
London writes that it \vill encoU"rag-e
the Baha 'is even'-'where to know of the
~Teat interest 'shown in the ~\fash
riqu'l-Adhkar at Wilmette. Lv those
\vho visited the Conference on' Living

Religions la~t .,'ear. The pictures of
the I1oun:::'eois model were carefully
~tudied atld gavl;! rise to many que;:ions which leu to a realization of its
-:ignificallCe in reiaticn to the Baha'i
,),Ioyement,
On -' all. 21;t. Lad:' BIomfieId gave
:tn 2ddress on "The \Vorld Teacher,
,\bdu'l Baha", [n' invitation of the
Eastern and \\'.estern Culture societv,
Her characteristic fervor arouse'd
keen interest. denoted bv the intelligent questions and intere~sting general
discussion \vhich followed her adnress,
Daha'j correspondence for the London friends .-=hould now be addressed
in care of i\-Ir. George P. Simpson,
38 X orth End Road, London, X. W.
I I, England.
,--\ signal contribution to the spreading ot. the univ(!r~al teachings in Italy
;lJS recently been inaugurated by Mrs.
E. R, ~lathe\\'s, of the Xew York As:.;;embh', )'Irs. J,Iathews has iounded a
l-niyer~al CLrndatinl{ Library, with
headquarters at '. -illa San :J.lartino,
Porto6no (~Iare 'I. Italy.
From the charmingly printed cata[ng of the l- ni\'ersal Circulating
Libran-" \\'e learn that hooks \yill be
dispatched to any part oi Europe,
,\-;ia or _-\irica, at a subscription cost
of only ten cents a month per book,
plus pustage and insurance, Consultation is invited with reierence to subjects which \viil be:3t serve the needs
Ilt indiviJual students, and ietters "",iII
be ans\vered in Endish. French. Italian
and Russian, The Library contains
;)OUKS under the heading- oi Relig-ions.
.-":pecial I~eligil)us Thou,l{ht, 1Ii'story!
r:.~says, Philosophy, :,ymbolic Fiction,
.'::'cience. .\[ vstical Books and the
Baha'i Writings.
The teachin!{ work which :\1rs,
Imogene Hoaqg has been carrying on
,-::0 5uccc~~iu(h' in Fl'Jfcnce. 1tah', has
{I,unci great 'reinforcement th;ough
the \'j:-;it oi ),[r, ::\fason Remev. \\"ho
r~c~ntly ~:l.iled tor Italy after comp!etin~ revisions for a tle\v edition of
his hook. "The Baha'i J[ove;nent",
Cf}?ie:o: oi this ne,Y edition \\'iil soon
he ""ailable through the Baha'i Publi:--:hin~ Committee. p. 0, Box 348.
r-;:and Central Station, ~ew York
City,

* * *
.--\ photograph or the- delegates and
f fiends attendin~ rhe Convention Olav
be ohtained for hft" cents from Bahaii
Publishing Cummit-tee, p, 0, Box 3.J.8,
l--;rand Central Station, X ew York
City.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Since the establishment of the X ational Spiritual Assembly by the
Guardian of the Cause, the activities
oi the believers throughout the
Cnited States and Canada have centered around that bodv more and
more.
The responsibility plac,ed
upon the members, already cons~d
erable. will increase steadily. \. . ·lth
the gro\,,-th of the Cause itseli.
For some time it has been apparent to those in touch with this phase
of the work that there is urgent need

for a central office with a secretary
able to devote all of his time to the
correspondence and other duties incumhent upon the National Spiritual ."ssembly.
The difficulty of finding a person
with the necessary qualifications and
at the same time so situated that he
could enter upon this service with
the compensation which could be
\"oted at the present time. has been
a serious obstacle to the establishment of this necessary office"
The National Spiritual .""emoly
is happy to announce that arrangements have been made \vhereby.
earl v in October. a central office
wil( he opened at Green ."ere. South
Eliot. "faine.
Our secretarv, :'.Ir. Horace Hollev, at our reauest has consented to
re":>=.ign from hi's present business posi~ion in order to devote his entire
time to the work of the central office"
For a very nominal rental. the· X ational Spi~itual Assembly have
leased a house in Green Acre and
the expense of maintaining this office will not be over $350.00 a month.
~Iost of this amount has already
been subscribed bv members of the
X ational Spiritua!" Assembly.
The Committee who han had this
matter in charge feel that this is a
most satisfactory arrangement with

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Beginning with October 5th. 1925,
all letters and telecrams intended
for the Kational Spiritual Assembly should be addressed as follows:

National Baha'i Assembly,
Office of the S~cretary.
GreeD: Acre. South Eliot,
Maine. U. S. A.
Cablegrams irom foreii2:n countries should be addressed "Baha'i:'
:-.lew York.
The 169 Christopher Street address whieh has been used durin:;
the p~st ~eventeen months was
placed at the disposal of t71e :\ at~onal Spiritual Assembly through
the cou.tesy of ).[iss ).J"el1ie Lloyd.

respect to the needs of the Cause in
this countrY. The\~ belieye that this
step \yi!l contribu"te greatly to the
~ltrtherance of the Xational Baha'i
\,I,;nrk and that its ·wisdom will be recugnizcd by the body of the belicycrs.
X ationaI Spiritual .-\.::.:"embl~·.
By: ..\fOUXTFORT }lII_l.S,
C.-\'RL SCHEFFLER,

SiEGFRIED SCHOI'FLOCHER"

TEACHING COMMITTEE
The following statement has been
prepared b\" ~Ir. ."Ihert Yai1. ,eeretary of the Xational Teachi.ng Committce. and outlines the plans (,f the
tl,-e regional chairmen for the cummg year:
".\t the recent Xational Cun,"ention at Creen _-\cre it was re.;;:nh"ed
that ,,·c make an effort to build the
Temple ~Llch as has nnt }-et been
known and that we teach the Cause
\vith a l1niYersalit,·, a ,,·i~dom, a
spiritual radiance a-nd power ,yhich
will ignite all "'\merica. Shoghi Effendi has tuld us in man," letters that
now is the time to make a ~uper
human effort to teach the C~use and
to Ii \·e a life pure and ~e,-ererl and
radiant and di'\"ine '.'o1J that the power nf (;od in U~ may fill the world
wi.th all its glory.' "

1925

"The ne\v :: atinnal Teaching
Committee .ae its first meeting. after
the Con,"enriun at Green Acre,
,yorked out a series of plans to make
this, if possible, the greatest teaching- year in all Baha'i history" First
of all. it ,"vas real ized that we need
Plan\· more teachers. .-\s .-\bdu·lBahil wrote s< fme years agu, 'There
j:; need of a thousand teachers, each
nne ~e,"ered from the world, attracterl hy the Holy Spirit in (he Celestial
Cnncollrse and joyful through the
Kingrlom of Guci and in perfect
5'.1nctin", holiness and sufficiency {independence of spirit.)'
.
,..-\ ~eries of teaching- con\~entions
in each of the fi I,"e di~tricts outlined
b"," the :J.!aster in His great Teaching
Tablet, will help to call forth, in:=.pire and eq uip these teachers.
".\t Green "\cre there was started
immediatek after the Cunyentinn a
~cri.e:'. (,i" «mferences upon methods.
( ) t teachin~
\\·hich prm·eu '"cry sue(c~:-"oil1l.
lJHt (!f these omrerences
was l)1)rn .1. cla:o.s ror practice ,,"ork
in ,,"hich the ,"(Junger .:J.nd older belie\"ers made" add~es.-=.es before the
c1as~. thus g,1ining practical experience fnr the g-reat work of presentlng the C::wse to all types of people
with wi:.;dnm .:J.nd with ~piri(Ual power. Ie i .. :; hopeci that ultimately there
will de,·elop ae Green "\cre a .summer 5chool of religil m for the study
,)f the rii,·ine phil().::nphy, uf comparati,"e religions. of contempnrary rdigiou..; mnyements. Engl1~h composition. public -ipeaking and the best
methl)d.; for presenting the Glad
Tiding~ of the Kingdom to the prescnt-rlay worlrl"
"It i:"o .;;ug-gested that. in accord.:;ncc ,yith the in.struction~ of _-\hrlu'lBaha in the la:,t (jf the great Teaching T,lhlct~" each "-\ssembly nrg-;mize
clas:o:e.-=. frlr the training of teachers.
'..;.() that ble-.;sed souls of the older
nne:; from among the bdieyers may
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gather the youths vi the !O\'c of Cuu
in :schouls (Ji in::.truction.·

"The :-=piritual teachers of the fu~
ture are the children of toda\-: thererore the Xati(lnal Teaching Curnmit-

tee has asked a group or belien::rs
"whu haye had ~pe(ial training in the
education of children to make ~L1g
gcstions as to the best method:; ni
training our Baha'i children into the
radiant teachers of tomorrow,
"Tu a::;si ... t dasses and indiyidua[s
in their preparation ror the glorinu:-;
work tit teaching, the ':-<ational
Teaching- Cllmmittee i~ (Jreparing a
:-t.:ric::, I!f outlines Dt ~tud\' in the \';}.r!"U", branches lIt the great field 0It
Baha'i kn(ndedge, ::,uch :1.'" interpretati(Jn (It Scripture and prophec~', the
application oi the uniyer::;al principle~ te! the "'odd today, Jnd the
.-:.pecillc l1lethoJ~ uf teaching, There
will be ulltiine::, ::;uggbting- how to
present the Cause to each 0If the
gruups in :'.tJciety, how to pre~cnt the
Baha'i prf)(I i:-;, outlines concerning'
the .;;piritual liie and spiritual prepJrati()n fur the work of teaching.
",,,,- ~pler1did outline l"lr :'otlldy tllr
Baha'i da::;::ie~ and for indiyidual
preparation will come t'rom the press
during October and be distributed
by the Publishing Cummittee. It
is called 'Gud and His ).fanireqation:--,' and has been prepared by
:\frs, r. \\?, Girt, Peoria. IHin(Ji.... It
i::, ju.:-=.t the course of :"tud:-- for which
all our .--\..merican be1ie"er~ are asking, a ~uide to the intensi'i-e ~tud"\'
ot' our diyine Reyelation in it:' man\'
details. 1 t contains ~ections upon

the need tJt" a .J.raniicstation, Hi ..:. na- i,lan ... aimed ;It raising the four hun:ure. f-Ii.:-=. powcrs, the ::,iKn~ (Ii His Ilred thousand dl!llar~ neccssan' for
\.-(JJllLng-. tl:e proofs 1)\· \\'hich He L~ t h<.: h;-;-.;t permanent unit oi the TemreC'(Jg-nized, Hi:, inrlU(,'nce u:)on ci"il- ple ...l,n .J.~cilrdance \\'ith Shog-hi Ef:zatl(ln. Thi.:-=. tJutlinc rna{' he had
t,,'nUl s
m:-;tructiot1s. n'ili he aninml the i\luli ...;,hing- CIJl11'minee lir
n()llnceci.
tlw j"c;Li .\:-; .... embh· I~brarian (lr from
The i, 'lIo'Ying resol L1tiun was
:\[r::-:, ~;itt. t')r t"\\'ent"-fi,'c cents a llnallim(ltL.-:.l~· pa:--:.~<.:d b\" the Con ,'en( f I[H',
0,[ three d()[Jar~ and t\yent"\·ti, m defeg-are:-; aiter the presentation
lilT' cent.-:. a d(J7.:en.
'
ot the Temple keport h\' the secre--C~[t the ti.r~t ...;,tep for all the her~~ry (d' the T<..'mple Cun~mittee, :\Ir.
lie"ers in preparing for thi~ great Lad Schdner:campaig-n i:-; to stud,- anew the ~fas
--\VHEREAS. th.e Tc::mple Committee
rer's Teaching Tablet::', \vhic-h are
to, he fllllnd in the 'Cn\'eiline- (Ii the appointed h~' the .\" ational Spiritual
])i"ine Flan: in Kaha'i ~CrLl)tures, '-\::i.~~mbly has rendered a report comchapter nine, "r in \'I!lume tl'n ()f pnsln~ ;:~11 matters pertaining to the
,\bshTlII u[-.-\dhkar from the time of
the '~,tar of the \\-est': and let u::,
ib incepti()n tl) the clnse of this fisrepeat earh da~' the prayer fnr (lur
. .'.11 year. and
partic\1lar reg-ion allu turn rn the
."'\Vm:RE·:AS, in the preparation of
\hha r..::ingJo~·11 for guidance and see
if "'(> C.:lnnot be ()f tho::-:e who rise to t1llS rep I ITt this commirtee with cootr;wel and teach the Cam~e in the "ecrarcd zeal has de\'oted months of
:-ec-inn ... \\"\wre it ha.s n(Jt "ct been "trenuJ)l1S \\'nrk tu im·estigatiun. re:-:earch. ;maly;o;i:-: and cOlTIviiation.
l,wcI;limed,"
'
there!>.\" ('Iuci(bting man\- i"nyoh'ed
TEMPLE COMMITTEE
,mel intrica~t.', Qllt'.stions and bringing
The detailed report pre.-;etHed by
n;f.1ewed \"l:-":u JTI concerning- the sigt}je Tell1ple Cummittee to the recent
runcancc !IT the _\Ta~hriq·uk-\.dhkar.
C"nn"ntion i~ nf)W heing- pllbli~hed ;tnd
.:md ("(I!)ie~ \\-ill \Tf" :-:hortl\' be
-- \r Hl·:REAS, ~dr. .\Iattison has renplaceJ i!l the hand~ (IF e\"ery r'ecogdered
im'aillable a:-;~istance in auditnized belieyer in the Cnited ~t;lte.-:.
and Canada and abo oi Baha'i --\:--;- ing- the accounts ui the Baha'i Teml~l_e l- nity clH'ering .:l period of o"er
:-emblic:"o in (Jther countri.es.
htteell years. and
Thi~ rcr(!rt contains a complete
"WHERe.h }]r, .-\Ifred Anderson
hnancial "tatement o!f all receipt:o:
and I.'xpenditure::-: made in cnnnec- lla::-: renaered with extraordinary
lirmne~s, ~(Irtitude and de\'otio~
t[lln \,,;th tht: :\[a:--;hriqld-_,\Jhkar at
,110:-;t .... di-... acrihcing ~en'ice, be it
\\·ilmette.
[t c()ntain" a c"mp[ete
"RESOL\"I-:~). that the Baha'i Conven"llmtl1.1r~' !Ii the Temple acti\"itit'';;
tr!)n I)f l~!~S Jccept this report with
~ince rlll'ir incentinn in 1909. indud:nc- the ll~atter I'if the architect'~ con- '1 Llnanim!lu,,;, expre:-;:-;iun of its pro~
fl)l1nd appreciation lIf the \'.:Ilue of
trJ.c(. ,tatemenrs 11\' the l'ngint:"er,
thc .... e -..:en'ices tn the Ca u~e, '.
::r.d nhntogTanh::;; ()( the FI)u~rlati(ln
rbll' and \r r ~ B(Jurge(Ji~' :'otudio (In
NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND
t;,C" Temple g-rrHlnd~,
The
f,)llo\\'ing-- .-:.urnman' has been
rrnm the remarkable t'tfect~ produced 11:' thi~ repurt upon the dde- prepared irllTl1 the full \" itemized and
;zate .... it I:' C'fTtain that its public-a- ('"omplete ~ nnual Report presented
ti(m \yill etfectin'h' ~titl1l1late a ne\\" ily ~Irs, Fh)[ence ~I()rton. Treasurer. to the 1l..l25 (onyention.
a:1u deept:''f :--;pirit ,;f den)tion for the
Thi::; .--\nnuaI Report coyered the
clmtinuance of this edifice dedic.:lted
tn the C;ll)ry (If God.
period frnm ,--\..pril 1. 1924, to ..\farch
The friends wiil he pleased to 31. 1925, a;o; in the case of all pre"iknm\' th.:lt ,\'nrk has ;dread ,. been nus financial :-;tatements,
The .\" ational Raha 'j Fund reprebeg-un lin the new caretah:.er'~ hOLL..;,e
frnm the heautit'ul de:-:.ign prevared "('"nts :ocyeral dittel'ent funds. the rec)rds ni ,,'hich are kept as ~eparate
h~' '\[r. Bourgeois. tl)r "\yhich the
Cum'ention "oted that an apprnpria- accounts in the office of the Treasurtinn f)f three thousand dollars ~hould er. dishur~ements from each fund
1)(:' made.
"'ith the cl)n~trllcti(ln of :wing acconiing to the nature ui the
this h()u:'oe, at[ the items recommenu- fund itself. In the current Annnal
ed hy the T<.:mp1e Cnmmittee [a~t Report, the records include: C entrat
\"I..".1T. a~ li~ted in X e\\,:-; I ~etter :.\, I. I,
Fllnd, T~'aclliny Fund, Tto'mplc Fund,
ha\-e nl)~" h('cn carried into effect, Pllblishin(1 FIWd, and Special Fund
tor relief of the :\~ ayriz rlood sufferers.
,\:'0 ,,(Inn ::~ ~)(I:-;~iblc. constructh'e
I

G.'IHA'j "EIVS U::TTER
On .'Ipril 1. 1924. the chen Treasurer. ~f r. \ V. H. Randall, had on hand
the f oilo\'ving amOUnts: C ortr-at Fund,
S1.483.17; T~'achi~tg F1md, S386.OO;
T emplc Fund, $I.l91.23; Publishing
Fund. 51.033.65. These sums \H're
turned oyer to 11rs. Florence ..\Iorton
after her election to the omce of
Treasurer bv the ~ational Spiritual
A;sembly esiablished at che !924 Con\'ention.

From April!. 1924, to ~!arch 31,
1925, the COnlributions received \...·ere
as follows:
CentraI Fund, $11.9ii.2! ; Teaching
Fund, $589.95; Temple Fund, S20,179.62; Publishiny Fund, 5497.63;
Special Na!,rj~ F1Ind, 53,818.11.
The total of all contributions received during the year was $37,062.52.
."doing the amounts on hand, '''pri! 1,
1924. or $4.094.05, the X ational Baha'i
Fund in 1924-1925 held a total of 5--\1.136.57.

Testament or ~-\bdu'l Baha. ::;.nd of
posta[!"e and ... tationery :,upplies used
bv the Xational SecrerarL _-\nother
expense \vas ot 5282.45 {or the 1924
~\.nnual Con.gTess and Convention.
The T~'achina Fund OJ'; glnated .~ev
erai years ag~ from th~ ucsire (ii
many belie\'ers to prom ore teaching
activities \vhich could not be :::upponeJ
from funds given tor the Temple.
As the Central Frmd is now capable
oi carrying on teaching activities, the
Tcac/rillq Fllnd as a ... eparate account
,\-ill nut appear in the 1925-1920 tlnanciai records, ha "'inR heen merged with
the Ct'lltral FlInd- at the ."ugge~t!or1
ot tho~e who have comribntt"u to the
rf.'Qcl1inq Fund during- the pa:,t year.
\\-ith the removal 01 an I1lIt:--tamiing
ohligations by pledge=- recein:d at th~
1925 Con'o'ention. the Xational Baha'i
Fund enters a new phase of development. _-\s long as expenditures were
prederermined h\- reJ,":on nf ollL..:tanri.in!{ iwiebtedne:c;s' of am' natLlrL' \\-hat. . r;t'ver, the .:\ at\onal l'\lnd (tJuhl not
cxpre.-;~ the tree deliveration and mature dt'l'i..-ion of the Xational ~piritual
_-\s..,t'mhk, Xmv th[~ hurden i,..; removed. ~nd the.\" a[ional ::piritual "-\s,~O::.nbh· for the fir:,t time can (\!,-rich
the faithful adhere:-::ce ld the Local
_\s:-:emblies and i:::.olated hdievt"n \
hring into being (even tbough at first
oni~- on a :-.mall :,cale ') tho.~e ::>ignificant functions and re..-pon.-;ibilitie:, ":0
dearh' outlined in tbe Letter:, of the
i ruardian of the Cau:"e,
It "houlJ he dul \. nored In' e\'erv
con~C'ientiou:, and t~)\"al hL'lie~ er that
the in.;titution nf the- 2'atinnaL Spirit11:11 _\.~:,-embl\' 1" far n10re than a (un!inuacion anj enlargement or the iunctions nf the Baha'i Temp!e L.-nity, ~o
long and ~o glorious'" the ..-o!t central
execmi\'-e borh- of the Cau:-;e in ':':orth
. \ merica. The Baha 'i Temple l- nity
ha~ Imt one main puq)LI:..:e and re-

Disbursements were a~ foHo",,-.;,:
Central F fInd, 37,278.89. plus 53,6i4.0S to meet a ddicit in the Tl.?a-eirin(f Fund. or a total of SI1.0'=:<2_94,
The Central Fund disbursements included an item oj $2,000.00 mted jor
the needs of du_ Temple. Tncizinq
F"nd. $--\,650.00. Temple F""d, 518.,64.54. These payments included S7.000.00 to reduce notes held by the
hank, S3,000.00 paid to the architect
under the terms or the contract approved by (he 1921 Convention._ 52 ..:
222.79 for running expenses, $-J/2_8/
tme-rest on note-s, and something oyer
S3,QOO.OO for improvements in the
Foundation HalL The printed Report oi the Tempie Committee. a copy
uf which is being placed in the hand:'.
of every recognized believer, "'ill
:::.how these transactions in exact rletail. The Prtblishin~ Fund wi!! he
published as an itemized report in an
e:ldv number of the. X.e\\'·~ Letter, ",pon~ihiEty-the :"::::ttll)n~ll Spiritual
This Fund operates on the sale of the _\:,semb):- has as man.'- purp(l"es and
:-esp( m.:.ihilities J.~ there arc a~pects
literature and onh- incidentaIl...- on
contributions. and 'its disbursements 'Ii the Baha'i Ca.use,
are in the nature of the nonnal exLet llS remember \\-hat ::-::hng-hi Effenpenses incurred in the publishing busi- di has written on two orca..-i~ns: "The
ness,
VanOllS _\~semblies, local and nationaL
The disbursements of the Central C'cnstitute trJday the bedrock upon
hmd also included 5\,559.--\3 to make \\'hich the ~trerigth of the l'niversal
up deficits in the rec.eipts ot the Baha'i House t:' in future to he tinniv e::;tabli~heJ aJld rai~eJ. ::\ ot umll these
~·Iagazine. Star of the \Vest; S760.00
paid to the International Baha'i Fund; tl1nctron \'i::!:orous[v and harmonious5250,00 appropriated for the Library ly can the 'hope (or the termination
and Archives Committees; S400.00 f)f this period of tran~irion he real(Februarv 23, In·u
"It
donated for the Baha'i _-\~:~.embh· of ized."
Puniab, India, and 51.036]1 repre- \vould he impo:,~ible at tht:, ~ta~e to
senting- the cost of printinq and di-s- ig-no.r~ the indispensabilit~· (lr to overtributing the :\"e\·... ~ Letter. the \\-i!1 and t'.~ttmate the uni.que significance of the

in_..;,titlltion or the ::\ ational Spirirual
_\~ ... emhl . . .-!he pivot rnund ,,-hich re\'nlve the activities l)t the he1ie\'ers
throughout rhe American continent.
"-::uprerne is their po:,irioIl, !o!"rave their
re"p()TI~ihilities, maniiold J~d ,1rduous
their duties."
': June 3, 1925.")
The capacity or the ::\ational Spiritual _\~:.;embh· to ~o;:rve the Cause
(hroug-1HlLLt the l-nited States and
Canaua i:-. largek conditioned In~ the
"'_mlabdled" contribmions" those 111ade
to the Cnltral Fund_ If all other
funds \HTe richT\' endowed but the
Central Fund n.:mained ..-mall and tn...:i.g-nificJnt. the in ... titution of tbe X ationat :Spiritual _\ . . :-embh- clluld not
function \\'ith adequate 'pO\n~r: <1nd
ir- the .:\at~(Jlla\ :--:piritLlal _\,"::-.ell1ulv
Cl)uJJ not function t:'xcept a:' the pa_~
..;i \'e tru."tce 0 f certain closed fund'.".
H'e can be ';en- certain that difficulties \~-oL11d be fai:-=ed up in the parh nr
e\'eTY naha'i ;-.cti\·[[\· until that . ~o!1di
.
:ion '\'<1."; cnan'!ed_ ('In the otHer h:"md,
.1 :--; ational ~pi rilual . '\"..:e:nhh· abl't:' to
function \\'ith dt:e \'iznr, con;r(otl~ of
the lln"hakahle (cn!i.rl~nc~ \II the
Daha'i 1I0(h', \\"I")tdd IJe able tll :-:l:.'r\·e
each :':ational acrtyit~- ,:-.rcordiru: to
the need..; of the time. \\'ith the re"u[t
that contlrmarion." \\"IJUld he aUra\. 'Led
and ;ilt ani\'itie:o; moved fnrward
.. ..;teadily, like a great ..;ea."

Perhaps it ha.-; been m-erlrmkeri that
(,ontrihution:-; maJt" to the ll'lltral
FUIla' art:' not then:Ly kept irnm fllrtherim[ the "peeiJl aeti\·in- \\'hich the
dnnor b:1:o; neare:-:t at he-a·rt. On the
crmtralT. the Ct'/ural F!(lId t!nrlerlies
;,nd "ll!)port" en:'n' <icti\·it\·, Illn the
(litTen:nce i.~ tlur it.~ rli:.;hur~e:llent::' at
an.l· gin-n time l"l:'Heet the n>utt:, nf
con~ultatinn anct deci ...:ion (1]1 The part
or tho:-:e in the be ... t po.-;itiun to "ee
the wfJrk ;;'.; a whole. It i" lnconceisahle that any Sationai :-::piritual A.:--:--t'mbh' ... hall C\'er IJe elected wno..;e
mernl1er..:. II'ill feel le":-. )m'alty for ~Jr
re.-;pon:-=ihility in an.\- :-<:ulon;:!i Raha"j
acti\·tt\, than i_~ felt hy ':In\- inni\'idual
believer or any lncal -_4..:,sembly.
T(~ :-:peclfy th~ Dh_ieet of nne'" cnntrihutirm..:. i:-= .1.b:,oluteh· le!!"itimate and
i . . eXpt"e" ... I.\· permitred by' ;:he written
in:-:trtlCtiofi:' oi ~ho!{hi Effendi, The
dement rl r <"t!/lH1tary cooperation i:,
vital in all Baha'i (t"1ation~hips, :l.nd
nothing- ~hould pren:-m the individual
or the local ~piri.tual _\..:.-:emhiy from
making their c(}mrihmlon:-o for a particular (Jbiect if de.:.ired, In a \'o!unt;'lr~' as:'nciatinn. oh::,dience to a principle i~ onh- ll"ctul "\'hen it i." tlw ro::. . ult ot fll!!" unrler~randinz_ .\ careful
."tucl.\- or '-'::hog-hi Efiencii'~ in:-trllcrions
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will .';how that unspecified contributions are a higher ~xpression oi loyalty and a closer approximation to
the ·-ideal ::;tamlard" oi sen'ice, but
effort should be made to see \'",hy this
is so,
Perhaps it will thrO\,,- some light on

_.\ letter from Dr. Hill informs us
the success oi this trip:
.. I want to let you kno . .v hm" deep1:- grateiui I am that the X. S ..-\.
decided to send j.irs. Keith RansomKehier to Durham on july 29. 30
and 31st. ~Irs_ Ransom'-Kehler arthis subject to itemize the various ex- ri "ea at the n.Ty beginning or these
penses 1'or which the Central Fund is mceting:o:. and stayed through to the
responsible. These include; the activi- end.
She .... poke at Departmental
ties of the ::\ ational Spiritual ~-\s meetings and made an addre:5s on
semblv itself""':'its Central Office, cor- Thursday eyening before the ,,,hole
respondence. meetings. News Letter, _-\ssociation_
She \vas hea.rd not
etc.; the cost of the annual ~ationaI unl ,. In' the colored teachers in atConvention: contributions to the In- tendance but bv the enited States
ternational Fund; all activities or N a- Lommls::!inner ;)t Education and a
tional ComJlittees (including, in case number of vi.·hite superintendents.
of emergency, those of Temple and supen-isurs and specialists in our
Publishing- t, and more especially those field.
oi the Teaching Committee. the Star
"~Irs. Ransom-Kehler. morem·er.
oi the \\' est. the Librarv Committee, in addition to her speeches. made a
_-,,-rchives, R"acial Amit,~ Legai. etc. l<lrge number ot direct per!-'onal conI t would ,:'.eem very desirable to adopt tacts. and in that way made a more
a budget system io-r the CentraL Flmd. inten:-i'-e impression.
It was nur
in order to plan its disbursements as general feeling that she \\'as not only
tully as possible in advance.
brilliant tn her discussion d the
The essence of the ...,.. hole matter whole big C] uestion heiure us. but
is that unspecified contributions be- that she brought to our cause a sintoken ahsolute confidence in the in- cerity and a courageous cnnsecration
stituti0n of the K ational Spiritual that touched the hearts I'lf all . ."ho
:\ssemblv. '.vhile contributions lim- heard her. I belie,'e that she created
ited to one particular fund do not. man" centers l)f infl:'lc:nr.::~ fTOrr.
It is far less a financial problem than which the light and the truth will
one ot spiritual unity expressed in spread."
the most unmistakable form.
.-\n international Baha'i Bureau
It is to he hoped that the present has been established at the sugges)l'ational Spiritual Assembly '''''iil be tion of Shoghi Effendi at 19 Bouleaided by even' local Spiritual Assem- "ard Georges-Fa\·on. Gene\"a. Switzblv and hy e,rerv indivldual bellever erland. Thi.s new and extremeh· im:)0rtant Gaha'i center is llnder the
to- bring- into vislble expression those
Yet latent acti1..'e functions of the N a- direction of ::\[rs. T. Stannard. Intional Baha"j institution which carrv t'Jrmation of its ~cti\"ities ,,-ill be
~o much greater possibilities of sen;- gi "en from time to time in the X C\\'s
ice than the pas.si2-'e functions so far Letter.
disclosed.
The Baha'i ~lagazine. Star or the
But this note of explanation should \\. e:o;t. for :\ ugust.' cnntain:'i (he tlrst
nnt be considered merelv as a plea for {Ii a ~("rie~ of important articles by
~rr. Gellrge Latimer nn the Rapfi.nancial support. \ Vith·)ove. with understanding, \,,-ith the spirit of coope- prochemt"nt of Science and Religion.
This i~sue contains other articles
ration implanted in all hearts \ve can.
side b~' side. produce a single bod.v of by \Jr. 5tanwo()d Cobb . ..\lr5. Shanaz
service throuRh \...·hich the j,laster can \\-aite. 'IIr. Harlan F. Oher. '1rrs_
accomplish His universal purposes Curalie Fr::mklin Cook and Jfr. Horwith the re~ources of the Divine ;lee Hoiley.
Treasury itself.
The Publi:'ohing Committee announces the following new hooks:
.\ Series ()f T-weh'e _-\rticles Tntroductor\.· to the Studv of the Raha'i
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Teachi·ng. by Charles 1tason Remey,
The first frnits 0f the beautiful 50 cents per copy: The Cni"ersal
Green .-\cre CDnvention was the cor- Consciollsness of the Baha'i Relidial im:itation extended hv Dr. Les- gion. In' Charles :Mason Remey. ~O
lie P. Hill that a Baha'i ieacher he cents per copy; Religions of the Emsent to speak at the:\" ational .-\sso- pire" reprinting- the addre~ses deli\"ciation of Teachers in Colored ered at the relig-ious conference in
~hools at Durham. )[_ C.
London during 192-+. including the

• • •

•

:Ji

two !-lapers on the Baha'i ~lovement,
price four dollars. Copies oi the
Forum ~[agazine for Juiv, containing- an article (.'In the ta~se. can be
l)rdered from the Cummittee for 35
cents each. .--\ new supply of the
Es::-.lemont pamphlet has been re(ci,'ed from Londun. for sale at 20
cents each. Copies rna v be obtained
from Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 3-+-8. Grand Central Station, X ew Y l)rk City.
During the past year three new
local Spiritual .;\ssem blies have been
elected in the United States. These
.-\ssemblies are located in Visalia.
California; Geneya. Xe\\' York; and
~-ew Ha,·en. Connecticut.
The Centra! States Teaching Con\'ention will he held X ovember 12th
to !6th in the Foundation Hall of
the Temple. at \Yilmette. I11inois~
The Cnn\"ention will open with a
Feast in commemoration of the birthday of Raha'tdlah. and will hold
public congress sessions Saturday
en'ning and Sunda.v afternoon,
yember I-1-th and 15th, .and conferences upon methods of teaching the
morning and afternoon of Fridav
and Saturday. It is hoped that the
{rienJs not or:: 1,. in the Central States
but from the' yarious parts of the
country will be able to attend.
Further details \vill be given in
the next ~ ews Letter.

)Jo-

GREEN ACRE FULFILLING
ITS SPIRITUAL DESTINY
The Green .-\cre Fdlowship at its
annual meeting in .-\llgust yoted a
:-:.recial resolution. the result of
which will be that Green .--lcre in
"\ llgUSt. 1926. \vill come under the
direct ::-;upen'ision of the X ational
Spiritual :\ssembly. and its unique
tradition and splendid resources will
be inined to the Baha'i Cause in
.\"nr-th _-\merica. It is the great significance of Green .\cre that it brings
an opportunity of applying the Baha'i
~pirit ami principles to the most practi:al prohlems of dailv life. besides
affording a most adequate platform
for the ~pread of the ~ressage in a
dig-nined and universal wa,'. This
actirm on the part of the Fe'llowship
i:-, a truly gratifying indication that
a new period of expansion has
u?encd for the Cause.
.Several Committees are alread\' engaged in p[anning for an increa'se of
the acti\"ities of Green .--\cre and details will he puhlished in an early
number of the :\'ews Letter.

ct_uUJ)
.s .. .
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"Blessed are

Xove.mber. -1 fl2:-l
~'e

who are

ib-

,embled in the 'hadow of the
\'\lord of God, who are abidin"
in the l~ave of the Covenant ut'
God. who are eorn forted by

dweliing in the Paradi-e of EIAbha. \vho are cheerfllily moyed
with the breezes \vhich hlow
from the puint of the proyidetu'e
of God. and who ha,"e ari~en to
render :-;erviee to the Call:"-e

or

to promulgate the Religioll
l-..f God. to promote the \Yord n (
flod and to hoi~t the ,tandard,
nr :-O::1Tlctih' in those regin'l:-=' and
(104J,

dime:-,

"B" the life of EI-Baha: Yeri!v:th-e 'perfer! and divine powe-r will breathe in YOII \,\"Ith
hOllnt.ies from the Holy ~pirit
:'lnci enable ~'cill to acC'ompl·ish" ~l
thing the like of which hath
~pen b\" the f'ye
,~xi~f,E'n("e,"--\hdl,'l Bilba.
TIJ the ...\~~emblie:o: of the

ne .... er be-fin

01

1~lliterl Sfatr:o; nnd Cllllada,
De~r Baha'i friends:

\Vt> have entered upon a period of expan~ion· in ull· t.ht'. ,ll'p\·it1es' And :-,ervi("e~ of the
r.all~e. , A new ~pirit of ..u·dor.
(l,,\'otioll. lon~inR" and determill:.1tioTl is felt throllghont the var'jor,~ """~~emhlies
and grollp:-:,
JJlItlfir~rI~ of helie.\"er~ \vho.;('
tovalt\' ha:o:. been IltteM~' ~iTl{'"('r("
hr~t. pas!<.(ve are no"\v f-'..rfe~tivelY
[Il"i\'ing the nlE'!<..':age \Vlthlll thp'
r'irrle of theirli\'e~, Freed from
the bllrden of roncern le ... t ra(~
lions ari::;€' powert'LlI enollg-tl to
.fixert undue infltlence Ilpon tht>
derisions of ollr r-e.ntral national
bod\'. the enerp-ies of earh individria!. A~semblr and commiUee
(~~m now be ronrentrated illto
fhannf'l~ E"xteJldin~ en'r f<lrther
into the Ii fe of the wo,'l,l.
Thi!' mark:s the beginni[\~ nf

thal maturity when the :-opiritllal
Ilouri~hrnent has become a::-~im
ilated, bod\' and mind are ill
f1oi.-:e, and tho~e forces and elemen~ taken in .dllring infancy

ilnd ~'outh I~an for the tlr~t time
reyeal
their
vital
influence
through well ('f)ll~idered adion
r'einfor('t'd b~' ~iIlg-lene~s of pllrpo~e and tlrmll€"~" of will.
Rf'fore pHch .-\:'.'o=embl:,>' now
I)e~ lhe l}pportilTIlt~· to plan \ya~·."
;lnd mean~ of partiripatiHg del1niteb' as a renter nf Baha'i infllJf'nee in the ~riritl1:-lJ. mOl'al flnd
"(wial nroblem~ nf tlle ('llmmunitc ,-\ remal'kalJle in.-:tanf't' of
the ";:lIcre ... s that rollow~ thi:-:
po.-:itive etTort ('omes from HonIIlill~', \vhere one of the fa:~hfld
frienrt~ has opened a weekl~'
rnt>t'"ting- tn promote the irieal of
l"nivt'r'!<.al Peat'€", To thi::;.; meetIJlg
hare. ('orne maTl~' ar-iiyp
milld:o' and t>,qzpr heart~, ilhle al
nnre to nnite rIpon the ba ... i~ ()f
1hi:'. pobl£'" ide:-lL and willing to
l'fHl~ider ~tep b~' .;tpp tilt' illiler
;llld ollter developrnPllt:-: reIfrlirf'ri fnr ib I'nmptete aUnin'lH'nt.
Sllch i1 mprting-, I'llrtdllded [1\' a \\'f'll 'lIJalilit'd hf"lip,·er or '~Ilmmittef'. i ...; like ;ltl
<Jpell door throll.~h whil'11 tile
---orritllal me·~:-e;.afre (~:1n tlnw forth
illto the pllblic ~'()Il.-;tinll~ne.".'"'.
alld thrOllgh which likC'wi"e
~otll~ of rnpa('it~' ('an f'((ter thE'
C~lI~e,

Depending lIpan In('nl l'onditinns, f'.i-ll'h ,\ . . ~f'mbl~, l'aIl thi:o;.
~·ear nndert;)ke ... imiL3.r gener:-lj
meetings-mef'fitll2' .... 1"01' pea('E'.
for f:.-,peranto. for r;wiai ,~mit~',
1"111' all~'

nile or more of the priIl-

('(pie:'; that make the Bilha'i me~
:-,ag-e all-inr-lu:o;;in:·. the '.-:pirit of
tlH~ a1ife.' The intention of ."llell
mrefings .... houln be the pllre~t
~f'r"ice to the (~omm((nit:lj: and to
hlJmanit~', a 10vin1Z" gift ["["om
tho.;e who tht]m~eh'e.;: l!m·e ~1[
rf1ad~' ,rer-~h·ed the ~in withollt
])ri('"~ from the Cent{'r nf
nle
Co\'enant. \''"here thi~ illtc-ntion
1:'
pededb' I'eaiized .1((d the
meetill;l?s ,'ondlrrted with trtle
wi.~dom. no anxieh' need he felt
;1';; to the rf'::.::ult~ iri term::.:: (If in-

(Teased membe"~hip for the As-

;embl,' iteelf.

There is abllll-

dant o·pportunity. in fact, fur ('\'l'f\' individual believer to J~"n
('i.i.te himself or herself \yith
~eJ\er;11 prog-re.;;sive adivities fUI'
whi(,h he 01' :"he i::; natllrall~' ntled, and .:;;:0 bear witnes~ to the
Baha'i ..;.pirit in a wider {'irde of
intel't'.,ts, The :-,ri.ritnal ft'il:"=t.:-=
;lnd other meetings :-;pecialized
ttl the ('elebration of the C<lu~e.
the stud)' nf the teachings or the
deliberation nf Baha'i atfair~
\yilt .:-rll lw ~'ontlrmed and re-vitalized throll~h this inrr£"!l:-:t"'tJ
(rdiyit~' and inte-ntion of prOdlll.'I jvp :,e f\·ice.
Perhaps the ·greatest opportrrlIity we face at the pre:-;t"nt moment .1:-' member~ llf a national
Baha'i bnd\" is to formillate
;( lle-Ileral polin' :lnd an incill . . i\-p
J'r()~Tam, repl'e:-:PrItin;r;r the 1'1:""':111t..;;; (If thormo:dl mutllal l'OH... I I 1tation
;llld
hilrmollio!(~I~'
Ilf'nditl;!" the f-'tfort of eadl national l'ommittEi!e to ont' ,lim.
CIHH... rtel~'. wt"' have the ...-:pirit!wl IIhllp-atioll to cuntribllte 0111'
.;hare to the four.hllndred thOll.,-and dl)[,lar~ required t4.1 htfiltl
I he Ilr.;;t permllnent unit of the

Temple,
On September J:)fh
the );ational Spiritual .-\.,,,emlJl,l'ccei\'ed the following ('~lhle
frnm Haifa: ;;(flwrri,ian
,'onHdentlr
Pxp 1h't1ng
.\meric:l. ('ontrillllte hf"r befittillll
:o'hare r'ecent Temple appt"<ll."
. ~i?rned: Bahin·ih, .The ';Jlg:lZ"e:o:.tJon;o:; made h:-.' the loral .\~
..,;:~mblie:"= have heen. m.ost- helpfill. .;hmying appreciation of the
Heed to lu:,>· a llew and :o:trollf.er
t"1l11nd:ltion fnr I)(rr tt';ll~hln7
\vork.
.-\~ ..;;oon ;1S po:'O~ihle .11l
the~e ~llgge.';;hons \yiJl be ~til~
it'd b,' the "xational A.;;~embl~' til
('on~l·tltation \yith the Templt~
and Teachin~ Committee.;. ilnd
;Zrarn

,'aLlt.~~

a definite plan laid oe(01'e the
Raha'i ..;; nt' "\'"orth Ameriril,
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Rel'erence ,huuld be made to
the fact that the Guardian doe,
not approve 3n~' form al pledge
card :3vstem for raising Baha'i
t'und~.·
This :-;,,-~tem oblig-ates
the future. \vhich none ran fore-

,ee, But it is highl;' advi,able
for each belien'r
organize his
practif'al aiiain :'0 efficiently
that ,acrifice will be possible

to

witbollt

!~ading

to

IInnece:-:.~ar~-'

difficuit)' or later regret.
It is not too .-=oon for each
Assembly to create a special
fund to meet the expenses of
their delegatp. ur delegate::-i at
the ID26 Com"ention ill San
Franei:::co. .\ full attendance 0['
delegates \"\'ill aluJle attract ...-:piritual conftrmaHons for l)l1r 1'11lure ::3UCCeS8.
Condition~ [lOW

make it possible for the :\ational Spirittlal
.\s5embl~· to ackno\vledge lmmediateiv all communication!",
and the friends in th"" and other cOllntries are requested to Oyerlook. many instances of apparent di5courte~y or neglect in
times past. In order that the
.:\ews Letter may develop in accordan4'e with Ihe de!'ire f'Xpressed b;' Shoghi EfTendi in his
tetter 01' ,\pril Wth, new, and
other material of general Baha'j
interest :"hOIJ1d be !"ent by tearher'S. committee~ and ~e{"retaries
of tocal and :'\utional Assemblies
throughout the world, ,\ new
department
uf
the
otmost
\'alue has been added to the
:\"ew:" Letter "vith this iss:ue-a
,;;;eries of outline:>. on teaching
methods prepared to)' the ',ational Teaching Committee, ,\,:-:embl1f'~ and ~rollps will find it.
f"~eedingly
l1:"efui to :-,hl~:'--'
thes:e ()lItline:>. and adopt their

:,\EWS
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:'\:\ TIO:,\AL
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::\[ailltained by' voluntary contributions made. as dlre-cted by Shogh.i Ef!endi,
to th~ Xatlonal Treasurer and expended under the supenflslon of the Xational
SpiriLU,)] Assemllly. Assemblies and individuals ;He requested to send regular
monthlv contributions -to :-"'ational Baha'i Fund. in c:Jre of )1rs. Florence
~1orton: 5 ,",~heeler Ave-nue. Worcester. 1\laS8.
REPORT Xo. 9-FROM JeLY 1 TO OCTOBER L H25
Cash received. Central Fund
1925
. $1.656.19
July 1. Balance on hand (less Teaching Fund defidt of $!.SS9.Ua,)
6-1IUIii
July 31 Contributions in July
364.80
August 31 Contributions in August ... ,., ...
.. 1.019,70
September 3t}. Contributions in September
..... , ...

... sa.681.54

Total received
Cash paid. Central FUnd
:::ept. 20Intf'inational Fund. three months
...... , .. .
Half of .st~r office rem. three months
Deficit in Star income
July-August Xews Letter
.... , .. ', ...... .
X. R A. letterheads
.. , ... ,.,.
Expenses of' Xatiollal secretarY ... .
X. S. A. mf'eting room. Hotel Yictoria ........ .
::"{. S. A. meeting. traveilng expenses. , .. .
:\Irs. R:msom-Kehler. t(>aching expenses
Exchan~e on Canadian cheek
Convention expenses:
Green Acre ............ .
Telf'e:rams and ,cables
PTint~n~
programs
InVited speakers
::\[ul'li('
_.........
. .... ,., ...
Puhlic steno~rapher
...
"
~atiom\' teacners exp£-nse. three months

$2S5.\)i}
67.50
598.91
111.53
81.2"9
156.68
14.05
157.7'7
33.48
"19

HI() 00
73.67
1 ~4.2j.

262 ;8
'iO.OO
162.7;
:>;25.00

Total paid

.... l3,Ht-l.S7 2.104.8;

Balance. CC'ntral or- Gener-al Fund
Cash receivert. Temple DiVision
.July 1 Balance on hand , ......... , ....... .
Jul:;." 3} Contributions in July , ....... ,.
AUii!:ust 3t ('ontributionl'> In AUJitust .'
September 3{) Contributions in September

. .$

5;6.67

. J 477.62
5.1:!1.5-1
1.!55.!l0
.... 1,1:l7.72

Tot<t I recei ved

.•. $8.192.78
Cash paiod. Temple Division

Sept. 30Cal't"t3ker's E'xpe-nl'lf'. three months
Architect. as pel' ('ontr[1ct
:-';orthel'n Tr-ust eG .. all notf"S ]}a'id
:-;ol'thern Tr-ust Co .. interest
Tprminal Hardware ('0" supplies
Tf'lephon-e. {hieof' monchs ..... .
Electric Jig:ht
\'aui!han·s Seed ~tore. supplies
Photos

..... S 390.00
;.'ifUHJ
5,000.00
:!5.00
lUlO
:!;.i5
:,Ut6
4.15
1..J.90

Total paid
Balanc~.

3ept. 30

.... ,$S.22'; .36 6.2'27.31J

Temple Div!sion

...... U.965A2

Total Balance of Xational Fund

.. , $2.542.09

Reported by
FLOREXCE .\IORTOX, Treasurer.
l'on:;;.trllcti\·e ";llgge~tioIl~ month
h:'r' munth,
YOllr.;; :-:incerelv. in lo\'f" nf

,\bdll'l Balla,
.
:"NrW:,\AL SPlRlTLI.L
,\SSE'\IBL "
By: IIor:.lcf' Holle~'. Secretary.
I

•

WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES
Endo:oed \vit h thi:-. );e",:s Letter i~ a copy of the (:ommittee
ilppointm('nt~ :-Of} far made lIy
the .\meri('an .\ationl1I SpirittlaJ
,\~:>.embh· for the presf'nt year.
Local
Spi ritllal
:\..5~em bliefi
should .;;.tlld:-.-' thi~ ('ommittee Ji:-:t
"er~' ('rlrefll!l~·. with a dew to

bring-Lug about more etfeeli,,'e
t'ooperatioTl with the ,xational
acth'ity in it~ \'ariotls department.;;.

The Pc." Committee report
that local .-\:-;,..;emblie:;;. made a
mo~t. gratif~'ing re~ponse

to the

speC"lai letter ~f'nt out on ~Iay
14th on the ",hjert of the difflClllt 4~onditions among the Per~il'ln Baha'i~.

CI,lrf'U in. fort.y

PllhHeit:,--' was se[If''w~papers.

clip-

pings 01 which have been re~·f"i'\.. ed . from the foHowi ng citle~: )'IllwaHke~.

\Vh, .. Los AnSan Diego... P;]sadena.
Rf'rkeje:~:. Geyserville. and San
Fr.nci,ro, Calif., Chic.g-o .nd

veles,

BAHA'I
Springfield, IlL, Columbus, 0.,
Denver,
Colo"
Boston
and
Springfield. :\la8s"
Augusta,
Ga" .\-Iontreal, Canada, Racine
and Kenosha, 'Vis" Sew York
City and Yonkers. S, Y .. Helena,
:\Ion\.. Spokane, \VasIl., Portland, Ore" :\linneapolis, :l.llnn ..
Butte . .\Iont.. SI. John. ". B"
Duluth. :\linn. and Sew Haven.
Conn. A full set of these clippings has been forwarded to the
Guardian and effort will be made
to extend this matter of publicitv along carefully organized
lines.
The Publishing Committee
report. a number of new books.
among them the second volume
of the Promuillation of L'niversal Peace. In this book we have
Abdu'l Baha's messaj\'e to the
.-\.meric.n people and it should
he 011 r :'"Ilpreme privilege t.o see
that thi:-:: message i:o:. broufrht to

the attention of the general
puulic in e\-ery possible way.
The :"-f'f"ond. nnd

('oncludinll

\'olllme, ot The Promulgation of
Vni"e-r~al Pear-e ("ontain~ ad·
nresses delivered in the followin~ ritie.OO:: Boston. ::o..lass .• Dl_1b~
lin. ". H .. Green .\cre, ElIOt.
.\Ie" ~Ialden, :\Iass., :\fontreaL
O"ebec. Cbica!1"o, Ill.. :\!in neapfllis. ~fillIl.. Sf. Pall!. Minn .•
[Jenver, ColO., Oakland, Palo AItn. San Fran('"i~('o. Saeramf".nto.

r:alif.. r.infinnati. 0 .. \Vashmg-

ton,

n.

C.,

".w York. ". Y.. Le.t

ll~ e\"f~r hear in mind gratet ull v
thf" 111lmhprie!'s :-.arrifirp<O, made
h\" the helie\'er~ in 1912 that

these meetings mig-ht

he

ilr-

r;'ln~ed, the \yords taken down

dpnop"T"1'lohirallv

for

tion throllQ'hollt all

preservatime.

('01-

,p('tpd ~nrl edited wit,h spch in-nnife lahoT' ami a~C'tlracv bv ::vfr.
Howard :\-Iac"",,tt. and finally
nuhl';;:.h{"c\ in ttH'Ilr pf"e~ent, heaHfir'II ann rlill'nified (orm by ~f~.
llhp,rt. \Vinnllo::t tlrlO his 8SS0Cl~te~ on the Grier Press.

Other ne\V hooks are a ('Offinilat.ion on Racial Amity, oblainahlp for five C'ent.s?- ~tOPY.
and "Tho\l~htg that BUIld. an
~dmirabl. compilation of the
world's
spiritual _ teachtngs.
with many quotatlOn.s from
Raha'u'llah and Abdu'l Baha.
The \"olume \vas edited hv Rev.
J. Storer. ""identl)' ,a devoted
,tudenl of the Raha 1. wrltongs,
The Publishing CommIttee h~ve
~o reC'eived a ~l1pply 0 f Rmg
Rtone~ from Haifa for :o:ale to
the heliever, at .85 for the small
,ize. ~nd $ t.10 for the large
~i zE'-..Further in fo.rmatlOn about
the new hooks WIll be found in

/
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the revised catalog, now on the
press, copies of which will be
sent to all Assemblie~,
The cooperatiotl l>eing afforded the business management of
the star of the \Vest bv the
special representatives ..;;erving
i.n the loeal A."~embhe~ is of the
greatest ~er,'i('e and the Spiritual A5semblies are requested to
give much attention to this
work,
Every adive belie,,'er
should be a subscriber to this
official Baha'i magazine llnd.
furthermore. ~holJld strive to
increase it~ public circulation
and influence. Both the editorial and the busine~s management have done thelr ~hare toward rreating- an interesting
and attracti\'e magazine, ~fay
each heliever consider him~elf
an acth-e agent of the Star.
The September i~sue contain~
a compilation "How to ~"ake
Life SIl('('e:;;.~fll(" from \yord~ at'
Abdu'l Baha: an article on Evolution tn," :\'lr. George Latimer
in .hi:;;. \"fllllable ~f>rie~ on SClencc
<l. no Rell~ton '. Gree n
_\ere. a
Triblftp-i'l Fore('a~t. bv ~lr~,
Aline O£>vin: the Cnit:'to' of Civili7atinn bv :\Ir. Y. S. T",o. and
Old and'" ow Paths at Green
;.\ pre b:'to- ~I"~. ~Iariam Haney. rn
thjs i~ ..;:ue ~frs. \"ollrse, \yriting
from Gene\'a. S\vitzertanfl. oe;;:('ribes ahe urtivitie.o:: 0 t' the
friends in ron nedion \vith the
international Bahi1'i Bllrf'1l11 ~ate1\' establi.;;hed at Geneva by ~lr~,
Stannard,
Thf' Orioher i~,';:l1e ('ontain:.;: a
('ompitation on "l'he T\vo \"atllres III ~1an" from word .;; of
\bdll'l Baha; the L'r ... e for Immortality hy :\Ir. Geor!!"e Latimer; the r..oll of Toda,' b,' :\Irs.
Rosa V. \Vinlerburn; Institllte
of Pariflc Relations bv ~fi~.o::
Aline, Alexander'; the Glorv of
'.ife bv Dr, Orrol L. Harper; l1.eti ~ion' for Todav b~' '\lr. LO,1l is;
Gregory. The ~"a!'~ EdlJcatlOn
:\!oyement in China Ill' ~Ir.
Jamf'."" Y. C, Yen. and Peare ann.
the Text-Books by :\:Ii:-;:o; LOIJi~f'
Sla"'in-Cohen.

OUTLINES FOR TEACHING

The Initial Preparation
I
In tea.~hing the Cause it is a
wonderful i i}~piration {'onti nuall\" to thini< of what 011r teaching "will mean to the worl~-a
new hllmanit~-. the very Kmgdom of God on earth.
U\Vhosoever fTuickens one
soul In this Cause is like unto
one quickening all the s.eMrants

3

and the Lord shall bring him
forth in the Day of Resurrection
into the Ridvan of Oneness.
adorned with the :\Iantle of
Himsel f. the Protector. the
~Iillhl", the Generous!
Thus
\yill ):e assist your Lord. and
naught else save this shall ever
be mentioned in this Dav before
God, ,'our Lord and the'Lord of
yOlJr forefathers,"-Baha ' u'lIah,
In the last of the sublime
Teaching Tablets, found in the
Unveiling of the Divine PI.n,
pp. 6f,-69, or Baha1j Scripture!":.
rn, 540-544. or Star of the
\Vest. VoL XI. pp, 32-36 we
Jearn jlIst how we may become
"the Apogtles of Baha'rr'llah,"
"the ra,'s of the Sun of Reality
who will illumine all th" conti-

II
The ~rlpreme ~eeret 15 to rpal~
ize that \Ve are ~lI('eess.t'tll teach ...
er~ \vhen we Lecome like pure
reeds throlIgh \yhom God'.::
~Ianifestations and His angel~
may play their dh-ine melodie~.
when 'we are but rltpbearer:o; of
the water of life.
To become the hest possible
transmitters:
L
\Ve mu~t .;;;;ever Ollr minds
from 1l1l \ve have learned or
heard. hecome "' little children.
hegin "if necessary our education nIl over again." ~evered
from all idea~ ~ave God's \Vord.
free from fancies and imitations. that \ve ma~' :><.ee Him.
2'. \Ve mu..,t enter .. the llnil,'er!"al tlIllver'!";lty ()( the Klngdom~~ and
make an int{'n~in~
,tudy of the Divine Teachin~s.
Shoghi Effendi "',5 that e,·erv Baha'i leacher should make
"Baha'u'llah and the "ew Era"
his text-book ond teacll jllst
",hat '" 'In that book. 'Ve will
wanl to stud\" carefull. .ond
,joyously books like Sorrie An..,;;wered
Que~tions.
Abdu'tBaha's address.e:o; in Europe and
.\ merica, The Ighan
Book 0 f
.\:-'slJranr.e) Baha'i Proofs and
Baha'i Seriptnres.
~,
'Ve will need to take
notes IIpon or \vrite Ollt what \ve
read. merHtate upon it. repeat it
in our own word~. and make
practice addre"es. Then little
hv little 'Abdu'l-Baha's thought.
His mind. will begin to live and
~Deak within 11~ and we will be('orne transmitters of His plire
llniYersal tea.chin~s \vhich, alone
('an win and unite all the world,
To rom mit the \1,'ord~ of 'Ahdll'l
Baha, the Hidden \Vord .. and the
pra~rers to memory is. a ~rlorioll';;

BA.HA'I
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method of making them part ol
Llltr yery being ;md ("quipping
ollrE={'h·e~ to ~peak.
L \Ye mu~t need5 sever OLlI'
hearts (rom all sa\"e Him. turnl
illg l'on:-tantiy h? t~e ,Abda
Kingdom and praymg hlI' 111u~

from God, It cannot be bought
WIth gold,"-',-\.bdu'l-Baha,
:\A TIO ,\',-\.L TEAC!lI:\ G
CO.\[\IlTTEF;.

inallon-"He "\vho i:o: tilled ,\Ylth

From AI1C'.kland. ),'ew Zealand
/'OIl1P:'; the tir ....:t i'';~lle of a ne\vh'

the low of Baha', and forget"II thing" the Hoi)' Spirit wlil
he hf"Olrd from hi:;; lips and tJ1{1
~pirit (Jf life will ~ll hi~ hE'l~rt.
the Light:,.;; IJt' the Sign w111 :-.hH.lt"
fflrth from hi~ farE". word~ will
i:';:'lle from his mouth in strafld~
llf pearl~. :lnd all ~il~kne:,,;: and
disea:-f' \yilt be healed by the
laying OIl Ill' the hand~.'·~
"-\hflll"[-Baha',
The '\Yondel,ltd

Tahlet on The Spiritllal Ph,',,I'ian. in The Star. Yot. XIY. p.
Zr.:~ will help liS great I)',

ill

Rnt. \y€ all
r Hre .

l")l'

t'noll/lh

ma~' ~a~·.

I am not

holy. or wbe. or good
T~en
proml:ot->:

to teach. :.-et. _

I'orne .. .: the \"\'onctroll~
If "\Yf" ri:.;e and. tt->Ut'h

ill. pII~e.
Jlllmvle Ion:' the Hol:,-' Spir.lt will
fll:o.h to illir a:o:.:.;i:dafH'e. wIll t"lltfr (Illr hr.i-lrt allel will pllrify
·Hid· pertfrt 11 :-:-"Y erliy \Ve. b~1]OId ylHI from Ollr Re~lm 01 e-Iflll/Z"eut Glory and ... hall .gra·
('ioll~l\" aid \vhom:-,-oe\"er arl~eth
for th·e trillmph of

011r

Call,~p

with the J[o,t, of the Cele,tJaI
r:on('ol!r~e and i1 I'ompanr I~f
(lflr cho:-'t"1I nngel.-;:."'-Bahn·llIloh,

"Have Confidence"
"Re:--t i1 .;;:o.lIred ill thf' fact that
the hrt'ath:-: of tht" Hol~' Spirit
will ilid \"illl JH·o.\"ided no UOllbt:-:

1·lbt~ill

in· your heart. "-'"\bdn :-

Balw,
S1lmmar'y: Br re-aiizing "the:lreatne~~ of the:-::e day:o:"' auLi the

r Haha. by o:.erering UI11'
mind ('r'[1m all illt>a'" "'aye tilt'
[HIrE" \Ynl'll. Olrr l1t>(ll't~ fr'O~l.,·dl
d{';;;ir'e~ <;;[t\·e Hif' \\'ill, b~" l'1.<;ltlph) .... jlld\·. In !i,·e the lirt",
In
tt>a~tl. alld b:', turning to Him ~II
~'I)n:>:t:1nt prtiypr W~ :-=hal1
III
.,.lorioll'" I III ih' hecome ·'the

pu\"\"t>I' n

li;<ht- that .,hilil

,lilTu'ed,"
;;;ea whll'h
... hall o:.rwead and nYf'rtlow thp
wol'ld."'
Latel' olltline:o:. will .";'lIggf'~t
I,e

·'thf> \yayE"':; nf that

lID\"\" tn ~i\'f" the me;;;:'=age t.o di-

Thprf' \Ylll i,l...:n hf" tllltlil1e~ 0]] the pJ'o~het'il:':-=
iF! the Bible 3nd other fi,wr'ed
nook.,;,. 1:1 CI)111pllratlY(' 1'~'IWiUIl'::.
nll the --ttlJ~' oj' Baha·i hi~tor}·,
Yt'I·.:;e ;11Idit'llf(,:-O.

"It i.;: a wonderflli. pl'icplp:--;;:
hC'lml til hI" n ye~;;:f"l ~':)rr~'inll (nod

a.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE
t~:o:.tauli..::h(>d

Baha'i magazine fUI'
.\Ir:.;trniia ~llld \""ew Zealand. Jt~
tille i, "The Herold or the
~ollth"
and thi... ,'fII1.:;trllrti\·e
."'t'r\"il~e Oil the part of Ollr ;\II!'trali':Hl and :\'ew Zealanu hl'otht"r~ I'nntaill."; t'\'er\' f'VifjPlwe nr
\vide-~pread rlltllre ~'H'f'e":-='. It
i.. .: i:-.":;lled hy )'Jr:--: .. \. E. Ilewillg-.
:-) ;\ldred Rc)ad. RemlJera. ,\Ir«Lind. \""ew Zealand.
The "llh--fription J:oj nine :-:hilling:--i it

.\·Prlr.
The l'Uopel,ntiflll uf 1he
.-\merif'an .-\.:;~{'mlJlie~
i.:; I'eqlle~trd in bt'half IiI' thi:-=. B;1hll'i
t.'llterpri.o:.e.
.\nother Itew f)1]tJlif'atioH 1-La :\u\·a TallO. pllbli:-:hed ill E:-=11t"1';:HLio b~' the (Jerman belieyI'r.:; tu promole the i{lt~i1I.; l)r il
Ilrljn'r~al

langllag-e a:-=.

~i\'ell

b~

Ttlle

PlliJlil'atp)l1
hyen!~' 1·t'lIt ...; II ~·E"ar
;lnd the reg-lliar practi!"f' or r('adillg it~ I'ontellt:o:. in E:-:pt'ra~lti)
...:hOllld hf" i1 privi[el?f' for II."': Oll!.
Ralw'11'[(3h,
price i-- only

Sllu~criptions

:,=-hollid he :-of'nt h)
F'rier!r'ifh Ger.:o:.tnf'r. "~(HHj:.;:
hf'k II: HClmbflr;!l, 4)elmllh!t'll-

"rr.

\\'f"F!.

on,

G('rman~·.

From
Ihe CPlltl'.:l1
St:1tf'.'
Te;wililla- (:unlrnittf't", htl'" Ilt'f'll
I'PI't'tn>d the fnllnwillJI lltilil't' !I!
t/lt~ n.t:'~i()lI(ll r.lJIlYt'lltll'll III lit'
]l('ld in' \""o'·t'mJwl'. "Tilt' 1>11tl'al :-:'Lde:-. Tt',WtJirtIX ;lIld Tt'rllnIt> ':I)lIH'lltion \Y1H nl('{'t ill tile
Temple Fllllnriati.rHL \\"ilmettf'.
[Ilinoi:, . .\"lwemher 12th to I:-lth
illt·I" . . . ln~,
The :\~ltio[\al ~pil'it
Ilal .·\:-=....:emul\· '..yilt Ill' prr:>:-=erJt
and t1lere \Yill lH.1 ('on ff'l'I'rJ I'P'"
;Hld dn:-=.;.;r~ ill mf"tt](Hl:-= ot' teal·bJIl~,
There will IH" <1 t'ollfer''~Ili'f" fll] the all imnOl'tallt qllt':-=lioB nt' how to 111111d ilw Tf'mp[c.
I hat mo~t g-Ior'inll:, (if tellr'her:-=.
.\femht'l':' n·r tiH' :'\;ltIOIl(l1 Spir'it.-\~:-=emhh·

\Yilt "'rH:'Jk .it the
'e;:o:ioll.";. Sil.tlrrrln~· ,.,.,.t"llillg- and Slillda~· aLterrlOl)ll."
11:11

r:oll~re:-=..::

The Il.:lha'i r.all wa~ heard :It
the :-:;PYt'uteenth l~ni\·er.:;al E:,reranlo Corlg-r('~ .;; held in Cit'nt'-

'·il.

~~hvitzerlalld.

the-

t1r~t

we{'k

ill Alr.!!l1:-=t. j n2.1. .-\t thf' (i-:';111d
(:olld;~ye
:-ofLn:>r<lJ IhOlI . . ,wd

ur

people 3rH! t'Jllht hllndr'ed dt'le.a-nte..;; held in Yif'tnri<1 Hill!. II
~\";l~ ;'tnnOIII!('f'd that tilt' F:Ll1ll1'i
Hllreill] in n·eneYil ;till! IllTir'iill
delf'1!;}te~

)'Ii!'~

:\Jarth;l Hl)nt
.'inrl :\Ii ... :o:. .rulia Cuh·el'·: had hf"Pll

'ent

h,' Shoghi ElTendi to this

Conl!re:-.~,

Begiuning two month~ {'arlie·r, permi.-:~ion ·w...as granted aIld
careful preparatiorls made to
hold two Baha'i Esperanto ses.;iOIlS at this Corlgre~~. Every
word had to [)e. in Esperanto.
The t",·o f'\·enL;.;; were held in the
Jnterllatiollal
F:speranto
Bureall. 1n Bonleyard George ..;:Fm·on. Threp. .3djoilling room~
'vere thro\vn or}en and the piaf"f'
wa.>::: .'rowdf"d iit both "'f"s ...;ion~ .
~Jore than 2.1 t'ollntrie.-.: 'vere
repre:o;.ented inrlirdin~ l"nited
State:;:.
England,
Germanv.
F'ran(~f", 'spain, Italv, SwitzerJand. Finland, :\"orW1H", RrImanin.
Poland.
RII:o.!-'ia.
Litviu.
Czerhn:-:loYakia. Lithuania. BIIIg-aria. ..\.1I:"tria. l~krania. TlJrke~', Pf'rsia, Japan, .-\rJ ... tralia .
;';ollth .-\'frira . .-\rgentilJu, Soutb
.-\merll"rt.
TIle' dilV the E..;;peranti ... t:-o
Wf"re illnted to the L~aglJe. of
Satiol!:" iJllilding'. Baha'i liferatllre alld itl"itation~ werf" given
IHlt ill the building- ;:ltH] iri the
G<lrd.prl~ .11" this 'ICih" ()f ::\<1lion~,"
Probah[v in 'e,·er\' flltlrre E.o:.peranto Conillre ......;;. BHh;l'i
~·-.:-,:~~iOIl.o:. \vill he a feature,
Thr
Pre ... ident of Olle of Ellrope':.;
he~t known PeRce Societies rUlfi
a noted E....:Df"ranti ... t, "'Hmm~d
ll~ the whole matter when ~he.
....1id in the ODet] forllm: '"Lel u:...:
\vnrl.;, tr·,at n1l Ilahn'i:o: m.1\' fw-

('Onlf' E:.qwranti:o;.t ... ann all V:-,_
nf'ranti.;.;t..;; beCOlllf' Bnhj)·i~." Thf'
Jlext l.'nin'r~rd F. ..:.ner',:ulto CtHl,,"il! lit' hp/d ill Erlinfmrll'h.
fo'C(JU;I P r!. lilp n".;;.t wf'eJ..: in .-\n1l.1lo:.t. t ~'12n, \\"P ;lrE" imlphtPll tn
~rr"''''

:\fi .. ;o:. j,larU'[t Root for thi~ infert-':-::tin{l information.
\'f'W~ ha~ heell receiYf"d th~lt
i1 Spiritllal .-\.:-= ... embl~· has heell
plt-'ded hy the friend;,: of Oakland. r.alifornia. They hare a
da.<; ." of nbollt fort~" inqllirifl'~
,d thE' pre . . . ellt time.
From the fi('llttle .\;;;;;;emhly
l'llme:-= the illtel·e.:;ting new . . thal
n Baha'i miirrillge .:;erYlr~e Wi}:O:
!Ield ill their meeting plate ill
Ibe I:'Yf'nitlg of ,JlIl~' n,'."t. Two
rle,'oted member, of the ;;eattle
,\ssemb/y, ;Ir, Henr)' ;lcConallgh~'
.::H1d
:\li:-=;~
~Jargaret
Pran'r. Wf"re 1lnited in the Rflb:l·i· --t'rY1I'p' l'lllldll('ted In' 3.lr.::.
F'inch. following the ci\·iI ... er"il't' rf'lJdel'ed IJY ReY. Eril'k;,;:olJ
nf PI~"mollth 'Congregational
f~,hllrch.
The mf"mher .. of tilt"
.\":;~f'mlll\' i1rri1ng-ed n

cl1armiH;:,'"

rf'a~t ill honO!' of tile bride and
~rf)(lm.

Letter from Shoghi Effendi
Tf) the lfIembers 1)/ the .american :-"~(}.
iirm(ll 3ssembt~,. care 0/ the Seaetary. Jlr. H. flQUe}', ~VeH' York

Citro
DEARl.y-BELm'ED FELLOW-WORKERS:

I haye read \\-ith deep intcre~t nnlr
recent communications &:Hed

t\,-O

.\pril

~th

ond IRth. and am gratified

to learn (Ii the steady expansion oi
your manifold acth-ities.
Regarding- the method to be adopt\:d li">f the election of the ?\ ational
~piri[ual A~~emblies. it is clear that
the text of the Beloved's Testament
~iH'~ 1b no indication a5 to the manner in ',\'hich these _-\s3embl(e~ .:Ire
tn he elected. r n one or" Hi::- e:lriieq
T::hlet ..... hi ,\\-cYer, ;1ddressed to ,1
friend in Per:--ia. the f()lImvin~ i:=:: ex·
pressh' recorded:~
.
.. \t \\"halen..T [imt; all the helm-cd
IIf God in each cnllntry appoint their
ctele~at{'~. :1nrl these in turn elect
thei;- re:,re:-:('nt.1ti'-es, and the~e repre:-:entatiyes elect a hody, that hod,'
:-:hall be regarded a~ the Sl1prem'e
Ranu'J-'_\rll I Cnin~r~al HClll:o;.e llf
.Tl1~tice)."
The"e wnrds clearh" indic:1te that
a three·stag-e deetion- has heen prn-

\-loeG h\- \~,dl.l'l Baha ror the f"rmation i-I( the International TTol1~e of
Tu_.;:,tice, ;)nd ,lS it i:- cxolicith· ~r()
:,·iderl in FTi:-- \\-it[ and· Test·a~em:
th.:;t the "Sccondan- House llr Tl1~
tice (i.e._::\ ational Assemhlie~ ') r~ u:'t
elect the members of the Cni':er~al
nne'" it is (lhyjOHS that the memher:::
<If the \Tatinnal Spiritual ,\ssembli('~
\\-ill haye to he indirectl\' decterl
In· the hodv (1f the be1ie,·e~~ in their
re~pectiye -provinces_
In yie'i.v of
the.:-:e complementary instructions the
llrin<'.ipte, :;.et forth in my letter of
\[arch 12th. 1923. has been e,tabli ... hed requiring the heliever:-: (the
helm'ed of God) in eyerv conntn- to
elect a certain 'number -of delegates
who. in turn, will elect their national
repre5entati,-es (Secondary House of

Tllstice <ir .:\ ational Spiritual _\.~.
:emhly) ,,·hose :-:;:J. c red" obligation
;~nd pri\'ilege ,yi11 be to eIcct in time
God':.;:. -C:nin.:r:--al House ot" Justice_
Should thl'" <lppninting- of the delegates he made a part of the functions
I.f j(lc;ll Spiritual _\s.-;emhlie:-;, \yho
;Lrc :J.!read~,r elected hodie::::. the prin·
(ip1e (Ii a [our-stage flection 'Yfmld
he introduced ,yhich wn111d he at
':~lriance \\'ith th~ pn)\-i~ions explicit;" ltlirl down i!1 the .\Jaster·s Tahlet.
()n th e other hand, '\-erc til e Incal
Sniritual _-\ssemblies, the number f)f
\yho:"e memhers is stricth- contlneo
t(l nipf.:'. t."1 elect directh· -the meffiI:.t'r~ oj! the ;\ational Spiritual _--\s"'1_'mhl~·-thl1s ll1;]intainin~ the prin<:ilil~ . It ;l. three·;;tage election-a.ll
n~h<1. 'i lncalitie:o::, which ll11l..-t nece~
"';IT·ih- differ- in nllllH'ric<1.J ... trength,
"''-(Ildd then haye tn o::hare equally
in th(" electinn nf the Xational '::;ptrit~lal . \~~ernhl:,>· - a practice \'..-hich
'YI)1l1d he contraf'- tn fairne~~ .1.no
I11Qjce. )Torem-cr_ the central prin·
('iole guiding fnr the present the :J.dmini ... tration (1f the Cau:-:e has heen
to make the Baha'i Xational Spiritual -\:-.:-embEes as inclepenrlent ;1S
Il( I,;;",ihlc in the concll1ct of stlch .1fhlr:,.: ;l:": hll ,\,,-ithin their -Pf(wince_
·'IHI til It.' ...... en the hamperin.~ inl'l1encc If <LilY irt~titllti()n within
:l:f.:'ir iuri~dicti~n that might, ,,,-nether rlirecth- or indirecth', impair their
:ll1thnrit~~' and prestiltc-,
T \Yilulrl alsn ~trongly urge the
rnemher:-: of eyer" in-corning )J'ation·
;1.1 Sniritual ,-\ssemblv to take atl
nece;:-:ary ;;;teps to ens"ure that e'\'er::;r
InC'll .--\ssembly· throughout America.
without anv excention '\vhatsoever.
-.:h0t11d imm'ediatcl~- after its election
:-:enci the complete 11'.3.t of its memhers tng"ether with the full addres~
nf its ;;e-('retan~ to the National Sec·
retarv, who In tum will forward
them' to me directh', enclosing- his
mvn address as \velI as the list of
the members of the National Spiriti

llal.\::. ... ernhl\·
ft \\'ouid also be exlremely hellJilll. ~hould actual cir~
Cllmstances permit, to devise '\yith
(he whoie·he;1.rted assistance <d
(',-erv local -\ ... scmbh- \vavs and
nlean~ fur tb~ (:ompilarion ot an ~u
thoritJ.ti'.T, up·to-datc_ and exhausti\·e list of recognized believers in
\ merica. ::.uppiemented bv the full
addre55 (Jr eae h belicyer's permanent
-e:=:idencc-this li"t to he continualhrevised accnrding to e,Tery chang-e
:lffectin~ the re5idence Jnd number
,If .;,uch-- belie\·crs. This would be
'),lrticlliariy .:l(h-i~able in \·ie\y of the
;)crmanent" re~id('nce of isolated he·
1ieyer~ in ,-arinus parts of the coun·
trY, ::.'" well a:' nr those who form
p;rts (If ~rotlps ;:t:-; yet numerically
~(lf) =-mal! fnr the f()rmation of a Incal
S~)irit'l;)l :\.<=.semhly,
I-{nwc,"er de:-:.irable these steps may
be, it i:.;:. eYident that thev are sec.-,'"'; Jary tn their impQr~ance and
·"Lrgency tn the pressing and e,cer·
increasing iS~lIes that ,:itally affect
the spread and [he consolidation oi
::le work which you are called upon
!J) periorm, and which it is my priyilege to a:-:si~t in .:md ~en'e. r am
cndo~ing a preliminary list of Baha'i
(Tnters throughout the world. excll1si\·e nf Fer~j.1.. which though in:tdef]uate_ ~lla~" qill. r trust. be of
..;nme help to you_ I would welcome
.,n'- addition:-: ,"'r corrections vou
might he ahle to make and hope it
will e,-nh-e into 3. valuable section
nr the contemplated Baha'i Year

Book
I wish tn assure ,-ou. in conclu... i(Jn. of m~; heartfe-I! -appreciation of
,·nl1r de,"oted labors in the Divlne
\Tineyard.
Your brother and fellow-worker.
i ,;gned) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine.
12. 1925.
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UThe Baha'is must be the ser\'ants of universal peace. the workers fur the cause of the oneness of
humanity, the spreaders of heayenly love amongst the children of
men, the promulgators.of the orinriples of the progress of mankind.
. . . T.his is the work. of lhe Baha'is."-Abdu1I-Baha.

i
\

To Hie Baha'is of lhe
United States and Canada.
Dear friends in 'Abdll'l-Baha:
From time to time evenl" take
place which throw significant emphasis upon the interrelation of
the Baha'i Cause and the world at
large.
On November 4th the ;Xational
Spiritual Assembly received the
following cablegram from Shoghi
Effendi: "Iraq's highest tribLlnal
unexpectedly pronounced verdict
against liS regarding Bagdad
Houses. Situation of unprecedellted gravity. Effective prompt action nrgently required. Stronorlv
Ilrlfe National Spiritual A<semhlv
and every local Assembly alld
p;roup immediately commnnicate
by cable and letter Iraq High Commissioner through British ConsIllar authorities if feasible, protesting vigorously against courts glaring injustice, appealing for redre,s
to British sense of fairness. asserting spiritual claims of Baha'is to
this sanctiOed abode and declarin~
their unfailing resolve to do their
utnaost to vindicate their legitimate and sacred rights. Similar appropriate communications to King
of Iraq and Britisl! central authorities. Highly desirable cable any
suggestions. America's action in
present circumstances of -unique
significance and value. ~fessages
should not be identical in wording.
(Signed)
"SHOGHI."
The instructions outlined in this
message were immediately telegMphed to the secretaries of sixty-

December, i 925-J anuary. 1926
fhrf'e A.s8emblies and grollps in the
,'niten States and Canada. :\lImerOlls letter~ have heen
received
which indicate that suitable eablej{ram~ anti letter:>; were sent. as rlirected. It would be ad"isable for
f'flf"h local .:-:ecretary who has not
fllrectrl:-.' done so. to send to the :\a-

tioJlrd Secretary an exact

f"OPV

of

Pilch f'ublellram anfi. lettf"T' .;;,pnt orrt
(H1 IhlP. .o:.:llbjf'ct of the hOLl~t's of
lla~"ll'lIab

ill

Bal(dad.

The,e

('opif'\:!. fogf'tner with those sent bv
tt'JP. :'\ational Spiritm,,] .-\:.;;;semh]v it-

",pH. will then be available for' unv
later lise that may arise.
.

The letter written to lhe :\ ational Spiritual Assembly hy the
Guardian on October 24th has. been
reprinted and is enclosed with this
i::ostle of the Xews Letter for the
informatlOll of the friends.

Once again, a situation has developed in the Near East reqniring
f>nel'getic and full-ht."arted cooper,,[ion on the part of the believers
in this countrY. \Ve refer to Shohi Effendi's' reque~t that the
friends make e'Very effort to tron~
mit funds for the purehase of land
on .\lount Carmel adjacent to the
Hob- Tombs. This sit1lation was
hruught 10 the altention of all local
.\~s;;emblies and groups by means
of a general leUer with which was
enclosed a form of power of attorney to be used b~' those sending
funds direct to the Guardian. It is
necessary to add further instructions in connection with the power
of attorney, namely, that it should
be witnessed by a notary public.
lhen presented for stampedverifi['ation at the County Clerk's office,
after which it must be vised bv an
English consulate. ..\.s stated in
our general letter, sums of five
hllndred dollars or more can be
sent direct to Shoghi Effendi at
Haifa, together with a power of
attorney; while amounts tess than

this can be sent to the :\alional
Treasurer who will take proper
steps to place aU sllch contributions in the Guardian's hands.
We may be assured that Shoghi
EffendI would not have directed
these appeals to his .-\merican
friends unless abundantly justitled
b.y a~ nnderstanding of their relatIye lmportanc-e in the evolution of
the Baha'i Cause \vhich will berome perfe("H~' clear to IJS later on.
At present. in the case of the Holv
Shines at Bagdad, one may ven~
ture the assertion that. apart ",'en
from thdr infinite preciousness, as
places. which witnessed mighty
deeds III lhe life of the :\Ianifestalion, they have become a focal is~ue wlth the enemies of the Cause
m the :;ear East.
\Vere these
houses to be lost to the Baha'is at
the present time. {he enemies
would thereby become so encouraged that the nature and extent of
lheir further onslaughts could not
be roreseen. On lhe other hand.
firm aelton on the part of the belIevers of all lands to safeguard
thIS property would have the contrary resull of establishing more
firmly than ever the position of the
Cause throughout the entire Orien!. The interaction of East and
\\'e~t. iJl the Xear East-at this mon:ent is so involved that it i~ obVIOUS that great issues are being
decided right now for many Years
to come_
~ ~
Similar ('onsiderations assure us
that the matter of purchasing the
desired land at Haifa also has an
importance to the Cause far greater than the material factors concerned. Tlte international cenler
and execllti"e heart of the Baha'i
Cause will in all probabilit~· ever
be located in that spot, and the development of the Cause will consequently require area and equipment far beyond the measure of
that which the Guardian possesses

s _UIL
•
•
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"The Baha'is mllst be lhe -ervants of universal peace. the worker~ for the callse of the oneness of
htlmaTlit~·. the spreaders of h{l'ayf>nl~' love amongst the ehildren of
men, the promulgators of thE" rn'ipcipleR of the progress of mankind.
, , , Thi, i, the work of the Baha 'i" "-,;'bdn'I-Baha,
To the Baha'i,; of the
Unilerl State, and Canada,
Dear friends in ~Abdn'l-B"h(\:

From time to time

e\'ent~

take

11.';;;
regarding
Bagd~d
Sitllation of unpreredt>Jlt-

rd gravjt~', Effective prompt 31'tion llrllently required. St.r()n~!~·
Itr~e Sational Spiritual .-\~~emhl~·
flnd

E"\"er~'

local

A3~emhly

f'fwh IOf"al :O:f'["retar~· "\vho has not
;'lrpi.1fi:--· rione ~o. to ~end to the :".1t;oJ1i'll ~prretar~' ~n ('xnrt ron'· of
p,wh (':1hlr.~ram ant'! letU>r <.::pnt Ollt
IItl 1 hf' :;;:lIbjE'ct of the hOll,:;;:e:;;: of
Ra~a',,'lloh

place which throw significant emphaf'is upon the interrelation of
the Baha'i Calise and lhe world at
large,
On XO\'ember ,\lh the "alional
Spiritual ,;'ssembly received the
following rablegram from Shoghi
Effendi: "Iraq's highe,t tribnnal
unexpectedly pronollnced "erriit't
ag-ainst
Hou:.;;es.

thrf'r .-\:;:~emblies and grol1ps in the
l'nitf'rl States and r.anada. ;\lImeJ'Ol\':: letterR havp. heen
ree?l'''.:ed
which inriirafe t.hat suitable cableg-ram .. anri letter~ '\",ere :;:ent. a~ diI'eeled, It wOllld be advi"able for

and

group immediatel~' rommlfnirute
by ,'able ond letter Ira" High Commissioner throllgh British Con:<;l1lar tlllthorities if feasible, protr:-:ting \"igorolIsly against cOllrts Illarin,z- injustice. appealing for redre:-:~
tn Briti~h sense of fairne:.::s, a~f.ert
ing spiritual claims of Baha'is to
this ~anctified abode and dedaringtheir unfailing re~ol\'e to do thei.I'
lltmo:;.:;t to "indicate their legitimate and sacred rights. Similar appropriate rommnnications to King
of Iraq and British central alllhoritie:o;:, Highly desirable cable .:lll~
:o:uggestions. America's action ill
present circumst.ances of -uniqlle
.o:ilZ"nit1ranre and "allle. :\le~~ages
shoilid not be identical in wording.
(Signed)
"SHOGHI."
The instructions outlined in this
mes~age were immediat~l~' telegrapheo to the secretaries of ~ixty-

in

Ba"dad,

The.'e

,'of)ip,". fogflthf"r \....·ith thosf" :O:f'nt lw
tf1f' \',1tiol1.a1 Sniritual A:...;~{'mbl...- it-

,elf, will then be m'ailable foranv
inter rr:-.:e that may ari~e,
.
The lelter written to the \'alionSpiritlT~l
Assembly hy the
Gllardian on October 24th has been
rE'printed and i~ enclosed with thi~
i,;:;slle of the :\Tews Lettel' for the
ill formatIOn of tlle friends.
ill

nrl('(' again, a situation ha.-; de\'E>loped in the .\'enr East r'PfJlliring
~·llE'r.'leti{' .:1nd flill-hear'trd l'ooperdtion un tile part of the believers
ill this eountn", \Ve ff'fer to Shohi Effendi',· roque,t that the
friends make ('\'er~' effort to transmit funds for the pllr(~hase of lanu
nn ~follnt Carmel ad.iacent to the
Hot:--· Tomu3. This :-;itllatiofl \vas
iJl'ollght 10 the attention of "" local
A~~emblLes and groups hy means
of a generat lrtter with which \'\'as
f'nC'lo~e-d a form of power of attorney to he used b:,; (ho~e :5endi.ng
flmds dirpd to the Gllardian. It is
neeeS~al"V to add further instr1lctions in connection with t.he power
of attorlleYl namely, that it sholild
be '\vitnessed by a notary public,
then presented for stamped verifil'ation at the County Clerk':;; office,
after \vhich it must be 'd:-::ed bv an
English consulate. .-\s stated in
our general letter, snms of five
h Llndred dollars or more ran be
,ent direct to Shoghi Effendi at
Haifa, together with a power of
;ltlOl'ne~'; while amounts less than

j
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this can be sent to the National
Treasurer \vho will take proper
,teps to. place all such contributions in the Guardian'S hands.
\Ve ma)' he assured that Shoghi
ElTendi wOllld not have directed
these appeals to his American
friend, unless abundantly justified
hy an understanding of their relath'e importance in the evolution of
the Baho'i Cause which will be('orne perfectly clear to \is later on.
,\I ,present. in the case of the Holy
Shllles at Bagdad, one may venture the asserlion that, apart even
from theIr inllnite preciousness as
places which witnessed mig'hty
deeds in the life of the Manifesta~
tion, they have become a focal issue \vith the enemies of the Cause
in the :\'ear East.
'Vere these
houses to be lost to the Baha'is at
the present time, the enemies
,\voldrl thereby L(:!come !":o encouraged that the nature and exient of
their further onslaughts could not
he foreseen, On the olher hand
Ilrm action on the part of the be~
lle\'ers of all lands to safeguard
this property would have the Confrary result of establishing more
lirmly than ever Ihe position of the
Cause throllgholll the entire Orient. The interaction of East and
\Ve,1 in the Xear East'at this mon:ent i~ so involved that it is obnons thai great issues are being
derided right now for many years
to ('orne.
Similar fonsiderations assure us
that the motter of purchasing the
desir'ed land at Haifa also has an
importance to the Cause far greater than the material factors concerned, The international center
and e~eclltj\'e heart of the Baha'j
Cause will in all probability ever
be located in lhat spot, and the de\'elopmenl of the Cause will con,'equently require area and equipment far beyond the me~slJre oC
that. which the Guardian possesses
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at the present time.
Turning now to the enC'lo:'.ed
letter rmm Shoghi Effendi: the
rriend~ 'wiil note hi9 emphatic reft'rf'n{'p 10 the g-real rare \vhich
:--holtJd ht" t3.k.ell hy each Spiritl1;'11
.\,,":'f'mbl\ in deci(ling ils \-oting li~t.
\Ye

know

'YOI'd:-, \·~.. ill

that

LeT'l'eR

\Vill th~ friend.5 ll11it'orml~' adopt
Ihe dale of December 31st lor lhis
. . . pel~ial day, The loss of our brothf'1' nr. E,;;;;:"lemont mll~t ht:" keenly
t't:>lt Uy th~ G!lardian, with \"'{hom
he wa~ \yorking on the importallt,
:-,('r\.j('{> of translating TJbJet:.- of
B,lha'q"l!ah rind '.\bdll'l-Baha. III
1)1'. E:=:;;;;lernont had be-en rai~ed ltll
line \''\'ho \,"'a~ ;)tlle to di~('('rn lhe
..; i::ln in ('~l nce () f f he !:laha i .\J e~:=:a fZe
til t!if' \Ye~jf'r'Jl \yorld. with it." pre(km1illating !"('it"Jltific point of ,,-ie\y,
The book, "Balta'If'Hah and the
~I;'\V F:ril." !~a'3 :"ince its pllulif(\tion been acrepted as the ideal iutf'Odlldor\-- text hook on the Raha·j
~l()\"f>men'L "lith ollr grief !f't 11:-mingle prayer~ of gri1titllde thi'lt ,1
rtl.ind of ~I\ch pell!:'t.f'f\tion and a peB
of slH'h force and rli~nit\' !Hld bef"!1
t'rlrolled in :,f'ryicf" to the hflm·ed
CWI:=;P.
The \'ational SDiriillal :\:;;,:o:emhl~·
\vil] ,.. ho"lh· distl~ibllte to all .-\mf'riNlll 1H::.[ien'r~ a printed llamphlf-'t
('mlwcivill!Z ;) plan or' IInifcH'm a(·tion \vherebv it i~ (·nnfldenth: f'Xfleeted that the teae-hing \..... ork (',111
be greatly iuerea.;;eti and, Lv thf'
find of three vear .... a flmd nf foP"
1

C;lrl ::;:dwffler
~le~fl'if>(j

sews

the

Guardiatl':--

~'arefllll:-.· PDtt:'ITUPllloIISiy heetled b~

be mo;-:;t

dtlf'Pri Rnd
all Wi10 are cailed llpon to underfake this lmporf\i-nt task.

In this letter it will he noted nIthat. the matter of the Anllll,il
.:'\ational r:onvention is furthpr
clarified. One great difficulty ha:-hf't'n rernm'ed through the permi:;:~ion givf'rt to del.pgate~ nnable to
::lttend the Con .... f'ntion. to votf' for
member.o: of the in-coming Sation;11 ~riritl\;)l .\::;::;.emhly h:-..' mail.
SILitable ballot:;;; will be sent to eaeh
dlll~' organizrri Spiritllal As.~f"mbh
ror thi~ ptlrro~e previous to the
Con .... ention of i02f1. Thi~ pl'ovi:;:inn \,\:il{ insuFe each Xational Spirihlal Assembly being repl'e~enta
tive of all the local Assemblies ano
not mereh- of those nearby the fihat whil'll the Conn-ntion i's held. '
"0

SinN' the Gllardiafl eyidentb-:
prefers that. the Sational eiectio!,
-hall he held dllring t.he period of
Ridyan, the prf":=:ent ;\ational 8pi['itual A:=:!"emhlv ha~ decided that
thp j 02G r.on,-ention nt Si:1n F'ran('i:=:('o ;;;;hall hI? held on April 20, 30.
:>1 a,' 1 and 2.
It is with profollnd grief that
no\y place before the frien(ls
f he information ronveyed in a ('<1ltlt:'/2Tam reC8L\-ed from' Shoghi Effendi on Xovember 23rd: "Behi\'ed ES5lemoJlt pass.ed away,
Heart9 overwhelmed with sorrow,
W~

erge all ..l,.meriran believers dedirat~
~pecial
day for Ilniversal
it
pt'a~'f' r Jnu remembrance.

Iwndl'f'd tholl~a[ld rl()[h1.r~ he ,H't'llmfllated to con:-:trtlct the IIrq

pf'rmanent. unit of the :\fa~briall'l-;
Arlhkar. \\'~ eon~ider thot the 1'0"mlltation of this plnn repre:O:Pllt.o.;;
the outcome of many year~' ItHHting- Rnd inten:'>i\'f' thonght nn the
llart of the American beliE"ver:>-.,
Barh belien:'r ~holllct .:;tt,d~· thi~
fllan in dptail and make it thf" fOIlTlhi~ nr her Ba.ha'i ,,:;pr,·iet' 0: llntil it.:'= \"arIOIf~ prn"i:-:.ion:-::
-hall haw IWen f"li;lIeri, 'rho hI'!
that, thOtn:dl :'=n late, a df'flllitf' plall
11Ol~ :-it lJ:'"TH!th i;'f'f"n deririprl llDOll.
will. "".f' ff'f"l ::;lll'f'. bring it)\" +1) P\';~rT
faithfnl <Hlii ilrnent Raril'i
\.... orkf'r in the Clliteo Sti1te ..;:; :lnd
Canada.

I[alton (If

YOfl['~ faithfl[ll~',
S.~'fTOS,\L
h~'

SPlRln'.\L

ASS F.:\1 B LY
Horace Huller,
Se('rrtar~',

WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES.

The ;\o\'ember issile ()f thl" Baha'i :\Iagazine, Star of the \\'e,<1.
is a spet."ial tulmber, ~'on~iderCl.hty
pnlarged in size. d~\'oted to the
","biert of llniyersal pp.a~~e. Tht'
11'adLll~ artil~le i~ <l :o:.lgnifil'<lllt ~ln
alv.,i., bv :\Ir. Alfred E. Lnnl or
pre~enl 'pubEc. ngenrl(,~ ~tri\"ing to
('stablish peare, with a t~lear pre.;:;ent.ation of .tho.o:e fnrtors that PIltrr into lhe Baha'i ('on('l.~rtion nl'
;;the ~Iost Great Pf'il('f', i.' fn yifl\\"

,)1' the fact that the adherence of
the Cnited Slates to the \Vnrld
Court is a public jSStH~, the friend!-i
,me and 3H art' llrged to distribute
l'opie~ ot" tlll:- 1111m6er tar and ~~ide
Jmong tho:o;e lllread~: attracted tu
fh:· CalLse and a I.'.;; 0 among tho~e
\\"ho!-'-e iIlteT'e~t or who::oe respoll:"'ihi!it~' hU3 ope !It'd their minds to thf"
--f1iritl11)\ ..;;ignilkallf'p of the ~11~)
i..,d n1" Pf't""{f"P, The :\ational :Spil~
itllal ;\~sembh· ,wthoT'ized an exII'a editioll nf 'jwPJlt~·-f1ve hllndl'f'H
('opie:o;. alld ('onie:" (·'lIi be ootainrti
t'ilher from Baha'i Xew~ Sen'irr.
P. O. BOlX 28:3. Chicago, Illinois, or
Paha'i PIlt.li,hin .. Committee, P. O.
Box :1!• .R. tTrllTld Central StatiOl'.
\"ew York Cit~·. at ten eents f'ach.
This number 01 the Slar should. in
f.- 1 ft. h~ ,'egal'ueri more in the light
nf a permallent Baha'i pamphlet
than as a rla.ted i~."lIe of a magazine. LOfal BalHl~i lioraril'lns are
relllJf'~ted to order a generOlls snDnh' of extra cnpips, for sale to the
friends.
The PlIblishing Committee nf!t;
a l'{'vi:..;ed c:ltalng, pr,nted in
two size~, The lat'ger ~ize lists all
honk.-: <lnd pamnhlet ..;:; !lOW in nrint.
while the .';,;mallf"r .;;ize pre~ent..;; ~t"
It'cted books il.nd p[trn~"'lf't,s whirh
are more suitable for di.;:.tribut.\o"
to the ger.eral plrhlir. Tile coop,p.ration of A::;;,~emblv librarians and
the frienn .. g-enrrallv i~ reOl1esterl
in (lrder' to ~ive \vide distribution
t(l t.hese ~'atalo8's.,
Xo rharge is
mode fo,' I he m,
i~~lH'd

The lillIe hille :\llmber :\ine
compilation ha~ al:::o been revised.
<1Ild rmhli!'"lled in a new edition un.!(lr the ~11l1eryision of the :\ational
~rjl'il([al ...\s~f'mhlr.
rnasmll('h ns
this Rah,i'j pamphlt"t. i.:: the one
mo::::t widel~- l~ir(,IIJatf'o. IOCRI lihrarians .-;hoilid order them in a~
large a qlJantit~· a:o: possible and
ref'ommrnd that. each individllal
helif"yer rR~:, them Ollt constantly
to iJ1tere~tt"rl iTlfTuiriers.
The I'r';end~ will he pleased 10
know Ihal the Pl!blishing Committf'~ ha::; al~{) l~slled a new edition
of the- ~:f.islemont hook "Baha'll'Hah and the Xe"\v Era" in paper
{'rWf'r~ to ~ell at sixtv cents a coPY.
This low price will enable (he
friend.;; to rir('ulate this invaluable
iritrodIJrjo,.~, ,",,"ork on the Calise
more \videly t.han ever.
The :\ational Spiritllal Assembly
io,; plr[i:o:pd to annollnr-e the Clppoilltment or ~I,'" f:l Fleda Spanldin~, Chicago, as Chairman of the
:\ational
'I'ear.hing Committee.
\Ir,. SpaUlding will take steps to
nrrange traveling ("irc.uits whereby
teacher:=: can ,"isit all t.he Jocal As"·f'mhlie.., nt. re,~lIlHr inteM'al~. Thi . . .
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that a fe\" A"'~f'mhlies ha\'e not yet
indicated the nume:.: and addresses
of those in their cit~- who are enKindly make the following re",,- titled io ref'ein~ ('fJpies of the \YiU
ions and additions IIpon the name:' ,lnd Testament or '_'-hulI"I-Haha_
01 national committee member~ a:- Several JlIlndrf'd ot' the friend:.;:; are
:-:;.ent out with Km:ember ~ ewS L~t l'onsequenUy ..-till depriYed. holated belieyer" can D.ppl~- f(lF" their
ter. To Tf';}ching Committee, add
name of Mrs. EI Fleda Spauldillg. ('opy thro!ltZh the Teac'hi:.~ Chairchairman; the address of the ;:;.ec- man of their regioJl.
'ViII the friend~ benr In mind
I'etary of the :.'vlashri'l,,·[-"I.dhkar
Committee should be
Lincolll that the Central Office of I"e .\a:-,treet al1d not Lincoln Ave nile : add tional Spiritual .-\5sembl~- ('mdnill:-;
Harne of ~tr. Arthur Agnew G." a file of the ('ommLInicalion~ from
member of committee on coopera- each local Assembly and gron).
and these files are intended (0 t'1ltion between Baha'is in J\ort.h Am('rica and Persia: the address of abie the ~ational body to arrive ~t
J.lrs. Victoria Bedik.ian ",hOllld he tlCCllrate and complete conc11l5ioll~
P. O. Box 179 instead of P. O. Box respecting the acti\o-ltie~ and CDl1128: add name of :.'vIr. Alfred E. nition of the Callse in the varioll~
cifie:o;, In addition to the arknowlLlIut as member of Green Acre
rd,;ement of all Ilfgent lefter" "IItI
Trtl:::.tees.
telegrams from the 'ialional Spiritual .-\ssembl~·, loeal ::-oecretaries
,~re reque..,ted to send in ('opies of
TO SECRETARIES OF LOCAL all printed Baha'i programs. newsASSEMBLIES AND GROUPS.
[lapf>r dippings OIl the ~lIbject of
the C'-lIrs€. and ~lIrh Ilews of thf'
:wtiyities as sholfld be IJroll~ht to
REVISIONS IN BAHA'I
the atteTltion 01 all the friend~
From time to time, let.ter:, hare
DIRECTORY.
throllgh the 'iews Letter. The Clrh.e~n re(,f'.l\'ed \"\'hi('h llldinl.te that
in fertuin localitie!'; the \"f>"\vs Lel- p-anization of the work of the loral
Iff i::-. not being distrihllted care- ";f(~retarv and treasurer i~ the first
Local secretaries and memht'r~ flJlh- and consr.ientioll~l\· to all the rpsponsibilit~· of each incoming
of National Committees, who re- heli·eve". 'ViII the frielld,; bear Spiritual Assembly.
cently received copies of the new in mind that the Yews Letler i,'
\Ve "rge the loral As"emblie, or
printed Baha'i Directory are re- the .;;ole means or C'ommlinicatiull the Vnited States and Canada. in
quested to make the following cor- uetween the 'iational Soiritual .-\.,- conrlllsion. to take steps to have .[l
rections and additions:
semblY "lid the entire bodY of the nf'rmanent p, O. Box address for
international Baha~i
t~orr€'~pon
helievers in Xorth America.
B~
The secretary of the 'iational the :--ame token. it is the ()Jll~· oE"nre. thll ~ doin g a\Va~r with the
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'i, agenn- "\vhereb\" the ('ommllnicn- ('hanI!2~ of adflres:o: c(}u!"=t"d b~- anof Turkistan and the Call{'a:o:n~ lion:-, 'r'ec.ei\-ed {rom Shogi ~ffendi nml1 elertions_
,pells his name A,,;harzadih: the ('[W he pllhlished and plared Lll thf'
:-:.ecretary of the National Spiritllal
]:;~pd~ of all.
Assembly of the Baha'is of India
The '·aUonal Spiritllal :\:.-~pmbl~ TO THE ISOLATED BELIEVERS.
and Burma is Mr. Hashmatultah i..; ,'ordirlent that ~ll lOl'al "-f'f'rf'whose address is Havadia. Chokla. I;u'if'''; \vill appreciate the~e r'ads
EvenT i~olate(f hf'lien:.r who';;t
Surat, India: the address of the ;l[Hl take ... tep~ to giYe the \fW~ llame imd ,1ddl'E"s-", bas been rE",ecretarv of the Chicago Spiritual Letter nlll and immediate di,trib,,- rei\-ed throtfgh an authoritative
AS'emhiy is 6121 South :.'vlarshlleld tiOll. where this has Tlot previol!~ --ouree is receiving an individual
Avenue; for Helena, :.'vlonlana. ly been done_
ropy of the "ew, Letter. The,"
read Mr. Fred Mortensen, 5~5
frif>nds are requested to notify the
In-the
larger
centers
it
rna;'
Breckenridge Street; add :.'vIr. \V.
X[dional Secretary immediatel~' of
K 'Varner, 924 Michigan Aven" •. prm·e ne('e~sar~' to mail the indi- ;.)n~t rhange of addre~~. Some fE'East Lansing, :Michigan. for the yidllal eopte~ to the local U:-;l, ami 'ponse on the part of i.'otuted beLansing group; omit name of ~lr. ad"antage can be taken of this to lievers indicating that they rE"ceiYe
Ahmad Faik as secretary for Cairo. inf'lilde a program or other infor- the Xews Letter and are making
Egypt and substitute name of ),111- mation ('onrerning local Baha'i ac- llSe of it wonld also be aopreciatham';ed Taki Esfahani, ~Iarjoush t iyi ties,
The Xational Spiritual .-\sSen:-ral Assemblies have not yet pd.
Street; nnder Germany and Aus,;';;fmblv doe:;: not. wish to h~\"P
,·etllrned
the
Assemblv
Rolt
sent
to
tria add name of Herr 'Valter Reithese 'communications sent. to any
necker,llowaldst 8. IV, Frankfurt them several months' ago, and we .save those trlllv interested in the
are'till
awaiting
lists
of
the
recalMein, Germany, and Mr. TheoBaha~i Cause. ~
dor Lebne Heiligendammerstrasse ognized believers required to make
"p
the
complete
"'alional
list
10. Schm~rgendorf, Berlin. GerOUTLINES FOR TEACHING.
many; under RUSSia change p~~ which has b"en requested b;' the
Guardian
C>f
the
Cause.
The
local
trovka 15. Kr. 24. to Petrovka I..,.
, Kv. 24, and l>liss Grinerskay;:. :-,fcretaries should feel enUrely reHow to Give the Message •
should be written Miss Isabel Grin- ..;:;ponsible for sending in changes of
nddress
from
time
to
time
and
alThe
Baha'i ~Ies>age i, the glad
erskara with the same address "'
"'iven. Toe friends are requested ,u keep in contact with any mem- tidings of a new ~ressenger who
brings a ne\" teaching which \."·ill
to assist in maintaining a correct hers who may be traveling.
('st.ablish
world peace and Il mty.
'Ve
are
compelled
to
state
also
Baha'i Directory at all limes.

forward step in the direction 0 f a
permanent and efficient organization of the teaching work has a
direct relation to the new national
plan announced in our letter to Ihe
friends in this issue of the "ew,
Letter.
The flve regional ehal'-men of the National Teachin"
Committee wiU continue to be re~ponsible. each in his own region,
for the important work
lhe
Teaching Conventions. the working
out of teaching outlines; 51lbjert::;
for public addresses, and for developing ways and means to ed 11cate Baha'i teachers. an all important aspect of the work on which
as yet all too little has been don e.
Each local Spiritual Assembl;' and
group is requested to appoint on~
or more of their number as a 10('al
Teaching Committee to make eontact with their Regional Chai rlllat;
and also with ~Irs. Spaulding who
will have charge of the exec"tive
and business side of the work.

REVrslONS IN NATIONAL
COMMITTEE LIST.

0"

1
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BAHA'!
To give the message is to declare
both the ~lessenger and His mes~age. in such 11 \vay ns to appeal to
the partic"lar type of people 10
whom olle if' ~peak.i!lg.
A. If \ye stnd,- ('areflllh- .-\hdul1-Baha'~ Amf'rirRn addrt""'~r.::
\Ve . .-".-iil
.
be ahle to ll:O;~ hi..;;: me thoJ
of gi,"ing the mes~age not. 0111\- to
ditTerent type~ of people bnt to .1
g'enerJI iwdienc"e. Read. t', (r.o hi..::
addre!":~E"~ in the Rtar of the "Te_"'I.
\'01. nl. '\0, fl, p, 21f: :'\0, <>. p.
100f: :\'0. fl, p. 1311: :'\0, 10. p.
23ff; \'01, I\', p. Hf: or Proffilll!<ation or Fniver!-':al PearE:'. Yol. j.- n,
101fl: p, 1221f: D. 17Jff: YoJ. ~,
p. :W:iorr: J1, :lR!df, 'lnd make an
fliltline- of 'he point.:>: he bring-~ Old
in rarh addres..-:. Then ~i\"E" that
actdre~..; ill Ol1r own \yord~ to iHI
imaginar)' listener. It will fix lhe
idea,;;: ill O"f memor~' and g-iyf' 11";
Drariil'p in ~peakjng.
Abdll'lR~hil'~ method in the:o:e addr£"!'"_..;e..;
i.';;;:

1. To tt'll flOW the E;}:"it \Va.';;: 111
the darkIle ...;:-' uf pre.illdice. ,',wiLll
f;lt111til·i_..;m. :-'Ilper...;tition.

.)
ne"~
nll~

nE':'"o:-; into light. He ga,~e. perhaD!'.
ill .. t a few word~ ilhOllt the hi~

Inriral ,e!ling of Baha'll'lIuh alld
the Bah: ho"dhey came from the
F:a!-'t. il~ all the great prophet:>;. of
the world h;:we ari~en in the Orient.
Spiritllal light has alwny:-o
I'omt> from the East.

To

:1.

outline

the

;-:..ometime~

raeh (jUE" ill detail. at
:-:imrl~·

Illlirf'r";HI

de~rrihin~
olhel' liIJlP~

nlPTltioning them.

pllrtielilal'

-=tl·e.;;~ IlpO~l

the

Illyillg
ortf'[le~ ...

of mankind. IlOln'r..- .. l

peart'. thi"
rllndamental nnelle~ .. nl re-iigioll.";
and the power of the Hol~· ~pirit
whir·h. alollf'. ('an rhange hflm.lH
natllrf' and put the~e tearhillg:, illio prartire. A ~plendid OlliliTlf" ur
the~f' IIniypr!'al prinl'iple.;; will Ilr
r01lnel ill The Taulet to the !Ll;lllt'
pamphlet,: The \\'i,dom Ill' "brIlI'I-Baha. part 2: Baha'i ,sf riptitre.:;:. p. 274ff: Promlllgation 01
l'lIiYf'r~al PE"acf'. Yol. 2. p. :W:-'::ff:
p. '12R.ff: p. !I:i;) 1'1': p. -t-10ff: Yol.
I, p, I i~"'f.
Baha'l1'llah. alld the
Sew Era. Chap. 1. 7, ~, ft. Ill. 12
!'OtIO\Y u;;; .ill~t ho\y to prE";";f'rtt thf':-:t'
Ilniyero;al tf'aching;;; to nllr -world.
D. ··If they ask ;\Yhat i..; yOlll'
helief
l'egarciillgBaha',,'ttah' ..
\"Tote Ahdll'l-Baha ill 1021) tn Ahmad J\.hi.HI Yazdani. The lIagut',
··rf~ply that \y~ regard him a .. thf'
j"oremo .... t te/it'her and in:o:trllcior ,of
the \yorld III this 3ge. ~Hld make
cleal' and t"xplain in detail that
1h.e~f'

I
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:,al peace and other :'Ilbjects i~sfled
from the pen or Baha'(ltliah tift~·
;.:ear:.; ago rmd. were pllblished in
Persia and India and :=:preaJ ahrotld
throligholJt the whole \yorld.
ILL
fhe Lle~innill~ all \yt'rt-' inrredliioll';;
abollt the idea of lIIli\·pr:-:.al pf'are.
IH?·!ieving it to be n thing- impll.'.:~i
lJle. Fllrther. !'nf"ak of the ;!lreatlle~s of B"lfla'II~llnh. and
(Jf
thp
t""f'nl~ '\"'hid} took nLwe ill Pf1'r .... 111
:lnd Tllrke~c. and of the asfolli..;hinginfluence which he exel'leri. <lnd or
the E'Pi!"tles \yhi('h he adcJr"f':o::"-ed to
l111 the ..:;o\·rrpigll", :lnrl their 1'111Illiment. .--\1';;:0 "'-peak of th£" ~1H'E'nJ
of the Baha'i Cal!~e."
r.. Bllt the ~11J1"pme ....;f'rTt"t nl'
!!"·ing the me:--;!"a~n' i~ oll"seln'~ to
I'e the mes..;;aj!Z"t'. \,"hen! he tE'~lch
t r i:, radiallt with the light. of lltll\ er":,ll lm'E" .:Hld [)enre iHICi th(~ i()\'
(d hi..; llew di:=:l~m'f'rY pr-onle i]11'fllf'rF'-1trl." ..;;a~·. lhp Baha'i :\'fe:=:_';;;)g'e
I~lll;;;t han~ in it .... llmf rea(it~· to 1)]'(14111('(> "'-Iwh nil rtled IJIH"l if...; di .... I·ipip .... ;lIId thf"\· will 1If' il)....;nil·pd 10
..;tllrh- tl'e !"O"·I'I'E''' (Jf thi..-: wOlldet·rid li.Q"ht .-Hld Ilt'\"\" reYf'lntrnll,
tf'fll~ht'I' dt-'I jyt"I'''' all
or .:111 hi ...; IIWII W()",i-=
rHlI:-:t h<1\"1.-· a sllprpmelv powI'rI'ld
p(ff"d lIPOIl him';f'1 f. :--0 IhM HI hpl'~
ill tllrll ma~· he .:1 tTprif'(j , 1·1'1 ....; IIt'ernn('es m(l;-;t he like a llame 1)1"
ill'e, hllrnin~ [lWin· the n~il...; dr
do~ma. pn:=:"ioll .:1lld dr:-.irf".
VOI'l'OYf>r. hof" mLl:-:t hE" in thp lltnlo~t
..;tate flf hllmilih' I1lld :-.elf-eff;'"lcf'mf"nt. that. others m<l\' be renril?'f'f'd
1lliudful.
HE" Tllu;..;t h;lVP i1f1airle d
to tf1(' ..;tillilJll llf rt'lInn(,lalion ,1,,·1
<1nllihili.1ti()1I.
Thof"l1 and nnt Illltil
thpil \vill hp tf',1I'h thf' nE'oolf' with
the melody 1.1' thf' Ct"lf"!"tiat CIIIII·[)II r-= P. "---\ hd 11'1- Btl h'1.

"\\'ht'FI the

To tf'lI how ill thi...:: dad,,Baha ' II'lIah ro:-,e like a fllori:'=1111, and I~hiillged the llal'k-

rrinl'iple~.
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tf';u-hin,z:'i rpgarding univC'L'-

;lll~i!'e:-o..;. nr~t

:\'.\ no '\

\f.

TE \

,,1'

jY

I;

CO,r~lll'TEE,
B~':

Allied \'aiL

SP(,I'f't["II'~-.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE.
North America.
Raha ' i:-: throllghollt the world
will lit-' more thai) nlea .. ed tn knmy
that thank:-: til ...;pefial contrihlltioJl'"
!,,'om frit'nd~ HI' the C~Uf:-.e. 11 dl'nrt
WH:-: -=pnt to thE' Guardian ill \'p\'Pnl' f'r ot' [IlL arnOllut ~lltricipllt In
~'om plf't e
t he "~e:-:te rH Pil~l'i m
H(HI."; f'.
~faln' loeal
A~..;emulie"
('oollf'F'alpd ... p\:eral year .. I)~O ill tht>
mattt"r 01

pro\·idil'l:'( :-:llitablt>

1'111'-

lIi:,hings. itud deti.d[;..; I'ollrernillg
all the~l?' ':H·r(ltl~emf'llt.-= \yilt bt' jl'i\·fIn throllg'h the \'l~\\,"'" Le-ttf'r a" .... nOII
,l~ ntJs~ihle-.
Thf' (~elltr~~l

Statf'~

Teiwhing'

COIlYf'ntioll \.VilS hpld ill fhl?' Tt"nlpIE" Fl1ll11dation at \Vilmetle. 111illoi~.
from :'\m'f"mIH"r l2'th tn

[:.th.

.\ large group attended the
F£"i)st held in joyous com-

openin~

memoratIOn o( the birthday of
Bnhn'II'llah ;jnd memher .. .: : of thf"
\",llionaJ
Spiritllal
.--\~sembb
IH'OIl.ldlt their greeting:.;. :\lr. Hor;Wt" Holle\' .;;noke Frid.a\' e"ening.
'-n'·f'milrr !''3th. nnOTl ;;The Retia-iOIL or RealiC,·...
,\ ~plendid alldil'll('e cam I?' to hear the mes-"fllil"e 011
~!lI];la\' "1 fternonn.
Frida\", SatrlT'd["-Ix
ilnrl
~Ilnd[ty mornine-s
:\11".
Y;1i! I'onfifrcterl .1 I·In ....; ,; ill mt"tbod..;
llf tf',11~hinFr nt \,-hieh nlriolls nt',.,~
ga,·e tJlk ... I)nrj .1l1swf"red eXtilnl_
ll(lriineoll:..;I~· the (TlIe:=:tion:o; whirh
.\fr. Gregor~' prenarf'oi at. nrt'PJl
.\('re Ja,..;;t "Ilmmer.
Satnrdav ,Iftt'I'nOUTl ,"";1~ dp.l'ofed to the nrohIpt"Tl of the :o;piritllal t"dl!catioll or
,·hildren. ami n I~on ff"renre \yifh
tnr ".1tiuII.11 ~Dirit.ltal .-l:-._;;:pmhh·.

I)", B,wdadi. ~fi" Alma KnohlfH'k,
:\fr~. Truf' Mid other:;;; ga"e beallti1'111 ~!I,!Z'~t'~tjnll'" a~ to method-.: of
tf'lI(~hill~.
Therf' was a ('oll to
r~nl.·1-"

rt"roil' -=,ll'rifl('E"~ to rai,.;;e thp
Iln.(lf)f) to IJllilri the Temple. and
;r l'llll to _";lIstain tit the :o:amf.' tiMt~
;111 0111' R:::dHl'i adi\'itie~ Ih.flt tht"
CJII";~' nl,W nlOn'" fOr\yarn tu gloriIIIL-- "idory.
.'i-: 'J

A Sriritllal A:-:~f'mhl~' ha:-, l'ef"£"lltl\' IU:'f'll elected b~· the friends or
Eliot. :\Iaillf',
It IS the :,rerial
purpo:-,f' of thp Eliot ,-\:-;,.;;emhly to
l'rf"ate a ~pirit of rooperation for
Gre-ell Acre on the part of the local
I·nmmlillit~·.
One of the member;..;
(II" the Eliot grollp. ~Jr~. Kate Iye~.
i . . . thf' ..::.el'olllf .--\mt"I'iC'ali uelieyc"l' 10
lliH'e "t>('t'i,'erJ the ~re~ .. agr.

,\ leiter' tlil;;; been rf'!'eiypd (rom
of tht" Baha'i h'al'ilel'!" l't':-iHlt:'lll
(lit the P~11·itk
COll~t
f'xpre...::--illg
7rE"tlt plea"JI('e at the jOyOII .... ildi,·il~· /If tht" SeattlE" .-\~~emlJly.
Thr
.\~sf'mhlY room ~<l"; re~'ellt"· hpcn
mm'f'd f,'um the l·lIi\'fI'l· ... ity di~h'id
ilLto tht' ('t'utet· of the cit,· ~lIId atlelldalw(> :1t the pllulif meetill~s i:-o
~(f'adil~' illfrea~illg.
The Seattle
t'rieJld~ han~' ;;;tarted a
:-:erie:, of
'lilt"

monthly elltertainmellt .... comiJini!l1l';1 m'u:-;il'l1l and literar~· program
with lil111'hE'oll with f'x('ellent rf':-Illts,
.--\. L:lIi\'er~al Religiolls Fo:" n i:-o held ilt elp\·en n. m. SUIl-'
di1.~·" io whil'h mLll1~' inqllir('r~ are

attr,lder:L

B~·

confining all

the

..;nf'<lkt'I':-. tn pOinl .. or agreemt"nt. it
hu!' hE"E"1l fOltlld that those who ori.!linall~· l~ame to exprE"~~ pre.iudirp
or .:1tdaj!olli:-m ar£" drawn into the
..;ririt of Iinity crnd f·onf"ord.

The BIIil'alo .\:,~emuly has
~'~'Ilt

re-

taker! a pllblic hall at ,jOt> Del,lW,lre .h·ellllf', where ~e\'er[lJ rlllh-
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lie meetings are held weekly. The
meeting place of the Buffalo Asoembl, is extremel, well appoint~d and aitractive.
It was largely
through the enc-olLragement and
cooperation of Dr. John H erIr! till
Randall that the Billfalo friend.;
look thi .... :-itep.
\VeIl qllalifit"d
fea('her~ are reqlle~ted to Yi~it B!lfralo whelleye r po!'sible.
From. \\'ashingtoll. n. C. tla,
beEn reC'f"iYed the following repul't
of Baha'i ndi\'it,,: "\Ye han:' ~l

pllblic
night.
ii'ed.

meeting" every
Hl111da~'
~·hi('h is exten~ively ,u..\yt'rMr. Howard 11ac'ill\t ha'

heen with us for aboilt ten dol. ~'';.
,vhen a meeting was held ill .':;'U~·oI1"

part of lhe cit)' every night.

~1r.

::\facXrltt ha:s been in \\'a..,hittg-[Lt]
twire a ~'€ar for the last fe\'\" YP,H:-:
tlTld ha~ alway." :-:en-eri \yjth tr1le
~pirit!lalit~· and intelligellt'{'. Some
.. f his l'OlIhject.!" huYe bee-II 011 the
1;lIity of Religion. lhe 1Ia,hriqll'l,-l.dhkar and the ~lnnife~t<ltioTl~ o(

God,
H\Ve ha\-e ai!';o het' n (anJre-ri
'-vith a week-end risit from ~Ir,
Hooper Harri~ of :\e\v York auu
we wOlild tecommelld fhat )'Jr,
Hal'ris;; be il1\'ited to :-;pr.[lk for ('yt'ry lIearby A~:.;emhlr, ~"lr. lIarri:-,
gave two remarkable poblir talh.
one at thp. home of Dr_ alld ::\1 r:-: ,
Ardes;hir Irani on the ~llbj{'rt of
Spiritual FIl ndamelltalism, and the
otller in our public hall on the :<;Ilh.ieet' of Spiritllal ;\\oderni,m. .\
third talk was given before the
member~ of the .-\~:o:.emh(~- on the
:-oubject of Baha'i Te~dling_

"Regular Frid3:'1-- Hight mee-lin/I:-'
h.,'e been held at the home of ;\1 ".
de Lagnel (or many ~'ears and a
... tndy ('las!' (or adnltB i:.; held SlllIfiay morllings at the pllhlif~ h,ilL
The splendirl pro!(re,,' of the Ba"a'i Junior Group has been 11 notahie feattlre of the work ill \Ya:,hington for many years_"
LAte l"t soring, the Baha'i .-I.s~e-mlJ!\' of 'Vorre~ter,

~1;:l5~ilrhtl

~etts. was able to make a "ita(

eOfl-

laet with the minister of the largest Unh-ersali~t Church in \Yor('e~ter, and it was arranged that
Dr. John Herman Randall shonlcl
~i\-e an nddres:'i on the SignifkaTlt'e
of the Baha'i Caw;;e in the Plilpit of
that chnrch on the 2;\(h of Odouer.
'The enthusiasm and interest manifested on this oc("a~jon' was ";0
genlline that the minister immediatelv.asked for another addres~ on
the 'Baha'i principle,. The date
has been nrranged for Fe-brnary
28, 1026.
From the kind sympath, of the
friends in this congregation, a sigweant result has been obtained:

'iEWS

LET'l'ER

the Dean of Clark Cni\"e!'~itv in
\Vorcester is seeking l.ln eng'agement for a Baha'i ledllre to be giyen to his whole :-;tudent bod,,; the
otfieial:-; of the \Yome[I':-,' Cillb.
:--.ome of whom (Hf" me'mher:-, of the
Pniversali.st Church.
,ire
also
:-[rongly intere:--ted in the Bahil'i
\'.:ork_ The~e piare:'. J~mand ('1'fleienL experienced alld
\vellknown ~peaker~_ The \Vf)r('('!'-ter
I'rirnds feel that alt the believer:,;
~holl(d

plans. ~'Your maill purpose_ I feel.
::-hould be to cundlld ~"OUI" general
meetings for the pilblie in ~tlch oil
manner as to i.i l t raet libe.'al milldJ:'d. capable ilnd :-,inct:'rE' 0:0111:,. and
to endean)r ill ~-Ollr indiddltal pri,"ate illter('or(r~e ,yith tho:o:.t> all'ead:'l-illtere~ted. to l~llli-'lt gl"a~jtlail~' their
whole-hearted
ilnd
IIJlrt':-oerTed
:-'!lpport and ilt't~eptall('f~ nf the Baha~i Faith_
The,;;;e ;;;hUllhl Ill' your
primar~-

cOl.lsideri1tion~.

make special effort~ at thi:,
time to attract leading minisler:-; In
f he Cilllse_

are

In il previolls Xew ... Letter menlio11 has been made of the ~plen
did meeting~ held under the 1111:-'nice:-; of the Fellow::-:hip uf Fajth~.
On Odober 2flth at GrR('e Chor(·h.
:\('w Ynrk City, a PllbliC' rneetjll~
\'\'(1:0: held in honor' ur Jlldaism . .-hJdrf"~,..;e".. were delivered In- repre-

hb" has appoitlted

" .... ntatives of Bllddhi~m. Chri~tiaJI
ih-,
Ethical Crdtllre. IIindIJi:'m.
-,roha m merlanism. Zoroa5lrianl~m
'lnrl '"p\v Thought.
,\1 r:o:;: , .\.fCiry
Hall i'('Jrd
Ford rfl'prf':-'f1'ntrd fhe
R,1ha'1 f:allse,

The f'ellowship of Faith, abo
two p"hli(" metiTlg':"i in
Bo:-,ton, iu both of \,.-hi4'h Baha'i
'"neaker!" were inriu(jPfL On -:"0"ember 30th at Old Sooth ~reeling
HOII::'~ Ihe ... ubject of peact> ;)Jln
hrothe-rhood was (ii:>:Cll~;.;;.~d Iw adherants of the Yflrior[s retigioll:-'_
~Ir. \V. H. Rondall 'noke in h~half
or t.he Baha'i..;:. On f)ecemlH?"r i-Hh
tribute ... to Christianity wert' dt>!in,,.erl in TempJe [~rat>[ b~" reprt',';';f'J1fatiyE'''' of the other \yodd faiths
iHld a Rilhil!j '\va;>;; j[l("(lIoed iu thi~
iWf<'lngen

pl·og-ram.

Thf' nF'intf'rl pro!,!,ram rllhli~llf'd
IIY th~ Baha1i A~~{"mhh- of Bo .. ton
(nr nf'4'ember is n mo'del hoth in

appf'ara[]ceand
ill'ran/OTemellt
ronld well be adopted h)' ihe
friends in other rities,
Amolll!'
'he ~peakers at the Slmday e\'ening public mertings ,,,ere j,fr_
Charle, P. 'Velrer. founder of the
Fellowship of Paith" [Jr. .-I.lt'red
\V, .\.Iartin and Dr. John Herman
Randall. The Boston .-\.~semlJ.ly
ha~ reeentl~' set apart the f'\'enm1i
n f Tlle:;;day each week for teaehin/l: me~tings to be held in clifferent homes throughOll! the cit.;·.
Snrf'ndid results have alreadr peen
realized from these meetings,
whkh enahle new friend:o.: to be iIld fe-d. many 0 f ,,,hom have willingh- openerl lip lheir homes; fOl' simiI~r neighborhood meetings in the
flllure.
whi~h

Shoghi Etrendi wrole a leller tn
Boston Raha!i _\ssembh' on
Odober 27th in which he expres~
(,,, gennine satisfaction with their
the

neces~ar~-

and

a...

both

l'umpit'm(,ll-

t;)r~,:l

The Philadelphia Baha'i .-\"pm<1

~pel"ial

fUnl-

mittt'e to p-reDare a local hi:-otor~- of,
the Callse. This Committee is cui:...
leeii[Jg eopies of the public addres.ro:c .. :; ueJi\"e['eil bv Abdu'l Haha
in Philadelphia and'"also program~
1)1' important pllblic meeiinR's, a:-:
held from time to time. It might
be well (or other fl,piritual Assemhlies 10 IInder·take in the _.;;3me way
to make a dear record o( the de,'e(oJ--lment of the Caf!~e in their 10l'aliiy ~illce the earliest days,
The good news has been rere i ,'od ,,'om ;\Iiss Helen '''hitney
of Lan~ing, ~1iC'h_, that a ma_;ority
l}f fhe me.mhers of a loral Spiritrrali:";t r.hurrh hil\'e now organized
themseh"es as a Baha'i grollp.
Yisits from :\lrs_ Corinne True a;!d
:\1,., Arthur Agnew greatly as.sis.ted
.\Jis~ \Vhitne~r in her \vork.
~lr.
\Varnrr fws heen appointed :"ecretarr uf the Lansing grollp_
It \ya~ the privilege of the
frielld:.; (11 :\~w York to hold OIu'e
<l/l"aill their meeting in !'ommemllratioTl of the .-\~C'f"lIsioH of '_\bdu'l
Rnha
111
St.
.\Iark',:.; I:hlll'eh.
ThrolllZ'h the rnllrtesy of Dr_ \V_ ):,

(juthrlf", SL ~Iark'5' Chlll·"h ha~
been a"i1ililhle annllailv lor thi.;:
f'ommemoration ~eryire_ Several
hllndred helie,'er, "!tended the
mee-ling on :\o\'fmber 28th.
Those present at the 1f)2:J Convention ,viII rec11H the beautiflll
r~~port of terwhing work in L,'
SOllthern Stales rendered D\' ~Ir<.
LOlli:-;e Bo~'le. Regionill Chairma 1_
Thanks to )''1r~_ B{}yle'~ energy and
pxef'llti\"r capaeity, the tearhill~
work i:-:: being steadilr deyeloped
in tho~e states to ~'hi('h Ahdu'lBaha oltrihllled sllrh importance
in the Tablets of the Diyille Plan.
The entire South I;;; being indH:"t riail)' and ,00ia1l;' regenerated c:l
pre:o:;:ent br ne\y de"elopml'lI['~
tending to give to the ~ortth maLl~'
large
milllttfa('tllring
prGjed~
\vhiC'h only a few ~-ears ago. '\vould
haye been located in the I:entral
Stales or .\ew England. .-1.11 Ihe
g'roups and i;;;oiated beliel'ers HI
that region i1re now heillg" linked

BAHA'!

,

I
,

"P through :\Irs. Boyle alld ille
presenC'e of the two teachers. :\Ir.
Lotli~ nregory and ~lr. How<lnl
:\lal'~\l1tt i:3 mo~t opportune.
The
.. eed:-=. or :o;;piritllal interc::"it ~o laithfllllv . . own in the SOlith b\- thE'~e
and other tea('her~. dllrin'g PJ:-,l
~-t'ar:":. are now producing wOl,del'fill reslllts in attracting ardent a1ldiences for the ~[e~sage in many
l-itiP!'.
The following information lw:-Ilt'en re-rr:>i\-ed cOilcerning the ,11'-

tiyitie~

of

~Jr. Gregor~·.

Space

j"

LH'king for aU save a hrief rE"~1J!1H':

During Of'tober. :\fr. Gre"@"or\' ~pent
two days at the State

Jndu.<:.j "iaL

School for Colored Studellt;. 80rdpntown. X. J., giving an Ciddrp .....
heforp. facultv and three hrrndrp,l
... tr!deHt~" and

making

imii\'ii1\\:' I

1·llntacts. ProreedirJlIl ~Ollth\,\,;1"';
"r, GrE",Q'"or\' spent a 'day \vith thE"
I'ri"'nn~ irJ Riverton, ~. J~ i:md Pl1il:-:.,(~_t'[phia.

where ~lr, ~ia('Xlltt alHI
.\foooy al::oo ,,::poke to t h~
fri€'nd~. Dllrlng ten da:.'s in \\"~:-oh
ing-to!1. D. C" he devotf'o rTtiwh
\imf" i() m{"{"ting-~ of the Con~T~z~l
tionnl COllltC'il ~nd the Y. :\1: C.' .\.
C()!}'I,'ention, ,\Jan:.' of th~ nf'If'.Q'at£':-:
rr€'-<':f'[Ji had alrend:-,.' heard tht' .\rf':-O';;;1~f' o1[ld \yere plea ... ed to add to
their in formation and interp..::t. ~Ir,
Gre!"or;' fOllnd that hoth Ihe-"
r.on\"ention~ reflerip.d w!'rv f'le}lrh'
Ihe -oirit and the letler of the Ba-

nT'.

ha'i priflciple~.

.\rriYPd at .Ja-r-ksonville, F'\orictOl,
f'ilri.\· in :'o:ovemhel", ~fr, n['e~()r~'
\Va..:: p-rf'l'Itiy a..::::::istect h,' HeL Dr.
.Tohn K For~. Paslor of the Rd~el
Bnnti_..:t Tn..::tillltional Chl1rrh. whf)
,1,','01 n ~ed
III Ile Baha'i mpf'til1g-~
-';1 mon ~ ",":trion;':
groll D_" i rl d"d i n~!
thp far-IIlh' <lnd ... hldent.;; of ~>l
\':1Iro \\':) \ f"f''';: , Collp2'l?, Bihlp :'-:;tll(h·
(,1.1.-0;":;' of Bethf'l f:hllrr-h, Choir' 01
Rr.thel r.hllrr-h. f<-lclllh' awl <;;111riP-Ilt..;;; of Rt.1ntinn HiJ!'h S~'hool.
thirty-two prrblir ..::ehool tear'her:'..
"f"Yf"ntY-fh·e offi{'er~ and agent:-: I)f
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details ~))out the teachinl< work
the South will ))e given in lhe
Hext :\ ews Letter.
ITuder the ~npervision of the
l~Plltral States Teaching Comrnitt!:'e. the .\ssembly uf Keno5ha.
\Vi..;;('on~in, are conducting a serie~
,_d IJl1lJli~' ledures. \vhich are greatb· ellcolIraging the local friends
;··nd atirading i.nterested inquirel'2-,
\ mOIl~ the !-'peakers are ~lr, .-\lhert
\',\\l. ~rr~. Corinne Trne. ~Ir, .-\rI hur ~, .-\gnew. :\Jr. and ~Irs, RoLp·1 1,,: J.lotYett. "Irs_ 'Walrath. "lr<.
T ·ITriCh. Or. Zia Ba,..dadi and ~Ir.
;-\ l be rt R. \Vi ndust. The a~sistance
pin'n the Keno.;;ha friends bv the
IleFrional Teaehing - Committee i:-,
an adminlhle example of how local
"'jfo!'t~ ('an be reinrorced by dra\vi r1!! upon t.he organized resource:,=
III' t}1p C;)l1s.e. It i~ to be hoped, and
"nnfirl(,I1th' E"xperted. that hefol'~
I])[l~ it \vill be possible to e;:;;tabli:-;h
Iran:>lill!Z" 4'irrltit...: whereby \vellof'Jaliflprl teaehe,':" will pel']ocii('ally
l';n- \"i~it:'= to eRC'h loeal .\~sembly
<,,'

'tl

;md

gTOllp.

The PrH'tlano .'-:,=",emhly have rf'!'l'flUy t"l1jo~'ed ~l yisit from ~Jr.
Hobert r~. Gillick. of Paradi:o:e. C.llli fnrnia, :\Jr. Gulick heard the '\"les--aile abollt twent~·-(i\'e years ago
;orJli i", PO\Y in a position to devote
,lll his time to the Cat1~e. Hi:;; pub1 i,.' tl.ddrf':--:~ in Portland was greatly enjo\."t~d.
:\Ir. Gllli('k plans [0
;'0 into ','arlous rural di..::trirts. deI;rpl' a .o:;erie~ of addre~ses and ha\·t:
1hf''''f' printed in the local Tlaper ')1111
di~tribllted to all residents in the
di:.:..tri4't. .1 fter \vhkh he \viU follo\\'
liP inquirie:-o lllltil aetnal ,'e:o;ults
''''8 ublained. When lhi; method
(·:111 hp I-'rnplo~'ed b~" a lllJmber of
I f'oltlirmed
Lwlii::"'\'er<;;. lhe g-ro\vth 01
1hI Call--p ill thi:" l'olllil ['\' will ilt'
l~~ a gn ilk t"Jl tl~· ,1 t't't' Ie rated.

01

Conwntion delegate, and
Yi~itor.::: \yill recall the I'eading by
Jrlrs, S~'h'ia 3-1argotis of ~e]('('tion~
from her' book of poems entitled
"Letter:": t.o Je~ll:--:. by <1 .Jewt'~~.-
Thi:-; . . . triking f'xpre5 ..:::ion uf the
l?e\"\". lIniYersal spirit has !LOW
IH:'elt plIblished. and copies of the
Yol11me ('an bp obtained from The
' .. illC·olll Prp.:-;:,= f::tl .. Dayton. Ohio.

In Sf.. .\llgnstine. ~Ir, (Jr€'gor~'
fOlfTlO the grollnd thoro1ig-hl~" rreDared bv Dr. and ~fr..::, G"v. v\,'ho
han' nphf'Id the Call~e in that- rih'
against :-:evere opposition and r-ritifism for milny rears. these llnfayorable l'onditions now happih'
l'oming to an end. Three churrfie:-:
find fwo .-::chools were opened to
~Ir, Gregory in SL Augustine . .:lnd.
Ilne r!erg:-'man has reqlle~t('d a <;;€'rip~n( twel\'e Baha'i talk:;:;. Fllrlh-

In the last few ",eeb ~Ir. Alberl
Yail has been traveling in Illinoi..::.
Ohio, \Vi..::/'onsin and as far east as
PiH~bl1rgh, :-;peaking many times
ill :o:chool",. l~hllr('he~. and to Baha'i
gathering~.
The interest. in the
fi-lad Tiding:;:; ~eems to increase e,"t'['V month. and minister!= and E"QIIc'ators express more and more to
.:.;tlldents and congregalions their
rejoicing in the \lni\'er~aHty o( the
Baha1j te-ilchings and the remarkable lives of Hahn'It'llah t1nrf All-

the Afro-A,mf'rictlTl J!1~llr'i-l]lj'f' Co ..
the re,zldar :,=erdre of the Colorl-'d
Pre~bd.erian

Chnrch.

and

the

.\-onng people's mepting n1' thf"
Sjmp~on
:\-Iemorial
:\:Iethodi:-:f

Ch"rch_ Dr. Ford first hear,l
the :\Je..::sagl? nine :'i-'ear~ ago.

All

du'l-Baha. Classes and groups and
interviews for the fl111er st.udv of
the teachings are proving of g'reat
yalile in confirming the ne\vly attraded ones .

Other Countries.
In il tetter I'ecentlv received
t'rom Jinahi Fadil, a member of
the :':ational Spiritual As~embly i~
informed that .Jinabi and his lamll~' are leavin~ Haifa for Per~ia b~'
\va:.' of Bagdad. His addre~..:: ill
Per:';;la will ue either cio ~·hrza F.llei l~llah Xassel'allf, Sarai Taki.
Ra!";hL Persia. or c/o Mirza Golon
.\li nawf01l8h. Rile Xaserrieh. Teheran. Persia. Letters should be
.<ent registered.
The beloved
tt"a(~her. scnds loving greet.ings to
all the .... merican friends.

'Ve are informed hv the lIam.\ssembl,\'
that their plans (OJ' the Esperanto
Baha'i :o.lagazine. "La ;\o"a Tago."
of whif'h mention wa:;:; made in the
\"ovl?mber :\"e\vs Letter. have he-eon
,:;rre-atly amplitled ~ince the f011nIJ(ltion nf the magazine, a~ the rl?:O-:lIlt ot' €'nr'ollragement and S!1~ge~
fions ;ent them b\' Shoghi ElTenrli.
r:oneerning La \'ova Trrgo. the
Gllardian write ..;;:: "1 hail the inanglIration of an international Bah<1 l j
organ, :3-0 vitali :v needed at thfl
pre~ent stage of OHr work. and
de:"'tined to render services that are
Iinique in their character to the
. . omDonent part~ of the ever-expandin~ Baha'i world.
[mrg. German~", Bahall

"Thollgh limited in it~ ..::phere of
inf1llenre. i.wd mode:-:t in feature .

yet il 'hall. due tc> the ,-ital po,;ition it fulfills, gro\v from strength
to ~trellgth. and vindirate its rlaim
it-- thp nne medillm of internatioll:11 Raha'\ interrOllr~£','~

'Ve are informed that beginning
In26. La );ova Tn,..o will be
:-:ent free to each Baha'i center
throttghottt the world. individttal
lJelie\'er:o: heing ahle to obtain ropit"..;; at a \'ery moderate "-::llbsrriptiOD l'O~t.
The magazine w-ill be
published quarterly and contain reports rurnished it by each ~a
tional Spiritual Assembly.
From Hamburg also have been
refeiYed three copies of a general
l1e~'S letter published in German
~md containing significant information concerning the progress of the
Cause. The;\ alional Spiritual As:-;emblr of Germany are arranging
to establish a national Baha'i
Arrhi,-es in Stllttgart to collect all
\yritings on the subject of the
Cau::;;,p.
.--\ ~ystem 0 f exchan/ifing
Baha'i writings with friends in
other fountries is also being 10.1l1grrrateo.
"The SeHe Freie
~Iar('h.

BAHA·j
Pre~:-:e~' of Yienna ['eeentlv pIILli:-o.hed an ilrticle ('ollrcrning the
[lerseclJtioll.';; or the Per~ian Bnhn'if. h~'
.-\!iglf~1e Fore!. \.\'tJirh
ha~ prG\"t'd \"er~: influentiaL beillg

nr .

~llrotfrl en-'n in the Tllrk.i~h paper
(If StambOlrL A general didionan"
ur pnc:'-Tlopfldia to he pnhli.";;hf'(]

... hnl·tl~· III Yjptlila tlrlr1Cf

nl

·':\len.::dlen

lind

the title

J.Iens('herl-

weT'ke" \'\"ill crlnlilil) an artiele
lhe Raha'i .\Jo\-.pment ll.Jltl
it.;;: lfading f1g11rp.-::.

;lfwllt

The .::ad Jl("ws i .. ; also ('"ontaillf'd
in the Hambllrl2' Baha'i news Jetter that Dr. A. Brallns. while on a
\-i~it to hi~ father-in-law. Dr. F'orl:"l. \ya::;;; drrl\"\'nE"d in the. River
Rhone, Dr. Branng was; a member
of the German "ational Spiritllal
.-\~:":embly from its origin and his
hroarl Yi~ion of the Calise and arcte-nt ~nirit will he forever mi::;;;~erl
h~- his Baha'i a~sociiltes_

Dr ..\Ihert

~Illhl>,.hlegel

of /'''''_

i_,!!:"trtl.;:;:>;.e. j~(":::. Strrtt/irar( German:,>',
hl"i.' Iwen rf'qlle~tf"rt hv the ("-;t'I"'rnall Xalional Spir'ililal .--\:o'.'emhh·
In maintain r'orr'p"ponliprl4'{, with
tt,(" EIl~li ...;h ..;peHkin~ i'r'if'lld<;.. Dr.
~rrrhl ... ("hlel2'f'l took Dllrt in the r-E'(,pnt. irrtf'rp'lliOIlai E;o:;pertlnto Congres~ at ne'H~\"a. \vorking \vifh
'fiss ~"artha Root to r::-present thE'
Cartse.
~Ir:::. LOlli.<;.e G-r-E'g'orv retrrrnf'd ill
rime to llttend trui 1025 Conven-

tion ai'tpr f'xtellsive travel runl Baha'i \vork in Ellrope. ~Irs. Greg'or~- Prl.~:;;f'rl ::;.ix month::: in Lllxllnlhorlrg :".owillll ~('ed:o; whirh will ap-

rear manifest l~ltE"r on_ :\11':0;. Greg-nry \-i ..;:;ited thE" Baha'i ~r'o(lp at
Yienna and nl~f) :}<;.:"=i!";ted in formin/iZ" ,1 ..:;trllh f·la.';:;:-;; at Grez. A!I:o:tria.
The \\-ornPIl'.':; Leagrre ff)r Pea('t-'
and Freedom at Yienna_ Grf'z and
BllrlOl Pe'.;:t I'!'::W€ :\rr~. Gregor:-- ('ordial conperntiol! <lnd suuport. Thf"
pre"idE"nt of the Buda Pe~t branch
of fht' \'~omen~;: Leagne had met
·.UHlrr'I-Ai~ha and heard him speak
fill hi ... ,-i ..;:;it to Bllda PE"st ill 10J:L
.\ talk given b~' ~1rs. Gregor~' in
BlHla P('o;t \ya~ renorted in thf"
HlllIgarian paper:,,_ There is splendirl opportllnity for f01l0\V-llP work
ill Brrrla Pp.;;L
En ronte to take
'hip at Antwerp. ~/r<. Gregor)' had
thE' pl'ivilf'gr nf pa~'ing_5hort Yi:-:it~
among the friends at Stuttgart and
E::-: ... lingen.

Throllgh :\-liss Leonora Holsapple \Vt han~ If'arned inter'e~tillg details about the progress of the
work in Bahia, Brazil. Dr. £:;:slemonVs book has been translated
and i~ now being printed for (,Irl~uiahfJn in South .\merica.
~Iiss
Hnl.nrple aud ~liS5 ~lickle have
l
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I'nnllrmed a '3mail grollp in B,lhia
alld :\Ii.-;s IIol5appiE" i ..;:; arl'anging to
tr,wr.1 in othrr (.. jtie~ to p~tahlish
,,(·tiw renter.'.

~Ir.

H. ll. R,·rrofl

'\vho has bE'err Ol ..;:;soriated ill {h('
Baha'i \york at. Bi1hia has r~r·E"nt.l\·
written il. numher (11' he-RILtiflll
li:,>-hlll<;'. th(l ptlblirlltinn of ,\y/li('h

lWt"n nnDl't)\·ed bv the Revit"\v~rl'.· <Ina \lr~_ R,-('roft Yi~itprl Eng-land drlrinl!" lbe
f fl."

i!lg Committce.

c;nring- cHlll :;;llmmer_
On L)('('onnt
ni' r'f'rt;"1in rflvol11Uorlilrv
mo,\-f'mellt:-: in Southe-rn Br3zil. pnbli\~

DH'fdinl2's of nil kind:o; have bE"en
':::!lspf'nded iJy the Government. bllt:'t"li~.s IIol:-;appie has been fJhle to
~een lin her terl('hing \vork. Therf>
i.:.; ~rf';at need for well f"quipped
If'H('hers to make their residence ill
Rahia and extend the ,,,,ark \vhif'"I-)
h<ls been so (,o(lr;H~·eoll ... 1v and efff't,ti"ply lwgtrn.
~\fig~ ~Ji('kle l'P"pnn~'
retllrnen to the ITnited
Rt3teo;.

The Spiritrlal

.\s~embl:,>-

of Te;lppointf'rl i1
... nf'rlnl ('ommittf"f'" to f'omnile a
.rrerl('r'.1l llt'W:" If''tter ;3nd di~tf'ihllte
it rfl~rrI<-lrJ.v. in En;:rJi ... h or' ppr~i;ln.
jf) Ililha'i .'enter:;;: throughout the
\\,flr!d_ The Amerlcan A55:I'"mhlie,
are rf'fJlle.<;ted to ~enf\ their imnnt't.1nt Bnha'i T1f'W~ to ~"r_ Filad ROllheran tIns I'ecent):---

i,·,,,' rio ~I. G. Ali Khan Davatrh.
Tf'her.:ln. Prr5:ia_ It i!": advi.o::able to
noore<;,~ lin C'omrnllnlcat.ions t.o Per.;;inn I'pntpr<:: in plain enve-lope~ Cl';;
tllo..;r. "\"I'hirh I'ontain anv refer~nre
to tfle Baht,'] CalisE' are likely to be
ef)!lfl~('(l~f"d b~' the Po~t OtTire_
The lir,l of th"e general letters
i't'om Tehel'an i ... dated Septembf'r.
! 027). Ctnd contains an admirable
,ji~e.<;.t of ,wtivitie:o: thnl1lghollt the
Ea;;;L Among- thp irnpOI'tant Cllffimittee~ appointed h~" the rreheran
:-;~ir'itlli11 A~:o:emb(v i~ one for compilin~ the hi~tory' of the r.alls{' in
Pf'r:-:;n. Thi~ committee 15 pngaged
in ('oUerting historical data from
.\:.:,<o:rmhlies and ~tlrvh'ors of the
t'ilrl\" dav~. and it i:o: expfldecf that
i'r'nm this material wiH in the Jlear
flltllrr. appr.ar the authorit.ative. ar(,llrate. and ('omplete hi:o=.tory of the
:\loYf-'mE"nt which is so milch cte.. irfd_

Cases of recent persecution 3rf-'
reported from Teheran a~ follo\y~:
III :\-"an Doab a lI11mber of people
T'o~e fLs.;-ainst the Baha'is, arrestin~
two of the believers by order of a
mullah. Thev then decided that
110 Baha'i should be admitled illto
a public bath or barbershop. bll 1

Government
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officials

interfered

:l.nd released the prisoners,

The

helievers 0 f ~[ian Doab have 'tartfld a Baha'i school and (lrE" now
planning- to construct a :'Ilash-

riqu·I-Adhkar.
..I. Baha'i school
:,-darted in a. town near Sangsar was
dosed bv a local mob but an order
was sef'l'ired from the Denartment
of Edlu'ation that the ~chool ~hould
be reopened. The local anlagonism ~til\ ('xist:o; anti the results t'anIlot he fore"'f'E"n, ..-\ Baha!j was recentlv mortally wounded ill a vil[age 'in :~.-Iazan.·daran. Similar diftlcllities have hf"en reporle-i from
the Baha'is of Yazd, Xain. Shahahad and Bender Abbas. Many antiBaha'i demonstrations have been
r-hecked by the Government.
The splendid effects of the visil
of :\Jrs, Florence Schopf1ocher in
('itie.~ of Persia where the friend~
met a western woman for the first
time. are reflected in many rOffimtIni('ation~ lately received.
The
:\,meri('an 'friends are very grate(nl to the Per,i"n believers for the
hpautiful ho'nitalitv extended to
~rr', Srhopflilcher during her journe~'.

Thr f'xten.o::ive .iourney of Mr.
f:.if'llfl"if'o Rchoptlocher also pro':'
dll('ed mo!'=t fllvorable comment on

the part of our Oriental friends. A
i~,""llf' of The Dawn
cona most inlert'sting account of
" Baha·i addre" delivered bv Mr.
;;choDl1ocj,pr for the Baha'i As,emblv of Rangoon. This addre<s
\Yas dnoted lo the subject of the
life end leachings of Mohammed
<1nd deeplv moved· the Mohammerfan inquirers who were present at

rr('C'nt

t~in.::

the meeting,

\V. he,·e he en "reatly interest-

f'd in rf'reive rlipoingfi. of arti("le~
lHJ the r.a,,~e published in La Trihllne de Gent"ve on A1lgust 15th
;1n.1 in the R,,;'ptian Gazette of
.\pril 15th.

.\ bE'Cllltiflll rirrular lette:. ha_s
heen rE'('eived from the SPIrItual
.\,'emhly of "avri. refleding the
<ovmpathy anci affertion ~hown bv
the frie",]' throughout the world
towarrl!'= tho:'Oe \yho ~lltTere~. from
lile tlood ta't ;·car. In addlhon to
fof'storing- the clevastated hou:::,es
the ~ayriz Bal1a'i~ have ~tar,ted the
f"nn~trl1rtion of a ~lashrlqu I-Ad~
kar and a pnhli(' nam to pr.event
fllturE' floods_ This latter. 1!; R.n
important ~e-rvife to an thf'. ln~ab\
tant" of :,\Ta~Tiz find is p~oduc1Dg a
most favorable impreSSIOn.
Gf'neral lett.er!=; are no~ ?eing i~
slIed hy Ihe ",ational Spiritual As~emblv of Tndia
and
Burma
through ~rr. Hashmatllllah, 'ecretarv. . The first of these letters
IlUO! es important _instrH<?t~ons sent
\Iv Sho/<hi Ef!emh to Spir,tual As>emblies throng-hont the East .m
.Jlme~t.h last.
The result of the
recent elections of the National
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Spiritual Assembly of India and
Burma are reported in the september issue of The Dawn. The Am-

IN MEMORIAM.

erican friends who ,vish to foI1ow
the progre:o;~ of the Calise in the

~Ir'.
.T. \Vesley Thompson.
elected delegate at the 102.'; :\ational Convention. from the Hono~
11111] Assembl~', passed awa~~ whih~
making ,t.he journey to Green Acre.
The extensin" memorial notice appear'in~ in th~ Honolulu Arlverti:=:er of Jttne 2nd te,.:;,tilies to the hi/l'h
p~leem and cordial re:.:perf. felt for
j,lr~_ Thompson ,Lhrollghollt a wirle
circle of aC(Jllaintance:.:, It i~ ~i~
nificant of her universal spirit th~
this notice wa~ written bv a JRn_
anese st.mient. wrhe mr)~t' tan~ible
E"xnre:o;;:=;ion or :\1 r:-:: , ThomDson'~
nionee-ring suirit \V~S thp fo"ndiJl~ of the Kona Forum, She honed
rlf'VOlltl~·
that the org[lnization
wOllld .;;pr,'f' as a potpnt ~Q'.pn{'\~ iT"]
nromotin~ riirprt. soc-ial .ano intp)Ie-dual interronrsf'! among the
manv ann min,&rled rRf'ps repre~pnt{'rr if\' 1-\0111-1.-..
Thf> Persian
.... ,,]1 nf Raha'io;;:m. -..vith its \-arlPd

Far Ea,t should su b,cribe to Ihis
important Baha'i magazine.
III a I ette r received from the !'i atiollal Spiritual A"'embly of Egypt
we are informed that in the small
,·illage of Kom EI Saayda the people have been arollt'ed against the
locnl Baha'i::: and an action brought
he fore the ~Iohammedan conrt
with the re",lt that the marria"e
Ill' the Baha'is ha:-; been annulled
on the grounds that the Baha·i
Cause is a here~y again~t t.he ~ftls
lim faith. This ease i~ now tefore Ihe ~Iohammaden Court of
Appeal and it is hoped that .iuslice
'yill be oblained.

From :\lr. Rll~tom Khm;:rove of
the :\alional Holel. Poona. India.
;1 lettrr has rome :>:eiting forth enthll:':i.asti('ull:-." the many opnortunitips of ser\·jre that await Baha'i
ff><l('hf"rs from _\merica or Enfone
\vhn ,-i:;;;it India prf'parf'd to mai.;-"
a tOllr of the varions. Baha!j ('enters. It i' I'reall;' to be hope~ that
thi>::
inter-exrhange of HRhn'j
teacher~
between the
variolls
('on ntrie~ \'\'i!l ~teadily i ncrea~e,
and the Amerirar. X:.!ional Spirit-

ual .>'"embl;· sugge'ts that all believers who travel olltside their
own countr~' carl':'--' \vith them a
;O;l1itable letter of endor:o:ement and
introdllciion ~igned b~' their O\VII
'\"ational Spirit11ai _\~~embi)' or
other recognized Baha'i anthority_
Grate flll acknowledgem e nt 1....
made of letter.:;: refeivf>d from Port
Said. Bei,·ut. Baku. l;hkabad. l3al'dad. Awa~high Spiritllal .-\:o;sernbl~·
,,·are :\1. H. Yaki!. Bagdad .. :\10,~'ow, SL!ltanaba'd. lra'fl, Persia, and
Bombay.
From :\fr. Bmli Dllshru'i, Engli,h ,ecretary of the Spirilual A,~emhh' of Haifa \ye ilre indebted
for m'o~t inter{'~ting news letter~
daled :\10'· 17. June 5th. June"
.T,lIy l:lth and Allgusl 1st f,·om
which suitable exerpi,;;: \yill be
made in the next :\'ews Letter for'
the information of the 'Ameriean
friends, Funr"t1oning ['I':' they are
nnder the inspiration of the dired
example of the Guardian of the
Cnn.:;:-t:>, thE' Haifa Spiritllal _\:":o:effihl~· i .... rendering llotable ~prvi('es,
llnl the lea:<.t of which ha":". heen to
prtwide U1e helie\'ers of Europe
,md ,\meril'a with al~etIrate :md
timel:,--' ne\y~ of aetivities throughout the East.

hll)'Y'lnnifarian tpnpt",_ also ~troIH!"l:,--
i1nDt'~J.pfl tf) ~trs. 'Thompson.
Rhp
,,'ilS ilo;; sole- missionarv in
KonFI.
("onrlurtinlZ' rl .:-:erie-o;;: of f>venill!?'
meptin~s in her lihrar\-, wh~n ~hp
'"tlriolls a~ner-t~ of the Baha~i re-ligiflT"] WPT'f' exnlRinf"rJ to anrl rli~r]l':;:':=;
f'd \vith her friendly neighbors,"

Prom .Jr nTlif' L. Lihh\' of

T~o:=;

An·

Il'elf"s has been r-ereived the fol)nwin~ notirf' of the nas.-:ing of Dr,

\faxw.1I Rvrler .. "On .Tllly 7th Dr.
VRxwe-ll R\-de-r. hll:o:h.Anri of 7.lIriel
Lihh,~ ·Rvrler. " failh rill follower
flf Rahn'll'llah c1nil a firm believer
in HlP Centf'r of the Co\'pnallL [J~
f'f'ndprl to his trllf' home in t.he
',inllrl .... ....., nt' .\ fJhfl. HI" Ih'erl T'athpr
I t1 :ln Y'lif'f'd hi.;; rt-'Iiaion_ So nne
-..vhn

snng'ht hl:': he-in fo .. pit her
m.1jf'r'ial rrlief le-ft him
f'fY'nh--hannprl,"
Thp folio\'\'inl!2'
rTlTotation i~ j'rflm il T.1hle-t revf>uled
In- A,hri,,'] Fhdla (nr Dr. Rnler on
...:nirif]1~1 IIr

~nril o. 1021.
"Your leiter has
hf'rn re(,f'in'n,
Jt~ rontents was
P'P' "ntl~(' of ior hp('~rrsf> it i~ inliirat.ivf' of thp loftinp.:":s of yuur
~.:;nir.ation,
thp lIohilitv of vour

l'hf.lT'~df'r r.anrl the ~incr.rih- of

intention.:-:,"

,:o11r

"

:\'fr~, ~farillrl '7, Potter ha.o::: ('00frihllfprl the fnllnwing mpmo"ii11
for the hf'loYf"ri Bflha'i, Dr. Pft1llinp
BflT'ton-pppl{p
Hj, ~ we
thin'k nf
IIlfr he-Iow·r! Dr, Paliline BartonPre-ke, \Vf' know that the ineal snirilltn[ f'OFlHPf'tion h[JO::: !1Pfome- f-'~tah
li~hf'rl. that, while the human ,-oife
1-: :::.\lent. fhe- phy~i,..~l form gonrfrom olrr hllman .. ighf. that WE" are
fwrominC( !Tlrr('.u;;,in~h- ('on~riol1~
of (1 ~piritll31 lovp. wellinlo{ 11D within 11--- and Mtlloing f1llr hp[lrt~ to

her radiant reality.
.
We
realize more and more her untiring devotion and activity. and her
deep love for Baha'u'llah and Abdu'l Baha. Her connection with
the Cause beg-an many years agQ~
She had been a searcher' after
truth -for years. so that when she
heard of the Revelation she be(-'arne inten.selv interested and accepted the Baha·i }Iessage. From
that time IIntH her passing fOhe
frllve of hf'r ahllndant and virile pne rgy and
force fulness to the
'nreading and lIpbllilding of the
Cause in Cleveland.
UVery shortly after she had acrepted the teachinl's the meetings
were ('entered in her home and it
became a real hospice for the
friends here and for traveling Baha'is and teachers from all parts
M the country. . . . When Abdu'J
Baha came to this country in 1912
Dr. Barton-Peeke hastened tn arrange for his coming to Cleveland
that it might be blessed by His
Presence a ",1 that the friends
might have the bOllnty of meeling
Him face to face:'

On Sunday mor,,;ng, No.·embe.
lsi.. :\lr5. Elizabeth Asbton. wife
of John R. Ashton. and mother of
:\liss Alice Ashton, passed into the
life eternal and radiant after but
a few days illness. This saa event
coming so suddenl~' was a great
shock to the family and friends.
The Ashton family became believers and devoted adherents of

the Baha'i Faith in 1013.
They
."ieemed ready and waiting for the
\Vater of Life and responded to
the call of Ihe Kingdom with enthusiasm and an uJlusual under;;Ianding of the spiritual' life of

man.
Their home in \Vashington, D.
C., became the gathering place or
t.he friends of God. and many remarkably spiritual meetings have
been held there when the standards of the ~ ew Day were raised
aloft, and always especially flne
programs were arranged for the
visiting teachers, Also for four or
live slimmers ~lrs. Ashton served
the friends at Green Acre and
many ,vill remember her, and her
loving mini~trations.
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Spirit1lal Assembly of India and
Burma are reported in the SeptemiJer i~slle of The Dawn. The Amerit'an friends who wish to foIlo\"\'
the progre>s of the Gallse in the
Far East :should subscribe to this
important Baha'i magazine.
In a letter rereived from the ?'\ 8tional Spiritual As,embl, of 8gypt
we j)re informed that. in the :";mall

"illage of Kom EI Saa"da the people h.oxe heen aro1lsed against the
[neal Baha'is and all action brollght
hefore the :.\lohammedan 4'ollrt
\vith the re!":llit t.hat the ma['r'ia~e

of the Baha'is has been annulled
on the grounds that the Baha'i
Can~e i~ a here~y against the ~'111~
lim faith. This rase is now before the

~Johammaden

COllf't

of

Appeal and it is hoped that jllsti"e
'yill be obtained.
From ")'Ir.

Rll~tom

Kho!"ron-" of

the "ational Hotel. Poona. India.
a letter ha!=; come :o:etting forth enthu:o:iastically the many fll:mof'tlllIitiE""; n/" :o:.ervire that await Baha'i
tellf"hf'r~ from .-\mrrtca or Enrone
\yhn Yi~it India pr-eparf"d to mnl.:,.
,1 tour of the variotJ~ Baha'i f"f'nler,. It i, "reatty to be hoped Iha'
thi;;;;
inter-f'xchange of Riih~'i
teacher~
between the
Yarioll:o:.
f'OIlntrie~ wi(! ::o;teadil:v inrrea::o;p.
~THi the .\merlC'an ~atl':'onal SfJlritIra) A~sembl~.' slJgge~ts that all lwliever~ \vho traVf~l o1]tside
their
own country carry \vith them ;1
sllitable lrtter of endor~ement and
infroG.udion ~dgned by their o,vn
Xational :Spiritual _-\s!"emhl)- ur
nther re('ognized Baha'l a\\thori1\.
GrLltf'frrl ar-kno\vledgE"ment. i:-,
mnde 111' l£"tter.;; receiYE"d from Port

ll".,.-

"aid. Beirut. Bak". I-hkabad.
dad .. \washigh Spiritual ..>.ssembl)·
:'care ~r. H. YakiL Bagdad:. ~I("
I'O\V, Snltnnab.:lr1. Iraq, Per ... in. alld
Bombay.
From :\Ir_ Badi BlIshrll'i. Engli:.;h ",ecretary of the Spiritual A",:";f'mbi)' of Haifa '\VE" are indehted
for mo:-,t jntpr('~ting news letter~
dated ~Jav i 7, June 5th. June :;:
JIlI)- l:3th and A1lgust 1st from
'\\"hil~h
:-'llitable ('xE"rpt:o;. \yill IH'
made in the ne-xt :'\ew~. Letter for
fhf" informatioll of the, ,-\meril'HlI
friend~.

a~

the~-

:lr'f"
under the iJJ~Rjratioll nf the diJ'f'(Ol
example of the Gllardiall of the
enll .... ". the HHifa Spirit1lal A~~em
Illy i..; rendering notable :--er\'ire~,
nut the lra~t of which has heen to
pl'o\'id e the believers u f Ell rope
and . \merica ...vith :'lI'{'llrate ;,tlld
!jmel~' IlE"\V:o; of aciivltirs;: throllgholri the EEI"t.
F'lIndioning

:-;J<:WS
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IN MEMORIAM.
~Irs.
,J. \Vesley Thorn P,OTL
elected delegate at the 1023 "ational Convention, from the Honollllu A~sembl~', passed away whill.l
making ·the journey to Green Acre,
The extensi'\"e memorial notice appraring- in the Honolllill .-\dverti:-:t>r of June 2nd te:ititles to the hi~h
f1:o:trern Hnd ('ordial respe('t felt for
:\frs. Thompson ·throllghollt n \vide
cir(,le of .1couaint.anres. It is ",ignifleant of her universal spirit t"r
this notice W1.~ '\vritten bv a .T:-lnane!';e strident. "The mo~t' tangible
f'Xpre:;:~lon
of ~·1r:-;.. rrhomo:oon'.':;
nioneering :-o:nirit wa~ thf1 fOllndinQ" of the Rona Forllm. She honed

rlevolltl~'
that
~en-f" as

wOlllrl

the

organization

a potf'nt

il.~f'n('\' i'1

nrom(ltin~

riirpf't. :o:ocial and intplle(·tufll interf'ollr~.p Among- the
man\' anrl mingled r'H'E":o;. repre';;;PJltprl in l\onn,
Thf' Persian
'~lIH nf Baha'i~m_ with it ... Yflrlpn
hl1rnnnit;qrian tE"nflt.;;.. al",o -.:trongly
:-=tnnp:=t Jf1-rf tn ~lr~, TflOmp~nn. Rrf1
wa~ it~ "nle mis.o:innarv in Konn.
i'OT](luciinll a SE'T'ft'S o( f'.\"enill2"
rnpptinlls in her linr-ary, ,,,,npn thf'

Y01riolls i1~flef't~ of t.he Baha 1 i relig-inn \ypre E'xDJaineri ~o ann rlis(,Il<Osed \yith her friendi)' neighbors."
Prom ;\nnif> L. Lihhv ()f Lo~ Anue-Ie .. bas been ref'eived the f.dl,,'Ving not,i('p of the- nassing of Dr.
\laxwell R\'fler. "On .Inlv ith lk
'fw'{wpll R~'der. hlfshanrl'of Zliriel
Lihhy Rnier_ a fl'\ithf!ll follower
III' Rrdl<-t'rr'llnh llnrl. a firm belieyer
in thp Cf'ntf'r of the l,OVf'na1lt. ,l:-;,·pnrlf'rt to hi:,: [r'!I.p- hnmfl- in the:
T,-ina-0 ....... I·f \ f1fln_ Hp liyerl r'athpr'
''lI(,f1d hi,.. "f'li!!iorl.
\"0 nne
\\"hn ..::nlll!ht. his tleln for' ,,::.ilher
:-:nirdll:>\ or Dl;1)t>-l'ial relief left him
prnnh--hanrif'ri."
'T'hf1 I"ollowins;r
olllotatinn i.-.: fT'om <l Tflhlf'f r'p\'f'aled
h\" J.hrlu'l R~ha for nT'_ Rvner on
.\nril n. 1021.
"Yol1r letter has
heen rf>f'£"ivf'd.
H~ content.;;; was
the (',lIl~e 1)1' ioy hf'f'an:-op if i~ intll:Hl

dif'."1ti\·P of thp
,1..;nirfdinn. the

loft.inp.s~

of. vonp
nohilitv of \'ollr
"h;lT';:l,.fer nnrl thf' ~in('erih- of ~-otlr
intrntion:-'."
..
\Jr .... :\JAriclIl "\'". Potier hll~ ("onfrlhllten the lnl\o"\vinp- mpmo"';al
fnr t.flr. llf'lm'rd Rflh(l'i:

8arton-pf' p l.p

nr_

Palllinp

"ls we think of
,)l1r lwlon'd Dr. PAllline BartonPf'f'kt'. '\VI?' know t.hat the: ideal soiril1h~t l'onllprtinn hi1';;;; hp('ome E':o;.tahli.·dlf'rl, thdt ,vhile tfle human \'oire
i:o: :o:ilent. the physi(,Clt frwm g-nnf'
from ollr hlrman ~il2"ht. that \Y8 (Ire
hf'~'ominqin('rPtisirl/ifh- ('ons(';olls
I~f a spirittral Ion' '\vE"l1in~ ltD within 1I~ <1nrl :It.tIIJlin~ nllr- Ilf'nrt!' to

her radiant realit,.. .
We
realize more and more her untiring devotion and activity, and her
deep love for Baha'u'llah and Abdu'\ Baha. Her connection with
the Cause began many years ago.
She had been a searcher after
truth -for years. so that when .she
heard of the Revelation she became intenselv interested and ac('epted the Baha'i ~lessage. From
that time nntil her passing she
j!ave of her ahundant and virile pne-rgy and forcefulness to the
spreading and llpbllilding of the
Cause in Cleveland_
"Very shortly after she had accepted the teachings the meetings
were ('entered in her home and it
became a real hospice for the
friends here and for traveling Baha'is and teachers from all parls
of the COllntr;' . . . . When Abdu'l
Baha came to this rount.ry in 1912
Dr. Barlon-Peeke hastened to arrange for his ('oming to Cleveland
I hat it might be blessed by Ilis
Presence and that the friends.
might have the honnty of meeting
Him face to face. I f

On Sunday

;-:"f)~ning,

November

1st. :'Irs. Elizabeth Ashton, wife
of John R. Ashton. and mother of
:'IIiss Alice Ashton, passed into the
life eternal and radiant after hut
a few days illness. T!J.is sad event
eorning so suddenly was a great
shock to the family and friends.
The Ashton family became beLievers and devoted adherents of

the Baha'i Faith in H1I3. They
seemed readr and waiting for the
\Yater of Life and responded to
the call of the Kingdom with enthusiasm and an unusual understanding of the spiritual life of
man.

Their horne in \Vashington, D.
C .• hecame the gathering place of

the friends of God. and many remarkably spiritual meetings have
been held there when the standards of the Xew Day were raised
aloft. and always especially flne
programs were arranged for the
visiting teachers. A180 for four or
five summers :\frs. Ashton served
the friends at Green Acre and
many will remember her, and her
loving minis:trations.

LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
To the members of the ·);ational
Spiritual ..\ssemhlv of the Baha'is of the Ullite'd Slates and
CaIlada.
:\I~' ",-veil-beloved friends:
The numeroll:-o. commllflij~ation~
\vhirh

YOllf

distingllisht'd

Set're-

rar:'lo- has lateb- add-rp:;;.sefj on

\-Ollf

behalf to the Greatest Hnl,' i.ear
and my~e-H. h~ye heen eagerly perl1~ed and thelr content!-l carefully
noted,
The news they i m Darted
and the spirit they revealed han
f'".<ulsed us both genuine sati~far
tlon. and ha,:e served to inteJlsi I'y
the f~elings of jOYOllS ronfidenre.
of prlde and p:ratilude with which
\'"~

oj

have greeted the inauguration
H)ll

r te rm

0

f ... e nricc.

The notahle advance 3ehir.vf"d h\-

this· ~·f'ar'~ memorable Couventior.
i .... J am rertain. ;)tlriblItable in 110

~malt measnre to the energy, the
thoroll~hnes ..... the ins:;ight aml the
lovin~ kindnes~ that have ('harar-leri~erl in an tlJlprecedente-d de-,a'rre the ('Idivitie~ of the outgoing
,,'ational SpiritrJaI ,~,,,emblv.
I

om conlident that (he work 01 America's ne\vly ejected repre~enia1h'es, !"iO splendidl~" llnd auspiciou;:.;h begun. will rurther eOll,olidate
the lahor~ of the pa!'t, ,vitl resolve
to a great extent the prohlem, anu
perplexities of the pre8ent, arid op("11
lip fre~h fields of t'l1tnrf"
flf'hie\'ements and sen'ire.
I reioice to [earn that \va\'~ nlld
mean;-;: have be'en found to enahlC"
the .\'<1.tional Serrt"tarv, who disl'hnrgf":" in !"llrh 1Hl f'xempla,..~' mL111ner tbe mani fold and eX[lrting 011tir~ n1' <l highl~' rl~sronsihlt-' po:-oilion, 10 rlf'Yntf' all his timp to tht'
i1 ta .... k. I
am flJlI~' l'otlsrioll:O: or th£' priVillioll .... and ,o.:ac'l'itire \"\'hirh the dlOil'en( this ftrdllotls' \vor'k must iTl\'oln-'
for him, as well as for hi~ de\'otp((
:lml :"e-Ifle:-.;:-.; ('ompanion: I cannot
hilt :ldmir'p and e-:doll their hf'roic
{'trorl~: and \vish to a..-;slIre them
both of m~" ronlinlled prayp.rs for
the :;;peed~' fruition of their enrn{'''t
f' rHl E"avorS,
RegArding the n'r~' delirate and
4'om plex qtle~tioll 0 f 35ce rtaiJl ing
thl' qllalificn{1nn::: of a tr"e be-\iI?'Ypr, I rnnnot ill this rOlllJeetion emplH~size too strongly the stlpremt'
neccs.;;:;ily for the exercise of t.he
IItmo~t discretion. caution and tad.
\yhethf'r it be in deriding for 0111'seln~:o: as to who may be I'egarderl
a trne heliever or in disclosing to
the olltside world sllch con!-iiderat.iOllS :1.':: may serve as tl. basis for
o:nch a decision. I wOllld only ventllre to ~tate yery brietly Olnd as

pUI':';'lIit uf :-0.0 meriinriolls

adequately a.~ pl'esertt (']['CUlllstances permit the principal fae(ors that must be taken into eOIl"ide ration be-fore deeiding whether
a person may be regarded a trne
belie\"er or not. Full recognition
of the :-:tation of the ForerllOner
ttle .-\tlthor. and t.he Trrre Exempla~
nr the Baha'i CaH5~, a~ ;o;.et forth in
,--\tJdl,'j Baha's Te!':tament; IIn"re:o-.erYf~d a("ceptanre of. and ~lIbmi~
... ion- to. \vhatsoev£"r has bef"n i'e,'paled h,' their Pen; lo,'al ,,"d
..;.;teadfas-t
adherence
to~
('\'el')"
rlalBe of ollr Beloved'!': ..;;acrerl
'ViII; and dose association "",:ith
Ihe "pirit as well as the form of
t.he l)resent day Baha'i arlminisfl'ution throrrghorrt the world-the<e.
J ('onceiw>. to he t.he fundamental
and primary considerations that
mll:o:t be fairlr, discreetly (lnd
lhutlghtlrrll;- a,certairred before
rrRching .'Ollrh a "ital deci!"ion, Arn'
attempt at fllrther analY~i.o:: and.
{'11lr-idalion '\vill. r fear. [and liS in
harren di!'clts.o::ions ilnd eYf'n gran'
l'ontro\"ersif"s that would prove not
onl~" ftrtilf" hflt P\"en detrimelltal io
the !Jest interests of a gro\villg
Call~e,
I would therefo.re ~lrongly
IIr}iiff' those who (Ire railed upon to
m:1ke :O;llrh a deeision to approach
this highly invoh;ed and e\'er-r£'l'rlrring problem '\vith the ~pirit uf
hll m hie prayer, and earne~t. C'on.';;;!lllation. and to refrain from
drawing rigidly the line of demar{'ation £'xf"ept on Sorleh occasions
,""hen the interests of the t.allse
nh:o'-oilitely demand it.
rn (~ollni"('tioH with the i.lllniial
holding of the Baha'i Convention
;)ud c.ongre:-:s. I feel that. allhoflgh
:o-.1If'h a ,'epr£'sentalive bod~' need
lIot he- 4'(JllVenea nf'res.;;:;ar·i]y PH'r\'
~'f~;lI', \t~t it I:' highl~' de-:o:irable-, i;l
\'if'w of the uniquE' fm]('tions it 1'111fill~ in promoting harmony ,lJ1U
good-will. ill r'emm:iug mi:O:llnder:o;fandings alld in enhancing the
prestige of the Canst', that the :"\at i 0[1;'11 Spi rit 11.11 A!':semhly ~holJld
t'xert it .. lf to gather' t.oge(her 011JIll alt~' I he eierted represen tatin's
of the American 1l£'lie-ver:;.
It
\yollld ill :o:ome wavs be obYioll~h'
I'nm'{'nient and f'minentlv desira:'"
bfe thnllgh not absolnt.f'b' f"SS£'Illial. if the );ational Spiritual ,\<"f"mhl~; c'ould ilrrange that the
holding of stich a Congress shoulrl
":;~'Ilfhrnnize \yith the time at whir-h
t he national elections are renewed. and that both events ,hould
lake place. if not on tile ror.-t uf
Rid,'an, at least during the lwel\'e
joyolls days of what may be jllStl~'
regarcied as the foremost Baha'i
FestivaL
.\part from -the local
rlections, \vhich llniversal1v are to
he renewed on the 21st 'day of

,\priL it is elltirpl)' left 10 the discretion of the );ational Spiritual
Assembly to de('ide, after having
given due consideration to the
above mentioned nbservations. on
whatever time () nd place the Baha'i CO}n'ention ()S ",'ell a~ the anl111al elections are to be held. 'Vere
the );ational Spiritual -"".mbly
to decide. after matllre dpliberaIron (0 omit the holding 01 the Baha'i COllvention and Congre~s in a
given ~'ear~ then they could. only
in Stich a case. devise ways dnd
means to ensure that the annual
election of the );ational Spiritual
Assembly ,holJld be held by mail,
provided it can be conducted with
..-:;utTicient thoroughnel'ls, efficiency
and dispatch, It would also appear
to me unobjectionable to enable
ilnd 'even to require in the last re:"iort ·sflr.h cfelegates as cannot possibly undertake the journey to the
seat of the Baha'i Convention to
~end their \"otes, for the election
of the );ational Spiritual Assembly olllv, b,' mail to the National
Sec'reta'i-~', n~ in my vi.ew the adyantages of .O:llch a procedure outweigh the considerations referred
to in "011 r letter, It should, howp"er. ll{" made r-Iear to every elect·
rd delegate-who should be conlinrrallv reminded-.that. it is a sarred re'llonsihility and admittedly
prefera ble to atLnd i 1 possible in
ner~on the ~es~ions of the Convention, to take an active part in all
ifs proreeciings, ftnd to, acquaint
his fe-lIow-,\vorkers on hIS return
with the a''f'omplishments. the deci~ions flnd the flspirations of the
a~~pmhtect

r('rH'e~E'ntaUves of the

,'-meric'an belie\'f~rs"

J am p,H~'prh' looking forward to
in mannS'cript
i'orm the projected Baha'i Year
Book that [ may be enabled to contribute mv ~hare in rendering it
[IS
romprehensh:e. as att~acti.".e.
and as authoritatrve as p05sI~le, , I
"tron~l~t advi~e you to combIne 10
fl jllfiiriolls manner the two !llet~
od~ outlined in thi~ connection In
\'Ollr leUer of September 2, 1925.
:~ short, conci~e and for<:eful acrOllllt of the primary obJects~ as
well as of the principles underlying the \vorld-\vide administratlOn
or the Gar"., together with a brief
description of various features of
the present rla~.. administratio,n or
its artivities. ~llpplemented wlt.h a
IHlt-too-de.tailed ,urvey of the actllal acC'ompli:o:.hment.;;.; and plan!"
evolved in the clIrrent year. ,voulrl
:;;en'e to acqllaint the outsider wit.h
the pnrpose and the achievements
of the Callse. anJ provide sufficient material that would he edirying nnrl !lelpf,,1 to the active be\'Ollr :O:f"ndin~' me

Eever~ whether in the East or ill
the \Yes!.
Touching the nalure of the aetivities of our llntiring and devoted
Baha'i ,isler.· ~Irs. Victoria Bedikian. I 'hall postpone any definite
decision Ilntil my forthcoming
meeting with her in the holy land
which 1 trllst will· banish the present confLlsion and remm;e the Ollt,.,;:;tanding misuuderstandings
in
thi~ connection.
The Great"t Hol;- Leaf desires
me to eonvey ln her name to the
e.o:;teemed ·members of the Green
Acre Fellowship the expres~ion
of her eordial thanks and sincere
appreciation in having been made
a life member of the said Fellowship. She a,,"res them of her
prayers for the success (1f this noble institution as well as for the
splr1tnal advancement of its individual members_
Recent developments m the
Holy Land have led various organizations in the .Jewish world lo
contemplate seriollsly the early
possibility of transferring to Pale!"tine's ~a('-red soil the mortal remain~ of certain prominent fOllllders and leaders of Jewish thought.
and :\Iount Carmel. which next lo
A""a's J.lost Holy Shrine is the
most cherished object of Baha'i
veneration, has been citen on vari~
OilS occa~ions as a permanent and
most befitting burial ground for
their illustrious dead. Surely the
Baha'is of the ,,·orld. ever on flie
alert and with an eve to the future.
will. no matter hov..~ pressed by finanrial obligations, arise whlle.

there is vet time to contrihute each
his share in securing for posterity
~llC"h land as leis in dose proximity (0 the Holy Shrine-an area the
acqlllsitlon of which in time will
prove indi'!'pensable if the :<illblime
rision of Abdu'l Baha is to be
realized.
I appeal to you, and
throllgh YOll to every earnest and
eOH~cientious
heliever. to :o;afeg"lIard in partic-Illar the land exlending southward from
these
Sh.rines which now_ alas! is gra,'ely exposed to the ass-antts of covetolJs and speculatinll interests. I
am loth to press further claims on
friends who have displaved so
magnificent a spirit of self-sacriflre on several occasions in the
past, bllt 1 feel the urge of a sacred
and impelling responsibility to call
\'Ollr attention to what I concein~
to he one of the world-wide isslle~
of the greate:o::t moment realliring
a prompt, generalIs and coilecti\'e
re'ponse, I rna,· add that whatp\'er land i!'= Ol1r('ha~ed will he regi~tered in thp- TlHITlP ('If the
('"00trihll tor. and J wOllld· therefore reqllest eyerY f'ontribntin~ believer
tCl rorw~rd fo,;rethf'r with his dontition ~llch power of attorney 8R will
legally empowfr me to trant-ad in
hi:": nilme and on his hehalr the
purchase of the plot he desirps to
acquire. It u.;onld he rlesirahle to
forv.-·ard small contrihutions to the
Xational Soiritllal Assemhlv. who
will then deride Huon the mann,pr
in whi('h the transaction shouJd be
('ondurted.
The compilation or newspaper
wtth regard to recent

dipping~

perseeutions til Persia which has
been sent by ()ur dear brother. ~Ir.
H. Holle~' to' the Greatest Holy Leaf
has been forwarded to the Kational
Spiritual Assembly of Persia. that
the~' may witness for themselves
and share with the rank and file of
the Persian believers the results of
the extenslve and vigorous campaign so promptly undertaken on
their berral! by their .ympathizing
brethren in the ''Vest. It grieves
me to inform VOll that this sad tale
of barbarism and unrestrained aggression on the property, the lives
and the honor of Ihe heroic sufferers in that land is still continuing
to reach our ears. and the campaign of obstruction. of intimidation and plunder is. but for short
periods of comparative lull. beinK
svstematicalv -Pllrsued with unabated vigor.' I am certain that the
members of the National Spiritual
Assembly, fully alive to the uncertainty, the can fusion and the serl·
0l1~neS8 of the present situation,
will ,eize (he r.rst opportunity lu
redress as much as it lies in their
power the interminable grievances
that are being innicted upon harrassed yet law-abiding citizens.
'Vishing \'Oll success from all
my heart. and assuring you of my
continued prayers (or the steady
expansion and consolidation of
your work,
I am. your brother and fellowworker,
(Signed)
SHOGHI.
lIai fa, Palestine.
October 2!lth. 1\'12:').
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Guardian Endorses "Plan
of Unified Action"

At lhe very hour this :\"ews
Letter \vas going to pres.:=;., the
following cablegram was received by the :\"ational Spiritual
Assembly: "Congratulate :\" ational .\ssembl~· on plan. ~oble
in conreption. sound in method.
forreflll in its appeal. Fully end,orse it.

)

JH
.',\,

f. -'"

'l:

Commend it to t:"\-ery

declared
Leliever.
.i 0)'01151)pledging ninety-five dollars per
month as my humble share. Be..;~e~hing
Divil1e
assistance."
~i!!11Prl. Sho~hi;

To lhe Baha'is of the
Uniled Slates and Canada.
I Dear Friends in '.-\bdu'I-Baha:
~ ~ In going over the Assembly lists.
1"to determinle whichthare el~2ti6t1e<!..tll
repre,"nta Ion III
e
"
.,a,) tional Convention. one cannot hill
_ ~emark the lack of decided ehange
:;...\
m the:-:e lIsts Q1,·er a con-:tderable
rerlOd of years. It would . . . eem
:--....--<:!that the a"erage Assemblv ,orne
-./ ~me ago r~ach a certain pOInt of
.(
g'l'owth and that it i, d ilTionlt to
leave this point behind. 'Vhere
~'
;?onlya few believers are engaged in
~er~'l('e the natural tendency is to
..........: - feel that no great measures ran be
j
attempted nntil their numbers
.;. vnave been increased. but this ov''ti'""rlooks the fact that the ""stablished religion~ inclllde the great ma~jority of people in every eO.m.mu~ .. ,nih-. and vet little pure "plhthwl
. accomplishment can be observed
or all that. Neither lack of nnm.
er~ nor lack of means is any ob,lacle in this Cause.
One of the Amerir.an bel;,.:.ypr~
T"f'('eived a letter from Dr. f'.;:.;:lpmont written at Haifa in .-\uril.
II)?:; which reveals the sDi-ritllal
facto~~ of growth ann prDRre~~ :0:0
elearlv that to ,hare this lelter now
will h'e a decided help to "s all.
"Yon ~av t.hot your heart breaks
f'yerthe doin~s of th~ negli~f'nt
~

1

'S

):~,

;1'"1'

February, _19211
~ nd that ;r..'ou have shed many tears
enTer the apparent want of success
atlending ;'our elTor!s to spread
the Cause during the last six years.
\Vhen we feel tempted to grieve
nver the negligence of o-thers we
mll,t lea. t.o 111m our thoughts
instead towards God. rrhet'e is a
Persian :=:a:\ring which Baha'll'llah
~lIote' [0 the elTerl that ',hollirl
all the world turn infidel, not one
snerk of dllst would ~uil the rohe
nf Thv GrandelTr.' "\Ve are not re,<non,ible for the nej;tligence of
('Ithers.. That i;;;; a matter hetween
them and God. and Gor! leav",
them free to chao," whether they
will tllrn to Him and walk in Hi,
path. or wanrler in ways of their
0""'" rhoosin~. There is only one
li(f' that. Pilch of 11~ i;;;; re~pon~ihle
for. and th;qt is Ollr own. and that
res[)onsihility is quite enOl] gh to
:1hsorb all Otlr attention and energy if we dt~charfle it properly. Is
C111r own life perfect? Are we renrriing pllre and unsullied the D;yinp AttriblJte~? Have we got rid
of the la,t trace of .elfish and
\vorldh' r1e~irf?
Have we comnlet. knowledge' of the Divine
tp[H'hing:o:; and is out' obedience to
them flawless? If not. then it is rl
wa~te of time for 1]S to be fretting:1hOllt. the dust on other peopIe~'
mirrors when we ollght instead to
he poli'hing and ad,jllstin" our
own. "Nhv hast thou overlooked
fhine own fan1ts and art observing
the defee!, of My servants?'~"Ve mllst beware or the pro'I!lvtising spirit. the desire to
make lronverts' and to measure
onr success by the number of convert~ we make as the Indians in
fnp ngntinll' rfav~ 1T~£I'd to cotmt the
';:"":'Ilns of thf' 'f"nf~mie~ thev h~1i
.::.Iftin pc:: a measure or fl1eir prow""~C:::.

\Ve m1T~t not be djs("onra~erl
if we ~€'em t.o fail in makin,;r other,
Dponle Baha'is.
Nav. we mlJ~t
(,flase to trv to make RAha'is of

others. Tt. is an imnog~ihle ta.~k.
Even Bah.'II'Il.h anti the helovetl

Master eould not m~ke their OWlJ .........
brothers aJld sisters Baha'is. God
Himself cannot make people Baha'is if ther choose otherwise. because He has given them free will
and left the choice with them.
uRenee it is useless to argue
with people. to keep on urginp;.
upbraidin" or remonstrating with
them. Baha'l1'llah says that if after two or three meetings with a
per~on you fail to influence him it
is better to leave him alone. What,
we must do is to seek out those
who are thirsty and give them to
Mink. to fin" those who are hungry and feed them with the brMrl
of life. If people have heard the
teachings for years. but have not
hf"come f'han2'ed in their lives~re ~till heedless and without en~hllsiasm or devotion-then let ns
tUrn ottr attention to others who
are mOT'e reanv for the feachings.
who wh€'n they hear and are conyi n('eo are ready to obey and to
<.;J1rritlrp themsf'lYes in the path-of
thp. Beloved.
'The wi~e are they
who ~neak not. nnless t.hey obtain
t't hearing.'
"Very often the mind. or children are more receptive than _those
of the "rownups.
Recently
had ~ letter from a friend in
many. a ;;;;chool teacher,.
health had broken down .
fried for some ~'ears to spread
Cause. O'lmon Il grownup people
with yery rlis('ollraging results.
Then he turned hi, attention to the
children. He fOllnd it much eas- -, ~
ier !o interest them and was de--,i,·
lighted with the readiness with
which they not only learned the
teachings. but put them ,into pracfice. Then lhrollgh the children
he founo fhat. the message w."
"
winnin!:!" it~ W['IV fo the hearts of

-1

fb.,. !2'rowmm~.
"If our Ih"es
p'ure and selfTe~~. ,if we "."",-_",u
our-beart,
to Gnif
and sen'~"'j:

an

all
who

all afl who ",." seek-
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Lng (Ol' help ilnd guidance-then
'\ve need not \yorry aLolit 'results':
'\ye are :"etting the causes in molion. "\Ve are letting our iight5
:-:.hine. reflecting the Divine Light
.1nd then' our re ..;;:pon.'3ibiHt~· eno:-,.

The ff'!'llits ~re in God's hand~.
They 'will :'tlrel~' follow, \vhether
\yp can 5ee them immediateh' GL'
Thi~

..

i:.:: the i1dvice of one con-

f'f'rning ",""hom the Gnurdian ha~
,\yriiteu: "Bv the beauty of his
,'haracter. h~~ his knowledge of the
Catl~e. b:-' the conspicllous arhieyement~ of his book. he has immor~
talized his name. and by ~heer
merit deserved to rank as one of
the Hands of the Cause of God."

*"
:10
The :-;earchiIlg

*

aJlal~::;:i:-: of our
the r[earl~' ~t3.t{'rl

lack (11 g-ro\vth,
rpmed~· iOlllld in

-

the

LETTER

can in5pire a community or nation
with an influx of nobler pllrpo~e
and bigher will. The beloved of
God are those in whim the \Vord
taketh efferl.
Yours faithflllly.
"A TIO:\" AL SPIRITUAL
.\SSE'\!BL Y.
B,·: lIorare flolle\".
Se(,fetary,

-------

WORK OF NATIONAL
COMMITTEES
On Janllar:-' 2nd. the Tearhing

Committee ~f'nt to all As~emblies
(ind g-rollp" R Questionnaire desil<ned to bring together the deta.iled \nformati.on frqnire-d for rt
radimal extension of the teachin"
\vork.
\Ve llnder:-:tand that rerhin tl..-=."em blie." hrwe (~()operated

Gr~n

llOt."

"EWS

foregoinl!

It''tter trom nr, Esslemont. more
than any 0[' the current llndertakinf!'s or problems of the Calise,
<.;e-em~ to he the mosl impDrtant
';;l1bjef't for thi~ letter. anri "vp hope
that the friends in all the .\s,emblie, and grollps. large and 'moll.
and the isolated believers as well.
will not only ponder the ].tter
which hilS been qlloted. bllt will ~o
over al ltheir individual Baha'i iJ.f'.--tii·ities O1nd rr-lationships in its
light. The e~sence of thE" C"onspicllotlS Baha 1 j achievement~ of that
great ~olll was that Dr. E~slemont
"." able to relate his heart to God.
.\nd if we consider carefully, tbere
ran be no trIle loyalty to the prinf"iple.:o:. institutions and persons of
the Cause until one's heart has
heen given up to the Divine. It
\vould he well for ourselves. and
tnr the CalI~e, if durinp- the day~ of
fi1stinlr to come we eould at la,:;:t
('onreivp. of what this inner spiritual relationship i~ which makes
one a Baha'i. \Vilhoul it. the larg-est ~athering- has no vital pOWf'f
QI:.. meaning: with it. a few souls

f"'nthll~ia~ti(,ll:lh-

,yith the Tear"'hiJHr

Committee in· thi~ imnnrtant effort. and :o:een in it. a lon'f prayed
for opportllnitv to huild lip a lar,ger local p-rOllp, ln other ('a~es
lhp. cooperation h<1.:" nnf n-..t been
pxtenoeri as o('~irerl. 'Yeo ·feel ~t1re
that o:erio(l~ thonght ·will ~how f''i."f'r~' Baha'i grollp, no mi1tter where
nor how -=itllat.ed. the nd\'anta:S(e of
hCf'oming part. of an ll:dive teach,-=tntion on a f'irC'lIit
nf traveling tf"a('her~ "\vho will he
a~ t.he renewin!Z" ~piritl\al life hloorl
(If fhf' CatJ~l?
Thf' '\"'-"h01e effort i:-:
~jill new and perhaps not as :,,;et
iTlIl plan, one

thoro"I<hh- IInde"toon. The f~ct
rrmain~, ·howeyer, that ilnv Aso:embl)' whirh makes ('ordial ('onfilet "\v[(h the: national tea("hing
rl~n from the ".flr\, ~ti1rt ",vill inf'yitah(~' rerrive th~ gr(,i1fe~t henrfit for the Tearhing- Committee
mfJ(.";t plan its work in ::wrordanre
wifh loral ronditinns,
The "!':iltional Fllnd io;;; prE'"~f'nted
in <l detaileri report in.o:erted with
fhi~ Xew~ Lettpf.
The friends
will note that the Trra'nrer ha,
inclllr1rd e\'erv ilrtiyity which
,honld he repre'rnted.· "nd this.
form of report will enable the
friends to z;;;ee the condition of the
Fflnn. as il wholf' \'Yf'r\~ three
months. It is eas\" to !In(h~r~tand
and ~~'i;mnathize with the indiffere-nce wit.h which a fE'\v helievers
n"\~ard the m[ltf'ri~l side of a Cause
thr~' have adon[ed herall:o;e ·of its
nurf" ~piritlla)[t~·.
If we would
keen the balance trlle. let '" refer
to the letters of Shol<hi Effendi,
which are the halance for 11S all.
The friends throughout the
I-nited State, and Canada have
now rereiveri their rorv nf that
printeo plan i('";~llf"rf hy thf' \'"iltion~
<II Rpiritllal Assembly in order to
nnify the- etTort.s and nrtivities and.
rnnrentr(de the rrSOllrrr-~ llPon
t('arhin~ nnd Temple in ~nch wi~e
ns to frvitalize thf' loral Olssemhlies and groups while at the ~ame

time producing a fund sutIicient to
build the 0 rst permanent unit G!
the
:'Ilashriqu·I-.\dbkar.
The
long for reslllts seemed to depend
upon a consolidation of the yarious
departments of the ,,~tional Fund
into a ,special three year Budget.
for WhlC.h belie\-er was reqllested
to ('on trIbute monthh·. 3.ccording
10 hts means. R~{'"ent. advi('e~ frOlTI
the Guardian refer to the Budget
method in ~l1ch a wa" as to It~ll\"e
no doubt that the principle of '-01llntary giving is more important
than the hudget princ-iple im·olved
In our program. That ;:0:., the inl"l;_
vicillal belifn-er i~ and mltst he nh~ollltely free to give for thi~ or that
nrtiyit.v at "\vilL and in a mea~1]l"e
rpflerting his ()wn de~ire,
\Ve
therefore wOllld no'\v re fer to the
"Plan of Cnitlrd .\dion" n~ heing
n f'er'tnin definite methon of
,'")("hieving the goal whirh the hplie"er~ ran .:-:tlldy Gnd ;'1s<.:.orinte
themselves "\vith if. after m<1tllrNi
rTpri.;;ion. thf'Y feel it helpfnl in
them"e!ve.:o: ~nd to fhe t.arl:o:.e- "0 to
rio.
Tl1ere i~ nothinp- in the "r'iflrinlp nf Yolllnt:'1rY ;e-ivin/Z" 'yhi("h
prprllldE":o:. ilriClntine- th,p --€Yf'ral O:ll!!"_
,!!p<;;:tions of the Plan bv anv individllal or group.
..
The Pllbli~hing Committre i ..; ;
plea~ed to make important
annOll n("ern ents,
"The Divinp .Art of Li\-insr:' th~t
sllDerb compilation marie h,~ :\fr.:::.
Habh and pnbli,hen in the !"tar of
thf'! \Vest d1lring- the \Var. is now
hein~ reprinted h~.. Brent:lno'::;: io
.;;ell in a very attr.1diYe hooli. at ~
morierate ("osf. The- (rienti" ran
obtain ropiee thron"h the Bahn'i
Pllblishin" Committee at ~1.2:;
pac-h, thE" flri('e to the llllhli('
thrnl1~h hook~tore~ hein2' ~ I.;'}o.
Yo Baha'i work at nreo:ent t1lls the

"plare nf
o;;;()

~tr~_ Ri1bh'~ f'omnilfltion
("ho~en from thE" ~~ord:o:.

("arefull:-'

(If 'Abd1l11-Bnha. It i:o:: a ~niritll~l
text book for Ollr ()wn :o:.tnd\·, ami
~n arfmirahlfl gift book for ~ nOI1Baha'i friend.

The P!lhli~hing' CommiHf'P rr-nort that the new edition of the
~o. fI Compilation i~ c::ellin~· ,'f'ry
rapidly, A (.";perial nenny f'oition
Qf this little booklet i, now on the
nrf"~s.
This consi~ts of ahout nne
half the text of the reg'lliar ",,"0.
D." printed in a hooklet so :;omall
that several can be carried in h"n~
bap: or vest pocket. The friend,
sho11ld orner these at the rate of
JOO for ~l.OO, as it i, not feR,ible
to !=ell them in smaller qllanti1ie~.
The,. are perfectl,· legible and on
good paper.
The friends will he haup)' to
know that the Publish in!' Commitfee has found it pO"5ible to rel'rint
Dr. Ess]emont's famolls hooklet

"Bnha'u'llah and His

l\:fessa~e"

to
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,ell at 5c each. This booklet originally sold at 20c, the present
low. price being due to the large
order which has been placed. 'Vith
these new facilities at hand. it is
hoped that Baha'i Assemblies and
groups. and individual believers
generally. will bestir themselYes
to place the creative Word in the
hands of as many interested fripnd5
or well known progres:;;ive souls us
possible. A book of exceptional inlerest to all beli.evers. and one to
which we should give great prominence locally, is uComparative Religion and lhe Religion of lhe Futllre" (with iIluslrative chart) b~'
Alfred W. Marlin. Dr. Martin is
leader of the Society for Ethical
Culture in New York City, and has
frequently associated himsel f as a
friend of the Cause. One chapter
of this book is entitled. The Baha'i Movement and Its Mission. It
is published by Appleton. \" ew
York. but orders may be placed
with the Publishing Commillee.
who will ohtain copies for the
friends. Address in orderim. all
the above literature: Baha'i Pllhlishinl\' Committee. P. O. Box 8·',R.
Grand Cenlral Slation, Xew York
Citv.
Those who participated in (he
Baha'i Summer School at Green
Acre last summer received. throIJe-h
Mr. Albert Vail. a mo.! heallti!lll
messa,!"" of anpreciation from the
Guardian of lhe Cause. The flr<t
part was written by Dr. Esslemont
for Shoghi Effendi: "He was wry
happy to hear of the success of the
school, especially that it has been
the means of bringing (0 light
hilherto unsuspected capacitles
among the friend.. . . . The
Summer Schoolnas been carrying
on the divine work of bringing
forth jewels from the mine of humanity and it is lhe hope of Shoghi Effendi and the friends here
that those who have been trained
in the Summer School will carry
on the work in the various localities from· which they have come
. . ." These words were added
by the Guardian: "You are laying
a solid foundation upon which the
rising generation will rear a mighhand splendid edifice.
You are
tnrning your thoughts to what is
the most urgent, the mosl essential. lhe most vilal factor in the
spread and lhe ultimate triumph 0 r
the Cause . . . n
It is to be hoped that the friends
throughout the country are giving
due consideration to Green Acre
as the Baha'i center whither all
should come who Can during the
summer months. Details will La
given in an early number of the
News Letter concerning plans fot'
the coming season. Meanwhile Ie L
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us appreciate the Dew and stronger foundation which has come to
the efforls of the American friend,
as the result of the new unity between Green Acre and the ~ ational Spiritual Assembly.
One of the distinctive creations
at Green Acre last year was the
spirit of initiative and unity reyealed by the young people, Those
at Green Acre between fourteen
[Inn thirty

~'ears
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of age came to-

.gether and formed a temporary or~anizatfon
which the National
Spiritual Assembly was delighted
reco,?nize. Baha'i :'-o'onng people
throughout the United States and
Canada are urged to give particular attention to the foTiowing nolice preoared by the Green Acre
YOlln" People committee:
I'This summer at Green Acre a
"rOllp of voung people between the
Llge~ of fourteen and thirty came
to"ether and derided that the

'0

Youth of the Baha'i Cause

~hOlli(i

he-rome more rloselv ass.ociaterl.
For this purpo~e we offer for '\'onr
ron<irJeration. the plan. that all thr
Raha'i Youth between the a"e'
,tnterl band themselves to"rthrr
for the f'xpre~~ pllrpo.se ()f Ffiollow.:hip and /Z'ainin~ jn~trllctjnn in tht'
rflll!":e of Baha' l1 ' l1ah and a Abdu
Brlha organiZAtion has been formed to enable the work to be starteo
ann there has been a tremendolls
,..espon:;e and enthusiasm r-hown
hv .!'Ill tho~e who have been a~ked
10 ('o-operate. The ofTirers are as
follows: Chairman. Edris Rice\Vrav: Vice Chairman. Rene Hopper: Trea~llrer. Roger Bo~.'\e: S(,f'rof"tarie~. George Sargent and Bah~\"Vlh Randall: Forellln Correspondent. Edna Snyder. \VilI you wri te
to llS ~ending ~'ollr addre~ses :md
t hose of any youn~ people between
the ages ~tated who are Bahai':;;.
Let u-s share in your ideas and
plans and help tiS to carryon this
work.
"In a per~_onalletter re~ently receiyed from Haifa. Ruhi Afnan. directed by Shoghi Effendi. writes
the following: 'One of the most
important seeds in the Cause is
the ·young men and women \vho.
having the intellectual and spiritual training are ready to enter the
field of service and work for the
projlress of the Cause.'
"Realizing that it will not be
lonlf before we will be taking part
in the active responsibilities of this
great Cause we want to work toI!"ether nOw and help each other in
the enormous but inspiring duty
that lies before us.
"Address all letters to: Bahivyih
Randall. 53 Forest Street, Medford. Massachusetts."
Mr. Charles Mason Remey has
issued a gener,,1 letler to Baha'i

..\ssembIies throughout the world
requesting the cooperation of all
believers in his effort to collect
twelve duplicate copies of general
leiters and other historical documents bearing on the Cause. The
plan is to preserve one complete
me of this material in the Amerifan Sational Baha'i Archives. and
donate the remaining eleven flIes
to the larger Assemblies in the
Uniled States and Canada. He requests the local secretaries and
also members of Xational committees to send him Iwelve duplicate
copies of each Tablet. pamphlet,
leafl et. booklet. announcement. article and circular letter published
under official Baha'i auspices, in
order that these may be ffiIlde
available as valuable records to the
future believers. This intention is
",dremel~ commendable. and the
friends are 1] rged to ass is!. The
twelve duplicate copies of any Ba.ha'i document are to be maiJed to
:\fr. Remey's permanent address,
P. O. Box l3ID. 'Vashington, D.

C.

In connection with this special
request. let lIS bear in mind the
dtal matter of preserying in the
.\rrhives such precious Baha'i
treasures as originals of Tablets
from '.\bdu'l-Baha. If any believer' is unwilling to part with an original Tablet. he should at least
~end to the Archives Committee a
translation of the Tablet attested
r2"enuine b~' the secretary of his
Spiritllal Assembly or other responsible authorit;-. Where this
is not done. that particular message from the ')'Iaster cannot be
induded in the next ,·olume of
printed Tablets-a loss most seriOll~ly to be deplored.
Two numbers of the Baha'i
')'Iagazine. Star of the \Vest. have
heen published since the last Xews
Letter was sent to press.
The December. 1925 issue contains a compilation from ~'ords of
·,.\bdu'I-Baha entitled "The Light
\Vithin the Lantern." a noble and
moving presentation of lhe true
Christmas theme. The contributed articles include: A Mo\'ement
of Progress. by Dr. Orrol L. Harper: Many Mansions. by Keith
Ransom-Kehler; The Child of
Peace, by Shanaz Waite: The
Christ Spirit in Boy Scout Trainc
ing. by Christine French; The Di"ine Center Essential to Peace. bv
Teikichi Satow; and 'Voman and
Social Life in Persia, by Ghodsea
Ashraf.
\Vith the January. HJ26 number. the Star of the \Vest enters
upon a new phase of development.
This number was printed and pub-
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lisheel from \Vashington. D. C. under the business manageme nt of
)'lr..-\'llen )'lcDaniel. The friends
are ]"eqllested to note that the ne""
address i:5 Baha~i i\e'\vs Service.
706 Otis Building, \Vashington. D.
C. By this change. the editorial
and business departments of the
Star are now linked together more
closely t.han has been possible for
the past two years.
The gratitude of the friends i.;; due :\Irs,
Elizabeth Herlitz of Chicago, I'm'
her unstinted and effective ser\'ire as business manager during
that period of time.
Following
the plans laid down by )'liss Edna
True, :VI.,. Herlit~ has greatly enlarlled the means of cooperation
between the magazine and the 10l'al Assemblies.
The friends one
and all are requested to consider
afresh the desirability of subscribing regularly to the Star. and in
addition to place special five
months' introductory subscriptions
for inquirers and friends. These
:-,ubscriptions can be obtained at
one dollar each. If it had been
OUf lot to live in Persia. where the
mere pos~ession of Baha.'i literature frequently meant great per>onal danger, the literature would
pos~ess so deep a spiritual yalue
for lIS that no reminder of the
need for subscribing to the one
recognized magazine a f the Cause
j n this country would be required.
But ~piritllal sacrifice is equally
possible in the ,"Vest.. and where
this exists a true loyalty to the
Star is surely felt.
The January issue contains another of the remarkable eompilat ions from words of 'Abdu'l-Baha whkh have been appearing this
past year. It is entitled "The
Kingdom a f God." Other articles
are: The Divine Community, by
Mary lIan ford Ford; The ~Iashri
qu'I-,-\,dhkar, by Corinne True;
\Vorld Peace and a 'Va rid Speech.
by Henry ,V. Hetzel; A Glimpse of
the Baha'i ).[ovement and Esperanto, bv Martha Root: Differences
Between Eastern and \Vestern
Civilizations. by Professor ~lasah
aru Anesaki; and The Sacrifice of
)'Iajor Imbrie, by Dr. Susan I.
Moody. This last contrihution is
accompanied by a photograph of
the noble spirit whose tragic death
revealed to millions in this counlry something of the sufferings
undergone by Persian Baha'is for
over seventy years.
NATIONAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
AND CONGRESS.
A special lelter is being issued
b.,· the National Spiritual Assemli1y 10 all duly organized local As-
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,elllblies. in forming them of the
details of the fort.hcoming :"i ational Convention. '\vith particular
l'eference to the new 8ituatiuIl re~ulting from the ('erent instruction of Shoghi Effendi that delega.tes unable to attend the Convention ill person can ,"ote for memher~
of the incoming ::\at.ional
Spiritllal As~emblv bv mail.
For the informa'lion of the
friends generail~.. the ne"v method
will be brieny described. By permitting mail yotes, the Guardian
obviates an~Tthjng approaching a
:-,y~tem of proxy or even silbstitute
dele~ates. and places lhe respon~ibilit~· of eledions upon the origilIal choiee of the Assemblies {or
delegates. This instruction emphasizes the Ileed to seleet delegale~ llpon the basis of their inherpnt (111aliflcations and usefulnesf:i.
The "ational Spiritual Assemblv
has decided to eliminate the prac:
tire of [.?iving a vote to the region:-II Tearhing Chairmen. L.iS well as
Ihat of electing altel'Ilates or appomtmg proxies for the local deleI"ate,. Shoghi Effendi has stated
that the .-I.merican Com'ention
;;;hould be made lip of nineh"-fh"e
delegate>. these to be electecl 10('ally on a proportional basis ac~~ording to the ilumeri..:-al strength
of the ."'seemhl),. The participatIllg .-\ssembli€s. with th€ir resper~
five repre8entation. will this \"ear
be as follows:
.
ASSEMBLY
~fontreal.

DELEGATES

Canlida
_ " " . _ .. ~
Berkele,. Calif. .......... " t
Ge~'ser\'ille. Calif. "....
2
Glendale. Calif.
. , ..
Los Angeies. Calif. "....
j
San Francisco. Cali f. . . . . . .
4
Oakland. Cali f.." .. ",.,." 2
Pasadena. Cali f. ............ 2
Visalia. Calif.. ' , , . , .. , . , . . .. I
Denver. Colo. . ... ,.,.",... !
"C", Haven. Conn . . . , ....... I
\Vashington, D. C. . . "" .... 5
~liami. Fla. . " " " " , . " " , !
Augusta, Ga. . . " , . " , ... ", 1
Honoluill. H, J. . ' . , ..... , " . 2
Chicago. Ill. ............... 10
l'rbana, Ill. . ....... , ..... " 2
Eliot. :Vlaine .. , .. , ... , , , , , ., I
Baltimore. Md. . .. , ...... ,.. 2
Boston . .\-Iass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Springfield, Mass. ........... 1
"\Vorcester. ~jass. ........... t
Detroit, )'Iich. , ............. 2
Muskegon, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . " I
Dnluth, Minn . . . , ...... , .. ,. 1
Minneapolis. ~linn. .......... 2
Helena, Mont. .............. 1
:>lewark. ;\'. J ....... , ....... 2
Buffalo, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Geneva, :'<. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
:>l'ew York, N. Y. .. , , ........ 10
Yonkers, N, Y. ............. I

Akron. Ohio , .............. 2
Cleveland. 0 hio . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Cincinnati. Ohio , .... ,' ... ,. !
Portland. Ore. " ...... " ...... 2
Philadelphia. Pa. " .. , ... , .. 3
Pitlsburgh. Pa. '............ 1
Seattie, \\'ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Kenosha, \Vis . ........... " .. 2
~Iilwallkee. \Vis . . . . . . . . , . ' ., J
Racine. \Vis . . . . . . "......... f
Provision has been made for the
nrst ballot of absent delegates to
be sent to the Convention bv mail
and the result of the nrst and sue:
cceding balJols will be telegraphed
to each participating Assembly
\"\:here one or more delegates could
1l0t attend lhe Convention, and ab,elll delegates are to ballot by tele:!Z'ram for ~Llr.h members of the National Spiritual Assemblv as were
lIot elected on the first ballot until by this exchange of teleg~ams
the election of nine members has
lJeer! completed.
Since the Guardian has advised

that alternate members of the ;\'atlOnal Spiritnal Assemblv cannot
vote In its deliberations, ~ and fur-

thermore that absent delegates
('an \"ote only for the nine original memhers of the ;\'ational SpirI tllal Assem hiI', It has seemed best
to dIscard the practice of electing
[llOP, alt.ernate
members at the
Conv.entlOn. and fill tem_Dorarv vapaneles on the ;\' ational Spiritual
.~"embly from the entire delegate
list dllrlIl~ lhe year. It will be
reralled that in the letter written
to thE' COI~vention at Green Acre.
the Gnardlan emphasized the importance of the delegates as a body
Of. con~llltatlOn to remain in llnitv
",Jlh the members of the "'ational
Splrltnal :-\~5embly during their
term of offlce.
Baha'i groups of less than nfne
member:>::. or groups not having a
(tilly elee'led Soiritllal Assembly
recogmzed by Ihe "'ational Spir'ltual As,sembly, are not entitled 10
represen LatlOn at the Convention
Sllc.h groups are urged to redollbl~
theIr efforts next year, so that they
ma~~ enter mto the unitv of the or:
gamzeel Baha'i work. "
All American beli"'ers who plan
to attend the Convention. whether as delegates or visitors, are requested 10 notify the National
Secretary at the earliest possible
dale. as the effort will be made to
"\vork out special traveling arrangements,
Further details will be
pllbllshed!ll the next ;\'ews Letler.
The l1rst Convention session will
he called at \Vhilcomb Hotel San
Francisco, Thnrsday, April 2'9, at
2,00 p. m. The Feasl of Ridwan
will be held Thursday evening, All
Congress (public) sessions will be
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held in the Palace Hotel, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
The :'i ational Spiritual Assembly
has joyously accepted the suggestion of the San Francisco Assembly that this Congress be a series
of Conferences on \Vorld Unity,
following the notable achievement
of the Conferences initiated by
members of the San Francisco Assembly last spring. It is confidently expected that the Congress sessions this year will ra.ise a. new
and higher standard 0 f spiritual
penetration, magnanimity of outlook, and range of true Baha'i innuence.
NEWS OF THE CAUSE

Several
American
believers
have made the pilgrimage to Haifa
this winter, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Mrs. Victoria Bedekian. and
'irs. Keith Ransom-Kehler. '{is>
Marion Jack sailed for Italy during
Januarv to serve with '\lrs. Imogene Hoagg in Florence.
The current issue of the magazine. The l\'ew Orient. contains an
article entitled "Persia Lights "Lamp: The Mind of 'Abdu'l-Baha."
and lhe frontispiece of lhis issue
is a reproduction or a portrait
the Master. The New Orient is
a quarterly lounaed 10 inlerpret
the East and 'Nest. .>,.mong its
I~ontributors are Tagore. Gandhi,
H. G. Wells. Hon. Bertrand Rus,ell. Romaine Rolland, Papini and
Paul Richard. Copies of this number may be obtained 1 rom Baha'i
Publishing Committee.
The Chicago Assembly ha,'e
moved their headquarters to Su ile
102. Chicago
Clark
Building,
where they occupy two larB"e
rooms on the ground Hoor. These
rooms have the advantage of large
windows giving IIpon the s.treet.
and the friends plan to me them
for the display of the literature
and also illustrations of the Temple design. Public meetings are
held on \Vednesda,·s and Sundays, fI'riday evenings are devoted
to a spiritual meeting for the believers. on Thursdays lhose newly attracted to the Cause exchange
views and perfect themselves in
the art of giving the message, and
the children meet regularly on
Salurday afternoon.
Among the
new plans of Ihe Chicago Assembly is the organization of a Baha'i
lending library open to the public.
The address of the secretary of
the Chicago Spiritual Assembly
was wrongly given in the last :'i ews
Letter. It should l>e Jessie B.
Hall,
Secretary,
6521
South
)Iarshfleld Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
W~seeretaries please correct Ibis

0"
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on their Baha'i Directories.
Another error has been called
to our attention. The correct address of Jinabi Fadi! is c/o Mirza
Gholam Ali Davaforouch. Rue
:\asserieh. Teheran, Persia.
The following cablegram was
received from the Guardian on De~
cember 28: LLAmerica',s spontan~
eous. generous response has ~afe
guarded Shrines' surrounding-so
Grateful appreciation.
Assure
friends." Signed, Shoghi. In the
Treasurer's report enclosed with
this copy of lhe News Letter the
sum of $9806 is given as the
amount sent to Haifa in response
to the Guardian'S appeal for the
purchase of land on :\Iollnt Carmel. This sum, however, represents only that which passed directly through the hands of the
:\ alional Treasurer. It is believed
that lhe total amount sent from
the L'nited States and Canada. or
pledged. is actually about $20,000.
The friends responded in ~llch a
way as to leave no room for doubt
that the spirit. and also the means
of generous giving, exists in this
('olllltry, and will manifest itself
when the need is made perfecliy
clear. Let llS rejoice at the privilege of having been able to join
with Baha'is of all other countries
in this permanent service to the
Calise.
Mention has been made of the
Central states Baha'i Teaching
Convention held III Foundation
Hall of the ~Iashriqu'l-Adhkar :'iorember last. This Convention has
yastly increased its usefulness and
influence by publishing a detailed
report. drawn up by an elected
('ornmittee of the Convention rom-

posed of Howard J. Snider. Chairman: Bertha H. Kirkpatrick. Corinne True. Albert Vail and ~Iargar
et Ioas L'llrieh.
Their report is not merely a
~ummary of the meetings and acli"ilies of the Convention, but also
.:l
ronstructive presentation of
many general facts and principles
which can be studied usefully by
i.lny believer endea\'oring to increase his teaching eITort.
The
Central Slates Assemblies have
shown the way to a new and better method of foliowing up regional leaching conventions, and it
it to be boped that copies of this
report ,can be sent by the committee 10 each Assembly secretary
in the United States and Canada.
The melhod should be studied bv
each regional chairman with a
,~iew to applying the same new
principle elsewhere.
The Assemblies of Spokane, Racine. Duluth, Yonkers, Santa Barbara, Geneva, St. John and Visalia
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were among the first to respond to
the Questionaire recenlly sent out
by the National Teaching Commitlee. Xot the least advantage
of cooperating in slIch a general
teaching eITort is that it compels
each local Spiritual Assembly to
make a new and more careful analysis of its own problems and op·
portunities.
Sot until a group
knows its own J imitations can real
progress be made. :\ot the limitations themselves. but continued
satisfaction with them, is the essential obstacle we should endeayor to overcome. The limitations
themselves can only be removed by
God.
The eighteenth month of Ihe
Baha'i year (~iulk-';Dominion")
begins on February 7; the Intercalary Days fall in lhe period beIween February 26 and )Iarch I,
after which begins lhe month of
Ola or "Loftinesslt-the month of
fasting. The next of the great
Baha'i anniversary dates is March
21. the Feast of Xaurooz. held in
celebration of the astronomical
~nd spiritual Xew Year.
Herr Adolph Fontana of Graz.
Austria. sends to all the American
believers a loving greeling in behalf of Ihe newly formed Baha'i
group in that c!ty. This meS~<lg~
\vas :::eot through :\lrs. Louise
Gregory. by whose efforts the
group was attracted to the Callse.
..\ special letter has recently been
'ent to the group by the Guardian. also through )!rs. Gregor~',
Shoghi EITendi is desirous that
:Mrs. Gregory. or some other heliever, shall continue the teaching
'\vork she established in Graz.
Yienna and Budapest.
)Ir. and :\Irs. George Spitz from
Tahiti have been guests of )Ir. and
Mf'. John Bosch at Geyserville.
California. The good news has
come that these inquirers have accepted the Abha Faith, adding pre~iOllS ~eeds to those already sown
in tho~e far off i!:=lands of the spa .
)"Irs, Bosch requests Assembl;'
,ecretaries 10 change the South
Sea Island address from ~Iiss
Ariane Drollet to Mr. Ernst ~lar
ehal. Papeete. Tahiti, Society Islands.
:'i ewspapers of San Francisco
gave cordia! publicity to the Baha'i
Bazaar held by the San Francisco
Assembly on December 4 and 3.
This Bazaar was organized as a
means of contributing to the Temple Fund, which gave opportunity
to explain the significance of the
~Iashriqu'l-Adhkar to many visitors, as well as adding to the fund.
The possibilities of Assembly action along these lines are man~'
and interesting, but care is needed
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lest we gi\"e the impression that
the Baha'i Cause employs methods of the established religions
frequently criticised by the general public.
A ,
~Ir'.
~Iarv Hanford
Ford of
"Xew York \,~as the guest of the
\V.shington. D. C. Assembly from
December 16 to 21. during which
time ~he spoke at two public meetings and a group meet.ing in the

home of :\-frs. Parsons. ~.frs. F'ord':,;
capacity and gifts were greatly
appreciated by the friends of
\Vashington. The subject of "Irs.
Ford's address in the Playhouse
Sunday evening. December 20! '\vas
~~Alive

in Both \Vorlds."

The Santa Barbara group have
sent through :\frs. \Vagner an enthusiastic account of a teachinl':
trip made by Mrs. Shanaz \Vaite
to Santa Paula and Santa Barbara. ~Irs. \Vaile's eloquent addres .. s satisfied both the mind
and the hear!. and' left spiritual
fragrance which creates longing

for more

or

the Baha'i message,

The Santa Barbara group hope before long 10 announce the organization of a duly elected Spiritual
A8'embly.
The Kenosha Assembly report
the completion of ten public meetings which h1ive served to stimulate uew interest in the Cause. The
program was arranged by :'.olrs.
Corinne True and Mr. Albert Vail.
other speakers being :'.oliss Alma
Knobloch, Mr. Arthur Agnew. ~Ir.
.>'lbert \Vindus!. "Irs. Robert ~Ioi
fett. Mrs. \Valrath. Mrs. L"lIrich
and Dr. Zia Bagdadi, all bein!!
members of the Chicago Assem-

hlv.

So successful was this ser-

ies that another program was immediately arranged. and the Spiritual Assembly of Kenosha reel
that the foundation of growth and
progress has been firmly laid.
On January 10 the Spiritual
Assembly of Pasadena issued its
first circular leiter to the Baha'i
Assemblies of East and West.. The
letter expressed most beauti fully
4he spirit of unity felt for the distant believers whom they have
heard from but never seen. and
contained a brief bul graphic
statement of local Baha'i activities
and conditions. Thus the circle of
communication is constantly becoming wider, and it is to be hoped
that each Assembly will make the
matler of inter-Assembly commu-

nication a subJect of active consideration. 'Vhere, save in a Ba-
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ha'i gathering, can one hear letters from people of all races.
creeds and nationalities. filled
with one love and one fellowship?
""rhapi at this dawninll' hour of
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the Cause the American friends
have no single obj ective proof of
the universality of the Cause so
;O;triking as these gene ral letters.
It is suggested that loral Spiritual
.-\ssemblies consider the possibility of bringing the receipt of :-.0
many letters of fellowshIp and
unity to the attention of the local
press as an unusual "human interest" story. \Ve feel sure that
the matter ~can be presented in
~uch a way as to interest the editor. with the result tha~ the ptlbI ic can become acquainted with
this unique spiritual achievement.
If any Assembly adopts this suggestion. clippings and al~o !"ome
llccollnt 0 f the results !" hould be
sent to the :\'ational Secretary.
Mention has on more than one
occasion been made in the~e pages
of the unique pllblic meetings arranged under the allspices of the
Fellowship of Faiths.
.>.nother
lar!!e I'athering was held in Old
South ~Ieeting House, Boston. on
:\-fonday. January 4. The subject
was HTrihntes to Judaism." and
"lirza Ali Kllii Khan iJrilliantly expounded the Baha'i attitllde toward this divine religion. The subjed "Peace and
Brot herhood"
was discussed by repl'e~entatiyes
..,f the \Vorld's Great Religions at
Bronx Free Fellowship. :\"ew York
City. on Sunday . .ranuary 31. thc
Baha'i representative on this proI':ram being Mrs. ~Iarv Hanford
Ford. Tributes to Hinduism were
paid by repre~entative~ of eleven
religioLIs faiths in Lahor Temple ..
Xew York City on January 23.
"Irs. Ford also delivered the Baha'i address at this meeting. The
unmistak.able power behind this
movement for religious lllllt~· and
peace is an expression of the 1111 iversal Baha~i spirit freely offered
all who arise to seryf' humanity
in this a!!e. It is a model of pllblie effort the believers themselYes
might well have put forth. and
might now seek to imitate both in
spirit and method. in other cities.
The Geneva Assemblv dedicated
a new "Pilgrim House .~. du ring the
Thanksgiving week-end. guests at.
the festivities being Mother Beecher. Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Ober and
Mr. and ~Irs. Howard Ives. .\
cordial invitation is extended. b~'
the Geneva Assembly to traveling
Baha'i teachers to share the hospitality of their Pilgrim House.
Mr. 'V. II. Randall 0 f the BosIon Assembly recently received
this inspiring message from Shoghi Effendi: "I feel that ,'ou are
pursuing a work which will surely unfold to the eyes the power
and II'lory of tho Baha'i Faith. You

are holding fast to the essential
and discarding that which is only
.--econdar:-.' in importance.
The
'\vork ot' teaching is of paramount
importance. far transcending any
other activities the friends are engaged in."
A member of the :\'ational Spiritual Assembly has received this
word from Ruhi Afnan: "Shoghi
Effendi is ,·ery gratified at the
nnick response of the American
friends in sending help to s.fe:!ll1ard the surroundings of the
Shrine. . . . 'Ve hope that lhe
friends once arollsed will begin to
~how their spirit of sacrifice and
finance those undertakings which
remain be fore them. It is undoubtedly very unfortunate that
the Cause of God. which is so spiritual both in origin and teachings.
should stand so much in need of
material help, but so is the way of
the world; we have to conform to
it e,'en lhou!!h we detest it."
Space is lacking this month to
relate the trllly extraordinary spiritual victories which have been
won throll!!h the sacrificing efforts a f Mr. Louis Gregory in
Florida this winter. This inspirinK story must be de ferred. ~fean
while it is a matter of extreme
gratification to record the ol'R"anization of a Spiritual Assembly a~
~Iiami. and secretaries should add
the name of Mrs. Olive E. Ketz.
Secretary, 103 N. E. 21st Street,
""iami. Florida. to their Directory.
It is hoped that lhe friends can
welcome a delegate from the
~liami Assembly at the forlhcoming National Convention.
:Many
new forces are working for the
Cause in Florida this year. Mrs.
Louise Boyle, teaching chairman
oi the Southern States region, i,
,pending the winter in Florida in
close tOllch with all phases of the
work. Dr. Alain Locke of Washi nglon, D. C.. who delivered one
of the notable addresses at the
i 925 Convention in Green Acre~ is
now making an extensive teaching
journey into the Southern States
which will bring him in touch with
most influential audiences and individuals. Reports of this journey
will be published from time to
time.
The Los Angeles Assemhly on
Fehruary 9th held the first of a series of "International and Interracial Evenings" for the benefit of
the Temple.
The first meeting
was dedicated to the :\'orth American Indian. and was held in the
Auditorium of the Philanthropy
~nd Civics Clllb.
This project
most happily combines the spiritlIal with the material obligations
of lhe Calise, and on such a broad
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Ioundation a great superstructure
01 enduring ~ervice can be raised.
Jt should be made clear to all 10('a1 secretaries that \vhile the per:-,onal

iJddress

of

~Irs.

Shanaz

\Vaile was g'lw"n in the Directory
as Hollywood. 'he holds the po~ition of :3€cretary of the Los Angeles Assembly.
Secretaries are requested to ren1.0ye the name of ~li~s Kate ~IC'
Lallllhiin from the Australia lis!.
and substitute that of ~Irs, P. ~1.
Almond. Box 420. G. P.O .. ,\delaide. South Australia.
The Buffalo ..\ssembly reporls
\yith enthusiasm of the re~llH:o; o(
thr recent visit of ~Iirza Ali Kllli
[(han. On yery short notice the
Duff310 friends were able to arJ'ange .:;pecial meetings

for

~Ir.

[,han at the Buffalo Art Club SalIlfda:,-- eyening. January if), and at

the FOfllm of the Church of the
:\Ie~sjah on Sunday morning. ::t:;
\yeil as at the rE'glllar public meeting of the .-\ssembly Sllnnay f'yenin~, The audience at each meetin!l \YilS unustlally large. and the
~ddre~.;:e~ prodll~ed decided s_plritlIal elTect.
Among the Baha'is
them:o:.eiyes thi.o::: yisit ha5 brolllll1t
TlE'W yision and <ie~ire
t() ~ern::l.
,,'hile greatl~· extending the circle
l)f Baha'i influence in thp commuII i ty.
REPORT FROM
CANADIAN REGIONAL
TEACHING COMMITTEE

Ileloyed friends:Since \ye are all linked together
itlld in the closest communication
dt' thOll~ht through (1llf national
international organ, "he Baha'i \'"f'w:;;; Letter', it i~ Ollr pri\'ilPlle to 5 hare \yith one n nother
j-ho.;;;e C'xperiellc€'.5' in 1he Held of
tt~;lchinll \yhiC'h tcnd to the pro!!J'f'~';: oi: the Caw::e,
, Shoghi Effendi said that wherf'\"('r n rertain t~-w~ of ,york. had
prm-rd ~llcce:;:5ful in any centre
others should emulate it and that
throlllZh this interrhange ot' experience and activity the ,:'ork nt'
tt'aC'hinl! would hecome unn-ersaiIv ,trengthened.
, In visiting the Boston ..\".mbl)'
~ome 11\'e or ::.:ix weeks ago I was
inspired hy the work being done
therf' ilno its fnr rf'aching reslllts.
~Ir. Randall and other members of
the Boston As,embly have worked
nrtt- it heRutiflll tittle progrilm earh
month and their plan has been to
im'ite. at their regular Snnouy
meetin~ .c:ome ~peaker conner-trd
\vith some grollp in their city akin
in 3im and spirit to the Baha'i
Cause, This achieves a double
:lllfi
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purpose. that of alliliating the Baha'is with other men of thought
and progress. fulfilling the words
of Baha:ll·llah. "associat~ with all
the people of the world with .i0Y
Oind fragrance. n and also of ever
\.videning the sphere of influence
ond pen etration oi the blessed
tearhings,
In ('onformih' \vith the instruc-

lions of Abdul Baha. a Baha'i chairman alwa~'s presides, \vho in a
wise ronstructh-e spirit corelates

the address of the speaker and his
thollght with the standard oj'
truth of the 'Yard of God, ~Ir.
Randall would be better able himself to share with all the friends
his f'xperience in this \.vider branch
of work and also other mean~
which have attracted the hearts. I
on 1:0-.' tOllch upon it
because
throllgh the eneorrrag-ement and
confirmations of Shog-hi Effendi
rl?garding a wider mode oi approach and elTort to reach those
people 01 capacity and inflllencc
we felt f'nroura@,ed to inyite the
young leader of the Frllow~hip or'

YOllth for Peace. to Montreal. and
t he results haye so far exceeded
otlr lltmo:-:.t hopes that I am moved
to ~har~ lhem with j'01l.
YOII are all familiar with the
hundreds and e,Ten tholls;ands of

Table\> of Baha'u'liah and Abdul
Baha relating to the Most Great
Peare, their utterance like a naming- ~word is eons-uming the yells
of darkness and separation, the
Ion!, night of emnil)' and ,trife, and
leading the world rapidly forward
to the f'"onsllmmation of the hope
of th£' .. \ges \...-hen "war shall be de:,-trm'cd {rom the fare ot' the earth
and' the ~Iost Great Peace shall
rome. 11
Such ,,·ord ..; ; a~ '';The ideals of
Peare mllst be nllrtured nnd spread

among

the

inhabitants

of

the

\vorid. the:o-.· must be instructed in
the srhool of Peace and the e\-ils of
\yar. tl
•
"B:o-.' general agre{'-

ment all the gowrnments of the
\yorld mllst disarm simllltaneoll';:~
I,"..
"The nations of the world
n-lUst ronC'ur with each other C'on~
l'erning this supremely important
';;;'Hhject. thus the:o-.' may abandon
together the deadly weapons of
hl1man :"lallghter_~' HThe .::olving
of these international problems depends llpon the increase of the
nllmber of the lovers of peace.
thus tho'e are devoted to the
g-reater friendships of nations may
,ltld to their power the public opin-ion which re-'volves around the
peace of the world. Then. through
the power administration of the
people of "pea.ce ilnd reconiliation
all the nations will be forced to

accept the doctrine of Peace."
In another Tab[el these significant words, "These revered souls
\"\'ho are the servants of the world
"nd humanity and the promoters of
the cause of universal peace shall
ere long shine like brilliant ,tars
from the horizon of mankind.
flooding the regions with their
gloriolls light."

Realizing as we all do. this critical hour in the destinies for world
peace and in the moulding of the
,tandards of the League of :'iations. I am sure that we are all
seeking a deeper and more farreaching penetration of the Cause
of God which alone can bring
peace on earth and all those affiliations with those "advocates of
Peace ll everywhere who are working arduously shoulder to shoulder
with us, inspired by a. similar aim
\'el IInl'uided bv that Divine ,"Vis~om ,,:hicb aloile can bring all
Ihese efforts to a successful culmination,
Therefore. I wrote to Shoghi Effendi concerning this closer affiliation wi th other groups who like
g-reat tributaries to the Cause seem
10 offer wide channels through
which our efforts might /low. and
he replied as iollows, through his
Secretary: "Our principal duty is
llndoubtedly to teach the Cause
and help in the administration of
its affairs. But that is not the onI\' one. The Callse will not attain
its aim and order in the great
reign of peace unless its principles
are put into practice. ,"Ve have to
El~si~t
the different movements
\vhich have progressive ideas and
Jre ~triving for an aim similar to
OLlrs,
1~\Ve hm:e to help every such 50riety eyen if it is merely to abolish

the prejudice and ill feeling which
prevails between the English and
French inhahitants of Canada (I
had written him on this subject).
ProYided a[\VR\'S that we do not
entangle the Cause in political Is,ues and part)' affiliations. Shoghi
Effendi shall look with approval
on anv ~l1ch nrtivities the Baha'is
may interl?:"t themselve~ in except
.hould that mean diminished intere,t in the affairs of the Cause
rmd its direct needs."
How significant is this army of
)'outh, which has mobilized itself
all o\'er the world simultaneously
with the transition of the Cause to
this new pha,e headed by its
YOllthful Guardian.
Throllghout Europe. in China.
India and .Japan. in England and
America. spreading now into Canada thi~ springtime of humanity.
Ihis army of youth with their backs
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the dark
ages
facing the .dawn of the
new age~oi Pe.ace.... Mr, Harrison came t~Montreal
rat.3 most 'unfavora:m-e-"'~e:d~on be~ cause Canadians give ,themselves
~" whole heartedlv to Chflstmas [es_
tivities. nevertheless, al~hough a
~ few davs before his arrIval there
'( had been only one opening for him
" ' In address a large audience at the
~ ~. Unilarian Church,. yet by that mlr...r ' : .' aculous power whlCh surrounds all
::.. sincere efforts for peace, h~ made
---.' nine public addresses to dIfferent
'-S
. groupS during the five days of hIS
~,; visit.
There is a certain conventional
> distrust of these direct efforts l,?r
,r . peace. yet ~Ir. Harrison ~Y .hls
'-11 :::~ moderation and sense of Jushc~.
( . -his impassioned fervour and dedl, ~t·
cation to this noble cause. eombined wilh his gifted utterances
won every alldience to hIm. and as
\.. mo~t 0 I" his talks were addresse?·
10 the ;'outh of this city, y, :'>1, L.
.>., and ;l.lcGill students,' boy and
.. <:--.' girls High Schools an d,Ill] bl Ie F Drums he inspired a suffICIent number with enthusiasm to start a
hranch of the Fellowship of youth
for Peace in Canada,
On Sunday night, :Mr. Harri~OTl
i~ a simple black robe of the
Church, where 'Abdu'l-Bahaspoke
-.
in 1912, mounted the pulpit and
•
delivered a most
penetrative.
:o;earching and profoundly moving
addres~.
The church was crowded as on the day when the ;l.laster
spoke there in 1012, and we felt
that His creative and prophetIC
utterance had found an echo that
ni"ht in this ;'oung leader, and the
fulfillment of his promIse, "lhe
nuclells of the new face is forming" Llnd "after this great war the
ad,~o('ates of peace ~ hall greatly
increase and shall shine forth a~
the stars of heaven."
The fact that ;l.lr, Harrison did
not appear publicly under the direct auspices of the Baha'is
brought a spontaneous tribute
, from
tho~e groups with whom we
worked in which Ihey stated that
Ihe Baha'is with exemplary modestv and sell-sacrifice had kept
, Ihe'mselns in the background although it was entirely through
Iheir efforts and cooperallon that
:\Ir, Harrison had come to :\Ionlreal, It seems to me that it is by
this approach of brotherhood and
equality that we shall attract and
win confidence.
"ot only have we contacted in
the most friendly and intimate way
with groups with whom a direct
Bttha'i approach would have been
impossihl E'! owing to the extreme
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conservatism of Canadians, but we' lilleHe took her hand, pronounced
have formed man v budding lriend- a blessing, then turned and Ie It the
ships which in time through loving '. church, He had waited for her
association will bear fruits in the then. Now she knows the reality
garden oi unity planted by Baha'c ,ot that blessed presence,
u?llah_ Moreover we have now _
~
been enabled through these_meet~:
.On the morning of December(>ings (0 invite prominent clergy.me·n '~4th, i925, lhe friends in Wash-I
and men of science and letters to' irigton sorrowfully learned of the;<,..
'peak to the Baha'is on their own . sudden passing of :\Iiss Ruth'
platform at their regular public Fuhrman. daughter of Mr. and
meet.ing on Snndav afternoons.
Mrs. Edward Fuhrman, and sis- ~
Many of us I am sure are real- ler . 0{ Mrs, Elsie Fuhrman Cook'
izing ever more fully that the time and Edward Fuhrman. Jr, . Ruth
for proselytising has passed and had been more or less fraIl for
that only by establishing a human some time, due to pe.rnicious aene- r
bond with a fellow being nurtured ml8, but the final dlssolullon was'" \
bv a spiritual life lived under the sudden and entirely unexpected.
!,
direct rays of the Sun o[ Truth. a
The family became Baha'is~
life of intense act.ivit.y. servICe an.., twenty years ago when Ruth was ........
self-sacrifice, the dim refleclion of but six years of age, and (hey de- '
the life o[ the Guardian, can we veloped' through Ihe pure utterever hope again to re!;lIscitate ances of God, and advanc~d in the .... r-.
sOllls and make firm believers in Cause as one ~oul. A unIted loyal
lhe Canse of God,
family, much honored and beloved ~.
\'lith loving and cordi al greet- for t.heir sincerity and devotion to •
iogs to all the IfLend"
the Cause, always faIthful follow,
erg of Ie", Light.
~
Faithfully YOllrs,
In th&.e recent years she had i
lVIA Y :'>IAX\VELL.
been particularly aclive in the 10- 'HELE:" GRA!"D,
cal Junior Baha'i group,
How i
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER.
kind she was r What a devoled
Regional Committee for Canada. . sister to the ;'ouog people! Al- ~
ways impartial. loving all, and ~ .
IN MEMORIAM.
serving all alike. She had been·
;1.\"" :\Iary .L Porter of Philarather (rail for some weeks;. but;..., ~
rielphia. Pa., pas!":ed aWi}:"'" on De- many times forced hersel f to go ;
cember 7th. j n25, at the age of to ~he Junior class on Hllndav
no, ''lhile :'Irs, Porter was not mornings, The last time she ata . declared Baha'i she was the lend.1 she was so tired and her
mother and grandmolher of '8 heart was so weak, (hat she had
llilmber of \vell known Baha!j:o.;,
to rest on each slep leadinl\' to the
The Blessed Perfection has said class roOJI1. The "candle was
that where there is one Baha'i in weeping its life away droy by drop"
a family that will bl£'s~ ~e\'en l)ast rven then.
lZ"enerations and seven generations
The funeral service held at the
to come.
Fuhrman residence was f'onductHer danghler, :'>rrs, ..I.nna E, ;l.lc- .d by Mr, Allen B. ;l.lcDaniel. A c
Kinnev, reeeived the blessed Mes.- \·erv lal',R'e majority of the friends.
sa~e fhrollgh ~frs, A, :\f, Bryand in Wa~hington were in attendance. ~
and :\Ir, Tllornton Chase in Den- as well as many orltside of the
ver in 14.103, So great \vas her Cause from amOllg the Jews, Calhio\' and aS~llran('e in the Cause olics, Christian Scientists and Qth- )'
'th'at. ;)S ~oon a~ :o:hf' r'nllid ("lo~e
rr~.
And again at the cemetery "'!Ii
out her business affairs "he. with the service was continued with the
her t\vo dalljlrhters, \yho had also reading of the Holy Words of God, •
herome Baha'i. l'ame past to-EifIng
"We cannot realize in this worlrl .~
the Glad Tidings to her familv, In the Bounty of God, nor can we ap-'
the (,ollr~fI of time her :o:ister,· :Mr~,
preriate His love, But in the next,
:'fary J. Revell accepted, and she world we can do :0:0, H And a~8in '
and her familv haYe ~inC'e then He said to one of the friends: "Be
been laithfnl workers in the Callse, not grieved' at the death of thy'
Lndoubtedly the sterling qualities dear daughter, That divine bird.,
of Mrs. Porter were transmitted new away to the rose garden of the
to her descendents.
Merciful. and that plant of human-' ,
In HIl2 when 'Abdu'l-Baha was ity hastened to the garden of the
in Philadelphia. He spoke at Dr, Kingdom of EI Abha. That drop
Conwell's churCh, the Baptist returned to the Most Great Sea and
Temple, ~""s, Porter, then 82 Ihat ray hetook herself to the Most
rears of age was present. TAb_ Great Orh, He hapny and thankdu'l-Baha was very tired, but he ful. beeam;;;e tholl wilt see her facp
stood greeting and shaking hands shining in the Divine Kingdom ant!
with the people, \Vhen Mrs: Por- wilt find her as 8 lamp amid an astey arriye~ hefore Him in the 10nR' ~embly in the spil'itnal heaven."
<
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THE BULLETIN OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Office

of

the Secretary

GR!,EN ACRE, SOUTH ELIOT,1>lAINE
:; u. 1 l
"Strike with <111 thy pow('r~ in
the :"pil'iL of real ll11iutl
:Hllong the penple. so that all \yhn
ar,-' 011 earth he('UnH' nlll~ l;lnlil;-.-,
joying. llnited, agrerd. bOl1lld by
the lwnd:3: ot 10ye and united \yiLh
all harmony ill all thillg~ and condilrl1~illg

dition~.

This i~ the greatest hl1ppillf'_";'- of the human rilCoP. in thl-':
. .yorid of p,):"sibilitie:-: and the ca\l:-,-~~
n( attaining to all hope~ CLIlti l't:'ach. ing unto tht-' Suprf'me KinFfd(lDl.
nner ilscendillg unto the \Ytil'lel nt'
God, 11_'.-\bdli "1- Bab jJ.
'TL~ the Gaha'i~ of tll€'
l~llited Statc:3 L-Wei Cl111nciL1.
Dr a!' friend:o= in 'Abdll'l-Baha:
Thf' .-;;tatldi'1rd ,'-"hith the :\atilHlal
Sril'ittwl .\~semhly has elldetlyllrt'd ttl nphold thl:-: year \Y~b 1::":-..:pre~~ed h~' the GIHH'uial1 in hi:"
lett€r to the 102;) CUllyentioLl: "1
reel that the dominatillg plll'pO."':/:,
illo::pil'ing the a~:"f'mbl~d rrit'nu~,
dtc'lcgatt2::: ,-HLd Yi:..:ih)J'~ J.\lke, :,=hould

bp (I. i\yofoltl Unf'.
,'hallt'lltre til lh('
:"t'cund

The
tin:'

(J.

The

nr~t

i:-,- a
iIHliyidu:1.l.
lhe

l'e",:pllll~lbillt.\".
L'L~i[l["or('e the HlI)-

I.·ulledi\·e

Ollf.' ~eek:-,
pO\..... eL· or

10

Ollt' :-:piritL!id aciiyi-

tie:-:, the ....:el'olld il.im:o: ill rai~iLlg the
:--tandard of lJ.dmilli:"tl'ati,'e eiTi!'-

Yilally 118('(.lL'd ;It thi:-. ~Hl
Y"HICt:'d :3tLlge or OIl!' ",york,"
I.l \..... ~b t l ) meet lhe laLter }'llrPIJ:'€ thal thf.~ ."\";)t.intlill .-\ ..:;.".emlJly
pnt \urth the "Platl u[" Ulliiit.'d ~\l'
Lion,"
feeling l.h,!.t t,he gr'erde:,l

ieneT

::-0

Heed find

d.e~il'e

of

tht~ .\merici.irt

frielld:-: was In :-:ee the idcal:'i of
teLlching al\d Temple l'e-c~lah
lished (Ill t1rm rlllllldalioll:, tiS:":IJ!'jnl! dC'filLite re";II1t.:-: alld ('omplet~~
f'YelltlltLl ....:11('<:1..'..; . .·. Ttte: jl·tle gO,ll or
ildmilLl,:;t.rat.iYe effi('ient'Y i::: :,ul'~'ly
1hat methud \."\·lll~I'cl)\· all the bL~
li{'ypl'~, :JtLd 1wl IllL'I:;'h' t.he l'e\v
holdillg ele(:tiy('. UI' ilPfwilLleJ (ft"liL't~:-:. at'O engaged iwli\"cly in PI'l1mot.iug the wl)l'k. The C'Jl)l>2d 811dl)f..::..ernCIlt. or lhi.;: plan by lhe
Guardian, [Uld his Jil'L'd pild.icip::lEon i.n i.L3 OlH'raL"ion a:--:: l\ c.ontrilJILtor to the j\'atiortnl Fund, hring." n

:;iglLillo:'iud radl.)r' tn ()ILl' nllltuni el"rurt.:..: the impIH·tatlc(' or \yhil'll \y('
::::hl.)ILld ~lldl~clnll' It' (·ompl'ehl'nd.
,\t. the yt'l';-' k,l:-I, iL tllt'~<lI:": that. tl~('

(hy or ('iJllI'ILSt()l1 and dl\'ided opiniOll i~ 11.)['>2YPI' pa:-'t. and that t.he
:-:-'llCI't'LI llJLity I.'J·eated b:-- Shnghi EfrCTldi h.i"L ...; bcrome eiYedi\'e ;1.nd

...:piL'ed labor aluTlt:' will the :::el~d:,
p\:llLtt'd lty I.h8 Cf)Yen:ud I'urnl:? [,'
!io\yer ~1tlll fruit.
.\L\ll LlII\\' r~gQrdi:Lg ~lll' IJtht'L' ill.illrtdioll 'which Slloghi Ell'endi

to the h:-::t. COllYC'lltion: ;;lll
PU\Y!:'"r' (.It 011J'
.;;pit'it.llal re:..:pon ..;;illility."
A:." ttl!:'"

\'.TlIte

I'L'in ["orct' the m(Jtin~

thi:-: i;:;. and ml1~t
t<l:-:-.k, all ide-dl
d18ri:,hed iII the dt'"pLh::: of the
lwud ::tTld l'caii7.p.d in tht' detail:;: l)f

lTllOlI'dian

t't:';1.l.

t)H~['

rrhf'

mf'mbl'I'~

~j)i]'itllal

of t.lH'

~-o.tiunal

;\";:--f'mitl~, Wt'!'t'

partil'l1"t:'C('Ln' frlHll the
Chi(·'lgf.l A:"::":f'mbl~' ;l. ll.'th,t' ~'XP1'(':":::'-
i!;g- il:' illt.t'llliotl l)[" ('IJu!wl'nLing <1.:'
rllll.\' ll. .. .: [l0 ..;;.;:;ible ",vitll thE' Ht:'W
pl<J.n, All the friend:" ilrE' lLWUt'f' 01
the mallY pt'opltt'lk lLtt('r'Hl('l~ ...; of
'ALJdll'l-Bidlil \yiLh reference to
Chicag-o ill the Tableb of Lhe lh"ine Plan nlld el...:;,e\\-ht~r8. TableLo::
re('eiYed by indiYidLlab -EHul gl'01!l':3
hLlY€ 1!l1.tltrally beell giyen the
highe~t imptll'Latlf'e by tho"p fLII'LIltwte IHle.;; ]>o~St's..;il1g lhcm, Cai!
\"\"(' ]Jot !Lu\.V l'E'~t i-L:,":-.\lreJ th'::l.t all.
";llell prnrui...:p:..: l'('Yl~alcJ ill the d(i~
or the ecn (,ll<tnt \yill linn=- thei!'
fltlJllrnclit in lh~ g('lll:'L'al ll11it~
I'reated \)" the (illL1.rdiall·! J:-: it nllt
hv ('ttlirt~ ·"H,iht:'[·ellt.'t' lo the 111 ...::11'111'tt"OTl~ 1)1' Shoghi EtTcndi, and nbediial'l~'

tF1Pp~'

tu

:'<1.1d,

bi:'> CiLl

illrliyidll~ll

t'xi~l(,lH'f'.

t":aily

::\t'Yerthelt:'::'-';;,

indii'a1ed the
mL';1.11:::: b~' which di\"ine reinforl"l:'nH'nl \yill !low tt) tht' faithful bt~
li",,\'t'[,. the .\"ationnl SpiriLual A~
~L\bd\!·I-B<lhG.

.".iTlI'"e

.;.emLJl.\- h::i:-:-' Gttempted to 3s;::i:::t Utefriends by compiling thOSe 11<-13sLlges ('speciGlly ':lddt'e:"::.";f'd to thf'
.\mrl'iclln Bnha'i::,. Thi~ compila-

tioll includes word:3 of the :J.lanife:::tation l.lddrt's:'=rd to Amet'ica, the
Tahlrt..; or the Diyille PL.llL written
rOt' nil lhe Am(,r'it'all A~:.:emhlie,",
;,Hal

1I['UtI]):',

<Itld

ul..;o

f,[lIl)l3.tion~

1]"(.1111 the Guar'clian. II i:-: 110\." lwill;!!" printed ill](i will be di:-:tJ'ibtlted
tl.l all tlte LJelieyt'J':-- b~[",jrl' the tlL'xl
CUllyctdioll.
Till' tiLle i:-: "The
Spit'jillnl OppuI'llllJity 01 the B;lh:l'i:-: (It' the l'llih:·d Sbtt''' and

l'lll'e

C<ll1aJil..'~

nal ~itlltltion can J.lotl8 be brcJl.Ighl
aiJuut. able tu fl'lLctil"y tlw ~Izl."lC'r~ ...;
prophel'ie:..:'~
1'he \Yi::-::dnm \.... hic1t

\Ye l't't:'l lhilt PI}...::--t:':--:-:iLltl l)t" tlli..;
lH}\Jklet. alld r1;)l[:o,: ~LLldy uf it~
j"I'lge..;, wiil il1~pi!'ll the frit'nJ:-::. to
;:dtiliLl ne\y height..: of inller fGith-

1u hi:..: prrJ"i-::iIHl:" 'fl)r I..'IH1:=:l.IltnliulL .::md del·i.... ioll. Uwt t.he :,pil'it-

L'C'yt'alt,J tho~t.' TabJet:-:. b the
\vhidL
appoinled

\\Ti;..;uum

:3iJ.me
U11~

hl1ill'cli:lll aILd all lhh appLlintm811t
illlpiie~ in tiLt:' \"\'lwk 0[" tht~ C':'~Il~L~.
There l'all 1Jl' no rift itt tilt.' dJyijl('
uUerancl'-nu fai~lll'e or lhat. etl.'J·!lal loyt:' , ...\:-:; \"\'8 ht'ltold the Ca'.l"t~
:\:-0. a \""\"])(Ile \t)tby, :-:11 ~h,l!~ \ye lH'.:"t
hf't"d thu:-:.l.' lwr,,;ullitJ and gt'C)lLP
·l\lhlet .... rcceiv~d ill pl'evjull~ yea['~,
l11HI b~:::t ~ern~ t.u gjye them com-

plete :..:pil'iLllid atld m~1.terial dil'Cl.
:.\t'ithl't' alu()t'll(,";~ fL'om the gelleL'Llt
:'<1.Cl'l'd II nil:,;, !lor illditTel'E'nC'{' to its
nlt~Lhlld ...;. ttl)!' :o-.ll:-,picioll 0[" its pIL\,pi ):,{, ", hn.ye it Ll~' 1I)nge I' .i II:' l i tkation ill the Baha'i wlJrld.
In the
g:u'dell or Shoghi Effendi's 1n-

J"ltllle:-:." .illld t.'I](j(> an)!'. HeL'e we
I:.:wl:', d('tlLlit~:l~' e:-..:pres..;eLl, t.he palh
n[" St:'I'yiCL' laid 110\\"tL b\" tht' l'onst>I·[·ll.lcd beilL.!:!':""' nf the B·i'l.ha'i Call:""'!:'.
The fl'ielHJ~ \\"ill llot fail it) tnl'!!
urten alld urkn h) '..\hdll'l-Balw· ..;;
o::bH'iol!s

~lJi~"ilill;

..;t:ttt:'m~'tlt

ut'

Amt'L'il'L,':--

\~xplalljltiol\ lll' UI~}
C{fl!!~di\'(' Cddt'l'; hi..; \'o:nl'J abullt
tlh:~ Lord (II" llll~l:--. and hi:, 111'(lmi~e
rur thr. :-;IICl·t.'~':; of the .\pl.):;;;tle ..;.: ol"

\1·1:--

Ualw'lJ'IIQh.

If

\ye ("<Ill lllit ('oJ1lhi[ll~

ihlill

tht);.;.t>

ill""pir"i.lilHI

the .;;pit·-

n~n~jyed

from

\..... ()J'd:--.. and tIll' PI';ldi,'ai
tllethl"Hl~ and lllli!iL'd t~llll..,;; expl't' ...;:-:-'ed ill tile rt'I'etlt pt'jnted plall, then
\ndl'C'f.·l Ihe fH'('':"oP.llt yCJ.r :-.hall nwrk

I

./

/
i

\

BAllA'j
~ATIO::-;AL

.\~:--(·rnld~··

Office of the So("('~'etnrr
.~ en', South Ellol
:\Iaine,. L. S. A.

L1r

Offj('e of tbe TreaSurE'r
5 Wheeler Avellue

~d

A:--'3frnb;y lw:--: 'Hluj,h::·,J il ]JC'W
prillf'iple cOlltrolling fbe ]lalure
and fl1Hl'acit'I' of ii~ mt'eiitlg","', J11f:tead of deyuting illl thE'ir time til
tht' cO!L:::idt'l'atioll of nJmilti~tt'i-l
tiyc detail ...::-abllllda1Jt tho.~t' lh(' . . . e
are-tilt> mt'mlwl':- havE' l,t':-,-ol\"t'cl
to I.-Dll~idet' the :-:llprl~Dle ohjt'd ul"
each uf t11('il' ga;herltl.!;:-'- to he ;·l
p\lhh:' tlleetillg !·111· h'<l\'hin!; the
C,W"::o:-'_ TI.I m,ikl" thi::: pu.~:-,-iIJlt:', the
(;1)01"1(' l'at](I11 ld· t he
~l"i I'ii II ill .-\.::H'Jllhly [If the ("ih· \\-]wl'e t11e llf'eling i~ 'held ,-yill l~e .-::,u\lght, i1nd the
public mf'ctillg ilJ'l'8.ugt"d with their
n~:,:l:-lan(·e,
A.:: 5hl)ghi ~ffellJi
\Yrite .. : in the ~igllit1ci:llIL letter aee Lim [,auying lh i:.: ~ t>\Y::; Lett e I':
"Let lhi~ l."al'dinal prill('ip]r ! i. t' ..
le8ching) be eyer borlle ill milld,
fill' it i:-, tilt' mi"lill:,:pl'iJlg ld· all futUI'e ~-j('li\"itie ..::, the l'E'nhl\"f'l' or c\"f'1·~· entkl1'!',l:":':-,i~lg lIb"laclf'. tlw 1"\1]tilmt.'ut (II" (lllr ~I:l,;:l{'r':-: deflrc~i,
\Yi~b."
If f'O,cl1 )u(":·ll Spil'itual .-\~
~t:'TliblY wi'.l abo ari:,e ~ll)llY(, t11('
f'rt:'::-;~ll'l't' ~·,r prol\lem ...: Hlld c1daiJ.::
to 1f'ad the \\"::"ly iii pllblic tf'ac-hillg,
111('11 ;) g-l'e,d PO\"\"':"I' nl" f'll('Ol11'::l~P
ment \yill he l'ele::l~(~J fol' en:,l'y ht'-

1ie\"('1'_
:i:

~ill(,f'

timo? will l.lf' bL'killg for
.anotht'"l· J.,;:;:-:,ut' of the- ::"\02\Y~ Letter
l'ef()l'f' thl' CUllH·nli(I!l. l't'iC'I'(']lL'{'
::-\w,lld III' l~1iHl(' ILl tlie ('h~cti()tl (II·
th(' lucLil Spiritlud ;\"~ernlJliC'.-.; lll~Jd
ulliYE'r:-:'illl~· thl'(lllglllHlt tlJe Ralw'i

w(,rId (IIi .-\.}ll'il 21 tach ~:(,;)1'. .\..::
tIlt: Glt<J[·tli'lll wl'lde Oll f..iat'i"ll 12.
lrI2~~: "Tbat the I[llih' of tIH~ C,\1I~l'
01" Baha'u'il,l!l may l~emj)in ~l':('1l1'('
the lltmo,.:1

in :lc,('"ordml("f' with

the explicit text

l·e~rl('II..::ih!·iit~--ul'

--illl'P ill

jl lnrning poiut ill Ullt illdi\-irJ~lal
and cullectin' Baha'i liff-a tiTtle
,..;.igua1 i :...-i112 lh;-d h..... n fuld l)hed i ('11 t' e
fC!]l1t',lftl (d' 11:-: hy tilt' lillllnliau LJf
111(' Ca'J'::("
To I'{,ntrlhllh' ,d";(l tu tile '-]1iri1.Ilul p{fWer uf lh(' \YOl'K, the :\alioll-

{If

:\;1(\, (Ill FI.'I,rLl'll'\·

l'qllall~·,

{Ii ,(ge,,,:_
Till'
:llilll'l·i;i!· ,1~:-:'l'lJ)1)lil~':: 1'--l<tlili ... lll'd ill 1111' difl"l'I'<.',d
1',(1'1.:: II!· EIII'(l1l(', ,\:-.ia i\1111 .\nH'I'i(·n

[I((\t' Ito .l'('-.;ttll:-: :--il\"l' tlil' lwll' (ll"
lll~: ],hY:--:l('nl ((I}d llll' nJorl;)1 lif,' ill
thl.~ It·,--..::el' \nll'llI. 1"111' 111(' l·l']11l1\·,il
1,1" [t-- .uilri~'llll;' ('ulldilioll:, ,lnd l11v
1't'I"III'Ill<liiUlI til" il....; (·II--t(I]l1 . .·. a!ld in
I!le ('111.1 IIIl ]1,jflH' \\"il~ I"t':nillll lln'l't'ur. BIll "'\"t'I·~· :--.pi['itlutl ~\~:-:('mldy
~,r '::!I:ill \\lllJ1dtd·I(111. ~(I[)d ,.::l[,ll("tlll·~'

\"()[I~L'Il"Y will h.::t
\"t.)l·th il!"'- ilIllmill<Ll~(lll Iinli) ,til r('glll[l~_
)"(1\:1'':: LlitllflJlly.
.\YrJU\,\I" ;;PIHITL\[.

,11ld

1l1l\\",t\"f'I'illg-

rllr('\"I~r illld \\"ill :--:l'lld

.\~~E~IBLY.

ul'

By:

uppoi'tullil:-.-lie:--: 11 pUll the ~hOlil
df-r:-. of 1;'[\("11 i..\r·f·~;H('d l)l,:il.'\"('I"

"\\'ol"ce>;':£'r. },lass,

lh~lt

lit' J"UI'lh\\·ilh (',... kd)li...;ll-

;::l, 1\!:!.~
"The \"ariull:, .\';;.__ I.'lllllh::-., llJl'ill ,lllli
]lalililinl. !·I)II.... ~itll;l"· :Ud;l\" :lil.' l,t'(lrod\. 111'UIl ihL' .::LI·8Jlgth· uf \\"hirh
.h(· L'lii\"('r~,ll 1)(1\::-'\' i...; ill rll;lll'l~ lu
he llrml.Y c:--:tiildi:--hl'd <tlid rlli~t:'d.
.\u\ Illdil t11('--(· fllll~'l ilill yig('l'()\l--;y
~\lld hill'!rHlllitllJ.--!:- l·,·l!i lbr hopt' fo~
lhC' term;llidlllli {If tl1;:-. pf'riur\ 1.11"
11'jJll~diLlI[ I.H:' 1·t'eI[;I.t>:d."
lh· llli:.;
pil ....,.--.:lgC we IH:'[·l·('in~ \\"lH1L ~\"l~ig-ilt
1'(1.·'

Gn.~c·n

.J.nd illYiulatt', it is

l.ET'l'EH

..\qda:". th(' :J.1i.)...;1 H()ly HIHlk. ill vY('I'Y l'-oI·l\ii;~·. lit· tl ('il\· Ill' h{l;111,. . 1.
\"\"htl·C' t.ht' lllimht'J' ~;r "LIllJt : 21
yt'(ll'.':: ill[el [1111)\"('.1 t1,:~·I'l[·t'tl 1Il'\i·f·Y(.'1'::' cX("l'c-d!"'- IILI1C, :1 \lwill '~IJJI':tlILd

SPIHITT.:"/"-T. ASSE-:"lBLY

of tbe Baha.'is of the L:1iled States
nnd C:-.nada
Chairman
::o.lountfort ~Llls
Yice Cha.inn.1.n
Roy C. Wilbclm
HOl"ace Holl;;)'
S;::-Cl"etan'
TI'e;H'un'r
Florence :-'1orlon
AmQIja Collins
AI: Kuli Khan
A 11en ~IcDanil'l
C:1.rl :3cheffler

importance

:\ EWS

1

of the. Kibb 1-

11111' 1,\'\\"t.·I'

I'l,-..l:-: the

if:--:, ~f('I'etill'~·

illJc1

reillrlled to the

natiClj[,·d ~l;"'cr(.'L·j]'\· al the ('':-I!'lie.--l
p(,:--:~il.Jt> ..-b[t'. \\~it1LUL1t thi::-: inj'Ul~
l1UtiiuII l(y,·iiluhl0:-'. :he :\i~[iOll(·ll A:--:;..;('ml)!~· i-: 1I11<111Ie to Pf'I'I"ul'rn it,.:
dlltif'~ ,l(iL''!tlZttf'ly, lind n)(Ij'('uyer ill
[he ,·,]I:--f'lll·t> (If lhi;..; ['('P(II't \"\"oulrl
ll(·,t lIt'. .ill~hliecl ill l't'(·lIgllizillg flit"'
t':\.i:--·lell("f' ui llw }()I'ul .-\...:: . . rtll1.d~·.
The t"l'it'lld:-:. drt' Ilrgt'd tu B';n' tbis
1'lI11Jilmt'llLil Illid fer theil' l'l() ....;l~ .:It1t-'uL()1l, ill link]' ltwt [he "\atiunal
.-\:-,,;;clllidy it:--:L~\I' 1."1.1l l'f'port to 111r
C;1l~1t'lL.:HL.
It (Ill' ;Jl1\" ]'('it..:.ul[ '·lll

;ll;'umill~ ll'o."';i] ~]lil'itli,d .-\:'~E'mld~·
~h{l1ild ll~)t 1'f'I"('i\'l~ ;l. {"(I]i~' 01" till . . .
.\ ....;.-.;t'ml)iy Rull. t·(·ql1e:-.t 1'111' nile
should he nli"lrlC lu the ll,i\iulla\
~e("Td;l.I'~- wit hu:Jt delay.
III ctrawill,¥ 11]1 tile li..:t or lnc;·d
l.irlie\('r:--: (,lltit\('d to "'-ltlr ill thi~
('1\;{·lllill. lhl' (Illig(lil[f,' ~[lirit lItd
.-\:--: . . . cml)lil,;..; 'sill rl' re1' ltl tlH' ill-..tl'lll."tiull I'u\"('['illty ll:i:-- 111ill,lrl' ill
tllt'" 1t"llel' from f,b(q::rhi Ef'fpudi d,)leLl Ol'lulH'I' :2,'1, .1 tl:>.;)_
)"(',·11':'=

t;J:!,""(l.

tIlt.' ")'l;i:--:l{'l'

\\Tldp iLl

[he ;\:'~(,lll~ldy I.It \lll:-:k(,~(III. I\lidlig"au. tht'-..t' :-..'i!.!:llill'·l111t \\"{Il'd ... : ·;E,"('~'ytl1ill;::r lil'\IL1~'I(·l'.". illl l!lllH'l';..;,.::i()!I ·111
(':\.i:,lt'Il\··t~ :11,,1 [·t''::IIlI:-. ill llH' ('(1111':'l'

(jolley.
ShTt'\;l['~·_

:111<:'1'-

l1atiy€ ur ~hor:t'llillg ui' jll'UlUllgillg
that "p('ri,xl ul' l:'~ll1:,ilioll" thl'l.Hlglt
\\"hir-h tbp whole w('I'hl i:-, pzl.--~lllg
ill tlle:"E' days,
The Ill,'aJ gl'U11J':, will !lutE: ('arl'~till~· Ih,.if a Mpil'itll;·d .\<-.;,:"mhl~
I··dllll(,t hi? t.'[('('\,:"d 1l1l1e:--:..; the ]1IL111l.IL'I· uf lleli('\"frs t'xCt.,t"d:-:, ]jillE.'o \itlc
r\lul[e i ...: ]lot .... lltl'ici('lll. illft:-.mucll
~I."::' thi ... H,lmbet' Lil.)e::; !l()~ aiT():,d tlll'
J.1<.I:,=i::; of ft trlle eleetion_
11 h gTf'l\ll~ to he hoped Uwt
:-:PyC'ral gl'("'IIP~ Iwi pl'C'Yitlll.::ly 0['.![(I)Lizfd ('all thi~ >·cal' eli-'I'l n Spirit;J<l1 .'\::;..:rt11IJI\" and thll';; "land with
theil' t"pi!u\Y _.\~:--:eml!lil':--: ill the l't.':--T'I.IIl~·ihi;itit'.';; (If the B'll1a'i Cdl1:--.C_
£al'I~· ill A}l:'il a fUl'lll or .\:...,,('nll)l~
?tull \',:dl 1.1(' !"'-t'lll tn ril\·h hlt'al A.s.... erni)ly. tll lie tillpd uld hy the illL'lIming Spil'itu;·d .-\.:--::...ernldy thl'Ollgh

1l01',i!'l'

GREi::N ACRE
'l'he lime

hil;";' ('\lJlH' 1"(1]' all th('
..\ rnel'i("i1u
bclit'Yer:,
10
regard
(-ll'f'ell .'\erE' (l~ UIIE' or 1hc rL'(,(lg-l"ized p('l'nllilH'lll ill:--litlllil)J[:-: Ill" the
Cilll:-.C'-1>nlding 111t' SlInH" l'dation--hip lLl thf' \\"ol'k th],(\llgh the Sal :lI11al Spil'ilual .\::-;:-:embh· 8;";' i~
11f'ld by tllt', Temple, lllt'· StaI' of
fh:> \\"e . . . l, 1h(' ULdl;}'i Pllhli~hing
C(:l~)mitte(',

e\('.

The e\"oIlliit.lll or

(i1'E'E'1l Acl'f' ttl
jllLS l'UL1"it (If jUlll't\lre with the
illiteI' form tiS '..yell ,·1:-'. "'-pil'it of the
CJ.ll!"'-(' \\"Ill one lLl'- Ilc . . . eell it" a
TlIU,.;t
in:=:.pil'illg
sud ~ig-nifkallt
f'lwptel' ill thE' w{lrld nl(lYf'Jl1t'[d l)f
i(l!lJ~-.
Tilt" (l1'iS<lla\ rlllltllllllilill
(·--jabli~hed \I:: ~Ii:--:.;; ~'L1rah FUl'mel'

. . cem..;: lIOW like (L flllfilJl1t'nt of lhJt
prolllj.-:;c of Rah,{'lI'llah that he
"\"\"ollld r,li:,(> nn llBiY':"I'--;]1 ~en·nllt;.;
in [Lll l'OlllJtl'it';, indqlt'ndC'llt or thrdl'Ol't:, or the IH'lie\·L'r~ lh('m.::('l\"{'~.
TIle jdeal or Gl't'ell ,'\('['12 from the
IIt'gillnillp" ha:, hE'E'll h) pI·(l\·idf' d.
11'e(' Cf'ntcr . . . . . hf'l·e mi!:[ilt j'UtllC t(lg~LhC'L' i11dt'pendent. ~pil'ib uf all
1·lllllltrie::;. !,("li.::ril ,lllove tIte trall1TIlt'l:... l\j' ol'dinar\- cl.lmmllliilil~.": ,Hld
nlilp to l'efire[ I.ll·illi<lIitly the f'():,:.;:;ihi'.iLe" IntI' lit It! llw 1,!'otlwL'l1()od
01' m,:ItL
~li~~ F(ll'mer':-, lI.('hil'\·C'lllellt ''''''<1:'
--0 IlulGblp ti[;)t it. nH"I'il~ l'I'('(IL'11 ill

Ihe g81H'1·,·d hi~tLlry uf the time. Her
(\\\"ll Illllyer:-:,dity ,lild :,elr-~ft('rLticf'
,dlral'led
ramuli....
Ietlo t"J'.__
or
thollght. aJld l'E'Yt'Hled tu lhem a
mea"::llre (d' lI11itr and ~'oop('r'ldillil
pl'l'hnp .... largcr ttWlI each h,\d prf'-

\"iol!:,--l:-.o dreamt'd po:-~ihlf'.
Thi~
ilbl",il'cd ~{Illl :-'"jlrl~iid t]H~ \"('r.\- t' ..;;'::('ll('C' or 1\[e Bliha'i tl~:i("hillg:, bC'r()I't~ :-.h(:' wa..:. ;l\Ylil'P of lhe li'IIllf'.
Till' d'i~.':: rull(,willg IH~f lkath
hl'Cotlgbt to the fl'iflHl:--: nf GI'l't'll
.\('rr· trt.'IlH'lIdulI:-'" dlfli(·llllit'.--. The
fltilll'E' ,-\"<.1,'. tl;)rk ilild Ob--(·lll·t~. :\(lilt
or the Ifl'illiant ~]lt'akt'I'-- \\"Ilt") llj)d
t.'ll.jllyed ltll! ho.o.;]lil:llit~· ul' ("in'l'll
,-\1'1'('
til .... \-.:.

f',illied lu it;..; ~lIlll1(lrl. Thi!"'I'l'l) IIJlon ft :--:l1lil.ll Hl1tllhl')' or

11.'1.11.\']
Baha'i .... "\yho. faithftll to the ador '.-\.hrlll'l-Brdlil,
::-:h:.-ad i'a:-,tlr l'lll'l'ied dll th~ \york

Yl"l~:-- and (k~irf':-:
~-I~;ll' ;lrtC]' ~·f'ilr_

A~ Pt'C':-;'C'llt Gt'8(,11

.-\1.'1'\'

and

(JWtl:-:.

fl'(-,t"

I'll';!!'

eqllip-

nH'llt 1:"110112'11 fl)l' tile tir~illlilati()n

,)[, rt,)I.-llllt' l'U!l!t'I'PI11't':-- alld :--I'h()oi-.;,
ilnd \\"itll lllC' hei;" :.llld a:--:-,i:,:-t,llll't) 1.1';
the- hndy

()t'

the

heli~\"e-l'~ Ci.lil

I'X-

t'm pi i I"y' t.ilt' G;lilrdiatl'~ hup\..~ ·'t hal
it m,1\" lli~I·I)n1e. "while the "\\"{Jrk ,".It
till> 'y"Ll..;!n'it[ll'l-Adhk:J1' i:-: ill progrl~:''';. tllC' !O[':-1.l ceLlteL' of [he dl~
Ynti')!l,IL hllm;111ila!'iall. ~1)1';al ,J1111
:-::piritllal Jdi"itit:':'- ur the Cause."
By tlw:,e \yord..;, fullt)\\"ill.!l n,;;
they' oj!) m;lJlY Tabld:o' rtl\"(';:de~j uri
thp -;ubjl:'d hy the ')lo.:..;tel', \ve mJY
lI11del'-.tLILlc1 :'IHlll!thil1!:{ uf Ule mY:--tt~rioll:-:: "lHlllediun ti1-at exi:-,L:-, fwhyeell lhi~ :-:.put ,-llld [he mll:;l ,_:])e1'i:-,hed ideal:,
1.11'
the
AllH?l'ienll
1'1'lt' nd::..
GTC(, tl Ac re i::. '_HI!' DIll!
lIl'r")rtllllity to. dt'1TlUtl:-:.trzlt(~ tIll'
B;-lhtl'i ide 3.1~ adllzl I\~- appl if' rl to
lift', anJ laillll'e to Llt':Yelup Gi't'r:-J)
'-\1'1'(' ttl that drgf't't' "\,:nlild utTl-'t"'t
lile .... lll'fe:-'~ of (,\"f'I'\" Baha'i Illlde!'Ltking in :-\m81'ka," On the ut hI::' I'
h;wd, Ci-rf'ell ,-\rrt' can bel'orne a
ml)"l t~tTt'diye ill:,t.I'ilment (n' -=el',-il'l~ tu the \y\)]·].;. ul' tt'ilt'hill~ l111tl
u~· lJllildillg the 'Tempk-ilnd it i:-,
rUI' lhi::. !'t':l:-'OIl th~lt the 1'()lIrc!'~diIHl
ld t.he friend:-- i:-:. I-',H'nc .... tly l·eqllt":-:.tl'li b~' the Satililial Spiritunl ;\:'... ('mbl~".
'
011 .-\.llgll~t IO, lU:2~). the Ff-'lIlW,:,hip yuted to bl'ing Gl't"rn ..\crf-'
lillder llw :'".\lpeni~il)!l, I'olltr()\ and
J'e:",plIll:-,ihk di!'ccti"ll or tht" .\ 01.ti(Hwl ~pi[·itllal A . . :-:-cmbly. illl'llLdill!! tl'illl~I(,I' of litle t() land and
IlIlilditll!"-. and jl1i-. :It"ti'_'ll L))'(HIg-ht
(i-reell .--\lTi.:' [lltn thl~ immediate
:-.pit'illl;ll h,-,J'iz()ll ll[" l~\'t'I') An1('I'l1';1:1 Ba:l;-L'i.
It i~ tbt' hnpc' 'Jf Lhe :\"at~iJnal .-\:--... \~mll\," til a~ ... i.:..:t ill ttll' ,-York 1)1"
(itt't'll',--\ITI;" dllring the l'orlling ~I;";--\
:--1111. "'1) til,\! mUI'(~ thall eH'1' lw\lIIY' tile rl'it"[lll~ \\"ili plal1 II) :-.pt"lld
their SllmTll('r~ theL'e l.1l1tl pJL'ticiP;.1t(' ill thi' f'Ollrt'l'€n('c':":, ~llmrueL'
:-'I'"hnul ,Hld IJLhc-r ndiyitie:, ;:drl'i1d~
pli1lllwd.
\Ye de . . il'l~ Lhe prl:":"'l'll(,f'
ur all \\"hu al'I' cl{llil'f",::,d to teCtch
t ht' C,:UI :-:.e-il nil all \y IIo . . .youlll
nl'lrt' nL'ml~' g!'lllllltl till~lll:.::l'ln-',:,; ill
the teachILLg-:--:,
1'IIL' rt'lln\"\.'.-=hip of
IIll' beli('n~T~ (rom ditl'_'I'Pllt IJ,\!'t-::
uf the l'OII:-'[!T madc !lo:,-=ible by
(:I't'l'1l _\I'I'l~ :..:h')lllll "I)n.LL'illllte yit,\ll~- ttl I hI..' Ibh;l'i \.... (II'b.. LllJ'(Jllgh'Jill t[l\' \-'(,,11'. IH_~~idl':-i d~mnLl..:Ll'al
illf[ ttIt' ;'t'illitr or n"'::-'UI'i;ltiOI1 ill il
di"i"inl~

C;lll~t".

The .-1\'1 i\"l~ ~lIPpUI'1 alld t~lll'nll!'
:lgCTlJ8nt (j( :"lll tht' I It.:'U(l YI':-I'.'i, e\'Cll
[I\\):'t' whl) l'lll1lL(ll go!) to Gl'8Ctl
':\(']'t'. i.";o l'l'qlll':..:[,-~d, and [hi..: ('all
IH~~t b(~ accnmpli:-,Il(~d b~- joining'
the Green Acre 1"l~llt)\Y~hip, :\-Ieffi-

:-;r.\YS

LE'l'TF.H

lJ(~[':-:,hip ill
till' 1,'t'!I(I\~:"hip 1:-' ot
thl'l'{' killll.:-,-Lire ':\\t'l1lbt~I':--hlp. ;}l
:-3;'")1111; ~11~L\itli!lg \l\'rnbt:'I'~hip. :d.
~:2;,"); <lrld c\,'liYl' :J."->flllJl'l'~lilp. ;d
~:L
Tht''''\' mt·[1111l}f':..:hip~ ,ll't' qpetl
tl) ]1\',n-"8:\I1,1'i:-, a~ \Yt",ll it:'" 1'.1 IH?-lit" t'!':":. III t IH' ,',"1"'\' Ill' 1111I1-B;"il1,I'i:,
;11",;/i";,li'lll:-' ',U!' :111'nl!Wl':-,hip mll:,1
b(-' l'll.JIII':'t't\ b\' t\Y\1 [11<.'[11[11'1'", ()f
tl:t' [;d: I-'\Y_:-' hi P ',md he al'ct'ptl~t! b.Y
Ihe TL'II",tt'I':-'.
[Ll tltl' ca~(' 111'1'('('II~Lll1.I.',j hdiL'\·l.·I' .... , \'Ill"';';'", I';\l] b1.'
",;J;\ (\il't"·~;~. withnllt j""l'J11:11~h.'. tl)
:\11':--, 1·'ItJl't-'III't' '\i(lr\(IIl, TI'(':l-'l'I'I'~'.
.j
\\'ht't-'Il~l'
.\Yt'lLllt'. \\'111'1'(':,t.el'.
~\1,1"'''' .. ,).'('\lmp,lLL;ed lIy a I.~~tlel·
:,I:ti il,p" ~I!l' plll'flll-.t~ 1)1' Iht' l'IILltrilllllilJll,
I,'ul' inf()['!1l,di')lL l'lIll"erllil"i~ ,W('()]l1nlllil,di(Hl:-' ;llid 11I);n'd ;")11drt-':-':-- ,,\11:':-' 1l.1J11",h'Hl \\·il:....iLl:'llil. :l~)
CI-'ll;.:::T'-:' .... ..: SII'c ..,\. I3n:--tl)lL . ..\1,1....,:-'.
I.fl 11:-' ;-'_rpl""'i;ttt, t h;it Gl'l.'l'll
.-\ "rt' "-"111 :1 .... ~;l111(' ,) I,u,~t:, IIL~I::'I'tl,l1:llI"l) i.flljldl'\;I:let' III thl."' 13ah;-I'i
\Y'.l"ld-;l t'f'llli'I' wh"l'l:'" t't'lll'C:-'('Ll"'lti\·I;":-- ui" tilC" ILl.ha·l:". itt Ill.]ll'l' ldllt!:..:
rn;lY ('ne tlOI"\.- l'nnlt", Ull1:"'- CUllyillCi !'Q:·k :,ho\yiil;::r tilt' \\"urJt! th,lt lhl~
l~:111~e lI11itit'~ Iht' 1':_11'e-.; zilld rt'lig-'ull:-', The po:-,:-,'ibilitie:-- nl'f' bOllndl,-,.~:-'. if \ye f,lith i"lllly lake e:I,-·\l :,lep
nl' rl'I-I~IT:'-:-' <I:'" it \-·'_illlP:"'. Thl~ plan ...
'i"~l' Jill' . . . \lmmel' Ill' 111:?1! \yilt 1w
f!llb~i:,h,:tl ill ,-(I! t':l"iy llllm;)'.:-r ')1'
th-' :\I'\Y~ L~t~el',

SFECIAL CONVENTION NOTICE

TtlI:' :\aliolla\ A:'.:'embly h[l~
clre\lllh" ('fJl1~idl:'r'ed the problem
tit" rilill.,";ad tl'an:.;.pI)!'hhnll, "\vith {I
yit'\Y tI"l ()bt;lilling :,p('cial r3.~e~ for'
('d:l\('liiioll delegi!tt'~ ~HLd Yl:,iloL':'.
111 Lhe il i_I";(' !L\'t' U! Ltll)" definile i1\j"'_)l"flliiti,-Hl i1.~ tt) lhe Illlmi":?L' u(
friend,;:. \....-]10 \\"ill yi:-..it S:l}) Frall,·!-.. ('II rl'nn1 Clli'-":I~'11 "llll 1",,_!i11l:-'
fil:'l. it h,1-.; bee)!'- impo .. ~i\lle to
Pl:-d,,_t" illlY ;11'!'L\llgl~rneJlt ill\'nl\'illg
redll..-·pJ l"atl~-; ul' tht:' 11:'8 ut' pLlrt~'
,'ar:" :1:- ()!'igil1all~' lW]"lI:,L and Iht~l'e
i..: IHI ('-:o.:pl::'d;d:Ll)]l tlwt the l'~p:lil,tL'
'C'JllYC'niioll di~L'nllllt' 11l" 2t) pl~J"
cent I'L111 be IdJtaill(·d, :-'Ill('e thi-= !'i:?1[llil'e:-, i\ millimllnl of :2;'")11 !"\llliid
trip t.il"1-,_<.'I.:-:.
enJl'l' the"'t' ('il'Cl1m~lath·t:'~, the
:nu;,;,t -.;ati:--. ra,' 1'.)l"Y arri.lllgc nH! [l t i:-.
to [11011'8 al t.tll' ([;:.:.po.;;~ll or delt::.rille .... 'ILlIl yi:..:ih);-; l"rom Chicagoll
and p,)int.:, Ea:,1. a ",_)mrolde :-.I'lJE'.clIde llld'lcatill;! lhE' mo-...-enll'ni. ot ,t
trailL from the lll,):-,L E:.-t:-lel'!l puint
-Ru_"tl)lL-p;}~ ..;;ing
th['ollgh the
l;ll'Q"e:-t llILmb'.?L· 1)1' (·iUt':". cont:.:tinilLg'
.\:--~·C'mltli('-= L)dwet'll BI1.;;tdl1 anu
Chil.·L\:!,"(J, ;HIJ pr'l1l'(,t'l.ling to SaLl
FI'~1l1l'\ ... ('o by lbl~ SOllthet'll l'ollle,
hilt rf'lllfnin£!,' b," tlw ":\"ortl1l:'"1'n
rotlLp. Tlli..; ,;i·r:Lll'.!.!;"f'lTlI'nt "\yill pf'rmit Ill(' fL'i('lld .... ill tlw Ea"'t. and
.\lidJle \Vcst 10 trayel on tlle same
tt',)in, and al Ihe same time gives

tl:el1l c')lllpll'lt' adYLHlI.'l~ ;llrUL'Ola(itln [I~ t~) da,\' alld IlLllll' nl' ckpiu't;11't~. rl)llt~' tra\"t~l':-;l'd, all,l rnmplt't"
!'(l:",t nl' II'illb[l\-Ij'lati'_)ll i!ll'I:!\lil~~'
Ilj'II('!' ~}f' lU\\-'(~I' 111"'lh:-, \J1!f ,)1"
I'IIII,':--e l':\.I'\l!~i\"t' Ill' fl1e:ll_" :l:l,l illl'idf'III;1I t':":IH'Il:-.t'-.. Th,-' i1;\-:I:,I,"Y"
1\1' lr.;~\fli.llg i~l il.:-' 1.:ll'~" ;[.!·,pyl\
r:n ... ~ll'~t' I:'. (It ('n ![':-'{'. 1I1l\'ld:l~ ;,11
It'f' .... {'h(,d1Jlt~ adnr,tl'll ,\j ... () 'I;' ~.
11U'IIIIp-h tht' 1111) .... 1 11\,:\;:lil'll1 ';'I!;.
j,.'I'l,:,tillg :-,,'( llPI'~'.
I t i . . lI11d ..'I· .... t"')t\ t h;1t j hi..: ..... 1:1, 1lilt' h.-j:-: h\'PII dl','l\Y:l 1'1' ,'1.:-' :t l'I)I;YI'lli'_~IlI't" iu t.he f!'~t'!Ld:-,. ;llLd ill III)
'.yi:-,t' d:-' :_'111 nhlip'alilillo E,li'h dpi\'g;-l\e nr ,i:-,itl)I' I~ \H'dl."·:l~- 1"1't"1:' 1\)
g"11 ;-ll1d ['etllt'n hy ;111\- t'lllltt' hi.:' mil.\
]"'1'(" re 1',
~.

TIlf' '-l'hecillie :-\!It'·,·t:-. [ll,~ TllI11-"Y\'ilit'~ (I"_'m 13t1:-.tntl hl Chi",1!:("'l:

;l'f{

\Y'll"'(-·"(t'I·. SP"i11f!ll'I,L \\'\\-' ll~l':
ell. \"e\y Y(lrk. Phi'iadt'lphia, R:1lti!~HlI·I'.

\\",1:-hlllF'tOll,

n.

l~ ..

Pitt~

hlll'.gh . .\;;;']'011, "Th,)~l' )'I::':-,idill!l" in
E(l . .;t('t'll eitit":'" nol l1H'l1tinlleil nl"~)\'€',
"'~ldl :1-; ;"1,-)1111'1:''-11. [3T.111'ald 01' l:ul:JrllIJlI";. l"i.\1l jilin Ihe Baha'i h'aiLl
,It Chi,-~ae-,~,.
Fl'('fll
Chi'-'~l!r()
to
SLlll FI·an'.:,i .... ,,!). altl:'r'!wLi\-~ ;"_-'\lh--,:-,
<\!'I' :'11P'P't' .... b;,-l-tlw Ap:,{'ht' TI'ail
<"Il l ,j tile Ci!',lnd C'(l\YOll.
l'~l'nrn S;lll
Fnlh'i:--(,'l ~'l Chii';-l~ll. t!w tr:lia
[1:1:':-'1:':-' tlH'UI17h PI.wt\anli. St"illtle.
YidOl'i:l a:ld Y;{1I('111Iyer l"t'iltllt'illQ'
th.~ Colllariial1 Ro('kip-=, n'IlC!' -pt"I'fllit'I inll :"'tL)r~ tu yi:-:.it Ihe ,-\.';;:'l'ml)lif'~
in the '-'ilie:,- of Pud.land and St"ILtIe, BI)t-h ['Ollte~ pa:,:" throllgh T..1J~
.-\ ngek ...; on lhe W:1Y to the Cl'l1Yt'Iltinll. Tbl::' Anal'hl:' TI·:til l't)llh' t"t'{lllil'e..:: one d,1Y IOllg-f.'!' than th ...
ril'(lild CiE1VClIl RUllli:' . lliit Ihtl dil't'el'l-'lLc,':- ;Lll' tl"'Hl:.::r!IIl'tntil)ll co:"'t I.'"
hIlt it few d()llal·:--.
Ih:~lqr,dl':-' alld "i"'itnl'~ p1:tllllill8"
II) aLtcnd IIH' C~)IlY!-'!LII·,ql mit~' U!lhin a ,-'np'" u! tlw :';;I'lit'dlll..:- by ad'~1'l:~:-,~il1g Secl'et,tI'Y. :'\,_1tional ~pir
dnal ,--\"::;-.f'mbl~·, (ireell .--\I'['t', fi()uth
Eliol. ..\hille.
PI):':-.I:'":'--.;ion ,)1' thi-.;
.... ,·heduh' \. . .,ill mnke it ;} :,imple
mail€'l' tn pllrcha .... e fllt'Ol1gh lickd:-. ill illl:" hll'al lidi.yt utTice,

INVITATION FROM SAN FRANCISCO SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OI'E'l'ting..: rt'll!ll S,\l1 FI',lllL'i::;co!

·'Thn!.

1I11~ l'omilL!!" '"cal' mll~' ::-ee
fJllt~ ot' lill' T\l\-!..::t illlrU·I·tn?d nntl CILll'
or Ihe mu"l irnpr·.:~~iyC' and ILllill.'d

Baha'i f:nnYPlilioll;:; ill Amet'ica aLLeI
thaL it ml!rht ;-Lttrnd the intel"e:"">t
;tlld heart~~' ('on\wl',ll_iOtl or \yorlJ\yidf' and \tllnl,111i\;1I'ian instihltioll:'::'
t.hl·()11ghollt. Ellropl;" alld :\mcL'i('a,
and th.-lt ol" .:tit thillg-oO; it mip'ht
hring- jo~' 1.0 till? \l.rad. of oll,r
\yakhl"1l1 ~Jastl'l' 011 11lglL 1:3 the olt
repeated prayel' of OLlr dear GUQrdlnn.~~-Sohcil.

Inll:\'l

4

\Vhal could be more inspiring
1han thC:3C \yol'd.~ to any Asse mbl y
havillg the opportunit~: uf enter':..
taining thl~ :\-atiollni CUllyentioll:
Surely "\ye look lor"\vnrd to a IllO:-::t
\YUndrrt'lll gathering. for ::;ur.h is
the :-:igllltk:lncl' 0[' tl1L' gl'eat Festiy;:tl ut' Ridvan th.=tt \'\:ith the frip.nd::::
gatht"l'ecl togetht:'l' in peL'l'ect lon'
ilnd unit:', ~;e ll1ay connuently exll~("t an OlltPOllt'illg of the
Hol:-.:
Spirit that will be like G. pelltC"L'['\:-"tal bapti::-m. reu('·"\Ying j)lul r('yiyiJ\ing 11:3 f'_"ll' 3.l1 OUI" futuJ'e \VUI'k,
"\Yith the acti,,"e serYice of t:'Y(It'~
belieYer ill Americ,l \Y8 knlY\',-' that
that sllch il :::plelldid flllnlment at'
Shughi Effendi~::: hope;-, is a feal
pO~:3ilJility. and it' we aU pray "\vith
him that the dUlll's may open and
the Wily be madc dear fOt' a larg~
llllmbey· ot' the friends to come to
Califorllla.
\·ye
may eYC'l\
be
anH1Zf'd :ll thr l'e:3ult.:-.

L.,t ~Iareh the Baha'i, 11H" :1'~i~ted ill organizing a COllferCII('e
fOI' \Ylwid l·nit.y at '\vhich member:" of yarLOllf>

gathered in

r<:lI'8S and religiolLs
lC)"\"t' 3l1d unity,
,.\L thr.

tinal o;:(':,:"ion a Christian, a J elY, a
BuddLst. a '\[nh.:lmmed.:.ul and a. DL~
hil'i-Olll' de i..l r J '~wllJe Fad ii-Look
part iil lilt' progl'itm ~1l tht' it'lll:"

."piriL

fellO\Y:3hip,
Thilt the COllference of last ye,lI'
\Yi.b prep3rntory to iJ lilrger and
more inlprl'.,,:-:;l\-e gathering thi:-:
\"ear is beromilIg morc and more
~ppafent,
Thel'eforf' in 1.~on~lIltil
tioll '\vith the :\ational Spiritllilt
.-\~~emhl~· at their .Janllal'Y meeting
in \Ya:-:hington it '\VJ..-3 decided that
in:".tead of the llsual publie St~:"'
::iUll:-: in l~OllllectiolL with Olll' CIJLLYention, ,"",·e \yollid join in orfranizin!!:" [mother CUllfcl'E'nCC for \Vorld
CLtify, ThL:-:: ue-ci:3ioll haC'l recei\-eti
the ilt:'art~· appro\·al of Shoghi Eff~lLdi.
fiepL'c:-,entatiH' Jllen and
\Vc'mE'll from all "\villk.~ of life will
participate, ,::lIld t.he whule e\"cnt i~
capable uf being den~l0ped irdl) a.
benediction and a blcs:-illg throllgh
the. :-:pirit of thr Baha'i;-:;. whoJ \,:d~
IJl'

take -part.
C')Jl1C mut help us 10 make t.he
,o:"'llperhuJll:J1l etfoL't'l whil'!1 will
hring ;;il..)\" to tbe h('arL of OILl' IH'loyed }la;ter Ull highl1 arlll [L1llil
the prayt'r~ u[' Sboghi StfeLldi.

T1H' friend:-:. of
~l ..;m;lll 1lllil.,
their re~pull,.:ibilily

are

San Franci,.;c(]
reeling dt.'epl~

",vell a~ their
pri,·ilegr in being ho.;;t...., Ilpnll ~lJ('b
;UL all"pil~ioll~ ol'cn:.:.."loIL
\Ye need
w.)t onh- \"l)\ll' :o-pil'illl;l\ ;-;llPPO['t bu~
,11:-".1

Ylllll' pl'e",cLln:.>, tlut. It"Jgel.ltt'l' Wt:
nHl~· \'()[,1l1 I h:Jt. Illlikd gl'OllP \v11il'l)

.'·;[Flll :1.111':1.1'\ [flt lwayclIl:- l'llIlflrm·
a.tion:=. ilnil f'al'I'\, l'or\.\';tl'd nill' IHlrlert:lking In;l ,g-·inl'iulls :-:llf'r'p~s.
l

\\"1.', inrliyilill,llly

..

LE'l'TEH
and \'I.)lil'l'iiyt'-

l\". I:'xtt'Lld to \"lJII 'Uw LU\l:-,L '."lH'dlal
in \"ital iOlls 'a11d, \y i Lh c ha 1',.11; ll'l'i.... til· Cilli[ll!'nia t'nlllll,,,,j;I:,Ill, ,11'l'
ea~er t.o \\·c!t-l)IllC a:' m;lIL~" dt'lcgat~:' ;llld yi:"=iiol':-'- to Olll' Ctmn'lltiClll ;1:"' (';11\ pll,,;;:-.ihly 1'I.l[lle fl'nrn ;111
m·t' I' lhe \\'I.)l'ld.
Lt'l 11:-' m:1Kt" j hi:"'
n pilgrirun.ge II r lhe failh ltd 11'i,JIld ..;
I)C God thl'Ollghollt .\mrri\'a wilh
lhe PIII'PI.):-:P l)f C;)l'l'yillg abJrt Iht,
Hilllllel' (It' tht" I\ingclom.
SllL'l'l:-'
the Light of Clod'" lon·) \yill Lw
:-'l'l'en.d -lll illl diJ't'l'linll:-: h~· "':111'11
llnic[ll(, de ..;;.il'p:", and t1diyitie.;;.
\\"i['h \\";)I'Tll B::tha'i gl't-'eLing-~,

() r

FR.~'\CI"f:U

"pmIT!'.\!.
.\f';;E:\TBLY.
B\ '\Iill'~ ~J. Rt\hh.
St'crrt.al"\-.

f'A'\

INFORMATION
TIlt' (lott'l \Yhill~nmh. C'll :,\li11'11f't Sh'eE't, ha::.. llf'f'll "':f'IE'ctf'.n L1..'
Ilcfldqllnl'ter-: for the Baha'i CI.lTlypntiOll.
All ~e~~inn:=: and the
Ff'a:.-t oi Rid\'i111 '\'\'ill hf' JJ('1d tlH"l'P.
Snf"'it"ll filtf''-: fnl' df'le~;ltps iHHI
.... i.::ii-m·" ;)I'P:
'
f.:ing-lf' rO()l11 wi:bnut hath <1.t
d:1Y.
DoublE' rU!Jnl wlthnut );;:t11 at

lfl,~pitillity en m mit t (' t'
'\"()llld ilppl'e(,lat~ being llutitled :\:-'
."IHIIL
;t:-:
po:-:;-;ihlt'
heY'.\"
lJlnn~·

Till'

(l'if'lld"
\\"I)I:ld

ill'O;--'

he

~::!.:)I'I

r"'l"

~3.:)[)

,In,l

$.:\,nf} per (by.

llnd

"Liming.

~lt1J tn klll.l\Y

\.j!"

:11""..1

all': \\"Il(J

mi;.rh! lw'·t"lblt" t() \'I)11H>' 1IIIt \'\"lll.l
'·I)I:ld lI,A atl'uL'd tll g... ~ III Ll hnlt'l. H
\.\ 111'd i:-, :"-I'llt ail Lll:.! dtllt'
tl':llil ;wd
lirn'.' Ill" <"I.1'1·i\<i1. th~' :'l'it'l;J:-- wi\[ IH~
md ;ll lh'_' ;-;talinll.
~Il1~ ..TF:A.\'\E LETrrA~1.
1~1.s.) Gt'L~ell"\yit"'h

Stt't'l""'l.

FI'Ull("i:-:;(~().

San
FOL' g!'rtf'L'lI.!
;jdd 1'(':-.."; ~J 1':"=,

Fait.hfll11y your:, ill :O;l'l'yil'I',

Calif.

in flll'mation pjpa.'<8
.J t~ a 11LlE' Lelh~l.nt a~

abm"e,
F',)!'

ill furmatilln regt\l'Ji~lg C'Jll11.)[' \\'01'111 l~llity ilddl·e.;:;:.::.

t'eL'p.I}('E'

SC(,I'etLiL'Y,

Committee

(lit "-\l'r:tn~c

ments:

L

~IR.

c.

10.\f',

211.)~ SI'oLt

Street..

StHl Fral1l.~i:::L'O, Cal i r.
ThE' Ft'H::,l DillTleL' "\-yilt be .':-'2.,")0

pel' plntp.
til t'U113"h :

Plt'i1:.;;,e rt':,ene tickd:-.

.\IHf', "\"1. nA WAS .
211)~ S:l'ott Street.
Sall FranrL;;:;co, Calif.

Single room with hath :1t 3:1 I'll) ::1ml
n,50 per 11:-l.:•.
Double rO,Jn1 with 11:1\h at $;;'.(11'1 find

A SUGGESTION

$1).00 Pf'l' day.

Thr C;::dil\Wniil Hntf'l. ;) TIP"· ilnd
;.th'Rcti,"e 11cdo?l. '\\"ith r'fo:-:ti\I1t'Ltlll.
L,ffl:"l'S t.he follo.lwill£f rntf''';:
room

Single
n~luh:e~::;,no

:-oer

NIOP.)

with

IKlt!l

with h8.th

:1~

~3.IVI

:tnd

::1t

~..j,.'lf)

:lTIll

l1:1~".

XQ I·OOTIlo; -....,itiloll;: II:1th. llut thf'l'f' ~lrf'
a few ~:;mitl's- fir two) small rooms with h .. \th
hf't,,'e('n ,It ~G.iW pel' rl:IY fOl' the ('.YO
(~Jnth

rooms
~m;)lkr

mu~t

hE' ·.. lkf'"lJl.
h'-ltt"l~ ill tlw

yil'illit:-"

0:"\1'1:":

llnTFT, 11 ED.' 1,fj
F.ddY :lPd .TflIH':=' ~t['(',·>t.;;
Sinde n1llm -"VithnlH bilth ,It $1.:;'<1 ;JEt'

'1!

DUdhle rflom \\·:th(lUT hath at f2 ..

t)Pt"

(l;lY.

SiTl;.:!,le "",m \..... ith 1J.'1th at

$~.(iO

nouble room with l'ath at

~3.rln

per day.
peT ll,'1Y.
IIf 1;; perR(HIS can be g-wlr::u;.tf'E'(l tr,f"se
l'ato'l:'; (':'0 he rh1'.]l'~~o: 1'1 pel" ("<'nt).

nUTEL G.\}\IOTELTl
:1:1 '1 O!F:'lt'ft'll Stl'f'Pt

(All roc-lin!'; b;lV" bath).
Sjll~ll'

r(H1m at $2.jO IH'1' (loy.
Double rf'lnm Ht S~,OI) per dny.

Plea;;:I' make TTnlE'l l'p.;;c·ryrdinn.:.
thl'fllip-h:
~ITIS.

Tn r·ommllIlitie:-. '\vhe['c the Baha·i:-;
PlLUl1l' nlf't'titlg plilL't"::', all effort call be m3.dl~ lo Sf'l'ure photoPT:1ph;.;. llf Baha'i g['I)IIl'''; fl'ul1l <t .•.

r<1\"E"

Tll~ltI.\" ditl'erent conntrip" a:-, po:-':-.illle, lhat lhe:"'e l'illl lw It"Zln1E"-t
;l1ld hllllg IIPUIl till.' \Y;lll.
\\"t'
~bnlild lInt flH!r\ook the fad Ul<d
"\yhile :-:0 lnl'got' i.l :-el'tiutl Ilf tile
I'llblil' ...;;eem< illdifl't'rent tl) tlll~
"lliJjl'd lJl t.he :\lallirt-'"tiltidll ur'ill
li.:'a:"'l a:-: \Yf' han (1 far prt'~(,tlted
thi." .'ILhied), tlH~l'e ~)['e bllt fe\y
\'.:ho 1'l1llld I't'milin lltlimpl'e~.';;'t'd hy
1'f.Hlt'l·f'ty ('\·idt't\("e~ of a nt'w :.:pi1'it oi '-nll'ld-wide l'ell1.l\y"llip ill 1111.'
J

r..-n'nl

(\;J-:;.".

<1;';

t.h'e ·comful'L and :"'L['('n~lh of

.\E\yS

\Y. IT, f:LI'\F..
12H)

B('\h~\·lllL AW'/111E'",

Bllrlinftanw. Calif.

cd·

..

,11't11itl g[,I)II]"I phld.l.lgTaph~"

illy()l\!:~ 11]1fUI' t-'~\I'h I(H'al
SpiriLIILll .\s....:t-'mhly to L't'qlll':,t 101'-

it

JIl:j",ml!('h

it."

1l('ce,. .... i\I'y

l'XPl'll:-,t'

\YIlIIlJ

('iz)I ),'>:-'I'I1lhli('" ttl rlll'lLi~h ::,uch
tile flL;lUel' might lw

ri'dllrt-':-::.

fl:)[Irll""d hy lll)li l"yillg lhL- \""ati()lltd

phl)lugraph..;
thaI thp hll'at
Flll1d \ .... ill mel't tlH.' llf'C!:':-.:=':U·:-" t"x)lell"t-' lip in n. :o;tnll.'d amnllllL El'j',)['t ('all then lit' Illadc b\· the S;lI illll:l1 SpiJ'it.ILal :\~~('mhl~· h) 0;('1'11['(" pr'illL" Ilf ,l\·:lililhlt' gl'(l!lP pictlll'e~
in qlJilllLit,"'" (I t'd !.'l':"' , artt'r
whil'h th(':-" l'<lll lH~ ",olLl lo lhe lrwa!
St"('t'C\:1I'Y

,~l't'

lhat

:-:;11('11

;]l'''iff'd. alld

~ i.'l;IIP" ~lt ('(J:"'(,

LETTER FROM

To the member~ of the :\atinn.3.1
Spiritltal .;""emllly 0[' the Baha'i~

~tat(':-'

of thf' Cuited

iind

Ca.nadtL.
neJrl~·-bl'lt)\·ed

feHil\V-\Yol'ker' ...; ill
thc".Yineyard of Gud ~

Your letter daled ::\"OY. 0, H)2:'i.
h<'l.:; lwen rel:elyed and read \vith
ft't'ling~ of deep ~;J.ti:"fadion ~Hld
gratitltde. It is mo_;:;t LLIJ t\)I'LlLllah-'
that. o\'~:ing tt) lllHl\'oid311t' l'ircllm~tallel~~.

fJ'()l1l

and

1

h<:1\"8

been

l"Ommullic::tting

pl'eyentell
mu['e

hLllv

frequently wilh the di:::till"l·epre.~eTltalh·es
t'ello\v-\yorker~ of

gui:-:hed

de;)1'

pl'ogre~s

l)t'

who~e

of those

minE'. the

a('C'l)mpli~h

meut:-: I am enntinually l'oUmYltlg
\viih

the

loying
hope."

liyt'liE':,-t

~ympathy

expectjJtitJll~,

and

L~hei'd\ll

The n~ultiplicitJ." of viLal ilnd
. jl,'esslllg 1~:-'lLes. ;}n~lng Ullt of the
~teady expall:-,ion of the ~I()Y8mt'lLl
in yarinllS part .... of the \yorld; the
pain and :;:orrow 50 keenly felt at
lile sudden pa~siTlg of di::>.tinglli5ht'd ~ltld dfill'ly-beluyed seryanb or
the Callse: gl';}\'c i1nd LLlleXpl~I..'jed
Jl'yelopment:-: in the Hul," L~illd aml
el:o'e·where-hiJYp. all in rGpitl :::lli~
('e:-,:-:iotl gJ'eatly added 10 the nlrt?.:1dy op].lre ....;;;iYe bUl'den of l'{'~pon
:-<ihilih and (,"are \vhich it i:-. my lot
and pi:ivilege to ;:;;hotllcler ill the intt'I't':-:i..:
the Cil ll:::' 8. And vel in
the midst of my ullc('a:-sillg to·iI. my
aiUicti0113 and perplexitie.", 1 haye
fOllnd fl'e:"h :-'-1l ..;:;t(,llance iJlltl C"omfl.)d ill the ~trik.illg mGlll181' in
which the pil.)]leers of the Ci:lll~e ill
th;d. prllTlli:--ing (,olltill~rtt al'e pl'OYing them~E'ln~ . . . \vul'thy uf tlh~ ."pil'itll,d lH'ritage twqlleatlH'd to them
hy thei!' departed ~Ia"'tel',
Refl·e .... hed alld ftwtifled by t.heir ill:-:pil'illg t'x;~mplel I J'e-el'1 C,'Hl Pl.lt'"'11t' thl' thol'flY path of my al·dlilHL."
dlLtie~
\ylth ~t>rene confide-nrt',
cheeT'l"lll ('urlietltment ;:Hul UlJdimini~hed gTtLtiLllde.

ur

I re.inil't' in
11111:'

\(,;H'f[

of

t.he flIaryel-

ptIed \vhidl YI)11r

t'lllne:-'-:".

f.. n'i('ienl~y

~and

re:-:tlllrl~t:':

relelltl('~s

a1'l~

prudllcillg UPOll yom'
admiring l.H'eLh!'E'tl of the Ea:;:l. I
am fillt.\" nliYe it) the I'Jlliu('tlt ~hGI'e
:,'011 al'e ('olltl'ibllLill.!.i Ll) the emanfip;lt.ion of tlll).-';8 h-~I'l)[': :'lltrl~rCI'~
in di:-:tr;:tded PCl':::,ia. I am. d€'ep\y
l.'otl51~iow; of the part yOlL play in
l'oll.-:oliuaUllg Lhc po::;itioJl or thl~
CallO::c in the pyes or both the exaltt>d ;:tlld !rjwly, 'and in ha::-.i02nill:Z the
adn'l1t of t.hal 111'l)mist~d tltl~' of
lillin'r~rd ['t?Nlgf1ltion artll lrill'rnph
l"1.)r Ollr bC'lllv('d Gnusc,
t'

Il",)rt:-:

1)[" lhai du.\· I.)r ·IH'icett.''';:-" yil>
Inl'y-I he day when the mi::; ..;;ioll or
lhi-: ::--lIblime and h,)ly. Faith' will
hayC" heen LL11 rolded in atl it:- powel'
and glul'Y to the (,Yf~:-: or all unhelif'\"Lllg \vodd.
\Ve .han' ollt,V in
l'l~fel' to the 1[tlt~I'aIlCl~~ 0[' B~'1h;\'II'1lall ill l)]'dt:'r tl.) ]'('411[;.';1.' r. )1· UIII':-'t'l\'e:-, Gild'" inyilll'ilJtc [JU\\"tJl' tu
LlIl'lL eyl'!'Y Ilectill,!; ahn:-;emellL ey('1':.' l['an:-:ielll .';'IJrI'O\V. ill to abiding
jo:.· and gkJl'~-, Fo[' Ll.mid the gtl)Ulr1
of llilmiliatiull that has ntnv lJe:-:-ct
BLlha'II'llall'" huh' habiLatinn ill
Ungdad, the:::t' j)r;1pbdil' \\·l)l'I.t:-: ur
}[i:-: l'egal'ding Hi~ hllll"e shiJl'~
I"lH'th 1'l':'=ptendt.'llt in tlH~ie :1:-:::-1ll';}Ill'e or a I"lltlll'C yiI'tOI'Y: "In tl'llth.
I del'lal'f', it shall be ~() abJ:O:f'd ill

. . iF'll...

SHOGHI EFFENDI

\Ve cnn hut. dimly discern the

thE' day..:: til

l~om(' t"l~

tu

l'all~e jent~

to 11ft\"\: fl'linJ t'YI'I'~' di,-;cf'l'nillg t'~"l~,
, . And ill th~ t'lItUt':-:.-; uf time.
:-:h,l11 tlH' Llll'd h~' the IH)\\"I'\' 01"
trlltll t'xalt it ill the e""'e""',D[" atl Ihe
\Ylldd, C<lll:-:(' it tu hecome the
mighty .:-:1[Llld~ll'd of H i~ domillation. the ~]lI'in(' l'Olltu.l which shail
I.~irl'tt'

the

1.~Onl.·l.)lll'''('

of the faith-

fill."
I~()\v :-:!ill'Lling in Hi.:' PL'I.'rli,·iinn, ho\\" I'f'-a"t-lll'illg IIi" P[,On1ise!
The thnl'nllghIlP';';; 0\ ~'Olll' mdhod ..: ill halldlillg thi:-: gl'T'i't' lIlld
highi~'

de tii.';.l.tp

-::itlJatinTl.

thE'

jll'tHll ptllt.''-;':-: uf ~'UII!' !'t":--P 0 ll:-,-e , the
:-:pirit. flf 111Iallatt'I.! cUlIltdelll'f, ul'
tlll['cli.\xing deLt'rminati')1I rind L"ldmir'ablt> eOll!'age which yo I! ha\"e
abllndanlly Lii:",pla~"t'"d h<1\"e, I <"till
certain. endeared YOll to 11.;;; atl.
jlL:-'tilled Dill' hDpe~ in yon. and ennobled the ulready btU . . " pU~iUI.)Il
you IJe:-.el'yerll:." occupy among the
:-:tautlch ~llPpOI'tt"I'~ of God':-, immoricd Call~e. "\Yhaten'l' the OlltcomE' or yOlll' memorable cnde<"1",-'
nr:-:, tilt> immedi;ltt>, L'IJII."eqlleJl("l'.':
1)1" YUllf :-:It(' 11 lltJl I"; c'tl'IJI't:-: l'alllll)L lit'
l.l1d a gY'owitlg l'calizatil)1l all Ihl~
part or t.ho ... (' ]lIari'd in ,1lLthnl'ity
ihM the Cal[:'-c Itf Baha'll'llah. de:--pitl~
the (".1111[[lLl~ and ."Ialldt:'l'
. . . hltwl?l·t'Ll llpon it. in the pa~t. ha~

linked the Ea-l with the \Ye,t ",
Ill) Otht'l' hllmnn i.lg.etlcy ~,HI po~
:-ibt:." link atlll is carnbl.e of tleml)nqrating the reality of j hat ce1t>,"::'ti;Jl pott?IWY which no r'IlLl.n ('an
tlHiay :-:afely bC'lilfle ut" ignol'e.
Flll'thel'mor~, the ~pulltanpl.)llS
and gene!'oll:'. respLlll:"e of LtIC AmE'l'Lt:an l.Hdit~yp:r::-. ill eOllIlC'ctiull \vith
the land ::;itnation 011 ~If.)ll11t Carml'l 11;1;;. in ,,·onjl.llldioll \vith the
dunation~

of the friend:,: in nLhcr
of tlw world, ~i.lfegl1j\rder.t
~lll~h L:l.flds 3:-, lie in close pI'oximity
to the holy ShrinC's, Thi~ highly
mt~l'itol'inll'::; eUod, hle:"t and sanclined by the bountiful grace of
Bahil'l.l'llab, hil~ in like m::lTlner'
..;;,eL'yed tLl reveal lo t'Yt~rv JisC'erning eye the friends! llIl'qitenclltlble
enthltsii1::;m and unl'h'all('d (levotion
]),11'1...;,

-the domillllilt dl<l['(l.del'i~ti(" of a
I'ailll that i.:-: ~lill in its :::lage of
fend('[' gru\Yth. alld 110\y :::tandingon the thre~hotd or lllldrcClmt-O....r
;jCill('Yemellt:-:,
Among the dhtlll'billg rador:-:;
lkll ha,~e inLensiJied thl~ dill"iclllI:.f'': (If tht' pl'e"'enl ~il1t.:l\;ijll i ... till'
(xtl'i1ol'dilllll':'" jlLJgmclli I't't'enll\'
pa:-:~ed by the SllPI't'nlf' Ht'Ji.gi(ll\~
l;Olll't of Egypl. ell'r'lal'illg thc Raha'i~ of that land adherents 01 ,I
Fnith hfl'eti(,3l in ('hJ.t'actel', i111d
~l.t YU!'iancE' with the ivC'cpled dl.lI'tr'lllt':-; of I::,-lam alld hence' lIUl~l'l\"
ullt~idc the ."phere of it~ .illl'i~rlic'
lion,
"\Yhat ex.actly the .lmplil'<"1finn of Uli.-:;. yerdlct wilt be, the c ffed it;.;; practical applkat.ioll wilt
ha\"l' till the ['elatioll.:" of the Baha'i ...
"\vdh lhe J"ollo\yt'T'::'- of the ~Iosl('m
Faith, \.y!1at mea:-:llre of pllblicity it
will rtJI'E'iYi?, what impl'f'~~ion it
,"vill create in J.ll)~lem lal\d~ and
pal'licldal'iy in hu:-:iile P('r:-:ia, tilt'
I"litlll'e onlY ('an disl'luse,
fin i~H'
it. ha.;; faite'd to pertllrlJ pllbli;' ~en
timt'nl 01' giyt' ri ..;;e to ~Hly ntTicial
nl' ]l11btif demon:-,U',diun til a nutllre that would jll:dify or ueL'es:-:it;de allY action 1)[[ the part of t.he
.\Tlleril"rlll 13ah;t'i~, wlw ;l.l'e PI.)\Yt>I'1'1 Illy tIt> mnn:-:t t'l:l t inp- t.oday tht'i['
l't';ldint" ...... lu I'hafllpiull the I'UII:-:e oi
~l'llth ;jllll .i l.l:,=til.."t',
1 will nnt deJa:." in inrlJJ'millg yOlt ul' tht:' t'xad
mC;\:':'l!rl~:-: that I ft'd witl he llCl'"t?:,,:-';11':" ft.) t~~kp. should tilt" oCl~a",i()n
;ll'i.c-l~ in flltlll'€',
It i.-.;, clear alld t'yident that wt':-.tern illf111t'[[I.~e, the
loo';;(,lling of the bOlld~ of l'eligLun,
;JnJ the ron::--equent wanillg yitality
of the onef" pO\yerflll :\Il.lhammaIbn :--·tr'onghnld of Eg,\'pt ate 111 it
great mea:-:llt'e to tll't'olltlf for the
inditTt'I't'nce and ap<lth~' that llnw
."I-'em to chal'adl~rizf' the ,1ttitllde
ni' tilt:' mn:-:~e:"- tu\Y,Hd:-- this 1111pol'lant and yital i."~lle, This deei:-:iut1. hO\Yt'yel' ll)l.'ally p.rnbara~~
ing, ill lhe p['e:--ent :-:tage ot" Ollr deYetopmellt. 1ll;J.'; bt~ l'egi.ll'ded a~ an
illilial :-:Lep taken lty !.JIll' V'2I'y oppl.Hlent:-: ill the path or the eventual
nniyer:-:nl Cl(~('l-'planl'e of tlw Baha'i
Faith. ti:~ one of tllt.' independellt
j'('coglliz('d l'l'liginll.;;; ;;; ..... ~tem:o:. rtf the

wOl'ld,
In cOllneeiioTl with the institll-

lioll of the. .\"idional Fund and the
DIHlge'Lu'y ~y~lem :~t't. forth in tIlt'
milllltt"s ot" the :\atiuu,Li Spil'itllal
A:,=~emhl~', 1 feel lll'ged to l'emind
:"011 1)1' the Ill'I·(":-:.:iL~· !it' eyer bl.~al'
lug ill milld the (~n.t'dillal p['intipte
that all cnntl'll.l1ll.iG!ls tt) the Fuud
,1I'C tl.l be [Jlll'cly and stl'idty voluntal'\' in (·harLtctt~r,
H ~hould bt~
m,ld~. clerl[' and t'ridt'l1t to eyer\'
one th;1t allY form of C"nmpubiOli,
li()\Yt~\'el' :-:tizht ilnd indil't~cf, ~trikt'~
nl the n~I'Y [',oui. or the pr'illciple lllldedyillg th~ for-mation 01' thl? FL1Tld

r.vcr

Silll·(~

it:.:. inception.

\\,hile

NO. \ \
appeals of a general character, would (:tHen be mj~constrlleJ III
carefully-worded and moying and certain quarLers aud f!"ive- ri Sf'. to
dignified in tone are welcome un- .suspicions and mis\inder5tandiJJg~
der all circumstances, it should be that would react. unfavorablv on
left entirely to Ihe discretion of the Cause. They ,"vould t.~n'd 10
every eonscieniious believer t.o de- ereate a misconception of the I'eat
cide upon the nature. the amount. oh.ier.t, the true mission, aILd t.he
and purpose of his or'her contribu':' fundament.al character of the Bation for the propagation of the hali Faith. \\'e should, while enCause.
deai"ol'ing to Ilphold loyally ,!lnd
Regarding association ,"vit.h Ori- expound COI1'3Cicntollsly ()lJ[' ~so'cial
ental travelers and residents in t.he ,i:lnd moral principles in ,Jil their esUniled Stales and Canada, I desire sence and purit.y, in j)ll their bearto emphasize afresh the 'vital ne- illg;:;; upon t.he diver::: vha~es of hucessity for the exel'cise in the~e man :'oeielv. enSlll'e that no dircct
days of the greatest yigilance and rcferenee 'or particlliar t'ritiei~m
reserve, prudence and cautioIl, Oll in our pxposiLion of the fundamenihe part of the American believers tul, of the Faith would tello to anin their dealings \yith t.hem, either tagonize any exi::::ting iTl~titution~
in an official or private capacity~ or help to identify a purely s.pirit,"vhether in bu:--iness transactions Iial movemeIlt wilh the base l',lamor for purely religiolls purpose~. ulJf'ing~ and cOllteTition;;; of warrillg
A.s the J.loyement grow::: in prc:::- sed:--, factions aJld lIatiol1.s.-..L \Ye
tige, fame and iniluenre, a5 the .should ~tr'iye in all our ulterEU1c("s
ambiliom, malice and ill-will of to combille the di~C"ret.ioll and nostrangers and enemies corre~pond ble retieenc:e of the \yise \yith tlH'
ingly \-yax greater, it beCOmf.5 in- franknc:35 and paseionat.e loyally of
creasingly impo['{,ant for every in- Jhe ardent advocate of an in.:;;pirdividual and Spiritual A"ernbly 10 i'lg Faith, "'hile refu,ilLg 10 utbe on their guard lest they fall in- ter the "word thaL would needlessly
nocent yictims of the evil designs alienate or estrange any indiYiduai.
of the male,'olent, the self-seeking glH-ernment or people, \Vf. ~hould
fearle~51y and unhesitatingly upand greedy.
Tou ching the publication of ar- hold and aS8ert. in their entirety
ticles and pamphlets hearing OIl slleh -trllths the knowledge of
t he controversial and political is- wbich we helie-ve is vitally alld llrsues of the clay, I desire to remind gf'.ntly needed for the good and bctm" dearh'-belo,'ed fellow-wOl'k- tpnnent of mankiud,
The L·OPY of the minute." of tbC'"
ers that a( the pre~ent stage \yhen
j ()Z;) Baha'i Conrention ha~ been
the Cau ~e is still in its in fancy, an~.:
minute and detailed analysis hy rct'eiYed, and. despite the' IH'f.:-sure
the friends of subjects that are in of work. l'f'"Lld with deep plea:;;.ure
cmd keen intcrt"~t.
the forefr'ont of general discussion

..\s lht.' admilli ...:i.r'at iyc ·wOI'k (d

the C::tll~e f'teallily expanrl!". a~ ib
YariOll:3 hranches gro\'\' ill imporlflnee and numher, it. is au:-:c,lulely
lleL'e.<:.:~arr that we bear in mind
thi:-: fllndamental fact, that all the!'e
admiILi:,;trati\-c actiyiti{'.'3, hmye\-c('
harmoniollS]v and cfficirlltl\' ('011dllded. are hilt means to 1-tH end,
ul1d ~hol[ld lJe reg-arded &'" dircet
instl'umeut.s for' the propagation of
the Uaha~i Failh. Let 1I~ take hred
le.'.;t. in our great concern for the
perfection of the administrat.iye
mac-hinf't'Y of the Calise. we lose
..:;ight. of thc Diyine Purpo~e rOt'
whieh it ha:3 bren create-d. Let us
be on our guard ]cq the gro\ving
demand for specialization in the
administrativc functions of the
Cause detain tiS from joining the
r'auk.:;; of tho.;;:;e who in the f4.1refrnrd of battle are gloriously eJlgaged in ~llmmol1ing the multit.ude
to thi!" Xew nay (If Gud, This indeed shuuld be our primary ('011('ern: this is Ollr :-:a(':('ed obligation~
our yit.al tHld lIrgent need, Let this
fardiTli:il p('inciple be eyer borne in
mind, for it io;: the mainspring of
all, future activities, the remoyel'
of Cyef'y embarrassing obstafle.
lhe fulfilment of 0111' ~Iaster':-;
deare3t ,Yi~h.
"lay the )'ear that has jllst
dawned npOll II~ witne::o;~ in stIch j)
glol'iolls Held nHnry .:::I ~ignal yictory.
YonI' trlle bl'other.
(Signed; SlIOGHI.
lIalfa, Pale,tllle
Jnrlllal'Y 10, 1020.
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U:\ Ow strive ye that the Collective Center of the ~acred religions.
for the inculcation of which all lhe
Prophets were manifested and
which i, no other than the spirit
of the divine teachings. be spread
in all parts of .-\merica. so that
each one of you may shine forth
from the horizon 0 f Real itv Iike

egates. even though more than
half the number were phy,ically
absent from the convention noor.
Cndoubtedlv thi, condition reneeled the de,·oled spirit of those dele-

Irnto the morning :"tar. di"'{ne illumillation
may oyercome
the
darkness 0 f nature. and the \vorid

tllally present. In a larger sense,
however, the power manifest in
this COllvention would seem to betoken u new era- (11 the Cause as a

of humanity may bee-orne enlight-

ened. "-·Abdu'I-Baha.
Dp,... "Baha'i friends:
The important happenings of the
rpcent Convention are faithfullv
mirrored in the record made by
!odr. Louis Gregory at the request
or the :\ational Spiritual .-\s,embly.
His aJmirably detailed and accurate description i~ the feature or'
this isslIe of the Xews Letter. and
the man\' available items of Baha'i

:1 .. ti\-ih- l~n \-ariolls .-\ssemblies \vil1

be deferred to a later date in order
that all the believers may acquaint
themsel\"es with the transactions of
their delegates in San Francisco.

\Ve regret the delay in placing
his report in the hands of the
friends. but the \veek.s intervening

;::;ince the Con'venlion have. W~
trust. been proOtably spent in the
effort made by ::::everal members of

lhe "ational .-\ssembly to visit 10('al
.-\ssemblies
and
groups
throughout the \Yestern State5.
The I'eo,,"raphical problem confronting the .\merLe-an Baha'is ha~
almo,t ill\·ariablv called for larger
:-;:acrifice from th"e believers on the

Pacillc coast than from those in
other regions. \vhich fact made it a
matter of e:=:sential service to the
~eneral 1] nity of the Cause for the
'\-"liollrd ~piritual .-\ssembly to deyote this time to direct association

gates who. in the

\"arious

cities.

;.pent the days in medilation and
prayer. 3S well as th.e attitude 01
joyous :-;ervice among those ac-

whole-a dawning of that con~l~ious maturity \vithin the worldwide Baha·i b·od~· when the elements and physical functions are
in harmony, and the higher faculties begin to reveal themselves under the inspiration of the spirit.
~Iore than e,·er before. the delegate:-; th is year constituted one
llnified body

in~pired

by one wiLl

and concentrating upon one 5U~
preme purpose.
Stich:) condition of positive unit,. m.eans the beginning of effective
action-action capable of conveyill.ll the Baha'i spirit into concrett:'
effect. It also means a new degree of inner ireedom and capacity for sen'lee on the part of e!!ch
loyal believer stri\"ing to contribute
tn the general unity of the Cause.
The essential condition i~ that the
f~hief concern need no longer be
lest 50mething injure the Cause
from withiIl-l]ll r only concern
toda\". individllallv and collectivel\.. _,·hoilid be le:;1 we fail to take

full advantage of the glorious opportunitie, surrounding the Baha·i
Faith on eyery hand.
The transition has been from
flegative loyalty to positive devot i on: from the irresolution and
~Joom 0 t' ..::iekness to the exhilaration and \"igor of health . .-\ certain

with the weslern friends.
Referring briefly to Ihe Com·.ention itself. It would be ImpossIble
to o,:er-emphasize the si~nificance

period mal' still be required for the
new 'pi rit to penetrate to every
,torn 0 f the body, but we mal' be
",sured that this ,pirit is both
!'(wid in action and irresistible in

of the (act that a true unitv \va:o;

t" ITerL

establis.b.ed among the elected del-

to that ,tation of true obedience to

Have we not at last arisen

the Guardian when we can see in-

wardly and outwardly the meaning
of his \vords: .uXothing can stay

lhe onward march of the Canse!"
Well is it for us all that the
power of unified action has been
born at a moment when our help
is 50 sorely needed by our Persian
brothers and ,ister,. The storv of
the recent martyrdoms related in
the letter from Shoghi Effendi
printed in this :\ ews Letter reveals
in fact the first supreme endeavor
which must be made by the American believer, this year. The Baha'i Cau:e :c one-their suffering
is felt b,· their 'Veslern friends as
though ~·e ,hared the same tragic
fate; and our condition of freedom
and happiness has been given us in
order to make it possible to strive
the more effectively for their relief. .-\8 soon as possible the National Spiritual Assembly will reque,t each local Assembly and
group to join in a l'oncerted movement for publicity. and \Ve ask the
patience of the ardent friends until a :illitable comprehensive plan
can be formed.

In the word,

0

f the Guardian:

"Grave and manifold as are the

problems confronting the struggling Faith of Baha'u'liah. none
appear more significant. nor seem

more compelling in theIr urgency,
than the incredible sufferings
borne so heroically by our down·
trodden brethren of the East."
'Vhile awaiting the call for mutual action. let us ,end forth. with
all our might. the helpfulness of
poignant daily prayer.
The attention 0 t' every believer
in the Cnited States and Canada is
called to one resolution of great
importance

llnanimollsl~...

passed by

the delegates this year: that it
shall be considered an explicitlr
un-Baha'i action for any individ·
ual to write a letter of criticism~
complaint or negative character to
the Guardian on any subject or under HliV eircumstances whatsoever. This resollition. the need for
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bly will this year concentrate
largely upon the work of establishing important public meetings
in different cities at frequent intervals.
But the conrlrmations

NATIONAL SPllUTUAL ASSEMBLY

ot the Baha'is of the
Allen )IcDaniel .

:iEWS

have bv

DO

means been confined to

one locality.
Paralleling these
brilliant achievements in the 'Vest
\\"e have the remarkable example
of Orcella Rexford in Xew York
and Brooklyn. whose series of public lectures during .-\pril and l'\.Jay
led to Baha'i study ciasses conducted b\' .\Irs. Keith Ransom}(ehler and containing hundreds of

Cal'l Scheffler
~ountfOrt ~ilIs

Siegfried Schopfiocher
Office of the Secretary
Green Acre, South Eliot
~raine, L. S. A..

Eerious inquirers.

Xo formal vote of thanks could
possibly express the warm feeling
of gratitude felt by e\"ery deleg~te

O:rtice 0 ~ the Treastl re r
5 Wheeler Avenue
Worcester, ~Iasg.

and gnest lo\vard the San FranCIS-

which was shame luI bevond \vords.
arose

from

informat'ion

placed

before the Convention in a letter
written b\' :\Irs. Keith

Ransom-

Kehler just returned from a ,,;,it
01 manv weeks in Haifa. Bv this
letler the delegates became informed 01 the lamentable burden
laid upon Shoghi Effendi. both
physically and spiritually, throu~h
correspondence addressed to hIm
bv individuals more conscious of
their own unhappine'Es and grief
than of the spirit (It'

th~

prinCiples

laid down for the solution of eyery Baha'i problem. The indi\OidlIal believer must fir~t have reeourse to his or her local Spil'itual

.\,5embly; only if this faib should
the matter be brought to the altenlion of the :iational Spiritual .\5,embl,: and if there is still no soI"tion then at last should th~
Guardian be approachedo
'Vhal
we all hm'e to realize is that this
very principle of spirital ("onsllltil~
lion is actually the "ital Baha'l
progres~

on

the mental and material plane:

50

contribution to human

much ~o that to avoid this consultation l'eYeals Q gran?r problem

co believers for the ideal arrangements made by them to insure

,nitahle ,etting and conditions for
the ConYention and Congress.
Their s:eryice is permanently impressed upon all hearts .. in cheri .-=hed memories of a com'ention
notable for beaut\" and eharm. 'Ve
trmt that the effo!"t" put forth so
~acrificinglr b~' the Baha~is of San
Francisco \yill have their reward
in a hil;;;:tenin~ of that dm· \vhi4~h
'hall fulrlll tfie ~Iaster's prophe-

cies. published in the Divine Plan.

of the

e~sen('e

in VOIIT' It-tter 111' .Janllary 10th, I
j'.=>el that the friend~ must be (,on.~tilntlv remlllded of the ,'ital ne"t"~~it~· for ;3. rontinllolls and whole-

hearted ,npport of the ,cherne. the
~Ilcce:o:~

or failure of \vhieh will to

" marked extent atTeet Ihe course

of the rrogre~5 of the Callse not
only in \: orthern .\meric(l but

1'"-

l()\"t"d :\la5-ter "\vith reference to the

of the mystery of

.\!ashriqn·l-.-\.dhbr. Ihe crowning
ifl!"titution in e\'ery Baha community. Let Ihem arise with de-

unity in this age.
The nrst "'idence that the Cause
in Amerif"1l. has bf"come penetrated

with a new ,pirit hao been the opt"l1in~ of the doors of ptlblic teaching. '- SearC'el~T had the Convention
f'losed ,'ithen the c::dl for teacher ..::
arose JIang the entire Pacific
e03st. and the nllmerous meetings
addressed lJ,' ~ll·..\lbert Vail and
'\lr. Lonis Gl'egol'Y .:1re being ble~s

ha'i worid through conscious cooperation \vith the goal set bv the
:\~ational

Spiritual Assembly. thor-

oughly emphasized.

'Ve feel sure

that local Baha'i matters will prosper to the degree that each Assembly endea\'ors to live up to the
standards of that Plan. .\"ay.
more-in the cablegram received

from the Guardian April 20th. and
read to Ihe delegates at the Conyention.

we 'find

these

words:

'":\I.y this calamitous event. (i. eo.
the martyrdom of twelve Persian
Baha'is \ though casting shadow on
Ridvan Festival. reinforce inwardl~' Amerlcats unwa\'erinB' determination and faith. and ensure as
yisible evidence the speedy suc('es~
of the Xational .\..,sembl\"'s newl\"

published Plan."

:\Iav ';"e not in

this preciolls blood ot~ the divine

friends wash our hands clean of

Yours faithfullyo in love of 'ALdu'I-Baha.
XATIO:iAL SPIRITUAL
.\SSE:\IBLY.
B\': Horace Holley

alld glo\ving promi~e~ of onr be-

the

this purpose is made. doubtful
matters and details not clearly understood are cleared awav. and the
IInity of the Assembly wifh the Ba-

in mind these word~ of the Gnardian. L]lloled from his letter to the
:ialional Spiritllal .-\.5Sembly dated
~lav 11.1021): "In connection ,,,ith
the 'Pln n 01 L"nifled .\dion. enclosed

\vith,

throllgh

the local treasurer. a report of all
preyiou-s contributions received for

any non-cooperation, aloofness and
exclusiveness whieh has serled to
pre,~ent
constrncih'e nction in
times past?

throllgholtt Ihe Bah.'i world. Let
the friends ree'all and ever bear in
mind the l'~pei1ted exhortations

Consultation

time contributions are received by

eoncerning the Call~e in California.
And now. ll:o: we turn to our immediate Baha'i ti}:=;ks. let u:=; bear

than anything which the individual himself might be perplexed
medium of a Spiritllill .\ssembly

of the ninth day of each month as
the date of a general meeting of
the local friends devoted entirely
to discussion of the Plan. At that

t

[

,~on(jdence

termination and

to lend

" helping hand to the Plan which
~'OU ha.Ye ~o admiri1bl~~ devised for
jt~

speedy Jnd practical realiza-

tion.

Their~ i~ il ~plendid

tllnity: let their

re~pon~e

oppor-

to your

"all be prompt. whole-hearled and
decish·e. "

~

Secrefa'ry.

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
From ~[aine to Cali fornia, is :l
:-:toek phrase indicating the yast
~tretch of territor,,' between two
oceans comprisin~~ the American
Commonwealth. It is also appli-

,'able to Ihe romoentions of the Baha'is of the western world, who in
their campaign of peace would

bri ng blessings to all regions. San
Francisco. for t.he second time in
hi~tor:'i!. ".vas selected as the place

to weleome the friends of God. Lorat scenes "\vere inspiring. A spirit of romance broods over the Bay

rilie<. the Golden Gate

In this connection the method of
,enoing the Plan lalely adopted bv
Ihe Boston o\'5embly might well be

Baha'i teachers arise so signnlly to
e\'ery opportllnit~· offered them

follo\ved by every other As~embly
and grollp. The Bo~ton Spil'jtllal

~he

Ih"t Ihe :ialional Spiritual Assem-

vtlstness nt'

.-\i-~{'mbly

,·.nter of

population

f'ho~f'n

thE'

f'\'flnill!l'

and the

Land of Sunset. The outer charm
of :o:cenery had its ('orrespondence
in the be'::l.lltiflrl spirit of those ","ho
dignifled and glorified service. The

ed with resulls recalling Ihe rlrst
ardent do\', of the Faith.
Our

have

u:

lo,'al rri end< with a love. thorollghnes, and devotion horn of the Spirit.

~pared

no pains to make the vis-

itors ideally happy.

Although the

distance from Hie

made

the

•'"'

BAHA'I
jOllrney impossible to many~ yet in

the .:lggregate attendance there
was gain rather than loss.
.-\1though bllt one-third of the al~
~redited delegates appeared. the
numbers were swelled br \-i:5iting
friemj .. ; who came. il few from the
btlt mainly from \ye:;:terll 1·l!nte!'~. ;\mid~t the .i1)Y of the
lIe\y. uld fil('e~ \vere mi~:",eLl and not
(IJrgotten.

di~tant Ea~t.

The Fea-t or El Ridran \Va5 "
,;;;hining and beautiful :>=.eene. \vith
1',,111- three IlIliHJred -eated_ The
,p\'t>llillg e."'peei;tlly gin~ll to prlblic
tellchillg .;;U\V a. tine. large and ['e~pon~in~ adiefll'e \vhich ('ompletel~r
tliled the ball room M one of the
largest hostelries. E\-ery session
of the {'onYE'ntlon

it~elf

\va5 \-aIUll-

hie for teaching. Gems of reality
i':;~lletj from the mOllth~ of :o:peakfr..;. Olle rna,· \yell wi:,h that conditiou:" \yerE' ·.';;111'h that the entire
proceeding...: mig-ht ha,'e
lJeen
I>roorka,ted_ .-0 that the world
rrlifl"ht kilO\\' 11(1\,\' 8flha~i ....1 ....."embled ,:H)[lh- the diyine law of "('on:O:llIt~ltinn }lI1d kindne:o::::, " The I~O:O:
mopolitan nature of the city \"iih
it~ di,'er<:: race:"". nationalitie:o: anrl
\·re-t>d:".. from mun,· of whom attelldilllt'e WQ!O dru\,\·cu . made the effect far-reaching.
The soii was
well prepared and intere~t pre\'iOIl:o"l~' awakened by the 'Vorld:s
l. nih- Con ference.
directed ]),- the
10\~al frie-lids a :=;hort time a.2'o, It
appears therefore that thi:=;~ \~Orl
,-ention. throl1"h the de"otion and
harmony or' the friend~. ha:o: donI!?
milch to promote the 'Yord ot" God
101'all,-.
internationallr.
and
rhrClIlp'hollt the world_
The Opening
The
CUllyentiull,
fl)llowilJ:!'
prayel'''':, W:l:>: or~:::ltli7.e-d dllrltl!r thp
:) UI;'!'J!l)IHI 1)1' Arril :?~'l b~- the o:'iel'h i l l of RI'\" C_ ,Yillw]m ..1..; nre:-:i-

dent illld I1or.:tce-

Holl~r

...-ecretary.

The i?t'lliul 11IlmOI' ;:iIld wit (-,f the
nr"' ....:itif'llt thf' di . . trihution 0 r a
pr·jnted :J'g-enda nrepared b~- thl~
!"E'CI't:'tar:'o--, kept the l~onventioJl ilt
mutioH. Thel'e \yere 110 dull monlfllt:-: from 1)E'lZ'inlling- to e-nd, Th~~
roll ('ilJl .... !lo\"\'t"d ninety-three Jelegntf-f'. Id whom thirt~--l\\.'o wei'\.:'
nre:o:eJlL
The- ab:,ent
delegate<::
were kent ill l'lo:o"e tOll('h by wire
,Hid tt't" itlIlO\';ltion ()f ,-otin~ (rom
:1 di:.:t~lIl{'e ill the :o=electioll ot .n ne\V
lli1tiOIl.:l1 lJt}dy pro\'ed 110 obstacle,
()nh- thr~e hallot.": \.... ere neee!"!"ary.
~ix 'of the nine
member:- bein-z
f'if'c-ted on thp f1r~t ;)'11rl the Ot!~Pl'
IhreE' "II the third. The follo\,\,ill~ will .... ern:" JS member::: of the

nt'\'\' .\'ationai Spiritlt:ll .-\~.!"emlJI~·
Idr the €'n:::1Iing ~-e::lr: Horare Hol)f'\". :\fr.:.:. Florence R. :J.lorton. Roy
'Yi Ih el m_ ~lr'. _-I.me! io Coil in'.
::::'iegfried Sl'ilOptlorher. _l..llen :\Ir-

r::

nilTlie-l.:..-:\Iirza Ali l\.llii KlInt1- r:,1rl

:iEWS

Schemer. and !llountfort ~lills. It
i, [Jot the lirst time that a national
committee has been re-elected. as
,CL whole; but it i::i the first time that
balluting for lndividllals has 50 re'"ited_ That two-thirds ot" those
'-UtiIlg were \videly scattered makes
the r.,,[it ,,11 the more remarkable_
Thi:-< i.": a ('omptirnent to rare souls
\y/[u..,:e lJl1ited :-::eryir"e has brought
fot'th :-'0 mIlch that is fonstrt!ctive
ill actioll and healillg to the great
!)Udy 1)[ the Cilllse.
,--\t the opening. the
\vire;;;:
hrollght a ~hower of beautiful and
i U:o' pi I"i u 15 me:"~age.:-3 (rom East and
""e~t.
Foremost \yere those mes..:;age:o: of light -1Ild gllidance from
the beloved Guardian or the Cause.
Another o( .:;;pecial interest came
from the great teacher. Jinab-i-FadiL ar Re"ht. Persia. 'VushingtOll. D_ C.. Green Acre. :\-liami.
Philadelphia and other "enters
winet,- !"f~attered combined notes of
tltfed·innJ.te greeting.
.--\noth~r
I"Ommllllir:ution referred to the ver\-'
';,lIl1ahle :-oe-r,-i-res 1)( ::\Jollntfort
~riH~. \vho [It the reqllest. of the
(I'llardiau i:o: detained ;1broad. looking (I(ter the important matter oj

the Baghdad ,ettlemenl.s_ _-I. resoliltion or' the eun;'ention direded
tfl the ;IT()ve-rllment of Irak. and or
~Trear Britain.
\vhich holds the
mandate Ol'pr that region. in C:Ollf"tflOll-S and dignified tones urged the
pp~d of jll!"tire to the Baha!j Cause.
The president remarked that no
I.)r"'er IJ]m-ement. inc-lush'e of so
rnnn~- racial. :o:o('i31 and relilliolJs
elements. ('oilld have acted :"'0
..;nf'fdil~- H!" in thi5 f'I-1~e. '\-vhen fllil~'
three hlflldre-d ('able,,;; of prote~t
"l-flfe rt>l'enth' forwarded from difI'prf::'nt flll:1fter~ I)t' the world.
.-\
"nmmittf'P
I'ompo;;;:pd
nf
~frs.
FrefW!l. '\le~.;;r.;;, Hoile\- :~tlrl Llltirnt"I" ,wtf'd (nr the !'om-emion tn
~p'ldiJlz :1 I'able,
The !~onYf'ntion
:,l"'n
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malle- . . olemn nrote:-;t to the

Pf'I· ... iall 1l00'ernment against the
I \yph-e marh-rdoms of Ollr Orien1:-01 Ilrnther:-;,~\yho:o:-e ~arred blood is
,!ill .,hed I,,· the !lloloch of intol;:.rance and fanaticism. The pass-

irl~ or (1f1r noble brother, Dr . .T_ E.
F .. ...:Ie-monL whose manv talents
"Ild rle'-flte-d ~eITi("e~ made him
pr",wtifally i~ h:1nd of the Callse.
;'11:"0 rlrew forth \Varm and feeUn.:
trihnte!O.
He- de[)arted this life [It

H;)if:1, Ortober '2 '1 . 1023.

HOrUI"'8 HoUey, national secre-lory. r'ead the report of the C'i. S.
.-\ .. {'m-e-ring- the activities of the
,"ppre.";entatiye:o: of the Americani':anndian f,"iends for the past year.
Thi:o; t~mhrC\I'ed the lilcid ::md in,.. nirin~ me!": ... age~ received from
Shoghi E:fTenM: the hearty and
;zeneroll~ respon~e ()f the friend~
for the protection of the sacred
.:;hrine!": on ML Carmel b:,," the p!lf.. hn'e of odjacent lands: the plan
!'Yoh-en for the sreerly erection of

the !llashriqu'il Adhkar; the merger of Green Acre and the passing
of its plant and activities under the
direction and controloJ' the X_ S.
A_. when the legal details are completed: a tribute to Dr_ Esslemont:
emphasis upon the need of care in
dealing with Orientals. as many of
the self-seekin" variety are likely
to be ottracted with the expansion
of the Cause, at the same time nGt
losin" ,i"ht of the divine purpose
in the trrre unity of Eastand \Vest:
approval by the GuardIan of the
new budget plan: the resumption
or building operations upon the
raisin" of $400.000: a digest of the
minute, of ten meetings of the X.
S. ,-\.; acc-ollnt of Green .-\c-re llC~
tivities; the teaching convention in
Chicago as of X ov. j 5 and the fea"
in the Temple foundatron; the remm-al of the 'Baha'i !llagazine to
\Vashington. D. C_; a tribute to the
retiring business manager. :\'liSd
HerJitz: the very efficient services
rendered b,- the new mana"er. Allen ~lcDariiel: the eorrelation of
the teaching work of the five re,,ions Iinder- the executive direction
() t' !lIrs. EI Fleda 5pauldin,,: tho
-cryice ot' tile Baha'i Xews Letter;
the illcrease in volume of Assembly
ll"'tters: the activities or' the national teachers and the ,timulus to the
leachi n" work thron "hollt the fh'e
rellions; preparations lor the convention of 1026. which according
to the divine plan should function
ac:: il. af'.liheratiYe bodY. and as link
with the body of belie"ers: action
;" the matter of the Ba"hdad set~l,pmepts: the appf>ar~n('e in future
nf j) Baha~i 'vor!d \vioe directory"
he nrrbli,herl bl' the Guardian of
the- Call ... e: the p-~tabli5hment or'
the ~e("retariat of the Cause ar,
r..re-en _\cre: the enrollment of
three new ()s:=:emblie~ during the
'-ear: the aopearance of new Baha Ii nil blif'ations: .;;:tep~ looking to'yarn national incorporation; ac~
ti\'ities of ,\merican teachers in
forei"n lands: completion of maferial for a Baha'i year-book~ which
has been ,ent for review to the
Gilardian of the Calise: an exhortation to end all Il~eless discussion
;'Ind t.o ari~e with renewed energy
in ;:;;;en-ice: ~teps; looking toward
ro"rrlar schedule, for travelling
tear hers_ and the rrnifoed functions
or Temple and tearhing. The report cio!"=ed with an eloquent plea.
for the lifting of rrseless burdens
imposed rrpon the Guardian of the
r::allse by more thol1ghtfulne~s on
the part "of the friend,_
On motion of !lIr. Clark. thanks
for fhis report was Ilnanimously
,-oted.
~Ir'_ True read the report of the
Xational
Tearhingcommitte!?,
'i gned by ~Ir'. El Fleda Spaulding.
'eeretarv. It revrewed the efTort
to prrt into execlltion the plan

'0
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adopted by the N. S. A., beginning
with letters to regional chairmen
asking earnest cooperation, suggestions, and seeking divine confirmation. Prompt and enthusiastic replies came from all but a few
assemblies. The responses from
lhe South. under the direction of
~Irs. Boyle. were especially hearty
and prompt. The report also told
of world unity conferences in San
Francisco. Boston. and \Vorcester;
that many cities have taken up the
,tudv of Esperanto, and recommended that local teaching work
,hould embrace the spread of the
cause and building of the Temple.
The work of the committee was
executive only and was not intended to include the selection of teachers. Perhaps the word administration was better adapted to the
present. as many of the old friends
,eemed to fear the word orgamzation. The report filed in general
review the teaching activities of
the th-e reg-ions.
~Irs.
Boyle's report for the
Southern state, was read by LeRo\' Ioas.
It eonyeved lDving
~re'etings from the Southern regional committee. Recent industrial development has attracted to
t he South people from all parts of
the C'ountrv. There is also now a
new

energ~y

in the teaching

~~~rk

which brings vital contacts WIth
new souls. Special mention ,,",'as
made of the growth of the Cause in
Plorida. where during the past winler ~Iesdames CorradI and Boyle,
the ~Iac"ults. Dr. Locke. ~Ir.
G,·egor\". ~Irs. Kretz. the Atwaters.
the G,,;·s. ~Iiss Sunshine and others have worked faith fully and
where man:,>,' bright

tracted to the Cause.

~ollls

are at-

The linking

up oi the Cause with inter-racial

groups: and encouragement to the
i:-,olated believers of the South ~'ere
reC'ommended.
EI Rldvan Feast

The Pea,t of El Ridvan "'as a
brilliant and inspiring scene. mark-

ed l!,' inlinite happiness.

LeRoy

loae. ~ pl"€'siding. yoiced greeting~.
Tn50piring indeed. ~aid he. is thlS
~ight: here in Car-ott San Frrm~i~
roo oniv ~ixtv vears after the aec-

iaratiOll of Baha'u'llah, this gathering. representative of all races and
nntion:o:, ha~ a~sembled. The
man from time to time read

~E'lec

Creative 'Yord.
\Vith entrancing mUEic. a delicious
repast. 'parkling wit. bright hutilHl~

from

~halr

the

mor, elollilent addre5~e.s ('onn~'yinl!
thf' me!"=~age in variolls phases. ,and

withal a :opirit of lm'e ilnd true JOy-

rulne«. the Feast of the Deelar~
tion of His Holiness. Bahn'u~I1ah.
proceeJed.
.
~rr<. Cooper. 'peaking for the
lOf'al friend ~ !"=aid: Forgh:e lIS if \ve
:1re ,1 lif.tle hilarioll!::. Stich QC'ca-
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sians intoxicate us with the ,vine
of the love of God. At the time
when Bahatu'llah was summoned
to Constantinople, with all that
such a summons implied of personal danger and humiliation, the
fi rst Ridvan Feast occurred.
Despite dark conditions and grievous
atflictions. it ,Y::lS an occ::lsion of
supreme joy. for the declaration

was of Baha'lI·llah. the expected
One. It was like the voice of one
who appeared long ago, saying: HI
have overcome the \vorld!" Thp.1nnorlTIcement
01"
Baha'u'Uah

breathed j 0)" and fragrance all over the world. It was significant or

a closer unity among mankiud
with happiness as iLs key-note. It
was. as .\bdu)[ Baha' said. "The
new cycle o( human power which
makes luminous all the horizons of

the world."
\Ve welcome the
friends to enjo)' the hospitality of
this

fea~t

~Irs.

of ('ommemoration.

~Ia)'

~Iaxwell: [ "espond.
in behalf of the visiting friends. to

the beautiflll

Cooper.
journey

,velcome of ~Irs,
long. wearisome
at an end as \ve enter

01lr
i~

the beau ti ful garden of California.
It is truly" symbol of the garden
of the heart,. the new age and the
new springtime of happiness and
peace dawning upon the whole
earth. The spirit of Ahdu'l Baha
i~

in this gathering tonight.

~lrs.

-'Jaxwell then elliogized one whom
she called a flower of humanity.
Kurrat ul Aine. describing her penetratinll' yision.

glorioll~

life ann

triumphant martyrdom in the Path
of God. It is thro1lgh the fire of
the love of God as revealed in sllch

\yondrous sacrifices that a new hu-

manity is born.
Horace Holley: The spiritual
fIllality of the Baha i ~Jovement i!"=
:l new power of aSE;:of~iation among
hllman being!"=.
In most movements :,eDaration is made nece~
:o:ar\', Tt i~ implied hv the naturl
of human desires. But here there
i:"O .:l new po\ver of a~sociation.
~timulrtted hv di\'ine idf'al:=:.
It en:1ble~ 11'-: to a~~o('iate \vith temDeraments and dispositions not of Ollr
own .!O:elertion. This is a proof of
Ilrrr willingness tn assof'iate '~\!ith
~ll mankind.
It would be manifest hypocrac~' to r!aim willin~
ne~$ to a:o:soC'iate with those ftlr
:1\va~', and yet be un,yilling- to a~
-.. oriate ,vith those near fit hand.
These small group~ {"ontain ail the
elements of mankind. The\' put
into piled nni\-er,-;;al hllman ~ relutionship~,
rnder the old oroer of
things the power or' t"e hrrman
soul was not realized. The old order failed. because it raused sep~ration and strife.
In the new da'i,~
nowers forth the inner bein~
of man. It giYe!"= a new mertning to life. ,l\vakening in every hu1

1

man soul possibilities of life and
power that formerly belonged only to men of genius.

Universal

comradeship reveals heaven not as
a place, but as a state of being in
which man can dwell here and
now.

Albert Vail: It is a great joy to
be at the Golden Gate and to remember the pioneers of long ago.
One of these great souls was the
late )'Irs. Helen Goodall. who was
ever willing to open the door to
new truth and new ideals.
We
should not be mere imitators, but
should keep our minds ever open.
joyfulily accepting new Truth. It
is interesting to know that the Ridvan season began just about the
time of the freedom of slaves in
America. Baha'u'Uah brings freedom to the whole world. freedom
from self. pcide. retaliation. Let
us accept this bounty, becoming
united in truth. arbitration. love of
justice. The whole world loves
those who sacrifice for humanity.
'Abdu'l Baha ever longed for martvrdom. \Vhen he mentioned it
his eyes shone, his voice rang and
the room was full of dynamic energy.
This is the power that
moves the world The great teacher is like a radiant sun. Inspired
by him thousands long to give
It.d.. !ives in service in th" Path
of God. This is the way out of
self. It is the power to unite the
world.
Mrs. Stuart \V. French: \Ve
speak of great principles; but what
does all this mean to me? \Vhat
part can the individual have in it?
.vlany people think religion something afar off. If we read the
Hidden \Vords. they touch the
daysprings of spiritual life. They
make us more kindly and charitable. lOThe most glorious journey
is to relieve a sorrow-laden heart.
They pornt the way of duty and restore lost treasures. all teachings
of the prophets of the past.
Louis Gregory spoke on Baha'i
courage relating eeveral stories to
illustrate various aspects of courage. He referred to the battle of
Taborassi. to the marvellous fortitude of the Great Founders of
the Cause, of the martyrs whom
they inspired. and of a faith that
made innumerable brave followers, including not only strong- men
but delicate and relined women
and even tender children4
He
closed with a passage of supreme
optimism from the exhortations of
the Bab: "In the name of God the
Vielor of the ~Iost victorious proclaim: God will assist all those who
arise to serve Him."
Mrs. Corinne True: Baha'is are
engaged in the erection. in the
heart 0 f the ronti nent. of a TemII

:-.
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pie whose foundation is the oneness of God and the oneness of
humanity. The great Teachers.
who have revealed and established
the great religions of the worid,
have been the chosen mouthpieces of God. In this great Temple the truth of God will be ex-

here will rejoice his heart. I greet
\'ou in lhe name of our beautiful
i'ollng Gilardian. Shoghi Effendi.
The beautiful sOllvenir of the

wealth and all good is the true se-

Ridvan Feast \vas :.\'Irs. Shahnaz
\Vaite's lovely poem. \vritt.en espeeially for the occasion and pre5ented to each guest on a card

Lo the treasurer and her helpers.
Hearts were bllrdened with sorrow aJld sympathy by a letter from

pressed both in its inner and outer
aspects.
The nine sides, ninp\~-al~s and nine gardens convey perl ectlon and ullive rsalitv.
The

hand paiuted by ~rrs ..-\ddie R. Cole.
The Convention, Friday.

news

architecture
same ideal.

will ,"mbO'lize the
He re all men will

meet in love and kindness.

Here

all the precious and priceless
teachings of God will be given and
renewed
Torao' Kawasaki, the Japanese
was the next speaker: It is
a unique privilege for me to say

~onsul.

a few words.

In this gathering 1

find inspiration.

Yes, I ('an say

that 1 reach the point of sublima~
tion. The fi fteenth century "'il,;
the period of the rennaissance. the
eighteenth of revolution. the nineteenth of eeonomie and· ~ocial ad-

jllstment. \Vhat follows '? III this
4~entury \ye ex-ped to nod a \yorld
consciousness and a new realization of lhe \vorid's. :5piritual awak.In this great Ileld of ,er,-ice the Baha'is are pioneers. YO!!
have found the oneness of existence and one reality. In former
uays re forms were local: now they
are 11 niversal. The ~'lani festation

ening.

is to enlighten the world and 1 hope
his intluenee will be felt through-

out America.

Shinji Yamamoto. a Japanese
youth. under the tutelage of ~frs.
Frankland. charmed all by reciting
a beautiful Tablet or '.-\.bdll'l Baha
ueginJling: "r am a Baha'i. I ha\"e
di'"ine 10\"e. not selfish lo\'e. dc'"
~lrs.

Elizabeth

Greenleaf:

In

listening to this Japanese boy I am
almost overcome.
He brings to

mind the beautiful tribute of
Shoghi Effendi to another Japane,e. ~rr. Fugita. for his faithful
services year after year. All those
dear friends are so anxious to render service and to banish ::iUl'rO",,-.

Shoghi Effendi is so much like
'.-\bdu'l Baha'; it is as if the latter
manifested through him. Tonight
Haifa and San Francisco are in
close touch. It is as if Sho!'hi

Effendi were here.

In him the

I)cean of spirituality is reached He

is the arch-type of evolving' humanity. The spirit of all the great

ones gone before pours through

this channel.

He is clear-headen

nnd clear-hearted. executive

efficient.

and

He has the latent power

of a conqneror. but radiates 1o\'e

alwavs. His understanding is complete; so is his humility. He made
me the bearer 0 f his love to this
~'onvention.

The harmony that

i~

Consllitation. in which the chairman and secretary, .\lessrs. Bosch

aud Hatch.

Greenlea!.
True took
part. placed clearly be fore the delegates the rules of balloting and the
qualifications expected on the part
~resdames
~laxwell. ~Iorton and

i)f

those who should serve on the

new :-,ational Spiritual Assembly.
~noghi
Effendi was quoted by
Jleari~" all the speakers. who knew
his \<iews either through correspondence or personal tOllch.
The
election proceeded \vitholJt nom il:ating speeches, A message ot' (o\"e

was cabled Shoghi Effendi.
~lrs. Florence R. ~Jorton. treasllrer. read her report. which is al-

ways audited by a public auditor.
1t WIJ[ be printed and appear in
1'1111. A :;:ynopsi~ of her oral
rlantation~ are here given; For

exthe
tirst in a long time, there are no

outstanding notes. In two months
all ""tstauding debts to ~Ir. Bourgeois \yil1 be settled. There is now
more teaching !".enrice than

ever

before. The splendid rally to relieve the situation on ~rt. Carmel
rame in for high praise. The Baha'i ~lagazine has been placed upon a sound tlnancial basiS hv :.\Ir,
~leDa"iel.

pradi~'ail~·

A budget. now used by
;)11 governments and

,·orporatioIlS. was strongly recorn·mended, J.S heretofore. \vithout
this. it has been almost impossible

for the X. S ..-1.. to plan work ahead.
~hoghi

Effendi's endorsement of

the new budget plan was quoted.
.-\lready the friends haye nobly responded to this suggestion. One
has made a contribution of S95.00

rer month Gnd some ha,"e already
_~ellt in their contributions for the
entire three year period.
Re"ponses are loving and generolls.

These are but lhe first fruits; we
are only at the lleginning. \Vhat
joy will it bring to all when the
lund is complete! The unity of
1300 Baha'is will be a magnet to
attract eager souls! Shoghi Effendi s:ays:

"\Ve must be like the fountain
or spring that is continually emplying itself of all that it has and is
continually being refilled from an
invisible source.

To be continual-

ly giving our all for the good of
ollr fellows. undisturbed by fear of
pm'erty and reliant on the unfailing bounty of the sOllrce of ali

c-ret of right living"

On motion of )'Ir: Clark, a unanimous vote of thanks was returned

Keith Ranwm-Kehler. WILli
oi a threatened nervous
break-down on the part of the

~!rs.

Glrardian. and who is again forced

to leave Haifa.

~luch

of his hard-

5h ip was due to an avalallche 0 f
personal correspondence. consum-

ing 80 per cent of his time. and
leaving no chance for exercise or

recreatIOn. Some letters entered
the devious paths of censure of the
spiritual assemblies and dissatis-

faction with the new plans. The
grealest lesson to be learned in
.-\merica. said ~Irs. Kehler, is full
and heart,. support of the assemblies. beginning with the N. S. A.

If there is inharmony there is no

need to teach and there is nothing
to teach.
Led b!' :'Ilrs. ~laxwell. the conYention IIlIited in prayer for Shoghi Effendi. :'Ilr. Clark made a powe rful appeal for harmony. explaining the working of Oriental assembloes. which delegates might convey to their respective centers,
:'Ilr. Vail told of the Green Acre
Summer Schoo!. emphaSizing

t·;~·~

things: The study of comparative
religions and melhods of teaching
adapted to various audiences. such
as Jews, Theosophists, Unitarians,
Liberals. Fundamentalists, New
Thought. etc.
~Irs. Ida .-\. Finch. in recognition
of her services East and \Vest was
presented with a box 01 beautiful
tlowe rs. She responded in modest
\vords of appreciation,
~[rs.
True reported for the
Teaching Committee of the Central states: She told of Shoghi Effendi using a map to keep tab on
the various Baha'i centers all over
the world, making additional notations from time to time.
The

rampaign in these states.

where

YaiJ has worked so effectively,
was described. In Lansing. Mich ..
one of the friends has attracted a
spiritualist circie almost completely. Kenosha, Racine, Denver, Detroit. Topeka. Dayton. Grand Have n. Columbus. Chicago. etc., were
mentioned. The need of adequate
follow-up work was emphasized.
In the evening an informal session called forth much freedom of
expression on the part of delegates
~lr.

and friends and various phases of

Baha'i life and activity were presented.
Saturday.
~Irs. May Maxwell reported for
the Canadian Teaching Committee: 'Abdll'] Baha has said that ev-
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ery meeting in the world should
revolve around the matter of teaching. There should be free, opell
consultation in which the divine
forces in the friends may be released. Reports of anyone city
apply to others. as problems are
much the same. It is not wise to
proselytize. as the whole world is
now s u bmer-ged in

the

Light

0

f

Baha'u'Uah. She referred to workers like Thomas Harrison and Dr.
\Vatson ol Toronto. "'ho were doing a fine service in getting people
ready for the message of Baha'u'!lah.
Youth Meeting • .

A very pleasing feature of the
C'on\"enfion was the meeting e<;pec-

ially arran"ed for young people.
over which )vliss Marion Carpenter
presided. A letter from the youth
oi Green Acre . .signed by their
.;:ecretar\",

Bahi\'\'ih Randall.

WU:"i

"ead
it set forth the ,'ision of
youth. their highest aspirations.
the organization of their .summel'
"('hool. their ,vish for correspon-

dence with other youth. their love
"lid greetings to all the Iriends.
Fifty questions prepared by ~I,'.
Gregory. which had .serY·ed them
as points for study and subjects fo,'
talks. were also read.
~Ir. Vail
spoke ,'ery beautifully of their
,,-ark. The youth of the \Vest then
carried Ollt their program. consistin" 01 recitations of the Hal)'
\Vords by the younger ones

ilnd

com·er. )'Irs. Clark. who portrayed
the marvellous lite of the Greate,t Holv Leaf, :'Ilesdames Bosch
and Tomlill5on told of the lute
,cientis!. Luther Burbank. who'
,hared with ;"Ir. Bosch m u Tablet of 'Abdu'l Baha and saw the

tion.

Baha'i Cause, the world religion.
~Irs. Latimer of Portland told some
charming :stories of children and

mankind is beginning to illumin-

illtroduced 1lrs.

Canada~-,

a Baha'i

uf po,·tiand. who extended greetings to the con,'ention in behalf of

the :\ a tional Asso"iation tor the
.-I.d\'aucement of Colored People,

explaining ~ome of the trials of
.-\merican life \vhieh this organization is trying to etface.
Sunday.

;"Irs. Cooper reported for the
\\"e,tern Teacilin" Committee. teUing of the intensi\·e and confirmed
:"en-if'e:,- oj' the great teacher. Jln-

ab-i-Fadil. in the Bay

('ities.

dubs. (raternities and other gathe-ring:-" a written and detailed report which \yas supplemented b~·

',atement' of
LeRo~' JOilS

~[rs.

Grace B. Holley.

ilnd George

dian "irtlles. ("lIstoms and religion
with great skill. He also sang- Indian lnllabp; ilnd other ~ong~.

Their lore for the open life and
~t.nnd aeain_"t a double standard ot'
moraL.::: . . .for men .1nd women made
.:l fine impre:>:5ion.
Gibe-s at .\merieun life were overlooked b~' the
~lIJdience. \yhidl
O\-ertlo\yed \..-lth
!?ood humor toward the speaker.

The

Porti~nd

Freeman

mrrch

(\$

dr~\\"n

("iends report

~Ir.

a heroic sOlll and one
to the Calr:-:e ot' Baha'-

,'lIah. Other intere,ting 'pe.akers
wt"l'e

~rr:>=

Lllllf'il

Luther for Van-

whole world!"

"0 peoples and nations! Arise
and work and be happy! Gather
together under the tent of the nnity of mankind. 1t

LOUIS G. GREGORY,
Com'ention Reporter.
COMMITTEES OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

In appointin" its committees for
the ensuing rear. the .:\ational
Spiritnal ,..\s!"lembly has given careful consideration to certain fun-

damental princ'ples which give the
character to Baha'i administration.

Latimer.

First Ilnd foremost. the member'5

haYe borne in mind the fact that

~-rr".

t~T

Con fe renee in San Francisco
\vhirh included man\- races and religi,:,n'~ J,nd aligned'in its .::cth'e
s1lpport \"arioll~ hrlmantarian or·
ganizations and welfare \vorker~,
~Irs.

~Iorton

reported

the

dllding- Dr, John Hermann Ran-

power of analy:o:.i.s. ilnd
tr1le eloquence. as he described fn-

of divine harmon,- and the solidari-

ty of nations ,,-ill be ll)-ing high in
the heavens
Yeo, the Breeze of
the Holy Spirit will inspire the

Cooper's report
wa . . all account of the \Vorld Lui-

Included with

the education of YOllth. which
... hottld oe free from pre.illdiC'e~.
<:Ind in the jO~'fulnes~ of the new
Ja..... The dwirman related edlOe..-

I)b~er'i:ation.

The light of the unity of

ute the \vorld and soon the banne,'

at

Stnnr'ord Cnh·ersitr. \vith \-..1.rious

world

;:'Illie addre:o::o:. ~ho\ving keenne~:"- of

once agalll risen in the East. From
the Horizon of Persia. its radiance
is spreading far and wide. dispersing the dense clouds of supersti-

need. \'\'hich he expressed, of the

addreS5es by the more matul'e.
The speeeh of ~Iiss \Veaver was
e,peciall)' notable. It was abo«t

of th t'\-i::-it of '_\bdl(~l Baha ttl
:-;Um ford l- niversity and how it had
impre~;;:.ed.
Following this se$~jon
,ill wet'!:, happilr entet'tained at all
atlel'noon tea by ~lrs. Cooper.
Informal Session.
The :>:eeond informal ~ps ..;;ion
was held \vith George Latimer pre~iding.
~Ir. Freeman.
;) ~-olln.g
.-\mericiln Indian. made a remar1\.-

eloquent words from the pen of
'Abdu'l Baha:
"The gloriOUS Sun of Truth has

llnitv

eonference

held

in

Worcester ·~Iarch and April. the
notable ,peakers that look par!. in-

each and every Baha'i. as such~ is

charged with a spiritual mission
'whit' h no passing eommittee title
or appointment eould increase or

enhance.

Second_ the

members

would emphasize the supreme im-

portance of the local Spiritual .-I.s-embly. and the numerous functiOIlS of that bod,'. as dearly stated
in the lelters of Shoghi EfTendi.

Dr \Yallace \V. At-

Third. we de~ire to a\'oid mere
('omplexity of administrative machiner\' without real inerease in
re~l1its. The following committees represent. "\\'e trust. actual
"hands of service" the activities of
which will contribllte directly to

,itv-. F~ther DeLand of Hoi,· Cro"
Coilege. Dr. Thompson of the Cnita"ian Church. Dr. Knapp of the

ihe development of the Cause in
olle or other of its aspects.
TEACHI:\G-The Xational Spiritual .-\.esembly comiders this the

dall. ~'Ies,r,. Alfred \V. ~-rartin.
.\Ii Killi I'han. \\"iiliam H. Randall, S\-rrd Ho:o;~eLn. Hurace Holle\'
;,mtl othE'r~.
t)ther~ who helperl
\vith Eltl\'ire and ~llggestions \ver€
~".,. ~IO\·i".'.

wood. rre~ident 'of Clarke Vni\·er-

Cungreg:J.tionai. Re\". ~II'. Brode:-:ian ni the Syrian. the Y . .\1. C. A"
anLi the Rota'r~- Club. All itltlllenlial frielld who i)ttended \y~mt::- the
c=ame prrlp-ram repeated in his O\vn
/'ity of f:leY€'iand. ~.rr!'. Sego uf
!fo[)olIlJII made i1 talk on the Ull-

foldment of -pirit«al life.
Public Meeting.
_\ public meeting- for te:'lching
\'\"a.::: held on Slmday evening. It
hrollght together In the ball-I'oom
of the P~laC'e'. one of the l::lrge~t
Ilo:-;.telrie!". a large. re:.:::ponsi...-e and
e[]thll~ia~ti(' ;)lldience.
Eyer\' ~eat
\Yi1:-, ne~'llpied,
Horace Hoile;- prE"';;Ided and the ~Deaker'~ in order
\,\'ere ~resdame:o:' Elizaheth GreeIlleaf. i1nd ~Iav ~Iil:x\vell. LOlli~

Gregor)' ond Aibert \"ail.
printed

rrog-r:lm

nrre~r€'d

On the
the~e

f1r:o:t and foremo!"t function of each
IOt~ul Spiritual A;-::-:embly as \vell
", of its own bod,·
We feel that

ea.'h

~holtld

local
so

Spirit"al

far 1l~

._.

.-I.ssembly

pos~ible

retain

1'1111 re'polI.sibility for local teaching, plans in its Q\vn membership.
while the :\ationnl Spiritllai l,_
,emulr will assume responsibility

.-

for teaehing along national and al-

'a

regional

. . tateme nt

line,.

.-\.

conce rning

detailed

=' ationat

Baha'i Teachin" Plans wiiJ be pubIi:>:hed in the next :\"'ews Letter,

WORLD V:\ITY COXFEREXCES

-:\Irs, Florence ~Iorton. secret;~r'V: :\Irs. ~Iaf\' Rllmsav :\iovius.
~Ir: Horace Holle)'. This· committee will or"anize a series of public
meetinKs in the form of 'Vorld

Unity Conferences. in the larger

=

[lAUA'1
I'ities 1)[ the I..;ountry.
The pllr[lo~e i:, to have these Conferences

once a month. coinciding in time
ond place wilh the monthlv meelings of the :\"tional SpiriiiJaI As:-:embly. This committee will \york.
in direct rooperation with the 10f'al Spiritual .-\5~embly of the ("ity
in eildl (,3.5.e . .and the ~peaker~ ';;\'iil
he ('hosen from the best available
lisl of local and national Baha'i

.;;peaker..::,

~Jen

Gnd women of

olso oe ill\'ileu to spe.k. The following fities- are on the prrHrram
of the committee at present: Green
.-\ere ..-\ui'1IsI: Philadelphi •. September: CI,,'eiand. Ohio. October:
Chicogo. :\o,·ember. Local Spiritual .\o'semblies in olher cities de-

.-:irirur '-:l1l"'h l~onferenC'es ~hollld
,·orri.:-=pond at onre with ::\Irs. F(ort"nrE" .:\lorton, ~eC'retary, ;) \Vheeler

,-\n'Tllle. \Vor4'p~ter, ')'Inss,
The
work of thi:o: "ommittee i~ ("on:o:irieretl Ill" Ihe \alional Spiril"al .\,";;fmbl\' il:-, the mo~t import<lnt f'ffllrt \"t~t pllt fnrth to ;::pread the
teafhin~s in \"orth .\meric!1,
.-\
more t>xfen:-'J\'e nnnOllnefl'ment ,'\"ill

:\"f"";;: Lettf'r.
Ro,' C. \\";1-

PCBLISHI:\G-~Ir.

~.Im. 'Ir. Albert

\Vindi,,!. "Ir.
Sr·hoptlocher. J.Jr. Hora,·e Holley; ~Irs :>.Iarie ~Ioore.
man'HlPr. .
•
TnfPLF-~I",. Florence :>'IorIon. 'Ir. Siegfried Schop~oeher.
:>'Ir. .\!fred E. L"n!. 'Ir, . .-\melia
Collin,. ~.rr •. El Fleda Spaulding.
:\Ir. Alhert \\"ind",!. :\Ir. ~Ionroe
To"". 'fr. A. .I. 'Ialhiemn. ~Ir. Carl
Sl'he-tfler, . This ("ommittee lnnr~iegr'ried

!l()n~ I t"p":1lh' as
BahA'i Temple
l'llity. :md thfl' :\"iltionill Spiritli.:li
.\--emiJiI' \Ylil therefore -horth'
... pnd 1)llt· ;1 prox\' to each delegate

ni the l'el'ent Convention to hax€
thf> anon" name:;:. ratifled~"
B.\H.-\·[ ~IAG.-\ZI:\E. ST.-\R OF
TII~
\\"EST :\Ir. Sian wand
Cobb. 'Ir,. ,rariam Hane)". editors: ~Jr, Allen J.lcDanieL l.Jusine~s
m:1nOl~er,

REYlE\\"[:\G f:O:>.nIITTEE \Ir. Bi:'"lwD BI'own.
:\Ir~

~Ji~:=:

\Yright.

"\- t"l:=:on.

.-\Rf:HIYES CO)onIlTTEE-)'lr.
Charle- ).I.,on Reme)". )Olr..-'lbert
"·indll-1. :\Ii" Gerlrude Buikema.
UBR.\RY CO,n!!TTEE ~Ir.
Charle, ,la50n Remey, ).!iss EiizaiJelh Hopper.
LEGAL CO:\nnTTEE-:\lr. Ali
K,,1t Khan. J..lr, LOllis Gregory, :J.Ir.
Alfred E. 1.11nl.
YE.\R BOOK-:\Ir..-\Ibert ,Yindll!"t.

:O:.f'cretary.

J.lr~.

~Iariam

Hane,'. 'lr. Horace Haile)'.
ECO:\O)'IIC COOPER A T rON
BET\\·EE:\· R-\H.-\'IS OF :\'ORTH
."'!F:R IC.-\ .\:\ 0 P ERSL-\-:\Ir. Roy
f:. \Yilhelm. :\lr. .\Ii Kuli Khan,
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.\[r, .-\rthllr .-\7new. ~Ir, Sifl~irjeri
~ChOPllocher. )'Ir..-\lIen -"lcOaniel
TRA:\SLATIO:\ OF CORRE:
SPO\OE:\CE-:\Ir. Ali I';:uli Khan,
:\Ir. Herman Pall II.
GREE:\ ACRE EXECUTIVE:\Ir, .-\li Killi Khan,
chairman;
.J.Jr~. Flore-nf'(> .J.lorton. :'\fr" Sie~
fried Sdwpilo('her" )'Ir, \V, H,
Randall. :\Ir. Horace Ilolley. -,ecretary.
~

\'i~

ion. alre.:l.{l~· ;;;triving to e:o:tablish
Ime ut the llnin:,r~nl principles. will

llf' fY''"l'~1lo in thp ne;\~

:\E'lVS

We are graleful that )'lr8. BIi"
will once again manage Green Acr~
Inn. Ihe opening dale of which is
Saturday, .T1!ly 3,
Inquiries for
OlC'"C"ommonation at the Inn should
be addressed io the Inn itself.
\vhile iufnrmation ahollt other acf'ommoo:1fions, or f'on('erning the
progr:1m or other activities. should
be addre!'sed to Seeretary, Xation01 Spiritu.l Assembly. Green Acre,
tiouth EliM. :\Iaine.

GREEN ACRE
It i . . hoped that ;\ large n limber
1)1' lbe frie-llds hil\"e planned to
"rend :'.Dme portion ot" the summer at Green Acre. to attend the
:=:€:"i:..:ioll:>: or" the Baha'i SchooL
d['ink deep or the r~lTeati\"e beaut:.." of thi:, dlO.o;:en eu\"ironment. a~
:,ociute \yith Lelievel's from maD\'
ptlrt;;: of the f~ollntrr, and ~ontrih":..
llh~ uf theil' loyiltg" thollght and 1:'1fl)rt to the Ilobllilding of thb
1lJlJOlle ill:..:titlltion.
TIll?' program of acth'Hief:i thi:-:
.,"PiH \yill illd1(de a ,laih- de\"otionrd
mretillE!; in:'"trLldio[] da:=;.;;;:e~ Ilflrie['
the ."lIperYl:oiotl ot" I'e-eog-nized Baha'i te3dlPr~: upportnnity to juin
the illtf'r'f':--tillg' -1l'ti\-itie:, or th~
.\ rt,;,; awi rraft~ Stlldio; a p['ogram
Ilf !t"r'tllr'e:o on ~lIb,el'i~ of uni\"er:"al impol'tar1C'e: dance~. concert-:uld ill I"ol'mal entel'tainments of
man~" kinei:.:;,
Lif""=" ;It Green .-\~!,f.:o
i ...: not ilnd ne\"er ('"an be institutioni1lized. hilt remains t1l1id and open
to the impllise of whatever facilitie ..; : and talent!') are at hand,

The elilminalion of the public
program will be a "'orld enit,
ConfereTlce on AlltZll:-:t 7th and 8th.
arranged hy a l'ommittee of th~
:-;;1tiuIlOli Spiritll:.ll "-\~~emuly. \yith
,j~lih' .".. t"~.:;;;ions to \yhich are im"ited <111 Balw'i \Yorke!'.,;;. (Of' the inf\)rmill di:O:flJssion 01" \Y3:'-'5 and
mecul.';;: to fllrther the Call~e, The
;1mll.lal meet.ing of the Green Acre

Y"llow,hip will be held on August
nth
~riends of Green .-\cre on retllrJlill~ this rear \yill be delighted
to tinJ many impOl'tant improvement~ in !)IIildill/l~ ~Hld
grounds,
The .-\rl' and C":irt, Stud>io. next
to the Tea HOIl'" and Gift Shop.
.~t;)nd ..;;

a;;;: a culorflll reminder of

Hie joy ot' ('reati·"I~ work: the little
,lore adjoining the Bail Cottage
ila:" l",'en mO\'ed (arther away from
Ihe roaJ and complelely transformed. ~o that it no\V harmonizes
wilh the other Green Acre buiiding."i; all impressive new stone wall
run' along the front of Ihe properh': ond Ihe Bail Cottage has been
,·ompletely equipped as a re,t
house and health center. The energy :)nd genero~ity of nlr. and
.Y.Irs. Sr:-hoptlocher have given
li['een .-\ere the permanent advant:1ge of these improvements.

LETTER FROM SHOOHI
EFFENDI
To the member, of Ihe Nation a!
Spi ritual ,",,,embly of the Baha'is of the l'nited States and
Canad •.
Fellow-laborers in the Vinevard of
God!
•
Yarion-e: happf'.nings of recent
month" highl)··disquieting in their
.-:uddenness. their r'omplex.Hy and
I'on:o::equences. have time and again
tn m)· regret. eompelled me to deler ('orrespondence with you. my
highly yailled co-workers. who are
destined to share no small a paM.
of the burden that now weighs so
heavily "pan me. The prolonged
and delicate negotiahons arising
""t of the critical situation of Baha'u'lIah's house in Baghdad; the
... hamef[tf recrudescence of unre~trained barbarism ir: st:-icken Peria: the unexpected reverse recent]:\' :;:ustained in our legal transactions for the deliverance of Baha',,'llah's mansion at Bahji from the
hands of the enemy: the unprecedented increase in the volume of
\vork resulting from the rise and
t"xpansion of the J.'iovement in yarin", paris of Ihe world-Ihese and
other i~sues. no less pressing in
their demand Ilpon my time and
ene rgy, have gradually atTected my
health and impaired the etriciency
,·eau,red in the discharge of my
arduous duties. But. though body
and mind be ,orely strained by
cares and perplexities which a
~Iovement
such as ours just
emerging from obscurity must
need:;; encounter, yet the spirit
(~ontinues to dra.w fresh inspiralion from the manner in which the
r hoeen deliverers of the Faith in
the \Veslern world. and particularly in the American continent, are
prO\'in g themselves increasingly
worthy of such a stupendous yet sO
noble a task.
Grave and manifold as are the
problems can fronting the ,truggling Faith of Baha'u'i1ah, none appear more significant, nor seem
more compelling in their urgency. than the incredible sufferings
born so heroically by our downtrodden brethren of the East. Recent reports confirming the news
which I have lately communicated
.10;
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to you, have all emphasized the
barbarous severity practiced on the
innocent followers of our Cause.
They reveal the possibility of the
extension of this agitation. partly
instigated for politica! purposes
and ,e!flsh motives. to neighboring
towns and provinces. and d~'ell upon the traditional siackne,s 0 f the
local authorities to inflict prompt
and severe punishment upon all
the perpetrators of such abominable erimes. It has been ascertained that in the town of Jahrum women have suffered martyrdom in
a most atrocious manner, that the
knile of the criminal has mercilessly eut to pieces the body of a
child, that a number have been severely ueaten and injured, their
body mutilated, their homes pillaged. thei r property conJh:cated,
and the homeless remants of their
family abandoned at the mercy of
a shameless and tyrannical people.
In other parts of Persia. aud particularly in the province 0 f .J,.dhirbayjan in the town of :'Iaraghih,
the friends have been pitilessly denied the civic rights and privileges
extended to eve,,· citizen of the
laud. They have been re fused the
use of the public bath, and been
denied access to ~uch shops as
pro\'ide the necessities of life. They
have ot!'eu declared deprived of the
bener.! and protection of the law.
and all association and dealing
with them denouneed 05 a direct
violation 0 I the precepts and prindples of Islam. It has even been
authohtat:,-el,- 'tated that the de~'enC'les Qf public interment have
been re fused 10 lheir dead. and
that in a particu[arly case e\-ery
etfort to induce the .\Joslem llndertaker to provide the \vond lor the
('onstrueiion ot' the ("offin. failed to
,,,,,,nre lhe otficia! >upport of the
illlthorities concerned. E\,ery appeal made b,· these Bana'is on behalf of theirbrethren. whether Ii\"ing or dead. has iJeen met with
t'uld indifference. \yith vague promi:>:es. and, not infrequently, \yith
:,e\'ere rebuke and Itudeserved
I'hastisement.
The tale
,uch outrageous
"onduct, 5uch widespread sutTering and loss. if properly expressed
;l nd hroadcast. cnnnot fail in the
t>nd to arouse the conscience of
I'i\'ilized mankind. and thereby ~e4'l1re the milch-needed relief for a
]otlg-:'ldfeTing people_
I \vould.
therefOl'e_ 1'E"lIew my plea_ and reqflt'.::t ~'Otl mo.;;t enrne~tl~· to redoll-.

0'

hle \-Ollr t'"tl'orts in the Wide field 01
ptlbiil-:tr_ to Qt'\·i:'e en~r:- po!"-~ible
meall~ that \,-ill alle\-iate the (ear:"
O'lIld :"'urrO\Y~ Ill' the ~i1ent ';;(lfferer:-:
in that di~lracted cO!lntr~', Surely
the~e \·ile \.... rong-doer~ cannot long
rt'm.ailWlllpl1ni~h,po for their fero-
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cious atrocities, and the day may
.not be rar distant when we shall
witness. as we have observed else\vhere. the promised signs of Diyine Retribution avenging the
blood of the slaughtered ,ervants
or Baha'u'liah.
In connection with the Plan of
unified action. enclosed in vour letter af JaHlla,,' 1nth. I feel'that the
friends mll~d be constantly reminded of the vital neces.5it\~ for a
/'ontinuous
and
whole-hearted
support of the cherne, the wccess
or failure of which will to a marked extent affect the course of the
progress of the Call:se not 0111y in
Xorthern .\merica bllt throughout
the Baha'i world. Let the friends
recall and ever bear in mind the
repeated exhortations and glowing
promises of our beloved ~faster
with reference to the ~Iashriqu'l
Adhkar. the crowning institution in
every Baha'i community. Let them
arise with detumination and conOdence to lend a helping hand to
the Plan which you have so admirably devised for its speedy and
practical realization_ Theirs is a
splendid opportunity; let their re~ponse to your t.:all
be prompt,
whole-hearted and decisive.
I ha,'e specially requested that
indefatigable pioneer of the Cause
af God. our well-beloved Baha'i
,ister. ~Irs. Vidoria Bedekian, to
eoneentrate lor the present all the
resources of her mind and heart
upon this "ast and \"it.l undertaking. I have urged her to direct her
energies ta this lolty purpose, and
b)' the aid a f her most ,'aluable letlers arollse both lhe East and the
\Yest to a fresh consciousness of
the ~ignH1c;:Hlce and Itrgenf'Y of the
ob.i ect rou have ~et yourselves to
achieve.
Regarding the series of \Vor'ld
l"nity meetings which ... ome of the
thoughtful. l·apahle and de"oted
..;;er\'ants of the Cause have carerllll~' or,gan ized and :0: [(ccess fully
r-ondllcted. and to which \.'ou have
referred, in YOllr letter 0'1' :\.larch
Rlh. 1 w"h to express my keen appreciation of Stich- a splendid ("oneeotion, my deep gratitude for the
efforts they have exerted, and my
gratitlcation in 'i.-iew of d!e success
they h.,·e achieved.
The administrative machinery
of the Calise having now ~lIfTicient
]y evolved. its aim and object fairl~·-'\.".ell gra~ped
and IInderstood.
and it ... method and \vorking made
more familia,. to eyer\- believer_ I
feel the time is ripe- \vhen it :-:hollid
he flllh· and r.onsciollsiv IItilized to
fllrther the purpose for which it
1'0> heen created. It 'hollid. I
..:trong-lv feel, be m<1oe to .;;en·p <l
two-fold PtJrrO~p.~_ On OI1f> hand. it

should aim at a steady and gradual expansion of the ~lovement
along lines that are at once broad,
sound and universal; and on the
other it should ensure the internal
consolidation of the work already
achieved. It should both provide
the impulse whereby the d)'namic
forces latent in the Faith can unfold, crystallize. and shape the
lives and conduct of men, and
.serve as a medium for the interchange of thought and the coordination of aeiivities among the diye rs elements that constitute the
Baha'i community.
'-Vhether it be by an open and
bold as,ertion 01 the fundamental
verities of the Cause, or the adoption o( a less direct and more cautious method of teaching; whether by the dissemination of our literature or the example of our conduct. our one aim and sale object
should be to help in the eventual
recognition of all mankind 01 the
indispensability. the uniquene .• s
and the sllpreme station of the Baha'i Revelation. 'Vhatever meth·
ad he adopts. and however indirect
the course he chooses to pursue.
every true belie,'er should regard
such a recognition as the supreme
goal of his endeavor. Whilst consciously laboring to'Wdl-tl!i the att.ainment of this end, he shollld, tl\"
supporting every branch of the administrative activities of his national and local assemblv, seek and
obtain the fullest information on
the character and extent of the
world-wide progress of the Cause,
and strive to contrihllte his share
towards the ,trengthening of the
spirit of solidarity among the component parts of lhe Baha'i world.
Sllch in their broad outline are
the guiding principles which those
,,,ho have heen placed in charge of
the administration of the a1fairs
the Cause should at present endeaYor to promote. explain and serurelyestablish. Sothing short of
the :"pirit of uTlwa"ering faith. or
continuous vigilanre and pat:~nt
endeavor can hope to secure eventuall" the realization of this our
cherished desire.
l\fay America's national repre.';;:f'ntatives arise with clear vision.
with unswervin~ determination and
renewed vigor to carry out in its
entirety the sacred task they ha,'e
purposed to perform.
Assnring yon Df m~r continued
and earnest prayers for the HI('l:fl~~ of your etTorts.
1 am your true brother,
SHOGIII.
P.1t r ;"l_ P31fl':o:t1l1e
j tth, t\)~(l.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

t.ying it:::.ell [It' alJ that it ha:, and i~
continualt:,-' heing refLIlell from [Ill
Ill\-isible ,source. To he ("(tnti!lllillJ~'
giving out for the good 0[' onr

erty and reliant all the unfailing
bounty of the SOllre-e of all ,""ealth

The \ational Spiritllal .-\.-:.:,emhl\' htlYf' cledf'r.i
:\fi. Ca!"l
~{'hedjpr tu t IH' Onl('{" 01 ':\,-,tio!l81 TrE'j'}~llrer'. Thi:-, a.ppointment
\,-ill f'llu:)It=' ~dr'''. F!o~en('e ),lortOil. who for two year:-- ha..; fllied
thi.;;. atTirE:' \yjj h .~!I('"h f1dmirilLlle

and ail good-thi- i, the ,err.t of

faithflllne,".

right living."-Shoghi Effendi.

f'ullrte~r.

fellows undeterred

To the Baha'i,

or

b~'

fear of pm'-

the

l'nited

States and Canada

Dear friends in '.-\bdu·I-Baha:
Until we ha\-e done all \vithin
Ollr power to remoye th~ dire ('011rlitions surrounding tr.e Bdha'b of--

[0

jlldgment

and

l~ourentrate

lIpon

the teaching \YQ['k

or

the \"orld

Vnity Conference::;.,
~r'r. SchetTler will render re~Illilr qtJarterl:,>"
report:3 of the
~'ationai Baha'i Fund in all its
Jepal"lG~il.t:i. aHd
il'i.lu . . . gh t::::

Persia"jhe appeal recently sen1'us" "'News Leiter acquaint the beliE\'by Sli6ghi Effendi must remain
er. of the United States and
our foremost concern,
Canada with all the important
Th'e Nat.ional Spiritual Assemfacts bearing upon the financial
hI:." have so far taken the following

-

. "~ .'.

'"

measures. On Jllh- 12 a letter Wi)",
,ent to the Shah 'of Persia «\ling
forth lhB lerrible details of the
recent. persecutions and beseechinli' immediale action adequate to
brmg them 10 an end fore,ver, ThlS
lelter IS now bemg prInled III
booklet form. that caples may be
placed in the hands of people capahIe of exerting influence or arousing public opinion. In lhis the as,istance of the local Spiritual As~E"mblies and groups is earnestly
requested. Those desiring to distribute copies lor all)'. or to imporlant
indidduals who may be personall~'
known to them. may obtain them
from the Baha'i Publishing Committee in the LIs-ual way. The price
is ten cents earh,
Meanwhile free copies will be
sent as .soon as possible. to all
Assembhes. groups and Isolated
indi,riduals on the :\ews Letter list
as a necessary detail of our service to the friends. Local secretaries are asked to distribu te one
each to all recognized believers.
It will be noled that our letter
to the-Shah contains the full list of
cities in lhe United Btates and Canada wbere Assemblies and Baha'i
groups now exist, in order that all

aspects of

Ollr

ur

,0

few

COlllJ

U5

con.si-

hny£, nny \ypjg-ht.

acti,-jUe5.

Contriblltion~

to the :."ational
Baha'i Fund Irom ,-\"-emiJlie,,
group' aud indi,idllal, .,h'>IIld
IHltil further notice be ~ent to
Mr. Carl Scheffler, Treasurer
1821 Lincoln Street
Evanston. illinoi,
(0
On Octor~er 1, 1)20,. the ,f0C'e ot th.e. ~ecretar: 01. the. :\allona!,~p<rItual A,sembl, 01 the
Baha 1, of the UOlted St~tes and
Canada wIll be, lJlI1\(,(~1
1ron)
Green Acre to. 1R \\ eot .lOth
Street._ ?\ew York, \, ,Y: K:ndly
addre~::-. all com:r~nll.n]('"atlO~: lHtended for the ,:\atlOnal A_"embl~· or the Baha't :.;~W~ Letter to
thlS new ad_dres:;. ,a~ter,tl~at date.
The hou,e at ,,~ \\ e.t ,lOth
Street. ::\e\v )ark. \yas rIchly
,blesse~d by the Pr::se,nce. a!
Abdu I-Baha on man) ,occasIOn_
during HIS Amertcan '1~IL
,The cabl~, addre;;, Wl.lI , con,;
tmue to be Bahat, ~ev.. )ork.

the friends may be associated in
the appeal. Such emergencies remind us of the spirit of unity, devotion and dignity which should
animale the entire body vf the
Cause, for wilhout lhis spirit no

In thi:=; ronnection let
lier thf'

followin~

word;;;

\vrittC'n

h~' one or the Chicago friends: BIn
the I"-t three week, there haye
been n:-;.itor:" .: at
the
Temple
STOlllld .... fl'om all
parts or the
r n 11 n t r~'-ll n i,-e rs i ty ;.;t II de nts,se e kf'r~ for Li~ht. and per~on5 prominent in their community life. I attribute thi.-: unusual interest to the
tlE'w."pa~er accounts of the perseClItion.';;' of Baha'is in the Orient."
On J((I\' .3 [ the l\ational Assemhly also;en\ to 300 leJl.9,wg,.news~lut.":'1 ~ <in [Lc;count af'- the
recent'
martyrdoms and information about
o((r aDpeal to the Shah. Duplicates
or this Wf're at the same time sent
to all locnl Assemblies and gronps
in order that they might cooperate
in ~ecl1ring the interest of the 10('aJ pre:-:-.;; ...\.:-:; .:;;oon as possible. a
li:;;t or all cities \vhere publicity
ha:;. he en seCll red will be printed
in the Sews Letter. and mean"'hile we urge that each Assembl;exert it,el! to the utmost and feel
entirel~'
rC'3pon~ible
for renderi((g thi- all too slight assistance to
Ollr heroic urothers and si ... ters of
Persia. It is m~st desirable that
three copies of each newspaper
clipping be sent to the ~alional
st"cretar~'. in order that a complete
file ran be placed in the hands of
the Guardian.
At the requesl of the delegates
pre:-ent at the last Conyention.
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler's letter
is reprinted in the News Letter. so
that the believers may begin to
appreciate the actual' .difficulties
under which the Guardian labors.
and resolYe that no individual
henreforth shall waste Shoghi
EfTendi!s precious time and energy
in mere personal matters and opinions. The divine plan of unity in
and through the Spiritual AssembUes cannot mature until we all
become frank enough to use these
established bodies . for, consultation when necessary, and wise
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and Ca.nada
Allen McDaniel .
Chairman
Secretary
Hora~ Holley
Carl Scheffler . ,
Treasurer
Roy C. Wilhelm
Florence )..[orton
Amelia CollIns
Ali Ruli Khan

lIounttort Mills
Siegfried Schopfiocher

Ortice at the Secretary
Green Acre, South El10t
Maine, U. S. A.
Otr1ce of the Treasurer
1321 Lincoln Street
Eyanston. Ill.

enough to d]~rriminate hch:\'een
maners of true Baha'i i[ltel'e-5t i:llld
those which concern exclu:::iYE"ly
our own indiyidual destinif'.";, :\0
Ore ~'itl burn if supplied ,yith ~O(I
jlY

~Irs.

Victoria Bedekian dllt'ing'
.-::everal \·ear.s wa~ C"on.:.:~dered by
Shag-hi Effendi duri.ng the H'~rnt

,.isit of Mrs. Bedek,an

~nd

~h".

J{ehler to Haifa. Respondillg 1"
the Guardiall~s im;;:trurtion !,iwt .:11
details oi tht" admini.:::tr·cdilll1 nl lh€'

\Vorld Pellowship and GardE'"'' !'"
henceforth under the dil'ect :,q:it~l'
,·isian and ('ontrol of the Y,1.I'iun:o;
local and ~. atLonal ..\.;o: ~e 1lt \ .11(,:',
~lrs, Bedekian on her l'Pt111'll ","l'nlt'

1he ?\a1ional .'\'"emblr the 1'.'ltol'
published el~ewherp in the r~'{'·";"lIt
"ew5 Letter.
\Ve take thi::

11(.. (~rt-""ifltl

Xationa! Assembly for ~hc
Letter.
The friends ute
urged to continue eyer:,,: adiyity
capable of sen'ing the Cattse, hllt
at the same time to G,"oid IInI11:""-

l\ ews

ot the Baba'is ot ths United States

on
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NATIO::-lAL SPffi..TTUAL ASSEMBLY

much green. damp ,,·ood.
The Y3st work. carried

NEWS

to f'xprp:o:-=

the deepe;o:t aPPI'f'Cia!10LL ot the
\'ulue of that tremendoll:-:' work 01
~,\'orld t'ello\y::hip mailltainf'd ;:0:0 1111tiringly and enthll;,:ia~til~all\" hy
~[rs. Bedekian L1ntil tlte thl'elld- or
its laval and deyoted inter'e.;;:t h~l\'\·'
encircled the
~lo he-and
t'~"f' 11
more. for the ··instant and ru:n-

piete obedienC"e" '\.,"1th \-..-hiC[1 11:1:"
control of this \york hilS Llet"ll (;i~·C':]
o,'er to the lJud~' of the Call5e.
The condition no\..... j;;; that t'rlrh
local Spiritual.-\5'embl~· 'hould immediateh- consider ho\'\" much of
the Garden and ,vorid fello\y;.;.;hip
actiyit.ie:: it can mantain for ihe
:o:erytce of the CUlI:"e in it., own 10calih', The appointment of committees and all other dE"tail:, of
that \york no\"\" liE' \vithin the jllri:,-

diction of ear.h local Spiritoal .-\.-,embl\". and the "ationol Asseml>l~'
will do it:..;: utmo:::.t to a~:"ist. .\"e'\.\·o;
("oncerniltg the Gardell:" unci \yorld
fellowsh ip actiYi ti e~ ;)(' rordin giy
,hould now be made part of 1he
general letter, sent out hy tile local As~emblie5. and 81:'0 St'nt to

"'5ary duplication,
.,\,11 dela:lshould be con,idered in 1he li"hl
of the permaneut oLljects and ide[tl:,
of our Faith.
The worid ha::; entered Uw cold.
dark winter of if ..: irreligiol] ;llld 1111belief. E\'en' hour of Balla'j ~l{"
th·ily has become supremely :-ignil1cant. The need i-:; r01' concentration of effort and deepening or
capacih·. and thi~ ("oncentratioll i ...
depE"ndent on onenes.~ of purp0";i'
and true con~ultatio!t. \Yhf't'e thi:,
ex.i:=-l5. tbe re':olJi t." will IH:' lomllloLl~h· eyident and far-re;')ching ill
iIlflll·ence. Buch Sllcces~ a:: Iw-= fGIlowed the con:>:-ecrated effort;>;. u!
:"li;;::, ::\larth,J Root might well lit'
trtken ;35 the ~jandal'd i"UI' U.' ,ill.

Ycur-<; rC'litilfuih". III

... t':-'YII't'

il'

Siloc-11i Elrend:. '
THE :",~TIO'\.\L "PlRlTLIL v:,DlBLY OF THE B.'IIIA"I" CII'

THE

l'''ITED

ST.'\' TES

A,\ II

C. \,\,~ D,~,

B\' Horare HI.111('\·,
,
SetTe tan".
LETTER FROM MRS. KEITH
RANSOM-KEHLER TO THE
CONVENTION.
Beloved Baha'i friends:
On the eye of m~' departl!rr
from Hada. our GLwrdian. ~h0frl]J
Effendi. ::D.ld that it wOIJId lit' WE'll
If I write the delega1e5 and I"ie"utli the COtl\'entio!l rI me;>;...;ng-e t'1'1)m
him which it wa:", then too l.::-de lor
him to write ill r.t"'r.<;(Jll: :---arirll; tlwt
,J~t:' \YUllld .;;elld it {'aLJlt"f!Tam tu I'eill]OITf' on' letter.
I:-, it aetlE'I'aJi\' knowll in .--\mel'i(';-, th[l t (JIll" Be Iu\·ed \ya., J"UJ·ced. ,it
illl hOllr'-= noticE:',
to le11H' Haif'l.
IIt' C",ll 1.-= e be wa:"- threnleueti with
\yhllt ill ttl':" I.·U:-:t' (lr all IJI'dill~lI'~
rer .. on might lJe calJed a ner,",)II:-o
1~l'e;')kdo\yn from
o,·erwoI'k·? Tilt'
.;;;tntE' or hi~ health. hi:-:: ehrouic t'x.IHlIl:;:;tiotl i...:, I crm ('om·inced. a mClttpr nf .1:-0 zenllille rOllC"erJl 10 p\"("n"
trlle belip~·el' U" it i:;: to the mem-

I,e,'- of the Hoh' Ho",ehoid. Eig:hh' percent of his time i ..c;. ~reltt ill
r'eading and ~ns'\\."erillg- lettel':-O.
ninety pet'C"ent oJ which lll.'f" rtll't'I~·
rer~on;)l. "\\'e ~ee from hl;O: :;;tall.~
tirs that twt'nt,· percent of 111:-.
time j..:; left for' the administrath'e
\\'ork of the C,::w .... e, f'lltertainillg
gnest;;;, meeting pilgrim.3. tran:-laiill¥,. thinking, reCiding.
ret1ectillg,
meditation. planninf!'. creating' hit'
dirert Gnd illtimate
contact with
H1E" detailed \yorking- of nine 11,1tlOnal a~3embiie." nlld fur the~('
multifarious consideration:, rOlineeted with
thi:>:urt~e1tl{'c1
lllH!

trallS-!tory phase o( the C.:lU;58
thro[Jgh \vhich we ;')re at pre:":f'nt
passing, The [ilct that under thi:-,
('easele~s pressure there is not One
moment lefl for ro"'creCitiou. t~Xf\)'_
cis-e or personal expression 01 all\"
description. clearly indicate.-- tha·t
hi ... power to go on' [nnctioninz and
enduring.are entirelr superhll'-milJl,
I.~ it iH]~· wonder. 1Je-lon:od
friend ..
0: God, that 0111' GII.Jrcli;)11
nearly crushed llnder thi5 stupendOllS avalanche of per::oonal rorre:":pondellce?

,,',1-=

It .~eemed 'i."ery €yident to the
pilgrims who WE're there with me
thM we mll.';:;t hlke .'orne yigoroll:-o
measure to protect and relie"e thi:-o
mo-=t preciott~ being from "fOllch n
J1 eedle5s and II n im portfl.nt bll rde-IL
Thi3 i:-: by. wa~' of explanation of
hi," 111yolttntun' Hlf"ation, He retllrned .:o:eernillg titter and more
f<l!!er: hilt almo.;.;t .1t Ol1('e rIE"\'\""; ;,u
(li·.. tl'I?:-o.:o:inp<tnd .;.;prlOll..; ('llnH' t i l
{I im from .-lmel·if";l. th.1t we :'"'iJdh·
\\·illdlE'cl the liUll~ momf'lIt or' !.t"'rll'ien: that he II;'H.l ."llakhed rl'(lm
the 1rendmill of I,i, da'l\" life laJe
irlln aJlxi£'{" alld di:-ott'e;:-o. Lette-I·...;.
WP1'e
reacl1illg him fz'om ...;e\'f"nd

"':"iltiered

:o"-OllrCf':o'

eXf1l'e.o;;:"oi,·e

Of

d i.,;;..;n h ..c;. fadioll with the "l·tlifiefi'·
fl.!,1 1 ] tn whieh hf' had g;n~ll :";llcll
l:t'jll't~' approntl rind Exrf'rted :-00
I11llrl1, ~~nme of thE" letter;..; were\'\Tittell after the reC"eipt uf b;:o"l'ablf"g-rflTl1 :=:.allf"tioning the :-o.urm.-l1'1" .... illirl lloIJilit~· or the
rl'oiel~L
/'1" :-oPllt rur me at OllCE" and qllt':-o/:nl:erl mr n ... to the raUf=f" of fhi:-o
;lUitlldr: I \Y1l;.;;; qllitt" a:o' ltoll-rl'l..; ... ·... ..-I
':1"; hf" and cOltld otTer 110 eXrll.ul1.1iinrl. Et'" ..;aid th<1t one of the h-lfl:"l'''; "llaae-.;led ttl;:-d it \Y8'" ('lllItr'al'\·
t(1 tI~e d'--e:-oire." of tfle ~Ia~ter: Iliit JH'
Iloilited nllt th~t :-ollCh wa..: 111~t tlw
I'il:"!.' (I": tbE" ::\Ia:-.ler t:ad nen'!' di .. appro\"f::"d of
lile
rollecticll
.of
flllld:,. pro\'ided
it Wtl:-o
t"lItil'e-ly
\·I/!IIPtil,l'\·. '''1 wi~h thJt if. mi~ht lit'
l'I)..;·.. d)le 'IUI' yOu lli ,ltrE'nd lh~ nttlypntion hi tat-e m~' nH''':-oage i.)
them." he saiJ .•. ( will ,lrrin"
111
timE".." I tlll:o;\yerecl. "to ..;end if Ipjtt'I' with this n£1w:-, at all~'
rate:'
"1 In h~' [Ill mean.;:.....
tlt"" rrplie11.
'·Sn.,· tlwt thE' pre!"ent t~lIl!r:"E". i..;
rl'lll1~ht with the grrl\·e .... t danger to
tbe CrI(I:'=-e. It would lead l·Clpldl,· j(l
<l fii,·i:,iotl. which mtl:-:.t ::tf cdt ('o.~1...
lit' m"oided, \Ye nlll.;;;t remon' all
rlemarcntion b\' di5Cll;o: ...;ioll .sincere
n nd

ftlll."

.

. On another o('ca:-,iol]

he

~aid

tha1 the great"t 10>'011 that we
l1tl~·t> to learn in .-\me]'(c~
i~
j ht"
le",;;oll that ha:>:- alread,- bE'E"n le::lrllto(1 in Persia-:3-pontaneoll~.
fllll
and hear.tr supnort ("If the Spir.it'JaJ

,4..:"o;pmbiles. "But I ha\'e wr]tten
I hi.;:. all man\' times In mr le-tter:=:,"
he added ,adl)·.
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A few weeks before. the discussion had turned to those who feel
that they must carr)- out special
missions assigned

them

by

the

Master. "Let them realize." he
said, "That the ,'oice of the .\Iaster is speaking to them throLlgh
their Assemblies and of au r '3.11bservience to them. This form
ot'
government is taken from the text
of the Akdas_ The .\/aster goes to
the final extreme by saying that

even if the decisions of the local
Assemblies are C'ontrarv

to fact

they must be supported. Peopl e
may think that this savors of absolutism and alltocracy but it is the
only means by whir h the Cause

can be safeguarded." He then
went on to say that though the
A,:;semblie~

decisions of the

must

be obeyed they are neither sacrosanct nor infallible and must he
a;'wii.-"-~ Upt:'-H

LU

gestions' and

J'l:'\"L:'IUll;

criticisms

Ule

of

:'Ilg-

the

friends must be gladl)- welcomed

by the A5semblie~, and ~erioll:o:IY
considered. "If we are too precoj-

pitate and dictatorial on the
hand," he said. "or too aloof
independent on the other.
Baha'i structlJ re crum ble:-:.

one
and
the
th e

unity for which we are striving
becomes a mere name and.-there

is nothing left to

organize. The
most essential thing in ail matter~
is for the friends to wo:" in harmony. for if theY do not work together."' he added with quick
acumen. Uthere i~ no need to teach
-there is nothing 10 teach. \Vpnl
we need is not

~o
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and tendency to further Ollr effort~:
deprived for our sake of all those
natural satisfactions 50 signiflcant
to an alert and sensitive nature:
\..... ith no more personal life than a
graven tmage, no more thought ()f
dr, ,-"t.ny one of u:" i.-. ready to die
for him. bllt can we conscientioll~

ly number ourselye~ amon~ tho:-.e
who are \yilling to li\'e for him?

In all hllmilitv and

with

the

most :-.'earning lo'"e I prayed at the

Threshold for the sucee" of this

and

heredi!ar)'

enemies. Their faces were radiant

and their hearts united in the
common hope that otlr Bles"ed
Lord Jesus whom the\' momentarily expect to drop from interstellar space would take them unto
himself. But whal of us who have
seen his Return, stood

in

Rif:.

presence

to

His

and

listened

words? Surely. surely his presence

is not less potent than the expectation of him. If this anticipation
of him can efface feuds centuries
old how much more power should
emanate from his witnessed sojourn among us!

Beloved brothers and sisters this
is hIS"" message. this youth under
thirty, laboring day and night for
us, sacrificing e'\'ery human desire

SHOGHI.

-----

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE
Since the forrnuing of the \"ewi'-

Letter_ the contents of The Baha'i
~/agazine. Star of the West haye
been regularly recorded in the~e
pages. III order to emphasize the
importance of the magazine a~ .n
pnblic teaC'her of the Cause, Lac1 . .

liant in Faith. grollnded in Lm·e.
5-ustained b,' our Covenant. rna,"
you mo\"e fo'nvard to those rich re'wards that God has promised to
all who do Hi, Hol,- \ViIL

appreciat'on may perhaps be. catled
to lhe admirable article "The
E"ol"ing Spirit of ~Ian" bv Howard R. Hurluut. and to the r"emark-

\\'ith lIlexpre:,,:-ioie love

fri end, a_'se m bled,
Your sister and

to the

~erT'lnt.

several months,

A ",'ord of speciai

~hle

inten-iew '\yith Her :\"lajest:.-.
Vlleen .\Iarle of ROLlmania. recorded by ~/iss ~Iartha Root. in the
June i!'slIe,

KEITH.

The editors of the Star have recently reC'en-ed the following

LETTER FROM MRS. VICTORIA
BEDEKIAN
~fontclair. '.; . .J..
:\f~-

Jul)' 10. t~2(l.
dear and beloved American

'.;ational Spiritual A"embly:
Humhly. and with a heart hllrnir.{l' ,-,'ilb 'lo,-f' for

YO'j

,~nrl ail

Irp

,,"odd. iL ll.e "arne of the 'IIo,t
Hillh. Baha'n'llah and '.-'.bdn'lPana_ and throllllh the I'llidance of
the Gllardian. Sho"hi - Effendi_ I
herel;dth tllrn o\-er to

~'Oll

in fflith

welfare of our Fellow:;;;'hip IlTlrl the

sects. traditional

•

of space has competled the oml,.sion of this important feature 1'0'

the Cause for thi, ha" been already
abundantly proven and is hein~
proved; but Ihis loye for God ann
for the .)of aster and for the Cause.
must be translated into love for

andria was a group of missionarie:-::.
recru ited from fOIl r of the warring

iul.·'
Your true brother,

convention, :'\fa:-." it~ spirit be such
as unmistakeabh- to attract the
w>ry pre::::ence of our Lord, Bril-

Rno de\'otion the manaeemellt and

expect it to unite the world?"
Returning with me from Alex-

efforts as you may now exert \,,"iU,

I am confiden!. be richly blessed by
our Belayed. Be happy and hope-

,elf than a breeze or a flower. jllst
a hollow reed for the diVine melo-

mllch devotion to

one another, 1f thi~ Cause cannot
unite two individuals how can we

--...
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Garden, of '.-'.bdtl'I-Bahn.

I know

th~t

of

with yon

thi~

pha~e

thp

Hol;- Catr,e "'ill be "' ,are and ,e("lIre aoq a babe in it!; mother':-- arm~,
In the name of the Im-e T hear
the inhabitants of the world. I beg
YOU to take the thread, I leaye in

~-o"r hand:::, to continue their weave

,,,ith all the others. trntil Unity.
Lm·e. Peace and CooperallOn haye
made- atl htlmanih- one Paradise of
hea\'enlr Gardens'!

Gratefllily and humbl)-.

In our bles~ed Gllardian's guidance,

AU:,\TIE YICTORIA.
The follo'Vi.~ing words "\ve-re written b~' Shoghi Effendi to ~'lrs, Bedekian on .)ol.y 13, 1026:
u.-\s r have already urged yon,

concentrate for the present all

~-our

splendid resources and priceless

effort' on the 'Pl.n for L'nifled Action' that the work of the Temple
may be no more neglected, Arouse

the Assemblies of the East by the
aid of Your admirable letlers to
fresh consciousness of their grave

responsibility
concerning
mighty and noble structure.

this
Such

me~

'age from Shoghi Effendi:
"}/,- dear and ,""lued friends:
"I wa_' delighted to see the various

appreciations

testifying

to

,'our able management of the
affairs of the Star. I myself have
noted with increasing satisfaction
nn(j ci~righl it~ ffifl.rked progress,
it~

widening scope. its improved

st,·le. ib faithful. convinCing and
\vorthy presentation of the diyer~
phase,::.; or" our Gloriow:. Cause. 1
pra~- that ~.'-Ollr efforts may be richJ~- bJessed and reinforced by our
Belo,-ed who I feel certain is well
pJea~ed with your notable achien>ments.

"Lovingly and grate full;'.
"SHOG HI.'·
I.NSTRUCTION CONCERNING
LOCAL RESIDENCE
In \-ariou:;; Baha'i center_" the
question has arisen ",'hether there
is an~- definite connection betweeIl
OJ" belieyer'~ actual residence and
his Baha'i affiliation-\vhether a
believer must consider himself a

member of the Baha'i group where
he lives. or whether he may
choose to work actively \vith an-

olher group nearby.
This question has been ans",·ered

in a letler received by the National Spiritual Assembly from one of
the secretaries of Shoghi Effendi
and written under his

directifm.

\Ve are informed that each belie,'er should be enrolled with the
group ser"ing in the city of his actual residence. If there is a Spiritual Assembly in that city, he
comes under its Baha'i direction,

and not under that of any adjacent
cit~·,

But since there are cases at

BAHA'I
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present where believers have become accustomed to
consider
themselves members of an Assembly or group other than that functioning in the city of their legal
residence. time should be allowed
for the proper adjustment of these
sensitive spiritual relation5hips.
and the National Assembly 5Llggests that the new instruclion be
not absolntely applied until. the
date of the nexl local electIOn>.
April 21, 192;.

NEWS
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OUTLINES FOR TEACHING

of those .who. are asleep. Happiness awaIts hlm who, in the ?\ arne
whereby ewry high and haughty

General Meetings

mountam IS swept away. drinks
the pure wine of life from the utterances of his Lord. the :J.Ierciful.:'
4. The addresses may be b\'
expel'ieneed teachers, or by those

L The meetings for teaching
are helt.! that we may explain the

Cause to new people. i. e .. the un i,'ersal principles. the interpretation of the Bible and its prophecies.
lhe power of the influence of Baha'u·llah. the glorious life ot' the
:J.faster. the beaut~· of pure and
."-.1.Ilctified h\·ing. \Ve will alwa~·s
\yant to remember that we are

teaching and realize the point of

BAHA'I YEAR BOOK

Volume One of an annnal work
designed to record the history. pnrpose~ structure. actlvlhe3. and
achievements of the Cause 10 all
parts of the world is now on the
press and will be available before
October first.
This volume was
prepared under the superyision of
the "ational SplrLtual Assembly.

with the apprO\'al of Sho~hi Eff~ll

di. and its contents are 01 equa.l llIterest to Baha'is of all connt"'''.
The purchase and stnd,' 01 the
Baha'i Year Book by the belleye"
generally will assuredly contribute
greatly to a true sense of the un.lversal scope and 3~0'\"" bllt ("er~~lll
growth of the Callse as the llDll,'ing spirit of all peoples. East and
\Vest. The local librarian, are. requested to gi\'e thi~ work Hl€'lr lffimeu;<::.tG and spedal attention. Cop:
ies may be obtained from Baha',
Publishing Committee. P. O. Box
348. Grand Central Station. "ew
York. ". Y. for one dollar each.
IN MEMORIAM
rr'he belieyer~ will offer lO\'infr

prayer for tho~e soy.l:::. ,\.,.ho have

ascended into the ,ptrItual ,,"odd:
)"Irs. Marie ~"uth. Febrnary 1~,.
1926, "ew York Assembly.
)drs.
Charlotte
R05enholler.
April 15. 1020 . .\ltl.S kegoll Assembly.
)"Ir. Albert Durrant \Vatson. ~Iay
a, 1926. Toronto.
Mrs. Olaf Pary. 31ay 27. :'\ e\'\"
York Mills. Jl.linn.
:\Iother Pomeroy, June :3. 1~20.
Montreal Assembly.
Mrs. Xels Peter8'on. June- 2~.
U)26. Fruitport .\',embl)'.
In order that adequale biographical notices of all believer~ who
pais on may be pre:;:erved arno.ng

"a-

the records of the Caw'e. the
tiona! Spiritual Assembl,. have requested the Archives Committee to
keep a Baha'i ;\ecrolog),. Friends
.of those vvho ascend may send
::'l1ch notices to the Archi,"e~ Com-

millee in detai!. but Ihe News
Letter will continue to publish the
fact or death.

yiew of those

who

heard of the Came.

never

ha\'e

Our subject

i:,= perhap:;: quite new to some of

our audience. \Ve should explain
it to them logicall,-. simply. loyinllly ..Joyously. \Ve. as 'Abdu'lBaha so often says. 11se didne arIll1ments and proofs. and Hcon:-;.tantl~· per~lIade people in p1lre and
rli\'ine hrilliann' unci in ab;;;olutE".
Godlike spiritualil\·.'· See Tablet:.:
or '.-I.hdll·l-Baha. Yo!. 1. pro 7. ~.
211. 27. 30. 37. 3~. "The ba:;:i~ of

the Call mll,l be the onene,' of
the world of humanit)'. ,0 that reli:lfiou:::: fanaticism. :;.ertarian bia::=..

rnf'iai pre.judire~
.i11dire~ rna .... be

and political preremoyed and all
mankind rna:.' enter Ilnder thf' llnicoJore~

tent of the onene" of the

ht1manit~·. heart~ rna:,>' he
IIlli~ed. :o:olll~ he attrilctE'rl. and the
Ea.o:;t and \Ve~t may E'mbrace onE'

,\vorld of

another. Thi:;; mtl;;;t be the fOII11nation of YOllr addre~~es in pllblic
me eti n !". " - ' Abdll'I-Baha.

2. It is well for meetinll~ to
open and l'iO:;'f' with pr~n·er. Thi.::
f"enter~ the hear'l:==. of all pre~ent
IInOfl thf' Da . . ·;;;prinsz:'= of Light. Tll
the Bahn'i nra"er;;; the water Ollifl:'
i~ flo'wing lJright a:;;: ('n-~tal. nnd i C
they are read rr"erently rtnd "\·,.-ith
:o:piritual realization the~' \...·il1 he a
rf'\'elation or the new glory.

:<. After the pra"or rOllld c~me
readin!" from Baha·ll'IJah. '.-I.hdll'JRaha. and thr Didne 'Vriting-~.
Brit the~e reading--" ::;;:hould he briE'f.
"Should Yf' read htlt one yerse \. . . ith
fragoranre and :;:piritl1alit~· it will
:n·ail
.
YOll morf' than to read with

slothf;,lne" all the booke of God.
the Protector. the Self-Sllb,i,tin,!'!.n

Aqda,.

wrote

Baha'll'llah

in

the

"Read the ,'eree, of God

in ~u('h wi~e that ye ma:--' not be
m'ertaken b .... aoath . . · and gioom.

Encumber n'ot the spirit with that
which will depre~s. it bllt (favor if:
with that which will cheer it and
finable it to soar upon the wing:;;

of the yerses to the Day~pring of
Evidences. .
Verily. he- who i~

overcome with the attrartion of the
love of Mv ;'\ame. the !vlercifll!. "'ill
as",redly read t.he "eree, of God
in stich

wi~e il-"

to charm the

heart~

who are learning to present the
Cause. but should, or COurse. al-

\. . . ily~ ue UpOll the pure teachings.
"\\"e mu~t elu;ourage the velieye['!:' itL publit speaking,H sa\'s 'ALdu'I-Baha. "and especially encoul'-

age those who can do so.

Thi,

Cau;,::e i:-; proclaimed throltrrh eloqllent. sincere addresses. \{e IDlI::".l
unloose the tongue. spread the fra-

grances of God, diffuse the word,
\Ye must present to the
public the proof, and evidences of

01' God.
thi~

Cause with a tongue of lire

So

Ihat souls rna,' be exhilarated and
mind ... Lerume full 01 tumllit and
·ll"l"iamatiull." Careful stud\" 01 (I
"'Ollr~e like that it! .\rlrs .. Giff ...
...;plelldid olltline Ilpun Gud [wd Hi . .
.J.IaHi re;-;tatioH~. : Baha~i PUb. Com ..
.\ e'.... York. 2;)(' a copy) \,,-ill fill
olle's milld \yith the knowiedlle aud
glory of the P":"C word of God. To
\yrite (Jilt tht' fOlltents or the book.:s

... t11died help:-- to make 11.>; tluent in
I::'xpre:" ...;ing ollrsel\'e~ upon the::>.€'
didne ~llbject.:5.
Special {'la:s~e:,
lur ~tudy and ror practice ill :.;peakill~ are- innllilalJle.
Tv \vrite ulll
Lalk,..; ill udrllllce i", al:-,o a ~reat a:-::-,i~talH·t'.
BlIt the chief :..;ecret.
'.\hdtl'I-Baha alway:, tell 11:-". i .... to
lIe :-;e\'ere-d frum all :-'G.\"e Guu anu
tlrrtl fur \yord ..... for guidanee. I'll!'
lon' diyille to the Abba Lord alld
trust Him ilL~ollltel~·.
Bealltit'lil
de~('riptioH~ or Baha'i ~atherillg:-:
ate t"Ulllld ill Thr Stat' of the \\'t':-"t.
Yul. l:L D. 2in: alld ill BahoR·lI·llah
and the .\ ew Era. p. 100.

:-J. .-\ll tho:o;e ill the meetin~~
rall help \Yollderfully hy beillg
qlliet. I'ererent. alert. Im·jllg. jo:.·OIlS alld b~' prayillg illtetltl~· for
Ihu:o"e prt'..;ent IIIJtil the~' ('t"E"ate ill
lhe roum the ,·ery atm05phere or
ileayen: "\\"ere earthly gathering:-:.
tu walk. in the Wa\·.., of the compallY (If the Immo'rtal!'-' Oll High .
they would ~llrelY mirror forth. ill

all their hea"t,·. the ,plendors of
the Cele3tiill COtlC'Ol1r~e. and

rnld the m,·,terie, of the
l\ingdom.

llll-

.-\uhn

The greater their puri-

I)' the greater their reneeled splendor. . ' Should the Spirit of tru e
Loyc permeate the assemblie:3 of
men on earth. they, Yerily will
!!row to become a string of heav~
I::'ul:.· pearls. a gniding constella-

tion t.hat sheddeth its glor)- and
rad ianre

over

all

mankind. " -

'.-I.iJd" 'I-Baha.
ALBERT V.\IL.

BAHA'!
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
The many details incident to the

calling and holding of the recent
:\"alional COTIYention han' madE' it
impo~~ible to sharf' \.... ith the- lwlie\'er5 an adequate portion of that
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f'rgreen CaIJin, on the e ... tatf:' 01" :\1:',
Ro~' C. \VilheIm, \Yest Engle\youd,
:.::, J" during the afternoon and eyerring of .June 2(). De.;;,nitf' IloLn·orRhle "'f-ather. ';;f'Yf'rn] hlltldrerl
heJie\"er.;;; and in(ftlirer" attended

intimate Baha'i new~ hro1lght to
the attention of the "ational Spiritual A.ssembl~· during the pa~t siX
months, \Ve tr",t that wa".' and
means ma~' soon bE' fOllnd for extending the ,cope of the :\ew>
Letter, in order that it m,,' hecome a faithf1l1 mirror of ("llrrt"nt
Baha'i activitie~ throtlg-hont t) •.~
world, The attempt will now be
made to mentlOll, at lea~t briel1\".
mo~t of those in~piring incidents

the meetinfl's ann fea::::t. rnflint~i]lprl
ifl commemoration of the enit\'
Fea~t gh'en on that :>;.not In· H.. ;:'
:J,fa~ter in
10J2.
Thf' constallt
growth in thE' nllmhf'r~ ,yho nttenrl.
and the reSDert with which tlw
meeting.:- werE' presented in theloral paoer, are be all ti flll te~timOi1\'
In thp steadfast df','otion IlnholriiflQthe as~rrrnnrf' g-j,'f'n the friend::: ]]\'
'.4 bdll't-Baha oil thf' 11('('<1 .... i on (l r

:;;howing the

Tre friend:;. arE" in formed th.1t
to Baha'i periodical:-,
in nther land:;;: ~hoillcl De sent dil'Pf't to' the periodical and not. as
hitherto, to the tJllsine.:;:;:;;: man[{goPf" of tpp Star oi the \VE":;;:t for

penetration

of

the

Baha'i message into the lile of thi,
time.
An edition of the Blne :\0, n
Compilat.ion ha~ rerE"ntl~~ been
printed in Esperanto I,,' the Baha'i
Publishing Committee,
Copiema~' be obtained for three- n'llt:-;
each. or $2.7;) per hlrndred, Of" ~:!;"")
per thousand,
:1300 COP!f'.';; )~.:l\"P
ueen 'enl to !vIi" I>larth. Root and
Mis:5- Julia Clllver for two internstional Esperanto Conferences held
in Europe thi~ .summer.
.,
In view of the fact that the :\0, ~
Compilation is so convenient ill
form and :-:0 complete in it~ summary of the teaching", the Assemhlies are reqlle~ted to ;n~trllct their
local librarians to order this booklet in a:::: lar~e qtJantitte:" a ..;; ro:o::o"ihIe. in English partirlliarly,
A
Spani~h edition i:" no"\y 011 the rf"E':-O~
and will be available eurl~' in September,
\Ve are informed by Brentallo'"
that their pllblicit)' department ha~ent to iOO impo"'tant 11e\v~DaDer:;
• lIotice of Ihe remarkable tribLite
recently paid Dr, E~~lemont'~ hook
hy Qtleen Marie of ROllmania,
The translation h)' Shoghi Effendi of Pra~'ers ha~ allaill heen
reprinted and ran be obtained from
the Publishing Committee, Three
editions ha'i:e heen coIled for ~o
far,
The Esperanto A"oci.tioll of
"orth America held it, ,nnLlal
CongreS' thi' )'ear ill Philadelphia,
on Jllh' 20, Seoveral belie\'ers from
differe'nt citie, were among the
delegates,
For the first time in
the hi,tor-y of the A"ociation, the
committee im'ited the "ational
Spiritual Assembly to send a Baha'i speaker to address them on
"The Relation of the Baha'i Cau,e
to Esperanto."
Mr. James F.
~10rton, Jr .. \Va' ,elected to rppresent the Cause, and it was his
privilege to address an earnest. attenti~ audience of about 200 Esperantists and their !!,uests,
The fourteenth annual "Souvenir
of 'Abdu'l-Baha" ",u, held ot E\,-

Hi~ pre~ence,
,"bsrription~

trnnsnli~,:;:;ion

abroad,
..\. ParliflmE"nt of RpliP-l('lll';;: w··,·
l',eld f)'l .J1:ne 2 tIn' thp fllirlf't~llt11
i'lnnrrai NlT"!gres:;;;. ot' the Internatioll:11 :\""pw 'rrollf!"ht ,\llianrr at Flotel
r.ommonorf', ~Jirzil ,-\ti Kllii TOwn

was in\'ited fo r~nrpr;;:f'rJt the Bnhjl'j
Faith ot thi, Parliament. and il
\ya~ hi~
me~~agE'

In aplin'r' ~h('
of Baha'Il ' llah to an au-

pri\'T1f'lrt"

dienre of

man~' thou~~nd~,

~!r, ~r. H, Totlt)' of Cebu, PhilinninE" ·Jsland~, arranlZ"ed with thE"

editor of The Ad,'erti,er of Ceh"
10 nrrhlish t1 reprodllf'iion of t1w
Ariir-lf' on HPE"ace and thE" ""orld
COll rt" lJ\' ~l r, AI fred E, L" n t
which rtPpear'e(i ill the Star ("It' the
\Ve,t :\m'ember la __ 1.
Thi' anneared, in ronriensrri form, ill Ttl'?
;-\.dYE'rti:-:'Pl' on ~rarrh (!I and 20,
The leROet "'Yhat i- the Baha'i
~:lovement ?" iw Dr'. E.... :-:lf'mf)ut hn:..:
heen pllbli:o:.hed in Dani:-:.h by ~Ji~~
.June Soren:o:en of C.onenhag-ell,
~fi~s Sorensen origillullv heard the
Baha'i ~Je"age throll"h ~lr', Or('"ella Rexford in Honoblll!.
Foliowin" the remO\'al of IIlr,
<1"d )Ir>, fl. H, Romer from :\ew
York to London, England, )1",
~fariE" ~Ioore wa~ realle~ted to
.;;:ery(' rt:>: BI1:o:ine:;:;~ :.\Iann'l?er of thE'
Baha'i Pllillishing Committee, Dllring mort' than a year of adi,'e, enthll~ia~tic ~en'i('"e in that ('apacit~·,
~1"" Romer "reatly extended tile
~fficiency of the publishing ,-,'ork.
and her spirit of devoted lm'e rarried radiance to hnndreds of center' in all part' of the world,
The Archive, Committee reque,t
the friends to furnish them for
their historical record~ a .:::;tatement
of personal reminiscences, experiences and recollections of the
Callse. including especially stories
and parables told by the Master,
accounts of the founding and earl;'
activities of the local Assemblies,

5
ell',
,-\11 :';111']) material shoilld be
:;.;ent to ~Jr, Charle:" ~'rason Reme\p, 0, Box 1310, Washing10tl, D,
.-\ re m a rkable opportll nit"\' to rE"-

t:

frr to the Baha'i eilll.;,;;e \Y,l"· t1lTol'tIed .J.Ime, .-\Ji Kuli Khllil orl Odoher
2R and :-'-O\'ember j 3 la,1. whell 'he
"\Yd~ invited to broad ea::::. ! from ~tc1lion \\'E"Y, :\ew York C'h', Oll
nrtober :2R .:\lme, .KhalJ O;;:f)nke on
"Utlpnine ... s as the Orient Vnder:;;taud.;.; It." and 011 Sm'ember J;:
... he .;;:poke on HThe Fine Art:": or
PE'r~ia. "

The editor, of The Baho'i :I!;w,
aZillE'. Star of the \Vest. dE':;.;;il'~'
.o.:ketr'he:,=- and de..-i,sw:o: for a nf'\Y
]"llag-<lzillf' ('oyer, Thi~ i:o: a llniQlI('
opportllnih' to convey. through thf:"
po\yer of illustration. the si~[]iti
('("wce (Jf II periodical devoted to
the Call~£",
Th e Ge ne\'a Asse mbh- :ooend the
harp)' new, lhat Bishop' Brent. iutpl"llationai figllre in Prote~tallt
r.hri.,tinnit", qlloted ',-\hdu'I-Baha',
\'i'orrl.;.; hyi(,£l ill a r£lrent pa~tiwill
leUer to hi" diore~e,
The Baha'is of Eliot, ~!aine, haH
rE'renth' f"lO:tablished a new generni meoetin~ the purpose of whkh i~
jo twin,!!" them into trlle ~piritllal
"nit\' with the Baha'i' of other citif'~. 'di~tri('t!" and lands, Each meet·
in,~ i' de,'oted to the IholTght of
onene~_.;: with the believers in :-:.ome
particular (,"ollntry~ and all the
minets and hearl' are directed to
IllP ideol of perfed 10Ye with 1110W
B"ha'i friends, The first of these
mf'etil1~:": Wl}::;:; de,·otf"d to rra~'er"
for the helie\'er~ of Persia,
The nfternoon ~eorvire of Easter
Srrnd3Y <It Sf. ~lark':;;:, Sew York.
W.1" tleld <'1:-3 a :":~'mpo:-:itrm Oll tlw
HBaha'i Eagter Me::;:;~age to Chri~t
ianit;;,-." preceded b~' a re~pon::;:;j\'r
,:;:;en-j(,eo
rom piled
from
Baha'i
Scriptlrrero:. hy Re\', Dr, Gllf.l:r-ie .
rector of the chllrch, Tho~e repl'f';;:ofInting the Calise wereo ~Jir7.R Ali
),,,li Khan, )Ir, Howard C, h'e"
"nd ~Irs, :llarie I>loore,
,\ general letter retE"ntly ::;:;eont (lilt
h\' the Spiritlla( A~sembly of Bn~
ton thro"gh Meg, Rlllh Rand"IL
!"E'rretar,', has doubtles:o: r('r€'in:lcl
IInnsnal·attention. This letter "\vc'l~
nrinted in three columns: the renter coillmn being fl communication
"To th e beloved friends, in all the
countries of the world," the left
hand column a program of meetings at Boston for the· current
month, and the right hand column
n letter addressed "To the Baha'i,
of Boston,"
This arrangemen~
m.1de it possible to ('on\'e~~ a mo:;;t
complete mesgage in little space,
informing the Baha'is of other citie, of activities in Boslon, and permitting the Boston friends also to
,hare the letter of their Spirit11al
Assembly to all other believers,

6
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A World Unity Conference COTlsisting of five sessions was held in
Worcester. Mass .. on March 26, 27
and 28 under the auspices of the
local Baha'is. The sessions were
held in the 'Voman's Club, Central
Congregational Church, Universalist Church and the ball room 0 f
Hotel Bancroft. and this willin g
cooperation extended for a universal ideal came as a mas! hopeful
augury to the believers of 'Vorcoster, Among the speakers were:
.\1r. Louis Gregory, )dr. Alfred ,"'.
Martin. Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, Rev.
Kaprial Bredosian. Mr. 'V. H. Randall, Mr. Syud Hossain and Dr.
John Herman Randall. It was Ihe
success of this effort. following the
great confirmation received by the
believers of San Francisco "'ho
held the original World Unity Conference in 1025. which convinced
the "ational Spiritual Assembly
~uch

t.hat a series of

Conferenff':,

offered the most promising teaching program for the present year.
The first World Unity Conference arranged by the committee of
the Xational Assembly was held at
Green Acre August 7 and 8. an occasion

which

many

friends

0

f

Green Acre afterward declared to

be the most impressive demonstra~
tion of the Baha'i spirit at Green
Acre since the early day~ of Miss

Sarah J. Farmer.

The committee

are now at work upon the next of

these Conferences. which will take
place in Philadelphia beginning
with a meeting in the Auditorium
of the SO'qui Centennial Exposition on September 26.
The friends have found ver)' meflll

a~

an introductory pamphlet on

the Callse "The Baha'i Faith. by a
~.jethodist Layman." written 'by
Mr. A. LTruesdell of the Pasadena
Assembly. Copies of this rna\' be
obtained from the Publishing Commiltee for ten cents each.
In a leiter written by Shoghi Effendi to the Publishing Committee
the following general

instruction

will be heeded by the

believers:

"~The \Vi~dom

of '.-\bdn'l-Baha'
AnS'Q•.'ered Questions'

'Some
and Dr. Esslemont's book should
be greatly emphasized in matters
of publicity as they are authoritaand

tive. comprehensive. and forcefully

and correctty presented. The compilation 0 f historical material on
the Cause is proceeding satisfactorily in Persia. It is being undertaken under the supervision of

the Tihran Assembly."
The San Diego Independent of
l\-larch 24 contained an extensive
-=:ummarv of an address bv ~1irza
Ahmad Sohrab on "The Religion of
Baha'u'llah" in a series of weekly
lectuus at the Harmonial Institute.
During March a Spiritual Assem-
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th~ Baha'i3 or

'Vest Eniliewood. X. ,/.. and this
Baha'i A.ssernbiy takes its place for
the first time among those called
upon to admini:::.ter the adiyif.:o:'3 of
the Cause, ~1ost encouraging is

the full hearted effort of all the
newer Assemblies; to

concentrate'

their rl1nks. .-\delaide Sharp "'V.1~
elected vice dele!lnte to the International Association to represent

the local Esperanto Society.
A.

~erie:;;

of meetings derated to

the different races was begliB h~·

the Spiritual Assemblv of Los An-

~cles some months ago. with the
meettn~

pro~

their time and etTort upon propa-

ftrst

gating the !VIessage in their "icinity
b:<+ means of large. well plannerl

gram featuring se\'ernl remarkalJI\·

public meetings. \Yhere this condition exists. the personal

irrita~

tions which tend to prevent collective action are unlikel\" to arise.
During June another new Spirit~
ua!

Assembl~'

came into being- in

Xew Jer,e'·. that of "[ontclair. }[r'.
Caroline Simpson. secretar)', write::;
that ~Lwe are in complete lm:e and
unit)", and beg you to pray that we
m a:<' attract many 50u15 to His
Kin~dom."

.-\t the regular SlmdElY j)fternoon

mf'f'ting of thp Pas;aden:J. .-\;::sC'mbiy
on ~rarch 7th the speaker "'os Re\".
Dr. F. ,,', Oakes of Den,'er. \yho
had expressed his desire In addre',

the meehn~ becall~€, of hi.;,;; rer-ent.

,'i,it to the Hoh' Land where he had
heen entertained h,· Sh;)",hi EtTendi. Dr. Oakes radiated '0 wonderf111 a soirit of lovin2' aonreriat.ion
of the Guardian. and of the Baha'i
tp<"l~hin!l';:. that i'l1l were nrofollnrlh' moved. On Monda". ~Iarrh 2~.
the Pa.:::adena. Lo.::: Ange(t.:- Luld
(Tlendale A:-:::sembli£l'~ h~ld Il L"nih'

Fe"t in the Pari,h Hell of Thronn
~femori"l

Church nf Pa,adene to
Tr!lf", ~-fr:;:. pprrin
Mr. Albert \"ail to,otlthern
~f""~.

wp]("ome

"nn

C~]ifornia.

Thp .Janlltln· ;'.;:sne of

np.r

"~onne

rontainpri rt mo:;.t
inte-r£l'.-:tin!r :'l('rrmnt of )'Ii:::~ \lrlrthEl
'V~hrheit"

Root's. 8rtiyitif'!"= in Yienna. written
h,' ~[i,,' Ida ~Tittlpr. .~mon" the in-

rideut, of this indefatigable sOtIl"
Baha i ~er'\'irp: at Yienna :3Decial
mention ,hould be made of" meelin" at the ."diRr Theo,oohieal Sorieh'. whe-rE" ',-\bdn 1-Baha a-1l\'e the
memorable talk on "how to rerOI!nize the Great :\·faster." and an in~
ten·jew with Frall :\larianne Hainisrh. mother of the President of
All.-:trin.
." serond seri" of pllblic meetin!,::: wa~ held durin,2" the ~rring b~'
the Baha i:" of Kenosha. wh()~e ~e('~
1

1

1

retar;..·, ~lr, Lot1i~ J. Yoelz.
an ever increasing interest.

l'eport~

Arnon~

tile speakers were: Mr. Albert
'Vindus!. ~[r. Arthllr Agnew. ;VIr.
Albert Vail. Dr. Zia Bagdadi. }[r,.
Corinne True, Mr. Albert Vail.
}[rs. Ida B. Slater. ~J". Roberl
~[offet. J).'Irs. 'Valrath and ~Irs. Ulrich.
From the Denver

Assemhl~' wI?

have word that rontact with E.'perantists hu, been e,peciallv helrflrl in

~e{,lIring

new

[)~iiE'n'T'''-:';

fpr'

consisting of a

p-ifted American Indians.
Mrs,
Louise \Vaite opened the meeting'

with a talk on the Baha'i Temple.
and the following speakers brought
ont different aspects of the music.
art. literature and religioll' faith of
the Indian. As the resull of this
inspiring- entertainment. a !"=oecial
contribution was made possible for
the Xational Fund, and Mrs. 'Vaite
'WH5 requested to /live the Baha'i
~fesgage at the Indian center in
Los Angeles.
T\vo realle~ts for Bilha!j ~peak~

(-r-= ,1rriYed at the ofTiee- 01 the

.\a~

tional Soiritual "",,,embly shorth'
he fore the Com·ention. lioth fron',
forums ronducted by chllrche:-o. ill
Xew En"land. In each case the local minister had unconsciOllsly

pl'e~

rared his alldience for the Message
and the response to the talks wn,
distinrth' fa,·o"ble. These churche-~ were' the Unitarian Chu1"ch of
Franklin, X. H .. and the Federateu
Church uf ,her. ~[a".
The (hr'<ien J'land. local new'-

nape!' nllbli~heci at Lihue. Kauai.
Hawaiian I:o:land:>:. in its isslle of

rebrllar\" 1n rarrieo
TT1f'E"tin~' at the

i1

notire of n

Lihlle

:Memorial

at which ~Ii:::::~ .-1..'rnes
j, lexanoer :,noke on the !"=lIbjeet of
The Bahe'i ~ro,""ment. The meetinp- \Ya~ held rrnder the 8ll!'uire's or
Parish

HOll~e

Board of ~lissions and
one of sE"\'eral on present day
religions, An extens:i\'e article on
the

\Vomen'~

wR~

the teachings wa,

giYen

in

the

:;:amp paver after the meeting-.

The friends han been happy to
note the fa"orable notice l>eing
taken !l\' revie-wers of "The Xe\,.
Xegro: 'An lnterpretation." edited
I,,· Dr. Alain Locke. our hrilliant
B'aha'i brother of \Vashington. D.
C. and" ew York City.
Altogether inadequate has been
the mention in previous

i~suef.

of

the Xew, Letter of the remarkable
work carried on throughollt the
South during the winter

by

~Ir.

Loui, Gregor)" }lr. Howard :'Ilac"utt. Dr. Locke and ~[rs. Louise
Boyle. These teachers, in

coopera~

lion with the Spiritual Assembly of
l\:fiami and many Baha'i groups and

isolated belie"ers. held an astound-

ing numher of meetings from 1l1I~
tumn to spring. in churches. schools

dubs and printe homes. with the
result that a powerfuJ concentration of spiritual forces was for:'!lss;ect upon thi~ great and import~

BAHA'J
ant territory. Clear 3ign:- Illdicate
a general flowering rd the new
spirit in many po.rt::: of th-e SOllth
in the near flltllre. man\' inflllE'lltial people hoth ,yllitf' ltlid NJtorecl

being alread:-.' prepared \yith knowledge of the Cau:o:e.
In man~' re~peC"t~ the fonnding or'
the L!Green ,",('re fillmmer
of \Vorld CniV' -tAnd, 0111

~('htl(d

"'

the'

most \-ital gene rill Baha'i .1f'ti\'ji\-

at the pre,ent I,me. and tho,,,
friends ~'f1O ha,-e heen Elt Green
Acre during

.-\trgll~t

are happy, it)

tf":o:tif:,--' that attendan('e at it:-

~t'~

sit-ns has been a llf'\Y and in,virlltL
f'::'t..periencE'. The School WR:" twld
Ih"p morning:=:- n week nllrilltr :\.11~rrgt. llnder the direction of .\Ii',

Huward Mac,,"t!. ~Jr ..\Ihel't \-,,;1
and Mr. Loui~ GT"ep'on'. Thp ::-11.1ipcts were: uFlf11r1amenfaL.;;
,II

'Yorld R eli gion .... " ~LDi\'in e R f"n Ii! \."
::l-nd uTrne Princinlt':o: of Hilmatl
Pr'oQ"res~," with nile . . P ... o;;Oll entil't"
I~- devoted to a YOltug PeonJe'.;: filfnrrnal Conferrnre. ;ltlri anntlJer tl)
Tnt£'n~i"e TT'<1illin!'! itt preflaratrr'il
for Baha!j Teaf'hinp-. flllrh Wf'p·,..
Followinll each of tre thrfE' Wf'l"':; i\·
Jedures those pre.:o:ent joinfl<i in (-:'1
infur'mal conference on methorl .. or
BfJ ha'i teaching.
pllhl ic' !' pea k i ilP"
ami answerin.2' of que:;;tion.;:. FI~l'("
f"r the first time in Am€'rict'l i1 \';)tional Baha'i teaching r"E"nter ~nok

rleflnite form. and t~e intere-I J,."
been such thlt it will IIndollbtedl\"
be the feature of Ii re at Gre-E'n .l.,f'T"!"
in future :;;ea~on~.
Tho.;;,p ,vhf)
know the historr of Green .\rre
wiil ~ee in thi~ !:::rhool thE" ftr ..::.f ('011rrete e ... idenre of tpnt ;;:pirifllil.l l'n;\'ersity which ~Iis.;;, Farmf'r \'i ... ione£1
.;;:0 m an~- year ..;: [t go,
The annllal rn"2eting of GreE"n
A('re Fpll(l'w~hir hf>ld on .-\IJ,zn:< n
confirmed the re-;;:olntion r<l~~tl'rl
unanimousl~' la~t \"f;-8r hy thE" FE"Ilowship 10 the efTert thai GI'een
Acre should

]w

~!lpf'r,~i:o:.i()n ~llrl

rlarerl 111"irf the'
('onlrol (If till?' :,\'.1-

tiopar Spiritual ..\~.:::emhl\' for tJw
Bahn!is cf fh~~ eniled Stafe.;;' tlnrl
Canada.
At pre.'ent the Green
Arre Trllstee~ are awaiting the le-',al incorporation of the work of
thf' Call:::::e in .-\merira in orrter to
effed the nere;;;:>:8r'· Iran~ff'r ot'
nronerf\" and title 't~ the Baha'i
hod;'. It '" hoped ann exneeted
that the hOllsing faci1itie~ at Green
Acre will be increa,ed before next
!'llmmer. SOO as to make pos~ible the
a("commodation of alar!?€' Ilumher
of Baha'i, from all part' of the
('ollntr~' under C'ondition~ of "err
real economr yet adeOllate rom~
fort. A prosoedtts of Green Acre
containing all necessary information will be prepared and circulated among the belieyers. as soon as
possible. and thi, ",ill enable the
friends to plan well in ad,-ance for
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a stay at Green .-\cre during in.:?7.
TIle printed program or the
y,Iontreal .-\s:-.embly for January induded
fOtJrteen
mfein:;". ,'11'['(lnzf'd ,,,itll cdrerlll ~It[e]lt:oll II!
[he need for \·(1riet~· or :'-tlbject and
ror Ot'~'A.;;:ional informalih' tn OJ)en the door to mOT"e per~onal a~
'-flriatioll. ThE' "'fl~liel~t~ include:!
"Tu I crance." ···.--\hJ!l·l- Gal; ,I a II!i
F,·ollltio!l." "The :'\:ew Spirit 111
SC"fence." ;'SpiritlJal and :\lateria!
Ed trration" <"I nd "'Yoman'~ Station
in Thi~ Ap'f'."· SJlnd03Y [IfternaolJ
rllblir- meeting:-. ilie
ill tht'
..l.:--"'rmbh room~. i 47) st. Catherilh'
Street \\.'E":>:t. t:lnd Frid[JY (,-ening
[lilbli(' meelinC'..; <tt trE" homf' [~r

rein

~!r,

and ~Ir!', 'Y. S. :\!ax\Yfll. S()~
IIrdar aftf'rnUOll:,- in i"ormnl ((a i . .
:-.e"'-f'd aL the ,--\.5:3emh]y rooms.

Circuiar lE'tter~ 'H~I"\-(> been rereiYE"d from tilt? fol]o\ying .-\.;::'-t?mbJie:, in thE' ended State:" ~inf'l'

:\Iarch:

ElioL

Keno ....:]w.

~Iai(Je:

\\,i:o:(',: Lo:-: Ange-le:-", C,.11if.: yi....:~lli,l.
r.Glif.: Honolltlil. JTawaii:
\e\\'

York. :'\'. Y. The ....:€' gerlerrd letter ...
are a di~tilirt f'x.prC'.,;;;.;;:iotl or B<lha'i
Ilnitv of extremE' ",·tlut' Rlifl 11ltel'~
e::::t. ':;er\'ing: hoth to Itl("re.1~e thp
spirit of' onene~ ..;: among the IH:'[ie\'er:, throLlg-flOllt the \Yortd. alld
to

{'on~nlidutt? tJll~ t"ot·(~e:"-

uf ttte .--\ .... E~Lr-h
thi~ 11<1-

srmhh' i:,s11ing the tetter,
nahfl.~i L'ornmll11il'aLioll
tlfrtl' fra\"E~rse~ a score

of

of Larrirr:o:
\"\'hirh separatf' tile pt'vple or ordillar\' rOmmIIJlitie.--lln;-riPI':O: or na-

1'()I;A.tit~·, ",)(",~. .:11;0 r-reeLi-ilIH..i
earh dof'~ if:; ..;,;h~rE" III creating
hig-hronri."" or Ilrlder:-.-lllndilig alld
ff Iln\\':-.-hin for thE' harmoniol1::: :::0cirty (lr the fllllll'€'. Let 11"; appl'f'r·(rde thE" pri\'i:ep-t' (~r j1nr'(lciratillg
ncti\'et~· ill thi~ ~pirit[!al pioneerill-'Z'. nnd endea,'ol' j hrfl'llZ'hollt the
('t1111ing ~'rar to make this charac~
tf'ri:"tir Baha'i aciiyity nile of <':111'1'1l:".:::ing- E'xcellenC'e (Hid power, The
older American helie\'er:>: '\.yin ne\'PI' forget the ('ommllni(~ation ~ellt
1n {hi!'" (,OllntrY Jw the Rah[l~i~ oJ 1..::.pahan, P('r~in'. alJOllt t""'enty ~·ear.;;:
il;U'O and re printed he re for general
r-irculation. In nobilit~· of expre~

,ion. depth of feeling and power or
"eli"iou;; insight. the letter from
thE" I~pahan friend;:;. ,ya.;: [l "eritable
masterpiece, and e\-en tod~y ("oilld
be emplo'\.'ed CIS a condncing eYi-

dence of the loYe that can exist bet,,'een Christians and ~!ohamme
dans. inspired br Baha'Ll'llah. ~·ray
innumerable such glowing candles
be lighted in the£e dars. when the
intercourse of peoples is beset by
sllspicion. fear and gloom.
Programs receiyed from

Eng-

land inform uS that Miss Martha
Root and Mr. l\lountfort ~1ills
spoke on the subject of "The Baha'i Movement and Christianity"
at Lindsey Hall, London, June 30;

and also at the Cnity Meeting held
at Heathlleld. London. Julv L
The Detroit Assembly were happ~' to find that seven Baha'i~ were
,I tllong the number of young Per:o:ill.Tl stlldents sent b~·· the government to the Ford ~·!otor Company
(hi.::: spring. These Per~ian:;:: gaye
.:1 delightful Fea~t of Xawruz
to
\yhich the members of the .-\5sem~
I)I~' were in~:ited.
Friend, of Mrs. J. \VeslH
Thompson. the radiant belie"er 0·1
Honolulu who died in 1'.1 a,·. t 02.-,.
are planning to continue her Peare
Prize Essay Contest. held amotl,!!"
the public schools of Ha,,-aii. as a
most Ottin" tribute and memorial.
[Jr. Da"id Starr Jordan wrote the
following words to Mrs. Thomp'on on the subject of Ihis contest:
"I haw read the plan for essa)"s on
ppace a- prepared hy the Kona Forllm. r think it altogether admirnhle Clod 1 ·.yi:3h llint :=:Dme olaLl 01·
tilE' kind m[[~' become widespread
ill .--\merir.-:t, Europe and Japan.
, I wi:o:h ~'OU and your colIt'£I711e ..;; all .-o;ucce::::s in your noble

,York. 11

[Jr. and ~Ir.'. \Y. Gray ~Ioseley
han'. with the Guardian'.;; permi~
;.. ion. founded 1.1 memorial to the
1"le Dr .. John F.. E,5lemonf ill the
rorm cf Balta"i eirc!llating li!Jrarie~
IIJHJf"r ~hE' directiQn of

the

lor-al

.\"emblie, of Haifa.
Tihrall.
C;tnttgal't. Chieago and Lo, ,\ngele.';:, .-\ gellerou.;;: rontrihtltioll ('011:-,i ...;ting of ropif'~ or Dr. E.';;j:lemoll('~:
II(""]ok "BRhll'Jl'!Iah nnd the \"f'W
F.f';:l" hft:>: been ma(le h~- [JI'. alld

:-Ir-. ~!o,ele~' 10 each of tbe'e Ow
B.1ha'i center,.
5ho,2"hj EtTenfli
ha~ written the fOlJnd-er~: "I am
glad to hear of yOtll' proje-d ill
memorr of Oltr dearly loyed. (1111'01'zeilable E'slemont. I Irmt thi'
~'\.'ill enh~n("e the heauh- and sweetlH":-;"': of hi .;; Dll2nlurr a!ld proye yalllailie to the intere~L;::; of the Call:o:e.
"-hateYer 1.~ done along thi.:;; lille

mLl~t he acC'ompli~hed yolflntaril~'
and withollt the ,lightest rompul-

.... )on.'·

.\ notable ser,-ire ho.3 been rendered this ,ummer by ~!r". Ca,·men O''\eil of Sacramento. Calif..
in teaching the children of the
Dai],' Yaration Bible School. Mrs.
O'""il found the point of contact
and inOuence through emphasizing
the need to 'li"e the life.'
Enthusiastic letlers from the
Assemblies of Seattle. Portland
and Denyer recount the "aluable
cooperation received from th,e "isits of Mr. \Vilhelm. Mr. Yad and
~Ir. Gregor), on their return from
the Convention,
Xothing can
equal or replace the effect of these
direct personal visits among the
various Assemblies,

8
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The Baha'i groups of Santa Paula and Santa Barbara. Calif.. were
greatly assisted during .July by a
visit from Mrs. Shanaz \Vaite of
Los Angeles. who gave suififient
of her time to hold several puulir
meetings and secure the adhe ren ec

of several new friends.
The Spiritual Assembly of Philadelphia have recently compiled a
complete history of their local activities since the earlie,t days of
the Assembly. A copy of this was
sent to the Guardian. and another
copy to the Kational Assembly for
the Archives.
Accompanied by
photographs and programs, these
copies are invaluable as one chapter in the development of the Cause
in America. and the example set
by Philadelphia deserves the consideration of other Assemblies.
About
seventy-five
believers
from Geyserville. San FranC"t:::.C'o,
Berkeley and Oakland gathered al
the annu al June 5 feast held hY
the Geyserville Assembly ill til
beautiful natural park which ha~'
been created on the estate of Mr.
N. A. Griffith near Graton. Cali L
Addresses were made by Mrs. Lorrol Luther of Portland and ';'Ir. J.
"- Madison of Berkeley. This park
has been dedicated to the service

e

""--~

-"l.Jf humanitarian
~()(".if"ties
and
mOVeu.lents, many ot' w.,ich ha\"e

enjoyed the ho:;pitality of its OWller. Such blessed spots have a very
important significance to the Cause,
and their inGuence for both material and spiritual good will "nquestionably be proved as time
brings new conditions of life. Jt
i~ to be hoped that the
friend,
present at such general feasts and
meetings will take steps to have
group photographs made for pubLcation in the Baha'i Year Book.
The Spiritual A,,,embly of Geneva, K. Y., desire the friends (0
know that each year. in the latter
part of ),Iay. they hold a blossom
picnic to which all are cordiall,'
invited. This year tlrteen visjtOt'~
from Cleveland. Buffalo and Batavia enjoyed the picnic with tile
Geneva believers.
.
The many devoted Baha'i friend;
of the late Dr. Alberl Du rran t
\Vatson of Toronto will be happy
to

kno~~

that a memorial volume

by Loraine Lawrence \vill shortly
be published by The Ryerson
Press. Toronto.
CopIes may be
obtained from the publishers at
82.50.
Assembly Rolls have not yet
been received b~' the secretary 0 f
the Kational Spiritual Assembly
from the following local Assemblies and groups: San Francisco,
:Vliami, St. Louis.
Cincinnati.
Pittstrurgh. Will the friend, ap-

preciate that an early response i It
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this matter is essential in order
that a Dew and corrcecerl addrc:":-,
list may be prepared for the use
of local secretaries and all committee::-;, and also for tbe .\i1tional

A.ssembh· in

its corresDondencc,

the aCCtirate

di.;;;tributiot;

~e\vs

of

the

Letter, and in making the
necessary arrangement." for the
.'iational Convention.
Those who plan to translate [Jr.
F:sslemont's book "Baha'u'lIah aud
the Sew Era" into an:-- foreign language are requested to bear in
mind that the copyright on thi,
yolume includes all U'an:--liltioll
rights. Inquiries on this :-llbject
should be addressed to ~fr. George
P. Simpson. 58. 'l\orth End Road.
Golders Green . .'i. \V. I L London.
England.
During the latter part of ~Iarrh"
~Jr .."lbert "ail trm'eled to SOllthprn CaHfornia at the llrZp.nt rel1111:?.:..t 0 I' the.locul .-\ ..;;~€mtJ1ie:-:, and
nre('edin~ tne Com'entioH f'rrrrled
on iflten~l\'e teaching- ::-eryi('"(" In
Los Angeles, Pasadena. Ho!l~'\"\"ood
and Glendale.
Other meeting'
were held in San Diego. Sanla PallIa. Santa Barbara and Vi,alia. Following the Com·ention. ~lr. "ail
5poke in many churches, clubs.
schools and Baha'i halls in San
Fr<1ncisco, Oakland, Berkele\', San
.jO~e", Pe!CiL_mw. S ... ntr.. - RiJ~a~ GI->-4
,,'r\~i11e. Portland. Seattle. Snokalle
and eitie, of Montana and Colorado. As the result of thi~ jOllrl~I?~'
the ~'1es~age ,vas broadra:=::t <1:-' Jle\'or iJefore throLlgholit the \\'e't. "LId
the friends them~eh'es \-vere greatlY helred br thi, ideal exomple of
rinished. poised and e"\'er re5pon'iw Baha'i teaching.
Special interest attache.;; jlt thE"
re:·mlts obtained bv ;\:lr.:=;. ':\)a" '\Iaxwell and ~Irs. Elizaheth Greenleaf
from their yisit. nt Yanc-ollyer dllring June. becau~e their method or
p:-,tabli.-:hing a ne,"\" Baht,'i grou[l
: approyed by Shoghi Effendi: di,,('loses entirel~- l1e'1,." pO:3:-:.tbilitie:-:;,
Through a'serie;"; ot' pllblic met'lillgS C'ombined ~rith personal ,eaching effort. a new group of interested inquirers \vas brought together,
Cnable to lea\'8 a Baha'i teacher tn
direct the efforts or these reorle
after her departure, ~'lrs_ ),laxwell
tllrned their attention diredh- to
the literature itself. and arr'aliged
that the new friends should meet
regularl)- and stud,' the \Vord.
From a member of this group has
been received a letter prU\-ing thllt
the \Yord itself. when studied by
thos.e sincerel\' interested. i~ the
most effective ,. of teachers_ ~~Otlr
class is \'er~' eager and ardent. and
i:"; pI'oud to ha\-e alread~- welcomed
and enlisted a new member. At
our two meetings we have numbered te,,, Imt this will he cn-

larged when man~' retllrn from
their, h<?ljdfi~::O:. th1..L';; nmalg;lm.:1tlllg
the trUlts 01 your work from the
various centers and association~
which ~-ou ha\-e adflressed at the
'\ew Thought Center. the Sorortomist ClUb. Britbh \\"omen':-,
League. Absolute Seientist::-. be"ide8 the- group:-- rOll and ~\'lr::-_
Greenleaf met at the home of ~jr,.
Barn',- and YOll!" C'l8:-;:O:(l-~ at the
Yanco'uver HoteL" Similar condition~ existed for ..Mi.ss Knobloch in
~uth Africa. who was instructed
t'ry Shoghi Effendi to leaH her
class with the Baha'j literature
and that the students wonld confirm themselves.
The believers
should also bear in mind the
Guardian'S wish. expressed to rerent pilgrim,. that the Baha'is
:"=hould make more individual stud\'
uf the \Vord.
.
Throllf'h ~li" ~rartho Root. all
itlntation wa:-, extended
tlllt>f':l.
~Jarie of ROllrnania to :o:rea~ At thr
'Yorld CJlit~- Conference ill PhiLtrielnhia, Afterward it wa:::: learned
that Her :\Iajesty will Yi~it _\mertca.
in all official eapacity which prerlude:o: arceptanre of sllch inyits{ions. The following- telegram wa~
received b~- '\1is~ Root on Augll~t
lOth: "Cannot. alas. aceept in\'italion to :-;:peak Sesqui Centennial
r.O[l.Q'r,'.-.,,-.
but \'\'ill ~'ou (lSSllr('
them of all my ;";ympathy and :'rt~re~t and m,+ ~inC'ere de~irf" that.
·.\bdt1·I-Baha'~ heautiful :\!e;";:-,-age
'hollid help make a iIettc" anrl
happier world." (:-'.igned-:, ~L\RfE.
THi:: NINETEEN DAY FEASTS
The \-ineteen Da\- Feast \\'a~ in..jit!lted by the Ba'lJ and i,.. pre~E'l'\'ed h~- BJhr::u'llah ill the text
(II' the Kitab--i-:\fldaE. where it i.;;
.;,;fated that e\'ery nineteell da~-~ a
helie\'er ~ho!lld either gh-e n feast.
or attend 0110. Shoghi Effelldi hel,
recentl)· pointed Ollt that the,"
·'eas;t..;; are ~olel\- for belie\'er~_ I r
by accident a 'non-Baha-} ~Ill)tdd
present. he shonld be pf'rmitted to remain. and treated with all
,'onrte::;o\- and lo\'e. but no one not
;1 conflrmed belieyer .;;tlOltld eypr
be in\'ited to a \,inetef'n n,H" Fea..;~.
Those who have attended the,e
Ff'Rst~ as gh,-en by tht" ~1()stt"r dt:>:"cribe them as occasion:"=- of itltE'nse exultation. On page !-dlP. of
the second volume of Uie Tablet~
of 'AbdulTBaha the friend, will
nnd the ~Iaster-'s own instructions
a5 to how the ;\'ineteen Day Fea~t:::
~hOllld be conducted.
It i~ clear
that the l\ineteen Da,' Feast is all
organic part of the life of a Baha'i
rommunih·. and that the spirit 01
II group
refreshed and inspired
hy regular. devoted attendance ~t

be

is

the Feasts.
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'';Thou hast

Wri·ttCH

regardi-ng tire

tests and trials to be manifested in the

'''-1

Q
Q

•
•

countries of America.
KHO'lV 1111's,
that !rardshi b aad misfortune shall intrcase day by da.y, ami tire pmple ,eill
be distressed. Tire doors of joy alld
harpilless shall be closed' !(rO~!! Illl
sidcs.- terrible '{i.'a.rs shall happen. Disat/lointmcnt and tire .in/stmi-ion of
Iropes shall surround the people .from
C'1:'CI'Y dirertion. nntil they arc obliucd
to turn to Cod. Then tire lights of
great happiness ,-~.'ill enlighten th"c
//Ori::oHs. so that the cry of 'Ya· Baha'
il Abha.l' lI!Q.'l.' arise on e'lJer-\' .dde. This
,<iii happen." - 'Abdu'i-BaJla (ill
1904).
Dear Baha'i friends:
The foregotng quotation has he en
selected at this time not to reflect discouragement or increase despair, hut
rather that, by pondering its si~ntfi
rance, ''''e ma\' all attain a new ~land
ard of sen'ice and order onr E"es ;J.Ccording to spiritual wisdom.
What perhaps is most needed at
present among us all is a true balance
and sense of proportion-the consciotls
correcting of Ol1r human instincts and
views bv reference to the supreme
power glliding the affairs a f the vmrld.
Otherwise it will continne to be difficult to maintain our Baha'i association upon a level far higher than that
existing in other movements and
g-roups. and occasional human misunder::tamiing-s and irritations will continue to ohscure the noble nature of
()ur institutions. divide our spiritual
fOITe~. and separate our 50u13-.
,"ere eyery hear~ absolutely pure 1n
moti1,.'e. whollv severeo from our"f"h'es and from thc,\,,·orld. c:he lives of
the f:-icnos \...·Ollld flow tog-ether in per·
ff'('t harmony. ann our union re\"C'al the
l1attern traced hv the divine will
:hrnl1:zh anri arn;rf the 511Derficial diiff'rl?n(e~ of race. natiotl, clas::. ani!
c:~erl, But 1)111' hearts ha "c no innate
purit\': not one of 115 ('an trust to per·
~onal impube as a compass to guide us

through the inward and outward perils
Therefore we are in
need of realizations that force them
selves upon the mind frorn knowledge
of the text of revelation, for the truly
informed mind can subdue the pett)'·
irrications of the heart of clay, and
spiritual knowledge can lay dowri highroads in the darkened jungle of per,~onal impulse and instinct.
For v'ears the friends of 'Abdu'IBalla have been a\vare of those teachings \l,rhich disclose the mysterious
character of this era and the irresistihle necessities controlling the present
age. The world's future has long been
unroHed hefore our eyes in the words
of the ~fanifestation' and His Interpreter and Exemplar.
UndoubtedIv
the effect of this fore-knowledge has
heen to refine the character and deepen the consciousness of many believers. and enable them to 6rder their
a"ffaiE according to a reality unknown
to unbeliever:;; whose motives are but
re-actions from other limited human
beings. and whose conception of the
trend of e'"cnts is but the fleeting image reflected from passion and desire.
But no"" the time has come for us all
to ..give full consideration to these
teachings. The Sun of Truth mounts
to that zenith whence its rays shall take
complete effect in every· activity of
man.
Reconcilin~. as we can. the justice
and the mercy of God: consciotls of
the simt1ltaneous expression of re\varo
and punishment throughout the world:
ayoidin~ on the one hand the paralvsis
of panic. nn the other hand the indifference of those stilI sunk in the stupor
of rlream: knowing that the end of
this vanev of pain is the ,,'ictorv of
divine lo~:e-lf'.t 115 e!1oeavor henceforth to found our mutual associations
upon a deeper realization of the relation of this Cause to 011r5elve~ and to
the world. :'"\{av we not thou;l:!htless.Iv.
impatiently or 'recklessly weaken any
more these institutions of unity and

of human life.
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cooperation which one day soon must
stand as mighty bulwarks against the
desperate forces of anarchy, lights of
merciful guidance in a darkened night,
islands of mutual safety amid the
storm-tossed sea. To feel that the
institutions are indeed divinely ordained but their human representatives
are unworthy may be entirely natural,
but this is a conditional and deferred
loyalty which woefully tends to prolong the present era of transition, and
dellect that power of divine confirmation promised to any and all who
arise to serve the Faith. 'CntiI we
learn to behold the limited human being in terms of the noble institution.
instead of the institution in terms of
the limited being. the Cause must
needs suffer that grievous weakening
which consists in the rise of other
movements throughout society willing
and able to perform those tasks and
fulfill those responsibilities the Baha'is
were first given the privilege to promote.
Surely our exact fore-knowledge of
the coming years is sufficient to overcome the inertia of personal like and
dislike. trust or suspicion, inherent in
the present nature of mankind. Having such a standard, we should be able
more and more to merge our Jives to.gether in a oneness never produced bv
nature but descended from God.
Realizing that each and every human
being mllst pay the full price of sorrow and grief. let us attain to a mercifulness. a patience. a steadfast devotion \vhich in itseIf can cure the soulsickness of which we are tempted to
complain. The Baha'is are deprived
of anv excuse that we were neither
fore\varned nor forearmed.
In Baha'i unity, under the conditions to take place throughout the
wor1o. i~ alone fulfilment for any innividual lIfe. Spiritually first, then mentalIv and afterward materiallv, the life
of 'man today depends entirely upon
cooperation with his fellows according
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from the king-

dom of Love. Side bv ::.ide \\'ith the
quotation printed above·, let us reau anol:her passage from the !\-1aster which
i~ its perfect corrdation: "Therefore
'fit us hold to these heavenly agencies
whic-h God has provided. :i0 that
through the love of God thi5 soul bond
may be established. thi:; heart attachment realized. and the light of the
reality of unitv be reflected from yOll
tnrm{ghout th~ universe. If \,;e· do
not h~ld fast ~o these divine agencies
and mean~, no result ''''jH be pos.::.ihle."
\Vhen one has pondered these two
passages long and reverently. and
come thereby to a ne,,,,~ understanding
of how firmlv the Baha'is must be
conjoined on "the spiritual plane. one
may continue his meditation umil the
rea"tization is horn that spiritual oneness requires complete unity of association on aU planes. Here is the
secret not merely of mental clearness
and poise; not-merely of freedom
from the manv insanities and obses·
sions seizing upon the isolated life today: hut also the secret of physical
health. and of material 'Nell being- and
sl1n..-ival. amid the overwhelming
changes already manifest in the world
of nract!cal affairs.
;\lthoug-h 1110st of us would be
tcmpterl
give ,vay to self-reproach
and hitter regret when this vision
first comes. on account of our: blLnd and
i~noram ac:iOll in the past, ne\'ertheless it is prohahl~' trtle that progress
toward :--pirttllal tll1dcr~tandinR io the
Cau::-e is general rather than particular.
;:torI we-- ma . . . he ?~:'l1recl that our own
experience [5 ..... er\" widely shared. The
~rl1C" f()rgiven('~:, i:;. manifest in that \...·e

to

h;we hef'tl gin~'n the hlessect rrivileg-c

nf attaining to a higher and purer
yiew.
Tl-oP. f'';'~f'ntia] fact is that we believ-
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er, should order all the details of our
lives from different motives and for
dirferent aims than we find expressed
in ;:ttl unbelievlng world. \Vhcn we atlend the spiritual meetings, we turn
toward the Sun of Truth, \Vhen we
go forth to tc-Jch! we enter the realm
oi the executive power of the Holy
Spirit. \ rhen we participate in consul:atioI1! Vile entrust ourselves to the
\Vi::,dom divine. \Vhen \ve contribute
to a Baha'i Fund, \,,'e build upon that
Collective Center which alone will endl1n~ the shocks and changes of the
Dav of God.
fIere and there already are evidences
tint thc consciousness -of oneness is
permeating [he life of Assemblies and
groups, producing a faithfulness to the
i;}\y of consultation \vhich can heill
every sickness and meet every need,
hringing forth leaves and buds of that
spiritual Civilization implicit in the di"ine religion. As we hold fast to lhat
la w. so ~bal1 we 5ho\,'", forth the blessings promised man by his Creator
from age to age. The integrity of a
Spiritual Assembly consists in the
tact that it represents the facilities for
true consuItation.-that ladder of hope
in the darkness of human ignorance
and greed, and ",,,1.ngs of progress
tmvard the illumined heavens of divine Jove, As anarchy increases upon
lhe earth. foully bred from suspicion
and fear. let us uphold the shining
torch of consultation, being taught
that whoso distrusts man, distrusts
God.
Yours faithfully! in sen..-ice to Shoghi Effendi.
THE KATIOKAL SPIRITUAL
ASSE:YIBLY,
By Horace Holley,
Secretary_

COMMUNICATIONS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Since the publication of the last
LETTF.R, the following cablehave been received by the 1\ational Spiritual Assembly: September
2Oth-"GL1ardian ,vire~ following:
'Recent report from Teheran states
criminals unnunished. officials indifferent. Your ·powerful. eminently suitahle appeal to Shah shared with Eastern Assemblies, will rejoice and con~nle opnressed heart::.,
Affectionately,
Shoghi.' (Signed), Bahiyyih." Sepremher 25th-"Guarclian \vires :5hould
Roumanian ()w~en visit States, f riencl~
refrain comt;;unicating \vith her unless
:.Jatlollal A~semblv :o:anction. Excuse
re.-:.t:-ain. (Signed') Bahiyyih." (Xotc,
The meaning of the last phra~e is not
quite dear, and the messa.~e seetllS to
ha\'e heen slight1y confused in transmission.)
Octob~r 16th-"Baghdad
:\EW.s
~rams

case progressing ll1o.st favorably, Inform friends. (Signed) Shoghi."
t

A HEROIC BAHA'I SOUL
PASSES TO THE ETERNAL
KINGDOM
On October 10th, 1926, }Iiss Elizabeth H. Stewart departed this life after
achieving a sen--:ice which shall forever
illumfne the records of the Baha'i
Cause. A sU1table memorial of her
li f e work, prepared by Dr. ]II oody,
}{iss Stewart's co-worker in Tihran,
will appear in the Baha'i lIlagazine,
Star of the "Vest, and this memorial
will enable us all to realize and gratefully appreciate both the extent of .:\'1iss
Stewart's sacrifice and her unique contribution to that luminous Baha'i ideal,
the commingling of East antI \Vest.
That frail body for many arduous
years senTed
a bridge across the
dark chasm of religious, racial and national prejudice. She made herself
the sign of that love which shall exist
bet\"'Teen Orient and Occident when the
Divine Faith is firmly established in
the hearts of men. The spiritual connection "\fiss Stewart made in these
days of supreme difficulty and sacrifice
is an eternal connection: we can but
dimly guess what heavenly powers
came into active operation as the result
of her life work.
After l\liss Stewart's return to
America. in Tanuarv, 1925. she received the tnie Bah-a'j hospitality of
the Revells in Philadelphia. It was at
their home that her soul found its
longed-for release from the physical
agony of many years. An impressive'
funeral. service, arranged by :Miss
Stewart's sister, was held in Philadelphia on October 14th, where a few
words of heart-felt appreciation were
uttered by a representative of the )Jational Spiritual Assembly following the
reading of the Christian burial service.
The Spiritual Assembly of Philadelphia will hold a memorial service forty
days after the ascension.
The profound grief of the Persian
believers at news of this bereavement.
mingling with that of the American
iriends. brings a oneness of spirit more
Dowerfnl than all material differences
~"Thich the ..."orId has raised between
the physical bodies.

as

QUEEN MARl? OF RUMANIA
MANIFESTS INTEREST IN
BAHA'I TEACHINGS
Shortlv after the )J"ational COt1vention in San Francisco. the American
friends were highly gratified to come
upon a deeply felt, rcvcrentl_v expressed reference to the Cause in the
rlaily papers over the .:;;igna:ture of the
Rumanian Queen. Since then! two
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more J.rrides of the same nature have
1Jt:t:n published in the series of synuit:J.teu .J.nicJes, under the general title

•

.>0

"Vuet-u"s Cuunsel," one dated SeptemLtc}' l./ awl one .:)eptember 2~. it is
pruuaLle that the combined circulatiun
l)t
all the newspapers carrying this
:-,eries ilmounts to more than ten million.
This exceedingly dramatic endursement oi (he Baha'i teachings surely has
a great significance, and is the measure
u[ the confIrmation which iollmvs the
•.."on:-;ecrated services of ).liss ~lartha
koot.
The Guardian's cablegram un the
:>ullject of Queen }[arie appears auuve.
1 he f rteuus \",-ill appreciate his lunging that no action on OUf part shall
ill any degree lessen the Queen's \\'i11ingness or capacity to express puulicly
lIer great interest in the teaching-san imerest which her personal character and gi its as well as her official position, enables her to exert \vich i<1rreaching inrluence.
The .\'ational Spiritual Assembly in
Ocwher sem a special letter to the
. \merical1 ;\ssemblies and groups snggesting that ~he uelievers in cities yisited by Her 2IIajesty express their appl'eciation or her spiritual services by
~ending her a suitable gift of flo~,,'ers.
Reports that this has been done ha'i.'e
already come from \Vashington, D. c.,
and Buffalo. \Ve hope to make an in[eresting announcement on this subject
111 the next )JEWS LETTER.
j

THE WORLD UNITY
CONFERENCES

•

Cl

•

The friends have already been 111formed of ::he action of the Xational
.--\ssem1Jly in appointli:lg a committee
to arrange a series of \Vodd Cnity
Conferences in different cities of the
United States and Canada at regular
momhly intervals. This action was
hased -upon the conviction that the
prese!1t phase of the Cause in this
countrY. considered in connection with
the general trend of affairs throughout
the ...vorId, demands at least one effort
of a continuous character to uphold
publicly the ideal of world unity-the
idea.l inherent in the teachings-upon
a. basis capable of demonstrating the
universalitv of the Cause. The inte~
tion is to establish the Cause Dubliclv
in terms of this inherent ideaL: raised
far ahove the traditional conception::: of
an exclusive or dogmatic religious
movement, and thu~ hring to the var1ous local AssembIies a greatly 1:1creased opportnnity to extend their
membership. The friends are ur~erl
not to reg-ard the ,\Vorld Unity Conferences
implying the least criticism

as
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ut the mt'liIuds used rur spr-eading the
Lau::ic Ly any local Assembly ur individual, or as attempting to create a
model to be imitated tu !tIe exclusion
ut existing tcaching metilocls aLld meetILlgs. Un the cOlltrary, the C()nferences are to be consiLlered as a distinctly new phase of the work, a special activity of the Xational Assemoly
ia direct \.:~0perati()n with the local ..:\.s·:;emlJlies and a manifest proof that the
Dalla'is are willing and aule to work
ettecti ,'ely and wholeheartedly with all
indi\'iduals and movements imbued
with the iutal or the unity of the world,
It represents the etfort
the )iatiunal
.--\s:;emblv to rise above the constant
pr~ssure~ oi tne details or administration and enter more actively the all
important teaching field. Recent letctTS from l-Iai fa assure us [hat the
\";uarJiaJl confirms tbis method of
:-:erVlC'e. The -expenses involved uo not
draw irotll the resources of anv activity mentioned in the budget· or the
Plan of Unified Action.
Sure-Iv the decisive hour has come
whel the Baha'is should no longer be
content to stand passive ,,,hile other
mo\'ements are arising to serve the
noble ideal of unity with purity of
motive and energy ot execution. ,Vhile
we have di;:;covered the reality of ..."orld
unity through our faith in the J.[anifestation, a large portion of the people of
public capacity will probably discover
the ~Ianiie5tation' through their devotion to the cause of world unity. All
teaching efforts are blessed-all are
necessarv. The most useful vie'.v is
perhaps ~ that which perceives the se(luence and ;:;uccession of steps in any
comprehensive teaching effort. from
the public meeting which concentrates
upon world unity in the spirit but not
the letter of the Religion of God, to
.:hose intimate contacts \vherein the
sublime mysteries are revealed "from
heart to liean." The general condition i:5 such that unless the belie"ycrs
prepare themselves for large undertakings of the character of the '\Vorld
: -nirv Conferences. the initiative and
intlnenc-e will pass tD other.s. for the
long-ing for unity has become a passion
not at all confined to the Baha'is.
Knowing- what the Source and Foundation of world unitr is, ,ve can withrJllt iear or inhibiting suspicion "associate with people of all religions in joy
and fragrance." The Cause itself is
not limiteo or bound when individual
Baha'is. or groups and committee:=:.
partic;pate in public demonstrations oi
\"..orld unity or other spiritual ideaI.
In connection ,'lith this subject it
might he well to point out that the delicate problem of contact and affiliation
j

of
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between Daha'is and others cannot L-e
~olyed by allY formal rulillg, but is
rather a lllatler ut inward spirit anJ.
l'UllSCl0l1S11CSS.
i\ believer whu is
tl,uruughly iuiurl1leJ and eLltirely retiam UpUIl tile puwer of Gaha'u ']Jab
can aswciate with other movements
alLu g-roups and thereby render many a
direct and indirect service to the
Cause; but if we weaken in our iaith,
and look to any other movement for a
sustaining power, the result might V~
w uraw us gradually from the IJlan~
of reality to that of human i!llagination and limited efforts foredoumed to
iail.
Two COLlierences have heen held
since the ptlblica~ion of the last ':\EWS
LETTER: one in Philadelphia, September 24, 25 and 2G; and one in Buffalo,
Uctober 22, 23 and 24. \\:hile from the
material standpoint neither Conference
,,',,"as impressively successful, both have
enlarged [he range of intluence tor
the local believers, amI both brought
invaluable experience which can be
used in arranging future meetings. Of
their effect and significance in the spiritual world, no one can speak.
The program of World Unity Conferences now includes the follmving
meetings : Cleveland, Ohio. K ovember 27,
28 and 29.
'
Boston, }Iass.. December 10,
11 and 12.
.
Columbus, Ohio, January 15
and 16.
Chicago. Ill., January 21. 22
and 23.
\Vashingtoll, D. C, Fehrllarv
13. 19 and 20.
.
,
)re\,\r York. N. Y., Februarv 25,
26 and 27.
.
Rochester, N. Y .. :VIarch dates
to be arranged.
Springti.eld :Mass .• 1'farch 25,
26 and 27.
}fontreal, Quebec, Juring 1927
Convention.
Toronto, Ont.. and Detroit,
}Iich .. during May.
The cities are not selected. but are
tilOSe. where local Assemblies or groups
have re'1uesteJ that Conferences be
held. It is physically impossible for
the committee to cooperate directlv
\\'ith :\:;semblies and groups in the far
,Vest. but it is hoped that such Assemblies wilf themselves take the initiative. and the committee will assist
them in every possible way. There is
no reason whv more than one Conference should n~t be held during anv one
month. The friends can address -their
correspomlence on this sl1bject to ~lrs.
Flol'ence :!\f orton, sec-retarv 5 '\Vheeler
:\venlle, \Vorcester. 1\-fass~'
j

BAHA'I
1927 NATIONAL BAHA'I
CONVENTION
The invitation oi the .\lontreal Spiritual A.ssembly, e.. . . tended by them fur
three successive years, and L\,,-ice graciously \vithdrawn in favor of Green
_\cre and San. Francisco, has been
gratefully accepted by the l\ational
~-\:::isembly, and the iriends are iniormed that the ).iineteenth Annual
l:iaha'i Convention and Congress will
be held in that city during Ridvan.
-1 he exact date and other details will
be announceu at a la[er time. ).Ieanwhile we should not overlook t\vo significant facts: first, that the forthcoming Convention "till be the .first held
in Canada; and second, that with the
fulfilment of the Baha'i number, nineteen, a new spiritual cycle will unfold
in [he history uf the Cause in ~-\.merica.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
The Publishing Committee announces
the following: a second printing of
Hidden Words in an edition oi 5000
copies \vhich makes it possible henceiorth to sell the paper covered edition
for 20 cents per copy and the leather
bound edition for 85 cents; a new compilation of the Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha
entitled "The Spirit of WORLD
C)J·ITY" and consisting of a 24-page,
paper covered booklet of convenient
size to sell for 10 cents a copy; and
Volume One 0; the Baha'i Year Book,
to sell at $1.00. _"- few hundred copies
still remain of the reprint oi l~er
written to the Shah of Persia. This
sells at 10 cents each. The Publishing
Committee also announces a new teaching iolder, "\Vhat is the Baha'i l\lovement:!' (written by Dr, Esslemont) to
sell at $1.00 per hundred. The same
folder, in Hebrew, sells for 2c each.

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE
The September, 1926, issue \,,'as edi[ed so as to develop the theme of edu~
cation from the Baha'i standpoint, and
the result is that this number oi the
Star will long endure as a notable expression of the Baha'i teachings and
views on this all important topic. The
contents include "Practical and Spiritual Education for the New Civilization:' by Albert R. Vail; "The Unfolding 'Spirit," by Rosa V. \Vinterhurn; "The N e\".- GospeI of \Vork." by
Dale S. Cole: ';The New Education,"
hy Keith Ransom-Kehler; uThe "Cniyer~al Esperanto Congress at Edinhurgh." by ~Iartha L. Root: "The Inner SpiricuaI Life," by Lilian Rea;
;'Changing Attitudes," hy Grace Rob~
art:; Oher: "The Es:;entials of a Pres~
cnt-Da,· Education," by Howard L
Carpen-ter; and approprlate lluotations
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irulU the Baha'i writing~ in addition to
\vhich convey clear insight
imo the general principles of the
theme.
The Octouer, 192'6, number is similarly con::;tructed around the subject
01 the universal auxiliary language,
lts cuntents are: "The Relation be~
t\veen the Baha'i i.lovement and Esperanto," oy James F . .Morton; "Why
1 am an ~sperantist," by .Martha L.
l{oot; "The Universal Auxiliary Language," by Elizabeth Herrick; "International tiroadcasting," oy Robert S.
\\'oolf; "Esperanto in Japan," by Agnes B. Alexander; "The Path to
Truth," by Corinne True, and edi~
toriab dealing with the subject of language in its relation to civilization,
Recent consultation between the editors, uusiness manager, and the .:\ational Spiritual Assembly have brought
about a clearer grasp of the problems
and opportunities of the Baha'i lvlagazine, with the result that an enlarge~
ment of policy is now being planned.
The exact situation is that the total
numuer of subscribers now, as previouslv, falls short even of the number
of declared believers in Ameri ca. The
difference between cost and income as
estimated last year compelled the Kational Assembly to include an item of
MOO per month in the oudget 0 f the
Unified P!an in order to meet the deficit of the magazine. Aside from the
financial aspect of the matter, important though this is, we are conf ranted
by the fact that up to the present time,
the magazine of the Americ;J.n Baha'is
is exerting comparatively no influence
upon the general public, even though
vast numbers of people are displaying
tbeir interest otherwise in the principles and ideals contained in their purest form in the Baha'i teachings. Examining closely the various factors
concerned, we see that originally the
Star of the West was founded as a
Baha'i News Letter, or organ of information about the teachings and ac~
tivities of the Cause for the believers
themselves. This function is now ful~
filled by the present N E\VS LETTER, ami
the relation hetween the two publications has been clearlv defined bv the
Guardian. who recently expresse"d the
emphatic hope that the magazine would
occupy itseI f with the important task
oi reaching and influencing the general
Duhlic. The Guardian's statement {'on~erning the NE\VS LETTER may be referred to in his letter dated April 10.
1925, a reprint of which was at the
time sent to all the friends.
It is obvious that if the magazine i:;::
to fulfil its own tlnique mission, the
Star sho11ld not in any way overlap the
~ditori.al.5

field oi the ~EWS LETTER, nor confine
its appeal to the comparatively small
number of confirmed believers who al~
ready exist. On the contrary, the supreme opportunity of the Star is tLl
lran~late the Baha'i spirit and teach~
ings into the language and thought capable 0 f attracting and impressing the
largest number of awakened souls anti
seeking hearts. The seed of our faith
must he-come the fruitful tree of universal outlook, humanitarian zeal,
whole hearted recognition of that
which is truly spiritual or productive
of permanent good in others' thoughts
and activities-in brief, the spokesman
of all movements and persons imbued
·with those principles and ideals \,,·hich
are the outward, visible manifestation
01 the New Dav.
The Xational Assembly are there~
fore at present endeavorlng to assist
the editors of the BahaYi Magazine to
adapt the magazine to this new policy,
the successful realization of which will
produce a publication of truly unique
public influence and at the same time
onc of extreme helpfulness to ourselves. The task i s tremendously di fficuIt J and time is required in order to
effect the transition; but with the believers in unity on this and all other
matters, the -foundation exists for
bringing about that universal acceptance of the Faith which is our common end and aim,
One point must be made dear at
this time: that the title "Star of the
\V est" was not given the magazine by
'Abdu'l-Baha, and nothing exists to
indicate that the ::VIaster endowed that
title with special sacredness for all
time. A detailed statement concerning
the new plans of the magazine will be
made at an early date. Wil! the friends
meanwhile appreciate the fact that
110ne of the present difficulties of the
magazine deri:ve at all from the "mrk
of the editors or business manager,
which is entirely admirable and performed in spite of many serious obstacles.
A great service can be rendered the
magazine through a prompt payment
of overdue subscriptions on the part
of the friends.

LESSONS IN PERSIAN
We are happy to inform the American friends that our brother :Manucher
I<:han has worked out methods' of giv~
lng instruction in the reading and writing- of the Persian language by corre~
spondence. This is in acordance ~with
the ,,~shes of Shoghi Effendi. It is
hoped that many Assembly classes will
he ·formed. For information. address
Manucher Khan. clo Baha'i Lihrary,
116 West 49th St .. New York.
.
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LETTER FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI

cellec.l in their ::iublime heroism are testimony it uears. From thLs queenly
but a faint glimmer of what, acco~ding tribute to a Divine ldeal I quote these
To the belor'cd of the Lord and the to the Divme Promise, its steadfast penetrating words
"lnueeJ a great light came
me
handmaids oj the Jlercifu.i. through- follower::; are destined to perform?
Those heroic exploits that have im- with the Message of Bahi'u'uah and
oul the IV est.
.
Dearly-beloved brothers and sisters in murUllized the names of its primitive 'Abdu·l-Baha. It came as all great
adherents ,,,,ill continue to adorn and mes~ges come ~t an hour of dire grief
'Abdu'l-Daha
illuminate the pages of its blood- and In11l:-r conthct and distress, so the
in the cour.-:e oi the few months that
stained
history; yet \'I,re cannot forget seed sank deeply.
'INe pass on
h.ave elapsed since my last comnlUnicJtbat the period of its full fruition wjth the Message from mouth to mouth
tlOn to you regarding the appalling circumstances that have culminated in the all its promise of world felicity and and al! tho~e ~e give it to see a light
martyrdom of our Persian brethren undreamt-of-achievements is yet to be suddenly hghtmg before them and
in Jahrum, events of the highest im- realized, its golden age yet to unfold. much that was obscure and perplexinO'
portance to the future welfare of our Indeed, how, chastening to our pride, becomes simple, luminous and full
beloved Cause have transpired and how challengmg to our enthusiasm, if hope as never before. That my open
we but pause for a moment amidst the letter was ?aI.m to those suffering for
with startling suddenness conferred
abiding solace upon those who stiil world's many distractions and ponder the Cause IS mdeed a great happiness
have to face the pains and terrors of in our hearts the vastness, the compel- to me, and I take it as. a sign that God
ling urgency, the ineffable glorv of accepted my humble tnbute .. , . \Vith
unmitigated and shameless tYranny.
\'!,Ihat still remains unachieved. ..
bowed head I recognize that I too am
You .have, r:n~st o.I yoy, ( presume,
But let us all remember, in this but an instrument in greater Hands
read \vtth thnl1mg JOY m one ot the
recem issue oi the Star of the \Vest connection, that prior to every conceiv- and rejoice in the knowledge. , .. "
Dear frie?ds, with feelings of prothat illumi!1ating account given by our able measure destined .to raise the effoun~ emotlOn we recall the glOWing
beloved slster, 1\·1;S5 }{artha Root ficiency of our administrative activities
wherein she tells with her characterjs~ more vital than any scheme which th~ prolIllses that have so often fallen
tic directness and modesty the story of most resourceful amongst us can de- from the lips of our departed Master
her moving interview with Her Jrfajes- vise, far ahove the most elaborate and with throbbing hearts rejoice il;
ty Queen ;\T arie of Roumania and of structure which the concerted efforts the gradual realization of His mo-=.t
cherished desire.
~
the cordial and ready re5[)OnSe '''''hich of, or~anized A~semblies can hope to
And
as
we
call
to
mind
the
circumraIse,
IS
the
realIzation
down
in
the
inher gentle yet persuasive presentation
of the principles of the Bahi'i Faith nermost heart of every true believer· stances that have led to such a notable
has evoked in the heart of that hon- of the regenerating power, the SU~ advance, we are filled ,~-ith admiration
ored Queen. One of the visible and p:-eme necessity, the unfailing efficacy for that unique and great-hearted
potent effects which this historic inter- at the .1-1essage he bears. I assure apostle of Bahil'u'll:ih, our dearlv-beview proyed capable of achievinl:f" was y~t1, dear friends, that nothing short l?ved :Martha Root, ,,,'ho under t;ying
the remarkable appeal in the fo;m of ot such an immovable conviction coule! Clrcumstances and almost single-handhave in days past enabled our beloved ed in her efforts, has so wonderfully
~n open letter \'Ilhich Her ':vlajesty
treely and ~pontaneously caused to be Cause to weather the blackest storms paved the ,vay for the universal recogpubl~shed to the world
large testifv- i~ it: history. Naught else can today nition of the Cause of God, In her
vltallze the manifold ac..i:ivities in which case we have verily witnessed in an
lIlg 1Il a language of exquisite beauty
unnumbered disciples of the Faith are unmistakable n~anner what the power
to the power and SUblimity of the
en15~ged;
naught else can provide that of dau,ntless f.,th, when coupled with
,[essage of Baho'u'nah.
It was indeed a never-to-be-foro-ot- dnvmg force and sustaining power sublImIty of character, can achieve,
ten occasion when, on the eve of ~the t~at are both so essential to the success what forces it can release to what
heights it can iise.
'
d,ay ,~o~~emorating the passing of at vast and enduring achievements, It
Let
5~ICh
remarkable
revelations
of
is
this
spirit
that
above
all
else
we
!laha It Ilah, a handful of us His sorrowing servants, had gathe;ed round s~ould sedulously guard, and strive the reahty and continuity of the DiHis beloved Shrine supplicating relief ...'nth all our might to fortify and ex- v.me PU,rpose, made manifest from
hme to tIme to us His feeble children
and cieliverance for the down-trodden emplify in all our undertakings,
serve
to fort~fy our faith in Him, t~
}[oved by an irresistible impulse, I
in Persia, to receive in the midst of
the silence of that distressing hour the have addressed to Her Majesty in the warm the chIll which fleeting misfor-.
gla?-tiding of th~s notable triumph name of the Baha'is of both the East tunes may leave behind, and fill us
and the \Vest a written expression of WIth that CelestJal potency which alone
whl~h the ~n.bendtng energy and indomItable spmt of our beloved Martha our joyous admiration and gratitude can enable us to withstand the storm
for the queenly tribute which Her and. stress that lives dedicated to His
has achieved for our sacred Cause,
serVIce must needs encounter.
With bowed heads and grateful :V[a!esty h.as paid to the beauty and
Your true brother
noblilty
ot
the
Baha'i
Teachings.
1
h~arts we. recognize in this glowing
(Signed) SHO~Hr.
trtbute w~llch Royalty has thus paid to have, moreover, assured Her Majestv Haifa, Palestine,
of
the
far-reaching
effect
which
her
the .Cause of Bahil'u'llah an epochOctober 7th, 1926,
makmg pronouncement destined to superb testimony will inevitably pro?l1ce,
and
of
the
welcome
consolation
heralu those stirring events which, as
'.'\hclu'l-Baha has prophesied, shall in It has already brought to the silent
the fulne.-:s of time signalize the tri- surerers in that distracted country.
umph of God's holy Faith. For who To my message of appredation ari'd
can doubt but that -the deeds of those gratitude there has come lately a writyaliant pioneers of the Faith, unex- ten response. penned by Her "I\Jajestv,
ampled though they have been in the profoundly touching, singularlv outahundance of their number and ttnex- spoken, and highly significant -in the
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TARBIAT SCHOOL TUITION
.l<UND-THE LILLIAN F.
KAPPb;:; Mb;M01UAL

FUND
1n the pure ligjl[

ur

~\liss

Elizaucth

Ste\"",'an"s sacrihce the .lJaha."ls 01 the

umteu ::=::tate.s aml' Lanaua are iuvitt:u
tu consiuer aire~h uur unii.:l.ue upportuni~y to .collt;,ibme directly to tno.se
'slgmncant and important international
Daha'i institutions, the Tarbiat Schaal
ror Girl.s, and the Taruiat Schuol tor

in Tihran.
in former year~, these

1)0),5,

ac~ivities have

been do:::er to the consciousness or the
,-\merican friends than they appear to
iJe at the present time. ThIs condicion
1::; tlouutle::;s uue to ti1e disarrangement.::;
causeu bv the \Var, and abo to the fact
[hat the ~ believers more anu mort incline [Q participate only in thuse ac:ivi~ie5 iurmally enrlor::;ed iJy the lucal ami
::\ ational ,-\ssemblies.
The ~\t11erican Sational Spiritual
.:\ssemblv desires at tllis time to emphasize strongly and ardently the permanent value of assisting in the development of the Tarbi~t 5choo}s, ,contributious to which \yIll hencelOft4'1 be
handled as a special ~ccount within the
"ational Baha'i Fund. It is not only
in direct acconlance with the methoJs
and aims of Baha 'j administration, but
ill ract highlv desirable, for such local
_-"...ssemblies and groups, and such individual believers throughout the
united States and Canada, as have
contributed to the Baha'i budget set
Iorth in the Plan of L- nified +-\ction,
:0 make special donations :0 the ~a
~ional Trca::iur~r ~o the accou~lt of Tai"biat School Tuition Fund or The Lillian F. Kappes 1\lemorial Funu. if i~
lie::i wi[hin their means to UO ::iO. _-\1;
.:lc!ion::i respecting the Xational Fun.d
or .:ll1Y spcciLi.l fund controlled by .It
arc. of course, absolutely volumary ]Jl
nature,
For the :nformation of the friends
\ve are happy to quote the following
sratement made by Dr. Susan 1. JoIoody
011 the suiJject of The Lilli3.n F. E.appes Jolemorial Fund. ".-\ short :ttne
hefore her death, having realized that
a private residence was not at ail fitted
to house the School (''''hich had grown
from the :hirty original pupils to more
rhan three lnmJred), :Miss Kappes determined to build J mo.ie:-n ::c::ool
building. and for this purpose raised
amon:s- d:e Raha·; .vomen in Tihran
the sum or ~hree hundred to mans (dollars). Soon after her death I iOlln.d
that it rested with me to carry out t1W;;
noble enterprise. Hence T~le Lillian

F. Kappes

~!etTlorial

Fund.

"Dl1ring t]'.e three follm""ing years,
while: I , ..'as still in Persia. the Fund
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grr.:.',v rapiJly, not oy leaps a:lJ oouwls
lJut enllrely through the love and de~
\·utiUll to her lllc:mufY that txisteu
amung people of all I1Lui0nalities. Thu::i
:!Je \vurk reached uut LwyonJ Tihran
t;lfOUghuut .Persia and far beyond the
i:-.bllJS of the seas.
'·Dur:ng ~be last t,. . o years tbt:
g-:-owth ha.:S bee:l slow'er, mvmg to the
III health of ..\iiss Stewart and tile
phY::iical di::iability of the writer, wl1ich
Dreycmed us from keeping the Fund
I~dore the notice of those able and willlllg :0 a50::':lSt. It i::, 1 reel sure, onl}·
neces::iary w say a \ovord about the
eagerness to acquire an euucation
en:lced by the present g-eneration in
.-::eizing- an opportunity \vhich never
exi::ited for their mothers. It is said
o\'er tilerc t!1at the emhusiasl11 of the
girls, and tbeir rapid progres::., i .; wdlout preceJent.
•. _\ £tel" receiying a certificate from
the Boa!"d ot Education for ;.:.iX1h
gracie, a Tarbiat ::;cholar i::i e4.uipped to
teach in any girls' school in Persia,.and
as the Persian Go\'ernment "four vears
ago opened schools for girls, th;re i::.
enlarged scope for our graduates ,\o'ho
are securing positioll:i in 6e:.--;e :.--;chools,
as well as opening other schools in
distant cit:es. The beloved '~\.bdu'l
Baha sem me this word: 'It '\-'ill reach
Its .1.1111, Tv.'ent\' t11otl.5and rlollar:; is
nec:e~.sary to buy- a ~ite and begin.to
:mild. ,-\mollnt of Fund to date-Un
:nte!"est i:1 Persia. $7500. On interest
in .America, $1431."
From ::"Iiss Geneyieye L. Coy, an:)t;ler of that cevoted, heroic band of
:\medcan Baha'i women who have
raiscd :i0 magll.iti.ccn: a monument of
spiritual seryice in Pesia, we haye recc:i'."(x: 6e follow:ng .:;tatement on the
subject of Tarbiat School Tuition
Fund.
·'\Yhen the Tuicion Fund first
started, the contrihutions per year
:-;Dl11etimes ran as high as one thon~and dollars.
During the first seve:!
months 01 1926 I hayc received only
:-S19.J-l-. The Tar!Jla~ Schools perhaps
do nm need as much financial assistance from [his coumry as they did in
the earlv day.:;;, hut there is Etifl a very
real nec'd for snch help. The Persian
friend:-; who are work:ng for the
;;;,c:1Ools coum on help. and when :t
cloes not reach them. the? may quite
easilv feel that the .-\merican frit'nds
~a,'e- forgotten ahout their needs.
"This spring- a member of the
School Committee wrote Dr. -:\[oodv
that they were about to give a dramatic
lledormatlce in benefit of -:he Tarbiat
~chool , ..thich ,vas dailv conf ronted by
flnancial difficultie~. and statLng th:it
they :lOped to be ~.ble to a.-ert th'e dangel: of bankruptcy until they could find

a LlJt:~J}(Jd [ur pbciLlg the .::iL'lwul 0:: a

/)t'tter hnancial basis.
··\\·hen the fUlld for Taruiat Schoo:
tuitions \. . <1S tirst star~ed in this COl1ntry, the plan was for individuals ur
a::iseillulics to undertake to provide tui~
tiun for designated pupils, _-"...n attempt
wa::i :naJe to establish a rC3.1 acquaintance iJct\veen the dunor and pupil
~hrough correspondence.
4-\t present
each ::;c11001 in Tihrall, as well as the
Daha·i School in }~azvinJ is supposed
to have a certain number of scholar:'ihips. \Vhen mOlley is sent for the
:-:.rllo015 from this country it is given
Ot1[ in proportion to the number of
:'icholarships each school ear:-ies, For
instance, the E.azvin school is supposed
to ha,,'"e six scholarships, and six children are enrolled in the school as
':\merican scholars.' But when money
is sent from this country the part of
it that can be apportioned for Kazvin
lllay be only enough to pay for one or
tvw ::icholarships.
\Vhen this is the
case, the money for those tuitions must
he made up from the earnings of the
sc!1001 from Persian paid tuitions, or
by ~he (local) ~piri[Ual Assembly.
';It would seem to me that \ve ought
:0 find some way to make good 011
t!"lese scholarships, or else inform the
Tihran Spiritual Assembly that we
cannot carry out the plan, and thar
[hey therefore shouid not any longer
count on such a fund.
··The funds ",,·hieh have come to me
in the period of slightly less than two
years during which I have had charge
of the work have come from four Assemblies-H onoll1lu, Seattle, Portland
and Denver. and from five individual:'i.
"~\t the ·time }lrs. Louise Boyle
turned oyer the tuition fund to me, she
sem me the sum of $306.66 which she
had on hand at that time. The money
which has passed tht'ough my hand:,>
~lP to the present time is as follmvs:
Received
from
~Ir5.
BOYle. Ort .. 1924 .... $306.66
Fl1rther
contributions.

192+ .............. .

36.00

Contributions in 1925 .. . 168.00
Contriuutions in 1926 to
A.ugl.lst 6... . . .......
19.34
"Of this amount $400 has been sent
to Persia. and the balance is at interest. in D~. I\loody's name, awaiting- ;1
more favorable exchange rate he fore
heing sent over."
The X ational Assemblv is conyinced that jt would be a()horrem to
the _-\merican believers to suffer these
great undertakings to be further neglected. and that their complete abandonment is unthinkable, Considered
\vitb respect to the permanent world'.vide inflt1ences of the Cause, this p;)rticipJtiol1 of American believers in the
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deve]opmC:Lt oi muuern educational facilities in Persia may well be one of
the a..""(es around which turn the crea-
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tive processes of civilization in the new
day.
Specifically, two aspects of the subject are evident-first. the fact that
there can be no more effective ',.vav to
extend the Cause in Persia itself than
through the influence of teachers educated in Baha'i schools; and second,
the fact that concrete evidences of the
active cooperation of American Baha'is
in these institutions of a non-sectarian
and obviously helpful character would
lend great weight to our efforts to secure justice ann protection for the Persian believers so grievously suffering
at the hands of the fanatic mob.
\Ve feel certain that the matter will
receive every consideration in the
thoughts of the friends and the deliberations of the local Spiritual Assemblies.

-i

....."
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GREEN ACRE
Following the action of the annual
meeting of Green Acre FellQ\.vship in
~\ugust, 'which voted to confirm the
resolution passed by the same body in
1925 placing the control of Green Acre
in the hands of the Baha'is of the
L nited States and Canada through
their X ational Spiritual Assembly, a
cablegram uf loving greeting \vas sent
the Guardian bv a committee oE the
meeting, The follO\"'ing reply was received from the Guardian on September 10: "Guardian wires following')'IaY newlv confirmed union achieve
it ... p'urpose ~by increasingly de:nonst:-ating universality of Baha'i Cause, .\£fe<:tionately, Shoghi.' (Signed) Bahin~h."

Q
Q
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The Nationa1 Assembly desires to
express the warmest appreciation for
the great services rendered Green
.-\cre during the past season hy :"Irs.
Emma Bliss, l\Iiss Hartford, Professor
G1enn Shook, ?dr. George Spendlove,
:\Irs. Elizabeth Greenleaf. l\Irs. Siegfried Schopflocher, ::\Irs. Louise Boyle,
Professor Stanwood Cobb. !\-Ir. Howard '\[acXult, ~Ir. Albert R. Vail, '\[r.
Louis Gregory, J.irs. K. Foss Hays,
'\[rs. Carr. Mr. Edward Struven. "'Irs.
Powell. ,\[iss Jean Hendry and ,,[iss
Agnes O'Xeill.
The friends of Green Acre. and the
believers throug-hout the \....orld, wi.ll he
overjoyed to know that through the
generosity of a Baha'i \. . ho wishes to
remain anonvmOllS, the scope of the
Gret"'ll Acre Summer School of \\Torld.
Unit\' can be va:o:tlv extenden next
ycar.' .-\ ('ommittee - of the )Jational
.-\5se111hh· i:; at presellt developing
nlans. arid all information will be published as soon as possible.

Office of the Treasurcr
1821

Ll.l'.""COLN STREET

EVANSTON, ILL.

October 1, 1926.

Dear Baha'i Friends:1n the financial :-:itatement for the
quar.:er ending Sept. 30, 1926, shown
on the follo\-ving page, you will note
that the total receipts in this period
amounted to $12,435.64, and that the
expenditures amounted to SII ,765.3l.
The amounts received as shown under the heading "Cash Receirts " are
di . . . ided into variou.s headings, hecause
some of the friends have designated
tu,..'ard which activitv thev wished to
("untrilmtt'.
~
~
The moneys recciv~d for Greenacre,
i: will be noted have been ample to
defray the expen::;es of this activity.
Decau.:;e the Budget Plan makes no
provision iOl' Greenacre, and since the
Xational Spiritual Assembly have nevertheless had to assume entire responsibilitv for [his ar.tivitv, it has been
most ~ fortunate that ~ some of the
iricll(ls have made [hese special contributions. The amount :::ihown includes
(;reenacre
Fellow:-:ihip membership
clues and the earnings 0 f the Greenacre Inn, which last amounted to S1.253.91.
.
The value of Greenacre to the CausE',
however, is so great as to amply justifv the believers all over the -countrv
s~pporting the National Spiritual
sembly in its maintenance. \Ve, therefore, ,vould like to suggest that'if it is
at all possible, the friends in making
their contribution to the Budget Plan
give special consideration to this added responsibility of the National Assembly.
It is not expected that the expenditures in the coming months will be
anywhere near as great as those shown
in this statement. for among the items
are old bills incurred before the )/ational Spiritual AS5embly took over
tbe responsibility of Greenacre.
Cnrler ;'Capital Expenditures" you
will n()te "Greenacre Investment, Legacies Paid." This is to settle the 00liQ"ations of the exeCl1tor of the estate
of ::\ri~s Sat·ah Farmer, through whom
the hulk of the propertie::o: came into
the possession of the nahais, and
which it was necessary to pay hefore
a dear tidE" to the rroperty could be
secured. The Treasurer has placed
this under this heading, "Capital Ex-

As-

pcnJitures" because thi::; is like a payment on the land.
Under the heading "Star of the
West" it will be noted that $900.41
ha::i been paid by your treasurer to
maintain this magazine during these
past three months. This is because at
this time very few subscriptions are
being paid. It, hmvever, is a dear indication that the believers have not
thoroughly awakened to the value of
this Bahai magazine. It is the hope
of our helm;ed Guardian that the Star
of the \Vest should become self-supporting. It could easi.ly be so if each
believer would send in a paid subscription, and use this :Magazine not onlv
to read and enjoy, but as a means to
spread the Cause.
Under the heading "\~rorld Unity
Conference" V011 will see that we have
expended for this activity $355.52. all
of which was especially contributed by
a few persons who have already contributed to the Budget Plan. ·These
Conferences have been a great success.
The next )/ EWS LETTER will tell about
them.
\Vith regard to the total amount received during these past three months,
we 'i.vould like [0 call attention to the
fact that ten months have passed since
the Budget Plan was placed before the
believers in this country. Under its
provision the receipts shou1d he about
$13.500 per month. Some of the Assemblies are making the sacrifice and
have found themselves able to meet
the Budget Plan. as have many individuals. Some also are paying a great
deal more than thei r share.
The Temp1e as it stands is a challenge to the believers in this country.
The people near Chicago see in this
nncompleted structure the failure of
the Bahai Cause in this country. Let
us not have it so, but let 11S each (on~ir1.cr whether or not by some means or
other we -cannot make -the sacrifice that
will enabJe your sen-ants to -carry
throu~h to sttcce~s this BLtdget Plan
,vhich Dur Guardian. Shoghi Effendi
has termerl "a test" of the helievers 1n
this countrv.
National Spiritual Assemblv,
By: CARL SCHEFFLER,

Treasurer.
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
01 the Baha'is of the

UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Slateillent of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for Period
July 1, 1926 to September 30,1926

...

-...:
tt

•
Balances July 1, 1926
Worcester Bank & Trust Cu ..... $1,983.11
Xorthern Trust Co. ............
37.30
C\SH RECEIPTS
For Temple ................. . 558.05
For Burlget .................. . 7,880.45
For Greenacre ..... _.. _...... . 3,815.28
For Carmel or Special ........ _ 130.00
Interest ............ _ . , ...... .
1.86
50.00
Cash Exchange .............. .
DlSBURSE}IE)'[TS
intcnratio1Hll Fund, , , , , , . . . . . . .
Temple
Telephone ...
$ 27.65
Safety Deposit Boxes

14.00

Caretaker Salary .. '
Cleaning Rugs .....
Light .............
\Vater .............
Repairs to Temple..

400.00
33.50
11.05
17.65
78.00

T caching
Teacher's Expense ..
Special Traveling

570.00

581.85

1,000.00
140.00 1,140.00

Puhliclt,· ., ... , .. _.
InmroYcmt'l1t to Land
Ta~es ...... - , - , . , .

499.93 3,430.m

Piano Expen:o:e .... .

Water ........... .
Jnsurance

........ .

Repair::;

Building ..

to

Sundry .... _ ...... .

573.45
510.00
33.63
2.23
65.00
26.73
135.00 2,246.04
50.00

273.33
185.76
Caretaker's House ..
Studio Building-Ap100.00
praisal "" ..... .
Temple Saving Ac50.00
count .......... .
Greenacre InvestmentLegacies Paid.... 1,410.00 2,019.09

200.00

900.41

Amount due retiring treasurer for check
No. 379 drawn on Worcester Bank &
Trust Co., which had not been paid at
the time of transferring balance in the
Vvorcester Bank to the incoming treasurer for deposit in the Northern Trust
Co. of Illinois .................... .

BalaHce-Cash in Bank
Report rendered by:
CARL

:l.CCOllnt

forward

11.765.31
2.690.74

Add-

134.Gi

850.43
49.98

12,435.6+
14,456.05

900.00

Advances
To Ed. Struven for
Greenacre .. , ....

Star of Ih(' H'(',ll

Arl\;anced for Publilication _. _ .. _ ' -,Traveling .. _... , ..

272.28

Printing Letters to Shah
.,-ldmillistrative Expenses
Secretary's Salary .,
),[ational Office Expense .. , _.... , ..
Traveling ........ .
Treasurer's
Office
Supplies ........ .
Exchange _.. ,.,.,.
)Jews Letter ..... ,.
Printing ........ ..
Legal ............ .

355.62

Capital Expenditures
Plans for Temple ..

440.00
560.00
·89.23
65.00
121.50
801.68
681.77
15.34
21.50

Labor ............ .
Printing

50.00
132.00
52.62
121.00

Cash Exchange ..... .

GrCCHacrc

I\.Janager Salary .. _ .

$2,020.41

fVorld Unity COllferellce
}I usic ...... , ..... .
Speakers ......... .
Traveling ......... .
Publicit), ......... .

190.00
2,880.74

S eH EFFLER.
Treasurer.

'w.'~
.s .. .
-

BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
THE BULLETIN OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Office of the Secretary
48 WEST 10th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

"0. 15
To the beloved of the Lord and the
handmaids of the J/ crciful throughout
the IVest.
Dear fellow-workers in the Divine
Vinerard:
It writ gladden and rejoice everyone
of YOU to learn that from various quarters there has of late reached the Holy
Land tidings of fresh developments
that are a clear indication of those hidden and transforming- infJuen(es which,
from tbe source of Baha'u~llah's mystic
strength, continue to flow ,,·:ith ever-increasing ,"itality into the beart of this
troubled world.
Both in the wider field of its spiritual
conquests, where its indomitable spirit
is forging ahead, capturing the heights,
pervading the multitude; as· well as in
the gradual consolidation of the administrative structure which its avowed
folIm....ers the world over are laboring- to
raise and fortifv, the Faith of Baha'u'liah. we can increasingly discern,
bids fair to become that force which,
though not as yet universa.lJy rec~g
nized, none can afford to bellttle or 19nore.
In the bold and repeated test1monies
which Her Majesty, Queen Marie of
Rumania! haS" chosen to give to the
world,-a copy of whose latest pronouncement I enclose*-we truly reC'ognize evidences of the irresistible
power, the increasing ·vitality, the
strange working of a Faith desti-r:ed t,o
regenerate the world. He: l\fa)estrs
striking tribute paid to the Iliurnmahve
pm'l,1er of the Teachings of Baha\t!!lah and' Abdul-Bah" is bound to eifeet an entire transformation in the
attitude of many to a Faith the tenets
of which han~ often been misunderstood and sorely neglected. It will
;;;erve as a fresh stimulus to the enJifYhtened and cultured to investigate
\\~tl1 an open mind the ,"crities of its
message, the source or its life-giving
principles.
From Baghdad, moreover, where the
sacred habitation of Baha'u'llah has

]A"LWY.
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been violated by a relentless enemy and lowing reierence to the subj et:t of corconverted into rallying center for the respondence ,vith Shogbi Effendi.
corrupt, dIe perverse, and the fanati"The Cause is fast advancing, new
cal, there comes the news, highly re- centers are being- established. introduca.ssuring to us all, of the satisfactory tion of more :..;;}';stem and o~ganization
progress of the negotiations which, \VC is indispensable, events of great COnare informed on high authority, "" ... ill sequence transpire, all calling for the
SOon lead to the expropriation of the concentrated attention of the beloyed
property by the State, culminating in Guardian. Under such circumstances
the fullness of time in its occupation it i.s eyident that 'rye should strain e\'b.,· the triumphant followers of God's ery llerye to lighten the burden of corhoh' Faith. The case of the houses, respondence which is increasingly pot1rso ably presented, so persi~tently pur- il1g in from different parts of the
sued, above all rein forced by the "igi- ·1.vorld. The idea seems. howeycr. to
lant and protecting- power of our de- be taking root with some of the friends
parted ':\[aster,
eventually triumph, that individual correspondence with
and by its repercussions 1n Persia as Shoghi Effendi should be discontinued
in the ''''"orld at large, will lend a power- under all circumstances: which is quite
ful impetus to the liberation of those a \"Tong: interpretation of the case.
forces \vhich \,"'ill carry the Cause to The Guardian of the Cause is" the head
its ultimate destiny. {will, when the Df the Baha'i :.\Iovement and as such
occasion presents" itself, inform the be- i:..;; direCting our activities in the direcliever::. through their respective J\~ a- tion of the ideals of the Cause: e1.'erY
tionaI Spiritual Assemblies to address indiviflual Baha'i has the sacred rig};t
messages of appreciation and gratitude and the supreme ohligation to correto the Authorities concerned in vie,,,
spond with him if, after mature reflecof their unrelaxing effons for the tri- tion, he feels prompted to do so.
umph of Right and Justice.
"Shof5hi Effendi wishes me to -inFor the present, we cannot but re- form the beJo,"cd friends that if. at
joice and feel profoundly thankful as anv time. anv of the friends feel:, that
we witness in sO many directions the it "is necessary, in the interest of the
welcome signs of the gradual emanciCause, to co~resrond with him about
pation of the srruggling Faith of Baha'any
matter! he should do so without
u'l1ah! of the increasing recognition on
the part of both the high and 100ylv the slightest hesitation. and his letters
of its universal principies-aI! so nch will be gladlv ancl promptly considered. "
in their promise of ultimate victory.
Your true brother,
This announcement was undoubtedlv
SHOGHI.
the result of the resolution passed b}'
October 29, 1926 the l~st National Convention of the
Haifa, Palestine
Baha'is of the United States and Can... Thi~ ~ndosure ~(ln~isted of a coPy of an arti-:-Jc
bv Queen ).[arie in :'er neWspaper s~·ndicated senes
ada.
which however did not express the
eil~itlerl "Queen's Coun~d." Sinc.e .the. Quee~'5 first
,ublic referl"nce to the Calise In thIS sene.~ la~t
rlel~gates
as desiring to advise indi~ra.y. two .additional reference9 have ap~;~ed. ~ll~
.~'l ~~T'tember :;or; 31"1rl one on September _'. H'_C,.
vidual.:. not to write the Guardian, but
rather aimed to bring home to all
CORRESPONDENCE WITH
American believers the thought that
THE GUARDIAN
we ~hol1I(1 refrain from giving utterA circular letter issued bv the Spir- ance to personal complains 1.",·hich ought
itual Assemblv of Haifa, th~ough Badi to be removed thro\'gh lqci!! qr national
Bushrui. secretary. contains the fol- con suI ta tion.
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statements, the NEWS LETTER 110\'{ assumes more of the appearance and
function of a newspaper, and less of a
oi the Baba'is oi tbe L""nited States
letter written by the National Spiritual
and Canada
. \ssembly to the American Baha'is.
Allen 1fcDaniel
Chairman
The friends will appreciate how far
Horace Holl ey
Secretary
,hort of the ideal the ~EWS LETTER
Carl Scheffler .
Treasurer
still ialls. but even' effort will be made
Roy C. ·Wilhelm
Florence !-.1ortoll
to give it at least the character of a
Amelia Collins
Baha OJ journal aiming to reflect the acAli Kuli Khan
tivities and developments of the Cause
1-1ountiort Mills
in all lands. In place of those letSiegiried Schopflocher
ters previously written by the KationaI
Spiritual Assembly endeavoring to
Office or the Secretar:r
acquaint the American believers with
-11:) \\;est 10th Street, Kew Yo:'k Cit)"
the current aims of the administrative
Office of the. Treasurer
body, and emphasize the part that each
1821 Lincoln Street
lotal
Assembly should play in attainEvanston, Ill.
ing the administrative perfection estabCable address: Bahai, l\C'.,· York
lished as our goal by the Guardian, we
shaH henceforth publish the communications received from Shoghi Effendi,
POLICY AND SCOPE OF
and confine any matters localized to
the United Stat~s and Canada to brief
BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
special articles or editorial announceEditorial
ments.
\Vith this issue. the American Xa\Vhile a journal printed in anyone
tiona! Spiritual Assembly has endea,·- language cannot hope at present to posored to enlarge the policy and scope sess a truly international· appeal, nen:rof the BAHA'I NE\VS LETTER so as to theles-s ' ...·e feel sure that one member
prepare the ,'.:ay for a fuller response to at least of each foreign Assemhly is
the hopes and ad,·ices of Shoghi Ef- .mfficiently acquainted \vith English to
fendi respecting this pUblication.
<II share the more important contents of
On :i.pril 10th, 1925, the Guardian the 1\E\VS LETTER \vith his or her fel\",,'fote the Xational Assemblv as fol- lm\-·-belie,·ers. 'Ve cordialh' itlyite a
lows: "The X EWS LETTER ,;'hich you resume of local Baba'i acti':ities from
have lateh' initiated iulfills a "en ,:jtal .'\s3emblies throu!?;hont the world. and
function and has been started adl1lir- especially tram the yarious Kational
ably well. I would urge YOLl to e:l- iJodie3. Our intention "\ovill eyer he to
large its scope. as much as your re- select such news as seems most gensources permit, that in time it mav ('rally important, irresp&-tiYe of the
deYote a special section to eyer}' pha:::e locality where the eyent takes place.
of ~:ollr activities. administrative, de- Local secretaries are reminded once
votionaI, lmmanitarian. financial, etlu- more that they should distrihute c-opies
cational and othenll,:ise. That it may among all recognized belicyers in their
attain its object it must combine rh'e community, that all may march fllressential qualities of accuracy, reliabili- \\'ard tog-ether with the 'general pr()~
t.,·, thoroughness, rliguity and \',risdoll1. ress of the Cause. In the case Df forIt should become a great factor in pro- e1gn Assemblies, the number of copies
moting understanding, providing in- :0; ell t '\-'iII be in accordance \~'ith the
formation on Baha'i activity, both local secretary's specific request. Up to theand foreign, in stimulating ·interest, in present ·time, the cost of printing ::lnd
combatini {,,"i! influences, and in up- distributing tl1e NEWS LETTER ha~
holding and safeguarding the institu- been assumed bv the American Ka~ioll
tions of the Cause. It should be made al Spiritual Assembl~' from ;ts Balla'i
as representative as possible, :o;hould Fund, and no change 1n this. is C011he replete ,,,,·ith news. up-to-date in its templated at the present time.
information, and should arouse the
This enlargement of policy and
keenest interest among believers and ::.cope coincides, we feel, with the new
admirers alike -in eyery corner of the era of public Baha'i achievement ac8"lobe. I cherish gore;t 110pes for its claimed so forcefully bv the Guardian
Immediate futnre, and I tnlst you ·will in e-ach of the three letters published
devote your special attention
its cle- in the present iSSl1e. .~\ny comment 011
\'e~oprnent, and by devising well-contheir contents w011M hut weaken the
('"cn.·ed and ·world-wide measures trans- rlirect message of spiritual .... ictor~' from
form this NEWS LETTER into w11at THai fa· which we are all now privileged
hope '''''in become the foremost Baha'~ to receive. :'1av \ve. indiyidnalTv and
Journal of the world."
C'ollcctiYel,', he ',vorth,' to render elIn aC<.'Qrdance ,vith these significant fecth'e s-erYlce in a Cause whose dyt\ ATIOKAL SPIRITUAL ASSE.\;IBLY
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namic and reinforcement 50 transcends
the purpose and capacity of even the
greatest of existing social institutions,
and the comprehension or en:n rhl":
most ardently seeking minds ~
Those long years during which the
Baha'is were drawn together into one
worldwide body seem indeed to be fulfilled; the elIort now can .;.ureh- be in
the direction of public influence, expansion rather than solelv consolidation, bursting of the seed
reveal the
mighty Tree of Life rather than mere
resistance to outside forces and inRu~11.c~s,. mutual inspiration for larger
1l11tlat1\'e rather than repression and
anxious dread for the security of the
Canse. The dav of 7..,js£blc c-onfirmation has dawncl for even.' sincere and
de"\"otedly working Bahat

to

The belGo'cd of the Lord alld the
handmaids oj the .11 f!rciful. throughmit flu.' CHitrd States and COHuda.
Dearly-beloved iriends:
The progress of various events, ooth
within and outside the Baha'i world.
as well as the perusal of the aLle and
illuminatil1g report recently submitted
uy the Committee of the Persian :0;""ational Spiritual Assembly in charge of
the Tarbiyat School in Tihran, ha"\"e
served to reinforce a gradually growil1~ idea as to the desirahilit,· of arratlging: for the settlement in ~ the capital of that countr\' of olle or two
A. merieall ·helievers· who, ha,·ing the
mealls. the f recdot11 a:El the.: {'.1padty, can adequately meet the pressing requirements of a responsible position. J1lC1ging irom their report, the
:-;~tuatioll in Tihran though much confused and perplexing. is fraught with
fich pu.:;sihilities for the f Llture of the
Cause., :)oth a.s affecting the nariona:
fortunes or Per~ia, a;;; well as it:-:. :nfh1cnee upon the international tlcyelopment of the Cause.
The situation as I ~ee ~t calls for the
Je\"oted efforts of on·e or t,\'O capahle
workers who, untrammcllecl and with
independent means. can (]uietl~', tetlaciously and tactfully, pursue oyer ~l
considerable length of time the mel'itoriol1s ·work of fOE-tering the cau~e of
Baha'i education. for both bon; and
g-i r Is, in the S ''''j ftl y chan0 n g 'ea pi tal
of a promising country. It should be
their primary dut~· to extend the :o;cop€
and enhance the presti~e 0 f these twin
Baha'i eclucationaI institutions. and tll
initiate hv s011nd and 'i,,,,'ell-collsirlerrr!
methods snch measurcs as ,,,ill {'ollsolidatc the \"'ork a1read,~ achieyed. Tt
would be hig-hly gratii~·ing- if they
could also endeavor. by keeping in dose
and constant toltch with the Persian
and American National Spiritual As-
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S<..'nJiJlit:::;, to fortify those vital bonus
the cradle of the
liaha t Faith \vith the great American
H.epublic-the foremost ::5tandard-ueart'f ui the Cause in the \ Vestern field.
Such efforts will extremely iacilitate
cooperation bet\veen the::se ~t",,·o countries, ·whose common destiny is to pro\"ide, each in its own typical manner,
tJlat ~p[ntually Ul11te

the e;:';sential elements in the foundation
ot the world order ushered in bv Daha'u'Jlah.
~

The gradual expansion of foreign as
well as officially-subsidized educational
schools in Tihran, the prolonged absence of competent teachers and organizers that can revive the declining
influence of a hitherto renovmed Baha'i
educational institution, and the critical
and vigilant attitude which the growing
influence of the Cause has induced in
its malignant and envious enemies, are
today subjects of gravest concern to
the elected representatives of our suffering brethren and sisters in Persia.
[ would therefore request those who
feel the urge and have the means to
utldertake this task to communicate
\'I,:ith the ~atiollal Spiritual Assembly
who, ailer mature deliberation, will select one or t\...·o who~ in their judgment,
can best render this service, and decide upon the exact time and manner
which wOl1ld be most suitable for its
execution. I would strongly urge the
friends to consult most earnestly with
that devored, experienced and- indefatigable handmaid of Baha'u'Ilah, Dr.
~doody, whose past services have ennobled the record of the collaboration
O[ East and \Vest for the furtherance
of the Cause of Baha'u'llah, It would
IJe highly satisfactory and immensely
help ful if our beloved sister could find
it possible and convenient to accompall)" such a carefully-chosen person
un the way to Tihran, and, by her un·
ri\'aled experience and loving kindness,
assist personally in the iulfillment of
this presslng need_
"Whoever steps into this field will
find, as he settles down to his work,
that the environment is extremeIv dis·
heartening, that restrictions are oppressive, that the amenities of social
Ii fe are lacking, that the forces of opposirion are determined and organized.
But let him realize also that, however
tediQl1s and exacting his labors, however precarious and thankless his task,
the pioneer services it is his unique
privilege to render in this time of stress
will foreyer live in the annals of God's
li\"ing Faith, and will prove a source of
inspiration to the countless workers
who, in happier times and with better
means at their disposal, will consummate the spiritual regeneration and material rehabilitation of Baha J u'lIah's na-
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measures that ha\'e to be promptly undertaken to meet the pressing demands
SHOGIII.
of the present hOllr, but upon the
Haifa, Palestine,
wider issues that on one hand will
:\ m'ember 14, 1926,
,trengthen the ties that should bind the
International Center or the Cause with
To the "}It·embers oj the :Yatiolll.ll the world at large, and 0:1 the other
Spiritual Assembt}' oj the Baha'is vf provide for the pre~i1l1inary steps that
the CHite-a States a.nd Canada.
\\1111 eventually lead to the proper es·
Dearly-beloved fel1ow-workers;
tablishment of the First International
1 have on 1\\'0 recent occasions given House of Justice.
expression to the profound sense of
It 1S my earnest hope and prayer
inspiring confidence and joyous grati- that this exchange of thought and close
rude which recent happenil1gs in the cooperation in the \"ork that has henceCause--evident manifestations of the forth to be internationally and vigorsteady evolution of a liying Faith- ously conducted, will enable me to par- ..
must needs evoke in the heart of ev- ticipate more minutely and effectively
ery thoughtful and observing believer. in the lahars of the various adminisAnd as 1 contemplate the far-reaching trative departments of your Assembly,
possibilities involved in a careful hand- and thus reinforce the splendid efforts
ling of those forces which Baha'u'nab's you are exerting for the extension of
almighty arm has now released, I can- its influence and the widening of its
not help reflecting upon the dominant scope,
From the report 0 f the )"lational
share which the American friends, at
home as well as in distant lands, have Treasurer, setting forth the account
contributed to this rejuvenation oi the of the progress or the contributions of
Cause of God, and the decisive part it the American Believers for the supis theirs to play in its eventual victory, POrt of the Plan of L~ nified Action, up
Your letters, dated June 17, July ll, to Julle 30, I 926, I gather that the re) nly 20, August 16 and 3, and Octoher sult has by no mean~ exceeded onr ex2, 1926~ all of \\fhich have been for- pectations: nay has considerably fallen
warded during my days of retirement below what I confidently expected it
and rest, have proved an added source to achieve. I earnestly rene\'l my plea
of thankfulness, of joy and strength and appeal to you, and through you to
to me. They have dearly revealed hy every true and faithful lover of 'Abtheir spirit, as well as by the nature and elu·l'-Bah;'. to realize, while there is yet
variety of their contents, the sustained time, the far-reaching possibilities with
devotion, the unabated confidence, and \'I,Ihicb the present situation is fraught"
the increasing vigor and efficiency with I am firmlv convinced that this Plan
which you are initiating, coordinating, combines, -embodies, and serves the
and consolidating the manifold activi- two-fold purpose of the present-day
Raha'i administration in the rnited
ties of the Cause in Korth America.
The range and character of the pwb- States and Canada, namely the promolerns confronting you, as revealed by tion of the vitally needed Teaching
the careful perusal ot the minutes of ",'ork, and the provision for the g-radual
your meetings, the steady increase in completion of the :'IIashriql1"J-c'\.dhkar.
the number and effecfiveness of vig- both wishes so near and dear to Ollr
orously-functioning Centers in Central beloved Ma,ter's heart, It is the onlv
and ),J"orthern Europe, and the grow- effective, feasihle, and practical insrrU"ing significance and complexity of the ment placed in onr hands for the
work that has to be necessarily con- spetely accomplishment of Our ends,
ducted from the Holy Land, have all So mnch that is vital to the future welserved to strengthen the feeling of ab- fare, the effectiveness, and the fair
solute necessity for the formation in name of OUr beIoyed Cause depends,
Haifa of some sort oi an International I a<:;sure YOll, uJXIn the success or failBaha'i Secretariat, \vhich both in an UJ'e of this tlOblv--collceived, this sound
advisory and executive capacity will and befittil1g enterprise. The eyes of
"have to aid and assist me in m"- vast all Baha'is and of many sympathizers
and exacting labors. I have an~iously throughout the world are turned
consider.ed th:s important matter in to",iards you, eager to reinforce your
all it~ bearings during tbe past few accomplishments in this field, expecmonths, and have accordingly re- tant to witnes.;; what measure a f sucquested three well-informed. capable cess you are capabk of achie~'ing,
In connection "with the series 0 f
representatives from America, Europe
and the East to visit the Holv Land world unitv Conferences \\-'hicb Y011
this fall, that we may lay do~wn the have initiated and so laborious!".. -orfoundation of this vitally needed in- ganized, I feel that in order to reap the
stitution, 'Ve shall take counsel to- fullest advantage and benefit from this
gether and decide, not only upon .the laudable effort, it is absolutely essenYour true brother,
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tial to ro11m\' up \\'ith the aid of enlightened. experienced and cavaLle
teachers the imere;:;c ''''''hieh ha:i heen
arollsed. Such a group oi teacher...:
shadd judiciously select t11030e few
among the Ulany interested, and endea\'or with patience and sympathy and
by constant intimate personal interCOllEe, to prepare them gradually for
the entire and unreserved acceptance
of the funclamentals of the Baha'j
Revelation. Ii the results Ue meagre,
i i the attendance be small, let uS not
despair, nor relax in our efforts. Let
us remember that this sound method
'will eventually triumph, if we. only
consistently :iupport it, and persevere
in undertaking those subsequent steps
that can alone prodllce full and permanent benefit.
r haye already expressed my grate~
ful appreciation of the prompt and
''i!ise measures YOU have taken in behalf
uf our oppre~sed and downrrodden
urethren in Persia. The noble appeal
which "ou were moved to address to
His :Uajesty the Shah, so illuminating,
:-:0 courteous, so JX>werful. and the
""ide range of publicity you haye undertaken, ",",ere truly prm"idential in
character, and \..."ill undoubtedly prove
an inspiration and solace to those who
still continue ro be trampled under t~le
heel of an odious and im:eterate enemy. J haye had your appeal translated into Persian and sent ro all Centers throughout the Orient that the
suiferl1:!g in Per5ia may learn oi your
bold and courageous interyentioll, and
'\'itness the signs of their promised redemption which, as foretold by 'Abdu'l-Baha, must first be made manifest through the efforts of theit·
hrethren in that great freedom-loving
Republic of the '.Vest.
It is sad and distressing to reflect
that. notwithstanding- the repeated appeals addressed to the Authorities concerned, and so po\\'erfully reinforced
by the spontaneous action of some of
the leading- Goyernments of the \Vest,
Persia. qill heedless and 11l1ai'are of
the spiritual force,'; that are at wo:-k.
conti tll1 es to treat with indifference
and comem[1[ the most loyal, innocent
and la\y-abiding subjecr3 of its realm.
The chronic in:;tabilitv at its affairs.
[he changing fortunes' of factions an(1
shadowy personalities that sap its v:talit" and tarnish its name. the acute
and - ·widesp:-ead economic depressio1l
that is nmv preyailing, and the graye
discontent oi the masses of the people, all tend to aggravate a situation
already highly threatening to the St'curity of its sorely tried children.
'\ Yhat else can we do but pray most
ierventl,- that the almighty power of
Baha'll'Uah llW.y soon triumph oyer
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this perty .;;;trife. this age-long tyranny,
and make, as He prophesied. of the
land of J-hs birth. "the most honored
of all goYCrnmc:lts, tl~e pride. the admirati[lll aud tIle ellYY of the people.~
of the world."
Y uur tn,lc brother,
~nOGTTI.

Haifa. Palestine.
October 31, 1926.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
The Publishing Committee announces the iollO\ving additions to its
list of Baha'i pUblications: a ne\v edition ot Dr. Esslemont's "Baha'u'llah
and the Xew Era',' in paper coyers, at
60 cents (the coyer~ are stronger and
more attractive than the p:-e\'ious binding) : copies at the Greatest Xame 011
heayy cards measuring about sen:n
by ten inches, suitable for framing, at
] 0 cents, these having heen printed
from a plate kindly donated by :&1r.
Charles )':Iason Remey; and a Compilation on Education prepared by
Children's Educational \V ork Committee and originally published in
mimeographed form in April, 1923, at
35 cents. The stencils for this ,..'ere
generol1sly donated by ~lrs. Harlan
Ober.
It is necessary to explain that the
Baha'i Year Book, expected from the
rress early in October, was unfortl1nately delayed in process of printing
and binding, and did not appear until
the last week in December. The Publishing Committee was in nm""'ise responsible for this Jelay, and at presellt
is sending out copies to tho,;:,e who
baye a/read\' ordered. Assemblies in
all parts of -the wodd are asked to cooperate in selling copies of this international Balla'i puhlicarioll to belicyf'rs and ai::.o friend5 of the Cal1sc. The
])rice: is Sl.OO.
Address orders ror all Baha'i literature in English to: Baha'i Puhlishing
Commiace, P. O. Box 34~. Gran(1
Central Sta~ion, Kev., York, X. Y.

AMERICAN BAHA'IS STRIVE
TO RELIEVE CRUELTIES
IMPOSED UPON PERSIAN
BELIEVERS
The American Xational Assembly

has recently reported to the Guarc1ia~l
concerning the effort!' made b~· the
friends throug-hout the l.-nited States
and Canada to res)XJnrl to hi,;:, appeal,
cahled ApriI last. that we assist in
hringing an end to the outrages- sIill
practice,d upon Baha'is in Persia.
The cooperation oi the local Assemhlies and groups was reque3ted to secure puhlicit,"
- for our action , in writ-

inl£' the Shah un Jttl)' 12th. L' P to the
present time, clippings bal,'e been rerei,'ed which show that the stan- of
Lhe persecutions was published ill the
[uilowing- newspapers: Xew York
[ill!t~.\~ ..-\ugUSt 9; rhiladelphia TribUllC, ..;\ugust 14; Philadelphia Record~
,\ ugust 9; Philadelphia Pltbli, Ledger,
:\ugust 9: Philadelphia inquirer, August 1S; Spokane SpoJ.'esm.(1n-Rct"ic7,('~
~-\l1gust 22; 51. Paul Pioneer Pn~s.s,
:\ugust 11; 51. Paul Despatch, August
9; Berkeley, Calif., Ga=eltc, August 9;
X orwich, Conn .• Erocning Rccord, AuguS[ 2; K orwich, Conn., Bldlelia, Tul\'
Brooklyn Eagle, August S; l~i~'er'
::-ide, Calif., Press, ..;\ugust 13; Riyer:"
ton, )J. ]., Nct" Era, August 12;
Racine J ohrual-N Cti'S. August 10;
~:Ioore5towll, )oJ _ J., .N cws, August 11 ;
Bergen, N. ,L, Evening Record, August 9; \Vaterbury, Conn., Herald .
August 8; Visalia-, Cali f., :1forning
Delta. ,\ugust 19: Palmyra, X. ,1.,
~V C'i:l'S~ August 12; Kenosha Evcning
N e'(('s, August 12; Omaha EZ.I(ming
IV orld-HcraM.. August 24; Washington, D. c., E'uening Stal-, August 9;
Portsmouth, N_ H., Herald, Tuly 26;
Honolulu Adt'ertiser, August 20;- Boston Post, July 26; Fernandina, Fl ...
}.Vassau C aunt'\' Leader, October 1;
Duluth Herald, September 1; Kew
Hayen Li1lioH~ July 8; ::.Jew Haven
Ez!eniHg Register, ] uly 8; ::.ie",! Haven
Timcs L('adt~r, Augu3t 9; Xew Haven
.)'u.-nday Registe1', August 8; ),Jew
Ha,'en !olfnral Cow-jer, July 12 and
August 9: San Francisco E.:rami,ur .
Dffember 12. The most remarkable
article was that appearing in the San
Francisco Examiner. It was written
by Nadia Lavrova of the editorial
staff, and presented the entire situation
most yiyidly and effecti\-ely. The appearance of such an article is proof
that some member or members of the
local Baha'i group haye been able to
]'ender a distinctive seryice to the
Cause.
So impressed were the members of
the )Jational Assemblv with this article that one hundred ·copies were immediately ordered, and one copy will
he ~ent to each local ::;ecretan' in the
United States and Canada, as 'e"idence
of what can he accomplished when
publicity efforts are rightly directed.
It is hoped that the friends can secure
,;:,imilar articles. when the'\.' can show
the local editor what such' a powerfl1l
paper in another city has already J1uhlished.
Since the Xational Assembh' sent
the original publicity clirect
some
i our hundred papers, it is probable
that many tnore published the news
than would appear from the list of
clippings given above.
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1n addition to thi:; effort, the X ational Assembly also sent copies of the
letter written to the Shah to everv
member of the C nited States Gm'ernmem at \Yashington, the British Foreign Office, the League ot ).;ations,
members of the Persian Cabinet, and
to about 1000 leading ind~viduals, organizations and llbraries in America.

WORLD UNITY CONFERENCES IN CLEVELAND
AND BOSTON
The sixth and seventh in the series
ot \Vorld Unity Conferences have

been held since the publication of the
:\oyember NE\VS LETTER.
The Cleveland Conferences were
held in the Women's City Club and
the Chapel of Western Reserve University. The program follows = Friday, X ovember 26th, Address, "Truce
or Peace ?" by Dr. Dilworth Lupton
of First Unitarian Church, Address,
"The Religiou;; Basis of 'vVorld Unity," by Dr. Joel Haydon, Fairmount
Presbvterian Church. Horace Holley,
chainnan. Saturday, Kovember 27th,
A.ddress, "Scientific and Religious
Tendencies Toward World "Cnity," by
Prof. Adolphus Miller of Ohio State
University.
Address, "The New
Spirit M~king ior World Unity," by
Dr. John Herman Randall of the Community Church of )Jew York. Judge
George S, A. ddams, chairman. Sunday, November 28th. Address. "The
One and the ),[any," by Rabbi Hillel
Silver of The Temp!c. Address, "The
Coming World Religion," by Dr. Randall. :\lirza Ali-Kuli Khan. :,;. D ..
chairman.
~.[ost grati fying to the friends present were the trihutcs paid to the Cause
hy Judge .-\ddams, Professor 3.Iiller
(who "isited Shoghi Effendi at Haifa
last spring) and Rabbi Silver, who
had met 'Abelu·l-Bah". in Cleveland
during 1912. Information has come
since these Con ference::; that !learl y
one hundred new inquirers have at~
tended the serie.s of follow-up meetings held by the Cleyeland Assembly
with )'Ir. Alhert Vail as teachec
The Bn:-:.tun prograJll.
Saturday,
December 11 tho at Steinert Hall. Address. "Science and Religion: Are
They Friends or Enemies?" by Professor Kirtlev F. ),olathe!" of Harvard
Lniver.:;itv. ~ Address, HThe )Jext
Steps Forward in Religion," hy Dr.
Tohn Herman Randall of New York.
":Ifr. Allen McDaniel. chairman. Sunda ,', December 12th, at Second Unitariar; Church. Address, "The Great Religions and the Universal Religion,"
hy Proiessor William E. Hocking of
Harvanl University. Address, "The
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UneLless of .-\ll Religions," by 1\1r. AIfreel W. :\Iartin of the Society for
Ethical Col,ure, l\ ew York.
Rev.
Eugene R. Shippen, chairman. '}loncia\'. December 13th. at Chorch of the
1{cuemption. Address, "Because \Ve
Are One," by Rabhi Harry Levi of
Temple IsraeL Dr. .\ugustus Thomas,
State Commissioner of Education, Augusta, ,Maine, hali arranged to speak
next on ';The Integration of Education ior \Vorid L"nitv," but at the last
moment found himself unable to attend. :VIr. W. H. Randall as chairman
took this opportunity to present the
Baha'is principles as the foundation of
\vorld unity, and deeply impresseJ the
!:plendid audience present.
As these Conferences develop, it is
possible to realize them in a larger and
clearer light. A statement published
by the Boston Transcript on December
11 th presents the matter in the exact
language prepared by the Conierence
Committee. This is reprinted in part
for the information of the friends, particularly those living in cities where
future sessions of the Conferences are
to be held. "A number of well known
men, leaders in their respective fields,
are publicly upholding the ideal of
worlel unity as s:(leakers at the \Vorld
Unity Conferences which open in this
city tonight. The phrase 'world unity' is still so comparatively TIew that
it probably summons up a quite difierent thought in every mind that considers it. Whether we regard world
unity as a feasible program or a remote, unattainable ideal, the fact that
prominent scientists, educators and
statesmen, as well as representative
Christians, Jews and follo'''''ers of
other faiths arc willing to participate
in a public meeting devoted to this
object is a very significant indication
of the new trend . . • .
.. It is world unity as a deeper understanding and stronger spirit of cooperation bet\. . . een peoples themselves.
quite apart from their present political,
economic or religious affiliations, however, which is the ideal promoted by
the World "Cnitv Conferences. This
view ('"ons-iders that it is essential to
arise above all partisan questions and
appeal direct to the latent humanity
obscured in the hearts of men. To
achie\-e this result, the first beginning
has been maJe by establishing a platform independent of any existing social organism, and thus capable of giv~
ing equal respect to the ideals and prin~
ciples of all. Probably no more uni~
yersal public iorl1m exists in this
countrv todav than the \Vorld Unitv
Conferences ··supply, since they oiTer
the same hospitality to Jew and :V[oslem as to Christian, and to scientist

and philosopher as to religionist, \vhile
the black and yello,'", races have also
found on this platform a place not inferior to that accorded the "...hite. The
selel'rLon of speakers, however, does
u;)hold a strict standard of suitabilitv
in that each speaker must represe~t
some
to the problem of world
. approach
,.
umtv.
Diuing January, sessions \vill be held
in Da:yton, Ohio, and Chicago, Illinois.

REVISIONS IN LIST OF AMERICAN SECRETARIES
Local secretaries are requested to
make the following corrections on the
American Baha'i address list recentlv
sent to all Assemblies of the world:
::'>.1r. Joseph Bray, San Francisco,
should be 500 Howard Street; :VIr. W.
E. Warner, Lansing, :Vlich.. should be
Route 5, Williamston. ~lich.; ),[r.
Louis J. Voelz, Kenosha, should be
6108 Sheridan Rd.; Mr. Carl Hannen,
~lilwaukee, should be 268 Lake Bluff
Blvd.; Dr. VV. B. Guy, St. Augustine.
should be 101 Bridge Street; Mrs.
Elisha Fales, Dayton, should be 27
Grafton Avenue. Addresses wanted
for 1[i58 Ruth Bretz and Mrs. Nathan
Schrieber.
It should be unnecessar.y to point
om tha: local secretaries should have
the-:r correct address for Baha'i correspondence on file ,vith the national secretarv at all times. To obviate the difficulties whi~h attend the use of personal addresses for Assembly correspondence, we urge all loca( Assemblies and groups to rent a permanent
P. O. Box which will not be affected
by the results of annual elections.

NEWS LETTERS OF OTHER
COUNTRIES
.The Baha'i body has been greatly
strengthened during the past months
by the development of several N e\ys
Letters in different cOllntries. each
capable of ('"onyeying over a wide area
invaluable news of the Cause. Among
these are: Baha'i News Letter published by the K ational Spiritual Assemhl~' of the Baha'is oi India and
Burma in the English language: The
H~rald of the South. published by the
Baha'is of Australia and New Zealand:
La. iVO·C(I Tago, an international Baha'i
journal in Esperanto; Baha'i-l'v' achrichtcH, the bulletin of the German ~a
tional Spirltual Assembly, and Le
.J."\1 essager Baha'£ de GenJve~ publ(shed
~v :'frs. Stannard at the International
Baba'i Bureau, Geneva, Switzerland.
Endeavor , ...·ill be made to reprint in
these pages the most im~rtant news
L;;sued in these various publications,
hut lack of space prevents us from us-

6
illg much interesting and valuable materiaL The American Xational SDiritual _-\ssem;;ly will gladly distribute
copies of all fOl-eign I3aba'i publications sent to llS for this purpose .. One
hundred (OyleS are sufficient to supply
one copy to each local American Baha'i
group and also enable us to include
those required for the . Archives, special
lists. etc_ ~'\t present \I,:e are receiying
one hundred copies of La N o'ua Taga
and Le :.11 cssagcr Baha'i regularly, and
these are very illuch appreciated by
the American friends.

MAGAZINE STORY MENTIONS
BAHA'I PERSECUTIONS
At a time when the believers were
most deeply concerned with the sufferings of the Fe:'sian Baha'is, it seemeJ
prOl'idential that a magazine or the
high standing of Atlantic ,l~I ontJd)'
should publish a short stor)' actually
featuring a case of Baba'i persecution
in Persia. This storl' is' entitled "The
Governor," by A. C~cil Edwards~ and
appeared in the Atlantic for September, 1926.

MRS. KATE IVES APPOINTED
HISTORIAN OF GREEN
ACRE
The triends of Green Acre \,,·ill be
happy to know that the :-.rational Assembly has urgently requested J..frs.
Kate IYes. associated \vith the work
of Green ~~cre since the' earliest days~
to \'i.Tite the ofEcial history of Green
Acre from the invaluable collection of
records in her possession, as well as
her personal knm,vJedge of the important facts and events and her deep
awareness of all that Green Acre
means and '\'ill become, All those
who have any authentic records of
Creen Acre ar~ asked to place these at
.:\[rs. lye.-=.' rlis?osal for use in the pre;)aration oj her his~()ry, It is probable
that all thiS' important material \,;ill
one day become organized a:-=. a:1 Archi \'CS for inspf'(tion hy -dsitors at
Green Acre,
~lean"dlile, as this detailed and ofcial history represents the labor of
senral Years. ~Ir. W. II. Randall and
~fr, Alfred E. Lunt, with the assistance of ~frs, I yes, have been requested
to prepan: a report outlining the more
important steps in the evolution of
Green Acre from the days of I\Iiss
Farmer to the point "yhere it was.
merged into the Baha'i Cause, 1t is
hoped that this report can be published
and distributed among all American
belieyers before the next Conyention,
that all may realize what tremendous
efforts \Vere put forth during many
years to obey the advices and instructions of ·}\bdu'l-Baha.
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YORK ASSEMBLY
OPENS NEW HEADQUARTERS
On October first the Ke\v York Assembly moved from the Fisk Building.
\ Vest 57th Street, tD a larger and more
cOI1\'enient center at 116 \Vest 49th
Street, where roums have been taken
on a fiyt'-y{.'ar lease. Coincide:lt with
this improYement in their physical facilities, the :\ew '1. ork belie1,Trs ha,'e
lJegun a teaching program perhaps
more ambitious and far-reaching than
<lm- local activities nndertaken in this
co~mtry up to the present time,
Encouraged by the remarkable success of the special teaching cam?aign
carried out bv }lrs. Keith RansomKehler among'" the group of inquirers
gathered together last spring by 1\-1rs,
Orcella Rexford, and assured of a
foundation of true unity throughout
the local Baha'i body, the New York
Spiritual Assembly's teac11ing committee prepared a detailed schedule of
..speakers and subjects covering the
T

period October 3, 1926, 10 May 29.
1927. and this has been published in
a 16-page booklet serving as a complete
Baha'i calendar for use bv the local
believers,
This program includes
meetings '''''hich give a progressive
presentation of the Baha'i Cause, a
public forum with invited speakers,
and fortnightly meetings addressed by
leaders of yarious liberal and humanitarian movements reflecting the Baha'i
princ:ples. The interest in these meetings has been so great that the new
headquarters \vill soon be outgrown.

BAHA'I LIBRARY ESTABLISHED IN OAKLAND
On October I ()~h, the fourtcent11 alllli\"ersary of the Feast held by '.:\bdu'l-Baha ill the Oakland ho~me or
J.frs, (~ooclall, the Baha'i:; of Oakland
lliet 10 dedicate a ne\\-' liL-rary occupy:ng the third floor of a huilding \"ery
centrally located. The occasion ",-as
one 01 great rejoicing, in that the Assembly had grown to the strength
-where· a public meetingplace became
possible and necessary,
A printed
program of \\'eekly public meetings
held in the new Oakland center announces addresses by Leroy C. loas,
Ella G. Cooper. Limol I~uther and
:\gne~ :\lexander, who has recently
l11~;yeo. from Honolulu to Berkeley, .
SMALL BAHA'I GROUP FINDS
NEW TEACHING METHOD
_-\. s~ep taken recently by two believerS' of Davton, Ohio, in the direction
oi larger' public influence and wider
contact will be extremely illleresting to

,

(Jt:H:r dtyoled Daha'is similarly situated \vho ha\'c ottt'l1 longed for some
met;lOd oi sen·ing the Cause. These
1\\'0 frienc1.~ have taken a large, ,,,,'ell
appoi:lted home the ground floor of
,yhich I::' L,cing rented out as a meetingplace to se,'eral Iocal groups and organizations of a uniyersal nature hitherto -corn,)c:!ed tu hold their "\veekly
ll1l'(:ting·s· ·in tbc Ul:.:;ympathetic atmos:)here of the u:-:.ual uffi.cc building or
public hall. Each tenant organization
has its own evening in the Baha'i
IJQme, known as "Peace Center," but
(Ine eyen:ng a month all the organizations gather together in a general meetin!; at which the effort is made to find
their IJoints of nmtual agreement and
contact. _~ll are likewise cooperating
in building up a general reference lihrary to he placed at the disposition
of seekers.
The value of this method consists
in the fact that the very effort to disco\·er their common ba;is of faith and
3greement must, in time, bring them
into the one-Cause capable of unifying
the whole \vorId. Like Archimedes
tlf old, th~ two Davton belieyers ha.Ye
sought a leyer p:)werful enough to
move a world, and the ~ympathy and
insight making this plan possible is
surely that lever. They are striving
to produce Baha'is in fact rather than
merely in name, and the further ad....ar:.tage of this plan is that it is being
applied to people of capacity-people
"I-·ho have alreadv been trained to
sen-c at least one' universal principle.
When the heart has been taught. the
mind will SOon learn to follow 1

"OUR MOST IMPORTANT
WORK"
The general {'irctllar letter of the
:\kron ~\ssemhlv dated October 14tb
fI..'\'eal.-.: another teaching method equal:y ctrecriye hut rather adapted for use
hy ,\:;scm;)lie::. with established meetillg-.;;; ~:!ld capahle teachers.
To quote: "\Ve belie\'e our most
Important work or the moment is ill
completing a series of circular letters
to more than a thousand Akron citizens
to acq11aint them with our principles.
It is our endeavor to attract these people to our basic principleS', and to urge
them in each letter of the series to attend any of our weekly meetings for
further enl:ghtenment."

That these letters are f ruitiul of results can be attested by two members
of the K ational Assemblv who had the
priyijege of attending a meeting in the
home of ~Ir. and Mrs. Russell L.
Broo}.;:er during ).Joyember, The spirituaJ hospitality so beautifully displayed at this meeting, and tbe radiance of all the local believers in at-
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tCl1Ilallce, obvioL1sly produced a. deep
and lasting impre5s~on on the number
of seekers who had come in respon:::c
to the series of letters.

MEMORIAL TO THORNTON
CHASE
~Ir. W. P. Hatch, 3440 Wilshire
Douleyanl, Los Angeles, has been requested to serve as a committee of one
to collect data on the Ii fe and Baha'i
activities of Mr. Thornton Cbase. the
renowned soul whose capacity; and tireless efforts laid the foundation on
\\'hich rests the Baha'i Cause in America. .-\ll those associated \vith J..Ir.
Cha~c are urged to assist .:. rr. Hatch
in thi::. yaluable service.
\Vhen all
pO~5ible material has been gathered to:,!clher, it should be a great blessing
for the American believers to perpetuate this in sonIC suitable form a:; a
Thornton Chase :1Iemorial.
CIRCULAR LETTERS FROM
FOREIGN ASSEMBLIES
The American friends are deeply
appreciative of t11e many letters received during recent months from Baha'i As~emblies in various countries of
the world. \Ve gratefully ackuO\vledge commun:cations from the £0110\\':ng centers: Tihran, :1Ieshed. Kashan.
Irak, Resht. Kermanshah, Kaz\'in and
J-lamadan, Persia; Bagdad and A '\,>'a'hih, Irar]; Baku and I s11kabad , Russia: .-\lexandretta, Alexandria, Beirut,
Port Said and Hai fa, the Near East;
Constantinople, Turkey; Bombay and
Delhi,
India;
Rangoon,
Burma;
Shanghai. China; Adelaide, South
.-\usrralia; .-\uckland, ::-ie"" Zealand;
Ceuu. Philippine Islands; Bahia, Brazil: London, England; Paris, France;
Gelle\'a. S\vitzerlano; IIamonrg and
Esslingen, Germany.
,A. sugg6tion put forth by many .-\ssemblies in their correspondence dc:-:.ervcs special consideration-llal11cly,
that all tra,,'eling Bahit'is, particularly
those \"'ho go outside their own COl1LltrY, Lear \\·tth them a letter o[ illtmdllCtivn duly si;;ncd by an officer 01their local or national Spiritual .i\Sselllbly. This simple precaution will
L'ont1-ibutc greatly to the trayeler's own
capacity to serve the Cause, and moreover will tend to save the friends from
any abuse of hospitality or confidence.
In l·eading the general letters from
Persia and the 1\car East, one is impressed by the great efforts being mack
to er:lucate girls and \vomen. hy the
wiJespreacl interest shown in Espcranto, and also by the well-nigh o\"erwbelr11:ing obstacles which still rcs:st
c\"en the simplest efforts to create material and \"i~ib1c ex;)rcs~:io!l:; of thc
Teachings.

NEWS LETTER OF INDIA
AND BURMA
:\0:-;. I and "2 of the Baha'i ·l\e\,,·s
Letter is:-iueJ I))" the S ational Spiritual
. \~semuh· of India and Burma. at
Delhi. 1{;:H'e been received. If later
numbers 0 r this important Bah{t'i periodical h'l\·e been published, 'NC hope
that copies will be $ent the American
Xa:ional Assembly. ;This )iews Letter is editecl. by Hishmatl1llah, secretary, and lJrings the -believers of thc
\\'c-:-;t IIlOLT do:-;dv in contact 'with acti,·itics llmmghout Asia. It is pnbli~hcd from the newly established cenLral uttice of the NaLional Assemblv,
L'halllini Cno\vk, the pl-:ncipal street
u f the I t11~)erial cit\· ot Delhi.
. \ n iten; of umisual interest refers
to the presentation of thirty-eight Ba~
ha·i h)ol..;::-; in English and Per.;ian to
the Libran of the ~-ILls-lim ·Cniversitv
at .\l1garh-. On Durbar Day, :Moh:i
:J[ahfoozu'l Hall distrihuted 1500
pa!llphlet.:; to those attending the anHad exhibition.
Tl1e College at
Karachi \,;hich numbered our brother
the late Prof. Shirazi among its graduates has announced the intention of
founding a special Scholarship in
hono:- 0 r Prof. Shirazi's memory. In
XEWS LETTER Xo. 2 apr~ars a notahle
analysis of how the thoroughly trained
Baha'i teacher gradually enlists the interest and confidence of an inqu:rer,
hy develo?ing his approach so as to
appeal successively to tl,e qua1ities of
curiositv. desire, interest, dedsion, conviction a~d finally action.
IN MEMORIAM
\Yithill a few hr.ief da,:s after learning 01 the passing of )'1;s, :\fJry l-1ac::\ ut: in :Jliami, Florida. a telegram
sent by friends of the family stated
that Howard /.lacN utt had been mortally injured, and the prayers of the
i riends ' ...'CiC urgen:ly be:-iout~·ht. This
appeal waS" at once transmitted to the
Brth'·l·i~ of Brooklvn, Xcw York Cit. .·,
\Ve:-,t Engie\",·ood.- Yonker.5, Philadelphia. \Yashin.!-,.'iol1, D_ c., Orange and
130:-.tOI1_

:\lr. all.d ::o..Irs. ::o..Iac::.Jut: haye stood
in the furefront as faithful servants
of the Cause in the United States for
many years. Their record of a pilgrimage to Acca, their hospitality ex:ended
to the believers in the Brooklyn home
blessed bv 'Abdu'l-Baha, their numerou:.;, extellded teaching trips to Florida
in the South and to California in the
we~1. their presence and activity at
Gre('n Acre last summer in connection
,vith tbe founding of the School of
\\'orld Unity, ).[L ).·Iac)Jutt';;, eclitingof "The Promulgation of LniYcrsal
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Peace." and the heights he has attaincu as an Orator aflame with the
Bah{t'i spirit, all combined as influences
which have established them forever
in the hearts of the belie\"ers and the
record::; of the Cause, This loss is irn:parable.

DISTINGUISHED PERSIAN
BAHA'IS VISIT AMERICA
During November J.lirza }Iaqami
and l'dirza Benan arrived at Kew York
City on their way to Philadelphia
",·-here they ha. . ·e exhibits at the Sesqui
Cemennial Exposition.
They were
precec1ed by a cablcgram [rom Shogbi
Effendi announcing their coming and
requesting the ~~ational Assembly to
consult with them. Their plan; at
prese:1t include a stay of six months
in the United States. and they hope
to tran~: as tar as California, yisiting
as man\' of the local Assemblies a~
possible' en route. These experienced
and deyoteu Dah£l'i souls bring the
great inspiration of the Cause in
Pnsia with them; such visits create
new and lasting ties of un:t\" between
the uelievers of the two lands.
IMPORTANCE OF LEARNING
PERSIAN
The !etter from the Guardian rt'printed in this issue, calling for ~-\mer
kan , .... orkers to go to Persia, remind~
us vividly of the great imponance attributed bv 'Abdu'l-Baha on so manv
occasions to the knQwledge of the Persian tongue.
Lack of facilities for the study of
Pers1an. with perhaps a natural 'feeling that the language is extremely di ificu!t for people of the \Vest, has prevented all hut a very few from periecting themseln:s in :he language
blessed lw the :1Tanifestation. y.Janncher Khan, however, assures the
friends that he has developed a method
of teaching which will bring proficiency
in a very short time, The teaching of
Pcrsian is a great sen'i~e laid upon
Manucher by the Guardian. All who
desire to take lessons by correspondence should write to :r-.Ianucher Khan,
care of Baha'i Librarv, 116 West 49th
Street, New York. BAHA'I PRESS BUREAU AT
GENEVA
Last summer the solid foundat:on
was laid for a Baha'i connect:on with
t:1e international activities centered at
Geneva, through the activity of 1Irs.
Elizabeth Nourse ,,,ho undertook this
work at the reauest of the American
National Assemblv, \\·-ith the approva1
of Shoghi Effendi. All carefnl observers of the trend to\....ard interna-
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tional cooperation stresS' the need for
a uniyersal spirit capable of vitalizing
the numerous lmportant projects already under \va y, As this f eeting increases, the influence that might be ex~
erted bv a trained ne"''''spaper correspondent with proper credentials at
Geneya can become very great. :Mrs.
Xourse has pioneered the first and
1110St difficult steps in the development
llf what we hope ',"'ill be a far-reachill g Baha'i acti vi ty.

MME. DREYFUS-BARNEY
SERVING CAUSE OF
PEACE
T . .\,o publications recently received
bear witness to the many activities bein'{)" carried on bv
rlme. Drevfus.
Barney editor 0 t "Some Ans,,,'ered
Olle"ti~ns" in connection ..."i1h \\'0-

.

;':en:-s m~\'ements devoteu tu peace,
The Bulletin of the American "\-Vo-

man's Club or Paris contains an article bv :Mrs. Dreyfus-Barney entitled ':Consultation and Conciliation
Versus Conflict," ,,,,",hi Ie the bulletin of
the Internation Council of Vlomen,
published in London, carries another
contrihution bv ?\T rs. Dreyfus-Barney,
".-\ Practical 'Effort TO';'ards World
Peace:' The spiritual alignment of all
moyel11ell~S sincerel" dcyoted to the
ideal of peace is rapidly turning from
t:le political to the religious motive,
\,,~hich is equivalent to turning from
the past to the future. This change
in motiYe and emphasis should give
such a deep Baha'i student a unique
o?portunity eventually to spread the
:\fessage of Raha'u'llah among a large
and influential group or . .",omen leaders.

MRS. BEDIKIAN PUBLISHES
BULLETIN ON TEMPLE
In connection with the Guardian's
advice to ).[rs. Victoria Bedikian, to
assist :n promoting the Pl~n of L:nificd Action, a special bulletm contamiug numerous expressions of devotion
to the ~Iashriqu'l-Adhkar has recently
been published by this tireless Baha'i
worker. Could we all see as clearly
as Mrs. Bedikian how the Baha'i
Temple in its very physical construction constitutes a perfect picture, in
miniature, of the ne"" civilization so
many millions passionately seek an.d
cra"i'e, how much shorter would be thIS
period of transition and preparation
among the believers of the \Vest!
Publications of this character are
really aspects of what Shoghi Effendi
desired the Baha'i KE'''''S LETTER to
become; therefore we hope that in future we may assist such ardent efforts
of sen·ice b.~: puhli.<;hing them as special
::.ections of the N E\VS LETTER,

MARTHA ROOT AND MOUNTFORT MILLS HOLD PUBLIC
MEETINGS IN ENGLAND
The _follO\"'ing notes of interesting
activities in England are taken from
the latest circular letter issued by the
Xiltional Spiritual Assembly of England.

Miss Martha L 'Root of the Gnited
S~ates has spent hYe months in Great

Britain. After her return to London
from the 18th Universal Esperanto
Congress in Edinburgh, Scotland, she
<:rave two lectures before the Internafional New Thought Congress in London.
Sho~hi Effendi cabled sIr.
?o,:Ioumfort ~{jlls in Paris asking him
to lecture \"ith 1Iiss Root in London
for three weeks. Four public lectures
in Lindsav Hall were arranged by the
L011(I011 ~SpiritL1al
Assembly.
.Mrs.
ThornlJurg Cropper and Lady Blomfield arrarlged two \Vorld -enit}' Conferences in Caxton Hall.
Sunday
meetings wcre held in 11rs. George·s
home in Argyle I\·1ansions. I\jiss Eliza~th Herrick had a meeting for fifty
guests in her home. J\-Irs. 1Iarcus
Slade had an afternoon meeting at her
home. ~[allard's Court, ~Irs. R. B.
Knigilt, a Baha'i in Brighton, had a
meeting in her city.
..
The Spiritualist Church of whIch Sit
.-\ rthur Conan Doyle is President, in
London im'ited :\~Ir. 11i11s and l\Iiss
Root t~ take their Sunday sIorning
Seryice. ~Iiss Root broadc~ast in Lonclan during the ,,'1.sit of the Dominion
Premiers, She was asked to speak on
the subject: ';An American \\.'oman
Views the Dominions." She gave the
...vords of Sir Abdu'l Baha Abbas on
brotherhood. One Children's meetinO' was heI(1 in the home of ~Irs.
A. ~thur Brown. Little :Miss }.[olly
Brown. founder of the Garden of Justi('e, pr'c~idecL The Faithists arranged
a meeting, .:\[iss Dulcie Turnbull and
lI.liss Root were hostesses at an evening' for young people in E~ner50n
Hall, ~[r. Sohail Afnan of HaIfa was
the guest uf honor. He- spoke eloquently and with great power on what
vomh can do. The young people are
continuing these evening talks.
Two visits were made to 11anchester
College, Oxford, where Abdu'I-Bahi
had spoken. Professor L. P. Jacks
(Editor of the Hibbert Jot<nwl) and
head of the ('allege, arranged for :-'fr.
nIill::; and 1-Iiss Root to speak before
I\Ianchester College students: afterwards an open forum followed. Four
hooks were placed in the College Library.
Me. Mills, 'Mr, H. Dreyfus-Barney.
:\[r. G. Townshend and 1Iiss Root visited ProL R. A. Kicholson of Cam-

bridge Gniversity. He is the Professor of Oriental Languages since the
passing of Prof. Edward G. Browne.
~Ir. MiBs and 11rs. Dreyfus-Barnev
spoke at a meeting of the Religion-s
and Ethics Committee of the League
n f 1\ ations, held in the home of Ivlrs.
_\lexander \Vh:yte.
:\1r5. DreyfusBarney 5-1Joke before the Karional Congress of the Council of Vv·omen and
I\lis5 Root spoke in Denmark Hill,
London.
~[r. and ~Irs. J- L. ~Iarshall, Bahie'is of Birmingham, arranged with
the Birmingham Esperantists for lvliss
Root and Mr. ",Iills to lffture in the
Birmingham Y. ~I. C. A. A Quaker
family who had entertained Dr. Essletl1o~t invited J.-Iiss Root to be thetr
guest in Birmingham.
The }.fanchesrer Baha'is arranged a
series 0 f lectures for eight days. Different speakers went for two or three
days each and spoke with ~Iiss Root
who remained for the eight days. 1Ir.
I\Iills spoke with her Saturday evening
before the Baha'is in 11r. Joseph's offices. :'1r, Ahmad Yazdi of Port Said
was a welcome guest, They spoke Sunctav in the Adult School in \\TarringtOil and Tuesday evening, in Science
Hal! in Altrincham. Then ~Ir. Mills
left for Paris. Geneya and Haifa.
~Irs. Fred Sch'opflocher of Montreal,
yisiting in London, came to ~lan
chester for two days, l\liss Root and
~[rs. Schopflocher' spoke before the
Arts Club of Rev. M. H. H. Johnson's
Church, 1\1anchester, and the next
afternoon 1\1rs. Schopflocher gave a
tea at the ;\'Iidland Hotel for friends
to come and ask questions. The same
day both the,e Baha'is spoke, at the
noon hour, before the employees of
tbe Linotype and :Machinery Company
of Altrincham whtch employs seventeen hundred men. They were guests
of the Directors at luncheon. The
same e. . 'ening they lectured in the Adult
School, Gorton. :Mrs. Louis Gregory
of Green Acre, Eliot, ~.faine. United
States, who was en route to her work
in Budapest and Vienna, spent one
day with the Th:Ianchester friends and
spoke beautifully at this meetinR of
the Adult School. Miss Dulcie Turnbull oi London went to Manchester
for four days to help s[iss Root.
Lady Blomfield went to Manchester
for the week-end. She and ~1iss Root
had a meeting- in the Victoria Hotel
Saturday evening. Sunday, ~!Iiss Root
addressed two hundred boys and girls
in the Unitarian Sundav School and
Sunday evening both spoke in Rev,
n, H. Biggs' Unitarian Church in
Altrincham. After the service more
than one hundred people remained for
nearly two hours to ask questions,
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MARCH,

"In this wonderful age, according
to the divine teA"ts, you must befriend

call be held; seconct, the Spiritual Assemblv must have been elected on the

all nations and communities.
You
mu:::t not look upon ·violence, force, evil

previous April 21st, the date assigned
by the Guardian for this purpose uniformly throughout the world; third,
the local body must be recognized as a
truly Bahi·i group by the ).Jational As~
,embly; and fourth, the Spiritual :\ssemblv must provide the information
needed fur the assignment of the
ninet'y-fin~ delegates in time for this
to be used bv the Kational Assemblv
when preparing the Convention call.
Thc::ic facts are g-enerallv 1...:nO\"... n,
bm are repeated llere in order- that local
~TOll1)'-; I)f bflie\'ers nut represented ill
the turthcullling Convention may take
any step:.-' necessary to participate activelY in the Cunvention of 1928. Belie\"ers who arc isolated, or who belong
to small Baha'j groups, may \vell be
in a position to make suggestions of
utmost yalue, and these can be piaced
before the Convention bv the members
of the X ational ~t\ssemblv, who heartily
we1c:ome suggestions and advice on an}"
matter of Baha'i interest.
F01' :,ome timc thc .subject of a
proper legal. status for the Cause in
the Cnited States and Canada has been
under investigation by the Xarional
Spiritual Assembly, and as a solution
of this problem now appears to be at
hand. it is probable that before the
delegates meet in I\·fontreal the various
a~pects of Baha'i administration \vi11
~)e brought together definitely in the
form oi By L..aws of a legal corporation. As \ve enter this more respon~ible phase of the activities, the friends
\'\,ill appreciate the importance of accurate and \yinespreao knowlectg-e concernin~ the different elements of our
aclmLnistrative work. both local and
national. and of utmost care in keeping up to date sllch records as the local
. \~5e111hIv Rolls, results of locai elections of Spirit11al Assemblies and other
activities \,rhich the National Assemhtv will ref]uire in order to ohscrve its
ftiture legal obligations.

intention, persecutions or hostility;
nay, rather you must raise your eyes
10 the horizon of Glory (and recogllize) that each one of these creatures
:s a sign of the Lord of Signs and
I, has) dcppeJ upon the arena of exi::.tencc through divine favor and su-

preme energy. Thus all are knO\vn
alld not unknown, are friends and not
"tratwt-r:-.,

\Ve

LTILl;;;!

deal with all ac-

cl)nli~g lu dw ahove criterion.

"Til'ere fore the heloved 111lt:-:t, with
illtinitl:" i..:inUtl6S and love. as~ociate
anrl :,,'n1;Jathize \'{ith l)oth friends and
:.-.;trangers and not look at all upon .the
lll~rih and carabilities ot the person.
l-nder all c:rcumstances they must
:-'ohmv fonh gClluine love and t10t be defeated hv tile intensity of rancOr. hatred. ql1a~·re1. malice aild the ~rtldge of
the people."

•
•
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q
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ASSEMBLIES RECEIVE CALL
FOR NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
The iormal notice calling for the
election of delegates to the 1927 Nalional CO]1l"ention of the BahaJis of the
enttee! States and Canada has now
.~·one forth.
~il1ety-five delegates are
to he elected in all. each local body ha\"ing- heen assig-nen the numuer of dele,ratc.!" to which it is entitled by the pro~ortion its number of dedared believers bear.=:. to the total number of declared believers in all the local Baha'i
~.:~::-Ol1f)::: whi("'h elected a Spiritual As~emhh" on .-\pril ::?l. 1926. The right
to elect a delegate or detf'.gate5. depends
l1Jlon fulfilment of the following conriit:otl:::: tir~t. the lncal body must ha\Te
more- t~atl nine declared belie,"ers in
nrcler tn elect a Spiritual Assembly, as
it is only from Baha'i communities
where a Spiritual Assembly exists that
an e1ectiQn for Convention delegates

1927

But these observations are concerned
only with the material side of our mutual Baha'i life, and should not be alIm"Ted to divert our attention from our
fundamental spiritual purposes and
ideals. Only incidentally are we a
leg-ell body-primarily and essentially
",,"e are attempting to be a spiritual
body of true unitv througb which the
power of Baha'u'llah may be transmitted in utmost purity and brilliancy
to the world of hwnanity. Viewed in
this light. a delegate represents far
more than the Baha'i community of his
resjdence: he rcpre~ents the Teachings
them;;;elves. Upon the conscious unity
and selflessness attained hv the delt'gate~. depends the degree· of power
which can he released throughout the
coming year.

TWO NEW ASSEMBLIES
COME INTO BEING
The iriends will be bappy to extend
a spiritual welcome to two new local
Bah{d bodies whi.:h have recentlv organized themselves to take an active
l).art in the work. The fact that these
Assemblies are located at opposite ends
of the continent makes the news more
significant. The new Assemblies are
the Baha'is of Vancouver, B. c., and
St. Augustine. Fla.
For many years past a few devoted
~ol1ls have uDhe1d the Cause in Vancouver, but tl~eir energies were RI"eatly
reinforced bv the rresence of 'Mr5.
~lav :11axweil last Tune. ~Irs. MaxweIi and )drs. Greenleaf inaugurated a
definite teaching campaign, and enlarged the circle ""jth new people of
capacity. During January !\-1r. John
Bosch oi Gevserville. Calif.: Mr.
George o. r.admer and ")'fr. Laurence
Woodfin of Portland. Ore .. journeyed
to V"ancouver as teachers and arotised
such enthusiastic interest that a local
Spiritual Assernblv \Vas elected, the
~rOL1r no\'I{ nl1mhering- f011rteen believers,
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Lallse in St..-\llgustine :s dw..' to tlIe
patiem effort <I1ld wisdom of Dr. and
j[rs. \\'alrer Guy over a period uf
many veaLS, assisted by -visits from
~I r. - Luui:- C reg-ory an(( :'d r. HO\V0.:-,J
~Iac::\lltt frum time to :illlf'.
The St..-\.ugustine .-i.::sf'mhly :-; l-OIll~
pused ui three groups, one \.... hite and
t\vn colored. one colored group con.~i:.;t;ng- of teacher:-:- at the Florida ::\nrmal and lndu.";trial In:.;titL1H:', located
three miles irom the cit\·,
In all,
nventy-nine :-i0111:.; haye a~Tepted the
H.e,·elarion of ilaha'u'llah ill [il::- .\:'..;;embh,. One of [he :l.:':'! act:-; ()f the
newl:: elccted Spiritual .-\,;,."c-!llhl~· ,va",
LO pass resolntions of II}\·in.~· ";'Y111prLThy
~!l memory of "}.rr. and :J.Ir~. :\l"ac.:\l1tt.
It i." hoped t:1at the f:-iend:-i huth ,):[
Vancoun~r and 5t. .\ugustine :112.\'
:;en<1 repre."elltati\·es Lo the :\"at:nnal
Convention thi:'. ,·ea.. Thoug-h the:-:-e
repre:'.entatiYes \""uuld llot be (leleg:nf:-.,
\v1th voting puwers, lleyerthe1e'-::-i :heir
presence would he a -"ource of true inspiration [0 the ConYcmion, and abo
result in conycying" the sri:-it nf the
Convention. anrl ctirect ne'V5 of its acti\'ities. to the local belie\'e:'s '):1 t::eir
return.
.\ttention should be called likewi:',c
to the ne\\-~ spi:-it of actiyity amon.~ thr:
Baha'is of Ithica_ X. Y .. as tbe re::::lllt
n i ~Ir. alld ~11·S. Hnwanl I \'f"~' re:l1on.l
there from Gene,Ta. Important contacts have alreaDY been maoe \vith Cnrnell l~ni\"ersity.-

THE CENTER AND THE
CIRCUMFERENCE
Editorial
()!l~

of the f11ndamental ]1;-nhk11l:'>
l·(ltlfrnntifl.Q" :-11E' Ba1:<'t'i::- ill .-\l1lerica,
hnth collectin.:h- ;:tnll indiyidu:1.lh·,
:1ri5e5 fro111 t~1E' tlf'ed to lllldct'::.land tlic
true :-elationshiD between ~u.:ti\·itie5

bascd upon the Bah.!·j name and mes:',age and activities baseJ upon the uni"ersality of dle teachings, and intenJeu
to convey and apply the teachings, but
llot u:3ing- the nallle Rah:'t'i.
III one :ofm or allot her, this probkm h3.s ar:sen many times during the
past twcnty :... car~, anJ under one or
ano[her form the problem exists today. It:s a prooiem of utmost importance. becanse until it is correctly
.soh'ed "..·-e cannot produce or maintain
a l1nit.y of action corresponding to our
anity of faith, An attempt to pre-"e:-tt
the elements entering into the problem,
and to point out its great significance
lO llS all at the present time ,,,,,hen the
l-aLlse is entering a ne"... era of gro,vth,
mav .:;cnT a very useful purpose, since
ill 6is hlessed Call::'~ we cannot solve
:l.n~· rrohlem hy di.";lllissing it from our
ll1ind_~ or by :nercly denying the view.";
:hat differ frolll om' OW:1. Our prohlems are our sriritll:J.1 OPI}{)rtnnities, to
be \vekomerl and never feared.
Brierly. the :;pecific problem tu be
anah'zed here ar;~c::i from the fact that
\\-hile :ilc- 11Ul":)I)::-i<: allll .>;cope of [h1.:
l\.c\-dLltiul1 i~ 111liversal. inc1udillg all
hllll1<.lllitv. Lile beEew·r." are C'omparaLiveh' [e~\.... ; a:1(i that \\-'hile the Teac:tin.!.!:" - apply tn the gTcate~t i~sues n f
l:i1l1lal1 li:e, ~he 10110,,"<:r:.--; are COln~)ara
:i\·elv oh:,,;cl1re alld nnknown. h~ the
;ll'rl1;'ll world. the Bah:t'is are as the
n:-nter I)i tLt' circle. whi1f: the othcr::;
are as the CirClLll1ier~nce_
In ~he ::[)n.:ad 01 t:te l1ah:\'i principh.::..; tLrnll.!2,ll11l1~ :-:-,wiety, \Vh1Ch toda\'
n'cllg'I1ize:-: their YaIi(lity and vahle
wit:'()l1t kWI"':ll!.:" thcir ::::nr.:rce, WI':"' have
all illtll11re pIJ:,sihilit\, ot co:mectiol1,";
betwCC:l thc l"emer and the circamterel1lT. :\ L ,rem·te", a:' t:le incli . . . idual helie"e:' !w·rlll11e:..; morc ,ll1el lllore pent'tratd hy thc 1l1l:nr.-:a1in· of the )'fe:'>."a~e,
;(JIl~'''' eyer more deeply to fiLld
w(tv:o:. ;ll1d :11eal1:', ~o carry the :o:pi:-it of
unin' (n:t illto his etlyironment_
LeL lb -,aL fnr example. that there
i." a cih· of -several hundred thousa:1d.
ill which there e:-,:l::.ts an .\::;;scmIJh· nf
le;.;s t:latl Ii fty he1ien~rs, and thesf helieyer::o represent a great variety of
racc:-,. cla"~c,, and inhe:-ited creed:'._
.-\mnng them a fe\v pen..-ci,·e all npportllnitv nf e:.-.;tahlishin::! 0ne of the 13ah[t'i
prin~iples in a 11lar,'ner canahle of a:tractillg a c()E;;;iderahle ::lllllrJCr :)f peo;)1(', amollg- :helll mallY \)f C'apacity
wh0se c0nhrmation would hring- pov..-t>rful reinforcemcnt tn ~he .-\s.o;embiy
~iIld the Caw-e.
The:=;e fcw helic\'ers :";l11r1y the 0]1]101-tllnitv and rf'a1izp. that the succes.o; of
rhei r nla:l depends 11]1011 foundingtheir C"ff"r!r~ l1pon a f0111ldari0tl conesn(lndin.~ to nne n;lh;'l'i prll1rinle in
which luany nOLl~Bah:\'i:-; ;J1ready he-

he

Ee'.e-a foundation providing for adherence to the principle for its own
sake, but not demanding adherence to
all the Baha'l principles and teachings,
\Tt nevertheless ~l1fficientlv universal
;ll1d elastic to admit discuss-ion or con.~ideracion of other Bah;l.'i principles
from :illle to time, and involving the
confidence that in time those accepting this foundation will accept the
CaL1se without reserve.
The subject (to continue the i111aginary instance) is discussed at an
_\ssemhly meeting, and the plan meets
the ohjection on the part of some that
Baha'i:; ought to 'confine their activities to giving the :\Iessage and attracting new believers to tl:Ie Assembly it':ocli. Both views are thoroughly pre:-f':nted, and it is made apDarent that
impurtant considerations exist on both
_~ide::i.
011 the one hand we have advanced the fact t:lar for many years the
.\:';sf':ll1blv has been uninftue~tial in the
11 ie oi the communitv and is indeed
looked upun as a sect -cut off from all
!1lo11crrl liberal movements attracting
puhlic attelltlon. and that :f the local
Hahit·i.'.; go fonvard \dth the ne\v plait
the v \"ill come in contact \\'ith man v
pe()ple whose ideals are already lm;~
\'er.'-=al and will prove that the Cause
is llot a :',(:'ct, ~rnreover. according- to
:his view, the Baha'is ought to realize
tll<1.~ the purpose of the Cause is to
:lllity mankind. and the most r:ffective
te3.dling l1lethud is for the believers to
b~ a. poillt I)f unity in :heir community
e\'en if thi..- involves comDlete selfles:.;l1e~s as a group_ _-\1l other re1ig:iotL.""i
communities, it is claimed. have failed
hf'cau:-..e uf th!.: narrow dogn1atisl11 01
the followers_ and theil unwillingncs::,
to gT<tllt that the spirit ::s iar more illlpDl:tant that} the name. The lack of
('(lpahle Balla'i teacher:'> is also mcn:ioned.
Opposecl to this view we have the
claim that ""hatever iailure there may
kt"e beell :Ll the past was due to lack
()f courage in upholding- the central
feature o'f the ~ressag-e, and that the
pure ;'[essage includes all fonus of
l1niyersality nO\v being sought as ideals
In' tht' world: that people are nm\'
re-adY for the direct Jlessage as never
hefnl'e, and that all efforts should he
~'()ncentratcd 11])On Baha'i meeting:;;.
Fillalh', the lack oi capable teacher:;
i:-, rle11ied for the reason that the definite promi",e ha:- heen made to the
Daha'is that all who trulv arise to serve
will he a.ssi.sted hy the- pm'ter of the
Holy Spirit, an(I this power has no
need of ordinarv human zifts of eloql1ence or aCflu:'red karnin!.!". faith 111
the Jf ani festation hein.~ all-:';l1fficient
':() attract and affirm llew souls. The
great _:'!..hl1'I-Fadl. the friends are reT
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minded. wa.-; hrollg:lt illto the LatL;,;e
all il1i:eralt' ;:-.i,oemaKer.
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directions to br;ag ahout the :':Iaille
ullity t I f I Ll,-ll: with mall. a:H 1
Lea \'in~' th~se two di frerent views to. manki1ld witil (~ud_ . \!i tin: and \\-;1ler
... :~nd :.:ide Ity "ide for :he moment, an
are' ;'ltJrh Ilehled :0 produce the i)UVl.'er
t'ltu!'[ ... lltHdd I){~ made to under3talld
'lr ...;team. 0":0 IJ(Jth tvPt~'<: ot
belieyer
llJl.'ir . . ttlLrCe awl imt'r-relation, :;ince arl~ IWt'ded in ')filer t;) I'italiz<.: th.:: all(-:tt'll \'tt'w kl:ieS it:;.elf u[>rJll i[uutatiun:; illl))Urram (t"arhing- work.
in till the :,:llllt: Scriptures_
Ell: III ordt'r [() make po~sihle thl:':l
[L i:i pt:oha·!Jle tha,[ the;.:,e vievo,:s rep:.;lori, JtL~ 111liry which i_"i Ilot lI11i tormiry,
re:-;em the tWit Ckb:-.t::'~ oi penplc found we Il1lht en:']' re:tlize. that the iadirect
in the Cau:=;e a:=; in all human :,-ocieties; and the riirel': teachim;o Jlulicie:..:, tllO,tg"h
those who ~tand upon a principle and tilt'\' In\-c til.:: same end, require differieel that other human be:ngs should (-"Ilt- ;llethod"" alnl1~ :he \,'.:ay, Perhaps
adapt them:;dve:; to it; and those "... ho i;l time~ pa_..:[ ot1r lad.:: oi effective acfeel that a :,-piritual principle re~ains its tion in the teaching field ha~ come from
dynamic only as tho:;e ..."ho uphold it l'1J!lill~in.~ t;lC two llleTlwd:..:, and atte:l1;)tin~ to maKe OlW do the \york of
make :he adaptation in tfie direction of
...:ecnring the s~"'mpathy and conhuence the other. or ::'0 combining :he two chat
IJt others whose faith they desi:-e ;:0
no :uleoua[e n:sults at all cotlld be obaffect. One party claim::; th~t the other tained. -leadin~ to general dissatisfacparty <loes llot sllfftciently cOllsider the tion rar1ler than mutual appreciation
millds anu hearts of nOLl-heliever:o: and wiIEnf"T'nes:i to aJmire in others the
\\o-hile the second narty claims that the f!ualities we do not possess.
first is rea.uy to )'ielJ on \'ital pr:ncipIes Dt the Baha·j Faith_
EXTENSION OF BAHA'I
Perhaps \'\oTe can appreciate the exPUBLICITY
tent of this inherent divergellce . ."hen
we recall that the names FundamentalOnc of the significant signs that the
ist and :\Iodernisi refer to the ;:;;ame Cause is drawi!1g eve:- nearer the pubtwO tyves of people in the Protestant
lic consciousness con:::ists in a great
Church. whose diffeences ha\'c done increase in the amount of publicity seso much to discredit and nullity their cured during recent weeks.
L"otl1rtIon religion_ \Vhile the :f.-tlndaThrough :!Je generosity oi a few bemcntalist and rhe ~Iorler:li,.::~ are :r:-e- Eeye:-::i. a Bah~l'i PuhEcitv Bureau was
concileable, as sHch. we may be per- estab1i.~heo in Januar~- for the purpose
iecrl\' sure that the Bahi'i L:ause can of :::ending out :'.llitable. notices of curcontain both types. and in tact refluil-es rent activities to a national list Ot nathem. The issue olll .... arises in the pers trom time 10 tIme. Two arti~les
form of a probiem when either parry haTc so far heen ::'.sueu :) .... the BureaL1:
claims that its teachin.!!:' plan is the only nne referring to the first Baha'i Year
one. and endeavors to exc.luoe the Book. the .::.econcl descrihing tbe ob:E'rts an(t acilieYel11Cl:ts nf the i,Vor!d
other.
If we appreciate that t'ach vLew i::. '[_-nit,- Confe:'encf',,_ The cooperation
the sincere exprt:s::iion of snme true ex- ot local _-\ ..;:semhlies and groups in
perience, and represents an attitude_ hringing the:r inHllcnce to bear upon
which is the inevitable result of study local papers to publish these articles is
of the Teachings and loyalty to them. g-reatly apprecia:ec1. \Ye suggest tIlat
we can readil\' admit the facl that hoth each Iocai Assemblv forthwith conteachinO' meth"ods can go forward at the sider this matter allcl apf>oint a Pnb~ame ti~e and in the mo"t cordial ann ~icit\' Commirtee to take charge of thi::;
effective spirit of mutual apprcciacion ~mp~)r1am work
Shoghi Effcndi has referred to the
and confidence. T n ~upnres:; or exclude
either yiew, even temporarily_ c;:tn hut Bureau in a recent le:tn to one of the
\ycaken nur total re:"Oll:"Cf':' nf aC'tinn. .\;-neric:m frie:lfb: "It is my earnest
ann lead to llnoesirahle (,ollditloll~ in prayer that thi~ newh- concci\'ed Puhthe hlessed Callse.
Til allow hn~h licit," Bllreatl will dr"aw many a spiritllalh- minded capahle sot11 to thi,::.
t~·pes of people to fulfil tr:eir i.de~l:;,. of
:-;ervice. and express theIr dl:,stmtlar Cause, a]~d proye a real dynamic force
character" and temperaments ill an at- rhar \villcarry tIle CaU5e forwanl with
mosphere of llniailing lmT. \\-ili prfwe '~re::l.ter "j<Tnr -and increa'::'fd vitality,"'
that the Cause is in fact uni\'er~aL and .-. The ::'lll)iect 0 f the martYrdoms in
Persia i:::: '::'[111 receiving attentioll_ ~ris"
~reatly extend the front 3JrlIl~ which
~"e are fighting to pronlote the l(eyela- Ella Ouant of Schenect3(h'. X. Y ...'=.l1Cceenc'(l i~l ',)laC:llR an extensive notice
tion of God.
There i::- Jll) pO:;'5ihilit~" nf rea! an- of this ~ubiect in the Gazette of that
(';ty on Ff>hruarv 16th, while an edi~agoni:O:111 or even incii fierence hetw~en
those \\-ho, aite:- all. \,rhether :=::er,\,lt1g- torial in t':1c Decemher numbe.r f)t the
to extend the center to the circumfer- magazine Theosophy 3.1.:;0 makes a symence or ioin the circumference to the nathetic reference to the lot of th('
center. arE'! only striving from different Persian Rah::i!is.
~n:Jl~l1al

3
From ~\lrs. Siegfried Schopftocher
we ba\'e received a long article inserted ill the Egyptian Gazette on
January 5th describing her airplane
tn:) from Londoll to C::liro and makill~
rdncllce to her lJaha'i teachiIlno'
"
-,
1J[an:-; in '[he East.
The Oregonia]:, ot IJortland, Ore;:';011, also published an account of the
appeal made by the .'\merican Baha'is
tiJ the Shah of Per::.i::l, while in the
. \ ug-usta, Ccorgia, Herald of Tanuary
1Atli wc find a special feature stor~'
ita~ecl on ~·Iiss }[argaret Klebs' artIcle in the December Baha'i }Iagazine.
~rention ,.::.ilOulct also be made of the
article on "The Baha~i :Message"
which appeared in the Nassau County
Leader of Fernandina, Fla.} through
the efforts of :\1r. James Stone. The
magazine "Reason," published by the
Spiritualists) ralTied in a recent issue
an interesting article by Dr. Hills
Cole which quoted 'Abdu'l-Baha most
I.'ffectivclv
One of· the most remarkable examples of -indirect publicity ever carried
out bv an American Baha'i is the letter
appe~ring on pages 141 and 142 of
.\tlantic Monthly ior January and
signed Doris H. 1lcKay, 11rs. McKay, of the Geneva Assembly, took
;:ulvantage of a recent article in the
.\ tlamic on "The Passing of the
Prophet" to put forward the facts
about the appearance! teachings and influence of the Bab, Baha'ullah and
'Abdtt'l-Baha without using Their
names. As the result of this letter a
g-reat many inquiries have been ::eoeived bv ~Irs, McKay for further In:qrmatiljn_ Her letter may be regarded
as ideal in irs clarity, conviction yet
careful restraint.
DR. JOHN HERMAN RANDALL
RECEIVES REMARKABLE
TRIBUTE FROM THE
GUARDIAN
i,Ve are privileged to quote from a
letter 'i.nitten hy Shoghi Effendi in his
own hand to Dr. Tohn Herman Randall of the Communit" Church of )Jew
York, dated July 10th, 1926,
"T de;;;ire to take the present opportunity to a::;sure yon in person of my deep
admiration for those unique gifts which
have characterized your able presentaLion of the Bah,i'i Principles a:; well
3.S llW unshaken confidence in the part
YOll are destined to play for their ulll,'e::;al recognition and triumph, Your
clear vision. vour hig-h courage, your
.~ra:;.p of the needs of present-day sor:ietv. vour eminent position and pene:ratlng eloquence qnalify you in a remarJ..-a"b1c manner to champion the
Cause of Baha.'n'llah and establish its
truth 111 the \Vest.
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.. IVe are gradually and imperceptibly
entering upon a new stage of our progressive life and the qualities which
are needed to supplement the essential
characteristics that are common to the

followers of the Faith are just the
ones you are in a position to contribute
and increase, That is why every weIl-

wisher of the Cause looks upon you
as the chief instrument and factor that
can prOTIde and contribute those neces-

sary elements which a gradually unfolding movement imperatively demands at present. I wonld therefore

able through a. pruspectus now in
preparation, but meanwhile the friends
will be interested in knowing the program.

August 1 to 6, Prof. Herbert Adams
Gibbons of Princeton University will
lecture on "Nationalism and Internationalism."

August 8 to 13, Pro!. John Herman
Randall, Jr., 0 f Columbia U ni ve rsi ty
will lecture on "The Making of the
.\lodern Mind."
August 15 to 20, Prof. S. L. Joshi
of Dartmouth College will lecture on

earnestly request you to pursue your· "Comparative Religions."

labors, untrammeled and unhampered
by the existing conditions, striving in
your own admirable manner to add to

the Institute of \'\iorld Unity. a remarkably conceived plan, for a summer
school based on universal principles

and the first step toward the foundation of the great University on 1\10nsahrat visioned years ago hy ::\'Hss

Sarah Farmer and confirmed by the
~!aster.

The Institute. made possible through

a fund given by a friend of Green
Acre, has for its purpose the promulvation of those recently discovered
facts and principles in the several
branches of science and religion which
0ve form and substance to faith In the
i)[otherhood of man. It will function
as a summer ::.chool, with daily lectures
and discussion groups in charge of
If''Joing educators.

All the lacts will soon be made avail-

Fellowship House, finishing attic and
basement of Fellowship House as dormitories, laying new water line to InL1.
providing inexpensive board, etc.
\Vithin a few weeks we hope to distri bute among all the local Assemblies
and groups .a complete program of
Green Acre in 1927, with information
a,bout the lessons in arts and cra fts,

activities oi the Little Theatre, and
costs of living. If each Assembly will
appoint at least one person to serve as
local Green Acre committee, this co-

August 22 to 27, Prof. Kirtley F.
}lather of Harvard University will

operation will be very helpful, ior this
committee can· distribute Green Acre

lecture on HScience and Religion."

literature among. the friends, secure
names of those intending to go, and
otherwise contact with the Green Acre

the number of those capable, enlight- . August 29 to September 3, Prof.
ened and devoted servants of the William R. Shepherd of Columbia
Cause, who ,,~ll eventually by the University will lecture on "The Rela~
force of their numbers and the bril- tions of East and West."
liancy of their powers, revitalize the
All lectures of the Institute will be
Cause. widen its scope, establish its held in the auditorium of the Inn at
Principles and vindicate its truth.
9 :30 A. M. daily, Monday to Satur"It would undoubtedly grieve me to day inclusive, followed by an hour of
learn that any imperfections and fail- round table discussion.
ings on the part of the friends whether
A charge of six dollars per week, or
individually or collectively have tended twenty-five dollars for the course of
to damp the zeal, or lessen the ent~u five weeks, will be made for attendsiasm with which you are upholdmg ance. The Institute will be extensively
and expounding the Bah,,'i Principles, advertised to the general public. and as
for I cherish the greatest hopes for the physical facilities 0 f Green Acre
your eventual triumph in such a glo- are limited, the friends are urged to
make the; r plans as soon as possible
rious field of service."
and noti fy the secretary 0 f the N ational Spiritual Assembly of the date
NEXT GREEN ACRE SEASON they wish to arrive and the length 0 f
.
The friends will <>e exceedingly their stay.
Concurrently with the morning achappy to know that definite plans are
already being carried out to assure a tivities of the Institute, afternoon
notable season at Green Acre this sum- classes will be held at Fellowship
House devoted to the Bah,,'i Teachmer.
The thirtv-third annual Green Acre ings, and Baha'i classes will also be
season will ·open on or about July 1st held daily during July. The full proentirely clear of debt and und<;ubte.dly gram for July has not yet been made,
with many long needed phySIcal Im- but the f fiends are assured that it will

provements. The ne..'<t Green Ac~e
season will he for ever memorable m
that it witnesses the commencement of

moderate cost. Other improvements
under consideration are repainting

he no less interesting and helpful than
the special Institute courses in August.

It is confidently expected that the
Institute of World Unity will aUract
to Green Acre a number of people of
capacity, and it will be a supreme test
of the wisfiom, radiance, courtesy and
selflessness of the Baha'is at Green
Acre to attract these guests to the
Cause. Green Acre. in fact, must
from nO\v on represent more and more
that :field of interpenetration between

the Cause and the world which can
widen our own vistas while at the
same time impressing the Faith of
Daha'll'llah upon liberal and seeking
minds. Through cordial appreciation
of the truth hrought to us hy others we
can best prove the universality of our
o\vn.
Plans are now in hand for constrllctin.g- simple bungalow-type camp h011ses
affording accommodations at very

Executive Committee of the National
Assembly.
--~--

WORLD UNITY CONFERENCES IN JANUARY
AND FEBRUARY
The work of the World Unity Conferences has gone steadily forward
during the past two months, with
meetings in Dayton, Ohio, on January
13. 14. 15 and 16; in Chicago on January 21, 22 and 23; in Portsmouth,
N. H., on February 18, 19 and 20; and
New York City on February 25, 26
and 27.
The Conference at Daytnn proved
what results can be accomplished by
one or two believers when courage, determination and tireless -energy are displayed. The first session was devoted
to racial amity, with addresses by Mr.
Albert Vail and Mr. Louis Gregory. a
meeting which brought out an excellent audience almost evenlv divided between white and colored. -Speakers on
the three following programs were:
Dr. John Herman Randall, Mr. Albert
Vail. Prof. Frank D. Slutz, Judge
Florence E. Allen oi Ohio Supreme
Court. and Prof. Herbert A. Miller of
Ohio State University.

The meetings

were held in the Y. M. C. A. Audito·
rium, First Unitarian Church, and Auditorium of the Y. W. C. A. Bv
the reinforcement of this positiv~
achievement, the local Baha'i group

are convinced that their teaching problem has been ,brought within the circle of definite methods and plans.
All five sessions of the Chicago Conferences were held in I\-1orrison Hotel,

the only centrally located hotel free
from racial exclusiveness.

By secur-

in~ the cooperation of a larg-e' number
of liberal movements, the local Con-

ference committee were ena9led to pro-

vide a hanquet preceding the first
meeting, about four hundred tickets
heing sold. It has' been said by those
thoroughly acquainted with conditions

~
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in Chicago that the speakers on the grams. As at Dayton, these meetings racial amity drawn up by the folluwWorld linity Conference represented were arranged by a few friends, Mr. ing workers at the request of the N.
the most varied and brilliant group of and ~lrs. Henry Green and .'.1r. Philip S. A.: )'Irs. A. S. Parsons, IIIrs.
public men and \vomen eyer brought J.J arangeUa. The need for a perma- Louise Boyle, 1Irs. Idari.am Haney,
together on one program. The speak- nent Bahft'[ libran' at Portsmouch is Dr. Zia Bagdadi, _\Irs. Coralie Cook,
ers were: 1\lr. L:lratlo Taft, sculptor; now felt as the result of the interest ~lr. Louis Gregory, .Mr. Roy WilMrs. Charles S. Clark, President, taken ill the Conierences, and the pos- hams and Dr. Locke.
Presidents' Conference of \Vomen's si·Lilities for further public contacts
The National Baha'i Committee on
Clubs; Dr. Shailer j,lathews, Dean, they revealed.
Racial Amity is composed 'of these
Ne,>,.·s of the New York Conferences members: Mrs. A. S. Parsons, chairDivinity School of the university of
Chicago; Mr. Horace Bridges, Leader, will be given at a later date. During man; ~fr. Louis Gregory, executive
Society for Ethical Culture; Mr. J. March, World Unity Conferences will secretary; 1Vfrs. Louise Boyle, Mrs.
C. Chatterji, Cambridge University; be held in Springfield, ),fass.; )Jew Mariam Haney, Mrs. Coralie Cook
Dr. Eustace Haydon, Gniversity of Haven, Conn., and possibly Washing- Dr. Zia Bagdadi and Dr. Alain Locke:
Chicago; Dr. Jacnb Pister, St. Luke's ton. D. C.
The importance of this work canLutheran Church; Rev. Fred Merrinot be overestimated by the American
field, All Souls' Church; Dr. Max Mabelievers. In February, 1921, Mr.
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
son, President. C niversity of Chicago;
Mount_ford Mills took the foUowing
ANNOUNCEMENT
Rabbi Louis L . .:\[ann, Sinai CongreA few copies of the pamphlets writ- llotes tram \vords of 'Abdu'l-Baha on
gation; Rev. Preston Bradley! The ten hv Our brother Hmvard .A·lac-N utt the subject of the forthcoming (May,
People's Church; and Dr. John Her- are still available, and it is felt that 1921) Amity Convention in \Vashingman Randall, Community Church of the friends \",..m desire to possess these ton, D.
"Unless this problem were
New York. Such a program in itself as a precious reminder of the soul that solved, before long there would break
is concrete evidence of the influence of has passed into the next world. "Ten out a terrible conflict in the 'United
the ideal of unity when upheld on uni- Days in the Light of Akka" can be oh- States between these two races that
versal terms, and the willingness of tained for twenty-five cents; HUnity would be devastating in its effect. Say
Bahi'is to produce a platform of this Through Love," for ten cents.
to this Convention that never since the
character impressed many whose imThe Publishing Committee wishes beginning of time has one more imporpressions of the Cause had ,been indif- to correct a misunderstanding which tant been held.
This Convention
ferent or even unfavorable.
seems to e.xist in regard to the advance st~nds for the oneness of humanity; i~
Distinct gratitude is due Dr. Randall copies of Bahi'; Year Book, Vol. One, will become the cause of the removal
for the large number of public ad- recentI y sent to Assemblies throughout oi hostility between races; it will be
dresses he delivered both at Dayton the world. These were not intended the cause of the enlightenment of
and Chicago t9 important audiences as gifts, but as specimen copies to America. It will, if wisely managed
outside the Conference itself. The show what [he Year Book is, and when and continued, check the deadly strngwords uttered about this great serv- sold payment of one dollar per copy gle between these races which otherant of Baha'u'llah by Shoghi Effendi should be sent to the Baha'i Publish- wise will inevitahly break out."
Among the recommendations for acin the letter quoted elsewhere in these ing Committee, P. O. Box 34S, Grand
pages had their abundant justification Central·Station, )lew York, U. S. A., tion accepted as the objectives of the
new cammi ttee are: that the National
in the usual way.
during those days.
Assembly shall recommend to the local
While we mav not be able to estimate the results ~oi such public under- MR. MOUNTFORT MILLS TO Assembli.es the supreme importance of
inter-racial work and urg-e their full
RETURN FOR AMERICAN
takings as the Conferences by immedicooperation with the National Amity
ate visible standards, it is certain that
CONVENTION
the'y are a deep plowing of the soil of
The good news has been received Committee; that the National Amity
hearts; and it is for the friends of God that III r. ldountfort Mills will return Committee shal1 formulate a program
to learn how best to take advantage of to the United States for a visit of some to stimulate racial activity by the local
\'I,reeks coinciding with the Convention Assemblies to include (1) arranging
this spiritual fertility.
Despite the winter~s hardest storm. at ::\'1ontreal. This visit is made to for Baha'i educators to address youth
groups of both races, especially in
the Portsmouth, "1:'\. H., meetings had enahle him to bring instructions and schools and colleges and (2) bringing
advice
from
Shoghi
Effendi
concernfar reaching results in attracting local
together intelligent, a1truistic gToups
religious leaders and others in posi- ing the affairs of the Cause in North of both races for consultation on racial
America
and
information
about
new
tions of influence throughout the community, and will greatly_ stimulate in- plans for increasing the Guardian '5 fa- amity; that the National Amity Committee at once prepare a compilation
terest in Green Acre during future cilities for work at Haifa. Mr. Mills 'on the subject suitable for wide public
seasons. Six sessions were held: at has spent "many weeks at Haifa this distribution; and that the success of
Hotel Rockingham, Church of Christ winter as one of three believers invited efforts by Bahi'is to heal this spiritual
Universalist, South Unitarian Church, by the Guardian for consultation_
sickness afflicting the body of htunanl\ orth Congregational Church, Stoneity
depends upon each worker purifyNATIONAL COMMITTEE
leigh III anor School at Rye, and the
ing his own heart from all trace of
ON
RACIAL
AMITY
Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce
racial prejudice.
APPOINTED
Assembly Room. The speakers were
----In
order
to
intensify
the
effort
of
Prof. Vvilliam E. Hocking. Harvard
JEWISH
POPULATION IN
the
American
Baha'is
·to
promote
the
Universitv; Mr. Alfred \V. Martin,
PALESTINE LEARNING
Society for Ethical Culture. New cause of racial amity-, a national comABOUT BAHA'I
York' Prof. Kirtley l\.father, Harvard mittee wa~ appointed by the National
CAUSE
Univ~rsity; Dr. RandalL Mr. Mar~n, Spiritual Assembly on January 8. This
From the circular letter issued by
it was recalled. was on one of l\·flSS action fotlmverl the acceptance of rec- .
ommendations for action in the fie1d of the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa in
Farmer'~ earliest Green Acre pro-

c.:
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J::Ult1:lry. J92~. we qll<Jtc :hc lo1hm-illg
new" Itt:"J11: "J! i .. .: illtt.'rt~-;ting- to l1iJte

that the

lLt'\\'ClJllll'f:-. I'J

the k\\·i ....:h

:1.].-

Tional home ill P;,iC:-.tlilt:' ~1r~ 11{·,~·;!l111n:..;
In

ie-e]

thl~ ]lll\.... t'f II;" tin- l-;(ll~,

<II

1;,,<1

whicb i~ rt:'ltl'Jlll,lilj~- rllt~ :-;),il:tLlai lil'e
ni .]11 "'(!n~, ;(11..1 1'IIII,liti';ll~ "I 11WII.
Thi . . is {'\·idl-ll~·t·d ')\ 111(' lat'l :Il:ll lilt,
lllllillwr 'Ii illljllin::r . . . i.", illl:n..'a~i:l~- day
IJY day anl1 the IirilKi;Jle ... IJ i the l 'all:-'..'
are the in:efe:;:ill::.[ ~;.tlJkcr I)I (Ull\"(~:-~a
tion in mal1Y c;-rcles: The spiritual
theme is now taken up bv the fc\""'i~h
pres.'" at the nev,,:!\" builL: -ci:v o-i Tel.-\ viv near Jana. -On Decerllber 31 :-:t.
1926. a long article about the Cal1se
tog-ether with the ;)hOl()graph of the
'\[aster. ·.\LdL1l~Baha. wa~ jllliJJi~hed
ill one rtf tht~ l~adill.!..!.· paper:; and \. . idely
. .'irculatell. "
\Ye all realLzt ~he L111iql1l~ :;ig-nilic:.lllcc
I,f eyerything- :hat takes place in the
Holy Land ill t~li ..; llew age, awl it has
not escaped the attention of the
thoug-hriul heliever.>:: :hat other large
:-eligioll:'; ho(;ie.s hesioes the Jcwi:::h are
heginning' to concentrate their resources UPOll thi:,; region, \vith the purpose
()f attemnting to control it:; fl!tu:--e .spiritllal destiny.

CABLEGRAMS FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
l'ei)rll<ln' 24 and 26 the i(Jtll!\...·~
Irum lhc
(;uardian: "~lOU1lifort (.J.Jill:-:.), ,\llleri . .·a·;-; disti:lguisiled ri.:Fre~em~ri\"I.: re:ldering- Illlbl \"aluablc sen'ice:; in LondlJn I and J Holy Land (is) proceeding
tem:K)rar:l\" I to the L-l1ired) State:'. to
deliLer;:;te 'with ::-\ational :\~5emh1y' ::':-:ues :.tfecting international slatu..: IJf
Cau~c.
His statement:,; blly flu:horize-rl." i :-iig-ned .'1 Shog-hi.
The ~cc-ond me::isa~'e was <15 follmy:-,:
".\fnan ;dirza ~Iohsen, Delm'ecl's son
in law and distinguished sen'ant or
His Cause. a:.cenrlerl. (to the) .\hha
Kingdom. Hearts grief sn-.jcKcn. Inform :\mcrican heli('\"er.~,··
.: .~igned "
Shoghi.
(J[]

itlg t116.qgi.:~ \.\'t're rt'ce:ved

ITHACA BELIEVERS ELECT
SPIRITU AL ASSEMBLY
:\ letter fortullatch' reC'ein:.:d i1: t:t1ll'
for insertion in this' i:'~t1e in form:' ih
Ih::H :he Bah:'t·i..; \If lthal·:l. "\"e,,' \"111"k.
ha\'e WI\\" t't.ected a ~piri:l1al . \:':'0:.."111 hly.
thl1S llrmh' COll:.;.nI,idalillg the a~'[i'.·i:i(':-
lounde.d at Ithaca ill lSC)7. The l~a!1lt"
of :J.liss Hette\' D. Townley . .2'-+1 ::':',ltll!l
("<1.\ llga .strcct~ Tthaca, :.:11' )tlld 11(' add~, I
to rhe Ihkl'i Directory :I .... :'<..'cretary Ilf
thi.; :\s~e~llhly.

ACTIVITIES OF ASSEMBLIES
THROUGHOUT PACIFIC
STATES
J{cport~

from nurnerolls :\s~emhlie":"'

~,Ilri illdi\'idu<1L~ ill th~ itlll'llrtam Bahfi.·i
area extenclit1;,; ,11011g the Pacil"Lc CI):Jst
;nrlicate w:de:-.p:->!:ad :lcriY!r\' (JI a 1llu ... t
',:lricd :LIlli int('rl"sli!l~' l':l:l:":i.l·u:r.
h',.lll :-1allC:t !~::ril;ll';I! l·alif., ~\'e

In'.. r.:

J)n.... :-.IJ;qrl'r c:ilqlill~':-i

n::"l·rrill~·

:'.) 111lp,)r::L:lt :..td!l:-e.";""(;"'; 1[1'-

',\"l':'{'~1 In' lJr

.";lthicc~

alii I kt;er.";

:--:'ll:-i:l:t 1 ~\JIJ(Jlk ull l:ll'

r;i C'ondi:iull:' ill l\'; ...;ia~ aLld the

wu;k IJt :he 'Lnilial SdlUui lor Cirb.
D:-. ~rolJdy's ,.-:,;,lr bi'" ,..;ri:llulated greater ;:!ttention upon the School, and the
result '.vill ltndouo:c<...!ly be to place thi~
matter in the light of il.:; true impor~ance as never before. \\"e understand
:ha: Dr. ~roo(h' :..; no\,\" proceedin rr
tlorrlw,:ard to other ~''\5semLli~s, anJ
~n~ry cttnrl is being made In' the
friends to prepare the wa\' ior hfr
llnique and ('otllt11andillg Persian lectures,
The nearrn' :\5scmlJh' oi Pa:,adena is
fonunate irl haying ·extended vi:;ih
tl"I)11l ~l ,';-:
-\llle::::.l CllI1i:l."' and }Ii:--za
c\li-Kul' Khan, 1\. D. Dr. [;:han ha;
carried t)t~t a ~eries ut :Jri1Eant Bakl'i
lec:l1fcs 3t Hote: Vi~ta dd ~-\rro\"o and
other important reHel'S. amI has made
\.>C:-sonal contacts with mal1\' notable
people. T:le frifno:'. in Pasar1ena hai'e
expn..'::ised their enthusiastic appreciatilJ\1 Id 1;i..; \\'ork, which will nnw extend to San FrancisCl) and perhap:-=. al~o
l")nrtlancl, Oregon.
Following :he receipt of letters
pointing 0u1 the great npporttll1it~, of
the Pacific Coas:t ~\s:;elTlblies in establishing' a ;;:.ummer tC3chillg center ami
Balla'j ("ommllnit~, a!on~ ,he lines of
Green Acre, the Xarional SIJiritual Assembly have ar:mointed ~.fr. Tohn
Bosc1i. )'Tr, Le'r~y loas :ltld ~ ~Ir.
(~forg-e Lati,ner as ;I comlllittee to ('.onsider':his matter and report hack 3. defiIlite plan, The ya1ue of snch a ('cnter
in Ca!'ifornia. where outdoor life is so
readily orgai1ize(1. would be ine~tim
able.
"\J rs. Orcella Rexford. 'O\'ho~e lectures naye (omrioL1[ed yitallY to the
growth Qf the Cau:;e in Honoilliu,
(Jakb:ld. Calif.. am: :\-ew York Ci:\".
!ta::; reC'enrh' :-:~aned ':ler .'=er:e~ nf lall~ .. ;
at Seattle. '\\";1SI1 .. rf)L11mel1ci1H:~· with a
:'Te:--iopt=c'lll If'l'711re hefore lhe 111enlhers of the .-i..s:;emblv.
\dvices irom
Seattle make it dear tbat ~Ir:" T{ex:'ord's efforts hayc de\'eloped great ~n
ierest.jn t]:e teaching-so and the Ileed fnr
capahle ser . . . ants of the Canse to g'ather
:he attracted souls arOl1l1cl :he \\"nrd...;
(If Raha'u'llah is profoundir felL The
Bah;\'i meeting place in Seat::le has held
crowded meetings since :Jfr,;. Rexford':,
arrival.
Tbe Visalia, CaEL :"\ss('mhl~' has
heen giving"" much attention <:0 the
young people, '.v11o nO\v include three
groups, primary, intermediate and high

.";l·hooL whic:l t1leet e\·ery \reek. ,-\I1l11ng
the subjech taken up are Espe:-antl),
alld arts .:lnd crafts under the directiutl

{)f .\li:-:.:-. .\\ic(' l{ouleal1 are a1':;d higldy
;Lppri.:ciau:(l.
.\ yllllllg" Jap:lIw...;e will} ha,..;. het"ll
('fllliirnted in the CatL:";l~ by 1wlie\·t'r;-,. () I
:ile C;lemhle As.sembly, :llld e~pcc:i:tll"
\ir. and ~lrs. Cline, is le:Lving \.\'ith hi:,
father to join a Japanese col om' ill
.soutiJ ~\merica. The Glendale .-\.:'~e!ll
bly are happy in the tbought that rheir
yuutllflll J ,all,'l'i stuJem will soon establish a spiritual cemer among his fellow countrymen, thus contributing to
the illumination of South America.
The currene program of the Los Angeles Assembly shows a large number
of regular meetings which reflect the
~~n'icc of mallV teachers.
il.Jolldm·
eyening meetings are held bv ).1rs,
Shahanz \Va!ite. the last :Mondav each
month being deyoted to \\torld Fellowship. \\1 ednesday evenings a series of
lectures setting iorth the history ot the
Cause has been conducted by l\.·!irza
_\hmad Sohra~, Dr, and Mrs: Charles
'VVitt are continuing their admirable
.:-.tudy class ou Thrursday evenings,
\\'hile Esperanto classes are offered

preceding the regular weekly public
meeting of the Assembly on Friday,
\Vednesuay afternoons a channingCarden ,vith thirty hoys and girls carries on work for the benefit at the

Temple under the leadership of ')'Ii"
!ahrah Koch, Other activities include
a children's study class each Sunda,'
morning- led by ~lrs. L. A, \Vhitmore~;
a new Sunday evening class for the
study of the writings oi 'Abdu'l-Baha
in the home of Iv:Irs. Kuehne: and a
monthly meeting ded~c.ated to the
:"lashriqu'l-,'\dhkar, The press of
Holl~"""'\'aod has given excellent ptlhlicirv to :J.frs, \Vaite's 3-Ionclay meeting-s, including- the reproduction oi a
photograph of the ~1aster,

WORLD
U NIT Y CONFERENCES AND THE TEACHING
PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
After a period of years during which
the act,jvities nf thc .-\meriran friends
have iollowed one general method
practically without change, it i~ natural
tilar the \\"IJr1d Cnitv Conferences
::;i1onld arouse deep intee:';t and produce many inquiries, The ='Jational
i\s~embh' took cognizance of this fact
at irs tlleering he1J. in X e\". . York City
on Febfllary 27, and passed the follmying resolution ,·.hich the secretary
was instructed to publish in the ~ews
Letter for the information of al1 the
friends : ", \ frer f 1111 consll1tation it \vas the
sense of the meeting that these Confer-
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ellCl'~ had :-eu\:ceu and were continuing to rellder a distinctive :::.ervice to the
Cause hy maintaining a uni \'cr.-.:al platform free trom racial. national. religiuus or da~s prejudice awl thr()l1~h
bringing ac:i \"C Bahi'i workers in direct
contact with leaders among the public,
In riew uf Ollr Guardian's apprm'ai I);'
the policy and purposes of these L'ullferences and his as:,uratll~e ur . hcIT
e\'entual success, and in YlrtLte 0 t tb:
fact that arrangements baye been made
for further Conferences during JIarch
anJ .-\pril, it was deemed a<.h-isablt' :.:
continue the Conference program with
the cooperation of this body a.nd t(}
request the cooperation uf the belieyer.~
ill the cities whee tbese meetings are
to be held.
'"Realiring, howcyer, that the I.:voluIlIJI] (jf the \\';)rld L'llilv 'Cnnferellct'
program has left a gap itl the nat io 11::'>' I
teaching program. thi~ budy took action bv appointing a m.:w Xational
TeachIng Committee c01l1po~l'd of ::'drs,
:\!aX\. . .el1. ~Ir~, Greenleaf and ::\1r. :J.1cDaniel, for the purpo.-:e of estahli.....;hing a public Bahit'i platform ill the
l·ities of the UnitcJ State:'. and Canada
,vith the cooperation or the local Spir:tual .-\ssemblics, T~lis committee i~
to be reqnes.teJ to repor: as: so(m :1~
pD~sible w this bocly for a;)pn:n-;]) "
cOlllprehensi n~ plan which n·ill e~·enrt1ally lll~ke it possibh: to llphold ~h(:" c..::·;entials of the Bahit'i Rt',·clation alld
:!ring ;:he:ll clearly, IOJ'l'e~lll:Y and elrectivelv into the hearts and Jives of
the people of the Cnited Sca(es and
Canada.
"The::=e decisioLls U[ the Xatiollai .\s~
-:.emhk arc to IK' hrought to the ;1tten~
tion 'of all the ~\ll1C'rlL:ln helieyf'.:-";
rhrough d:c :\"EWS LETTr::J~ ill Ilfr]t"r
that a rull and clear lllldt:r:--talldill'~·
111;1\· he establi:;;herl and the: :-::<1Cl"l'cillllit,.of the Cause maintained."
.
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NEW COVER DESIGN FOR
BAHA'I MAGAZINE
.\n action of the )J ational ,\:-;:'embh·
which it is hoped may greatl~' rein forc·e
,he editors of the Baha'i 1l::t\.!;az:ne :,)
deyelop this unique organ of the Cal\~"
bas been to approve the suggestion, hyored bv the editors tl1em:o:eln':', th::l.l
the Ol1tli;le or the ::\fa.-:hriqll'l-.\(ihkart:<1ll0t1:' rh;-nug'!1011t tl:e \.,,·orld and .~·en
erally regarded as the true oiljeni\'1'
...;nllho! "i the Rah;'l'i Teachim. ~·..;-·)'"
(';llltrxlied in a design :,11itah1[' fnr ll:-:{'
;1"; the mJ;L,oazine co\'er ill futnre i";:-;(1('''
The new desi,C!"1l ,,,,ill shnw the Tl':llpl('
:'aiEth' :m;: qU:te ','isihh·, and a:-; \;tr~(' a..:
J1o.~:-;ibl(", :n tlw background. whi1c rhl.'
name of the mag-azine and other te:-'T
cmployeri (m the" ('m'er "'ill he :=:nperjmpo~ed by sl1rprinting,
TIle- rC:"-l1it
:,hould he to make the Dahit'j ),!ap:a-

Liue as distinctive in appeilrance LlS in
purpose and ideals.

Grateful thanks are recorded he"
tor numerous other designs ,·,rh:ch han:
iJeen submitted by beiie,·er...; re:-.p()]]djli.~
to the request ior ~ugg('stion~ pulJli:-:hed ill :he :":E~YS LETTER :-,Oll1e
months ago.

-----

RECENT ISSUES OF THE
MAGAZINES

7
:'-)tarteci in lJcriin, uv ':'Ir:::., Louise
Bosch.
'
_-\ careful reading of the Baha'i
.:vlagazine each month is a very real
one yarious a:,which have been
reflected bv other l11i11(1:; and hearts.
and roundiIlg one -s kno\\·leuge vut intI)
[hat t:ircle of true comprehellsiOll indispensable to effective sen'ice as a teacher ill the CausC', 1Ll tilt' editorial:" abo,
:lIe reader comes in con tad with facet:-.
of spiritual thought polished to exqui.~i[e brilliallce .and purity, while tile
mirable compilations Je:!icn·e frequellt
studv and reference,
\\;<mId that the ma.-s<lzine had a thUll.')and friends like 1-1r, Siegfried SchopBoeker who. in his travel around tht:
world during rt't'cnt lllouths, has ('ILrered ov~r thirty tr·ial ~l1ly,criptioll:'o fr)l'
inciiyiulla,l::; be ha~ illtere~lt:d in tlw
Ca11se and desires to g-i \·c tlli.., lllo1lthl \.
reminder!
'
pri\~lege, bringing to
pect~ oi the Teachings

The number of capable Bakt'i \".:riters is gradually increasing, as caLl IJl'
apreciated by a study oi the cr]llll:nls
of the Bah;:i:i l\.'Iagazine dur;ng lile
;)a.-;t year. The editors. howen.'r, arc
r.le",irOl',:' that an eyen grealer flmv ut
imeresting articles shall be a\·ailaule,
especially from believers in other l'Ulll,tries who can assist in making thi,,,; a
truly word-wide spiritual pub:icarloll.
The editors wiD appreciatt: :t 1,ilTatiy
II
t:ach S ational Spi ritual . \s..,eIllIJly
\\·ill tal,:I.: ..,teps toward aruu ...:in;,.!" m(Jn~
general understanding or bow tlesireable it is to have at least one Bah;'l·j
LINKING THREE RACES
nubl~cati()n sho~v forth from mouth to
Frum <l helienr ill Tt:i--\riy, Pales;llomh, b\' its content::; aLld (om:riiHt- tille, comes this interesting :-itatcment uf
tors, the ~ universality 0 [ imere::;t <lll(] how the Caus'e is producing sympadevotion which the cOl1lmtmitv of the thdic understanding among individuals
follo\',o'ers of Baha'tt'llah have' bLcumt:, representing the di verse and frequently
The contents of the Decl"tnlx-'r. 192() hostile racial groups in that land.
issue were: A compilatiotl on The :)1)\.my attempts to funn a Bah;i'j
ert':gllty oi Chri~t rrolll ,vr)nb Ut ,~TlJl1P here \vhere the AralJ :OWI1 Jaffa,
'_\h(lu'l-BalIa: \Vhen Truulde Vall- the Jewish town Tel-:\"i~' and the
i:,hes. u:: :"dr. Da~e S. Cole: The Sym- Cenilan C'olot1\, Canma aloe do:-;elv conpat11etic Understanding-, b~· Dr. Urro; ;1<..'cted bv local neighuorhoocl ancl eco~ H::trner: Religiu!l amI Theulogy, by
nomic ti'es, but quite strallge to each
1\{r. Howard R, H u:-Ihut: ~1sLer and other in spiritual liie, la a few da\·~
the Garden of Healing-, by :\lis::; ~[ar a ~ll1Jll group of German.;;;, J 's, Pertha [{our: \\.:1\' I l~elie~"e. h\' :\lrs, ..,;ians and Arabs will meet in Sarona tu
~ra,' ,\, Brooke;': \\·hen Drt'am:, Clime form the nucleus of a futnre local SpirTrue, by 1fiss }farg-aret S, r~l{:'·'i~: :tl1rtl Assembly."
cli1'. a dep;:.n'lle,a t'IlIit:t'd \\·ndd
Thought and Prog!"es:'. ;·eprinted fr,)111
TEACHERS NEEDED IN
Lea~lle of Xarion:o: ;\('ws.
SOUTH AMERICA
In January, 1927, the contt'IlC."; ''I-'('rl.' :
,[i" y[aud :'vI. Mid-de oi Bahia.
a compilation on The \\'isdom in 1't':-,1:-.,
from \\lords of '.\hrlll'1-Haha: \'ear- Brazil. has informed us of npportt1niBy-Lan(\. a poem by :\lr,,-, Sb.bna/. tie::; for service now offered to trained,
\\"aiIe: Thinking in \Yorld Terms, a capable women, (':\t Ceara, Brazil,
rC')l)rt UI1 ~he \\·orid L'lli!v Confer- there is a school for teaching English
:::"1l~f'S in Clevelalld, Ohio, 11\:}1 r. Dale which has been conducted successfulh'
S. Cole: The Leisure HOllr~ of Per::.ian for two yearS', The director is no\\'
Youth, hv }fi;;;:; Gf'!1('yif'Ye CI1'·: :1 ;t'ilving- for Sao Paulo and has asked
:\Iodern interpretatio!l IJI ~TLrhanlm::t :liiss Holsapple to take over the school.
The pupiIs are mostly young business
rlall:~n;. In' :\r;-~. H(,:lr:f'ti:l C. \\'(l~!ler.
The Febrllan:. 1927, is:'lle C'.OI1:aill.": : 1111..'11 whll linrl Ell!!li,h helpful in their
The: Dah;l'i F;:ti:il a:: a ~:andard :11': w0rk. The~' meet to discuss bu::;inc:s:,
Tolerance, bv "}.{iss Lilian Rea: The ~()pi('s amI atso ethics and relig-ion. and
HOllr f)f l~l1it\;, a report nn the \Vndd puh1ish (l magazine expressil1~ thr:ir
lJllity Conferences in Bn.-:rnn h,· ::\Trs. ,·ic\.,."s nIl different suhject:" As thev
Rmli \\'a1('s R:lLldall: The C:JLlllllnll are sinccre and eartl~~t :'oeekers, it is
\\·t'al, 11\· :'Tr Chark..; \ia:-'(lll RLmey; :t ...;p1enoiri. opportullity flJr one or two
:\ TC'dit~tion, SupplicJtl(!11 ;,.nd Sen'ict', Daha·i .. ; to spread the "Jfe:=;sag-e and
;llake a iiving- at the same time .. Tllf're
1)\. :\rrs, Sl1ahnaz \\'aite: ;:-\hdu':-Baha.
a·l)oem b,' Mr.=;, EL~a Bar:..;:er: Til<..' 2\rir~ i::: also an excellent opening here for
. rolr, a poem bv \\T, B. r;,: Chri:,tianin' one or more trained nur:;es who could
in the Rahh'j '\[es,qge, 1)1,' l.adv Sitarih :in:' with us arid share expenses if the_\'
Dlomfield; and H O\V th'e Bali'i Cause \vi~hed,"

au-
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Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for
Three Months Ended January 31, 1927

Cash Balances l\ovember 1, 1926
C nion Trust Co. . ............. $2,647.53
7.30
L'nion Trust Co. Special Fund..
lJnion Trust Co. Savings .-\CCOltl1t
50.00
CASH RECElPTS
For Temple .................. .
For Budget .... ,.". _ , ....... _
For (..ireen3cre ......... "." ..
For \Vorld Unitv Conference ...
For General Publicitv .... ___ ..
For Teaching ___ . _ .~ ..... _... __
hJ!" TarlJiat :-;{-1l1 Hd
lllLcrC'~t

S2/0+.83

139.03
8,547.85
:Sone
3,273.00
3,000.00
14.80
1.00
1~./()

15.;;,~~.~~

18.:?93.2;
/lIfcnratiOilOl

24.55
26.00
53000
68.21
28.89
52.44

Tea-ching
Teachers' Expen::-.e ___ _

Crcel1acre
Repairs to Buildings"
Caretaker Salary .....
Caretaker Expenses ..
Hired Help ........ .
Fellowship House

Star of the rv C.~t
Advances ...
Storage-Back !'J" unlbers ............ .
Carried Fonvard .. .

.1JIIliuist ration
.":'i!cretan· Salarv

St.:Gt'tat'~· E.xpelbL ...
:\"e,'{s LetLLr Expense.
TraveliuR ....... .
Trca."urcr Office Expense
Exchange

......... .
Prilltill~
....... .
:\ e w York Office Rent
[Jrt's. Office Expen:-;e ..

(,+5.00

T{,JI.'{'fc

Te!ephone ... _ .. _ . _ .
Water ............ .
Caretaker':; \Vages _.
Light and Heat ...
Repairs .' ... _.. ____ .
Sundry ... __ ..

4,300.39

18,21")3.27

IVorld Um'ty Conference
Speaker>
........ 2,053.50
Traveling "",.,.... 363.07
1'11blicitv ........
307.59
Hall H.ent . . . . . . . . . . .
65.00
:";tenographic Reports.
86.52
Sundry ............
35.00 2,910.68

•

Pllb{ication
Year Book

j) I Sil L j{ ~ 1-:.\1 E:\T~

Contribution to :\ at 'j
Fund ...... _... __ S 570.00
75.00
La :\"m'a Ta~o

Brought Fon....ard

• \]110Ul1ts

C enera! Publicity
.-\dvance to Commi1~ee
('atital

730.Q9

22.5i:)
~9l).~O

402.11
102.51
310.00

4LlY
+.57

136.8i
.100.00
.99 2,ly\>.2+

3.000.00

Expenditures

T em pi e Caretaker
HOllse ..... , .. ,,:

165.50

12,S9~.39

Hand January 31) 1927
FIlion Trust Co. . .......... . 5,387.38
Union Trust Co. Special Fuml. .
i.30
Cnion Trust Co. Savings Account .,..
. ............ . 250.00
50.00
Liberty Bonds .............. .

5.694.88

Ca.~Jr 011

975.00

132.48
715.00
60.42
140.00
48.40 1,096.30

Report rendered by:

800.00

CARL SCHEFFLER,

Treasurer,

54.00

854.00
+,300.39

18.293.2i

•
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SPECIAL NUMBER OF NEWS
LETTER WITH ANNUAL
REPOR'rS
Thi5 issue of the Xews Letter inaugurates what may well become an
annual, practice: the publication of
committee reports in advance of the
Convention, so that delegates and
friends may possess knowledge of current problems and activities before the
sessions begin, and thus be able to devote their valuaPte time to constructive
deliberation. .
The plan of issuing the reports at
this time was conceived too late to enable all committees to prepare them by
the date set,... a circumstance which can
be prevented next year.
We hope that all delegates will find
it possible to study the reports careftrily and conscientiously, and bring or
send to the Convention such useful
comments OT suggestions as occur to
each delegate personally or are advance<! by his fellow-workers.
.A
Convention composed of well-mformed delegates can accomplish. infinitely more than one most of whose
time must be devoted to the 3Ibsorbing
of the very facts req uired for material
efficiency or an atmosphere favorable
to collective wisdom and insight.
Much of the detail which bitherto
has taken up the first two days of each
Convention can now be accomplished
through the advance publication of

committee reports and other necessary
data, with the resu.lt that th~.}orth
coming annual meettng should"lle able
to establish a new standard of spiritual
accomplishment.
The present News Letter is notable
above aU, in that it contains two letters from Shoghi Effendi which illumine many fundamental issues
anxiou.! y . pondered by the believers.
. and reveal significant influences at
·worlc,o hasten the fulfilment of the
I

divine Assurance.

1927

Ut!arh·~lleloved brothe'rs and sisters in
·.'I.bdu·I-Bahi:
The trenu oi variuus events, a.ffect~
Al; Convention se5~ions will be held
at Hntel \Vimtsor. ~rontreal. the hotel ing directly and indirertly the interests
at which the .\Iaster staved during His vi th' Sahi'i Cause. have oi late served
to
mg into further prominence the
visit to ~lGntreal ill 19f2.
character as well as the significance oi
. The Convention will be opened at 9
;j,
Faith destined to regenerate the
.-\. ~1.. Friday, April 29. and continue world.
through Saturda.,·. :\pril 30 and SunOf alltlie diverse issues which today, May I. If ,0 voted by the deleuay are gradually tending to consoligates. the Convention can remain a. . date and extend the bounds of the
tive one or more additional days.
}{e,·e1ation of Bab.:u·llah, the decision
The Ridvan Feast will be held of Egypt's religious Tribunal regardThursday evening, April 28.
The ing the Baha'is under its jurisdiction
cost is $2.50 per person.
appears at the present moment to be
It is hoped that at least fifty reser- the most powerful in its challenge~ the
vanons win be made for rooms at the most startling in its character, and the
\\'indsor. in order to secure- the use of most perplexing in the consequences it
the Convention hall without charge. may entail. 1 have already alluded in
Single rooms hom $3.00. Double my letter of January 10. ·1926, adrooms from $5.00. Less expenSIve dressed to the i'oi ational Spiritual Asrooms can be obtained at the Corona ,emblv of the Bah,,'is of the {j nited
Hotel.
Single rooms i rom 52.00. States and Canada. to a particular feaDouble rooms from $4.00.
ture or this momentous verdict. which
The Spiritual Assembly of Montreal after mature deliberation has obtained
will joyously extend all possible hos- the sanction of Egypfs highest ecclepitality to delegates and visit1~g Ba- siastical Authorities. has been commu~
ha'is who would preier to remam dur: nicated and printed. and is regarded as
ing the Convention as guests in the- final and binding. I have stressed in
homes of local believers.
mv last reference to this far-reaching
We understand that tbe Montreal pronouncement the negative aspect 0 f
Assembly is planning- to issue a gen~ this document which condemns in most
eral letter early in April with ell the unequivocal and emphatic language the
detarls of the Convention arrange- followers of Baha·u·nab as the believments. All inquiries should be sent to ers in heresy, offensive and injurious
Montreal Baha'i Assembly, Room 25, to Islam. and wholly incompatible with
747 St. Catherine Street West, Mont- the accepted doctrines and practise of
real, Quebec, Canada.
its orthodox adherents.
Registration of Delegates forms.
A closer study of the text of the
and first hallot of absent delegates, may rieei sion will, however. reveal the f ..
be sent to Baha'i Convention at the that coupled with this strong denunciaabove address. or to -Baha'i Conven- tion is' the positive assertion of a truth
tion. Hotel Windsor, up to the open- which the recognized opponents of the
ing of the Convention on April 29.
Baha'i Faith in other Muhammedan
countries have up to the present time
LETTERS FROM SHOGHI
either sedulous Iv ignored or maliciously
EFFENDI
endeavored to disrrove. ~ot content
To Ihe beltnJed of Ihe Lord and the . with this harsh and unjustifiable repuM ffdful through- diation of the so-called menacing and
"lmdmaidJ of
01(1 .Ihe ~V nt.
heretical doctrines of the adherents of
.FOR DELEGATES
GUESTS
•

1''''

.-\ND

,

•
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the Baha'i Faith, they proceed in a
formal manner to declare in the text
of that very decision their belief, that
[he Baha'j Faith is a "new re1igion."

"entirely independent" and, by reason
of the magnitude of its claim and the
character of its "laws, principles and
beliefs," worthy to be reckoned as One

of tbe established religious systems of
the world, Quoting various passages
judiciously gleaned from a numher of
Baha'i sacred Books as an evidence

•c

Baha'is who have been required to diVorce their lvI uslirn wives be renewed

by the -"Iuslim Court unless and until
the

husbands

iormaHv recant their

faith b)' solerrmly declaring- that the
Qur'an is the "last" Book of God revealed to man, that no law can abrog-ate the Prophet's Law. no faith can
succeed His Faith, n·

;:-evelation can

claim to fulfill His Reveiation.

light and discredit its name. For has
not our beloved 'Abdu'I-Baha sent
forth His glowing prophecy f rom behind the prison walls of the citadel of
'Akka-word.s so significant in their
forecast of the coming world ttumoiI.
y.et so rich in their promise of eventual
victory :H ow great, how very great is the
Cause " how very fierce the onslaught
U

\Vhile unwavering in their belief in

oj all 'the peoples and kindreds of the
,'arth! Erelong slUlU the clamour of
the mulntude throughout ';'frica,
throughout America, the cry of the
European and of the Turk, the groaning of I "dia and China be heard from
in the face of the strong condemnation for and near_ One and all they shall
pronounced against their brethren in arise with all thrir power to resist His
Egypt., Indeed, they together with Cause. Then shall the Knights of the
their fellow-workers in all Muslim Lord, assist.d by grace frOM on Mgh,
countries welcome with gladness and strengthened by foith, aided by the
pride every opportunity ior further power of understalldiuq and reinforced
emancipation that they rna y set forth by the leqions of tire Covenant, arise
in a truer light the sublime mission of and make manifest tlu: truth of the
Baha'u'llab.
veru: 'Behold the c014fusion thai hath
In the face of such an outspoken befallen the tribes of the def.ated!'"
and
challenging
declarati on, the
Dearly-beloved friends, upon us deBaha'is of the \-Vest cannot but feel volves the supreme obligation to stand
the deepest sympathy with their Egyp- by His side, to fi"ht His hattles and
tian brethren who, for the sake of our to win His victory. May we prove
beloved Cause and its deliverance, ourselves worthy of this trust.
Your true brother,
have to face all the emharrassments
and vexations which the severance of
SHOGHI.
old -established ties must necessarily Haifa, Palestine. February 12, 1927.
entail. Thev will, however, most cerTo the members of the National
tainly expect every staunch and loyal
believer in the Faith who resides in Spiritual Assembly of the BaM';" of
that land to ref rain in view of the the United States and Canada.
grave warning uttered expressly by Dear and precious fellow-workers in
the Vineyard of God:Our opponents. f rom any practice that
The communications addressed to
would in any manner constitute in the

the Divine station of the Author of the
Qur'an and profoundly convinced of
the necessity and world-wide inJIuence
of His Divine mission. Baha. 'is in every
land stand undeterred and unabashed

to tt~1;" ,:,t>lendid testimony, they proceed in a notable statement to deduce
the fact that henceforth it shall be regarded as impossible for the followers
of such a Faith to be designated as
Muslim, just as it would be incorrect
and erroneous to caJ I a 1 Iuhammedan
either Christian 0 r Jew.
eyes of a critical and vigilant enemy a
It cannot be denied that in the course repudiation of the iundamental beliefs
of the inevitable developments of this of the people of Baha. They will most
present situation the re.ident BaM'is assuredly, whenever the moment is opof Egypt, originally belonging to the portune, step forth with eager hearts
Muslim Faith, will bepJaced in a most to offer every support in their power
humiliating and embarrassing position, to their fellow-workers who, with
They, however. cannot but rejoice in ,tout hearts and irreproachable loyalty,
the knowledge that whereas in various will continue to hold aloft the standard
Mohammedan countries and partiCtl- of Gocj's struggling Fai·th. They will
larly in Persia the overwhelming ma- not fail to come to the rescue of those
jority of the leaders of Islam are ut- who with joyous confidence will enterly· opposed to any form of declara- dure to the very end such vicissitudes
tion, thai would facilitate the universal as this New Day of God, now in its
recognition of the Cause. the author- birth-throes, must needs suffer and
ized ,beads of their co-religionists in surmount.
one of the most advanced communiWe cannot belieye that as the Moveties in the Muhammedan world have, ment grows in strength, in authority
of their own initiative, published to and in influence. the perplexities and
the world a document tlmt ma)' justly the sufferings it hag had to contend
be termed as the first charter of liberty with in the past \\;11 correspondingly
emancipating the Baha'i Faith from the decrease and vanish. Nay, as it growg.
fetters of orthodox Islam. And in from strength to strength, the fanatical
order to ensure the complete rupture of defendants of the strongholds of orBaM'i official relations with Muslim thodoxv. whatever be their denominaCourts they lav down in unmistakable tion. realizing- the penetrating influence
-t~ th.e Condition that under no cir- of this growing Faith, will arise and
cumstanC!Os can the marriage of those strain every nerve to extinguish its

me by your indefatigable and distin·
guished secretary, dated October 28,

)Iovember 8, 11, 18, December 4, 16
and January 27th, have been recei ved,
and together with their enclosures read
and carefully noted. I cannot but admire the spirit of unrelaxing resolve
and harmonious cooperation with which

you are conducting the ever-expanding
activities of the Cause in a land upon
which our Beloved has lavished His
richest blessings, and for the spiritual
potentialities of which He cherished
the brightest hopes. The vignrous efforts you are exerting to consolidate
the forces which the Almighty has
olaced in vour hands; the resourcefulness you display by the measures you
have initiated for the funherance of
the Cause: the magnificent response
wi th which you have met the piteous
caU of your suffering brethren of the
East-all proclaim your worthiness of

the unexampled efforts which, in your
country more than in any other land.

,Abdu'l-Baha has exerted for the
spread of the Revelation of Baha'u'Uab.

BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
In connection with the \Vodd Unity
Conferences, which you have organlzed, I desire to assure you of my
heartfelt appreciation of such a spIenrjid conception. I am profoundly impressed by the generous assistance
spontaneously offered by those \vho,
faithful to their other obligations, have
risen" to ensure the financial .success of
such a noble Plan. I am grateful to
those Local Assemblies and individuals
who have given it their whole-heaned
support in their respective fields.
As to the policy that should be
adopted with regard to these Conferences and other Baha'i activities in
general. it appears increasingly evident
(hat as the Movement grows in
strength and power the National Spiritual Assemblies should be encouraged,
if circumstances permit and the means
at their disposal justify, to resort to the
twoiold method oi directlv and indirectly winning the enlightened public to
the unqualified acceptance oi the
Baha'i Faith, The one method would
assume an open, decisive and challenging tone. The other, without implying
i n any manner the slightest departure
from strict lovaltv to the Cause of
God, would hi: progressive and cautious. Experience win reveal the fact
that each of the methods in its own
ilpecial way might suit a particular
temperament and class oi people, and
that each in the present state of a constantly fluctuating society, should be
judiciously attempted and utilized,
It is. I feel, for the :;..rational representati ves of the believers in every
land to utilize and combine both methods, the outspoken as well as the gradual. in such a manner as to secure the
greatest benefits and the fullest advantage for this steadil,·-growing Cause.
Every staunch and high-minded believer is thoraughly convinced of the
unfailing efficacy of every humanitarian undertaking which holdly and
unrese:rvedIy proclaims the source of
tts motive power to be the consciousness of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.
Yet. if we but call to mind the practice
!:"nerall y adopted bv 'A bdu'l-Baha. we
cannot fail to perceive the wisdom. nay
the necessity, of gradually and cautiously disclosing to the eyes of an un·
heJieving world the implications of a
Truth which, by its own challenging
nature. it is so difficult for it to comrcehend and embrace.
It was He, our beloved ' _\bdu'lBaha. our true and shining Exemplar,
who with infinite tact and patience,
whether in His public utterances or in
pn vate con verse, adapted the presentation of the fundamentals of the
C.il'ttSe to the varying capacities and the

spiritual receptivities of His hearers.
He never hesitated, however, to tear
the veii asunder and reveal to the spiritually ripened those challenging verities that set forth in its true light the
relationship of this Supreme Revelation with the Dispensations ot the Past_
Unashamed and unafraid when challenged to assert in its entirety the stupendous claim ot Baha'u-llah, Baha'is.
whether laboring as indi,,-iduals or
functioning as an organized community, feel certain that in the face of the
apathy, the gross materialism, and the
superficiality of society today, a progressive disclosure of. the magnitude of

the claim of Baha'u'llah would constitute the most effective means for the
attainment of the end so greatly de"ired by even the staunchest and most
zealous advocate of the Faith.
Fully aware of. the repeaced statements of '~\bdu'l-Baha that universality is of God. Baha'is in everv land
are ready, nav atLXiolls. to associate
themselyes by ~word and deed with any
association of men which. after careful
scrutinv, thev feel satisfied is free
from e"very t~nge of pa·rtisanship and

politics and is wholly devoted to the
interests of all mankind, In their colhl!:-nmtion with such associat;ons they
would e..xtend any moral and material
assistance they ca~n afford. after having

fulfilled their share of support to those
institutions that attel'l::t directly the in-

terests of the Cause, They should always bear in mind, however, the dominating purpose of such a collaboration
which is to secure in time the recognition by those with whom they are
associated 0 f the paramount necessity
and the true significance of the Baha'i

Revelation in this day,
As the ~Iovement

extends

the

bounds of its influence and its oppor-

tunities for iuller recognition multiply, the twofold character of the obligations

imposed

on

its

N ationaI

elected representatives should, I feel,
be increasingly emphasized. Whilst
chiefly engaged in the pursuit of their
major task, consisting chiefly in the
formation and the consolidation of
Baha'i administrative institutions, they

should endeavor to participate. within
recognized limits. in the work of institutions which though unaware of the
claim of the Baha'i Cause are
prompted by a sincere desire to pro-

mote the spirit that animates the
Faith, In the pursuit of their major
task their function is to preserve the

identity of the Cause and the purity of
the mission of Baha'u'llah. In their
minor undertaking their purpose should
be to imbue with the spirit of power
and strength such movements as in
their restricted scope are endeavoring

3
to achieve what is near a~d dear to the
heart of every true Bahi'i. It would

even appear at times to be advisable

and helpful as a supplement to their
work for the Baha'is to initiate any

undertaking, not specifically designated
as Bam'i, provided they have ascertained that such an undertaking would
constItute the best way of approach to
those '''''hose minds and hearts are as
yet unprepared for a full acceptance

of the claim of Baha'u'llith, These
twofold obligations devolving upon organized Baha' i communities, far from
neutralizing the effects of one another:
or of appearing antagonistic in their
aims, should be regarded as complementary and fulfilling-, each in its way,
a vital and necessary function.
It is for the National representatives of the Bahi'i Cause to observe
the conditions under which they labor.
to estimate the forces that are ~t work
in their own surroundings~ to weigh
carefully and prayerfully the merits of
either procedure, and to fonn a correct judgment as to the degree of emphasis that should be placed upon these
twofold methods. Then and only then
will they be enabled to protect and
stimulate on one hand the independent
growth of the Baha'i Faith, and ()n the
other vindicate the claim of its universal principles to the doubtful and
unbelieving-.
I have alreadv considered these delicate and complex issues with the
Baha'i representatives whom I have requested to gather in the Holy Land in
the hope of arriving at the best possible solution of the pressing and intricate problems that confront the development of the Bahi'i Cause. I have
asked our dearly-beloved brother, Mr.
),Iountfort Mills, whose services to the
Cause only future generations can estimate. to acquaint you with these and
other considerations, the delieacy and
scope of which only a verbal explanation can adequately reveal. He will
fully and authoritatively infonn you
regarding the policy that should govern
the conduct of the Star of the West.
the character and the range of the Baha'i Bibliography to be inserted in the
next edition of the Bahi'i Year Book.
the present position of Baha'ullah's
House in Bagdad, the hopes and desires I cherish for the successful conclusion of the Plan of Unified Action.
and the consequences and possibilities
involved in the decision of Egypt's religious Tribunal regarding the Muslim
Baha'is in that land.
The splendid record of the action
taken bv the National and Loc:i.I representatives of the Baha'is of the
U n'ted States and Canada. embodied in
the compilation of newspaper cuttings

•
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which "lOU have recently sent me will
be for;arded to the National Spi~i[ual
.\ssemb[y 01 the Baha"is 01 Persia. I
will req~est them to pass it on from
hand [0 hand, that the rank and file 01
the sufferers in that distracted country
may obtain the. :5trength and solace
which the perusai oi sllch a noble
record ot service tS bound to produce.
Regarding the Publicity Campaign,
recently launched, with your consent
and under your general supervision,
by a group 0 f devoted i riends, I desire
to express my earnest hope that it rnay
be richlv blessed bv our Beloved and
}~eld abundant iruit. I am gratified
to learn that those who have conceived
such a comprehensive plan and have
generously :::iUpported it by every
means in their power have refrained
from an\- action that \...·ould involve the
imposing of a fresh burden upon those
who hJTe incu:-red :he h:-tancial obli~rations connected with the Budg-et
Plan. I earnestiv hope that those who
have undertaken- to ·finance this pro·
jeet with such spuntaneous generosity
ha\'e alreadv fulfilled their sacred obligations in -connection with the Plan..,
and will not allow any pled~es thev
have made for Publicitv to interfere
with their regular contributions to the
~atjonal .t'-und. the paramount importance of which has already been emphasized.
It is the duty and privilege of the
:\rational and Local .-\soemblies if they
find that the pres:-;ing- requirements of
their local and national hlld.~ets have
been adequately met, to encourage individuals and groups to initiate and
conduct, with their knowled~e and consent. any undertaking that \,"ould serve
to enhance the work which they have
set themselves to achieve. _X
content with appeals addressed to each and
every believer to offer anv constructive
suggestions or plan that would remedy
an existing grievance. they ~hould. by
every means in their power. stimulate
the spirit of enterprise among the believers in order to further the Teaching as well as the administrative work
of the Cause. Thev should endeavor
by personal contact and wri tten a ppeals. to imbue the bodv of the faithful with a deep sense of personal responsibility, and urge every believer.
whether high or low. pear or wealthy,
to conceive~ formuJate, and execute
such measures and projects as would
redound, in the eyes of their representatives. to the power and the fair
name 0 f this sacred Cause.
[n my hours of prayer at the holy
Shrines, I will supplicate that the light
of Divine Guidance may illumine your
path. and ~able you to utilize in the
most effective manner that spirit of

ot

individual enterprise which, once kindled in the breasts of each anti every
believer and directed by the discipline
oi the majestic Law oi Baha ·u'llah,
imposed upon us. will carrY our beloved Cause forward to achie've its glorious destiny.
Your true brother,
SHOGHI.

Haifa. Palestine.

February 20, 1927.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY 1926-1927
The completion of a Baha'i cycle of
nineteen years is marked ·by this year's
Convention at Montreal. The present
Convention has the added significance
that it is the first national meeting of
:-he .·\merican believers to be held in
Canada.
Could we- but ::.ee the.::..e . . ears Ij f t: fiort and unfoldment in proper per specri\"e, it would undoubtedly be possi-ole
ior us to recognize the gradual growth
of a Baha'i body or form corresponding to the new spirit of this age. Each
year has brought its own contribution
to the process, and we are at present
w{tnesses to many signs which indicate
that this national body of service is
becoming more and more capable of
collective inspiration and unified effort.
The Guardian of the Cause has given
us the key note 0 f the present phase 0 f
Baha'i development in that significant
phrase "a wise handling oi the forces
released by Baha'u'llah's almighty
arm.
By these words we are led to
perceive more clearly and feel more
deeply the fact that there has been a
t~rning point in our collective consciousness f rom an almost exclusive
consideration of the internal affairs of
the Cause to the first attempts to solve
the supreme problem of making suitable and effective contacts with the
surrounding public. Just as the growing youth leaves behind the stage of
seli-consciousness and awkwardness
and at a certain time enters upon the
stage of. maturity. so the Cause in
America with the completion of this
nineteen year cycle can be said to have
traversed the trials of immaturity and
to have entered at last the age o-f maturity and power.
The delegates present at San Francisco last year will recall how much
anxious consideration was given to the
terrible conditions confronted by the
believers in many parts of Persia. A
few days after the Convention a cablegrarri arrived from Shoghi Effendi
stating that twelve Baha'is had been
martyred in the town of Jahrum and
about twenty houses pillaged, and requesting us to appeal to the Shah. \

-

cClblegram was sent in the name or rhe
National _~ssembly to the Shah of Persia from San Francisco earlv in ~lav
and the news oi rhese atro~ities and
our action was sent out by the Associated Press in Los Angeles a few days
aiterwar~.. To continue this important subject further. The National
.-'l.ssembly on July 12, 1926. wrote the
.shah oi Persia a detailed appeal anu
:'eprint5 of this were during the next
i ew months placed in the Hands of 01:lievers throughout the L~ nited States
and Canada, all foreign Assemblie,.
the newspapers, members of the Persian Cabinet, the American State Department, the President. his cabinet
officers, all members of the Senate and
the House. the British Foreign Office.
the League of Nations. and an exten::.ive list ut inrluemial religious and
other organizations.
Through rhe
wi1OIe-hearted cooperation oi Amnlcan 4~ssemb[ies and groups, a stare·
ment of the events in Persia was published in many new5pa.pers and a file
of these dippin~s sent to the Guardian
in January. 1927.
~one of the friends will ever forget the beauti ful hospitality extended
to the delegates by the San Francisco
Assembly last year t nor the pxten-stve
preparations made by all the Western
A.ssemblies in providing opportunities
ior public addresses by all the teachers
who found it possible to visit the Assemblies along the Pacific Coast before
or after the Convention.
Another international matter taken
up by the Convention in 1926 was the
seizure of the House of Baha'u'llah in
Bagdad.
We have since been Ln'
formed by the Guardian that step:,
have been taken by the authoritie~
which will eventually restore this sacred property to the Cause.
11 r.
:J[ountfort
J:!iIls rendered notable
services in connection with this grave
problem and we may e",peet from him
a detailed statement of all the circumstances surrounding the Baha'i Shrine.
It is our privilege now to review the
communications received from the
Guardian this year. Shoghi Effendi',;
cablegram of May 6 on the subject of
the martyrdoms in Persia has already
been mentioned. On September 10.
through
Bahiyyih
Khanum,
the
Guardian cabled in reply to a message
sent bv a committee of the annual
meeting of the Green Acre Fellowship
informin~ him that the Fellowship had
confirmed its vote of the previous year
to place Green Acre under the supervision of the National Assembly. In
this cablegram the Guardian expressed
the hope that this newly confinned
union would achieve its purpose by
increasingly demonstrating the univer-
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,ality of the Baha'i Cause, ." few
weeks later, also through Bahiyyih
Manum, Shoghi Effendi cabled an acknowledgment of our appeal to the
Shah and infonned us that the criminals were still unpunished and the
officials indifferent. On September 25
we received a cablegram rei erring to
the visit of Queen Marie of Roumama in which the Guardian asked that
the friends refrain from communicatmg with her unless the National As>em blv sanctioned it. On October 16
the Guardian cabled that the case of
the House in Bagdad was progressing
most favorably, On October 25 Shoghi Effendi cabled to ask for one hundred copies of the Baha'i Year Book,
and on the following day informed US
that ~lin:a Maqami and 1Iirza Benan.
distinguished Persian believers. were
on their way to the United States. On
October 28 the Guardian requested the
:\ational Assembly to extend to Queen
\[arie a cordial expression oi Baha'i
appreciation and gratitude for ber reIllarka.ble services to the Cause. On
December 13 the Guardian cabled to
urge the hastening of the incorporation of the Baha'i lxxlv in the lJ, 5,
and Canada, This 5ub)eet wil! he ref erred to later on in the present rep.ort. A second message referring to
rhe subject of incorporation was received on December I S. The Guardian
:,ent a cabled expression of his grief
at the passing of Mr. and ~lrs. ;\Iacnurt on December 29, 1926. On February 24, 1927, the Guardian informed
11~ that Mountfort :!I,.!ill.s after remlering most valuable services in London
and the Holy Land was preceding temporariiy to the U. S. to deli,berate with
the ::J ational Assemblv on issues affecting the international status of the
Cause. adding that his statements were
Tullv authorized. On Februarv 26 we
received the sad news that ~ .-\inan
)'Iirza Mahsen. the Beloved's 50n-inlaw and distinguished servant of the
(ause had ascended to the :\.bha Kingdom, All the fore-going cablegrams
which referred to subjects of general
interest have been given to the friends
in the pages 0 f the NEWS LETTER.
The letters received from the Guardian this year have deepened our in. . ight and enlarged our understanding
,1 f those problems arising inevitably at
a time when the Cause is undergoing
.1. transition from internal to external
nroblems, a time coinciding. as we all
fully 3?preciate. with a series of new
and unprecedented conditions affecting
humanity in all parts of the world.
The first letter received from Sho~hi Effendi after the 1926 Convention
was one addressed to the believers
;hroughout the West and dated April

22, 1926. In this letter we \...·ere given
the heart-rending details of the occurances in Persia. The next communication was addressed to the members
Df the .'-lational Assembly and dated
;"!av 11. In this letter the Guardian
made the significant statement that the
day may not be far distant when we
shaH witness, as we have observed elsewhere, the promised signs of Divine
Retribution avenging the blood of the
slaughtered servants of Bahau'llah, _"
forcefuJ reminder of the Plan of unified Action was also made in chis communication, the Guardian writing to
the effect that the friends must be constantly reminded of the vital necessity
lor a continuous and whole-hearted
support of the scheme. the success or
failure ot which win, to a marked extem. affect the course of the progress
oi the Cause not only in North America but throughout the Baha'i world.
" Lct the I rtends recalL and e\'er hear
in mind. the repeated exhortations and
~low1ng promises of our beloved ),-[aster wi[h reference to the .J.Jashriqu'l\dhkar. the crowning institution in
every Baha'i community." ;\nother
passage we should bear in mind in that
letter is as follaws: "The administrative machinery of the Cause having
now sufficiently evolved, its aim and
object fairly well grasped and understood. and its method and working
made more familiar to every believer,
I feeJ the time is ripe when it should
he fuBv and consciously utilized to
further'the purposes for' which it ha~
been created. It should, I strongly
feel. be made to serve a two-iold purpose. On one hand it should aim at
.1 steady and gradual expan;:;ion uf the.\ [ovemem along lines that are ac once
broad, sound and universal; and on
:he other it should insure the imernai
consolidation of the work alreadv
achieved. It should ooth J-lTOvide the
impulse whereby the dynamic forces
latent in the Faith can unfold. crvstalize and shape the lives and condllct ot
men. and serve as a medium for the
interchange of thought and the coordination of activities among- the divers
elements that constitute' the Baha'i
communIty.
The nf"~t letter was written on October 7 and addressed to the helievers
throughont the \Vest on the :::ubject of
the nimarkahle spiritual victory repre..;ented bv the interest of Oneen )'lari~
in the Cause, In this lett~r the Guardian referred to the realization of the
regenerating power, the supreme necessity. the unfailing efficacy of the
:'iIessage.
;\nother letter addressed to the
\ Vestern believers was written on October 29 and gave us the neWS 0 f the

5
s~tisfacto~y pro~ress of the negotia.tIons earned on m connection wi[h the
sacred habitation of Baha'u'Uah at
Bagdad.
The comm uni cati on addressed to the
::\ational _-\::isernblv on October 31
brought us the first' intimation that the
Guardian has turned his attention to
the problem of international Baha'i
administration. We may all take pride
in the fact that a representative oi
this country, }lr. ~lountfort Mills, was
one of the three believers invited by
Shoghi Effendi to visit the Holy Land
last fall in order that the Guardian
might lay down the foundation of some
sort of an international Baha'i secretariat at Haifa and also take counsel
upon the measures required to provide
f or the preli minary steps that will
eventually lead to the proper establishment of the first international House
of Justice, In this let1:er the Guardian stated that the progress of the
contributions of the American believers lor the support oi the Cnified Plan
0; .>.ction, up to June 30, 1926, had
considerablv iallen belo-w what he confidently exPected it to achieve,
The need of workers for the Tarbiat School in Teheran was brought
to the attention oi all the believers in
a letter written by Shoghi Effendi on
:-.iovember 14.
In the Guardian's letter addressed
to the believers throughout the \-Vest
and dated February 12, 1927. we were
informed about the highly important
action taken ,by the )1 uhammedan ReM
ligious Trihunal of Egypt in hand·ing
down the written decision that the
CDurt declared that the Baha'i Cause
Inust be considered as a separate and
independent religion. and not as a
movement derived from and contained
within the limits of the Faith of Isiam. The Guardian's references to
this decision make it clear that the
event LS to be regarded as a definite
rrUlestone in the development of the
Baha'i Faith toward universal public
recognition. The f uil implications of
the decision can be understood by reference to the reports brought to the
American believers by ~Iountfort
,!ills, an outline of which the in-coming :\ational Assembly will no dou",
publish in some suitable manner.
.\t the date the present report was
prepared. the last letter received from
the Guardian this year was the communication dated Februarv 2{), 1927,
ilnd addressed to the memhers of the
:\ational .>.ssembly: c\lthough published in the XEWS LETTER of April,
it is well at this time to recapitulate
ue~pllm9

;}l[l

$l:>dfqn~

;}l[l

JO

dWOS:

hrought up in this communication.
His reference to the World Unity Con-
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t erences has made it clear that both the
direct and indirect tOaching methods
are endorsed. a fact which compels us

all to feel greater responsibility in estimating which teaching method is better calculated to produce the desired
results for the Cause under any given

condition.

-
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The need for increased in-

dividual initiative was stressed by the
Guardian in the same letter. His de·
sire that we endeavor to found Baha'i

insti [utions was also expressed. The
need of spiritual contact with other
movements, but only after careful
study of their purposes and methods,
was likewise brought to our attention.

In this as in so many other recent letters from Shoghi Effendi, we were
again reminded of the paramount importance of the Unified Plan.
During the course of the year the
Cause in America has lost a lll1mber
of weU-known and importam suuls.
:\mong those whose passing we have

lamented are: Dr. Albert Durant Watson of Toronto; Mrs. Olof Parv of
:-lew York :'./ills. .YIinnesota; \lother
Pomeroy of \Iontreal; \Irs. :-Iels Peterson of Fruitport, Michigan; :VIrs.
Erica \lary Tennis of Denver. Colorado; ).[jss Elizabeth Stewart of Philadelphia; \frs. Charlotte Rosenhouer
of Lakeland, Florida; Howard and
.Marv MacNutt of Miami, Florid"" <1JI..l
Gree'n Acre, Maine.
In order to keep before the believers
the memory of the love and achievements of those who have entered into

the Abha Kingdom, the National Assembly has planned the publication oi
a Baha'i Necrology, annually, or perhaps once every several years.

Thi s

publication might well indude a form
. of Baha'i service suitable for reading'

at funerals. \Ve have been infonned
by the Guardian through one of his
secretaries, that the custom of holdinl{
a memorial service forty days after the

date of death, is founded upon a Muhammedan tradition and is an institution we are not to retain in the Baha OJ
world. Special circumstances. as we
are infonned. made it desirable to observe this ~:fuhammedan custom after
the ascension of the ::\:raster. but we
are requested not to consider this as a

precedent for the Cause.
On the
other hand. the Guardian has made it
clear that whenever possible, the Baha'i
friends or relatives should conduct a

Baha'i funeral service for the departed
and not to feel satisfied with a nonBaha'i form of burial service unless
circumstances make this imperative.

The friends may rejoice at the fact
that four new local Spiritual Assemblies have been elected this year: in

Vancouver. B.
Fllltida: Ithaca.

c.;

~ew

St. Augustine.
York. and Wil·

We understand that

ficulties encountered in this search

the Baha'is of Evanston, Illinois, are

mette, elinois.

have been clearly set forth in the report 0 f the Legad Committee. A great

planning to elect their own local Spiritual Assembly on April 21st.
In the appointment of .;..rationa~
Committees for the current year, the
members of the 0.~ ational Assembly
endeavored to give due-regard to the
fact that a smaller number of committees all functioning with the utmost
~'igor and efficiency, represents a far
more healthy condition and is productive of better results than a larger
number of committees some of which
find it difficult to meet frequently
enough to evolve a plan or develop the
:itpirit oi action. The number of ':';ational Ba.ha'j Committees has conse-

quently been smaller this year than
previousJy. That much constructive
action has been achieved. however, was
revealed by the series of reports published in the speciai number o[ rhe
:\EW5 LETTER dated .-\pril. 1927. and
hy those repons which could not be
prepared 300n enough for publication
and are therefore to be presented to

the delegates at this Convention.

It

:-.eems dear that national committees
fall into two classes: one, representing
corrnnittees w hose ~ervke coincides
with such permanent Baha'i in~titu~

tions as the ).Iashriqu·I-_'>"<ihkar, teaching, pubjishing, and li!e Baha'i ~[aga
zine, Star of the \Vest; the other class
consisting of committees appointed for
a specific purpose and whose continuing existence would ~erve no object
after its purpose is achieved. Recalling the Guardian's t::xpressed desire
that the establishment of Baha'i institutions is one of the larger responsibilities of Baha'i administration. we ' ...·ould
express the hope that the incoming

debt oi gratitude is due the members

of this committee and especially to
Alfred E. Lunt, for the really tremendous volume

0

f research carned

0': during the year and for .the quality
ot the final result. The completion of
this legal step has removed a heavv
burden of responsibility from the Na:
tiona1 Assembly, the future members

of which will undoubtedly find the
m3lterial side of their work clarified to
a considerable degree. As explained
in the report of the Legal Committee,
the material assets of the Cause in the

U. S. and Canada are now held by a
body of three Trustees to be known as
Trustees of the N atioual Spiritual As,embly. Those appointed to this body
at the meeting of the National Spiro
itual Assembly held in March. 1927.
were Roy C. Wilhelm, Allen B. McDaniel and Carl Scheffler. Their office
is to hold title to ail the Baha'j property in ..unerica. including the lanel
purchased for the 1Iashriqu'l-Adhkar
in Wilmette, the properties given to
the Cause by the Green Acre F ellowship, the assets of the Publishing Committee and of the Baha'i Magazine.
Star of the West, and also such funds
as ;>re held for the purpose of constructing the \Iashriqu'I-Adhkar and
any additional funds or property bequeathed or otherwise given to the
Cause. The current assets of the va~

rious divisions of the National Fund
will continue to be administered by the
Treasurer of the )/ational Assemblv.
The existence of this body of Trus~ees now makes it possible for believers desiring to [eave bequests to in-

"ational _.>,.ssemblv may find it possible

elude a codicil in their wills which will

co make a careful survey of aU existing Baha 'j activities and find ways and
means of securing some thorough
knowledge of the capacities oi believers in all parts of the country, 50 that
in the appointment of future national
committees the principle of cumulative
efficiency mav be borne in mind. XO
other 5tanda~d than that of true capacity and initiative need of course be
observed in the appointment oi committees. and in the case of those concerned \...;,m the permanent activities

be aCceptable to their e.."(ecutors.

every effort should be made to draw
out fnto expression every tatent qualification and capacity in the Cause.

The work of the X ational ..>,.ssembl,·
this year has for the most part cen~
tered around three 5pe<:ial problems.
The first of these in point of time con."(sted in the effort to find the most
sllitable legal fonn for the incorporation of the administrative work of the
Caw;e in this country. The special dif-

The

worki ng 0 i thi s new legal form has not
yet developed to the point where a
detailed summary can be published for
the information of the believers, but

the constitution and by-laws adopted
by the National Spiritt",j Assembly
and the indenture of trust controUing

the function of the three Trustees will
'\OOn be published and distributed in
ramphlet ionn. This document will
have the further advantage of clarifying the entire working of the system
of Baha·i administration, including the

relation 0 f the local Assemblies to the
"ational _.>,.ssembl y, the function 0 f
delegates. etc. The effect of this important step should be to increase our
coUective efficiencv and. at the same

time. iree our thoughts for the spiritual phases of Baha'i service.
The second problem deserving spedal mention here has been the effecti.ve
administration of the affairs of Green
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_-\cre. There is no doubt but what the
believers generally ba ve been indined
to take the activities of Green Acre
i or granted, and we have all gi ven too
little thought either to the financial or
.5piritual responsihilities involved in
this consecrated community founded by
;"Iiss Sarah J. Farmer in 1894 in 'he
iull consciousness of the New Day. It
has been no light task to attain either
an understanding of what Green Acre
required in order to vitalize its work
and make it begin to yield fruit in
Baha'j influence, or to assume responsibility for the maintenance and improvement of its many-sided material
affairs. A separate report has been
placed before the iriends by the Green
Acre Executive Committee, but for the
purposes of record it should be repeated here that the members ot the
Green Acre Fellowship at their annual
meeting held August 10, 1925, unanimously adopted a resolution the effect
of which was to bring their work under
the 5upervjsion, control and res-ponsihie direction of the National SpirituaL
_-\ssembly, by making any changes in
the by-laws or charter of the Fellowship necessary to consummate this policy. induding any necessary transfers
of title or other interest-s whether ot
real or personal estate, that m>.y be
lawfully made. This resolution was
confirmed at the annual meeting of the
Green Acre Fellowship held on August 9, 1926, and at th:is meeting the
members of the Fellowship thoroughly
understood that as soon as the .:.rational Baha'i incorporation had been
effected the actual transfer oi title to
Green _-\cre would be made. To all
intents and purposes therefore, the
"aluable land and buildings of Green
:\ere, and above all its unique tradition
of spintual service, are, at the present time, as much a part of the Baha'i
body as the Temple land at Wilmette
or the books published by the Pub-lishing Committee. Shoghi Effendi, in fact.
has expressed to the American believers his hope that Green Acre would be
the focal center of the humanitarian.
devotional and other activities of the
Cause jn this country pending the completion of the ;"Iashrikl-Adhkar.
The development of Green Acre both
spiritually and materially wiIl for some
years to come represent one of the
most important responsibilities and also
privileges of the American believers.
The third major problem confronted
by the )Jational Assembly this yea,
consisted in the development of methods and policies capable of conveying
the spirit and leachings of the Cause
to the surrounding public. The result
of our experience this year, and also
the...:xpressed conviction of the Guar-

dian, has been to indicace the need of
applying our teaching resources aJoog
two methods. One method has taken
form and substance in the activity 0 f
the \Vorld Unity Conferences, the
other methcx:! \"'as e.xpressed in the recent appointment of a new national
teaching committee authorized to report recommendations for the establishing of a public Baha'i platform.
~..~th the coooeration 0 f the lpcal Assemblies, in "the various dties of che
U. S. and Canada. The number of
powerful and impressive public Baha'i
meetings held in America is· still all
too few. As the work of this committee develops and gathers momentum, the result should be a constant
and uninterrupted series of meetings
making use oi all weIl-<:jualified teachers under more favorable conditions
,han hitherto. The cooperation oi the
national and IocaJ Baha'i bodies. when
concentraced upon this teaching field,
should and in fact: must eventuate in
public expressions of the Baha'i Faith
so forceful and so convincing as to
capture the hearts and minds of that
large portion 0 f the general public at
present not at all satisfied with their
inherited religion or their 'personal inner lives. The World Unitv Conferences have become a well established
accivity capable of accomplishing great
results in their field. Eventually, of
course, all teaching efforts will be
~erged into one universal Baha'i servIce.
The importance of the special funds
known as the Lillian Kappes :\Iemorial
and the Fund of the TarbiaJt School
has been appreciated to a far larger
degree than has been the case for many
vears. It should be a matter of re~et to us ali that chrough unavoidable
circumstances the American friends
have allowed this noble cooperation
with the Baha'is of Persia to suffer
neg·lect.
We trust that both funds
ean receive sufficient suppor:c in
future to enable the friends in Persia to maintain the full number of
_<\merican scholarships and also to construct the larger school building they
::0 much require.
The friends will be
interested to know that -some months
ago the Baha'i School in Hamadan
wrote stating that they ~'"Ould like an
.-'l.merican believer to go as principal
and to teach English. This request has
been brought co the attention of some
of the American friends particularly
''''eil-qualified and also interested in
f'ersia, and at the present time a recommendation is in the hands of Shoghi Effendi. We hope that it will be
?Qssible to send a principal during the
next few months_
The services so actively earned on
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during the last few years by Mrs_ Victoria Bedikian under ·the name of the
World Fellowship have this year, by
instruction from Shoghi Effendi, been
related to the national and local Assemblies. Mrs, Bedikian at present is
concentrating her extensive international correspondence upon the subject
of the .J,Iashriqu'I-Adhkar and has recent! y pu blished two bulletins devoted
to the Temple.
The Guardian bas
made it clear that the Gardens established by Mrs. Bedikian for children
should always he administered by believers and ail branches of the work esta:b1ished by the W arid Fellowship
should be properly correlated, through
COnmllttees, to our Baha'i admiRistra,ion. Several Gardens have reported
concerning their activities to the National Assembly and it is hoped that
this helpful and admirable conception
may develop into a series of children's
groups wherein the Baha'i ideals of
e~ucation and spirituality may be applred to the commg generation.
Some of the friends may have noticed a recent newspaper report stating
that the last session oi Coogress in
Washington seemed unwilling to devote the income of the indemnity fund
paid to this country by the Persian
Gov~rmnent foUaMn; .~!::;::. murder of
Vice-Consul Major Imbrie in Teheran,
to the purposes of educating Pers.ian
students in this country as planned and
pledged by Mr. Hughes, former Secretary 0 f S tate. The N ationa! Assembly carefully considered th:is SItuation
and during March wrote a letter to
Senator Borah, Chairman of the Forei gn Rela·tions Committee, urging that
)'-lr. Hughes' originaI plan he carried
out ior the sake of its beneficial effects upon the relations of East and
West. We also expressed our hope
that America could carry out this humanitarian intention in order to estabIi sh a new spirit of justice and fellowship between the U. S. and Persia.
and we informed him of the close spiritual relations between the Baha'is of
tlris country and Persia. It is probable that nothing can be done by the
Senate or Congress until next autumn
or 'Winter. but meanwhile, the Baha'is
of the V. S. and Canada have gone
officiallv on record in behalf of the
Hughes' Plan .
Among the instances of individual
initiative shown by American believers
this year several interesting examples
should be cited: a member of the
Geneva, New York, Assembly took advantage 0 f the opportunity offered by
an article in the Atlantic Monthly
;"Iagazine claiming that the age of
prophets had passed, to write a letter
to the editor staring that .three Beings

,
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of the prophetic character and influence had appeared in this age. ."..s the
result of numerous inquiries asking
who these three prophets were, the au~
thor, Mr.;. Doris McKav, all: the editor's req uest, wrote a .second letter in
which the Baha'i Revelation was ex·
plained and this letter has been pul>lished in the April number of the Atlantic Monthly. There is no need here
of making special references to the
unique services rerujered by Miss
Martha Root in carrying the Message
to Queen Marie of Roumania. the
Guardian having expressed his great
grati fieation at tms service j n .several
letters poolished during the year. The
friends should be happy and proud at
knoMng that .Miss Juliet Thompson
has recently painted a portrait of >frs.
Coolidge and gave Mrs. Cooli dge information about the Cause. We understand that Shoghi Effendi has informed all the Eastem believers of
this aUspicious event. \Vhile these exampJes by no means exhaust the
achievements rendered bv individual
believers this year. they may be taken
as indications of how individual initta·
tive, when allied with understanding
of and loyalty ,to the Calise, is confirmed, and such instances should inspire uS all to nobJer inremion and
more ardent effort.
One of the recently appointed national committees is engaged in work
of such fundamental importance that
its plans should be mentioned somewhat in detail. \Ve reter to the committee on inter-racial ami,!v which is
endeavoring to carry out that program
I tf
spiritual reconciliation . .,,-hich . :\bdu·I·Baha· '0 emphatically declared to
he essential to the well-bein!f. perhaps
even to the safety of the :\meriean
people.
In req';estin!f >lr. Louis
Gregory to serve as executive secretary of this committee. the ::;ational
.--\ssemblv considered that this true
,erYant ·of Baha·u'llah would sure Iv
find in this field a task worthv of his
ideals and attainments. The' friends
are requested to give particular attetl'tion to the plans of the committee
on inter-racial amity, in order that as
500n as possible rn..cia:! amity meetings
may be held in cities throughout the
country_
During December a number of believers vo(untarilv offered to meet the
expenses of a Publicity Bureau in order
that the activities of the Cause might
be more extensively and officially
made known to th~ gener-al public.
The Bureau has been functioning for
a period of three months. during which
time thev have received clippings of
their publicity to the extent of about
tFiTrtY-4"hree newspaper columns. The
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subjecns presented so far have been
the Year Book. the World Unity Conferences and the Green Acre Institute
of World Unity, in addition to which
special articles have been prepared and
issued by the Bureau. It would be
well for the Assemblies to give this
subject very careiul attention in order
that we may all learn how to caoperate with these new facilities for publicity. ;'leanwhile, we should feel distinct gratitude to .those whose generosity has made this important service
possible.
The Plan ot Unified Action, representing as it does the only possible solution of the problem of maintaining
the material affairs of the Cause upon
the simpIest, most direct and efficient
basis, falls panicuJarly within the province of the National Treasurer, whose
report will inform the friends concerning the operation of tlle Plan
in detail. The Plan of enified Action,
however, is by no means exclusiveIv financial in character. because
its success depends upon factors of
understanding, 10yaUty and self-sacrihce. in the spiritual realm. The period
of one and a half years during which
the budget of the :-Iational Fund has
been on trial has resulted in producing
a flow oi income adeqn:tt,. "'0 meet the
current expenses of Baha'i administration, but insufficient to yield an
overflow for the pennanent Temple
Fund. Perhaps the present Convention can accomplish nothing more important than the careful rccon.::;ideration of this Plan. Mth all its implications as pointed out by the Guardian
qi the Cause. and its revitaiizing by a
proiol1nder 3pirit of consecrated ef4
fort to be carried to all the Assemhlies and groups by the delegates and
friends gathered in Montreal.
Two distinguished Persian believers.
~Ijrza )..!aqami and ':\lirza Benan, came
to the U nnted States this year in connection with personal business affairs
hut with the intention of visiting local
.\ssemblies as far west as California.
Their arrival was preceded by the cablegram from Shoghi Effendi mentioned above. This intention unfortunatelv could not be carried out and
I)ur feilow-believers were compelled to
depart without having made the Bah,,·i
contacts they had anticipated and even
without having iound it possible to
meet with the members of the National
.\ssemhly. Those who had the privilege of making their acquaimance realize what a loss it has meant .to the be·
1i evers generally not to receive these
notable guests in the local meetings.
Their long experience in the Cause.
their radiant spirit of Baha'i love, and
their ardent. heroic zeal for service,

w~ qualities capa-ble of inspiring new

Itfe In <'he hearts of the friends, Lt is
with the greatest joy that we announce
to this Convention the gift of Persian
objects valued a't approximately ten
thousand dollars, donated by our devrXed. brother Mirza Maqami :to the
Temple Fund. What an example of
that unity in 'Abdu'I-I3Ia.ba' raised far
above limitations of race, nationality or
religron! How gloriously shines this
act of generous sacrifice against the
darkness which bas descended elsewhere between Orient and Occident!
How future generations of Baha'is will
acclaim this service to the first· Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of the West! What effort we ourselves should make, to add
more and more to ttlat sacred Fund!
The i olloMng communications have
been sent ·by the National Assembly
this year to locai Assemblies and
groups; on July 28 a letter was issued
to all 10m.! Spiritual Assemblies expressing the need of a closer bond oi
understanding and cooperation between
the local and national bodies; on July
3 I a letter was sent to ali Assemblies
and groups enclosing a copy· of the
pUhlicity prepared on the subject of
Persian martyrdoms; on. September
15 a letter was issued to all the de!egates of tho 1926 Convention enclosing a proxy for the imnuaI meeting
of the Baha'i Temple Unity; in Oct<>ber a revised directory of Baha'i secretaries in tlle United States and Canada was issued to all Assembly addresses on our records; on October 21
a letter was w';tJten on the subject of
the visit of Queen Marie of Roumania suggesting that in cities visited by
her the believers show their appreciation of her services to the Cause bv
making her a gift of flowers; on No:.
vember 10 a special letter was written
to a number of well-known teachers
pointing out the need of an increased
effort by those in a position to travel
from A,.ssembly to Assembly; in N<>"ember also a printed li"" of Oriental
terms showing the Baha'i accents as
dram, up by Shoghi Effendi was pUI>lished and issued to !'he Assembly list;
on December 22 the Nationa:L. Treasu rer sent a !feneral letter to all delegates of the 1926 Convention and also
to all locaJ secretaries and treasurers
on the subject of the National Fund;
on January 4th we sent to all Assemblies and groups a blank form to be
filled out with ,he nwnber of local believers in each community in order
that the Convention Roll might be accurately drawn up; on January II the
Xational :\.ssembly wrote a special letter to a number of individuaJ beJievers asking-, thdr cooperation in- working for !he success of the Plan of
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Unified Aotion; on February 1 we sent
out copies of publicity on the subject
of the Year Book, asking local A S5emblies and groups to see that this was
printed in their local papers; on Februarv 18 the 1927 Convention Call
was· sent to all Assemblies entitled to
delegates;- on :March 28 we wrote
a!l _-\ssembHes and groups regarding the local e1ectIions to be held
on April 21st this year. enclosing a
blank form to be filled out with the
names of the members of the Spiritual
Assembiies elected at that time. In
this letter we also requested the incoming local 5t:cretaries to send the names
and addresses of all believers in each
community by June first so that the
Baha'i Directory for 1927 can be issued earlier rhan was done last year.
Other communications have been
published in the pages of the NEWS
LETTER. increased. in ·size and irnoroved
in appearance during the year: Our
hope is that in time the NEWS LETTER
mav assume more of the character and
imPortance of a true Baha'i newspaper, until itt can be issued at frequent
intervals and convey to the believers
not merely a digest of events taking
place within the Cause, but also interpretations of important world events in
the light of the Revelation of Bah.\t'Ilah_ Surely from the Cause itseli
should be produced the first truly con~tructive and humanitariran newspaper
vf the world, sensitively reflecting all
phases oi the universal struggle for
truth and boldly defending each and
every expression of the Holy Spirit in
the life of mankind.
Today we are privileged to nurture
r:he tiny seed-tomorrow, we can trust,
capabl~ souls will arise whose efforts
wiil show tanh the iruits of a mighty
tree 1
The meetings of the National Spiritual .-\ssemblv since the last election
have been as -follows: the first meeting was held in San Francisco on ~lay
3. 1926; the second meeting at W orcester. :'Iass .. on June 12; the third
meeting at West Englewood. ;'-.lew Jerjev. on June ~6; the fourth meetin,g
at- Green Acre . .\Ilaine, on August 7;
the fifth meeting in New York City
,on September 18: the sixth meeting
,1t Buffalo. ~ew York, on October 23;
the seventh meeting at· Boston. }[ass.,
December I I: the eighth meeting at
IYashington, D. C, on January 9,
1927: the ninth meming at Chicago,
Illinois. Tanuarv 22; the tenth meeting in :-iow York. February 26. The
eleventh meeting has been called for
:--':ew York on April 2.
The present report has been prepared only up to March 30. 1927. in
'If{ier IO go out with the other reports

m the April NEWS LETTER. .-\. .supplementary report dealing with the activities at the month of April wiII be
prepared beiOl:e the delegates meet.
To conclude: while it 1S essential that
we all become thoroughly inicmneJ
abou-t the facts, events and conditions
making up the current record of our
collective service, and more and more
capable of handling details and solving problems. the overwhelming circumstance in the liie of the Cause [0day is the condition ()f the world. Giga~tic antagonisms and di stracting
fears are being released fr()m within
the whole area of humanity. The en~
vironment in which the believers wiLl
soon find themselves makes supreme
demands upon inward qualities of heroic courage, direct spiritual vision, i.mmoveable faith.
~Iay the delegates
and friends hold just balance between
6e material and spiritual phases of
the Cause at this Convention!
:<.-\ T"L SPIRlTCAL .-\SSE~[BLY.
.--\LLEN :\IcDASIEL... Chairman.
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary.
CARL SCHEFFLER, Treasurer.
Roy C. \VrLHELM
FLORENCE 1foRTO~'
.-\ME:LIA COLLIi'o;S

.-\Ll-KuLl KHAN
~Iot':!iTFnRT MILLS
SrEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER

REPORT OF NATIONAL PUBLIC TEACHING PROGRAM
COMMITTEE
At a regular meeting of the i\ationaI Spiritual Assembly, held in New
York City on Feb. 27, 1927, a committee consisting of ~Irs. :'Iay .\laxwel1.
;\lrs. E!:izabeth Greenleaf ~Uld :"\1r.
-\lIen ~lcDaniel was appointed 10 prepare a program for a ~atjo-naJ Bahai
Public Teaching activity. This committee respectfuHy submits C'he follow:ng preliminary report:
The purpose of this activity is to establish a ;'-.I.tiona! Bah"; Public Teaching platform. The activity should consist of public meetings and follow-up
work to be conducted ,bv the National
Teaching Committee
cooperation
with local spiritual assemblies and
groups. These meetings shall be held
approximately once a month in different Bahai centers.
It is suggested that each local spiritlola! ilssemblv or group appoint a special
committee to cooperate with the Xational Teaching' Committee in the preparation and ~onci:uct of this nationai
teaching program.
The National travelin~ teachers
and local reachers "hall be utilized as
far as practi-cahle in the ~ivin~ of addresses at the meet;n~s and in the fol~
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:ow-up 'WOrk which shoujd -include public meetings, group meetings and personal conferences.
The public meetings may be held in
public halls, churches. the "auditoriums
of educational and other institutions,
and similar avaiLable places. Every effort will be made to make these meetings as attractive as possible from the
physical point of view. and with addresses f rom the llahai teachers and
outside speakers who are interested in
and favorable to the Cause with a view
to making each meeting a clear and
forceful presentation of the message
of Baha·u'llah.
It is suggested that simple leallets,
presenting the teachings and message
of the Cause, be distributed at each
pablic meeting together with notices
calling attention to the follow-up
meetings" The group meetings can
'.....ell be arranged for by special invita:ion. Every effort s.hould be made to
have this follow-up work of a recurrent nature so that interest may be sustained after the in.itial public meetings.
.-\rrangements shall be made to coordinate these nationa! Bahai public
meetings with the ,Vorld L'nitv Conferences. It is possible that this may
be best done by having the Bahai
memings follow the World Unity Couferences at a per·iod of from two weeks
to a month. Tbe national Bahai public
meenings should also be- coordinated
with ~he meetings for racial amity. It
is suggested that this can be taken care
of by having one oi the Bahai public
meetings given over to the subject of
racial amity in certain centers.
The Bahai magazine should contain
re~ular reports of these national Bahai
~:)Ublic meetings.
\" ou r commi ttee believes that the establishment and vigorous prosecution
of these national Bahai public meetings will develop into one of the major
activities of the Cause and will graduallv result in earn·tng- out the wishes
or" our Guardian iIi the bringing of the
message into the hearts and lives of the
peovle of this country and Canada.
..

ALLEN :McDA!-HEL
ELIZABETH GREENLEAF

:-IAY "fAXWELL

PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
REPORT
The detail work of the Baha."i Publishing Corrunittee has been carried out
during the past year by Mrs. :\farie
),Ioore and her daughter, \1iss Emilie
'loore. The members of the Committee have s-erved in an advisory capacity to consult on matters of gene-ral policy.

w
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~-\ few weeks previous to rhe last
Convention, the Publishing Committee, in cooperation with Bremano's,
published "The Divine Art of Living",
~ compilation long popular among the

triends, but oniv accessible in back
~-olurnes of the Star or the \-Vest. The
Comm ittee is now taking up with
Brentano's the possibil·i,ty of bringing

out a ~pecial edition of this book bound
in paper covers and salable at lower
cost.

During the spring of 1926 also. the
:-iational A.ssembly distributed among
all the believers of the United States
and Canada copies of a compilation
entided "The Spiritual Opportunity of
the Baha'is of tihe U. S. and Canada".
This pamphlet reprinted the four Tablets addressed to all the ."-merican believers in the series of Tablets known
as "The Divine Plan". .-\1I t:-.e copies
left over after this distribution have
;:-ecentlv been

~urned

oyer

t·]

the PUQ-

liSihing-'. Committee to be sold with the
other literature.
The new books and pamphlets and
reprints of former books and pam·
phlets brought out during the current
"ear are as follows:
. The unique series of X 0, 9 Com·
pilations. already issued in many languages, has been extended this year to
include an edition in :t!.speranto. Two
hundred of these were donated to the
annual Congress of the Esperanto ."-sSudation of ~orth America held in
Philadelphia during- July of 1926. ."-n
edition of Xo. 9 Compilation in the
Russian language has been in the
hands of capable translators for some
time. It is likelv that this edition will
;)e avaiiable durrng the spring of 1927,
.\ Spanish edition oi the ).lo. 9 Compilation was issued .in September 1926.
The small prayer book containing
translationsbv Shogni Effendi has
been reprinted.
The latest edition of Hidden Words
has also been reprinted in an edition
of 5,00J copies ar a cost e:1abling the
Committee to reduce the price both on
the paper and leather editions.
Tn October the Committee brought
out a new compilation entitled "The
Soirit of World Vnitv" .
. The reprints of the 'letter written by
the :.Iationanl Spiritual Assemhly to
the Shah of Persia haye been turned
over to the Pll'blishing Committee and
added to the list of available literature.
Earlv in rhe vear, the Committee reM
ceived . from Shoghi Effendi the revised text of the pamphlet by Dr.
Esslemont entitled "What is the Bah,,'i
~rovement?" and at the Guardian's re·
quest this has been brought out both
in Engilsh and Hebrew.
~he pamphlet by Dr. Esslemont entitled "Bahi'u1Iah and His Message"

has been reprinted in a large enough
tdition to enable the Committee to reduce the price from fifteen to rive cents.
The larger ......ork of Dr. Essiemant
entitled "Baha'u'l!ah and the New
Era" has continued to be one 0 i the
Baha'i .". . arks most in demand. The
Committee has brought out an edirion
of 500 copies bound in paper. 3,11 of
\\"hic~ were sold \. . irhin a few momhs,
The Committee is now arranging ior
another edition of 500 copies.
A plate of the Greatesr )lame was
presented to the Committee this year
by 1\1r. Charles .i.\Iason Remey, and an
edition ot rhe Greatest )Jame printed
on heavy card board was published
during the falL
Another gift to the Committee con::.isted oi the stencils of the compila·
tion on Educarion received from 1frs,
Grace ObeL The Corruniuee found It
?Ossible to mimeograph a smali edi~
~~on oi this important compdauon.
It
is not likely that the stencils can be'
u5ed again, but ir is hoped that tbt'
Committee later on can reprim thi~
compilation in booklet fonn.
The Committee calls the attention I) I
fiiends to the fact that copies oi the
Baha'i Year Book. Volume One. pub:ished bv the Year Book Committee,
are now handled by the Publishing
Committee with the other literature.
1t has been found necessary ,to raise the
price of this \vurk from one dollar to
one twentv-five, but this increased
price does ~ot affect copies sold before
[he issuance oi the revised catalog in
.Ipril 1927.
During the course 0 f the year. ;:he
Xational .--\::;serniJh· recei\'ed from the
t;uardian a statenlent which can prop·
eriy be :-eferred to in this report,
Shoghi Effendi has made it clear that
all diaries and records oi visits to
Haifa during the lifetime of the 11asrer, ii consisting- of quotations taken
down by the pilgrim and not corrected
and approved bv 'Abdu'l-Bah';', are to
be edited in such a wav as co make it
dear that these words
'Abdu'J-Baha
are not direct quotation:>; hut rather the
understanding of the editor hirnsdi
11 f w.hat the ::..raster said.
This re·
moves all Slreh works from the list of
,...... hat we might call the authoritative
tltterJ.~'·~'S.
This instru~::ron is to be
applied .:) all ::;uch works broug-ht out
in future. and ways and means must
be found sooner or later to carry this
out also in the case oi ''''''orks printed
in previous years,
.-\bout five vears ago the Publishing Committee' ciistribtHed throughout
all the established Assemblies on consig-nment a larg-e amount -of books and
pamphlets. believing that this ma.terial
would 'be more useful in the various
:\5semhlv libraries than in the ware-

of

house in Chicago. A great deal oj
these ·books and pamphlets have been
.501d and paid for since that time,
Realizing, however, that many of the
pamphlets and ·booklets were titles
which the great majority of the iriends
already owned, the Committee some
months ago decided to redw::e the cost
of all the pamphlets originally publIshed many years ago and at present
not in perieot condition. This decision
will enable the local Assemblies to
liquidate all long outstanding accounts,
the result of which would be to enable
the Committee to undertake the neces::iary fi nancing 0 i se veral much needed
works.
There are certain books out 0 f print
which should be restored to circulation
at the earliesr possible moment.
:\mong these are: Volume One and
Volume Three of the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha. and Baha'i Proofs by Abul
Faz!.
.
The Committee again calls to the
anemion oi the friends the fact that
a fourth volume of Tablets, containing
those important Tablets written by the
11aster to Assemblies and individuals
after the year 1915, is of supreme impertance and it is hoped that some way
can be found to edit the text and add
this preciol''' ~'fllurne to the literature
of the Cause.
Other new works which the Committee plans to undertake in the near
future is a second series of extracts
from the letters of the Guardian, and
a revised book of Ba;,a'i Prayers,
At the time this repert is being prepared. the Committee is at work upon
a revised catalog of all the literature
in print at the present time. and this
;s expected before the 1927 Convention.
Roy C. \VILHELM:
ALBERT \VrNDUST
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
HORACE HOLLEY

STAR OF THE WEST
Editors' Report
Complying Wilh the request oi the
::':-ational Spirituai :\ssembly for a repert jrom the Star of the West Comminee. ~""'e are submitting herewith. for
adyance publication in THE NEWS LET·
TER, a yery brief swmnary of a report
to be presented in full at the Annual
Baha'j Convemion to be held this year
in 1IonrreaL
From all the instructions we have
received :from our Guardian, Shoghi
Effendi. and which we have tried sincerely and conscientiously to follow asa basis for action. the friends will understand that those who serve on the
S TAR do not control its pelicv. but
that we have been striving to edit the
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magazine according to the explicit instructions received, and under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly. We have from time to time
sought our Guardian's advice, and
then keeping his instructions ever before OUT sight, we have endeavored to
make the STAR conform thereto.
One of the points brought out, for instance, was this: that while the Baha'i
.1iagazine is to be so edited as to have
a universal appeal, yet the essential
teachings of the Cause are to be fearlessly proclaimed_
Thus we have tried to make the magazine broad and universal in scopesomewhat of a "trave1l1ng teacher".
suitable for non Baha'is as well as
interesting to the Bahi'is.
The plan to have the editorials deal
with current events, was changed after
a few months, and the editorial pages
have been devoted to the exposition.
in some form, of the historv' and teachings of the Cause, always proclaimed
in such a way as to appeal to [hose interested or becoming attracted to the
Cause.
The Compilations from the Hoiy
Utterances have appeared irom time
to time in conformity with our instructions.
It is not an easy matter to always
secure the type 0 f material which is
required. for instance historical· accounts which must ,be Hfresh and authentic", hut we are expecting material
soon from Persia and elsewhere which
will bear the mark of authenticitv.
I nnumera bIe articles come -to us
from time to time which are ror the
most part well written. readable and
interesring-for the Baha'is-but too
intimate in scope to fulfill the requirements of a universal Baha'i ~ragazine.
One of the functions or an Editorial
Committee is to search out and bring
to the magazine new contributors who
have a message of value. This endeavor we have constantlv made, and
we have been thus able to add SOme
new writers to the list of regular contributors, all of whom enrich the content material of the STAR bringing
new viewpoints, new visions of Ii fe,
of human experience, and of the ·Cause.
to our readers. One such person who
had never contributed before has written a- really brilliant article which will
appear in a near number of the STAR.
We therefore earnestly request that
all who feel that they have something
to say, should make an endeavor to express themselves in literary form and
;ubmit it to the Star of the ,Vest.
Cover Design: It has been considered desirable to make a change in the
cover design of the Star. Several designs have been submitted, none 0 i
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which have been chosen. The latest be.carn e necessary, therefore, to study
idea presented, that of having the de- '-Ylth r:t~re care t~e existing possibilisign of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar over tIeS 0 t lTIcorporatmn contained in the
which the title shall be printed, has statutes of th.e several States and in
seemed the most acceptable, and we are the precedems already established by
waiting the completion of that design other religious bodies organized on a
for our consideration_
national scale_
The question also arose oi furt.'1er
Practically the entire time since the
changing the title, and after being deep- last report has been taken up with these
ly -and prayerfully considered, it was analyses, as well as conferences and
decided to continue \\rith tJ1e same title consultations with the National Spiritas now.
ual Assem bl y, and by the necessary
Weare deeply gratef uJ to all the legal research and comoarisons which
friends for the assistance and encour- had to 'be made between the different
agement which they have given us methods 0 f procedure. We believe
from time to time. We hope they that certainty rather than haste is derealize how vital a part they have con- sirable in handling so important an
tributed, for without their noteworthy issue as the first incorporation of the
5ervlces, the Star of the West could Baha'i activities in the western world.
not have developed ~ even in some small It has been iound that no one method
degree, toward the ideal it is eventually is free from more or less serious obto attain.
jection tn putting into effect the deSTA~WOOD COBB
sired and essential standards 0 f the
~IARL,\M HANEY
Baha'i work in a corporate sense, The
statutes provided bv nearly everY
State, induding the District of ColumREPORT OF LEGAL
bia.
each contain express 1imitations
COMMITTEE
upon any religious body incorporated
The work of the Legal Committee thereunder, in respect to tne amount of
during the past year has been largely land which can be held 'by that body
directed to the problem of incorpora- or the amount of invested property or
[ion (] f the national work. This proh- funds which can be held under gift
lem, however, owing ro the unique re- or devise or from other sources.
q,uirements of the Baha"i auministra- These limitations of property holdings
tlon idea has pro,:ed to be one of the have grown out of an old English statmost difficult legal questions thus far ute known as the Mortmain Act which
encountered by your Committee and was aimed a t the Church through fear
we ohink also by the National Spiritual at that time that the Church might beAssembly. The large spiritual and ati- come the dominant property holder in
ministrative prerogatIves assigned to the communi tv. The reasons for this
the Kational Spiritual :\ssembly in fear have in ~odem times large!y vaneach country in the teachings of the ished but the statutes remain. The
Baha'i founders, as outlined in detaii result is that no one of these religious
by Shog-hi Effendi. the Gua.rdian 0; statutes can be .said to· afford a saie
:he Cause. tog-erher with the nece~sity channel for incorporation of our work_
For exam ole, the best statute of this
oj ;;econcilino- this essential reauirethink, is to be found in
ment with th~ limitations impo~d by character.
law in the different states in which ~he District of Columbia, but owing to
Baha'i property is now held o~ may _be the fact that most of the Baha'i propheld. has required a most mtenSlve en:v is and for some time wiil continue
studv of each one or several possible to ~be in Illinois. it is certain that the
Illinois Courts would apply the limitamethods of procedure.
At the time (); the last report of your tion of their own statute to any corCommittee to the San Francisco Con- poration formed in an outside state
(as, for instance, in the District of
vention practically this same question
was still undecided and vour Com- Columbia) coming to Illinois for the
mittee were waiting for legal opinions administration of Illinois property,
For similar reasons, your Commitfrom Illinois and other States in which
Baha'i property tnterests wer~ para- tee have felt that the suggested posmount, which would clearly LTIdlcate sibility of incorporating under some
the probable attitude ,he 'Courts oi one of the so-called ~on-profit Incorthese several States mig-ht take in ,,-iew poration statutes, either of Illinois.
N ew York or any other available
of certain contingencies.
As :you know, the original plan was state. could not be recommended for
to obtain a congressional statute giv- the reason that various court decisions
ing special auchority with respect to appear to hold that incorporation unincorporation but for practical as well der a nGn-profit statute of a religious
as ideal reasons this oroved to be an work of the kind contemplated by us,
unwise plan to press at this time. It would be interpreted by the courts as

we
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!)nngmg us under the limitations of
the religious statutes previously re-

ferred to.

It has, for instance, been

held by the courts of several j urisdictions that a religious hody exercising
spiritual and ecclesiastical control
largely through a central body or
group (such as the National Spiritual
.~ssembly) could not be said to enjoy
all the privileges in respect to its property holdings ordinarily conferred by
the )Ion-profit Corporation statutes
but would rather be subject to the limitations set forth in the purely religiOllS statutes of the particular state
where its property was situated.
The religious statute of Illinois limits the property holdings to 20 acres,
and for certain purposes to 10 acres.
which area wouJd not permit the full
construction ()f the ),[ashriqu'I-Adhkar
with all its accessory buildings as contemplated in the Baha'i plan. The
~on.protit CorporatIon ~tatute has
been held to apply, without these limitations. to bodies such as missionary
societies. the Y. ),1. C. .~. and other
groups which do not inherently exercise ecclesiastical control over their
member9hip. But these bodies stand
tn a different position in this respect
than d()es the Baha'i ),[ovement.
Other rossibititles, sue'" ;H' the extension of the name and auchority of
the present Illinois corporation, B~-\
HAl TEMPLE UNITY. to the narional work, have been considered.
The onJy other form of incorporation or association a\'ailable . . yhich
vour Committee has heen able to Jiti~o",er as possessing- fa\'orable element;:;
r:::~ the so-called Voluntary or Common
Law Trust procedure. '
Under this. the :\ational Spiritual
.-\ssembly would organize as a Common Law Trust for the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada. and through
this central form of association would
carryon all the internal and spiritual
affairs encrusted to It under the Baha'i plan, with suitable by-laws and
working rules of procedure which
would include and establish the relationship of each local assembfy to it.
the rights of local spiroitual assemblies
and the general Baha'j groups electing
them, with the procedure of election of
delegates. the carrying on of the .~n
nual Convention or :\"!eeting of the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada through such delegates. and the
election of the National Spiritual Assembly, all as provided in the genesis
of Baha'i administration. _!\~sociated
with this procedure. the title to all
property, whether in the form of reai
estate or as the principal of invested
funds belonginJ( to the Cause. would
be l1e"td by indiv;rlual trustees ""rho un-

eer their deed ot trust would expres51y
hold for the benefit of the )lational
Spiritual Assembly and be bound by
the fundamental requirements and conrlirions of the ::;piritual s~andards of the
~Iovement in all respects. Their successors would be named or at least approval by the National Spiritual Assembiy from time to time.
It is felt that this form of procedure
would relieve the Kational Spiricual
Assembly of some of the purely material and practical duties which have up
to this date consumed so much of its
time, and at the same time would provide an essentially unified administration of both the Internal and external
phases of the work. \Vhether or not
this turns out to be true. the future
wiil. 0 f course. determine_ Your
Committee in recommending this
form of procedure for the national
worK was in no wi.;;e influencerl hv the
possible ettect of this plan upon the
:.: ational Spiritual Assembly in re~peC"t
:0 separating the internal and external
;:>hases of the work. but 'hy the srrictl~
legal considerations whi"Ch appear [I)
gOyenl the :,ituarinn, and the greater
attractiveness of the Voluntary Tnb.l
plan when compared with other a "ailal)le methods of incorporation,
This form nf incorporati-on or 3,:-mciation has now been approved h~'
;:he Xational Spiritual Assembly. ha,'ing been duly recommended by the
Legal Committee, and the neces:,ary
-iocumems and papers are in proce:-~
,)f preparation for tinal action .and recording'. Furthermore, this method n f
procedure has been agreeri to a:, prac:icable and as legally acceptahle in tht'
::>eyeral States where Baha'i proper!:'
i ~ or may be held. b. . . our at:orne,·:;.
acting ctirectly or associated with the
Legal Committee. all of whom hayt'
.~l\-en careful consioerarion to thi:,
pilase of the problem.
Respectfully submitted,
For the Legal Committee
ALFRED

E. L""T

.~li-Kuli

Khan
Louis Greg()r),
.\lfred E. Lunt

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL
INTER-RACIAL AMITY
COMMITTEE
In conformity with the request II,r
report of the actL\'ities of the ~a
tional Committee on Inter-racial :\mit\, this brief survev of the ..... ark n f
a ·tle\.... l:- organized al=tivity is pre:-:enteo
v,,-ith regrets for the limitations \){ the
past and hopes for the future_
Your committee is orgoanized and at
work. 1:1 view of the ~omplexity and
riifficulty of the race problem in A merica and what its effects mav be 1100n
J.

this .i\'"ation and all other Darts of the
'.,,'orld. ~e appreciate the g~vity of the
task aSSIgned us and the constant need
,?f • Divine Assistance to bring our
teenle effons to victon·.
The first work of thi~ committee was
[0 compose and address a letter to the
~~ ationa] Spiritual Assemblv and to aU
the Spiritual Assemblies o( the United
States and Canada. stressing the want
of inter-racial amity the need of holdi~g amity conventlo~s wherever practical and other wa vs as concei ved bv
this committee oi how the racial diffl'culties might be met and overcome with
the Holy CHerances and Revealed
\I/ords as a light and guide. Up to
the time of this report a few of the
centers have made repiy, all of which
have indicated appro . . . al of the plans
and hearty eoncurrence as far as passi bie_ The assemblies thus reporting
are Philadelphia. Toromo. Yonkers.
G-ene\-::L_ L< rhana and Boston_ The
~~l."t named re?nn:." plans under way
for .1n _-\mity Com'ention this spring
,1no :;;eeks ad"ice and assistance, which
are being given.
:\ majority 0 f the members of the
~ational Inter-racial Amitv Committee
Jre t1m..· in \Vashington and are workitl:!.!" in c01lnection with the local Spiritual _\ssemblv. Plans are now well under way for- an inter-racial amity con·
"ention to be held here on April 8, 9
and 10. ':';otalble speakers irom the
Baha'i world and outside have accepted
in\·itations. a Congregational Cburch
and the Play-House have been engaged
r'ur the three sessions and as the time
draws ni~h the rmtlook is most propitiou:-; throug-h Divine Favor.
The committee also considers its rt'"Ilonsibility tnr an amity convention at
Green :\cre in July_
LOUIS C. GREGORY,
Executiye Secretar . . . _
Mrs ..~. S. Parsons. Chainnan
.
~f rs. Louise D. Boyle
~[rs. Coralie F. Cook
:\f rs. ,:\f ariam H ane....Dr .. \lain Locke
Dr. Zia ~L Ba~dad;
Louis G. Gregory

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
REPORT
The \~ational Baha'i Lihran' Com-

mittee reports ~he wel rare of their
work ann :he increasing- :mmher nf
renuests re<:elved from 'librarians of
Pllnlic Lihraries throug-hout this country as ,"""-ell as "orne foreign countrie.;.,
for hooks upon the Baha'i Religion to
he placed in their Lihraries.
_-\.t the present time we have 8.-<7
Puhlic Libraries upon our maiiing li.st.
Each or these libraries have at feast
several of our hooks and some have a5

many as twelve and more. some even
twenty volumes-sent to them bv us
during the present and past year's 01
our work-these requests for books are
constantly being received. But these
requests for books foHow and are dependent upon the work of the friends
in interesting librarians in our literature.
Since the inauguration of this Iibrarv work. the committee has carried
on a- sustained effort to interest librarians through a series or letters and circulars sent out at jntervals. One aspeet of this work was the circularization of each of the 7,500 public libraries oi the English speaking world (of
the (; nited States and Canada. Great
Britain and her colonies including the
Commonwealths of Australia and New
Zealand). A copy of "The Universal
Consciousness of the Baha'i ~Iove
ment" (hound in stiff patper hacks)
wtth two catalogue cards for the same
and a circular letter \vas .sent to each
oi the librarians of the above mentioned 1,500 libraries and the result
was most encouraging. The means
for this particular circularization were
provided for outside of the regular aprropriacion made for the Committee'~
annual expenses by the Xational Spir::.ual .j.J..ssernbty. and in c:-der to minimize the e.xpenditure of postage and
printing, one of the members ()t this
Committee who was at that time traveling in Europe, carried on this work
from Italy, on account of the depreciated value of the currency, it was accomplished at a much [o~er cost than
could have been possible in this coun~rv.

"This Committee wishes to make acknowledgment of 250 copies of the
Baha'i Year Bo()k given bv the :-iational Spiritual Assembly, which will
;oon be pla~ed in P"blic Libraries. and
for the help of many members of the
Washington Assembly who ·have labored untiringly in sending out the
thousands of books and circulars in
connection Mth this work done in
\Vashington, as well as to mention the
name of Mrs. H. Emogen Hoagg of
Florence. who helped in many ways
with their work done two years ago in
[talv.
The Baba 'is in all parts are asked
to interest the liorarians of their local
Public Libraries in having our books
on their shelves-a.skjn~ librarians to
apply to the Library Committee for
books. Books are sent onlv to those
Libraries from 'which comes a request
for the same. These are sent gratis.
EUZABETH I.. HOPPER. Secretary,
CHARLES MASON REMEY, Chairman.
.'eddre" P. O. Box 1319,
\YlIshington. D. C.
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ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
REPORT

"Religions. Present, Past and Future," by ".'\. Methodist Layman."
Both m~nuscripts \"'ere approved by
the commlttee.

The .:\ational Baha'i Archives Comm i ctee reports tha t the friends 0 f we
L-a!-Ise at home and in many ioreign
lands are cooperating with them in
their \'.'ork, sending from time to time
valuab.le records which are being ar,anged and preserved with care for
future generations,
The present printed literature ot
The Holy Cause has only been made
possible through the care and service
of the many friends who have treasured tilJolets and teachings in manuscript form-which manuscripts were
the ioundation ror later books and
pamphlets.
Today aU are busy with the present
\'I,o'ork of the Cause but we are abo
thinking of those who are to come after us, for the only way that we can
11a:iS on and transmit to them that
\vhich we are receiving is through the
~pirit and the letter of pre:::;ent work
and service. To perpetuate the letter
(if thi ... \'I,Iork and service the care and
!)reservanon of documents in manu... cript form is the foundation upon
which rests all the printed history IJ[
me Cause.
The :-iational Baha'i Archives Committee requests that all original Tablets and other original Baha'i documents for preservation be sent to the
Custodian of the Archives. ALbert R.
\Vindust. 6C() \Vest Van Buren Street.
Chicago, Illinois.
It is requested that twelve copies ot
all printed or duplicated Baha'i announcements. programmes of meetings, pamphlets, learlets, booklets. articles. circular letters, et cetera, :1e sent
to (:hades ~[ason Remev, P. O. Box
1319, \Vashington, D. C:, to be placed
in a series of files of Baha'i records.
one of which fiies is deposited with the
:-..rational Baha'i _-\rchives deposited in
Chicago, the others eventually to go to
t:ertain of the larger assemblies in the
United States and Canada. thus preserving for posterity the present development of the history oi the Cause.
Please pass this word along to the
friends in other places at home and
abroad. ~faterial from all countries
and in all languages is solicited.
GERTRUDE Bt.:IKEMA, Secretary.
ALBERT R. \VINDUST, Custodian.
CHARLES ~fASON REMEY, Chairman.

REPORT OF REVIEWING
COMMITTEE
Only two manuscripts have been
submitted for review this year:"Lessons on Moral Conduct." trans·
I.ted from the Persian by Miss Marzieh Khan.

CAROLINE NELSON,
LoU1SE WRIGHT,
BISHOP BROWN,

YEAR BOOK COMMITTEE
REPORT
Baha'i Year Book, Volume 1, was
edited and pu'blished by a committee
appointed during the year 1925-1926.
The printed work, now in the hands
uf the friends, requires no comment
ur explanation on the part of the committee. When, however, Shoghi Effendi requested t·he American National
Spiritual Assembly to undertake this
work. he gave the believers 0 i the U.
S. and Canada the privilege and re~ponsibility of undertaking one of the
tirst international Balul'i activities and
we shouid ail appreciate this fact. .-\t
presenr no ower medium exi-sts caPaJ.ie of reflecting the purpose and progress oi the Cause from year to year
in all land, .
We believe that it would be of interest to srate briefly how Volume One:was distributed.
One hundre~ ~,,:-jes were sent to tht!
Guardian at his request. Two hundred fi tty copies were donated to the
Lib·rary Committee and ·by them sent
to public libraries throughout the country. Sevemy-rive copies were sent to
the literary editors of ieading papers.
Sixty-six copies were sent to a carefully selected list of executive secretaries and other officials in Government
Departments, national religious organizations, and various other organizations and movemen·ts which in the
opinion of the Committee should have
this book -on hand for reference in their
offices or libraries.
Copies were a-Iso sent to every. Assembly and group in the U. S. and
Canada and to all foreign National
Assemblies.
Having completed this plan of placing copies of the book in the hands of
believers throughout the world and
also :bringing it to the attention of
imporTtant individuals ·and organizations. the Year Bok Committee com~eted its service and was discharged,
Realizing that interestin~ photographs add ~reatly to the si~nificance
and value of an annual work of this
character, we believe it desirable to
request other national committees as
well. as Assemblies and groups not to
overlook the importance of securing
nhntofYT"aDhs o-f a loca,l or general Baha'i character and sending eooies of
them to the Year Book Committee.
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in conclusion, we would like to emphasize the fact that [he ent-ire manu~ript was sent to Shoghi Effendi for
hlS approval 'before publication and
we were prjvileged to receive irom the
Guardian the new translations which
appear in Volume One as well as the
sect-ion containing references to the
Cause in currem literature.
ALBERT WINDUST
eH ARLES ~:lASO N

REM EY

NELLIE S. FRENCH
MARIAM HANEY
HORACE HOLLEY

REPORT OF GREEN ACRE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
This committee was appointed bv
the X atiunal Assembly to plan and
<..-arry out a program of Green Acre
activities for the current vear indudi~lg suggestions for the physic~l i:tcilitlt:S and equipment of Green. \t::re. a~
~'reil J.S classes and meetings.
In submitting this. report the (:UI
rnictee desires to point out the nel.,;d of
a co~prehensive statement covering
Lhe. history and development of Green
.\-::rt: since tts establishment bv .\li~:,
Sarah J. Farmer in 1894. \\'0 icel
very strongly that the complete ass.imilation of the spiritual and materia]
ide~Js of Green Acre into the Baha',
Cause cannot become· cornplctt: umi I
the friends generally - are thoroughl}t
acquainted with the principal facts ill
the development of ·Greeu Acre. especially the direct relation betwet'"n (; rl;""l'll
Acre and ·:\.bdu'l-Baha as expres.:ied
in His Tablets to )'Iiss Farmer. Hi~
Tablets and ~tatement5 to friend:-. nt
Green ~-\cre. and His utterances whilt:
visiting Green ACR in 1912. The Xational ;\ssembly has already requested
some of the iriends identified with the
development oC-Green Acre to prepare
Souch a report and we hope that circnm:;;tances will permit in the near future the publication and distrihution oi
a pamphlet devoted tn Gretn ;\cre resemhling the remarka-ble report on the
Mash riq u '1- Adhkar prepared by the
Temple Committee ·two years ago, The
helievers ar~'a1so aware of Shoghi Effendi'~ $everal significant references to
Green :\cre, the most recent oi which
wa~ a cablegram replying to a cabled
message $ent him by a committee n f
the Annual 1feeting of the Green Acre
Fellowship held in August, 1926. In
this ,ablegram he expressed the hope
that Green Acre would emphasize the
universalitv of the Cause_
In this ~eport we shall confine ourselves to a brief summarv of what has
been planned and carried- out since the
\a:::.t Convention in regard to the various ·aspects of the Green Acre work_
In passing we would merely mention

tete fact rhat the Green Acre Fel;ow-

::ih~p at it.s annual meeting in August,
1?25. W1anjmousJy voted to place

~ClOUs l~.yairy to the principles ot hu~na!1. ~ou?anty; the establishment of

raC1lItl~s t.o; the ~nstT~c:tion of youth in
tJreen Acre under the 5upen·i.;ion ot
[!-:.e prmClples or splntuaJ ethics and
the X ational Spiritual ~-\ssemblv, an ideals; the suitable .and effective interaction which was confirmed bv vote· of relation of helpful recreation with the
~he annual meeting of the F~llowship ~~e~tal and spiritual development oi inm 1.926. In accepting this action the illVlduaI·s and groups-in brief the de.:.iatlOnal Spiritual Assembly a:::;sumed velopment of a well established com~
r~sponsiQility tOr all obligations of
munity possessing a.H the nece:::;sary
vreen .-\cre tn addition to formally ao- ,nean::; and methods of drawing forth
proving this remarkably signiricant the precious qualities of enthusjasm
c~ntribution to the general resources
and exalted purpdse'1tud receiving in
'J! the Baha'i Faith in Nonh America.
:um ~he results of true loyaltv trom
co~
. R.eference to the budget ot the :\a- :hose a.ppreciating v1lhat sU'ch
munit_~· l1Ieans in this troubled and·;·
tI?~~j Fund printed in the plan of
~ nthed .-\ction shows that no provi- r!-Jrtn:tt!ng age_
SIOn \'I/as. made to meet eithc::r the out·1-llC:: ~a.::;011 of 1926 was to a Iaru·e
_.;tanding obligations or the current e.x- extent experimental both in meth~
penses of Green Acre from the •.)l"a- and pnrpos~
During those months.
tional Fund, the ).J"ational Assembly at !lOWeVer, :he .\"ational Assembiv was
the time the budget was. drawn UD -enabled to pay the oUI!')tandincr i~debt
!la~'iJlg". no tinan.cial statement making
C".dness. of Creen Acre with th~e excep;[ poSSIble to estimate how much Green non I)t the amount represented bv the
_\.ue would :-equire_ -The needs of bonds issued some years ago, Th~ sea(;reen ~\cre have consequently been son of 192'6 also hroug-ht to all Green
met by special donations most gener- _-\.cre workers i1. L-learer vision of the
uusly made bv a number of friends.
~rol)lem ... and opportunities involved_
The income .0f Green Acre has also The Baha'i classes conducted hv :Mr_
het!"n deri'·~d from dues of Fellow~racXutt, ::\Ir. Vail and :'Ir_ (irerrorv
.
ship members and more especiaih· arou~ed the keenest interest and were
from profits of GI"f"en Acre Inn con'- deserving of the highest praise. Orrlv
d.ucted with such efficienClo' and under those who came to Green :\cre during
conditions I ) i very great· :;;acrifict: by the season <)f 1926 can appreciate the
~r rs. Emma C. Bliss.
The ~ ati onal contributions made to Green _\cre ·by
:\ssembly felt jusri·fied in asswning ~[rs. Schopftocher. who m:mated the
the obligatlun~ of Green Acre h,-' rea- beauri ftl! ...\ rts and Craft;:;; Studio .aud
~on of the iact that one of tLle heliev- the ne\",' stone wall, hv ~r rs. Elizabeth
er:. made a special pledge of $2',500 Greenleaf and :"fr. Georg-e Spendlove
annnally, ior three years.
at the Giit Shop. ~[r'. Bliss and :\lrs.
Haniord at the Inn. :'Ie>. Po ..-ell and
\Ve \vish that there were nppurtunitv
,Iiss
Hendry at Fellowship House. the
In this report to point Out what a
markable oppurtunity C·reen Acre rep- Spiritual .'cssemblv "i Eliot. ~Irs.
resents to the _\merican believers in Louise Bovle. ~lr. Stanwood t:obb and
.\ [iss ,\gness O'~eill on the Program
maintainill~ a community reflecting the
l3aha -j prin('ipJe~ and teachings in all Cmnmi ttee. and Pro f. Shook who cartheir app1tcativns to the spiritual and ried on the Litt(e Theatre_
Turning- now to program. and pJans
material problems ot human liie.
Green Acre must in time become the for the coming season. the printed profirst concrete evidence to the general gram issued by the Committee in
public that the Balla'i Teachings make ,'.pril will acquaint all the ·believers and
possible a nt!w and higher. degree of f rieJl.ds of Gfeen Acre with the varied
l..-ivilization, Green Acre itself alreadv acti·vlties preparerf for their enjoyment
uffers fac-iiities for the organj~tion ,his year. We are particularly pleased
of man v Baha'i institutions-a school ,vith the fact that the Esperanto A ssofor tralning- Baha'i teachers: ~C"hoo!:; ciation of N onh _-\merica wi]] hold its
for the inCtlication of the various g-en- annual Congress at Green Acre Inn
era! arts and sciences in the light of during July. We hope that as time
the Raha' i Reyelation; schooL:; for .g'OeS on Green Acre will similarly -offer
training in the useful arts and crafts; its unusual hospitality to other organpublic congresses and special meetings izations and movements of a humanion important subjects reflectin~ the tarian and constructive nature. The
Baha'i princifiles; the hospitality of in- physicaI improvements intended to acAuential men and women already im- commodate a larger number of guests
hued with snme a_,;;pect of the· New ~tnd make possible a more economical
Day; the gradual organization of hous- "C.ale of living were mentioned in the
ing and living iacilities capable of giv- :-lEW' LETTER of March. 1927.
ing- Green Acre visitors the benefits of
In conclusion, we express tire (:onall the economies resulting from con- ';iction 'hat the notable gift to Green

a
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Acre represented by tlle lnstitute of
World Unity can well signalize the beginning of that era when Green Acre
shall be publicly re<:ognized as "a focal
center of humanitarian and devotional
actiyity." \Ve iee! certaln that all the
Baha'i Assemblies will take every posSIble step toward cooperating in the
s~o:~ss of this Baha'i COIrunuruty.
Smular centers will no doubt in time
be established in other parts of the
country under Baha'i auspices. Noone
can now foresee how much such communities might mean to the believers
individually and collectively during
the period of transition and reconstruction which humanity is destined to pass
through.
ALI-KuLI KHAN,
FLORENCE MORTON.
HORACE HOLLEY.

REPORT

OF TEMPLE COMMITTEE
I n as much as the pu rpose of the
Plan of Unified Action is to gather the
funds necessary to erect the first story
of the Ma,;hriq'ul-Adhkar. the Temple
Committee ieel that the national treasurer's report is a better indication of
the status of this project than any
statement that could be made by this
committee.
We would call attention to the fact
that thus far the response to the call
of this plan has been only sufficient to
maintain the necessary activities of the
:)Iational Spiritual Assembly, so that
practically nothing has been placed in
the building fund. The conditions of
the ioundation structure and grounds
remain as they were a year ago. except
that the completion of the caretaker's
house and the removal of several un~
sightly shacks have very decidedly
helped the general appearance of the
site.
Mr. Edward Struven has taken the
position of caretaker ior the grounds
and foundation structure, and at present is engaged in grading and planting
trees and shrubs which carry out the
scheme designed by Mr. Hilbert Dahl.
This will be a further great improvement in the appearance of the Temple
grounds.
The committee have thus far found
no wav to carrv out the project of filling the areas ~ around the foundation
structure. It has been thought necessary to require the removal o-f the very
valuable black top soil, and also to
make a survev of the plot to ascertain
the area and depth of this fill, requiremenrs 'Which have prevented us from
finding a contractor willing to dump,
as we had expected a year ago. The
<:nmmittee recommenrl.5 that we pay

the COSt ul the survey and also the cost
of the removal of the top soil, and
that the Temple committee appoimed
next year Dlilllhstructed to find an
e-xca ....ator wliW"';nlI fill In the grounds.
FLORENCE 11oRTON
SIEGFRIED SCEOPFLOCHER
• \LFRED E. LU.NT
.-\.MELIA COLU':';S

EL

FLED:\ SPAULDING

.4...l.EERT \VnmUST
}fO:!'iROE 10AS

_"'-. }. MATTHIESON
CARL SCHEFFLER,.

Secretary

WORDS OF SHOGHI EFFENDI
ON THE SUBJECT OF NATIONAL BAHA'I CONVENTIONS
·'Hitherto the National Convention
has been primarily called together for
the consideration of the various circumstances attending the election of
the :)Iational Spiritual Assembly. 1
feel, however, that in view of the expansion and the growing importance
of the administrative sphere of the
Cause. the general sentiments and tendencies prevailing among the friends.
and the si·gns of increasing inter-de~
pendence among the National Spiritual
Assemblies throughout the world, the
assembled accredited representatives
of the American lbelievers should e."{ercise not only the vital and responsible
right of eIe<:ting the :)Iational Spiritual
.\ssembly, but should also fulfil the
functions· of an enlightened, consultative and cooperathre body that will en·
rich the experience. en hance the prestige, support the authority, and assis[
the· deliberations oi the ),l"ational Spiri tual _"'-ssem bl y."
"If we but turn Our gaze to the high
q uali fications 0 f the members ()f Baha 'j .\ssemblies. ~s enumerated in
'Abdul-Baha's T~blets, we are filled
with feelings of unworthiness and dismay, and would feel truly disheartened
hut for the comforting ,hought that if
we rise to play nobly our part every
deficiency in our lives will be more
than compensated by the ali-conquering spirit of His grace and power.
Hence it is incumbent upon the chosen
delegates to consider without the least
trace of passion and prejudice. and irrespective of any material "Consideration, the names of only those who can
best combine the ne<:essary qualities of
unquestioned loyaltv. of sel fless devotion. of a well-trained mind. of recognized ability and mature expel1ence."
HIt is my firm conviction that it is
the hounden duty in the interest of
the Cause we all love and -serve. of the
memhers 1)[ the incoming- N. S. .-\ ..
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once elected by the delegates at the
Convention time, to seek and have the
utmost regard, 1ndividually and collectively, for the ·advice, the considered
opinion and the true sentiment of the
assembled delegates."
,

ASSEMBL Y LETTERS
Grateful acknowledgement i. made
for circular letters received from the
f~Ilowing Assemblies: Recht, Persia,
(In Esperanto); Hamadan, Persia;
Portland, Oregon; Kenosha, WiseonSlll; Constant!inople, Turkey; Paris,
France; San Francisco, California;
Manchester, England.
Special mention is made of the admirable printed NEWS LETTEII. of the
German National Spiritual Assembly
at ,"0. J Al""""derstrasse, Stuttgart.
12 issues of this publication have so' ....;!!
far been issued. Each number con-' ~
tains a carefWly selected resume of
curre-m I ,ana i 11~W::-. ,~dthered from.
.
many countr.ies~ German Baha'i ne.ws
printed in English and a letter signed
by Alice Schwarz, Secretary_ Frau
Schwarz re<:ently delivered the first
.
public lecture on the Cause in Munich,
which produced proiound interest and
brought her a cordial invitation to
speak at a large congress to he held
during the summer of 1927_
'
At i)f::'!'ot;'!1H .\lr. and Mrs.. H'
Romer are residents in Bodo. will.
Mr. Romer's professional duties
e.f.
called him after seveTal months oJ . ,.'
pleasant association with the believer
of London, England. Mr. and~~
Romer report that ~liss Rootts;.
t.
visit to Berlin ' ....as attended witJt. the
great number oi public meeti~' which
"
invariably attend the travels a this\ar~
dent soul. and the usnal grati yiilg ,
suIts for the Cause. ),Iiss Julia,
and Mrs. Emogine Hoagg have held.' .
meetings in Stuttgart during recent
\
months.
'
I
f

..f

culi;

!
\.j

A telegram from Vancouver brings ,
the good news that 11r. Schopllocber.'
will arrive in Montre:rl on Saturday,
."'-pril 2, after a trip of six months
which has earned him around the
world. Letters from Assemblies and
individual believers in various cou
tries, including Australia. have mea.
while furnished glowing reports of
services this member of the Natio'''1rf1l~...
Assembly has accomplished for tIi
Cause on land and sea. Not the Ie
of his effective deeds has been to
~
cure orders for large numbers of Baha'i books and pamphlets from bookstores in foreign countries.
M}'
..
.
Schopflocher's story of this remarkable journey promises to be one of th' " .
features at the Convention.
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liO phoenix o.f that immortal flame
kindled in the Sacred Tree.'
"Bahil'u'1Hih (rna," m," life. 111Y soul.
my spirit be offered 11,) as a sacrifice
unto His lo . .dy st.:nan~s i [la.th. duri:1~
H:s la~t days on e:::J.r~h, given the mos;:
emphatic promise that, through t~le outpourings uf the g-race 0 f Gud, and the
aid and assistance youchsaied r:'0111
His Kingdom on hi.~h. :,;ouls will ,,;i.'c
ond holy bei.lgs will appear, who. a.,;
stars, would adorn the firmament
Divine Guidance. illumine the davspring of loving kindness and bount~·.
manifest the signs of the unity of God.
shine with ~he light of sanctity and
purity, ret..eive their full measure of
divine Inspiration, raise high tbe sacred
torch of i.1ith, 3t;;,I(1 firm as the rock
and immovable as the mountain. and
grow to become luminaries in the heavens of His Revelation, mig-hty chan~
nels ()f His RTace. ll1eans for the be:-ito\o,.'ai of God's hountiiul care. heralcls
calling forth the ),;"ame of the one true
God. and establishers oi the world's
supreme foundation,
"These shall labor incessantlv b,' day
and by night, shall heed neither' trial
nor woe, shall suffer no respite in their
efforts, shall seek no repose. shaH disregard all ease and comfort. and. detached and unsullied, shall consecrate
every fleeting moment of their life to
the diffusion of the divine fragrance
and the exaltation of God's Hoh'
Word. Their iaces will radiate hea,:enly gladness and their heans be filled
with joy. Their souls will be inspired,
and their foundation stand secure,
They shall scatter in the world and
travel throughout all regions, They
shan raise their voice in even~ assem~
bly and adorn anu revive every gath~
eong. They :-hall speak ill every
tongue and interpret eyery hidden
meaning. The\· shall reveal the mvsteries of the Kingdom and manii'est
unto every one the signs of God. The,shall bum tmghtly, even as a candle,
in the' heart of 'every assembly and

or

,

beam forth as a star upon every hori~
zan, The gentle breeze wafted from
the garden (lr the::- hearts shall periume and revive the souls oi men, and
tile re\'eiJ~ions ;) f :he::- minds, eVe!l a:.
.silower.-;. rein\'ig"orare :he peoples al1d
llation., ur the ~o,.'orlcl,
"1 alll waititlg-, eagerly \\·aiting- for
these holy one!i to ar)pear; and yet, how
long will the~· delay their coming: JI~·
prayer and ardent supplication. at
eventide and at dawn. L:) that these
.shining stars may sOOn shed their radiance upon the world, that their sacred countenance mav be unveiled co
mortal eves that the' hosts or divine
assistance ~\' achieve their victon
and the biHo",:s of grace, rising frOl~l
His oceans above, may How upon all
mankind. Pray ye, aho, and supplicate unto Him that through the bountiful aid of d1e ,-\.nciem Deautv these
50ul~ rna,' be unveiled to the e\'es of
the world,
.
"The Glory Q f God rest upon tbee
and upon him whose face is illumined
with that everlasting- light that shincth
irom His Kingdom of Glory,"
-.-\SDt;'L-BAH ..\,

THE SPIRIT IN THE BODY
Editorial
The outgoing :":ational Spiritual
:\ssembly completed a task which,
while pertaining- to the outer and more
material aspects of the Cause. never~
the less has a special significance ror tt..:;
spiri: and inward, sacred purpose,
This task consisted in creating. witll
the invaluable assistance of the Legal
Committee, a legal i orm which gives
proper substance and substantial character to the administrative proce5ses
emhodied in rile Baha'i Teachings, As
explained ill the report of the Legai
Committee rmblished in the last NEWS
LETTER, rhe form, adopted was that
known as a Voluntary Trust, a species
of corporation recognized under the
common law and possessing a long and
:lnteresting history, The famous Cove-

-"lAY, 1927

nant adopted by the Pi'lgrim Fathers
on the ~[ayflower, the first legal document in .'\merican histon·, is of the
~ame nature as the Declaration of
--:-~llst \'oted hy the :\'ational Spiritual
. \ssembly,
This Declaratioll of Trust, wi[h its
.1aenuant By-Law:j, i,j published in this
issue of the :\ E'\'~ LETTER for the iniormation of the Bah;i'is of the en-ited
5ta~e5 and Canada,
It is hoped that
r:le friends one and all will thoroughly
acquaint themselves with iB general
character and specific provisions, since
all the believers are equally concerned
in its operation and our mutual Baha'i
acd \fitit::~ are henceforth largely con~
trolled by its existence,
Careiul examination of the Dedara~
tion and it:::; B\'-La\\'S will reveal th~
fact that this document contains 110 arhitrar\' elements nor features new tu
the Bahi'i Cause. On the contrary. it
:-epresems a most consciemious enurt
to renecr those ver\' administrative
principles and elements already set
forth in the letters of the Guardian
and already determining the methods
and relationships of our collectve as~ociation,
The provision both in the
Declaration and in the By-Laws for
amendments in the future' wiH permi·t
any Xational Spiritual :\.ssembly to
adap~ this document to such new administrative elements f}r principles as
the Guardian may at any time give
forth,
The Declaratioll, !t1 tact. is nothing
more or tess than a legal parallel of
those moral and spiritual laws of unity
inherent in the fulness of the Baha'i
Re\·elatioll and making it the fulfilment
of the ideal ot Religion in the social
as well as spiritual realm, Because in
the Baha·j Faith this periect mrrespondence exists between spiritual and
social laws, ler U5 ever bear in mind
that
administrative
success,
for
Baha'is, is identical with moral success; and that nothing less than the
true Baha'i spirit of devotion and sac-
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"The K EWS LETTER which vuu
have lately initiated fulfills il \;en'
vital function and has bee~1
started admirabh' welL I would
urge you to enlarge itj scope, as
much as your resourcts permit,
that in time it may de"'ote a special section to every phase of your
activities. administrative. devotional. humanitarian. financial
educational and otherwise. Tha~
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualitie:-. 11 f
accuracy. reliabilit~·. thoroughness, dignity and wisdom.
1t
should become a g-reat fact'lr ill
promoting understanoing, prnvirling information 011 Baha'j actiyit\". both local and forei<7ll i·\
scimulating: interest. in c;m'ba;ing evil influences" and in upholding and safeguarding- the institutions of the Cause. It should he
made as representa:tive as possible, should be renlete with newc-;
up-to-date in its information" an'd
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike iz: every corner of the globe.
I chensh great .hopes for its im·
mediate future. and I trUSt vou
will devote your special attention to its development. and 1w
devising
well-concejved
anc]
world-wide measures transform
this NEW S LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Bahit'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

rifice can inspire with effective power
the worldwide hody ot untty revealed
~ Bahi'u'lliLh,
-

Thereiore it has seemed fining and
proper to accomoanv the Declaration
uf Trust with e.kce~pts f:-om the le:ters of Shog-hi Eff~ndi which furnished
:he ~ource whence the provisions oi
[he Declaration were drawn, and which
f urther'~lOre give due emphasis to that
essemi;: spirit without which any and
every ~ 'lal or religious form is 'but a
jcarl J.1:- i :-:ouliess bod\'. The sooner
we llnderstand. ann realize in action.
the unique and universal administrative principles of the Cause. the sooner
will the body oi the believers, like a

heaith.(' organism_ iorget itself in COll
secratlOn to the spiritual reality ani
aim.
'
The f ~iends . are _requested to pre
serve [heIr coptes 01 this :\ £\\'s LET
TER. and appreciate tne fact that th\
adopti~:m of a iegal form adds to ou
collective responsibilities in the eve
of rhe world, Proper conditions hav(
now heen established which enabl,
f.riends of. the Cause to leave bequest.
tor carryIng on the Bahi'i work il
general. or far anyone activity il
which the:-- are particularly interestec

DECLARATION OF TRUST
By the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bah.9.'is of the United State
and Canada
We, Allen B ~!CDaniel oi Washington, LJ, L_. Horace tioiie,· or" .\ew
York Cit)', S. Y .. Carl S~heffier oi
Eyanston, Ill.. Rov C. Wilhelm of 'Vest
En;!![ewood, X. (. Florence )Iorron of
\Vorcester. :\[a£:i .. Amelia Collin;; of
Princeton. :\[as5 .. _\li-Kuli Khall of
"ew York City. :.:. Y., ~lountfort
"lill, of :':e,,· 'i·ork Cit,·, :.:. Y .. and
Siegiried Schoprlocher -0 f :'Iomreal.
Quebec, Canada. duly chosen 1)\· the
representatives of the Baha'is o'f the
United States and Canada ar the Annual l\-Ieeting held at San Fran(isco,
Calif., on April 29. April 30. )'fa,' 1.
and "fa,· 2, 1926, to he the :\ational
Spiritual Assembh- of the Bah,\ 'is 0 f
the C nited State; and Canada. \\-·it h
full fJOwer tn esrablish a Trust a::i hereinafter 5'et forth. he-reb,' declare that
from this:. date !he po~ers.. respon~i
hiiiries. rights. i1ri\'jle!!es and ohli~a
tion.; renosed in ::5aid Xationa; Sr>irituai
:-\ssembh' of the Baha'is or the United
States and Canada by Baha'u'llilh.
Founder of the Baha'i Faith. by
'Abdu'l-Baha. its Interpreter and Exemplar. Jnd in' Shng-hi Effendi. :rs:.
Guardian. shall he exerCIsed. administered and carried on 1,,- the abovenamen Xationai Soiritual :\ssembh'
and their duh' '1ualified successors
der this 'Declar::uion of Trust_
The Karional Spirituar _~ssemblv tn
adopting thi:-: form of association.
union and fe-1:nwshLp. and in seIecting
;,')r itsf"lf rl'
esignation of Trust~e'"
f the Baha'
i the United States ;;-;-,d
~·anada. doe:'! -0 as the administrative
hod,· of a religious commr~nit\' which
has' had (ontinuous existence 'and rp",o;,nonsihilitv for over eighteen years. In
C'onseC]l1f'nc.f' of these acti"itie~' the National Spiritual AssemblY is' called
UDQn to administer such' an eVfr-inrreasing- diversity and volume of a Tf.:tir:; <:Ind Dronerties for the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada, that

un-

\0,,'1". :ts member::.. now fed i: \nth de
:-;] raale and necessar}' to gi\'e our coHee
ri\-e functions more definite legal form
This action i." taken in complete unanL
mir~' and with full recognition of th(
sacred relationship thereb}' ("reated
\"e acknowled~e in behalf of our·
~elyes and our successors in this Trus:
rhe exalted rdigious standard estah:isned ·hy Bahil'u'llah for Baha'i ad·
ministrati"e bodies in the utterance
"BE YE TRUSTEES OF THE
~[ERCIFUL O~E AMONG ME,,"
ann seek the help of God and Hi,
guidance in order to fulfil that exhortation.
Article I
T!le name 0 f s:.aid T Ttlst shall be thr

:-'-.'\'T10:\.-\L SPIRlTC.-\L .'\'SSDIilLY OF THE B.-\HA'IS 0F THE
C:-.iITED
."D.-\.

ST,\TES

AND

C.-\:\-

Article II
Sharing- tbe ideals and aSSisting the
our fellow Baha'is to estab·
efforts
li'h, uohold and promote the spiritual.
~ducationaI and humanitarian teaching-s 0 f human brotherhood. radiant
faith. exalted character and selRes:::
love revealed in the lives awl utterances nf all the Prophets and ~'fessen
S?ers ()f Gorl. Founder.;;; of the wor1d""
revealed religions-and given renewed
("reati\'e energy and universal applicat:nn rl) the conditions of this a!lP :.the lifp <inc] l1tterances of Baha'u'llah
-WP oof'("lare the nurpose" 3nd ohie("t~
()t this Trt13t to be to ~dmini .. tp"r theaffairs of the Cau.c;..e of Bah;'\'u'll<l.h for
tho'>
h'''nf':fit of th ... B::thiL"is of the
Cnited States and Cm:\da according- to
the nrincivles of Bah;t'j affiliation anr!
~rlmin;;;,trati('ln cr~ted and establi ... he.4
by Bahit'u'liah. defined an~ explained
h,-' 'Ahdu"l-Baha. ~nrf amolified and aT)plied b,· Sho,i?hi Effendi and his dull·
constituted successor and successor~

or
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under the provisions oi tbe \Vill an ..1
Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
These purposes are to be realized b\"
means of devotional meetings; by public meetings and conferences oi an educational, humanitarian and spiritual
character; by the publication ot books.
magazines and newspapers; by the construction ot temples of universal WOTship and of other instimrion::i and edifices for humanitarian sernce; 1n" Sllpervising, unifying, promoting - antI
generally administering the activities
of the Baha'is of the united States
and Canada in the fulfilment of their
religious offices, duties and ideals; and
by any other means appropriate to
these ends, or any of them.
Other purposes and objects or this
Trust are:

a.

The right to enter into, make,
perform and carn ou! contract..,;
of everv sort and kind ior the
furtherance of the oojec[s of
this Trust with any person, firm,
association, corporation J private,
public or municipal or body politic, or any state, territory or
colony thereof, or any foreign
government; and in thi s connection' and in ail transactions
under the terms a f this Trust,
to do any and all things which a
co-partnership or natural person
could do or exercise, and which
now or hereaiter may be authorized by law.

b.

To hold and be named as beneficiarY under any crust estab·
lished by law
otherwise or
under a~y will or other testamentarv instrument in connection with any gift, devise, or bequest in which a trust or trusts
is or are established in any pan
of the world as well as in the
United States and Canada: to
receive gifts, devises or bequest.;;
of money or other property,

or

c,

d.

All and whatsoever the several
pUr,>Oses and objects set forth
in the written utterances 0 f
Bahi'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Bahil and
Shoghi Effendi, under which
certain jurisdiction, powers and
rights are granted to National
Spiritual Assemblies.
Generally to do all things and
acts which in the judgment of
said Trustees, i. e" the National
Spiritual Assembly oi the
Baha'is ",( the Vnited States
and Canada. are necessary,
proper and advantage<Jus to promote the complete and success-ftli administration of this Trust.

3

Article III

Article VII

This Declaration of Trust ma\: be
1. All persons, firms, cor·
amended
b\' maiorin; yote of the-~·a·
and aS50ciations extending
contracting wi~,h or having tional Spfrituai .-\ssembh' of the
against the Trustees, i,e., the Baha'!s oi the L;nired States and Canada at any special meeting duly called
~ational Spiritual Assembly. and the
for
that purpose, provided t,hat at least
members thereor. of anv character
whatsoever, whether legal ~or equitable thirty I 30) days prior to the date fixed
and whether arising out oi conrract for said meeting a copy 0 f the propo.sed
ur tort, shall look saleh' to the iunds amendment or amendments are mailed
of the Trust and to the property ot tile to each memher of the Assembh' by th~
Secretary.
'
Trust estate for payment or indemnity,
"'ew
'i'-ork,
April
4,
192i.
or for the payment of any debt, damageJ judgment or decree o~ any mont:,
BY-LAWS OF THE NATIONAL
that may othen'\:ise become due or pa:
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
able from the Trustees, 50 that neithc
the Trustees nor any of them, no'
Article I
any oi their officers or agents apThe Xational Spiritual Assembly, in
pointed by them hereunder, nor any the fulfilment of its sacred dl.aies under
heneficiarv or beneficiaries herein this Trust. shall have eXc1us;ve juris·
named .';ih~ll he personalh' liable there- diction and authoritv over all ~he ac·
for,
.
t:vi:ies a:1d affairs 01 tl:e Baha'i Cau;;e
Section 2, Every note. oonJ, pro- throughout the C nited States and
posal. obligation or contrac~ in writ- Canada. including paramoum authoring or other agreement or instrument itv in the adminiscration uf Lhi.:. Trust.
made or given under this Trust shall It shall endeavor to stimulate, un;':\
be explicitly executed by the ~ational and cool~lllaLe the manifold activities
Spiritual Assembly, as' Trustees by of the local Spiritual Ass·,mblics
their duly authorized officers or agents,
(hereinafter defined) and of mdividual Baha'is in the United States and
Article IV
Canada and by all possible means as,The Trustees, i. e., the National sist them to promote the oneness of
);piritual .'\"embly, shall adopt for the mankind. It shall be charged with the
conduct of the affairs entrusted to them recognition oi such local Assemblje~,
under this Declaration of Trust, such the scrutiny oi local membership rolls,
by-laws, rules of procedure or regula· the calling- oi the Annual l\Ieeting or
tions as are reauired to define and carry special meetings and the seating of
on its own ad~inistrati\'e functions and delegates to the ~'\nnua.l j.feeting and
those of the several local and other their apportionment among the varieiements composing the body of the ous loca: Baha'i communities. It shali
Baha'i.'; of the L;nited States and Can· appoim all national Baha'i committees
ada. not inconsistent with the terms oi and shall supervise the publication and
this instrument and all in accordance distribution of Baha'i literature. the
with the explicit instructions gi'ven us reviewing of all writings pertaining to
to date by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of
the Baha'i Cause, the construction and
the Cause of Bahi'u ·lliLh. which in- administration of the Mashriqu'l-Adhstructions are alreadY known to the kar and its accessory activities, and the
Bahi'is of the L7n ited' States and Can· collection and disbursement of al:
ada and accepted by them in the gov- funds for the carrying on of this Trust.
ernment and practice oi their religiou3
It 'shall decide whether any matter
lies within its own jurisdiction or
affairs.
within the jurisdiction of any local
Article V
Spiritual Assembly, It shall, in such
The centra! office of this Trust shall cases as it considers suitable and necesbe located in the City of New York
sary, entertain appeals from the de<:iState of Xew York, 'Vnited States o~ sions of local Spiritual Assemblies and
America.
shall have the right oi final decision in
cases where the qualification of an
Article VI
individual or group for cont~nued vot·
The seal of this Trust shall be cir- ing rights and membership in the
cular in form, bearing the following Baha'i body i, in question. It shall
description:
furthermore represem the Baha'is of
NATIOKAL SPIRITl':.'cL AS- the 1:nited States and Canada in ali
SEMBLY OF THE BA.HA'IS OF their cooperative and spiritual activi·
THE UXITED STATES AXD ties with the Baha'is of other lands.
CAKADA.
DECL.\RA TTO'" OF and shan constitute the sole .electoral
hody of the united States and Canada
TRUST, 192i.
Section
porations
credit [0,
any claim

an
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in the
House
Sacred
Above
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iormation oi the Universal
of Ju5tice provided for in the
\\."riting-s of the Baha"i Cause.
all. the :\ational Spiritual A5-

semblv shall e,'er ':i-cek to attain that
of lillie'\" ill devocion to the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah which will
anract the confirmations ot the HoI\'
StatiOrl

Spirit and enable the Assembly to sen:e
the founding of the 110st Great Peace.
[n all its deliberation and action the
~ational Assemblv shall have constantly before it as Di~~ne guide and standard the utterance of Baha'u'llah:"It behooveth them 0, e" Spiritual
Assemblies) tQ be the trusted ones 0 f
the ~Mercifui among men and to consider themselves as the guardians appointed of God for all that dwell on
earth. It is incumbem upon them to
take counsel together and to have re·
gard for the interests ot the servants of
God, for His sake. even as they regard
their own interests. and to choose that
which is meet and seemly:'
Article II
The Baha·is of the li nited States and
Canada, tor whose benefit this Trust
has been esta'blished. shall consist of
all persons resident in the United
States and Canada who are recognized
by the National Spiritual Assem bl y as
having fulfilled the requirements of
v~~; membership in a local Baha'i
community. To become a voting mem·
ber of a Bahi'i community a person
shall
a, Be a resident of the locality (city,
town or village) in which the
community exists.
b. Have attained the age of 21
years.
c. Have established to the satisfaction 0; the local Spiritual Assembly, subject to the approval of
the National Aisembly, that he
possesses the qualifications of
Baha'i faith and practise required
under the following- standard:
Full recognition of the station oi
th_e Forerunner !the Bab). the
Author
(Baha'u-Ilah).
and
'Abdu'l-Baha the True Exemplar
of the Baha'i Cause: unreserved
acceptance of. and submission to,
whatsoever has been revealed bv
their Pen: lm,a[ and s,ceadfast ad.
herence to - everY clause of
'Abdu·I-Baha·s sac~ed Will; and
dose association with the spirit
as well as the form of present
day Baha'i a d min i s t rat ion
throughout the world.
Article III
The National A.ssembly shall consist
of -Cine members chosen- from among

the Bahi·is of the L·nited States and
Canada, who shall be elected by the
said Baha<is in manne:- hereinafter pr0yjded. and who 3hall continue in ofnee for the period of Olle :".. ear. or until
their successors shall be elected.
Article IV
The officers of the ::\'ational Spiritual Assemblv shan consist or a
Chairman, Vice-Chairman. Secretary
and Treasurer, and such other ofhcers
as may be found necessary for the
proper conduct of its affairs. The offi~
cers shall be elected by a majority vote
or the entire membership of the As.5embly taken by secret balloL

Article V
The first meeting of a newly-eiected
:\atio11al A5semblv shall be called by
the member elected to membership by
the higheg.( number of votes or, in case

two or more members have received
the same said highest number of votes.
then by the member selected or lot
f rom a~11011g those members; and this
member shall preside until the permanent Cl1airman shall be chosen. .\ll
;ubsequent meetings shall be called by
the Secretary oi the Assembhr at the
request of the Chairman or, in his absence or incapacity, of the Vice-Chairman or of any three members of the
Ass~mbly; pro"vided, however, that the
Annual 1I1eeting of the .-\.ssembly shall
be held at a time and place to be fixed
by a majority vote oI 'the Assembly,
as hereinafter provided.
Article VI
Five members of [he )iatlonaI Assembly present at a meeting shall constitute a quorum, and a majority vote
of those present and constituting a
quorum 'shall be sufficient for the conduct of business, except as otherwise
provided in these By-Laws, and with
due regard to the principle of unity
and cordial fellowship involved in the
institu1ion ot a Spirituai _-\ssembly_
The transactions and decisions of the
X ational Assemblv shall be recorded
at each meeting by the Secretary, who
shall 'supply copies of the minutes [Q
the Assembly members after each
meeting, and' preserve the minutes III
rhe official records of the Assembly.
Article VII
\Vhenever in am' locality 0 f the
united States and Canada, be it city,
town or village, the number ox Baha'is.
recognized by the National .'\ssemb!y
exceeds nine. these shall be authorized
bv the ")Iational Assemblv to convene
0;' the 21st day 0; April-next following and elect by majority voce a Iocai
administrative bodY of nine members.
to be known as the Spiritual Assem ~

Ul.y of :he Baha"is of that city, town Or
village. Every such Spiritual AssemJlv shall be elected annually thereaiter
L160n earh sllccessive 21st day of April.
:;ecrioll i. The g-eneral powers and
Juaes of a local Spiritual .-\.ssembh·
shall he as ,Set forth in the writings 0'£
Baha'u'llah. '_-\.bdu'j-Baha and Shoghi
Effendi.
Section 2. 4-\mong its more specific
duties, a iocal Spirirual Assembly shal;
have full jurisdiction of all Baha'i activities and affairs v.rithin the local COmmunity, subject, however, to the exclu·
si ve and paramount authority 0 f the
)Jational Spiritual _-\ssemb!y as defined
herein.
Section 3, Each n~wly-eIected local
Spiritual Assembly shall at once proceed in the manner indicated in Artides IV and V of these ,Bv-Laws. w the
election of its officers. ~ho shall consist of a Chairman. Vice-Chairman.
Secretary and Treasurer. and such
other officers as the Assembh" find..;
Llecessarv ior the conduct oi its business and the iulfilment of its spiritual
cJUlles.
lmmediateh' thereafter the
Secretan' chosen shall transmit to the
Secretar~' of the XationaI Assembl"
the na~es oi the members of the
newly-elected Assembly and a list of
i t5 offocers.
Section 4. Vacanc-:'.::: ;;: the member~
ship of a 10cal Spiritual Assembly
,hall be filled by election at a special
meeting oi the local Baha'i community
duly called for that purpose by the .-\.ssembh-. In the event that the number of . . acancies exceeds four, making
a quorum of the local Assembly impossible. the election shaH be held under
the supervision of [he .:\ational Spiritual Assembly.
Section 5. The business of the local Assemblv shall be conducted in like
manner as provided for the deliberations or the ~ational :\'ssembiy in
.'.rticle VI above.
Section 6. The local .-\.ssembh'
shall pass upon and approve the qualifications of each member or the Bahi 'j
communit,- before such members shall
be admitted to voting membership; but where an individual is dissatisfied with
the ruling 0 f the local Spiritual ~-\..;
sembly upon his Baha'i qualifications,
such individual may appeal from the
ruling to [he National Assembly. which
shall thereupon take jurisdiction of and
finalI'\' decide the case.
SeCtion 7. On or Defore the 1st
da\' of Februan- of each Year the Secretan· or each- local :\.ssernbh" shall
send -to the Secretanr of the !\ ational
Assemblv a dul\' certified list of the
voting ~embers- of the local Baha'i
community for the information and
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approval 0; the :-iational Assembly.
Section 8. All matters arising wirb-

the date of the Convention, the Set:rt.:- tinal decision on ail matters concerning
tary of each local Spiritual Assembl.\
the affairs of the Baha'i Cause in thl;:
in a local Barn."i community whIch art shall certi fy to the Secretary 0 f the
l'nited State,j and Canada being vested
of purely local imerest and do not )J'ational Spiritual Assembly the names sutely in that body.
affect the national interests of the and addresses of the delegates so
Section 9, Tne general order of
Cause shall be under the primary elected.
busine5s to be taken up at the !\ajurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly
Section 1. All delegates to th e tiona 1 Convention shall be prepared by
of that locality; but decision whether a Convention shall be elected by majority the !\'ational Spiritual A,ssembly. but
particular matter involves the interest vote of those present at their election_ any and all matters pertaining to the
and welfare of the national Baha'i
Section 2. .'-\.11 delegates to be Cause introduced by any of the delebody shall rest with the X ational seated at the Convention must be en- gates may upon motion and vote he
Spiritual Assembly.
rolled as voting members of the Baha'i taken up as part of the deliberations
Section 9. Any member 0; a local community represented by them_
of the Convention.
Baha'i community may appeal from a
Section 10. The election oi the
Section 3. ,The rights and prividecision of his Spiritual Assembly to leges of a delegate may not be assigned members of the National Spiritual
the National Assembly, which shall de- nor may they be exercised by proxy.
Assembly shall be by majority vote of
termine whether it shall take jurisdicSection 4. The recogni tlOn and the delegates recognized by the outtion of the matter or leave it to the seating of delegates to the National going National Spiritual Assembly.
local Spiritual Assembly for recon- Convention shaH be vested in the N aSection I!. All official business
sideration. In the event that the ~a tional Spiritual Assembly.
transacted at the National Convention
tional Assembly assumes jurisdiction
Section 5, Delegates Wlable w lie shall be recorded and preserved in the
of the matter, it3 finding shall be final. present in person at the Convention records of the National Assemblv_
Set:tion 10. \Vhere anv dissension shaH have the right to ".'ore tor memSection 12, .-\fter the termin-atiQIl
exists within a local Baha.'r community bers of the National Spiritual Assem- of the National -Convention and uncil
of such a character [hal it cannot be bly by mail or telegram under such the ne>.."'t such Annual ~Ieeting has been
remedied by the efforts 0 i the local conditions as may be indicated by the called in session, the delegates shall
Spiritual Assembly, this condition shall :-.rational Assembly.
continue as a consultative body capable
be reierred by the Spiritual Assembly
Section 6. If -in any year the N a- of rendering a distinctive service to the
for consideration to the National tiona! Spiritual Assembly shall con- work of the Cause, and they shall make
Spiritual Assembly, whose action in the sider that it is impracticable or unwise every effort to contribute
the unified
matter shall be final.
to assemble together the delegates to spiri·t, information and useful action
Section I!. All questions arising the National Convention, the National of the National Spiritual Assembl,.
between two or more local Spiritual Spiritual Assembly shall provide ways throughout the year.
Assemblies, or between members of and means by which the business of
Section 13. Vacancies in the memdifferent Baha'i c,:,m~unities, shaH be the Convention may be conducted by bership of the National Spiritual ,;,submitted in the first instance to the correspondence or telegram. Any ac- sembl)" shall be filled by a majorit\·
National Assemblv, which shall have tion taken under such circumStances vote of the delegates composing the
original and finai jurisdiction In all shall be by a rna jorit)' vote 0 f all the Convention which elected the ·Assemsuch matters.
t
bly, the ballot to be taken by corres·
delegates.
Article VIn
Section i. The presiding officer of pondence or in any other manner deThe Annual Meeting 0; the Na- the N ationa! Spiritual Assembly pres- cided upon 0)" the National Spiritual
tiona! Spiritual Assembly at which its em at the Xational Convention sbaU , \ssembl~',
members shall be elected shall be call to order the delegates, who ,hall
Article IX
known as the )Jational Convention 0 i then proceed to the permanent organiWhere the l\ational Spiritual .-\5the Baha'is 0; the United States and zation of the meeting, electing a pre- sembly has been given in these ByCanada, and shall be held at a time and siding officer, a Secretary and such Laws exclusive and final jurisdiction.
place to be ,fixed by the National As- other officers as are necessarv for the and paramount executive authority, in
sembly, which shall give sixty days' proper conduct of the business oi the ail matters pertaining to the activities
notice 0 f the meeting to each local Con ",enrion_
and affairs of the Baha'i Cause in the
Baha'i community throu~h its Spiritual
Section 8. The principal business United States and Canada. it is under·
Assemblv.
The Xational Assemblv of the National Conyention shall be the stOod that any decision made or action
shall at· the same time inform each election of the nine members of the taken upon such matters shall be subSpiritual Assembly of the number 0; incoming National Spiritual Assembly, ject in every instance. to ultimate redelegates to the COn ....ention it has as- the consideration of the reports of the view and approval by the Guardian of
signed to the local Baha'i community financial and other activities of the out- the Cause or the Universal House of
in accordance with the principle of pro- going National Assembly and its vari- Justice.
portionate representation in such man- ous committees, and deliberation U!X)l1
Article X
ner that the entire number of dele- the affairs oi the Baha'i Cause in gen·
gates composing the National Comren- eral, it being understood. however, in
These Bv-Laws mav be amended b\'
tion shall be ninet:y-n\"e, Upon receipt accordance witb the principles of majority vote of the National Spiritual
of this notice each local Spiritual A5- Baha'i administration defined l}\" the Assembly at any of its regular or spesembl...- shall. within a convenient Guardian that all deliberation and ac- cial meetings, prnvided that at least
period and after giving due and suffi- tion of the delegates at the National
iourteen days prior to the date fixed
cient notice thereof, cali a meeting of Convention. other than the election of for the said meeting a copy of the
proposed amendment or amendments i;,;
the voting members on its rolls for the the members of the incoming National
purpose of electing their delegate or Spiritual Assembly, shall constitute mai led to each member 0 f the Assem·
deleg:rt\'s to the National Convention: merely advice and recommendation for blv bv the Secretarv.
and, not later than thirty days before consideration by the said Assembly,
'Montreal, Quebec, April 28, 1927.
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THE SPIRIT AND FORM OF BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION

Glory. They mU:-:;l then proceed with
the utmost devotion, courtesy, dignity,
care and moderation ro express their
,·jews. They must in every matter
Furthermore, ·.-\bdu'l-Baha reveals :;earch Out the truth and nor insist upon
the following ;-"h is incumbent upon
their own opinion, for stubbornness
everyone not to take any step without and persistence in one's views will lead
consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and
ultimately to discord and wrangling
they must assuredh' obe ... with hean and the truth will remain hidden. The
and soul its biddin£ and be submis:>ive honored members must '''''ith at( freel1nto it, that things may be properly ordom express their own thoug-hrs. and
uered and well arranged. Otherwi:;c it is in no wise permis:-:;ible for one to
every person will act independemly and
belittle the thoughts oi another; nay,
after his own judgment. will follow he must with moderation set forth the
his own desire, and _do harm to the truth. and should differences of opinCause.
ion arise a majority oi voices must pre"The prime requisites for them that
vail, and all must obey and suomit to
take counsel tOgether are purity of mo- the majority. It is again not permitted
tive, radiance of spirit. detachment that anyone of the honored members
from all else save God, attraction to object to or censure, whether in or out
His Di"i.ne Fragrances, humility and of the meeting, any decision arrived at
lowliness arnong-5t His loved ones, pa- previously, though that decision be not
tience and long-sufferin~ [11 difficulties
righr, for such criticism would preand servitude to His exaited Thres- vem any decision from being enforced.
hold. Should they be graciousiy aided
In short, whatsoever thing is arranged
to acquire these attributes. victory 111 narmony and with love and purity
from the unseen Kingdom oi Baha oi motive, its result is light, and should
shall be vouchsafed to them. In this the least trace of estrangement prevail
day, assemblies of consultation are of the result shall be darkness upon darkthe greatest importance and a vital ness. . . . If this be so regarded, that
necessiry, Obedience to them is eSsen- A.ssernblv shall be of God, but othertial and obligatory.
The members wise it shall iead to coolness and aliena·
thereo f must take counsel togethe~ in tion that proceed hom the Evil One.
such wise that no occasion for ill-feelDiscussions must all be confined to
ing or discnrd may arise. This can h ..
spiritual matiens that pertain to the
attained when every member express- training of souls, the instruction oi
eth with absolute ireedom his own children, the relief of the poor, the help
opinion and setteth forth his argument. oj the feeble throughout all classes in
Should anyone oppose, he must on no the world, kindness to all peoples, the
account feel hurt for not until matters diffusion of the fragrances of God and
are fully discussed can the right way the exaltation of His Holv \Yord.
be revealed. The shining spark oi Should thev endeavor to fulfill these
::-uth cometh for:h only after the clash conditions the Grace of the HoJy Spirit
of differing opinions. "1 t alter discus- shall be vouchsated unto them, and
sion a decision be carried unanimously, that Assembly shaH become the center
well and good; but if, the Lord forbid, of the divine blessings, the hosts of
differences of opinion should arise, a divine confirmation shall come to their
majority of voices must prevail. ,.
aid, and they shall day by day receive
Enumerating the obiigations incum- a new effusion of spirit."
bent upon [he members oi consulting
This is indeed a clear indication of
counsels, the Beloved reveals the fol- the ,),,[aster"s express desire that nothtowing:-"The fi:-st condition is abso- ing whatever should be given to the
lute love and harmony amongst the
public by any individual among the
members of the AssemblY.
Thev iriends. unless fullv considered and
must be whollv free from ~ es[range~ approved by the Spi~itUal Assembly in
ment and must ~maniiest in themselve:;
his Iocalitv; and if this (as is undoubtthe C nitv ot God, tor they are the ed!v the case) is a matter that pertains
waves of one sea, the drops of one to ~the general interests 0 i the Cause
river, the stars of one heaven, the rays tn that land, then it is incumbent upon
of one sun, the trees of one orchard. the Spiritual Assembly to' submit it to
the flowers of one garden. Should the consideration and approval of the
harmony of thought and absolute unity "ational body representing all the varibe non-existent, that gathering shall be ous local Assemblies. .:-.! ot only with
dispersed and that Assembly be
reg-ard to publication, but all matter::;
hrought to naught. The second condiwithout
any exception whatsoever, retion ; Th~y must when coming together
rurn their faces to [he Kingdom on g-arding the interests of rhe Cause in
High and ask .aid irom the Realm of that locality, individually or collec-

From Letters of Shoghi Effendi

At this grave and momentous period
through which the Cause of God, in
conformity with the divine wisdom is
passing. it is the sacred duty ot e\'ery
one 01 us to endeavor to realize the
full significance of this hour of ~ran5i
tion, and then to make .1 supreme re:'iol\"e to arise steactfasth- for the fulfilment of our sacred obligations.
A perusal of some of the words of
Bahi'u'llih and 'Abdu'I-Bahi on the
duties and functions of the Spiritual
Assemblies in every land (later to be
designated as the local Houses of Justice), emphatically reveals the sacredness of their nature, the wide scope
of their activity, and the grave responsibility which rests UIX'n them.
A.ddressing the members of the
Spiritual Assembly in Chicago, [he
~'faster
reveals
the
following;"'\"henever ve enter the council chamber, n~cite this prayer with a hean:
throbbing with the love of God and a
tongue purified from all but His remembrance, that the AII-Poweriul rna)'
graciouslY aid you to achieve supreme
victory_ '0 God, my God' We are
servants of Thine that have turned
with devotion to Thv Hoh' Face, that
have detached ourselves from all beside Thee in this glorious Dar. We
have gathered in this spiritual assembly, united in our views and thoughts,
with our purposes harmonized to exalt
Thy V;'ord amidst mankind. 0 Lord.
our God! Make us the signs of Thy
Divine Guidance, the Standards of
Thv exalted Faith amongst men, servants to Thv mighty Covenam, 0 Thou,
our Lord ~lost High! c.laniiestations
of Thy Divine Unity in Thine Abha
Kingdom. and resplend~nt stars .shining upon all regions. Lord' AId us
to become seas surging with the billows
of Thv wondrous Grace, streams flowing from Thy all-glorious Heights,
goodly fruits upon the Tree of Thy
heavenly Cause, trees waving through
the breezes of Thy Bounty in Thy
Celestial Vineyard. 0 God! ~[ake
our souls dependent upon the Verses
of Thv Divine Cnity, our hearts
cheered' with the outpourings of Thy
Grace, that we may unite even as the
waves of one sea and become merged
together as the rays of Thine effulgent
Light; that our thoughts, our views.
our feelings may become as one reality, manifesting the spirit of union
throughout the world. Thou art the
Gracious. the BountifuL the Bestower,
the Almighty. the :\lerciful, the Compa~sionate"' ..
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tively, shou1d be reierred e:xclusiveiv friends, the ieasts and the anniversato the Spiritual Assembly in that lu·· ries, as well as the special gatherings
cality, which shall decide" upon it, un- designed to serve and promote the soless it be a matter of national interest, cial. intellectual and spiritual interests
tn which case it shall be referred to the of their fellowmen.
)iational (Baha'i) body. With this
They must supervise in these days
:..rational body also will rest the deci- when the Cause is still in its infancy'
sion whether a given question is of all Baha'i publications and translation~.
local or national (Baha'i) imerest.- and provide in general for a dignified
:\Iarch 5, 1922.
and accurate presentation of all Baha'i
The matter of teaching, its direction. literature and its distribution to the
its ways and means, its extension, its general public.
consolidation, essentriaJ as thev are to
These rank among the most outthe interests of the Cause, constitute standing obligations of the members
by no means the only issue which of every Spiritual Assembly. In whatshould receive the full attention of ever locality the Cause has sufficiently
these A~semblies. A careful study of expanded, and in order to insure effiBah,,'u'llih's and 'Abdu'l-Bahi's Tab- ciency and avoid confusion, each of
lets will reveal that other duties, no these manifold functions win have to
less vital to the interests of the Cause, be referred to a special Committee. redevolve upon the elected representa- sponsible to that Assembly, elected by
tives of the friends in even" localitv. it from among- the friends in that loIt is incumbent upon them to l;e cality, and ulJOn whose work the .-\::;vigilant and cautious, discreet anti sembl" will have to exercise constant
watchful, and protect at all times the and general supervision.
Temple of the Cause from the dart of
These local Spiritual ."ssemblie,
the mischief~maker and the onslaught will have to be elected directly by the
of the enemy_
friends, and everY declared believer of
They must endeavor to promote 21 years and abo;'e, far from standing
amity and concord amongst the friend5. aloof and assuming an indifferent or
efface every lingering trace of distrust, independent attitude, should regard it
coolness and estrangement f rom every his sacred duty to take part, conscienheart, and secure in its stead an active tiously and diligently, in the election.
and whole-hearted cooperation for the the consolidation and the efficient
working of his own local Assembly.
service of the Cause.
They must do their utmost to extend
Regarding the establishment of "Naat all times the helping hand to the tional Assemblies," it is of vital impoor, the sick. the disabled, the orphan. portance that in every coun'try, where
the widow J irrespective of color. caste the conditions are favorable am1 the
Ilumber of the friends has grown and
and creed.
They must promote hy every means reached a considerable size. that a
ill their power the material as well a."i .. ~ational Spiritual Assembly" be imthe spiritual enlightenment of youth, mediately established, representative oi
the means f or the education 0 i chil- the friends throughout that country.
Its immediate purpose is to stimudren. institute whenever possible
Baha'i educational institutions. organ- late, unify and coordinate. by frequent
ize and supervise their work. and pro- personal -<:"onsultations, the manifold
vide the best means for their progress activities of the friends as well as the
local Assemblies; and by keeping in
and development.
They must make an effort to main- close and constant touch with the Hoi"
tain officia'l, regular and frequent cor- Land, initiate measures. and direct iil
respondence ~;th the various Baha'i general the affairs of the Cause in that
centers throughout the world, report country.
to them their activities, and share the
It serves also another purpose. no
glad-tidings they receive with all their less essential than the first. as in the
fellow-workers in the Cause.
course of time it shall evoh'e into ~he
They must bend every effort to pro- !'rational House of Justice (referred
mote the interests of the li.lashriqu'l- to in 'Abdu'I-Baha"s Will as the "secAdhkar, and hasten the day when the ondary House of Justice") which ac·
work of this glorious Edifice will have cording to the explicit text of the Tesbeen consummated.
tamem will have, in conjunction with
They must encourage and stimulate the other National Assemblies throughby every means at their command, out the Baha'·i world, to ele<:t directly
through subscriptions. reports and ar- the members of the International
ticles, the development of the_ various House of Justice, that Supreme CounBah,,'i magazines.
cil that will guide, organize and unif)'
11>ey must undertake the arrange- the affairs of the Movement throughment a f the regular meetings 0 f the out the world.

7
ft 15 expressly recorded in '.\bdu·}Baha's ,"Vritings that these Xational
.-\.ssemblies must be indirecth-" elected
by the friends; that is. the friends in
every countrv must elect a certain number
delegates, who in their turn will
ele<:t from among all the friends in
that countrv the members of the Xational Spir-ituat :\ssemblv. In stich
countries, therefore ..
fixed number of secondary electors must first be
decided upon (95 ior America, including the Pacific Islands . . .). The
friends then in every locality where the
number of adult declared believers e.xceeds nine must directly elect its quota
of secondary electors assigned to it in
direct proportion to its numerical
strength_ These secondary electors
will then, either through correspondence, or preferably by gathering together. and first deliheraring upon the
affairs of the Cause throughout their
country {as the delegates to the Convention). then elect f rom among all the
friends in that countrv nine who wilt
be the members of the Kational Spiritual Assembly,
This National Spiritual ."ssembly
which, pending the establishment ot
the Universal House of Justice, will
have to be re~elected once a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities
for it has to exercise full authority
over ali the local Assemblies in its
province, and will have to direct the
activities of the friends, guard vigilantly the Cause of God. and control
and supervise the affair~ of the 1-luvcment in general.
Vital issues, affecting- the intere:-H oi
the Cause in that countn-. such as the
matter of translation and publication.
the ~!ashriqu'l-Adhkar, the teachin1:
work. and other similar matters that
stand distinct from strictly local affairs, must be under the full jurisdiction of the Xational Assembly_
It will have to refer each- of these
questions, even as the local Assemblies. to a special Committee, to be
elected by the members of the )iational
Spiritual Assembly from among all the
friends in that country. which will bear
to it the same relatlons as the local
committees bear to their respec~i\"e local Assemblies.
\OVith it, too, rests the decision
whether a certain point at issue is
strictly local in its nature,' and should
be reserved for the consideration and
decision of the local Assembly, or
whether it should fall under its own
province and be regarded as a matter
which ought to receive its special attention. The .:\ational Spiritual A,sembly. will also decide upon such matters which in i[s opinion should be re-
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ferred to the Holv Land for consultation and decision. ~
With these Assemblies. local as well
as national. harmoniously, vigorousl".
and efficiently functionin""g- throughout
the Baha'i world. the only means for
the establishment of the Supreme
H Olise 0 f Justice will have been assured. And when this Supreme Bod\'
will have been properly established. it
will have to consider afresh the whole
situation, and lay down the principle
which shall direct, so long as it deems
advisable, the affairs of the Cause.
Pending its establishment, and to insure uniformity throughout the East
and throughout the West, all local
Assemblies will have to be re-elected
once a year, during the first dav of
Ridv;,n (April 21), and the resuit of
noninl!. if nnr=.sihlf". h,:o ~", ... I:" .. ~.-l ,:'"1 t~ . . . !
day.

crystallized in the eyes of the world."larch 12, 1923.
As the administrative work of the
Cause steadilv eXDands. as its various
branches gro~' in i'mportance and number, it is absoiutelv necessary that we
bear in mind this f~ndamentai fact thac
all these administrative activities. however harmoniously and efficiendv conducted. are but ~eans to an e~ld. and
~houtd be regarded as direct instruments for the propagation of the
Bahit'i Faith. Let us·take heed lest in
our great concern for the perfection of
the administrative machinery of the
Cause, we lose sight of the Divine
Purpose for which it has been created.
Let us be on our guard lest the growing demand for specialization in the
administrative functions of the Cause
detain U::i from joining the ranks of
[:iOSC::: wnu in tne iorei rom UI Danle
are g-loriously engaged in summoning
the muititude co this :0:ew Day of God.
This indeed should be Ollr~ primary
concern; this is our sacred obligation.
Our vital and urgent neeu. Let this
cardinal principle be ever borne in
mind. for it is the mainspring of all
future activities. the remover of everv
embarrassing obstacle, the fulfilment 0';
our .Master's dearest wish.-January
10, 1926.
The administrative machinerv of the
Cause r.aving nOw sufficiently evolved.
its aim and object fairly-well graspecl
and understood, and its method anu
working made more familiar to every
believer. I feel the time is ripe wheil
it should be fullv and consciouslv utiliz:~ to further the purpose for 'which
it has been created.
It should. I
:,trongly ieel. be made to serve a twofold purpose. On one hand. it should
aim at a steady and gradual expanslon
of the :Movement along lines that are
at once broad. sound and universal:
and on the other it should insure the
internal consolidation of the work already achieved. It should both provide the impulse whereby the dvnamic
forces latent in the Faith can ~nfold.
crystallize, and shape the lives and conduct of men, and serve as a medium
for the interchange of thought and the
coordination of activities among the
divers e'emems that constitute the
Baha'i community.-~Iay II. 1926.

And as t~e progress and extension
of spiritual activities is dependent and
conditioned upon material means. it is
of absolute necessity that immediately
after the establishment of local as weiI
as 1\. ational Spiritual Assemblies. a
Baha'j Fund be established, to be
placed under the exclusive control of
the Spiritual Assembly. .>\11 donations
and contributions should be offered to
the Treasurer of the Assembly, for the
e."'Cpress purpose of t:-.-ornoting the interests of the Cause, throughout that
locality or country. It is the sacred
obligation of everv conscientious amJ
faithful servant of Bah;i·u·llah. who
desir~5 to see His Cause advance, to
contrIbute freely and generously for
the increase of that Fund. The members of the Spiritual ..';ssemblv will al
their own discretion expend it to promote the teaching campaign. to help
the needy, to establish educational
Baha'i institutions. to extend In everv
way possible their sphere of service.
I cherish the hope that all the friends,
realizing the necessity of this measure.
will bestir themselves and contribute.
however modestly at first. towards the
speedy establishment and the increase
of that Fund.
The need for the centralization of
the authority in the" ational Spirituai
A.ssembly, and the concentration of
power in the various local .-\ssemblies,
is made manifest when we reflect that
the Cause of Bahi'u-llirh is still in its
age of tender growth and in a stage of
transition; when we remember that the
\Ve have but to turn our eyes to the
full implications and the exact signifi- world without to realize the fierceness
cance of the ?\.laster·s worldwide in- and the magnitude of the forces of
structions, as laid down in His Will, darkness that are struggling with the
are as yet not fully grasped, and the dawning light of the Abha Revelation.
has not sufficiently Nations, though exhausted and disilluwhole Movement
..,
~

sioned, have seemingJy begun to cherish anew the spirit or revenge. of domination. and strife. Peoples. convulsed
by economic upheavals. are slowly
drifting into. two great opposing camp;
wtth aJl theIr menace or social chaos.
class hatreds. and worldwide rUin.
Races. aJienated more than ever before
are filled with mistrust, humili"atiotl'
and fear, and seem to prepare them.. elves for a fresh and fateful encounter. Creeds and religions, caught in
this whirlpool of conflict and passion.
appear to gaze with impotence and de,
spair at this spectacle of unceasing turmoil.
Such is the plight of mankind three
years after the passing of Him from
\·Vhose lips fell unceasinglv the sure
messa~e of a fast-approaching Divine
.~<LlvatlOn.
:\":" "-''':' h,- onr t!1()u(J'ht~
our words. our deeds. whether ·indi~
"idu~lly or collective~r. preparing the
way ~ .l\ re we hastemng- the advent rJ f
the Day He so oiren ioretold?
Xone can deny that the flame of
faith and 10"e which His mighty hand
kindled in many hearts has. despite our
hereavement, continued to burn as
brightly and steadily as ever before.
Who can question that His loved ones.
both in the East and the West. not·
withstand~ng the insidious strivings of
the enemIes of the Cause, have displayed a spirit of unshakable loyalty
worthy of the highest praise? \Vha~t
greater perseverance and fortitude
than that which His tried and trusted
friends have shown in the face of U!ltolfl ca~amities. intolerable oprressioll.
and incredible restrictions? But such
staunchness of faith. such an unsullied
love, such magnificent loyalt\'. such
heroic constancy. such noble ~ourage.
however unprecedented and laudable in
themselves, cannot alone lead us to the
final and complete triumph of such a
great Cause. Kot until the dynamic
love we cherish for Him is suft1cienth'
reflected in its power and purity in at:
our dealings with our fellow-men, however remotely connected and humble in
origin, can we hope to exalt:in the eves
of a self-seeking world the genuinen~s~
of the all-conquering loye of God. Xot
until we live ourselves the life of a true
Baha'i can we hope to demonstrate the
creative and transforming- potency of
the Faith we profess. X othing but the
abundance of our actions, nothing but
the purity of our fives and the integrit~·
of our characters. can in the lase resort
establish our claim that the Baha'i
spirit is in this Jay the sole agency that
can translate a long-cherished ideaJ
into an enduring achievement .

1G d;
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true SCr'L"a.11t of God "
The cycle ill 'Z(lhich thou lIast been
called to life is truly the cycle oj the
Ancient Bea-uty, alld the age, the age
of the Jlo:jt Great .iVa:me. Hallowed
<",d sanctified be the Lord th"-I hath
gracioHsl:y fa!L'ored these poor seY7...'a-nts

of His to ga::e ttpon

sHch 'Z.t'OHdrous

Light.'
Qrn s then fa re-nder Him
tiIaJrks-, in the dayt-inte and in the Hight
season, for His manifold blessi-ngs; to
be self-sm.:n"ficing ht the Path of
Baha',,'O,," (may my life be offered

-up as

G·

sacrifice at His threshold!);

to stri~'e for the spread of H~'s rVord~'
to cHdca.'or to manifest His Signs,

raislJ His Edifice. set forth- His proof,
recount His P.raise, and be [m.ttl'v (lind
lmmMI!, supplia.nt and submissit:e before Him; haply His Grace 'may' a£.d
us to proz:e our gratitw/e for His bestou'als.
l,VI1£rciorc, ualoose· th'J.l
tvngu.f' to dcli'l.,t:r tile Di. . .i,u J1 es.mge
alld diffuse Hi,I' "fragrance.-'AHDU'r.BAH.\.

"ENDURING SUCCESS"
Editorial
The ne . .dv elected :\-ational Spiritual ~-\ssembh· has received the following cablegra~l from the Guardian:
"Heartily welcome delegates' choice.
,Ia'y your exalted ministrv be cro . . '. ned
with ~ enduring sllccess.~' (Signed)
Shoghi. Haifa, ;Ilay 5. 1927.
Such responsibility is conveyed in
that expression of loving hope that
the members would be overwhelmed
unless they thoroughly realized that
enduring success, tn this Canse. manifests a general unity in which the spiritual adherence of everv believer has
equal value and signific;nce. During
a period when it has been necessary
to readjust the associ.ation of the he(;e\:ers to conform to the rermanent in;'titutions clescrihecl in the Guardian's
g-eneral letter." the X ational am! also
local Spir:tual :\ssemhlies have douhtle.'i::'i occa:;;ionally appeared to functinn

as separate bodies some'>vhat isolated
from the communi tv of the friends.
During this period ;lso a further appearance of isolation and separateness
has been brought about by the very
pressure of administrative detail
caused by the need to pass npon many
new questions and problems.
The essential fact, however, is that
all Baha'is are continually inter-related and joined by unseen ties far
more effective and influential than anv
bonds which could be devised of 'a
merelv social nature. This unity can
only -occasionally be reflected physically through local and national gatherings; but distance has no power to
interrupt the operation of those spiritual laws we have the unique privilege
of attempting to understand and to
obev.
~o Assembly, committee, group or
individual can effect the slightest
measure of "enduring success" for the"
Bah5.'i Cuu::ie unless their intentions
are directed toward promoting the
Faith in its universalitv. and their
facilities for ser'vice are ~confirmed bv
the spirit of unity embracing all othe-r
true believers. The Baha'i Cause does
nO[ establish any separate authority:
rather it creates institutions which are
capable of shO\\o~ing forth those powers
1,vhich are vested in humanity and only
released . . . .·hen humani,ty, i~spLred b~'
the Holy .Spirit, begins to function as
one orgamsm.
The newlv elected Xational Assemblv is imbt1~d with but one aim and
d~sire: so to serve that the local Spir·
itual Assemblies. the variDus )Jational
committees, and the helievers one and
all,. shaH be encouraged to put forth
nobler' and more detemlined efforts to
carry out the universal purposes of the
Cause. The helievers are one booy;
nothing save the health. the strength,
the understanding and the devoted will
o( this entire Baha'i hoov can achieve
any.thing ""rorthy our divine ideals.
E1,'erv heliever consciow; of the mean-

ll1g of the teachings has an appoint-

ment of consecrated service far removed from those tran:,:ien;: considerations suggested bv ··authority" in the
usual meaning o( the . . '1lOrd .. Xot the
appreciation of human beings but the
inner conviction· born of true faith
should be. our mutual goal.
There are, however. certain activities of general importance and particular value at any given time which de.~erve our special collec:ive attention
and support, such as the matter of
inter-racial amity so strongly emphasized in the Guardian's letter of ~\pri1
12, 1927. The more we can combine
all our effort and facilities in the pro::motion of these essential matters. the
greater will be the confirmation to each
and all.
The law of consultation is our inspiration and protection: it is the cause
of our illumination and the source of
our well being; it is the unbreakable:
link bet\veen us and the "almig-hty
power oi Bahi·u'lbh." .\ local or :-Jational Assembly differs from other
Baha'i groups and gatherings only because it is established bv that law and
can, if faithful, give it ~visible expression in the life of man. \\-e are surrounded b. . . confusion and darkness;
we are all -in contact with adverse inA.uences and ronditions in our personal
lives. By responding whole heartedly
to the law of consultation we can
transmute weakness into strength. adversitv into reinIorcemellot. confusion
into progress. and insignificance into
glory.

RUHI AFNAN WILL VISIT
AMERICA
The good ,news has been received
that Ruhi Afnan, grandson of 'Abdu'lBah[l and -cousin of Shog-hi Effendi.
will arrive at X ew York on or about
Tune 17. \Ve are informed that his
jmrpose in coming is to attend the ses'lim1'>; of the Green ~'\cre Institute of
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"The :\EWS LETTER ,vhich vou
have lately initiated fulfills a v:erv
vital fu~ction and has bee~
started admirahlv well. 1 would
urge you to enl~rge its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
lhat in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities. administrative, de'votional. humanitarian. financial,
educational and othen.,. ise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy! reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should Ibecome a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha!i activity. both local and foreign! in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should he
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news.
up-to-date in its information. and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admjrer~
alike in every corner of the glohe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future. and I trust yOLl
will devote your special attention to its developmem, and hy
devising
well-conceived
an(l
world-wide measures transform
this ~ EWS LETTER into what I
hope ,.,lill become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world,"SHOGHI EFFE~DI.

\\'orld l~ni1Y to he ~1dd at l;recn :\crc
f rom :\ugu~t ] to St'ptclllher .1, and
it i.5 announced that he will abo he at
Green _\cre during J\11y.
A co:n:nittee has been a;)jlointecl by
the :\ational A.-:sembly awl the Spiritual .-\s~ernhh- of :;.Jew York to meet
him
un hi.5 ar;ival and 10 arranuc
wit!l
.
0
lmll the cletails of hi ... yisit. L~nt:l the
committee i1as consulted with Euhi
A fnan, no definite arrangements can
he announced.
l Iowever, the cOl11mittee has taken
~hl' priyilege of arranging a Bab.;i'i
receptinn for O~lr (listillgui~becl g'uest
at St. ~larb Hall, St. ~larks Church,
East 10:h S~reet at Second "\Yenue,
Xe,\.· York City on Saturday, June 18.
This will cons[st of a feast-ill' the hal:
so irefJuently placed at the di5po.-;al of
the frienc1s by lhe rec;:or. \\-illiam .:\orman Gl1thrie.
A ::;pecial notice of this en::nt has
been ma!led to nearhv ;\s~emblic~, extending a cordial . welcome to all
Baha'is -to attend. The committee wm
appreClate .aCl:cp:ances in advance, in
order that the feast n1ay be sllirablv
arranged_ Dinner will -Le served ;t

7 P.

~l.

The believers \o,.·ill also have an opportunity to meet Ruhi i\ fnan on Saturday, June 25. at the Annu.ai Souyenir of 'Abdu'l-Raha to ,be held during the afternoon and e,Tcning at Eyergreen Cabin. on the estate ot ).[r.
Roy C. \ \-Tilhe1m at \\' est Englewood.
~.J.

:.: one ot the hiend~ will overlook
the inestimable privilege of receiyingthis visit from a member of the H olv
Family. Since the hiswric journey o~f
the ~faster in 1912 many great {ouls
haTe come to this country reflecting the
Baha'i spirit, but until now none has
heen oi the sacred lineag-e.

THE NINETEENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
By Leey

J A::-'E

MARSHALL

and
Louls C. GREGORY
:1fomreal in the Pro\·incc of Ouebee, DominioLl of Canada, bcautjf~l in
its picturesque setting-s, bi-lin~l1al in
its medium of expression, cord1al in its
welcome to visitors. \\:as the scene of
the Xineteenth Annual Convention 01
the Baha·i ... of the United States and
Canada. This, the first annual convention of the Divine Cause helel on
Canadian soil, attracted many hlessings
and confirmations_ The Ladv of the
Snows whom one might have- thought
to nleet 50 far North even during the
time ot Ridvim modestly disappeared,
gj,·jng way to the Get1i1!~ of Spring

with l,alnlY breath aLJd occasional
:-huwers. This gladSli1l1t' ,:;ea:'oU~l, C(.l111·
memorating- the great llt'"daration of
Ua!1a'tt'llah at Baghdad on .\prit 21 ~
1863, \-\"as here oh~ervl:d with tl1t: Rio ..... }yim Feast .Apri1 2B. 1927,
The. \Vi:1.dsor, ,?Ile ot the largest
ho_"tlenes 01 the <-itV, entertained. the
H.,icj".·;"l11 Fea.>'t, all tl~c :-essim-w:; oi the
cotlYemion 'Nhleh ". ·ere nine in nurnh.er, mal~Y of the delegates and the pubhc meetlllg for teaching iollm,ill'~ lhe
:=.es:-iun;:; of the \\'orld enit . . . CO:1fert:nces. The .;;,ouYenir progr~m of the
feast contail1ed precioll:' jewels of
wisdom in the form -of extracts f rOIll
the Bahc'l'j sacred writinll"s on the true
nobiliTy ot man. Thest quotations ill
turn ,vere the \Vords ot Baha'u'lkih.
~._\hcilt'l-~ah~l and Shoghi Effendi~
1 hey untolded the wonJers of Divine
H.evelation, the mystic value of man's
creation and the means of. atrainment,
on the pan of man. to the hirrhest 'Toal
in relation to his Creator and the ~ni
verse. ~Ir . .:31ount(ort ~fills presid~J.
a~ [hi:; iea.-;t ,,,.-ith his usual g-enial dig11It)" and grace .. Among the speaker~
were :o..les<..lames .\lay :'laxwell Elizabeth Greenleat, E:ei[h. Ransom-Kehler,
::-< ellie S. French and Dr. Susan 1.
~I oody, Messrs, \Villiam H. Randall,
Louis Bot1geoi~, "-\lbert R. Vail, LouLs
L~_ Cregory, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, George
Spendlove and Dr. fohn Hermann
~andalL ·(;ems of ;eahtr sparkled
trom the minds and hearts of these
and others as various aspects of the
teachings or incidents of service were
related, "From grave to gay, from
lively to severe." Highly instructive,
entertaining, inspiring, aboundinO" in
wit and humor as well a~ deep l~hos.
,,,,'ere these remarks. The voice of
hearty welcome and equally hearty response, the need ot a uroader horizon.
~he might and permanencr of the
Gre!ltest Kame, the elimination of egoism, strife and discord, the rallvin'!'
point of the Temple of God knowil a~
the hIashriqu'il .f\dhkar, the signs of
a new social order, the zeal and devotion of the friends of God in FAst alld
\Vest, the spiritual refreshment of the
Divine Breaths and the tragic needs of
a waiti~g_ .world which inyolves great
respo!lslbthty on the part of those who
kno\v, were among the ideals conveyed
to those who attended,
.
The mo-vi.ng picture of the 1\Iaster,
'Abdu·'l-Bahil. was presented a:>. tht.
climax of the feast. Picmring vi,-idly
scenes· of His eyentful 5=oervice~ in
America in i912, it sti~red in mimi.'" '\
and hearts deepe~t emonon::; of revel~
ence and loye and quickened with a·
clearer understanding- of the my:-.teries
of God,
The cotwemion wa:, org-anize<l with
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the election of Mountfort ;,fills a,
chairman and Louis G. Gregory as
r_'fecretarv.
The J\·lontreal ..'\,:;semblv
\ . 'lave pr~esented the following copy o·f

--a letter from Shoghi Effendi which arrived after the sessions ot the conven~
tion, but has a bearing upon it5 deliberations and work in future.
"Persian Colony, Haiia.
April 13, 1927,"
"The Montreal Spiritual Assembly,
c/o 1\1 rs. :\!. Maxwell.
Dear Spiritual Brothers and Sisters:
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to ackno\'Illedge the receipt of your letter
dated "larch 18th. He hopes and
prays that through your endeavors and
the )''1aster's ever shm'l..ering blessing::;
you will succeed to make 01 this first
convention held in Canada a true and
brilliant success; that the result of the
conferences will be to begin a new era
in the spiritual life of that land and
hoist the flag of peace and brotherhood
as never before.
There are some important questions
that await immediate settlement and
we hope that the deliberations made
there will gi ve them a true and final
solution. In short the eve of the
Baha'i world is now anxiou~<;ly following the steps you are raking and the
decisions you are to attain.
The members of the ~.rastcr·s familv
are all well and J'oin in wishinnvo~
b
the greatest success. Their only hope
rests in seeing the friends set aside
their petty differences and in one accord and with a firm determination
carry the hurdens bequeathed to them
by thtlr dear ~Iaster.
.
Yours in His Service,
(Signed) RUB! AFXA:-i."'
(".-\dded in Shoghi Effendi's handwriting)
.. ~Iy dear and valued Co-worker:
I fear this letter will reach you afte1'
the closing of the convention, but 1
hope that it will serve to assure VOll
of the necessity of adopting for future
conVentions the essential methods of a
full, frank and unhampered consultation between the )J"ational As:-;emblv
and the assembled delegates. 1t is the
vital duty of the delegates to uiThurden
their hearts, state their grievances, disclose their views and explain their motives. 1t is the elmv of the National
.-\s::;emhly to give ea~rnest, [Jrompt and
prayerful consideration to the views
of the delegates, weigh carefully their
arguments and ponder ,their considered
~udgments, before they resort to votand un~ertake to a~rive at a JeciSIOn accordlllg to the dtctates of their
conscience. They should explain their
motives and not dictate; seek information and invite discussion.
~

G!g

\Vishing you the fullest success,
(Signed) SHOGH!."
Received Wlay 9'h, 1927.
The total number of delegates '''''as
ninety-one. The shortage from ninetyfn:e was due to no responses being receIved from J..l iami, Fla.; Afontclair,
~. ].; Cincinnati, 0.; and Pittsburgh.
Pa, Thirty-two delegates answered
present to roll-call; the others voted
by wire, meeting in their respective
cities at given points for this sen-ice.
Leg<u Organisation of the N. S. A.:
Mr. Lunt reported for the Legal Committee ot which he is secretary. Titie
to the Temple and other property
should be held by the )I, S. A. under
volunt."lry tru~t, the form of legal organization aclopted on the :Ma},Aower,
which is a voluntary association. or
merely a ...vriting out into leg"al form of
the functions oi the ~ational Spiritual
Assembly, the local spiritual assemblies and the individual believers, under instructions which have been given
us by the Guardian and which we have
carried o"ut -in the process of our work.
"N 0 body incorporated for religious
purposes in the state of Illinois can
hold title to more than twenty' acres
of land. This would take care- of onr
holding-s in Chicago, but not of the
several hundred acres at Green Acre.
The proposal is for the ~~. S. A. to
appoint trustees to hold to its use title
to the said properties. An indenture
of trust has been prepared by the legal
committee and when this indenture is
executed and the three trustees appointed, copies will be sent om to the
various as-::.emblies,
r
~vlr. ).fills reported Shoghi Effendi
as believing- that it \.... L1l he \"ell if some
of the land on ~Iount Carmel be he,d
definitely in the name of the )J. S. A,
of America.
This cable message was received
from Shogbi Effendi: "Affectionate
remem brance Ridvfll1 Festival. Ardently praying America's national representatives and clelegates to 19th convention may hy f~rvor of their love
and the soundness of their deliberations inaugurate ncw cycle of unprecedented achievement."
:1Ir. Carl Scheffler, Treasurer.
quoted from a letter written hy Ruhi
A.fnan and signed by Shoghi Effencli:
"I am anxious to learn of the response
of the friend:,; to the plan for unified
action ::;ince Tune 30th. I attach extreme importance to it and 1 ...vish you
to concentrate vour efforts on this ~o
as to insure i-is -success. So much that
is vital depends upon this plan. \Ve
must at all cost make it a success, for
its failure would be a reRection U]X>l1
the Cause and would delay indefinitely

3
the construction of the Temple. Exert every effort along this line and
rest assured oi my constant prayers
lor the success of your efforts." This
letter 120ntained the check of ShorThi
Effendi for $95.00, his monthlv c~n
tribution, and stated that evc~ythinlJ
e1.se should be given secondary i"mpor~
tance to the plan for unified action.
Shoghi Effendi again writes March
23, 1927, that it is most discouraging
that after one year the friends have
not been able to contribute the desired
sum to the national fund. If this condition shoul~ not change the Temple
~ork WIll stll! be put off and the prestige of the Cause will gr~atly suffer.
He asks that the friends he satisfied
\vith a~ivitjes .mentioned in the plan
for umfied actIOn. He also mentions
that Green Acre promises to be the
educational center for the vounoBaha'is. He urges that all beftever~
arise to support the budget plan a::i
they have never done before and assure its triumph. If each of the fifteen hundred believers contrihute an
average of $9.00 per month the budget would be taken care of. \Ve should
normally receive S162,OCM) in three
years in order to carry out what Shoghi Effendi refers to 'in letters, This
\".-ould allow us to accumulate $4CXl000 at the end of three years. This
,. . .m enable us to accumulate in three
years almost as much as has been accumulated during the past seventeen
years.
TVorld Unity Conferences:
':\[r5.
Florence R. Morton reported that
these conferences have been held in
sixteen large eastern cities. All leading scholars of these cities ,"vere invited to speak regardless of race, colo:and creed. Science, education and religion have united in these conferences .
In some of them the Baha'i name and
teaching were given directly, but as a
rule thev are the indirect method of
teaching: In a letter to 1\-1r. ~IcDaniel
Shoghi Effendi approved the indirect
method of teaching the cause, statingthat thev should try any method which
promise~ success, supe;..."sed by the K.
S. A.
Mrs. Kehler amplified the
above report, saying that in the Orient,
in teaching, people are first attracted
to the ::\{anifestation and afterwards to
His teachings. Here thev are first attracted to the principles ~ of the cause
and then arriYe at a knowledge of the
Manifestation. She told of a world
unity council organized in Chicago and
meetings every six weeks and called
into being by the series of wodd unity
conferences held in various cities.
:Mrs. j:[ariam Haney, a delegate
from \Vashing'lon, told in graphic lan-
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guage oi the mighty confirmations and the younger generation. ';)Jew condiextraordinarv success which atLended tions teach llew duties." \Ve are topreparation for a world unity confer- day in the presence of dangers greater
ence in \Vashington \ ...·herein tt'achings than humanitv has ever faced and
and message \'I,'cre to Ltc given directly there is aothi~g that can save us but
and under Bahi'i auspices, how noted the religion that has found e.."\.pression
dergymen opened their churches and in these great Prophets of God. All
distinguished speakers were "Tilling to great religions began aright, but pride!
serve. In behalf of the \Vashington egotism and selfishness have call::::ed
spiritual assembly she expressed re- them to die. Let us pray that the
gret that through some misunderstand- Spirit of God may take possession of
ings these plans had been held in abey- our hearts! as men and women that
have reached the Seventh Valley and
ance.
in their lives have learned the mean~liss Ransom, daughter of ~I rs.
Kehler, brought greetings from a lit- ing of the utter annihilation of self
tle group of Baha'i students at Vassar for the sake of GDd's Glory.
:rdrs. Elizabeth Greenle~f made a
College, She was gladly received.
National Teaching Program.: Com- touching plea for tolerance, liberality
mittee ::\1r. :McDaniel. chairman, ::"\1e5- and breadth of vision in the cause.
dames Greenleaf and IvIax\. . ell, The She recalled three successive mesreport of 11r. McDaniel was read by sages oi '..:'\bdu'l-Baha to her over a
';\1r,s. l\{axwell: It recommended that succession of years: ';Be patient ["
compilation and classification of the "Be divinely patient!" "Be magnifiteachings be assigned to "'Iarions believ- cently patient!" During twenty-four
ers throughout the country. There years 'Abdu'l-Baha himself \\>'as pawere also messages from Shoghi Ef- .. tient with an enemy, whom He at
fendi, in effect that the believers length by His patie~ce \"on· over to
throughout the country are the foun- the Cause.
P-lIblicitv Committee: The report
rain head of all teaching activities of
every kind whatsoever and that the of I'drs. Smyth ",vas read and placed
~
two Pmethods, direct and indirect, are on file.
~lr. I1:Iills said that the friend~ 111U.::it
so doseh' related that they \"r'ill function side bv side. and th;t the Con- get behind Shoghi Effendi and lighten
firmations ~f Bahii'u'l1ah are with the as much as possible the mountain of
direct methods and also \v1th the world cares that rests upon his shoulder::,.
.\lr. Randall asked a returned Ameriunity conference activities.
can
pilgrim v.... hether he had informa:Y.1r. Vail reminded us that 'Abdll'1Haha had said, Do not say anything tion as to ","hen Slloghi Effendi would
to startle or amaze people. Give all ("ome to }".merica. This pilgrim rethe principles a't every public gather- ported that the answer of Shoghi Efing, but in a public meeting do not fendi t9 this question \vas, "\Vhen you
give the station of the :Y.:Ianifestation. have learned to obey the National SpirThese teachings sh.ould be given in the itual Assemllly."
:\1r. Scheffler made another strong
methods of the 1Iaster Himself and
not in ours. If given in onrs we shall j)lca for the plan of unified action, esattract people only of our tempera- pecially in behalf of the Temple. "We
ment. Ii given in the ~[as[er's meth- are trying with econolllY to keep down
expenses and to overcome the hostility
od they will be powerfuL
Dr. John Herman Randall addressed of the neighborhood surrounding the
[he convention: 1ly connection with Temple. The founda:ion in its presthe cause dates back' to 1908. Bah~l.ism ent form stands as a reproach to the
is a new spirit and must extend. to all Cause and unless the believers make
the churches. It is not a new name, every sacrifice to raise the needed
not a new organization, hut a new funds to enable building to begin again
.-:pirit to bring '-'us all into fellowship. the Temple Committee is powerless."
::VIr. Vail: Shoghi Effendi writes:
It is the letter that killeth but the spirit
that liveth. There is a common spir- "Will you please impress upon the be·
itual unity beneath all religions. \Ve liever5 the vital spir-itual obligation of
should be converted from the sectarian sustaining the budget, as this -is the
religions or the past into the eternal only feasible way of fulfilling the Master"s dearest wi'sh, the gradual buildreligion of today.
ing
of the ~.,.rashriq!ul Adhkar ?'j
The scholar of today is through with
Dr,
BagdaJi: "The 1-faster between
the creeds of the day and he feels that
the only true religion which can save 1919 ann 1920 often ,poke about thi,
the world is one that can bring all Temple. One day at Aqa, pointing at
races and nations together in the spirit the clmrch he said, 'Look at this
oi cooperation, fellowship and love. church. For the past 1340 years tbis
The religion of nnity is growing among bell has been rung in the name of

Christ tll this 1-fohammedan city at
Aqa., ~he. most fanatical city against
Chnstlan:ty; but this church defied all
their f.ana.ticisll1. If this church di{.:J:
not eXIst 111 Aqa the name of O1iist"
would have been forgotten. See how
important are the stones of this
church!' '!
"11,e tirst ~1ashriq'lll Adhkar built
\vas calIed Koa. He said it was built
of the leaves and branches of the palm
trees, very small and very insignificant;
but because it was the first, today it is
the greatest of all throughou't the
world. Therefore the first Baha'i
Temple in i\.merica wilt have a farreaching effect because it is the first
in the Occident. On another occasion
He said, 'Even one room, if it is butIt
today and is called a temple will have
11lore effect than the greatest temples
built in future. Consider the friends
in the East, the Baha'is in Persia, Turkey and Russia, how nothing could
unite them but the Mashriq'ul Adhkar.
When that was built it became the
cause of unity and harmony among
the friends and the American Baha'is
will never become united until their
Temple is built.' In Persia there is
a temporary temple called a :Y.Iashriq 'ul
Adhkar. \Vhen· ever a traveller arrives he is made welcome. You people want to build one temple, Why
do you not build it? It is not permissible to Jela y longer."
Election of NC'L~t N. S. _-1.: Se\'entytwo persons were placed -in nomination. Five ballots \vere required to •
complete the election, the balloting for
which on motion of l\[r. Lunt, was
beg-un on the .. second day. This resulted, after the ne\,,· bod\ ~lati met
and organized, as follows:~ Allen B.
McDaniel, chairman; Roy C. Wilhelm,
'vice-chairman; Horace Holley, secretary; Carl .scheffler, treastlrer: 1Iesdames Florence R. ~Iot1on, l\·lav ~lax
well and Amelia Collins, :\Ies;rs. Alfred E, Lunt and Louis G. Gregory,
Inter-Racial Amit'\! Com-mittce: The
Executive Secretaf); reported. the recent amity convention held in \Vashington which was arranged, as stated
un the program, by the N atio~'j':l! lilterracial Committee of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada. and was
"ery successfuL The first amity convention was held in \Vashington, under
instructions of 'Abdu'l-Baha in 11av,
1921. It received a mighty confirmation. Springfield, }Iass., ).Jew Yark,
Philadelphia and Dayton, 0., have {':\
since had . similar conferences, Jt is~
fervently hoped that this spirit. fulfil1ing the ,,~shes of 'Abdu'l-Baha, will
.::pread throughout i\merica.
~f rs. Edwina Powell, a recent pil-
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grim at Haifa: Shoghi Effendi wishes
us to give unqualified obedience to and
~ave unswerving faith in the Kational
\,~..:.,?piritual Assembly, because they are
. directed by spiritual forces. J Shoghi
Effendi believes the next wa[ will
probably see the dark skinned people
arrayed against those of the white skin.
On the west coast of this country \ve
have the Japanese problem and ill1:he
SOl1th the :J.[exican and )J egro problems. Ir is not enough that \ve share
our halls ~rith different na::ionalities,
but the hour has come for Baha'is to
take a different attitude tm'tarrl this
matter. It is our duty to recognize
social equality as well as spiritual \Ve
should invite these people into our
homes and associate with people of all
nations of the world. recognizing them
as souls, not as Japanese, Chinese,
X egroes, etc, This Shag-hi Effendi
believes that the Baha'is of .<\merica
have not fully accomplished_ If we
eta this, then \vhen this world trouble
comes America should so act that it
may be saved to carryon some great
\"tork. The working out of the racial
problem is the most important thing
in this country today, Since visiting
Palestine we have become a ...vare of the
immense spiritual power ready to be
released in-to the world today and the
Baha'is are looked at to become the
channels for this PoweL
Mrs_ :1.1. C. Oglesby, another recent
pilgrim at Haifa: \Ve had a wonderful
visit with -Shoghi Effendi. \Ve are
not the same people as before we went
away. Shoghi Effendi asks, "HOI\'
man v colored believers are in the centers? \Vhy are there not more? Are
they not made welcome?"
\Ve are a sensitive people and have
been looking for flaws_ It is vital that
the black man must enter the cause,
not for the safety of the colored group,
but for the safetv of the world_ If
these two groups ~join hands the cycle
is rounded and everything else will adjust itself.
When the white people
find that Baha'is welcome black people to full participation in friendship
this fact will attract whites to the
cause, The world is looking to set
what the Baha'is in America will do
with the black people and we must not
talk about it, but actually practice
brotherhood_
),.Iany ql1estion:; came up. but time
after time Shoghi Effendi came back
to the color problem and said. that thi~
r~,·\_~'as the vital thing in America.
He
~aid that on everv committee there
should he at least ·one colored Baha'j
even if the same per::;on had to be used
over and over. Study the needs of the
cause and then you will understand

l~lat the black man is neetled in C0111;l1ittees to e..'Xpress his vie\""'poim in order that the chasm Illay be bring-ed.
Shoghi Effendi said that he hoped that
this would be done in this assemblv
even i { there was bur one drop o~f
(ulm-ed b'lood_ Shoghi Effendi told
llle to force a_n understanding of the
paramount importance of turning to
this issue at once and when VOll do
this you are standing upon the
strength of his prayers.
Baha'is have faults and the co:ored
people are looking for them. During
our investigation of the cau::;e i ( \ve
had found Mr_ and Mrs_ Ober oft dutv
once ,\'.re should have been lost. The~'
\vere our ,,,-hite teachers. Thev hav~
never been off duty. So we became
strong enough to t~lrn our eyes from
man to God, \Vhen our Bah;i'i friends
can hold up a light that "..ill draw peo!)le against their wi11s, that is the
pm"r'er that ","ill attrac~ the \"hite people to the cause.
A story is told that complaints were
made to },{ohammed about a certain
colored crier; but :J.Iohammed sa:d that
he would rather have t:1e colored man
with all his defects because he had the
,ove of God in his heart and if people
felt that love, the spiritual call would
be heard in the soltL The need of the
cause in America is the call of the
heart and it can never be given save by
those who have suffered and who have
been trained in the wav of sacrifice
and humility.
.
Dr. Bagdadi read his letter from
Shoghi Effendi, just received:
r'I\Jy dear and precious Co-worker:
I desire vou to redouble vour efforts"
in conne~tion with the p;omotion of
inter-racial amity and understanding.
Urge the believers to shmv more affection, confidence, fellowship and loving
kindness to the colored helievers. ).Io
trace of mistrust, no sense of superiority, no mark of discord and aloofness should characterize the relations
of the white and colored believers,
They should openly, bravely and sincerely follow the example of our Beloved and banish prejUdice from their
hearts_ May He reinforce and bless
your efforts in such an important field
of work."
(Signed) SHOGHL
Dr, Bagdadi continued: 1n ApriL
1920, I was ill the presence of 'Abdu'lBaha, when a letter cOme from a Chicago believer saying that her house
had been bombed, He remarked: "[
told the Americans that the white and
colored people should be united, otherwise there will be bloodshed_ Until
the past year ·America did not have
enemies, Certain nations are now

5
ellemies and will combine with the colured people in America. Americans
are heedless of this .• The devastation
of America will come. The bombing
and lynching are the first raindrops of
the storm and now it is time for the
.-\mericall people to arise and stem the
~ide. "
The convention directed by special
vote that l'drs, Oglesby's address and
Ihe other instructions on inter-racial
amity brought by these friends should
be clrr.ulated 50 that all the believer:o:;
111igh t have a copy.
Star of the H-! est: 11rs. Haney read
the report of :J.Ir. :J.IcDaniel, bt~sines:;
manager. It vl"as accepted. She asks
that all who have anything to say
:.;huuld write articles. as in this wa\"
writers are discovered and new idea~...
are brought to light,
Mashriq'u[ Adhkar: )'Ie.<5rs_ Kelson
and Scheffler again spoke. the former
urging that building be immediately
started and the latter that each delegate should return to his assembly
and support the -Cnified Action Plan,
in such a way that each believer will
find himself contributing not only his
share. but double, We should also
urge those who have any extravagance
to remove 'it and thus CUt expenses in
two.
lIr. Bourgeois: I suggest ground
be levelled, also quick groVw"ing trees
be planted_ For places that need filling in we may advertise for dirt to be
dum'ped, I am now over seventy and
may be soon incapacitated_ Should I
not be put to work on plans for the interior decoration? ::\'lrs. \Vhite is one
of the most enthusiastic workers for
the Temple.
MEMBERS OF HOLY HOUSEHOLD: Dr. Susan L :'Ioodv chanted
and gave the friends. from her notebook, the names of members of the
Holy Household as \,,· .. itten out for
her -bv Foodsi, son of CiIirza Yahya,
Haifa; Palestine. "av.-Dec,. 1924:
Baha';yih Khan urn
3foneereh Khanum
Ziya Khanum
Ivlirza Hadi Shirazi
Hazad Shag-hi Effendi Rabbani
Ruhangise Khanum Rabbani
Niehrangise Khanum Rabbani
Hussien Effendi Ra·bbani
Riyaz Effendi Rabbani
Tooba Khanum
!'dirza 1Iohsen Afnan.
Ruhi Effendi Afnan
Soraya Khanum A fnan
Toheib Effendi Afnan
FoaJ Effendi Afnan
Ruha Khanum
~(jrza Jalal
Maryam Khanum Shahid
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~lonilJ ElIendi Shahid
Zaha Khanum Shahid
Zahr. l-':hanum Shahid
HaS6an EITendi Shahid.
!\[onaver Khanum
Ahmed Yazdi
The secretary read interesting extracts from a letter of )"Lrs. Fiorence
SchopRocher, India, who had made ~he
first air trip from London to Cairo
and from Cairo to India, where she
had wonderful contacts \vith Brahmins
and other intellt.·{:tuals and found
great capacity among them for the
Baha'i message and teachings. This
letter was given' to the editors of the

Star for a special article on '\Irs.
Schopftocher's travels in the Orient.
U'"orld Unity ConfercnCfs: I\lr. }\lfred Vv Martin addressed the convention: The work of unifying the \vorld
must be done 110\\' and it matters little under \vhat \vord or label it is done.
Practice is the best teacher in tht: steps
to be taken in this v·/Ork. I know nor
hmv long the spirit of militarism \',rill
drive the nails of war into the hands of
humanity. The people of the world
want quick results. Christian scientists want health quick; socialists \',,:ant
good government quick; but the higher·
the ideal the more slowly it will develop. The human race "",ill have to
struggle a long time yet, "looking upward, \.... orking out the beast" and letring the ape anu tiger die; and not only
the ape and tiger, but also the fox, the
vulture and the peacock. Patience is
needed. \Ve also need a ne\,,~ conception of justice based upon what is distinctive in every human type.
Passing of Mrs. Ivcs: ~1r. Lunt
announced the passing of II,·1rs. Kate
I ves, for so many years a stalwart and
firm servant of the Cause and of her
funeral at Green .-\cre where she resided. ~lessrs. Randall and Ober also
paid tribute to her heroic sen'ices during t~e years. :JIrs. French read a
prayer for the departed,
Green Acre: Circulars "vere distributed with plans for the world unity
conference) the amity convention, the
".:orld unity institute and Baha'i meetings for teaching to be held at Green
Acre this summer,
The executive
Committee which laid these plans consisted of Mrs. Morton, Messrs. Holley
and Khan.
The rVord Assembly: ~jr. ~lills
stated that local spiritual assembly and
),Jational Spiritual Assembly were
terms that refer to the actual groups
of nine and not to the Baha'i community. He also brought me!'sages frOIll
Haifa and told very interesting' .stories
about the complexities and progress of
the cause in the Orient.
T

,

Jfr. JIifls at Hlrito: \\'e met eycry
lllorning aiter brcakL-l:'l in the workshop of Shoghi Effendi, (Ill the top
of the large hOllse occupied by '.Abdu'1Bahi during the last years of his life.
1; sually Shoghi Effendi had already
read his mail "..hen I ::ia\." him and he
would ask one or the other to an~wer
certain letters. which when returned
to him were either approved or
amended. Here is the center of our
planet socially speaking. Papers will
,he on file concerning world matters in
this center not heretoto:-e possible.
Shoghi Effendi \Yorks mercilessly,
reg-clrdless of sleep, meals, etc.. and it
is the constant wish of the family to
get him to take reasona'ole exercise in
the open air. He sometimes took "valks
which were devoted to serious; talks
and just as in the study, all his walking hours are given to severe mental
labor. Again and again he broke down
under it. ~one of u::. could stand it.
The ::\iaster has brought him through
... and he handles problem::i arising with
a sinceritv. force and decision that
bring joy ~ to everyone, and in his remarkable letters bring results to us
here. His executive abilitv is marvelous, The East and \Vest are curiouslv united in him. His mind and
methods are "vestern ann his spirit has
[hat subtle profundity which i::; the inheritance of the East \vith all the
spiritual thought. His pO\\"er, energy
and decision is one of the most impressive things of all and when a decision is made his unswerving policy is
very inspiring and gratifying when
you think that he stands in the center
every reactionary inlluence in the
world which he holds ;n check. He
withstands these numerol1S attacks
continually. Gibraltar is, a shiiting
sand compared with the mind of Shoghi Effendi when made up.
He is coordinating the property
holdings upon lI.-1t. Carmel to protect
the Shrine and surrounding properties. He was gra.tified at responses received, ,:,..hich, however, began to embarrass him and finally he asked that
no more money be s~nt. He is engaged with precautions to safeguard
the property purchaseo with these
funds. Mr. Mills further explained
in detail certain Oriental problems
"vhich were follm'led \...'ith intense interest bv the friends. The reasons for
cenain ~ections of the \Vill and Testament of "Ahdu'l-Baha became very apparent. He spoke of the Pilgrim
House, the Egyptian situation, the
martxrdoms in Jarum and the Baghdad
matters \,,:ith great illumination, He
further said. On account of all these
pt'oblem:; on the heart of Shog-hi Ef-

of
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i ('1J(li j~ ; ... ill{ul11 bent l1pon [1:-; to see
that lloLitiltg (I f l1ail1l]Jortance is :->1111mitted to him, as he ~uffers from
strain, It is our p:-ivilege to help
much as possible to protect this won~""
deriul center which keeps us on 1he
right track of the \Vill of Cod and the
Court of Divine Unity.
Plea jor enity: \irs. Oglesby. before departure, left a message with
hiTs. Ober to be delivered to the convention.
Shoghi Effendi said our
heart3 are :0 lose all iines of demarcation, \Ve shoulJ. link up with the Jews
as "",itll the colored people, which is
("specially ner.essary in the Holy Land.
All these ,barriers can be overcome by
the fire of the love of Gael. We hav·c
the privilege of working with all our
hearts for the unity of the world of
lrumanitv.
r.,·1rs. ·Po.well, also a recent pilgrim,
added: There were 250 Jews on the
ship 'ryhich_ carried four pilgrims to
H.aifa. Mrs. Oglesby spoke to many
of these pilgrims with good effect.
The Jews are laying a material foundation in Jerusalem and bringing people highly educated and trained. The
American Je\vs are building beautiful
homes there. Shoghi Effendi urged
Ruhi Effendi, aged 27, to visit Green
Acre this summer. He has a western
education and is very well acquainted
with subjects to be discussed.
);lr. Lunt offered a resolution which
was carried. to transfer the title to the
Temple property from Baha"i Temple
"Unity to three trustees, ~ressrs. Allell
~lcDaniel, Rov Wilhelm and Carl
Scheffler.
~1r. Wilhelm, always thoughtful.
suggested that hereafter we discover
hO\\' many delegates of the colored or
other races are to attend the convention and for them arrange accommodations in advance so as to avoid embarrassing situations.
~-:I rs.
Ober
spoke in high eulogy of the marvelous
"\-'e!come accorded visiting friends by
those of Montreal.
Upon the retirement of the chairman and secretary to attend a meeting
of the N. S. A., ~1 r. Philip ::"Iarangella was called to the chair and 1\1rs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler elected secretary . pro tern. Led by the chairman
who has so clear a grasp of reality,
the convention held a most illuminating consultation about vital matters in
the cause. The teaching campaign in
western New York; "...·hat -constitutes
capacity in people; the value of indireet methods in teaching; the possi-V
bility of giving the Baha 'j 111eSsage
after "vodd unity conferences; such
Call fel'ence~ as leading up to the Baha'i
me:i'iage gradually, as suggested in let-
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ter of Shoghi Effendi, and the results
of J.,rl "'Lng the message hefore variolls

.f"'"'\-dubs were matters discussed until,
\ ._.upon motion of 1\'lr5, Herrick, the con- vention adjourned to meet the N. S.
A, at the home of ~Irs. J\·Iaxwell.
During the time of the convention
\Vorld Unity Conferences were held
as follows: Friday, April 29th, 8 P. M.
Ritz Carlton Hotel.
Chairman. :\1r. W. S. Maxwell
A.delress: The Creation of a Peace
Psychology, l\liss Agnes
\lcPhail, M. P.
,\(Idress: The Ideal of World Unit)',
Dr. John Herman Randall.
Saturday. April 30, 8 P. ~L
McGill L~niversity
Chairman, ~\lrr. Horace' Holley
.-\ddress: Rev. John Bevan, ~( A.
.-\<iciress: The )Jew Internationalism.
lIlr. Alfred W. Martin.
Sunday, l\-!ay 1st, 8 P. ),-1.
Church of the Messiah
Chairman. 1\1r. ~lol1ntfort }lills
Address: Finding God in a World of
Science. Professor Kirtlev F.
\[ather. Open Forum
Following these conferences a public meeting to convey the Baha"j message and teachings wa.;; held in the
\ \'indsor Hotel and attended by about

one hundred and twenty-five -people,
many of whom were inquirers. Addresses were made by }fountfort
~!ills, Albert Vail and Louis Gregory.
The talks appeared to be followed with
deep inter~st and many intelligent inquiries wefe made on the part of the
audience when the meeting was
opened to questions. The press conveyed notices that \vere accurate, intelligent and generous both of the convention itself and the public meetings.
Altogether, the experiences of the
nineteenth annual convemion ,..'ere
such as to make the hearts grateful and
to leave in memory a bright spot.
LETTERS FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
To the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the Gnited States and Canada:
Dearly-beloved friends:

Yo~r recent communications, dated

February 17 and ~·larch 2, 17 and 21.
have been received, and their perusal
has served to heighten my admiration
for the unflinching- determination
.:--.,WhiCh characterizes the concerted ef-

O

.... Qrts which you are exerting lor the
spread and consolidation of the Bahi'i

Faith.
I have also received and read ""lith
the keenest interest and appreciation

a copy
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for-

:l1u1ateci by the Natinnal Committee on

inter-racial amity and add-;esse<..l to all
the Spiritual Assemhlies throuO"hout

the United States and Canada. b This
moving appeal. so admirable in its ronception, so sOllnd and sober in its language, has struck a responsive chord
in my heart. Sent forth at a high:y
opportune moment in the evoll1:ion of
OUf sacred Faith. it has served as a
potent reminder of these ('hallenging
lssues which still confront in a neculiar
manner the American believers.'
As this problem, in the inevitahle
course of events. grm",,'s in aCLttenes:,
and complexity. and as the number of
the faithiul irom both races multiplies,
it will become inrreasitlgly evidem tha::.
the flltu~e grmvth and prestige 0 f the
Cause are bound to be inftllenced to a
very consideralJle degree by the manner in which the adherents of the
Rahft'i Faith carry out, first among
themselves and in their relations 'with
their fellow-men, those high standards
o E inter-racial amity so widdy proclaimed and so fearles.~lv exempEfied
to the American p<.."ople };y our ~:raster
·Abdn'l-Baha.
I direct my appeal ,,;ith all the earnestness and urgency that this pressing
problem calls for to every conscientious upholder of the uni~'ersal principles of the Baha'll'lbh to face .this
extremely delicate situation \vith the
hold ness: the decisiveness and wisdom
it demands. I cannot believe that those
whose hearts have heen touched bv the
regenerating influence of Gorl's ~rea
tive Faith in his dav will find it difficult to cleanse thei; souls from everv
lingering trace of racial animositv s~
subversive of the Faith they pro'£ess_
lIow can hearts that throb with the
love of God fail to respond to all the
implications of this supreme injunction of Bahtt'u'l'\a\ the unreserved acceptance of which, under the circumstances now prevailing in America,
constitutes the hall-mark of a true
Baha 'j character-:
Let every believer, desirous to \",itness the swift and healthy progress of
tile Cause of God, realize the two-fold
nature of his task_ Let him first turn
his eyes inwardly and search h-is own
heart- and satisf~' himself that in his
relations with hIS fellow-believers. irrespective oi color and c,lass, he is
proving himself iJ.,1creasingly loyal to
the spirit of his belo,'ed Faith. Assured and content that he is exerting
his utmost in a conscious effort to approach nearer every day the lofty station to which his gracious :\T aster summons him, let him turn to hi~ second
t.ask, and, with befi~ting confidence anJ

0-

vignr. fl:,sai; rhe d.::vastating power of
t[ll)=,c forces which in his own heart
he has already sllcceeded in subduing.
Fully alive to the unfailing efficacy of
the power of Bahi'u'll<lh, and armed
with the e!isential weapons of ,vise restrarint and inflexible resolve. let him
' ...·age a constant fight against the inherited tendencies, the corruptive instincts, the fluctuating fashions, the
false pretences of the society in which
:le lives and moves_
In their relations amongst them:;elves a;:; fellow-believers, let them not
be content \",1ith the mere exchange of
cold and empty formalities often C011nected ,,,,·ith the organizing at banquets.
receptions, consultative assemblies, and
lecture-halis_
Let them rather, a::.
equal co-sharers in the spiriwal benefits conferred upon them by Baha'u'ILth, arise and, with the aid ~and counsel of their local and national representatives, supplement these official
func~lons
with those opportunities
which only a close and intimate social
intercourse can adequately provide. In
their homes, in their hours of rela.'Xation and leisure, in the daily contact
of business transactions, in the assOciation of their children, whether in
their study-classes, their playgrounds.
and cluh-rooms, in short under all possible oircumstances, however insignificant they appear, the community of the
followers of Bahi'u'llah should satish'
themselves that in the eyes of the worlJ
at large and in the sight of their vigilant :\:faster they are the liying witnesses of those truths which He fond I\'
cherished and tirelessly championed
the very end of H1S days. If we relax
:n our purpose. if we fal~er in our
faith, if vote neglect the varied opportunities given us from time to time hy
an all-wise and g-racious .r..Iaster, we
are not merely failing in what is our
most vital and J:onspicuollS obligation,
but are thereby insem,ibly retarding the
flow of those quickening energies
w"ich can alone ensure the vigorolls
and speedy development of Goo',
struggling- Fa.ith_
I would particularly address my appeal to you, as the Trustees of God's
sacred Faith, to reaffirm by word and
deed the spirit and character of the
insistent admonitions of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
so solem1lly and so expiicitly ll':terell
in the course of His jOllrneys through
vour lanrl-a trust whkh it is vour
privilege and iunction to preserve' and
fortify_
),Ta"y the varied opportunities presented by the forthcoming assembly of
the friends at Green Acre this SUJl:mer-a place so admirably suited b
the realization of such a nobIe jdea~-

to
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be full" utilized to further this nobk
end. :!l.lay it, on one hand, serve to
banish once and for all every misgiving and mistrust as to the attitude that
should characterize the conduct of the
• members of the Baha'i Family, and,
on the other. SeTye to iamiJiarize the
in\'ited public \vith that aspect of our
Faith ''r-hieh. m'r-ing to the pressure ot
c.ircumstances, a
have illclined to

fe""

t

belittle or ignore.
It is my earnest hope and prayer that
the forthcoming gathering at Green
;-\cre, the program for ...vhieh has been
so carefully and judiciously prepared,
may serve as a testing ground for the
application of those ideals and standards that are the distinguishing features of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.
:\lay the assembled believer.s~no\,,- but
a tiny nucleus of the Baha'oj Commonwealth of the future-so exemplify
that spirit of universal loye and fellowship as to evoke in the minds of
their associates the vision of tJ1at future City of God whirh the almighty
arm of Baha'u'llah can alone establish.
Xot by merely imitating the e..xcesscs
and laxity of the extravagant age they
live in; not by the idle neglect of the
sacred responsibilities it is their privilege to shoulder; not by the silent
compromise of the principles dearly
cherished by 'Abdu'l-Baha; not by
their fear of unpopu1arity or their
dread of censure can they hope to
rouse society from ats spiritual lethargy, and serve as a model to a civilization the foundations of which the
corrosion of prejudice has well-nigh
undermined.
By the sublimity of
their principles, the warmth of their
love, the spotless purity of their character, and the depth of their devoutness and piety. let them demonstrate to
their fellow-countrymen the ennobling
reality of a power that shall weld a
disrupted world.
\Ve can prove ourselves worthy of
our Cause only if in our individttal
conduct and corporate l.ife we sedulously imitate the example of our belm·ed Master. Whom the terrors of
tyranny! the storms of incessant abuse,
the oppressiveness of humiliation,
never caused to deviate a hair's breadth
from the revealed Law of Baha'u'llah.
Such is the path of servitude, such
is the \va,· of holiness lie chose to
tread to the verv end of His life.
?\" othitlg shon o( the strictest adherence to His glorious example can
:-.afely stee-r ou!" course amid the pitfalls of this perilous age, and lead us
m to fulfil our high destiny.
Rai fa, Palestine, Your true brother,
SnOGHI.
i.pril \2, \927.

clear valued co-worker :~:
have
emphatically
appLaleJ
through a recent letter to the American
belie\'ers to banish il'om their hearts
and minds every trace of racial prejurli-ce~as an essential pre-requisite of
an effcctual campaign conducted by
t;1em on behalf of racial amity_ There
;s much to be accornpEsherl by them
as teliow-helievers before thev face the
olltside \vorld and claim the~ attention
[I [ their fellow-men, as the exponents
(If these sublime Teachings of Baha·u·lltth. I [rust they ,.,.-ill realize their
;-esponsihilities and resolve to ,,,,age
eternal battle \vith their natural instincts if they desire to ensure the efficae\' of their concerted effort.': in this
field.
Your true brot~cr,
SnOGHI.
Haifa, ::Vlay 9, 1927.
*,[ r. Allen B. \IcDaniel.
~h-
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To the Beloved of the Lord and the
Handmaids of the Merciful
Throughout the United
States and Canada
Dearly-beloved friends:
\Vith feelings of horror and indignation· I communicate to you the tale
of yet another tragedy involving the
shedding of the blood of a martyr of
the Faith on Persia ~s sacred soiL I
have before me, as I pen these lines,
'the report of the local Spiri:ual Assembly of Ardibll, a to\\'l1 ,:m the
north-east confines of the proylt1ce of
:\dhirbayj£m, not far di::.tant from
those hallowed spots where the Bab
suffered his last confinement and martvrdom. Addressed to the Kational
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Persia. this report recounts in simple
but mo\o"ing language the circumstances
that have led to the C'owarcUv crimE':
C'omrn..ltted in the darkness of the night
at ~be instigation of the fanatical
clergy~the deadliest opponents of the
Faith in that town_
Our martYred brother, Aminu'l'Ulama' bv ~ame had for some time
past becori'-Ie notorious in the eyes of
the ::VIuslim inhabitants of Ardib;l for
his tenacity of faith by openly refusing at every instance to vilify and renounce his most cherished convictiolls_
In the latter part of Ramadan-the
month associated with prayer, pious
deeds and fast:ng-his use of the public bath~that long-established institulion the amen~ties and privileges oi
which are as a rule accorded only to
the adherents of the l\-1uslim Faith~
had .served :0 inflame the mob. and to
provide a scheming instigator \vith a
pretext to terminate his life. In the
market place he was ridicttled and con-

dC1ll:1ec1 as all apo:,t<lte of the Faith of

!:-.lam, who, by bo;dly rejccting the [{;pl'atcd entreatie_:;; Sh,l~~'ered upon hin~'l
to exec-ate the Daha 1 name. bad law~
;
i utI)! incurred the penalty of immediate ,:~
death at the hands of eycry piolls upholder of the '\T uslim tradition.
1n :;pi~e of the dose stlJ'veillanct: e.xc;-ciscd Ly a body of guards stationed
a"o~lllu h;s hou~e, in response to the
i Il:ercessioll of his irit'llJS with the
local authorities, the treacherolls critll~l1al found his way into his home, and
on the night of the 22nd, of Ramadan,
corresponding with the 26th of !'.larch.
] 927, assailed him in a most atrocious
and dastardly manner.
Concealing
within the folds of his garment his
uilsheathed dagger~ he approacberJ his
victim and claiming the need of whi~
pering a confidential message in his
ears, plunged the weapon hilt-deep
i:lto his vita!s, cutting across his ribs
a1ld mutilating his body. Every ati.empt to secure immediate medical a:;sistance seems to have heen foiled by
malicious devices on the part of th-e
associates of this merciless criminal,
and the helpless victim after a few
hours of agonizing pain surrendered
his soul to his Beloved. His friends
and fellow-beLievers. alarmed at the
prospect of a fresh outbreak that
would inevitably result were his mortar remains to be accorded the ordinary
privileges of ,a decent burial, decided to
inter his bod v in one oi the two rooms
that served as his own dwelling, seeking thereby to appease the fury of an
unrelenting foe.
He leaves behind in desperate poverty a family of minors with no support but their mother, expectant to
bring forth her child, and with no hope
of relief from their non-Baha'i relatives in whose eyes thev deserve to be
treated on1y with the~ meanest contempt.
It appears from the above-mentioned report that the merciless assailant has been arrested. \vaiting, however, as has been the case with similar incidents in southern Persia. to be
sooner or later released under the pressure of briberv and intimidation sedu10llSly exerci~ed by an impenitent
enemy.
Dearest friends! Anv measure of
pUblicity the concerted ~fforts of the
Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies of tht:
\Vest. on whom almighty Providence
has conferred the inestimable benefit::.
of religious toleration and freedOmp
can accord to this latfst manifestatio', .of unbridled harbari:"m in Persia wil
be most opportune and yalnable. It
will, I am certain, confer abiding solace to those disconsolate sufferers \\'110
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w-ith sublime heroi:;m continue to up-

\:o,.·el! as Narional, and enable us to seek
guidance from the spirit rather" than
depend upon human methods and customs. If lve have faith in the divine
protection sustaining this Cause, we
may be sure that no useful qualities
will ·be long neglected, and that effective service ...vithout self-consciousness
or ambition will more and more establish the status of thos~ called upon to
hold responsible positions in the Cause.
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11 r:5" Frank 1\Joxey in SotIrh Orange,
ror the Baha'i services held for Ollr
devoted brother and faithful servant.
Mr. Frank ~[oxe}'. Bahi'i prayers and
Ta);kts \'lere read by ::VIr. Hooper
Harris and )'1r. r..lountfort }1ills.
The sen-ices of such Baha'i :5ouls
as ..\1r5. I ves and 1\'1r. J,Toxey deserve
and require detailed mention for the
permanent records of the Cause. The
X ational Assemblv desires to assist in
the publication 0/ a Baha'i Kccrology
A DAY OF PRAYER AND SUP- ~,,-hich can perpetuate these infinitely
precious lives of illumination and servPLICATION IN BEHALF OF
ice, and hopes that those best qualified
OUR OPPRESSED PERwill send in written accounts which
SHOGHI.
SIAN BROTHERS
may some day be suitably published
Haifa, Palestine.
for general distribution. The record
April 27, 1927.
In an effort to give full heed to the of all believers ,vho have passed on is
Guardian's appeal to the Spiritual As- sought.
GUARDIAN ADVISES ON MAT- semblies of the \Vest sent us in the
The following rderence to Baha'i
letter recounting the latest rnar,tyrdom funeral services is reprinted from a
TER OF NOMINATIONS
in Persia,' the l\ational Assembly has letter \vritten to the Spiritual Assem~
The question of how nominations taken the step of beseeching the friends blv of Kenosha bv Ruhi Ainan a few
for the office of member of the Na- throughout the Dnited States and m~nths ago: "If )~ou permit me I wish
tional Spiritual Assembly should be Canada to observe Saturday, July 9, to remind the friends that the fortieth
made in advance of the election. or the seventy-seventh Anniversary of riay after death has no special signifi~
whether anv form of nominations the ),Iartyrdom of the Bab, as a day cance.
Ii the :Master's .11emoriaI
should be adopted, has been discussed of supplication and prayer when re~ Service was held on the fortieth day
\,,-ithout permanent result at many an- lief shall be sought from the divine it was merely to conform to a local
Pmver for our brothers and sisters in custom prevalent among 11 uhammanual conventions.
The matter is nm.... detlnitelv settled the land of the :r,.Ianifestation.
dans, There is no reason ,.,.·hy it should
Will each local Spiritual ,\ssemhly be adopted as a general rule to be folill' Shoghi Effendi in a letter dated
assist in this endeavor by arranging a lowed bv the friends. Several such
~Iay 14. 1927, and sent to the Spiritual Assembly oi Akron. Ohio. We meeting for the friends in their Iocal~ case:'; ha~'e alreadv come to our atten~
are informed -by the secretarv of this ity on th~t day. l'day this latest tragic tion, of celebrati~ns held on the for~
.-\ssembly that ~the Guardian ~ receiyed event, yet likewise glo:-ious proof of tieth day, and we rear that gradually
a copy oi their circular letter setlt to the faith inspired by Bahi'u'llih, be it \vin become an established custom."
the culmination of that series of bloody
~~merican ;'\ssemblies on 1\larch 20
which urged that some system of act~ persecutions during \yhich the friends
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
vance nominations be adopted, and the of God have with such sacrifice \vritSERVING
PLAN
OF
ten
indelibly
the
record
of
their
love
following ...yords have reference to it:
UNIFIED ACTION
"I feel that reference to personalitie:'; into the life of the world!
The Xational A:';sembly has a;so ca~
before the election would gi've rise tli
The members of the )Jational ,\smisunderstanding
and
Ji:l1erences. bled the sum of fifty pounds sterling
sembiy
consider it a great privilege to
to
the
destitute
family
of
the
martyr
"\Vhat the friends should do is to get
thoroughly acquainted with one al:- in the name of the American Baha'is, announce that )'T r, Siegfried Schopother, to exchange views, to mix freely The matter of suitable publicity has tloche:- wi:l th:s year tra\'el among the
and discuss among themselyes the re~ been nlaced in the hands of a special American Dakt'i communities and in
ql1irements and qualifications for such comm"ittee. whose work \vill be brought hehalf of the Assembly bring a most
a membership ,,,,-ithout reference or ap~ to the attention of the friends at the important message concerning the
Plan of Unified Action.
plication, how·ever indirect, to partic~ earliest possible date.
Our brother deeply appreciates the
nlar individuals, \Ve should refrain
u:-gency or the appeal which on several
from influencing the opinion of others.
IN MEMORIAM
occasions ~he Guardian has addres::ied
of canvassing for any particular into the American Baha'is is for the
On
:.\Iondav.
~Iav
2.
the
long'
sufdividual, but should stress the T1eces~
iull '"pporl of this Plan, and the .",[ering
hody
'
O
'
f
M;s.
Kate
Ives
was
sity of getting fully acquainted with
scmbly hopes that it will be possible for
laid
to
rest
in
Eiiot.
:1Taine,
aitcr
many
the qualifications of melllbership re~
ferred to in our Beloved's Tablets and vears of remarkable service to the e. . . ery local Spiritual Assembly and
Baha'i group to arrang-e special meetof learning more abuut olle another Cause of Baha'u'llah. A Baha'i servings where ),1 r. Schopftocher can
read
at
the
home
of
:11rs.
Ives
ice
was
through direct, personal experience
s-peak to the believers.
rather than through the reports and bv Mr. William H. Randall of Boston.
His recent contact with Rah[l'i;;; of
The
news
of
her
departure
was
reopinions of 011i friends."-Your true
many foreign lands, his remarkable exceived
by
the
delegates
at
l\'lontreal,
'4,rother, Sho;;hi.
. ,; It is hoped that this lucid prescnta- who reverently heard tributes to J-:Irs . ecutive talent. his close association
with the Nationaf Bah[l'i administralon of the matter from the sDiritual I ves Lv Mr. Randall, JVIr. Harlan OLer
tion,
and above all his full-hearted deand
),[r.
}dired
E.
Lunt.
point of view ,,:ill remo .... e all 'misun. The friends of Newark and vicinity votion to the wt:,hes and instructions
der,::,tandings ill connectioll with the
holding o~ all Bah;L'j election:i, local a:'i on May 11 gathered at the home of of Shoghi Effendi, combine to enclow

hold the traditions u f their beloved
Faith. Our one weapon lies in our
Qrayerful efforts, intelligently and pcr':"'sistently perstIed, to arouse by every
means at our disposal the conscience
of unheeding humanity, and to direct
the attention of men of vision and authority to these incredibly odious acts
which in their ferocity and frequency
cannot but constitute in the eyeS of
every fair-minded observer the grayest
challenge to all that i::: sacred and precious in OUf present day civrilizat:un.
Your true brother,

q
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)'Ir. Schopflocher's journey (taken at
I his own expense) \"r'ith exceptional facilities for Bah;i~i service.
Letters and report:..;; already rccciyed
prove that his talks. 011 the subject of
the Plan of unified Action, ha\;e been
gratefully recei-,,'ed, and have profluced
splendid results, in the Baha 'j communities of :;..rew York, \Vest Englc\"r'ooJ,
Philadelphia, Washington, D, c', Chicago, Urbana, \Vilmette, Evanswn,
Oeveland, Buffalo and Geneva. During the course of the year ::'dr, SchopRocher will travel to the Pacific Coast,
and noti iy each local secretary of his
itinerary. V"oluntary action of this
character. taken after consultation and
grateful approval of the K ational AsseIll-hI", sho\'\'s Baha'i lovaltv at it:::
hei>t. ~
- ~

QUESTIONS REFERRED
THE NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY

TO

The correspondence oi the ~atiot1al
.\ssembly, and {he personal experience
of some of its members, sho\",,'s the
need to take up certain matters with a
..."jew to ans\vering questions raised
here and there among the friends.
Regarding the notes taken by pilgrims at Haifa. The Guardian has
stated that he is umvilling to sign the
notes of any pilgrim, in order that the
literature consulted bv the believers
shaH not he unduly extended by material dealing usually \vith locaf conditions or secondary phases of Baha'i
administration. This means that the
notes of pilgrims do not carry the authority resinent in the Guardian's letters sent over his own signature. On
the other hand, each pilgrim brings
back information and suggestions of
a most <)reCous charaoter, and it is the
privilege of all the friends to share in
the spiritual results of these visits.
In answer to an inquiry sent to the
Guardian over a year ago, the instruction was received through one of his
secretaries that membership in a local
Baha'i community is conditional upon
actual residence. Following this specific statement, the Xational Assembly
incorporated the decision in the recently published By-Laws. The full,
text of the By-Laws has been sent to
the Guardian, \'rho \...·ill doubtless send
any fresh instructions or explanations
that may be required. Until definite
word on this subject is received from
Shoghi Effendi, the National Assembly feels unwilling to take any further
action in the matter and trusts tha,t the
friends will not permit this or any
other detail to cause unhappiness or
confusion.

The By-La\vs also iollmo,.· the ~pe
cific instructions of the Gua:cEall.
given 11S in his general letters on sev~
eral occa:,:ions, that local Spiritual :\5semhlies are to be elected '''''here the
number of bclievcrs exceeds Iline.
Obviously, an electioll cannot be held
if each person is obliged to yote ior
himself, as 1:1is removes the possiLility oi choice. However, we are informed that one of the friends has received a letter from the Guardian statinR tha.t where there arc exactly nine
believers. neither more nor less. these
rnav constitute themselves a local
Spiritual Assembly; a provision ,yhich
does not oppose but supplements the
original provision. This matter also
has been referred to· the Guardian for
full explanation. \Vhile que.stions of
. voting membership are dependent upon
definite regulations in the realm oi administration, spiritual association can
he continued llI1interrnptedly and
calmly in cases involving the ahove ;:\'.,..0
....c;ituatlons pending ti.nal solLttion from
Haifa.
The Temple building fund. The
Plan of unified Action pub;ished in
January, 1926, establishes a Temple
building fund ,(0 be supplied from donations received over and above those
amounts required for current Baha'i
activities in other fields, according to
a budget formuhted \vith respect to
the needs oi the activities as a whole
and printed in the text oi the Plan.
The Temple building fund represents
our collective obligation to raise $400,000 beiore, according to the Guardian's cablegram received shot·tly aiter
the Convention held at Green Acre in
1925, building operations can be resumed. Since experience proves that
the normal impulse of the frjend~ is
sufficient to maintain the current act:vl~ies, but is not yet pm·,red :'11 enough
to supply the surplus required to make
ttP .the S+OO,OOO. the )J'ational Assembly can meanwhile only express its devotion to the success of the Temple
building i llnd hy voting as much a::.
possible into that fund from the
amount on hand as reported mOI1-:hly
bv the treasurer. The K ational Assembly informs the friends that it has
recorded its intention to do this in the
minutes of the meeting held in )Jew
York on June 4. 5 and 6, and \\0';11 spare
no effort to increase the Temrle building fund in snch a manner throughout
the Year.
This action means that
strjct~ economv will be o~served in yoting appropriations for other branches
of the work, hut does not of course
affect the original principle of the Plan
of Unified Action that surpluses o~!er
and above the stated minimum needed

f or current work automatically with-

~Jl1t an}' vote, go into the Tel11pj~ buildlng fund. Un the other hand, economy and wisdom,. \\'hile leading- to that::""""'\,
confidence OLl which sacrifice is based, JI
cannot of them.-:.elves rellledy difficulties caused by.' lack 01 sufficient con:ri·butions.
A IH~\"'" magazine, "\Yorld Unity."
This magazine represents an effort ~on
the part of some believers, in cooperation with many others \"'ho are not beEevers, to create a monthly periodical
capable of reflecting- the ideal of 'world
unity throughout the general pUblic.
I t is not, from .the administrative point
of view, a Baha'i activitv. It does not
seek to represent the Baha'i Cause nor
does i! i~lvolve any responsibility upon
the 1\ anonal Fund. The individual
believer is free to subscribe to it, or to
write for it, just as he is free to do so
ill the case of any public magazine, but
110 be:iever has any 'Sr:ritual or tllaterial obligation in the matter beyond
his O\,,"'n voluntary decision and' per~otlal interest.
The magazine is published by a business corporation incorporated in the State oi New York.
Its aim is ,to assist in promoting those
general principles and ideals of unity
which are capable of creating a .more
favorable environment for the spread
of the great Message. The Baha'i
~lagazine, Star of the West, is the sole
Baha'i magazine published in the
Lnited States and Canada under the
supervision of the X ationa] Spiritual
~\.sse-mbly and at the expense (when
necessary) of the K ational Fund. The
Star of the West received the blessing of 'Abdu'l-Bah~l and His assurance of unique success. The power of
the :!\Iaster's assurance, and the effect
of the Guardian's 1Dving cooperation,
can never be altered nor annulled. The
privilege and duty of the friends is to
subscribe to the Star, promote its circulation. cOn!ribute to its pages, and
hold it in the highest esteem as the
pure mirror of the creative '\Vord.
There are many thousands of peop1e
now outside the Cause who are imbued
with some vision of world unity and
seeking some medium promoting that
vision ill a way which ~orresponds to
their present understanding and development. To reach such people, and
serve them. is the purpose of the
magazine ",Vorld Unity," and such a
purpose deserves at least the sympathetic understanding and good \'\o'ishe:;
of all who call themselves Bah{~ 'i:-;.

<)
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injunctioE of :-\bdu'l-Baha. to teach
utlceasing-ly until the "head corner stolle
From Letters of Shoghi Effendi
of the f()unclation" af the Cause of
Cod is firmly e:;.tablished in every
(Continued)
heart, Let t!'tose '.vhose time. resource:;.
and means allow, travel throughout the
\Vith [his Y15Lon clearly set before: hearers. Let LIS tou uear in milld the ~ellgth and breadth oi that yast conus, and fortified by the k~10wledge of example which our :)c:o\'ed .:o..la:':er tinent, let them scatter to the l11o.st
the gracious aid of Bahi'u'llah and the has dearh, set before L1~. \ ri.:'.e and
distant regions of the earth and, fired
repeated assurances of ..:\bdu'l-Bahi, tactful in ~ His approach. wakeful and v. . ith enthusiasm and detachment. hand
Jet us first strive to live the life and attentive in His early imercot:.rse. on the torch of God's unrlying flame to
then arise with one heart, one mind, broad and lihe:-al in all 'His pllb:ic llt~ the waiting multitudes of a sadlyone voice. to reinforce our number::; terances, cautious and gradual in the srricken-\vorld.-June 3, 1925_
and achieve our end. Let us recall, unfolding of the essential verities of
Hitherto the Xational Convention
and seek on this sad occasion the com- the Cause, pas::iionate in His appeal yet has been primarily called together for
fort of, the last wishes of Ollr departed sober in argumem, conrldem in tone, :he consideration of the various cirlll1s\',;erving in conviction, dignified in
yet ever-watchful j.iaster:cumstances attending the election of the
"It behom'ctlt them -not to rest {or a His ma;mers-5uch \vere the distiu- ::';ational Spiritual As::.embly. 1 feel,
moment, neithe-r to seek repooft'. "Tirey gllishing features of Ollr Beloved's no- hmvever, that in view of the expan.:;ion
n;..ust disperse tlumrseh'cs in c.'er.v ble presentation of the Cause 0 f Bahit- and the growing imponance of the ad'u·lla:1.-Xovt:mber 2+. 192+.
land, pass by e'L'ery dime, (lmd tra'i.'f'l
mini:.trarive sphere of the Cause, th~
throughout all rt?(!1:ons.
Bestirred~
It would be impossible at this stage general sentiments and tendencies pre'lt~thout rest, and steadfast to the flld,
to ignore the indispensability or to vailing among the friends, and the
the'v -mu..rt rai.'ie in e1}erv land thL' tri- overestimate the unique significaLlce ?f signs oi increasing interdependence
umplwl cry 'Ya BaM'!,I-Ablra!' (U the institution of the .:\"ational SpIr- among the X"utional Spiritual AssemThot< the Glory of Glories) . . . . Tire itual As~embly-the pivot round \\o'hieh blies throughout the ,,.,.'orId, the assemdisciples of Christ forgot tlu:mselz/cs revolve the activities of the believers bled accredited representative.::. of the
(md all earthly things, for~-ook all their throucrhout
the _-\mcrican continent.
American helievers should exercise not
b
•
canIS and belongings, purged tllfJII.Supreme is their position, grave theIr only the vital and responsible right (If
seh:es of self and passioH. GHd 'ieith responsibilities. mani10id and arduous electing the );ational .-\s~embly. btl[
absol-ute detachment scattered far and their duties_ IIo,..· great the privileg~, should also fulfill the functions 01 an
'wide and engaged in calliHg thc"peor1es how delicate the task ot the as~embled enlightened, consultatil,'e and cooperaof tire 'u.'orld to the dh.-··iHi? guidancc; delegates , ....hose functil){l it i:. to elect tive body that will enrich the experitill at last the" m.ade tire ,-corld iN/other such national represetl~atives as would ence, enhance the prestige, support the
world, illwm'ned the surface of the bv their record of service ennoble and authority, and assist the deliheration::ea,rth; and e'i.!eH to their last hour e;1rich the annals of the Cause! If we of the Xational Spiritual .Assembly. It
pr07/ed self-sacr£ficing ill tire path<va),' but turn OLIr gaze to the high qualifi- is nn' firm conviction [hat it is the
of that belm'ed One of God. P;,"'lIy in cations of the members of Baha'i ~-\s bounden dutv. in the interest of the
va-rious lands they suffered glorious semblies, as enumerated in ..:-\bdu'l- Cause we afl love and serve, of the
martvrdmn, Let them that are meH Baha's Tablets. we are filled with ieel- members oE the incoming K ational A.sof oc6on follo'i.t' in their footsteps!" ings of unworthiness and dismay. and.. sembIy, once elected hy the delegates
Having grasped the significance ot would feel trulv disheartened but for at Convention time. to seek and ha,'e
these words, having obtained a clear the (omforting- -thought that if we rise [he utmost regard, individually as well
understanding oE the true tharacter of to play nobly Ollf part every deficiency as collectil,relv, for the advice. the conour mission, the methods to adopt, [he in our lives will he more than compen- striered opini~n and [he true sentiment:;
course to 'pursue~ and having attained sated by the all-conquering spirit of of the assembled delegates, Banishsufficiently the individual regenera- His grace and -power. Hence it is in- ing every prestige of secrecy, of undl~e
tion - the
essential
requisite
of cumbent upon the chosen delegates tu reticence, of dictatorial aloofness. trom
teaching-let us .arise. to teach His consider without the least trace of pas- their midst; they should radiantly and
Cause with righteousness, conviction, sion and prejudice, and irrespective 0 f abundantly uniold to the eyes of the
understanding and vigor. Le[ this be anv material consideration, the names delegates, by whom .they are elected.
the paramoum and most urgent duty o(onlv those who can best combine the their plans. their hopes. and their cares_
of even' Bahi'i. Let us make it the necess~ry qualities of unquestionerlloy- They should familiarize the delegatesdominating passion oE our liEe. Let alty. of selfless devotion, ot a wen- with the various matters that will ha \'e
us scatttr to the uttermost corners of trained mind. of recognized ahllity and to be considered in the current year,
the earth; sacrifice our personal inter- mature experience, }Tay the incoming and calmly and conscientiously study
Spiritual
Assemhly-the and weigh the opinions and judgments
ests, comforts, tastes and pleasures; :0:"ational
mingle with the divers kindreds and privileged and chosen servants of th: of the delegates_ The newly elected
peoples of the world; iamiliarize our- Canse-immortalize their term at Karional Assembly, during the few
selves with their manners, traditions, stewardship by deeds of loying serv- days when the Convention is in sesthoughts and customs; arouse, stimu- ice, deeds that will redound to, [he sion and after the dispersal -of the
late and maintain universal imerest in honor, the glory and the pm. .-er of the delegates. should seek ways. and means
to cultivate understanding. facilitate
the I\lovement, and at the same time }Iost Great Kame.
I would also earnestly entreat all the and maintain the exchange of views,
'-'~ndeavor by all the means in OLlr
delegates at this coming CotlYention, deepen confidence. and vindicate by
~Power. by concentratecl and persistent
attention, to enlist the unresen'ed al- and through them I appeal to the larger every tangi:hle evidence their one delegiance and the active support of the bmlv of believers whom the". repre- sire to .serve and advance the common
more hopeful and recertive among our sent, to ever bear in mind the -supreme weaL };ot infrequentl,""f nay oftel1-
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times. the lllost low-lv, untutored and
ine..-x:perienced among-the friends wii!'
by the sheer in:=:.piril~g force 01 selfless
and ardent devotion, contribute a dis-

tinct and memorable share to a highly
involved di::::cussion in any given Assembly. Great must be the regard paid
hy tho5.e whom the delegates call upon
to serve in high position to this all-im-

portant though inconspicuous mani festation of the revealing po'.\'cr
and earnest devotion.

ot s:ncere

The :\ational Spiritual .-\ssemLly,
however, in view of the unavoidable
limitations imposed upon the convening of frequent and long-standing sessions of the Convention. win have to
retain in its hands the final decision
on all matters that affect the interests
of the Cause in .\merica. snch as the
right to decide whether any local Assembly is functioning in accordance
,,,"-1.th the principles laid down for the
conduct and the advancement of the
Cause_ It is my earnest prayer thar
they will utilize their highly responsible
position, not only for the "rise and efficient conduct of the affairs oi the
Cause, but also for the extension and
deepening of the spirit ot cordiali!}"
and whole-hearted anJ mutual support
in their cooperation with the hody of
their co-workers throughom the ;and_
The seating of delegates to the Con...-ention! i_i:., the right to decide upon
the validirv uf the credentials of the
delegates -at a given Convention is
vested in the out-going )J"ational Assembly, and the right to decide ,\'1rho has
the voting- privilege is also ultimately
placed in the hands of the Xational
Spiritual .-\ssembly, either when a local
Spiritual .\s:::.emblv is for the hrst time
being formed in -a given locality, or
when differences arise between a ne'v
applicant and an already established
ioca! :\ssemblv_ \Vhile the Convention
is ln session -and the accn.:dited uelegates have already elected from among'
the believers throughout the country
the members of the Xational Spiritual
Assemblv for the current year, it is of
infinite ~'alue and a ::itlpre;ne necessity
that as far as possible all matters requiring immediate decision should be
fully and publicly considered, and an
endeavor be made to ohtain after mature deliberation, unanimitv in vital
decisions. Indeed it has ev~r been the
cherished desire of our I\·iaster, Abdu'!Bahil, that the friends tn their councils,
local as well as national, should bv
their candor, their honesty of purpose,
their singleness of mind, and the
thoroughness of their discussions,
achieve unanimity in all things_ Should
this in certain cases prove impracticab\e the -verdict of the majority ShOlild

prevail, to which decision the mil)Oriry
111[1st under all circumstances, gladly:,
spontaneously and continually, submit.
::-';othing shorr ot the all-encompassing, all-pervading pm'l:e:- 01 His Guidance and Love can enable this newlve:lfol~ed order to gather srrenf,'l:h a,ld
tlourish amid the storm and stress 0 f a
turbulent age, and in the flllne~s ()f
time vindicate its high claim to he
universally recognized a5 the one
Haven oi abiding felicity and pea('e.January 29, 1925.
Regarding the very delicate alld
complex question at ~scer:ai!1ing the
qualifications of a true believer, 1 cannot in this connection emphasize too
strongly the supreme necessity for the
exercise of the utmost discretion, caut:on and tac~, whether it he in deciding
for ourselves as to who mav be re'::.
garded a true believer or in ciisclosing
to the outside ",:arld such considerations as may serve as a basis for such
a decision. I would only -venture tn
st"J.te very briefly and as adequately as
present circumstances permit the princiDal factors that must be taken into
c';nsideration before deciding whether
a pe:-son may ue regarded a true believer or nut. Full recugnition of the
station of the Forerunner, the _-\.uthor,
and the True Exemplar of the Baha'i
Cause, as set foch in Abdu-l-Baha's
Testament; unreserved acceptance of,
and submission to, whatsoever has
been revealed bv their Pen: loval and
steadfast adherence to every cl~u::.e of
our Beloved's sacred \Vill; and dose
association with the splrit as ,veIl as
the form of the present day Baha'i
administration throug-hout the worldthese, I conceive, to be :he fundamental and primar~' considerations that
must be fairly, discreetly and thoughtfully ascertained 'before reaching such
Any attempt at
a vital decision.
further analysis and elucidation 'Nill.
I iear, land- us in barren discussions
and even grave controversies that
would prove not only futile bm even
detrimental to the best imerests oE a
growmg Cause.
I would therefore
strongly urge those who are called
upon to make such a decision to approacb this highly involved and ever·
recurring prohlem with the spirit of
humble prayer, and 'earnest consultation, and to refrain from drawing rigidly the line of demarcation except on
such occasions when the interests oi
the Cause absolutely demand it.
In connection with the annual holding of the Bah;['j Convt'tltion and Congress, I feel that although such a representative hodv need not be convened
necessarily every year, yet it is highly
de5irahle, in vie'.\-- of the unique func-

tiOIlS i~ iultill~ in promuting- harmom'
alld guou-wilL in remo\'ing misunde;stJ.nJings anci in enhancing tbe prestige of ~he Cause, that the ::\" ationa~
Spiritual Assemb;v should exert itseH'r·.J
to garher toge~hcr~ annually the elected
re~resematives of the .:\meri("all believers. It would in some ways he obvlollsly convenient and eminently desirable thou~h not absolutely es.~ential,
i i the .:.: ational Spiritual Assembly
c'J~ld arra:lge that the holding of sllch
a Cong:-ess should synchronize ''''ith the
time at which the national elections are
renewed, and [hat buth events should
take place_ if not on the fir~t of Ridvan,
at least during the twelve joyous days
of what may oe j llStly regarded as the
ioremo;;:.t Baha'i Fe::;tivaL :\pan hom
the local elections. v,,.hich universally
are to be renewed on the 21st day o"i
_-\pril, it is entirely left to the discretion of the :.; ationa] Spiritual .-\ssembly to decide, after having given due
consideration to the above mentioned
observations. on whateyer time and
place the Baha 'j COTlventiun as well as
the annual elections are to be held.
\\T ere the Xational Spiritual .--\ssembh:0 decide, after mature deliberation
omit the holding of the Bahit'i Convention and Congress in a given year, then
they could, only in such a case, devise
ways and mea~s to insure that the annual election of the Xational Spi.rittla;
Assemhly should be held bv mail. provided it can be conducted with sufficient thoroughness, efficiency and dispatch. It would also appear to me
unobjectionable to enable and even 10
require in the last resort sllch dele8'ates as cannot possibly undertake the
Journey to the seat of the Baha'i Convention to 5end their votes, for the
election of the ~ational Spiritual Assembly only, bv mail to the National
Secretarv, a~ i'll my view tbe advantages of ~tlch a proc~dure outweigh the
considerations referred to in your letter. It should, however. be m;de clear
to every elected delegate-whu should
be continuallv reminded-that it is a
:;acred respol1:'oihility and aJmirtedh'
preferable to attend if possible in person the sessions of the Convention, tl)
take an active part itl all its -proceedings, and to acquaint his fellow-workers on his return with the accomplishments, [he decisions and the aspirations
of the as;;:.el11hled repre::.entatives of the
_--\mericall
helievers.-October
24,
1925.
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((The source of all good i3 trust in
Gad, subm-ission unto His COHlmand,
and coaleatweHt teith His Iwrv H'ilf
and Pleasure.
;;'The essence of -religion is to tes~
tifv twto that 7.('melt the Lord hath revealed, a"d follow tl!M "'/ricl! He hall.
ordained il1 His mighty Boo!..'.
"The source of all glory is a.cccptance of 'lVha.tSOf?'llCr Jlle Lord !wth bcsto!f!ed, and contentment 7.f...·ith that

,;:,-'flich God hath orda.ined.
"The essence of [01/e is for man to
his heart to the Belozn:d Onc, and
SC'i'er himself from all else but Him,

11/ra

and desire HC.ught sm/c that n,hicJr is
"lc desire of his Lurd."-BAHA·U'LI.AH.

PREPARING FOR THE TRUE
BAHA'I COMMUNITY
Editorial
At two widelv separated points In
the United Stat~s, a concentration of
Baha'i effort is taking place this summer the results of which will hasten
the coming of the true Baha'i community of the future.
The activities of Green Acre have
for many years heen thoroughly established in the affection and respect of
the friends. K evertheless, Green Acre
is still far from being a finished and
perfected model! but responds ever
more sensitively to the spirit of the
age.
At Geyserville, California, a Baha'i
center will he established this summer
very like Green Aue in many respects,
and .like\~·ise representing a significant
concentration of spiritllal power, but
with the essential difference that the
\\Testern summer Bah{l'i community
begins as a new actjvity inspired by
the force of enthusiasm and vision but
lacking the pmver of long experience.
These two Baha'i centers stand as
the most interesting and significant ex-

perime.nts being carried on at present

1927

bv the -collective effort of the Ameri- veiopmem into a permanent institution
c;n believers. To succeed, each re- of the Cause.
quires not only a program vitalized by
The site selected by the Committee
spiritual wisdom but the solution of t:'> in Geyserville, Califori1ia, <'lhout 75
qmny material problems involving the miles north of San Francisco on the
relations of people one with another Xort!l\'. . estern Pacific Ra.ilway, and on
and amid the conditions of practical the great Redwood Highway, which
dailv life. It may be th-at the solution runs irom Vancouver! B, c. t to San
of these apparent't y minor problems in Diego, Calif. This property extends
the material realm will further the over an area of 40 acres, fronting on
Cause as much as brilliance in the con- the Highway for about 600 feet, and
duct of the program.
extending up the slightly rolling hills.
The attention of all the friends will giving continual and new beautiful
be given these two summer comrnut1i- panoramas of the exquisite Russian
ties, and their acti,,"ities and results River valley, with mountains in the
followed closely by all who appreciate distance. Luther Burbank has stated
how the spir-it of the age is molding that the climate of this territory is
dailv life into new and better forms. equal to any in the "..-orId.
It i~ to be hoped "that those concerned
The Feast, of Asma, hKames," Sunwill appreciate the importance of join- day, July 31st, to which the Geyserville
ing inseparably the spiritual and mate- Baha'i Assemblv has inv1ted all the
rial elements, and reckoning as the believers, will b~ the beginning of the
highest type of success a season in ~ activities of the Summer Schoo!! which
''I,o'hich d,ifferent characters and temper- will continue through the month of
aments have learned how to associate ~-\t1gust. The course of .".tndy will be
togerher in full fel!m"'ihip and cooper- conducted from the Baha'i \Vritings by
ate in work as ,vell as study and ",-ell ,known teachers on the Coast, as
prayer.
.
well as visiting Bah:t'is from other
The world does not vet contam one parts of America.
community reflecting the new spirit in
There is room on the property, withall the activities and interests of daily out cost, for all ·interested in becoming
liie. \\-'hen such a community comes Baha'i tea-chers, but they must create
into existence, it 'Nil! manifest the th.eir own comforts eithe~r by camping,
strongest proof that religion has inor by improving the plain accommodeed renewed the huma"n soul in this dations available. Rooms, or rooms
age.
\vith board! at moderate rates can be
::5ecllred in adjacent farm houses. SimAnnouncement of Plans for Bahati ple meals at reasona;ble rates can be
secured in the restaurant at GeyserCenter On Pacific Coast
v;lte. For full detail:;;, write to Box
The ever increasing call on the Pa- I 01, Geyserville Calif.
t
Clhc
Coast for Baha'i teachers
From
the
preliminary
reservations,
prompted the National Spiritnal Assembl'l, in response to suggestion from it appears the first Summer School on
some' of the Bah{l'is of the \Vestern the Pacific Coast will be very successStates, to appoint a Committee, con- ful and great good be accomplished for
sisting "f :Mr. John D. Bosch, Mr. the Blessed Cause.
JOR" D. BOSCH, Geyserville, Calif.
George O. Latimer and Mr. Leroy
GEORGE O. LAT"'ER, Portland, are.
loas, to 'Work out plans for a summer
LEROY IOAS, San Francisco, CaH f.
school on the Pacific Coast, and its de-
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"The XEWS LETTER which you
have latelv initiated fulfills a very
,'":ita! fUIlction and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permIt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities. administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and othen,\rise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accurqcy, .reliability, thoroughness, dignity and "risdorn. It
should become a great factor in
promoting un.derstanding: ,prov~d
ing informatIOn on Baha ~ actr~"
i ty, botb local and fore, gn, m
stimulating interest, in combatin oo evil influences, and in upholdand safeguarding the institutions of the Cause, It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete ,,~th news,
up-to-date in its iniormati?n. and
should arouse the keenest ll1terest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe,
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
,,,,"ill devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
\""ell-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into \vhat I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world,"-

ing

SHOGHI EFFENDI.

Inter-Racial
Amity
Committee Los :\ngeles, Geysen'ille, !\1!nneapolis,
Sa:l Francisco and Kenosha.
Holds Convention in WashingLocal secretaries are reminded of the
ton, D, C,
fact that inter-Assembly correspondThe first of a new series of inter- ence is one of the important services
racial amitv conventions under Baha'i indicated for Spiritual Assemblies by
auspices was held in \Vashington, D. 'Abdu'I-Baha, The Kational AssemC., on April 8,9 and 10. Two sess.ions bly assists .by supplying an annual
were given in I\lt. Pleasant Congrega- Baha'i Directory irom addresses furtional Church and one in the audito- nished in the Assembly Rolls. The
rium of the Plavhouse. A detailed ucla), in returning the Assembly Roll
report of these ~eetings has already aher the elections on April 21 on the
been published in the Baha'i )lagazlne. part of some Assemblies makes it imand this report is commended. to al! possible to issue an accurate Directory
who realize the urgent importance ot until afte;- several months. This delay
the racial problem in this country.
is 3.11 inju.:;tice to those Assemblies.who
The next convention will be held. at have made a prompt rerurn, and ali.o
Green Acre on Tulv 22 and 23. The makes it difficult for the X ational AsGuardian's hopes that Green Acre \vill sembly to maintain the distribution oi
contribute greatly to expressions of ra- the NEWS LETTER and otber general
cial amity and justice among the be- cnrre:-:pondence.
lievers themselves have already been
published in the NEWS LETTER ..
Celebrate Feast of Nawriz
It is expected that the speCla. comThree
American Assemblies celemittee appointed to prepare a con:brated
this
Feast on ;-!arch 21 under
pilation on this subject.---,J\.fr, LoUls
Gregory and .!\.Irs. ~Iar:am Haney- conditions of unusual interest. In
will finish thelr labor thIS summer so San Francisco, the local Assembly
that the friends may have a fun and combined with the believers of Berauthorized text of the Baha'i teach- keley and Oakland in a meeting held
at the Stewart Hotel attended by a·bout
ings referring to inter-racial accord.
one hundred friends. Gues.ts oi honor
Publishing Committee Issues New included Dr, Susan L ~loody and
~[irza Ali-Kuli Khan, ". D_
Catalog
The Baha'i Kew Year "tas observed
A revised catalog of all Baha'i litera- by the ~)elie." . ers of St. Augustine at
ture in print at the present time ha:i the Florida Xornnl and Industrial
been issued- hv the Baha'i Pub;ishing- Colle,g-e, where the friend.:;. received the
Conmlittee, P. 0, Box 348. Grand cordia.! (ooperation of Prof. Collier,
Central Station, Kew York C,ty, ~lrs. president, and ::\liss Sarah Blocker,
Marie :Moore, manager, \Vm he happy \'ice·:ire~:llcnt. \Ve are informed tllat
to send copi~s to any local Baha'i li- this ce!f'bration was ble~sed by a most
brarian or individual inquirer on re- Leautiful s.pirit of amity. The growth
anu vit~i lv oi this Baha'i community
quest.
. .
Local Assenllblies haYmg occaSIOn are Jue to the unsparing efforts of
to reprint any portion of the Baha'i Dr, and ~Jrs. Walter B, Guy through
texts, and teachers quoting publicity a period of many years.
.
from the writings, are urged to use
At lthaca, the believers held the"
onlv such works as are listed in the first celebration of the Feast since the
latest cataloO" or are positively known election of a Spiritual Assembly fol10 be auth:ntic.
Certain pamphlets lowing the successful efforts of Mr.
ptlhlished many years ago contain inac- and )'1rs. Ho'\\'ard I ves, \"ho also escurades it would be unfortunate to tablished the Baba 'j community of
Geneva, A party of Geneva friends
repeat.
Among- the new publications broug"ht attended t11e Feast.
to the notice of the friends are:
Divine Art of Liying~ paper-bound,
Visalia Assembly Publishes SouSOJO.
venir Prayer Book
Compilation on ~ducati<?l1: SO.35.
Copie:=. of a beautifully printed
The Spirit of \'vorld L mtl' (combooklet contammg Baha'i prayers
pilation), SO_lO.
Baha'i Year Book, volume one, were recentlv distributed by the Vi.;;:.alia friends ~ as a souvenir 'C'onveying
$1.25,
their Joving devotion to the Cause.
~1at1y
appreciative commeruts have
Inter-Assembly Correspondence
been received on th1s unusual service,
Letters have been received from the made possible by the artistic. skill ,of
following American Assembli.e~, jss~led one of the Visalia belie'>'ers 1-11SS Allee
to all Assemblies on the ,ma,hng hst: Rouleau.
J
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Special Notice
Occasional inqUIrIes are received
asking for in [ormation about circular
le~ters and pamphlets, issued by a certam Stenstrand of ChIcago, purporting
to quote passages from the ""rritings of
the Bab and others which disprove the
stations of Bahi'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha. This situation is thoroughly
unders~ood by the older believers, and
the fnends are urged to cast such
communications in the ,'vaste ,basket
without response.
It should also be known to the
fnends that the current issue of Reality .Magazine has pl1blished without
t~e sli~htest authority or . right a notlce at Baha'i activities presumably
w~r,it~en for R~ity by a member of the
:\atlOnal -Sptntual Assembly. SllJCh
incidents show 11m" difticult~ "... as the
a~te~lpt made several years ago by the
i\atlOnal Assembly to find some basis
of cooperation \vith this non-Bahi'i
activity. The friends are reminded of
the fact that the whole situation was
brought to the attention of the Guardian some time ago, who stated that
cooperation might be extended if the
publ~cation would agree to publish
nothmg not approved by the National
Assembly, and that otherwise the matter "be lei! to God," The National
Assembly has no intention of instructing or requesting any person not to
s,ubscribe to this periodical, but the uehevers should understand that its activities have nothing to do with the
administration of the Cause.

.,

i

\

Unique Annual Gatherings
The Annual Sou\lenir of 'Abdu'lBah:l at \Vest Engle,:'.rood, }.Ie\,,' Tersey, has been duly observed since 1912,
when the ).[aster gathered all the believers in and around ~ew York for a
u!1ity feast of which He was host.
l: ear by y~ar this event has grown in
power, untIl at present it is known and
noti~ed throughout a large portion of
t~e State, Ruhi Afnan was the princIpal speaker this yeaL
At Geneva, Kew York. the Baha'i
community have instituted' a HBlossom
Picnic" attended bv friends from
nearby cities', , ...~ho fi~d it an occasion
of delightful fellowship, Such local
~raditions. can become powerful forces
In cementmg the hearts of the friends.
Mrs. Louise Gregory Returns From
Eastern Europe
D~tring the past eight months ),f rs.
Lomse. Gregorv has served most effective.1y in th~ teaching field. Her
route IOcll1detl the cities of Lh1erpool

. 1'1 trust and pray that the ef,torts of the ne\vlv elected )J'ationa! Assemb-Iy ,,,.~ill be concentrated this year on the Plan of
Cnified Action, and that the believers in every locality will
whole-heartedl), - and ,;nitedlv
arise to insure its Sllccess bv ev~
ery means at their disposal.
\\' hat w.e require is unity of -purpose, smgleness of mimI and
concerted and ..':'l1swined effort.
Every endeavor to achieve this
purpose v..~ill surely be assisted
£rom on high and will recei ve
the full measure of the Beloved's
blessings,"-SHOGHI
EFFE::-iDI,
1fay 25, 1927.
a~ld York, E.ngland; Brussels, Belgll1111; Vienna, Austria; I3uda-Pest,
Hungary; and Sophia, Bulgaria. Mrs.
Gregory, who ,is now at Green Acre,
reports that conditions in Sophia are
exceedingly favorable for the spread
of ~he 11essage among people of capanty, and ex.presses the earnest hope
that some American believer can in
the near f,uture arrang-e to spend from
three to SIX months in that city.
Consideration ~f the significance of
t.he work accomplIshed by such devoted
tollowers of Baha'u'llah as ~Iiss
)'[artha Root, ::VIr, Mountfort :Mills
~Iiss Leonora Holzapple, Mrs, Greg~
ory and Mrs, Schopflocber indicates
hmv America. is endeavoring to obey
the far-reachmg program of teachin u
activit), laid down bv 'Abdu'l-Baha i~
His series of Teaching Tablets revealed for the five reg-ional ciivis'ions
and also the general assemulv of the
friends in this .country.
~

Baha'i Service Easter Sunday at St.
Mark's Church
Dr, W, K Guthrie of SI. Mark's,
Kew York City, has arranaed a special Bahi'i service which h~ conducts
each Easter Sunday at the 'afternoon
meeting, This service consists of responsive 'readings, in which the congregation joins, selected by the rector
from the li,terature of the Cause and
published by him in a booklet entitled
"The Glory of God." These readings
are followed bv adrlresses delivered
by representati\~es of the Cause invited by Dr, Guthrie, Jinabi Fadil
spoke at this service some' years ago.
1\1r. I\-1OlIntfort 1IiI,ls and a member
of the K ational Assembly spoke this
year, \,,·hile ~lr. Saffa Kinnev directed
the choir and rendered organ music
consisting of improvis;:utions on orien-

3
tal themes.
Tl?is annual occasio~ is greatly apprecIated by the belIevers of New
York
Committees of the National Spiritual
Assembly 1927-1928

!he following ~co~lmittees "','ere appoInted by the !\ atlOnal Assembly as
?oon as l)()Sstble after the Convention
III ,:J.lomrea1.
In ~nnouncing these appo~ntments, \"".e. WIsh to point out that
It IS most dcsuable that each COLTll11itt~e take steps tu organize by the elec:lOn of chairman, secretanr and anv
oth~r offi~er.3 it may requir·e, and fol10\~mg this.hold !requent meetings for
actnfe conslcleratlOn of a prO!!fam of
con.s:ructive service. The ob5~rvation
has beer: justly made that frequent
cban~-es 111 the member:'. of a committee,. and doubt as to the appropriation
whIch can be placed at their disposal.
~end ,to produce a condition of passive
machon,
Despite this fact, which circumstances have made inevitable in the
past, there is nothing to prevent anv
c,?r~.1mittee from studying its opportt{l11tIes and laying out a program to be
adopted if necessarv later on. The
drift of executive detail toward the
~ ~tional Assembly represents a tran5lt1onal state which it is hoped has
come to an end. The active direction
of so ~ m~ny phases of service prevents
,be NatIOnal Assembl), from developmg. other aspects of Its res-ponsibility,
whIle at the same time denies the
Cause the benefits which would re~ suIt £:-0111 _the. spreading out of the
executIve tunctlOn.
Teaching-~lr.s.
).fav ::\Iaxwell
~[rs. Elizabeth Greenleaf Mr, Siet:r~
fried Schopftocher.
'
b
Temple-Mr. Carl Scheffler, ).[r,
Allen ~IcDaniel, ~lr, Siegfried SchopRocher, Mr. Allred E, Lunt, Mrs,
Amelia Collins, ).'!r" El Fleda Spauldmg, ~Ir, Albert Winduot, )'Ir, Munroe loa" Mr, A, J. ~Iattie,on,
P"blisilillg-)'Ir. Ro)' C. Wilhelm
~[r, Siegiried Schopflocher, Mr, Hor:
ace Holle)" Mr. AI,bert Windust.
M agccj1!c-Mr. Stanwood Cobb,
n[rs, ~!ariam Haney, :11r, Allen Mc,
Daniel,
.
Rr!"ui(""iing-)'Ir. Albert Win dust.
"Irs, Shelley N, Parker, )'Irs, H, A,
Harding,
Archives-l\liss Gertrude Buikema
Mr. Charles ~1ason Remey, )"lr. Al~
bert \0/inclust.
Library--:"''1 iss Elizabeth Hopper,
Mr. Charles :r,.·'1ason Remey,
Lcgal-~[r, Alfred E, Ltlnt, ~Ir,
Louis Gregory, Mr. Allen :\fcDanieL

,
4
Year Book-~fr. Albert Win dust,
Mrs. 11ariam Hanel'. l\-1r. Horace
Holley.
Pacific Coast Summer School-")'1r.
John Bosch, Mr. Leroy Ioas, Mr.
George Latimer,
Inter-Racial
Amitv-~.fr.
Louis
Gregory, Mrs. Agnes- Parsons, l\.frs.
Coralie Cook, ~liss Eliza,beth Hopper, Dr. Zia ~1. Bagdadi, Dr. Alain
Locke, )'Iiss Isabel RiYes.
lnter-Raci'tr.l A 1I1ity Compila.Jiol1!\!r. Louis Gregory, ~Irs. J.'lariam
Haney.
P"blicit}~),[cs. Louise Boyle, Mrs.
Doris McKay, ~Ir. Horace Holley.
Gre,,, Acre-Mr. William H. Randall, )'Irs. Florence )'Iorton, Mr.
Henry L. Green, ~Ir. Siegiried Schopflocher, Mr. Horace Holley.

Mr. Albert Vail's Teaching Journeys
During the past winter !'Ilr. Vail has
traveled almost constantly on various
teaching circuits, speaking in Illinois,
\Visconsin, Ohio, going as far east as
Pittsburgh. In April and l'[ay he
made a long journey through the eastern cities, giving addresses in \Vashington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and
)lew York. The later part of April he
gave a ledure at the Hartford Theological Seminary. One of the instructors in that institution had seen a very
remarkable sight in the )lear-East-a
;\1 uhammadan Turk and an Armenian
Christian sitting together on the floor,
in a house, and discussing religion with
the utmost love and al]1ity. He ,,,,'as so
amazed he asked how CQuld this be.
Thev declared that the" were both
Bahi'is. The instructor', himself an
Armenian, was so impressed that he
wished the Baha'i Cause presented to
his class in the Theological Seminary
in Hartford, Connecticut, and sent a
request for a speaker to' the secretary
of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Whereupon )'Ir. Vail was asked to address this class.
After traveling to Hartford ::\'ir.
Vail gave a series of addresses in
Springfield, \Vorcester and Boston,
::\Iassachusetts.
:\fter leaving l\Iontrcal ]\:1r. Vail
stopped in Geneva. )lew York,
and Buffalo ". . here he spoke: ann
gave a series of addresses in Cleveland. It was wonderful to see on this
journey the joyous response of certain ministers and educators to the
teachings of Baha'u'llfth.

,
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ANNUAL REPORT·
of the

Tn:aSHrer of the JVatiol1al Spirii-ual
Assembly of the Ba./uYis is of the
United States and Canada
for the Period from
April 1, 1926 10
March 31, 1927.
The total amount received this year
from every source and including
every fund or division of the ::..rational
Fun'd was ';;51,039.28. The balance
on hand at the beginning of that year
was $1.980.66, making a total ior the
year of· $53,019.94. The di.bursements for the year total $47,288.83,
which in this report I am accounting
for under the follmving headings:Temple) Teaching! Green Acre! Star

of the \Vest, International, '\Vorld
Unity Conferences, Archives, Library,
Publicity, Administration!
General
Carmel or Special. Also under the
heading Capital Expenditures, as follows :-Louis Bourgeois on contract,
Plans for Temple, Studio appraisal,
Green Acre legacies.
These last named constitute investments that cannot really be accounted
expenditures, since they enhance the
value of the Baha'i properties.
Before entering upon the detail of
the expenditure under each heading, I
would like to state that in my books,
as also those turned over to me: by
iI..frs. }iorton, the funds received are
always placed in the particular division or to the particular purpose designated by the contributor.

Statement of Cash Rcceipts aHd Disbltl'SClIlcnts for
Period AP"if 1.197610 March 31, 1977
Cash Balance April I, 1926
$1,965.12
\Vorcester Bank & Trust Co.
115.54
Xorthern Trust Co ....... .
$1,980.66
CA9H RECEIPTS
For Temple ............. .
For Budget ............. .
For Teaching ........... .
For Green Acre .......... .
For \Vorld Unity Conferences
For Green A."'cre Institute
of W. V . .......... .
For Camlel or Special ..... .
For Tarbiat School ....... .
For Pilgrim House ....... .
Gor General Publicity
Interest Earned ... ~ ....

2,209.10
34,909.11
14.80
3,937.28
4,541.00

2,000.00
155.00
151.00
100.00
3,000.00
21.99

51,039.28
.$53,019.94

DlSBURSEMENTS
Temple ........ . 82,185.20
Teaching ....... . 5.064.98
7,182.93
Green Acre
Star of the West .. 3,621.91
International ..... 2,265.00
World Unity Con!. 5,816.85
79.27
Archives . ~ ..... .
223.51
Library ......... .
General Publici tv .. 3,000.00
Administrative -"'... 10,062.41
214.72
Carmel or Special.
Publication ..... . 1.975.32
Capital Expenditures
Louis Bourgeois all
contract ...... .
700.00
Plans for Temple.
281.33
Caretakers House. 2,005.40
100.00
Studio Appraisal..
Green Acre legacies
paid ......... . 1,410.00
Green Acre 1\ f anagers expense

41,692.10

4,496.73
1,100.00

47,288.83

5,731.11
Add Old Balance transferred to Special Fund

40.24
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Cash Balaace, Jlar-ch 31, 19li
Northern Trust Co ... , .. ,.,
5,371.35
Northern Trust Co. ~avtngs a/e ......... .
350.00
Liberty Bonds ........... .
50.00
Balance Shrct Afarch 31, 1927

o.77US

J

.-1.\'3i'ls

CURRE:.iT '\SSETS
Cash
,,",orthern Trust Co.
S5,371.35
Xorthern Trust Co., Say,
350.00
Liberty Bonds ..........
50.00
5,771.35
REAL ESTATE A)JD TDIPLE B'CILDl)JG
Land ................. " $51,500.00
Improvements to Land .... ,
6,473.74
Temple Building
Construction , .. 205,330.04
:'Ilodel Cost .... 8,832.50
Plans for Temple 9.109.+3
Louis Bourgeois,
on contract ... +0,400.00 263.671.91

4.898.37

Caretaker':; house ..
Studio Building.
Green Acre .... __ .

10000
1,410.00
;;328,054.08
S333,825.43

Liabai,'l'(,,\

Excess of Assets Over LiahiEttes

$3.,3.825.4.1

Submitted by Carl Scheffler. Treasurer,

}

Contents of Baha'i Magazine
The Baha ~i ).[agazine Star oi the
\Vest for ],-larch contained the 10110\\,ing articles: The Day of Fulfilment,
by Dr. Alfredo Warsaw; Excerpts
from nly Diary, by Keith RansomKehler; A Famous Es.peranti5t, by
:\[artha L. Root; An Ami[y \Vorlcl
1; nity Conference, by Louis G. Gregory; The Universal Solvent, by Dr.
Orrol L. Harper, and The Ans''''er
Comes, by Dr. ,Vailer B. Guy.
In April the magazine published:
When Anvils Ring in Unison, by Dale
S. Cole; Work-A Song of Trlumpb,
by Angela ::'Iorgan; Industrial Democracy, by Stanwood Cobb; Race Appreciation, .by Hooper Harris; \Vhy I
Believe, by Doris H. McKay; On tbe
Borders of Lake Leman, by Florence
E. Pinchon, and What Danzig Has.
by );Iartha L. Root.
The May number included: Equality of J\.lan and \Voman, a compilation
from \Yords of 'A,bdu'l-Bah.; The
World-Wide Influence of Qurratu'lAyn, by Stanwood Cobb; Humanity
Unfolding a Limitless Self, by Dr.
Orrol L. Harper; Woman: In Allegory and Fable; In Tradition and History; In the Present Day and Age, by
Howard R. Hurlbut, and Glimpses of
a Great Gathering, an interpretation of

the Inter-Racial Conference held in
Washington, D. C, during April. by
Coralie Franklin Cook.
Geneva Assembly Holds Series 01
Public Meetings
A s.erie;_ .9.f me~tings. unuer the feneral title "::'lX DIScusslons of Present
Day Problems" has heen conuucted
hy ·the Geneva, ::-.1. Y., believers in a
public hall Friday evenings from May
20 to June 24. These meetings came
as the flrst public teaching effort on
the part of the Geneva friends, and
were carefully thought out in relation
to local conditions and needs.
The inuividual subjects \vere: The
Psychology oE the Kew Age; The App;-oaching Convergence of Science and
Religion; The Great Pyramid and Its
!l.Iessage to the \Vorld; From Chaos
to \Vorld Peace; Ph),sical and Spiritual Evolution, ann A New Spirit in
the World.
Dr. Albert Heist, ~IL and Mrs. W.
J. :\IcKay, Mrs. Howard Ive, and
;"1r. and 11rs. R. C. Coilison \vere
among those who spoke on these subjecb.

N at the least important result of
the meetings was the extensive reports
of each address published in the local
press, showing what preparations had

5
been maue on the part 01 the local
Assembly. These meetings, conceived
and carried out bv one of the newest
I3aha'i cornml1niti~s in America. have
made the Baha'j I\lessage 5Y1l0n)'mous
with universality of spirit and knowle(lge throughout the city, and are models of successful teaching wh-ich can
"veli be imitated in other ~-\ssemblie,.,.

Orcella Rexford Continues Remarkable Campaign
?\ Ul11erous communications from
Seattle, Portland and Oakland give
evidence of continued success in the
unusual teaching method developed by
~Irs. Orcella Rexiord and employed
\1,.';th sllch remarka·ble results in several
cities. 11r5. Rexford builds up a large
audience by her personal lectures and
a: the tnd giyes them an opportnnity
to make contact with Baha'i teachers.
Only the lack of suitable teachers prevents 1I.1rs. Rexford from bringing in
iarge numbers of believers wherever
~he carrie5 on her lecture work. Honolulu, Oakland and New York City are
all grateful to :Mrs. Rexford for her
ardent efforts.
Japanese Gathering in Berkeley
J\-1iss Agnes Alexander delivered an
address before a large group of Japanese in the hall of the Buddhist Temple at Berkeley, California, early in
III arch, following a talk given
her
some days previously at a luncheon
of Japanese students in Styles Hall
of the Y. M. C A. Mrs.' Frankland
also spoke at the Temple, her remarka,ble work with Oriental children being
weU known by the friends.

bi

Ruhi Afnan at Green Acre
As mentioned in the last )l"EWS
LETTER, Ruhi }\fnan is spending July
and August at Green Acre, aiter which
he will visit as many local communities as possible before returning to
Haifa in October.
The privilege ·of meeting this profound student of ·the teachings and devoted worker will not be overlooked
by the friends in planning their stay
at Green Acre this season.
Capable Teachers Speak for Urbana
Assembly
Reports Irom the Spiritual Assemhly of Urbana indicate how great
ple;;tsure has been felt by the friends in
visits from four Baha'i teachers during
recent months. Miss Fanny Knobloch, "Ir. Alben R. Vail, Mrs. Corinne Tme, alltl )'1r. Louis Gregory all
founu unusual opportunities for pub-
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lie speaking in this college community
where ~I r. Vail occupied an important
pulpit some years ago.
~Ii5S Knobloch's talks to the believers themselves on how to present the
:\[essage ,"vere particularly appreciated.
Xumerous inquirers also came to her
public meetings held at the home of
~I rs, Busey and other frjenus, and her
presentation, including an accOllnt of
her experiences at South Africa, was
exceedingly effective.
Two addresses \'vere delivered bv
~1r, Gregory art the university, in aridition to meetin~5 with cla::;ses in the
Sociological Departmen:.
H,is explanations of the Book of Assurance
(lghan) brought new light to the believers of Urbana.
l1r.. Vail has ,been the principal
speaker at public meetings in Urbana
for many years. During the past year
he has conducted a series of lectures
on the theme of Science and the Bihle,
which produced splendid results.
The final speaker of the .seaSOn ,>vas
:!\Irs. Corinne True of Evanston, ,>vho
gave twO addresses at Lincoln Hall:
"Two Kinds of Education,'~ and UThe
Changing Spirit of the World." The
U r·bana believers feel that they have
been richly blessed in these ~oppor.
tuniries, and hope that it will be possible for other Baha'i communities to
recel .... e similar visits.

ERRATUM
The sentence, f'Shoghi Effendi, said
that he hoped that 'this wou~d be done
in this assembly even if there was but
one drop of colored blood/' reported
by the last N £v,.'s LETTER as being
a part of the address of Mrs. Oglesby
at the Baha'i convention, is withdra\'l"n
as being inaccurate and not a quotation
from Shoghi Effendi. The article as
reported, other\,,·i;;e than thi5, ex·
pressed the substance of her remarks.
This correction is made with ~lrs, Oglesby's approval.
Another correction to be made is
that the word ';Koa," used by Dr.
Bagdadi, refers to the first .1\1 uslim
mosque, not to the first ~lashriqu'l
Adhkar.
LoeIS

G.

GREGORY,

Reporter.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE IN
OTHER LANDS
Foreign Baha'i Magazines
The believer who feels the need of
making direct contact with the progress of Baha'i communities outside the
Cnited States and Canada ",,"ill subscribe to the periodicals published in
other lands, The presence of these

Baha'i publications will be effective
also when noticed iJy inquirers calling
at local Baha'i centers and reading
rooms.
Herald of the South, Annual 5ubscription, six shillings six pence. Address "Clunie," 3 Cowie Road, Parnell, Auckland, K e\v Zealand.
The Dawn. (Printed in English,
Persian and Burmese). $2.00. Ad·
dress :1Iirza Zabiullah Zarquani, 21,
45th Street, Rangoon, Burma.
Sonne Dei \\T al1rheit. (Printed in
German with an English section),
T,>vo gold marks per year. Address
Baha'i-Bundes, 'Alexanderstrasse 3,
Stuttgart, Germany.
In Germany also is published a
BAHA'I ~ EVVS LETTEH under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly, lor free distribution to believers in Gennanv amI K ational Assemblies ahroad, ~
Le ~Iessager Bah~\ 'i. (Printed ill
French, German and English). The
org.an of the International Baha'i Bureau, 19 Bou!evard Georges-Favon,
Copies sent
Geneva, Switzerland.
without charge to American local
Baha'i communities through the ).;ationa 1 Assembly.
Foreign Assembly Letters
Circular Jetters have been received
from the. following centers outside the
1:nited States and Canada: Haifa,
Palestine; Tihran, Persia; Stuttgart,
German)'; Esslingen, Germany; 1\10scow, Russia; Beirut, Syria; Constantinople, Turkey; Paris, France; Pretoria, Somh Africa; Bagdad, Iraq;
Resht, Persia (in Esperanto); Port
Said, Egypt; ~fanche~er, England;
Berlin, Gern1any; Bushir, Persia;
Tokyo, Japan (in E,peranto); lshkahaJ, Russia.
New Local Assembly in England
A letter irotll the Spiritual Assembly of :1Ianchester, England, informs
that a new Spiritual Assembly has
been elected by the .believers residing
in Altrincham, ten miles from 1lanchester. The lvIanchester Assembly
desires correspondence from the
friends in other countries. Address:
)'Irs. Lucy Sugar, secretary, 16 Lily
Street, CrumpsaU, Manchester, England.

us

First Baha'i Funeral Service in the
East
From 1Iiss Effie Baker) at the
:\mericat} Pilgrim House, HaIfa, we
ream the signilicant fact that the services held to observe the passing of

I\lirza !\Iohsen Afnan \!,Iere entirelv
Uah,i'j without adtllixture of :J.lo:-;lc';1
elements-the first entire1v Baha'i
f l1neral sen·ice to be h~ld ltl a
}loslem environment.
I·hus .:;iowlv
b~lt surely the Cause asserts itsdf a~
an independent Religion founded upon
new laws and teachings and b..,,·ving
r!se to new cm,toms and ohservances
nul reflecting superstition and manllJ.:l.rle tradit:on.

Miss Martha Root in Northern
Europe
A letter dated February 20, 1927,
f rom ~lartha L. Root states that she.
has visited and given public lectures
in sixteen cities in Germany. Shoghi
Effendi had told her if she could visit
all the Baha'i centres in Germanv it
,>vould be very good, 1-1r. and 1Irs.
Harrv Romer of )Jew York were living i;l Berlin during her visit to that
city in January and both did a great
deal to help. Mr. William Herrigel
came to Berlin for three public Jecture.s, two during 1I.iss Root's visit.
She s.poke twice on the same program
,>vith 1fr, Herrigel and gave seven
other public lectures. Berlin is one
of the great Esperanto centers of the
world and Berlin Esperantists arranged four lectures for :Miss Root.
She was one of the speakers at a
Peace Society meeting ,>vhen five hun·
dred people were present.
"The Promulgation of L"niversal
Peace" ,"vas presented rto President von
Hindenburg of the German Republic,
The following letter of thanks was
received:
"The Pre,ident of the German Republic tenders his best thanks for the
book The PromuJgation of L~niversal
Peace, which -was presented to him.
The President has had the book forwarded to the li·brary of the Foreign
Office."
Other Baha'i huoks were presented
to Dr, Gustav Stresemanl1, chief of
the Foreign Office; Dr, Loebe, Presi·
uent of the Reichstag, and books were
sent to Mr. Dronis·law Huberman, the
great violinist. 1Ir. Huberman wrote
that he would studv them.
Miss Root further ' ...·rote that she
.felt there was no city in the world
more important for Baha'i teachers
to visit than Berlin. If some verv
scholarly Baha'i ·teacher could go and
live for one year in Berlin as 1\Iirza
'Abul' Fazl came to the United States,
it might mean that a thousand great
teachers would eventually go out from
Berl,in.
Distant rumblings of Boisheyist
world IIp-heaval are distinctly heard
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in Central Europe. AU the Bah{l'i
teachers, assisted .by the Holy Spirit,
can carry the Teachings which are to
save the world from ·com.plete destruction. Berlin is a most effective center in which to work. The German
people are very intelligent, their hearts
afe \vorn with suffering and they are
most indefatiguable workers. ~They
possess qualities which, linked v..-ith the
power of the Holy Spirit, would be a
great asset in the new civilization.
Dr. Friedrich-Carl Witte, a Baha'i
peace ~'orker, and a very distinguished
tHall ot Rostock, )J orthern Germanv,
arranged a public lecture in Rosto~k
and himself acted as interpreter. Fi {teen professors and teachers from Rostack University and other schools were
present.· All the Rostock Esperantists
came, therefore ~Ir. \Vitte suggested.
that a part of the lecture should be
given in Esperanto,
Baha'i friends in Rostock and an
Esperantist \vent with :rviiss Root the
next day to \Vamemunde where 1-1r.
Emil Jorn, a faithful Baha'i and a
school-teacher, had arranged for a
talk before the pupils. He gave a
demonstration of his method of teaching the children and ~liss Root told
them stories of 'Abdu'l-Bahi.· Thev
sang ~lrs, Louise \Vaite's Hymns ii-I
German.
\Varnemi.1nde and }{ostock friends
had an informal meeting in Rostock
that 'same evening for people interested to cume amI ask questions about
the Cause,
The next citv visited was Sch\'\o'erin
\vhere an intel~sive program was carried through in four evenings. The
evening :"Iiss Root arrived a lecture
was given and the hall was crowded.
The public lecture the following night
was in a much larg-er hall, and that
also was crowded. Fifty people stood
and others went a way because there
was not even standing room. The
next morning ,,"':sits were made to four
offiC'"ials of :Mecklenhurg, in the fo1luwing order ( ..tnd Bah{l'j books were
vrebented to each one):
(1) The Governor of ).lecklenburgSchwerin. He said to Miss Root: "1
thank you for thc hooks anti ~!s:;,ure
Vall that the Government of !\Iecklenhurg ,;,:ili always protect the Baha'i
Cause ..
(2) The ),[avor of Schwerin said:
"The Baha'i Principles are excellent.
hut they are very icleal for· this age_"
(3) The ).[inister of Education of
:\Iecklenhurg said he knew something
oi the Dah{L'j teachings and would be
glad to put the books in the library.
(~l The Minister of the Mecklen-
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burg State Departmcnt for Religions and accurately kept from the verv beand Ethical ~Iovements said he would ginning of the Baha'i Cause in Hamread the books and write ". 'hat he burg. ~r r. Gerstner has everything
thinks of them. The editors oi the systematIzed in "La Kava Tago"
two largest papers were visited and work. 1liss Root has seen more than
after an interview books were given fifty articles on. the Bahi'j Cause,
to them.
written in many language 50, where the
Mrs. Klitz.ing gave a tea in Schwerin one sourCe of information has been
the same day and pictures were shown the Esperanto f'La :!'\ova Tago_" Ediof Acea and Haifa_ The same eve- tors had never· before heard of the
ning a lecture was given before the :eachings_
The very evening of this visit a
Peace Society of Sdl\"erin and at this
lecture also a number of people stood. Dutch magazine had just arrived,
It was a wonderful meeting, The ca.lled
H\Vereldtaal"-a
magazine
lecture was in Esperanto and as this spreading international propaganda_
was the first time a public Es.peranto It contained· an announcement that
lecture had ever been given in - . "Baha'u'llah and His ~lessage,"
Schwerin by a foreign Esperantist, Es- printed in Esperanto bv editors of "La
perantists came from three cities sev- Kava Tago," had bee~ translated into
Dutch and printed by the editors of
enty mi1es distant_
The president in closing said: "It is this magazine. The little booklet in
not the generals and the princes and Dutch is nm"" on sale at their office,
the militarists whose pictures we see \vhich is the 'IN. V. Holanda Esperon these walls, who move the world. an to Oficej 0" in Eemnes. Holland.
The important men for the world haye The booklet also appeared in the D€been men poor in exterior things, men cemher, 1926, number of the ma:z.alike ).[oses, Isaiah, Chri"t, Moham- zme.
med. Buddha. Confusius, Luther,
A lecture on the "t\Te\v Baha'i UniDaha'u'llith, and '~-\bdu'l-Baha. The versal Education" \vas given before the
military persons .are never the eternal Esperanto Society of Hamburg, and
ones) but the great prophets are_"
after the talk )'Iiss Root asked the
After the meeting the president of president and the vice~president to
the Peace Society gave a tea at his read in Esperanto some of the exact
home at midnight, inviting the out-of- words of Baha'u'Uah on education.
town Esperantists., the officers of the The president's daughter also read in
Peace Society and a few Baha'is. This Esreranto what Bahi'u'Il"h had said
was almost ~ twentv-four hour cIav! about the education of women. Dr.
}Ii::is Root was the guest of 11r. a~d amI ~lrs. Grossmann gave a delightful
1\lr5. Klitzing in Schwerin.
afternoon for the Children's Garden
Next moruing she left 011 an early ca.l]ecl "The Garden of the Sun,"
train for Hamburg. Everything· in which meets regularly in their home.
Hamburg had also been splendidly ar- They have been rernarka'bly successful
ranged and well-advertised. The first in the "work for children. The last
public lecture was in \V.andsbek. Dr. evening of 1\liss Root's visit Dr_ and
Hermann Grossmann was the alble in- I\Irs. Grossmann gave a large feast in
terpreter and he had printed Baha'i their home for Baha'is and manv othbooklets which he gave out afterwards. ers \"ho are interested in the teaC"hings.
The programs) too, contained the .i\ great artist played. Then Dr. Gro5sBaha'i Principles and quotations from mann read from the Creat.ive \Vord
the \oVord.
and :oliss Root spoke on the life at
Gne even.lng was spent with Dr. .-\cd. and Haifa and of the progress
and ":\lrs. Grussmann antI ).[r. Fried- of the Baha'i Cal1se throughout the
rich Gerstner, editor of "La Ko\'a world. The feast closed \"jth a charmTago." These three young people and ing little Bahai play presented by chilDr. Grossmann's vOllng sister. }Iiss dren and written bv Dr. :\Jelbert
Grossmann, publIsh three Baha'i T'iIilhlschlegel, a fine - Baha'i poet of
magazines :-"L.a :':-o·va Tago" in Es- Stuttgart. They are training- the chilreran to; a German magazine for chil- dren so that they are prepared to take
dren. and a German magazine for part in public Baha'i meetings. The
youth. Each one is puhlished quar- \vhole spirit of the Hamburg friends
terly.
They have printed several is fragrant \vith Abha beal1ty amI love.
)'li55 ":\.Tartha Root spent nine days
lovelv little 'German booklets cOtltaining ~hort Bah;\'i stories for children: in Brusse;s, Belgium. She took two
Dr. Grossmann is a verv efficient ex~ Bah{l'i books to the palace of Their
ecutive and he has carried the same I\Iajesties, King- Albert 1. and Qi.leen
bU::iiness efficiencv into the Baha'i Elizabeth of Belgium. Two .books
work. Everything is classified, filed were also placed in the Royal Library,

s
, . .·hich is the greatest library in Belgium. Booklets. were given to the
Brussels Esperantists and two book:;
for their libraries. Two books ,,,"'cre
given to the .Brussels Theosophical
Society.
It was a solemn moment ''''hen our
Bahil'i teacher took some -Rowers and
prayed at the grave of Edith Cavell
in Brussels. Edith Cavell lies buried
j lH in front of the Edith Cavell
Xllr::;ing Hospital and School, which
she herself founded.
Two Baha'i
books \vere placed in the Jihrary there.
A visit \vas made to the great Socialist headquarters, ~{aison du Peuple,
\vhere one of the leading men had been
attracted bv :\frs. Stannard's "~\[essa
gere ilah£\" and had written to
Geneva asking ahout literature. He,
too, was given a bool...
She gave Baha'i booklets and one
or t\,,'O hooks to ~fL Lans:burv the
socialist member of Parliame~l't of
Great Brirain, also to a g-reat general
sent 'from China, a poet from Germany-(each one is· a po,,,"erful socialist leader in his mlln country)she spoke to them and told them of the
Baha 'j viewpoint on world questions.
_-\n important part of her work \,,'as a
visit to the Pa.Iais ).fond-ial et ses Ins.titl1t~ (The \Vorld Palace and its Institutions). This is a great universal
institution which aims to build a universal city, found a universal 11niver~ity, and have a center where univer!'oal affairs can be systematically
studied. \Vhen Mr. _o\ndrew Carnegie visited it in 1910. it was very 111uch
smaller than it is nmv, but he sa.id
even then: "I never enjoyed any ·yisit
so much." It is a very great opportunity for BahaJis, at .once, to put
their books in different languages into
this universal librarv, send their
BahfL'i magazines to ~ this un.iversal
center, arrange a \. .·orthy DahiL'i exhihit there, and have delegates at the
Se\'£nth Cniversal Congress of ,\Vor1d
.-\s~ociations (VIIme Congn~s ).[011dial des .-\ssociations), whit::h will he
held July 17-19, 1C)27, in the Palais
~londial building in Brussels, Belgium. It is certain that more than one
hundred international associations, scientific, art, philanthropic, religious and
so forth, ,'\rill send delegates. Tb:~
universal congress will include scho:ars. scientists. religionists. from every
country in the world. It \\-i.11 he a
splendid opportunity for I3ah£l'is to acquaint themselves with ,'.rorld assOciations. The address is: L'U nion des
..-\ssociations Internatiollales, Paul Ot-;let, Director, Brussels! Belgium.
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"The Dani::;h people are fine ill calibre and have some ne\. .· and very good
ideas about. education and culture fur
the masses/' ,,,,,rites !\lis5 1\Iartha Root,
who reacheu Copenhagen, Denmark,
on April 23, 1927. Miss Johanna
Sorensen, a beautiful Bah~'i.'i and the
first belie.ver in Denmark, had arranged
a ::;.plend~d program ot events. April
twenty-eIghth, the two Bah.,.'t'is visited
the three largest new!=.papers and explained about the Cause to the editor::;
and gave them literature. 1Iiss Sorensen had translated into Danish and
published "What i, the Baha'i Movement" and "Baha'u'llith and His 1\(essage," ·both by Dr. Ess!emont and
these attractive booklets were a great
help. English books were also given
and a photograph of 'Abdl1'I-13ahft,
Th:--ee articles appeared during :be
....veck, a \VOllKtn writer Came to the
hotel and next day pUlblishecl an imervie\,,·. Book ... were placed in the Royal
Lihrary which is Denmark's greatest
library. A letter was written to the
King ~ and Queen and Crown Prince
of Denmark and left with three Baha'i
books at the palace. Their 1'1ajesties
v.."ere not in Denmark at this time.
~Iarch 1st, a pllhlic lecture, HThe
Baha'i 110yement in its Relation to
Christianity," \"""3.5 given in Borup's
High School, a private school, and a
popular lecture hall. The son of the
Professor of Comparative Religions
in the Cniver::;ity of Copenhagen was
the interpreter. These v{ere the first
advertised pubLic Baha'i lectures ever
given in Denmark.
~[arch 2nd, people called. One man ..
was an architect. He had bought the
Danish booklet, "Baha'u 'IJah and His
}[cssage" in the be::;.t book ~tore in
Copenhagen (it was brought out by
the best publisher and Danish scholars say that l\-1iss Sorensen has made
an excellent translation). The architect read the book; called his ,,,,ife and
read it alow1 to her and in the evening read it again to his children. He
and his family called and came to the
lectures. The same evening, olle of
:he leading Esperantists, who is also il
TheosophistJ had a little group of
friends in her home to meet l\Iiss Root
and "Ii" Sorensen. She also helped
:0 arrange for the inter.preters and !jid
everything possible to make the week
a successful and happy one.
The Esperantists of Copenhagen
had arranged for a lecture in their hall
~larch 3rd, inviting also non-Esperantists. All were most cordial, they pre::ented the speaker wth a bouquet .of
Danish pink tulips. They were true
friends aU during the visit. They sent

out one hundred im'itations for the
;Hlblic. ledures, and came themselves
:0 some oE the events.
lI.larch 4th, a lecture was lI·iven
fure the :\"ationai Coullcil
Danish
\\·onlen. I'drs. Hetlni Forchhammer
who yr6ellted the 13aha'i speaKer, i~
Presltlcnt of this Societv and ViccPresident of the I nternationat Council
of \Vomen and Delegante suppleante
flf the Danish Government to the
League of Nations. ]\Iiss Root had
:iten her at the League of Katio!1':;
sessions in 19:25 in G€neva. After the
lecture. i\Irs. Forchhammer asked the
s-peaker to tell them more about the
history of the Bahh'i )'Iovement,
Booklets were given out at the tea
which followeu.
. The same evening the second pllhhe lecture ,vas givt:n in Borl1p's High
School Hall. There \"'ere twice as
milny people as the first night. The
interpreter was the President of the
"l'heosophical Society of Copenhagen.
March 5th Miss Root spoke at the
I nternational People's College in HelS1l1g-er (Elsinore), one hour's ride bv
fast train from Copenhagen. Jess(e
Revell had given the Baha'i ~Iessage
to a Philadelphia girl who has been
studying for six months in this college and the latter had told the studellts. Abo, there was an American
woman there from P.ortland, Oregon,
who had known Mrs. T. \1/. Latimer.
The lecture was given· before ninetveight students, the majority ·of whuill
(in the winter season) are from Denmark; a"few other friends were ·present. The Director, Mr. Peter :JIanniche, and the students are idealists
and humanitarians, the ,,,,hole purpose
of this school is to educate for spiritual brotherhood and the highest culture, so it was a great opportunity.
"J.fiss Root wiLl prob8Jbly write something for the Star of the J:Vcst about
this college and other educational work
in Denmark.
People who had attended the lec:ure:i were invited to call OLl i\liss Sorensen and Miss Root on Sunday afternoon, the la..<;t dav, if they w'bhed
to ask questions or
meet th~m. Several came and in the midst of the (011. .-ersation a charming young- woman
trom Sweden came who said she had
known Dr. }Ioodv, ).Iiss Lillian
Kappes, Dr. Clock and ~Iiss Stewart
in Teheran,
The prese11t Denmark cannot vet
vision what it will mean to the coming
centuries that it has a Johanna Sorensen. but the people certainly appreciate and love her.
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ao my God! Immerse them in the
ocean of Thy Merry, illumine by their
faces the firnwmenl of Thy Knowledge, nwke them as crystal springs
gushing and streaming for Thee, loosen
their totlgues to praise Thee in
thronged and brilliant assemblies, open
to them the partais af Thy blessings in
ali directians, paur farth the shawers
af Thy Grace, rejoice my heart with
the gladness of their tidings at aU
times and perfume my saul with the
fragran.. of their hearts, 0 Thou the
Lord of heaven and earth! Thou art
verily the Almighty, the Giver, the
Gracious, Ihe Mas! Bountiful."
-'ABDU'L-BAHA.

THE CONFIRMING SPIRIT
Editorial
To the believers alone has been
granted final and complete proof of
God: not merely that He exists, not
merely that His will prevails, but that
His spirit confirms the weakest and the
least of men who arises to serve His
universal Cause. Theories have multiplied down the ages, and passive belief in religion is claimed by the vast
majority of people in all lands, but
only those will take the step of positive
action whose hearts are inspired wi·th
complete confidenoe that the Hosts of
reinforcement await no farther away
than their own outstretched hand.
In the building of sectarian instituti<lns and the promulgation of arbilary creeds we have no measure of the
confirming spirit. The measure of
'success' and 'failure' recognized
throughout ordinary affairs applies
only to the powers and faculties of
men. The supreme experience of the
soul surely consists in the effort of a
selHess, well·informed Baha'i to teach
according to the standard of the divinely appointed Teacher, 'Abdu'lBahi. Until a believer focuses every
effort andJOwer upon teach·ing the

Cause of Bahi'u'!Iih, he has only
adopted a new terminology and supplied his mental idols with a new name.
Faith and spiritual action are one and
inseparable, because the Hosts respond
only to the summons of faith.
A living faith also brings a consuming thirst for knowledge, preparing
itsel f for greater and greater service.
The true believer has neither false humility nor secret ambition, but in whatever he does he responds to a guiding
power.
The friends in America have been
made conscious of a high and noble
mission in the Cause. The building
of the first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in the
West is their privilege. The spreading of the Message among the nations
and throughout the islands has been
made their particular task. At the recent Convention time and again the
voice of the delegates spoke poignantly
of the need for ·greater unity, greater
sacrifice, greater obedience to the Plan
of Unified Action, that the Temple
construction might begin at the appointed time.
Has this mighty outcome of our endeavors been so long postponed beGlU5e
we have avoided the essential Baha'i
undaunted,
action - whole-hearted,
fiery teaching of the great Message?
Have we sought tlnity and collective
power upon human terms and under
hurna n conditions, rather than upon
the terms and conditions laid down for
us by the wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha?
We read in the texts of Baha'u'llah
that even physical health comes to one
who desires it for service to God.
Does not the financial capacity to construct the Temple depend likewise
upon absolute inner purity and divine
motive?
But fifteen months remain in which
to raise the necessary fund of four
hundred thousand dollars indicated in
the cablegram of Shoghi Effendi re-
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ceived a few days after the Convention
at Green Acre in 1925. Human concepti'Ons of time cannot control this
mighty affair; if we but make the effort, each one, individually and collective[y, to consecrate our lives to the
will of Bahi'u'ILih, the force of many
years can ·be concentrated into this
brief period of time. Let us not allay
our own inner doubts any longer by
criticism of what others do or neglect
to do. The confirming spirit surrounds
us aU equally and is impartially near
the small and the great.
When every .individual member of
the spiritual family of 'A'bdu'l-Baha
has raised his own spiritual gaze to the
Sun of Truth. made test of the power
of faith in himself and for himself,
then, and only then, can one plan be
said to be superior or inferior to another plan, or one method compared
with another method in efficiency. The
unity capable of constructing the
)'fashriqu'I~"'-dhkar is not a unity imposed by any form of authority from
without, rather is it a blending
minds and hearts by the inrush of that
faith which transforms men. The
blessed Cause in America awaits a few
pioneer souls who will become the very
embodiment of faith in Bahi'u'llah.
whose knowledge of the divine mysteries will shine through the twilight
of false belief, whose power of action
will break down every inertia, and
whose ardor will create an -irresistible
passion among thousands .to join in
building the Temple 0 f the Glory of
God. This is what the confirming
Spirit has assured us to be the goal and
outcome of living faith. Surely we aU
long for such a complete inner renewal and iIlumination. From one
spark the awaiting hearts will catch
fire with the love we knew in the Master, and which He but manifested to
show us the new standard of reality
granted to mankind.
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and ha.s been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, as

much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities. administrative, devotional. hum.mitarian. financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its in formation, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among helievers and admirers
alike ;~ every comer of the "lobe.
I ch., . great hopes for i,-, immedi~,
:uture, and I trust you
will ae·.-oJte your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI ·EFFENDI.

Acting in behalf of the American
friends. t-he treasurer of the Na.tional
Spiritual Assembly cabled in August
the sum oi fi fty pounds sterling to the
chief secretary, Jerusalem? toward the
relief of those suffering from the effeets of the earthquake. By this contribution the bel·ievers were enabled to
express something oi that gratitude we
all feel for the jUSotice extended toward the Cause by the authorities in
P-aIestine during the difficult davs following the ascension of 'Abdu'l:Baha;
and likewise to assume our share of
responsibility for conditions in the
Holy Land, the center of the Cause.
Renewed Appeal to Authorities in
Baghdad
. On July 7 last, the National Spiritual Assembly sent the foHowing ca~
hlegram to the British High CommisSIOner at Baghdad: "Baha'is throughout the world deeply aroused at grievous delay in righting intolerable situation caused by unjust seizure Baghdad
houses.
We must point out that
Baha'is have refrained from active
measures nearly two yeaf'S throuo-h reliance upon the justice and po':er oi
British Government and noble purposes of His Majesty King Feisal to
restore property to rightful owners.
Our responsibility to assist in over~
coming bad effects of present situation
throughout the Orient compels us to
emphasize need of immediate action."
Up to the present time no answer
has been received. The general conditions were related to the delegates <:It
the Convention by Mr. lvlountfort
ylills, who has been acting in this matter as the representative of Shoghi
Effendi. It seems clear that the intention to restore the H'Ouses of
Baha'u'llili, the future Shrine of international Baha'i pilgrimage, is a fixed
policy of the authorities, but that local
ieligious and political difficulties have
compelled postponement of their contemplated action.
The larger local Assemblies of the
United States and Canada sent ,similar
. d'led "' oeals. It is by wholehearted,
l ..1ified er:·nrt of this nature to protect
the permanen t interests 0 f the Cause
that the power of effective administrative action will he developed among the
believers throughout the world.
Shoghi Effendi Establishes Accuracy of Baha'i Texts
In connection with the problem of
reviewing the diarv notes of Ahmad
Sohrab, which was referred to Shoghi

Effendi, the Guardian informed the
National Assembly some time ago that
any and all notes of utterances by
'Abdu'l-Baha not read and approved
by the J\·faster himself, are to be is~
sue? on, the authority oi the person
t~kll~g tne ~otes,_ and as ·representing
h1S ImpresSIOn ot the utterances and
not as direct quotations. There' ·is a
particular value and interest in all im~
pressions and diary notes of the ·savings and actions of 'Abdu'l-Baha b;'t
the Guardian s i.p.struction mak~s it
imperative for us to distinguish between such works and the authorized
1?ahi'i texts composing the teachings.
I

Committee Plans and Activities
Teaching
OnJuly 29 the N;;tional Teaching
CommIttee lssued to all Assemblies and
groups an important letter setting
forth a general plan for increased efiort in the field of public teaching and
urging cooperation from the local'bod.
ies. With the letter was enclosed a
brief statement of a National Plan for
Baha'i Public Conferences to be held
in the United States and Canada thi,
year.
The special purpose of the present
Teachmg Committee is to establish a
Baha'i platform in the various cities
corresponding in force and character
to the Conferences developed by the
World Unity Conference Commi.ttee
last year.
No Baha'i activity at present can
sllII"pass this intention, since it is only
by concentrating all our collective
forces upon intensive public teaching
that we can quicken the spirit of our
community life. The general plan was
outlined by a special committee of the
National Spiritual Assembly last
Ylarch and reported to the delegates
at .Montreal. The experience acquired
by the World Unity Con i erences
should enable the hiends to hold meetings of direct teaching with greatly increased facilities. The local Spiritual
Assemblies are urged to appoint sped al commi ttees to act as the representatives of the National Teaching
Committee, and maintain close contact
with that committee throughout the
year.
In order to strengthen the facilities
and resources of the Teaching Committee, the National Assembly has
added the following new members:
Mr. W. H. Randall. ;Vlrs. Fl()rence
Morton, Mrs. Amelia Collins, Mrs.
El Fleda Spaulding and Mrs. Robert
Moffet!.
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Ruhi AInan Visiting American
Assemblies
The teaching work will be greatly
reinforced during the next few weeks
by Ruhi Afn'ln who, at the r"'luest of
the Teaching Committee, has arranged
to extend his visit in this country.
The following schedule has been
plarmed, subject to minor changes:
Geneva, N ew York, October 24 and
25; Buffalo, October 26 and 27;
Oeveland, October 28 and 29; Detroit, Octotber 30; Chicago, October
31 to November 3. Ruhi Afnan will
then proceed to California, where
speaking appointments have already
been assured in prominent educational
Returning to Chicago
institutions.
after a stay of perhaps two weeks in
California, he will then visit Baha'i
centers in the Middle West and proceed to New York via Washing1on,
D. c., Baltimore and Philadelphia.
During his stay at Green Acre, Ruhi
Afn:in prepared and delivered a series
of addresses developing the social significance 0 f the Cause. These talks
attracted many who are seeking a re
ligion capable of improving the world
and not merely offering a new mysticism. It is hoped that each local Assembly in the above dties will arrange
as many meetings as possible for Ruhi
Afmin during his all too brief stay,
particularly at colleges and before liberal groups whose adherence would
prove a valuable asset to the Faith.
Inter-Racial Amity
The public meetings held under the
direction of the Inter-racial Amity
Committee are a special as.pect of
Baha'i teaching which possesses eX.treme importance at this time for the
American friends. All the believers
are thoroughly aware of the vital need
to present the principles of rac;"l amity
as set forth by 'Abdu'l-Baha, not only
in word but also in deed.
The Amity Conference held at
Green Acre in July was a model of
how such meetings should be held.
The program included non-Bah':i as
well as Baha'i speakers, but the foundation was entirely that created by the
use. Similar con f erences are bei ng
held in Boston and New York during
October, while the friends in Washington are preparing for a powerful and
bri'lIiant Inter-racial Amity Conference to be held on November 11 and
4

ea

12, 1927.
Among those who spoke at the Convention for Amity Between the Colored and ,Vhit. Races at Green Acre
on Jul y 2l.. and 23 were: Mr. Devere
Allen, Ediror of The World Tomor-

Change of Address
On October I, the Office of the
Secretary, National Spiritual
Assembly of the Ba.hi'is 0; the
United States and Canada, was
removed to 129 East 10th Street,
New York City.

row; Mr. Albert R. Vail; Dr. Samuel
McComb, Founder of t,he Emanuel
Movement; Ruhi Afnan; Mrs. Edwina Powell; Mrs. S. E. J. Oglesby;
Rev. William Safford Jones, First
Unitarian Church, Portsmouth; Prof.
Leslie Pickney HiU, State Normal
School, Cheyney, Pa.; the respective
chairmen being Mr. William H. Randall, Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, Mr.
Louis Gregory and Mr. Alked E.
Lunt.
:Mrs. Pauline Hannen has been
asked to serve on the Inter-racial
Amity Committee, in place of 11i33
Rieves who is traveling abroad.
Publications
The friends will be gratified to learn
that the entire edition of 5000 copies
of Dr. Esslemont's bock, published
through Brentano's, is now exhausted.
After careful consideration, the Publishing Committee has decided to issue
a new edition under its own auspices:
This edition will consist of 2000 copies in flexible Fabrikoid (synthetic
leather), a most attr.active. strongly
bound bock, to 5011 at 9Oc; and 3000
copies in doth and paper, to sell at SOc.
This new doth-and-paper edition will
be strong and durable. The book in
both editions win be a convenient
pocket size.
The unique usefulness of Dr. Es~
slemont's book as an introduction to
the Teachings will undoubtedly lead
to large orders for these improveci,
yet lower priced editions, to be given
as Christmas presents. The Publishing Committee believes that copies WIll
be available by November 30. To facilitate ordering in quantity by individuals, a discount of 10 per cent will be
allowed on all orders of fifty copies
Or" more sent by individuals before
December 15. This means that fifty
copies in .cIoth-and-paper will cost
$22.50, and fi fty in fabrikoid, stamped
in gold, $41.50, postage additional.
Assembly librarians are also asked to
order generously in advance, so that
the book will be available to all the
friends.
The Committee is happy to announce
a new edition of Baha'i Hymns, by
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Shahnaz Waite, at JOe a copy, of which
the greater part is to go to the Tem~
pie Fund. This publication was made
possible through the generosity of
Mrs. Hills Cole.
The Master reveaied many Tablets
to Shahnaz \Vaite in reference to her
hymns and poems. "Verily thy verses
shall be sung in the divine meetings
and in the assemblages of die spiritual.
in the course of ages and cycles to
come, for thou hast uttered the praise
of thy Lord, the Merciful, the Gement. AU poems shall be forgotten in
the course of .time save those that are
extraordinary. Thy poems shall be
chanted with melody and best voices in
the Center of Worship (Mashriqu'lAdhksr) for evermore."
Mrs. Bertha H yd. Kirkpatrick, assisted by Albert R. Vail and Marguerite McKay, has prepared a list of
Baha'i references and answers to the
questions and topics for discussion
compiled by Louis G. Gregory. Like
the admirable work, "God and His
:"fanifestations," compiled by Mrs_
Gif.t last year, Mrs. Kirkpatrick's
Baha'i references are invaluable for
individual study and group discussion
of the Teachings. In mimeographed
form, IOc a copy.
The friends are reminded of the
Compilation on Education re-issued
some months ago in mimeographed
sheets at 35c. It will be impossible
to use these stencils again.
Baoi'i ringstones, in small size, may
be obtained from the Publishing Committee by recoguized believers at SOc
each.
A new prayer book has been published under the direction of the English National Spiritual Assembly copies 0 f which have been imported for
sale to the friends in America. This
attractive little booklet has been compiled with special reference to the
needs of Baha'i children and young
people. SOld at IOc a copy.
'The World Unity Conferences revealed the need of a new compilation
of the American addresses of 'AbdulBaha in the fonn of a condensation
of the great historical work, "The
Promulgation of Universal Peace."
Such a bock has recently been published, containing 112 pages, bound in
strong paper, for sale at 7Sc. The
title is "Foundations of World Unity."
For some time the friends have felt
the need of some readily accessible
Baha'i calendar to coordinate the dates
with those on the calendar in current
use. This need has now been met by
an admirably arranged "Perpetual
Baha'i Calendar" designed by' Dr.
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Edna M. McKinney and published
with the approval of Shoghi Effendi.
Copies can be secured from the Publishing Committee at 5c each.
All orders for publications should
be sent ro Baha'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central
Station, New York.
The Baha'; Magazine
Contents of June, 1927, issue:
Woman-In Tradition and History
(Part 2) by Howard R. Hurlbut;
Hymn of Marching Women, by Grace
Van
W.
Hogeboom - Henderson;
Prague and the- International Congress, by Martha L. Root; The Baha'i
Convention at Montreal; Underlying
Powers at Work in the \Vorld of
Business, by Harlan F. Ober; This
Amazing Civilization) by Dale S. Cole;
Through India and Burma, by Floren.ce Evelyn Schopilocher; editorials.
Contents of July issue: Editorial,
by Stanwood Cobb; The Potency of
the Ideal, by Dale S. Cole; The Moral
Need of the World, by Charles Masan
Remey; The Return of Light, by Julie
ChanIer; Why Elijah, by Christine
French; The Abolition of Prejudices,
by Florence A. Clapp; Trees, by Walter B. Guy; A Trip ta Tahiti, by
Loui se Bosch; Excerpts from My
Diary, by Keith Ransom-Kehler.
.contents- of August issue: Immortality. A Compilation from Teachings
of 'Abdu'l-Bah"; Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; Baha'i Scientific Proofs
o[ Life After Death, by Martha L.
Root; Souvenir Feast of 'Abdul-Baha,
by Keith Ransom-Kehler; Flying in
1faterial and Spiritual Atmospheres,
by Florence Evelyn Schopfiocher;
Creation As It Appears Taday, by Dr.
Orrol L. Harper; Amity at Green
Acre, by Louis G. Gregory.
Contents o[ September issue: Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; The Task
of Self-Education, by Dale S. Cole;
The M:ontezuma M:ethod, by William
John M:eredith; Some Informal Opinions on Education, by Keith RansomKehler; New Ideals of Education, by
Shahnaz Waite; The Unexpected
Happens, by Florence Evelyn Schopfiacher; Seventh Congress af \Vorld
Association., by Martha L. Raot.
Contents of October issue: Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; On Earth
as it is in Heaven, by Keith RansDm4
Kehler; Reflections on the Great
Eclipse, by Florence E. Pinchon; The
International School of Geneva, by
Mme. Jeanne Stannard; Nineteenth
Universal Congress of Esperanto, by
Martha L. Root; The Conductor of
the""Symphony on the Pacific, by Set-

suichi Aoki; The Background of the Finance Committee were: Mr. Carl
Chinese \Vomen, ov Mrs. C. F. \Vang; Scheffler, Mr. Allen :vrcDaniel and
The Present Tendencies of the Ko- Mr. Roy C. \Vilhelm.
rean People, by Helen C. Kim; EduContrary to the opimon ot some,
cators in Council for \Vorid Progress, the National Fund has never exceeded
by Henry W. Hetzel; Some Experi- by a penny the amounts itemized in the
ences Among the Poor in Brazil, by budget of that Plan. On the other
Leonora Holzapple; The Spiritual hand, certain donations have been
Need in Education, Excerpts from ad4 made to the National Fund since the
dress of President Coolidge.
Plan of Unified Action was published,
THE BAHA'I n.UGAZINE, Star of the
the purpose of which was fixed by the
West, is published by Baha'i News donors themselves. In these cases the
Service, 706 Otis Building, Washing- National Assembly could be regarded
ton, D. C. Subscription, $.3.00 per only as the agents of the donors, caryear. Articles on subjects of Baha'i rying out their will, and not as the
in.terest are requested by the editors originators of such extra-budget exfrom believers throughout the world. penses_
Year Book
Green Acre
The text for volume two of the
The complete program carried out
Bahi'i Year Rook has been sent to at Green Acre this la3t season was
Shoghi Effendi by the Year Book puhli shed in the NEws LETTER during
Committee, A:bert vVindu5t, secretary. the spring. At this. time it is suffiand will be published according to his cient to in form the friends that· the
instructions when received. In order Institute of World Unity carried out
to develop greater facilities for the its remarkable series of courses as anpreparation of this international Baha'i nounced. bringing to Green Acre many
work, the National Spiritual Assembly who became permanently attached to
has approved a suggestion of the Com- this universal center. The direct teachmittee that new members be requested ing methad was upheld with dignity
to serve in ioreign countries. The list aad force by Mr. Albert R. Vail, Mr.
of those invited to seNe on the Year Louis G. Gregory, Mrs. Elizabeth
Book Committee for volume three in- Greenleaf, Mr. Hooper Harris and
cludes: 'Abdu'I,Hossein Dehkan, Shi- other well known teachers, in addition
raz; Soheil A t nan, Hai fa; Hashma- ta the series of Sunday morning talks
tullah, India and Burma; Mrs. Stan- delivered to same 0 f the largest audinard, Geneva, Switzerland; Dr. Gross- ences in the history of Green Acre by
mann, Hamburg, Germany; Miss Ruhi Afnan.
Martha Root, m.ember at large; Mr.
The Executive Committee is at presGeorge P. Simpson, London, England; ent planning program and improveand M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney,
ments for the coming season, and deParis, France. The National Assem- tailed announcements will be made in
bly has also appointed Mrs. Victoria a few months.
Bedekian "Photograph Edi,tor" of the
The decision of Mrs. Emma Bliss to
Year Book Committee, with the remake
1927 her last season as manager
quest that she take steps to secure photographs of Baha'i interest and impor- of the Inn gives occasion to refer to a
tance trom Assemblies throughout the Baha'i service of many years' duration
scarcely equalled among the AmeriWorld.
can friends. Season aiter season Mrs.
Finance Committee
Bliss has maintained the Inn with conA new committee, to be called the spicuous efficiency and unfailing sucFinance 'Committee, was appointed by cess, donating to the resources of
the National Spiritual Assembly at its Green Acre the enti re prafits each
last meeting. The purpose of this year. Her work was not merely one
body is ta pass upon all appropriations of supervision and direction, but inand expenditures requested by com- cluded personal attention to important
mittees or indivi<iuals of the Kational details vital to the welfare of the Inn.
Assembly, and recommend action by And this service was rendered by one
the Assembly. By this appointment it who had every right and ample means
(s expected that stricter economy and to devote her summer months to perbetter planning of expenditures will sonal comfort and repose. The history
result, to the distinct advantage of the of this complete consecration to Green
Temple Construction Fund which ac- Acre can only be termed providential.
oumulates from balances left after the Without this integrity, experience and
fixed expenditures itemized in the bud- unremitting physical and mental l:rbor,
get of the Plan of Unified Action have it is doubtful whether Green Acre
been made. Those appointed to the could have survived the problems con-
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fronting the iriends in the difficult
years following the passing of Miss
Sarah]. Farmer. ),o!ere words are no
equivalent to deeds of this character;
more important even than hcartfeJt
gratitude and cordial memory would
be the realization on the part of all
who go to Green Acre in future that
this universal center blessed hy
'Abdu'I-Bahi exists not merely for
ease and relaxation but ior active loyalty expressed by contributions of
service and thought.
World Unity Conferences
The indirect teaching method described and endorsed by the Guardian
is going forward into another year of
ac.tivity without interruption or diminution. During October and N 0vember, Conferences have been or will
be held as follows: New York City.
October 10, 11 and 12; Cornell University, October 23, 24 and 25;
Geneva, New York, October 26;
Brown University. October 31, November 1 and 2; Chicago, November
13, 14 and 15; Worcester, Mass., November 27, 28 and 29.
Tbe New York meetings were held in
the famous International House, and
the program included such well known
names as Dr. Franz Boas, Prof. Harry
Overstreet, Dr. Mordecai Johnson,
Alfred W. Martin, Dr. William R.
Shepherd and Dr. John Herman Randall.
The following resolution respecting
the Work! Unity Conferences was
passed by the National Spiritual Assembly at its meeting in Boston on
October 23: "It is the sense of this
body that the Committee directing the
World Unity Conferences have no.
longer an official connection with this
body.
Also, the funds supporting
these activities are no l.anger drawn
from the National (Bahit'i) treasury
to any extent. Even in the past a.Jl
funds supporting these activities, with
very few exceptions, have been special
contributions, although paid through
the National Fund. But now this
channel for the transmission of these
special funds, for reasons of wisdom
is no longer used.
HThere continues, however, the
strongest spiritual bond between the
World Unity Conference Committee
and this body and ... full understanding on our part of the nature and scope
of the work undertaken by the said
committee, who have as their aim the
e>nly (teaching) approach now possible
to many people of capacity, and to
awak~ gradually within them a desi re for the teachings and message 0 f

Bahi'u'llah and eventually to bring
them into full understanding of the
Divine Cause. This program contemplates the fulfilment of the wishes of
Shag-hi Effendi that capable Baha'i
teachers should follow up such conferences and guide those most interested
into a knowledge of the Cause. The
National Spiritual Assembly pledges
its full cooperation and prayerful support to the World Unity Conference
Committee to this noble and glorious
end.
"The list of National committees
shall be amended in accordance with
this resolution. The National T eaching Committee is asked to instruct its
workers to clarify this relationship in
the minds of the friends throughout
A.merica and to present a teaching program for the correlation of the two

and method by which to submit artides
for publication.
I t should be remembered that newspapers welcome local news, and national news with local interest:, but
must receive it in a form corresponding to their editorial habits and requirements. The essential matter is to
establish the Baha'i connection as one
both completely reliable and at least
fairly proficient. Nothing will take
the place of actual experience, therefore this aspect of our Baha'i work
will steadily improve as the local publicity committees enter upon their duties.
To be fully efficient, the local committee should learn how to secure attention for articles they receive already
prepared, and also how to prepare
suitable articles on matters pertain-

""':.~~!:C'c!:,
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~~:!"~':: ~:?~ ~~~::;'.":':'~, :'..~c! in

furtherance of the spirit of harmony
and understanding."
That the friends may understand
how the development of the World
Unity activities, involving as they do
both as speakers and cooperating associates many non-Baha'i individuals
and groups, made such a resolution
desirable, it is announced at this time
that Dr. John Herman Randall has
resigned as one of the Ministers of the
Community Church of New York City
and is serving as Director of the World
Unity activities. This step has made
it passiMe for him to extend greatly
the scope of the World Unity Conferences, which have -received the endorsement of several leading universities and progressive institutions. A
recent letter from Shag-hi Effendi to
Dr. Randall conveys the Guardian's
confident hopes that his services will
contribute to the future growth and
power of the Cause, and urging cordial relations with Baha'is promoting
the direct activities.

Publicity C ommi ttee
The members of this committee,
consisting of Mrs. Louise Boyle, Mrs.
Doris McKay and Mr. Horace Holley, are concerned with the important
problem oi developing adequate publicity facilitie, in each local Assembly
and Baha'i group. The suggestion is
placed before the friends that in each
Baha'i community some person be appointed who shall be responsible for
placing in the hands 0 f local newspaper editors such articles as are sent to
the Assembly or group by the National Assembly or its Publicity Committee. The person appointed should
endeavor to make cordial relations with
the local pre!lS, and learn the best form
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Three articles have been sent to all
local secretaries by the National AssembJy since the Convention: on the
martyrdom at Ardibil; on the election
of Mr. Gregory to the National Assembly; and on 'Abdu'I-Baha's Tablet revealed in 1897 confirming the success of the .zionist Movement.
Baha'i Summer School at
Geyseiville
Since the close of the first season of
this important new Baha'i institution,
the N ationa! Assembly has received a
number of detailed reports, too extensive for reproduction in the NEWS
LETTER, but unanimously declaring the
remarkable success of the center estahlished through the generosity 0 f
and Mrs. John Bosch.
Tbe best description 0 f the methods
and also results is to be found in the
folk>wing (unfortunately brief) excerpts:"In selecting a center for the Baha'i
Teaching Institute, consideration was
given first and foremost to the "pportunity for the direct descent of the
Spirit of Truth, so that each and every
heart might gain the pure influx of the
water of life. • . . The facilities already available were sufficient to perml! of operations of comprEhensive
type immediately without expense to
the Cause.
HWhile the Committee unanimousJy
accepted the site as ideal, yet realizing
that the success of any activity within
the Cause depends largely on the
united thought and effort of the
friends, it was decided to suggest a
Teaching Institute for the month of
August, 1927, so that the friends might
j()in with enthusiasm in furthering the
work, if !bey approved the action of

"r.r.
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the Committee. The Committee real,
ized tnat with such a program, the initial sessions would perhaps be small,
but it would nevertheless lay a more
secure foundation for the superstructure later.

"The fondest hopes of the Commit,
tee were far surpassed. We had felt
that if only a few-at most nine-attended the sessions the first year, and
gained spiritual wisdom and greater

desire and impetus to serve the Cause,
the result would be very beneficial.
However, during the month there was
in attendance a total of forty of the
confirmed believers, among them Ii fteen enthusiastic young souls, and in
addition a number who were attracted

recently to the Cause.

Of the latter,

six became confirmed Baha'is; four of
these were from a family of international marriage. the mocher an Ameri-

can, the father a Japanese.
"It was indeed a fulfilment of His
promise, that after His ascension the
force of His spirit would be even
greater than during His ministration

on earth. Those who had been to the
Holy Land stated that the spirit at
the Teach ing Insti lUte was like tha tat
the Threshold."
.Among t,he teachers serving at Geyserville were L. C. loas, Miss Alice
Rouleau, Shahnaz Waite, Dr. F. W.
D'Evelyn, Mrs. Helen Bishop, Mr. H.
R, Hurlbut, Mrs. Louise Bosch. Mrs.
Kathryn Frankland, 1frs. Marian
Yazdi, Mrs. Grace B. Holley, Mr.
John Bosch, Miss Sophronia Oaki,
Mrs. Gladys Aoki, Mrs. Louise Caswell, Mrs. S. Emory, Mr. Ch",r1es
Bishop, Mrs. Nellie French, Mrs. E.
G, Cooper.
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite
served notably as chairman of the Institute during most of the sessions.
Changes in BaM.'i Directory
Local secretaries and National com-

mittees who received copies of the international Baha'i directory issued by
the National Spiritual Assembly during July are requested to note the following changes:
Berkeley,
Calif.-Mrs.
Marian
Yazdi, secretary, c/o Baha'i Library,
1199 Spruce Street. Visalia, Calil.Miss Jane A. Barker, secretarv. 1501
West Main Street. Washington, D.
C.-Miss Margaret Green, secretary,
3244 38th Street. Baltimore. Md.Mrs. F. Woodward Hipsley, secretary, 2803 Allendale Road.
New
York, N. Y.-Miss Bertha Herklotz,
secretary, Baha'i Center, 119 West
57th Street. Cincinnati, Ohio-Miss
Hilda Stauss, 3640 Epsworth Avenue, Westwood. Newark, N. J.-Mrs.
Wm, Witman, secretary, c/o Baha'i

lVleetingplace. 24 Park Place.
bourne,

Australia-secretary,

Mel-

Ward have recently moved to Berk.

Baha'i

eley from Ithaca, N. Y., and their
presence greatly reinforces the work

Spiritual Assembly, G. P: O. Box
1237, Bourke Street. Add following local
Assemblies.
Mrs. J.
c. Craven, 2 Derbey Street, Altrincham. Cheshire, England. Miss G.
Challis, Rizwan. Blandford Road,
Broadstone, Dorset, England. "Irs.
Slade, Mollards Court, Stokenchurch,
Bucks. England.
The Dawn, the
Baha'i Jouma! of Burma, is to be addressed c/o IIlirza Zabiullah Zarquani,
No. 21, 45th Street, Rangoon, Burma.
Kindly send all corrections in the

Baha'i Directory to Secretary, National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada, 129
East 10th Street, New York City.
In Memoriam
Mrs. Kate I ves, Eliot, Maine, April
30, 1927.
Miss Isabelle Munson, San Fran,
cisco, June 3, 1927.
Mrs. Eila X ash. Los Angeles, June
16, 1927.
Mr. Edward Lindstrom, Kenosha,
July 8, 1927.
:Mrs. Edward Struven, Wilmette,
July 9, 1927.
Dr. George J. Augur, Honolulu,
September 13, 1927.
')'frs. A. P. Dodge, New York, September 16, 1927.
Inter-Assembly Correspondence
Circular letters have been issued in
recent months by the following Spiritual Assemblies: Honolulu, T. H.;
Wilmette, Illinois; Urbana, Illinois;
Berkeley, California.
:'Iiss Agnes Alexander informs the
friends that a cottage belonging to
Mrs. Baldwin, of the Honolulu Assembly, has been placed at the complete disposal of the Cause in that
city. This charming house is situated
in a. garden facing one of the main
thoroughiares. It is now arranged for
Baha'i service, with a library, office
and assembly room.
The believers in Berkeley have
adopted the "Seminar" method for
their weekly meetings, and have found
it very successful. The friends take
charge of the meeting in alphabetical
order. The leader announces the topic
at the preceding meeting, and all the
believers come prepared to contribute
to the discussion. The leader concludes the meeting with a summary of
the teachings as brought Qut during
the "Seminar." The Juniors of Berkeley have been divided into two classes,
the younger group studying under Mrs.
Frankland, the older children under
Prof. Forsyth Ward. Prof. and Mrs.

of the Berkeley Baha'is.
Mrs. Esther G. Harding, secretary
of the Urbana Spiritual Assemblv,
gave a brief outline of current acti';i-

ties and a description of the opportunities afforded by the presence 0 f the
University of Illinois, in the circular

letter recently issued by that Assembly. The weekly study class has been
using ~1rs. Gift's reference outline.
A dass of young people of high school
age is reading and discussing Dr. Esslemont's "Baha'u'llah and the New

Era." The children have been made
thoroughly acquainted with the history
and principles of the Cause. The
Baha'i work in Urbana began in 1898.
when Dr. r.l oody was in vited oy Mrs.
Kelley to come from Dlicago and
teach. The friends in Urbana. can secure important platforms for any vis·

iting teacher of capacity.
The founding of a Spiritual Assembly in WlTmeite hrings a new element
of enthusiasm and responsibility for

the service of the Temple. We quote
from a letter written by Shoghi Effendi to the friends in Wilmette on
1Iarch 30. '·P1ease assure the members of the newly formed Assembly at
Wilmette of my great joy in hearing
of their plans and purpose, of my deep
interest in their progress and welfare.
and of my constant prayers for tne

success of their labors. May the fruit
of their activity lend a fresh impetus
to the onward march of the Cause and

hasten the advent of the day which
shall witness the resumption of the
Temple building operations, so long

delayed, yet so vital to the interests
of our beloved Cause. Perseverance
and unre1axing faith will in time surmount every obs.tacle, and crown

the combined efforts of the believers with success." !vIr. Edward
Struven, local secretary, informs the

friends that "the mere foundation of
the Temple is already of great interest to travelers and students.

Visitors

from all parts of this country and
Canada, various parts of Europe, Persia~ Japan. Hawaii and Australia have

been on the grounds during the past
nine months. They arrive singly and
in groups of fifty and more at one
time. CLasses from the various general
and religious educational institutions
in and nea·r Chlcago make special vis-

its to the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar and re,
ceive information as to the scope and

purposes of the future Baha'i work to
be carried on there. Invariably, if not
the first, tfieir second question is-
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'When do the BaM'is expect to complete this structuTe?'''
To

Enhance Consultation with
Convention Delegates

In order to make possible a more
effective relationship between Convention delegates and the members of the
National Assembly, opening up the
springs of inspiration within the earth
of the hearts, the National Spiri tual
A.,embly in September appointed a
Convention Committee consisting of
Mr. Honce Holley, Mr. Alfred E.
Lunt and Mr. Allen McDaniel with instructions to examine all the details
incident to annual Baha'i Conventions
and recommend a plan whereby this
important meeting can in future attain new power and efficiency. The
Convention Committee was also requested to draft a letter to the dele-

""'':ltp~ n.f thp lO?7 r","" ..."t-i,," In',i ... ;r. ....
th~ to meet with the ·Nati~nal As"-

sembly at a special joint session of
consultation in Chicago on January
22, 1928. This letter is now in preparation and will be iosued about the
time the present NEWS LETTER appears. I t wi]] be followed by an
agenda placed in the hands of the delegates in ample time for them to give
full consideration to the subjects selected on account of their im(X>rtance
to the work of the Cause at this time.
The minutes of the 1927 Convention
have been studied carefully, and suitable action has been taken by the N ational Assembly on all matters voted
at Montreal, as will be reported in detail at the meeting of informal consultation to be held during January.
Although this mid·year consultation
is not an institution established in the
letters of the Guardian, nevertheless
it corresponds to the nature of the
spiritual relationship he desires to obtain between the secondary electors
and the N ationa! Assembly, and therefore the consultation should be richly
blessed.
The exact program, inc.luding the
public meeting to be held in connection with these sessions, will be announced at a later date.
Recent Instructions from Shoghi
Effendi
The special attention of the friends
throughout the united States and Canada is called to the following advices
and instructions transmitted to the
National Assembly by the Guardian of
the Cause in a letter written through
his secretary and dated August 25,
1927.
"The Kitab-i-Aqdas should not be
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published as the existing translation is the working of the principle underlymost inadequate. As the Laws in the ing the above-mentioned Declaration.
Aqdas are not all of them designed I shall, after having given it my close
for immediate application, our Guar- and personal consideration, transmit it
dian hopes to make extracts of the to you, in order that you may submit
more immediate and essential provi- it to the Local Spiritual Assemblies,
sions of it for the guidance of t-he who in turn will endeavor to secure
friends, who should be urged to adopt itS final ratification by the body of the
and enforce them within the limits im- recognized believers throughout the
posed by the civil law in their respec- United States and Canada. I would
tive countries_
urge you to insert the Text of the
"Regarding the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Declaration, the complete set of the
our Guardian feels that the National by-laws, and the accompanying IndenAssembly should take no step whatso- ture of Trus-t, aU combined, in the next
ever concerning the interior design or issue of the Baha'; Year Book, that
construction of the Temple if that step sympathizers and believers alike in
involves, however indirectly, any finan- every land may obtain a dear and corcial obligation on the part of the Na- rect vision of the preliminary frametional Fund, as the Temple Fund is work of that complete system of world
solely for building purposes. As to administration implicit in the Teach.' ) , . i. •.
the character of the design, our Guar- ings of Baha'u'llih.
dian feels that this is a matter to be
In connection with the best and
necifif>rf hv thp :11"'r'\,;tp,.t ~r'lrl thO!;:P """,-.,..;:T
- - - nr,..
-_. ...__t;r"'J
._-- -,.,., .. th ..... A'" ,...,f ..... _~<""'..:l •• _'"
friends who have a special knowledge to be adopted for the election of Baha'i
of such matters."
Spiritual Assemones, I feel that in
of the fact that definite and deview
LETTER FROM SHOGHI
tailed regulations defining the manner
EFFENDI
and character of Bah,,'i elections have
To the members of the National neither been expressly revealed by
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Bah,,'u1lih nor laid down in the Will
the United States and Canada:
and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Bahi, it deDearly-beloved co-workers:
volves upon the members of the UniYour communications dated A pdl versal House of Justice to formulate
1Sth and May 6th and 9th have been and apply such system of laws as
received, with their enclosures, and would be in conformity with the essentials and requisites expressly procarefully perused.
The Declaration of Trust, the pro- vided by the Author and Interpreter
visions of w.hich you have so splen- of the Faith for the conduct of Baha'i
didly conceived, and formulated with administration. I have consequently
such assiduous care, marks yet an· refrained from establishing a settled
other milestone on the road of progress and uniform procedure for the election
along which you are patiently and de- of the Assemblies of the East and the
tenninedly advancing_ Gear and con- West, leaving them free to pursue
cise in its wording, sound in principle~ their own methods of procedure which
and complete in its affirmations of the in most e>ases had been instituted and
fundamentals of Baha'i administration, practised during the last two decades
it stands in its final form as a worthy of the life of 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
The genera1 practise prevailing
and faithful exposition of the constitutional basis of Baha'i Communities in throughout the East is the one based
every land, foreshadowing the final upon the principle of plurality rather
emeTgence of the world Baha'i Com· than absolute majority, whereby those
monwealth of the future. This docu- candidates that have obtained the high.
ment, when correlated and combined est number of votes, irrespective of
with the set of by-laws which I trust the fact whether they cormnand an abare soon forthcoming, win serve as a solute majority of the votes cast or
pattern to every N arional Baha'i As- not, are automatically and definitely
sembly, be it in the East or in the elected. It has been felt, with no litWest, which aspires to con form, pend- tle justification, that this method, ading the formation of the First Uni- mittedly disadvantageous in its disreversa~ House of Justice, with t·he spirit gard 0 f the principle that requires that
and letter of the world-order ushered each elected member must secure a
majority of the votes cast, does away
in by Bahi'u'llah.
I eagerly await the receipt of the on the other hand with the more sericomplete set of the contemplated by- ous disadvantage of restricting the
laws, the purpose of which should be freedom of the elector who, unhamto supplement the provisions, clarify pered and unconstrained by electoral
the purpose, and explain more fully necessities, is cailled upon to vote for
~
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none but those whom prayer and reflection have inspired him to uphold.
l\foreover, the practise of nomination.
so detrimental to the atmosphere of a
silent and prayerful election, is. viewed
with mis[rust inasmuch as it gives the
right to the majority of a body that. in
itsel f under the present circumstances,
often constitutes a minority of all the
elected delegates, to deny that Godgiven right of every elector to vote
onJy in favor of those who he is conscientiously convinced are the most
worthy candidates. Should this simple system be provisionally adopted. it

~ould saiL'gUard the spiritua·l principle
·ttt the uniettered treedom of the voter,
who wit( thus- oreserve intact the sanctity of the choice he first made_ It
would avoid the inconvenience of securing advance nominations irom absent delegates. and the impracticability ot associating them with the assemblied electors in the subsequent ballots that are often required to meet the
exigencies of majority vote.
I would recommend these observations to your earnest consideration, and
whatever decision you arrive at. all
local Aossemblies and individual believ-

NATIO:-JAL SPIRITUAL ASSElvlBLY
OF THE BAHAIS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Statement of Casl, Receipts and Disbllrscnwnts for
Period Ap';i I. to July 31. 1927
CA6H BALANCE APRIL 1, 1927
Northern Trust Co ........... $5,371.35
Northern Trust Co. Savings Acc't 350.00
Liberty Bonds .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00

S5,771.35

CASH RECEIPTS
Temple .................... . 2,1413.32
Budget ..................... . 10,439.63
Teaching ................... .
None
Greenacre ______ ._.,_ .. ___ , __ 1,208.00
Publicity ................... . 1,625.00
Interest _.... ________ , . , _.. , __ .
18.33 $15,439.28

$21,210.63
DISBURSEMENTS
Temple ..... : .............. .
Teaching ................... .

$830.73
2.112.79
Greenacre . _.. ___ . , __ . _..... . 4.049.02
Star of tbe West ............. .
900.00
International . ___ .. _ . __ . _. __ . _ 1,035.00
World Unity Conference ..... .
54.90
Publis hi ng .................. . 1.422.45
Administration ,. ______ ...... . 4,340.31
104.39
Libr:l.rY .................... .
General Publicity ............ . 1.125.00
Inter-racial Amity .......... .
200.00 $16,174.59
$5,036.04

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Temple Caretaker ............

$172.00

Advances
Gift Shop-Greenacre ........
500.00
Arts Craft Shop--Greenacre ..
250.00
Improvements to Land-Temple. .
836.77
Caretaker's House-Temple ....
96.15
Treasurer's Office Equipment.. .
92.50
Greenacre Investment .........
674.87
Greenacre Equipment .........
35.28 $2,657.57
CASH BALANCE JULY 31. 1927
Northern Trust Co .......... $1.928.47
Northern Trust Co. Savings....
400.00
Liberty Bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00 $2,378.47

ers, I am certain, will uphold, ior their
spiritual obligation and privilege is not
only to consult freely and frequently
wich the National Spiritual Assemblv~
but to uphold as well with confiden~c
and cheerfulness whatever is the considered verdict of their national representatives_
\Vishing you success from all my
heart,
I am, your true brother,
SHOGHI.

Haifa, Palestine,
May 27, 1927.

An.alysis of Disbursements fo,. Period April 1 to July
31, 1927
TEMPLE
Caretaker's Salary .......... . $740.00
29.02
Light & Heat ............... .
Repairs _. _. ______ . ________ .. _
55.11
5.00
Water ..................... .
I.W
$830.73
Sundry .................... .
TE.4CHING
Teacher's Aiiowances ____ . _. , . $1,462.79
Special Traveling . _... _. ____ _
650.00 $2.112.79
GREENACRE
Caretaker .................. . $669.00
Printing ______ .... _______ .. .
77.10
Water. _., __ .. , _... _________ .
47.00
Improvements to Land ___ . , . , ,
643.50
921.09
Repairs to Building ......... .
31.70
Auto Repairs & Expense ..... .
Publicity (contributed by Institute of World Unity ....... . 1.500.00
Caretaker's Expense ___ , .' ____ _
61.63
98.00 $4.049.02
Hired HeIr .......... ·· ..... .
STAR OF THE WEST
Deficits met ................ .
$900.00
INTERNATIO~AL

Regular Con.tribution ......... .
$7W.00
Australian Believers ______ .. _.
25.00
Jerusalem
Earthquake
Relief
250.00 $1,035.00
Fund .................... .
WORLD UNIT CONFERE~CE
$5490
Printing .................... .
PUBLICATION
Publishing Committee, for new
publications ............... $1.199.10
Year Book ..................
223.35 $1,422.45
Am.HNISTRA TlON
Secretary Salary ............ . $1,200.00
571.40
Secretary Office Expense ..... .
431.W
New. Letter ......... ..
460.00
Traveling ................... .
101.05
Treas. Office Supplies .. .
9.37
Exchange .................. .
813.43
Convention _.' _... __ - - . , . - . - 29.38
Printing ................... .
150.00
Legal ...................... .
400.00
SecretarY Office Rent ...... .
Hotel E-.'pense-:\. S. A.. ~[eet·
lngs
___ .. _. __ . - - - " . - - -.
43.68
Donations-Flowers .,. ___ . _ ..
10.00
120.40 $4,340.31
S~dry
.................... .
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"As 10 Ihe veords 'hnmedialely <>fter
the tribuiooon of Ihose days'; Ihis sig>lifies Ihe ti",e when Ihe. people become
afflicted wilh hardship and distres,·.
This is when the traces of Ihe Sun of
Truth and Ihe fruits of Ihe tree of
kno'wledge and wisdom disappear from
among mankind cmd Ihe reins of the
prople fall into the "cmds of the ignorant; when Ihe doors of unily and
knO'll!ledge-the essenlial purpose of
the creation of man.--<lre closed~' when
kncrwledge is changed into superstition
and guidance 1"nto adversity, just as it
-is 'Witnessed in this day that the reins
of every parly aYe in the hands of an
ignorant one 'Who lea-ds them in whatever way he desires. A,nong Ihem
nothing remains of the Adored On.
but a name and of the Denred One but
a letter. . . . Therefore when these
Suns arise, Ihe world ;s renewed, the
rivers of life flaw, the sros of beneficence move, Ihe clouds of grace gather
and the breezes of' bo,mty blow "pon
the temples of beings. Through the
heat of these Divine Suns and Ideal
Fires the heat of the love of God is
produced in the pillars of the world;
and through the favor of these abstracted Spirits the immortal spirit of
life is conferred upon lite bodies of the
mortal dead." -BAHA' U'LLAH.

STATEMENT BY THE TREASURER ABOUT THE PLAN
OF UNIFIED ACTION
A little analysis of the accompanying financial statement will bring to
light a number of interesting facts.
First and most important is that no
perceptible progress is being made toward its real purpose, that is, the accumulation of $400,000 for the Temple
structure.
One does not have to figure very
much to see that at the present rate of

JANU ARY,

income it would take about nine years
to accumulate the amount aimed at .by
the Plan, even provided every activity
of the Cause that invo[ved an expenditure were stopped.
The Temple property as it stands
would have to do without a caretaker,
no moneys could tbe spent for maintainance.
The teachers eQuid not
travel to present the Cause to new
souls or to stimulate the life of the
older groups. The Green Acre properties could not be maintained. The fact
is, very likely they woold not come into
possession of the Cause at all ,for unless we could. administer them the
Green Acre trustees would not be justified in making the transfer. Tlte
Star of the West would have to be
discontinued, nor could any money be
sent to the International Fund. In
short, even were every activity of the
Cause cut off and all income from
every source devoted to the Temple, it
would take more than nine years to
accumulate the amount necessary to
'begin cOllStruction on the Temple
again.
Is it not reasonable, however, to assume that if the National Spiritual Assembly did adopt such an attitude and
definitely cut off all of these expenditures and so deprive the Cause in
America of these activities that the income too would definitely drop .,ff, for
it will be seen that quite a large proporti-on of the contri.butions come to
the treasurer designated for a particular purpose. May it not be reasonable
to assume that those who are interested in a particular activity will contribute toward it. The National Spiritual Assembly is bound to accept
whatever sen~ice anyone wishes to render to the Cause, therefore, wben one
who has previOUSly richly given toward
the Plan 0 f Unified Action and offers
a specific contribution toward an activity., that is a part of the program
of
J

.
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the Plan, the treasurer must of necessity accept such contri<butions.
It has happened too, that friends
have offered sums for purposes that
were not in the Plan of Unified Action
and there too, the N ati<Jnal Spiritual
Assembly has felt very much inclined
to accept and to work with these intereste<! ones as faT as possible. For is it
not all directed toward the great end
in view, rhe spread of the heavenly
teachings. The Guardian, however,
has repeatedly reminded the friends to
hold to the Plan and not to inaugurate
new activities, and it is thought nOw
that fortified by these instructions the
National Spiritual Assembly will be
able to point out to everyone the need
of concentration during this period of
the Plan.
We must not lose sight of the fact
that our financial report reveals an
active Cause in America. The various
headings under which we account for
moneys received or expended show
that these various departments are active, an ever-increasing number of believel'S are engaged directly in the
service of one or more of them. We
have these living departments that need
the support of the believers; that i.
the meaning of organization.
Many of the friends throughout the
~ountry lament because they
feel
themselves unfitted to spread the
Cause as they would wish to do. There
are a number of communities that have
for years been unable to grow and
have not heen able to add to their numlbers. It is the purpose of the Plan of
Unified Action to actively assist such
communities, but it needs the support
of these friends to enable it to increase
the circuits of teachers and to make
effective the organized effort in every
community. Shoold we not all welcome a stronger organization and make
the necessary sacrifice to assist?
The Plan «f Unified Action, it must
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would .
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources penmt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
edUCltional and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
shoulol become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Bah,,'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in uphold- .
ing and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representlltive as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
-conceived
and
devising
world-wide mea.sures transform
this NEWs LE:M"ER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."-

wen

SHOGRI UnNDI.

be understood, is not only to enable
us to build the Mashriq'ul-AdhHr, but
to enable all unitedly to do what is
necessary to keep rlle ligbt of Ba.h" !n
this land and to enable all to umte m
the spread of the Message, 60 that in
the end it may be found that we,
through combined effort, were able. to
do what we as individuals found Impossible.
There is no question that the Plan
of Unified Action requires us to make
sacrifice. It is not a question of being
really able to afford to give, it is rather
a question of the measure of our devotion to the Cause; nOT is it a question of policy for the Bah:i'is to consider but rather a question of loyalty
to the very foundation of the Cause itself.
The responsilbillty of the administration of the Cause was placed upon the
members of the National Spiritual Assembly. These were chosen by the
people and naturally they are ent!t1ed
to their support. The Plan of U mfied
Action was conceived by that body and
the Guardian has himself given to it
his approval and support. Of this
there can be no doulbt as will be seen
by the quotations from letters that he
has written to the treasurer (printed
under a separate heading) when each
month he makes his personal remittance to the Plan.
Is it not rllerefore meet that we
should, while there is still time, devise
some way in which we may still do our
part to carry the Plan thTough to success. Much precious time 'is -lost but
the members of the National Spiritual
Assembly have received a number of
intimations and suggestions that there
are those who would make an extreme
effort to make up the deficit in the
Budget Fund, so that the National
Spiritual Assembly could .place these
moneys in the permanent huilding fund
for the Temple.
Recently also word has come
through a group of returned pilgrims
that the Guardian wishes the community in Chicago to undertake fitting the
Temple foundation structure so that
same may become available for meetings. This will, of course., involve a
considerahle expense and it may well
mean that the National Fund will be
called upon to help to defray the sum
in part, at least. The Chicago COmmuni ty is eager to undertake the work.
The National Spiritual Assembly
stands ready to assist in every possible
way. but the larger National issue that
is before all of the 'believers is the actual carrying through to success of the
Plan of Unified Action.
Perhaps all these things are new

guidances toward the ultimate SUccess
of the Plan. Would it not be well for
us all to accept this as so and carry
[orward together. Those who have
large amounts that they could give
should do so with every confidence in
the National Spiritual Assembly that
it will be placed in the Temple Building Fund when the immediate need of
the Budget Plan has been met. Those
who can give but little do so, SO that
the end of the three year period of
the Budget Plan may still see it win
and thereby gladden the heart of OUr
beloved Guardian and inspire the world
with the demonstration of faith in
Baha 'u'Uah that may well be the means
of the world's sa1vation.
CARL SCHEFFLER, Treasurer.

Extracts of Letters Written by the
Guardian to the Treasurer of
the National Spiritual Assembly About the Plan
of U nilied Action
Oct. 16, 1926.
My dear co-worker:
I am glad to hear from a recent
letter of the increasing interest and
support 0 f the friends to the Plan.
We must continually repeat, appeal
and urge them to realize :.fresh the
vital urgency of the ta.k before them.
I am herewith enclosing the sum of
$95 as my October contribution towards the Plan for Unified Action.
Please assure the friends of my continued pmyers for the success of their
persistent efforts and devoted labors
for the spread of the Cause.
Your true brother,
SHOGHI.

Nov. I, 1926.
My dear co-worker:
I am anxious to learn of the response of the friends to the Plan for
Unified Action since June 30th. I attach extreme importance to it and I
wish you to concentrate your splendid
efforts on this so as to insure its success. So much that is vital depends
upon this Plan. We must at all costs
make it a Sllceess. for its ·[ailure would
be a reRection on the Cause and would
delay indefinitely and lamentably the
construction of the Temple. Exert
every effort along this line and rest
assured of my constant prayers for the
success 0 f your efforts.
Your true !brother,
SHOCHI.
Jan. 8, 1927.
My dear and valued co-worker:
I t is my earnest hope and prayer
that the friends will more universally.
substantially and regularly eontrihute
to this Plan. They should be strenuously and continually urged to do so.
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The National Assembly must be on
their guard and watch carefully the
developments of the. activities of t,he
friends lest any new Issue should anse

that would tend to obscure the most
vital issue which is of paramount im-

portance, lest it should dissipate the
energies of the friends and cause thIS

Plan to fall into the background. I
win continue to supplicate the blessings of Baha'u'llah "pon your highly
valued eff{)rts.
Your true brother,
SHOGHr.

March 23, 1927.
My dear and valued co-worker:
I am enclosing my April contribution to the National Fund. It is a matter of deep concern to me that the response of the ibel ievers to ~he call e.mbodied in the Plan of UOIfied ACl10n
has been so feeble and uncertain. The
National Assembly, while not justified
to oppose specific contributions for
newly originated activities, should by
every means in its power impressypon
the friends the paramount necessity of

unlabelled contributions to the Nationa! Fund. The Mashriqu1-Adhlcir
undoubtedly constitutes the most important item in the activities provided

by the Plan, hut these must not be unduly restricted or neglected in order to
further the interests of the Temple.
I would be grieved to learn that any
believer would ever attempt to support
an activity that lies outside the province
of the Plan and would neglect thereby
his sacred obligation t{)wards the Budget. May the believers, one and all,
arise to support the Plan as they have
never done before and With all the resources at their drsposal secure its tri~
umph.
SHOGHI.

June 28, 1927.
My dear Baha'i brother:
I am instructed by my beloved
Guardian Shoghi Effendi, to forward
to you the enclosed checque of $95 as
his contritution to the Budget for the
month of June. He earnestly hopes
that the friends have by now realized
the supreme necessity of contributing
regularly and unh,belled towards the
Plan 0 f Unified Action which is the
comer stone of Baha'i administration

for this coming year.
Wishing you success in your un·

.spanng efforts
I am,

t{)

promote the Plan,

Yours sincerely

R.

I

RABRANL

August 16, 1927.
Dear and valued co-worker'
I know full well how exacting your
task is and I fully appreciate your difficult position.
Perseverance will

3

alone ensure the success of the work

wishes with relation to the consumma-

to which we are so closely attached
and 1 trust that you will continue to
acquaint the friends with every development of your work that confidence
may grow deeper and result in a wider
and more substantial response. Do
not lose heart and remem'ber always
the eventual success of God's Divine

tion of the Plan for Unified Action.
In the ;-.!ovember issue just published appears the beginning of two
most interesting series of articles; one

by an English ~eIiever that was
bmught to the attention of the editors
by our Guardian and the other a thrill-

September 29. 1927.
My dear co-worker:
It is my earnest hope that the Cause

ing recital of the recent experiences of
one of our Canadian believers. All of
VOllr friends will find these articles, as
~'ell as the other material of each issue,
of deep and timely interest.
We are counting on you for your
earnest cooperation in helping us carry

will not incur further liabilities this

out this plan.

Plan.
Your true brother,
SHDGH!.

year and I want you to urge the National Assemlbly to be exceedingly careful in voting appropriatiDns tbat are
not strictly urgent and nece.ssa-ry at

Your humble co-worker,
A. B. McDANIEL,
Business Manager,

The Baha'i Magazine.

present. We must concentrate on what

is specified and stressed in the Budget
for the coming year.

With best wishes,
SHOGHI.

Recent Teaching Work of
Mr. Albert R. Nail
During the autumn Mr. Vail has
been teaching in Cleveland, Columbus,
Detroit, Pitt5burgh, Baltimore, Mil-

Letter from Business Manager of
waukee, Racine, Kenosha, Peoria and
BahA'i Magazine
Urbana. and spent two weeks in WashDear co-worker:
ingt{)n at the time of the Amity ConA very recent letter from our Guar- vention in that city. He has also
dian encourages us to believe that the spoken often in Chicago and suburbs
Star of the West is shining mOre giving many addresses to the interbrightly and radiating its effulgent rays ra<:ial gatherings which the Chicago
more widely throughout the wDrld. committee has so splendidly arranged
This message stimulates us to bring to in forums, churches, clUbs, collegiate
your attention a plan for cooperation groups, and special classes on the
in securing the more effective use. of south side 0 f Chicago. The Amity
our magazine as a method of teachmg ConventiDn in Washington and the
the Cause.
many meetings following it revealed
Our plan is a very simple one and also in new ,brilliance the spiritual outwe know that you will be glad to co- pourings whic'h descend upon those
operate with this office in carrying out gatherings where the colored and white
the following recent wishes of our races come together. These meetings
Guardian: H • • • there should be no . demonstrate to our strife threatened
difficulties concerning it, since every world the power Df BahiL'u1lah to esassembly and every individual will tablish the oneness of mankind. l\1r.
support it." We take pleasure in of- Vail has also spoken to various college
f ering you the opportun ity of securi ng gatherings and groups of students and
10 or more copies of the Bah,,'i maga- educators who respond immediately to
zine of any onei-ssue at the rate of IS the BaM'i program for universal, techcents per copy. We suggest that each nical, scientific and spiritual education.
believer, as far as practicable, buy 10
There is arising a remarka.ble group
or more copies of some recent issue of new believers who have set themand give them to friends and acquain- selves the glorious task of living the
tances. If you will send us the names Baha'i life. Some of them have had
and addresses of the peeple to whom marvelous wsion of the spiritual realyou wish the magazine sent, we will it)' 0 f the Cause. Some have been
mail them out with attractive greeting quite reborn. They are adding new
enthusiasm and spiritual effectiveness
card.
We hope that each and every be- to the teaching campaign.
liever that reads this letter will make
Change of Address
it a matter of personal service, and rise
Secretaries are requested to note the
to cooperate with us in bringing this
most effective teaching medium to the following change in the directory isattention of the people of this country sned to national committees and local
and Canada. Through such service yOll Spiritual Assemblies last sumrrrer:
will not only be doing direct teaching Montrea!, Quebec, Canada. Miss Anne
but assisting the National Spiritual M. Savage, secretary, Montreal Baha';
Assembly to carry out the Guardian's Center. 1456 Union Avellue.
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NATION,'\L SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BlAHA'IS OF THE
UNITED STATES A}.1D CAl'lADA
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for
Period July 1, to October 31, 1927

CASH BALANCE JULY 1,1927
Northern Trust Co........... $3,456.47
Northern Trust Co. Savings ..
400.00
Liberty Bonds ..............
50.00
CASH RECEIPTS
For Temple ............... .
For Budget ................ .
For Teaching .............. .
For Greena<:re ............. .
For Publicity ............... .
For Publishing ............. .
Special contribution for Intl
Fund ................... .
Interest qmed ............ .

TEAOHING
Teachers' Expenses .......... $1,325.00
500.00
Special Traveling .......... .
$3,906.47
GREEN ACRE
Improvements to Land ...... .

$819.53
9,386.09
200.00
4,178.83
SOO.OO
SOO.OO
100.00
13.04 $15,697.49

$976.28
1,825.00
3,840.84
1,531.50
1,409.82
none
S4.25
1,000.00
297.00
3,540.33 $14,475.02

$5,128.94CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND ADVANCES
Loan-Ed. Struven .......... $307.50
Art Crafts Shop-Green Acre. .
250.00
Green Acre-cbairs ..........
35.28
Green Acre Bonds-Retired...
220.00
$812.78
CASH BALANCE OCTOBER 31, 1927
Northern Trust Co. , ......... $3,866.16
Northern Trust Co. Savings...
400.00
Uberty Bonds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00

$643.50
215.12
481.58
39.63
31.70
501.81
87.75
630.00
48.00
81.25
55.SO
25.00

$3,840.84

STAR OF THE WEST
Publishing costs not met by subscriptions ................ $1',500.00
Storage----Back numbers. . . . .. .
31.50

$1,531.50

INTERNATIONAL
Regular contribution ........ .
Relief to Martyr's famities ... .
Jerusalem earthquake relief ... .

$1,409.82

Insurance .................. .
Repairs to Buildings ....... .

$19,603.96
DISBURSEMENTS
Temple ................... .
Teaching .................. .
Green Acre ................ .
Star of the West ........... .
International ............... .
WorM Unity Conferences ... .
Publlshin.g ................. .
General Pulblicity ........... .
Amity .................... .
Administration ............. .

$4,316.16

Analysis of Disbursements for Period July I, 10 October
31, 1927
TEMPLE EXPENSES
Taxes ..................... . $238.95
Work on Grounds .......... .
74.00
Water .....••..............•
11.31
Caretaker's salary ........... .
580.00
22.18
Light ..................... .
Repairs to Temple .......... .
49.80
$976.28

Light ..................... .
Auto Repairs and Expenses
Taxes ........... ·········· .
Caretaker's Expense ........ .
Caretaker's Salary .......... .
Hired Help ................ .
R,,:"-d.Expense .............. .
Pnntmg ................... .
Traveling .................. .

---

$670.00
250.00
489.82

PUBUCATION
$5425
Year Book ................. .
$1,000.00
GENERAL PUBLICITY ..... .
$297.00
AiMITY WORK ............. .
$10,934.69
Carried Forward ......... .
AiDMINISTRATIV,E
Secretary Sa.Jary ............ . $1,200.00
558.80
Secretary Office Expense .... .
358.11
News Letter ............... .
Traveling .... , ............. .
340.00
204.15
Treasurer's Office Expense ... .
9.11
Exchange •..............•..
4l.71
Convention Expenses ........ .
250.00
Legal ........•••...........
435.00
National Office Rent ....... .
Hotel Expens~N. S. A. meetmgs ..................•...
13.05
Donations, flowers, etc ....... . .
lO.OO $3,540.33
Sundry .................•...
120.40
Total Expenses .......... .

Meeting with Delegates of 1927
Convention
A joiI)t meeting of the National Assembly and delegates of the last Convention will be held 'in New Masonic
Temple, 32 West Randolph Street,
OUcago, on Saturday, January 21,

$1,825.00

seven P. M. A public Inter-Racial
Amity Convention will be held by the
Inter-Racial Amity Committee of the
Chicago Spiritual Assembly at the
same address on Sunday the twentysecond at 2.30 P. M. It is hoped that
believers throughout !'he Middle West

$14,475.02

will attend. These sessions will be reported fully in the next :;reW'S Letter.
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New

Baha~i

Publications

With the approval of Shoghi Effendi, the National Assembly has prepared a volume containing all the letters written by the Guardian to December 1, 1927, addressed to the Nation Spiritual Assembly or to the entire body of the American believers.
The book is to be called "Bahi'i ,Administration", The reproduction 0 f
the text of the Guardian's letters will
be preceded by excerpts from the Will
and Testament 0 f 'Abd u'l-Baha an d
followed by the text of the Declaration
of Trust and By-Laws adopted by the
National Assembly. This volume will
thus contain all the sources available
for the understanding of the nature
and development of the activities of
the Cause during this period pending
the establishment of the International
House of Justice. Both spiritually and
materially, the power of Baha'i service
depends upon the existence of a body
of believers eam, of...who m .,~s.J!'!!Y
and acc~fely mformeanlmself In

~:~~~e~~~'-~A~tfe~~~ ~i~~;~~

bOih among religious and civil societies in the past has been made inevitable by reason of widespread indifference or ignorance 0 f the funDamentaf
principle.; involved. In this new day,
all excuse for ignorance has been removed. Copies 0 f "BaM'i Aclministration" may be purchased through the
Publishing Committee in the usual
way. Price, $1.50.
The inter-racial amity compilation
prepared by a special oommittee consisting of Mrs. Mariam Haney and
Mr. Louis Gregory at the request of
the National Assembly is now avaUable. Its title is "The Oneness of.
Mankind." Consisting of sixty-four
pages of text embodying the creative
word and spirit of Bahi'u1lah and
'Abdu'l-Baha on thiS' most important
subject, and attractively .bound in
strong paper covers, this compilation
fills a great need especially in America,
and will surely be widely used by the
friends both for study and for giving
to interested souls. The price per
copy is 25 cents.
With the Guardian's approval, a
map drawn by Mr. J. F. Clevenger of
the Baha'i rommunity of Washington.
D. c., to show the journeys of the Bab
and Bahiu'lI.h during Their period of
exile and oppression has ·been reproduced in the size of ten by twelve and
one-half inches. luitahle for framing.
This is a valuable contribution to the
documents of the Cause, Copies can
be obtained at 10 cents each.
Local secretaries and 'helievers de-

siring to preserve their Baha'i papers
may obtain leather binders stamped
with the Greatest )Jame in gold. This
binder holds papers size 8 by 11.0
inches. The price is $1.50 each.
The Publishing Committee needs
copies of Seven Valleys, Londoa
Talks. and Tablets of 'Abdll'l-Baha
volumeS' one, two and three. Where
local consignments of books will allow
the return of copies of these books,
full eredi t will he allowed the Assem·blies. Copies sent should be in good
condition.

New Assembly Headquarters
In addition to the new home occupied by the Baha'is of Honolulu already mentioned, the believers of Boston have recently taken rooms at 12
Huntington Avenue and the New York
friends moved shortly after October
first to 119 West 57th Street. This
meetingplace has a lecture hall aCCOlTlmoda.ting over two hundred people, a·
chaflIIling library, also used. for com-i
mittee meetings, and a large kitchen;
Program 01 Detroit Assembly
A beautifully printed program of
sixteen pages has been issued by the
Detroit believers. This contains aU
meetings and feasts, with subjects and
names of seeakers. from September 7,
1927, to June 27, 1928. A vast
amount of labor is implied by these
comprehensive arrangements, and t.he
new program will undou btedl y result
in extending the teaching to many new
people.
A Radio Address
On July 7, Mrs. Stuart W. French
of Pasadena, delivered a talk on the
Principles at Station KFL This important accomplishment suggests the
possibIlity of a lew talented friends
making a special .effort to study the
art of broadcasting and concentrating
on the ideal of securing a regular place
on some radio program. Short talks
on current events, from the point of
view of world unity, would if well prepared command the attention of directors awake to the new possibilities of
this day.
International Meetings in Seattle
The Spiritual Assembly of Seattle
have begun a series of public meetings
which are bringing great numbers of
people to their hall. These meetings
are in the nature of international evenings. People of all races and nationalities are invited, and the program includes brief statements on amity and
cooperation by a few leading citizens
01 the city. The first meeting was

followed by a supper conference attended by representatives of various
religions and races to plan further effort along cooperative lines. The good
news also comes from Seattle that a
Baha'i
Garden
Feast
Children's
brought out thirty-five children, who
respcnded delightfully to the message
of inter-racial friendliness given by
Mrs. Finch. The combined effort of
:VIrs. Finch and Mrs. Lorrol Luther
has developed a study group at Monroe, a town some fifty miles from Seattle, by which four coofirmed helievers
have already been anded to the Cause.
LETTERS FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
To the Honored Members 01 the
Baha'i National Spiritual Assemblies Throughout the
West
:\:Iy dear fellow-workers:
With feelings of burning indignation I find myself impelled to acquaint
you with various events that have recently transpired in Persia. Though
in their immediate effect these happenings may prove gravely disquieting to
the followers of the Faith in Persia
and elsewhere, yet they cannot but
eventua-1ly contribute to the strengthening and .purification of the Cause we
steadfastly love and serve.
r refer to the treacherous conduct
of a professed adherent of the teaching of Bahit'u'lIah, by the name of
'Abdu'I-Husayn Avarih, hitherto regarded as a respected teacher of the
Cause, and not unknown by a few of
its followers in Europe. Of a nature
and character whom those who have
learned to know him well have never
ceased to despise, even in the brightest days of his public career in the
Cause, he has of late been driven by
the force of circumstances which his
short-sightedness has gravely miscalculated to throw off the mask which
for so many years hid his hideous self.
The sudden removal of the commanding personality of our beloved
'Abda'I-Baha; the confused consternation. that seized His followers in the
years immediately succeeding His
passing; the reputation which to superficial eyes he had acquired by his
travels in Europe; the success attending his voluminous comptlation of the
history 01 the Cause--.these and other
circumstances emboldened him to
launch a campaign of insinuation and
fraurl aiming at the eventual overthrm",,' of the institutions expressly
provided by Baha'u'llah.
He saw

6
clearly his chance in the complete disruption of the Cause to capture the
allegiance if not of the whole worldwide BaM'; community of at least a
considerable section of its followers
in the East.
No sooner had his evil whisperings
reached the ears of the loyal and vigilant followers of Baha'u'llah, than
they arose with overwhelming force
and unhes-itating determination to denounce him as a dangerous enemy

seeking to undennine the faith and
sap the loyalty of the adherents of the
Cause of God. Shunned by the entire body of the believers, abandoned
by his life-long and most intimate
friends, deserted by his wife, separated from his only child, refused admittance into even his own home, denied of the profit he hoped to derive
from the sale and circulation of his
book, he found to his utter amazement
and remorse hi s best hopes irretrievably shattered.
Forsaken and bankrupt, and in desperate rage, he now with startling audacity sought to expose to friend and
foe, the futility and hollowness which
he attributed to the Cause, thereby revealing the depths of his own degradation and folly. He has with bitter
hatred conspired with the fanatical
clergy and the orthodox members of
foreign Missions in Tihran, allied himself with every hostile element in the
Capital, directed with fiendish subtlety his appeal to the highest dignitaries of the State and sought by every
method to secure financial assistance
for the furtherance of bis aim.
Not content wilh an infamous denunciation of the originality and efficacy of the teachings and principles
of the Cause, not satisfied with a rejection of the authenticity of the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha, he
has dared to attack the exalted person
of the Author and Founder of the
Faith, and to impute to its Forerunner
and true Exemplar the vilest motives
and most incredible intentions.
He has most malignantly striven to
revive the not unfamiliar accusation
of representing the true lovers of Persia as the sworn enemies of every
form of established authority in that
land, the unrelenting disturbers of its
peace, the chief obstacles to its unity
and tbe detennined wreckers of the
venerated faith of Islam. By every
artifice which a sordid and treacherous mind can devise he has sought in
the pages of his book to strike terror
in the heart of the confident believer,
to sow the seeds of doubt in the mind
of the well-disposed and friendly, to
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poison the thoughts of the indifferent replete with the news of steadily muland to reinforce the power of the as- tiplying activities and newly conceived
saulting weapon of the adversary_
plans, all of which I as heretofore apBut, alas! he has labored in vain, preciate and welcome, has made me
oblivious of the fact that all the porn!> feel however that ~he time seems now
and powers of royalty, all the con- opportune to utter a word of caution
certed efforts of the mightiest poten- and warning to those who with untates of Islam, all the ingenious de- ceasing zest labor to give befitting emvices to which the cruellest torture- bodiment to those latent energies remongers of a cruel race have for well- leased by the Message of Baha'u'nigh a century resorted, have proved lh\h.
.Much as I rejoice in witnessing the
one and all impotent to stem the tide
of the beloved Faith or to extinguish abundant .igns of unfaltering energy
its flame. Surely, if we read the his- that characterize in various fields and
tory of this Cause aright, we cannot distant lands the mission of the valiant
fail to observe that the East has al- warriors of the Cause, I cannot belp
ready witnessed not a few of its sons 1 observing that, driven by their imof wider experience, of a higher petous eagerness to establish the unstanding, of a greater influence, apos- disputed reign of Baha'u'llah on this
tat-ize their faith, find themselves to earth, they may by an undue multiplitheir utter consternation lose what- cation of their activities, and the consesoever talent they possessed, recede quent dissipation of their forces, deswiftly into the shadows of oblivion feat the very purpose which animates
them in the pursuit of their glorious
and be heard of no more.
Should ever his book secure wide- task. Particularly do I feel that· this
spread circulation in the Wes.t~ should necessity for a careful estimation of
it ever confuse the mind of the mis- the present resources at our disposal
informed and stranger, I have no doubt and of cautious restraint in handling
them applies in a peculiar manner to
~hat the various Baha'i National Spiritual Assemblies, throughout the We.;t- the swiftly expanding activities of the
ern world, will with the whole-hearted American believers, whose mission inand sustained support of local As- creasingly appears to be to give the
semblies and individmd believers arise lead and set the example to their
with heart and soul for the defence brethren across the seas in laying a
of the impregnable stronghold of the secure foundation for the permanent
Call'Se of God, for the vindication of institutions of the BaIli'i Faith. That
the sacredness and sublimity of the I feel is chiefly the reason why such
&mi'j Teachings, and for the con- stress has been laid in the past upon
demnation, in the eyes of those who the neces-sity for consultation on the
are in authority, of one who has so part of individual believers with their
basely dared to assail, not only the elected national representatives in the
tenets, but the holy person of the rec- matter of initiating plans of action
ognized Founder of an established and above and beyond the plans which the
deliberations of the National Spirworld-wide Faith.
itual Assembly have already evolved.
Your true brother,
In the matter of affiliation with bodies
SHOGHI.
and
organizations tbat advocate ideals
Haifa, Palestine;
and principles that are in sympathy
October 17th, 1927.
with the Baha'i Revelation; in establishing magazines beyond those that
already are designed to advance openly
To the Members of the National and indirectly l1he interests of the
Spiritual Assembly of the BaM'is
Bahr,'i Teachings; in the financial snpof the United States and
port we may sooner or later be called
Canada
upon to extend to pbilanthropic institutions and the like; in advancing
Dearly-beloved co-workers:
I have already expreosed indirectly the cause of any particular activity to
my views with regard to various sec- which we may feel sentimentally inondary issues raised in your latest clined ;-these, as well as all similar
communications to me dated May 23, undertakings, we should only approach
after having definitely ascertained,
June 10, 21, July 11, 14, 15 and 25
August 7 and September 28; and I through careful deHberation with
wish in this letter to deal more partic- those who are in a responsible posiularly with such malters of primary tion, that the institutions representirrg
importance as affect the conduct and the paramount interests 0 f the Cause
the growth of Baha'i administration. are already assured of adequate and
The perusal of the5e communications continuous assistance. Nothing short
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of the spirit of earnest and sustained
consultation with those whom we have

prayerfully and of our own accord
placed in the forefront of those who
are the custodians of the priceless heri-

tage bequeathed by Baha'u'llah; nothing less than persistent and strenuous
warfare against our own instincts and
natural inclinations, and heroic self~
sacrifice in subordinating our own likings to the imperative requirements of
the Cause of God, C'an ensure our un-

divided loyalty to so sacred a principle
-a principle that will for aU time safeguard our bcloved Cause f rom the allurements and the t"vialities of the
world without, and of the pitfalls of
the self within. r entreat you, wellbeloved brethren, to resolve as you
have never resolved before to pledge
undying loyalty and sleepless· vigilance
in upholding so essential a principle in

entirely avoided, and on the other the
perils of utter decentralization with
the consequent lapse of governing au-

of uncertainties and almost insuperable obstacles are strciining every nerve
in order to establish the world order

thority from the hands of the national
representatives of the believers definitely averted. The absorption of the
petty details of Baha'; administration
by the personnel of the National Spir-

ushered in by Bahi'u'lIiLh. You can
hardly realize how sub9tantially it will

itual Assembfy is manifestly injurious
to efficiency and an expert discharge

of Baha'i duties, whilst the granting
of undue discretion to bodies thait
should be regarded in no other light
than that of expert advisers and executive assistants would jeopardize the

very vital and pervading powers that
are the sacred prerogatives of bodies
that in time will evolve into Baha'-i

National Houses of Justice,

I am

fully aware of the strain and sacrifice

which a loyal adherence to such an es:::ential principle of Baha'i administra-

the course of your manifold activities,

tion-a principle that

tliat your, may be the abiding satisfaction of having done nothing that
may tend in the least to impede the

ennoble and distingui sh the Bah" 'j

Bow or obscure the radiance of the re-

mands from the national representatlves of the believers art this early stage

juvenating spirit of the Faith of
Bahi'u'Uah.
Touching the recent decision of the
National Spiritual Assembly to place
as much as possible of the current details of the work in the hands of iTs
national committees, r feel I should
point out that this rai ses 'a fundamental
issue of paramount importance, as it
involves a unique principle in the administration of the Cause, governing

the relations ,that should be maintained
between

the

central

administrative

body and its assisting organs of executive and legislative action. As it
has been observed already, the role of
these committees set up by the N ational Spiritual Assembly, the renewal,
the membership and functions 0 f which
should be reconsidered separately each
year by the incoming National Assembly, is chiefly to make thorough
and expert study of the issue entrusted
to their charge, advise by .heir reports,
and assist in the execution of the decisions which in vital matters are to be

exclusively and directly rendered by
the N a!>ional Assembly. The utmost
vigilance, the most strenuous exertion
is required by them if they wish to
fultiU as befits their high and responsible calling, the functions which it is
theirs to discharge.
They should,
within the limits imposed upon them

by present-day circumstances, endeavor
to maintain the balance in such a manner that the evi'ls of over-centralization

which clog, confuse and in the long
run depreciate the value of the BaM'i
services rendered shall on one hand be
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will at once

method of administration from the

prevailing systems of the world--de-

contribute to pave the way for the

elaboration of the beginnings of the
constitution of the world-wide Baha'i
Community that will form the permanent basis upon which the blest and
sanotified edifice of the first International House of J listiee will securely
rest and flourish.

I would specifically remind you that
in the text of the said By~Laws which
to the outside world represents the
expression of the aspirations, the mo-

,ives and objects that animate the collective responsibilities of Baha'i FeIlowsihip, due emphasis should not be
placed only on the concentrated authority, the rights, the privileges and
prerogatives enjoyed by the elected
national representatives of the believers, but that special s.tress be laid also
on their responsibilities as willing ministers, faithful stewards and loyal
trustees to those who have chosen

of our evolution. Yet I feel I cannot

them.

refrain from stressing the broad lines

inquiring reader that among the most
outSitanding and sacred duties incum-

along which uhe affairs of the Cause
should be increasingly conducted, the
knowledge of which is 50 essential at
this formative period of Ba:ha'i administrative institutions.

As already intimated. I have read
and re-read most carefully the final
draft of the By-Laws drawn up by
that highly-talented, much-loved servant of Baha'u'I1ah, Mountfort Mills,
and feel I have nothing substantial to
add to this first and very creditable
attempt at codifying the principles ~[
Reneral Baha'i administration.
I
heartily and unhesitatingly commend
it to the earnest perusal of, and its

Let it be made clear to every

bent upon those who have been called
upon to initiate, direct and coordinate

the affairs of the Cause, are those that
require them to win by every means
in their power the confidence and affection of those whom it is their privilege -to serve. Theirs is the duty to
investigate and acquaint themselves
with the considered views, the prevailing sentiments, the personal convictions of those whose welfare it is their

solemn obligation to promote. Theirs
is the duty to purge once for all their
deliberations and the general conduct
of their affairs from that air of selfcontlained aloofness, from the suspicion of secrecy, the stifling atmosphere
of dictatorial assertiveness, in short,

loyal adoption by, every National
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly, whether
constituted in the East or in the We&t.
I would ask you particularly to send
copies 0 f the text 0 f this document 0 f

savor of partiality, self-centeredness

fundamental importance accompanied

and prejUdice.

by copies of ~he Declaration of Trust
and the text of the Indenture of Tru,t.
to every existing )J'ationaI Spiritual
Assembly, with my insistent request

whife retaining the sacred and exclusi .... e right of final decision in their
hands, to invite discusslon, provide infonnation, ventilate grievances, wetcome advice from even the most humble and insignificant members of the
Ba'ha'i Family, expose their motives,

to study the proviSIons, comprehend
its implications~ and endeavor to incorporate it, to the extent that their
own circumstances permit, within the
frame work of their own national actlYltles, You can but faintly imagine

how conforting a stimulant and how
helpful a gu,ide its publica.tion and circulation will be to those patient and
toiling workers in Eastern lands, and

particularly Persia, who in the midst

from every word and deed" that might
Theirs is the duty,

set forbh their plans, justify their actions, revise if necessary their verdict,
foster the sense of inter-dependence
and co-partnership, of understanding

and mutual confidence between them
on one hand and all local AS5emblies
and individual believers on the other.
As to the state of affairs in Persia,

8
",there the circumstances related in a
previous circular letter have had their
share in intensifying the chronic state
of instability and insecurity that prevail, grave concern has been felt lest
the support, both moral and financial,
anticipated from the bigoted elements
of foreign Missions in the Capital
,hould lead to an extension of its cirrulation in the West, and thus inflict,
however slight, a damage on the prestige and fair name of our beloved
C'luse.
These internal agitations,
hf,wever, -coinciding as they have done
w- th outbursts .of sectarian fanaticism
from without, accompanied by isolated
cause of fresh persecution in Kinnan
nd elsewhere, have failed to exaspernte and exhaust the heroic patience of
Die steadfast lovers of the Cause.
They have even failed to becloud the
serenity of their faith in the inevit'able
approach of the breaking of a brighter
dawn for their afflicted country. Undeterred and undismayed, they have
replied to the defiance of the traitor
within, and the assaults of the enemy
without by a striking re-affirmation of
theil' unbroken solidarity and inflexible resolve to build with infinite patience and toil on the sure foundations
laid for them by Bahil' u'nah.
Wi th
their traditional fidelity and characteristic vigor, notwithstjl!fi1:fing the unimaginable hindrances they have to face,
they have convened their first historic
representative conference of various
delegates from the nine leading provinces of Persia, have evolved plans for
holding every year as full y represen tative a convention of Baha'i delegates
in Persia as circumstances permit, and
modelled after the method pursued by
their brethren in the United States and
Canada. They have reconstituted and
defined the limits of the hitherto confused Baha'i administrative divisions
throughout the length and breadth of
their land. They have adopted various
resolutions of vital importance, the
chief ones among them aiming at the
reorganization of the institution of the
N ational Fund, the consolidation and
extension of their national campaign
of Teaching, the strengthening of the
bonds that unite them with the local
and national Assemblies at home and
abroad, the establishment of Baha'i
primary educational institutions in
towns and villages, the raising of the
social and educational standard of
women, irrespective of sect and ca-st,
and the reinforcement of those forces
that tend to raise the moral, cultural
and material standard of their fellow·
country.men. Surely, to an unbiased
observer of the .present state of affairs
in Persia, these resolutions, backed by
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the creative energy inherent in the
power of rhe Word of God, mark not
only a milestone on the road of the
progress of the Persian believers, but
constitute as we!;! a notable landmark
in the chequered history of their own
country.
The warm hospit:>lity accorded by
the National Spiritual Assembly and
the American believers to mv dear
cousin and co-Iaborator, Ruhi Effendi,
has deeply touched me, particularly
as I realize from the appreciative reports I have recently received that by
his radiant and earnest spirit of service he has deserved well of his dear
fellow-workers in that continent, and
contributed substantial,ly to their better appreciation of the Teachings of
the Cause. Much as I desire him to
work by my side here in the Holy
Land, I very gladly concur with your
wish to further extend his sojourns
with you, trusting that he win prove
of great assistance to you all in the
di scharge a f your noble task.
And now in conclusion, may I be
permitted to direct your attention to
the lesson which the trend of world
events brings home to us, the little
band of His chosen workers who, according to the intelligent efforts we exert, can prove ourselves the detennining factor in the immediate fortunes
of the society we hve -in. As we witness on an sides the growing restlessness of a restless age, we are filled
with mixed reelings of fear and hope
-fear, at the prospect of yet anoth~r
deadly encounter, the inevitability of
which is alas! becoming increa£ingly
manifest; hope, in the serene assurance that whatever cataclysm may yet
visit humanity, it cannot bUJt hasten the
approaching era of universal and lasting peace so emphatically proclaimed
by the Pen of Baha'u'Uah.
In the
political domain, where we have lately witnessed, in the council of the leading nations of the world, the surrender
of humanity's noblest conception to
what maybe regarded only as a transient phase in the Ii fe of peoples and
nations; in the industria·l world, where
the representative~ of the wage-earning classes, either through violence or
persuasion~ are capturing the seats of
authority and wielding the sceptre of
power; in the field of religion, where
we have lately witnessed widespread
and organized attempts to broaden and
simplify the basis of man's faith, to
achieve unity in Christendom and restore the regenerating vigor of Islam;
in the heart of society itself, where the
ominous -signs of increasing extravagance and profligacy are but lending

fresh impetus to the forces of revolt
and reaction that are growing more
distinct every day-in these as in many
others we have much Cause for alann,

but much to be hopeful and thankful
for also. To take but one instance
more fully: Observe the fierce and
as yet unsilenced dispute which the
proposal for the introduction of a bind·
jng and universal pact of non-aggresSlon among the nations of Europe. has
aroused among the avowed supporters
of the League of Nations-a League
so auspiciously welcomed for the ideal
that prompted its birth, yet now so uttedy inadequate in the actual prin.
ciples that underlie its present-day
struoture and w~rking. And yet, in
the .great outcry raised by post-war
nationalism in blindly defending and
uphaldling the un fettered supremacy
of its own sovereignty, and in repudiating unreservedly the conception of a
world super-state, can we not discern
the re-enactment only on a larger
scale of the dramatic struggles that
heralded the birth of ,the reconstructed
and unified nations of the West 1 Has
not authentic history clearly revealed
in the case of these nations the painful yet inevitable merging of rival,
particularistic and independent cities
and prini..·ipa.Hti~ i into \JRe unified national entity, the evolving of a crude
and narrow creed into a nobler and
wider conception? Is not a paranel
struggle being now rrfanifested on the
world stage of ever-advancing hurnanity 1 Can it lead to any other result
than ,that which shall reaffirm the truth
of humanity~s onward march towards
an ever-widening conception, and the
ever-brightening glory of its destiny?
Reverses and setbacks, such as we
have already witnessed, no doubt win
retard tbe ripening 0 f the choicest
fruit. on the tree of human developmen:t. Yet the fierceness 0 f controversy, the weight of argument advanced in its disfavor, cannot but contribute to the broadening of the .basis
and the consolidation of the foundations upon which the stately edifice of
unified mankind must ultimately re,t.
Let us take heart therefore, and labor .
with renewed vigor and deepened understanding to contribute our share to
those forces which, whether or not
cognizant of the regenerating Faith of
Bahi'u'l1ih in this age, are operating,
each in its respoective sphere and under
His all-encompassing guidance, for the
uplift and the salvation of humanity.
Your true brother,
SHOGRI.

Haifa, Palestine,
October 18, 1927.
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"0 people of Saha! The faculty of
reflection is the depository of cra:fts,
arts and sciences. Exert yourselves,
so that the gems of knowledge and
wisdom may proceed from this ideal
m.ine, and conduce to the tranquillity
and union of the different nations of
the worold,"-BAHA·U'LLAH.

MARCH,

N Mional Assembly make a special effort to explain and remove all difficulties and encourage all the various As~
sem blies to save the Plan even at the
eleventh hour. especially as our Guardian has such high hopes in that.
With all.Baha'i hopes and greetings,
Sincerely in His service,
SoHIEL AFNAN.

Latest Words of The Gua-rdian
A bout the Plan of Unified
Action
The privilege of all sincere believers is to enter ever more closely into
the thought of the Guardian. The following letter received recently by Mr.
SchefHer, Treasurer of the National
Assembly, contains a message for us
all.
"My dear Baha'i brother :-1 am instructed by our beloved Guardian to
thank you for your wekome letter of
December 18th with enclosures, all of
which he was very glad to receive.
He has always thought it a great
pity and one that should certainly be
remedied, that the friends should cease
or refuse to support the Plan of Unified Action on such ill-founded and illegitimate excuse as the' extravagance
of the members, especially when they
have all the figures they want given
them. He does hope that it really is
not an indirect expression of th.ir lack
of confidence in their duly elected National Assembly or their unwillingness
to cooperate. At any rate. one thing
should be made clear, that when it has
the full and wholehearted support of
OUr Guardian, it simply means th«t
they must contribute to it if they really
have the interest of the Cause at heart.
[t is to be lamented if the best interests 0 f the Cause are made to su ffer
only due to lack of cooperation and
perhaps personal sentiment.
However, our Guardian thinks that
it is very urgent and necessary that the

:vI Y dear and valued co-worker:-

1928

of the believers and worthy to hold
those exquisite tokens of 'Abdu'\BaM_hree rugs which for some
years have heen laid in the Holy Tomb
on Mount Carmel.
J u,--( as the spirit of faithfulness
Rowed through the Master during His
period of service to the world as Center of the -Covenant, so now the spirit
of action and achievement emanates

I grieve to learn 0 f ,he inadequate response on the part of the friends to the
National Fund. I have talked the
matter over with Mr. SchopAocher and
urged him to transmit my earnest plea
to all the believers to make a supreme
and self-sacrificing effort to raise the

from Shoghi Effendi as Guardian of
the Faith of Baha'u'llah. As we respond to this desire, the power of ef-

necessary sum before the end of this

liever.

year, as otherwise the prestige 0 f the
Cause will be gravely affected. Kot
only those who have ample means at
their disposal should display a greater
effort, hu't those who are of humbler

This matter was the central subject
discussed <>y the friends who gathered
for the meeting O'f consultation held
at Chicago recently hy the National
Assemhly and delegates of the 1927
Annual Convention. 'None who was

position must also make a self-sacrific-

ing effort, that the Temple may become the embodiment of the self-sac-

rifice

0f

alI' the believers.
Praying for your success,
SUOGHI."

Haifa, Palestine,
January 15th, 1928.
Announcement of the Twentieth
Annual Convention of American
Baha'is
To the Spiritual Assemblies of the
Baha'is of the United States and
Canada.
Dear friends in 'Abdu'I·Bahi:
Through the radiant and consecrated
person of our Guardian, the Ma..;ter
has given a great blessing to the believers throughout America.
Communiated to us all through recently returned pilgrims; the earnest
desire of Shoghi Effendi is that the
interior of the Foundation Hall he
made suit~ble for regular gatherings

fective service will be increased in ltS,
one and all; and active service to the

Cause is the supreme priv:ilege longed
for in these days by every devoted be-

present at that meeting can ever forget the wave of enthusiasm ana resolute decision which engulfed the hearts
as the Guardian's vision of the first
step in the completion of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar -penetrated the body of
the Cause in America.
The contributions already made to
the National Fund assure the completion of many, if not all, of the improvements required to transform the
Foundation Hall into the first Baha'i
Shrine of the Western World. The
intention of the National Assembly is
to hasten the work so that the Foundation Hall may be ready to receive
the delegates and friends who assemble for the Convention this year.
The Twentieth Ar.nual Convention
of the Bahi'is of the United States
and Canada will be held at Chicago
(in the Foundation Hall at Wilmette
i i possible) on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, April 27, 28 and 29, 1928,
preceded by the ce1ebration of the
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may dev()te a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional,

humanitarian,

financial,

educati()nal and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Bahi'i a<:tivity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representa:tive as possibe'

shCJUld be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among belie.vers and admirers
alike in every comer of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI,EFFENDI.

Feast of Rid-van, Thursday evening,
April 26. These days fall within the
Festival of twelve days commemorating the Proclamation of Baha'u'Uah,
during which Shoghi Effendi has instructed that all Baha'i elections are to
be held.
In acco rdance with Article V II I 0 I
the By-Laws adDpted by the National
Spiritual Assembly and approved by
the Guardian, will each local Spiritual Assembly named on the list of
Participating Baha1i Communities enclosed herewith, proceed forthwith to
call a special meeting for the election
of a local delegate Dr delegates, that
the Convention may be composed of
ninety-five delegates representing the
Bah,,'is 01 the United States and Canada under tlle plan of administration
given us by Shoghi Effendi.
The details of this plan have nOW
been made accessible to every believer

through the Guardian's letters which
the National Assembly has been publishing in the NEWS LETTER. His instructions have also b... ~n scrupulously
iollowed in the Der:aration of Trust
and By-Laws adopted .by the National
Spiritual Assembly in its endeavor to
establish the legal body which the
Guardian informed us should be created. By the provisions of this instrument the formal steps, and also, we
siocerely hope, the essential purpose
and iJ;mer spirit which should guide

and inspire the believers in the discharge of their collective Baha'i duties,
are made clear beyond the possil>ility
of the lea.st hesitation, confusLon or

doubt. It is the privilege of eacit local
Spiritual Assembly to take steps to
make certain that all believers are fully
informed.
While active participation in aU the
processes of Baha'i administration is

clearly a dU'ty incumbent on every dec1aredbeliever faithful to the Will and
Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, the experience of cooperating with others
under this Divine Plan of Justice is
at the same time a unique pr>ivilege to
be appreciated and cherished from the
depths <>f Our hearts.
Yours sincerely, in service to Shoghi
Effendi, .
Natioool Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is 01 the
United States and CanaDa,
By: HORACE HOLLEY, Serre-tar),.
New York.
February 15, 1928.
Ruhi Afnan's American Visit
Since October last, Ruhi Afnitn has
been engaged without -interruption in

must effective services to the Cause in

North America, journeying from New
York to the cities of the Pacific Coast
in a tea~hing trip which recalls the
mighty work ac'Complishedby the beloved Jina'b-i Fadi!. A little time wiIl
be required in order to gather together
the details and present a complete record of Ruhi AInin's public addresses
and innumerahle meetings with groups
of friends. Local secretaries and others in touch with his program are cordially urged to send detailed accounts
to the Teaching Committee of the National Assembly, through Mrs. Maxwell, so that this important event may
be shared ,with Baha'i communities
throughout the <world.
Meanwhile, letters from Berkeley
and Visalia, Calif., convey the spirit of
enthusiastic appreciation and gratitude,
and indicate accurately, if briefly, the
results secured through this generous
and self-sacrificing cooperation given
the American friends by a member o[
the Master's family.
Among the audiences addressed by
Ruhi Afn!," in Berkeley and vicinity
were: the student oody oi the College
of the Pacific, Stockton; Pacific
School of Religion, Berkeley; Brotherhood of Races, Y ..M. C A, Berkeley;
Students' Lyceum and Berkeley Civic
Unit; Epworth League; Colored M. E.
Church; Y. W. C A, San Francisx:o;
High School, Visalia; Taylor Memorial Church; Hillel Foundation; Y.
M. C. A-Y. W. C A. Fellowship;
Pacific Unitarian School; Mills College, Oakland; Montezuma School,
Los Gatos; Unitarian Church, Palo
Mto; First Congregational Church,

Berkeley; Theosophical Society, San
Franci,co; Faculty Club, Berkeley;
in addition to many meetings with the
Baha'i -conlmunities of OJ.kland. Berkeley and San Francisco. This e.,'{tensive program was carried out between
November 11 and Dcrember 13.
An interesting program forwarded
from Chic'ago announces a Baha'i Public Conference at New :MasOllic Tem":
pIe on Friday, February 13: Mr.
Carl Scheffier, chairman; Invocation
by Mr. Alhert R. Vail; Address
"BindMg Power of Truth" by Dr.
Fred Merrifield of University of Chicago; and Address on "Unity Df Mankind-The Social Idea of Religion" by
Ruhi Afnan.

In Memoriam
Mrs. Charlotte )'Iorton, member of

lhe Kenosha Baha'i community, October 23, 1927. \Irs. House, member of
the Ithaca Baha'i community, November 4, 1927. Both these believers were
old and much ,beloved workers in the
Cause.
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PARTICIPATING BAHA'I
COMMUNITIES
Twentieth Annual Can ven tion
City
Number of Delegates
Herkeley, Calif.
.......... I
Geyservi lie, Cali f. ......... 2
Glendale, Calif. ............ 2
Los Angeles, Cal·if. ........ 5
Oakland, Calif. ............ 2
Pasadena, Calif. ........... 1
San Francisco, Calif. ....... 4
Visalia, Calif. ............. 1
III on treal, Quebec .......... 3
Vancouver, B. C. .......... 1
Denver, Colo. ............. I
New Haven, Conn ..... , , . ,. 1
Washington, D. C. ......... 5
St. Augustine, Fla. ........ 3
Honolulu, T. H. ........... I
Chicago, Ill. .............. 10
Urbana, Ill. ............... 2
Wilmette, Ill. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Eliot, Maine .............. 2
Baltimore, Md. ............ 1
Boston, Mass. .."......... 3
Wareester, Mass. .......... 1
Springfield, Mass. ......... 1
Detroit, M i<:h. ............. 2
Fruitport, Mich. ........... 1
Lansing, Mich. ............ 1
Muskegon, Mich. .......... 1
Minneapolis, Minn. ........ 1
Newark, N. ]. ...... ....... 2
West Englewood, N.}. ..... I
Buffak>, N. Y. ............. 1
Geneva, N. Y. ........... 1
Ithaca, N. Y. ............. 1
New York, N. Y.......... 10
Yonkers, N. Y. " . " . . . . . .. 1
Akron, O. ................ 2
Cincinnatij O. ............. 1
Cleveland, O. ........ . . . . .. 3
Portland, Ore. ............ 3
Philadelphia, Pa. ........... 3
Seattle, Wash. ............ 2
Spokane, YVash. ........... I
Kenosha, YVisc. ........... 1
Milwaukee, Wise. .......... I
Racine, Wi\se. ............. 1
Total .................. 95
By-Laws Adopted by the National
Spiritual Assembly in Conformity
With the Guardian's Instructions Concerning the Holding •
of Annual Conventions
ARTICLE VIII.
The Annual
?>feeting of the National Spiritual Assembly at which its members shall be
elected shall be known as the National
Convention of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada, and shall
:he held at a time and place to be fixed
by the National Assembly, which shall
give sixty days' notice of the meeting

to
each local Baha'i community
through it s S piri tual A ssembl y. The
National Assemblv shall at the same
time inform each' Spiritual Assembly
of the number of delegates to the Con·
vention it has assigned to the local
Baha'i community in accordance with
the principle of proportionate representation in such manner that the entire numher of delegates composing the
National Convention shall be ninetyfive. Upon receipt·of this notice each
local Spiritual Assembly shall, within
a convenient period and after gi-ving
due and sufficient notice therea f, call
a meeting of the voting members on
its rolls for the' purpose of electing
their delegate or delegates to the National Convention j and, not later than
thirty days before the date of the Convention, the Secretary of each local
Spiritual Assembly shall certify to the
Secrelary of the National Spiritual
Assembly the names and addresses of
tbe delegates so elected.
Section 1. All delegates to the Convent;"n shall be elected by plurality
vote of those present at their election.
Sect;"n 2. All delegates to be seated
at the Convention must be enrolled as
voting members of the .Baha'i community represented by them.
Section 3. The rights and privileges of a delegate may not be assigned
nor may they be exercised by proxy.
Section 4. The recognition and
seating of delegates to the National
Convention shall be vested in the Nationa! Spiritual Assembly.
Section S. Delegates unable to he
present in per..son at the Convention
shall have the right to vote for members of the National Spiritual Assembly by mail or telegram under such
condi,ions as may be indicated by the
National Assembly.
Section 7. The presiding officer of
the National Spiritual Assembly present at the National ·Convention shall
call to order the delegates, who shall
then proceed ro the permanent organization of the meeting, electing a presiding officer, a Secretary and such
other officers as are necessary for the
proper condll'C! of the business of the
Convention.
Section 8. The principal business
of the National Convention shall be
the election 0 f the nine merrther S o.f
the incoming National Spiritual Assembly, the consideration of the reports of the financial and other activities of the outgoing National Assembly
and its various committees, and deliberation upon the affairs of the
Baha'i Cause in general, it being understood, however, in accordance w"ith
the principles of Baha'i administration
defined by the Guardian th,;! all de·
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Ij.beration and action of the delecrates
at the National Convention, other °than
the election of the mem'bers of the
incoming National Spiritual Assembly,
shall constitute merely advice and recommendation for consideration by the
said Assembly, final decision on all
matters concerning the affa.irs of the
Bahi'i Cause in the United States and
Canada being vested solely in that
body.
Section 9. The general order of
business.to be taken up at the National
Convention shall he prepared by the
National Spiritual Assembly, but any
and all matters pertaining to the
Cause introduced by any of the delegates may upon motion and vo-te be
taken up as part of the deliberations
of the Convention.
Section
The election of the
members of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be by plurality vote of the
delegates recognized Iby the outgoing
Na.tional Spiritual Assembly, i. e., the
members elected shall be the nine persons receiving the greatest number of
voles on the first ballot cast by delegates present at the Convention and
delegates whose ballot has been transmi tted to the Secretary 0 f the National
Spiritual Assembly by mail or telegram. In case, by reason of a tie vote
or votes, the full membership is not
determined on the first ballot, then
one or more additional ballots shall
be taken until all members are elected.
ARTICLE XI. In order to preserve the spiritual character and purpose of Baha'i elections, ·the practice
of nominations or any other electoral
method detrimental to a silent and
prayerful election shall not prevail, so
that each elector may vote for none
but those whom prayer and reflectK,"
have inspired him to uphold.

10:

Members of National Assembly
Meet With Delegates of
1927 Convention
On Saturday evening, January 21,
the National Spiritual Assembly met
in a joint ses9ion of consultation with
delegates of the last Convention and
Chicago believers. About 9S believers
were present, and the following Baha'i
communities were represented: Los
Angeles, Boston, Montreal, Eliot, Chicago, 'Wilmette, Muskegon, West Englewood, Urbana, Cleveland, Racine,
Kenosha, Minneapolis and New York.
In the absence of Mr. Allen ~IcDan
iel, who was called to Europe earlier
in the month on business and is taking
the opportunity to go lD Haifa with
Mrs. McDaniel before returning early
in March, Mr. Roy C. YVifhelm presided.
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The meeting opened with the chanting of prayer. The chai·rman read a
letter of loying greeting from Mr. and
Mrs. :VIcDanieL The secretary reported on action taken by the Nat iona I
Assembly in connection with all matters voted or recommended by the
delegates during the sessions ot the
Nineteenth Annual Convention in
Montreal.
By request, Mrs. Corinne True presented the details of the pilgrimage
made to Hai fa recently by Dr. and
Mrs. Slater, CIIIrs. Robert Moffett and
herself .
Mr. Albert Windust, ch";rman .of
the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago and
member of the Archives Committee,
read the letter written him by the
Guardian on October 22, 1927, oonceming the rug sent for the Foundation Hall by Shoghi Effendi through
Dr. and Mrs. Slater. He also informed the meeting that the two rug,
which the Guardian sent last sp,,;ng
through Mrs. Schopflocher were in his
possession and would be placed in the
Foundation Hal! with the rug brought
by Dr. and Mrs. Slater, when the interior is made ready.
Mrs. MDffett presented greetings to
the Olicago believers from the friends
in Haifa, Cairo, Port Said, Geneva,
Switzerland, Paris, London and New
York.
Mrs. Nourse reported on her work
in Geneva, Switzerland, as press representative for the BaM'is at the meetings of the League of Nations, stating
that the attention and interest of in·ternational statesmen is being turned
more and mDre toward the need of a
spiritual foundation for world peace.
Mr. Bourgeois then exhibited a series of impressively beautiful designs
he has created for the interior of the
Foundation Hall, in order to transform this large area into a meeting
place, a place of worship and devotion, worthy of the purpose and significance of a Mashriqu'I.Adhkar.
Me. Bonrgeois' designs produced joyous enthusiasm, as the friends beheld,
in visible form and creative symbol-

ism, a Baha'i meeting place which,
when completed, will ,urpass all others
in beauty as in universality. The matter of completing the interior before
the Convention opens is now being
studied by the Temple Committee for
the National Assembly, and definite
plans will be announced at an early
date.
The relation of tJhe Plan of U nified Action to this and other activities of the Cause was explained by the
Treasurer, Mr. Carl Schemer, who
gave the ,ubstance of what the Guar-

(liall has 'writ{en him in this connee·
tion during the past year. The TreaslIrer abo announced the receipt of a
donation of three thousand dollars by
one of the friends present at the meet-

ing.

Approximately

three hundred

dollars was. given him for the National

Fund by other delegates and believers
at the end 0 f the meeting.
Remark, were offered by Mr. W.
H. Randall, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mr.
Arthur Agnew, :VIr. Holley, Mr. Andrew J. Nelson and :VIr. Ernest Harrison.
Mr. Willard Hatch spoke
about his plans for collecting and editing the letters on Baha'i subjects written by Mr. Thornton Chase, and asked
that ~opies (or preferably, the originals) of all such letters in the possession of believers be placed at his disposal, in order that a permanent
memorial may be prepared in honor of
Mr. Chase.
A number of delegates una.ble to attend the meeting in person wrote letters of ap'preciation and suggestion,
and these are receiving careful considera.tion by the Kational Assembly. All
in all, this session of informal 'Consultation proved most successful in attaining its spiritual and material intentions.
Recent Issues of the Baha'i
Magazine
The believers have surely noted
with deep interest the series of chapters now appearing in the Star of the
Wesl of a lbookby ;VIi" Florence E.
Pinchon, a believer of England, entitled "The Coming of the Glory."
Shoghi Effendi has written to the editors the following appreciation of
':\Iiss Pinchon's work: HThe ibook is
correct in its presentation of the essentials of the Faith, eminently readable, exquisitely arranged, and has a
distinctive charm unsurpassed by any
book of its kind, whether written by
Eastern or \Vestern bel.ievers.
I
hearttily recommend it to every earnest and devout teacher of the Cause."
On reading these gracious and significant word-s, one is irresistibly reminded of that passage in the Book of
Assurance wherein Bah:i'u'!hih says:
"It (i. e., the seeking soul) will deteel the hidden knowledges from the
forms of lite leat'es of the Tree of that
City_ ...
Contents of Kovember, 1"27, issue:
Editorial, ,by Stanwood Cobb; The
Candle, a Poem, by Dorothy A"ki;
The Coming of the Glory--I. The
Argument, by Florence E. Pinchon;
Reflections of a Bahi'i Traveler. by
Siegf ried Schopflocher; The :Vlaster
Builder, by Mary G. Collison; Crime
N

Control, by Rosa V. Winterburn'
Bah;i'u'll~h, a Poem, by Shahna~
Waite; The Danish Folk Hi~h
Schools, by Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick;
On Earth as lit is in Heaven, ·by Keith
Ransom-Kehler; World Thought and
Progress--exerpts from current magazines and the daily press.
Contents of December, 1927, issue:
Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; The
Coming of the Glory-2. Night, by
Florence E. Pinchon; Airmindedness,
by Dale S. Cole; Reflectrons of a
Baha'i Traveler, by Siegfried SchopRocher j A ~Iooern Pilgrimage to
Baha'i Shrines, by Gertrude Richardson Brigham, Ph.D.; 'Abdll'l-Bah,,'s
Table, by Shahnaz vVarte; Fleshly
Veils, .by Dr. Walter 11. Guy.
Contents of January, 19.28, issue:
Editorial,
by
Stanwood
Cobb;
War is Death-Peace is Life. excerpts
from Addresses of 'Abdu'l-Bahi; The
Coming of the Glory-3. The Morning Star, by Florence E. Binchon; Reflections of a Baha'i Traveler, by
Siegfried Schopftocher; A Baha'i Inter-racial Conference, by Alain - Locke,
Ph.D.; The Cultural Principles of the
Baha'i ~[ovement, by Dr. Ernst
Kliemke.
Publishing Committee Announces
New Literature
The Publishing Committee had
hoped ro be able to offer the new CGmpilation ,jThe Oneness of ~'lankind"
at less than the price of twenty-five
cents a copy when quantities of ten Of
more were ordered by believers to give
away. ln view of the need to build up
a reserve fund, however, which the
Guardian has recently advised through
:VI r. Schopfiocher, this book must: continue to sell at the above price, with
the exception of the usual discount
given -Assembly Librarians when or-

dering books to the value of $10 or
more.
The new work "Baha'i Administration," containing excerpts from the
Will and Te9lament of 'Abdu'l-Bahi
and the complete text of the Guardian's letters to the American believers and N. S. A., will be ready by March
10 at the latest. At this writing, final
page proofs have been corrected and
returned to the printer. The price is
$1.50 per copy.
During March aloo, the Publishing
Committee will have the great privilege of issuing the translation into
English of the "Epistle to the Son of
the Wolf," revealed by Baba'u'llilh
during His last years on earth. This
transialtion has heen made by Mrs.
Julie Chanler, of New York City, who
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desires the hook to be a dGllatioll, material as well as spiritual, to the prog-

~Ioses R. Lovell, of \ft. Pleasant Congregational Church.

ress oi the Cause. This Tablet has
At Bos.ton, .iVTass., on Sunday, r-:ohitherto 'been availabte to \Vesterners vember 27. Chairman, 1v1r. \V. H.
only in the French translation made Randall. Speakers: Dr. John Herhy ~l. Hippoirte Dreyfus-Barney. It man Randall and ~[r. \Villiarn Stanis interesting to record that 5hoghi ley Braithwaite. The Boston friends,
Effendi presented to ~[rs. Chanler the indeed, are holding monthly meetings
copy of this Tablet hand illumined, in of the same character, and they report
the original Persian, by his father, overflow meetings with the deepest in~'lirza Hadi Shirazi, for her use in
terest and attention on the part of all
preparing the translation. The forth- present.
coming edition wiU be an unusually
At Chicago. Sunday, January 22.
beautiful book, bound in blue cloth and Chairman, ~[r. Alben R. Vail; Invowhite parchment with frontispiece re- cation offered ,by Rev. Harold Kingsproducing the first page of the Per- . ley of Liberty Congregational Church;
sian text iHumined hy :r..rirza Hadi. Speaker::;, Prof. Eustace Haydon of
The price is $2.50.
University of Chicago; Mr. Louis G.
Fourteen years ago Miss Elizabeth Gregory and Rab'bi Louis Mann.
Bowen, of Riverton, N. J., began to
At Montreal, Quebec, on Saturday,
iss-ue little slips and cards on which
February
11, and Sunday, February
were printed a sentence or two from
the Baha'i writings. Many of the be- 12. The speakers were :Miss Agnes
McPhail, 1>1. P .. IVlr. Louis G. Greglievers have found them most convenient and helpful for distribution in ory, Dr. E. :VI. Best of McGill University, Mrs. May Maxwell and Mr.
their (orrespondence, and great num,bers have been sold for this purpose. George Spendlove. Two sessions were
The Publishing Committee has now held on February 12. The three chairmen were Mrs. ).fay j\1axwell Rev.
arranged to take orders for these
cards, which are sold for fifty cents Lawrence Clare, }L A" and Rev.
ahas. Este.
a hundred, assorted.
At Philadelphia, on Tuesday, February
14, the Baha'is held an Amity
Inter-Racial Amity Conferences
Night meeting as guests of the UniThe "gol<len gate" of teaching has tarian Church, 2125 Che.tnut Street,
been opened this year in many cities during its Friendship Week.
Mrs.
for the blessed message of inter-racial Coralie Cook of Washington, D. c.,
amity, promoting, in the face of age- addressed this meeting.
old prejudice, the new principle of the
The Spiritual Assembly of New
oneness of mankind. For the services
York has recently appointed an Interof the National Committee which has
racial Amity Committee, the first servassumed the details of thi's 'Work, in
ice of which will be a public meeting
cooperation with local Spiritual Ason February 23 consisting of an iHussemblies, the believers have rea-son to
trated lecture on Africa by M r. Henry
he exceedingly grateful. What these
B. Duncan of Liberia.
noble efforts may mean, when viewed
On December 12 the ;:..rational Inin right perspective later on, only the
Guardian can now understand. \OVher- ter-racial Amity Committee, consisting
ever a local Spiritual Assembly bas of :Mrs. A. S. Parsons, chairman; :Mr.
held an Inter-racial Amity Conference, Louis G. Gregory, executive secretary;
the spirit of the Cause has blazed forth Dr. Zia M. Bagda<1i, Dr. Alain L.
Locke, rvIrs. Pauline Hannen, issued
with renewed p:lwer.
The following programs have been a circular letter the importance of
carried out during the past few which deserves widespread distribution througholtt the Bah,,'i world.
months:At Washing'ton, D. c., on Thurs- This letter, addressed t() the )Iational
day, November 10 and Friday, )10- and Local Spiritual Assemblies of the
vember Li, public meetings with t!hese United States and Canada, read, in
speakers: Chairman, "Mrs. Coralie part, as follows:
"ABHA Greetings and Love to
Cook, ad<lresses by Mr. Albert R. Vail
an<! Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson of each and alI.
'IThe w()rkers in the field ot mterHoward University; chairman, Mr.
Albert R. Vail, addresses by Prof. racial amity have been fired with new
Leslie Pinckney Hill of Cheyney In- zeal by the stirring letters of Shoghi
stitute, Cheyney, Pa., and Mr. Sieg- Effendi and the news of his deep and
fried Schopflocher. The meeting on abid1ng interest in this work. \Ve are
Thursday was opened with invocation happy to report inquiries, many reby Rabbi W. F. Rosenblum of Eighth sponses and increasing signs of activStreet Temple; on Friday by Dr. ity in reply to our previous letter. It
J

1S far from our purpose to convey to
anyone feelings 0 f coercion or constraint. But it is OlIr earnest wish to
see realized the aim of the ~laster,

',\:odu'l Baha, for the gradual spread
of the spirit of amity and accord
throughol1t America. The convention
for amity has ·been found to be a specific remedy fo r many present iIts ,an
objective for heavenly bounties and a
magnet for attracting souls to the

Beal>ty of Abha.
"During the past summer !Green
A'Cre held its conferences for amitv
followed by a series 01 meetings with
a view [Q informing amity worker5 .
Chi'Cago friends have organizecl an active committee and meetings are held
and plans laid for an early convention.
There is intense and sustained activity

on the part of the little assembly of
Wilmette, which like Chicago period-

ically issues a bllHctin on the subject.
A recent circular reports cooperation
on the part of these two assemblies
and the fine support given the amity
work by Ruhi Effendi during his briel
visit. Verbal reports. from one of the
members from Portland, Oregon, convey a colorful picture of the hannonicl1S blending of varions races and
nationali.ties. Some centers seek further advice as to methods. Others feel
that they can safely stand upon the
universal principle of human oneness
so long recognized in the Cause. Still
others report preparations for coming
events.
'(\OVe slllbmit, tn the spirit of service, a "few suggestions: Cities where
world-unity conferences have been
held will often be found fertile fields
for ami.ty workers. The services of
distinguished public men (an often be
enlis'ted in this work. It has been
foun<1 entirely feasible to hold amity
conferences under Baha'i auspices,
t'hereby giving them a unique distinction among similar efforts by other
groups. The ultimate aim of all conferences conducted by Baha'is is the
attraction of souls to the brilliant Light
of AbM. This aim should be kept
constantly in view and wisely approached.
"In all the world the shadows
deepen due to the Armageddon which
has corne but not yet gone. Happy
are those who strive to compose di fferences and who seek refuge in God ~
It may also be said that in all the
world the Light brightens. This i,
weI! illustrated bv race relations activities both within and without the
0l115e. \Ve quote with pleasure from
the literature of the in·ter-ra(ial committee of Youngstown, Ohio. ·but two
of the thirty members of which, as f,1 r
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as our knowledge goes, are informed
of the Baha'i Cause:
H 'VY' e are a group of white and colored people working together for the
economic, civic, cultural and moral
betterment of both races, looking toward the elimination of all racial prejudices and misunderstandings. We
feel that these racial groups will grow
to respect and understand each other
not by patronizing but by honest mutual endeavor to accomplis'h worthy
ends. These ends consist:
"'First, in an endeavor to obtain
absolute juStice upon the hasis of
merit. Whenever or wherever any
man or woman is not given absolut~
fair play because of his or her color,
this situation is ours to remedy. We
may differ as to methods of attacking
each problem, !but as to our responsiIbility to attack it there can be no
doubt.
" 'Secondly, in helping to ameliorate
unwholesome surroundings of both
white and colored people which develop in our modem city life, by
means of legal aid, better housing facilities, wholesome recreation.
"'Thirdly, in the ptomotion of opportunities for employment and cultural growth, which we hope to extend through the dmma. mUSIc, the
leoture platform and the business
world.'
"The above committee have started
a literary contest among school children and offer fuem substantial prizes
for the beg[ essays on the improvemept of race relations. To know
what others are doing in this field
should have a stimulating effect upon
all our Baha'i work ·since our vision
is of the Infinite and our trust is in
His Highness, Baha'u'llah. He motivates the actions Gf His servants and
bestows success.
"May we further suggest that amity
workers renew the spirit of amity in
our own hearts without which aU efforts are futile? Speakers in such
conferences should be asked, as far as
possible, to limit the negative side oi
things and to dwell upon the happy,
healing and constructive side of life,
suggesting a remedy for exoisting ills,
rejoicing souls with the good news and
fulfilling the desire of the Master to
I affiliate t he hearts.' "

Miss Martha Root in Roumania and
Bulg-aria

The bellevers will rejoice in the following modest, and an-too~brief report
\"'hich ~fiss Root has sent to some of
her American friends. It is dated

Plovdiv, Bulgaria, N"veniher 24, 1927.
"In Geneva, Switzerland, when I
wrote you last, I was the gL1est of dear
Julia Culver. There r had the joy ot
meeting some of you blessed friends
f rom home, and Mrs. Stannard, Lady
Blomtield, and Emogene Hoagg from
Italy. I left Geneva, September 19,
stopped two days in Trieste, and two
days in Belgrade where I did a little
Baha'i work, enroute to Bucharest,
Rumania. In Bucharest, the great
privilege was mine to visit Her l\'Iajesty Queen 1I.larie in her summer Palace Pelesh in Sinaia. You will later
read about this audience wit!h the
Queen in the Star of the West. It was
all so beautiful t The Queen is 50
charming, so bright, 50 intu~-tive and
with such a oomprehensive grasp of
tbese Teachings! She is a confirmed
Baha'i and she studies the Teachings.
She is deeply interested in all the
books. Her Royal Highness Princess
Ileana is also a lovely and an enthusiast1,:: Baha'i. She too studies the
books earnestly. I think ·before Christmas there will al'pear the tiny blue
booklet and the booklet 'What is the
Baha'i 1-lovement?' in Roumanian language. The booklets will be exact1y
like ours in size and color. I 'Would
never wish it published but Princess
Ileana herself made the translarions
for these booklets. She wrote me, 'r
loved doing it.' r know how happy
you will be to hear how deeply they
love the Baha'i Cause and you can
vision what it will mean to Roumania,
to the Balkans and to all the world.
Her Majesty the Queen so loved the
flowers sent by the Baha'is in America,
in eadh city she visited. She gave me
a message a·bout these dear gifts which
I am to publish in the Star of the
West (I have not yet finished the article for the Star.)
"Then I carne to Bulgaria, Getaber
17, stopped in Rousse (sometimes
spelled Roustchuck) the fourth largest city in Bulgaria, and on the Danube River. (It is the .frontier oity just
a~ross from Rumania.) I had stopped
there three hours two years ago. This
time the Esperantists arTanged a lecture in the theatre and five hundred
people came. I visited three of the
largest educational institutions and
talked with the Directors. One fine
young Esperantist who works in a
·bank in Rousse said: 'r am interested
in the Baha'i Cause, have been in1erested for two years; I want always to
work for it, and please keep me in
touch with any news about it: I
try as much as possible to link the
youth of the country with those of another-my visit to a country I bope, is

only the beginning of spiritual events,
the ,Youth themselves are the ones who
wi![ carry it far, far!
., I arrived in Sofia, Bulgaria, October 19, and found that the National
Convention of \Vomen's Clubs was
beginning a tlhree day Congress t~c
next day. \-Vent at once to them, arranged and spoke in Esperanto with
interpreter, more than ·four hundred
women were present from different
parts of the country, women tieeply
interested in peace. I gave out a
printed sheet in French 'What Is The
Baha'i Movement?' (I ~0u1<i not afford the booklets so I had printed fott.
thousand .in Bucharest, just on single
sheets without the addresses. Then
I had printed 8,500 sheets in Bulgarian
language of 'What Is the BaM'i
:Mm1ement?' and put three addresses
on it (where people could write for
information.)
The TO/stO-l Journal
sent Ollt 3,500 as a supplement and
sent out 1,300 to other people. (Later
I found out that this paper and La
Libera Esperanto Journal which for
one year was published in Sophia,
have Ibeen the means of spreading our
Cause in many cities and towns in Bulgaria. The Toistoi Journal ·will have
a special number on the Baha'i Movement in December.) The editor of
one of the best Bulgarian daily papers,
Mir, said he would study the Teachings and use something a'bout them in
his paper. He did use one article immediately. He was twice the Minister
ot Education of all Bulgaria. Also, I
had talks with editors of four other
papers in Sophia. I am sure some of
these editors will use some articles
frorn time to t.ime,
"Two talks were given in the Red
Cross Training School for Nurses,
sixty present each time. (At all these
following l",tures I gave out the
sheets in Bulgarian·language.) One
talk was given in the American S<:I1001
in Srunokov, I was the guest of the
President's wife and 15 teachers came
to dinner that evening before the lecture. Three hundred and sixty came'·
to the lecture. (Samolrov is a three
hour automobile ride from Sophia.)
One short talk was given at the Sophia
Y. M. C. A. about 200 present; one
talk in Free University, 400 present;
one talk before Prof. Katzaroff's students in the Sophia University, about
120 present.
(These are the only
two universities in Bulgaria.) Prof.
K. came twice to see me and invited
some friends to meet me at his home,
at a tea, where we talked about the
Cause.
Two Ba'ha'i lectures were
given in the Vegetarian Restaurant.
I ha>'e hoped they might follow it with
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a regul~r study class. One talk was
given in the Tourist Club, about 200
came.
One lecture was given in
V ratza,

a city

four

hQurs distant

by train. The talk was in the theatre
and 500 people came. It was the first
time a public lecture had ever been
given in that city by an American (or
English) individual, and the first public Esperanto lecture ever given there
by an Esperantist from another country. The Mayor and six officials
came. The subject was 'The Baha'i
Movement.' One of the city officials
searched the encydopaedias to find out
what this Movement is. He couldn't
find rt, but still he sent word to come!
They were most cordial. The Esperantists arranged tlJe whole affair. Some
Esperantists from neighboring villages
walked 25 miles to hear this talk and
then walked home, and it was a heavy
pouring rain the whole day and night!
"Mrs. Louise Gregory did splendid
work in Sophia last winter. I saw its
beautiful fruits, and I am so hoping
she can come aga.-in this winter.

I

wish I had time to write you wha t a
pivotal country Bulgaria is, In the
peace of the Balkans and of Europe.
The Bulgarian people are openminded
and the Baha'i Cause could sweep
Bulgaria if a few confirmed teachers
could come and stay."

News Letter of Persian National
Assembly
The National Spiritua:l Assembly of
Persia has taken the important step
of arranging to receive regular reports
from its provincial centers, ·from which

exeerpts will be made in a monthly
news letter distributed to thef riends
in other lands.
From recent issues of this bulletin,
signed inbehali of the Publishing
Committee of the Persian National Assembly by Mirza Ahmad Khan Yazdani. we quote the following items.

··Visitors from the Holy Land tel'l
that l\Iiss Martha Root, after finishing her teaching plans in Europe.
will come to Persia with the permission
of the ,beloved Guardian.
"It is with great sorrow that we
have to announce the sudden death of
'.t::;

:\Iirza Mahmood Zarghandi . . . . His
death, as all realize, is a great loss to
the Cause and has deeply grieved the
hearts of all the friends. The following telegram was received from the
beloved Guardian: 'Deeply mourn
passing (of) Zarghani. His outstanding services win shine evermore. Urge
friends hold befitting . memorials: "
(Note.-Mirza Mahmood was the
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Master's secretary during His visit in \-Vhen the rxcaS!Oll demands, repreAmerica, and trans'Cr:~bed in Persian sentatives oi the Spiritual Assem!biy
the complete text of 'AWu'I-Baha's are officially sent to them for settlepublic addresses and many of His ment ot th~ matter."
words to individuals and groups. A
The 'follow.ing resolutions were
manuscript exists, written by }lirz3. passed hy the Convention: "That the
Mahmood, which gives in daily detail Spiritual Assemblies should try to crethe events of -that marvelous journey. ate heartfelt love and harmony among
lt is ardently to be hoped that means the friends af various religions and nawill Ibe found to publish this volume.) tionalities and endeavor to a.bolish difAn event of far-reaching impor- ferent names such as Zoroastrian,
tance to the Baha'i -world was the Con- Jew~ ·Christian or .Muhammadan. and
vention arranged reeently by the Per- only use the inclusive tenn 'Baha'i,'
sian National Assembly, which called so that all the friends may enter under
'for delegates from the various prov- the Tent of the Divine Oneness.
"That the ;-,rational Assemt>Iy should
inces. Just as the early Christians
created the unity which inherited the arrange to call Baha'i teachers from
administrative power of the fallen other countries to come to Persia and
Roman Empire, so the spirit and wis- teach the 'Persian notables and promidom of the Persian 'believers is estab- nent people, and to try and send Perlishing a new .body for the civilization sian Bahi'i teachers to the other
of Persia when th e present med ieval lands."
condition passes away. The report of
. the proceedings reveals how power- Los Angeles Baha'i CommU!I1ity
ful-ly our Persian brothers concenHas New Meeting Place
trated upon -constructive measures caThe
month of January witnessed a
pable of serving the entire country,
splendid
development of the activities
and not merely the believers themof the friends in Los Angeles. They
selves.
now hold meetings in the Beaux Arts
"The following was stated to the Building, Beacon and 8th Streets,
Convention concerning the . Darsse- where they enjoy larger and more
Akhlagh' classes (Abha Gardens) beautiful quamers. From many sources
founded fourteen years ago by some we "learn that this indication of progpure souls, especially the late ~[iss ress has deepened the ardor of the Los
Lillian Kappes and our ardent and de- Angeles Baha'i community.
voted Baha'i sister Dr. Susan L
Moody. The classes improved steadily
Corrections
and now six hundred Baha'i boys and
girls in Tihran attend them. In the
A recent issue of the N e7..VS Leiter
course of these fourteen years, the stated that the cost of puhlishing the
Gardens haye been teaching the chil- new edition of the Hymn Book by
dren selected moral texis from the 1\I rs. Shahnaz Waite had been contribHoly Books. Afterwards new classes uted by Mrs. Hills Cole, whereas it
were prepared, which provided means should have read Mrs. Addie L. Cole.
,for teaching non-Baha'is.
Lately
\Ve are also in-formed that the radio
through the help of learned believers, a address announced as having been
vast program for the deve{{)pment of made by Mrs . French was cancel! ed by
these Gardens thro-ughout the entire the station director at the ·last moment.
country was suhmitted to the )Jatiollal The consideration of the ·friends is reAssembly, duly sanctioned, and will quested in order to correct these un~
shortly come into operation. Through iLltentional errors.
the execution of this program the
Baha'i children wil! secure the ,best Teaching Committee to Cooperate
moral education and become proficient
With American Baha'is Abroad
Baha'i teachers. The delegates appreThe Na.tional Assembly has reciated the results of the Gardens in
Tihran and decided to establish simi- quested the Teaching Con~nittee,
lar classes in the pro¥inces after the through Jo{rs. May },Iaxwell, secretary,
to give special attention to the possiConvention.
"The qu~stion of the protection of bilities of effective cooperation with
tIle friends in times of disturbance \...·as the American believers rendering
disctlssed. Formerlv, the communica- services to the Cause in other lands.
tions from the Nati 0nal Spiritual As- Among these workers are: },Iiss ~[ar
sembly in Tihran with the government tha Root, Mrs. Imogene Hoagg, },Iiss
were transmitted th rough the good of- Leonore Holzapple, Miss Agnes Alexfices of certain public men, ",ut -lately ander. Mr5. Grace Krug, Mrs. Florthe Spiritual Assembly has been offi- ence Schopflocher, and Miss Margaret
cially recognized by the authorities. Cooley.
4
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Guardian's View of the Matter of
Teachers' Expenses
Certain sincere believers,

for the:

sake of what they have felt to be a
distinctive and 'fundamental principle:
of the Cause, have consistently held the
opinion that living and traveling ex-

The i\ ational Assembly feels also
that believers should hesitate before
identifying the name of the Cause with
certain commercia,1 undertakings carried on bv the churches. The same reSlllts can~ be attained by the believers
cO'Uecti "'ely without employing the name
"Baha'i." It is felt that this view corresponds with the Guardian's desire to
associate the Cause with a purely spiritual movement at this time. \Ve are
a'll aware that economic principles are

penses of Baha',i teachers should not
be defrayed ,from the Baha'i Fund,
The well known passage in the Tablets
of 'Abdu'l-Baha granting permission
to individuals to rn~ke it possible for 'Pa rt of the teachings, and knowledge of
others to serve as teachers does not, it these teachings enables us to underwas felt, apply to Local or National stand that many prevailing distincSpiritual AssemJhlies administering a tlons between r'religious" and 'fsecu_
Baha'i Fund. The National Assembly lar" activities are false; ,but the fact
recently referred to the Guardian the remains that the public is not so inquestion whether, in one particular in- formed and we are responsible for the
stance 'brought to its attention for con-

sultation, the donations made by a believer .honld be transmitted through
the National Fund or to the teacher
direct. The following reply, which we
understand represents the Guardian's
views, was received through his secre-

tary "He would personal'1y much prefer, if any of tbe friends think of helping . , . to do so not pers.onally but
through either the Local or National
Assembly." This statement makes it
dear that a Spiritual Assembly is perfectly justified in voting an appropriation of this character during the present transitional era of the Cause.

Character of Meetings to Be Held
in a Baha'i Meeting Place
The quest,ion has frequently been
raised on the part of local Assemblies
as to what kind of non-Baha'i meetings, or of meetings held by Baha'is
but not for teaching, devotion

Of

other

spiritual purposes, should be permitted

quality of the activity we allow to become associated w~th the Baha'i Faith.

Baha'i Publicity in Scotland
Korthern Scotland, a region perhaps
never before reached by the Baha'i

J.i[essage, received dttting October last
a splendid announcement in its widely
read newspaper <fJohn O'Croat's Journal" written by Mr. E. T. Hal!, mem-

ber of the Spiritual Assembly of Manchester, England. This annOl1ncement,

which Mr. Hall contributed in the form
of an extensive letter published in full,
was reinforced ,by an appreciative editorial.

The devoted activity of Mr, Hall is
further attested bv a booklet written
by him and published by the J.i[anchester Spiritual Assembly entitled "The
U ni versal Religion-Its P rinci pIes and

Purpose." The loViing spirit and wise
presentation of the principles and
Message found in this hooklet will
make it exceedingly valuable as an introductory outline of the Cause.

in meeting places administered under

Baha'i auspices and identified with the
name of the Cause.

This question, in

the foml usually received by the National Assernbly, refers to the advisability of conducting bazaars and similar
activities of a commercial character in
their local headquarters,
It was recorded in the minutes of
the National Assembly held in Chicago
during January that it was the sense
of that body that a hall or meeting
place controlled by believers should be
regarded, as to its 'function, in the light
of a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. This general
statement contalns a principle which

may be ,found helpful by local Assemblies. A review of the 1Iaster's explanation of the activities and services
to be rendered by the accessory buildings of a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar shou'ld
of course 'be made when this principle
is applied to any given case.

Mirza Ali-Kuli Khan, N. D. Lectures in Portland, Oregon
The Portland Assel11bly has recently
had the significant privilege of a visit

from Doctor and Mada.m Ali-Ku1i
Khan, For three weeks they remained
in Portland spreading the glad-tidings
of the Abha Message in that rare manner that only the union of the East and
the \Vest combined ('an give. The int(.mate associMion with the ::\Jaster was
made mani fest in the method of their
presentation of the Cause.
Dr. Kllan's singleness and sincerity,
his dynamic persol1J.lit), . his spiritual
capacity and his matchless logic held
the pUiblic audiences that came ont to

to them, his relationship to God, cu'!
minating in the appearance, purpose
and penetration of the Manifestation

today,
J.iladam K'han through her personal
charm and fascinating presentation Qf
the I\fessage in its Persian atmosphere
and artistic setting captivated a nUll1'ber of group meetings and some of
the portals of our most cultured homes
'were eagerly opened to honor her and
many new seeds of Truth were sown.

The splendid results achieved by
them in giving the Message to large
audiences and group gatherings, that
hitherto no Bacha'i ray had penetrated,
their utter selflessness and devotion to
the Cause, plus their rare capacity all
testi:fy to their great ability as Baha'i
teachers and earned unending gratitude and longing for their return.

World Unity Conferences Obtain
Legal Charter
The action "f the National Assembly
in voting not to regard the World
Unity Conferences as the work of a
committee appotnted by it and under its
supervision, was explained in, the

lv' ews Letter of Novem'ber, 1927. For
the information of those interested in
the Conferences as a public influence
capa'ble o-f focussing attention upon the
universal principles of unity, it should

be stated that in January, 1928, a charter was given 'by the State of New

York to World Unity Foundation, a
body of trustees administering the
Conferences, the Institute of World
L"" nity, and also assisting in the promo-

tion of World Unity Magazine.
The purpose of the Foundation, as
set forth in the Charter, is "to maintain facilities for promoting those ethical, humanitarian and spiritual ideals
and principles which create harmony
and understanding among religions,
races, nations and classes; and for cooperating with established educational,
scientific and religious 'bodies working
ior these ends."
The Charter was
granted to the following as trustees:

John Herman Randall, Mary Rumsey
Movius, Melbert B, Cary, Florence
Reed Morton, AI'fred W. Martin, Horace Holley and Mountfort Mills.
An Honorary Committee <;:onsisting
of the following men have endorsed
the aims of the FOllndation: S. Parkes

Caelman,

Rudolph 1. Coffee, John

Dewey,

Harry

Emerson

Fosd.ick,

Herbert Adams Gibl>ons, )'[ordecai W.

JOhllSOll,

James \Velr.lon Johnson. Ru-

fus 11. Jones, David Starr J orclall,

hear the well-planned COurse of lec-

Harry Levi, Louis L l\'!ann, Pierre-

tures which outlined the greatest need

pont B. Noyes, Harry Allen Overstreet, W;lIiam R. Shepherd, Augustus
O. Thomas,

in the world today, the creation of the
various kingdoms, man's reIationship
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"Take the cup of the love of God ill task with mature determination and
thy right hand and with thy left hand ripened w.isdom, abandoning all negahoist the banner of universal peace. tive considerations that we may be
rO'~'e aud aff'cc~ion ;liY.iOn6 :he natiur.s
con~rmed by t:le 1-:U::iltj'.e: pD','o'i.:r of
of the earth.
Call out (saying): the Cause of Baha'u'Uah I
Bv now the friends in those cities
'Hasten 1 Hasten unto the Great
Bounty! Press! Press forward unto ''''Thi~h have elected delegates are in
the Abundant Mercy! Speed! Speed possession of the full text of the Decunto the Manifest Light! Be urgent! laration of Trust and By-Laws in its
Be urgent for the Great Attainment! amended form. From the point of
Verily by God the Truth, the doors of view of our custom in the past. the
the Kingdom are opened, the lights of greatest change consists in the substiGod have shone forth and illumined tution of the principle of plurality
the horizon of the earth! The Lord of election for that of majority election
Hosts has descended with the army of in voting for members of Spiritual
lights and angels of heaven and de- Assemblies. As the Guardian pointpressed the armIes 0 f darkness; He ed out, the plurality method persent His angels in all directions with mits each voter to cast his ballot for
a call of the trumpet of realities and his first choice of members, unhammeanings, instructions and teachings! pered and uninfluenced by the results
Therefore, people of the earth, appre- of the successive ballots required unciate the opportunity, in this new cen- der the majority system. The effect,
tury, wherein the lights have been re- in all probability, will be to elect the
,'ealed by the Glorious Lord'''- nine members On the first ballot, thus
removing the tension produced by
'Abdu'I-Bahri.
hours and sometimes days of uncertainty, and giving opportunity for far
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
more thorough consultation on the imThe fact that this year's Convention portant activities of the Cause than
sessions are to be held in the Founda- ever before.
tion Hall at Wilmette suggests a reShould however, the restllt of the
turn of the arc of sentice to the Cause first ballot reveal a tie vote between
in America to its origin and starting- two or more names after the first eight
point-the Mashriqu"I-Adhkar. The names, this would necessitate a second
Baha'i Temple Unity, anticipating the ballot. to be written with one name,
nature and functions of the National in order to complete the election. Tie
Spiritual Assembly, came into being votes amcmg names included in the
in order to concentrate the combined first eight would not require a second
resources of all local Bahi'i communi- ballot, since in this case the two or
ties 0; the Uni1ed States and Canada more names receiving the tie would
upon the aU-gloriou, task of building both (or all) be elected.
the Temple. Meeting in the FoundaDelegates and friends planning to
tion Hall twenty years after the first attend the Convention will preferably
annual Convention, the delegates and arrange to stay in Evanston or \Vilfriends will be deeply conscious of meUe rather than in Chicago, on acwhat has been accomplished during count of the fact that much time is
this period of time. yet more conscious required to make the daily journey
of what still lies before us to do. May back and forth between Chicago and
we approach our immediate collective the Foundation Hall.

APRIL,

1928

The information concerning hote1s
furnished by the Convention Committee ~s printed in this number of the
~,~z-\~'.5 l...£TTi:::a., as wdl as the list or
Spiritual A3.sembhes which have Dot
yet reported their election of delegates
on the Registration Blank sent for
that purpose in February.
All correspondence addressed to the
secretary of the National Assembly
before the Convention should be
mailed to arrive in New York City by
Y[onday, April 23. Later correspondence can be addressed, in care of Mr~
Carl Scheffler, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, 1II.
Cities Which Have Not Yet Registered Their Convention
Delegates
Up to the time this NEWS LETTER
was sent to press, Registration Blanks

ha,,'e not been received from the secretaries of the following Baha'i communities: West Englewood, N. ].,
Cleveland, Ohio, and Seattle, Wash.
All Registrations should be sent to arrive in time for the roll call at the.
opening of the Convention.
Hotel Accommodations for the Convention to be Held in Foundation Hall, April 27, 28 and
29, 1928

Beach Vi.w HOld-Sheridan Road
at Rog-ers Ave., Chicago. Rates: Single $2.50, double $3.00, three in a
room $3.50. f! 25 or more are to be
accommodated we will make a reduction of SOC on each room. Group
meals can be arranged, .
Hotel Birchmont-1456 Fargo Ave.,
Chicago. ,Rates: Two rooms accommodating. 4 personS' $5,00, one mom
accommodating 2 persons $3.00. one
room and sun parlor, 3 persons, $4JXl
Evansmre Hotel-Hinman Ave. at.
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"The N KWS LIrrr"" which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s

much as your resources pernut,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase 0 f your

activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
aombine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughoess, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great. factor in
promoting understanding, providing infonnation on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every comer of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote. your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NKWS l.£Tru into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGH! EFl'ENDt.

Main St., Evanston, Ill. Rates: Dou- and the School of Wisdom, by Bertha
ble $5.00 per day, single $3.00 per day. Hyde Kirkpatrick; Cultinting the SoWill place cot in double room for $6.00 cial Virtues, by Stanwood Cobb; The
per day, or $2.00 per person.
Institute of International Relations on
The Georgian - Evanston, Ill. the Pacific Coast, by Christine F Tench;
(Apartment Hotel). Rates: $2.75 per Reflections. of a Baha'i Traveler, bv
person. Can accommodate 2 and 4 Siegfried Scho pHoeher ; U ni \'ers~l
people to an apartment.
Friendliness, Report of Inter-Racial
The Homestead - Evanston, III Amity Conference in Chicago.
(New). Rates: Single room and bath
The Business ~'fanager of the Baha'i
$3.00, twin beds and bath $4.00, suite :Magazine requests all subscribers to
of two rooms and bedroom $6.00 per repcrt promptly any change of adday, two beds (double).
dress. and to leave stamps with their
The Orrington - Evanston, Ill. former post office for the forwarding
Rates: $4.00 to $8.50 per day, one of second class mail. Attention to this
room, 2 people; $10.00 to $IS.00 per matter will save the mailing departday, two room suite, 4 people.
ment of the magazine much unnecesThe above are the regular rates; if sary trouble and expense, and the be2S or more friends will group together lieyers themselves will continue to respecial rates will be made at any of ceive their copies .on time.
these hotels.
As to the colored friends, the EmHerald of the South
erson Y. W. C. A. at Evanston, Ill.,
VoL
2,
1\0. 5 of the Herald of the
wilt take care of the men, or place
50«111,
the
Baha'i Magazine published
them in priy--ate homes; the women
will be taken care of by Miss Lydia in New Zealand, is gratefully acDavis of the Community Center at knowledged. Dated December, 1927.
112S Ayers St., at the rate of 5Oc, 75c and January, 1928, the Herald of the
and $1.00 per day. If desired The South has maintained a steady and
Auditorium Hotel at Chicago can be gratifying improvement since its inused, except that it is rather a long ception. The incorporation of Baha'i
trip from there to the Temple, but news with the general articles and
quotations serves admirably to pro"'ithout a change on the E1t'vated.
If any of the friends desire further mote knowledge of the intimate
information they can either write or events of the Cause among its readtelephone to l'.-1rs. Harry E. \oValrath ers throughout the world. The H erat 1415 Sherwood Terrace, Chicago. aid of the South may be obtained for
an annual subscription of six shillTeleph~ne, Lake View 7079.
ings. six pence, and the address is:
Magazine, Clunie, 3 Cowie Road,
Parnell, Auckland, N. Z.
BabE.'i Magazine Star of the West
Contents of February. I92S, issue:
The Voice of Univer~al Peace, and
The Divine Plan for Reconciliation.
excerpts from writings at 'Abdu'l~
Bah.; Enitorial. by Stanwood Cobb;
The Coming of the Glory, Chapter 4,
The Sun 0 f Truth, by Florence E.
Pinchon; Reflections of a Baha'i Traveler, by Siegfried Schopflocher; The
World Vision of a Savant, by Dr.
Auguste Henri Fore!; \Yomen's Conference on Cause and Cure of 'Var, by
Robel't Myers; Excerpts from the
MeS3age of President Coolidge at
Havana. Cuba; Universal Religious
Peace Conference.
Contents of March, 1928, issue: The
Great Spiritual Lights. quotations
from writings of 'Abdu'I-Baha; Editorial, hv Stanwood Cobb; To ' Abdu1BaM. a·poem. by O. Laurence Woodfin; The Coming of the Glory, Chapter 5, The Moon of W~sdom and
Guidance, by F10rence E. Pinchon;
Her ;l.iajesty Queen !vlarie, Her
Royal Highness Princess Ileana, by
Martha L. Root; Count Keyserling

Baha'i Photographs
The Baha '[ Publishing Committee,
through Mrs. Marie Moore, manager, is arranging to organize the sale
of all available photographs 0 f permanent interest and value to the believers. As soon as present plans are
perfected, a list of photographs will
be printed for distribution among
local communities.
The following
item should be noted at this time: the
photograph of the Master made by
Mrs. Soule Campbell may be obtained, in gra.v or sepia. in the following sizes: 11 by 14. $3.50; 60 by 9,
$2.S0; SX by 7, $1.50; 3Y. by S.
$0.75: l}i by l)/g. $0.35.
Three American Teachers Serve
Cause in Foreign Lands
The news that IVfiss Agnes Alexander has returned to resume her
teaching work in Japan; that Mrs.
LOllise Gregory has departed for Bulgaria and the Balkans, to take advan-
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tage of openings ma-de by Miss Th-fartha Ro()t; and that Miss Fanny
Knoblock is sailing for South Africa,
where she accomplished so much
three years ago, will give special

pleasure at this time when the subject 0 f teaching is so close to the
hearts.
bliss Alexander is residing in the
same household she occupied during
her former visit to Japan, and newspaper clippings and magazine articles,
both in Japanese and English, indicate the energy with which she is endeavoring to develop the Japanese
believers to the point of electing their
own Spiritual Assemblies.
In order to extend more effective
cooperation to aU American believers
working abroad, the National Assembly recently requested the Teaching
Committee to communicate an offer
of active assistance.

..::enters in the United States, are happy
at the renewal of public teaching, as
well as the election of a Spiritual Assembly. They arc indebted to Miss
Fanny Knoblock and Mrs. Pauline
Hannen for- their untiring efforts this
winter. One or the other of these de~
voted tca(he rs has been present at each
meeting oi a Tuesday evening study
class. Allother new meeting has been
held on Sundays, and these have been
addressed by Mr, Albert R. Vail, Mr.
Louis G. Gregory, Dr. Walter B. Guy,
Mrs. Victoria Bedikian, Miss Knobloch and ~'1rs. Hannen.

Recent Public Baha'i Meetings
Attracti ve printed programs have
been .received from a number of centers. indicating ·the favorable results of
the plans developed this year by the
Teaching and also Inter-Radal Amity
Committee. On Sunday, March 4,
Mr. Lou;s G. Gregory spoke at St.
Western Assemblies Combine Ma- James Presbyterian Church Forum,
terial with Spiritual Hospitality
New York City, on Can the Re[igions
The neighboring Baha'i communi- of the World Be United' On March
ties of Seattle, Washington, and 18, Mr. Gregory delivered an address
Portland, Oregon, ha'", indepen- at the Y. :'v!. C. A. Auditorium in
dently evolved a method of attracting. Harle'm, New York City, on How to
Jarge public audiences w-hich deserves Remove Prejudices. In the Auditorconsideration by the friends of other ium of Women's City Club. Detroit, on
cities. In Seattle the Spiritual As- February 21, Mrs. Keith Ransomsembly has held a succession of Amity Kehler presided as chairman at a meetmeetings combined with dinner, which ing the program of which included Dr.
engendered a new spirit of unity Frank D. Adams, of Church of Our
among the colored and white who at- Father, and Dr. Augustus P. Reccord,
tended. We are informed that the of First 1.' nitarian Church, followed
The believers of
Assembly hall was entirely filled, and by Ruhi Afnan,
t!.at the meetings are receiving ade- Boston held their fourth public Conference devoted to the promotion of
quate attention from the press.
The Portland friends are holding a Inter-Racial Harmony and Peace at
series of dinners at which the decora- Chauncey Hall, March 18. Mrs. Maytions, as well as the menu, follow the bry C. Oglesby was chainnan, and
tradition of a different race on each Miss MorB"'ret Slattery the speaker.
occasion. In this case also it has been The Baptist Temp[e, Philadelphia, at
found that the combination of spiritual which the Master spoke in 1912, exwith material hospitality is an element tended its hospitality to Ruhi Afnan
of universal unity. At Portland, the and the Philadelphia believers on Sunresult has been not only to bring many day, April 1. The occasion was a
new inquirers to the meetings, but combined Youth Meeting. and Ruhi
through the sale of dinner tickets to Afnim spoke on What Is Religion?
increase their contributions to the N a- The Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
cent.. r st~rted by :'vIr. and Mrs. Henry
tional Fund.
I t may well be that the hold ing Greene was resumed this winter and
01 such special feasts, in addition to has rnainttined regular meetings prothe Baha'i Nineteen Day Feasts, will ductive of wide interes-t. The speaker
remove the difficulty caused by the on March .3 was Mr. A[ fred E. Lunt.
fact that we have been instructed by
the Guardian that only recognized be- Mrs. Orcelfa Rexford Assists Pacific
lievers should attend the latter meetCoast Centers
mgs.
Journeying back to California last
spring, Mrs, Rexford delivered illusBaltimore Assembly Reports
trated lectures for the Portland AssemRenewed Activity
bly, since which time she has rendered
The believers 01 Baltimore. for- lieatly appreciated servK:e5 in Seattle,
merly one 01 the most active BaM'i Oakland, Visalia and Los Angeles. A

class of seventy-five was established
by her in Seatt[e. :'v[rs. Rexford has
also designed the derorations for the
new meeting place at Oakland.
Report of First Season of Pacific
Coast Bah8.'i Summer School
A detailed report prepared by Mrs.
Grace B. Holley as secretary, has been
distributed in order to give permanent
record to the founding of the C()mAs
munity at Geyserville in 1927.
long ago as 1910 MT. John Bosch
wrote to 'Abdu'l-Baha an expression
of his desire that his property in Geyserville be dedicated to the universal
spirit of the teacl>ings of Baha'u'llah;
that it might become a Mashriqu'lAdhkar .. , for all hearts who are
earnestly seeking enlightenment. This
desire. 50 fully shared by Mrs, Bosch,
was realized on August I, 1927, when
one hundred and thirty believers gathered from various Pacific Coast centers
to celebrate the Feast opening the
Summer School.
The second season wi[1 open July IS
and continue for one month.
Green Acre Executive Committee
Invites Institute of World Unity
The Greeh Acre Executive Committee of the National Assembly has invited the Institute of World Unity,
conducted by the World Unity Foundation, to hold its second summer
school program at Green Acre this
season.
The Institute will offer four [ecture courses, from July 30 to August
24. in the auditorium of Green Acre
Inn.
July 30 to August 3, Herbert Adams
Gibbons, historian, will lecture on The
World Today in Terms of World
Unity. August 6 to 10, Professor
Frank H. Hankins of Smith College
will lecture on Racial Relationships
and International Harmony. The
third lecturer is to be Professor Edwin Arthur Burtt of the University
of Dlicago, whose subject is Science.
Philosophy and Religion, from August
13 to 17. Pro f essor Nathaniel Schm idt
of Cornell University will lecture from
August 20 to 24 on The Evolution of
Religion. Prof. Schmidt, incidentally,
was a frequent speaker for l\fiss Sarah
J. Farmer in the early years of Green
Acre.
Copies of the program have been
sent to all local secretaries. Additional
copies may be obtained from World
Unity Foundation, 4 East 12th Street.
New York City,

I
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE
UKITED STATES AND CAKADA

Statement of Cask Receipts and Disbursements for
Period April I, 1927 to March 31, 1928

The complete financial report, with all details, will be presented at the Convention.

ADD-

CASH BALANCE APRIL I, 1927
Northern Trust Co. . ........ $5,371.35
Northern Trust Co. Savings
350.00
Liberty Bonds
5000

1:npaid Bills included in above

500.48

analysis of Disbursements ...

$5,771.35

$11,530.81
CASH BALA"CE AND SECURITIES
MARCH 31, 1928

CASH RECEIPTS
$6,157.10
Temple ... .
40,322.59
Budget .... .
250.00
Teaching ........... .
4,393.83
Green Acre ... .
500.00
Publishing ................. .
1,625.00
General Publicity
110.00
International Fund .......... .
51.74 $53,410.26
Interest Received

"orthern Trust Co. . ....... . $6,827.53
400-00
N ~rthern Trust Co. Savings ..
K orthern T rust Co. Special
7.30
Fund .................... .
State Bank & Trust Co ....... . 4,145.98
50.00
Liberty Bonds ............. .
1DO.DO $11,530.81
1st Mortgage Bond ......... .
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

$59,181.61
DISBURSEMENTS
Temple ................... . $2,898.32
Teaching ... . ............ . 6,441.99
Green Acre ........ , ....... . 6,983.11
Star of the West ........... . 4,554.00
International . _- .... , , .... - - . 3,229.82
Publication ................ . 2,250.00
104.39
Library ......... ..
General Publicity .......... . 2,325.00
297.DO
Amity Work , ......... .
Administration .. ,"', .. . . . . $11,516.41 $40,600.0'1
18,581.57
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
(See Analysis)

For Period April I, 1927 to March 31, 1928

TEMPLE
$35546
159.15

Improvements to Land .... - - CaretakerJ s House .. " ...... .

Foundation Hall -

Improve-

ments ................... .

$1,129.DO

$2,143.61

GREEN ACRE
Advance-Gift Shop ........ .
Advance-Art Craft Shop ... .
Improvements to Land ...... .
Improvements to Buildings ... .
Trusteets Expense-re Title .. .

$500.00
250.DO
643.50
724.87
1,754.23

35.28
New Eq ui pment ........... .
Bonds Retired ............. . $1,100.00

$5,007.88

OFFICE EQUIPMENT$7,551.24

$92.25

Treasurer's Office .......... .

$307.88

Loan-Ed. Struven ........... .
$11,030.33

$7,55124
By:

CARL

SCHEFFLER,

Treasurer.

edt
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"The purpose of every Divine Revdation is the knawledge of God and
the promotion of amity and concord
amidst men; yet behold how in these
days the law of God hath been made
the cause of perversity and hate!
1Many, alas, have clung to their own
ways and remained oblivious and unmindful of the Way of God. . __ 0
people of BaM! Gird up the loins of
endemJOTz haply sutarian contention
ami strife ""'y be rem(J1)ed, nay utterly
ba ..ished from the face of the earlh.
Arise in the love of God and of His
ser'lJll1lJs for the triumph of this mighty
Cause.J>-BAHA1u'LLAH.

Corrununications From Shoghi
Effendi
National S{>iritual Assembly: Pray
convey friends assembled at inauguration ceremony Foundation Hall my
earnest and pressing plea for heroic,
sustained and self-sacrificing effort to
pledge necessary requirements for early
resumption Temple building operations. May delegates' solemn resolu~
tion, reinforced by entire body of believers and effectively carried out by
incoming National Assembly. immortalize memory of this y-earls Ridvan
Festival as a most notable landmark in
history of our beloved Faith. (signed)
Shooki, Haifa, Palestine, April 24,
1928.
McDa'l'liel~ care National Assembly:
Kindly assure assembled delegates on
behalf family (and) myself our love,
appreciation.
prayers,
gratitude.
(signed) ShogiIi. Haifa, Palestine,
April 30, 1928.
'National Spiritual Assembly: Overjoyed delegates' spontaneous, most
generous response. Praying for sustained effort by entire body (of) believers. \Vish newly formed Assembly speedy. unql1alified success. Congra.tulate Ruhi.
(signed) SIWllhi.
Haifa, Palestine, May 2, 1928.

JUNE,

To Mr. McDaniel: My very dear
and precious co-worker: I rejoice to
learn of the result of the National
elections. Such a splendid and united
group with such a splendid start made
at the Convention, should be able to
contribute a notable share to the success of the Plan, I will pray for them
all, that through their wise, sustained
and concerted efforts, and reinforced
by the generous, spontaneous and continued support of the body of the believers, they may in -the course of a
year -or two bring to a successful conclusion the fir-st stage in the construction
of
the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
(signed) Shoghi. Haifa, Palestine,
May 9, 1928.
A Few Impressions of the Twentieth Annual Convention
The latest annual convention, in its
order, was the first in a new cycle of
Nineteen and was the first to be held
in the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, or that portion of the great universal temple in
America which is now completed. its
foundation hall. Besides these, there
are doubtless other reasons whv this
luminous gathering attracted the desoent of heavenly bounties.
"The Lord is in His Holy Temple.
Let all the earth keep silence before
Him!"
The Divine Nearness and confirmation are promised diose who arise to
build the Temple of God_ The transformation of the interior of the Temple foundation into an attractive, comfortable and beautiful place of worship, the variety of ferns and flowers
which completely circled the rotunda,
the beautiful rugs which returning pilgrims brocght f rom the Orient as a
gift from Shoghi Effendi, rioh in
memories of their former association
with the spot of earth most sacred to
Baha'is, the gathering of the friends
of God from' East and West, North

1928

and South, and the presence of a member of the Holy Household to take part
in the deliberations of the friends, combined to make this convention the
greatest in many years.
The Ridvan declaration of the Most
High, Bah.~'u'llilh, was joyfully celebrated with simplicity and dignity.
The material part of the feast consisted of tea, served aU who attended,
while a beautiful child, Parvene Bagdadi, anointed the foreheads, after the
Oriental customl with attar of roses.
The spiritual blessings consisted in the
chanting of the holy Words, the reading of beautiful tablets and letters, the
addresses of pilgrims recently returned
from "the White Spot" and the remarks of Ruhi Effendi Afnan.
Our Guardian, with the utmost love
and attraction, has bestowed these
priceless gifts upon the American
friends to serve as ornaments in their
temple. The friends who in loving
service brought them felt protected
in bearing so lovely a treasure from
such a source. At the same time -it
was made dear that these rugs in
themselves are not objects of adoration, but have acquired significance
through the art and devotion of our
Oriental friends who wove them and
made them a contribution to the Sacred
Shrine, and through their former service in that wonderful place.
The officers 0 f the conven ticn. as
permanently organized, were Allen B.
McDaniel. chairman, and Horace Holley, secretary.
The important business feature was
the reports of the standing committees
showing with some degree of detail the
work actually done in various lines of
endeavor during the past year. These
reports were presented seriatim according to the printed agenda, and each
followed by exhaustive oolloquy and
discussion. In connection with- the
Plan of Unified Action, as outlined and
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"The NEWS LEITER whlch you
bave lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and bas been
started· admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~
much as your resources pernut,

that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great lactor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activ·
ity, both loeal and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influence" and in upholding and safeguarding the institution, of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as po,sible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in it, inlonnation, and
should arouse the keene,t interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cheri,h great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
welkonceived
and
world-wide measures transfonn
this NEWS LEITER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGR! EFFENDI.

considered by the Finance Committee,
three hours were spent in conference,

every phase

0

f the matter bei ng con-

illumination af Chicago and his great
services to the Divine Cause in Los
Angeles, where also is his shrine. The

The strong endorsement and

books he wrote, the lile of sacrifice

approval given it by the Guardian also
appeared. It received the united sup-

he lived, his luminous teaching services to humanity were highly and de-

port of all present.

servedly praised.

5idered.

A covenant was

entered into on the part of the National Spiritual Assembly on the one
hand, who on their part agree that
during the coming year under no circumstances will the quota allowed for
current expenses be exceeded, and by

the delegates and Iriends on the other,
in the joy and glory of sacrifice, to do
all in their own power and to stimulate
others to raise the necessary sum that
will in this way result in the erection

of the Temple.
In order to answer any question and
to clear away all possible misunderstandings, the convention allowed the
widest latitude of discussion, going so
far as to allow ail present who wi shed,
to take part whether or not they were

enrolled as delegates. Although much
time was consumed it seemed in the
end to be great wisdom, giving rise to

complete understanding. harmony and
cooperation and seeming to unify tho,e
present as kindred souls.
In connection with the report a I the
treasurer it came to light tbat the Federal Government at Washington has
taken official cognizance of the Baha'i
Cause, in that the Treasury Department has exempted from the payment
of income tax that portion of one's
income that is dedicated to the service

of this Cause.
Miss Julia K. Threlkeld, a delegate
from New York City, made a stirring
address, showing how the finances of
that great Assembly have been rehabilitated during the past year, how they
have the best quarters ever occupied

by them and how the greate,t harmony' strength and efficiency in service that they have ever known now

prevails.
Preceding the election of the new
National Spiritual Assembly, the convention held a period of meditation,
chanting and prayer with a desire to
bring a spirituar atmosphere preceding

the purpose of the meeting.

The tell-

ers appointed in due time reported the

election as follows: Allen B. McDaniel, Alfred E. Lunt, Roy C. Wilhelm,
Louis G. Gregory, May Maxwell,
Horace Holley, Carl Scheffler, Amelia Collins and N eIlie S. French.
The spirit of a departed hero. was
revived by the very eloquent eulogy
delivered by Willard P. Hatch upon
the late Thornton Chase, the first
Baha'i in America. It reviewed his
birth at Springtie\d. Ma,~ch\l~s, his

In connection with the report of
the committee on Inter-Racial Amity,

the power! ul letter of the Guardian,
bearing upon this subject, was read.

News

0

I the many happy response,

0

f

Assemblies and individuals, the growing enthusiasm and deep interest in
the subject as a means of guiding souls
and augmenting the spirituality of
meetings made a marked impression
upon the convention. Inspiring re·
ports came from twelve centers in
;Nhich amity conferences or meetings
were held and others reported plans

f or the future.
The report of the Teaching Committee related the increasing capacity of
souls and the ease of reaching those
who are now eager for the message.
It especially featured the great and
unusual services rendered during the

past year by Ruhi Effendi Afnin, Albert Vail and other teachers.
Ruhi

A focln addressed the convention several times and was a1 ways listened to with profound attention.
In

one

of

his

talks

he

gave

a detailed account of his teaching
work in America which covered a wide

area. He pointed out the great possibilities of this work and the special
need of reaching the youth with the
glorious message.

He stressed the

need of holding before them high
moral standards not only as ideals but
exemplified in the conduct of the
teachers, also the need of presenting
the teachings in a modem and rational

way. His fraNk and manly expressions brought the light 01 wisdom to
the consultations of the I riend, and
his placing 01 himself under the
shadow of our blessed Guardian
evoked much love"Rich in saving common sense,
In his simplicity, sublime."
These words of the Victorian poet

might wen have been written about
this youthful, devoted and eloquent
servant of God.
The Conventidn, during meetings
day and night, was a scene of happiness and hard work, imposing a strain
upon all the resources of those in attendance_ The evening meetings were

dinxted to teaching and partly to a
discussion of ways and methods. The
wisdom of Albert Vail and others experienced in the teaching work shone

forth, but m~ny 01 the brightest suggestion, came lrom those lamps which
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have been recently lighted by "the was erected through the sacrifices of
Hand of Divine Power." The cul- two hundred heroic souls. What may
mination ot the Convention teaching not appear today from "the degrees
effort was the one great public meet- of devot.ion" on the part of fifteen
ing held in Chicago, all other gather- hundred or more American friends?
ings having' met in the Temple foundation. At this great meeting, which
filled to overflowing one of the most
spacious auditoriums in the new Ma~
sonic Temple. the committee was favored in having the services of Dr.

John Herman Randall and Ruhi Effendi Afnim, who from the respective
standpoints of West and £ast gave
the message and teachings of Baha'u'-

lIih with eloquence and power.
No report of impressions. long or

short, can adequately and justly describe this glorious Convention, the
most brilliant and successful in years.
How can we record or convey those

bright jewels which continually flashed
from the minds and hearts of number-

LoUIS G. GREGORY,

the total cost of maintaining all N ational activities of the Cause for one

year, and puts us definitely on the way
toward the $400,000 which must flow
in during this year.
4. The confident expectation that all

Convention Reporter.

believers will immediately arise to sup-

National Assembly Letter No. I
1928-1929

port the Plan 0 f Unified Action.
5. That Local Assemblies will hereafter budget their own funds in order

May 10, 1928.
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies and
Delegates of the 1928 Convention.
Beloved Friends of. EI-Ahha:

that the most strenuous e<:onomy may
be practiced, even to the point of meeting, if necessary~ in private homes
rather than in expensive headquarters.

\Ve seize this first opportunity to acquaint you with the vital message received from the Guardian of our Faith
for the Convention just terminated, in
order that you may share the consciousness of renewed inspiration which is

funds required must come from the
most supreme sacrifice on the part of
groups as well as individuals.
7. That where individuals have ful-

being profoundly felt by all who were
present.

6. The deepening conviction that the

filled their obligation to their own local
budget, whatever that may be, they
may then contribute any amount, large
or small, directly to the National Fund
through the treasurer, Mr. Carl Scheffier, whose address is 1821 Lincoln

"NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY, NEW YORK CITY.
consulting, still others happily detail"PRAY CONVEY FRIENDS
ing their spiritual victories? How ASSE~IBLED AT INAUGURA- Street, -Evanston, Illinois.
8. That the work on the Temple
powerless zre we to present the spirit TION CEREMONY FOUNDAof those wonderful and devoted souls TION HALL MY EARNEST AND must be resumed this year-this is the
who sacrifi(;e day in and day out. year PRESSING PLEA FOR HEROIC, IjYear of Decision."
9. That monthly statements on the
in and year out, yet never mention SUSTAD!ED AND SELF-SACRItheir own deeds in the Path of God? FICING EFFORT TO PLEDGE progress of the Fund will be sent to
These also were present and numbered NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS aU Baha'i Communities and delegates.
Dear friends, the seI f -sacrifice evinot a few, perhaps as unconscious of
FOR
EARLY
RESUMPTION
their perfections as the diamond is of TEMPLE BUILDING OPERA- deneed at this Convention in the conits luster or the rose 0 f its perf urne. TIONS.
MAY
DELEGATES' tribution 0 f personal treasures and
Silent, they yet bore eloquent testi- SOLEMN RESOLUTION, REIN- money has never been equalled in the
mony of j'a faith with wings:'
FORCED BY ENTIRE BODY OF history of the Cause in America.
This convention, as never before, BELIEVERS AND EFFECTIVE- Hearts are rejoiced--enthusiasm is reLet
revealed the altar of sacrifice. Its ex- LY CARRIED OUT BY INCOM- born--confidence is restored.
pression was an out-pouring of divine ING NATIONAL ASSEMBLY, each one take this message deep into
love in human hearts that gladdened IMMORTALIZE MEMORY OF his heart that we may now show forth
the horizons. All gifts were made un- THIS YEAR'S RIDVAN FESTI- what our efforts in this vital matter
labelled and directed to the Plan of VAL AS A MOST NOTABLE will be.
Yours faithfully, in service to ShoUnified Action through which the LANDMARK IN HISTORY OF
ghi Effendi.
Mashriqu'l-Adhkir is to elevate its OUR BELOVED FAITH.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMshining dome. One devoted family in
SHOGHI."
BLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
Montreal gave the princely sum of
The immediate effect of this mesTHE U. S. AND CANADA
$25,000. Another of the same city sage, together with the personal conpledged $9,000.
Checks, cash and tact of delegates and friends in the
Allen McDaniel, Chairman,
pledges rapidly followed, bringing the beautifully prepared Foundation Hall
Alfred E. Lunt, Vice Chairman,
total up to $40,000. A number who of the Temple, have been:Horace Holley, Secretary,
did not have money, who had strained
1.
The revitalizing of spiritual
Carl Scheffler, Treasurer,
. themselves to the limit in attending the forces so long smouldering through inRoy C. Wilhelm,
Convention, laid their precious jew- activity in Temple (;onstruction.
May Maxwell,
els upon the altar of the Temple. Our
2. The determination of the NationLouis G. Gregory,
Persian brother led in sacrificing a al Spiritual Assembly to enter into a
Amelia Collins,
gold watch, a gift to him from the covenant with the believers, certainly
Nellie S. French.
Greatest Holy Leaf, and a pair of cuff not to exceed, and probably not to exNational Assembly Letter No.2
buttons with similarly sacred associa- pend, the full amount of their budget
1928-1929
tions. Here again were those present for operating expenses during this
who always lay their gifts upon the most important year in the Cause and To the Local Spiritual Assemblies
altar silently and unseen. Yet the the pledge of the delegates assembled and Delegates of the 1928 Convention.
scene stimulates others.
to fulfill their part of the covenant to Beloved Friends in El-Abha:
Our Guardian has set a definite obWill the entire sum that is needed, raise the balance of the $400,000 nec$400,000, be completed in time? Some- essary to resume the building of the jective of spiritual achievement for all
of us this year: the establishment of
how, since this Convention, it does not Temple.
3. The contribution in cash and unity throughout the Cause in t\merseem far away! Who knows what
the present year may bring forth? pledges of $40,000 during the Conven- ica by the fulfillment of the Plan of
The Mashriqu'I-Adhkir of Askabad tion, a sum which exceeds by $7,000 Unified Action,
Jess speakers, some teaching, others

J
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"The principle of failh is to lessen
words and increase deeds." \Vith this
holy utterance in our hearts, let us
unitedly arise to obey Shoghi Effendi
and donate the funds to build the Temple.
Inspired by our Guanlian's
worCls, the Twentieth Annual Convention made a recommendation which
the National Spiritual Assembly has
approved and is herewith bringing to
the attention of the believers for consideration and action.
Our Guardian in his wisdom has
pointed out the threefold character of
the Nineteen Day Feasts, which are
meetings confined to the believers: the
spiritual phase with prayers and reading of the Holy Utterances; the general meeting for consultation and consideration of the administrative affairs
of the Cause; and lastly the social
gathering of the friends present.
Your National Spiritual Assembly
suggests that in each and every Bam:;
community, all of the believers assemble in loving communion and conswtation at the Nineteen Day Feasts and
in the spirit of seJf-sacrifice contribute
their resources, spiritual, intellectual
and material to the fullillment of our
immediate obligation and privilege.
The way is open, the call is dear,
and only "implicit obedience" will open
the doors of His Kingdom_ Let us
then neither falter nor hesitate, but
arise with faith and assurance to do
His Will.
Yours faithfully, in service to Shoghi Effendi,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
THE U. S. AND CAN.ADA
Allen McDaniel, Chairman,
Alfred E. Lunt, Vice Chairman,
Horace Holley, Secretary,
Car! Scheffler, Treasurer,
Roy C. Wilhelm,
May Maxwell,
Louis G. Gregory,
Amelia Collins,
NeUie S. French.
Plans of Teachin!'!: Committee
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies
and Believers of the United States
and Canada.
Beloved friends:
The teaching work begins a new
period of effort under most auspicious circumstances. The increasing
capacity of the people, the tremendous, underlying search for truth, the
demand for greater preparation in
every field of knowledge is a challenge
to every Baha'i, intent upon assuming
that -r:esponsibility for guidance, so ar-
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dently desired by 'Abdu'I-Baha and
by Shoghi Effendi.
In the past twenty years this world
has become a new world. Not only
every year but every day is revealing
new laws, n~ mysteries of life, and
the penetration of the teachings or
Ba-ha'u'llah have produced a new -social .consciousness,
Thinking people everywhere realize
the necessity for an adjustment ot the
social, economic, political and religious
structure which will coordinate all 0 f
these elements in a new synthesis of
life.
Nothing but the religion of Baha'u']Jah which is the cause and the origin
of this new creation can bring it into
harmony and order.
During the past year Ruhi Effendi
visited more than thirty-five Baha'i
centers, in most of which he addressed
public meetings, groups and dasses.
He spoke to groups in a number of
our leading colleges and found the student body most interested and receptive. With the young people everywhere he has made splendid stimulating contacts.
In the field of teaching he has shown
us a new and fresh approach to thinking people, direct, fearless and sublime in its faith in the invincible power
of Bahi'u'Uah. He has cast the teachinga in the mould closest to the thought
and deepest searchings of the western
mind. He has shown the actual connection between the teachings of Baha'u11ah aod the outreaching for truth in
modem thought, especially in the new
and wonderful generation now growing up in our midst on whose wisdom
and understanding will rest the issues
of the future.
The whole-hearted and sincere cooperation of the Local Spiritual Assemblies and friends throughout the
country made possible the splendid
achievements of the past year. This
year we hope by our united efforts to
build a stronger foundation and to increase the scope of active teaching.
We therefore take this opportunity to
acquaint you with ou r hopes and plans
in the full assurance of your loving
support.
The three aspects of teaching which
were more fully developed last year,
that is, public meetings, group work
and Baha'i classes, we propose to <:;!rry
forward along modern lines.
1. In our public meetings we should
seek to make contact with outside
speakers, sympathetic with the spirit
of the Cause, and as far as possible,
develop those wider affiliations with
leading groups in each locality.

II. Group meetings to follow these
public addresses and to be carried on
regularly in every center.
III. Regional schedules for each
available Baha'i teacher, the circuit
with dates to be worked out in consultation with all Local Assemblies.
IV. The development of new and
modern study classes, in which the
teachings of Bahi'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha may be studied in connection
with books by the best modern authorities on the same subjects.
Shoghi Effendi has told us to trace
in the events of this age the inHuence
of Baha'u'llili and His Message and
those modern books on science, sociology, internationalism and economics
are among the greatest forces for
progress and education and when intelligently related to the Baha'i teachings will prove a great factor for attracting and teaching those people of
culture and capacity so much desired
by our Guardian.
In order to develop this plan on a
national cooperative scale we must first
hear from the Local Assemblies on
the following points:
The names and addresses 0 f each
Local Teaching Committee. It ;s
suggested that at least one young person of capacity should be a member
of the committee.
The number of Baha'is in each locality who can speak in public meetings or do group teaching work, with
statement of their Qualifications.
A list of those in every locality,
either Baha'i or attracted to the Cause,
who will be glad to join a modem
study class.
-A list of speakers and teachers from
eaCh center who will be available for
short circuits and interchange between
Assemblies with a statement as to what
degree they will require financial assistance.
Our program contemplates the joining of the mature judgment and wisdom of the older Baha'is and teachers
with the freshness, enthusiasm aod
modern outlook of the younger friends,
confident that this will result in a
more mature expression of the Cause.
Shoghi Effendi has given us one
year in which to fulfil! the Plan of
Unified Action, to redeem our past
failures and start building the Temple
which is destined so powerfully to affect the Cause of peace and brotherhood on this continent. By this means
alone and by the rapid spread of the
Spirit and Teachings of Baha'u'llah
can we hope to establish that Baha'i
Community so often referred to by
our Guardian, that center oi unity and
stability, wherein mankind can find,
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in the time of affliction and danger
through which the world must pass, a
refuge and protection.
In a letter just r-creived from Shoghi Effendi he says: "Teaching today
is the greatest possible work £0[" any
Baha'i in every land and especially
in America. When our numbers increase and we become better Bahii'is,
there will be few problems to think
about.

H

In the Will and Testament we read:
"In these day, the most important of
things is the guidance of the nations
and the peoples of the world. Teaching the Cause is of utmost importance
for it is the head cornerstone of the
foundation itself," Again Shoghi Effendi says: "His trumpet-call resound,
on every side, and summons us to
service; are we to tarry and hesitate?
His voice is caIling aloud from every
land, let us march on, unfettered and
unafraid and fulfill our glDrious destiny.1l
Eagerly awaiting your replies and
loving cooperation] we are
Devoutedly your co-workers in the
Blessed Cause,
TEACHING COMMITTEE OF
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
Harlan Ober, Chairman, _
Marion Little,
Ooris McKay, _
R. C. Collison, "
May Maxwell, secretary,
716 Pine Avenue W.
Montreal, Canada,

The Coming Season at Green Acre
A recent meeting of the Green Acre
Committee of the National Assembly
made final decision on plans which
have been under discussion since last
summer~ and arrangements are well
under way for a most successful sea-

son.
Among the improvements which can
be announced at thi, time are: the
completion of the two dormitories at
Fellow'hip House, one for women and
one for men, which will offer excellent acoormnodations at very moderate
rates; and, for even greater economy,
the beginnings of a real bungalow colony on the tract of land near the Little Theatre, Guests will also be accOl1)modated in the large cottage
known as Green Acre Cottage. on the
main road adjacent to the Community
Store, through the courtesy of M r. and
Mrs. Schopflocher.
The booking of all accommodations
at Green Acre, with the exception of
the new bungalow colony, will be made

by the new manager .of Green Acre
Inn, Mr. Thompson. In ~!r, and Mrs.
Thompson the committee has been for[Unate in finding worthy successors. to
Mrs. Bliss, wbo reluctantly found herself physically unable to donate her
services to Green Acre another season.
As many inquiries have been received from noo-Baha'is who are interested in the Institute of World
Unity, the friends are urged to apply
to :Manager, Green Acre Inn, Eliot,
Maine, for their rooms as soon as possible, in order that none may be disappointed. We must remember that
Green Acre itself can provide for less
than one hundred guests.
In cooperation with the Teaching
Committee of the National Assemblv,
an extremely interesting and helpf~l
Baha'i program has been developed, to
be held on the porch of Fellowship
House as in previous years. Among
the teachers to be present will be: Mr.
Albert Vail, Mr. Louis Gregory, Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt and Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler.
From August 14 to September 4,
the Baha'i study class will be conducted along the broader lines explained in the Teaching Commiltee report published in this number of the
NEWS LE-r-rER. The subjects selected
are as foHows;
I. Influence of Religion Dn Civilization from the aspect of History.
2. Solution of the Social-EconDrnic
Problem.
3. History of Conflict between Science and Religion.
Those planning to attend these
classes should write to the Secretary
of the Teaching Committee for a list
of references on these subjects compiled from the Bah,,'i literature,

Address Delivered by Ruhi Effendi
Afnan at the Twentieth
Annual Convention
A little ,tudy of the progress of religion in this country, especially in
the light of the books and periodicals
that are coming out, will show every
unprejudiced mind that on the one
hand there is a dying out of the spirit
of sectarianism and, on the other, a
gradual creeping in of the de,ire for
true religion. Man is becoming too
broad along every line to be kept narrow in his religious views, but he has
at the same time learned that without
the value religion gives to life and the
outlook it creates in the individual,
Science -cannot proceed very far with-
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out at the same time opening up new
channels for destruction. Science is
gradually learning to value the importance of religion and drawing nearer to
it.
At such. juncture the Baha'i i\{ovement exists on the field, with the full
equipment in principles and in spiritual dynamics, to provide the world
with the necessary religious views. Is
it going to avail itself of this wonderful chance, or is it going to let it slip
away r It all depends upon us, the
Baha'is, for eve,r since 1844 we have
been trainer! for this purpose!
\OVhat I wish now is to say how we
can do it, how we .can arise to the
occasion and spread this great Cause of
ours. During these las-t few months,
as you already know, I have been tray·
e1ling around in this country and the
experiences I have had in the field of
teachi ng have led me to certain cond usions. I do not maintain that these
views are beyond reproa<:h, for after
a few more experiences, I may modify
them to a great extent. But maybe,
if expressed frankly and clearly, these
experiences will prove of some use to
that body which will undertake the
task of arranging for the teaching
work during the coming year.
First, let us consider the condition
of the Cause at present. Except in a
few centers, such as New York, Portland and VdriOUS other small centers.
the Cause is not spreading rapidly.
The friends do attend their meetings,
they hold their feast, most regularly,
but, as far as I can make out, they are
not sati,fied as to the progress they
are making in attracting new individuals.
The reason for this, I believe~ is
partly due to the kind of approach
they make, and partly to the kind of
people they approach. Let us take the
latter case first. It is an actual fact
in every sphere of human knowledge
that only ,eekers ought to be told. It
is good for an individual to mention
the precepts of this Cause to every
one, perchan.ce a true seeker may hear
and accept it, but the best and most
dignified form is to find your seeking
soul ana then give hfm what he de,ires. This way the seed will fallon
fertile soil. Many times I have heen
brought by BaM'i, in contact with
certain individuals who have heard me
most diligently, perhaps even asked me
a question or two, but who before
leaving have said "this is all interesting, but we are satisfied with what we
have." It i, useless to talk to people
who are satisfied, unless we can iirst
create in them a dissatisfaction and
then a desire for some re formed ideas.
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Consequentiy, the proper persons to
approach are not necessarily those who
conform to certain religious views.
Sometimes a person who is agnostic
and has left religion in the pursuit
of some other reformative: movement
is far easier to reach. There are millions of people in this country. who are
craving for some religious_ views that
would sa tis fy thei r reason as well as
their spiritual longing, and it is these
that we want no matter in what walk
of life they may be. These are naturally broad-minded and ready to accept whatever satisfies their reason.
Among teachers, educated people,
club people and those who interest
themselves in humanitarian services,
there are throngs who would accept
the Cause if approached in a broad
way. Students of some philosophic or
mystic cults are not generally so receptive.
In fact. if we begin to concentrate
our efforts among such broadminded
people, we would save the Cause from
a great handicap it has to eope with
at present. Baha'i has come to mean
to many, another of the Mystic cults
that are ravaging this country, and it
is our du!'; to the Master, and to the
prestige of His Cause, to try our best
to dissociate ourselves from them.
Immediately I mentioned the Cause
to a professor in one of the Middle
,"Vestern universities, he exclaimed
"Oh yes! another one of the Eastern
cults." I had long pains to prove to
him that this was not the caSe. It is
such conceptions that we have to fight
first, if we desire to really spread the
Cause. Since we all know that the
movement is the greatest thing the
world has had for many centuries then
why let it be classified with' such
schools of thought?
Then our mode of approach should
be exaetly like that of the Master I
believe there are few who appre~iate
the great change the Master made in
the method of teaching when he came
to this country. Previous to that in
the East at least, the only way ihey
proved the importance of the Cause
was by referring to prophecies concerning the Cause that had been mentioned in the Holy Scriptures or the
Qu'ran. The Master, when He undertook His trip to the West, saw the
futility of such a method; he saw that
if the people are not ready to comply
with the authority of the Bible, surely
they will not listen to what its prophecies prove! So he set aside that
method and began to emphasize the
social teachings 0 f the Cause. Take
the Paris or London talks, or the dis-
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courses he delivered in I\.merica and
find for yourself how he emphasized
primarily the social aspect of the
Movement. My point is merely to follow His example, if we desire to succeed.
But though the Master laid for us
the best ferm of teaching the Cause,
He wants us to modify it to suit the
occasion.
Moreover, what He gives
are certain generalizations: it is for
us to prove them. 'A'bdu'\ Bah.i. speaks
of a graduated Income Tax as the only
form of taxation; it is for us to prove
its use. He mentions the Unity of Science: and Religion; it is for us to find
out how that movement is to be
brought about. He advocates stronger
family ties, it is for us to find out how
the measures he advocates concerning
marriage and divorce fit in with the.
famity problems we have at present.
In short, we have to study the historical background to find out the significance of what 'Abdu'l Bill advocates. It is only by doing that, that a
newcomer can find out the true importance of the Cause and be attracted to
it. Moreover, supposing the world
were suddenly to awaken to the truth
that only the Baha'is have the true
solution for the world problems, and
were to give us the _reign of administration to adjust society according to our
ideals, would we be able to undertake
the task?
We have to prepare ourselves for
this task in two ways. First by mixing more with the world outside. One
unfortunate thing I have found in
many centers that I have visited is
that the Baha'is, enchanted by the
wonderful treasures they possess, do
nothing more than .sit down, count
them and admire them. Baha'u'llah
did not desire to attract us away from
society, he definitely says mingle with
all the peoples of the world and share
with them the fruits of your endeavors. A true Baha'i, therefore, is the
one who lives as a member 0 f society,
alive with its activities. He should be
a leader of society and a source of inspiration to it, always busy to apply in
its life the precepts of the Cause_ Mix
with your fellow Baha'is, so as to keep
in touch with the source of inspiration
and then go out into the world using
that spirit which you have obtained in
quiekening the world and solving its
impending problems. Yet we should
be on our guard lest gradually other
interests draw us away from the Cause.
But to be. able to do real service to
humanity and appreciate the significance of the Movement, we snould also
try and educate ourselves. As far

as my experiences go, the more books
I read the more I appreciate the Cause.
In the book wrongly called "Mysterious Forces of Civilization" IAbdu'I_
Bahi advances the view that the
prophets are the true founders of civilization. How many of the Baha'is
are competent to prove that in an historical way and in a form that would
absorb the interest of a student? The
l\.Iovement has the best teachings concerning internationalism; how many
of liS can write a book showing that
fact? The more we study the condition of the world, the more we would
appreciate the significance of the
Cause. Why should not every one of
us take a phase of the Cause and specialize in it? Read everything the
Master says about it and also what
others iay. This way, we could be·
corne what we ought to be, namely,
the leaaers of society.
The beS[ way to 'undertake such a
task of sell·education is by forming
book-clubs and circulating among ourselves the most modem books that
have some hearing on subjects akin to
the Movement. And then, specialize
on one subject thoroughly, prepare a
paper on it, and then read it to the
other members of the study circle.
Why should we not in the Study
groups arranged to study the Cause
also study some outside authorities,
even though they have views contrary
to our own. It is only by \mowing
the weakness of the adversary that we
can assail him. But, in choosing such
books, we have to take up true SCi4
enee, as expressed by recognized authority, not revert to secondary writers
who may misguide us.
Then th,' Baha'j Magazine can take
the lead in such a move and direct
the studies 0 f the friends by recommending interesting subjects and the
proper books along that tine. A book
review that would discuss the latest
pUblications and their relation to the
BaM:i principles would be most profitable.
Then in our approaeh, what we
sometimes try to do is to create a
peaceful atmosphere of spiritual exaltation and thus inspire the hearers.
Among the first teachings that 'Abdu'l·
Baha mentions is search after truth.
The first valley that Baba'u'Uih enumerates for the soul to pass through
to attain spirituaJ life is the valley of
search. The true speaker, therefore,
is the one who arouses in his audience
that desire for search, rather than the
one who gives his hearers a picture of
the spiritual life. This is specially
true of the young people. Many times,
while we were having a hot discussion
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with some young students, some of th~
older friends considered the atmosphere most charged ~Y undesirable
spirit and therefore tned to calm !t
down with some kind words. Immc:.dlately, the young students felt bored
and left. Spiritual attainment is the
result obtamed after a thorough process of search and is not a pre-requisite to it. You cannot expect an individual to become a Baha'i without
previously questioning every statement
that is made.
One important conclusion that I
have come to, while travelling throughout this country speaking about the
Cause, is the method of presenting it.
I was told on my arrival in this country, that the safest way to attract individuals is by avoiding the name of
the Cause and its founders. I was
even told that the name of the Cause
is a handicap to it. Unfamiliar with
the condition of the country, I almost
believed it. The only reason why I
did not subscribe to that idea was because a little knowledge of Christianity had taught me that the same thing
was told about the early Christians.
They called them Christians and jeered
at them. But they did not change
their narne to satisfy the idiotic public, so I thought we should not give
way to their prejudicial sentiments and
commit a most humiliating act to the
Cause and its founders.
Time and experience, however, have
proven to me that such is not the case.
I have not as yet found anyone who
heard me mention the Cause and was
prejudiced by its name. In fact, when
on certain occasions the subject gtven
to me was such that it did not necessitate a direct reference to the Cause, I
have had people come to me later and
ask why I did not mention the M ovement and speak -of it more exhaustively. Th~ better the group, the more
freedom I have had in mentioning the
Cause. In a hall, on the grounds of
Cornell U ni versity, I spoke on the
work of the prophets and on Baha'u'llah as the manifestation of God to
this day and no prejudice was manifested. Similarly did I speak to groups
in Stanford University, University of
British Columbia, Pacific Schael of
Religion, in Vassar College and Mills
College and to almost the whole student body of Howard University and
many other groups.
What I believe is the reason for the
prejudice is the sentimental or sectarian way some people present it.
When all the talk is about certain personal experiences in Haifa or in the
Cause in g.neral, only lew individuals
whQ are already familiar with the
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Then, through my experience. I
I\.fovement find it inspiring, others are
not interested. Why should a college have found that the best way of reachstudent or teacher care to know about ino- people is through the salon systhe wonderful Ii fe of the people in te~, rather than through public lecHaifa? \Vhat he is interested in is the tures. I can attribute that to two main
way they propose to help the better- reasons, one is that such meetings, being less formal, lend themselves betment of th" world.
ter to discussion, which always adds
Secondly, we sometimes are apt to
in terest to the whole. It also provides
speak of the wonderful teachings of the
the friends the chance to pick out the
Cause, as if they are rival teaChings
individuals they deem worth while and
with those of Christianity and far su~
invite them alone, Then, as the hostess
perior to them.
Such an attitude
knows those present personally, she
would undoubtedly arouse a great
can keep in touch with them later on
amount of justified ill-feeling towards
and do the follow-up work. One of
the Cause. In fact, it shows a lack of
the things the Cause has suffered
,understanding on the part of the
much from is the lack of follow-up
speaker. Baha'u'llith has not come to work. At least ninety per cent of my
the world to create a religion to rival
work. I believe! will remain absolutely
with Christianity, with a different set fruitless due to this unfortunate conof teachings, all the time be on the dition. Thi s, however, does not mean
alt'rt to deprive others of their rethat we should give lip public meetings,
ligion and bring them into His own for undou btedl y they do serve a great
fold. Baha'u'lIilh has come to reform purpose, but let us also have such inthe different religions, to make Chrisformal meetings in private homes.
tianity true and pure Christianity, Is. At the beginning of my work
lam true and pure Islam, and so on. around the Bay Region, a great friend
In other words, our helief is that all of the Canse, who had obtained for
these religions are the renewals of the
me some wonderful openings, told me
ancient and the same religion. They
"I would like to give you two adv1ccs.
are the different f mits that the same First, get to people of your own age,
ancient tree produced at different seafor those of my age are too hardsons. All the re1igions. in their true boiled; then, do not try to get the
form. are religions renewed, and not people to you, go to them." "There
new religions to rival with the existing is always;' he said, "a class of people,
ones.
who go habitually to lectures as a
Thus, whenever any prejudice is form of entertainment. They will lisfound against the Cause, you can trace ten to you, but they will never take
it back to some misconceived state- what you say seriously."
ment made to that individual, and not
1I.1y own experiences have shown
an inherent handicap due to the name me the truth of these two statements.
of the Cause. In fact, the names of The best people that I add ressed were
Baha'u11ah and the Master bring with not in the public meetings the Baha'is
them a spiritual power that operates arranged for me in their Hall, they
as the dynamic force behind the teach- were in those clubs and societies in
ings. After the War, a certain promi- which the friends obtained openings
nent lVIinister in this country adopted for me. I couId never have attracted
some of the teachings of the Cause as them to my meetings. I had to go to
his own and upon them founded a Ilew them. But, to obtain such openings is
1\-Iovement. Then, most impertinently, a difficult ta,k! If, at a Baha'i meetwrote to the Master and asked Him ing, the speaker speaks in a shallow
to join the Baha'i Movement to his. and narrow way, the result would not
The Master, in a wonderful tablet, told be as deplorable as when the 'peech
him that the existence, of these prin- is given in an outside group. If one
ciples alone is not sufficient. Thou- of the speakers the Baha'is send to a~
sands of movements, with wonderful organization proves to be unsatis Eil"::principles, have appeared, lived for a tory, that group will forever remain
while and then died. It is only the closed to the Cause. What we ough:
movements founded by the prophets to do is to develop some good spe1.kthat have survived ages and stood all ers and then send them to organi7.('tkinds of obstructions. The reason for tions where the very best type of peoit, the Master said, was the driving ple can be found.
executive power that the other moveOn the subject of the young people,
ments lacked. Bah;i'u'U'h, His name also, my friend was right. Out of the
and His reality provide His principles many groups I spoke to, college stuwith this dynamic power that will dents were the most receptive. They
make them pennanent. To cut our- are considered at present, by their eidselves away from that source of power ers, as irresponsible and irreIjgi9us individuals, but the truth is that they
is to insure our ultimate failure.
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are too broad to conform to any secBut where are these young inditarian form of religion to which their viduals, who are to carryon this work?
parents subscribe. Moreover, being I do not know. What renders it more
free from dogmas and trained to use difficult is that any individual who detheir reason, they are unwilling to ac- sires to stand and serve the Cause
cept anything on mere faith. They should, in his moral standing and charwant a religion that would conform to acter, as well as in his knowledge, be
their reason and, at the same time, sat- the purest and noblest exemplar of the
isfy their spiritual longings. More- Baha'i teac~ings. The modern youth
over, religion has always been the does not stand any hypocrisy. You
source of ideals for man. The early cannot daim to stand for a virtuous
Christians became Christians because life and be far from it yourself. It is
they found in it the hopes and ideals true that they do not believe in do rethey craved for. The only reason why ligion of ascetism, but neither do the
the Churches at present do not attract best among them desire to see the leadman is because they do not provide ers of society practice all the corrupthe intelligent individual with those tion and immorality that are the curses
ideals society needs at present. Re- of our age. Unless a Baha'i youth is
ligion is meant to be always in the ready to live up to the standards that
vanguard; when it begins to drag be- the 1-faster has laid for us, and to that
hind, society will set it aside, rather extent draw himself above his group,
than be encumbered by it. The only he had better keep a wa y from teachreason why the young students do not ing the Cause. Among other things,
go to Church· is because there is noth- the Cause has come to teach us to lead
ing the Churches can give them. The a purer life and, to coniorm to that,
Churches do not stand any more as is, I believe, just as important or
the source of ideals and inspirations. even more important than prayer. That
and that is the reason why the stu- society permits it, is no excuse, for
dents do not frequent them. If we the leaders of society should be above
Baha'is come to the front and, in their societyJ rather than follow it in its
own language and without any exuber- evil practices. The more we are unant emotionalism, show them that we der the limelight, the more-· we have to
have the breadth of outlook they crave be card ul of our actions.
to see in religion! if we show tnat our
What I desire to see achieved along
~lief is' that science and religion have
that line is that ten young and competo go hand in hand, and that they are tent individuals, who are ready to sacboth based on reason and faith; if we rifice two years of their life, should
then present them the social ideals prepare tbemseIves for the work.
the Baha'i movement advocates, then These should be put under a rigorous
they will run to its support and mani- course of study for one whole sumfest the energy that is so characteristic mer. During this time they should,
of the young people as a whole.
under a competent teacher of the
But only young peeple can appeal to Cause, and also a competent Professor
young peeple. With older peeple, they of Social Science, obtain a general
have a lack of confidence and mutual view of the Cause in a scientific way
understanding and, therefore. will not and also go deep and specialize along
come out with questions so freely. one of the phases of the teachings.
With one of their own age, the case is Then prepare an essay, showing their
however different. Moreover, only a competence in presenting the Cause.
young person can appreciate the prob- Once this is achieved, they should be
lems of another young person. I was. sent from one College to another, to
one day, mentioning to a grown-up establish centers and study classes.
friend of mine some questions put to They should not stay, however, for
me by a Bah,,'i youth. I soon found more than two weeks in any center,
that this friend of mine, instead of they should keep on moving and let
sympathizing with the problems that others come in their place.
the youth had, began to scorn them_
During this period, the Teaching
To me, however, the case was differ- Committee should also see that they
ent; having had those problems to solve afe keeping up their study. For, unmyself, I could show greater sympathy less they read outside books. constantly,
and leniency in the matter. Just as a they are apt to become stale and inyoung person cannot appreciate the capable of standing up to the mark in
difficulties .of his elders, so grown· up winning their point while discussing
people cannot appreciate the problems the Cause with the students. One adof the youth.'
visable measure is to make it a part
~hi Efrindi realiu5 th<lt the e"-ucated Baha'i
of their duty to send regularly an artiycuth ,,",,11 make the best ~ppcal to !he. 9UJdent b?dy
cle to the Star of the West on the reand ,outb. of thill country but be also recogtll:es
the need for th1! mature experience al1d teaching of
searches they ha';e been making. Such
the elder Bah;i.'is.-TH£'.w.,. C"""",ith·•.

a group of young teachers shculd not,
however, be kept for more than two
or three years. They should be sent
to their professions and another group
brought in, for not only Is it better to
have aI way E some new blood. but we
will not deprive them from prac.tising
their regular profession.
Another problem which confronts
the Cause at present, and which has
to be solved, if the Movement is to be
spread more rapidly, is the one which
revolves around making the meetings
more inter<sting. Though I have not
come to any solution mysel f, I know
of some points that may be taken into
consideration by the local bodies.
(Concluded in next issue)
Inter-Assembly Correspondence
Mention should be made of the several interesting and helpful Keneral
letters issued during recent months by
various local Baha'i communities in the
United States and Canada.
"Vriting under date of October 19,
1927, Mrs. Ida A_ Finch, secretary
of the Seattle Spiritual Assembly, reviewed the activities in that center for
the elapsed year. Special reference
was made to the services rendered by
Mrs. Orcella Rexford, Miss Helen
Pilkington, Mrs. Louise Caswell, Dr.
Ali-Kuli Khan, N_ D_, and Dr. Susan
I. Moody.
On December 22, the Assembly of
Honolulu, through Miss Agues Alexander, informed the friends of the
passing of Dr. George Jacob Augur,
who in 1914, at the request of 'Aixlu1Baha, journeyed to Japan. Arrivals
in Honolulu this year have been Mr.
and ~frs. Charles Bishop and Miss
Julia Goldman.
~frs_ May Maxwell, secretary, issued a general letter for the Spiritual
Assembly of Montreal on December
29, tn ,. . hich we were infonned of the
good news that the Montreal bel;evers
have been able to fulfil their collective
portion of the contributions desired of
them under the Plan of Unified Action.

The Plan of Unified Action was also
discussed in the circular letter recently
issued bv the believers of Ithaca.
through Mrs. Mabel Ives. This letter,
·in fact, made a thorough analY'sis of the
existing condition of the Fund and advanced recommendations to other
American Assemblies which it is hoped
have been or will be carefully considered. This most constructive letter is
a remarkable example of the results of
loyal consultation upon a problem
which cannot be solved by the National
Assembly alone.
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"Would 10 God tJwl His grace and
bounty may be vouchsafed unto the
peoples of the world, that H. ""';V
guide the kindreds of the earth and d..
reet their steps 10 the palh of His good
pleasure. Behold! Years have passed
away and "either the world ..or Ihey
Ihat dwell therein hotve yel auained to
peace and quiet. At OH'e time they are
in lhe throes of 'IlliT, at another they
fall victims to ""foreseen afflictions.
Woes and tribulations huve encompassed the world, and yet no one doth
perceive the cause. And if the true
Counsellor u/ler a word, they deem
Him a stirrer of strife and reject His
counsel. Man is bewildered and knoweth not what to think and say."
-BaM'u'l/ah.

National Assembly Letter No.3
1928-1929
July 20, 1928.
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies and
Delegates of the 1928 Convention.
Beloved friends in EI-Abha:
The National Assembly is happy to
anoounce that a definite beginning has
been made upon the pennanent Temple
Construction Fund!
At the meeting held in New York on
June 29, when the Treasurer reported
a balance on hand in the National
Bah3.'i Fund on May 31 of $38,368.06,
the members immediately voted that
the sum of $25,000 be placed in the
Temple Construction Fund, at interest.
The National Assembly will vote as
much as possible into that Fund at
every meeting-how long is it going to
take us to raise the full amount of
$400,000 needed before actual work
on the Temple can begin?
'We have given up the National Office and will exercise the strictest
economy in other ways during the
year. The appropriation for each committee has been cut to the minimum
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figure. Much valuable act1V1ty must
be given up, but the building of the
Temple is the all-important task, and
when this is accomplished the Cause
will flourish as never before!
Please bring this letter to the attention of all local friends. The Nineteen
Day Feasts give us frequent opportunjties to meet in our local centers, learn
the progress 0 f the Plan 0 f Unified
Action, and make our individual contributions. This glorious task needs
every individual believer. Not a single
day should be lost until we have fulfi11ed the instructions of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and met the greatest desire of onT
Guardian.
Now let us ponder these words
which Shoghi Effendi wrote to Mr.
Roy C. Wilhelm on June 2, 1928:"I am filled with joy and hope at the
marvelous mani f estation 0 f heroic seJ fsacrifice displayed by the friends assembled at the sessions 0 f the Convention_ This is a magnificent beginning
and I will pray from the depths of my
heart that the entire body of believers
may by their sustained, generous and
determined support insure, ere the year
comes to a close, the successful conclusion of the Plan of Unified Action."
Yours faithfully,
Shoghi Effendi,
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Rov C. Wilhelm,
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Address Delivered by Ruhi Effendi
Afniln at the Twentieth
Annual Convention
(Conclnded)
First, I believe that reading too much,
even though it be prayers, will, as
Bahi'u'liah says, detract from the
spiritUality rather than enhance it. It
is for the chairman to discover when
the point O! saturation is reached! The
criterion should be -the attention of the
audience, the extent to which they can
concentrate upon the words and be
uplifted by them. Then, I believe that
in every place the local committees
should try and improve the standard
of the talb given by a control on the
speakers. They should be satisfied beforehand that the speaker has studied
hissubjeet thoroughly, that he has
read oUtside authorities, that he is
quite versed in what the Master has
said on the subject and can really absorb the interest of his audience. Then
they should try and increase the number of those individuals who are corupetent to speak. I believe that having
always the same set of people as speakers will lead to gradual stagnation,
and kill the incentive to study and go
deeper into the teachings.
I believe that if the friends could
afford it, it would be most advisable
to have, every now and then, some
University Pro fessor come and speak.
or deliver a series of lec"tures on a
subject relating to the Cause. Subjects
such as {<The Influence of Religion
on Society"-~'The Influence of the
Prophets on Civilization as a Whole".
"The Extent to Which Religion Can
Help Internationalism" and other subjects which, though not directly bearing on the Cause, will help us in understanding the Movement. Through
my own experience, I have come to
know that, by knowing the effect the
previous religions have had on society,
I can better know the extent to which
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"The N KWS LETTEIl. which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would

urge you to enlarge its scope, as
much as yoar resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devo-

tional,

humanitarian,

financial,

educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
shouW become a great factor in
promotiog understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influeoces, and in upholding and safegnarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as represeotative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attenrum to its development, and by
devising
well-<;oru:ei ved
and

world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."-

S H OC HI

EFFENDI.

tne C'luse can modify the condition of
the world at present.
Another point that I desire to make
is that now that we are: at an early
stage of the development of the Bah,,'i
Movement we should do our best to
avoid those difficulties that handicapped
Christianity and the other religious
M ovement:s of the past. Zoroastrianism carne to purify the ancient Arian
religion from its man-made modifications. Because many of its followers
could not break com'pletely from their
past beliefs gradually those same superstitions and practices that Zoroastrianism c.Jme to displace began to
creep into its teachings and corrupt
them.
Ancient Arian G<lds began
to be considered as Zoroastrian divine
entities.
Similarly in Christianity.
The early Hebrew Christians found a
great difficulty in demolishing their old
~onceptions and becoming pure Christians. Th~ Pagan Christians who denounced the attitude of the Hebrew
Christians committed a similar mistake
but instead of Hebrew ideas they incorporated Pagan practices. As a result the Christianity of Christ became
so completely moclified that Christ
could not have recognized his own
movement even a few centuries after
his crucifixion.
Now we Baha'is should be on our
guard lest the Baha'i teachings lose
their purity. The Baha'i Movement is
not a conglomeration of all sorts of
rdigious ideas plus the beliefs of some
mystic cults. It is religion purified,
it is the ancient religion freed of the
debris of human imaginings. If we
desire to be true Baha'is we have to
experience one of the greatest revolutions in our very soul. vVe have first
to set aside old conceptions, we have
to cleanse our slate from ancient outgrown, human imaginings, from those
beliefs that have degraded the other
religions into their present condition
and then usher in the BaM'i ideals and
belief sand give them the complete
and uncontested reign in the kingdom
of our soul. \Ve have first to Hring
out the old" and then firing in the
new.
In brief my desire is to see the
Baha'is achieve three things:
First, brtak that shell which in some
places they have created around themselves and mingle more with other
leaders of society for, unless we do
that, we cannot exert any appreciable
influence o~ society as a whole. Then
I desire to see the Baha'is pursuing a
form of adult education, which would
show us more the actual position the
Cause holds in society. and the social
importance of its precepts. Before we

.

can appreciate the importance of the
remedy Bahi'u'!lah advocates, we bave
to know the exact diseases that hu~anity is 5uffering fro,"?, and the way
It was healed on prevlOus occasions.
Th~D. being a y?ung man and experiencmg the cravmg the youth of this
country has for religious teachings such
as the Cause can present them .. I wish
to see any teaching committee that win
be elected for .the coming year take up
the matter serIOusly and administer to
the needs of those youthful but seeking souls. The task is undoubtedly
great, but the fruits we shall reap will
fully reward our endeavors if we only
strive unre!entingly.
Aside from this report, I would like
to avail myself of this great opportunity where I am facing the representatives of the BaM'is of United States
and Canada, to express my heartiest
thanks for all the kindness that has been
showered upon me. Without the constant help and inspiration that was
given me by the teaching committee.
through its secretary, I would have
never undertaken such a tri p all alone
or obtained any of the wonderful openings that were arranged for me. My
experiences along that line have
proven to me definitely that, being under the shadow of Shoghi Eff endi, and keeping in touch wi th the
National Assembly, through it, proper
committees, put us in unity with the
source of spiritual power which is absolutely indispensable for success. We
individuals are infinitesimal in our influence, it is that source of energy
which makes us what we are in achieving success, in serving the Cause.
Then, I would like to thank all those
individuals that took me into their
homes and sheltered me as a son and
brother. As I have often remarked,
the world would be a different one
from what it is at present, if every
individual were to find as many homes
in for~gn lands as I have found in
this. Thank you for all you have done
for me. I will try to repay you if
you come to Haifa.
Meetings of the National Assemb17
In order to overcome any feeling
that there is a'loofness and secrecy on
the part of the National Assembly, the
members this year have decided to publish a resume of matters taken up at
each meeting. It is hoped that this
will have the effect of putting to an
end any sense of separation between
the Assembly and the friends in general, and mOre especially of attracting
helpful advice and suggestions from
delegates and other believers in con~
nection with our important probfems.
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Since the Convention, three meetings
have been held: April 29-May 1, at
Wilmette and Evanston, IlL; June 29July 2, at West Englewood, N. J., and
New York City; and July 11, at Washington, D. C. Since the Assembly includes two members from the Pacific
Coast, it has been decided that one
three-day meeting every two months
will permit the fullest consultation.
Among the matters acted upon so
far the foHowing are most important;
appointment of all National committees and adoption of a general policy
of action for each; appointment of Finance Committee to scrutinize all applications for appropriations; adoption
of a budget which will confine all expenses of the activities this year within
the amount of $33,000 which the members pledged themselves to observe at
the Convention; approva~ oi a teaching
program for Foundation Hall; ap~
~intment of a special committee consisting of the officers of the National
Assembly and the chairman of the Finance Committee to concentrate on
promoting the Plan of Unified Action;
consideration of suitable legal measures
to transfer title of Temple property
from Baha'i Temple Unity to National
Spiritual Assembly; consultation on
special problems in connection with the
Baha'i )<!agazine and the Year Book;
appointment of representative to serve
at the Universal Religious Peace Conferenee to be held at Geneva, Switzerland, in September; consideration of
additional equipment needed for the
Foundation Hall; discussion of special
opportunities for publicity in connection with the Baha'i Magazine; consultation on letters f rom Assemblies and
individuals bringing up special local
problems.
The members desire to make it dear
to every American heliever that the
matter of paramount importance this
year is to fulfill the budget of the Plan
of Unified Action so tbat the amount
of $400,000 will be available for Temple construction. Every other activity
must be subordinated to this one essential aim, on the success of which the
influenre and growth of the Cau;e so
vitally depends.
Baba'i Magazine for June
The contents of the Baha'i Magazine, Star of the West. for June, 1928,
are as follows: Editorial, by Stanwood
Cobb; An Experience With 'Abdu1Baha, hy Anise Rideout; HealingSpiritual and Material, by Dr. \Valter
B. Guy; Universals, by Dale S. Cole;
The Social Nicodemus, by Keith Ransom-Kehler; The Baha'i Convention at
Wilmette, l1iinois; The City "Foursquare," by Allen B. McDaniel;

'Abdu'I-Bahi in America, Chapter 2.
by Dr. Zia Bagdadi ; The Face of God,
by \Valter H. Bowman; Universal
Language Values, hy Alice V. Morris.
The Frontispiece is a photographic reproduction of marble bust oi I Abdu'lBaha modeled for Mrs. Mary Rumsey
Movius by Anna Coleman Laud.
Announcement From Publishing
Committee
It is gratifying to announce that the
moving picture film ot 'Abdu'I-Baha is
now available in the 16 millimeter size
used in home projectors. This film~
which is identical with the larger 736
foot film in every respect but size, has
lost none of its brilliancy or sharpness
of detail through reduction and wiU
give an image up to 30 x 40 feet
fully equal to the larger picture. Both
the large and the sma(ler films are
non-inflammable 50 that they have the
approval of the National Fire Underwriters and are acceptable ior sending
in the mails and safe for use in the
home.
Coincident with the advent of this
smaller film is an arrangement with
the manufacturers which enables the
Publishing Committee to supply the
new DeVry Projector to Assemblies
for $9S complete with fine leather carrying case, quite a substantial saving
over the usual retaLl price. This 16
millimeter projector weighs but seven
pounds and is so simple that it may be
operated by a child. Its 200 watt bulb
gives a brilliancy found heretofore
only in instruments at double the cost.
Being equipped with a universal motor
it may be attached to any ordinary electric light socket, either direct or alternating current.
A fine copper plate etching of the
"smiling" photograph of ' Abdu'I-Baha
is now ready. The etching which is
70 in. by 10 in. is hot pressed by
hand upon a fine .<;rade of stock 12 in.
x 16 in. which glVes a large margin
for framing. This is one of our most
beautiful and life-like reproductions.
Moving picture film of 'Abdu1Baha, 3S millimeter (standard size),
$50; 16 millimeter (home projector
size), $25.
DeVry projector complete with carrying case, $95.
Copper plate etching of 'Abdu'lBaha, $1.50 postpaid. In lots of one
dozen to assemblies, $12.
Orders should be ;ent to Bah,,'i
Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Station, New York
City.
Inter-Racial Amity Meetings
Through effective cooperation between the Spiritual Assembly of U r-
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van a and the K ational Committee on
Inter-Racial Amity, an inspiring public meeting was held on Sunday, I\.fay
6, at Lincoln Hall. University of Illinois.
The chairman was ~[r. E. "V. Mattoon. Dr. W. Russell Tylor of the Department of SOCiology spoke on "Factors in Inter-Racial Adjustment," followed by Mr. Louis G. Gregory on
Hlmer-Racial Amity."
This committee is now planning a
senes of meetings, including sessions
devoted to informal dis.cussion, to be
held at Green Acre on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, August 24, 2S and 26.
Baha'i Cause to be Represented at
The Universal Religious Peace
Conference
As the result of an invltation extended to Shoghi Effendi by the
Church Peace Union, organizing the
conference, the sessions of the Universal Religious Peace Con f erence to
be held at Geneva, Switzerland, September 12, 13 and 14 next will be attended by a re(Jl"esentative of the
Baha'i Cause, Mr. Mountfort Mills,
at the request 0 f the American N ational Assembly, to which body the
Guardian referred his invitation.
The aims of this Conference clearly
reflect the spirit of Baha'u'llih shining upon the hearts throughout the
world. From the announcement issued
by the Church Peace Union the following is quoted: "All religions acknowledge an invisible, superhuman, spiritual power and it is the confident belief that this power, bridging national,
racial and cultural frontiers, may be
utilized in lifting humanity to a new
level.
"In this confidence the Church Peace
Union, when making plans for such a
World Conferenre, contemplated the
holding of a preliminary meeting in
which it would be possible to secure the
judgment of men and women from
the different countries and representing
various points of view. and, if after
deliberate consideration it was thought
wise to proceed with the plans, then to
devise ways and means of ensuring the
success of the Conference.
fllnvitations have been issued and
about 90 persons will meet to consider
the following questions:
"Can a basis of agreement be found
bv the adherents of the world's religions so as to make possible the holding of such a Conference?
"I; it agreed tha.t the sole theme of
d[SCUSSLon shaH be rWhat can religion
contribute towards establishing universa[ peace?' .. etc.
Th~ friends \!,ril1 rejoice that the es-
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sential purpose of religion is being
emphasized by an international Conference of this character and scope,
realizing that to the degree religjonists
direct their attention to primary and
not secondary matters, to that degree·
they will learn that a new Center is
required to focus the powers of humanity in this age.
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News Letter of National Assembly
of Persia
The most important events of the
Cause in Persia and the Orient are
shared with the believers of the \Vest
by the NEWS LETTER issued regularly
by the Persian National Assembly
through its Publishing Committee.
Extracts from Letters :-Jos. 29 and 30:
., A report from the Spiritual Assembly of Gilan states that at a rePacific Coast Summer Cc>mmunity cent meeting 0 f representa ti yes from
all Provincial Baha'i Centers decisions
Opens Secc>nd Seasc>n
taken by the Convention in Tibran
On July IS believers from cities were discussed. Among other actions
along the Pacific Coast gathered at taken it was determined that a daily
Geyserville, California, for the second meeting for teaching the Cause should
season of the Pacific Coast Summer be held at the Hadirat-ul-Quds, and
Community. The land used for this accordingly Jinabi-Fadil Mazandarani
activity was most generously set aside has been regularly attending the meetfor BaM'i purposes by Mr. and Mrs. ings as teacher.
"Nush-Abadi, the Baha'i teacher
John Bosch. The committee, which
consists of Mr. John Bosch, Mr. Leroy sent to Isphahan, reports that he has
Ioas and Mr. George Latimer, has an- succeeded in establishing Baha'i Cennounced its purposes as follows: "The ters in six new districts. In the dismain purpose of the Summer Commu- tricts of Freidan, Kordan and Chahar
nity Committee for the ensuing year is alone there are 35 Baha'i Centers.
"We have much pleasure in anto provide a channel for the freer /low
of the spirit of unity among the nouncing that recently a long letter has
friends, as well as to develop that dy- come from the beloved Guardian,
namic force into cooperative service warning the friends in emphatic terms
for the Cause. Those who attended that if in the future the persecutions
the sessions of the summer school last and cruelties that have so far been
year were regenerated by the spiritual heaped on the heads of the innocent
force that seemed to abound, and as Baha'i community increase, the friends
a result the foundations for further should continue, with greater endeavor than ever before, to fulfill their
service were firmly laid.
"This spirit can he freshened, deep- sacred duty 0 f strengthening the
ened and broadened among the friends, Baha'i organizations. He says that all
we feel, through their association and is ready for the final deliverance of
gathering together on the basis of the the believers in Persia, and but little
right program. In order to afford a more remains to bring about the ultinucleus for this association, the com- mate and long-desired freedom of the
mittee wil1 observe ~~se possibilities: friends. Some more perseverance is
"I. To provide sites for economical required to pass the few stages that
living for Baha'is actively engaged in still remain to be traversed towards the
serving the Cause, under such condi- longed-for goal of glory and freedom."
tions and airections as will eventually
Baha'i Center Established
be laid down by the National Spiritnal
in Bulgaria
Assembly, when the property has been
definitely turned over to that body.
A recent letter from Mrs. Louise
"2. To make this Community grad- Gregory informs us that a very promually become a permanent center of at- ising study class has been begun in
traction for Baha. ~i workers.
Sofia. The general difficulty and con"3. To provide opportunity for fusion resulting from the earthquakes
Teaching Conferences to be held in in B ulgaria have made it impossible for
connection with the Summer School.
her to hold the public lectures which
"4. To provide annual Summer she had planned, but a number of enSchool sessions."
thusiastic seekers, among whom are
An extremely varied and helpful Theosophists, Esperantists, a physician
program 0 f subjects has been drawn and other professional men and
up for this season, different subjects women, have been brought together
being assigned to the following teach- and Mrs. Gregory feels that a permaers: Mr. W. P. Hatch, Mrs. E. G. nent center bas been established. To
Cooper, Mr. H. R. Hurlbut, Mrs. illustrate the ramifications of the
Helen Bishop, Prof. E. A. Rogers, Mr. Cause: one of these Esperantists first
Leroy C. Ioas, Mrs. Gladys Aoki, Mr. beard of the Baha'i Movement by corGeorge O. Latimer and Mrs. Grace B. respondence with a Baha'i Esperantist
HoIley.
in Japan.

Annual Baha'i Service at St. Mark's
The believers of New York City had
occasion once more to appreciate the
friendly interest of Dr. W. N. Guthrie, rector of St. :Mark's, when on Sunday, April 15, the afternoon service
was devoted to the subject of "The
Contribution of the Baha'i ~Iovement
to World Unity." The talks on tbis
subject were preceded by the BaM'i
service composed by Dr. Guthrie consisting of responsive readings on "The
Glory of God." Mr. Alfred W. Martin spoke on "The World Need of Religion for Unity," and :VIrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler had the topic "Bahi'u!lah and the )Jew Era." :vrr. Mountfort Mills who was also on the program had been obliged to sail for Europe a few days before the meeting.
First BahA'i Meeting at Pennsylvania State College
Through the devoted efforts of
Prof. Hilbert Dahl, Mr. Albert R. Vail
was privileged to address the first
meeting held at Pennsylvania State
College on the Baha'i Cause. The
gathering, we are infonned. was the
most responsive audience lfr. Vail has
ever encountered in a college community. Prof. Dahl has excellent hopes
of a permanent Baha'i center as the resltlt of this address.

Dr. Moody to Return to Tihran
The National Assembly is happy to
announce that during a recent consultation with Dr. Moody, she informed
the members that her plans have been
made to return and resume her work
at the Tarbiat School in Tihran during
the autumn of 1928. Dr. Moody is
enthusiastic over her success in arranging to have Miss Adelaide Sharpe
accompany her, to assume the work
performed so nobly by Miss Stewart,
who laid down her life in this mission
of contributing to the unity of East
and West. The prayers of the American friends will go with these consecrated servants 0 f Baha' u'llil.h. Dr.
lVloody recently received the following
message from the Guardian: '·r wish
to add a few words in person in order
to assure you of my keen and increasing appreciation of your steadfast and
unsparing efforts in the different cities
of the United States for the spread 0 f
our beloved Cause. You have thereby
added fresh laurels to the crown of
glorious servitude that adorns your
head. I pray that you may soon in
the company of a capable and devoted
American co-worker resume your historic labors for our heloved Cause in
Tihran."
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"0 friends of 'Abdu'I-BaM and his raised in America. He also made it
co-shMers and partners in the sentitude clear in a written Tablet that the naof the Lwd of Hosts! Veroy the tions had not learned the spiritual lesgreatest affair and the most important son of Peace even from the unparalmatter today is to establish a Mash· leled suffering of the European war.
How can the power of Bahi'u'llith
riqu.'I-Adhkar and to found a Temple
from which the voice of praise ""'y be manifested to the peoples whose
rise to the Kingdom of the nuljestic souls are not yet turned to the spiritual
Lord. Blessings be upon you for hav- realm-who are still incapable of recing thought 10 do so and intending 10 ognizing the person of the Mani festaerect such an edifice, advancing all in lion and the Center of the Covenant?
The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar expresses
de'l-'oting your 'lr.Jeaith in this great purpose and in this splendid work. You all of the truth of the Baha'i Faith in
'lltill soon see the angels of confirmation visible, concrete form. It can be unfollowing after you and Ihe hosls of derstood by millions who long for a
religion of peace but whose vision is
reinforcement crowding befare you.
"When Ihe Mashriqu'I-Adhkar is confined to the material plane. The
accomplished, when the lighls are Master again and again spoke of the
"""noting Iherefrom, the righteous mighty power which would be released
Ones are presenting themselves therein, when the Temple arose in all its beauty
Ihe prayers are performed with sup- and majesty of universal Truth.
.May we not connect all these facts
plication lowards Ihe myslerious Kingdom, Ihe voice of glorificalion is raised together and appreciate our responsito Ihe Lord, the Supreme, then Ihe be- bility in building the Temple which will
l£evers shall rejoice~ the hearts shall be be a strong bulwark between humanity
dilaled and overflow wilh the love of and the chaos of another war? Our
the All-living and Self-exislent. The human ambitions, our personal desires
people shall hasten 10 worship in that and our material fortunes would all be
heavenly Temple, the fragrances of swept away by another international
God will be elevated, the divine teach- conflict. Whatever we dedicate to the
ings will be established in the hearls Mashriqu'l-Adhkar-in thought, in
like I he establishment oft he Spirit in Joving enthusiasm, in self-sacrifice
mankind; the people ·will then sland through regular donations-will endure
firm in the Cause of your Lord~ tlTe forever, and have an infinitely greater
effect than if employed in the ways of
Merciful." - ' Abdu 'l-Baha.
men.
The supreme call from the world
of
light, uttered through the lips of
National Assembly Letter No. 4
our
beloved Guardian, is for utter de1928-1929
votion to the one task of completing
August 3, 1928.
the Temple at Wilmette.
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies and
Yours faithfully, in service to
Delegates of the 1928. Convention. Shoghi Effendi,
Beloved friends in EI-AbM:
Have any of us realized deeply NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSE1IBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
enough just how important it is to
The UNITED STATES
build the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar on this
AND CANADA,
continent at the present time?
'Abdu'l-Baha informed us that the
Allen McDaniel, chainnan,
.'\!fred E. Lunt, Vice-Chairman,
standard of Universal Peace must be

S EPTE" Bll, 1928
Horace HoHey, Secretary,
Carl Scheffler, Treasurer,
Roy C. Wilhelm,
May ;Vra.'Cwell,
Louis G. Gregory,
Amelia Collins,
Nellie S. French.
National Assembly Letter No. 5
1928-1929
September 12, 1928.
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies and
Delegates of the 1928 Convention.
Beloved friends in El-Abha:
In order that the friends throughout
the country may better understand the
situation regarding the growth of the
National Baha'i Fund and the success
of the Plan of Unified Action, we have
analyzed the record of contributions
received during these four months
from April 1st to July 31st.
During these four months $51,275.70 has been received. For this amount
a total of 401 receipts have been issued. The amounts ranged from 75c
to $25,000. There were 225 receipts
issued for amounts ranging from $1
to $25; 72 receipts for amounts from
$25 to $50; 53 receipts for amounts
irom $50 to $100; 29 receipts from
$100 to $200; 15 receipts from $200
to $500; 5 reeci pts from $500 to
$1000; 1 receipt for $2000; 1 receipt
for $25,000.
It must be borne in mind that these
receipts not only represent individual
contributions but the greater number
of them are issued to the treasurers of
assemblies. This will give everyone
a pretty clear idea of how the contribu60ns are coming in. The month
of July was the best so far since the
beginning of the fiscal year, not from
the point of total amount received but
for the reason that a greater number
of individuals participated. One hundred and thirty-seven receipts were iss\led representing a total of $7,833.17.
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"The NEWS LETTEIl which you
bave lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and bas been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its ob j eel it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom, It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimu1ating interest, in combating evil influences. and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause, It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner 0 f the globe,
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
wel1-concei ved
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEws LETTER into wbat I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of Ihe world."SHooHf EFFENDI.

On July 31, 1928, the total cash securities on hand in the national treas~
ury was $40,889.96, which is about 10
per cent oi the amount we aim to raise
during the coming five months left to
the close of the three year Plan of
Unified Action. Of the amount on
hand $25,000 has been invested in
United States Certificates of Deposi:
that were bought at a price which will
give us a yield of 4.62 per cent. These
Certificates will mature De<:. 15, 1928.
T·his issue was chosen instead of a
later issue because it is firmly believed
that the entire amount of $400,000 will
be on hand before the end of the year,
in which case all the funds will be
needed to start the construction work
on the Temple.
The National treasurer wishes to
point out to the friends that inasmuch
as the National Spiritual Assembly is
making every effort to reduce the ex~
penditures in the )Jati{)nal activities of
the Cause, the believers in every as~
sembly should likewise do so in their
acti vi ties.
Every means s-hould be
used to save as much as possible hom
the income of each assembly so that
the largest percentage may be turned
over to the National Baha'i Fund. He
would suggest also that each assembly
immedjately institute a system of budgeting its own expenses, and instructing the treasurer to regularly make report to the National treasurer of income and disbursements, so that
through this means the National Spiritual Assembly may be in a position to
appreciate die possibililies of each assembly giving better tlian before and
per·haps also be placed in a position to
intelligently advise the treasurers of
the different assemblies regarding their
work of collecting funds to bring the
Plan of Unified Action to success this
year.
As promised in our Letter No. 1.
we enclose financial reports for June
and July, and wiIl send you similar
statements at regular intervals during
tbe remainder of the year. But this
information, to be usefuI in showing
the progress of the Plan of Unified
Action, and stimulating greater devotion and sacrifice, ought to be shared
with all members of each local Baha'i
community at the Nineteen~ Day
Feasts. ·By placing our collective
Baha'i interests on the basis of the
Baha/i Calendar. we not only insure
frequent consultation and inspiration
from the Teachings, but also take a
long step forward on the path of the
worldwide administration \...·hicn the
Guardian was instructed to estahlish
in t~e Will of 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
\~/e take this opportunity to bring
to yonr attention the fact that the Na-

tional Assembly has recently voted to
request all believers in the United
States and Canada (not believers in
other countries) to assist in the development 0 f the NEWS LETTER by contributing SOc per year toward its cost.
Will each local Spiritual Assembly cooperate by bringing this matter before
the friends, collecting this special contribution from each active member,
and transmitting the sums received to
the National treasurer in the usual
way. It should be presented as a voluntary offering, and not made to work
hardship upon any believer.
In conclusion, it is a great joy to
state that the sum of $10,000 has been
added to the permanent Temple Construction Fund since the July financial
report was prepared. This makes a
total of $35,000 in that Fund, which
must amount to $400,000 before work
on the Temple can begin.
Yours faithfully, in serVIce to
Shoghi Effendi,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA,
Allen McDaniel, chairman,
Alfred E. Lunt, vice~chairman,
Horace Holley, secretary,
Carl Scheffler, treasurer,
Roy C. Wilhelm,
May MaxweIl,
Louis G. Gregory,
Amelia Collins,
Nellie S. French.
Meeting of the National Assembly
Since the publication of NEWS LETTER No. 25, the National Spiritual
Assembly bas held one meeting-at
Green Acre, Eliot, Maine, August 18
and 19, 1928, To summarize :he matters acted upon at this meeting: after
full consideration of the essential subject of the Plan of Unified Action,
the Kational Assembly appointed Mrs,
Corinne True to the new office 0 f
Financial Secretary, in which capacity
thi s experienced and devoted bel iever
will assist the Treasurer in his correspondence, cooperate with him in insuring prompt payment of current
bills and accounts, countersign all
checks, keep the National Assembly
regularly informed of the prog-ress of
the National Fund, and coordinate the
office of the National Treasurer with
the Finance Committee a~ secretary
of the latter committee wir.1'out being
a t~ember thereof. Anothe: step in
the direction of stimulatillg th~ Plan
of Unified Action was the appointment
of a new committee, to be known as
Committee on Plan of Unified Action.
consisting of ':VTf3. Corinne True, l\frs.
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Elizabeth Nourse and Mr. earl Scheffler, with the request that they carry on
regular correspondence with the American Assemblies and groups in behalf
of the :0lational Fund. to assist in
raising the required sum of $400,000
for the Temple. The sum of $10,000
was voted into the permanent Temple
Construction Fund, making this Fund
total $35,000 as 01 August 31, 1928.
A joint meeting was held with the
Green Acre Committee, which reported on current matters and made recommendations for next year, In view
of the lact that the National Assembly
had before it several proposals from
individual believers which involved
methods of ralsmg Baha'i funds
through commercial activities carried
on either in the name of the Cause or
making use of Baha'i administrative
facilities, the Assembly lelt it necessary to record in its minutes the fact
that it could not recognize nor approve
any such commercial undertaking. It
was felt inadvisable to san'ction commercial activities of a nature tending
to divert the interest and attention of
the friends from the vital spiritual objects of the Cause, especially in view 01
the Guardian's standard of sacrifice
as the basis of our collective success
in building the Temple. Another considerationj was the fact that the
amounts which might be donated to
the Baha'i Fund from profits of sales
made to believers would at best represent only a comparatively small
fraction of the money spent in the
transaction. On the other hand, the
National Assembly encourages all possible enterprise on the part of individual believers in increasing their earnings through legitimate business and
professional activities, for the purpose
of contributing more to the Fund. The
Legal Committee was requested to examine copies of the proposed Indenture of Trust and report with recommendation at the next meeting. The
Treasurer and Financial Secretary
were instructed to send out to all
American Baha'i communities a financial report every nineteen days, to be
available at the Nineteen-Day Feasts.
Meetings in Ternp1e Fonndation
Hall
In order to insure the most effective
use of the Foundation Hall fOT teaching purposes, the National Assembly
in July appointed the following
Foundation Hall Program Committee:
:Mrs. Corinne True, chairman; Mrs.
Shelley Park1o!r, secretary; Mrs Sarah
Walrath. treasurer; Dr. William F.
Slater; Mr. Willis Hilpert.
The result of their devoted sel vices

Letter from local Assembly
of Kenosha, Wis.
To the members of the N. S. A.
Beloved co-workers,Your recent letter brought
great joy to all here and we want
you to know that we will do all
we can to help the plan oi Unified Action. Since you wrote us
a short time ago suggesting that
our Feasts be observed with the
threefold service, we immediately adopted it and are now doing
our contributing then instead of
on the 9th 0 f each mon th as in
the past. Our believers are now
contributing about three times as
much to the P. oi C. A. as they
did previous to the Convention.
Although nearly all of us are
heavily in debt with mortgages,
etc., and carn only small wages
here, and our contribut.ions small
as a result, we know you appreciate our efforts and will not expect too much from liS.
Your statement that the Nat.
Office had been discontinued and
various other expenses cut to the
minimum, was great and wonderful news, because the N. S. A. is
intended to be the example for
all the local Spiritual Assemblies
to follow and all sacrifices you
make will be a great inspiration
to us in the field. Keep up the
great work of expense cutting
(this year at least) and tell all
the believers about it and we are
sure you will be amazed at the
vast amount of co-operation and
funds you will receive from
everywhere. Such sacrifices on
the part 01 the N. S. A. are what
all the American believers have
been patiently waiting for, and
we heartily thank you for the excellent start you have now made.
The believers here all send their
Abha love and await more good
news f rom you.
Humbly, Kenosha Spiritual
Assem.
LoUls J. VOELZ, Sec.,
6108 Sheridan, Rd.,
Kenosha, Wis.
August 4, 1928.
has been to arrange a program of P1!~J
lic meetings the attendance at which
has steadily increased. During August, 1928, the following addresses
were delivered;
HThe Universal
Ideals of the Baha'i Temple," by ~[rs.
Corinne True, August 5; "Harmonizing the Bibles of the World with
Modem Science," by Mr. Albert Vail,
August 12; "The Universal Religion
J
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of the Future," by Mr. Albert Vail,
August 19; and ··The Lives of the
Great Baha'i Educators," by Mrs.
Corinne True, August 26.
Under
present conditions~ the Foundation
Hall at \Vilmette represents the supreme raJIying point for believers
throughout the Middle West, and it is
to be hoped that regional meetings will
be arranged at suitable intervals lhis
year.
Nineteen-Day Feast Dates
In view of the essential importance
which the Nineteen-Day Feasts now
have,Dn ac(ount of their threefoldcharacter as recently explained by Shoghi
Effendi through the National Assembly, the dates of all Nineteen-Day
Feasts f rom now until the 1929 A.11nual Convention are given here for
the convenience of the friends.
September 27, 1928
October 16, 1928
November 4, 1928
November 23, 1928
December 12, 1928
December 31, 1928
January 19, 1929
February 7, 1929
March 2, 1929
March 21, 1929
April 9, 1929
April 28, 1929
Activities of Baha'i Students at
Beirut
In a letter reporting the e1eetion of
the new Spiritual Assembly at Beirut,
the activities of the students are mentioned as follows: "It is a great pleasure and privilege to have in Beirut a
number of Baha'i students from different Persian cities.
These young
men, who bave realized the importance
of Baha'i education and who know that
their future influence depends upon its
careful assimilation, have organized
regular Sunday meetings where they
discuss questions related to the Cause,
for the development of their spiritual
power. They have already sent out
their yearly program which shows the
scope of their activities."
Mrs. Foro in England
From the general Assembly letter of
June issued by the New York Spiritual Assembly we learn that 1\-1 rs.
Mary Hanford Ford has been in England and spent three weeks giving
the Message at meetings arranged for
her by Mr. and Mrs. Romer. :Mrs.
Ford then went to Antwerp to attend
the International Peace Congress, and
to Amsterdam as delegate to the International Esperanto Congress, where
she spoke on the Cause in the Esperanto tongue.
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NATlO:;[AL SPIRITL:AL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE
UNITED STATES A~D CA~ADA
Slatement of Cash Receipts (MId Disbursements for
Period June I, 10 July 31, 1928.
CASH AND SECURITIES
On Hand June 1, 1928
Northern Trust Co, ",', ,$ 8,412.76
Northern Trust Co. Savings Account .........
400.00
Northern Trust Co. Spe...
7.30
State Bank & Trust Co... 29,348.00
Stocks & Bonds ........ .
200.00 $38,368.06

CASH & SECURITIES ON HAND
JULY 1, 1928
Northern Trust Co........ $3,845.36
Northern Trust Co. Savings
400.00
Northern Trust Co. Special
7.30
State Bank & Trust Co.... 31,118.29
Stocks ..................
200.00 $35,570.95
CASH RECEIPTS

CASH RECEIPTS
For Temple ............. .
For Budget ............. .
Interest

~

... , ............ .

For Temple ... , ...... .

For Budget ......... .

84.53
1,655.82
58.44

Interest Earned ......... .

$1,798.79

Refund from Pub. Comm .. .

703.51
6,462.66
56.56
700.00

$7,922.73
$43,4-93.68

$40,166.85
DISBURSEME~TS

DISBURSEMENTS
Temple ................. .
Teaching ................ .

Star of the West ......... .
International Fund ....... .

Publication .............. .
Administration .......... .

$213.55
310.50
22.50
360.00
16.82
1,169.84

$2,093.21

Temple ........... .
$168.G2
Teaching .......... .
407.00
Greenacre .......... $730.90
Less-Amount Cont.
17.00 713.90
Star of the West ... .
400.00
Publication ...... . .
54.80
Administration .... .
579.10

$41,170.86

$$38,073.64

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Foundation Hall-Temple ....

CAPITAL EXPE:;[DITURES

$2,322.82

$280.90

$2,502.69

$40,889.96

On Hand June 30, 1928
Northern Trust Co. . .... $ 3,845.36
Northern Trust Co. Sav400.00
ings Account .........
N orthem Trust Co. Spe...
7.30
State Bank & Trust Co ... 31,118.29
Stocks & Bonds .......
200.00 $35,570.95

CASH & SECURITIES ON HAND
JULY 31, 1928
Northern Trust Co. ...... $6,228.82
Northern Trust Co. Savings
400.00
Northern Trust Co. Special
7.30
State Bank & Trust Co ..... 34,053.84
Liberty Bonds ............
50.00
Stocks ...................
150.00 $40,889.96

Foundation Hall-Temple ..
CASH AND SECURITIES

New Baha'i Literature
The Publishing Committee calls the
attention of the friends to the following titles, which may be obtained from
Balli'i Publishing Committee, P. O.
Box, 348, Grand Central Station, New
York City, for the price indicated, plus
postage. A discount of 10 per cent is
allowed on orders from Assembly li-

The Divine Secret for Human Ch'iiization, compiled by Miss Storey,
Geneva,

Switzerland, and published

with the Guardian's approvaL

It con-

N. S. A. and believers, and the text
of the Declaration of Trust adopted
by the American N. S. A. This work
is essential to full understanding of

tains the Master's interpretation of the

the constitutional basis of the Cause

Baha'i Principles; the passage from

in its [ocal. national and international

"The Mysterious Forces of Civilization" in which 'Abdu'I-Baha reveals
the condition for Universal Peacej the

aspects, $1.50.
V vice Record, preserving the voice
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, $100.
Leatlter Binder, for holding copies
of the NEWS LETTER and other Baha'i
records of letterhead sizes. Stamped
with the Greatest Name, $1.50.
Baha'j Calendar, relating Baha'i

brarians amounting to $10.00 or more.

Fourteen Points laid down by President Wilson, and the Covenant of the

The Coming of Ihe Glory, by Florence E. Pinchon. This work, which
has recei ved the cordial endorsement
of Shoghi Effendi, has appeared serially in The Baha'i Magazine. A beautiful gift book, $0.80.

Paper, $0.60; Parchment, $1.00.
Baha~i Administration, (ontaining
extracts from the Will of 'Abdu'lBaha, the complete text of the letters
of Shoghi Effendi to the American

League of Nations.

In two editions.

dates to the ordinary calendar from

March, 1928 to March, 1929.
signed by Curtis Kelsey, $O.lD.

De-

P. O. Box 348. Grand Central Station
New York City

Dear Baha'i Friends:
There are on hand a number of booklets written by early pilgTims to Haifa and Akka, with which many of the
more recent Friends may not be familiar. The,. accounts of early visits to the Most Great Prison, giving daily
talb with 'Abdu'I-Baha and early personal experiences, bring to us that glorious .pirit which has been so helpful in
making the Cause a living thing in America. To give all an opportunity to have these interesting records we make
the following offers for as long as our stock lasts:~o.

1--CHOICE OF TWENTY OF THE FOLLOWING FOR $1.00 (Any Assortment)

IN GALILEE-by Thornton Chase.
TEN DAYS IN THE LIGHT OF ACCA-by Mro. Julia Grundy.
DAIL Y LESSONS RECEIVED AT ACCA-By Mrs. Goodall and Mrs. Cooper.
FLOWERS FROM THE ROSE GARDEN OF ACC'.~-by )!rs. Finch & Miss Knobloch.
UNITY THROUGH LOVE-by Howard McNutt.
TABLE TALKS WITH 'ABDU'L-BAHA'-by Mr. and Mrs. Winterburn.
MY VISIT TO ABBAS EFFENDI IN 1899-by Mrs. Margaret B. Peeke.
WHAT WENT YE FOR TO SEEr-by Thornton Chase.
BEFORE ABRAHAM WAS, I AM-by Thornton Chase.
CALL OF GOD-by George Latimer.
DREAM OF GOD-by Albert Durant Watson.
THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT: ITS SPIRITUAL DYNAMIC-by Albert Vail.
TABLET TO THE HAGUE-by 'Abdu1-Baha'
THE MASHRlQU'L-ADHKAR AND THE BAHA'I MOVE)lENT-by Jean Masson.
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE WORLD IN THE YEAR 2000-by Orrol Harper.
STAR OF THE WEST-November 1925-Peace Number.
PASSDIG OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA'-by Shoghi Effendi and Lady Bloomfield.
LETTERS OF SHOGHI EFFENDI.
ADDRESSES OF JINABI FADIL, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5.
SPIRIT OF WORLD UNITY-Words of 'Abdu'i-Baha'.
THE BAHA'I RELIGION-Two papers read at Wembly, England, 1924.
ONE DOZEN TE~!PLE POST CARDS.
No.2-CHOICE OF FIVE OF THE FOLLOWl.'iG FOR $1.00 (Any Assortment)
THREE TABLETS OF BAHA'U'LLAH-(one bOOklet).
GOD AND HIS MANIFESTATIONS.
DAWN OF KNOIWLEDGE AND THE )!OST GREAT PEACE.
BRILLIANT PROOFS.
LARGE COLORED LITHOGRAPH OF THE )fASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
50 TEMPLE POST CARDS.
No. 3--CHOICE OF Ol>'E OF THE FOLLOWING FOR $1.00
1!YSTERIOUS FORCES OF CIVILIZATIO~.
UNIVERSAL RELIGION.
'ABDU'L-BAHA'S FIRST DAYS IN A'oIERICA.
BAHA'I YEAR BOOK, VoL [,
LARGE TEMPLE PICTURE (Framed).
150 TEMPLE POST CARDS.

As there will undoubtedly be a large response to this special offer, it would be well to act promptly. Check your
choice in the margin and return to above address, enclosing check or money order.
Faithfully yours,
BAHA'[ PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
Sign Here
Address
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Slate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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"The NEws LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital f unction and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permit,
that in time it rna y devote a special section to every phase of your
activities. administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of

accuracy,

reliability,

thorough-

ness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor m
prqmoting understanding, prov~d
ing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every comer of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
wen-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEws LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

quest all the friends are asked to observe. Action was taken to meet an
attack on the Cause from a local minister, further details of which will be
given as soon as possible.
Committees of the National
Spiritual Assembly
1928-1929

Teaching Comm,ittee
Mr. Harlan Ober, chairman; ),o[rs.
May Maxwell, secretary; )'1rs. Raymond Little, Mrs. Doris McKay, Mr.
Reginald Collison.
Legal Committee
Mr. Allen McDaniel, chairman; Mr.
Louis G. Gregory, secretary; 1\1r. Carl
Scheffler, Mr. Horace Holley.
Finance Committee
Mrs. N eHie S. French, chairman,
ML Siegfried Schopflocher, Mr. A. J.
Matthiesen.
Cree-'n Acre Couunittee
Yl r. W. H. Randall, chairman; Mr.
Henry Green, treasurer; ~{r. Siegfried
Schopflocher, Mr. George Spendlove,
secretary; 11rs. Grace Ober.
futer-Racial A·mity Committee
.Mrs. Agnes Parsons, chairman;
Mr. Louis G. Gregory, secretary;
}frs. Louise Boyle, Mrs. ~Iariam
Haney, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Dr. Alain
Locke, Mrs. Pauline Hannen, Mrs.
Loulie Mathews, ),olrs. Shelley N.
Parker.
Publishing Committee
Mrs. Loulie Mathews, .chairman;
Mrs. Raymond Little, secretary; Miss
Bertha Herklotz, Mr. Horace Hoiley,
Mrs. Marie ;\'Ioore, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm.

R,,';ewing Committee
Dr. Frank Clarke, chairman; Mrs.
Rosa Winterburn, Mrs. Jean Lamb,
~lrs. Josephine Clarke, Mr. Dexter
Lamb.
Bah6:i Afagazine Comm·ittee
Mr. Stanwood Cobb, editor; Mrs.
:Mariam Haney, associate editor; ~rrs.
Allen B. McDaniel, Business Manager.
Year Book Committee
Mr. Albert Windust, secretary; ~[i5S
Wanden ),o[athews, Mr. Horace Holley.
Archit}cs Cant-mittce
Mr. Mason Remey, chairman; ),o[iss
Gertrude Buikema, secretary; Mr. Albert vVindust.
Library Committee
Mr. l\·fason Remey, chairman;
Miss Elizabeth Hopper, secretary.
Tltornf01t Cha.se lMemorial Committee
Mr. Willard Hatch, chairman; Mr.
Tohn Bosch.
Pacific Coast Summer Community
Committee
)'1r. John Bosch, Mr. Leroy loas.
Mr. George Latimer.

Temple Committee
(Baha'i Temple Cnity)
:VIr. Allen McDaniel, Mr. Alfred E.
Lunt, Me. Albert Windust. Mr. Carl
ScheIRer, :VIrs. Amelia Collins, Mr.
Munroe Ioas, ~r r. Siegfried Schopflocher, Mrs. El Fleda Spaulding, Mr.
A. J. M a!thiesen.
Temple ~i\1aintenance Committee
Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mr. A. J. Matthiesen, Me. Allen ),okDaniel.
Temple Program Committee
lVlrs. Corinne True, chairman; :Mrs.
Shelley N. Parker, secretary; Mrs.
Sarah Walrath, Dr. William F. Slater,
Mr. Willis Hilpert.
Plan For Unified Action
1\1rs. Corinne True, 1\1rs. Elizabeth
:N"ourse, secretary, l\.'lr. Carl Scheffler.
Communication from National
Teaching Committee
Beloved Friends:
The National Spiritual Assembly
has asked the National Teaching Committee to cooperate in directing all our
united energies this year toward the
supreme task laid down for us by the
Guardian, the raising of four hundred thousand dollars for the Temple.
Although the Guardian hopes and
trusts that the work of teaching and
spreading the Cause may continue with
undiminished ardor, yet be has stated
that the building of the next unit of
the Temple now supersedes all else in
importance.
Speaking of the teachers in the field
,Abdu'I-Bahasaid, "The gaze of the
Divine Commander is on those who
are in the front ranks," and today
those also are in the front ranks who
are on the firing line of sacrifice for
the Temple! Not alone those who give
from their abundance in noble generosity, but those all over the country
who from their small resources cannot give, but who are making bread,
doing home sewing, working in handicrafts, taking an extra time job, doing
typewriting, shopping on a commission basis, in every way available marketing their time, strength and talents
for the sake of the Temple. The diminishing values of the past have in
this great Day given way to the law
of increase and the greater our effort
the more powerfully are we rfinfor~ed
for still greater and deeper serVice.
The future Temple which we are now
building will stand through the ages
as the symbol of love and sacrifice
of this generation oi believers.
Through the power of sacrifice al0!lf
will it become, as the Ma5ter sald,
"The inception of the Kingdom" and
the "appearance of the first blood of
the martyrs in America!"
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"Of all the divers commuml1es of
the earth, this community. the followers of the Most Greal Name, stands
detached from every worldly desire,
shorn from e1!Cry iglloble thought alld
m<Jtive. Its intrntion is pure, its hopes
undimmed, its emiea:l)OrS to promote
the Divine Teachings devoted and
earnest. Its aim is to turn the face of
the earth into a paradise, cause it to
mirror forth Ihe splendors of the eternal realm, make of the world another
world~ and inculcate ifl m.an the highest
principles of education and human
conduct."-'A bdu' I-BaM.
National Assembly Letter No. 6
1928-1929
October 12, 1928.
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies and
Delegates of the 1928 Convention.
Beloved friends in El-Abha:
In our unresting determination to
fulfill the requirements of the Plan of
Unified Action. so that the Mashriqu'lAdhkar can be begun during this Baha'i year, let us not neglect the basis of
all Baha'i power and success-individual and collective knowledge of the
Guardian's letters to the American believers, un folding the details of Bahci'u'llah's divine order which it is Ollr
supreme privilege to build into the life
and destiny of the Western World.
It is, in fact, by visioning the Mashriqu1-Adhkar as the creative symbol
of this new divine order, the crowning
glory of our response to Shoghi Effendi's message, that we shall most
ardently kindle the zeal which alone
can transmute our weakness into
strength, our poverty into wealth.
The friends are therefore urged to
form the program of frequent meetings around selected passages from the
book "Baha'i Administration" in which
the Guardian's precious letters have
been made available to all.
The Index on page ISS makes it
possible to choose passages referring

OCTOBER,

to anyone of many important themes.
For example, there are ten references
to the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, seven references to the present condition of the
Cause, eleven to Local Spiritual Assemblies, two to the Plan of Unified
~ction. and eleven references to teachmg.
The Nineteen-Day Meetings offer
the best opportunity for stressing this
important subject. Let us all endeavor
to attend the Nineteen-Day Meetings
regularly throughout the year, and
drink deep of the cup of unity and
solidarity in the Faith of Bahi'u'llih.
Yours faithfully, :in service to
Shoghi Effendi,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
THE UNITED STATES
AND CA~ADA,
Allen McDaniel, chairman,
Alfred E. Lunt, vice-chairman,
Horace Holley, secretaryt
Carl Schemer, treasurer~
Roy'C. Wilhelm,
May Maxwell,
Louis G. Gregory,
Amelia Collins,
Nellie S. French.
Meeting of the National Assembly
The members of the National Assembly are happy to share with the
friends an outline of matters considered at the meeting held in New York
City, September 22 and 23, 1928.
The most fundamental action taken
was the adoption of an Indenture of
Trust establishing the members of the
National Assembly as the nine truStees to receive title to the Mashriqu'l",dhkar property at Wilmette nOw
vested in the Executive Board 0 f Bahi'i Temple Unity under the religious
statutes of Illinois. This transfer of
title has been effected at the Guardian's
request, in order that the material as
well as spiritual elements of the Cause
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may correspond with the plan of administration given the believers by
Shoghi Effendi by authority of the
Master's Will and Testament. The details of this Indenture will be given
in the report of the Legal Committee
at the next Annual Convention. The
Treasurer was instructed to place
$5,000 in the Temple Construction
Fund, making a total of $40,000. In
view of the fact that the publication
of The Baha'; World (Year Book volume two) had involved a larger cost
than expected, it was voted to UTge
all Local Spiritual Assemblies and National Committees to make a special effort to promote the sale 0 f copies
among the friends. (See notice of
The Bahli'i Warld elsewhere in this
issue of Baha'i News Letter). The
members of last year's Temple Committee were reappointed for the current year. To meet the condition
caused by the fact that all money spent
by National Committees, or expenses
incurred by them, involves the respon·
sibility of the National Assembly as
trustees of the National Fund, it waS
voted that all payments under contract. and all contracted relations,
should be under the direct control of
the N. S. A. and not of any Committee.
Mr. Lunt was authorized to
draw up an Indenture of Trust, similar to that adopted for the Temple
property to convey title of, Green
Acre property to the nine members of
the National Assembly as trustees. As
several of the friends have lent or
given money to a certain individual
claiming to be a believer from another
city, it was decided to warn the friends
to exercise caution in the case of traveling believers without credentials who
ask for financial assistance. It was
noted in the minutes that the Guardian
has written one of the American
friends requesting her not to circuIate
or arlvertise his photographs--a ret
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Surat ul Heykl.
(Beginning "Oh Heart of this
Temple" et seq.).
Tablet of Wisdom.
Book 0 f Assurance, pp. 137-l42
(3rd Edition).

Oth.rr References:
Evolution and Ethics, J. Arthur
Thompson.
Emergent Evolution, Lloyd Mor-

gan.
A. B. C. of Atoms, A. B. C. of
Relativity, Bertrand RusselL
Creative Evolution, Introduction
to Metaphysics, Henri Bergson.
The Religion of Science, Woods.
Death and Resurrection, Bjorklund.
Li f e After Death, F ""hner.
Fourth Dimension Made Easy,
Pro!. Manning.
History of the Warfare of Science and Religion, Andred D.
White.
Why We Behave Like Human
Beings, Dorsey.
Tertium Organum. Ouspensky.

The BahA'i World 1926-1928
The special attention of the friends
in all lands is called to the second volume of the BaM', Year Book, prepared under the auspices of the American National Assembly with the approval of Shoghi Effendi.
At the
Guardian's request the title "Year
Book" was changed, the new title
adopted being The BaM'i World, A
Biennial International Record.
We learn that the Guardian considers this work a most effective book
for attracting interest in the Cause,
and those who long to serve in the
teaching field thus have an opportunity to promote the Message by presenting copies of The Baha'i World
to awakened and universal souls.
The Guardian has also urged the
friends to acquaint themselves with
the international affairs of the Cause_
This means that thorough knowledge
of the contents of this volume should
be regarded as a necessary and valuable part of our relationship to the
Cause.
The Kational Assembly requests each local Assembly and group
to assist in the promotion of the book.
both among their own members and
those individuals and organizations
among the community whom they feel
it is especially important to influence
favorably. Orders may be sent to the
Baha'i Publishing Committee, New
York, as per price list published in the
last NEWS LETTER.

Dr. Moody Plans Return to Tihrim
The information has been received
that Dr. Susan L Moody will sail on
S. S. Aleysw, Fabre Line, leaving 31st
Street, Brooklyn, November 17.
Dr. l\.'Ioody will be accompanied by
Miss Adelaide Sharp, who has nobly
volunteered her services at the Tarbiat School in Tihran. The travelers
will reach Haifa on December 16,
where they will consult Shoghi Effendi
before proceeding to Persia_
The gratitude, the loving best wishes and prayers of the American believers will How forth to surround
these two devoted souls who have
arisen in one of the most important
works of the Cause. To Dr. Moody's
historic career in Tihran will now be
added the crowning chapter of this
c?mplete consecration to Baha'i service_

Announcement by Publishing
Committee
The Baha'i Publishing Committee is
happy to present to you an opportunity
made possible through the generosity

of the giited artist, Miss F. Soule
Campbell.
Miss Campbell has dedicated to the
Temple which is being erected at Wilmette, Illinois, the proceeds from her
"Interpretative Etching of 'Ahdu'lBaha."

We know that many will be grateful
to receive one 0 f these beauti f ul reproductions of the Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
which gives not only the beautiful and
strong features but also the loving and
majestic soul of the Great One. 'Abdul-Baha himself wrote his name on
the original drawing.
Each copy ordered means a gift to
the Temple.
The sizes and prices, in gray or sepia. are as follows: Postage is included.
Size 1-1 x 10 on card 2 x 4, $.40
Size 2-3 x 5 on card 5 x 8, $1.00
Size 3-574 x 7 on card 8 x 10, $2.00
Size 4-60 x 9 on card 8 x 10, $3.00
Size >-11 x 14, $4.50
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station, New York City.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Slaieml!11t of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for
Period, August 1 10 31, 1928
Cash & Securities on Hand A"gust 1, 1928
Northern Trust Co. ............................ $ 6,228.82
f<
"
"Savings . .. _. __ . _. _. _. __ _ _ _ _
400_00
Special .....................
7.30
State Bank & Trust Co. ........................ 34,053.84
Liberty Bonds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Stocks
. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .
150.00 $40,889.96

Cash Receipts
For Temple ................................. .
For Budget.. ...
. ....................... .
Interest Earned _________ ..... _. - - - - .... - . - - - - -

776.05
3,291.00
52.90

4,119.95
45,009.91

Disbursements
Temple.....
. ........................ .
Green Acre .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 700.70
Less-Amou'lt Contrihuted
. $1 ,250.00
Star of the West ... _. . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .
International _. ___ . ___ . _ . . . . . . . . .
. .. - - - - - Publication ........
. . . . . . .. . ........... .
Administration . ________ .
. .. _........ __ . -

172.41
549.30
~one

380.00
196.83
1,355.04

$2,279.98

$42,729.93
Cash & Securities on Hand August 31. 192R
Northern Trust Co ..................... .
f'
Savings .......
. _ . ____ _
" Special .. _. ___________ .
State Bank & Trust Co ................. - ...... .
Liberty Bonds ............... - ..
u. S. Certificates of Depo,it.
Stocks & Bonds ..... - ..... - .. - . -

2,706.08
400.00

no

14,410.57
50.00
25.005.98
150.00

$42,729.93

BAHA'I NEWS LETTER
Your Teaching Committee recently
met in Green Acre and was greatly
inspired by the warm response to the
modern study class from various centers. This type of group study suggested by Ruhi Effendi has been tried
out with great succeSs in Green Acre
this summer and these outlines and
reference lists will be sent to each
Assembly or group of students on request.
In order to facilitate this work Mrs.
Doris McKay, Mrs. Marion Little
and Mr. Reginald Collison have kindly undertaken this phase of the work,
and we shall therefore greatly appreciate your cooperation in addressing all
communications having reference to
the modern study class to Mrs. Doris
McKay, Outline Bureau, Pre-Emption
Road, Geneva, New York, and all
other aspects of teaching, traveling,
public meetings, circuits and 50 forth t
to the regular Treaching Committee
secretary.
The following statement from Mrs.
Doris McKay, regarding the Outline
Study Course, is a clear statement of
the purpose and scope of this modern
study class and is a good introduction
to the Outline references which follow:"In His joint tablet to fifty-three
Persian believers Bahi'u'llah made
this statement, "We have established
Science that it might direct the people
to the way of God. . . . Blessed is
that learned man who through science
finds the fragrance of the Known, and
advances to the Supreme Horizon with
evident assurance.'
In the word of Abdu'l-Bahi: "The
unique. accomplishment of Baha'u'llah
in this day is the reconciliation of Scien-ce and Religion." Shoghi Effendi
has indicated a desire that the BahiL'i,
as teachers make an appeal to alI classes, moreover he says that in order to
do this we will have to make many
changes in presentation and use of our
subject matter. He has impressed
upon us the importance of a working
knowledge of science and sociology,
for example, alOi an aid to advancing
the Baha'i viewpoint to students and
leaders in the world of progressive
thought.
"As a brilliant exemplar of the
adapt.tion of this phase of the Cause
to an important class of people not
adequately reached before, Ruhi Effendi in his trip across the continent
interested thoughtful people everywhere by a colorful tie-up of the
Baha'i teachings with the discoveries
of advanced thinkers in the modern
world.
"Impressed by the revealed possibilities of developing this aspect of

Baha'i teaching, especially when fortified by the known wishes of our
Guardian, the Teaching Committee,
working through an Omline Bureau,
have suggested OUf uniting on a IVfodern Study Course. This course is primarily designed to provide a systematized outline of study based on the
rich store of scientific knowledge obtainable in the writings of Baha'u'Wih
and 'Abdu'l-Baha, further elaborated
by an investigation of the writings of
those authorities in the world of modern research who have caught something of the great meaning with which
thisAgehas become impregnated by Baha'u'lIiLh. It should be understood that
t-he study of these outside references is
not suggested with the idea of reinforcing OUf own fundamental knowledge obtained from the Baha'i writings
but rather to furnish a desired meeting
place with the advancing army of
youth and scientific achievement.
HIt is with a sense of discovery bordering on bewilderment that the student of the Baha'i teachings approaches what Baha'u'llili has called the
Ocean of Science, In the revealed
lNord we find definite statements which
cover the vast field of modern science
(both in its special and in its broader
interpretation), which are being corroborated by the outstanding pioneers
of the present time. The outlines in
Modern Science now being prepared
by the Outline Bureau and their assistants will deal with the BahiL'i Teachin gs on the ultimate real ities 0 f matter
and energy. atomic researches in chemistry and physics, the discoveries of
modern astronomical research, geologic
research as a proof of evolution including the more modern theory of emergent evolution. Each outline will contain a carefully prepared list of books
and references which will demonstrate
to an amazing degree that the most advanced scientists have done little more
than to expand those profound assertions found throughout our teaching.
nIt is the intention of the ·Outline
Bureau to issue supplementary outlines
on various Baha'i teachings related to
science, for example. the Scientific
Proofs of the Existence of God, the
Logical Proofs 'of Immortality, the
~vIicrocosm and the :Macrocosm. and
the entire body of believers are solicited to aid with suggestions and outlines
for the enrichment of this course.
"As the prime object of this. or any
plan is to call forth that unity of effort
and merging of ideals which in the abstract is needed for the building of the
Temple, the committee realizes its dependence upon the response of all the
believers to the above course of study.
To this end the Outline Bureau will

3
\velcome any suggestions Or opmions
in regard to the plan which may occur
to workers throughout the country.'~
We shall be most happy to hear
from the friends far and wide regarding the progress of the work, their
plans and aspirations for the coming
season and in the spirit of loving cooperation we are
Faithfully yours,

Teaching Committee of the National
S piritltai Assembly,
By: MAY MAXWELL,
Secretary.
tIR. HARLAN OBER~ Chairman~
MRS. DoRIS McKAY, Outline Bureau,
~'lRS • .MARION LITTLE,

MR. REGINALD COLLISON,
MRS. MAV l>IAXWELL,
716 Pine Avenue, Montreal, Que.
REFERENCES FOR BAHA'I
STUDY GROUPS
Subject: Influence of the Prophets
on Civilization. Furnished by Mr.
Albert Vail.
Balufi References:
Promulgation of Universal Peace,
Vol. I-pp. 355 ff. and pp. 337 ff.
and other addresses.
Some Answered Questions-1st few
chapters. ' Abdu'l-Baha.
Some .Mysterious Forces of Civil1zation-' Abdu'l-Baha.
Paris Talks and Divine Philosophy
-'Abdu'l-Baha.
Other References:
The Gospel of Buddha, Paul Caruso
The Soul of a People, H. Fielding
Hall.
Comparative Religions, Alfred W.
:Vlartin.
The Preaching of Islam, T. "V.
Arnold.
The Light of Asia, Edwin Arnold.
Travels of Fa-hien. Translated by
Legge.
\Visdom of East Series. Vol. on
Zoroaster, Buddhism, etc.
The Spirit of Islam, Ameer Ali.
The Expansion of Christianity, Harnach.
Heroic Lives in Universal Religions,
Vail.
Subject: Science and Religion. Furnished by Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler.
Baha~i References:
Bahi'u'llih and The New Era,
Chap. XII pp. 49-S!.
Star of the West. Vol. XIV, pp
101-9.
Tablets of BahiL'u'llih.
Tajalliy.t (3rd Tajalli).
The Glad Tidings (11-).
Baha'i Scriptures. Par. 674:
Some Answered Questions. Chaptm
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"The NEWS LErrEll which you
have lately initiated fullills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarg<o its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities 0 f
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing infonnation on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in

stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be

made as representative as possible' should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
wel1-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

therefrom wiJI go directly .lnto the National Fund. The next meeting will
be held at Chevy Chase, Maryland, on
Decem ber 8 and 9.

Literature Presented to Emperor
and Empress 01 Japan
Through the generosity of one of the
believers, a number of Baha'i volumes
in special bindings was sent to the Em~
peror and Empress of Japan on October 25, in the name of the Bah,,'i
ladies of America, to add this spiritual
note to the occasion of their Coronation. The original suggestion came
from a Japanese gentleman of high
standing. A request sent to the Guardian for words of greeting to accompany the literature brought forth the
following response: "May the perusal
of Baha'i lLterature enable Your Imperial Majesty .(0 appreciate the sublimity and penetrative power of Baha'u'Ilah's Revelation and inspire you on
this auspicious occasion to arise for
its worldwide recognition and triumph." (Signed) Shoghi.
Publishing Corrunittee Announce
New Books
A new edition of Baha'i Scriptures
has been printed under the direct supervision of the Publishing Committee, which purchased the plates and
copyrights from Brentano's, the original publishers. This new edition has
been printed on thin paper of light
weight and with smaller margins, making the volume less than an inch thick
and conveniently portable. The price
has also ·beenreduced to $2.50 per
copy_
Before December 1, there will also
be ready a new edition of The Baha'i
Revelation by Thornton Chase, a valuable work long out of print, to seU at
$2_00 per copy.
Thanks to a very advanrtageous arrangement made with a printing house,
both these books have been publ ished
without expense to the National Fund.
Orders should be sent to Baha'i Publishiug Committee, P. O. Box 34S,
Grand Central Station, ~ ew York.
Baha'; Cause Stimulated By Attacks
in Constantinople
A letter from one of the Guardian's
secretaries brings the thrilling news
that the members 0 [ the Spiritual Assemblies in Cons.tantinople and also
Smyrna, as the result of being mistaken
ior a secret political society, ...,rere recently seized and imprisoned at the police station overnight. After crossexamination for eig-ht consecutive
hours by high state officials they were
acquitted and released the following

day. The result of this excitement
was that all newspapers carried the
story with ,front page headlines, and
the populatIOn has been made thoroughly aware of the Cause of BahiL'u'lbh.
Gifts of Jewelry to National Fund
Believers in the United States and
Canada who desire to donate jewelry,
etc., to the National Fund are requested
to send this direct to Mrs. Nellie S.
French, Chairman of tho Finance
Committee, 501 Bellefontaine Street,
Pasadena, Calif. Mrs. French. will arrange for the sale of such gifts under
conditions making for the largest possible return to the National Fund, and
the Treasurer will send the usual receipt for the donation as soon as its
cash value has been determined. It is
obvious that the Treasurer's official
receipts cannot cover other than actual
cash,
Photographs for Year Book
The friends in all countries are requested to forward to Mrs. Victoria
Bedikian, P. O. Box 179, Montdair,
N. J., u. S. A., photographs suitable
for publication in voi1.llII1'e three of
The Balui'i World, the authorized international biennial record of the
Cause. Mrs. Bedikian is Photograph
Edi,tor of the editorial committee. The
great interest and permanent historical
value of Baha'i photographs is dearly
shown in the admirable selection of illustrations used in the current volwne.
Second Season 01 Pacific Coast
Baha'i Summer School
The housing facilities on the beautiful tract of land at Geyserville placed
at the disposal of the Committee by
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch proved inadequate this year to meet the needs of
all who wished to attend the Baha'i
Summer School. It is apparent from
letters and reports received since the
close of the season that this center is
becoming a vital force in the hearts of
the believers on the· Pacific ·Coast.
The program arranged this year
included daily sessions at which important Baha'i topks were presented by
the following teachers: Mr. W. P.
Hatch, Mrs. E. G. Cooper, Mr. H. R.
Hurlbut, !vI rs. Helen Bishop, Prof. E.
A. Rogers, Mr. Leroy C. loas, Mrs.
Gladys Aoki, Mr. George O. Latimer
and Mrs. Grace B. Hollev. The School
was conducted from July 16 to August 1l.
Preliminary plans for the summeT
Df 1929 are aimed to broaden the
courses of study and to increase the
hOUSIng facilities. and the fo}lm".-ing

l:U~
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"It is evident and manifest that the
greatest of all means for the progress
and advancerMnl of all peoples, and
the mightiest instntment far the estoblishm2nt of true civilization in the
world~ is perfect I07/e~ concord al1d
unity amongst the children of onen.
Nothing whatsoever in this world can
be either conceived or achieved S(l'l/e
through the power of unity, of IlUrmony and concord~· and the lnost per·
feet means thereto is the true faith of
God."-' Abdu'/-l3a1W.

Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly
Matters taken up by the National
Assembly at its meeting held in New
York City, October 20 and 21 are
here summarized for the information
of the delegates and other believers.
It was noted in the minutes that a
piece of land at Cranford, N. J., has
been donated to' the Cause by Dr. and
Mrs. Frank Clark; and that land near
Hammond, Indiana, has also been donated by the Spiritual Assembly of
Urbana, Illinois, in behalf of one of
the Urbana friends. The following
letter from one of the Guardian's secretaries, dated August 21, 1928, waS
read: "It is very gratifying to hlm
(Shogt.i Effendi) to see the N. S. A.
and the friends wholeheartedly arise
for the completion of this edifice which
was so dear to the Master's heart. If
this spirit of cooperation and sacrifice
should be sustained it will indirectly
affect all the other phases of our activities and usher in a new era in the history of the progress of the movement
in that country. As far as the letters
we obtain show, a new spirit has been
actually awakened and they all seem
to take the question as a challenge
which they have either to fulfill or bear
the consequences -0 f an utter f ailure. . . . The Cause at times of real
trial has shown miraculous powers, and

who knows but that in this case also
that power will manifest itseli." In
reply to an inquiry from a local Spiritual Assembly, it was decided that the
local bodies are free to extend cooperation to the World Unity Conferences
if such action promises to lead to results for the Cause. The suggestion
received from a believer that the National Assembly appoint the Guardian's
birthday as an annual celebration was
not approved, as this does not correspond to the Guardian's own wishes.
The Treasurer's report for the period
September 1 to 30 contained the following items: Balance on hand, September 30, $45,041.60; amount spent in
September, $5,498.40. The full reports
are in f utu re to be, sent out with the
letters issued by the Committee on
Plan for Unified Action. In order to
keep the cun-ent annual expenditure
within the sum of $33,000 which the
Assembly pledged itself to the 1928
Convention not to exceed, drastic reductions were voted in the appropriations allotted to administrative and
other activities, a step made necessary
by unexpected expense of the year
book and Green Acre Inn. It was reported by the Temple Committee that
the Executive Board of Baha'i Temple Unity had adopted the Indenture of
Trust at a duly called meeting held at
Wilmette, Illinois, on October 6, 1928.
This Indenture transfers title and possession of the Temple property from
Baha'i Temple Unity (the Illinois religious corporation formed to hold this
property in 1909) to the nine nwmbers
of the National Assembly as trustees
for the benefit of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada. The Indenture was then signed by the nine
members and turned over for registry
at the Cook County, Illinois, Registry
Office. By this action (taken as the
result of the Guardian's request that
the Temple proper~ be incorporated in
the present Baha'i administration), the
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legal Sotatus of the Cause in America
has now been completed. The title
"Financial Secretary'l having caused
some confusion in connection with the
valuable services being rendered by
1frs. Corinne True, it was voted to
change this to HAssistant to the Treasurer." The Temple ~laintenance Committee was requested to investigate all
the conditions (in connection with
architectural and engineering plans.
etc.) which mu.t be fulfilled preliminary to actual construction of the
Temple and report back detailed recommendations by January I, 1929.
The Green Acre Committee was also
requested to make a complete analysis
of Green Acre in order to determine
what policies and methods will make
Green Acre revenue-producing in future, to avoid further large investments
and appropriations for that center during the period wben we must concentrate on the Temple fund. It was
voted to approve the report of the Special Reviewing Committee which has
read the manuocript of Ahmad
Sohrab's diary that this work conforms
to the Guardian's instructions that no
books should contain as dir""t quotations any oral words 0 f the Master
not afterward confirmed by Him. The
Pacific Coast Baha'i Summer School
Committee was increased by two new
members, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper and
Mr. WiUard P. Hatch. Approval was
voted for the generous offer made by
one of the New York friends to donate
a number of specially bound volumes
of Baha'i literature to the Emperor
and Empress of Japan as a token of
amity and goodwill from the Bah,,'i
ladies of America. It was recorded in
the minl>l:es that the National Assemblv has received the U. S. certificate of
trade tmlrk of the name uBah.i'j" registered on Augns! 17. 1928, under No.
245,271. The Publishing Committee
was requested to promote the sales of
The Baha'i World, as all sums received
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Such feasts for newly interested ones

Buddha's birthday this year.

are a splendid method of spreading
the Glad Tidings.

day it was my privilege to give the
Baha'i message to some students of the

Mr. Vail was invited to join a conference of social workers to be held

School for the Blind. Two members
of the 'N omen's International League

June lOth and 11th at a country club

for Peace and Freedom were here on
their way from China to America,

near \Vaukegan, Illinois. Thirty social
workers, ministers, university piofessors, doctors, labor leaders, business executives, gathered together

at this club
discussing

the

and

spent

question

two days
of

preju-

dice. Me. Vail waS asked to give
a talk upon the Babit'i solution of the
problem of religiouS prejudice. Much
interest was awakened. One national
secretary of the race relations department of one of the great denominations who was present said that the

Baha'i principles were just what he believed. Then he turned to a Chinese
business man, a _speaker of that morning, and said, "You too are a Bahi'i."

)'Ime. Drevet and Miss Pye.

On that

:\fiss

Pye was wearing a beautiful Baha'i

ring. She told me she was not a believer, but that Mrs. White, mother of
Sir Frederick White, had put it on
her finger and told her it would help
her. This especially interested me, as
Sir Frederick White headed the EngIi sh delegation at the I nsti tute 0 f PacHic Relations in Honolulu last summer.
H From June
5 to 8 there was held

here in Tokyo the first National Religious Conference of Japan composed of
Buddhists, Shintoists, ChristialtS and
others. Through His power I was invited to be a member of the confer-

And this Chinese merchant straightway began to study a Baha'i pamphlet.
Mr.Vail has also spoken many Sunday afternoons in the beautiful Foundation HaU of the Temple, where
splendid groups of people attended

ence and to speak a few words "at the
banquet which preceded the sessions.
. , . Every word sJXlken at the conference is recorded, so these great

with joyous eagerness to hear the divine teachings. After each meeting he
has conducted an intensive study class

religious conference in Japa.n."

in the Baha'i philosophy, using Mrs.
Gift's outline on God's Manifestations

as a text book. Each member 0 f the
class writes each week a paper on one
of the topics of the outline, this after
an exhaustive study of the various
references, and presents this paper to
the class. After reading the paper the
author answers questions on the su bjcct presented by the teacher 0 f the
class. The members are entering into
the work with great enthusiasm and
declare that the careful preparation of
these papers has taught them more
about the real Baha'i teachings than
years of merely attending meetings.
Out of the group there promises to
come a number of gi !ted and effective teachers. The love of the Heavenly Teachings manifest at the meetings is like a divine elixir.
In July, the student who became a
believer at the Temple in May sailed
for his instructorship in a Chinese uni-

versity and called all the passengers
together to tell them on shipboard of
the Baha'i teachings.
Progress of Miss Alexander's Work
in Japan
Letters from Miss Agnes Alexander dated April 22 and June 20, 1928,
contain many evidences of the confirmation she is receiving for her Baha'i

activities in Tokyo.
"Easter Sunday, April 8, was also

words of Baha'u'llah go down in the
history of this first independent .11-

News Letter of the Haifa Spiritual
Assembly
A few excerpts from the latest
NEWS LETTER issued by the Spiritual
Assembly of Haifa will convey important details of Baha'i activity in vari·
ous centers of the Orient.

"It is a pleasure to report that the
news

letters

received

from various

parts of the Orient during the last two
months show sustained ende;lVor and
unceasing effort on the part of the

friends.

All

throu~hout

Persia and

the Near East the friends 'aave come
to realize increasing-!y the need for
permanent headquarters and meeting
places; and we arc glad to learJl of the

purchase and establishment of such
centers in Mashhad, Persia; Baghdad.

Iraq; Marv and Tashkand, Turkistan;
and Karachi, India. In one of the villages of Yazd, Persia, a fanne~ who
was originally of the Zoroastrian faith
commemorates the anniY'e.sarv of his
departed son with t!1e generous offfr
of a furnised house to be owne(l by
the Baha'i community in the village
and used as their permanent meeting

place.
"Enthusiastic response has been
made in various centers as a result of
the Guardian's last (etter to his East-

ern friends in which he urges the Spiritual Assemblies to make a special effort to purchase and own all those
sacred sites and dwellings, in the vicin-

ity of each Assembly, which were
closely associated with the lives of the

Bab and Bahi'u'Uah."
The Annual Souvenir of

'Abdu'l-Baha
Between t\"'O and three hundred people responded to the cordial invitation

issued by the Spiritual Assembly of
West Englewood, N. J., for the sixteenth annual meeting commemorating

the Unity Feast held there by the :VIaster in 1912. The program included
brief addresses by a Dumber of well
known believers both afternoon and
evening. That unique Baha'i institu·
tion, the HEvergreen Cabin," has been

greatly extended since last year.

In

time to come, this center will be able to

accommodate great gatherings of truth
seekers, and its quiet but continuous
progress during these years is convincing testimony to the power of concen-

trated faith.
Bulletin Published By National
Spiritual Assembly of Egypt
Cordial welcome is extended to No.

1 of a printed Bulletin, dated June,
1928, published by the National Spiritual Assembly of the BaM';s of
Egypt, in English, Arabic and Persian.
This news letter from Egypt can fulfill a mighty ftmctian, emanating" as it
does from a country which throughout history has been the meeting place
of three continents. \Ve quote the
fonowing statement, addressed H to OUT

friends and co-workers throughout the
\Vest."

"It is the earnest hope of Our N ational Assem bl y to issue this bulletin
regularly every month in three languages, namely, English, Arabic and
Persian, so that it may become an organ of love and concord and a medium
for interchanging the news and activities of the various Spiritual A.ssem-

blies of the BaM'i World.
"We are happy to acknowledge re(eipt of several circular letters from

the different Assemblies and especially
the bulletin of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, which has been
lately of great interest to us and its

contents are translated into Arabic and
included in our Arabic section for the

benefit of the Arabic speaking believers.

"\Ve are anxious to hear more and
more of the activities of our coworkers in the "Vest and we are looking
forward hopeful that they will earnestly arise and cooperate in the final com-

pletion of that memorable and sacred
edifice, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of
Chicago, once blessed by the hands of
~t1r beloved Master 'Ahdu1-Baha."
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committees appointed to work out the
details: Program Committee, Prof. E.
A. R(}gers, Mrs. E. G. Cooper, Mr.
Leroy C. Ioas; Building C(}mmittee,
Mr. W. H. Linfoot, Mr, John Bosch,
:r..1r. Leroy C. Ioas; Finance Committee, Mrs. E. G. Cooper, Mrs. Amelia
Colli ns, Me. W. P. Hatch,
A number of the friends have indicated their desire to build cabins, and
the Committee win make it possible to
obtain use of land for this purpose under a lease.
Detroit Assembly Conducts Modem
Study Class
A program received from the Spiritual Assembly of Detroit, Michigan,
discloses a Baha'i study class planned
along such interesting lines that it
should prove helpful and inspiring to
the friends in other cities.
The general heading is "New Sol ution of Vita! Problems-A Modern
Study Class for the Discussion of
Bahi'i Principles and Their Application to Present Needs." The class
meets Wednesday evenings at the Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs.
The program itself consiots of a
booklet with an introductory statement
on the purpose and scope of the class,
relating the Cause to worldwide events
of the day. This i. followed by the
Twelve Basic Baha'i Teachings, after
which is given the subjects for the current month. The cover aoo part of the
contents is permanent, for use
throughout the year, the monthly calendar alone being changed.
A typical subject for one lesson is
"The New Test for Truth, I, presented
with an interesting comment and refer~
ences in Baha'i literature.
The Detroit friends, who have re·
ceived the cooperation of the National
Teaching Committee, seem to have
found a moot effective method for attracting non-believers to participate directly in Baha'i study.
The BahA'i Magazine for July
and August
The content, of The Baha'i Magazine, Star of the West, for July, 1928:
The Great Need of Peace, by •Abdu1Bahi; Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb;
The Law of Diminishing Returns,
by Keith Ransom-Kehler; HealingSpiritual and Material, Chapter 2, by
Walter B. Guy, M.D,; On the Road
of Service, by Florence E. Pinchon;
,Abdu'I-Baha in America, Chapter 3Chicago-by Dr, Zia Bagdadi; True
Religion, by Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick: The World's Greatest Prisoner,
by Henrietta C. Wagner; American
Peace Society's Conference, by Dale

S. Cole.
Contents for August, 1928: The
)'liss Leonora Holsapple in her
Accident of Color, by 'Abdu'l-Baha;
work in Brazil is an amazing exEditorial, by Stanwood Cobb; Bid the
ample of capacity in service and
Sand Let in the Light, by Florence
the law of increase. She states
E, Pinchon: Search (a poem), by
that she is occupied with "the
Ruth Ellis Moffett; 'Abdu'l-Baha in
publication of the magazine in
America, by Dr. Zia Bagdadi; The
Br:azil,
translating and typing the
Unknown Dawn (a poem), by Sowhole of Dr. Esslemont's book,
phronia Aoki; Why Pray?, by Dr,
holding classes in English eight
Orrol L. Harper; The Annual Souhours a day, maintaining six
venir of 'Abdu'l-Baha, by Hooper
boarders and an orphan girl and
Harris; Healing-Spiritual and Matekeeping
those necessary contacts
rial, by Walter B. Guy, M.D.; Hunfor
the
work
of Baha'i teaching ["
garian Artist Painted Portrait of
And
out
of
the
substance of sHch
:Abdu'I-Baha, by Martha L. Root;
a life she contribu:es to the TemThe Religion of the Unreligious, by
pIe!
James F. Morton; Good-Will Orators,
by Agnes B, Alexander; World
Thought and Progress,
tended Solemn High y[ass, listened to
an exposition of Islam by a Moslem
Teaching Activities of
at the University of Chicago, to a lecMr. Albert Vail
tUre on "The Soul of India" by a HinDuring the past five months Mr. du at the Chicago Theological SeminVail has made one long trip east, and a rv and then came to the Foundation
various journeys in Illinois and Wis- H~ll of the Baha'i Temple in the eveconsin, speaking in universities, dubs, ning where they asked Mr. Vail to
and to Baha'i groups and teaching in speak to them uporu HBaha.'u'lIah.
many personal interviews. In Febru- Prophet of the :-.rew Era." Profesary, he gave three Sunday morning sors of Comparative Religion sand
lectures on the Baha'i Cause to a class ministers who were of the party asked
in Comparative Religions in one of the many searching and illuminating queslarge community churches in the Chi- tions until, in answer, the whole Bacago district. A number of those who ha'i Movement was presented, includattended this class seem permanently ing the need of a new Manifestation.
interested in the Cause. In May, he Then members of the party lingered
spoke before an assemblage of minis- and asked questions or studied Mr.
ters and lay delegates of one of the Bourgeois' beautiful drawings for
prominent denominations at their an- nearly an hour after the meeting disnual Western Conference.
banded. They eagerly bought literaOn February 19th, in the afternoon, ture, asked where Baha'i meetings were
a group of university students, teach- to be held, and three oi the students
ers and social workers from all parts said they wished "to join the Baha'i
of Greater Chicago came to Mr. Bour- :Movement." One of them is to be an
geois' studio to hear, at their request, instructor in sociology in a Chinese
of the spiritual aspect of the Baha'i university. He sailed in July with a
teachings and of the Baha'i Temple. A fine set of Baha'i books, eager to
student secretary of a university com- spread the message in China. As a re~unity church brought her young peo5:tlt of these two meetings a ''-'thole
ple's society to hear this lecture in lieu group of students are studying the Diof their Sunday evening meeting and vine Teachings.
Mr, Vail was soon asked to speak
was so much interested that she has
since continued in her society a study at a university students' chapel. Then
of the Bahi'i literature. Various per- he was invited to address a university
sons who were at this unusual meeting class in· Comparative Religions, and
have become permanently interested in also to meet a group of men at dinner
the Baha'i Cause. One woman, a bril- at their fraternitv, In both of these
liant high school teacher, says that last meetings searching questions were
year she worshipped in the mosques of asked, up to the limit of time, The
Africa; this summer she expects to eager response of these university stuworship in the Buddhist temples of dents to the Baha'i solution of world
China-and the Bah.'i Cause is to her problems is a joy to witness.
the inevitable movement to unite the
In Peoria, Mr, Vail spoke recently at
reli~ions of the world.
a banquet feast held in one of the
On May 13th the same party of uni- dubs, where the new believers invite.d
versitv students. teachers and ministers their friends to dinner. There were
studied the great world relil';ions in stirring talks, beautiful music, radiant
different parts of Chicago, They at- faces and a joy that filled every heart.
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UShould anyone contnJd that tn'e the Plan in its final period. On the
and enduring unity can in Hcrwise be other hand, the believers themselves,
realized in this world, inasmuch as its through the unanimous vote of the delepeoples differ Wide/y in their manners gates, entered into this covenant by
and habits, their tastes, their tempera- pledging themselves to support the
ment and character, their thoughts and Plan with whole-bearted zeal.
At this hour, less than five months
their views, to this we make reply that
differences OK< of two kinds: lhe one remain ·before the ninety-five delegates
is the cause of destruction, as exem- again convene, and the fuU extent of
plified by the spirit of contention and our -collective effort. will be re,,·ealed.
What are the important facts?
strife which animates mutually con1. The Plan for Unified Action,
flicting and antagonistic peoples and
nations, whilst the other is the sign of which the Guardian has endorsed. and
diversity, lhe symbol and seerrt of per- most generously supported, has for its
fection, and the revealer of Ihe boun- fulfilment the creation of a Temple
ties of Ihe AII-glorious."-' Abd,.'/- Construction Fund of $400,000, the
condition On which depends the buildBahd.
ing of the first level of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar. The final date for the operNational Assembly Letter No.6
ation of this Plan is the approaching
1928-1929
Convention at the end of April, 1929.
December 15, 1928.
Should the Plan have proved a failTo the Local Spiritual Assemblies
ure at that time, it would appear necand Delegates of the 1928 Convention. essary to reconsider the whole problem
Beloved friends in 'Abdu'l-Baha:
and appeal to Shoghi Effendi for fresh
A t this midpoint in our Baha'i instruction and advice,
year, the members of the National
2. The Financial Report submitted
Spiritual Assembly feel it both de· by the National Treasurer as of Desirable and necessary to emphasize with cember I, 1928, shows that on N ovemall love and sincere candor, the essen- ber 30, the cash and securities on hand
tial task the believers throughout amounted to $50,711.91.
America assumed at the Convention
3. The sum of approximately $350,last spring.
000 must be contributed before the
The work of the Cause in this COtm- Convention terminate if the believers
try was raised to a new and higher of the United States and Canada are
plane on that occasion, through the to meet the supreme opportunity and
action of the National Assembly and privilege granted them by Baha'u1lah
delegates in mutually pledging to ob- through the oft-repeated hopes and exserve the budget of the Plan for Uni- pectations of the Guardian of the
fied Action.
Cause.
As all tbe friends will recaU, it was
4. Every National activity has been
the suggestion and advice of Shoghi reduced to the lowest possible appropriEffendi that the Naticmal Assembly ation, sO that the National Assembly
make covenant with the body of the may meet its pledge. Practically every
believers to limit all expenses payable penny received by the National Treasby the National Fund to the fi""d max- urer from now until the Convention
imum of $33,000, thus establishing the period can be placed in the permanent
firmest moral basis for the success of Temple Constnlction Fund. (When all
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amounts pledged at the Convention,
but not yet paid, have been received,
the Treasurer will have· much more
than is required to meet the budget of
$33,000).
5. What has been accomplished so
far this year is, in comparison with
previous years, abundant cause for confidence and joy. By concentrating our
minds and hearts upon the tremendous
goal; ·by seeking daily for inspiration
and guidance through meditation and
humble prayer; hy examining every detail of our lives, to lind new methods
of economy; and by keeping in true
unity with out fellow-believers, the
success of the Plan for Unified Action
is still within our grasp. The example
of those who have confined their
Christmas giving to a special donation
to the National Fund, and the avowed
purpose of many to make large contributions during the balance of the
year-all tbis is sign and proof that
the American believers are nobly responding to the needs of our mighty
yet glorious task.
Now let us turn to these words
which the Guardian has just written
to the National Assembly in his own
handwriting: "I wish to . . . express
in person, the deep sense of my appreciation and gratitude in view of the
sustained, unanimous and generous -response of tbe body of tbebelievers to
the Plan. Much ·still remains to be
achieved, and the future still holds its
perils and uncertainties. I would, however, renew, with the utmost earnestness, my plea for perseverance, concentration and self-sacrifice, that the eyes
of an expectant world may soon witness the concrete evidence of the undiminished vitality of the Faith of
Bahil'u1lilh in that land."
Vve ask you to share this letter with
all the believers in your community,
and suggest that it be read at the Nine-
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"The NEws LETTE!< which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~
much as your resources perllllt,
that in time it rnay devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its ohject it must
combine the esseulial qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, diguity and wisdom. ~ t
sbould become a great factor In
~ting understanding, providmg information on
acti~
ity, both Iocal and foreigu, In
stimulating interest, in combating evil inJIuences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possibe' should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every comer of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
wiU devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
weU-conceived
and
world-wide measures transfonn
this N RWS LETT1tR into what I
hope wiU become the foremost
Bah,,'i JDuma! of the world."-

Baha'!

SHOGHI EFFENDI.

teen Day Feast falling so providentiallyon New Year's Eve.
Yours faithfully, in service to Shoghi
Effendi,
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and
Canada.
Meeting of the Natlonal Assembly
The proceedings of the meeting held
by the National Spiritual Assembly at
Chevy Chase, Maryland, December 8
and 9, 1928, are summarized as follows:
Communications from Shoghi Effendi
were read, both of which are published
elsewhere in this NEWS LETTER. The
Treasurer's report for the period April
I-October 31, 1928, was read and approved. The sum of $7,362.83 was received in the month of November and
$6,844.55 was spent.
Amount on
hand Kovember 30, $50,711.91. On
recommendation of the Committee for
Promotion of Plan for Unified Action,
in order to effect economy, the general
letters issued 'by that Committee are in
future to be issued through the NEWS
LETTER.
The Teaching Committee
,"vas requested to submit a complete report on its activities and policies, especially in relation to the subject of
indirect teaching and the progress being made on the teaching plan submitted at the 1927 Convention. The report of the Finance Committee was
read and approved. A vote of appreciation and thanks waS' recorded for
the generous offer of Mrs. Loulie
Mathews to donate the expense of publishing a new Prayer Book, compiled
by a special Committee some time ago.
It was rei:orded in the minutes that the
Indenture of Trust was retarded on
November 13, 1928, as document No.
10204534 in the Registry Office of
Cook County, Illinois. A resolution
relating to the World Unity -Conferences is published elsewhere, Preliminary plans were made for the 1929
Convention, as noticed in a special
article in this NEWS LETTER. The need
of a special Committee to look up references in the teachings. and also compile historical material on occasion, led
to the appointment of a Research Committee, details of whkh will be given
as soon as possible. The general letter issued some weeks ago, addressed
to BaM'i young people in order to stimurate their interest in the Temple. and
approved by the Teaching Committee,
was very much appreciated, but it was
made clear that donations should be
made only to the local or National
Baha'i Fund, and not to Committees or
individuals_ Careful consideration was

gi ven the suggestion that the National
Assembly appoint a special nineteenday prayer period during which the believers should hold daily prayer for
the success of the Temple building
plans. In view of the fact that daily
prayer is an ordinance in the teachings,
it was felt inadvisable to appoint such
a prayer period, but to point out the
need for greater individual initiative 10
these spiritual matters and also for the
utmost concentration of our -collective
forces at the Nineteen Day Feasts. It
'Was voted to infonn the believers that
friends planning to visit local Assemblies where they are personally unknown should carry proper letters of
introduction.
Guardian Requests Baha'is Not to
Observe His Birthday
The following words were written
by Shoghi Effendi to the National Assembly on November 1, 1928: "My
dear and valued co-worker: I wish to
add a few words in person regarding
the (ommemoration of my ,birthday anniversary. I would earnestly request
all the believers and Assemblies not to
observe. under any circumstances.
whether officially or privately, my
birthday anniversary. I strongly feel
that only anniversaries in connection
with the life of the Bah, Bahi'u'llih
and' Abdu'l-Baha should be celebrated
by the believers. It will, I am sure,
prove conducive to my own spiritual
growth and happiness, and would be
in the best interests 0 f our beloved
Faith. I trust that you will acquaint
all the believers with this insistent request of mine and I feel sure that they
will all joyfully respond. Your true
brother, Shoghi."
The other message from the Guardian received by the National Assembly
is quoted in Letter No.6.
Distinguished, Beloved Servant
Passes Away
On IDecember 21, 1928, the National
Assembly received the following cablegram from Shoghi Effendi:
"Bahi'u'llah's distinguished,beloved
servant Hippolyte Dreyftls-Barney
passed away. Hearts greatly afflicted.
Urge holding befitting memorials.
(Signed) Shoghi."
In a'Ccordance -with this urgent request from the Guardian, the National
Assemhly suggests that the Local Assemblies and Baha'i groups of the
United States and Canada, each accord1ng to its own conditions, arrange
as soon as possible for a meeting to
commemorate the passing of our dear
fellow-believer_ For many years host
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and inspiration of the gathering of Baha'i bodies should refrain .from emBah,,'is in Paris; scholarly translator plqying the descriptive phrase 'World
of many texts into French; devoted Unity' as the official title or designafollower and frequent companion of tion of any public meeting, in order to
'Abdu'l-Baha; closely identified with prevent misunderstanding as to the austhe Master's stay in Switzerland and pices under which all such meetings are
France; trusted co-worker of the held, inasmuch as the World Unity
Guardian; and through his extensive Foundation is a New York State cortravels known to and highly regarded poration, and we desire to avoid conby believers in Europe, Asia and lIict and confusion with the public proAmerica, M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Bar- gram of World Unity Conferences beney is one of that noble company which ing carried out in the United States and
wealth and high position did not blind Canada."
from recognizing the Manifestation,
With the permission of Mrs. Florbut on the contrary devoted their hearts ence Morton, the following words writand resources to the promotion 0 f His ten to her by Shoghi Effendi on OctoCause.
ber 14, 1928, are quoted in this place:
The friends will recall that the Guar- HMy dearest co-worker: Your most
dian made it clear at the time when Dr. welcome letter ·has brought joy,
Esslemont passed on that special strength and relief to my heart. Your
memorial meetings held the fortieth unquestioned faith, your unwavering
day after death are a Muhammadan constancy, your patience, tact and judgment, your vital and in many respects
and not a Baha'i custom.
A cablegram was sent to Mme. unique position as a connecting link
Laura Hippolyte Dreyfus - Barney, between the direct and indirect method
Paris, France, ;n the name of the Na- of teaching has endeared you to us all
tional Assembly: "American friends and earned for you increasingly our
deeply grieved passing our dear Hi]>- esteem and admiration. I pray that
polyte, a true friend and distinguished your valued efforts may be constantly
world figure in Babit'i Cause. Accept . and richly blessed by Bahi'u'llah, that
our profound sympathy and love. Na- you may he aided to add to the numtional Assembly arranging memorial ber of those who have, through the
meetings Local Assemblies United World Unity work, ·been identified
with the Cause, and thus demonstrate
States and Canada."
A cahlegram was also sent to Mr. to every doubting and wavering beMountfort Mills requesting him to rep- liever the salutary and effective results
resent rhe American Baha'is at the of your arduous and noble enterprise.
Do not, I entreat you, lose heart and
serv1ces.
continue with undaunted faith your
To Those Intending to Donate great work. Your grate ful brother,
Shoghi."
Jewelry and Other Gifts to
National Fund
Prelinrinary Notice of 1929
In connection with the donation of
Convention
gifts, the National Assembly has established the foUowing proced·ure: that
The National Assembly has taken
jewelry and other objects are to be the following action with respect to the
given direct to the Finance Committee Twenty-First Annual Convention.
(Mrs. Nellie S. French, Chairman),
I. The Convention will be held ;n
which shall make acknowledgement to the Temple Foundation Hall, Wilthe donor; and the Finance Committee mette, on Friday, Saturday and Sunshall take steps to sell these objects and day, April 26, 27 and 28, 1929.
report its sales to the National Treas2. A Convention Committee was a]>urer who shall then issue receipts to pointed, consisting of Mr. Carl Schefthe donors for all cash received from lIer, Mrs. Shelley N. Parker and Mrs.
the sales.
Willis Hilpert, with power to appoint
The National Assembly prefers to sub-committees and plan the details of
have the individual turn the gift into the Convention, under the supervision
cash and then donate the cash, rather of the National Assembly.
than the gift itself.
3. A letter was issued to all Local
----Assemblies and groups on December
The World Unity Conferences
15, 1928, requesting them to report the
The following reference to t~e number of believers on their member\Vorld Unity Conferences appears III ship rolls by January 15, 1929, so that
the minutes of the meeting held by the the National Assembly may draw up
National Assembly em December 8 and the list of Participating Communities
9, 1929: "Moved, seconded and voted and correctly assign the number of
that it is the sense of this meeting that delegates to each Community_
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Addresses Wanted
The following list of believers are
those whose mail has been returned undelivered by the Post Office. Their
present address is requested. The addresses printed are the last addre ..
known in each case.
Mrs. R. J. Fairbanks, Shoshone,
Calif.; Mrs. Kenneth C. Adams, 1120
18th St., Sacramento, Calif.; Mr. A.
~f. Morris, Tombstone, Ariz.; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Nickel, 8B Linden Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.; Mrs. Gertrude Christine, P. O. Box 398, Louisville, Ky.;
Dr. F. K. Starnes, 431 Matthewson
Place, Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. Jones, 1253
Dennison Ave., Colwnbus, 0.; Mrs.
Hattie S. Laughlin, 2000 Sunset Blvd.,
San Diego, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Jackson, 710 Blucher St., Corpus Christi, Texas; Miss Geneva Scott,
Big Spring, Ky.; Mary Schuster, 201
W. Washington Ave., McAlester,
Okla.; Mr. Arthur M. Jones, 1860
Preble St., Charleston, Wash.; Rev. Eli
McAm, Samarkand, N. c.; Mrs. Leon
]. Cooper, Springdale, Conn.; Miss A.
Bander, The New Edgewood. Delawater Water Gap, Pa.; Mrs. Aletta B .
Martin, R. D. I, Box 112, Riverside,
Calif.; Mr. Alexander Baker, 214 Jefferson St., San Antonio, Texas; Mrs.
Edw. Tipton, 403 Grandview Ave.,
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Important Notice by Publishing
Committee
On all orders received by the Bahil'i
Publishing Committee after the da.te of
this NEWS LETTER, the discount given
to the local Librarians on orders
amounting to $10 or more will be 33
per cent, instead of the 10 per cent
hitherto allowed. Postage, express,
customs duty and all other similar
charges will be borne by the Librari~
On orders from individuals, not L"
brarians and not representing a Baha'i
Assembly or group, a discount of 10
per cent will be given when orders
amount to $10 or more.
The believers are requested to note
that this larger discount on- books sold
to Bah,,'i Communities places at the
disposal of each Spiritual Assembly an
entirely new source of revenue for the
local Baha'i Fund. As the Cause progresses, and as the friends are trained
to handle these affairs with efficiency,
the -income resulting £rom the sa.le 0 f
Baha'i literature will become extreme
Iy important.
A new edition of The Bah,,'i Revelation, -by Thornton Cbase, is now ready
and the price per copy is $2.00.
Orders for Attsr of Rose, in vials
at $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00, may be sent
4

4
to the Publishing Committee.
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A dis-

count of 20 per cent is given on orders
o £ one or more dozen vials.

News of Activities in Foreign
Assemblies
The following brief notes are taken

Teaching Outline on Material and
Divine Science
The Outline Bureau of the National
Teaching Committee, consisting. of
Mrs. Marion Little, Mr. R. C. Collison
and )"lrs. Doris McKay (Secretary)
has issued a special letter to the Local
Assemblies and groups, dated December 12, 1928, announcing a new Teach-

ing Outline on the above topic.

The

Outline, supplied in the form of mime-

ographed sheets, offers the greatest assistance to individuals and groups de-

siring to study the relation of the
Baha'i Teaching to Science in a thorough and a.o:urate manner. By using this and other Outlines to be prepared by the same Committee, the

from recent letters received from As-

semblies in Europe and the Orient, and
many items have also been supphed
through the courtesy of Mrs. Bedikian.
:NEWS LETTER No 1, dated September 11, 1928, has been issued by the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Iraq. By this new ~dium,
published in English, the friends are
given information about the Cause In
one of the most significant Bahi'i centers 0 f the war Id. In the village 0 f
Avashiq, near Baghdad, a Mashriqu'lAdhkar is now under construction, and

already has produced widespread interest in the Cause. At Baghdad the believers mair::tain a guest house at \'{h~ch
Bahi'j travelers are invited to enJoy

friends have an opportunity to educate

the hospitali,ty of the Assembly.

themselves along universal lines. to a
degree imp<JSSible in any college or uni-

recent visit of Mrs.. Florence Evelyn
Schopflocher receives enthusiastic com·
ment. and the ~EWS LETTER in fact is
accompanied by a separate report em-

versity. The cost price of the first
Teaching Outline is fifteen cents, and
orders are to be sent to :}Irs. Doris
McKay, Secretary, Pre-Emption Road,
Geneva, N. Y.

The BahA'i Magazine
Contents of the B<>hJ'i M"I}azine,
Star of the West, for October, 1928:
Wonder-\Vorking Rays, by 'Abdu1Baha; Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb;
Each Hour is Yours, by Ruth Ellis
Moffett; President Thomas Masaryk,
by Martha L. Root; The Problem of
YoutlJ,by Rosa V. Winterburn; Children's Purposes and Education, by
Genevieve L. Coy; The Dual Nature
of Man, by Walter B. Guy, MID.;
Lighted Lamps, by Sophronia Aoki;
EdllCating the Personality, by KeIth
Ransom-Kehler;
'Abdu'I-Baha
in
A';'erica, by Dr. Zia Bagdadi; Phyllis
Wheatley-An African Genius, by
¥ary Church Terrell; World Thought
and Progress.
Contents for November, 1928: How
Humanity Finds Security, by 'Abdu'lBah:\.; Editorial, hy Stan wood Cobb;
International Congresses Use Esperanto, by Martha L. Root; kNew Child
Born to the Pacific, by Alexander
Hume Ford; America's Asiaward Destiny, by Stanwood Cobb; Significance
of the Women's Pan-Pacific Conference, Compilation by Julia Goldman;
Complete Healing, by Walter B. Guy,
M.D.; Religion and Education, by
Marzieh Nabil; Can Races Harm(>nize?
A Significant Inter-Racial Conference,
by Louis G. Gregory; 'Abdu'I-Baha in
America, by Dr. Zia Bagdadi.

The

bodying a summary of an address
which Mrs. Schopflocher delivered at
the general meeting of the Baghdad
believers on July I. The:N. S. A. of
Iraq is now f ormi ng a general re f erence library in the Baha'i headquarters.

One of the Baghdad believers, Haji
Mahmood Kassaba j i, has donated
three houses to Shoghi Effendi, to be
used, in the future, in connection with
the Houses of Bahi'u'llah.
An interesting general letter was is-

sued by the devoted workers of the
International Baha'i Bureau, Geneva,

Switzerland. on August I.: The following statement win be carefully considered by an believers: "We must
take into consideration that this is the
first International Baha'i Bureau ever

established. and that it cannot attain to
a fulfilment oi its office, either in name
or "'Imrk, until it becomes internati~nal
in character as a

body cooperative,

through the united interest and efforts
of the ;friends throughout the Baha'i
World. The importance of this function can ·be easily realized when

on~

visits Geneva and finds the points 01
coatact .possible. and those already
formed by those bodies working here.
. . . It is hoped that all the National
Assemblies may consider these facts
with earnest prayer and consultation,

and arrive at some plan whereby the
hopes and desires of Shoghi Effendi
regarding this Center may be actuated."
It is a matter of grateful joy to the
friends !'hat the Baha'i delegate to the
Preliminary Conference of the Univer-

sal Religious Peace Conierence, which
held sessions at Geneva on September
12, 13, and 14 last, was made chairman
of the most important committee-that
which drafted the s.tatement explaining
the purpose 0 f the Conf erence to the

general public. This delegate was Mr.
Mountfort :\fills. Another friend of
the Cause, Mr. Alfred W. ~[artin, of
New York City, delivered what was
generally considered to be the most inspiring and spiritual address heard by
the Conference.

In the general letter published by the
National Assembly of Tihran on July
20, the encouraging statement is made
that a recent letter written by' the

Guardian to Jinabi Fadil gives assurance that existing difficillties and troubles faced by the friends in Persia will
soon vanish away. At Sari, in the
1{azendaran district, a house has been

purchased for use as the local Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and the Cause is progressing favorably throughout that district.

A believer in Isfahan has trans-

ferred his house and other property to
the local Spiritual Assembly for the
establishment of a Bahi'i Girls' School.
Fifteen hundred believers voted in
the annua.l election held for the mem-

bers of the Spiritual Assembly of Ishqabad. At the request of Shoghi Effendi, Jinabi Fadil spent last year
teaching in various cities of Turkes-tan
and Caucasia, where he overca.me great

obstacles. By his efforts and influence,
the House of Teaching has been completed on the grounds 0 f the Mashriqu'I-Adhkir at Ishqabad. It is open
five ·hours daily, under the direction of
teachers who speak Persian, Turkish

and Russian. On the last day of Ridvim, the Ishqabad believers celebrated
the thirtieth anniversary of the founding of the Boys' School with impressive
ceremonies which attracted wide attention.

Miss Fanny Knobloch has resumed
with great success her mission in
South Africa. Among the many meet·
ings she 'has held have ·been one in the
Pretoria Prison, at the invitation of

the matron, and one before the third
year students of Pretoria Conege.
Mr. Lows Bourgeois Addresses
Illinois Society of Architects
An lUlusual opportunity for serving
the Cause was given to )'fr. Louis

Bourgeois, architect of the )..[ashriqu'lAdhkar in America, in an invitation to

address the Illinois Society of Architects on September 2S last. The subject assigned Mr. Bourgeois was The
Baha'i Temple.
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LETTERS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
To tile beloved of lile Lord and tire
handmaids of tile M ercifullilroughout
the West
Dearly-beloved brothers and sisters in
'Abdu'I-BaM:
Events, of a startling character and
of the utmost significance to the Faith
of BaM'u'Uih, have recently transpired throughout the Near and Middle
East in such rapid succession, that I
feel moved to write about them to those
who, in distant lands and with eager
hearts, are waimng to witness the fulfilment of the prophecies of Baha'u'llah. You will, I am certain, rejoice
with me to learn that the quickening
forces of internal reform are swiftly
awakening from their age-long slumber of negligence those lands which,
trodden by the feet of Bah,,'u'I1Ah and
wherein are enshrined the memorable
scenes of His birth, His ministry, His
exiles, His banishments, His suffering and His ascension, are destined in
the fulness of time to play a preeminent role in the regeneration of the
East-nay of all mankind.
From Persia, the cradle of our Faith
and the object of our tenderest affections, there breaks upon US' the news
of the first stirrings of that social and
political Reformati(}ll which, as we
firmly believe, is but the direct and
unavoidable consequence of that great
spiritual Revival ushered in by the
Revelation of Bahi'u'lI£th. These social and political forces now released
by the Source of such a tremendous
Revival are bound in their turn to de~
molish one bv one the barriers that
have so long impeded its flow. sapped
its vitality and obscured its radiance.
From a communication addressed to
me recently by the National Spiritual
Assembly of the BaM'is of Persia, as
well as from reliable reports submOtted by the local representatives of the

Persian belien:Ts, and confirmed bv the
vh'id narrative of visiting pilgrims, it
is becoming ~ncreasingly manifest that
the glowing promises so many times
uttered by our departed Master are,
with extraordinary exactitude and remarkable swiftness, being successively
fulfilled. Reforms of a revolutionary
character are, without bloodshed and
with negligible resistance, gradually
transfonning the very basis and structUfe of Persia's primitive society. The
essentials of public -security and order are being energetically provided
throughout the length and breadth of
the Shah's dominion. and are hailed
with particular gratification by that
much harassed section of the population---our long-suffering brethren 01
that land. The rapidity, the incredible
ease, v.nith which the enlightened proposals 0 f its government, in matters
of education, trade and finance, means
of transportation and travel, and the
development of the country'S' internal
resources, are receiving the unqualified sanction of a hitherto reactionary
Legislature, and are overcoming the resistance and apathy of the masses, have
undoubtedly tended to hasten the
emancipacion of our Persian brethren
from the remaining fetters of a once
despotic and blood-stained regime.
The severely repressive and humiliating measures undertaken on the initiative of progressive provrincial Governors, and with the connivance of
State officials in the Capital, aiming
at the scattering and ultimate extinction of a rapidly waning clergy, such
as degradation, detainment. deportation and in some cases pitiless execution, are paving the way for the entire
removal of the shackles imposed hy
an ignorant and fanatical priesthood
upon the administration of State affairs. r n matters of dres5; in the ob-
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ligatory enforcement of a uniform style
of national head-gear; in the strict limik"tion of the number, the rights and the
prerogatives of high ecclesiastical officials; in the growing unpopularity
of the vcil among almost every section
of society; in the marked distinction
which unofficially and in various phases
of public life is being made by an enlightened and pressing minority between the tattering forms of a discredited Ecclesiasticism and the civil
rights and duties of civili.zed society;
in the general laxity in religious observances and ceremonies; in the slow
and hidden process of secularization invading many a government department
under the courageous guidance of the
Governors of outlyoing provinces-in
all of these a discerning eye can easily
discover the symptoms that augur well
for a future that .is sure to witness the
formal and complete separation of
Church and State.
To this uplifting" movement, various
external factors are being added that
are tending to hasten and stimulate this
process of dnternal regeneration so
significant in the life 01 renascent
Persia. The multiplicity and increasing facilities in the means of transportation and travel; the State visit
of energetic and enlightened reformers to Persia's capital: the forthcoming
and widely-advertised journey 01 the
Shah himself to the progressive capitals of Western Europe; the repercussion of Turkey's astounding reforms
among an essentially sensitive and re·
cepbve people; the loltd and persistent
clamor of a revolting order in Russia
against the evil domination and dark
plottings of all forms 01 religious sectarianism: the relentless vigor with
which Afghanistan'S ambitious Ruler,
reinforced by the example of his gradous Consort, is pursuing his campaign of repression against a similar
order of a corrnpted clergy at .b.ome-
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all tend to lend their force in fostering and fashioning that public opinion

,.."ork, and for the gradual execUtdon
among themselves, within the limits

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY

which can alone provide an enduring
baSois for the reform Movement des-

of the Baha'is .of the United States
and Can.da

tined to usher in that golden Era
craved for by the followers 01 the
Faith in Baha'u'llih's native land.
As a direct consequence 01 the birth

imposed upon them by the State, of the
1aw s and ordinances revealed j n the
Kitabu'l-Aqdas. Words fail me to describe the feelings of those patiently
suffering brethren of ours in that land
who, with eyes <Lim with tears and
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of this new consciousness in the life of
the nation, as evidenced -by these early

and praise, are witnessing on every side

stirrings in the minds of the people,
both high and low, meetings of an

May Maxwell
Louis G. Gregory

and with increasing force the unfold~
ment of a Faith which they have served

elaborate character, unprecedented -in
the number of their attendants, in the

.so well and love so dearly.

tone of the public addresses, in the undisturbed atmosphere 01 their proceedings, and the general impressiveness of
their organization, have been publicly
held in Tihran, under the auspices of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the

being received from that steadfast and
cheerlul band of exultant believers,

AmelO. Collins
Ne1ne S. French

Office of the Secretary
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Baha'is of Persia. Particularly significant and impressive were those that

1821 Uncoln Street

were held in the Hwratu'I-Quds, the

Evanston, Ill.

administrative and spiritual center of

the Faith in the Capital, on the occaCable address: Baha\ New York

"The NEWS LETTEIl. which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, :,S
much as your resources permlt,
Ibat in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional.

humanitarian,

financial,

educational and otherwise. Tbat
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. .It
should become a great factor In
promoting u~derstanding, ,prov!ding information on Bah! 1 activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, .and in '!ph?lding and safegnardmg the mstltutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible; should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its infonnation, and

should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
well-conceived
and
devising
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Barn\'; Joumal of the world."SBOGBI EFYIINDI.

sion of the twin Festivals commemorating the declaration of the Bah and

the birth 01 'Abdu'I-Baha, at the chief
01 which nO less than two thousand
representative Baha'is and non-Bahajis,
leaders of public opinion State officials
and foreign representatives were officially invited. The addresses stress-ing
j

the unhersality of the Teachings of
the Cause, the formal and ordered
character of the proceedings so unusual a feature to a gathering of such

proportions,

the

mingling

of

the

Baha 'j s \'\0' ith the recognized representa ~
tives of progressive thought in the

Capital who, by virtue of their high
office and stately appearance, lent color

and weight to the concourse 01 attending believers, have all contributed to
enhance the brilliance and spiritual sig~

nificance of that gathering on that
memorable occasion.
:Moreover, reports of a hight)' encouraging nature, are being continual~

Iv received from local Assemblies and
iitdividual belie \' ers, giving the names
and stating the numuer of inAuential
Persians who, hitheTto reluctant to de-

clare openly their faith in Baha'u'lIah,
are as a result of this reassu:r.ing and
promising state of affairs emerging

lrom the obscurity 01 their concealment and enlisting under the erected

banner

of

Bahii'u'llah.

This

has

served to embolden the followers of
the Faith to take the necessary steps,

under the direction 01 thei r local Assemblies, for the rt.nstitution of Baha'i

schools, for the holding 01 public
gatherings, for the establishment of
Baha'i hostels, libraries and public
baths, for the construction of official
headquarters for their administrative

hearts Q\'erllowing with thanksgiving

Accounts
pathetic and ,inspiring in their tone are

and are being shared with the resident

friends in the Holy Land who, having
had the privilege 01 dose and .continued
association with the person of 'Abdu'lBaha, cannot but marvel at the range,
the potency and accuracy a f the
prophecies of their departed Master.
From Turkey. on whose soil, fOT"
well nigh three score years and ten,
were ena-cted some of the sublimest and
most tragic scenes in the annals of the
Cause; Turkey, under whose ru1e

Baha'u'llih twice proclaimed Himself,
was thrice exiled and hanished, and
finally ascended to the Ahhit K.;ngdom,
and where 'Abdu'I-Baha spent more
than fifty years of His Life, in incarceration and suffering; has of late been
rudely awakened to a Call which it has
so long obstinately despised and ignored. Following on the overthrow
01 that effete theocracy, resting on the
twin institutions 01 the Caliphate and
Sultanate-those two sinister forces

that have combined to inflict the deadliest blows to our beloved Faith in the
earliest stages of its infancy and
growth - an uncompromising policy
aiming at the secularization of the

State and the disestablishment of
Islam was initiated and carried ont
with exemplary vigor. Religious institutions and monastic orders which

under the guise of religious propaganda were converted into hot-beds of
political intrigue and sedition were peremptorily dosed, their adherents scattered and banished, their funds confiscated, their privileges and prerogatives

abolished. None, save the little band
of Bahit'u'lIah's devoted followers, escaped the trenchant ax of the pitiless
reformer; all, without fear or favor,
had to submit to his searching investigations, his dictatorial edicts, his severe

and irrevocable jndgment.
Lately,
however, the Turkish Government,
faithful to its policy of ceaseless vigilance. and fearful of the growing activities of the Baha'is under its rule,

decided to order the Police in the town
of Smyrna to conduct a close investi-
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gation into the purpose, the character
and the effects of Baha'i activity in
that town, No sooner were the representative Baha'is in that Jocality arrested and conducted to the La w
Courts for purposes of investigation,
than the President of the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly of Constantinople who,
having read an the morning papers the
report of the Smyrna incident, had re--

and una ware, such publicity to our be-

loved Faith which no campaign of
teaching, however elaborately organized by the believers themselves, could
ever hope to achieve at the present time.

Surely the invincible arm of Baha'u'!lah, worloing through strange and
mysterious ways, will continue to guard
and uphold, to steer the course, to con-

solidate, and eventually to achieve the
world-wide recognition and triumph of
His holy Faith.
And while the East, through suffer-
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if they be faithful to their trust, claim
and fulfil a preeminent share in the collective contributions offered by the
Baha'is of the world.
For this reason do I feel impelled to
direct my incessant plea in particuJar

to the followers of the Faith in the
United States and Canada to arise and
play their part, while there is yet time,
and not to aHow their earnest stn vings

taken to the Police Headquarters where
he soon afterwards was joined by the
other members of the Assembly. The
official searching of their homes, the

acceptance of God's holy Faith, let us

to be swamped and superseded by the
self-sacrificing heroism of the multitude 0 f their breth ren in P-ersia. Again
I feel the urge to remind you one and
all of the necessity of keeping ever in
mind this fundamental verity that the

turn for a moment our gaze to the

efficacy of the spiritual forces centering

Western Hemisphere, and particularly

seizure of whatever Bah.i'j Irlterature

to the American continent, and attempt

in, and radiating from, the first Mashriqu'l-Adhlcir in the West will in a
great measure depend upon the extent

solved unsummoned to offer the necessary explanations to the authorities
concerned, was in his turn arrested and

ing and turmoil, is rnovri.ng on in its
slow and toilsome march towards the

they had in their possession, their to visualize the possibilities of the futwenty-four hour detention at the Po- ture spread of the Cause, and to estilice station, the searching severity of mate afresh those golden yet swiftly
the cross-examination to which they passing opportunities which Baba'were subjected-all proved powerless u'llah in those far-away lands has acto alarm and shake the faith of those corded to His chosen people. I feel
-intrepid champions of the Cause, or to thoroughly convinced, and am moved
evince anything detrimental to the best to share this firm conviction within me
interests of the State. On the con- with that great company of western betrary, they served to deeply impress lievers, that in the speedy resumption
upon the minds and hearts of the of- of the sorely-neglected construction of
ficials concerned the sublimity, the in- the Mashriqu'I-AdhkiLr at Wilmette
nocence, and the dynamic force 0 f the lies our undoubted privilege, our priFaith of Bahit'u'llah. So much so that mary obligation, our most vital opportheir books were returned, a genuine tunity to lend an unprecedented imdesire to deepen their knowledge of the petus to the advancement of the Cause,
Cause was expressed by their exam- not only throughout the West but in
iners, and widespread publicity, as re- every country of the world. I would
Jlected in the articles of about a dozen not stress at this moment the prestige
leading newspapers of Turkey, was ac- and good name of the Cause, much as
corded by the Government, proclaim- they are involved in this most pressing
ing the innocence of the Cause and issue, I would not dwell upon the eager
lifting up the ban that now so oppres- expectancy with which the unnumbered
sively weighs upon reJigious institu- followers of the Faith as well as the
vast number of the non-believers in
tions in Turkey.
From Constantinople in European almost every section of society throughTurkey to the eastern confine. of Ana- out the East are awaiting to behold that
tolia, on the banks of the river Eu- noble structure rear Irts head in the
phrates, where a small and flourishing heart of that far-western continent;
Balta'i Community has been recently nor would I expatiate on the ineffable
established, a wave of public interest, beaut)' of this holy edifice, its towering
criticism and inquiry has been sweep- glory, its artistic design. its unique
ing over the surface of the land, character, or its functions .in the oras witnessed by the character and num- ganic life of the Baha'i community of
ber of the leading articles, the ;!lustra- the future. But I would with all the
tions and caricatures that have- appear- strength of my conviction emphasize
ed in the most prominent newspapers the immeasurable spiritual significance
of the capital and the provincial towns of an edifice, so beauteous, so holy,
of Asiatic Turkey. Not only Turkey, erected solely by the concerted efforts,
but its neighboring countries of the strained to the utmost degree of se[fEast and the West, have lifted up their sacrifice, of the entire body of the bevoice in the vindication of the Baha'i lievers who are funy conscious of the
truth. From information thus far significance of the Revelation of
gathered we learn that in Hungary, in Baha'u'!lah. In this vast endeavor, un'Ira.q, Egypt and Syria, and as far west paralleled in modern times. in its
as France and England, newspapers world-wide range, its spontaneity, its
have, of their own aecord, with vary- heroic and holy character, the Ameri-

to which we, the pioneer workers in
that Jand wall, with clear vision, un-.

quenchable faith, and inflexible determination, resolve to voluntarily abnegate temporal advantages in our support of so meritorious an endeavor.

The higher the degree of our renunciation and self-sacrifice, the wider the

range of the contributing believers, the
more apparent will become the vitalizing forces that are to emanate from

this unique and sacred edifice; and the
greater, in consequence, the stimulating
effect it wil1 exert upon the propaga-

tion of the Faith in the days to come.
Not by the abundance of our donations,
not even hy the spontaneity of our efforts, but rather by the degree of selfabnegation which our contributions will
entail, can we effectively promote the
speedy realization of 'Abdu'I-BaIt:i's
cherished desire. How great our responsibility, how immense our task,

how priceless the advantages that we
can reap!
I cannot refrain, however, from
giving expression to my gratifica-

tion and appreciation of the substantial and continued support already

accorded,

and

in

particular

during the past year by the believers in
the United States and Canada, under
the wise and judicious direction of their
elected national representatives, to the
Plan of Unified Action, whose declared
purpose is to insure, ere the present
Baha'i year comes to a close, the rais-

ing of the funds required for the building of the lirst Unit of the Mashriqu1Adhkar. The vigilance and fidelity
with which the National Assembly of
the United States and Canada has observed its p1edge in connection with

ing degree of a.ecuracy, and in more or

can believers, on the soil of whose

the limitation of the current administrative expenses of the Cause, and the
zeal and ready response manifested by
local Assemblies and individual believ-

less detail, reported this incident in

country Baha'u1Iah's first universal
House of "vorship is to be built, must,

ers to curtail their local and personal
expenditures in order to concentrate

their co]umns, and have given, unasked
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on the Temple Fund, are worthy of the
highest praise, and will deservedly attract the manifold blessings of a loving and bountiful Master. ;VIuch indeed has been a~complished during this
past year of concentrated and consecrated self-sacrifice for so glorious a
purpose, Much more still remains un·
aehieved if we are to vindicate, in the
eyes of an expectant world, the honorable name, the inexhaustible and miraculous vntality of the Revelation of
BaM.'u'lJah.
In the mid-wat~hes of the night, commemorating the passing of Him Who
with His own hands laid the head-corner stone of His Father's House of
Worship in that land, seated within the
hallowed precincts of His shrine, and
keeping vigil in the ~ompany of His
closest companions, I have more than
once in the midst of my devotions
prayerfully remembered those chosen
ones of God on whose shoulders has
fallen so weighty a responsibility,
whose destiny is to bring to full fruition
so excellent a heritage. I have recalled
on that peaceful and moonlit night,
with much emotion and gratitude, the
inestimable bounties He lavished while
on earth upon you. I have revived in
my memory the glowing protu'.es that
His unfailing guidance and "graciolls
assistance would continue from His
station on high to be showered upon
you. I have pictured in my mind that
beauteous vision of a Cause unfolded
in all its glory which in His immortal
writings He has reveaJed unto you.
And with my head upon His threshold,
I have prayed and prayed again that
we may all prove ourselves worthy disciples of so gracious a .Master, that \'\:e
may, when caHed unto Him, transmit,
undiminished and unimpai red, our
share of the immeasurably precious
heritage bequeathed by Him to us all.
And in closing, dearly-beloved
friends, what more appropriate thought
with which to conclude my fervent
plea than these pregnant words fallen
from the lips of Baha'u'llah: "0 My
friends! I bear witness that the Di,,;ne
Bounty has been vouchsafed unto )rou~
His Argum.ent has been made manifest, His Proof has been revealed, and
His Guidance has shone forth upon
you. Let it ttoU' be seen what }'our
endeavors in the path of renuncWti01'1
can reveal. n
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Hoi fa, Palestine,
December 6, 1928.
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To the beloved of the Lord and the
handmaids of the Merciful throughout
the East and West.
Dear feHow-workers:
1 desire to convey to you in a few
words my impressions of the recently
published "Baha'i World," copies of
which, I understand, have already,
thanks to the assiduous care and indefatigable efforts displayed by the Publishing Committee of the American National SpiritUal Assembly, been widely
distributed among the Baha'i countries
of East and West.
This unique record of world-wide
Raha'i activity attempts to present to
the general public, as well as to the
student and scholar, tho~ historical
facts and fundamental principles that
constitute the distinguishing features
of the Message of Bahii'u'llah to this
age. I have ever since: its inception
taken a keen and sustained interest in
its development, have persoually participated in the collection of its materiat the arrangement of its contents,
and the close scrutiny of whatever data
it contains.
I confidently and emphatically recommend it to every thoughtful and
eager follower of the Faith, whether
in the East or in the ·West, whose desire is to place in the hands of the critical and intelligent inquirer, of whatever class, creed or color, a work that
can truly witness to the high purpose,
the moving history, the enduring
achievements, the resistless march and
infinite prospects of the Revelation of
Baha'u'llah. Eminently readahle and
attractive in its features, reliable and
authoritative in the materiaI it contains,
up-to-date, comprehensive and aCcurate in the mass of information it
gives, concise and persuasive in its
treatment of the fundamental aspects
of the Cause, thoroughly representative
in the illustrations and photographs it
reveals :-it stands unexceHed and unapproached by any publication of its
kind in the varied literature of our beloved Cause. It will, without the
slightest doubt, if generously and vigorously supported, arouse unpreceoented interest among all dasses of
civilized society.
I earnestly request you, dearly-beloved friends, to exert the utmost efiort for the prompt and widespread
circulation of a book that so faithfully
and vividly portrays, in all its essential
features, its far-reaching ramifications
and most arresting aspects, the aU-encompassing Faith of Baha'u'llah.
\Vhatever assistance, financial or
moral, extended by Baha'i Spiritual
Assemblies and individual believers, to
those who have been responsible for
such a highly valuable and representa-

tive production will, it should be remembered, be directly utilized to advance the interests and reinforce the
funds that are being raised in behalf
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkilr, and will indirectly serve to exert a most powerful stimulus in removing the malicious
misrepresentations and unfortunate
misunderstandings that have so long
and so grievously clouded the luminous
Faith of Baha'u'llah.
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Hai fa, Palestine,
December 6, 1928.
The Episode of the Turkish
Government
The following inspiring account of
the searching examination of the Baha'i Cause by representatives of the
Turkish Government, its complete vindication from suspicion of political
aims, and the consequent extraordinary
increase of public interest, is taken
from a letter written by Sadik Noun
Bey, chairman of the Spiritual Assembly of Constantinople, to Shoghi Effendi, on October 17, 1928. This letter was forwarded by one of the
Guardian's secretaries with the request
that it be published in the NEWS
LETTER.

"Tuesday, October 9, I found the
following item in the morning paper:
'Secret Society Unmasked by the Polire. The police have seized at Smyrna
several persons who are affiliated with
a society called BaJuJ'i, the center of
which is at Constantinople. . . . This
society was formed for secret political
aims. . . . The members at Smyrna
have been arrested and turned over to
the "Courts.'
"While preparing to go to the authorities to correct this misunderstanding, a secret service agent arrived to
take me to the Chief of Police. . . . I
was questioned by a group of high officials. . . . One would have said that
it was no longer I who talked, but that
'Abdu'l-Baha was defending His
Cause. . . . This event is important
because it was the first time such a
thing happened in an Islamic country.
. . . I felt the confirmation increase
to the degree that my questioners
changed their severe expression and
one of them said, 'Certainly there is
good in what you say; are there books
that one can read about it? . . . Our
literature was taken to the Chief of
Police. . . . The next day for eight
hours I answered nuestions. . . . The
result 0 f this examination proved that
we had no political aims. . . . The
Cause is no longer unknown in
Turkey."
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.. .- LETTERS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
To the beloved of the Lord and
the handmaids of the M erdfu!
throughout Ihe West.
Dearly-beloved brothers and sisters in
'Abdu'I-Baha!
With feelings of profound sorrow I
am moved to address you these few
lines mourning the loss which the Cause
has undoubtedly sustained by the passing of one who, for many years and in
circumstances of exceptional significance, rendered the sacrednr..~old
distinctive and inestimable sennce:;.
The hand of Divine Decree has removed, by the death of our talented
and dearly-beloved friend, Mr. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney, yet another
outstanding figure iu the' Cause of
Bah:i.'u'lIah, who, by his brilliant gifts
of mind and heart as well as by the
divers achievements of his life, has
truly enriched the annals of God's immortal Faith.
A pioneer of the Canse of Baha'u'llith ever since its celestial light first
warmed and illuminated the West, he
has, by his close association with the
person of 'Abdu'I-Baha, by his contact
with all sections of society, by his
scholarly presentation of the history.
and fundamentals of the Faith, and
lastly by his unforgettable share in the
settlement of the complex and pressing
issues that called for expert assistance
in the days following 'Abdu'I-Bah:i's
passing, achieved a standing which
few have as yet attained.
The days- of his spiritual communion WIth 'Abdu'I-Bah:i. and His
household within the walls of the prison-city of 'Akk:i., wherein he imbibed
the principles which he later so ably
expounded to the peoples of the West;
his pre-eminent role on his return to
Paris in kindling the torch which is destined to shed eternal iIlumination upon
his native land and its people; the links

of abiding fellowship which he forged
with our Persian brethren in the course
of the historic mission entrusted to his
charge by our Beloved; the seeds
which he SClttered far and wide during his subsequent travels to the heart
of Asia, throughout India, beyond the
remotest villages of Burma and as far
as the eastern con fines 0 f Indo-China;
the able support he lent in its initial
and intermediary stages to the case of
Baha'u'llith's house in Bagdad; his unhesitating intervention with State offidals in paving the way for the ultimate emancipation 0 f our Egyptian
brethren from the yoke of orthodox
Islam; the stimulating encouragement
his visit caused to the Baha'i communityof Tunis on the northern shores
of Africa; and last but not least the
ability and diligence with which he ap-plied himself to the solution of the delicate and vexing problems of the Holy
Land in the critical years following
'Abdu'l-Baha's ascension-all stand
out as memorable landmarks in a life"
that was as varied in its international
aspec~s as it was rich in its spiritual
expenence.
His gifts of unfailing sympathy and
pel}etrating insight, his wide knowledge
and mature experience. all of which he
utilized for the glory and propagation
of the Message of Baha'u'Hah, will be
gratefully remembered by future generations who, as the. days go by, wiIl
better estimate the abiding value of the
rcsponsibiUties he shouldered for the
introduction and consolidation of the
Baha'i Faith in the "Vestern world.
Suffering as he did in his last days
from the effects of a slow and painful
illness, he bore heroically his share of
the amictions of the world, and is now
in the realms of blissful deliverance
partaking his full share of the goodly
reward which he certainly deserved.

To me, and particularly amid the storm
and stress that have agitated my life
after 'Abdu'I-Baha's passing, he was a
sustaining and comforting companion,
a most valued counsellor an intimate
and trusted friend.
With much emotion and the deepest
sense of gratitude r supplicate at the
holy Threshold-<md request you to
join with me in my prayers-for the
spiritual advancement in the realms
above of a soul who by the sheer merit
of the signal services he rendered already deserVes to rank highly among
the departed faithful.
May he forever rest in peace.
eSigned) SHOGHI.
Hai fa, Palestine,
December 21, 1928.
J

The beloved of the Lord and the IuJndmaids of the M ..dful throughout
Ihe Wesl.
Dearly-beloved co-workers:
Whilst the Baha'is of Persia, constituting the overvMelming majority
of the adherents of the Baha'i Faith
in eastern lands, are tasting the firstfruits of their long-dreamed emancipation, a not ·inconsiderable section of
Baha'u'lI:ih's following in the East,
inhabiting the provinces of Caucasus
and Turkistan, are being subjected to
trials and tribulations not very dissimilar, though inferior in intensity, to the
afflictiofis borne so long and so heroically by their Persian brethren.
I n my last communication to you I
have attempted to depict the nature
and swiftness of those liberating
forces which today are being released
in Persia by an enlightened regime
determined to shake off with unconcealed contempt the odious fetters of a
long standing tyranny. And r feel
that a description of the very perplexing situation with which our
brethren in Russia find themselves con-
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"The NEWS LETT"" which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, !-"
much as your resources pernut,
that in time it may devote a special section to every pbase of your
activities, administrative, devotiona1, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providmg information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institntions of the Cau.e. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every comer of the globe.
I cherish geest hope. for its immediate futnre, and I trust you
will devote your speeial attention to its development, and by
devising
weII-eonceived
and
world-wide measures transform
thi. NEWS LETra into what I
hope wiD become the foremMt
Bahi'l Journal of the world"SUOGUI EPnNDl.

fronted at present will serve to complete the picture which responsible believers in the West must bear in mind
of the critical and swiftly moving
changes that are transforming the face
of the East.
Ever since the counter-revolution
that proclaimed throughout the length
and breadth of Czarist Russia the dictatorship of the Proletariat, and the
subsequent incorporation of the semiindependent territories of Caucasus
and Turkistan within the orbit of Soviet rule, the varied and numerous
Baha'i institutions established in the
past by heroic pioneers of the Faith
have been brought into direct and
sudden contact with the internal convulsions necessitated by the establishment and maintenance of an order so
fundamentally at variance with Russia' 5 previous regime. The avowed
purpose and action of the responsible
heads of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics who, within their recognized
and legitimate rights, have emphatically proclaimed and vigorously pursued
their policy of uncompromising opposition to all forms of organized religious propaganda, have by their very
nature created for those whose primary
obligation is to labor unremittingly
for the spread of the Baha'i Faith a
state of affairs that is highly unfortunate and perplexing.
For -ten years,
however, ever since the promulgation
01 that policy, by some miraculous interposition of Providence, the Baha'is
of Soviet Russia have been spared the
strict application to their, institutions
of the central principle that directs and
animates the policy of the Soviet state.
Although subjected, as all Russian citizens have be~n, ever since the outbreak of the Revolution, to the unfortunate consequences of civil strife and
external war, and particularly to the
internal commotions that must neces·
sarily accompany far-reaching changes
in the structure of society, such as partial expropriation of private property,
excessive taxation and the curtailment
of the right of personal initiative and
enterprise; yet in matters of worship
and in the conduct of their administrative and purely non-political activities they have, thanks to the benevolent attitude of their rulers, enjoyed
an almost unrestricted freedom in the
exereise of their public duties.
Lately, however, due to eircumstances wholly beyond their control
and without being in the least implicated in political or subversive activity, our BaM'i brethren in those provinees have had to endure the rigid application of the principles already

enunciated by the state authorities and
universally enforced with regard to
all other religious communities under
their sway. Faithful to their policy
of expropriating in the interests of
the State all edifices and monuments
of a religious character, they have a
few months ago approached the Baha'i representatives in Turkistan, and
after protracted negotiations with
them, decided to claim and enforce
their right of ownership and control of
that most cherished and universally
prized Baha'i possession, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkitr of 'Ishqabad. The insistent and repeated_ representations
made by the Bah,,'is, dutifully submitted and stressed by their local and
national representative., and duly reinforced by the action of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bah,,'is of
Persia, emphasizing the international
character and spiritual significance of
the Edifice and its close material as
well as spiritual connection with the
divers BahaJi communities throughout
the East and West, have alas! proved
of no avail.
The beloved Temple
which had been seized and expropriated and for three months closed under the seal of the Municipal authorities was reopened and meetings were
aIlnwed to be conducted within its
wads only after the acceptance and
signature by the BaM'i Spiritual Assembly of 'Ishqubad of an elaborate
contract drawn by the Soviet authorities and recognizing the right of undisputed ownership by the State of the
Mashriqui'l-Adhkilr and its dependencies. According to this contract, the
Temple is rented by the State for a
period of five years to the local Bahati community of that town, and in
it are stipulated a number of obligations, financial and otherwise, expressly providing for fines and penalties
in the event -of the evasion or infringement of its provisions.
To these measures which the State,
in the free exercise of its legitimate
rights, has chosen to enforce, and with
which the Baha'is, as befits their position as loyal and law-abiding citizens, have complied, others have followed which though of a different
character are none the less grievously affecting our beloved Cause. In
Baku, the seat of the Soviet Republic
of Caucasus, as well as in Ganjih and
other nefghboring towns, state orders,
orally and in writing, have been officially communicated to the Baha'i
Assemblies and individual believers,
suspending all meetings, commemoration gatherings and festivals, suppressing the committees of ill Bah,,', local
and national Spiritual Assemblies, prohibiting the raising of funds and the
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transmission of financial contributions

to any center within or without Soviet
jurisdiction, requiring the right of full
and frequent inspection of the deliberations, decisions, plans and action of

the

Bahi!'i

Assemblies,

dissolving

young men's clubs and children's organizations, imposing a strict censorship on an correspondence to and from
Baha'i Assemblies, directing a minute
investigation of Assemblies' papers

and documents, suspending all Baha'i periodicals, bulletins and magazines, and requiring the deportation of
leading personalities in the Cause

whether as public teachers and speakers or officers of Baha'i Assemblies.

To all these the followers of the
Faith of Bahi!'u'llah have with feelings
of burning agony and heroic fortitude
unanimously and unreservedly sub-

m;tted, ever mindful of the guiding
principles of Baha'i conduct that in
connection with their administrative
activities, no matter how grievously

interference with them might affect
the course of the extension of the
Movement, and the suspension of
which does not constitute in itself a

departure from the principle of loyalty to their Faith, the considered judgment and authoritative decrees issued

by their responsible rulers must, if
they be faithful to Baha'u'lIah's and
'Abdu'l-BahiI'g express injunctions, be
thoroughly respected and loyally
obeyed.

In matters, however, that vi-

taUy affect the integritv and honor of
the Faith of Baha'u'llah, and are tantamount to a recantation of their faith
and repudiation of -their innermost belief, they are convinced, and are un-

hesitatingly prepared to vindicate by
their life-blood the sincerity of their
conviction, that no power on earth,
neither the arts of the most insidious

adversary nor the bloody weapons of
the most tyrannical oppressor can
ever succeed in extorting from them a
J

erlul Divine Deliverer, who, they feel
confident, will in time lift the veil that

one accord and lend their moral sup-

from time to time may seem to afflict
the organic life or interfere with the
function. of the administrative machinery of the Baha'i Faith, such calamities cannot but each eventually prove
to be a blessing in disgillse designed,
by a Wisdom inscrutable to us all, to
establish and consolidate the sovereignty of Bahi!'u'llili on this earth.
,Vhat we have already witnessed in
connection with the latest developments regarding the case of Bahi'u'llilh's House in Baghdad affords
abundant evidence of the truth of the
observation that has just been made.
In its initial stages appearing to the
superficial observer as a petty dispute
submitted to an obscure and antiquated
Shiite court, the case has gradually

port to those of their brethren whose

evolved into a paramount issue engag-

now obscures the vision of their rulers,

and reveal the nobility of aim, the innocence of purpose, the rectitude of
conduct, and the humanitarian ideals

that characterize the as yet small yet
potentiallly powerful Baha'i communities in every land and under any government.
Should the present restrictions increase in number and stringency,
should a situation arise that would so

endanger the position of the ;\fashriqu'I-Adhk,r in 'Ishqabad as to necessitate the intervention of the Baha'i

world, I will call upon the National
and Local Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies
in the East and the ,tV est to arise with
particular mission and privilege is to
keep watch over that consecrated

ground on which already has been
erected the central Structure of Bahi'u'lhih's First Universal House of

Worship.

I will urge them to take

whatevE'.r action is deemed advisable
in order to demonstrate the solidarity

of the followers of Bahi!'u'lIah, to dispel whatever doubts and apprehensions

may yet linger in the minds of the
State officials in that land, and to restore their suspected brethren to the
esteem and confidence of their govern-

ors.

I will specially request them to

proclaim in their written representations to the authorities concerned their
absolute repUdiation of whatever ulterior motive or political design may

be imputed to them by their malignant
adversaries, and to reaffirm in unmistakable terms the purely humanitarian
and spiritual nature of the work in

which Bah,,'is in every land and of
every race are unitedly engaged. I will
moreover ask them to assert the inter·

national character of the Baha'i EdHice
in 'Ishqabad and to stress the close
bonds of material interest and spirit-

word or deed that might tend to stifle

ual fellowship that bind Baha'i com-

the voice of their conscience or tarnish

munities the world over to an Edifice
that can rightly claim the distinction
of being Baha"u'Uih's First Universal
House of \~rorshlp, of being conceived

the purity 01 their faith,

Clinging

with immovable resolution to the in-

,,;olable ,'erities of their cherished
Faith, our solely-tried brethren in
Caucasus and Turkistan have none the

in its design by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself,
constructed and completed in His days

less, as befits law-abiding Baha'i cit-

and under His direction, and support-

izens resolved, after having exhausted
every legitimate means for the a!levitaion of the restrictions imposed upon

ed by the collective contributions of the
believers throughout the world. The

them, to definitely uphold and can scientivusly carry out the considered
judgment of their recognized govern-

ment. They have with a hope that no
earthly power can dim, and a resignation that is truly sublime, committed
the interests o( their Cause to the

keeping of that vigilant, that all-pow-
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hour for such a wor1d-wide and concentrated appeal is not yet come, but
it behooves us, while expectantly
watching from a distance the moving

speelable of the struggling Faith of
Bahit'u'lIah, to seek abiding solace and
strength from the reflection that whatever befalls this Cause, however griev·
OilS and humiliating the visitations that

ing the attention of the highest tribunal of 'Iraq. In its latest stages,
it has gathered such strength, secured
such publicity, and received such sup~
port from the chancelleries of Europe,
as to become a subject fit for the consideration not only of the specific international Commission ultimately responsible for the administration of

Mandated Territories but of the leading Signatories of the Covenant of the
League of Nations that are represented in the Council of the League itself.
Few if any among those closely
associated with the case did at first imagine or expect that dwellings which
to outward seeming appeared only as a
cluster of humble and· decrepit buildings lost amid the obscure and tortuous

lanes of old Bagdad could ever obtain
such prominence as to become the ob-

ject of the deliberations of the highest international Tribunal that the hand
of man has thus far reared for the
amicable settlement of his affairs.
Whatever the decision of the world's
highest Tribunal regarding the pethion
submitted to it by the BaM.'is of 'Iraq
-and none can deny that should its
verdict be in our favor, a triumph unparalleled in ;ts magnitude w;U have
been achieved for our beloved Faiththe work already accomplishd is in itself an abundant proof of the sustruning confirmations that are being showered upon the upholders of the case
from the realm on high.
I cannot refrain f rom giving expression in this connection to my feelings

of profound appreeiation of the ceaseless· vigilance and marked distinction
with which our precious brother and
fellow-worker, Mr. Mountfort Mills,
has undertaken and ;s still shouldering·
this sacred and historic mission committed to his charge. His unremitting

labors, despite ill-health and domestic
anxieties and cares, are worthy of the

4
highest praise and will be grate! ully
recorded in the annals of an immortal
Cause,
Surely, if we read the history of this

case aright, we cannot but discern the
direction which the forces, released by
these prophetic utterances of BaM'u'lIilh sixty years ag{), are destined to
take in the eventual solution of this
mighty issue:-

"In truth I declare, it shall be so
abased in the days to come as to ca·use
tears to flow from et·ery discer'ai-ng eye.
. . . And in the fubless of time shall
the Lord, by the power of truth, exalt
it in the eyes of all the world, cause it
to become the mighty standard of His
Domi1sion, the Shrine round which
shall circle Ihe concourse of the faithful. "
Your true brother,
(Signed) SH{)CHI.
Haifa, Palestine.
January I, 1929.
Meeting of the National Assembly
The proceedings of the meeting
held by the National Spiritual Assembly in New York City, January 12
and 13, 1929, are summarized here for
the information of delegates and believers.
The letters from Shoghi Effendi
(later published in the Special Number
of the NEWS LETTER for January)
were read and their importance deeply
felt. The secretary was instructed to
issue a letter to delegates and local seCretaries, urging them to constitute a
committee for caI-ling on any believers
not attending the general meetings regularly and emphasizing the significance
of these communications from Haifa.
A necklace presented by Mrs. Rhoda
Harvey of Vancouver, B. C., was
placed in the hands {)f the Finance Committee to sell for the benefit of the National Fund. Gifts of money were recorded in the minutes as received from
Ishquabad and also Sultana bad. The announcement was made that two believers have pledged the sum of $100,000
to the National Fund, payable before
the 1929 Convention, the names of the
donors to be withheld at their request
until after the Convention. The Committee on Plan for Unified Action was
instructed to prepare a general letter
informing the believers of this large
donation and also mentioning examples
of special sacrifice being made by
American believers this year. The
treasurer reported that during December, 1928, the sum of $20,966.13 had
been received and $2,266.31 expended
by the National Fund. Cash and securities on hand December 31 were
:[69,374.81. The treasurer was in-
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structed to transfer the sum ot $25,(}(X)
from the National Fund to the Temple
Construction Fund. The Convention
Committee made a preliminary report
on arrangements for the 1929 Convention. The following treasures were
placed in the custody of the Archives
Committee: An illuminated manuscript
of the Tablet of Iqan, a comb of Baha'ullah, a pen case with two pens, used
by 'Abdtt'J-Bahi. Voted to request
the Archives Committee to report on
ways and means to catalog the Tablets
and other objects now in its custody.
~:Ir. McDaniel was authorized to make
an immediate and full investigation of
the Temple architectural and engineering plans, and also to consult with leading experts on building materials, and
report to the National Assembly, in
order that this body may be in a position to obviate any delay in the construction of the first section of the
Temple when the necessary funds are
in hand. A Power of Attorney, submitted by the Legal Committee, authorizing Shoghi Effendi to act for the
Assembly in the rnarter of lands on
Mt. Carmel purchased by American
believers, was approved. The following Green Acre Committee was a ppointed for the 1929 season: Mr. Louis
Gregory, chairman; Mr. Alhert R.
Vail, Mrs. Grace Ober, IIIrs. Henry
Green and Mr. Philip Marangella. A
form of bequest to be used by believers desiring to leave money or other
gifts to the Cause in America! submitted by the Legal Committee, was approved. It was recorded in the minutes
that the Bahai groups at South Gate
and at Santa Barbara, California, now
number nine believers. each,
The
Teaching Committee reported on current plans. It was recommended that
the Teaching and Inter-Racial Amity
Committees cooperate on a series of
public meetings. A draft of 1929 Convention letter, calling for the election
of delegates, was approved. The secretary was instructed to supply Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler a letter of credentials to be used during her teaching
trip to the West Indies. The Sllgg-estion that -the American Baha'is affiliate with an establisherl church of liberal character was not approved, since
the Cause cannot be restricted from the
purposes and methods laid dm.yn in the
accepted writings, by contract or
agreement with any non-Baha'i body.
The next meeting is to be held in Kew
York City, March 16 and 17, 1929.
Meeting of the Trustees Under the
Baha'i Temple Indenture
As already noted in the NEWS LETTER, the Temple property at Wilmette,

formerly vested

in Baha'i

Temple

Unity, has been transferred to the nine
members of the National Assembly a'
"trustees for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the L nited States and Canada," under an I ndenture duly recorded in the office of the County Recmder of Cook County, Illinois. These
trustees, therefore, in relation to the
Temple property, constitute a body
maintaining n~<:ords distinct from
those {)f the National Assembly, and
in these matters acting under their title
as trustees. Those elected to the N ational Assembly each year will constitute the nine trustees serving under
this Indenture, thus preserving the essential principles of Baha'i administration.
The first meeting of the trustees was
held in New York on January 12,
1929. The officers elected parallel
those of the National Assembly, Mr.
Allen B. McDaniel, chairman; Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt, vice-<:hairman; Mr.
Horace Holley, secretary, and Mr. Carl
Scheffler, treasurer. Voted that the
treasurer be authorized to open a
checking account in the Northern
Trust Company of Chicago to be
known as Baha'i Temple Fund, all disbursements from which are to be authorized by the trustees. IIfr. A. J.
::\.fatthiesen was appointed countersigning ofli:er, to countersign checks
on the above fund. Current Temple
bills are in future to be paid from the
Baha'i Temple Fund by the trustees,
and the permanent Temple construction
fund is in their custody in trust for
the l\'ational Assembly. Future meetings will be held subject to call by the
chairman.
Passing of Mr_ William H. Randall
On February 11, 1929, the Baha'i
Cause in America lost one of its greatest servants, Mr. William H. Randall,
of Bost{)n, Mass.
Confirmed by the Master in 1912,
rdr. Randall very soon became a na~
tional fignre in the Cause. Eloquent
as a speaker, generous in his support
of all Baha!i activities, associated forever with the devel{)pment of Green
Acre and its gradual approach to the
status of a recognized Baha'i center,
for many years Treasurer of Baha'i
Temple Unity and the National Spiritual Assembly, as wen as its chairman,
Mr. Randall's constant devotion to the
Cause, his wide vision and grasp of its
fundamentals! his dignity and chann on
all public occasions, and his generous
loyalty to his Baha'i friends and assodates in their hour of need, leave their
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traces indelibly on Bah. 'i history in
America. Every branch of the work
received energy and direction from his
untiring service.
A Baha'i service was held at Mt.
Auburn Chapel, Cambridge, Wednesday, February 13, conducted by Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt, followed by interment
with reading of Baha'i prayers in the
cemetery at Medford.
On February 12, the National Assembly received this cablegram from
the Guardian :-"Grief-stricken passing Harry Randall, distinguished and
beloved servant of Baha'u'llcih. Assure
family, friends, fervellt prayers, hearlfelt condo/fnees on behalf Holy Leaves
and myself. Hold be fitting memorials.
(signed) SHOGHI."
Form of Bequest to be Used by
BahA'is Desiring to Leave Money
or Other Property to the American National Spiritual
Assembly
I give, devise and bequest to Anen
B. McDaniel, Alfred E. Lunt, Horace
Holley, Carl Scheffler, Roy C. Wilhelm, May Maxwell, Louis G. Gregory, Amelia E. Collins and Nellie S.
French and their successors as trustees for the benefit of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada for the
general uses. and purposes of said organization, the following described
property (description follows here).
*or, if preferred, for, some particular purpose, such as Baha'j Temple,
BaM'i teaching program, Baha'i publishing activities, Green Acre, etc.
NOTE: The Will should be witnessed
in due fonn, and the services of an attorney are advisable.
Copies of the above form of Bequest
can be obtained on req u.st from the
Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly, P. O. Box 139, Station D,
New York City.
Participating Baha'i Communities
Twenty-First Annual Convention
}{ufnber

of
City
Delegates
Berkeley, Cali f. ............
1
Geyserville, Calif. ...........
1
Glendale, Calif. .............
2
Los Angeles, Calif. .........
3
Oakland, Cali f. .............
2
Pasadena, Cali f. .... . . . . . . . . .
2
San Francisco, Calif. ........
5
Visalia, Cali f. ...... . . . . . . . . .
I
Montreal, Quebec ...........
2
Vancouver, B. C. ... . . . . . . . . .
I
Denver, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
New Haven, Conn. .........
1

Washington, D. C. ..........
5
SI. Augustine, Fla. .........
2
Honolulu, T. H. ............
1
Chicago, Ill.
. . . . . . . . . . . 11
Peoria, Ill. .................
1
Urbana, Ill. ...........
2
W ilmelte, Ill. ..............
1
Eliot t ~Iaine ...............
1
Baltimore, 1\1 d. .............
1
Boston, Mass. . .... ,........
.)
Worcester, Mass. ...........
2
Springfield, Mass. ..........
1
Detroit, 1\1 ich. ..............
2
Fruitport, Mich. ............
1
Lansing, Mich. .............
1
Muskegon, 111 ich. .. . . . . . . . . . .
2
Minneapolis, Minn. ..........
1
Portsmouth, N. H. ..........
1
Montclair, N. H. ...........
I
Newark, N. J. .............
2
West Englewood, N. J. ......
1
Buffalo, N. Y. ..............
1
Geneva, N. Y. ..............
1
New York, N. Y. ..... ...... 10
Yonkers, N. Y. .............
1
Akron, Ohio ...............
2
Cleveland, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Portland, Oregon ...........
3
Philadel phia, Pa. ............
2
Seattle, \Vashington .........
3
Kenosha. \¥isconsin ...... ,.,
2
Milwaukee, Wisconsin ......
2
Racine, Wioconsin , . . . . . . . . . .
1
Total

95

The Growing Temple Fund
From a start made at the Convention
last year the Plan of Unified Action
is seemingly moving by leaps and
bounds to make up the deficit of the
first two years. At the present moment it is certain that over one-half of
the amount needed to resume the work
of building the Mashriq-ul'Adhkar
will be in the treasury at the time of
the Convention, and it is more than
likely that the entire amount will be
raised so that we may certainly look
forward to a resumption of a.ctivitics
on the Mashriq-ul' Adbkar grounds
next year.
Thus far we have placed in the
Building Fund a little over $67,000.
This is invested in United States Certificates of Indebtedness at 4X per
cent interest. These certificates are
held for the Trustees of the National
Spiritual Assembly by the safe-keeping
department of the Northern Trust Co.
of Chicago. The safe-keeping department 0 f thi s bank i s entirely
separate from other departments and
our funds are as secure there as is possible to make them. Should the bank
(one of the oldest and most stable in
Chicago) fail, these securities would
in no wise be involved in the failure
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and would be available to the trustees
just as if they were in a safe deposit
vault. The bank holds them subject
to the order of the trustees and will
release them only when they are requested to do so by at least five of that
body. The treasurer has available for
such investment an additional $20,000
which will bring the Temple Flmd to
$87,000.
At the last meeti'ng of the lVation-at
Spiritual Assembly the members
learned that a gIft of $100.000 'wo1<ld
cowe from two believers who had pre'l}iousiy given a lurge amorwt to the
fund.
NT ost of the Assemblies in the country are aroused, realizing that it is the
eleventh hour and that aU depends
upon the next few months to carry the
fund and the Plan of Unified Action
through to SW:cess or to face failure
and pDstponement. Every mail brings
contributions, and in most cases the
believers are doubling and trebling the
amounts previousJy contributed. Not
on1y are the individuals sacrificing
their money hut they are talking
Mashriq-ul'Adhk:lr so that the project
which has lain neglected since 1921
is again the chief aim and purpose of
the Baha'i communities, not only in
this cOWltry and Canada but in other
parts of the world.
From Australia comes a regular
Row of gifts for the Divine Edifice.
From Persia, India, England, France,
from our Assemblies in Honolulu and
Maui, Hawaii and from groups and
individuals everywhere come the evidenees that the Cause of Baha'u'llilh
is moving the hearts to beat as one, to·
serve God and humanity th rough the
erection of that heavenly ensign of the
Cause. Questions are no longer being
asked. Unity of purpose has come to
us at last and we feel sure of success.
And the roll of those who are moving. so ((rows steadily. A!~ost every
mall brmgs not only add,tIOnal gi fts
but new names. Old believers and
new ones are working together.
Certain it is, we have turned a new
page in the Cause in this country.
Under the guidance of the Guardian's
Plan of Baha'i Administration the believers are cemented together as never
he fore. The Spiritual Assemb1ies are
being supported by the believers, the
"wrk of the Cause is being organized,
the believers themselves are rea1izing
the blessings of unity as never before
and the conditions that must of necessity prevail in our midst, once the
Mashriq-ul' Adhkilr is raised to the
sight of all, are growing in our hearts.
. The spiritual Temple in the hearts of
the believers is building while they are
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uniting to raise the edifice of brick and
stone.

The evidences of these things are
many_ The growing fund alone is
proof. But the hundreds of letters that
come in are overwhelmingly so, Con ..
fidence, hope, willingness to sacrifice
is expressed in everyone. \Vould that
space allowed their publication, but the
parts of some are below and will give
some idea of what has happened. They
are like the rest. This first one is from
the South.
"Beloved friends in 'Abdu'I-BaM:
It is with the greatest joy and praise
/0 Bahci'u'll"h that 1 make this small
donatio" to the Temple. I sincerely
hope and pray that the Mashriq'ul'--_
Adhkar shall be speedily constmcted
and I wish I could give many times as
much but I am just a poor girl working for the support of a dependent
mother and a crippled blind helpless
faJher and myself and trying to pay a
mort gage 0 If on my home~ so you see
it is a sacrifice for me to give even a
very smaU amount, though it affords
me a great deal of pleasure. About
SevC11 ,-"Iears ago 1 received the BaJz.a'i
Message fratn Dr_ and Mrs. W. B.
Guy of this city. Well, 'what radia"t
joy, cOJn/ort and blessed assurance the
teachings and confi-rmations of the
Holy Spirit are to me, no mortal

tongue can express and 1 hmnbly thank
0I~r. Father in Heaven for his protection and loving care, and for guiding
me it! this most Glorious Trulh." (A

check for $90 was endosed.)
And hom the West Coast:
"My dear Baha'i brother: Enclosed
please find check for $1900 which J
'Would like very mu.ch to ha'l-'c placed

in the Temple Fund proper. It represents the cost of my trip to Haifa
which was planned for the early spring_
Feeling d"ubtjul that it wos right to
spend money for that purpose 'When
mtr Guardian lays such stress upon the
i",por/ance of completing Ihe Fund
this year, I wrote and asked for his instructions. He knew how eagerly I
'was looking fOr'l(!ard to the visit~ not

only for my

greatly >!eeded spiralso to see once
more the Greatest HoI-v Leaf and the
blessed family of our beloved Master,
ns any belie'ver would G11ticipate such
11. pri'l'ilegt~ aud because it 'was tinti!
to arrange our passage, I asked if he
"i.t'ould cable, (Yes,' if UJ8 u'ere to come
despite the expmse-'N 0' if We were
to gir.'e it rtf and send that mone:y to
the Temple Fund. His GHS""/.L'er was,
'Re/ue/aHlly, No.' This I think sh()Ws
as clear!:v as al1}'thin-g could, !tow vitally' important our aftion- is in his e},1es
for this year. So I am happy to send
OW"

iff/at refresh11lCl1t~ but

the check, only hoping "nd praying
Ilrat we in America 'will not fail 10
come up to the pledge we have set ourselves in the short Hme thai is left to
"s. It will affect the future of the
Cause through the whole world, 1 feel
sure."

The project of the Mashriq-ul'Adhk,r offers to us all a way to definitely become servants. of humanity,
our entering upon it confers upon us
the chance to prove our love for mankind. \Vhat more definite thing could
any (lne do than to help raise the ensign of the only means of salvation to
a sorely harrassed world. In every
land the peoples are afflicted and without peace or happiness. Chaotic experiments made by dreamers or selfseeking leaders are day by day destroying what remains of the civilizations
of the past, and search as you can no
safety is found other than the Glorious Cause of Baha'u'liah.
Once it is universally known all
things will change and every man will
seek its haven, Its universal spirit is
opening the way on every hand, its princi pIes are being uttered by men and
women in every land~ who have never
heard its name. What a privilege then
to join in the erection of the Holy Edifice 0 f such a cause that means so much
to men. A beacon tower of spiritual
light that will dispel darkness in the
deepest caverns of ignorance, distrust
ana misunderstanding. Its foundation
the unity of mankind, its girders the
agreement of all peoples, all faiths, all
races and nations. The stones of its
beautiful form, each one an expression
of the love of God. Built by men and
women and children from every faith
and land, as a testimony of their gratitude to BaM'u'liah and 'Abdul-Baha
for the greatest message ever given to
the minds and hearts of men.
e olnm;lIee on Plan for Unified Action,
By: CARL SCHEFFLER.
Treasurer, N. S. A.
Mr. Bourgeois Invited to Address
New York Believers
The Nineteen Day Feaot on Febn!.!try 7 was made a special Temple meeting by the New York Spiritual Assembly, to which :Mr. Louis Bourgeois
was invi~ed from Chicago to speak as
the arch,tect of the Temple and exhibit lantern slides of variOltS portions
of the exquisite design. The hall at
119 West 57th Street was filled on
this happy occasion. Mr. Bourgeois
was preceded by Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford, who spoke on the symbolism of
the religious edifices of the past. After the urgent desire of the New York
Assembly to contribute most gener-

ously to the Temple Fund was expressed by. iilrs. Loulie Mathews,
pledges totaling $8,223 were handed in.
Study Outlines Furnish Material for
Star of the West Articl es
The present policy of the Star of the
IY est adopted in acrordance with the
expressed wishes of Shoghi Effendi,
affords a unique meeting of Baha/i
thought with progressive ideas in the
modern world. Ruhi Effendi when
he was in this country. anticipating the
need of the Star of the Wesl for a certain type of article consistent with its
ever widening appeal, foresaw in the
plan for the Modern Study Outlines
an ideal r.neans by which such subject
matter mIght be easily acquired.
Now that many Baha'i Communities
are using the outline on Material and
Divine Science jn study groups and
meetings it is suggested that the writing .of s.uc~ articles designed to carry
the msplratlOn of our teachings to the
reading world in general in a form
which they can acrept, and the submitting of such articles to the editors
of the Star, will render a valuable service to the Cause.
Letter From Amity Conunittee
Dear Friends:
~ston, New York, Washington,
ChIcago, Montreal, Geneva, Wilmette,
Urbana and Green Acre have held
Amity meetings and conferences dur·
ing the past year, all attended by signs
of infinite power and attraction. A
report of the Green Acre conference
appears in the BAH..t'r MAGAZINE of
this month. A unique feature of this,
as the matter was evolved without special planning, was that both the Chairmen. and speakers at aU the regular
sessIons were of the people of faith in
BaM'u'llah.
The great aim which the friends
now have in view is the erection of the
Mashriqu'l Adhkar under the Plan of
Unified Action evolved by the National
Spiritual Assembly supported by the
Annual Convention and so heartily approved by our Guardian. Some months
ago the National Spiritual Assembly
asked its Committees to state what each
could do to serve this great end. This
committee responded by seleding as
one of the subjects of the Green Acre
Conference, "The Temple of God· Its
Light of Unity" and securing the' eloquent services of Mr. Vail as speaker.
Through the noble sacrifices of two
friends, we have also returned to the
National Treasurer the entire sum set
apart for the Amity work of the year,
yet WIth no thought of suspending
service.
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It is now humbly submitted, in view
of the state of the world and the powerful words and examples of 'Abdu'l
Baha and our Guardian, that there
be no halt in the brilliant activities of
the past year which have covered a
wide area. On the contrary. such services should be renewed and intensified.
If because of the sacrifices and concentration needed for the Temple, the
planning of large affairs be now deferred to wisdom, let us not forget that
Amity Conferences between indiyiduals, groups and races can at any time
be .inexpensively arranged in a small
way in homes and other places and that
wherever there is sincerity of intention our Glorious Lord bestows his
gnidance and approval. It is most significant that interracial Amity work
has hitherto been uniformly successful.
'Abdu'l-&hi has indicated to us that
when efforts lag the confirmations
cease. Please inspire us with reports
of your noble services.
The fact that outside of the immediate circle of workers in the Divine
Cause, groups North and South are active in interracial work and present
reports that astonish and please, is a
challenge to the people of Light. who
should at all times lead others in the
way of humanitarian service. Unveiled are the divine ideals. Clear and
luminous are the wishes of God.
Let us try increasingly to fire the
hearts of the youth with the message
of &hii'u'llah. They respond most
readily to the great principles of unity
and are the hope of the future. Amity
work is less difficult for them.
Your committee finds itself beholden
to friends everywhere for every degree of service, and especially to those
centers whose activities aTe radiant and
tireless. Truly they visualize the New
Heavens and dwell upon the heights of
permanency.
Joyfully in service to the True One,
The A'atioaal Inter-racial
Amity Committee!
By: LoUIS G. GREGORY, Sec'y.

Committee:
Mrs. A. S. Parsons! Chairman
Mrs. Mariam Haney
Mrs. Louise D. Boyle
Mrs. Pauline Hannen
Mrs. Shelley N. Parker
1\1 rs. Loulie Mathews
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi
Dr. Alain L. Locke
Louis G. Gregory
Essay by Lady Blomfleld
Through the courtesy of the editor,
we have received a copy of the Sufi
Quarterly, published at Geneva, Switzerland, containing a most interesting

article by Lady Blomfield, entitled
"The BaM'is." In this introductory
essay on the Cause, the author briefly
outlines the lives and teachings of the
Bib, Bahi'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and concludes with reference to the
appointment of the Guardian of the
Cause. The issue containing Lady
Blomfield's essay is that of March,
1928, Vol. 3, No.4.
Mr. and Mrs. Collison Visit Pacific
Coast Assemblies
It has been our good fortune to have
had the pleasure and privilege, during
the past six months', of visiting the
Pacific Coast Baha'i assemblies, as
well as some isolated believers through
the south and west. Weare told to
associate "rith other Baha'is with joy
and fragrance.
Certainly meeting
and knowing the BaM'is of the Coast
has been a joy impossihle to describe,
and the fragrance of their greetings
anJ love will long remain a cherished
memory.
\Ve wish to express our
deepest appreciation of the hospitality
and loving courtesy with which the believers, wherever visited, received us
into their midst.
Our isolated believers keenly feel
their isolation. They are exceedingly
appreciative of. any news of the Cause
and especially news of what the Baha'is of the various assemblies are doing. The personal touch seems to be
tl:J.e element most lacking and the one
most desired. It might be suggested
that each group which makes a practice of sending out assembly news in
typewritten or mimeographed form,
secure a list of the isolated believers
from our national secretary and send
this news to such believers, wherever
they may be located. We who are connected with Baha'i groups seldom appreciate the privilege, the
stimulus and joy of working and serving together. \Ve hope that this plea
for the isolated believers will find a
response in the hearts of many groups.
Everywhere the building of the
Temple seems uppermost in the minds
of the believers. The Unified Plan is
much better understood since the Convention at Chicago. It would be a
great stimulus if every BahtJ'i might
stand for a short time on Sheridan
Drive beside the Temple grounds and
watch the tens of thousands of automobiles pass from every part of the
continent. He would then realize what
a powerful asset for teaching the
Cause a completed Temple will be.
This impression is still more deeply
enRraven on the consciousness after
r...Ir. Bourgeois has shown some of the
marvelous Temple plans with their
wonderful symbolisms. One realizes
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then that this is a new architecture,
the architecture of the New Day.
Wherever opportunity was presented the then tentative plans of the
teaching committee were discus-sed,
and everywhere assurance of real cooperation in connection with the study
o~tline plan was secured.
It is felt by s()me of the believers
on the Coast that the present great
need in our teaching program is the
training of more Bahi'is for teachers.
Many Assemblies are awaiting the
study outlines with a view of not only
using them for developing more teachers but also to create more interest in
their assembly meetings,
Some groups are searching fDr a
means of attracting people of diverse
background to the Cause and they
realize that there must be developed
within their own group the ability to
meet such people on their own ground.
We believe that the Baha'i writings
have within them all the required material to do this. What we need is
compilation and correlation of the material already at hand. We must also
show at the same time through recognized secular authority how modern
research and thought are merely extensions and expansions of the great
principles and teachings of Bahii'u'llah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha.
:Many of the believers who are new
in the Cause feel this need very keenly
and have promised thei r hearty support to the plans of the teaching committee. This need is being met in a
most admirable Way on the west coast
by the Geyserville summer school.
Here the Bahi'is and any others who
are interested come together f.or two
weeks or a month of systematized intensive study. The aim is not Dnly to
give the student a comprehensive view
of the Cause but also as far as possible
to relate the 1II essage to the modern
thought of the world. The first session of the school was held in 1927 and
has already yielded gratifying results.
It is felt that if the teaching committee can secure the cooperation of all
the Baha'is both east and west as well
north and south the topic outline
study plan may be a means of bringing
to each assembly, in a measure at least,
what the Geyserville school is bringing
to its students.

as

Inter-Racial Amity Conference at
Green Acre
Under the auspices of the InterRacial Amity Committee, one more ex~
pression of the Baha'i spirit of amity
has been made as evidence and pledge
of the power of this Revelation to
change h urnan hearts.
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The sessions held at Green Acre on
August 24, 25 and 26 last, arranged by
Mr. Louis Gregory, produced a remarkable degree of fusion among the
member of the white and colored
races present. The first session was
held at Green Acre Inn, the program
including an address of welcome by
Mr. W. H. Randall, chairman of the
GTeen Acre Committee, and an address, "The Message of the Negro
Spirituals," by Mrs. Shirley Graham
McCann, of Portlaud, Oregon, with
Jubilee Songs by Community Singers
of Boston. The second session, held at
Fellowship House, presented a round
table discussion on the theme of "The
Oneness of Humanity," in which many
participated. Chairman, Mr, Louis
Gregory, The final meeting was held
at Green Acre Inn, with Mrs. May
Maxwell in the chair and an address
on "The Practice a f the H eavenl y
Virtues," by Archbishop Reginald
Grant Barrow, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
followed by an address on "The Temple of God; Its Light of Unity," by
Mr. Albert R. Vail.

Contents of Baha'i Magazine
December, 192B-A Prophet Revitalizes the World, words of 'Abdu'lBaba; Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb;
The Liberation of Elizabeth, by Florence E. Pinehon; The God That Answereth by Fire, by Keith RansomKehler; Disarmament of Minds, by
Martha L. Root; Can Prayer Heal?
by Walter .B. Gny, M.D.; The Christ
Spirit, by Lillian Rea; The Law of
Giving, by Catherine E. Hall; The
Hidden Jewels, by Loulie Mathews;
The Progress of Esperanto.
January, 1929-Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; Beside the Inland Sea, by
;>;owell Stevens; Finding the \Vorth
While in Religion, by Lillian Rea;
Our Part in the Cycle of Life, by vValter B. Guv. M.D.; 'Abdu'l-Baha in
America, by' Dr. Zia Bagdadi; The Intellectual Shock in China, by Y. C.
James Yen; Are lVlachines Spiritual?
by Dale S. Cole; What Kind of World
I~ It? by Stanwood Cobb.
February, 1929-Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb; Love--A Poem, by Sophronia Aoki; Our Thollght Life, by
Dr: Orrol L. Harper; A Visit to Rustum Vambery, by Martha L. Root; Tomorrow, by Dale S. Cole; The Rise of
Persian Women, by Zabih Ghorban;

1Ioving Pictures of the Future, by
Shahnaz Waite; Mysticism, by Loulie
Mathews; Abdu'l-Baha in America,
by Dr. Zia Bagdadi; The Broadening
Social Consciousness, by Stanwood
Cobb.

Mr. Louis Gregory's Teaching
Activities
Following the 1928 ;\Iational Convention, Mr. Gregory spent nearly a week
at Urbana, Illinois, where in addition
to participating in an Amity Conference held by the local Spiritual Assembly, he delivered addresses before
eighteen different groups, eleven of
which were at classes in the Department of Sociology, University of Illinois. During the month of May, Mr.
Gregory visited the General Conference of the African :VIethodist Episcopal Church in Chicago, and passed several days in lIIuskegon and Fruitport,
I\.iichigan. In these cities, Mr. Gregory spoke twice in a colored J\·fethodist
Church, as well as at a public meeting
arranged by the Spiritual Assembly.
In the same month, he visited Lansing,
where several meetings had been arranged. especially for inquirers, and
later Ann Arbor. He{c he met students and professors of the University
of 1Iichigan at the home of Mr. and
i\.Irs. E. N. Fales. Nine different nationalities were represented. In Ann
Arbor also, Mr. Gregory was given
the pulpit of a colored Baptist Church,
after which he addressed an Educational Conference. Important results
were obtained by a talk at a class in the
Department of Sociology, Cniversity
of Michigan. In B1lfIalo, ;'vIr. Gregory
found many opportunities for Baha'i
service; an address at a colored Congregational Church, at the Youth
Meeting of Michigan Avenue Baptist
Church, at the Psychology Club, Central Y. M. C. A., Cosmopolitan Club,
and j\'lichigan A'venue Branch Y. ),,'1,
C. A. Later, addresses were made at
a Congregational Sunday School and
again at :\fichigan Avenue Baptist
Church. A special meeting of young
people at the home of 1Irs. Elizabeth
Tolbert, a colored believer, responded
warmly to the Teachings.
Proceeding to Green Acre, Mr.
Gregory spent the summer delivering
addresses and holding dasses both at
Green Acre and Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. Among :Mr. Gregory's
talks at Portsmouth were those at the
colored Baptist Church, Kiwanis Club,
and the newly established Baha'i Assembly at Portsmouth, in the home of
),Ir. and Mrs. Pike.

During September, Mr. Gregory
traveled southward, stopping to lecture
for the New York Ass~bly, Civic'
Club, Riverton, N. J., Philadelphia Assembly, Minor Normal School, Washington, D. c., Washington Assembly,
and thence to Durham, N,. c., where
540 High School students heard an
address on "The . Meaning of Baha'i
(Light) ". Other groups addressed by
Mr. Gregory at Durham were Forum
of North Carolina, Mutual Life Insurance Company, White Rock Baptist
Church and Inter-Denominational Ministers' Alliance. This latter address
received powerful endor,.;ement by two
ministers already attracted. The faculty and students of North Carolina
College for Negroes, an institution visited by Mr. Gregory on his first teaching journey to the South eighteen
years ag-o , heard the :Message' on Oct0ber 8,
Lack of space prevents more than a
brief summary of the further services
rendered during recent months by this
devoted servant of Bahi'u'llah. The
following groups were visited during
October, November and December,
192R; Christian College, Franklynton,
N. c., New Hope Baptist Association,
The Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A., Shaw
University, Inter-Denominational Ministers' Union, .Public School, St. Augustine College, Oberlin Public School,
and Washington High School, Raleigh,
N. C. Mr. Gregory had the pleasure
of meeting several people who recalled
the Baha'i address delivered by Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler at the State Colored Teachers' Association two years
ago.
Returning to New York City for the
meeting of the !liational Assembly, Mr.
Gregory during October spoke before
many groups in New York and
Brooklyn, including Christ Church
Cathedral, at the invitation of Archbishop Reginald Grant Barrow, and
the Community Church of Rev. H. H.
Proctor. During November and December, Mr. Gregory expounded the
Baha'i Teachings to these important
institutions: Cheyney Institute, Cheyney, Pa.; State Manual Training
School, Bordentown, N. J.; Morgan
College, Baltimore; Unity Center,
Business High School and two
classes in Howard Univer5it)'~ \Vashington, D. c.. a new study class
at Norfolk, Va.; Second Baptist
Church Sunday School, Bethel A. M.
E. Zion Church, Independent Order of
St. Luke, Colored High School, Welfare Workers, Baptist Ministers'
Union J at Richmond, Va., Virginia
Kormal and Industrial Institute, and
several interested groups at Baltimore.
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LETTER FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
To the Beloved of the Lord and the
Handmaids of the Merciful
throughout the West
Fellow-laborers in the Divine Vineyard:
I feel impelled by the force of various circumstances to share with you
the news of recent happenings in those
countries of the Near and Middle East
which, by the ruling of Providence, are
in these days undergoing a transformation which is as startling in its features as it is significant in its bearings
upon the interests of our beloved Faith.
I have already in my previous communicationbriefly referred to +he nature and effects of that momentous
Revolution which has, with surprising
swiftness, substituted a westernized
and rejuvenated Turkey for the primitive and decrepit Ottoman Empire. I
have also attempted to describe the
first stages of that recent and moving
episode which has served in a manner
that is truly providential to thrust the
Baha'i community in Turkey out of
the obscurity of oppressive neglect into
the broad daylight of official and public attention.
Recently, however, from the reports
that have been received from the
elected representatives of the 'believers
in different parts of Turkey, it appears that the investigations conducted
-by the Police authorities in the capital
and provinces of that land have proved
but a preliminary to a more official and
detailed inquiry into the Baha'i position with respect to the laws recently
promulgated by the Republican government. For no sooner were the followers of Baha'u'llah released from detention at the Police headquarters and
given the assurance that their Faith
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was in no way associated with any
political design or motive, than an official communication was delivered to
their representatives summoning them
to appear before the State's criminal
Tribunal on the charge of infraction of
the law of the Republic requiring the
registration and authorization of all
public gatherings and associations
within the jurisdiction of the State.
To this summons our brethren yielded
immediate and implicit obedience. They
indeed welcomed this further opportunity to assert not only the innocence
of their Faith -but to vindicate as well
the sublimity of the teachings of
Baha'u'llah. Realizing that with this
fresh development their case had assumed a solemn and juridical character, the undaunted champions of the
Cause resolved to seek the assistance
of an expert and sympathetic advocate,
who would reinforce from a purely
legal standpoint the spiritual argument
which they reserved for themselves to
propound. For a period ranging from
a week to eighteen days the attention
of the officers of the Court, of the
. elected representatives of the believers,
of their officially appointed advocates,
and of the visiting public was focussed
upon the deliberations of a Court that
closely scrutinized not only the conduct and motives of the Baha'i followers but the laws and principles, the
past history and the present position
of the Faith itself.
Fortified by the reflection that never
before in Baha'i history have the followers of Baha'u'llah been called upon
by the officials of a State, responsible
for the administration of Justice, to
unfold the history and principles of
their Faith, our brethren in Turkey decided to assert in their entirety those
distinguishing laws and ordinances of
the Baha'i Revelation which the terrors
of a suspicious autocracy had so long
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compelled them to dissimulate and ignore.
r cannot do better than quote in this
connection a few passages from the
text of the official defense which in a
moving language was pronounced by
the President of the Constantinople
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly at a plenary
session of the Court on th:1t historic
occasion: "La Beha'isme est une religion universelIe, moderne et absolument independante. Si I'on desire une
designation plus moderne encore: c'est
une institution de Oemence, de bonne
entent et d'amour, en d'autres termes,
de progres moral et spirituel. II n'est
ni une secte, ni une branche des autres
religions et doctrines diverses. II est
cependant leur aboutissement naturel,
logique et pour ainsi dire scientifique.
C'est la raison pour laquelle l'on trouve
parmi ses adherents des personnes,
venant de toutes les religions et doctrines existantes dans Ie monde, et qui
se comptent aujourd'hui par millions.
. . . Ces explications ne sauraient
toutefois a devoiler Ie suffire (?)
mystere qui est au fond des sacrifices,
consentis dans ce siecle en Orient, par
plus de vingt mille martyrs du
Beha'isme, parmi lesquels se trouve
Quarratu'l-Ayn Tahirih (la joie des
yeux, la pure) cette juene femme
turque, depeinte ainsi par notre iIlustre
ecrivain Suleyman Nasif, et dont Ie
martyresan precedent est cite aujourd'hui par Ie monde entier comme
l'epopee sans pareille de la cause humaine. J e ne sais si ces explications
peuvent elucider les raisons pour lesquelles il se trouve a cette doctrine
petrie egalement par Ie sang turc des
amis parmi des hommes de race turque,
cette race qui dans tout proces du
genre humain et de ses nobles aspirations, n'a pas hesite jusqu'ici a verser
son sang. . . . Toutefois, les Beha'is
n'ont point dissimiule leur presence en
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources pertnlt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures .transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope ~il1 become the foremost
Bah3.'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

Turquie, surtout depuis Ie regime de
la Republique. C'est ainsi qu'ils se
sont fait inscrire comme Beha'is sur
les feuilles du dernier recensement a
Constantinople.
D'autre part est-il
admissible que Ie Gouvernement ignore
leur presence dans cette ville? Cela
eta nt, il ne saurait etre imagine que les
Beha'is soient, sous Ie regime de la
Republique, poursuivis comme tels,
surtout apres avoir acquis leur Iiberte
sous Ie regime de la Constitution qui a
suivi celui de la tyrannie durant lequel
ils etaient persecutes. . . . Mais
avant de terminer, je ne puis m'empecher de dire avec une entiere assurance, que les adeptes en Turquie de
ceUe doctrine, sont surs de la Justice
d'un pays regi par la premiere veritable
Republique pleine de lumiere dont
s'honore auhourd'hui tout I'Orient.
. . . Ces declarations d'une part, et la
conduite sui vie par les Beha'is, a l'occas ion de cet incident qui a commence
par l'interrogatoire auquel ils ont ete
soumis par la Police, de l'autre, sont la
preuve convainquante de la sincerite et
de la bonne foie avec lesquelles nous
nous comportons tant vis a vis de la
Justice que de ce1ui du Gouvernement.
Ainsi, nous aurions pu soustraire certaines pieces qui constituent les seuls
documents 1X>uvant servir a nous assimiler a des societes. N e nous voyant
pas en contravention avec la loi, nous
n'avons rien voulu dissimuler, comme
personellement je ne cherche qu'a tout
dire ici. Ce n'est la d'ailleurs qu'une
necessite dicte par Ie Beha'isme et la
conformation a une recommendation de
Baha'u'lhih. Lui nous dit: "Devant la
Justice, dites la Verite et ne craignez
rien."
To these hotly-contested debates two
circumstances of an unexpected character lent color and force, and must
have contributed in no small measure
to the successful conclusion of the issue. The participation of a noted
Turkish publicist and author whose expressed sympathy for the Cause had
identified him with the group of the
suspected believers, and the association
of the name of the Dowager Queen of
Rumania with the Baha'i Faith as a
result of the discovery among the
seized documents of the Constantinople Baha'i Assembly of her public
pronouncements on the Cause and her
personal message to the friends in that
city, both served to reinforce the position of the Baha'is and greatly encouraged them in their task. I am assured by a letter addressed to me by
the President of the Constantinople
Assembly that the sessions of the
Court were dignified in their proceedings, sublime in the presentation of

the ideals of the Cause, and representative in the character of their attendants.
He writes: "Ce fut une declaration de
la Cause dans toute sa grandeur, et
jamais l'Orient n'a vu retentir Ie nom
de Baha dans une pareille formule.
. . . rai pre£ere laisser l'avocat qui
n'est pas Baha'i en parler. En effet
cela a eu plus d'effet d'entendre l'avocat, emporte par je ne sais queUe
mysterieuse poussee, crier, apr<!s avoir
cite les principes ainsi: 'Monsieur Ie
Juge! n'est-ce pas la en somme l'ideal
vers lequel marche actuellement notre
pays avec en tete notre Grand ·Gazi?' "
The extravagant language of the
newspapers in reporting the details of
this official inquiry served in turn to
accentuate
the publicity already
achieved, and induced the officials of
the Court to exercise scrupulous impartiality in the consideration and
judgment of the case. As to the verdict that has been pronounced on December 13, it is stated clearly that although the followers of Bahi'u'llah, in
their innocent conception of the
spiritual character of their Faith, found
it unnecessary to apply for leave for
the conduct of their administrative activities and have thus been made liable
to the payment of a fine, yet they have,
to the satisfaction of the legal representatives of the State, not only established the inculpability of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah, but have also worthily acquitted themselves in the task of vindicating its independence, its Divine
origin, and its suitability to the crcumstances and requirements of the present
age. It will be admitted that this recognition on the part of the authorities
would have never been so speedily secured had the representatives of the
believers proceeded through the ordinary and offichll channels to obtain
such a recognition from their government.
Surely every unprejudiced observer,
reviewing on one hand the turbulent
history of the 'Cause in Turkey and
recalling on the other the series of internal convulsions that have seized that
country, cannot but marvel at the contrastbetween the swift decline of an
all-powerful theocracy and the gradual
consolidation of a persecuted Faith.
He will appreciate the significance of
the circumstances that have caused on
one hand the dismemberment of what
was the most powerful institution of
Islam, and contributed on the other to
the emergence upon its ruins of the
very Faith it has vainly labored to suppress. Should he look further into the
past and consult the annals of Christendom during the first century of the
Christian era, he cannot fail to observe
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the striking parallel between the cataclysmic visitation of Providence that has
afflicted the most sacred institutions of
the Jews in the Holy Land and the utter collapse in this, the first century of
the Baha'i era, of the Sultanate and the
Caliphate, the highest institutions of
orthodox Islam. He will recall the
severities which the hand of Titus inflicted upon the Jews, the harassing
siege of Jerusalem, the destruction of
the Holy City, the profanation of the
Temple, the desecration of the Holy of
Holies, the transfer of its priceless
treasures to the imperial city of Rome,
the erection on the site of Zion of the
pagan colony of Oelia Capitolina, the
massacre of the Jews, and the exile and
dispersion of most of the survivors.
In like manner, he will observe that almost in the corresponding decade of
the first century of the era of Baha'u'llah, not at the hand of the infidel,
but by a recognized ruler professing the
faith of Islam, a blow, unprecedented
in its magnitude, has been dealt to
the highest seats of authority in the
Islamic world. He will call to mind
the recent disestablishment of the state
religion of Turkey, the overthrow of
the dynasty of the House of 'Uthman,
the loss of the unity of the vast majority of the adherents of the Mohammedan Faith, the humiliation inflicted
upon the whole hierarchy of its ecclesiastical exponents in that land, the a·bolition of religious courts, the annulment
of the provisions of the Qur'an, the
promulgation of a universal Western
code of civil law, the suppression of its
Orders and the closing of most of its
seminaries and establishments.
Such a close correspondence between
these historic retributions which the
Almighty's avenging arm has chosen
to inflict upon the persecutors of Christ
and Baha'u'llah cannot but fortify the
confidence of every Baha'i believer in
the future glories of this il)ivine Dispensation. Particularly will he feel
strengthened when he recalls the triumphs that have signalized the advance
of Christianity after the humiliation of
its enemies. And as he ponders upon
the circumstances that have given such
startling publicity to the Cause, not
only throughout Turkey but in the adjoining wuntries as well, he cannot fail
to recognize in this strange episode,
following so closely upon the fall of
the mighty stronghold of Baha'i opposition, a prelude to a higher recognition
and fuller unfoldment of the Faith of
Bahci'u'llah.
In Persia, where, unlike its ill-fated
sister nation Afghanistan, the pace of
reform has been wisely regulated, the
salutary effects of the progressive

regime established by its enlightened
ruler are not only reacting upon the
social and economic structure of its
society, but are being increasingly felt
by the mass of the followers of Baha'u'lhih in that land. The welter of
controversy into which the drastic reforms of a determined government,
aiming at the gradual secularization of
the State, has plunged a revolting clergy
has afforded our Persian brethren their
long-desired opportunity to pursue untramelled the course of their spiritual
and humanitarian activities. The deportation of a considerable number of
Muslim ecclesiastical officials, amongst
them the heir of that notorious and
bloodthirsty Mujtahid of Isfahan, "the
Son of the Wolf" has served to clear
the ground for the extension and consolidation of Baha'i institutions. Already, as reported from an outlying
center in the province of Yazd, a leading but fair-minded Mullah has, upon
the discovery of the specific prophecy
of 'Abdu'I-Baha regarding the forced
abandonment of the traditional headdress of Muslim clericals, acknowledged the Divine origin of the Baha'i
Faith, embraced its truth, and openly
enlisted as an active suppor£er of its
institutions.
Moreover, it is stated that in various
quarters, and among responsible sections of the community the matter of
the codification and introduction of a
Western civil code, and its universal
application to all the different communities is being freely discussed, and
its desirability increasingly emphasized.
As a preliminary measure, however,
to the introduction of such a far-reaching reform, certain changes of policy
have been lately initiated, not in the
form of hastily conceived dictatorial
edicts, but as a result of the mature
deliberations and with the sanction of
the national representatives of the people. The systematization of the laws
of marriage and contract; the establishment of a Land Registry wholly independent of ecclesiastical control; the
distribution of birth certificates of a
purely undenominational character; the
increasing prominence accorded to the
social rights of womanhood; the close
attention paid by State authorities to
the education of Persian youth in the
Universities of Europe; the banning
of all Muslim Passion Plays throughout the territory of the Shah; the bold
and various schemes that have been
launched for the embellishment of the
Persian Capital-all are welcome signs
of the approaching era which is to witness the spiritual and material ascendency of Persia among the people and
nations of the world.
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In this ever-improving environment
and witnessing on every side the downfall of those institutions that have
crippled their struggling Faith, the believers in Persi.a are joyously seizing
every opportumty to demonstrate the
redeeming power of the Cause of Baha'u'lhlh. An illuminating report submitted by one of the most capabl~ and
trusted itinerant teachers of the Cause
in Persia, has lately reached the Holy
Land. In it the writer sets forth in
graphic and accurate language the
many evidences of the increasing vitality displayed by the Faith in different
parts of Persia. Summoned by the
Persian National Spiritual Assembly
to interrupt his travels in the vicinity
of the town of Mashhad in order to
devote immediate attention to a situation that had unexpectedly arisen in
Isfahan, our indefatigable teacher and
brother was surprised upon his arrival
in that province to note in the various
towns and villages he visited a ten-fold
increase in the number of the adherents of the Faith since his last visit to
those regions.
He was moreover
startled at the hospitality which he received at the hands of those persons
who six years ago had been instrumental in expelling him from their localities, and who now had freely enlisted under the banner of BaM'u'llah.
He was furthermore highly elated to
learn that the prestige, the integrity
and ability of the local Baha'i Assemblies in that province had of late stood
so high that non-Baha'is, exasperated
by the corruption and incompetence of
their own judges, had more than once
freely submitted cases of dispute to the
judgment of the elected representatives
of the Baha'i community in their locality.
Only a close and unbiased observer
of the manner and habits of the Persian people, already familiar with the
prevailing tendencies of different sections of the population, such as their
apathy and indolence, the absence of a
sense of public duty and of loyalty to
principle, the lack of concerted effort
and constancy in action, the habit of
secrecy and blind surrender to the capricious will of an ignorant and fanatical clergy, can truly estimate the immensity of the task that faces every
conscientious believer in that land. He
will moreover readily testify to the
high standard already attained by the
Baha'is of Persia in their efforts to
inculcate in the minds of their fellowcountrymen the principles of the Divine Civilization ushered in by BaM'u'llcih.
We have only to glance at the soulstirring written assurances of 'Abdu'l-
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Baha in order to realize the magnitude
and exalted character of the mission
entrusted by Him to the adherents of
the Faith in Baha'u'Uah's native land.
By the faithful application of the spiritual principles which their present administration is endeavoring to propagate; by the character of those indissoluble bonds of Baha'i fellowship that
cement the union of the mass of the
believers with their elected councillors; by the distinctiveness of their future contributions in the domain of art,
of science and of trade, of education
and of industry-by these and by still
other convincing manifestations of the
quickening vitality of their Faith, our
Persian brethren are destined to demonstrate to the ruling powers on earth
the majesty, the enduring stability and
the unfailing efficacy of the Government of Baha'u'llah.
The following passage from the
Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Baha, revealed more
than thirty years ago, while incarcerated within the walls of the prison-city
of 'Akka, and addressed to the Baha'is of Khurasan, will undoubtedly
stimulate those energetic friends of the
West who long to contribute by every
means in their power to the rehabilitation of their Master's native land:"Erelong will your brethren from Europe and America journey to Persia.
There they will promote to an unprecedented degree the interests of art and
industry. There they will rear the institutions of true civilization, promote
the development of husbandry and
trade, and assist in the spread of education. . . . Assuredly they will come;
assuredly they u-ill contribute in making of the land of Iran the envy and
the admiration of the peoples and nations of the world."
And as we ponder these words of
'Abdu'l-Baha in our hearts, let us also
remember the prophetic utterances of
Baha'u'llah, which reveal not only the
merciless cruelty of the ecclesiastical
leaders of Islam but also the measure
of Divine retribution which now afflicts
the oppressors of God's holy Faith:"0 people of the Qur'an!
Verily
the prophet of God, Muhammad, sheddeth tears at the sight of your cruelty.
Ye have assuredly followed your evil
and corrupt desires and turned away
your face from the light of guidance.
Erelong will ye witness the result of
your deeds,' for the Lord by God lieth
in wait and is watchful of your behavior. . . . Erelong He will raise in
every city the standard of His sovereignty, atld will wipe away the traces
of them that have denied Him 011 the
day of His return . . . . 0 concourse
of Muslim divines! By your deeds the
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exalted station of the nation hath been
abased, the standard of Isliim hath
been reversed and its mighty throne
htlth fallen. Whenever the Divine Reformer has sought to ennoble the rank
of the people, ye have tumultuously
risen against Him and prevented Him
from executing His purpose, wherefore the realm hath remained in grievous loss."
And in conclusion, I wish, in a few
words, to pay a tribute, however inadequate, to the magnificent services rendered by that exemplary and indefatigable teacher of the Cause, our dearlybeloved sister, Miss Martha Root. Her
international travels on behalf of the
Baha'i Faith, so wide in their range,
so extensive in their duration, so inspiring in their results, will adorn and
enrich the annals of God's immortal
Faith. Her earliest journeys to the
southernmost limits of the American
continent, to India and to South Africa, to the eastern confines of Asia, to
the islands of the Southern Seas and
the Scandinavian countries of the
North; her more recent contact with
the rulers and crowned heads of Europe and the impression which her
undaunted spirit created in royal circles in the Balkan countries; her close
affiliation with international organizations, peace societies, humanitarian
movements and Esperantist circles;
and her latest victories in the university circles of Germany-all constitute
a compelling evidence of what the power of Baha'u'llah can achieve. These
historic labors, pursued single-handed
and in circumstances of financial stringency and ill-health, have been characterized throughout by a spirit of fidelity, of sel£-effacement, of thoroughness
and vigor that none has excelled.
I appeal to individual believers and
Baha'i Assemblies alike to reinforce
by every possible means the earnest
strivings of such a precious soul, to respond speedily and entirely to every
request that from time to time she
feels moved to address to her fellowworkers in every land, to strive to attain the high standard of stewardship
that she has set, and to pray from the
very depths of their hearts for the uninterrupted continuance of her noble
endeavors.
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine,
February 12, 1929.

Study Class in Sofia
An interesting communication from
Mrs. Louise Gregory brings details of
her important teaching in Sofia, Bulgaria. The class she started last year
has been resumed this fall and winter,
with a few deeply attracted students of
the Cause. Dr. Esslemont's pamphlet
"What is the Baha'i Movement?" has
been translated iqto Bulgarian by one
of these new friends, and an edition
published by Mrs. Gregory. Through
articles in newspapers, a series of
monthly public talks and contact with
the Esperantists, Mrs. Gregory is accomplishing the great task of founding
the Cause in that country.
Meeting of the National Assembly
A summary of the meeting held by
the National Spiritual Assembly in
New York City on March 16 and 17,
1929, is given here for the information
of the friends.
Important communications from the
Guardian, and instructions given by
Shoghi Effendi through his secretaries, are reproduced elsewhere in
this issue of the NEWS LETTER, with
the exception of the Guardian's letter
to the National Assembly dated February 27, 1929. On account of the fact
that this particular communication has
a special significance in the development of the principles of Baha'i administration, it was voted that this be
reprinted as a pamphlet, and copies
are being sent to local secretaries for
free distribution to the. believers.
Each local Spiritual Assembly is requested to make this letter the subject
of careful study, and to impress its
importance upon other believers. A
joint consultation was held with representatives of the New York Spiritual
Assembly. It was voted to accept the
recommendation of a special committee which has investigated the accounts
of the Green Acre Inn and reports
that the manager has agreed to repay
the sum of $500 for expenses and salary items not incurred in conformity
with the original contract. Voted that
National Committees are to pay the
Publishing Committee for all literature used by them, under the same
conditions as local Librarians. Reports were received which indicated
the great success and increasing influence of the addresses delivered by
Mr. Albert R. Vail in the Temple
Foundation Hall. Voted to authorize
the secretary to issue 200 copies of the
Baha'i World, volume 2, to the Sociological Departments of leading colleges in the United States and Canada.
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The Publishing Committee was instructed to supply Baha'i literature
without cost to Miss Martha Root, for
distrihution in the course of her teaching journeys. The Teaching Committee reported on the success of several
public Conferences held jointly with
the Committee on Inter-Racial Amity.
The matrix of the Master's voice record was received from Miss Nellie
Lloyd, for Mr. Mountfort Mills, and
placed in the custody of the Archives
Committee. Voted to retire a Green
Acre bond of $500 purchased in 1922.
The report of the Convention Committee was approved, and this Committee
instructed to open a Reception Committee Headquarters during the Convention. (A letter from this Committee is reproduced elsewhere). The
Convention agenda was approved. Mrs.
Loulie Mathews was authorized to secure from local Assemblies copies of
Tablets and writings of ' Abdu'l-Baha
answering questions of current general
interest, for use in a volume to be compiled by her which she wishes to donate to the Cause. The Treasurer was
authorized to transfer the sum of
$110,000 to the National Baha'i Temple Fund. The Treasurer reported that
the National Assembly will have observed it!! !budget of $33,000 for current expenses, with several thousand
dollars to spare. Total cash on hand
March 17, 1929, $207,095.14. Mr.
Philip Sprague joined the meeting by
invitation and kindly shared with the
members the notes taken during his
recent visit at Haifa. The Legal Committee was instructed to find out the
status of the Qeclaration of Trust as
it applies to believers resident in Canada. It was recorded in the minutes
that two rugs, and two copies of the
Greatest Name made by Haji 'Ali
Yazdi, of Haifa, sent by the Guardian
through Mr. Sprague, have been forwarded to the Archives Committee and
the Temple Maintenance Committee
instructed to place them in the Foundation Hall :before the Convention.
Voted to add Prof. !Glenn Shook to
the Green Acre Committee. It was
recorded in the minutes that the special donation of $100,000 pledged in
January has been received iby the
Treasurer and deposited. The action
of the National Assembly in observing
the passing of Mr. W. H. Randall
was recorded. A proposed publicity
plan including the preparation and distribution of newspaper articles to local
Assemblies, and the official answering
of public attacks on the Cause, was
The followng Publicity
approved.
Committee was appointed: Mr. Horace Holley, secretary, Mr. Alfred E.

Lunt, Mr. Dale S. Cole. The following new Baha'i Communities were recorded: Burlinghame, and Long Beach,
California. A telegram was received
from Mr. Leroy Ioas announcing that
arrangements had been made to have
Mrs. Powell spend a month at Phoenix,
Arizona, to teach the group of one
thousand interested people assembled
by Miss Orcella Rexford. A proposed
international trading corporation for
believers was referred to the Publishing Committee.
Meeting of the Trustees Under the
BahA'i Temple Indenture
The principal business transacted at
this meeting was the preliminary report made by Mr. Allen McDaniel covering the result of his investigation of
the status of the architectural and engineering plans of the Temple and of
the different materials available for the
construction of the Temple. The
Chairman and Secretary were instructed to forward this comprehensive and
valuable report to the Guardian and request his instructions and advice. It
was recorded in the minutes that the
Safekeeping Department of the Northern Trust Company has sent for the
files of this body a list of the securities held Iby it to the account of the
Trustees.
Voted that no invested
funds or securities can be withdrawn
from this account without written authorization signed by at least five
Trustees.
Letter from Convention Committee
Concerning Arrangements for
Delegates and Friends
Dearly beloved friends:The Twenty-first Annual Convention of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada which will be held
April 26, 27 and 28 will without doubt
be the most important Convention ever
held in America. Our beloved Guardian Shoghi Effendi, writes that he
hopes that it will be a milestone to
mark the progress of the Cause in this
country. His words are as follows:
((My dear and precious co-worker:
The progress of the Fund is II1·ghly
satisfactory and I will pray that the
efforts so strenuously exerted may be
sustained and blessed by the Master
who is vigilantly watching from on
high the self-sacrifice of His faithful
disciples. I am sure thal the friends
realize by now the vital necessity of
doing their utmost to insure the success of the Plan by the next Convention, which I sincerely hope and pray
may constitute a land-mark in the history of the Cause in America."
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Since he penned those lines over
$100,000 has been added to the Temple Fund. At the present writing
$210,000 have been gathered for the
Temple and we are well on our way
toward success in the great enterprise
undertaken by our small band 0 f believers. Our hearts are overjoyed because we are filled with a renewed
faith in the sustaining power of our beloved Master who, as the Guardian
says, is watching from on high.
Who would have thought a year
ago that we would lbe able to raise
$200,000 in one year? Our experience
would have said that it was impossible,
but in this glorious Cause history
shows that nothing is impossible. The
recent letters of the Guardian picturing
clearly the astounding fulfillment of
'Abdul Baha's promises everywhere
are a proof of this and our unity and
success in this enterprise are our glorious share of the divine bounties that
are :being showered upon the world.
Let everyone who possibly can, come
to the Convention and witness one of
the greatest spiritual outpourings. The
believers are coming from near and
far. They have sent their gifts to the
Temple; many of them will bring &till
more. This year we have passed the
half-way point toward our goal. The
Convention itsel f will carry through
the other half and we will send to the
Guardian a message that will lift us
into the heavens and he will be filled
with joy, for we will have succeeded in
doing our part.
All preparations for a large gathering have been made. For those who
wish reservations made for them either
in hotels or in private homes, the housing committee stand ready to render
whatever service is needed. All letters
regarding reservations should be addressed to Mrs. Edward Struven, 112
Linden Ave., Wilmette. The other
members of the committee on housing
are Mrs. Willis S. Hilpert, 455 Chestnut St., Winnetka, Mrs. Frances Fales,
965 Spruce St., Winnetka, Mrs. Shelley Parker, 6816 Langley Ave., Chicago.
Convention Headquarters will be at
the Evanston Illitel, Forest Ave. at
Main St., Evanston, Ill. This is three
blocks each of the Main St. Station of
the Elevated Railroad.
Beginning
Thursday morning, April 25, the Hospitality Committee will be found at this
Hotel where they will have a reception
room for two days. The telephone
number is University 5000. Single
rooms with accommodations for two
may be had for $2.00 per person.
Those who desire single rooms, etc.,
may arrange to engage them in advance
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through Mrs. Struven, or when they
arrIve. The hotel is making special
rates for us and we are hoping that all
who can will secure their accommodations as early as possible, and it will be
better to have as many of the friends
at the Evanston Hotel as is possible.
Any further information will be
.gladly given. All communications for
general information should be addressed to Mrs. Willis Hilpert, 455
Chestnut St., Winnetka, Ill. For
rooms, etc., to Mrs. Edward Struven,
112 Linden St., Wilmette, III.
With Baha'i love and greeting,
CONVENTION

COMMITTEE.

Mrs. Willis Hilpert,
Mrs. Shelley M. Parker,
Mr. Carl Scheffler.
Baha'i Shrine at Baghdad Restored
to Cause:.
The following cablegram from
Shoghi Effendi records the final success of the efforts continuously made
by the combined forces of the worldwide Baha'i Community, under the
Guardian's direction and inspiration,
to recover from the possession of our
enemies the Holy Shrines at Baghdad
which Baha'u'llah dedicated as a. Center of Pilgrimage for all believers of
East and West :-"League Council
pronounced in favor Balu't'i Petition r.egWding Balui'tt'llah House.
Fmtll
triumphant over deadliest enemy. Inform believers... Avoid for pres~nt
'widespread publtctty. Cause much 11/deb ted to M ountfort's magnificent
achievement. (signed) SHOGHI." The
Petition referred to above was drawn
up by Mr. Mills for the National
Spiritual Assembly of Iraq, at ~he
Guardian's request, for presentatIOn
to the League of Nations as the body
having ultimate jurisdiction over the
Mandate held by Great Britain in Inlq.
The published letters of the Guardian
may be referred to for the earlier
stages of this Providential case.
Instructions Concerning Sales of
Goods to Believers
The National Assembly has received
the following statement from Shoghi
Effendi: "I feel that only such goods
as are o'wned by believers, whether
made by Baha'is or non-Baha'is, may
be sold in the interests of the Temple
or any other Baha'i institutions, thus
maintaining the general principle that
non-believers are not, whether directly or indirectly, expected to contribute
to the support of institutions that are
of a strictly Baha'i character. As to

the manner of the disposal of Baha'i
property for such purposes, and the
channel through which the sale may
be effected, I feel that no rigid rule
should be imposed. Individual Baha'is
are free to seek the help of private individuals or of Spiritual Assemblies to
act as intermediary for such transactions. We should avoid confusion on
one hand and maintain efficiency on
the other, and lay no unnecessary restrictions that would fetter individual
(signed)
initiative and enterprise.
Shoghi." (January 4, 1929.)
Instructions Concerning Attitude
Toward Those Attacking Cause
A copy of the pamphlet published
by Mrs. Ruth White was sent to
Shoghi Effendi in January. This matter is taken up by the Guardian in his
letter to the National Assembly recently reprinted (as recorded in summary
of last Assembly meeting), but the
following words written in a briefer
letter on February 27, 1929, are instructive: "I have in a letter addressed
to the National Assembly set forth my
views regarding the contents of Mrs.
White's pamphlet. I have thus far
received no intimation from the Palestine authorities, and have no reason
to believe that they will consider it
worthy of their consideration. The
friends, however, should avoid hurting her feelings and should abstain
from provocation. Her case will suffer the fate which has met Dyar's opposition in 'Reality,' and should be
totally disregarded by the believers.
What will endure and gather strength
are the institutions which the believers are rearing in the heart of the continent, all else is shifting sand and
doomed to extinction. (signed) Shoghi."
Instructions Concerning the Date
of Annual Baha'i Elections
The following words, written on
February 27, 1929, on behalf of the
Guardian by one of his secretaries,
deals with the question whether a local Baha'i Community can elect its
Spiritual Assembly on any date other
than April 21 each year. "Concerning the institution of new Assemblies,
Shoghi Effendi believes that the present form of the By-laws which considers April 21 as the only date on any
year, though it has some disadvantages,
yet as a whole is better than otherwise.
One year of experience will better enable it to participate in the important
national (Baha'i) affairs. Then there
will be a sort of uniformity throughout the Baha'i world."

Letter from Outline Study Bureau
of the Teaching Committee
Dear friends:
The letters from the friends
throughout the country have been the
cause of much gratification and encouragement to the small group of
workers who constitute the present
Outline Bureau. The warm response
of the friends in general and their accounts of the practical use to which
these outlines have been put confimls
to a considerable extent this new and
experimental phase of Baha'i teaching work. This response indicates
that we are passing into a new era of
expansion made possible by that perpetually youthful attitude of mind
which so characterizes the followers of
Baha'u'llah. Weary of waiting for
the world to seek us out we have
shown our willingness to go this added
mile that it may "go with us twain."
In order to maintain that equilibrium of effort which enables the friends
of Abdul Baha to minister to the needs
of all classes and conditions of men,
it is considered advisable at this time
to issue what will later constitute a
chapter in Comparative Religion. The
outline on the Baha'i Teachings pertaining to Christ, topically arranged,
affords a very complete compilation of
Baha'i references to the life, station,
influence and teachings of Christ together with such references to the
Bible as illustrate these statements.
In the work of compiling and arranging this material we were most fortunate in having the co-operation of
Mrs. Mary M. Rabb, who put at our
disposal her unpublished compilations
on "The Station of Christ in the Baha'i Revelation," and "Resurrection
and Eternal Life." These references
are incorpuorated in the outline. Mrs.
Rabb is well-known as the compiler
of "The Divine Art of Living."
The contribution of another notable
piece of Baha'i work has come from
Mrs. Maye Harvey Gift in the form
of an outline on Bible prophecy. Assisted by a study group in Peoria, Mrs.
Gift has arranged the research of
many years into a comprenensive and
concise outline of references from the
Old and New Testaments, the Quran,
and the Baha'i writings. The very
outward appearance of this outline is
so attractive as to inspire one to immediate study. The contributions of
both Mrs. Rabb and Mrs. Gift to the
Teaching Committee are an example
of Baha'i co-operation which we hope
will add new impetus to the efforts of
all the friends who are in possession
of valuable stud v material.
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The promised outline on "Material
and Divine Civilization" we hope to
have ready by Convention time. The
Outline Bureau is fortunate in having
the assistance of Dr. James Mickel
Williams, well-known writer of books
on Sociology, who is a professor in
Hobart College, situated in Geneva.
It is suggested that the outlines,
which are being issued in uniform
notebook size, are adaptable to ar-'
rangement in looseleaf covers together
with the notes taken by the Baha'i student in connection with his outside
reading or group work. Thus he may
provide himself with a growing handbook Qf "material and divine" knowledge.
Orders may be sent at once for the
two Bible outlines. The outline on
Christianity is ten cents, that on prophecy, "New Light on the Scriptures" is
fifteen cents. Address Mrs. Doris
McKay, Pre-Emption Road, Geneva,
N. Y.
With cordial Baha'i greetings,
The Outline Bureau of the National
Teaching Committee.
R. C. COLLISON
MARIAN LITTLE
DORIS lVIcKAY, Sec'y.
Announces New Prayer Book
The Publishing Committee announces that copies of the new volume
of Prayers and :Meditations of the
Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Bah;l,
donate~ as a gift to the Temple Fund
by Mrs. Loulie Mathews, are now
available. This book can be obtained
in two editions-bound in paper, $0.50,
bound in cloth, $1.00. A supply will
be on hand at the Convention. Copies
meanwhile can !be ordered from Baha'i
Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Station, New York.
The Baha'i Magazine for March
The contents of the BAHA'I MAGAZINE for March, 1929: The Spring
Season, words of 'Abdu'l-Baha; Editorial, by Stanwood Cobb ; Wonderful
Hawaii, by A. E. Winship; America's
Influence in the Near East, by Sohiel
Afnan; The Races of Men-Many or
One? !by Louis G. Gregory; Mystic
Symbols in Judaism, by Loulie
Mathews; The Science of the Love of
God, by Doris McKay; 'Abdu'I-Bah;t
in America, by Dr. Zia Bagdadi; A
Book Worth Reading, by Coralie
Franklin Cook.
The March issue completes volume
19 of the Star of the West, and the
friends are reminded that a complete
Baha'i library will contain the bound
volumes of this unique monthly magazine.

Baha'i National Conference
A Baha'iNational Conference for the
harmonizing of religions, nations and
peoples was held at the Meeting place
of the Society for Ethical Culture,
New York City, on Sunday, March 10,
under the auspices of the Teaching and
Inter-Racial Amity Committees. The
program of this inspiring and important meeting included an address by
Mr. Alfred W. Martin on Geneva and
Haifa: Meccas of the Modern World;
and an address on Baha'u'llah and the
New World Order, .by Archbishop
Reginald Grant Barrow. Mrs. Howard
I ves presided.

-------

In Memoriam
Mrs. Alice Cameron, Maui, Hawaii,
August 27, 1928.
Mrs. S. Craig, Denver, Colo., December 17, 1928.
Miss Ruth Bretz, EI Paso, Texas,
December IS, 1928.

'/

"The Society meets every Sunday
afternoon from 4 to 5 P. M.
"The order of the meeting consists
of an opening prayer, two speeches delivered in Persian or English, a Tablet
chosen in the same spirit as that of the
talks, and a closing prayer. After each
speech the meeting is open to discussIOn.
"Aside from these meetings, social
gatherings are held from time to time,
and trips are made in the vicinity of
Beirut.
"The meetings are open to everybody interested in their purpose.
"The Society plans to present a
Baha'i play this year.
"The Society has a lihrary founded
by the kind help of Mr. Sohiel Afmin
of Haifa. We hope for contributions
from abroad.
"We heartily appreciate communications and exchange of ideas with the
friends, and with the youth of other
countries. Address: The Baha'i Students, care of Mr. Hassan Balyuzi,
American University, Beirut, Syria."

Mr. Vail's Lectures in Foundation
Hall
The series of lectures delivered by
Baha'i Message Published in the
Mr. Albert Vail Sunday afternoons in
Indian Daily Mail
the Temple Foundation Hall, Wilmette, is attracting most favorable atAn address by Mr. S. H. Koreshi,
tention and causing increased interest
secretary of the National Spiritual Asin the Baha'i Faith throughout the
sembly of India and Burma, delivered
vicinity of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
on August 19, 1928, was reprinted in
The subjects for January were: Janu- its entirety in the Indian Daily l\1ail
ary 6--- What is the Truth? Whence
of October 21, according to a dipping
does It Come: Is There any New recently received. The newspaper reTruth? January 13-How Do We
port is headed "Baha'i Message to the
Know the Truth? Four Tests of
World of Humanity", and runs two
Truth. January 20-The Christ of
columns in length. Unquestionably so
the Creeds and the Jesus of Historycomplete a statement has proved effecA Reply to Recent Magazine Articles tive in spreading the Cause in that land.
upon the Authenticity of New Testament'Documents. January 27-SeekINTER - ASSEMBLY CORREers A fter God Through the AgesHow the Scientists and Prophets Find
SPONDENCE AND INTERHim.
NATIONAL NEWS
Program of Baha'i Sudents at
American University, Beirut
The Society of the Baha'i Students
at Beirut, Syria, has for some years
carried out a most comprehensive program of meetings. This has been published as an attractive !booklet, and for
the current year lists weekly meetings
from October 21, 1928, to June 12,
1929, with chairman, names of two
speakers and their subjects for each
week. The fore-word describes the
objects of the Society. "The Society
of the Baha'i Students of Beirut is established to promote the interest of the
Baha'i Students in reEgious problems,
and keep alive their spiritual attainments, in the course of their academic
studies.

Kenosha, Wisconsin
Beloved brothers and sisters:
We extend to you our best wishes
for great spiritual growth this gladsome new Baha'i year. The more each
individual believer reads the Divine
words, reflects and meditates over
them, absorbing their real inner meaning and harmonizing our deeds and
actions accordingly, the greater will be
the spiritual growth which is the Divine magnetism that will attract others
to this glorious Cause. For until we
exemplify in our own lives, the high
ideals brought by the Blessed Perfection, BAHA'U'LLAH, we cannot expect to attract new members to our
fold. If we do not live the Teachings
we become like a horse-shoe magnet
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which has not yet been near the dynamo to absorb magnetic power and is
therefore useless in attracting iron to
it. Whenever a pilgrim would ask
beloved 'ABDU'L-BAHA how to teach
the Cause to others. He would tell
them, to live the life. And our sincere
hope is that every believer in the world
will make a special effort every day to
live those ,beautiful Commands given
us by the Center of the Covenant, who
first lived them Himself, as an example of how we ought to be. Then
the non-lbelievers will see the proof of
the written Teachings and they will
be attracted to us and join our ranks.
Then too, will our Mother Temple in
Wilmette, swiftly reach the heavens
above, calling all Nations to universal
recognition of the oneness of mankind.

Oakland, California
To the Beloved Friends throughout
the World:
'In introducing ourselves to our heloved co-workers in all parts of the
world, the Oakland Baha'is wish first
to express our sincere appreciation of
the many inspiring letters which have
come to us from far and wide during
the past three years. These messages
have given us hope, courage and good
cheer and we have come to have a very
personal interest in all the activities
of the Baha'is everywhere, particularly
in the younger groups for whom we
have an especial fellow feeling.
This day has special significance for
us. It is first the anniversary of the
Feast of '11m at which 'Abdu'l-Baha
was host in the home of Mrs. Goodall
in Oakland when He visited California
in 1912. Also, it is the third anniversary of the present Oakland Assembly. In commemoration of both events
this evening our Nineteen Day Feast
provides a fitting occasion for recalling the special blessing bestowed upon
our city hy the visit of the Master and
upon those whose privilege it was to
he with Him at His table. It also
gives us opportunity to look into the
future and to plan for the further
spread of the Cause in our city.
Three years ago most of us were
new-born infants in the Cause, attracted to it hy Orcella Rexford. That
first year we accomplished little if
measured in terms of numerical
growth, but thanks to the untiring,
self-sacrificing and patient efforts of
Mr. Leroy C. loas, we were led to
have a clear understanding of the essentials of the movement. We were
meeting then in a little third-story
room where the spirit of Baha'i love

Clond unity was manifest to all who
came within its walls. Little by little
we began to grow until finally our little hall was really quite overcrowded
and when many who had lost contact
with the group were re-attracted to the
Cause, we found it necessary to move
to larger quarters. We now have a
spacious lihrary in the hotel district,
beautifully furnished and equipped
with every convenience for serving
feasts and dinners.
Wilmette, Illinois
Beloved Friends in 'Abdu'l-Ba:ha:In a recent letter, Shoghi Effendi
has written :-"Rest assured that my
prayers will continue to be offered for
the esteemed members of the Wilmette
Assembly, whose sacred mission is to
playa leading part in stimulating interest and action in behalf of the Mashriqu'l-Adh-kar.
Your true brother,
Shoghi."
We wish also to share with every
believer in the United States and Canada, before the Fast, the lbeautiful message which has just come, through
Ruhi Afnan, as follows :-"The problem that in these days is arousing his
(Shoghi Effendi's) anxiety is the way
this large sum is to he collected in such
a very short period of time, to resume
the building operations right after the
convention. He, as well as some of
the other friends who are motivated
by a great force of faith, believe firmly
that God's miracles will not fail to
perform their wonders and at the very
eleventh hour the full sum will be collected. Shoghi Effendi wishes you to
express his loving greetings to all the
friends in Wilmette and ask them to
join with him in their moments of
private prayer and meditation, and ask
God not to fail them, but as heretofore
send them His confirmations and blessings."
What heavenly strength and joy this
message hrings, lifting us out of the
realm of strain and striving into invincible faith and assurance of victory.

Geneva, Switzerland
During the month of September
there were more than eighty visiters
at the Bureau.
From America we had:
Mrs. Ford, who paid us a long and
delightful visit. Her presence was a
help in many ways;
Mrs. Collins of Pasadena, a member
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
paid a flying visit of a day;

Mrs Julie Chanler who recently
translated into a scholarly English and
published "Le Fils du Loup", was here
a short time with her daughter Miss
Benkard;
Mrs. French of Pasadena, member
of the N. S. A. spent aJbout eight days
here and gave us the benefit of her
practical advice as well as adding her
quota of helpfulness to make the meetings more interesting and colorful;
Mr. Mills of New York and Paris
was in Geneva as a delegate to the
"Universal Religious Peace Conference" and although much occupied
gave us some of his time;
Madame Kuntz of Urbana, U. S. A.
paid us a call on her way to Zurich;
Dr. Alfred Martin of New York,
one of the ardent workers for "World
Unity" spared some of his valuable
time from the work of the Conference
and visited us;
Mrs. Van Patten came over from
Paris for a few days and called at the
Bureau;
Mr. Oeaton of Montreal, Canada,
spent a few days in Geneva and we
had a number of pleasant visits with
him;
Canon Townshend and wife of Ireland were here for a day: much too
short a time.

Tokyo, Japan
Beloved Baha'i Friends of the World!
Since the New Year has dawned it
seems more and more that a Divine
Wisdom is working to draw all the
Baha'is of the world into a closer love
and unity than before.
With the coming of this New Year,
hope and inspiration have come that
His Cause may make greater progress
in this land where Shoghi Effendi has
hid me work.
It has brought joy to me that on the
9th of this month the publication of
the "No.9 Ben" in Esperanto braille
was finished in a school for the blind
here. This was a reprint of one
which had been made in Stockstund,
Sweden, through the efforts of Martha
Root. Often on Sunday evening I
have the privilege of meeting with students from this school at the home of
one of their teachers who desires for
them spiritual comfort.
Since the New Year, on Friday evening many Esperantists have been
coming to my room where we speak of
the Baha'i Teachings. One of these
young men had corresponded with an
American lady Esperantist who is a
Baha'i and had sent him one of the
Baha'i Esperanto booklets.
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The Coming Baha'i Year
Shoghi Effendi's Greeting to
"May incoming Assembly's teY11'£ of
Convention
office so auspiciously inaugurated cul"Convey
assembled friends
mitwte in actual completion first unit
(in)
Convention
deep appreciaof Mashriqu'I-AdhkGr. Invoking Ba-progress
Temtion
substantial
ha'u'1l6h's blessing on your deliberaple Fund. Am sacrificing the
tions."-Shoghi.
most valuable ornament (of)
The foregoing cablegram from the
Baha'u'llah's Shrine in order
Guardian, received while the members
(to) consecrate and reinforce
of the newly elected National Spiritual
(the) collective endeavors (of
Assembly were still in session, is in
the) American believers speedily
reality the Guardian's expressed hope
to consummate Plan (of) Uniand definite aim for the services of all
fied Action. Appeal for unpreceAmerican believers during the coming
dented self-sacrifice.
Ridvan
Baha'i year.
greetings. (I) desire ( to) reThe National Assembly can add
mind all believers (of the) necesnothing to these words, save its own
sity (for) unconditional acceptwhole-hearted appreciation of the spirit
ance (of) whatever position and
of unity manifested by the Convenduties (may be) assigned by
tion, its longing to contribute further
delegates and National Assemto that unity, and its recorded general
bly. (I) deprecate all refusals
policy for its term of office, as follows:
(of) candidature.
First, a budget representing the utSHOGHI."
most economy and efficiency; second,
Haifa,
Palestine
concentration on the completion of the
April 25. 1929.
Temple Construction Fund of $400,()()(); and third, seeking guidance and
instructions from Shoghi Effendi be- fatigue follows every expression of unfore undertaking any new plans what- usual energy. The American believers, reinforced nobly by most genersoever.
,The actual situation at present is ous donations from England and other
that the total National Baha'i Fund as countries, have this past year attained
the Convention closed had mounted to a new and higher standard of material
the impressive figure of $306.526. If sacrifice. The sole aim before us all
the current annual budget is fixed at at present is not merely to bring the
$30,000 (the final decision on this will Temple Fund up to $400,000, but to
be announced as soon as possible), this accomplish this in the shortest possible
means that the total amount to be con- time. Success is assured-but what is
tributed, to make possible the building our real measure of success? Shall
of the first Temple unit, is the differ- we now relax and become spiritually
ence between $400,000 and $306,526 responsible for any and all negative
less $30,OOO-or $123,474. By this conditions which may arise as the rereckoning, the sum to be contributed sult of that negligence? Or shall we
as soon as possible represents the increase our efforts, renew our sacriamount still due on the Temple Fund, fices, and lament every single day re~
plus the current annual budget of the quired for complete obedience to the
standard given by Shoghi Effendi in
N at\()hal. Assembly.
. IIi 'a11'1m-man' affairs, a period of his cablegram?

MAY,

1929

The higher is our standard of en";
deavor and attainment, the more pow~
er will the believers collectively pos~
sess for serving the Cause and meeting
the dire challenge of these coming'
vears. The more we concentrate and
~acrifice, the more will be our unity.
As unity deepens, the more .each Ba-i
ha'i can penetrate into the mysteries'
and beneficent glories of the Cause of
God. Need we await the next Convention for the signal to resume -con":
struction of the Temple? Why should:
that blessed day not dawn for us be-:
fore 'winter comes?
i

Report of the Twenty-First AnnuaL
Convention
.
Would that our powers were equal
to the task of describing that meeting
of pure souls which represented the·
body of the Baha'i Cause in America
and is known as the Twenty-first Annual Convention. Its purpose was education, consultation, spiritual communion and the transaction of business
relating to the activities of the cause
and of measures for the completion of
the great Temple. Intelligence, luminosity, radiance, kindness, sacrifice, harmony, zeal, self-forgetfulness, joyousness, meditation, prayerfulness, inspiration, efficiency, collective conscious-:
ness, confirmation and guidance were,
among the characteristics of this historic meeting. It was a sign of the
New World Order, a pursuit of the
ideal, an advancement toward the goal
of true success. It combin~d the qualities of firmness and adaptability, of
unwavering purpose ,;lI1d genial good
humor. Its powers of. harmony were
tested more than once in the clashes
that sometimes come between the individual and the group consciousness.
The latter was always victorious, and
yet the divine ideals were upheid in
such a loving way' as' to' suggest 11mb..
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permIt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, de~o
tional humanitarian, financIal,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its ?bject i.t. must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability,. thoroughness, dignity and wIsdom. ~t
should become a great factor 10
promoting understanding! ,prov!ding information on Baha! actlyity, both local and ~orelgn, 10
stimulating interest, I~ combating evil influences, and 10 upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible should be replete with news,
up~to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the. gl~be.
I cherish great hopes for Its Immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Bah:i'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

ing of rigidity and to I~ave no .sting.
Many of the most ImpreSSIve moments were the silent moments. The
greatest volume of business, the raising of the fund to $300,000, was. done
in silence. The treasurer, seated m the
rear received with equal signs of appreciation the small gold coin sent by
one who was recently an atheist but
is now drawn into the Cause, with the
thousands .given by others long in service. It was all done silently. No one
was told what others contributed. The
impersonal nature of these sacrifices
for the greatest Cause ':Dade a. deep
impression. Another penod of sIlence
and meditation, preceded by prayer,
was that before the election of the new
National Spiritual Assembly. Each
and all appeared to be seeking a ?~ci
sion which would reflect the Dlvme
Will. The powers that make the
world revolve that move the stars in
their courses ;re silent, even as the still
small voice that illumines the heart
and makes man aware of God,
A touching incident was that of a
very earnest friend who had al,re.ady
given his all. He expressed a wIllmgness to sacrifice his Baha'i library
which might bring a hundred dollars
to be added to the fund. Thereupon
another friend handed the treasurer a
hundred dollars in the name of the one
who had offered his books. The treasurer then told the seller that his books
were sold and required instant delivery. But the place was his own a?dress' in other words he was to retam
them.' Thus through nobility of soul
each was made happy.
Information reached us about a
large gi ft, twenty thousand. dollars,
silently contributed out of .capltal by a
friend who had already gIven largely
durinO' the year. About two months
ago this generous friend said, "I must
now do this for the sake of the master.
How can it be otherwise? Although
now I am possessed of means it was
not alwavs so. My husband, my home,
my child, all came to me through
the Master's Providence. How can I
deny Him anything?"
Impressive were the exchanges of
Messages between the convention and
the Guardian. They illustrated the close
connection between East and West and
the Divine nearness which inspires the
friends.
.
The chairman calling the conventIOn
to order said:
"The Light of Baha'~'lIah i~ reflected in the sunshine of thIS glonous day
and we are wekomed and blessed by
the Spirit of the Master." Prayer r~
vealed for those entering the councIl
chamber was read and Supreme Guidance sought at such a vital moment. A

roll-call and election by vive voce
made the organization permanent with
Mr. McDaniel as chairman and Mr.
Holley as secretary.
A portion of the volume, Baha'i J\dministration, was read and the chaIrman said that the founders of the
Cause should be thanked for the unparalelled period of success, in the
Cause. The National Spiritual Assembly is now to render an account of its
stewardship and the reports read to
you will show real progress.
The report of the National- Secretary covered six features:
1. The letters of the Guardian_
which in the past have clarified the
aims of administration, now reveal a
positive and creative force.
2. Positive and decisive steps. Clarity of vision and definite obligations.
Limitations of the budget.
3. Vigorous grow!h of the Tem.ple
Construction fund WIth the resumptIOn
of work in sight.
4. Further co-ordination of work
through the Indenture of Trust.
5. Th~ appearan~e .of Baha'i economics WIth SIgnS p01l1tmg to a greater
development in future wh~n through
corporate life an~on~ the fn~nds there
will be co-operatIOn 111 matenal as well
as spiritual affairs.
6. The publication of the Baha'i
WorId, an attractive international record with reports of activities, teachings
and profuse illustrations.
This report included records of. the
National Spiritual Assembly meetmgs,
the Baha'i News Letter, the Guardian's
letters, the distinguiShed services rendered by Mountfort Mills in an international affair of great moment affecting the Cause, reference to Dr. Susan
1. Moody and Miss Adelaide ~harp in .
Persia. Mr. and Mrs. Romer m London, Miss Agnes Alexander. in Japa~,
Miss Leonora Holsapple 111 BrazIl,
Miss Fanny Knobloch in S~uth Africa, Mrs. Imogene Hoagg I~ Italy,
Mrs. Louise A. M. Gregory 111 BulO'aria ~riss Martha Root in various
European countries and Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler in the British West
Indies and Haiti.
The treasurer sounded the new note
of confidence indicating faith. courage
and a great spiritual outpouring
among the friends, who are now happily out of all discouragements. The
National Spiritual Assembly has kept
its pledge to remain within its budget
for the year, and this with a goo.d margin. The friends have been thnlled as
the funds grew.
The report of the Finance Committee read by Mrs. Frenoh unfolded the
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methods used to raise funus. It referred to gifts of money, land, jewelry and all means of s~ving for the national fund. The servIces of Mr. Matthisen as auditor were highly praised.
The purpose of this committee is "to
recommend to the National Spiritual
Assembly such changes as will improve
the methods of the past; to keep an
ever watchful eye on the financial side
of the various departments of the N.
S. A.; to see that each national committee maintains its pledge to adhere
to whatever sum is allotted it for the
year' to be informed of alI assets of
the Cause whether in the form of real
estate, archives, publications, special
donations of personal property such as
libraries jewelrv, etc., in brief, any
and all properties of the Cause."
A detailed and brilIiant account of
the teaching work was given the convention. In the beginning it quoted
the words of the Master:
"Of all the gifts of God the greatest
is teaching." Mrs. Maxwell, the secretary, reported the activities of Mr.
Vail in relation to the Temple meetings and the attraction of many people
of capacity to the C;ause. ~entlOn
was made of the vanous amIty conferences most of which were in collaborati~n with this committee. The
services of Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler the connection made with Barbado~s the Gift and Robb compilations
as aids to teaching; reports of activities on the Pacific Coast compiled by
Leroy Ioas; the message from Honolulu and various other centers. were
all presented with the gr~atest emphasis laid upon the capacIty of people
nowadays for the message. Mr. Ober,
chairman of this committee, added a
reminder of the injunction of Bahi'u'lhih to serve, it being the goal of
each teaching group to become the
most intelligent people in the world by
using the divine knowled~e. People
are now increasingly bewIldered ar:d
must sooner or later turn to the RadIant Outlook for Guidance.
Mrs. Doris McKay reported the
Outline Bureau and the intelIectual and
spiritual stimulus t~at comes fr<?m using the three outhnes already Issued.
Others are being planned. Th~ address
for circulation is Pre-emptton Rd ..
Geneva, N. Y.
News of the western summer school
at GeyservilIe. came through Messrs.
Bosch and Latimer, who hope to continue the highest ideals of the ~a~a'i
Cause. This year's program wIl} 111c1ude courses in the study of sCIence
and religion and the fund.amentals. ~f
the Baha'i Cause. The pIOneer splr!t
of California readily respond~; to thIS
broad program.

The Guardian's Message to the
Convention
"Overjoyed remarkable evidences vitality of Faith. Glorious self-sacrifice American believers.
Soon shipping silken
carpet
(from)
Baha'u'lIah's
Shrine as crowning gift on altar
of Baha'i sacrifice.
Boundless
gratitude, truest, deepest love.
Shoghi" Haifa, April 28-29,
1929.

In the report of the committee on
publications, presented by Mrs. Marion
Little, it appeared that matt~rs are. be:ng arranged on strictly bus1l1ess l1l1es
that wilI produce revenue and .help the
activities. The demand for hterature
steadily grows. One o~ t~e m~st attractive of recent pubhcatlOns IS the
beautiful new prayer-book published
through the genero!Oity of Mrs. Loulie
l\1atthews.
The convention sent the folIowing
cablegram:
Shoghi Effendi, Haifa Palestine.
"Convention sends deepest love,
radiant greetings opening session.
All hearts happy and in motion. Lo~g
ing for Divine Confirmation, atta1l1ment Supreme purpose. Baha'i Convention."
Greetings from the quardian, E~g
land and various Amencan assembhes
aladdened the hearts of the friends.
'" The report of the BAHA'I MAGAZINE reflected much progress and t~e
happiness of the editors over contnbuted articles; its value to the teachers
of the Cause at home and abroad and
deep regret that some of the friends
had allowed their subscriptions to
lapse. That this vital arm of service
should receive the hearty support of
alI the friends is the expressed wish
of the Guardian.
The Inter-racial Amity Committee
reported conferences held during the
past year at Green Acre. N ew York,
Rochester, Geneva, Buffalo, Portsmouth. N. H., Columbus and Dayton,
alI attended with spiritual attraction
and success. It is hoped that the various groups, large and smaIl. wilI !ncreasingly value this phase of ;erv~ce
as a means of doing the Master sWIll.
serving humanity and attracting people of capacity among both race~ ~o
the Cause through the release of spmtual forces. Interesting renorts came
from many cities East and West.
Green Acre
The Green Acre report reviewed the
activities of the last season, its new
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features which included Por.tsmouth
and Eliot days, and paid a feeling tribute to the late WilIiam H. RandalI.
who sacrificed so much for Green
Acre. Plans for the coming season
contemplate a school for children, another for youth, the correlation of Baha'i ideals with modern thought, the
higher criticism and study of Bible
history, the history of religions of the
past, comparative religions and the science of religions, the comparison .of
human and divine economics and traming classes for speakers and teachers.
Places of entertainment will include
the Green Acre Cottage, the cottages
of the Inn, various private cottages
and the tea room and community
kitchen. At one of the sessions a special appeal was '!lade that all t~e
friends who can wIIl so arrange theIr
vacations that they may attend the
summer school at Green Acre.
Election
The teIlers reported Mr. Allen B.
McDaniel, Mr. Horace Holley, Mr.
Louis G. Gregory, Mr. Carl Scheffler.
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm Mrs. NeIIie S. French, Mrs.
Ameiia Collins and Mr. Siegfried
Schoplocher as elected to constitute
the new National Spiritual Assembly.
The organization of officers is the same
as that of last year.
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
Mr. McDaniel reported for the
Temple Committee and made it clear
that under the instructions of th(!
Guardian no expense for building shall
be incurred until the sum of $400,000
is completed. Th~ ~esign o~ !he Temple, he said, is stnkmgly ongmal. .T~e
Architectural Revie<w stated that It IS
the most strikingly original design that
has appeared since the thirteenth century. Architecture so ?r~ate and e~a
borate will require bUlldmg matenal
that is a recent development. A structure of such significance to the whole
world should not follow the designs
of the past. The Guardian is intensely interested in the Te~ple and we ~re
hoping for his suggestIOns and gUIdance at all times. It is perhaps fortunate that the construction could not
begin earlier as building conditions are
now much more favorable.
The design is unique and somewh~t
exotic. The idea of permanency w~1I
not be lost sight of. Every step ~I1l
be in consultation with the Guardian
and by this we hope to receive a great
spiritual confirmation.
Mr. Louis Bourgeois, the Temple
architect, in a speech of genial humor
that was highly entertaining, explained
some of the difficulties of the past. his
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choice of material, his consultation
,,:ith noted engineering authorities, and
his plan for interior decoration illustrated by a model exhibited.
The remainder of this session being
given to teaching, Mr. and Mrs. Howard I ves, noted workers in the Cause
~ave interesting accounts of the open~
mg of the cities of Binghamton and
Syracuse ~o the Cause. They suggeste.d v~nous ways of contacting in
startmg m new fields such as childwelfare associations, radio broadcasting, libraries, book reviews, psychology clubs, churches and Sunday
schools. Miss Martha Root was reported by Mrs. Haney as having recently gIVen the Baha'i message in
forty-two German universities. The
Convention listened with deep interest
and appreciation to an eloquent address by Mr. Saffa Kinney on the development of a new group consciousness in the Cause and to Mrs. H. P.
Payne. of ~ittsburgh, whose simple,
lovmg service among the children of
that city is attracting all races.
Spiritual Meetings
Friday evening was given by the
Convention to a public meeting for
teaching, which attracted a very
thoughtful audience a large part of
which was made up of inquirers. Mrs.
Stuart W. French of Pasadena, presided and with a wealth of divine
ideals flooded the audience with the
light of the Cause. Mr. Gregory, responding to the subject "Proofs of
Reality" gave some of the signs of the
Manifestation in the New Day. Mr.
Vail spoke upon the temples of the
new civilization. He pictured the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkars of the future,
with their beautiful gardens and open
to aU sects, races and religions, harmonizing religion and science, elevating the spiritual nature of mankind
and evolving in concrete form the
ideals of the great new civilization.
Following the business sessions of
the Convention a teaching conference
was held, conducted by Mr. Vail.
Gladsome news from Detroit, Urbana,
Peoria, Geneva, New York and Boston
presented new ways and methods. The
meeting closed with prayers for our
dear brother, Mr. Oglesby of Boston
and others detained by illness. The
singing of the Benediction was a fitting climax.
Feast of EI Ridvan
The observance of the Ridv;'l11 Feast
to many was the high light of the Convention for spiritual refreshment and
teaching. Mrs. Corinne True presided
and made it an occasion not only for
celebrating the Great Declaration but
for clarifying the station of the Guard-

her hope of bringing many young people to the next Convention.
Philip Sprague shared incidents of
hi~ recent pilgrimage, of the exhilaratIOn of the beautiful chants and of
the advice given him by the Guardian
to study the words of Baha'u'llili two
~ours pe~ day, if possible. Believers
little realize their power.
1\1 rs. Mary Hanford Ford said that
t?e new architecture was the expressIOn of the new spirit. Each ornament
?f the .ne~ Temple will have its spirItual slgl11ficance.
It will be more
beautiful than any building yet created. !hrongs wil.1 ~ome to ask many
que~lOns. Its shmmg forth with such
punty, beauty and power will arouse
wide interest. All love is intensified
by the consciousness of the new civilization. Mr. Charles Mason Remey
read the address of 'Abdu'I-Baha on
the Covenant and Mrs. Mabel Ives
unfolded the Institute of Guardianship. How exhilarating and beautiful
and glorious was this feast! It touched
the vital spot of the Cause and revealed
the great reality.
. This Convention was a gain in vanous ways. The reports were all fascinating. They proved that romance
and spirituality could enter into the
details of business. The efficiency of
the various arms of service reflect the
proficiency which returning pilgrims
all report as true of the Guardian.
There was economy of time. The
reading of various reports without intervals presented a complete picture
of the year's work and answered the
inevitable questions before they could
Ian. Mr. Windust spoke briefly and be asked. Each report seemed to shed
read the joyous glad tidings of the light upon the busmess of the others.
voice record of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Mrs. Thus the time of discussion was shortSlater read the Festival Tablet. Mrs. ened.
The Cause as a whole attained a staTrue gave the description of the first
Ridv{m Feast as related by the Great- tion of sacrifice not before recorded in
est Holy Leaf which contained not t~e western world. For a comparaonly the Declaration by Baha'u'llah of tively small group of people to raise
His own station, but also His Declara- so large a sum in the short period of a
tion of the Station of 'Abdu'l-Baha as year is a just cause of elation. The
the Center of the Covenant. This happiness of the friends was real. The
statement was made to 'Abdu'l-Baha Convention, as our friend Dickens
and four others, privacy being en- would say, was "one vast substantial
joined at the time for the sake of wis- smile I" ~et along with. this, our very
capable Fmance Committee will soon
dom.
A happy feature of this feast was remind us to suspend no efforts until
Mary the Temple is built.
the vibrant voices of youth.
It was the most impersonal ConvenMaxwell related experiences at Haifa
and gave a thrilling account of the tion ever held. The silent rally reportveneration paid our Guardian by an il- ed by one of the New York friends
lumined believer and his clear discern- conveyed its spirit to the Convention
ment of the spiritual station of the with great results. The selfless way
One who "is under the unerring in which the friends of God rendered
service was a demonstration of Suguidancc of God."
Wandene Mathews told of her preme Power. The Glory of the
work as a student of languages in Greatest Name is the true exaltation
LOUIS G. GREGORY,
preparation for teaching and translat- of man.
ConVelltioll Reportur.
ing the Divine Tablets in future and
Convention Messages from
Abroad
"Greetings in His Name. International Bureau unite prayers
with. heart-felt. sympathy and
longmg for Ul11ty and building
of Temple.
Culver (and) Hoagg."
Geneva, Switzerland,
April 19, 1929.
"International Bureau sending
one thousand dollars Temple
Fund. Greetings.
JULIA CULVER."
Vienna, Austria
April 22, 1929.
"Happy yourg Ridvan.
ROUHANI."
Bacou, April 19, 1929.
"In spirit loving sacrifice which
alone can bring about Master's
desires regarding Temple, and
warmest wishes for success (of)
Convention, English believers
mailing draft for two hundred
pounds sterling to Temple Fund.
In addition, Maud Yandell of
London Assembly forwarding
four thousand dollars through
American bank as memorial to
her father and mother.
SIMPSON,
Treasurer, English National
Assembly."
London, England
April 25, 1929.
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Star of the West
The staff of servers working on the
Star of the West have been given the
privilege by the National Spiritual Assembly of inserting each month in THE
NEWS LETTER an announcement about
the BAHA'I MAGAZINE.
First and foremost we are striving
to edit the magazine according to the
plan and instructions we have received
from Shoghi Effendi, and the wholehearted cooperation of the friends in
this work is of the first importance.
Right now is an exceptionally good
time to start new subscriptions. In the
jl1 ay number, for instance, will appear
the first article in a new series by Mrs.
Loulie A. Mathews of New York, under the title, "Whence Cometh the
Light ?" The lives of the Bab, BaM'u'lh'ih and 'Abdu'l-Baha are briefly
outlined in this series in order to convey an understanding of how the student may approach the Baha'i Cause
with some realization of the noble
grandeur of its Founders.
Also in this number will be recorded
the impressions of Dr. John Haynes
Holmes of The Community Church in
New York on "Haifa-and the Baha'is."
He has treated the subject
most sympathetically.
The editorial by Mr. Cobb further
elucidating the thoughts expressed in
the March and April numbers, is the
conclusion of that most interesting of
subjects "Above Success a.nd Failur.e."
A series of true stones carry111g
spiritual lessons, and so beautifully
told by Miss Genevieve Coy, will be
enjoyed, and they can be used to great
advantage in teaching.
Other striking articles in this number of real interest and value are the
story by Dr. Walter B. Guyon, "How
the King Abolished Poverty"; and,
"From the Platform," 'by Doris McKay.
Featured in the June number will be
the continuance of "Whence Cometh
the Light?" The second chapter is on
"Baha'u'llah, the Prophet," and might
well be used as a "text book" on the
subject.
Another striking feature will be the
interesting and informing story by
Miss Florence E. Pinchon entitled,
"The Grail of Life's Quest." It tells
how difficulties are surmounted in the
path of Theosophists in their approach
to and acceptance of the Baha'i Teachings. The first story in this series by
Miss Pinchon was published in the December, 1928, Star of the West, on
"The Liberation of Elizabeth," and depicted something of the natural objections which would be raised by a sincere and typical member of the estab-

Ii shed Church of England. From time
to time this gifted author will write of
the typical point of view and difficulties
which might naturally be felt 'by those
belonging to the various sections of the
great religions, cults and modern
movements in their acceptance of the
Baha'i Truths. This series will be of
great help to Baha'is who desire concrete material at hand to answer the
chief objections of other religionists.
Splendid articles are coming to us.
Should not every Baha'i take a keen
interest in and make an extraordinary
effort to support THE BAHAI MAGAZINE, which is the official organ of the
Cause, and which looks very promising
for the coming year as it will contain
material of great value to use in
teaching.
Shoghi Effendi is praying for the
success of this activity. He is carefully watching it and protecting it,
and he tells us in his latest letters that
"we should feel happy and encouraged. Persevere and do not lose heart."
We are living in a time of tremendous changes; these days are "amazing
days," and THE BAHAI MAGAZINE
will continue to carry a message for
every forward-looking person whether
Baha'i or non-Baha'i.
For the information of all we might
state that The Star of the West kept
within the budget .aIlowance 'by the
National Spiritual Assembly the past
year. But this year we must do better
and try in every possible way to greatly increase the number of subscribers.
To this end 'We most earnestly invite
the cooperation of every Baha'i. May
we not help others to "read for results" by giving at least one new subscription a year?
STANWOOD COBB
MARIAM HANEY,
MRS. ALLEN B. McDANIEL,
Magazine Committee.
Letter From Shoghi Effendi
To the beloved of the Lord and the
handmaids of the Merciful throughout the West.
Dearly-beloved brothers and sisters in
'Abdu'I-BaM:
With a heart overflowing with
thankfulness and joy I take my pen to
share with you tidings that eloquently
testify to the triumphant majesty and
unconquerable spirit o~ the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. From Geneva, the seat of
the League of Nations, there comes the
news that the fervent plea addressed
by the Baha'is of 'Iraq to the world's
supreme Tribunal regarding an issue
that for a time has stirred the Baha'i
world to its foundation has at last met
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with a noble and most gratifying re':'
sponse.
You will recall the references made
in my previous communications, dated
November 6, 1925, October 29, 1926,
and January 1, 1929, to the forcible
seizure of Baha'u'lhih's sacred house
by the Shiahs of Baghdad, to the appeals which from almost every quarter of the globe have showered upon
the authorities of 'Iraq for its restitution, to the long and unsuccessful legal
proceedings to which the representatives of the Faith in that land have resorted, and lastly to the petition which
they have addressed to the League's
Permanent Mandates Commission setting forth the history of the case and
appealing for the intervention of the
Council in their behalf. I am now informed that after mature deliberation
the conclusion arrived at by the Mandates Commission, urging that prompt
action be taken to redress the wrong
suffered by the Baha'is, has been duly
communicated to, and adopted by, the
Council of the League, which in turn
will formally communicate the recommendations of its Commission to the
Mandatory Power.
From the official text of the minutes
of the meeting of the Mandates Commission, as well as from its authorized
report to the Council, both of which
have been made public, it is clear and
evident that the terms of the conclusion arrived at are neither vague nor
evasive, but set forth in unmistakable
language the legitimate aspirations of
an oppressed and struggling Faith. The
decision neither implies compensation
to the Baha'i Community for the loss
of the sacred buildings, nor does it expressly provide for the expropriation
of the property by the State. To quote
from the text of the official document,
the Commission has resolved "to recommend the Council to ask the British
Government to call upon the Government of 'Iraq to redress without delay the denial of justice from which the
petitioners have suffered."
A glance at the minutes of the Commission's meeting will suffice to reveal
that in the course of the lengthy discussions conducted by the members of
the Commission the following important facts have been stressed and recognized. The British accredited representative, present at the sessions of
the Commission, has declared that "it
was a fact that the Mandatory Power
had recognized that the Baha'is had
suffered an injustice and, ever since
the award made by the High Court, the
High Commissioner had been considering what means could be found to
remove, either by an executive act or
otherwise, the unjust effects of that
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decision." Moreover, it has been acknowledged by the accredited representative that the Baha'is had been in
bona-fide occupancy of the property,
that they had expended on it sums that
exceeded the value of the site itself,
and were thus, in accordance with the
provision in the still operative Turkish
Law, entitled to purchase the site. Allusion has also been made in the course
of the deliberations of the members
of the Commission to the fact that the
action of the Shiah community with respect to Baha'u'llah's sacred house
constituted a breach of the Constitution and the Organic Law of 'Iraq
which, according to the testimony of
the British accredited representative,
expressly provided for the unfettered
freedom of conscience. A question
from one of the members had even
elicited from the representative of the
British Government the reply assuring
the Commission that the Mandatory
Power actually possessed means of exercising pressure on the authorities in
order, if necessary, to insure that so
fundamental an article in the Constitution would be respected. Furthermore,
the opinion has been strongly expressed that the matter had assumed
"an importance which exceeded that
of the individual case of the Baha'is,"
inasmuch as "the judgment of the
High Court was suspected of having
been inspired by political prejudice,"
with the consequent impression on the
Commission that "from a moral point
of view, conditions in 'Ira.q were not
improving; that religious passions still
ran high and that peace had not yet
been brought about between the various religious communities." It has
even been proposed to supplem~nt t.he
report submitted to ~he Coun~l~ WIth
the observation that, m the opmlOn of
the Commission, "a country in which
the Sovereign and the highest law courts
are capable of so flagrant a denial .of
justice would probably not be conSIdered to be eligible to become a Member of the League of Nations." The
minutes of the Commission's meeting
further indicate that the contents of the
letter addressed by the Prime Minister
of 'Iraq to the Briti~h representat~ve
in Baghdad and whIch accompamed
the text of the petition of the Baha'is
do not in the opinion of the C?mmission "meet any of the allegatIOns of
the petitioners" and are confined to a
mere assertion that the judgment of
the Court of Appeal was pronounced
in accordance with the laws of the
land. As to the memorandum submitted by the Mandatory, ,.Pow~r. in
connediQn with the Baha I petItIOn,
and to which the minutes briefly refer,
it is expressly stated that His Britanic
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Majesty's Government considers the
ejectment of the Baha'is while the case
was still undecided to have been an illegal action, that the reasons adduced
to justify such action were hardly admissible, and that the final verdict of
the Court of Appeal is unsustainable,
contrary to the law, and tainted by political considerations. The minutes
further declare that although any petition presented to the Commission appealing from a decision given by a
Court of Law IS to be considered as not
being in order, yet as the petition submitted by the Baha'is reveals such a
state of partiality, servility and sectarianism it has been found desirable to
depart from the general rule and to regard the petition in question as receivable by the Comqlission. And among
the concluding observations in the
minutes of the Commission's meeting
regarding the Baha'i petition is this
significant passage: "The revelations
made in connection with this petition
show the present position in 'Iraq in
an unfavorable light. In a country
where the conduct of the highest authorities has led the Mandatory Power
to pass such severe criticisms, where
the Supreme Court of Justice is under legitimate suspicion, and where religious fanaticism pursues minorities
and controls power, a state of affairs
prevails which is not calculated to insure the development and well-being of
the inhabitants. The petitioners have
suffered a serious denial of justice the
dired responsibility for which rests on
the authorities of 'Iniq. The fact that
this denial of justice could not be prevented or imt'nediately made good was
due to the weakening of the Mandatory Power's control in 'Iraq. The
Mandatory attempted, but in vain, t.o
redress the injury done to the petitioners by using the means of influence
at its disposal under the regime set up
by the 1922 Treaty vis-a-vis King Feisal and the 'Iraq Government. These
efforts would not appear to correspond
fully to the engagements resulting
from the British Government's declaration, which was approved by the
Council on September 27, 1924, and
renewed by the British Government
in 1926, whereby the Treaty of Alliance between the British Government
and 'Iraq 'was to insure the complete
observance and execution in 'Iraq of
the principles which the acceptance of
the mandate was intended to secure.' "
This grave censure pronounced by
the Mandates Commissioo of the
League of Nations on the administration of justice and the general conduct
of affairs in 'Iraq, as well as the association of the humiliation afflicting

Baha'u'lJah's sacred dwelling-place
with the obligations implied in the
Treaty of Alliance binding the Governments of Great Britain and 'Iraq,
not only proclaim to the world the enhanced prestige of that hallowed and
consecrated spot, but testify as well to
the high sense of integrity that animates the members of the League's
honored Commission in the discharge
of their public duties. In their formal
reply to the Baha'i petitioners, the
members of the Permanent Mandates
Commission have, with the sanction of
the Council of the League of Nations,
issued this most satisfactory declamation:
((The Permanent Ilfandates
Commission, recognizing the justice of
the complaint made by the Balui'i Spiritual Assembly of Baghdad, has recommellded to the Council of the
League such action as it thinks proper
to redress the wrong suffered by the
petitioners." A similar passage inserted in the report of the Finnish
Representative to the Council of the
League runs as follows: "The Commission has also considered a petition
from the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of 'Iraq, a community
which has been dispossessed of its
property by another community and
has been unable to recover it by legal
means. The Commission is convinced
that this situation, which it describes
as an injustice, must be attributed
solely to religious passion, and it asks
that the petitioner's wrongs should be
redressed. I venture to suggest that
the Council should accept the Mandate
Commission's conclusions on this case,
which is an example of the difficulties
to be met with in the development of
a young country." This report, together with the joint observations and
conclusions of the Commission, have
been duly considered and approved by
the Council of the League, which has
in turnil15tructed the Secretary-General to bring to the notice of the Mandatory Power, as well as the petitioners concerned, the conclusions arrived
at by the Mandates Commission.
Dearly-beloved co-workers! Much
has been achieved thus far in the
course of the progress of this complicated, delicate and highly significant
issue. The Baha'i world is eagerly expectant, and fervently prays, t~at the
Almighty may graCIOusly assIst the
Government chiefly responsible for the
weU~being of 'Iraq to take "without
delay" such steps as will insure the
execution of the considered judgment
of the representatives of the Sovereign States, members of the Counc.il,
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and signatories of the Covenant, of the
League of Nations.
I will, if deemed proper and advisable, inform you of the manner in
which the admiration and the gratitude
of the National Spiritual Assemblies,
representative of the divers communities in the Baha'i world, should be expressed and tendered to the authorities of the League of Nations who
have been chiefly responsible for this
noble, this epoch-making decision. For
none can doubt that the published verdict pronounced by the Mandates
Commission sets the seal of international sanction on the triumph of
God's persecuted Faith over the ecclesiastical and civil powers of hostile
Islam. Within the ranks of the orthodox Sunnis and of the bitter and fanatical Shiahs, the chief sects of the
Moslem Faith and constituting respectively the bulk of the ruling class and
the population of 'Iraq, a feeling of
consternation must necessarily prevaiL For however obscured their vision they still can recognize in this historic judgment the herald of that complete victory which is destined to establish the ascendancy of what, in the
words of the members of the Commission. is but "a small minority, drawn
from a lower social grade, and possessing neither political nor social influence," over the combined forces of
the Islamic popUlation of 'Iraq.
I must not fail in conclusion to refer once again to the decisive role
played by that distinguished and international champion of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah, our dearly-beloved Mountfort Mills, in the negotiations that
have paved the way for the signal success already achieved. The text of the
Baha'i petition, which he conceived
and drafted, has been recognized by
the members of the Mandates CommISSIOn as "a document well-drafted.
clear in its argument and moderate in
tone." He has truly acquitted himself in this most sacred task with exemplar¥ distinction and proved himself worthy of so noble a mission. I
request you to join with me in my
prayers for him, that the Spirit of
Baha'u'llah may continue to guide and
sustain him in the final settlement of
this most mighty issue.
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine.
March 20, 1929.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
The letters from the various Assemblies have been received with great
joy. They make us feel more and
more that we are a part of the great

Cause of Bahi'u'llih. Through the untiring and devoted efforts of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry L. Green, our Assembly
was formed at Portsmouth in April,
1928, and we now number fifteen. Our
meetings are held every Fr;,day evening at the homes of its members. As
some of us were newly attracted to the
Cause, there has been much need for
study and enlightenment. \Ve have
been greatly privileged in having as
our speakers during the past year Mr.
Louis Gregory, Prof. Stanwood Cobb,
Mrs. Ruth Moffatt, Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf, Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler,
Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, and Miss Lorna
Tasker.
We are planning to have a Guest
Night each month, when there will be
a public speaker, and every effort will
be made to attract as many as possible
to these meetings. How glad we would
be to have you meet with us.
Our Assembly has been a:ble to place
on the shelves of our Public Library
several of the foremost books on the
Baha'i Cause,-also the Baha'i magazine, "Star 'Of the West". Our earnest wish is to be of service to this community which is at the very door of
Green Acre.
The Master said of Green Acre, "If
one looks for praiseworthy results and
wishes to produce eternal effects, let
him make an exceeding effort that
Green Acre may become an assemblage of the Wnrd of God and a ,gathering place for the spiritual ones of
the Heavenly World. Every year a
number of the beloved and maidservants of the Merciful must go to
Green Acre and raise the divine caIl
there, the more who go the ,better."
The Master called it "Green Acca ",
and so it is. Can we help you, dear
friends, to visit here,-to enjoy its natural beauties and meet the loved ones
in the Cause? There is the beallti ful
Piscataqua River, our "River of
Light" and the sacred pines and beautiful Fellowship House.
On Monday, December 31st. we had
two meetings,~one in the afternoon
for local friends to meet and hear our
beloved Baha'i sister. Keith RansomKehler, and one in the evening to observe 'Our Nineteen Dav Feast, to
which the Eliot friends ~ere invited,
and at which we again listened to a
most inspiring talk by Mrs. Kehler.
We send our New Year greetings to
YOU all and pray that this may be the
Great Temple Year.

'/
sian of the Center of the Covenant, the
Servant 'of God, 'Abelu'I-BaM, the
Consciousness of the Great Bounty of
His Promise-that He would be with
us always-unites us in humility and
reverent hope that the Verses chanted,
and the Prayers, rising like flame from
fervent hearts, may m~ke a new Baptism of this Grace.
May this-the seventh year of the
earnest Guardianship of the beloved
Shoghi Effendi-bear us all forward
in answer to his call, for deeper knowledge of the Teachings, wider vision,
and greater love in united efficiency,
in all things for God's Glory.
Together let us turn to the Abha
Kingdom, and ask that our shortcnmings may be blotted out, and that our
endless faults may be corrected, so that
in all Ollr ways we may be a-ble to
show forth the effect upon our lives
of the Knowledge of God in self-less
service for His Great Purpose.
During the year, dear Baha'i friends,
American and Persian, have come to
London, and gone on to further journeyings, leaving the believers here,
wiser, and stronger in new ties and inspired to greater effort.

Teheran, Persia
Beloved Baha'i Brothers and Sisters:
We acknowledge the receipt of insoiring circular letters from Haifa,
Ganja, Montreal, New Jersey, Melbourne and Australia, for which we
thank our dear friends. We have received with many thanks the translation of the law of the Spiritual As"embly of America which has been
officially recognized by the Government of America, through the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa, too.
His Holiness Baha'u'lIah, 50 years
ago, in a tablet named Bbnzab, said,
"I supplicate to God to confirm the
Emperors and Kings to the Great
Peace, ,because peace is the cause of
tranquility and convenience of the
humankind. The Kings of the Realms
should arrange a large Assembly in
which gather the Kings or their Ministers and order for conformity and
concord, withdraw their attentions
from arm to peace, and if a Monarch
rises against another Monarch other
Kings stand against the former and
Drevent him from his idea and intention".
In the last month the historical and
the most important event was the pronasal of Mr. Kellogg, the Minister of
Foreig-n Affairs of America, which on
London, England
the 27th August, 1928, was approved
and signed by the most elected perDear friends in the Cause of
sonages of the important nations and
BahiL'u'lIih:
On the Anniver~ary. of the Ascen-;.. <?ove~nments of t.he. ~o~ld: ..AJt~9~gh.
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it may have political aspects, yet we
are happy that the prophecy of His
Holiness Baha'u'llah has been fulfilled
and the great diplomats are working
for the peace of the world.

Miss Martha Root
Beloved Relatives and Friends In
EI-Abha:
Allah-o-Abha! Love to you each
one! My last mimeographed letter to
you was sent in August, 1927. Since
then my journeys have been as follows:
Leaving Geneva, September 19, 1927,
I went to Bucharest, Rumania, via
Triest and Belgrade where short stops
were made. You read in the "Star of
the West" of my visit to Her Majesty
Queen Marie and H. R. H. Princess
Ileana at their summer palace in
Sinaia. (I think five thousand each
of "What Is the Baha'i Movement?"
and the tiny blue booklet, both translated into Rumanian by Princess
Ileana, are now published). After
Rumania, I spoke in Ruscuk, the border city of Bulgaria, spent three weeks
in Sofia speaking, went also to speak
in Vratza, Samokov, Plovdiv and
Stanimaka in Bulgaria. Eight thousand sheets of "What is the Baha'i
Movement ?" were printed in Bulgarian.
Then a short visit was made in Constantinople, meeting the friends and
Esperantists and going to Robert College. One friend promised to publish
"What is the Baha'i Movement?" in
Armenian. Public lectures were given
in all cities except in Constantinople,
but I met a good many people there
socially. It is not possible in this
resume to tell you how Baha'u'llah
opened the doors in all countries.
A month was spent in Athens and
Saloniki, Greece. The Apostles Paul
-and how indefatigable, wise and
selfless he was !~ould not reach nearly so many people as a Baha'i teacher
today may contact in journeys similar to his. Certainly every Baha'i
teacher can with profit study his journeys and his follow-up work by sending letters and sending other Disciples.
One newspaper in Athens wrote a
series of three articles on the Baha'i
Calise, giving the Principles, the history and some of the Creative Word.
Instead of print-booklets in Greek, I
gave out some of these newspapers.
Lectures were given in nearly all of
the leading universities in the Balkans.
Coming to Jugoslavia, a stay of
three weeks was made in Belgrade.
There I again met Her Majesty Queen
Marie and H.R. H.Princess Ileana of

Rumania who were visiting the King
and Queen of Jugoslavia. H. R. H.
Prince Paul and his wife H. R. H.
Princess Olga and their guest, H. R.
H. Princess Elisabeth of Greece, all
young people, invited me again to the
Royal Palace to tell them about
Baha'u'llab's teachings.
They had
heard much from Queen Marie and
Princess Ileana. Four thousand tiny
blue booklets were printed in Serbian.
They had been wonderfully translated
by the great Professor Bogdan Po povitch of Belgrade University. Another city visited was Zagreb in
Creatia, Jugoslavia. I gave five public lectures there, and met the late
Stephen Radich, the well-known leader
of the Peasant Party. Two days ago
received copies of the larger blue booklet in Serbian and Creatian languages,
Professor Staitch of Belgrade has
translated it beautifully. He and Professor Bogdan Popowitch are friends
of Dr. August Forel.
One month was spent in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. In the "Star of the
West" please see my visit to President
Thomas ,G. Masaryk. Some other
Czech articles are not yet finished and
published. Young Mr. Vuk Echtner
and the Czech writer PavIa Moudra
have translated the larger blue booklet into excellent Czech; five thousand
copies have 'been attractively printed
and circulated. A short writing trip
of two weeks was made to the leading
Czech health resorts and historical
One lecture was given in
cities.
Brno, the native city of the young,
late Milosh Wurm, the first to become
a Baha'i in Czechoslovakia, the first to
publish a Baha'i book in Czech lang-uage and the first to promote these
Teachings in his countrv. His brilliant history ·before the World War, I
shall write later. I visited his father
and mother. She is one of the greatest peace workers and speakers in
Czechoslovakia, and she sometimes lectures in other countries in Europe.
Berlin was visited, also Dresden,
Leipsic, Gera. Throughout Germany
there is interest in the BaM'i Teachings. The Germans study the Teachings, many who do not call themselves Baha'is, have the books and are
carefully looking into the Movement.
An invitation has come to speak in
fifteen cities in Saxony. I believe
that Germany wilI carry the Principles
of BaM'u'llah very far and that Germany will exert a powerful spiritual
;nfluence, greater than the Reformation
wrought by Martin Luther. I hope
that BaM'is who travel will try to
go to Germany and Holland.

Then I went to Brussels, The Hague
and to Antwerp and came back to
Geneva August 15, 1928. I took part
in the German Esperanto Congress in
Potsdam in May; attended the Interreligious Congress in The Hague in
July; helped with two Baha'i sessions
in the Universal Congress of Esperanto in Antwerp, August 3-10; spoke
twice in the Inter-religious Congress
of Christian Socialists in Le Locle,
Switzerland; attended the Universal
Religious Peace Conference in Geneva,
in September; spoke twice in the EsperCl.:lto Congress of Switzerland in
Bel!1, September 23, 24; did all I
could here in Geneva where, in September, people are gathered from all
parts of the world to attend the
League of Nations sessions. During
October I have lectured in several
Swiss cities-Lausanne, Le Locle,
second visit, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Neuchatel and Morges. Yesterday, I
spent the day with our glorious
Baha'i brother, Dr. August Forel, the
European scientist, at his home in
Y vorne. You cannot imagine the importance of his influence in Europe
and in other continents! Though he is
now such an invalid, still he is always
thinking of the BaM'i Cause and doing something to promote it. I was
astonished at what he thought of yesterday and he actually wrote it and
sent it! Still, the rest of us may
find courage in the fact that Dr. Aug-ust Forel first heard of the Teachings
from his son-in-law 'Dr. Arthur
Brauns who first knew of the Cause
from a Baha'i lecture which Mr. William Herrigel, I think, gave in Carlsruhe, Germany. If we faithfully keep
on "giving the Message", this truth
of Baha'u'llah will illume the world.
It was Peter and James and John's
faithfulness which brought the divine
civilization of {::hristianity to the western world. I will write about Dr.
August Forel for the "Star of the
West".

Victoria, Australia
We have lately ,been cheered 'by a
brief visit from our dear teachers,
father and mother Dunn. They were
only in our city for one night, but in
answer to a hasty summons forty-two
friends gathered and a wonderful
meeting fragrant with love and alive
with interest resulted. This is the
largest meeting we have had in Melbourne since the inception of the
Teachings and it gave us great encoura~ement and was a visible con-firmation of the love and devotion of these
two blessed soUls.

t:.!'J!
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THE MEANING OF THE NINETEEN-DAY FEAST
Talk by 'Abdu'l-Baha at the Time
of the Meeting of International
Peace Arbitration Committee,
Given at a Nineteen-Day
Feast in London, December 29, 1912.
These delegates who have gathered
in the Peace Conference are like merchants; each strives to compete for victory with his rival.
Even if peace
were established it would be but temporary. Years ago there was an international peace agreement, but wars
have continued notwithstanding. If
such conferences were endowed with
the power to establish an enduring
peace, the world would have been at
rest long ago.
Praise be to God, souls have assembled here with pure intention. That
which is the means of love and fellowship in the world of humanity is acceptable at the divine threshold, and
that which is conducive to the warfare
of mankind, or any movement which
brings rancor, hatred and animosity, is
not acceptable.
All the holy and inspired messengers
who have appeared in the history of
the world have, as the fulfillment of
their mission, the promotion of love
and amity in the hearts of the people.
In order that the members of the world
of humanity might associate with each
other, these divine souls have utilized
every means, for it has been the aim
of all the prophets of God to bring
about reconciliation and fellowship
among the sons of men. The divine
philosophers and scholars of history
strove with all their power to bring
about this ideal condition.
In this
highway they have given up wealth,
property and possessions. For this cen-
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tra1 principle of peace more than
twenty thousand in the Orient have
given up their lives. While under the
sword of execution, their great desire
was this fulfillment; while in pillory
they longed for the effulgence of the
Holy' Spirit; while actually being hewn
asunder, they went to death with the
greatest joy and felicity. knowing that
their martyrdom hastened the millenium. Consider to what an extent they
were self-sacrificing. They were happy and ready to give up everything,
even to life itself.
There are certain souls whose aim is
equally lofty, their desire is also affinity between members of the human
family; but they practice it only to the
extent of verbal demonstrations. They
are not ready to give up their lives for
its accomplishment. There is a great
difference between the man who rests
on the bed of luxury and selfishness,
and the man who in the arena of activity willingly sacrifices all for the attainment of a sacred object.
Philosophers and those who see visions dream safely in the security of
their own houses, but the faithful servants of the Almighty did not merely
dream high ideals in homes of comfort.
In order to prove their sincerity, they
gave up their houses and lives. The
earth became crimson with their
blood; the cross adorned their holy
temples; their bodies and their heads
decorated the points of spears. Thereby we can judge of their sincerity.
This is the station of sacrifice. This is
the station of martyrdom. The man
who desires the improvement of the
human race must ever be ready to sacrifice his honor, glory and life. In
this century the Baha'is have sacrificed
their lives so that fellowship and affection may become realized in the
hearts, so that the world of humanity

may become radiant, the children of
men be resuscitated with a new life,
and the earthly world become a mirror
reflecting the divine world. When a
holy and divine messenger appears on
earth, this power of unity and agreement is made possible.
One of these means of unity and
agreement is made possible in this
very meeting.
The Nineteen Day
Feast was inaugurated by the Bab and
ratified by Baha'u'lI£lh, in His holy
book, the Akdas, so that people may
gather together and outwardly show
fellowship and love, that the divine
mysteries may be disclosed. The object is concord, that through this fellowship hearts may become perfectly
united, and reciprocity and mutual
helpfulness be established. Because
the members of the world of humanity
are unable to exist without being banded together, cooperation and mutual
helpfulness is the basis of human society. \Vithout the realization of these
two great principles no great movement is pressed forward.
It is an established fact that this
plant, or that palm tree, can grow and
develop alone. Some animals live in
the solitary life, but not so man. He
does not live and grow up by himself.
It is beyond the range of his ken and
ability to live independently of his fellowmen. For example, he cannot at
the same time engage in agriculture,
cook his own food, make and sew his
robe, and gather the materials to build
his house. The human cry is for cooperation and reciprocity.
There are two kinds of cooperation:
material and spiritual. Cooperation in
the material world will insure happiness and fellowship, and will facilitate
the progress of humankind; but the
ideal. the most real and virtuous cooperatIOn is spiritual. That is realized
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"The NEWS LETT Ell. which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has . been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

when people gather together to investi- of Abha, and from their hearts supgate and discuss principles impartially, plicate, invoke and entreat toward the
to talk over the divine and philosophic lofty throne, beg of God's forgiveness
principles of the age and to assist each for all shortcomings, read the teachings
other in pursuit of divine knowledge and arise to His service.
and wisdom. This real cooperation
Then spread the feast and give reand mutual assistance is the foundation freshments. Assuredly great results
on which the super-structure of mate- will be the outcome of such meetings.
rial reciprocity is based. Through this Material and spiritual benefits will be
spiritual inter-assistance the prosperity assured. All who are present will be
of the world of man is unveiled.
intoxicated with the breezes of the
Consider the divine ones who lived Love of God, and the Breath of the
in bygone ages. Consider the sacred Holy Spirit will with tremendous powsouls and philosophers of the past. Of er inspire the hearts.
their knowledge and wisdom those conI f this meeting be established on
temporaneous to us are the inheritors. such a rock, it will become a power
They left as a divine heritage for fu- which will attract heavenly confirmature g-enerations lore gathered from tions, be the means of the appearance
~he laboratories of nature. This is inof the Light of God, and the reality of
deed spiritual cooperation, valid, age- every subject will become unfolded.
abiding, because the requirements oi Such a meeting will be under the proone age are passed on to other ages.
tection of God. It is my hope that you
In brief, this is my hope: that the will continually hold these meetings
Nineteen Day Feast become the cause and that each time it will become more
of great spiritual solidarity between and more the center of all the virtues,
the friends, that it may bring believers the point for the effulgence of God.
into the bond of unity, and we will
May your hearts be enlightened!
then be so united together that love
May your faces become radiant!
May your spirits be illumined!
and wisdom will spread from this cenMay your thoughts find wider range
ter to all parts. This Feast is a divine
Feast. It is a Lord's supper. It at- of vision!
tracts confirmation of God like a magMay your spiritual susceptibilities be
net. It is the cause of the enlighten- increased!
May the realm of God surround
ment of hearts.
Every day great feasts and banquets you, and may your hearts become the
are being spread with the object of ma- treasury of heaven!
This is my hope.
terial enjoyment and relish of food.
People partake of certain delicacies
and waters from various fountains; Letter from the National Assembly
that they may have a good time. Balls To the Baha'is of the United States
and dances follow. All these are for
and Canada.
the body, but this fellowship is of the Dear friends:
enjoyment of God, for the partaking
The cabled messages from the Guarof spiritual food, for the elucidation dian published in these pages last
of spiritual subjects, for the discussion month, and his words to a recently reand interpretation of the teachings and turned visitor at Haifa, gives us ascounsels of God. It is absolute spirit- surance of Shoghi Effendi's confident
uality.
hope that the American believers will
It is my hope that the Nineteen achieve the goal, within a few months,
Day Feast may become firmly estab- so long set before us in the completion
lished and organized so that the holy of the $400,000 required for the comrealities which are behind this meeting pletion of the first storey of the Mashmay leave behind all prejudices and riqu·l-Adhkar. He bids us not to reconflict, and make their hearts as a lax for a moment in our determined
treasury of love. Even if there is the eEdeavor but to press forward with
slightest feeling between certain souls joyous hearts and ever-increasing con-a lack of love-it must he made to sciousness of the meaning of this vast
entirely disappear. There must he the undertaking.
utmost translucency and purity of inElsewhere in the present NEWS LETtention.
TER you will find a complete and deThey must enjoy the love of God, tailed statement of the Budget adopted
acquire the power for the promotion by the National Assembly for the
of the happiness of mankind and the maintenance of all activities this year.
Word of God. With such high men- The total expense ($32,000) is not
tion must this Feast become an estab- only one thousand dollars less than the
lished institution. When they gather last annual Budget, but also contains
in this meeting. all those present must a considerable item in reserve which
turn their faces toward the Kingdom will not be used unless wholly justifi-
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MEETINGS OF THE NAable and now unforeseen conditions
countant. It was the sense of the
TIONAL ASSEMBLY
arise before the end of the fiscal year.
meeting that the objectives of the Assembly for the coming year shall be
The saving on the total appropriation
April
24
and
25,
1929
of $32,000 should be very substantial.
first, a budget representing the utmost
A summary of the last three meet- economy and efficiency; second, conAt the close of the Convention the
Treasurer reported a balance in cash ings held by the National Assembly is centration on the completion of the
and pledges of $306,000. On June published here for the information of Temple Construction Fund of $400,first, with some of the pledges still to the believers. A cablegram was re- 000; third, seeking guidance and inbe paid, the National Fund had actual ceived from Shoghi Effendi requesting structions from the Guardian before
cash on hand of $304,000. During the a copy of the Declaration of Trust cer- undertaking any new plans. CableConvention period alone, over $60,000 tified by the British Consul for regis- grams received from the Guardian at
flowed into the Fund, but during the tration in Palestine. This was done this meeting were published in the
weeks following there has been a fall- as soon as possible and the copy sent. NEWS LETTER for May, 1929. In coning off of receipts from local Assem- Another cable from the Guardian re- nection with the recognition and apblies and individuals. This was only quested the Assembly to cable and proval of ne~ly established local Spirto be expected, for many believers had write the Secretary General of the Itual AssemblIes, the Secretary was ingiven their all. Now let us join to- League of Nations expressing the structed to submit in each case a blank
gether in complete unity and strive for gratification of the American Baha'is form to be filled out by the local comat the spirit of fairness accorded the munity, formally recording their acthe supreme victory.
We have engaged in an undertaking petition submitted by the Spiritual As- ceptance of the Declaration of Trust
which must, from this period, continue sembly of Iraq in connection with the and By-Laws as the legal structure of
steadily and without interruption until Houses of Baha'u'Hah. A third cable- the Baha'i Cause in the United States
the fully completed Temple shines gram from Shoghi Effendi instructed an? Canada. Committees were apforth as the Beacon of the new day. that the amount of $400,000 being pomted for the year, as per list pubIn some minds there seems to lie the raised for the Temple Fund includes all lished elsewhere in this NEWS LETTER.
belief that either from the Orient or items of expense for the first level, and
June 8 and 9, 1929
some other miraculous source a large that no expense must be undertaken
VOTED that the action of this body
contribution to our Fund will soon be until the full amount has been received.
made. Such an idea does not corre- VOTED to approve the request of the in appointing a Temple Maintenance
spond to the reality of our Baha'i life Persian National Assembly that we Committee be rescinded and struck
and tends to dampen the ardor and sac- send specially bound copies of The from the minutes, and the appointment
rifice of the friends. The task is ours Balui'i Warld to a number of promi- of such Committee and the exercise
-the believers in other lands have nent Persians. The. Treasurer pre- of its functions be referred to the
their own great destiny to fulfil. sented his annual report and this was Trustees under the Temple Indenture.
Moreover, quite apart from the present approved and accepted with apprecia- A cablegram stating that the silken
emergency of the Temple Fund, the tion. Details of the forthcoming Con- carpet had been shipped was received
National Bah;l'i Fund must be under- vention were discussed. VOTED that from Shoghi Effendi. A letter from the
stood as a permanent institution, the henceforth if any believer offers to Guardian dated May 7, 1929, was prefinancial bedrock on which must rest finance an activity which has been ap- sented stating that the rug is to be a
the American National House of Jus- proved but which cannot be financed gift from the religious shrine in Haifa
tice in the future, and from which directly from the National Fund, the to the Baha'i Temple in this country.
ever-increasing sums must be appropri- National Assembly shall accept such Accompanying this was a letter from
ated for the use of the Supreme House an offer without permitting any change Mr. Mountford Mills, writing in the
in the conditions under which the ac- Guardian's behalf, informing us that
of Justice.
tivity in question should be carried on the rug is worth from five to six thouIn the light of these facts, your Na- in accordance with the principles and sand dollars in Persia and should have
tional Assembly can only appeal to the methods of Baha'i administration; and many times that val ue in America.
enlightened loyalty, the conscious and that the believer shall turn such a do- The hope at Haifa is that one of the
well-established cooperation of the lo- nation over to the National Fund and believers may purchase the rug, that
cal Assemblies, the various Baha'i not pay the expenses direct, so that the the sum realized may increase the
communities, and the isolated believers. responsibility shall rest upon the Na- Temple Construction Fund. An inWe are servants of Baha'u'lIah, priv- tional Assembly. VOTED to accept struction from Shoghi Effendi to the
ileged to be His instruments in the the recommendation of the Finance Temple Program Committee was read
founding of the new order. Now Committee that in view of all the con- and ordered published in the NEWS
through His appointed Guardian He ditions that surround the donation of LETTER. Mr. McDaniel reported on
summons us to render Him that which real estate made to the National As- conversations with a member of the
is in reality His, and we have His as- sembly, the Assembly at the first pos- State Department on the subject of
surance that "Verily, God will help all sible moment shall endeavor to estab- addressing the Egyption Government
those who arise to serve Him. No one lish a general principle controlling the in order to assist the Egyptian N. S.
is able to deprive Him of His majesty, acceptance and disposition of such do- A. to obtain recognition as having the
status of a religious tribunal. The
His dominion, His sovereignty, for in nations.
Treasurer and Finance Committee rethe heaven and in the earth, and in all
April 28 and 29, 1929
ported a proposed Budget for the curthe realms of God. He is the victoriThe incoming Assembly elected its rent year. This is published elseous, the conqueror."
officers: Chairman, Vice-Chairman, where. VOTED that the Publishing
Yours faithfully. in service to Shoghi Secretary and Treasurer. Miss Edna Committee, before printing any new
Effendi,
True was appointed Countersigning book or pamphlet, shall obtain from
The National Spiritual Assembly. Officer and Mr. A. F. Matthisen, Ac- this body a specific and final authoriza-
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tion. VOTED that each National Committee shall be requested and instructed to render to this body monthly
reports of its activities, including its
current financial statement. VOTED
that each National Committee shall
render its annual report to this body
on or before March 15 in order that
a suitable summary and extracts of all
committee reports may be placed in the
hands of delegates in time for them to
secure full consultation with the members of their local Baha'i communities
before attending the .Convention. The
Treasurer reported cash on hand June
1, 1929, was $304,279.56. VOTED to
appoint Mrs. Corinne True a Committee of one to make an Index of Tablets
in the Archives, and prepare manuscript for a Volume Four of the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha. VOTED that
the entire matter of making the Convention Agenda correspond to the exact instructions of the Guardian be
made a special order of business as
soon as possible. VOTED to send
free copies of The Baha'i World to
a list of prominent people furnished
by the National Assembly of Egypt.
VOTED to approve Mrs. Louise
Gregory's recommendation that a copy
of The Balui'i Warld be sent to the
Prime Minister of Turkey. The next
meeting will be held at West Englewood, N. J., July 20 and 21, 1929.
Guardian'S Instructions Concerning
Meetings in Foundation Hall
The following letter was written by
Shoghi Effendi to Mrs. Corinne True,
member of the Temple Program Committee last year, in reply to a report
received by him from the Committee.
It is published here for the information of all believers, inasmuch as these
instructions seem to apply to all public meetings held under Baha'i auspices
and entirely controlled by Baha'i influence.
"My dear co-worker: The meetings in the Temple Foundation Hall
should be primarily devotional in character, and any addresses delivered
there must be of a strictly Baha'i character. The Teachings must be referred to, quoted, explained and amplified, and if non-Baha'i subjects are
referred to, they should be considered
in the light, and in confirmation of,
Baha'i principles and teachings. We
must preserve the identity and purity
of the Faith, without restricting it to
a rigid and exclusive dogma.
Your true brother and well-wisher,
(Signed) SHOGHI."
Haifa. Palestine
May 1, 1929
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PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT
Baha'i Summer School for 1929
Geyserville, California
The Third Annual Session of the
Baha'i Summer School will be held at
Geyserville, California, from August
4 to August 15, inclusive, opening with
the Annual Unity Feast, Sunday, August 4, .at noon. The scope of the
school has· been greatly enlarged this
year to include courses that will complement the study of the fundamental
and universal principles of the Baha'i
Cause, thereby making the two weeks
interesting and profitable in appeal to
both Baha'is and their friends.
There will be three classes of study
each morning.
1. Professor E. A. Rogers, head of
the Montezuma School, will conduct a
course on Popular Science and itsrelationship to the Spiritual Truth.
2. Professor W. J. Meredith of the
Montezuma School will conduct a
course in Sociological History covering «a) Social Evolution; (b) Education As An Element In Human Evolution; (c) Philosophy As the Interpretation of Diversified
Human
Thought.
3. Competent Baha'i Teachers will
give a course of study on the principles of the Baha'i Cause with their application and adoption in the world
t04ay.
4. There will be an informal study
class in Esperanto.
Program of
classes will be issued in due time.
Sunday, August 11, beginning with
a feast under the Baha'i Tree at noon
-an informal Teaching Conference
will be held, which will give opportunity for discussion of teaching plans,
Inter-Assembly work, and coordination of our efforts to produce the
greatest possible results for the Cause.
Arrangements are being made to
serve three simple and inexpensive
meals each day in the "Cook House."
In order to make this undertaking successful all students are requested to
take their meals there.
Increased

housing facilities have been made. In
case of an overflow, reasonable hotel
accommodations at Cloverdale and
Healdsburg and rooms in nearby
farmhouses will be provided and a
daily bus service will be arranged between these places and the school.
Camping facilities will also be available. It is very important for everyone planning to attend the Summer
School to notify, as soon as possible,
Mr. John D. Bosch, Box 101, Geyserville, so that accommodations may be
reserved.
There will be ample opportunity for
rest and recreation, including tennis,
swimming, boating, mountain hiking
and trips to the petrified forest and
Skaggs Springs. The purpose of the
committee is to combine study and recreation in their proper proportion, in
order to maintain the spontaneous,
progressive and spiritual atmosphere
of the past two seasons.
Special
meetings and all teaching work will
be under the sole supervision of the
committee of the Baha'i Summer
School. Suggestions will be welcomed
by this committee.
(Signed) JOHN D. BOSCH,
Chairman.
GEORGE LATIMER,

LEROY IOAS, Secy.

Report of Green Acre Committee
Green Acre, blessed by the presence
of 'Abdu'l-Baha during His visit to
America in 1912, and called by Shoghi
Effendi "the focal center of the Cause
in America until the erection of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar," combines a place
of rest and recreation for friends and
inquirers in summer, with a center
from which the Light of the Divine
Cause radiates to all parts of America
and the world. Its great purpose as
stated by 'Abdu'l-Baha is the study of
Reality. It was founded in the years
immediately following the World's
Parliament of Religions in Chicago in
1893, and was instituted by its great
founder, Miss Sarah J. Farmer, to be
a continuation of the effort to unify
the world's religions.
Shortly after this Miss Farmer received the Baha'i message which she
accepted. In the early days Mirza
Abu'l-Fadl, the most renowned of all
Baha'i teachers, taught at Green Acre.
and increasingly its friends became
drawn to the Cause, until in 1913, they
were able to organize Green Acre along
the broad constructive lines taught in
the universal ideals and principles of
the Cause. This change was fraught
with many difficulties, but has resulted
in steady growth, justifying in every
way the wisdom and wishes of the
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Master. The fact that Green Acre
was not originaly founded as a Baha'i
enterprise and has during the years always had workers of various faiths
identified with it, has required great
wisdom and insight in its administration.
Although its direction has meant expense to the National Fund, yet the
amount of property involved, variously estimated at from fifty to one
hundred thousand dollars, now entirely an asset of the Cause, as well as the
great future outlined for Green Acre,
in which it is clearly indicated by
'Abdu'l-Baha that in the future it will
be the site of a great university, and
that the second Mashriqu'I-Adhkar in
America will be within its precincts,
would indicate its sacredness as a center of real education and amply justify
the sacrifices made necessary in its
maintenance.
The present Green Acre Committee
has served but two months, and therefore can give but an incomplete report
of the past year's activities. We are
happy to say, however, that the past
season's varied activities upheld the
best traditions and ideals of the past
and augmented the luster and fame of
this shining center.
Among the notable lectures were
four professors in the leading universities of America, who unfolded the
wonders of the social sciences. A
number of people of culture and real
capacity came to Green Acre and these
gave willing ear to the Baha'i teachings, which were presented by Mr. Albert Vail, Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler,
Mrs. Grace Ober, Mr. William H.
Randall, Mr. and Mrs. S. Schopflocher, Mr. Horace Holley and others. An interesting feature of the
work was the classes arranged for
Baha'i youth, an effort which always
nowadays evokes a ready response.
A severe loss to Green Acre came
through the passing of Mr. William
H. Randall, the Chairman of the Green
Acre Committee of last season. The
life and service of this great and heroic
servant are co-extensive with the progress of Green Acre and the expansion
of the Divine Cause East and West
during the past two decades. At all
times he fearlessly upheld the great
principles of the Cause in word, deed
and life, overstepping all racial, religious and national barriers in his glorious services to humanity. His fortune, his powers of body, mind and
soul were devoted to this great end
and there are many who deplore his
passing and pray the advancement
and eternal evolution of his spirit in
Heavenly worlds.
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"Wert thou to see the iimmortal
kingdom, thou wouldst abandon the
mortal possessions of earth. Yet there
is a wisdom in the former being concealed and in the latter being manifest.
But this is known only to hearts that
are pure." Hidden Words of Baha'u'llah.
The Arts and Crafts Committee,
Miss Agnes O'Neill, Chairman, secured the services of Miss Neueisinger
as a teacher in pottery. The exhibition of the work of the class elicited
much admiration at the close of the.
season.
Mrs. Grace Ober proved a very congenial hostess at Fellowship House,
improving its attractiveness by her
deft touches and conveying to visitors
the reality of Baha'i hospitality.
Among the outstanding features of
the season was Portsmouth Day, arranged by the Portsmouth Baha'i Assembly. The Mayor and other prominent citizens of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, were present, brilliant addresses of welcome and response were
made, beautiful music rendered, and
the bond of harmony between these
two communities greatly strengthened
by the effort, which promises to be an
annual event hereafter.
Later came Eliot Day, in which the
leading citizens of Eliot, the village in
which Green Acre is located, joined in
a program of attractiveness and charm
in Fellowship House. At both of these
gatherings refreshments were served
and in the fine spirit of Baha'i hospitality many ancient misunderstandings
and causes of inharmony were removed. The publicity of the season
was greatly enhanced by Portsmouth
Day. The Herald of that city contained a long illustrated news article
besides a leading editorial about the
spirit and work of Green Acre, which
served to spread its spirit far and
wide.
What was thought by some to be
the most notable event of the season
was the annual convention for amity
between the races, now an established
feature of Green Acre.
The anniversary of the founder,
Miss Sarah ]. Farmer, was fittingly
observed by services of prayer at the
tomb and a memorial meeting in the
evening.
The anniversary of the visit of
'Abdu'l-Baha to this memorable spot
was observed in a meeting conducted
by the Eliot Assembly, which revived
many bright memories and was an occasion of spiritual refreshment. Addresses in the nature of memorials and
teaching were delivered by Messrs.
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Randall, Marangella, Ober and others.
The annual
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
meeting was conducted by Dr. Walter
B. Guy and resulted in a substantial
contribution for the Temple.
The Green Acre Fellowship has
been preserved as a voluntary organization which will continue out of respect for past traditions and as a
means of rallying non-Baha'i workers,
even when its value as a legal entity
will pass, through -the transfer of its
powers into the National Spiritual Assembly and the effectiveness of Baha'i
organization. The meeting of the
Green Acre Fellowship is known as the
Green Acre Annual Meeting. This
gathering was the occasion of many
warm tributes to Green Acre by outsiders, among the most notable of
which was the address of Dr. Herbert
Adams Gibbons, distinguished author,
lecturer, world traveler and formerly
professor of Princeton University.
In view of the sacrifices now needed
for the Temple, the plan for Green
Acre for the coming season, as projected by the National Spiritual Assembly, contemplates no activity that
will not be self-supporting.
Green
Acre will be conducted especially for
the promulgation of the teachings of
Baha'u'llah and the training of Baha'i
teachers, a work which is very dear to
the heart of our Guardian. Although
economy may necessitate the temporary dosing of Green Acre Inn, yet
ample accommodations, at popular
prices, will be found at the Fellowship
House, the Green Acre cottages, the
community kitchen, the Tea House
and various private cottages. The
Green Acre Committee is not authorized to open the Inn unless it finds
circumstances practically certain to involve no financial losses and then only
upon consent and approval and obtained by a vote of the National Spiritual Assembly. This readiness of one
activity to sacrifice for the good of another rappily illustrates the unity of
the Baha'i Cause and the spirit regnant which makes the onward progress
of the Cause as a whole ensured.
For Green Acre on the beautiful
Piscataqua, the River of Light, founded by the Spirit of the Age, devoted
to the study of Reality and the diffusion of the religion of God, sanctified
by the footsteps of the Master, famous
through the services of celebrities of
all races, exalting the emancipation of
women and shining with increasing
luster throughout the years, we bespeak on the part of all the friends of
God an attitude of helpfulness, prayerfulness and cooperation in every possible way.

Green Acre Collll11ittee
ALBERT VAIL
GRACE OBER
GLENN SHOOK
HELEN GREEN
PHILIP A. MARANGELLA, Secretary
LOUIS G. GREGORY, Chairman
Report of National Treasurer
In presenting the report of the
financial status of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States
and Canada this year, I am moved
with a desire first to express the
thanks and the appreciation of the National Spiritual Assembly for the
splendid cooperation that has been
given. There could be no greater expressfon of confidence than the gifts
that have been sent to the Fund. To
try to mention specific instances or
contributions would not be possible,
but anyone would be filled with admiration for some of the souls who,
with the greatest happiness, gave what
I know was their all. But large or
small, I would not be able to select
between the gifts. It has been a pleasure to have served as the recipient of
these moneys this past year.
I f the correspondence that the treasurer has been carrying on with the
friends in various parts, if the letters
that accompany the contributions are
any indication, it is certain that the entire attitude of the friends toward
what seemed an almost hopeless task
a few years ago has changed to one of
courage and faith. Is not this task
that we have before us in the Temple
but a test of our spirit and faith? Certainly the new note of confidence that
has entered the expression of the believers is not just the result of the
gatherings of a larger fund. I am inclined to say it is the cause of the larger fund. I also am inclined to think
that we all together have entered upon
a new day- in the Cause in America
that is a part of the great spiritual outpouring that has been showered upon
the world by the Master. But to some
extent the manifestation of this is dependent upon us.
This day marks the end of the third
year of the Plan of Unified Action,
~Iready extended a few months by the
action of the Convention last year. At
the end of the second year we faced
failure, for the entire amount available
for the Temple at that time was less
than ten thousand dollars.
The purpose of this Plan was to establish a fund to resume construction - .
on the Temple. It grew out of the report on the Temple that was published
four years ago. In this report the estimates given by the late Major Burt,
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the engineer employed by the National
Spiritual Assembly, appeared.
The
figure given there to cover the cost of
the first storey of the structure is
$400,000.00. After the acceptance of
the report on the Temple the believers
cabled the Guardian asking for instructions regarding the next move on
the Temple and he replied that the
next move was contingent upon our
raising $400,000.00.
Thereupon the Plan of Unified Action was formulated and the work of
collecting the funds began. It started
rather badly, for immediately it developed that the text of the Plan as published was misunderstood by many of
the friends, so that the sum mentioned
in the Plan as the amount that would
be the pro rata of each individual if
all were. circumstanced alike was taken
as the exact measure of the sacrifice
that would have to be made.
The National Spiritual Assembly,
too, found itself confronted with another difficulty in that in drawing up
the Plan they did not anticipate a number of developments that presented
themselves. Nevertheless, they accepted responsibility for the same without,
however, actually knowing all that was
involved or how the acceptance of
these new responsibilities would he
taken by the believers at large. I refer particularly to Green Acre. The
consequence was that a portion of the
friends feIt that the Temple was being
set aside and other interests advanced,
the result a considerable lack of confidence that hurt the success of the Plan
more than we can estimate. Naturally, there were other angles that entered
into the situation. Suffice it to say we
are happily out of it all and now well
on the way to succeed in what we have
undertaken. The experience of the
past three years of the Plan of Unified
Action, however, the major part of
which period I have acted as treasurer
should be of sufficient interest to all
who are interested in the Cause in this
country to warrant our reviewing
same, so that perchance we may avoid
the elements that were so near to
bringing us to failure and to hold
whatever may be found of value . . . .
The activities of the Cause have for
years been rapidly increasing. This is
as it should be, for without activity there can be no growth or even
life. It must be remembered, however, that every activity directly or indirectly affects the finances of the
Cause. The believers in their interest
to promote its progress are vitally concerned and particularly alJxious about
this or that enterprise, so that the administrative body, whose purpose, of

course, is to advance every activity of
the Cause, is sometimes hard pressed
to maintain a balance between them.
The treasurer's office must always be
consulted when a departure from an
established course is taken, for most
likely this departure will affect other
things if we are living within a definte
bUdget.
According to the Plan of Unified
Action the National Spiritual Assembly limited itself to the expenditure of
a definite amount for operating expenses. I f you will consult the schedule
of budget provision and expenditure
you will see that the National Spiritual Assembly has exceeded the amount
that was provided, but in the three
years the total amount of this excess
is only $6,358.47.
It can be readily seen by the experience of the past three years that the
financial responsibility of the National
Spiritual Assembly is a part of their
spiritual responsibility and their success depends upon a thorough understanding of this fact. Confidence is
built upon correct and proper action,
and as the activities of the Cause increase the need for adequate administration grows day by day.
At the time of the formulation of
the Plan the system of Baha'i administration was not perfected. Now the
Guardian has given a complete plan
so that in future the conditions that
made for uncertainty no longer exist.
Now the National Spiritual Assembly
are responsible for whatever happens,
and they must place themselves in a
position to actually handle every activity. The committees that are appointed must be made to realize their duty
to adhere to the limitation placed upon
them. For they must know that if
restrictions are placed it is to maintain
a balance in the whole.
During the last year, i. e., up to
March 31st, we received the largest
amount ever received in anyone year
since the establishment of the Cause in
this country. The total is $243,473.13,
which amount when added to the balance on hand April 1, 1928. gives a
grand total of $255,003.94. The total
expenditures amounted to $40,773.84;
of this $13,272.19 are capital expenditures and $27,511.65 are operating
expenses of all activities of the National Spiritual Assembly. . . .
. . The contributions received
during this year have. as wiII be seen
by the report under cash receipts, been
to a considerable extent labeled for
Temple, but when we consider that in
that amount is included $100,000,00
that came to the fund in one contribu-
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tion the greater majority of the gifts
are unlabeled.. . .
. . . Just a word before closing my
statement regarding the manner in
which the National Spiritual Assembly
are handling the funds of the believers. I have been receiving and acknowledging receipts of all moneys.
At regular intervals the National
Spiritual Assembly have been turning
over to the Temple Fund the bulk of
the moneys, so that at the present writing $203,345.53 are invested in United
States Certificates of Indebtedness,
Liberty Bonds and stocks and bonds
as described on the page devoted to
National Baha'i Temple Fund.
The
balance of the money is deposited in
banks and as fast as it accumulates
the National Spiritual Assembly invests same. These securities are held
in the safe-keeping department of the
Northern Trust Company bank, subject to the order of the trustees of the
national Spiritual Assembly, and the
checking accounts for the Temple, i. e.,
the moneys used for the Temple purposes and for the National Spiritual
Assembly are controlled by having a
counter-signature on the checks.
CARL SCHEFFLER.

The Balui'i M agazille
Star of the West
The most important news of the
month is the statement of our Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, in his own handwriting, and which has recently been
received, namely.
"The Star is decidedly improving in
scope, style, and effectiveness, and I
wish to congratulate you both on the
progress already achieved. I will continue to pray for your efforts at the
Holy Shrines, that the Star may grow
to mirror forth in all their power and
beauty the sublime and dynamic principles of the Baha'i Faith."
The Editors feel that there may be
writers amung the friends not as yet
known. Therefore, through this medium we are inviting those who feel
the urge, to begin at once to seriously
think of teaching through the printed
word in the Star, and submit articles
on the "sublime and dynamic principles of the Cause." Possibly such articles could fit into the editorial plan
and policy of the Star. Many new
writers might be developed, if and providing there is an innate capacity
which can be developed, and we believe that if we follow the instruction
of 'Abdu'l-Baha which tells us "to turn
'wholly unto the Kingdom of God. to
enter cntirelv into this wonderful
Cause, and
make our thoughts, re-

to
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membrance and effort confined to the
education of character, the enlightenment through the Light of Abha, and
to guide the people to the Source of
the mercy of the Lord," that the increased capacity will be attained.
Several years ago the Master revealed in one of His Tablets these
Words about the Star : "Its arena shall
become broadened and it shall attain
to such a station as to bring about the
unity of the East and the West. Do
not become discouraged, nor yet disspirited."
And in a letter from Soheil Afnan
to Mr. Dale S. Cole of Cleveland
(with Shoghi Effendi's handwriting at
the bottom of the letter) we read:
"It has been a great pleasure to our
dear Guardian to receive your letter
and to learn of your close cooperation
with the Star of the West.
"It is to the Star of the West and
the great and manifold services that
it can render that Shoghi Effendi looks
with the greatest expectations. . . . At
this time of world-wide doubt and general perplexity, it is perhaps the greatest service to be able to breathe out
in your writings what will ultimately
prove to be the greatest solution for
the troubles of today."
One of the main objects in publishing the magazine is to edit it in such a
way as to make it a "traveling teacher"
for the Baha'i Cause. Therefore it is
our desire to have every page of the
magazine carry some quotation from
the Revealed Holy Utterances or some
reference to the Baha'i Teachings. As
a wonderful guidance on the path, we
are keeping constantly before us the
following from our Guardian which
constitutes an all-inclusive instruction:
"We should strive in all our utterances to combine the discretion and
noble reticence of the wise with the
frankness and passionate loyalty of the
ardent advocate of an inspiring Faith."
Among many letters received recently, the following indicate how the
magazine is being used as a teacher:
"Please send me if possible four
extra copies of the May Star. It is
one of the most valuable numbers for
teaching, in my humble opinion, ever
published."
"A friend said recently that she had
been forwarding her copy of the Star
of the West to relatives in England
with fine results. I, myself, have real
joy in the articles in the Star."
"The Baha'i Magazine, Star of the
West, always brings edifying and instructive material to me. Having not
many hours for reading, I greatly appreciate these short articles so full of
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love and peace . . . . You have gained
a humble friend of the good Cause so
dear to you."
Subscriptions: Shoghi Effendi is
directing his attention also to this
branch of the Star work for he said
in one of his letters: "I will also pray
that the number of its subscribers may
steadily increase."
The past month has brought to the
Business Office of the Star many renewals and many new subscribers, as
well as requests for extra numbers of
the May Star. It has been one of the
best months the magazine has had.
\Ve believe this is due (at least in a
great measure) to the effective services
of the friends in various parts of the
country who have cheerfully offered to
cooperate.
The plan of having a Baha'i appointed in each center by the Spiritual
Assembly, to act as personal represen-

tative of the Star, is working out encouragingly in actual practice and
bringing results. The personal work
done by these representatives who have
executive ability, the gift of salesmanship, and who themselves have a true
Baha'i spirit, has been most marvelous.
The Magazine can come nearer being self-supporting if the friends recognize its needs, that it is a pure organ
of the Cause free entirely from "Ads"
and the consequent commercial aspects, and that to cooperate with it in
every way possible is to help the National Baha'i Fund for it will decidedly lessen any financial assistance the
Star might have from said Fund. And
this is the thought we wish to particularly emphasize at this time.
Baha'i Magazine Committee,
STANWOOD COBB,

MARIAM HANEY,
MARGARET B. McDANIEL.

NA TlONAL ASSEMBLY llUDGET-1929-1930
Star of the West ............................................ $ 3,600.00
500.00
Interracial Amity Committee ..................................
Temple Program Committee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00
Publishing Committee
(as one-half of the expense of the Year Book, Vol. 3)....... 1,500.00
Administration
Office expense of the national sec'y., rent, supplies,
postage, etc. . ................................... $1,1 50.00
Secretary's expense (2 months' salary).............. 600.00
Office expense of the national treasurer, equipment, supplies, postage, etc. ............................... 1,000.00
Legal work (estimated) for the services of attorneys in
connection with Temple and Green Acre ........... . 1,000.00
Convention ...................................... . 500.00
Traveling expenses ............................... . 1,600.00
News Letter .................................... . 1,000.00
Printing ........................................ . 300.00
100.00
Sundry ..........................
. ........ .
Library Committee ......................................... .
Archives Committee ........................................ .
Teaching Committee
Expenses of two teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5)60.00
General Expenses .............................. 1,700.00

$7,250.00
200.00
100.00

$7,460.00 $7,460.00
International Contributions .................................... $3,000.00
Publicity Committee..........................................
200.00
Green Acre
Fixed clzarges
Taxes ............................. $ 505.93
Insurance .......................... 662.10
Water .............................
141.00
Caretaker .......................... $1,200.00
For Current Activities ........ .

$2,509.03
310.00

$2,819.03 $2,819.03
Reserve fot Emergency ..................................... $5,270.97
Total nudge! ................... $32,000.00
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o ye Daughters and Sons of the
Kingdom!
When the proclamation of God was
exalted and spread in the East and the
West and the souls became attracted
to the Words of God, and heard the
call with perfect devotion, joy, happiness and gladness, all the veils of
doubt were torn and they were saved
from imitating their fathers and ancestors; they beheld with their own
eyes, and not through those of others;
they heard with their own ears, and
not through the ears of others, and
they comprehended with their own
minds, and not through the minds of
others. Such souls were the lovers of
light, and when they beheld the morn
of Reality and the light of the Divine
Sun, they became attracted, enkindled
and believed in the Kingdom of God.
They became the receivers of benevolence and the manifestors of light,
because of the Dawning Point of the
Mysteries.
They chanted the yerses of righteousness, and turned unto the Kingdom of Abha. Blessed are such souls
who have recognized the Promised
Beauty and have etltered under the
shadow of the Lord of Hosts.
Such souls are today the army of
salvation, they are the hosts of light,
they are occupied with heavenly victories in the East and 'vVest, and are
engaged in dominating the hearts in
:\sia and America. At every moment thev receive assistance from the
l,ingdcm{ of A.bha, and every day an
army will descend to them from the
Supreme Concourse; this is why you
see that when a single person will
reach a country or city and ,begin to
teach, he will at once see his words
having great effect in the Holy Souls
and the light of assurance and belief
will shine in splendor.
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The call of the Kingdom is like a
spirit; it produces sudden effect in
the nerves, arteries, hearts and souls
and regenerates the people; baptizes
them with water, spirit and fire; the
second birth will be produced and new
people will be raised; but other souls
are like those whom Christ mentioned
in the Gospels, saying that they have
hearts but do not comprehend, and I
cured them.
In short, I say that these souls were
awakened and quickened by the proclamation of God, but the others are
still in ignorance, doubtful and deprived from the sea of life, and are
deprived of the benevolence of the
Lord of Signs, have become shareless
from the heavenly ,beauties, portionless and remote from Heavenly blessings; they have soiled themselves with
the things of this perishable world and
neglected the everlasting world. and
eternal life.
They satisfied themselves with a
drop and became shareless from the
waves of the Sea; they attracted their
hearts to a ray of the sun and became
remote and indifferent to the Sun of
Reality.
It is a source of great regret that
a man in this enlightened age and divine century will become deprived from
the heavenly blessings.
I f a tree will not become fertile and
green through these Ii fe-giving breezes
of the spring season, and will not bring
forth blossoms and fruit and leaves,
then in what season may it become
verdant and fertile and at what time
will it bear fruit?
Be assured. it will be forever and
ever deprived and for all eternity
hopeless.
Now you ought to give thanks to
God that vou have attained to a share
of the effulgence of the Sun of Real-
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ity and have had a portion from the
heavenly Grace.
Having heard the call of God, you
have attained to life through the
breezes of the Holy Spirit, and have
entered into the eternal world and received everlasting Mercy.
You have attained to such favors
that you are able to shine forever, like
unto the morning star, through centuries and ages. Like the life-giving
breezes of the paradise of Abha, you
will become the cause of eternal life
for many people.
Upon 'you be Baha'i-Abba.
(Signed) 'ABDU'L-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by Moneva Khanum,
Acca, Syria, November 12, 1908.

Meeting of the National Assembly
The meeting held by the American
National Spiritual Assembly in New
York on September 14 and 15, 1929,
is summarized for the information of
the friends.
The following cablegram sent to
Shoghi Effendi on August 30 was recorded: "National Assembly sends
devoted love Guardian and household,
praying victory Baha'u'lIah's Cause of
universial peace." Loving greeting and
grateful appreciation was conveyed
through the chairman to Miss Fanny
Knobloch, recently returned from
South Africa. A letter drafted by
:'ITr. Louis Gregory for the Inter-racial
Amity Committee, and sent to 1\Irs.
Hoover at the White House by this
lXldy on August 10, was cordially approved. Consultation was held with
r-.riss Orcella Rexford concerning the
best methods for sending teachers to
lecture on the Cause following her lectures in various cities. The meeting
received from 1\1rs. Loulie Mathews a
photographic reproduction of a Tablet
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permIt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, de~o
tional humanitarian, financIal,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its ?bject i.t. must
combine the essential quahtles of
accuracy, reliability,. thoroughness, dignity and wIsdom. ~t
should become a great factor In
promoting understanding: ,prov!ding information on Baha ~ acttyity, both local and !orelgn, In
stimulating interest, I~ combating evil influences, and In upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible should be replete with news,
up~to-date in its informati?n, and
should arouse the keenest Interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the. gl~be.
I cherish great hopes for Its Immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

in the Bab's handwriting, made by her
from the original in the British Museum. The financial report sent to the
meetin a is reprinted elsewhere. The
report °of the Green Acre Committee
was approved. Mr. Lunt as attorney
reported that the annual meeting of
the Green Acre Fellowship on August
12, 1929, had voted unanimously to
authorize the Green Acre Trustees to
execute an Indenture of Trust conveying Green Acre land and properties
to trustees for the benefit of the National Spiritual As~embly. By this a,~~
tion Green Acre IS under full Baha I
juri~diction and control in the same
manner as the Temple property at
\Vilrnette.
Mr. McDaniel reported
having made a complete survey of
Green Acre, from which surveyor's
maps are to be prepared for permanent record. The treasurer was authorized to pay such duty as may be
necessary on the silk rug donated by
Shoghi Effendi to be sold for. the
Temple Fund. A special commIttee
was appointed to arrange a mortgage
on Mr. Bourgeois' house. Mr. McDaniel as engineer was authorized to
take suitable steps, subject to approval
by a special committee of three, to p:otect the Temple shore land from bemg
undermined by rising water and storms
on Lake Michigan. Voted to request all
committees using appropriations from
the National Fund to render monthly
statements and draw their allowance
by formal requisition. T~e secret~ry
was instructed to secure pnnted copIes
of the minutes of the 14th Session of
the Permanent Mandates Commission
of the League of Nations, whi~h. approved the petition from the Sptrltual
Assembly of Baghdad in the matt~r
of the houses of Baha'u'llah. A UI1\form letterhead was adopted for all
national committees. Interesting and
constructive reports were received
from the Teaching Committee, Pacific
Coast Summer School Committee, and
\Vestern States Teaching Committees.
The Publishing Committee reported
that a new catalog will be issued very
shortlv. A report from the Reviewin eT Committee was approved. RepoOrts were received from the Assemblies of Urbana, Los A.ngeles and
Lansing, and the new Baha'i group of
Phoenix, Arizona.

RATIFICATION OF INDENTURE OF TRUST
By Annual Convention of Baha'i
Temple Unity
The legal processes necessary for
the transferance of title of the Temple property at Wilmette from Baha'i
Temple Unity, the inter-Assembly

body oraanized in 1909, to Trustees
for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada, were concluded at the recent Annual Convention by the unanimous adoption of the
resolution quoted below. The resolution is quoted in full, that the record
may be clear and complete to all the
friends.
"WHEREAS, the Baha'i Temple
Unity, a religious corporation o~gan
ized and existing under and by vIrtue
of the laws of the State of Illinois,
has heretofore by a certain Indenture
of T~ust, dated the sixth da,r of October, 1928, and executed by It and by
its Trustees or Executive Board, conveved to Allen B. McDaniel, of
Washington, D. c.; Alfred E. Lunt,
of Beverly, Massachusetts! Horace
Holley, of New York CIty, New
York; Carl Scheffler, of Evanston, Illinois; Roy C. Wilhelm, of West Englewood, New Jersey; May Maxwell,
of Montreal Canada; Louis G. Gregory, of Bost~n, Massachusetts; Amelia
Collins, of Princeton, Massachusetts;
and Nellie S. French, of Pasadena,
California, and to their successors in
trust, as Trustees for the use and benefit of the Baha'i Religion revealed and
established bv Baha'u'llah, its founder,
elucidated by 'Abdu'l-Baha, its interpreter and exemp~ar, and by Shoghi
Effendi, its guardIan and hIS successors, and administered, exercised and
carried on in behalf and for the benefit
of the Baha'i Cause and of the believers in the United States and Canada
under a Declaration of Trust dated at
New York City, April 4, 1927, and as
thereafter from time to time amended,
and subject also to certain terr~s a~d
provisions stated and set forth 111 saId
Indenture of Trust, recorded in said
Cook County as document No. 10204534 in Book 26427 at Page 586 on
the thirteenth day of November,
1928; conveying certain rear est~te .at
Wilmette, in Cook County, Il111101S,
therein described;
"AND WHEREAS Further said
conveyance is in accordance with
Baha'i principles and organization;
"AND WHEREAS Further it was
intended bv said deed aforesaid to convey all o( the lands and bui~dings at
\Vilmette lIIinois, title to whIch stood
in said Bah;t'i Temple Unity, but by
clerical error a small portion of said
land was omitted;
"AND WHEREAS This Unity is
the owner of a certain parcel of land
located in Muskegon, Michigan, the
use of which was dedicated to Temple purposes, and to purposes similar
(To column 3, page 3)
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TO COMPLETE THE TEMPLE FUND BY JANUARY 1, 1930
A Message from the National Spiritual Assembly
In .)rder tu place contracts and begin the actual construction of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkflr by the upening uf the next Annual Convention, the Temple building fund of $400,000.00 must be completed by J anl1ary I, 1930.
The interval between January 1 and the clate of the Convention is required for that important preliminary work involving the selection of building
materials and the· placing of contracts, in which the services of leading architects and engineers will be secured in a consultative and advisory capacity.
Since the Guardian has declared that no expense must be incurred until
the full sum of $400,000.00 is on hand (in cash not pledges), the National Assembly will be unable to carry out this preliminary work, with the assistance of
a consultive board of architects and engineers whose advice and experience is so
vastly essential in the case of a structure of this size, complexity and importance,
until the fund is complete.
Hence, as far as .the date of actual construction is concerned, to fall
short of the full sum by a few thousand dollars is exac'tly the same as failing
by a hundred thousand.
To realize the supreme ideal of the Cause of Bahit'u'llah in Americaactual construction of the Temple on or before the opening of the 1930 Convention-what amount must we all contribute between now and January 1 ?
Consider the following financial statement:
April 1, 1929, balance on hand ................ $212,462.82
Receipts to August I. . . . . . .. ................. 115,640.39
Total

$328,103.21

April 1 to August 31, budget expense ........... $ 12,819.52
April 1 to August 31, capital expense ..........
1,338.06
April 1 to August 31, Convention minutes. . . . . . .
368.91

$ 14,526.49
August 31, balance on hand ................... $313,576.72
Received since August 31 ....................
8,852.11
September 14, balance ....................... $322,438.83
This shows the sum of $400,000.00 less $322,438.83, or $77,561.17 is still
needed, to which must be added the amount to be spent on budget between September 1, 1929, and January 1, 1930, estimated at $8.000.00.
Thus, if the American believers are to be successful in their Temple
building plans, the sum of $85,561.17 must be contributed during the next
three months.
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly bring these facts to the
attention of local Assemblies, local groups and individual Baha'is throughout
the United States and Canada, in the profound conviction that the believers will
share their view that the goal will be attained. Let us concentrate our spiritual
and material forces as never before!
The following message from Shoghi Effendi was received by Mr. McDaniel
on August 1, 1929:
M v dear and precious co-worker:
- Your subsequent letter of June 19 has also been received and I hasten,
though exceedingly tired by my unceasing and ever extending activities, to assure
you of my keen eagerness to witness a definite achievement regarding the Plan
of Unified Action by the American believers. I trust and pray that before the
end of this year the full amount will have been subscribed and I would again
urge the utmost economy and careful consideration of every preliminary expenditure. A body of experts should be consulted that unnecessary expenditures
may be strictly avoided. May the Beloved guide you and sustain you in your
efforts.
Your true brother,
SHOGHI.
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to thuse set forth in tltt' Indellture of
Trust;
"NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT
HEREBY RESOLVED That the action and C()lIv{!yance ()f the Bah;'l'i
Temple Unity in cOllveying said land
aforesaid to said nine persons as Trustees as set forth aforesaid, and the
further action of said nine persons in
accepting title to said real estate as
Trustees as herein set forth be and
each of. said matters and things is
hereby ratified and approved and confirmed and further that said Allen B.
McDaniel, Alfred E. Lunt, Horace
Holley, Carl Scheffler, Roy C. Wilhelm, May Maxwell, Louis G. Gregory, Amelia Collins and Nellie S.
French, Trustees, and their successors
in trust be and they are hereby authorized and directed to manage and
administer said property as Trustees
in accordance with the terms and provisions of said Indenture of Trust, and
also further that said Baha'i Temple
Unity do execute a further conveyance
conveying the balance and any and all
further land at Wilmette, Illinois, title
to which now stands of record in its
name, to the said same nine Trustees
aforesaid and to their successors in
trust and subject to the same trusts,
powers and obligations as set forth in
said Indenture of Trust aforesaid and
said aforementioned Declaration of
Trust; and also further described in
said further conveyance above referred
to."

CONVENTION MINUTES
Extracts from the Minutes of the
1929 Convention
Mr. McDaniel's Report on Temple
Construction Plans
"In our negotiations with the late
Major Burt, who was our engineer,
employed by the National Spiritual
Assembly, and working in close cooperation with our architect, Mr. Bourgeois, we knew that the structural
drawings -and specifications covering
the mechanical and electrical work
had been made as a condition precedent for securing the permit for the
construction on this site, that is, to
build this present structure to date, but
those were not at all complete, as Major Burt informed us at the time, and
over a period of some years, because
you remember that the major portion
of this structure was finished along
about seven years ago, and that he suggested that from time to time 1110ney
be appropriated so that he, in his spare
time, could go ahead with the preparation of the structural drawings. but
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agreement was reached with l\Iajor
Burt, Oil account of our feeling that
we needed to economize in order that
we might carry out the wishes of our
Guardian and accumulate the necessary $400,000. I think the cablegram
which our Secretary has just read confinns the wisdom of your national
representatives in that matter. [Published in May, 1929, NEWS LETTER.]
"\Ve may say that the preliminary
investigation that we made during the
past two months has not cost the Temple Construction Fund one single cent.
So that fund is still untouched, in accordance with the wishes of the Guardian.
"Now, we have, during a period of
about two months, carried on an investigation which has largely consisted
in securing available facts with relation to the present status of the architectural drawings and of the structural
drawings, and what would be needed
in the way of further architectural details and structural plans, and also
plans and specifications to cover the
mechanical and electrical and the other
utilities.
"Of course, we will have to ,have
those for this structure when completed, and in getting those facts, and
in accordance with the request of the
National Spiritual Assembly, we have
consulted with the believers in the
Cause as far as has been available and
those who are speciali"zing in architectural and engineering work, and also
with such outside authorities as were
available.
"This consultation has included a
number of the believers, Mr. Remey
and 1\1r. Potter and Mr. Fred Woodward and Mr. Roger Boyle of Boston,
and Mr. Maxwell of Montreal, not a
complete list, but just mentioning
some of them. Also, the consultation
has included the Temple Maintenance
Committee, the other two members of
the Temple Maintenance Committee,
Mr. Carl Scheffler and Mr. Matthisen,
who have consulted with Mr. Struven,
our care-taker at the Temple, Mr.
Bourgeois, our architect, and with the
local engineers here who previously
were associated with the work under
Major Burt's direction, Mr. Brown, of
Smith and Brown, Engineers, and Mr.
Shapiro.
"Mr. Shapiro is the structural engineer who made the actual structural
drawings, the original structural drawings. under the direction of Mr. Bourgeois.
"\Ve have also consulted with such
official sources as the United States
Bttr~au of Standards, the Portland Ce110
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ment Association here, the Aluminum
Company of America, the American
Brass Company, and other concerns
that we thought might be interested
in and might later be called upon to
cooperate with us in the construction
of this great building. Our purpose
has been, friends, simply to gather together all available and pertinent data,
first, for the information of the National Assembly on March 16th, and
then, after a discussion of this report,
your National Spiritual Assembly decided to consult with or request the
Guardian to consult with us, on the
basis, friends, that the Guardian has
intimated in the past that he was interested in the Temple, and he has intimated to some of the pilgrims that he
had some suggestions to make, and we
thought, friends, it would be most appropriate for him to make the suggestions before we decided what we
wanted to do. That is, we thought,
the proper basis of consultation was
to simply collect the facts and present them to the Guardian and have
the Guardian advise and direct us in
regard to this whole work.
"Those of us who have been studying the matter, and I am sure that Mr.
Bourgeois, the architect, will agree
with me, realize that this noble design
is unique in the history of architecture. As I remember, at the Temple
Convention in N ew York, when this
design was selected, a noted architect
of New York City, I think Mr. MacGonigle, stated that he considered this
the first new idea in architecture since
the Middle Ages, and, friends, the
more we study this remarkable and
unique design the more do we realize
that it is different from the Classic
architecture, from the Gothic architecture, from the Romanesque style of
architecture, from aU the architecture
of the past generations and ages. It is
something new. It is something that
is universal in character, and it will be
impossible for us to slavishly follow
the methods of detailed design or construction that have been used in previous buildings, such as the Roman
temple or the Gothic cathedral, and I
think, friends, we have realized more
and more, as we have studied this design, that while being universal in
character, it is somewhat restrictive in
the use of materials which have been
developed in a marvelous way in the
last decade, even, since the World
War.
"I remember talking this matter
over quite in full one day here in this
room before it was completed with the
iate Major Burt, and we were discussing the structural features, and Major

Burt said at that time, "Mr. McDaniel, this is a remarkable problem. It
is a problem, and it is fortunate that
you are unable to proceed with the
construction of this Temple at this
time, because I have a feeling that as
the years roll by you will find that the
construction of this Temple is a matter of gwwth. It is a matter of
growth of our knowledge of construction, our knowledge of materials,
which is rapidly developing." And so
it has proved, friends, because what
would have seemed almost impossible
ten years ago now, with the development of our knowledge, we will say,
of concrete, today becomes definitely
possible, and we have gone into this
sufficiently with the various experts in
the concrete field, in the Federal Government, the Portland Cement Association, the Concrete Institute, and the
other great organizations of this world
that are concerned with this new and
plastic material, to realize that what
Major Burt said in those days has
been borne out by developments during the past ten years.
"So, friends, we have gathered together all the facts, including statements from our Advisory Board and
from these various specialists, and
that report early this month, or I
think it was the latter part of last
month, of March, was forwarded in
toto to our beloved Guardian, who
now has the report, and who is considering it, and it is for that reason that
your Temple Maintenance Committee
today is unable to present to you the
full facts concerning the construction
of the Temple, that is, the data we
collected. Otherwise, we'd be very
glad, indeed, to have it here for your
inspection. But it is our understanding that the Guardian in his reply will
probably return the facts, wiII return
the report.
"Now, in connection with our
study, I may say about the middle of
February, Mr. Bourgeois came to
Washington. He went on to New
York at the invitation of the friends
and gave them a lecture on the Temple, which made the friends very happy, and as a result there was a substantial contribution to our Temple.
"Then he came to Washington and
consulted with a number of us there.
He gave a lecture to the local Assembly and met with such members of the
Advisory Board as could be present,
including Mr. Remey, Mr. Woodward
and Mr. Roger Boyle, who came on
especially from Boston to meet with
us. We also had several consultations
with Mr. Earley. Mr. Earley is one
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of the lJiolleers ill the development of
this new type of concrete, which has
been considered very favorably in connection with the construction of the
Temple, and Mr. Earley went over
with us this whole proposition, and discussed it with us in full, with regard to
the possible use of this material in connection not only with the construction
of the next stage of the Temple, but
also of the entire structure.
"Then he also took us out and
showed us a number of examples of
his work in and near Washington, a
notable one of which is a Byzantine
type of church on Sixteenth Street,
which is a very beautiful piece of
work, and you will probably also recall, friends. that Mr. Earley cooperated with Mr. Lorado Taft in the con-'
struction of the Fountain of Time out
here in the Park.
"Then a week later this servant
carne to Chicago and had some conferences with the other two members of
the Temple Maintenance Committee,
and also consulted with Mr. Brown
concerning the structural engineering
work and materials. We also consulted with Miss Greenacre in regard
to some legal phases of the work. We
also at that time had a conference with
Mr. Bourgeois concerning the Temple,
and inspected the site here.
"Now, as a result of all these conferences and a study of the whole
situation, we made this very brief report to' the National Spiritual Assembly.
"1. The architectural drawings are
completed, in the opinion of the architect, Mr. Bourgeois. A careful inspection of the drawings, however, indicates the absence of details showing
the construction of walls and piers and
other minor details, which can and
should be furnished by the structural
engineer.
"That is, the design part of the
drawings is completed, both in the
small scale, the eighth scale, the threeeighths scale and full size drawings.
It will be necessary, however, to prepare and present some structural details in order to complete the drawings
to be presented to the contractors so
that the work may go ahead.
"2. Early action should be taken to
secure a structural engineer to succeed
the late Major Burt, either directly or
indirectly through the architect. Under the existing conditions the former
method is perhaps preferable. In any
case, it is of the greatest importance
that a supervising engineer be appointed to coordinate all of the engineering, architectural and construction

work that will be required in the building of the superstructure of the Temple. While such service will involve
some additional expense, a responsihle
and properly qualified man may and
probably will save in the expedition of
the work and avoidance of errors
many times his salary or fee.
"For example, one feature that has
come to our attention is the matter of
providing for the surroundings of the
Temple. It was the original plan of
Major Burt, and I think also of Mr.
Bourgeois, to fill in the grounds here.
The idea has been suggested, to some
extent developed by the architect, of
utilizing the space aroUlld this side of
the Temple for storage. The construction of the Temple will require a
large number of molds and models,
and these will have to be stored, and
the construction of an open steel or reinforced concrete structure of a permanent character adjacent to the main
Temple structure here will provide for
such storage, and also for the storage
of automobiles. I don't know as we
can look far enough ahead now to try
to provide for the storage of airplanes,
but at least we can provide for the
storage of the vehicles of transportation that are more customarily used at
this time. Perhaps, however, it might
be well to provide some landscaping.
The architect might bear that in mind,
because this Temple is for all time,
and we want to look ahead of the present. The drawings have not been prepared for that construction. There is
a phase of the work that will have to
be done and will have to be coordinated with the main structure of the
Temple, if it is decided to do the work
in that way.
"Smith and Brown, Engineers, and
Benjamin B. Shapiro, of Chicago,
competent structural engineers, have
submitted independent bids for the
preliminary work ranging from $8,500
to $12,000. Mr. Brown was formerly
associated with the late Major Burt,
and Holabird and Roche, in the
preliminary engineering work, the
cooperative work in connection with
these drawings that was done in
the office of Holabird and Roche.
They are architects and engineers of
national fame and reputation, located
in Chicago, and Major Burt at that
time, after his war service, was General Manager of this concern, and Mr.
Brown was working under him. The
actual structural drawings which were
used to secure the permit here, in order
that we might get a permit for the construction of this present structure,
were made by Mr. Shapiro under Ma-
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jor Burt's direction. It is my estimate
that this entire engineering work-including the completion of the architectural drawings, and the plans and specifications for the structural, mechanical and electrical work--<:an be prepared for about $10,000.
"3. Now, as a result of our conferences in Washington, it was decided
at the conference that I mentioned,
that Mr. Bourgeois attended and Mr.
Remey and Mr. Boyle and Mr. Woodward and Mr. Earley, it was decided
that the most practicable method of
constructing the Temple would be to
prepare, in view of its unique character, drawings and specifications to let a
contract for the framework of the
building, that is, for the skeleton of
the building, and then a supplemental
contract for the ornamental work, of
which Mr. Bourgeois has the complete
drawings, even to full scale drawings,
some of them, I believe, running up
one hundred and nine feet in length
for sections of the dome. That will
be let as a separate contract, because
there is where a different class of work
comes in. It is a class of work which
probably very few, a mere handful of
men in this country might be able to do
at this time, while the skeleton and
framework is a type of work that any
one of a very large number of builders and contractors would be able to
handle.
"4. With relation to the material
for the Temple, it should be noted that
the preliminary design provides for a
framework of steel and reinforced concrete construction. It is necessary that
these drawings (prepared for the purpose of securing a building permit)
shall be redrawn in accordance with
the architect's final plans, which has
not yet been done.
"5. The design of the Temple is
unique and somewhat exotic. The exterior ornamental work suggests a
plastic material. I think that is very
true, friends, and very unusual from
many points of view, of practicability
and economy, so that the use of the ordinary materials in this building would
be impracticable and certainly inadvisable. That is, for example, natural
stone. 1 think anyone of us looking
at that design would realize that it calls
for a plastic material. Now, there are
two general classes of plastic material
that might be used, and the reports
from our experts rather indicate just
two materials, either a cast stone, that
is, an artificial stone, such as Mr. Earley's concrete, or some other type of
concrete, and a metal. and you will
note, friends, in the Temple there is
a great deal of repetition. You take
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anyone of the panels in the first
story, in the second story or in
the dome, and it is practically the
same as the other panels, so that
It will be possible to prepare a
1110ld, and that mold can be used either
nine or twenty-seven, perhaps in some
cases thirty-six times, so that either
some form of cast stone or metal
seems to be the material that should be
used and probably will be used.
"Your committee is not at this time
prepared to reconunend any form, any
specific form of material, because we
are still studying the problem, and we
are still getting the facts; such facts
as we have secured, as we say, have
been sent to the Guardian for his consultation and advice, because we feel,
friends, in the beautiful words that
were expressed yesterday by our good
brother, Mr. Windust, when he spoke
of the Year Book as the Guardian's
Year Book, we feel that aithough this
Temple is the result of the genius revealed to him of our good brother, Mr.
Bourgeois, that it is in a sense the
Guardian's Temple, and we feel that
in every step of the way that work of
this Temple should be made in full,
free and frank consultation with our
beloved Guardian, and we feel that insofar as we do that, all oJ us, the
architect and the engineers and the
National Spiritual Assembly consulting, will our work be truly confirmed.
"In the selection of the proper material, the various elements of practicability, adaptability, durability, appearance and cost must be considered. Undoubtedly, the governing factors are
permanency and cost."

Report of National Teaching
Committee
When the beloved Master left this
country having deposited the priceless
jewel of His teachings in the custody
of the friends, they were a widely dispersed group from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, from the South into Canada.
They had no organic form nor expression, but in the midst of a material
civilization they were indissolubly
linked by the inner bond of Spirit and
drew their life and sustenance from
the flame of His love. When the time
came that He must leave them all in
the outer world He created a temple,
"not made with hands," for their shelter and protection, the Divine Administration of which, through the blessed
Guardian, the Beloved, is the heart
and center and every individual Baha'i
is a living unit. Then the Cause took
on organic form and life, all the activities and functions became coordinated
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and harmonized, and as this spiritual
Temple of the Cause emerged its outer
symbol appeared in the growth of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
Gradually Baha'i acti vities found a
more complete and orderly expression
and became more closely and vitally
related to the actual needs of a suffering world. This we see in every phase
of the Administration today, the true
ministration of God to humanity, the
remedy for a sick and distracted
world.
The depth and power of Baha'i
teaching in this country has been a
steady growth since the Master impregnated this land with his Holy Essence and quickened this continent
through the breaths of the Holy Spirit.
The teaching has passed through many
phases and last year culminated in its
first national expression through the
visit of a member of the Holy Family
when Ruhi Effendi visited some thirty-five centers and through the mutual
cooperation of the National Teaching
Committee and Local Assemblies made
many public addresses and penetrated
more widely the cultured and educational groups than had heretofore been
possible
At the beginning of thls year, the
National Spiritual Assembly wrote the
following to the National Teaching
Committee, "Over and above the special work which your Committee is
called upon to do, the matter of assisting in the promotion of the Plan of
Unified Action with all your collective
resources will, we sincerely trust, be
your primary aim and effort throughout the balance of the year."
With this need of strict economy
which loyalty to the purposes of the
Guardian imposed on every National
Conunittee, on local Assemblies and on
every individual Baha'i it has been impossible to carry out a National public
program of any scope.
Nevertheless,
the work has been everywhere sustained, and the wave of responsive enthusiasm generated last year has permeated the activities of the friends.
In view of this need for economy the
National Spiritual Assembly affiliated
the National Teaching and Amity
Committees through their secretaries,
Mr. Louis Gregory and Mrs. May
Maxwell, and through this collaboration and with one thousand dollars at
their disposal, inspiring results have
been obtained in those centres where
the friends could cooperate.
A series of public Baha'i conferences, along inter-racial and inter-religious lines were held in the following
cities: Geneva, Rochester, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Detroit, Portsmouth, Co-

lumul1s, Dayton, Chicago amI New
York.
It becomes increasingly evident in
this country that our beloved brother,
r\Ir. LOllis Cregory, is a tlni(tue instrument in the binding together of
the white and colored races, and being
himself totally devoid of race consciousness he lifts his audience into
the atmosphere of the future whose
accent is the oneness of mankind.
[To be continued]
The Baha'i Magazine Star of the
West
Most encouraging are the renewals
of subscriptions and the list of new
subscribers to the Star in the last few
months. The cooperation and encouragement of the friends in various parts
of the country and of ,the world has
been appreciated exceedingly.
The plan sponsored by the Spiritual
Assemblies of appointing one of the
friends to represent THE BAHA'I
MAGAZINE in each Assembly has, in
actual practice, worked most successfully, particularly in N ew York
through the indefatigable efforts of
Miss Julia Threlkeld, and in Los Angeles through the intelligent and brilliant work of the Librarian, Mrs.
Kuehne. From these two Centers subscriptions have flowed in to the Business Office. Many other Centers, too,
are doing their best: all 0 f which
shows what can be accomplished when
we strike the encouraging note, and
when all realize that the Star of the
West is the property of the Cause of
God, and that in its publication the
Baha'i law of cooperation can be fully
demonstrated.
The September number will carry
many interesting articles, among them
one by Miss Florence Pinchon on what
a Spiritualist will meet on his approach to the Baha'i Cause; the last
chapter in the series by Mrs. Loulie
Mathews which will be on the Administration of the Cause under the Guardianship of Shoghi Effendi; the first
chapter in a series of articles on "The
Light of Assurance," by Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler; a delightful little historical sketch by Miss Agnes Alexander on the New Era in Japan; an article by Miss Marzieh Nabil which she
has entitled, "Speaking of Talking,"
together with a Sonnet from her pen;
"Steps to God," by Dr. Walter B.
Guy; and many other interesting features. Also in the near future a splendid article will appear on "Life's Purpose," by Shahnaz \hi aite; and a very
informing and thrilling article by Miss
Martha Root on her work in German
Universities. This we feel sure every
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one will agree is one of the most important, if not the most important
contribution which has ever been published from the pen of this devoted
and confirmed maid-servant of God.
BAHA'I MAGAZINE COMMITTEE,
STANWOOD COBB,
MARIAM HANEY,
MARGARET B. McDANIEL.

Important Meeting in Delhi
The supreme will of the Blessed
Perfection is so manifestly asserting
itself that one feels lost in wonder at
the rapidity of events in the present
day world.
He willed that there must be a common language in the whole world and
several movements came into existence
to find such a language.
He willed that war MUST cease
and the disputes of the nations be settied in an International Court of J ustice and the Statesmen of the world
amidst the din of war preparations,
were found to create a League of Nations.
He willed that there MUST be
peace in the world and the warring
factions of all walks of life began to
bow down before Him.
We saw this wonderful scene on
the 28th of January, 1929.
India, as is well known, is a medley
of races and religions that are ever
found warring with each other for
very trivial matters. This year in this
arena of warring religions several conferences were held to find ways and
means to bring about unity among its
people. One of these conferences was
held under the auspices of the Arya
Samaj on the 28th of January, 1929,
and the question for discussion was:
Can unity be accomplished among the
existing religions? If }'CS; h(rw? If
not: w/z" tlOt?
There was a gathering of about
3,000 people of almost every race and
religion. There were repreSentatives
of all sects of Hindoos, Christians,
The
M uhammedans and others.
Baha'is were represented by Mr. Mahfuz-ul-Haq Ilnii, the Editor of the
Kaukab-i-Hind and he spoke for about
an hour on the question. He first dealt
with the history and teachings of the
Blessed Cause and told the audience
that Baha'u'llih appeared in the world
to bring about Peace and Unity. He
then proceeded to show that unity
among the existing religions was an
impossibility as long as thev adhered to
their dogmatic beliefs. If they would
throwaway dogmas and catch hold of
the principles, they will find that they
were all one and united. He then very
beautifully showed that complete

unity could only be accomplished
through the teachings of Baha'u'llah
and then gave an explanation of such
teachings as oneness of humanity, oneness of Divine Revelations, etc., etc.
He made a powerful appeal to the
people and the audience seemed spellbound by his enfoldment of these Divine teachings. The President summing up said that:
He admitted that unity was impossible in the present forms of the existing religions.
He was, however, not despaired as
the world was going to have ONE religion and under that religion all will
be united.
When the meeting dispersed the
writer moved among the people and
found everyone talking of the soundness of the Baha'i Teachings.
We are confident that this transitional period through which the world
is passing at the present .time will end
ere long and the Almighty Will shall
soon usher that millinium in this sorely
afflicted worlcl which is so dearly prophesied by the Blessed Perfection.
We shall feel obliged if the secretaries of the spiritual Assemblies will
kindly send their circular letters direct
to the Kaukab-i-Hind Office, as we desire to give news of the Baha'i World
in every issue for the benefit of our
readers.
Editors of Baha'i Journals such as
the Star of the West and others are
respectfully requested to send their
journals to us regularly so that special
articles may be translated in Hindustani and published in the Kaukab.
Editor, Kaukab-i-Hind,
Karl Bojh, Delhi, India.
Green Acre Summer School
AT FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
GENERAL THEME FOR THE SUMMER
OF 1929

1. How to unite the new knowledge
in physics, sociology, psychology, education, international relations and the
history of religions with the universal
Baha'i teachings.
II. How to present this new synthesis to the present day worlel.
III. How to attain the radiant life.
Children's Summer School-9:00
A. l\I. meeting daily, except Saturday
and Sunday.
THE SCIENCE OF SPIRITUAL TEACHING

At ten 0 'dock in the morning
How to teach the Baha'i Causepreparation, speaking, answering questions.
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This course was conducted from
July 9th to August 29th, on Tuesday
and Thursday, by Mr. Louis Gregory.
Special addresses were given at this
time by Mr. Gregory upon: "New Visions of Heaven," "The Prophet and
Religion of Islam," "The Di vine
Covenant and Testament," "Baha'i
Administration," "The Banner of
Youth," "The Significance of Conversation," "The Manifest and Hidden"
"The Ladder of Ascent," "Can H~
man Nature be Changed?" "The
Awakening of the Soul," "Reason and
Religion," "Four Journeys."
From August 5th to August 23d, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, Mr.
Albert Vail conducted the course. He
and the other speakers, at the end
of each morning session, gave talks
upon the philosophy of universal religion, the new interpretation of the
bjbles of t~e world. and their propheCIes, the VItal questton-how to attain
the radiant life.
SIX COURSES IN UNIVERSAL
PRINCIPLES

At four o'clock in the afternoon
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday
July 22-26.
Proofs of Reality.
Philosophy and Religion. Mr. Gregory and Mr. Philip Marangella.
July 29-Aug. 2.
Scientific and
Spiritual Proofs of Human Unity.
Mr. Gregory.
Aug. 5-9. The Coming Union of
Science and Religion. Prof. Shook,
Mr. Vail.
Aug. 12-16. Recent Studies in the
History of Religions. One of the
Great Sciences of the Future. Mr.
Vail.
Aug. 19-23. Discoveries in Progressive Education. Prof. Stanwood
Cobb.
Aug. 26-30. Baha'i Economics and
the Science of Universal Peace. Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt, Mr. Marangella, 1\1rs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler.
All courses are arranged in weekly
units-Monday to Friday. Anyone
can take as manv weeks as are desired.
It is suggested -that everyone bring a
loose-leaf notebook, SOIllC Answcred
QII est ions, and the Boo!'" of I gllall.
A Notable German Believer
Dr. Ernst Kliemke, brillial1t lawyer
of Berlin, President of the Esperanto
Society of Germany, a new Bahi'i but
with marvelous capacity suddenly
passed on to the Abha Kingdom, Fe-bruary 20, 1929. His last words were:
"I see God!" Dr. Kliemke first heard
of the Baha'i Teachings from Miss
J essie Revell, at the annual Congress
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of the Esperanto Society of North
America, held in Philadelphia in 1926.
He visited Baha'i gl'OUpS in Philadelphia and New York, returned to Berlin, associated himself with the Baha'i
Society and at once began the study of
the Persian language in order to translate the economic solution of Baha'u'Ilah and other Teachings into the German language. He spoke on the
Baha'i Principles in the Universal
Congresses of Esperanto in Danzig and
Antwerp in 1927 and 1928. As a
writer his nom-de-plume was Dr.
Heinrich Nienkamp and his book "Uncrowned I<:ings" is well known in every
land.
HIS lectures on the Baha'i
Teachings have been translated and
published in several countries. His
face was always full of light and
every soul who met him was cheered
sustained and refined.
'
Miss Rexford in New York
On Sunday afternoon, September
22nd, Orcella Rexford spoke to a
splendid audience in the Baha'i Centre, New York City. Quite a number
of strangers were present and Miss
Rexford, in connection with her subject "Divine Service" to which she did
full justice, gave a comprehensive idea
of the Baha'i Message and the Divine
Power and Authority back of it.
She referred to the spirit of this
age as the spirit of service, that the
very atoms had been charged with a
new activity and people felt this so
that even great successful business enterprises of the day are run on the
basis of service; that in this day work
and service had been dignified and
glorified and in the teachings of Baha'u'lliih work and service, when performed in the spirit of cooperation and
in the love of God with the feeling
that it was helping humanity, was an
act of worship; that Baha'u'llah had
commanded all to engage in arts, crafts
~nd sciences and that the highest servIce to humanity today was to work
with heart and soul for the establishment of the four great Baha'i Principles-Universal Language, Universal
Education, Universal Religion and
Miss Rexford
Universal Peace.
pointed out that modern science in the
invention of modern day utilities, stich
as the aeroplane. the radio. the automobile and movietone pictures. was
rapidly making the first two of these
principles an absolute necessitv. Universal Peace was also a necessity but
that must be brought about in God's
own way because without Universal
Religion there could not be any lasting
and durable Peace.
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Baha'i Summer School at
Guyserville
The Science of ReligioJl:
a. From God to Man
Aug. 5
Mr. Leroy C. Ioas.
b. From Man to God
A ug. 6
Mr. Leroy C. Ioas.
Comparative Relig;oll :
a. The Underlying Point of Unity
Aug. 7
Mrs. Helen Bishop
b. The Influences on Society Aug. 8
Mrs. Helen Bishop
c. The Continuity of Manifestations
Aug. 9
I\irs. Louise R. Waite
d. The Return of the Manifestations
"The Promised One"
Aug. 10
Mr. Willard P. Hatch
The Spiritualization of Psychology
Aug. 12
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper
The Urge Toward Immortality
Aug. 13
Mr. Geo. O. Latimer
Baha'i Economics
Aug. 14
Mr. Geo. O. Latimer
The Oneness of Humanitv
Aug. 15
Mrs. Louise Caswell
Baha'i Administration
Aug. 16
Mrs. Amelia F. Collins
The World Order of Baha'Ullah
Aug. 17
Mrs. May l\Iaxwell
Racine, Wisconsin
To all the Friends Thruout the World:
Greetings in His Holy Name.
. We wish to express our appreciatIOn of the many letters received and
would like to have replied to them individually, as each has some individual
me.ssage, rbut time will not permit the
WrIter to answer each one separately.
Your letters are shared with all the
believers in. our Group and are the
ca~lse of new enthusiasm and strengthenmg of the Bonds of Unit," Rays of
Light in the Hours of Darkl;ess when
the Clouds of Material Activities overshadow the Spiritual Sun.
YOII may not be interested in the
history of our little group; nevertheless, we want you to become acquainted. Perhaps, some day when the
J'Zashriqu'I-Adhkar is completed, you
wJlI make a pilgril11a'ge to see it and
worship God there. \Ve are within
fifty miles of the temple or a ride of
an .hour and a half. Our Group of
Bellevers was formed ahont thirtv
years ago hy our Sister Assembly o'f
Kenosha, Wisconsin, with whom we
have dose contact, often uniting with
one an.other in Gatherings of Love and
Ha~ony to spread the Glad Tidings
of thIS Great Day of God manifested

in Baha'u'llah. When 'Abdu'l-Baba
the Servant of God, visited Kenosh~
Assembly, the Racine Believers were
invited to share this visit and to meet
that venerable Servant of God. We
would like to call Him Master, for we
are so inferior in Servitude so insignificant that we have no 'right to
the name of Servants of God.
The Baha'i Cause in Hamburg
The 8?th year o~ the Cause proved
extraordmanly actIve and. gratifyin<T
for our group activities, as well as re:
gards the upbuilding and f ortifyin(T
~
the Baha'i ideas.
. Some. 54 meetings took place offiCIally WIth an attendance totalling 981
perso~s.
We .endeavored to arrange
the wl~est posslble latitude for general
ente~tam~ents, we. also arranged for
meetmgs m the dIfferent sections of
the great city wi,th results. The teaching meetings took. place in Hamburg,
the weekly meetIngs were held in
Wandsbeck, .the encouraging attempt
of a lecture III a small farm in Farssen, will be continued during the winter months.
. The Spiritual Assembly met three
tmles for consultation. 'With the outside gr?ups ~nd friends correspondence q.!1lte actIve was kept up for cooperatIOn and furtherance. A closer
connection with the group at Uhlenhorst was looked for in "The New
Salems Light" in whose circle Dr.
Grossman spoke by request several
times.
Printe~ teaching material was given
:>ut outSIde of the Hamburg friends
111 53 cases, and altogether 72 writings
and 724 ~yleaves (excluding Esperanto), beSIdes several thousand circulars were distributed in the dwellings
of Hamburg, \Vandsbeck all<i Farl11sen, .as we.ll as in the Post Offices, R.R.
StatIOns, III the Banks, Libraries, etc.,
and also some 1000 through the book
store of Sauermann in \Vandsbeck.
The. "Diaspora Committee" (the
COmll1lttee for the friends dwellincr in
foreign countries) reprinted two P~11l
phlets of Dr. Grossmann "You must
be . rehorn" and "Soul wanderin"s .
re-Illcarnation, resurrection, and the
Baha'i teachings." He dispatched all
together some 103 copies as well a~
fOllr copies of "Information" 'with
107 copies, a total of 210 copies to 3-l
addresses in foreign countries.
The Information or News Letters
of the Baha'i Movement in Hamburoappeared ten times and were sent to
addresses in Hamburg.
(To be cOllti1lfcpd)
~
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COllsider how the po'wer of real
/Inion latent ill the mission of the
Prophets of God hath, both outwardly
and in'wardly, gathered together the
hostile peoples and kindreds of the
earth under the shadow of the one
Word af Gad. ... Whenever true relig£on-the cause af the ciz'ilizatian, the
giory, the happiness, the honor, the
enlightenment and the advancement of
back-ward, enslaved and ignarant peoples--falls into the hands of the foolish and fanatical divines, it is so sorely
misused that its great light is turned
itlto utter darkness . ... By the one true
God! The minute elements of 11l4terial ci1Jilization owe their existence to
the bountiful grace of the Prophets oj
God. What utiJity call e~'er be conceh,ed in this world 'Which is not, either
expressly or tacitly, mentioned in the
Holy Scriptures?-'Abdu'l-Balui.
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha for
Archives and Publication
The National Assembly urgently
requests those believers who possess original Tablets from 'Abdu'lBaha to cooperate in the special effort now being made by Mrs. Corinne True, acting under appointment by the Assembly, to catalog
all available Tablets with a view to
the publication of a ValulIle Faur of
Tablets from' Abdu'l-Balui.
The three volumes edited with
such loving care and distinction by
Mr. Albert Windust contain only
Tablets received before 1914. The
unpublished Tablets consequently
were revealed in the last years of
the Master's earthly life, and their
importance for present and future
believers is beyond our capacity to
appreciate.
To assure complete accuracy, only
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those Tablets can be accepted which
are received in the form of originals
-translations alone will not suffice.
The first essential is to gather together in our official Archives all
original Tablets written to American believers collectively or individually, irrespective of date.
The
preparation of additional volumes
for publication in printed form can
then follow.
The National Assembly appreciates how infinitely precious every
original Tablet is to its possessor.
Solitary possession of the Master's
words, however, cannot compare
with collective possession such as
all beli,evers can enjoy when all
Tablets have been brought together
in the Archives and their contents
made universally available.
l1he teachings of the Prophets
belong to the world, no matter what
channel of communication may be
employed in anyone case. Surely
we should hesitate to regard one ray
of the Sun as a mene candle lit for
ourself alone.
Then, too, the chances and
changes of life are so varied and unexpected today that the firmest intention of having a Tablet sent to
the Baha'i Archives a:fter one's
death may be frustrated. It is far
safer for the physical existence of
the Tablet, as well as far more important for its contents, that those
who possess original Tablets take
immediate st.eps to transmit them to
the Archives. Here they will be
preserved from accidents of fire.
theft or casual oversight. and each
Tablet so transmitted will then become part of the Ba/za'i RC1·elatiotl.
Individual receipts will be sent to
believers who forward Tablets. Tablets should be sent to Archives

Committee. care of Miss Gert·rude
Buikeman, 1827 W. Roosevelt Road,
Chicago, Ill. Registered mail is
preferable.
The following letter, read and approved by Shoghi Effendi, indicates
the importance of this matter in the
Guardian's 'eyes.
Dear Mrs. True:
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to
acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated July 7th and to assure you
of his ardent prayers for the success
of the work you are undertaking.
The work of collecting and publishing the Tablets is one of the
most important tasks that this generation has undertaken, for upon
it depends our true understanding
of the Cause and its principles. The
mor'e we put it off, the more we are
apt to lose some of the original writings.
Yet, important as this task may
be, it is fraught with difficulties.
The early translations are far from
being accurate, no matter who the
translator may be. Shoghi Effendi
firmly believes that only tablets
with the Master's signature and in
the original tongue should be recognized. Any translations or copies
of them fail from having real authority. This shows the importance
of collecting the original Tablets
that bear the Master's signature.
May I in closing reassure you of
Shoghi Eff,endi's prayer and extend
to you his loving greetings.
Yours sincerely.
Ruhi Afnan.
Haifa. Palestine.
September 20, 1929.
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"The NEWS LETTEIt which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. 1 would
urge you to enlarge its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause, It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States
and Canada
Contributions*
From April I, 1909 to March 31,
1929
K ote: The contributions from
1909 to 1925 inclusive were given
specifically for the Temple: the
contributions for the years 1926 to
1929 inclusive include contributions
for other funds as well as the fund
for the Temple.
1910 - 1911. ............ $ 14,698.19
1911 - 1912. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,401.59
1912 - 1913. . . . . . . . . . . . .
7,292.45
1913 - 1914. . . . . . . . . . . .. 14,124.80
1914 - 1915 .... " . . . . . .. 13,503.79
1915 - 1916. . . . . . . .. ... .
6,588.65
1916 - 1917. . . . . . . . . . . . .
7,975.43
1917 - 1918 ...... , .... "
15,634.10
1918 - 1919 ............ , 75,923.21
1919 - 1920 .. , .. . . . . .. .. 47,003.12
1920 - 1921. . . . . . . . . . . .. 27,837.33
1921 - 1922.. ........... 21,720.65
1922 - 1923 .... , ... , .... 28,994.55
1923 - 1924. . . . . . . . . . . .. 53,739.23
1924 - 1925... . . . . . . . . .. 19,376.32
1925 - 1926... . . .. . . .... 30,305.50
1926 - 1927. . . . . . . . . . . .. 51,039.28
1927 - 1928. . .. .. . .. .... 53,410.26
1928 - 1929 ........ , .... 243,473.13

shine the light of the Kingdommaterial that will stand the test of
time, for The Balui'i World is, no
doubt, intended to be an authoritatiYe and permanent record of the
Cause throughout the world.
The reports to be incorporated in
the "Survey of Current Activities"
should not be too detailed, but adequate. \Ve would recommend a
careful reading of Volume II and
any corrections and changes noted
should be sent to us, as our Guardian wishes TM Baha'i World to be
a model reference book. Especially
should the Directory and the Bibliography be up to date. Suggestions
for the improvement of the Book
will be heartily welcomed.
It would greatly facilitate the work
if the material is typewritten double
spaced in English on one side of the
paper, siz'e 80 x 11. The articles,
addresses, reprints and photographs':'
should be sent in at once. The reports to be incorporated in the "Survey of Current Activities" could
follow later, reaching us not later
than January 1, 1930.
Albert R. Windust, Sec'y,
Editorial Committee.
1745 East 68 Street,
Chicago, Illinois.

Total (19 years) ....... $743,041.58
*From the detailed Financial Report distributed to delegates at the
1929 Annual Convention.

*Victoria Bedikian, Photograph
Editor, P. O. Box 179, Montclair,
N.].

Material Needed for Volume III
"The Baha'i World" 1928-1930.
As stated in the Introduction of
Volume II: "We believe the contents of Volume II will suggest the
various materials desired for such a
publication as The Bahii'f World.
Especially valuable are articles and
photographs that show the present
progress of the Cause as well as a
record of past events".
,Ve believe you will be guided to
choose proper material for sending
to the Editorial Committee, who in
turn will submit it for the approval
of Shoghi Effendi. He is the EditorIn-Chief of this publication.
It seems to us, the material sent
in should be of such a nature as to
breathe a fresh Sptrlt into the
Baha'is eyervwher'e, and stimulate
them to further effort when reading
of the advance of the Cause in your
Community. Articles pertainin"g to
the Cause appearing in newspapers
and magazines; addresses cleliyerecl
hefore representative gatherings expounding the Cause; photographs
of groups of Baha'is in ,,,hose faces

Corrections in Baha'i Directory
Corresponding secretaries who
received copies of the Baha'i Directory issued by the National Assembly in July, 1929, are requested to
note the following changes.
It
should be pointed out that this Directory is for recognized Balll,'i use
only, and Baha'i addresses should
not be placed at the disposal of
others for any purpose.
Chicago Assembly, Monroe 10as,
secretary, 1835 So. Grove Avenue,
Berwyn, Ill.
San Francisco Assembly, Elizabeth L. Duffy, secretary, 1677 Sacramento Street, San Franciscu,
Calif.
Oakland, Calif., Assembly, Lottie
~1. Linfoot, secretarY, 1419 Harri,.;on Street. Oakland: Calif.
Rochester g r 0 u p,
Elizabeth
Brooks. secretarv. 48 Pearl Street.
Rochester, N.
Butte. fllontana group, Eyalcn'a
Caldwell, secretary, Hutte, ~\(~11tana.
Bostoll Assembly. E. Mabel King,
secretary. 65 Langdon Street, Cambridge, Mass.

Y.- .
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In Memoriam
.:\( rs. ,\ (bert \V illdust. Chicago.
,\pril 17.1929.
~Irs. Imogene X ewell. Dem'er,
:\ugust 25, 1929.
::\Irs. Lucia Lawton. Grand Rapids, l\Iich., October 8, 1929.
A Correspondence Course in Bah:'t'i
Teachings
The Outline Bureau of the 1\ ational Teaching Committee announces a correspondence course in
the Baha'i teachings for those earnestly desirous of becoming more
thoroughly acquainted ",ith the
Baha'i writings for their own personal benefit and for the spread of
the Message.
The course will include twenty
weekly lessons covering the history,
principles and most important
teachings of the l\lovement. Each
lesson wiII consist of a required
reading list, a supplementary list for
those desiring further study and
questions based upon the required
reading. One of these questions
should be answered fully each week
and returned to the Outline Bureau.
An examination covering the preceding lessons will be given in the
middle and at the end of the course.
The charge for the entire course
",ill be one dollar to cover the cost
of mimeographing and postage. The
only requirement for registration is
that the student shall own or have
access to the most important of the
Baha'i books.
All correspondence concerning
the course should be addressed to R.
C. Collison, 681 Castle Street, Geneva, N ew York. Send in your registration and one dollar at once. The
first lesson will be sent out as soon
as desired by the applicant.
The Baha'i Cause in Hamburg
( Continued)
The following reprints were made:
"The Baha'i :\10vement. Its History. Teachings and Meanings," II
Edition. 5500 copies, of which 500
copies were sent free of charge to the
nah;"i'i Assembly at Stut,tgart; "What
is the Baha'i ";\10vement?" folio edition. II Edition. 5000 copies.
"One \Vord on the Baha'i Movement." edition of 6000 of which 1000
("opies with the address of the book
store of Sauermann in Wandsbeck.
.:-\ teaching leaflet with the notice of
teaching evenings, 1000 copies.
.·\n inclosure for books "Prejudice"
edition of 1000 copies.
Press notices came to ottr notice

alu)lIl llll' Halt:, 'j Teaching" in Creater-

1/ <lmburg :
T\\o short articlc~ by Dr. Grossmann in "Useful Leaves" (HNuetzliche Blaetter") 1\0. 3 and 4 Signal
Verlag ( Signal publication) Hamburg, one of which carried the picture.
of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
One article in the "Hamburger 8
o'clock Evening Paper" of Xovember
12th, 1928.
,\ mention of the Baha'i Teaching in
an article "happenings in the Art
Hall" in the Hamburgischen Correspondent" of January 21st, 1929, as
well as the Baha'i Movement in the
thanksgiving at the interment of the
late Mrs, Ave ("\Vandsbeker Bote"
a f September 8th, 1928).
.\nd a notice of an address by Dr.
Grossmann calling the attention to the
editorial part of the "Wandsbeker
Boten" of November 24th, 1928.
The "Baha'i Esperanto-Eudonejo"
(the Baha'i Esperanto Publication)
published the following:
La Nova Tago (The New Day) in
ih fourth year with quarterly editions
of 12 pages, edition of 5 to 600 copies.
7000 Fh· Leaves Kio estas la
Bahaa l\Iov~do
(What is the Baha'i
:\ 1oyement ?)

An enlisting Leaf in English for
"La Nova Tago."
A list with the names of publications:
Dr. Ernst Kliemke: "Bahaismo kaj
joiitiko "80, of 8 pages edition of 800
copies of which 400 on order of the
friends in Berlin, which were dispatched as a memento of the departure of the meritorious President of
the German Esperanto Unity."
Besides those subscribers of "La
Nova Tago" Baha'i literature in Esperanto were sent out in 461 cases,
mostly on request-among which some
1719 flyleaves in part as enclosures to
different Esperanto Newspapers. Seyeral hundred copies of 1a Nova Tago
arrived at the German Esperanto Congress at Potsdam, also at the universal
Esperanto Congress at Antwerp, and
at the German Esperanto Congress in
Frankfort on the l\T ain for distribution.
The Baha'i Library of the Hamburg :\[ovement included at the end of
the year some 121 books. not counting
the Esperanto literature. To this is
added the scientific collection of
Baha'i writings and writings on the
Baha'i Teachings with about 280
books. The use of the lending library
shows that only few books are called
for, and it is hoped that that wiII improve.
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To alii' great regret :t t rUl' f rielld (.t'
the Cause was taken from us: :\Irs.
:\Iartha Ave. The friends dedicated
to her memory a solemn celebration
and will re:member her with honors.
\Ve were able to greet ten guests
from Bergen (Norway) Resht (Persia) Kiel, Stuttgart, Elberfelt, Leipzig. Rostocl\:, and Schwerin.
DR.

HERMAKN GROSSlIIANN,

\Yandsbek. Hamburg.
September, 1929.
Translated by 1\1r. Herman Pauli,
Bulletin of Egyptian N. S. A.
\Ve heartily thank the various Spiritual Assemblies who have kindly summoned to our call and have reciprocated with us their news and have sent
us regularly their monthly circular letters and Bulletins replete with their
activities. \\'e are very anxious to
hear from the rest of the Assemblies
whether in the East or the \Vest who
han' not yet responded to our request.
It is quite essential that all Spiritual
and National Assemblies be linked together through correspondence, so that
they may be constantly in touch with
each other and so co-operate mutually
in advancing the Cause of Bahit'u'lhih and make it permeate throughout
the world.
We hope that our Bulletin may develop in due time into a magazine and
may become influential in promoting
the Baha'i principles, especially among
the Arabic speaking world. \Ve therefore request the assistance and co-operation of all Baha'is, so that this
(organ) may prove successful.
The N. S. A. of Egypt appreciates
very much the co-operation of the
N. S. A. of the United States of
America and Canada in promUlgating
the Cause in Egypt by presenting several copies of the (Baha'i World) to
the notables and influential men of
Egypt. \Ve pray that this courageous
attempt may be successful in proclaiming the new spirit of Baha'u'Ilah,

A. R.

RUSHDY,

P. O. Box 1865.
Alexandria.
The Fifth Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of Egypt
On .-\pril 29th the annual COl1\'ention was held in Cairo for the election
of the new body of the National .\s~embly.

The hall of the Spiritual Assembly
of Cairo was decorated with beautiful
flowers and ornamented with the sacred rug from the shrine of the M aster, donated by the Guardian to the
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Baha'is of Egypt, which stood
stretched on the wall with its brilliant
colors and exquisite features, thus
making a picturesque panorama.
The friends in Cairo and its vicinity
together with the delegates and guests
from the Baha'i centres in Egypt
crowded the hall which was filled to
its capacity.
Never before did Cairo witness such
a big gatahering of friends, all gay and
happy. They all embraced each other
and their faces shone with joy.
The entertainment began by serving
refreshments including tea cakes,
sweets, oranges and everybody indulged freely and so all enjoyed the
hospitality and kindness of the Cairo
Assembly.
At 5 P. M. the meeting was called
to order and the holy words were
chanted by Mohammed Mustapha Effendi of Port-Said. Then Dr. M.
Basheer presided and gave the opening address. He greeted the friends
and expressed his appreciation of the
progress of the Cause in Egypt, then
he outlaid the activities of the National Assembly in the past year, reviewing the progressive advancement
and the organization of the National
work, explaining the various steps
that have been taken for organizing
the Baha'i work as the registration of
the believers, issuing of marriage registers, publication of Baha'i literature
in Arabic and establishing the Baha'i
Bureau in Cairo. Finally in announcing the opening of the Bureau he
pleaded for the co-operation and hearty
support of the National Assembly urging all Baha'is of Egypt to contribute
and endow freely to enrich the funds
in order to carry out the Baha'i work.
Next spoke Abdel-Fattah Sarby Effendi, on behalf of the Cairo Assembly, welcoming the delegates, guests
and friends in most affectionate terms
declaring his immense joy in attending
this big gathering and seeing the faces
of the friends from the various centres then he spoke on the activities of
the 'National Assembly highly prizing
the steady progress that has been
made during the past year.
The next speaker was Abul-Fetoolh Effendi who spoke on behalf ,of
the Alexandria friends conveying their
O"reetings and most sincere wishes for
tile success of the convention, then he
explained the ways and means for the
cooperation between individuals and
Baha'i Assemblies in Egypt, requesting all to support and uphold the National Assembly.
Then Mohammad Mustapha Effendi
on behalf of the Port-Said believers
gave a most enthusiastic speach recom-
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mending stead fastnbs and perseverance in onier to :tclvance the Calise in
Egypt.
In the absence of the delegates of
Ismailia,
Abdel-Rahman
Effendi
Rushdi was asked to speak on their
behalf and also on behalf of the other
Baha'i centres in Egypt th<li't were
not represented, so he stood with a
smiling face and greeted friends and
delegates congratulating them for the
Ridwan and expressing his extreme
happiness in witnessing this gathering
and cherished the hope that more
friends should attend the convention
next year to participate of the happiness and the joy of meeting one another. He finalIy mentioned briefly
the difficulties that encountered the
National Assembly in the past year
and then reviewing the work that has
been accomplished and that which is
under consideration and ended by persuading all ,to become active in promulgating the Cause and to assist in
its jubilant proclamation.
Before closing, two telegrams of felicitations from the Ismailia and Alexandria believers were read by the
chairman and the entertainment ended
by chanting of the holy words by
Shiekh Motawad and then the friends
and guests dispersed.
At 8 P. M. a formal meeting of the
Prayers were
delegates was held.
chanted and the roll called. Out of
the nineteen delegates representing the
Egyptian Baha'i Assemblies fourteen
only were able to attend the convention.
Dr. Basheer was elected unanimOllsly as Chairman of the convention and likewise Abde1-Rahman
Rushdy Effendi as secretary.
The minutes may be summarized as
follows: The annual report of the
National Assembly was read by the
secretary. Then the treasurer discussed the financial situation reporting
in detail the amount of cash received
and tl"!.e disbursements during the past
year.
After that a report from ,the various Egyptian Assemblies was considered. Each report included the activities of each Assembly during the past
year also the financial standing.
Then discllssion was opened and
each delegate was given three minutes
to speak. Finally they proceeded to
elect the new body of the National
Assembly and a committee of three
was appointed to attend to the polls.
At 10 P. M. a banquet was held in
the home of our venerable brother
:'.10hammad Taki Effendi for the delegates which they enjoyed very much
and later greatly praised the dear host

for his hospitality and kindness.
Next day the new members of the
~ ational Assembly met at 10 A. l\1.
in the office of the Baha'i Bureau for
the election of the officers with the following result:
Dr. M. Basheer, chairman; Judge
Abdel-Galeel Bey Sad, vice-chairman
and custodian of Archives; AbdelRahman Ruchdy Effendi, Secretary
Iskander Hanna Effendi, treasurer.
Members: Mohammad Taki Effendi, Abdel Fattah Sabry Effendi,
l\lohammad ~Iostapha Effendi, Mahmoud Nousho-Kati Effendi.
Committees were next appointed for
translation and publication of Baha'i
literature also for the Bulletin and for
the Baha'i Bureau.
Another Luncheon banquet was held
at 3 P. M. at Heliopolis, a suburb of
Cairo, for the delegates at the home
of Judge Abdel-Galeel Bey Sad, which
was enjoyed by all and much delight
was expressed by the guests. This
ended the convention and so the dele~
gates dispersed carrying with them
happy memories of the great occasion
~vhich they have joyfully participated
111.

Indeed the convention this year
proved to be a success and all those
who attended declare with delight their
satisfaction.

Letter From Miss Martha Root
Beloved Friends:
Alta-o' -A blul ! Love to YOtl. each
one! I thought I could not write. but
now I hear my boat is three hours late,
so I undid the bags and took out the
typewriter and papers. I went from
Budapest to Dubrovnik in Jugoslavia.
stayed there five days and gave the
Message. The editor of the best paper took much interest and he sent
articles and photographs of 'Abdu'lBaha to the papers in Zagreb and
Sarareva. From there I went by boat
to Durazza and from there took an
automobile (one hour and hal f) to
Tirana up in the mountains. The
American Ambassador said it would
be impossible for me to meet the King,
he thought. The King was away at his
private bathing resort taking a rest
during the yery hot weather. I wrote
the King a letter and sent it through
the post-office, saying I brought him
the Baha'i greetings of Shoghi Effendi,
Guardian of the Baha'i Cause, explained a little and enclosed a Prague
Newspaper article in German giving the Principles, for the King knows
German.
N ext I called upon the
Prime Minister and found him very
charming and kind; the Prime Minister knows French; called upon him
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twice. Visited the Heads of all the
different schools, visited the Library
director, the Czechoslovakian Minister
at Tirana, had dinner and tea at the
.\merican Embassy, dinner four times
at the Head of the Red Cross Training School, visited the editor of the
newspaper and he took keen interest.
In his first article he said that I "dealt
a great deal with the Baha'i Teachings
and movement and that it took the
God-part of all the religions."
Everybody in Tirana knew I was a
Baha'i. The Prime Minister invited
me to an audience with His Majesty
Zog. King of the Albanians, Sunday,
Septemher first. in the Royal Palace in
Tirana. It was very formal in honor
of the second anniversary of his being
king. This invitation meant friendliness to our Cause, you can hardly imagine how much it meant. The invitations were very few. No foreigners
were invited except the Ambassadors
from the different Legations. The
Prime :'.Iinister told me to come to the
Chancery at ten o'clock and go from
there to the Royal Palace at eleven
o 'clock. In the Chancery were nineteen ladies, relatives of the King, and
distinguished members of the feminine
club "The Albanian Woman" of which
the King's sister, a Princess, is the
honorary President. \Vhen I came
into the room, the acting President announced me as a Baha'i. Well, I made
a little speech to these ladies and it
was interpreted to them. We had a
very lovely hour and then we went in
big motor cars (a walk of about four
minutes) to the Royal Palace. I had
no motor car and did not need one, for
they invited me to go with them. I
shall write about the whole visit to the
King. never- shall I forget those moments. He stood in the drawing room
in his army dress uniform and his
:\[inisters stood about him in a semicircle, they were in black, full evening
dress. When I shook hands wi,th him
I said in Albanian language their
pledge "Besa-besen" that means "I
pledge you my loyalty." If any Albanian tells you that it means he will
stand the truest kind of a friend, no
matter what happens. They extended
"besa-besen" to me in inviting me and
I pray Baha'u'llah always to stand
loyal to Albania. After meeting the
King. we went in the automobile (also
about three moments to walk the distance) to the Royal Palace of the
mother of the King. she is called the
"Queen Mother." First we were presented to the King's five sisters, five
Princesses and then taken to another
drawing-room where the Queen
Mother stood attended by two boys,

her grandsons, in full military dress
and she was all in black. She looked
so kind and good, like a madonna
mother of the world.
This was a wonderful visit to Albania. Albania is the most dangerous point in the Balkans. A match
set to Albania would blow up Europe.
These people have given some very
great men to the world and they can
do it ~gain. I would journey through
Albama and try to meet the dervishes
in some of the towns and meet the
people of all religions, the moulders
of the new Albania. There are no
railroads in Albania, but one may say
that Albania is motorized. Automobiles go from town to town, whenever
they get three or four passengers they
start. Before I went to Albania, I
tell you the truth, I was afraid, but
no~ I .would take the trip through AIbama If I ever had the opportunity.
There are many hundreds of soldiers
in Tirana. I got up at four and fourthirty every morning to read about Albania and visited people all day and
evening, and I see how much could be
done, see what a fine spirit the Albani~ns have.
I f they give you their
fnendship they stand true. For five
hundred years they have been crushed,
most of that time their language was
not allowed in the schools, no newspapers or books could be printed in
Albanian. The nations that will live
the Principles of Baha'u'llah and promote these, these are to be the great
nations of the future. Please pray for
Albania, and if I write to ask you to
send any book or pamphlet or letter,
please do it without my explaining
much, for it is so very difficult for me
to write full letters when I am travelling in this great heat and working
just about as hard as I can. You can
do a very great deal. St. Paul went
to Durazza and through Albania en
route from Salonika to Rome. Constantine the Great who instituted
Christianity in Europe was an Albanian, St. Jerome who translated the
Bible from Greek to Latin was an Albanian. Maybe some of you could
come over to Albania or if not, send
~ooks in German and French and EngItsh-and get something printed in
.\merica in Albanian language. Dr.
Esselmont's book would be a power
here.
I forgot to say that the son of the
l'IIinister of Foreign Affairs in Tirana
is a fine Esperantist. He was home
from an Italian Universit\' for his vacation. His father is in- Geneva for
the League of Nations. There are
three Esperantists in Albania, only
three so far as we know. English is
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much used among the students. Tirana
has thirty thousand population. Albania ahout one million people. But the
peace of the Balkans, the peace of all
Europe depends upon what happens to
_\lbania.
Now must pack up again and mail
these and be ·'ready." Last night in
my room (and this morning) I washed
and ironed three dresses and countless
other t~ings and" mended and "put my
house 111 order for the next city.
Here I had hot water. Iti Tirana I
wore white dresses (Oh such clouds
of sand dust, or lime dust. it was
"clean dirt,". but it literally came in
clouds sometImes!) I dressed just as
carefully in Tirana as I should dress
if I were in New York and it took
two dresses a day. A journalist in
Budapest said to me : "Is white
Baha'u'lIah's color, that you wear it so
much? Do all Baha'is wear white
dresses ?" I get my own meals and
so far have carried my food for the
ships (for I did not need to buy the
meals on the ships down that Adriatic Coast.) So many times I would
write to you more often, but life just
gets too much for me. My part is very
humble and small, but beloved friends
you must see that Baha'u'Jlah opens
the doors before my face. Things that
seemed impossible in Tirana came as
"easily as violets come up in spring."
Only Baha'u'Jlah could have done that.
Brindisi, September 6, 1929.

Report of National Teaching Committee at 1929 Convention
(Continued)
. One of the most important teachIl1g events of the year is Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler's recent visit of six
or seven weeks in Barbadoes. It
might be well to mention the work
of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler in Barbadoes. This work was started in
New York City about a year ago
through the influence of Mr. and
Mrs. Kinney at a dinner given there.
The Rev. Hon. Mr. Braithwaite of
the Parliament at Barbadoes was at
that dinner, and he became so
deeply interested in the Cause. in
this message for brotherhood and
in the attitude of the friends in
treating them as though they were
not only of one community but of
one family that when he returned to
Barbadoes he made some wonderful
openings for Miss Leonora Holsapple. On her way to South America she spoke there to large crowds
of people, and the Spirit was tided
over when Mrs. Keith RansomKehler recently visited Barbadoes.
It would have been wonderful if
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\Irs. Keith Ral1soll1-Kehlt'r could
han' been with tb today. h'ohabh'

her sacrifice is in giving money to
the Temple which she "'ould have
used to come, and is greater at this
time, but none of us who heard her
report on her return from Barbadoes a month or so ago will eyer forget the rays, the light. the atmosphere of dawn of early days that
seems to encircle the teachers when
they go out into these wider fields.
She told us of the meetings that
were held, the many, many opporttmities, not on the surface of
things, merely going to gatherings
and gmups of people and talking
about the Cause, but of the opening
of the inner consciousness, that Divine individual contact that is made
with soul by a real teacher which
brings them into that organic rdationship with the Spirit of God
through which they t;rke a great
step into the infinite life of the human soul.
Mrs. Ransom-K,ehler did not give
us a report. I only want to say that
she spoke particularly of one night,
when in a church the congr,egation
ga thered- (in terru pted) .
MR. PHILIP SPRAGUE: While
you are on the subject of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler, she gave me a report
to give to you, which I shall give
you at luncheon time, covering her
trip.
MRS. MAXWELL: Then perhaps it would be better to read the
report of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler. I
did not know we had received this
report.
You all know that I·ast year when
the N ationald T,eaching Commihee
convened and mapped out their
plans for the greater and wider
scope of their work for this year,
they divided the work and activities
in order to make it possible to meet
the gmwing demands in teaching
work in this country, and it was in
this way that the two committees
were created. One was the Pacific
Coast Committee. That is a branch
of the national work and is a wonderful committ,ee, very active and
very alive. working
along the
Pacific Coast. \\'e have. I think.
representatives of that committee
"'ith ·us todav. and also the Outline
Bureau, whi~h has been giving out
the study outlines for the whole
country. I think we ought to read
the report of the Outline Bureau.
and then we will hear fmm Mrs.
McKay later.

all

Outline Bureau Report
J 11 December. 1918. the Outlille
Bureau sent a letter to the local
Baha'i Assem blies announcing that
an outline on "Material and Divine
Science" was available for individual or class work. As .described bv
the letter, this outline had been pre-pared for the two-fold purpose of
familiarizing the student with classified Baha'i references relating to
science and of serving as a guide to
allied secular reading. A list of approved modern scientific books accompanied this outline.
In the four ensuing months nearly
five hundred science outlines were
sent out to Baha'i communities
throughout the country. The outlines, according to statements r'eceived from the friends, are being
use·d as material in public and group
meetings, in study classes of young
people, in interracial gmups and for
personal research. Between thirty
and forty communities are making
use of the outlines in some of the
above mentioned ways, and many
isolated believers have been suppli,ed. Among centers in \vhich the
outlines have been used for study
classes or public meetings are New
York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Montreal, Cleveland, Chicago, Urbana,
Detroit, Lansing, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Worcester, Glendale.
Calif. and Madison, Wisc. One of
our more recent orders was from
1\1 iss Agnes Alexander in Japan.
The science outline completed,
the Bureau turne·d its attention to
the compilation of an outline on
"Material and Divine Civilization".
The Committee regrets that this
outline is as yet incomplete, owing
to a necessary rearrangement of material after much preliminary work
had been done. This outline. which
is in the hands of four or five compilers. will deal with the Baha'i
writing on social evolution. racial
relations, education, economics and
international relations together with
other contributine- factors in the
establishment of the new world order according to Baha'u·II;'1h. There
will be included a bibliography of
modern writers reviewed bv the
Bureau and their assistants .. It is
hoped that this outline which has
aroused considerable anticipation.
may soon be placed in the hands of
the study groups who found the science outline helpful.
In the meantime. an outline has
heen issued on "The Baha'i Teach;ngs Concerning Christ", further
augmented by an outline on the

"Baha'i Interpretation of Old and
I\ew Testament Prophecy". Two
well-known compilers, Mrs. l\lary
l\1. Rabb and ;\lrs. .Maye Harvey
Gift have rendered \'al nab Ie assistance with this outline.
It is the opinion of this Bureau
that the work of classifying the
teachings for study purposes has
only been introduced by these prcliminary efforts and that such an activity might easily become a cooperative enterprise to which believers everywhere might contribute
the fr·uits of their research, thereby
greatly facilitating the preparation
of competent Baha'i teachers.
Respectfully submitted,
(signe·d) Doris l\lcKay, Secretary.
Report of Pacific Coast Teaching
Committee
The friends throughout the \Vest
have determinedly gathered together to do their utmost to make
successful the Unified Plan of Action, and thus clo their little part in
consummating the hopes and aspirations of the Baha'is that the forthcoming Conyention might see again
the construction \York of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar in progress.
This
serving together brought all ideals
to one common center, resulting in
a deepening appreciation of the
Spirit of the Cause, and a greater
desire to serve. individually to the
utmost, and collectively, to the enhancement of the Religion of Baha·u'llah. Thus the deepening under::;tanding of the Universal Consciousness which the CauSie, and its effect
on the body-politic, has caused the
friends to realize that service to the
world of humanity, and perseverance therein, until the goal is
reached. is the obligation of every
one who desires to serve World
Unity. as impregnated into the
minds and hearts by Baha'u'llah.
The activities of the friends, therefore. were toward more intensive
teaching work, first by consolidating
the activities under way; secondly.
by effort to confirm attracted souls;
and thirdly, by eliminating every
trace of misunderstanding, so the
forthcoming superstructure of the
~piritual t,emple might not be delayed by the instability of the foundation. Large teaching campaigns
"'ere not engaged in, but continuOl1S. direot teaching by an enlarging
number of individuals. marks the
principal activities during the year.
Some teachers continued in traveling from point to point carrying on
active teaching work, under the local Spiritual Assemblies, or groups.
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Mention should be made of the
teaching trips of Mr. W. P. Hatch,
Mrs. Louise Waite, Mr. George O.
Latimer, l\Irs. E. G. Cooper, Mr.
John D. Bosch and Mr. Leroy Ioas.
International Fellowship Dinners
The Portland Assembly gave a
series of very successful International' Fellowship Dinners. At each
dinner, the high ideals of a particular race and its contributions toward civilization were stressed. The
food and music indigenous to the
country were enjoyed. At each
dinner there were in attendance between two hundred and three hundred and fifty people, all gathered
together with the idea of abolishing
racial prej-udice. In these dinners,
the Portland Assembly has demonstrated a very effective way, indeed,
to carryon the indirect method of
teaching.
Inter-Racial Work
An increasing amount of inter~
racial work has been engaged in by
the different assembly groups, thus
putting into actual practice one of
the dynamic principles of Baha'u'l1ah, and bring a most effective indirect -teaching activity. All of the
col-ored groups, and that group,
which is so ,deservedly seeking for
a pathway toward the brotherhood
of man, in their struggles they find
that a limited vision of the goal,
with stunted leaders, down a darkened path, are greatly handicapping
the work. Therefore, they welcome
the leadership of the Baha'is in harmonizing the races, and assisting in
the diffusion of those ideals. Particularlv active in this inter-racial
work between the white and black
races are the assemblies of Portland,
Oakland, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
In San Francisco there has been
organized, under the guidance of
the Baha'is. a permanent "Interracial Amity Committee". the officers of which are from leaders in
both the black and white groups.
Public meetings are held once a
month, and at each meeting the
binding of the groups becomes more
apparent.
We have found that,
generally speaking, the colored people, at least in America. haye been
so taken advantage of. by insincere
protestations of fellow~hip hy memhers of Yariolls activities by white
group~, that they haye 110 ro;diclcnce
ill any actiyity lookiug towarcl fello,,·ship. Therefore, it is necessary
to cooperate with them for some
time, showing forth the spirit of

love, until confidence is gained, and
upon this strengthened footing, go
forward. This gives a definite lesson
in our teaching work among the
~egroes.
First, that we must, by
serving the Brotherhood of Man
with ,them, gain their confidence,
and then, teach the Cause, as the
only goal to which aspiring humanity can possibly reach.
San Joaquin Valley, California
It is necessary to make special
mention of the work that is being
carried on by the Visalia Assembly,
especially Mrs. Grace B. Holley.
Visalia is an orthodox, small country city, in which the activities of
all are watched critically by all, and
especially the spiritual activities.
The surrounding coun try is made
up of all races, and some of the
most energetic social service workers are found in that territory. By
associating with all in the social
service work, and the gradual rapproachment of activities taking
place everywhere, and particularly
in the San Joaquin Valley, the
Baha'is have come to be recognized
as unique servants of humanity.
Thus, as individual workers are attracted to their services, opportunity is giv,en to speak of the Cause,
and constantly, people of strength
and capacity are being attracted.
Santa Barbara, California
During the past year Mrs. Henrietta Wagner has been carrying on
intensive work, looking to the establishment of an Assembly at that
point. Various of the Baha'i teachers from other points have visited
Santa Barbara, Mr. Hatch, Mrs.
\\'aite and a number of visits were
made by Mr. Ioas. A sufficient
number have been confirmed to organize an Assembly on April 21st,
the date specified by Shoghi Effendi,
for the establishment of any new
group.
Phoenix, Arizona
Mrs. Orcella Rexford gaye a
series of lectures in Phoenix. Arizona, on psychology, etc., ending
with an address on the Baha'i
Movement. A number of her students were attracted to the principles, and Mrs. Rowena Powell, of
La Jolla, California, went to
Phoenix to teach this group of inquirers. The group was brought
together 011 March 17th. and thcrefllre, sufficient time ha~ IIllt clap~cd
to know what the re~ult~ ar'e. or
will he, out we hope a thriving Assembly wiJI be the result.
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The most ,intensive teaching work
carried on was a trip made by Mr.
John D. Bosh and Leroy Ioas, to
yarious points and centers. Meetings were held in Fresno, W oodlake, Visalia, Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara. At Fresno, an address on the subject, "Does World
Unity Require a Spiritual Renaissance" before the class in sociology
of the Fresno State College, inched
great interest among the students,
to the extent that Mr. Ioas was invited to remain over the next day to
answer questions, and an invitation
on the part of the Professor to speak
to the class on any visit to Fresno.
A large meeting was held at Woodlake, and another at Visalia, arranged by Mrs. Grace Holley. At
Los Angeles, a very successful
gathering was arranged by Dr. and
Mrs. C. Witt, in their home. At
Santa Barbara two meetings were
arranged by Mrs. Wagner, both of
which were quite successful.
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler in
Barbados
(from 1929 Convention minutes)
While on a visit to New
York the Honorable Cristopher
Brathwaite (Member Colonial Parliament) had asked Mr. and Mrs.
Kinney to come or to send some
one to teach the Cause in his island.
About a year ago Miss Leonora
Holsapple visited several of the
Antilles group, leaving most happy
impressions of our exalted message
wherever she spoke or taught.
It was my great privilege, under
God, to have a lengthy account of
our teachings published in fifteen
newspapers, covering twelve countries, using four languages.
Through the promised assistance
of the Beloved, I spoke continuously to audiences which often
packed to over-flowing the halls,
schools, churches and theatres
where I gave the Message.
One of the most notable occurrences of my visit was the continued use of fhe Methodist Hal1
for a long series of lectures on the
Cause. Although the minister was
entirely unfriendly to the teachings.
he welcomed the broadest discussion of our claims and the most
salient proofs and evidences of
B.ahft'u'I1;'lh as the Universal Manifc~tatioll of God.
Our beloved Shag-hi Effendi has
given us carte blanche to use the
Indirect Method of Teaching when
necessary, but ,in every instance,
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some of them, critical to open hospitality, boldly proclaimed Baha'u'lIah as the Promised One of all the
ages who alone could restore the
breath of life to the dead body of
the world.
To my intense amazement a half
column article appeared one morning in the leading ne,,'spaper of the
island headed, "an Appreciation".
It was sign·ed by a prominent minister and urged the citizens of Barbadoes not to miss the series of
Baha'i lectures which were then being presented by me at the Bethel
Chapel.
There were several attacks on the
Message, but as my last audience
was just eight times as large as my
first, apparently they were wi,thout
much effect.
It would have been possible to
leave a group of peopl,e calling
themselves Baha'is, but in this crucial moment when not only a new
world order but a new spiritual order must and can issue from no
other source than the consciousness
and the activities of ,thos-e who rally
round that dazzling and august
standard planted by the Glory of
God on the pinnacle of the universe,
it seemed lunwise to release, in a
place S0 remote and in an atmosphere so alien to our essential aspirations, a new community, without at least one firm and tested believer to assist them. Therefore,
with what wisdom God accorded
me, I left a large library of our literature (in addition to that placed
in the public library of the island)
and a study group of fourteen eager
and deeply responsive souls, several
of them calling themselves Baha'is.
Of these, twelve were men (nine of
them college graduates) under
thirty years of age. They will meet
regularly to study the teachings,
circulating the books among the innumerable inquirers, who expressed
interest in the Cause.
May I record the hope that the
National Spiritual Assembly will
write letters of appr,eciation to the
Rev. Mr. Watson, the Theosophical
Society and the Han. Mr. Brathwaite, extending their thanks for
the invaluable assistance offered a
Baha'i teacher which ,enabled her
to bring so prominently before an
intelligent and enlightened citizenry
these leaves for the healing of the
nations.
Responding- to the earnest invitation of five different societies there,
I have promised to return for the
purpose of completing the work
started during this visit.
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My eyes saw the Holy City, New
Jerusalem, descending from God
out of heaven, as night after night
the hosts of the Supreme Concourse
poured into the citadel of those
hearts that had been for three hundred years the stronghold of prejudice, suspicion and antagonism.
Joyously and lovingly submitted
by your humble co-worker and
sister.
Keith Ranson-Kehler,
April 24, 1929.
Letter from Baha'is of Santa
Barbara
Dear Baha'i friends throughout the
v\' arid:
\Ve acknowledge with thankf.ulness the receipt of many beautiful
inspiring letters from all parts of
the Baha'i world, and our hearts are
overflowing with graJtitude at the
many bounties that have been showered upon us.
During the past
three years we have ha,d many visits
from traveling teachers and friends
of the Cause. First, Mr. Vail was
here twice on his sojourn to the
Pacific Coast three years ago. He
spoke in Truth Center (the New
Thought center here) several times,
also in one of the heautiful homes
opened to him. His pure spirituality and his inspiring addresses
made a profound impression upon
those who were privileged to hear
him; he will never be forgotten in
Santa Barbara.
Then came Dr.
Moody, whom we were all so glad
to see and hear. In turn came Horace Holley, Leroy Ioas, Shahnaz
Waite, Willard Hatch, Dr. Ali Kuli
Khan and many others. Indeed we
have been blessed. Our brother
Leroy has been most faithful, having made numerous trips from San
Francisco to spend a Sunday wi-th
us.
Being a successful business
man, it is necessary for him to
spend two nights in a Pullman car
in order to have a Sunday with us.
This gifted young man was a
school-boy when 'Abdu'I-Baha came
in 1912. The seeds our Beloved
sowed at that time have borne
abundant fruit in the life of this devoted servant. He is one of our
most capable Western speakers; he
is fluent and logical and his message
goes direct to the hearts.
On the last Sunday in January we
were blessed with several Baha'i
visitors-Mr. Bosch of Geyserville,
Leroy Ioas, Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter of Santa Paula and Shahnaz
Waite of Los Angeles. The afternoon meeting was held at the home

of a friend of the Cause and Mr.
Ioas spoke on "Baha'i Proofs of the
Divinity of Christ and some of the
Biblical Prophecies." It was a most
lucid and convincing talk, well
adapted to New Thought and orthodox Christians. Mr. Feodor Kolin.
our Polish pianist, was present and
favored us with most inspiring music. This gifted artist was born in
London and met 'Abdu'I-Baha there
when a boy, receiving His blessing.
He also gave his testimony as to the
wonderful spiritual blessing he had
received and of its effect upon his
life. How many such there are in
all parts of the world who have received this magical touch and,
though not identifying themselves
with the Cause, are living the life
and shedding their influence. Mrs.
Waite remained a week with us and
did some special work for the
Cause.
During February we had a twoweeks' visitation from Dr. and Mrs.
Allen, Baha'is of Long Beach, California. Mrs. Allen is known on the
lecture platform as Roxanna Allen.
She lectures on body cleansing and
body building, psychology and kindred subjects. Her lectures on diet
are most helpful and much needed
cy people in gl:neral, as evidcll-:ed
by the prevalence of diseases caused
by heavy eating and improper food.
We know that without health we
cannot do our best work, and as one
of our basic principles !s the agreemenl1 of science and religion, it behooves us to welcome those who
come among us teaching the gospel
of health and right living. Dr. and
Mrs. Allen contemplate a trip
around the world, so doubtless they
will visit many Baha'i Assemblies
during the next two years. We bespeak for them a Baha'i welcome.
I t was here in this old Spanish
town, famous all over the world as
a place of beauty, quiet and rest,
that the Temple architect, Mr.
Louis Bourgeois. had his first vision
of the Temple many years ago.
Dear friends, the work of building up an Assembly in a new place
is no easy task, but is fraught with
many disappointments and heartaches. However, the joy that comes
with one soul who accepts is sufficient to counteract all this pain.
Ever has the writer been sustained
with Shoghi Effendi's repeated assurance that if we persevered in our
noble endeavor, success would
surely be ours in the end.
Santa Barbara Baha'i Group,
per Henrietta C. \Vagner, Secretary
March, 1929
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THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MASHRIQU'LADHKAR
A Letter from Shoghi Effendi
The Beloved of the Lord and the Handmaids of the Merciful Throughout
the United States and Canada
My well-beloved friends:
Ever since that remarkable manifestation of Baha'i solidarity and selfsacrifice which has signalized the proceedings of last year's memorable Convention, I have been expectantly awaiting the news of a steady and continuous support of the Plan which can
alone ensure, ere the present year
draws to its close, the resumption of
building operations on our beloved
Temple.
~Ioved by an impulse that I could
not resist, I have felt impelled to forego what may be regarded as the most
valuable and sacred possession in the
Holy Land for the furthering of that
noble enterprise which you have set
your hearts to achieve. \Vith the
hearty concurrence of our dear Baha'i
brother, Ziaoullah Asgarzadeh, who
years ago donated it to the Most Holy
Shrine, this precious ornament of the
Tomb of Baha'u'llah has been already
shipped to your shores, with our fondest hope that the proceeds from its sale
may at once ennoble and reinforce the
unnumbered offerings of the American believers already accumulated on
the altar of Baha'i sacrifice. I have
longed ever since to witness such evidences of spontaneous and generous
response on your part as would tend
to fortify within me a confidence that
has never wavered in the inexhaustible
vitality of the Faith of Baha'u'llah in
that land.
I need not stress at this moment the
high hopes which so startling a display of unsparing devotion to our

sacred Temple has already aroused in
the breasts of the multitude of our
brethren throughout the East. Nor is
it I feel necessary to impress upon
those who are primarily concerned
with its erection the gradual change of
outlook which the early prospect of
the construction of the far-famed
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in America has
unmistakably occasioned in high
places among the hitherto sceptical and
indifferent towards the merits and the
practicability of the Faith proclaimed
by Baha'u'llah. N either do I need to
expatiate upon the hopes and fears of
the Greatest Holy Leaf. now in the
evening of her life, with deepening
shadows caused by failing eye-sight
and declining strength swiftly gathering about her, yearning to hear as the
one remaining solace in her swiftly
ebbing life the news of the resumption
of work on an Edifice. the glories of
which she has. from the lips of
'Abdu'I-Baha, Himself, learned to admire. I cannot surely overrate at the
present juncture in the progress of
our task the challenging character of
these remaining months of the year as
a swiftly passing opportunity which it
is in our power to seize and utilize, ere
it is too late. for the edification of our
expectant brethren throughout the
East. for the vindication in the eyes of
the world at large of the realities of
our Faith, and last but not least for
the realization of what is the Greatest
Holy Leaf's fondest desire.
As I have already intimated in the
course of my conversations with visit-
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ing pilgrims, so vast and significant
an enterprise as the construction of the
first ~lashriqu'I-Adhkar of the West
should be supported. not by the munificence of a few but by the joint contrihutions of the entire mass of the convii1Ced followers of the Faith. It cannot be denied that the emanations of
spiritual power and inspiration destined to radiate from the central Edifice of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar wilI to
a very large extent depend upon the
range and variety of the contributing
helievers, as well as upon the nature
and degree of self-abnegation which
their unsolicited offerings will entaiL
~foreover. we should. I feel. regard it
as an axiom and guiding principle of
Baha'i administration that in the conduct of every specific Baha'i activity.
as different from undertakings of a
humanitarian. philanthropic, or charitable character. which may in future
be conducted under Baha""i auspices.
only those who have already identified
themselves with the Faith and are regarded as its avowed and unreserved
supporters should be invited to join
and collaborate. For apart from the
consideration of embarrassing complications which the association of nonbelievers in the financing of institutions of a strictly Baha'i character may
conceivably engender in the administration of the Baha'i communitv of the
future, it should be remembe;ed that
these specific Baha'i institutions. which
should be viewed in the light of Baha'u'lIah's gifts bestowed upon the world,
can best function and most powerfully
exert their influence in the world only
if reared and maintained solely hy the
support of those who are fully conscious of, and are unreservedlv sub"
missive to. the claims inherent' in tlle
Revelation of Baha'u'llah. In cases,
however. when a friend or sympathizer of the Faith eagerly insists on a
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"The NEWS LETTER which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permIt,
that in time it may devote a special section to eve'ry phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability,. thoroughness, dignity and WIsdom. ~t
should become a great factor 10
promoting understanding! ,prov~d
ing information on Baha ~ actlyity, both local and ~orelgn, 10
stimulating interest, 10 combating evil influences, .and in ~ph?ld
ing and safeguardlOg the IOStltutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible should be replete with news,
up~to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the. glC!be.
I cherish great hopes for Its Immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
and
devising
well-conceived
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI,

monetary contribution for the promoTrue, we cannot fail to realize at the
tion of the Faith, such gifts should be present stage of our work the e?,accepted and duly acknowledged by tremely limited number of contributthe elected representatives of the be- ors qualified to lend financial support
lievers with the express understanding to such a vast, such an elaborate and
that they would be utilized by them costly enterprise. We are fully aware
only to reinforce that section of the of the many issues and varied Baha'i
Baha'i Fund exclusively devoted to activities that are unavoidably held in
philanthropic or charitable purposes. abeyance pending the successful conFor, as the Faith of Baha'u'llah ex- clusion of the Plan of Unified Action.
tends in scope and in influence, and Weare only too conscious of the
the resources of Baha'i communities pressing need of some sort of befitting
correspondingly multiply, it will be- and concrete embodiment of the spirit
come increasingly desirable to differ- animating the Cause that would stand
entiate between such departments of in the heart of the American Contithe Baha'i treasury as minister to the nent both as a witness and as a ralh'needs of the world at large, and those ing centre to the manifold activities of
that are specifically designed to pro- a fast growing Faith. But spurred
mote the direct interests of the Faith by those reflections may we not bestir
itself. From this apparent divorce be- ourselves and resolve as we have never
tween Baha'i and humanitarian activ- resolved before to hasten by every
ities it must not, however, be inferred means in our power the consummation
that the animating purpose of the . of this all-absorbing yet so meritorious
Faith of Baha'u'llah stands at vari- a task? I beseech you, dear friends.
ance with the aims and objects of the not to allow considerations of number,
humanitarian and philanthropic insti- or the consciousness of the limitation
tutions of the day. Nay, it should be of our resources, or even the experirealized by every judicious promoter ence of inevitable setbacks which every
of the Faith that at such an early stage mighty undertaking is bound to enin the evolution and crvstallization of counter, to blur your vision, to dim
the Cause such discrimii'-tating and pre- your hopes. or to paralyze your efforts
cautionary meaStlres are inevitable and in the prosecution of your divinely
even necessary if the nascent institu- appointed task. Neither, do I entreat
tions of the Faith are to emerge tri- you, to suffer the least deviation into
umphant and unimpaired from the the paths of expediency and compropresent welter of confused and often mise to obstruct those channels of
conflicting interests with which they vivifying grace that can alone provide
are surrounded. This note of warn- the inspiration and strength vital not
ing may not be thought inappropriate onlv to the successful conduct of its
at a time when, inflamed by a consum- material construction, but to the fuling passion to witness the early com- filment of its high destiny.
And while we bend our efforts and
pletion of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, we
may not only be apt to acquiesce in the strain our nerves in a feverish pursuit
desire of those who, as yet uninitiated to provide the necessary means for the
into the Cause, are willing to lend speedy construction of the Mashriqu'lfinancial assistance to its institutions, Adhkar, may we not pause for a mobut may even feel inclined to solicit ment to examine those statements
from them such aid as it is in their which set forth the purpose as well as
power to render. Ours surely is the the functions of this symbolical yet
paramount duty so to acquit ourselves so spiritually potent Edifice? It will
in the discharge of our most sacred be readily admitted that at a time
task that in the davs to come neither when the tenets of a Faith, not vet
the tongue of the slinderer nor the pen fully emerged from the fires of -reof the malevolent may dare to insinu- pression, are as yet improperly defined
ate that so beauteous, so significant an and imperfectly understood, the utmost
Edifice has been reared by anything caution should be exercised in revealshort of the unanimous, the exclusive, ing the true nature of those instituand the self-sacrificing strivings of the tions which are indissolubly associated
small yet determined body of the con- with its name.
vinced supporters of the Faith of
\\'ithout attempting an exhaustive
Baha'u'lhih. How delicate our task, survey of the distinguishing features
how pressing the responsibility that and purpose of the Mashriqu'l-Adhweighs upon us, who are called upon
kar. I should feel content at the preson one hand to preserve inviolate the
ent
time to draw your attention to
integrity and the identity of the regenerating Faith of Bahtt'u'lIah, and to what I regard certain misleading statevindicate on the other its broad, its hu- ments that have found currency in vamanitarian, its alI-embracing prin- rious quarters, and which may lead
gradually to a grave misapprehension
ciples!
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of the true purpose and essential character of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
It should be borne in mind that the
central Edifice of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, round which in the fulness of
time shall cluster such institutions of
social service as shall afford relief to
the suffering, sustenance to the poor,
shelter to the wayfarer, solace to the
bereaved, and education to the ignorant, should be regarded apart from
these Dependencies, as a House solely
designed and entirely dedicated to the
worship of God in accordance with the
few yet definitely prescribed principles
established :by Baha'u'llah in the Kitabu'l-Aqdas. It should not be inferred,
however, from this general statement
that the interior of the central Edifice itsel f will be .converted into a conglomeration of religious services conducted along lines associated with the
traditional procedure obtaining in
churches, mosques, synagogues, and
other temples of worship. Its various
avenues of approach, all converging
towards the central Hall beneath its
dome. will not serve as admittance to
those sectarian adherents of rigid formulae and man-made creeds, each bent,
according to his way, to observe his
rites, recite his prayers, perform his
ablutions, and display the particular
symbols of his faith, within separately defined sections of Baha'u'llah's
Universal House of Worship. Far
from the Mashriq'l-Adhkar offering
such a spectacle of incoherent and confused sectarian observances and rites,
a condition wholly incompatible with
the provisions of the Aqdas and irreconcilable with the spirit it inculcates,
the central House of Baha'i worship,
enshrined within the Mashripu'l-Adhkar. will gather within its chastened
walls. in a serenely spiritual atmosphere. only those who, discarding forever the trappings of elaborate and ostentatious ceremony, are willing worshippers of the one true God, as manifested in this age in the Person of
Baha'u'llah. To them will the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar symbolize the fundamental verity underlying the Baha'i
Faith. that religious truth is not absolute but relative. that Divine Revelation is not final but progressive.
Theirs will be the conviction that an
all-loving and f~ver-watchful Father
\\,ho. in the past, and at various stages
in the evolution of mankind, has sent
forth His Prophets as the Bearers of
His l\fessage ~md the Manifestations
of His Light to mankind. cannot at
this critical period of their civilization
withhold from His children the Guidance which they sorely need amid the
darkness which has beset them. and
,,-hich neither the light of science nor

that of human intellect and wisdom
can succeed to dissipate. And thus
having recognized in Baha'u'llah the
source whence this celestial light proceeds, they will irresistibly feel attracted to seek the shelter of His House,
and congregate therein, unhampered
by ceremonials and unfettered by
creed, to render homage to the one true
God, the Essence and Orb of eternal
Truth, and to exalt and magnify the
name of His Messengers and Prophets
Who, from time immemorial even unto
our day, have, under divers circumstances and in varying measure, mirrored forth to a dark and wayward
world the light of heavenly Guidance.
But however inspiring the conception of Baha'i worship, as witnessed in
the central Edifice of this exalted
Temple, it cannot be regarded as the
sole, nor even the essential, factor in
the part which the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar,
as designed by BaM'u'llah, is destined
to play in the organic life of the Baha'i community. Divorced from the
social, humanitarian, educational and
scientific pursuits centering around the
Dependencies of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar. Baha'i worship, however exalted
in its conception, however passionate
in fervor, can never hope to achieve
beyond the meagre and often transitory results produced by the contemplations of the ascetic or the communion of the passive worshipper. It
cannot afford lasting satisfaction and
benefit to the worshipper himself,
much less to humanity in general, unless and until translated and transfused
into that dynamic and disinterested
service to the cause of humanity
which it is the supreme privilege of
the Dependencies of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar to facilitate and promote.
Nor will the exertions. no matter how
disinterested and strenuous, of those
who within the precints of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar will be engaged in administering the affairs of the future
Baha'i Commonwealth, fructify and
prosper unless they are brought into
close and daily communion with those
spiritual agencies centering in and radiating from the central Shrine of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkcir. Nothing short of
direct and constant interaction between
the spiritual forces emanating from
this House of Vvorship centering in
the heart of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar.
and the energies consciously displayed
bv those who administer its affairs in
their service to humanity can possibly
provide the necessary agency capable
of removing the ills that have so long
and so grievously afflicted humanity.
For it is assuredly upon the consciousness of the efficacy of the Revelation
of Baha'u'lh'th. reinforced on one
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hand by spiritual communion with His
Spirit, and on the other by the intelligent application and the faithful execution of the principles and laws He
revealed, that the salvation of a world
in travail must ultimately depend. And
of all the institutions that stand associated with His Holy Name, surely
none save the institution of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar can most adequately
provide the essentials of Baha'i worship and service, both so vital to the
regeneration of the world. Therein
lies the secret of the loftiness, of the
potency, of the unique position of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar as one of the outstanding institutions conceived by Baha'u'llah.
Dearly-beloved friends! May we
not as the tru9t:ees of so priceless a
heritage, arise to fulfill our high destiny?
Your true brothe~,
(signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine
October 25, 1929.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly
The meeting of the National Assembly held at Chevy Chase, Maryland, November 16 and 17, 1929, is
summarized for the information of
the Baha'i friends. It was reported
to the meeting that a copy of a recent
book attacking the validity of the Master's \Vill and Testament had been
forwarded to the ·Guardian. In view
of the fact that Shoghi Effendi's letter
dated February 27, 1929, as distributed
by the National Assembly last April
in pamphlet form, represents the
Guardian's reply to attacks of this
character, the secretary was instructed
to send a general communication to
local Assemblies and groups to emphasize the importance of that letter.
Mr. Scheffler, treasurer, reported halance on hand in both Temple and National Assembly Funds as of October
31, $326,4W.86.
Original Tablets
from 'Abdu'I-Baha to several individuals were turned over to the Assembly,
it having been impossible to locate
these individuals since the Tablets arrived in this country. The names are:
Edward Clark, Kansas; Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Foote, Baltimore; Dr. Albert
Amsteen, care of Wilhelm, N ew York;
Betty H. London, Astor Hotel, New
York. The National Assembly desires
information concerning the present address of these persons. In response to
a request from a local Spiritual Assembly for a written form to be signed
by believers seeking recognition as
voting members. it was decided that
at present the status of voting members should be determined by colIec-
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ti,'e consultation of the local Assemhlies. on the basis of the qualifications laid down by Shoghi Effendi,
Evidence was presented to the meeting
that the passage known as "To Live
the Li fe" was compiled by the late
)lrs. Brittingham, and not revealed as
one continuous text by ·Abdu'l-Baha.
?\1r. Alfred E. Lunt was requested to
represent the .-\ssem bly in passing upon the text of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
leaflets issued by ),1 rs. Victoria Bedikian. A letter of loving Baha'i greeting was received from the new Baha'i
community established at Binghampton, New York. as the result of the
teaching work of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ives. The suggestion received
from a local Assembly that the N ational Assembly take steps at once to
institute a home for aged and indigent
believers was held over for careful
study and investigation. It was voted
to appropriate the sum o~ $10,000 ~,~
a donation to the NatIOnal Baha 1
Temple Fund. Detailed ,reports ~ere
received from the Teachmg, Pubhshiocr Finance and Legal Committees. It
w:~ voted to publish in the NEws
LET'IER a statement requesting local
Assemblies to hold meetings for the
study of Baha'i Administration.
Meeting of the Baha'i Temple
Trustees
A meeting of the Trustees for the
Benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly, under the Baha'i Temple Indenture, was held in Chevy Chase,
Maryland, November 16, 1929. Mr.
McDaniel reported that the contract
had been placed for the construction of
a steel bulkhead, reinforced with metal
tie rods along the 200 feet of Temple
shore property on Lake Michigan, at
a cost of $33 a foot, to protect the
Temple land from dangerous eros~on
from the rising lake water dunng
storms. This cost has been met by a
special donation from the National
Assembly, leaving the Temple Fund
intact.
Mr. McDaniel further reported that progre~s has been made i?securing a consu1tmg board of engIneers to assist the Trustees in fulfilling
their responsibility in relation to
Temple construction. In order to test
the relative strength and endurance of
two materials under consideration. the
Earley Company and the Aluminum
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Company of America have been requested to prepare full-size sections of
one detail in the Temple design. in cast
stone and aluminum. respectively.
Mee,ting of the Green Acre Trustees
.\s already reported, Green Acre
property is now vested in nine Trustees. under an Indenture of Trust
similar in principle to that adopted by
Baha'i Temple Unity for the transfer
of the Temple property last year. The
Green Acre Indenture establishes the
Trust "For the Benefit of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the BaM 'Is of
the United States and Canada", with
the result that the essential purposes
and activities. as related to the progress of the Baha'i Cause, continue unchanged. The following committee
was appointed to represent the Trustees at Green Acre for the coming
year: Mr. Glenn Shook, chairman. "Mr.
Siegfried Schopflocher, Mrs. Edith
Inglis, Mrs. Allen McDaniel. Mrs.
Henry C. Green, Mr. Louis Gregory.
This committee was requested to appoint a Research Committee of three
to make a thorough survey of Green
Acre properties, problems and opportunities. and report their recommendation of future developments and activities. The Trustees voted not to accept any donations for Green Acre
fr0111 non-Baha'is, the effect of which
might be to set up any non-Baha'i influence in Green Acre administration.
The officers of the body of Trustees
are: Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, chairman, Mr. Alfred E. Lunt. vice-chairman, Mr. Horace Holley. secretary.
:.\1r. Carl Scheffler, treasurer.
Letter from the Treasurer
To the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada
Greeting:
The enclosed financial statement
showing the status of the Fund October 31 st is extremely important in
view of the fact that the time limit to
raise the balance of the $400,000 must
definitely be set before the next Convention, inasmuch as the Guardian
wants us to start building this year.
There can be no question but that
this is a crucial moment in the Cause
in this country, a time when the faith
of the friends is being put to the test
as never before. Their loyalty ann

elevation was proven last Year. the virility of the Cause in :'\merica was
demonstrated beyond the question of a
doubt, but the task that we haye undertaken is a big one, no bigger. howel'er. than the bounty that was showered on us. What after all could we
do that would in any sense make us
feel that we had done our dutv toward
the Cause? No gift that we ~an make
nor ~ny sacrifice will ever pay even a
fractIOn of the great gift that was
made to us. Let us, therefore. arise
together, let each of us do what we can
so that we may not all fail, for in this
we are bound together as one soul. and
unless each one makes the supreme
sacrifice we will all fail.
This Temple of the Lord will without doubt be built, but our part in it
hangs in the .balance. The Guardian
writes as follows:
"I grieve to learn of the comparative lull in the flow of funds
for the Temple. I still entertain the
fondest hope for the collection of
the entire sum by the next Convention and feel strongly as I have already cabled the National Spiritual
Assembly that no expenses whatever
should be incurred unless absolutely
and urgently required, until the sum
of $400.000 is attained. Do not feel
disheartened.
Persevere in \'our
labors and be assured of my 'constant prayers."
.
Let us all make a start toward systematic giving for this Fund. It is the
only way that we can win. All the believers must join in to regularly give
for the Temple, then day by day this
Fund will move forward ,as never before,because we will be demonstrating
our unity and steadfastness under the
guidance of our beloved Guardian. As
is well known. he bas sent a most
precious gift. a silken carpet that
adorned the shrine of Bahci.'u'll;ih to
inspire us also to make sacrifice. Some
of the large assemblies are making a
special effort. i-Jew York City alone
undertaking to raise a large percentage of the moneys still needed. Chicago. too. is trying as never before.
Let us all begin again for one last
great effort.
With Baha'i love and greeting.
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

By: Carl Scheffler, Treasurer.
Evanston. IlL,
),Jovember 8, 1929.
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Baha'i Administration
Editorial
A recent meeting of the National
Spiritual Assembly voted to request
the local Assemblies to arrange classes
for the study of Baha'i administration.
The character of Baha'i unity and administration is such that its full power
and significance can only be manifest
when the believers are not only thoroughly informed but imbued with the
true spirit of cooperation.
The ideal text book for this study
is, of course, the pub'lished letters of
Shoghi Effendi, since that volume includes important extracts from the
Master's Will and Testament and also
the Declaration of Trust and Bylaws adopted by the National Assembly and approved by the Guardian and
recommended by him as the model to
be followed by all other National Assemblies.
Conscientious study and
discussion of the Guardian's letters
will produce a body of believers capable of carrying out alI the spiritual and
material teachings of the Cause.
In order to maintain a true balance
between the Teachings that apply to
the spiritual phases of the Cause and
those that apply to the administrative
elements, it might be well to trace the
sequence of authority by which the text
of the Revelation has successively
come into being.
The foundation of the Cause for
American believers is Baha'u'liah and
not the Bab, for the reason that no
American believer participated in the
Cause during the era when the Bab
was the expression of the Divine \Vill.
\Ve, therefore, never shared the experience of those Persian believers
whose devotion was first directed toward the Bab and, after His martyrdom, transferred to Baha'u'IHlh. Here,
in the West, we have on the contrary
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The Temple-Building Fund
The impressive response made
to Shoghi Effendi's recent general letter concerning the Temple,
has brought the Construction
Fund almost to the point of completion. I f all pledges reported
to the Treasurer are paid, only
$22,000 must be contributed in
order to make the total sum of
$400,000 required for resuming
construction.
Mr. Scheffler reported the following balance as of January 16,
1930:
Temple Construction Fund
Cash ., ... ,......... $356,000
Pledges ... ,........
22,000
T ota] ..... ,...... $378,000
National Baha'i Fund $ 10,000
\Vhen these facts were reported to th(l Guardian by cablegram, the following reply was received: "1\1 uch gratified. Urge
continued self-sacrifice. Loving
(Signed) SHOappreciation."
GHI.

accepted the station of the Bab as the
result of our acceptance of Baha'u'llah
and we appreciate the vital importance
of the Bab's mission and the majesty
of His life in the light of the statements made by Baha'u'Uilh and 'Abdu'I-Baha concerning Him.
For American believers, therefore,
the starting point of spiritual authority
for this age is Baha'u'Il;'!h. Those who
accept the station of Baha'u 'Uah call
only fulfiU their obedience by accepting also those passages in Hi~ \Vritings which concern the appOIntment
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of 'Abdu'I-Baha as the Center of His
Covenant. These passages are found
in Baha'i Scriptures paragraphs 527,
529, 540 and 541. Most American
believers also were not called upon to
undergo the test of transferring their
loyalty and allegiance to 'Abdu'l-Baha
after Baha'u'llah's ascension. The few
who failed in this test justified themselves by the argument that Bahil'u'Hah had written that another Manifestation would not come for a full
thousand years, and that, consequently,
the station filled by the Master was in
contradiction to the revealed text of
the Holy Book. Knowing the Master's
life and message as we do at the present time, it is possible for us now to
realize that the appointment of
'Abdu'"l-Baha was not equivalent to the
coming of another Manifestation but
was rather the direct prolongation and
extension of the Manifestation of
Baha'u'llah.
The Master's prayer,
found in Baha'i Scriptures at the beginning of the second part which contains quotations from the writings of
'Abdu'I-Baha, makes it perfectly clear
that the Master fulfilled His appointment by selfless servitude to the Revelation of Baha'u'llah. The one was as
the root and the other the trunk or
"Greatest Branch" of the same tree.
The one was as the Sun of Truth, the
other the rays by which the sun is
made visible and effective throughout
the world,
As far as the believers are concerned, the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha
have the same authority as those of
Baha'u'llah. The Master, therefore,
had the power to leave a WiIIand
Testament to guide the believers. and
control the work of the Cause after
His own ascension.
Although the beginnings of Baha'i
administration were made dllrin~__t~e
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"The NEWS LETTER. which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise.. That
it may attain its ?bject i.t. must
combine the essential quahtles of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. ~t
should become a great factor 10
promoting u~derstanding! ,prov~d
ing informatlOn on Baha ~ actlYity, both local and foreign, 10
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, .and in ~ph?ld
ing and safeguard10g the 1Ostltutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this ~EWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

Master's lifetime, His words and efforts were directed far more toward
the awakening of hearts and the illumination of minds than toward the development of formal administrative
bodies. During the Master's lifetime,
all the powers and functions now exercised in Baha'i administrative bodies
were concentrated in Him. N evertheless, anyone who makes a careful study
of the Tablets published in the three
volumes of Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and the Tablets published in the bound
volumes of the Star of the West, can
trace very clearly the gradual evolution of the local and National Assemblies as they exist today. For example,
the Master instructed the annual
Baha'i Convention to select the Temple design, and it is incredible that this
authority would have been given the
delegates from the local Assemblies unless the Master had felt that this responsibility would be rightly fulfilled.
The student of Baha'i administration should also give particular attention to the Tablet revealed to the Chicago Assembly, in which that body
was addressed as "The House of Justice" and also to the Tablet published
on page 107, Vol. 10 of the Star of
the West, in which the Master informed
the
American
believers,
through Zia Bagdadi, that as conditions changed new instructions would
be sent. This is a clear indication that,
following the greatest change of allthe Master's own ascension - the
American believers could expect definite instructions enabling them to meet
such an emergency.
The next significant document, in
the order of time, is, of course, the
Master's Will and Testament, appointing Shoghi Effendi to the station
of Guardian of the Cause and outlining the institutions of the National and
International Houses of Justice and
the Hands of the Cause. The Master's Will and Testament terminates
the Revelation in this age as far as its
writings are concerned. With the closing of the Book, the Cause entered
upon the era of establishing the institutions which will reflect in the material world blessings already disclosed
in the world of the heart.
It was inevitable that our efforts to
administer the affairs of the Cause
locally and nationally during the years
preceding the appointment of the
Guardian should have reflected the
manners and habits of the society in
which we lived. The years since November 28, 1921, have, consequently,
been largely devoted to the elimination
of any non-Baha'i views which might
exist and to our re-education in Baha'i
administration by the Guardian.

Perhaps none of us will understand
the real blessings of the institutions
given us in this age until the institutions and organizations of the society
in which we live come to further collapse. Under such conditions the unity
of the friends in the Guardian and the
institutions and Baha'i bodies he is
perfecting would be an ark of safety
not only for the believers but for the
world. Every step we take toward
fuller understanding of these institutions at the present time is a contribution to the welfare of the Cause as nec-.
essary as our study and practice of
the spiritual Teachings.
The culmination of Baha'i administration was indicated hy the Guardian
in his letter published in the spring of
1929 under the title "The World Order of Baha'u''lIah.'' As we learn to
solve the local and national problems
that continue to arise from time to
time, and perceive how only the personal ego can blind us to the privilege
of obedience to responsible Bab3.'i bodies, we shall collectively draw nearer
to the complete fulfillment of that
world order which is the Divine Kingdom on earth.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly
The meeting held in New York on
January 4 and 5 is summarized for the
information of the American believers.
Cablegrams recorded in the minutes
are published elsewhere in this issue of
the NEWS LETTER. The treasurer reported having received replies from 34
Assemblies and 13 groups to the following telegram sent aN local Baha'i
communities on December 24: "Full
obedience to Guardian's supreme Temple appeal means contribution of seventy thousand dollars to complete
Temple Building Fund of four hundred thousand dollars by January first.
National Assembly urges united effort
by all local Assemblies and groups at
Nineteen Day Feast December thirtyfirst. Please telegraph results to National Treasurer immediately. This is
our most wonderful opportunity to
render universal service to beloved
Cause and attract divine confirmations
promised by Master." A letter from
the Guardian. through his secretary,
stated that the si'lk rug can be offered
for sale to non-believers as well as believers. It was also stated that all
Baha'i publications must be reviewed
by the Reviewing Committee before
they are issued as authorized Baha'i
literature. Other instructions conveyed
by the Guardian are that the Temple
design made hy Mr. Bourgeois is not
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to be reconsidered, although technical
suggestions in matters of detail can be
legitimately passed (}n; and that Oriental believers visiting America should
not be admitted to exclusively Baha'i
meetings or activities without a letter
of credentials or recommendations
from their local Assemblies, but courtesy and kindness should in all cases be
proper and sensible. The Reviewing
Committee reported favorably on a
new compilation entitled "The Baha'i
Peace Program." The same commit• tee reported in detail on the question
of publishing HA Traveller's Narrative" with the omission of part of
Prof. Browne's notes, and this report
was referred to Mrs. Nellie S. French
and Mr. Holley for study and recommendation. The Secretary reported
having written a letter of apology to
:\Iiss Helen Keller, in behaH of the
American Baha'is, for the statement
issued to the press from sources outside the Baha'i administration that
Miss Keller had become a follower of
Baha'u'llah. In reply to questions
from local Assemblies, it was recorded
that traveling Baha'i teachers are under
the supervision of the Spiritual Assembly of the city where they are serving,
and that no American believer has any
special authority placing him above
this principle of administration. 1\1r.
Mountfort Mills joined the meeting by
invitation and spoke informally of matters of international Baha'i interest.
Mr. George Spendlove, of the Washington. D. C, Baha'i community, was
authorized to take charge of the silk
rug and arrange for its sale. Joint
consultation on teaching problems was
held with Mr. Albert Vail. The Treasurer was instructed to take up with
local treasurers the matter of uniform
bookkeeping and accounting methods.
Voted to call the 1930 Annual Convention at Temple Foundation Hall, Wilmette, April 25, 26 and 27. The Convention Committee appointed consists
of Mr. Scheffler, Mr. Lunt and Mrs.
Collins. A report of teaching- activi- .
ties was received from the Teaching
Committee. Voted to accept the request of the West Englewood Assembly that the Nationa'l Assembly take
charge of the program of the annual
Souvenir of 'Abdu'I-Bahi. A meeting
of joint consultation was held with the
members of the New York Spiritual
Assembly. The next meeting of the
National Assemblv will be held February 15 and 16 at New York City.

Cablegram from Shoghi
Effendi
"Baha'is of Haifa, Acre and
Adasiyyih, conscious of America's glorious self-sacrifice, jointly
contributing no less than four
thousand dollars toward Mash-'
riqu'I-Adhkar, Cabling sum next
week. Have addressed appeal to
believers throughout East to reinforce noble endeavors (of)
their American brethren."
(signed) SHOGHI.

Statement on Shore Protection of
Temple Property
During the past three and a half
years the increased height of the Lake
levels and recent unusually. severe
storms on Lake :\fichigart have
wrought serious damage to the properties along the west shore of Lake
:\fichigan.
While the Temple property is to
some extent protected by the breakwaters erected by the City of Wilmette and the Chicago Sanitary District, the especially severe storms which
have occurred during the past year
have seriously undermined the foot of
the bank of the Temple property, and
especially just to the rear of Mr. Bourgeois' house. Considering that an extreme emergency existed, the Temple
trustees decided by a unanimous vote
three months ago to have a bulkhead
constructed to furnish protection for
the Temple shore line. This bulkhead has recently been practically completed, and during a storm which occurred late in December, 1929, demonstrated its usefulness, by protecting
the sloping bank which extends for a
distance of about 220 feet along the
shore of the lake.
The bulkhead consists of interlocking sheet steel piling which is driven
to a firm foundation and extends to a
height of about six feet above the existing beach level. It is believed that
this structure wi'll furnish fairly durable and permanent protection for the
Temple property against the severe
storms which come across the lake
from the northeast. As the bulkhead
is located several feet out from the
toe of the slope, the Temple property
will undoubtedly build out to this
structure, and thus give us some additional land along the 'lake shore. The
cost of this structure (which will form
a permanent part of the Temple properties) will be about $6.500. The contractors for the work are Mackie,
Thompson and Tamm, Inc., of Chi-
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cago, Ill., Mr. Frank A. Randall,
Structural Engineer, made the working drawings and supervised the construction of the bulkhead, and Mr. AlIen B. McDaniel made the preliminary
design and served as Consulting Engineer. In the preparation of the design,
consultation was had with the Director
of the U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey,
and other authorities on shore protection work.
Trustees for the Benefit of
the National SPiritual Assembly,
By: Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman.
Wanted-Copy of Volume 3 of
Tablets of ' Abdu'I-Balui
The Publishing Committee is planning to reprint Volume 3 of Tablets
of 'Abdu"l-Baha, which has been out of
print for some time. Before the new
edition can be published, a copy of that
volume in the original edition must be
obtained for the guidance of the
printer. The Publishing Committee
therefore requests some believer to
lend or sell his copy of that book as
soon as possible. The copy should be
in good condition, and will be paid for
at the catalog price or a copy of the
new edition given in exchange, as preferred. Please address correspondence
on this subject to Mrs. Marion Little,
Secretary, 485 Park Avenue, New
York.
Committee Reports for 1930 Annual
Convention
Members of all committees appointed by the National Spiritual Assembly for the period 1929-1930 are
reminded of the special request contained in the letter addressed to them
on June 18, 1929.
The following is quoted from that
letter: "It was voted that each national committee shall render its annua'!
report to this body on or before March
15 (1930) in order that a suitable summary and extracts of all committee reports may be placed in the hands of
delegates in time for them to secure
full consultation with the members of
their local Baha'i communities before
attending the Convention.... The
purpose . . . is to enable the delegates
to have a dear perspective on all essential matters of Baha'i activities in
the United States and Canada before
they assemble at the annual Convention, The National Assembly will take
steps to publish a full and accurate
digest of each committee report received on or before March 15 and the
Convention agenda will also give each
committee full opportunity to discuss
matters raised by the delegates. The
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essential distinction we feel to be observed is that committees appointed by
this body properly report to this body
and not to the delegates direct."

Response to the Guardian's Temple
Appeal
Dear Friends of God;~
An idea has been developing in our
midst since the advent of the last heavenly epistle of our Beloved Guardian
to this land. An idea which has inflamed the inmost being of all those,
who, consecrated to this Divine Cause,
are longing to serve.
A sublimely pathetic picture is
drawn there of that most precious remnant of the Mercy of Baha'u'lI;ih to
us, the Greatest Holy Leaf, who with
the world growing dim before her sight
patiently awaits like a delicate and exquisite bird to take her eternal flight
from us to the realm of everlasting
glory and dominion.
With the brief time alloted to us,
according to the enclosed cablegram
and accompanying explanatory letter.
may we not hope that at this supreme
hour God wi Il accept our united and
collective sacrifice for her sake, who is
indeed the emblem of sacrifice in Ollr
midst. Shall we in complete union,
"as one soul in many bodies," with absolute faith, devoted love, and divine
self abnegation, crown her Ii fe with
the fulfillment of her utmost hope and
longing.
December 10, 1929.
N. Y. Spiritual Assembly,
BERTHA HERKLOTZ.

"The Challenging Character
of These Remaining Months"
I cannot surely overrate at the
present j tincture in the progress
of our task the challenging character of these remaining' months
of the year as a swiftly passing
opportunity which it is in our
power to seize and utilize, ere it
is too late, for the edification of
our expectant brethren throughout the East, for the vindication
in the eyes of the worid at large
of the realities of our Faith, and
last but not least for the realization of what is the Greatest Holy
Leaf's fondest desire.
As I have already intimated in
the course of my conversations
with visiting pilgrims, so vast
and significant an enterprise as
the «construction of the first
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of the West
should be supported, not by thf'
munificence of a few but by the
joint contributions of the entire
mass of the convinced followers
of the Faith. It cannot be denied
that the emanations of spiritual
power and inspiration destined to
radiate from the central Edifice
of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar will
to a very large extent depend
upon the range and variety of
the contributing believers, as well
as upon the nature and degree of
self-abnegation which their unsolicited offerings will entail.
~SHOGHI EFFENDI.

Corresponding Seey.,
By: P. G. SPRAGUE.
Beloved brothers and sisters;May we again address you regarding the mother ~1ashriqu'1-Adhkar of
America.
It is your Temple and our Temple
and when completed will astonish all
the world with its heauty and Universal Peace ideals. The Temple resembles the evolution of a seed into a
beautiful fruit tree bearing the twelve
manner of fruit for the hf'aling of the
nations.
First we procured the ground after
vears of labor and sacrifice. Then we
planted the seed which is the Foundation Hall as it stands to-day. But this
is not yet enough to attract the eyes
and hearts of the world. for people are
only interested in what results from
the- seeds. As far as the public knows,
the seed may be lifeless. may never
sprout and shoot above the earth into
a beautiful, dazzling Temule. There-

fore our great duty now is to water
the seed, the Foundation Hal! with the
water of sacrifice, living the life and
giving of the financial bounties which
Baha'u'llah has hountifully blessed us
with.
Then with the next story of that
blessed Temple rising above the earth
and proving thereby that it will be a
beautiful and verv fruitful tree, the
people of the world wilt look toward it.
admire it and inquire as to who is its
Gar-dener, will become enthusiastic
with the Twelve Basic Principles which
are for the healing of the nations and
they will then join us and assist in
completing that divine Edifice.
But first. dear friends. we must get
the next story huilt, get ahove the
earth and into the sl1nshine, then the
rest will he easv.
Om belovect' Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, is again pleading with us to C0111plete the fund by the first of the year
and as \ye know, there is approxi-

mately EIghty Thousand Dollars yet
to raise in the next three weeks. Vie
are aware of the fact that about
ninety per cent of the Baha'is are of
the low wage earning Class and burdened with many debts such as taxes,
mortgages, doctor bills, etc., and have
nobly sacrificed for the Temple in the
many past years and we therefore hope
and rely upon those Baha'is who have
been blessed with financial resources
to help complete the fund by Dec. 31
through a last grand rally of love and
sacrifice on the part of every believer.
Think how happy it will make the beloved Guardian and Abdul Bahit who
said He is with us always.
\Ve must not fail now, during the
next three weeks, or the Cause will
suffer greatly.
Abdul Bah;i said~"Serve God all
you can, for this service is eternal and
lasting."
Humbly your co-workers in completing the Temple fund, the Kenosha
Baha'i Assembly.
By: LOUIS ]. VOELZ. Secretary.
December 12, 1929.

CONVENTION REPORTS
( Continued)
Mrs. Powell's Report of Baha'i
Activities at Phoenix
In Phoenix, Arizona, March 15,
1929, Miss Orcella Rexford and her
devoted companion and fellow-worker,
Dr. Gregory, dosed a six week course
of lectures and study classes. The following Sunday, March 17th, at the
Masonic Temple. Miss Rexford gave
two free lectures to which her students and the general public were invited.
All during her class work Miss Rexford had been holding before her students the promise that after the close
of their class work but hefore she
should leave Phoenix, she would give
them a message, which. in its importance, its power, and its inspiration.
would far transcend anything they had
yet received from her.
Sunday, March 17th came, and with
it some 450 people to hear Miss Rexford's lectures. She then presented
to them in a most vivid illumined universal manner God's great message for
the New Day, given to the world by
naha'u'IHih! At the evening lecture,
l'ictures of the Holy Land, including
:,cenes of Haifa and Acca were shown,
;Jnd also a beautiful picture of the
Temple. At the close of the lecture
she announced the formation of a class
to study the Baha'i Teaching which
would meet the followin£:" evening at
the Woman's Club Building.
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To this class she invited all those
who cared to take up a study of this
great spiritual message and told them
she would at that time introduce to
them a Baha'i teacher who had come
to Phoenix at her own expense to assist them in this study.
She also mentioned books on this
subject which were for sale at the rear
of the room. These books were: "Abdul Baha on Divine Philosophy", "The
Divine Art of Living" by 'Abdul
Baha, Mr. Dealy's pamphlet "Most
Great Peace." About twenty-five copies of each of these books were sold
at that time.
The following evening, Monday,
:YIarch 18th, about 75 people came to
the study class. Miss Rexford gave
a brief talk, and then introduced Mrs.
Edwinna A. Powell as the teacher and
then turned the meeting over to her.
Mrs. Powell addressed them, speaking of the conditions of the world and
its problems and the Divine Solution
for them, contained in the Baha'i teachings. She also announced regular
meetings to be held on each Monday
and Thursday evening at that place.
Miss Rexford at the close of the meeting made another brief talk, and asked
all present who wished to join the
study class or who desired to receive
announcements of further Baha'i lectures to sign cards giving names and
addresses.
Sixty-eight cards were
handed in.
The following Thursday evening being the Nawruz, Miss Rexford extended to all present and their friends
an invitation to come and said that at
this meeting the social and spiritual
features would be combined, and we
would have a "Baha'i party." About
125 came, quite a number of strangers
who apparently came from curiosity
or to enjoy the "party."
This meeting took in the general
character of a Baha'i Feast, four of
the young people assisting in the program and others helping in serving the
material Feast. Miss Rexford spoke
briefly on the "Nawruz" and Mrs.
Powell on "The Bab."
On the Monday evening of March
25th, there were 35 present. The subject of the lecture was "Baha'u'llah."
At this meeting also readings were
given by some of the students. Questions and discussion followed. At the
close pamphlets, "Baba'u'llah and His
Message" were distributed to all.
On Thursday evening, March 28th.
there were 22 present-a rainy evening. Lecture subject, "Abdul Baha."
Readings and discussion by class. At
the close, Dr. Esselmont's book

"Baha'u'llah and the New Era," was
offered for sale. Twenty copies have
been sold.
On Monday, April 1st, there were
27 present. Subject of lecture, "The
Temple."
Discussion and questions.
Postal cards of The Temple were distributed to all present.
On Thursday, April 4th, there were
23 present. Subject "Distinctive Features of the Baha'i Revelation! What
have we to offer to the world ?" The
following outline was given and copied
by all present.
I Proclamation: "A New Era",
"Messengers and Message."
II Principles: Universal and fitted to the world of today.
III Plan: Divine Guidance for
the reconstruction and unification of
the world in a spiritual basis.
IV Personalities: Embodying the
principles, and foreshadowing the perfections of evolving humanity.
V Power: Always to be found in
the Manifestation, reinforcing His
Message.
VI Purity: A necessary requisite
for spiritual attainment.
VII Prayer: The Key which unlocks mysteries and attracts confirmation.
VIII Progress: Always a characteristic of the life which is linked with
God.
IX Perfection: The ultimate aim
of all aspiring souls to be gained
through selfless service.
At the close of this lecture, subjects
were assigned and distinct class work
announced for the following meetings:
Monday, April 8th, 25 were present,
l\lrs. Powell presiding. Subjects presented by pupils to class: "The Proclamation", "The Message of The
Bab", "Baha'u'llah", "Abdul Baha",
"The Divine Plan."
Thursday, April 11, 29 were present, Mrs. Powell presiding. Subjects
presented by pupils: "Oneness of Religion", "Oneness of Mankind", "Elimination of Prejudice."
Mrs. Powell elaborated upon this
latter subject, and then spoke at length
on "what it means to be a Believer,"
explaining the Baha'i organization a
"Local Spiritual Assembly"-its requirements, its aims, its methods and
its desirability. After questions and
discussion, an opportunity was given
to all who desired to become definitely
allied with such an organization as
soon as it could, in accordance with
the rules laid down by the National
Spiritual Assembly be accomplished,
to make their desires known. Twentyone adults and three young people, 19

5
and 20 years of age, responded. Three
others who were only temporarily in
Phoenix said they wished to become
known as Baha'is, but could not join
here. Others are seriously considering
affil iation.
On l\Ionclay, April IS, 29 were present. SUbject, "The Principles of the
~ew Age and their unfoldment in the
world in which we are living," proving from contemporary history the
truth of that old prophecy "My Word
shall not return unto Me void, but
shall accomplish that whereunto I have
sent it." Followed by a discussion by
several pupils.
Besides the regular meetings, Mrs.
Powell has given private interviews
lasting from one to three hours with
27 people; has held several small
group meetings in her room, visited in
homes or had luncheon with 11 more,
and on two Sunday afternoons has
gone for picnics into the country
where in the wide open spaces the
cause of God has been explained and
its beauty and uniting power exemplified by those present. These picnics
were attended by 29 and 24 people.
Picture of one group is enclosed.
Mrs. French, Mrs. Collins and Mr.
Hatch, delegates to the Chicago convention, have been urged to visit
Phoenix on their way east. A letter
just received from Mr. Leroy Ioas
leads us to hope for a visit from Mr.
Latimer and Mrs. Bosch.
In Phoenix we have two resident
Baha'is, Mrs. Edward Ruppers and
her daughter, Nina Virginia, a young
lady, 22 years of age. Mrs. Ruppers
has been in the cause 22 years, and
was formerly located in Chicago. They
have rendered invaluable assistance to
both Mrs. Powell and Miss Rexford,
and stand ready to serve in every possible way the new organization.
The Woman's Club Building, in
which all meetings have been held, has
cost us $10 per week for rent. The
$50 to defray this expense has been
over subscribed, all bills are paid and
the group stands ready to assume any
necessary expense for the future.
Plans are made to have weekly meetings through the summer.
The consecrated service rendered so
efficiently in Phoenix by Orcella Rexford and Dr. Gregory will bear eternal
fruit. Through their efforts there has
been assembled a most promising
group of people who are aflame with
the Love of God and a desire to express that love in intelligent consecrated service. Of the thirty-five sincerely attracted students, all but seven
are less than thirty-five years of age,
and most of these are in the early
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who spoke were Mr. K. 110ore, who
There was much discussion but the
thought living the Life the best final decision as to funds was that each
method. Mrs. H. Bishop of Portland assembly create a teaching fund for
spoke of the wonderful spirit in Hono- their several assemblies. That we keep
lulu, and that a new method must be in close contact with one another, reused in order to reach the thinking peo- porting any prospects which may cross
ple of the world. Mrs. Norwood our path and follow up as carefully
Clark of Vancouver very humbly re- as possible whatever may appear a
marked that she desired very much to good prospect.
\Ve feel a very important point in
be informed herself and perhaps a
woman of importance could be used to the condition of the Seattle Assembly
draw together a crowd and then a coming from a foreigner (Chinese) ,
Teaching Conference of the Baha'is Baha'i speaker be at hand. etc. This who said this Assembly was absolutely
of Oregon, Washington and
was deferred to our next meeting for free from race prejudice, this stateBritish Columbia
discussion.
Mr. R. ~Iarr, Chinese ment was corroborated by our Jewish
It seems to us the foUowing is a step friend, said that Chinese were at- Baha'i.
Much more detail as to work here
forward. Some months ago certain tracted by a slogan that if interested
friends in the Seattle Assembly decided it would be accepted by both young and might be indulged in but time presses.
RespectfuIly submitted as a partial
that more drastic measures should be old, that all were equal before God.
George Latimer from the Chair re- report of proceedings before and durused to advance the interests of the
Cause.
(Previous to this however, marked that contacts are best when ing the teaching conference of the
efforts were made by Mrs. Luther and hearts are free, to gain confidence is three assemblies of the Northwest.
IDA A. FINCH, Secretary.
myself to speak in the following towns most important. Mrs. Gulli ford, co!with some result: Monroe, Everett, ored, remarked' as to approach to her Seattle, \Vashington,
Bremerton, and Richmond Beach.) So race was to discover their mental state, October 28, 1929.
the immediate decision toward pro- and not assume a superior attitude.
gressive work was to increase the :-"1rs. O. O. \Valcot said to radiate the
Racial Amity Forum
teaching committee from 3 to 9 which Spirit of the Cause was the best Reprinted from Portsmouth Herald,
was accomplished and the result of a method. Miss Wier. Indian Baha'i.
November 8, 1929
meeting afterward of this committee wished to become more aware of the
A largely attended meeting was held
to bring together the united energy of power to express the fear of God and
the Portland, Oregon, Assembly, Van- the brotherhood of man. This meeting \Vednesday evening in the chapel of
couver, B. c., Assembly, and the Seat- was closed and the work of the Con- the Unitarian Church on Court Street
tle Assembly. Mr. Magee. our Jewish ference assigned to Sunday, 10 A. M. for the consideration of interracial understanding. The principal speaker
believer, volunteered and accepted the
SUNDAY, 10 A. M.
was Louis G. Gregory, formerly of
task to visit other two assemblies to
:\leeting was held in the home of \Vashington, D. C, and now a resident
ascertain their wishes, resulting in acquiescence. Then the Secretary of this Hilldore Jellsett, 7717 15th Ave., N. of this city. His address, "InterraAssembly called for 3 delegates to rep- E. Mrs. Molineaux from Vancouver cial Amity" based upon intensive study
resent the several assemblies. to have read a prayer, other delegates from and extensive travel on the lecture
a meeting here in Seattle. the date Vancouver were l\1rs. Morwood Clark platform was one of optimism and
agreed upon was Oct. 26, and 27. and Mrs . .Monroe, from Portland were hope in the actual practice of human
Delegates arrived, Sat., Oct. 26, after-. Mr. George Latimer, Mrs. Rouhani brotherhood, and showed the means by
noon. A dinner was served to which Latimer and Mrs. Helen Bishop. from which this universal ideal could be atall the friends in Seattle took a hand ~eattle were Mr. VV. B. :\Iagee, Mrs. tained. Typical instances of interracial
co-operation were cited.
Laura Luther, Mrs. Ida A. Finch.
in serving.
The chairman, Rev. William SafMr. George Latimer, chairman, read
At the end of dinner .M r. J ellsett.
ford
Jones, spoke feelingly and in most
the
outline
for
teaching
as
prepared
by
president of Seattle Assembly, greeted
the delegates, welcoming them to the the National Teaching Committee. af- appreciative terms of Mr. Gregory and
city. He called upon Mrs. Finch to ter which he stated that the purpose of his address, welcoming him to resiconvey to the friends assembled the meeting was to make new contacts and dence in this city.
. The second speaker, Miss Eleanor
purpose of our call to the two nearby reach other towns near by our own
assemblies, who said that our intention centers. Mrs. Clark from Vancouver Sawtelle, secretary of the Y. 'vV. C. A ..
was to propose more concentrated made report that there was no growth. gave a clear exposition of the work of
measures to reach souls in our imme- that they had little experience and were the organization among the various
diate neighborhoods. that the service in need of help. It was finally decided races and nations and shDwed in a
already given to the Cause was mere that they make strenuouS effort to practical manner how it was living up
preparation for more effective effort- reach souls in New Westminster. Mrs. to its declared principles of world
we. naturally then. merged into a gen- Luther reported on Seattle status, and brotherhood.
Ensign Fox of the Salvation Army
eral meeting-Mr. Jellsett in Chair, that we were making some contacts.
called for votes for chairman for the etc., but the purpose of the meeting was then called upon to contribute to
assembled delegates. Mr. George La- was manifest in selecting Tacoma. tl:e theme under discussion and very
timer was elected to preside. Votin~ \Vashington, as the most important graciously responded with words of
appreciation. Philip Marangella, who
for Secretary resulted in Mrs. Ida A. city for Seattle's concentrated effort.
returned from Canada while the meetMrs.
Latimer
spoke
for
Portland
Finch being elected.
Mr. George Latimer called upon and it was decided the work there he :ng was in progress. was also called to
other friends than delegates to ex- concentrated on Salem, Oregon City. ~neak briefly on the subject. He referred to his speaking trip to the Dom.
press their idea of teaching. Those and Vancouver, Wash.
twenties. Keen, fine self-supporting,
intelligent. men and women! We ask
for the sincere prayers of aU Baha'is
that the seeds of The Kingdom planted
in this virgin soil may under His Divine Grace and Power, bear such harvest that Arizona may become indeed
and in truth a Garden of the Lord.
Faithfully and humbly in His service.
(Signed) EDWINNA A. POWELL.
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inion where interracial gatherings were
addressed and actual fellowship practised. He made an earnest plea for a
demonstrable human brotherhood and
not merely a theoretical one.
Mrs. Guy Corey rendered several
vocal selections and the quartet of the
People's Baptist Church rendered several spirituals. The music was appropriate to the occasion and deeply appreciated by the audience.
The opening prayer was offered by
Rev. John Graham of Kittery, and the
closing benediction by Ensign Fox of
the Salvation Army.
At the close of the forum refreshments were served by a committee including Mrs. Henry L. Green, Mrs.
Jessie F. Crockett, Mrs. Clarence Pike
and Mrs. Haywood Burton.
The successful meeting reflected
not only interracial but also inter-religious co-operation, for the committee in charge are members of the Congregational, Unitarian, Universalist,
Baptist, and Baha'i assemblages. All
those who assisted in this successful
effort and especiaIly the chairman,
Rev. William Safford Jones, whose
broad vision and sympathetic co-operation made it possible, deserve the
commendation of every seeker of
Truth, irrespective of affiliation.
In Memoriam
The editor of the NEWS LETTER desires to record the passing of all
American believers, but on account of
lack of space, the National Assembly
decided to refer all biographica:l notices to a Necrology, to be published
every few years. By this means, the
lives and accomplishments of believers
will be preserved as a beautiful and
distinctive attribute of the Baha'i
Cause.
Mrs. Hattie Laughlin, San Diego,
Calif.
Mrs. Morrison, Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Mattie A. W. Watson, Lynn,
Mass.
Mr. Frank B. Beckett, Glendale,
Calif.
Mrs. Alice Beede, New York City.
Mr. Rufus W. Powell, Tennessee.
Mrs. Mountfort Mills, Geneva,
Switzerland.
Mr. Leo Perron, Winnetka, Ill.
Mrs. Maria P. Wilson, Malden,
Mass.
Shoghi Effendi Cables Regarding
Manuscript for Volume III "The
Baha'i World"
The National Spiritual Assembly received the following cablegram from
Shoghi Effendi dated Haifa, December

6, 1929: "Kindly urge Baha'i World
Editors to take immediate steps ensure
arrival manuscript final form Haifa by
end of April. Exercise great care
maintenance high standard.
(SHO-

them a direct answer to the prayers
that have been offered for the spread
of the movement during the past year.
It is a source of joy and thankfulness to the friends, that there is at last
GHI)"
a place in London to which they may
The foIlowing cablegram was then look as their spiritual Home, to which
sent to our Guardian: "Supplicate they can apply the words of the Master
you urge all National Assemblies send to a believer. "Thy house is My
Baha'i WorId material to Editorial house, let it be adorned by the lights
Secretary at once. (W INDUST)"
of the Kingdom." It is their aim that
In reply, the Secretary received the within its walls the spirit of love and
foUowing radiogram: "Have written harmony shall reign; at its threshold
Assemblies. Your Committee should all thoughts of self be put aside, and
urge them also directly. (SHOGHI)" within, all be received with joy and
Although all National Spiritual As- fragrance, the message given, but dissemblies were written and the N ovem- cussions that might lead to controversy
ber BAHA'I NEWS LETTER, No. 35, avoided.
published a general call headed: "MaOn this first occasion of meeting,
terial Needed for Volume III, The the dominant note seemed radiance, it
Baha'i World, 1928-1930" (please re- was indeed as if we were blessed by
fer to it), we again urge every N a- the Master. Then as if to show a visti011.ai and Local Spiritual Assembly, ible link with him, Dr. Youness Khan,
Group and Comtwitteoe to /o17mrd ma- who spent so many years in close conterial to the Committee as soon as pos- tact with him, made his appearance
sible, as requested by our Glt(lrdian. and in course of the meeting spoke a
The Committee will then forward few words in response to the Chairthe prepared and assembled manuscript man's welcome, and at his request
to Shoghi Effendi for final Editorship. chanted the beautiful prayer of the pilEditorial Committve,
grims at the Holy Shrine. "Help me
Albert R. Windust, Sec'y,
to be selfless at the threshold . . . give
1745 East 68th Street,
me Thy grace to serve Thy loved
Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
ones." Dr. Youness Khan has spoken
at the Wednesday and Sunday meetNews Letter From Baha'is of the ings during his stay in London, and
has inaugurated a young people's study
British Isles
circle which will meet alternate MonDear Friends,
days.
Once again we greet each other in
We have received a visit from Mrs.
this News Letter, and are glad of the caroline Nelson of Boston and her sisopportunity to let our thoughts unite ter, Miss Drake Wright, who are on
in loving fellowship. Weare reminded their way to Haifa.
that the year 1929 is drawing to a
Since writing the above news we
close, and with humble thankful hearts have received the tidings of the "passwe praise our God for the countless ing on" of Elizabeth Herrick on Sunmercies and blessings of the year. If day, October 20th, 1929. She has been
we look back and consider our own identified with the Baha'i Movement
failings and shortcomings-the poor- from its earliest days in this country,
ness of our faith, and feebleness of being one of the few privileged souls
our love, we lose heart-but 'Abdu'l- to meet' Abdu'I-Baha when he visited
Baha has said, "When a man turns England. She put into her work for
his face to God he finds sunshine the Cause all the zeal and enthusiasm
everywhere." He has told us "to Ra- of which she was capable, and could
diate the light of the love of God to always be relied on for help and insuch an extent as to be able to remove defatigable work on behalf of the sufentirely the gloom and darkness of fering and oppressed.
hatred, bigotry and enmity from
Her book "Unity Triumphant," and
among humanity." So let us look other writings are well known among
away from ourselves, and press for- the friends, and she devoted a great
ward, letting the sunshine of God's deal of her time and service to the
Love illumine our hearts and lives.
study and spread of Esperanto.
LoNDON
For many weeks she has lain awaitOn Thursday, September 19th, the ing the Master's Call, cut off from infirst meeting was held in the new tercourse with earth, and it is with joy
Baha'i centre at Walmer House, Re- that we now think of her, able to use
gent Street. A large number of the the devotion and love of her freed
friends were gathered on this occa- spirit, released from all material hinsion to celebrate what is to many of drances.
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A Baha'i service was held in her
house on the evening before her body
was laid to rest, and loving friends
attended her to the last.
The Manchester Assembly reports
the useful, inspiring visit of Dr.
Y ouness Khan to their city in the early
part of October. "Two main meetings
were held in Higher Broughton at the
home of the secretary, the first being
on Saturday evening, October 5th-the
front room being crowded. The meeting was regulated under the pleasant
and kindly chairmanship of Mr. A.
Robinson, who, grey-haired
but
young looking, sat in his usual place
under the large picture of the Greatest Name. On table, piano, and sideboard, were vases of beautiful fragrant red roses, brought in the afternoon by a very esteemed friend from
his own garden. Dr. Y ouness, experienced, learned, matured and quiet in
his manner of delivery, took our
thoughts with him through the cities
of Europe which he has recently visited-Stuttgart, Hamburg, and other
German cities; Geneva, Copenhagen,
Oslo, and Scandinavian cities-giving
us glimpses of Baha'i spiritual work
in those spots; besides explaining matters pertaining to organized Baha'i
work in Persia, his native land. Every
changing phase of his talk breathed
peace and goodwill, causing deeper
realization of the fact that hearts everywhere are glowing anew with Divine love, that minds everywhere are
awakening to the newer Revelation of
Truth. He brought loving greetings
from the Guardian in the Holy Land;
from the Persian assemblies and from
the assemblies in the cities he had visited. The next evening another full
Meeting was held, attended by other
friends. It was fragrant with spiritual
fellowship, and extremely happy."
History of the Cause in Egypt
From Bu.lletin of the Egyptian National Spiritual Assembly
About half a century ago, the venerable Mirza Heyder Ali who was well
known to the old pilgrims to the Holy
Land, was sent by Baha'u'llah to
Egypt to spread the good tidings; but
owing to the prevailing spirit of fanatis~ at that epoch and to the intrigues
of the clergy he was detained from
promulgating the Cause and was forced
to undergo many hardships and was
mercilessly submitted to harsh treatment and . later on was exiled to Soudan for twelve years. All this hap(To be continued)

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements for
Period April 1, 1929 to October 31, 1929*
CASH AND SECURITIES
On hand April 1, 1929 ...
$211,928.06
CASH RECEIPTS
Unlabeled ...... .
$45,881.88
Labeled .............. .
Temple ............ .
82,395.18
Green Acre-Rental ..
75.00
Publishing-Refund ..
75.00
News Letter ........ .
24.67
Green Acre-Gift Shop
324.20
Interest Earned ....... .
5,822.92
Discount Earned ..... .
418.74 $135,017.59
$346,945.65
DISBURSEMENTS
Temple ............ .
Teaching ........... .
Green Acre ......... .
Baha'i Magazine .... .
International ....... .
Publishing ......... .
Administration ...... .
Archives ........... .

1,584.12
3,900.00
2,778.23
1,836.00
1,515.00
604.13
3,939.57
104.93

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

16,261.98
$330,683.67
4,222.81

CASH AND SECURITIES
On Hand October 31, 1929
$326,460.86
CARL SCHEFFER, Treasurer.

* It should be noted that this report includes the
amounts on hand in the National Baha'i Temple Fund
under the Temple Trustees as well as in the National
Baha'i Fund under the N. S. A.
CASH AND SECURITIES
On Hand Nov.
30. 1929 .. $24,528.42 $307,626.98 $332,155.40
Northern Trust
Co. ....... $5,060.31
$5.060.31
State Bank &
Trust Co .... 19,468.11
19,468.11
Northern Trust
Co.-Savings
400.00
400.00
Liberty Bonds.
200.00
200.00.
Accrued Int ...
480.93
480.93
U. S. Cert ....
295,000.00
295,000.00
Other Stocks &
Bonds .....
4,850.00
4.850.00
Northern Trust
Co. ........
Temple Fund
6,6%.05
'6.696.05

-----

-----

$24.528.42

$307,626.98

$3.12.155.40
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o people of BaJui/ Be as the cloud
that from you may be' sho'wered that
'which will refresh and animate the
ea.rlh . . . .
Ponder God in your heart, reflect
on His Manifestations, and be not of
them that are devoid of understandmg. . . .

I came not to proclaim that which ye
already possess. Verily, verily, this
. day is a ne'w day; He that hath come is
the Wondrous, and His b·idding the
wonder of all that is in heaven and OJ!
earth.
-BAHA'U'LLAH.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
Editorial
In the last NEWS LETTER the subject of Baha'i administration was presented as a subject for special study by
all believers, and references to the
Teachings were given to show the progressive source of authority in the
Cause.. As the call for the Twentysecond Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of the United States and Can··
ada is now being issued, it seems opportune to take the Convention as a
special topic for study this month.
In the By-Laws adopted by the National Spiritual Assembly it is stated
that "the annual meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly at which its
members shall be elected shall be
known as the National Convention
of the Baha'is of the United State'>
and Canada." This statement reflects
the fact that it is the National Spiritual
Assembly and not the body of the believers which, according to Shoghi Effendi's instructions, has been legally
incorporated in the United States and
Canada. It is thus the National Assembly which now passes upon the
credentials of the delegates and not a
credentials committee appointed by the

FEBRUARY, 1930

The Temple Construction
Fundi
As of February 17, 1930
The following statement shows
that the required sum of $400,000 can surely be anticipated in
the next few days. Let us make
supreme effort now, so that the
construction orders can be given
well before the Convention, and
the delegates have the privilege
of witnessing the activity with
their own eyes.
A special NEWS LETTER will be
published immediately after the
Temple Construction Fund is
complete, in order to supply information about the building
plans adopted by the Trustees
serving under the Temple Inden·
ture.
Cash (in all funds) $388,606.79
Unpaid pledges. . . .
7,398.00

Convention itself, as was the case before the era emanating from the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
If we can at this time clearly understand the possibilities and responsibilities inherent in the annual Convention,
the believers collectively will be able to
regenerate all the actions and relationships sustaining the progress of the
Cause.
First consideration should be given
to the fact that the 95 delegates constituting the Convention are not merely
Baha'is in the general sense of that
teml, but are believers who are known
to he entirely loyal to the provisions of
the Will and Testament. This condition is of crucial importance in that it

implies an elective and consultative
body imbued with one spirit and one
animating purpose and not subject to
doubt or confusion in matters.of procedure. It also implies a Baha'i body
not subject to the conflicting trends of
human personality, for the larger purposes of the Cause flow on from year
to year through broad channels laid
down in Teachings which are equally
available to all believers .
To consider next the character and
scope of the Convention in relation to
that of other organic Baha'i bodies,
such as the Local and National Assemblies: the Guardian's letters endow the
COQvention with two specific functions
-first, consultation on the affairs of
the Cause, and, second, the election
of the National Spiritual Assembly.
This definition which is accompanied by the statement that the actions
of the Convention (except of course
the election of the National Assembly)
are subject to approval by the National
Assembly, creates a status for the Convention much more definite than was
our practice before the Ascension oi
'Abdu'l-Baba. For example, during
thaI period the Convention made important decisions now vested in tht'
National Assembly. The Convention
also was called upon to approve.important decisions already made by the
Executive Board 01 Baha'i Temple
Unity. An examination of the miputes
of previous Conventions also sbows
that the Convention was regarded in
the light of a court of appeal and from
time to time committees were appointed by the Convention which would
now emanate from the National Assembly.
The cardinal point of distinction between Baha'i administrative bodies and
the administrative bodies of governments and also churches is that in the
latter the variolls bodies are subject to
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"The NEWS LETTER. which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permIt,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial.
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. ~t
should !become a great factor 10
promoting understanding, providing information on BaM'! actiyity. both local and foreIgn, 10
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, .and in ~ph?ld
ing and safeguard10g the 1OS0tutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
and
devising
well-conceived
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the wodd."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

checks and balances which tend to prevent unanimity of action and the full
concentration of power, whereas in the
Baha'i Cause the purpose of all administration is to make possible complete respon:siveness to the one Divine
Will. There can thus be no question
of conflicts of authority as between the
Convention and the National Assembly
or any other element of Baha'i administration.
The spiritual possibilities and responsibilities of the Convention can
only be realized if we hold clearly in
mind some of the things the Convention is no longer called upon to do.
The Convention is no longer a court of
appeal. The Convention does not appoint permanent committees.
The
Convention does not make independent
final decisions. The functions assigned
to the National Assembly continue
throughout the year without interruption and are not affected by the fact
of the delegates being in session.
The positive functions of the Convention are by no means made unimportant by these facts. It is at the
Convention that the current activities
and trends of the Cause are most fully
unfolded and most carefully examined
each year. The spiritual station to
which the delegates are called is that
of true understanding, and understanding is a positive quality and
power which has vital effect throughout the entire body of believers even
though it is not directly expressed in
terms of authority and decision. The
election of the National Assembly, the
body that later on will help elect the
International House of Justice, is obviously a positive action calling for the
highest order of capacity.
Since the relative functions of the
Convention and of other administrative
bodies have been defined for us by the
Guardian and not arbitrarily imposed
by any committee or body of the believers themselves, we can surely appreciate the fact that individual and
collective Baha'i success depends upon
full-hearted effort to function within
the exact area described by Shoghi
Effendi, and this result can only be
limited by any effort to alter the character of the Convention to accord with
preconceived human ideas.
The members of the National Assembly have recently re-examined all
the Guardian's instructions bearing
upon the nature and purposes of the
annual Convention, and have noted
several details concerning which there
has been some confusion in previous
years. These notations, adopted primarily for the guidance of the National Assembly itself, have been
brought to the Guardian's attention and

approved by him. It therefore seems
advisable to summarize them for the
benefit of the delegates this year and
also of all believers who desire to be
fully acquainted with the principles of
Baha'i administration.
The following quotations are taken
from the minutes of the meeting of the
National Spiritual Assembly held on
November 16th and 17th, 1929.
"In the fulfilment of their duties
and responsibilities as members of the
electoral body called upon to elect the
National Spiritual Assembly, the delegates possess the full right, on motion
and vote, to seek information from
other believers, and, if necessary, from
non-Baha'is. On the other hand, nondelegates do not possess the right to
bring matters directly to the Convention unless specificaJly requested to do
so by the delegates, inasmuch as all believers have the inalienable right to
bring any matter pertaining to the
Cause to the attention of the local or
national Assembly, and, if necessary,
to the Guardian.
"In sending out the Convention call.
the National Assembly shall state a
definite time when the agenda shall be
adopted and distributed to the ninetyfive delegates, and in the call shall request those elected as delegates to
bring to the attention of the National
Assembly any subjects they feel should
be incorporated in the agenda.
"The National Assembly in dealing
with its committees shall make it clear
that annual reports are to be submitted
to the National Assembly and not to
the Convention.
"The time of the election of tIll:
members of the National Assembly
shall be fixed in the agenda at such a
point as to allow the outgoing Assembly full time to report to the delegates
and to allow the incoming Assembly,
in accordance with the Guardian's instructions, to have full consultation
with the assembled delegates.
"The National Assembly recognizes
that the status of a delegate is limited
in point of time to the duration of the
Convention sessions, except as called
for in Article VIII, Section 13, of the
By-Laws which reads as follows: 'vacancies in the membership of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be fiJ1ed
by a plurality vote of the delegates
composing the Convention which
elected the Assemblv, the baJ10t to be
taken by correspondence or in any
other manner decided upon by the National Spiritual Assembly.'
"Since the greatest obligation of
both the outgoing and incoming National Assemblies during the Convention is to the body of the delegates.
the National Assembly will make it
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clear to all the American believers before the 1930 Convention that it prefers not to entertain appeals nor give
consultation to individuals or groups
during the Convention sessions on matters which can be considered at any
regular meeting of the National Assembly."
The volume entitled Baha'i Administration has an index which makes it
possible to refer to all the statements
of the Guardian on any given topic.
The power of the Convention will be
greatly increased if each delegate will
study carefully the various references
to the subject of the annual Convention in that book and also will bear in
mind the different sections under Article VIII of the By-Laws which bear
upon the same subject.
In Memoriam
The editor of the NEWS LETTER desires to record the passing of all
American believers, but on account of
lack of space, the National Assembly
decided to refer all biographical notices to a Necrology, to be published
every few years. By this means, the
lives and accomplishments of believers
will be preserved as a beautiful and
distinctive attribute of the Baha'i
Cause.
Mrs. Emma Hargis, Chicago.
Mrs. Josie Townsend, Chicago.
Miss Mary Jane Churchill, Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Mr. J. R. Hilts, Lansing, Mich.
Mrs. N. Partlow, Lansing, Mich.
History of the Cause in Egypt
From Bulletin of the Egyptian National Spiritual Assembly
( Continued)
pened during the reign of Ismail
Pasha, the Khedive of Egypt, and
Mirza Heyder Ali was not released
from his long exile until Ismail Pasha
was dethroned.
A few years after that, Baha'u'llah
sent a few of His followers who lived
in the great prison city, Akka and these
after settling in Egypt for some time
formed with other Baha'is a commercial enterprise in Cairo which flourished rapidly and later other affiliated
branches were founded in Alexandria
and Port Said.
Hag Hassan Khorassany who was
an efficient member of that group was
prominent in his activities for the
Cause. His home in Cairo and Alexandria was opened to the friends to
hold their weekly meetings. He was
loved by all for his kindness and hospitality.

Accompanied by Hussein Effendi
Rouhy he made a visit to Europe and
to the United States of America where
he spent some months in preaching
the message.
Another prominent figure in the
Cause in Egypt may be mentioned the
famous erudite Mirza Abul Fadl who
was a great instrument in proclaiming
the Cause in Egypt. His fluency in
Arabic literature and his expert knowledge in philosophy, history and the allied sciences made him quite famous
in the circles of the learned men of
Cairo and his home was daily frequented by many admirers. Mirza
Abdul Fadl spent the latter part of
his life in teaching tht: -:::ause and in
writing many valuable Baha'i books
and during his long sojourn many
Egyptians accepted the new Faith.
When the Master visited Egypt in the
years preceding the great war the circle of Egyptian Baha'is multiplied rapidly. During the war twice the Baha'is
of Port Said were pillaged and ill
treated by the fanatic mobs who were
aroused against them by a hostile
Shiekh who was a bitter adversary to
the Cause.
Another grave incident which somewhat affected the Cause was that which
occurred about four years ago at KomEl-Sayeda in which a group of the
resident Baha'is of that village were
attacked by the enraged mobs and who
were later brought for cross-examination before the religious Tribunal and
who after long investigations by the
court, were finaIly excommunicated
from Islam, the judgment was based
on the belief that the Baha'i religion
is a separate and independent religion
from Islam.
At present the Baha'is of Egypt are
mostly natives. There is only a limited number of Persian believers
whilst in the beginning when the
Cause was first introduced the friends
were totally Persians.
The affairs of the Cause are now organized by the N. S. A. A general
census of the Baha'is was made last
month, after due registration of all
adult believers.
It is hoped that with the cooperation of all the faithful, the Cause will
hereafter take a new turn and more
unified action will be accomplished, so
that the new spirit of brotherhood may
permeate throughout Egypt.
Baha'i Summer School
Geyserville, California
(Preliminary Announcement)
1. The fourth annual season of the
Baha'i Summer School at GeyservilIe,
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California, will open this year on Sunday, July 13th, 1930, and continue for
two weeks, i.e., to July 27th, inclusive.
The friends are reminded to arrange
their vacations, if possible, advantageously to these dates.
2. The consultation meeting held at
the close of the School last year, and
other subsequent consultations, gave
rise to new thoughts, ideals and impulses for further developing the
School, assisted, as before, by the ardent activities and efforts of the pioneers who so voluntarily served to
make a success of the first three years.
3. The lecture courses will he announced later and programs issued in
due time.
4. On Sunday, July 20th, an informal teaching conference will be held,
under the direction of the National
Teaching Committee, giving an opportunity to review latest teaching activities and inter-assembly cooperation.
5. The daily program will be approximately as follows:
Forenoons: Devotional 9 :00 to
9: 15; Classes from 9 :30 to noon;
Afternoons: Discussions, specific
themes; Children's class; Esperanto
class;
Evenings: Public meetings two times
per week.
6. Mrs. Agnes Wedde, of Palo
Alto, will be in complete charge of dining-room and kitchen at the cookhouse. Service cafeteria style, but regular hours for meals. Supplementation: cold lunch-counter service after
the evening session.
7. People intending to come to Summer School will please address P. O.
Box 101, Geyserville, California.
8. It is the aim of the committee to
make the vacation of the friends a time
of physical recreation as well as of
spiritual development.
9. Suggestions are welcomed by the
committee.
John D. Bosch, Chairman,
George O. Latimer,
Leroy C. Ioas, Secretary.

Report of Progress From Urbana,
Illinois
The Baha'i Assembly of Urbana is
apparently functioning with harmony
and vigor, which is the desired state of
affairs as indicated by the Guardian,
Shoghi Effendi. During the past year
there have been many signs that the
believers are making progress in living the life, spreading the teachings,
and making firm its foundations in the
hearts of the faithful. The cause of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdul-Baha has become more firmly established with the
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passing of the year, and it is yielding
richer spiritual rewards as the believers become more thoroughly confirmed
in the service of the Cause.
The assembly had before it at the
beginning of the year several major
problems. The foremost was the fulfilling the conditions of the Plan of
Unified Action. At the present time,
the small group has almost met the
financial obligation apportioned to the
believers by the Plan. Such a task, by
so small a group could only be accomplished by great sacrifice and much
self abnegation.
As a result of the concentrated effort
~oward raising the Temple Fund the
Assembly found that it was shut off
automatically from outside speakers
and teachers. This did not prove to be
a serious handicap, because the absence of outside help stimulated local
talent so that the work of teaching
was by no means at a standstill.
The study classes held regular
weekly meetings and much of the
Baha'i literature was covered in a systematic manner. These meetings were
a source of much spiritual inspiration
as well as being instructive to believers and those interested.
The Assembly decided to forward
the Inter-Racial Amity work which
was begun at former visits of Mr.
Gregory. These efforts seemed to
have confirmation of the Spirit as the
results were very gratifying to the two
races participating.
Several special meetings for prayer
and meditation were held during the
fast period; also there was a close observance of the Feasts and Anniversanes.
The many meetings entailed a great
deal of painstaking effort on the part
of the small group, but apparently confirmation was forthcoming as the meetings were held with the greatest harmony and enthusiasm.
The library received several books
as well as many being taken by the believers, and the subscriptions to magazines kept up to standard.
There was the usual correspondence
with other assemblies, individuals and
the N. S. A.
During the past year the Assembly
lost several of its most steadfast members which is deeply regretted; also the
assembly gained some new believers
for which all are thankful.
Taken as a whole the work of the
Assembly during the past year indicates substantial progress in the cause
of Baha'u'llah. There has developed
in the Assembly a greater harmony
with more firmness of purpose and a
zeal that cannot be denied. The group
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has become more unified, and the affairs of the Cause are cared for in a
;nost unselfish spirit. There is also a
growing desire and a decided tendency
to know and to obey the will of the
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi. By means
of prayer and meditation it is expected
that the assembly will continue to
progress until it finally functions perfectly as the institute for the establishment of His Kingdom on earth.
Spiritual Assembly of Urbana, II!.,
By: H. J. SNIDER, Chairman.

Announcement From Publishing
Committee
Special Offers Available Until
April I, 1930
Regular Special
Hidden Words, paper.. $0.20 $0.10
Observations of a Baha'i
.25
Traveler ...........
.50
.75
Universal Religion..... 1.00
Whence
Comes
the
.50
Light? ....... . . . . .. 1.00
Baha'u'll;ih and the New
.75
Era, cloth ........ . 1.00
.50
Baha'i Year Book, Vol. I 1.00
1.75
Baha'i World ... ' ..... . 2.50
Offe-r No. I
Regular
Baha'i Movement, Vail........ .03
Benediction, per doz. ......... .20
Dream of God ............... .05
God and His Manifestations ... , .25
In Gaililee ............. ,..... .20
Spirit of World Unity........ .10
Star of the West, Peace Number .05
Perpetual Calendar ........... .05
(Special-35 Cents)
Offer No.2
Regular
Baha'i Faith ................. .10
Baha'i Martyrdoms in Persia .. , .10
Baha'i Religion .............. , .10
The Brilliant Proof .......... .20
Letters of Shoghi Effendi-Two
Copies .................... .40
Baha'i Feast Days, Calendar ... , .05
Star of the West, Peace Number .05
Lectures of Fadil, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 .20
(No. lout of print)
Perpetual Calendar ........... .05
(Special-50 cents

Offer No.3
Regular
What is the Baha'i Movement, 10
Copies ................ t. • •• .10
What Went Ye Out For to See?
10 Copies ................. .20
Tablet to the Hague ......... .05
The Greatest Name~6 cards .. , .60
Letters of Shoghi Effendi-12
Copies .................... 1.20
Map Showing Travels of the Bab
and Baha'u'llah~ maps.... .60

The Mashriqu'ul-Adhkar and the
Ba~a'i Movement, Masson-6
copies .................... .60
Perpetual Calendar ........... .05
(Special-$I. 50)

Offer No.4
Regular
Tablet to the Hague-6 Copies .30
Tablets to Japan-6 Copies.. ... .60
Baha'u'llah and His Message-12
Copies .................... .60
Before Abraham Was I Am-12
Copies .................... .24
Bird's Eye View of the World in
the Year 2000-12 Copies... .60
Chapter on Strikes-12 Copies.. .60
Flowers from the Rose Garden of
Akka-12 Copies .......... 1.20
Oneness of Mankind .......... .25
Memorial Services of 'Abdu'lBaha-12 Copies ........... 1.20
Perpetual Calen-dar ........... .05
(Special-$2.00 )
Star of the West, Peace
Number-12 Copies, .60 Special ....................... .25
Bah6:i Temple Postcards
Ic each or 12 for IOc
This beautiful picture of the Temple
should be purchased in large quantities
by every .believer, used whenever possible in sending written communications and in this way spreading the
message of the Baha'i Movement and
the urgent need for the completion of
our Universal House of Worship.
Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station,
New York City.
1

Annual Report of the Activities of
the Baha'i Friends at Rangoon
1928-1929
Reprinted from Bah6:i News Letter
of the National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma
The general meetings of the friends •
were held regularly, with utmost
Baha'i love, harmony and unity on
every Wednesday and Sunday at the
residences of Mr. Syed Abdul Hussain Shirazi and Mr. Seyd Janab Ali,
respectively, with the main object of
promoting esprit de corps in our Assembly by making the friends thoroughly realize the significance of the
teaching and mandates of the Blessed
Perfection and our dear Master 'Abdu'I-Baha. The most inspiring and
highly instructive letters of the beloved Guardian of the Cause which
were received from time to time
through the N. S. A., India and
Burma and the President of the Spiritual Assembly of Rangoon were read
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out and carefully explained to all the
friends for their general information.
All the important Baha'i feasts during
the year were successfuIIy celebrated
in which all friends joined with greatest joy and harmony. Prayers and
tablets suitable to each occasion were
chanted.
2. The members of the Spiritual
Assembly met together every Friday
evening at the residence of Syed Abdul
Hussain Shirazi to consider and discuss the various important proposals
affecting the Cause and particularly
the ways and means for the progress
of the Cause of God in Burma.
3. This year we had the good fortune of having amongst us our esteemed brother Jinahi Moulvi Syed
Mahfoozul Haque IImi, the Editor of
Kaukib-i Hind, who arrived in Rangoon on a teaching tour on the 11th
September, 1928. During his sojourn
at Rangoon, he was the honorable
guest of Mr. Syed Janab Ali the
President of our Assembly. He rendered excellent services to the Great
Cause not only by visiting all the
Baha'i Centres in Burma but by addressing meetings all over the country
even in the remotest corners of the
province at a great sacrifice and incalculable physical troubles and hardship,
his constant companion being our
dearly beloved brother Syed Mahmood
Shirazi.
He has sown the seeds throughout
the province with greatest care and
zeal and it is our earnest prayer that
in the fullness of time they wiII grow
into trees and bear sweetest fruits.
Weare confident his labors in Rangoon, Mandalay, Maymyo, Monywa
and Taungyi will not go fruitless.
In this connection we feel more
than ever the greatest need of the helpful prayers of our beloved Guardian
Shoghi Effendi. One thing of which
we are convinced is that the progress
on the whole in Burma is not as satisfactoryas it ought to have been. The
field is vast, but the real workers are
unfortunately very few.
What is
really wanted is a good number of sincere English knowing workers who
can present the Cause to the people in
English, which language is understood
by practically all the enlightened men
and women of Burma and India. The
language difficulty is the greatest difficulty. In every province of India including Burma a different language is
spoken. The English language is the
only language which is commonly understood. Hence all important AIlIndia conferences, leagues, etc., have
adopted this language as the medium
for their discussions. Mr. IImi left

Rangoon for Calcutta on the 6th of
November, 1928, after successfuIly
promulgating the teaching of Baha'u'llah in Burma for one month and 26
days. The detailed accounts of his activities together with the summaries of
his wonderful speeches were published
in the last September and October issues of the Dawn.
4. With the deepest regret and most
profound sorrow we record the ascension to the Abha Kingdom of our
dearly beloved brother Jinabi Khalifa
Mohamed Y ounus Sahib. the most sincere and indefatigable servant of the
Divine Threshold which melancholy
event took place in Mandalay on 11th
November, 1928. By the decision of
the Spiritual Assembly a letter of condolence to the bereaved relatives of the
deceased was sent through the Mandalay Assembly, the friends also held
a memorial service for the benefit of
his soul by fixing a special day for the
purpose. A brief account of his life
and activities in the teaching and propagation of the Cause has already appeared in the columns of our monthly
magazine, the Dawn, and we refrain
from recapitulating the same here. As
he was the last editor of the Burmese
Section of the Da'U'1I (a Baha'i
monthly magazine printed and published under the auspices of the Baha'i
Spiritual Assembly of Rangoon for the
last 6 years) the following alteration
was made in the editorial staff, i. e.
Mr. Mohamed Hasam-ud-din son of
Dr. A'bdul Hakim and a member of
our Assembly was unanimously elected
as the Editor of the Burmese section
in his place.
5. We are highly indebted to our
dearly beloved brother Mr. Seyd Abdul
Hossain Shirazi a grandson of the late
Haji Seyd Mehdi Shirazi for his generously helping Baha'i J oumal Dawn
in three different languages, viz.:
English, Persian and Burmese, which
reflects the activities of the Rangoon
friends. Hence no circular letter is
issued separately by this Assembly. We
also offer our sincerest thanks to Miss
Hla Hla for her regular contribution
of very interesting and instructive articles to the Burmese section of the
Da'lvn. Her Burmese translation from
Dr. EsseImont's famous book "Baha'u'I1ah and the New Era" immensely
enhanced the value of the Dawn in the
eyes of the Burmese public.
6. Another important event worth
noting was the invitation by the
Brahmo Samaj of Rangoon to us to
represent the Baha'i religion at the
celebration of their Centenary on the
22nd. January. 1929. In response to
that invitation our President spoke at
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their HalI on the Baha'i movement and
its history and ideals. The speech was
greatly appreciated by the audience.
7. The following friends were
elected by the majority of votes to
form the Spiritual Assembly of Rangoon for the current year 1929-30:-1. Mr. Seyd Janab Ali, B. A., Barrister-at-Iaw, President. 2. Dr. Abdul Hakim Sahib, Vice-President. 3.
Seyd Kholam Murtaza Ali, Secretary.
4. Mr. Mohamed Hasamuddin, Assistant Secretary and Accountant. 5.
Mr. Seyd Abdul Hossain Shirazi, Librarian and Treasurer. 6. Dr. Seyd
Mazhar Ali Shah. 7. Mr. Mohd Yasin
Khan. 8. Mr. Zabihullah Zarghani.
9. Mr. Mohamed Abdul Shakoor.
With best Baha'i love and greetings,
Yours sincerely in His service,
S. G. MURTAzA ALI,
Secretary to the Baha'i Spiritual
Assembly, Rangoon.

Attention of Local Assembly and
Group Secretaries
The new address of the Secretary of
th~ San Francisco Assembly is: Miss
Elizabeth L. Duffy, 831 Broderick
Street, San Francisco.
Believers especiaI1y interested in Esperanto may obtain copies of La Nova
~ago, ~he Bah:i'i-Esperanto organ pubItshed 111 Hamburg, Germany by writing the Secretary of the Ame~ican National Assembly.
It is the Guardian's request that the
American National Assembly send him
each year a complete list of believers in
the United States and Canada, with
names and addresses. Local Secretaries are requested to send the Nationa:
Secretary the names and addresses of
all believers on their lists, so that the
complete Directory may be forwarded
to Haifa. This Directory should contain only the names of those known
to accept the Will and Testament of
,Abdu'l-Baha.
News of Miss Adelaide Sharp and
Dr. Moody in Teheran
We are privileged to share this interesting news of the American believers in Teheran, received through the
courtesy of Mrs. Clara H. Sharp of
San Francisco.
"She writes that the film of 'Abdu'lBaha was shown at a public meeting
at which were many Muhammadans.
This event, in the city whence He was
exiled and where so many believers
have been persecuted, is indeed a cause
for rejoicing. Five years ago it would
have been impossible, at the time of
the Imbrie affair. . . . The Baha'is in
Teheran do not seem to feel that the
Presbyterian School is very eager to
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give their Baha'i boys a diploma when
they leave, and the School uses a questionnaire asking each boy if he is a
Baha'i or not. . . . I hope the time
will soon come when all the schools in
Teheran can work for the good of the
people, irrespective of creeds, and I
have every faith that this will be
brought about.
"Adelaide relates one interesting
story of a case where a diploma was
refused by the Presbyterian School to
a Baha'i boy but he continued to attend until finally they gave him one
to be rid of him. After receiving his
diploma the boy went to a bank to secure a position. They asked him fOl
recommendations and he said, 'I am
a Baha'i' and took from a pocket his
Lallvh-i-Akdas, saying 'This is my re<.~
ommendation.' He secured the position and has held it ever since. The
same young man heard that Shoghi
Effendi wanted $900 to build an addition to the Shrines on Mount Carmel.
He had saved $400 to build a home for
himself, so he borrowed $500 from a
friend and sent the $900 to Shoghi Effendi.
"The friends are doing all they are
able to further the work of the Cause.
A larger place was needed for their
meetings, so they gave a play which
netted them $1200, and a second performance is to be given. The Tarbiat
School is growing constantly. The
enrollment has almost doubled in the
last few years.
"The School has bought a moving
picture machine for educational films,
health films and any films that will
give them an idea of life in other countries. If free educational films are
available in this country, they would be
greatly appreciated by the friends in
Teheran . . . . Dr. Moody has been
stronger this summer."

Letter From Los Angeles Assembly
To our Baha'i friends throughout the
world:
Dear co-workers:
It is indeed a joy to be one of the
great circle of Baha'i Assemblies and
to join hands with all of you by means
of correspondence. In these momentous
early days of the Cause of God we little realize our grave responsibilities,
and the institution of the World Letters is a wise provision that brings us
more closely together and enables us
to gain hope and courage from knowing something of the results of each
other's efforts.
In accordance with the instructions
of the Guardian, we are holding our
business meeting at the close of the
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spiritual Feast, then the material
Feast follows. This makes the Nineteen Day Feast three-fold in character. The program is centered round
the Baha'i Administration and other
extracts from the Word. As we have
a long list of believers, we have for
some time followed the plan of mailing
a notice to each member a few days
before the Feast.
Recently a Teaching Conference was
held under the auspices of the National
Teaching Committee and several Assemblies near Los Angeles met in
Glendale and exchanged ideas and suggestions. By this means we hope to
work out a program of expansion, each
Assembly endeavoring to bring together a new Assembly in some locality near them.
We have for some time been exchanging teachers with neighboring
Assemblies, the plan being that the Assembly desiring a teacher communicate
directly with the other Assembly, who
sends them a speaker known to be
competent to represent the Baha'i
Cause in public. Recently, we had the
privilege of having two of the members of the N. S. A. attend our Feast
and give an address on the Temple
Fund.
We have discontinued public meetings in order to increase our Temple
Fund and find it much more satisfactory than renting a hall in hopes of
increasing our membership.
Study classes are held in the afternoon and evenings to which the believers bring their friends. Also social meetings are held each month in
which a special effort is made to interest the people of different races. The
Esperanto class is many times a means
of interesting the colored people, the
Japanese, and many of the foreigners
living here.
Many copies of the BahO,'i World
and pictures of 'Abdu'I-Baha and of
the Temple have been placed in Libraries, offices of newspapers, etc. These
pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baha and of the
Temple are accompanied by brief typewritten histories. In one locality, notices of the class meetings are put in
a community newspaper and some of
the people in that locality watch for
the notices each week and seem very
much interested though they are not
always able to attend the class.
In cooperation with the Teaching
Committee. our Librarian has visited
many of the classes, both in our own
and some of our smaller and newer
neighboring Assemblies, and carried
with her a large traveling bag full of
Baha'i books. With this "Traveling
Library" she has kept the new believers constantly supplied with the latest

books and study outlines. This plan
has been very successful. Otherwise,
many new and old believers who might
not be able to attend the meetings often would know very little of the wide
scope of our present day Baha'i Library. We are also trying very hard
to get a 100 per cent subscription to
the Star of the West. The Star is a
wonderful means of interesting new
people and is nice to give as a gift.
In the light from the following
words we will see how necessary it is
to study deeply.
What It Means to Deepe-n in the
Cause
"To deepen in the Cause means to
read the Writings of Baha'u'llah and
the Master so thoroughly as to be able
to give it to others in its pure form.
"There are many who have some
superficial idea of what the Cause
stands for. They, therefore, present
it together with all sorts of ideas that
are their own. As the Cause is still in
its early days we must be most careful
lest we fall under this error and injure the Movement we so much adore.
There is no limit to the study of the
Cause. The more we read the Writings the more Truths we can find in
them and the more we will see that
our previous notions were erroneous."
Note: This was written by Ruhi
Afnan at the request of Shoghi Effendi
in answer to a question by a believer.
A footnote was added by Shoghi Efdendi.
The Shrine of the· Bab and the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of America
The first convention of Baha'i Temple Unity was held in Chicago on the
very day that 'Abdu'I-BaM placed the
remains of the great Bab to rest on
Mount Carmel in the marble casket
sent by a believer from Rangoon, India.
Regarding the two events that happened simultaneously in the Baha'i
Cause, the one in the East and the
other in the West on March 21, 1909,
'Abdu'I-Baha wrote:
"Praise be to God that in the blessed
day of Narooz the sanctified remains
of his holiness the Bah-may my life
be a sacrifice to him-after sixty years
of wandering were carried to the most
beautiful spot of the Mountain of the
Lord, the Mount of Carmel; and one
of the divine miracles was this, that in
that very day the Convention of the
Baha'i delegates was inaugurated in
Chicago, and unanimously and effectively rules were adopted for the building of the Temple. Consider thou
how heavenly Providence has effected
such confirmation that these two great
matters transpired in the same day.
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This is an evidence of the most great
assistance and help!"
When some of the American friends
visited the holy shrine of the Bab and
'Abdu'l-Baha shortly after the ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, to our astonishment we found two large pictures of
the American or "Mother Mashriqu'lAshkar" (as named by 'Abdu'l-Baha)
hanging on the walls of the two rooms
used by the pilgrims who visit the
shrine. These are the only pictures on
these sacred walls and were placed by
the Center of the Covenant himself
(Star of the West, Vol. XIII, p. 120).
With Baha'i love and greetings we
are,
In service to Shoghi Effendi,
The Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly,
DORIS E. GOODRICK, Secretary.
CONFERENCE
for
INTER-RACIAL AMITY
Arranged by
Inter-Racial Amity Committee of the
Baha'is of Philadelphia, Pa.
Sunday, January 19, 1930
General Subject
"THE ONENESS OF MANKIND"
PROGRAM
FIRST SESSION
Sunday at 11 A. M.
St. Simon the Cyrenian Church
Mr. Louis Gregory
"How to Improve Race Relations"
Mr. Albert R. Vail
"New Proofs of the Oneness of
Mankind"
SECOND SESSION
3 P. M.
Unity Center of Truth
Mr. Albert R. Vail
"A Brotherhood Which Is Eternai',
THIRD SESSION
8 P. M.
Universalist Church of the Messiah
Mr. Albert R. Vail
"A New Universal Brotherhood"
Mr. Louis Gregory
"God's Wonderful Plan for
Humanity"

BAHA'U'LLAH AND HIS
TEACHINGS
Emperor Receives Gift of Volumes
Baha'u'llah and his teachings, which
originated in Persia over a century
ago, are now fast gaining an universal
recognition all over the world. His
Imperial Majesty the Emperor graciously accepted a gift of 7 volumes on
the new religion presented by the
Baha'i Society, founded for the pur-

pose of promoting the religion,
through Dr. Rokuichiro Masujima,
eminent lawyer and member of the
Middle Temple London. It may not
be unappropriate to refer to the new
religion in some details on this honored occasion.
The leading factor in human progress in the history of "ascent of man"
's the advent, from time to time, of
men who pass beyond the accepted
ideas of their day and become discoverers and revealers of truths hitherto
unknown among mankind. The inventor, the pioneer, the prophet-whoever the case may be-these are the
men on whom the transformation of
the world primarily depends.
This unshakable truth is clearly
demonstrated in every walk of life but
none so clearly as in religion. Alone
against the world, without a single
human being capable of understanding
him or of sharing his great responsibility which he alone realizes, he
arises, like a torch in darkness, to proclaim his gospel of righteousness and
truth.
HISTORY OF FOUNDER

There was born in Persia between
dawn and sunrise on 12th of November, 1817, a son to Mirza'Abbas of
Nur, a Minister of State. He was
named Mirza Husayn'Ali who afterwards assumed the title of BaM'u'lIah
having realized his mission in life.
Baha'u'llah declared that he was the
long-expected educator and teacher of
all peoples, the channel of a wondrous Grace that would transcend
all previous outpourings, in which all
previous forms of religion would become merged. He laid a foundation
which affords a firm basis for Unity
throughout the world and the inauguration of that glorious age of peace on
earth, goodwill among men. Search
after truth, the oneness of mankind,
unity of religions, of races, of nations,
of West and East, the reconciliation
of religion and science, the eradication
of prejudices and superstitions, the
equality of men and women, the establishment of justice and righteousness, the setting up of a supreme international tribunal, the unification of
languages, the compulsory diffusion of
knowledge and many other teachings
were revealed by the pen of Bahtt'u'llah, the prophet. Much of his teachings were specially addressed to the
Rulers and Kings of the world.
It is evident to all with enlightened
minds that a new era is about to begin.
The old principles of materialism and
egoism, the old sectarian and patriotic
prejudices and animosities are perishing a11lidst the ruins they have

wrought. Signs of a new spirit of
faith, of brotherhood, of internation
alism are evident everywhere. Revolutionary changes of unprecedented
magnitude have been occurring in
every department of human life. The
old era is not quite dead yet. Evils
there are in plenty but they are being
fought with a spirit of love of righteousness. Clouds there are in plenty
but the light is breaking through and
is beginning to illuminate the path of
progress and to reveal the pitfalls of
the onward way. The onward way!
Baha'u'llah believed himself the champion of the progress and "one shepherd for one fold."
EDITORIAL NOTE :-The foregoing
article is an extract from a longer article published in "The Japan Ti'me-s,"
Tokyo, September 1, 1929. A statement about this presentation of Baha'i
litemlure to the Emperor of Japan 'Was
made in the "N e'Ws Letter" kIst 'year.
Teaching Work of Mr. Gregory
MILWAUKEE

Following the annual convention Mr.
Gregory, at the invitation of the assembly, went to Milwaukee, Wis. He
addressed a well advertised public
meeting held in the auditorium of one
of the public schools and attended by
representative citizens of both races.
Assembly meetings for teaching, to
which colored friends came for the
first time, were held in the homes of
Dr. and Mrs. Clark and Mr. and Mrs.
Brown. The purpose of these meetings was to prepare the way for an
amity conference to be held in future.
An interracial dinner was given in the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Clark and a
keen interest awakened among all present. These friends valued the work
previously done by Mrs. Oglesby two
years ago.
KANSAS CITY, 1\10.

Mr. Gregory journeyed next to
Kansas City, Mo., to fulfill a promise
of long standing. In this great city
there is but a small circle of Baha'is.
:\frs. Dr. T. C. Chapman has been for
many years a believer and devotes an
hour or two each day to reading and
studying the teachings. She is a very
competent teacher. This little circle
was joined daily by the travelling
teacher and explanations given. Mrs.
Chapman arranged for addresses at the
Unitarian church, whose pastor and
cong-regation had previously heard Mr.
Vail, and the church of Dr. Gomez,
a very successful young colored minister with a large congregation, who
opened hi~ pulpit Sunday evening.
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Dr. Chapman as his contribution to
the work, arranged a meeting with the
joint alumni of Fisk and Wilberforce
Universities and Meharry Medical
College. This was a fine gathering of
most progressive colored people and
the message and proofs interested all.
Other teaching meetings were held at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Chapman
and a study class was organized to
meet fortnightly for the study of the
teachings. Twelve days spent in Kansas City, through Divine assistance,
were productive of very pleasing results. Mr. Pauli of New York is now
~upplying the enlarged circle with copIes of the Baha'i teachings and the
work has taken on renewed interest.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

About nine days in Memphis, Tenn.,
followed. This center was started
about twelve years ago in the business
college of Prof. Grorge W. Henderson. It has not been visited by a
teacher for four or five years. The believers were still there, but were inactive in holding meetings and spreading the message. The Greatest Name
and the portrait of the Master still
adorn the walls of the college. Prof.
Henderson being out of the city temporarily gave opportunity to some of
the others to prove their mettle. Dr.
and Mrs. Thos. H. Watkins took up
the work with enthusiasm and effectiveness. N a city visited showed a
greater capacity for the message. The
people are extremely sociable and fond
of organized activity. Openings came
to speak to the City Club, the Young
Mothers' Club, the Health Club, the
Felix Argo Club, the Beauty-parlor
Club, and a social club, all organizations among the colored people of
Memphis. To see the eagerness and
receptivity of these friends in the far
South makes one long for the day of
more workers in the Cause. As in the
cycle of Christ it is even so today:
"The harvest truly is great but the laborers few." Other addresses were
delivered to the faculty and students
of LeMoyne Junior College, to the institute of public school teachers, to the
faculty of Porter Public School and to
the lower grades of the same. About
this time Prof. Henderson who was
travelling ill the interest of his school
returned and delayed Mr. Gregory's
departure to arrange for other meetings. One of these was a talk to a
Sunday School and to the congregation
of the colored l\Tethodist Church. Still
another was with a fine group of his
friends in a private home. He was all
eagerness to have a 1I\eeting with the
local interracial Committee, but this

had to be deferred for lack of time.
An address not mentioned above was
at the commencement of a business
school connected with the church of
Rev. Dr. Sutton E. Griggs, who is also
.
an author of note.

it and understanding had penetrated
~im than his son had dared to hope £01
111 one so advanced in years. Mr. Grego:y has ask~ the friends to pray for
hiS loved one s progress in the higher
worlds and full understanding.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

\iVORCESTER. MASS.

Mr. Gregory reached Nashville,
Tenn., during the commencement season of Fisk University, his alma maier.
Although such a time is not the most
favorable for teaching because of prearranged programs, he was permitted
to address the student body about the
Cause for a short time after luncheon,
and because of the absence of one of
the alumni speakers, was invited by
the chairman, Mrs. Wright of Tuskegee, who is in full sympathy with the
Cause, to fill in the vacancy, which was
improved to present some of the principles of the Cause. The teacher had
to hasten away in view of engagements
ahead.

Mr. Gregory spent four days at
\iVorcester in October, addressing the
assem~ly meeting for teaching, a welJ
adve~lsed
meeting on Thursday,
meetll1g the friends at an afternoon tea
on Saturday, smaller groups on two
other evenings, speaking to the assembly on some of the deeper and more
mystical phases of the teachings on
Sunday afternoon. The station of the
Guardian was entered into in connection with the new world order revealed
by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. On
the same evening a very enthusiastic
meeting was held in a colored church
the pastor of which, Rev. Mr. Gibson,
had formerly heard the speaker when
a student in the South.

LOUISVILLE,

Ky.

During two days at Louisville. Ky.,
Mrs. Della Murphy, a Baha'i of long
standing and service, arranged a conference of the Baha'i circle, consisting
of believers of both races. and also a
small group meeting for teaching. It
was much regretted that this work
could not be continued longer.
GREEN ACRE.

During the summer 11r. Gregory
served on two committees, the Interracial Amity and the Green Acre and delivered a course of lectures on certain
subjects pertaining to the Cause. He
also found time occasionally to meet
the friends in Portsmouth, N. H.,
where he and Mrs. Gregory are now
making their home.
CHARLESTON,

S. C.

About the middle of October Mr.
Gregory was called to Charleston, S.
c., to attend the funeral of his father,
Mr. George Gregory, who was struck
by an automobile, passed away at the
age of 87. Although he was born before this new cycle began he always
took a deep interest in the Cause, distributed the literature and was quite
active in arranging meetings even when
he was feeble because of his advanced
years. His funer'al was attended by
about a thousand people, seven clergymen taking part in the service at which
Mr. Gregory read Baha'i prayers.
Tributes were paid him by people of
both races in that Southern city where
racial lines are so sharply drawn. He
led a simple life, but one that was rich
in service and it was clear from what
was said of him that more of the spir-

PORTSMOUTH, N.

H.

In Portsmouth, N. H .. Mr. Gregory has addressed the assembly feasts
and meeting for teaching on various
occasions. He has spoken in the colored church and was recently asked
by the pastor to filJ in during his vacation, an invitation which had to be declined in view of other plans. On
\iVednesday evening, November 6, a
very successful amity conference was
held in the chapel of the Unitarian
Church. Rev. William Safford Jones,
the pastor, presiding. Music was furnished by singers of both races and
addresses were delivered by the pastor,
Mr. Gregory, the secretary of the Y.
W. C. A., the Ensign of the Salvation
Army, and Mr. Philip A. Marangella.
Rev. Mr. Jones described the spirit
of the gathering as "Pentacostal," a
description rare among Unitarians.
On Sunday morning he preached a
:von1,erful sermon from his pulpit, sayIllg that a new day had come and it
is as if God had manifested Himself
in this day." He seems deeply attracted to the Cause and the local assembly can always count upon his help.
Mr. Gregory has been invited later
to address the Unitarian Club.
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N.

J.

Following the N. S. A. meeting in
September Mr. Gregory addressed a
gathering of ninety at West Englewood, N. J.. the home of Mr. Roy C.
\Vilhelm. his subject being "Heaven."
He has a return engagement to speak
there November 19.
(To be continued)

The GUARDIAN'S CONTRIBUTION to the TEMPLE FUND
With this illustrated insert in the News Letter of February, 1930, the National Assembly
brings to the attention of all believers in the United States and Canada the infinitely precious and
significant contribution made by Shoghi Effendi toward the construction of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar. We pray that the doors may be opened for the acquirement of the rug by believers,
so that it may be preserved as an adornment for the Temple interior.

Description of Rug
A Persian Silk Rug, or Palace Carpet, of T abriz weave, measuring nine feet eleven inches
by fourteen feet, exclusive of fringe and margin.
A narrow strip of woven gold thread forms a margin around the rug. Beautifully sustained
floral motives in crimsons and browns occupy the center on a field of rich ivory. The fine and
characteristic border is of dark and very ri ch coloring, a fine dark crimson being predominant,
enriched with a beautiful pale blue.
The rug appears to be between sixty and eighty years old and is i~ flawless condition.

Shoghi Effendi's Words
"Am sacrificing the most valuable ornament of Baha'u'llah's Shrine in order to consecrate
and reinforce the collective endeavors of the American believers speedily to consummate Plan
for Unified Action. Appeal for unprecedented self-sacrifice."--Cablegram, April 25, 1929.
"Soon. shipping silken carpet from Baha'u'llah's Shrine as crowning gift on altar of Baha'i

sacrifice."--Cablegram, April 28, 1929.
"Moved by an impulse that I could not resist, I have felt impelled to forego what may be
regarded as the most valuable and sacred possession in the Holy Land for the furthering of that
noble enterprise which you have set your hearts to achieve. With the hearty concurrence of
our dear Baha'i brother, Ziaoullah Asgarzadeh, who years ago donated it to the Most Holy Shrine,
this precious ornament of the Tomb of Baha'u'llah has been already shipped to your shores, with
our fondest hope that the proceeds from its sale may at once ennoble and reinforce the unnumbered offerings of the American believers already accumulated on the altar of Baha'i sacrifice."Letter, October 25, 1929.
"Shoghi Effendi informs you that the rug can be offered for sale among Baha'is and nonBaha'is alike."-Soheil A/nan, December 12, 1929.

A Priceless Treasure for Temple Interior
In accordance with the Guardian's purpose and instructions, the National Assembly has
requested Mr. George Spendlove, a believer exceptionally qualified by expert knowledge and
experience, to undertake the responsible task of arranging for the sale of this rug. Its value has
been established at the sum of $20,000, at which figure offers will be considered whether from
Baha'is or non-Baha'is, but no offer from a non-Baha'i will be accepted until those interested
among the believers have been given full opportunity to acquire the rug for the Cause.
Correspondence on this subject should be addressed to Mr. Spendlove, who will be able to
coordinate such pledges or subscriptions as can be given by believers for this special object without interrupting the flow of regular contributions to the National Fund. The address is:
MR. GEORGE SPENDLOVE,

1528 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Mashriq'ul-Adhkar Number

~U!J
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TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION FUND COMPLETED
Raising .of Req~i~ed Sum of $400,OO~ Meets Conditions Laid Down by
Shoghi Effendi In 1925 for Resumption of Temple Construction. Summary of History of Mashriqu'l-Adhkar Activities in America and
Statement of Building Plans Adopted by Trustees. Epochal
Event in Worldwide Progress of the Religion of
Baha'u'llah.
Letter from
National Spiritual Assembly

-the period when its inward power
and authority shall be outwardly felt
in institutions capable of regenerating
Beloved co-workers of Shoghi Ef- the life of the world.
fendi:
But with this privilege comes a new
In less than ten years after the As- degree of responsibility for every decension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, His followers clared believer. As the Cause grows
in America, united by the Guardian into public stature, our knowledge of
appointed by His Will and Testament, the Teachings, and our methods of coland reinforced by the self-sacrifice of lective service, will be tested as never
Baha'is in Europe and the East, have before. Opportunities for teaching
made possible a mighty public demon- will multiply on every hand, but the
stration of the universal power of the Cause will also be keenly scrutinized
Religion of Baha'u'llah-the beginning for evidences of any disunity which
of construction of the Mashriqu'l- can be seized upon by enemies seekAdhkar on the shore of Lake Michigan ing to discredit the movement or perin the heart of the American contine!1t. vert its sacred aims.
.Your National Spiritual Assembly,
With the completion of the Temple
Construction Fund of $400,000, the mmdful of the new and different charconditions laid down by Shoghi Ef- acter of the problems that must be
fendi in his cablegram replying to the solved as the Cause demonstrates its
request for instructions cabled him af- unique power and unfolds its tremendter the Convention at Green Acre, have ous mission, therefore urges a deepenbeen successfully met, and the Trus- ing of the spirit through fresh study
tees can proceed at once with plans for of the Teachings, as they apply to the
the building of the edifice designed by significance of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar,
as they apply also to the solution of the
Mr. Bourgeois.
This vital action likewise corre- general problems of humanity, and
sponds to the prophetic assurances of finally, as they make the success of the
the Master. that following the con- Cause depend upon loyalty to the
struction of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, Guardian and his world-wide admin"a most wonderful and thrilling mo- istration.
tion will appear in the world of existence." Heart-felt gratitude and joyful exultation flows through every
heart as the news becomes known
throughout the Baha'i world. A new
era begins in the history of the Cause
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Statement from the Trustees for
the Benefit of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada:
A s~cial r~sponsibility is laid upon
tho~e mne. believers who, by virtue of
their electIOn to the National Spiritual
Assembly, serve as the body of Trustees who h?ld title to the Temple property at Wilmette and are called upon
to construct the Mashriqu'I-Adhkir.
In this statement of plans, the Trustees feel it advisable to place in the
hands of the Baha'is those documents
which represent agreements and contracts made up to the present time, and
~o surm:narize the principal steps taken
m relatIOn to the Temple since 1909.
The Baha'is are therefore reminded
of the "Mashriqu'I-Adhkar Report
1909-1925" prepared for Baha'i Tem~
pIe Unity by Mr. Carl Scheffier, its
secretary, presented to the delegates
present at the Convention in Green
:"-cre, and shortly afterward published
m pamphlet form and distributed to ·3011
American believers.
~hat report! a few excerpts from
which are repnnted in this NEWS LETTER, forms the historical background
for the Temple activities, and prepared
the way for the "Plan of Unified Action," issued by the National Assembly
in December of that same year.
Next to be considered is the new administrative condition brought about
by the Guardian's instructions concerning the election of local and National
Spiritual Assemblies, and his statement that the Temple property should
~e held by the National Assembly in
Its own name. This led to the adoption by the National Assembly of the
Indenture of Trust creating a le!Tal
body to which the property was tra~s
ferred by the Executive Board of
Baha'i Temple Unitv
(

.
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"The NEWS I.ETTER which yOIl
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, as
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should hecome a great factor in
promoting understanding, providing information on Baha'i activity, both local and foreign, in
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences, and in upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should be
made as representative as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and. admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Baha'i Journal of the worId."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

These several facts mean that Baha'i
Temple Unity reported fully on its
plans and finances up to 1925 after
which date the financial and oth~r records have been kept by the National
Assembly and the Trustees; and also
that the legal and administrative struct~tre sustaini~g the Temple construct~on nO\~ faithfully reflects the prinCIples laid down by the Guardian of
the Cause.
It has already been pointed out in
the NEWS LETTER that the Trustees
were advised by Shoghi Effendi not to
spend any part of the Temple Construction Fund until the full amount
of $400,000 had been raised. Thus,
although actual work on the edifice
must be preceded by certain preliminary. work, involving plans and specificatIOns, selection of building materials, etc., the Trustees have taken
only such measures as could be put into
effect without cash expenditure.
The necessary preliminary work
leading up to the placing of the building contracts is as follows: First,
preparation of structural engineering
----'Plans and specifications; Second, prep::....
aration of architectural specifications;
Third, preparation of utility (i.e ..
light, heat, ventilation, etc.) plans and
specifications; Fourth, plans for
grounds and accessory buildings.
The death of Mr. Henry J. Burt
removed from service to the Temple
the engineer who had carried the structural engineering plans up to a certain
point, under a contract made previous
to the Guardian's instruction to the
Trustees already mentioned.
Mr.
Burt's capacity and his sympathetic
understanding of the Temple design
have made his death a great loss to the
Cause.
Inasmuch as the contract and payments made to Mr. Bourgeois form
such an important factor in the Temple plans, the terms of the contract
made with him as Temple architect,
and also of the contract applying to
his use of Temple land for his studio,
are both reproduced in this NEWS
LETTER.
It should also be made clear in this
connection that the Guardian has informed the National Spiritual Assembly that the Bourgeois design is not
subject to reconsideration, but that
minor details in his design may be
amended if found advisable in the
course of planning or construction.
Thus, the Temple now to be erected
embodies the architectural design
chosen by the Convention called upon
by 'Abdu'I-Baha to make the selection,
approved by the Master and since endorsed by Shoghi Effendi.

"When the foundation of the
Mashriq'ul-Adhkar is laid in
America, and that divine edifice
is completed, a most wonderful
and thrilling motion will appear
in the world of existence. The
Mashriq'ul-Adhkar will become
the center around which all these
universal Baha'i activities will be
c.lustered. From that point of
lIght, the spirit of teaching
spreading the cause of God and
promoting the teachings of God
will permeate to all parts of the
wor Id."- ' ABDu'L-BAHA.

The body of Baha'is who are so
anxious to see the Temple arise without further delay appreciate fully the
fact that such an undertaking requires
e?,pert knowledge and technical expenence of the highest order. It is evident that the Trustees must command
the best available services, that the
Temple may be constructed in the
worthiest, most permanent and yet efficient and economical way. Where
technical capacity coincides with full
faith in the Cause, the best conditions
unquestionahly exist.
With these facts in mind, the Trustees on March 22, 1930, voted to accept the agreement proposed by the
Research Service, Inc., of Washington,
I? c.,. the .terms of which are publtshed In thls NEWS LETTER. By this
agreement, the Trustees and the body
of the believers are assured of that expert and experienced counsel needed to
safeguard every detail of the Temple
construction. As Mr. Allen B. McDaniel is associated with the Research
Service, providential good fortune
brings to this task one who has received the strongest endorsement in
the capacity of the American Baha'is
to bestow--election to membership in
the National Spiritual Assembly by the
largest number of votes cast in the
election.
This statement is necessarily brief
and of a preliminary character. By
Convention time it will be possible to
report in more detail.
Excerpts From Mashriq'ul-Adhkar
Report 1909-1925
Early History
The inception of the Mashriq'ulAdhkar in the West dates back to the
spring of 1903, twenty-two years ago,
at which time the corner-stone of the
Mashriq'ul-Adhkar in Tshkabad. Russia had been laid and photographs of
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the event sent to the members of the
House of Spirituality in Chicago, inspiring that body to arise for the erection of a Mashriq'ul-Adhkar in America. In response to their supplication,
'Abdul-Baha granted permission for
the undertaking in the following wonderful Tablet:
"I send you the glad-tidings of the
erection of the Mashriq'ul-Adhkar
(The Baha'i Temple) in I shkabad ,
with all joy and great happiness. The
friends of God assembled together
with rejoicing and conveyed the stones
themselves upon their backs, while attracted by the love of God and for the
glory of God. Soon that great Temple will be completed and the voice of
prayer and praise shall ascend to the
Sublime Kingdom.
"I was rejoiced through your endeavors in this glorious Cause, made
with joy and good interest. I pray
God to aid you in exalting. His Word,
and in establishing the Temple of
Worship, through His grace and ancient mercy. Verily, ye are the first
to arise for this glorious Cause in that
vast region. Soon will ye see the
spread of this enterprise in the world,
and its resounding voice shall go
through the ears of the people in all
parts.
"Exert your energy in accomplishing what ye have undertaken, so that
this glorious Temple may be built,
that the beloved of God may assemble
therein and that they may pray and
offer glory to God for guiding them
to His Kingdom."
Since .that time the work has progressed intermittently.
During the
first six years the members of the Assembly in Chicago strove enthusiastically so that in the spring of 1909 when
the first Convention met in Chicago,
having been called by the House of
Spirituality for the purpose of establishing the work of the Temple on a
national basis, the Chicago Assembly
was able to report the acquisition of
two lots at a cost of $2,000.00, and a
cash fund of $3,665.44.
Attached hereto is a financial report
which begins on that date and shows
that amount as balance on hand.
Purchase of Site
As before stated the purchase of
two lots in the main tract had been
completed by the House of Spirituality of Chicago, the deeds for which
were in due time turned over to the
Baha'i Temple Unity when it was organized just after the first Convention.
The remainder of the main tract
bounded by Linden Ave. on the south,
Sheridan Road on the north and east,

and by the property of the Sanitary
District of Illinois on the west was
purchased at a cost of $32,500.00. The
final payment on this was made on
October 1, 1912. The purchase of the
lake shore tract was completed February 2, 1914. It cost $17,000.00.
There also is a small triangular plot
of land across Sheridan Road, north
of the main tract included in these purchases.
The main tract measures on its
south boundary, Linden Ave. 607.55
ft., on its west boundary, where it
adjoins the property of the Sanitary
District of Illinois, from Linden Ave.
north to a point where the line strikes
a slight angle, it measures 257.80 ft.;
on the same boundary another angle
135.52 ft., still another angle on this
line measures 138.06 ft. The Sher:-lall
Road line also turns slightly several
times, the sections of the line beginning at the northwest measuring east
and south are 129.92 ft., 219.47 ft.,
166.46 ft., and 271.46 ft. The triangular section measures on Sheridan
Road 141.49 ft., on the east 131.78
ft., and facing the Canal 141.49 ft.
The lake shore tract on Sheridan Road
measures 291.40 ft.; 3 ft. at the south
end of this line are in dispute, depth
at that point is 168 ft., and at the
north end it is 183 ft. to the water
edge.
The Bourgeois Design
The facts regarding the selection of
the model of the Temple by the believers at the 1920 Convention are too well
known to require much elucidation; it
might nevertheless be well if some
points regarding this are mentioned.
'Abdu'l-Baha directed that the believers should select the design at the
1920 Convention. A number of architects submitted designs, some in the
form of drawn plans and Mr. Charles
Mason Remey and Mr. Louis Bourgeois submitted plaster models. After
careful deliberation and discussion, after hearing the opinion of disinterested men of standing in the architectural profession, the Bourgeois model
was chosen. Mr. Remey, who had
submitted the other model, made the
motion that made the choice unanimous. The selection of the Convention was confirmed by 'Abdu'l-Baha
in numerous Tablets. We quote one
of these written to Mrs. Corinne True,
as follows:
"Thanks be unto God that this Convention was supported by the confirmations of the Kingdom of Abha. Praise
be unto God that the model of Mashriq'ul-Adhkar made by Mr. Bourgeois
was approved hy his honor, Mr. Re-
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mey and selected by the Convention.
The model of Mashriq'ul-Adhkar is,
however, too big. It needs several
million dollars for the cost of construction. If possible, Mr. Bourgeois
may reproduce the same model on a
smaller scale, so that one million dollars may suffice for its construction.
This should be reconsidered only if
possible."
The Executive Board also felt it
necessary to submit the design to
'Abdu'I-Baha, and since it was obviously impossible to send the model to
Haifa they directed Mr. Bourgeois to
prepare drawings showing a front elevation and a cross section of the building intending that the architect himself should take these to Haifa and
there receive 'Abdu'l-Baha's instruction regarding the building. This was
done. About the middle of January,
1921, Mr. Bourgeois sailed to the Holy
Land. The drawings were left with
'Abdu'l-Baha and they now hang in
the Shrine of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
It will also be noted that 'Abdu'lBaM in the Tablet just quoted directed
that if possible the size and cost of the
building should be considerably reduced. To comply with this instruction the Executive Board directed Mr.
Bourgeois to make experimental drawings to determine whether or not the
design would lend itself as it stood to
the necessary reduction. It was in the
main found to be feasible, the only
notable change in the building being
in the number of windows on either
side of the entrance doors. All of this
work was done in the period intervening between the Convention, which
was held in April, 1920, and the first
of January, 1921. The size of the
structure was reduced from 450 ft. in
diameter to 153 ft. in diameter, and
the estimated cost reduced to about
$1,200,000.00. This includes a rough
plaster interior, an ornamental iron
rail on the balcony, but no decorations
for the interior.

A PLAN OF UNIFIED ACTION
Submitted by the National Spiritual
Assembly to the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada
(December, 1925)
"0 our God ! We beg of Thee by
the King of Names and Maker of
heaven and earth, by the rustling of
the leaves of the Tree of Life and by
Thine utterances, through which the
realities of things are drawn unto us,
to grant that the unity in the love of
God may be speedily established
throughout the world; that Thou wilt
guide us always and unmistakably to
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whatever Thou wouklst have us to do.
and that we may ever he strong and
fully prepared to render instant, exact
and complete obedience."-BAHA·u'LI.AH.
Dear friends in 'Ahdu'l-Baha:
Four years have passed since the
Center of the Covenant withdrew into
His world of spirit where, as we have
been so definitely assured, His unfailing protection, help and inspiration
can be extended universally to guide
the Cause of God and bless those who
sincerely strive to assist its promotion
East and West, North and South.
During this time the anxieties of
His followers have been allayed, their
griefs transmuted into deepened faith,
their divisions removed, their doubts
been turned into ardent yearning, and
their devotion to Him kindled into a
flame of selfless prayer for the success
of His divine mission to humanity in
this great Day of God.
With unbelievable swiftness the beloved Guardian, the Master's last gift
to the world, has established the firm
basis of world-wide Baha'i unity, created the means of consultation, produced the facilities of definite decision,
and multiplied our capacity for concerted action.
'
Now the hour has come when the
believers of the United States and
Canada are spiritually and materially
prepared to undertake in absolute harmony, with joyful determination and
with full and reverent appreciation of
its importance, a plan capable of revealing to the people of this continent,
and to the world, some worthy expression of the spirit breathed into the
hearts of the friends of God.
Such a plan has been formulated by
the National Spiritual Assembly,
deeply conscious of its responsibility
both to the Guardian and to each and
all of the friends for the success of
that signal portion of Baha'i service'>
committed to the believers in the
United States and Canada.
Objects of the Plan
"Know thou, verily, all the doors
are closed except the doors of the
Kingdom of God! All the trees are
without fruit except the tree of life
planted in the paradise of God! All
the winds are disquieting to the soul
except the breeze of God! All the
cups are bitter except the cup of the
love of God! Everv benefit vanisheth
except the food of 'heaven. It is incumbent upon thee to partake thereof."-' ABDU'L-BAHA.
The objects of the plan are, in brief,
to unify the efforts and enlarge the
numbers of the Cause in North Amer-

MASHRIQ'UL-ADHKAR FUND
BALANCE SHEET
March 31, 1925
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash in Bank ..................... .
Real Estate and Temple Building
Land (purchase price) ............. .
Improvements to Land ............. .
Temple Building
Construction ..................... $204.828.46
Model ..........................
8,932.50
Plans for Temple. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8,728.10
Louis Bourgeois-On Contract .... 36,700.00

$
$ 51,500.00
5,706.76

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities
Notes Payable
Northern Trust Co ........................... $
Louis Bourgeois ..............................
Excess of Assets over Liabilities ................ .

2,826.31

259,189.06

316,395.82
$319,222.13

4,000.00
3,000.00 $

7,000.00
312,222.13

$319.222.13
ica, penetrate the consciousness of the
public with the spirit of Baha'u'llah,
and by the end of three years at most,
accumulate, in response to the request
of Shoghi Effendi, a fund of $400,000.00 to construct the first unit of the
superstructure of the Mashriqu'l-Adhbr at Wilmette, Illinois.

SHOGHI E F FEN D I ' S ENDORSEMENT OF PLAN OF
UNIFIED ACTION
Cablegram to National Assembly,
January, 1926
"Congratulate National Assembly on
Plan. Noble in conception, sound in
method, forceful in its appeal. Fully
endorse it. Commend it to every declared believer, joyously pledging
ninety-five dollars a month as my humble share. Beseeching Divine assistance."
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Agreement With Mr. Bourgeois As
Temple Architect
This agreement made this 27th day
of June in the year One Thousand
Nine Hundred and Twenty-five by and
between the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada and the Baha'i Temple
Unity, a corporation organized and existing under the Religious Corporation
Act of the State of Illinois, party of
the first part, and Louis Bou;rgeois, of
Chicago in said State, architect, party
of the second part.
Witnesseth, that

Whereas the said BaJui'i Temple
has through due and legal action of its corporate annual meeting
held at Chicago, Illinois, May 23,
1920, chosen the design of said Bourgeois as the basis for the erection of
a Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, i.e., the Temple
of Worship thereof, at Wilmette, Illinois, on the land owned by said
Unity, and
Whereas through the action of the
Annual Convention or meeting of said
Unity held in Chicago, Illinois, on
April 23-27, 1921, due provision was
made and authority conferred upon the
Executive Board thereof to enter into
a contract with said Bourgeois and the
substantive elements of such contract
were defined and certain acts done and
transactions entered into prior thereto
by and between said Unity and said
Bourgeois were duly ratified and confirmed by said Convention, and
Whereas by due and appropriate action of the annual meeting of said
Unity held at Worcester, Massachusetts, in April. 1924, the Executive
Board of said Unity was duly constituted as the N atiollal Temple COl/!.mittee of the N ational Spiritual Assembly and acting under the appointment and supervision of that body, and
Whereas said Bourgeois has heretofore constructed a Model in plaster
of the Temple design at his own expense,
Now, Therefore,
Said National Spiritual Assembly.
and the Executive Board of said
Baha'i Temple Unity, a corporation
aforesaid, and said Louis Bourgeois
[! nity
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mutually and in unity seeking the divine confirmation upon this undertaking, and in consideration of the sacred
and holy work in which we are commonly engaged, and the further consideration of $1.00 and other valuable
considerations paid by each to each, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,
do, by these presents, solemnly undertake and agree as follows:-

I. Said Party of the First Part to
purchase from said L014is Bourgeois,
and said Bourgeois to sell, transfer
and convey to said party of the first
part, all his right, title and interest in
and to the Temple model above mentioned, and to the complete design of
said Temple, including all plans and
sketches associated therewith and the
full photographic or other reproductive rights of said model or design, all
for the full and just sum of Sixty-five
Hundred ($6,500.) DoIlars.
Said
Bourgeois hereby acknowledges the
receipt of said sum of Sixty-five Hundred ($6,500.) Dollars paid by said
Unity to him, the said Bourgeois, in
full satisfaction of the consideration
stated in this paragraph. And said
Bourgeois hereby for said consideration received, conveys to said party
of the first part all and whatsoever
his right, title and interest in said design, plans, sketches, photographic and
other rights attached thereto.
II. Said Bourgeois agrees further
for himself, his heirs, administrators
and assigns, that the architectural
design embraced in said model, drawings, or architectural conception
thereof, substantially as accepted and
chosen by the annual meeting of said
Baha'i Temple Unity, held in New
York, April, 1920, shall not, in whole
or in part, be used or embodied by
him, his heirs, administrators or assigns, in any other Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
or other structure for religious purposes -in which he, his heirs, administrators or assigns, are directly or indirectly interested except with the permission of said party of the first part,
its successors and assigns. In the
event that said party of the first part
or its successors shall in the future
desire to use said design and architectural conception in the construction of
an additional Mashriqu'l-Adhkar or
other religious structure, then and in
that event it is understood and agreed
that if such intention is to take effect
during the physical and mental life of
said Bourgeois, he shaIl be given the
first opportunity to be employed as
architect of said structure, and shall be
so employed if he desires it, and is
physically and mentally qualified to the

TEMPLE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
To March 31, 1925
Boring ................ $ 1,905.21
Building Permit ....... .
1,200.00
H. J. Burt, Engineer ... .
8,000.00
Caisson Contract ...... . 76,350.00
Basement Section ...... . 108,500.00
Lumber, Building Materials and Labor ....... .
2,339.95
Roofing .............. .
2,050.00
Painting Ceiling of Basement ............... .
100.00
Sewer Work .......... .
475.00
Installing Water ....... .
623.60
Waterproofing ........ .
416.50
Electric W-iring ........ .
261.60
Trucking on Grounds .. .
133.00
Three Furnaces ....... .
1,006.20
Electric Heater and Misc.
Hardware ........... .
74.15
Oil Burner Installation .. .
69.80
Skylights ............. .
1,000.00
Lumber, Partitions and
Boardwalk .......... .
323.45

$204,828.46
satisfaction of said party of the first
part.
III. Said Bourgeois agrees also to
render complete architectural services
necessary for the construction and
completion of the Temple, including
preparation of all necessary preliminary designs, sketches and working
plans, details and specifications, scale
details, full size details and all plans
of whatsoever nature that are necessary or may he required for the erection of the Temple and its completion.
exterior and interior, with power plant
therefor, subject to the folowing exceptions:(a) The plans for the interior of
the building are to include a simple and
complete finish, but not necessarily interior decorations of an elaborate or
decorative nature.
(b) Decorative dome-interior ceiling is not included.
(c) In the construction of a power
plant, said Bourgeois' services are limited under this contract to the design
of the exterior, together with plans,
details and specifications, etc., required
in connection therewith; it being understood that all engineering work including mechanical equipment may be
made as a separate contract with engineers, at the discretion of the National
Spiritual Assembl;y and under its supervision.
IV. For his complete services as
said architect, said Unity agrees to pay
said Bourgeois the sum of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars in American

s
currency, in the manner following:(a) In the year 1920 the sun1 of
One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Fifty ($1,950) Dollars, receipt of
which is hereby acknowledged.
(b) In the year 1921 the sum of
Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.
(c) It is mutuaIly understood and
agreed that said Bourgeois shall give
his full working time to the carrying
out of this contract as said architect
until all the working drawings, plans
and specifications hereinafter in this
paragraph referred to have been made
delivered to and accepted by th~
Executive Board of said Untity.
Upon the completion and delivery of
a full set of working plans and specifications such as in the usual architectural practice are furnished for the
purpose of receiving estimates from
contractors for the complete structure, which said plans and specifications ·shall first be acceptable to and
accepted by said Board and by its
structural engineer, said Bourgeois
shaIl be entitled to receive on account
of this contract the further sum of
Fifteen Thousand ($15,000) Dollars,
making the total payments, under the
architectur~l features of this contract,
up to that tIme, the amount of Twentysix Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty
( $26,950) Dollars. And the conditions
heretofore expressed in this Section C
having been complied with, said Bourgeois hereby acknowledges receipt of
payment from the party of the first
part of said amount of $26,950, including the amounts set forth in Sections A, Band C of this .paragraph.
. . . Said party of the first part hereby acknowledges receipt and delivery
from said Bourgeois of certain plans
and specifications referred to in this
paragraph prior to the payment of said
sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000)
DolIars as per certificate of its structural engineer.
(d) FolIowing the completion and
delivery of said plans and specifications and the payment of said sum of
Twenty-six Thousand Nine Hundred
and Fifty ($26,950) DolIars, all future payments on the balance due said
Bourgeois under this contract shalI be
made on the following basis :-Said
party of the first part to pay said
Bourgeois two and one-half (2~%)
per cent on all work and construction
which has been duly accepted by said
party of the first part and its engineer,
to be estimated on the contract prices
therefor, done after the completion of
the contract for the basement secti011
under construction by McCarthy
Brothers, Contractors-until the totai
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amound paid said Bourgeois, including
the amounts previously acknowledged
as paid in this contract, shall equal
Thirty-seven Thousand Five Hundred
($37,500) Dollars. It is understood
and agreed, however, that a minimum
of Three Thousand ($3,000) Dollars
yearly shall be due and payable to said
Bourgeois from said party of the first
part in any event until the differences
between said sum of Twenty-six Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty ($26,950) Dollars and said sum of Thirtyseven Thousand Five Hundred ($37,5(0) Dollars shal1 have been paid, and
said Bourgeois hereby acknowledges
receipt of the sum of $9,750.00 as paid
by said party of the first part during
the years 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925
on acocunt of the Ten Thousand Five
Hundred and Fiftv ($10,550) Dol1ars
due him under thi:s section, representing the difference between said $26,950
and said $37,500.
(e) The final balance of Twelve
Thousand Five Hundred ($12,500)
Dollars, to complete the Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars total to be paid
to said Bourgeois under this contract,
shal1 be paid at the rate of one and
one-quarter (1 %%) per cent of the
sums contracted for and expended by
the party of the first part as construction proceeds following the completion
of the basement section. Amounts
thus becoming due with respect to this
final balance shall be payable to said
Bourgeois at the time the contractor's
certificate is issued and paid from time
to time.
V. It is further understood and
agreed that the expense of draftsmen
incident to the architect's office necessary at any time during the duration
of this contract and up to the amount
of Five Thousand ($5,000) Dol1ars,
shall be paid by the party of the first
part, also any necessary drafting material to be furnished by the party of
the first. Said Bourgeois hereby acknowledges receipt from said party of
the first part of said amount of Five
Thousand ($5,000) Dol1ars for draftsmen expenses; and also receipt of any
necessary drafting material in compliance with this section of the contract
to date.
VI. It is further understood and
agreed that suitable working quarters
for the architect whenever necessary
for use by him in his work as architect,
in the carrying on of the construction
of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, are to be
furnished by the party of the first part.
VII. It is expressly understood and
agreed that in the case of the death of
said Bourgeois, or should he become
incapable from any cause from carry-
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ing on his work under this contract,
the party of the first part shall have the
right to terminate this contract, and in
such event, to estimate the fair value
of the services rendered by said Bourgeois to that date, taking in account the
value. as documents of service, of all
plans prepared and accepted, and of
any other services rendered under this
contract not already paid for. Should
the decision of said Board be not acceptable to said Bourgeois, his heirs,
administrators or assigns, the matter
shall be final1y arbitrated and determined in the manner hereinafter provided.
VIII. In the event that any difference shall arise between the parties in
the interpretation of this contract or
of any procedure thereunder, and the
parties are unable to agree in adjustment thereof, final arbitration shall be
had in the manner following :-Each
of the parties hereto shall select one
arbitrator, which two arbitrators shall
endeavor to agree to a just solution of
the question before them. It is agreed
that on the part of the party of the
first part the arbitrator chosen by it
may be a member of the said National
Spiritual Assembly. In the event that
such an agreement shall not be arrived
at by the two arbitrators first named.
a third arbitrator shall be selected by
said arbitral representatives of the said
National Spiritual Assembly and said
party of the second part mutually,
whose decision shall be final. The cost
of such arbitration shal be borne equally by the parties hereto.
It is expressly understood and
agreed by the parties hereto that this
contract shall apply and take effect as
of the date of December 10, 1920.
In witness whereof the parties hereto, the party of the first part by the
Treasurer and Secretary of the Executive Board of said Baha'i Temple
Unity, thereunto duly authorized, and
said Louis Bourgeois, set their hands
and seals and to another instrument of
like tenor and effect this day and year
above written.
National Spiritual Assembly
Baha'i Temple Unity
For the Baha'i Temple Unity by
(signed) CARL SCHEFFLER, Secretary.
For the National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada,
(signed) FLORENCE MORTON,
Treasurer
(signed) LOUIS BOURGEOIS

Excerpts From Agreement With
Mr. Bourgeois Concerning His
Studio on Temple Land
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada and the Baha'i Temple Unity,
a religious corporation, organized under the Religious Corporation Act of
JIlinois, are hereinafter referred to as
the first party and Louis Bourgeois of
Cook County, Illinois, is hereinafter
referred to as the second party.
The first party and the second party
mutually agree together as follows:
The first party, that is, the Baha'i
Temple Unity, has purchased land at
Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois, to
provide a site for the erection of a
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, i. e., Temple of
Worship.
The first party also purchased the
design and model of said second party
as the basis for the erection of its
Temple of Worship, and the first party
and the second party made an agreement concerning the employment of
second party by first party as architect
for said structure. This agreement
was evidenced by the written contract
of the parties, dated June 27, 1925,
in which it was agreed among other
things:
"VI. It is further understood and
agreed that suitable working quarters
for the architect whenever necessary
for use by him in his work as architect, in the carrying on of the construction of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, are to
be furnished by the party of the first
part."
The parties hereto make this writing
for the purpose of further evidencing
their agreement concerning the studio
building heretofore erected by the second party on the land of the first party
and further agree respectfully as follows:
1. The party of the second part
agrees that he uses said building only
as working and living quarters in his
work as architect according to the
terms of said contract of June 27,
1925 and further that all bills for labor and materials for the erection of
said building and appurtenances are
paid in full and that no person, firm
or corporation has, to the knowledge
of second party, or claims to have any
lien or claim for lien under the laws
of the State of Illinois, commonly
called the Mechanics' Lien Law against
said premises for labor and materials
supplied to said studio building or appurtenances. That he claims no interest in the real estate hereinbefore described and no right concerning the
same excepting only so far as this
agreement evidences a privilege to keep
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his studio building thereon for the
period hereinafter mentioned. That he
will not suffer the same to be used for
any unlawful purpose or for any purpose whatsoever other than as reasonably necessary working and living
quarters for his work as architect in
carrying on the construction of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. That he will not
sublet said premIses to anyone, if at
all, except to well recommended and
respectable people for studio and living quarters only and will require said
tenants to move if their tenancy interferes with the tax exemption of said
property, which is now being used for
religious purposes. That said studio
building is now com plett. That he will
flot make any alterations or repairs
thereon without first obtaining the consent of the first party and without first
securing to first party waivers and releases sufficient to release any claim for
lien on account of such repairs or alterations, and that he will not suffer
any waste of said building or the
premises whereon it is situated.
2. And the first party, in consideration of the premises and for the purpose carrying out its said contract of
June 27, 1925, agrees that during the
construction of said Temple of Worship, pursuant to the terms of said contract of June 27, 1925, the second
party may at his own risk and responsibility, maintain said studio building
as hereinbefore provided upon the said
real estate without the payment of any
further rental than the agreements
herein contained.
3. And the first party and the second party further agree together that
upon the termination of the employment of the second party as architect
for the first party according to the
tenns of the contract of June 27, 1925,
the first party may, at its option, purchase said studio building for the sum
of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000);
but if the first party shall fail within
the specified time to elect to purchase
said building under said option or shaH
give notice in writing that it has elected not to purchase the same, then in
such case said second party, his heirs,
executors and assigns agrees to remove
said building from said premises within six months from the expiration of
the option time, but agrees that in
case notice shall be given of the first
party's election not to purchase said
building to remove the same in six
months from the time of such notiee
and the first party agrees that the secony party may then be allowed to remove such building.
The second party agrees in case of
removel of the building under the

terms of this contract that he will remove the same at his own expense,
that neither he nor anyone claiming
under him shall be entitled to any claim
against the first party or against the
real estate herein described for the
cost of such removal. Further that
he will cause the same to be removed
in a workmanlike maner and in such
fashion that there shall be no injury to the said Temple of Worship or to any other structure upon the
premises of said first party or any part
thereof and in such fashion that there
shall be no claim for damages or compensation by any third party on account of such removal and further
that he will leave the grounds where
said building is situated in a safe condotion without pits or holes or other
unsafe places.
Dated this sixth day of April in the
year One Thousand Nineteen Hundred and Twentv-six.
In Witness 'U7 hereof the parties
hereto, the party of the first part by
the Treasurer and Secretary of the
Executive Board of said Baha'i Temple Unity, thereunto duly authorized,
and said Louis Bourgeois, set their
hands and seals and to another instrument of like tenor and effect this day
and year above written.
National Spiritual Assembly
Baha'i Temple Unity
By:FLORENCE R. MORTON,
Treasurer, N. S. A.
CARL SCHEFFLER,

Secretary, B. T. U.
LOUIS BOURGEOIS

AGREEMENT WITH
RESEARCH SERVICE, INC.
March 22, 1930.
Trustees for the Benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and
Canada,
Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary,
125 East 10th Street,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Holley:
After a general conference with you
and your associates, it is understood
that the Trustees for the Benefit of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada desire to enter into an agreement
or understanding. with The Research
Service, Inc., of Washington, D. C,
in order to bring about under the supervision of The Research Service,
Inc., prompt and economical construction of that part of the superstructure
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"Now the day has arrived in
which the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual temple, shall be erected in America!
I entreat God to assist the confirmed believers in accomplishing
this great service and with entire
zeal to rear this mighty structure
which shall be renowned throughout the world. The support of
God will be with those believers
in that district that they may be
successful in their undertaking,
for the Cause is great and great;
because this is the first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in that country
and from it the praise of God
shall ascend to the Kingdom of
Mystery and the tumult of His
exaltation and greetings from the
whole world shall be heard!
"Whosoever arises for the service of this building shall be assisted with a great power from
His Supreme Kingdom and upon
him spiritual and heavenly blessings shall descend, which shall
fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes
by beholding the glorious and
eternal God!"- ' ABDU'L- BAHA.
of the Baha'i Temple now under consideration.
1. The Trustees have already completed the foundation for the Temple
in the village of Wilmette in the State
of Illinois. They have available the
sum of four hundred thousand dollars
with which to continue building on
this foundation. The Trustees, desiring that the work be continued as expeditiously as possible and having confidence in the ability of Th~ Research
Service, Inc., are willing to entrust to
this Service in the manner hereafter
defined, the continuance of construction until the funds available have been
expended in whole or in part in carrying out the plans decided upon by
the Trustees.
2. The Research Service, Inc. offers to undertake the work of supervision of construction for an amount
equivalent to eight per cent (8%) of
the sums to be paid by the Trustees to
contractors, material men and others
engaged in the completion of the
Temple.
For and in consideration of this
eight percent The Research Service,
Inc. agrees to complete the necessary
structural and engineering plans, to
prepare specifications leading to the
awarding of contracts, to supervise
the construction and see to it that work
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is properly performed in the most economical and efficient manner, and to act
as the agent of the Trustees in securing the performance of any unfinished
elements of their contract with the
architect, Louis Bourgeois.
3. It is understood that the completed architectural plans (as distinguished from structural and engineering plans), are to be furnished by the
Trustees under their existing agreement with Louis Bourgeois.
4. In order to facilitate this work
it is agreed that the Trustees are to
place to the credit of The Research
Service, Inc., the sum of five thousand
dollars, upon acceptance of this contract. This sum is to be drawn upori
by The Research Service, Inc. in order
to pay draftsmen, inspectors, and
structural engineers, also for consulting and advisory services including
those of individual experts of The Research Service, Inc. As this sum is
drawn upon or depleted, additional deposits are to be made by the Trustees.
keeping the total amount available to
The Research Service, Inc., at approximately five thousand dollars at the beginning of each month.
The revolving fund thus constituted is to be a charge or debit standing
against The Research Service, Inc. On
the opposite side of the account the
Service is to be credited with such portions of the eight per cent as are
earned as shown by payments made to
contractors, material men and others
during the course of construction. The
aggregate of these credits is not to exceed eight per cent of the total expenditure for construction.
5. It is understood that all expenditures for legal advice and aid in preparing contracts, or for other legal services, are to be paid by the Trustees
and are not to be a charge against The
Research Service, Inc., although the
latter will assist in preparing the engineering or physical data for such
contracts.
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6. 'In order to secure the best bids,
the lowest prices and cash discounts, it
is essential that the Trustees do all in
their power to assure prospective bidders and others that prompt payment
will be made and that there will be no
delay in settlement for labor and materials, provision being made for expeditious auditing and immediate payment of just daims.
7. The Research Service, Inc. will
prepare monthly or quarterly in advance a concise statement of work proposed and the probable cost so that
the Trustees may be advised of the
payments to be made each month.
S. It is intended that this agreement shall relieve the Trustees from
responsibility for the installation, continuation and completion of the work
agreed upon. It is believed that it will
be practicable under this agreement to
secure considerable savings in ultimate
cost. This can come about through
special prices or concessions. The
Research Service. Inc. enters into the
spirit of this undertaking and desires
to extend the Trustees full cooperation
in the execution of this agreement.
Your acceptance of this proposal will
constitute a contract.
Very truly yours,
F. H. NEWELL.

Temple Contribution From
Trans jordania
To the honored members of the National SpiritHal Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and
Canada, and the promoters of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkflr.
Bah3.'u'llah says in one of His tablets: "0 ye people of the world, ye are
the fruit of one tree and the leaves of
one branch: Be united and love one
another."
Praise be unto God that these holy
words have exerted such an influence
that day by day the people of BaM
are exerting increasing effort in coop-

erat~ng with one another and in promotmg unity and understanding between the East and the West. How
great is this power for it has aroused
the heedless, defeated the enemy and
brought about the downfall of the
Covenant-breakers. I t is now the time
for the faithful friends of 'Abdu'l'Baha to arise for the execution of his
words, "Arise with pure intention to
serve the common weal and to sacrifice
your personal interest for the good of
all mankind."
Dearly beloved brothers and sisters,
how happy you must be to be able to
render such a glorious service in connection with the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
You should render praise to Baha'u'llah who will surely aid and assist you
according to his words: "'Verily, we
behold you from our Abha Kingdom
and will assist whoever arises to proclaim our Cause with the army of the
Supreme Concourse!"
On November 27, 1929, the Guardian of the Cause has addressed a circular letter to the friends throughout
the East appealing to them to arise and
reinforce the efforts exerted by the
American believers regarding the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. Our friends in
the East will undoubtedly exert the utmost endeavor after the receipt of this
letter. He has sent a copy of this letter to the village of 'Adasiyyih.
After the receipt of the circular letter of the Guardian, the inhabitants of
the village have each according to his
or her ability offered their contribution
to this Assembly who in turn have
submitted them to the Guardian that
it may be forwarded to America. Our
hope is that we may also be assisted
to render a befitting service in this
golden age of the Cause of God.
Wishing you success at the Holy
Threshold,
T~e Spiritual Assembly of 'Adasiyyih.
(sIgned) RUSTAM AKHTAR KHAVAR.
Secretary
December 29, 1929.
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Notice to Delegates
This NEWS LETTER contains
the Aimual Reports previously
presented orally during the Convention sessions. Delegates are
requested to study the reports
this year in printed form, before
the Convention opens, in order
that the sessions may be more
fully devoted to that consultation
and discussion desired by the
Guardian.
The Convention Agenda will
be
. distributed at the
. opening sesslon.

Kenosha, Wisc. ...............
Milwaukee. Wisc. .............
Racine, Wisc. .................

2
2
1

Total ...................... 95
*Disqualified by lack of required
number of believers.
Convention Call
February 21, 1930.
To the Baha'i Communities of
the United States and Canada.
Dear Co-workers of Shoghi Effendi:
The Twenty-Second Annual Convention of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada will be held in the
Foundation Hall of the Mashriqu'lAdhflar, Wilmette, Illinois, on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, April .25, 26
and 27, 1930. This notice is sent to all
participating Baha'i Communities in
accordance with Article VIII of the
By-Laws.
Will each local Spiritual Assembly
proceed as soon as possible to call a
special meeting of the Baha'i Community for the election of its delegate (or
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delegates) .
Please bring to the attention of that
meeting the information contained in
the enclosed papers.
An immediate election of delegates
is desirable, for the reason that the
National Assembly wishes each delegate to propose subjects considered
suitable for the Convention Agenda.
All suggestions received from delegates will be carefully studied, and the
Agenda will reflect the combined views
of the delegates as far as possible. The
final date for suggestions is April 15.
Last year fifty-six out of the total
of ninety-five delegates were present,
and it is hoped that even more will be
present at the Twenty-Second Annual
Convention. The Guardian has also
ex;pressed the wish that the believers
generally shall realize the importance
of attending the Convention sessions.
Some weeks before the .convention,
a Jetter will be issued giving all necessary information about hotel and
other living accommodations in Wilmette and vicinity.
Yours sincerely, in service to
Shoghi Effendi,
The National Spiritual Assembly,
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary.
Enclosures :-List of Participating
Communities; Registration of Delegates; Ballot for Absent Delegates;
stamped, addressed Reply Envelope
for Absent Delegates. This reply envelope should be used only for ballot
of absent delegate-not for returning
the registration of delegates.
Announcement by Convention
Committee
The coming convention, marking as
it does the consummation of the devoted efforts of the believers, is felt by
the Convention Committee to be a sea-
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"The NEWS LETTEIil which you
have lately initiated fulfills a very
vital function and has been
started admirably well. I would
urge you to enlarge its scope, ~s
much as your resources permit,
that in time it may devote a special section to every phase of your
activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian, financial,
educational and otherwise. That
it may attain its object it must
combine the essential qualities of
accuracy, reliability, thoroughness, dignity and wisdom. It
should become a great factor in
promoting u~derstanding! .prov~d
ing informatIOn on Baha ~ actlyity, both local and fore Ign, m
stimulating interest, in ,:ombating evil influences, .and in ~ph~ld
ing and safeguardmg th~ mstItutions of the Cause. It slOuld be
made as representa:tive as possible, should be replete with news,
up-to-date in its information, and
should arouse the keenest interest
among believers and admirers
alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate future, and I trust you
will devote your special attention to its development, and by
devising
well-conceived
and
world-wide measures transform
this NEWS LETTER into what I
hope will become the foremost
Bah:i'i Journal of the world."SHOGHI EFFENDI.

son of unique significance. Of even
greater lmportance than those many
matters for practical consideration
which must of necessity be brought
before the friends at this time, is the
cementing of new bonds of unity which
have made possible this outstanding
moment of achievement. which was
foretold by 'Abdu'l-Baha. in the following words: "Know ye that when
this Temple of God shaIl be built in
Chicago it will be to the spiritual body
of the world what the inrush of the
spirit is to the physical body of man,
quickening it to its utmost part and infusing a new light and power."
This is the time of joyous acceptance of new responsibilities and the
awakening to unprecedented opportunities that lie before us, to the end that
we may feel the greater stirring of the
new life that alI concede is already animating the body of our Cause in
America.
Having attained to a measure of
material sacrifice which has rewarded
us with the certainty of the resumption
of the building of the Temple, is not
this transitional moment between the
waiting hours of the past and the
opening doors of the future, that of
coming together to rededicate the temple of the heart, of which the outer
expression, as glorious as it wiIl be.
is but a symbol? It is hoped that the
liberation of the divine Bestowal at
this longed-for occasion may express
itself in an overwhelming love, uncolored by differences and opinions, in
which, as willing and indispensable
units of the great body of the Cause,
each of us may obtain a new comprehension of the unity of the whole.
\Ve have given of our means, now let
us sacrifice our desires, that we may
reach that solution to all our teaching
and administrative problems-the ultimate unity within the Cause of God
for which the Master yearned: "0 ye
friends of God! strive to attain to this
high and sublime station and show
forth such a brightness in these days
that its radiance may appear from the
eternal horizons. This is the real
foundation of the Cause of God; this
is the essence of the divine doctrine;
this is the cause of the revelation of
the heavenly Scriptures; this is the
means of the appearance of the Sun of
the divine world; this is the WG'}' of
the establishment of God upon the
bodilv throne."
M~y this hour which has gladdened
the heart of our beloved Guardian,
while bringing refreshment to the
Greatest Holy Leaf, lengthen to a time
when construction shall never cease
within the Divine Edifice.

"The Paramount and Vital
Issue"
"Nothing wilI be more conducive to my refreshment and
strength than the news of the resumption of the construction of
our sorely-neglected Temple.
This is the reason why I feel that
everything else. however urgent
and weighty, should be subordinated to the Temple activity,
which must for the present and
for some time to come be regarded as the paramount and
vital issue facing the American
believers."
-SHOGHI EFFENDI.

The Convention Headquarters will
be at Foundation HalI beginning
Thursday afternoon, April 24th. The
Hospitality Committee will be there to
greet any in-coming friends.
The Convention sessions will begin
promptly at 10 o'clock, Chicago time,
adjourning at 1 o'clock for lunch, and
resuming again at 2 :30 o'clock.
The Assemblies of Chicago, Wilmette and ICcnosha are uniting in preparing the Feast of Ridvan, which wiII
be held Saturdav at 6 o'clock at Convention Hall. AlI the other evenings
are left free, and if the delegates so
desire, may be used for Convention
work. In the event that this is not
found necessary, the Committee suggests that the believers meet on Friday
evening for an hour, with perhaps one
or two brief talks, some music and opportunity for pleasant social intercourse.
The headquarters of the National
Spiritual Assembly will be at the
Evanston Hotel, Evanston, corner of
Main Street and Forest Avenue.
Baha'i literature may be purchased
at Foundation HalI from Mrs. Ruth
CornelIo
ALFRED LUNT,
CARL SCHEFFLER,
AMELIA E. COLLINS,

CO1l'llention Committee.
Announcement by Hospitality
Committee
In reporting for the Hospitality
Committee, which is anxious to assist
the visiting friends at the coming Convention, we find that the Evanston Ho~
tel, which is on the Southwest corner
of Forest and Main St. in Evanston.
will be glad to take care of us at the
same rates that thev have offered for
the last two years. Single person,
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$2.50 and up. Two persons in one mination of the Temple plan. A few
room or three or four persons in a two believers still live whose memory and
room suite, $2 a person. The manage- personal experiences go back to the
ment will be glad to take care of spe- very dawn of the Baha'i 110vement in
cial conditions at regular prices. The America. These precious lives, berooms that were used last year to re- come so fruitful in the Day of God,
ceive the incoming delegates, can he bear witness to the power of the Holy
had at $4 as before.
Spirit through which the Center of the
We have quite a list of rooms in Covenant himself journeyed to this
private homes which can be obtained continent and raised the banner of uniby writing to Mrs. Edward Struven, versal peace. That presence, after
112 Linden Ave., Wilmette. Rooms eighteen years, is to be expressed in
for a single person are difficult to ob- the beauty of the Temple.
tain but Mrs. Struven has a few which
As we contemplate such facts, we
can be had for $2 a day. And rooms can appreciate to a certain degree the
for 2 or more persons can be had from fundamental character of the era now
$1 a day a person to $2 each.
ended and perhaps also discern the esMrs. Struven will be glad to hear sential outlines of the next Baha'i pefrom the friends as early as possible riod. For nearly thirty-seven years
in order to facilitate the matter of get- the American believers have been functioning as loyal individuals ,~ithin the
ting folks placed.
comparatively
small Baha 1 group.
HARRIET M. HILPERT,
Our contacts and spiritual relations
Secretary.
during that time have been far more
with each other as believers than with
the general public. The effect of
Baha'i Faith has been to transform
Annual Report of the National the hearts and minds of the individual
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
believers and, more especially since the
of the United States and
ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, to create
for the group a form of organic unity
Canada 1929-1930
reflecting the social teachings of
To the delegates to the 22nd Annual Baha'u'llah. Such problems as arise
Convention.
from the adjustments of human perDear Baha'i friends:
sonality have therefore loomed far
The current Baha'i year opened larger in our Baha'i experience than
with the Guardian's inspiring mes- will be the case when the American
sage cabled to the 1929 Convention: Baha'i group is compelled to direct its
"Overjoyed remarkable evidences vi- attention outward toward the public.
tality of Faith. Glorious self-sacrifice As a matter of fact, the time will unAmerican believers. Soon shipping doubtedly soon come when we will resilken carpet from Baha.'u'llah's shrine gard the internal problems and difficulas crowning gift on altar of Bahcl'i ties experienced in the past as trivial
sacrifice. Boundless gratitude. Tru- and unimportant in comparison with
est, deepest love."
the far more fundamental problem of
The year doses with the glorious· meeting the attacks of enemies and satachievement indicated by the comple- isfying the spiritual demands of the
tion of the Temple Fund, a result at- hearts of people prepared to accept the
tained without depleting the resources Revelation of Baha'u'llah.
In other words, we may already disof the believers in other lands. While,
therefore, the edifice soon to be con- .cern as the fundamental character of
structed represents the world-wide the Cause, in the new era now opened,
unity and devotion of the followers of the organic unity of a group having
Baha'u'IUlh, it stands predominently as active contacts and relations outside
an American contribution to the Cause, its own membership. This condition
and this fact will undoubtedly disclose will relieve the stress caused by personal contacts and produce that deeper
deep significance in the future.
In the spirit of joyous gratitude and more vital faith which is inspired
shared by all believers in the face of when believers are fulfilling the law
this great victory, we are conscious of of selfless service. Under those conthe fact that the construction of the ditions, the relations of the bt\lievers
Temple terminates an era of the Cause themselves will be one of mutual aid
in America and initiates the new and and inspiration and a group so funcgreater era to come. '''Ie can, there- tioning can exert a spiritual influence
fore, well afford to pause a moment immeasurably greater than it has exerand express heartfelt appreciation for cised up to the present time.
Let us now consider carefully the
all the years of Baha'i service which
has made possible the triumphant cul- significance of the communications re-
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ceived from the Guardian since the Jast
Convention.
The attention of all the believers is.
called to the other cablegram received
while the 1929 Convention was still in
session. In this message Shoghi Effendi laid down the principle that no
believer should refuse the results of
any Baha'i election or committee appointment. While this principle lays
upon every believer the obligation of
full loyalty to his fellow believers, it
also obliges every Baha'i elective body
not to place upon any individual believer burdens which conditions in his
or her personal life would make unendurable.
On Cktober 25, 1929, the Guardian
wrote the body of American believers
a letter dealing with the spiritual significance of the Temple. This communication made it clear that the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar is not to attempt
to unite the people of different religions by setting up altars to various
religions and permitting diverse methods of worship, but is to establish
unity on the sole basis of acceptance
of the station of Baha'u'llah. In this
letter Shoghi Effendi also reminded us
of the need of precaution in the acceptance of financial contributions
from non-believers or from those who
may regard themselves as Baha'is but
do oot accept the \Vill and Testament
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Such contributions,
he pointed out, are only to be accepted
with the understanding that they will
be devoted to purposes of general
charity and not incorporated in the upbuilding of distinctly BaM'i institutions, thus preventing any non-believer
from acquiring influence in the direction of Baha'i affairs.
The matter of 'contact with Orientals was clarified by the Guardian in
a letter written through his secretary
to the National Assembly. These instructions, already brought to the attention of believers through the
NEWS LETTER, make a distinction between admitting Orientals to exclusively Baha'i meetings or electing
them to membership in Baha'i Assemblies,and meeting them under such
general relations as believers are called
upon to make with any non-believer.
Weare to require proper credentials
before regarding any Oriental as a believer, but, on the other hand, we are
to show full 'Courtesy to Orientals
whether they have nedentials or not.
Another instruction from the Guardian this year has emphasized the need
of due review and approval of all literature published under Baha'i sanction and auspices. This matter is presented more in detail in the report of
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the Publishing Committee appended to
the report of the National Spiritual
Assembly.
Concerning the problem raised by
the action of Mrs. Ruth White in publishing a book reproducing both the
Persian and English text of the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha in its
entirety, advancing the assertion that
the Will is a forgery and even attacking the Guardian's personal integrity,
Shoghi Effendi has written that no
action should be taken by the Assembly without further word from him.
In this connection it will be remembered that the same author issued a
pamphlet attacking the Cause last year
and when this was brought to the
Guardian's attention he cabled the National Assembly that this attack would
soon subside and leave no traces behind.
The NEWS LETTER for July, 1929,
published a letter from the Guardian
addressed to Mrs. True as member of
the Temple Program Committee laying down a general principle for the
guidance of that committee in planning
meetings in the Foundation Hall. The
same principle seems to apply in the
holding of all public meetings under
Baha'i auspices and the friends are,
therefore, reminded of that important
communication.
The Guardian has also sent to this
country several communications with
reference to the New History Society.
On the one hand he has made it clear
that every individual endeavoring to
teach the principles of the Cause
should adhere to the form and spirit
of Baha'i administration as the sole
basis for the unity of the Cause. On
the other hand, he has pointed out the
need of loving wisdom in dealing with
individuals who are sincere in their
efforts to render service e\'en though
mistaken and misguided. in ;some of
their views and methods. Frequent
consultation between the members of
the National Spiritual Assembly and
the members of :the New Y9rk Spiritual Assembly have during the year
50ught to fulfill both of these requirements. The result at this date has
been to bring about a spirit of understanding and cooperation between the
New History Society and the Baha'i
community of New York. The local
Spiritual Assembly in fact has recently given the use of its headquarters for a series of public meetings
held by representatives of the New
History Society, and a group of people attracted to the Cause by the Society has been taught the principles
of Baha'i administration by Mrs. Beulah Lewis of Los Angeles, Mrs. May
Maxwell, secretary of the Teaching
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Committee, and bv Mr. Mountfort
Mills. The National Assembly fully
appreciates the fact that this situation
has not been confined to one city but
has raised important problems of
Baha'i loyalty in many parts of the
country. The friends are urged to
hold an attitude of good-will and serene patience pending the complete
solution of the problem. The National
Assembly is in close touch with the
matter.
The Guardian's cablegrams to the
National Assembly on the subject of
Temple construction will be presented
in that part of our report dealing with
the work of the Temple trustees.
For purposes of record it should also be stated here that Shoghi Effendi
has pointed out a serious error of
translation in the volume entitled
"Tablets of Baha'u'llah." This error
appears on page 53, in the paragraph
defining the legislative duties of the
The
universal House of Justice.
friends who possess copies of this book
are urged to make the following correction on the margin of that page:
"It is incumbent upon the Trustees of
the House of Justice to take counsel
together regarding such laws as have
not been expressly revealed in the
Book. (Of these) whatever they deem
advisable and proper that must they
enforce."
The National Assembly has for the
most part confined its communications
to the monthly NEWS LETTER durinfi
the past year. This poltcy has ot course
reflected the need for rigid economy in
order to promote the Temple Fund and
also the fact that the completion of that
fund has been so thoroughly recognized as the end and aim of all current
Baha'i activities in the U. S. and Canada. The Assembly has neither undertaken nor endorsed any activity which
might tend in any way to confuse or
retard the effort to fulfil that fund before the present Convention. The annual budget adopted at the beginning
of the year, as is brought out in the
treasurer's report, has been observed.
Each committee has been compelled to
exercise the most rigid economy, but
the appended reports reveal great accomplishments in many fields of Baha'i
serYlce.
One result of the concentration on
the Temple Fund since the adoption
of the Plan of Unified Action four
years ago, has been to stimulate the
initiative and deepen the responsibility
of local Spiritual Assemblies. We
should bear in mind the profound statement written bv the Guardian in one
of his earliest c~m111unications in which
he indicated that while authority was
vested in the National Assembly, pow-

er resides in the local Assemblies. The
advance of the local Spiritual Assemblies in the direction of ever increasing
power, implying responsibility on the
one hand and extension of Baha'i service on the other, seems to be one of
the most gratifying conditions evidenced by the Cause in America at this
time.
At the request of one local Spiritual
Assembly, the National Assembly has
carefully considered the possibility of
devoting part of the National Fund to
the relief of individual cases of suffering or indigence among the friends.
While the instinctive desire would be to
make such relief an important part of
national Baha'i policy, the Assembly,
nevertheless, came to the conclusion
that this important matter must still be
dealt with by the local Assemblies conFuture developments may
cerned.
bring about a change in this attitude
but the National Assembly this year
has felt compelled to subordinate every
other consideration to the needs of the
Temple Fund. Moreover, the institution of the local Spiritual Assembly
cannot attain its full maturity until
this element of humanitarian relief and
true spiritual justice has been developed.
The various incidents and events
which constitute the history of the
Cause in America since the 1929 Convention are very clearly indicated in
the reports of committees appointed by
the National Assembly. These reports
are in fact presented as an integral
part of the report prepared by the National Assembly. Regret is expressed
that not all committees have been able
to submit their reports in time for publication in the April NEWS LETTER
prepared especially for the information
of the delegates. The adoption of this
new system however is a step forward
from the point of view of Baha'i efficiency and unquestionably each committee in the future can plan its work
so as to submit an annual report on or
before the suggested date. In the present committee reports, references to
unfinished business yet to be passed
upon by the Guardian or the National
Assembly have been omitted.
At the time of this writing the specialcommittee appointed to undertake
the sale of the silk rug from the shrine
of Baha'u'lIah, donated by Shoghi Effendi, has been unable to arrange a
definite sale. The ideal, of course, is
to have the rug retained as a possession
of the American believers and preserved as the chief ornament of the
Temple interior.
The entire Baha'i world felt deep
concern for the welfare of the
Guardian and the Holy Family during
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the period of brief but bitter interracial
conflict which broke out in Palestine
last fall.
The disturbances were
brought to an end without harm to the
persons or interests of the Cause but
the event itself came as a vivid reminder of the many social changes which
must take place before the world can
be prepared to receive the blessings
of the new Manifestation. The Guardian's health, however, has been impaired during a large part of the year
-and this fact lays upon every believer
a special responsibility in making unnecessary claims upon Shoghi Effendi's
time and strength.
We have been informed that Shoghi
Effendi feels that two important international problems must be solved before steps can be taken to call for an
election of an international Spiritual
Assembly in accordance with the Master's Will and Testament. One of
these problems is the election of a National Spiritual Assembly in Persia by
delegates representing both men and
women believers. a result made difficult
by traditional views and customs in
that land. Persia, however, is undergoing such rapid improvements that we
understand it will be possible this year
or a little later to elect a National Spiritual Assembly under the same principles of general suffrage enjoyed ir.
this country: The other problem is
the construction of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar at Wilmette. The solution of
these two problems will undoubtedly
bring about a situation in the Baha'i
world making possible the election of
an international Assembly or House of
Justice. With such a center established the executive power and universal influence of the Cause will be
vastly reinforced.
Although, as the Guardian informed
us last year, the Mandates Commission
of the League of Nations approved and
accepted the appeal drawn up in behalf of the Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Baghdad, who petitioned
for the restoration of the houses of
Ba!1a'u'llah unjustly seized by the leaders of Shiah branch of Mohammadanism, the actual transfer of that sacred
property to the Cause has not yet been
effected.
The American believers,
however, have not been requested to
take any further action in the matter.
Another international matter still pending involves the relations of the Egyptian believers to the Government. As
in all Moslem countries, Egypt has no
civil status for marriage and other relationships, but these are determined by
Mohammedan religious law. This condition has brought about many difficulties for the Egyptian believers and the

Guardian has sought the aid of the
American National Spiritual Assembly
in making clear to the Egyptian Government that the Baha'i Movement is
an independent religion and the believers consequently should not be controlled by Moslem courts. Until the
National Assembly of Egypt has given
us information requested some months
ago, no action can be taken in the name
of the American believers.
The work of the Trustees appointed
under the Temple Indenture and also
of the Trustees under the Green Acre
Indenture is made part of this report,
since the two bodies of Trustees function under their respective indentures
for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada.
The Temple Trustees have been controlled bv the Guardian's instruction
that no 'expense should be incurred
until the full sum of four hundred
thousand dollars had been raised. This
instruction made it impossible until
the last week in March, 1930, to undertake the preliminary work which must
be done before contracts for the actual
construction can be placed.
The emergency caused by the rising
waters of Lake Michigan, which began
to encroach seriously upon the shore
line of the Temple land, made it necessarv to construct a bulkhead at a cost
of ~pproximately seven thousand dollars. The Guardian approved this
emergency measure.
The necessary preliminary work
leading up to the placing of the building contracts is as follows: first,
preparation of structural engineering
plans and specifications; second, completion of architectural plans and specifications; third, preparation of utility
plans and specifications (light, heat,
Yentilation); fourth,- plans for substructure and grounds.
The agreement entered into with
The Research Service, Inc .. on March
22. 1930. has enabled the Trustees to
carry out their responsibility with the
assistance of engineering experts who
will complete the unfinished plans and
specifications and supervise the construction. The Trustees have every
reason to believe that the cost of this
expert service will be saved through
increased economy in the purchase of
materials and the placing of building
contracts. After a preliminary analysis of the construction problem, The
Research Service, Inc., reported to the
Trustees that an immediate decision
must be made whether the construction
fund is to be spent for building the
first story of the Temple, with the
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decorative treatment of the external
surface. called for by Mr. Bourgeois'
design, or whether. with the same
amount of money, the Trustees should
build the entire structure of the Temple and have the external decoration
added later on when a new building
fund has been established. The latter
alternative was recommended as more
efficient and economical from the engineering point of view, and this
recommendation was endorsed bv no
less an architectural authority than Mr.
McGonigle. These facts were cabled
to Shoghi Effendi and the Guardian
instructed the Trustees to build the entire outer structure of the Temple at
this time. making it clear, however.
that the final result must be a Mashriqu'I-Adhkar with the beautiful external decorations as approved by
'Abdu'l-Baha.
Weare convinced that after considering both possibilities, the believers
will appreciate the wisdom of this decision. Perhaps none of us had previously realized that with the building
fund of four hundred thousand dollars
the entire structure of the Temple, including the glass dome, could be obtained. We are informed that this
work can be completed in approximately eighteen months.
The Trustees serving under the
Green Acre Indenture have been even
more limited than the Temple Trustees. Green Acre, together with all
other Baha'i activities, has been confined to a rigidly economical budget
during the past two years. As report~
ed by the Legal Committee, however,
a complete and accurate survey has
been made of the various parcels of
land at Green Acre for the first time.
With the exception of certain portions
of Green Acre Inn the physical property is in excellent condition.
At the date of this writing, the
Green Acre Trustees are awaiting the
final report of a research committee
appointed in the fall of 1929 to study
the equipment and possibilities of
Green Acre as a Baha'i teaching
center.
The activities at Green Acre during
the season of 1929 are described in
the report of the Green Acre Committee published with the other reports
of national committees.
Fundamentally, Green Acre stands
today as an unfulfilled opportunity and
challenge to the teaching capacity of
the believers in the U. S. and Canada.
The problem in its essence is spiritual
and not -material. When we have succeeded in combining a sympathetic and
intellectually stimulating presentation
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of the teachings together with a unified
and harmonious communitv life. Green
Acre will begin to come into its own
and fulfil the prophetic statements
made by the Master during his visit
in 1912.
Among the delegates participating
in the twenty-second annual Convention are representatives from four'
newly established local communitiesSouth Gate, Long Beach. Santa Barbara and Burlingame, California. The
cOl~lmunity established at Phae~ix,
ArIzona, as the result of the teachmg
efforts of Mrs. Edwinna Powell, Mrs.
Greenleaf and others following the
preliminary meetings held by Miss
Orcella Rexford. will, in all probability, elect its Spiritual Assembly this
year. In the East, a Spiritual Assembly will likewise be for the first time
elected by the believers of Binghamton,
New York, where the Cause was established by the devoted efforts of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Ives and the invaluable assistance of the Geneva believers. Pittsburgh, Pa., for many years
represented at the National Convention, will re-elect a Spiritual Assembly
this year, the local community having
been increased in number and stimulated in spirit by the presence of Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Ober and Mr. and
Mrs. Bishop Brown.
Springfield,
Mass., New Haven, Conn.. Visalia,
California and Fruitport, Michigan,
are unrepresented by delegates at this
Convention.
Consideration of the conditions prevailing in a number of centers containing true and steadfast believers insufficient in number as yet to elect a
Spiritual Assembly, indicates that as
soon as the teaching branch of Baha'i
activity can be brought to a degree
comparable with the Temple activity,
the number of established Baha'i centers in the U. S. and Canada can be
greatly increased. In most cases all
that is needed is the presence of a
well-qualified teacher for a continuous
period of several months. More frequent personal contact on the 'part of
traveling teachers, and a development
of written communication on the part
of the National Assembly through its
teaching and other committees, will
serve to bring the vital life-blood of
the Cause to many communities whose
loyalty and devotion are unquestionable but are at the present time deprived of the necessary reinforcement
of the larger body of the believers.
In conclusion, let us re-examine
briefly some of the more important
consequences we may confidently expect to follow the construction of the
Temple.
First, every Baha'i com-
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munity, committee, and, in fact, individual believer must assume a higher
degree of responsibility as representatives of the Cause in the eyes of the
general public.
Second, a thoroughly conceived and
effective policy of public relations, involving a systematic teaching program
and established publicity resources,
will undoubtedly be called for as the
result of intensified general interest
in the Baha'i Movement. It must be
pointed out that concentration on the
Temple construction fund at the expense of the teaching work has produced a condition requiring extremely
careful analysis .. Although the believers have served with such heartfelt
loyalty and sacrifice, and the construction of the Temple represents a public
expression of the Cause capable of revealing to the most skeptical the existence of a new religious order, nevertheless we have been unable to spread
the teachings with sufficient force to
keep pace with the ever-quickening
spiritual hunger of the people. We
must consequently either enlarge the
scope of our teaching plans or contemplate the possibility that the Baha'i
principles will be spread by individuals
and organizations imbued with the
spirit of the age but not connected with
the Divine Source. The episode of
the New History Society is a clear indication of what the American friends
must anticipate if our teaching program is not reinforced with increased
funds. Miracles have been accomplished by our Baha'i teachers who
work under straightened circumstances
which compel them to limit seriously
the range of their public influence
and appeal. The Baha'i teachings on
all current social problems are so illuminating and inspiring that we must
redouble our efforts to bring them to
the attention of responsible leaders and
progressive groups, both orally and in
printed form as was done in the case
of the newly published pamphlet entitled "The Baha'i Peace Program."
A truly providential influence can be
observed in the fact that the Baha'i
Cause was first publicly mentioned in
America in connection with the Parliament of Religions held at the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in
1893, and the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar will
be constructed before the date of the
second great World Fair at Chicago
in 1933. The American people are
thus themselves producing a mighty
sounding-board capable of reverberating the Message to all parts of the
country and in fact to many centers in
other lands. It behooves us to appreciate this providential condition and

with renewed determination and joy
prepare to meet our opportunity to
promote the message of the oneness of
mankind.
Yours faithfully,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

of the Baha'is of the U. S. and Canada,
By HORACE HOLLEY,
Secretary.
Baha'i Magazine-Editorial Department
The work of The Baha'i Magazine
differs from other work in the Cause
in that our Annual Report is written
chapter by chapter as the magazine is
issued monthly. Therefore, we feel
that to make an adequate report the
twelve issues of the Star should be
attached to and made a part hereof.
We feel, on the other hand, that it is
only necessary to make mention of
them in this way since the members of
the National Spiritual Assembly are
fully informed on the character of the
work as thus set forth from month
to month.
One of the first items to stress, we
feel, is this: it should be known that
no effort was made in the way of a
definite campaign for new subscribers.
On account of the tremendous needs
of the Temple, which were the first
consideration in the minds and hearts
of every devoted believer, it was not
in line with our duty this year to state
the need of the Star, only in so far as
we had correspondence with the appointed representatives of the Star,
and even they, in some instances, said
that they would take up the matter of
the Star and secure new subscribers
after the four hundred thousand dollars for the Temple needs were in
hand. However, even without any effort, we have been greatly encouraged
to see the advance in new subscriptions
and renewals over the year before.
Perhaps the thing which has brought
us the greatest joy in our work during
the entire year has been the greatly
increased interest taken in the magazine by those outside of the Cause.
Our Guardian has definitely instructed
us .to keep the magazine "distinctly
Baha'i as the official organ of the
Cause of Baha'u'lIah," but that we
should edit it in such a way as to interest outsiders as well as Baha'is.
This we have tried to do bv introducing material each month which would
have a broad universal appeal.
Letters and orders from Baha'is indicate that they are using their own and
buying additional copies to give to
strangers. Extra copies of every issue
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of the Star are sold each month. Libraries seem to want it. As an example just today we have received word
from a library out in Arizona. The
librarian writes: "The first number of
The BaJui'i Magazine has been placed
in our reading room. We appreciate
very much indeed being introduced to
this valuable reading matter which I
feel assured will be widely read by the
thoughtful among our people."
We have many other similar expressions on file, and only record them
here, be assured, so that you, under
whose supervision it is being published.
may be in touch with conditions and
know how the Star is being regarded
by those inside and outside of the
Cause. It is, generally speaking, considered a valuable aid in teaching. A
minister in the middle west who
wished to renew his subscription stated
that while he was not quite ready to
declare himself a Baha'i. the Star had
served to practically convince him of
the truth of the Teachings and that he
was at the point of accepting, and that
now he would hardly know how to get
along without the magazine.
vVe have felt somewhat restricted
of course in the matter of illustrations,
but we know that this part of the work
and improving some other physical
features of the magazine-making it
look more professional and attractive
-will come in due time when the
most important need in the Cause is
fulfilled, and when those in charge of
the publication feel that the time has
come for such improvements.
The great forward step of the year
we feel is the decision to attach to the
staff of the Staq- Corresponding Editors chosen from the different Baha'i
countries of the world. In answer to
a letter from us our Guardian said he
cordially and h~artily sanctioned this
move, ~nd we have since received the
authority from the National Spiritual
Assembly to act on this plan: We
have initiated proceedings lookmg toward the accomplishment of this valuable service, and in due time, therefore, we win have a Correspo!1ding
Editor in such important countnes as
Persia, India, Egypt, Palestine, ~tc.,
and we have asked that any appomtment be given the consideration and
sanction of the National Assembly or
Local Assembly of the respective
countries. Thus we will be assured of
further good materjal from these
countries, and we feel certain that this
will add greatly to the universal aspects of the magazine, and undoubtedly
increase the subscription list to a certain extent.
Altogether the outlook for receiving
the kind of material which our Guar-

dian would like to see in the Star is
more promising than ever. We have
never lost the vision of what the Star
might one day achieve in the way of
advancing greatly the Cause of Baha'tt'llah on the firm basis oC the Revealed \V ord.
We feel any progress whatsoever is
attained because of our Guardian's
prayers for the Star, and our absolute
dependence upon the Divinely Appointed Center.
STANWOOD COBB.
MARIAM HANEY.

Baha'i Magazine-Business
Department
The condition of the finances for
The Star are a little better this year
than last. A real effort has been
made to get new subscriptions and to
prevent old subscribers from stopping
the magazine. A few new subscribers
have cO.me through having seen The
Star in libraries or reading rooms,
showing the advisability of sending the
magazine to such places.
The inclosed statements will show
the status of the office.
The March subscriptions (payable
in l\Iarch) and not yet paid come to
$674.75. and other subscriptions are
due to the amount of $549.50. Most
of these will be paid before long.
\\le are not going to get the printing done for the same price the coming year. It will be perhaps $20 a
month more-and we would like a little extra for pictures which add so
much to the paper.
We do not see how we can ask for
more from the K. S. A. than the
$300 per month we have had.
A list of the property will be sent
under separate cover.
l\IARGARET B. McDANIEL,
Manager.
Indexing and Editing Unpublished
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahii
The indexing and compiling of typewritten copies of the Tablets in the
National Archives is the only portion
of the great task assigned by you that
we have been enabled to do any work
upon. vVe plead for your tolerance
because of the limited work accomplished since last June.
A very primitive filing system has
been adopted, but for the present stage
of the work is adequate. The order
of procedure is as follows:
Mr. Windust puts into Mrs. True's
hands packages and letters that have
been duly marked as to dates of their
receipts and contents as indicated by
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letters from the senders. A card index has been adopted giving name of
owner, date and translator of each
Tablet, and a statement whether the
original has been signed by 'Abdu'!Baha or not. Three typed copies of
each translation is made and placed in
letter files, alphabetically, for future
work. The contents of each package
is refiled in large envelopes, with an
index of contents on the face of the
envelope; the originals unfolded so
that the creases will not cause them to
split, and the correct translation accompanies each original. In matching
up these originals and their translations the assistance of a Persian or
Arabic scholar has been imperative.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi lives within walking distance of my home and has been
most gracious and generous of his time
in rendering me this most valuable
assistance, otherwise I could not have
accomplished this delicate task.
Mrs. Gertrude Struven volunteered
to undertake the prodigious task of
making the typed copies', double spacing them for future work. This is one
of the most valuable services, as by
this work a complete file of the contents of these precious documents is
being brought to life from chaos.
l\Jrs. Stuart French came to my assistance by offering to make a digest of
the contents of each Tablet. One typed
copy of each Tablet made by J\Irs.
Struven is mailed to Mrs. French who
returns these copies accompanied by
three typed copies of her digest. This
we feel is an invaluable aid to the
work; for we not only have drawn
out of the mass contents of the Archives. copies of the Tablets but have
prepared for future reference a digest
of them as a most valuable assistance
later to the work of compiling for publication. An immense amount of time
and patience has been required to initiate even these crude steps in systemization of the contents of the Archives.
It is far from being completed.
A word further as to the close detail that has been required. In many
cases the originals have been sent in
unaccompanied by their English translations and vice versa. In every case
endeavors have been made to supply
as many translations as possible from
believers who have compilations. Mrs.
Fannie Lesch and Mrs. Rachel North
have rendered valuable assistance to
me, in this field.
The above report concerns the material phase of the work, but the spiritual compensation to each and every
one who has volunteered in this glorious work is beyond the power of pen
to relate.

\
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Dr. Bagdadi, after spending hours
of close examination of the originals
in order to match up the right translations with them has remarked when
leaving that we had been in a divine
Rose Garden, inhaling the exquisite
fragrances from these documents containing the impress of the divine seal
and signature of the Beloved.
CORINNE TRUE.

Temple Program Committee
In compliance with the request of
the N. S. A., we desire to submit our
second report of the activities carried
on in the Foundation Hall.
Chief of these functions is the Sunday afternoon services designed to attract the Public. Owing to the kindly
consideration of the National Board
and, perhaps to some extent, to the
lack of funds to expend in more extended teaching fields, we were able to
depend upon Mr. Vail for the major
part of this work.
His carefully
planned series of lectures was well
adapted to attract and interest those
who came as seekers of Truth. Even
an indifferent public could not fail to
feel the charm and power of this illumined teacher.
A verage attendance 61
Average new faces 21
Largest attendance 105
The high standard of excellence set
by :\Ir. Vail in his long term of teaching was maintained by other speakers
who shared in the Sunday speaking;
thus lending variety and universality
to the programs. The helpers in this
line were Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler,
Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mrs. Sarah S.
Walrath, Mr. Albert R. Windust,
Mrs. Marge Ioas Ullrich, Miss Pearl
Easterbrook, Peoria, III., Mrs. Paine.
Urbana, III., Mrs. Corinne True, Mrs.
R. E. Moffett. Mrs. Gertrude Struven,
Mr. S. Schopflocher and Dr. Bagdadi.
Additional meetings have been three
Reconciliation meetings, at two of
which Mr. Bourgeois used slides, and
two group meetings for young women
from Y. W. C. A. settlements.
Undoubtedly, the most heavenly
meetings of all those held in the
Foundation Hall have been the major
Feasts and Commemor.ative services.
Following the policy of last year
which was in conformity with instructions received from Shoghi Effendi,
letters of invitation to attend were
sent to neighboring Assemblies: Milwaukee, Kenosha, Racine, Wilmette as
well as Chicago. Wilmette and Chicago Assemblies have shared or alternated in the preparation of the feasts.
These occasions have been times of

material and spiritual refreshment.
Soon after the last Annual ConvenReal spiritual joy has been the result tion, we secured from the United
of these meetings.
States Treasury Department certified
Another type of meeting quite re- copies of the Declaration of Trust.
cently has been inaugurated in the These were further certified to by the
Foundation Hall. Desiring to get bet- United States State Department and
ter acquainted with each other and to by the British Consul in Washington.
discuss in an inform,al way topics of One copy was forwarded to Shoghi
common interest, the neighboring As- Effendi for deposit and record of the
semblies decided to come together government authorities of Palestine.
once a month after the regular Sunday
The Guardian has referred our
service, serve refreshments and enjoy Declaration of Trust to the Persian
a social hour. To facilitate this end a:nd Egyptian National Ass'emblies,
and to accommodate the out-of-town with the request that the provisions
friends the time of meeting was of their constitutions should, as far
changed from 4 to 3 :30 P. M. So far as practicable, conform to this instruthe plan has worked well.
Mr. ment.
Scheffler has been present to answer
At the Annual l\Ieeting of the Green
questions about the Building Fund and Acre Fellowship on August 12, 1929,
related matters. These meetings give the meeting voted unanimously to aupromise of cementing the friends in thorize the Green Acre Trustees to
closer bonds of understanding and execute the Indenture of Trust for the
brother hood.
benefit of the National Spiritual AsAnother innovation that we are find- sembly. Following this meeting, the
ing practical and helpful is the addition Green Acre Trustees duly executed
of a registrar. Mrs. Nina Matthisen this Indenture of Trust. On Septemfills this office. At her table by the ber 14, 1929, this instrument was
entrance door all interested strangers signed by the nine trustees and placed
may register for notices, information on record.
and follow-up work of various kinds.
During the last two weeks of AuDr. Slater and Mr. Hilpert as ush. gust, 1929, your chairman with the
ers have taken faithful care of all who
attend the services. Mr. Struven has services of Mr. Albert Lord, a surveyor of South Berwick, Maine, made
cooperated with all arrangements made
field survey of the various parcels of
by us and Mrs. Struven continues to aproperty
which are included in the
exercise taste and economy in the arGreen Acre Indenture of Trust. Prerangement and purchase of flowers.
Special mention should be made of liminary plats have been made of these
properties and final drawings will be
Wilmette Life, a newspaper that has made
later and placed on record with
been generous in giving us free space
the County Recorder, Alfred, Maine.
for announcements.
Grateful acknowledgment should be This survey has made possible, for the
first time, the securing of an accurate
made for the financial support given by
record
of these Green Acre properties,
the Chicago Assembly for programs.
flowers and advertisements in two and will correct two errors in the records made by the court action of about
Chicago newspapers, leaving our committee financially responsible for only two and one-half years ago.
Upon the request of friends. your
two notices carried in Evanston pacommittee has made an investigation
pers.
relative to the National Assembly servWILLIS S. WILPERT. Chair11lall
ing as the administrator of an estate,
SARAH WALRATH, Treasurer,
and involving the guardianship of chilWILLIAM F. SLATER,
dren. In view of the financial and
GERTRUDE STRUVEN,
human relations involved, it seems best
SHELLEY PARKER. Secretary.
that all such cases should be handled
locally, with some bank or trust company in charge of the administration
Legal Committee
of the estate and some friend serving
The work of your Legal Committee as guardian for the children.
during the past year has been largely a
During the past two years, several
continuance of the organization work parcels of property have been given
which had been so well begun two or offered to the National Spiritual
years ago, with the adoption of the Assembly. Where such property is
Declaration of Trust. This basic ad- encumbered with mortgages, unpaid
ministrative document and accompany- taxes, special assessments. etc.. its
ing By-Laws is contained in pages 141 handling and disposition is a difficult
to 153 inclusive of "Baha'i Adminis- matter for the ~ational Assembly,
tration," and should be fully under- which maintains no real estate departstood by every believer in America.
ment or financial service. It is sug-
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gested for the information of the way as all other Baha'i literature is
friends that in the future, such gifts published." . . .
of real property should be free from
"The National Assembly voted that
all encumbrances, and if possible sold the Publishing' Committee before
and the proceeds given to the National printing any book or pamphlet, or reFund.
printing any existing book or pamphlet
Steps have been taken in consulta- shall obtain from this body a specific
tion with our Guardian to effect a set- and final resolution authorizing its
tlement of the estate of the late Maria publication, which resolution shall inP. Wilson of Malden, Mass. This clude the record of its adequate and
case has brought up the need of devel- pr.oper review by the Reviewing Comoping a legal method for the holding mittee of this body, and after such auof small properties by the National thorization has been obtained, no
Spiritual Assembly as a Voluntary As- changes nor modifications shall be
sociation or Trust.
made in the text or general make-up
The early resumption of the con- of any book or pamphlet.'
struction of the Mashriq-ul' Adhkar in
"It will therefore be desirable and
Wilmette, Illinois, will bring up many
necessary
for the Publishing Commitinteresting legal problems in the maktee to carry out this intention in its
ing of contracts, and the protection of
own relations with all other Committhe rights and interests of our beloved tees and individuals who may wish to
Cause.
donate private books or pamphlets to
By: ALLEN B. McDANIEL, Chairman, the Publishing Committee. The PubCARL SCHEFFLER,
lishing Committee should not accept
LoUIS GREGORY,
any title for sale as Baha'i literature
HORACE HOLLEY,
until the work in question and all the
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER.
conditions surrounding it have been
approved by the National Assembly."
Publishing Committee
4. In June, 1929, this Committee
The Publishing Committee desire voted that only the address of the Pubto submit the following report, outlin- lishing Committee be printed on Baing as fully as possible the work done a'i literature. In some early publicaduring the past year. and also to sub- tions addresses of the Baha'i centers
mit suggestions for the future exten- in different countries were printed, but
sion of the work:
as these centers were not permanently
1. In ~Iay. 1929, the Publishing located and often changed, the purpose
Committee was requested by the N. S. of the addresses given was lost. ThereA. to notify the Teaching Committee fore, the Publishing Committee has
and all Committees called upon to give considered it best for the present to
out free literature, that these Com- eliminate all addresses except the P.
mittl;(.s mu~t assume the cost of litera- O. Box Number. However, it is
ture from their own budget, as the hoped that in the very near future we
Publishing Committee is a manufac- will have a complete International dituring and selling department and rectory giving the permanent address
should be looked upon by all branches of the National Spiritual Assembly of
of the Cause as functioning in this ca- each country, and in this way make it
pacity and thereby fulfilling its duty in possible for traveling believers to get
working out the plan for unified ac- in touch with Baha'i activities in the
tion, so earnestly desired by the different countries.
Guardian in all departments of the ac5. In September, 1929, it was
tivities of the Cause.
adopted that in all reprints when old
2. In May, 1929, our treasurer, plates are used, new tranliteration
Mrs. Moore, was requested to render should be on jackets, covers, stamping
a monthly report of books sold. This and running heads and that a notation
is being done for inventory purposes to this effect should be made on rebut cash received for sales cannot tally verse of title page. It was also
as single entry bookkeeping does not adopted that names of authors, compilers or translators should be printed
permit of this.
3. In June, 1929. resolutions in re- in small type on title page.
gard to Year Book and Reviewing
6. In June, 1929, the Committee
Committee received from the N. S. A. reported that they had begun the assembling of a complete file of Baha'i
were adopted as follows:
"The Year Book Committee will literature and it is hoped in time that
henceforth be regarded as an editorial we will have a copy of every book or
committee and instructed to place the pamphlet which has been printed.
7. In June, 1929. the Committee
final manuscript in the hands of the
Publishing Committee to secure bids voted to keep 15ro of net receipts for
and to publish the book in the same any book where capital is donated out-
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right, this amount to cover handling
and overhead, also must keep a record
of all such donations.
8. On March 6, 1930 the folIowi~g resoluti~n was adopt~d: It is deSirable to pomt out to the believers the
difficulties raised by the action of individual believers who print books and
pamphlets without consultation with
the Publishing Committee and then
find it necessary to hand over the edition to the Committee to sell for them.
and the Publishing Committee feels
that in future it cannot be obligated to
a~ept such donations without queshon.
Special Information
Abdul-BaM in Egypt by Ahmad
Sohrab. Although this book was not
published by this Committee and for
this reason was omitted from the list
of books included in catalog, it bears
th~ approval .of . the Publishing Committee and will 111 future be listed in
the catalog.
Epistle to the\ Son of the Wolf~
translated and financed by Mrs. Julie
Chanler. The plates of this book are
the property of Mrs. Chanler and the
Publishing Committee is acting only
as a distributing agent. Mrs. Chanler
agreed that the customary trade discount of 65,% for handling would be
satisfactory.
Letter from Shoghi Effendi received
in June, 1929, asks us to discourage
the publishing of literature in cheap
editions.
Mrs. JAlulie Matthews submitted a
list of Baha'i books in the British Museum and said that the Curator would
like to know more about these works.
It was voted to send this list to Shoghi Effendi.
The Publishing Committee has been
given a column in the NEWS LETTER
which may be used to advertise special
offers of' books or call attention to new
books or reprints.
Tablets of Abdul-BaM, V ols. I anti
III. The plates have been checked up
preparatory to re-printing these valuable books and it is hoped that within
a few months we will fulfill the promises of the last few years.
Tablets of Baha'u'lldh. We have
planned to reprint this, but must wait
for a ruling from the Guardian in regard to parts which are incorrectly
translated.
Life and Teachings of Abbas Effendi. Regarding the printing of a
new edition of this Book-Certain
passages had been questioned as to
their authenticity, therefore a copy of
this book was sent to Haifa. We
asked Shoghi Effendi to verify this
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matter and give us a definite state- question of a new edition is now Im- cision from the Guardian. The report
ment. The reply from the Guardian minent and has been referred to the and recommendations sent in by the
states that he would not advise re- National Assembly.
Reviewing Committee regarding the
printing this work as it contains many
Voice Record of 'Abdtt'l-Ba.fui: Mr. "notes" were forwarded by the N. S.
historical inaccuracies. Therefore the Fleming has donated to the Publishing A. to Shoghi Effendi. The Publishing
plates for this book were ordered de- Committee the \Yords to go with this Co~ittee regrets exceedingly the unstroyed.
aVOIdable delay in not having this book
record.
Bahd'u'l/dh and the N e*"& Era,
Diville AI,t of Livil/.g: The original (already listed in the catalog) ready
Danish translation.
Mrs. J ohanne edition compiled by Mrs. Rabb and for sale.
Sorensen has arranged for this trans- published by Brentano's, is exhausted.
. TreastllYer's Report: This ,report
lation but cannot finance it. Shoghi Before reprinting, the question of the wIll be comnleted for the year ending
Effendi has contributed twenty pounds
authenticity of the quotations used was March 31, 1930 and will be given as a
towards the publishing and has re- brought to our attention by Shoghi separate report.
quested the Publishing Committee to Effendi and the ruling in effect that
Inventory: The inventory of Baha'i
undertake the additional financing of "no book must contain direct quota- bound books, pamphlets, photographs,
this book. We are in correspondence tions of 'Abdu'l-Baha. attributed to etc., shows a gross selling value of
with Mrs. Sorensen regarding further him in the accounts of individual be- $23,867.94 and a net value of $10,particulars.
lievers." In a letter dated June 19, 585.87, which represents cost, less
Reprints of Baha'i Literature
1929, from the N. S. A. to Mrs. Rabb 10% for depreciation and which may
During Year
she was asked to go over the book and be considered a tangible asset.
We have also catalogs on hand with
BaTui'i Proofs: June, 1929, printed mark the sources of these quotations
a
cost
value of $544.50 which may be
1000 copies of this title from plates on in a copy of the book. After the N. S.
hand. Selling price, $2.00 per copy.
A. and the Publishing- Committee went considered an asset.
Re-iterating our statement in report
Book of Assurance: September, over the revised copy and found that
1929, printed 1000 copies of this book so many of the quotations were from of 1929. we hope to eventually centralfrom plates on hand. Selling price, individuals and not direct words of ize the work of the Publishing Com~2.00 per copy.
'Abdu'l-Baha, the Publishing Commit- mittee in order that its activities may
Hidden U7 ords: September, 1929. tee wrote to Mrs. Rabb asking her to be based upon efficient business methFrom large stock on hand of paper re-write the book giving only direct ods. It is most essential that we have
bound books took 500 copies and quotations and endeavor to make a a method of bookkeeping which will
bound in blue cloth to sell for .SOc per book approximately the same size. The enable us to give clear statements at
copy.
Publishing Committee are very grate- any time, showing sales, cost of books,
BalllJ'u'lldlz alld the Nc'i.(' Era: Or- ful for the splendid spirit of coopera- overhead, etc., and a central office for
detail,
distributing
dered 2000 copies reprinted and bound tion shown by Mrs. Rabb and appre- manufacturing
in blue paper covers. Selling price, ciate the difficult task which she is do· stock and keeping the books and
records .
.SOc per copy.
ing for the Cause.
By:
MARION M. LITTLE, Secretary
Wisdom of 'Abdu'{-Balui: SeptemFeast Day Calendar: 1000 cards
LoULIE A. MATHEWS, Clzairrnan
ber, 1929, 500 copies bound from printed giving the 19 Day Feasts, also
Roy C. WILHELM
sewed books on hand. Selling prIce. the special Baha'i anniversaries.
BERTHA HERKLOTZ
.SOc per copy.
Baha'i Peace Program: Horace
HORACE HOLLEY
New Publications
Holley was authorized by the N. S. A.
MARIE MOORE
Whence Comes the Light: This to compile this book. The Publishing
book referred to in report of 1929, Committee offered to finance an ediInterracial Amity Committee
was brought out in June, 1929. and tion of 5000 copies, 2000 a deluxe ediwas financed bv 1\1rs. Loulie Mathews. tion bound in fabrikoid and 3000
"The convention of the colored and
Baha'i Census: 3000 copies pur- bound in paper. The N. S. A. has white was in reality a great work, bepurchased from the Publishing Com- cause if the question of the colored and
chased. SeIling price, .0Sc per copy.
Baha'i Catalog: Was issued in two mittee 500 copies to be mailed to a spe- white should not be solved it will be
parts, one for bound and higher priced cial list of names. Selling prices: productive of great dangers in futurE.
. for America. Therefore the Confirbooks and one for pamphlets, etc. Fabrikoid, $1.50; paper, .SOc.
Le Vrai Baha'i, referred to in 1929 mations of the Kingdom of Abha shall
10,000 of each edition were ready in
report as "Ce Que Veux Dire Etre un continually reach any person who
~November. 1929.
Races of Men, Many or One! by Baha'i" was published in December, strives after the conciliation of the colLouis Gregory. Reprint of articles in 1929, translated and financed by Mr. ored and the white."-vVords in a
Star of the West and afterwards Mathews. In the Spring of 1929, Mr. Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Bahii, commenting
passed by the Reviewing Committee. Mathews obtained permission from the upon the first Amity Convention held
Selling price, .IOc each. In lieu of English Publishing Committee to make in Washington, D. c., in 1921.
The National Committee on Interroyalty which Mr. Gregory did not this translation and also remunerated
wish to accept, we sent him 100 copies the widow of Dr. Esslemont with a racial Amity submits that within this
sum in excess of the usual royalties committee itself and among its workof our edition.
Prayer Book: It is gratifying to which was very much appreciated. ers the spirit of accord has been most
impressive and beautiful with full coknow that this prayer book (the manu- This book sells for 2Sc.
A Traveller's N arrati'Ue: 1000 un- operation on the part of each and all.
facturing of which was financed by
Mrs. Mathews) referred to iiI 1929 bound copies of this book were or- As the members are scattered among
report of which the first 2500 was to dered and received from the Cam- various cities nearl~ all consultation
be known as the Temple edition. has bridge University Press. England. in must be by correspondence. No comsold very well and $450 has been sent October, 1929. The binding of this mittee action has been taken upon matb.> the Temple Fund to date.
The book has been held up awaiting a de- ters referred to this committee by its
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chairman that has not had unanimous
approval.
The first important work of the year
was at Milwaukee, where the assembly
invited a teacher for the special purpose of making contacts among the intelligentsia of the colored race in that
city, this as a foundation for a future
amity conference. This was kept in
view during various meetings held
during several days. A fine group was
attracted by the loving fellowship extended them and showed keen interest
in the teachings and the spirit of the
Cause.
During the summer, amity conferences were held at Green Acre, the
third of an annual series. It was one
of the outstanding events of the season, a detailed report of which appeared in the Baha'i Magazine.
Portsmouth, N. H., was the next
center to respond. This conference
sprang up like magic under the dynamic direction of Mrs. Henry L.
Green, assisted by the assembly. It
required but a day or two of preparation. The publicity was excellent, the
Portsmouth Herald, the progressive
journal of an enlightened community
giving a very graphic account. Rev.
William Safford Jones of the Unitarian Church presided. Mr. Gregory
gave the Baba'i teachings on race relations. Other speakers were Miss
Eleanor Sawtelle of the Y. W. C. A.,
Ensign Fox of the Salvation Army
and Mr. Philip l\Iarangella, a Baha'i
teacher.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi of the Wilmette
Assembly writes as follows:
"It is a great joy to communicate
with you again and it is still greater
joy for us to hear of your activities in
this important field of Baha'i service.
When the annual convention came to
an end, the interracial amity work was
resumed in these regions. Mrs. Leila
Payne of Pittsburgh, Pa., who attended the convention remained here
until the 14th of this month, spreading the fragrance of the Divine teachings and planting the seeds of pure
love and amity in the hearts of many
of the people of Chicago, Wilmette,
Evanston and other towns. While in
Chicago Mrs. Payne addressed the
Federation of Colored Women's Clubs,
the Unity Center, the Phyliss Wheatly
Club,
th~
Fraternal
Spiritualist
Church and a group of Christian Scientists. She spent one week with us
at Wilmette and a good reception was
held in her honor at the studio of Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Bourgeois. In Evanston she attracted a number of noble
colored people and now Wilmette is
trying to water the seed she planted

with the hope that a new assembly may
soon be planted in that city.
"Mrs. Shelley Parker of Chicago
gave Mrs. Payne an auto trip to Muskegon, Mich., where both addressed a
meeting that was arranged by the
Baha'is of that city and to which
white and colored people were invited.
"In short, the work in such a glorious field is indeed a magnet which
attracts heavenly confirmations and
blessings, an evident fulfillment of the
wishes of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha and a real joy to the heart of
our beloved Guardian.
"The efforts of the Wilmette
friends have been enthusiastic and
continuous."
The next amity conferences were
arranged by the Spiritual Assembly of
Philadelphia.
Three sessions were
held, the first being at the Chapel of
St. Simon the Cyrenium, Rev. John
R. Logan, Vicar.
Following the
morning prayers the vicar introduced
~Iiss Jessie E. Revell to his large congregation. She responded in a brief
address which set forth most beautifully the Baha'i spirit and outlook. She
was followed in turn by Mr. Gregory
and 1\1 r. Vail. The vicar voiced again
his cordial welcome and the congregation, which was mixed of various racial elements, showed signs of great
happiness.
The second session was held in the
afternoon at the Unity Center of
Truth, at which Mr. Gregory presided.
A representative of the Center gave
welcome in a brief but feeling address.
Mr. Vail then delivered a comprehensive and eloquent address on the unity
of the world's t:eligions with its relation to interracial harmony. His subject was "A Brotherhood which is
Eternal."
The third session was held in the
main auditorium of the Universalist
Church of the Messiah, one that has in
past years accommodated many Baha'i
meetings. The pastor, Dr. Herbert E.
Felton, who presided, takes a very
deep interest in all that pertains to real
brotherhood. Mr. Vail spoke on "A
New Universal Brotherhood," and
Mr. Gregory, under the subject,
"God's Wonderful Plan for Humanity," gave the Baha'i Message.
The Spiritual Assembly of Boston,
Mass., has held two public meetings
for amity during this season. At the
first Mrs. S. E. J. Oglesby was the
speaker and at the second Mrs. Walter
Coristine, both of whom were heard to
good advantage and have both shown
a deep and sustained loyalty to the
ideals of Shoghi Effendi in race relations.
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Like a refreshing breeze from the
Ridvtm of Abha is the news which
reaches us from California about interracial work. Here is indicated a
close study of conditions which have
hitherto caused lack of confidence and
failure. N ow is indicated the wise approach ~?ich comes from knowledge
of conditIOns, the attraction through
sincere proffers of brotherhood the organization of permanent codtmittees
from leaders among the two races and
reports of special activities in the four
assemblies of Portland, Oakland, Los
Angeles and San Francisco, with signs
of success in the deepening of the
bond of amity based upon the Word
of God and the gradual unfoldment
of the Great Message.
One of the most inspiring reports
comes from a small group at Springfield, 111., which ostensively is able to
tell nothing of tangible results, but
only of an unconquerable spirit. 11he
amity effort was started there years
a.go but suppr.essed by outside opposition, yet leavmg those interested determined to go forward at the earliest
opportunity. Now such an opportunity has come with the formation on
the part of liberals of that city of an
interracial committee which may serve
as a point of contact for the Baha'is.
At Cleveland, Ohio, a special meeting in behalf of amity was arranged at
the 'home of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
H. Martin on the evening of February 9th. A large group representative
of the two races and various social
groups were addressed by Mr. Gregory on "Better Race Relations." This
meeting demonstrated to some Bolshevists who attended the reasonableness
of a belief in God as well as the striking appeal of the new social program
of Baha'u'llah.
The Akron, Ohio, friends led by
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Brooker, who
founded that center, were the means
of two very successful amity meetings.
Dr. and Mrs. Johnson, prominent
among the colored people, gave an interracial luncheon to hear about the
Baha'i Movement and to prepare the
way for a greater effort. This came
a week later, when a gathering of colored people met the Baha'is and others at the Brooker home, about fiftyfive attending. This meeting covered
three periods, beginning near eight and
lasting until near midnight.
The youth of the large Baha'i community of New York have kept aloft
the banner of amity during the past
year. They have improved the opportunity afforded by the great metropolis
to make solid contacts with various
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races and nationalities. Their weekly
meetings held in the Baha'i center and
conducted in the form of a forum, are
both picturesque and to the inquirer
informing. One of the most notable
gatherings was held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Philips in Harlem. They are both accomplished musicians and were able to assemble an
unusually fine group of artists and an
extensive program marked by variety, range and exquisite charm. Chinese, Spanish, Russian, Negro and
classic music, dramatic reading, original verse in which voice, piano and
violin took part contributed to an evening of rare charm and beauty. The
opportunity to explain the Baha'i
Cause to those who attended was by
no means lost. On March 8, the youth
gave an interracial concert at the
Baha'i center in whiCb a nutnber of
the same artists appeared.
I~ the early part of March the Spiritual Assembly of Montreal arranged
an interracial series of meetings having in mind the particular needs of
the city they would serve, the problem there-as reported by the secretary-being more inter-religious than
interracial. The plan was to make
these conferences inclusive of the various religious organizations in that
great city. The speakers selected were
Mr. Alfred W. Martin. leader of the
New York Society for Ethical Culture,
Archbishop Reginald Grant Barrow.
of the African Orthodox Church, and
Mr. Albert R. Vail, the Baha'i
teacher. We regret that the completed
program and report of this historic effort have not reached us at the time
of this report and hope that they may
appear later.
Activities in Chicago, Washington,
D. c., and other centers which are continually in motion, have not reached
us. In the nature of things this report can be but a glimpse of a service
that is divinelv created and directed
and which gathers in volume, effectiveness and power with the passing years.
It is our fervent hope that all will see
the value of this service and experience the joy that it brings.
At the time of this report preparations are under way in Pittsburgh,
Columbus and other centers in the
Middle West. Accounts of these activities will be later added.
By instructions from the National
Spiritual Assembly, this committee
prepared the draft of a letter to Mrs.
Herbert Hoover, felicitating her upon
her entertainment in the \Vhite House
of the wife and daughter of Congressman Oscar DePriest, the colored Congressman and the only representative
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of the colored race in that great body, and religion.
along with the families of other Con3. Educating the friends in the
gressmen, for which she received cen- knowledge of the teachings in their
sure in some quarters. This letter, manifold aspects, and their vital relawhich explained the Baha'i teachings tion to the needs of the age.
on race relations, was adopted by the
4. The development of circuits in
N. S. A. and by its secretary sent to cooperation with our National teachMrs. Hoover along with a copy of the ers and Local Assemblies, to reach as
BahG,'i World.
This letter com- many centers and groups as possible.
mended Mrs. Hoover and her distinS. The creation of a Bureau of Inguished husband on tlieir stand for formation to widen the sphere of the
peace and humanitarian service. It Cause by obtaining information on and
was pointed out that interracial amity establishing vital contacts with groups
is the basis of universal peace.
and societies such as peace leagues, inUnder the instructions of the Na- terracial groups, progressive educational Spiritual Assembly this com- tional reform movements, social servmittee wrote a reply to a letter writ- ice workers, etc.
ten by the secretary of the Kenosha
A review of the year's activities
Assembly and raising certain questions shows that the circuits of travelling
about the origin of the different races. teachers have covered a wider area
The letter of this committee advanced than heretofore. Through the devoted
some scientific and spiritual proofs of efforts of the Outline Bureau Comthe unity of the human family.
mittee, groups and classes have been
established in an ever-increasing numBy: LOUIS G. GREGORY, Chairman,
ber of centers throughout the country;
SHELLEY N. PARKER, Secretary,
the Baha'i Correspondence Course •.
AGNES PARSONS,
developed and ably reviewed by Mr.
MARIAM HANEY,
Reginald Col!ison, has fil!ed a longLOUISE D. BOYLE,
felt need and met with wide response;
ZIA M. BAGDADI,
the creation of a Bureau of InformaALAIN LOCKE,
tion on the Pacific Coast which will deALICE HIGGENBOTHAM,
velop into a national clearing house
LOULIE A. MATTHEWS.
for wider Baha'i activities and universal contacts; the circulation of Baha'i
Teaching Committee
literature among students and groups,
all
would indicate in the general field
"In these days the most important
of al! things is the guidance of the na- of teaching a deeper and wider usefultions and the peoples of the world. ness to mankind.
The Teaching <;:ommittee has felt
Teaching the Cause is of utmost imit
of great importance to stress espeportance, for it is the head cornerstone of the foundation itself. This cially the following points in general
servant has spent his days and nights teaching; a direct and vital, as well as
in promoting the Cause, and urging wise, presentation of the Teachings,
the peoples to service. He rested not so that at this imminent phase of the
a moment, till the fame of the Cause Cause there win be no doubt as to its
was noised abroad in the world, and essentials, its origin and Source; conthe celestial Strains from the Abha tinued efforts to attract and develop
Kingdom roused the East and the the youth and prepare them for their
West. The beloved of God must also great responsibilities in the near fufollow the same example. This is the ture; cooperation of all active teachsecret of faithfulness, this is the re- ers in educating the Baha'is everyquirement of servitude, to the Thres- where in a deeper realization of the
significance of the Administration,
hold of Baha."
-From the Will and Testament of and in the urgency of the Temple.
In November, Mrs. Ransom-Keh, Abdu'I-BaM.
The work of the National Teaching ler visited the following cities: St.
Committee during the past year has Paul, Peoria, Wilmette. :\1ilwaukee,
Minneapolis,
Duluth,
been based on the fol!owing plan Madison,
drawn up by the Committee in a gen- Omaha, Keokuk, Springfield (Ill.)
Chicago, Joliet, Aurora, Elgin, Racine,
eral meeting in July, 1929.
1. The development among the Kenosha, Fruitport. Grand Rapids,
friends of a national rather than a Rockford, Freeport and St. Joseph.
local consciousness, a vital interest in
She was met everywhere with the
the growth and spread of the Cause enthusiastic cooperation of the friends
throughout the country and the world. and the Teaching Committee received
2. The development of the tech- urgent requests for her return to all
nique of approach. a new technique, cities visited. The Secretary of the
based on a de~per knowledge of science Minneapolis Assembly writes that
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Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's teaching was
marked by a delightful positiveness
and adds, "What a flood of inspiration pours from her dynamic yet
sweet personality. her intellectual, yet
sympathetic nature."
There were still some seventeen
cities on Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's circuit
which she was unable to visit as the
New York Local Assembly requested
that she come and teach the class of
Miss Orcella Rexford which had been
prepared and was waiting for a Baha'i
teacher. Other teachers will be sent
to as many of these centers as possible
before the Convention.
In December, Mr. and Mrs. Willard McKay spoke in the following
cities: Binghamton, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Boston, Portsmouth, l\lontreal, and Buffalo. Their united presentation of the
Cause, their method of weaving together science and religion, appealing
both to the heart and mind, proved a
magnet of attraction to all, especially
the eager, truth-seeking youth of this
generation.
In January, Mr. Albert Vail, in response to the desire of the Baha'is to
have this great teacher come before
their public groups and reinspire
themselves, left his classes in the
Foundation Hall of the Temple and
lectured in the following cities: Detroit, Toledo, New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington, State College, Pa., and Pittsburgh. The influence of his intense spiritual life and
dedication is the force that underlies
his utterance, changing the very atmosphere of the cities he enters. Mr.
Vail also, at different times, visited a
number of cities in the middle west.
In November, also, Mr. P.hillip
::\1arengella, on a trip to Montreal,
Boston, New York, Newark and other
places, gave the friends fresh impetus
by his enthusiasm and directness in
teaching. Also, Mr. Siegfried Schopflacher, on a business trip Westward,
collaborated with the Teaching Committee in meeting the friends and
speaking in the following cities: Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, Minneapolis, Vancouver, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, New Orleans
and Havana; Mr. Curtis Kelsey also
visited on a business trip: Phoenix,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle and Spokane, showing his
beautiful pictures of the Holy Land.
It is this traveling from place to
place, this mutuality and interchange,
which vivifies the Cause, unifies the
friends and widens the horizons.
Although the National Teaching
Committee has not been required to

collaborate in the traveling circuits of
Mr. Louis Gregory, yet his activities
are of such signal importance, covering such a wide field of service, that
we count it a privilege to give this
brief resume of his work: This indefatigable teacher has visited some
twenty cities, all the way from Kansas City to New York, from Cleveland and Akron, North, to Memphis
and Nashville, South. His work includes all classes and conditions of
men, all races and nations of people
and relIgionists of every faith in this
great country.
It is inspiring to realize that o'ur
Baha'i Teachers today, wherever they
travel, find the doors of every humanitarian and progressive institution open
to them, and that the spirit of search
and receptivity in all classes of people
is rapidly unfolding with the growth
of the future Temple.
For the Pacific Coast branch of the
Teaching Committee, the Vice-Chairman, Mr. Leroy Ioas reports as follows:
"On the Coast here the teaching
work has been carried on somewhat
actively; but the overshadowing interest in the Temple work seems to prevent wholehearted response on the part
of the individuals.
Inter-Assembly
Teaching Meetings were held; one in
Seattle between the Assemblies of
Vancouver, Portland and Seattle; one
in Glendale, between the Assemblies of
Los Angeles, Glendale, Pasadena and
Long Beach, and a third in San Francisco, between the Assemblies of San
Francisco, Oakland, Berkley, Burlingame and Geyserville. In fact, in this
region, i.e.: the Bay region, we have
organized an Inter-Assembly Teaching
Committee which has held numerous
meetings to endeavor to build up the
Teaching Work." Later he writes:
"The work is now opening up everywhere and I rather feel that surging
forward in teaching work will be far
more important next year than at any
time in our history. In other words,
the Temple will start to be erected,
which will be a source of great enthusiasm to the friends and then the psychology will be such that interest will
be displayed on the part of those not
yet acquainted with the divine teachings."
Mr. Leroy Ioas adds to this report
the following practical suggestions:
Individual intensive teaching work;
two types of teachers-one for forceful public speaking community and
group work, another for deeper spiritual teaching, until a particular group
becomes formed; the formation of
local interracial amity and teaching
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committees in every center; construct!ve indirect teaching work; associatIOn and colloboration with social service groups whose efforts are akin to
the broader universal Baha'i principles.
A Teaching Conference was held in
Seattle, Washington. Delegates from
Vancouver were Mrs. Moorwood
Clark, Mrs. Molineaux and Mrs. Monroe.. From Portland: Mr. George O.
LatImer and Mrs. Helen Bishop.
Seattle was represented by Mr. W. B.
Magee, Mrs. Laura Luther and Mrs.
!da A,. Finch. Mr. George Latimer
In chair, and Mrs. Ida A. Finch, Secretary.
Mrs. Shanaz Waite has carried on
active teaching with groups and classes
in various Western cities, and helped
to establish the Long Beach Assembly.
She also developed twelve lessons in
the advanced teachings of the Baha'i
Revelation for her class which we
hope soon will be available to all.

The Outline Bureau
Early in the present Baha'i year
three hundred copies each of the 'outlines on "Material and Divine Science" and "New Light on the Scriptures" were printed in order to fill the
continuing demand. A60ut one hundred and fifty each of the three outlines on hand, including "The Baha'i
Teachings Concerning Christ" have
been sold this year, bringing the total
distribution of outlines to a number
approximating fifteen hundred in the
two years since the Bureau began its
work.
Weare happy to announce that the
new outline on "Material and Divine
Civilization" will undoubtedly be available by Convention time, and that orders may be taken now for this outline for which so many of the ·friends
have been inquiring. This outline is
of special interest to those who are
engaged in relating the Baha'i Teachings to the much discussed problems
of the present day as it contains the
Baha'i statements in regard to the Racial Problem, Peace, Economics, Education, International and Social Relations, etc., with a suggested bibliography of related modern books which
we can recommend. The price of this
outline, covering postage, wiII be fifteen cents.
Those who are interested in the
work of children's groups in the Cause
wiH be glad to know that an interesting outline for their instruction is in
preparation now by Mrs. Gift. Members of the group in Peoria, Mrs.
Flora Clark in California and others
are doing valuable work in this con-
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nection. It is hoped that early in the
year this material may be ready for
publication.
The Outline Bureau acknowledges
with thanks the contributions of references and suggestions which have
come from the friends during the past
year, especially Mrs. R. C. Collison,
Mr. Willard McKay, Miss Marguerite
McKay and Miss Lorna Tasker.
Correspolldence Course
In November, 1929, the National
Teaching Committee announced a correspondence course of twenty weekly
lessons on the fundamental teachings
of the Baha'i Cause. Each lesson consists of required and supplementary
readings carefully selected on which
are asked a number of leading questions. Answers to certain of these
questions are written out by the student and sent in for correction and
comment.
Up to the present date, l\1arch, 1930,
about one hundred and thirty have registered for the course, a considerable
proportion of which number is sending in written reports. Those registered are widely distributed, about one
half being from the Pacific Coast
where the keenest interest in the course
is shown.
Many very appreciative and indeed
enthusiastic letters have been received
which indicate that the lessons are filling a real need. l\Iany isolated believers see in the course a splendid means
of increasing their own knowledge and
of stimulating renewed efforts in attracting other people. Some Assemblies are using the lessons as a basis
for general meetings, while others have
organized weekly study groups.
It is hoped and expected that many
others will register for this course as
the lessons may be begun by new students at any time. The cost of the
course is one dollar which has been
sufficient to make the enterprise entirely
self-supporting.
Forty-two
books have been sold to registrants on
time, and a few books have been
loaned.
The course is being handled by R.
C. Collison of Geneva, New York,
who is a member of the Outline Bureau of the Teaching Committee.
A sub-committee of the Nationa!
Teaching Committee to study a Baha'i
platform on which fundamentalists
and modernists may find a common
agreement, made a comprehensive and
practical report which will be of value
in the larger work of the immediate
future.
Referring to direct and indirect
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teaching, we read in Baha'i Administration from the pen of the Guardian
as follows: "The one method would
assume an open, decisive and challenging tone. The other, without implying
in any manner the slightest departure
from strict loyalty to the Cause of
God, would be progressive and cautious." On page 116 we read: . . .
"It would even appear at times to be
advisable and helpful as a supplement
to their work for the Baha'is to initiate any undertaking, not specifically
designated as Baha'i, provided they
have ascertained that such an undertaking would constitute the best way
of approach to those whose minds and
hearts are as yet unprepared for a full
acceptance of the claim of Baha'u'llah.
These twofold obligations devolving
upon organized Baha'i communities,
far from neutralizing the effects of
one another or of appearing antagonistic in their aims. should be regarded
as complementary and fulfilling, each
in its way, a vital and necessary function."
Careful study of these statements
show clearly the reason why certain
teaching activities this year have
proved extremely fruitful, demanding open-minded investigation.
Miss Orcella Rexford has heen doing a hitherto unique form of teaching; professionally she is a teacher of
psychology and healing, giving paid
lectures to groups of eight hundred or
a thousand people who, typical of the
\Vestern mind, are greatly attracted by
her subject. At the end of her course
she tells her class that she has something she wishes to impart which is far
greater than anything she has taught.
She then gives them the Message and
says that if they are interested and attracted by this wonderful Cause, a
series of free lectures will be given
them by a Baha'i Teacher. This has
been done in every case; in Long
Beach Miss Beulah Lewis, a very gi £ted
young teacher took her class, also Mrs.
Elizabeth Greenleaf and Mrs. Shanaz
vVaite assisted in this work. and at
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Edwina Powell. one of our well known teachers.
did similarly followed by our very
dear Mrs. Greenleaf whose great capacity and wisdom has ripened this
group into an Assembly. Also. twice
in New York. Mrs. Ransom-Kehler
has taught Miss Rexford's group. and
is now in Miami teaching her latest
class. It is however of great importance that the indirect work of whatever nature. may in no way conflict
with the fundamental purpose and
spirit of the Baha'i Cause.
Another interesting approach in
Montreal was undertaken in l\Iarch

when the Montreal Assembly, in collaboration with the National Teaching
Committee, held a series of public
meetings and conferences followed by
a Round-Table dinner discussion. Mr.
Albert V~il, Archbishop Reginald
Barrow and Mr. Alfred Martin as
well as some prominent rabbis and
ministers spoke. The Cause was presented directly to the public, the meetings received excellent dailv publicity
in all leading newspapers, and a permanent follow-up colnmittee, composed of BaJui'is and non-Balufis was
created for the purpose of studying
and developing interracial and interreligious relations in Montreal. It was
evident that true Baha'i pUblicity is
the natural and inevitable outcome of
major Baha'i activities because this
constitutes "news."
If we study closely the above words
of the Guardian in connection with
these activities. we shall see an mevitable and fruitful trend in the
Cause.
The Guardian has given us a universal approach to the introduction of
the Administration in his statement
on page 93 of Baha'i Administration,
under "Purposes of Baha'i Administration."
Having thus been introduced to its
true purpose it becomes easy and natural to tell them of the great clauses
in the Will and Testament. where
through the bounty and protection of
God, a Guardian has been appointed
to safeguard the sanctity of the Cause
where his spiritual authority becomes
focalized and manifest through the
elected bodies of consultation, local,
national and international.
The National Teaching Committee
suggests the advisability of a certain
harmony and homogenity in the
weekly public meetings of the Baha'is
in every center.
Undoubtedly the beauty and _perfection of such meetings should be in
the hands of the Local Assemblies.
The National Teaching Committee.
having studied the situation in many
centers merely offers the following
suggestions: That a statement of
Baha'i purposes and the underlying
Baha'i platform should be made by
the Chairman at every meeting; that
someone with a clear, agreeable voice
should read at not too great length
some extract of the Creative Word
bearing directly on the subject of the
speaker; and that the meeting should
be closed with a prayer.
'Abdu'l-Baha told us to follow His
example in America; He always first
made a warm and human contact, unfolded His theme with consummate
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wisdom, and when He had finished
His glorious discourse His audience
was left in no doubt as to the Bahi'i
Teachings, their purpose, their source.
This past year there has been more
definite realization and active participation among Bahi'i youth. Many
of them have had stirring and encouraging communications from the Guardian, most of them are studying the
Teachings and in Montreal three
young people under twenty-three, have
been members of the Local Assembly
and have conducted public activities
with brilliant results. In Washington, the youth group have held public
meetings, encouraged by their Local
Assembly and in New York, Boston
and many other centers they are rendering active and united service to the
Cause.
Also, a method which has been tried
out very successfully in Persia, of
which Ruhi Effendi wrote the Teaching Committee, is the association of
an older and more mature Bahi'i with
a younger member, in class or group
teaching. This method is gradually
being tried in certain centers in America, and tends to bring a fuller and
deeper understanding and growth to
the stu<;lents, and is a means of developing younger Baha'is into teachers.
The Pacific Coast Branch of the
National Teaching Committee also established this year a Bureau of Information which as it develops will be
another link forged in the active association of Bahi'is evervwhere with
progressive institutions. On page 116
of the Administration, we read: "They
should endeavor to participate within
recognized limits in the work of institutions, which though unaware of the
claim of the Bahi'i Cause are
prompted by a sincere desire to promote the spirit that animates the
Faith" . . . "their purpose should be
to imbue with the spirit of power and
strength such movements as in their
restricted scope are endeavoring to
achieve what is near and dear to the
heart of every true Bahi'i."
The purpose of the Bureau would
be to keep records and information
relative to prominent individuals, valuable contacts of every kind, conferences and activities, of groups, societies and centers of learning, with
whom Bahi'is throughout the country
have ever been or may be affiliated in
cooperative work.
This would greatly facilitate and
widen the field of contacts for our
Bahi'i Teachers everywhere and
gradually develop vital bonds and relationships, tending to enhance the
spiritual power and prestige of the
Cause.

Also, by request of the National
Spiritual Assembly, every member of
the National Teaching Committee cooperated in forming a list of four hundred men and women associated with
progressive work, educators, publicists, workers for world peace, to
whom the National Assemblv has sent
a de luxe copy of The Bafui'i Peace
Program containing 'Alxlu'l Bahi's
Message to the Hague and His Tablet to Dr. Fore!'
All our intensive technical work of
the past few years has tended to develop intellectual and practical efficiency. We must however never lose
sight of the fact that that which distinguishes the Cause of Bahi'u'llih
from all else on earth is the power of
the Holy Spirit, the power to spiritually regenerate mankind. Therefore
in our Bihi'i centers everywhere, in
our groups and study classes, our education and cooperation with the youth
and with the children-every phase of
Baha'i life and activity should be so
permeated with the profound and
sacred atmosphere of the Spirit that
the Cause will appear as a Sun amid
the darkness of the surrounding
world.
Despite unceasing teaching activity
throughout the country, everyone feels
that the supreme ascendency of the
CauSe and its universal appeal has
been held in abeyance until the focal
center around which revolves the diffusion of the Word of God, The
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar shall arise. Then
will the mighty pent up forces of the
Cause be released and the friends far
and wide who have faithfully served
and sacrificed will reap the fruits of
their labors, the seed sown on this continent by the Beloved will germinate
and "many great and wonderful harvests shall be reaped."
By: MAY MAXWELL,
Secretary, Teaching Committee.
DORIS McKAY,

Secretary, Outline Bureau.
R. C. COLLISON,
Secretary, Corres. Course.
C.

MASON REMEY,
HARLAN OBER,
MARION LITTLE,
LEROY IOAS,
HELEN BISHOP,
STANLEY KEMP,
GEORGE LATIMER,
SHAHNAZ WAITE.
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Reviewing Committee
The members of the Baha'i Reviewing Committee retiring at the time of
the twenty-second annual Convention
of the Bahi'is of the United States
and Canada, have had the honor of
serving the Cause of God in some very
crucial ways during the past two years.
We are deeply grateful for this high
privilege and for the continued confidence that has been shown in our devotion to this sacred trust.
We wish that, in some wav, we
could bring to all Baha'is a keen- realization of the profundity of the responsibilities which we have humbly and
painstaki.ngly endeavored to carry durmg the time that we have been serving
the Cause in this capacity, in order that
those who may be chosen from year to
year for carrying on this work may always have and feel the spiritual support and sympathy of the friends of
God.
There exist indications that the
functions of a reviewing committee
are not even yet understood by the
friends; therefore a statement along
this line is quoted from our last year's
annual report :-"This Committee is
intended by the National Spiritual
Assembly as a court of reference for
manuscripts and other matters .of
doubtful authenticity or correctness.
All matters on which review is desired
should come to this body only through
the National Assembly, and should be
reported back through the same channel. Special importance should be
given to the functions of this Committee whenever some new publication
or some republication is contemplated." Confirming this statement,
Shoghi Effendi, several months ago,
cabled the National Spiritual Assembly to the effect that, in future, all literature should be reviewed before publication.
Early in June, a believer who happened to reside in a neighboring city
wrote personally to two members of
this Committee asking permission to
visit them for the purpose of discussing the first two in a series of lessons
on the Baha'i Revelation preparatory
to issuing several copies of the set.
Our reply advised the completion of
the entire set and submission to the
National Spiritual Assembly for them
to forward to tiS if they should see fit
to do so.
Some believer having expressed apprehension concerning the correctness
of some of Mrs. Ford's statements in
the booklet "The World of 'Abdu'lBahi" which we reviewed last year,
a request was made for a second review. This was done most carefully;
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but the result bore out the approval
for its publication given last year.
After a special conference which its
author attended by our invitation, the
revised manuscript for the booklet entitled "Religion; Past. Present and Future" was heartily approved. The original text had been approved by a previous Reviewing Committee. With the
consent of the author, we made a few
changes and prepared· a Foreword
which seems worth quoting here in explanation of the purpose of the text
and the unusual circumstances attending its authorship :-"In approving for
publication the manuscript that bears
the title 'Religion: Past, Present and
Future,' the Reviewing Committee for
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahi'is of the United States and Canada wishes to add a note of expl? a.tion concerning so unusual a production. That a man now past eightyseven years of age, who, during nearly
half a centurv, was active as a Methodist Episcopalian, should be able to
produce an exposition of Baha'i Truth
from a standpoint so eminently universal and at the same time so appropriate to the mental processes of
thoughtful Christians generally, constitutes another among the countless
proofs of the intellectual and emotiohal virility which God's Spirit enkindles in the hearts of those who sincerely accept and follow His Revelators as they have successively appeared
from age to age and in various lands.
Not at all through apprehension, but
in order that his work might stand
upon whatever it may possess of intrinsic merit and acceptability, the author has thought it fitting to remain
anonymous as a Methodist layman."
Our next review approved for publication a manuscript prepared by the
Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly at its request, entitled "The
Baha'i Peace Program." The opportuneness of such a publication at this
time in world affairs should be sufficiently obvious to all.
Next came from the National Assembly a compilation by Mr. Holley
entitled "The Reality of Man" and
from Mr. Gregory his pjlmphlet "The
Races of Man; Many or One;" the
latter with a view to republication.
Both were returned to the National
Assembly with our hearty approval.
In nearly every case where matter
for review has been sent directly to
this Committee, an effort has been
made to impress in a kindly way the
fact that it should have gone first to
the National Assembly.
At the time of completion of this
report, the last work submitted by the
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Kational Assembly for review by this
Committee was to have been a compilation of Utterances by 'Abdu'I-Baha
concerning "Gardens," compiled by
Mrs. Estev of Buffalo. But this manuscript has 'not yet been received.
This completes the summary of our
reviewing activities during the year.
\Ve will add a few criticisms and some
tentative suggestions of ways and
means that might promote a greater
sense of unity among the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada.
Probably the most difficult problems
that have confronted us in our work
during these two years have been
those lugged in by avowed Baha'is
who, instead of resorting to consultation as commanded by Bah;i'u'llah,
'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi,
have blundered ahead upon their own
individual initiative.
The conference preparatory to this
annual report disclosed a practically
unanimous sentiment in favor of publication in pluralized form exclusively,
of all Prayers except those few that
are personal to the Revelators or to
'Abdu'l-Baha; such, for example, as
are found in the Will and Testament,
in the Epistle to the Shah of Persia,
and on page 75 of the small Prayer
Book bound in black paper.
Advance notices of National Assembly meeting dates, sent to all the National Committees, would promote seasonableness in the preparation and
mailing of reports to the central administrative body. Thus, too, the National Assembly could receive the
benefits to be derived from united
prayers for Divine Guidance of its deliberations.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. ROSA V. WINTERBURN,
MR. & MRS. DEXTER W. LAMB,
MR. & MRS. FRANK D. CLARK,
FRANK D. CLARK, Chairman.

Finance Committee
Although it has not been possible
for all three of the members of this
committee to meet in consultation,
various meetings have been held, where
two have been present, and an effort
has been made to share all correspondence, while consultation has been carried on by mail.
That we have progressed somewhat
beyond the yesterdays in the Cause is
clear. A perusal of last year's financial report, copies of which were distributed to all delegates at the Convention of 1929, prepares the mind for the
first steps which were taken at the beginning of the current year when the

Budget requirements of each committee were carefully scrutinized and the
figures, wherever possible, reduced to
the basis of the strictest economy which
would still enable them to continue to
operate efficiently within the Guardian's prescribed limits .of activities. A
complete statement of the terms of the
Budget allocations was published in the
NEWS LETTER of July, 1929.
Certain economies were effected 111
several branches of the work, and 111
still others it was found necessary to
render financial assistance where none
had been requested before. The Geyserville Summer School, for example.
is a specific case of this kind. The
success of the school for the first two
years had been so gratifying that it
was found necessary to expand beyond
the ability of a few of the friends to
finance individually, and the sum of
$250 was granted upon their request.
As a measure of preparedness
$1500 was set aside out of this year's
total to cover half of the expense of
printing the next Year Book. This
procedure will provide for a smaller
number of Year Books than were
printed two years ago and will divide
the expense over the period of the two
years covered by the forthcoming issue.
Two members of this committee
were appointed to meet with the treasurer on the land now occupied by Mr.
Bourgois's house to consider the advisability of constructing the bulkhead
for the protection of the shore property. The opinion reached at that time
was that the menace of the lake waters
did not seem severe enough to warrant the expenditure; later, however.
the committee, on being convinced of
the serious emergency, acquiesced, and
the contract was made for the installation of the shore protection.
Many suggestions for raising funds
have been received by this committee
during the year, some of which could
not be entertained because of certain
restrictions, and some of which were
interesting in the extreme and may
prove of immense value in the future
when the affairs of the Cause have
progressed to a point where circumstances permit.
The International
Trading Company suggested by Mrs.
Bedikian might some time prove to be
a very valuable enterprise if undertaken in the Baha'i spirit.
No articles of jewelry nor personal
effects have been donated since the
convention and those which remain in
the hands of the finance chairman after last convention were either sold or
returned to the donors, who in every
case expressed deep appreciation for
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the assistance which enabled them to
contribute to the National Fund for
the Temple.
Because of the eager desire of this
committee to work out some simple
yet complete system of accounting
which would he applicable to all Communities alike, whether in handling
their local Budgets, or in the transaction of the affairs of national committees receiving support from the national treasury, our most efficient and
helpful member, Mr. A. F. Matthisen,
spent much time in the preparation of
a special report in which he explained
in detail how the accounts might be
kept. Although this system may seem
to be somewhat too elaborate for present needs in many instances, yet your
committee respectfully requests that it
be presented to the convention with a
view to installing it in the larger Communities whose affairs are of growing
importance. This system is already in
use in Chicago and is found to be most
successful.
Your committee would welcome a
more exact system of accounting in
the publishing work. No satisfactory
basis can ever be reached until there
is a final disposition made of our early
Publications and a clean page established upon which it would be possible
to determine whether the Publishing
Committee is actuaUy operating at a
profit or a loss.
Your committee further recommends for serious <:onsideration the
matter of a complete audit of the affairs of the National Treasury from
the time that the last audit was made,
so that the business of the Cause may
be brought up to date before affairs become so extensive that the difficulties
and expense attendant upon such a
proceeding would make it a great burden. We believe that it should be done
at any cost. and as accurate a valuation placed on the holdings of the
Cause as it is possible to give.
In January a letter was sent out
from this committee to all national officers and committees operating under
the Budget asking for an expression
of their views as to whether the sum
of their Budgets had proven sufficient
for the carrying on of their activities
and what suggestions they might have
for the coming year. The object also
was to enable the in<:aming National
Assembly to proceed at once to the apportionment of the funds in order that
the work might continue uninterruptedly and a perfect understanding be
reached from the beginning as to the
amount avai.lable for the various ramifications of the Cause.
Y<Jur committee feels that there is

still another item which should receive
immediate consideration and which
should now be<:ame a regular obligation when preparing the Budget. This
item is the International Baha'i Bureau at Geneva, organized in 1928 at
the express desire of the Guardian
who is, himself, contributing to its support. A recent letter from the secretary of the Bureau, Mrs. Emogene
Hoagg, mentions the contributions received from other National Assemblies
and from individuals, all of whom have
arisen in response to the definite statement of the Guardian that this Bureau
must be supported by contributions
from the various countries. Your committee regrets exceedingly the failure
to answer his appeal before, and earnestly requests that a moderate sum to
be determined by the National Spiritual Assembly be included in the Budget plans for the corning year, to continue as long as the Bureau is desired
by the Guardian, and to begin immediately upon the encumbrance of the
newly elected National Assembly.
In the opinion of your committee
advantage should be taken of the presence in the union of the delegates at
the Convention to discuss in detail and
instruct all in the efficient administration of the affairs of the Cause.
Prompt service and scrupulous accuracy in methods of accounting, in <:orrespondence, and in the observance of
the Baha'i laws for feasts.
It is
scarcely the province of the finance
committee to urge such matters, but
it all hinges on the same point, and delay in rendering accounts suggests the
need for greater care and instruction
along these lines. Let us indeed make
our morrows better than our yesterdays.
A recent letter from Haifa to the
finance chairman bearing a postscript
in the Guardian's hand contains the
following statement :-"The financial
questions that confront the Cause are
all very pressing and important. They
need a judicious administration and a
wise poli<:y. We should study the
needs of the Cause, find the fields
which will give the greatest yield and
then appropriate the necessary funds.
And such a task is surely most difficult and responsible."
He says further :-"Please convey
to the members of the National Spiritual Assembly Shoghi Effendi's loving greetings. He is fully conscious
of the burdens they have to bear, but
he is confident that through their sincerity and wisdom they will guide the
Cause through even the greatest
stonns . . . . "
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NELLIE
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S.

FRENCH.

CfJairlllG1',

~L\TTHIESEK,

SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER.

Announcement from the Publishing
Committee
A new compilation entitled "The
Baha'i Peace Program" has just been
published and comes at a time when
all the world is concentrating on the
question of a permanent peace. This
book includes letters from 'Abdu'lBaha pertaining to a solution in working out this plan of pea<:e.
The letter to Dr. Forel entitled
"God and His Universe" is a scientific statement of the laws governing
the world and showing the necessity
of absolute harmony in the relations of
all mankind united under one spiritual
law.
Price
Bound in blue leather with gold
stamping ................. $1.50
Bound in green paper with dark
green stamping ........... 0.50
The Publishing Committee also announce a new edition of "Baha'u'llah
and the New Era," by Dr. ]. E. Esslemont. Bound in dark blue paper, now
ready. Price . SOc.
Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station,
New York City.
Committee to Compile Letters and
Writings of Thornton Chase
There are 2S original Tablets from
'Abdu'l-Baha to Thornton Chase.
1. Hair of Baha'u'liah and sample
His Writing. Hair of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and whole Tablets in His Writing.
Agate seal hearing device on Ring
Stone. Unique Chart, form of astrological chart, bearing Persian Baha'i
devices, etc.-carried by Mr. Chase
on his person.
1st petition of Mr. Chase to Holy
Land-all the data, of great value, as
in Helen Bishop report.
Here busily going through that at
this timeNames of 72 who were given the
greatest name in '95 and '97Then in Los Angeles a 2 page typed
story of how the Baha'i Cause came
to America by Mr. Chase. The statement that 5 pe<}ple became Baha'is
in 1894-none became Baha'is as the
result of the short statement made
at the Fair in 1893. Mr. Chase is certified to by 'Abdu'l-Baha as the first
Baha'i in America and he told W. P.
H. that he first received the word of
the Cause June 5, 1894, becoming
gradually more and more informed but
never wavered through the ups and
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downs of the Cause.
How the Cause grew and declined
and then grew again:
19 original Chase letters to friends.
37 page story of Cause training its
roots in the Bible and in Muhammadanism to the era of the Center of the
Covenant.
\Vords of 'Abdu'l-Baha to l\Irs.
Chase, Hotel Lankershire, Oct. 19,
1912.
Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha spoken regarding Thornton Chase to the friends
of Los Angeles at Groose Bldg., Oct.
19, 1912.
Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha to the
friends in S. F., Oct. 4th, 1912, regarding Thornton Chase. This servant heard Him state there the words
"There are some souls like Mary
Magdalen and Mr. Chase was one 0 f
those."
Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha and prayer
by Him at grave of Thornton Chase
at Inglewood, Oct. 19, 1912.
A little later after consultation with
Mr. Bosch hope to make same suggestions regarding this material. There is
also a pencil sketch of Mr. Chase, a
striking likeness, artist unknown.
By: WILLARD HATCH,
JOHN BOSCH.

Archives Committee
A letter from Albert R. Windust,
the Custodian of the ~ational Baha'i
Archives, reads as follows:
"I have conferred with Miss Buikema, Secretary, and we report that
the flow of Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha
for preservation in the Archives has
been revived and stimulated by the appeal broadcast in the NEWS LETTER to
send in Originals as well as Translations. These are being turned over
to Mrs. True and Mrs. French in their
work of collating and cataloging them
preparatory to the publishing of Volume IV of "The Tablets of 'Abdu'lBaha." As they complete the work on
a number of Tablets, the originals.
translation and other data are placed in
the locked case in the time-locked vault
of the Archives-a well-known and
completely equipped up-to-date safety
deposit vault. This service is most important and the effects will be farreaching.
"Other documents have also been
sent in during the year and placed in
the Archives.
"You have received and filed various pieces of printed matter in packages for preservation as heretofor."
To the above the Chairman of the
Archives Committee adds that during
the past year the friends in many
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places have sent in to the Archives
through him much valuable printed
matter relative to the Cause and its
growth, as for example announcements of meetings, general circular letters from the assemblies. various manifold documents, and principal of all
have been the NEWS LETTERS and
other circular letters issued by the National Spiritual Assembly.
These
printed documents have all been carefully filed away in the Baha'i records
for future generations.
GERTRUDE BUIKEMA, Secretary,
ALBERT R. WINDUST, Custodian,
CHAS. MASON REMEY, Chairman.
Library Committee
During the past year on account of
economizing as much as possible the
only work done by the Library Committee has been that of responding to
the requests for Baha'i books that
come in from time to time from various public libraries throughout this
country in response to the circular letters sent out by this Committee in
years past.
vVhile it is advisable that the work
of the Library Committee be carried
on as systematically each year as possible, that is through sendmg books to
public libraries where Baha'i books
are desired, we of the Committee feel
that the work does not suffer greatly
when there may come a year or two
of rigid economy during which we are
not able to keep in touch with these
libraries. When a Baha'i book is
shelved and cata:logued in a public library it is there for a long time we
trust, and so far as the work of getting that book into that Library is concerned the work of the Committee is
finished. Then the problem naturally
arises how to place other books in that
same Library or in other libraries.
Circularization and the purchase of
books and sending them to libraries
is a service that entails considerable
expense. The Committee hopes and
trusts that in the not distant future
they wiII have ample funds for the
carrying on of a much larger and
broader work than we have been able
to do up to the present time.
ELIZABETH G. HOOPER, Secretary,
CHAS. MASON REMEY, Chairman,
AMELIA E. COLLINS.
Green Acre Committee
Your committee reports that seeking
divine illumination and guidance, its
effort was to serve Green Acre in accordance with the instructions issued
it by the National Spiritual Assembly
in its letters of 17 January and 8 May,

1929.
A general teaching program of the
Baha'i Revelation, the most comprehensive attempt in this center in many
years, was carried out with an appreciative response on the part of friends
and inquirers that made the workers
quite happy. The printed program is
appended herewith and should be regarded as a part of this report.* The
workers named therein, Messrs. Vail,
Gregory, MarangelIa, Snook and
Cobb did the work assigned them.
Mr. Lunt and ::\Irs. Kehler were unavoidably absent. Mr. Allen McDaniel aided with the program, making an
address at the Sunday morning devotional meeting, another at the Amity
Conference and two others on the subject of Baha'i administration to the
classes. Other teachers were Miss
Pearle Easterbrook, Mr. S. Schopflocher and Mr. F. St. George
Spendlove, all of whose services were
timely and much appreciated.
The teaching classes for children
were among the brightest features.
Mrs. Eva Mae S. Smith and Miss
June Miller were helpers in this work.
The children' were between the ages of
six and twelve and were invited to
come five days weekly. Such was their
enjoyment of the work that of their
own motion they came six days. They
were taken through the lives of the
Bab, Baha''ll'Ilah, 'Abdu'l-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi and given many stories
illustrating the teachings. The lessons
of one day were generally reviewed the
next with good results. They were
drilled in a playlet by Miss Louise
Thompson, who thus illustrated the
teachings and the value of Esperanto.
The Baha'i youth held a meeting of
their own weekly, inviting but one
older person, a teacher, to be present.Their meeting was conducted as a
forum, with a summary by the teacher
at the end. Such subjects as Immortality, Character, Interracial Amity and
Universal Peace were discussed. The
Baha'i youth attracted a number of
young people from the outside which
more than doubled their own number.
The discussion was free for all, the
value of the Baha'i training being easilyapparent. The free mention of the
principal characters in the revelation
at such meetings aroused no opposition.
The Green Acre Committee held
four meetings of general consultation
with the Baha'i community, their object being cooperation, understanding
and mutual support of the program for
• The program referred to here was published in
the News Letter during the summer 01 1929.
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the season. These meetings were well
attended and their object realized in a
very satisfactory manner.
The annual meeting held 12 August
was a model of efficiency and harm·ony.
Trustees to the number of nine were
elected and in accordance with notices
previously given in writing, resolutions
were adopted confirming the unanimous votes of two previous annual
meetings and enabling the trustees of
the Green Acre Fellowship to take
final steps transferring the Green Acre
properties to the Trustees for the National Spiritual Assembly, the administrative body of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada. The trustees so empowered took the necessary
steps by meeting, organizing, reading
the instruments of conveyance and
making the transfers, thus completing
the title in the Trustees for the National Spiritual Assembly with the acceptance of the latter body. The report
of the treasurer is hereto annexed.
Through the personal influence of
Mr. Vail, whose teaching work is so
highly valued, about fourteen friends
came a long distance to be at Green
Acre this season. Urbana, Peoria,
III.; and Madison, Wis., were among
the places represented.
\Ve were most fortunate in having
the services of :Mrs. Eva Mae Swingle-Smith as hostess at Fellowship
House. Highly educated, much travelled and well informed in the teachings, she was ideally fitted for her exacting duties which she filled at much
personal sacrifice.
The memorial meeting for the late
William H. Randall brought his family
and many friends. Mr. Vail presided
and read from the diary of our departed brother on the occasion of his
pilgrimage to Hai fa following the
world war. Eulogies on this great life
and character were delivered by the
chairman and Messrs. Schopflocher,
Gregory, Shook and Mrs. May Maxwell. Mr. Bishop Brown read the
closing prayer. On another occasion
in fulfillment of a resolution passed
at the annual meeting, the friends
gathered and planted a tree in his
honor.
The work of Mrs. Ella N. Guthrie,
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Philip Marangella, in charge of the Tea House,
merits high praise. No appropriation
was given, no losses expected. Meals
both sanitary and toothsome were
served the guests at a very moderate
cost and yet leaving no financial deficit for this committee to meet. The
intelligent, laborious and devoted services of these friends have met with
general approval.

The Gift Shop. as conducted by 1\1r.
F. St. George Spendlove, although at
a decided disadvantage this season in
view of the closing of the Inn, is yet
turning over to the National Treasurer
about $285 over and above all its expenses. Mr. Spendlove believes and
reports that he can better serve bv
opening a gift shop of his own in clos~
proximity to the Tea House next season. His varied accomplishments in
service merit high commendation.
The Amity Conferences, the third
of their kind held here and arranged
by the National Interracial Amity
Committee brought two nationally
known welfare workers and manv
Baha'i teachers to these scenes. scientific knowledge, spiritual attraction,
artistic skill and a picturesque grouping of the friends were characteristics
of this effort, the details of which may
appear elsewhere later.
The Garden Committee consisting
of Mr. C. D. Pike, chairman; l\lrs.
Edith W. Pike, secretary; Miss Elinore Spinney, Mrs. Helen Green and
Col. H. S. Culver, started the season
minus the usual appropnatlOn of
$50 of past years. They have raised
such funds as were needed and their
complete report is hereto annexed.
Their beautiful garden of perennial
plants has added much to the beauty
and charm of Green Acre and your
committee makes grateful acknowledgments for the services they have so
joyously rendered.
The community entertainments at
FelIowship House on Sunday evenings
have attracted fine audiences and
some noted artists have come to us
nearly alI donating their services.
Worthy of special mention are the
\Vhitman Orchestra of Portsmouth
and the Lunt-Czeponeski Trio of Beverly. Mr. Whitman was impressed
with the Baha'i message while serving
the Amity Conferences at Portsmouth
last spring. He made a special request that the universal principles be
read on the occasion at Green Acre
when his orchestra gave a concert and
gave assurance that the cause was
gaining ground in Portsmouth.
The report of the Arts and Crafts
Committee is hereto annexed.
Green Acre has called into action
this summer an unusual number of
voluntary workers. Forestry, housekeeping. transportation, music, art,
literature and various forms of entertainment and hospitality have enriched
our community life. The teaching of
the Holy Cause of the Beauty of Abha
has been kept to the fore and has received many fine illustrations in the
servi('es rendered. Green Acre, like
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all centers of Truth, is a place of severe trials and tests, yet it is also a
place of victory, of discovering reality.
of. ~eeling the divine nearness, of percelvmg the heavenly bounty for the sincere of heart.
The financial report is hereto annexed.
In the stand of the friends for universal amity and the abandonment of
all prejudices, the deepening of the
spiritual consciousness and the understanding of the creative Word, the
rally for the Mashriqu'il-Adhkar in
the meeting arranged by Dr. \V. B.
Guy, in the practice of consultation.
in the glory of service to the exalted
Cause and the practice of the simple
life, we believe that Green Acre has
made this season notable advancement
toward those ideals set forth for it in
the luminous Tablets of the Master
and the epistles of our Guardian.
By: LOUIS G. GREGORY, Chairman,
ALBERT V AIL,
HELEN GREEN.
GRACE OBER, .
MARGARET McDANIEL,
GLENN A. SHOOK,
PHILIP A. MARANGELLA,

Sec'y.

The Baha'i Spiritual Assembly
Mandalay (Burma)
Annual Report 1928-29
( 1 ) We held two general meetings
weekly, on Thursday and Sunday evenings respectively, at the Assembly
Hall, No. 9 34th Street, Mandalay.
At these meetings, our brother Mr. S.
M. Roumie gave instructive talks on
the Teachings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha and chanted suitable prayers.
(2) When letters from friends in
different parts of the world came and
letters from the Holy Land were received through the N. S. A. they were
translated into Burmese either orally
or sometimes read out from the written translations as the majority of the
friends here do not understand any
other tongue than their own.
(3) A special meeting in the day
was held on every Baha'i feast day.
Then the friends went to the Assembly
Hal! and remained there the whole
day, some chanting prayers and some
reading tablets and after suitable prayers had been chanted had dinner together and thus ended the celebration.
(4) Also on the 1st of the Burmese
month and on the ful! moon day, the
members of the Spiritual Assembly
met at the Assembly Hall. The main
topic at such a meeting had been how
to extend the religious campaign in
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other parts of Burma, and to water
the seeds already sown at Kyigone village. The death of our dear brother
Khalifa Mohamed Younus was a great
loss to our Assembly. He was ever
ready to serve the Cause in this respect. He had never been very weIl
within the last few months before his
death, yet even during those months in
spite of his poor health he went over
to a town called Pyawbwe to preach
at the invitation of some non-Baha'i
friends there. He did not limit his
campaign to that place, but to a few
of the Mohamedan villages he went
also. We all hope that he had sown
some seeds, though we should not expect the harvest in a very short time.
S. We were very fortunate to have
our brother Moulvi Mahfoozul Haque
Ilmi of Delhi with us, though only for
a few days. He arrived at Mandalay,
accompanied by Mr. Seyd Mahmod
Shirazi and Mr. Hashmat Ali of Rangoon, on the 28th of September, 1928,
and left for Maymyo the following
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day. They came back on the 6th of
October and remained here up to the
12th when they went up to Monywa
at the invitation of Dr. Abdul Latif.
During those 6 days at Mandalay the
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly arranged a
public meeting at the Theosophical Society. Bills were distributed, inviting
all to come to the lecture to be given
by Mr. Ilmi. The lecture was in Urdu
and it was a very successful and impressive one. On the 18th of the same
month, Mr. Ilmi spoke again at the
Theosophical Hall and the meeting
was opened with a short talk in English on the "History of the Baha'i
Movement" by the Secretary of the
Baha'i Assembly. Mr. Ilmi was so
eloquent and his explanation so very
lucid that the whole audience appreciated the lecture immensely. Weare
looking forward to having with U5
such eloquent and energetic workers in
the path of the Cause every now and
then this year and during the years to
come.

(6) Again when the same Theosophical Society arranged a series of
lectures, nine in number, at each meeting, the representative of a religious
community was to speak on "How to
attain Salvation" the Baha'i community was represented by the Secretary.
At the close of the talk, a few questions were asked by the audience and
they were quite satisfactorily answered. We pray and hope that, in
future we shall have many a chance of
speaking about the Cause before such
an audience which consisted of people
of many different races and religions
and thus enhance the spread of the
Cause.
With loving Baha'i greetings and
best wishes from the Baha'i friends
here in Mandalay.
Your Baha'i Sister,
HLA HLA,

Secretary, Baha'i Spiritual Assembly,
Mandalay (Burma).
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A NEW BAHA'I YEAR
The glorious spirit of unity and constructive action marked the peak of
spiritual progress in the Cause in
America at the sessions of the Twentyseeond Annual Convention. The Temple Foundation Hall be<:ame indeed a
"Temple of Light" manifesting the
Baha'i principles of joyful consultation
and loving cooperation.
While the outgoing National Spiritual Assembly was fe-elected, as regards
its personnel, its first meeting at the

Evanston Hotel, immediately following the Convention, demonstrated an
old body rene'wed. Following an inspiring discussion of several hours, the
Assembly adopted an administrative
plan and policy that would seem to be
in accord with our Guardian's wishes
for the efficient and harmonious functioning of our national activities during
the coming year.
Outstanding among the features of
the new administrative plan is the Secretariat, which will comprise members
working in cooperation; Mr. Alfred
E. Lunt, who will handle Bah,,·, correspondence in America; 11rs. Stuart
W. French, who wi II conduct the internation.al Baha'i correspondence and
communications with sources outside
the Cause. Mr. Horace Holley will
serve as editor of the NEWS LETTER
and handle special articles. The office
of the Secretariat will be located at
Evergreen Cabin. \Vest Englewood, N.
J., which will also he the office of the
National Treasurer, Mr. Roy Wilhelm.
Through the far-sighted thoughtfulness and generosity of Mr. Wilhelm,
we have an administrative center on
ground consecrated by 'Abdul-Bah" on
June 28, 1912.
The crowning feature of our national activities this year will be the
building of the Temple. The Research
Service. Inc., the technical representatives of the Temple trustees, is pushing the preliminary work involving the
completion of the architectural detail
plans and specifications, the preparation of the structural, mechanical and
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electrical plans and specifications, and
studies for the improvement and landscaping of the Temple property. The
present tentative schedule contemplates
the completion of plans and specifications by July I, 1930, the awarding of
contracts by August I, 1930, and the
completion of the framework ~,f the
superstructure of the Temple by the
end of this calendar year.
The building of the Temple is arousing a gradually increasing public interest in this beautiful symbol of the New
Era and in the Cause. Early provision
must be made to supply infonnation
amI to present the teachings and significance of the K ew World Order to
an inquiring host of people, Your National S.piritual Assembly is planning
to enlarge and emphasize the teaching
work and to establish and operate an
efficient program of public rciations
and pUblicity. As Shogbi Effendi has
so often indicated, all of our activities
are but phases ot teaching; the carrying of the ]\lessage into the hearts and
lives of the people.
\Ve are on the threshold of a new
era of activity and achievement of the
Canse in America. Let us arise with
a renewed spirit of loving unity to
carryon the blessed work of the Cause
in the true spirit of those recent thrilling words of our beloved Guardian:
l'Ours is the duty to ponder these
things in our hearts. to strive to widen
our vision, and to deepen our comprehension of this Cause, and to arise,
resolutely and unreservedly, to play
our part, however small, in this g-reatest drama of the world', spiritual history."
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL
CONVENTION
Reported by
Louis G. Gregory

"The bl:rds are singiHO GlIJ..ong the
rose branches like angels of the hiq/rc.~t H ea'l.!fUl aHlIou-nci1t,q the glad tidings of that spiritual springtime m1-d
the s!t'eet music of their '['oices is

causing tire rcal essence of all things
to l1wve and quiver."
Only the Words of God, creative
and divine, suffice to describe the attraction and power which directed the
Twenty-second Annual Convention
held in the foundation of the Mashriqu'il-Adhkar at \Vilmette, April 2S to
27, 1930. It has been our joy to witness many conventions; but never one
in which the might of God to a greater
degree proved itself. All method, fail
save His method. All power is dissolved into nothingness before His supreme power. All voices are silenced
save those of sincere hearts which echo
and re-echo His Word. It is to be st iII
and to know that verily "He is God.:"
I t is customary to open each session
of the convention with prayer, But
this time the prayer was followed by
beautiful music in each case, It was
music born of diYlne !oye in which
hearts sang even sweeter than -,,:-olees.
The Oriental chants. the original melodies and words especially prepared for
this occasion by local friends, the prelude now added to the benediction
which has lent its spiritual fragrance
to so many gatherings, transported us
to heavenly realms. Add to this a room
attractive through its simplicity and
comfort, the walls adorned with Persian rugs, a well nigh tropical 1LL'{Uriance of flowers. the presence of attar
of rose which so subtly and delightfully reveals its presence, and the
priceless gift of our Guardian which
took outward form in the magnificent
rug from the sacred shrine of Bahl'u'lhib. Also there must be added the
expectant, eager faces of a large company of delegates and friends, distinguished in courtesy, full of good
humor, bringing to bear sanity, judgment, moderation and insight in their
consultation; the enthusiastic rCl'orts
-from yarious committees, the :;ense of
elation over the success of this period
of scrvice with a well defined movement tm",,'ard the coveted goal; yet
above all the lTIa j estic voice 0 f revelation which descended from the supreme
horizon through the luminous epistle
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of the Guardian. He in his further
consideration given to the new world
order of Bahi'u'llih, from his blessed
source of illumination sent forth a document so majestic in its expression, so
c1arifying in its teaching, so energizing in its note of triumph, that we are
overwhelmed with the certain knowledge that in this great Day of God divine revelation is ceaseless in its flow.
This great document which was read
to the convention among other things
portrayed the cleansing fire of tests
enkindled by the ignorant and which
must separate the sincere from the insincere; the unique features of the
program of Bahit'u'llilh, the supplementary strength of the YTaster's Will
in cTeating and moulding the destiny
of -the Cause; attacks on the sacred
Cause by people of all nations and
faiths which must inevita-bly come in
future; the essential -difference between Baha'( institutions and current
orders of the Christians and Moslems
which suggest similarities; the striking contrast between institutions erected by men and those created by the
soveTeignty of God; the building of
a structure as firm as adament in its
durability yet as fluid as limpid water
in its adaptability to the growing and
changing needs of humanity; the simplicity, yet pro[oundity and measureless bounties of the Cause and its destined victory through the hosts of the
unseen over all the fteeting powers of
earth. This great letter must dispel
all doubts and apprehensions with the
light of complete assurance.
The convention was organized with
Allan B. McDaniel as chairman and
Horace Holley as secretary. These servants of the divine Cause are so ideaUv
fitted for their tasks that comment is
unnecessary. The body of the Cause
in America was also ably represented
by those chosen as delegates.
The opening session contained references to the sunshine which expressed the happiness of the friends, the
love of the 11aster for mnsic, the appropriateness of such a gathering being
held in the Temple. The chairman also
expressed the conviction that construc~
tion and consultation will bring a new
era of power among the friends in the
western world. Hearts must increasingly feel the love of God and minds
be more attuned to the spirit of the
new age. High aims must be cornhined
with sound methods.
A cablegram from the Guardian as
read follows:
"Convey assembled delegates expression profound gratitude, heartfelt con-gratulations their heroic achievement.
May speedy construction fntire edi-
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ficc usher in era unprecedented triumphs beloved Faith as promised by
,Al>d u 'I-BaM.
"America's sustained! glorious sacrifice will assuredly endow rising
edifice with surh spiritual potencies as
shall excite wonder, admiration all
peoples. Befittingly inaugurate resumption Temple construction. Consecrated
carpet need neither be sold nor return~
ed. Dedicated as permanent ornament
first Mashriqu'il-AdhkaT of the West.
Advise Convention cable National Assemblies news this historic ceremony.
j'J\·lartha's triumphal, unhindered
progress through Persia has paved way
for delegation representing western
Baha'i's visit to advance interests of
Faith in Bah"'u'll,,h's native land,
Deepest love." (Signed) Shaghi.
The convention replied in the following cablegram to the Guardian:
"Assembled delegates greet beloved
Guardian with heartfelt love and devotion, Deep gratitude for matchless gift
of precious rugs to Mashriqu'il-Adhkar. Seek confirmation from Realm of
Reality that we may conscious1y realize in and for each other and within
ourselves the love of the Holy Spirit
to solve every problem with this divine
Elixir; that the new year will mark the
entrance into the Cause the troops foretold by the Master; that beginning now
the Temple may arise both inwardly
and outwardly and that radiant amity
encircle every soul.
"Impressive resumption ceremony
held Sunday evening at Foundation
Hall." (Signed) BrUun C onT'elllion.
During the convention other mes~
sages of greeting came from the
friends in London; Pretoria, South
Africa; Philadelphia; Geneva, Switzerland; and Iskahad, Russia.
Publicity
A powerful plea was made to the
convention during its consultation
about publicity that a vigorous C'a1TI~
paign of teaching be launched lest the
liberal principles of the Baha'i Caus~
be taken over by outside liberal organi~
zations. The opinion was voiced that
the activity for the Temple should not
be allowed to jeopardize other activities of the Cause. Now that the Temple construction is about to be resumed,
a thousand Questions will be asked
about it. Definite instruction as a result of serious consideration and definite study should always be available.
Publicity that is accurate and efficie1lt
should be pressed to the fore. It should
have in view not only local and nationaL but als:1 world conditions. It
should imply cooperation between national and local bodies and lend itseJf
to the needs of an age which is both

scientific and cOl1structi"'ve.
Suggested by the wishes of the
Guardian for American friends to visit
Persia for teaching, a friend rec.alled
what 'Ahdu'l-Bahi mentioned years
ago about such a journey. It was that
a group of from eight to eightt~n, or
even larger should go, It should include people of experience and those
who can address audiences. The great
war shut off this means of service as
conceived by the Master; but now the
door is being opened by Shoghi Effendi,
Baholi Magazi1fe
The spokesman for this magazine,
Mrs. Haney, Teported a plan to add
to its staff contributing editors from
various countries, such as England.
Egypt, Persia, etc. The convention expressed high appreciation for the editors and attached especial value to the
last number with its fine preseuiation
of the Temple, The hound wlumes
were declared mines of information,
comprised a valuabJe library, the sales
of which ought -to augment the revenues.
Indexing and Editing Tablets
Mrs. Corinne True reported the progress of this work and how the pres~
ence of the Master was sometime~ felt
in the handling of His Tablets, It
was suggested that all who possess
Tablets should send the -originals with
their translations to the archives, retaining photostatic copies so that priceless treasures may not be lost.
Treasurer's Report
In connection with I\fr. Scheffler's
presentation of this document which
was printed and circulated among the
delegates, he expressed the Guardian's
wish for business efficiency. The complicated affairs of the Cause should
be administered with complete accuracy. A definite system of accounting
should be installed hy local Assemblies. All should know wheTe the
money goes. The more businesslike
we are, the more in accord with the
spirit of the Cause. System will stimulate giving in a regular way. This
works well in the business of the N. S.
A. A anti clear and simple system is
used and this should be adopted by all
the centers.
A friend from MontTeal who has
made great gifts declared! \Ve ha've
not finished. We have but started,
The Temple must be built in record
time. Let us continue to sacrifice for
B.ha'tt'lhlh, 'Abdu'l-Baba and Shoghi
Effendi. \Ve must do even better in
future, although we have done well.
The purpose of the Cause is unity. If
we talk sacrifice we must prove it.
Keep up the plan of unified action.
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I f we do so during the next three or
five years the Temple will be built. We
must keep at it in order to fulfill the
beautiful words of the :\laster. The
assurance on the part of the friends of
further support has greatly,- relieved
Shoghi Effendi of his burdens. In
these hard times we may well lay the
foundation of future prosperity by
keeping a promise that wi!! be a shining example to the world. Tell the
friends, says Shoghi Effendi, that the
work is not finished. It is just started.
It is not only our duty but Ollr privilege to fulfill our promise and complete
this building in record time.
Public Teaching Meeting
Friday evening of the con venti un
was devoted to the teaching of the general public. Spiritual fragrance was
diffused through the reading of the
Creative \V ords. There was also a very
attractive musical program in which
various races found expression. The
chairman, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, of So,"
Francisco, in her radiant manner told
of the psychology of the new age and
of the great Light now retlected in
every domain of human activity. While
the appearance of every prophct of
the past bestowed new spiritual life
and joys upon mankind, yet now this
glorious new springtime of God has
brought us ceaseless joys in the universal Manifestation, Baha'u'Uih. The
nations of men through material advancement are now closely associated
together. But there must be the spiritual bond to enable them to work harmoniously.
The great principles of
Baha'u11:ih unfold a world program
of unity, cooperation and love, while
the penetration of His mighty Spirit
brings healing to a distracted world.
Another theme was "The Reality of
Humanity". one wh-ich the speaker felt
had been given him by the :\laster.
He gave this universal reality a local
application by showing how it might
bring ha nnonious contacts between the
three racial stocks in America, to wit,
the red man, the white man and the
black man. By discovering the common origin and destiny of mankind
they might cooperate more closely, discern the mystery of being and attain
nearness to God the ideal King through
service to the realm of man.
He
praised the nohle qualities found in
each race and showed how each could
attain a bright destiny through the supreme Guidance of Baha'u'U<ih. For
a member of one race to praise another
is ever a means of increasing sympathy
and understanding. Appreciation therefore, and not dispraise, is the ensign
of the illuminati. It is an attribute of
the Divine upon which increasingly

rests the security of the world. Harold Johnson's beautiful poem on the
unity of east and west in which he ref ers to the one
"Wlro of lale by the foot of
Ca-rm-el trod

Persia's holint son who shone
forth ",ilh the Splendor of
God"
was read as a fitting climax to this
address.
The thin! address, HV{hat is new in
the Baha'i Teachings ?" was. given by
:\IT. Albert Vail. Strikingly beautiful
quotations from vVords of Eahi'u'Hah
to Prof. Browne, from the Hidden
Words and the first western address
of 'Abdu'l- Baba were read at the beginning-. The Baha'i teachings restate
in a new way what is true in religion.
The actual is accentuated in these
teachings. A definition which 'AhdulBaha once gave of a Baha'i is "a
Christian who puts his teachings into
practice." An open mind is the rarest
of gifts. Children are original and
free from prejUdices until they reach
the age of ten. Research and just
evaluation bring life. Imitation and
adherence to tradition bring death.
Baha'u'lIcih is the first to teach the independent attitude toward truth. Investigate with a pure and loving heart.
This brings us nearer to Gorl.
Aoother new thought is that of the
same reality in all religions. The mirrors of God are the Pruphets whose
light they retlect. They revcal the
splendor of the Invisible. God sends
His J\iessengers in succession. He is
not exhausted in His bounties by what
has gone before. Today he restores
in its purity and perfection the truth
of old, but also reveals in newness and
abundance all that is oeeded in this
wondrous age. Each crea t i ve day discovers God aU over again. A new
power comes with such discovery. Now
is seen a wonderful synthesis of
science and religion. It glows in our
hearts and shines in our minds.
"Praise be to Thee, 0 Desire of the
hearts of the yearning!"
SeCfmJ Day
Following the opening with music
and prayer and reading from the
epistles of Shoghi Effendi, a delegate
moved that the incoming- National
Spiritual Assembly be asked as soon
as possible to prepare a budget and
new schedule with such added instructions as may be secured from the
Guardian.
Interracial Amity
The report of the Amity Committee
brought many happy responses. These
included references to the activities in
Chicago and its environs, told by l\.ofrs.
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Parker, a member of both the local
and national committees; of the guidance of an aged and intluential Moslem in New York; of the varied and
picturesque activities among the youth
of that great assembly; of the activities on the Pacific coast among
Negroes, Chinese, Japanese and other
Orientals; of the cosmopolitan clubs
among groups in Southern Califnrnia
where fifteen races were represehted;
of the fine services rendered by the
Geneva, N"ew York, friends botn in
their own city and the adjoining city
of Rochester; of the: interracial discussion group conducted by the Baha'is
in Washington, D. c.; of the valued
work of the San Francisco and Bay
City friends; of the wonderful confirmations showered upon the recent
amity conferences held in :Montreal;
of the brilliant success of the recent
conferences held in Columbus, Ohio,
which demonstrated the universal
principles of the Cause; of the fraternity work among the youth of
Montreal with an utter loss of racial
consciousness. These very interesting
and varied reports were received with
much appreciation.
Geyersville Summer School
Representatives of the western Green
Acre, the summer school at Geyservi IJe, Cali f., gave a naive and bea uti f ul
description of this teaching activity.
It is designed to promote the advancement of science and also to disseminate
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the ideals of the Kingdom.
Wen
qualified Baha'i teacher, attend and
smne eminent scientists are so enamored of the place and its spirit of
service that they defray their own expenses from a distance in order to
share the joys and glories of service.
Among the subjects of the coming
season are "The Science of Social Conduct", "Interracial Prob1ems and Their

Solution",

"Political

and

Spiritual

Forces of the \Vorld" and "Peace".

Bah6!; W Mid
The matter for the new edition of
the Baha'i World is now in the hands
of the Guardian. ~lr. Windust paid
a feeling tribute to those who have
sent photographs, the most interesting
of which came from Persia. This
beautiful volume makes a special appeal to the refined and educated classe.s.
In, the universities, professors of religion, psychology and sociology ha>'e
f Gund it most useful.
Natirmal Teaching Committee

One of the most enlivening reports
was that of the National Teaching
Committee, presented by Mrs. May
Maxwell. She stated that one of the
most inspiring works imaginable was
to receive the reports from various
centers and to view the evolution of
various methods and phases of activity.
One of these relates to activities initiated by this committee and another to
spontaneous efforts among the friends
in the centers. Need for more funds
is voiced by many and has a real basis.
Sacrifices for the Temple have made
this necessary. There has been the
greatest amount of work with the
smallest expenditure of means. Also,
the scarcity of teachers presents a vital
need. Teachers shou Id attract not
only ardent admirers, but ardent supporters of the faith. The latter is di 1ficult. The seed sown must be pure.
The fires of Baha'u'llah will set ablaze
forests of hearts when conditions are
favorable. Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler
sacrificed visits to nineteen centers in
order to do the follow-up work of Miss
OTcella Rexford in New Yurk. How
scarce are souls with capacity to teach 1
News like the wind should fly from
place to place. Meetings shouln be a
perfect flame of beauty and enthusiasm. Two secretaries are now needed,
one to correspond and the other to plan
activities. Efficiency and penetration
are attained in the Cause when local
and national workers cooperate.
Reception of the Rug
A ceremony of the utmost simplicity
and dignity expresserl the gratitude
welling tll the hearts of the frienrls for
the wondrous g~ft of Shoghi Effendi.

the beal1tiful rug sent from the sacred this glorious work which has moved so
shrine now to be an adornment of the many centers to go more deeply into
first western Temple. All nations and the treasures unfolded by the teaching'.
races stood arol1nd the rug and the
Election
occasion hart an Oriental setting in beThe usual prayers for guidance preing conducted by Dr. Zia 1\1. Hag'dadi, ceded the balloting and the returns as
who is so well trained in the customs reported by the tellers showed the reof hath east and west.
election of the entire personnel of the
Ridvan Feast
National Spiritual Assembly of last
The Feast of EI-Ridvan, commemo- year. The members thus elected, in
rative of the Declaration of Baha'u- view of their largely increasing reIlah, was observed both outwan!1y and sponsibilities, felt the need of fervent
inwardly. Outwardly it was the en- prayer and one of the friends, Mrs.
tertainment of three hundred persons Haney, read the words of the Guardian
with the delicious Persian pilau. On asking on the part of all, loyal support
the inner spiritual plane i£ ''''~as "the to those thus honored and weighted.
glad tidings of the morn of guidance."
Mashriq'ul-Adhkdr
George O. Latimer of Portland,
The purpose of the organization of
Oregon, presided, showing forth great the first convention, twenty-two years
joy and lending ·himse! f in an ideal ago, was the erection of the noble
way to the conduct of a long and structure of the Mashriq'ul-Adhkilr.
~'aried program.
Dr. Bagdadi gave a During all the years the friends who
graphic portrayal of the original scene, have labored, sacrificed and prayed
with the satlness of the friends who have looked forward longingly to the
surrounded Baha'u'llcih on the morn- time when their fondest hopes would
ing of that day when he was sum- be realized. The resumption of buildmoned from Baghdad to Constanti- ing operations after the years now
nople, this to be followed with the marks what indeed seems a new epoch
supreme joy of the hearts when ~hat in the Cause. The presence of Mr.
evening he made His great dec1ar~t1on. Louis Bourgeois and the actual or conThen the breezes of knowledge, sctence structive presence of a number of
and true civilization began to penetrate others who will aid him in the archi4
the whole world. The chairman kept tectural and engineering phases of the
the spirits in a genial flow. Mother building of the Temple of God was a
Beecher, although personally absent, happy augury of the not distant future
was heard to deliver one of her famous when this glorious structure will find
exhortations. It came through her completion. VVe close our brief and
granddaughter, Dorothy Baker, who all too inadequate report by quoting the
with Jeep fervor exhorted all to love address of Dr. F. H. Newell, of the
mankind for the sake of God. One Research Service. which will havGfriend told glorious news 0 f the new direction of the engineering, this to be
community at Phoenix, Ariz., and how followed in turn by the poetic letter of
lull of the divine fire they are.
Mr. H. Van Buren :\fagonigle, chairAnother, a new believer, paid elo- man of the Advisory Committee of
quent tribute to the marvelous spirit distinguished architects for the Temple.
which pervades these gathering'. Still The association of great architects and
another told of customs of the Ameri- engineers in this Temple construction
can Indians and her hopes for their fulfills the prophecy that this great
future guidance. Our Perslan brother. edifice would be the result of the comFoad Ashraf, told of the striking simil- bined efforts of a number of architects.
itude of this Ridvan Feast and its
Dr. N eweU's Address
scenes of love to the beautiful gardens
uTo
gain
a mental picture of the
of Persia. "land of the nightingale and
the rose." )rlrs. Grace Ober, who Temple, imagine a lofty cylindrical
spent so much time with the :vraster, room topped with a hemispherical
recalled His exhortation to f'(lake one- dome of 45 ft. radius. In short, a
self a hollow tube through which the circular room 7S ft. across and 135 ft.
high in the CeTIter formed of glass held
voice of God might speak.
by steel frames. This glass roof and
Third Day
sides keep out the wind and protect the
The Outline Bureau gave evidence interior of the structure from the
of its activities through a report made weather. \~Then the Temple is combv Mrs. Doris McKay of Geneva, one pleted, with all of its ornameutations,
o~f the most active ann resourceful
the glass will be almost unseen, it 1S
''''''orkers in this arm of the teaching concealed both on the {)utside and inwork. She appealed for warmth, light side by highly ornamented perforated
and beauty, both outward and inward ;:.creens of stone, concrete or metal,
grace. Appreciation was shown for through which the light can pass.
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"The weight of the strueltire and its
dome is carried largely at nine points
equally distant from the .center. There

th_us results not a circular building
With Quter walls following the uniformly curved glass sides, but a ninesided structure with each of the nine
sectors similar to the other and with
nine projecting corners or buttresses
each marked with a minaret or tower
45 ft. high.
"The platform from which these
nine towers rise is circular, 202 ft. in
diameter at the ground surfa-ce and
rising by 19 concentric steps to the
main floor of the Temple. where it is
152 ft. across. There is a door midway between each two towers; thIs
opens from a hroad platform-the far
side of which curves backward, that is
in the reverse direction from the cun:e
of the outer edge of the platfonn. On
€ach side of the doorway are two windows highly ornamented. The door
and flanking windows are repeated in
each of the nine sectors all identical in
appearance.
"Entering. the building is essentially
a large circular hall or auditorium with
nine relatively small rooms opening
out radially. Looking up it is seen
that the walls of this large central hall
carry a ga'l1ery 36 ft. from the floor
and above this a second gallery 45 ft.
hi.gher, or 81 ft. from the floor. Above
this is a 19 ft. st()ry and then the
curve- or spring of the dome. These
galleries project 10 ft. into the central hall or narmw it to 75 ft. in diameter. The pillars which support the
galleries are rontinued up to carry a
dome inside the glass weather-proof
dome and slightly lower down, by
about 12 ft. in the -center. There are
in effect three domes; the outer to consist of perforated stone or concrete.
inside this the concealed wire glass or
weather-proof dome and then a third
or ·false dome which is seen from below. The galleries and the inside
dome are a mass of ornamentation
completely concealing the main structure.
.
"Above the first story the outer portion of the building steps back.- There
are again nine segments with nine projecting angles ma.ked by towers or
minarets. but these are midway hetween the lower outer towers·. These
upper minarets nine in number are
over 50 ft. high, each is crowned by
a glass illuminated sphere, The side
walls between these minarets are not
straight but ?-re concavely curved in
plan similar to those below.
"The nine rooms opening out from
the central' hall are about 20 it. wide
hy 24 ft. deep with ceilings 33 it. high.
T·he arched openings from the central

hall into these rooms are 16 ft. wide
and 29 ft. high and are not provided
with doo". The side walls of the
rooms are flat; each pierced by two
d()uble doors 8 ft. high. The far end
of each room that is formed by the
outside wall, is curved or bowed outward toward the tower which forms
a part of this outer wall of each of the
nine rooms. One of these rooms will
be used in part for a stairway lear.ling
to the gallery.
"The lower gallery is 36 ft. above
the main floor and is reached by 60
steps; it is 8 ft. wide and extends entirely around the building and affords
a view of the interior. Doors {)pen out
from the gallery into the flat roof of
the nine rooms just described. Above
these doors are window open in gs 30
ft. high.
"From this first gallery a winding
staircase of 70 steps lea(h to the second or singers' ga·lIery at the base of
the uome. This is 45 ft. above the
first gallery; it is 5 y, ft. wide. opens
on the central hall by high narrow
arches and ou!\vardly ·by windows and
doors -leading to a narrow outside platform,
"The floor area of the central hall
is about 70 it. in diameter and contains a little less than 4OCX) square
feet; assuming that 6 square feet will
be needed for a person the auditorillll
will hold between six and seven hundred people. The rooms will hold
about 100 people each."
Mr. Magonigle's Letter
The following is an extract frum
the letter 0 f Mr. Magoni gle to Mr.
Newell as quoted by the latter in his
address to the convention:
"As I said to YOll, it has been necessary for me as architectural member
of the Advisory Board, to adjust myself to an unusual point of view. Jrfr.
Bourgeois has conceived a Temple of
light. to which structure as usually understooo is to be conceded visible support eliminated so far as possible and
the whole fabric to take on the airy
structure of a dream. It is a large e;velope enshrining an idea, the idea of
light; a shelter of cobweb interposed
between earth and sky, struck through
and through with light, ,light which
will partly consume the forms amI
make of it a thing of faery. It is necessary then for YOUT Arlvisory Board
toO place themselves at once in an attitude of respect for this heautiful idea
and applying the fruits of experience,
hend the practical to the aesthetic ,,~th
sympathetic understanding in the elldeavor to ascend to the ethereal realization of the creator's dream."
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Only an edific~ that in its mysticism
connects earth WIth heaven. that is created hy the divine Logos, that incarnates .sacntice, that typ1fies the power
of UTI1lv, responds to Guidance is under in:fin~te pr~ttttion an~ that represents m Its radiant form the Manifestation of God. Baha'u'llah, can fulfill
so sublime an ideaL The worlds of religion, art, science. invention and industry lay their treasures at His feet.

"Him do the powers obey."
BAHA'I ALBUM
Miss Mary L. Fenn. R64 Prospect
Ave., La Jolla, Calif., started about a
year ago to make up for the archives
a collection of photographs of the
~arly believers.
She will be pleased
If those who are mtere~ted in such a
collection will aid her by mailing to
her at the address given above, the
photographs of living or deceased believers representative .of the history of
the Cause in America.
THE GREEN ACRE SEASON
The Green Acre Committee under
the jurisdiction of the National SpirItlta,l Assembly, is making preparations
for the carrying on of an intensive

study and training course for teachers
at Green Acre during July and August. 1930.
The pbysical plant of Green Acre
will be utilized to the fullest practicable
extent to provide for rooms and meals
at cost for frieoos who may find it
possible to spend from a iew days to
th.e entire season there.
~

The program for the season will include daily teaching and training
classes in the morning except Saturday and Sunday, and supplementary
lectures on three afternoons or evenings each week. General community
gatherings and entertainments wial be
held on Sunday evenings, special
classes will be held for the children,
and activities for the young people
will include services about the properties, classes and recreation. A ractal amity conference wiH take place
in August. A detailed program will
be issued ,later. It is hoped that the
friends will make a spe<:ial effort this
Summer to spend their vacations at
Green Acre; proot f rom the re f res htng climate of this lovely, consecrated
sl)Ot, and receive the spiritual henefit
and training of the classes and lectures.
Inquiries should be addressed toProf. G. A. Shook, Wheaton College.
;\lorton, Mass.; or Mrs. A. B. McDaniel, 7 Crafton Street, Che,'y Chase,
~[d.
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PROGRAM
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL
GEYSERVILLE, CAL.
1930

July 1 Hh to 27th, Inclusive
COURSES:

1. Comparati,,·c Religio~,
a. The Living Religions and
Their Basic Teachings,
h. The Truths Underlying Their
Symoolisms.
c. Continuity of Religion.
d. The Spiritual Influence III
\Vo~ld Civilizaticms.

Bahd'i Teachers.
Science of Religion
Evolution.
Heredity and Environment.
Man in this Universe.
Immortality.
Baha'i Teu.chf!n.
3. The Scietlce of the New Education
a. The Material Factors. Prof.
E. A. Rogers.
n. Spiritnal Factors.
Prof.
Meredith
,,[
Montezuma
School.
d. Spiritual Aspect of Psychology. Mrs. C. M. Cooper.
4. The Science of Social Conduct
a. Economics of
Agriculture.
Pmf. H. E. Kern of The University of Berlin.
b. Inter-racial
Prablems
and
Their Solution. Prof. For,yeth Ward, of University ot
California.
c. Sociology in a ;\lew Light.
Pro!. Phillips, of Fresno State
Co],Jege.
d. P"litical and Spiritual Forces
Working for World Peace.
Tully C. Knowles, President,
College of Pacific.
Esperanto Gass. Teaching Conference, July 20th.
Children's Class. Public Meetings m
Santa Rosa and Geyserville.
2. The
a.
h.
c.
d.

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE
Many interesting articles are in
store .for the readers of the Star of the
West. Martha Root -continues her
travels, and promises to send us a series of articles covering her marvelous
experiences in the countries she visits.
We are also promised by her the translation of an article on the -Cause which
appeared in an Arabic paper. Martha
Root has been called a "spiritual genius," and the title is d.eserved for only
a spiritual genius who wins the confirmations 0 f God cou Id have to her credit
such outstanding achievements in the
path -of service.
The neW series on "Travels in the
Holy Land," by Dr. Walter B. Guy
will continue to appear from month to

.month. He is giving us some exquisite sketches.
We are always happy to have new
contributors to the pages of the StaT,
and the ::\'1arch nwnber brings out an
artide by Leslie R. Hawthorn on "The
Great Change." Other articles from
this y.oung and enthusiastic Baha'i will
appear from time to time, and will
demonstrate that he is not only a gifted
writer but a thinker.
The April Star will be a special
Temple number. A most important
article will appear in this number by
Mrs. Shahnaz ~Vaite, who presents the
plan of the Temple in a novel way. It
is one of the finest articles on the suhject ever published and is well worth
the reading of the Bahil'is and of all
those interested in the Cause.
In Japan Agnes Alexander continues
her good work of bringing the Baha'i
Teachings to the attention of worth
while people personally; also there appears in the Japanese Press sumetim~s
a reprint of articles in the Star. Recently Miss Alexander's "Mount Fuji"
article was taken from THE BAHA'I
~'1AGAZINE, copied in one of the large
Japanese papers and credit given to
our magazine.
We feel greatly encouraged with the
progress in every direction, and it is
our hope for the Sta.r that it may continue to be the means of bringing interested people into the Cause.
STAKWOOD COBB,

.1otARIAM HA~fEY,
MARGARET
:McDANTF.L.

n.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
The Bahai Correspondence Course
is meeting with an encollraging response from all parts of the rountry.
Over one hundred have now registered of which exacb1y half are from
the Pacific coa.'~t states. Their keener
interest is prohably due to a letter from
Shoghi Effendi to a Los Angeles believer jn which he said, "To deepen in
the Cause means to read the 'VV ritings
of Baha'u'lhih and the Master so thoroughly as to be able to give it to others in its pure form. There are many
who have some superficial idea of what
the Cause stands for. They therefore
present it together with all sorts .of
ideas that are their own. As the Cause
is still in its early -days we must l>e
most careful lest we fall under this
error and injure the 110vement we
so much adore. There is no limit
m the study of the Cause. The more
we read the Writings the more Truths
we find in them and the more we will
~ee that Ollr previous notions were crrDneous.'·
Various uses of these lessons are

being made aside from individual
study. Some report that the lesSOn<
furniS'h splendid material for most interesting general meetings. One enthusiast writes, "I cannot say enough
in praise of yonr wonderful lessons.
They seem to be the best yet in promotmg study as well as teaching the
-VVord of God in this Dav. As librarian I have been trying hard to bring
about the study of the Word but have
gained Ii ttle head way until we recei ved
these lessons which with the required
class-work, reports and examinations,
were an incentive to study for ourselves what we have always expected
Ollr speakers to do for us-a good case
of mental laziness. The Word ()f God
has such power! The two hour study
class seems so short. No one wants
to go home. Am trying to encourage
more classes to form in homes even if
only two or three can get together."
Anyone interested in this Course for
personal or Assembly use shoul<i write
to R. C. Collison, 681 Castle Street,
Geneva, N. Y.
THE HOUSES OF BAHA'U'LLAH
The spirituall tension produced
throughout the Baha'i world by the
seizure of the Houses of BaM'u'lIah
at Bagdad, still continues to exist. Although the Petition submitted to the
Permanent l\fandates Commission of
the League of Nations by the Bagdad
Spiritual Assembly was favorably
acted upon, and the recommendation
of the Conunission approved by the
Cound of the League, the Government of Iraq has not yet compelled
the Shiahs to restore these Shrines to
their rightful Baha'i ownership. With
the Guardian's approval, extracts
from the Minutes of the Fourteenth
Session of the Permanent Mandates
Commission held at Geneva, Switzerland, from Ocmber 26 to November
13, 1928, are published for the information {)f believers. The following
passages are from pages 262 and 276
of the printed volume of Minutes.Editar.
Report of the Commission t (J the
Council
The petitioners state at great length
the facts which have led them to appeal to the League of Nations. These
facts can be summarized as follows:
The founder of the sect, Bah.'u·lUrh. in whom the Baha'is recognize
the inspired messenger of CrtJd, settled
at Bag-dad in 1852 after being exiled
from Persia. He established himself
and his family in certain dwellinghouses belonging to one .of ,his disciples.
This property-which is the
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subject of the present litigation-was
subsequently acquired by Eaha'u'nah
and on his death passed into the possession of his son 'Abdu'I-Baha.
Baha'u'nih resided eleven years in
these houses, upon which his long fesiclence conferred in the eyes of his disciples a sacred character.
In view ()-f the lack of security
which prevailed under the fonner system of government and the constant
hostility of the Shiahs, Baha'u'nah decided never to reveal his ownership of
the dwelling-houses in question, which
to all appearance remained the property of one of his disciples, and for
the same reasons the sect abstained
from using these dwellings for the exercise of thei-r religion, thus refraining from drawing attention to the sacred character which they attached to
this property.
Matters remained in this condition
ulltil, with the establishment of the
British mandate, the hberty <Jf conscience and religion proclaimed in the
Covenant of the League of ;.,)ations
was confirmed in Iraq by the Treaty
of 1922 with Great Britain and later
by the Organic Law of Iraq. Taking advantage of a security they had
never known before, the Baha'is, under the direction of 'Abdu'l-Baha,'
henceforth the leader o( their movement, set about putting into repair the
dwellings sanctified by the residence of
Bah;i'u'l!ith with a view to the open exercise of their religion.
Then began the tri~ulations which
they ascribe to the fanaticism of the
Shiahs. The era of persecution and
violence had passed, but the Shiahs
resorted to intrigue in order to relegate inro the background a sect wlOse
development they feared.
A first attempt on the part of the
Qadhi of the Shiah Courts at Bagdad
to obtain possessi<Jn of the property in
question was frustrated by the intervention of the Iraq authorities, A
fresh application was subsequently
made by the same Qadhi to the Peace
Court at Bagdad for the eviction of the
occupants.
The decision of the Court was still
pend-ing when the Government intervened afresh, moved by the state of
puhlic opinion caused 'by the Shiah.s:
the Government ordere-d the Baha"ls
t<J be evicted and the keys of the
houses in dispute to be given into the
custody of the Governor of Bagdao.
A fter a judgment dismissing the application, the Peace Court made frmtless efforts to reinstate the defendants
in possession of the property. Its de" In lin:! the leader of the Baha'i mo¥em(!nt was
5hOghi Effemli-Edilor.
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ciSlOll remained a dead-letter, as the redress of the denial of justice from
Government maintainoo its refusal.
which the petitioners have suffered.
The case passed from Court to
IVforeover. the Commission proposes
Court and was finally hrought before to the Council that the petitioners be
the Court of Appeal at Bagdad, which, answered in the following terms:
by a majority of four (the native
"The Permanent Mandates Commembers) to one (the British Presid- mission. rocognizing the justice of the
ing Justice), decided in favor of the mmplaint made by the Baha'i Spiritual
plaintiffs (the Shiahs).
Assembly of Bagdad, has recomAccording tQ the petitioners, the . mended' to the Council of the League
property which was the subject of liti- such action ~s it thinks proper to regation was at once converted into dress the wrong suffered by the petiWaq f property, the effL'Ct 0 f which tiuners:~
was to render redress from the injustice of which they complain even more REPORT OF THE TREASURER*
diffi<:ult. The accuracv of this fact
:\farch 31, 1930.
was disputed by the awedited repreThe year beginning April I, 1929•
.sentative of the mandatory Power dur- and ending March 31, 1930, has bein~ his last hearing before the Comcome a most important period in the
mtsst()n.
short history of the Cause of BaFinally, the petition contains ex- hi'u'lI;ih in America. It brought to a
tracts from correspondence exchanged successful conclusion the long- susbetween the British Secretary of State tained effort made by the handful of
and the representative of the petition- believers in America to acx:umulate the
ers, from which it will be gathered that building fund of $400,000 that would
the mandatory Government has taken enabl e us to resume the construction
active steps through its High Com- of Mashriq'ul-Adhk:ir. In every part
missioner in lraq with a view to induc- of the world the Bahi'is have been
ing the Government of Iraq to adopt anxiously awaiting this moment, Thev
a compromise which would give satis- have been praying for Dur success and
factiun to the complainants. This in- have also contributed generous1y to the
tervention remained without succesS. funds, so that when this edifice is
The Baha'i community maintains erected it can be said without fear 0 f
that, on account of a series of intrigues contradiction that the people of every
inspired by religious fanaticism in part of the world and from every rewhich the administrative authorities ligious origin have united to build thhi
and finally also the judicial authDrities Temple to the glory of God and for
of Iraq were associated. it has been the service of mankind.
serious-Iy disturbed in the exercise of
During this year the treasurer of
its religion and deprived of property the National Spiritual Assembly rebelonging to its religious head. to ceived a total of $230,035.16. and he
which the -community attaches a sacred has expended a total of $37,530.55, of
character, to the advantage of a rival which $11 ,023.50 was for capital expenditures.
sect.
The cash on hand at the dose of the
Jn support of its claims, this community appeals to the principle of the last fisml year was $211,928.06. The
liherty of conscience and religion con- Convention last year raised that
tained in the Treaty of 1922 between am<Junt almost to the $350,000 mark,
I raq and Great Britain (Article IiI) but the ,believers had then made a suand in the Organic Law of Iraq (Artl- preme effort and it was not poss.ible
ele XIII), as also to Article 22 (1) of actually to complete the fund for the
the League Covenant, which states that builoing until the end of this year.
the well-being and development of the
Trustee, Under the Tempi.
peoples (of the manoated territories)
Indenture
formerl a sacred trust, of civilization,
Since the establishment of the trusteeship for the Temple and also for
Green Acre, it has been necessary fo!"
Ctmclusions
the trea:mrer to open separate books
The Commission draws the Coun- of account for each one of these ac··
cil's attention to the considerations and tivities.
conclusions suggested to it by an exFour hundred thoL1sand dollars
amination of the -petition of the Raha'1 shown in the Temple Fund is the
Spiritual A"cmbly of Bagdad and of amount that was -voted to the trustees
the documents accompanying it.
• This rerart could net bt: included among tb.~
It recommends that the Council
n:ports publisbed in BIlHA'[ NEWS for Apnl
should ask the British Government to annual
but was distribut~d to delegates at the Ccmventlon
in
pamphlet
The foHowing financial state·
make representations to the Iraq Gov- ment is Imlyform,
a sLlmmary of the fully jterni~d
,ernment with a view to the immediate Tt"eStiurer's Report--Editor.
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for the construction of the Temple. In
addition to this amount $3.798.79 was
expended on the Temple by the Temple trustees, said amount having previously been placed at their disposal
hy the National Spiritual Assembly.
The capital expenditures on the Tem-

ple this year amounted to $9,335.5l.
All the lands of the Temple with the
structures thereon, excepting, of
course, the Bourgeois studio building,
have also been turned over to the trustees fur the Temple, also vacant
properties at

Lansing.

Illinois

amI

J,luskegon, Michigan, the total value
of all of which amounts to $750,502.52.
This figure. however, represents only
a part of the actual value as the fig·
ures shown in Exhibit "I" give us the
actual cost of the Temple property and
do not take into acconnt the tremendous increase in the value of this land
since it was purchased.
Trustees Under the Green AC1"e
Indenture
The total value of the Green Acre
properties as shown on the books 0 [
the Green Acre Trustees represents
only the actual cost of the property to
the Cause, In view of the necessity
for conservation of the funds~ the
treasurer has not urged that the Green
Acre properties be appraised this last
year, but before any program for the
development of Green Acre is undertaken by the believers. an appraisal
should be made so that the trustees
may have definite information to guide
them. In the case of the Temple
properties this is not so important, inasmuch as the use of the property is
definitely established and the financial
policy regarding our building operations is fixed by the Guardian. The
instructions as we now understand
them preclude any possibility of these
lands being mortgaged or sold.
Only sufficient meney to meet the
running expenses 0 f the Green Acre
property and to reti re several bonds
held by believers who were in need of
the funds was voted to the Green Acre
trustees, so that the total 'amount of
cash in their possession at the close of
the fiscal year was only $29.94. This
amount is on deposit in the National
Mechanics and Traders Bank of Portsmouth.
N alional Spiritual Assembly
Operating Expenses

The total amount expended by the
),J'ational Spiritual Assembly in maintaiIling the activities of the Cause this
year was $26,507.05. This is $1,004.60
less than was expended last year. It
is the opinion of the treasurer's offi-ce,

STATElIIE:--IT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
For Period April I, 1929 to lilarch 31. 1930
CASH AND
SECURITIES
General
Cree/were
Temple
On Hand April 1, 1929 Fund
Fund
Fund
Total
K orthern Trust Cu. .. $512.06 (Red)
(Red) $512.06
Northern Trust Cu .. .
$809.88
809.88
;>.! orthern Trust Cu .. .
400.00
400.00
State Bank &
Trust Co.
18.694.59
18.694.59
U. S. Treasury Cert.
189,590.63
189,590.63
Liberty Bonds ...... .
150.()()
150.00
Other Stocks and
Bonds ........ .
2,150.00
2,150.00
645.02
645.02
Accrued I nte rest ...:::.;-;;-:-::::::-;::;-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---:--:-:--:-':".:==--__
.."..:~:::.
$18,182.53
$193,745.53 $211 ,928.06
CASH RECEIPTS
$73,564.4~
$90.00
$156,380.68 $230,035.16
$91,747.01
$90.()()
$350,126.21 $441,963.22
DISBURSEMENTS
Temple
$3,798.79
$3,798.79
Teaching ...... $6,345.00
6,345.00
Greenacre ... , ..
3,886.98
3,886.98
;>.!ews Letter ... .
917.33
917.33
Bahai :\,Iagazine . 3,358.50
3,358.50
International ... , 2.465.00
2,465.00
Publicity ...... .
45.00
45.00
Administration .. 5,525.52
5,525.52
Archives ... .
104.93
104.93
Amity .... .
60.00
60.00
$18,821.28
$3,886.98
$3,798.79
$26,507.05
$72,925.73
$3,796.98
$346.327.42 $415,456.17
(Red)
CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES
$715.24
$972.75
$.9,33'.5!
$1107350
~~~~--~~~~--~~~"~~~'~-~.
$72,210.49
$4,769.73
$336,991.91 $404.432.67
(Red)
Funds transferred
from Gent'ral
Fund to Temple
and G reenacrc
Funds ......... $67,777.82
$4,769]3
$63.000.09
~~------~~~----~~~~------CASHA;>'!D
SECCRITIES
On Hand March
NONE
$400,000.00
31. 1930 ....... $4,432.67
~ote-Analysis of Disbursements are given in Exhibit "D"
however, that the resumption of activity on the Temple property will c~1l
for a greater ·expenditure in the future. The teaching work will have to
be stimulated. Publicity will have to
he properly handled by the ;>.!ational
Spiritual Assembly, so that the awakened interest of the American public
will be met by a well organized and
efficient body who are thoroughly
equipped to supply reliable information
that will do justice to the Cause.
Without doubt the local assemhlies
and groups. as well as the committees
handling the funds, should all use a
uniform system of accounting. Exact
"",thods will stimulate the work and

$4D4.432.67

once installed and understood they will
definitely help those who are doing the
work of the Cause. Local treasurers
should use a lmiform receipt and all
accounts should be kept in a uniform
manner so that eventually the National treasurers' records may reflect the
financial activity of the entire Cause
in America and Canada, Mr. A. F.
~\lIatthisen. who has been doing- the accounting work for the l\' ational Spiritual Assembly, has prepared such a
svstem for presentation to the believers.
Respectfully submitted,
CARL SCHEFFL;:R,
'1
Treasurer.
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o y" servants of Ihe M ereiful 0.,. I
Arise to serue the Cause of God, in
such 'wise that cares and sorrcm/s
caused by them that Imve disbelieved
in the Dayspring of the Signs of God
may not affiict you. At the time when
the Promise was fuI fillotl and the
P,omised One !nade 1n4nifest, diffMenees have appeared am<mgsl the kindred of the earth and each people haih
folll}'wed us own faney and idle im4ginings.-BAH ..\~U'LLAH.
BAHA'I ANNIVERSARIES AND
NINETEEN-DAY FEASTS

The question is frequent.Jy mised
whether Nineteen-Day Feasts and
Anniversary Celebrations noted on the
Bah:i'i calendar shooW be regarded as
occasions limited to believers or open
to non-Baha'i guests. The matter was
referred to Shoghi Effendi by the Nati(mal AsS<llDlJly before the Convention, to have the question answered for
u.s aN in such a way as to rcflet."'t truest wisdom and 'knowledge.
l'he
Guardian's reply pla<:ed the decision,
for the present at leas-t, in the members ,,[ the National Assembly.
After consultation, the Assembly
recorded its view that Baha'i Feasts
and Anniversaries should be regarded
as opportunities for spiritual inilpirntion and fellowship among the bdievers, and occasions to be kept sacred
f or the Cause, but in recording this
attitude did not lay it down as a forma! ruling t() bind the AmeriGln
friends. Each local Spiritual Assembly is free to conduct these meetings in
aocordam::e with its own conditions
and needs.
It is evident, of course, that a religious community needs certain occas10ns free from influence by prevailing customs and opinions, when its
collective spirit and will may ~be confirmed from the one acknow~edged
source of guidance and power. All
Baha'is are in need of such blessed
hours shared with fellow believers, for
the development of the inner life
within the community which can S'ut-
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vive and serve the Cause only as it becomes ,me in Bahi'u'I:lih.
Appreciating the value of the influence released upon inquirers pennritted to attend stroh Baha'i gat'herings,
the National Assembly nevertheless
believes that the same effect can be
gained by occasional meetings of a
combined spiritual and social character, held in addition to those marked
upon the calendar of the Cause.
A CORRECTION
During Aprill the I\Tatlonal Assembly issued to a!11 American bel~evers a
copy of the letter from Shoghi Effendi dated March 21, 1930, and addressed to "The heloved of the Lor<!
and the handmaids of the Merciful
throughoulf: the We,\." This was published in pamphlet fmm. with the title
"The World Order of Baha'u'llih:
Further Considerations." following
the action taken hy the A,.,,8tl1b1y in
1929 when a prev10us letter from the
Guardian was pulbl-ished in the same
form. Both pamphlets were designed
to aocompany the book entitled
"Baba'i Administration."
A printers' error, made after final
proofs had heen correctly read, should
be marked hy the friend, in their copies, that the text when read· and st.ooied may ~and as in the Guardian's or;iginal commun~cations.
In the letter dated March 21, 1930,
page four. one line is repeated. In
place of the repeated line. read: Hfarreachirug for this generation to graSip
and fully appreciate. IH.
In the letter pwblished in 1929, page
3, for "representations" read "representatives".

pointed out by Research Service, Inc.
that with the same amount the entir~
structnre, fXLept the externa'l dcroration, could be raised.
Ivfore recent lv, Research Service
Inc., have rep{;rted to the Templ~
Trustees that the e,timate can be lowered consider"bly by slight modificatlO~s In the Temple plans, whkh are
entIrely aC'Ce,pt~ble to Mr. Bourge",s
architect.
~~e Trt16tees. therefore are happy
to mform the fnends that due to this
saving, made possible by the careful
analY'SIS of the plans carried out by
Reseanch Service, Inc, the cost "f all
the serviees to be rendered by that
body under its present contract has
practically been saved. That is, the
economICS already effected almost
{"{ltIDl the amount payable to them under their contract with the Trustees
published in the "Mashriqu'I~Adhkar
:\lumber" of the NEWS LETTER.
J

WELL KNOWN FEATURE
WRITER TO PREPARE ARTICLES ON CAUSE
An arangement has been made hy
the National As.serrJbly by which Mr.
George T. O~ell, of Newspaper Information Service, \Vashington, D. C.,
has been retained to prepare a number of 'pe<:ial articles about the CalISe
for the magazine and "!"'Cial feature
departments of leading newspapers.
These articles, appearing as the
Temple construction proceeds, win
carry the tremendous intere~ aroused
by that important event and thus
vastly extend our cotnibined teaching
efforts thls year. The friends will be
kept informed of aU details through
BAH.'\~f

LOWER

TEMPLE
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The smn of $400,000 was fixed as
the obiective t)f the three-year Plan
for Unified Action because this
amount had been estimated as the cost
of building the fir.t story of the permanent structure. This year, when
the Fund had been completed, it was

NEWS.

The Assembly is also considering
means for a .general Baha'i publicity
seT'Vlce coordmattng all local Assemblies and groups in one national plan,
one purpose of which is to train believers in every community to add the
necessary Hlocal interest" to articles
~nd stories reflecting the national and
lnternational activities of the Cause.
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Lamenl nol in your hours of trial,
ueither rejoice therein~' seek ye the
Middle Way which is Ihe remen,bra'lCt
of J.\f e in you.r afflictions and reflections over Ihal which may befall you
in julure. Thus inform.th you, He
Who is the Omniscient H c U~ho is

mittees of the National Spiritual Assembly, enclosed in the National Assemlbly's letter, and approved ,by its
members."-April 9, 1923.
"As it has been obsel'Ved already,
the role of the&e committees set up by
the National Sipiritual A9Sembly, the
A·ware.-BAH.-\JU'LL.A.H.
renewal, the membership and functions of which should be reconsidered
ILLUMINED SIGN TO BE PLACED separately each year by tbe incoming
ON TEMPLE GROUNDS
National AssemNy, is chiefly to make
thorough
and expert study of the issue
A special committee is working
upon a plan to erect a large outdoor entrusted to their eharge, advise by
sign upon bile Temiple grounds a.t Wil- their reports, and assist in the execumette, that those passing along the tion of the decisions which 'in vita'i matgreat higmvay may learn the punpose ters are to be exclusively and direotly
of the Baha'i Temple and the aim of rendered hy the National Assembly,
. . . The absorptoion 0 f the petty
the Cause. As cons.tmtction proceeds
in the near future, thousands (jf peo- details of Baha'i admin,istration by the
ple daily will thus berome acqua.inted personnel of the National Spiritual
with the Cause and be prepared to ASSernlbly is manifestfy injurious to
understand something of the signifi- efficieru:y and an expert discharge of
cance of the completed Ma&hriq'll~ Baha'i duties, whilSit the granting af
undue discretion to bodies that should
Adhk:ir.
be regarded in no other light than that
of expert advisers and executive asCOMMITTEES
OF
THE
NA- siGtants would jeopardize the very vital
TIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
and pervading powers that are the
1930-1931
sacred prerogatives of bodies that in
In announcing committee appoint- time will evolve into Baha'i National
ments for the current Baha'i year, the Houses of Justice."-October 18,
National Assembly feels that it will be 1927.
helpful to us all to consider again some
An-hives Committee
of the statements made about commitMrs. E. D, Struven, Mrs. A F,
tees by the GuarcLian in his general
Matthi&en, Mi&s Gertrude Buikema.
communications.
Baha'; Magazine
"Large js~mes in s.uch spiritual ac(Editorial Staff)
tivities that afie<::t the Cause in general in that 1and, such as the manage1\1 r. Stanwood Colli, editor; 1\1 rs.
ment of the 'Star of the \Vest,' and Mariam Haney, Mrs. AUlen McUmany perioJical which the N ationa! ieI, associate editors.
Body may decide to 'be a Baha'i orGreen Acre Program
gan, the matter of publication, of re:Mrs,
Allen McDaniel, chainman;
princing Bahi'i literature and its distriobation among the various assem- Mrs. Edith Inglis, Mrs. Henry Green,
blies, the means whereby the teaching Mrs. W. II. Coristine, )'1r. Louis
camlpaign may be stimulated and main- Gregory.
Teaching*
tained, the work of the :vIashriqu'lAdh'lcir, the racial question in relation
(Including Inter-racial Amity)
to the Cause, the matter of receiving
;\IIr. Reginald Collison, chairman;
Orienta'ls and association with them, Mrs. Doris McKay, =retary; Dr.
the care and maintenance of the h~bert D. Heist, Mrs. May Maxwell,
pre<:i()us film exhibiting a phase of the IVlr. Louis Gregory, secretary for am~vraS::er'.s sojourn in the -United States
ity actiwties.
of America as well as the original matPubli,hing
rix' and the records of His voice, and
:vir, Horace Holley, chain""n; Mrs.
various other national spoiritual activi- ~iarion Little, secretary; l\.irs. L:JUlie
ties, far from being under the excluMath",,'&, Miss Bertha Herklotz, Mrs.
sive jurisdiction of any local assembly
Marie ;\IIoore. Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm,
or group of friends! must each be Mrs. C. Wood.
minutely and fully d,irected by a special
Legal
board, elected by the Nation",l Body,
constituted as a 'Committee thereof, re~
Mr. Horace Holley, chairman; Mr.
spoll-'ible to it and upon which the Louis Gregory, Mr. Allen B. McDanNational Body shan exercise constant iel, :vir. Siegfried Schopflocher, Mr.
and general su-pervision."-llf a·rch 5, Carl Scheffler.
1922.
.., The T~aching Committee to arrang~ for a sub·
HI would welcome more ~ecific re- committee
to conduct activities on tbe Pacific
ports sent to me by the various COn1- Coast.
J

Library
)'1r. Charles Mason Remey, Chairman; 1\·liss Elizabeth Hewper, :Mrs.
Amelia Collins.
Pacific Coast Summer Commuxity
Mr. John Bosch, chairman; Mr. Leroy loas. !\'fr. George Latimer.
Revie-wmg
Mr. Bishop Browo, Mrs. Doris Holley! lVIrs. Marjorie Morten.
Temple Program
Mr. WilUis Hilpert, chairman; Mrs.
Shelley Parker, secretary; Mrs. Sarah
Walrath, treasurer; Dr. W. F. Slater,
),1 rs. Elizabeth Nourse, Mrs. Bahiyyih Lindstrom.
Researcb
Dr. Frank D. Clark, chainman; Mrs.
Frank D. Clark, secretary; Mrs. Mary
Rabb, Mrs. R. V. Wi nterlmrn ,
Thornton Chase Memorial
)'1r. Willard P. Hatch, Mr. John
Bosch.
¥,ear Book
(For preparation -of material for
volume three of The Baha'i \Vorld,
covering the peri()d 1930-1932,)
Mrs. Nellie S. French, chairman;
NIr. Albert Windust. secretary; Mrs.
Wanden LaFarge, Mr. Horace Holley.
Editing T ahlds of ' Abdu'l-Baba
I\.·lrs, Corinne True.
1'/ole: Appoil1llments of additional
cOJllImittees or any changes in the
members·hip of present committees win
be reported in BAHA'f NEWS.
TWO SIGNIFICANT LOCAL
MEETINGS
At Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, New Jersey, wil,l be held on
Saturday, June 28, the Nineteenth Annool :Meetill'g to commemorate the
Unity Feast held in the adjoining
grove hy 'A!bdu'I-Baha during 1912.
This meeting has been faithfully dbserved for a fleriod of time only a few
years Jess than the existence of the
Annual Convention of American Bahi'is. It has formed a dire<:t link ,vith
one Qlf the mos-t significant actions carried out hy the I\.-Iaster in relation to
the believers white on this 'Continent.
Gradually the interest has e'"tended until at present many Baha'i cotnmunities are represented and a large number of inquirers also attend.
The program this year will indude
addresses on Constructive Principles
of the ;>,lew Age, by Mrs. Florence
l\·lorton, l\lr. Louis Gregory, 1V1r.
Horace Holley, Mr. Allen B. McDaniel and Mr. Mountfort Mills.
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Another local meeting observed annually is the delighbful Blossom PiLnic, at Geneva, New York. It was observed for the fifth time on May 17
and 18 at the McKay farm.
Unfortunately an unusual spell of
extremely hot weather had opened the
blossoms earlier than expected, so they
were gone at the actual picnic time.
Despite their aibsence a large number
gathered for the two day event, and
mingled together in joy and fragrance.
The Binghamton Community was
joint host with the Geneva group to
the largest crowd which has attended
one of these picnics so far. On Saturday there were about one hundred
thirty people present, and 011 Sunday
more than one hundred.
Racial Amity has berome the keynote of the _picnic on the Jast two occasions.
This year many -colored
friend.s 'Came from Rochester where
Miss Elizabeth Brooks has Ibeen striving so untiringly in this direction. The
friends were also privileged by the attendance of Mr. Hubert, Executive
Secretary of the U man League of
New York. After the supper on Saturday all gathered to listen to an exchange "f greetings and to hear inspiring talks from ;\frs. Grace Ober,
Mr. Lollis Gregory and others. Greetings were Drought ,from Binghamton,
Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Ithaca,
New York; Detroit, Mich.; DuBois
and PittSburgh, Pa., and Portsmouth,
N. H.
Sunday morning the crowd separated into groups, one of which was composed of young people, "bout forty in
all. PiIau was served at noon out on
the farm, so all were brought together
again for the a fternoon and final meeting. At this gathering in9piring words
from various believers were intermingled with appropriate music and
singing.
Besides the white and colored
friends, there were also present a number <>f foreign students from Cornell.
Some were from China, others from
India and still anotherf rom M esopotamia. The different religions and
faiths represented at this picnic were
Hindus, Mohammedans, fdllowers of
Lao-tze, Mormons. Catholics and
other Christian clenominations. The
atmosphere during the whole weekend was definitely cosmopolitan, 'With
the added· effect of being very united
in spiritual thoughts and ideals. The
happiness with which the picnic ended
and the sincere expressions of interest
on the .part of many just attracted to
the Caousega ve one a glimpse of the
universal attitude of the 'future.

o ')I'e men of Just1'CC! Be )'l' in the
real", of God shepherds ""to His
sheep, mtd guard th{?m fro·»f the ra'l'cni".,g wo/r'es that hm.!e appeared in
disguise, even as y(m would flU(1l!"d
you.r own sons. Thus exhort-elh you
Ihe Counsellor, the Pailhjul.-BAHAU'LLAH.

THE TRAVELLER'S NARRATIVE
TO BE PUBLISHED JULY FIRST
An American edition of uThe
Traveller's Narrative: The Episode
of the Bib," the famous work of the
early history of the CatlSC, is announced \by the PU'blishing Committee.
This ,book represents an English
translation by the late Prof. Browne
of Cambridge University Q.f the manus<:ript given him while visiting Akka
to see Bahil'u'Hith. The manuscript
is known to be reli~ble and authentic.
and Prof. Browne's translation has
long been regarded as the most perfect
Bahil'; text in the English language.
excepting the Hidden Words and other
writings lately translated by Shoghi
Effendi.
The American edition a'ppears with
the approval of the 'Guardian. In accordance with his instruttions, a prefaLe has ·been added by the National
Assembly pointing out the historical
inaccuracy of some of Prof. Browne's
notes.
Possession of this book has been extremely limitecl, because the Cam!br-idge edition was sold out many years
ago. It is one of the most in9piring
works which we have, revealing the
conditions lUlder 'which the Ba..'b opened
the "door" 'for the Manifestation of
Bahil'u'lliLh in this world, yielding up
his blessed life on July 9, 1850. The
price of the American edition is $2.50.
MODERN HISTORIAN RECOGNIZES GREATNESS OF THE BAB
Excerpts frQ1ll A History of Natitmali511t in the East, by Hans
Kohn. New York, 1929.
The question which divides Shiites
and Sunnites concerns- the Caliphate,
IVTohammed's succession. The Shiites
believe that AJi, the Prophet's cousin
and son-in-:Jaw, was his sole true successor, and that the office of Caliph is
hereditary in his house. When Ali.
who was the fourth CaEph, died and
the Ommiades ,became .Gtiphs, :the
Shiites continued to lbelieve that Mi'.
descendants 'Were the chosen successors
of the Prophet. At the same time they
believed that the Caliph was not merely an earthly chief, as the Sunnites
hel-d, but also a spiritual head, an incarnation of the Holy Spirit, a leader
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of the ·faithful alike in spiritual and
worldly matters. The largest sect of
Shiites 'believes that there have been
twelve such Caliphs or Imams.
A
further ex:planation of the Persians'
faithful adherence to the house of Ali
may be that, according to jXlIpUlar legend, Ali's second son EI-Husain married a d:mghter of the last Sassanicle
king, Yazdigrid III, thus allying his
house with the last Persian national
dynasty he fore the cOMtry 'Was subdued Iby the Ar",bs. The tw<,Hth and
last descendant of Ali in the line of
Imams or incarnations of the Holy
Spirit, 'which descended "pon each
generation in unbroken succession had
succeeded his father in R73 and disaweared finally in 941 alter a life of
retirement. It is said, however that
he is not dead, but lives in a ~ecret
Gity ~nd wiFl return some day as the
MeSSIah, the Imam Mahdi. Dltring
his life of retirement the twelfth Lmam
communicated
with the
faithful
through a mediator, the Boi!b. the f'gate
of revelation" from the leader to his
followers. But with the final disappearance of the twelfth 1mam this
comnmnication also ceased.
The
Shiites were left without a visible
head, hut they awaited the return of a
visible incarnation of the Holy Spirit.
Thus pul:llic Ii f e as a wholle was permeated with spiritual influence in a
State which was merely a temporary
expedient, pending the development of
a complete theocracy under the legiti7
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mate Imam, and this resu1ted in giving
immense power to the clergy, especially the MUJtahids, the learned students
o! the sacred law. At the l>egulnmg
of the nineteenth century thlS domInance of a religious caste acted like a
powerful brake, checking all possilbil'ty
of freer inteQectual and poiitil-d,l J~vel
opment for the people. Here, too, as
in all other countries, Isianl had fallen
into utter paralysis and corruption. It
was the Bibi.st movement which rGusticl
it from its tur.PJr abo-ul the middle of
the nineteenth century, shook the pow- .
er of the Shiite Mujtahids, and helped
to awaken modern Persia and create
the first beginnings (If intellectruaI
freedom . . .
At the outset Babi!:.m was conservati ve and riddled with a mass of mystical theology and dogma, such as only
the favorable soil of Shiite Persia
could produce. But even at this stage
it otood for the principle ()f religious
evolution. the denial of the finality of
revelation, and in the schisms which
arose in its subsequent history the victory always went to the non-stationary party which stood for continued
revelation and was thus constantly develqping towards liberal and humanistic tendencies. BiLbism 'Was at first
wholly confined to Islam, <but as it
evolved it pverstepped the bounds of
ISlam and sought itself to hemme a
world-reli·gion, unrestricted by any
national or linguistic tradition.

BUILDING UPON THE SUCCESS
OF THE PLAN FOR UNIFIED
ACTION
The Plan for Unified Action terminated with the completion of the
Temple Fund of $400,000. The delegates present at the recent Convention
requested the Nati<Jnal Assembly to
adopt another plan, or financial p<Jlicy,
to insure the steady continuance of
Temple_ construction and maintain unimpaired the other activities of the
Cause.
It is clear by now that the Plan for
Unified Action was adopted as an
emergency mea.sure and reflected conditions that existed four years ago.
The institution of the National Baha'i
Fund as part oi the functions of a National Spiritual Assembly, actually SlIffices for every legitimate financiall need
arising in the Cause, did we .but understand thoroughly what this institution means.
Studying afrtsh, in the light of the
\Vill and Testament, the ntunerous
l-derences which the Guardian has
made to the National as well as local
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Funds, we can begin to realize more
deeply than \'r'as possi'ble even a few
years ago how inseparably are spiritual
and rna terial affairs joined together in
the divine texture of this .t<.ehgion_
Our devotion, if it be truly sincere and
complete, can not stop short at' the
:point of re{X!ating the prayers, attendmg the meetings or givmg the
message_ Bahit'j Loyalty embraces the
whole of life, for the Baha'i fllOvement
has been revealed in order to overcome the false divisions and oppositions of interest in the world and renew the unified vision of reality 'Which
is the SOIUI of civilization.
As worldly institutions disintegrate
under the pressure of truth, we believers are called upon to conduct our lives
and affa.irs according to the new standard revealed by Bahit'u'llith. One of
the greatest problem. oi this transitional age is the Use of money _ By uphokhng the national and local Baha'i
Funds in the true s.pirit, we prove that
this problem too has -its sole solUition
in the Baha'i teachings.
What is the Baha', Fund? From
one as!pect, it is the measure of our
devotion and sacrifice, It shouW not
operate by a success-ion of 'jdri-ves"
and "campaigns," but proceed steadily
from year to year, at first a smaJ.~
stream but eventually a mighty 'WDrldwide current, the 'ri1aterial tlife-hlood of
civilization under the Most Great
Pea'Cc_ When the Universal House of
Justice is estalblished, the new <-"(:0nomic science hased on love and justice wiU be more a pparen t than now_
But later on, milli<Jns of people wi'll
appreciate the power of the Cause--the time when effort and tmderstanding really count is now_
The ideal seems to be that we should
contribute regularly and to the degree
of our individual capacity) onlering
our lives so that the needs of the Cause
are considered as nmch a part of our
own living expense as food and rent.
Occasional hursts of generos·ity under
enthusiasm for some particular activity are far less effective than steady~
periodic giving based on a carefully
though! out plan of life·.
These considerations are vitally important this year, in view of ·many
unusual economic conditions 'Which arc
hecoming more and more apparent.
The conflict between "capitalism" and
"communism" separates people into
opposed camps, obscures the spiritual
reality of human existen-ce and attacks the very foundations orf international society,
Amid this terr:ill)]e
strife ho'r\' wonderful for the Baha'is
to pwceed calmly and peacefuly, yet
with vigorous determination, to develop the power of local, national and In-

ternational Assern:blies as soUl~es of
spiritual government ",ble to safeguard
the "community of the Greatest
Name!" Until we understand the Ba~ci'i Fund as an organ of power and
mfluence essential to a SpIritual Ass~bly. we fail to perceive the majestlC truths which the Guardian has
given us in his' explanation of the
··World Order of Bahit'u·llith."
Practical detai,!s are the steps .by
which we arrive at stations o-f knowl.
edge and power.
By January first, 1931, .the present
Temple Fund will have been e;opended
in the construction of the permanent
walls and dome. At that time the
Cause wil Ibe blessed with a truly inspiring and impressive edifice. one
capaible of conveying a mighty influence as a symbol of the revelation. But
it will be an edifice far from complete
or fully able to serve mankind. There
remains the external decoration, then
the interior decoration, and finally the
accessory buildings and landscaping of
grounds.
The National Assembly cOlliiders it
necessary and poss;ble to adopt as the
standard of financial effort a fund of
$100,000 for further Temple L"Onstruction, this amount to ibe raised between
now and the date "f the next Annual
Convention. In presenting this goal,
and also the curent budget gi veo below, the Assembly recognizes the difficulties faced ,by the friends but relies
upon the extraordinary development in
the spirit "f unity and capacity ·Ior action which has been attained hy the
great sacrifices already made.

Budget of tbe National AS6embly
19JO-1931

Archives ........ _ . _.
Magazine .......... ..
Green Acre ........ .
Teaching ........... .
Legal .............. .
Library ......" ..... .
Pacific Coast Summer
School ............
Temple Program .....
Pub licity ............
Internatiomil .. , .'. . ..
Administrative .......
Year Book..........
Temple Maintenance _ _

$ 20.00
3840.00
4000.00
8000.00
500.00
100.00
250.00
100.00
2500.00
2680.00
8500.00
1500.00
4000.00

"We must be like the fountain that
is continually emptying itself of all
that it has and is continually .being
refilled from an invisilble source_ To
be continually giving out .jor the good
of our fellows undeterred by fear of
.poverty and reliant on the unfailing
Bounty of the Source of aU wealththis is the secret of right living."Sitoghi Effendi.
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They that are endowed with wealth
should turn towards the poor; for
great in the sight of God is the merit
of the patient among the poor; verily,
verily, it excelleth all things sa>ve that
which the Lord willeth. Happy is the
poor that waiteth patiently and ",urmure/h not and happy the rieh that
giveth freely and preferelh others u'!'"
to himself. Please God, the poor WIll
strive to work and earn their livelihood; for this is enjoined upon every
one in this most great Dispensaiion.
Whosoever followeth this command
serYleth in the sight of God the comm011 weal~ and will assuredly rerotve
the invisible as.sistance. He verily inricheth 'whomsoever He willeth with
His grace, and He is powerful over all
things. . . . -BAHAJU!LLAH.
WRITING FOR THE BLIND
If there are those among the beJievers who are unable to serve the
cause by speaking in public, or by taking an active part in other ways be-cause of certain limitations, it is .sruggested that they might like to know
something of the method of transcribing the Teachings int? "Braille"
which is the system of wntmg for the
blind. This writing is done by the use
of a very simple device and while
somewhat laborious, the joy of transcribing the Creative Word is unequalled.
For "shut-ins" this method of serving is especially recommended and any
who are desirous of knowing something about the necessary steps to be
taken may write to Mrs. Nellie S.
French, SOl Belldontaine St., Pasadena, California.
NEWS FROM THE SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY OF BEIRUT
The ;>.Iational Spiritual Assembly
has received from the Secretary of the
Spiritual Assemhly of Beirut a most
interesting and enlightening letter
relative to the work of the Baha'i stud.ents in the American Upiversity
there. This group "f devoted and enthusiastic young men and wo~n, some
sixty-three in nmn"?er, constItUlte ~he
majority of the behevers of the cIty.
They have formulated a program for
the study of the \Vord and the cor:e1ation of their intel1ectual and 'P1r1tJual
ed'1JCl3.tion which is a model of wisdom
and virtue and which might well I>e
emulated by every educational institution in the world.
The great ambition of these young
friends now is tu own a house of theIr
own where they may be able t{) hold
their tne€tings and invite visitors, as

Beirut is one of the most important
educational centers of the world. The
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, has particularly expressed his hope that a house
rna:y soon be procured, and that the:: re
may be placed in it a beautiful and
complete collection of Baha'i literature. To this end the friends are asking that any who can will send contributions of books or pamphlets so that
the much needed library may increase
in size and usefn-lness.
According to the instructions of the
bt:loved. Guardian a committee has been
appointed whi-ch is now working on
the Persian translation of Dr. Es.slemont's "Baha'u'lHih and the New
Era," a work which is awa~ted with
great eagerness by the fnends of
Persia.
Any thooks- may be sent in care of
tbe secretary: Mr. Z. Gh01'iJan,
A.U.B.; Beirut, Syria.

THE PASSING OF FREEMAN H"
WEVER
The friends in California are
mourning the loss of a loving and devoted servant to the HO'ly Cause
through the passing of Freeman H.
\·Vever, '\''',ho, with his family, has been
living in Glendale, for the past two
years, and before that was identified
with the Assembly in Visalia.
Sincere and eager to promulgate the
Word, he and his wife and lour
children have studied and labored unceasingly, and during the last long
and trying days his one desire ',,,,"'as to
be spared that he might serve more
fully.
May God grant him every
bounty in the unseen world!
AN ANNOUNCEMENT B'Y
THE PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
In order that all those interested may
have a complete library of the best
Baha'i books, the P.ublishing Comm,ttee is extending to its readers a special
offer of 15% discount from the list
price. Orders must be sent in direct
to
BaM'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station,
;>.lew York City
This offer holds good from July 1st
to September 1st, 1930, for the following titles:
List Price
Bah,,"i World .............. $2.50
Baha'i Revelation ........... 2.00
Baha'i Proofs .............. 2.00
Book of Assurance .......... 2.00
Baha'i Scriptures ........... 2.50
Ia sending orders for any of the ahov.c,
15'70 may be deducled troln the hst

price if sent in previous to S eptun.ber
I, 1930.
The Committee also wishes to bring
to the attention of its readers, that the
price of the book "Whence Comes the
Light" has been reduced to 25.:. We
wish to recommend this little hook as
most valuable to give to those inter·
ested in the Teachings.
It gives a
brief but complete outline of the
Carne; its principles and history. It
also contains splendid and helpful
quotations from the Baha'i writings.
The price of "Baha'i Prayers"
bound in blue doth heretofore sold for
$1.00, has been reduced to .75.:.
The Committee announces that it
has copies of the NEWS LETTER, Nos.
I to 40 w.ith the following excepti ons :
Nos. 21, 22, 23 and 31. These are
available at .IOe each wh,le they last.
They should be most valuable to own
for reference and for historical interest.
CIRCULAR LETTER FROM NEW
YORK ASSEMBLY
The believers of N ew York City are
profoundly impressed by the accomplishments revealed during the recent
convention, and above all by the transforming influence which the construction of the Temple brings to the cause
in America. We feel that our own in·
significant number and feeble resources have, through the Temple,
been reinforced by the conquering
hosts of Baha'u'llih. We realize, and
fully appreciate, how the same inspiration is uplifting the believers in other
cities, and we join with them it;' a renewal of effort and a deepemng of
our responsibility as representatives of
the Cause.
Each Baha'i community of the
world, as an element in the great body
of the Cause, has a providential nature
and a unique possibility of service.
Pondering again the Tablets revealed
by 'Abd u'l-B aha for the believers 0 f
New York, and the Words uttered by
Him while residing in this city so many
months during 1912, we are reminded
of His many hopes that a unified
Baha'i community in His "City of the
Covenant" might contribute to the
unity of the Cause throughout the
land.
As the Master declared, New York
is a city I requently visited by believers
from other communities both in this
country and abroad. To .all Baha'is
planning to come here dunng the ensuing year, especially for the ,purpose
of rendering Baha'i service, the local
Spiritual Assembly extends heart-felt
welcome and spiritual gratitude. We
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invite, and request, such believers to
consult uircctly with the Assembly as
soo-n as pDssible after their arrival, 1n
order that their Haha"i activities may
be fruitful and the local Baha·i community blessed and strengthened hy
their cooperation.
We are well aware of the fact that
conditions in New York have aroused
comment among believers in uther
cities and indeed have been questione{l
on the floor of the convention. OUf
only comment at t-his time is that novel
and unexpected situations must continually arise in this Cause, especially
in large and important centers, but no
incident can ever really challenge or
change the permanent structure of
Baha'i unity as given all believers in
the general letters of Shoghi Effendi.
Through t~e divine l"w of consultation, all doubts win be turned. into assurance and all inexperience gradually
transmuted into spiritual wisdom and
loyalty. If we constantly bear this in
mind we will always be in a position
spiritually to fulfill what the Guardian
hopes for us, as indicated in the following cable:
"~Iay newly elected Assembly guaru
integrity of Faith, preserve its unity,
vindicate its purpose. Love.-Shoghi.
Yours in loving cooperation with the
National Assembly,
Spiritual Assembly of The Baha'is of
1{e-w York City.
June 5, 1930

the past OIl labeling the Baha'is as
PROGRAM OF MEETINGS
J.Iuh,.mmcdans. Although they have·
LONDON, ENGLAND
made clear their belief in .1fuhammad
\Valmar
House, 288, Upper Regent
in accordance with the teachings of
Street. W. 1.
Bahil'u'llih, they have vigorously ob(Entrance
in
Great Castle Street. 4th
jected to being called anything but
Roor
lift.)
Baha'ls and finally last year in conseN car Oxford Circus
quence 0 f the most energetic aml
capahle efforts of the J\Tational AsWednesday, May 14. 8 p. m.
sembly aided by the steadfast attitl1d~
Subject: Feasting and Fasting.
of th ose f ri end s who rc fused certi fi.Sl"'aker: Miss EvelYn Baxter.
cates of registration or passports un·Iess they were officialy recognized as Wedllesday, May 21, 8 p. m.
Suhject: DI!'l'elopmenl for I h c
Baha'is, the Government has finally
~Jlorld Peac(, Conferolce
decided that henceforth no mention of
of
Religions.
the: bearer's religion should be menSpeaker: Mr. Paul H. Steele, M. A.
tioned in such papers.
Secretary, World ConferThe friends in Haifa have had the
ence for Internat:onal
pleasure of meeting our untiring and
Peace through Religion.
zealous international Baha'i teacher,
Chairman: J.frs. Florence GeorgeMiss Martha Root. She was on her
the Baha'i Tea:hing on
way to Iraq, Persia, India and the
Religious Unity.
Far East. Kews has already reached Wednesday, May 28, 8 p. m.
us 0 E her success in Baghdad and the
Subject: BahaJi Administration.
deep enthusiasm she has aroused
Speaker: Mrs. Isabel Slade.
among all the friends she has met. To
enter Raha'u'lIah's nati vc land and lift
W erlnesday, ] une 4
the torch she has already carrierl
V"ekome to
around the world must in many ways Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, of New
York
be the crown of her many travels and
On the occasion of the first ()f her
we shall pray [or her Sl1ccess.
fourth annual serie!"i of Baha'i adThe friends throughout the world dresses in the London season when her
will be very much interested to know subject will be:that in accordance with the :f\·laster's The Forward March Of Ihe Baha'i
prearranged wish and plans, Shoghi
Cause
Effendi has directed the construction
of three more rooms to the southern
side of the Shrine on Th-it. Carmel, LETTER FROM INTERNATIONAL
BAHA'I BUREAU
making a total of nine and with the
The
work
of the Bureau continues
tomb of the Bab exactly in the middle.
NEWS FROM HAIFA
its normal course with an occasional
In
a
few
months
we
hope
the
building
We take pleasure again in sharing
branching out in some cooperative way
with our friends throughout the world will be complete. But what is of still with other movements.
such news as might be of interest to more joy is that the 11ansion of BaFrom the Library literature has been
them in their endeavors for the prog- hi'u'llah at Bahji which was for forty sent to many places, among them Alress 0 f the Bahi'i F ai th.
years in the hands of the .Master's bania, Bulgaria, Syria, Dutch East
The news from Persia is full of enemies and Covenant~breakers has India, Gern:tany, France, Tunis and
hope and encouragement. The liberal been finally evacuated by them and the Egypt; and numerous letters have
outlook for the Government has reas- Baha'is are free again to visit the room been answered.
sured the Baha'is and with such meas- in which Bahi'u'liith spent His last
Shoghi Effendi said to Miss Culver
ure of safety and freedom as they did days and to drink dcep from that feel- while she was lately in Haifa that the
not know before, they are actively en- ing of nearness and communion with Library here should be furnished with
gaged in the establishment oi the Faith
all pUblications; that we could ask for
Him which seems to pervade the enthis donation from all Baha'i publishupon a firm basis and laying the ioundation of Baha'i institutions which will tire place. As the building is almost ing committees: so please consider the
in future govern the followers of the in ruins, Shoghi Effendi is taking plea made and herewith accept a surFaith.
The National Assembly at great care and devoting much atten- plus appreciation. This will increase
Tihran has already taken measures to tion to its restoration in exactly the immensely the 'value ().f the Library.
arrange the proper registration of same manner as it was in His lifetime. Only recently a student of comparaBahi'i marriages in the books of the
The Guardian who was rather un- tive religions has written and asked
local Spiritual Assemblies and that well lately has completely recovered if he might use this Li·brary while here
both cases of marriage and divorce and is again engaged in the great work in Geneva in the Spring for the research work he is doing relativ.e to the
should he carried out according to the he shoulders.
laws of the Aqdis. Both in certifiCause. How humiliating not to have
The Master's family as well as the a full library of all the published
cates of citizenship within Persia and
in passports for those who wished to friends here join ill greetings and good Baha'i works at an international Center!
travel, the Government had insisted in \,dshes to you all.
J
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From Dr. Hennann Grossman of
Wandsbeck, Germany, we had a letter
which suggested the forming of a plan
for the cooperation of the .National
Spiritual Assemblies in the carrying
on of the work here, that might be
sent to the Guardian and presented to
the different National Assemblies. We
thank Dr. Grossman for his suggestions and feel sure that if any N. S. A.
would take the initiative, the others
would cooperate readily. The importance of the work of this center is not
national but international therefore the
interest of each N. S. A. is required
so that there may be equal represen-

are most happy to welcome this newlyborn Assembly, and send our hearti-

tation.

group of ten believers, they have sent

The Wednesday evening Frencb
Class held at the Bureau and carried
on by :\fme. Rao has continually in-

International Bureau. It is this spirit
of unity and love, manifesting out-

creased in importance and effect. Mme.
Rao visited Haifa in November and

returned quite filled with enthusiasm
for the wmter work. This year she

est wishes for their future service to

the Cause.

In her letter Miss Agnes

were invited to meet and make of this

Carey, the Hon. Sec. of Pretoria, men-

week a time specially appointed for

tions that Mrs. Koster, 9 Reily Street,

expressing their unity of p.urpose and
desire for "'-'arId Peace.
A letter from friends in Schwerin,

Sunnyside, Pretoria, South Africa, desires to get in touch with some Hol-

land Bahit'i.

,'Ie hope any friend

who might know of such person, will
write to Mrs. Koster and send the address.

Through their secretary, Mrs. Almond, the Assembly of Adelaide,
South Australia, writes a most encour-

aging letter, and although only a small
their second contribution (£5) to the
wardly that bespeaks the power of the
Holy Words.
We have a letter from E. B. M.
Dewing of Auckland, New Zealand, in

has taken "Answered Questions" and
"Divine Art of Living" as a basis for
her lessons. 1.1me. Rao's university
training makes it possible for her to

which she mentions that Auckland has
contrilbuted a design for the official

present her subjects intelligently, and
grasp quiokly the pith of the meaning
which the Holy Words contain. Her

"Herald of the South." We hope
friends will respond.
A letter has reached us from Mel-

work is constantly growing in value

and volume.
A Friday Class in English has been
organized, and this may prove another

branch to be nurtured and devele>ped.
Later classes "in German and in other

languages may be formed, as the demand requires.

We welcome with delight the written thoughts and ex,pressions of interest from the friends, and any suggestions are deeply valued.
Letters from the Baha'i Publishing
Committee of Teheran, Persia, are
among our list, that tell of the splendid activity of our friends in Persia.
We would love to have some letters
frOttl our Persian sisters, some news
of the educational work being accomplished in the girls' schools. Indeed
we wish that all women's Assemblies
wou1d send us addresses so that we
might post them OUT Bulletins.
To "Aunti~" Victoria Bedikian we
are indebted for many 1etters and
leaflets, and congratulate her on her
active service to the Cause.
A letter from Roy Wilhelm of ?--lew
York was very welcome; also the enclosed $10 for the Bureau. We appreciate this spirit of cooperation; would
like more letters.
From far away Pretoria, South Africa, we have our first communication.
This recalls to mind the ardent work
of Miss Knobloch who spent some
time teacning in South Africa. We

holding each day an hour devoted to
thoughts and discourses on peace.
Pe()ple of all sects and movements

League Flag.

Also she ""'pressed the

urgent need

of subscribers to the

bourne, Australia, where mention is
made of an expected visit from
HFather" and "Mother" Dunn, whom
all love and reverence for their untiring efforts and complete sacrifice in
service to the beloved Cause. \Ve rejoice to know a f the protecting guidance that permits them to labor so
continuously in His Vineyard, and

would be most happy to hear from
them. \Ve have not been favored with
any letters from our old friends!
We were happy to receive a letter

from :vIiss B. Perrott-Hill, of Sydney,
N. S. W., Australia, interstate Sec. of
N. S. A. A money order for £3 was
also received, and again we are reminded of that love that "surpasseth

understanding," which brings the desire for cooperation and unity.

Mr. C. A. W r"gg of Australia,

Germany, with an enclosed photogr"'Ph
of the group there, gave us much
pleasure.

The Assembly at Karlsruhe, Germany, sent an expression of their kind

thoughts through their Secretary A.
Renfth, and enclosed 60 Frs. Our
warmest appreciation for the response
to the call for cooperation.
We received t rorn some friends in

Stuttgart a number of books for the
Library and were very thankful for
same.

A Baha'i friend of Bagdad, Mr.
Toeg. has written us from Milan,

Italy, where he has lately arrived and
is engaged in business. He has commenced to spread the teachings there
and wrote for some BahaJi books and

pamphlets, in Italian.

W·e express our appreciation for
several numbers of No.2 Bahifi N (J"Ws
Letter from India and Bunna, and
congratulate the friends on the birth
of the News Letter which contains
many interesting accounts. We wish
for it a long and profitahle existence
in the service of the cause.

We acknowltdge a long letter in
Persian from the N"ational Assembly

of Iraq, Bagdad, and are hoping to
have it translated so that 'We may

know the news of that Assembly.
A letter 0 f loving encouragement
has been received from 1\1rs. Collins
o.f California, and a substantial expression in the fQrtn of 258 Frs.
Vve had also an uexpression" of in-

terest in the Bureau from Edith Sanderson of Paris, a hundred Swiss
Francs.

Mme. Hesse of Paris writes of the
regular weekly meetings of their group
in the home of Mrs. Scott where

lately from America, interested in aviation and inventions, spent several

stay in Paris.

months in Italy last year.

While oc-

of Persian friends with them at pres-

cupied with his business he nevertheless found time to spread the Teachings and interested a number of people in Rome, where we sent him Italian literature at his request.
"\\'e note from a letter received that
Baha'is of Melbourne, Victoria, Aus-

ent, among them Mr. and Mme. Mansuteher of Tihran.
An Armenian

tralia

cel~brated

Armistice Day in

unit",' with general movement in
British Empire. At Geneva for
past two years there has been this
ting apart not of one minute only,

the
the
setbut

of the week including the 11th and

'Abdu'l-Baha spoke often during His
They have a nttmber

family, recently from

~1arseil1es

and

Algeria are also of their number.

Princesse Jacques de Broglie, who
heard the teachings in America from

Mrs. ~Iaxwe] I, and accepted, is now
in Pari,. We regret to hear that ~frs.
Stannard has been ill again. With
such a group {)f workers as Mme.
Dreyfus-Barney, Miss Edith Sanderson, Mrs. Stannard. Mrs. Scott, Mme.
Hesse and Mr. Mms at Paris, we shall

I

8
expect to hear of much activity. All
communications are addressed to
Mme. Elizabeth Hesse (Secretary),
27 rue de Remusat J Paris.
In Sept_ber we received a very
generou s g; ft "I books from Mrs.
. Loulie Mathews of New York (at that
time she closed the circulating library
at Portofino, Italy): about a hundred
books and some small leaflets. Later
we received several copies of her
"Whence comes the Light" and a number of a charming small edition. of the
translation into French by Mr. Mathews of "What is a Baha'i" from Dr.
Esse1mont's book. These are a great
addition to our "library and we are
very thankful to Mr. and Mrs. Mathews.
Just as we are Hgoing to press," a
long and interesting letter reaches us
from Los Angeles Assembly.
The Star of the West now completes the list of Baha'i journals which
are gratefully received by the Bureau.
Much appreciation to the Staff.
We regret that in the last Bulletin
acknowledgment for the donation to
the Library from the Washington Assembly was not given: it was overlooked. With time appreciation has
increased, so herewith we send it with
interest and thereby hope for pardon.

NEWS LETTER FROM BAHA'IS
OF BRITISH ISLES

Dear Friends,
We have entered upon a new year
of work with a sense of deep thankfulness for all the blessings of the past
year, and of gratitude to God for His
unspeakable mercy and love to us.
But as we look forward we realize
how tremendous are the opportunities
and responsibilities lying before usopportunities which we can never cope
with until we obey more consistently
the teachings of the ),{aster-responsibilities which we can never adequately fulfill until we avail ourselves
of the Mighty Power of the HQI~'
Spirit ever ready for the assistance o[
every obedient faithful souL Doors
of service are opening in many directions.
Are we ready to enter?
Baha'u'llah says ""0 my servant t
Free thvself irom the fetters of this
world '-nd escape from the pri son 0 f
self.
Awreciate the value of the
time, for thou shalt never see it again,
nor shalt thou find a like opportunity."
Only as "love" becomes the ruling
passion of our lives, Ha love that melts
al1 opposition, a love that conquers all
foes~ a love that sweeps away all barriers, a love that abounds in charity,
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large-heartedness, tolerance and noble
striving, a love that triumphs over all
obstacles - a boundless irresistible
sw<..:eping lovc,"-can we show to the
world the value of the Baha'i revelation,
Londo ..
On April the 11 th the first annual
Comrention was held, Reports from
the Secretary and Treasurer of the
local Spiritual Assembly were read
and each of the Sub Committees gave
an account of their year's work. The
Chairman, commenting on these, 9pOkc
of the changed outlook for the Cause
in this country since last New Year.
It was in a spirit of deep gratitude and
hope that they could look forward to
the future.
As a result of nine
months earnest prayer for the advancement of the Cause, they saw this
room ~t \Valmar House, a permanent
home Instead of a little room hired
for two hours once a week. Here
friends from a distance might always
find a welcome, literature was on sale,
inquiries could ,be madc:, and library
hooks exchanged. The symbol of the
Greatest Name 01 God, instead of being hidden in a cupboard except for
two hours a week, now was raised on
'he w~lI, in the heart of the great metr-?pohs-a witness that the Spirit of
God must permeate Ollr !ryes, and that
we must worship in work as well as in
prayer.
"When YOll breathe forth the breath
of the Holy Spirit from your hearts
m~D the world, commerce and politics
wlll take care of themselves in perfect
harmony. All arts and sciences will
become revealed. the know ledge 01
God will be manifested. H
With this end in view and humblv
striving to he worthy instruments
the Spirit, we would move forward
to the new year's ,,,,,'ork
A:fter electing the nine members of
the local Spiritual Assembly. the following officers were ap];XJinted :
Mr. Cleaton (Chairman), Mrs. Romer
(Secretary),
Mr.
Bingham
(Treasurer) .
On April 26th the Feast of Rizwan
was cele.brated at Walmar House. In
the afternoon delegates fr~ various
parts of the conntry met to elect the
Nntional Spiritual Assembly for the
year. The following were appointed:
Mr.
Asgarzadeh, Miss Challis
(Chairman), Mrs. Coles (Secretary),
Mr. Craven, Mrs. George, Mr. A.
Joseph, Mrs. Romer, Mrs. Slade
(Treasurer), ~[r. Sugar.
At 4 :30 there was a large gathering
of the Friends, and a few strangers
were also welcomed. After tea a short

of

~:reeting was held. Prayers were read
followed by a brief account of th~
ongm and significance of the feast
and short addresses were given by sev~
eral of the friends and delegates from
other groups .
The .new Assemblies are now taking
up thelr work realizing that they are
not leaders, but servants. Theirs is nO
easy task and they approach it humI?~y, fOf. ~he responsihilities are great.
1 he Splrlt of cooperation and readiness to put individual views aside at
the will of the majority are not easily
acquired. The command of the Master is very plainly given: HIt is again
not permitted that anyone of the honored members object to or censure
wh:t~er in ?r out of the meeting, an~
deCISIOn .a:f1ved at previously, though
th?-~ ,deciston be not right, for such
cnttCIS~ would prevent any decision
from bemg enforced." The volume on
Baha'i ~l\dminjstration, which should
b~ at the disposal of each assembly
gives very plain instructions both of
the Master and of Shoghi Effendi.
The responsibilitv f or the cond uet
of the affairs of the Cause rests as
much with the electors as with the
elected. Neither duty should be undertaken except in the humble endeavor to follow the guidance of the Holy
Spirit for the welfare of the Cause
and without respect of persons. Th~
Assembly once formed, we owe it loyalty and obedience.
We have had the pleasure 0 f welcoming in the past month Mr. E. B.
\V. Dewing from New Zealand, who
brought greetings from Haifa' and
l\f~s~ A. Holsapple, who gave ~n insplrmg account of her sister's work
for the Cause in Bahia.
Other visitors were Mr. ]\I[azsud Nerou on his
way from Haifa to Russia, Mr. Darood 1faanri on his wav from Persia
to Haifa, and we gratefully acknowledge a gift from the last named of a
beautiful rug for the room at Walmar
House,

The 'ltlOrld is not 'luorthy that "man
for its sake should commit detestable
deeds. and rentain "far from the King
of Oneness. Verily the worM .nocketh
t.hem that adm·ire and fol1071' after it.
Addressing them, it loudly exc/aim.!h:
Hath any 0"" among yo" been profited
by me? Hath a.ny one found me
faithful? Ere long I will return yo"
to dust.~ disillusioned and in grievous
loss, ez,'en as I have returned to aust
the", that preceded you. - BAHA'U~LLAH.
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The p"rpose of rdi!liOll as reveakd
from the hea'vellS of God's holy Will
is to establish unity at~d concord
amon.g,t the children of the world;
make it 110t tire (a-use of dissension
and strife. The reljgien of God and
His Divine law are tht· ftwst potent instruments and the surest of all me""s
for the dawning of the light of unity
ammlgst men. The progress of the
world, the development of naft"ons, the
tranquillity of peoples, and the peace
of all the dwellers on earth are a",,",,!!
the principles and ordinances of God.
Religion bestows upon 11IOn the most
precious of all gifts, offers the cup of
posterity, imparts elerMI life\ and
showers imperishable betlejits upon
mankind. It behoovelh the chiefs and
rulers of Ihe world, and in particular
the TrUslees of God's Honse of Justice, to etidea:vor to the· utmost of
their power to safeguard its positirm,
promot~ its interests, and exalt its station in the eyes of the world.-BAHA'U'LLAH,

THE LOCAL SPIRITO AL
ASSEMBLY
Editorial
On March 5, 1922, the Guardian issued a general letter which called into
being. under the teachings revealed by
Bahi'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baha, the ;nstitution of Local Spiritual Assemblies
among the Baha'i communitie6 of !:£ast
and West. That action gave form and
substance to BaM'i loyalty; it marked
the inauguration of the maturity of
the Cause; it laid foundations for a
worldwide Baha'i government; it
blessed humanity with the means of a
new ~LiJ.I creation.
It is incumbent upon Baha'is to
study from time to time those general
communications from Shoghi Effendi
which reveal the nature of Baha'i society and supply the spiritual power
required to enable believers to become,
inwardly and outwardly, worthy of
citizenship in Baha'u'l1ah's holy realm.
"The importance, nay the absolute
necessity of these Local Assemblies is
manifest when we realize that in the
Printed ill U. S. A.

AUGUST, 193"0
days to come they wilt evolve into the
local House of Justice, and at present
provide the firm foundation on which
the structure of the Master's Will is
to be reared in future." . . . HThe
need for the centralization of authority in the National Spiritual Assembly,
and the concentration (If power in the
various Local Assemblies, is made
manifest when we reflect that the
Cause of Baha'u'liah is still in its tender growth. . , ." (Sho!lhi Effendi,
March 12, 1923).
The Guardian carefully outlined the
duties of the Local .\ssembly in [he
letter reproduced on pages 32-34 of
the volume Baha'i Administration,
Full knowledge of these and other instructions wi-li alone enable ,us to fulfill our Baha'i responsibilities. The
various issues "which ~hould receive
the full attention ()f these Assemblies"
can be summarized as follows: teachil1g; protection 0 f the C au se; promotion of unity among the believers; assistance of the poor, the sick, the disabJed, the orphan, the widow; promotion of the material as well as spiritual enlightenment of youth; maintenance of regular correspondence
with other Baha'i centers; suppon oi
all Baha'i magazines; arrangement of
meetings, feasts and anniversaries; supervision of Baha'i publications (local); passing upon the qualificatiuns
of new members of the Baha'i community; the institution of a Baha'i
Fund.
At the time when the Guardian assumed his office, a HBaha'i" meant one
who accepted the mani festation of
Baha'u'flcih and the lI:laster's station
as the Center of the Covenant, an entirely subjective test of loyalty and one
which left a wide margin for differences of opinion. In actual practice.
a "Baha'1" meant people who refused
to cooperate and remained outside the
circle of local activities as well as those
who lernained faithfully in the grouD,
It was not until October 24, 1925 that
Shoghi Effendi laid down a standard
of qualifications which included objective elements and actually made possi-

hIe a Baha'i constitution and by-laws
having legal value and possessing a
workable basis.
The passing upon the qualifications
of those desiring to become members
of the local Baha'i community, while
one of the later duties outlined by the
Guardian fm a Spiritual Assembly,
can now be appreciated as perhaps its
most important responsibility. The
growth of the Cause depends upon
how wisely Local Ass~mblies carry
out this particular duty. If an Assembly is at an narrow and literal,
the doors of progress are barred; if
too liberal and superficial, the Baha'i
community will become a garden
choked with weeds. The wisdom of
resting Baha'i decisions upon a body
of nine, rather than upon anyone leader or official, has become too apparent
to require comment,
Emphasis may well. however, be
placed here upon a statement recently
written by the Guardian through his
secretary to the National Spiritual
Assembly and quoted elsewhere in this
number of Baha'i News: "To be a
Baha'i is to accept the Cause in its entirety," The false and misleading distinction between "Baha'IS" and ube_
lievers" is thus forever removed. A
Baha'i today is one who accepts the
Will and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Baha
and becomes a luyal member of a' Baha'i community-a Baha'i and a believer are one and the same thing.
Sooner or later a Local Spiritual
Assembly is called upon to deal with
practically every type of hunian problem~sickness and poverty, ~ducation.
divorce, unemployment, mental unbalance, Hpsychic" cases, finance-as
well as those matters which concern
Bahit'i activities directly and exclusively, A Spiritual Assembly includes
within its sphere of responsibility the
infinite variety of subjects which s0ciety now divides between legislative
bodies, judicial bodies, churches,
schools and weHare organizations. It
thus restores to' humanity the unified
vision of reality whence all true social
power proceeds.
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What wondor that su far Local
Spiritual Assemblies have approached
their duties either a little timidly or a
little tno rashly! What wonder that
neither their members nor the general
body of believers have appreciateu the
magnituue of Bahi'u')lah's creation!
Generations and centuries have been
"equired to build up the ieeble and imperfect institutions we inherit fro111
the past-surely a few more years will
be necessary before this Baha'i institution consciously gathers to itself all
the elements of unity, insight, sym~
pathy, wisdom, love, authority and
power with which it has been poten
tially enrlowed by the :'Ianifestation.
~leanwhiJe, frpm our collective experience derived since 1922 we may
note -certain modes of Assembly action
which indicate increasing spiritual consciousness and sense of responsibility:
the issuing of proper letters of introduction to traveling Baha'is or those
who change their residence; creating
facilities for the study of Baha'i administration by all local believers; extending love and help to believers in
difficulty; showing full courtes'y to
visiting Baha'is ·and receiving their cooperation; Inaintenance of an aucquate Babit'i library; study of local
conditions to formulate effective teaching plans. The problem of public
meetings differs with every community; ~ome hold too few, others attempt teo much. The es~ncc of this
matter seems to consist in the development o~ two types of publIc meetillg;
one a general meeting to attract people
to the Cause; the other a ·teaching
meeting, that those attracted may become grad ually in f onned and confirmed. \Nherever firmly established
and consistently maintained in the
spirit of true devotion, these two t)yes
llf me·:>..tiug will receive divine blessu:g.
Added light is thown upon the SIgnificance of Local Spiritual Assemblies by the fact that it is .so largely
through their influence that the h:al
community is unified and harmOniOUS
enough to' undertake in the right spirit
the election of delegates to the Annl1al
Convention where the members of the
National Assembly are chosen, a body
which later on 'will vote for the member; of the Universal House of Justice. As the House of ] ustice is associated with the Guardian in the Will
and Testament, we realize how essentral it is that Loral Spiritual Assemblies lay now· the enduring, unshakable foundations upon which the. world
order of Bah,,'u'lIi1h will res!' l..:nifled ·Baha'i commllnitie~ asstlre the
election of truly representative delegates; such dekgates will bring into
existence a unified 2nd capable ~a4

tional Assemblv; such K abonal As:-~mblies will a~sure j·he election of a
worth." iJouse of Ju.:..,tlce. There is no
substitute in the Baha'i world for Local Spiritual Assemblies discharging
their material and spiritual duties according to the Guardian's stanuard.
One further recent instruction from
the Guardian may be quoted here. In
repl~r to a ~rsonal letter seeking advice on 2. material problem, Shoghi
Effendi wrote that in cOJlsultatimz lies
the secret of succe.!i.~.
\Ve realize from this statement that
consideration of all matters pertaining
to the Cause leads directly to this principle jf consultation. Consultation is
not mere discussiun among Baha'is,
for consultation is not complete without decision. Only a Spiritual Assembly can render decisions, hence consultation involves the Spiritual Assembly. The Spiritual Assembly must be
made a party to it if the principle of
consultation is to be invoked. The
principle of consultation, in fact, is not
only the basis of Baha'i order, it is
the nt'w enlargement of human consciousness ,,,,,·hich Baha'u'lhlh -came to
reveal. I f we evade thi s princi pIe directly or indirectly, we and not the
Cause are the losers. The first step
in our Baha'i life today consists in
complete knowledge of and loyalty to
the inqitution of the Local Spiritual
Assemoly.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
ANNUAL CONVENTION
The recent Annual Convention voted
a nwnber of recommendations which
have received full consideration by the
:-rational Spiritual Assembly. The following summary. reports on the recommendations and the action taken by
the Assembly in each case.
That the matter of providing a
Baha'i funeral service be referred to
the Teaching Committee with the ~e
quest that the Committee report Its
recommendation to the National Assembly. The Assembly recorded its
view that this step would be helpful
but that such a service, if adopted,
should not. be regardL.u as permanent
since provision for a Baha'i funeral
service will be made when the Aqdas
is translated and the International
House of Justice exists.
That the National Assembly make
regular contributions to the Baha'i
Bureau in Geneva. Switzerland. See
budget of the ~ational Assembly, published in the last issue of BAHA'I
NEWS.

Approval of the report by Mr,

Scheffler and Me Matthisen containing a form for a uniform accounting
system to be used by Local Assemblies
and National Committees. The National Assembly voted to have its
Treasurer prepare one hundred copies
of this form for free distribution to
Assemblies requesting them. It is understood that the National Assembly
considers their use distinctly valuable,
but at present it is a matter of option.
That a book be provided in which
shall be entered all specific donations
made to the National Baha'i Fund
in the name of deceased believers.
This recommendation '","'as rejected as
not in collfonllity with the spirit of the
Cause because it is a duplication of
methexls sanctioned by non-Baha'r
bodies and tending to create objective
monuments of spiritual service in matters sacred between God and the individuals concerned. It was the sense
of the meeting that the.. spiritual results are obtained without the recording of the names of the donors in a
special book
That monthly financial statements
be issued as promptly as possible.
This recommendation was approved.
It was voted to discontinue, the publication of financial statements in
BAH A" ~F.ws, and to send the monthly
statement to local Treasurers to be
shared with the Baha'i community.
BAHA'I ~EWS is now regarded as an
international Bah;iri newspaper.
That all original Tablets of 'Abdu'lBaha sent to the Archives Committee
by Baha'is of the United States and •
Canada he photostated by the Committee, the photostat copy to be sent to the
individual recipient Qf possessor of the
Tablet and the original to be preserved
in the Archives. The questioti of photostating the Tablets already in the
Archives was also considered hy the
~ ational Assembly and final action on
this re<':ommendation ·deferred until inform~tion of the expense is received.
Concerning the rug presented by the
Guardian to the Temple. The Assemblv voted the resolutions necessary in
o(der to apply' for a refund of the
amount paid to the Customs 'Department at the time the rug was secured.
That the Assembly prepare a new
financial plan to carryon the purpose
of the Plan for Unified Action. The
budget and plan o! the /Ii ational Assembly to create a Temple Fund to
complete the structure was reported
in the last issue of BAHA', NEWS,
The report 0 f the Bah,,'i young. people of N ew York requesting a definite
amount of space in BAHA'I NEWS, the
appointment of a News Editor to compile material from Inter-Assembly
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communications, and recommending
that the Guardian's statement of the
qualifications of members of Spiritnal
Assemhlies be made known to the
American BahA';s. The National Ass.embly considers that the new editorial plan for Baha'i News meets the
purpose of this request; that InterAssembly correspondence should be
fully maintained, and that the Guardian's statement is available to all
Baha'is in the volume Baluri Administration and furthermore is repeated on
the hallot forms sent annually to Local Assemblies in connection with the
letter calling for the election of delegates to the Convention.

secretary, Shoghi Effendi dedares:
HTo accept the Cause without the administration is like accepting the
teachings without acknowledging the
divine station ot Baha'u'lkih, To be
a Baha'I is to accept the Cause in its
entirety. To take exception to one
basic principle is to dcny the authority
and sovereignty of Baha'u'lIah, and
therefore is to deny the Cause. The
administration is the social order of
Bahi'u'llah. Without it all the principles of the Cause will remain abortive. To take exception to this, therefore, is to take exception to the fabric
t,hat Baha'u'lhih has prescribed, it is to
disobey His law."
In clarifying this difficult situation
for the hody of believers, the National
Assembly urges an attitude which shall
express full loyalty to BaM'i administration and also unfailing kindness
and good will to individuals. The
doors of Bahh!i fellowship and instruction must always remain open to sincere seekers, no matter from whence
t hey come in to the Cause.
Every believer must take to heart
this lesson that individual llah;"; ef·
fort, without due consultation, is foredoomed to failure,

THE CASE OF AHMAD SOHRAB
AND THE NEW HISTORY
SOCIETY
The National Spiritual Assembly
finds it necessary to make a definite
statement to the Baha'is of the Cnited
States and Canada concerning the relations of the New History S<j<iety
and the Cause.
This Society was started in New
York City early in 1929 by Ahmad
Sohrab, one of its avowed purposes
being to spread the Baha'i teachings.
Every man's attention Jhould in this
Neither the Local nor the National nav be directed to such thiugs as are
Assembly was -consulted in the matter. cOtlduci-z-'c to the spread of the Cause
and the meetings and activities of the of God. The Lord is My Witness tlwt
New History Society have been maln~ ,wtlring today 1'S more harmful to tht
tained apart from the principles of Ca-use than malice, fonrcntioll atid di.sconsultation and Assembly supervision pute,
e.rtra·ngement
and
apulhy
which today, under the Will and Test- amol1gst Ihe loved one.< of God. Avoid
ament of 'Ahdu1-Baha, form the basis t!rem throu.gh the might and sO'l.!freign
of Bah;\1 unity and the protection of str"nglh of God, and ",dd the hearts
the Cause.
logelher by the rt'fol1cilin,q po",er of
Appreciating the urgency of obedi- th, Name of Him Who is th, AIlence to the Master's command that all k1107tri"9, the.. AlI-7t,jse. Beseech the
Baha"i activities be conducted under Almighty that H (' may 'vouchsafe u-lIfo
the supervision of the Spiritual As· }'OU your share of the aladness ~f
sembly, both the Local and the Na- ach';""em,,,t in His path and of hunultional Assembly have on several occa- t'ty and I01.l'lin'(;ss in His /ov(" Be forsions-through written as well as oral getful of self; lei your care be for
communication-attempted to bring olhers. Exert the highest e"dc{1fIJor
about full and frank consultation with for the tTl," edumtion of "",,,kina, ...
the leaders of the New History Socio chUdren of umlr.rstanding! Tire
ety, but without success,
dosing of an· eyd1'd sltufteth. out tlw
Under these conditions it becomes 'world and all that is tlrere1.n.,' what
the obvious responsibility of the "a- Ihe" if the veil of e-I'il desire blind the
tional Spiritual Assembly to inform sight of tlte hearf!-BAnA'u'LL.'\H,
the friends that the activities conduct'00 by Ahmad Sohrab through the New NATIONAL ASSEMBLY APPOINTS
Histor)' Society are to be considered
A PUilLICITY COMMITTEE
as entirely independent of the Cause,
The action 0 f the National Spi ritual
as outside the jurisdiction of the Local
and National Assembly, and hence in Assembly in appointing a press comno wise entitled to the rooperation of mittee to Le known as Baha"l Kews
Service was reported to the Local
BaM',s,
The Guardian has referred to this Spiritual Assemblies in a letter from
situation ip words of unmistakable . the new committee issued on July 1.
darity, Writing the National As- Parts of that letter are reproduced
sembly on May 3D, 1930, through his here 50 that its special work may be
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known anti cooperation extended to
:-lational Committees and traveling
teachers, as well as to- Local Assemblies.
"Dear Baha'i friends:
"The National Assembly has apl>ointed a new committee to be known
as Saha'i )Jews Service.
"This committee will endeavor to
serve as a publicity bureau representing the f:ause in the United States and
Canada, The work outlined by the
.:'\ational Assembly at its meeting held
June 29 has two main objects, as follows:
"First-the preparation of articles
which can be used by Local Assemblies, together with suggestions for
the assistance of Local Assemblies in
developing their own Baha'i puhlicity,
"Please send two dippings of whatever is published, for our files,
"SeCDnd-the prepar;lIion of artides
which will be sent direct to important
papers throughottt the country by a
professional press bureau, It is hoped
that these articles will increase general
interest in and knowledge of t'he
Cause. As this part of Ollr work develops, the Assemblies will be kept in
close touch through BAH A'I I\'" EW s.
"lNe suggest that each Assemhly
appoint a Press Committee to cooperate directly with the national Baha't
N cws Service~ and also to prepare
items based on your own local activities. This matter of publicity for the
Cause is very important, As the
BAHA'I NEWS
Address for Correspondence
N <'Ws E ditoT
Office of the Secretarial
Evergreen Cabin
West Englewood, Ne1v Jersey
BAHA'I NEWS is the official orgaR of the American National
Spiritual Assembly. Its cost is
defrayed. from the National
BaM'i Fund and copies are distributed free of charge to recog·
nizedbelievers throughout the
United States and Canada, and
to National and Local Spiritual
Assemblies in other lands.
News articles and reports of
general Baha'i interest and value
are requested from Assemblies.
N ationa! Committees and other
representatives of the Cause.
The Guardian's statement concerning the purpose and scope of
this publication can be found in
the volume entitled "Baha'i Administrati{)n...
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Temple construction proceeds, it will

be very much easier to secure favorable attention from the press. Meanwhile let us endeavor to train ourselves
in the work and cultivate friendly relations with editors and reporters."
Yours faithfully,
BAHA~I NEWS SERVICE,

Allen B. McDaniel, chairman
Stanwond Cobb
.Florence R. Morton
Horace Holley, secretary
129 East 10th Street,
New York City

THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE
A Letter from tbe Teaching
Committee
To our co-workers in the United
States and Canada:
The 1930 Convention marked the
turning of a unique period in the life
of the Cause in this country. For a
number of years· the energies and resources of the friends had been pouring with increasing volume into the
building of the Temple. Then at the
Convention we became aware of results even more significant to the welfare of our Faith than the accomplishment of the required funds. The sustained spirit of the Convention convinced us that as an organized group
we had genera ted actual energy
t~rough our striving, we had been disciplined by working hard together for
a central aim, We had gained spiritual
stamina. \Ve now share the glorious
realization that a maturing process has
been at work that can but find its expression in organic growth.
So it is with unbounded joy and enthusiasm that the National Teaching
Committee ~ints out to you another
perind of the unfoldment of our beloved Cause. Another flight is required of us. Shoghi Effendi in a letter to the secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly directs our group
effort toward new directions when he
says, "I strongly teel Ilwt the teaching work should be regarded henceforth as Ih~ paramount issue facin.q
the believers.J~ Once. more as cohorts
of Baha'u'llft.h, our Guardian calls
upon us to rally our collective reserves
and step forth into the arena of needs.
Beloved friends, the Teaching Committee extends to you deep appreciation for your cooperation in the years
just past. Limitations in funds have
not prevented your steady application
to the teaching problems of the ("'--Ruse.
Reports at the Convention revealed the
vigorous· ,health of this all-important
activity even in the face of difficulties.
During this period new communities

have come into being through the work
of our distinguished teachers, groups
of youth in many centers have become
enkindled, racial amity work has
brought its conciliatory message to the
attention of enlightened individuals in
many cities, there has been a nationwide response to the serf-supporting
activities of the Outline Bureau and
Correspondence
Course,
traveling
teachers have arisen to be met everywhere with hospitality and intelligent
cooperation. In short, teaching work
has
been quietly taking shape.
Throughout the entire country a concept of teaching has been unol.JtrnsiveIy
growing in preparation for this time,
It is helpful frequently to remind
ourselves of the Baha'i ideal of Oneness which so subtly expresses itself
in every avenue of our work. At a recent meeting in New York the Teaching Committee felt a flow of inspiration from every side. Letters from
the Guardian, the wise counsel of the
"'ational Spiritual Assembly, the practical experience and suggestions of the
friends all contributed vitally to the
formation of our plans. This sense of
close association must be fostered.
The ahundant energy which is the life
current of the Cause must find its unobstructed channels through each of
us. The Commi Itee wi 11 make the
strengthening of such ties its first concern in the months that lie ahead so
that an ever-closer relationship may
make us as one. \Vith frequent letters we are planning to keep you in
touch with every phase of our work
and we urge you to write us freely of
your problems, discoveries, accomplishments, that a really comprehensive
policy may be evolved for the benefit
of the entire group. That we may become better equipped with exact
knowledge of Ollr teaching resources
and build our group plans more scientifically we are asking your local Secretaries for certain facts which we
need for reference. The composite
point of view thus acquired will contribute to the accomplishment of one
of the major aims of the Committee,
namely, to formulate a broad platform
of teaching through which all Baha'i
groups can function.
An analysis of teaching problems
and needs reveals nothing essentially
new. As always, the strengthening of
our inner life and organi-c responsibil·ity has as its objective the reaching
out to a wider circum ference of attracted souls. There is no one way
for its accomplishment. Every means
must be employed-the. direct and the
indirect, the appeal to the emotions
and the appeal to the intellect. Every

]JOthway leads both toward and away
irom the Clty of Gnd, we can but point
the right direction. It is, however
the privilege of the Teaching Com~
mittee to build in concrete terms methods of unifonn procedure calculated:
(1) to quicken Assembly initiative and
promote group effectiveness; and (2)
to devise means of making wider
Baha'i contacts with individuals and
groups that are reflecting the progressive thought of the age. With your
aSSIstance we shall attempt thus to
bring to a focus the various elements
that contribute to the successful pro·
mulgation of the Word and spirit of
t he Baha'i Cause.
Together let us envision the sweep
of the Baha'i Teachings across the
United States and Canada-see our individual efforts merge into a committee of the whole; witness the exchange
of correspondence and the development of regional consultation-<lur
f?rces ,augmented by inter-Assembly
CIrculatIon; behold our youth arising,
contributing their gift and having it
acceI1ted, and the systematic training
of our young teachers; consider an
extension of the activities of the Outline Bureau to a series of weekly lesson plans in which modern thought
will be linked to our BaM'i Teachings
by page references to the best and latest books and the gradual addition of
these books to our local Baha'i libraries. Then shall we be ready to carry
our activities over into new territory
through organized public approach.
The appointment of contact committees to secure information concerning
the aims and personnel of progressive
groups, the arranging of round-table
discussions at which leaders of such
groups will be invited to participate
and the development of a fresh Baha'i
platform in series of inter-racial and
inter-religious meetings is, in the opinion of the Teaching Committee, a logical auvance toward our goal.
The Temple is rising, the power is
released, the emergency is here. When
turning the pages of the Scriptures
who is not awed by the station conferred upon us by Baha'u'llah, or ignited by the fire of our beloved Master's appeal for teachers? Such words
as these quoted by Shoghi Effendi
shake us awake to sacred obligations:
"In these days, the Iwly on<~ of the
realms of Glory, dwelling in Ihe allhighest Paradise, yearn to refurn unto
this world, a.nd be of some service 10
the CaltSe of Baha'u'l/6h alld prove
their servitude to t/". threshold of til<'
AbM Beauty." Our Guardian adds,
"\Vhat a wondrous vision these words
unfold to our eyes! How great our
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privilege to labor in this day in the
Divine Vineyard r Is it not incumbent
upon ns to rise and teach His Cause
with such an ardor that no earthly adversity can quell, nor any measure of
success satiate?"
National Teaching Committee
Mr. R. C. Col1ison, Chairman
Dr. A. D. Heist
Mrs. May Maxwell
Mrs. Doris McKay, Secretary
Mr .. Louis Gregory, Racial Amity Sec.
Man is the most potent of talismans;
I,nd nanghl bul want of Irue educalion halh depru.'ed him of thai which is
latent within hitn. With one word He
created him, wilh another guided his
steps to Ihe pal II of true' ieanling, and
with slill IJiMlher guarded atHl preserved his standing and slat;on.
The great Being sailh: Consider man
even as a mine lhat holdeth slones of
precious beauly, of ""'ith education
alone revealeth its value and bestO'lvcth
ils bene fil upon mm.kind.
Were miin to study with deep insight God's holy Words and ponder
Ihem in his heart, he will surely realize
that their one aim is to so unite the
world lhat the divers peoples on ruyth
may be regarded even as one so,d, lhat
the seal of "Unto God is all d",,,i,,;on"
may be stamped' upon the tablet of
every htart and thai Ihe splendors of
IO'lJing-kindness~ of grace and mercy
"my be shed upon all tnankind.BAHA'u'LLA.H.

REFERENCES TO THE CAUSE
IN RECENT LITERATURE
A very scholar Iy service has been
rendered by Mr. Bishop Brown, now
of Pittsburgh, who some years ago
compiled the lists of books and magazines containing references to the
Baha'i Cause as published in Tkt· Baha'i World. A few recent references
have come to the attention of BAHA'I
NEWS and are mentioned here for the
infomlation of students: The Soul of
the East, by Marcus Ehrenpreis, Viking Press, N ew York, 1928; A History of Nationalism in the East, by
Hans KQhn, Harcourt Brace, New
York, 1929; Wider Horizons, by Herbert Adams Gibbons, Century Company, New York, 1930; Palestine, Today and Tomorrow, by' John Haynes
Holmes, Macmillan, New York, 1929;
A World Community, by John Herman Randall, F. A. Stokes. New
York, 1930; Inquirer and Christian
Life, a Unitarian weekly, London,
England, for May 10, 1930; The illustrated Weekly of India for March
24, 1929.

PROGRESS OF TEMPLE
CONSTRUCTION PLANS
The past month has been one of
great activity and rapid progress toward c.ompleting the plans for the
Temple.
The Research Service, Incorporated,
is receiving from the structural engineer in Chicago, :'Ifr. Benjamin B. Shapiro, voluminous blueprints prepared
after consultation with the architect,
Mr. Louis Bourgeois. The health of
the latter is now such that he can give
considerable time to the development
of the very intricate details.
The changes and improvements in
devices which have taken place during the years since the Foundation
was completed, necessitate the rubbing
out of many carefully-drawn lines,
and the re-computation and re-Iettering of countless details. The necessary shifting of a stairway, partition
or opening is like a pebble thrown into
a still pond. The ripples or re-adjustments spread to remote points.
The expediting of the work necessitates not ouly the preparation of
structural plans to meet the architectural needs, but also full consideration
of the utilities and the working out of
the details for future heating and ventilating; also of plumbing, lighting, and
the provision for such possibilities as
air conditioning. In short a vision of
the future, as well as of the now \'\o'eIIknown needs in connection with the
best use of the Temple.
As rapidly as the sheets and drawings and specifications are released by
Messrs. Bourgeois and Shapiro, they
are transmitted to The Research Service, and are then passed upon by the
consulting staff. These men approach
the problem from other angles. They
"check and double check"with both
tel escopic and microscopic ·vision.
All of this necessitates cOntinual attention on the part of The Research
Service. For the greater lJart 0 f a
week, J\.fr. Shapiro was recently in
the vVashington office in consultation
with various associates. Later Dr. F.
H. Newell and Mr. Shapiro went to
Schenectady for a conference on lighting problems with Dr. Walter 0' Arcy
Ryan of the General Electric Company. Various new devices, not yet on
the market, were brought out and suggesti ODS made with re f erellce to making provision in the plans for the use
of these new and up-to-date devices.
Various competent contractors have
been advised of the progress of the
drawings, and a.re awaiting the final
sheets, in order to make out their estimates. Finished plans and specifica-

tions wiIl be in the hands 01 these contractors by the last of July.
INTER-RACIAL AMITY
To the National and Local Spiritual
Assemblies, the Amity Committees
and Workers.
Dear Friends:
At this time we send you a message
of greeting and longing as an embI-em
of our faith. It is one of gratitude
and appreciation for your faithful and
loyal services. Nobly have you responded to many calls and through
your loving and generous sacrifices the
cause of amity has grown. The Annual Convention was enlivened bv
many brilliant reports and meetings
various centers since that time have
been a record of success. We are
elated by the increasing volume of
service. Preparations are now under
way for the annual amity conferences
at Green Acre which it is hoped that
many will attend. The date is August
21 to 24.
The work 0 f ha rmonizi ng the races
is known to be difficult. The odds appear to be greatly against us. Human
prejudices, although their basis be but
superstition and fancy, enthrall by far
the greater portion of humanity. So
dense is the gloom caused by this condition that many think it impenetrable.
Yet withal hope constantly brightens
as knowledge rapidly spreads. A retrospect at almost any time shows
progress. Consider that but a few
centuries ago men generally believed
the earth to be flat. The few wi",
men who taught differently were
cruelly oppressed. Yet anon their
light removed that darkness. Now
their fame is established while the
forces that harmed them have long
been lost in oblivion. The growing
liberality of the ruling powers in the
Orient to the friends of BaM'u'llah
af·ter the great persecutions of the
past and the transformation of the
world through the penetrat ion 01 His
laws all is augury of glorious victory.
Today both the scientific and spiritual
worlds favor unity among races. These
worlds which are knowledge and love
are the worlds that are real. From
these worlds great souls are ever
ready to answer the call when the
friends of God arise to -demonstrate
the oneness of mankind. How sweet
is the spiritual fragrance of such
meetings! How attractive to the intelligent! How luminous in reality!
How vibrant with celestial harmony!
The Word that creates has been
spoken. Let us concentrate in service and never fear! Be pleased therefore to aid us by your counsel; re-

in
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fresh l1S by your prayers; bring forward YOUT suggestions; lend us your
presence whenever possible; send in
monthly reports and by every means
in your power continue to stimulate
the work in both local and national
fields. On our part is the wish and
will to cooperate fully. at all times
relying upon divine favor. The Spirit
that animates. our group action and
collective consciousness is One. Although the organization and technique
of service may vary from time to time
to meet the needs of a changing
world, yet may our continued effort
and cooj)eration as we pursne the
ideals of Bah,,'u'l1ah bring to the earth
of hearts the joys of eternal realms.
Generous and noble friends we greet
you in the Greatest ","ame and have
the honor to be J
\7 our fellow servants and coworkers,
The National Teaching Comm.,
LOUIS G. GREGORY,
Secretary for Amity.

NEW POLICY ADOPTED BY
PUBLISIDNG COMMITTEE
The Publishing Committee for many
years has been maki ng consi stent and
determined effort so to plan and administer its affairs that it might- achieve
the twofold purpose of making available all recognized Baha'i texts in the
English language, and of creating a
surplus for the benefit of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
The Committee asks for the sympathetic understanding and cooperation of the friends in the performance
of this difficult task.
It WIll he recalled that the Committee carne into existence by Assembly
appointment following the voluntary
{ltscontinuance of the original HBaha'i
Puhlishing Society" which rendered
such splendid services in Chicago over
a period of many years. When all the
stocks were received from Chicago, it
became apparent that sales through
Local Assemblies and groups should be
expedited, with the result that a consignment of literature was sent to each
Baha', community. The last of these
consignments has been paid up or can·
celled.
The Committee, however, on careful
study, has realized that the literature
of the Cause in America has been developing to meet two distinct purposes
-the publication of standard, recognized Baha', texts which are the basis
of the teachings, and the printing of
numerOllS leaflets, pamphlets and other
material to serve ~rious particular
needs. The literature in fact divides
into two classes: that which represents
the permanent responsibility of the

Puhlishing Committee, and.that which
The ring-stones, photographs, movreflects the activities of ~ational and ing picture films and voice reeords
Local Teachi ng Committees.
hitherto sold by the Puhlishing ComThe Publishing Committee has con- mittee will in future, it is hoped, be
sequently adopted a policy which takes placed in charge of some other Comthis [act into account and seems to pro- mittee of the National Spiritual Asvide a better division of interest and sembly, such as an Arts and Crafts
responsibility as between Publishing Committee, better adapted to the sale
and Teaching Committees. The Pub- of general merchandise outside the
lishing Committee will in future pub- publishing field. Faced by the task of
lish and distribute only such bound publishing Baha', books for the future
books and pamphlets as perpetuate the needs of the one hundred and fifty
standard literature and which can be million people in the United States and
hanrllerl so as to develop a financial Canada, the Publishing Committee recsurplus either for extension of the ognizes that the time has come for utPublishing work or for the other needs most concentration and efficiency in
of the National Fund. It will continue this field of service.
to print, but not to sell, the smaller
and more special leaflets and booklets
needed by the Teaching Committee NEWS LETTER FROM BAHA'IS
and provided for out of the Teaching
OF BRITI~ ISLES
budget. While publishing can and
(C onti"''''d)
mllst be self-supporting and should he
Ma"chester
a source of profit, teaching-which involves literature to be sold at small
Seventeen of the friends met at the
cost or given away-is an entirely dif- home of Mr. and Mrs. Sugar on the
ferent type of Baha', service. Under evening of Saturday, the 3rd inst., to
present conditions, it should be re- deal with matters pertaining to the
marked, the Publ1shing Committee Cause, national and local. Mr. Hall
actually loses money on every sale of presided, and after prayer, outlined
the little pamphlets.
the business to be dealt with.
In accordance with this policy, the
The friends considered and apPublishing Committee is taking steps proved several proposals designed to
to retain only the standard and pemla- assist the advancement of the Cause,
nent bound books and booklets, and to and decided that the same be submitted
catalogue on Iy these titles. The bal- to the National Spiritual Assembly for
ance of the stock on hand will he di- their approval and adoption.
vided among the Local Assemblies and
It was decided to h91d meetings for
sent to them as a gift from the Pub- worship and discussion at 16, Lily
lishing Committee. The Local Assem- Street. Hr. Crumpsall, on the evening
blies can either sell this literature for of the first Saturday in every month,
the benefit of their local Bahi'i Funds, also occasional meetings on other eveor give it away as part of their teach- nings for the benefit of those friends
ing activity.
who cannot attend on Saturdays.
As this part of the literature goes
It was agreed to in";te the Altrinout of print, it is clearly the province cham friends to cooperate in a Joint
of the Teaching Committee to decide Gathering and Reunion, to be held on
f rom year to year what teaching liter~ Saturday, May 24th, in celebration "f
ature is needed. The Publishing Com- the Anniversary of the Declaration of
mittee will print whatever is ordered the Bah, and the birth of Abdu'land financed by the National Assem- Baha On the 23rd.
hly and ship to the Teacb~ng Com_
Cordial and affectionate thanks were
mittee or the Local Assembhes, as Instructed. Thus the all-essential teach- tendered to Mr. Hall for hi. many
; ng work will be extended by a much . years of strenuous work for the Cause,
more careful consideration of how and to Mrs. Hall for her loving servprinted matter can be used at Baha'i ice in providing hospitality to the
meetings, and the Publishing Com- friends when meeting.
After electing nine members to form
mittee ~ill be free to develop its own
the local Spiritual Assembly for the
resources of service.
\Vhatever orders are recei,'ed in fu- year, the following officers were apture hy the Publishing Committee for pointed: Mr. Robinson (Chairman),
these smaller leaflets and pamphlets Mr. Sugar (Secretary), and Mr.
from isolated oolievers or non-Baha'is Chessel (Treasurer).
The friends were united in a spirit
will be forwarded to the nearest Assembly or group. The resnlt will he of loving cooperation and quiet deterto develop more efficient Baha'i libra- mination to spend themselves in the
service of the Cause.
ries in all the centers.

ilAlfA'1 NEWS
Altrincbd1lO

The friends in Altrincham district
raDied to the call on Friday, April
11th, when it was agreed that an Assembly be re'formed, as the number of
accredited belie;'ers exceeded ten. The
members present elected Mr. ]. C.
Craven as secretary, and :Miss Hunt
treasnrer. They further desired that
Mr. Craven represent the Assembly at
the Delegates' Meeting in London on
April 26th, summoned for the election
of the members of the :-.riltional Spiritual Assembly.
On Friday, May 2nd, six members
and one interested friend listened with
interest to the Secretary's report of
the London Conference. Fullowing
this, the remainder of the evening was
.pent in an interesting study of the
Baha'i invitation to love God, and the
relationship of God to the creature.
This exercise of heart and mind
produced a spiritual atmosphere full
of fire and light, attracting each soul
to the indwelling Kingdom of God,
which verified the truth "that we are
emanations f rom God."
"0 Son of Man! I loved thy creation; therefore I created thee. Wherefore love Me that I may acknowledge
thee and in the Spirit of Ufe confirm
thee." (A4), Hidden Words.
From York encouraging news reaches us. 1\lr5-, Kenworthy writes, "I
hope soon to be ahle to tell 0 f a 1itlle
group forming in York, but in the
meantime I would reach out III V hand
to isolated Baha'is like myself,' in the
consciousness that we nee.d not meet in
. the same room face to face, in order
to find fellowship, for the Divine
Breath and refreshing Life-giving
waters can reach us wherever we are,
'and link us together in the spirit. 1
also realize (what some others who
read this will agree with me in) that
sonle of us, for a Divine pUT'{X>se, may
have been kept isolated for a time in
order that we rnay be strong to stand
alone, and may by a variety of experiences be proved and tested and made
able to bear the respons;bilities and
privileges of this New Day and wondedul Revelation." :\frs. Kenworthy
tells in a later latter 01 a weekly meeting begun in York at the house of a
friend for prayer and study of the
Baha'i teachings. She writes of the
-first meeting-HThere were only three
of us, out we had a lovely happy time,
and we shall probably have more as
time goes on."
BOUNU1IItnttb

Members of the Group, and otber
interested friends conti nue to meet

every Sunday afternoon at "Rizwan/' opment, by working together have
Broatlstone, and occasionally on week _ formed characteristic marks.
tvenings at "Greenacre/' BourneThe Bahi,'; Teachings have with asmouth. Ver y happy 1,1 eet i ngs ha vo t'Unishi.!lg rapidity and stre':]gth made
been held, with prayer and study of a type of really international people
the Word, bringing strength to the and we can't proclaim this hetter than
believers. and convincing more than through the Words of Bahit'l1'llitl;
une regular attender of the truth of "You are all the leaves of one tree,"
the Teachings. For two consecutive 111 autumn 1929 the Persian-European
Sundays the subject of Spiritual Heal- approa'l:hment had a vi~itur,
Dr.
ing was studied, anti Baha'i prayers ] ouness Afrouktha from Teheran at
for Healing used, and on Monday the wish of Shoghi Effendi he also visafternoon, May 5th, a special Healing it~d Germany, The spiritual exchange
Service was held at "Rizwan," attend- wJth our Persian brothers, is at thi.s
edhy patients and staff in the Nursing moment really of great interest to our
Home, and friends in the neighbor- German Baha 'j work. Though it must
hood wishing for sl}iritual help. Great be our endeavor to give OUT Baha'i
blessing was experienced, resulting in work hs own particular nute, accorda renewal of spiritual and physical ing to its surroundings, that is to prostrength in several present, and a mote the valuable peculiarity of the
deeper realization 0 f the power of country, and at the same time it is nC'Cprayer, and God's readiness to answer es~ary to uevelop closer connect ions
and bless those who wait upon Him in with other countries to realize a unifaith.
versal spirit, not to mention the value
Eight members of the newly-elected of reciprocal thoughts interchanged,
local Spiritual Assembly met on April
It can be said that amongst the East30th, when officers were elected for ern Baha'; World the united Baha'i
the year as follows; Chairman and type is since a long time a matter of
Secretary, Miss Challis; Treasurer, fact, and though distance and language
Mr. King.
separate the Oriental and European
Baha'is and make it very difficult to
THE BAHA'I CAUSE IN
work in one spirit. yet we see to-day,
GERMANY
how the Baha'i Cause, notwithstanding the distance, is· in absolute rela-·
1928-1929
tionshi
p with the East and West,
The approximation between the
mentality of the East and the \V est, though in general, keeping the individhas in the present time 0 f the world's uality, the new international man is
development become a very acute ques- created.
Certainly there is a difference still
tion. Through the great strides made
bv the technical communication, be- in the depths of understanding the
t~een the Eastern and Western coun- Baha'i ideas. ~And herein the Persian
tries, they have grown very close to- Baha'is can give us European, who are
brether; that the contrasts between the technically high, a .spiTitual cuI tUT.e , in
two continents are sharply apparent whi.ch we are only at the beginning.
The visit of Dr. Jouness had a great
and it is impossible to dissolve the
\Vestern problem without a discussion success, through an article about Persia's Intellectual Reforms, which apof the Asiatic and African problem.
From hb'torical tradition the policy peared in the- Hamhurger Fremdc/lof the big nations will only approach blatt, one of the leading and most pOI>with dislike the nece~sity, which means ular newspapers, in its evening N,).
the same as a renunciation of sole na- of 15th of September, 1929. For the
tional power. \Vhen commerce, sci- same purpose h-l iss l\f artha L. RO(lt,
ence and in ventions such as broad- ~ew York. also VIsited different Gercasting cinematograph have decidedly man Universities, In the German
promoted the international under- Universities there has been a lot of
standing and approachment, neverthe- material gathered about llauism and
less it is urgently necessary to promote Raha'i Revelations and in different
the realization of the , .... orld's Unity, Universities scientific works pubby creating a new type of man the ''In- lished.
A good many works of Baha'Ll'lhih
temational Man."
This demaud seems to us to-day 00 and' Ahdu'l-Baha in original language
be an impossible Utopia, though it ad- are in· the Government and University
vances even practically close, when we libraries J an outward sign of the interthink that the American of to-day was est the Gemlan science takes in our
a few hundred years ago something Cause.
Since several years the writer of this
strange. To the contrary America was
inhabited by different nationalities, Article is trying to gather in his liwhieh after a certain historical devel- brary an extensive amount of syste-

,

8
matical material about the Baha'i
Teachings to put it to the service of
science. This library contains most
of the Western books published about
the Baha'i Teachillgs. several- works
of Bahil'u'l1ih and 'Abdu'l-Baha and
other Baha', books in the Persian language, the different published papers
which appear in the World, and a collection of press notices pub1ished in
different countries on the Baha'i
Cause, etc.

The Assistant-School for Feebleminded Children in Warnemiinde
Mecklenhurg ( represented by Emil
Jorn) is built up entirely on Baha'i
principles, in October, 1928, there was
a meeting in Rostock and \Varnemunde for the Assistant-School teachers. This fact is especially to be
greeted and notified as the Assistant
School in \Varnemunde was only
iounded a few years ago.
The North German Baha'i Groups
held a working meeting in December,
1929. Friends from Berlin, Rostock,
Warnemiinde. Schwerin and Hamburg in the presence 0 f a represent~
tive of the Baha'i National counsel In
Wandsbek. This meeting was a great
strengthening for the Baha'i spirit
amongst the groups, and several new
. directions were proposed for closer
working of the provinces together.
REPORT FROM ITALY
Italy has not been totally neglected
in the past years. While the work
has brought but little visible results,
the knowledge of the Cause has been
widely spread, and the' books are in
various libraries of the larger cities of
Italy.
As early as 1899 there were two
Baha'is in Italy, both having now
passed on to the' Abha Kingdom.
Mrs. Edith Burr of Florence, has
made her home a center for many
years, and here many Baha'is have
spoken to groups.
Signora :Maria
. Forni, who latterly lived at Crevenna
near Lake Como. was an ardent exponent from the time of her acceptance

of the Teachings in 1899, and her social work among children was testimony of her sincere faith.
During the winter of 1920, in
~ap1es, talks on the Cause were given
to groups of university students and
a weekly meeting held where some of

these students and others met. That
same winter various successive talks
'were given in Rome in private homes
and one to a large group of the idealistic Socialists, among the adherents
of this group being some 0 f the most
aristocratic of Rome's citizens.
In the Fall of 1921 the work was ex-
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tended to Florence, Milano, Torino
and Bologna, and some smaller cities,
where talks were given in private
homes as well as at groups composed
of theosophists, socialists and Esperanto students.
In 1922 groups were held weekly in
Rome and various talks given to
groups of university students there.
Since the winter of 1923 until last
winter, regular meetings have been
held in Florence every week at my
apartment and occasionally at Mrs.
Burr's.
IIIrs. ulUlie lIIathews had for a few
years a Circulating Library at Portofino.
Signora Teresa Campani has given
constantly her talent as a speaker, and
in the years past various Baha'IS have
spoken on the Cause at the Philosophical Society rooms in Florence.
There have been translated into
Italian the "Hidden \Vords/' "Paris
Talks," and Dr. Esslemont's "Baha'u'llioh and the New Era," and some
pamphlets.
\Ve trust that the seeds sow n ma".
be slowly developing to bring forth
fruits ,,,,,·hen the season of harvest shall
have arrived. The political upheavals
of the past fifteen years or more have
occupied the minds of the Italians to
such an extent that their spiritual eyes
seem to have been veiled; yet we know
that it is but a slumber that will bring
a strengthened awakening, as has ever
been in Italy after the time of fallow.

H. E.

HOAGG.

AlIah',,'Abha!
CIRCULAR LETTER FROM
ASSEMBLY OF HAlF A
In our 1ast letter we had occasion to
mention the visit of our devoted Baha'i friend and indefatigable worker,
Miss Martha Root and of her plans to
visit Persia. Although she has not yet
sent in a detailed report of her travel
through Iraq and of her experiences
during her present sojourn in Persia,
letters from both of these countries
are already full with news of her arrival and of the -important and distinguished people in the country, which
she had met. In Iraq she had the
privilege of an audience with His
:'Ifajesty King Feisal and she visited
outlying villages where Arab Baha'i
peasants had the rare opportunity of
meeting an American Baha'i and who
had the pleasure of entertaining her in
their homes and be photographed with
them.
In Persia the friends were naturally delighted to welcome her and some
of the friends of Ti,hran went out of
town by motor to welcome her. We

do not have as yet full news of her
work, but her call upon the Minister
of the Court in Persia was very cor·
dial and she had similar interviews
with various Ambassadors there. We
wish her every success in her many
travels, we admire the conrage and the
strong faith that animates her work
and we look forward with interest for
still more news of her visit to various
centers -i n Pers ia.
We learn with great pleasure and
satisfaction of the new interest and en·
thusiasm that the Bahil'i Faith has
aroused among a number of people
hoth in Johannesberg and Pretoria in
South Africa . For sometime the
torch has been kept aflame by a number of devote<! and zealous Baha'i
workers from America. But their efforts Ii ke all pioneer work was slow
and difficult. It is only lately that a
number of friends have come together
with the hope of establishing permanent centers. We extend to those fellow-workers our wannest greetings
and we await their news with keen
interest.
The friends in every country will be
very glad to know that the Guardian
who had been lately unwell has fully
recovered and is again devoting his
entire time to the work of the Cause .
Among the visitors that have lately
been with us in Hai fa, we have had
Dr. Younis Khan who has been
spending quite a few months visiting
the different centers throughout "Europe and is now on his way to Persia.
We have also had some of our dear
friends from Ishqahad among them
I\.firza Hussein Ali and his son Mr ..
~eyru.
Their account of the suffering and imprisonment of many Baha'is
in Russian Turkistan in which Ishqabad is situated was heart-rending
and some of ·them were released from
prison on the express condition of their
leaving the country entirely. We are
extremely grieve<! to learn of the unhappy conditions, which are in some
cases desperate, in which they live and
we cannot but remember the day when
through their self-sacrifice they were
the first to build a Bah,,'i Temple
throughout the world.
.
The Master's family as wen as the
friends join in greetings and good
wishes to y()U alL
Spiritual Assembly of Haifa.
By: Sohiel Afmin.
March, 1930
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The great Being saith: Blessed are
lhey that arise to serve mankind; lei
"o1 a man glory i" this, thai he loves
his country, let him rather glory in
this, thot he loves his kind. The world
is indeed bul one home, and the peoples thereon its dwellers. , . .
The great Being saith: 0 ye children of man! The Irue faith of God
and His religion are ror the protectum, the unit)', the harmony, the peace
and the love of mankind; make them
not the cause of strife and discord, of
hate and en",;t)'. This verily, is the
straight path and the firm foundation.
Whatsoever is raised on this foundation the happenings of the world will
sha.ke it not, neither will tifflfe cause it
10 crumble. We cherish the hope that
the sages and rulers of the world will,
with one accord, arise for lhe betterment of mankind, and, after delil>erations, full and mature, beslIYW the remedy of their wise minislry upon this
diseased and broken world.
The greal Being saith: The firnwment of divine wisdom shineth with
the twin orbs of consuUalion and
mercy. Take counsel together in all
things, inasmuch as consultation is Ihe
guiding light that giveth enlighlenment and leadeth unlo the Way. In
the beginning of all things let lhe end
be borne in mind. Lei children ue inst.... cted in all arls and seitnees that
conduce to the benefit of mankind, to
tlie progress and the exaltalion of Ihe
station of man; that thereby sedition
and mischief may be banished from the
",orld, thot all by the ""deavor of the
chiefs of Ihe slale and Ihe leaders of
men, may repose in Ihe lap of security
and peace.-BAHA'u~LIJ.H,

>\lI-EIA'I COMMUNITY
Editorial
It has been inevitable that the attention of Baha'is since the Ascension of
'Abdu'l-Baha has been directed in great
measure upon the general subject of
administration. Until the permanent
organ and instruments of collective action a.re established, and crowned by
Printed in U. S. A.
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the two great institutions of Guardianship and Universal House of Justice, this subject will continue to be
of absorbing interest and importance.
Spiritual Assemblies, committees
and other administrative units, however, are but means to an end, and the
end must be kept firmly in mind if
the means are to be rightly employed.
The end, or object, of BabO.'i administration is to create and maintain
"the community of the Greatest
N arne." A true Baha'i community
represents something new in social
evolution; it represents nothing short
of a huma'nized civilization. Among
the members of relatively small
groups, this emergence of the Baha'i
community will be less consciously felt
than in the larger cities, like Tihran,
Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland
and New York. Here are found conditions under which the Cause is no
longer represented by a few personalities. Elections are more highly selective, permitting greater annual.changes
in the Assembly; and here the problems raised by poverty, sickness, old
age, children's education and other
basic human issues are more frequently encountered. As the problems are more difficult, so the Baha'i
solution will be sooner attained,
The supreme virtue of a Baha'i
community is that its members are actually units of one living body.
Worldly civilization has its outcasts-. its neglected and forgotten members,
its citizens deprived of work, its oppressed and despised serfs and slaves.
The Baha'i community is hased upon
the divine pledge that no member shall
~ ever be· deprived of food, of education, of opportunity, of consideration
and love. If one is sick, the whole
body is sick until the one is healed.
If one is poor, all are poor until sacrifice has restored the balance of wealth.
It is this ideal which must be upheld in giving the BahiL'i message and
in passing upon the qualifications of
new members. The message inc1udes
this vitalizing element or it is nothing

but one more theology, one more phi10sophy' capable of producing another
dogmatic church. but not of renewing
the quality of human life.
'
Until we have succeeded in demonstrating this outcome of the Faith in
our -collective Baha'i society, our e1oq uent lectures and our most thoroughly
equipped study classes will be vain.
Neither can the most beautiful and
inspiring of Temples remedy the defeet of disunited groups.
The Manifestation, in His principle
of consultation, has given us the gift
of collective intelligence; a Spiritual
Assembly is a collective will; but the
true faith in Bahii'u'llah is that which
produces collective love. '·The waves
of the Covenant shall roll until every
dead body is cast ashore." It may
well be that the "dead body" is not
merely he who disobeys the appointed
Center, but also he who will not immerse himself in a Baha'i community
profoundly enough to respond to its
every need and opportunity, while
seeking nothing for himself.
There are many passages describing
this Hcommunity of the Greatest
Name." Let us study them again. and
each believer apply their inspiring
standards to himself.
THE NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND

Statement by Mr, Carl Scb~er,
Former Treasurer
At the present time the Cause is
facing what may perhaps be a most
difficult period, the fact that the funds
for the preliminary work on the Temple have been collected has brought
about a condition that is easily understood hut nevertheless remains a
rather dangerous one for us.
At the present time your treasurer
is receiving scarcely enough to meet
the needs of the limited undertakings
of the National Spiritual Assembly.
These undertakings are limited because of the needs of the Temple;
but soon there will come a time when
such a limitation will be disastrous for
the Cause and certainly f atal for our

•
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part in this glorious work. The matter should be carefully considered by
every individual and by every group
and Spiritual Assembly in order that
the need for a repetition of such a
plea as this may not arise.
The ideal toward which we, as
Baha'is, should strive is a constant
flow of the spiritual light and energy
of the Cause so that the pressure of
Baha'i influence in the world may not
be relaxed for even a moment. In
every phase of our life we must continuously press forward so that we
may prove effective in our striving
with the world of darkness. In our
own Ii yes this mu::;t become true. We
must stand for what we believe continuously, not periodically. We must
live the teachings continuously. We
must support the Cause continuously
and in OUT giving this same ideal must
hold.
A continuous, unbroken flow of
funds, even if it is small, is better
than a spasmodic effort inspired by a
drive. The work of the Cause has
actually just begun. The engineers
are rapidly unfolding the plans that
will erect the Temple which will be
as a banner of our faith unfurled for
the wor1d to sec. V./ e must be ready
as neyer before to stand as Baha'is,
not only as individuals living the life
as the opportunities of the day gi vc us
a chance to do, but as one body we
must act so that the world may recognize our unity. This unity cannot be
expressed better than through our ahi.lity to carry forward all that then WIll
need to be done. The building must
be completed, funds should be coming
in now to do this. Teaching work
must be advanced to give a ready answer to the question that then will be
asked by the millions.
LOUIS J. BOURGEOIS,
ARCHITECT, DEAD
DESIGNER OF BAH ..\'i TEMPLE
STRICKEN AS FONDEST HOPE
NEARS FULFILLMENT

Is

START ON THE FRAME NEAR

:MANY STYLES OF ARCHITECTURE INTERWOVEN
IN
PLANS
FOR
$2,000000 EDIFICE AT
CHICAGO
CHICAGO, Aug. 20 (AP).-Louis
Jean Bourgeois, architect and sculptor,
died last night when about to have his
fondest dream fulfilled.
He had
hoped to live long enough to see work
begun next month on the Baha'i Temple he started many years ago.

rapidly as possible. As the Temple
rises,
there will be undoubtedly an inCABLEGRAM FROM SHOGHI
creasing call and need for teachers.
EFFENDI
The National Spiritual Assembly is
carrying on a constructive publicity
or Approve
action regarding
campaign which wi II also enhance the
History Society. Deeply appreneed for qualified teachers.
ciative loyalty (of) believers."(Signed) SHOGHI.
The National Teaching Committee
has there! ore cooperated with the
Greenacre Program Committee in urgIn 1920, Bourgeois, himself a mem- ing the friends wherever possible to be
ber of the sect, won an international in Greenacre from August 10th to
contest for a design for a temple here. 24th for an intensive two weeks study
Selecting a site at Wilmette, a north- in preparation for a vigorour; teaching
ern suburb, he started work after campaign in the autumn.
moving his home to a studio on the
Mr. Vail writes: uThe friends in
property.
the west are already meeting in GeyCornerstone Laid
serville. Will the friends in the east.
The cornerstone was laid by Abdul come to Greenacre for these two weeks
Baha, son of the founder of the Baha'i or at least for part of them? When
religion. In 1922 work was suspend- we «orne together in His love to preed for lack 0 f funds. The BaM'i f 01- pare ourselves for that greatest work
lowers are against debt, mortgages and in this universe of God-heralding tbe
solicitations. Recent1y enough volun- Kingdom - He will surely descend
tary contributions were made to pro- amongst us as He did among tbe aposceed a few steps with the $2,000,000 tles of old."
building.
The program for these two weeks
In his design, Bourgeois has com- included six lectures by Mr. Albert
bined the essence of Egyptian, Greek, VaiJ on "The Rise of a Great Civiliza·
Roman. Arabic, Gothic, Renaissance tion," a study of Islam based on the
and modern architecture. In his deco- latest reser"lrch; two lectures on HAd·
rative motif is interwoven symbolism ministration" by Mr. A. B. McDaniel;
of aU the religions ever known to man- two lectures on "Education," by Dr.
kind. He has portrayed the tree 0 f Genevieve Coy and Prof. Stanwood
life and given note to the place of the Cobb; three illustrated talks on the
Temple by Dr. Frederick H. Newell;
earth in the universe.
the annual feast commemorating the
Baha'i Principles in Design
visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to Greenacre; and
Thus the temple as a whole repre- an Amity Convention from August
sents the principles of the Baha'i 21st to 23rd.
movement-universal religion. univerA two day convention of all Baha'is
sal brotherhood, universal education. in the northeastern states who are ac·
union of science and religion.
lively engaged in teaching the Cause
Because of the symbolism of per- was held on Augnst 16th and 17th.
fection attached by the Orientals to The four sessions of the convention
the fignre nine as the highest single dealt with teaching methods, the
integral, that number, or its multiples, stimulation of Baha'i centers, methods
is employed extensively throughout the of approach to people of capacity and
temple. It will have nine side!;, nine liberal organizations, and the inter~
doors, to be approached by eighteen racial aspects of teaching. Each ses·
steps; nine fountains, nine ribs in the sion was in charge of a leader who
dome. The height of the building is introduced the subject and directed
scaled as 162 feet, the first stMy at 36 the discussion following brief talks on
and the minarets at 45. The property different phases of th~ topic under
includes nine acres. The edifice will consideration. A general public meetbe surrounded by a circular wall.
ing with two prominent speakers is
The above notice appeared in the'" planned for the evening of August
N e-w York Tim·es of August 21, 1930. 16tl1.
-EdiloY.
L\ nyone interested in the teaching 0 f
the Baha'i Jvlessage is asked to share
A MESSAGE FROM THE TEACH- with us the inspiration of consultation
ING COMMITTEE
with our active teachers, to contribute
Shoghi Effendi has recently said constructive suggestions to the discus·
that the teaching work in America this sions and to take back to their local
year is of paramount importance. All group the enthusiasm and spirit of serour spiritual, mental and financial re· vice which such a gathering will surely
Every Assembly in the
sources must be concentrated in generate.
spread in" the Message as widely and northeastern states was asked to have
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at least one tepresentative there.
The National T ~aching Committee
confidently believes that by means of
this two day conference with our experienced teachers and of daily consultation during the following week, a
general teaching program for the comiog winter can be evolved which wil1
be practical, progressive and constructiv~ and which will merit the unreserved and active S'llppttt 011 aJVHaha'is.
However, no one realizes more than
this committee that plans, even though
perfect, are worthless unless translated
from the field 0 f thought to that of
action. In this Cause effective action
is possible only through the devotion
and hlrd work of each believer to the
full extent of his capacity.
Th-is Greenacre Convention may be
considered as the first in a series of
regional teaching conferences which
the National Teaching Committee
hopes to see initiated in many Baha'i
centers this summer and early fall. A
supreme united effort must be made to
strengthen present Baha'i communities
and to spread the Cause into virgin
territory. The first step in this effort is
the recognition on the part of all BaM'i groups of what their regional
problems and possibilities are. Individualy we can do much but collectively we can do infinitel y more. •Abdu'I-Baha said that in this age special
confirmations come to those who work
unitedly in groups.
This committee therefore makes the
following suggestions and hopes for
your whole-hearted cooperation in organizing in the near future a teaching
conference in your locality. The majority of the Baha'i communities and
groups seem to fall naturally into the
following ten divisions with the suggested places as regional teaching centers. All Baha'i Assemblies within a
reasonable distance of each center constitute the working unit.

Region
1. New England
2. New YorkNew Jersey
3_ Washington

Suggested Center
Boston
New York City
\Vashington,

D.c.
4. Western New
York
S. Ohio
6. Michigan
7. Chicago

8. Northwestern
9. Central California
10. Southern California

Geneva
Columbus
Lansing
Wilmette
Centers to be
suggested
by
the Pacific
Coast division
of the National
Teaching Committee

These conferences will draw together the believers in each region, acquaint them with their common teaching problems, develop methods of assisting each other through the exchange of local teachers and of making new contacts by teaching the Cause
in a broader and more comprehensive
way. It is hoped that each region will
develop and carry out according to its
local needs and resources the general
national teaching program which you
will have by that time. Every possible
assistance from the Rational Teaching
Committee will be given to all regional
teaching activities.
It is suggested that eaeh Spiritual
Assembly* in a region, if it desires to
partici pate in such a can ference, a ppoints at an early date a representative
to an interassembly committee for the
organization of the teaching conference for that region. It is very desirable that this matter be brought to
the immediate attention of all the
friends in your local community so
that they may be thinking constructively along these lines.
May we ask your group to pray for
the success of the Greenacre Teachers
. Convention, the regional teaching conferences and the general national
teaching program.
Sincerely in His service,
R. C. COLLISON,
OIairman of the National
Teaching Committee.
Geneva, New York
July 20, 1930.
* NOTE: Tht: mxt to the last paragrapb of this
cirCLllar letter as it was first :st:nt OLlt to the
A:nembli.t:s, rai:st:d the q.uestlOn in tht: minlb cl
som~ 3.S to bow thoe regional conferences were to
be arranged. The Teaching Committee wishes to
make it clear tbat t!l.f'se conferences should be
arranged through the Local Assemblies of each
reglon wth a~ regards personnel of committees and
initia~ive in carrying them out. Thf' pa.ragraP.h
mentlDnoed bas theTdore been TCVlsed wltb this
in view.

OUTLINE BUREAU
Anmnuu:_ of New Comp;/atirnu
A new outline has been recently
completed by the Outline Bureau
which has been given the title of "Material and Divine Civilization." We
feel that this suhject is particularly
timely as it affords a complete -compilation on the social and economic
phases of the Baha'i Teachings. It
has been the object of the compilers
to arrange this material in a logical
sequence of presentation in order that
the students of the Cause who wish to
make this outline the basis of study
may equip themselves with the means
of answering those pertinent questions
which are increasingly coming to us
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from a world that is looking for a solution of its problems.
Constantly we are being challeoged
to present our viewpoint and upho1d
its. practicality. We are continually
bemg put to tests of our intelligent interest in the special problems of our
age. The new outline is designed not
only to provide us with the page references of all authenthicated Baha'i
books, but also to furnish a bibliography of the best modem books on
Economics,
Sociology,
Education,
Peace and Race Relations. This list
was suggested by a Professor of Sociology and reviewed by members of our
committee.
The outline deals in detail with the
following main points:
1. The distinction between Material
and Divine Civilization and the influence of the prophet on the evolution
of society.
2. The plan for divine civilization
set forth by Baha'u'llah and 'Abdn'lBaha. This includes (a) specific principles of conduct, and (b) the geoeral
foundation for a new social organization. (Baha'i Principles, etc.)
3. The Administration as a means
of protecting and promulgating such
a plan.
4. Baha:u'llah as a source of power
in thi~ new era which is the consummation of past ages.
It is hoped that the believers will
at once provide themselves with this
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valuable outline 01 which there is a
present edition 01 800 copies. It has
taken the Outline Bureau two years
to complete these researches.
We wish to call your attention to an
offer made at the Convention. The
following outlines are on sale:
Material and Divine Science.... 15c
The Baha'i Teachings Pertaining
to Christ .................. IOc
New Light on the Scriptures ... , 15c
Material and Divine Civilization 15c
For a limited time a complete set of
the above outlines will be enclosed in
a manila folder and sold. for 50c----rul
charges prepaid.
DORIS McKAy,
Secretary, National Teaching
Committee
Pre-Emption Road,
Geneva, New York

TEACHcrNG CONFERENCE AT
GREEN ACRE
A two day conference of the North
Eastern States was called by the National Teaching Committee to Green
Acre, Augnst 20th and 21 st. It proved
to be an occasion of unique inspiration, a large number of teachers having traveled from various parts of the
country to take part in the discussions. As the sessions continued it
became apparent that the Baha'i teaching work can, through such constructive and cooperative meetings as this,
rereive an extraordinary impetus and
it is hoped by the Teaching Committee that this con I erence will be but one
of many such gatherings designed to
promote the ordered and efficient
spreading of the Cause. A wave of
enthusiasm for unified teaching work,
sustained by the vision and experience
of a wide circle of deeply interested
believers augurs well lor this paramount activity in the year which lies
ahead.
The program, which was conducted
in the form of a forum by Mr. R. C.
Collison, Chairman of the National
Committee, was as follows:
Augnst 20-9:30 A. M.-"Teaclring
Methods.';
1. How can traveling teachers best
serve the Cause?
2. How shall we confirm new groups?
3. How can we interest youth?
4. What is the psychology of Baha'i
Teaching?
Discussion leader: Albert Vail.
2:30 p. ].f.-"The Stimulation of

Baha'i Centers. n
I. H ow can we develop more Baha'i
2.

teachers?
H ow can we encourage personal
Baha'i study?

How can we stimulate interassembly cooperation?
4. How can meetings be made mure
interesting?
Discussion leader: J\irs. Doris ~fc
Kay.
August 21-2 :30 P. M.-"Makjng
New Con/acts."
1. How can we develop a new type
of public Baha'i platform?
2. What is the function of public
Baha'i meetings?
3. How can effective follow-up work
be accomplished?
4. How can we cooperate with outside organizations?
Discussion leader: Mrs. Mabel I ves.
8:00 P. M.-"[,tterracial Aspects of
Tea-ehing. H
I. How can local Assemblies promote
racial amity?
2. How can we prepare ourselves for
more effective racial amity work?
3. How can we cooperate with jnterracial groups?
4. How will our response to the challenge of racial amity affect the
spread of the Cause?
Discussion leader: Louis Gregory.
3.

IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Elfleda Spaulding, a truly
heroic Baha'i soul, passed on into the
Kingdom July 5, 1930. Mrs. Spaulding had been active in the Baha'i community of Chicago for many years.

GREEN ACRE
Eliot, Maine
"A universal platf orm f or all mankind, irrespective of race, religion or
nationality."~' Abdu'l-BaM.
Thirty-sixth Season-lJll 0
July l-September 2
Special Meetings
July 9, 4 P. M. The Anniversary of
the Martyrdom of the Bab.
Mrs. Marian Haney, Chairman.
July 12, 4 P.]'1. Eliot Day-Under
direction of Eliot Assembly.
July 22, 4 P: M. In Commemoration
of Miss Sarah J. Farmer, Founder of Green Acre.
August 7, Portsmouth Day-Under direction of Portsmol1th Assembly.
August 16, 17. Convention for teachers of North Eastern States.
August' 20. Annual Feast Commemorating the visit of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
Augnst 21, 22, 23. Amity Convention.
Devotions 9 :30 A. ]'L daily except
Sunday.
Sunday Services, 11 A. M.
Children's Class every morning except Saturday and Sunday--conducted

by Mr. Louis G. Gregory.
Sunday 8 P. M. Community Entertaimnent.
Mr. Vail will conduct a course of
lectures on l\'londays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from August 11th to August
27th, inclusive on the Rise of a Great
Civilization, a study of Islam based on
the latest research and viewe·d as an
expression of eternal religion and compared to other divine teachings.
SulJjecls .'
I. Carlyle and the New Approach to
Mohammed.
2. The Inspiration of the Prophet.,The Psychology and Philosophy
of Inspiration.
3. Mohammed's Great Weapon,
The Qur'an.
4. Splendor of the Moslem Civilization.
5. The Immortal Persian Poets.
6. The Seven Valleys of the SufisSufi Saints as the Flower of Islam.
7. How Bahi'u'llah Interprets the
Symbols of the Bible and the
Qur'an.
There will be several lectures on Science and Psychology, reviewing some
o I the modern books as related to the
Baha'i teachings.
Among the speakers will be-Prof.
Glen Shook, Prof. Stanwood Cobb,
Dr. Genevieve Coy, Mr. Louis G.
Gregory, Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, Dr,
A. D. Heist, Mrs. Willard J. McKay.
Lectures will be held daily, except
Saturdays and Sundays, at 10:15
A. M. All meetings will be held at the
Fellowship House unless otherwise
specified.
July 28-Aug. I. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 10:15. Mr. Louis
Gregory. "Free Will and Destiny" and "Social Psychology."
HFollowing Guidance."
August 4-8.
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 10:15.
Subject
given later. Tuesday, Thursday,
10 :15, Mr. A. B. McDaniel; "Administration. "
August 11-15. Monday,. Wednesday
and Friday, 10:15. Mr. Albert
Vail. Tuesday and Thursday,
10 :15, Mr. A. B. McDaniel, "Administration."
August 18-22. Monday, Wednesday
and Fritlay, 10:15, Mr. Albert
Vail.
Tuesday and Thursday,
10: 15, Dr. Genevieve Coy and
Prof. Stanwood Cobb, Education.
:'vIonday, Wednesday and Friday
8 P. M., Dr. Frederick H. Newell.
Illustrated Talks on the Temple.
Augnst 25-29. Monday and \Vednesday 10:15, Mr. Albert Vail.
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
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10:15, Prof. G. Shook, Review of
Prof. Eddington's book; "Science
and the Unseen World."
Arts and Craft Shops will be open,
with pottery work, glazing and instruction classes.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Letter fro ... Mr•• Elizabeth Greenleaf
, Ahdu'I-Baha has said that if a true
Bah,,'i passed through a city calling
upon the Greatest Name from the
depths of his heart, even though no
outward contacts were made, the in/luence for good would be unending.
What, then, may we not anticipate
when such a galaxy of souls as the
following has made both the inward
and outward connections: Mrs. Isabella D. Brittingham; Mr. Charles Q.
Adams; Mrs. Stuart French; Mrs.
Corine True and two daughters; Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Gift; Mr. Louis Gregory; Dr. G. V. Gregory; Miss Orcella
Rexford; Mrs. Edwina Powell, Mr.
John D. Bosch; Mr. George O. Latimer, and recently Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Ioas of San Francisco.
I should like to give some of the details of work done by each one of these
birds of passage, but that will come
later when a history of the Cause in
this section of the country is written.
We are reminded of that prophecy in
Daniel, that "Many shall run to and
fro and knowledge shall be increased."
The devoted services of Miss Josephine Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Ruppers, and their daughter, Nina,
will never be forgotten. For twelve
long years their home has been open
to the travelling friends and since the
forming of the Baha'i study group,
many of the meetings and nearly all
of the Feasts have been held in their
hospitable home. They often go far
beyond their physical strength, but one
must have an inner sympathetic eye to
rea1ize this, for there is never an outward sign to give warning. No service.
night or day, is too much for these
selfless friends.
Miss Nelson conducts the Esperanto
Class. She is a natural teacher, with
great patience-the patience born of
love for her work. Practically every
Baha'i attends these classes, which are
held every Monday evening in the
High Schoo\' The attendance is taken
each time and if it continues at its
present rate, the school may introduce
Esperanto as a permanent feature in
its curriculum.
Since my arrival in Phoenix, we
have held from two to three and four
meetings each week; these include the
Esperanto Class and the Feasts. There
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have also been a number of inquirers
coming to visit me personally. -bringing their questions with them.
There are enough confirmed believers to form a good working Assembly and I assure you they are eagerly awaiting the time when they may
become an integral part of the sacred
Baha'i Administration.
The group is composed of about
equal numbers of men and women.
There are, at present, eight children
ranging in age from five months to
about twelve years-a fine prospect for
a Baha'i Garden which will be started
as soon as an Assembly is organized.
On Sunday, December 15th, Mr.
and Mrs. loas paid Phoenix a visit. In
the afternoon Mr. loas addressed an
enthusiastic and interested audience in
one of the charming halls of the Woman's Club House. Before the meeting a photograph 0 f the group, with a
few other friends, was taken on the
steps of the Club House.
I wish that every person in Phoenix
and every Baha'i in the country might
have listened to the two talks Mr.
Ioas gave on that memorable Sunday,
the lecture in the evening, in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bugbee, supplemented
the afternoon talk. Together they
constituted a clear and lucid presentation of the development and unfolding
of spiritual consciousness all down
through the ages to this cycle of the
Universal Manifestation of God,
BaM'u'lIih. At the opening of the
evening meeting, the moving picture
of 'Abdu'l-Bahi was shown, Mr. Ioas
having brought it down with him from
San Francisco.
I wish you all might have been with
us that evening, the enthusiasm and
eagerness with which every word was
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taken, the unity of purpose i~ absorbing the teachings, and the oneness of
this blessed group in the spirit and
fellowship 'of Bah,'i love was inspiring. As I listened to that illumined
talk and looked into the shining faces
I wished, from the bottom of my heart:
that Orcella Rexford,' Mrs. Powell,
and all the others who had come to
Phoenix with the great message, could
have been with us.
Many of the friends accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. loas to the station, and
remained. until their train left at
11 :20 p.m. Before we separated that
night they were talking of plans for
the next visit of this young man who
seemed to them and to me a tower of
light.
Please write news to us, or ju~t letters-anyone who is interested in the
growth of this radiant little handEvery word will be appreciated.
With BaM'i love,
Your co-worker,
ELI ZABETH GREENLEAF.

December 17, 1929.
BAHA'I PUBLISHING
COMMITTEE
New Publicatirm.
The Publishing Committee is happy
to announce that the Tablets of
'Abdu'I-Baha, Vols. I and III are at
last ready for distribution. These
books have been out of print for many
years. The new edition is brought
out in a more convenient size, S;,1n x
8}i" and is bound in dark blue cloth.
When the pTesent stock of Vol. II is
exhausted, the new edition will be
made to correspond with V ols. I and
III and thus make a uniform set.
Price of new edition, Vols. I and III,
$2.00 each.
Some Answered Questions: A new
edition of this book has just been completed and is now ready for distribution. This volume is also made in a
smaller .. ize than the original edition,
now 5" x 9" and is bound in dark
blue cloth, Price $2.00.
Special Reqrust
The Committee wishes again to ask
all the believers and those interested
in the literature to co-operate in the
distribution of the books by making
their purchases from the nearest Assembly and also by making inquiries
at their local bookstores, in this way
creating a demand for the books and
arousing interest in the Cause.
P""m/atio". of World Unit)'
The Committee reminds the friend.
of this compilation, which includes
many of the significant addresses delivered by the Master in the United
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States and Canada. It can he used effectively in connection with public
meetings, including amity conventions,
and will interest particularly those who
approach religion from the point of
view of current social problems. 112
pages. Paper cover. $0.75 per copy.
Special Announcement
It is with regret that the Publishing Committee has received the resignation of its Treasurer-~Ianager, .Mrs.
Marie Moore. Mrs. Moore for many
years has worked with untiring zeal
and the faithful and selfless services
she has rendered to the Cause brings
forth this expression of appreciation
from the Committee.
MR. VAIL AT WEST ENGLEWOOD
On a hot, hot night in August, Mr.
Roy Wilhelm invited the New York,
Englewood and other suburban believers to the cool sanctuary 0 f the log
cabin and gardens at West Englewood.
Mr. Alhert Vail, on his way from
Chicago to Green Acre, stopped over
to give us the benefit of his refreshing
personality and able discoursing on the
teachings of Baha'u'llih and 'Abdu'lBaM. Teachers of applied psychology
might well profit by studying the calm
buoyancy and facile oratory of M r.
Vail. It was not only the splashing
of the garden fountains and rustling of
the trees outside that revived us. It
was his happy faculty of impressing
his audience with the atmosphere of
resuscitation as well as his intelligent
interpretation of what true resurrection was. Starting off with a humorous definition of personal magnetism
in a much broader and deeper application than our usual flippant use of
the term, Mr. Vail drew the simile of
resurrection in the ever-recurrent tendency of human beings to become subject to the material discomforts of life,
burying themselves in the "grave of
their bodies" and hampering the development of the dynamic spirit within
thern which would enable them to
transcend human limitations and rise
into the spiritual and higher mental
planes. Then he continued with illustrations of Baha'u'lhih's power to
work this miracle of transcendency in
human hearts and what this power
meant to all mankind; how he fulfilled
the prophecies of the world's great religions and inspired agnostic thinkers
and sectarian devotees alike with a
new vision of life.
Mr. Mohamad Jamil, a newly arrived believer from Baghdad, \'1lhose
grandfather was one of the early believers banished with Bah,,'u'Uiih spoke
a few words of greeting to us, and
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then, "resurrected" ann happy, we
went our several ways, grateful for
Mr. Whilhelm's courtesy and hospitality.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Letter from Miss Hilda Stauss
We have recently had such an inspiring meeting and I am so elated
over the "spiritual boost" (as Roy
Wilhelm once termed it to me) it has
given us, that I feel I must give the
N. S. A. an account of it, although
you may have heard from the other
assemblies.
We had arranged for a joint meeting of all Ohio assemblies who could
attend at Dayton, Ohio on June 22nd,
but when we heard "Mother Beecher"
was to visit Mrs. Corrodi at that time
in Columbus, we arranged to meet
there.
The Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus groups attended, making a group
of 30 to 35. Our dinner was made a
feast, material as well as spiritual as
Mother Beecher had much to tell us.
Following this, we had reading of
the prayers and words, which opened
our meeting and then the time was
turned over to Mother Beecher who
gave us a most inspiring talk, to be
exact, we were all scolded a little as all
mothers ha,'e the right to do, as we
were not working fast enough, and
realizing that these days are quick1y
passing. Then she read to us the first
article in the last issue of the "Star",
words of 'Abdu'l-Bahil, suggesting
that Baha'is arrange gatherings of religious leaders to exchange their ideas
and solve their religious problems, and
urged that we follow this.
We in Cincinnati do not feel that
we are as yet able to do this as we
must progress a little further but it
has given us the impetus to work
harder at teaching.
Since my return from the Convention we have all tried to get some activity in the group but having been
quiet so long, it is just a little harder
to pick up the lost threads again but
gradually those who were fonnerly interested are corning Lack. vVe also
have one new member who I believe
can soon be considered a Baha'i.
Our meetings have been held only
once a month but beginning the 13th,
we will hold them every nineteen days.
Later I hope to have them weekly and
then add the Nineteen Day Feast meetings.
Of course, we will keep the anniversary on the 9th and I am endeavoring to have the article which the
Baha'i News Service forwarded in
reference thereto run in the local pa-

pers. The man I interviewed today
I believe will do all he can to have
the editor run the article. He was interested in the Temple and felt we
would like to have a little more infonnation so I am taking to him tomorrow morning copy of the colored
print of the Temple and my copy of
the Baha'; World as he did not know
if a copy was inclnded in the Editor's
library. I did leave with him one of
the Number Nine booklets which I
am hoping he is reading tonight. He
has heard of the movement but never
investigated it.
To return to the subject of joint
meetings, we expect to hold another
meeting in Dayton this month and follow that by one in Cincinnati the following month and probably continue
through the Fall should the weather
pennit toudng.
As the Baha'i News Service suggests, we will in the future make these
meetings a subject for an article to
secure further publicity, and aUract attention to our group.
Sincerely yours, in His Service,
H rLDA STAUSS.
July 7, 1930.
REPORT FROM BRAZIL
The work in Bahia, Brazil, has
grown steadily during the past two
years. Perhaps the outstanding accomplishment is the translation into
Portuguese of Dr. Esslemont's book,
"Bah;i'u'llith and the New Era," and
its wide distribution not only in Bahia
but also among various organizations
and individuals throughout Brazil.
There have been some favorable press
notices, and the book has been placed
on sale in two book sbops a f the city,
arousing interest among people of all
classes.
Regular fortnightly meetings are
held in the factory district, in the home
of one of the workers. At these meetings simple lessons are given, and free
<lis-cussion encouraged.
Here especially an effort has been made to teach
by deed as well as by word, through
giving relief in some of the many cases
of extreme poverty, and distributing,
on such occasions as Christmas, little
gi fts and cakes among hundreds of
poor-in the alms-house, prison, children's hospital, etc. This, we found,
impressed many, especially as it seemed
to be a thing unheard of in Bahia.
Even the German baker, startled at the
size of our order at Christmas, on
learning the reason asked to be permitted to make a small contribution,
and so gave us the opportunity of giving him ti,e Message.
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It is our hope to prepare and publish within the next few months a
Spanish translation also of Dr. Esslemont's book, in order that the Spanish
speaking countries of this great continent may, as well as Brazil, have the
bounty of receiving the Message of
Baha'u'llah and being resuscitated
through the power 0 f His Words.
With Baha'i greetings,
Sincerely yours in His service,
LEONORA

S.

HOLSAPPLE.

Bahia, Brazil.
March 21, 1930.

UTTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Lett ... from Mrs. Orcelta Rexford
The message has been given in
Little Rock, and also at Hot Springs,
Arkansas. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ward
were confirmed in the 1atter city and
one hundred and twenty-five people
turned out in Little Rock, with the
temperature soaring up to the hundred
mark. Due to the intense heat which
keeps everyone at home, Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler who assisted me in
giving the message decided it would be
better not to try to establish a Baha'i
class there until1ater. However there
wefe a large number who signified
their desire to investigate the teaching,
and Mr. Paul Nichols, an educator of
note, having been connected with the
Marietta Johnson School of Progressive Education at Fairhope, Ala., volunteered to study with the group the
Baha'i books to the end that if sufficient interest was displayed, a Baha'i
teacher would be sent to them in the
fal1. There are some very important
people in this group, among them being the leading lawyer and dentist. The
largest hotel in the city gave them a
meeting place free of charge and I now
am waiting for word concerning the
first meeting.
I hear that the group we called together in Miami, Florida, is still having meetings and looking forward to
having a teacher sent to them.
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler and I
addressed a group of colored people at
the Normal School in St. Augustine
who were gathered together through
the efforts of Dr. Guy and his wife.
He is doing some splendid work there.
I hope to give the message both
here and in Denver, and will concentrate my efforts on the Southern States
this winter.
With BahaJi greetings to the friends,
ORCF..LLA REXFORD.

Colorado Springs,
July 17, 1930.

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF HAIFA
We have received a long report
from J'vliria Taraz'u'lhlh Samandari
giving an account of his teaching
tours throughout Persia and especially
his visit to the Baha'i centers in Isfahan and Yazd. The latter town is
especially interesting. due to the large
Zoroastrian population that itself and
the villages around it contain. A 1arge
number of these Parsees have embraced the Baha'i Faith ever since the
early days of the Cause and during
his tour of the viIJages around Yazd .
It.-Iirza Taraz'u'liah was given a hearty
welcome among them. The increasing
amount of freedom that the population has lately gained in Persia, has
given these Baha'i Parsees the 0ppoTtunity to break away from their old
traditional -eus-tom with regard to the
burial of their dead. Whereas according to the Zoroastrian rituals their dead
were left unburied in a "dakhmeh" on
top of a high mountain to be consumed
by the birds of prey, they have now
taken the bold step of breaking away
entirely from those rituals, they have
acquired their own cemetery and will
henceforth bury their dead according
to the Babit'i teachings. Mirza Taraz'u'llah was also invited to a big
luncheon party given by a member of
the Afnan family in one of his gardens outside the town of Yazd. The
luncheon was followed by a very large
gathering attended by the Baha'is and
also by a large number of non-Baha'is,
during which the Baha'i teacheT was
given the opportunity of delivering a
public speech on the Cause.
Mr. ilfahbubi. one of the friends
from Isfahan who visited the Guardian in Haifa, acted as interpreter to
ilfiss Martha Root during her visit to
Is lahan and Shiraz in southern Persia.
He gave us a vivid account of the
meetings which were held in her honor and he especially mentioned the fact
that in those public meetings nonBaha'is also attended. Miss Root has
been quite enterprising in making use
of the airoplane in hopping from one
end of Persia to the other.
The Baha'is throughout the world
will be very pleased to learn that three
additional rooms built by the Guardian
in accordance with the Master's expressed wish and desire, have now
been completed and that the restoration
of the Mansion of Bahit'u'llah will
soon be terminated. It shall be a happy privilege of all those who will visit
Haifa and Akka in the near future to
visit that hallowed place so rich in
happy and sacred memories. They will
find it exactly as when it was occupied
by Baha'u'llilh.
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We are very pleased that the Guard:
ian's health is quite well and although
a little tired he still devotes his entire
time to his pressing duties and correspondence. He -is hoping soon, however, to -take his usual rest during the
hot summer season which has already
become oppressive. The Greatest Holy
Leaf is also wen and much cheered at
heart by the happy news from America of the early construction of the
Temple.
The family of the Master as well as
the friends here join in happy greetings to their friends across the seas.
THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,

By Soheil Afnan, Secretary.
Haifa, Palestine,
June, 1930.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY OF 'IRAQ
An,,,,,,1 Report
This year has been remarkable compared with previous years. It marks
the beginning of a serious effort towards spreading the principles of
Bahit'u'llah in this country. As soon
as the present assembly came into
poweT, the chairman sent invitations,
on three occasions, and invited the
leading Bilba'is of Baghdad to come
to a joint meeting with the Assembly
in order to consider two points : (1) To consider whether it was advisable to start a campaign to
spread the Cause in the capital
and in Iraq.
(2) To consider the last means by
which such a campaign could be
made fruit! ul.
The chainnan's invitation was responded to by the friends who attended
these· meetings and took part in the
deliberations of the assembly on the
above mentioned points.
Meanwhile pamphlets bearing the
teachings were sent to many prominent men in Baghdad and all over the
country. These pamphlets were well
received and on many occasions, in the
higher circles of society, were mentioned with appreciation.
The Assembly aeplied itself successfully to the organization of the library
and therefore passed regulations governing the maintenance and preservation of the existing library.
The Assem hI y has also drawn up
and passed a constitution on the same
lines as that adopted by the Baha'i Assembly in Egypt. For the first time in
the History of the Baha'i Assembly in
'Iraq a constitution has been adopted
with a view to putting the election for
the Assembly on a sound basis and to
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put an end to the ehaotic state of
things which has been prevailing m
the past.
As a preliminary for the application
of the constitution the Assembly prepared special census forms to be sent
to the friends all over the country in
order to prepare an up-to-date register of all the Baha'is in this country.
The most important matter which
engaged the attention of the Assembly
during the current year has been the
case of the houses of Baha'u'llith.
Since the announcement by the Council of the League of Nations of their
decision in support of the claim of the
Bahii'is strong efforts have been made,
from time to time, to bring the matter to a favorable conclusion. On this
occasion the Baha'i Assembly wishes
to rerord its deep gratefulness to those
honorable Baha'is who are charged
with the responsihility of carrying the
case to a successful conclusion.
Considerable activity has been displayed in the districts during this year.
For some time in the past a small
number of Baha'is lived in Basrah and
slowly hut steadi Iy worked f or the
Cause. Gradually their number grew
and their presence was felt by the communities around them. The fact that
that little group of Baha'is lived an
exemplary life and applied the spirit
of the teaching of Baha'u'Wih to their
private life as well as to their dealings with the people in whose midst
they lived had a great deal to do towards furthering the interests of the
Cause. One by one additions were
made to the number of the members of
the Community and no sooner had
their number passed beyond nine than
a Baha'i Assembly sprang up. This
assembly, though in its infant stage, -is
making headway and suocess shall ultimately be attained.
Like her. twin sister the infant assembly of Mosul is laboring successfully towards the promulgation of the
cause in Mosul and the N orthem Districts of 'Iraq, Its members have been
specially energetic in giving the Holy
Message to the seekers and they have
successfully added to their number and
so considerable attention has been attracted to the _cauSle,
Awashiq, an out-of-the-way village
and inhabited by simple farmers, holds
its head high as the only spot in 'Iraq
which bas a healthy Baha'i Community consisting of the entire popUlation
of the village. Our famous village is
the only place in this country and one
of the very few villages in the East
which traces its history in the Cause
back to the early days of the Holy Bab.
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Ever s~nce the inception of Bahfl'ism,
Awashlq has never ceased to be a center of activity and during the current
year the people of Awashiq made a
final effort and completed the construction of Hazirat-el-Quds which is a two
story building constructed of burnt
bricks and steel girders comprising one
large room and an open court-yard in
the ground floor and 4 rooms in the
first floor. These upper rooms are
partitioned in a manner that when the
partitions are removed a large hall becomes available for holding general
meetIngs, Awashiq is situated in the
Diyala Valley, one of the most fertile
valleys of 'Iraq. The country abounds
with vast gardens of citrous trees and
gorgeous date palm groves which during fruition present a glorious sight of
thousands of gold, yellow date clusters hanging f rom these escheloned
palms like myriads of tiny incandescent
lights.
.
(To be continued)

INTERNATIONAL BAHA'I
BUREAU, GENEVA

A""ua/ Report
The International Baha'i Center of
Geneva since June, 1928, has been developing along tentative lines of general and universal character, and it
has been increasing grauua!ly its usefulness. By the explicit wish of the
Guardian of the Cause, with his help
and guidance, and the help of a few
individual friends and Assemblies,
added to the almost superhuman efforts of Miss Culver, the Bureau has
functioned uninterruptedly since June.
1928. After the departure of Mrs.
Stannard, owing to her illness, the Bureau was reorganized and a -call sent
out for cooperation, that the true nature of its international work might be
fully realized.
The work has developed gradually,
so that it has assumed more and more
an international aspect in its character 0 f service. From all parts letters
are received asking for literature, for
books, for addresses, information regarding other international centers, etc.
To the world it has announced its international character by being a part
of the HFederation des Institutions Internationales (Semi-officielles et Prive.es) ", that are established at Geneva;
a federation of institutions which aims
to serve as an official protection and
aid to its members and a link between
them and the Genevoise public.
In the more intimate work the Bureau is a Center where al1 Baha'is who
come to Geneva for long or short visits

can find a home. The Bureau has its
group of students; a French class
every Wednesday evening, of which
Mme. Row takes charge. This year a
regular Friday afternoon class is to be
inaugurated, when the Word will be
studied in English.
.
The Library has grown in volume
thanks to the many friends who have
contributed. Its usefulness is evident
and developing.
During the summer months the Bureau forms a Center of intensive constructive work. Lectures are given J
classes .and group meetings are held,
and SOClai afternoons enjoyed.
The social side has not been neglected .. Association with various international centers, taking part in international celebrationsJ-Iunches, dinllers,
peace celebrations, belonging to international groups who work on similar
lines, and the entertaining of groups
as well as the celebrating of all Baha'i
feasts and anniversaries, has all received attention and had satisfactory
resuJts.
~
Our aim has been to fonn a Center
that may be for the present a sigupost, a lighted beacon, holding aloft
the banner of Baha'u'lIilh and 'Abdu'l-Baha until the call of the Guardian
for cencerted Baha'i cooperation to
carry on and develop the work may be
answered and effectuated.
Allah'u' Abha !
JULIA CULVER
H. EMOGENE HOAGG.

BACK NUMBERS OF BAHA'I
MAGAZINE
The Publishing Committee, to complete its files, wishes to purchase the
following back numbers of the Star of
the West: Vols. 1,2 and 3--all issues;
Vol. 17-issue No.6.
Any believer willing to sell these
copies is asked to inform the Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station, New York City.
SPRINGFIEID BAHA'IS HOID
THIRD ANNUAL OUTDOOR
MEETING
The BaM'is of Springfield, Mass.,
on June IS held their third annual festival at Forest Park. Believers to the
number of forty-six attended, corning
from Springfield, Worcester, Ashuelot-Hinsdale, N. H. and Connecticut
cities. Mrs. Hebe Struven acted as
chairman of a program which included
Baha'i readings, consultation and addresses by Mrs. Jean Bolles and Mrs.
Amelia Collins.

---_.-
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o my brother, when a true seeker determines to take the step of search in
the path leading to Ihe knowledge of
the Ancie,1l of Days, he tmlSt, before
all else, cleanse and purify his heart,
which is the seat of the revelcdion of
the inner mysteries of God, from the
obscuring dust of all acquired knowledge, and the allusions of the embodiments of satanic fancy. He must purge
his broast, which is the sanct1«1KY of
the abiding love of the Beloved, of
every defilement, and sanctify his soul
from all that pmaineth to woter and
clay, from all shadowy and ephemeral
attachments. H e mt~st so cleanse his
heart that no remnant of either love
or hale may lillger therein, lest thoJ
/mJe blindlv incline him to error, or

that hate turn him away from the
truth. Even as thou dose wtness in
this day hO'w most of the people, because of such tmle atld hate, are bereft
of the immortal Face, have strayed for
from the Embodiments of the Divine
mysteries, and, shepherdless, are roaming through the wilderl"'ss of forgetfulness and error. That seeker must
at all ti",es put his trust in God, must
re>wuftce the peoples of the earth, detach himself from this world of tlllS/,
and clea'"e ""to Him Who is the Lord
of Lords. He must nel'er seek to exalt himself abot'e any Olle, must wash
antly from the tablet of his heart ever}'
trace of pride and vainglory, nuts!
cling unto patience and resignation,
keep silence, and refrain from idle
talk. For the fongue is a smouldering
fire, anti C.-rcess of speech a deadly poiMaterial fire consumeth the
son.
body, whereas the fire of the lon!!ue
devoureth borh heart and soul. The
force of the former lastetl! but for a
while, whilst the effects of the latler
endure a century.-BAHA'U'LL.~H.

THE SIllELD OF IDS COVENANT
Editorial
The report of the recent Annual
Cunvention of the Baha'is of Germany,
. the first part of which is published
Printed in U. S. A.

OCTOBER, 1930

CAJILEGRAM FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
"Grieve passing (of) Bourgeois.
May Almighty reward
richly his high, unforgettable endeavors.
Convey his family
heartfelt condolences."
(Signed) SHOGHI.

elsewhere in this issue, will be given
most sympathetic and grateful attention by the American believers.
It has become known through other
sources that the Cause in Germany has
been visited of late by that mysterious
test of faith, doubt of the Authority
established under the shadow of the
Manifestation to guard His Cause and
insure the victory of His world order.
This grievous condition has, at various
times and under different cond itions,
existed in all countries where the Baha'i Faith has taken root and produced
evidences of its vital power.
Even though this doubt and unfaithfulness seizes only a few, its effects
are grievous for all the loyal friends.
Like the spreading of a poisonous
smoke, it brings suffering to the workers and at times seems even to paralyze
their efforts and offset their results.
In all likelihood, spiritual necessities
make this test inevitable in every young
and immature Faith. It compels each
soul to assume the responsibility 0 f his
own decision; it deepens insight; it
develops character; it affords training
and experience in the greatest of all
sciences, impersonal knowledge of human motives; it strengthens the will;
it eliminates impure motives; it transfers our dependence from human beings to God.
The ultimate effect
upon the Cause is wholly beneficial.
In due time this acrid smoke will
blow away, and the Cause in Gennany
after a season of struggle will manifest new courage, new vigor and new
wisdom. "-feanwhile, the loyal friends
of Shoghi Effendi can be assured of

the loving sympathy and heartfelt
prayers of the believers in all other
lands. Strange and mysterious that
the radiant figure of the Guardian
should be the target of the arrows of
disobedience! Strange and mysterious
that any soul who claimed loyalty to
the Master should now find reason to
deny and resist His Will!
But the Cause is as a tree. The
branch that cuts itself off from the tree
shall surely wither and die. For its
life is from the tree and not from
itself.

THE FEASTS AND ANNIVERSARIES
The question has been raised whether the statement made in the July,
1930, issue. of BAHA~i NEWS was intended to convey the fact that the
Guardian's' instruction to the American
National Assembly meant that each
Local Assembly is free to decide for
itself whether n<m-believers may be
invited to the Nineteen-Day Feasts.
The answer is that only· the Anniversaries, not the Nineteen-Day Feasts,
have been left to the discretion of the
believers. If a Local Assembly feels
that the Cause will be served by inviting non-believers to one of the Anniversary -meetings, it is free to do so,
even though the National Assembly
pointed out the ideal in the statement
published last July. The NineteenDay Feasts, however, are for the recognized believers alone. If a non-believer be found present, naturally he
will be treated with every courtesy and
consideration.
TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AWARDED
The month 0 f August, 1930, has
been notable in the history of the Temple, for dt1ring this month the structural plans and specifications were formally approved; bids were invited
from a few well and widely-known
construction firms; an award was made
and contract signed on August 27th
for an amount not to exceed $345,000

--,
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for the superstructure, including steel
and glass dome; walls, windows and
doors, making a completely enclosed
building; not ornamented. but attractive by its majestic proportions.
The contractors, the George A, F uller Company, have already awarded
sub-contracts for the steel, masonry
and plumbing, and are pushing energetically the securing of other subcontracts and the 'Qeginning of actual
construction, so that by the time this
statement is in print it is more than
likely that the. structural steel will be
on the ground and erection will be
under way. This will be followed
closely by the concrete work. The
speed with which this will be completed is dependent largely upon
weather conditions.
I f the storms
should hold off until. Christmas, we
may expect to see the frame well outlined, and if the winter should be m!ld
the greater part of the work may be
completed in time for the next Annual
Convention.
The contract provides that during
construction there shall he no interference with the use of the Foundation Hall in which meetings and services wiII be held as in the pa.t.
The hids are interesting in their gen·
eral agreement as a whole, but with
diversity of detaiL The totals, covering the superstructure, that is the
structural steel and its erection, the
masonry including concrete walls,
metal doors, windows, glass, plastering, hardware and related items, are
as follows:
Bid No. 1. ............ $360,347
360,000
2 ..... . . .. , .
"
370,529
" " 3 ... ..
4 ..... .......... 404,961
"
" " 5 ... ............ 416,400
437,264
6. . . .. ...... ,
"
" " 7 .... .. . " , .. 459,000
8 .... . . . . . . ... 473,145
"
These totals include some items that
may he deferred. Such for example
were the outside steps which should
not be put in place until the heavy
beams and much of the more maSSIVe
ornamentation have been hoisted safely
into place. Therefore the three lowest
bidders were invited to submit further
estimates with a view to temporarily
eliminating such items. They made al·
lowance for the estimated cos1 of the
plumbing and provision for the. utilities. The total figures thus adjusted
(induding the profit or fee to the contractor) then came out as follows:
Bid No.1 ............... $345,000
"
"
2 ............... 353,150
,I

Aftet

3 ..... , .. ,'"",.360,029
hearing representatives of:

each of these three bidders, the award
Adequate funds to cover all these
was made to No. I, that is to the items not being available at present, it
widely-known George A. Fuller Com- is necessary to hold in abeyance most
pany, whose headquarters are in the of the electrical work, steam fitting,
Fuller Building, 597 j\hdison Avenue. ventilation and pipe covering. The
:-lew York City, with branch offices accepted bid for the superstructure, not
and works in many localities. Among to exceed $345,000, does, however, inthe more notable of these works are: clude the plumbing and provisions for
the Cathedral of St. Peter and St. the utilities such as heating and ventilaPaul, being erected in Washington, D, tion and the electrical work, although
C, the Lincoln Memorial in the same it does not include, as before stated,
City; also the Arlington 1\.femorial; the outside concrete steps encircling
Pennsylvania Railroad Station in New the building. Temporary wooden steps
York City, and the adjacent Hotel located on the southeastern side will.
Pennsylvania, General Post Office, Ho- be used for the present.
tel Plaza, Stevens Hotel, and others.
In March, 1930, The Research
The contract signed August 27, Service. Incorpora'teli, at the request
1930, by the Trustees for the benefit of the Temple Trustees, made a .careof the National Spiritual Assembly of ful estimate of the probable cost of
the Baha'is of the United States and building the entire superstructure
Canada, sets this limit of $345,000 for
framework. The estimated amount
the present expenditures, It provides was $350,000, not including utilities
(\rtide 6) that "if the cost of the and surface ornamentation, So the
work is less than the guaranteed out· Temple Trustees are happy in se<::uring
side sums stated in Article 4, then the
a contract for $345,000, which not
contractor shall receive in addition to only covers the entire structural framethe stated service fee a bonus of 20 work, but includes also the entire
per cent of the saving ~hus made; that plumbing for the building and proviis 20 per cent of the drfference of the sions for the other utilities.
actual cost below the guaranteed outThe agreement under which the
side cost." The various items are as George A. Fuller Company is workfollows:
ing has been characterized as notable
General Conditions ...... . $ 12,000 tor its fairness, both to Owners and
39,585 Contractors. It embodies the ripe exStructural Steel ......... .
15,415 perience of many builders; it is based
Erection of Structural Steel
'\[asonry ............... . 120,483 on the facts that funds are immediately
1,500 available for all work to be done; thus
Hollow .\fetal Doors & Trim
18,021 the cost may ,be reduced, discounts seSheet Metal Work ....... .
34.000 cured. and many savings made by
Metal Doors & Windows .. .
39,000 prompt payment to sub-contractors
Aluminum Glass Dome ."
2,500 and material men, In the suh--<:onGlass & Glazing ......... ,
4,194 tracts already made, savings have been
Carpentry .............. .
15,032 effected amounting to about $8,500 .
Ornamental I nm, etc. . ... .
1,000 Other savings are expected,
Plastering .............. .
It is provided that the Contractor
5,700
Promenade Tile ........ .
394 "shall do everything required and also
Terrazzo ............... .
500 shalt exercise for the Owner's benefit
Painting .... "",', ..
500 his best knowledge and skill in planHardware .............. .
ning the work, purchasing materials,
16,000
Plumbing .............. .
4,176 furnishing labor, supplying equipment.
Sleeves and ~ondlIits , ... .
15,000 .and per [orming all other services inFee .................... .
cident to the work."
In the use of the property, the ConTOTAL ................ $345,000
tractor agrees to confine the storage of
In addition to bids invited for the materials and the operation. of the
superstructure another series was. in- workmen to limits such as will not uncluded, namely, items f~r e1ectrL.cal reasonably encumber the premises. He
work, plumbing, stea.m fittIng, venttla- will erect a suitable fence for the protion and pipe covermg, The figures tection of trees and shrubs. It is also
for these are:
provided that pro",ess photographs
$108,475 shall be made from time to time-some
Bid ·No. 1. .. ' .
126,300 of these are to be taken at a fixed
2. . ..
127,000 place and in a fixed diTection in order
. .. . .
3.
123.000 to bring Ollt more clearly the rate of
..
4. . ' " .
"
The National Publicity
123,000 progress.
"
............
5.
"
. ... ' . 132.419 Committee will utilize this and other
6 ...
7 ... . . ... .... 145,600 illustrative materiaJ; during the com~
"
.. 136,700 ing year~ f or keeping the vari01u,
8. " .
"
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Baha'i commumtles informed of the
progress of building the Temple.

F. H.

NEWELL,

President, The Research Service, Inc.

"TO DEEPEN IN THE CAUSE"
(FrtHII " letter written to an American believer by the Guardian's
secretary.)
To deepen in the Cause means to
read the Writings of Baha'u'lhih and
the Master so thoroughly as to be able
to give it to others in its pure fom1.
There are many who have some superficial idea of what the Cause stands
for. They, therefore, present it together with all sorts of ideas that are
their own. As the Cause is still in its
early days we must be most careful
lest we fall under this error and injure
the 1'.1:ovement we so much adore.
There is no limit to the study of <he
Cause. The more we read the Writings, the more Truths we can find in
Them, the moOre we will see that our
previous notions were erroneous. \\lith
deepest love I remain,
Yours in His Name,
(Signed) RUHI AFNAN.

BAHA'I

NEWS-AN EXPLANATION
The BAH A'! NEWS is published by
the American National Spiritual Assembly for recognized believers--those
who accept not merely the spiritual hut
also the administrative principles of
the Cause and are fully qualified as
voting members. In stating the number of copies needed for each local
Baha'i community, the secretary
should count the believers who have
been duly listed, and not those who
are as yet only attracted. For these.
the BaM', Magazine is the right medium to recommend. BAHA'i NEWS
should ,be confined to those loyally active under the Guardianship of Shoghi
Effendi. No charge is made for the
BAHA'i NEWS~ for its expense is met
from the National Fund.
ANNUAL
CONVENTION
GERMAN BAHA'IS

OF

(FrfJ1ll ffS onlte Dcr Wabrheit", May,

1930, translated by Mr. Herman Paul;')
The Baha'i Convention took place on
Sunday, April 19, at 7 P. M., in the
same Hall of the Citizens Museum in
which 'Abdu'l-Baha rendered several
addresses in 1913 to His heloved.
A beautiful background of flowers
was arranged, from its center a wonderful picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha beamed
forth.

The Beloved is living again with us,
nen as He has returned to His Father's Kingdom. Everyone felt in their
heart the love and blessings which descended upon those who are serving in
true love.
Dear friends and deleg-ates came together from Stuttgart and from the
suburbs, from Rostock, Hamburg
Schwerin, Karlsruhe,
Geoppingen,
Bissingen, and f rom Vienna; and
Shoghi Effendi had sent two Persians
to us. After the reading of a prayer
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Mrs. Alice Schwarz
greeted in the name of the Chairman
of the National Spiritual Assembly the
guests present and read a letter from
the Chairman:
"My beloved and honored friends:
"Unfortunately I am not permitted to
greet you personally, as I had hoped
to do. Althuugh I am feeling better,
God be praised-I cannot as yet take
part in the proceedings of t·he meetings
outside of my home. Therefore, my
wife will present to you my heartiest
wishes and sincere greetings at this
Convention.
"This is the more important, as we
had to weather in the mean time difficult affairs and we had to experience
what we would have thought quite impossible in former times. To enter
into particulars, I shall avoid. You
are informed of all. \Ve stand loyal
and firm in love and trust of Shoghi
Effendi. Those attacks against him
have strengthened our feelings of holding together and also our love. This
is a matter of our first tests of our
firm faith. . . . Our love and loyalty
for the Guardian must become greater,
when we consider how much confidence 'Abdu'I-Baha put in Germany.
"It fills me with unspeakable joy,
that you all are sharing with me the
love and loyalty for Shoghi Effendi.
The blessings of our Master will rest
with our Convention on this day.
"At the direction of Shoghi Effendi
we are to take up the election of the
members for the National Spiritual
Assembly. I have been asked would I
accept the election. This is intelligible,
considering my present condition. For
a long time I have considered it, and
should I accept I would ask you to be
assured that it would be my _endeavor
as in times past to serve our very dear
Cause. The present times demand of
everyone to be at his post as we shall
have to experience many unexpecteu
events as the enti·re existing organization will be attacked. But it would ,be
unthinkable that without such a worldwide blessed Cause, we could be lead,
to Unity. That this has been declared
as indispensable, everyone knows, who

3
has read t-he Holy Writings of Ilaha.'u·lIah and of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
"But I shall not mention this any
further, as much more could he said.
:\1)' happiness I owe to the tact that
loyal friends are here assembled. My
grief lowe to the circumstance that
such a slight proportional motive was
the cause of shattering the loyalty of
many. May the day arrive for tbem,
soon, that they will realize the path of
error which they pursue.
"To you, dear friends, I desire for
YOll this day a happy and blessed reunion. _May our convention of this
year remain as a happy memory. I
myself am with you in thought and
wish for you blessings and shall bear
you in mind."
Mrs. Schwarz spoke of the greatness of the Revelation of Bahii'u'llah
and of the Greatest Name. In connection with these words, she read the
Words of Baha'u'llah and of 'Abdu'lDaha, which contain the deep meaning
and importance of this great and holy
teaching for the whole \vorld and also
expressed the confidence of the believers in Stuttgart.
Dr. Grossmann delivered a lengthy
address and emphasized. that humanity never derived benefit f.rom universal history and that events occur today, the same as those of 3,000 years
ago.
Jn continuation ~fr. Goll read selections from his beautiful poems.
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BAHA'I ~EWS is the official organ of the American N atiorual
Spiritual Assembly. Its cost is
defrayed from the National
Baha'i Fund and copies are distributed free of charge to recognized believers throughout the
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to National and Local Spiritual
Assem'blies in other 'lands.
News articles and reports of
general Baha'i interest and value
are requested from Assemblies,
Nationarl Committees and other
representatives of the Cause.
.The Guardian's statement concerning the purpose and scope of
this publication can be found in
the volume entitled "Baha'i Administration."
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With the reading of a prayer the official part of the evening was concluded, after which an unconventional
meeting followed.
On Easter Monday, April 20, the
delegates gathered at the home of Consul Schwartz. The delegates were:
lVlrs. Dr. Brauns, for Kadsruhe.
Towncounselor Brueckener,
for
Goeppingen.
Dr. and Mrs. Grossmann, for Hamburg.
Miss Horn, for Stuttgart.
Mr. Klitzing, for Schwerin.
Consul and Mrs. Alice Schwarz,
for Stuttgart.
Dr. Walker, for Rostock.
The voting was preceded by a prayer
of ' Abdu'I-Baha. The balloting resulted in the following choice alphabetically:

Dr. Marta Brauns, Karlsruhe.
Mr. Julius Brueckner, Goeppingen.
Mr. "Paul Hollmer, Stuttgart.
Dr. Hermann Grossmann, Weinheim, Hamburg.
Miss Edith Horn, Stuttgart.
Miss Anna Koestlin, Esslingen.
Consul S<:hwarz, Stuttgart.
Mrs. Alice Schwarz, Stuttgart.
Mr. Friedrich' Schweizer, Zuffenhausen.
It is to be mentioned that the vote,
which took place in accordance with
the instructions of Shoghi Effendi, did
not require a second ballot, as all the
members received more than the required majority of votes,
The next
three chosen were: Mr. Albert RenftIe, Mr. Hugo Bender, Mr. Karl
Klitzing.
These names were affinned in case
one or the other of the elected to the
National Assembly were unable to
serve, they would take their place and
according to the rules, these three may
serve as associates.
Consul Schwarz will serve as chairman.
Mr. Julius Brueckner of Goeppingen
as substitute, in case of need.
Mr. Paul Gallmer, as second substitute in case of need.
Mr. Friedrich Schweizer will serve
as Treasurer,
Mrs. Alice Schwarz will serve as
Secretary.
Miss Edith Hom was requested to
help Mrs. Schwarz with the continually
increasing work.
A unity and harmony and satisfaction prevailed at the result of the election,
The chairman stated. that notwithstanding his present indisposition! he
would devote his entire strength to the
interests of the Holy Cause especially
at the present time. All pledged their

loyalty to Shoghi Effendi. In a very
short time there will be a session of the
National Assembly, at which all important pending questions shan have
attention.
Meanwhile a considerable number of
Babit'is gathered in the Citizens' Museum and through Mr. GoUmer were
made acquainted with the latest circular letter of Shoghi Effendi of April,
1930, directed to the whole world. Its
contents are of great importance.
(To be continued)

confirmed in his indefatigable efforts
to diffuse and herald the glad-tidings
of the Most Great Day first among his
relatives and later among some 0 f the
people of his native town. After an
absence of a short period he was again
welcomed at Baghdad where a large
number of young men benefited by hio
support of the Bahi'i Cause. He
stayed this time only a couple of weeks
at the end of which he traveled to
Palestine and Egypt.
Dunng this year several prominent
friends arrived in Baghdad. Mr. Kos_
hal from I ndia who passed through
Only when the lamp of search, of Baghdad on visit to the Guardian of
camest striving, of longing desire, of the Cause in Haifa. On his retunl
passionate devotion, of feroid love, of from Palestine Mr. Koshal brought
rapture, and ecstasy~ is kindled urithin the Baha'is of 'Iraq messages of love
the seeker's heart, and the weeze of and devotion from the Guardian of the
His laving kindness is wafted upon Cause.
Miss Martha Root was another dishis sQUI, will the darkness of error be
chased =y, the mists of doubts and tinguished Baha'i visitor who visited
misgivings be dispelled, and the lights Baghdad during the month of Januof know/edge and certitude enmelop his ary, 1930. She attended several meetbeing. At th"t hour will the mystic ings of the Baha~is and in each meetHerald, bem-ing the jayfld tidings of ing she gave the message of the Cause
the Spirit, shine forth from Ihe' City and told us of her experiences all over
(If God resplendent as the morn, and the world. Miss Root had the honor
thro"gh the trumpet-bla.rt of of being received in audience with His
Know/edge, awaken the heart, the sou/, Majesty King Fais.l, the King of
and the spirit from the sleep of heed- 'Iraq, who spoke to her sympathetical{tOmess. Then will the manifold fa- ly regarding the case of the Houses of
vors and outpouring grace of the holy Baha'u'lIih and told her that his sole
and everlasting Spirit confer such new aim was to see that justice was being
life upon the seeker that he will find done to all parties.
himself endowed R'ith a new eye, a
Dr. Sarkis Tomassian, from Istannew ear~ a new heart~ and a new tnmd. bul, Turkey, arrived early in this year
He will contemplate the manifest signs and after spending a couple of days in
of the universe, and will penetrate the Baghdad proceeded to Persia. Dr.
hidden mysteries of the sold. Gazing Tomassian had very interesting things
R'ith the eye of God, he will perceive to say regarding the development of
within roe"" atom a' door th"t leadeth the Cause in Turkey.
hi", to the 'stations of ahsafute CertiMr. N. R. Wakil, f rom Calcutta,
tude. He will discover in all things India, brought us good news of the
the mysteries of Divine Revelation and progress of the Cause in the Bengal
the er.Mll'nces of an everlasting .J.Yani- PresidencY'. He paid a visit to the
festotion.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Guardian of the Cause in Palestine.

"'11,

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF 'IRAG
( Continued)
Shaikh Muhyiddin, the well-known
Balli'; teacher, came to Baghdad by order of our beloved Guardian, to spread
the teachings and to enlighten the believers with his valuable knowledge of
the delicate points of the Cause. Many
a seeker of Truth had long interviews
with the Shaikh whose convincing
arguments came home to every eager
and thirsty ear. Having stayed several months in Baghdad. cDnducting
the weekly meetings and scattering the
seeds of love and fraternity, he left
via Persia for Kurdistan, his native
country, where. he was wonderfully

PORTSMOUTH-GREEN ACRE
AMITY CONFERENCE
By Louil G. Gngory

The annual amity conference of the
Green Acre season which this time
linked the neighboring city of Portsmouth in cooperation, in some ways
exceeded any conference of this nature previously held. There were six
sessions with sustained interest and
full attendance. About thirty workers
found expression in "a wide range of
ideas and sentiments. Perhaps the most
notable triumph was this stimulus to
the training of those who shall address
great audiences in future giving currency to the thoughts of God. The
fine old city of Portsmouth had an elo-
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quent exponent in its mayor. He described how the people who founded it
centuries ago fled from class oppression in Europe, so that in coming to
the new world they had built upon the
basis of religious freedom and racial
equality, ideals from which they would
never depart. He gave a ringing welcome to the conference.
The enrichment of American life by
the gift of the Negro to industry, art,
science, literature, invention, discovery
and music was presented by the very
able and polished director of the National Association for the AdYancement of the Colored People. He spoke
from the vantage ground of a vast
store of historical and current knowledge and aroused great enthusiasm
among his hearers. This address was
a liberal education in the potential
equa1ity of races. Scientific and historic proofs are unanswerable. This
great organization has made history
during the last two decades of American life. It is a band of idealists of
both races who combat prejudices with
might and main, depending upon protest and agitation and exposing aU
wrongs based upon prejudice to the
light of pitiless publicity. They are the
spiritual heirs at law and logical successors of the anti-slavery agitators
who two or three generations ago conducted a moral crusade which at length
gained volume enough to overthrow
slavery. Like their spiritual forebears
they win some people and enrage
others. Although fierce and bold in
combat their spirit is mellowed by contact with the Baha'Is whose principles
they approve.
The other great organization, also
bi-racial, sharing this conference program was the National Urban League.
Two of its ablest workers came to us
with their message. This organization
works with effe<:tiYeness in the field of
social relief, improving housing conditions and sanitation, finding work for
the unemployed, elevating standard, of
living and furnishing social, recreational and welfare centers. These
speakers are noblemen of service and
unfolded with deep earnestness yet
moderation and sweetness of soul their
plans for social and racial bettennent.
Before the end of the conference both
admitted themselves ignited by the
sacred fires of the spirit through mingling with the friends of God and listening to their sweet melodies. They
pledged their cooperation with all their
resources in future conferences. The
workers in all such welfare organizations are worthy to be cultivated by the
Baha'is who know full well that in
future all such efforts for human relief

will revolve around a common Center
whose reality from most folkis at present hidden.
The voice of the clergy was raised
by one of our noblest friends who
seemed strangely like the Master as he
heautiously unfolded the law of harmony in diversity and the oneness of
the human world.
The statistical side of race relations,
the complications due to prejudices,
poverty, ignorance, economic pressure
were freely ventilated, also the indices
of progress, the advancement of wealth
and knowledge, the gain in altruism
with nobler sentiments, higher standards, greater philanthropy, sweeter
laws and more efficient administration
of justice.
The message and teachings of 'Abdu'l Baha were given at the opening
session by the chairman with a radiance and charm which seemed to sufftlse the gathering with light, Light of
the eternal Glory of God now manifest
to all creation. Responding to the text:
"Scientific and Spiritual Proofs of Human Oneness" one of our most learned
hrothers explained the symbolism of
the Garden of Eden as illustrating the
many civilizations which through vari~
ous races enriched the collective happiness of mankind.
The second session was also held in
Portsmouth and was a sociable to promote amity. with music, elocution and
a few addresses of an informal nature
for inspiration. The spiritual ideal and
reality of humanity was upheld, also
the wisdom in guiding people to such a
standard by using tenns that are CUTrent and therefore understood. The
great teacher, 'Abdu'l Baha, in one of
his lessons spoke of the "art of manipulation and the inflexibility of will."
The Spiritual Assemhly of Portsmotlth
entertained with dainty grace. The
remaining sessions were held at Green
Acre.
At the third session the chairman
related how all consciousness of. radal
differences had left her heart and mind
when she attended the amity conference at Rochester a year or two ago.
She exhorted all to be builders and not
wreckers in the great plan to harmonize
the world. The director of the New
York Urban League who was drawn
from a bed of illness to attend this conference, with delightful wit and genial
humor led the consultation, speaking
as he declared at random yet awakening rich currents of thought. He deplored the prevalence of wrongs but
also saw the futility of bitterness as a
means of removal. He viewed with
delight the priyilege of the round table
and responded to the spiritual attrac-
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tion of Green Acre.
Another speaker related her family
experiences in a community hostile to
racial friendliness and the sacrifices
borne during a period 0 f six years in
upholding the principles of BaM'u'lIah
and the great protection which encircled them. Another related a charming story of the distinguished courtesy
and kindness of the Master to a colored
friend during his stay in London as
related by Lady Blomfield, ending with
the stirring appeal: "If thou wouldst
love God love thy fellow men." A third,
representing the N. S. A. warmly felicitated the consultation leader in words
that inspired faith and courage.
One of the most pleasing sessions
was the Youths' Amity Forum which
took its inspiration from the words of
our Guardian, printed upon the program. Their vision of reality was clear.
There was with them the entire absence
of fear, fear of conventions, traditions,
material losses, social ostracism which
may often act upon older people. A
straight Jine is the shortest distance.
between two points. It is youth that
sees and follows. How easy to guide
them and the dear children to the Path
of the True One 1 Among the elders
it is also the youth who see l Those
whose hearts are simple because they
have drunk from the Fountain of perpetual Youth. How glorious is youth!
How nobly it gleams when as in this
case it reflects the Sun of Truth!
The fifth session saw numbers and
enthusiasm not lessened although Jupiter Pluvius mingled his down pour
with the showers of blessing. A spiritual atmosphere came with the creative Words read by the chairman. The
consultation leader well versed in welfare work, described with some degree of detail the complicated problem
of racial adjustment and the measures
needed for relief, such as the work of
the Urban League for which he inited cooperation. He also offered the
use of his plant and resources to the
Baha'is in their wurk of disseminating
spiritual ideals. The awakening of the
world to spiritual ideals, wonderful
messages from the South and other
sections to indicate increasing friendliness and interest, t~e power of appreciation and praise as tanght by ,Abdu'lBaha to change rancor into friendliness, looking the problem in the face
statistical1y, educationally, economically, each phase indicating gain for the
colored people and a high note of optimism in racial understanding, were
some of the outstanding features of
this meeting which was concluded with
a sociahle time and refreshment supplied by the Spiritual Assembly of
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Eliot.
The final session was arranged for
Sunday morning, occupying the time
usually given to the devotional service.
A symposimH on the Spiritual Basis of
Unity wa.;;; enriched by the contributions of -nine speakers. The reading uf
the prayers and Holy "Ctterances; the
singing of .spiritual songs; the power
of merit to make itself felt and known
as illustrated by the eloquent portrayal
of the life of Paul Robeson, the great
Negro dramatic actor who thrills the
people of two continents; a powerful
plea for organic unity that pcnefrated
the hearts of some like an electric
spark; thankfulness for the supreme
bounties of God; decision to let no
human obstacles checkmate the divine
plan, and rising to the height of extreme devotion one of the speakers expressed a willingness to sacrifice life
itself if needed to advance the Cause,
It is to reflect upon the Might of
Baha'u'liah and the wonders that have
come to light. The opinion seerns about
unanimous that Green Acre has had no
such blessings as came this season
since the time when the J\oIaster Himself taught amid those beautiful
scenes.

BAHA'I FARM IN MICHIGAN
From Miss Helen L. Whitney, 417
Seymour Avenue, Lansing, :rvfich_, the
interesting information has been received that a farm in 11ichigan plan~
to operate as far as possible along
Baha'i lines, and that believers with
dairy experience may communicate regarding a position now availab1e_

ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA
Assembly Letter
Our recently formed Spiritual Assembly, expresses great joy in thanking you for the beautiful messages received from far and near and is also
very happy to again send to our coworkers all over the Vvrorld, our sincere love and prayers-How little do
we understand the Power and far
reaching results of the Wonderful
prayer:"Oh my God, 0 my God, unite
the hearts of Thy sen·ants"j
We have-at present-the great
pleasure of the presence of our dear
Baha'i parents-Father and Mother
Dunn-to whose devotion and selfsacrifice amongst us, we can never
fully testify-An inspiring address
was given to Baha'is and friends by
Mrs_ Rischbeith-who-during a recent visit to the Holy Land, was
greatly impressed with the power
of the Silence as practised in the East.
Her appreciative rema-rks regarding
the kindness of Shoghi Effendi, the
Holy Family, and our sister Effie
Baker, gave us great pleasure, A full
account of the address is given in
"The Herald of the South" which we
trust will be published shortly,
The Adelaide Assembly is deeply
conscious of the Day of Administration and the Call for Unified Action,

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF EGYPT
V{e open our new year of service
with thankful prayers to our Lord, the
most Gloriolls. and with a renewed
spirit of steadfa~tness in the \Vm and
Testament of our Master 'Abdul-Baha, and with f l111 devotion and humble
loyalty to our beloved Shag-hi Effendi,
With hearts leaping with joy and
fragrance we also extenn to .all the
friends throughout the world our
greetings of Ridvan. assuring them of
our profound love and fervent prayers
for their confirmations, and supplicate
to the Holy Threshold that this new
year may prove successful in all aspects,
Much as we rewet the delay of issue of our news letter we gratefully
thank those Assemblies for their highIv appreci,oted letters replete with various activities aJld praiseworthy
services.
In fact the said delay was due to
certain rcasons that wefe carefully
considered by the newly-elected body
on d;scussin~ the question of a Baha'i Review to be started for dealing
\vith the evcr-increasing Baha!i questions in this country_
Complying- with the request of the
Guardian that aUf news letter should
be issued regularly, and as a prompt
proceeding to those discussions it has
been decided to issue this new letter

as expressed in a recent letter from
the Guardian to the Western World
and in deep earnestness We ask:
"~Iay our eyes be opened to behold
the light, and may we become free
from the darkness of ignorance_"
With united Baha'i Love,
THE ADELA! DE ASSEM RL Y

By: May Almond
Adelaide, South Australia
July 3, 1930,

---

CHANGES IN DIRECTORY
Since the Baha'i Directory for 19301931 was issued, the following changes
have been reported :
Spiritual Assembly, Los Angeles)
Calif., P_ 0, Box 854,
RochEster, N, Y, Miss Elizabeth
Brooks, 126 Pearl Street.

regularly once every other month and
indicate the various activities of the
National Assembly during the year.
I t is an encouraging fad to say that
the invitation for the sixth annual
Convention sent hy the National Assembly ,,,,"'as received by the Baha'is
of Egypt with ardor and zeal that
proved the spirit of Unity had increased, and evidenced as well how
much greater hearty cooperation ~
tween individuals and bodies was effected under the spirit and form of the
Baha'i administration_
For as one meciitates on the tremendous .situation the Cause is about to
occupy in the world he wi1l become
quite hopeful and fully confident of
the promised confirmations of the invisiLle Power that continue to flow.
bringing all efforts to perfect success
despite the slCght retardation of afiairs that could be easily attributed to
the hard circumstances surrounding
member> of both National and local
bodies,
This, besides the other fact that
those oodies since they accepted the
results of the elections have resumed
their task with a solemn determination to exercise to the utmost -capacity
the spirit of sacrifice and self-denial,
to give up their comfort, rest and selfinterests for the Cause, trusting in the
real and hearty cooperation -o-f their
fellow-workers and seeking not a compensation but the unity uf their
friends, so that aU, like one soul t may
he confirmed in rendering services
that would satisfy themselves and be
appropriate to their pure faith, should
be necessarily reflected by all Bahatis_

When the channel of the human soul

is cleansed of all wurldly and impeding
attachments, it will unfailin,qly perceive
the Breath of the Beloved across im!lwasurahl@ distances, and will, led by
ils perfume, altain and enter Ihe City
of Certitude, Th"f'l'in he 'will discern
Ille 'Wonders of Ihe ancient Wisdom of
God, and will _perceime all the hidrl.n
leachings from the rustling leaves of
Ihe Tree which flourisheth in thaJ City_
With bolh his inner and his omer ear
he wUl hear from its dust the hymns
of glory and praise ascending u-nto the
Lord of I.ords., and, with his;""""
e).'c, 'It'1-11 he discover the mysteries of
Clreturn1) and "revivaJ. u How unspeakably glorious are the signs, the tokens,
fhe revelations, and splendors 1M.ich
He WIw is the Kin,q of N<mIl!s and
Atiriln<les hath destined for that Cityl
It quencheth tMrst withoul 'water, and
kindlelll the love of God wiliwm fire,
fVitlritz every blade of grass are enshrined the mysteries of an inscrutable
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Wisdom, and- upon every rose-bush a
myriad nightingales pour out in blissful raptu... their ",elody. lis wondrous
tuJips unfold the ",ystery of the SUn!ing Bush, and its swett swors of 1!Oliness breathe the perfume of the At essian;'; Spirit. It best(rweth wealth
without gold, and imparteth in-l'Uwrtalily wit/IOU·t death. In every leaf ineffable delights are treasured, and
'within every chamber u.nnumbered
mysteries Ue hidden.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
MISS MARTHA ROOT IN INDIA
Beloved Friends in EI-Abha:
Allah-u-Abha! Love to you all! As
I am mak:ng a very lntensive teaching
tour through India, it is not possible
to stop and write much about it, so
I shall make a summary. How difficult, though, to make a summary of
the love of the sweet Baha'i friends
in India and their gloTious co-operation and great help! How can one
summarize those visions we saw of
Chosen and Favored Angels and those
constant Confirmations of the Power
of the Holy Spirit, or put into a tabloid
what I saw of the yearning, the unutterable longing of Indian thinkers,
humanitarians, students, coolies and
men of the fIelds to realize brotherhood! 0 God! Give India the bounty
of knowing these Baha'i Teachings,
that through Them she may go forward to a great, new spiritual civilization 1 It is the countries that ackno w ledge and accept these T eachi ngs
of Baha'u'llah that will become the
celebrated countries of the future, for
in the Principles is the Creative Power
to develop nations anew.
Everywhere the Baha'is in India
helped me, the National Spiritual Assembly, the local Assemblies and all
other Baha'is in the different cities.
From the summary you must yourself
glimpse what the fruits will be when
they are blessed by Baha'u'llah. Every
day the Ahmad Tablet has been chanted faithfully in India. Urdda ChanakJU, a famous Indian, said: "Even a
syllable of wisdom that the teacher
imparts unto his pupil is a debt beyond repayment by any treasure in the
world"; so then what is the wealth of
the whole Baha'i Revelation to India
in her hour of travail!
(I )-POOl\A. The first city visited was Poona, to see dear Mr. and
Mrs. Khosro Irani devoted old believers and their family. As the Resid<7l1cy
of Bombay Presidency is in Poona,
I gave a copy of "Baha'i World" to
the Governor; saw the Inspector-General of Prisons and he promised to
give Mr. Mahatma Ghandi "Baha!u'-

llah and the :\few Era" and to put the
"Baha'i World" into the Yeravda
Prison Library, Mr. Ghandi is in
Yeravda Prison (three miles from

Poona). Mr. Hasmatullah of Born·
bay and I called upon l\-Irs. Sarojini
:'\laidu in the Yeravda Prison and
gave her nine of the very best
Baha'i books and
I gave her
a beautiful rosary from 'Abdu'lBaha. She saw 'Abdul-Baha once in
London. She is the greatest political
leader among the women u f India,
one of best known workers in all
women's movements and she is a poet.

I thought it well to begin with the two
highest lcad~rs in this great movement
for freedom which is :-iweeping India
like a tearing tornado.
A lecture was given in the Theosophical Hall in Poona, a Baha'i meet-

ing was held in the National Hotel.
Several people called on me and I
made visits to several officials. Several people from other cities in India,
summering in Poona, saw the notices
in the newspapers and called to ask

about the Baha'i Cause.

Mr. Khosro

Irani and his son Homi Irani did a
great deal to help us.
(2) HYDERABAD, DECCAX
1I'lr. lIashmarullah of Bombay was
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(3)

BOMBAY.

Bombav has the

largest number of Baha'is of any city
in India. They are so enthusiastic, so

great-hearted, and they do their utmost for all India. Notwithstanding
the picketing and processions which

almost stopped traffic, I gave a public lecture before three hundred people. Mrs. Shirin K. Fozdar presided
and Mr. Hashmatullah also spoke. All
the Baha'is came and they spoke with
the new people and invited them to

come to the Baha'i Hall meetingsand many did.

Calls were made, and

a number of people to whom I had letters of introduction, called upon me.
An informal gathering, where tea was
served, was held each afternoon in the

Baha'i Hall during my stay vf four
days. One hundred thousand people
in the political demonstrations were
congregated each afternoon in the
street below our windows. Two hun-

dred people were present at the last
lecture held in the Baha'i Hall on
Sunday evening. Mr. N. R. Vakil,
President of the National Spiritual
Assembly of India was present, and
he al so spoke.
Mrs. Shirin Fozdar, a fine Baha'i
speaker, a young woman in the early
twenties, went with me to Surat. ,Mr.

with me here, he has immense capacity
and knows many people in Hyderahad.

Vakil had come to Bombay to welcome

We called first on the Minister of the

He had called a meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly and of the
Bombay Assembly to meet in Bombay
and he came only for the one day.
(4) SURAT. Mr. Vakil of Surat

Court of the great ~izam. This minister has read several books about the
Baha'i .Movement, and says he places
Baha'u'lIi1.h in the same station as
Jesus Christ. He is a :Muslim. He
said what had attracted him most to
the Cause was the Ii f e 0 f Qurratu'1 ~
Ayn. \Ve -called upon noblemen, a col~
lege founder, finance minister, professors, editors, women club officers, and
a lecture was given before these thinkers in the home of one editor. One
editor asked me to write an artide for
an Indian monthly magazine on "The
Contribution of Bahi'ism to International Progress." A young nobleman,
a Muslim. who has made a visit to the

holy Shrine in 'Akkil and Haiia. inyited us to breakfast to speak about

the Teachings. The second Jay we
were asked to be the guests 0 f the
state, they sent to the hotel and took
us and our bags, tu the Guest House.
It was like an immense Virginia Club
House painted white with green blinds
and set in the midst of a tropical garden. r had a suite of four rooms.
During the him days' stay in this Guest
House I met the Secretarv to the

me and to accompany us to his city.

is a lawyer, and as the morning we ar-

rived was a holiday, he had invited
forty men friends, judges, lawyers.
professors to his home to tea where

for two hours we spoke of the Baha'i Cause. Before going to his hom~
to meet his guests we visited a most
interesting Parsi School and I spoke

to one hundred and twenty-five young
men and fifteen teachers. Tbe Theosophists arranged a beautiful lecture.

and a public ledure for three hundred
people was given in the !\of unicipal
Hall. The Judge of tbe High Court
was present.

Several schools and the

largest hospital were visited.
:\fr. and Mrs. Vakil an<l their two
little daughters were formerly high
caste Hindus. He knows English
very well, and his wife and children

are learniog English. The little girls
will soon begin the study of Persian.
too, and after about three years Mr.

Vakil and his family hope to make a

Chancellor of the Chamber o'f Princes
of India and he said he would gladly

teaching tour through Persia and Europe and L'nited States. (I think

introduce me to the Princes when I
should go to Simla later.

SllOghi Effendi hopes that some others
will accompany them, it would· be fine
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if a group of Baha';s who before had
been Hindus would come to Persia
and to the west. May Baha'u'llih help
them to come!) The Baha'is 0 f India
represent splendid souls f rom aU the
religions. Almost all the Persian and
Indian BaM'is have tried to go to
some cities in India to further the
Cause. I also saw rare and beautiful
fruits from the journeys of Mirza
Behram, Mirza Mahmoud Zargain,
Mrs, Stannard, Mr. Hooper Harris,
Mr. Harlan Ober, Mr. Mason Remey,
Mr. Howard Struven, Mrs. Lua Getzinger and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schop/locher.
People in India are ready
for these Teachings. The dear Indian
Baha'is ask you if teachers cannot
come from the United States and stay
and travel for a year or two in India?
(5) KARACHI. Two days were
spent in traveling from S urat to Karachi~ a part of the distance being over
a desert with temperature 125 degrees
hot ;n some places. I had to take the
journey to India -in the hot season. as
I could not finish my work and arrive
earlier. It was certainly refreshing
and heavenly <0 meet the dear Baha'i friends of Karachi and go with
them first of all for a drive to the
beach where the breezes blow cool.
Karachi is one of the loveliest cities in
India and I was very happy there, and
I was happy in eveTY city in India!
The Baha'is in Karachi recently
have. purchased a delightful garden
well situated and later they will build
a Mashrak-ul-Azkar there. They also
have a good Baha'i cemetery.
Mr. Jamshed N. R. Mehta, Mayor
of Karachi, was a friend of our late
Mr. Shirazi the devoted BaM'i, and
he graciously helped the Baha'is in arrangi ng my Icctures. He himself presided at the first lecture held in the
beautiful Theosophical Hall (his gift
to that society). He arranged a second informal locture in this same hall
asking me to speak on the '~Life of
,Abdu'l- Baha." He also gave a tea
in his home for me to meet friends.
He publishes each week a little one
page journal called "Bluebird" and I
was astonished and oleased to see the
"Bluebirds" 'of Saturday, June 21,
1930, bearing the glad-tidings of 'Abdu1-Baha.
The entire paper gave
'Abdu'l-Bab.i's own words about
Feasts, Fasts, Search After Truth, and
the Economic Solution. This charming ~fayor with a keen piercing mind
levelled like mighty searchlight on alI
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me

thought, gave
a very just and excellent interview about Mr. Mahatma
Ghandi.
When I speke with him
about the Baha'i Cause he said to me:
"Baha'u'llah is as great as Zoroaster
Jesus Christ, Muhammad." Mr. Meh:
ta may not call himself a Baha'i but if
Baha'i means to be a "light ~arerJ"
then what is Mr. Mehla?
A large lecture was given before the
Parsi Society of Karachi, one lecture
!n the BaM:.; Hall, one garden party
III the Baha 1 Garden.
A third public
lecture was given in the Theosophical
Hall, l\Ir. and Mrs. Asfandiar Bekhtiar gave a tea for tbJ, friends the day
I left and before that I spoke to .two
hundred boys in the Boys' High
School. Four articles were written
for newspapers of Karachi. The Baha'i Assembly published one thousand
little green booklets containing the
poems of QurratuJI-Ayn in Persian,
for me to give out in India. Mr. Bekhtiar who is a young man who knows
Urdu language very well, carne with
me to help me as far as Burma. Mr.
Pritam Singh, another devoted Bahi'i,
came with him to Simla.
(6) LAHORE. Many people of
great capacity were interested in the
Baha'; Cause in Lahore. It wOl1ld be
a splendid place for a Baha'i teacher
to come and stay for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Pritam Singh helped us
there. He is Editor of a magazine.
and he arranged my lectures and interviews. The first talk was given before
the Brahmo Samaj Society. This
Brahmo Samaj is one of the spiritual
progressive movements in India todav
and I always feel a thrill of joy t~
meet the members. One man interested in the Teaching of BaM'u'llah gave
a tea in the Young :r,.len'~ Christian
Association for me to speak. and the
Young :1\ien's Christian Association arranged a lecture. I was invited to the
homes of great writers, judges. lawyers, professors. all of whom have
re.ad gome Baha'i books.
Mr. Bekhtiar went out with Mr.
Sing-h and found the g-rave of Mr.
Kaikhosru, a Persian believer in Bombay who came to Lahore about twentyfive years ago to nurse an American.
Baha'i stricken with cholera. The
American was saved but this man, his
nurse, died a few days later of the
disease. Mr. Bekhtiar,- in the name of
the Karachi Baha'; Assembly, bought
a simole. but beautiful tombstone, hact
the Words of EaM'u'lIah engraved on

it with the name and date, had the
grave and ground beautified and then
we all went out with greens and flowers and had a little memorial service
there in honor of this beloved servant, who was one of God's ·heroes.
The little Persian girl from Qasvin
who.m II{ r. and Mrs. Singh have adopted, IS yery sweet and very bright. Her
name is Victoria and I wish you could
all meet her.
(7) SIMLA. This is one of the
greate~t summer resorts in India sj,tuated high in the Himalayas, and'it is
also the summer seat of government.
Here one meets prominent people from
eve.ry city in India. The _morning we
arnved we called upon the Minister
of Agriculture, then upon the Minister of Education, and upon the Secretary of the Young Men's Christian
Association. 1\-1 y first lecture was in
the Brahmo Samaj Hall before a
group of thinkers from many parts of
the Empire. This society hospitably
gave a tea in our honor the next afternoon, inviting thirty friends. Suddenly at the tea, they received a telegram telling of the passing of their
great teacher in Calcutta, so the meeting was turned into an hour of prayer
and speaking on the Life after death.
:VIr. Bekhtiar prayed Baha'u''liih's
prayers in Persian and Mr. Singh and,
I spoke in English, the others prayed
in Urdu and in English.
I attended a meeting of the COlllmittee for the All-India Women's Congress and gave them little Baha'; booklets and copies of Qurratu'I-Ayn's
Poems. I met one of the owners of
the "Statesman" (a Calcutta newspaper). He had met 'Abdu'l Bah!!
and loved Him, he said to send him an
article and he wOl1ld publish it. I met
many dub women and hope .to arrange
for a paper on the "Life of Qurratu'l-Ayn" which I am writing to he
read by a BaM'; at the All-India Women's Congress and also at the AIIAsian Women's Conference whiGh will
be held in Benar., the th ird week in
January. Statesmen, professors, Muslims, Hindus were there and it was a
problem whether to stay a month in
Simla or travel on to these other cities. Shoghi Effendi had told me to
give as many public lectures as possi·ble in India, and my inner guidance
led me to remain only a few days in
Simla and then journey on.
CT 0 be continued)
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By the righteousness of God! Were deviation from the divine laws as well
h. tilGt I1'Ndeth th. path of guidance as the laws 01 the human world, but
and seek.th to scal. the heights of the Baha'i communities are, or are
righleou.mess to attain ....to this glori- designed to be, dwellings of peace and
oUs and sutr..... station, he wiU inhale happiness in which the voice of cheerat a disla"u of a thousand leagues the fulness and deeds of loving service are
fragrance of God, and will discern the witnessed. Especially are we favored
resplendent mono of Divi... Guidance and admonished through the voice of
rising above the dayspring of 011 the Supreme Pen in the promulgation
thi"gs. Each a"d every thing, how- of the command relative to back-bitever small, wil1 be to him a revelation, iug, rumor spreading and gossip, as
leading hi... to his Beloved, the Object well as the descent into mere personal
of his quest. So great shaU b. the dis- controversies and misunderstandings.
cenmoewt of this Seeker that he will Could we realize how instances of this
discri...mate b~tween truth and folse- nature aflIict the Cause, how this subhood evm as he doth distinguish the tle poison attacks the integrity of its
sun from shadow. If i.. the utt"- sensitive fabric, we would one and all
most corn"s of the East the sweet cleave to the divine principle. ilEver_
S(JflJors of God be wafted, he win as- lasting felicity,u the Master promises,
sur.lIly recognize and itlhal~ their fro- a waits the human world, and the glorigr<mee, even though he be dweUing fication of the spirit will be seen when
we have freed ourselves from this agejll the uttermost ends of the West. He
will likrwise clearly distinguish 011 the old aflIiction. The Master gives us the
signs of God-His wondrous utt"- remedy, i. e., that the balm lor this
allC'S, His great works, and ....ghty poison and the remedy for this disease
deeds-from the doings, words,. and is the upliftment 01 the tongne in
ways of ......, ev... as the jewel" praise of one another and the exaltaknoweth the g~ from the stone, and tion of the virtues of the friends.
..,en as man distinguisheth spring Union and consultation. moreover. are
the pillars of our collective Baha';
from autumn alld heal from cold.
household.
-BAHA'u'Ll.AH.
In a Tablet to Dr. N. G. Skinner,
Washington, D. C, revealed August
"THE MOST GREAT SIN"
12, 1913. at Ramleh, Egypt, 'Abdul
A letter from the National Spirit- Bah:\. said:
ual Assembly
"Thou hast written regarding thy
Beloved Friends in EI-Abha:
aims. How blessed are these aims,
The National Spiritual Assembly especially the prevention of back-bitbegs to extend to you the loving greet- ing ! I hope that you may become
ings of its members in these days when confirmed therein, because the worst
the hour of renewed construction of human quality and the most great sin
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is ahnost upon is backb,ting; more especially when it
us. It is certain that with the raising emanates from the believers of God.
of the Temple edifice in the mid-most I £ some means were devised so that
heart of the continent, the attention of the doors of back-biting could be shut
the public in that region will be con- eternally and each one of the believers
centrated upon the Cause of Babit'u'l- of God unsealed his tongue in the
lab and upon the believers 01 those praise of the other, then the teachings
of His Holiness Baha'u'llah would be
centers as never before.
Outside the Cause and in the high- spread, the hearts iIlwnined, the spirits
ways 01 the world. the newspapers glorified and the human world would
constantly record with flaring head- attain to everlasting felicity.
"I hope that the believers of God
1ines innumerable' instances involving
PriDkd in U. S. A..
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will shun completely back-bitiug, each
one praising the other cordially and
believe that bac k-bitin.'l is the cause of
the Divine wrath, to such an extent
that if a person back-bites to the extent 01 one word, he may become dishonored among all the people, because
the most hateful characteristic 01 man
is faultfinding. One must expose the
praiseworthy. qualities of the souls and
not their evil attributes. The friends
must overlook their shortcomings and
faults and speak only of their virtues
and not their defects.
"It is related that His Holiness
Christ-may my life be a sacrifice to
Him !-one day, accompanied by His
apostles, passed by the corpse 01 a
dead animal. One of them said: 'How
putrid has this animal become!' The
other exclaimed: 'How it is deformed !' A third cried out: 'What
a stench! How cadavorous looking!'
But His Holiness Christ said: 'Look
at his teeth! Hnw white they are!'
Consider that He did not look at all
the defects of that animal; nay rather,
He searched well until He found the
beautiful white teeth. He observed
only the whiteness of the teeth and
overlooked entirely the deformity of
the body, the dissolution of the organs
and the bad odor.
"This is the attribute of the children
01 the Kingdom. This is the condnct
and the manners of real Baha'is. I
hope that all the believers will attain to
this lofty station."
It is the hope and humble prayer of
·the National Spiritual Assembly, at
whose direction this letter is being
sent. that not only the beloved friends
of the Baha'i community shall be Ireed
from these entanglements. but that
they, also, the members of the National
Assembly. may advance to this resplendent goal, and that we may thus all
find ourselves present together in that
loving unity that can only come
through obedience to the Divine command which is none else than the
Mercy of God. Every believer of discernment has learned through the
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shock of experience how quickly the
lengthening shadows gather and the
divine confirmations fiee a way when
anyone of the friends uulooses bis
tongue in the arena of denunciation of
another.
'Abdul-BaM has told us plainly that
these things are a product of the natural world and not of the Divine Kingdom; that through these means, the
cia ws 0 f nature seize upon the soul of
man and prevent his lIight. Through
tbe Divine love and the power of the
Holy Spirit, He tells us, lies the only
pathway or exit from this dark enclosure.
The Covenant of God is like a crystal-pure mirror, upon whose sensitive,
radiant surface is rellected tbe gathering stoums of human hearts, and the
shadow of every conscious deviation
from the Divine Law of this Cycle.
Spiritual and physical calamities, alike.
flow from every disturbance of this
divinely constituted equilibrium, which
has a direct relationship to every believer.
May we, one and all, arise to a new
-consciousness of this matter, setting
aside forever this indulgence and turning our faces sternly against its traces
wherever found! May we altogether
hU!llbly supplicate the throne of the
Ancient of Days that the deeds of the
Baha'i communities of the United
States and Canada shall shine resplendent aud in such wise as to attract the
beloved friends to a station wherein
the world shall sav: "W·hat love!
What integrity! What shining deeds
we witness among the Baha'i's!"
With Baha'i love and greetings, and
in behalf of the National Spiritual
Assembly.
Faithfully yours,
Secretariat,
National Spiritual Assembly of the
BaM'is of the United States and
Canada.
By: ALFRED E. LUNT.
June 25, 1930.
THE GUARDIAN TRANSLATES
THE T ABUT OF 'IQAN
A translation of the 'Iqan by Shoghi
Effendi is news that will bring heartfelt joy to all English-reading believers. This Tablet, or Book, revealed by
Baha'u'llah is the basis of modern spiritual insight and assurance. Knowledge of it infinitely surpasses the acquired knowledge of the schools.
The following letter written by
Shoghi Effendi to the National Assem.bly through his secretary, refers to
-.this translation:"As the 'Iqan is the most important
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book wherein BaM'u'lIah explains the
basic beliefs of the faith, he thought a
proper rendering of it would infinitely
enhance the teaching work in the
\Vest. He hopes that this new rendering will be an improvement on the previous one, but he fully admits that it
is far from perfect, far .from the original itseI f. Shoghi Effendi has given
the proper transliteration of the Eastern tenus and wants you to a bide by
them, keeping every dash, point, accent
or inverted comma. To help you in
this, he has also on a separate sheet
written these in their proper form. He
wishes you further not to include the
introduction that exists in the last edi·
tioo, for he does not think it worthwhile and enlightening. Drop also the
glossary that exists at the end of the
last edition and form a glossary using
tbe definitions that he has sent to be
put in the forthcoming Bana'i World.
As Shoghi Effendi has been emphasizing the need of submitting all publication to the Reviewing Committee, he
wants to be tbe first to abide by that
rule, though he hopes that they will not
make unnecessary delay. In Germany
they have translated the 'Iqim from the
last translation and they are waiting
for Shoghi Effendi's rendering to
make the necessary alterations and publish their own. The proceeds of the
sale of the book Shoghi Effendi wishes to go to the American National
Assembly in an unlabelled foum. This
is a gift of his own personal Jabors
that he wishes to present that body
and he wishes it to be considered as a
token of appreciation for the help they
have rendered him in carrying on his
arduous task.
(Signed) RUEI AFNAN.
U

"Unable to find a good typist, I
have had to do the work myself, and I
trust that the proofreaders will find it
easy to go over and will not mind the
type errors which I have tried to correct. I would especially urge you to
adhere to the transliteration which I
have adopted. The correct title is, I
feel, 'The Kitab-I-'Iqan,' the sub-title
'The Book of Certitude.' May it help
the friends to approach a step further.
and obtain a clearer idea of the fundamental teachings set forth by Bana'u'lilh."
SHOGH1.~~
(Signed)
The Puhlishing Committee, with the
approval of the National Assembly, is
arranging to bring out this new translation in time for the next Annual
Convention. Further details will be
given in an early issue of BAH ..~..'i
NEWS.

Meanwhile, the Publishing Commit-

tee has been authorized to sell copies
of the old translation, which for many
years has giveu us the privilege of access to this work, at the special price
of $1.00 per copy.
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE BAHA'I WORLD
VOLUME 3
Baha'is throughout the world are informed of the fact that The Bailin
IVorla, Volume 3, compiled and edited
under the direction of Shoghi Effendi
to represent the Baha'i Cause during
the perind 1928-1930 wiD be published
shortly after December I, 1930. Assemblies and individuals are requested
to send advance orders for copies at
$2.50 each, postpaid, to Baha'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Station, New York
City, New York, U. S. A.
The next issue of BAHA.~i NEWS
will publish a full list of contents of
the volume, together with the Guardian's words concerning the importance
of this international BaM'i record. At
present, space is available merely for
a brie f preliminary announcement.
Every adult believer will find volume
3 of The BaM', World a source of
spiritual inspi ration, a thrilling and
deeply moving history of such significant current events as the episode of
the Shrines of Baha'ullah at Bagbdad
and the League of Nations; extensive
newly translated passages from Baha', Sacred Writings; scholarly articles
about different aspects of the Cause.
and photographs of the most intense
interest and pennanent value.
The Baha', World, in brief, deepens and extends OUT sense of citizenship in the World Order of Bana'u'Jlah.
ACCOUNTSOFNAnONAL
TREASURER AUDITED AND
APPROVED
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly record for the iuformation of the believers the action taken
at the last Assembly meeting in receiving the report of Wolf & Company,
Chicago, who had been authorized to
audit the accounts of Mr. Carl Scheffler, f Om1er treasurer. covering the
perind from July I, .1926 to March 31.
1930, during which time sums amounting to more than $600,000 had been
contributed to the various divisions of
the National Fund. Each item of the
thousands. of individual transactions
representing receipts and expenditures
was checked and the accounts certified
to be in perfect condition with the ex-
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ception that a foreign contribution of
about $15 could not be traced, and two
rings which had been donated could
not be located. The rings have been
found in the records of the present
Treasurer, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, and
the foreign contribution will undoubtedly be traced by Mr. Mathisen.. As
foreign checks are accepted by banks
as deposits subject to collection, it is
anticipated that this item will emerge
as a deposit of a later date than that
entered on the receipt issued for the
contribution.
The National Assembly recorded in
its minutes an expression of sincere
congratulations to Mr. Scheffler for
his self-sacrificing, responsible and accurate work as Treasurer. and the Assembly feels assured that its attitude
will be universal! y shared by the
friends.
MEMORANDUM
ON
BAHA'I
TEMPLE SUB-CONTRACTS
Sept. ht to Orl. Btb, 19JO
Savings
Amount
Structural Steel $ 38,500 $ 1,085.00
6,183.00
Masonry ...... 106,500
800.00
Plumbing ..... 15,200
Erect. of Struc1,505.00
tural Steel .. 13,910
4,000.00
Glass Dome .... 35,000
4,418.00
Ornamental I ron 15,032
Electrical VVork
(conduits and
4,000
176.00
boxes)

$18,167.00
TOTAL ..•.
Saved on cost of conNational
tract for
BaM'i Temple Fund
(80% of this reduction) ............. . $14,533.60
REPORTS FROM TEACHING
COMMITTEE
l.-R"su//s of August Teachers Conference in Green Acre.
The Augnst Teachers Conference in
Green Acre has proved to be the starting point for a revival of teaching en·thu5iasm throaghout--the country as is
indicated by the response 0 f the regional centers to the suggestions which
went forth as a result 0 f these sessions.
Viewed in retrospect the theme 0 f
those intense hours of inspiration and
mounting fervor revolved around the
question uppermost in the hearts of all,
name1y, How can ttre increllSe the numb" of Baha'is' In the consultations
of The National Teaching Committee
that followed this gathering of the
friends the results in the form of

teaching objectives were stated.
A. There is need at this time of a
group of American believers who are
willing to rededicate themselves to the
service of the Cause <>f Baha'u'llah
toward tbe end of establishing in the
eyes of the world an ideal of Baha'i life. These people, for whom the
heart of the Master yearned, shall devote themselves to teaching-by their
words and more particularly by their
deeds and bearing, in whatever sphere
of activity they may have been placed,
striving to the utmost to exemplify the
characteristics of the true teacher. as
described by Those Whose word is our
law.
How can these divine qualities be
achieved save by dose obedience to the
divine exhortations? The soil of our
inner life from which these fruits shall
grow, is rendered fertile -by increased
concentration and fervor in prayer, by
reading and memorizing the Divine
Words in such a way that they become
incorporated in our innermost being,
and by endeavoring always to establish the perfect balance of work and
worship which constitutes the complete
Baha'i life. We are called to partake
more abundantly and to show forth a
proportionate increase of activity
throughout the channels of energymaterial, intellectual, spiritual which
characterize our respective lives.
B. The Cause will be spread by the
growth of inter-Assembly cooperation.
Beyond the unit of the BaM'i group
to which we organically belong we
must begin the building of a wider
unity extending to nearby centers. Divided into convenient teaching districts it is hoped that the friends will
come together frequently to inspire,
encourage, and promote such local responsibilities as the training of teachers, the circulation of inter-Assembly
teachers and pioneer expansion into
undeveloped fields.
C. An ideal public approach is in
the prooess of evolving in which the
principles of modern psychology form
a sound basi s. Not only must we try
to analyze the present needs of the
public and meet them with greater imagination and flexibility,' but we must
create new needs by our radiant upholding of the Divine Standard. The
public Baha'i meeting must become
exceptional in its beauty, its scientific
soundness, its spiritoal uplift. so that
it will by its attractiveness draw increasing numbers to "the Right Path."
D. The time is at hand for the Baha'i approach to groups, especially
through !<T0UP leaders. The systematizing of such contacts has become
one of our most pressing considera-
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tions. The process of carrying our
fire to their fagots, first, by the close
study of their interests and problems,
then by calling round-table discussions
--eronomic, inter.racia1. inter-religious
in character, by the exchange of literature, by placing our competent speakers on their plat!orms and extending
hospitality to theirs, will undoubliedly
widen the fringe of those interested
in the universaJ answer contained in
the Baha'i Teachings.
In short, new BaM'is are made by
attraction to individual lives of radiance and vigor, by the spread of group
unity and efficiency directed toward
the problem of teaching, by meetings
that strike a note of profundity, spiritual fragrance and interest not experienced elsewhere, and by a satisfying answer to the problems of a world
which in its transitional period we are
especially qualified to understand.
2.-Conferenc. Objectives OutUn.d.
In a September letter to the Baha'i
centers who, by reason of their ge0graphical relationship to the designated
district were called upon to inangnrate
the district conference plan, Mr. R. C.
Collison, Chairman of the National
Teaching Committee, wrote:
The National Teaching Committee
suggests that in your conferences certain definite objectives might be kept
in mind:
A. A new impetus and inspiration
should be given to all believers and
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Conference" was caned in Cincinnati.
Miss Hilda Stauss, secretary of the
Southern Ohio District writes: "Cincinnati has always seemed to be so far
from the active centers but now we
seem to be linked a little closer to the
other groups. It stimulates activity.
encourages us to renew our efforts to
spread the teachings, is beneficial in
the exchange 0 f ideas, and last but not
least we become better acquainted with
each other.
The next inter-Assembly conference
Construction of Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, Photograph No. I-Before Conwas held in Geneva, N ew York, Octostruction was resumed.
ber, 18th and 19th, at which about
forty-five Baha'is were present includparticularly to all potential teachers in might be desirable for the Baha'is to ing friends from Buffalo. Binghamton,
your district.
contact. Also the names and addresses Rochester, Ithaca and Syracuse. At
B. Inter-Assembly cooperation in- of people in your region who have the opening session on Saturday evecluding frequent exchange of your 10- heard of the Cause through our trav- ning, Mr. Louis Gregory spoke on
eal teachers should be arranged.
eling teachers or otherwise and who "The need and Preparation of BaM';
C. Defiuite plans should be made to are sympathetic or interested, will soon Teachers." He said, "There are two
spread. the Cause into new territory. be available to your District Secretary. kinds of teachers, those who teach by
D. Isolated Baha'is in your district
B. We will endeavor to furnish a deeds and tho"" who teach by words
should be urged to attend the confer- traveling teacher at your request who and deeds. . . . We can serve hwnanences and encouraged to seek active will help in your conference and pub- ity in various ways and this service is
support and assistance· in teaching lic meeting and who' will stay in your the foundation' of the Kingdom of
available through your inter-Assembly district for a time following the con- God. Teaching by words necessitates
organization.
ference for intensive teaching and fol- skill in discerning the needs of the people. . . . Baha'u'llah gives the greatE. A large meeting for the general low-up work.
public should be held if possible durIt would seem, judging by the en- est station to those who give up their
ing the conference. The type and or- ,thu,ia,tic approval accorded this dis- lives to teaching. The greatest confirganization of this meeting should be trict plan by the National Spiritual mation comes to those who spread the
determined by the local group. Gen- Assembly and the friends gathered at message. Everyone who has the sineral Baha'i and racial amity meetings Green Acre, that it may prove an ef- cere desire in his heart can teach. No
are among the best.
fective means for the. inauguration of Baha'i teacher is qualified to teach
F. A District Secretary should be a more determined and united teaching everybody, but every body who has the
elected by the Baha'is of your district effort. Our appeal f or cooperation in truth in his heart can teach someone.
at your first conference. We suggest this suggested program is in response Teaching will bring to'light new cathat your inter-Assembly committee be to Shoghi Effendi's expressed desire pacities in the one who does it. . . .
composed of one representative from for the rapid and effective spread of We must prepare through prayer
morning and evening) and use the
eaeh Assembly in your district and one the Cause at this time,
member - at - large representing the 3.-First Inter-Assembly Teaching words created by God-make them
part of our equipment. . . . You
smaller groups and isolated believers.
Conferences.
It would be the duty of the District
The first response to the plan of the come into the presence of God when
Secretary and his inter-Assembly sup- National Teaching Committee for the you study the divine Word and capaciporting committee (a) to coordinate holding of Inter-Assembly teaching ties and potentialities of your -being
and supervise the district plans for conferences came from the Assembly of which you did not dream, will be
teaching discussed at your inter-As- at Lansing, Michigan. Named as the aroused so that you will be able to
sembly conf erences, (b) to arrange for geographical center for the Michigan teach."
On Sunday the discussion centered
the orgauization of future district district, they called a conference, Septeaching conferences at intervals of tember 14th, at which thirty-four around the exchange of teachers in an
two or three months, ( c) to be the friends from the Baha'i communities inter-Assembly program. The compoint of contact for your district with of Muskegon, Ann Arbor and Detroit mittee composed of inter-Assembly
representatives and two members of
the National Teaching Committee, (d) were present.
to submit full reports of all your disGuest speakers from outside the dis- the National Teaching Committee
trict cOnferences and teachin" efforts trict, Mrs. Robert L. Moffett of Chi- withdrew fo draw up the following
to the National Teaching Committee cago. Mrs. Sito of Honolulu and Mr. emergency resolutions which were
so that teaching items may be pub- and Mrs. Howard I ves contributed to later passed by the body of the conlished each month in the BAHA'i the discussion. An active teaching ference:
NEWS.
•
campaign was planned of which the
A. That those as,ern bled hand in
Our Committee believes that it may -four new study groups formed are an to the inter-Assembly secretary at the
be able to assist your district teaching indication of the renewed life which close of the afternoon a list of topics
activities in the following ways:
all agree is being felt in this wide- which in their opinion would be suitA. We are preparing to establish awake section of the country referred able for exchange programs in the
a bureau of information concerning to by 'Abdul-Baha, as the "heart 0 f coming months.
liberal organizations and leaders of -America."
B. That volunteers be called for,
thought in each district with whom it
On September 28th an "AlI- Ohio to speak or conduct meetings outside
J)
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01 their own group.
e. That the list 01 volunteers be
considered from two points of view in
the arrangement of programs. a. Ask
for experienced teacbers where attr""ted people and possible strangers
may be present. b. Ask whenever possible for inexperienced volunteers who

will gain experience by arising to assist~

In this connection the committee

also suggested that the same appeal be
made to isolated believers with regard
to the exchange of 'peakers.
D. That each group make an effort to stimulate and train volunteers ;
among its own members to carry on
inter-Assembly tea<:hing in the future ..
It is expected that study and teaching
classes will be formed to supply these
needs.
. .
Mr. Leslie R. Hawthorn, District·
representative of the Geneva Assembly
in rep:>rting this meeting writes,
"When the cbairman called for volunteers practically every band was
raised, indicating the splendid spirit
all were displaying in their endeavor
to assist in this new experiment of Construction of Mas·hriqu'I-Adhkar,
inter - Assembly cooperation. . . . As
those gathered together partook of tea, May followed by the Blossom Picnic
before many set out on their return in Geneva at which about 130 were
journeys ODe felt, as snatches of con- present. While the West Englewood
versation were overheard here and Souvenir Feast was in progress a
there, that the spirit of cooperation al- Baha'i Youth meeting was being held
ready existed and was working in the in Binghamton at wbich guests from
Cause of Baha'u'llah. There was a Geneva, Rochester, Pittsburg and
happy expectancy regarding the pro- Montreal were entertained. Another
grams during the coming year, and all overnight picnic in the W estern New
seemed to be looking forward to the York section was held at Ithaca in
general plan of inter-Assembly teach- Angnst at the invitation of Tom Maring which would bring everyone to- tin. Many guests from nearby centers
gether more frequently and in a vital attended. Two Michigan picnics were
held on June 22nd, one at Fruitport
aU-important enterprise."
On October 5th a central California under the arrangement of ihe Mnskeconference was held in San Francisco gon friends and the other at the ranch
followed by a southern California of Mr. L. W. Eggleston, near Flint.
The following excerpt has been
gathering in Los Angeles two weeks
later. Other conferences have been taken from a letter by Dr. Zia Baghdadi :
announced as fonaws:
New York and West Englewood,
"The largest number of Baha'is that
October 25th and 26th.
ever met together in the State of WisChicago and Wilmette, November consin was the one held on last Sun8th and 9th.
day, August 10th, near the city of
Washington, D. c., November 8tlt Racine. It was an inter-racial, interand 9th.
national Baha'i picnic arranged by the
Plans fOT Boston and the Northern Bah,,'is of ,Milwaukee. On that mornOhio district are reported under way. ing tr'ains and automobiles and even
The results of these important teach- Mr. Peter Nelson's trucks were loaded
ing events will appear in an early issue with friends who came from Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha, Wilmette,
of BAHA', NEWS.
4.-lnfonnal Baha'i Gatherings Held Evanston, Chicago. and Washington,
During the Spring and Summer. D.c.
News of a number of delightful
"The place was a gentle hill at the
Baha'i picnics, coming to us during the shore of Lake Michigan where many
summer season, mark an increasing at- of the youth and children enjoyed a
tTaction to sucb informal group gath- dip in the cool waters of the lake,
erings of the friends. A large week- others played different games; while
end party was held in Binghamton in some of the men made the fire the

Photograph No.2-October 8, 1930,
ladies opehed their haskets and prepared the noon dinner which was
served in. the open air under beautiful

apple trees. This was followed by an
interesting program which was opened

by prayers and chanting ... inspiring
addresses were delivered by members
of the various Assemblies. Children
sang Baha'i hymns. We certainly wish
to congratulate the Baha'i Assembly of
Milwaukee for the great success of
this meeting."

Teacbing Committee of the
National SpiritUal Assembly,
REGINALD COLLISON,

Chairman

DoRIS McKAy, Secretary
LOUIS G. GREGORY, Secretary
of Inter-Racial Amity Activities
ALBERT D. HEIST
MAY MAXWELL

The)' Who are the Luminaries of
truth and lhe Mirrors reflecling the
light of the unity of GOlf, in· w/wtever
age and cycle Ihey are sent down from
their invisibl~ IuWitaJiuns of ancient
glory unto .this world, to educate the
sl>Uls of men and endue with grace all
created things, are invariably endowed
,vilh an all-compelling power, and int'"sled with invincible sllVereignty. For
1M.. hi<lllen Gems, lhese concealed
and invisible Treasures, in themselves
manifest and vindicat. the reality of
these holy words: "Verily God doeth
whatsoever He wille.fh, and ordaineth
'lilhatsoever He pleaseth."
BhHA'U'LLAH.
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THE GUARDIAN DEFINES SIGNIFICANCE OF CORNERSTONE LAID BY
'ABDU'L-BAHA
In view of the alittude expressed by
many of the friends, and the action of
the delegates at a recent Annual Convention, the following statement on the
subject of the corner-stone at the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar received by the National Assembly from the Guardian's
secretary is recorded at this time:
,jConcerning the corner... stone of the
Temple, which was laid by the Master, Shoghi Effendi says that it has no
other special significance than a great
honor conferred by the Master upon
that building and it should be treated
as a COnlei'-stone and nothing more."
This statement makes it clear that it
would be inadvisable to regard the corner-stone as a Shrine having a deeper
significanoe than any other portion of
the Temple. The Mashriqu'I-Adhkar
in its entirety is a Shrine in that it is
au institution ordained by Baha'u'llah.
AMENDMENT TO BY-LAW CONTROLLING ELECTION OF
CONVENTION
DELEGATES
Article VIII, Seclion I, of the ByLaws adopted by the National Assembly stated that "all delegates to the
Convention shall be elected by plurality vote of those present at their election." The phrase "of those present'~
cau only be interpreted as depriving
believers unable to be physically present of their right to vote at these elections whereas in the case of other
Baha:"i elections, believers unavoidably
absent (as in the case of the Annual
Convention) are allowed to vote by
mail or telegram. To bring about uniformity of procedure, the Nation~1
Spiritual Assembly has amended th,s
by-law to read as follows: "Article
VIII Section 1. All delegates to the
Conv~ntion shall be elected by plurality
vote. Members who, by reason of illness or some equally unavoidable circumstance, are unable to be present at
the election in person shall have the
right to trausmit their ballots by mail
or telegram under conditions satisfac~
tory to the local Spiritual Assembly."
This amended by-law will apply at
the elections held for delegates to the
1931 Annual Convention.
STATUS OF LOCAL BAHA'I
GROUPS
With the. institution of the local
Soiritual Assemblies in localities haviri"g nine believers or more, as instruct~
ed by Shoghi Effendi, the National
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Construction of:M:ashriqu'I-Adlikar, Photograph No.3-October 23, 1930.
Spiritu.l Assembly could no longer
recognize as Baha'; bodies those smaller local groups which under the bylaws of Baha'i Temple Unity had enjoyed a status equal to that possessed
by believers in centers able to elect a
Spiritual Assembly.
For several years, however, the .Na~
tiona] Assembly has, endeavored to CO~
operate with the smaller groups by listing them in the Directory used for
Baha i correspondence and sendmg
them, through their secretaries, c~'Pies
of BAHA'i NEWS and other NatIOnal
Assembly communications.
It has become evident that such a
"half-way house" between an isolated
believer aud a recognized local Bah,,';
community represents a special condition for which the National Assembly
has a spiritual responsibility requiring
careful thought. This subject was considered at the last meeting of the Assembly, with the result that the following resolution was adopted: "A fter
consideration of the best means to promote the distribution of the BAHA'i
NEWS to believers in unarganized localities, it was voted to adopt as a general policy the attitude of dealing with
all these friends as individual relationships with this body, urging them to
gather together any scattered groups
in their vicinity and organize an Assembly, and (meanwhile) issue the
BAHA'! NEWS directly to the individuals concerned instead of through unorganized group action as hitherto. It
was further voted to bring thi s policy
to the attention of the groups through
7

a statement in BAHA'i NEWS, impressing upon them the opportunityafforded through the administrative
plan for combining various sman
groups, scattered through a larger
area, into a single organized Assembly."
The National Assembly trusts that
many of these groups will arise to act
in bringing about consultation among
neighboring groups, to the end that
wherever nine or more declared believers reside near enough to each other to
make attendance at one central m~ing
feasible, tbese believers will proceed
next April 21 to the election 0 f a local Spiritual Assembly under the conditions defined in the administrative
by-laws. The difference between informal Baha'; groups and duly constituted Baha'i communities is that
members of the latter bodies are responsible citizens 0 f the worldwide
Baha'i commonwealth, having voting
rights recognized by the National Assembly and are duly recorded as Baha',s in the records of the Assembly.
Essential to complete spiritual experience and maturity in the Cause of God
in these days is fulfillment of the
sacred trusts and relationships .creat,ed
by the Manifestation, interpreted by
the Center of His Covenant and promulgated by the Guardian of Mis
Faith and Law.
Groups desiring information aod
advioe are.cordially invited to write the
National Assembly. BAHA', NEWS
will be sent to group soc"retaries until
lists of these believers are sent in.

,
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FREEDOM

Sttd_ Ctmeentmg the EJrisode
of The New Hutory Society

Be<:ause of certain misunderstandings that still prevail among a few believers) the National Spiritual Assembly feels it advisable to issue this further statement, supplementing and
confirming the statement published in
BAH.:"j NEWS for August, 1930, regarding the episode of The New History Society.
The desire of the National Assembly is to so clarify the matter by recording the various steps leading to
the adoption of the previous statement
that no doubts may remain in a single
Baha1 heart. It will be understood by
every believer that the following q uotations and brief explanatory remarks
are intended to deepen our collective
unity within the institutions of the
Cause, and The New History Society
is referred to merely as an episode in
our Baha'i experience.
It is devoutly believed that careful
consideration 0 f the matter as here
presented will remove these definite
sources of misunderstanding and, consequently, sources of disunity among
the believers. The N'ew History Society itself is relative to the discussion
only as having occasioned a temporary
test to a number of Baha'is. The
definite sources of misunderstanding
to be removed are, first, that the
Guardian has ever or will ever sanction any activity as "Baha'i" which
stands in opposition or indifference to
the permanent general principles of
administration given us under the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Bah,,; second~ that the Guardian could ever con~
ceivably be so misled by false or inaccurate communications from any
source that his instructions are subject
to personal interpretation; and third,
that the guidance or inspiration felt
by any group of believers posseses a
superior spiritual validity to the deliberations of a duly elected Spiritual
Assembly and thus justifies opposition
to the Assembly in relation to any
given situation. There might be added , finally, as another SOllree 0 f misunderstanding, the view that the Cause
can be "split" or its unity endangered
by conscious separation of loyal be
Hevers from.. activities maintained outside of the recognized Baha'i institutions. The only disunity that can be
called Baha'i disunity is that which
exists among believers themselves, and
more particularly that which affects a
local or National Assembly. Any activity, or any person, troubling and eS
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tranging believers is by that very fact,
and irrespective oi any formal measures :taken by an Assembly, to be
shunned by those who are loyal to the
Will of Baha'u'llith.
With this prefatory statement let us
consider the following quotations
which directly or indirectly Lear upon
the subject u'tlder consideration.
I, The Kitabu'l-Aqdas
"The Lord hath ordained that in
every city a House of Justice be estahlished, wherein shall gather counsellors to the number of Baha and
should it exceed this number, it shaU
not maUer. It behooveth them to be
the trusted ones of the Merciful
amongst men and to regard themselves
as the guardians appointed of God ior
all that dwell <l!\ earth. , . . Beware
lest ye put away that which is clearly
revealed in His Tablet. . . •
010 ye Men of Justice! Be ye in
the realm of God shepherds unto His
sheep, and guard them from the ravening wolves that have appeared in disgUIse) even as ye would guard your
own sons . . . .
"Take heed lest the chaoges and
chances of this world of self and passion divide you) nay be even as fingers
of one hand, the members of one
body, . . "
"Consider the peoples of the world
and the littleness of their mind! They
ask for that which is harmful unto
them and forsake the thing that profiteth them.
They verily are of them
that have gone astray. \Ve see some
men desiring liberty and taking pride
therein; they verily are wrapt in grievous ignorance. Liberty endeth in strife
and sedition, the flame whereof cannot
be extinguished .... Know ye in truth
that the example and symbol of liberty is the brute and it behooveth man
to be under laws and regulations that
shall guard him from his own ignorance and the harm of the mischief
makers. Verily, liberty causeth man
to transgress the bounds of courtesy
and dignity and maketh of him one of
them that are of low degree, . . .
Say, to have liberty is to observe My
commandments, if ye be of them that
perceive. Should men follow that
which We have revealed unto them
from the Heavens of Divine Revelation, they would of a certainty a"ttain
unto absolute freedom."
2, The Will and Testament of
, Ahdu'l-Baha
"0 my loving friends! After the
pa~sing away ~f this wronged one, it
is incumbent upon the A ghsan
(Branches), the Afnan (Twigs) of
the Sacred 1.ote-Tree, the Hands (pil-

lars) of the Cause of GOd and the
loved ones of the Abha Beauty to turn
unto Shoghi Effendi-the youthful
branch branched from t.he two hallowed and sacred 1.ote-Trees and the
fruit grown f rom the union a f the two
offshoots of the Tree of Holiness-as
he is the sign of God, the chosen
branch, the guardian of the Cause of
God, he unto whom all the Aghsan,
the Afnan, the Hands of the Cause
of God and His loved ones must turn.
He is the expounder of the words of
God and after him will succeed the
first-born of his lineal descendants.
, , , The mighty stronghold shall remain impregnable and safe through
obedience to him who is the guardian
of the Cause of God. , . . He that
opposeth him hath opposed the True
One, will make a breach in the Cause
of God, will subvert His word and will
become a manifestation of the Center
of Sedition. Beware, beware, lest the
days after the ascension (of Baha'c
u'Uith) be repeated when the Center
of Sedition waxed haughty and rebellious and with Divine Unity for his
excuse deprived himself and perturbed
and poisoned others. No. doubt every
vainglorious one that purposeth dissension and discord will not openly
declare his evil purposes, nay rather,
even as impure gold, would he cease
(seize?) upon divers measures and various pretexts that he may separate the
gathering of the people of BaM. My
object is to show that the Hands of
the Cause of God must be ever wat"hful and so soon as they find anyone
beginning to oppose and protest against
the guardian of the Cause of God cast
him out from the congregation of the
people of Baha and in no wise accept
any excnse from him, How often hath
grievous eTror been disguised in the
garb of truth, that it might sow the
seeds of doubt in the hearts of men 1"
:1 ~ Baha'i Admmutratims, by
Shogbi Elferuli
HThis clearly places heavy responsibilities on the local as well as national
Assemblies, which in the course of
time will evolve, with the .Master's
power and guidance, into the local and
national Houses of Justice. Hence the
vital necessity of having a local Spiritual Assembly in every locality where
the number of declared believers exceeds nine, and of making provision
for the indirect election of a Body that
shall adequately represent the interests
of all the friends and Assemblies
throughout the American Continent.
, . . Furthermore, 'Abdu'I-Bah;; reveals the following :-'It is incumbent
upon everyone not to take any step
without consulting the Spiritual As-
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rembly, and they must assuredly obey
with heart and soul its bidding and be
submissive unto it, that things may be
properly ordered and well arranged,
Otherwise every person will act independently and after his own judgment,
will follow his Own desire, and do
harm to the Cause.' . . . Not only
with regard to publication, but all matters without any exception whatsoever,
regarding the interests of the Cause
in that locality, individually or collectively, should be referred exclusively
to the Spiritual Assembly in that locality, which shall decide upon it, unless
it be a matter of national interest, in
which case it shall be referred to the
national body, , . . Full harmony,
however, as well as cooperation among
the various local assemblies and the
members themselves, and particularly
between each assembly and the national body, is of the utmost importance,
fer upon it depends the unity of the
Cause of God, the solidarity of the
friends, the full, speedy and efficient
workinl! of the spiritual activities o[
His loved ones." . . . March 5, 1922.
"These
challenging
criticisms,
whether or not dictated by malice. cannot but serve to galvanize the
souls of its ardent supporters, and to
consolidate the ranks of its faithful
promoters. They will purge the Faith
from those pernicious elements whose
continued association with the believers tends to discredit the fair name of
the Cause, and to tarnish the purity of
its spirit. We should welcome, therefore, not only the open attacks which
its avowed enemies persistently launch
"gainst it, but should also view as a
blessing in disguise every storm of
mischief with which they who apostatize their faith or claim to be its faithf u I exponents assail it from time to
time.
Instead of undermining the
Faith, such assaults, both from within
L!no from without, reinforce its founnations, and excite the intensity of its
flame. . . . Unlike t·he Dispensation
of Christ, unlike the Dispensation of
Muhammad, unlike all the Di spensations of the past, the apostles of Baha'u'Wih in every land, wherever they
labor and ,toil, have before them in
dear, in unequivocal and emphatic language, all the laws, the regulations, the
principles, the institutions, the guidance, they require for the prosecution
and consummation of their task."
~!arch 31. 1930,
4. Lett"" frr>m N at/otutl A..embly
to Mr.. Ch""ler
(March 25, 192')
"The members of the National Spiritual Assembly desire to express their
most cordial appreciation of your
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courtesy in pennitting them to read
the letter you have received from
Shoghi Effendi. It was in<lccd a privilege to share this message of good
will from the Guardian, especially in
view of the great burden of responsibility he bears in connection with the
adivities of the Cause throughout the
world,
"From this and other .letters, the
National Assembly is aware of Shoghi
Effendi's hopes tbat the Cause here in
/Ii ew York will continually enlarge and
extend its public teaching octivities,
and in fact become a brilliant example
of Baha'i success and influence for
otber cities. As 'Abdu'l-Baha spent the
greater portion of His time, during
His American visit, in New York City,
we all may rightly judge the importance to be attached to every sincere
and effective effort to serve in His
footsteps.
"The iIIational Assembly, therefore.
is anxious to make it dear to you that
its members unreservedly desire to assist and cooperate in every possible
way to assure the complete success of
the public meetings held under your
auspices and announced as Baha '.
meetings.
"'Ve realize of course that you have
not requested this cooperation, but this
very fact makes it the more essential
that we offer you at this time an explanation of what we conceive to be,
from the writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha as
well as from the letters of Shoghi Effendi, the conditions essential to successful Baha'i service in the teaching
field.
"A Cause established to realize the
oneness of humanity must ·be unified
in its workers and representatives. It
differs from philosophical and ethical
systems in that it does not merely upbold abstract doctrines to be accepted,
but has created an organic body of
service including all individuals who
are Baha'is. Its teachings are not an
oral tradition, come down through several human personalities, which compels individual interpretation, but are
in writings given forth by Bahi'u'llih
and 'Abdu'l-Baha themselves. Thus
there cannot be a Baha'i Cause com...
posed of different cougregations or
groups independent one of another,
but every Baha'i lives as one member
of a worldwide community, his private
and personal life remaining his own
affair, but his activities insofar as they
represent the Cause or employ the
name of the Cause being subject to the
organic laws given that Baha'i community as part of the teachings.
"We touch upon these facts for tbe
reason that Baha'i service cannot yield

fruitful results outside the influence of
those organic laws. The consecrating
spirit of the Master, and the power of
Baha'u'llih, flows through the channels they themselves created, and the
activities. and movements which remain
in the world will not become part of
the new age.
"I n a recent letter f rom the Guardian we find these words: 'By leaving
certain matters unspecified and unregulated in His Book of Laws, Bahi'u'llih seems to have deliberately left
a gap in the general scheme of Bahi"i
Dispensation, which the unequivocal
provisions of the Master's Will has
filled, To attempt to divorce the one
from the other, to insinuate that the
Teachings of Baha'u'llih have not been
upheld, in their entirety and with absolute integrity, by what' Abdu'I-Baha
has revealed in His Will, is an unpardonable affront to the unswerving fidelity that has characterized the life and
labors of our beloved Master. . . .
To dissociate the administrative principles of the Cause from the purely
spiritual and humanitarian teachings
would be tantamount to a mutilation
of the body of the Cause, a separation
that can only result in the disintegration of its component parts, and the
extinction of the Faith itself.'
"L'ntil one has grasped the deeper
significance of the Cause, such emphatic: statements may seem arbitrary, involving a surrender of some of the
most precious elements of personal
freedom and initiative, but when
studied against the whole background
of the teachings we appreciate the fact
that all a Baha'i is expected to yield is
the dubious right to mis-interpret the
Cause and confuse it publicly with his
own individual opinions and beliefs.
This is therefore not a sacrifice, but a
privilege, especially in connection with
the fact that whole-hearted participation in the common tasks and services
of a Baha'i community brings a priceless opportunity of education in the di·
vine art of living. . • .
HOur hope, therefore, is that you
will consult personally or enter into
communication with the Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of New York
in the matter of your present and fu~
ture plans which involve the Baha'i
name and teachings, in order that these
activities may be blessed with the confirmation of 'Abdu'l-Baba, spread in
this city which He termed 'The City
of the Covenant' the very essence of
the teachings of Bahi'u'llah, and create for you an honor and glory that
will endure in the history of the
Cause."
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Mrt. Cha1fier's Reply
(April J, 1929)
Two thousand years agr), in
an age of ignorance and servitude, the
Word of God appeared upon the earth,
and the Word was free. Now in these
enlightened times, when liberty is the
heritage of all men (when incidentally
they exact it), the Word of God returns to them without limitations. I
believe this because I consider the Baha'j Cause to be no less universal than
was Christianity_ I appreciate your
offer of cooperation, and thank you
for any kindness which you may feel
toward my work. , . . For the present I am thinking of just one thing.
Jesus said to His disciples, 'Go ye
unto all the worl d and preach t he Gospel to every creature' and 'Abdu'l-Baha
said to Ahmad Sohrab, 'Go and teach.'
r am trying to help him."
S.

6.

C4blegram fr- the Guardian to
the N ati",u" Assemhly

(December 31, 1929)
"Feel strongly Ahmad Sohrab
should uphold urn:onditionally authority local and national Assem bl y. H ave
in no letter of mine departed from this
basic principle which alone safeguards
unity 0 f Cause."

7.

Letter Ir_ the Guardia ..,
Through His Secretary, to
the N «/imuol Assembly
(January I, 1930)

l'In none of the Guardian's letters
to Mrs. Chanler has 5hoghi Effendi
approved 0 f her attitude toward the local and national Assemblies. One of
those who was over-zealous about The
New History Society wrote Shoghi
Effendi that the members of the New
York Assembly are gradually becoming milder and perhaps drawn to the
History Society. This is to solve the
problem in the wrong way. It is not
the Assembly tbat has to be won to the
caUse of some rebellious person, but
that person brought back under the authority of the Assembly."
8.

Cllblegra". from Four New York
Believers to the Guardian
(January 2J,

1~30)

"Is it your desire for sake of unity
New York that we attend Chanler
meeting?"

The Guardian's Reply
(January 2J, 1930)
HAttendance Ahmad meeting conditioned upon Ahmad's unquestioned acceptance to conduct meetings on lines
fnlly sanctioned by National Spiritual
Assembly. True unity can only be
preserved by maintenance paramount
position National Spiritual Assembly."
9.

1 Q.

Cablegram to the Guardia"
from N ew York SPiritual
Assembly
(February 28, 1930)
".Mrs. Chanler's request (to) continue her classes (in) Baha'i Center
granted,
Implore divine confirmation."
11. The Guardia,,'. Reply
(March 1, 1930)

j'JI;Iuch relieved, gladdened, fervently supplicating dear valUed Mrs. Chanler and Assembly may through fire
(of) Baha'i fellowship be welded,
unitedly uphold unity of faith and supremacy (of) Baha'i representative
Assemblies. 1I
Note: On receiving this cablegram
the New York Assembly courteously
invited Mrs. Chanler to meet and consult upon the significance of the
Guardian's message. This invitation
was refused.
12.

Letter Ir- the Guardia.. to the
Nat_I As.embly

(May 30, 1930)
HAhmad Sohrab's activities should
be watched carefully, lest a weak
handling of this extremely delicate
situation may confuse the minds of the
friends, and cause a split in the Cause.
The Cause has already triumphed over
such cases which fiare up for a time
then recede into the shadows of oblivion and are thought of no more. The
case of Khyrellah, Fareed, Dyer, Mrs.
',{hite and others testify to th.s
truth."

Nat;""al Assembly Statement,
Voted June 29, 1930, Publi.hea
in Baha'i New., August, 1930
". . . Appreciating the urgency of
obedience to the Master's commanrl
that all Baha'i activities be conducted
under the supervision ot the Sprritual
Assembly, both the Local and the National Assembly have on several occa~
sions-through written as well as oral
communication-~·mpt:ed to bring
about full and frank consultation with
the leaders of the New History Society, but without success.
"Under these conditions it becomes
the obvious responsibility of the National Spiritual Assembly to inform
the friends that the activities conducted by Ahmad Sohrab through the New
History Society are to be considered as
entirely independent of the Cause, as
outside the iurisdiction of the Local
and National Assembly, and hence in
no wise entitled to the cooperation of
Baha'ls, , . ."
13.

9
14.

Cablegram from the Guardia"
to tbe Nat_l Assembly
(Published in Baha'i News,

September, 19JO)
"Appruve action regarding History
Society.
Deeply appreciate loyalty
(of) believers."

Letter Ir- the Guardian,
Through His Secretary, to a
Believer of Y...,kers, N. Y.

15.

(August 30, 1930)
HA year ago, 1I.1rs. Chanler wrote
Shoghi Effendi of her plan to work
independently of the Assembly. In
answer he expressed his disapproval in
a most unquestionable term. In the
letters and cables that Mrs. Chanler
wrote subsequent to that, Shoghi Effendi expressed the same view again,
He knew that for a body to defy the
Assembly is contrary to the best interests of the Cause; tbat not only will
conflict arise but it will react unfavorably in other parts of the world.
"Some persons in the (United)
States feel that the History Society
was badly represented to Shoghi Effendi. The source of aU our information is the writings of Ahmad, and the
publications of that group. In all his
circular letters he harped on the note
off reedom, and denounced the red
tape that characterizes organizations.
Freedom, which Ahmad reiterates ...
is not a bad thing if considered in view
of the interpretation that Baha'u'llith
gives in the Aqdas, (See quotation
No.1, above-Editor). The freedom
that He commends is a freedom which
is a fruit and result of law and proper
administration, The other kind of
freedam whicb is in defiance of law
He considers to be animal, and far
from being of any good to man. He
says, 'True freedom is in obedience to
My law.'
"No one wrote to Shoghi Effendi
against the History Society; it is Ahmad's reports that caused 5hoghi Effendi's mistrust. This literature has
not had this effect only on 5hoghi Effendi but also on the friends of
Australia and New Zealand., In the
last two weeks we have had two letters
from prominent and firm Baha'is 0 f
New Zealand and Australia wbo ref erred to the History Society and its
literature with greatest disapprobation,
and with great astonishment that nothing is being done,
uThe Cause is an international institution. Every act done in one Center
will have some reaction in some other
locality. What if the spirit that Ahmad preaches should be practised in its
full? The whole Cause will as a result be destroyed."
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16. Cablegra", from the Guaraian
to tbe National Assembly
(October 24,1)130)
"Appeal American believers, New
York believers in particular, (to) recaU (during) these days of stress
(the) sacredness of their trust (and
the) nohility of their caJling. Slightest evidence (of) internal division
highly detrimental."
No special comment, surely, is called
for in the light of the above historical
reconl. The laws and principles that
existed in the Cause before the New
History Society was founded, continue
to exist at the present time, and will
continue. throughout the cycle of BaM'u'llah. The sun is not darkened
when one or more people choose to
close their eyes to its light. Wasted
is the energy put forth in behalf of
activities maintained in opposition to
the Baha'i principle of freedom. ~'The
end of this valley may be seen from
the beginning."
The National Assembly, however,
feels it desirable to empbasize the fact
that, even though the administrative
principles of tbe Cause are unassailable, they can be obscured by unwise Assembly attitudes and actions.
Only complete courtesy and consultation can fulfil all the obligations imposed upon those caUed to be "trustees of the :Merciful among men."

MISS MARTHA ROOT IN INDIA
(Crmtmuea)

Simla Hill, forty miles from Simla,
is even more beautiful than Simla itself. His Highness, the Maharajah of
Patiala, has his summer palace there
aDd he invited us to be his guests for
two or three days. Mr. Pritam Singh
used ,(0 be his teacher. We went for
two days and we were entertained in a
spacious new Guest House. His Highness the Maharajah of Patiala is Chancellor of the Chamber of Prinees and
he will lead the delegation of Princes
to the Round Table Conference in
London, and he led a delegation of
Princes to the League of Nations a
year or two ago. The questions he
asked showed that he has read some
of the Baha'i Teachings. I gave him
two books and Mr. Bekhtiar gave him
two in Urdu. This Maharajah is thirty-six years old, he is very fond of
reading and he has a wonderful mind.
I met his son, we talked with their
teacher, with tne military secretary.
the aide-de-camp, with generals,' wiih
relatives. and there were nearly fifty
guests besides ourselves. We met them
at the pa'vilion where every one gathered to watch a Cricket match. When
we left Simla Hill. Mr. Pritam Singh

returned to Lahore, but we came to
Delhi.
(8) DELHI. Two days and one
night were spent in Delhi, the Capital
of India. We called on a great Muslim scholar who had met 'Abdu'l
Bahi in Egypt. He has translated
"Seven Valleys" into Urdu. We had
a meeting of the Baha'is of Delhi, it
was held at the "Kaukob" office. This
"Kaukob" Baha'i magazine in Urdu
language is doing good work. It carries the Creative \Yord in the Urdu
language, and in different cities I have
seen its fruits. I believe it is very important to try to continue it and to do
everything, in Teg<lrd to its maintenance and the subject matter of its
pages, in consultation with the National Spiritual Assembly. Mr. Ahbas Ali and Mr. !lmi are working very
hard on this magazine HKaukob."
I lectured before the Aryan Samaj
Society, 125 people were present. I
gave a book to the Chancellor of the
University, Mr. Bekhtiar spoke with
the people who know Urdu. Consultations were held about the work in
India.
(10) BENARES.
A visit was
made to the All-India Headquarters of
the Theosophical Society in Benares
where they have' a fine school for four
hundred young men and women. The
Secretary arranged for me to lecture in
thi s school and said he wau ld be glad
to have me write out this lecture or
write an article about, the progress of
the Bahi'i Movement for the Theosophical Rcvirn.(f, a monthly magazine
published there.
His Highness, The Maharajah of
Benares, graciously sent his motor car
to take us to his palace. He himself is
ill but we were received by his son,
His Highness Kunwar Aditya Narayan Singh Bahadur and by the Military
Secretary, a :\bjor. The Maharajah
and his son represent the highest in
Hinduism in this ancient Province of
Benares where Hinduism had its rise
five thousand years ago and where
Buddha taught his first five disciples.
The young Maharaja (Prince) was the
finest type 9f goodness and kindness.
Both he and the Secretary know Persian as well as English and they spoke
to Mr. Bekhtiar in Persian and he will
send them some Persian books. He
!['lve them books in Urdu and I gave
His Highness "Some Answered Questions_" He courteously gave me books
ahout Benares and an introduction to
the Chancellor of the Benares Hindu
University.
A lecture had been arranged in this
Hindu University, but owing to the
political crisis on that day, it had to be

cancelled. Pi.eketin;: w.as gomg on
at several UniVerSIties In India and
this prevented my lecturing in some of
the universities.
(Picketing means
tbat the men and youth Iitera1Jy lie
down In the walks and roads leading
to the schools so that students and
professors who enter must walk over
their bodies. They try to compel the
students to cease attending the universities and work for freedom of their
country.) However, in this Hindu
University I spoke with the Chancellor, the Secretary and other professors_ One professor whom I had met
first in Simla said he would speak to
the students about the Baha'i Movement and tell them of the books which
I had left for the University Library.
(9) LUCKNOW. A lecture was
given before a large audience at the
Brahmo Samaj in Lucknow. The Secret<l:ry was most cordial, he gave a tea
in his home for friends to speak with
us, and I gave a tea also inviting some
of the thinkers of Lucknow. I talked
with the Librarian of the Public Lihrary and gave him a book for the Library. Called upon the Editor of the
Indian Daily Telegraph and gave him
an article about the Cause. I also
wrote an article for the Pioneer in
A1Jahabad, an important city near
Lucknow and sent one book for the
Allahabad Public Library. The stay
in Ludmow was just one day and a
half.
(ll) PATNA. Only one day was
spent in Patna, but wonderful fruits
came. A lecture was given at 10 :30
A. M. in the Girls' High School before
257 girls and about 12 teachers. Then
a visit was made to the High Court
and to meet some of the judges and
to meet the Vice-Cbancel1or of the
University. (The university was not
yet opened.) All spoke of the Baha'i
Movemcnt in a friendly spirit and
urged me to visit the Oriental Library
of Patna. I lectured at 2 P. M. in the
Bihar ),Iational College where three
hundred young men listened eagerly
and made a dash for the little booklets which were distributed. At five
o'clock I gave a small tea for a few
professors and religious thinkers, and
at 6:30 gave a pu bHc lecture under the
auspices of the Brahmo Samaj. One
hundred and fifty people were present
and a beautiful spirit of love was extended. Books were put into all public libraries in Patna.
(12) BOLPUR. A visit was made
to the schocl of Rabindranath Tagore
and two lectures were given there, and
books put into the Library. The five
religions, Christian, Muslim, Jain,
Buddhist an<! Hindu have Professors
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at this school. Perhaps the time will
come when Baha'is will pay for a
Baha'i Professor to teach in thi s school
for one year, or establish a Baha'j
chair in this institution. The school,
and it is co-educational, represents the
most modem progressive methods, and
it gives much attention to the spiritual
uplift and aim of education. There
are about four hundred pupils. Dr.
Tagore is in Germany, so I did not
see him, but met some of his relatives.
(13) CALCUTTA. Mr. N. Badri
of Shiraz, Persia, and a descendant of
the Bab is in Calcutta. He is a youth
of keen brain and capacity and he arraged for several leetures. I spoke
first in the Islamic Institute bel are two
hundred and fifty Muslims and about
fifty people of other religions. The
President of City College presided.
Books were placed in this and in all
other libraries of societies where I lectured.
A lecture was given be fore both sections of the Brahmo Samaj Mahrani
(Princess) Sucharu Devee of Ma yurbhanj acted as Chairman. One hundred
and fifty people were present and several invitations came to address other
groups.
Mr. Bekhtiar, Mr. Badri and I gave
a tea for a Judge 01 the High Court,
for a Princess~ for relatives of Dr.
Tagore and a few others who were interested to hear more about the Teachings.
Mr. Bijayachandra Sinha gave a
supper in his home for the Baha'is 0 f
Calcutta.
I wrote lour articles and we took
them personally to the editors 01 the
four largest newspapers and each editor said he would publish the article.
I was invited to a tea to meet nineteen guests at the home a f Mrs. Mahalanahis who is a daughter 01 Keshub
Chunder Sen, the great teacher of
Brahm() Samaj. Her husband was
Profess()r of Psychology in Calcutta
University, but I tijink this year he is
Director of a new Institution. Sunday the Baha'is of Calcutta had a little meeting in the home ()f a devoted
believer who is a tailor. Each Sunday
they have a meeting of prayer in the
tailor shop. It was so touching, some
came who really are very ill, hut their
prayers were so deep, one felt these
souls are very close to God. The
Baha'is in Calcutta are very dear and
sincere. EI-Baba be upon them, each
one!
This m()rning, July 21, I had the
great h()nor 01 an audience with His
Highness the Maharajah of Mayurbhanj who just arrived from Simla. He
lives in his own state ~layurbhanj, but
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he stopped at his town palace in CalSurviving Dr. Tibbetts is her
cutta for a day. He is a young Prince mother, Mrs. A. E. McKinney and
a bout twenty -lour years old, all these her husband, Mr. Frank Tibbetts, the
Maharajahs (Princes) are like a King latter of whom was taught the Cause
in their own state. He is Hindu but by his wife. Dr. Tibbetts had the fache believes in universal religion. I ulty of sustaining friendships and will
had postponed my sailing in order to be mourned by a wide circle of friends
speak with him. :II-Ir. Bekhtiar went as well as her family. Her serene apwith me.
pearance in death was a sign of her
This evening I gave my last -lecture faith in tbe Beauty of Abha and firmin Calcutta. It took place in the Bud- ness in the Covenant of His love.
dhist Temple. The President of the
The()sophical Society presided and the
audience consisted of Theosophists,
Buddhists, university students, and LEGAL COMMITTEE REPORTS ON
BAHA'I INCORPORATION IN
Baha'is. Buddhist, pilgrims from CeyCANADA AND OTHER
lon, returning from Benares heard of
CURRENT PROBLEMS
the Baha'i Movement for the first
time.
Several invitations came to
The American National Spiritual
speak before other societies but I can Assembly has become an administranot accept them. This lecture hall was ti ve body called upon to deal with a
right in the center of the university vast range ()f problems during the
picketing sq uare---editors said people course of each year. From matters
would be afraid to go to a lecture in affecting the spiritual or material well
the evening in that square, but one being of individuals to those involving
hundred and fifty individuals braved relations to civil governments, the Asit. Perhaps Bahi'u'Uah wished the sembly attempts to apply the Baha'i
lecture in that storm-tossed center. standard of reality throughout practicPolice were in the square outside. ally the whole gamut of human expewhile inside the hall we spoke of nence.
Bahi'u'lIih's Soluti()n for these very
The following statement summarproblems.
izes recent decisions of the National
Oh, I have left much undone! I Assembly on recommendation of its
could not get to the university or col- Legal Committee.
leges, aU are picketed, and several peoCanadian Incorporation. The fact
ple to whom I had letters of introduc- that the National Assembly represents
tion, I have not the time to go to see a body of believers having both Unitthem. I am staying up all night to ed States and Canadian citizenship has
write this ·Ietter to you and to get raised the question whether it would
packed, as I start to the ship at 6 :30 not be advisable for the believers of
tomorrow morning-rather this morn- Canada, through the Spiritual Asseming, as it is now 2 A. M., but we have Lly of Montreal, to record with their
tried to do our best. So loved friends government some form of legal incorin India who have worked so hard you poration similar to the Declaration of
and I have seen the "Glory of the Trust, paralleling that document, and
Coming 01 the Lord" in this universal having the effect of giving Canadian
cycle, and it has been sweet to work Baha'is a legal status recoguized untogether. I thank you for the happy der their own civil code. After due
days with you and pray God to bless consideration, the National Assembly
you now aod always.
voted that a separate Canadian jncorporation would be inadvisable, since
the religious status of all American
IN MEMORIAM
belieyers is already established under
Dr. Edna McKinney Tibbetts, for the Declaration of Trust; since also a
many years a dev()ted Baha·i, departed separate legal body would create conthis life October 4, 1930, and was fusion and difficulty between the acburied at Providence, R. 1., her late tions and powers of Baha'is in the
home, on October 7. Her funeral was United States and those in Canada:
attended by the little circle a 1 attracted and finally since a simple Indenture
Iriends in Providence and by others of Trust naming the nine members of
who went from Boston, Portsmouth, the Montreal Spiritual Assembly, and
N. H., and Haverhill. The floral trib- their sucr:essors, as trustees for the
utes were beautilul and the simple benefit of the Baha'is of that c()mmuBahiJi service, consisting of the read- nity, would constitute a legal instruing 01 Tablets and prayers and brief ment sufficient lor purposes of record
addresses was very impressive to but not possessing the larger sigfriends and inquirers alike from its nificance of the Declaration 01 Trust
The National Assembly will be pleased
spiritual atmosphere.
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to cooperate with any recognized Canadian group in the formulation of such
an Indenture.
The same general principle meets
tbe question as to whether local Spiritual Assemblies in the United States
should incorporate locally, by an instrument which would be recognized
by tbe state in which it is located. Here
again, tbe form of an Indenture would
provide corporate responsibility but
not invade the inclusive and unique
character of the Declaration of Trust
approved by the Guardian of the
Cause. A model form of Ind£nture
can be provided by the National Assembly for use by such local Assemblies as may wish to employ it.
Green Acre FeUowship. This body,
existing under charter granted by the
State of Maine, stripped itself of its
property at Green Acre by formal action some years ago, and Green Acre
property and administration are now
vested in a body of nine trustees under an Indenture similar to that holding title to the Temple property at
Wilmette. The National Assembly
voted that the charter should be annulled, the Fellowship now being fulfilled in and through the larger Baha'i body.
Gifts of real property to the National Fund. In connection with the
transfer of title of a piece of real ....
tate intended as a contribution to the
Cause, the Assembly voted that in f uture each donation or legacy 0 f real
estate should be accepted under a separate Indenture naming the nine members of the National Assembly as trustees. The advantage of this procedure
is twofold: it prevents taxes, liens
and other obligations from becoming
an unexpected burden upon the N ational Fund, or upon the Temple
Fund, or involving the National Assembly in possible legal disputes; and
in addition it makes possible the use
for the Cause of more real property
than could legally he beld by one religious corporation under the diverse
statutes of the different states.
Believers intending to make donations of real estate during their life
time, or by will and testament, should
consult the National Assembly in order
to have the papers correctly drawn.
Convention procedure. A recommendation made by the Baha'is of
South Gate, Calif., leading to the improvement of the system of casting
and counting ballots at the Annual
Convention was approved. The new
procedure will be explained in detail
when the call for the 1931 Convention
is issued.

BAHA'I NEWS
REQUESTS BACK NUMBER OF
BAHA'I MAGAZINE
To complete its files, the Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station, New York City,
wishes to purchase one copy of No.
6, Vol. I, Star of the West. Believers having available copies of that issue are invited to notify the Committee
at the above address.

Dr. Guy took this curtain to Haifa
when he made his recent pilgrimage.
Not many months ago Sboghi Effendi again requested me to arrange
to send a similar curtain to be hung
before the doorway of the rOOm of
Baha'u'Uah at Bahje, and he also requested two marble plaques engraved.
with the GreaJest Name, of the design
such as is engraved on the ring.. stone.
For these he sent me a small design to
be enlarged.
-'Irs. Barnitz and Miss Knobloch
again very ki,ndly undertook to ,do the
MR. C. MASON REMEY DESIGNS embroidery and the making of the curtain, I arranging as before for the
CURTAINS AND PLAQUES
material and the designing. The curFOR TOMB OF BAHA'Utain was about the same size as the
'LLAH
other curtain, and the design similar.
I have your ·Ietter of October 21st bnt we varied the color, using an old
asking me for a statement about the gold velvet with the embroidery and
Guardian's request for the hangings, trimming of a little brighter shade of
and for the two panels with the Great- gnld, lined with a damask brocade of
est f"rame on marble.
the same color.
Some years ago I had a copy of the
About twenty-live years ago I made
a design for a curtain to hang at the Greatest Name. cut in marble and sent
doorway of the Tomb of BahiI'u'lIah to Shoghi Effendi that I understand he
at Bahje. Madam d'Ange d'Astre, placed above the doorway of the Tomb
now of Paris, but who was then liv- of the Master. This was made in
ing in Washington, an expert with the Italy and I hear it came out successneedle, undertook the execution of this fully. Therefore I took up the matter
and it came out very well. The of the two marble plaques with Mrs.
ground work was dark blue velvet and Hoagg who is now living in Geneva,
the embroid£ry was in shades of gold knowing that she was in touch with the
silk with borders across the top and reliable sculptor in Florence (where
down the sides with a heavy fringe, she formerly lived) who could do this
while in the center panel was a sun· work, he having made the former tabburst of nineteen points with the let.
These tablets were made and sent.
Greatest Name in the center, and the
ground was embroidered with ninety- I understand they are in white marble
with the Greatest Name inlaid in marfive stars ..
A couple of years ago I had a let- ble of a different color, while around
ter from Shoghi Effendi saying that the name in an oval pattern is some
curtain had been so long in use that leaf work decoration, also inlaid in
it was faded and the material was in color.
Not long since, I sent this latter curshreds (I presume the dampness 0 f
the climate had rotted the stuff), and tain to New York to be taken by the
he asked me if I would send another first pilgrims going to the Holy Land.
curtain to replace the former one. At I believe it was sbown at one of the
several meetings of the Assembly I meetings of the Assembly and Miss
suggested that some of the ladies form Herklotz later wrote me that Mrs.
a guild and undertake the embrOidery Mathews and Mrs. little had taken it
of this curtain. It ended up by Mrs. with them, so I presume by now it is
Barnill and Miss Alma Knobloch do- in Shoghi Effendi's hands.
Faithfully yours in EI Bahil,
ing the embroidery between them,
C. MASON REMEY.
while Miss Knobloch did the sewing
Washington,
D.
C,
on the curtain.
October 23, 1930.
The color was dark blue velvet with
old gold embroidery bot 0 f a somewhat more simple design than the oriCHANGE OF ADDRESS
ginal one. There was a large Greatest Name in the center of the curtain
Weare requested by tbe Secretary
with a heavy gold band and fringe of the Spiritual Assembly of the Baacross the bottom and cords up the ha'is of Los Angeles to record the fact
sides. It was lined with old gold that the correct address for correspondamask brocade of a religious and for- dence is now: Mrs. Shahnaz Waite,
mal character of fleurs de les and flow- Secretary, 1534 North Stanley Aveers.
nue, Hollywood, Calif.
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They that valiantly labor in quest of
God 1.t.'ill, when once they have renounced all el.sc bid Him •• be so attached and wedded to that City thot
a tnomen{ s separatio-n from it would
to them be unthinkable. They will
hearken unto infallible proofs from
the hyacinth of that· assembly, and
recetz!f! the su.rest testimonies from the
beaHty of its rose and the melody of
its nightingale_ Once in about a thousand years shall this City be renewed
and "adorned.
Wh£rejore, 0 my
friend, it behooveth us to exert the
highest endeavor to attain unto that
City, and, by the qrace of God and His
loving-kindness, rend asunder the
'~veils of glory/' so thai we may, with
infle:rible steadfastness, sacrifice our
withered soul in the P(LIh of the N ..w
Belmred.-BAH_.\.JUJLLA H.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMDLY TO ISSUE A SERIES OF
SPECIAL LETTERS
Cooperation of Local Assemblieg Re~
quested that Believers May Consult em National Subjects at
19-Day Feast
The following action was taken by
the "'ational Spiritual Assembly at its
recent meeting. in -order to keep the local Baha'i communities more fully iniormed about the impori.ant quc::itions
before the body of American believers,
and to make possible the utmost power
of collective action: It was voted to
resume the policy of issuing, at frequent intervals, general letters dealing
with important Baha'i questions, which
Local Spiritual Assemblies are requested to present to the friends of
each Nineteen-Day Feast. Since the
matter of continuing Temple construction after the present contracts are finished is so imminent. several letters
will deal with the needs of the National
BaM'i Fund.
The ne\. .· office of Financial Secretary was created, the function of which
is to interpret :he needs and policies
of the )j ational Baha'i Fund to the
"Printed in U. S. A.

JANUARY, 1931
CABLEGRAM FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
(Mrs, Ruth) vVhite"s base, preposterous imputations should be
entirely ignored. Her machinations can never succeed impede
onward march ot Cause. Present agitation win assuredly die
down. Appeal American Baha'is,
New York believers in particular, recall these days of stress
sacredness of their trust, nobility
of their calling. Slightest evidence internal division highly
Have just comdetrimentaL
pleted rough rendering of most
detailed authentic narrative early
days of Faith trusting its eventual
pUblication may serve heighten
enthusiasm deepen faith American believers.
Haifa, Octob", 24, 1930.

heiievers of the C nited States and
Canada, and in general to deepen our
collective understanding of the nature
and significance of the Fund. ~fr.
Carl Scheffler was elected to this office.
The first letter in this series, dated
December 24, 1930, is quoted below,
that believers not members of established Baha'i communitie.s may share
the information and respond to the appeaL
"At the last meeting of the t\ationa[
Spiritual A"emLly Ihe sum oi five
thousand five hundred and seventy-five
dollars was voted for a partial installation of the ventilating system in the
·Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
;'This amount "..as the last measure
of our achievement in this stage of the
Temple construction work. The entire Temple Fund of Four Hundred
Thollsano dotJars is now expended and
in addition to this our contracts ha\'e
required Seven Thousand Two H undred Fifty·one dollars and forty-eignt
cents. ~'foneys collecteu this yea:- have
ueen spent. By the first of I\.1arch not

one cent will remain in the Temple
Fund-the present contracts will have
been completed and unless the believ~rs
find some way to resume contributing
to the Fund the enterprise must again
stop.
"This is so critical a matter that
every believer should give to it most
earnest consideration. Even though the
business conditions in OUf countn' ana
in the world generally are such ~as to
make it more difficult to contribute to
the iund, it must be realized that our
buying power is increased in the same
proportion and we may well consider
that through the savings that have been
effected the Fund this year has been
augmented by over twenty thousand
dollars and this money has been spent
to the advantage 0 f the Temple.
('It behooves us therefore to again
bring into activity the same faith that
enabled us in a short period to ac::umulate the Four Hundred Thousand dollars, in order that the work of exterior ornamentation and landscaping
may be undertaken.
"The National Spiritual A"embly
therefore proposes to every believer
prayerful consideration to the end that
he will begin no\v, if he has not already
done so, to give systematically to the
unlabelled general National Bahi'i
Fund. From this Fund the National
Ass-embly appropriates as much as possible to the Temple Fund.
"The great Fund that enabled us to
resume construction . ,. . . as brought together through a special effort. but
now the character of the building work
will change. Its development will of
necessity be slower because of the intricate detail of the ornamentation and
this gives to us the chance to carryon
more slowly but steadily, providing we
have a regular systematic influx of contributions.
"The visible progress of the erection
of the Building has already created a
great outburst of enthusiastic comment. The I\.faster's promises regarding its potency in the spread of the
Cause are being realized. It has awakened the great mass of the public who
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already are in s)'1npathy \'I,Iith the glori-

ous principles of the Cause, so that the
time of harvest for the teachers of its
great :Message is here. Lack of iunds,
however. seriously handicap your National Assembly and the Teaching
Committee and unless the believers respond immediately that committee's
plea for more funds to enable the
teachers to meet the crying need in
many centers of new and glorious opportunity will have to go unanswered.
"In the Guardian's most recent communication are the following words:
'The progress of the Temple work is
already reacting most favorably on the
believers throughout the East, and will
through them bring about a great reaction in favor of the Cause. I would
appeal to all American Bel i eyers for
concentrated and sustained effort in the
prosecution of this great and holy enterprise. n.Iay the Beloved bless their
high endeavors and fulfil their hearts'
desire.' "
Yours faithfully,
Kational Spiritual Assembly
of the BaM'is of the United
States and Canada,
By: CARL SCHEFFLER,
Financial Secretary.
THE TEMPLE IS ARISING
The eye of faith is now supplemented by the eye of vision. As one
approaches the Temple site, the structural framework of the Temple ·bursts
upon the vision and one is immediately
impressed with its remarkable proportions and innate dignity.
As this statement is being written,
the structural steel of the graceful
dome is being riveted up, and the erection of the glass dome wi!! SDon be under way. The lovely arches of the
first story with the pylons at the corner s suggest .t he massi veness and rna jesty of the completed structure. The
concrete up CO and including the first
gallery floor has been poured and the
carpenters are now at work on the
formwork of the first story,
As the observer approaches the
building, .the surface of the concrete
frame work is noted as being remarkably uniform and smooth. The contractor is making a special effort to
secure not only a unifonn exterior
surface, but also concrete masonry oi
unusual density and strength. The
entire structure is being built in as
pennanent a nature as possible, so ;that
it will not only be beautiful but enduring.
Sub-contracts for about 85 per cent
of the entire superstructure frame. . . . ork have been awarded and remarkable progress has been made on the

Construction of Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Photograph No, 4-0ctober 28, 1930
construction work.
So far actual
building operations have been suspended only four days due to severe
and unfavorable weather conditions.
The sa vings that have been effected
in the awarding of the sub-contracts
will make it possible to go ahead and
install the necessary heating to protect the structure during the winter
and coming spring. It is hoped that
through continued efforts and sacrifices of the friends throughout the
world that funds may flow in so that
the wishes of our beloved Guardian
may be iulfilled and the work be continued until the entire structure, including the exterior ornamental surface, is completed.
NATIOr..·AL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,

By: Allen B. McDaniel.
"THE SACRED BASIC PRINCIPLES
OF BAHA'V'LLAH"

A Lettn- from the National Spiritual
ASlembly for Guidance of Local
Baha'i Ccnnmunitie-s
Dear Friend.; in EI Abha:
"If thOt~ desl:rcs[ to be (owfirmed in
thr! sen/ice of the Kingdom· of God:
liZ-if! iJt accord 7.uith the teachings of
Bahd'u/1l61r, and that is: real love for
the world of hu.maaitv) and the uhnost
kindness {or the b;lie'uers of God.
This -real /(J'lle, like 1!-1"ItO the ·magnetic
p07.f...'er, a.ttracts the Di'l'iHe confirmations.') - ( ABDUL BAH.'\'.)

\-Ve reilize t:te vital importance-in
these early nays when the concept of
the Baha'i Wored Order is gradually
penetrating into the thought and

knowledge of all types and classes of
world thinkers---of preserving intact
the sacred basic principles of Bahil'u'l1ah, fortifying them against compromise, and demonstrating to the world
that these are truly divine remedies for
the 'spiritual and mental diseases of the
body politic. Among these great principles, two stand out pre-eminently at
this time as essential to the successful
establishment of the Baha'; Cause in
the West. Each of these two principles is supplementary to the other and
the: failure or weakening of one can
seriously, if not dangerotLSly, affect the
ap?lication of the other. These two
principles are like unto the body and
soul ltself, neither of which is capable
of performing its true function without the ever-present assistance of the
other.
eI) The cui",·inistrativc order eone
of the two principles referred to), is
the
indispensable
instrumentality
through which the glorious spirit of the
Baha'i Cause finds e..xpression. This
spirit, in turn, is the second principle
referred to. Should we build up the
administrative world order to a point
of absolute perfection but at the same
time allow it to be hampered or disconnected from the channels within.
through which channels tne Holy Spirit
of the: Cause pours forth. we would
have nothing more than a perfected
body out of touch . .vith and cut off
from the finer promptings of the soul
or :spirit. If, on the other hand, the
influxes and goings forth of the spirit
are scattered, diffused and 5ubjected
whol1y to the more or less imperfect
J
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guidance and interpretation of individual believers, lacking both the . . . .·isdom
sccured through cunsultation and aLso
the lights of real unity which shine
through consultative z,ccion and obedience thereto--a disordered and disorganized activity \vould be witnessed,
which would but dimly reflect the divine purpose for this age, which is no
less than the establishment 01 the reign
of divine love, justice and wisdom in
the world, under and in con formity to
the Divine Law.
In short, such conditions would create countless individual interpretations
and, in the end, multitudinous sects and
denominations, such as have been witnessed in the former religions, each
claiming to possess a greater truth or
guidance than any of the others.
It is manifest, thereiore, that nci-

J

65ms by members at one party oi the
other party, hJd -created a condition
wherein tna' con;:;i..t!tation \...·8.5 we!1nigh unknov. . n. \Ve know that the
Ma5~cr's criticism WiL;;; only too true.
(:1) The Baha', administration is
a most advanced. ::>tep iorward toward
the elitTlination 0 f this condi~ion. The
~ational Spiritual Assembly stands
squarely behind every essent:al element of Baha'i administration, hUI
while no rela.xation should be suHered
in the application of the administrative
princ.iples at any time, we deem it to
be doubly important, in these days
\vhen ~his divine :r.ett.od of d~aEng
with religious problems is uecl.)ming
rooted in American institutions, that
those coordinate elements v.,rhich have
been so emphasized by our Guardian
in connection with the administration
. '\..
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is sufficient unto itself but' must be \Ve would refer for a m~~~'n~'\~ the
combined into an ordered unity, each need of having ever in mind tbe inperfectly supplementary to the other dwelling spirit of the administration,
and neither pennitted to interpose any which is the real life and purpose of
rigid barriers to the proper f unction- Bahi'u'llih's revelation, and is, in reing of the other.
ality, the effulgence of the Holy Spirit,
In the body of man, which is the itself. Without this Spirit, reflected
true divine example or parallel. the in every administrative act, the body
spirit, when in ideal control of all the of the administration becomes rigid,
lesser parts of the organism, finds the opaque and lifeless, for the Sun oi Diutmost harmony throughout the whole vine Love finds no responsive mirror
body-each part is in perfect reciproc- upon which to reflect its life-giving
ity with the other parts. The com- rays. This Holy Spirit is the greatest
mands and impulses of the spirit are bestm\o'al oi God in this age, and ior
obeyed by the body and the body in this, the Founders 0 [. the Cause, and
turn in its actions and function iden- the martyred believers, endured (ounttifies and determines the expression the less afflictions at the hands of a world
spiritual impulses shall take. This is . that knew not this holy ~tenc)'. In
divine tmity-and this law being uni- every administrative act, this Spirit
versal and found in every created ob- should illumine and ,,,'arm the believject in the universe, has full applica- ers '.\iho arc affecteu. On Page 19 of
tion to the unIversal Baha'i organism Baha'i AdministYltlion, Sboghi Effendi says we arc- expected .-. to obmade up of believers everj':1.....here.
which has been established by the literate as much as possible all traces
of cens~~re, of cOHfiicting discussion, of
Manifestation of God.
Therefore, we would emphasize, it cooling remarks, of petty -unnecessary
behooves all of u!<--all Assemblies and obsen/ations that impede the otl1nQ.rd
all believers generally-i f we would march of the Cat-tse that damp the zeal
render the highest service to the Di- of the firm belie'uer awi detract from
vine Cau:se in our generation, not only the su.blimity' of the Baluj'i Cause in
On page 22,
to realize but to apply in our Baha'i the e'yes of the inqu·irer.
service the most perfect coordination quoting from the \vord:-. of 'Abdu'lBaha, our Guardian draw., our attenand unification of these two great
tion
to these words, referring to memprinciples in every Baha'i contad,
whether in the processes of consulta- bers of Assemblies"They -must in C'i.'eY'Y nw.ttcr search
tion or in our mutual dealings with
out the truth and not insist upon th,'ir
each other.
ott'n opinion. - jor stubbunmcss a.nd
(2) 'Abdu'l-Baha once said ,bat
persl:.1tenre hi one's viezt!s will lead u{the American people lecause oi the
timately to di.)cord and 7.i!yantlling alld
system of partisan politics developed
an individualIsm l,-vhich made it verv the tnah (1,/1'[[ remain hidden. The
difficult for them to take cOL1nsel to'- honored rnnnben must I.f.'ith all freegether and abide by the rC:i:'llts of tf,at do-m express their OLi'1t thoJ~!Jhts: and
counsel. The: inter ruptions of govern- 1'1 r:.)' -in nO I.l>i.~·e /,6'rmissible for one to
mental process through the necessi- belittfe the thought of another. Should
the least trace oj estrangement preties oi elections and destructive criti7
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pad, the result shall he darklle.rs ftpOn
darkness.-'>
Again on Page 30, quoting from
Abdul Baha, it is statcd~'Jt bdlO07/cth the la'Z'cd ones of God
to be e-na1J1ored of one another and to
sacrifice themseh'es for their felhri.1/7.t'orkers in the Caust. The·,..· shordd
yearn towards one another C'z:en- as the
sure athirst yearneth for the [Vater
of Life, and the IO'l!er burneth to rfteet
his heart' s desire.'~
On Page 33, our Guardian .says, in
speaking of Spiritual Ass{''1TIblies"They must endem.!or to pro-mote
all! r·ty and concord a,nong.I'! the lrintds,
e!lace e'l!ery lingering trace of distrust,
coolness and estrangement fro1J~ e2'ery
heart~ and secure in its stead an active
mui wholehearted cooperation for the
se-r..n.ce of the Cause."
rl,~

n~

'2'-

1.,

.~._<

extreme ~rthodoxy on one han:J, "and
irresponsible freedom on the other,
[est these cause it ("the Cause") to
Jeviate from the Straight Path which
alone can lead it to success.
As bearing upon this delicate balance that must be maintained, which
we referred to in the opening paragraphs of this letter, our Guardian on
Page 54 tells us"At the ver')' root of the Cause lies
the principle of Ihe "ndoubled right
of the indh-idual to self-expression~ his
freedom to declare his conscience and
~'et forth his views. n
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And again(I

Let us also bear in mind that the

keynote of the Cause of God is not
dictatorial authority but humble fellowship, not arbitrary power, but Ihe
spir£t of frank and !OVt"l1g consultalion.

N olking short of the spirit of a true
Bah,Yi can hope to reconcile the principles of mercy and justice, of freedom and subm,ission, of the sanctity of

Ihe right of the individual and of selfSUTTetu1er, of vigilance, discretion and

prudence on the one hand, and fellowship, candor and courage 01' the other,H

And as to the duties of elected representatives, he says, on Page Sj-

"They should approach their task
with extreme humility, alld endeavor,
by their open-mindedness, their high
sense of justice and duty, their candor, their madesty, their entire devotion to the welfare and interests of the
friends, the Cause, and hunj.(lnit~to .
win, not only the confidence and the
genuine sttpport and respect of those
Construction of Mashriqu1-Adhkar, Photograph No.5-October 31, 1930
'WhQ'm.. they serve~ but also their esteem

and real affection.

They must, al all

linus, avoid the spirit of exclusiveness~

the atmosphere of secrecy, free themselves from a domineering attitude, and
banish all fort>lS of prejudice and passion from their deliberations.

They

should, within the limits of wise discretion~

take the friends into their con-

foi.ence, acquainllhem with their plans,
share with them their problems and
anxieties, and seek their advice and
counsel."
"Ve are quoting these several referen<::es as a reminder and aid to all established Assemblies, since various
problems are found to a greater or
lesser degree in various centers. These
injunctions and their observance con-

stitute the divine remedy as applied to
the internal affairs of our administrative processes, and we are assured that

their due application will open the
paths of harmony, happiness and the
successful advance of the Cause in the
western world.

(4)

Our Guardian's letters on ad-

ing first to his Local Assembly. The
believers on their pa.rt will realize that
the law of God is a just law, and that
in this day, it has extended its provisions to every important matter. Thus,
not only is every individual believer

entitled to the right of electoral franchise in the choice of his local Spiritual Assembly ·but also in cases where
he feels aggrieved at the decision of
a body, a right of appeal to the National Spiritual Assembly is provided.
Through these means, ultimate justice

is assured.

The whole fabric of
Baha'i administration rest-s upon the
acceptance by the friends of the considered decisions 0 f their Local Assemblies, and this is the very essence

and root of the law of consultation
which Bahi'u'lliLh has called us to obey.
It follows from this that there can be
no such thing as non-cooperation with
an elected local Assembly inasmuch as
such a procedure utterly defeats the
central purpose of consultation. Any
cause or causes, which might otherwise
tend to create an attitude of non-cOoperation on the part oE a believer,

(5)

These matters now being de-

fined, and assuring you that the N a-

tional Spiritual Assembly will defend
and safeguard to every necessary extent these vital requisites of Baha'i
life-we would point out to Assemblies our feeling that one of their essential duties during periods of confusion and unrest, such as the present,
(s to win the confidence and loyalty of

every declared believer. We would
urge you this year especially to make
it your paramount obligation, individually and collectively, to show an attitude of love, compassion and of happiness and harmony toward the be-

loved of God, without exception. We
feel that Baha'i administration in no
sense affords any excuse to confuse the
element of loyalty to the representative
bodies with irritating discourtesies or
an overbearing disposition, or a nega-

tive, cold and slighting attitude, under
any circumstances, on the part of the
Assembly itself.
(6) . Any failure of either of the
two principles first alluded to, whether

ministration are replete with clear and
unmistakable reierences to the authority and jurisdiction which rests in
every local Assembly over the affairs
of the Cause in its vicinity. Every believer who is a member of a local
Baha'i community is under a paramount spiritual duty to cooperate in
his or her Baha'i activities with the
duly expressed decisions of a Spiritual

ing an adverse deCIsion of a Local As-

variably found before such a problem

Assembly.

The paramount obligation

sembly. should have a substantial basis,

or, for that matter, any other problem

of every individual believer is to main-

affecting the \'·.elfarc of the Cause, and

tain unity.

It is the obligation of a

should be frankly and definitely stated

can be efficiently and promptly settled.
Otherwise, justice finds defeat, and

believer in a community to bring- any
matters of complaint or misunderstand-

in writing, and sent to the National
Secretary.

needless suffering results.
It is certain that this experience has

should be at once placed before the
Local Assembly, in the spirit of Bahit'i
frankness and trust-meanwhile preserving full cooperation, and awaiting

the just decision of the Assembly.
Grievances when made a matter of ap-

peal to the National Assembly, follow-

firmness in the administration or a lack

of the spirit of Baha'i love, fellowship
and happiness in carrying out the
measuTes of the administration, can
only serve to prolong and con fuse the
solution of such a problem as we have
encountered. The true balance between these two principles must be in-
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had its value in a better uuuerstanding
of all factors which must be considered
in dealing with the greater problems
that will confront the Cause in the
future. It is doubtless too much to
expect that any Assembly, 1,vhether
National or Local. in this early dawn
of the establishment of the Baha'i
World Order, with the added factor of
the necessity of edui:ating and informing the whole body of believers, could
hope .to solve complex problems with
the utmost simplicity and expedition.
(7) It is our ardent hope that
from this hour, the bonds of true
union. fellowship and an ever-increasing harmony and happiness will be
consciouslv realized in our common
problems: and that the ~ ational Spiritual Assembly, together with all the
local representative bodies in the west
and the great body of believers in
every section wilt, III the words of our
Guardian "form one united front and
combat wisely and tactfully every force
that might darken the spirit of the
Movement, cause division in its ranks
and narrow it by dogmatic and sectarian belief."
Let us take home to our hearts,
anew, this following picture oi reality our Guardian has given us, which
affirms the presence of God in the
Kingdom He is e5tablishing-to a
world that has labored vainly to reduce Him to a mere shadow. Our
Guardian says:"Are we 10 doubt that the ways of
God are not necessarily the ways of
ma-nf Is not faith but another word
for implicit obedience, whole-hearted
allegiance, uncompro-misi·ng adherence
to that which we believe is the revealed
and expressed will of God, however
perplexingi! might first appear, however at 'L'ariance with- the shadrnv),
views, the impotent doctrines, the crude
theories, the idle imaginings, the fashionable conceptions of a transient and
troublous age? If we are to falter or
Msitale, if our love for Him should
fail to direct u.s and keep us within
His pa!h~ if 'We desert D-i'(...'ine and em-

phatic principles, 'What hope can we any
more cherish for healing tM ills and
sicknesses of this world?n
We cannot close this statement
without appealing to all the beloved of
God to renew, -in this critica·l period of
humanity's historY, the altar flame of
Divine fove in e~ch individuaI heart:
to cleanse the chamber of the sou! for
His ind.veiling; to ever remember that
God is concerned with the redemption
of the .vandering and straying sheep.
and to show forth to all such the wondrous power of His Love and Generosity; holding fast to the divine prin-
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ciples without compromlse or deviation, but making our service a benediction and a blessing t-o every inquirer
and needy one, and demonstrating the
security 0 f our faith by the evidences
or happiness, serenity 'and the bestowals of the Holy Spirit. This is the
hour for a nc,.,t and unprecedented delivery of the Great Message. Let us
fortify our efforts by now realigning
our nucleus, rank upon rank, in the
bonds of the Divine Unity, each to
each.
\Vith loving greetings in behali of
the ~ational Spiritual Assembly,
:,\Jationat Spiritual .A,=:;sembly of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada,

By:

ALFRED

E. Le'H,
Secretary.

Is Hot the ohJect of €'ver}1 Re'l-'elation to effect a transfonnation in the
whole character of l1wnkind~ a transfornuztion that shall manifest itself,
bath oUlwardly and inwardly, that shall
affect both its inner life and external
cond1·tions! For if the character of
11fankind bellot changed, the juJility
of God's uni'uersal·manifestation H.muld
be apparent.--BAH . \'u'u.,AH,
TEMPLE PROGRESS
"Seeing is 'believing" and if any
doubt remains as to the rapidity of
progress in the completion of tfie Temple, this can be set to rest by visiting
the site or by looking at recent photographs; these show surprising results
irom the activities of October.
A most notable feature lS the
smoothness and quietness of the operations, resulting from the worklng out
of carefully considered plans matured
during .the pas.t few years. It is comparable to the flowering of the century
plant, apparently dormant, but which
almost over night puts out beautiful
blossoms.
Like Solomon's Temple, there is nO
sound of hammers or confusion. Every
piece of steel has fitted exat."tly in.to
place and the protecting concrete has
flowed smoothly into the forms.
Aside from the visible operations,
there has gone on, under cover, and
thrQughout the basement, a largt':
amount of work in the way of plumbing and re-arrangements made necessary by the rapid \'I.rork outside; at the
same time there has been a minimum
of in.teriereI:ce with the u::;e of the
Foundation Hall. This work began
early in September. By October 7,
the derrick for' hoisting the heavy steel
frame was in place on the first Roor.
In two weeks enough of the frame had

neen erected 1O enabie the derrick to
he raised to the first gallery level, and
in another 1\vo \veeks it was again
raised to the level of the dome.
The weather has been favorablecold but clear mDst of the time, and rhe
temperature has not -been so low as to
interfere with concrete placing, etc.
\Vith the continuance of favorable
weather conditions, the present progress. on the Temple will result in the
completion of the erection of the
structural steel by the latter part of
November, 1930. As ,the structural
steel is placed the pouring of the concrete goes on; it is hopeJ to complete
this masonry work 'befor~ severe winter sets in.
The general contractor aS3ures us
that the entire superstructure as embodied in the present contract will be
completed and ready for use before the
next Annual Convention, \" .. hich will be
held in the Foundation Hall the latter
part oi next April.
Very truly yours,
THE RESEARCH SERVICE~ INC.,

By: F. H. Newell,
President.
THE NEED, QUALIFICATIONS
AND TRAINING OF BAHA'I
TEACHERS
A Report from the Teaching Committee
Beloved Baha'i Friends:
The spread of the Cause, which is
the immediate and vital concern of
every sincere Baha'i, is. dependent
upon the response of the body of beIievers to the call of the Guardian to

SECRETARIA T
OF
THE
AMERICAN NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Address: Baha'i Secretariat,
Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N. J.
J.~lembers:
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C. VVilhelm; F~nancial Secretary.
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teach the Cause. Of this "pJ.ranlOunt lem as it applies to U3-. To what cxduty of every Baha'i," Shoghi Effendi tCRt are we as iodi viduals or as tOGal
has said: ",Are w_c fully aware of our
or inter-.'\ssembly groups systematicresponsibilities? Do \\Ie realize the ally pT<.:paring ourselves to spread the
urgency. the sacredness. the immensity,
Cause? Are lNe .:itriving to attract the
the glory of our task? I entreat you, divine confirmarion~ through the efficdear friends! to continue. nay, to re- acy of prayer? Are vvc making use ot
double your efforts, to keep your vision chose aids to study, the Outlines ann
clear, your determination unshaken, so the Correspondence Course? Are e
that the fK1\,,'er of God within you may
informing ourselves about 1,-"odd affill the "vorld with its glory."
fairs and the fascinating trends 0 t
modern thought? Are we encouragUndoubtedly our mos.t effective
teaching potency is the radiance, pub- ing and inspiring others to do likewise?
It is easier to do ,these things in
lic-spiritedness and trustworthiness of
the individual Baha'is.
Then too, groups than by ourselves. Study classes
every Baha'i community teaches to the within Bahi'i communities are of the
extent .that it gives proof of its suc- utmost value a::, they Iurnish 0I-"portu~
cess as an experiment in the social la- nities not on Iv for the accumulation
boratory by the triumphant fusing of and arrangem~nt of material but also
its various elements into the unity of afford the initial step in speaking.
This practice in making five or ten minthe perfectly functioning group mind.
But in addition to the convincing evi- ute talks in small intimate groups does
dence 0 f deed s there is the need 0 f overcome self-consciousness and inpromulgating the Cause hy the spoken crease fluency. Such a preparation inword. The desperate need.5 of the evitably leads to widening opportuniworld stir us to a new comprehension ties to spread the Cause. Speaking
of the amazing import of our ~Iessage. before the lucal community, taking
\Vhen shall we take upon ourselves .the part in inter-Assembly activities, travinevitable consequence of true convic- eling to more distant centers, follow in
tion, namely, the generous sharing of sequence as we gain in proficiency and
Sonte trained Baha'i
that which we possess? Every life experience.
within the Cause must eventually nnd teachers find their most congenial servits fulfillment and destiny in thIs su- ice in work with individuals or in conducting study or informal discussion
preme service to hwnanity.
groups.
The prompt response of every center
Those who would teach the Cause
in the country to the appeal of the National Teaching Committee for Dis- should keep ever in mind the high
trict Teaching Conferences makes us standard to be maintaint..xi. The qualithrillingly aware of a stream of Ii te- fications of a Baha'i teacher are here
giving energy flowing through unob- indicated: (1) Firn-wf!ss ion the Adstructed channels, revitalizing us in the ministration.
(2) Character. 'Abdu·l-Bahi sums.ervice of the Guardian. I\-1ay we not
bend the mighty energies of this emerg- mons us all to be teachers while stating committee of the whole to this ing such necessary qualities o-f the eftective teacher as detachment, radiproblem so intimately connected with
the growth of every Baha'i center? vVe ance, humility, sociahility, tactfulness,
can-not go far in any teaching ob,iec61.N, wisdom, firmness, understanding. He
no ,matter hOLt' carefully planHl:;'d or says, "The..: intention of the teacher
how faithfully follir.ned, without more must he pure, his keart independent, his
teachers. All over the country people spirit attracted, his thought at peace,
of capacity are yearning to be con- his resolution firm, his magnanimity
vinced, every city contains enough pre- exalted and in the love of God a shinpared and waiting souls to swell our ing torch."
ranks to flood tide, when a band of
(3) K llo'iJ.'/edge. First, knvwledge
dedicated, informed and practised of God obtained from the Jeepeni:lg
teachers shall arise to carryon the at- of our inner life. This knowledge
rack.
must ever ["".Ie on the increase if we are
"The Hosts of the Killgdom of to impart the joy of knowing Him.
Abhci are drmon up in battlt: array on Then. \...·dl-grounded knmvledge in the
the plain of the Supreme ."ipex and Baha'i Teachings and their application
are expecting that a band" of vol~tnteers to world needs. Lastly. the knowledge
or how to teach. Th~ l\Iaster has ~et
will step upon tile field of actl:o-n with
the intentl:0n of sen.-ice, so that they llS thi::; divine example of Haha'i teach-nwy asSl:st that band and nw.!u it T..'ic- ing. In ~he words of Shoghi Effendi,
'('Let us bear in mind the example
torious and triu-mrh~nt."
The first move in preparing to m'tet which our beloved Master 'has clear! v
this need wiil come ,...·hen "ve all, in set before us. \V:se and tactful ill Hrs
approach, wakeful and attentive :n His
searC'h~ng self-analysis, iace the prob-

,I..

carly intt:'"conrse, broad ami li~rill in
all His puhlic utterances, cautious and
gradual in the untolding of the essential verities of the Cause, passtonate in
f Iis appeal yet sober in argument confident in tone, unswerving in c~nvic
tion, dignified in His manners-such
were the distinguishing- features of our
Beloved's noble presentation of the
Cause oi Bahi'u'llah."
As difEcult as seem these qualifications we have assurance or the certainty of the descent of the heavenly
confirmations for those who arise to
service through faith. It is our hope
and expectation tha.t in the coming
months hundreds will awake to this
clear call and prepare themselves to be
teachers. In order that we may speed
in every way possible the work of
rrep.3-ration. a plan is being worked Ollt
bv which all such volunteers mav be
given practical assistance through ~ aids
and outlines for study, teaching suggestions and personal counseL
\Ve urge all who so desire to get in
touch with us at once.
Faithiully yours in EI Abha,
)1ATIONAL TEACHIKG

COMlJ.fITTEE.

By: Doris McKay, Secretary.
INTER-ASSEMBLY CONFERENCES
Reported by the National Teaching
Committee
Two inter-Assembly Teaching Conferences have been held on the Pacific
Coast as follows: San Francisco, October 5th; Los Angeles, November 2.
Of the San Francisco confer~ncc tor
Central and Xorthern California :vrrs.
Ella G. Cooper, se<:retary oi the Pacific Coast SL1hcommittee writes in
oart:
• "Invitations to an all-dav conference
and feast were sent to n~ar1y twenty
centers, including isolated - f,'TOUps.
. , A goodly percentage were represented and as the clans gathered the
spirit of joyous reunions which always specializes the Baha'i Association, mounted higher and higher. , ..
Y[r. Lerov Ioas, chairman oi the Committee, p;esided."
Among important points brought out
through infonnal discussion was a valuable suggestion "How to Stimulate
Indiviullal Teaching \~'ork." Emphasis
should be placed on ;'teaching of home
groups, made .up oE one's triends and
acquaintances who could be carried
along in this study of the Cause until
they seemed ready for the regular Assembly meetings. This was the suglJ"t:stion of Ruhi Effendi and seems. to
~s most valuable. I t ~Iias decided that
each believer would try to gather such
a group at least once in nineteen days

IDtHNr~
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:;~ h::; :Y:::1 h:~~~~{·.
Tn ~h;<:
nnr nnl,·
would numbers in~~'e~';~~ b't~t' ~ie\:el~'~~
1W1,-

l11ent (If individual initiative would inevitably fotlow such effort."
Inter-racial Amity work in this district, it is thought, will receive much
impetus through the forming of a District committee to carryon joint interracial activities. Berkeley, Oakland,
Visalia and San Francisco are represented in this committ<..:e.
It \vas voted that the next confert:llce [or this district would be held in
Oakland early in December. In concluding her report 11;1 rs. Cooper said:
"At 5 :30 Qur confe!"ence adjourned to
meet again at 6 :30 for Jir.ntr at the

Bellevue Hotel.

During thc day's dis-

cussion all evidenced the keenest interest and a remarkable spirit ot harmony

prevailed. Weare sure it will gladden
the heart of the Guardian to learn that
all questions were carried by unanimous vote, surely a proof ot harmony.

Mrs. Shahnaz Waite reported the
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Conference at Los Angdes, November

2nd at which Miss Julia Goldman of
Honolulu was present, a:lso a number
of friends irom the Bay District. Rep-

Ii a visiting Bahi'i comes to our Center it is an opportunity to invite friends
in and over a cup of tea discuss the
resentatives ''''ere present from Glen- universal principles of the Cause. The
dale, South Gate, Pasadena, Long guests feel the spirit of love and -beBeach, Santa Paula and near-by come attracted."
groups. Two sessions were held at the·
That in connection with racial
Beaux Arts Building. "The room was amity and other contacts work it is
beautifully decorated with Persian
necessary to join organizations, make
prints hung upon the wall with a pic- informal home -contacts, inspire confiture of the Temple and over it the dence.
Greatest )Jame. Baskets of flowers
That BaM'is should cooperate with
and palms added to the attractive ap- international conferences-"The spirit
pearance ot the room."
of spon.taneous service is always apDuring the morning and afternoon
preciated by others."
sessions the following points of genIt was moved that an inter-assembly
eral interest were offered:
committee be appointed to carryon
That toc West Coast Teaching 'the work of circuit teach~r5 and exCommittee is initiating these confer- pansion into new territory.
ences in (he hope tha.t they will exA unique feature of these .two \Vestpanel into future Regional Conferern Conferences 'ivas the Feast, or
ences.
Cnity Dinner \,"·hich fQllo\ved. In San
That our aim in teaching must not
Francisco more than one hundred
only be to attract but to confirm souls.
friends and guests were assembled.
In this connection }fr. Jahn Bosch Distinguished music, words from the
said: "Shoghi Effendi has said we colored friends present and represenmust increase the number oi souls who tatives of other races and nationalities,
will a.ccept the ~lessage in its entirety,
the accumuiated influx of the Spirit
also that the Principles of Balui'u'lldh from the hours of the conference conwill ci'Z.,ilize fhe 'iIlor/d, bu.t onlv the tributed to an occasion ot confirmingktJou:iedge of Rahii'u'llah and ~bdief power and charm.
in Him a'ill rcgf!nerate numkind. Tit-is,
A reatly bril1iant program was arhe said, is the purpose oj all teachin-g,
ranged ior the Unity Dinner in Los
withoLd 'l1.'hieh

it bears no fruit."

That attraction is made by the spirit
of love and service on the part of the
bdievers.

:t.liss Goldman saiel:

"\Ve should

bring the spirit of the Cause into different organizations and groups.
There are many methods of approach.

Angeles~

Dr. Ali Kuli-Khan as chair-

man called on many Baha'is lor short
talks. Others on -the program \.,..ere
~fr. Kio,'vara, Japane~e secretary of
che Japan-American Society 0 f Los

Angeles, Mr. and Mrs. Bass. wellknown colored newspaper edirors;
l\.{r. Grainger, Executive Secretary oE

the Urban League. Music by J\egro,
Swedish and Japanese musicians.

A conference including most of the
Daha'i centers of the K ew England
States was held at Boston, )J'ovember
15th and 16tb. The meetings were
well attended by a representation of
friends

from Hartiord. Springfield,

\Vorcester, Portsmouth, Eliot, Boston.
Guest speakers from outside the district "...·ere 1-Irs. Grace Ober ot Pittsburgh, Pa.; ~Irs. Doris :McKay of
Geneva, N. Y., and 1\1 rs. Jeanne Bolles.
:\{iss Lorna Tasker, corresponding secretary for the district, "vas in charge
of the meetings.
The first session, Saturday P. ~vr.
in the charming- environment of the
new Baha'i Center dealt with InterAssembly Cooperation. Exchange of
teachers and the development ot inter-assembly programs was discussed.
:Mrs. Schopflocher told of teaching
methods in the Orient, recommending
that \ve "teach over a cup of tea." She
described the happy combination of
hospitality and informal discussion
which characterizes the Oriental way
of introducing a gL1est speaker-said
:hat even beginners in the Cause are
encouraged thus to speak. She attriuated tbe rapid spread of the Cause in
the Orient to the general practice or
informal group teaching. It was suggested that the informal method based
0:1 discusslon is more in accord wit~
The principles of moden: education
than the platform method so generally
in vogue-that a new technig De may be
evolving even applicable to large

8
groups in "'\o'hich a sense of intimate

contact with the audience is skillfully
maintained_

A suggestion for the inauguration
of inter-assembly prayers was received
with approval. The next morning at
the home of 1Irs. Harold Bowditch,
Mrs. Hebe Struven, Mrs. Grace Ober
and others spoke on "How to 11ake
Baha'i Contacts."
Concrete suggestions brought out through the discussion will -be reported in a later issue
of BAHA'I NEWS.
That afternoon at the Bahit'i Center an Inter-racial Amity meeting was
held at which Archbishop Barrow of
New York City was the principal speaker. A feature of unusual
interest was an International Pageant
written and produced by members of
.the Youth Group. A fter the meeting
a Baha'i Feast was enjoyed, shared by
a large representation of colored guests
DE the conference_ Attractive rooms,
flowers, music, cordiality contributed
to the eloquent charm of this public
meeting, .
The ::..rational Teaching Committee
requests that the local and inter-assembly secretaries send in reguJar monthly
reports of such activities aS Interassembly conferences and plans, the
work of visiting teachers, youth group
activities, contacts with outside groups
and organizations, inter-racial activities. The purpose is that we may share
such inspiring teaching news with all.
Such reports should be sent to Mrs.
Doris McKay, Sec'y, Geneva, N. Y.
J

BUILDING THE TEMPLE
The believers who visited the Temple foundation ball during the recent
Teaching Conference that was held
there were greatly moved by seeing the
structure rising as they watched, and
while they attended the meetings 0;
the Conference in the foundation below
they could hear above them the raJt~le
of the riveters' hammers and tre nOIse
of the hoist that is rearing the noble
edifice so that all eyes rnay see it as the
..... eat sign 0 f God before them.
o At the timt this is written all
of the steel ribs of the dome have been
placed in position and as may be seen
from the pictures the beautiful lines
of the structure are easily discernible,
Before lon~ the steel ribswill be hidden from ~ight and the building entirely closed so that t~e friends m~y
look forward to entenng one of t:1e
nine great doors to send prayer~ of
thanksgiving from that most Unlque
shrine.
But much remains to be done. Let
us recall that in the past we have gen-

erally understood that \'I..-ith $400,000
we hoped to build the fir>t story of the
buIlding. Xow it has been given u.s
to see the entire structure built \'\rith
this sunc amount of :noneV' )ut there
remains s.till the greater
of the
work to be done. At its !ast meeting
the ..;.'iational Spiritual Assembiy appropriated all that remained of the
$400,000 plus the savings tbat have
been affected in letting the various
contracts (which amount to approximately $23,000) to a partial installation of the heating plant which is most
necessary to preserve the structure
from the attack of the elements during
the winter. Now there remains the
ventilating and lighting systems and
then the long task of moulding the
outer ornamental structure,
The believers ~ust realize above all
that the building is just begun and \.,.Te
must continue to give so that there
mav be no cessation of activity, The
Plan of Unified Action must continue
if we are not to face another discouraging period. The Kational Spiritual
Assembly urges all believers, therefore, to consider carefulty to the end
that they may realize that what is now
being accomplished is only just the beginning of our task and unless they
continue to comribnte the work must
of necessity stop when this present
contract has been carried out.
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By: Carl Scheffler.

l\Jrs. Esty has achieved a O"reat work
in assembling the prophetic °quocations
from the Bihle \vith those from the
writings of Bahi'u'lIah and 'Abdu'lBahft all pertaining to the garden.
Phrases filied with t:l.e svmbolism so
familiar to Baha'i readers ~here seem to
assume reality and one is filled with
the sense of peacr.: which comes from
a moment spent in a garden, where
the- fragrance of the flower.;; and the
songs of the birds fill the heart and the
soul 01 man,
The proceeds from the sale of this
book is ~{rs, Esty's generous gif.t to
the Garden Fund of the Temple
grounds.
Nothing could make a more lovely
gi ft. The price is $3.00.
n

Owing to the many demands that a
cheaper edition of this valuable teaching book be put in circula.tion the Publishing Committee wishes to cooperate
and assist all those who may heretofore have found the present edition too
expensive by reducing the price to
$1.00 (now listed at S2.00). The
Committee hopes that all those who do
not now own "Baha'i Revelation" will
avail themselves of this opportunity
and stimulate the demand for this
book.

IN MEMORIAM
~:r rs.

Baha'i Revelation"

By TbMnton Chase

rrBOQk_

Belle E. Lllxmore for six
years a member of the Akron, Ohio,
Spiritual Assembly, a gene rOllS and
self-sacrificing Baha'i, passed on to the
greater Ii fc on December 24, 1929,
while visiting her daughter at Pleasington, near Blackburn, England. She
was buried at that place.
.
Mr. Howard Goodwin. a beloved
member of the same Spiritual Assemblv but who \vas never able to serv~
a{t~r his election. due to a stroke of
paralysis, departed this Ii fe on ~rarch
29. 1930.
J

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
~rThe Garden of the Heart':.t
Compiled by Frances Estey

The edition is bounJ in rainbow
color linen and ha;;; on its CO\'er the
Greatest Name in gaId from a drav. . ingof one of the doors of the Temple bv
Louis Bourgeois. It is il:ustrated with
photographs of the Gardens the RidvfLn, Bahji and the ~fastcr'$ Garden
at Haifa.

of Assurance"

I n order to make way for the new
translation of the lqan by Shoghi Eff.endi, to be published in .the spring,
the friends may obtain copies of the
iorrner translation at the special price
of $1.00. As soon as the new work is
published, the present edition will' be
withdrawn from the Baha'i catalog.
~rBaha'; World-Volume Three"
This official reference book, to be
described in the forthcoming i'ssue of
BAHA'i KEWS, may be obtained at the
price of 52.50 per copy.
Believers should posses.s the two
previous volumes, and the Pub~ishi~g
Committee announces a redur:tton In
cost as follm'\!s: "Year Book" (Vol~
UIllC' Or.e-1925-l926). $0.75; Baha'i
World (Volume Two-l9Z6-l928).

$150
Oreer throucrh your local S?irltual

.\~semblv or f~onl' Baha'[ Publishing
Cummitt'ee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station. :;ew York City.
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PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS
FOR THE MOST GREAT PEACE
Bahd/u'lidh
T ablel of Victory
He is God, exalted is He!
It has been known that God.
glori-ous is His mention. is sanct}fied from the ,"",orld and v,rhat IS
therein, and that the m.eaning- of
\'ictorv is not this t that anyone
should fight or strive . . "ith another.
The Lord of "He doeth what he
willeth" has committed the kingdom
of creation. both land and sea, into the hand IJf kings, and they are
the manifestations of the divine
power according to the degrees of
their ranks; verily, He i:;; the potent, the sovereign. But that which
God. glorious is His mention. has
desired for himself is the hearts or
His servants \.... hich are treasuries
of praise and love of the Lord and
stores of divine knowledge and
.....-isdom.
The will of the Eternal King has
ever heen tv purify the hearts of
His servants from the promptings
of the \-vorld and \vhat is therein, so
that they may be prepared for illumination by the effulgences of
the Lord of the l\ ames and Attributes. Therefore, must nO stranger find his way into the city of the
heart, so that the Incomparable
Friend may come unto His own
place-that is, the ~ffulgence of H~s
K ames and Attnbutes, not HIs
Essence, exalted is He-for that
Peerl e5S King has neen and \...·iU be
holy fr'om everlasting above ascent
or descent.
Theretore toJa\" victory neither
has heen n()~ \vL!l eyer be ~pposition
to anv one, nor strife \vith any person; hut rather 'l.ybat is \yell-p1easltl.g
15
that the cities of men's
hearts. which are under the dominion of the hO::its of selfishne::is
and lust. :::hould b<..: subdued hy tht
5'1."'-0[(\ ot wisdom and OT exhortation. Everyone. then. H"/10 desires
Pr

in:~<i

ill th~ l'. S

c\.

victorv must first subdue tl:e citv
of his~ own heart \vith the 5\vord
spiritual truth and of the \Vord,
and must protect it from remembering aught beside God;· aftenvards,
let him turn his efforts toward the
citadel of the hearts of others, This
is \vhat :s intended by victory; sedition has never been nur ever will
he pleasing to God, and that \vhich
certain ignorant pe:-sons formerly
wrought ,"vas never approved by
God. If YOU are slain for H is good
pleasure. ~verily, it is better ror you
than that vau should slav.
Today the friends of God must
appear ;n sllch "vise among God's
servants that by their actions they
may lead ail llnto the pleasure of
the Lord uf Giorv, I s\",:ear hv ~he
Sun of the Ho;izon of Holiness
that the friends of God never have
regarded nor will regard the earth
or its transitory ri.::hes.
God has ever regarded the hearts
of His servants, and this too by
reason of His most grea t favor. tha t
perchance mortal souls may be
cleansed and sanctified from earthIv states and may attain unto the
iverta:iting places. But that Real
King is in Himself ~-ufficient unto
Himself and independent of all;
neither does any advantage aC"Cfllt
to Him from the love of contingent
beings, nor does any hurt befall
Him from their hatred. All earthly
places appear through Him and
unto hirn return, and God singly and
alone ahides m His m ...·n place
which is holy above space and time,
mention and utterance, sign, description and definition. heig-ht and
depth. And no one knows thi.'> S2.YC
Him and H·lh-.soever ha:-=. kncJ\\·lt'dg-e
of the nook-.
That is 110 God hLl~ Him. the
migbty. the hOllntiiul!

of

~ Abdu'l-Baha

P;-a)'er for the Most Grea.t Peace

() Thou kind Lord! Thou hast
created all humanity from the ~<Ln",-e

rarent5, ThOll h.1.~t destined that all
belong to the same household, and
in Thy holy presence. aJl are Thy
sen'ants, and all mankind is sheltered beneath Thy Tabernacle.
Thy children are gathered at Thy
tahle of bountv and have become
racliant through the light of Thy
providence.
0 God! Thou art
kind to all. Thou has provided for
all. Tho-u dost harbor alL Thou
conterest lift upon alL Thou hast
endowed each hum hIe being ...vith
ability and talent and submerged
all mankind in the ocean of Thy
mercv.
~Thou generuus Lord! LT ni te
Thy servants in every land, suffer
the diverse religi·ons to be in harmony, make of the nations a single
nation. so they may see each
other as one family. denizens
of one country. )'Iay mankind associate ,"vith perfect amity and
unity,
0- God ~ raise the banner of the
oneness of humankind.
0 God!
Estahlish the }'Iost Great Peace. 0
God! \Veld our hearts into one
heart. 0 Thou kind Father' Exhilarate us through the fragrance of
Thy love; brighten our eyes through
the light of Thy guidance; .::heer
our ears with the melody of Thy
\Vord, and shelter llS in the shelter
ot Thy Providence.

o

REPORTS

FROM
TEACHING
COMMITTEE
l.-Rah(l'/ Contacts, by Jlrs, ~1fay
Jla:cH'ci!.
'.:\bdu·l-Bah,i in an early Ta-hlet
to the beloved of God in Teheran,
_-:.a~'s

:

"Oh Friends! 1t t:::i the \yish or
·.\.IJllu·:-f-bhil that the rrit"nds 1l1<L.V
e:,ta:)lish general unity
. \\"c
a~·e- all -se'rva:1ts or one thre::.hold,
;lttendant::; at nne court, \\'<Ln:'s of
(jLle sea. drops (If Ol:e stream, clll::,t
herore one door and plants of one
g:Hden, The belm:ed of God must

BAHA'LNEW~

be friendly'. even ,vith strangers, and
intimate even with outsiders .
There must be gatherings for matters \vhich concern the \·.rell being of
men .. _ \vhich concern all in general
and not a particular number."
\-Vhen this continent \vas quickened into TIn'" life by the presence
of the :Vlaster in 1912. He said that
through the seeds sown at that time
we "should reap many great and
wonderful harvests", and the doors
of opportunity which have been
open to the Baha'is are too numerous to mention. In the fields of
religion, learning and education,
societies banded together for the
solution of world problems and
human welfare, our Baha'i teachers and the"' friends everywhere have
had an ever-increasing part and
established deeper and more vital
contacts.
It seems to your KationaI Teaching Committee that in this field of
activities lies the most potent possibilities and new fresh approach for
the friends in this most critical
period of human affairs. Opportunities are daily arising [or these
wider affiliations for humanitarian
and social progress \vtth groups
,,,,hose general aims are similar to
our O'I,\'n, but ,.vho lack the insight
and spiritual dynamic to make them
effective agencies of progress and
rdorm, \Ve should collectively study
and develop such contacts and relationships which ,"".,ill strengthen
and inspire us to a deeper realization of our divine responsihility.
Among such groups in America,
:Mr. Lerov 10as has called our attention to' the social welfare ,vorker's who, in the present social -crisis
,vhere suffering is acute, are striving to break down barriers. of religious and racial preJudice and to
create a sense of human solidarity,
and during a Congres·s of Sodal
'Welfare vVorkers on the Pacific
Coast. Mr. Ioas found them eagerly
responsive to the vision and unifying power of the Baha'i Cause.
Sound judgment is required to
make such service acceptable to
these groups as well as oi real value
to the Cause, not absorbing either
the energles or finances of the
friends, but being rather a means
of their ever.increasing vital associa tion with their fellowmen. A
typical instance of effective service
\Vas where thousands of ·women and
children were suffering from a
strike and in a state of semi-starvation. The Bahil'is formeu a C0111nllttee of leading c;tizens and with-

a few days $1500. ",,:as raised) the side organizations has been that 01
Bahel'is contributing only normally ),lfr5. Keith Ransom-Kehler "vho
but being the means of tiding over sin.ce :\ugu;';t has heen carrvi'no- on
.
'b
the <ianger point.
a remarkable teachmg campaign on
The beloved ~:raster was our the west coast arranged by the Pamighty example in carrying the cific Coast Sub-Committee. Reports.
vVDrd of God and His love an d uf her work in Vancouyer, Spocompassion into every field of life, kane, Seattle, Portland and Pasad.ena show a wide range ot organizaand '\'C know that his services dur·
ing the \Vorld \Var in salvaging the tIOns wh{} have opened their Joors
lives of thousanrls of famtiies dre\v v.rhoiehearteJly to this giited Baha'i
to him the recognition of the Brit- teacher.
ish government.
In Vancouver she appeared before
In a future issue of BAH).'I ~E\VS, the Inter-national Club and the
\Voman's Inter-national
League,
,ve hope there ,,,ilt appear an account of the pris·on work of the spoke from the pulpit of the U ni,
Baha'is, .especially of one prisoner versalist Church, addressed the
who has ardently embraced the Lion's Club luncheon.
Faith and \'I..-ho [s circulating arIn Spokane the word Baha'i aptides through the Prison Press on peared seventeen times in the headBaha'u'llah and Hi~ diVIne teachings.
lines oi local n-ewspapers during her
Anoth-er important and fruitful stay. She writes, "Among the platcontact is Baha'i representation at forms extended to me through the
Congresses and Conventions con- unttring efforts of the local Baha'i
vened for purposes of wodd peace, committees have been: the Public
religious unity, progressive educa- Forum, The Bureau of Education of
tion, all movements in short ,"vhich the Chamber of Commerce, The
have arisen as the flo\ver of thought \Voman's Realty Extension Club,
in the great field planted by Bah"·u·, The Church of Truth, The Business
llah, and it is the pur]?Qse at this and Proiessional \-\fornan's Club,
Comm ittee to facil ita te in every way Athaneum Club. The Rizwan Club,
the efforts of the friends to find such The Truth Library in Spokane in
contacts and opportunities in their addition to many private group
various centers. At a recent Con- meetings. Baha', lectures and clasAt Victoria through the
ference in N ew York,. the first Con- ses .. "
ference on M vsticism ever held in kindness ot someone who had heard
America, a youthful Baha'i was me in Vancouver, I spoke before
given the opportunity to present a the Kumtucks Club to a crowded
paper on mysticism in the Baha'i meeting of professional ,"\lomen who
religion which received a standing said that it was the first time the
,,'ate of appreciatiun from the message had been publicly given
:here
In both Spokane and
audience.
The fol!ov,:ing reports of "con- Seattle (the seat of Communistic
tacts" \\'ork recently carried on with activity in .America) I addressed
organizations and -individuals furn- large I. W. \'1. meetings. Several
ish a vivid picture of what may be hundred men ,"vere in attendance."
achieved. "You must rest assured Her subject ,"vas "The Baha'i Soand let ther-e he no traces of doubt lution of the Economic Problem."
in your soul that God is your assis- In a report oi the Spokane meeting
tant and helper, the heavenly con- "the ··Spokesman-Revie,"v" says: '~ln
firmation will descend On vou more ber talk on world problems even the
and more. God "'. . iII protect you fire-eaters who at times delight in
and gi ve you neV{ strength contin- asking questions to befuddle their
uallv.
Your ,'Vorld motives will speakers declared themselves in accon~uer th-e world of men, all oh- cord \vith {1.-Irs. Ransom-Kehler's
stacles will disappear before your Vlews. She \vas applaUded repeatadvance. 1\' 0 earthly power can re- edly"·
During the- month that )"'frs. Rans:st the onru.",hing pm·ver of Peace,
tor this pm,Yer is assisterl by the :,>om~Kehler ,vas in Seattle she spoke
power ot God, and that which is forty-five times to theosophical
lodges, truth centers, universities,
clivinely assisted must prevail."
(hUTches. clubs and Baha'i meetll1gs. Her last reported engagement
in Seattle was addressing a hundred
2.-J-f r J. Keith Ra,'I.wrn-lC ehler's .-1 cor more men at an Armistice Day
ti'Z.Jifies on tllr Pacific Coast.
din n e r at the Congregational
Perhaps the most spectacular ex- Church. The A. mity 1Vfeeting at tfle
ample or contacts \vork with out- Zion Church had an audience of
III

_____________________________________·_·-_-_-___B_A
__f1_A~'I~1~~_E~W~S~__________________________-_~~-_-_-_-_______--o-_ - ---about lour hundred.
Mr. George Latimer reporting Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler's work in Portland,
Orc., writes as foHO'i...·s: "Among the
luncheon groups she spoke before such
prominent organizationg as the vVomen
of Rotary on 'Human Retations'; the
Portland Women's Club on 'Tragedy
and the Comic ~'1 use;' the Social Service Workers of Oregon on the 'Modern Trend in Education' and The Professional Business \\o'oman's Club on
'Making the Most of Ourselves.'
"Many afternoon teas and meetings
were held, the largest of which was
a tea given by the University Women
of Portland at which Keith spoke on
'A 'Woman's Place in the World.'
Other meetings included a federated
colored woman's club; a community
club which asked to hear about the
Baha'i Cause; the Portland Peace 50cietv which is associated with the NatioTI"al Organization and several large
groups !~at asked her to" be a guest
.'i'peaker.
';One 0 f the mo::;t interesting evening meetings was a dinner arranged
by the Assembly for the promotion of
amity between the colored and white
races. This was attended Lv a number of prominent citizens ~ including
five or six judges, prominent educators, negro ministers and social workers .... This was followed a few days
laier by an address before the ),fational Association for the Advancement of Colored People."
The record of Mrs. Keith RansomKehler's journeys in the west is significant in that it gives undeniable evidence of the willingness of representative groups outside the Cause to
furnish a platform to a Baha'is speaker
if rightly approached; their response to
tne sublime principles of Bah<i.'u'llah
presented with the tact. wisdom, and
love of an inspirerl R8.hil'j t~ac:her
gives promise of a country-wide invasion of new territory in the days
that are to come.

3.-Baltd'i COHtacts in Harlem, New
York Cily.
A year ago last July a visiting Baha'i
in I\Te\,r York City decided to visit
Harlem on one of the weekly tours of
the Reconciliation Fellowship. During
the afternoon a church, a branch library. the G'rban League and the Y.
M. C. A. were visited. A representative of each organization spoke for
fifteen or tw'entv minutes after ,;vhich
a fonun opportuniey to ask questions
was afforded. The guest from upstate
following a. blind lead managed to ask
questions that attracted the attention
of 1Ir. S. A. Allen, Industrial Sec'y

Construction of Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Photograph No.7-December 5, 1930
of the G'rban League and :vrr. Walter
White, Sec'y of the ),f. A. A. C. P.
A valuable social contact was later
established with Mr. White but the results of the erhan League venture
show indeed the guiding hand of the
spirit.
\Vhen our Baha'i friend leit the colored Y. :<1. c. A. she found :vrr.
James H. Hubert, Sec'y of the ),few
York erban League waiting to present
his ,card and ask ror an interview. Several months later while again in New
'{ark the Baha'i guest and her husband had luncheon and a two :'1our talk
with 1\:fr, Hubert in Harlem in \"thich
l;le aims ut lhe urban League and the
Baha'i Cause were frankly discussed.
A copy of the B"hci'i W arid was sent
to :vrr. Hubert.
Correspondence followed and Mr.
Hubert accepted an invitation to attend the Blossom Picnic in western
),f ew York State. Here he heard a
further presentation of the Bahi'i
Principles and met forty or fifty representatives or his own race. A few
weeks later his hostess v. ms invited to
attend a three-dav session of the ::..rational Urban League in Buffalo and a
place ';'Vas made on the program for her
ten minute prc:::entatlon of the Baha'i
Cause. This brief message reached
C rban Leag-ue secretaries from almost
every state.
On the return journey the two J\~ew
York executives ,',rere entertained by

the Geneva Baha'i Assembly. An interesting result of the informal conferences with our distinguished guests
was when one of our number, a member of the State and Inter-national
Board of Kiwanis becoming cogniz:ant
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of the situation for the first time
promised his support of the economic
and vocational weifare of Negro
youth. He carried his point at the
state convention. later in a national
committee meeting he succeeded m
putting this issue through as one of
the policies oi the 1930 objective.
At the Jllnc meeting of the }.i ational
Teaching Committee in )Iev..' York
City reprcscntati,/es of the Urban
League \vere invited to consult with
us on the Inter-racial Amity problem
at a small informal gathering in the
home of ::VIr, Edward Kinney. At that
time 11r. Allen extended an' invitation
to visiting Baha'is to be the guests of
Harlem at whatever date a future conference should occur, also offered his
cooperation in procuring distinguished
colored and white speakers for our
program. In August at the invitation
of :\Olr. Louis Gregory both Me. Hubert and :\Olr, Allen took a leading part
in the Greenacre Racial Amity conferences and with their families were
entertained as guests of the Teaching
Committee.
When, in the fall, the ~ew York
locaf Assembly asked the National
Teaching Committee to work with them
in a series of three inter-racial amity
conferences sixteen visiting Baha'is
spent the weekend in Harlem homes,
distinguished speakers and fine music
were secured! interesting social events
and publicity followed. On Kov, 8th
a conference was held in the Crban
League Auditorium, the next afternoon another was held at the Baha'i
Center.
The New York Contacts
committee, the Baha'i youth group and
interested individuals are throug-h follow-up work cementing the IJO'nds of
friendship and unity ill this important
association-and the end is not yet!
Bahci'u'llah has said that "one deed
in this clay is equivalent to deeds perfurmed during one hundred thoL1sand
years." The above sequence of events
is related here at length as evjdence of
the power of the Spirit which will confirm even our humblest efforts in the
direction of the establishment of the
Divine Kingdom. \-Vork with colored
Associations in almost ever" center
meets \vith the he-art-warming response
and intelligent cooperation of their
leaders.

4,-Mast",'s

Tablet

Delivered

10

Ta-gore.
Some years ago 'Abdu'!-Bahi sent
i\Irs. Lua Getzinger and .\if r~. Stannard to India, instructing them to visit
Dr. Tagore. Their description of Ihe
Hindu poet J:1d mystic, with Rowing
robes, walking in a palm grove in the
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silvery moonlight, listening ",rith Jeep
attention and respect to the "'lords of
'Aix[u'l-})ah:\; and of his stlbsequeEtly
establishing his International Schoo!
on the four:.dation of these universal
principles. links iL~el f ::it:"angely with
the present. Arr:ong certain Tablets
revealed by the 1\:Iaster and f OLlnG in
His room after His depa:"ture \'. . as the
following:
"To the dear daughter }Iis~ Jdiet
Thompson,
Upon hn he greetings and praise.
He is Gorl.
"Oh, thou Dear Daughter: Thy letter has been received. From its contents it hecame evident that Rabindranath Tagore was going from India
to America. This personag-e has exercised the utmost consideration to the
maid-servant or God, :\'frs. Stannard.
in India. From what has been heard
he is one of the 'nromotors of peace
and reconciliation.· He is kind to all
people anti now he is going to America to travel and see all the States.
Therefore, the friends of God in all
the cities should receive him and exen.:ise toward him utmost respect so
that it may become apparent how kind
and appreciative the f fiends of God
arc. On his arrival in )Ie ..,\-, York
show ye great reverence and present
to him the divine teachings.
The
friends and the maid-servants of the
}ft:rciful mu::;t be well-\vishers and
kim1 to all. Convey greetings anti
praise to all the friends and maid-servants of the ::'vferciful."
ThrOllgh tht' \",..ill of 'Alldu'l-lb.ha.
"who doeth whatsoever he wi:letb."
the recipient of this Tablet was enabled to meet Tagore eluring his recent brief sujuurn in )Jew York. and
to present to him the blessed Tabkt
revtaled in his honor.
."
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On XoveLllber 8th and 9th a District
Teaching Conference .....·as held at
\,Vashington, D. C. at which representatives from Baltimore and Philadelphia w\.:re among those present, ~'1 r.
F.st. G. Soendlove, inter-Assembly
secretary, in' summing up his report
says, "The spirit of
. the whole
CO~1 ferenct' st'etlled to be a desire to
get a'way from teaching methods which
began and ended in ,"vords. and to
'formulate some definite plans for
teaching activities which couid be expressed in concrete action in the near
!uturt' .... The whole conference v. . a3
w('l1 ;).ttendt'c1. perfectly unikd in spirit
alld thinking- on:y of one object. the
.:'pread 0 f :he CallS\.: 0 f God in the
Vi/ashington District. ..·\ll the friends

present seemed :0 have a sure faith
that this wonderful opportunitv for
true Baha'i c()n.~lIltation would ~brin(f'
divine confirmations in the fullness of
time, and that a new imuetus had been
given to intt'r-Assemb!~: activities in
this district."
.
~\Jovember I: til and 12th an interAssembly con{erence at which eleven
cities ,"vere represented was held at
Founelation Hall in the midst of the
activities of Temple building. They
sent the follo,"ving expression ot joy
to the Guardian, "lllinois-vVisconsin
Teaching Conference thrilled by rising
Temple. Send love."' Two days later
Shoghi Effendi's answering cable was
received, ';Assure members Iltinois\Visconsin Conference my loving prayers Holy Shrines. Heartily share their
joys. Shoghi," Mrs. H, A. Harding,
sec'y for the district. reports a series of
interesting discussions presided over
by Dr. Zia Bagdadi, to which local
friends and visiting Baha'is contributed. :LVIr5. iVlabel Ives of Hartford.
Conn. was there by arrangement of
the K ational Teaching Committee.
The Northern Ohio Conference was
heid at the home of M r. and :\1 rs, R.
L. Brooker of Akron, where over
fifty of the Cleveland and Akron
friends gathered Nov. 23rd.
Mrs.
Smith writes " ... interwoven throughout tbe fabric of the entire session.
there were three prominent threads of
thought:
;].. the need for the acquisition of
knO\"'ledge of the Cause.
U. the need for the daily reading
of the revealed \oVord.
c. the need for the radiant living
ot the life."
She aJds. "The gcnt'ral s[Ji rit was
one of a new, lllore sincere dedication
of our lives to tile I\.Jost Great Cause,
All expressed the desire to be worthy
of following- Shoghi Effendi's example
ot being impatient 'for action, for the
growth of the Cause. for the deep results of real unity.' "
A conference has now been held in
each of the nine geographic centers defined in August by the National Teaching Committee. Viewed as a whole
these initial conferences have awakened new enthusiasm for tht' spread of
the teachings, created a closer bond of
unity between the various groups.
stimulated a valuable interchange of
ideas on topics 01 vrtal interest. inaugurated ir{tcr- ..:'\ssemhly organization
'"\lith a view to the exchange of teache.rs. arrangement of future (all ferf't1ces, handling of iDter-.\s.~erllhiy programs and problems. V'/ e are looking
fUf\varfl with much anticipation to the
results of the follow-ur ·conferences.

1
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----------------------------------------------------many of which have already been arranged. Active inter-Assembly committees are meeting to discuss the details of cooperation betvl,;cr.::n groups;
we feel that \\'hen these plans are put
into motion the spread of the Cause

will be greatly accelerated.
Faithfully yours in EI Ahha.
NATIONAL TE . . . cHr~c COMMITTEE.
By: Doris ~v[cKay! Secretary.

REPORT ON THE FIRE AT
BAHA'I TEMPLE
Dear Co-workers:
I have just returned to \~' ashington
after a week's visit to Chicago and the
Temple, and am taking this earliest
opportunity of sending you a brief report of the conditions of the Temple.
especia!ly after the recent fire which
occtirred on the rnorning oj Thur::;day.
Jan. IS, 193L
During the past week and beg-inning
with the morning oi Sunday, Jan. 18.
1931, I made a series of careful and
thorough inspections or the physical
condition of the Temple as a result of
the fire. These inspections were mad~
in company with our engineer, 1\o1r,
Shapiro, the representatives of the
general and sub-contractors. and with
outside experts from the Robert \V,
Hunt Company and the Portland Cement Association.
Briefly the conrlitions are as follows:
The fire started as a result of a tarpaulin on the southwest side ot the
building blowing loose and against a
salamander and thus catching fire. The
high wind quickly ignited other tarpaulins and the wooden iormwork Before: the laborer, who was attending
the fires, could reach this particular
spot, the fire got beyond control.
The high wind blew the fire quickly
into the temporary suspended platform, on which were piled a large part
of the glass and aluminum bars for the
dome. This platform was early destroyed and the material stored on it
damaged and fell to the main floor.
As a result of the fire, it will be
necessary to clcan the outer surfaces
of several of the upper sections of the
first ganery story. and replace the concrete on the second gallery deck. and
the underside of this same deck and
adjacent girders and beams.
Very fortunately no riamage was
done to the structural steel work, and
the dome was not affected.
No estimate has vet been made of
the total loss, but th~ insurance adjusters are working on this matter at the
present time. Last Friday \ve made a

very careful inspection of the extent of the local clJmmunitv and showed a
and arnount of the damages and pre- departure from the old order. :Mindsented a detailed statement to ~.'Ir. iul of the worlo's economic depresCollison, the locai representative of the sion, this company decided upon a
George A. Fuller Company. It is un- party that would combine real pleasure
derstood that the payment or insurance with real service. So the v entered into
and repairs oj damages will be made a genial conspiracy .,. . . ith .. various welon the hasis of this report. The larger fare workers, to borrow one hundred
part oi the damage ' ...·as due to the loss children for a Santa Claus' party,
of the glass and aluminum bars of the Three-fourths of [hest children were
were brought in omnibuses
dome, which will have to be entirely colored
replaced by the sub-contractor, the from Harlem. The others were white
J?u supplied by workers in other secRobertson Company 0 f Pittsburgh.
The building of the Temple is cov- tlOns.
\Vhen these dear children entered
ered by insurance and it is our understanding that this recent fire \...·ill in- the large Assembly hall. ;their ey~i
volve no loss to the general contractor, shone at sight of the: tables su neatly
the sub-contractors, or to the Cause. and daintily bedecked. On the back
This fire has called our attention to of each chair was hung a bag containthe fact that at the present time we ing all sorts of goodies. All were
have no insurance on the basement pretty, some in the shape of a kit and
foundation. VVhile the- :atter \...·as not others of a large boot. As they exinjured bv the fire, it \vould he de-str- plored these bags a number of horn~
ahle to c;rrv a reasonable amount oi were found and this made the jocund
insurance oy{' this part of the ::;trHcture. din of the party all the merrier.
Called w silence for a few minutes,
It seems almost miraculous that not
even one drop of water entered the a Baha'i prayer for children was read
Temple Foundation Hall, in spite oi as an expression of thanks for the
the fact that tons of '. . . ater werc pour- blessing of Christmas. Then it was
ed on the building for several hours that Santa Clatls himself appeared
with all his famous beard, dazzling
during the morning of the fire.
robes and genial smile. This role was
It is possible that chis accident will
prove to be a ·;blessing- in disguise." so admirably played by a young Jewish
'VVhile no serious or permanent loss Baha'i that the children thought him
has accrued to the huilc1ing, the Cause real and as he went about beaming
upon them some of them admitted
has received a tremendous amount oi
their
shortcornings and besought his
publicity, especially m the :Vliddle
'VVesL The Chicago papers ieatured pardon!
A Jewish Santa Claus at Christmas!
the fire and the Cause through front
\Vhat transformations are wrought by
page statements and pictures tor sevthe amity spirit among Baha'is! Next
eral davs, and the news seems to have
spread ~ pretty well throughout the came a delicious dinner prepared by
10vlng hands and served steaming hot
country.
The important thing at this time is
to assure the friends that no seriolls
SECRETARIAT
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THE
damage has been done to the Temple,
AMERICAN NATIONAL
\..rhich seems to have undergone a
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
rather severe fire test v,.. ith mir~culous
results. \Vbat st:emed at first to be a
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severe test of our work and faith,
Evergreen Cabin, West Engleseems now to further and more iully
wood, N. J.
confirm our loving and united efforts
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For correspondin the building of the Temple.
ence with Baha'is of the United
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Holley; Trea·surer of the :;' a{ional Assemblv and of the TrusThe i riends ,,.\'110 gathered at the
tees for the Benefit of the ~a
Baha'i Cemf'r in Kew York City on
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C. \Vilhelm; Financial Secretary.
the spirit 0 f racial amity in a nc\,"'
Carl Scheffler.
flight. This was the- celebration of
Yuletide by the young people's group
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and tce coid with the many daimies of
the season. To be sure it was keenly
relished. Then came the movies, with
t\'.... o reels ot a play. one of the most
rollicking and mirth-provoking ever
seen. The "old devil man" appeared
upon the scene and himself exhilarated
by the Yuletide spirit actually became
so good as to cooperate with parents
to make naughty children do their
chores! Several children and their
parents including a colored boy and his
rna were the other characters land the
many stirring and amusing scenes
made the children clap their tiny hands
with glee while the elders were convulsed with laughter. It would be difficult to tell who enjoyed the party the
most, the children ,vho came as guests,
the young people who were hosts and
hostesses, or the tew elders who as a
special favor were invited to attend.
The behavior of the children \vithollt
exception was excellent (hroughout
and the tender love sho\"lered upon
them by those in attendance \"as impressive and beautiful. The spirit of
Baha'u'llah was apparent in many
",rays and one could readily imagine
'Abdu'I-Baha and Shoghi Effendi
would have enjoyed such an occasion.
The \-vork of planning and preparation for this party brought much happiness by anticipation. The meeting
of the young people previous to the
party, wherein ways and means were
under consultation, was a visible sign
of confirmation, so happily did they
make the sacrifi ces in vol ved and so
completely were all difficulties removed. In the party itseli the three hours
sped sO rapidly that the time of meeting and parting seemed one. A group
of teachers follm"'ed the children to
tIle hall of the Crban League in Harlem \,,·here the plan was for the message and teachings to be given their
parents. Thus was the cause of racial
amity advanced through the cooperation of the Baha'i and Yuletide spirit
to make this occasion rare and exceptional for teaching.
LOUIS G. GREGORY,
Secretary, Inter-Racial Amity Activities of the National Teaching
Committee.
OF
CONVENTION
ANNUAL
GERMAN BAHA'IS
(From ffSmzne- Der Wahrbeit", MaYJ
1930, translated by Mr" Herman Pauli.)
(Concluded)

To our great joy Mr. :Maxoud 1\ie~
ron, \".;ho had already been announced
to us by our Gl1ardian some time ago,

~
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had arri ve<..! here i:l company with
Ahl1ledoCf whom we have esteemed a.'i
a friend fnr ::.ome time pa:-.t. Mr".
Schwarz !Iltroriuced bim til us and
greet-efl him cordiaily.
~1axoud l\ ieron spoke about his impressions gathered at Haifa and especially aoout RU.5sia. He believes that
the Baha'J :Movement ~,:ill in future
playa very irnportant part in Rl1ssia,
and that aireacy a heg:nning h,ts been
maue. Ahmedoff translated his words
in fluent Ge:-man. and said: Shoghi
Effendi greeted all the German friends
most ::iincerely, at the present time he
was very busy vvith work as the number of Spiritual Assemblies spread over
all the entire world are still increasLng and that he is in dose touch with
them. The friends In Haiia admire
the persona·lity of Shoghi Effendi, his
working-power and his feeling oi responsibility. He alone confronts the
great problems to toil in an organized
manner and to support the friends in
the whole world. He permits himself
but a few hour~ of rest and only ~ar
takes of one meal a day.
~faxoucl Xierotl emphasized the ne~
cessitv of unitv, whil::h today is most
important. The words of I3aha'u'llah,
that religion must lead to tUlity, should
alwav3 be' before our eves and should
this ~ot be the case. it i; better to ·have
no religion. Religion should operate
in an educative manner and soould lead
man 3tep by step. On this path we
would always meet with tests which
we have to consider and through which
we must pass, of which we must have
no fear. It is only today that Unity
among the Baha'is can rejoice the
heart of Shoghi Effendi. It is the
earnest desire of :\faxoud ::--lieron, that
an intimate union could be arranged
bet-veen the German and Russian
Baha'is. He will report in Russia,
what he has seen and what he has experienced in Germany.
:Mr. Brueckner reported the result of
the election and delivered the following address:
"My dear Friends: With pleasure
and satisfaction we have been permitted to report to you the result of
the vote for the election of the members to the Kational Assembly. All
present are fully aware of the responsibilitv. The first vote in accordance
with ;he wishes of Shoghi Effendi, rcsulred at once in the desire for unity
and harmony :n a splendid expre;~
sion. Dark years of tests are behind
us, the\' were not in vain, even \vhen
many dear friends withdrew. \Ve are
of the firm convLction and of Cle unshakable belief. that through these
tC!its. a deepening and a firmness of

our inller ~ing has La Ken place. \Vith
joy and trust We can look into the fLlturt', LfeCCll1Se the )Jew Day is ours.
Should v{e contemplate the progress in
the understanding of the Baha'i teachings. in the happenings in the world,
\ve are overcome with a deep feeling
oi humility, by the prophetic predict;ons and requirements of Our ,Master:
the international thought: the thought
of Oneness and Unitv: The worlJ~
emhracing problems of -the social questions: the endeavors on the plane of
world peace: the equality or women:
the 01leness or speech and of writing:
the World Court: they have all been
taken in hand, are in the making, are
advancing to their accomplishment:
The Spirit oi Baha"u"lIith is developing
evervwhere, consl::iously or uncon~
scio~sly. men, and nati~ns are assisting at the solution of humanity's problems. This Day should be a mile-stone
in the history or the Baha'i Cause.
All of uS arc called and we have the
obligation to transform the consciousness gained into deeds. \Ve were favored by a special happiness through
the visit of two dear friends from Per~
sia, one or them delivered to us the
sincere greetings and wishes 0 f Sho~
ghi Effendi ior this Day. To the
bearer and to his \'I,:orthy translator we
extend our heartfelt appreciations. they
see, we have all reasons to be happy.
Our watchword mllst be: Li ft up your
head, joyful in service, and God with
L1S~"

Following this address some of the
\\fords from the \Vritings of Daha'u'\J,'lh and of 'Ahdu'i~Baha were read by
::VIrs. Ilopp and poems by Mr. Gruen~
weig were rendered.
\Vith the readir.g of a prayer, the
morning meeting found its conclusion.
In connection with the impressive Convention days in Stuttgart on the 19th
and 20th of April the friends in Essling-en invited aU the Baha'is to Esslingen for a little celebration On the
grounds of the Baha"is. Although frequent showers appeared during the
day, some 60 people met at the railway
station at Esslingen from where the
ascent was made by autobus to the
heights, 'Iovhich in spots were covered
hy flowering bushes and trees, and it
seemed as i I heaven wanted to provide
us with a special blessing, for ilS we
arrived on the grounds on f1.e heights
the sun burst f0r~h its rays o,,'er the
beautiful valleys of the ri~er Neckar.
.'\lready from;' distance the white flag
with t:'1e gold-glittering Greatest Name
beckoned us. All were delighted ar
the beginning of the .structure of the
house and the plan3 of (he house were
s.tudied. The friends of Ess[ingen had

-------I>AHA->r~-------

0 f the.:
chi ldren of the "Rosegarden" 'Nhich
was abandoned on account of the incliment weather conditions. A little girt
recited the "B~nediction: "
"May God', Spirit be upon us,
as a white dove. His Peace gladden our hearts, and our faith be
strong-. How great is His Love,
His Aid so near. We feel ourselves as in God's Lap in the
Kingdom of EI-Abha."
Then Miss Anna Koestlin spoke the
following Words:
"Dear Baha'i Friends:
\OVhat we did not clare to hope hours
ago,. has become true. \Ve are permitted here, on our Baha'i property to
greet our many dear friends from near
and from far, and bid them a welcome
under the rays full of promise of the
much desired sunshine. Just as often
as a Baha'i Congress is in session .in
Stuttgart it found its conclusion in
Esslingen at a children's festivaL It is
not possible this year to invite you to
a festival, we all love. "Ve have asked
you to ascend this day of Ridvan to our
airy heights, where you today will observe not a complete house, a Baha'i
Home, but the indications of one, The
preparations for it have cost us a whole
year's effort. :Many disappointment!;
were overcome and many obstacles had
to be removed. But we rejoice to be
so far advanced and we are glad, that
all of you have come. yVhat we desire
and hope for is, that today you unite
with us in supplication, that you will
sink into this ground and soil good
thoughts, thoughts of Light, that you
will assist us to create a spiritual atmosphere, that it will be possible to act
feelingly and attra~tively in all the
hearts of the people, In the beginning
this Home was thought of as expressed
the!1 as a home f0r the v(ll1th ;'t'!i,l the
children, the severity of t-he times however as well as the natural strivings of
the youth has permitted us to happily
grasp the thought of our dear and honored Dr. Youness Khan to erect a
home to meet in, Because, what is
really needed her.e i.§ a place where one
can meet with the friends without
disturbances, a place where the Spirtt
and the soul can find rest to pray, a
place for festive gatherings, a place
for the youth and the children, with
their many requirements, a center
point for the Baha'is irom near and
far. May this place become a haven
for all. And as the physical eyes rejoice at the splendid and magnificent
view ov~r the dis.tant valleys and
heights, may to the inner eye be revealed the Beauties of the Abha King-

arranged for a larger testival
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Construction of Mashriqu'l-Adhkiir, Photograph NO.8-December 30, 1930
dom.
"These are our wishes and hope:::; for
that Home that is to be and in case no
further and greater dlfficulties are put
into our way, we hope vvith God's hetp
to complete this Home this year and to
be able to \velcome the friends at thl'
ne..xt Baha'i Convention in Stuttgart
in the Home itself,"
Dr. Grossmann spoke feeling and
encouraging words and gave exprcssi.on of his hopes during the hoisting of
the flag, that the friends of Esslingen
would illumine the world with their
faith, their loyalty and their unity,
just the same as this banner, now be~m! haisten.
\Vith the reciting of a prayer the
festival found its end, and a letter oi
thanks to the Beloyed Guardian Shoghi Effendi was written, which was
signed by all present.
In the afternoon of Easter 2donday
another meeting took place at !the
Baha'i Bureall Alexanderstrasse 3
where our Persian friends were given
a special opportunity. This meeting was
aLso opened with a prayer of 'Abdu'l-Baha. After which ~!axoud Kieran .told of the visit of )'fiss Idanha
Root in Persia about \" .. hich the Persian
newspapers gave long accounts. She
caused such great ado through the extensive preparation for her reception
from city to city, that anonymous letters were sent her requesting her to
leave the country as otherwise her Ii re

would be endangered. The government
took special care of the Baha'is and
demanded that the population ,hould
remain quiet and not create any disturbances for the Baha'is. 1'1iss .Martha Root had the opportunity to speak
to one of the minis-rers on several occasions and was also received graciously at the German Embassy. Thus
the times have changed since so much
innocent blood of the martyrs was
spilt in that country for the Holy
Cause.
All participants at the Ridvim Feast
were rejoiced by the spirit of love
and harmony and by happiness which
thf' 1!:"1XhE:-il''! hrD'.l'!h~ fnrth
Tr:t1v
the --blessings of Baha'u'll;ih were
plainly felt and Shoghi Effendi who
is our inheritance from 'Abdu'l-Baha
can rely trustfully on his loyal ones
in Germany.
An answer arrived to our greetings
at the Ridvan as follows:
"Loving appreciation Ridyan greetings fervently supplicating Beloved
continued blessings upon His dearly
heloved loyal and valiant followers in
that Land. Shoghi."
Everyone of us has vowed in his
heart to a;vl"ays sink deeper into the
Holy Scriptures, to become more selfless, to be worthy to serve the Holy
Cause.
A second cable to the Chairman fol[o .."... ed 'r'l,l[.th the contents:
"Convey Baha'i Congress my admi-
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ration tor their loyalty, noble endeavor praying for barmony your selection Spiritual )J"ational Assembly
deepest love Ridvan greetings. Shoghi."
\Ve rejoiced at this proof of love
and recognition of our Beloved Guardian and we express to him the sincerest and mo~"t expressive thanks in
the name of all the friends that a.ttended the Ridvim Convention or were
with us in thought.
To the Gennan K atianal Assembly
the following cable arrived April 29th;
"Rejoice annOltnce sacred and impressive ceremony inaugurating resumption temple construction Ridvan
greetings.
"American ).J"ational Spiritual
Assembly,"
THE BAHA'I WORLD

Volume III-1928-1930
The third in the series of volumes
recording the aims, teachings and historical incidents of the Cause of
Bahi'u'llih, prepared by the )!ational
Assemblies under the direction and
editorship of the Guardian is now
available.
CONTENTS
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I. "The City of Certitude"-Words of
Bahi'u'llih.
II. Aims and Purposes of the Baha'i
Faith,
llI. Baha'u'll;j,h: The Voice of Religious Reconciliation.
IV, The Dawn of the Baha'i Revelation. (From )J"abi['s ;..1arrative). . •
V. Survey of Current Baha'i Activities in the East and \\1 est.
PART TWO

l. Excerpts from Baldi Sacred
Writings,
II. The ,Vorld Order of Bahi'u'llah.
1. Present-day Administration
of the Baha'i Faith.
2, Excerpts fmm the Will and
Testament of 'Abdu'lBahi,
3, The Spirit and Form of
Baha'i Administration.
4. Declaration at Trust.
S. Excerpts from the Letters
of Shoghi Effendi.
6. Text of Baha'i application
f or civil recognition by
the Palestine Administration.
7. Facsimile of Baha'i marriage certificates adopted
and enforced by the Na-

GREETING FROM SHANGHAI BAHA'I COMMUNITY
On the inauguration a f direct
China-American Radio Circuit,
S~anghai Baha'is pray that this
\vdl serve to harmonize the world.
(Signed) OL'SKOULI.
Shatlg"hai, Decemher 5, 1930,

,tional Spiritual Assemblies of the Baha'is of
Persia and Egypt.
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IV. The :\1ashriqu'I-Adhkir,
V, Green Acre and the Baha'i Ideal
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Vlll. Hlppvlytc D,eyfus-Bamcy.
PART THREE

I. Baha'i Directorv 1930
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Assemblies.
2. Baha'i Spiritual Assemblies.
3. Baha'i Groups.
4. Baha'i Administrative Divisions in Persia,
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b. 0; England,
c. in French.
d. in German ar.d other
\.Vestern Languages,
e. in
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(Partial list).
"J
:\[~habe:ical list of Daha'i
Books and Pamphlets.
3, References to the Baha'i
Faith
m
non-Baha'i
....... orks.
4. Reierences to the Baha'i
Faith in magazines.
III. Transliteration of Oriental words
frequently used in Baha'i
Literature with guide to the
transliteration and pronunciation of the Fenian Alphabet.
IV, Definitions ot Oriental Terms
used in Baha'i Literature.
PART FOUR
1. Baha'n'llah's Divine Economv: a
letter ot Shog-hi Effend(
II. The Hidden Words of Bahit'u'llih:
A Reaeetion; by G. Tow~'
hend,
III. 'Abdu'l-Baha's Visic to \\foking,
En~(and,

TV. Impressions of Haifa, hy Alain
Locke, A.E., Ph.D.
V, The World Vision of a Savant, by
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Dr. Auguste Henri Forei,
VI. The Cultural Principles of the
Bah.1 'i .,'vI overn~m, bv Dr,
Ernst Kliemke oi Berlin,
Vll, The Relation of the Bib to the
Tradition ot Islim bv \Vanden :Mathc\'vs LaFarge.
VII!. The Baha'i Moyement in German Cniversities, oy .Martha
L Root,
IX. The City Foursquare, hy Allen B.
}lcDaniel.
X. Religion for the :.Jew Age, by
J ahn Herman Raoelall.
XI. Before Abraham \Vas, I am! bv
Thormon Chase, '·The Fir;t
Baha'j in America."

XII. The Races of Men-}[any or
One, by Louis C, Gregory.
XIII. Haifa and the Baha'is, hy Dr,
John Haynes Holmes,
XIV. A Visit to Rustnm Vamberv
bv Martha L Root.
',
X V. The 'Bah,,'j CaLlse at the XXth
l.!nivcrsal Congre3s of E:;peranto at Ant\.verp, Belgium,
August, 1928, by Martha L
Root.
XVI. Shrines and Gardens, !>y Beatrice Irwin.
XVII. An Audience \",·ith King Feisal.
by Martha L Root.
XVlll. Bahi'u'liith and His Teaching,
hy the Ed,tar of the "Japan
Time, and Mali" Sept, I.
1929.
XIX, 'Abelu'I-Bahi and the Rabhi, bv
Willard P. Hatch,
'
XX. Some Experiences among the
Poor in Brazil, by Leonora
Holsapple.
XX I. .A Trip to Tahiti, by Louise
Bosch,

Letters from Shogbi Effendi to the
Editorial Secretary
;\Iy [)ear }Ir. Windust:
I' am directed bv the Guardian to
thank you for you; letter of January
8th with enclosures, all of whi<h he
has read ",...ith much interest.
I n view of the importance which,
as you are well aware, Shoghi Effendi
attaches to The Ra.M'i >I' arid publications, he \vIshes me to express his
grateful and profound appr-eciatton at
every available opportunity for the
painstaking efforts you lavish upon its
publication.
He is already looking ton. . ard to a
still more instructive and .attractive
production this year and he patiently
a.waits the )'lanL1SCript next April.
Y Ott can collect on the other side 0 f
the A tlantic all the material vou want.
He will 5i ft and decide upon them here,

~~~~~~~~-B''"A'''I'''I-AA-'l-'I

after having your recommendation_
vVith the assurance of his affection
and prayers for you and your daughters, and with his sincere trust in the
materialization of your visit to Haifa,
Sincereiy yours,
SOHIEL AFNA:-r.

?vfy dear and precious co-worker:
I feel strongly that the forthcoming
issue of Tire Balun rVorld to which
J

you are so devoredly attached, wilt
arouse keen and widespread interest_
I eagerly await the Manuscript by the
end of ApriL I would like to urge
that the original colors of the 1Vlannscript which has been sent to you for
reproduction should be distinctly and
faithfully reproduced, inasmuch as the
colored reproduction of the )''Iaster's
photograph (m the frontispiece of Vol.
II is slightly different and inferior in
shade as compared with the original.
May the Beloved guide you, sustain
you, and fortify you in your historic
task.
Your affectionate brother,
SHOGHI.

Haifa, January 30, 1930.

Dear Mr. Windust:
Shoghi Effendi desires me ,to acknowledge .the receipt of your letters
of April 6th and :Ylarch 23rd. The
packages of photographs that YOll sent
for The BaM'; World have all reached
him. He has selected the 11l0~t appropriate and has returned the r-est to
your address in a number of packages.
He is deeply grateful to you for the
painstaking efforts and the thoroughness and the devotion ...""jth which you
have collected the material ior th-e
forthcoming--is~ue, The entire manuscript has reached him :,afely_ He
went over it most carefully, rearrangecl
the whole material, adJed a few articles, prepared a table of contents which
he inserted in the manuscript, arranged
the photographs and the captions for
each, divided the material into Four
Parts and sent them under three separa.te covers a few days ago to your address.
He is delighted with the illuminated
manuscript insert: which he has chosen
as a frontispiece of the book, and ha:s
placed it in its proper place in Part
One. \Ve need not insert the translation of the text of the manuscript_ He
prefers the non-varnished copy_ H
vou think. hu,vever, that moisture will

~ffect it, he has no objection to your

inserting instead the varnished -copy.
The photographs for The Balui'!
World, he has inserted them all in the
manuscript.

He

would advise the
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Cotllmittee neither to arid to, nor to
discard. any of the photographs already
inserte<!'. He ha5 divided each of the
F our Parts into Sections_ He has
grouped the photographs of each Section and added them to their respective Sections. As to the exact locality
of each photograph in these Sections,
he has left it to the discretion of the
Committee. He 'rvould nut advise to
displace these photographs from onc
part to another. He ,. . ould ask you to
kindly return to him all the photographs that are \'P'ithin the manuscript
after the printing or the book. Among
these photographs are to'vo collective
ones. On each page of these two collective photographs are nineteen reproductions of outstanding Baha'is in the
East and in the \'VesL The one is entitled, "Apostles of Baha'u'llah"; the
other, "Disciples of ':'\bclu'l-Raha."
He has joined to each a list of the
name and tide of these Baha'is. He
would request the Committee to arrange the two coHective photographs in
a manner that they would face each
other in the book. In the back of each
he feels the list of their respective
names should be inserted, Shoghi Effendi has not vet received Horace's
article on "Sun:ev of Current Baha'i
Activities in the f.~ast and \Vest_" He
would advise you to insert it immediately if it is finished without a"'''''aiting
a further word from Shoghi Effendi.
He feels that the sooner the book is
printed the better. He would advise
the utmost care bO[h on the part of
the proof reader and the printer. Particularly regarding the transliteration
of Oriental terms, he would urge you
to exe-rcise the minute~t care. He has
carefullv revi~ed both the list anJ the
articles ~in tbis connection. The book
~ho111d present a distinctive scholarly
character ami should be free irom all
manner of type error. The appreciative replies he has received from emi-·
nent men to whom he has sent The
BaM'i IVorld and to whom he hopes
to send Volume III. makes it absolutely
imperative to maintain, nay even to
improve if IX'ssi-ble, the standard already attained. He would particularly
request you to insert in the beginning
of the book, on a separate page, a state~
ment saying that all the photographs in
Volume III are strictly copyrighted
and should not, \,\iLthout specific authorization, be reproJuced. As to the
color of the book, Shoghi Etfen<li feels
that as Volume I has a green cover a:1Q
Volullle II a bill{.' une, that Voll1me I II
should b-c red. He is sending you enclosed the particular shade of reJ
which he fcds it advisable to adopt.
He would request you to ensure that
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the cloth cover of \r olume I II should
be exactly in this shade_
Shoghi Effer.di is sending enc~osed
a check f or twenty pounds as his promise.d contribution towards the expense
envolved in the preparation of the illl1minated manuscript. He has already
intormed the friends in the East and
parti<..-ularly Persia to take the necessary measun':5 for a prompt and .:suu!itantial order immediately the book
is published_ The sacred photographs,
most of \vhich have never been published before, are of such a nature as
to excite the interest of ·both the
Baha'is of the East and the \Vest_
The graphic and detailed description
of the declaration of the Bab in Shiraz,
which Shoghi Effendi has included in
Part One, is bound to arouse much interest, as the details of that historic
n~eeting are unknown to even the old
believers in Persia. That is .......hv he
feels that the greatest care should be
exercised in the printing of the book.
Shoghi Effendi would wish to have
mailed to his name, immediately the
book is published, which he hopes will
be by the middle of the summer, one
hundred (100) copies. He hopes thal
the friends in ~very part of the world
"vill cooperate in making the issue of
this book a successful financial undertaking. He \vishes in conclusion to
express his deepest appreciation ot
your continued and devoted endeavors and wishes me to aSSllre vou of his
pray-crs for your success in y~our many
services to the Cause_ This letter
should not be published in The Balui'i
World, It is only for the information
of The BIlI/(1.'/: rVorld Committee.
Yours Sincerely,
RUH! AF"NAN.

P_

S_-Shoghi Effendi \""ill he
pleased to send the price 0 f the hundred copies he has ordered immediately
he receives them. R_ A_
.My dear and precious co-worker:
I cannot refrain from adding a few
words to ,this already detailed letter,
the expression of my: deepes.t admiration for your unsparing efforts in the
service of ·our beloved Faith_ Your
whole-hearted devotion, conscientious
lahors, and thoroughness of service a.re
greatly valued and prized by me, and
1 trust that in the daY'S to come your
scope of serVlce n;ay increasingly
\yiden and bear the richest f rUlt_ I
have asked Ruhi to convey my messages and sugges;:ions in my bebal f in
this letter regarding- The Baha'i
rVarld, and I am sure that they will
be ualy cons.idered, as I have great
hopes tn this publication. I am sending you under sepa.rate cover a photo

- - - 1 1 " ' 0 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " B A H A ' I NEWS...--------- - - - - of the London friends \,,'hich I would
suggest to he inserted before or afte:George Townshend's "Reflection" on
the Hidden \Vords in Part IV.
Lovingly and gratefully,
SHOG-HL

Haifa, :yray 29, 1930,

THORNTON CHASE MEMORIAL
DINNER
In 1912, in speaking to the friends
of Southern Cali fornia regarding
Thornton Chase. His lIoliness 'Alldu'l-Baha asked them, if possible, to
give a feas-t to the poor, in commemoration of :Mr. Chase, and on the date
on which he passed from this \""orld to
the divine Kingdom.
Accordingly, it became the wish of
the Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly
to carry out this reql1est. A committee, including the chairman of the
teaching committee, r.,·lr. \Vatte, and
the chairman of the program committee, fl-frs. \Vaite, and this servant.
called at the 1\1idnight 1'iission, 396
So. Los Angeles St., and made arrangements to give a feast to the poor
there at six o'clock on the evening of
September 30th, 1930, in comrnemo·
ration of this great Baha'i pioneer of
America, visiting the various departments of the :Mission at the same time.
On Sept. 30th, after a commemorative program at the grave of Thornton
Chase at Inglewood Cemetery in the
afternoon, a few of the friends gathered at the Midnight Mission about six
P. r..'l. The executive secretary of the
11 ission gave a short talk to the crm",.d
of men gathered in the chapel of theMission pre\'ious to adjourning to the
dining·room. She spoke of ~'fr. Cnase
as a man who was a philanthropist
and humanitarian.
The ne\vs had
spread that there was something un·
usual going on, so about 234 men had
oathered and were fed in commemo;ation of ~Ir. Chase.
\Nhen the
meal was almost over and the empty
stomachs were filled. then, and then
only, m accordance with '.'\'hJu'lBaha's advice not to talk religion to a
man with an empty stomach, without
at first feeding him. there was a talk
given by one of the friends, briefly telling of the universal spirit of _~fr,
Chase; at his love for aH people. irrespective of t:leir race or religion, and
that the Great Exemplar, Whom he
followed, was a \'I,:onderful soul with
heart filled with love for a:l humanity;
and that He had said that the Prophets of God had all known poverty;
that C-;.od especially loved the puor, etc.,
telhng something of 'Ahdu'\-Baha's

aJd.c.::is 011 the DO\....ery of Xcw York of the Church of Christ, and :J.Irs. JesCity. ]\1 rs. Kuehne ;nd ~'1rs. Bick- sie Faucett Harris. The final session
hart furthe. adclf:d to the spirit of :he was held at the Baha'i center.
occasion by helping the men who \verc
Harlan F. Ober of Pittsburgh preAddresses 'iNere made bv
waiting on t~e long tahles filled \vith sided.
Eugene Kinckle Jones, secretary o~f
dim::rs.
Altogether the eveninK and day were the K ational Urban League: "rd rs.
a great success and the Los Angeles Hanford Ford, and James H. Hubert.
Bahi'i Community hope that it be- secretary of the i\"ew York L'rban
came acceptablc to Bah:t'u-l1ah, 'Ah- League. All of the addresses stressed
du'l-Bana and the true brot!1er Sho- the need of g-reater intcnacial coopghi Effendi and was a cause of tUJ1pi- eration. .1Iiss Lorenza Jordan Cole
ness to Them and to the hf.art of ~Ir. renderer.! several musicaJ selections at
the first session. The Baha'is have a
Chase.
The ::ieeretar}, of the i\{ission told number of adherents tn Harlem. The
the friends that already this deed had movement has attracted the attention
borne frait. because she had told of of hundreds of persons of both races
who believe in the principles of brothit to her church, and that they too,
were to give a dinner to the poor at erhood.
the i\{ission.
Iv'lemoria[ Dinncr Committee,
By: \VrLLARD P. HATCH.
KAUKAB-I-HIND
This Bahi'i publication \ ....as started
in the year 1924. It is the only organ
NEW YORK AMITY CONFER- of the Baha'is of India and Burma in
ENCE REPORTED IN LEADU rJu, the language of a large part of
ING NEGRO PAPER
the people of the country. It first
The Chicayo Defender, the larges.t started publication in Agra as a weekcolored newspaper in the \'\o'orld. \'lhich ly and was later on transferred to Delhas a circulation of approximately a hi, the Capital of the Indian Empire,
quarter of a million. carried in a re- where it began to appear on the first of
cent number the cut made from a pic- every Baha'i month.
ture ot the Racial Amitv Conference
Needle" to say that the Kaukab is
held in New York City'in which the rendering a unique service to the DiC rban League and the N ationa] Asso- vine Cause in India. Its literary and
ciation for the Advancement of Col- historical articles have proved a ferored People cooperated with the Na- tile source of infonnation to the true
tional Teaching Committee and :the seekers after Truth and its argumenSpiritual Assembly of New York.
tative dissertations have shielded the
The news item which accompanied beloved Cause from the wanton atthe cut follows:
tacks of the enemies of progress and
civilization. In fact this wonderful
Race Question Theme of Baha'i
publication in the most common lanConclave
guage in India is doing the work 0 f a
);EW YORK, :\lov. 14.-The con- grea.t teacher.
i erenee for the interracial amity un·
One fact looms above all the othuer the auspices of the national tea<::hers: The Kaukab has been prcsenting
ing committee of the Baha'is of the
the Cause in such a manner that not a
L~T;,ited States lInd Canada ·..... as held
single voice has been raised against the
here 0J"ov, 2, 8 and 9. The conference
Divine Teachings--even the most bigdrew prominent speakers and workers oted organs .of the different religious
ror interracial goodwill from various
societies have admitted the loftiness
sections of the country.
of the Divine \OVord and have accepted
The conclave began with st:ssions
its adaptability to the present-day
held at the Baha'i center, 119 W, 57th
world. If many people have not come
St. Mrs. Ludmila Bechtold presided.
under the Divine Banner, it is because
Addresses ,',.'ere made bv 1Iiss 1Iary
they are tied down by fashion and by
\Vhite Ovington of the ;.rationa[ Assothe bonds of their societies.
ciation for the Advancement of ColBesides publishing articles the Kauon~d Peoole, and Louis G. Gregory,
kab has been publishing in its pages,
!ccturer D~ race relation:).
The sesslon :-,·ov, 8 wa:.-:: held at [he In'- installments, the transla.tions of
n;Gst of the Baha'i literature.
0l ew York C rban League, .204 \·V.
Most of the Holy Tablets of Ba136th St. ~Irs. Doris :Y[ekay of Geneva, ;-J. Y., presided. Addresses wen;: hi'u':i:,h have been published-both
made by J. ~·L Ragh.nd, secretary or original and translation-and a selec·
lion is now published in book form,
t~e Urban League of Cintinnati; Rev.
Paul E. Baker oi the Feueral Council "Tablets to the Kings" have all been
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translated and published. "Epistle to
the Son oi the Woli" has also been
translated and published in ·book form.
."- large collection of 'Abdu'I-Bahi's
Tablers and Addresses 'have been
translated and published in the Kaukab. Prominent among these are His
addresses in Europe and ...-\mcri<:a, the
account of His Travels in the \-Vest.
"Some .-\nswered Qu~stions" has been
translated in u nlu and published hy
installments in the Kaukab. It will
soon be published in book form. Besides contributing often to the Kaukab
fund our Beloved Guardian has verv
graciously contributed 1..9/- toward s
the publication of this Book.
A fairly large number of the Epistles of our beloved Guardian have also
been translated and published in the
pages of the Kaukab.
"Ten Days in the Light of Acca,"
4
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President and the last 3 years as
Treasurer, served on committees and
has been representative of Racine at
the National Spiritual Assembly Convention. l\:Ianv are the friends and
traveling teachers who shared her
welcome hopitality. Surviving her 15
-her husband Mr. F. J. Peterson, one
ot the first to bring the Baha'i message
to Racine, and her two loving daughters. Lola and Muriel Peterson. :\'1rs.
Peterson will be mourned bv a vY'ide
circle ot friends both within and outside the Baha'i circle as well as her
family.
4

.:vIrs. :Mary Capers i\ewton, for
many years a beloved member of the
Brooklyn, N. Y. Baha'i group, passed
on suddenly October 18th, 1930, at the
home of her rlaughter, at Bristol, Con-

~L.,

Kew Era," "The Dawn of Knowledge"
have also been translated and published
in the Kaukab.
In a word the Kaukab has been a
source of teaching the Cause to the
intelligent people of all religions and a
strong advocate of peace and goodwill
to the warring people of this land of
many religions. Its articles are always
so serene and inspiring that almost all
the papers of the country have commented upon them in the most glO\"..ing
terms.
Its annual subsniption is PsA/-jfor India, Sh.lO/-j- [or British Empire and other countries: ~2.00 for
AmerIca and T.2/- for PerSIa.

of the Cause of EI-Abha, departed this
life :\-Ionday morning, December 29th,
1930 and was laid to rest in \'Iest
Lawn Cemetery December 31st, 1930..
The funeral was attended by hosts of
triends, coming from Kenosha, Sttlrtevant, ~Iilwaukee and the whole membership of the Baha'i Community of
Racine. The floral tributes were many
and beautifuL The services as conducted bv Reverend Hogan of the First
Presbyt~rian Church and the Bahi'i
Service given by Mr. AlbertR. Winddust 0 f Chicago were very Impresslve
and spiritual. J..frs. Jennie Peterson
was a true friend. an active worker . a
spiritual guide, in the council of the
local Assemblv, where she never shirked a dutv. She was a memher of the
Spirltuaf Assembly since its reorganization in conformity to the Adminis·
trative Plan of Shoghi Effendi since
_-\pril 21. 1923, served one year as its

the great assistance she gave to the
.:"I-Iaster and how valuable \-vas the hdp
she rendered in the translation and
transcribing- of some of the outstanding works through which the truths of
the Baha'i ~'[essage were made known
to the peoples of the ',",estern hemisphere.
No one is more fully cognizant of
the worth of this servant's labors for
the Cause of Bahi'u'lhih. as developed
and expounded by the Center of the
Covenant, than the beloved Guardian
of the Cause Shoghi Effendi, who,
",. hen he was advised oi her passing
cabled forthwith to the friends in London a heartfelt message oi condolence
and appreciation.
"Deeply grieved passing Rosenberg" wrote the Guardian, '"England's
outstanding Baha'i Pioneer worker.
),-[emory of her glorious service will
._ ,"-._

The interment was at Rose \V ood
Cemetery, :"Ianhassct,. Long Island,
Tuesdav, October 21st. She is survived by her husband, Henry W. K ewton, her daughter5, Amelia (:"[rs.
William Bowes), Ethel Newton, and
three grand children, Agnes ])-Iarie,
William, Jr. and Henry Bowes,
For her loving devotion to home and
friends alike, and as a dub member
and writer, l\--Irs. Newton will long be
remembered. Her greatest joy as a
generous and self-sacrificing Baha'i,
long lay in the fact· that she had been
of the privileged one to meet the
Great :"[aster, , Abdu'l-Bahi face to
face, during His visit to America Ht
1912, and to receive His blessing.

IN MEMORIA.'\>l
~Irs. Jennie Peterson, for 31 years
a devoted Baha'i, a Pioneer in Racine

-- .-4 I

One of the pioneers of the Baha'i
Cause in the western world, D.-Iiss
Ethel 1- Rosenberg, passed away at
her home in London on November 17,
1930, crowned with age and the service of the J.faster. The end was
peaceful for this devoted servant of
'Abdu'l-Baha, \yhom He kne"I,I and
loved so well and to whose devotion
and untiring labors He had often paid
priceltss tribute by voice: and pen.
Known and loved by all the mem,
bers of the Holy Family in Haifa
where -she had visited for months at a
time in the earlier stages of the outpouring- of the Baha'i spirit from the
East to Europe and America, ~fiss
Rosenberg played no small part ttl the
adaptation of the Baha'i :Mcssage to
the we;;;.tern mind. Ever modest and
unassuming the full value of her .,,·ork
in this capacity seldom appeared on
the surface hut those \\.'110 kne'h' her
well and were in dose couch wich her
acti\'ities were and are well aware of
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me in expressing heartfelt condolences to her brother and relatives.
lTrge friends hold befitting memorial
service."
" Shoghi"
Services were held on the afternoon
of :-'!ovember 20th, attended bv the
London Baha'is and a D.-femorial ).-Ieeting was arranged at the Baha'i Center
for suitable expression of the love all
the members of the Baha'i Community felt for this tong-time iriend and
counsellor. Here was voiced that reverent recognition due her for the clear
vision she had of the Bahi'i Message
and purposes and the lucid and authoritative expositions she ,';as able~
through contact with the source of inspiration and the pure spirit that
burned within her, to give to those
\'oo"ho sought.
rvIiss Rosenberg, who ",,'as seventytwo years of age, was born in England
and had Ilved for many years in London. She was one of the most prominent and active believers in Great
Britain L1p to a 'short time before her
removal to the higher -plane.
During- her long connection with the
Cause her correspondence with 'Abdu'l-Baha had been voluminous, and
to her He had revealed numerous precious tablets. many of which. of a general nature, have already been included tn the Baha'i writings.

B. ROMER.
Sec. London S. A.

ANNIE

REPORT FROM
MRS. ORCELLA REXFORD
\Ve have had glorious results in
Denver. I have heen rhere since the
first part of Septemher carrying on
my work and from the stan was im-

12

pressed by the iuerest of the people
along our line oi thought. I met many
people ...,,-ho had met OUf blessed .:\Jaster when He W,]S there but due to no
study classes having- heen iarmeo had
lost track or the Call~e for onc reason
or another.
Five thousand people signed cards
to be sent invitations to the two Spiritual Lectures as r refer to the Baha'i
Cause. The theatre seats I SOO people and was packed at both performances. Four hundred people turned
out to the evening class and seventyfive to the morning class. }hs. Pm.vell
was sent from California to teach these
classes but due to the death or her
mother had to return as soon as she
came and then Beulah Lewis, that gifted orator. came to be ",,-ith them a
month until another teacher can be
found to follow her. Mrs. Lewis has
had great success in taking over my
dasses and I "...·[sh that she might folIo"".. me in even' city where I raise tl:1
classes. I alsO' ga~'e h ...·o Baha'i lectures in Colorado Springs and was
able to pack the theatre of three hundred seating capacity each night, ''''h1<:h
is quite a feat for that town. About a
hundred turned out for the <:lasses
there and ~I rs. Le"vis holds four
classes a week in Denver and four in
Colorado Springs.
Of course the
classes will dwindle, thev alwavs do,
but there will be a substantially sized
Assemblv in Denver I am sure if t!1e
right te':chers remain ". . ith them long
enough. Vv'e have some very prominent and lovely people in these four
dasses and many are so happy and delighted oyer receiying this message.
I have had caned to my attention a
notice ".... hich appeared some time ago
in the ;.J ews Letter regarding the Long
Beach Assembly. The nedit for establishing this .-'\ssembly was given 1:0
:'.Irs. Waite and Mrs. Greenleaf.
Neither of these people had "nything
to do with the formation of the group
to my knowledge. I called these people together as the result of a whole
summer's work in Long Beach. Mrs.
\Vaite was present at the lectures and
favored us with some songs, but she
had nothing to do with the f arming of
the group, either before or aften. . arcl.
and ?drs. Greenleaf was not even present. ?vlrs. Beulah Levl-'is was assig-ned
hy the Los Angeles -""embly and the
Pacific Coast Teaching Committee to
teach the class and for six months, she
and )'1r:.. Oral Platt made the trip
e\'ery Frida\' to Lon!.;!" Beach tn teach
the ~lass. th~oURh all 'kinds of . .veather
a.nd under difficult circumstances. I
think the least we can do ia these matters where the teachers sacrifice their

rime alld effort::; is to give credit where
it is uue. I do not knmy hmv such an
erroneolls report coulrl have heen t!cnL
in.
Perhaps }Irs. \Vaite or ]drs,
Greenleaf barpened to he rre.~ent tl:e
evening the g-roup '.vere formed into
an Assemhlv, r do not know, but the
actual ,vork of getting these people
ready fr}r an Assembly ~'I... as Jone hy
~1 rs. Le . .vi.:i and no one elst'.
All 0 f
these people were spiritual chilJren of
mine. and barring two or three others
who have eo me in since, the ent1re
group have been my studenrs.
I plan to go throughout the South
this \vinter calling to the people the
mes.~age of Bah<i'u'lliLh and trust that
many will he awakened i.n the region
".there' :\hctu '1- Baha was so eager for
them to arise.
\Vith kindest regards
In C nity and Service,
ORCELL.-\ REXFORD.

Dern'er, Ocrobcr 31, 1930.

NATIONAL RADIO SPEAKER
REFERS TO BAHA'I CAUSE

On ~·ronclay evening, Nov. 10th at
7 :30 over Station \VABC. Evang-eline
Adams. the noted Astro[oger. ar the
request of Velaska Suratt~ spoke on
Baha'u'J[iLh. She said, the next dav
the 11th being Armistice Day it ",,;s
significant that the following day the
12:h \'. . as the Birthdav of Dah;j'u'llih
who had given to the ~vorld a wonderful peace message. That His Followers clailIled thaI: our O\vn VVoodrow
\·\Tilson had gotten his famous I"';'
points the basis of the League of Sations from the teachings or Bah,iu'll{lh.
And it . .yas true that this teaching- had
been given to the world by Bah;i'u'J:fth
50 years rI"eVioLls. :\t that time He haJ
written to al[ the Crm,med Heads of
Europe and that Queen Victoria had
ans\,,·ered. that if j[ was of God it
would live.
i\·1 iss Adams continued
that it was tllost fitting that SriritLIal
Teachings sllch as He had given should
come f rom the regions around 1·ft.
Carmel.
ALL-ASIAN WOMEN'S
CONFERENCE
LA HOlU:.:-b·;DI.\.

This Conference will be: l1eld in
Lahore fY"flm January 19th to 2..:1-th.
1931 :Inri \\.'on{cn Deicg-:::ttes frolll the
E,;stt"rn cO'.Lnt:-i('~ such as Persia. ,\rabia. Palesri ne, )"Iesopotamia. Turkey.
ChinCl. and Jar-an \\'i11 he meeting- their
sisters of India :l.1~d of the \Vest. :"·Irs.
:-':arga:-et E. COlLsins is tl:e Honorary
Secretary.

The ~. S ..-\. of India ar.d Burma
have asked ;"lr3. Shirin Fozc1ar of
Bombay to repre::;ent the Baha'i C0111tlnmity oi India. She will read a
paper at this Conference which \vill he
published in Jut' COLlrse.
Objects of Conference

The ob,ieet::; of the conference are
summarized as folio .....·::,;
1. T(J promote the. cOll:-;ciollsness of
Untty amongst the women of Asia as
members of a common Oriental culture.
2. To take stock of the qualities of
Oriental ci"i lization so as to preserve
them for national and ,,'orld servi-ce
(simplicity, philosfi[lhy, arts. the cult
of the family, ,'eneration for motherhood, spiritl;al consciousness, etc.)
3. To review and seek remedies
Eor the rlefect::; at present apparent in
Oriental civilization (ill-health. illiteretCY, !-'f)\'crty, :tllder-rx1ym('llt of labor.
infantile lllortalit),. llP'T!age custonL~,
etc.)
.
4. T,) 51"
is nppropriate
for ;\sia fro111 ()ccl~ental influences
(ellcation, dress. freedom 0 f :110Vememo cinemas, machinery, etc.)
5. To strengthen one another bv
exchange of data and exoerience co;cerning women's conditio~s in the various countries of Asia (economic. moral. political and spiritual status).
6. To promote world [H.'ace.

f consider it JIll,.' dul" 10 anr)! (','er"V
bcyiH;ler il! the F;ith tJ~at the promised
ylories of the S07..'crcigHty i.i..'hir.h the
Balui';' teachings foreshadow can be
rt'ZS'ated ad.\' tl/ !1!{~ ftfJ,rrs.~ of time,
that the implrratroJrS of the Aqdas and
the frill of '.1bdlt'l-l1a/r(!, as the ,'7.\..-il1
rprositories of the constilu,.ent e!emef1ts of that so't..ICreigntJ-', arc too farr('G(hiiI9 lor this .r;encratioll to gras,/)
(lad fully apprcciatr. J call1lot refrain
from (~,r/,ca!i1l.r; fa thelll a'fw J;,fQnd
idoltijh'd n'ith t!IG Faith to disregard
Ihe rre't.'ailillq /lotions alld tile fketing
fashiol/s of the day, alld to rcaJi:oe as
I!t"7.'er befnre that ,'Jrf eXI'/oded theories
(lH(f the tOlterin,l] !HsfitutiOJlS of prescnt-day (I-z.'i,r'::::atioll IIII/st !!C(-'d:i al'/lcar
in .~/iQ.rr C(lllt:'(Lii ' ...'ill! those Cod-!}i'i.'Ci/
in:,fiiutions "ii.'lli(t,. arc destined to orin:
n/"Ii~ if/or r.'UiI.
[tray tt,'tlt tiu'y ,11(1\'
I"~'ali.::c ~('if/I :u'l !h~'ir Ill'art ,))!;/ .wili the
i!fi'.ffaNe £I/:)ry cd their (ll/lillY, .'he
Ol'(,r!l'JlcI!ui!lq rcs/,o!}.,ibifitv of their
1H1S:i':OIl. aua' the astound"'!!/! 1,.INHelu·ily
(if thyrr tLT...,.k.-5HOGHI EFFEXDI.
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Consider the peoples of the w&rld . all things and in H£m all things are
and the littleness of their 'mind.l Thev ended.
ask for that which is harmful unto
Happy are ye, 0 ye the learned ones
them and forsake the thing that profit- in BaM, By the Lord! Ye are the
eth them. They verily are of them that
bilhr.vs of the kf ost Mighty Ocean, the
have gone astray. rYe see some men stars of the firmament of Glory, the
desiring liberty and taking pride there- standards of triH:mph 'l't.'(!"'{!tng ber...toi.rt
in.; they verily are urrapt in grievous earth and hca'ven. Ye are the 1tw.niignorance_
Liberty endeth in strife festations of steadfastness amidst men
and sedition, the fiamr:. whereof cannot and the daysprings of Di'lI'ine U tterbe extingl,,-ished. Thus declare tit u.nto ance to all that d7.vell on earth, 'J,Vell
you the Recounter) the All-Knowing. 1'S it u..i,th him that tHrneth unJo }'Ot~
Know 'Y~ 1·n truth that the example and and woe betide the froward. This day,
symbol of liberty is the brute- and it it behcn..'eth whoso hath quaffed the
behm1eth man to be under' laws and Mystic Wine of Et'eria--sting Life from
regulations that shall guard him front. the Hands of the LO'l..'-£ng kiHd1less of
his O'i:t'1l ignorance and the harm of the the Lord his Cod, the M ereif"l, to
~m:schief m.akers. V erily~ liberty causpHlmte rnn:n as the throbbing artery in
etlt man to transgress tlU! bounds of the body of mankind, that through
courtesy and dignity and m.a-keth of him 'may be qu,ickencd the world and
hi'ff~ one of them that au of l(Y'& dec'very crumbling bone.-BaJui'u'U6h.
gree. Regard all creatures as sheep
that are 1'n need of a shepherd who NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBL Y CALLS TWENTY-THIRD
'Will guard Clnd 'watch O'l:er them; this
is verily tlte tndh, the undoubted
ANNUAL CONVENTION
truth. We apprm'e of liberty on some To the Baha'i Communities of the
occasions and disapproue of it on othUnited States and Canada.
ers, and rVe 'verily are Omniscient,
The Twenty-third Annual ConvenAll-KIlowi1lg. Say, to have liberty is tion of the Baha'is oE the C;,nited
to observe Ivf y com''l'Mndnu!nts, if ye States and Canada will be held in the
be of them that perceive. Should men Foundation Hall of the yrashriqu'lfol/ow that 'which We haT'e revealed Adhkilr, Wilmette, Illinois, on :\-ray
unto them from the Heavens of Di[st, 2nd and 3rd, [931'Zti'ne Revelaiion, they 'would of a CerIn accordance with our By-Laws,
tainty attain unto absolute freedom.
each Local Bahi'i Spiritual Assembly,
Well is it with him that hath knO'Wn .upon receipt of this notice, and after
the Purpose at God in that which hath giving due and sufficient notice to ail
been revealed from the H em!ens of the voting members of the Baha'i comHis Holy Hlill that trnllscendeth all munity, shall call a meeting of the commankind. Say the liberty that profitmunity \'I,iithin a convenient period for
etlt. ,!OU is naught hut servitude to tbe election of a delegate or delegates
God: the Trw? One~ a·nd 'Zf.!JtOSO hath to the Convention, in accordance with
tasted the S'lf.!el'tness thereof, he surdv
the number of delegates a::;signerl to
It,m barter -it not for the dominion ~f each commlUlitv shown on the enclosed
hca1,.'cn and earth.
paper entitled' "Participating Bakt'l
Consort ·i.i.!ith aU reliQions 'l, •.:ith amitv Communities."
Please note, in adJilion, enclosures
and concord, that tile}' n~ay il1lulie
frorn you. the J,"7,.t'ct!t fragrance of God.
,oJ f the f o1to~,;it1g:
Be7.t'Qre lest amidst men the jiame of
(1) Certificate of Election of Delfoolish ignorance o'Z..Jerto7.L.'l'r Y01/. AU egates. to be filled out, signed by the
things proceed from God alld lInto
Secretary of the Local Spiritual AsH1'm they return. He is the S01rrce of sembly, and mailed to the :-..iationa!
Printed in L'. S. A.
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Secretary immedia.tely follou,"£ng the
local (!lect-ion.
(2)
Instructions for Casting of
Ballots hy Absent Delegates sending
ballots by maiL
(3) Inner and Outer Ballot Envelopes, to be used only for mailing
ballots and individual registration
blank by absent delegates, (See "Instructions for Ca.sting of Ballots, etc.")
(4) Nine ballot slips for each delegate. (See "Instructions for Casting
of Ballots, etc.")
(5) Individual Registration Blank
for each delegate. (See "Instructions
for Casting of Ballots, etc.")
Please note that all delegate.s to the
Convention are to be elected by a pluralitv vote. In this connection, Section
1,
Article VIII, of the By-Laws
was amended in October, 1930, so that
ab.sent members of a Bahi'i community have the right to transmit their
ballots by mail or telegram, under conditions satisfactory to the Local Spiritual Assembly, pnruided such members are, "by reason of illness or some
equally unavoidable circumstance," unabie to be present in person at the election meeting.
In such cases, the Local Spi,itual Assembly will take the
responsibility of determining a uniform procedure and for the necessary
secrecy of any ,ballots so cast by absent members. This provision applies
to the election of delegates to a ::.Jational Convention. The above amendment should not, however, be considered as exempting any voting member
from his spiritual duty to attend and
vote at every election meeting. if he is
able to do so.
The 1\' ationa] Spiritual Assembly
\'. . auld urg-e early local elections this
year, so that all necessary steps affecting the election of delegates to the
Convention may be in hand if posSI,ble
by Apri! 13t.
\\! e would welcome any suggestion
or suggestions by delegates for cor13ideration bv the Convention, and such
suggestio~5 will be given careful con-
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sideration by the Assembly aI:d embodied in the Convention agenda where
practicabie. Such suggestions may be
sent the Secretary as late as April 10,
1931.
\-Ve have appointed the Tt..:mp:c Program Committee consisting 0 f:
Mr. Willis Hilpert. Chairman; :VIrs.
S. Parker, Secretary, 6816 Langley
Ave., Chicago, Ill.; :\·Ir5. Sarah Walrath, Treasurer; Dr. \·V. F. Slater,
Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse, Mr. Carl
Scheffler, Mrs. Bartholemew, to handle
the local arrangements for all Convention details, and they will shortly issue
a preliminary memorandum of intormation to the Assemblies, to be foJlowed by additional information a little later on.
For the first time, the Baha'i Convention of this western continent will
assemble u7lder the dome of the Temple and in an edifice whose basi:..:: structUre will be practically complete. This
Holy Edifice, whose spiritual origin
and real creation was ordained bv His
Ho(iness Bahi'u'liah as a Uni~ersaI
House of \Vorship in the Orient over
fifty years ago, has now found its material expression in America through
the mutual sacrifices of the friends of
both East and West. Only through
the measure o[ spiritual unity we have
achieved has this become possible. \Ve
know that His Holiness 'Abdul-Bah;;
'has promised that both spiritual and
materia.l effects would appear with the
completion of the Temple.
This Twenty-third Annual Convention -meets, therefore, under the possibilities of a spiritual confirmation
which is greater than any beiore experienced. Two great spiritual attainments await the new consciousness
which this CDnvention should impart:
(1st) A deeper realization ot the mysteries and potentialities of the Divine
Unity in each individual heart; (2) A
new and victorious impulse for the
teaching of the Cause throughout
America, inspired by the :'vlashriqu'lAdhkir, s}mbol of the new law of
God.
It is hoped that through supplication
and prayer, and aJso meditation upon
the needs of the hour in the light of
the Divine Word, not only the delegates, but all the friends, will establish
a foundation in these succeeding weeks
which will find glorious reflection in
the deliberations and actions of the
Convention-and make happy the heart
of our Guardlan.
With loving greetings in behalf of
the ~ ational Spiritual Assembly,
Faithfully yours.
Kational Spiritual Assembly,
ALFRED E. LUl'T, Secretary.

PARTICIPATING BAHA'I
MUNITIES

COM-

Twenty-Third Annual Convention
Xumber of
City
Deleg;:1[es

*Phoenix, A:-iz.
Berke!ev, Calif.
Burl: ng;me, Cali f .
Geyserville, Cali f.
Glendale, Cali f. ....... .
Long Beach, Calif.
Los Angeles. Cali f.
Oakland, Cali i. ..
P<).sadena; Cali L
San Francisco, Calif.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
South Gate. Calif.
**Visalia, Calif ....... .
n-1ontreal, Canada ....... .
Vancouver, Canada ..... .
**)Jew Haven, Conn ..
Washington, D. C.
St. Augustine, Fla.
Honoluiu, Hawaii
Chicago, !II.
Peoria, 111.
Urbana. 111. ... .
Wilmette, Ill. ... .
Eliot. ;\Iaine ....... .
Baltimore, iVId ........... .
Boston, :vrass. ..
VI/orcester, Mass. _..... .
Detroit, n.Iich. . ... " ..
**Fruitport, }.Iich.
Lansing, Mich. ...... . ....... .
:Vlllskegon, Mich.
1finneajJolis, ?\'Tinn.
Portsmouth. 1\. H. . ...... _.
".lontelair, ~. J. .... .
Ke~. . ark, ~. J.
Vlest Engle~.... oorl. ;.r. J.
* Binghamton, N. Y.
Baffalo. K. Y. '.
Gene,va. :>i. Y. ........ . ..... .
~ew York City. ,,'. Y.
. ..... .
Yonkers. N. -.y'.
. ..... .
Akron, Ohio
............ .
Cleveland, Ohio
Portland. Ore.
Philadeiphia, Po .. .
Pittshurgh, Pa. . ..... .
Seattle, \Vash.
Kenosha, \Vi5c. . ..
:'vIilwaukce. Wise ... .
Racine, \~/isc. . ........... .

2
I
I
2
I
4
2
2
3
I
I
I

I
I
4
2
I

7
22
I.
1
I

~
2

1
2
I

1

1
1
1
2

I
1

9
1
2
3
2
I

1
2
2
2

1

95
TOTAL .' ........... .
*1\ew Baha'i communities.
**Col11munities restored to voting list.

First Dav
Con Vt!llt:Utl upt.'ns F:--ida Ii lllornmg",
j\[ay 1st, at Y:30 A. ~l.Convention adjourns tor lunch at 1:00
P. M.
Convention reconvenes at 2 :30 P. :'f.
and adjourns at 5 :30 P. M.
Public Meeting at S:OO P. :\1. to which
all Baha'is and their friends are invited.

Second Dav
Convention convenes at -9 :30 i\. )'L
Convention adjourns for lunch at 1:00
P. M.
Convention reconvenes at 2 :30 P. 1\1.
and adjourns at 5 :30 P. :\L
Celebration of the Feast of Ridvan at
6 :00 P. lvI. for Baha'is only.
Third Day
Convention convenes at 9 :30 A. I\o1.
and adjourns at noon.
P.ublic meeting in the Temple F oundalion Hall at 3 :30 P. M.
To assist the many friends to find
comiortable quarters during the convention and to enable them to obtain
reservations as early as possible we
are able to announce that as in the past
two years, the Convention Headquarters will be at the Evanston Hotel,
Main and Fore,'t Sts., Evanston, Ill.
The' hotel management has made the
following rates:
Single person in a room, $2.50 and up.
Two persons in one room, $2 and up.
Three or four persons in a double
suite, $2 per person.
For the friends w·ho prefer to take
rooms in private homes nearer the
Temple we are glad to announce that
they can be comfortably accommodated. There are some rooms for
S1.50 per day where three people occupy one room. Others can be had
for S2.00 per person in a single room
and $1.50 for two people in one dau·
ble room. Scrme of the: homes are
equipped to serve simple breakfasts.
In addition there are several Bahi'is
in Chicago and vicinity who can take
in visiting Baha"[s as guests.
We suggest that the friends who intend to take rooms in private homes
correspond at once with ~rrs. Anne \V.
Bartholomew, 1458 Lake Ave., Wil'mette, Ill., for reservations.
With true Baha'i love and greetlllgS,

Con vention Prngram Committee,
By: l\:IRs. SHELLEY PARKER, Sec)'.

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF
COMMITTEE ON CONVENTION ARRANGEMENTS

THE GUARDIAN COMMENDS
NEW VOLUME OF THE
BAHA'I WORLD

T~e Convention Program Committee beg to submit this preliminary announcement : -

~'I rs. Little:
"I am dLrected
our Guardian to
express his grateful tha,JJ~:i for your

1\1 v clear

av

-BAHA'I NEWS
letter written on behalf of the Publishing Committee and dated December
16, 1930_
He has received the copy of the Baha'i "lVorid Vol. Ill. with the greatest
pleasure and he wishes me to hasten

and assure you that he is highly satisfied with the work.
I am also asked to express Shoghi
Effendi's unqualified gratitude to the
members of the Publishing Committee
and not least yourself for their labors
and industry in producing such a noteworthy publication.
\Vith his greetings and good wishes
to you ail,
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
SOHEIL AFNA>'My dear Co-worker:
I am extremely pleased with the
third volume of the Baha'; World and
,~
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brated at the Breed ·home in Cambridge, l'vlassachusetts. and 'Abdu'lBalli adures:Oied more tban a hundred
friends on the subject, "His Ho!iness,
the Bab." .J,fr, atlU ~Irs. Breed 'Nere
afterwards the guests of 'Abdu'l~Baha
at Dublin, ~ew Hampshire.
Though a li fe-long Christian, 11 r.
Breed \'vas deeplY interested in the
Cause and mi~sed no opportunity to
spread the teachings of Baha'u'ilah
with great enthusiasm. After 'Abdu'l-I3aha'·s return to the East, he received a Tahlet from the 1Iaster and
toward the end of his life was in correspondence ..vith Shoghi Effendi,
f rom whom he received several letters.
The passing of lrlr. Breed is a historical event in the Cause, since he
was the father of Florence, f..·Iadame
Ali Kuii Khan, Xabil-ed-Dow!eh, the
'''.>L • ", •. '-' ['-.... .1

UlH.!\":

Ul

i.l

J.

~t".:lltl;.

ue-

encouraged the friends throughout the
East to order copies directly from
~ew York.
Your true .brother,
(Signed) SHOr.HI.
Hai fa, Palestine,
January 14, 1931,

liever and teacher. Of this union 'Abdu'l-Baha saiJ:
"This marriage is the first fruit or
the prophecy of Baha-u'1!ah that the
East and the West shall be united like
unto two beloved ones."

IN MEMORIAM
Mr. Charles Lawrence Lincoln, of
Brooklyn, New York, who was said to
be of the kin of the martyred President, and was for many years a faith~
ful servant of the Cause of Baha,
passed to the Supreme Concourse. January 18, 1931, in his eightieth year.
1\1r, Lincoln!s ability as an architect
and builder are evidenced in the parks
of Greater New York, with which he
was associated for thirty years, and
while thus engaged he found time to
prepare and submit a set of plans for
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar_
Mr_ Lincoln's Masonic Lodge performed the last rites while a Bahai
ring on his finger \'vas as a seal upon
his hands as they were clasped across
his breast.

TAlI LET OF THE BAB FOUND
IN -BRITISH MUSEUM
I think the friends will be interested
in hearing of our finding the Star Tablet of the Bab_
A year ago, while in London, \Vanden La Farge and I went every day to
the British .M useum to compile a list
of original Bahi'i manuscripts. Each
morning at ten o'clock \ve knocked on
the little hidden door of the Oriental
room. An iron bar was pulted back
from within and· we iotUld ourselves
in the midst of impressive Oriental
scholars completely absorbed in poring
over ancient manuscripts. So (jeep
and profound was the silence that, to
ask for what was neces::iary, onc was
obliged to lower the voice to a shadowy
whisper, After several days of cataloging and ·not being able to find any
trace of the Tablet to Queen Victoria.
the head of the department suggested
that \ve might ask for an interview
with the Curator of the J:[useum.
This was a special privilege which """as
granted, the Director receiving uS
with the utmost cordiality and showed
a lively interest in our qJuest. He assured us that t!1e Tahlet we so :-;pecialIy sought had never heen in the British !v[useum, but that, after the deat.h
of Prof. E. G. Brown, his heirs had
sent one original Baha'i manuscript
to the :M.useum, This, however, w;1.S
not written by either Baha'u'lbh or
'Abdu'l-Baha so it might not be or
value to us at this time. This news

On January 23, 1931, the spmt of
Francis \Villiam Breed, beloved husband of Alice lves Breed, for many
years a most faithful and efficient
member of the New York Assembly,
winged its way to the Kingdom of
Light_ On the fullowing day, his
eighty-fiith birthday, the Bahi'i service for the departed was held at his
home,
The following callIe from
5hoghi Effendi was read:
"Assure you sympathy, prayers. departed father; love_
SHOCHI."

\Vhen 'Abuu'l-Baha was in America,
the Feast of the Bab and 'Abdu'l-Baha's sixty-seventh birthday were cele-

.vas a great disappointment until he
added, "Jt is in the hand of '."\]i Muhammad, the Bab." At this unexpected and wonderful news we asked if it
was possible to see it. It is too valuable to be on view, he replied, hut I
will send for it. It proved to be a sing[e sheet of heavy vellum inscribed in
the delicate handwriting of the Bab,
illuminated in exquisite colors and so
written as to form a star,
The Curator pronounced it an almost miraculous piece of penmanship
and a perfect specimen of oriental
...,,-riting. A-s such a possession could
not be taken from the :M usewn the
Curator offered to have it photographed for us and thus enabled us to
bring it to America.
It has not been officially translated
but the Oriental believers \'!,Ibo have
IvUt"-.:I.; ..... i;l.C h., :::..0..,.'

l(

\.:v!1CalllS llr;::nva[1uns

of the word Baha'i. During my long
illness and absence from New York it
was not unwrapt but now we Sohal! have
copies made and placed on sale with
the Publishing Committee, so that all
the friends may share in this priceless
t:-easure.
LOULIE A. IvfATHEWS.

THE "HOUSE OF 'A-BDUL-BAHA"
AT MALDEN, MASS.
As a member of the Spiritual Assembly of Boston, I have been asked by
that body to write a few lines regard-
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Address for .correspondence

News Editor
of the Secretarial
Everqreen Cabin
Wist Englewood, New Jersey

o!fice

BAH_~'I NEWS is the official organ 0 f the American National
Spiritual Assembly_ Its cost is
de f rayed f rom the N ationa!
Baha'i Fund and copies are distributed free of charge to recognized believers throughout the
United States and Canada, and
to National and Local Spiritual
A·ssemblies in other lands.
News artides. and reports of
general Baha'i interest and value
are requested from Assemblies,
K ational Committees and other
representatives of the Cause.
The Guardian's statement concerning the purpose and scope of
this publication can be found in
the volume entitled "Baha'i Administration."
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bJy, to serve as custodians ot this historic property.
\Ve are hoping to preserve it for
him, hoping and longing that one
day in the not dist;1rl~ f lIture he rna v
arrive in America and find it av,,!aiting
him. Beautified, and sanctified and
held in trust for him, that he too,
may spend many days there in "LHmost joy and fragrance."
\Vith Baha'i Love.
AKISE RIDEOUT.

Boston,
October 1, 1930.
MARTHA ROOT IN HONOLULU

Construction of

Mashriqu·I~Adhkar.

ing the Wilson House at 68 High
Street, Malden, Mass.
Inasmuch as there seems to be a
more or less confused condition of
mind, regarding this piece af property,
among some of the friends.
In 1900 s1is5 \Vilson, with sIiss
Farmer as her guest made her first
visit to 'Abdul-Bahi, then a prisoner
in Akki-a few years later she made
another -pilgrimage.
At that time
'Abdul~Baha said "When I come to
America I will visit you."
In August of 1912 while in America
'Abdul-Bahi became verv weary and
requested that a believe; who ~might
have a "house on a hill," allow Him
the use of it, for a week or two. :Many
houses \.... ere immediately put at His
disposal and among them, this Fttle
six-room house of Miss \Vilson, 'which
He chose, and which He~ with His
secretaries occupied.
There He spent ten days, going from
)'lalden to ]\fontreal leaving six or
seven of His party in the \'Vilson
House for several weeks, until He returned from California. :Maov souls
were confirmed in that little~ house
among them our dear brother Harry
Randall.
After the J.faster left America ~di:::=s
\.\filson, upon reflection, decided to
write and ask Him, His wishe.;;; regarJin the future of this house.
In order that all may understand
why the house is in the hands of ,he
?-1"ational Spiritual Assembly it seems
wise to quote [rom Tablets received by

Photograph No.
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her regarding its future destiny.
From a Ta01et dated II.Tarch 12,
1913 :
"Thy house became my abode and
my home. :'\[any days were spent in
that home \'vith the utmost joy and fragrance.
The mention of "Ya Baha El Ahha"
was raised from it and we spread the
religion of God. In reality that home
is mv home, therefore the mention 01
God - H1fi.(St always he raised from it."
Another excerpt, taken· from a later
Tablet. dated ,.,lav 11th. 191.1:
"Th~ days that ~ I spen·t in thy house
and engaged my trille in summoning
the people to the kingdom of God,
,,,Tere days of infinite joy and spirituality.
"Thev s-hail never be erased from t..1.l:
Tablet ~f I\-1cmory. Take.care of that
house. because the Light of the Love
at God was ignited in it. The Fragrance of the Kin~dom ot Abha perfumed the nostrils.
'(As thou art obliged there is no
harm done it thou desircst to fent it."
:\[[5S \Vilson, aiter receiviEg these
two Tahlets, made her first \",!ill-in
w],ieh she gave the hOLlSt.: to ;AhdulBaha, but later, after His Ascension,
(:estroyed that VI/ill and gave the hOLlse
to our Brother Shoghi Effendi. C011siuering the di;:;tar.ce he is, at present,
from his property, he h;,'1 requestecl.
the Kational Spiritllal :\sstmbly oi
.\111cr1ca to take care of it for him.
Thev have left it more or less in the
hands of the Bosto:1 Spi:-ituJ.: .\ssell:-

From] anuary the eighth to the seventeenth, we had the great joy of having with us our dear Baha'i sister.
I\.Iartha Root, who stopped in Honolulu on her \vay irom Japan to San
Francisco. About twenty-five lectures
were given during the ~ourse of the
week. including four broadcasting
talks given irom both radio stations.
The tirst large meeting was a tea given
by ~Trs. George F. Saaub. Chainnan
of the Federated Study Group. who is
much attracted to the Cause. Assisting her, in her home, ". . ere the officers
of the \Vomen's International League
for Peace and Freedom. Invitations
were sent to the members of the
.:'\mcrLcan Association of Cniversity
\Vornen, the League of \Vomen Voters and the \-Vornen's International
League ror Peace. ~{iss Root spoke
ot the men and women whom she met
in Europe and the Orient, and oi
rheir far-reaching influence in creating
public opinion on ways and means of
establishing universal peace and the
new 'Norld order as outlined by Bahil'u'iklh,
A splendid group or forward looking- women of capacity, met at the
home of Mrs. S. A~ Baldwin. the fol~
io\\':ng day, Llnd we were very happy
to see S:gnio and evidences of attraction, and sincere interest expre-s!>ed.
At the luncheon meeting oi the Pan
Pacific Union, where ...vere gathered
representatives of all the races and or~
ganization.s, Ir.'lartha. Root spoke on
"G"niversai Education for \Vorld
Peace." The director, }'Ir. Alexander
Burne Ford. extended to the secretary
of the Baha'i Assem';}]y, the courtesy
of pre:o:iding at this meeting. ;"Iartha
Root's cloqm:nt addre~s met ,,,ith a
read v reSOOl1:;C and \'/as a source ot
in~pirati()~ to the mallY assembied. III
this ta.lk she stn.:sseu the need of ncv-e:oping the international outlook, and
of .;'.n unclerst:u-.d:ng J;ld J.[Jpiicatiun
of the principies of .I3ahj'lt'llah, closing with chese ,",'ords ;-"fn the teachings 0 t Bah;i'u'lbh you will find the
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solution for the present-day problems,
for t·hey offer a dynamic universal education for the permanent enduring
universal peace."
The other speaker ot the day was
~'1 r. K_ Harada. a member of the Secretariat of the League of ::.rations,
who is now on his way back to Geneva_
Other lectures were given in th~
leading schools of Honolulu, to a
group_?f students in the University of
Hawaii, to the members of the Zonta
Club, the BusiHess and Professional
"Nomen's Club, the Representatives
Club (a group of rOfward looking
young men) to the Esperantists, in
addition to large groups in the puhlie Baha'i meetings. Among the subjects chosen . . "-ere :-"Koted \-Vomen
of the World and their Interest in
World Peace"; "Esperanto as a U ni... e:-~;].l .\~1...'\.i1i;].ry Llllg::ugC'-; "~;li.i·;.::r
sal Peace-What You Can Do to
Help Bring It"; "Youth's Part in the
New World Order"; "Progress of Esperanto in the Schools of the ,Vorld" ;
",Vhat the East Can Do for the
,Vest"; "The Aim of a Liberal Education"; "'·'loman's Place in the New
,Vorld Order"; "Intellectual Aspects
of the Baha'i Movement"; "The Baha'i r-,·lo . . . ement-Its Aims and Principles," etc_ The radio talks were on
"The Progress of the Baha'i Movement in Five Continents"; "The )Jew
Spirit in Persia"; "Esperanto, the
e niversal Auxiliary Language" and
an "Interview on the Baha'i ~{oye
ment."
This was a unique experience for
IVIiss Root. since it was the first iuten}ie11.1 in the history of the Cause.
given from a radio station. The following questions were answered in
this interview:""Vhat is the Baha'i J\fovement?";
"\\That Are Its Basic Principles?";
"\\ihat Are the Baha'i Teachings on
the Equality of j\'lan and VVoman?";
and "What form will the new Civilization Take?"
It was possible ror ::\fartha Rom
to give about twenty-five lectures during the week, because the programme
had been, for the most part, arranged
before her arrival. Splendid publicity was given by the press and through
the united efforts of the helievers_
every door of opportunity was opened.
An interesting feature of the tafk
given to the studems in the Cniversity, was the presentation of a set of
twenty-four vulumes on the lives oT
great 'men 0 f the world, These books,
written in the Japanese language .. and
given to ~'liss Root by ~rr. Noma, the
well known "magazine king" of Japan,

GER.\IAN BAHA'IS
GRIEVE LOSS OF
CONSUL S'CHWARZ
The Cause in Germanv has
suffered a grievous loss th-rough
the death on Ja Lluary 13 of Herr
Konsul .'\Ibert Schwarz, cha.irman of the )Jat:onat Spiritual
Assemblv each vear since it was
instituted in Germanv_
Frau Schwarz rece~ived the following cablegram f,om the
Guardian: "Inexpressi·hly sad,
profoundly ueplore passing (of)
Germany's outstanding Baha'i
pioneer worker, The memory
(of) his distinguished services
(will be) imperishable, (Tne)
Greatest Holy Leaf joins me
(in) assurance (of) affectionate pray.;;:!" (,ana) i1can-ieit (UrL-

dolences."

(Signed) Shoghi.

were presented to the Library of the
Universitv of Hawaii, in this "Cross
Roads of the Pacific," as an expression of the coming together of the East
and \Vest. ;].nd to help cement that
umon.
\Ve are grateful indeed to our b~
loved sister for the renewed interest
a:1d stimulus that her visit brought.
:1Iartha's spirit of severance and devotion, as well as her unique experiences,
and knowledge of the Cause, went far
toward attracting and holding the interest of many responsive listeners.
The "foHm", up" work is ""..ell under
way. A new Esperanto class has been
organized v,rhich meets every week ann
several new Baha'i Study Groups are
held in the homes of the believers. \Ve
are endeavoring to make the '\,"'cekly
public meetir.g a greater magnet of
attraction for the "sincere seeker that
he may enter therein in assurance, and
find that the word of God is one '.vord_
though the Speakers were many."
\Vith loving Baha'i greetings to all
the dear friends in every part of the
\vor!cl.

For the Honolulu Baha'i AS3embly,
JULIA GOLDMAN, Secretary.
January 27, 1931.
REPORTS FROM TEACHING
COMMITTEE

5
Baha'i relationships in our various
communities
and
inter-Assembly
groups we should mirror forth that
perie~t unity which is absolutely free
from peTsonality and partisanship,
from pre terence and distinction and is
characterized by universal love and
conscious oneness. As the Guardian
has said, the believers must not reflect
the conditions of the human world but
must project into the darkness of this
wodd the beauty and harmony and
peace of the spiritual world.
These thoughts seem especially applicable in relation to the inter-Assembly conference \""ork.
Certain Iv
""the first purpose of these conferences
has been to develop united working
units which through true Baha'i consultation may formulate definite plans
f or service and teaching in their re~f\€ctive ree-ions_
.A.lI inter-Assemblv
groups ha ...;e now held conferences_
Reports of these conferences teH of
the renewal of enthusia-sm and inspiration for teaching generated by cluser
association and consultation of the
friends_ Let us make every endeavor
that the fire which has been enkindled
in the hearts will not be extinguished
but will become a conflagration as further conferences are held and active
steps undertaken for the spread oi the
,,[essage of Bah"'u'llih.
\Ve hope these conterences have already stimulated the formation in
every community of Baha'i study
classes: The systematic study of the
teachings! their relation to world
thought, and practice in presentation
are absolutely essential in the development of teachers. The increasing demand and the scarcity of qualified
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l.-To the JJembers of the IHterassf1nbly Teaching Co'nunittces:
As we note the increasing con fusion
of the world we realize that the true
Bah[~'i must ~ an intermediarv between the ,"vorld of God and this ~or1d
of chaotic humanity_
In our own

BAHA'I NEWS
teachers has been one of our most serious problems thi'S year. Shoghi Effendi has recently said that the development of teachers ('is gradual and can
come about only as a resu;t of thorough training. This training has to
take the form first ot a thorough study
of the teachings, then of actual practice in the field." 1s there anv better
\·. . ay of accomplishing this than through
study classes?
The National Teaching Committee
would therefore appreciate early replies from every Assembly to the following questions:
L Have vou a Baha'i study class?
How often held? How many ~ attend?
?
\Vhat material are you'using for
study?
3. Do you encourage practice III
speaking?
4. Are any of the class definitely
training themselves for traveling teachers?
S. Have you any qualified teachers
who are available for local or national
teaching circuits?
6. Have you established any local
teaching circuits with nearby groups?
..:\nswers to these questions wlli rorm
the basis of a report on community
teaching activities to be presented at
the Convention in ~Iay.
Real unity among the believers, a
greater kno\'I,dedge of the teachings
and the deve[opment of teachers are
perhaps our first objectives but an increase in Baha'i contacts is also extremely important.
Every Baha'i
should make personal contact's and
serve and love them into the Cause.
:.\lore extensive contacts should also be
developed through group effort. This
can be done only by giving up our personal desires and opinions to a group
plan conceived through true consultation and carried out \"-"ith energ)' and
enthusiasm by both majority and minority if unfortunately both exist.
Every promising method should be
tried.
:l',,'Iany cities have progressi;,:e speakers on world affairs, economics, sociology, and science who are willing to
speak on their special subjects with a
chairman who can tactfully make a
B~ha'i application of the subject matter. Liberal organizations and churches
often welcome Baha'i speakers on
their platforms and so furnish both
contacts and publicity.
I nter-racial contacts should be especially stressed. One successful method
is through inter-racial and international dinner'S with speakers irom different groups and a Baha'i chairman.
Shoghi Effendi writes us that "no

chances (of inter-racial contacts)
should be lost for (he Master stressed
constantly the importance oi reconcLling the X egro and white people of
~ orth .-\;ncrica. This fleld of .:iervice
not on Iv attracts the attention 01 innumerable persons to the Cause but also
furthers one of the ideals of the Faith,
namely the abolition ot racial prej udice." On page 119 of Ba-hd,'f Admin£stration the Guardian has set forth in
an unmistakable manner .."hat our attitude should be to\vanl other races.
The Urban League in many cities is
glad to cooperate with any organization showing sincere friendship for the
Xegro. In every Baha'i center where
there is an Urban League or similar
organizations, friendly and cooperative
relations should be established.
Another 'suggestion, as. yet undeveloped by the Baha'is, holds interesting
possibilities. Inter-racial a.nd inter~re
IlgiollS cornmittees or round tahles
might be established "',Iith liberal organizations interested in human relations
for the frank discussion of their problems. Our contribution to such a
group would consist in the initial conception and organization, a broad and
sympathetic vision Df the problems
discuS'Scd and active service in oromoting the aims of the cooperating ·groups.
As 'Abdul-Baha has said, if we go
half the \'vay with our brother, he may
tum and go all the way with us.
Special adaptations of any of these
methods may be developed by the
friends to meet local needs and opportunities. Through them a more vital
and effective tj-pe of raciai amity work
may gradually unfold, althuugh there is
still a distinct place for our present
racial amity conferences. If any Eastern centers wish to -do special amity
work before Convention time, :'{r.
Gregory can possibly arrange to be
with them if his assist<ince is requested
in time.
The funds availabie for traveli'flg
teachers are very limited so they should
be conserved. ~.M uch 0 f the teacher's
expense is for room and board. If
this item could be met by the local
friends J:1d a contribution made toward traveling expenses, the amount
of teaching possible with this Committee's budget could be more than dCnIhied. This shouid be considered by
communities de~iring a tra vding
teacher.
The ;.Jational Teaching Committee
eagerly a·\. . aits news from the interAssenl.hly conferences of constrl1cti~'e
\vork actually in progress or at least
the development of definite plans for
group study, the training of teachers
and organized contacts ..,lark.

N ationai Teaching Committee
By: R. C. COLLISO:,{, Chairm~n.

2.-First Jfeetl:ng of Inter-Assemblv
C:?m;nittce of Southi.i.'e,j"t Coliiormao
The first meeting of the Inter-Assembly Teaching Committee of South\vest California, be1d Xuvember 16th,
1930, marks an epoch in inter-Assembly functioning. :1Jrs. Laretna Beckett, secretary, reports: "The chairman (Mr. Willard P. Hatch). sugg:sted a consultation as w the purpose
OJ
the creation of the committee,
which, it is hoped, will be a great factor in creating love and harmony between the Baha'i CommWlities of the
South-west. _The meeting was thrown
open to suggestions from all present."
"This committee recognizes from
the outset, the principle expressed by
Shoghi Eff'enui in Bahd'i .-ldI1lIHi:ftration, that committees are "expert adyisers and executive assistants" to the various Spiritual Assemblies represented.
Some suggestions of particular value
were a'S follows:
1. That this committee arrange an
inter-assembly program, with an interchange of teachers between the various
Baha'i Communities.
This would
lend the teaching material of the entire South-west to the efforts of any
lJaha'i Communitv. This would also
make advisable the knowlt.::dge by -each
Assembly of meeting dares and approximate programs of neighboring
Baha'i Communities.
2. That this committee make adequate preparation in advance for the
coming of traveling Bah[l'i teachers
and friends.
3. The functioning or tbis committee, in arranging for inter-assembly work, and in, together, arranging
lor traveling or out-of-tm..:n speakers
\...·ill tend to create solidarit,· within the
Callse, and will f acilitate t~he activities
of the teaching committee of the i\S,-\
in this locality.
4. That attention to the matter of
having only qualified teache:-s, selected
by the various Spiritual A'ssemblies,
was necessarv, and that chis committee
:ihoLlld have ~5uch a list from each of
the Assemblie!i : that one or the definitions of a qualified teacher is a Baha'i
who adheres implicitly to the Baha'i
Administration, and is in accord with
the NSA. and with the local Spiritual
:\ssemblv of the Baha'i Communitv to
'Nhich he belongs. 1t was voted ~:hat
thi::; cormnittee communicate its resolutions about teachers to the sub-tcaching committee of the :.1S.-\ ~llggesting
consultation ,,'!,Iith the 100l Spiritual
Assembly, when contempfating the use
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entllUsiasticaJlv. OnlY as the Bahci't
In the same way is the attraction of
community lite develo'ps into a radiant Prof. W. J. Meredith of the Monteworking body, meeting all the prob- zuma ),{ountain School for Boys to
lems of lite, j:j the Cause functiuning the Cause. Two years ago he came to
properly. Therefore, :he greatest con- Gcy::;erville to lecture to our group. 1\~ 0
tribution we have to offer the world is direct effort was made to teach him
a mpde of life that works; transforOl- the Cniversal Program of the Cause
ing the problems into stepping stones but the spirit \'llaS so strong that he
of successful endeavor and establish- himself asked for more and more
ing that dynamic force that transcends knowledge. He continuously mentions
all human limitations and reaches to that the experiences he had the last
the consciousness of spiritual brother- two years in our Summer School were
hood. In the Summer School work the most pleasant experiences he has
,,'I,re have been endeavoring to develop ever had and thinks the Baha'i Cause
this very thing, that is, that the spirit is the only hope of world brotherhood.
of unity, of fellowship and of happi- Prof. Meredith hapDened to be visitness should be augmented and the re- ing in Southern California and theresultant conscious spiritualized conduct fore attended the inter-racial dinner at
of the friends be realized, that the Pasadena, December 13th, He was inhearts of all who contact this body troduced as one of the founders of the
might find doors to a new mode of life ;"'1ontezuma School for Boys and its
they have heretofore not knmvn. If rresent Dean of Faculty. There Vi/ere
this spirit becomes as strong- as the educators and students from the variMaster wishes it will become an attrac- ous universities in Southern California
tive power for all who come under its at this dinner. Prof. Meredith made
a few remarks, stating that great as
influence,
Indicating the spiritual fellowship the honor was to be introduced as one
which the Summer School has de"el- of the founders of the Montezuma
oped, many of the older Baha'is who . School for Boys, he took greater pleashave visited in Raffa and at the Holy ure and greater honor in attending the
Shrine state that the spirit that is de- dinner as a member of the Bahi'i
veloped at the Summer School is quite group.
Mention should also be made of the
similar to that which is experienced in
interest that was aroused on the part
the Holy Land.
3.-0utline Bureau N alice.
Last year the SUflUner School was of Prof. E. Kern, graduate of the
We have recently -had mimeo- visited for a few days by a young doc- University of Berlin and a Rockegraphed a second edition of Baha'i tor from Russia. His was a strong feller Scholarship holder for expenTeachings Relating to Christianity. belief in brotherhood, but of a cold, mental work in America. He became
\Ve have decided to make an unusually logical, scientific philosophy of Ii fe, so enthused with the spirit of the
attractive offer to the friends, effective developed naturally through the com- friends that he began studying the
until after Convention time. For the munistic ideas. He came to the Sum- Cause and now both he and his wife
price of one dollar '''ore are selling the mer School for a stay of a day or two. are Baha'is.
following aids to study, enclosed in The friendship of the friends was so
At a recent unity dinner in San
manila folder:
strong that he stayed not only through- Francisco after an all-day Teaching
Outline on Material and Divine out that week but throughout the en- Conference in the Baha'i Library,
Civilization.
tire Summer School. When he left he Prof. Kern gave the following inte~
Outline on Baha'i Teaching Relat-. wept, saying that never in his Ii fe had esting experience: When he and his
he experienced such a true oneness good wife left the Bahi'i Library they
ing to Christ.
Outline on :-Jew Light on The and harmony among people as he jelt did not know ho'",' to get to the hotel
among the group at the Summer where the dinner was to be held. DrivScriptures (Prophecy).
Outline on !\.faterial and Divine School and that he felt more intimately ing along they saw a machine toad of
associated with the Baha'is than with people, all with happy, radiant faces
Civilization.
The Correspondence Course of his own family.
and decided to follow it. Soon they
twenty lessons with questions and refAnother young man, from Southern were in the midst of all the happy
erences.
These rna v be obtained California, driving to the Pacific friends in the'Bahi'i gathering.
through Mrs. R. C. Collison, 681 Cas- Northwest dropped in to spend the
With such a spirit and harmonious
tle Street, Geneva, N. Y.
evening with one of the Baha!is. He feeling as this, it will readily be reNational Teaching Committee,
was simply going to stay overnight alized that the Summer School is a
By: DORIS McKAY, Secretary.
and then continue on his busines.;; trip. unit in its activities and all of the
He was so touched bv the kindness of friends revolve in harmonY' around one
the friends and the h;rmonious atmos- activity after another. It is a demonRESULTS OF SUMMER SCHOOL
phere that he decided to stay over for stration of the ability of a group of
AT GEYSERVILLE
a day or so. This dav or so stretched diverse people to live together happily
The goal of the Bahi'i program and into the entire two ";eeks period and and harmoniouslv. This is the fruit
the fruit of the Cause is the realiza- when he left he announced that he of the Summer 'School and the purtion of that ideal condition, where the wished to join the Bahi'i Fellowship pose of its gathering, because after all
differing elements of the human fam- and become one with us in carrying on the object of all training is to learn
ily live together happily, peaceably and our work.
how to live. Last year there were in

of one of the local Baha'i Community
as a teacher. That a list of these
qualified teachers be compiled and sent
to all outside center.'i, \,,,ho are requesting teachers.
Further suggestions were to hold several inter-racial Amity banquets as
frequently as possible. It was stated
that the Pasadena Assembly were arranging one for Dec_ 13th, and a request was made for full publicity and
cooperation from each Baha'i Community, that each one of the committee communicate with their Spiritual
Assembly, mailing list notified and arrangements made for disposal of tickets (not to cost over one dollar.) The
committee unanimously agreed to do
advance work together for disting'uished out of town teachers, to have
a unity meeting of all neighboring assemblies every two or three months
to stimulate - the cooperative spirit.
finally, that a definitely stated interassembly fund, he pro-rated from the
Spiritual Assemblies for incidental expenses of the work of the committee.
This highly efficient meeting to inaugurate inter-assembly administration
was held at Dr. Ali Kuli Khan's Art
Center which was to be available for
other meetings of a like nature.

J
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attendance about 75 people from the
various parts of the Pacific Coast. The
meetings were devoted to :he stuoy of
the all-important subject of ".Man and
His Universe," This cour:;€,: included
briefly the complete range of human
activity, starting with evolutionary
processes of life to the carly Jays of
history up to the present period of
complex existence and then most important, the future of the human family, ,,,.. hich of conrse was a working out
of the Baha'i Program of l....7 n iversal
Peace. Lectures were given by Prof.
E. A. Rogers, giving the contributions
of science to life's deveiopment. by
Prof. \V. ]. Meredith from a sociological, historical standpoint and by the:
Baha'is, giving the application of the
principles of Bah.i'u'll.ih to the problems of the world today and what their
application will do in' evolving in the
world to that ideal state \·,rhich the
Bible promises 01 "the Kingdom ot
God on Earth."
One of the most interesting outgrowths of the Summer School was
the teaching of the children. A children's group of about 50 was conducted by ),,[rs. Mabel Weaver of
Glendale, assisted by Miss Alice Rouleau of Visalia. This work developed
the need of a comprehensive course of
study for 'l:hildren throughout the
year. In discussing the matter a comrn1ttee evolved to work on such a
course to cover musical, literarY, artistic, religious and spiritual jdeals of
youth.
Different ones particularly
qualified volunteered their services, as
for instance, :11iss Julia Goldman of
Honolulu, with her art work; WI rs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler \".,ith her education work; 1hs. Cooper with her
collection of stories of the lives 0 f spirirual teachers and especially the stories
given by 'Abdu'l-Bahi, etc.
Opposition on the part of local Geyserville people was turned into appreciation and cooperation. The Chamber of Commerce entertained the entire Summer School at dinner one evening_ Next year they request that \ve
designate one day as Chamber of
Commerce Day, joining.hem and local
residents in a picnic at the ocean,
where they "vill conduct an abalone
catch, cooking them f Of dinner, the
classes to be carried on during- the day
in some beautiful ",,-ooded grove.
Greatest of all the successes of the
schooL perhaps, is the elevating anJ
unifying effect it is hailing- in the variOllS- Assemblies, where a new- spirit is
becoming app;uent or tolerance and
2ctivc cuopec:ltlr)ll.
rn \·;"iting- all
_\ssemhly and discussing the work 0 f
the groups-remark was made that

'.vith SlIe:, all(; ::'l1cil a perS(lll \-vur-king
diligently and cotlstructively great
good should be accomplished. The
member of the ;\s::iembly replierl, "Yes,
hut you do not realize that this person
fOnllerlV showed littk ;].':.:ti,.. itv. It is
onlv .si;lCe th<.: SWllLller Sc1~ool this
sW{IIl1er that he has Leen so acti~'C_"
This ne\'I,.' :nspi rational force which the
gathering of friends at GeyservilJr.: has
given, is the cause or the ne\v activity
in the Asse.mhlies and the succes::; 0-£
our Teaching \Vork.
::;0
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By: Leroy Ioas.
NEW MEETING PLACE IN
CHICAGO

The Spiritual Assembly of Chicago
announces that it has taken a nc . . .· Baha'i office :n Room 903, 11-6 South
;'lichigan Avenue, where vlsitors from
uther cities ·,vi:: receive a most cor6a;
. . . . . elcome. The telephone is Franklin
0336.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Publishing Committee reports
the following new titles and reprints:
The Reality of JfaH-a compilation
from \Vords of 'Abdu'I-Ba:1.a explaining the nature of soul. mind and spirit,
and the principles of man's spiritual
evolution.
Dound in strong paper_
cover, size 4~/~ bv 6J~ inche-s. Per
copy, $0.50.·
,
The Balui'i ,if 07.'Clflcnt-an outline
of the aims and purpose 01 the Cause,
",... ith a s~atetl1ent on Uahi'] administration and representative quotations
from the \Vritings, reprinted from
l-r..?terial approved by the Guardian for
Tin: Baha'i \·Vor:d. Bound in paper.
SO.IO. Note: the Committee- expresses
the hope that Assernhlies will order
this antI I)ther pan~ r:1let literature
now pub;ishcd or to he puhlishr.:d, 1tL
quantities of 100 copies or more, and
that individual believers wishing .single co?ies of all pamphlets will order
them from their o·,...·n or some nea:-bv
Assembly. The ftiEng or such smail
orders involvc::i a 10:,s lin c<,.ch traIl~ac
tion, and prevents the PuhEshing Committee from c:-eating SU:-plllS funds
I"or the benefit of the l\atiof!.al Assembly.
The Dm('H of the Sen.' nov-a new
cd:tion of the ·;·hlllC )Jr). 9"- compi:at10n \.,rhich h;l::; bccn so helpful for
Illany veal's.
Sold only in ~()t::: uf
100 -cljpie~. Per ·h·"ndre-d, ,~3.00_
'.j!hlll'l-Rajui in :Vc,<:' York-a nei'."
edition of llle l11emorial volume i:,sued by the -:'\"ew York SpiriLla! ~-\s-

:()::owi~J.g ~he ':.Ias:c:-';:,; __ \scenThe new edition contains excerpts from recently discovered TableL..;, revealed to the local :\s5emt->ly.
The hody 0 f the hook contains. selected addre:iscs (h·livC"rt.'d :JV ':\bdu'lBah~l at Colul11hia L~nive-rsitv and
other pub:ic meetings during H~is stay
in ::.rew York during 1912. Per copy
$0.50.
'
The Publishing Con:lr.ittee will be
pleased to fiil any orders received for
L:--tC iollowing books, not part oi the
Baha'i llterature but of interest to believers,
The Spirit of Reality. compiled ·by
the Rev. J- Storer-a new edition oi
"Thoughts That Build," many copies
of which have been purchased by believers.
The new edition contains
even more quotations from Baha'i
\V riti:1gs than did ~he original volume. Thi::; work consists oi daily
readings, gathered i rOIll the worid's
spiritual literature. It makes an excellent gift to non-Baha'is. 1\0 discount can be given on ~he price of.
per copy, Sl.OO.
Religions and Philosophies iH America, edited by Julius \Veber-a statement on each of morc :han Ilfty religious and philosophical movements in
America, contributed by a representative of each organization_ The Baha'i
Cause is represented by the article
published in The Bahi'i World. This
work will be found exceedingly useful
as a gllide to American religious belief, in all its contemporary complexity. Per copy, $2.50.
Orders for the above books rnav be
sent to Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 3-13, Grand Central Station,
Kew York City.

.C,C:lnlJ)Y
;:;i011.

BAHA'I NEWS LETTERS
WANTED

In order to comp;ete its files, the
f'll:i];sh:ng- Cu:nmi".:tc(' '.\'~uld :ike to

obtain Baha'i News Letter Nos. 21,
22, 23 and 31, and would appreciate
an opportunity to ontain them trom any
believer or Assembly ahle to furnish
c1aplicatcs.
{Fere /'IIW! to Sf11a'}! 'i.f...·ith deep II/sight God's ho[:~' J.Voyds lZ-lId ponda
theln in his heart. he !.1..'iU slLrely ycali:::{' that their onc !I-1m i.., tv so uHitc
the -'f..!orld. that the di'Z.'f'fs peoples on
earth ml1V be r('aa.rderl e'i.'rH as one
SOld, that-the sed" of "UHto Cod is aU
domiHioll'J "//fa", be sta.mped "pon the

taNct 0/ C7.'(';" llt~art :1l1i that the
,\','"lnu{ors uf 100~'in~1 kiHdJle:J-I. of grate
uud liIerc" mar be .shed U/l(l!/ all lHa!/kiTld ._nah~i7 u '[[iilI.
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~l1-praise be to God, Ihc adored
One, Lord of the seen and unseen,

U'ho from the primal Point caused
bool?s alrd epistles, uflHumbered, to be
revealed; Whose tno.~t exalted rVord
called UHto beilIU all aeel/ion from first
to last, a-nd l-Yho, consonant witlt His
transcendent 'wisdom, hath sntt, in
ever}' age and 'cycle, His Afessenger to
Tn/we with the liv'ing 'ctuiers of DiTli-nf Tttteraace His laint and 'U,ithering

creatures. He, iJJ truth, is tlte expounder, the true interpreter; inasm·uch as -maH- falli'th short and faile/It
to comprehend that which halh f/o-<1Jed
from the Pen of glory and been revealed in His Jtl.ost holy Book. Verily,
lJw.n necdeth at all ti-m('s a- rf!1"l t iHdcr, r1
guide, an instructor~ a teacher. Thus
hath God sent forth His Ambassadors,
His Prophets· and His chosen ones,
that these may acquaint the peoples of
the world uoith His purpose in the revealing of !! is leVord (HId fhe mission
of His }v[t'ssengers, thai a{[ may be
made (JU1(Jre of the Dizine Trust comm.·itted to their charge.
Afan is the most potent of talismans;
and naught bu.t want of trite edltCation
hath depri1/cd him of that ri..'/lich is lateut 'W'ithin him. fVith one word He
created him~ with another guidid his
steps to the path of tru.e leanl-inq, and
with still another guarded and presen'ed his standing and statiot!.
The great Being saith~' Consider
"/fU.H~ ("pen as a mine fhat ho{deth
stones of precious beaut-y, of '1.vhich
edlKati01l aloue Ye'[.leaieth its 'value
and bestO'lt'eth its Of!Jwjit UPOH mankind.
The u!orld is in t[o,...,,/Oi/ and its agitaliM waxetll day by day. I Is face is
turned to'1.t'ards 1.f...'a}"wardness and irreligion. So grievous shall be its plight
that to disclose it now wOHld not be
meet anl seetnly.
AI an)' a day shall
pass eJre it is relie7,:ed from its sore
trcnmil. And ill the fu'ne"Ss of time
there shall appear~ all of a su.dden.
that 'Ztlhich 'will cast terror ·into the
1.'et"y hea.rt af mankind~' then and only
Printed in U. S. A.
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Baha'i literature, the consulidation of
forces at Green Acre and Geysen1ille,
ness 'lvarble its melody upon the Tree the increased energy of every local
of Life.-Balui'u'llah.
Baha'i community, the larger scope of
publicity~all these effects may rightly
be anlicipated iro111 the iact that tht:
SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL
Cause in America has at last faithRESPONSIBILITY
fuliy constructed a ':\-Lashriqu"-Adhkar
Editorial
and possesses a visible sign of the new
The thought uppermost in the minds Revelation of the oneness of mankind.
of all believers planning to attend the
VVith these tremendoru consequenConvention is that they wi!! have the ces, an increased spiritual and material
supreme joy and privilege of behoid- responsibility must also be assumed, a
ing the Temple edifice.
responsibility laid equally upon every
The first Convention called twenty- American co-worker of the beloved
three years ago was convened as the Guardian.
The seeds underground
"Baha'i Temple Unity"-the first col- produce no comment-the flowers
lective pl~rp()Se adopter{ by the Ameri- ;, prung from the s ~eds are vi s L'b Ie to
can bdievers was this ideal· of con- the world.
structing
the
Temple.
Steadily.
One aspect or this responsibility,
throughout the period of a generation not the highest but of vital importance
of human life, this mighty project has through its intimate relation to the degone forward. In the days and years velopment of the spiritual aspects, is
when. the work, from the material point our future attitude toward the ~ational
Bahi'l Fund. Henceforth. that Fund
of view, appeared to falter, necessary
will be called upon not only to make
spiritual transfonnations were taking
place among the friends, our knowl- .. possible steady increases in all recogedge of the Cause broadened and deep- ntzed Baha'i activity but also to mainened, our mutual intercourse and asso- tain adequately the present Temple
ciated activities became subject to the edifice and provide for its final comnew principles of unity. the divtne art pletion.
The "Plan of Cnified Action" issued
of consultation was gradually tearned.
and a Baha'i body capable of erecting by the National Assembiy several years
the Temple and worthy of administer- ago came as the first attempt to face
ing it grew from the station of the the material responsibility incurred by
a rapidly growing Cause. Since a defichild to that of the adult.
A thousand dreams and aspirations nite Sllm was required to proceed with
construction
plans.
that
are now close to fulfilment, as the date Temple
of this year's Convention draws nigh. amount was made the objective of the
Plan, and by dividing the amount
The Master's prophecies are being recalled, and Shoghi Effendi's letter,
among the number of recognized
written in the autumn of 1929, uphold- believers over a three-year period,
ing a true spiritual ideal for the use an average monthly donation from
of the Temple when completed, is be- each believer was determined. in
the thought that larger donations from
ing carefully re-read.
.:\. new and penetrating joy, a more some would counterbalance ·those who
powerful animation, will inspire those could not meet the average assigned.
The suggestion is advanced here that
who are fortunate enough to convene
in the Foundation Hall on May 1. The possibly, with respect to the future, our
renewal of teaching, already evidenced attitude toward the needs of the Naby the extra-ordinary activities initi- tional Fund can he determined not
ated by the Teaching Committee this merely by the financial considerations
year, the extension of the influence oi arising from the total needs of the
then shaN the dirlj.-ne Standard be u,n-

furled, ami the Nightingale of H oti-

2
Fund, but <Llsu by ::ipiritual considerations based upon the teachings themselves.
The friends are reminded that the
~Iastcr'::. \Vi11 and Testament refers
to the institution of a method of contributing to the Cause based upon each
believer's actual income. ,:-\ccording
to this teaching, believers will in f uture set aside for the Cause a fixed
proportion of their income or wealth.
\Ve understand thaI the application
of this teaching, and a full explanation
of its details. waits upon the formation of the universal Hou:::;e of Justice. K evertheless nothing seealS to
make impossible the voluntary aJoption of a principle of contributing to
the Cause which, in part at least, reflects the spirit of this teaching of
Baha'u'!lah and the operation of which
tend:::; to prepare us for fuller obedience
to the Baha'is life of the tuture.
1f, then, believers here and there
who fully appreciate the measure of
n:~ponsibility which must be assumed
hy all incoming National Assemblies ill
future can, of their own volition and
after adequate reflection. decide at this
time to devote one-nineteenth of their
incomes (slightly more than 5 per
cent) for use as Baha'i donations, the
effect \""ould nut merely be to augment
the Fund but 3.lso to deepen the spiritual consciousness of the believer himselL
This ~hought is to be considered entirely in the light of an informal suggestion. It is not an official recommendation' of the National Assembly.
The virtue of the proposal actually consists in its very informality-its dependence upon entirely voluntary decisions and individual consideration.
It compels a measure of self-sacrifice.
It connects the soul with one more
poweriul teaching. If widely adopted.
it will tend to usher in an era of
greater stability to the work of the
Cause in America. Let us try to hecome true believers in every aspect of
life and on every plane. The maturity of the Cause in America will only
be attained as its members adopt responsible plans and so 5hape their lives
that the plans can be carried through.
GREEN ACRE PROGRAM
July-August, 19J1
For more than thirtY' years, Green
Acre, the beautiful crm1~~nity situated
on the banks of the Piscataqua River
at Eliot, ::vraine, has maintained a platform for the st:ldv and ctiscl..ls.:i:on of
spiritual and social principles making
for the unity of religions. classes, races
and creeds.
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Construction of Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, Photograph No. IO-March 2, 1931
The program announced for the
summer of 1931 will appeal to many
::;peakers who desire to make their vacation days contribute more than physical recreation,
Program
(To be amplified in later announcements)
Round Table DiscHssion G'KOUPS
Only those \o,:ho are contemplating
serious study are urged to enrolJ in
these classes. Two hours each morning will be devoted to lecture and study
but all persons attending classes are
urged to use the study hall. and the
books to be found there, at other times
of the day.
It will not be necessary to buy a
text book but a limited number of
worth-whi.le ·books will be for sale and
it may prove more convenient to buy
one or two hooks.
Course l-"The influence of mvsticism upon modern th~ink
ing." July 6-17.
The purpose of this course is to
develop the connection between mystical knovvledge and scientific knowledge. Special emphasis will be put
~!pon the intellectllal basis ot modern mysticism and its piace in scientific thinking.
~{on .. Wed:. Fri .. 10-12 A. M.
Lecturer to be announced.
Couyse 2-" Foundation:; of modern
.:icience," July 7-IS.
A short time will be given to the

history of .":cicnce and then some 0.£
the more important laws and concepts will be studied in detail. The
relation between the mystical ideal
and the scientific ideal will be developed.
Tues., Thurs., Sat.. 10-12 !\. M.
Prof. Glenn Shook.
Course 3-"Psychology a~ religion."
Aug. 3-14.
A brief studv of some of the
modern schools ~nd their effect upon
religious thinking. The following
\...·ill be considered; Humanism, Behaviorism. Idealism, Positivism and
Katuratism.
:\'ron .. \'led .. Fri .. 10-12 A. M.
~:liss

Easterbrook.

4--f<~-1odernism

in religiolls
thinking." July 27-31.
This course will show the tendency of religion to accommodate itself to modern neeos in serving humanitv. as illustrated bv conditions
in In-dia, China, Europe, America
and other parts of the world. These
:-=.tudies will revol ve around the question, what do such conditions imply
as to the Divine Immanence and the
need of a Universal Educator?
Tues., Thurs .. Sat., 1O-1~.
J-Ir. Louis G. Gregory.
Couyse 5-"Teaching." July 28-Aug.
1.
This course will provide means
for intensive study of present day
problems in the teaching of the uni-

COlIne

--_.

----------=-o-=~.

versal principles of Bah;i.·u·Uih, the
Divine euucator of this day.
A
numher of wei! known Bah;'t"i teachers will contribute to this work but
the complete program is not ready
for this notice.
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 10-12 A_ ';1.
Course 6-"Teaching_" Aug. 4-9.
A continuation of Course
J_

Tues., Thurs_, Sat., 10-12 A. :>1.
C OHrse 7-"The Philosophy of universal religion." Aug. 11-15_
A critical study of the philosophies of the great religions_ One
object of the course is to bring out
the difference between materialistic
and spiritual philosophy, humanism
and the Divine solution of the problem of evil, naturalistic and spiritual
psychology, etc. The relation between the teachings of the Divine
l\.1anifestations and the new spiritual
philosophy of modern scholars will
al so be considered.
Tues_, Thurs., Sat., 10-12 A. M_
Mr. Albert R. Vail.
II Evem"n.g lectures.
These evening talks and lectures
are for lecture students and friends.
Mon_, Wed., Fri., 7:30 P. ).01.
July
Poetry and inspiration ________ .
8 Miss Tasker
Current evenls..
10
Hidden Words.
13 Mr. Gregory
Progressive' education _________ , _. 15 Mr. Cobb
Current events.... 17
Seven Valleys .... 20 Mr_ Gregory
Emerson .... __ . 22 Miss Shank
Current events ... 24
Aug.
Religion and health 5 Mr_ Vail
The Temple. _. . .. 10 Mr. McDaniel
Baha'i administration .. _...... _. 17 Mr. McDaniel
Psychology
and
health ___ . . . . .. 19 Miss Coy
Diet and health __ . 21 Miss Gray

III

Conferences.
L "Teaching_" (Date to be announced.)
2. "International relations."
This conierence is conducted entirely by the young people. Mr.
Barton in charge. July 24, 25,

26_
3_ "Amity." Aug_ 21. 22. 23.
4. "Baha'i education," ALlg. 28,
29,30_
IV The 'Writers' club.
Anvone who has material in :\-[S
form ~ or who can devote some time
to writing may become a member of
this dub. Papers will he criticized
by members uf the club and hy the
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director in charge.
V

Tile s/'ca!?c y/ club.

The purpose ot this club is to train
members in public speaking.
VI SUllday ser1.rices.
Sunday morning, 11 A. M_
In general this is a devotional
service.
Sunday evening, 7 :30 P. ).oJ.
Sunday evenings will be given to
general gatherings at the Fellowship
House in the interest of quiet enjoyment of a little good music,
poetry reading and other simple
forms of entertainment. The social
value of these meetings is held to be
of most importance_ Light refreshments will be served.
There will be a few special entertainments as follows:
July
Modern art _. ____ . __ . _ _ _ __ S
Travelogue ____________ ... _ 12
Music .. _._ ......... _____ . 19
Aug_
.. ___ . 9
Children's hour
Eliot talent _______ _ _ .... 16
The friends of Green Acre residing
in Eliot and Portsmouth have recently
organized an Arts and Crafts club and
anyone in Eliot this summer may become a member if interested. A fee
of $1.00 is charged for membership_
We hope to have Miss Martha Root,
the International Baha'i teacher. with
us in Green Acre the first part of July.
Everyone is looking forward to her
visit with the greatest interest and
pleasure.
Further details of the program and
necessary changes will be communicated to the friends as soon as possible ..
The following schedule of prices [or
room and board has been adopted hy
the Trustees_
Green Acre Inn. From $15.00 to
$25.00 a week, room and board_
Cottages_ From $8_50 to $10.00 a
week, room and board,
Children under twelve years, half
price.
Other availa1ble accommodations to
be announced.
.A..s the entire program is planned to
further the progress of the Revelation
of Bahi'u'liith we urge all Assemhlies
to cooperate with us in making Green
Acre the "focal center of the devotional, humanitarian, social and spiritual activities of the Cause."
~Ve have but to reread the words or
our Guardian (Rahfl'i Administr<1tion
pages Sand 121) to realize OUf sacred
ohligation anf1 privilege.
Sincerelv,

C.

A.

SIIOOK.

Chai rman. Greell A.cre Prograll1 Com.

REPORTS' FROM TEACHING
COMMITTEE
I.-A National Teaching Cou/cTnrce.
The National Spiritual Assembly
has approved a National Conference of
Baha'i Teachers to be conducted by
the ),Jational Teaching Committee at
the Temple Foundation Hall on the
day before the opening of the Convention, Thursday, April 30th. The
following teaching matters for the
coming year will be discussed: a unified teaching program, budgeting our
funds, qualifications and most efficient
use of teachers, effective methods of
public approach. continuity in followup work, the formation of new Assemblies and other matters, Every local
and national Baha'i teacher is urged
to be present for the opening session
at 9 A. M.
2,-A Conference for Balur, Y otttlr.
The ~ational Teaching Committee
wishes also to announce that there
will 'be a special conference for the
Baha'i youth coincident with the general teaching conference to be held on
April 30th.
The following Youth Committee has
been appointed from various parts of
the United States and Canada to facilitate plans and arrangements, so
that as many youth as possi ble rna y
avail themselves of the unique opportunity to meet our International
Teacher. ::vlartha Root, and other we!1known Baha'i teachers, and to afford
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BAH A" NEWS is the official organ 0 f the American National
Spiritual Assemhly_ Its cost is
defrayed from the National
Baha'i Fund and copies are distributed free of charge to recogni zed believers throughout the
United States and Canada, and
to National and Local Spiritual
Assemblies in other lands_
News articles and report 5 0 f
general Baha'i interest and value
are requested from Assemblies.
N ationaJ. Committees and other
representatives of the Cause.
The Guardian's statement concerning the p1.l1"pose and scope of
this publication can be found in
the volume entitled "Baha'i Administration."
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the .young peuple the opportunity to
discuss, consult, and ('ft1[t' new and
\·ital activities for th{~ cUllling- }t':n.
P,\VL HA:fEY, Chairman.
41;:'; Fore.<;t ,-\\"ellUe,
\Vilmette, [llillois.
EDRIS AND COLSTO:-.r RrCE-\'/~\Y
HELE~ AND CH ..\RLES BISHOP
LORRAINE HOPPER
LUDMELA BECTHOLD
:'L-'LRY ~[AX\VELL
E~1 BRIe SALE.

For information. a.cldress the Chairman, Paul Haney, as above.

3.-Second

1Ve'U!

England

pistrict

Con-terence .The regional Teaching Conference
of .:Jew EnglaLld held in Vv'orcester,
Mass .. January 17th and 18th wa's very

successful, effective for service, and
free from all traces of inhannony_ Its
spiritual at!lLo:;pher~ was impn::ssive.
Those present came from variolls cities and villages representing all the
::ew England S,ates save Rhode
Island,
The evening preceding the con f er~
ence an informal reception was held

for the delegates and friends at the
home ot .M r. and ~J IS. Her;')ert I-I.
Tarbell. ).{usic and the film showing
part of the Brooklyn work of ',\bdulBahi varied the program of social
commingling.
The chairman ot the conference was
:1'1 rs. Florence I'donon who dre\'\t a
striking picture of the world and the
needs of mankind. At such a time the

greatest gift of God is a Prophet, one
who has a full understanding and reveals laws for humani[y \~'hich will establish unity and peace. She quoted
a thought from Carli:::ile that \vhen one
knows a ,spiritual truth one is stronger
tha:n the whole \\'orld. It therefore behooves

us

to deepen

our

faith in

Bahi'u'llah and His program lor hurnan relief. She ended her address of
welcome \·,rith assurances of ",.e!come
from 'Abdul-Bah. that the faithful
would be guided and protected,
Dr, Wilgar L. Jones spoke on Faith,
\'lhich he showed was the stabilitv of
the business world and the ba5i~ of
success in all ~he affairs of lile both
material and spiritual. He urges inr
tensive study of the teachi:1.gs and Llse
of the prayers.
),jrs. Janet II. Bolton spoke of the
founding oE (he Portsmouth Baha'i
:\s~emblv \vhich in three years numhers t,,~enty-three persons inclucting a Jtv.,.. , an American Indian, seven
colored and seventeen Yankee:::;. The
prir.cipal activity which leu to grm,,·th
wa'S luncheon and dinner rarties to
spread the Catls(', One such dinner

]Jan:' resultt:d in se\·en openings for a
Bab~·l'i
speaker to adrlrf'ss groups.
BJ.ha'i:; belong to Twarly .1.11 the variou:,
organizatiulls of that city anc. :;0 helve
man v CUllt.1CtS. Tilev ,be the :-O(H1b
a: tl;e y, \y, C. A, 'for ,:,oir weekly
and public meetings.
.
~-Irs. Janet :\:f. Bolton spoke of t:'1e
work among isoLHed believers ano the
nr.:cd of encouraging those who are so
placed. She abo re:,.. d le~ter.~ frOLll ;J.
number of them.
.J.-[L Philip 1-larange:la spoke eloqllently on the i\i:r..eteen Day l'east
and its threefold nature.
1, To attune the souls of the believers with the descent of the Holy
Spirit,
2. To consider and plan teaching
activities and human service.
3. To cultivate sociability in its
true sense anwng the f ricnds.
I'dr. f-l. H. Tarb(:'lI ga·.;e .:1'1 ;H~Cf}'.lnt
of the social contacts and home circle
service of the \Vorcester friends. They
entertain informally without set program yet with the purpose of attracting souls to the Cause. They thus
contact their neighbors and also have
classes to study the teachings.
:J.-frs. Harold Bowditch, chairman of
the Boston Assembly, spoke o[ the
way in which the Boston friends had
contacted and attracted a number ·of
interesting foreigners. One of them
declared that only among Baha'is had
he found in America ~he true Christia.n 5pirit.
Mr. Louis G. Gregory was asked to
surn up after the various speakers and
to tell about contacts and teaching experiences in various other sections, He
laid Stpecial emphasis upon the organization or stuUY classes for the youth,
tontacts with l{xrals as individuals in
groups, striving by a wise aujustment
to bend every occasion to the end of
spreading the Cause and courting the
spiritual graces and heavenly blessings through harmony. Ordinary beings accept their environment. i\-1en
of genius trJ.nsfonn their environment.
This the Baha.'is can do through the
unseen Pmvers.
Public :\"1eeting. A well-advertised
puulic meeting was the CO:1.tact of the
Convention with the city of \VorcesteL
Dr. John Herman Randall, Jireclor
oi \Vorld Uniev Foundation, was the
speaker and lI,·(r. Greg0ry \\"::1.:'; chairman.

+.--The Second ,Vorthern Ohio C·OI}{crence.
The second :-':orthen: Ohio Conference was held in Cleveland at the horne
or ,,'I;. and Mrs, A. H. :\[artin on

SunJay, January the ~5th. Rt'presenratlves from Aknm and Pi:t:;::,urgh
""'t·n· pre::o;etlT.
The ].>rogram \.... :1."' a~ iollov.:o;:
1. \Vh;;t is the work nf th~ local
SVLritual Assem:;ly:--1--1rs. R. L.
Brooker, Akron.
2. \Vhat is Unity' Equaiity; FelIm,"·:-.hip:-r.i1 r. A.
:\lanin, CleyeJanel.
3. 1f ow .<la:1 \\"~ \..:;:;)'..... ln~e Gl1idance ?-::\lrs. Dale S. Co;e, Cleveland.
4. HO\v shall we appeal to the
youth ?-::\fr. Lutbt.:r Johnson, Akron.
5. How s·haH we start new groups
:n new territorv:-i\·Ir. Harlan F.
Ober, Pittsburgh:
The Confert'tlct.: wa.::i h<lpVY to have
present MI. Lnuis G. Gregory who
c?ntribl1ted generous:y to the discusSlons.
1Ir. llarlan F. Ober adclre>secl a
puhlic n:·eeting F:-ida.y tTer".ing pre-Cf'ding the Conference, and ilve follow-up
llleet:ngs were held at which ~ir.
Gregory spoke on variolLs phases of
the Bah:l'i Cause.

H.'

By; EVA .MAE S. S1IITH,

Secy. to the Inter-:\ssemhly
Con ference Committee.
Cleveland, Ohio,
February 14, 1931.

S.--Letter from Juliet Thompson.
Struggling with our problems in our
separate assemblies it is difficult to
realize until . .ve begin to travel from
group to group that in reality an indestnlctihle nuclens 0 f unity has already been established in our country.
OUf beloved :Master has said: "Love "is
the essentia-l bond between the realities
of things throughout divine creation."
1n my recent trip I perceived that
bond-that indestructible hand-uncovered, as we all met to study and
teach and thus forget everything but
reallc-v.
Fi;s.t 1 'iovent to Geneva where I
found such ref resnment as I have not
experienced for years. I alTived at
the happy moment when an inter-assembly C"onierence '.\·as being hdd. I
round this conference mort': than stimulating-inspiring. I n it there was a
5piri~ that swept me back in teeling
to the cla\vn of the Cause in the \Vest.
when I used t.o tlleet in Pari ... with the
younger generation of that timewhen we were all aflame with the COtlsciousne;;:.s of the \Vorl(] Redeemer of
this age and l'{i:h ,.)l:r re501 ve to spread
nur raptllrous knmvlerlge of His Pres~
t:nce in the v.·odd.
From Ceneva r Wl'nt to Binghamton.
tly heart still melts as I
reJ11emher the spirit of love ,-\:ith \-\.:hich
l was received there. "Love" our dear
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~laster said, "j::; the :\J ystery ot Divine
whom it can truly be said they are one PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Revelation." As r rdive those days soul in different bodies-and the. reBalui'-i Peace ProgralIl~Containing
in Binghamwn and frrJrn this <i;:,sult is spiritual power. This group letters fnJtTI '.·\b(;u'!-B.:lh[t including
tanee view the purity of that group, 1 too is centered on the spiritual core the one to Dr. Forel pertaining to a
wonder I f its secret is not the hunger of the teachings, the discovery of solution in working out this plan of
for the inner significances of rhe Di- which brings the miracle of unity, So peace.
vine Teachings.
great w:J.s the ardor of the Columbus Bound in blue leather .. ".. $1.50
In Rochester though the group is group and their desire to assist in the Bound in green paper .. ,.....
.50
building of the plan of Administration
small, one feels that life which is the
At this time when the whole world
sign of the new spiritual generation- that they fonned a temporary commitis concentrating on the prohlem of
the "rising generation" ~'lhich Shoghi tee. Since they have done so their working out a permanent peace. it beEffendi says is "sure to \vitness great consciousness of unity has increased in hooves every believer to become faand vast achievements." The state of an interesting \vay, I was not 'Present miliar with -the teachings or 'Abdu'lNew York is a fascinating field in at the formation of this tentative as- Baha on this subject. In this most
which to work. So strong is the de- sembly being in Dayton at the time b-ut valuable book we have a clearly defined
sire of this rising generation to spread I attended the meeting where the offi- plan set forth by 'Abdu'l-Baha.
the Teachings, that I fee! this moment cers were efected. The spirit that
Foundatio·n.s of l-Vor1d Unity-Seis the most propitious we have ever reigned in this meeting was sublime in
lected addresses delivered bv 'Abdu'lits
simplicity
and
humility
..
,
.
known for teachers to go forth and
Baha at G niversities. Churches. Svnateach these young and enthusiastic
In Dayton, too, fhere are britliant gogues, Peace Societies and sin1i1ar
groups, I have found that the com- souls and these also formed a tempomand from the Spiritual Center, now rary committee a ware that the leg-al public meetings,
$.75
the Guaruiall, is identical \..·ith confir- election cannot take place beiore next BCiuj~d in p;~pc.
This book also deal, with the submation; as Bahi'u'l1ih says "lUy Com~ April hut realizing that by this premand is binding; ha ve th~u no 'uoubt." paratory action they will increase their jece of Peace.
The Oneness of AI an"iHd~Com
Since the command is, at this moment solidarity and enthusiasm. A number
to teach, without doubt doors win open oi people were confirmed and added to piled by Louis Gregory and Iv[ ariam
to the teacher and the \V ord uttered the Dayton group. I cannot resist Haney, Containing s.elections from
through him or through her will, in- mentioning a very young couple, the the words of Bahil'u'llilh and 'Abdu'levitably. create.
wife seventeen. the husband nineteen, Baha on inter-racial amity.
Our beloved Y[aster, 'Abdul-Bah._ who with the wonderful spiritual dar- Bound in green paper ." ... $.25
has made in His Divine Plan promises ity which characterizes the new genera\,Ve would like to call attention to
to the different sections of this coun- tion. accepted the Cause instantane- this splendid book, which gives importry, To the .:J"ortheastern States He
ollsly. the young wife saying, "Even tant information concerning our unpromises that a "mirror" will appear. although I am too young to legaJly be- derstanding of the different races.
and the Middle West He designates come a member of the 'local assembly,
Baha'i Proofs-By Y!irza Abul
as "the heart." Certa.inlv in Ohio a I long to~I must-serve on it. \Vhat Fazl Gulpagan.
Heart is beating-. In Cle~eland which ,hall I do?" It was suggested that
This is the best known book bv this
is an old and large assembly, I found
these two begin to form a young peo- Oriental scholar, philosopher an'd dihospitality and love never to be for- ples group in Dayton.
ciple ot Baha'u'llilh translated into
gotten. One incident is outstanding:
This, my dear friends, is just a frac- English. It presents the truth of the
A large meeting had been planned for
tion of '''''hat 1 have witnessed on my Baha'i Revelation from m3.nifold
a certain evening by a colored believer,
trip. To go out to teach at this (ime points of view, and also contains a bia woman of distinction in both colored
when our beloved Guardian has given
and white circles, I arrived at her the command to teach, is to enter into
house to find it thronged. But that the Valley of Astonishment, where one
SECRET ARIAT
OF
THE
afternoon the cruelest, bitterest blow plunges into a "''''orld oJ new laws 50
AMERICAN NATIONAL
that could be imagined had ta[]en upon
uiift:rent to the 1a\\o's of that \>,:orld
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
this heroic woman,
Nevertheless. where ,. feeble wisdom" holds sway,
Address:
Baha'i Secretariat,
though her eyes shO\ved signs of tears
In this new world it is perfectly clear
Evergreen Cabin, West Engleshe received us with a courageous calm that the password is Obedience----obeand with the warmth of self-forget- dience to our beloved Guardian-"inwood, N. Jfulness and with perfect poise ted the stant, exact, and complete obedience"
Jf embers:
For correspondmeeting. Her spirit brought to my -to the divine plan of Administration
ence with Baha'is of the United
mind the spirit of the great Persian --obedience to the Law of Love. From
States and Canada, Alfred E.
sufferers for the Cause.
Lunt; for correspondence with
what I have experienced among those
In Akron is a very alive and united
Baha'is on other lands, and with
beautiful groups of believers in God's
group founded by dne of the old be- Cause I have realized that if Ollr teachnon-Baha'is in the United States
and Canada, Nellie S. French;
lievers of a most liberal and active ers should now start forth each one a
editor of BAHA'! ::-JEWS, Horace
type. At a beauti ful meeting I at- torch of the new Love. there would
Holley; Treasurer of the 1\atenued there I met some e:;;pecial:.y dissoon be a conI1agration in this country.
tinguished COlored friends.
(ional Assemblv and of the TrusDevotedlv, in His Stfvicc,
tees ior the Benefit of the :-IaOf Columbus 'Alxlul-Rah" ha,
JULTET Tno)'IPSO:-I.
tional Spiritual Assembly (Temprophesied glorious things: a great
ple and Green Acre Funds) Roy
fire, He said would be ignited in CoC. Wilhelm; Financial Secretary,
lumbus and the prophecy has 110\\0' bee-r.
Cart Scheffler.
fulfilled. The Columbus group COI1sists of colored and \'.o'hite befievers of
J
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ugraphy of the li~Ts of ~he Bah, Bah;'l~
',,'Ihh and 'Abdll'l lJaha,
Bound in blue cloth ......... $2.00
Every Baha'i should make himsci i familiar \yith this important
work which gives a history and proof
of the Baha'i Faith.
Travellers N nrra.tive - Translated
into English by Edward G. Browne;
\Vritcen to illustrate the Episude OJ
the Bah by a contemporary Persian
scholar.
Bound in blLte cloth .' ........ S2.50
Tablets of BaM'u'lIrih-(Tarazat.
The Tablet of the World, Kalimat, Tajailiyat. Bisharat, Ishraqllat.) Givin~
the Social and Spiritllal principals or
the new age.
Bound in black cloth ........ $2,00
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Balul) 'lml, I and
1I I-1ntimate letters vvrittcn in reply
to questions addressed hy ind.ividuaLs
and groups.
Bound in blue cloth .' ... , , , " $2.00
These volumes were out 0 f stock for
manv vears. but last Augnst a ne\y edilion \;as published. No Baha'i library
is complete without a set of the three
volumes of Tablets of 'Ahdl1'I-Baha.
Lessons in Religion-By Shaykh
Muhammad' Ali Qa'ini. Prepared especially for children. translated by
Edith Roohie Sanderson.
Bound in green paper ........ $.50
The proceeds from this book are
sent to Moneer~r Kha.nonm for the
girls school at ~It. Carmel.
Whence Comes tire Light-By Loulie },-Iathews.
A brief outline of the history of the
Founders of the Baha'i Cause, showinlT the stgniflcance and meaning ot
th~ appearance of a new spiritual COnsciousness in the world through the
Baha'i Message. It contains quotations from Baha 'J writings, and is an
excellent little book to give to interested people,
?_
Bound in green paper ........ $,-)
The Publishing- Committee has received the back numbers of BAHA'I
NEWS for which a request was made
last month, and wishes to express
hearty thanks to the many bel levers
who wrote in to offer copies.
All orders for BahA'i literature
should. be sent to Bahll'i Publishing
Comm.ittee P. O. Box 348. Grand.
Ccntral Sf~fion. Heu..l York City.
THE BAHA'I RELIGIOUS
MOVEMENT
Miss Martha RQ(}t in Ran go-on
;\Ti.-:s :.\fanha· L. Root, .American
journalist and Internatiol.,al spea~er,
who is now in Rangoon. IS dellvenng
a series nf lectures on the Baha'i

whit:h ainl::i at the estabrclig-ivll ami universal
peace alllong mankind.
.
,j.{is::i Root in an itHervit'~\r wIth a
representative of the Rangoon Times
stated that the movement started in
Persia about the middle of the nmeteenth centurv. its founder being
Bah{L'll'llah a~d it has slt1ce been
spreading ....·ith wonderful rapidity not
only in the land of its hirth. but
throughollt the world, in both Eastern
and \\·'estern lands.
1t \",ras in a- restaurant in Pittsburgh,
C. S. A. that the Baha'i movement wa's
first trought to the notice of :\{lss
Root. She purchased every book she
could lay hands un relating to the subjt{:t and for two vears l~f'v~ted her
leisure hours to the study or thiS movement w'hich had made such an appeal
to her. She ",,'as connected in a journalis.tic capacity with a number of the
leading America.n juurnals, when she
decided to dedicate her career to the
spread at the Baha'i movement.
She first visited Chicag-o and \Vash~
ington and then set sail for Japan and
China. In the latter country she spent
a _vear learning the language and spe~k
ing in the Universities. So successtul
'.\'~s her mission that a Baha'i Clliver~ltv was btahllshed In Pehmg
She
lle~t Vlslted ~\l1stralla, )Jew Zealand
Tasmania and South A frica in turn,
and then toured Egypt and_Palestine.
1n Europe \...·here ihe spent tour and. a
half months, IVIiss Root lectured 111
practicaJly aH the leading- 1]niversities,
Her tour in India was a very successfulone and after Burma, she pro{eecls
to Singapore. and then onet: aga.in to
China and] "pan. Finally she wllI go
back to America after a sOjourn of
nearly eight years.
"The Baha'i teaching," remarked
r..-fiss Root "offers a practical philosophy which meets the Fresent day
spiritual needs of humamty. People
interested in the growing need and desire for harmon v and brotherhood between the follo~ers of the different
doctrines and creeds cannot fail to find
in this movement truths of deep interest and those who are interested in the
comparative study of religion will fin~
this subject worthy or much thought.
Reprinted from "The Rall[JooH
TirIlCS.» J\ugl1st I, 1930.
1}1o .... emcllt,

li~b1l1cnt
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KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER IN
SEATTLE
The Baha'ls of Seattle have he en
Illost acti\"{:: in arranging meeting" Ir)r
The
:\[rs. Keith R;1[1:-;(Jlll-l-'::ehll'r.
iollmving prog:-~l!llS :mgg-est 5-.()fl1t: ~t
tracri\'e !1lt'ans of making (ont;,H':t.:;. vVlth

liLn::ral organization:-: and the general
puhlic.

l'VERGkEE" H.-\LL.
ARCADE BLOC;.
"\"lrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler oi ::.Jew·

York. B. A., M. A., (Vassar) and
Graduate of Chicago and 1fichigan
L·niversities.
:\ noted \Vorld Teacher and Traveler in the interest of the Bah;'I'; Calise.
Tues., Oct. 14--3 p. 11l.-"The Divine Adventure,"
Wed .• Oct. 15, 12:15 p, 1ll.-'·~reet
ing Your Child's Prohleltls."-8 r. 111.
-"The Living Word."
I>Ion .. Oct. 20. 8 p. m.-" Psychol0RY of Human Relations:'
Tues .. Oct. 21.12:15 p. m.-":Uaking the :\.[ost of Ourselves."'
Wed" Oct. 22, 12 :15 p, m.-'·Honest DOl1bt."--8 p, m.-'·Imaginary
Obstacles."
Fri,. Oct. 24, 12:15 p. m.-"All
Things Kew."
Tues.. Oct. 2R._ S p. 111.-" The
Supreme Flight."
Wed .. Oct. 29, 12 :15 p. 01.-"1.,
Universal Brotherhood Possible?"

NINTH
PEACE A"f) AMITY

COKFERE"CE
to be held in the
ZION BAPTrST CHURCH

19th and IVladison

SEATTLE
October 19, 1930-8 p. tn.
Unitarian Churches, Peace Clubs and
Baha'i Assemblv Cooper.lting
Chairman
Rev. Dorothy Dyar, of GnlverStty
L~ nitarian Church
ArlrlresS---"Race Prejudice and Di:;crimination as a Cause of Inharmony."
-Clarence R. Anderson, Attorney at
Law.
Address-"Racial Unity." Herbert
S. Little, Attorney at Law.
}'1usic by 1lount Zion Baptist
Church Choir.
Address-"The ),[ ost Great PeaLe
Shan Come."-!\·frs. Keith Ransol1lKehler of New York City, Noted
\Vorld Traveler and Lecturer.
"Consort with all the people ..vith
love and fragrance. Fellowship is the
caLlse of unity, and unity i.:;. ~~e snl1~~e
of order ]tl the world. -BAlL-\,'U'LJ_A H,

i"l inc L('ctrlres upon the
p.,-\ HI'I C\ l'SE
Bv :\.( rs. Keith Ran:o.om l-'::ehkr
to he gi\Tn at
FrseliER

STUDIO :\PA~Ti\fF..\lTS

1.519 Third Avellue
8eginning (ktnhel" 25, 1930, B p.

Ln,
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I am deeply convinced that if Ihe
Annual Convention of the friends in
America, as well as the Nationol Spiritual Assembly, desire to become potent
inst",mfflis for the speedy realization
uf tke Beloved's fondest hopes for the
future of that country, they should endeavor, first and foremost, to exemp/ify, in an increaring degree, to all
Balufls and 10 Ihe «'arid at large the
Mgh ideals of feUulI.'ship and service
which Bahd'u'llO.h and the beloved
Masler set before them . . . .
Again I earnestly appeal to every
01le uf you, and renew my only request
with oIl the ardor of my conviction, to
make, before and dur;IIg the coming
C.onvention, yet another effort, this
t'me tHore sponta-neous and selfless
than before, aud endeavor to approach
your task-the election of your delegates, as well as your national and local ,.presentatiues~th that p"yity of
spirit that can alone obtain Oltr Belooed's most cherished desire. Lei us
recoIl His erplicit atld often-repeated
assurances that """y Assembly elected
in that. rarified atmosphere of selflessness and detachment is, in truth, app<>inted of God, that its verdict is truly
inspired, and that one and all should
.. ubmi/ to its decision unreservedl)'
and with cheertnlness. . . .
Hitherto Ihe National Convention
has been prin",rily called logether tor
the conndera!ion of the various circumslances attetlding Ille election of
the National Spiritual Assembly. I
feel however, that in view of the expansion and the grOfving -importance
of the administrative sphere of the
C(luse~ the general sentiments and
tendencies prewiling among the
friends, and Ihe signs of increasing interdependence among Ihe National
S(>iritt<al Assemblies throughout the
world, the assembled accredited repre-

Construction of Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Photograph No_ ll-March 30, 1931

J

SC1ltati'l.leS of tile Am.erica.n bel-ievers.
should exerc;se not only the vilal and

responsible righl of elecli"g Ihe N a-

tional Assembl'\!, but should also fulfill the functions of an ejJlighteHcd~
consultative and cooperatit'e bod}' that
will e'lrich the e.-rperieace eHha1tce the
J

prestige! support the authority, and assist the deliberations of the .National
Spiril"al Assembly . . . .
Regarding tlds forthcoming COn!.rcntio1l, [ feel thai tire dominating purpose it/spiring the assembled friends.

delegates and visitors alike, should be
a twofold one, The firsl is a challenge
to the iJldividttal~ the second a collective responsibilit'}'. The one seeks to
reinforce the moth'e power of our
spiritual activities, the Sf'cond aims at
raising the sta11dard of administrative
efficiency so ,';Ially needed al Ilris ad'i!(HJced sfage of our work . . . .
-SHOGHI EFFENDI_
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ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
19l0-1931

Teaching
This year it has been the privilege
of the National Teaching Committee
to function at a time ·when the Cause
has entered upon a new cycle of
growth. Not only in OUT rising Temple may we find explanation of a more
dynamic motion. Due to a gradual
deepening in the knowledge of the
Administration we seem also to be approaching a new understanding of
group functioning which has released
energies, promoted singleness of purpose, stimulated efficient and untiring
cooperation.
A flow of letters from every part
of the country assures us that teaching
has indeed come to be regarded as "the
paramount issue," the responsibility of
which the American believers are sharing together in a widespread way.
Report of the lllter-assem.bly C.nferences (by Mr.R. C. Collis.n.)
One of the major activities of the
Committee this year has been the stimulation and development of inter-assembly cooperation in teaching. A tentative plan for such co-operation was
presented at Green Acre in August and
met with.t!nthusiaStic response. After
definite plans were presented to the
assemblies, the inter-assembly districts
with one exception reported at least
one conference, Two or more conferences have been held in the New England, Northern Ohio, Illinois-Wisconsin, Los Angeles and San Francisco
districts.
Although the plan is still in the experimental stage we believe that a few
things have been accomplished, especially on the West Coast.
(1) More friendly relations and
greater unity have been developed
among the .believers in each district,
The friends in California write that
the conference idea is developing fast
in that state with bi-monthly meetings
of the inter-assembly committees and
frequent conferences of the believers.
(2) Isolated believers have become
part of a working group in the Cause.
(3) There has been a definite increase in the number of Baha'i study
groups,
(4) The de,.e\0l'ment of new
teachers and how to give them practical experience in teaching is recei,-ing an increasing amount of attention_
(5) The development of group
thinking and action. One of our national teachers says that the world is
organized for efficiency yet the whole
social structure is rotting. \Ve are
not striving primarily for efficiency hut

rather for unity and the new social training has to take the form, first, of
conception based upon it.
a thorough study of the teachings, and
In a recent Committee letter sent then of actual practice in the field."
out to the inter-assembly representa- To fill the waiting emergency OUr detives and secretaries, a number of ques- voted band of Baha'i teachers have
tions were asked to determine the arisen to promote the Cause of God
actual accomplishments of the district over a wide area with extraordinary
zeal and confirming sacrifice.
conferences in the activities of the inIn November Miss Fanny Knobloch
dividual assemblies. Only·a few re- traveled south as a Baha', teacher stopports have been as yet received. The ping at Savannah, St. Augustine
Lansing, Michigan, Assembly has dou( where she addressed two hundred
bled· its membership during the past students in a colored indUstrial school)
year and a weekly study group formed Fernandino, Jacksonville, where she
after the ·fall conference, nwnbers spoke in a Universalist church. Miss
twenty-one. The Urbana group holds Knobloch arrived in :Miami November
three weekly study meetings for ad- 22nd to be greeted by Mrs. Olive
ults, vouth and children. The Illinois- Kretz with whom she worked for the
Wisconsin Inter-assembly Committee Cause in the months that followed.
has sent their assemblies a list of
Early in January the Miami Assemthirty-two available teachers within bly was formed. Three weeks later
the district for small group or public Miss Knobloch wrote "Our Wednesmeetings .. Anum ber of these teachers day afternoon study class is increashave served in neighboring assemblies ing in numbers . . . we are reaching
with encouraging results. We are still out into Coral Gables, Redwood and
waiting however for information from other suburbs. We are arranging for
any part of· the country on organized a series of public talks using the press
inter-assembly teaching circuits in reg- as well as personal invitations on the
ular operation. We can but feel this part of the believers."'
_
to be a most important goal and that
Miss Knobloch will continue her
the motion resulJing from this winter's splendid service in Florida until April
efforts will gain momentum and go far- 8th when she will leave for Flint,
ther and faster in the coming year,
Michigan, where pioneer work has
Survey of wo,k done by traveling been carried on with noteworthy reteachers. The increased demands of sults since fall. This territory has
an e."<panding teaching program for been opened by Mrs. Howard I ves,
teachers-to open up new territory Mrs. Greenleaf and Mrs. Grace ClOer
through pioneer work, to do follow- who on successive visits have helped
up work, to address public audiences, to bring together a study class there
or to establish· temporary residence in and spread the knowledge of the Cause
a place for the guidance of a young extensively throughout the entire secgroup-have been far beyond our abil- tion.
ity to meet. We could have used an
The Illinois-Wisconsin district has
army of trained teachers. Then we been fortunate in having the undivided
are all having to face together the services of Mr. Albert Vail who. beproblem of insufficient funds.
cause of the needs of the Temple Pra-·
The openings which have had to be gram Committee has concentrated
disregarded because of these two lim- upon this fertile field of Bahi'i Work.
itations have been a spur to us to ap- (Reported elsewhere.) On a visit
there in November Mr. Louis Gregory
peal through the BAH""
NEWS,
through the inter-assembly conferences spoke in Wihnette, Madison, Milwauand individual correspondence. for the kee, where he gave the Baha'i Mestraining of new teachers. \Ve have sage to 200 students at the State Norurged those friends with an untried ca- mal School. Later he gave four adpacity to teach, to deepen in the knowl- dresses at the University of Illinois,
edge of the Cause by study through Sociological Dept. This region is parthe outlines, correspondence course, ticularlv blessed with teachers, Mrs.
and study classes \,,·hich are a prelimi- Ruth Moffett. Mr. Agnew. Mr. Winnary to practise speaking and first dust, Miss Easterbrook are among
flights into inter-assembly openings. those mentioned as having conducted
The subject matter and the training meetings in neighboring assemblies.
5chool have been provided, and an in- Mrs. Moffett has been doing accreasing number are arising to the call. tive work in 1trlilwaukee having made
But a5 Ruhi Effendi has said in a let- ten visits to this city since January
ter to the Teaching Committee, jTon- 10. She says: "There is an awakencerning the creation of new teachers, ing in :Milwaukee such ·as there has
Shoghi Effendi says that this is grad- not been for many years. Many peoual and can come about only as the ple of capacity are being attracted. I
result of thorough training. This was asked to go back to the Wisconsin
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State Teacher's College the 4th time
to give the Jilessage to several differCONVENTION REPORTS
ent groups. There were from forty
This issue of BAHA'I NEWS
to sixty-five in each group." In Chicontains,
for the informatioH of
cago. U ~bana, Racine and other redelegates and believers generally.
gional centers )'lrs. ~foffett has been
the Reports rendered to the I\asuccessful in her contacts with outside
tiona! Spiritual Assembly by the
org~zations such as colleges, womcommittees
of that body. They
en's clubs, religious groups.
are presented a5 part of the AnThree groups in the southern Ohio
nllal Report of the National Asdistrict have increased their membersemblv. The activities of each
ship to nine or more since fall. These
committee will also be discussed
new assemblies are Cincinnati, Columin Convention. It is hoped that
bus and Dayton, Miss Juliet Thompeach delegate will give careful
son who spent several weeks in this
consideration to these published
section before Christmas (see special
Reports before the Convention is
report) is to return there soon. Cinconvened. so that the ensuing decinnati, Da'vton and Cleveland were
liberation Olav be based on full
visited by Louis Gregory. The New
knowledge o( the year's activity.
York State assemblies have been fortunate in receiving visits from these
teachers and from Mrs. Ruth .Moffett.
"The next morning a class of sevAlthough the Washington, and the
New England districts have not this enty-five convened . . . an audience
year been part of the route of a tra v- of four hundred turned out for the
eling teacher, with the exception of evening class." 1\.·liss Rexford taught
Mr. Louis Gregory, visits and talks this class for two evenings assisted· by
h,ave been reported from Mrs. Mary Mrs. Brandt when she was relie,·ed .bv
Hanford Ford, Dr. Genevieve Cov, the arrival of Mrs. Beulah Lewis wh~
Mr. Allan McDaniel, Mr. Harlan Ober had been sent by the W est Coast
Teaching Committee.
and others.
Miss Rexford continues, HO n DeReport of the activities of Orcella
Rerford with follow-up teachers. The cember 7th and 8th I gave the Mesfirst part of this record describing Miss sage to crowded houses in Oklahoma
Rexford's summer activities in Colo- City at the conclusion of my work here,
rado Springs and the account of her The auditorium was crowded to capactwo Baha'i lectures there on Oct, 15th ity, at both meetings about seven hunand 16th, and her work in Denver was dred were present, many standing and
published by BAHA'I NEWS in Febru- others turned away. Mrs. Edwinna
ary. For the sake of continuity will Powell arrived in time to be present at
refer back to her report to the Teach- the lectures.. . . There were some
ing Committee of December 16th, in very sincere souls attracted and we
which she said that in Colorado should have an assembly here."
Springs she gave the Baha'i Message
uLeaftets on '\Vhat is a Baha'i' \'\-'ere
twice to over three hundred people at given out to all interested. Four hunthe conclusion of her lectures. In the dred Baha'u'llah and the New Era
carrying on of a Baha'i class of about were sold in Denver and seventy-five
fifty Miss Rexford was assisted by in Oklahoma City and more are orMrs. Ruth Brandt of California. Mrs, dered."
~
Brandt has given devoted service in
Of the follow-up work of Mrs, Beutraining the persons attracted by Miss lah Lewis, Mrs. Brandt writes: ·'She
Rexford's classes throughout the en- arrived at 6:30 P. M. and at eight
tire winter.
o'clock was on the platform, endearOf her work in Denver ~iiss Rex- ing herself to her audience and weldford said: "1 gave the Message in Den- ing a bond of sympathy with them
ver to the largest audience I have ad- which has grown stronger with each
dressed on the Cause for many years. succeeding week."
With lectures equallv divided beThe Denham Theatre seats about eighteen hundred people, Every seat was tween Denver and Colorado Springs
taken at both lectures and people were and making the trips weekly between
standing and turned away. This waS the two cities. time seemed full enough
the result of six weeks of continuous before clubs of both cities began askadvertising of these lectures at my pub- ing ~Irs. Le\vis to speak before their
jic lectures, Fi\'e thousand people had organizations .• ,
Among the organizations before
signed tickets asking to be notified of
these lectures and ten thousand invita- which !lirs. Lewis has spoken. several
tions were sent out as well as a<k'ertis- have asked for the direct Message, and
all announced to their assembled
ing it in the paper."

3
groups that she was regularly engaged
in Teaching the Baha'i CaU5e, At the
Rotary and \\T oman's Club luncheon
",;ith three hundred present she was
placed before the microphone and gave
the direct Baha'i }Iessage to the entire Rocky ~fountain region. . .. "
Jilrs. Robert Lee Jiloffett followed
:Mrs. Lewis for nineteen davs in December. She reports as follo':'s: Public classes were held in the center of
the business district each !lIonday.
T uesda y and \Vednesday mornings at
ten o'clock. She spoke to a group of
about Ii f ty for an hour then conducted
an open forum until twelve.
At two o'clock each day a more intensive. study class was held in the spacious living room of the Society of
Arts. a beauti f uloid home to which
about thirty went regularly,
About two hundred attended the
evening classes in (he l\fetropolitan
Building, A forum discussion followed these classes. Thursday and Friday of each week were spent in Colorado Springs . . . . In all forty-follr
classes were held in Denver in the
nineteen days. Many people of capacity were deeply attracted. A large and
active Baha'i study group and future
assem hly is now established in Denver
through the de>'oted services of the
above mentioned teachers. The report
of the subsequent visit first of Mr.
Willard Hatch, then of :>'[artha Root to
Den veT is yet to be received.

BAHA'I NEWS
Address lor Correspondence

News Editor
Office of the Secretarial
Evergreen Cabi..
WISt Englewood, New Jersey
BAHA'I NEWS is the official organ of the American National
Spiritual Assembly. Its cost is
defra}.'ed from the National
BaM i Fund and copies are distributed free of charge to recognized ,believers throughout the
United States and Canada, and
to National and Local Spiritual
Assemblies in other lands.
News articles and reports of
general Baha'i interest and value
are requested from Assemblies,
NationaJ. Committees and other
representatives 0 I the Cause.
The Guardian's statement concerning the purpose and scope 01
this publication can be found in
the volume entitled "Baha'i Administration. "
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Mrs. Edwina Powell took Miss Rexford's place in Oklahoma City early
in December where she remained for
four months. She reports that a small
group of confirmed ·believers are applying for an assembly and that there
are many more interested inquirers.
Mrs. Powell has recently made an interesting contact with the Indian Mission at McCloud where she was able
to present the Baha', Cause to the Indian minister who is in charge and
speak to the children in the Sunday
School. He is reading Baha', literature and seems attracted to the Cause.
In February Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf who had been for some time actively engaged in teaching work in
Chicago and its general vicinity, followed Orcella Rexford's classes in
New Orleans, where again a large
number of people had been .brought
into contact with the Baha', teachings
by means of public lectures. A study
class has been ·formed although owing
to a Roman Catholic papulation of perhaps seventy-five per cent and tests in
the way of local prejudice the numbers of attracted individuals has not
been large. Mrs. Powell has concluded
her stay in Oklahoma City and is now
follnwing the campaign of Miss Rexford in San Antonio, Texas. From
San Antonio, Miss Rexford went to'
Dallas.
Mr. Louis Gregory has recently
taken a trip South, where he says it
is easy to teach the Cause because people are looking for the second coming
of Christ. After two weeks of teaching in Washington and Baltimore Mr.
Gregory went to Lynchburg, Virginia,
where he spoke on Comparative Religion at the Lynchburg college, held
meetings at the Y. M. C. A. and spoke
in the Baptist Seminary. At Charlestown, S. C, he held meetings in five
churches, spoke at the Catholic High
School, and the Booklovers Club. At
Bricks, N. C, he held two meetings at
a white college, later at the State College of Virginia.
This tentative survey of Baha'i
teaching work has been prepared from
such material as has already been sent
us by the friends and does not include
for the most part, material that has already occurred in the
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or

respondence Course and study outlines

published before the last Convention.
During the last year a study outline On ""Material and Divine Civilization" was completed of which about

200 copies have been sold. It contains
the Social and Economic teachings of
the Cause. It consists of ten pages of
references with b,bliography and sells
lor fifteen cents. The outline on "The
Baha'i Teachings concerning Christ"
has been reprinted, selling for ten
cents.
We are making a special offer of a

Baha'] study kit in a manila folder
one dollar postpaid. It consists of
Baha', Correspondence Course
twenty lessons formerly selling for

for
the
of
one

dollar, and study outlines on HMaterial
and Divine Science," "The Baha'i
Teachings Concerning Christ". "New
Light on the Scriptures" and "Material and Divine Civilization." These

study helps will be on sale in the Foundation Hall.
We hope soon to publish a short
study course for beginners in the

Cause which will be suitable for groups
attracted and informally organized by
our traveling teachers. This course
will be based upon a'small number of
books so that the required books and
mimeographed lessons can be sold complete for not more than $1.50. The
exact form and content of this course

will be determined by the experience
and judgment of our traveling teachers.

This self-supporting activity of the
Teaching Committee now has a bank
account of sixty-seven dollars and no

debts.
All publications of the Bureau are
now being handled by Mrs. R. C. Collison, 681 Castle Street, Geneva, New
York
National Teaching Committee,
By: DORrs McKAY,
Secretary.
REGINALD

COLLISON,

Chairman.
ALDERT D. HElsT,
MAY MAXWELL,
LoUiS G. GREGORY

INTER-RACIAL AMITY
The work of the year had an auspi-

the report of work actually under the
jurisdiction of the West Coast Teaching Committee. The work of Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler has been given
in part in an earlier issue:. We are
looking fon"ard to hearing Martha

cious beginning with the PortsmouthGreen Acre Conference of August~
The city of the open door was repre-

Root's report of het" work in this coun-

mouth Herald, has for many years

try from the Convention floor.
Outline Bureau. The Outline Bureau has <ontined to handle the Cor-

,ented by its mayor who both in his
official capacity and in a personal way
through his ownership of the Ports-

freedom. The well-known ideals of
Green Acre are happily blended with
the noble traditions of Portsmouth.
Scientific and spiritual arguments for
racial understanding, stories of the life

of 'Abdu'I.Bahi, the youth's forum
with its strong faith and clear vision,
the contribution of the colored race to
American culture and achievement, the

spiritual basis of amity, the improvement of conditions due to broadening
sympathies and the dynamic ideals and
standards of BaM'u'llah were among
the thoughts which found eloquent expression. The various sessions were
divided between the two communities.
New York, the largest Baha', community, has led in the amity work of
the year. The first effort was the conference held in N ovem-ber with representatives of the National Urban
League and the National Association
for the Advancement of the Colored
People cooperating with the Bah"',s.
A number of white friends who came
from other citie. found hospitable
shelter in the homes of some of the
colored residents of Harlem, giving
fine opportunities for teaching. About
twenty addresses were made during
the sessions, the seriousness of which
was relieved by many social gatherings,
as well as music. The social, economic
and spiritual aspects of race relations
and the program and message of Ba-

ha'u'll;ih as the one great solution of
all problems of this nature, were
among the features. These meetings
made a most profound impression

upon those in attendance and the photograph and report of these conferences were given wi de publicity by the
press.

The third effort was the Christmas
entertainment of white and colored

children by the young people's group
of New York, already described in a
former number of BAliAII NEWS. The
fourth great occasion was the amity

conferences of March, in which the
Urban League again cooperated with
the Baha'is in the presentation. of a

most attractive program. Mr. Samuel
A. Allen had a seed planted in his
heart by 'Abdu'l-Baha when as a sturent at Howard University he heard
the memorable address of 1912. This

is recalled now when he, as the indus~
trial secretary of a great welfare organization, responds so nobly to the
service of the Divine Cause. He was
chairman at the time when the problem of eeonomics was considered, ad-

been very friendly to Green Acre.

dresses being made by Mrs. Ford, Mrs.
:l!rathews and Mr. and Mrs. Wil1ard
McKay. At the Bahil'i Center, ad-

Workers for amity found an atmos·
phere of racial justice and religious

er were delivered by Mr. Horace Hol-

dresses of unusual eloquence and pow-
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ley and Dr. Leslie Pinckney Hill,
principal of the Cheyney Normal
School of Pennsylvania, on the Value
of Education. A pleasing feature was
the singing of Negro Spirituals by the
Business Men's Quintette led by Dr.
M. V. Boutte. An explanation 0 f the
motif and composition of these delightful strains was also given_
The Wilmette Assembly has carried
on its usual amity activities during the
current year with our devoted brother,
Dr. Zia ~L Bagdadi, as the principal
instrument of service. The Illinois
Wisconsin regional conference featured this particular line of service with
addresses by Dr_ Bagdadi and :vir.
Gregory. Dr. Bagdadi has reached
very progressive groups of colored
people in Chicago. Kenosha and
Evanston. In the last city he had the
fine support of the Educational and
Welfare Association conducted by
Miss Bessie :\I. Garrison who has written most enthusiastically of the aid
given her .by both Dr. Bagdadi and
Mr. Vail. ~Irs. True is their regular
inspired teacher.
Reports from the far west tell of
the first inter-racial amity dinner given
by the Baha'is of Pasadena, Calif., at
which one hundred and twenty persons
were seated. Eloquent addresses were
made by ~Irs. French, Mrs. RansomKehler and others. HIt was avowedly Bahati and the confirmation rained
upon us." says the report in part.
The Seattle, Wash., friends ever so
active, held their ninth peace and amity conierence in October, with the
Unitarian churches of that city, variOUs peace dubs and the Baha'i Assembly cooperating. Rev. Dorothy
Oyar of the University Church, presided and the program consisted of
addresses by Clarence R. Anderson,
Esq .. On URace Prejudice as a Cause
of Inharmony"; Herbert S. Little,
Esq .. on ··Racial Unity," and Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler on "The Most
Great Peace Shall Come." Music was
furnished by the choir of Zion Baptist
Church and about four hundred persons were in attendance.
. During a Southern tour Mr. Gregory gave a talk on the unity of religions to the inter-racial committee of the
Y. w. C. .\ .. at LynChburg. Va. Their
study program ha. . . included the various religions of the world and they
showed (leep interest in and appreciation of the Baha'i message. These
nohle women are a little nucleus ann
are quite bra\-e ....\t Bricks. N. C. the
Junior College of the same n,me held
two meeting':'. one fDr racial amity and

the other tl) give the Bana'i
to the ian,lty ano the higher

me~gage
stt1dent~.

Both these meetings were attended by
a white college president who came
thirty miles accompanied by a small
group of his students. The two races
thus meeting upon the plane of reality
dmed together at both the material and
spiritual feasts. When asked whether
on not their new human attitude was
kn?wn, our white friends replied: ",",Ve
nelther conceal nor puhlish our attitude
toward the colored people." To the
traveler in the South there are many
S1gnS of progress in race relations.
The Washington, D. c., friends
have succeeded in organizing a discussion group which includes members of
various races, white, black, yellow and
red, happily blended in the oneness of
humanity.
Although not nominally
BaM'" this group was started by the
Baha'is and shows its constructive
ideals from the teachings. During the
years this is the only effort to organize such a group at the National Capital which is a going concern. That
these friends have succeeded where
others have failed is without doubt
due to the powerful aid and confirmations of Baha'u'llah and the instructions and aid of the Master and Guardian. At a very interesting meeting
held in Februarv addresses were made
hy representatives of the colored,
white and red races. The tragic life
of the aborigines of the continent was
graphically portrayed by one of them.
It is our hope that the friends in
spreading the Cause will not forget
those like the Indians who have suflered the most. These monthly meetings are of deep and vital interest to
all mankind and will have their influence upon the civilization of the world.
The National Teaching Committee,
By; LocIS G. GREGORY.
Ami ty Secretary.
THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE
Eaitorial Report
The editorial \~'ork of the BAHA!I
l\.IAGAZINE is, as we have stated before. different trom other activities in
that its historY is written from month
to month as the magazine is puhlished.
Thus the members of the National
Spiritual Assemblv are familiar with
its contents ann . character. and undoubtedly have kept in do~e touch with
its development. \\le offer. therefore.
the twelve issues as the more in1portant part of this report.
Probably the most definite note of
progress the pa.<>t :-'car has heen in the
character of articles suhlllitted for puhlication. At a glance one can see that
the c(111trilmtions to the pages of thf
magazine ha \'C been for the most part
di~tinctly hi~h clas,;; to ~l1ch an f'xtcnt
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that more than one scholar of distinction commented on its style. The
mother of one of our U. S. Senators
said, "What i·, very well organized
and professional ]ooking magazine you
are getting out." COinsistently and
constantly we endeavor to make each
issue a balanced number, and to avoid
having anyone theme too much present~d; yet we also. seek to avoid any
quahty of desultormess, keeping be!ore us always that which is of primary
l~po~a!,c~, namely, ~o, keep the magaztne dIstIlled y Baha'I as the official
organ of the Cause of Baha'u'lla.h~" as
OUf Guardian has instructed.
Another note of advancement this
year is in the appointment of Contributing Editors to officially represent
other countries, their duty being to not
only write articles themSe1ves, but to
secure material from others whom they
know are capable of contributing the
proper and necessary type of material. This is going to greatly enrich
the pages of the magazine the coming
year, that is, we will have more material about the life and work of the
Baha',s, especially in the Orient, and
thus we will be able to further demonstrate the universal aspects of the
Cause. A representative has been appointed in Great Britain, Persia,
Egypt. Japan and China.
Large numbers of extra copies of
the magazine are sold at different
times especially when there appears
some outstanding article on timely
subje.cts-for instance, like on Education, Economics, etc., in fact some of
the back numbers are entirely exhausted. This indicates a sustained interest . .
by non-Baha',s as well as Baha'is.
Several1ibraries tn this country have
SECRETARIAT
OF
THE
AMERICAN NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Add-ren:
Baha'i Secretariat,
Evergreen Cabin, West Engle-

wood, N. J.
},,[ embers: For correspondence with Baha',s of the United
States and Canada, Allred E.
Lunt; for correspondence with
Baha'is on other lands, and with
non- Baha'IS in the United States
and Canada, Nellie S. French;
editor of BAHA!j NEWS, Horace
Holley; Trea~urer of the N a,ional Assembly and of the Trustees for the Benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly (Temple and Green Acre Funds) Roy
C. Wilhelm; Financial Secretary.
Carl Scheffler.
.
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asked for a renewal of their subscription. The magazine is now being
placed in the library of a larger number of the more important colleges in
the country. institutions both· for the
white and the colored people. It is
gratifying when a renewal is asked for.
Through the great generosity of two
of the Baha'i friends, the magazine
was placed on file last year in some
twenty universities in Germany. all
those in fact recommended by Martha
Root. This year we wondered whether it was the. wise thing to continue to
send the magazine after the subscriptions had expired. without fi~st knowing definitely if the magazine was being
read and wanted. So it was decided
recently to write a courteous letter to
the various universities making inquiry
as to whether they wished the magazine continued. There has not been
time to recei4'e many replies, but two
have promptly arrived. One merely
states, Hwe would like to have the
magazine continued." The other reply
is as follows:
"I thank you very much for sending
the BAHA'I :\[AGAZINE. It is exhibited
in the Oriental Room of the University of Tubingen of which I am the
director. I would be thankful if this
. magazine may continue to be sent, for
I wish that my scholars should be acquainted concerning the BAHA~I MAGAZINE.
I wish my pupils to be thoroughly informed of the contents of
this magazine."
(Signed) PROF. DR. J. W. HAUER.
This letter of course is very encouraging for it shows how the BAHA'I
l\·L\GAZIJt;E is a teacher. and, being so
distinctly Bahi'i, the students will become familiar with the Baha'i teachings and the universality of the Cause.
Vle also have quite a list of libraries
in universities in China to which addresses we are sending the magazine
since Martha Root was in China.
From many comments on the magazine. we choose a few so that our
National Committee may know how
the magazine is regarded, and as an
evidence that "the service of the
friends belongs to God and not to
them."
"\Ve beg to thank you for the issues
of your magazine. You will be certainly glad to know that the paper is
greatly appreciated by our readers,
and we hope that you shall be able to
continue yOUT gift." (Signed) MISS
JOSEPHINE STOREY, Quo Vadis Circu1ating· Library, Geneva. Switzerland.
uI subscribe to this magazine because it is a great torch of spiritual
light destined to guidE" humanity unto
the gates o[ the Kingdom of God. No

believer who has learned Ihe English
language! even to a small degree, can
afford to be without this magazine so
rich and attractive is it in its articles
and subjects."
ADIB R. BAGDADI?
Irak.
"The ever-increasing e..xcellence of
the BAHA~I ~·IAGAZI.NE is a source of
pleasure and pride to Baha'is everywhere. I wish it were possible for us
to give it a broader 'audience,' and that
we could each subscribe year after
year for a 'loaning copy.' When I am
relieved from some of the present tinancial pressure, I certainly hope to do
so again." School of the Little Green
Trees, Gesena Koch, California.
'II regret -exceedingly being so in
arrears in my payments to this most
wonderful of all magazines. I would
not miss it for the worlds.'~ ELLA
MEISSKER.

"This is to tell you how we all find
the Star of the West. It is fine and a
most precious document, both for
devoted believers and for teaching
use." ELIZABETH HESSE, Paris.
"I look forward to every number of
the Star of the West, and I am beginning to feel that in the near future I
shall drop my subscription to many
magazines for I canot read them all,
and I practicaHy read every word in
my BAH A" MAGAZINE. . . . Indeed
I read my magazine every day, and I
wonder how I ever lived without it."
~lRs. WM. E. HUTTON. Denver. (By
way of information, this friend is the
wife of a wonderful attorney. She
was formerly a science teacher in the
public schools and a one time pupil
of Dr. David Starr Jordan.)
('Enclosed find subscription for the
Chinese student, graduate of the Colorado School of Mines. He is a fine
young man, and he will enjoy Martha's
article on China and other articles."
W,LLARD P. HATCH.
"The STAR continues to be better
and betler.
Mrs. Coralie Franklin
Cook's article on Prof. Just has been
enjoyed very much. I found Mr.
Cobb's editorial a really great contribution-so practical. so simple, so in
line with all of our needs. I have read
it over several times and I intend to
read it to others." LOULIE 1\-IATHEWS.
HI have loaned mv Stars to a Christian Science practitioner who seems to
be eager to come into the Cause. and I
find each nllmber particularly good and
just what I want to pass on to the
seeker." 'J.IARY S. CORISTENE.
"Editorial in STAR for January'
very much appreciated by all because
of it~ practical application.
Other
articles w·ry. Yfry illuminating. Sub,,,crihers nmv fe-ad every \vord-from

coyer to cover."

ER~EST

V.

HAR-

RISON.

"1 get the BAHA'I MAGAZINE, read
it evenings, and send it on to others
who as I meet them have many qu,estions to ask." LYDIA HOLMAN.
"There are many fine things in your
magazine, and I was especially interested in the January artide, The Exr=lation of the Ages by Keith Ransom-Kehler. While I have many of
the Baha'i books, I had not seen the
prophecies with the scripture verses
so dearly stated. Appreciating very
much your kindnes in sending me the
magazine these many months, ~nd
wishing you a wide circulation for this
wonder f u I message which the world
so much needs. n ELIZABETH B. BoyLAN. Hollywood, Calif.
"The last STAR was very interesting with all its foreign letters and
news and very illuminating articles.
I j us! love it. And no sooner do I
finish reading it than it is circulated
widely among inquirers, and so it
becomes a great help in teaching."
ESTHER DAVIS.

"I look forward with joy to each
number." AMALIE O. TYLER.
"The STAR came-it is too wonderful a magazine for me to find words
to describe it. I wish I had any number to distribute to a weary and waiting world. Please mail me an extra
copy while you have them." LILLIAN
JAMES.

The illustrations the past year have
heen greatly enjoyed. In the economies aiming toward the finishing of
the Temple, the number of illustrations
chargeable to the magazine have been
limited to one full page, but friends
have kindly donated from time to time
·the sums necessary to have further
illustrations which seerned so necessary in making the magazine modem,
readable, vivid and more interesting.
Beginning with the April issue the
magazine will carry a new cover. The
cover design carried the past year
has been appreciated by some, others
have thought the real Temple should
have been featured. But a large majority liked the cover design as suitahle for just that, namely, a cover design.-and taken from the viewpoint
of the make-up of modern magazine:,;,
it has been considered for our particular needs a good design.
But the
April STAR will carry a new cover.
In conclusion might we just add that
we have been greatly encouraged by
the -increase of renewals over last vear
and other items of interest set f~rth
in the report of the Business Manager.
Fnr the high quality of material we
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are able to publish, ,"\Ie owe thanks to
many writers who si:.crificed their. time
and energy to contribute. These are
all busy people and it is a service of
some sacrifice which they render. This
fact should be appreciated by a II readers of the STAR as it is by the Editors.
Any progress whatsoever along any
line is attained becouse of our Guardian·s prayers aild his guidance and
protection, and OUT absolute dependence upon this Divinely Appointed
Center.
Faithfully your servants,
STAN\""'OOD COBR,
MARIAM HANEY.

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE

fi"a"cial RefJort
\Ve feel we have in some ways a
little more encouraging report to make
this year.
Our contribution from the ~ational
Spiritual Assembly has .been $320 per
month or $3,800 for the year and our
actual receipts from the Magazines up
to :\Iarch 19th are $3,388.52, a total of
$7.188.52. At this date. cash in the
bank and assets amount to $1,150.51.
of which $1,116.71 is cash in the bank.
There has been a falling off in ~ ew
Subscriptions the past year, amounting
to $282.75, which is Jar!(ely due to the
fact that in 1929-1930 we received
about $200.00 or more to ·be used
for Universities, Libraries or individual subscriptions and these gifts have
not been renewed; though it is hoped
that similar contributions will be made
in the future.
Also the Persian friends have not
been able to pay for their subscriptions, '{The banks have stopped all
their foreign transactions and are not
selling any drafts," according to Capt.
Sobrab. The Magazines are being
sent where most n.eeded and read, hoping that in time the friends can get
the money on to us. Several ways
have been tried to overcome this difficulty, ooe was to send Air Mai I
Stamps to be sold but we could not
find a market for them so that method
failed. Perhaps some of the friends
would like to pay for subscriptions for
the Persian belieyers till the conditions
aTe better.
\Ve are not discouraged over this
dropping off of new Subscriptions
realizing the hard times everywhere,
and we have made no special drive to
get new people-yet in spite of all this
we have $432.25 in New Subscriptions
and have on our books 1.439 sub-

scribers.
We feel proud of the fact that our
renewals have increased, for it is truly
a good sign that those who take the
~lagazine feel it ,,",orth taking again
and we congratulate the Editors on the
steady improvement in the reading
matter. The increase in renewals over
last year is $509.32. We regret the
withdrawal of the names of some of
our old subscribers. We beg the
friends to remember that in supporting
the Star of the West they are sup·
porting the Temple.
.
As we have a balance we think it advisable to return to the Kational Spiritual Assembly $700.00 ·though asking
at the same time for a continuance of
. the usual sum of $320.00 per month
for next year.
The Guardian's wish is that the BAHA', MAGAZINE should be self-supporting and it is our hope that every
Bah.i'j will feel his or her obligation to
support this important branch to the
teaching work and help bring to pass
the Guardian's wish.
}IARGARET B. :\lcD.. KIEL,
Business ~Janager.
PUBLISHING
The Publishing Committee wishes to
submit the following report. giving
vou an account of its activities during the past year. In order thr~t you
and all the friends may get a p,cture,
showing the development of the work
of this Committee. it would be well
to go back to the report submitted to
you in 1924 from which we quote
the following passage:
"Our appointment a::) Publishing
Committee of the )J"ational Spiritual
A~sembly, putting into effect the instructions of Shoghi Effendi, brought
us a deeper realization of the fundamental importance of the publishing
acti\=-ities, its direct relationship to all
other activities snch as Teaching, Temple, etc.. its sacredness in preserving
and spreading the very words of the
Divine :\.Ianifestations, and finally its
boundless
possibilities
of
sound
growth and development as the single
Baha'i enterprise whose very prosecution im'olves the accumulation of
funds. Ho1ding this in view, every
detail of the work so far accomplished
or planned has been to hasten the first
stage of the ideal, namely. the consolidation of the publishing activities
into a materially sound and efficient
enterprise on such a scale as not mereIv to multiply the printing. of books
but also to hegin the accumulation of
~t1rplus funds .. This organization accomplished according to the best husi-

THE IMPORTANCE OF
BAHA'I PUBLICATIONS

"Much of the progress of the
Cause depends upon you, for
more people are attracted through
reading than by hearing lectures
e-i ven. The first requisite, however, is that everything that is put
before the public should be of the
highest type. both literary and
artistic. The Cause is in great
need of first class pUblications."
-Letter to the Publishing Committee from Shogh; Effendi,
through Ruhi Afnan Effendi,
March 15, 1931.

ness methods, the result, we confidently trust, will be the possession by
the National Spiritual Assembly, in
trust for all the believers, an income
producing instrument vitally important
to the realization of all our ideals."
You will see that it was at this period that the Publishing Committee
formed a definite plan for its future
growth and organization. Since then
\",,'e have earnestly endeavored to develop the activities upon these lines and in
this way become part of the National
organ and a vital instrument in the
work of spreading the written Word.
and at the same time establishing efficient business-like methods in order
to become financially independent that
we might be free to assist all Assemblies in turn to become part of a cooperative plan. It is the hope of the
Publishing committee that it soon will
be in a position to make its contribution to the National work on a sound
economic basis. You will remember
that in 1929, we adopted a ruling that
all Assemblies and Groups purchasing
books for resale would receive the regular trade discount of 33Y;i per cent
on all orders regardless of quantity.
This was done primarily to stimu1ate
the circulation of the Literature which
would result in turn in giving the opportunity to all Assemblies and Groups
to benefit financially from the sale of
each book, enabling them in this way
to be self-supporting. The surplus in
their treasury could then be their contribution to the National Fund. This
Committee earnestly requests an indiyidual believers to purchase all literature from their nearest Assembly, cooperating in this manner to the economic growth of the Cause. There is
no doubt that this plan is gradually
being adopted, but it is very gradual.
The aim of the Publishing Committee at the present day is to become
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only a wholesale: and manufacturing
distributor, but this can only be accomplished through the complete understanding and co-operation of each
individual believer, the National Committees and all Assembly Libraries,
to stimulate the circulation of Baha'i
Literature. The Assemblies to become the retail dealers, the individual
believer to purchase books from their
nearest Assembly at the list price, and
by doing this they are at the ""me time
contributing toward the support of the
Cause in their community. The Assemblies in turn are then able to place
orders with the Publishing Committee
who through this active exchange and
co-operation will be financially in a
position to keep up a constant production of Baha'i literature.
The PUblishing Committee finding it
impractical to handle leaflet and
pamphlet literature on an economic
basis, recommended to the National
Spiritual Assembly that all such literature be handled by the National
Teaching Committee. This gradually
developed into the following policy
approved by the National Spiritual
Assembly and adopted by the Publishing Committee in March; 1931.
"The Publishing Committee shall be
regarded as a manufacturer and wholesale distributor of literature rather
than a retail distributor, the function
.of the retail selling being more ecoIlomically vested in the local Bah,,'i
libraries and general booksellers. He~e
after literature intended for free d,stribution shall be recommended by the
Teaching Committee under separate
appropriation f rom the NatIOnal SPlfitual Assembly. It is supplied for the
use of the Teaching Committee by an
appropriation f rom the National S piritual Assembly to cover .cost of such
hooks as their needs require." .
In August, 1930, all leaHets and
pamphlets in stock were dlstnbuted
pro-rata to the Teaching Commit~ee
and all local Baha'i Libraries as a gIft
from the Publishing Committee, stating
in each case that in the future the Puhlishing Committee would only fill orders for leaflets and pamphlets !11
quantity lots, on the wholesale basis as
above stated.
This donation amounted in a monetary value to $4608.65. Therefore i,n
our financial statement of the year enc.ling March 31st, 1931, we will apparently not show a profit.
Appointment.
1n June, 1931, Mrs. C. R Wood wa"
appointed Recording Secretary, taktng
~Iiss Bertha Herklotz's place, who resigned on account o( her work at the
National Secretariat.
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In August, 1930, )'Irs. C. R. ,'lood
\vas appointed Financial Secretary,
succeeding Mrs. ;clarie B. Moore, who
resigned September 1st, 1930, on account of ill health.

Special Not,.
The Publishing Committee is glad to
say that their file of Baha'i publications is almost complete and that it includes bound copies of the Star of the
Wesf, Volumes I to XX.
IIhs. Loulie !lIathews presented to
the Publishing Committee the plate of
the original "Star Tablet" of the Bab,
the original being in the British Museum as explained in the BAH~\ 'I
NEWS of March, 1931.
The Publishing Committee has
adopted the following policy in regard
to publishing literature in foreign languages in accordance with instructions
from Shoghi Effendi as follows: "Concerning the matter of manuscripts compiled in foreign translations, I feel that
from now on the National Assembly
should concentrate its attention exclusively on publishing works in the EngIi sh language, I trust that this will
encourage friends in other parts of the
world to undertake the publication of
works in foreign tongues in their respective countries." .
The stock of plates, sheets and
bound books, property of the Publishing Committee is still being stored at
Little & Ives Co. and they are doing
all shipping.
The sheets and bound stock of
BaM', Warld, voL II, was transferred
from Grier Press, Chicago, to Little &
I ves Co.. New York, in December.
1930.
Se/l;ng Effort.
In June, 1930, we sent out SOO catalogs with letter and reproduction 0 f
article on Temple from Boston Transcript to booksellers, calling their attention to our literature and suggesting
that they carry stock, pointing out ~hat
since the building of the Temple there
would undoubtedly be great interest
shown in the Cause.
Publicity
In March, 1931, we sent out to 750
Libraries a catalog with letter calling
attention to our literature and asking
them to check up their indexing to see
that all our titles were properly listed
and to keep catalog on file 50 that in
case of inquiries, they have information
and know where to order.
Reprints of Baha'i Literature and
Netv Works p'ublished
(Details of He\..... books, and of old
books re-issued. ha,,-e been giyen in
BAH.-VI )JEWS during the year.)

Treasurer's Rep(}Tt
This report will be completed for
the year ending March 31st, 1931 and
\"'ill be given ~s a separate r~port.
through the NatIonal Treasurer.
HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
LOULIE MATHEWS

r'

BERTHA HER KLOTZ
MARIE MOORE
Roy C. WILHELM
C. WOOD
MARION LITTLE, Secretary

LEGAL
The members of your Legal Committee submit the following statement
on matters referred to them for study
and recommendation since the 1930
Convention~ in response to the request
issued to us by your secretary on February 18.
Our report is prefaced with an expression of our conviction that it is incumbent upon all the American believers to appreciate the importance of the
responsibility placed upon us all by the
Declaration of Trust, which establishes
th~ status of each believer in relation
to the National Spiritual Assembly,
and by the Temple Indenture, which
involves title to the Mashriqu'I-Adhlcir building and land. These instruments, approved by the Guardian, create legal entities which can, if necessary, claim the protection of the civil
courts of the land and serve as the corporate bodies through which our collective public action must be taken.
Reflecting the laws and principles
revealed by the Manifestation, the Dec:
laration of Trust has transformed the
Cause in America from a group- of
peeple imbued with similar spiritual
ideals into a corporate body henceforth
taking its definite place in our national
society, Unlike the early Christians,
the Baha',s have not only the bond of
faith and the ties of devotional practice, but also the power of a social
structure unified by an ideal of justice
expressed in a comprehensive code.
The perpetual effort to harmonize the
principles of love and justice in an
Baha'i matters will alone serve to develop a body of believers able to uphold
the world order of Baha'u'Uih.
The members of the Legal Committee. in an their deliberations, have
sought solutions oE the problems referred to them which could reconcile
these two principles.
The following actions have been
taken since our appointment last June:
Change jll melhod of OOllollj"9 for
members of the Nationa1 Spiritual Assembly. A new method was proposed
by the Spiritual Assemoly of South
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.te, California, to assure privacy to
.:h voter through the use of nine invidua\ ballots. This recommendation
;s studied by the Legal Committee
\d its adoption endorsed. The N a.lnal Assembly thereupon voted to
nploy the new method in connection
ilh the Conventio,.£ 1931.
Method of holding properties.•s donations of real estate are from
me to time made by believers, the
uestion arises as to how the legal title
) the various parcels, located in differntparts of the country, should be re.ted to the National Spiritual Assem.ly. This question has two aspects, the
egaland financial. In the case of the
remple property at Wilmette, the title
Nas transferred under an Indenture of
Trust naming the nine members of the
Assembly as trustees .for the benefit of
the National Spiritual Assembly. The
title could not be transferred directly
to the National Assembly for the reason that State statutes limit the amount
of real estate which can be held by religious bodies. and the addition of
Green Acre and other real estate to the
holmngs of the Assembly would have
created legal complications.
Later,
Green Acre was transferred under a
similar Indenture. The matter again
arose in connection with land donated
by the Spiritual Assembly of U rhana,
JIlinois, and by M r. Roy C. ·Wilhelm.
The Legal Committee recommended
. that each and every piece of property
so contributed should he held under a
separate Indenture, a recommendation
felt advisahle not only for legal reasons
but also in order to meet the difficulty
that might arise in the event that any
property or properties involved unexpected expense. By holding each property under a separate Indenture, the
National Assembly cannot he made
party to lawsuits or attachments a~is
ing from circumstances surroundmg
the property, nor can the National
Fund be attached to satisfy debts or
other Obligations thereof. By accept- .
ing this recommendation, the NatIonal
Assembly has freed its spiritual and
religious offices from undue pressure
of a material nature.
A""mdmenl 10 Bv-Laws. The believers have alreadv"been infonned of
the action taken by the National Assembly in amending Article VIII. Section I of the By-Laws, to make it possible for Bahi',s unable to be physically
present at local elections to cast their
ballots.
Arbitral;OH
bct'i.,-'een
1·Jldi't:idua./
Bailli'fs. Since the Guardian desires

consultation on a1\ matters affecti.ng
believers, the Nationa\ Assembly has at
times been requested to assist in n:~
solving questions of a material nature

arising between two individual Baha'is.
The Legal Committee was requested to
consider the matter and make a general
recommendation as to the procedure in
such cases. It was recommended that
the National Assembly should not take
jurisdiction of matters affecting individual believers in their business or
personal rather than their Bah,,'i relationships, but suggest that the Local
Spiritual Assemblies ascertain the facts
and endeavor to bring about just settlements. In this connection it should
be noted that an Assembly which takes
up a case of this kind will do well to
make it clear in advance whether the
Assembly is to give an advisory opinion or whether its decision will be accepted as final. The right use of the
principle of consultation will bring the
administration of the Cause to complete
fulfilment.
Temple conlracl,..
Through the
death of Major Burt, engineer, and
Mr. Louis Bourgeois. architect, the
contractura1 relations previously existing with them terminated and left certain matters to be adjusted with their
estates. Some of these questions are
still pending, and the National Assembly will report on them at a later time.
The believers will appreciate the desire
of the Assembly and Temple trustees
to carry out all obligations assumed under contract with full justice. In discharging this responsibility. the trustees act as representatives of the entir~
body of believers. Under the Guardian's instruction, no arrangement has
ever been made for Temple interior de~igns. and the trustees have no authority to incur expense for them at the
present time. The Temple trustees, of
course, have no sources of income ex~
cept appropriations by the National
Assembly from its Temple and general
Funds, or beguests and gi fts to the
Trustees: for Temple purposes.
Local Incorporation. It has been reported through BAH';", NEWS that the
National Assembly passed favorably
upon the recommendation of the Legal Committee that Local Assemblies
desiring proper legal status should take
steps to hold property under an Indenture. an.d not set up any form of incorporation which might can fuse the
Baha'i status of members already provided for under the national Dec1aration ot Trust. Certain difficulties have
since ·become apparent in this suggestion, since an Indenture comes into be~
jng through the action of qualified individuals in constituting others as trustf:CS. The only loca1 Baha'i body flualifled to act is ~ the Spiritual Assembly.
and the adoption of an 1ndentu1"e
would require the Assembly to selec~
as tn: ;tee~ heliever5 not memhers ot
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the Assembly itself. Further study
may disclose the possibility of Local
Assemblies adopting Declarations of
Trust so defined as to accomplish for
the local community what the national
Dec1ara~ion of Trust accomplishes for
the behevers throughout the United
States and Canada. This is a matter
to be reported at a later time .
BaM'i Temple Unity and Green
Acre FelllY"dI,./Oip. The questi()n of
maintaining or dissolving these legal
bodies, whose real functions ceased
when the Temple and Green Acre
properties were transferred to trustees
for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly, is still under consideration. An attorney has been instructed to study the various State
statutes bearing upon the matter and
report to the Assembly.
Canadian t"ncorparation. The question of incorporating the Canaman believers, so as to give them a legal status
in relation to their civil courts, has
been referred to a number of attorneys and final settlemen t has not yet
been made.
While these various legal questions
may seem to have little ·interest in comparison with the spiritual ru:tivities of
the Cause, nevertheless they have a
legitimate and necessary place in the
work of the Cause, and true solutions
of these matters at this stage of its deve1.opment will serve to free its spirit
and release its collective intelligence
through later times.
HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
ALLEN

B.

McD.'NIEL

LOUIS GREGORY
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
CARL SCHEFFLER

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
Before entering upon the detailed report of the work of this office, your
international correspondent wishes first
to express the deep appreciation and
1\:ratitude which she has experienced in
being honored with this important
charge, and the joy with which every
service has been undertaken. even
while conscious of her immature experience and inadequacy in handling
matters of such vast scope and significance.
It has been the purpose of this department to seek to bring about more
intimate and frequent communication
between this country and those where
the Cause is now~ established. even
though in some cases, the representatives are verv few 1n number. as notablv in Denm~ark. [or instance.
At the beginning o~ the year the first
move was to ,,,..-rite to each National
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Spiritual Assembly and to the International Bureau at GeneYa-, describingthe newly apportioned work of the ~a
tional Secretariat and giving an account
of the Convention. ), copy of the flash
light photograph taken at the time of
the Convention was also mailed to each
National Assembly and Geneva, and
to the Guardian, as well as to several
of the distant friends like M iss Alexander in Japan, and those in South
Africa.
General letters to the Xational Assemblies and Geneva were sent out
under the following dates: May 12th,
June 25th, Nov. 30th, and on February
17th, to all foreign addresses listed in
the BaM'i' World, Vol. III.
The reprint of the article from the
Literary Digest was mailed to all N ational Assemblies and to many individuals, as was also the case with the circular presenting the Temple reprint
from the Techn%gy Revie-dJ.
Copies of all letters sent out have
been forwarded to the Secretariat for
review by the National Spiritual Assembly while in session and for subsequent placing in the files.
Beside the letters to the X ational
Assemblies many opportunities have
been found to communicate \vith individuals, and with groups of believer~,
The student group of the American
lJniversity at Beirut; :\Iiss Holsapple;
Mrs. Carey in South Africa; ~{iss
Wright, during her sojourn in England, about conditions in Germany;
::'-ofr. Dunn in Australia, ,,,,ho inquired
anxiously regarding the authenticity
of the Prayer Book.
Yadollah Effendi of Akki who had
sent some pomegranates through :J.'irs.
Bedikian for the ~ational Spiritual
Assembly received a courteous letter
of thanks and appreciation.
The important matter of believers
from foreign countries who were intending to come to America was given
special and detailed consideration in
which the Government regulations governing immigration were quoted extensively, and the request made that all
National Spiritual Assemblies and the
International Bureau at Geneva infonn
an local Communities of the necessary
steps to be taken in order to comply
with the laws of the Cnited States. as
well as with certain courtesies which
might be due from Baha'is in distant
lands to Baha'is in this country, so
that in future all friends arriving at
any port of the United States may receive loving and helpful consideration
and assistance,
In August. 1930, your secretary was
able to visit the onlv Bahfl'i resident
of Denmark, lvliss Sorensen, at Copen-
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hagen, and subsequently to meet with
the friends in Berlin. Both of these
visits provetl of great interest and
value. especially in Berlin where at
that time much uncertainly still existed regarding the Administration due
to the insidious propaganda of ::\frs.
\\lhite and Herr HerrigeL It was a
real joy to meet these friends and to
seek to establish in their minds the
logical and real proofs of the need of
the Guardianship,
Miss Sorensen,
however, must not be included among
those who do not understand, for !Iiss
Sorensen is one of the most enlightened and spiritual servants whom it has
been the joy of this servant to meet.
and it is very significant that the
Guardian has made exception in the
matter of the publication of the Danish translation of Baha'u'llah and the
New Era. a work for which iI/fiss Sorensen is responsible.
In September this sen'ant spent several days in Geneva for the purpose of
consultation with the Baha'i friends
whom Shag hi Effendi has charged with
the vastly important work of the International Bureau, and much valuable
information was received and suggestions given for the closer acquaintance
with the personnel and work of the
various communities and groups
throughout Europe. At that time it developed that communication was much
too rare and uncertain owing to the
uncertainty of the addresses of believers in different localities. A movement
was cons.equently set on foot to make
as complete a canvas as possible in order to provide the Bureau with accu~
rate information which might be available for any friend wishing to travel
to foreign countries, and also to instill into the minds of the friends eyery\vhere the importance of looking
definitely to the center in Europe \'\o'hich
the Guardian had established as a sort
of "Clearing House" for accurate information, and the distribution of literature in the languages in which the
Revelation has now been translated.
The work of the International Bureau is becoming very extensive and
your secretary feels that in the near
future, when the friends in different
cOl1ntries come to realize the value ot
the services of the Bureau. which is
now equipped to translate all communications into French, German. Italian
and Spani,h as well as English and
Esperanto, this will become a most important channel for the dissemination
of the Holy \Vord, as well as of the
news of the important affairs of the
Cause. The place which the Interna·
tional Bureau holds in relation to all
the International representation \",Ihich

now exists in Geneva cannot be over
estimated in regard to its importance.
A few days in Italy put this servant
into touch with certain of the friends
there, although the Cause i, not yet
well established in Italy.
All correspondence of whatever nature which has b"'l received has been
promptly answered. On request of the
National Assembly at Teheran a letter
of welcome was sent to the newly appointed Persian Counsellor to Washington on his arrival in this country.
The matter of :'<oury Sadik Bey, who
very strongly stated that there should
be no use of the name .. Spiritual Assembly" when writing to Turkey has
recently been somewhat clarified by the
receipt of a second letter from him in
which he states that Turkev is not ~ow
in a condition to have a Spiritual Assembly. and it cannot comply with the
laws of the country which comains all
religious organizations.
The Assembly letters 'from Haifa
have been graciously acknmvleclged and
also the receipt of the regular weekly
edition of the Bahi'i paper published
in Lahore. India. This publication desenes especial notice as it i-; well edited and ambitious in its presentation
of the Holv Utterances and the news
of the Cause. together ,yith a list of
publications in English. Per~ian and
Crdu,
Your secretary respectfully
recommends the support of this splendid paper.
But few letters have been recei"'ed
from nun-Baha'i inquirers about the
Ca use. and all of these have been
promptly answered. and in e\'ery case
some lilerature sent as wen as addresses giyen where information about
the trayelling teachers might he obtained.
It has been a source of no little apprehension that to all the correspondence sent out, and all the photographs,
together with printed hterature about
the Temple, etc.. not a word 0 f acknowledgement has been received.
Your secretary is entirelv at a loss to
understand why this should be the case
and believes that as vet the ,·alue of
prompt and frequent communication
has not been universally felt by the adherents of the Cause. Of course the
establish~nent of the department for
special international correspondence is
as vet a new idea, the importance of
which may not have become fully apparent. but on the other hand. it has
been ·found that Ol1r dear Victoria
Bedikian has been so utterly untiring
in her efforts to link up the world in
Baha ') relationship that much of the
correspondence has been addre.~sed to
her. She. in true generous spirit. has
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.red the knowledge oi this with your
oretary, but it is to be hoped that
~ regular channels of official correondence will become more and more:
e medium for communication beleen the friends sO that onlv well'dered and officially supervi;ed inyrmation may be the result.
It is too early to expet::t replies at
lis time to the general letters sent out
\ February, which were planned to
m vey the loving N awrllz: greetings
t the National Spiritual Assembly to
lery individual assembly which could
e reached through the medium of the
_'ear Book address list, to give accuate information as to the extent of
he fire in the Temple, and also to reuest a correct list of addresses of all
,ational and Local officers, of groups
end individuals.
This circular letter. covering three
Joints as it did, was made to serve the
')urposes both of the National Secretariat and the Year Book Committee.
..:\. t this juncture a letter has come
to hand from the "'alional Spiritual
.-\ssembly of Persia at Teheran. under
date of February 7th. which acknowledges the receipt of Our letter of ;-; 0vember 12th, and comments on the
great advance of the Temple work with
the utmost enthusiasm and interest.
\Ve note too~ that special attention has
been giyen to the subject of emigration from Persia, and that sufficient
notice should be given by those intending to undertake the journey and definite instructions sent out.
Enclosed in this letter is also a copy
of one addressed to Rafiullah Khan
Motahedeh, which seems to be a reply
to his asking information regarding
the best routes to be followed by the
American friends intending to go to
Persia. As this communication is of
great importance it 1S to be hoped that
3.1r. lIIotahedeh will at once communicate its contents to the Editor of the
lV £"tt's Letter in order that they may
be shared generally with the friends.
And now in closing, may your secretary again express her gratitude for
the privilege of being permitted to
serve the Cause in this capacity, while
she humbly apologizes for any omissions or commissions which may have
appeared in this report. due to inexperience and limited ability.
Bv: NELLIE S. FRENCH.
Inte"rnational Correspondent
for the ~atjonal Secretariat.
ARCHIVES
Gertrude Buikema, Secretarv.
whose sister died recently. requested
me to write yO\1 for the Archives Com·
mittee.
;""!iS5

The splendid work of ;\lr;. Corinne
True, together with 1>1 rs. Stuart W.
French. }Irs. Edward Struven and
~Iiss Gertrude Buikema, in obtaining,
copying, inde-xing and filing, the Original TaMets of 'Abdu'l-Baha in the
Archives, has made considerable progress during the past year. In July,
1930. three hundred and fifty had been
indexed. This service, as you know,
is preparatory to the publishing of another volume of Tablets. \Ve would
again urge the friends, who have not
done so, to send in their Original Tablets together with the translations, if
they have them.
The outstanding shipment to the
Archives during the past year, is a
trunk and box of material from ~Ir.
Edward Getsinger. who has sent the
research work of a life-time with also
many precious things belonging to both
Lua Getsinger (deceased) and himself.
Your Custodian urges the ).1'ational
Spiritual Assembly to prepare as 500n
as possible. a room in the :\fashriqu'lAdhkar to receive the boxes of material alreadv in hand. and that will be
sent. now that the Temple has arisen.
By: .\l.BERT 'Vnw'C'sT. Custodian
).iRs. E. D. STRUVEI'
)'IRS ..-\. F. :'1 ATTHISEX
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PUBLICITY

Since its appointment the last week
in June, 19.30, the Publicit, Committee
has laid a foundation for {he release of
Baha'i information and ne\,·s to the
press of the United States and Canada
through the medium of the Local As:
semblies and also direct.
The plan followed has consisted in
the isS"Uing of regular communications
to Local Assembl1es with a ,·iew to de~
veloping their local publicity resources
as \\o:el1 as securing their cooperation in
the placing of material prepared by the
Xational Committee.
In appointing t1!e Committee, the
:-':ational Spiritual Assembly took another action regarding publicity in securing the services of }Ir. Odell, a
trained newspaper man of \Vashington,
D.
for writing and placing feature
articles. It has been made clear that
this part of the general plan cannot
be satisfactorily applied at the present
time .
)Iost notable this year have been
the article "A Temple of . Light" by
Allen B. )'lcDaniel, published in Teellnologs Revie"W, of which 12,000 repl'ints have been distributed throughout
the world, and the reference to the
~hss GERTRUDE BUISE~IA
Temple in Literary Digest. The result
of the fire during Temple construction
EDITING TABLETS OF 'ABDU'L- was also widespread publicity.
BAHA
A conference called by )[r. McCnder separate covel' I am mailing Daniel in \Vashington dt1ring Decemyou typed copies of the Index of Tab- ber with '\Ir. Odell and three members
lets that the Editing Committee has. of the Committee, considered the matgone over. \Ve have examined each ter of how ~Ir. Odell's sen;ces can
one of these Tablets separately and best be utilized and arrived at the folmade a card index. inside the typed lowing conclusions: first, that release
analysis made by our dear Xellie of information and news representing
French. All the originals have been the Cause can best be effected through
returnee! to the ArchiYes. filed alpha- facilities developed by and in the Cause
betically and can very easi1y be re- itself ~ and, set-'ond, that certain special
ferred to. Much remains to be done
features like the Temple 'and the interbut my trip to Haifn. Feb. 3rd. ends . national teaching activities of Miss
my work for the present.
'J.lartha Root can effectivelv be assigned to ~lr. Odell for feature artiBy: CORn.r ~F" TRUE.
cles. llnder conditions mutua\1v satisECONOMICS
iactory to him and to the :-.:. S: A.
With reference to report of the
Following this conference, the
Economics Committee. ahout all we COlUm.ittee secretary has prepared a
can say is that the organization of the list of 500 leading newspapers. These
committee is under way and the plan have been placed on stencils, to be used
f)f action adopted. I have ha.d replie~ at monthly or semi-monthly intervals.
irom only three peop1e so far.
A capital cost of abollt $20.00. and a
1 helieve that most of the references monthly cost for postage, addressing
are contained in the Geneva Outline and multi graphing of approximately
and will check this over as soon as pos- the same amount, will enable the Nasihle. probably starting some copying tional Assembly, through its Baha'i
},l'ews Sen'ice, to present the Cause to
on them.
I regret that more progress cannot the public press in all the cities and
he reponed. hut tnlst. this will enable larger towns of the country. This
plan. combined with the present series
YOli to make whatever report is necesof letters and articles for the Local
sary.
By, D. S. COLE.
.-\ssel11blies. and amplified to include

c..
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unusual or emergency news and occasions as they arise, was recommended
by the Committee to the )lational Assembly in February, and approved by
that body.
Among the subjects already given to
Local Assemblies or direct to the press
are! the meaning of the Anniversary
of the Bah; Baha'i education, with reference to Green Acre and Geyservil1e;
the Temple; announcement of the
building contract; inter-racial amity
and the Master's warning to America;
National Teaching activities; BaM'i
World, volume Ill; and reproductions
of the Literary Digest page illustrating
and describing the Temple.
As 300 copies of The B ahd' i Warld
were allotted to the News Service for
publicity purposes, their use is reported as follows: to review editors of
newspapers and magazine, 100; to reference library of newspapers and the
large news syndicates, like Associated
Press, 54; to peace, internationa1, religious and educational organizations,
99 ; to editors of dictionaries and eneyclopaedeas. 4; to individuals (friends
of the Cause in positions of influence),
ll-a total of 268 copies. The balance
of 32 copies will be used to the best
advantage before the Convention.
During ~Iarch, the committee secretary cooperated with the Publishing
Committee in the development of methods for securing newspaper and magazine reviews of all Baha'i books published henceforth. and also in the preparation of a list of Public Libraries for
sending a copy of the Baha'i Catalog
and letters emphasizing the value of
this literature.
On March 28 a lelter. was issued to
Local Assemblies together with three
suggested newspaper articles: On the
Guardian'·s translation of the Iqan, on
references to the Cause by various
prominent people, and on the J.,olaster's
message to the American people. The
article on the Iqan was also sent to the
list of five hundred newspapers. An
article has also been prepared on the
subject of the Annual Convention and
the Temple. to be sent to the same
newspaper list. and to the Assemblies,
about April 15.
It seems advisable in this report to
mention the series of newspaper articles prepared by a previous Publicity
Committee and sent to all Local Assemblies and National Committees in
April. 1929. Those articles were prepared for use in connection with public
Baha'i meetings. the visit of welt
knmvn Baha'i teachers, etc., and answers the question of what to give the
papers raised by a number of Assemb\1.e~ this year which received visits
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from such teachers as Miss Martha
Root and Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler.
Copies of the series are still available
at the Secretariat, West Englewood.
\Vith the extension of this work
during the rest of the current Baha'i
year, the Committee is prepared to issue a minimum of two articles a month,
one to Assemblies and one to 500
newspapers, and recommends the advisability of giving each Assembly a
set of Baha'i il1ustrations--a photograph of 'Abdu'l-Bah.., the Temple
and a few carefully selected international pictures from The Baha', Warld
-in inexpensive printed form, for reproduction by local newspapers in connection with articles used from time
to time.
Shoghi Effendi sent Mr. McDaniel,
chairman of this Committee, a message
concerning the pUblicity activities
through his secretary in a letter date<!
August 30. 1930, which is quoted to
conclude this report: "Concerning the
pUblicity work Shoghi Effendi hopes
that it will carryon its work with great
foresight and wisdom and. succ~ed in
.preading the teachings throughout
America.. Such an activity is an essential phase of teaching and will undoubtedly create more and more work
for the teachers that are busy on the
field."
ALLEN B. McDANIEL, Chairman
STANWOOD CoBB
FLORENCE ~iORTON

HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
GREEN ACRE
The Green Acre Properties Committee. consisting of Mrs. McDaniel,
Mr. F. St. George Spendlove and Mr.
Henry Green met several times at the
close of the 1930 Season to discuss
ways and means for the coming year.
In accordance with the expressed
. wish of the Guardian :-"It is myearnest prayer that the forthcomiog gathering at Green Acre may serve as a
testing ground for the application of
those ideals and standards that are the
distinguishing features of the Revelation of Baha'u'lhlh," the National
Spiritual Assembly during the past two
years has adopted the policy of developing at Green Acre a teaching and
training center. The present committee is earnestly trying to follow their
instructions.
In October. 1930. the Kational Spiritual Assembly "oted $650.00 for
minor repairs to all the property and
a fire escape on the Inn. which is
required by law. A long tist of items
was made out for work to he done as
weather permitted and ·Mr. Green. who
lives in Portsmouth. )J. H .. has been

looking after this, cooperating with
:\'Ir. Bert Hagedorn, the faithful caretaker of Green Acre.
The reports received by the Committee during the Fall and Winter have
been very gratifying. Mrs. Valentine.
who did so well under such crowded
kitchen conditions last Season will
have charge of the Inn and Tea House,
meals to be served at the Inu, instead
of at the Tea House and board and
rooms may be had at varying prices to
suit varying pocketbooks. We expect
the Inn will be open from the middle
of June to the middle of September.
During July and August the Inn and
Fellowship Honse will be reserved for
Baha'is and those interested in stndying the Teachings. The Program
Committee has planned classes. lectures
and conventions on various subjects related to the Cause and we hope that
many Baha'is will come to Green Acre
for at least two weeks of their holiday
time and bring friends who wish to
attend the classes and are really interested in learniug of the New World
Order. There will be classes suitable
to all ages. Fellowship House will be
open during the whole season and we
hope to have Miss Shanks, who was
our very efficient and channing hostess
last year. in the same capacity. This
year there wil1be a dormitory for men
at . Fellowship as well as one for
women.
Before and after the Program in
June and September the Inn and Fellowship will be open to guests who
wish a quiet and restful place.
Vvith the help and cooperation of the
friends we feel sure this Season will
be profitable to all who come and that
Green Acre wil1 in time become a truly
representative Baha'i Center.
Those wishing in formation concerning accommodations may write :Mrs.
Flora Valentine, 142 Regent Street.
Saratoga Springs. N. Y.
By: MARGARET R. McDANIEL,
Chairman.
THE BAHA'I WORLD
(V "lume Three J
In recent issues of the BAHA'I
NEWS LETTER have appeared the announcement by the Publishing Committee of the completion of Volume
HI. The BaM', World, and also Shoghi Effendi's letters to the undersigned
telling in detail his wishes regarding
the publication thereof. \Ve refer yott
to them.
.
The National Spiritual Assembly
have appointed a Chairman for this
Committee. Mrs. Stuart W. French.
SOl Bellefontaine Street. Pasadena.
California. who ~;n elevote her atten-
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to the collecting of material for
ume IV.
Ve believe it is timely to call attenl to the following request of the
"dian, as published in the Intro:tion of Volume IIl'In preparation for Volume IV,
ich is to cover the period from
'ril, 1930, to April, 1932, Sho; Effendi, through the Edi-ial
Committee,
earnestly
re..ts all Local Spiritual Assemblies,
oups and Committees throughout
e Baha'i world, to plan with their
spective National Spiritual Assemies the gathering of suitable material
r that volume. Photographs and arjes of interest may be forwarded at
ly time. Reports to be incorporated
l the 'Survey of Current Baha'i Ac"ities in the East and West' should
e in the hands of the Committee not
lter than January 1, 1932. The Conents of Volume III will suggest the
'arious materials desired for such an
mportant and historic publication as
The BaM', World. Articles and pho:ographs that show the present progress of the Cause, as well as records
of past events, are particularly desired . . . . Correspondence should be
addressed to the Editorial Committee,
The Baha', World, care of the National Spiritual Assembly o{ the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada. Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N. J., United States of America. "
ALBERT \VUfDUS'T,

Editorial Secretary.

P. S.- Shoghi Effendi has written
the Publishing Committee, expressing
gratitnde and appreciation for their labors in producmg Volume III. They
will, no doubt, include this in their report.
THE BAHA'I WORLD
(Vol"",. FOUT)
The f';llowing is the report of progress of the work of the committee for
Volume IV of the BaM'! World:
Your committee ha s not been successful in holding a meeting when a1\
members could be present; but the
chairman met with Mr. Albert Windust early in July, 1930, and from him
gleaned much valuable information regarding the method of securing material.
A second meeting was held in New
York early in October, 1930, with
Mrs. La Farge, Mr. Holley and the
chairman present.
At this meeting a general plan of
procedure was outlined, in which
names of possihle contributors were
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proposed and a definite time set for the co-operation ot the various members
completion of the coHection of materia.l of the committee your chairman deto be sent to the Guardian.
sires to express her deepest appreciaSince that time aU communication . tion and gratitude.
By: NELLIE S. FRENCH, Chairman.
has been carried on by correspondence.
Staff of Editors, Vol. IV:
The date set for the final reception
America-Mrs. Nellie S. French,
of all material was November 1st,
1931, and this will provide lor any Chairman; Mrs. ,Vanden 1ratthew3
slight delay so that the Guardian may LaFarge, Mr. Horace Holley, Mr. Alhave all in his hands in January, 1932. bert Windust. Editorial Secretary,
Many letters have been sent out by Mrs. Victoria Bedikian, Photograph
your chairman and the most important Editor.
Great Britain-Mr. George P. Simppiece of work undertaken is the arson.
rangement of a complete and up-toFrance-Mme. Gaston Hesse.
date list of all addresses in various
Germany-Dr. Hermann Grosscountries where the- Cause is represented. To this end letters have heen man.
Palestine-SoheU Effendi Afnan,
sent to all National Spiritual Assemblies, and to all Assemblies, groups and Ruhi Effendi Afnan, Miss Effie Baker,
individuals whose names appear in the Photographs.
Persia-' Abdu'l Husayn Dibqan.
present volume 1928-1930. This does
India, Burma-Hishmatullah.
not include the addresses of the Assemblies or groups in this country beInternational-M r s. Em 0 g e n e
cause that list Will be complied after Hoagg (International Bureau at Genthe corning elections in April.
eval-Miss Martha Root.
I t is hoped to estab lish a Historical
Department in which short historical
sketches made by early believers may
REPORT OF THE TEMPLE
be preserved, with photographs of the
TRUSTEES
places in which 'Abdu1-Baha spoke
when in this country. The reason for For tb. B••• fit of tb. Natitmal Spirit,,41 Assetftbly of tb. Bsh,,'is of
this department is that in some inthe U1Jit.rl Stses a"rl Ca....
stances, as notably Pasadena, it is alaria for tb. y.ar 19JO-Jl
ready very difficult to get exact information on the event of the visit of
During the past year there have
'Abdu'l-Baha. While we recognize that been II meetings of the Temple trusin time a full history will be written tees, beginning with the organization
of this all-important event, the present meeting on April 28, 1930, following
intention is to preserve these records the last Annual Convention and ending
before they have passed out of the rec- with the last meeting of April 30, 1931,
ollection of some of the believers.
just preceding the 23d Annual ConIt is not possible of course, to com- vention. The meeting on November
pile a complete history in one volume 16, 1930, was held at Evanston, Illibut carrying the subject through sev- nois, and included a visit to the Tem-·
eral subsequent editions will preserve pIe for a first-hand inspection of the
the records.
construction work.
It has been the aim of your chairman
The Christ is reported to have said
to follow in every way the instruc- "by their fruits ye shall know them"
tions of the Guardian to seek contribu- and so the best report that your trustions from the '·best minds in the tees can make at this time 15 to refer
Cause." Concerning the: compiling of the believers to the Temple structure.
a new list of add.resses, this instrnc- In its simple dignity and beauty, the
tion was gi ven to Mrs. Bedildan before present structure is an impressive demthe work of the present Vol. IV was onstration of the results of the activibegun, and now that it is found neces- ties of your trustees since the loast Ansary to render this service for the vol- nual C~nvention.
ume Mrs. Bedikian has graciously
You will recall that at the Annual
turned her list over to the committee Convention of a year ago your trustees
and it will be checked over and com- reported to you that the preliminary
pared with the replies which are re- steps had been taken toward the erecceived to the hundred or more letters tion a f the superstructure of the Tem-issued under date of February 17th in pIe. These steps included the decision
order to make as correct and complete to erect the entire framework rather
a list as possible.
than the first story complete as oriM ucb material has al ready come to ginally planned; the final revision of
hand which had been collected by Mr. the architectural plans by our late
Holley and for this and all the splendid brother, Louis Bourgeois; the begin-
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ning of the preparation of the plans
and specifications for the structure and
its necessary utilities (plumbing, heat-

ing, ventilation and light) ; the further
study of the material for the exterior
ormimenta tion; and the preparations
for the securing of estimates and bids
and the a,,,-arding of a contract.
During May and June and the first
half of July, 1930, Mr. Bourgeois
completed his final design, the structural and utility plans and specifications were prepared by Mr. Ben j. S.
Shapiro and his associates under the
immediate direction and supervision
of The Research Service, Inc., and a
suitable list of contractors was made
with a view of getting their cooperation in the securing of bids.
Bids from nine of these selected con-

tractors were received and opened in
the office of the Secretary of the Trustees just prior to their meeting at
Green Acre on Aug. 23-25, 1930. After a careful consideration of all the
bids and conferences with representatives of the three lowest bidders, your
trustees took action a warding a con-

tract to the George A. Fuller Company of )lew York and Chicago on
Monday. Augnst 25, 1930.
Actual construction work on the
Temple began early in September, and
due to unusually favorable weather
conditions during the Fall and 'Winter,
has proceeded with exceptional prog·
ress.

Special attention has been given
throughout the work to the securing of
the very highest grade of material and
the best workmanship. Inspections
recently made by members of our Advisory Board and specialists in the
fields of engineering and construction,
indicate that the results have borne
out and justified these elIorts. The
periodic and continuous testing of materials such as steel and cement, sand.
gravel, etc .., and faithful inspection
during construction have produced a
structure which your specialists helieve will stand as an enduring monument to our beloved Cause.
The contract with the George A.
Fuller Company provided for the entire superstructure framework to be
enclosed with glass dome and doors
and windows. with complete plumbing
equipment. and provisions for other
utilities. Through the splendid cooperation of the general contractor, the
sub-contractors, and the engineers, substantial savings were elIected so that it
has been pessible to include additional
work which now provides the Temple
structure with about 60 per cent of the
heating system, 20 per cent of the ventilation equipment, and 10 per cent 01
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the electrical work. It is extremely
further decided to open the Green
fortunate that these utilities have been Acre Inn which had been closed the
installed at a time when favorable previous summer, and to utilize the
building conditions have afforded very rooms in connection with the Tea
low costs, and that are ayailable for House, which was used entirely for
the protection and preservation of the the providing of meals during the seaentire existing structure. Funds ate son,
needed in the near future in order
The Green Acre season of 1930 was
that these utilities may be completed, one of the most interesting and fruit~
especially during this period of busi- ful that has been held there in recent
ness depression and unusually low years, A large number of the friends
building costs.
attended the New England teaching
The Research Service, Inc., has con- conference and the Inter-Racial Amtinued its interesting study of mate- ity meetings, The regular classes
rials for the exterior ornamental conducted by Mr. Vail, Mr. Gregory,
work, which your trustees hope may and others, had very satisfactory atbe started during the coming year. At tendance and unusual interest was
their meeting on June 29, 1930, the manifested, especially through partiTemple Trustees voted to approve the cipation in the informal discussions
recommendation of their engineers for that generally followed the formal adthe tentative adoption 01 a suitable dress 0 f the meeting. Duriug the last
form of architectural concrete for the two weeks of August, the facilities of
larger masses of this exterior orna- the Tea House were severely taxed,
mentation. The finer and lighter orna- and great credit should be given to
mental work will undoubtedly be made Mrs. Flora Valentine for her handling
of some suitable metal alloy.
of the boarding and lodging of the
During the year, your trustees have people under the handicap of lack of
given considerable time and thought to suitable space and sufficient help.
the settlement of a claim made by Mrs.
Early in the Fall, the trustees auH. J. Burt. the widow of Major Burt, thorized the new Properties Commitwho wa.'"i our fonner structural engi- tee, consisting 0 f Mrs. Margaret B.
neer, for services which had been ren- McDaniel, Chairman, Ill<. George
dered by him subsequent to the comple- Spendloye, and !II r. Henry Green, to
tion of the Temple foundation struc- arrange for the necessary repairs and
ture about eight-and-a-half years ago. ·improvements at Green Acre during
and also the settlement of the contracts the Fall and Winter months, with a
for services and for the studio which view to maintaining the various propthe National Assembly had entered into erties and providing for the efficient
June 27. 1925. and April 6. 1926. re- employment of the caretaker, Mr. Bert
spectively, with Mr. Louis Bourgeois. . Hagedorn. The Properties CommitThese matters have been handled by a tee has reperted that very satisfactory
special committee of the National progress has been made in this work,
Legal Committee. which refers to them including the. installation 0 f a fire esin their annual report.
cape at the Inn (required by the laws
Respectfully submitted.
of tlie State of Maine), the repair of
TEMPLE TRUSTEES,
the road from the main highway to tbe
A, B. McDA~lEr.. Chairman.
Inn, painting and repair of the Inn
roof, and a 1arge number of minor repairs of the Fellowship House, the Tea
REPORT OF GREEN ACRE
HDuse, and the Inn.
TRUSTEES
Your trustees at their meeting on
For the Be"efit of the IV ational As- February 1 and March 16, 1931, ausembly of the Baha'i, of the
thorized a contract with Mrs. Flora.
United States and Canada
Valentine lor the seaSOn of 1931 that
for the Year 1930-31
will provide for the fullest utilization
:'feetings of the Green Acre trus- of the Inn, the cottages and the Tea
tees were held at the same time and House for the believers during the
place as those of the Temple Trus- program season of July and August.
tees as has been referred to in the Te- During June and September these facilities will be open to the public, but
pert 0 f the latter bod)'.
At the meeting of the Green Acre subject to the supervision of the Proptrustees on :'fay 25, 1930, it was de· erties Committee.
Your trustees have been working on
cided to continue the past policy with
relation to Green Acre; namely, to the completion of the property plans
develop it, in accordance with the in- for the five parcels of properties that
structions of our beloved Guardian, are now held under the Green Acre
as a teaching and training center for Indenture of Trust. An elIort will ·be
the believers in the Cause. It was made to make a study of certain sec-
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tions of these properties, such as the
land lying between the Ball cottage and
the cottage, on the Green Acre property, with a view to providing additional housing facilities for the future,
The trustees believe that last vear's
season at Green Acre confirmed the
policy wbich has been adopted and it is
hoped- that an increasing number of
friends will attend the teaching and
training seasons in the years to come.
During the last few years. a number
of the believers haye purchased property in or near Green Acre with a
view to proyiding permanent summer
homes. It is the belief of the trustees that as the years pass by a growing
Baha'i community will serve as a true
testing ·ground to demonstrate the ~ e\V
World Order.
Respectfully submitted.
GREEN ACRE TRUSTEES.
A. B. McDANIEL, Chainnan.

concerning prayer and fasting and the 'l1ih has prO\·ided.
holding of feasts, the characteristics of
Another suggestion was that we be
reverential English, and a few facts more positive about the claims of
about Persian and Arabic that should Baba'u'llah. We should not try' to
help English-speaking Baha'is to a bet- make the Cause acceptable to people by
ter understanding of the translations. acceding to their whims and notions. In
Practically all of the references had other words, we should make it plain
been secured. and the work of revision that the Baha~is have a clear message
was well along its way, when word • for the world. It was felt that this
came from the National Assemblv, would be a natural consequence if the
through Mrs. French and :'[r. Lunt, to teachers themselves were deeply imthe effect that Shoghi Effendi had con- pressed.
sented to a reprinting of the "Prayers
A Committee was formed consisting
and Meditations" pending the time of one member from each community,
when he can take up this great ","ork and one to represent the isolated behimself.
lievers in this region. Our work was
AU English-speaking believers should to coordinate our activities. to give an
be most happy to know that Shoghi added impetus to the teaching work.
Effendi has declared his purpose to "'ie were to make every effort for opgive to us a new translation of the portunities to give the message; to find
prayers, which only his Divine \~ris_ openings in each community where
dom can properly reconstruct.
people were willing to share their
By: (MRS.) JOSEPHINE F. CLARK,
platform with us. We were to make
Secretary. every effort to induce the isolated be1IRS. MARY M. RAllB
lievers to associate actively with their
MRS. ROSA V. WINTEREURN
nearest Assembly, and thus add effiRESEARCH COMMITTEE
MRS. JOSEPHINE F. CLARK, Secretary ciently to theIr individual work.
MR. FRANK D. CLARK. Chairman
(Notes by Allah Khan.)
The principal work of the Research
The next day we met in New York
Committee during the year now closing
City and held a large meeting there,
has been directed toward study of the
OF
INTER-RE- at which a resolution was passed that
Pray .. Book put out last year, under ACTIVITIES
GIONAL
TEACHING
COMMITa Regional DistTict Committee be
instructions from the National SpiritTEE FOR NEW YORK, NEW
formed to consist of one member from
ual Assemblv to add to each selection a
JERSEY AND CONNECTIeach participating Assembly or grout>,
reference to~ its source and to suggest·
CUT
they to meet and select a member at
such revisions of the text as we might
consider qecessary.
Alter receiving the Teaching Com- large to represent isolated believers.
It was felt, therefore, that the first mittee's circular letter about their plan The Chairman of the Conference was
phase of this work shOUld be the iden- for regional teaching work, and at the to call this Committee together, and a
tification of each prayer and other se- suggestion of the New York Spiritual letter was sent to each one of these
lection, with a reference to its original Assembly, a meeting of the believers districts calling them to a meeting on
published translation if possible or to representing New York City, \Vest Tuesday, Kov. 18, 1930, at 119 "vest
some other authentic. source. Since Englewood. Montclair, Yonkers, New- 57th Street, New York City.
At that meeting West Englewood
both texts are full of grammati- ark, Asbury Park and New Haven,
cal errors. this stage included 111uch was called to be held at \V est Engle- was represented by Mr. Allah Kahn;
work necessary to secure correct rever- wood and New York City, October 25 New York City, by ),1.. Harris, who
was elected permanent chairman of
ential English: And since Shoghi Ef- and 26.
fendi has approved the pluralization of
The first meeting in \Vest Engle- that Committee; Newark, N. J., by Mr.
the prayers. in group meetings and wood was for the purpose of studying Henry Acker-man; Connecticut, by
many of the friends experience diffi- along the lines suggested by the N a- 11rs. Jeanne Rouhangees Bolles of
Conn.;
"'Vestchester
culty in reading these plurals into the tional Teaching Committee; the meth- Washington,
text, it was decided to submit the revi- ods to be pursued by spreading the County, by ~[rs. Maude GaudrealLx of
sion with two versions of every prayer Cause of God in these regions. A Yonkers. Mrs. Gaudreaux .being .
except those few that should never be great many took part in the discus- elected Secretary of the Committee,
pluralized; the singular form appear- sions, and many helpfUl suggestions with Mrs. Lola Donaldson as Assisting on an odd-numbered page and its were received. Many recited their dif- ant Corresponding Secretary and Miss
corresponding pluralized form on the ficulties and the methods they used to Gertrude Gewertz of New York Citv
other page of the same sheet. It was remove them. ·One important sugges- Young People's group as Recording
decided to submit this revision on tion was that the believers themselves Secretary. 11r. KlOney and Mrs. Ford
loose-leaf sheets of Lefax size with should, before attendi.ng teaching were elected the Regional Teachers.
gold edges and to recommend ring work, learn the deeper teachings; they
O\\'ing to grea.t pressure of work
binders in dark blue leather stamped should endeavor to prepare themselves
).ir. Harris was obliged to resign as
in gold; one hindet" to contain prayers in such a vl"av as to be able to answer
Chairman 01 the Committee and New
only, and another to hold such devo- the question; of all kinds of people.
York City representative-hence on
tional readings and' notes as might It was felt that this great Cause is a account of this action. another meetproperly find place in it. These notes universal remedy. therefore must con- ing was not held nntil January 14th.
would include the proper use a f the tain e"very answer that a sincere seeker At this meeting :Mr. Allah Khan of
Greatest Name and ot prayers for spe- asks. All we need do is to drink deeply \Vest Englewood was elected Chaircial occasiotl~. the speci£1c obligations of this lite-giving water that Baha 'u- man of the Committee. The Secretary
j
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was instructed to write to the districts
not represented, to which action a beautiful response came from :Montdair
stating that temporarily their activities
were curtailed owing to a serious accident to two of their members as well
as other sickness amongst the believers

there, and oaying that our beloved
Auntie Victoria Bedekian had been
elected their representative on our
Committee.

The Committee meetings are being
beld on the third Thursday of each
month at Mr. Kinney's apartment. At
the third meeting, on the 19th February, plans were made fOT a public
meeting to be held in Yonkers, and to
perfect details for tbis anotber meeting was held the following week, which
was fully attended. The public meeting in Yonkers was given on March
6th, in the Warburton Hall, with a fair
attendance, West Englewood turning
out most generously in their cooperative spirit, for which the Yonkers
Spiritual Assembly wish to publicly
acknowledge their deep appreciation.
Mr. Saffa Kinney was the speaker,
taking for his subject "The Destiny of
Man." We feel that several uew
friends were attracted by this beloved
teacher's eloquent and illuminating address, having expressed their desire to
attend our study group, which is held
each Friday evening at 192 Buckingham Road, Yonkers. We were very
fortunate also to have delightful music
rendered by Mrs. Harriet Morgan
Kelsey, pianist, and "'Hss Dorothy
Wright, soprano.
.
Mr. Kinney has also spoken twice in
West Englewood during the past two
months, attracting many hearts.
Letters have ·been written to some
of the colored friends in White Plains,
with the object in view of arranging
if possible for a public meeting at one
of the colored Churches there, where
happy contact has already been established. If this materializes it is hoped
that we may be able to have Mr. Gregory speak, and that all the friends in
the vicinity will cooperate with us with
the utmost enthusiasm to make it a
great success.
At one of our Committee meetings
Mr. Kinney suggested that each member study the Acts of the Apostles.
This was a command of 'Abdu-I-Bahil,
and one can easily see why, when
it is noted that the Apostles worked
as one soul, ever watching for the
confirmations of the Holy Spirit in
their meetings. May the confirmations
of the Holy Spirit descend upon each
one of us, so that we may forget all
save the forward march of this Holy
Cause, and face our beloved Guardian

as one soul to do his command,

ALLAH KHAN, Chairman,
~r'\UDE GAUDREAUX. Secretary,

LoLA

DON ALDSON, Ass!. Cor. ·Sec'y.
Recording Sec'y.

GERTRL"DE GEWERTZ,

LETTER FROM

The Spiritual ks"""')' of the B4ha'is
., Karachi. AI/abu-Abha!
We are happy to impart, at the start
of this circular. the news of the perfeet health and happiness of the beloved of the people of BaM, Shoghi
Rabbani, may our souls be a ransom to

his loving kindness, and to announce
his arrival in the Holy Land of Light.
Sometime ago, this Assembly, having
secured the approval 01 the Guardian,
purchased a piece of plantation, which
has an area of about 3639 sq. yr., and
is located in one of the most appropriate sites 01 this city. The Assembly is
now planning to erect on this land, a
humble but graceful building to serve
as "Hazirat'ul Kuds," or a Mashriqul

Azkar, and in order to add to the significance and the majesty of the
Cause. at the same time free the
Friends from the cumbersome burden
of renting.
It is an evident fact that the undertaking

0

f such a sacred enterprise. wil 1

be impossible without the material
of the devoted friends of God.
the Assembly will not be able to
vide the expenses all hy itself.

help
For
proFor

this reason, we wish to ask for the

cooperation of all the friends of East
and of the West, whether man, woman
or child, and entreat them to contribute towards this purpose as a duty towards a sacred end. A duty whose
basis and whose aim is help and cooperation.

His Holiness Baha'u'nah, may His
name be exalted and hailed, has said:
"Humble thyself ·before Me, that I
may graciously visit thee. Arise for
triumph of My Cause, that in the
world thou mayest obtain victory."

. The arrival in this city of the renowned teacher, Miss
her interviews with the
sons of this nation and
addresses in the various

Martha Root,
influential perher impressive
gatherings and

Universities, will surely bear wondrous fruits in the future. After
spending a few days here. she left for

public On Sundays, and private on
Wednesdays; and On Fridays we are
having the regular "Sunday School"
programs for the children. (Friday
is the Mohammedan Sunday. Tran.)
Our hope is that the clouds of bigotry
and superstition, that have darkened
the sky for the numerous tribes and
sects of this country, may be rent as-

sunder and that the Sun of Reality
may throw its golden rays upon those
who are fast asleep in the grave of
ignorance and imitation so that the
progress 0 f the Cause and the influence
of the words of Bahil'u'lJah in fhis
land, may parallel and advance at the
= e level with that in the other parts
of the world.
Professor Pritam Singh, the secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma, has recently
established a weekly magazine which is
published in English and contains interesting and important articles On the
Cause. The editor is employing the
most appropriate method and style in
advertising the Cause. The SUbscription fee is Five Rupees per annum.

Friends who are interested are asked to
communicate directly with the editor
to the f onowing address:
Prof. Pri!am Singh, M.A., Editor,
The Balui'i, 39, Temple Road, Lahore,
India.
We are glad to congratulate Prof.
Pritam for this admirable work and
pray for the duration of his pUblication.

The "Eternal Rose Garden" (Baha'i
cemetery), which has been the subject
of a dispute between the Assembly and
the municipality, has, at last, come
into the possession 01 the Friends.
We hope that with a slight expenditure
on some of its parts, such as the
"wash-roomB and the court yard, it

may be turned into a real Garden of
Roses for Eternal Repose.
We wish to extend our thanks to aU
the Assemblies and friends that have
favored us with circular letters and
delightful news; and we entreat the
Sacred Divinity to crown their efforts
with success.

In conclusion we would

like to mention that any of the brothers or sisters who wish to contribute

to our purpose, may apply to the following address. Their donations shall
be welcomed and greatly appreciated

Simla, the summer residence of the

and their names shalt be inscribed in

Governor of India. She was escorted
by Mr. Isfendiyar Behtiyari.
The Tarbiyat School, the Library

the Bsok 0 f God:
Who has the life Eternal? He who
liveth righteously,

and the reading room, are as usual be-

For after him, his memory shall re,,;ve his name.
-

ing frequented by the searchers lor the
Truth and investigators of the Cause.
\lve are thankful to our Lord that the
Cause in this city is in great prosperity. Our meetings a od gatherings are

Address: Islendiyar Behtiyari,
Preedy Road, Canp Karachi, India.
Secretary of the Assembly,
A.

MOME~ZADEH.
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The Ho(v Alanifesfaliotts who have
been the sources or founders of fhe
'lrarious religious systems were united
and agreed in purpose and teaching.
His Holiness Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Iesus, Muhammad,
the Bah and· Baha',,'lldh, are one in
spirlt and rt'ality. Moreover each Prophet fulfilled the promise of the one
who came before Him and likeu.-ise

each announced the one who would
folloU'.-'Abdu'I-BaM.
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
R'/Hlrt.J by Lm,;, G. Greg""y

Another convention, the twenty-third
annual of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, has written its fine
record upon the plane of Reality and
has given both inward and outer signs
of constructive achievement. As the
years pass the believers in the most
High, Bahi'u'llih. as shown by these
annual gatherings, seem to reach increasing heights of consultation, spiritual insight and application of the divine teachings to the needs of humanity. Faith is strengthened. courage is
more resolute and voices attain more
eloquence and penetration in the delivery of the great message. The power
that arises from the unity of our productive strength. the wisdom that
. shines with free consultation. the darkness that Hees from the Light of Reality, the wounds that are healed with
the balm of love, the answers that respond to prayers for Guidance and the
signs which descend to the minds and
hearts of the sincere are visible in spiritual gatherings which many incidents
combine to make unique. This convention was one of the most impersonal ever held. How largely 1ree
from negative currents! Accounts of
things done, the progress o~ activities,
expTessions of appreciation and gratitude. constructive ideals. incentives to
nobler deeds, purer lives and greater
sacrifices; tTeatment of the world's
ills, the signincances of the l\Iaster's
love and the Guardian's protection, the
PtinlCd ;rI u. S. A.
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planting of the Banner of Bahi'u'IL,h
among all the nations of the earth, reverence for His Holy Sanctuary, happiness in its progress and the thoughts of
its happy completion which will be
fraught with such wondrous results in
future, effaced all thoughts of earth.
The inspiring words of our Guardian were read by the Chairman during many intervals of the convention.
These were often quoted from the volume, Baha'i Administration but were
further contained in letters and cablegrams. They lifted deliberations to
the highest plane which combines the
ideal and the practical and seemed to
bring heavenly illumination and guidance. The following cable was read
soon after the opening:
aTh Greatest H oiy Leaf joins me in
requesting delegates assembled ,Older
Mashriq'ul-Adhkar's sacred dome co/!'i...'f?y ail American. beiie'l!f!rs expression
our /lrartfelt congru-wlatians, baundless jo)', profound gratitude tractical
completion superstructure glorious edifice. Ferl'enl/), appeal all associated
tlris ho(y tmtrrpyise, cm1Summate their
achiet·em.oent h.v upholding 7)/..'hate'l l cr
manner national represellta!it1cs may
deem necessar_v for prm-'ision exterior
ornamentation. l~lesti111ab'le blessi-ng
shall crO'Wn America's sustained, sei/sacrificing endeavor.
SHOGHI."

The convention replied by cable to
this beautiful message, expressing happiness, pledging loyalty and obedience
as the means of success among the
friends and the hope that our inward
li-ves may at all times mirror iorth the
great peace that is found at the shrine
01 Bah.' u·llah.
:'A thing of beauty is a joy forever,"
says a welt known poet. VVoncirol1sty
beautiful is the Temple of God. It is
the Divine Sanctuary in which only
the praises of God are to be sung. Rising so majestically over the lake, gracef ut in outline, unique in structure.
resting upon a foundation supported
by the ribs of the earth and sym-

bolizing in its structure the body
of the manifestation of God, how
mysterious and vast is the influence of this wonderful place! Mashriq'ul-Adhkir is a name which will be
engraven upon the heart of humanity
with the passing of the years. In the
foundation of such a noble structure
the friends of God were assisted in
holding their annual convention.
The first and only official business
of the convention is the election of the
National Spiritual Assembly. the body
of nine to whom are committed as
servants of the Cause the direction of
its activities for the period of a year.
Although several members of the existent assembly would for various reasons have preferred to give way to
others, the re-mlt was the reelection of
the entire membership. The transmission of this news to Haifa by cable
brought the following reply from the
Guardian:
"Welcome )'our action as befitt·infl
tribute to j\lationai Assembrji's ·m.ag~~it
ice .. t record of service. Deeply appreciate. Profou .. dly 'noved. Striking
e~'idellce Bahd~i solidarity. Continued
self-sacrifice."
"SHOGHI."

This election was held on the first
day of the convention in order that the
delegates might have ample time to
confer with the newly elected body.
The other part 01 the work was hearing reports in order that the delegates
upon the basis of what they heard,
might make recommendations to those
who represent them. The report of
the secretary showed the completion of
the part of the Temple as planned and
the essential unity of the Cause.
\Varm trihute was paid all committees
for their efficient services. Other matters were a report of the new translation of the Book of Iqan as a labor
of devotion and love by the Guardian;
a warning against the reception of
Orientals who lack credentials from a
recognized spiritual assembly; information about the rich treasures con-
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tained in the History of Nabil, one of
the devoted followers a f both the Bah
and Baha'u'Hah. This work contains
authoritative records of the early days
of the Cause, among them being the
geneologies of the Bab and Bahi'u'llih
for several generations, also twenty
Tablets of the Bab' including one to
Bah,,'u'llih and another to Himself
and the others to the other Letters of
the Living. There are photographs
and drawings to be printed with this
book. Other items of the secretary's
r~p!>rt brought out the value and confirmation which go with contributions
to the Baha'i Fund, that needs for
construction and other activities may
be mOTe adequately met; the organization of seven new spiritual assemblies
during the year; a tribute to the late
Louis J. Bourgeois, temple architect,
described as "both a sincere servant of
BaM'u'llah and a master of design;"
six hundred and thirty-nine separate
matters which were passed upon by the
assembly during the past year and a
high tribute to Miss Martha Root our
great international teacher.
The treasurer's report showed a
check for $2,000.00 from the Research Service as a contribution to
the Baha'i Fund, along with their fine
report to the trustees of the Temple.
The treasurer exhorted us to "massage
our financial nerves" and not to let
ourselves think, despite the fine progress of the work, that our task is finished. He reminded that about ten
thousand dollars a year will nOw be
neeued for the upkeep of the Temple.

Devotional Service
During the afternoon of the first
day the delegates and friends went to
the main auditorium -where standing
in a silent and reverent attitude. they
listened to the prayers and Tablets of
Bahi'u'llah as read and chanted by a
little band of angels who occupied the
gallery above. An atmosphere a f sanctity pervaded this meeting.
"The Lord is in His Holy Temple.
Let all the earth keep silence before
Him!"
"0 people of the earth, advance tu
Him who hath advanced toward you!
Lo! the Promised One hath come !',.
"Glory be to Him who hath caused
the sighs to descend to those who understand !"
"Verily 1 am God! There is no God
but Me, the Precious, the Beloved !"
These brief quotations from Tablets
may well suggest the so1emnity and
beauty of the service during which all
stood. It is characteristic of a place
which will be used for worship, meditation and prayer, where also beautiful
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ninth anu twelfth day, of
Feast, beginning April 21.
greatest celebration of all,
it does the Declaration of

music will pay homage to God, but
where no speeches win be made. Even
the foundation hall is being used only
temporarily lor other kinds of meetings, this b)' permission of the Guar~
dian.

The other holidays are the Nawruz

Feast, March 21; the declaration of
the Bab, May 23; the ascention of
Bahil'u'llah May 28; the Martyrdom
of the Bab, July 9; the birth<.lay of
Bahi'u'llah, )j ov. 12, and the birthday
of the Bah. October 20, These occasions and the memorial services held
because of them will be generally ob-

Recent Pilgrimages

Three noble friends who have recently had the joy of visiting the sacred shrines and conSUlting with the
Guardian shared their spiritual treasures. Emphasis was gi ven by them to
the value of holding informal conferenees for consultation between dele~
gates and non-delegates; the vital ne~
cessity of organizing spiritual assemblies when it appears that the number of declared believers in any city
aggregates nine, no matter what the
racial identity of such believers may
be; the urgent need of studying the
teachings and of extending our acquaintance and knowledge of the
friends; of meeting always in a prayerful spirit; of living the teachings in
order to solve the race problem. In
conferences we should make a careful
investigation and decide only after
hearing an sides of a question. A majority should not give up and let people have their way for the sake of
peace.
Protection comes to the
friends through obedience to the divine
commands. The friends of God have
no idea of what the future has in store
for them. This Cause will affect both
the political and social lile of the
whole world.
Another pilgrim told how Shoghi
Effenui at a time of difficulty sent aid
to both Jews and Arabs in Palestine.
Each received his help, but each was
unhappy over the assistance extended
the other. Each also feared to leave
their homes on account of danger.
Then it was that the Baha'is went to
them and served by doing their marketing, thus demonstrating the power
of the Cause and impressing its lessons.
Still another spoke of the Greatest
!-Ioly Leaf now eighty-five years old,
so frail that her Ii fe seems to hang by
a thread. yet living ever upon the high
etherial plane o[ spirituality and radiant faith. In the opinion of the Guardian there is no present imminent dang-Cl' 0 f \~·ar.
The friends should registr:r the Cause with the go .... ernment as
do the Quakers., committing ourselves
to peace. \Ve should be willing to take
our part in administrative service of
the [J"uvernment but not to do that
which requires us to kill our fellow be~
ing's.
There are nine great holidays in the
Baha'i Cause. These are the first,

the Ridvfm
This is the
marking as
Baha'u'llih.

served in future and make them all

holidays.
The members of the Holy Household with radiant love and obedience
turned to Shoghi Effendi after the ascension of 'Abdu'l Baha and this despite the Guardian's youth. They recognized in him the voice of authority_ His extraordinary way of administering affairs attracts the hearts of

all who approach him. He is extremely
active. ri sing at six and eats no break-

fast.

He works all day and takes no

luncheon.

night.

He takes his dinner at mid-

His way of accepting all diffi-

culties makes h1s life most beautiful to
see.

B"ba.'i AdmirUsfrafion

The special value of Baha'i administration, the need of training in it and
its exercise in a way that will keep all
the people of a community busy received mnch emphasis from the delegates in conference.

j

Teach;"g Rej><rrt
The chairman of the National
Teaching Committee announced that
the annual report would be presented
in several seCtions. The first was the
general teaching activity presented by
the Secretary who began her brilliant
address by saying: "The Sea 01 the
Love of God is colorless." This was
followed by a generalization of the activities in the Eastern States. with
stress upon the need of more teachers
and funds to defray their expenses;
the [act that in one section. as the result oi a regional conference thirty-one
teachers had been made: account of the
happy responses to a questionnaire:
the numher 0 [ classes for stuuy organized ~ consideration of the va~t reg10ns
to he covered and the number of work~
ers needed to accomplish the desired
end.
The coru.mittee of the far \~lest reported intense activity in the San
Francisco region on both sides of the
bay, with the whole Pacific Coast interested in and helpful in the spread
of interracial amity. They recommended that information should be

.',
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THE DIVINE EliXIR
"On that Day God will satisfy them
all with His abundance."
-DAHA'U'LLA-H.

BaM'i Script",es, page 149, verse 110.
In a time of world stress and depression perhaps unexampled in history, when many Baha'i hearts are
sorely tried with the external problems of life, this divine word flashes
upon the consciousness with striking
force. We know that the promise of
God faileth not, and that this storehouse of divine sustenance is already
prepared and ready in the realm of
reality.
\Vithin the "Sleeves of
Might" the Hand of God holds the
flame which will ignite the lamp of
unity upon the earth, but the glassholder, the burner, the wick and the
chimney must first be ready. clean and
immaculate; the oil, with its innate
fire, must likewise fill the globe of
the lamp. Then nothing can prevent
the ignition, for a capacity has been
set up.
Today, all mankind are enmeshed
in the hampering cords of the net they
have themselves fashioned, even as
shoals of fishes confused and gasping
afar from their native element. In a
certain sense, the Baha'is are sub...
jected to these destructive forces
which have been set in motion by the
trend of the race-thought or consciousness. This is a definite force, and
there is no escape from it by means
of any remedy this consciousness can
offer, for it is the working of the law
of cause and effect. The minds of
statesmen and finafl:cial experts, alike,
are appalled and Impotent to grasp
and control the reins of this mad steed
that ever plunges more headlong
through the barriers that humanity has
relied upon so long for stability and
composure. Nothing less than this
could bring proud nations to the brink
of bankruptcy, or reduce millions of
men to the necessity of seeking public
aid. If we say the pendulum wil!
swing again to the right, the history
of past financial depressions bears this
out, but their disturbances were less
basic and deep-seated. A stronger
remedy is necessary to heal the prostrating disease that Bah,,'u'llih tells
us has now brought the race nigh unto
dissolution.
Behind the confused panorama of
events, the claws of ,"var, financial
greed, international speculation, prejudice and above all. fear. have been
tearing at the vitals of human civilization. Wholly unbalanced military
and naval expenses are consuming the
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substance of national wealth. K othing
IS left for the constructive and creati:le life. Simultaneous and general
(ilsarmament is the material key to a
measure of relief from this madness,
and we should serve this ideal in a
practical and definite way but the
major key is that which unl~cks men's
hearts and opens the door to the
slumbering spiritual consciousness.
The story of Beauty and the Beast
may be likened to the existing situahon. Beauty is the sleeping reality of
human souls. All the world of reality
slumbers heavily with her. The Beast
is the soul-sick, objective spirit of the
ag::, hideous in his ignorance. ungUlded and unhappy. Through deep
suffering and the gradual realization
of his helpless state, stunned and oppressed by the beneficent forces he
has so long ignored and disobeyed, he
is drawn in the fulness of time and
without knowing why, to the palace
of Beauty. He beholds her and at
last dimly conscious, seeks the kiss of
reunion. And 10, she awakens and in
that instant he is transformed again
into his true manhood, and sees with
the eyes of a child of God. Then the
earth awakens, the palace of Beauty is
adorned, for the objective and subjective man are reunited, the reality
of his spirit has resumed its sway, and
there is "Light upon Light.~'
Let us fully realize the sense in
which even the followers of Bahl'n'lIah are experiencing the common
sufferin'g of the race. OUT outward
and material lives are bound up with
the industrial and business limitations
of the moment. In this sense, their
weakness is our weakness, as is their
strength ours. But the world is not
mindful of the blessed Word, "God
doeth whatsoever He wineth." This
implies the fact of divine intervention
in this world. Nevertheless, the Divine Promise quoted at the head of
this article is conditioned upon certain
action on our part. Reading the text
of this great Tablet, all will note that
this promise is preceded by these significent words; let us meditate upon
every word"The light of men is justice;
quench it not with the contrary
winds of oppression and tyranny.
The purpose of justice is the appearance of unity among people. In
this exalted Word, the sea of God's
wisdom is moving, all the books of
the world are not sufficient to contain
its interpretation.
"If the world is adorned with this
mantle, the sun of the saying, ~On
that Day God will satisfy them all
with His abundance' will appear
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and shine forth from the horizon of
the heaven of the world. Know yo
the station of this utterance, for it
is from the loftiest frnits of the
tree of the Supreme Pen. Happy
is he who heareth and attaineth."
The preciousness of unity above all
else is the key to the text. Even the
Supreme station of justice becomes
the handmaiden of the peerless place
that unity occupies in this age, for
the Divine Unity is the first and greatest of the stations desired by God to
enter and reign over human consciousness. Only through this can His Image become imprinted and active upon
this earth, and the Kingdom 1:e established on this planet. Upon thIs fulfillment rests the mighty promise of
abundance. This abundance is not
material alone, but spiritual in its sat~
is faction. But the material need is,
likewise, a human necessity and a
foundation of the order of the world.
We have -endeavored to show that
no remedy exists today in the present
consciousness of the masses 0 f hurnanity. Yet the divine promise is not
to Baha'is alone, but to all men. But
there must needs be a nucleus which.
believing in the Word of God, will
establish through their faith and
knowledge, the conditions which He
has imposed, and thus attract, according to the Divine Law, the Hand of
Power and Strength. We must, as
never before, make ready the lamp of
Unity for that prepared and Zummo""
Flame. \\-'hat does this mean? No
less than a far deeper consciQusness
of what He desires for us to attain.
The ufire of separation" that here and
there divides and cleaves asunder the
hearts must be wholly quenched. Sacrifice for one another, the recognition
of the reality that dwells within each,
and cessation of all the petty and personal differences that are like wet
blankets to the Harne of Baha'i life,
are essentials. In other words, the
active force of Unity is Love and only
this can weld us together to meet the
conditions of His Law, to receive the
calm light of His Promise, and witness the guiding cloud by day and the
pillar of fire by night. Nothing short
of this can envelop the friends of God
-with the Mantle of protection from the
destroying forces of the world. God
has created the realities that dwel!
within each of the friends. It is these
that are worthy of our holy and consecrated love and service. From this
standpoint, the eyes no longer occupy
themselves with the differences of personalities which, in their turn are but,
at the most, Heeting shadows.

Let us from this hour turn to the
realities. This is the Divine Elixir for
every outer afIIiction. And through
the attainment of this degree of devotion, the friends of God will become real servants of all mankind, and
attain their true destiny. T.hen the
lamp of Unity will be ignited, the Divine Abundance will pour forth upon
the united hearts and through them
upon the world of humanity.
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(To be added to list published in July
issue 0 f B aha' i N eulS )
The Balun Magazine
Stanwood Cobb, Editor
Mariam Haney, Associate Editor
Margaret B. l\:IcDaniel, Business
Manager.
The Economics Committee, formed
for the purpose of studying the economic teachings and of trying to find
ways and means of applying them,
feel that one of its first duties is to
compile a complete collection of all
the utterances on the subject which
have· been translated into English,
from the words of Baha'u'lHi.h and
'Abdu'I-Baha.
As a start on this undertaking, all
of the references given in the Outline on Material and Divine Civilization have been collected and indexed.
Any of the friends who know of
further authentic material on the subject will greatly aid the work of the
Committee by sending such referenCes to the Secretary of the Committee.
This request applies especially to unpublished Tablets or authentic copies 0 f discourses.
As soon as the work of compilation
is completed, it is hoped that it may
be put in such form as to be available
to those desiring to study the matter.
The interest shown in the work of
the Committee on the HOOT of the convention made it very evident that the
matter is close to the hearts of everyone, which leads the Com,:"ittee to
hope for much valuable aSSIstance.
DALE S. COLE, Committee Sec'y,
3174 Corydon Road,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Announcement has been received of
the marriage of Mr. Charles Mason
Remey and Mrs. Karl Daenzer Klemm
in Paris, July 11th, 1931. The Balun
1'{ew..'i on behalf of its many readers,
extends best wishes to Mr. and ).frs.
Remey.
J

(Crmciudl'd from patH 2)

of the Dayton friends, lunched with
three prominent newspaper women of
the city. All three of these women have
shown great interest in the Cause.
April 25th, Miss Thompson was interviewed before the microphone o,f
Radio station WSMK by Mrs. Perrill,
Dayton's best known newspaper
woman. The interview was in the form
of questions and answers relative to
the Cause and 'Abdu'l-Baha. A list
of ·seven questions was given to Mrs.
Perrill as a guide and from that she
reconstructed them as she chose.
April 26th, a group was again addressed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
McCoy. A week later found two of
this group at the Convention in Chicago.
Plans are also under way for six,
fifteen-minute progressive talks to be
given over the radio by Mrs. Sylvia
Margolis. These talks were inspired by
and are the outcome of Miss Thompson's work here.
JOZEF McCoy.

----

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
RELATIVE TO PUBLICATION OF NABfL's
NARRATIVE "THE DAWN BREAKERS'""

"Heartily endorse plan to secure
co-operation -believers
pUblication
Nabil's Narrative. Mailing October
check for hundred copies.-SHOGHI.'""
Please refer to Publishing Committee's Announcement in July Bahi.i/i
N ews~ issue No. 53, for detailed 1nfonnation.

----

IN MEMORIAM
Mr. John Bierma, one of the much
loved Chicago friends, passed on suddenly July 3rd in Los Angeles, where,
because of ill health, he had made his
home for the past two years. All those
who knew him will greatly miss the
charm of his truly BaM:, character.
Mr. Bierma received the Message in
Chicago, where he also had the privilege of meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1912.
We extend to Mrs. John Bierma and
to Mr. Bierma's parents our loving
sympathy.
On July 16th, Mrs. Frances Chase
Schneider, a much loved member of
the ~1inneapolis Assembly, ascended
into the Abha Kingdom. Mrs. Schneider received the I\.iessage from Lua
Getsinger about twenty-five years ago,
and has been an ardent worker in the
Cause of Baha.'u'lhih ever since. Mrs.
Schneider's many friends throughout
the country will feel her physical absence very keenly, and to them and her
family we tender sinoere sympathy.

~

~
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THE PLIGHT OF MANKIND
A LETTER FROM THE 1\TATJONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Compelled by the needs of a Faith
which, as Shoghi Effendi has said, is
still in its infancy, the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly before this
time have communicated with their fellow believers mainly in matters related
to the internal affairs of the Cause.
Neither time nor strength has been
granted us to refer in any useful way
to those larger problems pressing upon
the Cause by reason of events and conditions in the outside world. A
certain measure of time has apparently
been providentially vouchsafed to the
Baha'is during which might be founded
and developed, unhindered by the general public, the administrative institutions provided for the future society,
and our capacity for unity and sacrifice
tested, in the construction of the universal House of \Vorship.
The Guardian's communications,
however, have from time to time interpreted world conditions and trentls for
us, preparing the believers gradually
for that inevitable moment when we
shall be called npon to bear witness to
our Faith and uphold its teachings as
the inspiration and order of the new

age.
How soon this transitional period of
public indifference will end we cannot
say. Eut the fact that the construction
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkiir coincides
with an international depression beyond
the power of present leaders to remedy
or even understand, indicates for believers the swift fulfilment of every
prophecy, and the manifestation of the
supreme might of Bahci'u'llah as the
risen Sun of Truth banishing the
shadows of injustice and hate.
H seems eminently desirable~ accordingly. to turn at this time to those words
of Shoghi Effendi which refer to the
crisis through which humanity is passing. As long ago as 1923 the Guardian
declared: "\·Vho can fail to recognize
the sore need of bleeding humanity, in
its present state of uncertainty and
peril, for the regenerating Spirit of
God manifested this Day so powerI'FlIMT£ClINU.S.A.

JULY, 1931
fully in this Divine Dispensation? Four menace of social chaos, class hatreds,
years of unprecedented warfare and and worldwide ruin. Races, alienated
world cataclysms, followed by another morc than ever before, are filled with
four years of bitter disappointment and mistrust, humiliation and fear~ and
suffering, have stirred deeply the con- seem to prepare themselves for a fresh
science of mankind, and opened the and fateful encounter. Creeds and reeyes of an unbelieving world to the ligions, caught in this whirlpool of
Power of the Spirit that alone can cure conHict and passion, appear to gaze
its sicknesses, heal its wounds, and with impotence and despair at this specestablish the long-promised reign of tacle of unceasing turmoil . . . Arc
undisturbed pros~rity and peace. u
we by our thoughts~ our words, our
In November of that same year: deeds, whether individually or collec"And as to the world's evil plight, we tively, preparing the way?"
need but recall the writings and sayings
Nearly three year!"; intervened beof Balll'u'llah who. 1110re than fifty tween this message and the following
years ago, declared in terms prophetic words (October 18, 1927): "And now
the prime cause of the ills and suffer- in conclusion, may I be permitted to
ings of mankind, and set forth their direct your attention to the lesson
true and divine remedy. 'Shotdd the which the trend of world events brings
Lamp of Religion be hidden: He de- home to us-the little band of His
clares, 'Chaos and confusion will en- chosen workers who, according to the
sue.' How admirably fitting and applic- intelligent efforts we exert, can prove
able are these words to the present state ourselves the detennining factor in the
of mankind J"
immediate fortunes of the society we
This theme ,"vas continued a few live in. As we witness on all sides the
months later (February 23, 1924): growing restlessness of a restless age.
"The plight of mankind, the condition we are filled with mixed feelings of
and circumstances under which we live: fear and hope-fear, at the prospect of
and labor are truly disheartening, and yet another deadly encounter, the inthe darkness of prejudice and ill-will evitability of which is alas 1 becoming
enough to chill the stoutest heart. Dis- increasingly manifest; hope. in the seillusion and dismay are invading the rene assurance that whatever cataclysm
hearts of peoples and nations, and the may yet visit humanity, it cannot but
hope and vision of a united and regen- hasten the approaching era of universal
erated humanity is growing dimmer and la::;ting peace so emphatically proand dimmer every day
. Humanity, claimed by Baha'u'lhih."
tom with dissension and burning with
The great issues interpreted for us
hate, is crying at this hour for a funer by the Guardian have now unmistakemeasure of that love \,. . hich is born of ably overtaken the world. As the norGod, that love which in the last resort mal activities of material civilization
will prove the one solvent of its in- are interrupted, we must rely more and
calculable difficulties and problems."
more upon our own Baha'i community
The Cuarclian wrote in November, to create means of co-operation corre1924: "We have but to tum onr eyes sponrlin g to the clivj ne teachings an ci.
to the world without to realize the permeated by the spirit of the Cause.
fierceness and the magnitude of the In order to prepare ourselves for such
forces of darkness that arc struggling a mission, let us study and ponder conwith the dawning light of the Abha tinuously the laws, the counsels and the
Revelation. Nations, though exhausted advices revealed by Bahci'u'llili and
and disillusioned, have seemingly be- 'Abdu'l-Baha, and in our local meetings
gun to cherish ane\v the spirit of re- strive for so true a unity and so prayervenge, of domination and strife. ful an attitude that we may be collectPeoples, convulsed by economic up- ively inspired to solve whatever spiritheavals, are slowly drifting into two ual and material problems may arise.
great opposing camps with all their To say, HI accept the Cause--I believe
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in the Revelation of Bahi'u'lIih" is not
enough. Let us, through the mysterious
power of consultation, lirnitless in its
possibilities, endeavor to find v."ays of
life' wherein our faith, yielding up the
station of the seed, may become a stron~
anti fruitful tree.
The :Master has said that the secrets
of the economic world are .divine in mlture. "'The disease which afflicts the
body politic is lack of love and absence
of altruism. In the hearts of men nu
real love is found , . . The spiritual
teachings of the religion of God can
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alone create this love, unity and accord
in human hearts
__ Until the minds
of men become united, no important
matter can he accomplished. At present
Lnivcrsal Peace is a matter of great
importance. but unit), of conscience is
essential, so that the foundation of this
matter may become secure, its establishment firm and its edifice strong."
L~t,like the social plans promoted hy
various governments, religious leaders
and public agencies to remedy the
present ills of mankind, the teaching-s
of Baha'u'lt;ih aim first at the heart~~

and make social evolution oepend upon
the mysterious infiuenC'"es of the spirit
and not merely upon outer laws and
ordinances. His \Vorld Order, so rational and complete, is still concealed
from unbelievers v,:ho have abandoned
the ways of God.. Ours is the sacred
task of attaining- that "unitv of conscience" which alone will release the
beneficent forces of humanity, and
make the Baha'i community a Jiving
proof that Bahit'lI'lh,h sent forth the
creative \Vord.
HORACE HOLLEY.
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FROM SHOCIlI EFFENDI D,'\TED JCNE

The Bahd'i News is the Organ of
communication between the National Spiritual Assembly and
the believers, and is printed for
distribution to believers only.

20, 1931
"Shoghi Effendi believes that the
Temple and teaching \vork should he
cnntinued to be regarded as the twin
outstanding activities of the Believers
in America. Everything else should be
subordinated to this urgent need. The
work of applying the exterior ornamentation to the completed structure shnuld
proceed steadily and as speedily as possible. Shoghi Effendi feels that the
full effect and influence of the Temple
can be revealed only when the work in
its entirety is accomplished. All the
beauty and glory of the Temple depends
upon the exterior gamlent of stone
with which it is to he adorned, while the
consummation of the task will in itself
act as a magnet that \'vill draw the
promised blessings of the Master.
:Nothing short of continued self-sacrifice can achieve this end. In fact, the
greater the obstacle:; in our way, the
greatcr will be the reward we are dest:net! to reap. The present financial
depression should be regarded both as
a challenge and an opportunity to prove
the reality and potency of our faith.
Shoghi Effendi wil! continue to pray
for the American Believers ,·.. ho are
destined to render still more glorious
services to the Cause in the future."
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Editorial Office:
1415 Sherwood
Terrace, Chicago, Illinois.

SARAH WALRATH,

The Editorial Committee of the Balui/i News, would appreciate being supplied with news items ~rom :y:our community. V\/e are all VItally mterested
in the activities of the Cause, and the
Committee feels that one of the best
ways to tig:hten the bonds holding us
together is to know more about o,ne another. What hetter way to do thIS than
through the Bf1ha.~i ~r,l ews? \Vi11 you.
therefore, appoint some member of
your Community whose duty it shall
be to write us briefly each month any
Baha'i news that YOll feel would vroveinteresting and helpful.
\Ve earnestly beg for your co-operation and prayers to assist us in this very
important work.
.
Please note the new address as gtven
above.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE.

"When the structure (Temple) shall
be cotn-pleted a new era '(uill be inaugurated in the history of the Cause in fhat
country."
Thus writes the Guardian in a letter
dated :\fay 31, 1931.
\Vith these inspiring words our
Guardian urges us to continue with renewed efforts the building of the
Temple.
The delegates to the Twenty-Third
Annual Convention the first of last :May
held a dedicatory service under the
dome in the recently completed superstructure just nineteen years to a day
after the consecration of the: Temple
site by our beloved Master.
A ne\v spirit among the believers
has come from the <"'''Dmpletion of the
second step in the building of the
Temple. Its simple ~allty. dignity and
impressiveness not only hrings a renewed sense of happiness and assurance to the believers \'\lhn have had the
privilege to look upon it, but it has also
awakened a remarkable spirit of interest and gratification among the people
of that section of the North Shore of
Chicago.
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The Guardian now points out the Importance of continuing the work and
the spiritual blessings that will go out
to the world as the result of the fttlfillment of the l\1aster's promise when the
present structure is ~ompleted.
Let us therefore arise with true unity,
as one soul in many bodies. to co-operate with the National Spiritual Assembly in the carrying out of the new Plan
for Unified Action. Through full cooperation in loving unity; each and
every believer contributing of their
time, efforts and resources, in His
Spirit, will our activities bear early
fruit.
Each and every believer throughout
America will receive from the National
Spiritual Assembly a printed folder
which will briefly set forth the new
Plan. It should be noted that this Plan
indudes the budget for the next three
years with provision for the completion
of the Temple and all of the national
activities. While the Plan sets forth
the spiritual ol>jective given in average
figures, the confirmations will descend
ttpon the friends and the Plan become
fulfilled only in so far as each and every
believer participates. Let our contribu·
tions be given according to our re·
sourCes. A contribution of nine cents
a month given in the spirit of loving
service and sacrifice will be indeed blest.
In a cablegram to the recent (1931)
Annual Convention the Guardian sets
forth our great objective for the coming
year in the following words:
"Fervently appeal all associated
this holy' enterpri.se, con.~u·m-mate their
(Jc/Zie'llement by ltpholding whatever
1twasures lVational representatives may
deem necessary for provision e.-rtcrio-r
or11amentation. Inestimable blessing
.\'ha!l crown A'merica's susta-ined set/sacrificing emfewllors. n (Signed)
SHOCHI.
ALLEN McDANIEL.

A NEW PLAN OF UNIFIED
ACTION
To

COMPLETE THE BAHA'i TEMPLE
.\.I'\D PROMOTE THE CAUSE IN
AMERICA

Reprint of a Pamphlet issued by
The National Spiritual Assembly of the
Dahi'is of the United States and
Canada, June, 1931
To tilt' BaIHn.~' of the United States and
CQ.1wda

Deluved friends in EI-Abha:
All the believers who gathered tog-ether in the spirit of consccratioll in
the first meeting held at the Temple,
realized that this event signalized a
g-reat outpouring of the spirit of unity
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and devotion upon the Cause in
America. That the occasion '","'as truly
providential is clear \'!,Then \lie r~call
the fact that the meeting- took place
exactly nineteen years after the day
when the ]\Ifaster Himself stood on that
very sik to give His blessing to the
glorious task.
N ow the members of the National

Spiritual Assembly lay before the believers a new "plan of unified action"
as a necessary measure for the completion of the Temple, in accordance

with the message from Shughi Effendi
quoted at the close of the preceding
article by Allen McDaniel.

some service to the Cause of Baha'u'Ilah. Future generations,looking back.
''.'ill envy us this op'(JDrtunity to assist
in laying the very foundations of ...,,·orld
pt:ace. Ours the privilege of contributing- to order amid disorder, to faith
amid general disillusion, to stability
amid chaos.
In order to make this collective effort
the central point of our Baha'i activity,
the K ational Assembly requests each

Local Spiritual Assembly and every
Baha'i group to devote all NineteenDay Feasts during the three year period

of this Plan to the subject of the
Temple, Let the readings be chosen so

\Ve realize fully that the coming . as to reveal its meaning more fully to
three years will be a time of difficulty us all, and inspire us ~"'ith power to
and anxiety for every Le1iever. If the complete its construction, \',o·ithollt and
purpose of our collective endeavor within, before the CUllvention of 1934.
were anything less than service to the Let this he the subject of our consultaCause of God. if we had to rely only tion, the goal uf Ollr endeavors, the livupon our hun~an Tesources and capa- ing ideal of OUf inmost hearts!
\Ve await confidently YOUT response
cities, the magnitude of the task before

us would be truly appalling.
But such considerations aTe swept

away in the knowledge that the institution of the· Mashriqu'I·Adhkir is one
of the fundamental laws of the Manifestation, His gift of order, of peace,

of brotherly love to a distracted world.
By OUT association in the sacrificial
effort to make that all~powerf\11 law a
living reality "on earth as in heaven~"
we can draw closer to tht': divine CenteT of peace and assurance, find refuge
in the Covenant, and be sustained by
unfailing Guidance even amid the tribulations of a disordered, collapsing

world.
The time of words and idle thoughts
has passed, and the time of deeds has
come. Every believer is urgently Tequested to make himself familiar with
the essential facts of the Plan. and so
order his or her own life that the fullest measure of sacrifice will be the outcome during the next three years.
Below we give the Financial Summary of the Plan, which shows that
the monthly income of the National
Fund, to fulfil the Guardian's standard
for American believers, must be
$14,722.
This means that the a'uerage donation from 1600 believers must be $9.00
per month. Some of the friends can
and will contribute much more than
this, some can only contribute a small
fraction of that amount. Bu,t let each
of us make .mprente effort to take tire
largest possible part il1 the wast im-

portant. aclzic1.-·eutent laid

upon

the

Balui.'is of the United Stat(,s and
Cauada.
Now is. the lllun Jell t to recall the
I\.'laster's words, that the prophets and
holy ones yearn above all tu render

to this appeal.
Yours faithfully,
TIlE NATIO::fAL SPIRITCALAsSEMBLY.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF THE PLAN OF
UNIFIED ACTION 1931-1934

H\Ve must be like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying
itself of all that it has and is continually
being refilled from an invisible source.
To be continually giving out for the
good of our fellows undeterred by fear
of poverty and reliant on the unfailing

bounty of the Source of all wealth and
all good-this is the secret of right liv-

ing."-Shoghi Effendi.
To complete the Mashriqu'lAdhkir ................. $425,000
Annual Budget of the National
Assembly, for all current
activities exclusive of Temple construction: Teaching,
Inter-Racial Amity, Convention, Baha'i !Vfagazine, Ar~
chives, Baluff News, Temple
~raintenance, Green Acre!
Geyserville S11mmer School,

Legal. Publishing. International Contribution, Administration, etc. . .$35 {)(X)
J

For the three year period .. 105,000
Total Fund of the Plan ...... $530,000
Total required

yearly .......... $176,6(,6
Total required

monthly ........ $ 14.722
Average dunation monthly from each
believer, $9.00.
I\'OTE: Temple constr1lction will
rroceed steadily d11ring- this period as
the accumulation of fUllJS allows the
National Assembly to vote funds to the

Temple Trustees. The immediate re-

{Iuirement (by October 1. 1931) is to
complete the heating apparatus so that
the structure will be preserved during
the wintt:r season. Contracts for extnnal decoration will then be placed as
rapidly as possible. and the additional
electrical and other mechanical equipl11t':nt instaned as actually required.

COMPLETE BALLOT AT 1931
ANNUAL CONVENTION

To ELECT MEMBERS

OF THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
BAHNis OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA

Allen B. McDaniel .............. 72
Alfred E. LUll!. ................. 64
Horace Holley .................. 60
Roy C. Wilhelm ................. 55
Fred &hopflocher ............... 55
Carl Scheffler ................... 50
Amelia E. Collins ................ 46
Nellie S. French ............... Al
Louis G. Gregory ................ 38
George O. Latimer ............... 29
Leroy C. loas ................... 29
Ella G. Cooper ................ ' .26
Harlan F. Ober .................. 20
Rex Collison ....... , ........... 17
May Maxwell .................... 15
Corinne True .................... 12
Loulie :>.iatthews ................ 11
Albert Windust '" .............. 11
Doris McKay ................... 10
Mariam Haney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Marion M. Little ................. 8
Stanwood Cobb ................. 7
Florence Morton ................ 7
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi......... . . . .. 7
Mountfort Mills ................. 6
Albert R. Vail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
A. F. Matthisen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Keith Ranson Kehler. . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Elizabeth Greenleaf .. ............ 5

IVilliard P. Hatch. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ali Kuli Khan................
John Bosch .... , . . . . . .
Dr. A. D. Heist. .................
Dr. \V. F. Slater .............. '"

3
3
3
3
3
Charles 1\·lason Remey. . . . .
3
Ida Finch ...................... 2

Agnes S. Parsons ..... , .......... 2

Willis Hilpert ................... 2
Dr. Genevieve Coy ............... 2
Edward B. Kinney. . . . . . . . .. .
2
Hooper Harris .... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 2
Bishop Brown ................... 2
Dr. Reg; nald Barrow . ..... " . . . .. 2
Ernest Harrison ........ ......... 2
Edna Tnle . ...... ......... ..
1
W. S. Maxwell. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Roy Williams .............. , . . .. 1
Juliet Thompson ................ 1
Edwilla Powell .. ......... '. . . . .. I

Maye H. Gift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Margaret McDaniel. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
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)'fiss A. B. Crum ..................
Frances Fales. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ..
Florence E. Schopflocher. . . . . . . .
Tda B. Slater. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shelley N. Parker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Glenn A. Shook. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shahnaz \Vaite .................
Edward D. Struven. . . .. ........
Ruth JL Moffett. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Juliafhrelkeld ..................
Louise D. Wright. ...............
Mary Collison ........... . . . . . ..
Martlia Root . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Pauline Hannen ............
Mr. L. W. Eggleston. .
. ......
Dale S. Cole ....................
George Spendlove ...............
Bertha Kirkpatrick ...........

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total ., ................... 787
88 ballots cast; 33 by mail; 55 direct.

CENTRAL STATES SUMMER
SCHOOL
In Eastern Michigan, twelve miles

:ast of Flint, three miles south of Davi)On, and about fifty miles northwest of
Detroit, on the 270 acre farm of Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, there will
be held this Summer from Aug. 1st to
Aug. 9th incl., a Bah,,'i Summer School
primarily planned for the training of
teachers to work in the Central States

district. It is hoped that this effort may
be confinned and that souls will arise
under the guidance of God who will
dedicate themselves to the spreading

of the tidings of the Kingdom throughout all those regions.
Lodgings and two meals will be furnished for $10 and $12 weekly. Arrangements will also be made for those
wishing to spend the week-ends or for
only a part of the session. Dinners
may be obtained at a nearby town at a
moderate cost. Automobiles will trans-

port the friends.

Those wishing to

bring tents and camping equipment

Will

find delightful sites.
The Eggleston property is situated
on a main highway, Route M 15 from
Detroit. It is important that those
wishing to attend should write for res-

ervations immediately.

Community as a \;Vorking Plan

of the New World OrJer.
Daily Practice Class in Public Speaking. Mrs. Mabel Rice-vVray Ives.
(a) Inspiration V5. Preparation.
(b) Technique: posture, voice, etc.
rc) Informal Group Talks.
(d) Public Addresses.
Two Lectures by Mrs. Dorothy Baker.
(a) What can the Baha'i Home Give
to its Children?
(b) .The Cosmic Round Table.
The Teaching Possibilities of the Ba-

ha'i Home. Course by Mrs. Grace
Ober.
(a) Hospitality.
(b) AsaSheiter.
(c) As a Representative of the
\Vorld Home: The 1\·1 ierocusIll
of the I\-Iacrocosm.

(d) Its Part in Education.
(e) The Home of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Effective Teaching Methods. Course
by Howard I yes.
(a) First Contacts with Groups and
Individual Souls.
(b) The ,Vord of God.
(c) The New World Order.
(d) The Illumination of the Heart
through the Breaths of the Holy
Spirit.
DAILY PROGRAM
9 :30 to 10 A. M. Devotional Meeting.
10 to 12 A.M. Above Courses and
Lectures.
Afternoon and Evening: Informal
Discussion Groups covering subjects
of interest and value; answers to inquirers, etc.
Recreation, picnics, camp-fire or moon-

light gatherings featuring stories of
the Cause and personal experiences

with 'Abdu'l-Bahi and Shoghi Effendi, Special Classes for newly attracted souls and investigators.

Sunday Afternoous, 4to 5 o'clock: Two
public meetings, Aug. 2nd and 9th.
Speakers to be announced later.

EGYPT
Baha'i deep love and greetings to all

communications to the Sec'y of the

the beloved of our dear Guardian. We
are glad to take this opportunity to ex-

Mich.

PROGRAM

The New Economics. Course by 1\o1r.
Harlan Ober.
Ca) The Past World Order.
(b) Analysis of the Present Eco.

nomic Crisis in the Light of the

Teachings of Baha'u'llilh.
(c) \Vhat is the Baha'; Solution of
the Present World Crisis?

PALESTINE

(d) The Present Need for a Dah,;'i

Address all

Committee, Mrs. Helen Whitney Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby St., Detroit,
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tend the sincere congratulations of the
Egyptian believers to their very dear
brothers in America for the Ridv!m

and happy New Baha'i Year. wishing
them to be more and more inclined to

the teachings of Bahi'u'llih and following the steps of 'Ahdu'I-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi in promulgating the
heavenlv Word.
. A. RUSHDY, Sccrefarv~
National Spiritual Assembly.

On the 21st of March the Bahi'is of
Haifa celebrated the Naw-ruz at a
meeting on I\-ft. Carmel which \\odS attended by the Guardian. Among others

were J enab Motlak and Dr. Hakim
from Persia. "!vIr. Nushukati from
Port-Said. \\' e have also had with us a
large group of American friends,

among them Miss Wright, Miss Doolittle, ),frs. True, Mrs. Harding, Mrs.
Barton, Mrs. Mills, the Misses Thompson, Miss Jack, Mrs. Hoagg and
others.
Our readers might be interested to

know that during February a group of
students who are sent hy the Persian
Government to study in Europe visited
Haifa. The majority of them were
Baha'is as well as their officer and they
did not lose the opportunity of visiting

the Shrines and calling

(0

meet the

Guardian.
The Pilgrims visiting are already
appreciating the rare experience which

is now available to all to spend the night
in the Mansion of Baha'u'lIilh in Bahj;'
They find it still another opportunity
to visualize the atmosphere in which

Baha'u'llah spent His closing years
and to drink deep from that ever-flowing fountain of inspiration.

The middle room of the three which
have been constructed adjacent to the

Shrines of the Bab and 'Abdu'l-Bahi
on M t. Carmel, has been so arranged by
the Guardian a.s to contain some of the
pictures and writings reminiscent of

the early Baha'is both in the East and
the West, and will by and by become a
place that the friends will visit with
great and increasing interest. The gardens around the Shrines are now in

full bloom with the coming of spring
and they form a heavenly ~urroundinK
for the last resting places uf those much
loved and much adored leaders of the

Faith.
The Guardian is in very go«d health
and always busy ""dth his correspondence and with meeting his many
friends from all parts 0 f the world.

The Greatest Holy Leaf who has been
unwell for long, has much improved in
health and has stood the cold of the
winter very well. Though confined must
of the time to bed her presence 1eaves
\ . . ith the vi!'iitor a sweet feeling that it
is very hard to express.
The Baha'is in Haifa join in wish-

ing

YOIl

all the happiest Xaw-nlz greet-

ings.
Spiritual Assemuly of Haifa,
SOH ELL An"-AK, Secretar)'.

March, 1931.
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PERSIA
It is '''lith great pleasure and satisfaction that the friends in Persia have
been sharing \vith us the happy news
of the increasing liberty and freedom
they nO\",' enjoy in their country. Ever
since the establi~hment of the new
regime and the enlightened rule of the
Shah, the Baha'is all throughout Persia
have found themselves in greater freedom as regards their religious faith
than ever before. Today we find conditions still more advanced. Those who
are not Raha'is but have always admired and respected its principles and
also its adherents, find themselves in a
position to express publicly through the
press their personal feelings on the
subject. Only those \vho understood
fully the conditions in which the Baha'is
lived in the past in Persia, can now
realize the full import of such an unprecedented event in the history of the
Cause in that cuuntry. \'Ve give below
the exact translation of an article that
appeared on the front page of a daily
paper in Tabriz:
"They write from Tihran. On the
night of the 28th of Shahan, corresponding to the 28th of Deymah, in a
veri imposing buildng at the end of the
Moiz'ul~Sultan Avenue, a very important meeting was held by the Baha'is
to commemorate the martyrdom of the
Bih, which occurred on the 28th of
Shahan 1266 A. H. in Tahriz. There
was a very large gathering composed of
people of all classes and as each entered
the two halls in which the meeting was
held, he took a seat on the first empty
chair without any consideration of the
position of that seat. Between the t\,,'0
adjacent halls a platform \vas arranged
facing the seats \'\:hich were all occupied. The audience was very quiet but
signs of deep emotion could be detected
tn their faces. At the appointed hour
the meeting was opened by a prayer
which was chanted in a very sweet and
appealing tone. Then one of the
spee<:hes which 'Abdu'l-Bahit had delivered in Europe was read and was followed by a Tahlet which 'Abdu'I-Baha
had re'l,reated for that same occasion,
viz. the martyrdom of the Bah.
"After that Agha Yazdani, in accordance with the published program
delivered a lung address.
"After that speech there was an interval during which tea and cocoa were
serveci to all present \vhilc the children
sang heautiful songs. Then Agha Fazil
]\.·Iazanuarani rosc and gavc a detailed
account of the life and the mission of
the Bab describing some of His great
and voluminous \'I,;ritings which He left
to the worltl in spite of the fact that

most of the time lIe \""as either being
tortured or actually in prison.
"The above described meeting which
\vas conducted in a most quiet and
touching manner, and which showed
deep spiritual feeling among those pres~
ent, was concluded by a short poem and
then the reading of a prayer. Indeed
the whole thing reRected a world full
of meaning and earnestness.
"Truly the oppression and the bigotry of the despotic regime in old
Persia was in a most horrible intensity,
anti it always tried to kill and suppress
every attempt at reform whether spiTitual or for the material progress of the
people. Unfortunately the province of
Azerbaijan, whose inhabitants have al\,. ays been active and earnest and bave
always welcomed every meaus to progress, was chosen to commit this horrible act, and bears the blame for it in
the history of Persia. But now Azerbaijan with its spirit of magnanimity
must attempt to compensate for the
past. "

SWITZERLAND
into the Kh'lgdom

r~Entra-nce

is
tl{rough the lO'Z/c of God" through detachment, through holiness a-nd chastity, through truthfulness, purity, steadfastness, faithfurness and the sacrifice
of life.n-'AImu'L-BAu,\.
After a visit to the Holy Land, where
onc seems to have entered an inner
sanctuary, one returns to Hie "outside
\ovorld" somewhat stunned as \vhen suddenly awakened from a pleasant dream
where being is blended into a universal
consciousness. to the stern reality of
the every-day existence in a \"'hirling
world of contradictions and strife. \\tho
will not agree that it is pleasant to drop
the burdens of life when leaving the
western shores and entering Palestine
there become lost in the spiritual atmosphere that pervades the land. For he
who loses him ... eli finds himself, paradoxical as it may seem.
Palestine where so many \'vho
"walked with God" have lived and
taught. is indeed a hallowed spot, and
this "presence" is brought into an active reality for this generation. a renewed reality. through the existence
and pov.'cr of Baha'u'llah and' Abdu'lBaha who ha ve formed here a center of
attraction for the entire world. And
we now have the intimate privilege of
contacting with those souls who have
helped. by their loving ("are and sacrifices, to establish this Ark of Ddiverance. So one is verily -Jrawn into a
vortex of spiritual tho~ght and experiences in this Holy Spot that stir into

consciousness the latent possibilities
and desires of the mind and soul. ...
But it is only when the perspective
is enlarged by distance and a review of
experiences is possible. that one more
fully realizes what blessings have been
bestowed and what benefits derived
from a visit to the Holy Land and the
Holy Shrines.
,
Rahji,--a few miles from 'Aklciwhere Baha'u'llah lived a part of the
time after leaving confinement in
'Akka, and where He passed away, is
truly a "place of prayer," as. a casual
visitor remarked while looking from the
veranda 0 f the' 'mansion" where the extended and marvelous view is truly inspiring, and as he "breathed" the atmosphere that pervades this wonderful
spot . . . .
We received from Mr. Hall of Manchester, England, an interesting clipping taken from 101m O'Groat Journal, a review of Tlte Balui'i World.
It gives a very broad and sympathetic
understanding of the Cause, drawing
attention to the basic principles proclaimed, to its teachings of fellowship,
tolerance and justice; mentions the
building of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, and
remarks upon the "rich and varied contents of this volume. H
In a letter from Dr. Grossmann
we learn that the group of staunch believers at Esslingen. Germany, are
building a Baha'i Home. almost entirely
constnlcted by themselves. It will he
fittingly inaugurated May 24th of this
year while the N. S. A. of Germany is
in session. "It is a small house, containing a spacious meeting-hall, a small
kitchen, a bedroom and a large attic for
sleep-ing." Dr. Grossmann speaks of the
zeal and fresh energy that is inspiring
the friends at present, and feels that
the Cause in Germany has entered a
new period of development. He also
writes of the encouraging growth in
their group at \Veinheim and Heidelberg; that they are at present holding
their meetings together. We thank Dr.
and Frau Grossmann for their helpful
interest in the International Bureau ...
The Bureau was able to be of assistance to the National Spiritual Assembly
of the United States and Canada on
two occasions during the year: In N 0vemLer we translated and sent to the
European ("ountries a letter conceTning
those who desire to immigrate to America. Again in January a letter was
translated into Gerrnan and circulated
in Germany.
We hope the Friends throughout the
Baha'i world will avail themselves of
the opportunity the conferred obligation hy the Guardian offers to the Bu-
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Teau of being the ';connective link"
between all the Baha'i Centres . . . .

H.

EMOGENE HOAGG.

Secretary rnternational Bureau.
GERMANY
The ninth Convention of the Baha'is
in Germany called for \Vhitsuntide,
progresed in the Spirit of joyous harmony and in the sense of pure Brotherhood . . . .
Th~ election for the members to the
National Spiritual Assemhly took place
in the Baha'i Bureau, the following
members were elected and their names.
follow alphabetically:
Mrs. Marta Brauna, of Karlsruhe.
Mr .. Julius Brueckner, of Goeppmgen.
Mr. Paul Gollmer, of Stuttgart.
Dr. Herman Grossmann, of \Veinheim.
Miss Edith Horn, of Frankfurt-onthe-Main.
M iss Anna Koestlin, of Esslingen.
Mr. Theo. Lehne, of Berlin.
Mrs. Alice Schwarz-Selivo. of Stutt·
gart.
Mr. Karl Schweizer, of Zuffenhausen. . . .
The following cable-greeting was received from Shoghi Effendi. the Guardian of the Teachings of BaM'u'llah:
uHaifa-S ch'lf.faYz-AlexatldcrstrasseStuttgart. Con1'cy convention delegates
expression profound adml:ratiotl constancy German believers overjoycd
tlteir successful resistance SC?Jere trials
assure them [()'ViHg continued prayers. n
(Signed) SHOGlJI.
Filled with a new active happiness,
the friends pledged themselve, to sincere co-operation and fOT the construction of the Great Kingdom of Peace of
Bah:\.'u'llah.
(Translated by H. G. Pauli, New
York City. from Sonn, Der Wahrheit,
June, 1931.)
From Lahore, India, comes a splendid publication called The BaM'i
Movement. It gives a comprehensive
summary of the pri~ciples of the Cal1se
and its history, and will no doubt prove
a -very valuable aid in ans\,\-'ering the
questions of the seeker.
The letters and News Letters received from Lahore, Teheran, Geneva,

Haifa, Germany anti many other centers, have been the caUse of much joy,
bringing, as they do, word of the progress of the Cause and the unity of the
friends in all parts of the world. \\ie
hope that these refreshing bulletins will
continue to pour in.
NELL1E S. FRENCII,
1nternational Correspondent.

IN MEMORIAM
:'Ifrs. Claudia Coles, om beloved pioneer Baha'i sister, passed away at her
hume in London on l\'1ay 25th. Since
last September Claudia had not been at
an well, she was extremely irail, and
failed much during the winter, to such
an extent that she \"laS not able to make
the long trips to meetings. She grew
\ve.:1.ker daily, and finally went to her
eternal and radiant life.
One of her outstanding qualities 'was
her generosity. One day a relative gave
her a thousand dollars, and she rushed
with it as quickly as she could to 1\.'1 rs.
de Lagnel, who was then in charge of
Temple funds here, and said excitedly,
"Here Lady, send this all to the Temple
right away." She was at the time working in the Government service here and
was not wealthy. And that was not all
she gave, either. She was wholly and
absolutely devoted to the Word of God
and was willing at all times to sacrifice
for it.
Her spiritnal enthusiasm was one of
her greatest channs. She never \vas
really very strong, and many of us remember how she would rush home
from the office when she lived here, and
give an afternoon tea to which she
''''''ould invite many strangers. It was 011
such occasions that she would shine
radiantly as a teach~r. She was brilliant and at times would reach exalteu
heights. She was unique, fearless and
indeed, she was one who always heralded the straight Teachings. Daha'u'lIah's words, "Proclaim My J.'fessage
before the people and uo not fear:'
might be considered her slogan, if YOll
can use such a tcnn about spiritual
things. She knew the teachings and she
had courage.
A ::VIcmorial Service for her has uecll
held or is. going to be held in every
large center in this country. She ..,vas
well known. Her good deeds have been
legion; the half will never be known.
for she was not one to herald these
things. She gave liberally and spontaneously to everything that was for
the Cause t and did as much as she could
for those who were hungry and distressed. She never thought of herself;
had she done so, she would have put
into practice the divine injunction
"Economy is a g-reat treasurc,"-hut
she did possess and practice that other
divine law "Generosity is a quality of
God." She was generous with herself;
in giving herself to service at all times
even when she was tired and sick
enough to be in bed; and she was generous \vith all of her possessions.
She will ue forever remembered, for
her deeds and life are bound up with

7
the historv of the Cause in this conn try
.

and cbeV\;here.

r...fARUM HA),fEY.

The funeral service for Claudia Coles
was held un May 27th. A letter received by 1\fr. Lunt reads: "Your cable
came in time and I immerliately bought
flowers and placed cards upon them,
stating they were from the American
Baha'i Friends, with their deep love.
The cable was read during the Baha'i
funeral service, which was held previoUs to the trip into the country for the
service at a little church and interment
in the country cemetery near where
her daughter has a cottage. The day
was wonderful, bright and sunny and
the friends came a goodly numberconsidering that the service was at
noon. Lady Blomfield. :vJ:iss Irwin and
.M rs. Fora all took part in the sen-ice,
as well as several others. A cable from
Shoghi Eff~ndi was read: 'Deeply
gneved passmg such stannch indefatig~
able Baha'] worker. Assure her
daughter, relatives, friends, heartfelt
condolences. fervent prayers.' (Signed)
SHOGHI.

"\Ve shall miss Claudia more than
words can telI.H
A~NIE E. ROMER.
\Vord comes of the passing of two
members of the original group fanned
in Spokane twenty-four years ago, by
Mrs. Isabella Brittingham. Mr. Washington McConnick, passed into the
Abha Kingdom on November 27th,
1930, while engaged in giving the message, and ::VIr. Leon A. L'Ehmann at
his home in Lynwood, California, on
May 10th, 1931.
On Friday, :vJ:ay 15th, the body of
\V. II. Cline was laid to rest at
Burlingame, California. A number of
San Francisco and East Bay friends
were present at the last ceremony,
,,,,'here Episcopalian and Baha'i prayers
were offered for the departed. To :vJ:rs.
Cline, an active worker in the Bur~
lingame Baha'i group~ we send our
heal·tfelt sympathy.
On April 3rd, Mrs. Eli7.abeth
Scheffield, a beloved Baha'i sister of
Brooklyn, N. Y., received the summons to enter the unseen world. Mrs.
Scheffield has been a faithful, devoted,
comprehending Bahi'i for ten years or
more, during which time her estimate
of life and standards of living reflected
the teachings of Baha'u'llfill which were
so dear to her.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
BAHA'j IvL\(;."'''E
The Business Manag-er, Mrs. McDaniel, has given permission that the
Raha';' 11.fagazine may be sent ont for
$2.50 a year instead of $3.00 a year to
all new subscribers during the months
of July and August. This is to try
out a plan encouraging new subscriptions during the Summer months.
Some of the friends may have been
thinking of giving a subscription to
some friend or friends and this reduction will mean a saving for them and a
pleasure~ we believe~ to the recipient of
the Magazine.
PAULINE A. HANNEN.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Committee for Vol. IV of the
Baha'i World would like to hear from
the friend who was in Salt Lake City
at the time that 'Abdu'I-Baha visited
there so that some facts relating to that
visit may he recurded in the Balufi
nrld. If anyone has any information
on this subject it will be greatly appreciated if shared with this committee.

rv

MRS. NELLIE

S.

FRENCH,

Chairman Baha~i World Committee,
Vol. IV., 501 Bellefontaine St., Pasadena, California.
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
\,U:\RDJAN TRANSLATES Nl\E;L'g HJSTORY OF EARLY DAYS OF C,\USE
"THE DAWN BRE..-\KERS"

The ~ational Spiritual Assembly has
recently received a manuscript of Nabit's Narrative, translated and edited
by Shoghi Effendi, which represents
eight months of constant work on his
part. The Guardian has made this supreme effoTt and sacrifice, in order that
this important book should be ready
for circulation a.c;; soon as possible. He
feels that the time has come when the
world must be matte familiar with the
facts connected with the history of the
Cause. It will be the most valuable
historical document ever available to
the \\'estern believers. It contains accounts of thrilling episodes which took
place in the early days of the Cause;
accounts of the inspired deeds of those
first to accept the Teachings, who, fired
with zeal left everything to follow the
Bab and Bam'u'llah, and proclaim
their allegiance to their Cause, and \'!,Iho
later with exalted joy gave their lives.
The Standard Edition will be bound
in green leather and stamped in gold.
There will he a colored Frontispiece,
showing the Shrine of the Bah, and

twenty reproductions of the original
Tablets of the Bab written to the Nineteen Letters of the Living- and the one
to Baha'u'llah. There will be two hundred pages of illustrations and approximately four humIrcd and fifteen pages
of text. The price will be $7.50.
There will also be a limited Edition

of one hundred and fifty copies. Shoghi
Effendi has graciously offered to autograph this de luxe Edition. Each volume will hear a serial number from onc
to one hundred and fiftv. It will be
beal1tifully bound in g~een mOTOCCO
leather (the color of the Bab's family)
lined in silk moire, tooled in gold and
printed on special paper. The price of
the Autograph Edition will be $35.00,
and will be sold by subscription only.
Tn a short time ·every believer \",,·ill
receive a notice of advance subscription. The National Spiritual Assembly through the Publishing Committee,
earnestly urge all to purchase a copy of
this book, for by doing so they will be
carrying out the expresseci wishes of the
Cuardian. 'The proceeds received from
the sale of the book will go to the Temple Fund. It is estimated that the printing cost will be more than $8,000.00.
If everyone \vill order a copy. as soon
as they receive the advance sa1e notice.
the whole amount will be obtained, and
they will at the same time be contributing toward the Temple Fund. You will
note that a 10% discount will be given
until Dec. 1st, 1931, for the Stanrlard
Edition, making the price 56.73.
SPECIAL NOTICE

PRAYER BOOK-To be sold for 1Oe.
Bound in brown paper. Contains a
selection of prayers for ci.aily use.
The Publishing Committee will fill
orders in lots of 10 for $I.OO only.
Smaller quantities can be obtained
from your Local Assembly.

WHAT IS THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT.'-By Dr. Esselmont. Small
leaflet recently reprinted. The Publishing Committee will fill ordeTs in
lots of 500 for $3.25; 1,000 for $6.50.

THE

BAHA'I MOVEMENT-

Bound in green paper. Giving an
outline of the history of the Baha'i
Faith and quotations from the Utterances. Sold in lots of 10 for $1.00.
Single copies can be ohtained from
your Local Assembly.
PRAYER BOOK-Bound in blue paper. A ne\'!'" edition has recently been
completed and ready for distribution.
The Publishing Committee wishes
to announce that it now contains the
latest translation by Shoghi Effendi
of the Ahmad Tablet. Price, SOC.

HIDDEN WORDS-Bound in blue
cloth, formerly SOc, has now been
reduced to 3 Sc.

THE REALITY OF MAN-Bound
in dark red paper. A compilation
from the words of 'Ahdu'I-BaM,
rel~tive~ to the mind, soul and spirit:

Pnce.

~Oc.

STAR TABLET OF THE BAB----',Reproduced on colored carc,board:
The script is made in the shaPf of
star, and is said to contain many de.!\"
. rivations of the word r'Baha," A
most interesting Baha'i document to
have framed. Price. SOC.

a

SPECIAL MENTION

TREASURES OF THE EASTThe Life of Nine Oriental Countries,
by Zia Bagdadi. The author bas succeeded in creating an interest in" the
Ii f e and custom S 0 f many Eastern
countries. He has also giyen many
interesting pictures of important
scenes in Baha'i history, familiar to
all who have visited the Holy Land.
This book can be obtained through
the Publishing Committee. Price.
$2.00 net.

THE PROMULGATION OF UNIVERSAL PEACE-In view of the
present unsettled world conditions.
the Committee deems it important to
remind the friends that the two volumes entitled Promulgation of U niversal Peace contain 'Abdu'l-Baha's
direct Message t? the American people, expounded In leading Universities and Churches and dealing with
the inmost reality of our social pToblems. In no other country did the
beloved Master so fully expound the
character 0 f the New Civilization to
arise by the power of Baba'u'llah.
Many students of the Teachings
have possibly not yet secured copies
of these volumes for their Baha'i
Library. If unobtainable from your
Local Assembly, they can be ordered
from the Publishing Conunittee. Per
Volume, $2.50. The two volumes,
$5.00.

FOUNDATION OF WORLD
UNITY-A careful selection was
made a few years ago from the Promulgati 0 n of U'I'l ivcrsal P eae e and
published under the title of Foundation of World Unity. This book can
he recommended to those who desire a brief presentation of 'Abdu'lBaha's addresses. 112 pages, paper
cover,7Sc.
nAHA~f PL'BLISIIING COMMITTEE

P. O. Box No. 348, Grand Central
Station, New York, N. Y.

~
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THE NEW WORLD ORDER
WORDS OF SHOGHI EFFENDI

Dear friends: Feeble though our
Faith may now appear in the eyes of
men, who either denounce it as an offshoot of Isliun, or contemptuously
ignore it as one more 0 f those obscure
sects that abound in the West, this
priceless gem of Divine Revelation,
now still in its embryonic state, shall
evolve within the shell of His law, and
shall forge ahead, undivided and nnimpaired, till it embraces the whole of
mankind, Only those who have already
recognized the supreme station of
Bah,,'u'Uih, only those whose hearts
have been touched by His love, and
have become familiar with the potency
of His spirit, can adequately appreciate
the value of this Divine Economy--""':'"
His inestimable gift to mankind.
Leaders of religion, exponents of
'political theories, governors of human
institutions, who at present are witnessing with perplexity and dismay the
bankruptcy of their ideas, and the disintegration of their handiwork, would
do well to tum their gaze to the Revelation of Bahi'u'nah and to meditate
upon the World Order which, lying
enshrined in His teachings, is slowly
and imperceptibly rising amid the welter and chaos of present-day civilization. They need have no doubt or
anxiety regarding the nature, the origin,
or validity of the institutions which the
adherents of ihe Faith are building up
throughout the world. For these lie
imbedded in the teachings themselves,
unadulterated and unobscured by unwarrantable inferences or unauthorized interpretations of His Word.
How pressing and sacred the responsibility that now weighs upon those who
are already acquainted with these teachings 1 How glorious the task of those
who are called upon to vindicate their
truth, and demonstrate their practicability to an unbelieving world! N othing short of an immovable conviction
in their divine origin. and their uniqueness in the annals of religion; nothing
short of an unwavering purpose to
execute and apply them to the adminisMINTIiD IN U' ••• IIo.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI DATED
JUNE 20, 1931
(Reprinted by request)

IIShoghi Effendi believes that the
Temple and teaching work should be
continued to be regarded at the twin
outstanding activitle. of the Beliners in
America. Everything else should be &ubordinated to this urgent need. The work
of oIIpplVlng the exterior ornamentation
to the completed strudure should proceed steadily and as speedily as possible.
Shoghi ERe.di 1...1s that the 1.11 .Red
and inRuenc:e of the Temple can be r.vealed only when the work in itt entirety
is acc:omplished. All the beutv and
glory of .the Temple depends upon the
ex.terior garment of stone with which it is
to be adorned~ while the consummation
of the task wi II in itself act at a magnet
that wilt draw the piomis~ blessings of
the- Master. Nothing ,hort of continued
Klf·sacrifice can Achieve this end. In fact,
the greater the obstacles In our way. the
great£f will be the- reward we are des-tined to reap. The pre-sent financial depression tholild be regarded both as a
c.hallenge and an opportunity to prove
the reality and potency of our faith.
Shoghl Effendi will continue to pray for
the American Believers who are destined
to render still more glorious servica to
the Cause in the future."

trative machinery of the Cause, can be
sufficient to establish their reality, and
insure their success. How vast is the
Revelation of Bahi'u'llilh! How great
the magnitude of His blessings showered upon humanity in this day! And
yet, how poor, how inadequate our conception of their significance and glory I
This generation stands too close to so
colossal a Revelation to appreciate, in
their fun measure, the infinite possibilities of His Faith, the unprecedented
chaTacter of His Cause, and the mysterious dispensations of His Providence.
In the JglWn, Bahi'u'nah, wishing to
emphasize the transcendent character
of this new Day of God, reinforces the
strength of His argument by His refer-

ence to the text of a correct and authorized tradition, which reveals the fol1owing: uKnowledge is twenty -and-seven
letters. All that the Prophets ha ve thu~
far revealed are two letters. None
thus far hath known besid<s these
two letters. But when the Qil'im
shall arise, He will cause the remaining twenty-and-five letters to be
made manifest." And then immediately
follow these confirming and illuminatmg words of BaM'u'llih: "Consider:
He lwth declared know/edge 10 consisl
of twenty-and-seven letters and re-·
garded all the Prophels, from Adam
e'ven unto Afuhammad, the ~Sea1/ as expout/ders of only two lellers thl!Teof. He
also sailh that the Qa'i", '/J..';ll reveal a.1I
the remaining twenty-and-fi'ue letters.
Behold from this utterance IlOw great
and lofly is His slation. His rank excelleth tlwt of all the Prophets and His
Reve!ation transcendet~. the comprehension and understandIng of all Iheir
chosen ones. A Revelation, of which
the Prophets of God, His Saints and
chosen ones, have either not been informed or which, in pursuance of God's
",,"scrutable decree, they have not disclosed-such a Revelation, these vile
and ~illai'~ous p~ople have sought to
m.e~tre WIt h t~elr own de firient minds~
t he~r ou.rn de finen t learning and understanding.n
In another passage of the same Book
Baha'u'lla.h, referring to the transfor~
mation effected by every Revelation in
the ways, thoughts and manners of the
people, reveals these words: HIs not the
object of every Revela.tion 10 effect a
transformation in the whole character
of mankind, a transformation that shall
1114ni(est itself both out-wardly and inwardly, that shall affect both ils inner
life and extenull conditions? For if
the character of mankind be not
changed, the futility of God's universal
manifestation would be apparent."
Did not Christ Himself, addressing
His disciples, utter these words? "I
have yet many things to say unto you,
but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit
when He, the Spirit of truth, is come
He will guide you into all truth."
'
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From the text of this recognized
tradition, as well as from the words of
Christ, as attested by the Gospel, every
unprejudiced observer will readily apprehend the magnitude of the Faith
which Baha'u'lhlh has revealed, and
recognize the staggering weight of the
claim He has advanced. No wonder that
'Abdu'I-Baha has portrayed in such
lurid colors the fierceness 0 f the agi tation that shall center in the days to come
round the nascent institutions of the
Faith. \Ve can now but faintlv discern
the beginnings of that turmoil which
the rise and ascendency of the Cause

SAN FRANOSCO
The presence in San Francisco of
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler has afforded. her numerous audiences a keen spiritual and intellectual delight. Of especial significance to Baha'is were the
lectures on administrative aspects of
the -Cause, stressing the aim and function of Baha'i Communities. l\frs.
Kehler showed that consultation in the
Baha'i sense of the term is a thing
hitherto unknown in history; that it implies, not the endeavor to foster one's
individual opinion, but the joining of
one's opinion with that of others . . . .
That every Baha'I Commnnity is fitted
to carryon from within itself the work
of the Cause however inadequate that
community may feel itself to be. . . .
that the real Baha'i's are those who are
the humblest, the most self-effacing,
the most serving. . . . that a working
discipline of love is indispensable for
establishing new standards in soci~ty.
Mrs. Kehler has spoken during eleven
months three hundred and twenty-nine
times, assisted in confirming twentyone souls; obtained over fifteen columns of publicity for the Cause; broadcast and conducted college classes. She
says, uThe spirit among the western
f nends is courageous, spontaneous and
joyful; it has been a glorious privilege
to work with them." Mrs. Kehler has
started on another teaching tour .1nd
will visit Hawaii, Japan, China, Manila, Australia, Java, Borneo, Burma.
India, Egypt, Haifa and England. For
the information of her many friends
Jt..1rs. Kehler's permanent address is:
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, Vassar
Club, 130 E. 57th St., New York City,
N.Y.
In response to the Guardian's instructions that we study economics and
sociology in the light of the Baha'i
Teachings, the Inter-Bay study class
is preparing an adequate course in
those subjects, with the aim of investigating modern problems. A practical
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of God is destined to cast in the world.

\Vhether in the ferocious and insidiOllS campaign of repression and cruelty
which the ntlers of Russia have
launched against the upholders of the
Faith under their rule; whether in the
unyieJding animosity with which the
Shiites of Isliim are trampling upon the
sacred rights of the adherents of the
Cause in connection with Bam'u'1hih's
House in' Baghdad; whether in the impotent rage which has impelled the
ecclesiastical leaders of the Sunnite sect
of Islam to expel our Egyptian brethren

feature of the course is the establishing of a Baha'i storehouse, and the
fonning of a committee to regulate
the work, in order to co-operate with
those institutions now meeting these
questions. Assistance has already been
rendered to many groups and individuals.
The Berkeley Baha'is have made a
practice of united prayer for those
who are sick or in need, and have recently been able to help several invalids in a manner which doctors have
Teferred to as "miraculous."
As
Baha'is, we are instructed to consult
competent physicians when we are ill
but we know that there is a point
where even the most skillful doctors
fail, and that prayer is then the only
hope.
CHICAGO
The new address of the BaM'i Community 0 f Chicago is Room 903, 116 S.
Michigan Ave. The new headquarters
is filling a long- felt want in this community. The room is open daily and
here are found books for study and for
sale, a lending library and a gracious
hostess to meet the inquirers. There
a re evening study cl asses. The N ineteen·Day Feasts are held here and each
Wednesday there is a half-hour noon
meeting at which short addresses on
the Cause are given! and each Friday
noon a prayer service. Every third
Wednesday in the month a reception is
tendered to the Baha'i's and their
friends. Tea is served and questions
relative to the Cause of Baha'u'llih
are discussed. These activities, although only recently inaugurated, show
a most encouraging attendance.
The friends everywhere will be rejoiced to know of the great interest in
the Baha'i Cause that is being aroused
by the Temple. The attendance at the
Sunday afternoon public meetings has
become so large that there are scarcely

from their midst-in an of these we
can perceive the manifestations of the
relentless hate which peoples, religions,
and governments entertain for So pure,
so innocent, so glorious a Faith.
Ours is the duty to ponder these
things in our hearts, to strive to widen
our vision, and to deepen our comprehension of this Cause, and to arise, resolutely and unreservedly, to play our
part, however small, in this greatest
drama of the world's spiritual history.
(Letter of SHaG HI EFFENDI,
March 21, 1930.)

enough chairs to accommodate the listeners. On the afternoon of July 12th,
at the three-thirty o'clock meeting, the
Foundation Hall was filled to capacity
with an intensely interested audience.
At four-thiTty a memorial meeting was
held for our beloved sister, Claudia
Coles, which was attended only by believers. After this, the inquirers continued to come in such numbers that
another meeting was arranged, at which
Mr. Vail again gave a beautiful and inspiring address. Mr. Struven~ our caretaker, tells us that daily as well as on
Sundays, there is a continuous stream
of visitors, all eager to inspect the Temple and learn about the Cause.
A Central States Teaching Conference was held in the Foundation Hall
of the Temple at Wihnette, July 11th
and 12th. The friends discnssed ways
and means for carrying out the Divine
Plan, revealed by 'Abdu'I-Baha for
spreading the Cause, in the Central
States.
SOPHIE LOEDING~ Secretary,
DAYTON
On April 22nd, Miss Juliet Thompson spoke to a group at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jozef McCoy.
April 23rd, an inter-racial banquet
was held, attended by about sixty
prominent and professional people,
most of them hearing the Baha'i message for the first time. Many questions
were asked and a marked spirit of
brotherhood was manifest throughout
the evening.
April 24th, Miss Thompson gave the
Baha'i 11essage before the entire student body and faculty of Dayton's new
Art Institute. It is an interesting fact
that the registrar at the institute is a
relative of Mme. Dreyfus-Barney, and
was keenly interested in :Miss Thompson's visit. Following the talk at the
Art Institute, Miss Thompson with two
(Continued on
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spread about contacts with influential
people and felt that the time is near
when large groups of people will enter the Cause together. Group activity among the friends will stimulate
this. An interracial and interreligious
Congress is planned for San Francisco
in 1932 which it is hoped that friends
from the East will attend.
The findings of the National Teaching Conference preceding the convention were summarized: Pnblic meetings on a large scale lose their value
without follow up work. \\lorkers
should go in the following order: 1.
Promoter. 2. Intermediate care-taker.
3. Organi zer. \Ve shoul d recognize
the type of teacher needed for each
work. There is need of resident teachers to foster groups. The :National
Fund should be conserved by local
friends by entertaining teachers as far
as possible. Interracial and' interre"Iigious conferences should be held.
Special key people and group leaders
should be contacted. Find people ot
culture and capability. Place BaM",
books in local libraries.
National
teachers should not be burdened with
administrative work.
The Youths' Teaching Conference
as reported, told of the success of
spreading the Cause in the colleges.
The lack of interest among young people in the outworn forms of religion
make them a fertile field for the sowing of seeds in the Divine Springtime.
IMerr..cUU Amity

This report was a statement of general attitude; the need of amity being
accentuated by economic pressure; a
report 0 f the recent Amity Con feren(:e
in Atlantic City where five colored believers through Divine Favor were confinned to hold an Amity Conference
which attracted four hundred people of
both races; the growth of liberalism
in the South and the need of a white
and colored teacher to travel together
in the vast region; the complexities
and difficulties of the race problem;
the light given by the Master in his
Howard Vniversity address; recent interracial activities in Detroit and
\Vashington, D. C. The need of sane
and well balanced people with faith,
vision. courage, spiritual attraction and
a sense of hwnor to do this work, and
the value of wide sympathy and deep
study were among the points advanced.

Martha Root
It has been our aim to make this report as impersonal as was the convention its-el f. To record or even mention
the beautiful things said by each delegate is beyond the realm oi the possi-

hIe. Thus have we passed by the
names! But in the caSe of :\fartha, the
outstanding personality of the convention, an exception must be made. Our
great international teacher, whose
simplicity, severence, devotion, selfsacrifice and ceaseless activity render
her a magnet of attraction to munberless souls, was voted the fret-dam oi
the Roar, a privilege which she did
not use unless called. Each time she
spoke eager ears and hearts devoured
her words. Her clear grasp (If the
teachings, prayerfulness, humility, nnfailing kindness, fearlessness and Jove
truly make her a sign of God. ··Like
unto a bird she has Rown around the
world." Always on the wing. ever
singing the songs of Abha, how wonderful is she!

Mashriqu'I-Adhkar
The purpose of the organization of
the first Baha'i convention in America
was to devise ways and means for the
erection of the Temple of God. During the years this great purpose has
been kept steadily in view. The most
eloquent part of the report of the Temple Trustees was the gesture which
pointed to the building itself, a monument to the sacrifices of the friends in
America and throughout the world.
The joy of sacrifice was expressed by
one of the friends who is a member
of a family \'I,o'hich has been the largest
single contributur and who expressed
an attitude which was typical of all.
At one of the sessions fitting addresses
were made by the president of the
Research Service, the president of
the George A. Fuller Construction
Company, the structural engineer and
uther engineering experts, each expressing great joy in their unusual
service and referring to the unusual cooperation among those who thus
served. A reminder came from the
friend who has given so largely that it
is the wish and hope of the Guardian
that the "entire structure be completed
within the space of two years.
EctJtf.01nics

One of the most interesting and
fruitful subjects before the conv-ention
was the economic problem. a theme
now forced upon the attention of the
world. The need of collective action
as a relief for economic distress, an
attitude which will attract the blessings
of God; the duties of assemblies to cooperate in rdief measures under the
rules of Baha'i administration; provision ior old age pensions; service
through luve as the ideal of Baba'i relief rather than the mere dispensing of
charity in the old hackneyed way; seek-

lng Guidance in real service when we
dispense our limited means; the way
such matters are handled in Persia
w here both Baha'i .;; and non-Baha'is
often seek the aid of the Spiritual Assembly; hope that the great swns now
spent for war may be diverted into
peaceful channels of sen-ice and construction; remarks of Shoghi Effendi
to a pilgrim in e/fect that although the
Baha'is are now but a small nucleus of
humanity, yet if they apply their teachings locally, nationally and internationally an absolutely new civilization
will he !>om in the worhl through
which the Voice of God will speak; the
spiritual power of the collective action
possible through the BaM'i Fund; the
value of being infonned as to the principles of economies and the application
of Ollr principles in such a wise and
loving way as not to antagonize others.
Summer Activities

Green Acre, although not formally
reported, was mentioned by those who
reside or lahor there. This pertained
to the activities planned for the coming
season; the nestling of the children at
the Schophlocher farm; adult education; comparative religion and modernism courses and references to the perfect climate. beautiful surroundings
and stimuli to the joy of life.
The colony at Geyserville, Calif.,
the \Vestern Green Acre are also full
of exhileration and motion and have a
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pleasing program which will be both
entertaining and instructive.
The teaching and training center
near Flint, :Mich., on the farm dedicated b~ Mr. Eggleston for this purpose will also present an attractive
teaching program covering a fortnight.
Publicatitms
The report of the Publishing Comnnttee mcluded the observation that
more people can be reached by the written than by the spoken word and proviStOrr IS now made to supply this need by
new centers of distribution for Baha'i
literature. Local spiritual assemblies
are now allowed a discount of onethird, an arrangement which helps
them to build up their assembly fund.
The BAHA'I !\EWS should have a
committee of experts as managers.
Those who try earnest] y will become
experts. This newspaper bids fair in
time to become a weekly and at length
a daily and the first newspaper of the
world.
The Ba/uj'i Magazine explained why
the old name, StllY of the West, was
dropped, as creating confusion of
thought and having no special significance, Its universal appeal as outlined
by the Guardian; its five new contributing editors, representing Persia,
Great Britain, Egypt, China and Japan
and international affairs; and its need
of Baha'i articles which are universal
in character, not reflecting the intimate
affairs of the cause: were ideas presented by its workers.
Fea,t of El RidvtJn
This festival commemorating the
De<:laration of Baha'u'lHth was the
scene of both material and spiritual
blessings.
A very pleasing repast
was served to several hundred people
by one of the old and devoted Baha'is
of Chicago, one who has had long experience in hotel service. The spiritual
part was conducted with dignity and
spiritual discernment as worthy of so
solemn, impressive and joyous an occasion. The need of Pentacost for
guidance, so feelingly expressed hy a
friend, had here a visible sign. All
hearts were touched by one of the
speakers who told of his restoration to
health through the united prayers of
the friends. Another related a joyous
historical event when East and \'Vest
were tU1ited through a marriage of two
believers. The Master prayed that this
tie would ne,,-er be broken.
The occasion of the great declaration
of Bahi'u'lhih and the stirring scenes
and incidents connected therewith
were described in graphic detail and
the joy which then inspired and now
fills the hearts of believers everywhere
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was powerfully impressed.

A Fair Beginning
A pleasant ripple passed over the
convention with news of the arrival of
twu new Baha'is. These were babies
born respectively to Mr. and !\-trs.
Edward Linstrum and M r. and Mrs
Oliver La Farc:J't'. "l\-Iav these tribe~
increase ["
l'>
~

Public Meetings
As' .the pri nci pal acti vity 0 f the
Cause 15 tea~hing. in its various phases,
no conventIOn is complete without
demonstration uf this activity. Two
great meetings were held at both 0 f
which Miss Martha Root spoke with
unpresslveness and power. At the first
'\''ltss Rout spoke of the progress of the
C.ause~in Germany, Bulgaria, Rouma;ua, Lzt:cko-Slovakia, Turkey, China
and Japan. her meeting with educators,
statesmen, crowned heads and other
grea~ personages and their receptivity
and mtere.st. G~rmany especially, she
reported.~ IS makmg a profound study
of the Calise. A wonderful atmosphere came to the meeting when the
chairman, in preparation lor her address, read Proi. Browne's description
of llaha'u'llah and the latter's exalted
message at the .,\:10st Great Peace.
.The other. speaker was J-lr. Benjamill B. Shaplro, structural engineer of
the Temple \\rho with a face full of
light. presented a series of pictures
showmg the progress of Temple construction. He illustrated the great harmony and happiness prevailing among
the workers on the Temple and referred to the one whom he caned the
Master with such love and reverence
that his attraction to the Cause which
he has served in a business way is evident.
The fIrst meeting's attendance taxed
the capacity of the foundation hall
with many standing. The second overtaxed it. A her every available seat
was brought even standing was at a
premium. . Even the corridor leading
t? the meetmg place was occupied with
ltsteners who could not see. The beautiful music which accentuated the had"mony of the entire convention seemed
to reach its climax at this time. The
chairman read from the creative words
a prayer and then in his happy way, as
a preparation for the illumined 1\·lartha, introduced a colored friend to
s~ak on t~e Onene5.s of Humanity.
M1SS Root tollowed wlth an address on
the Bah;,'i Cause in Persia, the land o[
its origin. She described with simplicity and great spiritual attraction the
wonderful sacrifices made by the
friends o[ God in days that tried both

souls and bodies. She pictured that
structure of faith and devotion which
now overshad<;tws the peoples of earth.
Sl!ch an audience! People listened
With eager attention, not allowing
themselves to miss a word. Among
our \Vilmette neighbors present those
were :not wan~ing who but a year ago
were 111 .an attltude of scoffing but are
now happily constrained to ac'ceptance
and praise. Alham du 'illah!
A great artist was once asked how
he mixed his paints. He replied
"\Vith brains t"
'
One must ever strive to be conscious
of the inner life and power which
alone bring success in these troublous
days. . When in Washington on his
first VISI t the M aster exhorted the
friends that they should trust His
Holiness~ ~ha'u'llah for one thing.
for everythmg. He himself had been
a prisoner with the chains of 'Abdel
Hamid about his neck. But Bahil'u']lah had removed those chains and
had confirmed him to cross the ocean
and come to America to teach. Still
d~s he commend that faith to us.
Falth as tested by obedience, is the one
foundation that is never shaken, It
inspired the disciples of old and today
it moves the friends of God as they go
forth to transform the world.
IN MEMORIAM
On March 2nd, Mrs. Carrie Volger
left her earthly abode and passed on to
the Kingdom. She had become a believer in 1912, while 'Abdu'I-Baha was
in Cincinnati and had remained a faithful believer since. A Baha'i service
was conducted for her on March 4th.

Each di'uinr reuela.tion is divided into
parts. The first part is essential
"nd belongs 10 th. el""", world. It is
tlte exposition of dit·iHf truth and essentwl principles. It i.s the expression
of tile love of Gad. This is 0>" ill all
the reliyions, unchangeable and immutable. The second part 1'S not eternal'
it deals ~th practical life, transaction;
and busm~ss, atld cha~lges according to
the f'1/o1utwn of man and the requiretI,ents of the time of each I>ro/,lIel.'Abdu'I-BaM.
1'lf!O

ASSOCIATION WITH ORIENTALS
::\Jy dear co-workers:ot:
I wish to add a. few lines and remind y.ou of the necessity of refusing
to. admit to your assembly, or associate
WIth, any Oriental who does not have
pr~p.er credentials t rom a recognized
SpIritual Assemblv. No excuse whatever is acceptable~ I am sure that a
few are trying to cause mischief and
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bring about a split in the ranks of the
believers in these davs of stress, and
the utmost caution sh~uld be exercised,
lest these mischief-makers succeed in
undermining the foundations of the
Cause.
Your true brother and well wisher.
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine,
March 9, 1931.
* New York Spiritual Assembly,
"Appeal believers recall Master's repeated warnings exercise vigilance discrimination reception Orientals otherwise great mischief will result; their
credentials, behavior should be critically examined."
(Signed) SIIOGHI
(Cablegram to New York Spiritual
Assembly, February 7, 1931),
CONCERNING LETTERS
FROM HAIFA
"I wish to add and say that whatever letters are sent in my behalf from
Haifa are all read and approved by me
before mailing. There is no exception whatever to this rule,"
(Signed)
SHOGHI.
(From letter to Mrs. Marion Little,
New York.)
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL
Geyserville, Cali/or"ia
The fi fth annual session of the Bahi'; Summer School will open at Geyserville this year on Sunday, July 26th,
for a two weeks' course.
The "Cook House" will not be
opened this year to serve meals. The
students may arrange for their meals
at the restaurants in the village or do
their own cooking by bringing equipment with them, Camping on the 40acre camping-tract on the Bosch premises is placed at the disposal of the
School.
Owing to the somc\'\o'hat limited
housing facilities of the BaM', Summer School-houses it is advisable that
as many friends as can, bring also tenting equipment to the above mentioned
camping-site. Rooms can be rented in
the village and at near-by farm houses.
One whole day (probably July
29th) will be spent at the ocean shore
when an abalone feast will be served
by the Geyserville Chamber of Commrce. The lectures and classes that
day will be held at the beach.
Following up the remarkable work
carried on among the children last

year by :\iIiss Alice Rouleau and Mrs.
Mabel Weaver it is planned to give
children this year systematic teaching
and recreation under the direction of
such as will be especially appointed
by the Children's Committee of this
School.
A most interesting course of lectures and classes is being arranged by
the Committee, program of which will
be issued later.
Suggestions from the friends are
invited.
The Pacific Coast Summer School
Committee:
JOHN D. ROSCH
AMELIA E. COLLINS,
ELLA G. COOPER
LEROY IOAS
GEORGE LATIMER

THE GUARDIAN'S WORDS REGARDING MATERIAL FOR
THE BAHA'I WORLD
VOL_ IV
(All Local ami N atiOfUlI Spiritual
A."emblies Please Notice)
The committee appointed to prepare
the copy for the next Baha'i World
(Year Book Vol. IV) has now begl1n
active work in connection with the collection of suitable material for this
important volume. In the introduction
to Vol. III. the Guardian states
through the editorial committee as {ollows:"In preparation for Vol. IV, which
is to cover the period from April 1930
to April 1932 all Local Spiritual Assemblies, Groups and Committees
throughout the Baha 'j world are requested to ptan with their respective
National Spiritual Assemblies the
gathering of suitable material for that
volume. Photographs and articles of
interest may be forwarded at any time.
Reports to be incorporated in the
"Survey of Current Baha'i Activities
in the East and \\!est/' should be in
the hands of the Committee not later
than November 1st, 1931. The contents of Vol. III will suggest the various materials desired for such an important and historic publication as the
Baha '; 'World. Articles and photographs that show the present progress
of the Cause, as well as records of past
events, are particularly desired:'
It is the intention of the editorial
committee to establish in this next volume an historical department which
shall contain absolutely accurate accounts of the visit of 'Abdu'l~Baha to
each city in this country where He
spent even a short time, and so far as
is knO\"y'n these historical sketches
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have been requested from those of the
older believers who were actually present and who can contribute this eminently valuable materlal for preservation in the pages of the forthcoming
volume.
The editorial committee would earnestly request that any and all such material be sent 110t later tlum N uvember
1st, 1931, to
MRS. NELLIE S. FRENCH,
501 Bellefontaine St.,
Pasadena, California.
STATUS AND FUNCTION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU AT
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
On March 26th at table in Haifa
the Guardian was asked by one of the
visiting pilgrims:
"What is the particular work of the
Bureau at Geneva and why is it international ?"
The Guardian, Shoghi Effendi replied:"Geneva is auxiliary to the center
in Haifa. It does not assume the place
of Haifa, but is auxiliary. It exercises no international authority. It
does not try to impose but helps and
acts as intermediary between Haifa
and other centers. It is international
because it links the countries and work
is accomplished more easily: it is like
a distributing center."
Friends tra"eling in Europe particularly, are advised that the Geneya
Bureau is prepared to provide correct
addresses of authentic centers wherever the Cause is represented. Geneva
is also a distributing center for all Baha'i literature.

SECRETARIAT
OF
THE
AMERICAN NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Address:
Baba'i Sec::retaria t,
Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N_ J,
J.fembers:
For cO['"fespondence with Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, Alfred E.
Lunt; for correspondence with
Baha'is on other lands, and with
non-Baha'is in the United States
and Canada, Nellie S. French;
editor of BAHA'! NEws, Horace
Holley; Treasurer of the National Assembly and of the Trustees for the Benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly (Tem- .
pie and Green Acre Funds) Roy
C. Wilhelm; Financial Secretary,
Carl Scheffler.
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The address of the International
Baha'i Bureau is
rue General Dufour No. 20 bis,
Geneva, Switzerland.
The post office address is :-Case 181,
Stand, Geneva, Switzerland.
(By Nellie S. French, International
Correspondent for the l'\ational
Baha'j Secretariat.)
CONVENTION MUSIC
The delegates and visiting friends
at the Convention this year were deeply impressed with the sweet music rendered by Mrs. Walrath and :'>lrs.
Matthisen of the Chicago BaM'i community. The blending of voices and
the spiritual appeal which the songs
themselves brought forth opened each
session with indescri bable charm.
The selections were as follows:
HThe Lonely Stranger." Dedicated
to 'Adu'I-Baha's visit to America in
1912, 400.
"The Making of the Temple."
Words by Mrs. Janet Bolton. who has
just recently passed away. 400.
"If Ye Seek Me," by Shahnaz
Waite, 40c.
HPrelude and Benediction/' by
Shahnaz Waite, 25c.
These songs are for sale and the
proceeds are for the benefit of the
Temple Fund. Anyone wishing to
purchase any or all of these selections
may addressMRS.

A. F.

MATTHISEN,

4726 Beacon Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
Religion~ then; is- the necessary connection 'Wh1'ch emanates fro-m the reality of things; and as the u.niversal
Manifestations of God are aware of
the mysteries of beings, therefore they
understand this essential connecJion,
and by this knuwledge establislt tlte
Law of God.-'Abd,,'l-Baha.

GREEN ACRE REVISED
PROGRAM
We arc very happy· to announce at
this time that Miss Martha Root will
he with us the first part of July and
also that Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf has
consented to conduct Course 1 of our
series. In addition Green Acre will be
enriched this season by the presence of
nine newly returned pilgrims, 1\,·1 iss
Root, Mrs: Barton, Miss Wright, Mrs.
Nelson. ;VIiss Jack, the Misses Thompson and Mrs. Bowditch and daughter.
We would also remind the friends
that this year the activities of July are
comparable with those of Augnst.
The course and conference revised
to date are as follows:

Course I-The influence of mysticism upon modern thinking, July 6-17.
Mon., Wed., Fri....... 10-12 A. ;Vr.
Mrs. Greenleaf
Course 2-F oundations of modern
science, July 7-18.
Tues., Thurs., Sat....... 10-12 A. Iv!.
Mr. Shook
This course will be repeated, in condensed form. during the first part of
August.
Course 3-Psychology and religion,
Aug. 3-14.
First Week
;V[on., Wed., Thurs...... 10-12 A. M.
Second Week
Mon., \Ved .. Fri ........ 10-12 A. M.
Miss Easter brook
Course 4----).fodernism in religious
thinking. July 27-31.
Mon., Wed., Fri ....... 10-12 A. M.
Mr. Gregory.
Course S-Teaching, July 28-Aug.
I.
Tues., Thurs., Sat....... 10-12 A. M.
Course 6---Teaching. Aug. 4-8.
Tues., Fri., Sat. ........ 10-12 A. M.
Course 7-The philosophy of universal religion, Aug. 11-15.
Tues., Thurs., Sat. . ... 10·12 A. M.
Mr. Vail
Conferences
I-Teaching, Aug. 7·8.
2-International relations, July 24,
25,26.
3---Amity, Aug. 21, 22, 23.
4-Baha', education, Aug. 28, 29,
30.
If we can interest sympathetic
friends to cOtne to Green Acre, we are
not only furthering the ideals of the
Cause but we are also simplifying the
financial problem.
The larger the number, at Green
Acre this year, the smaller the t:xpense
of maintaining it, and any sa\,jng that
we may effect is as good as a contribution to the Temple.
Faithfully,
G. A. SHOOK,
Chairman, Program Committee.
CONFERENCE FOR
INTER·RACIAL AMITY
Atlantic City Auditorium
Sunda.y, Apri119, J9J1
Arra1<ged by The Inter-Racial Amity
C_mlttee of the Natifmal
Spiritual A"'!1nbly
PROGRAM

General Subject:
"Interracial Cooperation
Harmony and Peace."
Chainnan. )'lr. Louis G. Gregory.
Prayer, Rev. Fr. C. Canterbury
Corbin.
Address, Mr. C. D. White, Marlbor-

ough-B1enheim Hotel.
Address, Rabbi H. M. Fi sher, President, Board of Education.
Address, Mr. Paul M. Cope, Hotel
1'iorton.
Address, Mr. Richard McKinney.
Music. Oriole Glee Club, IvIr. Richard A. Walker, Director.
Forum on Race Relations-Brief
Words, Mr. T. Montgomery Gregory,
Consultation Leader.
Jl,Irs. Hannah P. Lowe, Dr. E. B.
Terry, Mr. W. Hibberd Smith, Mrs.
Elizabeth T. Walker, and others.
Cooperating Groups: - Prominent
Friends, Young Men's Christian Association. Board of Trade, Arctic Ave.
Branch Y. ~1. C. A., Branch No.1,
Y. W. C. A., Asbury M. E. Church,
l:nity Truth Center, Jewish Community Center, St. Augustine's Episcopal
Church, Price Memorial A. M. E. Zion
Church,St. James A. M. E. Church.

True chrilization will unfurl its ba'l1it! fhe midmosf hrart of the world
whenever a certain mmtber of distitrIJuished sovereigns of lofty aims-the
shin-ing exemplars of devotion- and determination-shall, for the good and
happiness of all '>U1nktnd, arise with
a firm resolve and clear vi.sion to estabtish the cause of Universal Pl?ace.'A bd"'l-Bal,,l.
t1e'Y

LONDON NEWS
The London Baha'is have had the
great pleasure of welcoming Miss
Maryam Jalal, whose mother is Ruha
Kharnum,
'Abdu'I-Baha's
eldest
daughter. She has come to England
to .tudy.
Miss Yandell has made over to the
London Spiritual Assembly a sum of
£200 to be held in trust for the purpose of one day building a Temple or
to provide a building as Headquarters
in London. The income accruing is
to form a benevolent fund in the in·
terval. The money wilt be dealt with
by the Finance Committee of the Assembly, in future to be known as the
Finance and Building Committee.
It is felt by many that though the
lime for building a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
is still distant, if an opportunity arose
for acquiring a building as Headquarters such as Shoghi Effendi has sanctioned in other countries, that with
this capital as a nucleus and a further
loan from a building society, a start
might he made -and the annual sum
now guaranteed for the rent of the
room at \iValmar House would then go
towards paying off the loan and securing for the future a permanent
headquarters. It is not thought advis·
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able to open a building fund at present, for the utmost effort is required
to keep up the payments guaranteed
for the room at \-Valmar House, which
Shoghi Effendi has urged us to maintain "at all costs"; but the Spiritual
Assembly wishes the friends to knmv
that this project is being considered.
It has been suggested that some of
the Friends may like to set aside the
money usually expended on Christmas
cards, for the funds, and Mr. Asgarzadeh has led the way. Anyone missing his customary greeting win know
that he has not forgotten them an d
think with pleasure of the benefit to
the Cause.
On N ovem ber 12th, the Anni versary
of the Birth of EaM'u'lIah, a meeting
was held in commemoration. A short
sketch of the Life of the "Blessed
Beauty," as His followers loved to call
Him. was given. The Tablet of the
Mani festation was read and the believers felt anew the great power of
that wonderful ulterance. At the close
of the Meeting special prayers were
offered for the Delegates now sitting
at the Round Table Conference.
Though the Baha'is are strictly enjoined to take no part in political agitation or strife, and to be loyal to the
governments under which they live,
they have always the resource of
prayer that discord may be changed to
harmony and that the Most Great
Peace may be consummated.
During the next critical weeks this
will be especially remembered at the
weekly prayer meeting and in our own
homes.
On :;rovember 28th, there was a solemn commemoration held in memorv
of the Passing of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
•
Lady Blomfield has returned frum
Geneva, and we hope to have her with
us often during the wiriter. Miss
Hodgkinson is recovering from her serious accident, and we look forward
to welcoming her at \Valmar House by
the end of the month.
A cheering letter has been received
from Pretoria, South Africa, where
there are now from 40 to 50 Baha'is.
The i\1essage has come to them
through Mr. and Mrs. Camphell
Bleasuy, the latter was known to many
of the friends years ago as !\·Iiss Campbell, and it is a joy to us to be in tOl1ch
with her again. VIle shall send our
wannest greetings with the copy of
this news letler which will be posted
to the Group whose address is Box
876. Pretoria.
On November 17th, Miss Ethel J.
Rosenberg passed peacefully beyond
the veil while sleeping.
F or some time she had been pre-

vented by illness from taking an active
part in the work of the Movement, but
older believers can estimate the value
of the pioneer work done by her_ She
was inspired by her great personal devotion to the Master who accorded to
her the great privilege of much intimate intercourse with him.
One who has known her during the
years she has worked for the Cause
writes:
"With the passing of Miss Ethel
Rosenberg a large circle of Baha'i
friends ha"ve lost one of the most in·
defatigable workers for the Cause.
During 25 years she devoted herself
wholeheartedly to the teaching of
Baha'u'l1ah's Message, and never
spared her strength, nor purse, to send
out the precious Word. She made several journeys to 'Akka and Haifa, staying as a guest for long periods in 'Abdu'l-Baha's 'family. where she was an
earnest student, besides giving her
services for secretarial ..,:ork.
The Meetings held in her own house
many years ago were a real inspiration
to the seekers after Baha'i truth.
These she taught the great value and
beauty of the Message.
An old student of those days remarked quite recently that she had
"never forgotten I\fiss Rosenberg's remarkable teaching nor her wide cultured outlook on 1ife."
Ethel Rosenberg had an unusual gift
for imparting knowledge to others and
it is the strength of this gift that she
leaves on our memories today, the indelible work of her personal ~contribu
tion to the Baha'i Cause.
One of the most important duties of
a local assembly, especially in a world
capital such as London, is to keep in
contact with groups of liberal thinkers
and religious workers which surround it. There is a constant effort
maintained by emissaries of and individuals connected with the London
Assembly to keep up and multiply the
efficiency of this contact work.
During the past four or five years
practically all of the Unitarian centerS
of London were brought in contact
with the Baha'i ~iovement amI almost
without exception have received it with
sincere appreciation.
The London Fields Fellowship, a
group of people showing forth a W011~
dedul Christian spirit, has welcomed
Baha'i speakers before its "various
groups on three occasions already and
has invited a fourth presentation of
the BaM', Message at an early date.
Plans are being discussed for a joint
meeting with a large Brotherhood
:\Iovement which is studying different
religions and teachings. Baha'i Iitera-

ture is being sold at a Bazaar held by
the Threefold I\iovement, an organization working in many countries for the
elimination of all prejudice and the
unity of religions.
Descriptions of the Universal Temple being erected in Chicago invariably
attract the people and several talks on
t1~is concrete and vital subject will be
given before groups who already know
something of the principles of this
Great Movement.

AFTERNOON TEA TALKS AT
THE NEW YORK BAHA'I
CENTER
These Tea-Talks represented art
music, drama, literature, current event~
and world peace, by outstanding peTsons connected jn their partiCUlar field
with the cu1tural arts-Dthers of International note associated with world
peace activities.
The purpose primarily of this work
was to attract people to the Centre that
they might hear -the Baha'i Message
which was given on each occasion bv
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, Chairman.
in an epitomized, concise treatment embodying its all encircling Principles
and Teachings for a New World Orde.r, and made a keen appeal to the
mmds and hearts of the listeners as
was evidenced by their lingering long
after the program was over, the many
questions asked in their personal C011tact with individuals and returning
again and again with renewed and.
growing interest.
Music

Through our contacts we were able
to provide music of the highest order
both vocal and instrumental for each
program besides devoting three programs to music alone-havtng obtained
the cooperation of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Aldo Randegger (Mr. Randegger is a
pianist and composer also head of the
Radegger Conservatory of Music),
~Hss Rata Present pianist, and Mme.
Victoria Torre, a highly talented young
Prima Donna who gave a program of
songs and arias of famous composers
ooth old and modern. Mr. and ",Irs.
Randegger gave a concert of piano and
'vocal music of much versatility and
charm, beautifully rendered.
:Vliss
Rata Present, a distinguished and
highly accomplished pianist gave a recital including selections from Bach,
Chopin, Beethoven and Lizt, displaying a masterful technique and unique
power of poetical interpretation. These
performances were acclaimed by large
and most enthusiastic audiences.
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The drama was largely represented
by ::\'Ir. Daniel Frohman, Miss Louise
:\1uldener and Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford.
Mr. Frohman, an outstanding figure
in the theatrical world for nearly half
a century, gave a biographical outline
of his reminiscences which were richly
interspersed with anecdote and humor.
Miss Muldener who had acted as leading lady to some of the most distinguished actors of the pro.fession, such
as Sir Henry Irving and Edwin Booth.
gave a vivid and charming resume of
her stage experiences over a long period of years. Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford presented a wonderfully graphic
exposition of the two outstanding successes of the dramatic season in New
York "Roar China" and "The Grand
Hotel." These programs were delightfully interesting and keenly enjoyed by
large audiences.
Literature
Mrs. Frieda Das on her book "My
Marriage to India." Having married
an Indian and lived in India eight
years, her discourse brought to us a
particularly intimate picture of the
home Ii fe. caste system and different
religious customs ~f that country.
A representative speaker from
L'Alliance Francaise gave us much intellectual entertainment from her description and analysis of the works ot
Marcel Proust.
M r. James Weldon JohllSon gave a
resume of Negro literature with special regard to poetry which was of unusual richness and beauty and was
deeply enjoyed.
Oliver La Farge, on his book
"Laughing Boy,"Pulitzer prize winner
(1929) brought a vivid and intimate
picture of the American Indian in his
own domain. This picture was drawn
from a close and scientific study of the
art, literature and creative life of the
race with which the story deals. It
was of absorbing interest. .
Edgar White BurrilI of "Literary
Vespers" fame, gave a most illuminating talk on the writings of H. G.
WelIs, "Crusader for World Peace,"
pointing ont the fact that the dominating influence which pervaded his literary output over a period of many
years was the far reaching and pene-

trating vision of a new world era of
progressive civilization when peace
would reign on earth. If met with a
hearty response from a large audience.
:\1. •. Florence Guertin Tuttle, of the
League of 01ations Association, and
for fifteen years in the International
field of world peace activities discussed
the subject "Alternatives to \~rar}" title
of her recent book, g-iving a brief outline of historical data relating to world
peace since the war with a resume of
all the machinery set in motion for this
great mission and its.achievements up
to the present date. Deeply interesting to an appreciative audience, would
recommend the book to an Baha'is for
expert information also for study of
this subject.
Art
:\Ir. Cloyd Boykin, head of institution of African Art, gave a unique and
touching story of his life experience
which left a very deep impression on
our hearts. His noble work of faith
and sacrifice was truly uplifting and a
well spring of inspiration. In all my
life, I think, never have I sccn so humble a figure-"a heavenly being-" one
was overheard to remark. His description of early African Art was enjoyed with keen interest.
Mrs. Frie<ia Das gave another program on architecture and sculpture of
Ancient Caves and Temples of India
Three Centuries before Christ, with
lantern slides. It was of rare fascinating charm and interest and drew
deeply on one's imag-ination.
"Art and Rhythm of the Dance,'
by ~h. Louis Chalif, a great master of
the Ballet and eminent teacher of
aesthetic and modern dancing. Highly
entertaining to a large audience.
Physical culture was also represented.
Mrs. Helen Hanning of the Board
of Community Councils for Kew York
City gave a thrilling account of the
welfare work done by this gruup during the last five years-such as, opening over five hundred playgrounds for
children, cleaning up Harlem and East
side slums, convalescent hospital roofs
---and many other things achieved for
the betterment and welfare of the
Corrnnunity including the honsing
problem and old age pensions. Splendid work!
This nece~sarily brief resume will

suffice to show the type and seope of
cultural and educational subj ects represented on these afternoon talks.
~!uch small literature was distributed.
The success oJ the progr~m was owing
to the splendid cooperatlon of the entire committee, each one contributing
a large share in carrying on the work
toward a realization of its highest aim
-namely the purpose of spreading the
Baha'i Message, also to the useful and
practical help of many others who assisted with the Tea both in substance
and in the faithful work of their
hands.
With this work we feel another seed
sowi ng has been achieved. ] udging
f rom our audiences which represented
nearly all races, the seed may be carri ed and scattered over the entire earth
-we can but leave them in the hands
of the Heavenly Gardener.
JEAN ANTHONY,

Secretary of the Committee.
i"''/othiJI9 short of direct and constant
iHteracfion bel'lt'l!en the spiritual forces
ema~1ating front this House of Wor-

ship "ntmng in the heart of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, alld the energies
consciously displayed b'\.' those'1J.Jho'adm.inister its affairs if, -their seT'VI:ce to
hlHnanity can possibly provide the necessa·ry age-ncy capable of removing the
ills that have so long and so grievousl'\,'
afflicted humanity. For it is assuredlv
upon the consciOUS~less of the efficacv

of the Revelation of Bafuj',.'U6h, rei,'forced on one /wnd by spiritual co".mu~,io~," u,fth His Spirit? and on the
other by the i,uelli.qetlt application and
Ihe faithftd execution of the principles
and hFWS He revealed, that the salvatimf of a world in tra~lail must ulti"",Ieiy depend. A nd of all the institutiat1s that stand associated 'with His
Holy Name, surel". none save the institution of the Mashriq~'I-Adhkar call
rn-ost adequalely provide the essentials
of Balun worship and service, both so
vital to the regeneratj(}tl of the world.
Therein lies the secret of the·loftiness,
of the potency, of the ",,;que position
of the AI ashriqu'I-Adhkrir as one of
tile outstandin.g institution.s conceived
bv Baha'u'lldh.
. Dearly beloved frie",ls! May we
Hot as the trustees of so priceless a
Jreritage? arise to fulfil OEtr h(qh destiny?-SHOCHI EFFENDI,

__
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LEITER FROM SHOGH!
EFFENDI
To THE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL AssEMBLY. APRIL 2. 1931

Read

aj the Annual Convention
Chicago. May. 1931.
Dear Mr. Lunt:
Shoghi Effendi- wishes me to acknowl~
edge in hi. behalf the letters that you
have wriuen him on behalf of the Na.
tional Spiritual Assembly dated September 27th. December I Oth. February 18th.
January 20th and March 3rd. all 01

which he read with the deepest interest,
but was unable to answer in view 0 f the
pressure of work due to his translation
of NabWs history.

Concerning individual teaching, Shoghi
Effendi would urge every Baha'I who
feels the urge to exercise his right of teaching unofficially the Cause. to keep in close
touch with the Local Spiritual Assembly
of the locality in which he is working.
The Local Spiritual Assembly while
reserving for itself the right to con·
lro1 such ac.tivities on the part of indi~
vidual Baha'Is, should do its utmos.t to
encourage such teachers and to put at
their -disposal whatever facilities they
would need in such circumstances. Should
any differences. arise. the National Spir~
itual Assembly would naturally have to
intervene and adjust matters.
Shoghi Elfendi feels that in any locality where the number of adult be~
lievers Teaches nine. a Local Assembly
should be established. He feels this to
.be an obligation rather than a pureiy
voluntary act. Only in exceptional cases
has the National Spiritual Assembly the
right to postpone the formation of an
Assembly if it feels that the situation does
not warrant such a formation. This
right, however, should be exercised if the
situation absolutely demands it.
As to
the principle according to which the area
of the jurisdiction of a Local Assembly
is to be determined, he feels this to be
the function of the National Spiritual
Assembly; whatever principle they up~
hold should be fairly applied to all localities without any distinction whatever.
fu to the charac.ter 0 f the meetings
in the Auditorium of the Temple, he feels

Orl.ginlll "Plan of Unified Action" bring$ cOJPpletion of the above .supel'"strLlctUr-e ill !lteel and
reinfor!Ced cODcrete; the "New Plan of Unified Action" just inaLl~urated, will !Complete the
"Iacy envelope" ornamentatIon of tbis first Ba.ha'i House of Worship in America.

that they should be purely devotional in
character. Baha'i addresses and lectures
should be strictly excluded.
For the
present. he feels that there would be no
objection to having Baha'i meetings including addresses and the business sessions of the Convention held in the F oun~
dation Hall. Shoghi Effendi would urge
that choir singing by men, women and
children be encouraged in the Auditorium and that rigidity in the Baha'i service be scrupulously avoided. The more
unil'ersal and informal the character of
Baha', worship in the Temple the better.
I mages and pic.tures, with the exception
of the Greatest Name, should be strictly
excluded. Prayers revealed. by Saba'u ' •
lIah and the Master as well as the sacred
writings of the Propbets should be read
or chanted as well as bymns based upon
Baha'I Of non~Bah.i'i sacred writings.
Shoghi Effendi would wish you to get

in touch with the Egyptian authorities and
press for Baha~i recognition in that land.
The petition that you have prepared
should be forwarded and the National
Spiritual Assembly in Egypt should be
pressed to take whatever measure is nec.essary to insure its success.
The letter you have received from
Constantinople is by no means representa~
tive of the actual conditions there, and
Shoghi- Effendi is urging the friends in
that city to fe-establish their Assembly
and resume their relationships with the
Baha'I world.
Concerning the qualifications required
for voting, Shoghi Effendi has laid down
the essential conditions already in his let~
ters, no further restrictions should be
added to them. It is for the Local Assembly to decide in this matter. They
should exercise this right with extreme
(Continued on Page 50)
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THE TEMPLE "TALISMAN"
OF UNITY
FROM THE NAT[ONAL SPtRlTUAL
AsSEMBLY

"Whosoever is favored by these shining and glorious Lights and hath attained to these luminous and radiant Suns
during every Manifestation, hath attained
the 'Me.eting of God', and entere;d the
city of eternal and immortal life_" (Kit-

cib·i-/qan, p. 101.)

.

"Consider the candle, how it weeps
its life away. drop by drop, so that it

may yield its light."-'Abdu'I·Baha.

Treasurer,

Evergreen Cabin. W est Engle~
wood, N. J.

CARL SCHEFFLER, Financial Sec~
retary. 1821 Lincoln St., Evans~
ton, Illinois.

It is sa id that on tb is earthly planet

today dwell 1,936,642,066 human beings.

Since the Declaration of His Holi.

ness, the Rib, in 1844, other billions of
human beings have lived and passed
away. From among all these, countless
millions were born, lived and died in the
faith of their fordathers. not knowmg,

never even hearing 01 the fulfilled Meeting 01 God ("the utmost Divine Bounty
ordained for the seryants". p_
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Inasmuch as eight Local Assemblies
have recently been added to our li.t of
Assemblie., the number of Baha'i Ne""
published was insuJlicient to supply all
of the friends with copies. We have
received requests for the July and August issues Nos. 53 and 54 which we can-

not supply, and we ask the Secretary of
each Assembly to send to the office 0 f
the National
Secretarial,
Evergreen

Cabin. Wes! Englewood, N.

98 Kitcib-

i.lqan), and the spreading of His Heav·
enly Table, which had taken place so
quietly, so unexpectedly and, withal, so
differently in respect to the means and
conditions of its appearance, to that which
even the devout had understood and
awaited_
On this western continent. in this 87th
year since the heTalding of the Cause of
God, a group of sixteen hundred souls.
conservatively estimated, through the
Divine Assistance and their holy sacri~
fices. have become builders of a mighty

.ymbol 01 the law of God, a House of
Devotion and Praise, the first universal
edifice to be erected in the Occident in
the new and Great Cycle just beginning.
Strengthened by the enheartening words
of our beloved Guardian. and longing
to fulfill this divine service begun in the
holy days of the Master, and to scatter.
once for all. the stagnant waters of in·
action that had gathered about this great
enterprise, these friends of God. small
numerically but irrisistible in their unity
of purpose. contributed to the National
Treasury in a sin gle year not only the
$400.000 required for construction, but

f.. any $33,000 additional for the Adminis-

remaining copies they may have of th.ese
two issues, so that the shortage may be

supplied.
The Editorial Committee is still awaiting brief and interesting news items-especially the teaching activities-throughout the country. These should be sent

to the Editorial Office, 141 5 Sherwood
Terrace, Chicago, Illinois.

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE.

tratiye Budget for the Baha'I year beginning at Ridvan I 92C). An enterprise
which had languished for nearly ten
years (since the building of the founda·
tion in 1921), without advancement of
any kind, and lacking even the beginni!1gs of a Temple Construction Fund as
late as the Convention period of 1929,
suddenly arises as a phoenix from the
ashes of apparent defeat and in a single

twelve month period accomplishes its set
goal. What mysterious power converted
these moths of weakne5s and inaction
into powerful. soaring, achieving falc~ns
of the air of reality? What attraction
is this that so transformed a somewhat
dispirited, at least apprehensive group
into a confident, reliant body possessed
of a new consciousness and a new determination"l Unit)) of purpose; unity of
action; the stirring to sacrifice; the consciousness of Faith in our Guardian's assurances, and the increased- power of de"Votion and prayer. These. or rather this,
for it is all told in the one word- "Unity",
conferred upon us all, in these brief
months. this "Aladdin's Talisman,u this
power to accomplish, to amaze and con-

found the doubtful among the public who
professed to believe that the Temple of
God would remain indefinitely a strange,
repelling and lowly object virtually buried
in the groWld.

The entire western Baha'I" world Jived,

in those months. in respect to the Temple
construction. as
one soul in many
bodies." And indeed, one should say in
truth that both Orient and Occident
U

shared with equal fervor. in prayer and
supplication, in notable and sacrificial
gifts culminating in that most precious

gift from Shoghi Effendi of the silken
rug from the Holy Shrine. None can
say what hidden bounty for the opening
of the doors of success dwelt within that

gift

A vast gulf stretch~s between the service a f one who voices- and accepts,
merely intellectually, the precept of
Unity, and on the other hand, of that
advancing soul in whose inner r~ality
burns a living consciousness of what this
transcendent gift of our loving Father
really mea.ns to man, in the establishment
of His Kingdom here. We affirm and
believe many spiritual truths, but we are
conscious to a fal lesser degree in the
sense of divine certainty, of the faith that
knows, wnose shafts of light penetrate
into the very core of OUI beings. But
now the hour has arrived. The lesson

learned by the beloved friends through
the stupendou5 fact of the attraction of
the Divine Con6rmations in those twelve
teeming months by TeaSOD both of the
elevation and deepening of our mutual
consciousness of the preciousness of Unit),
marked a new era in the Came in the
West. This is the Path; this the means
of becoming the objects of His Bounty;
through our full acceptance of the Prom~
ise of God to .. those who dwell in

Unity," He fulfilled His Law upon us.
Inasmuch as this was a divine transac~
tion, it is ineradicably imprinted upon the"
mirror of every heart.

But shall we be overwhelmed by this,
or perchance seek contentment in this par·
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tial ac.complishment of the Divine Pur~

ty and glory 01 the Temple depends

follow Baha'u'llah.

pose? Shall we permit oursd",es gradu~
ally to relax into a somnolent state ever
again? Shall we, because of severe
storms of economic hardship forget that
even this, in the indiv idual lives 0 f the
believers. will find its remedy in the
treasured Abundance of His stoTf'!hollse.
which is ever poured forth upon a sin~
cere and obedient people?
The degree of our Faith, our reliance
upon Him. our unflinching faclng of
every spiritual and material obligation,
and above all, the retention and renewed
application of the Unity consciousness.as we now begin the next step of T em~
pIe financing,-will, without peradventure
of doubt, bring forth a new, and perhaps
even greater demonstration of the bounty
of our Generous Lord. who is the Lis-tener and the Answerer.
The Unity we are learning in our com, mon effort to build the Temple is but a
foretaste of the deeper and holier ties
that will connect the hearts as we release
into our lives and the lives of all with
whom we contact. the divme qualities of
love. understanding and justice:
How
impresSive, at this hour. the Master's
words. "Your faith comes like rain. The
first drops are far between. but soon it
will pour in torrents.
Before us, each of the divine friends,
rich and poor, lies the neW pathway her~

upon the exterior garment of stone
with which it is to be adorned, while
the consummation of the task will, in
itself. act as a magnet that will draw
the promised blessings of the Master."

would destroy all religion. and those who
would preserve their own sect a"t any cost~
the Baha'IS Will have need of a faith
confirmed by the power of knowledge.

U

aIded by the "New Plan of Unified Action." Substantial as are the total sums
required, both annually and in monthly
averages, let them be no cause of doubt
or apprehension. Of far greater importance is the will to accompl ish-to become a partner in the unfoldment of the
mystery of Divine Acceptance. To raise.
approximately, a sum equal to that which
was done in twelve months, three years
are assigned.
This is the beginning lime. To defer
action is to lose the vision. The physical
frame of the Temple needs further expenditures at once?' upon the utilities of

heating and light, (especially heating), if
we are to protect it hom being weak~
ened by the elementS this winter. These
utility emergency expenditures approxi-

mate $30,000,

Concerning the work of

attaching the garment of ornamental
stone. which is essential to the completion
of the architectural design. this has been
repeatedly emphasized by Shoghi Effendi
as constituting the essence of the New

Plan, he tells us--

. "The work of applying the exterior
ornamentation to the completed structUre should proceed steadily and as

speedily as possible. . . . that the full
effect and inAuence of the Temple can
be revealed only when the work in j!s
entirely is accomplished. All the beau-

Moreover he says--

"Nothing short of continued selfsacrifice can achieve this end. .
the present financial depression should
be regarded both as a challenge and
oppodunity to prove the reality and
potency of our faith."
Our beloved Guardian sees and reminds us of the underlying spiritual wisdoms attending this superb task. His
love, his knowledge. his vision, and his
Protecting care encompass and mirror the

World 01 Reality to us, he knows that
we are capable of. and asks nothing of
us' that is not confirmed and sanctioned

within the Realm of Might. He asks of
us Faith. and promises success if we will
only respond.
As we write these lines, we arC' con~
scious of the great vidory and that this
consciousness lives in every unitary cell of
the Baha'i organism. These celts are;
the hearts of the believers of God. May
every Assembly and Community arise
with pure devotion, 611ing once again the
financial reservoirs of the Cause, so that
the maturity of the Divine Edifice become
revealed and draw all men unto the Lord-

of Mankind.

"THE DAWN BREAKERS"
NASIL'S NARRATIVE OF THE EARLY

BAHA'i REVELATION
The members of the N ational Spirit~

DAYS

OF

THE

ual Assembly wish to reinforce with all
possible influence the plans announced
by the Publishing Committee for the pub~
lication of the Guardian's translation of
the Nabfl Narrative.
The appearance of this Baha'i work
must be recognized as an event of extreme importance. There are vital spiritual reasons why every true believer
should, as soon as possible, thoroughly
master the contents of the Narrative.
We quote again the Guardian' sown
opinion, expressed in the letter sent through
his secretary accompanying the manuscript: "The Guardian trusts that this
book will prove a great impetus to the
progress of tbe Faith throughout tne

Western World."
The Nabil Narrative comes to us at
a time 'when the pressure of world crisis,
the destruction that precedes construction.
will fan the flames of religious controversy and inevitably direct the shafts of
opposition and denial against those who

Between those who

Shoghi Effendi has given us the first
portion of the history 'of the Cause; and
the truth of the Revelation has one
of its proofs in the course of its historical
development. Here? then, is our answer
to those attacks which emanate from
Here. above all. is
sectarian sources.
the example of those heroic souls whose
faith has been called upon to meet emergencies not yet encountered in Europe
and America.

The National Assembly would emphasize also the plan of advance orders
drawn up by the Publishing Committee
as a method of meeting the printing costs
with as litt] e expense as possible to the

National Fund.

This great work, with

its 736 pages, colored frontispiece. reproductions of twenty Tablets of the

Rib, and two hundred photographic illustrations, involves a printing cost of nearly
ten thousand" dollars. As advance orders
are received. the National Fund is saved

that part of the cost, and the T empIe
Fund will thereby be increased.
The National Assembly wishes to make
it dear that the idea of the Limited Edition of one hundred and fifty copies, ea~h
autographed by the Guardian. was submitted to Shoghi Effendi and received his
entire approval before the Publishing
Committee's annOUncement was prepared.
This approval came in the form of a
letter dated June 4, confirming a cablegram sent on the same day. The letter?
written by the Guardian's secretary,

stated that; "Shoghi Effendi was delighted with the splendid suggestion of

your husband (Mr. Raymond D. Little)
regarding the Nabil Narrative and he is
glad that your Publishing Committee has
approved it. He has already hastened
in cabling 'yes' and he wishes me to
write in full to assure you that he would
be quite ready to autograph the volumes
for the de luxe edition. The initial cost
of the publication was something that
worried him. hence his gratitude for the
able suggestion of your husband."
On August 5th, after receiving the
Committee's printed announcement con·
taiDing the Advance Order blank, Sho-

ghi Effendi cabled the National Spiritual Assembly: "Heartily endorse plan
(to) secure (the) co-operation (of) be-

lievers (in the) publication (of) NabWs
Narc a tive. Mailing (in) October (a)
check
(for) one hundred copies.
H

(Signed) SHOGHI.
Thus the friends are gi"'en the facts
wbich will enable them to draw doser to
the Guardian's thoughts and lvishes_ AJ~
ready the Committee announces a hearty
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and enthusiastic response to the publish-

ing plan.

The National Assembly is

confident that every Local Spiritual Assembly will take steps to secure orders

for the Nabil Narrative in their community.

distribution. The translator is Dr.
Tsao, a very scholarly Chinese
Miss Martha Root confirmed
Baha'I.
The attention of the friends is
to the following titles:

Y. S.
whom
as a
called

As Shoghi Ellendi wrote in his Introduction to the book; "The Saha'i Move-

Baha'u'llah and the New Era, by

ment is now well knoVlo'D throughout the

Esperanto ___________
_____________ $1,50
Baha'I Administration, Letters of
Shoghi Ellendi, including the two
letters on the World Order of
Sah"u'll;ih,
1,50
The Baha', World, Volume Three. 2_50
'Abdu'l-Baha in NeD> York, new

world, and the time has, come when N ahil's unique narrative 0 fits beginings in
darkest Persia will interest many readers.
The record which he sets down with such
devoted. care is in many respects extraordinary.
It has its thrilling passages,
and the splendor of the centra1 theme
gives to the chronicle not only great historical value but high moral power."

J.

E. Esslemont, translated into

edition ...... _______ ... ___
ducea on fine quality blue paper.

A BAHA'I CALENDAR
The PubE,hing Committee is pleased
to announce that a Baha'i Calendar for

1932 will soon be ready for distribution,
The Calenda r consists of twelve separate leaves, one for each month, printed
on heavy cardboard stock and tied to-gether with a cord so that each month
can show in turn.
Each page carries the regular monthly
calendar for January, February, etc.,

and all the Baha', dates (F easlS and
Anniversaries) falling in that period, together with numerous quotations from

Baha'u'lLih, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shogh;
Ellendi,
This Calendar meets a long-Edt need.

It was prepared by Dori. Holley and has
been approved. by the Reviewing Committee.
In order to make it more attractive as
a gift, the twelve pages are of four dif~
ferent colors, one color for each a f the
four seasons of the year.
Local Assemblies are requested to send
in advance orders at once so that the

Calendars may be in the hands of the
friends well before Christmas. The price
is fifty cents each. Individual believers
not member! of a local Baha'i community may order copies direct from the

Committee, The publication date will
be October 5th, It is hoped that the
friends will use the Calendar as an interesting and helpful gift to non-believers,
as well as in keeping trac.k of the Baha'i
dates themselves.

Send orders to Baha', Publishing Committee, P, 0, Box 348, Grand Central Station, NeD> York, N, Y,
OTHER PUBLISHING
ANNOUNCEMENTS
A letter recently received by the Pub.Eshing Committee from Shanghai, China,
brings the important information that the
Esslemont book has been translated into
Chi.nese and win very soon be ready for

.50

"Star" Tabid of Ihe Bab, repr<>-

.50

On Thursday, September
Mrs, Meta A

Word has come of the passing of Dr.
Auguste F orel. the distinguished savant
of Switzerland, known throughout the
world as one of the foremost scientists of

this day, In 1920 Dr, Forel embraced
the Baha'i Cause, and 'Abdu'l-Baha ad·
dressed to him that great Tablet presenting the scientific proofs of God's ex~
istence. which was published in its en~
tirety in the Slar of the Wesl, Vol, 13,

pages 101 to 109,

By his tireless re-

search Dr. F orel greatly augmented
scientific knowledge and rendered inesti~
mabIe service to mankind. and the beauty
of his life and character will long remam
with us as an example of selfless service
to humanity.
Mrs. Dora Taylor passed from this

life Augu,t 18th,

Mrs, Taylor united

with the Cincinnati group of Baha'I! more
than twenty-live years ago. At her request, the service used at the funeral of
Mr. Louis Bourgeois, was read by Miss

Hilda Stauss,

Mrs, Taylor had been

incapacitated for many year.s by a most
distressing illness. She was the wife of
Benjamin R_ Taylor and leaves four

children,
The Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly
and Community of Baha'IS report the
passing of one of their honored members,
Edgar F. Waite. He was born in Massa-

chusetls in 1865, moved to Chicago in
1893, remaining until 1915, when he
went to California. He has been a valued member of the Los Angeles Community of Baha'IS for fifteen years, having been (or several years Chairman of
the Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly_·
His life has been one of self-sacrificing
service to the Cause, and his passing a
perfect example of "radiant acquiescence"

to the will of Baha'u'llah. The friend,
feel keenly the absence of Mr. Waite's
physical presence and sincerely sympathize with Mrs. Shahnaz \Vaite in her bebereavement.

Sutherland, passed on

suddenly to the Spiritual Kingdom. She
served the Cause faithfully and lovingly
for many years as a member of the
Honolulu Baha'i Assembly and through
her spirit of steadfastness. understanding,
gentleness and true humility. endeared.
herself to aiL She was born in Honolulu

on May 8th, 1862, and was one of the
early believers in the Islands.

TEMPLE NEWS
The summer meetings at the Temple
ha,. . e been very fine indeed, the attendance has steadily increased and the speakers have given splendid presentations of

the teaching"
IN MEMORIAM

17th, at

Honolulu, one of our much loved friends,

We wi,h that all of the

friends could have heard the various addresses. Mrs. Corinne True gave an ex-

cellent ta Ik; Mr, Albert Windust spoke
with great power; Miss Fannie Knob-loch spoke most inspiringly; Mr. earl
Schemer delivered two very fine addresses; Mrs. Ruth Moffett gave two splen-

did discourse, and Mrs, Sarah Walrath
delivered a beautiful addres" We feel
that the Chicago area is developing good
material for T empl~ work.
It is gratifying to observe the c.onstantly growing a udienc.es and to know that
this growth is taking place in view of
the fact that there has been a variety of
speakers and the almost unprecedented
heat of the past summer. Those who
ventured out were richly rewarded spiritually and, on the material plane, found
the interior of the Foundation Hall de-

lightfully cool,
The Secretary of the Hospitality Committee has a list of names and addres5e'J
of interested visitors from twenty-five
states, also Australia, China and Austria.
What marvelous opportunities this opens
to the teachers in the field!

A letter from Shoghi Ellendi, through
Ruhi Afnan, to one of the Chicago
friends, dated May 31, 1931, read. as
follows: "Shoghi Ellendi wishes me to
acknowledge the receipt of your letter

dated May 9th, 193 L

He sincerely

hopes that now that the Temple is com~

pleted it will be filled to the full with
pure, seeking souls, It should be dillerent from other houses of worship, where.
even if they are filled, their source of at~
traction is the music heard. Here the
:spirit should be so powerful as to awaken
the heart of every one that enters, to the
glory of Bahci'u'llah and to the import~
ance of the message of peace He has

brought to the world. Plea,e God, the
Master', promise will be fulfilled and the
construction of the Temple will inaugurate a new era in the history of the Cause
in America."

BAHA'i NEWS
LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
(Continued from Page 1)

tact and caution and avoid rigidity and
formalism. There is no distinction in
this respect between new and old be~
lievers, nor should contributions to the
national or local funds be made a con~
dition for voting.
Shoghi Effendi feel. deeply the delicacy and complexity of these problems
with which you are constantly being
faced, and he will pray for you all that
you may be guided in yOllr efforts to ex~
tend the scope and consolidate the foun
dation. of God', Holy Faith.
Yours ever sincerely,
w

RUHI A'NAN.

My dear co-workers:
I wish to add a few words in perso~
and assure you of my deep sense of appreciation of the wisdom. the energy and
the determination with which you are
facing and handling the many issues involved in the extension of the Cause. I
feel that the Baha', world i. greatly
indebted to you for the splendid manner
in which you have arisen to propagate
the Faith and to consolidate its basis_
May the Almighty sustain you in your
high endea vors_
Your true brother.
SHOGHL

THE TEMPLE AND THE NINE·
TEEN·DAY FEASTS
By "AUNTIE V,CTOR,A"
(MRS. V,CTORIA BEDIKIAN)

o

Assembly of our Guardian!
Our Nin,..teen~Day Feasts are now
more sacred than ever before! Our N a~
tional Spiritual Assembly has revealed
a N eTV Pion of Unified A dion through
which our Feasts become T emple Feasts,
Temple Supplication Hours and Temple
Consultation Meetings 1
Behold I The call of "Mashriqu'lAdhkar" is penetrating every heart. and
mind. and deed. and soon we shall be
gathered together in Temple Unity. as
only the Guardian's Administration can
lead us_ Hear the music of that call,
heed the lessons its reality teaches us,
harken unto the echoes which resound
through its lofty pillars and corridors_
What feasts of love and selfless giving
will unfold, according to our obedience
to the summons of our National Spiritual
Assembly! The banquet is prepared
and eternal radiance shines upon the As~
sembJies of our beloved Guardian's Ad~
min:stration t
Crving! Gwing! Giving is an art!
Selfless giving proves our faith and love
and hope in Baha' u 'Hah ! When man

"When the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
with its accessories, becomes estab.lished in the world, aside from its
religious or spiritual influence, it
will have a tremendous effect upon
Civiliz.ation_ Aside from the relig~
ionists who feel its influence, mater·
ialists will not be exempt therefrom.
Moreover it contains Divine Wis·
dom. and will have spiritual effect
upon the intellects and thoughts.
Subsequent to its erection these will
become evident." ··'ABDU'L·BAHA.

g:ves everything in the Path of God be
acquires abundant heavenly treasures in
the Divine Kingdom, and although un~
seen below, they accwnulate and pile Up
and erect a divine edifice of the spirit
which becomes our habitation when this
earthly life fades away_
Is anything
worth the keeping here below? And when
the opportunity comes to us to share God's
material gifts for God's eternal Cause,
will we be found wanting?
The sacred Assemblies of the Admin~
istration a re the purifiers of motives and
as the members acquire perfection through
sacrifice and order, aNew Spirit de.
scends among them, and aNew Path
opens before their faces until they see
naught but the light of the Spirit of
Abha! Such an Assembly will bless
the Community. All things can then
be planned.
The Spiritual Temple
unfolds like unto the material one,
and closely knitted together everything
is done by Divine Guidance and bless~
ings Row therefrom upon all the world.
If all Assemblies follow the plan, 'oon
abounding success will come and our
"Mother" Temple In Wilmette will
nourish, and its beautiful accessories for
relief and education, also_ The establi,hing of all the principles of Bah"'u'll,,h
hover around a finished House of Wor~
,hip. There i. no doubt Ihat throlll!h
prayer deeds will be born, and that
through prayer ond deed the world will
be saved today. The Temple is the mo't
important de.ed! Our National Spiritual
Assembly has laid down for us our task,
and the Nineteen·Day Feast becomes the
focal center for Temple Unity.
The Nineteen·Day Feast is on a certain Day and at a certain Hour. If all
of us together supplicate and plan for
the Temple's completion. Bab;i'u'liah
will hear, He will open the hearts
of every soul, and funds will Row into
the National Treasury as the waters roll
in a rapid stream. This will come by
the Bounty of God, through the organ·
ized Kingdom~the Baha'i Administra·
tion of Shoghi Effendi_
There is no
other way in which to build myriads of

5
Mashriqu'l-Adhkars in a darkened world.
The Point of Light hath been revealed
unto us, from which Point all darkness
of earth must flee. Glory and Peace be
upon every heart 1
o Assembly, there is another plea.
In helping the Baha'i World book you
are also helping the Temple. Will every
believer send all the photographs of -value
which have accumulated during the long
years of Baha'i contact, to our Baha'i.
World Committee. whose chairman is.
(Mrs.) Nellie S. French, 501 Bellefo~
taine St., Pasadena, California. And
will you let us know if the Master, 'Ahdu'I·Baha, visited in your town, in what
places he spent His hours. where He lectured and where He dwelt during His
sojourn amongst you? Will you have
photographs taken of the places, and send
our s:ster any pictures you may have?
In our Guardian's service. faithfully-.
VICTORIA.

LETTER FROM SHOGHI
E.FFENDI TO MRS. VICTORIA
BEDIKIAN
Sept. 5, 1931
Dear Baha'i Sister:
Shoghi Eff<endi wishes me to acknowl~
edge on his behal f the receipt of your
letter dated July 15th, 1931, and to assure you of his profound appreciation of
your continued and precious services to
the Cause.
The Guardian was- particularly grati~
fied to receive your enclosed letters ad·
dressed to some of the believers encour·
aging them to endorse the New Plan of
Unified Action recently issued by the
National Assembly.
He wishes you, however, to pers<evere
in your efforts and to be wholly confident
in the promises of the Master concerning
the ultimate triumph of the Faith.
We are passing through an age of
scepticism and unbe1ief; but we should
not let our faith lose in its strength or
be dimmed by the mischief cloud. of hesitation and doubt.
With the assurance of Shoghi Effendi's
best wishes and of his ardent prayers for
your advancement and success,
Yours in His Service.

H.

R.ABBANI.

My dellr co·worker:
Your unremitting labors are a great
encouragement to me and a source of real
joy, You should continue, with undivid·
ed attention and undiminished energy.
your historic work of enlisting world~wide
support for the New Plan of Unified
Action which r have alreJ.dy heartily en~
dorsed. May the Almighty sustain and
bless )'our exemplary endeavors.
SHOCHI.
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ACTIVITIES IN OTHER
LANDS
GREAT BRITAIN

London, The latest News Bulletin advises us of the result of the election of
the first National Spiritual Assembly for
England. OUf English friends are la~
menting the great loss of the passing of
Mrs. Claudia Stewart Coles. who de~

parted from us on the day of the dedaration of the B"b, May 23rd. Her home,
Warwick Gardens, "appeared to have
been turned, on the day of the funeral~
into a garden of Rowers. Her body was
interred in the little country cemetery on

Bled-low Ridge.

The love and friend-

ship which she showered upon her asso~
ciates will always remain with them, a
Jiving memory.
Her services to the

Cause of Bahi'u'llah will be her

rnonu~

ment.

Manchester: The Baha'i group meets
twice every month. The meetings are at·
tended especially by the young people.
Apparently the new generation is deeply
interested in the Baha'i Cause.
Bradford: Although no organiz.ed Assembly has been established. as a result of a
visit by Mrs. Slade meetings have been
held and the addresses given have been
enthusiastically received,

A ltrinc.ham :

There is no Spiritual Assembly here but plans for regular meetings have been made, through which it
is hoped to extend the activities in the
Cause.

Yark: Reports on small but very impreSSlve meetings of the friends there in
private circles.
Boutnemouth ~ The friends meet weekly
for the purpose of sh,1dying the Baha'i
Teachings. Mrs. Cowles from Montreal
~as done splendid pioneer work.

INDIA
Lahore: The Baha'f Weekly, issued in
Lahore, has brought the report of the
passtng

of

Mirza

Mahmood

Zargani

who wrote the travels of 'Abdu'I-Bah"
in America and Europe. Everyone acquainted with the great service rendered
by Mirza Mahmood to the Cause of

Bah"'u'll,,h will· realize how keenly his
loss is felt.

Burma:

India and Burma published

In

the Baha'f Weekly of June 9th the report that the Delhi Baha', Weekly in
Urdu has issued. eight editions during the
last year. The ninth will appear in Jan-

uary 1932.

With the approval of the

National Spiritual Assembly, the Assemblies in Bombay. Rangoon and Karachi
have fmanced. their publication. This
publication in the Urdu language will be

the means of bringing the Baha'i Message to many in the north of India. At
the Woman's Conference of All-Asia
(J anuary 1931) in Lahore, delegates at·
tended from China, Japan. Afghanistan,
Siam, Burma. Turkey, Persia and Egypt.
Shoghi Effendi as well as the Greatest
Holy Leaf sent messages for the success
of the Conference. A Tablet was read
about the problems of women in this
Baha'i Age and met with great approval.
At the reception to the delegates, a
Baha'i address was given, at which time
many of the visitors to the Woman's
Conference heard for the first time of the
Baha'" Cause.
Hundreds of copies
of the Baha', Weekly were sent out to
the educated castes of India.

Karachi: A parcel of ground was purchased for the later construction of the
"Haz.rratu'I-Quds." It is named "Sho~
ghi Gardens. U
C aleulla:

Has also bought land.

Mandalay: A very valuable property-,
business and garden. has been deeded
o .... er to Shoghi Effendi as a Baha'i Estate by an old true servant of the Bah.i'i
Cause, Siyyid Mustafa Roumie and his
wife. A copy of this deed is in the ar·
chives of the National Spiritual Assem~

bly of India and Burma.
(Translated from the German Baha';
Ne"'" by H. G. Pauli, New York City)

giYe thanks for the continued good health

of the Guardian 01 the Cause and the
Greatest Holy Leaf.
MARGARET B. STEVENSON.
JAPAN
Mrs. Keith Ransom~Kehler, who has
been lecturing on th"e Baha'i Faith in
Japan for the past five weeks~ sailed
aboard the liner Chichibu Mafu on Aug~
ust 8th. continuing her lecture tour around
the world.
Newspapers have been received from Japan, three from Osaka

under date of June 30th, July 23rd and
25th; also one from Tokyo August 1st,
published in English. with presentations
of the work of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler.
Two of the articles are reports of meetings giving the principles and history" of
the Baha'i Cause at considerable length,
also two articles written by Mrs. RansomKehler were given space in the newspa~
pers on the subjects of "Religion and

Social Progress," and "The Unity of
Rdigions."

London, The friends in England have
been enjoying a visit from our beloved
teacher, Mrs. Mary Hanford Fa-rd. Mrs.
Ford reaches the English audiences with
great appeal. She is very much sought
after and has spoken before large audi~
cnces in many English cities.

FRANCE
NEW ZEALAND
Auc~land:
We acknowledge gratefully
receipt of circular letters from many Assemblies which are ah,,'ays of interest to
this perhaps most distant group of Baha'IS.
We wish all to accept loving gTe€tings
and especially tbose American friends
who so kindly entertained one of our members, ~1rs. Dewing and her daughter
when enroute to England, Mrs. Dewing's son Bertram was already known to
some Baha'is as he had the good fortune
to attend the Green Acre convention and
since his residence in Montreal has been
associated with the Bah.i'i young people.
Since Mr, Dewing's departure from NCl.'V
Zealand, the Herald of Ihe Soulh has
been transFerred to Australia and it is

now published by the Adelaide, South
Australia A::.sembly. In spite of losses
to our numbers we still are able to function as an Assembly. but the work is
chiefly in the nature of individual seedsowmg, Weekly meetings are held and
a sewing guild provides garments for the
City Mission. Our librarian loans magazines to people who are interested but
who are unable to attend the meellngsa greatly appreciated effort. Reports rceei,'ed of the progress of the building of
the Temple rejoice our hearts. We also

Paris: The Persian Bah.i'i students sent
to Europe by the Persian Government
and located in various European Educa.
tional Centers, bave been holding a reunion in Paris for the purpose of etfect~
ing an organization for their mutual assistance and co-operation. These young
men are very earnest in their desire to
familiarize themselves with the places
which ,,,,"'ere visited by 'Abdu'l-Bah.i when
he was in Europe, to study the best
methods for presenting the Cause and to
establish an organization which shall meet
frequently and especially during vaca~
ticD periods; where they may encourage
and assist each other; where they may
be helpful to new students coming for
the first time into the Western World, and
where they may invite non-Baha'i Orien~
tal stlldents and make them welcome.
thus sharing the Bah.i'I Spirit. They are
very hopeful that some such Persian
Baha'I Students' Group may he organ·
ized in the United States and the writer
was earnestly requested to endeavor to
bring this about in America. The students
feel that newcomers have great need of
guidanc.e and friendly association, as
western ways are totally unfamiliar to
(hem and they feel strange and isolated.
NELLIE

Paris, August 9, 1931.

S.
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MONTREAL, CANADA
The news that comes to us from the
various Assemblies is such a source of
joy that we wish to tell the friends
throughout the country a little about our
activities. The Tuesday night forum
meetings conducted by the Young Peo·
pie have been attended by between forty
and fifty regularly, so much interest bemg shown that this activity has been con·
tinued during the summer months. F eel~
ing the need 0 f intensive study along the
lines of Administration of the Cause and
deeper phases of religion, Mrs. May Maxwell has been conducting a Friday night
class for young people. We are anticipating the fall and winter months when
these activities and others will make our
teaching work more efficient that ever before.

BAHA'I CAUSE ON RADIO
BROADCAST
At Honolulu~ on -Sunday morning.
September 6th. an invitation was eXtended to J _Ii. Goldman to broadcast a
twenty-minute talk on the Bah,r. Cause.
Her subject waS, "The Baha'i Move-

ment and the Changing World Order."
That this ta1k was received with sympa~
thebc inteIest by many who "listened in:'
was evidenced by the messages and inquiries which followed. Of significance

also, in the growth of the Cause, is the
publicity given the public meetings in
newspapers.

A letter from Wayne J aebon of
Seattle, Washington, tells of his broadcasting a series of lessons in Esperanto
over stations KJR~ Seattle. Washington;

KGA, Spokane, Washington; and KEX,
Portland~ Oregon; also a smaller station
in Wenatchee. Washington, which is on
the same hook-up_ This privilege is
through the courtesy of the Northwest
Broadcasting System. Seattle. and is over
a sytitem hook~up.
Mr. Jackson has mentioned the name

of Bah"u'U"h and some of the principles, and on June 13th gave the following Baha'i quotation: "Ni deziras nur
I. bonstaton de I. mondo hj I. felieo
de la Dacioj," ("We desire only the
well.being of the world and the happi.
ness of the nations.")

In his broadcast Mr. Jackson has
stressed particularly the teachings of
Bah;ru'Uah on the necessity of a Universal Auxiliary Language. The results
already manifest from the broadcast. are
the interest shown by many individuals
and the orlil:anizalion of study classes in
5e'Veral towns.

GREEN ACRE IN 1931
By ALBERT VAIL
The green ••• Akka" 0 f America enjoyed this year an unusually long and r<7
freshing season. It is becoming more and
more a real summer school for Baha'i
teachers. There were regular courses of
lectures beginning early in July and lasting to the latter part of August: and they
were splendidly attended by eager groups
of younger and older people who longed
to better Wlderstand modern science and
social problems. the philosophies of our
day, the great springtimes of the Holy
Spirit in human history, the practical
methods by which we as spiritual physi~
cians may heal body, mind and soul in
this distracted social order.
There were morning classes six days
in the week which presented the comprehensi .... e courses the program committee
had carefully outlined. There were special e .... ening lectures on psychology, pro-gressive education. current events, spiritual
administration, world travels. and sunset
gatherings for quiet prayer and spiritual
healing,
Sunday mornings brought the
memorable services of worship with their
singing, readinlis from di .... ine books, in~
spiring addresses and lovely music.
There was a Conference on Intema~
tional Relations arranged by the youth
which a wakened much interest. A specialist in international law and economics
gave an illuminating series of addruses
and a kindly and universally minded
editor from Boston added greatly to the
success of the program. The youth were
chairmen and speakers at the various sessions. The students at Green Acre are
evident proof of what the creative WOlds
of the New Manifesta.tion can do in
transforming those who 10ve and study
these Words. inlo fluent speakers and

shinilll! lisbts.

A new feature at Green Acre this
summer was regular serviCe! devoted to
prayer. One of the pilgrims just returned from Mt. Carmel told of how
Shosbi Effendi had .poken of the need
of special meetings for meditation. So
at the Fellowship House there were spe~
cia} morning services of meditation on
the meanings of the Divine Utterances.
The one conducting the meeting read
first a prayer. also a few words from the
Divine Treasury upon the attributes of
God, His Mercy, His Love, His Bounty
and the radiant pathway of pure and
holy living. Then those present endeav~
ored to realize the glory of these Attri~
buIes and the joy of walking in His path.

Often some one voluntered to chant a
prayer~ as music quickens and heightens
spiritual susceptibilities.
Then those
present tried to rise on the wings. of silent
cQncentration into that" atmosphere which

is hidden from the eyes."

Toward the end 0 f August came a
splendid Inter-racial Conference.
One
of the friends just returned from Haifa

told of how 5hoghi Effendi wished Green
Acre to become a great center for the
meeting of the white and colored people.
Every season for a number of years the
friends' at Green Acre have held one of
the Amity Conferences for inter-racial
friendship which the Master started so
gloriously in Washington, D. C., ten
years ago. And it always brings a
Wlique oU,tpouring of that Holy Spirit
through which in this radiant century rac~
ial diJferences shall pass away and "the
Most Great Peace shall come."

INTER-RACIAL AMITY
CONVENTION
GREEN ACRE, ME., AUGUST

By E. B. M.

21·31.

DEWING.

The Amity Convention this year was
noted for the large attendance of colored
people. The spirit of amity was oul·
standing and many permanent inter~racial
friendships mllSt have been created. The
most notable gathering was on Sunday
e .... ening when·. a concert was given by
noted artists, of many races. The spirit
was a revelation and an inspiration even
to a Baha'i and the friend! lingered, .sing·
ing and talking. long after the concert
was over.
At the two round-table meetings thle
large proportion of colored people was
v.ery noticeable; also their keenness, deMre to reach constructive conclusions and
frankness of speech. This report is not

of the whole conference, but includes
passages of the most valuable ideas and
cons!ructive criticism which were brought
up IR perfect love and kindness.
It often happens that some of the
best thoughts that are the outcome of this
type of conference are to be gathered..
from personal contacts and informal dis-cussions after the con .... ention proper is.
over. Hence this report of the two round·
table meetings.
Miss Louise Thompson spoke of her
recent visit to Haifa. She said that Sho-

ghi Effendi told her that the greatest
problem in Europe was the Jewish question, in England the class question and
in America the race question. It was his
wish that Creen Acre become a great
center for the white and colored people.
He said we mllSt take them into our
homes and not be afraid of criticism. At
the same time wisdom mtlSt be displayed.
As a result 0 f this anum her 0 f friends
later expressed ·the hope thai various Negro and other organizations should be in-
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vited to Green Acre to hold their annual
conferences.

Mrs. Annie K. Lewis. colored Bah;i'l,
felt the need to be practical in their meet~
ings: also that any condus:on reach.ed
sh.ould not end in words.

Mrs. Bechtold of New York, who
does splendid work, considers that the
most complete and lasting amity work can

be obtained by personal friendships between peoples, ac.tive demonstration of
love and understanding.

Mr. Samuel A. Allan of the Urban
L:ague, a Bah.'" hoped the Bah.',.
would exercise more originality than
other amity _ organizations. _ He hoped
that we might have colored speakers on
subjects other than amity and race. He

suggested that Mr. Arthur A. Schomburg
of Fisk UniYersity would be willing to
sive a course of lectures on Negro liter~
ature next year. He al so suggested

Dr. E. E. Just. noted scientist. as a
speaker. He also wished that less attention be directed to the Negro-White
question and that this be made a part
of the general question of relationship between races. He would like to see Jews,
Japanese and Chinese, and others, included in these conferences.

Prof.

Sandoz said

Baba'i. should

avoid speaking of other people as "col-

ored."

They should ignore .uch dis·

tinctions entirely.

Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf spoke of
the intensity of the race problem in New
Orleans.

Mrs. Zylpha Mapp, colored Baha'"
said that in her opinion there is a great
difference between Southern and Northern colored people and that those of the
South would take more notice of a Baha'i
teacher of their own race.
·Mrs. Mapp lives in a town where her
family is the only one of color. At first
she met with difficul ties but now all opp<lsition to her has passed. Her children
mingle freely with the white children and
she entertains her white neighbors in her
home.
Mr. Gregory said that pure souls can
powerfully influence their environment,
though hostile. Speaking of amity among

Jew. he said that Rabbis are highly
intelligent and readily listen to the Baha']
teachings, but find it hard to carry their
congregations with them.
Mrs. Weiss. whose husband is an associate editor of the magazine Time, felt
that the Baha'is should conduct a vigorous educational campaign in the press and
among dubs and other organ iz.a tions. All
should at least know that the Baha'i
Cause exists.
Editors differ in their
preference for news. Time likes the present and forecasts of future events. Most

editors like sane. idealistic. well written
articles; they discard the eccentric and
emotional. Time likes news.
Mr. Dewing believes Baha', writers
should study various publications with a
view to supplying their needs. Perhaps
certain ones should specialize with certain
papers. La rger publ icity committees should
work on Baha'i conferences and start
earlier. Do not overwork the willing
ones and find others with capacity to serve.
Mrs. WeiS! said more effort should be
made to address clubs on racial amity and
other principals of the Cause. Too much
stress should not be laid on the deeper

Baha'i teachings.

Get a li,t of aU dub,

and try to attract peoples of various races
and nationalities.
Mrs. Fleming of New Haven. colored,
would like her people to pay more attention to their own deportment
I f they
have assurance and look attractive, they
are not so likely to meet rebuffs. She
hoped that the Baha'is would co-operate
with various state and national Negro

clubs.

The National Teaching Commit-

tee might furnish teachers with such ad~
dresses.
Mr. Dewing, when in Haifa was deeply impressed with the Guardian's concern
over the race question. The Guardian
said that he was not sure that the friends
were doing all they could to attract the

colored people. While Mr. Dewing did
not doubt that all who worked for the
cause of amity were deeply concerned,
he thought that an inquiry into methods
might be benefic.ial.
The great lesson
of the Guardian to believers was his
efficiency. Amity conferences should increasingly attract thought leaders by disseminating scientific and spiritual know ledge. Inter-racial sports should be encouraged among the children and youth.
Green Acre~ Geyserville and Lew·Helen

(Flint, Mich.) may take the lead in thi,
phase of amity, a step in the direction of
the sublimation of conflict.
Mr. Gregory said there are difficulties
that attack people of all races and such
cannot be avoided. One person succeeds
and another of the same race fails. This
may be due to a difference of personality.
or in the degrees of faith, devotion, sacrifice and spiritual attraction and confirma·
tion. But it is with regard to problems
which arise purely out of racial differences that we are concerned chiefly. It
is our wish to remove prejudices. to promote justice and fair play and to establish the unity of the human family regardless of racial differences. Factors in this
effort are scientific proofs of the equality
of races; the experiment of bringing to
the fore talented people to challenge respect and win admiration for their groups;
demonstrating both tbe subjective and ob-

jective harm of prejudice and the creation of the spiritual bond whtch can have
complete expression and power only
through the great message and teachings

of Baha'u'll.h.

BAHA'I JOURNALS
"The New,; Letter (Baha', N,.,,)
which you have lately initiated fulfill. a
very vital function and has been started

admirably well.

I would urge you to

enlarge its scope, as much as your re~
sources permit, that in time it may devote a speciaJ section to every phase of
of your activities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian~ financial. educational and otherwise. That it may attain
its object it must combine the essential
qualities of accuracy, reliability~ thoroughness. dignity and wisdom. 1t should
become a great factor in promoting understanding, providing information on

Bah .. 'i' activity, both local and foreign,
stimulating interest, in combating evil influences. and to upholding and safeguarding the institutions of the Cause. It should
be made as representative as possible.
should be replete with news, up-to-date
in its information, and should arouse the
keenest interest among believers and admirers alike in every corner of the globe.
I cherish great hopes for its immediate
future. and I trust you will devote your
special attention to its development, and
by devising well--conceived and world.
wide meaSUres transf~rm this News Letter
into what I hope will become the foremost Baha'i Journal in the world.'~

(Word. of SHOGHI EFFENDI from
Bahcf{ Administration, page 73).

Our brother, Mr. Pritam Singh, Editor of the Baha', Weekly of Lahore,
India (9 Langby Road), i. engaged in
a work of loving service to the people of

India in the publication of this Weekly,
which has possibilitie! of the highest importance. The subscription to this Weekly is $2.00 per year, and a number of
the American believers have already become subscribers. Pritam Singh has, up

to September 2, I 931, registered I 60
subscribers. and states that the total of

350 .ubscribers will make the Weekly
self-supporting. The friends of the East
have been magnanimous in contributing to
the Baha'i Temple in America. International co-operation and reciprocity between the friends in various countries is
a means 0 f unity and strength. Please
address Pritam Singh as described above.

ALFRED LUNT.

rill

fi/I
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URGENT APPEAL FROM THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Baha', friends of the United States and Canada.
Beloved co-workers:

attoher 15, 1931

On October 10th the members of the National Spiritual Assembly were compelled to take
the unprecedented action of telegraphing the Local Spiritual Assemblies as follows:
"DIRE EMERGENCY NATIONAL FUND REQUIRES IMMEDIATE
CONTRIBUTIONS, NOTIFY ALL BELIEVERS."
The reason for this action was that the regular contributions to the National Fund have so
decreased as to render the National Assembly unable to meet eVen current running expenses.
F urtherrnore we faced the fact that $10,000 is immediately needed to safeguard the Temple structure during the coming winter.
What we want to impress upon every loyal believer is that the Temple Trustees have been
forced to place contracts for heating installation to the amount of $10,000, without having that
amount in the treasury or face the problem that the winter cold would seriously damage the structure built with such sacrifice and love. \Ve are relying on the body of American believers to understand the emergency and arise to meet the situation. The needs of the Temple before this winter were made known at the Convention, and early in July the National Spiritual Assembly explained the matter fully in the new Plan of Unified Action.
The Welfare of the Cause in America depends upon the whole-hearted response made by
the believers to this urgent plea. We implore the believers one and all to enter upon a season of
fervent prayer for Divine assistance and confirmation. We share with you the following dynamic
message just received from the Guardian:
"My dear and esteemed co-workers: The new Plan of Unified Action conceived, adopted
and published by your Assembly is an admirable one. It is at once concise, appealing in tone,
dignified in presentation and practical in its conception. It fully and truly deserves the unreserved
support of every American believer. I shall be glad to associate myself with this further collective
and heroic effort exerted by the friends by contributing to your National Fund, every month for a
period of three years, the sum of $95. Your Assembly, faithful to its trust and conscious of its
high calling, has sounded the call for a further and final effort on the part of the followers of
Bahii'u'Uah in that land. It is for them, now if ever, to arise for the speedy consummation of a
.divinely appointed task. Shoghi."
Y ours in service to the Guardian,
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
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NATIONAL SPIRIn1AL
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Baha'i News
The Baha'! News is the Organ of
communication bto=tween the National Spiritual Assembly and
the believers, and is printed for
distribution to believers only.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

SARAH WALRATH, Chairman.
ALBERT WINDUST,
Editorial Manager
SoPHIE LoEDING.
NINA MATTHISEN.
ALBERT VAIL.
Editorial Office:
SARAH WALRATH, 1415 Sherwood Terrace. Chicago, Illinois.

In the last several issues the Editorial
Committee has appealed to the frieod.
for news items from the Baha'i' Communities throughout the country.
The re·
sponse has been very meagre and we are
therefore again asking that every Assem~
bly make a point of sending a brief.
newsy report of the activities in its Com~
munity each month. These should reach
the Chairman of the Editorial Committee at the above address, not later than
the tenth of the month. We need the help
and cQ~Operatlon of all the hiends and we
are definitely counting upon it. To help
us in our work, we would ask that when
quotations are used in these articles. the
authority be stated also.
EDITORIAL COMMITTE E.

"THE MIDNICHT SICHS OF
THE POOR"
The economic depression which is gen~
eral, directly or indirect1y affects all peo~
pIe. and neccessitates many calls for relief.
Those who have resources nowadays and
the greater gift 0 f a merci rul heart, often
find themselves taxed to the limit by
steady and varied demands. These distressing conditions give play to the shin~
ing of various .piritoal light.. The Holy
Manifestations have all been most con~
siderate of the poor. They have set he~
fore mankind the example of service to
them and they advance the station of
those servants who follow them in dis~
pensing bounty. Among the qualities of
a real man, tenderness, generosity and
mercy. must be found. Those in need of
material aid receive the greatest possible
blessing if through the relief of their de~
privations there comes to them a knowl·
edge of God and the universal bounty.
Thus may both the giver and receiver
be(:ome enriched. by the kindly service and
generous act. There can be no doubt
as to the fedings of relief which come to
those who suffer when aided. Also a
deeper insight into spiritual mysteries. a
sense of happiness which God bestows
and sometimes even a greater store of
material treasures and larger capacity to
handle them wisely. may c.ome as a result of relieving those who sigh.
In the Hidden Words Bah.'u'll.h
says:
"Mine is benevolence and bounty; well
is it with him that adometh himself ~.jth
My virtues."
The divine civilization. whose light is
increasingly reflected. in the world. has
vastly increased the number of philan~
thropies. Over a period of years, staggering-one might almost say fabuloussums have been poured. into channels 0 f
human progress and relief. So great has
been the volume of this service that in
nearly al1 cities it has been found necces~
sary to organize the forces of relief so
as to make them more scientific and effective.
In numberless cases govern~
ments of cities, counties, states and nations have added. their resources to those
of private philanthropies in human relief.
Co-operative semce in such matters - is
one of the enlightening signs of the times.
Baha'is are blessed in having a perfect organization, divinely created, which,
if allowed to function in aiding the needy
will bring to bear a bal ance between
tenderness and mercy on the one hand and
sanity and judgment on the other. As
the friend, of God bear at all time, extremely weighty responsibilities, such as the
building of the House of Worship
and the maintenance of Baheri' Admin~

istration with its various activities as
w:1I as relief. of the destitute amon~ the
fnends and m the community at large.
all calls for relief upon individuals should
be adjusted, Dot directly and pe....nally
a. '. rule, but rather through the Locai
Spmt~al A",embly.
In this way consultation and gUidance will direct and
bew!l~erment will gi~~ place to ~Iarity
of VlSlon. Even m g1vmg that which ac·
cording to every legal requirement is righ.t~
fully onr own, a practice which will be
found to minimize mistakes. is that of seeking the advice of those whom spiritual com·
'!lunities have chosen as their representa·
hves and whose collective observation. e.x~
perience and visiQn exceed that of the
individual.
The dnplic.tioD of .ervice
which often limits philanthrophy can .1.0
thus be avoided.
In one of the cities it cam!'! to the
attention of the Local Spiritual Assembly
that one of their members was in sore
need. The matter of relief was considered: with sweetness and kindness.
The
little circle knew their own responsibil.
ities, limited resources, yet also the urgent
need of this friend. fu a result of con·
sultation a practical plan of help was
evolved which laid no great burden upon
anyone. By their cordial invitation this
friend goes each day to dme with one
of the families in this cirde From their
Assembly fund his room-rent and other
expenses are met. Each month they also
hnd something to send to the National
Fund for the inevitable expenses of the
Cause. In this way their work grows
and they are now engaged in a great con·
structi'tle service to their city.
The means of overcoming every difficulty are revealed in the teachings. If
both mind and heart are intelligent, if
Supreme Guidance is sought. if the law
of consultation and kindness is followed,
all the glooms and shadows of the world
will vani.h before the Creat Light.

IMPORTANT CABLE FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI DATED
NOVEMBER 2, 1931
"Urge all English .peaking Believers concentrate study Nabll's im~
mortal Narrative as essential prelim~
inary to renewed intensive Teaching
Campaign necessitated by completion
Ma,hriqu'l-Adhkar. Strongly feel
widespread use of its varied rich and
authentic material constitutes most
effective weapon to meet challenge
of a critical hour. Unhesitatingly
recommend it to every prospective
visitor of Baha'u'lIah's native land.
-SHOGHI."
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LETIER FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
To the National Spiritual Assembly
Mr. Alfred Lunt. Seeretary.
Dear Baha'i Brother:
I am directed by Shoghi Effendi to
acknowled~e on his behalf the receipt of
yOUT three letters dated July 6th, June
4th and July 9th, to~ether with their enclosures, all of which he has read with
careful attention and deep interest.

Our Guardian wishes me to express
his livdy satisfaction at the efficiency and
promptness with which the N ational Spir~
itual Assemhly have undertaken the publication of Nabfl's Narrative. The plan
you have conceived to further the means
for its production has met with his un
R

qualified approval, and he hopes that the
response of the believers. not only among

the English .peaking Bah,,',s, but the
friend." throughout the world, will be
such as to repay fully the painstaking
efforts which you have exerted to insure
its success.
He has already cabled you expressing
his desire to associate himself with the
effort that you ha Ye made. and he will

be glad to forward in the month of October a check for the hundred copie. of
the standard edition wh.ich he has requested you to send him. In addition he
will mail a sum of three-hundred dollars
for nine copies of the special edition
which he hopes to send to a few well·

known friends of the Cause. Shoghi
E flendi would he pleased to hear of the
response of the believers to the call for
both edition. and would he glad to help
in any way he possibly can for a wide
and prompt distribution of the volum~
published by your committee .

3

American believers to embark on a fresh
financial enterprise, however valuable and
significant it might be.
Our Guardian trusts that a careful reading of NabiTs Narrative will not only
serve to familiariz.e the American believ~
ers with the character of the stirring events

pend part of your substance for the
support of God's true religion; and
there are some of you who are nig-

gardly. But whoever .hall be niggardly shall be niggardly toward.
his own soul: for God wanteth
nothing, but ye are needy; and if
ye turn back. he will substitute another peopl e in your stead, who

that have marked the birth of the Cause
in that land. but will serve to deepen
their realization of the spirit that animated those who have achieved such immortal renown on its soil.

With Shoghi Effendi's renewed assurance of unqualified admiration for the
manner in which you have arisen. in col~
laboration with the other members of the
National Spiritual Assembly, to discharge
your sacred and arduous duties,
Yours sincerely.

(Signed) H.

RABBANI.

My dear and esteemed co-worker:

The "New Plan of Unified Action"
conceived, adopted and published by
your Assembly is an admirable one. h
is at once concise. appealing in tone. dig~
nified in presentation and practical in its
conception. It fully and truly deserves
the Wlreserved support of every American
believer. .1 shall be glad to associate
myself with this further collective and
heroic effort exerted. by the friends by
contributing to your National Fund every
month for a period of three years, the
sum of ninety-five dollars. Your Assembly, faithful to its trust and consciom of

its high c.lling, ha. sounded the call for
a further and 6nal effort on the part

of the followers of Bah"u'lI.h in that
land. It is for them, now if ever. to
arise for the speedy consummation of a di~
vinery appointed task.

(Signed) S HOGH I

shall not be like unto you."
Also may we quote an extract from
a letter from the Guardian to Mr. Wil~

lard Hatch, dated at Haifa, September
10, 1931"I hope and pray that you will
be able to concentrate your efforts
on arousing the beli.evers and urging
them to attain to still greater mass~
sacrifice and self-abnegation. The
new plan must not fall into abeyance, it deserves the sustained and
enersetic support of every believer

in the Faith of Bah,,'u'U.h.

And as a climax to this urgent appeal

of the National Spiritual Assembly We
present the following cablegram just reCeived from Shoghi Effendi"Profoundly deplore stringenc.y
( the) financial situation. An appeal
to individuals and Assemblies alike
(to) maintain despite world-wide

depression, (their) high .tandard
( of) self-sacrificing effort. (for the)
National Fund is imperative. Abun~

dant blessings .hall be vouchsafed
its staunch supporters.-SHOGHI."

Haifa, Oetober 19, 1931.

Shoghi Effendi was rather affected to
leam of the meagre response 0 f the
believers to the call urging them to maintain the standard of their self-sacriDcing
endeavors in conne<:.tion with the Temple.
He is fully alive to the critical character
of the financial situation throughout the
world and is well aware of the extent
of sacrifice that the completion of the
structure has already entailed. The pub-

Call 0 f Shoghi Effendi and the appeal
of the National Spiritual Assembly to
the New Plan of Unified Action.

lication of the "New Plan of Unified
Action," he ferveotly hopes and prays,
will prove the signal for a fresh outbur:st

remind the friends of the following excerpt
from the Koran (Sale·s translation)-

of self-sacrificing z.eal which can alone
carry this sacred enterprise to a successful .conclusion.
Regarding the report of the Committee on Per:sian travel. Shoghi Effendi
feel:!!i that the paramowlt needs of the
Temple should be given first consideration by the believers, Not until the work
of the exterior ornamentation on the first

unit (supe"tructure)

01 the Temple has

sufficiently advanced would he advise the

THE BAHA'I MAGAZINE

THE NEW PLAN OF UNIFIED
ACTION
The Editors of the Baha'i New,
would urge all the friends to arise to the

In connection with this effort we would

"Verily, this pre:sent life is only
a play and a vain amusement but

if ye believe and fear God, He will
give you your rewards. He doth
not require of you your whole substance: if He should require the
whole of you, and earnestly press
you, ye would become niggardly.
"nd it would raise your ha.tred

against Hi. apostle.

Behold, ye

a re those who are invited to ex-

Ines-

timable blessings shall crown America's high and self~sacrificing endeavors ...

HOLIDAY OFFER
Since the holiday season is very near

at hand The Baheff Magazine i. again
extending a helpful offer to all those who
may be thinking of gifts for friends at
this time.
During the month:!!i of No.
vember and December Ner» Sub5criptions

may be had for $2.50 instead of $3.00
a year. We are ready to offer for two
months the single issues of the Magazine
(back numbers) as long as they last, at
the rate of 15c a copy. We have very
few of Volumes 1-2-3, more of Volume
4, but not many, and of the rest we will
be glad to furnish them as long as they

la.L This will enable you to complete
your f,les" Possibly you will be glad to
ha;'e

us bind them for you at the rate

of $1.25 for the binding, plus postage,
\","'hich varies according: to distances.
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series of (our talks
The New EcoIN MEMORIAM
Word comes to us from Honolulu of
nomics Mr. Ober traced the economic
de ...·elopment of the western world, an~ the passing of Meta A. Sutherland. a
The Committee for the Bah,,' f World
alyzed the present crisis, gave the Baha'i member of the Spiritual Assembly of th.t
Vol. IV. desires to express through the
solution to the present world problems. city and one of the very early, faithful
medium of the Balun Ne'Ws. its gratitude
Believers. Mrs. Sutherland was appar..
and appreciation for the splendid co-op- and set out the need of a Baha'I com~
ently in her usu.l health. when, early in the
eration of the friends who have under~ munity as a working plan of the new
afternoon of September 17th, she p.ssed
taken the historical sketches of the various· world order.
The series of four talks by Mr. Ives peacefully away. The Honolulu friends
cities in which 'Ahdu'l-Baha sojourned
will greatly miss her faithful and obedient
while in this COWltry. and to assure the gave inspiration and practical points on
service to the Cause.
friends th.t all of these manuscripts togeth· how to give the great Message, His
er with the interesting and valuable old talk on the Hidden W Qrds was particu~
Parveen Hunt, nineteen-year old son
larly inspiring as he shared with the group
the Guardphotograph. have been sent
of Mr. and Mrs. D. Tandy Hunt of
some of the precious results of his years
ian for his review and selection.
Portland, Oregon, crashed in an airplane
As h •• been stated before, the collec- of study and meditation. On the last on the morning of September 20th. In
tion of these narratives was undertaken in Sunday morning Mr. Ober gave the his death Portland has lost a young man
the hope of preserving for all time the picture of a future Baha'i community, of splendid cbaractf'!r. He was chief
record of the visit of 'Abdul-BaM as possibly right there, and Mr, hes dwelt mechanic for the Paragon Flying Service
on the necessity of the spiritual basis of
cherished in the minds of those personal
and was leaving that very day to go into
love
for such a community, all felt a
participants who were blest with the privbusiness for himself with a school friend,
new
urge
to
hasten
to
spread
the
glad
ilege of being eye-witnesse:s 0 f this sacred
Panoeen was
who crashed with him.
tidings, that B.h,,'ullah ha. already l.id
brought up in the Baba'i Faith and was
event.
the
foundation
for
this
new
world
order.
If there are still manuscripts outstandnamed by 'Abdu'l-B.ha. He was an
A very practical contribution was made
ing, the committee will be pleased to reexample to all who knew htm, for thor..
when
Mrs.
Gift
spoke
on
The
Education
ceive them (even though the date for their
oughness, painstaking endeavor. enterprise,
completinn has transpired) ••nd they will of Children for the New D.y. giving in energy and enthusiasm in his chosen work.
some detail the plan which some 0 f the
be forwarded to the Guardi.n .nd be subHe never spared himself to help or benePeoria group are working out with chilject to the same review and choice by him,
fit others. and his sunny disposition. his
dren. The outline of this plan will soon
as those which were received earlier.
charm. his courtesy and his happy smile
The committee desires that it shall be be avail.ble for all.
won him countless friends, and his untime~
As we look back. Mrs. Iv,",' daily Iy passing is mourned by all who knew
clearly understood by the contributors to
Vol. IV. th.t the material which will class in public speaking, Mrs. Dorothy him. He had a be.utiful Baha', funeral,
appear in the next volume is in no wise Baker's talks. full of spiritual insight, and as a last tribute five airplanes f01suhject to their choice, but is wholly left Miss Fanny Knobloch' s personal remin~ lowed the funeral procession to the cemeto the judgment and wisdom of Shoghi iscences, Mrs. Ober's stories of 'Abdu'l~ tery, and circled above as the closing
Baha. Mrs. Collinson's services, Miss rites were read.
Effendi.
McKay's care of the children, all seem

MESSAGE FROM COMMITIEE
ON BAHA'f WORLD VOL. IV.

'0

CENTRAL STATES SUMMER
SCHOOL
1931
Confirmation, joy and radiance marked

the 6",t session of the Summer School for
the Central State. which w.s held during the 6rst nine d.ys of August on the
Eggleston farm at South D.vison, Michigan, twelve miles east of Flint and about

6fty miles northwest of Detroit.
From
thirty to thirty-five friends from Michigan,
New York, Pennsylvani., Ohio, T ennessee and Washington, D. C., were present for all or part of the session and many
more carne for one or more of the daily
sessions, so that some ninety souls were

served and shared in the bounties 01 the
week. Some he.rd the Message for 'he
first time, attracted souls were confirmed.
confirmed souls were strengthened.

The School w.s m.de possible through
the devotion of Mr. and M ro. Eggleston
of Detroit who own the farm and are
consecrating eighty acres of it to Baha'i
purposes, hoping eventuaJIy to see a
Bahin community develop there.
The aim of the School was to prepare

teachers, and the· theme for the week
was "The New World Order." In a

indispensable to the sueee" of the School.
In fact. everyone there contributed in

On October 14th. Mrs. T resoa J .cobsen, for many years a beloved member of

some way.

the Kenosha, Wisconsin. Assembly, passed

Although a brief report cannot at all
do the School justice this one would be

on suddenly into the life eternal. For
her loving devotion to home and friends
alike and as a social worker, Mrs. Jacob-

quite incomplete without speaking of the

beauty of the place and how well it lends
itself to such a project. A peaceful and
lovely ravine furnished the setting for
most of the meetings. Ridvan Garden,
it was named. The out-of-door life in
this environment, the afternoon free from
any set program, the informal gatherings
around the evening camp-6re, the meals in
one family group, all helped to create
a normal atmosphere and a happy, rest~
ful one. In reviewing the session one

asks how could such bountiful blessings
be gathered into one week and how could

a spirit of such impelling harmony and
loving urge develop in so short a time?
Plans for the next summer's session
are already under way. The committee
agreed. unanimously to continue to use
the direct method of teaching, holding to
Baha'I subjects and Baha'i teachers. As
the knowledge of this new venture spreads
many more will want to avail themselves
of the opportunity it offers.
BERTHA

H.

KtRKPATRICK.

sen will long be remembered.

This sad

event coming as it did was a shock to her
family and friends.

--

Mrs. Anna Bohanan. for twenty~three
years, also a devoted Baha'i in Kenosha~

departed this life October 16th.

The

funeral was attended by a host of friends.
The service was conducted by Mr, Al-

bert Windust of Chicago.

Mrs. Bo-

hanan will be mourned by a wide circle

of friend, both within and outside the·
B.ha', circle. A few days before p.....
in,!: Mrs. Bohanan expressed a wish that
this message be sent to all who knew her:
.. You tell them I love them
very
much~tell them I will pray for them."
Both these Baha'i sisters were pioneers
in the Cause of Baha'u'llah in their city,

an

and the Baha~i News on beh.1f of its
readers extends heartfelt s.yrnpatby to Mr.

J.cobsen and to Mr. Bohanan and his
four daughters in their bereavement~ also

to Mr. and Mrs. Hunt and the famay of
Mr.. Sutherland.

-'

-
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''THE GUARDIAN HAS CALLED December 31. other requirements of the
Budget will amount to approximately
US TO FULL MATURITY"
$9,500. The principal item i. the printOn November J2, the National Spir- ing cost of the ~'Nahil Narrative." about

to become more interesting and instructive
each week. Speakers during November
were Mrs. Corinne True. Mr. A1bert

$7.500 over and above cash received

The number of daily visitors to the
Temple is increasing, on November 9th
three hundred club women having heen
guests. Truly we are witnessing the ful~

itual Assembly is.ued the fi",t of a .eries
of communications on the subject of the
"N..w Plan of Unified Action," addreued. to the Local Baba', communities
through the Spiritual A:1ISemblie., with the
request that it be presented at the next
N meteen Day F ea.t.
This letter, prepared by the Ollice of
the Treasurer and :signed by the T reas-urer. Associate Treasurer and Financial
Secretary. carried the glad tiding. that
the urgent appeal for $1 0,000 made in
October had been fully met. It was
brought out, however. that larger regular
contributions will be required in order to
:rustain the current Annual Budget. irre~
spective of the vital needs of the new
Temple Con.truction Fund.
"It is now over a year since the Guar...
dian called us to full maturity in those
tremendous letters published as 'The
World Order of Bah;\'u'Uah: Surtly
it is necessary fOT us to temper our joy
at being received into the Kingdom with
an ever. . increaslng effort to demorultrate
to others that the Kingdom means 'Thy
Will be done on earth as it is in Heav·

en-:'

··It is an occasion for every believer to
deepen his inner 1ife, attain a higher
staodard of devotion and sacrifi.ce~ and
bring Qrder in hi, daily affairs.

A. the

world p1un.ges farther into confusion ~nd
chaos, emergencies will continue to arise.

until the friends of God are united and
wholly active in their services to the

Cause."

On NQvember 26, the second letter in
tb'e series was mailed. This communiotion emphasised the fundameotal import·
ance of full and frank consultation on
the part of the Local Baha') communities
at every Nineteen Day Feast, and repo;rted the Financial Statement to Octo-

ber 30. 193 I.

Although the contracts for heating in~
stallation in the Temple. amounting to

abQut $10.000. can be met from funds
now on hand, the NatiQnal Spiritual Assembly wishes to impress UPQn the friends
the- fae! that, between November 1 and

to date for advance orders on the book.
In order to make an increased effort
to achieve success in its paramount task

set forth in the "New Plan Qf Unified
Action," the National Spiritual Assembly
ha. elected HQrace HQlley to the office

Vail and Mrs. Sarah Walrath.

fiIlment of 'Abdu'l-Baha', words that the
Temple will be the means of attracting

Roy C. Wilhdm, Treasurer. and Carl
Schefller, Financial Secretary.

countless souls to the Cause.. How much
more potent will be its influence when it
is completed in all its beauty and splendor ! Let us make every sacrifice to at·
lain the accomplishment of this great purpose. Let us respond as never before

THE DRAWING POWER OF
THE TEMPLE

to the ,upport of the New Plan of Unified
Action. It is our God~given privilege.
Are we going to deny ourselves this bless-

of Associate Treasurer. as assistant to

The attendance at the pub1ic meetings
in the Temple is steadily increasing and
the influx of visitors most encouraging.
A large group of students from the
Northwestern University came to the
Temple after ten o'clock one evening and
It has
remained until past midnight.
been observed that many who come first
merely through curiosity return again and
again because of awakened interest, and
a number have become confirmed Baha'is.
The visitors from the environs of Chicago
are kept systematically informed. of the
classes and group meetings throughout

the city by the Secretary of the Ho'pitality Committee.

Those from other cit-

ies and states are supplied with free
literature and their names aTe also
sent 10 the Secretary of the National
Teaching Committee. who endeavors to
bring about an association between these
seekers and groups of Baha'IS or isolated
believers near them. This splendid cooperative work between the two com~
mittees is producing excellent results. Dur-

ing October the speaker, at tbe Sunday
afternoon meetings in the Foundation Hall
of the Temple were Miss Pearl Easter~
brook of Peoria. Mrs. Corinne True, Mr.

Albert Vail and Dr. Zia Bagdadi, all of
whom delivered very fine addresses.

The meetings in the Foundation Hall
continue with unabated interest. The attendance has not fallen off, despite in~
clement weather, and the addresses seem

ing}

A ,hort time agQ, following a Sunday
afternoon meeting, a few of the friends
had the opportunity of making a tour of
inspection9 under the guidance of Mr.
Edward Struven, of the new machinery
for heating and ventilating the Temple.
This is the machinery which is so urgently
needed lo protect the structure during the
winter months, for the payment of which

the recent call for $10,000.00 wa, made
by the National Spiritual Assembly. The
respon.e to that call was splendid and
the work of installation is going forward
with all possible .peed. It is regrettable
that not all of the friend. can see this
installation. the majestic boilers. for there
is majesty in machinery, the tremendous
valves. the intricate flues and the still :more
intricate e1ectrica1 devices governing this

heart of the material shell which is the
expression of a spiritual ideal.

PUBLICATION OF NABIL NAR.
RATiVE DELAYED.
The Baha', Publishing Committee regrets to announce that the publication date

for The Danm-Brea~ers i. unavoidably
postponed until February 1932. For this
reason we will allow the 10 % discount
from regillar price of Standard Edition
untilFebruary I, J932. Hahn Publishing Committee. p, O. Box 348.
Grand Central Station. New YQrk, N, y,
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In Baha'; New. No. 55, Page 6, it
was stated that "The latest News Bulle-

tin advises us of the result of the election
of the first National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'i, of England." Thi, i. an
error in translation from "Die Sonne der
Wahrheit,n as we are informed that there
has been a National Spiritual Assembly
in England .ince 1923. The editors of·
fer apologies.
EDlTORtAL COMMITTEE.

BUILDING THROUGH CON.
CERTED EFFORT
One of the unique features of the Baha'i'
Cause is this. that the spread of its teach~
ings depends upon the individual effort of
its adherents. Noone is exempt from
this responsibility and we have the com·

mand from 'Abdu'l-Baha, "with a firm
resolution, a pure heart, a rejoiced spirit,
and an eloquent tongue, engage your time
in the promulgation of the divine princi~

pIes. "

If we lack the training, the elo-

quence. to set forth convincing arguments
and fervent appeals that will reveal to our

brothers the value of the Message that has
come to us~ each one of us may neverthe·
less directly assist in national teaching
work by his sustained. s~pport of the New

Plan of Unified Action.
Our National Spiritual

Assembly,

faced with an immediate necessity in the

building of the Temple, has again been
obliged to urge our support of the New

Plan of Unified Action.

In meeting this

minor crisis the American believers seem
to have overcome that paralyzing inertia
which overpowered us after the goal of

the first Plan of Unified Action was
reached. Now that we have conquered
this inertia, let us direct all our efforts toward increasing our momentum so that
the accelerated motion may sweep us on
to our new goal on scheduled time.

This challenge which we are now facing represents not an is01ated phase but
the whole present-day purpose of Bah,,'i
Administration in the United States and
Can.da. The Temple is the great outstanding teaching activity in this country.

Remember that 'Abdu'l-Baha ,aid,
"When the foundation of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar is laid in America and that divine
edifice completed, a moot wonderful and
thrilling motion will appear in tbe world of
existence.... From that point 01 light the
spirit of teaching, spreading the Cause of
God and promoting the teachings of God
will permeate to .11 parts of the world."
Even in its present unfinished condition
the T ernple i, a powerful center of teach·
ing. The attendance at the services in
the Foundation Hall is mo.t gratifying,
not only because ofthe .increa~ing numbers
but also because of the genuine interest
and appreciation shown. The Temple
serves the entire country. Visitors flam
all parts of America have found it a
unique and illuminating experience thus
to come into contact with the Baha!i'
Movement with its teachings for the unifi·
cation and service of all mankind.
Today the most effective work is done
in groups and the strongest call for group

action come. from the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
Such an effort ,bared in by each member

of the group will culminate in a collective
deed that will evidence to this country a
spirit of faith that will compel attention to
th~

Cause of which it is the fruit.

The

voluntary character of contributions to the
National Fond insures a direct relation
between giving and maturity of under~

,tanding. When a believer has really
given all he can to the N ationa! Fund,
then and only then has he risen to the

opportunity afforded him in this group
deed. And it cannot be stressed too often
that the value of the gift li~ not in its

amount but in the degree of sell-dedication that impels it. This is beeause self~
dedication forms the spiritual Temple
which must precede the physical Temple
that is its counterpart.
Let us not deceive ourselves. The
present economic depression has little to
do with our success or failure in meeting
this opportunity. Our financial support

of the New Plan of Unified Action is of
the same substance as our individual dedi~
cation to teaching. Both are dependent.
not upon present world conditions~ but
rather upon the spiritual understanding
and consecration of the individual 'believers.
It may be that some can most effect·

ively aid in spreading the Cause through
large contributions to the National Fund.
Many of us, however~ wish to supplement
our necessarily limited material assistance
by devoting all the time we can give to
individual or group teaching activities.
Never before have there been so many
opportunities for Baha'i service, never a
greater receptivity on the part of the peo~
pIe. We have cornman interest with, and
therefore a sympathetic approach to. al~

most .ll thinking people. We can offer
the Divine Plan of Baha'u'llah with
assurance to a bewildered world lost in
the maze of conflicting human solutions to
problems of international peace or eco-nomic .tability. Not only doe. the Baha',
Message offer the Plan, but it also supplies the spiritual dynamic which energizes it. With such a gift to share, do
we dare to remain silenU It may be that
we can teach only through our actions, or
in terms of very general principles. but if
we are sincere and steadfast and patient~
the time will eventually come. when we

can speak more directly 01 our beloved
Cause. Here again our greatest obstacle
i.'!i our own inertia.

Shoghi Effendi has tried again and
again to arouse us from our sleep of negligence. He has sounded many a stirrmg
call to action through his letters and ca-

bles to the National Spiritual Assembly;
he has urged individuals to concentrate
their efforts on arousing the believers to
greater and more sacri6cial effort; he sets
U$ a
stimulating example by his own
generous and regular giving; he constantly
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prays for our spiritual awakening to our

responsibilities.

And now he has sent us

Nahil's Narrative with the expressed hope
that through it we may gain a larger reali..
zalion of the degree of devotion and stead..

fa.tness to which he i. calling u,. May
we through. its stirring recital of events in
the history of the Cause in Persia become
imbued with the .pirit which. motivated

the ear1y believeTS.
We in America have been dinging in
the past to superficial excuses for our lack
of performance, whereas the fundamental
reason has been our spiritual immaturity.
Let us from now on reRect the spirit de..
picted in Nabil"s Narrative, and we shall
see that in .pite of ,mall numbers. lack of
material wealth. and a disordered world,
the Temple will be 'peedily completed
and all lines of teaching will meet with
dnprecedented success.

THE TEMPLE AND THE NINETEEN-DAY FEASTS
By IIAuntie Victoria"
(Mrs. Victoria Bedikian)
the Assembled Belie~ers, now
l
but a tin]) nudew of 'he Baha [ Com~
rn.nwealth of the future, so exemplif])
that spirit of univers.1 lo~e and fellowship as to e\.'oke in the minds 0/ their (l.'5~
sociates the \.'ision of that City of God
lPhich the Almight]) Arm of Bahci'u'/I"h
can alone establish!"
Shoghi Effendi, Baha', Administration.
o Beloved of God!
The Mashriqu'l-Mhkar with it, central Edifice .tands a. a symbol of Baha',
Unity. It. lights are pervading Human"Ma~

ity's. existence and its meanings are draw~

ing the seekers and the beloved into the
City of God not built by hands.
In our weakness we have arisen to finish
the Temple of the Lord of Host,. We
are assured of the Assistance of the Divine
Ann of Balta'u'lhih. We seek the guidance of the Master through our Beloved
Guardian, Sboghi Effendi, It i, clear
that all failing' shall be turned into bless-

ings when we renounce them and enter
the Arena .of sacri6cial service to the
Ma,hriqu'j-Adhkar. The Way ha, been
shown to u, by our National Spiritual
Assembly. The New Plan of Unified
A dion ha. verily brought to all our Assemblies a new courage, a renewed desire

to forget self and enter the Kingdom of
God.
During the Nineteen-Day Feast we are

one movement. a mighty dock~work of
wheels marking the advance of Divine
Education. Spiritualityl Progress and

tional BaM', As.embly, functioning as
an independent religious body in the Holy

Knowledge upon the earth.
The New Plan of Unified Action i.
a God-send to all the Baha', Communities upon the earth, and an example to
be followed by all the Assemblies. Its
varying commands will open for us the

ian and now made known to the friends
will render it possible for those who have
acquired pieces of property either at Akka
or Haifa, or on Mt. Carmel to transfer

A.ood~gates of success in every task of

importance laid before U5, and materialize
our ideals and visions. Our Beloved
Guardian says that the New Plan is "At
at once, concise, appealing in lone. dignified in presentation and practical in its
c.onception.
World-wide support has
II

al,o been commanded for this Plan. Verily, it is a mighty example to all the
Baha', W mid, and in.pires the gJoup. of
Abha in many different way.s and direc~
tions.

It inspi~es

us to become sel fIess. it

teaches us to give. it glori6es the Feast
Day. it broadens the vision, it teaches
obedience and subordination, it regulates
practical service, it distributes practical

help, it teache, the power of the Word,
it brings out prayer and supplication, it
proves to us that in unity there is strength
and that anything can be accomplished in
correspondence with such a divine Plan

and appeal.
M~

CARMEL PROPERTY

The National Spiritual Assembly desires to make known to the friends an in~
teresting piece of news which was trans~
mitted through the medium of a letter
from the Guardian under date of August

25th, 1931.
follow.:
Hit would
the American
bly, Palestine

these holdings to the National Spiritual
Assembly should they so de.ire.
The knowledge of the necessary legal
procedure which such transfer would en-

tail may be obtained from the members
of the National Legal Committe., of
whicb Mr. Horace Holley, No. 125
Ea.t I Oth St.. New York, i. the chairman.

PROTECTIVE SUGGESTION
Every so often word comes to the National Spiritual Assembly of the vi.it to a
city where an organized Assembly exi,ts,
of a traveler who is not a Baha'i and who
refers to his acquaintance with some
Baha'i or Bah,ris living in distant cities
and represents. himself as being sponsored
or approved by such distant Baha~is. On
this ground. the friends have made cash
gifts or loans to the person applying. only
to find out later that his or her statements
were inaccurate or wholly untrue.
In order to protect the friends from
this kind of imposition, the Natio,nal Spiritual Assembly feels that in all case. ,uf6c.ient time should be taken to verify the
statements through communication with
the believers whose names are given as
references in each case, and this action is

recommended to the friend. in all part, in

interest you to know that
National Spiritua1 Assem-

reported to your Local Spiritual Assembly by tho.e to whom he relers a. sponsors.

Brancb. has been incorp-

orated according to the law in Palestine.
not as a foreign corporation or a charita~
ble trust, but as a "religious society" en~
joying all the privileges attaching to rec.og~
nized religious institutions in the Holy
Land. Shoghi Effendi hope, to transfer

to the name of your Assembly additional
plot, of land in the vicinity of the .hrine
of Baha'u'llah at Akka and of the Bab
at Mount Carmel as soon as he obtains
the necessary authorization from the
authorities, inasmuch as the right of holding real estate by religious institutions is
strictly limited according to Palestinian

set it into a we1l-functioning Reality.

which has necessitated many months of
careful and delicate negotiations witl.
both the local and centra1 authorities,
our Guardian feel.s will constitute the
prelude to the eventual formation and
recognition, by the Palestine Govern~
ment, of a proper1y constituted Intema-

supported by the Di.ine Plan; thus the
Temple, its accessories and the Plan are

The mea,ures thus taken by the Guard-

The section of that letter

law.

ative Word. Bahali activities and T em~
pIe activities are identical and will be

Land."

case such a situation arises in their city or
cities. Care should be taken to ascertain
the exact status of the applying visitor as

exhorted to fortify thi, New Plan and
Thi, Plan i. God's Plan, it i, an outgrowth and the fulfillment of the Cre-
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This step which he has taken,

ESPERANTO
We are indebted to Mr. H. G. Pauli
of New York City for translations of
excerpt, from Sonne der Wahrheit pu],..
lished in Germany, telling of the ever
increasing interest manifested throughout
Europe in Esperanto. The inhabitants
of the world are learning that direct communication through a universal medium
of expression is conducive to the well·
being of the nations.

IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Earl H. Kaley, an isolated believer of Edmore Michigan+ passed away
9

on September 15th, alter a prolonged illness. On behalf of the reade... of the
Baha'I News we extend loving Baha'i
greetings and heartfelt .ympathy to Mr,
Kaley.
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CONCERNING THE FEAST DAYS
AND BAHA'f HOLY DAYS
AS MENTIONIED IN THE
NOTES OF MRS. CORINNE
TRUE AND SUBSTAN.
TlATED BY THE
GUARDIAN.
Mrs. True brought de6nite word from
Shoghi Effendi relative to the Baha'i Holy
Days to be observed by all. At the time
that these days were enumerated there was
no mention of the day called in our cal~

endars "Fete Day of 'Abdu·I·Baba",
i. e., November 26th.
The Guardian was appealed to so that
no misunderstanding should arise and be
substantiated the nine Holy Days men~

tioned by Mrs. True and .tated further
in a letter to the National Spiritual As·
.embly that the Celebration of November
26th was to be observed. The follow.
ing is the exact text of the section of the
letter from the Guardian bearing on this
matter:

"Regarding the quotation from Mrs.
True'. notes, Shoghi Effendi wi.hes me
to assure you of both their authenticity
and present application. The celebration

of November 26th as the Day of the
Covenant should be ob.erved by the believers throughout the world." (Letter of
Augu.t 25th, 1931.)
LETTER TO MRS. CORINNE
TRUE, DATED AUGUST
29th, 1931
Dear Baha'i Sister:
I am charged by Shoghi Effendi to
acknowledge on his behalf the receipt of
your kind letter of July 30th, 1931, and
to extend to you his loving appreciation
of your precious and continued services
to our beloved Cause.
He wishes me also to inform you of
the receipt of the picture of the first Convention which you had sent for him, -and

he has placed it in the Mansion at Bahii.
Regarding the statements which you
had made in your recent talk to the Ra-

cine Baha'is, Shoghi Effendi fully approv.. their validity and urges all the
American believers to abide by them. He
wishes you, lherefore~ to write again
and recommend Dr. Morris. whose last

letter addressed to you he read with careful attention, to not let himself become
involved in the policies of the different
Dew movements that are springing up in
the States, and to concentrate all his efforts on activities which a re purely Bah-a: i
in character.

This should not mean that the ideals
which these societies are promoting are

contrary to those proclaimed by Baba'u')Jah. Most of them present great similarities to the Baha'i teachings. But the
chief difference is that the Baha'i princi-
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pies and the Baha', institutions are divine in their origin and their character
and that they are under the divine pro.tection of Baha'u'llah. It is in His Name
therefore. that the Baha'is should strive.
It is to Him that they should look for

help, and it is in His Bounty that they
should have an unswerving faith.
With the renewed assurance of Shoghi
Effendi's best wishes and of his constant
and fervent prayers for your spiritual advancement and success.
Yours in His Service.

(Signed) H.

RABBANI.

Written on the above letter by Shoghi

Effendi:
"Dear and esteemed co-worker:
I have corroborated. in my recent Jet·
ter to Mr. Lunt. the statements that you
have made regarding my conversations

with you in Haifa.

They have been

accurately and faithfully conveyed. Your
staunch, unswerving faith? your boundless devotion and assiduous care to pre·
serve the integrity and extend the bounds
of the Ca use~ are among the most richly

valued assets that the Faith of Bah'·u'U'h
has in that I and. Every visit you pay us
in Haifa serves to confirm this conviction.
I would now urge you to remind, en·
courage and appeal to an believers you
meet. to arise, however great the obstacles, to contribute their share to the New

Plan of Uni6ed Action recently announced by the National Spiritual Assembly.
The Plan has my wholehearted and unqualified approval. May
every believer speedily and generously
respond.
Your true brother,
··SHOGHI."

Copy of Mrs. Corinne True's Notes
Taken at Haifa, Palestine
(I ) The function of the Geneva
International Bureau. The notes state
that our Guardian defined this as fonows:
uThe Bureau at Geneva is auxiliary
to Haifa. Haifa is the International Center and Geneva is auxiliary to it. It
forms a link between all other centers,
therefore, it is International. Geneva is
not administrative. It is a link. The

National Centers ,hould if possible support the Bureau in all ways 6nancially as

are not so apt to be attracted to the
religious side of our Teachings as to the
social and economic. We must point
out where the Baha'i Teachings differ
from Communism in the matter of the
preservation of the rights of the individual.
Baha'u'llah was very strict on this point,'·

(3 ) Oe6nition of the Nine Holy
Days of the Baha'i year:
"On these days, as far as possible, the
friends should refrain from work and

should even apply to the Government to
allow the Baha'i. to keep these as their
Holy Days." (Stated in Notes.)
I. March 21 st-Naw-ruz.
2. April 21st. 3. April 29th. 4.
May 2 nd-These three days are most
important of all; they are Rid·van Days

(April 21 st to May 2nd).
5. May 23rd-The Declaration of
the Bab.
6. May 28th-The Ascension of Baha·u'llah.
7. July 9th-The Martyrdom of the
Bab.
8. Oct. 20th-The Birthday of the
Bab.
9. Nov. 12th-The Birthday of Baha'u'llah.
( 4) As to the building of the Bah.', House of Worship and its unusually
quick progress:

"At last Chicago is taking her right
position and is now the center of the Cause
in America. This will be made more
apparent as time passes. The Cause was
started on the Western Continent in Chicago. Later on, when it can be afforded,
the Foundation Hall is to become the
National Archives and the Convention

and other things held in a separate build·
ing for that purpose." (Stated in Notes).
(5 ) As to the duty of Baba',. in
relation to war:

"Shoghi Effendi .tated that Baha'is
should apply to their Governments for ex~
emption from the operations connected

with the killing or shedding of blood as
the Quakers have done. Some may con~
fuse this with HConscientious Objectors n
who refuse to sustain the Government in
any way. but this plan of uConscientious
Obj ectors", to re fuse service 0 ( any kind
and receive prison sentences for this abstension was not right:~

the Cause among

( 6) The notes state that it is advisable
for the Wilmette Assembly to use Foundation Hall for Teaching meetings, sub·

young people and in the Colleges. The
notes record our Guardian as stating:

ject to agreement and consultation between the Temple Program Committee

"The Baha'i young people should

and the Wilmette Assembly.
(7) As to the Day of the Covenant
(Fete Day of 'A:J,du'I.Bah.) : "The cele·
bration of November 26th a. the Day of
the Covenant should be observed by the

much as possible."

(2)

Spreading

make a deep study of the Baha'i teachings themselves and as they are able to
contact with other groups of young peo-

ple, they should show them the great adVance these teachings have over other
teachings, especially along the lines of its
social and economic plans. The young

Believers throughout the world. ,.

(8) Commemoration of the Ascension of 'Abdu'I-Bah' November 28th.
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iety of speakers on the programs.

From the Central States Teaching Conference-N otes b~ Recent Pilgrim'
to Haifa.
"Teachers should be pure charinel. for
teaching the Word."
uTbele are international, national and

local teachers.

The National Assembly

selects those to act as National teachers.

The Local Assembly selects those to act
a. Local teachers." .
•• National teachers. when not on some

special mission for the National Spiritual
Assembly, should work with the Local
Assembly of the city in which they are
to teach. There should be co-operation.

9
•

"The Local Assembly choose. the
teachers it wants in its locality except when
the National Assembly has some plans
to be carried out.
"There should be a variety of teachers_ If the Assembly does not choose
several teachers? then the teacher it selects should see that the group has other
teachers. Sometimes in beginning to inII

.5
In the

Hous.~ of Worship all should face the

East.
"Meetings (especialIy referring to those

in the Foundation Hall) should have a
dignified approach to the subject. Young
people making this sort of an approach
could be asked to take part on thes-e pro.grams. n
"Baha'i's need not feel they must prove

science.

It should be left to the scien-

tists. They are making many discov·
n
eries.
"Shoghi Effendi said several times that
each country has its problem. Primarily?
in Germany it is the aDti~Semitic problem,
in England the class problem. in India
the caste system. in America it is the race
problem. We must accept the principles

or teachings laid down by Bah"u'll.h
for this age. He knew what was' best.
Living the teachings or putting them into
practice. such as accepting the colored.
races without distinction, would do more
to convince the world of the value and

ellicacy of our beliefs than all our talk-

Reports Were made

of some of the work in the Michigan.

Cleveland. Cincinnati and the Illinoi..
Wisconsin districts. All are carrying on
some teaching work but none of the dis-!ricts. have begun expanding very rapidly
mto new territory. The discussion re-

garding this phase of teaching resulted in
a motion to ask the Chicago Assembly
to especially undertake to open new cen~

ters for Baha'; work.
Three unusual types of teaching were
mentioned. The report from Peoria,

telling of nearly two hundred interested
in the teachings. given by Miss Pearl
Easterbrook fonowing another lecture
series, gave us a new ideal for classes of
beginners. Other teachers are there being given an opportunity to tryout their
talents and so develop ability to present
the Cause.

The Kenosha delegate enthusiastically
reported the remarkable results from an
intensive Teaching Campaign then in
progress in the form of meetings held each
evening, in a store huilding rented for that
purpose.

terest a new group onc_ teacher i5 desir-

ing.

able for a brief period:'
"Nearby Assemblies should look after
group. and isolated believers by sending
teachers to help buud up an Assembly so

minded people.

that it can come under the protection and

CENTRAL STATFS TEACHING dresses are given on the T eachin.g:s, the
Friday Noon·Oay Public Prayer ServCONFERENCE

blessing of the Administration."
"There should be a variety of speakers 00 the program. Some can read
beautifully and some can offer prayer
with spiritual effectiveness who cannot
make even a five minute talk. Some can
speak fifteen minutes who cannot give a
Few can speak
thirty minute address.
effectively for an hour."
uSome people are attracted through
public meetings while some must be per~

",nally taught before ready for public
meetings.
ulnformal discussion meetings are a
U

good type for young people, especially
colIege students. Education, social sci·
enee, and economics are good subjects to
consider~ We must remember that the
Cause contains these as well as the re~
ligious teachings."

"The psychic and the "mystical" is
not a wise approach in teaching. There is
truth in some visions and dreams but some
come from physical causes, some from
over-mental activity. They are not re]ia bJe.
Visions and dreams must never
be forced on others.'·
"The ancient rel igions have very few
of the exact words of the Manifestations."
(The question arises as to how much we

I t would aJso tend to attract open-

for the North Shore.

We must not think of

The Chicago Assembly reports that the

people as colored or white but as souls."

activities inaugurated alxmt a year ago

The second Central States Teaching
Conference met in the Foundation Han
at Wilmette, Illinois. October I 7th and
18th. Though not a large meeting it
was a very enthusiastic one. Sunday
morning a devotional meeting was held
in the Auditorium of the House of Wor.
ship. It seemed as though we were im·
mersed in a spiritual outpouring which
inspired those attending with a deeper
desire to carry the Great Message to Dew
territory.

throughout the city and suburbs, have

shown splendid results in the confirming
of many new believers.

The report of the Central States Summer School held on the Eggleston farm
near Flint, Michigan? gave us a new insight into what can be accomplished in
a brief time when all is done in His
service and for His glory.
ESTHER

G. HARDING.

KENOSHA BAHA'IS GIVE A
UNIQUE LECTURE SERIES

Minnesota.
There was a symposium on the subject,

Wisconsin. having without success tried
various methods of attracting the public,

"Teaching Children" led by Mrs. Maye
Harvey Gift. and one on "Teaching
Young People" led by Paul Haney, in
both of which several had a part.

decided to do something quite different.
Our Spiritual Assembly. after earnest

There were many very valuable sugges.tions for this exceedingly important work.

·Abdu·]-Bah.'s Teaching in America was summed up in a dear. concise

UWe must avoid leadership in the
There is too much personality.

Clark was in charge of a symposium on

It should be eliminated. This can be
done hy il variety of teachers and a var·

Inter-Assembly Teaching. He has been
instrumental in arranging teaching circuits

Cause.

ices, the Evening Study Groups at the
Reading Room afld in the various bomes

Mr. Carl ScheJller, Mr. Albert Windust, and Mr. E. W. Mattoon assisted
in presiding at the three sessions. because
of the illness of the Conference Chairman. Dr. Clement Woolson of St. Paul,

and forceful manner by Dr. Bagdadi.
The presentation was full of valuable
hints for our teaching work. Dr. L. H.

.hould dwell on the old.)

at the Baha', Reading Room, II 6 S.
Michigan Ave., through the N 000Day Public Meeting.. where short ad-

The Baha'i Community of Kenosha,

consultation, came to the conclusion that
it might be a good' plan to rent an empty
store for a lecture series and that many

people passing by would be attracted by
the lights and activity within. The plan
was presented to the Baha'i Community
and all were in favor and offered to fu1ly
co-operate in promoting a three weeks ~
series 0 f lectures.. meeting every evening

in the week and twice on Sunday. The
Local Spiritual Assembly therefore began formulating

the necessary plans. We
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we were able to extend the series to six

who attended were invited to the Day~
ton Hotel on Mon,day even mg, N ovember 23rd, for a social gathering. Mr.
and Mrs. Congdon and pupils gave an
excellent musical program and dramatic
readings, after which refreshments were
served.
As a result of the lecture series, eight
old believers, who had not been active
for many years are again happily engaged.

full week., and .till have about ten dol-

in service to Baha'u'U"h.

lars in the treasury,

who came regularly have manifested deep
and sustained interest in the teachings and
a few have become con6rmed Believers.

had only fifty dollars !o mee! all expen'es,
including electric lights and possible
traveling expenses for the many speakers
we wished to have take part in the

program.
However, Baha'u'llah, the
Blessed Perfection, "assists
who arise

an

o

to Serve Him.· and as we were aU thor~
oughly united in this project, His Bounty
descended upon us in such a measure that
.

The following details will be of interest to those wishing to try a similar plan.

Many of those

A vacant store was rented in the heart of

We praise Bah"u'Uah for His great

our business district where hundreds pass
every day.
Large signs proclaiming a

Bounty. We extend thanks to the regional
teachers and others who assisted. Our
future Sunday evening meetings will be

series of lectures on World Problems. ab.solutely free and no collections, were
painted by our chairman and erected.
aCTrn!5 the store front. In one window

an excellently planned di'play, illustrated

by means of a series of steps the succes·
•ion of Prophet., with Adam the lowe.
.tep and Bah,,'u'llah the top .tep, with a
background placard of the twelve principles. Temple pictures, words of Baha'u'l1ah, photographs of Convention. and
Bah.', picnics filled the other window,
making a very attractive display which
was arranged by a new Baha'i'. who is a

hold at the Dayton Hotel in the foundation hall and we invite all Baha'is passing
this way to visit us.
Hwnbly your cowworkers,
Kenosha Baha~i' Community •

Loui. J. Vo·elz, Sec.
MINNESOTA
St. Paul·Minneapolis:
In a truly
Bah,,', manner Dr. Zia Bagdadi of Wilmdte, Dr. A. LaWTence Morris of Ra~

cine and Dr. Loftin Clark of Milwaukee

Chairs were loaned us

recently addressed gatherings in these two

gratis by a local manufacturer. The be-

cities. About one hundred and fifty in
St. Paul and sixty in Minneapoli. beard

window dresser.

lievers contributed tho piano. tables. curtains and lamps. making the store a beau-

tiful homelike hall. Five thousand program cards were printed by a friend at
half price, and out of town speakers were
invited to take part in the programs.
The opening date was Sunday. Octobe~
I I tho The meetings continued for six
weeks. conclu.ding on Sunday evening,

November 22nd. During this period a
total of forty·eight lectures was given with
an average attendance of sixty-five, and
twenty-live afternoon forums with an average of eighteen present. Those who

assi.ted us so .plendidly by coming here
to give the talks and provide music were
the following sincere devoted friends:

Dr. Zia Bagdadi of Wilmette, Dr. Loftin Clark of Milwaukee, Drs. E. Lenore
and A. Lawrence Morris of Racine. and
from Chicago, Mrs. Sarah Walrath,
Mrs. Nina Matthi.en, Mr. Albert Windust and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moffett,
and Mr. Willard P. Hatch of Lo. Angeles. California.
During Mrs. Moffetfs stay in Kenosha
she made many contacts with churches and

clubs.
Among those who assisted in the series

the Divine Message.

NEW YORK
Nell! York City: During the month
of October, New York City started a
very full- and constructive program of
Baha'i activities for the coming year.
At the Sunday afternoon meetings subjects were discussed covering many as~
pects of the international and economic
questions of the day.

On October 4th, Mis. Jessie Faufet
Harris and Miss Martha Root presented

the need for kindly sympathy, understanding and love expressed in the com~
mon daily contacts between peoples of
the several races and nationalities.

On October 11 th "The Bah,,', Peace
Program" was discussed by Mr. Allan

McDaniel, Mr. Alfred Lunt and Mrs.
Nellie F rencb of the National Spiritual
Assembly, and Miss Martha Root. Eacb
in tum gave the program of Baha'u'Uah
as the only possible basis for the Most
Great Peace between members of the one
human family.

On the 18th Mrs. Mary H anford Ford

Nelson. Mrs. Mae DeBruin. the Misses

told in her inimitable way of her "Exper~
iences in Europe This Summer.'?

Parvene, Rouhieh and Rouha Bohanan
and Mrs. Frederick Congdon and pupils

when the Young People?s Group arranged

of the Congdon Conservatory of Music.

for an opporhmity for representatives of
many Youth Groups to express their

by rendering music were Miss .l\nnalean

As a fitting close to the lectures, all

On October 25th there came the climax

realization that after alI, the world problem. are indeed theirs to study, tha! they
may evolve and hasten a permanent solu.tion therefor. Their subject was "Youth

and the Economic Peace: A Challenge
and a Solution." Miss Elsa Russell the
chairman, conducted the discussion ?with
the rare art of understanding. tact and
grace.

Rabbi Jacob Eisen of the Jewish Institute of Religion pointed out that the
~ifficulties and fears and hatreds exper~
len~ed by .~embers of any group-family,
r~clal. rehglo~s, national-when trying to
live together In harmony and accord withw
in their own or with other groups must
be OVercome through sympathetic knowledge of one another.

Then Mr. Paul M. Reid, Pre,ident
of the Student Body of the Union Theological Seminary, advanced the necessity
of a truly ethical Christianity as the solution for all the social dilliculties about
us. He felt that the social meaning of
Christianity evidenced in the spirit of
service and sacrifice of the individual for
the advancement of the whole. would.
through the non-violent power of such
Christ-like love. bring about that justice
and peace and goodwill which is the goal
of humanity-the Kingdom of God on
earth.
Mr. Paul M. Reid was followed by
Mr. Ira De A. Reid, Director of Research of the National Urban League.
He made still clearer the principle that
there could be no peace until an identity
of interests and purposes amongst the
various groups of peoples developed that
art of living which in tum offered to each
individual a chance to 4'joy of living."
Mr. Max Delson offered the ideal. of
the Socia.list Party as a solution for tbe
condition which makes possible a country
like the United States having at once the
greatest wealth in the world and the great~
est amount of unemployment with its consequent suffering. The socialist, by trans-fering the control of necessities, produc~
tions and profits from the few to the ma.ny
-to the producers themselves--promise
peace, plenty and freedom for aU.
Last of all, the Divine and therefore
the only effective solution, that which is
offered to the world by God through
Bah"'u'llah. was put forth by our beloved Martha Root as a call to Youth
to study seriously that Divine Plan.
Following these inspiring efforts to
promote the understanding and co·opera·
tion of all, the first session of the Inter~
racial Amity Committee held its meetings
at the New York Urban League Room.
on Saturday, October 31.t. and at the
Baha', Center on Sunday, November 1st.
Profe.sor W. L. Hansberry of Howard
University was the outstanding speaker.
His talk on the "Scientific Proof. of the

Oneness of Humanity" from the standpoint of the anthropologist and archeologist was indeed as illuminating and in~
structive as it was interesting and thrill~
ing. His theme developed the elforts and
results of the scientists to trace in j'bones"
and u stones" the truths and evidences of
the origin and e",ol ution of mankind
which 'Abdu'I-Baha describes in chapter
XLVII of Some Answered Questions.
This passage, in fact. Professor Hansberry used a. his text.
M .... Loulie Mathew. of New York
City spoke very impressively and at length
on the wasted effort expended in the
thoughts and acts of prejudice. Mr.
Louis Gregory and Mrs. Mary White
Ovington. one of the Directors of the Society of the Nationa1 Improvement for
Colored People. dwelt respectively upon
the religious oneness of mankind and th.e
human likenesses between the several
races of mankind. The Convention WM
most inspiring and the spirit 0 f oneness
was manifest throughout.
The Nineteen Day F ea,t of October
1 6th was given by Miss Mary Bauer in
celebration of her 15th birthday. It Was
very beautiful and Mary herself added
much to the program.
The Young People's Group met each
Tuesday night. The clear statement of
the program they wished to provide for
their Sunday afternoon. the 25th. and
the efficient way in which they carried
out their plans speak for the assurance
and power gained through their weekly
studie! and discussions.
LaSt9 but by no means least, were the
meetings of the Friday Night Study
Class. which .tarted October 23rd and
which will continue to be held on Friday
nights throughout the year. This i. a
class for study and discussion for all. with
no "teacher". A chairman helps by recognizing those who wish to speak, giving
them their opportunity in turn. and sum·
ming up at the end of the hour the points
discussed. Outlines and references for
the lessons are previously distributed for
IIItudy and the contributions, responses
and questions put forth manifest an ear·
Dest. sincere effort to know the teachings.
Surely the results of these ,plendid October meetings will be felt throughout the
year, stimulating and inspiring to still
greater eiort.
PENNSYLVANIA
Pill,burgh: A Conference for Interracial Amity was held in this city October
25th. 26th and 27th. through the cooperation of Mr. Gregory and the local
CODlDllUlity of Baha'is. Prominent mu·
sicians and speakers of both races con·
tnbuted to the program of the three ses'
sions.
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CALIFORNIA

in All Peoples." "The Aspects of Christianity," a series 0 f lectures on the Ec.o.
nomic Plan as outlined by Baha'u'llah
and the presentation of the educational
film. "The Pyramid of Cheops."
Those who were privileged to attend
the Summer School at Geyserville received both .piritual and intellectual stimulation from these varied and comprehen.
sively presented subjects.

Son Francisco and Oakland:

These
bay cities of the west coast are concen.
trating, with exc.ellent results. on inter.
rac.ial amity. The racial question is an
important one today, and the friends in
California are bending every effort toward
bringing about that essential love and uni.
ty between the races.
A Teaching Conference and Inter.
racial Amity meeting took place in Berke·
ley on October 18th. at which many
phases of the teaching work and methods
of instruction were discussed and com.
pared. especial emphasis being laid on the
training of children.
The Philanthropic Fund of San Francisco is already filling an important place
in the community life, carrying out in
concrete form, as it does, one of the prin.
ciples laid down for the solving of the eco.nomic problem.

BAHA'f ACTIVITIES IN
ISOLATED GROUPS
CONNECTICUT
Through the teaching work of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ive••
and Ides O. Johnson. a uoited. earnest
group of believers has been established in
West Hartford. They meet once a week
in the various homes. For a half hour
preceding their BaM', Meeting. Stuart
Kettredge, one of the youngest members
of the class teaches a class in Esperanto.

We,t Hartford:

FIFTH ANNUAL BAHA'! SUM.
MER SCHOOL AT
Hartford: This Bah,n Group is now
GEYSERVILLE
tentatively organized.
There are just
1931 Season
The sessions of the Baha'i Summer
School at GeyserviUe. again manifested
the spirit of ''tmity and interest" and made
a deep impression upon Baha'fs and stran·
gers alike.
Through the loving .ervice of Mr. and
Mrs. john D. Bosch. many improvements
in housing conditions were made. To those
attending the Summer School. it was truly
a demonstration 0 f the statement of
Baha'u'llah that: "The city is the home
of the body, while the country i. the
home of the soul."
There were a bout one hundred and
seventy·five members and guests in at·
tendence at the annual reunion Wlder the
"Big Tree:' The registration of the
members during the sessions numbered
ninety·nine, with an average attendance
of forty-five.
The sessions were addressed by Pro-fessor Wil~am John Meredith. Dean of
the Montezuma School for Boy.. Mr.
LeRoy Ioas. Mrs. Ella G. Cooper. Mrs.
Grace Holley. Professor Ward. of the
University of California. Mrs. Helen
Bishop. Dr. George P. Hedley. Archaeologist and Scholar Pacific School of Re'
ligions. Mr. George Latimer. Dr. E. C.
Getsinger, Mrs.. James Otis Lincoln, on
such subjects as : "Accord of Science and
Religion." HUniversal Education." "The
Development of a Universal Conscious-ness/' "The Solution of the Economic
Problem." "The New Political Outlook." "The Machine Age," "The Relation between Invention and Universal·
ity." "The Abolition of Racial Barriers
and the Development of Latent Powers

severt souls. Dons Chamberlain writes:
"Weare so happy in Hartford bee. use
we have an organized group of seven and
are hoping for an Assembly in ApriL"

Norwich: Of course our group is going to join the New Plan of Unified Action. We belong to the New Haven Assembly although we never get there but
we will send our monthly contributioo
through this Assembly.
INDIANA
Indianapolis: Dr. Lillian Sielken is
conducting a Bah,n Study Group in Indianapolis-about thirty members when
we last heard. Some of these people
~rst heard of the Cause when Orcella
Re>:ford gave the Message in that city
last summer.

MARTHA'S BUSY SUMMER
Miss Martha Root has spent an exceedingly busy summer, engaged, as al~
ways. in the spread 0/ the Cause. She
has addressed gatherings at Harvard U niversity, Boston University, New Hampshire University and Green Acre. The
aim :i5 to continue to stress the university
circles. Each day new engagements ale
being made. November will be spent in
Washington with short trips to other
cities for university engagements. Visits
to Boslon, Pittsburgh and the universities
of central N ew York are also planned.
Mis. Root will sail from N ew York for
Europe the third week in january.
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THE INTERNATIONAL BAHA'I ian is. very eager for the distribution of
BUREAU AT GENEVA,
this book and was himself the first conSWITZERLAND.
tributor to the fund which now lacks
A most interesting Jetter has come to
hand from the Secretary 0 f the International Bahn Bureau at Geneva in which
the .followilll!" activities of the League of
N abons and of the International Labor
Office are noted:
"At the International Labor Conference in June the dominant note
was that of anxiety. Everywhere
the economic crisis was being felt and
unemployment asswning alarming

proportion.. . . . . In the speeches
of the delegates whether employer,
worker or representati.ve of govern.

ment, each and all acknowledged
that the world wa' facilll!"-' A di ...
ruption of the present economic system, ~ and that we need a new policy

adapted. to the new conditions. But
where the difficulty lies, and where
the means of meeting the situation
are matters to be discovered. dealt

about hal f 0 f the necessary amoWlt.
The Bureau was visited by a number

of Baha', friends from abroad notably
among whom were two Persian Baha'"
students who are studying in Toulouse.
France. These were two brothers who
came to Geneva expressly to visit the
Bureau.
The Bureau acknowledges with great
appreciation the receipt of the financial

assistance rendered by the National SpirItUal Assembly of the United States, and
also expresses much gratitude for the can..
various friends..
The report mentions the very serious

illness of Mrs. Emogene Hoagg which
greatly handicapped the work of the
Bureau, but states that Mrs. Hoagg is.
fortunately much improved in health.
The friends in this country are urged
not to forget that the InternationaJ Bureau.

delegates advocated economy, stOO·
geney. cutting down of wages. longer

established WIder the direction of the
Guardian and greatly prized by him. is

competetive system and bringing
about co-operation between employer
and employee, shorter bours~ social
insurance, etc. . . . . Mr. Brauns.
the German Government delegate
used a very striking expression when
he said: 'We are at the turning point
in the history of humanity; this is

the birth of a New Age.' "
The personnel of the Bureau endeavors

the best means for .securing information

for those traveling in Europe as the
Bureau keeps an accurate record of aU
Assemblies and 0 f the activities of the
friends of the Cause everywhere.

(Summary of Report of International
Bahal Bureau made by Nellie S. French.
International Correspondent for the Secre.

tariat.)

THE BAHA'. WEEKLY PUB·
LISHED IN LAHORE, INDIA

to keep in touch with all the important
events which transpire and their work
therefore, is very arduous and very con-

The Baha'i Weekly which is published in Lahore. India, on the 9th, 19th,
and 29th of each month i, an excellent

fining.

presentation of the Holy Utterances of
the Baha·. Revelation and carries also
some very illuminating articles on various

During the latter part of August and
the month of September many meetings
were arranged for Mrs. Mary Hanford

subjects not well known to the friends in

Ford whose services to the Cause in
Geneva aTe of inestimable value.

the west. Articles on His Holiness Mo.hammed, on Saracenic Culture. on the

Mr. Steele, Secretary of the "Life and

Ahmaddyah Movement furnish valuable
information which should b~ understood
by the believers everywhere, and it is very

Work Movement U spoke at the Bureau in

July; also in September the Bureau entertained Mrs. Brijlal Nehru ex-secretary
of the All Indian Women's Conference
who spoke on "The Spirit of India as
revealed. by the non-violence movement."

In June Miss Hayford. a delegate from
West Africa to the "International Con..

neers,"

Seyed Mustapha Roumi

1$

a

much loved member of the Local and
National Spiritual Assemblies. and
though eighty years of age, is serving
the Cause of Baha'u'Uah undauntedly
and courageously.

tribution. of books to the Library. which
consisted of forty-one volumes sent by

with and adjusted. The employers'
hours of work. The employees' dele'
gates were much more in the line of
social evolution-the spirit of the
age; theY proposed dropping the old

INDIA
A historical surveY of the
B.aha'I Movement in India, Burma, Java,
S ..m and Malay Peninsula, from the
year 1876 to 1932, is being made by
Seyed Mustapha Roumi of Mandalay
!'Iurrna. the first article of which appea~
m the October Issue of The Baha'i Mag.
azine under the heading, ~'Bahirl Pio.-

Burma:

interesting to see how many important
items are culled from our western Baha'i
publications as wen as from other organs
where scientific progress is noted or arti..
des touching on the Baha'i Principles are
appearing from time to time.

AUSTRALIA
M elbaum. : Weare happy to say in
all humility that, through the blessing and
guidance of the Beloved One and the
untiring efforts and devotion of the faith..
ful teachers of the Cawse who brought
to Australia the glorious news of the
Divine Manifestation, and who' have
been lUlwearying in the spreading of the
Word. we have recently formed an Assem?ly,. and we trust that with a deeper
re~l'zatlOn of ow duty we shall live by
HIS help in absolute sincerity of heart 30
that we may become mirrors of His Di~
vine and Heavenly Attributes, attracting
all we come in contact with toward the
beauty of His Manifestation. Any pro.gress we have made we attribute to the

love and guidance of the Beloved One.

V idoria : The friends of this city are
rejoicing to think that they will .oon have
with them such an eloquent and able .,._
ponent of the glorious Baha', Teaching as
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler. and bope and
pray that her visit may be the means of
greater development in Australia. The

work of spreading the Teaching has been
so nobly and heroically carried 00 for
about ten years now by Mr. and Mrs.
Hyde Dunn, but the field of labor is too
great for two, albeit ,uch devoted souls
a, they, so it i, boped that Mrs_ Keith
Ransom-Kehler will be but the firll! of
many teachers who will come to tend the
field, so lovingly prepared by these beloved pioneers.

ITALY

vention for African Child', Welfare"
gave a fine talk on the West African
negro folk songs, etc.

very valuable contribution to the list of

Florence: Mrs. Teresina G. Campani

Baha'i publications and the Editor, Prof.

and Mrs. Emogene Hoagg have trans--

The Bureau announces that the French
translation of Dr. Esslemont's uBah.ru' ..

Printam Singh is to be congratulated. on
the success of his enterprise.

nah and the New Era" is ready for publication and will be printed as soon as
sufficient funds are available. The Guard-

(N ELLIE S. FRENCH. International Cor-

The Baha'i Weekly of Lahore is a

lated "Baha'u'll"h and the Ne", Era"
into the Italian language. Mrs. Campani
is. planning to start meetings for the·spread.

respondent for the National Secreta·

ing of the knowledge of the Bah,,'j .Cause

riat. )

in' Florence.

f/I
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PROMISE TO THOSE WHO
ARISE TO SERVE
TEMPLE
Now the do!} has arri>od in which the
edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the
spiritual temple, sholl be ereeled in A merica! I entreat Cod to assist the. confirmed believers in accomplishing this
grea( scroice and with entire zeal if) rcar
this mighty structure DJhi.cn shall be Tenonmed throughout the world. The support of Cod will be with those believers
in that district that tfley ma}.l be Srlccessful
in their undertaking, for the Cause is great
and great: because this is the first Mashriqu'I-Adhq6r in that country and from it
the praise of Cod shall ascend to the
Kingdom of Mystery and the tumult of
His exaltation and greetings from the
whole world shall be heard!
Whosoever arises for the service of this
bUlldin~ shall be assisted with a great
power from His Supreme Kingdom and
upon him spiritual and heavenly blessings
shall descend which shall fill hi, heart
IDith IDonderjul consolation and enlighten
his eyes by beholding the glorious and
eternal Cod!
From Tablet:; of 'Abdu'I-BahQ, Vol, [,
page 96.

LETTER FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
To a Believer
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated
October 14, 1931. You seem to complain
about the calamities, that have befallen
humanity. In the spiritual development
of man a stage of purgation is indispen~
sable. for it is while passing through it
that the over~rated material needs are
made to appear in their proper light. Un
less society learns to attribute more importance to spiritual matters, it would
never be fit to enter the golden era foretold by Baha'u'llah. The present calamities are parts of this process of purgation,
through them alone ,'viII man learn his
lesson. They are to teach the nations.
that they have to view things internation~
ally. they are to make the individual attribute more importance to his moral. than
his material welfare.
w

In such a process of purgation, when all
humanity is in the throes of dire suffering,
the Baha'(s should not hope to remain
unaffected. Shuuld we consider the
beam that is in our (lwn eye, we , .... ould
immediately find that these sufferings are
also meant for ourselves, , ...·ho claimed to
have attained. Such world crisis is necessary to a'. .·aken us to the importanc.e of
our duty and the carrying on of our task.
Suffering will increase our energy in set"
ting before humanity the road to salva~
tion. it will move us from our repose for
"ie are far from doing our best in teach~
ing the Cause and conveying the J\1essage
with which we have been entrusted.
Shoghi Effendi, "rill pray for you as ...... eIl
as the other friends, so that you may
arise with greater determination in the
consummation of this noble ·work.
Yours very sincerely,
(Signed) RUHI AFNA".
Dear and valued co-worker:
This is to assure you in person 0 f my
profound sense of loving appreciation of
your continued and splendid services to
the Cause. I wish you to persevere despite seemingly insurmountable obstacles
and to rest assured that my prayers , ...·ill
c.ontinue to be offered in your behaIf.~
Concentrate on your work for the colored, for this is a work that will attract
the mightiest confirmations and blessings
of Baha'u'llah and will earn you the
abiding gratitude of future generations in
the Cause.
Your true brother,
(Signed) SHOGH),

MESSAGE FROM EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE BAHA'I WORLD
VOL. IV.
The editorial committee of the Baha'i

\\ororid desires again to thank all of the
friends who have so painstakingly striven
to assist in providing material for the next
volume and to assure them that all manU~
scripts ,,,,ere sent intact to the Guardian
for his use and selection. No authority
of selection was delegated to the members
of the committee and every contribution
was gratefully acknowledged so far as
we know. We regret if there were any
who did not receive due acknowledgement
and thanks for their co~operatton.

SEMINAR AT DIVINITY SCHOOL
ON THE BAHA'I RELIGION
Participation in the activities of liberal
religious groups will sometimes open up
opportunities for spreading the Baha'i
Teachings. A member of the Berkeley
Baha'i Community registered as a regular student at the Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley. This is a union divinity school sponsored originally by the
Congregational Church but drawing its
students from a number of churches. One
of the courses offered is on modern religious movements.
Hearing that the
Baha'i Movement was to be discussed.
this belieller approached the Professor giving the course and introduced herself to
him as a Baha'i. He very courteously
invited her to be present at his seminar
and lead a discussion on the Baha'f
Teachings. There were about thirty men
in the group, some of them ordained min·
isters.
It may be interesting to list some of
the questions asked. The following are
some of the most important:

Is Baha'ism a religion or a modem
religious movement! Do Baha'is make
the same cl aim for Baha' u' llah as Chris~
tians make for Jesus} Do you accept
the words of the prophet as the end of
argument! Is the Baha'I Revelation a
synthesis of all other religions? Is it
Pantheistic? Under this teaching ,,,·hat
becomes of the redemptive principle of
Christianity! Do you consider the I\1 anifestation to be God Incarnate or a di,,·inely inspired man! .In this age We are
trying to get away from superstition;
isn't it simply adding a new superstition
to the old ones to believe that in Persia
in the middle of the last century God
came dmvn on earth to teach men? ~rhat
is the Baha'i teaching in regard to evil
and its origin? What has the Baha'i
Revelation to offer that is better than
what is offered by the old religions?
The last question opened. the way for
a brief talk on the Reality of the Faith.
The speaker was able to command the
interest and close attentioil of all present.
At the close they expressed the hope that
another such hour might be arranged before the end of the Semester.
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and the Guardian has for some time been
urging us to prepare ourselves to become
effective teachers. It is meet, therefore,
~at we .should in every Baha'i community
glve senous thought to our own efficiency
as individuals and as a group.
Let us ask ourselves, what are we doing to improve ourselves to become more
effective Baha'; teachers ~ How may we
co-operate "".jth other believers in our
vicinity ~ How can we combine to be.
come more efficient? May we not con.
si~er in a Nineteen Day Feast, which we
Will attend, what each of us can contribute to united effort. Then if there are
those who can speak in a public gather~
ing may we not help and do what we can
to make the meeting attractive and if
there are found none in our community
who can do this, may we not 6nd that
small gatherings in the homes, to which
we invite our friends, are oftimes more
effective than public gatherings.
Through consultation with Spiritual
A'ssemblies in the larger communities, and
with one another in the groups of believers
we must, without doubt. in spite of every
condition, even though we are entirely
isolated, find ourselves capable of carry~
ing on. Let us now arise to avail our.
selves of the great strength that is in the
Cause.
This strength is our unity.
Through co~operation every community
of Baha'i, will find itself a ,trong fortress of the Divine Teachings. Unitedly
we can bring new life and vigorous growth
in our community. Let us not depend on
others to speak for us, but do it ourselves.
Let us each do our part. uphold one another's hands and unitedly give increase
to this world's greatest blessing.

OUR GREAT TEACHING
OPPORTUNITY
The present chaotic conditions of the
world anticipated by the prophecies of
Baha'u'liah and the Master should bring
to the consciousness of every believer the
realization that nm\o', more than ever. is
our golden opportunity to spread the
Cause. It is now more than a decade
since we heard from the lips of 'Abdu'l~
Baha, as He traveled in this country, the
prophecies that are now being fulfilled.
The believers in this cotultry have been
richly blessed. Certainly no group of peo-pIe anY""here can face the difficult con~
ditions through which humanity will pass
in the near future with greater confidence
and assurance. The thought of our
blessings, however, brings v..jth it also a
realization of our responsibility, for we
must know that this rich blessing which
we hold is a message potent to remedy
the evils that beset all of humanity if we
have the courage, tbe necessary wisdom
to properly approach and the knowledge
of the teachings to properly convey them
to our fellow beings.
We have a rich literature. Many of
the writings of Bah"'u'lI,,h and of the
Master have been translated into English.
The Master himself tra"ding in this coun~
try demonstrated to us how to teach and
today all this is being richly augmented
by the powerful writings that come from
the pen of the Guardian of the Cause.
In addition to this he has given to us in
the Baha'f Administration a plan of ad~
ministration that should in every commun~
ity fuse us into an effective organism for
the spread of the teachings. Even though
the demands that are made on us by the
work of erecting the Mashriqu'I-Adhbir.
,-,..hich ,""e must not forget is in itself a
most tremendous teaching medium. are
great and we cannot at the present time
increase the number of traveling teachers.
we may still find ourselves able to arise
to the opportunity and effectively spread
the Cause from every nucleus of Baha'is.
Too long have we as a body been
content to enjoy the rich pearls of divine
wisdom that have come into our possession. The condition of the world, however. has awakened the people to a great
hunger for the solution of their difficulties
and no one of us today has a right to
refrain from speaking out the glad tidings.
In many of our communities the believers
have felt that they lacked capacity to do
what was necessary. They felt that they
',"'ere not public speakers or that they had
not the necessary equipment to convey to
others' a word of the great Truth. The
Master, however, exhorted each and every
one to arise for the spread of the Cause

THE HEART OF DIXIE
TEACHING AMITY IN
THE SOUTH

o

Some years ago the Guardian expressed
the wish that a white Baha', teacher and
a colored teacher should go togeth.er into
the South.
This matter came to the
knowledge of the friends in general during the last annual convention and there
were several volunteers. In two cases the
plan has recently worked. out with unusually happy results.
Mr. Philip A Marangella of Portsmouth, N. H., our Italio~American
friend, and Mr. Chauncey Northern of
New York, a young Baha'i and a very
wonderful singer of the colored race. spent
a fortnight touring the South, visiting
Washington, D.
and Baltimore enroute and making some happy contacts
with the friends. Then they struck out
for Richmond, Va., traveling by motor.
At Richmond University they were happily received by Dr. Samuel C. Mitchell,

c..
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Profe.sor 0 f History and friend 0 f 'AI>du'l-Baha whom he met at the Lake Mohonk Peace Conference of historic fame.
Dr. Mitchell has given the message of
'Abdu'I-Bah' on many platforms. At Columbia, S. C .. Mr. Marangella ,poke at
the University of South Carolina, through
the courtesy of Profe~ors in ethics and

educational philosophy. Dr. Jo,iah Morse
was found keenly interested in race reIa~
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(white) Lynchburg, Va .. and of Bennett College (colored) Greensboro, N.
C, both schoo!. for women, the Atlanta
School of Social Service, also the inter~
racial committee of the City 0 f Atlanta.
In the last city the two spoke at three
colored colleges at the First Congrega~
tional Church ,.,..here an inter~racial meet~

ing was held attended by three clergy-

tions and very helpful. In the same city
addresses were made at Allen University

men. all of whom expressed allegiance to
the Cause. and where the pastor asked
for a study group to be organized in his

and Benedict College, both for the edu-

church.

cation of Negro students. They thus sue·
ceed.ed. in reaching both groups in the same

At Tuskegee Institute, Ala., the famous
school founded by the late Booker T.

city and the hope is that this will be the

Washington. se . . ·en meetings were ar~
ranged during their stay of three days, the
Principal giving up to the lecturers his
time for talking to the students on Sun~
day evening, at ,,,·hich time they addres.sed
an audience of about eighteen hundred.
They were kept constantly in action and
many beautiful things were told them indicating the attraction of souls. Dr. Mo~
ton said he wanted his students to hear
Dr. George W. Carver,
this message.
famous scientist. declared that the Baha'i
way was the only way to unite humanity.
and Mr. E. Davidson Washington, son
of the great founder, announced the allegiance 0 f himsel f and wife to the Cause.
The two races thus joined in service for
the Cause had its psychology, as well as
spiritual attraction. One of the most

means of unity in the future.
At Orangeburg, S. c., there are two

Negro schools, Claflin University and the
State College, where responsive audiences
were found and where the previous visits
of other teachers of the Baha'i Cause were
recalled. The theologians and students
showed the deepest interest. Several ad·
dresses were made and the singing of Mr.

Northern lent an added charm. They
were cordially ul\·ited to return. One 0 f
the Deans promised to start a study group
as soon as literature was received for it.
At Enfield. N. C, is the Bricks Junior
College, under the .American rvlissionary
Association and for the training of col~
ored youth. The President and his wife
for a number of years have been Baha'IS
and always eagerly welcome teachers.
Mr. Northern and Mr. Marangella had
a 'very happy period of service under
their hospitable roo f. They each regretted
that only a fortnight could be set aside
from their business affairs for such work
and were. very sorry that at least two
months could not have been thus given
to the Glory of God.
McKAY-GREGORY TOUR
Early in December Mr. Willard J.
McKay of Pittsburgh and Mr. Loui, G.
Gregory met in Atlanta, Ga.. in fulfillment of plans for an inter~racial co-oper~
ative teaching journey under the National
Amity Committee. They spent eighteen
days together. traveling by motor busses,
eating together and most of the time shar·
ing the same room, in their social relations
thus running counter to all the traditions
of their environment, yet without a single
unpleasant incident to mar the harmony
and usefulness of their trip, at each stage
of their journey feeling under divine guid~
ance and protection. They were treated
with signal courtesy by people of all races,
classes, colors and creeds, being aston~
ished by what they saw and heard of
the warmth, friendliness and hospitality
of the South. Prior to the coming of
Mr. McKay, Mr. Gregory addressed
the students and some members of the
faculty of Randolph-Macon College

brilliant members of the faculty, him,elf
a clergyman, said, "The only fault we
have to find with you is that you do not
corne often enough to Tuskegee 1"

At Montgomery, Ala .. first capital of
the Confederacy, much of interest was
told the two teachers about the progress
of the inter~racial work by a Professor of.
Sociology in the state colored college.
They even go so far as to have refreshments at their inter~racial meetings, a
practice recently sprung up and hitherto
regarded as a capital abomination. The
two ''\o'orkers in their turn were able to

tell much that they had seen and heard,
e. g. that Dean Comer Woodward of
Emery University in Atlanta, (white),
would be happy to have a colored Bah.a'i
lecturer come to them to explain the
Baha', ideals of race relations, provided
they would give him sufficient notice to
plan ahead for it. The presentation of
the Baha'i Teachings were here received

with the same glad approval.

The lib-

erals of the South grow in numbers. vision
and power. It is unfortunate that so httle
is reported about them.

The State Institute for Colored Youth
at Normal. Ala., had recently suffered
a severe blow in having rulo of its teach~
ers so beaten by white hoodlums that one
was knocked senseless for a day or two
and the other died in a few hours as a
result of his injuries. In this they were

in no wise to blame. Their car while sta~
tionary was run into by a truck and while
they were peacefully adjusting the matter
with the other party, a third party knowing nothing about the matter made this
murderous attack. It can be readily imag~
ined how grateful these dear people were
to hear the great message and teachings.
They entertained the two teachers royally
and besides the chapel meeting called a
special faculty meeting to gain more in~
formation about the Cause of Baha'u'llah.
The President said. "Please never pass
us by without a call when you are in this
section ...
At Nashville, Tenn., Fisk University
has long stood as a co~operative interraCial center. An active Baha'i was
found upon the grounds and five meetings
were held with different groups. or classes.

The Jewish Librarian asked that a Baha'i
group be started and in this he was
seconded by the Curator. who met
'Abdu'l~Baha in New York years ago.
A small child was impressed to ask her
mother, "Why are that colored and ,"",hite
man traveling together'f" The mother,
wife of a noted publicist and scholar, Was
astonished at this question, seeing that in
such a place there were so many inter~
racial gatherings. It was e..-xplained to
her ho,.... in their purity of heart children
often were more sensitive to spiritual vi~
brations. Words about the Cause simply expressed usually rivet their attention.

The State Normal School yielded its
previously arranged program for a time

to hear Baha'i talks and Pearl High
School sat in close attention for an hour
to hear the co-operati . . . e messages.
At Louisyille, Ky.. the Baha'IS arranged two meetings for amity in a colored church. At Cincinnati a public
meeting was arranged which showed a
fine growth of that assembly in a year,
and another fine meeting for Baha'is. A
....isit was arranged at the University of
Cincinnati, where Dr. W. O. BroVl.'ll, of
the Department of Sociology, entertained
the two teachers at luncheon, and agreed
later to have them address his dasses. He
takes a strong stand against all forms of
prejudice and does not: fear.
"Such a
stand is now growing respectable," he
laughingly declared. \Vhen such work

started in the South it had to be behind
closed doors. Now they have come out
into the open. When questioned about
his antecedents Dr. Brown replied, "My
parents were tenant farmers in Texas. I
belong to the class designated 'poor white
trash' and accused of stirring up all the
racial troubles in the South." At a re~
quest for something that he had written,
Dr. Brown took the teachers into the
university library and showed them a copy
of Opportunity Magazine for December.
It contains a most illuminating article
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from his pen on "Th~ Myth of Prejudice," It is well worth digesting. After
a joyful meeting with the Baha'" at Co·
lumbus, the m'o workers parted, each pro~
ceeding in his way of toil, each joyful
iT! the SUccess of the journey and the dip
vine protection that overshadowed its en·

tire way.

The Spirit of Baha'ul!'h is

moving the hearts and its power is affect·
iog souls of great capacLty in the South
as in all other sections 01 this country

and the world. The people of the
Sc'.Jth are by nature warm-hearted, gen·

Boston group. We hope for a substantial increase in the Boston community.
We opened here in Washington last
night and feel assured that the power of
the spirit ,·,..ill confirm our efforts in this
city so that we will be able to raise up
a like number of souls and to have a similar study class. We expect to be here
for three weeks and then will probably
spend the winter in the south, comin g
north again in the Spring:'

Washington, D. C, December 4, 1931.

erous and humane. Prejudices among
them are nCi!vely expressed, Prejudices
HAWAII
in northern climes' are not less real, but
Honolulu:
Since our last report we
more subtly expressed. In both sections
a great work is to J:.e done and happy have had the pleasure of a short visit
are those who sincerely approach the from Mrs. Schopflocher. She sails today
task. People of great capat.:ty are e'l.'ery for Japan and China and then to Haifa.
where to be found nowadays dnd they On Tuesday evening, November 17th. at
are eagerly looking for a way out of the our ,\,'eekly public Baha'i meeting, she
glooms and shadows of the world. Those spoke convincingly of tbe Cause, relating
many interesting incidents in her Baha'i
who know should not be silent 1
One of the students of Fisk University contacts. Tbe talk was equally :inspiring
showed these travelers a thesis of three --to the Baha'i group and to the interested
thousand words about Baha'I ideals and inquirers who were present. On the folteachings which he had written and used lowing Thursday afternoon' she spoke to
as a commencement address, with much our young people's Baha'i class, comapproval by his audience. At Clarks- posed for the most part of young university
burg. West Virginia. a teacher in the students, of the timely efforts of the young
colored High School arranged for two people throughout the world in helping to
meetings, and read in paTt to Mr. Greg- establish the New World Order.
On November 10th, Mrs. Seto and
ory an article of twenty thousand words
that he has written on the Baha'i Move- Miss Julia Goldman were invited to speak
ment as a study in his candidacy for a in the Parish House of the Central Union
second degree in Ohio State University. Cburch~the largest Protestant Church in
He received the message from Dr. Her- Honolulu~on the Baha'i 1\.1ovement.
bert Adolphus Miller, recently of the They spoke of the Cause in its relation to
Sociological Department, who put him in the individual life; of its place and need
touch by correspondence with Baha'i in the world today and of the evidences
,,,,·orkers. He gladly arranged two meet- of its penetrating Power throughout the
ings, one at his home, the other at schooL world. The interest expressed was most
encouraging and gratifying. Several of
So brightens the new day!
these friends came to the meeting on No--

vember 12th, Baha'oll'h's birthday. A

LETTER FROM
ORCELLA REXFORD
"Just a brief note to let yOll know of
the success we had in Boston recently
with our Baha'i work. Two lectures ,,,'ere
given and great enthusiasm was sho,,,"'n.
I find people are much more receptive to
receivmg the message to-day than they
were even a year ago.

Dr. Glenn Shook, Professor of Physics
at Wheaton College, volunteered to teach

the study class. About 300 turned out to
his opening lesson on "The Solution of
the Economic Problem" and about 175
are regularly attending the Baha'i study
class which he is teaching. They meet
twice a week in Wesleyan Hall. Dr.

Shook is being assi,td by Mrs. W. H.
Coristine, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Mr.
Alfrd Loot and other members of the

program of unusual interest was planned
and carried out largely by the young people's group, giving a note of cheer. hope
and joy that was truly contagious.
A report of our weekly meetings is pub!:shed e"ery week in the newspapers, a
medium of expression we consider very im~
portant in this community.

time of the visits of some of the National
Teachers we frequently have very large
audiences.
An inter-assembly young people·s group
very e~rnestly studying the Teachings
and meetmgs are held each week in the
various homes, sometimes in Los Angeles,
and sometimes in Glendale or Pasadena.
These young people are all college students and they plan their own course of
study and are diligently devoting their
meetings to a consideration of the Administration. Frequently the older members of the communities are invited to address the group.
IS

An address ""as given before the P~sa
dena Browning Society by one of the
friends, the subject being "Spiritual Evolution." This was understood to be a
Baha'i address and it was very well received, and splendid publicity given in
the papers.
The Theosophical Society has invited
one of our members to speak on January

20th and they have al,o requested the subject of "Spiritual Evolution" from the

Baha', angle.

Laguna Beach: In June, I 93 I, Dr.
Ali Kuli Khan and family came to laguna Beach, sixty miles to the south of
Los Angeles, an important center of art.
ists, authors, musicians and educators. It
is the summer center of Pomona College.
Mr. Sumner Crosby. the editor of the
"S~uth Coa.st News,'· arranged many
SOCial gathermgs for Dr. Khan, inel uding
the large banquet of the Art Association
, . . . here Dr. Khan was the guest of hono;
and speaker of the evening. In the course
of these various meetings the Baha'i Message ' ...·as presented by Dr. Khan, and the
interest thus awakened led to a series of
Sunday evening meetings in wbich Dr.
Khan gave the Baha'i Teachings and
Principles in a systematic way.

On November

16th Mrs. Shahnaz

CALIFORNIA

\\laite was invited by Dr. and Mme.
Khan to be their house guest for two
weeks. Through Mr. Sumner Crosby's
co-operation, m'O public Baha'i lectures
were arranged in the beautiful Hotel Laguna at which Mrs. Vlaite presented the
subjects: "The Dawn of a New Cycle:'

Pasade.na: Due to the generous attitude and assistance of th.:: editor of the
most important newspaper in this city, the
Pasadena StaT News, the Cause is receiving a great deal of attention and all
articles sent out b}· the National Publicity
Committee are printed by this paper.
Regular meettngs are held in the most
attractive hotel and while there are but
few new people attracted usually, at the

lems," to a very influential group. The
lectures were followed by Mrs. Waite
answering questions bearing upon vital
aspects of the Baha" Revelation. Mrs.
Waite's audiences and friends included
the chairman of Adult Education in
Orange County, who is also President of
the Business and Professional Women's
League of Laguna Beach. There were

and "The Solution of the World', Prob-
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present leaders in the Theosophical cir~

des. social workers. artists, writers. publicists. educators, business men and women. and others represenltng various OTganiza tions.

Amity Meeting held in Berkeley. Professor William J. Meredith of the Montezuma School for Boys addressed a large
audience on "The History of Religion
in the Social Program." A musical
program given by local artists was ar-

ranged by Laura Kelsey Allen for this

Bay" Teaching Conference and their
Amity Meeting on the same Sunday. thus
making it possible for more people to attend the successive events. At the last
conference the thrifty budgeting and true

occasion. The most recent inter-racial
affair was a tea at which Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland was hostess to over fifty people of many different races, countries and
religions.
In this \'l-3.y the Berkeley friends have
carried on thei: amity ,~'ork without magnifying racial differences by dwelling on

service of !Vlrs. N. F. Ward. Chairman

them.

The San Francisco, Oa~land and
Berkeley communities held their "Inter-

of the Berkeley Feast Committee, enabled the Berkeley friends to serve a
splendid supper to over a hu'ndred people
at only thirty-five cents a plate. This
charge not only covered the cost, but left
a surplus sufficient to pay for the hall
and for special guests.

Berkeley: That inter-racial amity is
a joyous fact. and not a question for discussion, has been the principle motivating
the new program of inter-racial activity
in Berkeley. Race has not been discussed in the amity gatherings, the simple
fact of loving association being taken as
proof that prejudice and animosity have
been overcome.
The topics have been chosen with the
idea of presenting the Cause as a complete social and spiritual program. F urthering this principle, Mrs. Grace Holley

OQ~IQnd:

Under the direction of Mrs.

Ruth Williams, an '''Amity Dinner" and
meeting was held recently at the North

Oakland Baptist Church. Miss Charlotte Linfoot of Oakland introduced Mr.
Leroy C. loas, speaker of the evening,
whose subject was «Love." The colored
friends presented musical numbers and
original poems.
An interesting note was struck by one
known Mr. Louis Gregory some years

ago in Washington, D.

c.,

and had a ttended Baha'} meetings there. As a result of this gathering, the Reverend G. C.
Coleman offered his pulpit to Baha'i
speakers whenever they might wish it, and
several of the congregation planned to attend the Baha'i summer school at Geyserville.

of the Visalia Spiritual Assembly spoke

the Pacific School of Religion lectured
on "What is Religion'?" Dr. Buckram

developed

the

thought

that

religion

evolves through experience. He stressed
the point that Christ is pre-eminent among
the prophets on the ground that His influence has been more important and
more lasting. This opened the way for
Mr. Howard Hurlbut of San Francisco,
the second speaker, to give the full Baha'i
point of view. In an excellent "rebuttal"
Mr. Hurlbut explained the Baha'I concept of religion. He pointed out with all
courtesy that the teachings of Mohammed
have been even more powerful in changing the lives of people than the Christian
teachings, citing historical facts. The talk
was most penetrating. "The Oneness of
RelLgion" was the topic for discussion at
another inter-racial group meeting. Dr.
Khandvalla spoke on the Brahmo Samaj
Moyement in India, sho\ving ho".... it
promotes the unity of religion. Mrs. Rod-

ney Williams followed this talk with a
splendid Bah,,·' address at the Inter-Bay

tIe !Vir. Latimer was the guest speaker on
the N attonal Broadcasting hour of Esper.;.
anto over KJR. He spoke on "Interna-

tional Good Will."

The Seatcle friend.

arranged a public meeting for the speak·
ers. A remarkable demonstration of the
Baha'i spirit was the active partictpation
in the meeting of Prof. Watanabe of

Japan and Reginald Mar, Chinese N ationalist. This is of note because of the
strained political relationship between
their respective countries.
Upon arrival in Vancouver a fine meet-

ing was held at the home of Mrs. Rhoda
Harvey; during the succeeding days several afternoon and evening meetings were
held which were attended by inquirers.
Prof, Charles Hill-Tout, eminent anthropologist, contributed interesting data in
the discussions following the Baha'i talks.
A fine contact has been made with the

large International Club, of which Mr.
and Mrs. Kemp are active members.
With the loving co-operation of the believers, the meetings gave an impetus to
the Cause in Vancouver.

of the Church Trustees, who said he had

on "The Baha', Economic Plan," opening the way for discussion. At another

meeting, Dr. John Wright Buckram of
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Port/and:

OREGON
Donald Tenny, one of the

WASHINGTON
Spokane: Jews, Christians and those
of other religious faiths have for the past
five years united in worship in a Thanksgiv Lng Union Service. The message from
the Baha'i Community, selected from the
writings of Baha'u'llih, was read by Mrs.
Agnes Blodgett. It is our hope that we
may have a Baha'i teacher here next year
to give an address.

Baha'i youth, presented the Baha'i eco-

nomic plan to his Y. 11"1. C. A. dass in
public speaking. Great interest was
aroused and he answered questLons on the
Cause for forty-five minutes.
Over our leading Broadcasting Station, KGW, MLSS Ella IVlissner gave an
address on "The Need of Universal
Peace," in commemoration of the birth-

day of Bah"u'll'h.
One of the outstanding colored women's

clubs has requested Mrs. Myrtle Campbell to gi.,;e another series of Baha'i talks,
this year.
The interest in Esperanto which was
aroused bv Miss Martha Root has been
kept alive' by Mrs. Louise Caswell who
has been able to found an Esperanto Society.
Carrying out the program for the

Northwest Assembly Teaching Campaign, Charles and Helen Bishop, Loui~e
Caswell and George Latimer made a tnp
to Seattle and Vancouver, B. C. In Seat-

NEW YORK
Cit»: November has been

Yor~

New

another busy month in the life of the New
York Baha'i community. Mr. Horace

Holley spoke on November 8th on '·Why
This

Depression!"

The

outstanding

thought of the talk was that, today" depression is the very apparent darkness
preceding the glorious day of Baha'u'llah
- a Day when the selfish profit motive
of the restless present v.ri.ll give way to
brotherhood, peace, and service among
fellow-men,

On November 15th, Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford gave dearly and graphically
the conditions of "\~lhat Constitutes a
Ne\...· A:ge," the dawning of which is so
plainly evident to the thinkers in every
field of activity and in every country.

Then

on

November

22nd,

Mr.

Hooper Harris spoke ,,,itb feeling and
power on "Replacing Fear with Faith."
Humanity, today, as never before, feels
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the need. of that state

0

f consciousness

which i, made possible only by the advent and power of One who indeed. in...

du'l-Baha, parts of Hi, Tablet to America, His Will and Testament, and 'Abdu'l-Baba's Prayer for the World. Each

ney put into words for us our "Thanks·

year the ser.... ice seems more beautiful and
inspiring, and more deeply confirms the
continued Presence and Power of the be-

giving for This New Era."

loved Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha.

augurates a New Age.

On November 29th, Mr. Safla KinAlong with

the giving of thanks for natiunal and cLvic
community blessings, the Baha']s realiz.e
ever more deeply the Bounty whicn God
has vouchsafed to humanity at this davl/tl

The New York friends are very happy
to have with them again dear Mrs. Florian
Krug.

01 the New Day.
The unique Tuesday afternoon pro·

grams 01 Mrs. Ford, which did much to
enlarge the Cause through cultural con~
taets and inspiration last year, were started
during the month of November. On the

10th Mrs. Ford gave tbe purpose and
forecast of the meetings to be hdd during the year. Her subject was "What
Are We Looking At;>," and her last

PEKNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia: Miss Martha Root with

Mrs. Little and Miss Crum of ~ew

York Gty visited Philadelphia for a
few days late in September to follow
up the preliminary work which had been
done with the Universities in this ....icinity.
A month later Miss Martha returned and
remained until she left for Washington,
D. C. During this period she spoke to
students of Swarthmore College, Haver·

summer's experiences among the peoples
of Europe enabled her to realiz.e and pre·
sent their reactions to the situation 0 f the
present.
lord College, Temple University and
On the 17th, the friends were privj~ • Cheyney Training School for Teachers
leged to enjoy a piano recital by Miss at Cheyney, Pennsylvania. It was very
Rata Present, a brilliant pianist whose interesting and gratifying to witness the
comprehensive and illuminating interpre- enthusiasm displayed by these young stu~
tations of her program added so greatly dents and to hear the intelligent questions

to the pleasure and uplift of the after-

noon.

On November 24th, Miss France, R.
Grant of the Roerich Museum. gave a
talk on the Peace Movement in terms of
international culture and art which is
so widely represented by the works to be
seen at the Roerich Museum.
These Tuesday afternoon programs of
art and c.ulture are followed by "tea"
and a social hour with its opportunity of
demonstrating the great Message of One~

ness for the Day.
The Young People's Group met each
Tuesday e,'ening and foHowed its usual
procedure of having some one of their
number-Baha'I or non-Baha'i-speak
upon a given subject which is then openly
and vigorously discussed by all. Each
week there are new friends, many of whom
become vitally interested. The night of
Tuesday, the 24th, Was given over to a
soc.ial time.

On the 28th, the New York Baha'i
Community was privileged to hold its
meeting for the Commemoration of the

Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baba at St. Mark's
Church in the Bouwerie. This meeting
has been held at St. Mark's each year.
The church with its unique lighting sys~
tem, its splendid organ. and the evident
spirit of welcome and cordiality shown
to the Baha'IS, is a fitting background for
the beautiful program of readings: The
Prayer of the Covenant, excerpts from

the Tablet of the Branch, selections from
the addresses given at the funeral of 'Ab·

they asked.
On October 27th, Miss Root broadcast o;-er Station "\VCAU" Philadelphia, one of the largest broadcasting sta·
tions in the city. Her subject was: "My
World Travels in the Interest of Uni~

versal Peace."

In this talk the Baha',

history and teachings were clearly given.
On November 13th, she again broadcast

over Station "WFI" Philadelphia, on
the subject of Esperanto, in which talk
she mentioned Baha'ull"h and 'AbdulBaha.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS ITEMS
PERSIA
Teaching conferences ha .... e been held
in Kborassan and the establishment of
Baha'i schools for boys and also for girls
is being noted in many of the Persian
cities and villages. Baha'i teachers are
traveling throughout the land and marked
results are noted, and a most active cam~
paign of advancing the Baha'I Publica~
tions is going on. The report is so ex~
tensive that it is only possible to quote
some parts of it. but it is supremely gratifying to note the: great progress of the
affairs of the Cause. and an account is

also included 01 the work of the Baha'i
students now in Europe where they Were
sent by the Persian Government to equip
themselves with ...'aluable information and
experience so that they may be of service
to the Persian Commonwealth generally.

Many of these students have mastered the
languages spoken in Europe: in a wonder.

ful way, and they are carrying a knowledge of the Cause into every association
where they may be engaged.

A Baha'i Character Study Class is
....ery active in seeking to instruct the c.hil.
dren along the line of spiritual education.
CorrespondenCe is carried on between this
group and friends in other provinces in
Persia to encourage this phase of work
ever~n...... here.
The passing of that distinguished mem~

ber of the Cause, Jenabi Azizullah Khan
Vargha, son of the belo;-ed poet Vargha
who suffered martyrdom for the Holy
Cause, was noted with the deepest sense
of grief at his Joss.

EGYPT
The National Spiritual Assetnbly has
been requested by the Guardian to send

a copy of the Bah,,', World Vol. III to
His Majesty King F oad of Egypt. A
suitable inscription is to be written on the

fly-leal, but the package is to bear no
evidence of having Come from the Baha'is.
This is both courteous and prudent.

INDIA

Lahore:

A very interesting article on

the Prophet brathustra written by Sir
Rabindranath Tagore appears in the
Bah,,'i Weekly. Articles 01 this character are often very helpful to the friends
who are constantly meeting with inqumes
regarding the import of great religious
systems of the Orient.

The Baha'i Weekly published in lahore is becoming more and more import.
ant and the general information which it
carries is of the greatest value. In the
issue of November 19th we note that the

Editor, Prof. Pritam Singh was about
to undertake a Baha'i Tour of nine dis-tricts of the Punjab. He is traveling as
a representati.... e of the National Spiritual

Assembly of India and Burma and will
devote his lime to teaching and lecturing
on the Holy Cause.

An interesting paper on Qurratu'VAyn
was read on the 17th 01 November before the Persian Society of the Govern·

ment College, Lahore, by Mr. Inayat
Ullah, a student. The students who attended were very much interested and expressed a desire to know more about the
religion to which Qurratu 'VAyn be~

longed.
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Karachi: The foundation stone of the
"Hazira·tul-Qud," (meeting place of the
Baha',,) was laid on November 6th
amid stirring scenes of enthusiasm.
After chanting and prayers the friends
were entertained with refreshments and
the occasion was one of joy and thanks~
giving. We in the West send congratu~
lations and assure the friends of our fer~
vent supplications in behalf of this great
new step in advance.

Poona:

News has been received of

the good work done by Syed Umi, editor
of Kaukab-i-Hind Delhi at Poona. Public lectures were delivered at the Seva

Sadan ( Women', Association) the An·
juman Fidayan Hall, the Depressed
Classes Mission and at the Theosophical
Hall. Mr. nIDi is now planning a teach·
ing lour in Northern India and intends
visiting all the towns bet\\1een Lahore and

Calcutta and the tour i, likely to la,t the
whole 0 f the winter.

the implications of the Cause in its future
development. After finishing a discussion of the political science and economic:s

advanced by Baha'u'llah he fervently
exclaimed: 'The Baha'i Cause is not only
divine. it is scientific [. One evening
warily, tentatively, as if fearing a rebuff

he queried, 'Did Shoghi Effendi ever
mention China or speak of her problems
and her future i' How happy I was to
be able to tell him of your several refer·
ences to China when Elizabeth Greenleaf
and I ,,,,ere in Haifa. He, too, seemed

happy and relieved.

Through the kind-

ness of the American friends to his sister,
now Professor of History at Lingnaan

University, and cable from Mrs. Ella

Cooper to Agnes to meet her in Y oko~
homa, I received this invitation to visit in
Canton. She interpreted for me on 5ev~
eral occasions and I am sure will embrace
the Cause if she has not already done so."

AUSTRALIA
.. In a re~ent letter Mrs. Kehler writes:
In Adelaide I gave a series of nine Ies·
sons on the teachings through which the
Beloved has permitted me to assist in
confirming about eighty souls. The av·
erage attendance was around 160, the
first meetmg nwnbering 121. and the last
225. In America it has always been the
reverse; many at first, and few at last
when they see that I am not going to tdl

them 'How to be healthy, wealthy and
wise. Seven were con firmed and a large
study class was formed-among them
being the Chinese Consul and his wife.
I broadcast, spoke before many organiza-

tion, and had much publicity.

Mr. and

Mrs. Dunn professed themselves much
u
pleased.

ENGLAND

Shanghai: Y. S. Tsao, affiliated with
the Local Spiritual Assembly of Shanghai,

The program 0 f meetings at the headquarters of the Baha'i Community of London brings the interesting information that

JAPAN
Mrs. Keith-Ransom Kehler wrote to
Shoghi Ellendi recently as follows: "The
contacts which Agnes Alexander made
for me in the Universities and with stu·

wntes:
" .... Our people are in great trouble

on Wednesday, December 16th, Sir
Francis Y ounghushand is to speak there

dent groups were most rewarding; Friday night Baha', meetings were well attf'nded by inquiring students. many nationalities being represented. Agnes felt
that the most important work of all was
the several lI'eetings held for the confirmed Baha'is n::1d those about to declare
themselves. to stud) and grasp the import
and modus vivendi of Administration:'

a. to the power that the book 01 Dr. Esslemont will wield when published. BahQ'" 'lldh and th e New Era is being re-

Word comes from Miss Agnes Alex·
ander that a translation of Bahiru'llah
and the New Era is being prepared in
Japanese. The Guardian is very much
pleased to know of this move, but particularly warns the friends that all translations should be made by experts and the
greatest care should be given to beauty
and correctness of Baha'1 books rendered.
into other languages.

CHINA
"One of the most interesting figures in

China is C. S. Liu," -

Mrs. Kehler

wrote to the Guardian-"now president
of the Sun Yat Sen University Agricul-

tural

College.

Confirmed

by Jenabe

Fazel, while an under·graduate at Cor-

nell, lo,tered by our wonderful and devoted Mr. Roy Wilhelm, he bas remained
laithlul and devoted though cut 011 from
Baha'i association and contact for si.,
years. He has many important connections. Night after night while I visited
him and his family in Canton, he sat un·
til very late questioning me and discussing

and the Baha'i Teaching. ought to be
proclaimed here. To most people to
whom I have spoken there is a ready response that gives us increased conviction

VIsed for the last time and will soon be
in print in the Chinese language. A proof
copy has been sent to Miss Agnes Alexander to help them in the Japanese trans-

lation.

May the Light shine in its full

effulgence in the Far East 1
"It is only by viewing the affairs of man-

on the subject of "Unity in Religion."
Distinguished traveler and lecturer, Sir
Francis Y ounghusband has 'for many years
identified himself with every fine mOVement whose object was World Unity.
He was a prominent speaker at the "Con-

lerence of Religions Within the Empire"
in London in 1924. and closely associated
with the proceedings of the "World con·
ference for International Peace through
Religion," which held its initial meeting
in Geneva, Switz.erland three years ago,
and which plans the gathering of repre·
sentatives fro-m all the great religious sys-

kind through the Baha'f Spirit. that man' tems of the world in Wa,hington, D.
may get the proper per.spective."
In a
dipping from a Shanghai newspaper.
written by T ~ao and sent to us, he says;

"The cure for all worldly ills is decidedly a spiritual one. All mankind

e.,

or some other important center in the near
future.

,chol." Dr. Y. S. T,ao, has completed

London: '~/e have much cause for
de"ep thankfulness as we review the work
of the summer months. The believers in
the different centers have been stimulated
and strengthened by contact ,·. . ith inspired
souls from other countries. and many
people have become interested in the
Baha'i Message. But this is not sufnc!ent.
Interest must be deepened till
the Teachings are accepted in their entirety" V.l e must show forth in our li .... es the
beauty of the Baha'I Revdation, we must
shm.... to the world that we have a message which can transform the worid.which can build up from the ruins of a
broken civiliz.ation a new creation. 'Ab-

the Chmese translation of Bahau'Ucih
and the New Era, and that this valu3ble contribution to the literature of the
Cause ,,,,-ill soon be brought out by the
Publishing Committee of Shanghai. China.

vanish.
Shadows disa-ppear when the
universal lamp is lighted. for whosoever
becomes illumined thereby no longer

must believe in the unity of the human
race as he believes in the unity of the
Supreme Being. The world belongs to
mankind. not to any particular nation or
race . . . . Above nations there is Humanity! And a ~reat Prophet has declared:
'Let not a man glory in this, that he loves
his country; let him rather glory in this.
The whole
that he loves his kind. ~ "

article is called "ORDER OLiT OF
CHAOS."
The heart, ~t the friends will be gladdened

to

learn that the

distinguished

du'l-Baha has said: "When the Divine
Message is understood. all troubles will
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know, grief; he realize, that his ,tay on
this planet is temporary. and that life is

addresses besides the regular subscribers.
The rvlagazine has 'i-,,-on to its ardent sup·

Under date of Noyember 28th, Miss
Marion E. Jack, wrote to Shoghi Elfendi

eternal. When once he has found reality,
he will no longer know darkness," And
it is for us to shm.... that "',ie have found
reality.
A general SUT"Vey of the Holy Cause
is here being prepared.
Lady Blom~

port Mi" Lid;a Zamenhof, who did val-

of the interest she had been able to sustain in the city of Sophia, where Mrs.
Louise Gregory and Miss Martha Root
had made contacts , .... jth interested souls.
JVliss Jack has sent to the Guardian
photographs of the believers and friends,
and there is every evidence of the establishment of a Baha'i Group in thts important center.

field, Mrs. Thornburgh-Cropper and Mrs_
George are preparing an article on: "The
Beginnings of the Cause in England" in
accordance with the instructions 0 f Sho~

ghi Effendi.

OUf

Guardian has advised

London Spiritual Assembly to appoint a
Committee for this important and historical ' . .·ork of the Cause. Mrs. Romer.
Secretary, also speaks of the great work

uable work in bringing about of the
Baha'i gathering in connection with the
Universal Esperanto Congress in August,

1930. A new brochure of 8 pages by
Mi" Zamenhof, Homo, Dio, Profeto
has been published, also the Esperanto
translation of Dr. Esslemont's book by
Lidja Zamenhof. The Esperanto translations of the Pari, Talk' and Some Answered Questions, also by Lidja Zamenhof, are ready for publication. We hope
that their printing will be made possible
some time during the coming year.

accomplished by Mrs. Mary Hanford
F ard in England. That she bas given
the [\·1essage successfully to thousands of
souls during her fi . . . e consecuti . . . e summers

and is very well liked by all ,orts of
English speaking audiences. Speaking
of the English nation l\hs. Romer writes:
"These people are conservative in many
things and bOWld by traditions, but God
will work things out in His '1/ ay if we
jus~ put oursel ....es in His Hands and work
with ail ou; might as we are guided
through prayer."

Bradford,

With great thankfulness

we record the holding of the first Baha'.
public meeting in this city. This took
place in the Friend's Meeting House on
July 3rd. The speaker was our dear
friend and beloved teacher. Mrs. Mary

Hanford Ford.

The title of the address

was "Disarmament a Divine Command."
Mrs. Ford. sus-tamed with eloquence, gave
the Baha'( l\oiessage in its relation to
Peace and International Friendship.
Through the agency of willing friends
Mrs. Ford was enabled to address .... arious
religious and pacifist organizations in the
Bradford district.

. The

GERMANY
Baha'i Esperanto

Publishing

Committee and administration of the
Esperanto publication, La Nova Tago.
were transferred February, 1930. to
Weinheim, Baden. During the year much
useful work was done in the spreading
of the teachings with the aid of Esper·
anto, and by working together "..-ith the
International Esperanto Congresses. The
Banaa bperanto Eldonejo has evolved
mto an international information exchange
which is greatly used and is assuming an
ever greater value within the Esperanto

World.

In one year about 2300 Esper-

anto brochures and leaflets about the
Baha'I Teachings were sent out as well
as La. Nova T ago which was sent to 800

The Bah,fi Center of rvliarni extends
a 'welcome to all visiting friends. Address
lV1rs. Georgie Brown Wiles. Park Lane
Apts., Alton road, Miami Beach. Phone

5-3415.
The Feast held in the home of Mrs.

S\VEDEN
Coleborg: From this region comes the
Voice of Divine Unity and effort; Mr.
and l\.'irs. Palmgren are unitedly spreading the Holy Teachings throughout S''''eden. Our beloved sister, Anna RuddPalmgren writes:
"Dr. Esslemont's book is just now
ready for printing and will come out in a
few 'i-'...-eeks. \Ve are very happy to be
able to send out the "'\{;' ord to the people of Sweden. The Cause is progressing but slowly in Sweden; times are hard
and people are in distress and do not know
what to do. We persevere in the work
although it seems very hard and We hope

that our Father will bless it.

FLORIDA IS CALLE\G

Mr. Palm-

gren is helping me teach the Glad Tidings;
we would like to travel all around the
country on a teaching tour but this costs
much money,"

'Viles was an exceptionally joyous occa-

sion. OrceHa Rexford, Dr. Gayne Gregory, Luella Beecher of Budd Lake, N, J.,
Jane Paul of Indianapolis. Indiana. Mr.

and Mrs. John Syendsen of Chicago, Illinois and Fannie A Knobloch of Wash-

c..

ington. D.
contributed generously to
our Baha 'j Service.

OHIO
Cincinnati: Several months ago Mrs.

Ruth

1-

Moflett of Chicago, visited our

city and brought to us new confidence and the impetus to greater activity. Since that
time we ha,,"e established our Headquar~

ters in the Liberal Loan Building in the
heart 0 f the dO\-\'Iltov,rn section. The
meetings here have been very gratifying.

+,-,-"'-,.-.,,-..-,,-.. -,,-,,-,_._"'-- +
ir
TEMPLE PRAYER
fi
0 God, my aim, my hope! With I
, hearts full of longing and breasts l'
1 full of yearning, we beg of Thee

f
BULGARIA
Word comes of the activities of 1\1iss
I\.1arian Jack in spreading the Cause in
Bulgaria. She has been successful in introducing the Baha'i Message in the Nlin~
istries and to people of all classes. Miss
Jack and her associates in this pLoneer
work in Bulgaria feel keenly the lack of
Baha', literature in the Bulgarian language, but are nevertheless getting splendid results with the German. English and
Esperanto publications with which they
are 'i-vorking. They have resorted to the
method by which the writings were first
disseminated in this c.ountry, translating
into Bulgarian, making carbon copies and
distributing them.
At the Bulgarian Esperanto Congress,
a Baha'i, rvlr. Benke, was appointed
chairman, and ' .... as thus enabled to make
many valuable contacts.

I

f

i
,
l

and . . "e supplicate at the threshold

of Thy might to rai,e the Mashriqu'I-Adbkar in Chicago, in the most

i
!
i
'
1

speedy manner.
Make its basis
firm and its structure enduring, suf1 fer its pillars to remain unshakable 1
and make its columns of the steel
J and iron of firmness. Glorify it.s
1 servants, beautify the characters and t

I1

!
i

make the worsbippers beloved. Suf-

• fer its nightingales to sing

i
.

j

"Y.-Bahi'u'l-Abha"

j

I

and 'i-.... arble the praises of our Lord,

!

!

!

the Most Supreme.

Make its men

;11

the standards unfolded on the moun· •
tains of the , . .-orld. and its women !I
I the sanctified angels of the taber-

!
i

i

naele of the world!
'Abdu'I-Baha.

I

1

+ ,_."-,.-"-..---,,-._.-,,,-,-,,,--+

til

fill
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The Mashriqu'l.AdhHr is a unique
deve10pment of the Baha'i Cause, an out..
standing expression of the universality of

the Principles emhcdied in the T .aching>
of Baba'u'll",,; a great institution for the
-spiritual. religious~ sc.ientific development
of humanity. expressive of a movement
that teaches the actual practice of brother..

hood and the unification of the world
religions.

Some American Baha"is were visiting
'Ahdu'l-Baha in the old prison city of
'Akka in 1908 and he said to them: "To
h"". it (the Mashriqu'I-AdhHr) built i,
most important. Some material thing!> hal'e
,piritual effect and the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar
is a material thing that rvill hal'e great

effect upon the spirits of the people. Not
only do", the building of the Ma,hriqu'lAdh~or hill'e an effed upon tho,e who
build it, but upon the whole world."
Again and again have we Bah.i'is been
called to unity by the beloved 'Abdu'lBah.. He explained to us the dormant
forces hidden in this. unity, waiting release
by our united. efforts.
Since the beginning

of history

no

. people have had placed in their grasp the
power to so bene6t mankind as have, the
Babatis. Their's is the most glonous
opportunity-to fail, the greatest igno~
milly.

The M""hriqu'I·AdhHr was designed
by Bah;itu'Uah, a perfect outer expression
of the inner reality. the form indicating
the meaning. He commanded the Baha'is
to construct such institutions in all coun~

tri"", and make them the focal point. for
the development of the religious, philan·
thropic, educational and charitable life of
the people. 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote: "The
M ashriqu'I-Adh~ar will become the center

around

Baha',

which

all

thae

unNetsal

ad~ltles

will be clustered. From
that point of light, the spirit of (eaching,
,preading the Cause of God and promoting the teaching of God, lVill permeate to
aI/ purLs of the 1V0rld."
The voice of the appointed Guardian,

Shoghi Elfendi, is calling the Baha',s, in
the most earnest tones.. to unite and esta blish this center. Nothing succeeds until
it hilS an established center around which
to revolve. 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "Know

thou thai thete is in the lJIorld of existence
a Center for each great matter and bounties shoIDer from that Center.?? Clearly
then. the Baha'is of America have within
their power through their united sacri~
6cial efforts, the opportunity to construct
a . material edifice that will affect "the
t

whole world".

'Abdu'I-Bah. wrote:
"When the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar with ils
accessQries is ~labl~hed in the. world.
aside {tom its religious or spititual influ~
ence, it IDill ha\Je a tremendous effeel upon

civilization. Aside from the religionists
who will feel its influence, materialisb IDili
not ,be exempt therefrom. Moreol1er. it
contains divine IDisdoms. spiritual effects
upon the intellecls and thoughLs. Subsequent to -its eredion these. lJIill become
evident" 'Abdu'l-Baha has unfolded to
us the great potentialities of this Mashri~

qu'l-Adhkar so that lhe Bah"'i. might
work with the divine enthusiasm which
comes from first knowing and then doing.
The Guardian has recently sent the fol.
lowing word through one of his secre.taries.: .. It is very gratifying to see the

be set in motion upon its completion.
Standins outside the buildins quite a
different reaction was realized. Beautiful
as it is even in its unfinished state. these
words rang in my heart-UI am naked.

Will ye not clothe me?" If every believer
in America could see it in its present stage
there is no question that added .sacri6ces
would appear in each individual 1ife.. ere it is too late."
A trip to Kenosha was an unexpected
blessing that has left its enduring traces.

Dr. Zia Bagdadi was to be the speaker
for the Sunday evening meeting. but
graciously shared the time with the writer,
as the subject was HPersonal Experiences

with 'Abdu'l-Baha".
Dr. Bagdadi',
talk on the Holy Land as a preface to
his own experiences with the Master was
a most illumined. one. The'Abha Spirit

filled the hall in which were believers and
new-comers. As the party drove hack
to Chicago all hearts were radiant and

i

thankful.
Kenosha assuredly has come into a
new station of enkindlement and illumina~

National Spiritual Assembly and the

tion.

friends whole-heartedly arise for the completion of this edifice which was so dear
to the Master's heart. If this spirit of
co.-operation and sacrifice should be sus~

Sacrifices are being made daily by local
and visiting teachers, as well as by the

I

i

The love of God fills the hearts.

i

,

united assembly, for the spread of the

tained it will indirectly alfeet all the other

Glad Tidings in that city.
s:reat response.

There is a

phases of our activity and usher in a new
era in the history of the progress of the
Movement in that country."

Some of the faithful and tried believers of that Assembly have within the past
year, ascended to the World of Light.
Through their prayers they are no doubt
assisting Kenosha to become "A Beacon

Light to the World of Humanity".

AVE HUNDRED MILES TO
PRAY IN THE TEMPLE
In early winter a Baha'i friend invited
me to drive to Chicago "To Pray in the
Temple". Needless to say we went.
Readers, the wish of my heart while
there was that every believer on this Con~
tinent might have that experience. and
privilege.
Words cannot express the
'Power' that reaches down to the depth
of heart and soul as one steps inside the
upper part of that Divine House of Wor~

ship. Turning ea,tward toward "That
White Spot. from which all region, have
been perfumed" one faintly glimpses the
significance of 'Abdu'I~Baha's prophecy
regarding the mighty tumult that would

GRACE OSER.

BOUND VOLUMES OF THE
BAHA.'f MAGAZINE
To comply with requests it has been
decided to complete 10 Bound Volume
Seb of 17 volumes-( 4 to 21 inclusive
with Volume I 7 missing) and olfer them
during March and April only, for
$45. 75; on time if desired. Thi. i. at
the rate of $2.75 a volume instead of
$3.50. If single cop;". of bound vol·
urnes are desired during March and April
they may be had for $3.00 instead of
$3.50 plus postage.
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In the last several issues the Editorial

THE CALL OF THE KINGDOM
In a recent letter from Haifa, the
Guardian writes:
"We should have faith in the pOwer
of the M aster to come to our help and
guide us in our difficul ties. We shou1d
at the same time do our best in awaken·
ing the friends to their duties and urge
them to keep up their .sacri6ces.'·
How well we recall the words of the
Master years ago when he stated that the
Temple would he built on the foundation
of sacrifice! And now Shoghi Effendi
urges the believers throughout America
•'to keep up their sacrifice;"
This glorious effort will he sustained
in spite of the business depression and
financial stringency. We are learning the
spiritual hlessings that come as the reos1;l1~ of real sacri6ce; giving when it means
glvmg up.
So, during the coming year, let each
and every believer decide upon his own
measure of sacrifice. The New Plan of
Unified Action is our goal. set up hy the
National Spiritual As.embly and· endorsed by our Guardian. "It fully and
truly deserves the unreserved support of
every American believer."
While the New Plan, like the original
Plan for Unified Action, established an
average of nine dollars per month for each
believer, many are unable to give as much.
and nine cents will he acceptable. The
spiritual principal of unity will he achieved
only when every believer gives what he or
she is able to on the basis of sacrifice.
Even in these days of financial stress and
distress, each one can give up .some need
or reduce some regular expense in order
to co-operate with their fellow-believers
in their respective B ahoi:i' communities in
complete unity 0 faction; I 00 per cent
co-operation toward our glorious objective; the early fulfillment of the New
Plan for Unified Action.
Let us k~ep continually in our minds
those stirring word. cabled by Shoghi
Effendi:
HAn. appeal to individuals and Assem·
blies alike to maintain, despite world.
wide depression, high standard of self.acrificing effort. (for) National Fund,
is imperative. Abundant blessings shall
be vouchsafed its staunch supporters."

Committee has appealed. to the friends for
news items from the Baha'i Communities
throughout the country, asking that every
Assembly make a point of .ending a brief
newsy report of current activities in its
Community each month. These .hould
reach the Chairman of the Editorial Committee at the above address not later than
the fifth of the month.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

"0 God! Make all My ideal.
and thoughts one' ideal and one
thought, and ,uifer Me to atlain to
an eternal~ unchangeable condition
in Thy ,etl>ice-"

EXTRACT FROM LETTER RECEIVED FEBRUARY 4, 1932
Persian Co1ony
Haifa, Palestine
Dear Roy:
Jan. 14, 1932
. . . Concerning the general letter
he has sent latl.'!ly to the Western friends,
to which you refer in your letter; Shoghi
Effendi thinks that the friend. should
spread the message it conveys to the pubhe. It should undoubtedly he done in a
very judicious way lest the people think
that we have entered the arena of politics
with rather drastic programs of reform.
But we should at the same time show the
lead that the teachings take towards the
realization of the international ideal. The
primary importance of the Cause among
the existing religions of the world is that.
whereas the others have no coherent prer
gram upon which they are united, the
!vlovement is rich with the very spirit and
teaching:s of world needs for solving its
present international problems. It is wonderful chance for the Ca u.e to absorb
the interest of the intelligent elements in
the public.
Plea.e convey Shoghi Effendi', greetings to your Mother as well as to the
Members of the National Spiritual ~.
semhly.
Y ouTS ever :;;incerely.
(Sign,d) RUHI AFNAN

REPORT OF NATIONAL EDITORIAL COMMITTEE, ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY JANUARY 31st, 1932
Use of the term uBaha'i" as applied
to music, painting~ poetry and other art
forms.
At the present time, there exists no
standard by which music, painting, poetry
and other art forms can be descnbed as
"Baha'i". as distinguished from other
forms of art. Such art forms may dea.l
with Baha'( subjects. but their excellence
as art can be judged only hy existing
standards which can in no sense of the
word be described as HBahaT'. It. therefore. at present seems wise that music.
paintings, poetry and other art products
should not be described as B aha ~i music.
Baha'i poetry. etc. Hymns, for instance.
sh~uld not he ·published as "Baha';
Hymns", hut should, perhaps, be described as UHymns--for Use in Baha'i
meetings ...
It is. of course, desirable that any art
products which deal with Baha', .ubjects
and which are published or exhibited
to the general public, shall not he of so
low a standard of artistic merit as to refleet discredit, or bring ridicule, upon the
Baha'i Cause.
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EXCERPTS FRO M LEITER Baha'u'lhih is not merely an economic but
FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI TO
far more a spiritual task. We are conNATIONAL SPIRITIUAL ASvinced that the apparently overwhelming
SEMBLY DATED DEC,
obstacles on the path leading to that suc20th, 1931.
Shoghi Elfendi view. the great sacrifice
the friends are making to complete the
Temple with great admiration. He, how~er, hopes that this will be continuous
and not spasmodic. We have to show
the world that though our number is small,
our spirit of service is beyond measwe
and we can face any emergency with absolute assurance as to the final victory.
5hoghi Effendi ;, now looking forward to
the time when the external decoration will
start, fer that will begin to present the
real beauty that edifice will poss",s when
completed. Teaching and the completion
of the T emplc construction are the two
subjects that should obtain the most careful attention.
(1n the Guardian', handwriting)
Dear and valued co--worker:
I deeply appreciate the continued and
self~sacrificing endeavor of the American believers in the face of the grave
fmancial and economic depression into
which their country and the whole world is
now plunged. That the Temple edifice
should arise under such circumstances? that
its elaborate and exquisite ornamentation
.hould be carried out, through the elforts
of a meTe handful of Baba'i fellowe"
despite the gloom, the uncertainty and the
dangers which surround them is but another evidence of the mysterious. all~com~
pelling power of Bah,,'u'llah whose blessings will be bountifully vouehsafed to all
who arise to carry out His purpose. The
Cause is entering upon a period of unprecedented. achievements.
The full
measure of it!. glory and power win be
gradually manifested. if we, on our part,
execute in their entirety the instructions
and bequest. bequeathed to us by our beloved Master. The American believers
have made a .plendid beginning. Let them
bring to a speedy and successful termination a task whieh they have so nobly in·
itiated and whieh they alone are destined
to accomplish.
(Signed) SHOGHI.

"NOT MERELY AN ECONOMIC,
BUT A SPIRITUAL TASK"
On Dece;'ber 16th the National Spiritual Assembly sent to its Local Spiritual
Assemblies the third in its series of letters
devoted to the Plan of Unified Action.
In this letter tbe Assembly stated its
"firm confidence, that every true believer
wi.n also arise in full devotion and sacribce. is based upon the conviction that the
completion of the beloved Temple of

cess are the means of discipline. purification and unity given us all from the wisdom and mercy of the Manifestation Himself. On no easier patb could believers
in the Cause of God arrive at the glorious
station of service."
On January 14th the fourth letter was
sent uWe send these letters for consideration at every Nineteen Day Feast. that all
the believers may concentrate their minds
and hearts on the success of the Plan of
Unified Action. No one can estimate
the full measure of tbat blessing whicb
shall be poured out upon the co-workers
of Shoghi Elfendi when the my.terious
power of unity takes effect in all the local
gatherings of Baha'is. . . . Only
what we give-of love, devotion and wise
counsel, as well as of material wealthwill be .aved in this Great Day 01 God.
What we hold back will be lo.t:' In
this letter the N at;onal Spiritual Assembly
stated that by February 29th, the contributions required amount to a total of
$7.424.00 if all obligation. are to be
met.
"The ideal condition is that in
which every recognized believer contributes faithfully every month, even if circumstances in some cases permit giving
only five cents. Will the Local Spiritual
Assemblies assist in the attainment of this
ideal?"

LETTER FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
TO A BELIEVER
Shoghi Elfendi has directed me to write
this in answer to your letter, expressing
his appreciation of your aspirations and
conveying to you his loving greetings.
~ to material sacri6ces toward the welfare of the Cause, he wishes you to understand that the general interests of the
Cause take precedence over the interests
of the particular individuals. For instance.
contributions to the welfare of individuals
are secondary to contributions to the N ational and Local Fund, and that of the
Temple.
This is a general instruction. Of course
helping the individuals in case one is able
to help, is also desirable and merits appreciation. He is glad to learn that you
have been belping "
Surely God
will reward you. He prays for you and
for •
so that you may prosper
more day by day and
. . may also
be released from the inconveniences of
life.
Your humble brotber
in His Name,
(Signed) AZIULLAH S. BAHADOR.
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SHOGHI EFFENDI APPROVES
NEW YORK DECLARATION
OF TRUST
The cbairman of the Local Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of New York
City ha, received from 5hoghi Effendi a
letter and also a cabJegram which indicate
his approval of the Local Declaration of
Trust recently adopted by that body.
Since this letter comments on the maUer
of the legal status to be assumed by Local
Spiritual Assemblies in general. the contents of the Guardian's communication
are shared with all believers.
The first portion of the letter was writ.
ten through his ~retary: ..It is surely
very important to give to the Local Spiritual Assemblies some legal standing, for
as the Cause progresses and its adherents
increase. they will be confronted with
duties they cannot even imagine at present.
Not only will they have to make contracts for acquiring halls for their meeting
place, but also tbey will be obliged to
create new institutions to care for their
sick. poor and aged people. We hope
that before long the Bahns will even (be
able to) alford to bave school, that would
provide the children the intellectual and
spiritual education as prescribed in the
writings of Baha'u'lIcih and the Master.
"For such duties that will naturally
devolve upon the Local Spiritual Assemblies there will be an increasing need for
a legal standing. They will have to
be considered as a legal person with the
power of making binding contracts.

"In small centers where the friends are
,till few, the taking of such stepo is rather
premature and may add to the complexity
of Baha'i administration. Not so~ how.
ever, with New York which, I suppose,
is the largest center in the United States.··
The Guardian added the following
words in his own handwriting: "Kindly
convey to the members of your distinguisbed Assembly and through them to
the entire Saha' i Community in New
York, the expression of my heartfelt gratification, admiration and gratitude for the
hi,toric step that has been taken by the
Baha-I, of New York, the City of the
Covenant. for the consolidation of their
local activities. I am entirely in agreement with the provisions 0 f the Declaration of Trust, endorse its principles, approve its purpos~, and believe it to be
eminently practicable, useful and serviceable to the interests of the Cau,e. It will
serve as a pattern for every Baha'i Local
Spiritual Assembly in America and a
model for every local community throughout the Baha"i world. Tbis document,
being the first of its kind, should, I feel,
be publi,bed, in its final fonn and in its
entirety, in The Baha'i World:'
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The foregoing letter was dated Decem~
"Urge mail promptly two photographs~

On Decemb<r the 27th, Mr. Saffa
Kinney gave the Christ Message for this
Day. He reminded us that no message
was ever given as unique as the message

one( of) New York Assembly, another

of the Chri.t Himself for this Day.

(of) entire local community to accompany

Christ brought out the intimate relation of

(the) publication (in) Baha', World
(of) New York', splendid Declaration

Day we have in the two lives of Baha~

b<r 25, 1931. Three days later the
Guardian dispatched this cablegram:

. of

Trust.

Heartfelt

congratulations."

(Signed) Shoghi,

NEW YORK
Ne)}) York Cit)}: The Baha', Activities of this. city have continued with Wl~
diminished ardor and consecrated. effort
during December-inspired by the presence at the Center of the splendid portrait of 'Abdu'l-Baha which was painted
by Mr. Si~i,mund Ivanowski of Westfield, New Jersey, a gift from one of the
Buffalo believers to Shoghi Effendi for
the holy shrine of 'Abdu'l·Baba on Mt.
Carmel.
The presence of the portrait provided
the central theme for the meetings of the
month. On the first Sunday, Mrs. Mary

Hanford Ford and Hooper Harris spoke
on "Who is 'Abdu'I-Bahn" Mrs. Ford
stressed the mystery and bounty of the

station 01 'Abdu'l-Baha a, the Center of
the Covenant of God, the divinely appointed channel through which the creative
Word and Power of God could reach the
whole of humanity, the one who ,hould

the fatherhood 01 God to man and in this
'u'llah and 'Abdu'l·Baba, the perfect
demonstration of this fatherhood and son~
ship, each giving as the message and

gift to the world, the Kingdom of
Heaven on earth with Shoghi Elfendi a.
guardian.
The Tuesday afternoons in December
under the direction of Mrs. Ford, gave
the public the privilege of hearing more

about the qualities and reality 01 'Abdu'lBaha which Mr. I vanowski strove to revea1 in the portrait itself.

On Thursday, the 17th, Mrs. Krug
began a series of intimate talks at the
Center, to which she invited the many
friends to whom she has given the mes-sage during many years. The spirit of
'Abdu'l-Baha, a living and ever-present
reality in Mrs. Krug's life. was felt by

The Friday Night Study class continues to hold the attendance and devoted.
study and effort of a large group.

On Wednesday evening, the 23rd, the
study class invited the members of the

Sun which should rise in the West, etc.•

Baha', community, the Local Spiritual

concluding with the promise of 'Abdu'lBah. Himself that He would be with all

Assembly appointed a special Committee
whose function will be to watch out for
articles, editorials, speeches. etc.. given
by those who seem to have sensed the
underlying causes, realities and remedies

Center.

On Sunday, the 13th, Mrs. Loulie A
Mathew. conducted a mo.t beautiful and

uplifting "Symposium on Prayer." Mrs.
Mathews emphasized these reasons for
praying: first, in order to unite ourselves

for the problems of this Day. The Committee will then communicate with such
persons and send to them some appropriate
Baha') literature which dearly substan~

tiates, develop', and fulfills their vi.ion
and hopes.

with the Source of Bounty for all our

Finally the year 1931 was brought to

needs; second. in order to connect our~
selves with the love and assistance of
those who have gone on before: third.
prayer-meditative prayer- is the surest
way to help us to distinguish between the
selfish ego and the spiritual reality in each
one of us.

a close and the new Christian year of
1932 was ushered in during a feast given

On December 20th, Mr. Harri. explained "the Message of 'Abdu'I.Baba,"
referring again to the 01d Testament
prophecies.

pages.

At all times Marth", attitude-

was that of implicit obedience to the
Guardian's wishes; therefore her first consideration was to find opportunity to proclaim the Glad-tidings to the students in
the universities, colJeges and schools of
the city and surrounding towns~ This was
done most acceptably-doors to the great
institutions opening for her by the con-

firmations of the Almighty.

proclaim the Name of Bah"u'llah belore
50 many students-in one High School

Christmas carols, the joy of learning a new
carol which SafFa Kinney wrote for the
occasion, and ~e games, all contributed
to the joy and pleasure of true fellowship.
In response to a suggestion made at one
of the open consultation meetings of the

Orb 01 Guidance of which Baba'u'nab
proclaimed him, 'Abdu'l·Baha, to be the

visit from Miss Martha Root. To give
an accurate account of her busy five weeks.
or more in this city would require many

ings continued as usual with a splendid
social time on the 27th.

Manifestation for this Day. Mr. Harris
cited most clearly and convincingly those
passages of our Old Testament which describe the One who is to come, the Ser~

those who tum their hearts to the Great

WASHINGTON, D. C.
We have had the great privilege of a

all.
The Young People'. Tuesday meet-

Local Spiritual Assembly to its "party".
The hearty singing 01 many old beloved

vant. the righteous Branch. the man who

used at this auspicious time for free distribution in New York City.

Washington is a vastly different city
from any other American city. It is the
national capital and there are innumerable
obstacles in the way of making important
contacts, but all these seem to be swept
away when spiritual laws are in operation.
It was "a great achievement, therefore. to

make clear to humanity the revelation. the
purpose, and the power of the Great

shall build the Temple of the Lord, the

York Local Spiritual A.sembly compiled
and, published a little .ixteen·page pamphlet on The Most Great Peace, to be

to the friend. by Mr. and Mrs. Kinney
and Mrs. Krug, held at the home 0 f the
Kinneys. It was a happy ending to the
Christian year of 1931 though a. one 01
the friends pointed out there was still some

alone fifteen hundred students were as-

sembled.

Thus we can .ee that in Jigur-

ing up the total number of students present
at these various gatherings, many thousands must have heard the Name of Ba~

ha'u'llah and the great principles of our
religion. The students for the most part
gave wonderful attention. We hope in
many instances follow~up work will be
done by personal contacts. What the
final result will be of this great .service
rests with God and the confirmations He
gives to the friends who strive to do personal work with those who manifest an
interest.

In addition to this, and probably
equally as important if not even greater.
was the dynamic service which Martha.
accompanied by Mrs. Parsons, rendered
in connection with their personal visits to
officials from foreign countries who are
members of the Diplomatic Corps in this
city. This was indeed an outstanding and
superb service, and one which will doubtless be very far reaching in its effect. No
one save these two servers could have had
entre to this exclusive circle, and even
they could not sa "Ie through the Power

of God.
On Martha's program also there were
many group meetings, and she had several
interviews with people in private life as
well as with an important government

time before the close of the 87th year
of the Baha', Era.
In response to an appeal from the Baha'i

official.

Also the Message reached many

Peace Committee of New York, the New

Cause of God in this city most efficiently

thousands through her broadcasting.

Altogether we feel that she .erved the
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and 'With that spirit of devotion and loy~

ally for which she is justly famous.
Another service we would like to touch
upon in this report is the work done by

Orcella Rexford. Her way of serving
is decidedly unique and different. She
certainly is a.n enthusiastic Baha'i. and she
has the ability and capacity to reach thou~
sands. of people. The audiences gath-

ered to hear her primarily talk about Diet
and the Chemistry of Food. She i. earning her living now as a Food Scientist,
and at her free lectures for six nights in
succession she had an audience of from
eight hundred to a thousand each night.
At her private classes she prepared her
students for the Great Message by drop.
ping seeds of Truth continually so that by
the time she was ready to give her great

public lecture on the Baha'i Religion she
had prepared many hearts. In one Baha'I
lecture she gave the most important his·

toric points in Bah,n history, and did so
in DO uncertain way. referring to the Great
Bab, Baba'u'Uab and 'Abdu'l-Baha and
Sboghi Effendi; she very definitely stated
the principles and many of our most wonderful teachings, and held the attention

of an audience of around one thousand
people for two bours and a half.
She invited those who wished to hear
more about the teachings to join a study
class. Mr. Cobb was chosen as the

teacher for this class.

At the first meet-

ing about one hundred were present. This
class will continue one night every week
for an indefinite period.' and out of this
group we are praying there will be some
confirmed souls actually willing to join
our ranks in full membership.

CALIFORNIA

Pmadena:

Genuine interest and enthwiasm is centered here in the group of
young believers, all col1ege graduates and

members of the Communities of Glendale,
Los Angeles and Pasadena. who are
meeting regular! y

to study and equip

them.e1ves so that they will be ready at
any time to ansWer questions, or to speak

in public on the Cause.

A few Sunday.

ago this group took complete charge of

the Sunday public meeting and gave a
very able presentation of the "Solution

of the Economic Prob1ems from the
Baha'i Standpoint". Not only was the
program intellectually sound but a profound spiritual atmosphere prevailed which
filled the audience with reverent awe and
wonder.

Los Angeles:

A World Friendship

Dinner was given on February 1st by the

Baha'i Assembly. Mr. Horace Hahn,
a student .t the Lo. Angeles High School,
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.poke on "Education of the Multitudes
for Peace"; and Mr, Emmett Smith, a
student at the Venice High School, spoke
on "The World Court and Peace". Both

of these young men were successful contestants in the fifth annual World Friend'
ship oratorical contest held in December

and sponsored by the Speech Arts Associ,ation of Southern California, the Efeblan Society of this city and other organizations interested in world friendship.
Dr. Getsinger is conducting his fourth
annual series of lectures and ciasse:!l in
which he gives the Baba' i message from
a . scientific and philosophical standpoint
With blackboard illustrations.
The Los Angeles Baha~ls have also a
self teaching class meeting the first and

third Monday of each month,

This cl ass

has no teacher but each one attending is
given the opportunity to speak or present
a paper on any phase of the Baha'I
Revelation.
The object of the class is
to enable those speaking to develop and
improve their method of giving the message to individuals or groups of people,
~other class to be started in January
IS a study class the object of which is to
assist all the friends to deepen in the
Cause and obtain a better understanding
of the Teachings. A chairman will arrange subjects for discussion and will as. sign to individuals the preparation of
.answers to questions that will be brought

up.

It is hoped tbat many of the Baha'is

and others in and around Los Angeles will
participate in this class. Plans are at
present under way to hold several 1arge
public meetings in the city during January

and February.

Berkeley; An inter-racial group of
college students. many of whom had never
before attended a similarly mixed gathering, met recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A, M. Yazdi to discuss the Baha'i
teachings. A brief introductory talk was
given, after which the meeting was devoted to questions and answers. Interesting questions upon the Baha'i view of
race inter-marriage, the duty of the new
negro generation in associating with other
races, and the inadequacy of most internationally-minded groups due to their influencing only internationally-minded people and their failure to overcome the far
more numerous ranks of the prejudiced.
The Baha'is of Berkdey present an Amity
Meeting every month, and are doing much
toward eliminating race self-consciousness
m their community.
Long Beach: The little group all take
part in the meetings for study, working
in love and harmony. The Nineteen-Day
Feasts are held in the various homes. A
series of public meetings is planned for

the Third Friday of each month throughout the spring. Mr. Willard p, Hatch·
and Dr. W. M. Madson, a young med-

ic~1 student of Pasadena. opened the cam-

paIgn, January 29th. Mr, Hatch spoke
on the Baha'i Principles and Dr. Madson
presented the Baha'i Economic Plan
both being well received.
'
COLORADO
Uffer from Lou/if A. Mafhe"'.

'Colorado Springs had the privilege of
be:mg VISIted for three days by 'Abdu'lBaha who spoke in glowing terms of its
future.
It is a region where the sick
come to, regain their. health and is the scene
?f saCrifice and eXIle. Here many illumInated Bah~'i teachers have visited, Mar-

tha Root, Mrs. Ella G. Cooper, OrceUa
~e:xford, Mrs, Brent and others. Build-

~ng upon the foundation of their brief givmg of the Message, a class was formed

last summer.

Tbe faithful and r.guIar

attendance. in one season. brought such
results that upon my return to New York
I was happy to leave the class to Mr. and

Mrs. H. H. Hadsell, who are con finned
believers. All the members 0 f tbe class
have
fired
cess.
now
Miss

become earnest students and are
by the enthusiasm which insures sucThe class of fourteen members is
meeting at the charming home of
Katherine Bachw, and we confi-

dently expect to form an Assembly in the
Spring upon my return to Colorado.
Any«?ne. having friends going there
should inVite them to attend this brilliant
class by writin:g to either Miss Bachus

at 3 11 East Unitah St., or Mrs. H. H.
Hadsell of 827 East Willamette St.
ILLINOIS
Chicago: Creat things are happening
in Chicago. Day by day we can see how

the Cause of Baha'u'fLih is growing in
this

great

cosmopolitan

center

which

'Abdu'l-Baba called the beart oi America.
Greater strides have been made.
numerically, in the last year than in many
prec~eding years.
Undoubtedly the
erecllon of tbe Temple is the underlying

cause for thIS phenomenal expansion. Tbe

beautiful room in the Lake View Building
which we opened on December 31, 1930:
has already been out-grown and we have
taken a much more beautiful and commodious suite in the same building. We
hope that any visitors to Chicago will make
it a point to call at our headquarters, 1 16
S. Michigan Avenue. The rooms are open

daily from 12 to 4 p. m. Every Wednesday, from 12: 15 to 12:45 p. m.
there is a public meeting; every Friday

from 12:15 to 12:45 p. m., there is a
public prayer service.

Wednesday eve-
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nings at 8 o·dock there is a study class.
Every Friday evening at 8 o'clock there
is a public meeting. [n our new quar·
ters we will be able much more efficiently

to serve the Cause and tile friends and
con6dently expect an even greater ex·
pans ion than that which bas taken place
in the last yeaT.

Springfield: Word comes to us that one
of the young Baha'Is of that city? a student
at the University of Illinois. took for the
subject of his last address in his public
speaking work, "The New World Religion," addressing the instructor and
twenty class mates. He was graded "A"
on this work. This is a field which offers
the young Baha'Is who are students in the
colleges and universities of the country
boundless opportunities for spreading the
teachings of Baha'u'll"h.

WISCONSIN
M illl>aukee: The Feast on December
31 st was a very happy event for Milwau~
kee Baha'is, for at that time ten new believers were formally accepted. Public
meetings are held on an average of twice
a month on Sunday evening in the Med·
ford. Hotel. For these meetings we have
a visiting speaker whenever available.
Friday evening Study Group. are held
in the home of Mrs. Brus •. Several teaching groups have been meeting regularly
each week for those just becoming inter·
ested in the Cause. There are also classes
for the .tudy of Esperanto, public .peakiog and singing. An inter~assembly party
was given at the horne of one of the friends
and the splendid C()-operation of Racine
and Kenosha Assemblies made this an
aifair that will long be remembered.

INDIANA

indianapo/i" Since April, 1931, a
number of teachers. have visited this city
with the result that several classes. have
been organized.. These classes now meet
jointly and it is hoped that by April of
the current year an assembly may be
formed.

MONTREAL
The Baha' i Community in Montreal
has been steadily increasing its numbers~
becoming well known in the city and en,
larging i.ts activities during the weight of
aversion and bigotry. that fOT so long has
made our headway slow and in the face
of truly colossal opposition. is giving way.
DUTing the heat of the summer months

our Tuesday evening young people's group
filled to overflowing the Baha', Hall. This
same group also held weekly picnics on
Sundays by the river about twelve miles
from the city, making econom Ical arrange·
ments by train and truck. They were enabled in this way to meet in hours of com~
panionship and relaxation. the young peo~
pie who have been attending their dis~
cussion group. forming those personal
bonds so essential to the spirit of the Cause
and transmitting it "from heart to heart"
as well as from speaker to listener.
The development of our young people's
group has been by a most natural growth
and we owe it entirely to the foresight
and liberality of our Spiritual Assembly.
Having been given at first perfect freedom
to do as they felt best, subj eet of course
to supervision by the Local Assembly,
they were allowed to develop and adapt
themselves to best spreading the Teachings
among young people. Within the last
year. however. that initial separateness
that was needed to give them strength has
entirely disappeared and the Tuesday
group is a most integral and co-operative
part of the community at large.
Montreal has received many stimulat~
ing visitoTs during the past year; Mrs.
Sonita Knowles. following the sugges~
tion that Shoghi Effendi gave her in
Haifa, has been traveling all over the
country to different Assemblies, and bring~
ing us tidings 0 four Gua rdian and reports
of Baha" activities in other places. We
were happy to have her with us a week
in August. Over the New Year We also
had the great pleasure of a short visit from
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf from Boston,
accompanied. by Miss Roushan Wilkin~
son, re freshing and gladdening us by her
continuous devotion and steadfastness in
her service to the Guardian.
The 13th and 14th of January Martha
Root 'pent in Montreal. We have all
been drawn into the deeper realms of our
great and blessed Cau,e through her finding our reason (which we overwork) at a
standstill to explain or account for the
openings we were able to get for her and
the response in believer and stranger alike
to the power of BaM'u'lLih which she
mirrors. For the first time in Canada the
name. Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l.Baha, and
Bahei". were voiced into the listening air.
Her broadcast was merely a symbol. to
WI, of the power of an "Apostle of Baha,
'u'llah". She also .poke to the Montreal
Social Workers Qub at a luncheon of
seventy~hve or so, and to a public meet·
ing of over two hundred; a luncheon to
twenty people who ha d hitherto made no
organic contact with the Cause, and to
a round table meeting of thirty before tak·
ing her train, as well as meetmg the friends
at a reception and at a tea.

HAIFA
A recent letter from the Gua rdian to

The BaM', World Committee chairman
mentions the interesting fact that he expects to create two new sections in VoJume IV of The Baha', World, one devoted to Baha'i poems, and another to
Baha', music. He says:
hope that
the friends will gradually arise to enrich
these sections and improve the standard
of their contributions."
In.. th~ same letter Ruhi Afnan says
that If In every center. the friends could
win the co·operation of at least one of
the local papers, they could thereby .tart
a teaching campaign far more effective
than aaything yet attempted."

"r

GERMANY

Ham burg:

The young people of this
assembly have a wonderful workshop
where they are trained in all manner of
arts and crafts. The products of their
la bors are sold and the proceeds con~
tributed to the Cause. They have sent
a beautiful assortment of doilies and hand
painted covers to America to be sold for
the Temple fund. All such things .hould
henceforth be sent to our American official
Sales Committee Chairman: Mr. George
Spendlove, 1700 K Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C.. U. S. A.
Speaking of the beautiful art. sent by
the German Assembly children for the
Temple fund~· OUr National Chairman~
Mr. McDaniel, says: "We are. glad to
have these lovely art works which we will
sell for the Temple. These little mats or
doilies are so attractive that I am sure
that we shall find a good sale for them.
Weare happy to keep some lor our own·
use. This is a very fine and generous
contribution to the Temple and I am sure
that these loving labors of the children
will be confirmed. Our Temple utilities
are now completed so that this glorious
structure will be protected and preserved
and can be used in the future. Now we
must make every sacrifice to raise addi~
tional funds to proceed with the exterior
ornamentation. ,.

NEWS NOTES FROM THE
BRITISH ISLES
The Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, send.
the following message through the N.tional Spiritual Assembly: "I deeply sympathize with the increasing difficulties con.
fronting the believers in Great Britain~
but I feel that these will serve to deepen
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their faith in the power of the Cause and
will enable them to reinforce the spirit of
Baha', solidarity amollll them, I strongly
feel that the maintenance of the Center
(Walmar House) i. indispensible and
vital to the interests of the Cause? and I
will continue to pray that Baha'u'llah may
protect and bless and .u.tain the upholders 01 Hi. Faith in that land."
A paragraph from Rubi Alnan written under the direction of the Guardian
seems also so significant that it is here
quoted.-" He hopes that the friends will
display a certain amount of faith and cour~
age and not fear present economic condi·

tions.

We should not 1et financial con·

:siderations hamper our work and discour·
age us in rendering our services. Giving

lavishly during day. of plenty cannot be
termed sacrifice. It applies only to OUT
activities when depression and economic
'difficulties .eem to block the way.
,
Whatever we sacrifice at present is to
assure the welfare of humanity and ourselves as members of it in the future. U

S. FRENCH,
International Corre.spondenl.
December, 1931.
NELLIE

THE PASSING OF MME,
deLAGNEL
Once again the friends of Washington,
D. C., Were called upon to translate into
the world of action the divine injunction

of Baha'u'llah, "r have made death to
thee as glad-tiding.
..
Without
this teaching the devoted friends 0 f Mme.
Josephine Cowles deLagnei would have

been a sorrowful group, for her passing
into the life eternal and radiant would

have meant a bereavement inexpressibly

great and very deeply felt.

This faithful

maid-servant was for many years an active

and beloved member

0

I the Washington

Baha'i Community and for many years

she had served on the Local Spiritual
Assembly.
Mme. deLagnel became a Baha'! in

1902, and from the day ,he entered the
Fold she was a comprehending follower
of the Faith~-loya1. devoted, sincere at

every point and at all times.

She had

"found her Lord," as she so often said.
and so all of the Teachings emanating

from the Source 01 Life and Light and
Love in this Great Day constituted her
armOT and buckler and were indeed all·
in-all to her. Throllllh the creative effect of the Holy Utterances she had
developed spiritual ears and spiritual eyes
and a keen spiritual perception.
Her
greatest charm was her firmness in faith
and her longing to serve the Most Great

Cause. She was eighty-five years of age,
yet she was active up to the time of her
serious illness which began about six weeks
before the final dissolution of that once

very strong body. She Was well eq uipped
for service for she had a strong spirit and
a strong mind in a strong body.

7
As a result there is something .. Extra"
in the Treasury each week to keep send·

ing, small though it may be, to the National Fund. Just try it and see what
happiness will come as a result! A rota·
tion of homes is a good plan.

(Signed) A BAHA', COMMUNITY.

Those who knew her well during all
the thirty years of her devotion to the
Cause will remember her unique and
beautiful character, and the Washington
friends in particular will always remember
that her home was the Baha'i meeting-

place for years.

When 'Abdu'I-Baha

was in Washington in 1911~ He visited
her home, and thereafter she hersel f and
many others considered the home was

especially blessed and th~t it had an unusually pure spiritual atmosphere.

'Abdu'I-Baba said of her, "She is My
real daughter, there is no one who could
be dearer to me than she is because she
reaI1y serves. I love her. I Jove her
very much." And in one of her own
Tablets from Him, these words, "Every
soul has a protector, but praise be to God

thou hast God." And during the storms
and ,tress of lile she held 6rmly to these
Holy Words.
(Signed) MARIAM HAN EY.
A

SUGGESTION FOR TEMPLE
FUND
Some 01 the friends will recall that during the sojourn 01 'Abdu'l-Baha in America there were times when the meal consisted of bread and. gravy-nothing more.
Shoghi Egendi once said to an Puner.
iean pilgrim that when the spirit of sacri.
fice and devotion which permeated the
believers in the Orient appeared in the

Occident, the Temple would be built.
With these two memories fresh in mind
and heart, the following plan was set in

STUDY COMMITTEE ANNOUNC.

ES NEW COURSE
Dear Baha'i Co~workers:
The recent letter from the Guardian
with its clear statement of oncoming world
events is a call that awakens us to the
urgent necessity of a wide expansion of
our teaching activities. We must accug..
tom ourselves to the idea of dealing with
large numbers. while pondering in our
hearts what service we ean best render
to mankind in this transitionaJ period.
Surely a solution offered to a world which
knows not which way to tum. shall attract to the Cause a multitude of people
made alert by suffering and the appre.
hension of world chaos.
To seize this opportunity a band of
trained Baheri teachers will be needed.

In the words of Shogbi Effendi: "How
pressing and sacred the responsibility that
now weighs upon those who are already
acquainted. with the teachings! How
glorious the task of those who are called
upon to vindicate their truth, and demon.
strate its practicability to an unbelieving
world 1" Certainly no true believer can
remain si1ent when confronted with the
burning questions of the age, for which
we alone have the answer.
The Baha'i Study Committee wishes
to point out that with the turning of a
new cycle in human history. a fresh and
timely approach to the teachings must be

thought lully considered.

This enlarged

scope of Baha'i subject matter is suggested

in the statement of Shogbi Effendi, who

operation and is proving to be a b1essing
to all. so we send it forth; perchance those
in other cities might like to try it also.
Once a week the believers gather at
one of the homes for an Economy Dinner.
The host gives the meal which consists of
one main dish. All who come give to

says: "For Baha'u'll.h, we should readily recognize, h.as not only imbued man·
kind with a new and regenerating Spirit.

the Temple Fund what their dinner would

to these, He, as well as 'Abdu'l-Bah'
after Him, have, unlike the Dispensations
01 the past, clearly and specifically laid
down a set of Laws, established definite

cost them at home. For instance: a
large dish of rice and gravy or bread and
gravy with plenty for everyone, water to
drink, will cost around five cents per per~
son for the hostess. The more there are
of course the smaller the eost per person.
Na one can provide such a meal at so low
a cost at home. After the meal there is
an opportunity to build up, in the Baha'.
Community, a greater social and friendly
bond that is not possible in the regular
B aha' i meetings. Discussions, music,
prayers or readings according to the in·
spiration of the occasion~ follow.

He has not merely enunciated certain uni·
versal principles, or propounded a par·
ticular philosophy, however potent, sound
and universal these may be. In addition

institutions, and provided for the essen·
rials of a Divine Economy."

Would it not be well for Baha', teachers and students to re~study the history,
principles and precepts of the Cause with
a special view to attaining to a more pro.found comprehension of the background
which they furnish to the inauguration of

the New World Order)
How glorious will he our victory if the
teaching work can go forward in ac·
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cordance with a plan in which all. in the
bridest possible time, can equip them~

the National Spiritual Assembly, how-

behalf of the Publishing Committee re-

Cause and its application to this significant

ever, it does not initiate literature but garding ·the Publication of the Divine" Art
merely manufactures and sells the books of Living.
and pamphlets approved by the Review w
Shoghi EJfendi has laid down a princi.

houri
The Study Committee is offering at

ing Committee and chosen by the National
Spiritual Assembly.

pal that the Baha',s should not attribute

this time a course of thirty-six lessons on

It seems advisable to make it clear that
those believers who write books and
pamphlets should submit them 6rst to the
National Spiritual Assembly for review

have been given by the Master, if these

selves with a sound knowledge of the

the Baha'i Teachings.

The course was

designed to fit, not only the need. of the
many new. groups throughout the country?
but also to furni9h a framework for As-

sembly Study Classes and public meet·
ings.
Unlike other courses offered by ·the
Outline Bureau. a large library or Baha'i
books is not required. Nor is this a correspondence course. The course is based

and approv.1.

When approved by the

Reviewing Committee. the question of how
to use available publishing funds in the
manufacture of new books and pamphlets
is subject to final decision by the Nationa1

Spiritual Assembly.
The Publishing Committee would like

upon three text-books, Bah,ful/ah and to explain to the friends that the delay in
Ihe New Era, The Wi,dom of 'Abelu'l·· publishing the Guardian's translation of
BahQ and The Founelation, of World The Dawn-Brca~ers: NabW, Narrative
UnitY4
Each lesson consists of one or of the Early Day, of the Baha', Faith
more quotations on the subject from so~e has been due to the extreme complexity of
other Baha'i source, a prayer. defimte
reference to the text-books and questions
for discussion. A lesson is short enough
to be easily covered in one evening.
In order to make this course available

to .11, we will sell the three text-books
and the thirty.si.x lessons for two dollars.

The set of lessons without the books will
sell for one doll.r.
The Study Committee h.s on hand •
large edition of the outline on "Material
and Divine CivilizationU~ which it recommends for close study since it consists of
reference material on the social, economic
and administrative teachings of the Cause.
The outline is on sale for fifteen cents.

Order.! will be 6lIed after March 6rst
from the office of the BAHA'i STUDY
CoMMITTEE, 2704 Tilbury St., Piltsburgh, Po.

PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENT
The members of the Publishing Committee share with all believers the recom~
mendation received &om the Inter~ A.ssem~

bly Teaching Conference held in Washinglon, D. c., on November 8, 1931.
The Baha', Communities of Philadelphi.,
Baltimore and Washington, D. c., participated. As reported by Mr. Spendlove,
the Conference adopted the following
resolution: "That this Con ference bring
to the attention of the Baha', Publishing
Committee the need of having a full and
sufficient supply of literature calculated
to interest and appeal to people with a
fundamentalist Christian outlook."
The Publishing Committee appreciates
the rapidly increasing need of literature

in book and pamphlet form dealing with
the T ..chings from the Christian funda-

this work, involving so many hundreds of
pages of text and in addition so many
illustrations and colored frontispiece. No
Baha'i work ever issued. -compares with
this volume in the care required to prow
duce a perfect l::MJok.

The publishing date on both the Standard and Deluxe (autographed) editions
will now, it is confidently expected, be
early in February, but the date during
which the advance, reduced price can be
accepted has been extended to March 1.

that all the believers may have ample
opportunity to take advantage of the lower
price on advance orders. Until March 1~

the Standard Edition wiU be $6.75after March I, $7.50. The limited
Edition autographed by Shoghi EJfendi
is $35.00. and this price will remain Un-

changed until the 150 copies are sold.
Other titles in which the &iends have
special interest at this time are:

Kitab-i-l qan, translated by Shoghi
Effendi .................................... $2.50
Bahel', Calenelar for 1932 .......... .50
Esslemont" s Bahci'"" Uah and the

N eJll Eta, translated into

Esper~

anto by Lidja Zarnenhof .......... 1,50
The World Economy of BaM'"'Ucih, 32-page pamphlet, sold
only in lots of ten or more copies.

Per copy ............................... · ,10
BAHA'i PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
P. O. Box 348
Grand Cent'al Station
New Yo'~ City

LETTER RECEIVED BY THE
PUBUSHING COMMITfEE
Persian Colony
Haifa, Palestine
12-29·31.

mentalist and many other prevalent group
points of view. As a committee func-

Dear Mrs. Little:
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowl-

tioning under the conditions I.id down by

edge the receipt of your letter, written on

much importance to taiks, reported to
have not in one form or other obtained
His sanction.

Baha'u'llah has made it clear enough
that only those things that have been revealed in the form of Tablets have a binding power over the friends. Hearsays
may be matters of interest hut can in no
way claim authority. This basic teaching of Baha· u' nah was to preserve the

Faith from being corrupted like Islam
which attributes binding authority to all
the reported sayings of Muhanunad.
This being a basic principle of the Faith
we should not confuse Tablets that Were
actually revealed and mere talks attrib.uted to the founders of the Cause. The

6rst have absolute binding authority while
the latter can in no way claim our obedience. The highest thing this can achieve
is to influence the activities of the one
who has heard the saying in person.
Those talks of the Master that Were
later reviewed by Him and corrected or
in some other form considered authentic

by Himself, such as the Some Answered
Question.s, these couId be considered as

Tablets and therefore be given the nec....
.. ry binding power. All the other talks
such as are included in Ahmad~s diary
or the other diaries of pilgrims. do not

fall under this category and could be considered only as interesting material to
taken for what they are worth.

be

For this reason Shogbi Effendi has Dot
been encouraging the publication of reported sayings that were not authenticated

by the Master Himself. Shogbi Effendi
is trying to prevent the friends. from
considering as actual words of th.e Masler
things that were not authenticated by Him.

Now in so far as the Divine Art of
L.;"ing is concerned, some of the friends

wrote Shoghi Effendi and .tated that the
book is very much liked, so he did permit

its publication in its old form. The question. however, totally changes when the
plates no more exist. He would surdy
not advise you to undertake that expense
at this time and bring out a book. where:
authentic and non·authentic material is
hopelessly confused. It greatly detJacts
from the worth of a book to have in it
quotations from Tablets which are abso.-

lutely binding and reported .ayings that
have no authority.

In c1o.ing may I assure you of Shogbi
Effendi's prayers and be.t wishes and
assure you of his loving greetings.
Yours ever sincerely

(Signed) RUHI AFNAN.

",

",
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Extract from Letter from
Shoghi Effendi, dated February
20, 1932, Addr ....ed to the

National Spiritual A .. embly.
I wish to add a few words in per·
son in order to re~affirm the para~
mount. the urgent necessity for devising ways and means that will ensure the success of the Plan of Unified Action, and compensate for the
disadvantages it has, unavoidably
and owing to unforseen circumstanc... .uffered. I would appeal to
every conscientious follower of the
Faith in that land, not to rest until
the meaDS have been made available
to insure the completion of the decoration of the Dome of this imposing and marvelous edifice before the
end of the spring of next year. The
Cause will suffer its prestige will no
doubt be affected if the Plan. so ad·
mirably conceived. should again fall
into abeyance. This we must at all
costs prevent. May the Almighty
inspire and sustain you in your ar~
duous task.
I

SHOGHI.

BUILDING THE TEMPLE
Thu5~ the Guardian has set a definite
objective for us in the completion of the
exterior ornamentation of the dome and
ribs to the top of the 6rst gallery or
second .tory by the latter part of Spring
of 1 933 . To accompli.h this great task
requires having $30.000 available within
the next two month, or by June lst, 1932,
and the balance of $120.000 on hand by
November 1st. 1932 for the continuance
and completion of the work.
On a firm foundation has arisen the
present Temple structure. The exterior
ornamentation, which will reveaJ the
beauty and glory of the design, will be
applied beginning with the dome and its
ribs. Our supervising engineers have esti·
mated that it will require six months of
labor and expenditure of about $30.000 to
prepare models and molds. Subsequently
an additional six months period win be
necessary for the manufacture and erection

of the sections of the ornamentation.
In a time of great financial difficulties
and business depression, we are confronted
with a task that will truly test our faith,
our courage. and our capacity to unitedly
and wholeheartedly sacrifice to do His
will.
"if IDe falter or hesitate, if our lol'C
for Him should fail to direct us and keep
tiS D1ilhin His path. if we desert Divine
and emphatic principles. what hope can
IDe an,!,1 more cherish for healing the ills
and sicknessess of this yvorld~"

GUARDIAN CABLES
CONCERNING
CONVENTION
A cable from Shoghi Effendi was
received on March 9th commenting
upon the action of the N abonal
Spiritual Assembly in calling the
Twenty~fowth Annual Convention
as disclosed by the Minutes of the
Assembly meeting forwarded to him.
The cable i. a. follows:
Haifa. Pal .. !ine. March 9. 1932.
Spiritual advantage.s deril'ed from

deliberation.s 0/ delegates in Corz...

ENLIST WORLD.WIDE SUPPORT
FOR THE NEW PLAN OF
UNIFIED ACTION

l'ention msembled outweigh financial
consideration.s. Urge eliminate !Inneces.sarJ,1 expenses.
SHOGHI.

Assemblies of His Di"ine Plan of

Unity:

We are all one! Although
humble and defective is this poor one's
effort. may it indicate the beauty and
power of the Word of God in action. in
U ni6ed Achon and Deed.! The Temple
invites you all. Mashriqu'l-Adh\:ar invite. you all, The New Plan of Unified
Action is the prelude so sweet and tender
to the melody of world order and interna·
tional commonwealth of God [ This is
the Truth-this is the test for us-this
is the path of our advancement all over
the world-wide globe. Help support this
Plan. Make it a joyful noise in the Assemblies. Make it a song of the heart
and hand of every living believer. Support
the World-wide Plan. Build up Mashriqu'l-Adhkar everywhere! If you will
support the New Plan endorsed by our
Guardian, if you will recommend it
amongst your Local Spiritual Assemblies
and groups, you will have served the
Threshold of 'Abha and its advancing
strides of justice and selflessness .and cooperation. prtparing thus and dew:loping
the Cause tOward the ultimate end of the
Creative Will. upholding the international
relations and universal ideals of the Baha']
world community!
In service to our Guardian,
AUNTIE V,CTOR,A.
(MRS. BEDEKIAN)
(Continu.ed on p;J g.. 8.)

CONVENTION ANNOUNCEMENT
BY THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
The National Spiritual Assembly has
approved the folJowing program for the
coming Twenty-fourth Annual Convention
of the B ahn. of the United Stat.. and
Canada. to be held at Temple F ouodalion
Hall. Wilmette. lIlinoi •. April 29th. April
30th and May 1st. 1932.
The Hospitality Committee for the Con..
vention has been named consisting ofMiss Edna True, Chairman
Mrs May Scheffler
Dr. Zia Bagdadi
Mr. Willis Hilpert
M is. Sophie Loeding
who will have headquarters at the Evanston Hotel. chosen as the official Convention Headquarters. We have arranged
with the management of the Hotel Evanston to provide room and meals to all attending Baha'is and their friends without
racial discrimination.
Delegates and
friends should in all cases, however, con.ult the Ho.pitality Committee at the Hotel
before applying for rooms. A special dining room will be assigned to Baha'i guest!
.0 that we may all be together.
Mrs. Nellie S. French has been appoint.
ed Chairman of the Ridvan Feast Com(Continued on page 8.)
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In the last several issues the Editorial
Committee has appealed to the friends for
news items from the Bahcrr Communities
throughout the country. asking that every
Assembly make a point of sending a brief
newsy report of current activities in its
Community each month. These should
reach the Chairman of the Editorial Com-

mittee at the above address not later than
the fifth of the month.
'
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

THE GOAL OF MANKIND
It is with joy. assurance and gratitude
that we peruse and study the -great epistle
of OUr revered Guardian, dated November

28th, 1931, and published under the caption The Coal of a Ne'" World Order.
This luminous document is not, in eireu·
lation, limited to believers, but it is our
hope that it will mould the thoughts and
enlighten the hearts of many people of influenc.e and capacity who are in a state of
inquiry. It brings us measurel ess aid by
its clear. simple and forceful analysis of
the world situation; by the faith it deepens, the hope it brightens, the love it in~
spires. Wonderful is its exposition of that
great principle of Balui"u'U';h, the Oneness
of Humanity and its binding power in the
new cycle. There is the gentleness, yet
decisiveness of the true physician who lays
bare the wound he would treat, in the
very striking picture of the way of fiery
trials through which mankind must pass
in its journey to the desired. goal. The
vanity of adherence to outrworn dogmas
and forms that have no bearing upon present needs; the stirring appeal for general
recognition of the Supreme authority of
Baha'u'lIah, the impressive quotations
from the Manifestation of God and from
the Center of His Divine Covenant, the
focussing of our attention upon the signs
that make it dear that human problems
have over-reached human control, while
humanity totters to the brink of a great
cataclysm; and the supreme guidance and
confirmation that animate every syllable ot
this eloquent missive, compel our reverent
homage. Graphic is our Guardian's vis~
ion of mankind as a whole, regenerated
by the Breath of the Infinite and at length
finding its reality in a world that reflects
the light of Heaven.
The Guardian has paid a tribute to
the fathers of the American Government
for the vision and sacrifices that created
so noble a structure. Students of our
constitutional history may well be amazed
by the range of his know ledge, yet nothing
is hidden from the One who sees with divine insight. That he sees in some of our institutions and the early struggle for their
erection, an analogy, in some ways, to
the form which a federated world is to
take, places upon American Baha'is both
an honor and a responsibility. It is nothing short of divine favor that we have been
privileged to live in a system from which
some ideals are to be used for the building of a universal structure. Can we value
too highly the opportunity of service and
sacrifice that arises for the restoration and
expansion of ideals now veiled in darkness, as well as the greater panacea which
showers upon mankind the wealth of God

in new principles of light and a world system that banishes strife ~
While it is made clear that frowardness
of spirit on the part a f weak mortals will
take their toll in mortification and mental
agony~ in heartrbreaks and the ordeal of
fire and blood~ yet it is consoling to know
that this, too, will ultimately pass. The
time is here authoritatively set when the
many shocks that befall mankind will be
absorbed by the music of real life. May
our efforts be increased. that the Divine
Cause, although its adherents be but clay,
should at an times express perfect harmany, the effect of which both as object
lesson and magnet will attract and tranquilize the world.
Letters written by Shoghi Effendi since
this great epistle make it clear that he
wishes us to emphasize its positive program and not dweU too much upon the
thought of calamity.

CHICAGO ASSEMBLY
INCORPORATES
Under date of February 16, 1932, incorporation papers were hied with the Recorder of Deeds a f Cook County, Illinois,
to meet the requirements of the Illinois
State laws for religious organizations.
We quote the following paragraph
which was used as an introduction to the
Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws:
"The Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'"
of Chicago adopts this form of corporate
association in order to supply proper Jegel.
status to its conduct of the affairs of a re
ligious community, which has had con~
tinuous existence for thirty-six years, and
continuous organized existence since 1901
A. D., in the City a f Chicago, County of
Cook, and State of Illinois, being the &rst
local Baha'i community established in
North America. During the period from
I 90 I to the present date the Spiritual
Assembly has been recognized, encouraged and instructed in nineteen Tablets and
letters addressed to it by 'Abc\u'l-Baha.
This first Local Spiritual Assembly of
Baha~is in North America was vested. with
the responsibility of founding the first
Baha', Temple-Mashrigu'l-Adhkar-in
the Western Hemisphere, until the organization of a National Body in 1909 A. D.
The Spiritual Assembly was visited by
•Abdu'l- Baha three times in the year
1912, during His sojourn in North
America.
The Spiritual Assembly has
been recogniz.ed since the Ascension of
'Abdu'l·Baha in letters addressed to it
by the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith. The
Chicago Baha'i community has been continuously and uninterruptedly represented
by delegates in the Annual Meetings held
r
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by the recognized National BaM'i body
of North America. since the foundation
of that body in 1909 A. D. The Spirit-

to witness and take part in a demon~ and the New York Urban League, In
stration of the ueh method of teaching appreciation of their devoted service in the
Esperanto, given by Professor Jens Sch- . cause of justice and protection of the

ual Assembly is at present enrolled in the

jerve of Stockholm.

li.t of Local Spiritual Assemblie. recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly.
"The members of the Spiritual Assembly of the Bah.'f. of Chicago have

Jennie M. Davis gaYe a masterful ta.lk on
"The Way of Peace"-peace that can~
not be en forced but must be provided for
and promoted by definite steps in educa·
tion for appreciation of unity and justice.

taken this action in full unanimity and
agreement. They acknowledge for themse1ves and on behalf of their successors the
sacred. meaning and universal purpose of

the Baba'f Faith, the teachings and principles of which fulfill the divine promi.e
of all former religions.

II

On February 16th,

The Friday night Baha'i Study Class
affords great comfort and progress to
those who avail themselves of the opportunity to read, ponder ~ and clarify their
views through the effort to clearly express
those views.

The Nineteen Day F ea,t held F ebruNEW YORK
NeD> YOTI( Citll: During the month
of February the Sunday meetings, for the
public, were as follows: February 7th,
Mr. Hooper Harris spoke with interesting
and illuminating detail concerning Pro-U

pheci", F ulfi lied, " explaining how the
seven great cycles of history fullllled the
great vision or prophecy revealed by God

to Enoch of old.
On February 14th, Mr. Horace Holley inspired his audience with his portrayal of "spiritual Citizen,hip" which would
through man's complete and harmonious
development of physical. mental and
spiritua1 capacities, enable him, through
co-o-peration with all. to eyol\'e the World

ary 7th was given by Mrs. Marion Little
and the selections from the Holy Utterances were most inspiring.
Mrs. Florian Krug's informal gatherings
on Thursday afternoons are a joy and inspiration to the friends who aTe thereby

enabled to hear from M". Krug her personal experiences with the Master and with

the Holy Family.
An hour of prayer and meditation is
held at noon at the Center, daily.
During February there were started
Sunday evening meetings for prayer, medi~
tation. and the reading of the Tablets of

Bah,,'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baba.
On Wedne.day, February 17th, the
Young People's Committee was asked to

meet with the Local Spiritual A.s.embly
to discuss their activities and budget in

joiced us with hi.! account of meeting

relation to the work of the Baha'i Com~
munity as a whole. The reports 0 f their
regular Tuesday night meetings for discussions, and other monthly meetings for
spreading the Baha'i principles through
social contacts, and of the personnel of
those attracted were very encouraging.

'Abdu'I-BaM in New York and Wash-

The Local Spiritual Assembly felt that

ington, and with his appreciation of 'Ab~

the young peopl e, sensing and experiencing the need for some solution of the economic conditions of the world today might
in their discussions formulate some practical suggestions for bettering the economic condition along with Bahi' i principles, amongst the members of the Baha'i
community itself. Therefore~ the Young
People's Group was made a committee for
this purpose and they will report back to

Federation for which Bah"'u'U'h ha,
given the plan, the power and the promise
of ultimate accomplishment.

On February 21 st, Ex-Governor W. E.
Sulzer of New York spoke eloquently on

"Abdu'I-Bah' Marching On."

He re-

du'I-Bah"s message which he earnestly
summoned the people to study and follow.

On February 26th, New York was indeed happy to hear Louis G. Gregory,
who spoke on the "Consciousness of

Peace," .tressing the thought that aU
peace. whether between individuals or nations, can result only through definitely
organized effort of those inspired by justice
and love for their fellow beings.
The uTuesday afternoon teas" afforded much pleasure and profit and oppor~
tunity to demonstrate the Baha'i culture.
Those who were able to attend enjoyed

hearing, on February 2nd, Charle. EdwaTd Davenport's dramatic reading of his

"Silent Force.," and on February 28th,
Miss Crace Stanistreees beautiful rendering of modern poems, and some brilliant
piano selections by Mercedes Raminez.

Then on February 9th, following the
glorious song recital by Mrs. Charlotte
WaUace Murray, we had the opportunity

the Local Spiritual A"embly.
The Saturday, February 27th i"ue of
the New York World-Telegram printed
in full a long and schol arly article on the
Baha'i Cause which Horace Holley was
requested to write for it. This is the
sixth in a series of articles explaining the

Negro People"-at the Hotel Shelton.
Mrs. L. A. Mathew. and Loui. G.
Gregory pre.ided_ All felt that the evening was unique in the history of inter··
racial love and felloW5hip. All .bared
in making the occasion one to be remembered and recalled with joy-those who
spoke, those who gave their message
through piano selections or through song,
and those who demonstrated thei.r love
and fellowship through genuine apprecia.
tion, enjoyment and acrord. A full report of this meeting will be given elsewhere.

The portrait of 'Abdu'I-Bah' painted
by Sigismond I vanowski seemed to have
become an integral part of the Center~
when it waS taken from the rooms and

placed in the Art Center at 55 Ea.t 56th
Street, where the public has been very
responsive to it. A leaflet telling about
·Abdu·I~Baha. and his mission was prepared for distribution to those who wished
to know.

The New York Assembly was pleased
to record that the Committee appointed
during December availed it!3oelf of the op-portunity to send to each delegate who
sailed on the President Harding for the
Disarmament Conference at Geneva. two

or three of the Baha'i leaflets including
a copy of the new leaflet On "The Most
Creat Peace.
On January twenty-seventh, the Baha'i
Community assembled to hear read the
U

letter of Shoghi Effendi, dated November
28, 1931, to the believe ... of the West.
After the reading we were pleased to hear

Mr. Albert Windust of Chicago who had
just returned from Haifa, tell about his
recent visit and the seriousness and pur-

po'e of Shoghi Effendi in sending this letter at this time. After allowing a week
for the members to re·read and study

the letter individually the community will
meet again on F"ebruary 3rd, to discuss the
letter, its meaning~ and what we might do
toward preparing for the great days im~

mediately ahead of us--days of final victory to be sure, but following these days
of great tribulations.

PENNSYLVANIA
Recently Mr. Horace

Philadelphia:

Holley of New York City came here to

follow up the Bah.', work done by Miss.

the month the National Baha'i Committee

Martha Root. In the morning he spoke
at the Friends Meeting House in Lans·
downe, Pennsylvania. to a splendid audience. His talk covered, in general. some

for Racial Amity and the New York
Local Spiritual Assembly gave a dinner

of the points in Shoghi Effendi'. letter of
November 28th, 1931. In the evening

in honor of the National Association for

he addressed a very appreciative audience
at the rooms of the EthicaJ Culture So·

"Little Known Religions in New York."
As a superb climax to the activities of

the Advancement of the Colored People
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ciety.

His subject was "A World Eco-

nomy-The Reconciliation of Ethical
Values and Human Need •. "

The ad-

dress was followed by an open forum.

NEW JERSEY
N e!Va'~; During the pa.t year the activities of the Newa.rk Community have
increased. On November 12th the birthday of Bah"u'Il.h was celebrated in a
beautiful and impressive manner at the

home of Mrs. Clark. At that time Mrs.
Knowles of Portland, Orgeon, paid the
Commu[] ity a visit.

On February lOtI! a

public meeting was held. at which Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford .poke on "The New
Day. ,. Much interest was manifested. and
questions were answered. It is planned

to hold further public meetings from time
to time. On March 2nd a Baha'f meeting was held at the home of Mr. Henry
Grasmere.
and gave

M 1"$. Ford was the speaker
interesting

reminiscenses

of

'Abdu'I-Baha.
IlLINOIS
Chicago: The Feast of Febrtlary
7th was given by Peter Walrath, it
being the occasion of his fourteenth birth-

day. and was the last one celebrated in
our old room. The Iarge attendance
proved to us again the inadequacy of the
quarters we had occupied for a year. It
was a gathering long to be remembered
because of the items of interest marking
the event. Mr. Windust had just retum~

ed from the Holy Land and it was the
"Welcome Home" of the Chicago Com~
munity to this devoted servant. At this
time the marvelous letter from our Guard~

ian, "The Goal of a New World Order u was read for the first time to the
friend •.
On March 1st our next Nineteen Day
Feast was celebrated in our new home,
in the same building at I I 6 S. Michigan
Avenue, Suite 308-310. It comprise. a
large hall for public meeting. and a .maller room which serves as office and library.
There is also a well equipped kitchen~
ette which greatly simplifies the serving

of feasts. The carefully planned furnishings. the softly carpeted. floors, beautiful hangings and comfortable chairs. lend
to the room that air of grace and dignity
so beautifully in keeping with our beloved
Cause.

The public addresses given on W ednes~

day noons and Friday evenings are meeting with splendid response, enabling us.
as they do, to convey the Message of

Bah"u'lI"h to .eekers who find it difficult
to attend the Sunday afternoon lectures in
the Temple. Our desire is to utilize our

new hall to the fullest possible extent, and
for that reason Eurther public meetings are
being planned.

Once each month an inter~racial amity
meeting is held. In furtherance of the
spirit of amity. a delightful dinner was
given at the home of one of the believers, at which forty~two friends were
present. The spontaneity of the love and
happiness manifested on this occasion will
long be remembered. Because of the results oE this gathering, which are now becoming apparent, other amity dinners are

being planned.
Our Sunday School i. filling an important place in the development of the Cause
in this city. Under the guidance of Mrs.
Mana loa3 and her daughter. Mrs. Viola
Timle. the attendance is rapidly growIng
and the children are being trained in the
historical and spiritual aspects of the
Cause. A new activity, the study of Esperanto. has recently been added to the
Sunday School curriculum.
In addition to the public meetings,
study classes each week are being conducted in the homes of believers and in
the hall. It is these classes that are the
means of attracting and training the many
new believers who are becoming members
of the Chicago Community.

A report from Chicago would hardly
be complete without a word about Mr.
Windust's recent pilgrimage to the Holy

Land.

Thi. beloved brother, who has

given so many years of service and devotion to the Cause of Bah.fu'llah. was,
we feel, the true emissary of Chicago to
that blessed spot, and has brought to us a
vision of what it means and will in the
future mean, to the world, We feel that
the fulfillment of his deep desire to visit
the Holy Shrines has enriched not only his

life, but that of the Community as well.
WISCONSIN
Racine; We are happy to share with
our Baha'i brothers and sisters- the result
of four weeks of intensive teaching in our
vicinity which created a great deal of
interest in the Baha'i Movement.
A series of lectures was given by Mrs.
Ruth Moffett of Chicago, Illinois, which
were the means of adding thirty~one new
believers to our community.
Realizing
the importance of follow~up work, classes
for study and teaching have been organized. These are well attended by large
and interested groups of students.
Sunday evenings are devoted to public
meetings where addresses on the Baha'I
Cause are given by visiting teachers.
Among the recent guest speakers were Mr.
Robert Lee Moffett, Dr. Zia Bagdadi,
IV1r. Benjamin Shapiro, Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Miss Sophie Loeding and Mr. Albert
R. Windust, aU of Chicago. Mr. Windus!
having just returned from the Holy Land,
brought to us a clearer vision of the great-

ness and wisdom of our beloved. Guardlan.

MINNESOTA
Saint Paul: We are pleased to inform you that the Baha'i. of St. Paul
have opened an Assembly Room at 414
Midland Trust Bldg., Nwnber 8, East
6th Street. We have a seating capacity
of seventy-five people. It is equipped
with a kitchenette for ~'F east" pwposes.
Our program at present consists Qf an
Esperanto Class, Advertised l...ectures,
a meeting for Bah;rls to study the teach-

ings of Baha'u'U'h and 'Abdu'I-Baha_

and a public meeting Sunday afternoon~
We lovingly solicit from other Assemblies
any helpful suggestions which may be
offered.

MONTANA
Winifrea: The Wilcott family wishes to thank all the a.semblie. for the help
rendered during the economic shortage in
their vicinity.

They are relieved and

grateful.
ARIZONA
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite of
Los Angeles visited our city from January
16th to February 16th, during which
time she gave her twelve lessons compiled
from the Baha'i writings. We are deepPhoenix:

ly appreciative of the inspiration brought
to us by this beloved teacher.
Mrs. Cinita Knowles from Portland,

Oregon, and Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy loa.
of San F ranc:isco, California, also visited
our Community. Such visits are tremend-

ou.ly helpful and ,timulating and a gr<at
aid in the spread of the Cause.
CALIFORNIA
San Franc'..:o; Mrs. Ella G. Cooper
was recently asked to address a group of
musicians at the home of Mrs. F. Stebinger in St, Francis W ood~ and her talk
on the Baha'i Cause was received with

enthu.iasm.

Mr. LeRoy C. Ioas ha.

just returned from a trip, jn the course of
which he spoke on the Baha'i Cause in

Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, and Phoenix, Arizona; as a result of this several
groups have accepted the Baha'i Faith.
B~ha'i study classes such as those held

by Mr. and Mrs. j. B. Shaw and Mr. and
Mrs. Loroe Matteson are interesting weekly events and prove continually that Baha'i
home meetings are an effective means of
offering the Baha'i teachings to attracted
inquirers.
The San Francisco Extension Division
of the University of California announc~
a course in Esperanto beiinning Wednes-

day, March 16th.
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Oa~land: The Oakland Assembly
. has conducted two study cI ......11 during
the fall .nd winter. The one on F rid.y
nisht w.s .rranged for the frieuds who
wi.hed to deepen their knowledge .nd understanding of the Teachings .nd the

the Baha'IS and there was much rejoicing
over the spirit manifested in a meeting
that brought together the various races in

friendship and fellowship.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE IN
FOREIGN LANDS

Monday night class was organized as a
result of the interest in the Cause aroused

through a series of inter~racial amity meet~
illl!' beld monthly through the spring and
'Sllntmer. The Friday dMSes have also
been most worth while. In addition to
the two adult study dasses there is a Sun~
day School. The theme for the Ninetee:n Day r easts this spring is based on
pauages chosen from our Guardian's recent document. The A"embly continues
to hold one public meeting each month
with a good speaker on some aspect of
the Baha"! Movement.
Pasadena: Since the receipt of the
recent letter from Ruhi Effendi Afnan em·
phasizing the importance of using the
medium of the good local newspapers

for bringing out the T e.chings, the
Editor of the Pasadena Star NeD>'
has been appro.ched by the Secretary
of the Spiritu.1 Assembly .nd he
has

graciously

accorded

the

privilege

of the use of .p.ce for five hundred words
on the Bah ... C.use e.ch week. It is the
intention to send in excerpts from the
teachings chosen with a view to interest·
ing the public in a general way, and pro~
ably entitle the article. the "Loom of
Reality" as this name seems to have a
special application to the teachings, and
may arouse interest because of its novelty.
The first article will be a somewhat condensed reproduction of one which ap-

peared in the New York World. Telegram of S.turd.y, February 27th.
The friends of Pasadena sincerely

hope that in other cities this Very help ful
policy may obtain a foothold as there is
no more efficient way of presenting the

INDIA
A real uNew Era" for the Cause must
have dawned in India? judging fr.om copies
0/ the Poona Edition of the Indjan Dajt~
Mail of Bombay, of the dateo of January

24th and 26th which h.ve just been received by the International Correspondent
of the National Secretariat.

The Secretary of the Poon. Spiritual
Assembly, in a fine Baha'. letter, annoUnc~
ed that he was sending copies of this newspaper which contained the advertisement

of the Baha'i Book Stall in the National
Hotel .t Poona. This very well worded advertisement which appears in the up-

tbe Temple which w.s originally his gift
to 'Abdu'I-B.ha .nd by Him pl.ced in
the Holy Shrine of B.ha'u'll.h, tells of
the success of the weekly meetings in
Ishgabad, and aloo of th~ meetings which
.re held by the Baha'i women of th.t
city. He is rejoiced, as are we, to learn
of the progress of the Cause there,

Mr. Asgharzadeh .Iso mentions a publication called
My Magazme in the
February issue of which th.ere appears an
U

U

article entitled "The G.rden on Mt. Carmel. He comments that although not quite
accurate as to the history of the Cause,
it gives a very good description of the Gar·
den and of our aims.
U

NELLIE S. FRENCH,
International Correspondent.

NEWS ITEMS FROM
INTERNA110NAL BUREAUS

headed by I.rge type announcing "The

"The foundation of the Palace of
Peace is the Consciousness of the ··On.--

New Era."

Below, there appears a beau.-

tiful statement of the purpose and F ound~
er of the Baha'i Cause with a description
of Dr. Esslemont', book, .nd the information that catalogues of Bah.r. Literature
w;1I be furnished gratis to anyone ap-

plying.
A printed catalogue of the complete jist
of English translations with their prices
quoted. in Indian money has also been received, and we heartily congratulate our
Indian brothers on the efficiency and initia-

tive which they have displayed.
PALESTINE

'Akkci: Upon a request a correct trans~
lation of the Holy Koran has been sent
by Yadollah Irani, Secretary of ' Akka
Assembly, to one of the friends of 'Akka

Cause to the public.

Lo. Angel.,:

On February 27th an

tiari, Secretary of Karachi, India, Assemb·

interestmg inter-racial amity dinner arranged by Mrs. Sarah Witt was given at the
Metropolitan Club under the auspices of
the Los Angeles Assembly. The American Indian. the Chinese. Japanese, Filip:no and Negro were represented. Mrs.
Stuart French of Pasadena acted as
chairman and among the principal talks
given were uThe First American and

Iy, .nd brought by .n Indian pilgrim to
'Akka. It is now in the grateful hands

has been obtained from !spendi.r Bakh-

various races.. Many favorable comments
were made by friends who were guests of

as the d.onor of that marvelous silk carpet
now reposing in the Foundation Hall of

per comer of one of the most important
pages of the paper is devoted. to a
statement of the Baha'[ Principles

for intense study of God's knowledge from
that direction for the sake.of enlightenment
of the Christian seekers. A fine edition

Pe.ce" by Chief St.nding Bear; "World
Court and P e.ce" by Emmett Smith ;
"Esperanto and World Friendship" by
Joseph R. Scherer; .nd "The Oneness of
Mankind" by Will.rd Hatch. Shorter
talks were given by representatives .of the

5

of "Auntie Victoria:~ and whosoever
wishes such a Koran may note the pub-lishers~ The Koran, Translated from the

Ar.bic by Rev. J. M. Rodwell, M. A.,
M. Den' and Son., Ltd., E. P. Out·
ton and Company, New York Ci'Y

J.

ENGLAND
London: A delighfulletter from Mr.
Zia'u'llah Asgarzadeh of London, th.t
faithful and de .... oted servant of the Cause

AT GENEVA
ness of Mankind."
Shoghi Effendi s.id
a believer recently in H.if. that" by 'Oneness of
Mankind' is meant an organized unifica-

'0

tion. not mere brotherhood. It is not a
humanitarian principle? it does not imply
a theoretical abstract concepti.on, but a
promise that the world is going to be uni·

fied

po~tically,

socially, economic.lly and

religiously. n
The question of 9lraq
League of Nations is beiD.g
the Council of the League
Mandates Commission even

these lines.

entering the

discussed in
and in the
as we write

It will be remembered that

one of the conditions of 'Iraq's admission
as member of the League was a solution,
in the spirit of justice. of the question of

the Bah.'i property at Baghdad.

We

shall incorporate in our next Circular. extracts from the Minutes of the next Ses-sion regarding the final decision on the
matter.
We are happy to welcome to the Bu.reau our indefatigable worker in the CaWie,
Miss Martha Root, who arrived in Gen-

eva on the 29th of Janu.ry. She is attend·
ing diligently the public sessions 0 f the
Disarmament Conference. She is meeting' also many people privately, and We
hope will find time to give some public
talks at the Bureau.
Weare happy to announce that the
French translati.on of Dr. Esslemont's book
is going to press, and soon will be ready
for distribution.

who i. the medium through which all com-

On the 29th of December, Mr Win-

munications are sent to the National Spirit-

dust of Chicago, Illinois? arrived in
Geneva on his way from Haifa, and W~
were very happy to welcome him at the

ual Assemblies of the Caucasus and Turki·
stan, and who will always be remembered

6
Bureau. He left for Germany on the
2nd 0 f January. where he visited. friends
in Weinheim and Berlin, thence proceeding to England before sailing for America.
Mme. Dreyfus-Barney finds lime in be~
tween the Sessions of the Disannament
Conference and her activities with the International Council of Women to pay occasional visits to the Bureau. Mme. Dreyfus is one of the Vice-Presidents of the
Disarmament Committee of Women's International Organizations representing fifteen organiz.ations with branches in fifty:six countries and a membership of fortyfive million. The first week of the meeting. this Committee presented a petition to
the Disarmament Conference through

Mary A. Dingham. its President.
Mr. Mountford Mill. is in Geneva
again attending to the Baghdad question.
He spoke recently at the Bureau on disarmament from the Baha'}" approach,
when Martha Root was hostess.
Several inquiri.es about the Cause have
been addressed to us by people who have
read Dr. Auguste Ford's Testament,
which has been published in pamphlet form
by "Edition de la Libre Pensee Internationale," 4 rue de la Paix, Lausanne. The
reference is as follows:
"In 1920 I
learned at Karlsruhe of the non-confessional world religion of the Baha'is, founded
in the Orient seventy years ago by a Persian. Baha'u'IJa.h. This is the real religion of 'Social Welfare: without dogmas or priests, binding together all men of
this small terrestrial globe of ours.
I
have become a Baha'i. May this religion Ii.ve and prosper for the good. of humanity! This is my most ardent desire."
Two Hebrew translations of Dr. Esslemont's book, and one in the Portuguese Ianguage have been donated by the
Guardian to the International Bureau Library.
Albania: Our friend, Mr. Refo
Chapary (N. K. Luno Skendo, Tirana),
writes us that he is translating Some A ns-Il>ered Questions and the Book of '!qan
into the ancient language of Squip (Albanian). Quite recently we heard that
he has also begun to translate Bahd'u'Ucih
and the New Era. He has publi.hed a
very handsome edition of the Hidden
Words in the same "language.
Bulgaria: Miss Jac.k's enthusiastic. and
laudable work in Bulgaria has resulted
in the establishing of a group in Sofia. There are five dedared believers, all
of whom are helping with the work.
Germany: From Mr. Paul Wustrow
We have received a notice of a very interesting public meeting held at Berlin on the
12th of November in commemoration of
Bah"'u'll'h'. birthday. The program was
interesting and many outsiders were present.
This is very encouraging. We hear
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from Herr Klitzing of Ostseebad Muritz
that he is preparing a compilation of bibli·
cal texts referring to this Day and especially to Bah.'u·ll.h and ·Abdu'l-Bah',
as explained and elucidated by ·Abdu'lBaM.
Norway: Mr. Ludwig Anjer of Oslo
writes that he and Miss Schubarth, the
only believers in that country. meet
twice a month and are working on the
translation of Dr. Esslemont's book into
the Norwegian language.
PolanJ: We hear from Miss Lidja
Zamenhof that she i. e.pecially happy to
know that Martha Root is to be in Europe
this y"ear. and hopes to meet her and other
friends in Paris where she is going to
attend th.e Esperanto Congress.
Switzerland: Mr. Leo Bernhard of
Zurich, writes that he and Mme. Vautier
meet twice a month to discuss possibilities
of spreading the knowledge about the
Cause. Mr. Bernhard is a new believer
who came into the Cause through Dr.
Ford's Testament.
Hungary:
Mr Nichola. Erdelyi of
Gyor "Writes US that it is his desire to
translate the Baha'i literature into HWlgarian. He and Mr. George Steiner are isolated. believers. So far there have not
been any publications in the Hungarian
language excepting the pamphlet "The

Dawn of the NeIl> Day."

MRS. KEITH RANSON·KEHLER
IN NEW ZEALAND
The long hoped for visit of a Baha'i
teacher in New- Zealand materi.alized on
November 10th, 1931. in the arrival of
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler of New York.
Her channing and gracious personality
won the hearts of her hearers. but not
more so than the "light of illumination"
on her countenance as she delivered the
"Most Great Message," a light peculiar
to those who have seen the Glory."
On the evening of her arrival Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler attended a great Disarmament Meeting. This afforded an opportunity for her to meet some of the
representative people of Auckland, and
later to speak for the League of Nations
Union at their monthly luncheon.
The next day Mrs. Ransom-Kehler met
the Baha'] Group at the home of the
chairman Mrs. E. M. Axford who welcomed her on behalf of the Baha'i. of
New Zealand. In a very helpful talk
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler urged the necessity
for consultation. and stressed the importance of individual -consecration to Baha'i
ideals and service.
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler spoke for the
Theosophical Society on the C'o'ening of
U

Sunday, November 15th, on the subject
"The Hope for the New Day." On the
29th at the Higher Thought Temple, and·
Sunday, December 6th, she occupied the
Unitarian Pulpit for the evening service,
the s~~ject being "The Most Great
Peace.
In furtherance of the object of her visit
to this country, namely the promotion of
the Baha'I Cause. Mrs. Ransom-Kehler
gave a series of six free public lectures
in the Friends Meeting House, kindly lent
for the purprnle.
On the last Sunday of her stay .he
spoke from the wireless station on "The
N ew Adventure~" a plea for peace and
goodwill.
To us Mrs. Keith RansomKehler has been an inspiration and a
benediction. OUT faith has been strengthened, our power inc.reased, and our vision
extended and clarified. We pray that she
may be permitted to return to these shores
in the not distant future-the field is wide.
the workers are few.

REVIEW AND PUBUCATlON OF
BAHA'f UTERATURE BY
LOCAL ASSEMBUES
With the development of the Cau.e, the
increased opportunity for teaching arising
among local Baha'i Communities will from
time to time bring up the question of
whether a Local Spiritual Assembly has
the right to publish Bahli"i literature. Thi.
question. in tum, brings up the paraUel
question of how far the jurisdiction of a
Local Spiritual Assembly inyolyes the right
of review.
In order to anticipate these and simila~
question., the National Spiritual Assembly
has noted in its minutes a general policy
which is now brought to the attention of
the believers.
By "publication several different ac·
tivities are implied. Many Local Spiritual Assemblies already issue printed programs and bulletins which contain ex~
cerpts from the literature. In this case no
question arises as to the jurisdiction of the
local body. Each Assembly has not only
the right but also the duty and responsibility of presenting its activities to the
Baha'i Community and to the public in
the most dignified and effective form.
Similarly, a Local Spiritual Assembly
is responsible for the accuracy of the
teachings as presented by members of its
Community or by visiting believers. This,
in away. corresponds to the function of
review. Moreover, a Local Spiritual Assembly alone can pass upon the material
furnished to the press on behalf of its
Baha'i Community.
U
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What the National Spiritual Assembly
had in mind in adopting a general policy
was the more formal publication repre~

sented by pamphlets and books.

question this policy attempted. to answer
acter on its own responsibility.

The Guardian's instructions in Baha'i
A dmini.stration make it clear that all
Baha'i' literature of a general character.
that is aside from programs and bulletins~
are to be reviewed by a committee 0 f the
National Spiritual Assembly. Thi. makes
it evident that. as far as the review func~
tion is concerned. a Local Spiritual As~
sembly (apart from local teaching and
publicity work) is subject to the general
jurisdiction of tne National Spiritual As~
sembly.
Still another point to be considered is
whether a Local Spiritual Assembly can
publish, as a pamphlet or book, any literature (such as excerpts from the reCognized writings) already approved by the
Reviewing Committee of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
.
Here the policy adopted by the NabOnal Spiritual Assembly makes a distinction
between pub~shing for sale and publishing
as free literature.
According to this pol ~
icy~ the publishing of Baha'i literature for
sale is v.. ted solely in the Publi.hing Committee appointed by the National Spiritual
Assembly, as otherwise it would be im~
possible to develop one weIl~organize~, .re~
sponsible and efficient national pubhshmg
activity.
On the other hand. if it is a matter of
a Local Spiritu.1 Assembly publishing a
pamphlet for free distribution. as part of
its teaching activity, the National Spirit~
ual Assembly feel. that this is permitted
by Baha~i' administrative principles, pro~id eJ that the material '0 publi.hed has
already been approved by the National
Reviewing Committee. To sum up the attitude of the National Spiritual Assembly,
Local Spiritual Assemblies are requested.
for the .ake of the well being and orderly
progress of the Cause in the United States
and Canada, to observe this policy. Aside
from evidently local matters. like programs.
a Local Spiritual Assembly has no riJ!ht
of review or publication of Baha'i literature except in the one case that it may
issue, as free literature. printed leaflets
and pamphlets containing material already
jn its entirety, approved by the National
Reviewing Committee and subsequently
confirmed by action of the N alional Spirit~
ual Assembly. The members of the National Spiritual Assembly sincerely hope
that this policy will be entirely acceptable
to all Baha'. Communities, as a just and
.re3sonable attitude based upon the Guardian's instruc.tions.
y

LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
TO MR.. ALBERT WINDUST

The

i. whether a Local Spiritual Assembly can
issue Baha'i literature of a general chaT~
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Haifa .. Palestine.

February 28, 1932,
Dear Mr Windust:
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowl-

visit to the Baha'I centers testify to the
deep impression you have made upon the
believers.
will from the depth of mY
heart supplicate for you and your daughters, the Almighty's richest blessings.
Your true brother.

r

SHOGHI_

edge the receipt of your letter dated February 7th. 1932. written on your arrival

in Chicago.
The account of yOllr trip~ of the centers you have visited and the friends you
have met, was very interesting. Shoghi
Effendi is sure that they have enjoyed
seeing you as much as you have obtained
from meeting them. There is always a
mutual give and take in such visits and
commerce of love. How much Shoghi E.f~
fendi hopes that other pilgrims would do
the samel The service rendered is far
beyond what we can estimate at the time.

Shoghi Effendi was especially glad to
hear of the nice re-union you had with
your relatives in England. He sincerely
hopes that this introduction you have
given them to the Callse, will awaken
their interest and induce them to study the
teachings. While visiting the Shrines,

LETIERFROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI TO
MR. AND MRS, HARLAN OBER
Haifa. Palestine.

February Z, 1932.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Ober:
Shogbi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated] anuary 22nd. 1932.

You inquired concern-

ing the Huquq.

Shoghi Effendi would

much prefer if the friends in America concentrate their financial resources towaTds
the completion of the T emple~ rather than
dissipate their energy along the channels
that do not as yet call for immediate attention. When the time comes that the Cause
would need the enforcement of this Telig-

iou. donation Shoghi Effendi would .ay

Shoghi Effendi will pray for them and ask

it and would set forth. the amount pre·

for them all divine guidance and blessings.
The Cause in England is at a standstill.
It is only occasionally that someone enters

scribed,
It is only gradually that the
teachings of Baha'u'lhih can be enforced.

the fold as a confirmed believer.

They

generally get interested and then drop off.
The friends there are constantly writing

Shogbi Effendi to ask the Baha',s who
come to Haifa. to So arrange their plan
as to visit England on their way home.
They need. assistance and the friends in
America are in a position to render it.

Shoghi Effendi hopes that by now your
business has taken some shape and that
you do not find life so very exacting.
Please convey his greetings to all the
friends, especially to your daughters. Assuring you of his prayers and loving greet~
ings.
Yours ever sincerely,
RUHI AFNAN.

Dearly-beloved co~worker:
The days of our companionship under
the shadow of the holy shrine, our collaboration, our discussions, and prayers at
the sacred threshold, will long linger in
my memory. Much as I had heard, and
through correspondence learned, of your
tenacity of faith, your thoroughness? your
passionate devotion to Ollr beloved Cause,
the intimate experience of our meeting in
this sacred spot has served only to height~
en my admiration for the spirit that animates you in the service of the Cause.
The
sequel of your pilgrimage. your journey
to Europe, I regard as an added blessing
and invaluable service which I greatly value. The letters 1 received regarding your

The time has to become ripe if the desired
result is to be obtained.
Concerning the number of Baha'is
throughout the world.
. This is a very
difficult question to answer.
Shoghi Ef~
fendi has been trying hard to obtain even
an approximate figure but without result.
This is true especially in Persia where be~
sides the large number of the friends who
are declared believers, there are innumerable souls who for some reason or other
prefer to keep their faith a secret.
Orientalists who wrote many years ago
gave the 6gure as two million. Sir Dennison Ross in an article published last year
in the London Times said that oVer one-

half of the educated people of Persia are
Baher.s. All these, however, are personal
impressions, the best thing is to say that
we do not know.

Shoghi Effendi hopes that before long
the friends in Persia would send him an
approximate 6gure, but he does not know

when that will be, for he has been waiting
for this figure ever since he took up the
reins of the administration.
In dosing may I assure you of Shoghi
Effendi's prayers and best wishes for the
services you are rendering the Cause.
Yours very sincerely~
RUHI AFNAN.

Dear and Precious co~workers:
I wish you to urge the friends, far and
near. to concentrate their energy. attention
and resources on the immediate needs ancl
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requirements of the Temple. Everything
-else. except the Teaching work, must be
su'b-ordinated to this pressing issue. this
high enterprise, this noble ideal. I will
continue to pray at the Shrine of Baha'u'~
lIah for the success of your unsparing
efforts, and wish to assure you in person of
my great love and appreciation of your
many past and -present services to our beloved Faith;
Your true brother.
SHOGHI,

CONCERNING GREEN ACRE
At last Gre~nAcre plan. for the
coming Summer are forming and the pros~
peel looks well for a constructive season.
Mrs. Valentine 'has taken over the Inn.
Tea House and cottages and will care
fOT all who" can be there with the same
co-operative spirit as in the past two years.
The dates for opening have not yet b~n
set but at the Convention more details
will be available.
In the effort to follow the Guardian".
instructions of January 9th, 1932 to the
National Spiritual As.embly that "Green
Acre is to be developed into a center
where teachers are created to go out into
the field a. able servants" there will be
held at Fellowship House a Teachers
School conducted hy a faculty Committee
composed of well known teachers in the
Cause.
In spite of depression and hard times
we hope the friends will make every effort
to spend at least part 0 f their vacation
in Green Acre.

IN MEMORIAM
Robert J. Edgar, member of the Phoenix Assemhly, passed on to the 'Abha
Kingdom on February 13th, 1932. He
will be greatly missed by all who knew
him because 01 his beautiful and illumined
character. Always a seeker after knowl.
edge, Robert attended Orcell. Rexford's
classes and thus became acquainted With
the B.h.', Teachings. The Bah,', service was the first one in Phoenix and very
beautiful and impressive to all those who
attended.
Our dear brother is survived by his
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.

Edgar. and two brothers. Earl and Ever.
ett.
A young daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kendricks. new believers of Hinsdale,
New Hampshire. has ascended to the
Vingdorn.
: its many readers, The
extends to the bereaved
,tfelt sympathy.

(Continued from page I .•

(Continued from page 1.)

SYRIA
miuee and this will be held on the evenWe supplicate for the success ing of Friday, April 29th at six o'clock,
of the wonderful and lofty Plan initiated in Foundation Hall.
by the National Spiritual Assembly 01 the
The delegate. will assemble on Friday,
Baha'IS of America. We all pray to the
April
29th, at 9 :30 A. M. The sessions
Almighty Father, and to the Threshold of
'Will
be
continued throughout Friday mornBaha'u?lI<i.h. that we may prove worthy
to behold that great day in all its splendor ing and afternoon; Saturday morning.afand glory. This enterprise 0 f ours is a ternoon and evening; Sunday morning and
great one, a divinely supported one. an Sunday evening. Sunday afternoon will
age-marking and epoch~making one! It . be :devoted. to a public meeting to be aris a command of Bah'"u'll.h, and that is ranged by the Temple Prog!am Commitsufficient to make the Bah.ri world rally tee at 3: 30 P. M. in Foundation Hall.
to its wa fted banner! We hope to make . The Sunday evening session will be for
our contribution? although insignificant it consultation with all believers present inmay be. very soon~ OUf beloved Guard~ eluding both delegates and non-delegates.
ian tells u. 01 the Promised Day at hand. The election of the National Spiritual AsLet us march on courageously and unsel- !",mbly i. scheduled for four P. M. Frifishly. trusting in His supreme guidance!
day, April 29th. Printed programs givmg
Convention details will be available at
SWITZERLAND
the Convention.
Gene\:la: Now about the Plan-you
The National Secretary requests us to
know that we are very poor in Geneva
and our little incomes must carry us along include in ~his announcement the desirawith the work here. but your -energy- is bility that all elected delegates who are uncertainly worthy of a great attempt, so we able to attend and hence unabJe to cast
are going to try and save our pennies. The their ballots in the Convention, mail their
.. mite 9. will certainly be small. but it will ballots and other required papers to Alfred
be a help.
E. Lunt, Secretary, 89 State Street, Boston, Mass., on or belore April 15th. In
ENGLAND
case of inability to do this, ballots may be
London: That vast and poverty rid- mailed after April 15th to the Secretary,
den greatest city in the world is giving its care of the Evanston Hotel. Evanston.
blessed "mite" to the Mother Temple of
IIIinoi.. Ballots received after four P.
Wilmette. Although the friend. of God
M, " Friday April 29th cannot be counted.
just manage to pay the rent for their headThe believers will be happy to read
quarters which the Guardian recommends,
they are able to put aside a sum for the the cablegram recently received from
Holy Structure of Nations. Isabel Slade, our Guard!an calling us to realize
beloved Treasurer. writes that as soon the spiritual advantages which these
as she is able to she will buy a ten pound annual consultations bring. The National
draft for the collected contribution for the Spiritual Assembly is certain that the comTemple from London Co.mmunity. Thi.s ing Convention possesses a great potentialis great news and a sign of the workings ity for service to the Cause and to the
of the Divine PI an through the New world, and hopes every delegate as well as
Plan. .Verily this is a· glorious beginning. every believer will seek guidance for the
and poverty is no object. for the Lord proevolution of far reaching plans which will
vides. He turneth stones into jewel sand
promote tbe "Oneness of Mankind u and
hearts into Jiving spirits! Weare thrilled with the account. of the Temple. It achieve victory in the face of the unprece-will be as the Master said. the cause of a dented conditions of the present hour.

Beirut:

great blessing to the Movement. Progress is slow here and we have no great
increase in numbers but the seed is being
sown and we must not expect to see the
harvest ~t -once.

TEACHER'S CONFERENCE
A}>RIL 28, 1932

ILLINOIS
Springfield: Hurrah lOur plan lor
Springfield, Illinois Bah,',s is 100 percent. Each 01 the believers (14) is
pledging a regular sum each month, beginning January, 1932. That brings the
total to $14.85. Some of u. who can
spare more at times will jllst add to this
amount.

The National Teaching Committee is
planning to hold a Conference the day before the Convention. Detailed announcement wiII appear in the next issue of the
Baha', New,. It is hoped that the del.,..
gates and friends will all participate in this
most important phase of Baha'i work. as
"teaching is one of the twin outstanding
activities of the believers in America. n

9
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LEITER ADDRESSED TO THE
VARIOUS NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBUES OF THE
WORLD FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.
The National Spiritual Assembly of the
BaM',s of the United States and Canada
greet their beloved co·workers of the N ational Spiritual Assemblies throughout the
world, and seek from the Hand 01 Divine
Bounty the great gift of an enduring and
ever mOTe radiant unity with you. May
this unity. and the spiritual love that is
inseparable from it, attain to the supreme

degree re.iding within the Spirit of Faith,
as defined by 'Abdu'l-Baha (Baha',
Scripture., pp. 815, P. 447.48). The
radi.ance and wannth of Bah.n love. and
that rare spiritual joy that ever accompan,
ies the deepening of consciousness of the
Divine Knowledge. must be our common
po5Sessions. Through the attainment of
these priceless gifts the vigorous health of
the Cause becomes assured. its triumphant
advance confirmed. and its resistance to
every attack immeasurea bly strengthened,
-for this degree of unity is impregnable.

It destroy, both wavering and doubt, and
converts the ignorance of uncertainty into

the light 0 I wisdom and guidance. The
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'i.
of the United States and Canada earnest1y desires for itself, attainment to this degree of oneness, so that we may work hand

in hand with you in service to humanity,
and the accomplishment of the noble aims
recorded by Baha'u'U.h, to which we all
have .teadfastly aspired.
We are informed.. from time to. time,
recently, of the problems that have assailed
the integrity of the Cause in certain countries and centers of Baha'I life, which
though minor and negligible in effect, have

saddened the heart. of the true and faithful friends of God. These disturbances
gravitate around that failure in vision and

faith which sees in the blessed Will and
Testament of 'Abdu'I-Bah. a mere human
document susceptible only, for proof of its

validity, to the capricious and fallible judg·
ments of men. This attitude is but a repetition ·of the dissention:! following the

APRIL, 1932
RECENT APPEAL OF THE
GUARDIAN
to tbe
National Spiritual Assembly
March 14, 1932
Dear Clnd }lalued co-workers:
I grieve, 1.eJlOnd lVords, to learn
of the scan tJ;l re.sponse of the friends
to the Plan of Unified Action t.
which the s.a.cred interests of the
Faith are at present so vitally and
closel» related. I am acutel) conscious of the unpreceden ted charader of the depression under which
you labor. I am fully alVare of the
sacrifices ).tau hal'e alread» made,
and realize the urgent need of a!la»in~ the burden which weighs so
heavil:y on some of the poor and distressed believers. But I realize also
the uniqueness of the opportunit:y
which it is our privilege to seize and
utilize. The world is watching the
progress of our Faith and the steady
expansion of our in.stitu1ions. The
_ e:yes 0/ countless men and Women,
both high and low, IVhether in the
Ea,t or in the West, friendly or
critical. are fixed upon the. Mashriqu'l-Adhkcir, eager and expectant
to /mow whether the growing vicissitudes and the. succeS5ive crises that
afflict :your countrJ,f are such as to
delled the American believers from
their high purpose. or 10 paralJJ%e.
their efforts in the prosecution of
their .acred task. Ours i, the duty
to vindicate the w'laWy and in}lincible po lVeT of our Fai tho
SHOCHt.

execution of His Holiness, the Bah. and
the departure of the Manifestation of God.
Himself.
Logically and consistently,
those who question the truth of the Will
of the Master on this ground, shou1d de-

a. in 'Abdu']·Bah", until proof satisfactory to them is adduced,-for those proofs
of the succession Were never treated in the
manner now demanded concerning the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'I·Baha. The adherence of the believers to Baha'u~llah, a.s
"He whom God .hall manilest," and
later, to 'Abdu'l·Baha a. "The Center
of His Covenant." was not based upon
the imaginations, or the findings of
non-believing experts, but upon aD in.
herent and understanding Faith, upon the
illumination of the inner consciousness. and
the recognition of the innate qualities that
ever di.fferentiate the genuine from the
counterfeit.

Notwithstanding the bounty that this
great instrument confers upon all human~
ity, certain souls have aJisen to weaken
and, if possible, destroy one of its greatest
bestowals, the institution of the Guardian-

ship.

The rock

0

f te.t upon which these

souls have cast themselves, is the di.vine
law of consultation and obedience to its
considered decisions.
Consultation in
turn, implies detachment from (insistence
upon) individual opinion. Unwillingness
to accept the results of consultation of the
duly elected administrative bodies, We be.
lieve. is the real basis of this agitation, It
is the reappearanc.e 0 f the disorganized
forces, (made up 0 f those whose faith is
too weak to allow them to yidd their
opinions to the collective opinion). which
have appeared at the dawn of every great
religious cycle, to breed schism and compromise. These forces. at the present
time, utterly disregard the divine bounty
which, in this age, is intended to safeguard the divine Cause from autocracy
and tyranny through the institution of the
electoral franchise in each individual believer. They are impatient and do not
care to await the gradual evolution of this
unprecedented addition to the previously
ordained religious foundations of the past.
This is manifest blindness, for it supports

a kind of freedom contrary to the Tablet
of Baha'u'll"h. They do not apparently

mand tbe submission 01 Baha'u'll.h',
Testament, KiUib·i.'Ahd, as well as the
documentary evidence relied upon by Subi

realize that every reasonable right of indi~
vidual initiative has been preserved.. and a

Ezel to establish his spurious claim, to
handwriting experts, and meanwhile, to

:souls reconsider and witness the real divme purpose hidden and manifest in the

disavow their faith in B.ha'u'llah as well

(Continued Dn page 8.)

balanced order established.

May these
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The Editorial Committee is happy to
report a generous response to its appeal
for news items, and wishes to thank all

who have contributed. The Committee
regrets that limited space in this issue
makes it impossible to publish all of the
interesting articles received. and hopes that
the frieods throughout the Bah.', world
will continue to send in monthly reports
from their Communities.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE.

BUILDING BAHA'i CHARACTER
Are We Equal to Our Task?
The thought that is uppermost in our
hearts i. the building of the Mashriqu'lAdbkar----the Baha'j Temple. To that
thought let u. add also the building of
Baha'i Character. Without the strength
of the one the other can never be fully
realized in all its beauty.
The architect" s plan for this beautiful
edi6ce i. clearly and perfectly de6ned.
There is symmetry and harmony in every
line. and by following the plan accurately,
we know what we are producing.
How about ourselves? What kind of
character are we producing? What are
we trying to produce? Evidently this is
our task as a religious movement? as a
religious agency. For are we not the
agents and disciples of Baha'u'llah? As
such we are called upon to serVe many
purpose" but Ihe building of Baha'j character is fundamental to them all.
The fact is that Bah.r. character is a
perfectly definite type. The plan has been
given by Bah.'u'llab. While it do.. not
reduce all persons to the same level of lifeless sameness, its outstanding marks, its
dominating spirit.. are the same for all.
Do we know as much about the spiritual plan for the building of Baha'j char·
acter as we do about the architectural plan
of our Mashriqu'l-Adbkarl
Do we
know enough about this character because
of the way we are living to be able to reproduce it ~ This is our first great business; the completion of the Temple will
naturally follow. We must think this
question through until we have an answer
as clear and definite as the architectural
We must think this question
plan.
through until we have an answer as personal and definite as the individual who is
to be inHueoced by what we are and by
what we are doing as followers of the
Baha'] Faith.
We are all aware that nothing but the
power of the Holy Spirit is able to create
Baha'i character so necessary to meet the
test of the days that lie ahead.
A few years back the followers of Bah;i'u'U;ih supplicated the Master to grant
them the privilege of building a Mashriqu'I-Adbk.r in America. We all know
the answer and are familiar with the many
Tablets in which 'Abdu'l-Baba pointed
out the blessing. and benefits that would
accrue to all mankind when it was completed. But he also pointed out that duro
ing the interim great sel f.. .sacrifice had to
be made and ceaseless effort exercised to
attain to the "Standard" set before us.
As we read and meditate over the Tablets
and the Words of Baha'u'llab, the

., Standard" set before us is the builcl.ins:
of a living temple to our God.
In passing might We not say that our
temptation has been to depend too much
on the beautiful promises to secure results,
and too often fail utterly to hold owselves
slernly to the requirement that brings about
th;:: result tndo t is reached only by untiring
effort!
In the dome of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar
there is to be a beacon light that will illuminate the country for many miles
around. In the heart of Baha'i charac.
ter Bah,,'u'llah has placed a light that is
far more permeating. When We mOVe
about in this light we become the reaJ
.oldiers of light, 6ghting against the forces
of d"rkness. OUI Supreme Commander
is Bah.'u'll.h; from the height. of Glory
He is directing us. To the degree of our
attraction and exultation will the searchlight of Truth peoetrate our being; and little by little the darkness vf .elf will vanish. Self is effaced, every longing, every
ideal, every plan that i. not loved by God
is given up completely to the "Will of
Gl"ld."
Baha'i character means the willingness
to sacrifice everything and submit ourselves
entirely to expressions of real obedience to
Baba'u'll'h and absolute readin ... to follow through and perform whatever we are
called upon to do in the Cause of God.

LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI TO THE
WASHINGTON ASSEMBLY
Haifa, Palestine,
February 20, 1932.
Dear Mr. McDaniel:
Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated Dec.
8th, 1931. You mention the need of the
Cause for capable and enlightened soul.
who would arise and help the promotion
of our beloved Faith and the carrying
through 0 f its divine plans. This has been
for long the earnest prayer of Shoghi Effendi but fOT some reason or other it does
not seem to be realized. It may be because we have failed to do OUT best? in
living the life. and promoting the spread
of the Message to the best of our ability.
We have first to crea te the material with
which we have to work and then hope to
succeed. In the Bayan the Bab says that
every religion of the past was fit to become
universal. The only reason why they fail
to attain that mark was the incompetence
of their followers. He then proceeds to
give a definite promise that tbis would not
be the fate of the revel.tion of "Him
whom God would make manife.t," that
it will become universal and include all the
people of the world. This shows that we
will ultimately .ucceed. But could We
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not through our shortcomings, failures to
sacrifice and reluctance to conc.entrate OUf
efforts in spreading the Cause, retard the

realization of that ideaL And what
would that mean ( It shall mean that we
will be beld responsible before God. that
the race will remain longer in its state of
waywardness, that wars would not be so
soon averted. that human I!ouffering will last
longer.

Sh08hi Effendi will pray that the
friend. of God be helped in their task.
that the hand 01 diVine mercy lead us on
to victory and that we may win the good~
pleasure of our Lord.
A~uring you of his loving greeting,
rernalD,

Yours ever sincerely.
RUHI AFNAN.

LETIER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI TO
MRS. CORINNE TRUE
"Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the rec.eipt of your letter dated Janu.
ary 28. 1932. together with the enclo.ed
photograph 01 the Master.
Concerning the number nine: the Baha'fs reverence this for two reasons, first
because it is considered. by those who are
interested in numbers as the sign of perfection. The .second consideration, which
is the more important one, is that it is the
Bumerical value of the word "Baba."
(B equal. 2. h equal. 5. a equal. 1. and
thefe is an accent at the end of the word
which also equal. I; the "a" after the
B is not written io Persian 30 it does
not count). In the Semitic languages.
both Arabic and Hebrew. every letter 0 f
the alphabet has a numerical value. so instead of using figures to denote numbers
they used letten and compound. of letten.
Thus every lettel' had both a literal meanmg and a1so ii!I numerical value. This
practice is no more io use but during the
lime of Bah,,'u'Uah and the B.b it was
quite in vogue among the educated. classes.
and we 6nd it very much lISed in the
Bayan. A. the word Baha also .too~ for
the number nine it could be used mterchaDlleably with it.
Besides these two signi6cances the number nine has no other meaning. It is.
however. enough to make the Baha'i's use
it when an arbitrary number is to be
chosen.
U

U

RUHI AFNAN.

De aT and pr~ious co--worker:
The new. of the .plendid results of the
rompletion of the T~mple .upentruchIre
is a source of great JOY and satisfaction
and greatly heartens me in my arduous
work. I would ur@e you to do all in
your power to arouse the believers.. far
and near, to continue in their herolc ef-

forts for the completion of their great enterprise. You should regard it as your
first and most sacnd obligation to stimulate the friends to maintain, nay to ralse.
if pnssible. the already high .tandard of
their self-sacrifice. You will thereby be
ennobling and enriching the record of your
manifold and unforgettable services to the
Cause in that land.
Your· true brother.
SHOGHI.

EXTRACT FROM LETIER
FROM RUHI AFNAN
TO MR. ROY WILHELM
Haifa, Palestine,
January 29. 1932.

My dear Roy:
Many thanks /or your card of Jan. 12th
. . . . Shoghi Effendi and the rest of us
are delighted as to the work that is being
accomplished in America. This lailure of
material civilization should bring man near
to spiritual matters. Worki~ for material comfort and prosperity is becoming 50
useless and hopeless that we may well turn
our attention more to God and the future
life. The Temple also seem. to be attracting so much attention and arousing
so much inteTest in the teachings. We do
hope that the friends are availing them~
selves of these opportunities and are really
active in spreading the Message.
Shoghi Effendi and the rest of the
family are well and send you their loving greetings.
Yours ever sincerely.
RUHI AFNAN.

EULOGY OF ABU'L-QASIM
KHURASANI BY SHOGHI
EFFENDI
[I t is with deep regret that we learn
of the passing into the Realm of the Unseeo. of the faithful Custodian of the
Sacred Shrine of the B.b on Mt. Carmd.
Abu·l-Q.isim Khura,'ni. He was greatly
loved by 'Abdu'l-Bahi and Shoghi Effendi and recognized as an outstanding
servant of the Cause. His loving devotion to the care and upkeep of the garden.
surrounding the Shrine was reflected in the
exqui.ite beauly of that Sacred Spot recognized as the most beautiful in Palestine.]
Haifa, Palestine.
Dear Mr. LWlt:
Shoghi Effendi sent today a cable addressed to uBaha'i. NeW York" convey~
ing the .ad neWI of the sudden death 0 f
our dear and beloved friend. Abu'lQa.sim Khunisani, c.ustodian of the international archives and caretaker of the garden. surrounding the Holy Shrine of the
Bab OR Mt. Carmel.
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Though originally from Khur.......
Persia. he had spent most 0/ his life in the
near East. especially Egypt and Palestine.
He came to Haifa at about the same time
that the Master returned from Egypt, after
His tour in the West. All during the history of the Cause. the friend. of Khur.san have been known for the tenacity of
their faith and their desire to sac.ri6ce their
all in the path of God. During the war.
the caretaker of Ihe Shrine of Baha'u'llah
in Bahji passed away, and the Master
seeing in Abu'l~Qasim the same spirit tha~
animated the friends that came from that
part of Persia, chose him as custodian of
that blessed spot. With such sincerity did
he serve the Shrine that the Master looked
to him with great admiration. He used
often to say that "when Abu'l-Qasim is
in Bahjl, my heart is at rest." He was
confident that that servanl of His would
perform his duties properly and use true
love and worship in pursuing his noble
task. So conscientious was he, that when
the Master passed away, instead of rush~
ing to Haifa to attend the service and par~
take of that wondrous honour and pri",~
ilege. he remained at his post. even more
vigilant than before--"knowing that at such
a crisis the enemies of the Cause would
become even more active than before.
His fears were not wholly unwarranted,
for only a few days later the violators pretending to desire to visit the Shrine of
Bah.·u·ll.h wresled the key. from hi.
hand.. He refrained from violence but
infonned Haifa immediately and remained
himself on the spot to see that no object
was taken away. Fortunately, the govem~
ment immediately stepped in. took over the
keys and plac.ed guards to see that peace
was kept. After thorough investigation
on the part of the government as to the
rightful successor of the Master as custodian of the Shrines--in connection with
which the Will of the Master wa. seen
and authenticated-and constant cables
from all part. 01 the world ,aying that the
keys should go 10 Shoghi Effendi. the governor in Haifa withdrew the guard •• delivered the key! in penon to Abu·l-Q.sim
and returned. to our exclusive care the service and custody of our Most Sacred
Shrine.
All during this period. Abdu'l-Qasim
showed wisdom coupled with de'Yohon and
untiring vigilance. Those were difficult
days. but he performed his task in a most
exemplary manner.
A few yea... later. Shoghi Effeodi
transferred him -to Haifa and put the gardens ,uIIoundin@ the Shrine of the Bab
under hi. care. Those who haYe had the
privileHO of visiting that beautiful spot will
bear witness to the wonderful 'pirit of
love. absolute self-abnegation, strenuoUS
exertions and exemplary fidelity that he
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pUI in hi, work. He ,hawed his devotion
to the Bab and 'Abdu'l-Bah.i by making
the gardens adjoining their resting place
the most beautiful in the country.
When Shoghi Elfendi decided to creale
an international archives? he chose Abu'l~
Quim as its caretaker. He tried to keep
the place spotlessly clean and night afler
night kept watch over its precious content!.
Besides these services. he was always
ready to contribute from his meagre means
10 the progreso of the Cause. When
Shoghi Elfendi made an appeal to the
lriends to contribule to the Temple lund,
he wa. the first in Haifa to send his share
and a1so donate the little sacred treasures
he possessed to the archives in America.
Hi. flllleral was very ,imple but the
se"ice was led by Shoghi Effendi. The
sense that everyone of us had of losing a
precious and devoted friend has undoubtedly gladdened his .pirit. We are sure
that in the world beyond he will receive
the blesaings and bounties that await every
true and devoted .ervant of the Master.
Knowing how Shoghi Elfendi wa. attaehed to him and how deeply he mourned
his loss. we feel a certain sense of envy.
But, however much Shoghi Effendi", affection, Abu'l-Qa.im fully deserved )the has 00 his record almost nineteen years
of devoted .ervice 10 the Shrines. Shoghi
Elfendi hopes to include in The Baha'i
Wodd a copy 01 his photograph. Maybe
the friends would deoire to see the face
of one of the most selfl... and humble
servants of our Bdoved Faith.
In dosing may I assure y~u of Shoghi
Effendi's best wishes and loving prayers.
Yours ever sincerely.
RUHI AFNAN.

P. S.-Shoghi Elfendi would like you
to publish lhis lelter in the Ba/un N e'!',.
He wishes the friends to know somethlDg
of Abu'l-Qasim Khur •• ani, the faithful
gardener of the Shrines.

A DISTINGUISHED SERVANT
OF HUMANITY
On the ninth of February last, a remarkable woman completed her earthly
journeY and ascended to her Lord-Mrs.
Nora Burt Dunlap, wife of Senator Heory
M. Dunlap, who for scme thirty years
has been a noble member 0 f the Legislature of the State of Illinoi •.
Mrs. Dunlap wa. a member of Mr.
Albert Vail'. congregation in Urbana.
Illinoi. and became a Baha', while Mr.
Vail was living in Urbana. She wa. one
of the most beloved women of the State
of Illinois, and ,pent her life in traveling
throughout the State, speaking to Ihousands of people upon making better homes

and upon scientific and spiritual education. She .. rved high and low, rich and
poor as though each one was her best
friend. A leading magazine recently published a long account of her Jife and services. The University of Wisconsin award·
ed her special recognition as a .. Master
Homemaker. n
It was while preparing to
leave her home to speak at a meeting of
the Urbana Baha'i study dass that the
caH came and her spirit was released.
F oUowing is a quotation from the
Champaign N eTll. G azelte:
"A life eharacterized by 'personalized
friendliness, pioneering spirit. pleasure in
the beautiful. preference for home~mak
ing. public service of an unselfish sort, and
pursuit of knowledge,' was honored by
state executives, Home Bureau leaders.
educationa1 organizations, and women' s
clubs of many types, at the funeral service
of Mrs. Henry M. Dunlap, at 2 0' dock
Friday afternoon at Senator Dunlap',
"Rural Home," on the Savoy Road.
"On the bright sunshiny afternoon of
Lincoln's birthday, this country home was
the scene of one of the Jargest gatherings
ever assembled. at any event in this part of
the community. in some years. OM and
young, men and women, from state administrator to fann homemaker, assembled
to pay high homage to the life of a w0man whOfie work in the last severaJ decades stand, as a high .ymbol of her
character and her elforts,
''Tbe house, although spacious and
roomy, could not hold many of tho.. who
gathered in silence. to honor their friend,
and co-worker. Expressions of sympathy
in the nature of huge /loral offering!
banked the entire ea.t end of the living
room. there being Howers from state
officials, agricultural organizations, women's societies, the University of Illinois.
and individual friends,
"Following a dignified service at the
home conducted by Mr. Albert R Vail,
national Baha'I teacher, from Evanston.
and Rev. H. Clifford Northcott, pastor
of the First Methodist Church, Mrs. Dunlap was laid to rest in the Dunlap family
lot, in Mt. Hope Cemetery along!ide the
graves of her four children."

MRS. KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
IN BURMA
Our distinguished Baha'i teacher and
the indefatigable promulgator of the Word
of God. Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler of
New Y ork~ came from Singapore to Rangoon according to her itinerary. on the
morning of February 16, 1932, The
Rangoon friends received her at the wharf
and welcomed her with spiritual affection.
She was the guest of Dr. 'Abdu'l Hakim,

the President of the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly of Rangoon.
At the decision of the friends Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler left for Mandalay by the
noon express on the very day of ber arrival in Rangoon. After delivering instructive lectures and giving the divine
Message with much success in cultural cirdes, in Mandalay and Maymyo, .he returned to Rangoon on Wednesday, Fenruary 241h, accompanied by the well
known American Baha'" Mrs. Seho.,.
flocher, who is touring around the worJd
with the object of taking motion pictures
of inleresting places. It is undentood that
these piclures will enable Mrs.. Seho.,.
/locher to illustrate her leclures whieh she
intends to deliver in tbe United States and
Canada next winter.
In Rangoon, MIS. Ranson-Kehler delivered her 6"t lecture on Wednesday.
February 24th, at 6 P. M., al the Theosophical Society, on the subject of "Universal Brotherhood." and her eloquent
and inspiring discoune was deeply appreciated by the President, Mr. Ankel Saria,
B. A., and the eolightened members of
Ihe Society.
On Thursday, February 26th, MH.
Ransom-Kehler and Mrs. Sehopllocher
visited the Bana', village Koongyangoor
with a party of friends and returned to
Rangoon on the same day at about sis.
o'clock in .the evening. Mrs. RansomKehler, by her lively talks relating to the
Baha'i Cause infused quite a new spirit io
the friends in that village, who immensely
enjoyed her plea.ant and highly inspiring
company. Mrs. SchopHocher took some
motion pi.ctures of the lCoongyangoor Ba-

ha'is.

Three public. lectures were arranged for
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler after our return from
Koongyangoor~ the announcement of
which was duly published in the two leading papers, the Rangoon Ga%elfe and
Rangoon Time.. A large number of
handbill. advertising her lectures were also
printed and promptly circulated.
Mrs. Ransom-Kebler', addres... delivered in the above mentioned Societies before an audience composed of men of all
shades, creeds and thought, were enlhusiastically received. After every lecture
pertinent questions were asked and their
answers by Mr.s. Ransom-Kehler were Teceived by the "audience with great satisfaction. Both Mrs. S. N. Sen and Mr.
B. R. Rao, who took the chair, expressed
their profound appreciation of the glorious. principles and teachings advocated by
the Bah,i'[ Faith,
The reporter of the Rangoon Tim ...
who had an interview with Mrs. RansomKehler, caused an article to be published
with her photograph in that neWspaper,
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A meeting of the Baha', ladi .. of Rangoon was held on Sunday evening, Feb-

present at the first class and that much
enthusiasm was expressed. The meetings
continue at the Seminole Hotel and it is
hoped that a center will be establiabed in
Jack.sonville in the future as the outcome
of these effort•.
We ask that the friends supplicate the
Master's blessing on the work in Florida
that it may be productive of results, and
upon the dear teachers who are 50 earnest.
Iy strivin:g to brj~ about these results,
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and the Local Communities the importance
of having the teacher stay long enough
10 a place so that newly attracted indivi.duals or :groups may be established on a
firm basis; and that when the work of the
teacher is turned OVer to the local believers, the latter should carefully plan and
carry out follow-up contacts that will
bring to fruition the labor already expended.
In bricging these three items to the attention of the Local Assemblies and the
traveling teachers. the purpose of the National Spiritual Assembly is to co~ordinate
the entire teaching program ~y both reaching representative people of capacity
through the distribution of literature and
serving immediate seekers through direct
teaching.
Pr ....t world problems Dot only make
the 'pread of the M .... ge of Bah,,'u'llah
imperative but economic Conditions within
the Cause are placing the responsibility for
this expansion more and more upon th.e
individual and the l..ocaI Assembly. We.
therefore; urge yow community to analyze
critically the effectiveness of its teaching
work and to seek a new vision and im~
petus for the coming year through the
Teachers' Conference and the Convention.
Sincerely in the service of the Guardian.
NATtONAL TEACHtNG CoMMITTEE
by CHARLOTTE LINFOOT, Yie.lem
Secretary,
MARY COLLISON, Eastern Secretary.

ruary 28th at the residence of Mr. Syn
Abdu'l Hassain Shrezee where Mrs. Ransom-Kehler addressed the ladies on the
Teac~ of the Cause and proposed to
them vanous measures for their spiritual
advancement.
On the morning of the first of Mareh
1932, all the friends met at the RaDl!oo~
wharf to bid farewdl to our precious and
well beloved teacher, M .... Keith RansomKehler, who sailed on that day for Calcutta. We are all fervently praying at
TO THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMthe Divine Threshold for her health and BUES AND BAHA'f TEACHERS
happiness as well as fOJ her success in OF THE UNITED STATES AND
spreadiDl! the Cause of Bah.'u'Jlah
CANADA
throughout the world.
The National Teaching Committee
With high spiritual regards, your humwishes to bring to your auention certain
ble brother in El 'Abha,
matters of vital importance in teaching
S. G. MURTAZA ALt.
work.
At a recent meeting the National SpirLEYrER FROM
itual Assembly considered in detail the
ORCELLA REXFORD
relation of the work of traveling teacheJs
The Baha'i Message was given in to the 'pread of the Cause and the feasi·
Miami, Florida, to about seven hundred bility of supplementing it effectively by the
people. It was most fortunate that Mis> distribution of literature to progressive,
Fanny Knobloch of Waabington, D. C. broad-minded non-Bah"',,. As a result
was pr.....t to take charge of the study of their discussion? the National Teaching
classes which were formed at the con~ Committ'ee was askeel to present to you
cluoion 0 f the lecture on the Cause. Mi .. the three following points:
( I ) The National Spiritual AssemKnobloch reports that the lirst meeting was
attended in the evening by about one hund- bly wishes aU teachers to realize more
red and lifty people and the morning cla.. fully .the importance of in,tilling into the
by about seventy-live. The number has heart of the be~evers whose groups are
dwindled somewhat in the weeks that have vi.ited the need of their own arising for
pa.-J, but the attendance in the evening action in teaching, It is felt that every
TO THE BAHA'I YOUTH OF
dass is averaging around seventy~6.ve and group conceals latent teaehing talent that
THE UNITED STATES AND
eighty and the morning class around is sorely needed in the service of the Cause
CANADA
thirty-five and forty. All are very much and that perhaps can best be detected and
delighted with her presentation of the encouraged by a sympathetic and ex.peri~ Dear sisters and brothers;
Bahli'i Teachings and many of the stud- eneed individual from outside of the localWas there ever a more thrilling age to
ents have written expressing their gratitude ity. It is the eame.t hope of the National be alive in! The recent stupendoUl leuer
Spiritual Assembly that the traveling from our Guardian makes us realize this
at having the privilege of heariDl! her.
The Message was presented to about leachers will continually bear in mind this more clearly than ever. It is a challenge
one hllDdred people at the home of Mrs. important, though perhaps less obviously to us and a bounty so great that we do not
comprehend it now.
Clayton Sedgwick Cooper, one of the conspicuous, part of their work.
(2) The National Spiritual Assemleaden of society of Miami Beach, who
Perhaps we are beginning to under·
was conducting a study class of compara~ bly wiabes to have both the traveling stand more vividly than ever before that
tive religions at her home. There was teachers and the Local Assemblies send to we must arise, individually and collec-great enthusiasm shown by the audi.ence the National Teaching Committee from tively, and that it must be at once! From
and many inquiries received regarding time to time the names of people in vari~ day to day world eVents are abaping with
literature and where further instruction ous places who they believe would wel- terri6c speed. Shall we turn our hearts
come Bah.'i literature. This would in- to Bah.'u'llah. have faith, and call to the
could be obtained.
On Mareh 22nd the Mes.age was de- clude both representative people already four earners 0 f this continent the Message
livered in Jacksonville to an audience of interested in the Cause and broad and of salvation for the world? OJ shall We wait
four hundred. The Seminole Hotel, one progressive types who would be responsive just too long and find ourselves repenting
of the leading hotels in the city. very kind- to OUr univeT$al program. The National eternally for opportunities lost ~ With
ly offered the use of the ballroom for the Spiritual Assembly belieVes that a careful these glorious words of 'Abdu'l-Baha
'Occasion and the management was most use 0 f literature with such a list would ringing in our hearts we can accomplish
uThe triumphant
c.o-operative in assisting us to have our have excellent results in spreading infor- anJ)thing we desire!
Bah.. ', class there. Again, fortunately, a mation about the Cause among people Hosts of the Celestial Concou .... arrayed
Baha'i of many years" experience was able whose opinion is of value. as wen as intro- and marshalled in the Realms above
10 take charge of the class. Dr. Walter ducing the teachings to some who may be :stand ready and expectant to assi!ot and
Guy came up from St. Augustine, a dis~ personally attracted.
assure victory to that valiant hor!oeman
tance of forty miles, to teach the class.
(3) The National Spiritual Assem· who with confidenc.e :spurs on his charges
Dr. Guy reports there were about seventy bly wlshes to urge upon both the teachers into the Arena of service."
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What shall we do;> Could we not
hold Youth Conferences in co-operation
with important organizations in each city'?
This idea has been enthusiastically received
by leading youth group:!! in Montreal with
the result that a mass meeting for peace,
for len thousand people, is being planned

for the middle

Play. and
f reaching
people, liberal clubs and large public
.peaking cla .. es, also. Through con.ulta0

f April.

pageants are another means

0

tion we can evolve worth while plans.
Will you please send us your ideas.

quickly! What do you feel would bring
the thought of Peace mo.t forcefully to
the greatest number of people in the quickest

way~

Although we 'know that a world catas-trophe i. uPQn U', yet 'Abdu'l-Baba has
said: •• I c.harge you, each one, to concentrate all thoughts of your heart on Jove
and unity. When a thought of war comes
oppose it by a stronger thought of peace,

a thought of hatred m""t be destroyed by
a more powerful thought of love." Thi.
does not mean that we can be inactive.
it calls us to a greater effort than we
have ever made. in these drastic times.
When we receive your suggestions for
service and action we will write again tell~
ins: you the consensus of opinion. Then
together as one unified body throughout
the country we can help set in motion a
powerful force for peace. It seems as

though this is a period when only through
unity and solidarity of purpose can we
withstand the tesls and negative forces ag...
sailing us on every side. By keeping in
touch with one another. exchanging advice
and ideas. we can become living dynamos
of constructive energy.
In Montreal,
New York. Washington, etc., there are
many of us longing not only to know each
other better here in the ea.t but to feel
dose to you all, throughout the country.
We realize that in the activities of the
Administration of the Cause age limits are
.on..wstent, we all stand as one. Some

contribute the /lame of youth lul enth",,iasm and others the guiding wisdom of
lI1aturity; there are no differences, and

each aspect is e... ntial to the unity of all.
But in turning our attention to the outside
world it is necessary to teach each in his
own sphere. Therefo~e those of us who
are contacting younger people can unite in

our efforts and if we do, how great will
be the results!
We are longing to hear from you and

to be 01 service in any way possible.
Eager1y

in His service,

THE NATIONAL TEACHtNG CoMMtTIEE, EAsTERN D!VtS!ON.
REX COLLISON, Chairman,
681 c..tle St .. Gen... , N. Y.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT
TEACHING CONFERENCE
The Fourth Inter-Assembly Teaching
Conference of the Southern District, in

which the Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington D. C., Communities partici·
pated~ was held in Baltimore on Sunday,
March 27th. In view of the enormous
importance of the Guardian ~ s letter on the
y

New World Order of Baha'u·lIah, this
subject was selected as the general
subject of the Conference. and different
aspects of it were touched upon by various
speakers. At the morning session. at which

Miss Jessie Revell presided, the 6rstspeaker was M_iss Dotis Lohse. who discussed.
the Baha'i Economic Plan and Economic
Co--operation; next Mr. Howard C. Ives

discussed the duty 01 the Baha', in World
Reconstruction. followed by a general ex·
change of constructive thought. Mr. Ives
presided at the afternoon session, at which
the first speaker, Mrs. Pauline Hannen,
gave ways and means of hastening the

New World Order by obedience to the
Master's injunctions to spread the Cause.
Mrs. Howard C. I ves then spoke on •'The

Spiritual Significance of the World Order of Bah.a'u'llah" after which general
discussion followed.

"BAHA'U'LLAH AND THE NEW
ERA" IN BRAlLLE FOR THE
BUND
Sub.equent to the transcribing of the
Hidden Word. in Braille for the library
at Bahj" by command of the Guardian,
a request has just been received from him
to transcribe Bahau'll.h and the Ne ..
Era al.o, if feasible. It has been lound
entirely feasible to do this and the work
has been ordered and should be ready for
delivery by July first.
The plates ore being made in Lo. Angeles and will be the property 01 the N ational Spiritual Assembly when finished.
and the intention is. to order printed from
them a certain number of copies which

will undoubtedly be placed in circulation
through the medium 0 f the larger state
Braille libraries. of which there are now
nineteen. The details of circulation and

disposal of the books will rest entirely with
Shoghi Effendi. as this matter is not one
which is at present being handled by the
National Publi.hing Committee,
To render the book in Braille will require four months and the text wjll make
three large vo]umes. so that in ordering.
il the friend. desire to do so, they should
understand that the seta of three volumes.

will co.t $7.00.

JAPAN
This is to convey to the friends the

glad news that a Baha', Assembly 01
Tokyo has been lormed, and this week.
March 25th, we will hold the first gathering. Now we know that the work here
will take on new life and progress. Our

Assembly is composed of five ladies. two
of whom are American (myself a.nd Mrs..
N aganuma. who is married to a Japa·
nese), and four men.

Yesterday we held a happy Naw-r"z
gathering in Dr. R. Masujima's garden

and library where we had some talk ••
heard the record of the Ma.ter's voice and
started a work for the poor in the northern di&tricts where they have been almost
sta.rving because of loss of crops last year.

The sets which have

been ordered thus far are for public circulation, but wherever the friends desire

to acquire a .et the orde .. should be placed
at once, or before June first.

NELLIE S. FRENCH.

MINNESOTA
SI. Paul: The St. Paul Baha', Spiritual As.embly, 414 Midland Trust Building, St. Paul. Minn., has been the recipient of a beautiful oil paintil1$ reproduction, of the "Paris

U

photograph of our

beloved 'Abdu'\-Baha, painted by the
donor. Dr. C.harle. Frink, 01 the Minneapolis Baha"" Dr. Frink expressed his

willingness to make more of these por~

Last rvening I sent a cable to our
Guardian to let him know the happy news

traits, with the idea that they might be
hung in the various Public Bah.', Assembly Rooms throughout the country. "The only C08t~" be .said. u to any Assembly having a public meeting place.
who might wish to have a life-size. oil
portrait 01 our beloved Teacher, would
be for actual materials such as an enlarged photo copy which greatly facilitate! accuracy and saves time in drawing,

of the Assembly lormation and thi. morn-

canvas, transportation and suitable fram-

uLoving remem~

ing; all of which should not exceed
$12.00." Should any Assembly. having
a public meeting place, desire to have
such a portrait of the Master~ it is SU8~

besides .tarting a Memorial Library 01
Baba', books to the memory of our dear
brother, Mr. Susumu Aibara, who died
la.t December leaving hi. daughter. one
month old, and young wife. He WM
thirtyAwo years old and was working in

the League 01 Nation. Tokyo office.

ing a reply has come:

brance, Shoghi.'·
Our Assembly may be addressed in
care of Agnes B. Alexander, 31 Nichome,
F ujimicho, Kudan, Tokyo, Japan.

IR His great love, yom sister,
AGNES B. ALExANDER.

gested that they communica.te

with

Dr.

C. S. Frink, 24 West Grant St .• Minneapolis, Minn.
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ILLINOIS
Chi.c.ago: The recent outstanding ac~
tivities were the Inter~Racial Amity meet·
ins: on March 25th and the Pageant presented by the Sunday School children at
the laot N ineteen-Day F ea,t on April 9th_
The Inter-Racial Amity meeting was
one which will long be remembered by the
friends who were present. not only because
of the spirit 01 loving fellowship manifesled, but also because of the exceptionally
hoe program presented. Many races were
represented, and each had a part in the
evening'IS entertainment. The meeting was
opened with a chant by Sayed Mehrem,
atter which Biblical relerences pertaining to the Message were read by Mr_ JV _ Richardson_ The addres, of the evening was given by Mrs. Ruth. Moffett on
U~l·he Great New Mosaic.··
The musical part of the program consisted of songs by Mi.. E.dna Ketchum
and Mrs. June r ischer. a piano solo by
Miss Marne Hampton and sc'Veral charm·
ing numbers by Professors l- ranklin Gor·
don, tenor. N leanor Abelardo. composer
and violinist, and Randolpb Cornejo,
pianist, member. ot the laculty of the Chicago Musical College.
Refreshments were served and a delightlul social bour g.. e the friend. an
opportunity to ,trengthen the bonds of
Inendship.
. The children called their little play the
"Pageant of the Prophets," the underlying idea of which was the progression
of the prophets since the time of Abraham,
and the Message each brought to the
world The readings given outlining the
teachings of each Manifestation were short
essays prepaIed by the children in their
Sunday School work.
Tbe Hidden
Words, which .truck the note for the New
Day, were recited by the children individually and in unison. The third part
of the Pageant beautifully brougbt out the
Plan of Unified Action in a dialogue emphasizing the need of sacrifice and devotion for the building of the Temple. By
contributing $63.91 during the la.t ;ix
months, these children have demon.trated
that "sacrifice" ia not merely a word to
them, but a fact which they are actually
living_
The musical part of the program was
delightfuL In chorus the children sang
the "Song of Peace," the words of which
were written by the late Janet Bolton and
set to music for this occasion by Nina
Matthisen. A duet, "The Making of the
Temple:" and a violin solo. "Concerto"
by Seitz, followed. This was a joyous
occasion and we hope that our children
will continue to live and radiate the Mes.age of Bahi.'u'UOh with ever increasing
beauty.
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NEW YORK

It is with a feeling of deep
joy that we convey to the Bahci'i N eIDs

A WORD OF INSTRUCTION
FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

the activities which the Yonkers Center is
able to report.
This past winter in Yonkers witnessed

F rom time to time? requests have been
received from Local Spiritual Assemblies,
as well a. from individual., to apply for

the enthusiastic awakening of a number of

exemption from active military service
from the respective Governments. 1n this
connection reference has been made to
"Pilgrim Notes," pub1ished in a former
issue of the Bahcff New~. For the jnfor~

Y on/re":

young people.

In the last month our fu-

.embly ha. received and accepted the declaration of four con6rmed. believers in all
the req uirements of voting members of the
Cause? from the ages of twenty-one to
forty. We now have a Tuesday afternoon study class in addition to our regular Friday nigbt meetings. All show absolute devotion to the Nineteen-Day
Feasts. At OUT Feast of Naw~ruz the

mends came out in spite of a very dangerous ice storm. A committee had prepared
a pita U feast and there was much joy
and happiness throughout the e'Venmg.
The la.t Baha', NeDi. wa. read and very
enthusia.tically discussed as one of the
~spiring contributions to the Temple readmgs.
For the Feast of April 9th we have in-

vited some of the young believers of New
York City , West Englewood and Montclair to join us in a unity Feast and we

hope to have Mrs. Edith Inglc. sing for
us and tell u. some of the wODderful
.Iories of the Ma.ter, 01 which she has
such a Tare store? as the Master was many
times in the home of her beloved mother •

Mrs. McGee.
FLORIDA

Miami: As a result of a unique and
convincing lecture given by Orcella Rexford in Miami on March 4, 1931, a cla ..
It
ha. been the privilege of Mi.. Fanny
Knoblocb to follow up the interest so
marvelously awakened in the blessed
Cause of Baha'u·Uah. The first evening
the class met there was an overflow at~
of sincere seekers has been formed..

tendance, many standing during the entire
evening. During a four-week period of
intensive teaching, the attendance was very

well .ustained. Some of the subjects
upon which Miss Knobloch .poke were,
"History of the Baha', Cause," "Golden
Rule and Comparative Religions," .. Baha·. Calendar." liT aking the Message to
South Africa, " "A Pilgrimage to AkU"
and "The Baha', Temple."
The members of the classes were in'Vited
to join with the friends in celebrating the
Naw-rUz F ea.t, at which Miss Knobloch
spoke OD "The New Year and New Dispensation. n

.

Deeply grateful for the opportunity to
.pread the Cause, the friend. in Miami
hope that God will continue to send teachers of ability and influence to carryon the

work so .plendidly begun.

mation 01 the friends, Sboghi Effendi
made it clear to the National Spiritual
Assembly that be would advise us in ample time whenever he wishes. to have the
necessary steps taken to register our atti-

tude towards the shedding of blood and
the wanton destruction of property and

Iives, and that our services should only be
called upon towards those ac.ti'Vities which
would alleviate suiering. such as service
in ambulance corps, hospitals and conva.
lescent homes. services which, by no
means, are easy to perform, exposing the
friends to utmost danger. but would not
be designed to arouse the ire and il1-feding
of a war-mad populace. In truth, these
services would be worthy of a CaWle
whose adherents and followers in the past
have given to a suffering world thousands
of martyrs, who have willingly and unflinchingly given their property, their lives,
and their spirits towards the welfare of
humanity by upholding the Faith of Baba'u'll.h.
It .hould also be kept in mind that these
"Pilgrim Notes" would Dot necessarily
call for action. as Shoghi Effendi has repeatedly empha.ized that everything he
wish .. to be acted upon would be sent to
the National Spiritual Assembly over hi.
own signature. We trust. therefore, the
friend. will rest assured that this Body is
fully aware of its solemn and sacr~d obligatioos_
This does not mean, however. that the
friends should not continue to make suggestions, preferably through their Local
Body, but they must not, however, feel
hurt if these suggestions are not at all times
acted upon, but should continue to gi'Ve
expression to new ideas. The friends
.hould at all times direcl their thought.,
activities, and heart·fdt desires into posi~
tive channels and keep away from the
negative.
The greatest need at this moment is the
completion of the Temple. No effoTt
.hould be spared and no sacrifice could be
too great to aUain this end, and all commuruca tions received. from our Guardian
point out to us the necessity of fulfilling
this obligation. We must alway. be reminded of Shogbi Effendi', .tatementthat the Cause will .uffer, its prestige b.
impaired, should we fall short in the fulfillment of this great obligation.
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Bah,ri law. On their part, the organized
Assemblies must ever look to the preservation. application and expansion of the indwelling holy spirit of Baha'i administration, which i, lo.ing and humble fellowship with all believers and with the people
of the whole world,-free from every hint
or trace of autocracy or unauthorized
domination, and animated solely by the
consciousness of a wise and loving service
to the beloved of God. This attitude of
love and servitude is, in many instances~
di.ine healing to the disaffected.
These waverings of faith and under~
standing, are inevitable in the growth of
so great a Cause; and have always
emanated from those who are unwilling to
accept the implications and direct defini..
tion of the Most Great Infallibility, as
stated in the Tablet of /s/rraqal. These
people would .ubstitute for the divine
Word, .. Velily, He d oeth ",hatsoever He
",illeth and commandeth ",hatever He desireth ... their words u we do what we 'Will:'
We are speaking here of the fomenters
of this effort to break down the orderly
proce55eA of the Baha'I administration.
Unaware of those authentic writings of
'Ahdu'l-Baha, revealed long prior to His
passing, which deal directly and positively
with similar instances. they advance the
idea that He, 'Ahdu'I-Bah', could not
have used the word; found in the Will
and Testament, wherein the wrath and in~
dignation of God is invoked against those
who deviate and turn away from the
Guardian and the established representative bodies. Nevertheless~ in many Tablets, the Master made mention of these
things, involving identica1 situations, and
quoted extensively from the Word, of
Bah"u'll.h, Him.cll, to the same effect.
These pretexts, and false interpretations
are all de6nitely described in the Will, itsclf, (,ee p. 12 Baha'; Administration),
as the means by which the Covenant of
God is sought to be broke~ by the stu],.
born and rebelliou,. Can it be the hope
of these few leading spirits to bring adverse publicity to bear upon the Cause 01
God, to split it asunder, and to destroy
the unity of the people of faith ~ Uttle
do these misguided ones realize what chaos
would follow ,uch a result. They are ignorant of the requirements of Divine Civilization. and of the World Order created
by Bah"'u'lI'h. Were they in the least
aware of the inner realities of the Divine
Unity, they would know that the Holy
City, which is the Law of God, is organized in accordance with the universal
requirements: that a center is found and
exists _in every essential organism; that the
Guardianship represents and is that Center i.n the establishment of the Kmgdom of
God in this universal cycle. Defining

Shoghi Effendi as the "primal branch,"
"the blest and sacred bough,"-"that
shadoweth all mankind," 'Abdu'l-Baha,
in His Will, has established this merciful
Center. in office and in identity. not only
as an absolute requisite of the world-wide
Baha·, organism. but also as the channel
through which the hlessings of Providence
may continue to flow to humanity. Without thi! function, so divinely bestowed. no
spiritual equilibrium in the world of the
Kingdom could be attained, for this exquisite balance is necessary to preserve
harmony and order between the otherwise
conflicting forces of human will and destiny. This third agency, hitherto lacking
in the organizations of nations and peoples,
from antiquity to the present hour, is the
advent of the divine lineage itself into its
appropriate field of the World Order,as
that third or triune principle existing in
every universal organic form. It is the
fulfillment of the promise mentioned in the
Holy Books, the establishment of the continuity 0 £ divine guidance and protection
to all peoples, in this cycle of the Day of
God. It is a mark of permanence and
etemaIity. Nations of the past, having
fulfilled their brief cycles of glory, have
crumbled and passed.. Their weaknesses
are found in the lack of true equilibrium
in their governmental order. Monarchies
and Republic, alike have respecti.cly exalted, on the one hand, the power of the
individual sovereign. or on the other, the
will of the people. A few nations have
essayed to combine the two, even though,
inevitably, one must need find subordination. But in this glorious age, when the
spiritual realities must needs be unfolded,
that missing element. vitality needed to
harmonize and ba1ance the age~long conllict,-the true supplement of that which
is otherwise imperfed and divided.-has
been revealed and made a part of the
World Order, in the institution of the
Guardianship. It is the spiritual fulcrum,
as it were, holding in equilibrium these two
otherwise conflicting and incompatible
forces or tendencies of individualism and
collectivism in human society. the monarch~
ical and republican school, of thought.
This alone would amply justify the new
World Order.
But the divine outpourings are not
purely static. Through this Center, the
emanations of love, wisdom and justice
ra.diate as water from a full, pure and
undiminished reservoir, reviving, restoring
and refreshing the souls, and sustaining in
full co-operation every agency of Baha'i
government. Through this divine agency,
the blessings of unity find their ultimate
guaranty, for the door of the guidance.
protection and love of God is thereby left
open. In former cycles. confusion, discord and even warfare have fallen upon

the bel ie~ers ~ho survived the passing of
the Mamfestabon of God. Compromises
were set .up in the effort to preserve unity ..
and lacking access to an appointed Center
the people at times became the prey of mis~
guidance and of the ambitioU5 plots of
wolves in sheeps clothing, in the guise of
true be1ievers. The world was Dot yet
ready, to avail itself of or to accept an
establiShed continuity, through dime appomtment~ of the guardianship succession
which should protect Bot only from world~
ly compromise but hom hypocritical attack. But in this "Promised Age" the
matured thought of humanity sees the introduction of this new principle as the utterm~.t bo~ty of God, while the pr<>phencafiy mmded lind in it the hrilliant
light of God's presence, foreshadowed yet
concealed in countless divine texts.
But even apart from these essentials. the
authenticity of the Will·and T <stament of
'Ahdu'l-Baha is as clear as limpid water
to any discerning eye. Only dimness of
vision. and utler lack of rapport with His
spirit and with His inimitable.. lDlique
mode of expression. could. account for failure to witness in this epoch-making document the very essence of the heart and
mind of the Master, whose style none has
ever been able either to imitate or emulate.
As Mohammed said to the scoffe.. of His
time, "Produce a Sura (of the Qur'an)
like unto this, if ye speak truth"; so let
these questioners. and doubters of the validity of the Will, who ascribe its brilliant
and eloquent words to mere forgery. strive
to produce its peer.
.
With an ever~increasing realization of
the sacredness and vital importance of this
hour in the history of the Cause, and
wholly assured that every basic principle
of the dime teaching, will, like the great
waves of the ocean~ cast every opposing
element upon the shores as innocuous foam~
and become firmly established in the hearts
and minds of all mankind.-we inscribe
ourselves as your loving and devoted
brothers and sisters.
In His Path,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS
OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA
By Alfred E. Lunt, Secretary

"0 yo se",ants of the Merciful One!
Arise to sefl.1e the Cause of God. in such
wise that cares and sorrows caused bJl
them that have disbelieved in the Dayspring of the Sign of God rna]) nol afflict
you. A t the lime when the Promise Btas
fulfilled and the Promised One made
manifest. differenceJ h(fl)e appearerl
amongst the /rind red of the earth and each
fane]) and
people hath follo",ed its
idle imaginings. "-BAHA'U'UAH.
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Twenty-fourth Annual Convention Report
By LOUIS G. GREGORY
The Convention is always a time of
festival and spiritual refreshment among
the followers of the faith and they are
assisted by the Unseen Powers to convey
these favors to others, Each occasion has
its distinct features which are woven into
the history and progreos of the Cause.
Each unfolds treasures and capacities hid·

den in minds and hearts. Each calls into
play the service and sacrifice which gJOIify
mao. Each involves resignation to the Di·
vine Will which brings guidance and establishes peace. The most striking feature of this Convention was its light. contrasted with the war IdO5 gloom.
The twenty-fourth annual Convention,
opened by prayer to the Throne of Guid-

ance and in charge of-the Chairman and
Secretary of the National Spiritual As·
sembly, an organization afterwards made
pennanent~ was caned to order in the

FO\DIdation Hall of the Mashriqu'I.AdhI",r in Wilmette, Illinois, April 29th and
remained in session three days.

Mr. AI·

len McDaniel, presiding, read from the
volume. Baha'i AJminrsiration and referred to the heautiful music that was rendered as having a correspondence with the

Spirit of the Divine U Uer ances and the
mlllic overflowing our hearts. Quite feel. ingly he referred to the divine ideal. of
love and servic.e set before us by the
Master. now so nobly exemplified in the
services of our Guardian. He stated that
the Guardian was now trying to raise the
standard. of administrative efficiency and

to help America realize its high destiny
a. revealed in the Sacred texts. He hoped
that deliberations might proceed in the spirit
of the beautiful message of Shoghi Effendi.
The Secretary, Mr. Alfred Lunt, then
read the latest message from Shoghi Effendi. one replete with heavenly illumination and guidance, and conveniently printed for circulation among the delegates.
The ritle given this letter i, The Colden
Age 0/ the Cau,e of Bahd'u'U"h.
"That the Cau,e associated with the
Name of Bahti'u'lldh feed. itself upon
those hidden spring, of cele,tial ,trength
lPhich no force 01 human personality. ll1hal-

el1e( its glamour. can rep/ace; thai its teliance is solei)) upon that m,ystic Source
"'ith ",hich no ",orldl)} ad.antage, be it
wealth. fame, or learning can compare;
that it propagates itself by ",ay' my,terious and utterly at variance with the standard, acceptoJ by the generalit)} of mankind, will, if not already apparent, become

increasingl» manifest as it forges ahead

towards fresh conquests:-in its struggle for
the spiritual regeneration of mankind."
Depths of assurance are in those beautiful lines. The Convention listened with
deep reverence to the further reading of

the message from Haifa, which unfolded
the heroic days of the Cause in Persia: the
great contribution to come from America;
the inevitable decline of all that is born
from the Heeting passions of a sordid
world: the contrast of the majestic revela...
tion of today with those revelations of the
palt; the fundamental unity of religion; the
wisdom of the Holy Manifestations and
their compassionate teac.hing of men; the
meekness of the Divine Teacher; His dis-claimer of finality; yet withal, the day.
dire need of a new revelation. Other
weighty utterances shed light upon the
Station of the Great Bab, or First Point
of Revelation, the peerless exaltation of
BaM'u'lIah; the mighty sea. of spiritual
out-pouring; admonitions against political
activities~ bartering the faith for power,
surrendering its essential ideals or lowering its standards in the hope of progress.
Other sections reveal the serious harm
that may rome to a universal Cause by its
adherents in any land taking a political
stand: a plea for solidarity among the
friends; the claims upon our devotion of
the beloved Temple; a feeling tribute to
the Greatest Holy Leaf and the opportunity offered by the Great Fair of 1933 in
Chicago, Illinois, to the American Baha'is
to present their Temple in such a way as
will challenge the admiration of the world.
The Convention expressed its gratitude
by the following cablegram to the Guardian: ~'Profoundly impressed. by America's
divine destiny. Conscious incapacity for
heroic task. Will unitedly press fornrard

under Guardian's invincible leadership in
ful~lIment of plan ushering in the golden
age of the Cau.e of BaM'u'nah."
. (Signed) BAHA'i CONVENTION.
The Convention was reminded of the
cosmic range of Baha'i activity by mes~
sages, by letter or wire, from various cities
at home and abroad. Phoenix, Los Angeles, Rockford, Philadelphia, Seattle, Redondo Beach, Geneva (Switzerland) and
the National Spiritual Assembly of India
and Emma, indicating the oneness of spirit
which invites distant friends. by sending
loving greetings.
The Convention sent its own felicitations
to Mr. Mountfort Mills, praising his inter·
national services to the Cause, the Great·
est Holy Leaf and the newly establi.hed
Spiritual Assembly of Japan.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
The annual report of the Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly was read
by Mr. Alfred E. Lunt. It was a fine
presentation of the progress of the Cause
during the past year, marked by the for·
mation of new centers and the stirring to
new life of many who have been inactive;
the constructive record of eleven National
Spiritual Assembly meetings. It contained
an eloquent tribute to The DaT»n Brea/ten, which the friend. should place in
public libraries; report of the new transla·
tion of the iqrin,· an explanation of the
power of consultation and the Guardian~s
ceaseless efforts in the translation of these
works: the number of Spiritual Assemblies,
now 6fty.thr~; the consideration of five·
hundred and fifty separate matters fonning subjects of consultation by the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly, a volume in·
creasing with the growth of the Cause. the
distribution of fifteen hundred copies of
The Coal of the Ne'" World Order; the
expansion of the Cause from nine delegates
who attended the fi .. t Convention in 1909
to the present Convention with ninety-five
accredited delegates, fifty·five 01 whom
were in attendance and ending with a high
note of optimism and spirituality.
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GREEN ACRE

present Plan of Unified Action will suc-

he~rts. of those pioneers who were with

important item of the Secretary':s
report covered Green Acre, the Baha'f
Summer Colony in Maine~ The former
program committee has been retired and a
Faculty Committee appointed in lieu there~

ceed.
Mr. Holley, associate treasurer: Our
economics in regulating our Ii ves~ our sac ..
rifices, vision and co~operation, will bring
results. We must raise our incomes and
earnings to the place where they reflect
the Divine Cause. This may save the
country from a calamity that may take
place.
How quickly. in the crash of

HIm 10 the Garden of Baghdad when He
made Hll5. Immortal declaration, fulfilling

Jl..o

01.
~e

The purpose of this was the wish of
N atio?al Spiritual Assembly to put

mto effecbve operation next summer the

ideal of the Guardian for the .tudy of

N abil' s N arralive and the conversion of
Green Acre into a training school for the
preparation of Baha'i teachers. This is

in line with the wishes of 'Abelu'l·Baha
~d His vision of a great Wliversity there
m the future.

To this end classes for

study, earnest. serious study. will be con~

ducted, Nabil's Narrative being used a.
a text book. It i. hoped that the marvdous spirit revealed. in this book will sweep
America. It i. hoped that the Guardian's
preference will bring on the part of all a
ready and active response.
The report of the Secretary on motion

of Mr. Harlan Ober was received with
marks of appreciation and thanks.
Percentages of increase of the number
of Baha'is in various cities were reported

as follows:
Oakland, California, 15 % ; San F rancisco, 16 %; Columbus, Ohio, 18 % ;
Berkeley, California, 20 % ; Peoria, illinois, 20 or 25 % ; Seattle, 25 %; Y onk..., New York, 30 % ; West Englewood, 40 % ; Milwaukee, 37% ; Miami,
Florida, 90 % ; Racine, Wisco .. in,
110 %• Besides these Cleveland, Ohio
reported eight new believers. Thereupon
the ddegate from St. Paul asked if numer·
ical gain on1y should be consider·

ed.

He assured the Convention that St.

after

ized how soon they would lose them,
would doubtless have uaed them more
largely for human relief. Unified Action

to the great task that He has laid before

is a plan with a foundation of spiritual
reality. This Convention will set forces in
motion which will bring spiritual victory.
Mr. MatthiseIl. a very practical Baha'i,
presented 6gures to show how regular and

systematic giving on the part 0 f all the
American friends on the basis

of

their

number, will soon bring the $150,000.00
needed to complete the work on the dome.
It was reported that the· number of givers

in Wa.hington, D. C. has been increased
from fifty to one hundred percent.
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
The Temple tru.tees reported $ 350,000.00 required for the projected expenses in the completion of the Temple.

The beautiful Temple modd through the
effort of Mr. SchopHocher and Mr.
Benj amin Shapiro, was in evidence during the Convention and appealed by
its beauty to the interest of the
friends. It is deemed wise to complete

the dome of the Temple first.

This will

there were but nine delegates from as
many centers. In this Tablet it is made

repoTt~ stated that his office was consoli·

the first Convention, held in 1909, when

self. In reality it was a Utreasurer.iat." He

clear that this is the "Mother T empJe"

referred to the day of small things when
there was hut a very small sum, $2,000,
to purchase land which was to be the
future .ite of the Temple. Now the

which will give birth to many others and
now is the beginning of the organization

work is well advanced. and sums are sent
in by more people than ever before. Var..
ious countries as remote as China and Ja"
pan are listed; among other givers there
is a family of four generations even the
little members 0 f which are sending in their
gifts. Yet at this time the contributions are
only enough to pay running expenses. Once
before this happened, yet a large sum
was raised through consultative judgment.

The Guardian and the Greatest Holy
Leaf have both expressed hope. that the

~hallengmg note, revealing more of the

It secured on foreign warfare.
The
thousand people whose incomes were a
million or more a year, had they but real·

dated action on the part of Messe... Holley, Matthisen, Miss Herklotz and him·

The former will assuredly bring the latter.

ItS.

Dmne Plan of Baha'u'llah. Forty yea..

TREASURER'S REPORT
Mr. R C. Wilhelm in presenting his

numbers mark the -increase of the Cause.

was suddenly turned into joy. And today
we have th? letter of Shoghi Effendi, wilh

.1929, did the country lose the big pr06ts

eliminate danger to the lower section in
placing the derricks. etc. The architectural conc.rete win be very strong to meet
The
various meteorological conditions.
ornamentations will carry out the spirit of
the architect's design.
Mrs. True read the Master's Tablet to

Paul has gained 75 % in quality. Thi.
sally provided laughter. Both quality and

both. anCient and modern prophecies.
Re~hze the menta! misery and spiritual
anXl~ty that fi~ed their hearts just prior
to thlS declaration, how the deepest gloom

of the Kingdom. Of the sum needed for
work on the dome $30,000.00 should be
immediately available.

allowable or usable.

Outside aid is not

The Temple mu.t

be erected through the sacrifices of the

friends.
FEAST OF RlDVAN
This greatest of all cdebrations was
held in the Temple foundation, Mr. Le·
roy

loas of San Francisco presiding.

After reading passages from the Boo~ of
lqan he said, "The dynamic Words of
Baha'u'llab enable us to· understand the

0e

ascension

of

Baha'u'Uab

we

have

c.o~e In greater effort and sacrifice to hear
HIS

message and to rededicate ourselves

us. In a sh.ort time people from all Over
the world Will come to visit this Temple.
U

. Mr. Albert R Windust read prophecIes fr~m the Bi.ble ahout

the

appeara.nce

of the Lord of Ho.!!, also the words of
'Abelu'I~Baha about the future of Akka
~nd HOlfa, then gave a detailed descripIlon of the scene. around Akka and Haifa
and "": repo~t of his pilgrimage and

COD-

ve"allon. Wlth Shoghi Effendi. The g.rden. on Mt. Carmel, be said, were the
mo.t b.ea utiful in Palestine. He described

m-

~hoghi Effendi~ s charmin.g manners,
Sight and great abilities as a master of
detail.. He wants us to be our.selves~ to

worshIp God, but not to be imitators of
others. During his visit he said that Shoghi Effendi never took the head of the
table: but gave that honor to the oldest
p!lgnm. He pours forth a .tream of diVIDe doquence and wi.dom, both intellectual and spiritual. In his presence all imaginations flee as misl! before the sun's
rays. He wants the friends to avoid p0-

litical po.:bon. although they may do admmlstrallve work.
Bab;i'u'lIan forbade
H~ fonow~rs.to take part in politics. Even
votIng at thIS time may result in serious con·
sequences for the Cause and the believers

in other lands.

But the time will come

in the future when all Baha'ls will vote.
Russia sent emissaries to Persia to find out

if Baha'i. take part in politics.
The .visit to 8ahji is a great event to-day.

Its entire structure has been repaired

by Shoghi Effendi. It is a great Bab'"
Archive. as well as a Holy Shrine.
The room in which Baha'u'llah received
Professor Brown in 1890, has been com-

pletely restored.
The Guardian sent greetings to the be-lievers in Europe and America, laying
emphasis upon the Temple and teaching
work.
Mr. Windust referred to page
~fty~seven of Some Answered Questions

as shedding light upon the station of the
Guardian. He is establishing the Kingdom of God upon Earth.
The only other speaker was Orcella
Rexford who displayed two .els of pictures

0

f

Palestine.

ancierit

Christian

Shrines and Baha'i shrine. of tod,;f end-
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ins with a

number showing the progress of

the work on the Temple in America.

Be-

sides other beautiful music. this meeting
ended with the playing of the· beautiful
song, Benediction. by its author. Mrs.
Shahnaz R. Waite.
SECOND DAY
A prayer read by Mrs. Harlan F. Ober
began the work of the second day. Greet-

ings were received from various cities and
from Mrs. French, detained by illn ....
TEACHING
The report of this committee was pre-

•ented by Mr. Leroy loa. and justly
occupied a great part of the time of the
Convention. Mr. loas said. "a Dew situa~
lion confronts the Cause.

The progress of

the Temple and the work of traveling
teachen have drawn the attention of peo~
p]e. Local communities must show fortn
a mode of living which will unite all races
and nations, impress and motivate people.
New methods are n_ow more effective in
producing results. Recommendations as

follows were made by the Teaching Conference :

I . In all .. semb~ .. individual teaching service should be encouraged. Confinoations come through service.

2.

Be sure to follow up the work of

lives and those who adhere to conven.

tional methods of .preading the Cau,e.
Dr. E. Lenore Morri. felt that the
eldeIS ,till have a duty in guarding the
Cause~ while the youth

Both are needed.

bring enthusiasm.

Mrs. Gre!",leaf said,

sCience tells us that a negabve thought

dims the light of reality.

Mrs. Moffett

told of the success of the work at Racine

and the value of the chart method in
presenting the Cause.

Mr. Harlan F. Ober reviewed the
teaching work in Pittsburgh and the 6ne
connection made with New Castle. P a.,
sixty m11es away.

Mrs. Shahnaz Waite implored help to
prevent the great catastrophe; "let us join
hands before it is too late" she urged.
Mrs. Glace Oher discoursed on the
brightness of Baha'i juniors. MIS. Jones
and Mrs. Swartz on the progress of the
Cause in Columhus and the harmony of
that commWlity; Mr. Holley on the responsibilities of a local assembly and Mrs.
Bolles and Mr. Harrison on Baha'i duty
to the poor.
In spirit and volume the consultation on

teaching reflected divine light and fire.

3. Train the chadren. Remedy defects in education. Mrs. Gift and Miss
Linfoot should be made the nucleus of a

The past year was reported the best
ever with many notable triumphs. It came
to light that tradition mentions an African
as having a!.Sisted Christ in bearing His
cross; that Belal-i-Hahashi Was a Negro
companion to the Prophet Muhammad;
that an Ethiopian accompanied the Bah
on His pilgrimage to Mecca and that Es--

4.

Outline studies for the development

of Ba.h.i" teachers.
Summer schools
mould function this. way.
5. T raveling teachers should not scat.
ter their seeds too widely but more deeP'"

Iy. Both preliminary and follow-up work
should be associated with them.
TJ,j" report was amplified by talk. by
Mrs. May Maxwell for the youth. showing
strides made by the group in Montreal
through their e1deIS granting them freedom.
Mr. George Latimer who felt that too
crystallized. a view cramps growth.
variety of teachers is needed.

A

Mrs. Mary Collison spoke on the connection between economy and teaching.
The work should ~ done more largely lacally.
Miss Sylvia Payne described the work
arp.ong the students at the University of

I1Iinois. Urbana.

Mrs. Mabel Ives mentioned various
c.ontact groups favorable to the Message,
especially that of Harriet McCollum. Mi"
Easterbrook explained one of the fundamental principles of education. leading

from the old to the new.
Oreen .. RexfOTd .poke 01 the difficul-

ties of overcoming the inertia of conserva-

of his leaching journey in the South. the
many contacts made and the reading of a

letter from the Guardian that the Message
sh~uld reach every man. woman and
ch,ld .. The Guardian, like the Master hefore h,m. has at all times taken the keenest and. livliest interest in every phase of

the AmIty work a~d has given hi. blessing
an~ con6rmabons JQ many beautiful letters
wntten those who are active.

Mrs. Myrta P. Sandos advocated having members of a Baha'I community work
with various groups in a city and attract
them to the Cause.

traveling teachers. Nurture and protect
those attracted, supply teachers in a small
alea.

National Committee on, training children.
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AMITY

phandiar the beloved. brave and faithful
attendant of Bah'·u·ll.h. who braved a
hundred perils for the Cause. was eulogiz-

ed by 'Ahdu·I-Bab' a. a perfect man.
Mrs. A. S. Parsons gave emphasis to
the Howard University address of '.J\h_

du·I-Bah' as the Key to the .olution of the
race problem. The colored must express
appreciation and gratitude to the whites
and the whites must show kindness to the
colored and acknowledge equality.

M". Loulie A. Mathews. Chairman of
the National Racial Amity Committee,
spoke "",>ilh great enthusiasm of the success of the Amity work in New York,
where her efforts have been successful
in contacting and attracting people of large
in8uence and capac.ity through this phase
of service.
Other speakers were Dr. Bagdadi who
told reminisr:ence5 of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
his words about the relations of races.

Mr. Nordquist of Seattle told about tbe
amity work done there and Mr. Philip
Marangella who gave a vivid description

ELECTION

At this point the tellers reported the result of the election of the new National

Spiritual Assembly as follows: Mes .....
McDaniel. Holley, Lunt. Wilhelm. Schopflocher~ Mrs. French, Messers. Schefler
and Leroy loa. and Mrs. Collins. With
one exception the personnd of the new
body is the same as that of last year.
As touching the maUer of whether or
not those chosen to teach should serve on
committees a letter from the Guardian to

Mr. Willard P. Hatch read in part a.
follows :
"You raise in your letter the question
whether teachers should become members
of dilferent committees and as.semblies,

Shoghi Effendi prefers to lay no hard and
fast rule on such a matter. The teachers
are free to accept such posts or not.

But

it would be much preferable if tbey would
keep themse1ves free from administrative
duties and concentrate upon teaching."

SACRIFICE
Mr. -H arlan Oher gave emphasis to the
need of sacri6ce, inspired from N abil' s
Narrative. Do not think. he said. of accumulating, but of what we can dispose
of. Make a definite sacri6ce from pTe sent
resources.

Mrs. May Maxwell:

In this discus-

sLon we are really addressing ourselves.
The Guardian knows the resources of the
American friends and that through their
sacrifices the work can be done by this
group of believers. May not this convention in cash and pledges raise the $30 .•

000.00 now .0 urgently needed;>
Bah"u'lI.b once told one of the be~ev
ers who was His companion to give to a
poor person the only coin he posses~d.

He obeyed.

The next day this donor of

his all was taken into an enterprise which
made him the richest man in Persia. Then
he made himself poor by giving again.
When his all was spent. he went to the
bazaars and declared himself a Baha'i.
Then the enemies took him out and be-

beaded bim.

Thus be gave his all, not

excepting' even his life.

This. said "Ab-

du·I-Baha. is tbe standard of giving.
Friends told various ways of saving by
cutting out needless expenses and saving
extras. One of the stories was that of
Orcella Rexford~ about saving smaU
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sums.
Another reported the devotion
of a blind lady in Cleveland.
Ali
Khan urged giving when it is hard to
giVe.
The outside world cannot be allowed to build the Temple. Regularity
is the key-word. Mrs. Ober reported
'Abdu'l-Baha as saying that when the
Oriental way of sacrificing reaches America the Temple will be built. Dr. Bagdadi offered a gold com that was once
the property of 'Abdu'l-Bah'.
Then accured. a most impressive scene
as the Spirit of Sacri6ce swept the Convention. Many came forward to lay their
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service to humanity. But in this age a
great teacher has arisen giving us remedies
for the ills of today. This Temple is a
symbol of brotherhood and oneness, join~
ing all the races and religions together. It
is one of the greatest symbols of God in
all the world.
Man has strayed away from the Path
of God, like a child separated from hi,
fatber. God reveals Himeslf today to
bring again the Holy Spirit, the flaming
fire of His Love. Some think Him remote.
But in the colorful and wonderful history
of the Baha·, Movement in Persia. it is
most precious possessions upon the altar -of seen how the Power of the great teacher
sacrifice. Money and checks given in var- moved thousands of souls to give up life
i.ous sums from ten cents up to a thousand and more than life for the love of God
dollars, gold rings, jewels, corns, watches. and to remove the slaughter of warfare
diamonds, and a pearl necklace worth and the barriers between races and nations.
.several thousands. taken from the neck of The speaker read the inscription of "Abone of the devoted &iends, were all free- du'I·Bah. in the Bible in the London
ly given. One or two precious articles once Temple. He then made dear the mystery
given pilgrims by the Master brought many of the resurrection a"s explained in the
times their material value. the sums being Gospel and its. application to the great
given to the fund_ Noone yet knows what changes in this day. The spirit of Bahi3:the total wiU be as the articles other than u'llah i, making living beings out of dead
money will be placed in the hands of the beings. He voiced the need of release
sales commiUee of which Mr. George from misunderstandings through connec~
Spendlove is chainnan. When sold, the tion with the Great Reality and ga ve elo~
proceeds will swell the fund. Many things quent expression to the power of love and
indicated the spirit of love and devotion sacrifice.
Mr. Horace Holley was the second
which kindled a 6re which we hope will
spread to aU assemblies throughout Amer~ speaker. He said, whenever any living
iea. The pockets of the T reaSUTer were organism becomes cognizant of danger it
bulging with funds and one of the daily instantly recoils. This is true whether in
papers on its front page carried a descrip- the jungle or the State. It is the instinct
tion of this remarkable scene of Baha:~l of self~preservation. When a danger per~
sists the rational mind awakes and feels
sacrifice.
the need to remove it by understanding
the real nature of the attack. The human
PUBLIC MEETING
organization has been subjected to danger
The public meeting for teaching was for many years. It is sinister and wideheld on Sunday afternoon and was one of spread. He then reviewed the great civ~
the most brilliant and attractive ever held ilizations of the past. including Greece and
on such an occasion. The seating capacity Rome, showing how great was the culture
of the T~mple foundation was entirely tak~ of the one and the might of the other,
en. with standing room only. and hun~ yet how rapidly they were consumed by
dreds turned away for lack of room.
the forces of disintegration because of the
Presiding was Mr. Allen B. McDan- lack of spiritual cohesion. Marcus Aureliel who read the divine utterances on the ius, a man of culture and vision, tried to
Day of God. He referred to the visit of stem the tide of dissolution in the state be
'Abdu'I~Baha twenty years ago coming to
ruled. But his wisdom and might were
spread the message of the oneness of man~ insufficient. Rome could not recover from
kind, Who warned of the danger of the its degradation until its emperors bowed to
:great war and urged aU to unite in amity Christ. This held only so long as spirit·
and accord and bring the millennium. The ual ideals were followed. Mr. Holley
universal getting together is the Divine
Plan and the only one that can bring a
remedy for existing ills.
Mr. Alfred Lunt spoke with deep
earnestness and power on uThe Spiritua I
Aspects of the Divine Plan." He said in
part:
Weare meeting in a structure devoted
In the general field of Bah.', activity
to the greatest light and teachings that
have ever come into the world. In the in this western world, the pa:st year, appear
past great teachers and founders of relig~ seveTal thrilling, enheartening and outstand~
ing accomplishments. Undeterred by the
ions have apPeE1red and have done great

then spoke of the modern world, reviewing
the events which led to the great upheaval
of 1914, showing how the body of Europe lacked in spirit which can be supplied
only by Divine Love. A true unity must
be a sign of human association and not
purely a regulation of material things.
Both Europe and America must now turn,
amidst their great difficulties, to the world
of spirit and find the ingredient of love.
It is necessary to bring the world of mind
and heart together. 'Abdu'l-Bah. warned
of the present difficulties. He compared
the world to the body of a sick man,
grievously in need of healing. It is a
great privilege to be alive at this time.
People of various races are inspired by
the one Holy Spirit. Talents of inventors
and engineers are thus turned to the good.
Now we tum from sel6shness and death
to ideals of human fellowship and peace.
This meeting, whose spiritual atmosphere
was blended with beautiful music and the
aroma of flowers. left its divine impress upon the hearts and minds of the visitors and
believers.

FINAL CONSULTATION
The evening meeting was informal, Mr.
Albert R, Windu.t presiding for the delegates. Visitors had the privilege of the
floor. The Bah,,', N,"", The Baha', Magazine, Green Acre. Geyserville, Lew..
Helen, Amity in the South, etc., came in
for expression and consultation. The gen~
era I plan for Green Acre as modified by
the Guardian's instructions and wishes for
Nabil's Narrative. the report of the edit~
ors of the Bah,,', Ne",s; the plan of the
Summer School at Lew-Helen to study
Nabil's Narrative: a very interesting report from The Bah,,', Magazine with the
reading of fine letters of commendation
from many parts of the world. the reading
of a letter from Haifa~ later to be pub.
lished. were among the matters considered at this session.
Despite the depression. this year's CoD.vention appeared. to show an increased
volume of work. a large number of dele~
gates and visiting friends from afar and
near. many signs of hospitality and kind~
ness, marked by simplicity, to visiting
friends and the happiness, peace and spirit~
ual attraction which mark the majestic
onward movement of the Cause.

Report of the Secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'IS of the United
States and Canada---1931-1932
depressing economic conditions. the beJiev~
ers of God in many towns and communities
have displayed divine courage and a lad~
iant faith in advancing the Cause of God.
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Particularly in the middlewest, the favored region of the Temple, and on the
Pacific Coast, the Baha'} cohorts have set
up new frontiers in the teaching and the
confirmation of many new souls who have
joyfully accepted the Great Mes.age and
ha ve enrolled in the army of Love and
Peace. Almost everyone of tlte Baha'I
communities contiguous to Chicago and
Wilmette has witnessed a new birth.
Bahli'i communities and groups which
have remained. seemingly stagnant and
without progress for many years. have this
year arisen to great heights of devotion in
the service. OUf brothers and sislers in
Racine co·operating with true Baha'i
fervor with the resourceful and able teach·
ing provided by Mrs. Moffett, have held
public meetings in a room opening upon a
main street. Many new believers have
joined. that community. A leading newspaper has been most helpful in co-opera·
lion.
Milwaukee, La, Angeles, Seattle, Montreal, Pittsburgh are other Bahin communities gleaned from the rolls, that have
made substantial gains in membership. But
in this report a complete survey of the
whole ~eld would be too extended. In
many of the places not named here ster·
ling. activities have been carried on. which
will -beCome -recorded -in American Baha'i
history.
Chicago. upon whose wining shoulders
so much responsibility rests, in caring for
9

the throngs of seekers who visit the T empie.
has achieved a new unity and performed a
truly gJeat service this year.
This is
evidenced by a twenty per cent increase in

enroUed believers.

Chicago, the heart of

our Baha'I organism. is, with heart and
sou], drawing ever nearer to the sublime
vision of the Master for that city. Love
and Unity are the keys not only to His
good pleasure for that city but to every
Baha'i community in the United States
and Canada. which sincerely desires to
accomplish its divine destiny. Action and
yet more action is the fairest fruit of those
two great attributes. and we may ~e cer~
tain that where action and accomplIshment
are lacking the surest proof is at hand that
'somewnere along the line Wlity and love
have not found entrance into the hearts.
The water may be clear but Bah"'u'U"h
tens us that if it is also bitter with dis~
cord and personal differences it cannot
quench the thirst of the weary traveller.
Equally true is it that unity and love
are never found where a true regard for
the great gift of consultation and obedience
to its results. is not fully understood and
applied by aU the members of a Bah,,',
community. Consultation is one of tne
great pillars of the New World Order, a
truly divine bounty to humanity. The belie-vers of God must ever march forward, a

disciplined spiritual army, with the result:!
of true Baha'i consultation. For this di.
vine law enables us to draw nearer to the
Mind and WiU of the All Glorious One,
than has any means previously evolved by
man, Of revealed by the former Prophets.
Consultation is our shinmg armor, our
shield and buckler against the divided
hosts of the world, For Baha'i consultation is kindly, open-minded, solicitous
for the well-being of every soul, impregnable In its unity and power. It is the
strong arm of the Administration in which
every soul has a part. Obedience to its
behests both purifies and glorifies the body
of the Cause and this light i, shed upon
every sincere believer. For thus Unity is
served, against which no human power can
prevail. Unity is the song of the morning
stars which mirror forth the sublime and
divine Unity and Singleness of the Lord
of all men. Praise he to God, who has,
in this tmexampled century, laid the foundation of lUlity. His greatest mystery. in
the hearts of His servants. Let us, this
coming year, drink of this cup more deeply than ever before. No greater step can
be taken to achieve oneness than in a closer study of the refinements of consultation which feeds the life-blood of the
great Baha'i organi:sm.
The fair city of New York. the City of
the Covenant. has, likewise? this year, consolidated its ranks, performed a notable
servic.e in reaching out to the public, carried on a varied and attractive program
of teaching continuously, and shows. too.
a twenty per cent increase in its membership,
This new spirit has pervaded yet other
communities and in giving these notable ex~
amples, the purpose is mainly to show the
trend of events in conspicuous Baha'i centers.
The outstanding factor is the astonish w
ing fact that in a world of gloom and
doubt. whose initiative has been largely
lost and beset with fear, the believers have
advanced. Forgettmg their personal hardships and lack of means, they have shaken
off fear and now displaying traces of the
unconquerable spirit of the men of Ta~
bars1 and Zanjah, have attained these
spiritual victories· in their 0'\'Vll communities.
It is the same spirit, directed along the
lines of giving and sacrifice. that will vic~
toriously place upon the Temple its radiant
covering within the time asked for by our
beloved Guardian.
I wish there were time to tell you in
detail of Keith Ransom-Kehler'. beautiful
and vigorous Baha.?], work in Honolulu.
Japan, China, Java, Australia and India.
She has written us some most informative
reports. and if any time is available dur~
ing the sessions. aU will be inspired to hear
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these reports read. They bring us new
facts, never before known? of conditions in
those cOWltries, and particularly of the
operation of the Baha'i Assemblies and
groups.
I would refer you to the Teaching Conference and reports for details of the nUMw
erous goings and comings of our teachers
in this country.
Although the enroHment shows a net
gain in organized Assemblies over last year,
fifty-three As,emblies in all, Geneva, New
York; Flint, Michigan; Burlingame, Califorma and Dayton, Ohio. have been
dropped from· the list, becaUSe of .various
local conditions. all of which pertain to
decreased membersh ip. In some cases the
believers have moved away or death' has
intervened; in others at the request of the
Assembly itself because of local administrative problems.
A year ago, at the Convention? the
National Spiritual Assembly announced
the receipt of the precious manuscript of
.panm-~reakers .. This unique volume
With Its mulhtude of reproductions, photo.graphs, the priceless originaJ Tablets of
His Holiness. the: Bab. and its stirring
text was completed early this year and has
already found distribution almost throughout the world. The preparation..of this
book for the printer required months a"(ihe most painstaking and ceaseless effort? to
which the Publishing Committee gave its
unremitting attention.
This truly great volume is bound to
have a profound influence upon the Western world. It is similar to the Book of
Acts in the Bible, only multiplied: in scope
and sheer heroism to include the very
flower of Persia's entire population, depicting a spiritual dynamic So tremendous
as to rock the very foundations of that
ancient state. And all this within the few
short years of the Bab's ministry, Nowhere in human religious history can an
event like thi.he found. One becomes
breathless as one goes with Mulhi Husayn
into the darkened abodes and cities of
cruelty and ignorance after his man'elous
conversion at the hands of the Bab, And?
later, as we mingle. in the consciousness
of a holy reality with the starving, heroic,
severed men who. at T abarsf~ discomfited
so many long months the Hower of the
Shah's army, we witness? as it were, veri·
table swords of light flashing in the midst
of murky darkness. What divine elixir
was this these men had drunk 1 An elixir
that severed them from the world of ~'l"
and "thou," changing them into companions 0 f the Supreme Concourse while yet
living upon the earth. Truly, these exalted souls were the companions of the
Lord. consumed with the fire of love' for
Him, thereby becoming an example in aclion, to the believers of God. They were

T.he
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men 01 action.
In them, the holy
mystery 0 f the Divine Reality Was unloosed.
As we read this supreme account of
the dawning of the Day 01 God in the
wor1d. our hearts turn with gratitude and
Jove to our beloved Guardian whose painstaking and brilliant labors of translation
and transliteration have alone made its

perusal possible.
Another great milestone in the history
of Baha'] publications, the past year. was

achieved through the printing and distribution of the Guardian's new translation
of the Kitab-i-/qan. Thi. noteworthy
production now brings us Bah.i'u'llah's
matchless work in a form more readily
understood and appreciated by western
Teaders. Like a powerful. flowing stream.
this divine exposition of the mysteries of
prophethood. and the prime reasons for
their rejection by the people of every age,
sweeps away the debris of the past, and
builds a Dew and glorious hope and an as~
sured knowledge in the hearts of men_
Before its resistJ ess logic and its all compelling knowled.ge. every merely human
dogma is swept away. The dark superstitions and cruel prejudices 0 f the nations and
ecclesiastical orders are revealed in their
true light. There is no possible answer or
refutation to this divine exordium. Truly
the Word of God is an inuneasureable
bounty to all mankind.
It is the earnest hope of the National
Spiritual Assembly that every Baha'i Community in the United States and Canada
will take two important steps in the very
near future. First, place a copy of The
Dawn-Breakers and the Kitab.i·/qan in
their local public library; second, them·
.elve. read and study both the,e books
with a new and concentrated attention, begmrung now.
The National Spiritual Assembly. in behalf of every believer in the United States
and Canada, wish to thank each and every
member of the various National Committee' of the past year, for their faithful,
~illing and at all times able services
rendered in carrying out their manifold and
arduous responsibilities. Few realize the
care and attention incident to the constantly growing obligations of Baha·, National
Com~ittees. Our Guardian has made it
plain that their work is of a most important and essential character. In proportion to the increase in the work of the
Committees, the National Spiritual Assembly has to face the task of the ever
growing responsibility of supervision of
each branch of the work. keeping in constant contact with each committee and communicating to them the new policies whicn
are constantly being inaugurated. In the
field 01 Baha'i Administration, the National Committees occupy not only an im~
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portant Rlace but one which affords un~
rivaled opportunities for learning and applying the great administrative principles.
The National Spiritual Assembly realizes more keenly every day-and this
knowledge should he in the possession of
every believer-the vital and really tran~
scendent significance of the early days of
Bah,n Administration. Only intense de·
'lotion. meditation and prayer-coupled
with unity-can prote<:.t us from deviating
from the sword-like and hair· like road
that has heeo marked out for us by the
F ounde" of the Cause, and by Shoghi
Effendi. The ,lightest deviation today,
the least compromise in principle will. his~
tory shows, become the cause of infinite
suffering to succeeding generations. The
world is always eager to offer its com·
promises, its temptations to incorporate in
the pure body of Baha'i principle, the
many half-truths that are at present ram~
pant in the minds of men, to introduce
some outworn dogma or suggestions that
more believers will be won if we accept
some former religious clUitom or belief.
These very things, however, in the early
days of Christianity, polluted and diluted
the pure teachings of Christ, and caused
the presentation of a distorted picture of
His Divine Reality and purpose throughout
the centuries. Hold fast, therefore, to the
firm rope of the Manifestati.on. Permit no
circumstance, however grievous, to lead
you astray from the firm highway 01 the
administrative order. In your loca1 com~
mumhes follow its precepts, become
enamored of consultation, learn obedience
to it. and drink deeper and deeper of the
cup of divine love and unity. For the
administration is the body, the vehicle a (
the Holy Spirit. Let us learn and apply
the di .... ine mystery mentioned by the beloved Master at Green Acre, when He
said-in e:t1ect,-that the believers of
God must show forth such 10ve to one
another that the world will marvel and say
-"what manner of love is this that we
witness among the Baha'i's.u
And so we say that if in any Baha'i
Community. in any group of believers, conditions exist that are not conducive to this
divine love of friend for friend. if personalities are dashing, if rivalry exists. if worldly ambitions are chilling the hearts,-that
community must awaken to the realization
that the most precious gift of God is being
cast aside. that the distinguishing mark of
a Baha'I is being mingled with clay, and
the Holy Cause in that place is being
withheld from the soul, who dwell therein.
This indwelling love, this sacrifice for one
another is the greatest power the Cause
possesses. When these divine attributes are
expressed. in every act of Bah.a'i Administration. that marvelous instrument becomes a mercy and a fortress to every believer.

and foreshadows the new world order in
shining light to all mankind. How great
then, our individua~ responsibility.
This year the National Spiritual A.sembiy has gathered for eleven meetings,
all in West Englewood, New Jersey and
New York City, and has dealt with, in
consultation. approximately something over
bve-hundred and fifty separate matters.
Sessions usually occupy two full days and
nights until a bout I 1 p. m. Within these
forty~eight hours no respite is taken-the
meetings,· with the exception of mealIn the United
times, are continuous.
States and Canada, an ever increasing
volume of Baha'i work pours in from the
Assemblies and believers. Our Guardian
has recently written that the duties and
obligation. of the National Spiritual A.sembly in this respect will constantly increase, from now on.
We have recently di,tributed nearly fifteen hundred free copies of the Goal of a
New World Order to a ,plendid list of intelligent and well known people outside the
Cause an o....er the country. The responses
from a large number of the recipients have
been astonishingly cordial and appreciative. These lists were furnished by the
Baha'IS themselves from all the various
centers. Through this and similar meth~
ods the Cause is winning friends and wdlwishers among people of inAuence and
capacity. Few realize the keenness with
which the world without is watching the
spiritual strength, fortitude and resourcefulness with which the believers are meeting
the problem, of the Faith, both great and
small. The search-light 01 public opinion
will before long cast its rays into every
phase of Baha'i activity. The mirron of
the hearts must become very pure so that
only universal reflections will radiate; that
the dynamic beams of the Orb of Truth
may, from our hearts, show the world what
Light really is, that the Holy Spirit is active in the world, that we are fully performing our part 0 f the Divine Covenant.
The National Spiritual Assembly several months ago supplicated for the guidance and the advices of Shoghi Effendi,
concerning the future policy of Green
Acre. In this connection we sent him
various data and reports covering the entire field of the work there. His r~ply recently received was that "Green hre is
to be developed into a center where teachers are created to :go out into the neld as
able servants."
Previously he told us
that Green Acre should be made self-supporting and. if possible, income producing. Immediately following these instructions, the National Spiritual Assembly dissolved the former Program Committee and
instituted. a new Committee which we call
the Green Acre Faculty Committee.
Through this means, we believe we will be
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able to apply our Guardian's policy con~

formed. a miracle to those unable to un·

grcat~

derstand the Might and Power that flows
from the Pure Reahn of Reality.
It is this lesson that our beloved
Guardian wishes u.s in America to Jearn.

cemiog Green Acre with a new and

er efficiency. We can never forget the
Master's prophetic saying? when He stood

on Mount

Salvat~

in Green Acre, and de-

finitely pointed to the spot where the sec~

ond Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in America would
be built, and be,ide it, the great institution of learning. These projects, He said?
were ordained matters. The new Faculty
committee is the first trace of a suc.ceed~

ing line of trained Baba'i servants who will
gradually evolve the greatly needed plan of
'Abdu'l-Baha for true Baha', education,
concerning which He revealed so many
basic and stirring Tablets. We are as~

sued the friends of God will put forth
a great effort to help this nrst Baha'}
educational institute, so that the children of
this and succeeding Baha') generations
may receive the divine blessings of stud.y~
ing in a school or college whose classes and
courses will be based, without reservation,
upon the original teachings and rules revealed by the Center of the Covenant of

God.

It is now many months that we have
been publishing in Baha', New, the mov-

He desires for us no less than the at·
trunment of a consciousness like that possessed by the men of Tabarsl, Nayriz
and Zanjan. He wishes us to step into
that realm of brilliant heroism. as the

hourU-Baha'u'Jlah said,-"there is a
fate. ,. Our Guardian has signified this hour
as. an hour of fateful import in a world
whose ramparts are progressively crumb.

ling. He tell. us we should complete the
Temple while there is yet time. Will history record the vain regrets

0

f the present

body of believers as they look back from
the midst of the on..c;oming crisis upon an
uncompleted task~ or will an astonished

And he

world in 1932 and 1933 pause to witness

knows that if the tried and true believers
of America and Canada bend their united
wills to reflect a trace of that measure of
sacri6ce. the Temple can and will be com·

the final tap of the hammer that converts

Temple builders of the west.

pleted within the ~xed period. The Master told us that nothing is impossible to
the possessors of pure intentions and di.vine determination. The unification of our
collective will power constitutes a divine
magnet so compelling that . . . idQfy hastens
to its aid.
The delegates to this Convention are
capable of generating a unity and a love
sufficient to electrify and win the entire
Baha'i body into an unconquerable flame
of sacrifice and achievement. ~'For every

this builded symbol of the Law of God
for this glad new Day, into its finished
symmetry! Strange to say. there has been
granted to us, unworthy as' we are, the
opportunity to answer, yes or no. at this
hour which all the atoms of creation have
longed for and awaited. Our supreme
hope is that the consuhation you will give
this all important and pre-eminent matter +
during the Convention sessions, will evolve
such measures as will stream, like golden
light, into the hearts and wills of every
sincere believer in His Manifestation.
ALFRED

E.

LUNT,

Secretary

ing appeals of Shogbi Effendi, ever increa.sing in power and directness. fc:>r the
completion of the exterior o~amentab0.n of

this Divine Edifice.

Dunng the wmter

substantial and necessary interior improve~
menU were installed, made possible by the
generous gifts of the 10ving friends.

But up to this hour, the Temple Construction Fund remains practically dormant. being just now but a little over on.e

thousand dollars_

The first Plan of Um-

fied Action attained no successful momentum until its final year. The bendit, of
regular and systematic giving during the
first three years were almost entirely. lost.
Our Guardian, however, has appo,mted,

under the New Plan of Unified ACllon, a
new period of three years for fulfilment.
One of these years has already elapsed.
Beloved fri.ends, no merely human power sustained the defenders of T abarsi, ~r

fill ed with terror the serried Tanks of theu
foes. In repeated instances a littl~ band
of sixty men raising their resoundmg cry
u
caused. the

of "Ya Sahibu'z-Zaman

flight of sixty thousand of the regular army
of Persia. In the hearts of that little
band remained no attachments to the
things of the world. An invinci~le a,nd
unified will accompanied by a unity hke
unto that of the Supreme Concourse itself,
completely dominated the minds of their
earth~bound besiegers, The laws and mys·
teries 0 f the heavenly rea! m. flowing
through those pure and severed souls,
paralyzed and numbed those lesser laW'S
which govern the lives of those who are
enmeshed in the miry clay· of fear and
cowardic.e. Each hour a miracle was per-

Annual Reports of the N adonal Committee of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada---1931-1932
REPORT OF RACIAL AMITY
COMMITI'EE
The past year has beea the banner
year in this particular line of activity dur~
ing the period since it was started, Information has come to us from over a
wide area, extending from Maine to California 0 f notable successes won by those
working to establish in the world the
divine ideal of human solidarity.
Hut
first of all. let us mention with deep rever~
ence and grateful appreciation, the stimulus, encouragement, protection and mighty
confirmation that have come to us from
and through our beloved Guardian. With
hi.; powerful arm of assistance e,,'ery diffi·
culty has. been met and successfully overcome.

The first undertaking was the Amity
Conference of

Portsmouth and Green

Acre last August..

Mr. Alfred E. Lunt,

chairman, as the opening session and keynote speaker, gave the message of Bah;i·u·
'ILih with a wealth of imagery and spiritual attraction. The cities represented by
those who appeared upon the program

were New York City, N. Y., Washington,
D. c., Boston, Mass., St. Augustine, Fla.,
Pittsfield, N. H., Eliot, Me., Portsmouth,
N. H., Cleveland, 0., New Haven,
Conn., Portland, Ore., and Auckland,

New Zealand. Science. religion and music
unfolded their treasures of enlightenment.
A greater number of people of capacity
than were ever attracted by a similar meet~
ing at Green Acre came (or this congress.
Consultation over matters of very practical
value in human relations was a valuable
feature of this effort.
The Pittsburgh, Pa. Spiritual Assembly. in collaboration with the National
Amity Committee. held an Amity Conference i~ October. The local branch
of the National Urban Leai!:ue gave valuable assistance. as wen as other welfare
organizations of the city, a learned Rabbi
and several liberal clergymen. The
three sessions were held at the Colored

Branch Y. M. C. A., at the Oakland M. E. Church and in the
Auditorium

School.

of

the

Frick

Training

The Baba·is of that city, few

in n umber. showed great courage in
boldly upholding their principles and ideals
in such a stronghold of orthodoxy. As a
result of their efforts and sacrilices the
fame of the Divine Cause was spread and
several rare and beautiful souls became
attracted to the investigation of the Cause.
This applies to both races.

The New York friends planned two
Amity Conferences on their program of
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acbVltleS for the seasoo. The first was
held in November. with two sessions, one
League in Harlem and the other at
Baha'i Center. Among the speakers were

sacrifice on the part of its sponsors a.nd its
success was a si:gn of great confirmation.
Special music by distinguished. artists was
a charming feature. Members of the
Amity Committee co-operated.

Prof. Hansberry of Howard University,
Messrs. Hubert and Allan of the Urban

CALIFORNIA.

held in the Auditorium of the Urban

League~ Mrs. Jessie F awsett Harris and
the chairman and the secretary oE the

National Amity Committee.
These
gatherings were notable in attracting: to the
Cause the flower of the colored race in

Harlem.
Some years ago Shoghi Effendi wrote,
asking that Ii white teacher and a colored.
teaeber go South together to 'pread the
BaM.'i Cause. His directions were
,pecific. •
"A vital necessity. a de.p fraught with
lmmenose poui.biliuei for our beloved
CdIt... "
He IPTote, "Ma~ 'Abdu'/BaM guide ever~ slep ~u Ia~e and proted and inspire. you, who are his cho~en.
dearl~ beloved standard bearers in that
'Pmt continent. Teach. teach. teach and
the victory, the most glorious vlctorj;! is
uitimaJeiy yours."
The two inter...racial parties, the first
traversing the states of Virginia. North
and South Carolina and consisting of

Messrs. Philip Marangdla and Chauncey
Northern, and the second, consisting of

Mr; Willard]. McKay and Mr. Louis
G. Gregory and traveling throl18h Georgia. Alabama. Tennessee. Kentocky and
Southern Ohio, bear testimony to the fine
contacts they were able to make among
people of both races, large audiences addressed, very great interest and attraction
of 50uls and the signs 0 f a mighty, spiritual
confirmation. Shoghi Effendi has again
written, expressing great approval of such
efforts and urging their continuance, with
follow up work. He further writes:

"When one of the friends arises to
[.pread the Cause with absolute determination and c.omplete severanc.e. God D.till
confirm his efforts and guide hi~ steps."
WASHINGTON, D. C.
In the Nation', Capitul, some of the

In California, the Amity Committee ot
the Oakland Baha'; Assembly had a series
of home meetings. The first was held at
Miss Ruth Williams'. with twenty-seven
present; the second. at Miss CharJotte

Linloo!' s, with thirty; and a third, at the
home of Mr. Paul Jones with an attendance of twenty. At the first meeting Mrs.

Kathryn Frankland spoke, introducing the
Baha'I Cause to inquirers; at the second.

Mr. Leroy Ioas, on the Relation of the
Baha'i Cause to Christianity; at the third,
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, on the BaM';
Cause and Prophecy. Mrs. Kehler al,o
gave an informal talk at the home of

Mis, Linfoot on the subject of the Bab,
BaM'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha. As a
result of these meetings. a class of sixteen
was formed and valuable contacts have
been made.
On two occasions Miss Charlotte Linfoot addressed the members of the Linden
Club of Business and Professional Girls
of the Young Women's Christian Association. At the last annual Easter breakfast

of thi, Club, the President read the Baha'i
meaning of Easter. and many of those
present expressed their deJight in this interpretation. She also spoke of the Baha'i
Cause to the members of the Art and
Industrial Club and at the Berkeley
Forum, a part of the _Acorn Boys Dub.
The Berkeley friends planned two
Amity meetings which were well attended ..
The first was at the home of Mrs. Bur-

land with thirty present.
Visalia was the speaker.

Mrs. Holley of

The sewnd, at
the home of Professor and Mrs, Ward,

was addressed by Dr. Kandwalla of India and Mrs. Ruth Williams.

This circle

they gradually widen. doing an extremely
delicate and difficult task in a place where
it is greatly needed. During November
they arranged. an inter-racial dinner at the
Grace Dodge Hotel in honor of Miss
Martha Root. Mrs. Mariam Haney pre. sided and those in attendance were about
~ty

of the most influential people of

Washmgton. almost anyone of whom
would honor an occasion and add to the

dignity and beauty of a program. This
effort bas done much to establish the Cause

in the heam. and minds of many very able
people.

It was a noble and generous

T akeshi Haruki.
"World Court and Peace," EmmeH

E. Smith.
"Esperanto and World Friendship,"
Joseph R. Scherer.
"Oneness of Mankind," Will",rd P.
H.tch.
Remarks by other notable speakers, including a Chinese lady. Mrs. Nellie S.
French presided and Mrs. G. C. Finks
acted as Secretary. The musical pragram was a treat. A young Negro artist
being among the chief attractions.

This delightful occasion ended with
the .. Bendiction" played by its author,
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite.

NEW YORK
Perhaps the most noteworthy success of
Amity slnce the first Convention. held in
1921. was the inter-racial banquet in

New York on February 27th, an affair
given in the name of the National Amity
Committee in honor of the N ationaJ Associati'on for the Advancement of Colored.

People and the New York Urban League.
One hundred and fifty people were d.,.
lightfully entertained and the Cause of
Baha'u'llah was promoted. in a most im..
pressive way. The Baha'i speakers were
Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews and Louis G.
Gregory who acted as COo-chairman. followed in turn by Hooper Harris. Mrs.

Mary Hanford Ford and Horac. Holley.
These felicitated the two great hi-racial
organizations upon their fine achievements.
and stressed the new day of spiritual
understanding, peace and brotherhood.
whose signs are all about us. Responses

were made by Dr. W. E. Burshardt
Dubois, Editor of The CriJis, William J.

Schieffelin. president of the Citizens'
Union and chairman of the T rU.!itee Board

of Tuskegee Institute; Dr. John Hope,
pres:dent of Atlanta University; Arthur

C. Holden, president of the New York
Urban League; Walter White. secretary

LOS ANGELES

In February, a very brilliant Amity

of the N. A. A. C. P.; James H.
Hubert, secretary of the N. Y. Urban

con~

League and speaking for the Baha'i youth

ducted by the Amity Committee of the
Los Anseles Assembly, Mrs. Sarah L
Witt, chairman.
Quoting from the re-

of the world, Mrs. Wanden Mathew, La
Farge. The way in which distinguished
outside speakers eulogized the Divine

port:
""The presence of a number of American Indians. dressed in their full regalia~
added much color and atniosphere to

Cause was most impressive and beautiful
It was an occasion of spiritual exhilaration

Baha'is conduct an Inter-racial Discussion dinner and program were successfully
Group which meeto monthly.

Other subjects on the program were:
"The Youth Movement in Japan.~?

and divine happiness.

After all, perhaps

the most eloquent of all the speakers was

The leader, Chief Stand-

Mr. E. R. Mathew, who linanced the

ing Bear, from the picture of the banquet
a picturesque figure, spoke on "the first
tt
Americans and Peace.
Representatives of China and Japan
were among the speakers. The colored
and white races were of course much in
evidence.

undertaking but said nothing, though so
ably represented by his wife and daughter.
The musical program was equal to the
other in brilliancy and charm~ Saffa..
Kinney, David Fountaine. "the Southern ..
aires" a Quartett renowned in radio circles,
whose V.Jlces were marvelous imitations of

the gathering."
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musical instruments. and Edward Mat~
thews, director of negro music at Fisk
University who came at his own expense
from Nashville, Tenn. to contribute his
ta.lent to this great occ.asion. shared and
reflected the divine joyousness.
The publicity given this dinner was
national in scope and many pleasant
echoes are heard from many quarters. To
quote from a report, appearing in a weekly
which has a circulation of a quarter million: uThe adieu of the meeting. completing the chain of peace and amity and
love of mankind. as advocated by the
philosophy of the great and good 'Abdu'lBaha. and the better understanding as ex·
pressed and demonstrated at the banquet.
the new friendship experienced by onehundred and fifty people assembled in a
room made beautiful by fiowen,-al1
these were summarized by Mrs. Loulie A.
Mathews."

DETROIT, MICH.
Thi. Assembly has an Amity Committee which is continually active. making
interesting contacts with liberals of various
races. The chairman of th:s Committee
is Mrs. Philomene Altman ,ery ably assisted by the secretary. Mrs. Ma belle
Davis and others, among them a colored
clergyman. They had a rather uniq ue
inteJ~racial dinner in March~ attended by
seventy~two people of various races and
nationalities. Rev. Dr. Adams of the
Universalist Church, wh,,) has often cooperated. with the Baha:ls generously gave
the use of bis Church.
The invitation read in part:
"You are invited to attend an informal
family dinner planned by friends from
various groups.
What Family? The Human Family.
Where 1 At the Church House of the
First Ufiiversalist Church.
How much '? Whatever you like.
What is the idea ~ To discuss progress toward World Peace through inter-racial friendship and understanding.
The Cause of Bahci'u'll<ih scored. a very
notable victory through this effort which
meant hard work and f.>ure sacrifice on
the part of beautiful .ouls. Prof. Denton of the University of Michigan Came
from a distance to attend. Among the
groups represented were the Society of
Friends. League of Industrial Democracy.
Communists, two colleges N. A. A. C.
P., two colored cburches and a Chinec;e
dergyman. "The 5pirit~ spoke!·t Enough
supplies were left over to feed thirty impoverished people.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. LOULIE MATTHEWS. Chairman
MR. LoUIS G. GREGORY, Secretary
DR. ZIA M. BAGDAD!
MRS. MABELLE L. DAVIS
U

MRS. FRANCES FALES
MRS. SARAH L. WtTT
DR. ALAIN LoCKE
MRS. SHELLEY N. PARKER
MRS. ANNIE K. LEWIS

REPORT OF TEMPLE TRUSTEES
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
THE UNITED STATES AND
CANADA FOR THE YEAR
1931-32.
The Temple Trustees have held nine
meetings during the past year. beginning
with their organization meeting on May
4th. 1931. following the la.t Annual Convention and ending with the meeting on
April 28th. 1932.
During the year. steps have been taken
and ahout $11.000 expended to COmplete the boiler room and the heating and
ventilating equipment 50 as to protect the
Temple structure and to provide for its
use throughout the year. This work has
been completed and has been in satisfac·
tory operation during the past winter
and spring months. The details of this
installation of utilities and accessories are
as follows;
1. Installation of feeders to
transformer vault. temporary switchboard. and connection with present equipment.....................
..$3.700.00
2. Complete covering of all
boilers. breeching, steam
supply mains and branches, cold and hot water
lines, and hot water tank
in basement .................... 1,900.00
3. Tile partitions around boiler room, with exception of
elevator shaft ................ 1.200.00
4. Doors in partition around
boiler room complete with
frames and hardware ....
288.35
5. Metal frames and partition
around boiler room for
future heating and ventila100.00
tion ducts ................ __ ..... .
950.00
Automatic
oil
burner
..
.
6.
7. Radiator enclosures and
100.00
grills ........................... .
8. Ventilating system exhausts
for toilets and kitchen .... 1,200.00
9. Plaster patching. ....... .
20.00

Total of original contract. $9.458.35

A ca reful study has been made to ascertain what additional work should be
done to make the present operating equipment self~contained and sufficient for the
protection and operation of the Temple
structure for the next few years while the
exterior ornamentation is being applied.

9
Seven items involving an expenditure of
,lightly less than $1,000.00 are involved
and should be done as funds become
available.
The entire extension of these utilities
has been made under the general supervision of The Research Service. Inc., and
the immediate direction of its Chicago rep.resentative, Mr. Benjamin B. Shapiro. to
whom credit is due for the successful installation and operation of the equipment.
The Guardian has frequently urged the
believers in America to concentrate on the
fulfillment of the New Plan for Unified
Action, and especially on the completion
of the Temple.
In two recent letters. Shoghi Effendi
urges the believers to sacrifice to the end
that the first section of the exterior ornamentation, including the dome and ribs.
may be completed by the end of the Spring
of 1933. The preparation of 'the modeLs
and molds will take six months and an
expenditure of $30,000. and the casting
and erection of the sections of the ornamentation will require an additional Slx
months and cost $120,000.
Thus our Guardian has issued to the
believers in America a great challenge;
to demonstrate the capacity of the Cause
of Baha'u'liah to transmute material poverty into true wealth. and worldly weakness into spiritual power.
Respectiully submitted,
TEMPLE TRUSTEES,
MR. ALLEN McDANIEL, Chairman
MR. CARL SCHEFFLER

REPORT OF BAHA.'I NEWS
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
In July of 1931 the Committee en·
tered upon its duties. The lirst issue of
the Baho'i N e'Ws prepared by the present
Committee was that for the month of July,
Number 53. Since then there have been
monthly issues. Numbers 53. 55. 57,
58, 59 and 60 are eight-page publicahons; numbers 54 and 56 are fouJ"'Page.
Issues numbers 5 3 and 54 were printed
by Grier Pres,. Inc. The other issues
were printed by the Lincoln-Ringley Com~
pany. The Lincoln-Ringley Company i••
we feel. giving us an exceedingly low rate
and are further generous in making linotype corrections gratis. This is a most
unusual concession, as there is invariably
a cha rge for this service.
The members of the committee wish to
take this opportunity of expressing their
gratitude for the service they have been
permitted to render.
F .ithfully yours,
MRS. SARAH S. WALRATH, Chairman
MR. ALBERT R. WINDUST
MRS. NINA MATTHISEN
MISS SoPHIE LOWING
MR. ALBERT R. VAtL
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REPORT OF GREEN ACRE
PROGRAM COMMITTEE

ligions, Mr. George Latimer, Dr. E. C.
Getsinger, Mrs. J ames Otis Lincoln, on
Under the existing conditions. the Pro. suc.h subjects as: "Accord of Science and
gram Committee cannot contemplate an Religion," "Universal Education," "The
daborate program, but it hopes to elevate Development of a Universal Conscious~
the general level of Green Acre activities ness," "The Solution of the Economic
and to. give to the friend&. few or many. Problem," "The New Political Outsomething that will be of vital assistance look," "The Machine Age," "The Relation between Invention and Universal~
in promoting the work of the Cause..
Perhaps we cannot announce the names ity." "The Abolition of Racial Barriers
of all the speakers until later nor can we and the Development of Latent Powers
give dates of all the lectures at this time. in All Peoples," "The Aspects of Chri...
but we expect to broaden our ~eld and tianity~" a series of lectures on the Ecomake it compatible with the maturity of nomic Plan as outlined by Baha'u'll""
and the presentation of the educational
this age.
We are convinced that if we are to 61m, "The Pyramid of Cheap'."
Those who were privileged to attend
cany out the Guardian ~So wishes COnceming Green Acre, we cannot use the enfire the Summer School at Geyserville reland for a mere handful of Baha'is. We ceived both spiritual and intellectual stimmust either make Green hre a real fac~ ulation from tbese varied and oomprehentor in the intellectual and spiritual life of sively presented subjects.
Re.pectfully snbmitted,
America or confine our activities to one
or two buildings, .ay the F ellow.hip
MR. JOHN BOSCH, Chairman
House or the Tea House.
MR. GEORGE O. LATIMER
Perhaps many of the friends cannot
MR. LEROY loAS
come to Green Acre this season. Perhaps
MRS. AMELIA E. CoLLINS
this "' not the important thing. It may be
MRS. ELLA G. CooPER
necessary to open the Inn to those who c.an
a:lford it and to make Green Acre lig~
nificient in this way.
REPORT OF BAHA.'f MAGAZINE
Yours faithfully,
BUSINESS OFFICE
PROF. GLENN A SHOOK, Chairman
In
spite
of the great depression on all
MRS. MARY CoRlSTINE
sides and the increasing number of letters
MISS AcNES O'NEILL
telling of believers O_llt of work for months
and even a year, we feel the Baha'I Maga~
REPORT OF GEYSERVILLE
zine bas held its own fairly well.
SUMMER SCHOOL
Our cash receipts have fallen off conCOMMITfEE
siderably because some of the friends ha"e
The sessions of the Babin Summer asked for renewal but deferring payment
School at Geyserville, again manifested to a later time (a few subscribers have
the spirit of "unity and interest" and made definitely cancelled their .ubscriptions) .
a deep impression upon Baha'is and stran~ From Australia, India and Canada we
have received letters asking us to continue
gen alike.
Throngh the loving service of Mr. and the magazine and they will pay later when
Mrs. John D. Bosch, many improvements the rate of exchange improves, at present
iD housing conditions Were made. To those they would be paying almost again the
attending the Summer School. it was truly price. OUf Persian list is reduced because
a demomtration of the statement of of the difficulty in sending over the money;
Balui'u'll"" that: "The city i. the home also Baha'i literature is so often confisof the body, while the country i. the home cated.
of the soul."
OUf yearly contribution from the N a~
Tbere were about one hundred and tional Spiritual Assembly last year was
seventy~five members and guests in at~
$3.800.00; this year we received $3.tendanc.e at the annual reunion under the 529.00, or $271.00 less than the preu Big Tree. n
The registration of the vious year. Ha vmg returned to the N a~
members during the sestlions numbered tional Spiritual Assembly last year most
ninety~nine. with an average aUendance of
of our balance ($700.00), this left us
forty-five.
quite un~asy some months to hnd funds
The sessions were addressed by Pro- for running expenses, but we emerged at
fessor William John Meredith, Dean of the end of this year--through careful
the Montezuma School for Boy., Mr. economy on the part of our office man·
Leroy loa., Mn. Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. ager-with $15.13 less in actual running
Crace Holley, Professor Ward, of the expense than last year.
University of California, Mrs. Helen
Weare sorry to have to report a fal1~
Bishop, Dr. George P. Hedley, Archa ... ing off in cash receipt. of $328.18, but
olos"'t and Scholar Paci~c School of Re- considering world conditions we do_ not

want to be discouraged, and we are sure
tbat the back payments will be made up
as soon as conditions improve..
It is gratifying to see that more people
have availed themselves of the Bound
Volume., an increase of $1 82.50 and an
order for three sets waiting to be filled.
We al.o show a gain of $15.22 in Single
Issues and only four Ie.. in Trial Sub.scri.ptions which shows that the Magazine
is being used for teaching purposes.
Respectfully .ubmitted,
MRS. MARGARET B. McDANIEL
Business Manager
'

REPORT OF BAHA.'I
ECONOMICS COMMITTEE
Thi. Committee bas been active for
some months in collecting, arranging and
rearranging, also indexing a compilation of
the Word. of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha on the economic question, and this
compilation will be ready by the time the
Convention meets. If it is possib1e to have
this compilation muhigraphed so that
copies may be di.tributed, this will be
done. but this may not be possible until
after the Convention.
The National Spiritual Assembly bas
arranged to have put into type an article
on the entire subject of uBaha'] Economic. and the Social Order," which was prepared for The Baha~i W.rld by the
Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Lunt
and it is hoped that advance .heets of thi~
article may be available for the Conven~
tion. It i. planned to publish this article in the form of a teaching pamphlet
throngh the Publishing Committee.
The Committee keenly appreciates the
need for more exact know1edge on the part
of all the friends of the universal eco~
nomic remedies established by Baha'u'll""
and 'Abdu '1-Baha. and we bope that in
the coming year, the friends will avail
themselves of every opportunity to study
this urgent question which has become a
world-wide problem in these times of necessity and depression, and it is also OUf
hope that energetic measures may be in~
troduced to 'pread this knowledge into the
hands of the general public, e.pecially ec<>nomic leaders and those having responai~
hility for governmental action on this 5Ubject.
Respectfully submitted,
MR. ALFRED E. LUNT, Chairman
CoLE, Secretary
MR. DALE
MR. GEORGE O. LATIMER
MR. HARLAN F. OBER
MR.
SCHOPF LOCHER
MISS JUDIE RUSSELL
MR. WILLARD McKAy
MR. ROBERT L. MOFFEIT
MR. WRIGHT

s.

s.
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success, your chairman reported at the N a·

REPORT OF WORLD'S FAIR
(1933) REUGIOUS CONGRESS
COMMITTEE

tional Assembly meeting of October,
1931, and asked that the committee be dis-

This commiUee+ appointed a fter the an·
Convention of 1931 in Chicago, was
entrusted with the responsibility of secur-

DUal

ing if possible, adequate and dignified representation during the period. of whatever
religious congress the authorities of ~he

World', Fair might decide to hold dUring
the Fair.
The Guardian, Shoghi E/lendi, having
been first consulted as to his wish in this
matter. gave explicit instructions to your
chairman in the following quotation which
is taken "from his personal postscript to a
letter dated November 30th, 1930:
"I feel that every effort should be made
to secure from the authorities their approval for the holding of a .pecial Baha'i
session in connection with the Inter-Religious Congre .. , at which a paper .hould
be read on the Cause. its purpose, teachings and activities. The American believers, and if feasible. believers fro~ Europe,
.hould be adequately and befittmgly represented. It would, I am .ure, be of great
value to the Cause, and if properly organ
w

ized, would considerably enhance the prestige of the Cause. An international Ba-

ha'; Congres. would, on the other hand,

solved. This action was taken by the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly,
Some months 5uhequent to this. through
the agency of some circulated. literature
sent out by some organization, the name
of which I no longer recall, your chairman
learned that arrangements were under way
for a Religious Congress in connection

with the Fair after all, and although the
committee had been dissolved, called the
attention of the National Spiritual Assem·
bly to this matter. urging that a new committee be appointed which should be com·
posed of members resident in or near to
Chicago so that any measures found fo
be desirable might be speedily set in mOtion. As an additional urge to the National Spiritual Assembly your chair,ma?
quoted again the text of the ,Guardian s

letter which appears above, feelmg that the
tone of that letter was of such character
as to almost promise the realization of our

hopes. It was suggested that Mr. Honey
be asked to approach Dr. Atkinson of the
Carnegie Foundation and that he be asked
to state our desire to participate in any

kind of Religiou. Congress which might
be held during the World's Fair.

In the National Assembly minutes of

due to manifold obstacles in our way. not

the meeting of February 12th, 1932, your

produce this result. I !r?,t and I'ray that
the Assembly will he dlVlnely aSSIsted and
inspired in taking the most effective pre~

chairman finds that no action was taken
regarding the above suggestions and that

liminary measures for such a valuable and

ferred to await further developments. and
further. that the National Spiritual Assem-

far-reaching undertaking."
SHOGHI.
committee sought. through its secretary ~

Mrs. Maxwell, through Mr. McDaniel
and through Mr. Vail, also members .of

th~ committee. to secure some defimte ~
. formation as to the identity of those m
charge of such matters for t~e W~rld's
Fair Commission, and to obtam an mterview in order to present our hopes and
make known our purpose.. After repeated
efforts Mr. McDaniel was able to secure
some definite information in Washington,
and laler Mr. Vail was accorded an inter~
view in Chic.ago with Dr. Odum who was
acting with authority for the proposed Religious Congress.
At the time of Mr. Vail's interview
definite statements were made to the effect
that the World's Fair Commission had de-

cided tbat the Fair should be entirely sciamI

commercial.

and

that

National

Spiritual Assembly pre-

bly felt that it "might be very much better

With the utmost zeal and happiness the

entinc

the

all

to hold our own meetings during that period at the Temple. together with a care-

full y planned A,nity meeting at Chicago."
Your chairman desires to express her
appreciation to the members of th~ co~~
mittee who so diligently served m thiS
capacity, at the same time str~ing her
intense regret that no more defimte result
was the outcome. She begs to state,
however, that she still entertains the hope
that should any plans for a Congress ma-

terialize, that the National Spiritual Assembly will at once remember the express·

ed wishes of the Guardian and take step.

No encouragement whatever

was held out that the plan might be
changed and the outlook was decidedly
unfavorable. For this reason, and because
further efforts were made during the sum·
mer of 1931 without any semblance of

Approval was voted of the settle-

Temple Indenture with the Estate of the
late Major Burt, whereby sums due his
Estate for services rendered in his capac~
ity of Engineer representing Bah.i'j T em·
pie Unity were agreed upon with Mrs.

Burt and made payable

'0 her in monthly

payments. In this connection it may per~
haps be well to record again for the information of American Baha'IS that tne
T ernple Trustees assumed all responsibil~
ity for contracts entered into by their legal
predecessors, Baha'i Temple Unity.
2. At the date of this writing it is
necessary to record the fact that the Tern·
pIe Trustees have not yet been able to
reach a similar settlement with the Estate
of the Temple architect. our Baha'i'
brother. Mr. Louis Bourgeois, deceased.
This settlement involves several conditions
arising under the two contracts enlered into
with Mr. Bourgeois: one contract cover~
ing his services as Architect, the other re-Iated. to the permission granted him to
place a temporary working studio on T em~
pIe land. There is also a condition arising from a loan made to Mr. Bourgeois
and secured by mortgage on his studio.
We feel sure that aU American Bah.i'is
will appreciate the desire and active e:fforl

of the Temple T rus.e .. to effect a &nal
settlement of these matters in fuD conform·
ity with the spirit of Baha'i justice and

with the de&nite legal responsibilities laid
by the IndentUre upon .he Trust....

3. The question of Canadian incorporation has been pending for :several
years. A member of the National Spiritual Assembly ha.been appointed to make
further investigation and report rec.om~
mendations to the Assembly. If possible,
the Declaration of Trust adopted by the
N a.ional Spiritual Assembly will be recorded in Canada; otherwise the solution
may be found in legal incorporation by
Local Assemblies in the manner already
done by New York and Chicago, as reported under section 6 below.
4. Careful examination has

been

made of .he By-Law. of the National
the AnDeclaration of Trust related
nual Convention, with a view to possible

'0

to secure the kind of representation which
he, in his wisdom~ has indicated. .

clarification of the status of participating

MRS. NELLIE S. FRENCH, Chamnan
MRS. MAY MAxWELL
MRS. MARGARET B. McDANIEL
MR. ALBERT VAIL
MR, HORACE HOLLEY
MRS. ELLA G. COOPER

Laws were found sufficient as statements
of the Baha' i principles involved. In this
connection it, might be pointed out that
delegates elected to represent a Local
Community which. by los5 of members or
otherwise. loses its status between the date

thought of a Religious Congress had been
abandoned.

1.

ment made by the Trustees under the

Local Communities, but the present By-

of the election of delegates and the date

REPORT OF LEGAL
COMMITTEE
Your Legal Committee .ubmits the. fol-

lowing report on matters referred ;:~ It by
your body during the current Baha 1 year.

of the Annual Convention, cannot

be

rec~

ognized by the National Spiritual Ass~
bly as qualified to serve as Convenhon

delegates.

That is, all delegates must

represent a Local Baha~i Community in
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existence at the time the Convention is
held.
5. In August, 1931. the National
Spiritual Assembly adopted an amendment to Article V of the Declaration of
Trust, which now read. .. follows: "The
central o!lice of thi. Trust .hall be located
in such place as may be decided upon
from time to time by the N ational Spirit~
ual As.embly."·
6. On November 12. 1931. the New
York Spiritual Assembly adopted a local
Declaration of T Just, a henvard unani·
mou,ly ratified and approved by the
Baha'i Community of that City. and .ubmitted it to the National Spiritual Assembly and also to the Guardian for approval.
Your Legal Committee was requested to
examine this document. An opinion Was
obtained from Miss Alice Greenacre, attorney, of Chicago, .tating that this Local
Declaration conformed to the National
Declaration of Trust.
After its own independent study, the
Legal Committee reported favorably to the
National Spiritual Assembly. The Guardi.an approved the New Yark Declaration
of Trust in a letter which is quoted here
on account of its general importance to
aU Local Communities. Writing through
hi. secretary. the letter being dated December 25, I 931. the Guardian stated
that: ult is surely very important to give
to the Local Assemblies some legal .tanding. for as the Cause progresses and its
adherents increase, they will be con fronted
with duties they cannot even imagine at
present. Not only will they have to make
contracts for acquiring halls for their meet~
ing place. but also they will be obliged to
create new institutions to care for their
sick, poor. and aged people. We hope
that before long the Bah,,·i. will eVen af·
ford to have schools that would provide
the children the intellectual and spiritual
education as prescribed in the writings of
Bana'u'lI"h and the Master. For such
duties that will naturally devolve upon the
Local Assemblies there will be an increasing need for a legal standing. They will
have to be considered as a legal person
with the power of making bmding con·
tracts. In small centers where the friends
are still few the taking of such steps is
rather premature and may add to the corn·
plenty of Bah,r. administration." In his
own handwriting Shoghi Effendi added
these words: UI am entirely in agreement
with the provisions of the Declaration of
Trust, endorse its principles. approve its
purpose, and believe it to be eminently
practicable. useful and serviceable to the
interests of the Cause. It will serve as a
paHern for every Baha'i Local Assembly
in America and a model for every local
community throughout the Baha') world."
At thi. date of writing. your Legal Com-
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miUee has before it the text of the incor~
poration adopted by the Chicago Spiritual
Assembly in February, 1932. The committee has not had time to make its col.
lective report to the National Spiritual
Assembly? but there seems to be no doubt
of the validity and Bah1ri accuracy of the
Chicago incorporation.
7. An interesting situation from the
point of view of your Legal Committee
has arisen this year through the desire of
an American believer to constitute the Na~
tional Spiritual Assembly as the repository
for certain papers and documents not com~
ing under the exact classification of the
Bana'i Archives. As originally stated.
this desire was for the Assembly to serve
passively, as custodians of the papers, that
they might be preserved for the future un~
der Baha'i auspices. Later. it appeared
that certain conditions were laid down
whereby the As.embly would be respon.ible for the specific performance of certain
actions, irrespective of the authority and
responsibility vested in the Assembly. The
wisdom of permitting the National Spirit·
ual Assembly to yield its freedom of act~
ing under all circumstances solely for the:
interests of the Cause as a whole seemed
more than doubtful. and the Assembly felt
compdled to refuse to meet the request.
8. In the annual report made by your
Legal Committee last year it was stated
that the National Spiritual Assembly
considered it prefer able for Local Assem·
blies desiring legal status to obtain it
by setting up an Indenture rather
than a Declaration of Trust or other
form of incorporation which might con~
fuse the Baha'I status of believers
already provided for under the National incorporation. It is therefore desir able to explain in this report that the
difficulty mentioned last year has been re~
moved in the loc~l incorporation adopted
by New York and Chicago. These instruments give further emphasis to the mat~
ter of individual Baha'f status. without
confusion as between the National and
Local Assemblies.
9. A recommendation from one of the
Local Assemblies. that the National Spiritual Assembly hereafter reserve one of
the ninety~five delegates to represent the
isolated believers, was referred to this
Committee. The National Spiritual As~
sembly accepted the view of the Legal
Committee that this proposed plan has no
justification in any administrative teachings
of the Cause.

y our.; faithfully.
MR. HORACE HOLLEY. Chairman
MR. ALLEN B. McDANIEL
MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY
MR. SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER

MR. CARL SCHEFFLER

REPORT OF PUBLICITY
COMMI1TEE
(BAHA'( NEWS SERVICE)
Your Publicity Committee submits the
following report on activities undertaken
during the current Baha'i year.
. I. Arlide, issued. The publicity articles prepared. and sent to Local Assemblies were:
. June, I 93 I-three photographs showmg Temple exterior and interior with descriptive text. In addition to Assemblies~
about one hundred sets of photographs
were also sent to important newspapers
and mAgazines in the architectural and
engineering fields.
. During the same month the Committee
ISSUed an article on the nine Baha'f Holy
Days.
December. I 931-artide on Ten New
Baha'i Assemblies in America, and artide
on World Plan of Baha"u'U"h. The text
of the "World Plan" article adapted to
the requirements of a general letter was
also issued in the form of a Iette; and
mailed to 1.000 leading educators~ eco~
nomists and ministers. Ten Local Assem~
blies accepted the offer made by the Committee to furnish extra copies 0 f this letter
for local distribution.
March. I 932-artide on the subject of
the public interest aroused by the Temple;
article entitled '·International Baha'.
Leader Describ.. Goal of New World
Order." The latter article quoted from
the Guardian's general letter of November 28. 193 L on that subject. It wa.
prepared in view of Shoghi Effendi's ex.
pressed desire that the Baha'i teachingS on
a plan for a federated world be promoted
throughout the general public. but with
Care lest the Cause be presented as a po~
litical movement.
Special emphasis should be given to the
value of the Temple publicity secured by
your Supervising Engineers, the Research
Service, Inc., in the form of magazine ar~
tides and technical journal advertising re-printed for wide distribution.
The Publicity Committee ha. also participated in the following special work.
in some cases as a Committee and in other
cases through individual members:
Preparation of bool:: review material for
the Kilab-i-/
and for The Da"'nBrea/rers.
Distribution of 500 copies of The
World Economy of Bah,,'u'll<ih booklet
to newspapers, magazines and public roen.
Distribution of about 1.500 copies of
Shoghi Effendi's The Goal of a Ne'"
World Order booklet. with leHer from the
National Spiritual Assembly, to name,
and addresses supplied by .everal N ational Committees and by Local Assemblies. These names provide a valuable
mailing list available for similar use from

qan
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time to time in the future.

ciative admowledgments

Many appre~
have already

been received.
Preparation of reply to unfavorable re~

view of the Kitab-i-Iqa. published in
magazine The World Tomorrow for January, 1932. This reply was published in
the February issue of that magazine.
Preparation of article on the Cause for

Religious Editor of The New Y or~
W orld-Telegram issue 0 f February 27,
1932.
Correction of article on the Cause for

New Standard Encyclopaedia.
Correspondence with Editor of Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. request~
ing changes in article prepared for that
Encyclopaedia by a non~Bahiri.
Statement on prophecies made by
'Abdu'l-Baha, for a national radio talk
given May 23, 1931.
Preparation of article outlining the
Baha~l teachings on inter-racial amity lor

a Negro weekly.
Material on the Cause and the Temple

for the 193 I -32 Church Directory of
Vancouver. B. C.
Your Committee appreciates the deep
interest and effective co-oper ation given by

the Local Publicity Committees. The
"publicity value" of the Cause has greatly
increased since the construction of the
Temple last spring, but it is obvious that

the ground has only been prepared for the
real seed sowing to come. Now is our
precious opportunity to practice the lesson
and perfect ourselves in the art of serving
the Cause through the great mediums of
newspaper, magazine and radio.

The National Publicity Committee is
unable to report on the great services ren-

dered by individual teachers and the Local
Asaemblies in the publicity field outside
our own limited program. These services.
we hope. will be brought to your attention
by those who know the details.
A scrap book containing clippings was

rehabilitating

our
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dislocated

society."

(December 25,1931).
In view of this year's experience, the
Committee recommends that the incoming
N alional Spiritual Assembly consider carefully the possibility of closer co~operation
and consuhation between the Publicity,

Teaching, Amity and Publishing Committees next year. The total budget required
by these National Committees can be
greatly reduced if they concentrate on the
production of the right teaching material.
and leave more of the teaching work to

the Local Assemblies.

What the Cause

in America seems to need most at present
is a series of little printed folders (four
pages each) outlining the Baha'i attitude

on Peace, Racial Amity, World Order
and the Economic Problem. With this
material. the problem of arranging public
meetings, and doing "follow~upH work

would be largely solved.

In such a large

territory as the United States and Canada.
economy and efficiency both indicate the
,'al ue of equipping every individual believer to give the Message as part of his
daily Ii fe, in his own community. in contrast to the method of arranging a few
public meetings a year, often involving
more traveling expense than would be re~
quired for a large edition of these printed

leaflets.
Yours faithfully,
MR. ALLEN B. McDANIEL, Chairman
MR. HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
MR. STANWOOD COBB
MRS. FLORENCE R. MORTON

REPORT OF INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENT
(BAHA'i SECRETARIAT)
The work of this office for the past year
has combined 50 wonderfully with the

work of The Baha'i World committee

sent to the Guardian on December 5,

that it is difficult to disassociate them in
this report, for frequently a letter to an
individual or group. or even to the N a~

1932.

tional Spiritual Assemblies has had the

The following comments have been re-

ceived from Shoghi Elfendi since our last
Annual Report: •• He wishes me to congratulate you on the sane, sober but interesting and appealing tone which you have
given to all your writings and which he
trusts wiU find a suitable place in the press

of the country."

(April 16, 1931).

"Shoghi. Effendi wishes me to express his
full appreciation of the statement concern~

ing the Temple which the Assembly is going to send out to the news agencies."

(May 6, 1931). "Shoghi Elfendi read
the open letters written by the Publicity
Committee with great interest and he hopes
that these appeals will awaken the intelligent people of that country to the impor~
tance of the teachings and their need for

two purposes of conveying news and so~

liciting work lor the next volume of The
Baha', W or/d,
And too, one of the
greatest means 0 f promoting co..-operation
and unity has been through the personal
contacts enjoyed through the privilege of
travel.
For three successive years your international correspondent has met personally the
believers in certain parts of Europe and
the exchange of ideas and experience in
handling the work of the Cause has proven

both helpful and inspiring.

During the

last two periods of summer vacation Eng~

land, Denmark, Germany, France, Italy,
Sweden and Switzerland have been visited. and while only a few of the cities of
these countries were reached. it has had a

remarkable effect upon the .greater under~
standing of the responsibilities which lie
upon the shoulders of the believers in the

Holy Cause.
During the past year eight circular let~
ters have been sent to the National Spiritual A5.semblies in which the important
news of the Cause has been mentioned

while the ideal of establishing for thoi;
office the status of official medium for the
dissemination of authoritative news of
the Cause has always been borne
in mind. A letter to this servant written
under the direction 0 f the Guardian by
Mr. Windust while he was in Haifa. carries this instruction:
"In discussing the
Baha'i New, with me (l did not intro·

duce the subject) he wishes the Baha'i

News committee to receive direct from all
National Spiritual Assemblies al/ of the
ney,.'s of the Cause. He thought that as
you were the Secretariat of the N abonal

Spiritual Assembly of the United States
and Canada, that you should send to the
Bahri'i World all information that comes
to your hand. as well as all news that
comes to the National Spiritual A3Sern~
bly. direct to the Baha'i New!> Commit~

tee.

He said further, that if they with-

hold this information it will be of no value

to the believers, therefore they should send
it to the Baha'i NeDJ!> so that it can be
used if deemed advisable."
This instruction is immensely valuable.
and in time certain methods will evolve
which will function smoothly and with no
duplication. During this .last year there
has been some uncertainty on the part of
this servant as to how much was expected
of this office in summarizing the reports of
the various Assemblies and Communities;
whether the reports were sent direct, Or
whether the international correspondent
was alone the recipient of the bulletins
and alone responsible for the transmission

of them to the BaM'i New,. As the volume of work in the various communities
throughout the world increases, and the
number of communities increase also~ it
would seem that the most efficient and
more economical method of handling the

news of the Cause should be through one
permanend y established medium which
should be in close co--operation with the

Baha'i News Service. This would apply
more particularly to the foreign cente:rs.

and therefore would logically come within
the province of the International Correspondent.
During the year copies of aU printed
circulatory matter have been forwarded.
at once to the National SpiIitual Assem-

blies, and by this is meant such articles
and pamphlets as The Goal of the New
World Order of Baha'u'llah and all the
data printed in connection with the con.truction of the M.shriq'u'l-Adhkar to-
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gether with photographs of the Convention
and of the building as it now stands.
It would naturally become the sacred
obligation also of this office. to inform the
National Spiritual Assemblies of any destructive or adverse actions or criticism of
the Cause by disalfected or negative individuals. so that the admonition. of 'Abdu'I-BaM and the warnings of the Guardian may be closely adhered to and protection afforded to distant communities to
whom damaging literature may have been
circulated. Indeed contact with the different centers in Europe has proven be~
yond question the great need for the pro-tection of the friends hom the nefarious
operations of those whom the Guardian
and the National Spiritual Assembly have
found to be disturber. of peace and disseminators of evil. Firmness and courage
are required to deal with these situations
so that they may be removed from any
vestige of personal animus, and only em·
phasize the direct and positive laws of administration in the most dignified and helpful way. Had such wise method. been
employed earlier, much of the confusion
which it has taken nearly two years to
undo might have been avoided. Weare
only beginning to glimpse the beauty and
perfection of the system which must ulti~
mately become the perfectly functioning
medium fOl circulating general information.

fu soon as it became evident to this
servant that the news was to be distributed in this way. and that co-operation
with the Bah,,', Ne", to the fullest extent was essential; every effort has been
made to qualify in this capacity and regular news iterm have been sent in for use
in the Baha'J News at the discretion of
the Editorial Committee.
Many pers-onal letters have been re~
ceived, all of which have been promptly
answered and every request for literature
or information has received the most care~
ful attention. Isolated bel ievers, like for
example. Mr. W. E. M. Gro,feld of Ba·
tavia. Dutch East Indies, or the two sons
of Mirza Hosein Ruhi who now reside
in Salt, Transjordania, or that beautiful
and devoted Miss Johanna Soren,.. of
Copenhagen, Denmark, are cheered and
comforted by a word now and. then from
this office. and the hundreds of letters
which went to different countries in connection 'Wlth the compiling of a new address list, brought in many wann and lov~
words of appreciation.

mg

A letter of grateful appreciation was
:!5ent to the friend in 'Akka who sent some
pomgranates for the National Spiritual
Assembly through Mrs. Bedikian. and the
gratitude of 'the friends was also expressed
to 'Abdu'l Ali Khan Mithraqi for the
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beautiful gift. which he sent to be sold for in the future. To grow~ to expand; to
the Temple Fund.
5tep into that spiritual freedom of Ba~
One of the mo.t delightful experience. ha'u'llah which complete and absolute
which will forever remain indelibly im~ obedience to the Guardian and the Adpressed on the mind of this servant was a ministration onl» can procure, must be the
personal interview with Mr. Zia Asghar~ ideal toward which to direct all our supzadeh in London when he ·told in detail plications~ our ideals and our efforts.
the wonderful story of the purcha:!5e and Here consultation with the devoted servultimate delivery of the beautiful .ilken ants of the Cause becomes such a joy and
rug which now adorns the Temple, to inspiration that one yearns for the con'Abdu'I-Baha, and the placing of it in the stant association of Wlderstanding !lOuis
Holy Shrine of Baba'u'IMh at Bahji. such as are only to be found among the
While this narrative may never be avail~ believers, those who have been fed by His
able in its entirety to the believers, because generous hand and nurtured. in the bosom
of the delicate political circumstances of His faith. To serve more. and to
which it invo]ve5 it is hoped that some serve more intelligently. to become com.
portions of the remarkable story may be pletely absorbed in the execution of the
preserved through the medium of The Holy commands and the instructions of
the Guardian, to render '~jnstant, complete
Bah,,', W .rld.
The acquaintance formed with the and exact obedience" tbis is the goal.
group of young Baha'i students from Where wisdom and justice guide the hand
Persia who had gathered in Paris last and love and patience the heart-these
summer for the purpo:lle of forming an are the needs of the humble and devoted
Oriental Baha'i Students Union for the 'ervants of the Cause today.
Faithfully and humbly submitted by,
mutual comfort and assistance of the
NELLIE S. FRENCH.
young students who find themselves suddenly transferred into strange and somewhat alien :!5urroundings. was helpful and
enlightening in the extreme. The hope
REPORT OF BAHA'I WORLD
was expressed at that time that this servant
COMMITI'EE
should do all in her power to assist in the
A
report of progress of the worlt of this
estabJishment of some such students' or~
committee was rendered previous to the
ganizatioD in this country but the work
expiration of the Baha'C year-i. e. in
has come to a standstill after its having
March. 1931. In this report the activities
been urged through the medium of the of your committee and the various meet-

Baha', N e"".

Only very few letters have been re·
ceived from non~Baha'f5, in fact none of
importance this year has reached this desk,
hut the editors of The Baha'i World received a communication from Dr. Peter
Ainslie of the Christian Union Quarterly
which i. published in Baltimore, enclosing
a program for the Christian Union Conference which was to take place in Cleveland on November 17-18 to which a cordial invitation was extended. Through the
very helpful suggestion of Mr. Horace
Holley a letter was written to Dr. Ainslie
thanking him for the invitation, and the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Cleveland
was asked to see that someone attended
the Convention merely as a courtesy, and
to show the Baha'i willingness to co~oper
ate. The Local Spiritual Assemhly of
Cleveland asked Mrs. Dale Cole to serve
in this capacity, and subsequent letters
from Mrs. Cole. the substance of which
was given in the Bah,fj NeDJs, proved.
how willingly and efficiently this courtesy
was extended.
So much of the work of the Cause, and
of the Administration is practically pio
neering in new fields and blazing new
trails, that every step is of the most absorbing and "ital interest, and every mi~
Dute detail gives promise of greater things
w

ings for consultatipn Were stated. together
with the general plan of procedure which
had been decided upon; and a tentative list
of names of persons who might be approached and invited to write for the book.
It was decided to try to collect from
those of the believers in every community
where •Abdu'I-Baha passed some time, a
short hi,torical sketch of the beginnings of
the Cause in that Community, and the
circunutances which lead to the bounty of
His visit.
It was further determined to divide the
work of the Committee in such wise that
your chairman wa:!5 to solicit by correspondence or otherwise all material to be
sent to the Guardian for his approval and
possible acceptance, To Mrs. La Fargo
was delegated some special work of soliciting articles along the line of Racial Amity;
to Mr. Holley was assigned the duty of
making a general survey of the work of
the Cause from the International standpoint. together with the generous and use~
ful aid and sugge.tions which his ,kill and
experience have so eminently enabled him
to render.
To Mr. Windust was assigned the
preparation of the material for the Guardian, and the passing on to the Guardian
by him of all contributions to the t""t of
the book by December 6rst, 1931.
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Punuant

with

thi.

plan

which Lady Blomlield poose"e. it was

therefore. your chairman began at once
an extensive correspondence to solicit ar·
tides, and also to compile a complete new
list of addresses from foreign countries.
a! many had been changed. and some

necessary to choose only certain parts as
the entire collection was too voluminous

completely abandoned,

50

general
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that the list of

the former volume was both incomplete
and iil.correct. Circular letters were sent
out to all National Assemblies and group!
in foreign countries asking for a correct
list of names and addresses of secretaries
where communications should he sent. At
the same time that this work was under~
taken by this committee, the International
Bureau at Geneva also started a cam~
paign for the same purpose, and a subsequent comparison of results

retary of

the

with the Sec-

International Bureau. and an

excbange of note. has placed in the hand.
of the Guardian for USe in The 8ahn
World as near1y complete and correct a
list a. it is possible to obtain. Too much
cannot be said in appreciation of the splendid co.-operation and generous assistance
of the fOTce of the International Bureau.
and beside making this suIVey for the as·
slstaoce of this commiUee9 they aTe keep-

ing always on file an up-to-date list of all
believen in EUTope

&0

that travelers may

apply to them for addresses of recognized
Babiris in all the cities where the Cause

is known.
Frequent letters

from the Guardian

offering suggestio", to be followed in the
collec~ of manuscripts made the work.

intensely interesting and vital, and the
good fortune which enabled your chairman
to visit Europe again last summeJ made it
possib1e for her to so1icit contributions
from seveTal sources which might other·
wise not have been reached.

When the new issue 01 The Baha',
World appears it will bear evidence 0 f
the blessings which attended the work for
this important volume, and to go into detail might seem superfluous, especially as

all manuscripts, of which there were a
great many, and all very excellent, are
subject to the selection of the GuaTdian

and will eventually appear, as he desires.
In England your chairman wrote to

General Viscount AIIenby asking for his
impressions of his various interviews with

to be used in The Baha'i World, but it
i. devoutly to be hoped that the.e writings will all be made a permanent record

our distinguished Baha'i friend. General
Renato Piola Caselli.

in the annals of the Cause, as they are
choice and beautiful in the- extreme.
A personal approach to Mrs. Alex-

American College at Beirut, Syria. accepted most cordially the invitation to
write for us, and sent in a manuscrlPt

ander Whyte of Edinburgh also, whom

which pleased the Guardian greatly. Dr.
Dodge mentioned incidentally that he had

your chairman had met during her visit

to 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1921, and who had
entertained 'Abdu'l-Baha in her home
during His sojourn in Sc.otland, brought
out certain important details and some
personal impJessions which will prove of
great interest to the world in the future.
In Paris your chairman had a verf interesting interview with Mme. Laura
DTeyfus Bamey. whom she urged to con·
tribute something of her early experiences

During the absence of your chairman
in Europe last summer9 the work of The
Baha'i Wodd correspondence was carried

on from this end by Miss Emmalu Wever,
a beautiful young Baha', college girl.
whose devotion to the Cause Was fully
duties as secretary for several months.
On the TetUm of your chairman the Jast

Que,tions.

Incidentally Mme. Dreyfus-

Barney was also urged to begin at onc.e
upon the preservation of her memoirs as
she has never yet made even a beginning

at setting them down. Mme. Dreyfus
promised to write for the book, but the
subsequent loss of her mother. and the
great pressure of work for the interests
which she represents undoubtedly were the
cause of her failing to do so. to our gTeat
regret.
While in Switzerland your chairman received. a letter from the GuaTdian request~
ing her to send a copy of the last The

Baha', World to Dr. T agore and aloa
to M. Privet. noted Swiss Esperantist.
asking both of these gentlemen to write

for the book.

No reply of any kind what-

ever was recei .... ed from Dr. Tagore, but
M. Privet wrote most cowteously. ac-

of October, 1931, the work of assembling
the manuscripts which had been promised
began.

and a vigorous conespondenc.e

elicited a most gratifying r.. utt, but in the
meantime Mr. Windust who had been
delegated to prepare the material to be
sent to the Guardian, himself departed unexpectedly for the Holy Land, and it was
necessary therefore. to mail all to his care

in Haifa. As the Guardian had specilically mentioned the first of December ,..
the date when he wished all the moterial,
every effort was bent toward the execution

of his wishes, and practically all the material was forwarded by that time. Wbatever was received subsequent to that date
was also forwarded at his request, as some
unavoidab1e delay made it possible for
him to accept the belated contributions.

knowledging the receipt of the book and

A most important part of the work
for the book wa. prepared by Mr. Holley

of his appreciation of the Baha'i Cause.
He mentioned also the great interest which

under the direction of the Guardian who
expressed the greatest admiration and con-

was aroused by the reading of the Will
of Dr. August Forel. in which he stated

national survey a beautiful and valuable

his belief and acceptance of the Cause.

The Will was read before a large and
impoTtant group of people who were
deeply impressed at its contents.

To Miss Martha Root is due the beau-

of the Guardian, but in the event that it
Dot 11500, it is mentioned. here.

leuer will appear in the book. AJso Miss
Root de.... oted many hours to a SUTVey of
her work in Europe and the Orient, and
with her characteristic thoroughness and
de.... otion she has given to the book, and

Several hours were spent with Lady

thus to the world. an imperishable record

Bah. both in England and in the Holy
Land. Out of the wealth of material

The Baha', World.

daYS9 and of her marvelous privilege of
taking down the notes for Some A ns"Wered

that he would never forget hearing •Ab-

B10mlield in going over heT precious me~
mOlrs in which she has preserved. her
many and rich experiences with "Abdu'l-

a Baha'i secretary, saying that between
them both. he was sure they would be
able to present something acceptable for

evidenced by the way she ful6lled her

tiful letter

is.

Dr. Bayard Dodge, Pre.ident of the

with the Holy Family in the very early

'Abdu'l-Baha.
General Allenby responded with the greatest courtesy, saying
du'l-Baha explain Hi. Teaching.. The
letter 0/ General Allenby is in the hands

beautiful article in It.lian, which is an
appreciation of the E"lemont book Bahci'u'Uah and the Ne'" Era, written by

of aPPTeciation

from Her

Majesty the Queen of Roumania.

Thi.

of service.

Miss Lidja Zamenhof on being asked
to write sent in a beautiful article in both

English and Esperanto which win appear also, and from Italy we received a

fidence in his ability to make of the Interaddition to the work.· Nor was Mr. Holley'. assistance limited to this subject
alone, for he had been collecting suitable
data for the book for months previous to
that time and his co-operation was _a
priceless asset.
A list of the various books magazines
and other pub1icationa wherein the Cause
was mentioned was prepared by Mr.
9
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"Bishop Brown of Pittshurgh and this will
prove very interesting reading.

It is to be greatly regretted that the
entire work of selection, arrangement, and
correction must needs be thrust upon the

Guardian, for the editing of so volwninous a work. together with his ever in·
creasing responsibilities is one of which

we would so joyfully relieve him, but it
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may be that in lhe future some of the more
arduous labors can be ddegated, and in
the meantime it must be our aim to 6t
ourselves for the assumption of greater re~

spons-ibilities in service.
In expressing our gratitude and appre·
ciation for the constant and loving service.
of all those who were called upon to assist
in the work of The Baha'i World, we
must especially mention Mrs. Victoria
Bedikian, whose loving heart and willing
hands are never too busy to help, and
never so happy as when employed in His
service. Her department of photography
was ably and completdy handled, and
to her are due the gratitude and appre·
ciation of the friends for the visual work
of the Cause through the medium of Photography ..
Hundreds of names will go down in
history as collaborators in the great records of The Baha'i World, and to one
and all your committee pays its sincere
tribute of gratitude and appreciation.
As to suggestions for the future, YOllr
committee would strongly urge the next
incumbents of this office to begin immediately upon their appointment to reach
important individuals who know of the
Cause and may have had a hand in promoting its interests and solicit their services toward the realiz:ation of the next
issue, and it is further suggested that a
longer period he allowed to lapse before another vohune is brought out might
produce far more noteworthy results.
However, this should of coune be submitted to the Guardian for his approval.
In dosing. your chairman feels that she
is expressing the sense of the entire committee in making acknowledgment of the
great bounty and privilege which was accorded us in the executioD of this work.
All our love and reverence .and zeal has
gone into our duties and we shall be happy
to share the results of our valuable experience with our successors in this glorious
field of service.
We trust that all who have labored
so painstakingly for the success of this
forthcoming volume will understand that
the choice of all material has rested entirely in the hands of the Guardian and
that only the consideration of space will
have prevented him. in case all contribu~
tions have not been employed in preparing
the 1930-1932 edition of The Bah,,·i
9

World.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. NELLIE S. FRENCH, Chairman
MR. ALBERT R. W,NDUST, Secretary
MRS. o. LAFARCE
MR. HORACE HOLLEY

REPORT OF THORNTON CHASE Eastern way of chantin.g. He did not
MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
approve of this, he said the West should
Your request of March 11, 1932, for
a report regarding the Thornton Chase
Memorial, has reached this servant per
your esteemed Secretary. Mr. Alfred
Lunt.
This servant on his return from Palestine and Europe and the eastern United
States. in November. 1931. conveyed to
Mr. John D. Bosch, custodian of all Mr.
Chase's data and fellow member of this
Committee. the statement of the Most Beloved Guardian of the Baha'I Cause to
the effect that if Mr. Bosch cared to do
so it would be well for IIlffi to put all
this data in the National Archives.
Mr. Bosch was here in Los Angeles,
day before yesterday (March 19th) and
stated that he had already sent the Tablets of Mr. Chase and that he will forward the balance of Mr. Chase's papers
to the Archives. Men this is done the
wish of the revered Guardian wi-ll have
been carried out and will consist of the
work of this committee-and thus com~
plete the need. of its being. as at present
constituted.
Cordially, in El-Abba,
MR. WtLLARD P. HATCH
MR. JOHN D. BOSCH

use its own natural gift of e.xpression~ that
imitations were never spontaneous and
therefore not acceptable.
Regretting that this report cannot be
more satis factory.
Faithfully suhmitted,
Mtss LOUtSE D. WRICHT, Chairman
MRS. NINA MATTHISEN

MISS MARCARET KLEBS
MISS RUTH LUNT
MRS. EDITH INGLIS
MR. ALBERT R. W,NDUST

REPORT OF THE TEMPLE
PROGRAM COMMITTE'E

During the year the activities in this
great teaching center of the Cause in
America have steadily grown. Day by
day the number of people who attracted
by the beautiful edifice, come to inquire
regarding its nature and purpose~ increases.
They are mel by believers who conduct
them through the building, explain the
T eacbings of the Cause. present to them
some literature and extend an invitation
to the meetings.
This has continued
throughout the winter and many of the
friends in Wilmette and Chicago have
found there glorious opportunity to give
the Message..
REPORT OF MUSIC COMMITTEE
The numbers who flow in and out
Several members of the Music Com~ the butiding on a Sunday or holiday have
mittee met at Green Acre last summer. become so great that the Program ComMusic appropriate for use in the Ma5h~ mittee is planning to arrange a public meetriqu'l~Adhkar as well as in the Commun- ing for Sunday mornings in addition to the
ity meetings was considered. The first regular Sunday afternoon meeting. Durand only possible meeting during the year, ing the winter the attendance at tbe Sunresulted in discussion as· to what would day meetings averages one hundred and
not be acceptable rather than forming de- fifty people, two-thirds of whom are not
CISIons.
believers. In summer the number runs
As the members of this committee live well over two hundred. An increasingly
too far distant from one another to meet large percentage of these visitors are bein consultation, and as through correspon~ coming more or less regular attendants.
dence good results cannot be secured, per~ Over four hundred have placed their
haps a more satisfactory outcome might names on the list of interested inquirers,
be obtained if the Committee were selected expressing a desire to receive notices 0 f
from some one city where the members future meetings or literature. Many have
could frequently meet to hear the music joined study classes. Such classes have
presented for their consideration and been conducted uninterruptedly in Chi~
through this close association fruitful re~ cago, Evanston. Wilmette, Winnetka.
Cicero Oak Park, Riverside and MaysuIts could he expected.
In Haifa last spring, 5hoghi Effendi wood. for the purpose of deepening the
spoke of this subject. He was inclined knowledge of these inquirers.
In addition to the regular Sunday meetto favor the use of a single voice when
sacred words were used. But after con- ings, the major Feasts held in the Temple
sidering the beauty. dignity and spiritua l have become wonderful points of contact
effect of the great Russian choirs? he gave with the public, so that these meetings frehis consent to the use of such choruses quently fill the Foundation HaD to capacwhen the Words of Baha'u'llah are set ity. Numerous organiz:atioDs, bible classes
from churches and students from theologto music.
5hoghi Elfendi was asked if he thought ical seminaries and universities have visited
it advisable for the Western composers the building. where they have been ad~
to pattern their music after the beautiful dressed by Baha'i teaehers.
9
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Active opposition to the structure has
entir.ly disappeared and as a r ..ul t of
these before-d.escribed activities, the misconceptions regarding the nature and significance of the T ompl. and the Cause are
rapidly being dispelled, so that the name,
uBahi't' is now generally regarded at
least with a fine respect.
We feel strongly that the near future
will eclipoe the recent gratifying growth
that has come to the Temple aJea since the
erectioD of the superstructure of the
Temple.
The Committee is aware of the extreme
importance of the work that must be done
here in the Temple and is endeavoring to
arrange programs that are of high intellectual and spiritual character ~ are dignified and simple and give the pure Teachiog of Baha'u'llah. The Temple is attracting a splendid type of people, ,piritually and intellectually representative of
every walk· of life and capable of maintaining the high standard enjoined upon
the followers of Bah"u'llah.
Respectfully submitted,
MR. CARL Sc HEFFLER, Chairman
MRS. SARAH S. WALRATH
MRS. SHELLEY N. PARKER
MRS. EDRIS R,CE-WRAY CARSON
MRS. ANNE BARTHOLOMEW
MR. W,LLIS S. HILPERT
MR. MONROE IOAS
MR. A F. MATTHISEN

REPORT OF ARCHIVES
COMMITTEE
The good work of the Arcbives Committee continues. Many original Tablets
of ' Ahdu'l-Bah. have been received during the past year for preservation in the
National Baba', Arcbive.. The wurk of
indexing and filing preparatory to publication has made progress. The members of
the Committee. who have been active in
this service, are deserving of the highest
praise.
It has been my privilege to see the
Archives in the Shrine of the Bab on Mt.
Cannel and in the Mansion of Bahj" near
'All., Palestine, during my visit there
last November. Through the wisdom of
Shoghi Effendi, these .acred places are
now of great inteJest to strangers as well
as the Baha',s. There one finds framed
upon the walls and effectively arranged in
cabinets, a remarkable di.play of Tablets,
photographs, beoks and objects ,",cred because of their association with the Bab,
Baba'u'll.,h and 'Abdu'l-Baha. While
there, Shogh; Effendi gave me several photographs for the Archives in America.
When the room in the foundation of the
Temple is prepared to house the Baha',
Archives 01 America, it will he 01 interest to strangers as wen as the believers. and

will undoubtedly be an effective means of
publicity as well as preservation.
Re'pectfully submitted,
MR. ALBERT R. WINDUST, Custodian
MISS GERTRUDE BUIKEMA, Secretary
MRS. RUTH CORNELL

REPORT OF
BAHA'( PUBliSHING
COMMITI'EE
NEW PUBLICATIONS

THE

DAWN

BREAKERS-NA-

BIL'S NARRATIVE OF THE
EARLY DAYS OF THE BAHA'I
CAUSE.
Translated by
SHOGHI EFFENDI
The work on this history of the early
day. of the Cause, was begun last May
and completed in March, 1932. During
this time the Committee was in constant
communication with the Guardian. obtain.
ing his opinion upon any matter of which
there was a doubt. Regarding the method
of advance sales in the form of subscrip-tioos as well as the limited autographed
edition, he gave his wholehearted approval.
The many details made necessary to
prepare a book of its size for the press.
containing so many illu5tration~ and Pers-ian accents made it very difficult to produce the fini,hed hook at a stated date.
Therefore the Publishing Committee
wishes to offer its deep regret for the many
delay" and to thank all those who have
waited 50 patiently, for their gracious understanding.
9
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One thousand .copies of this pamphlet
were presented to Literary Editors chief
Editorial writers, Authon. Edu~tors
Scientists. and a few individuals here
abroad. This was made posoible through
the gener.osity of Mr. Holley who purchased thiS nwnber for free distribution.

and

MY PILGRIMAGE TO
LAND OF DESIRE.

THE

By the Late
MARIE WATSON
This small book wa, printed for the
Estate of Mrs. Marie Watson, through
lts executor. Mrs. .Agnes Parsons of
Wa,hington, D. C. In it Mrs. W;tson
gives the story of her visit to Haifa in
1921. and it contains an interesting account of her healing by 'Abdu'l-Baha.

HIDDEN WORDS.
ENGLISH EDITION.
The Publishing Committee wishing to
co-operate with the English National
Spiritual Assembly. who some time ago
published an edition of the H jdden
Words, a later translation by Shoghi Effendi, have ordered 1()() copies. The edition, however, is handsomely hound and
we .re obliged to ,ell it at $ \.00.
In order to supply the great need for
a less expensive edition We ha'Ye obtained
an estimate from London for a paper
bound edition which we hope in a short
tUne to have on sale for about 25 cents.

THE GOAL OF A NEW WORLD
ORDER.

By
CERTITUDE.
SHOCHI EFFENDI
Translated by
This letter from the Guardian was
SHOGHI EFFENDI
printed. and distributed by the National
The manuscript was turned over to the Spiritual Assembly.
printers in June, 1931, after the National
This ,tupendous message to the World,
SpiritUal Assembly had approved and aC- written with such power, makes 115 baIt
cepted the estimate. It was completed for a moment at the threshold of a new
and ready for distribution in September, civilization. The poignancy of the Guar1931 . Review copies were sent out with dian's words ba:5 awakened the great
an accompanying letter through the Na- realization of the inevitable onward march
tional Spiritual Assembly to Literary Edi- of the Cause of Bah"u'nah.
tors of Newspapers and Magaz.ines, and
The National Sp'iritual Assembly has
to many important people in the Educa- turned over 648 copie, to the Publishing
tional and Religious world. We quote Committee for handling and distribution,
the following letter from the Guardian to be .old for 25 cents eacb. The
since receiving a copy of this edition:
amount received. to be refunded to the
"1 am greatly pleased with the new National Spiritual Assomhly to defray the
edition of the "Iqan" and I am arranging expense of publication. There bas been
to send a large number of copies to dis- some criticism of this charge which does
tinguished. people throughout the country_" not allow the regulation discount. and for
.
Shoghi.
additional postage charged; the impression is given that the Publishing CommitWORLD ECONOMY OF BAHA'U- tee is not consistent in carrying out its own
'LLAH.
policies. The National Spiritual AssemCompiled by
bly considering the importance of this
communication
from
the
GuaJdian,
HORACE HOLLEY
This compilation was completed in Oc- thought it advisable to print this beok intoher, 1931, and ha, filled a great need. dependently. and were wholly unconsclous
9
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that this divided .ctivity in the same department of the work would cause con·
fusion.
REPRINTS

WHAT IS THE BAHA'J MOVEMENT?
Twenty-five thousand copies were ordered printed for the N .tional Spiritual
Assembly for distribution to the T eaching Committee and Amity Committee.
These also are .old in lots of 1,000
and 500 to the Local Assemblies.

TRANSLATIONS OF BOOKS IN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES

BAHA'U'UAH AND THE NEW
ERA.
In Russian
We have received 200 copies for dis-tribution.

BAHA'U'LLAH AND THE NEW
ERA.
In Chinese
This tran:!lation is of especial interest
as it was made by well known scholars
and educators, and is indeed. indicative of
the forward march of the Cause in the
far East.

BAHA'J CALENDAR.
Compiled by
MRS. DORIS HOLLEY
Copies of the Calendar were sent to
all Local Spiritual Assemblies, requesting
them to put them on sale in their Centers
before Christmas.
SELLING EFFORTS
The Publishing Committee has endeavored to stimwate an interest in Baher.
Literature, by m.king personal c.lI, upon
some of the leading wholesale distnbuting
houses in New Yark, such as, Baker &
Taylor Co. and Campbell & Leoni!! Co.
The Secretary has also written to A. c.
McClurg in Chicago and to the Library
Association also in Chicago. It was con~
sidered advisable by the Committee to
send this Association one copy of each of
our best titles, for their reference file.
They are the guide and source of information for library purchases. the latter
depending upon their judgment as to the
choice of books for libraries. A letter
was also written enclosing catalogue to
the Boo/rmobile, operated by T. J. McLaughlin, who uses this ingenious method
of selling books through a traveling book
store. in the southwest.
There has been no response up to date
from this first effort. but we will soon
follow it by another letter.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORK
Four years ago the Publishing Committee adopted and put into effect the
policy of allowing the regulation trade dis-
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count of 33 1-3 per cent to all Local
Spiritual Assemblies purchasing books.
This was done primarily to create and
put into action the spirit of co-operation.
and co-relating the work of spreading the
Teachings by this reciproc.al contact with
the Spiritual As.emblies throughout the
country. The material benefits received
to assist in establishing the foundation for
the support of a Baha Center in each
respective community.
The Publishing Committee feels that
the time has come to take another step
by uniting all our forces as one body in
spreading the Teachings. There is no
doubt that it is through circulating the
written Word that the greatest and most
effective method of teaching can be obtained. The following quotation from a
II:Uer written by the Guardian to the Pub~
I~hing Committee, dearly indicates his
feeling on the matter:
_ . . "Much of the progress of the
Cau.e depend. upcn you (the Publishing
Committee). for more people are attracted
through reading than by hearing lectures.
The .first requisite. however. is that everything put before the pub~c should be of
the highest type both literary and artistic.
The Cause is in great need of .first class
publications." . . .
Therefore, although it i. first the task
of this Committee to do its utmost to
fulfill the Guardian', wishes in .triving to
attain the high standard which he desires
us to achi.eve; the real need which we can
readily read in his word is to reach out
to the public and get before them the
literature. which contains words revealing
the true and lasting healing for a sick and
distressed world.
It is a great responsibility as well as a
blessed privilege to be numbered among
those who. fully accepting this message.
have been given a great work to ac.com·
plish.
Therefore the Publishing Committee
feels at this time the need of appealing to
all Local Spiritual Assemblies to work
with us in establishing in their Communi~
ties the need of every individual member
to do his utmost to circulate the litera·
ture. This can become the greatest force;
to bring to the attention of thinking people the realization and understanding of
the Revealed. Words contained in the Ea·
ha'i Literature.
We would suggest that the Local As~
semblies through the members of their
Communities form committees whose duty
it would be to bring the literature to the
attention of Librarians of Public Libraries.
and to the leading bookstores in their localities. We would also s~gest that from
time to time _they make inq wries regarding
Baha'i Books at these different stores. In
time it is natural to suppose that jf the
t

;

demand i, persistent enough the book dealers would soon feel it necessary to carry
stock of Baha', Books, thereby reaching
many who otherwise would not hear about
the Cause. We ask the Local Secretaries
to send us the names of these leading
bookstores which have already been made
familiar with the literature. by the Com~
minee working in that district. We in
turn would place them on our list for notice. 0 f new publications. The Publishing Committee feels that this will soon put
into motion a spiritual power which is
bound to have far reaching results.
The followers of Bah,,'u'llab in this
country have been given the stupendous
task of completing the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. in a very short period of time. A
task. made still more difficult in view of
the economic depression which is affecting
the whole world. We should all reflect
deeply upon the significance of erecting a
material edifice at this .pecific tim.. . . .
Ha. this work been given us only to build
a Temple of steel and .tone ~ Has this
task been given to test merely the capacity
of our faith ~ . . . Could not the answer be. that first we must have the full
realization of th.t Spiritual Edifice which
is in itself the very Cause of God 8.$
brought to the world today by Bah,,'u'lI"h ~ First it must be built in its entirety in the heart~ before it can be reflected and find its counterpart upon the
material pi ane. This seems to be the
time in the history of the work in the
Cause when everything is directed toward
the great need of a united effort. for aU
the believers to focus their activities upon
one central point. and that this vital point
is the very base of the structure of the
Baha'i Revelation.
The realization of
the meaning of this revelation in its en·
tirety. we believe to be the manifestation
of the spiritual constantly being reHected
in the material.
Therefore let us all strive to look upon
our activities as one work, interdependent.
circulating through one central organiam.
Let us alJ work toward accomplishing the
Guardian's wish that the Publishing Committee will soon become the one prolit bear~
ing department a f the activities in the
Cause and a material source of in.come to
the N ational Fund. . . . Let u. be conscious first of the spiritual message which
each book brings to the world, and know
that the material results will inevitably be
reRecting that great message.
Respectfully submitted,
MR. HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
MRS. MARION M. UTTLE
MR_ Roy C. WILHELM
MISS BERTHA L. HERKLOTZ
MRS. M. B. MOORE
MRS. LoULlE MATHEWS
MRS. C. R. WOOD
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REPORT OF BAHA'f STUDY
COMMITfEE
The Baha', Study Committee has

j,_

sued a study course of thirty....six lessons

on the Baha'i Teachings, consi,ting of

texthooks~ references and questions.
Since the second week in March~ when
this course was put on sale, about twenty

centers have subscribed for the Jessons.
The coune is being used with marked sue·
cess for ,ubject matter both for study
classes and meetings.
The Committee has carried on the sale
of the following study courses throughout
the year-Study

Kits containing study

outlines including Outline o"n Material and
Divine Science, Bah,,', Teachings Concerning Christ, Material and Divine Civilization and Correspondence Course in the
Baha', Teachings.
Respectfully submitted,
MRS. DORts McKAy
MRS. HARLAN F. OBER
MRS. RUTH RANDALL BROWN

REPORT OF BAHA'f SALES
COMMITTEE
As the Sales Committee has just been
organized. its report must be of future
prospects and hopes rather than past per·
fo:nnance; however ~ we can report that an
adequate assortment of Bah,f. photo~
graphs, ringstones, voic.e records and other
articles of interest to the believers, is now
on sale by this Committee. It is hoped
to have before long a fully comprehensive
collection of photographs of places endeared to all Baherts by .their association

with Bah;i'u'll;ih and 'Abdu·l-Bah;i.

One important part of the duties of this
Committee is to appraise and to arrange
for the disposal of any articles of value

contributed to the National Baha', Fund,
and there is now in our hands for disposal
property conservatively estimated at be-

tween four and five hundred dollars in
value. Many believers who find themselves unable to give in money may be able
to send in jewelry. old gold or silver, unset stones, antiques or art objects, any of

which will be welcomed by the Committee
and the proc~ds sent at once to the N a-

tional Fund.

They should be sent di-

rectly to any member of this Committee.
Undoubtedly such contributions will greatly increase with the passage 0 f time and
may become a very important source of
revenue. The Sales Committee feels that
it is also possible to build lip a remunerative business in unusual articles sent by
Baha'is from foreign lands. which may be
sold not only to belie\'ers but to others as
well. We nave ev~ry hope that future

Committees will be able to render valuable
service to our beloved Cause.
Obediently in His Service.

MR. F. ST. G. SPENDLOVE, Chairman
MR. R. Y. MOTTAHEDEH

REPORT OF THE EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE
This Committee unders.tands that most
of the problems with which it deals are
r.eferred to it by other committees, in parhcular the Reviewing Committee and the
Publishing Committee. That is to say~
t~i~ . Committee does not initiate any ac~
bVllies.
Because of this fact, and also
because we have been orgaruzed for work
for only the past two months~ we have
very little to report.
We have made recommendations as to

the use 01 the word "Baha'i" as applied
to music, painting, poetry and other art
forms.-as published in the February
number of the Baha"' .. News. We are at
present working on a revision of the Glossary in Shogru Effendi~ s translation of the
lqan. at the request of the National Spjrit~

ual Assembly.
With cordial greetings,
DR. GENEVIEVE L COY, Chairman
MR. HORACE HOLLEY
MRS. MARIE B. MOORE

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL
REVIEWING COMMITTEE
The work of the National Reviewing

Committee for the year 1931·1932 actually began with a special meeting called

by the National Spiritual Assembly in
New York City on Apnl 12. 1931, for
consultation with some of their members
and the Publishing Committee to confer in
the matter of The Dawn-Breakers, a stu~
pendous manuscript sent by the Guardian
for publication in America. The editing
of this manuscript by the Reviewing Committee. which was supplied with. photostat
copies, carried through July, when it was
turned over to the Publishing Committee.
upon whose shoulders the real burden of
the enormous detail involved descended.
and this book has just come off the press
at the date of writing this report.

In June. 1931. a letter was received
by the Reviewing Committee from the N ational Secretary announcing the re-election
of the Reviewing Committee of the year

1930.1931. for the year 1931-1932.
The manuscripts· which have been rec.eived. and approved, were considered in

the following order:
The Danm~Bre.akers. The several suggestions made by the Revie·wing Committee have been accepted 1Jy the Guardian.

Baha', Calendar, compiled by Doris
Holley.

This calendar (now in print)
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Was composed of quotations from Ba~

h"u:ll.h, ·Abdu'I·Bah;i and Shoghi Ef.
fendl .. It wa~ approved by the Reviewing
CommIttee wlth the recommendation that
in all cases the Source of the words should
be included. This was done wherever
possible, but in the case of quotations
taken from Baha'! Sc.riptur e.s from the
chapter, The Loom of Reality, the sourCe
was not always known.

Teaching Lemm" by Shahnaz Waite.
Compilah'on, by Flora Clark. Both these
manuscripts were returned to th.e National
Assembly as this material seemed to be~
long t~ the general work of the Teaching
Committee to be used in mimeographed
form in connection with classes, etc.

The Miracle, by Marie B. Watson.
A record of her visit to 'Abdu'l-Baha.
This manuscript was approved and is now
in print

T.he Temple of Light, by Allen B. McDamel. Technical description of the T empie. This manuscript WruJ approved with
certain suggestions and recommendations
to bring it up to date in regard to time
and tense.

Light and Life, by Marie B. Moore.
This compilation of short passages for
meditation composed of the words of Ba-

h,,'u·ll.h, ·Abdu·I·Baha, Baha', Prayers
and a few selections from the sayings of
Jesus, Buddha, the Psalms, Mubammad,
the Gita~ etc., was approved with. the recommendation that wherever possible the
translation 01 Shoghi Effendi be used in
place of earlier ones.
Glossar)) of the new edition of the Iqan.
On request from the National Assembly
the Reviewing Committee examined th.e
Glossary published in the Guardian's
translation of the /qan and recommended
that a new glossary be compiled. to in~
elude only terms contained. in the actual
text 0 f the book.
The World Econom]l of Bah,,'"'llah,
by Horace Holley. Pamphlet on the ec0nomic teachings of the Baha', Revelation.
Tht: manuscript was approved. Now in
print.
The Supreme Affliction, by Alfred E.
Lunt. Pamphlet or article on the economic teachings of the Baha'i Revelation.
This manuscript was approved.
The Reviewing Committee begs to
bring to the attention of the National Assembly the need of committee members
being within consulting distance as joint
consultation for review of a manuscript is
almost imperative.
The attention of the friends is called
to the lact that the National Assembly has
appointed an Editorial Committee which
will pass upon the general literary and
artistic side of Baha'I manuscripts. This
work has previously been assumed by some
to come under the work of the Reviewing
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Committee which really only passes upon
the authenticity of the text from a Bah.',
JXlint of view.
Respectfully submitted,
MR. BtSHOP BROWN, Secretary
DR, GENEVIEVE L COY
.
MRS. DORIS HOLLEY

ha. laid the foundation for rapid growth
in the coming year."
the east there has been a tendency
in the same direction.

In

Throughout the country there is a general increase in the activity within the
Local Spiritual Assemblie., which is tremendously strengthening the individuat the
Local Community ~ and therefore the entire
REPORT OF THE
structure of the Cause. As Miss Linfoot
BAHA'I NATIONAL TEACHING says. "Practically every Assembly in the
COMMITTEE
west shows that there has been a greater
1931-32
effort than ever before to draw all of the
The specific detail. of the teaching believers into active work by giving them
work done under the National Teaching defini:te responsibilities. This expansion in
Committee for the past year are so num· the activities of individual Baha'IS is parterous and varied that, in spite of their ly due to the larger 6~lds of .service
great interest and s.ignificance to the gen· opened up as a result of Inter-Assem~ly
eral Bahin Community, the present report activity but perhaps more so to the Inof the Committee will deal only with the creased realization that everyone should
general trend of this activity throughout be given an opportunity for self-expression
the country during 1931-32. In her most and a feding of responsibility for the deexcellent and comprehensive report of the velopment of the Cause within the loprogress of the Cause on the Pacific Coast, cality. "
Miss Charlotte Linfoot, We.tern SecreIndividuals and Assemblies, both in the
tary of the National Teaching Committee. east and the west, are finding opportuniwrites of the work in the West:
ites for service in study dasses. fireside dis"No extensive teaching campaigns were cussion groups, teas to meet Baha'i teachcarried on in any part of the area, and ers, children's classes, inter-racial dinners
yet there has been a marked increase in and meetings. welfare work and Esperanto
the number of Centers which have opened classes.
up for receiving the T eachings :m~ .there
The study class is proving to be a Verswere during the past year more mdivldual atile and effective medium of teaching.
Baha'is engaged in teaching than ever be- Almost every Assembly in the country
fore. The idea of initiating the ~ use sponsors at least one. Twelve home study
in a new locality by means of a senes of classes meet weekly in different sections of
large and widely advertised public meet· Chicago.
Probably very few study
ings has been discarded alld. the plan of groups are 0 f the same type. They are
intensive, informal work With campara· large and small, public and private, for
tively small groups is being found. more inquirers, new believers and confirmed
elective, less expensive and produc.hve 0 f Bah.rIs of long standing. They are usgreater results.
Because of the many. ually based on one or more of the study
problems whi~ arise, ~ a. result of thIS outlines distributed by the Nahonal Baha',
period of rapid tranSlllon In the Cause, Study Committee or upon some Baha'i
new groups cannot be left to struggle book. They have resulted in a deeper
through alone and the Western branch of knowledge of the Teachings, the developthe Teaching Committee? recognizi.n.g the ment of active workers and teachers. and
importance of frequent follow-up V1Sl~ by many new believers.
older and experienced teachers. has given
The fireside discussion group is a semispecial attention this year to the needs of social means of attracting onels friends to
these young groups with gratifying results. the Cause and preparing them for more
We feel that we have reached a new stage intensive study within classes, San Fr~n
wben teaching work must associate itself cisco with at I east four weekly firesIde
with the organism of the Cause, and that meetings. has concentrated on this form of
teaching is effective to the degree, to ,winch activity with very remarkab1e success.
it is reflected in the actual funcbomng of
The work of establishing Baha', Sun·
Local Assemblies. Therefore, the pro- day-schools seems to us especially im~rt
gram upon wh~ch the m.embers of the ant. We commend the recent extenslo~
Western Teachmg Committee have c.on- of this phase in many centers and hope It
centrated thi, year has heen that of bUildwin receive c.areful consideration from all
ing up the Assemblies which were already
communities in the coming year,
organized, to the high~t possible state of
In certain Assemblies the young people
perfection and preparIng the new ,:groups
have
heen drawn into active participatJ0!l
for organization in accordance WIth the
princip1es of Baha'i Administration. We in administration and teaching. with gr~tl·
The N ationa! Teachmg
feel we have made some progress and fying results,
above
we believe that the past year Committee has this year had among its

an,

members two young people whose point of
view has been most helpful and c.onstructive and feels convinced that not oo1y do
young people have a better approach,to
others of their age, but that a pooling of
the contribution that both older and
younger people can make will mean added
vigor and diversity in the work of the
Cause. We urge all As.emblies both to
encourage the formation of youth groups
and to share with the young people the responsibilities of teaching and administration.
In the west there are now no Assemblies maintammg public headquarters.
They are reduc.ing local expenses to a
minimum in order to give greater support
to the New Plan of Unified Action. In
the east where conditions and methods
differ our larger cities are still maintain-:ing public headquarters and results seem to
warrant the expense. Some of them are
making their headquarters effective teaching centers rather than mere lecture halls.
Some of the eDcouraging developments
of the past year among the Assemblies are
the unmistakable evidences 01 growth and
activity in groups that have been dormant
for years; and the success of a few A,rr
semblies, notably Racine and Kenosha, lD
sponsoring an intensive teaching campaign
in their localities.
On the other hand. we regret exceed~
ingly that two Assemblies formed la.t
spring have disintegrated.
Since ~th
were clear cases of premature orgamza~
tion. the whole question of the fonnation,
strengthening and supervision of new Arr
semblies is being considered. most seriously
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
In many places throughout the country
the Cause i$ being introduced into neW ter~
ritory either through the efforts of isolated
believers, individuals from nearby com~
munities, or through the co-operabve ac~
tion of an Assemh1y or group of Assem·
blies. So far a. we know, n" Assembly
in the east has asswned as a group the
responsibility for introducin~ the ~u~
into some nearby towri or city. This. 15
being done in the west. However, good
work is being done by individual be1ievers
in Laguna Beach and Santa Maria in
California, in Newcastle, Pa., Youngstown, Ohio, Rochester, N. Y., and no
doubt many other places.
Many Assemblies have recen-ed ~
cauragement, assistance and inspiratIon
and many new people have been reached
through contacts with such Bah.n tr~ v~
ers a5 Miss Martha Root, Mrs. Cimta
.
Knowles and Mr. Willard Hatch.
Mrs. Louise Waite spent a month With
the new Assembly at Phoenix, Arizona.
and made many other important, teach~g
trips.
Mrs. Bertha H~de. Kirkpatrick
lind in Ann Arbor, MIchIgan, for the
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Baltimore for over three months.

ken, the only confirmed Baha'i in the city
when Miss Rexford gave the Message last
The Boston and Washington
June.

Mi•• Juliet Thompson and Mrs. Howard

Communities will undoubtedly be aug-

300.00.

Iyes visited Indianapolis and the new Assemb~es in southern Ohio. Mr. and Mrs.

mented by a number of new believers.
It is too early to predict lasting resuIts in

money for the Temple we spent ru little
as possible and were glad not to Use

Leroy loa. visited Phoenix and the As·

Florida but after a month Miss Fanny
Knobloch is still holding four cla.se, a

$820.00 of our budget. We believed it
would be only just to divide eq ually all
money received between the eastern and
western branches, since the services of our
two paid teachers have been entireJy in
the east for some time.
The western
division has used very little of its money
this year and has a balance of about

Mr. Chauncey Northern and Mr.

week with an average attendance of 65
each. and having many personal interviews.
Inter~Assembly work has progressed.
very unevenly in different parts of the
country. The most active Inter-Assembly
districts seem to be northern California,
southern California and the Illinois- Wis~
consin district, although conferences have
been held and some co~operative work
done in the Washington, southern Ohio
and Northwestern districts. It is interesting to note that with the exception of a
few individual Assemblies. the greatest activity has coincided with the best Inter~
Assembly organization.
Miss Lnfoot writes. uperhaps the
greatest accomplishment of these Inter~

Philip Marangella together toured an-

Assembly activities is that the ability of

other part of the south and .pread the
knowledge of the Cause. Both of these

Assemblies to co--operate has been dearly
demonstrated and they can come together

ventures were as successful as they Were
UIDque.
A very valuable piece of teaching dur-

and consult freely and openly without any
The Ca use is de~
veloping beyond the confines of the As·

ard I ves has been teaching in Washington
and

semblies of sou.thern California.

Miss

Bessie Garrison traveled and taught in the

south for a month last fall. Mrs. May
Maxwell found the opportunities for teaching in Montreal increasing so rapidly that

.he stayed home all winter.

Many other

people have given valuable assistance
through repeated trips to nearby places.

Mr. Louis Gregory. in addition to the
work of his particular committee on inter·
racial amity. has done important pioneer
work in the south through. churches,

schools and colleges, has vi.ited many A3sembJies and has at all times been most
co-operative.

Mr. Willard McKay accompanied Mr.
Gregory on one of his southern teaching

trips.

preliminary flourishes.

the past year was that of Mrs. Ruth

semblies and there is a rapidly growing

Moffett of Chicago. Since the la.t Convention Mrs. Moffett has visited 22 differ-

need for teachers. A .ingle Assembly does

ing

ent cities and given 474 lectures, of which
seven were radio broadcasts. She spent
five weeks in Kenosha and four weeks in
Racine. giving an average of over two
lectures a day. Many new believers were

confirmed in hoth cities.

Milwaukee and

Cincinnati were al:so effectively served.
During the year, as a result of her work.
thousands were attracted to the Cause.

hundred. deeply interested and willing to
study further. 57 new believers joined Baha'l Communities and nine who had left
were reunited.
Another outstanding service in teaching

was rendered by Mi .. Orcella Rexford,
who. following her series of paid lectures,
introduced the Cause to an a'Yerage audience of one thousand and arranged for a
Baha', teacher to follow her in Indianapolis. Boston. WashingtoR. Miami and Jack~
sanville.
The follow-up work is being done in

Indianapolis by Dr. Lillian Sielken, in
Boston by Prof. Glenn Shook. Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Mrs. Mary Coristine,

Mr, Alfred Lunt and others, in Washington by Mr. Stanwood Cobb. in Miami by
Mi,s Fanny Knobloch and in Jacksonville
by Dr. Walter Guy and Miss Alma
Knobloch.
An Assembly will soon he formed in
Indianapolis through the constant, devoted
and excellent teaching done by Dr. Siel-

not provide the necessary training for those
who plan to go out into larger fields. and
in the work of the Inter-Assembly group~
ing, the individual experiences an enl arged
influence. an increased power. and profits
by the experiences of the larger group.
"Some of the results traceable directly

to the Inter-Assembly program in California are the following; ability to USe the
time of teachers and delegates to the Convention with the least possible waste; consultation on problems which are sectional
in nature; well~rounded inter~racial amity
programs; development of children's
classes; co~operation in planning participation in the Olympic Festival. and above
all larger opporhmities for service and a
greater outlet for abilities and capacities

of the individual Bahns."
Many of the same general constructive
results have been noted in the active east~
ern Inter.Assembly districts. We hope
that the suc.cess of this co-operative work
wherever it has been reaUy tried, will en~
courage the other districts to greater effort
next year.
You may be interested in the financial
side of the National teaching work. Last

,pring the National Spiritual Assembly
voted $8,000.00 to the National Teaching Committee and in September reduced

it to $5.000.00, when Mr. Vail was removed from the jurisdiction of this Com·
mittce. After taking out the amount voted

to Mr. Gregory, there was $2,120.00 left
for the year· 5 teaching budget, of which
we have asked for and received $ I .~

In view of the urgent need of

$300.00 to be used later for teaching activities in connection with the Olympic
Games. The eastern divisi.on. on the other

hand, has spent practically all of the
$700.00 received this year, Of this, we
.pent $110.00 to assist teachers for our
,ummer .chools, $250.00 for teachers to
new As,emblies, and $315.00 for hall
rent and teachers to follow up Miss Rex-

lord'. lectures.
Before closing this report we must men~
tion several phases of teaching activity that
lie outside the jurisdiction of our Com~
mittee and will be reported sepaJately. but
which are really an integral part of any
record of Baha'i teaching in America.
The inter~racial amity work of the As~
semblies is such a fundamental part of
teaching that it is really impossible for us
to separate them. but the Inter~Racial
Amity Conunittee wiU report the activities
of Assemblies and individuals most closely
concerned with different races. We can~
nol help but rejoice that one of the most

effective approaches by Baha', Communities to the general public during the past
year has been through racial amity work.
The Temple is one of our most potent
teaching agencies and the work of Mr.

Vail and others at the Temple and in the
vicinity has been very valuable.

Details

of this field will be given by Mr. Vail
and the Temple Program Committee.
Our three summer schools at Green

Acre, Geyserville and Louhden Ranch
will al.o be reported ,eparately. The
type of program carried out at Geyserville
has been especially productive of worth~
while teaching contacts.

The National Teaching Committee believes we are in a new phase of teaching
which not only demands new methods in
spreading the Cause but also a more effective development in committee organization in order to insure more accurate and
prompt knowledge of teaching .activities
and problems in all sections of the country.
closer co--operation of the National Spirit-

ual As,embly, the National Teaching
Committee. our teachers and the Local
Assemblies, and therefore an increased
sense of cohesion in the Cause. May the
cOIT.ing year bring U5 greater undentand~
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mg.

devotion. seHlessoess and consecration

in this work, which Shoghi Elfendi declares of equal importance with the completion of the Temple.
Respectfully submitted,
National Teaching Committee
MR. REGINALD COLLISON, Chairman
MR. LEROY loAS, Vice-Chairman
MRS. ELLA COOPER
PROF. FORSYTH WARD
MR. WILLARD HATCH
MR. GEORGE LATIMER
MRS. BAHIVYlH LINDSTROM
MRS. MAYE GIFT
MISS MARGUERITE McKAy
DR. ALBERT HEIST
MR. PAUL HANEY
MISS CHARLOTTE LINFOOT, Western
Secretary
MRS. MARY COLLISON, Eastern Secretary

THE BAHA'f MAGAZINE
EDr(ORIAL OFFICE
The twelv~ -copies of the magazine fOT
the year are~lfp.bmitted~ primarily. as the

most importi\,q~ part of our report since
these several, ~sues constitute a report in
themselves. 'J
The yeai:~ ,lias been SUed with exper-

iences of ~9rbing and thrilling interest
to the members of the Editorial Stalf.
Even in thl'ie times of depresSion, the
magazine bo:-f{grown in interest and value

to many, inside and outside of the Cause.
Letters in" -great abundance testify to the
inspiration and encouragement it brings
monthly mto' many homes. Here is a
samp]e of one of the letten from France:
.. I always receive and read The
Bahif. Magazine with great joy.
It is inspiringly written, and gives us
great encouragement. Many persons
are reading it on my copy who unhappily cannot afford personal sui>.scriptions. U
And from Australia the following:
"The Baba'} Magazine is veTY
helpful. We cannot do without it.
It is always so very very helpful
wbenever I am giving a Peace Talk,
and in my other lectures, too, there
is a wondedul opportunity to use
the magazine.
From England we have had many expressions like this for instance:
"I look upon the Baha', Magazine as the purest -and best magazine
in the world, and hope in future
News Letters to draw more and more
attention to it. U
From Geneva. Switzerland. a non-Baha'i
writes:
uWe beg to thank you most sincerely for -the issues of The Baha'I
Magazine -. . . and we hope very
II

much that you will be able to continue this generous gift (to our Free
Public Reading Room).
Both adverse and constructive criticisms
are always valued, and we have been helped, ~spired and encouraged by such expresSlon.s.
Sometimes we have adverse criticism
which perhaps might not be forthcoming
did the friends. know the instructions under
which we are editing the magazine. For
instance, we are warned not to condemn
the existing religions. TheIe is, we can
see at a glance, tremendous wisdom in this.
We have so much that is beautiful and
constructive to herald-that which will
bring joy to a troubled world-that there
is no time or space to devote to that which.
displeases. One of 'Abdul-Baha's most
definite instruction. about editing the magazine was not to print anything which would
displease anyone.
A matter 0 f general interest and which
we would like to share with you is in
connection with the question as to whether
it is advantageous to publish in The Baha'i
Magazine artides of a general humani~
tarian nature, such as the splendid article
of Mrs. Cook on the subject of Mr. Rosenwald. This question has been answered for us by a direct communication from
Shoghi Effendi which reads as follows:
"Shoghi Elfendi fuUy approve.
the idea of publishing artieles that
are humanitarian even if they are not
purely BOha'i, such as the one by
Mrs. Cook about Mr. Rosenwald.
Such articles are also educative for
the Baha'is, and win enhance the interest of the magazine. n
In any such editorial plan we try always
to consult our Cuardian in order to be
sure that he heartily approves. We have
felt that such articles would give breadth
to the mai!;azine as well as help in its
wider circulation.
One of the delicate services we have to
render is in connection with the return of
manuscripts not usable according to the
editorial policy. We feel quite sad to
have to return a great many; they are for
the most part worthy documents. but so
very intimate in nature that they would
only 6t into a publication which would
be strictly for Bah"',,. We may offend
some in the discharge of what we know
to be our duty, but on the other hand, we
often derive great encouragement from contributors who write like this. for instance:
"This little incident helps us to realize the
world in which we would be living. Such
a spirit and such instances serve in strength~
cning our faith." And still another writes:
"Just received the letter (with returned
manuscript). It breathed forth the spirit
of the Abba Kingdom. and also gave me
a glimpse of what our business world will

be when love pem:~eates it.

If necessary
refusals of manuscnpb of budding authors
are Jike yours, rejection would become
more like a benediction and Godspeed."
The past year we have missed the many
illuminating articles by Martha Root the
abseoce of which has been due to' her
continued traveling and intensive work in
this country. The friends will note with
joy. we feel sUre, that these informing
and. fascinating contributions have been Iesumed with the April number, and we
have every reason to believe that they will
continue of surpassing interest throughout
the year.
We are always trying to secure just
the type of article best suited to the magazine, especially the kind recommended by
our Guardian. We like also articles from
"ery country in the world, if possible, th ...
showing the universality of the Cause, its
worl d·wide scope. Articles of this type
dealing with Baha'; life and activities in
the Orient and other countries have a
strong appeal and are always well received.
The past year we have had .everal. dealing
with the life and activities in Persia, the
wonderful articles about China, India, etc.
After much writing we finally secured the
stories DOW Tunning in serial form about
the history of the Cause in India. This
story is being especially written for the
Baha'I Magazine, and it is a noteworthy
and valuable contribution to BOh." history. We would like the friend. to know
that it is a painstaking effort on the part of
the authoT. It is written in ink by his own
hand. We think the entire original manuscript should be sent, eventually, to tbe
Archives. for preservation. R ubi Afnan,
writing for the Guardian, says: UShoghi
Effendi found the article. written by Siyyid
Mustafa Roumie excellent and deeply enjoyed reading them. He is an old war
horse ~?d has won many battles fOJ the
Cause.
Our editorial policy for any number is
to make it as varied as possible, to make it
readable. vital as to teaching the Cause,
and to have the articles short.
Very important addition. to the Editorial Staff of the magazine have been made
by the National Spiritual Assembly. Mrs.
Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick was appointed
as one of~ the Editors a bout two months
ago. Her efficient and even bril1iant assistance cannot be over-emphasized. and her
appointment caused us to rejoice exceedingly. Mrs. Kirkpatrick has been associated "",.jth us for many years as a regular
contributor, and her outstanding ability is
recognized. She is eminently qualified fo~
the position she occupies, and her good
judgment, her wise decisions, her purity of
purpose and real sincerity, her co-operative
spirit and her spirituality, have brought joy
to us all. Her absolute freedom from any
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odf-motive makes it po ..ible for her 10 to them," as the Master instructed.. and
I read every word in the magazine, and
receive true guidance.
for the further reason that this information you can imagine what it means to me out
Another -new plan is that a number of is due you.
here alone.
friends in different parts of the country
From India: I congratulate the Edit-'There is something particularly dy_
have been chosen by Ihe N alional Spirit- ors on the splendid progress made by them namic about the March issue of the Magaual Assembly to especially Serve the maga- in ed.iting this magazine of wodd.wide zine. The !seed' elements of this number
zine by furnishing material for its pages importance ...
seem surcharged with creative vitaJity.
from time to time,--thus subjecta such as
"Many, many words of congratulation They must be scattered about! Perchance
the T emple. inter~racial, economics, teach~ for the joy the magazine always brinli!:s. some may fall on fertile soil. The dozen
ing. etc., will be kept in mind by these I t gets better and better."
extra copies I sent for have just arrived.
various helpers who will make it their
"The Baha'i Magazine is like a real but the number falls .hort of the need.
special business to keep the magazine sup- friend. It grows dearer and more neces- Please mail me twelve more; check enplied with good malerial, thus there will sary to one eacli month and we look for
dosed." (It may be interesting to know
be some one representing the magazine for ward to its corning so eagerly."
that this (riend ordered forty-one extra
each of the outstanding activities in the
"1 appreciate the magazine very highly copies of the March number).
Cause. This does not mean that others and it is the last thing I should be slack
"I always welcome The Baha'i "Magashould not be doing all they can to co- a bout settling for."
zine
when it comes. and read it with great
operate, but it does mean that more ma~
"We are.so proud to lend the magazine
interest;
also with deep appreciation and
lelial will Row to the magazine thfU these to forward-looking people. It improves
for the work that is being
various channels. W Ie can therefore see every month. I am hoping for more sub-- admirati.on
n
how before another year passes the maga· scriptions from our city this year as we are done.
The general impression as gleaned from
zine wiD have to •'multiply its pages," as reaching many people of great capacity."
the Guardian hoped it would be able 10
"I love the Baha'i Magazine-all of verbal as well as written expressions is that
do: at least there win surely be a measure it. I particularly have enjoyed the life the magazine has improved v~ry much in
of development and expansion which we stories, or rather the stories about how literary style, in the q-uality 'and tone of the
hope will make happy the hearl of the friends have Come into the Cause (for I articles, and in the fearless heralding of
am a new believer). I lend my copies the Bah.n Teachings without, as our
Guardian.
The Staff of the Magazine, therefore, and boost the magazine as I have always Guardi.an instructed1 Uanfagonizing any
seen its spiritual I~dership among pro- existing institution or peoples. to
81 now delinitely appointed by \he Nagressive periodicals ...
tional Spiritual Assemhly is, Sianwood
In conclu>ion we should. like 10 leave
"Your magazine has .some very fine conCobb. Editor; Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirktributors. and I wish for it a wide circu.- with you Ihat which is the ino.t important
patrick, Assistant Editor; Mrs. Mariam lation for your kind of education is much of all, namdy, our latesl word'Jrom our beHaney. Managing Editor; these three con~ needed."
loved Guardian, Shoghi Eft;";di: Speakstitute the Editorial Committee. In addiing of the Magazine, Ruhi Afn'n, writing
"My friend from India has expressed
tion there are the Associate Editors who his appreciation of the Baha'! Magazine for our Guardian, says: . "He is fwly
are "empowered," by the National Spirit- and its Jofty pure spirit. The extra c:opies satisfied with its present rate.. ... and hopes
ual Assembly. ~'to send in suggestions as are being wisely used, they are reaching it will keep on developing. He does read
well as noteworthy addresses or other liter~ quite a new circle of people, for instance, I its numbers with great interest and rea1Iy
ary material of interest which has passed am sending to some new young workers in enjoys some of its articles. . . . Shoghi
through their hands as a Committee. Our Holland, also to an enlirdy new group in Effendi wishes me to express hi. deep apvote,U
stated by Mr. Lunt. Secretary India, and to other circles before untouch- preciation for the wonderful work YOU t as
of the National Spiritual Assembly, "did ed. This is what we want-to extend the well as those associated with you, are do-Dot give these Associate Editors any func~ influence of this pure magazine.
ing in the field of service. May the
"I read and re-read the editorials and Master ever guide and assist you in your
boo of editing or reviewing the text of the
magazine. .. Those appointed are: Mr. the spirilually fine articles, and I am al- noble task.~' And in our Guardian~1
Leroy 10.., representing the Geyserville ways impressed with the pure tone of the handwriting the following: "I wish to
Summer School; Mr. Willis Hilpert, Tem- magazine. I want you to know it is just confirm in person the message written on
ple Program Committee; Mrs. May Max- like drops of water to a thirsty traveler in my behalf, and to assure you of my keen
. and loving appreciation of the many and
wdl and Mrs. Doris McKay, Teaching a desert."
"I hope there are a suHicient number of notable services you are rendering to the
and Outline Bureau Committees; Mrs.
Loulie Mathews, Baha', Inter-racial Com- outsiders who c.ome in contact with this Faith."
mittee; Mr. Alfred E. Lun!, Ma. Mar- magazine to get the benefit of the illumina
And this encouragement from our
jory Morton. Baha'i Economics Com· ting editorials and aU the other spiritual Guardian and Protector. from the one who
instructions and suggestions which tne is protecting not only the Most Great
miUee.
It is possible that some changes may magazine contains and which are so vital Cause, but all those fortunate enough,
through the Mercy of God, to be included
soon be made in the list of Editors from to the peace and well-being of society."
other countries, like for instance. adding
"We enjoy the Baha'i Magazine very in the everpincreasing numbers of the fol..
the name of Florence E. Pinchon for much. It is such an inspiration dur- lowers of the Faith. con'stitutes for us a
England, and Dr. Y. S. Tsao for China. ing these trying times. It gives us comfort life...giving message.
and courage. and may God bless its readp
Humbly your servants,
StepA have been initiated to this end,
STANWOOD COBB,
F Jam around the world comments like ers and those who are contributing to it."
"Sending my copies of The Baha'i
the following come to us. They are subMARIAM HANEY,
mitted entirely impersonally, fOT "the serv· Magazine for binding~ and enclose money
BERTHA HYDE KIR~PATRICK,
ice of the friend. belongs to God, and not for postage and renewal of subscription.
Editorial CammlHee.
H
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presentation of the Cause under varymg
conditions and circumstances.

REPORT OF GREEN ACRE
TRUSTEES FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
BAHA'IS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA FOR
THE YEAR 1931-32.

the Guardian the available reports and
financial statements relative to Creen Acre,
and requested his wishes as to the polic.y
under which Green Acre should be opera~

During the past year nine meetings of

ted during the season of 1932. Under
date of January 9. 1932. Shogbi Effendi

the Green Acre Trustee, have heen hdd.
beginning with the organization meeting on
May 4. 1931. following the la't Annual Convention and ending with the meet~
iDg aD April 28. 1932. just prior to the
Twenty-fourth Annual Convention.
The Green Ar.re ,eason of 193 t. wa,
a successful one in the further carrying out of the policy established by the
National Spiritual Assembly three years
ago--the operation of Green Acre as a
teaching and training center for the be~

lievers in the Cause. In order to provide
suitable living accomodations. the Inn was
operated by Mrs. Flora Valentine on a
co-operative basis and at a profit

both for

the T ruste.. and hersdf.
The lectures. classes and group meet-

ings were held in the auditorium of the
Inn and at the F dlowship House and were
well aHended. During July. Miss Martha Root inspired the friends with her
enthusiasm and spiritual fervor.

In: Aug-

ust. Miss Pearl Easterbrook. Miss Orcdla Rexford. Mr. Albert Vail and others
carried on the classes and did most effective work among the friends in instructing
them in methods of teaching and in the

Late in the fall. the Trustees sent to

wrote the National Spiritual Assembly as

follows:
"Concerning Green Acre. Shoghi Effendi helieves that the National Spiritual
Assembly has to de";'e some method
whereby this institution 'Nill become profit~
bearing or at least self·supporting and not
remain a source of constant expense to the
Cause. There are more important activities such as the Temple construction and
teaching work to be carned through and

these absorb all the funds available.
~'Besides being self-supporting, Green
Acre should be deve1 oped into a center
where teachers are created to go out into
the field as able servants. What are the
means to be used? This is for the National Assembly. They may deem it wise
to have a larger committee for Green Acre
or call an Esperanto Congress to meet
there in the summer. or even invite Miss

Lydia Zornenhof for a trip to Green Ar.re.
Such things. however. should he undertaken if it is not going to add to the
financial burde.. of the Cause. The Assembly knows best whether such steps are
advisable or not and whether their ad~
u
vantages outweigh their disadvantages.

The Trustees at the meeting on March
20. 1932. acting on the recommendation.
of the Properties Committee. authorized
the operation of the Inn and Tea House
during the coming season by Mrs. Flora
Valentine. These properties are to be
open to the public; and at rates to be

established by Mrs. Valentine. who. however, has agreed to work in close co-opera~
tion with the Properties Committee and in
harmony with the policy of Green Acre.
The Guardian ~ s instructions that "Green.
Acre should be developed into a center
where teachers are created to go into the

field as able servants," will he fulfilled by
a newly appointed Faculty which will conduct cia.... at the Fellowship House. It
is hoped that a large number of bdievers
will avail themselves of this unusual and
timely opportunity to prepare themselves
for the important work of teaching our
glorious Cause.

In order to carry out Shoghi Effendi'.
wishes to make Green Acre self-supporting as soon as practica hIe. steps will be
taken to lease the Inn property in the
future and to operate the other properties
somewhat along the lines recommended in

the report of The Research Service. Inc .•
made to the Trustees two years ago.

Respectfully submitted.
GREEN ACRE TRUSTEES,
ALLEN McDANIEL.

Chairman.

\
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"0 ,Jly belm'('d fr;(,fld.~-.r Y01t are its pnblicatioll to issue to us the comtire bearers of the name of God in this munication dated .\larch 21. 1932, reDaJ"
You- ha'l'e hecil chosen as the centlv sent to all _\merican Baha'is
repositories of His mystery. It be- unJe~ the title of ··The Golden .-\ge
IH)'l·(.'S each Olll' of )'OH to l1Iat/ifc~t tire of the Cause oi Baha 'u '1Iah:' in which
attributes of C;od, and to c-"mp"fy by we are addressed as ·'Fellow-defendvour deeds aJld H'ords tire signs of His ers'! of the Faith.
"In the blood of the lmnumLered
-"jghteot,sue.~s~ His ro'..t"tcr and glary.
The 'ver).' members of your body lIJ.ttSt martyrs of Persia." Shoghi Effendi
bear witness to the loftiness of .'Vour writes in tha[ communication, ·'lay the
:::;eerl of the Diyinety-appointed _\ctpurp(t.Se~ the i-Iltl'grity oi your [ifc, the
reality of ~}'OHr faifh. and l/rt> exalted ministration \\o'hich. though transplant~
character of Jour dC1.'OtioH. . .. Be- ed from its natiYe soil. is llOW budding
out, under your loving care. into a new
seecl~ ·the Lord \'ortr (; od to grollt that
order, de.:stined to overshadow all manliD earthly cnta~Hg'cml'Hfs? n'o 'u.'orldly
affections. no rplrclJI('ral pursltits. may kind. For great as ha\'e been the attarnish the pun:t)1 or embitter the tainments and unforgettable the ser'vices of the pioneer:; of the heroic age
S'weetJleSS of Ow! grace 1.(·hich j1(Td..!.f
through ],'ou. I am preparillg yor~ for of the Cause in Persia, the contributlu ad'l.!~lIt of a miglltJ' Day. Exert tion which their .spiritual descendents,
the American believfrs. the champion
,IO!tr utmost eHdl"tH'O/ty that, in tilt!
-:'world to come~ I, -;:c,/ra am HO'lJ;l iJl- Lmilders of the organic ~tructllre of the
stntcting you. way, before Ille mcrc),- Cause. are now making towards the
S{!at of God, rejoice ill YOftr dccas and . fulfilment ot the Plan which must
glory in ~)'oltr f1cllic'l'rnlents.·'-The lIS her in the golden age ot the Cause
Bab's parting words to Letters of the is no less meritorious in this :::;trenuLiving.
(_The Dawn-Breakers. page.: DlIS period of its history."
\Vhen read at the Convention, these
92-94_)
woreis evoked in every delegate anti
lJeliever present a deeper understandA LETTER FROM THE
ing of the yital importancc of the
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
Plan of Unified _-\ction. adopted in
ASSEMBLY
order to complete the external decoration of the Temple. Since, as our
The Baha'IS of the United States
Guardian has affirmed. the completion
and Canada. through the Spiritual
of the Tf'lllple is the condition laid
Assemblies.
down bv Divine \\Tisdom for the
Beloved friends:
The ~ational Ass(:t1lbly dected l,v "golden "age'· of the Cause of Bahathe recent Convention ha~s sought, by 'l1'lhih. nothing must preyent us from
consultation and by prayer, those making. collectively, the contribution
sources of Guidance ...vhich alone can of $150,000 needed for the first unit
make its services to Shoghi Effendi of external decoration by June. 1933.
It was ill the form of a 1111ited,
and to the belicvers tr11l . . etTective at
heart-fdt pledge that the COiFention
this crucial time.
This coming .Dah[l'i year. for every responcied by sending Shoghi Effendi
American believer. ,viII he one of pro- this message: ·'Profoundly impressed
found significanec_
Little by little America·s Di"itle de:;tiny. Con:-;cious
we will be able to l1ncierstanrl the our incapacity for heroic task. \\'ill
Providential forces which inspired the unitedly pres.":' forward under GuardiGuardian to give us his translation, an's invincible leadership in fulfilment
and his discerning editorship] of N a- Plan ushering in golden age of the
Cause of Bahit'u'lhlh.'·
bil~s Narrative, and immediately after

JUNE, 1932
·-\\·,lUld to (;0<1:' Shoghi Effendi
writes in conclucting his message oi
-'larch 21. '·that by the end of the
spring of the year 1~33 the multitudes
who. from the remote corners of the
globe, will throng the grounds of the
Great Fair to be held in the neighborhood of that hallowed shrine may, as
a result of your sustained spirit of
self -sacrifice, be privileged to gaze on
the arrayed splendour of its dome-a
dome that shall stand as a flaming beacon and a symbol of hope amidst the
gloom of a despairing world."
It is the essence of faith to recognize that with a call from on high there
come::.;. simultaneously, the kindling
flame which, entering the hearts of the
believers. inspires the superhuman
power to give the call effect. That call
from on high has reached the hearts
of _-\merican Baha'is-may we be
among the faithful who. by sel f-sacrifice, can contribute to th~ -full success
of the Temple Plan!
Sacrifice and Concentration (If Effort

The fi r s t enciea vor 0 f the N atl anal
.-\ssembly has been to find ways and
111eans by \""hich the combined efforts
uf the b~lic ...·ers. fed from the "hidden
springs of celestial strength," can
lllove forward steadily toward the
mighty goal.
~ ot only sacrifice, but concentration
of effort, i, needed throughout the
coming y'ear in greater measure than
ever before.
The Assembly urges
each American believer, anxious to respond to the Guardian's plea, to acquaint himself with the details of the
Plan and as~ocjate himself wholeheartf"dly with its progressive unfoldment.
In order to hend every energy of the
Cause in America to the one ~upreme
task. the ~ati()nal Assembly takes this
first opportunity to explain its general
aims and mf'thods.
Baha'I News

The monthly and also special num·
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Lers of Baha'i }"/e'u's recently published have matte a great adYanC'e ill
the direction" of ShUgtli Effendi's expressed hope that this publication shall
one dav become the to[t'!-1110st Bah~t'i
newspaPer in th'e world.
.N ot merely for economy but also in
order that under the special conditions
facing us at this time Baha'i XeU.'s
may do its part in maintaining continuous and llnmediate communication
between the .:\ational Assembly and
all the believers called upon to support
the Plan of L"nified Action. it has ueel1
decided to reduce its size to four pages
and have it edited and published from
the National Office. During this period
of sacrifice and concentration, Balui'i
.Ne1t's is to be conducted as the l\ational Assembly's bulletin, or l11onthh'
letter, to the iriends, We hope thit
the result 0 f success in COI11 pleti ng the
Plan will be, in the near. luture, to
provide far larger facilities for the
extension both of Ralui'i ~\'e'ws ant!
The Baha'i Atagazine than either publicatiun has been granted so far.

Montbly Report,
The 1\'ational Assembly requests
each Local Spiritual Assembly to make
a monthly report or its activities in the
\·arious fields of Baha'i effort: Teaching, Inter-Racial Amity, I\ational
Fund, etc. These reports will have a
n\-ofold value~tirst, in permitting
ea1.:h Local Assembly to grow in rc~ponsibility and administrative capacity by more careful study of its affairs
and more efficient planning 01 all local
activities; and second, by enabling the
Sational Assembly to become better
acquainted with the progress of the
Cause in Amltrica as a whole. These
reports may deal frankly with problems and difficulties as well as with
constructive service and accomplishment. In our Cause, many ohstacles
vanish when sincerely and hmnbl)"
faced.
Assemblies in the Pacific States are
instructed to send their monthly reports toM r. Leroy Ioas, 640 46th
Avenue, San Francisco; Assemhlie~ in
the Central States should sene! them
to )'Ir, Carl Scheffler, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Illinois; and Assemblies in the Eastern States to ~Ir.
Siegfriee! Schopftocher. 1102 Uni~
versity Street, ~I(ontreal. Quebec.
Through these channels the reports
will be transmitted to the ~ational Assembly,
1\10nthly reports are also requested
from each Committee of the National
Assemblv. These are to be sent to the
Secretary, Evergreen Cabin, \Vest
Englewood. New Jersey, To meet the

new conditions 01 the world. and dteet every pussible ecunomy of effort
and monev, National Committees arc
urged to plan their work so as to build
Bana'j activity upon the substantial
fouridation of the Local Assemblies.
The J\'ational Assembly, and its Committees, will seek to avoid 1mnecessarv
and complicated anangements nO't
part of the permanent. administrative
body of the Cause. To assist in releaslllg the tremendous spiritual force~
latent in all local .Baha·i communities.
is and must be our highest aim. A~
the Guardian pointed out many years
ago, au.thority is vested in the National Assembly, p01.t!er in the Local
Assembly.
Obviously, such institutions as uur three Baha'i Summer
Schools do nut fall within the range
of this general principle.
Since the new plan for Bah/f'i b Tev')S
will not pemlit the National Assembly
to publish all news of interest and importance, Local Assemblies are urged
to issue Inter-Assembly letters conveying details of the activities and services of a local character rendered by
members of their communities.

Tbe Supreme Objective
Tu finish the Temple dome before
the opening of the Chicagu Exposition,
contributiuns to the National Fund
will be required in the amount of
$150,000. plus the annual buuget, ap~
pruximately $25,300 for activities administered by the National Assembly.
approximately $10,000 for Temple
operation administered by the Temple
Trustees. and approximately $2,500
f or Green Acre operation administered by the Green Acre Tnlstees, a
total of $187,300,
\Ve need not be dismayeu by this
sef>mingly impossible sum.
The item of $150,000 for Temple
construction .has been analyzed as follows:
Cost of molds, , , ' , , , , , ' . '. $30,000
Decoration of the nine ribs.. 72,(){X}
Decoration 0/ fhe nine dome
48,000
sectimls
Total , , , , , , ' , . , ' , , ' , ,$150,000
Under this analysis the cost of each
of the ribs is $8.000. Each donle section consists of three strips, cast and
applied separately, making twentyse·ven units of external rit:coration, the
cost of each being one-twenty-seventh
of $48,000, or $1.777.77 ~j7,
Thus, as soon as the molds are prepared. which rfXluires $30,000, the ac~
tual external decoration can proceed at
the rate of less than $1,800 per unit
ltntil the nine sections are C";tst and
applied. after which the nine ribs will

be made at the cost of $8,CXJO each.
$IO,OOD has alreadv been maue available to\'vard the cost of the molds.
V"lote. All the molds made rur this
first Temple in the \Vltst can be used
for other similar Baha'i Houses of
V/orship in the future.)
Assuming 1,800 contributing believers. it folluws that donations averaging only $1.00 each (over and abO\'e
tht current yearly budget) will produce one of the t\'venty-seven strips.
By considering the matter in this light,
the Temple construction resolves itself
into the wholly spiritual problem of
maintaining ulls,,,,"'ervinK. cunscious and
loving devotion among all the believers
ior the supreme objective established
by the Guardian for this present
Baha'i year.

of the Persia.1I
Martyrs"
Jn terming the American lJelievers
the "spiritual descendents" of those
whose complete sacrifice of self revealed the power of the Cause of God
in the land of its birth, the Guardian
has described the greatness and also
the true character of our task. "Ve,
too, must sacrifice self in the path.
In the ordering of our daily lives 50
that every penny of surplus funds may
be transmuted bv consecration to
Baha'i use; in th~ rending of those
veils of personality which separate the
workers in each local community and
prevent the outpouring of the Light of
Truth and the Fire of Love; in raising our hearts to the plane of prayer
and our minds to the degree of meditation; in constant, unremitting study
of the creative Word; in the faithful
performance of every Baha'i duty assigned us by our co-workers and en·
thusiastic association with our fellowbelievers at Nineteen-Day Feasts, Anniversaries and other meetings----thus.
and thus alone may we arise to the
heights of the privilege foreseen for
us collectively by Shoghi Effendi. the
inspired .Mouthpiece on earth of the
celesti al powers.
This communication is long and detailed. The members of the !'rational
Assembly can only ask for your loving
consideration of the needs of this tremenelous hour which have made full
explanatiun imperative.
Faithfully yuur co~workers,
The Kational Spiritual Assembly,
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
ffSpiritual Descendents

(. f.·ear Hot the threats of the wicked.
Hf!ither be disJnayed by the clamour of
the tmgodl.v. Eacfr one of J-'OU has his
a.ppointed hour, and 'lflhen that time is
come, ·neither fire assaults of your
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enemy nor the

eudea1.'OUYS

of

\'our

friends ,-l,ill be able either to' retard
or ad'l.'ance t/rat hour. If tire por~'ers
of the earth lrague thewsel'l'cs against
'You~ flu!), 'il'ifl be p01.i:.!rrless, ere that
hour strikes, to lessefl b).' one jot or
tittle the spa" af your life."-QuddilS
to his companions. (The Da,,,,,"n-Breakers, page 392.)
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
"Shoghi Effendi feels that the real
purpose of these Summer Schools is
to deepen the knowledge of the friends.
Lectures are very essential [or they

give a ' .... onderful picture of the subject matter. But it is not sufficient to
have a picture; the friends should
deepen their knowledge and this can be
achieved if, together with the lectures.
there are study classes and seminar
work carried on by the same lecturer.
The world is undoubtedly facing a
great crisis and the social, economic
and political conditions are becoming
daily more complex.
Should the
friends desire to take the lead in informing the world, they should start
by educating themselves and understand what the troubles and problems
really are which baffle the minds of
men. It is in these Summer Schools
that this training should be provided
for the friends."
(Shoghi Effendi.
through his secretary, to ~Ir. John
Bosch.)
1. Green. Acre

Green Acre will be open from July
first until alter Labor Day. The efficient and devoted services of Mrs.
Flora Valentine have been secured
again this year.
Room and board at the Inn and adjacent cottages may be obtained at
prices ranging from $15 to $23 per
week for single room with board, and
from $15 to $20 per week for double
room and' board. By the middle of
.T uly the Tea House will be opened
and tea and light refreshments served
a Ja carte. Rooms at the lnn and cottages can only be obtained at the rate
which includes the price of meals.
Guests taking rooms at Fellm'l,iship
House may board at the Inn for $12
per week, or $1.85 per day, Sundays

$2.00.
Inquiries concerning rooms at Fellowship House, including lodging in
the dormitory. and concerning camp
sites and facilities for a community
kitchen. should be directed to ~Iiss
Agnes O'Neill. Vice-Chairman. Green
Acre Properties Committee, Eliot.
Maine.

Green Acre imposes no distinctiun
of race, class or creed.
Dr. and "\lrs. Glenn Shuok annonnce
that their home win be open to several girls at $7 per week, or $1 per
day per person. for room and board.
Inquiries should be addressed to )'lr5.
Glenn Shook, N' orton, 11ass., to Tune
20, and after that date, Eliot, 1Iai;le.
The Baha'i Summer School to be
conducted at Green Acre hv the Faculty appointed by the :\fational Assembly (Dr, Glenn Shook, Chairman,
Dr. Genevieve Coy, ,,\1 rs. "\Iay :Max''IreH, :J.fr. Louis Gregory, and 1Irs.
:Uary Coristine, Vice-Chairman) will
include the
following interesting
courses-a detailed announcement ...".-ill
be made next month:-

3
s~oken within the Domo. and an hourly lesson in Esperanto will be given
iree each day. On :\larch 14, 1932,
Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary,
wrotc the following letter to Mr. Win,
throp Lee, one of the officers of Esperanto Informo: "The Baha'is han~
always considered with deep interest
and esteem the wonderful work the Esperantists are achieving in putting into
pl-actise one of the foremost principles
of their Faith. ~IanY of their numbers have been encouraged to study that
language and participate in promoting
its many interests. Thev would theref ore be~ very \'\iilling to cooperate with
vou in matters that are of mutual interest. . . . May God hasten the day
when you r hopes as well as ours wi 11
be realized."

1. Early History of the Bahi·i
2. Geyserville, California
Cause in Persia (From The
Dawn-Breakers) .
(Preliminary Announcement)
2. The New \\·orld Order: Thc
The sixth annual season of the BaEconomic Question; IIuman ha'i Summer School at Geyserville,
Relations.
California, will open with the Unit),
3. The l'\ew World Order: Cniver, Feast at n()on on Sunday, July 3, 1932,
sal Peace; Education for Peace. and continue for h",'o weeks to July
4. The "ew World Order: Aboli- 16th, inclusive. The school dates have
tion of Racial Prejudice; been set earlier this year so as not to
Progress Tm"rard Reconcilia- conflict with the meetings planned by
tion; Organizations Promoting the friends in Southern California for
Better Racial Relationships; the Olympic Games which start the end
Artistic Achievements of the of July.
The program and study courses of
Colored Race.
the school this year will center around
5. Baha 'j Economics.
6. Foundations of Religious Belief: '·The Goal of )lew World Order."
The daily program, therefore, will
The K ature of the Di vine
consist of hvo lectures followed by
~fanifestation; Soul, :1'lind and
seminars each morning, study and
Spirit.
7. Foundations of Religious Belief: round-table discussions on certain
The Evolution of the Spirit afternoons and public meetings on vaThrough the Kingdoms; Im- rious evenings. There will also be a
prepared course of instruction and
mortality.
recreation for the children under the
8. Psychological Principles for the supervision of a special committee.
Control of Personal it)' : The
The frien(ls are requested to bring
Remaking of the Personality.
any Baha'i and secular literature that
9. Teaching the Bahi'i Cause:
bears on the "ew World Ordcr and
Equipment of the Teacher; Baha'i Administration.
Varying ,,[ethods of Approach
The program is being prepared and
to People of Different Back- will be issued in the near future .
grounds.
On Sunuay, July 10th, an informal
Special Conferences: On Experi- teaching conference will be held, under
ences in Teaching the Cause; On Es- the direction of the ).,Tational Teaching
peranto Around the \\torId; Committee, to review the latest teachOn the ,Vorld We Want to ing work; inter-Assembly cooperation
Live In.
. and new methods of approach.
The hOllsing and eating arrangeOf special interest to Esperantists.
and to Hahit'ls wishing to study Es- ments will be the same as last vear.
peranto, is the announcement that one Excellent camping locations are ;vailof the cottages adjacent to the Inn has able.
It is very important for the friends
heen placed at the disposal of Esperanto Infonno. 50 Congress Street. and students wh() plan to attend the
Boston. I\.fass, This Esperanto organ- Sl1mmer School to notify Mrs, John
ization will conduct the cottage as an D. Bosch, Geyserville. just as soon as
"Espcranto-Domo" during the Green possible of their time of arrival and
Acre season. Only Esperanto will be length of stay.

a
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3. LcmlJl!len Ranch, Davison, Micb.

The Committee appointed by the )/ational Assembly consists of Mr. L. \V.
Eggleston, Mrs. Dorothy Baker and
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick. From
this Committee the following announcement has been received:The Summer School will hold its
second session at Louhelen Ranch.
Davison, l\I ichigan, July 30 to August 8.
Those attending the session last
summer were enthusiasti<: over it. The
confirmations of the Spirit were present in that harmony prevailed, the
Glad Tidings were spread, souls were
confirmed. In regard to it Ruhi Ainan wrote:
HTo achieve success in such manner
the first year is surely beyond what we
could expect. Shoghi Effendi hopes
that the friends will make the necessary preparation to do even more next
season.
Such gatherings will give
chance to friends from different localities to corn.t together and exchange
views on the different problems of the
Cause and also attract new souls to the
spirit and teachings of the Faith. Not
only will their knowledge oi the writings· deepen but also the unity of the
Cause will be strengthened and the
work of teaching be enhanced. It is
surely a wonderful service ]\Olr. and
Mrs. Eggleston have rendered to the
Cause. It is only God that can recompense them for it.
"Shoghi Effendi was very glad to
hear that so many souls were confirmed there. As we see the suffering around us, caused. by the prevailing financial crisis, we should redouble
our efiOlts in bringing the message of
comfort and peace to those desperate
souls, and add to our labors, that the
golden age promised by BaM'u'lIih
rnay dawn sooner."
ln Shoghi Effendi's own hand are
added these words:
"The account regarding your Baha'i summer school is most encouraging and augurs well for the future. I
wish you to persevere in your efforts
and extend its scope and influence. I
win especially pray for the success of
your devoted and continued efforts."
(Signed) Your true brother, Shoghi.
Striving to meet these desires and
suggestions of 'our Guardian, plans are
being made for intensive study of the
writings, induding Kabil's Narrative.
daily periods ior a deeper understanding of prayer and meditation, periods
of consultation on problems of teach~
ing, amity work, inter-Assembly acti\'ities, special study and consultation periods ior youth, a class in public speak-
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ing if desired, a s-eries of public talks sunk, in his estim,ation, to the state of
on The :-\ew Dav. Part of the after- a heap of bones to '/.I.ohich 0111)' the dogs
noons will be fr;e for rest. recreation of the earth could feel attracted.
and friendship. Campfires in the eve- IYouid that such compel/;"g evidene<>
ning invite friendly exchange of expe- of the spirit of renunciation were able
ri ences and in f onnal talks.
to open tke eyes of this perverse peoAmong the special teachers and ple, ami 10 stir in them Ihe desire to
guides we confidently expect :Mrs. follow in Ike steps of hit» who sko'wed
Gift, Miss Easterbrook, '\1r. Vail, anJ that spirit."~Vahid to his wife. (The
hope that Mrs. Greenleaf and Mr. Dawn-Breakers, page 473-474.)
Ober will be present. But all attending are cooperators. contributors: to
the spirit of unity and consultation.
THE DAWN-BREAKERS
The youth are already becoming enBelievers who read this issue of
thusiastic Over the possibilities of Lou- BAHA'i NEWS are urged to pay m~st
helen Ranch and there bids fair to be careful attention to the several exa good sized group. The Ranch is a cerpts chosen from "The Dawn-Breakfine place too for children and plans
b
h
ers," the Guardian's translation of the
are eing made to ave a play director early history of the BaM'i Faith. In
as last year.
Local Communities where a beginning
The life is that of one big family, has been made on the study of this
outdoors as much as possible. Accord- miraculous book, the friends are stirred
ing to weather and inclination, one by the profound realization that in this
can swim, ride horseback, hike, stroll work they have received a source of
or lounge during the leisure time.
new and precious spiritual inspiration.
Every effort is made to keep th~
Once more we quote the cablegram
expense as low as possible. From $9 sent by Shoghi Effendi to the National
to $12 covers room and two meals for :. Assembly on November 2, 1931:
nine days. Dinners may be obtained \"Urge all English speaking believers
at Davison, nearby. There arc accom- concentrate (on) study (of) Nabil's
modations for some in the farm house, Immortal Narrative as essential prewhere are also the !i"'ving and dining liminary to renewen intensive Teaching
rooms, and many small lodging com- campaign necessitated by completion
partments in Pullman Lodge and other (of) Mashriqu'I-Adhkir.
Strongly
buildings. There are one or two oor- feel widespread use of its varied, I'ich
mitories for men and boys.
and authentic material constitutes most
Louhelen Ranch is situated on Route effective weapon to meet challenge of
15, three miles south of Davison. It is a critical hour."
nine or ten miles southeast of Flint.
The first of the numbered, special
Persons arriving by train will be met edition of 150 volumes containing the
at Flint if notification is given in ad- Guardian's autograph has be~n sent to
vance. Communications should be ad- Shoghi Effendi inscribed with the love
dressed to Mrs. L. "V. Eggleston, 2D! of the American Baha'is. The PublishEast Kirhy Street. Detroit, Ivlichigan ing Committee,' through :Mrs. ~'larion
and requests for reservations should Little, Secretary, has received a ca.blebe made as early as possible.
gram from Shoghi Effendi expressing
Louhelen Ranch offers a real oppor- his gratitude and high appreciation of
tunity for growth in spiritual friend- the excellence of the printing.
ship and heart unity among the bclievA sample copy has been sent by the
ers of the Central States. ]\{ay we all Publishing Committee to each Assemunite to l'extend its scope and influence."
bly Librarian, that the friends may inspect the book and come to realize its
vital importance.' Local Assemblies
"The palatial residence I have built may obtain copies on consignment, and
have full right to allow members of
1(II~th the sale intention that it should
be' e'ventua/l)} demolished in the path their communities to purchase the book
of the Cause, and the s.ta-tely furnish- by instalment payments, payable to the
ings 7J.'ith 'u.:hiclr I JUl'PC adorned it Iwve local Librarian. The standard edition
been purchased in the hope t/wt one- sells for $7.50; the autograph edition
day I shall be able to sacrifice them for for $35.00
the sake of my Beloved. Then will
On account of the high cost of this
friend and foe alike realise thai he who work, and the importance of meeting
Q'Wned this house U'aS endowed 'lvith so the cost without calling upon the Nagreat and priceless a heritage that an tional Assembly for an appropriation.
earthly ,.~umsion~ hO'Wever sumptuously the Puhlishing Committee does not aladorned and magnificently equipped, low Librarians the usuaJ discount in
had llO 'It!Orth in his eyes; that it had remitting for this book.
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o SON OF SPIRIT!
My first counsel is this: Possess a
pure, kindly and radumt heart, that
thine UUl)' be a sO'llcrcignty andeut, imperishable and everlasting.
A CABLEGRAM FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
·'As.sembly's momentous decision
fraught with incalculable consequences,
worldwide benefits.
Greatest Holy
Leaf filled with delight. Both devoutly praying (for) unrelaxing determination (to) consummate heroic enterprise. Abiding gratitude."
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, June 10, 1932.
LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
The Baha'is of the
United States and Canada.
Beloved friends:
The Guardian's cabled message,
quoted above, clearly indicates the importance which Shughi Effendi attach·
es to an action taken by the Temple
Trustees since the June number of Bahili 1V CiVS was issueu.
This action consisted in the decision
to make an immediate beginning of
construction work on the Temple dome
unit-the goal of our collective effort
this year-rather than to await until
the entire sum of $150,000 had been
raised.
The Trustees had on hand a Temple
Construction Fund of $10,000. They
were informed of the urgent need to
have the work begun at once, as otherwise the time required on construction
would make it impossible to complete
the dome by the date, June 1, 1933,
fixed by the Guardian. The Trustees
were also informed that it would be
possible to make a contract under the
tenns' of which the construction might
proceed as rapidly as permitted by
funds in hand, without assuming liability for any amount aside from whatever definite appropriations are voterl
from time to time.

JULY, 1932

"Feel impelled appeal entire
body American believers (to)
henceforth regard :-Iabil's soulstirring )larrative as essential adjunct to reconstructed Teaching
program, as unchalleangeable
textbook
In
their
Summer
Schools, as source of inspiration
in all literary (and )artistic pursuits, as an invaluable companion in times of leisure, as indispensable preliminary to future
pilgrimage (to) Baha'u'Jlih's native land, and as unfailing instrument to allay distress and resist
attacks of critical. disillusioned
humanity."
(Cablegram signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, June 21, 1932.

Such a contract, there{ ure, has been
made.
The contractor is fohn }.
Earley of Washington, D. t. )'[r.
Earley has perfected a process which
the late Louis G. Bourgeois, Temple
architect, considered by far the best
for the carrying out of his unique
plan of external decoration.
1\1r.
Earlev, furthermore. has been recommended by h",'o different committees
appointed to investigate the matter of
material adapted to the external decoration of the BahiL'i House of \;VOfship. The model prepared by Mr.
Earley a few years ago and since then
exposed to the weather on the Temple
grounds. has perfectly met the test.
'J.foreover, specific requests made to
other finns for an estimate of cost
have urought no satisfactory result,
The believers may have full confidence that in ~fr. Earlev we have a
creative genius and an ~ experienced,
conscientious craftsman whose skill
and whose enthusiasm fit him ideallv
for the task of producing a materi~l
embodiment of l\-tr. Bourgeois' marvelous and intricate design which will
reflect its heauty and endure for centuries to come,

The Research Service. Inc., which
supervised the building of the Temple
superstructure, have been appointed
the engineering representatives to su~
pervise the \vork for the Trustees, at
the special request of Mr. Earley.
Among the structures which have
already proved the quality of the
Earley process are: Church of the
Sacred Heart and Ambulatory of the
)'Ionastery, Washington, D. C. the
Parthenon, Nashville, Tenn" the Foun. tain of' Time, Chicago, and the great
Du Pont Conservatories, Wilmington,
Del.
The vital thing is that an important
step has already been taken to fulfil
the Guardian's ardent hopes respecting
(he completion of the Temple dome
unit (as made known to the believers
in Bah(/i .J.'~leu.·s for June) before the
opening of the Exposition at Olicago
next spring. The $10,000 already appropriated on the contract will make a
substantial heginning, but the members
of the National Assembly must rely
upon the power of the Faith, inspiring
the believers throughout the Cnited
States and Canada, to continue a steady
flow of contributions so that the mighty
task may proceed without interruption.
.
The progress of construction work,
iHustrated whenever possible by photographs, will be reported regularly to
the believers.
Imbued by steadfast faith, steeled by
true spiritual understanding, inspired
by Shoghi Effendi's Providential
leadership. and whole-heartedly unified
in an indomitable effort to play our
part at this time of worldwide confusion, may the American believers
give evidence. as it has been given by
the Persian believers before us, that
the Baha'i Faith offers the sole source
of regeneration and order in this Day
of God I
Do we feel the lack of capacity; are
we inclined to the attitude that inaction at least has the merit of real humilitv?
But the Guardian-in a
cahte~gram appearing in this same issue'
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of Bahf.fi N erlls-a:::;serts that if we

turn to the Nabil Narrative we shaH
find a source of p·ower greater than
ourselves.
Ten years have passed since the
Guardian e"'oked the station of maturity among the believers. Surely
now at last we can put behind us the
doubts and troubles and hesitations of
spiritual childhood, and concentrate
calmly and firmly upon our constructive task.
Faithfully your co-workers,
The National Spiritual Assembly,
HORACE HOLLEY,

Secretary.

NATIONAL COMMITTEES
Requests to accept committee appointments have been sent to the believers named in the following lists.
The National Assembly hopes that·
each of these believers win recall the
Guardian's advice about not refusing
the results of Baha'i elections and appointments, and en?eavor to render
active service, despIte any obstaclt:::s
that may confront him or her at thiS
time.
Teaching Corwmittee: Leroy loas,
Chairman, Charlotte Linfoot, Secretary. Regional m.embers for the Pacific States-Prot. Forsythe Ward,
Ella G. Cooper, George Latimer, Robert Thei ss, C. G. Nordquist. Blshop
Brown Vice-Chairman, Ruth RandallBrown: Secretary (executive me~bers
for the Eastern division). ReglOnal
member for Ohio and Pennsylvama.
Dale S. Cole. Regional members for
the Central States-the members of
the Temple Program Commi ttee. Regional member for New England, Florence R. "Morton, Regional member
for Washington, D. c., Baltimore and
Philadelphia, Stanwood Cobb. Reg lOn al members for Eastern Canada-May
Maxwell, Rosemary Gillies. Regional
member for metropolitan New ~ork
City area, Helen Campbell. ReglO~al
member for New York State outstde
the metropolitan district, R. C. Collison.
Inter-Racial A mit'\-, Committee: Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman, Louis G.
Gregory, Secretary, Mrs .. Witt, Dr.
Bagdadi, :>Ofabelle L DaylS, Coralle
Cook, Mrs. Shelley :>I. Parker, Dorothy Richardson, Mrs. Edwin Horne.
Temple Program Committee: Carl
Scheffler, Chairman. Mrs. Bartholomew, Secretary, \Villis Hil~rt. Sara
Walrath, Mrs. Albert Matthlsen, Mrs.
Shelley N. Parker, Dr. Edris RiceWray: :>010nroe loa" );[rs. Ullrich.
Study Outli>!es: Mary Collison,
Marguerite McKay.

Training and TeachiHg Children:
Mrs. J. W. Gift, Chairman, Miss
Charlotte Linfoot, Secretar),. (Other
members to be appointed.)
Free Literatu.re: George Latimer,
Chainnan. Louise Caswell, Helen
Bishop.
Publishing Committee: Horace HoItey, Chairman. l\'Iarion Little, Secretary, Roy C. Wilhelm. Marie B.
Moore. Bertha Herklotz, Clara B.
Wood.
Ba/un AI agazine-Editorial: Editors-Stanwood Cobb, Mariam Haney,
Mrs. John Kirkpatrick. Contributing
Editors-Lerov loas, Willis Hilpert.
:>Olav :\-!axwell: Doris McKay, Loulie
A. '''Iathews, Alired E. Lunt. S),lvia
Paine.
Ralui'i Afagaziue-Business A-falla,ryer: Margaret McDaniel.
Baha'i IVeu's Sen-ice: ":'illard ~lc
Kay, Chariman, Doris IVlcKay. Sec.retary. Alice A. Parker. Consultmg
members-Allen R. l\1ic Damel, Horace
Holley.
Re'vieuring C Ofttm;ttee: Doris Holley, Chairman ::\lIarie B. ~Ioore., Dr.
Genevieve Coy.
Editori<II Committee.' Dr. Genevieve Coy, Chairman. D,.Iarie B. ~vloore,
Horace Holley.
Editing Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha:
Corinne True, Chairman. (Other members to be appointed .)
Archi1/cs Comwttee: Albert R.
\~!indust, Chairman. Gertrude Buikema, Secretary. -:\of a y Scheffler,
Green Acre Facultv: Glen A. Shook,
Chairman. Marv S.- Coristine, ViceChairman, Dr. -Genevieve Co)" May
Maxwell. Louis G. Gregory.
BahlYi Summer School at Geyser"ille: John D. Bosch. Chairma~,
George Latimer. Leroy Ioas, Ameha
Co 11 ins, Ella G. Cooper.
BaM'! SumJ)lcr School at Louhele"
Ranch: L \'1. Eggleston. Dorothy
Baker. :\Irs. John Kirkpatrick.
Editorial C o-mmittee. The Balta';
World (Volwne V): Horace Holley,
Chairman, Nellie S. French, Secretary,
Albert R. Windust, \Vanden LaFarge.
Marion Holley. Bahiyyih Lindstrom.
Connmttee on Baha'i Jfusic: Louise
D. Wright. Chairman, Mrs. Albert
~fatthisen. Secretar"... Albert R. \Vindust. Edith Inglis: );[argeret Klebs.
Ruth Lunt.
Sales Com·miftee." George Spendlove.
Chairman, R. Y. :>O'lottahadeh, Ali :>Of.
Yazdi.
Legal C01mn,ittee." Horace Holley,
Chairman. Allen R. );[cDaniel, Louis
G. Gregory. Siegfried Schopflocher,
C. G. Nordquist.
Acc01mta"t: Albert M atthi sen.
j

Economics Cm-nurittr;c."

To be ap-

pointed.

o SON OF SPlRIT!
The best belO'l/ed of all things in 1>1y
sl:ght is Justice: tt4rn llOt away therefrom- if thou desirest lHe, mid neglect
it nol that I may confide ill thee. By
its aid thou shalt see with thine own
eyes and not through the eyes of others, and shalt know of thi.ne own

kt/a'wledge lI>!d nof through the know/edge of I hy >!e igh btYr. Ponder this in
Ihy hearl; how if behove!h thee 10 be.
Verily justice is lU Y gift to thee and
the sigll of My loving-kindness. Sel it
tlre~l before thine eyes.
NATIONAL TEACHING
To the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada:
Beloved Friends:
In appointing the National Teaching
Committee this year, the National Assembly has sought, by consultation
with officers of this Committee and by
consideration
of
recommendations
made by officers 0 f the previous Teaching Committee, to adopt a general poliey and attitude conforming to the
special needs of this time.
The Teaching Committee, through
its 'Vestern and Eastern executive
members, takes this opportunity to convey to the Local Spiritual Assemblies
and to the body of American believers
its understanding of the aims and
methods to be embodied in the National
Teaching program during the present
Baha'i year.
The Committee feels profoundly the
immensity of our mutual responsibility,
as American believers, to present the
Baha'i Faith as the sole solution of the
dire conditions threatening the collapse
of civilization throughout the world.
The time surely has come to give to
humanity in greater and purer measure the constructive principles and regenerating spirit revealed by Bah;i'u'ltah, 1'\0 longer can we be passive and
silent in t~e face of the progressive
disintegration of human hopes, for
knowledge of the path to God is identical with the most active and selfsacrificing efforts to summon others
to that path.
The completion of the physical
structure of the Temple, and the publication of the Guardian's translation
of The Da'Y,'Il-Breakers. combine as
evidences that a new and mighty wave
of spiritual power has arisen to reinforce the efforts of every faithful believer.
The hearts of the friends, we are /
assured, are stirred to the depths by
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the consciousness of the divine task we
are called upon to do. The only ques·
tion is agreement upon ways and
means, and true inner unity necessary
to attract the confirmation of the Hohr
Spirit.
.
The following outline of a K ational
Teaching Plan contains no essentially
new elements, but is rather the result
of enciea"'or to penetrate more deeply
into the realities of the Faith in relation to the needs of this crucially important year.
1. Let us regard every cunfirmed
believer as a teacher, sharing his or her
measure ot responsibility fur the triumph of the Cause. l' nlike the older
religions. we are not divided into a
clerical and lay hody. Even though
some souls have greater capacity and
experience than others in teaching,
nevertheless this does not create arbitrary distinction nor confer special
privilege. Our spiritual status is one
-all are servants, all have the same
rank as voting members of the Baha'i
community.
The hope is that this year more individuals will become acti~'lIe in the
teaching field. I'\one can hide hehind
the accomplishments -of others. The
same Power will confirm the efforts of
one as confirms the effort of another.
2.
The essential administrativt
unit is the Local Spiritual Assembly
and its community. The Cause mllst
go forward on the knowledg-e, loyalty
and unified action of the Local Assemblies. An important part of the work
of the Teaching Committee this year
is to assist Local Assemblies to become
more energetic and mOTe efficient in
promoting teaching plans \,\rhich will
include, if possible. every member of
their community. Baha'i teaching. unlike the work of formal churches, can
and must he done in hundreds of different ways, Every type of believer is
needed. As the Guardian has said.
the most useful suggestion might be
advanced by the humblest heliever.
The Teaching Committee hopes that
the subject of teaching will he discussed continuously in aU Local Communities, until each Assembly becomes
the focal center of a mighty ol1tfiowing
spiritual power,
Specifically. each Local Spiritual
Assembly is requested to undertake the
development of at least one new Baha'i
community in its locality, sending a
succession of teachers there until the
community is prepared to elect its ~wn
Assembly. The more work we do In a
new field, the better we can serve in
our own home communi tv. Let us
kindle the enthusiasm oi" all Baha'i
workers, and give free rein to initiative

BAHA'I MAGAZINE
SPecial Number
The July issue of Ba/uri M aga.zine is a special number, devoted
entirelv to a ~tudv in Baha'i
Econo~llics and Socialization entitled "The Su-prelHf'" Affliction"
by Alfred E. Lunt.
It is hoped that each American
believer will make a careful stud".of this important article. that It
will be discussed in the Summer
Schools and local Teaching
Classes, and that ).l ational Committees and Local Spiritual Assemblies will secure extra copies
to give to non-Baha'is.
The prevailing economic difficulty should enable the friends to
make fruitful use of this special
number of Bului'i .Ata.qaziue.
Single copies, 25c. Ten copies.
$2.00. Order from The Bahrn
Magazin,. 1112 Shoreham Build·
ing. Washington, D. C.

in sen'ing the Cause,
3, To achieve complete success.
every teacher should \'!,;ark directly under the supendsion and recognition of
his or her Spiritual Assembly. A
teacher traveling to another ci ty, VI' here
an Assembly exists, is to shvt' under
that Assembly while in its sphere of
jurisdiction.
4. \\,ith increased individual servict', more Assembly effort and the expansion of the Cause into new localities. the need of mutual assistance in
providing teachers and planning follow-up ,,,'ork will tend to bring neighboring Assemblies into active- cooperation.
\\"here conditions justify it, inttrAssembly conferences can be held at
intervals. the result of \'"rhich will be
to stimulate new ideas, increase enthusiasm ann energy and lead to more
openings for believers hitherto inactive,
In some localities. inter-Assembly conferences have bc·en the greatest factor
in developing teaching activity. These
conferences, however, are not a direct
part of Baha'i administration, and
should be regarded as having consultative value but not special authority.
S. A new Kational Committee has
been appointed to perfect ways and
means for the education and training
of children. \Vhen this Committee reports, Local Assemblies will be hetter
fitted to discharge their responsibility
toward children.
6. With means lacking to meet the
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expenses of large public meetings, and
for any considerahle travel on the part
uf teachers, the right use of Rahi'i literature seems of vital importance.
9ther COUlmittees are at work studymg the field of free literature, and this
subject will be referred to more adequately at a later elate.
i. Most essential of all is the holding of local StUdy Classes that the believers themselves may b~come better
grounded in the Teachings, and that
those attracted by lectures and addresses may have opportunity for continuous progress until they become fully
confirmed. The vital importance of
"The Dawn-Breakers" as a textbook is
emphasized in the Guardian's cablegram of June 21, puhlished elsewhere
in this issue.
.8. Each Assembly, and every incjiVIdual believer, should keep in dose
and constant communication with the
National Teaching Committee in the
development of new communities. The
National Assem bly has voted that before any communtiy is accepted as having a Spiritual Assembly, the recommendation of the ~ational Teaching
Committee will be secured that the
new group is prepared for service in
the Cause.
9. In order to carryon its work
more effectively, the Teaching Committee has been organized with an
Eastern and a \Vestern branch, with
regional members covering all parts of
the co untrv.
The duties of the regional members
will consist particularly in visiting L0cal Assemblies, encouraging the extension of teaching work, and serve the
aims described above by maintaining
constant contact with Assemblies and
groups in their respective regions.
They will also initiate inter-Assembly
conferences and assi~t in their Sll(CeSS,
In conclusion, we express the heartfelt hope that this year, as never -before, all believers will become conscious that their Baha'i life depends
upon acti'lle s(!rl!ic{' as celts in the new
spiritual organism, and that as the result of deeper consciousness and greater devotion. the Guardian's wishes for
the Temple may be completely realized.
Yours faithfully.
National Teaching Committee,
By: LEROY C. IOAS, Chairman,
Bishop Brown, Vice-Chainnan,

o SON

OF MAN!
V dIed in AI.\' immemorial being and
in th{' ancirnt eternity of At)! essence,
f ~"e", M)' 1m', for thee: therefore [
created thee, hWl-'e ellgra:l/ed on thee

Aline l~nwge and reveal{'d to thee My
heauty.
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LETTERS FROM HAlF A
The National Assembly is grateful
to the Assemblies and individual believers who from time to time share the
contents of letters received from
Shoghi Effendi. Excerpts from such
letters recently received are here published for the inspiration and guidance
of our co-workers.
"Public speaking is undoubtedly very
important fur a person who desires to
teach, but this should be learned in
schools and classes especially arranged
for such training. \·Ve should not permit an inferior presentation of the
Cause to the public for the sole reason
that we desire to learn to do it better
in the future. The youth should be
encouraged to train themselves in public speaking while they are still pursuing their studies in schools or colleges.
"It is surely very necessary that the
friends should keep in touch with the
modern social movements, but their
main objective should be to draw more
people to the spirit and teachings of
the Cause. They should learn from
the experience of others and not permit themselves to go (off) at a tangent, and finally be so absorbed in
other movements as to forget the
Cause of God." (To Mrs. Harding,
Urbana, through Ruhi A fnan.
Received December 25. 1931).
uYou mentioned in one of your letters that some of the old believers who
for many years had kept away are now
coming back and attending the meetings. How wonderful it would be if
all such persons, together with all those
who met the :Master and whose Ii fe
was changed through His influence
would come along and help us in
spreading these divine teachings! Perbaps the friends should take the initiative and make their meetings so inspiring and their activities so interesting and far-reaching in importance
that they would of their Own accord
come forward and lend us their help."
(To Roy C. Wilhelm, West Englewood, through Ruhi Afnan, March 9,
1932.)
"Every now and then we hear that a
new Assembly has been formed and
that more people are being attracted to
the Cause, but there is still much to be
desired. As you mention in your letter the Cause needs some more people
who are able to shoulder its responsibilities and extend real help in promoting its many interests, both spiritua1 and material. These people whom
we are so eagerly awaiting to appear
will not, however, come of their own
accord. They have to be brought in.
lt is for us
become active and real-

to

Iy spread the :\lessage." (To Allen B.
:\lcDaniel, Washington, D. c., through
Ruhi Ainan. April 4, 1932.)
"Another essential thing is that
those who do embrace the Faith
should be constantly urged to study
the literature of the Cause. It is
110t sufficient that our numbers should
increase, we want people whose faith
stands on a rock no trial can mo\'e.
\Ve want people who in turn arise and
carry the message to other people and
guide other souls.
"From everv corner of the earth
letters come to" Shoghi Effendi asking
for teachers, but he is far, far from
being able to answer all the demands.
The only way we can satisfy that need
is to have ,every Baha'i follow the
command of Raha'u'llflh and hecome
himself a teacher. And that task is
. not so very impossible; it only needs
a thorough knowledge of the teachings
and a burning desire to spread the
message." (To Spiritual Assembly 01
Fruitport. }'lr!'i. Frazer, Secretary,
through Ruhi Alnan, April 13, 1932.)
"As to teaching work in colleges antI
universities. this is very important, for
students as a whole are open-minded
and little influenced bv tradition. Thev
would easily enter the ~Cause if the subject is properly presented and their intellect ann sentiments property satisfied. This, however. should be attempted only by persons who have had
university training and are therefore
acquainted with the mind of the intelligent and educated youth.
"The movement surely needs educated
and devoted souls who will through
their deeds as well as pen promulgate
the teachings throughout the world."
(To Mrs. :\!abel Paine and Miss Syl,·ia Paine, Urbana, through Ruhi AInan, received in April, 1932.)
"A group that does not progress and
show signs of life will soon die out and
be f orgotten. We have to keep vi ri1 e
and remain active if we desire our
Cause to prosper and become an active
force in shaping the destiny of the
world. . . . You asked concerning
some plans whereuy funds could be
gathered for the Temple. Shoghi Effendi believes that the best and nablest
method is to have free donations that
are made spontaneously and with the
sense of making ~ome sacrifice in furthering the Cause. It is with sacrifice
that this Temple is to be huilt. This
is the truly worthy method. This principle therefore excludes any method
whereby the help of non-Baha'is is included." (To Kenosha Spiritual As,embly, through Ruhi Afnan, April 14.
1932. )

"He (Shoghi Effendi) was very
sorry to learn that you are passing
through difficult times, but such seems
to Le the fate of every single person
on the surface of the earth at the present time. \Vhen such a crisis sweeps.
over the world no person should hope
to remain intact. \Ve belong to an
organic unit and when one part of the
organism suffers all the rest of the
body will ft'eI its consequences. This
is in fact the reason why Baha'u'll;ib
calls our attention to the unity of mankind. But as Baha'is we should not
let such hardships weaken our hope in
the future. Read the last general letter of Shoghi Effendi ("The Golden
Age of the Cause of Bahi'u'llah") and
see the description of the future which
he has tried to put before our eyes~
We may be suffering at present but
that will soon cease and glorious days
will dawn.
"Tn all such matters as you mention
in your letter, Shoghi Effendi wishes
the friends to take the Assemblies into
their confidence and discuss it with
them. Being on the spot they can
judge better and take into consideration all the different aspects of the
problem. We should always trust the
Assemblies and go to them for advice.
Our dehts, however, should be considered as sacred and take precedence
over any other thing (i. e., payment
of debts comes before contributions to
the Cause) for upon this principle does
the foundation of our economic life
rest." (To a BaM'i family of Kenosha. through Ruhi Afnan, April 14,
1932. )
BAHA'I DIRECTORY
Each Local Assembly will be supplied with a Balun Directory for Inter-Assembly correspondence as soon
as the National Assembly receives the
Assembly.Enrollment forms which were
sent out in l\1Iay. Returns are awaited
from Buffalo, Eliot, Visalia, Racine
and Baltimore.
A CORRECTION
On page 2 of the special Convention
Issue of Bahcl'·i l\le1iJs, in the Convention Report under sub-heading "Feast
of Ridvan," where Mr. Windust refers to Sorne An.,f't'Cred Questions as
shedding light upon the station of the
Guardian, the reference should be to
page 67 and not 57 of that volume.

o SON OF MAN!
If thou i<west Me, turn away fro ...
thyself; and if thou seek est My pleasure, regard not thine mvn}· that thou
mayes! die in Me and I may elf!1'1UJlly
liz'e in thee.
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o SON OF SPIRIT'
There is no peace for thee save by
renouncing thyself a·nd turning unto
Me; fM it behove!h thee to glory in
My name, not in thine ern"'; to put thy
trust in Me and not in thyself, since I
desire to be loved alone and above all
thai is.

AUGUST, 1932
.'\merica the followers of Daha'u'llili
will share your extreme sorrow in loss
of one whose life exemplified the perfect believer. ),o[ay we faithfully walk
upon path lighted by her glorious
Faith and attain the goal she steadfastly upheld to East and West since
earliest days of divine Cause."
(Signed) l\ATJONAL ASSDIlBLY.
To iVlunirih Khanum. "Our profoundest grief and sorrow unites us
with each and every member of the
Holy Family in the hour of withdrawal of that supreme embodiment
of love."
(Signed)
AMERICAN

ing, for the American believers, of
the Guardian's statement that every
manner of religious festivity is to be
sllspended for nine months. The letters of inquiry already received will be
answered as soon as possibJe.
It is not within the capacity of the
::-.!atiunal Assembly to add any comment to our Guardian's message concerning the ascension of the Greatest
Holy Leaf. May each believer ponder this occurrence within his or her
own heart.

Shogbi Elfemli's Message
BAHA'IS.
To the ).J"ational Spiritual Assem"Greatest Holv Leaf's immortal
spirit winged its flight Great Beyond. blies in other lands. "Amet"ican beCountless lovers her saintly life in lievers draw nearer brothers and sisEast and \-Vest seir-ed with pangs of ters other lands in mutual grief ascenanguish. Plunged in utterable sorrow sion Greatest Holy Leaf." (Signed)
humanity shall erelong recognize its ir- NATIONAL ASSEMBLY. These replies
reparable loss. OUf beloverl. Faith, have since been received: "Loving
well nigh crushed by devastating blow sympatby great mutual loss." (Signed)
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's unexpected Ascen- )I SA, LONDON, ENGLAND. "Egyptian
sion, now laments passing (of) last believers lament grie\70usly great loss
remnant of Bahi'u'llan. its most ex- and reciprocate ooundless condolence,
alted member. Holy Family cruelly sincere devotion." (Signed) NATIOKAL
ALEXAKDRIA,
EGYPT.
divested (of) its must preciuus great :\SSEMBLY,
Adorning. I for my part bewail sud- ":'\'1ournful hearts believers ascension
den removal (of) my sole earthly sus- Greatest Holy Leaf implore blessings
taintr, the joy and solace of my life. 'ALha Kingdom." (Signed) ROUHANI,
Remains will reJXlse (in the) vicinity TEHERAN", PERSIA.
On July 18 a letter was sent to Lo(of the) Holy Shrines. So grievous a
bereavement necessitates suspension cal Assemblies and groups, quoting
for nine months throughout Baha'i the Guardian's tllessage and requesting
world every manner religious festivity. that 1\·1 emorial Gatherings be held on
Inform Local _'\ssemblies .and groups Sunday, July 24. \Vith that letter was
hold (in) hefitting manner memorial sent a copy of the communication adgatherings (to) extol a life so laden dressed to the Friends of the Lord and
(with) sacred experiences, so rich (in) the Hand-3.Iaids of the Merciful
imperishable memories. Adyjse hold- throughout the \Vest by Bahiyyih
ing additional Commemoration Service Khanum on ),ora rch 30. 1924.
The Temple Prugram Committee
of strictly devotional character (in the)
Auditorium (of the) 3.{ashriqu·I-Adh- has heen requested to prepare the Commemoration Service in the ~{ashriqt1'I
kitr." (Signed)
SnOGHI.
On that ~ame da" the Assemblv dis- Adhkar. K otice of this Service will
be sent to Local Assemblies and
patched cablegrams as follows:""'::'
groups.
Messages to Haifa and National
C p to the date of this writing, the
Assemblies Abroad
:-Jational Assembly has had no opporTo Shoghi Effendi. "Throughout tunity to consult upon the exact mean-

That the friends may draw near the
spirit of that exalted Baha'i soul who
has rejoined her Father Baha'u'llah,
let us consider anew some of the words
written us in 1924.
"Let us then, affectionate brothers
ana sisters, ponder for awhile upon
the underlying reason that had made
God's divine .Messengers prefer a life
of torture to one of ease, and those
hlessed martyrs, so many of them cut
off in the springtime and promise of
their youth, choose death with faces
radiant with joy. \Vhat did the Bab
sacrifice His promising youth fOf except Ollt of a hurning desire to have
mankind live in unity and peace; and
what was the spirit that animated those
bold and heroic martYfs but love and
adoration to a Cause they wished to
triumph?
What made Raha'u'llih.
Lorn and brought up in opulence, fling
away all earthly possessions and
choose upon Himself unspeakable
hardships and deprivation, save for an
earnest appeal tu the world at large
to turn their hatred for one another
into genuine love and to make a world
seething with blood a peaceful home
for God's children; and why did
'Ablin'l-Baha who could have chosen
a life of ease and comfort, prefer to
lead a crusade against the strongholds
of human hearts and make a direct
appeal to individuals as well as groups
that unless we love one another with
all our might and with all our heart

THE ASCENSION OF
BAHIYYlH KHANUM
On July 15 the National Assembly
received from the Guardian the following cablegram:-

Babiyyih Kbanum's Appetd
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we are -absolutely doomed. He carried
a crusade not with a s\'I,Iord of steel
hut with a sword of luve amI affection.
And jf we dare call ol1rselves Baha'is
it simply means that we have to fo!low in their wake. It means that we
must always have the puhlic weal in
mind and not give up ourselves wholly
to our inclinations and desires, and it
means that we must picture before us
the perseverance and self-sacrifice of
those early volunteers and make a
whole-hearted effort to be like unto
one of them; and it shall be only in
this way that we can safeguard this
great Cause of God.
"This in brief, is what our beloved

Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, is patiently
~d eagerly expecting from every
single one of us. This, he says, should
mark us from all other men and this
should differentiate us from those to
whom religion is something to believe
in and not to inspire to action . . . .
"Finding that the indiviJual letters
were too many to answer in person
and not wishing the progress of the
Cause to be hampered by the slightest
thing he sacrificed sending his personal messages of love and encouragement to the individual friends and he
expressed his heart-felt sentiments in
general letters to Assemblies and
countries. The organization of the
Assemblies was thus moving rapidly
forward, the Cause was heing spread
in every country and Shoghi Effe~di)s
heart the happiest for it all. Such
were the conditions when he received
to his utter astonishment letters that
he noted showed lack of love and unity
among the loved ones of 'Abdu·l-Bahi.
It grieved him very much to see some
of those whom the Master so dearly
loved, bear in feeling towards one another and through their lack of love
and unity and through denial to follow the advice of the.r Spiritual assemhlies relegate the whole standard
of the Cause to a mere philosophy of
life. Such news had great effect upon
his tender heart and it reflected upon
his physical health. Whereupon the
wish and desire of the f nends then
present in Haifa. and through mine
and the family's inSIstent appeal, he
consented to take a rest t!uring the
hot summer season.
"All the happy news that we had received from abroad and that \",:e had
forwarded to him so filled his blessed
heart again \',,rith encouragemc!lt and
joy that npon his return from hIS summer rest he resumed his work ·with
an astonishing zeal and activity. His
heart was joyftll and. in his evening
meetings with the friends l~e al~vays
shared the news he had reccIved tram
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abroad and through his encouraging
words he instilled such a fervor in
eyery single one pre::5cnt that they all
felt they . . ,,·ould fly a"... ay and share
in this noble task. Indeed his tove
ior those earnest workers had grown
so great that he had decided to make
an effort and append to the ans\ver of
each letter a short personal message
in his own handwriting.
"Again the unexpected took pla~c
ant! the nev'r"s reached from some center.' that the spirit which 'Abdu'l-Baha
::5aiJ should characterize every Baha'i
community does not prevail and that
many have belittled the guidance of
the different spiritual assemblies. His
heart was thus sorc and depressed and
he again decided to seek seclusion until the friends realized their great responsibilities and make an effort towartl real unitv. I and the members
of the holy fa~ily did all in our power
to give him the happy nc ......·s we had
received from some countries and \ve
hegged him to change his decision but
he said: f}'1y heart is very sensitive to
such things. Inasmuch as I am rejoiced when I he-ar of true love and
fellowship among my brothers and
sisters, in an equal measure if not more
I am grieved when I hear that such is
not the case. It is quite true that every
Baha'( heart swells with love and
adoration at the mention of the Bab.
Baha 'u'llilh or the Master's name, and
stands firm and true to the last Vi/ill
of 'Abdu'I-Bahi. and for that I am
vcry thankful to them, but you agree
with me that this alone cannot be the
emblem of this world Cause. There
should be love and sympathy among
the individuals of every group and
true affection for one another should
be the stamp for their hearts. Suppose a non-Baha't should ask us as to
what should denote a BaM', and to
differentiate him from even'uodv elsc.
and were wc to answer a hero-\vorship
and adoration to the Center of the
Cause that makf's a Baha'i willing to
give up his life and property, he would
he sure to answer vou that that alone
will not bring abOtlt the regeneration
of the world .. That alone will not wipe
out international hatred fostered for
ages past. and will not solve the economic plight he fore which the world
stands aghast today. And were \\Oe to
tell him that our religion proclaims
certain principles that no one can challenge or deny, we would be told that
principles alone arc no proof of it:-cfh"ct either, anti 110t until the Baha'is
first translate these principles into thei.t
O\...·n even'day life and live accordingto the standa~d ot the Caus(:' they proclaim, will they he qualified to inyite

the whole world tu come and follow
their tea,chings. It is when the Baha'is
prove their religion by no greater argu:rnent but actions and deeds that we are
sure to be promulgating the Cause and
that men win come and willingly join
our ranks.'
And when he said,
'.Many are carefully watching today
the life and behaviour of the Baha'is
and many are trying to estimate the
true value of the Bahi·i Movement
and the effect that it shall have in future through the ideas and self-sacrifice of its foHower5. The friends must
therefore be very careful to wipe out
of their ranks all feeling of hatred or
misunderstanding and to replace it by
genuine love. Just as discord among
the friends has deeply grieved me, in
every manner will their unity and harmony fill my heart with joy and win
over my life and strength to themselves. I shall now leave and when I
see that the conditions have changed
and that sincere affection is the reigning force in every Baha'i community,
1 shall at once return and cooperate
\vith them with my heart and soul.
Send this message to all my friends
abroad.'
After these touching remarks, two weeks ago* he again left
us to ourse! vcs.
")Jow hrothers and sisters remember
what our Master 'Abdu'l-Baha tells us
in His last Will. Let us recollect the
passage where He asks us not to do
anything that will depress and grieve
Shoghi Effendi or mar the shining
brightness and radiance of his heart,
but always to try to help him in raising
this lofty edifice of world-brotherhood.
J\'lay we not keep that always in our
memory and strive forward toward a
unity that shall not only win the heart
of every non-Baha'i, but shall to a
larger and larger measure gladden our
own and dear Guardian, l\.f y days are
numbered and my life is flying to a
close and yet I feel certain that those
uear ones abroad will accept this eager
and humble appeal, and will make me
cherish the hope that before I am
called away and ready to separate in
body from you, I can see genuine love
and unity prevail among those my
I\·laster so dearlv loved and I can witness with human eyes my Guardian's
he::J.rt overflow with joy. This is what
I beseech you and may it be fully
realized."
The Guardian's Renewed Appeal

The unfailing guidance of the
Guardian now once again points the
rath of true sen' icc in this cablegram
•

~Iarch.

1924.
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received July 21:-

"Entreat sorrow-stricken American
believers never allow consCIOusness
their agonizing loss (to) paralyze
(their) determination (to) prosecute
an enterprise on which (the) adored
Object (of) our mourning centered
her brightest hopes."
As the friends know, this refers to
the completion of the Temple.
LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
The Bahi'is of the
United States and Canada.
Beloved friends:
More than ten years ago, on January 21, 1922, the era oi Justice
dawned in the Cause with the Guardian's first message to his "dearly beJoved brethren and sisters in 'Abdu'lBaha,"
During this period of time, the believers in aU parts of the world haye
received loving instruction, tender exhortation and heart-felt warning COncerning the vital importance of a
Baha'i government which combines the
two essentials. of spirit and form, the
two factors of free initiative and discipline, the two divine principles of
love and justice, aud the threeiold elements of local~ )Jational and International jurisdiction_
The heart-felt warning, oft repeated.
indicated to us that adherence to this
government was, first, a test of the
purity of each individual soul, and second, a matter of establishing tbe only
perfect Baha'i unity capable of sur
viving the public calamities and social
upheavals plainly foretold for this
great Day of God.
Your associates and servants, the
members of the }lational Spiritual Assembly, believe that the time has come
when all American believers, without
exception, should appreciate the infinite
value of the Guardian's loving instruction' and understand the import of
the note of exhortation and warning
that sounds so dearly in his messages
to the Baha'i world.
Surely, a period of ten years is sufficient for us to learn and apply the
f.un damental principle of the Cause in
this new era-the principle of consultation which hrings together all ideas
and suggestions in a Local or ~ational
Baha'i community, and then establishes
a definite source for final decision in
the Spiritual Assembly.
It has become apparent to the N ational Assemblv that in many Local
communities th~ principle of iull and
frank consultation has not vet become
thoroughly developed. The National
Assembly has no pm...'er nor resources
4

that will enable it to perform the obligations laid upon Local communities
by the world order of Bahi'u'lh,h. The
National Assembly longs to see many
and impressive evidences that Local
Assemblies are arising to fulfil more
of their wonderful opportunities for
Baha'i service. Amid the threatening
perils that surround humanity todav,
there is dire need for Local Baha'i
communities fully conscious of their
high mission and endeavoring to realize
it with. every available resource of
prayltr, consultation, study and action_
Faithiully your CO-\'\o'orkers,
THE KATIONAL SPIRITL'AI- ASSEMRLY,

HORACE HOLLEY,

Secretary.

''The day whereon I [mOld Thy beImled One, a my God, and recognized
in Him the Jianifestatio-n of Tho:: eteyfUll Sfn"rit, I foresaw the 'Woes that I
should suffer for Thee_ Creat as ha've
been until tUJW my sorro'U)s, they can
never compare 'lvith the agonies that I
would willingly suffer in Thy tUl-mC.
How can this miserable life of tn-inc,
fhe loss of my wife and of my child,
compare v..'ith the blessiags which the
recognition of Thy j],f anitestation has
bestlr&ed' on me! ~V ould that a -m"lJriad
lives were mine, 7H.'otdd that I possessed
the riches ot tJur 1t1holc earth and its
glory, that 1 Htight resign the'm all freely and joyously in Thy path."-IIujjat.
(The Dawn-Breakers, page 572.)
QUALIFICATIONS OF
MEMBERSHIP IN A
BAHA'I COMMUNITY
On October 24, 1925, in response to
a request for information on how Local Spiritual Assemblies should determine the qualifications of those to be
enrolled as voting members of a Baha'i
community, the Guardian (Baha'i Administration, page 81) gave the following explanation: "Regarding the
very delicate and comp1ex question of
ascertaining the qualifications of a
true believer, I cannot in this connection elnphasize too strongly the supreme necessity for the exercise of the
utmost discretion, caution and tact.
\,,,,hether it ue in. deciding for ourselves
as to who may be regarded as a true
believer or in disclosing: to the outside
world such consioerations as may sef"'/e
as a has]s for snch a decision_ I would
only venture to state very hriefly and
as adequately as present circumstances
permit the principal facturs that must
be taken into con:;ideration before deciding ..."hether a person may be regarded as a true believer or not. Full
recognition of the station uf the Forerunner, the Author) and the True
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Exemplar of the Baha'i Cause, as set
forth in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Testament;
unreserved acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed
by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adhen~nc~ to every clause of our Beluved"s sacred \\lill; and close association \,.. ith the spirit as well as the form
of the present day Baha'i administration throughout the world-these r
conceive to be the fundamental and
primary considerations that must be
fairly, discreetly and thoughtfully ascertained before reaching such a vital
decision_
Any attcmpt at further
analysis and elucidation will, I fear,
land us in barren discussions and even
grave controversies that would prove
not only futile but even detrimental to
the best interests of a growing Cause.
r would therefore strongly urge those
who are called upon to make such a decision to approach this highly involved
and ever-recurring problem with
the spirit of humble prayer, and earnest consu1tation, and to refrain from
drawing rigidly the line of demarcation except on such occasions when the
interests of the Cause abSOlutely demand it."
With the adoption of the Declaration of Trust, which required some
clear definition whereby the Kational
Assembly might establish the status of
voting members of the local communities, the problem of applving the Guardian's standard became one of the
most important duties of a Spiritual
Assembly. That this problem is being
considered very seriously is evident
from the number of inquiries which
have come to the ~ational Assembly
for specific instructions on method and
procedure.
It is evident that if the Guardian's
standard is too rigidly applied) a community will be choked and stifled,
while if it is too loosely applied, the
result will be to make a BahiL'i community lOse its distinctive character,
its spiritual integrity, its very rcason
f or existence.
For some months the members of
the Kational Assembly have given special thought to this subject, in the hope
rhat it might be found possible to lay
before all Local Assemblies some
~tatement in the form of suggestions
and recommendations that win prove
useful to their members in meeting
,~"hat the Guardian has termed a "very
delicate and complex que'stion_"
First of all. we feel. should be emphasized the fact that the enrollment
of new voting memhers is the function of a Spiritual Assembly as a
~,;hole_
Such a matter cannot be left
to one or more members, or be met by
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passively accepting tbe endorsement
of a teacher, nu matter how ,"veil-informed and luyal the teacher may be.
The act of passing upon the qualifications of one who seeks enrollment
surely involves consultation, the wstinctive attribute of a Spiritual Assembly, followed by decision representing unanimous or at least majority
vote. The members of an Assemblv
assume no higher responsibility tha~
in determining the character of their
commumty by controlling its new
growth. In admitting a new voting
member, they recognize and affirm his
or her right to be eligible to every office in the Cause. Since those elected
delegates to the Convention elect the
members of the National Assembly,
and since later on the National Assembly will be one of the electoral
bodies constituting the International
.Hou,e of Justice (see Article I, ByLaws of the National Spiritual AssembI y ), the degree a i this responsibiity is manifest.
T-he question has heen raised as to
whether a Spiritual Assembly may not
most effectively meet this respon~ibil
ity by having the applicant sign an
application blank which sets forth the
exact qualifications of membershiv,
The question has also been raised
as to whether it would not be well to
Jay down a definite period of time-for
example, a year-before an Assembly
can act upon an application after it is
received.
Both these suggestions are admirable; but the National Assembly is not
yet prepared to adopt any standardized
system. The Cause is too new and inexperienced to justify such an important step at this time, The chief requi,ite i, that each Local Assemhly
shall possess sufficient insight to discriminate between those who are qualified to serve in the Cause and those
not qualified to serve. The ~:Iaster has
warned us that the time will come
when hypocrites will seek to enter the
Cause in order to' work destruction.
consequently it is the capacity of· the
Spiritual Assembly in each case, and
not the operation of any standardized
system of enrollment, which stands as
the safeguard against such invasion.
One requirement, however, the N a.~
tional Assembly does lay down at this
time: that Local Assemblies ,hall read
to applicants the qualifications of voting membership as defined in the ByLaws. and record in their minutes the
full and complete acceptance by each
applicant. This appears to be the irreducible minimum of procedure in
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the admission of ne\'I,I voting members.
In reporting new members to th~ N atiunal Assembly, Lucal Assell1uly Secretaries are requested to !::iubmit, in
each case~ an extract from the minutes
proving that this vroceuure bas been
followed.
The essence of the mattet· seems to
be that each Assembly is called upon
faithfully to stand as witness that the
spirit of the person seeking membership has turned to Bah.i'u'll.ah and become quickened for life in His Cause.
Quality, and not numerical quantity,
must ever determine the power of a
Baha'i community.
Therefore we are not a board of exami ners on the one hand nor a mere
committee of welcome on the other.
The qualificatiuns du not imply that
the applicant must please us personally, nor satisfy our htlman ideas as to
whom we would like to associate with
in Baha'i service. The qualifications
have come from the .:\·Ianifestation
Himself: to the degree that we are
ourselves true Baha'is, we can determine who else is likewise a true Baha'i.
The )Jational Assembly has been
vested with the responsibility of passing upon local membership rolls, and
thus in cases \'I,rhere a Local Assemblv
has clearly been in error in enrolling
a member, the mistake can be corrected
and the matter transferred to a Baha'i
body not affected by exclusively local
conditions.
Being charged with this ultimate responsibility, the Nati9nal Asscmu]y
feels great concern that all the Local
Assemblies function as wisely as possible in carrying out their share of the
uuardian's instructions. The mem ..
bers of the 1\ ational Assembly see no
way to establish defmite procedures
and uniform methods for the perfonnance of a spiritual task. It is for each
Local Spiritual Assembly to take
whatever steps it deems necessary and
advisaule in conferring "{ith t'-ach applicant, ascertaining his or her acceptance uf the Bitb, Bahit'u'llah and
'Abdn'l'Baha. the provisions of the
!\{aster's Testament, and association
with the ,'I,'orld-\,,·ide Baha'i community. Defure the application can be
made, there exists the prior and vitally
important problem of how inquirers
are taught. Thus, attempting to iollow the sequence of all the steps leading to enrollment of new members, we
realize how urgent it is for Assemblies to assure themselves that those
serving as Baha'i teachers make the
focal point of all their efforts the
preparation of souls for sen·ice in the

Baha'i community. It is not enough
to promulgate the "principles" of the
Cause, most of which have already
heen adopted hy the liberal public unconscious of their Source-a teaching
program must include classes in which
inquirers are brought into full acceptance of the Faith,
\Ve are dealing with matters uf deep
mystery, as one perceives on reading
the following words which Baha.'u'liah
attered in The presence of Kabil (The
Dawn-Breakers, page 5~6)"Be thankful to Cod for having enabled )101/ fo recogtlize His Cause.
[V hoc'vcr has recei'ucd this blessing
must~ prior to hi'i acceptance) have per..
formed some deed which, though he
him-self was unaware of its character,
1.0(1S ordained
by God as a means
'Whereby he has been guided to find
and (nnbrace the Truth. As to those
who IUI've rnna·ined deprived of such a
blessing, their acts alone ha'l.pe hindered
them from recognizing the truth of this
Revelation, We cherish the hope thai
:you~ who ha'l/e attm~ned to this light,
'will exert 'Your utmost to banish the
da,rkness
superstition and tmbelief
from the 'nidst of the people, May
Jour deeds proda.1·m your faith and nJa.ble you to lead the erring into the
paths of eternal sai1.mtion,-"
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY SALES
COMMITTEE
In view of the present urgent need
of money for the completion uf the
Temple, the Sales Committee wish to
appeal to all the believers for contributions of jewelry, diamonds, old gold
or silver, ringstones, antiques, and
anything else having a realizable value
to be sold for the benefit uf the Kational Baha'i Fund. Any member of
the Sales Committee is authorized to
receive such contributions, to give receipts for them and to arrange for
their disposition, They should be sent
directly to the addresses given below.
The Sales Committee also have available ringstones, photographs and records of 'Abdu'l-Biha, and other articles of Baha'i interest. Price list on
request.
BAHP/i SALES COMMITTEE:

F, ST. G, SPENDLOVE.. Chairman,
2811 Albemarle St., ,", W.,
Washington, D, C.
R. Y. MmTAHEDEH.
235 E. 22nd Street,
Kew York City,
ALI M. YAZDI,
1472 University Ave" Studio J,
Berkeley, Cali fornia.
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THE GUARDIAN'S TRIBUTE
TO BAHIYYIH KHANUM
A tribute, poignant in feeling and
exquisitely beautiful in character, has
been paid hy Shoghi Effencti to the li[e
and spiritual nature of the Greatest
Holy Leaf. Received hy the :-Iationat Spiritual Assembly in the form of a
communication, entirely hand-written,
addressed to the believers. this tribute
is being reproduced photographically
in an edition sufficient to place one in
the hands of CV~Ty recognized Baha'i
in the United States and Canada. It
consists of [OUf correspondence sheets
of four pages each, with an envelope
inscribed by the Guardian.
Lucal Secretaries will receive the
same quantity of this tribute as of the
monthly BAHA'i NEWS, and are requested to see that each believer is
given a copy, In entering into the
profound spirit ot the Guardian·s
words, we shall be making eITort to
respond to me plea recently cabled by
Shoghi Effendi, and reproduced in this
issue of BAHA.~t hTE"VS as the final
paragraph of the article entitled "The
Crucial ),,!atter."
Undoubtedly every believer will
cherish the possession of this precious
Baha'i document, the more hecause it
is a true facsimile of the original. It
would be well to have the tribute read
at the next K i neteen -Day F eas t.
SERVICE OF COMMEMORATION
IN THE BAHA'I HOUSE
OF WORSHIP
The Guardian's cablegram informing us of the ascension of the Greatest
Holy Leaf concluded with these
words: "Actvise holding additional
Commemoration Service 0 f strictI v c.1t:votional charackr (in the) Auditorillm
(of the) ),Iashriqul-Adhkilr."
In accordance with this beautiful
suggestion. the "ationa! Spiritual Assembly has requested the Temple Program Committee to hold the Service
of Commemoration in the central Han
of Worship at eight P. M .. Saturday.

SEPTEMBER, 1932
October 8.
This Sen'ice is a N rJ,tional Bah[l'i
ob~ervance. It will be held umler the
auspices ofthe National Spiritual Assemblv in the name of the Baha'i COl1lmunit~T of the United States and Canada . .
The passing of this last remnant of
Baha'u'lLah on earth is a momentous
event in the history ot His Faith.
Those of the friends \\.'ho cannot be
present in person will direct their
hearts yearningly to so impressive a
gathering representative of the devotion of Baha'is throughout the world.
THE CRUCIAL MATTER
The Guard;an-'~ Words to America
on the Completion of the Temple
In lieu of a letter from the :..rational
Assembly this month, it seems more
essential to place before the Local Assemblies, Baha'i groups and isolated
believers throughout the United States
amI Canada the several statements
which the Guardian has made on the
m-ost important matter, the completion
of the external decoration of the Temple dome unit hy June, 1933.
This is the focal point of our collective capacity, the test ot our faithf ulness.
"The New Plan of Cnified Action
conceived. adopted and published by
vour Assemblv is an admirable one.
h is at once c~ncise, appealing in tone,
dignified in presentation and practical
in its conception. It fully and truly
deserves the unreserved support of
everv American believer, I shall be
glad~ to associate myself ~". . ith this further collective and heroic effort exerted by the friends by contributing to
vour National Fund everv month for
~ period of three years. ~ the sum of
ninety-five dollars. Your Assemblv.
faithful to its trust and conscious ~f
its high calling, has sounded the call
for a further and final effort on the
part of the. followers o[ Bahi'u'lbih
in that land, It is for them, now if
ever, to arise for the speedy consurn-

mation of a divinely appointed task."
AHgHst 25, J931.
"1 deeply appreciate the continued
and self-sacrificing endeavors of the
American believers in the face of the·
grave financial and economic depression into which their country and the
whole world is now plunge.d. That
the Temple edifice should arise under
such circumstances, that its elaborate
and exquisite ornamentation should
be carried out, through the efforts of
a mere handful of Baha'i [ollowers
despite the gloom. the uncertainty and
the dangers which surrounded them is
but another evidence of the mysterious. all-compelling power of Baha'ulJah whose blessings will be bountifully vouchsafed to all who arise to carry
out His purpose. The Cause is entering upon a period of unprecedented
achievements. The full measure of
its glory and power will be gradually
manitested, if we, on our part. execute
in their entirety the instructions and
bequests bequeathed to us by our beloved :\Iaster. The American believers have made a splendid beginning.
Let them bring to a speedy and successful termination a task which they
have so nobly initiated and which they
alone are destined to accomplish.;'
December 20, 1931.
"I wi~h to add a few \"'ords in person in order to reaffirm the paramount, the urgent necessity of devising ways and means that will ensure
the success of the Plan of Unified
Action, and compensate for the disadvantage it has, unavoidably and owing
to unforeseen circumstam;es, suffered.
I would appeal to every conscientious
fullQ\.ver of the Faith in that land not
to rest until the means have been made
availahle to ensure the completion of
the decoration of the Dome of this
impo.-;ing- and marvelous Edifice before
the end of the spring of next year.
The Cause will suiTer, its prestige will
no doubt
affected if the Plan, so
admirably conceived, should again faIl
into aheyance. This we must at all
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cost prevent." February 2, 1932.
of the national finances of the Cause,
"1 grieve, beyond words, to learn of and of the prospects of an early rethe scanty re::;ponse of the friends to sumption of the construction ot the
the Plan of L nified Action to which Temple. I have alreauy appealed to
the sacred interests of the Faith are the American believers in this connecat present so vitally and closely related. tion and wish to reiterate my plea and
I am acutely conscious of the unprece- reaffirm my conviction that the comdented character of the depression un- pletion 01 the dome before the end of
der which you labor. 1 am fully aware the spring of 1933 is vital to the highuf the sacrifices you have already est interests of the Cause in that lanel.
made, and realize the urgent need of and is the suprerne obligation of
allaying the burden which weighs so e\'erv conscientious and loval believer
Great
heavily on some of the poor and dis- in the Faith of Bahi'u'Ui.h.
tressed believers. But 1 realize alsu damage will be inflicted on the prestige
the uniqueness of the opportunity of the Cause if this glorious plan fails
which it is our privilege to seize and to materialize, while, on the other
utilize. The world is watching the hand. its fulfilment will confer untold
progress of uur Faith and the steady blessings on all branches of the acti\'expansion of our institutions. The eyes ities ot our he loved Faith." June 8,
of countless men and women, both 1932.
"Asscmbly's momentous decision*
high and low, whether in the East or
in the \~r est, friendly or critical, are fraught with incalculable consequences,
fixed upon the Mashriqu'I-Adhkitr, world-wide benefits. Greatest Holy
eager and expectant to know whether Leaf filled with delight. Both devoutthe growing vicissitudes and the suc- ly praying (for) unrelaxing detercessive crises that afflict your country mination (to) con5Ummate heroic enare such as to paralyze their efforts terprise. Abiding gratitude." (Cablein the prosecution 0 f their sacred gram) June 10, 1932.
task. Ours is the duty to vindicate the
"Entreat sorrow-stricken American
vitality and invincible po,,,'er of our believers never allow consciousness
Faith." March 14, 1932.
their agonizing loss paralyze determinOlIn the blood of the unnumbered ation (to) prosecute an enterprise on
martyrs of Persia lay the seed of which (the) adored Object (oi) our
the Divinely-appointed Administration mourning centered her highest hopes."
which, though transplanted from its (Cablegram) July 21, 1932.
native soil, is now budding out, under
"Prav assure American believers
your loving care, into a new order, (on) behalf (of the) Holy Family
destined to ovcrshadow all mankind,
(and) myself abiding gratitude (for
For great as have been the attain- the) numerous evidences (of) their
ments and unforgettable the services valued sympathy, Our sorrow laden
of the pioneers of the heroic age of hearts much relieved (and) filled with
the Cause in Persia, the contribution gratitude.
Out of (the) pang of
which their spiritual descendants, the anguish (which) bereaved America exAmerican believers, the champion perienced in her SUdden separation
builders of the organic structure of from 'Abdu'l-Bahit, (the) administrathe Cause, are now making towards tion (of) God's invincible Faith was
the fulfilment of the Plan which must born. ~:light not this present grief at
usher in the golden age oi the Cause loss
(of)
Baha'u'llih's precious
is no less meritorious in this :-;trenu- daughter release such forces as wit]
ous. period of its history . . . . \Vould ensure speedy completion (of) ).fashto God that by the end of the spring riqu'l-Adhkal'. (the) administration's
of the year 1933 the multitudes who, mighty bulwark, (the) symbol of its
from the remote corners of the glohe. strength and harbinger (oi) its promwill throng the grounds of the Great ised glory." (Cablegram) August 8,
Fair to be held in the neighborhood 1932.
of that hall owed sh ri ne may, as the
result of your sustained spirit of seliA NEW SPIRIT IN BAHA'I
sacrifice, be privileged to gaze on the
TEACHING
arrayed splendor of its dome-a dome
Suggestions
from The National
that shall stand as a flaming beacon
Spiritual Assembly
and a symbol of hope amidst the gloom
Reports from the }.lational Teachof a despairing world." lvlarch 21,
ing
Committee, and correspondence
1932.
"May completion dome :\Iashriqu'l- from Local Assemblies and individAdhkir crown united lahars newly ual teachers, indicate that a great forelected Kational Assembly." (Cable- ward movement is taking place in t.he

gram) Ai ay 3, 1932.
"I am eager to learn of the status

* The decision to beg-in work Lmmediately
on tbe external decoration.-Editor,

promulgation of the Baha'i Faith. The
suffering ami restlessness of the public
on the one hand, and the partial completion of tht' Temple on the other,
create an altogether new and favorable social environment for the teacher, and release in the hearts of all
faithiul believers a mighty irnvetl1s
which gi'ves to each delivery of the
true )r'lessage a mysterious confirming
power.
The members of the ~ational Spiritual Assembly feel assured that in
America the Canse has already entered
the first stages of an era of unprecedented expansion. The spirit of progre;s and achievement can be discenled
in all parts of the body of the Cause.
Such a profound movement, surely
destined to multiply the numbers of
the believers in every community,
mllst necessarily bring to us a few evidences of misunderstanding and temporary confusion. Between impetuous
enthusiasm and the conservative instinct there is a wide chasm which
here and there must be bridged with
unshakeable sympathy and full knowledge of the simple but essential principles that 'assure success in the teaching field.
It has therefore seemed necessary
for the ~ational Spiritual Assembly to
assist in alleviating the sourCes of
misunderstanding that may exist by
reminding the friends o[ those principles on which successiul teaching
effort must depend.
In the first place, the Assembly
would emphasize the right of every
~ndividl1al believer to undertake some
kind of teaching activity. A Baha'i
life is identical with effort to serve
and promote the Cause. There should
be no obstacle placed in the way of
any believer desiring sincerely to contribute to the promotion of the Cause.
On the contrary, Local Assemblies and
their committees should recognize this
desire as the very life-blood of our
blessed Faith, and spare no effort to
encourage and assist each and every
active believer who arises to teach the
divine Faith. The ideal of the Baha'i
Cause is not a few active teachers in
an inactive Baha'i community. but a
community in which every single member, to the degree of his capacity, is
ever active. .tJ... healthy body is e'..Jua1ly alive in every organ and limb.
Of paramount importance, if we as
the American Baha'i community are
to meet our va~t opportunities. is the
whole-hearted effort and encouraging
attitude of Local Assemblies and committees on behalf of the individual helievers who rang to render active service. Let us consider membership on
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an Assembly or committee as a sacred
obligation to serve OUT fellow-Haha'is
-to enlarge their sphere of usefulness.,
to find for them specific things to do,
to encourage them tu fulfil thel r ut-

most capacity in the Cause. The divine Power itself protects ail s{mls
who desire to serVe by teaching-any
unjustifiable obstacle placed in the
path of the teacher will eventually be
removed.
On the other hanu., the Power which
confirms the teacher has also revealed
principles of unity which control indi-'
vidual action and initiative. The ideal
teacher is he who most clearly recog·
nizes the wisdom of these principles
and most conscientiously obeys them.
It does not profit the Cause if, through
unwise zeal, a teacher expounds the
Faith to a group of seekers under conditions which enhance the teacher's
personal influence at the expense of
the prestige and due authority of a
Local Assembly. It cannot be called
Baha.'i teaching unless the end of one's
effort is to bring pevple fully into the
general community of believers. \Vithout discipline no rcally useful teaching work can be accomplished.
Purity of motive is the great essential on the part of all Baha'is who
stand before the public in the distinction of a Baha'i teacher. As the Bah
declared to His apostles, the Cause of
God is served only through self-sacrifice, If, even though unconsciously,
we seek either honor and influence or
material gain, we are not ourselves
confimled and we cannot therdore
quicken any other soul into spiritual
life.
The )lational Spiritual Assemhly
devoutly prays that no believer, unner
any circumstances, will hll into the
error of considering that the intention
of teaching is in itself sufficient. \",,'ith
the intention should go willingness to
consult with the Local Assembly, that
the Cause may be protected against the
calamity of disagreement and division
and that only pure teachings may,
without admixture of personal belief
or imagination, be given to the public.
The authority of a Loeal Assembly is
unquestionable when it asserts itse1f
against improper teaching methodsthis authority, however. should not be
exercised against any teacher. no matter how humble and inexperienceJ, on
grounds of mere prejudice or personality.
Teachers ,,,,,ho are aLle to visit othet
cities can render the utmost service.
especially at this time when the Kational Spiritual Assembly is endeavoring to concentrate upon the Temple
Construction Fund. Just as their ac-

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
PHOTOGRAPH
(New Series) No, 1
Mr, McDaniel and Mr. Earley inspecting construction of framework, reproducing exactly the dimensions and curve of
the Temple dome, to which the external
decoration will be fitted before the strips
and ribs are applied to the edifice at
Wilmette.
Mr. Earley represents the
John J. Earley Company. Washington,
D. C., contractors selected by the Temple Trustees.

tivities in their home community arc
under the supervision of the:: Local
Assembly, so in traveling from city to
city the teachers should "recognize the
same authority in the Local Spiritual
Assembly wherever they serve. Let
[he invitation to visit a city come from
the Assembly in that city-let plans be
made and thoroughly understood in
advance---if mlsunderstanding and
grief are to be avoided. A sincere.
well-informed teacher is always welcome, and Local Assemblies ~wil1 be
happy to learn of the traveling plans
of such a believer prepared to serve
without interference with the Asse1l1hly's budget, which this year is necessarilv devoted first of all to the l\atiomtl Fund. The Bah's words to His
disciples re\'eal~the conditions under
which teaching becomes truly fruitful
in the Cause of God.
Cities without Local Assemblies,
whether they have Baha'i groups or no
believers at all, have been placed by
the :-.rational Spiritual Assembly under
the supervision of the National Teaching Committee. It is to this Committee that teachers should turn for co-
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operation and guidance in places where
no elected Assembly yet exists. The
Teaching Committee has alsu been requested .to assist, encourage and cooperate With all Local Assemblies but
this relationship in no way detracts
hom the authority of a Local Assembly in its own community.
By heeding the law of consultation
-hy recognizing the fact that even the
most experienced teacher can continua lly learn and imp1'Ove---by Local Assembh:s. becoming alive to their opportllUltles and sacred obligationsmuch of the confusion inevitably attendant upon periods of expansion
can be overcome. When, however an
issue arises that brings grief and 'discouragement to any of the believers,
the National Spiritual Assembly would
re::mllld them 0 f these tremendous
words of steadfast assurance from
Shoghi Effendi: "We should welcome, the.refo.re, not only the open attc;tcks which Its avowed enemies persIstently launch against it, uut should
also view as a blessing in disguise
every storm of mischiet with which
they who apostatize their faith or
clai~ .to be it~ faithi~l exponents
assaIl It from tIme to tIme. Instead
of undermining the Faith, such assaults, both from within and from
without, reinforce its foundations and
excite the intensity of its flame." .
COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Publishing Committee, p, O.
Box 348, Grand Central Station K'ew
York City, informs the friend~ that
two new publications are now available: Hidden, Words (the latest, re:,sed translatIOn by Shoghi Effendi)
In, pape::r covers, $0.25 per copy; and
PIlgrimage 10 the Land of Desire. by
Marie Watson, SO,50 per copy. The
proceeds from the sale of this book
go to the Temple Construction Fund.
~he Reviewing Committee requests
belIevers who .submit manuscripts to
.suppJy.twfI coples of each manuscript,
typewrItten double spaced, that one
copy may be retained in the files of the
~ational Assembly in the exact form
1n which it is approved, Whcre manuscripts are submitted in long hand, and
only one copy, the Committee does not
wish to be held responsible for Joss
or destruction bv fire or other accident. Authors a;e urged always to retain one copy, for safety. ~fanuscripts
are submitted to the Reviewing- Cummittee through the channel of the )Jational Assembly and not direct.
An Inter-Assembly Teaching- Conference under the auspices of the National Teaching Comm;ttee was held
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at Green Acre on Friday, Augu~t 19
and Saturday, August 20. Subjects
for discussion: The Reconstructed
Teaching Program; Ho\v Can the Local Assemblies Function 1{ore Vitally
According to Bahi'i Administration
and the Reconstructed Teaching Plan;
~abi1'5 Narrative, the Basis for the
Success of the Reconstructed Teaching
Plan and the Completion 0 f the
Temple.
An Inter-Assembly Teaching Conference similar to that announced above'
was held at Louhelen Ranch on Sunday, July 31.
TEACHING AND TRAINING
OF BAHA'I CHILDREN
To the BaM'is of United States and
Canada:
We are happy to report that the N ational Spiritual Assembly has appointed a special committee this year
to give special attention to compiling
material and stimulating the organization of classes fur the teaching and
training of Baha'; children. The task
is an enormous one and progress this
first year may be stow. The cooperation of the Local Spiritual Assemblies
in trying out the various types of study
outlines which may be submitted is
essential and at first the work must
necessarily be- largely consultative and
experimental. The exchange of ideas,
suggestions and the results of experiments with the various types of
courses will be of infinite assistance in
laying the foundation and selectingreference material for the future,
\Vith the multitudinous educational
systems already in existence, the only
justification we have for offeringanother is that the Baha'i Faith has
something vital. something fundamental which is quite unique. :r\ ot
only that but this divine educational
plan has been given by the Messenger
of God for this particular age. Its
purpose is two-fold: To give to individual souls the impetus ·necessary to
their eternal unfoldment, and to enable
them to function in all human relationships in such a way as to bring into
objectivity those divine laws which are
the basis of the. true <:ivilization.
Such a supreme objecti"e is the aspiration of these inadequate instruments. The courage to face .;;;uch a
responsibility is engemiered only by the
assurance that we "",ill be divinely assisted when we arise to serve the
Cause of God, and that we may rely
upon the active cooperation of the entire hodv of the friends.
To that end we are asking t\...·o
things: (I) That everyone will defi-
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nite1y and continuously pray for the'
guidance of this committee. anti (2)
that each believer will send in to the
secretary (Mi>s Charlotte ,,1. Linfoot, Oakland, California) all suggestions and materials that may
assist in making this effort representative of the collective wisdom
of the friends. 1'lay we have any Tablets on this subject that may not be
generally available-notes of conversations with either 'Abdu'I-Baha or
Shoghi Effendi, or letters from Shoghi
Effendi? We shall appreciate suggestions from our friends in the educational field both as to our objective and
the s011nd pedagogical· methods for attaining that goal, and particularly shall
we. welcome their analvsis of 'Abdu'lBaha's methods. Also,- will each community send us definite information as
to their classes: the agt'S of the children, length of class periods and class
season, their material, their methods
including -charts, diagrams. stories, etc.,
their stlgg-estions, their difficulties and
thei r needs?
\Vill each one of the friends respund
to this general request just as if it were
a personal letter, giving us speedily
and according to their guidance all possibfe assistance? This whole-hearted
cooperation can alone make possible a
service to our beloved Faith at such
far-reaching consequences as we can
scarcely -imagine, Surely we owe at
least this much to that body 0 four
vDuth ",rho will be the Dnc~ to face
great difficulties and to achieve great
victories!
~1:AYE HARVEY GIFT, Chainmln.
CHARLOTTE 1\1. LINFOOT .• Secretary.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The folfo~ving members have been
added to the Committee on Training
and Teaching Cbildren: :Vliss Dorothy
Baker, 1\,li5s Alice Parker, Miss Doris
Lohse and Prof. Stanwood Cobb. Additional members from the \i\,'estern
States will be added later on.
The Committee 011 Baha'i EconOlmcs has been reappointed. the
members heing: lVrr. Alfred E, Lunt,
Chairman; Mr. Dale S. Cole, Secretary;' ~rr. George 0, Latimer, 11r.
Harlan F. Ober. :'Ifr. Siegfried Schopflocher, :\Tiss Elsa Russell, :\{r. Willard McKay. Mr. Robert ;"-Ioffet!, ~Ir.
Wright.
Please note change of address for
Miss Charlotte Linfoot. Secretary,
\'Vestern Division. Kational TeachiIlg
Committee, and Secretary. Committee
on Training and Teaching Children.
)lew address: 376 60th Street, Oakland, Cali f.

To the Committee on Editing the
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Mrs. Corinne
True, Chairman, have been added the
following members:
1-1r5, Slater,
Mrs. K ourse, Dr. Zia Bagdadi.
]V] rs. Ella G. Cuoper has been appointed third executive member of the
I\ ational Teaching Committee, \Vestern Division,
Miss 1\1 artha \V oodsum has been
appointed member of the Publishing
Committee to represent the activities
of the Library Committee. whose function has been assumed by the Publishi ng Committee.

SPIRITUAL ATTITUDE OF BELIEVERS TOWARD !POLITICAL AFFAIRS
Believers who have given special
thought to the Guardian's recent references to the importance of non-participation in political matters are requested to note the following excerpt
from a Tablet revealed by 'Abdu'lBahi to the Spiritual Assembly of
,,[ashad, Persia, during the year 1910.
"In these days the Inmner of political dissension and re'{}o/ution is raised
throughout Persia. Every part is affl.icted u,£th disturbance and each district is ·in the grasp of tUrt>",i[. All
the people are in the utm.ost confusion.
But, praise be to God, the friends of
God did not mix with any of the political affairs, neither did they interfere
with lire plans of either party, They
were the friends of all parties and kind
to C'l/(!r)f one, imrifing all to unity and
concord, which is the fu.nda1n.ental
basis of progress and civili~a.ti<Jn. They
did not utter a word, neither did thev
offend anyone; they made no coniplaint against anyone; bu.t they
praised and glorified the unity and concord of the world of hu.manit,V. Therefore they were protected and presf!rved, Whoso-e'uer acted otherwise
became afflicted with great calamity."
A CORRECTION
Last month it was stated that among
the Assemblies which had not yet reported the results of the election held
on April 21 was the Assembly of
Racine, \Visc, This was an errOT. The
Racine Assembly reported promptly
soon alter May 1, but their reply was
somehow mislaid or lost in the mails.
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Believers desiring to cnter subscriptions for the admirable Baha'i Wecklv
of J ndia, are ad 'I,.·ise{1 of the following
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A LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Beloved Friends:
Last month we quoteil excerpts
from the Guardian's letters which refer directly to the supreme urgency of
Temple construction at this time.
Mile each group of believers is inel ined to lay chief emphasi::i> upon some
one detail of Baha'i activity, the
Guardian alone brings us the world
vision by which matters 0 [ primary
and immediate importance can be separated from lesser matters or from
matters which may be deferred to a
later ti me.
TherefoTe the ~ational Spiritual
Assembly desires to renew again and
again. its conviction that the steady,
uninterrupted prosecution of Temple
construction is our greatest privilege
and unequalled responsibility-every
other affair must be made not merely
secondary but directly contributive to
that end.
In order to bring home to all the
friends what has already been accomplished on the external decoration of
the dome unit, and what remains to
be done before June 1, 1933, this letter
will quote passages from the three
reports received to date by the Temple
Trustees,
From the first report, dated June 3D,
1932: "Mr. Earley has set aside his
plant in Virginia near Washington for
the work involved in this project. The
preliminary work involves the laying
out on the ground of a dome panel and
its adjacent rib and the establishment
of definite points of reference and of
elevation. On the points located on
the ground will be erected a wooden
frame work that will affurd a full size
templet which will be an exact rep!ica
of the steel frame work of the present
dome, This entire structure has been
designed, using the dimensions given on
the general structural drawing~ and
checked with the structural steel shop
drawings. Mr. Earley expects to start
the laying out of this structure at the
I

plant on the first of July and to proceed with it uninterruptedly until completed.
"As soon as this dome frame work
has been erected it will be carefully
checked and templets made. These
templets will be taken to Chicago and
checked with the existing dome structure."
Frum the second report, dated August 2, 1932: "During the month of
July, l\·r r, Earley and his associates
made layouts of the plan or horizontal projection of a dome panel and
rib and of a vertical cross-section or
projection of the outer dome frame
work. The outlines of the outer steel
frame work which will support the
dome ornamentation wt're first accurately outlined on concrete. On the
outline plan a wooden frame ,,,,rork
has been erected and will give a fullsized model of a section of the actual
outer steel frame work of the Temple
dome.
"As soon as this frame work has
iJeen completed, templets will be made
and shipped to Wilmette where they
will be cfiecked up with the dome structure. This check wi1J make it possible
to reproduce the wooden frame work
as an exact model of the steel frame
work of the present dome structure.
"The purpose of this wooden frame
work is to serve as a basis for the
study of the architect's design and the
preparation of the models and molds
of the various sections that will constitute the external decoration of the
dome, including the dome panels and
ribs. ,.
"A large sign will be erected on the top of the structural frame
'''''ork at the plant and this will explain
to the thousands of people who pass
the plant yearly the nature and purpose of this project."
Frolll the third report, dated Septelllher 3. 1932: "About the middle
of August the check templet was completed and shipped to the Temple,
"vhere it was applied to the steel frame
work of the dome by Mr. Taylor and

three assistants.
"During the latter half of August
plaster surface molds have been prepared to serve as a base on which to
model the panel sections.
HAt the date of this report the modeling of the first and lowest section
of a dome sub-panel is being finished. This panel as modeled in clay
has a width of about ten fcet and a
height of about seventeen fect. If
cast in one section it would weigh
about four tons, hence the panel will
be cast in two sections weighing about
two tons each."
Thes"e interesting facts enable Us to
'visualize just what is going on during
the present, preliminary phase of the
work. The present month of October
will probably conclude this prelimin·
ary work and bring us to the point
where 1\.1 r. Earley can commence casting some of the dome sections,
Up to the present time, $15,000 has
been available for Temple construction,
and this amount will he used up by
November. The sum of $135.000 is
still ref(uired in order to complete the
dome unit by June, 1933. The National Spiritual Assembly reports this
fact with full conviction that everv
American Baha'i will do his utmost
to make this tremendous achievement
possible.
The devoted helievers of Persia,
longing to assist their American
brothers and sisters, but unable to
send any donations in the form of
cash on account of the law that prohibits exporting gold or currency, have
sent four bales of rugs to be sold here
ior the benefit of the Temple Fund.
The helievers of the British Isles like·
wise have a Tcmple fund "'''''hich will
he made available later un. \Vhat an
inspiration this worldwide unity brings
to L1S in our effort to nieet the Guardian's high standard!
Above all, we can appreciate the
urgency of this task in the light of the
prevailing international economic and
political difficulties, analyzed so clearly
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hy Shoghi Effendi in his letter on the
"Goal of a New v.' orld Order." Our
Baha'i House of \'Vorship is more than
a beautiful structure--it is the evidence of the new Revelation, the new
manifestation of the Holy Spirit,
which can alone afford guidance and
protection to mankind.
Faitfully your co-workers,
The National Spiritual Assembly,
HORACE HOLLEY~ Secretary.

IN MEMORIAM
The prayers of the friends are besought for the following believers who
have entered the spiritual Kingdom.
:vIother Beecher, Lima, Ohio.
::\lr5. Ann It.1arshall, San Francisco.
Dr. Frederick W. D'Evelyn, San
Francisco.
Mr. Charles Greenleaf. Texas.
Miss Mary Vistue, Denver.
Miss ).Iartha Robinson, New York.
),1 iss Ann Boylan, New York.
~1iss Jcnnie Bishop, "New York.
Mrs. Cora C. Horn, New York.
Mrs. Marion Hotchkiss, New York.
THE SUSPENSION OF RELIGIOUS
FESTIVITIES
On September 12, the National
Spiritual Assembly wrote the Local
Spiritual Assemblies to annuunce the
Service of Commemoration for the
Greatest Holy Leaf, and in that letter
quoted a cablegram received f rom the
Guardian which explains what religious festivities are to be suspended.
"Festive Anniversaries should be suspended.
Administrative gatherings.
mcluding Nineteen-Day Feasts, should
be held with utmost simplicity."
The Anniversaries affected by this
message are: the Birth of the Bah,
the Birth of Baha'u'lhih, the Fete Day
of 'Abdu'I-Baha, the Feast of NawRuz.
PURCHASE OF LAND ON
MOUNT CARMEL
On September 2, Shoghi Effendi
cabled this important information:
I. Prolonged
delicate negotiations resulted purchase (f or) $5.000 a lot adjoining the precincts of the Bab's
Shrine. The deed has been officially
registered (in the name of) American National Assembly, Palestine
branch. IV1ailing documents to national Secretary. Inform all believers
who, in response to my appeal. transmitted their donations through the
National Assembly."
This refers to the appeal which the
Guardian made in his letter dated October 24, 1925, at which time it had
become apparent that certain non- Baha'i interests were contemplating the

purchase of land on Mount Carmel.
As the result of that appeal, a number of believers sent contributions to
the Guardian, who purchased various
pi eces 0 f land in the name 0 f the individua donors. Other believers contributed to this special fund throngh
the )/ational Spiritual Assembly, and
it is these combined and joint donations which have made possible the
latest purchase mentioned in the
cablegram.
Within the past few months, the
Spiritual Assembly of Honolulu has
taken steps to transfer to the ::--Jational
Assembly, Palestine branch, the title
to the property on Mount Cannel
which they purchased some years ago
through the Guardian and had held in
the name of one of their members as
trustee.
It is for the hest interests of the
Cause that as many individual believers as possible, who now hold land on
Mount Carmel, follow the example
of the Honolulu friends.
The
Guardian will have the transfer of
title made at Haifa, and believers may
write him of their intention.

THE SPIRIT OF SUCCESSFUL
TEACHING
As conditions change, it is incumbent upon local Spiritual Assemblies
to initiate new methods and policies in
the teaching field.
Having accepted as its first responsi~
bility the promotion of Temple construction, the National Spiritual Assembly is unable to provide facilities
for teaching sufficient to meet the
needs and opportunities made knO\II,rn
by local communities and groups. The
National Assemhly feels this inability
keenly, and longs for such resources
as will make it possible to establish
teaching circuits covering the entire
country.
There is a mystery, however, in the
contrast between the material weakness and the spiritual power of our
Faith. Perhaps the time has come
when Local Assemblies are called
upon to develop a greater degree of
responsibility in all that concerns' the
progress of the Cause in their own
communities. This reflection seems to
be confirmed by a statement which the
Guardian wrote 011 August 25, throngh
his secretary, to ::\fr. and 1\,lrs. Bishup
Brown, members of the Kational
Teaching Committee: "You have
rightly realized that there is a great
need for the Local Spiritual Assemblies to learn to function, and they
have hitherto been rather passive in
the hope that the National Assembly
can by itself do all the work. H
What is a Local Assembly to no in

the teaching field when its community
possesses no trained public speakers-:
It is the conviction of the National Assembly that this condition offers
an opportunity and not merely a hardship. Public speaking is by no means
the only or mOst important method by
which to attract qualified souls to the
Cause of Bahci'u'l1ah. It is merely one
of many channels of service.
In the case of small communities.
the method of intimate home meetings
offers the greatest possibility for successful teaching at the present time.
The older religious organizations have
no provision fo(, such meetings, because they function through a professional clergy and not through the body
of the believers. Even in the largest
citIes. thousands of seekers will respond to the appeal oi true iellowship
and frank discussion, who have given
up all hope of religion in its traditional
forms.
The National Assembly offers this
suggestion, with an earnest prayer
that all Bahi'l communities, large and
small, will abandun false conceptions
of religious meetings and realize the
overwhelming power of sincerity and
devotion. J.'Tay Local Assemblies encourage and cherish every effort to
begin as many intimate home study
groups as possible this year, trusting
to the Spirit to confirm new souls and
increase our ranks of faithful workers.

TEACHING REPORT FOR
WESTERN STATES
July, 1932
All Assemblies report their major
activities during the summer period
being, first, the study of the ~'Dawn
breakers," concentration on the Unified Plan of Action, and careiul consideration of the re-constructed Teaching Program of the National Spiritual
Assembly.
These efforts be<:ame crystallized in
the gathering of the Friends at the
Summer School of the Baha'is of the
Pacific Coast area, at Geyserville,
the first two weeks of July, and the
Teaching Conference held during the
Summer School on July 10th.
Outstanding, and unequalled, was
the new spirit continuously sustained
in all the meetings. Nothing \""as able
to disturb the quiet and calm of this
ele'vating- force that seemed to lift
everyone frolll the things of the world,
into a new realm that knew only the
onward roll of progress. This ~spirit
was directly attributable to the study
of the Ii ves of the heroic examples of
perseverance and selflessness of the
early pioneers of the Faith in Persia.
Their indomitable courage permeated
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renewed determination to assist in the
glorious work Shoghi Effendi has
given the American Baha'is.
In considering at the Teaching Conference, the new Teaching program,
the following aTe briefly the more important fields of service that may be
advantageously carried out:

Indit';dual Service:
As never before is it realized that
the Cause of Baha'u'llih is one of increasing joy and enthusiasm; that it is
a vibrant life, looking ever to the happier paths of human fellowship. ~ 0
Baha'i should permit the gloom and
distress of the distracted and chaotic
world to enter his consciousness. Each
Dahi'i should radiate that spirit of alluring spiritual felicity that will become a beacon light to alL
The Baha'is should not separate
themselves from the activities of the
world, but engaging in, and taking
part in the progressive efforts of all,
become the centers of guidance. Each
Baha'i, to the extent possible should
associate himself with some liber,,]
progressive movement in his community, not in order to become mere attachments, but to seek out people of
capacity who are looking for fresh
hope and inspiration.
Fireside group meetings to attract
Friends and develop discussion of the
Teachings is a most effective manner
of serving.
These informal home
gatherings should be semi-social, so
the spirit of true hospitality may reign,
They give an opportunity to discuss
the World Order of Bahit'u'llih in an
intimate manner otherwise difficult to
bring about.

Expansion of Assembly teaching ac-

tivities .Iso1ated Believers, if given continuous assistance afford one of the most
effective immediate doors of endeavor
in establishing new Baha'i Communities. The Teaching Committee will
give to each Assembly a list of the
Isolated Believers in its territory, so
this important field may early be utilized,
\Vhenever a group of Baha'is can
travel together to a new center or
group, this is most effective. The presentation of the Cause by the various
ones in a slightly different manner,
proves particularly impressive, and
the contagion of the Baha'i spirit
more potent. A group of the Portland
FrienJs, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bishop,
Mrs. Louise Caswell, and Mrs. Alta
Kreuger, recently marie such a trip to
the Baha'i centers in the Pacific Northwest, Vancouver, B. C., Seattle and

1ionroe, \'Vashington. In Vancouver,
at one of the meetings, Prof. Charles
Hill-tout, eminent anthropologist, and
Fellow of the Royal Society. of
Canada, stated that the fact that
the Baha'i Teachings were given
to the world from darkest Persia in the nineteenth century, was
proof of the divine origin of Bahi'u'Uah. Professor Hill-tout is president of the International Club, and
has aroused much interest in the Cause
by his many favorable comments to
people of capacity. At this same
meeting a former ·member of parliament of British Culumbia was asked
to speak about the doings of the
League of Nations at Geneva.
She
replied that anything she had to say
was less important than what had been
said and she felt the Baha'i Teachings
held the most prominent solution of
world problems.
Each Assembly should make it a
duty of first importance to see that
Baha'i Literature is properly catalogued and available in public libraries. Increasing demands are being
made for Baha'i books in the libraries.
and it is our duty to see that the latest
and best books are continuously a vailable. Shoghi Effendi has particularly
stressed the importance of the Dawnbreakers; and to make it possible to
have these priceless books in all public
libraries, the Publishing Committee
has made a special price of $5.00 for
library copies.
Teachers should endeavor to spend
a month or two in new centers until
either a strong group is actively studying the Teachings, or the basis laid
for the establishment of a new Baha'i
Assembly. Mrs. Laura Luther in response to this advice of Shog:hi Effendi, has gone to )'10nroe, \Vashington. for an indefinite period to assist
the Friends there in establishing an
Assembly.

Inter-Assembly CooperaJion:
The benefit of inter-assembly cooperation cannot be too strongly emphasized.
Inter-Assembly Conferences
are of the greatest benefit, as they give
all the Friends the benefit of the wider
service and experiences of the Baha'is
of other centers, a fuller feeling of
mutual dependence is developed, and a
greater spirit of enthusiastic service
achieved.
~{ost important is the continuous exchange of speakers, as each new speaker, brings a new wave of interest; and
often contacts are made, which the
local friends had been unable to accomplish. As an illustration, Mrs. Gale
Marsolais, of Monroe, Washington,
visited the Baha'is in Vancouver, B. C.

and while there, contacted the outstanding Bible prophecy authority
among the Jews of Great Britain. He
became greatly interested in the Baha'i explanation and fulfillment of
Bible prophecy, and promises to visit
with the Baha'is at their study group
in Monrie in August. Gp to that time
the Baha'is of Vancouver had not been
able to contact this distinguished gentleman.
The Bahi'is in Southern California
are to hold two important meetings of
International Friendship during the
Tenth Olympiad at Los Angeles, Julv
28th to August 13th, inclusive. The
first meeting will be in the nature of
a seminar, with speakers from interracial and international groups, while
the second will be purely a Baha'i
meetings to explain the World Order
of Baha'u'l1ah.
Study classes to gam a closer
knowledge of the Cause, and a mOre
intimate contact with its conquering
spirit, are being held in all Assemblies, the text book being of course,
the Dawnbreakers. Teachers' preparation classes are also being organized
with great effect.
All of the BaM', centers are
anxiously awaiting the course of instruction for Children, which the new
National Committee on Training and
Teaching of Children are shortly to issue. :VI iss Charlotte Linioot, Secretary of this Committee, urges that any
Friends or Assemblies having important data of Bahi', training of children, send it to her, for correlation
with the data already in hand.
Radio Stations are becoming more
liberal in their attitudes towards addresses on progressive movements,
looking to the betterment of the social
conditions, and many Assemblies are
able to make openings for Bah!t'i discussions. In Seattle many talks are
given on Esperanto, while one or two
have been given on the Faith of Bahi'u'llah. Likewise in Portland, talks
have been given on Esperanto, with "a
recent talk by }irs. Louise Caswell, on
the "New Era," being an exposition of
the Declaration of the Bab, and His
Teachings.
All Assemhlies report renewed activity in the Inter-Racial activities.
The Oakland Assembly holds interracial gatherings once a month, in the
homes of the various Baha'is. They
now have a study class, developed
from these inter-racial gatherings.
which promises to be beneficial in furtherin.z our contacts with the colored
races ~f that city. In Berkeley interracial gatherings have been held with
good effect; one of the largest being a
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dinner, :!Vlay 23rd, at which there were
some 100 present and great interest
developed in the Baha'i attitude toward
the Oneness of the World of Humanity.
INTF.R-RACIAL AMITY
CONFERENCE
The National Committee on InterRacial Amity, through ),fr. Louis G.
Gregory, Secretary, reports on its activities as follows:
"Your Committee on Racial Amity
is happy to report that its major ~c
tivity since the Annual Conventton
has been the holding of an Amity Conference at Green Acre. It was carried
through as planned, except that Miss
Orcella Rexford very capably supplied the place of Mrs. Grace Ober,
unavoidably absent. The number of
sessions, six, was greater than before
attempted in Amity Conferences since
their beginning in 1921. They were
interesting and well attended and supported by an enthusiasm which did not
lag from beginning to end."
The program enclosed with this report lists the following speakers: Mr.
Harlan F. Ober, Judge Edward H.
Adams, Portsmouth, Mr. Samuel A.
Allen, Industrial Secretary, New
York Urban League, Mrs. Mabel
Ives, Mr. Carl Cartwright, Cambridge,
Mass., Mr. Louis G. Gregory, Mr.
Philip A. Marangella, :'\IIrs. May
Maxwell, Mr. F. St. George Spendlove, Rev. Henry Benton Harris, and
Mrs. Grace Ober.
LETTERS FROM HAIFA
"Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler is now
with us in Haifa and in a few days
will start for Persia. She rendered
wonderful services in both Australia
and India and Shoghi Effendi trusts
that she will do the same in Persia.
One of the things the Guardian has
asked her to do is to obtain the permission of the authorities to bring
Baha'i literature into Persia. This is
a very difficult task but it is also so
important that Shoghi Effendi ieels
we ought to attempt it.
"Regarding the hoarding of gold,
Shoghi Effendi would not advise that,
but have your investments very secure." (To the Secretary of the National Assembly, through Ruhi Afnim,
June 8, 1932.)
"Shoghi Effendi hopes that you two,
who have come to appreciate the light
of guidance shed so gloriously by
Baba'u'llih, will first try and deepen
your knowledge of the tea~hing§ a~d
then arise to lend an effective ~tp In
spreading them throughout the world.
For it is only witb the saving grace of

God, revealed this day through the edition. It is a striking and abidIng
Bahi'i Faith, that the world can hope evidence of the effiCIency and exemto be relieved from i ts many social plary devotion which characterize your
and spiritual ills." (To Mr. John B. work for the Cause."
Richardson, Chicago, through Ruhi
"Shoghi Effendi was glad to hear
Afnin, April 6, 1932).
of your }vork among the ranchers. He
"Shoghi Effendi has never said that sincerely hopes that they will advance
the members of the Kational Assem- in spirituality and become imbued with
bly have to be renewed partially every the Spirit of Bahi'u'llah. Country
year. The important thing is that they people should be much readier for the
should be properly elected, It would 1'.-1essage, for they are not so COmbe nice if there should be new mem- pletely carried away by material civilibers elected, ior new blood always adds zation and its blinding influence. They
to the energy of the group and will ought to be more receptive and more
keep up their spirit. But this depends pure in heart." (To Mrs. Shahnaz
entirely upon the will of the delegates 'Vaite, Los Angeles, through Ruhi
as represented in the result of their Afnan, May 13, 1932.)
voting.
"Shoghi Effendi undertook the
"The teachers of the Cause can translation of Tlw Dawn-Breakers
surely become members of any As- only after being convinced that its pubsembly or committee. There should lication will arouse the friends to
be no incapacity attached to them. But greater sel f -sacri fice and a more deShoghi Effendi would just prefer to termined way of teaching. Otherwise
see them devote all their time to teach- he would not have devoted so much
ing and leave the administrative func- time to it. Reading about the life and
tions for those who cannot serve as activities of those heroic souls is bound
teachers~" (To Mr, Willard Hatclf,
to influence our mode of living and
Los Angeles, through Ruhi Afnin, the importance we attach to our servApril 27, 1932.)
ices in the Cause. Shoghi Effendi
"How wonderful it would be if all therefore hopes that the friends will
the friends could arrange to spend at read, nay rather, study that book, and
least a few days in one of these sum- encourage their young people to do
mer schools and take an active part that as well.
in their development. These centers
"It i. also very important to hold
could attract many souls if properly study classes and go deep in the
arranged and made interesting; those Teachings, A great harm is done by
non-Baha'is who visit them will then starting to teach without being firmly
'Little
have some time to get into the spirit grounded in the literature.
of the place and make a study of the knowledge is dangerous' lully applies
Cause . . . \Ve constantly receive let- to the teaching work The friends
ters from people who became Baha'is should read the Writings and be able
by visiting one of these centers and to quote from the Tablets when disobtaining the :'\I[essage there." (To cussing subjects pertaining to the
Miss Cora Gray, received about :May Faith." (To Mrs. Edith Hildebrand,
Oearlake
Highlands,
California,
1, 1932, through Ruhi Afnim.)
through Ruhi Alnin, May 9, 1932.)

The Dawn-Breaker.

"You may be interested to know
that many of the distinguished men to
whom Shoghi Effendi sent a copy of
The Dau>n-Breakers as a present.
wrote him in answer that it is one of
the most beautiful books they have
seen for a long time. This proves
how successful you have been in that
important task." (To I\.frs. :Marion
Little, Secretary of the Publishin«
Committee, )Jew York, through Ruhi
Afnan, :May 7, 1932,)
In the same letter, written by the
Guardian: "I wish to reaffirm in person the cable I was moved to send to
your address expressing my keen appreciation of and profound gratitude
for the manner you as wen as your
collaborators have cooperated in producing such a splendid and impressive

On Teachmg
"Administrative work and teaching
do not exclude each other. Even
though you will find yourself forced to
give more time to the former, Shoghi
Effendi hopes that you will keep up
the latter form of senrice and continue
to draw new souls into the movement.
"Shoghi Effendi read the plan of
work you have set for the ~ational
Teaching Committee with great care.
It surely depends ultimately upon the
)Jational Assembly to approve it, or to
modify it~ but it seems as a whole to
be most promising.
"Shoghi Effendi has seen, through
the experience of the international
teachers that keep him informed regarding their activities, that intensive
work is ultimately of a more lasting
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that a teacher should spend a month
or two in one center and wait until a
group is formed, than to cover a larger
area and not stay enough in a center
to help the progress of those interested
to the stage that they would feel themselves able to embrace the Cause and
identify themselves with it." (To Mr.
Leroy Ioas, San Francisco, through
Ruhi Afnim, May 30, 1932.)

0.. Collection of Bab';'i FUMS
'fShoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
dated May 8th, 1932, telling him of
some incidents that transpired during
the Convention this year, especiaUy
when funds were collected for the
Temple. He was very glad to learn of
the wonderful spirit that prevailed in
those gatherings; for it is only through
such a spirit of devotion and sacrifice
that the Cause can prosper and its message embrace the whole world. It was
also wonderf ul to see the interest
shown by the public in the general
gatherings that formed part of the
Convention program.
"Shoghi Effendi hopes that as the
Temple is gradually completed this interest will increase and they will try to
share in the spirit that motivates the
friends and accepting the Faith of
Baha'u'llah, arise to serve it and dedicate their life to its spread.
"Such gatherings for collections of
funds are permissible if it is done with
a true spirit of sacrifice, not when the
audience i s e~peciall y aroused to a
frenzy and mob psychology is used to
induce them to pay.
"Shoghi Effendi has repeatedly stated
that no pressure should be used upon
the friends and psychological pressure
falls under that category. But there
is much difference between such
gatherings often used by religious
bodies, and a true quiet, prayerful atmosphere when a person is. of his own
accord, aroused to make some sacrifi"Ce. The distinction is very delicate,
but it is for the Chairman to use his
power to see that one desirable form is
not corrupted into the other. All the
activities of the Cause should be carried through in a dignified manner.
"Shoghi Effendi is sure that the
funds gathered at the last Convention
was not due to the play of mob psychology but to the prayerful attitude
of the friends and their desire to make
further sacrifice." (To Thofrs. Corinne
True, Wilmette, through Rubi Afnim,
May 28, 1932.)

PERSIAN
GOVERNMENT
REMOVES BAN ON ENTRY OF
BAHA'I LITERATURE
One of the great obstacles in the
path of the Cause has apparently been
removed by the recent action of the
Persian government in raising the ban
on entry of Baha'i literature into that
land, and its free circulation within
Persia.
Information of this important action
was conveyed to the ~ational Spiritual
Assembly by Mrs. Keith RansomKehler in a cablegram dated Teheran,
August 20, 1932. Following this announcement the Assembly has received
from Mrs. Ransom-Kehler a letter
containing the folluwing explicit statement: "On August 15 I saw his Highness Teymourtash and received from
him the direct, unqualified assurance
that Baha'i literature would be admitted freely into Persia and permitted to circulate."
~Irs. Ransom-Kehler in this meeting with the Court 11inister was the
personal representative of the American ~ational Spiritual Assembly, in
accordance with the wish of the Guardian! who had requested her to journey
from Haifa to Teheran and undertake the important mission of presenting a petition to the Shah.
The successful performance of this
mission reveals the pm.,rer of the Cause
in the land of its birth, where only a
few years ago martyrdom was still inflicted upon faithful followers of Bahi>'U'lIah.
On September 14, the National Assembly dispatched the following cablegram: "His Highness Teymourtash,
Court Minister, Teheran. On behalf
American Baha'is we express abiding
gratitude for removal of ban on entry
of Baha'i literature into Persia. This
nob!e action of His Imperial l\IajestyJs government has profoundly impressed Baha'is of the United States
and Canada, who have already felt
strong attachment to Baha'u'lliih's native land. VVe wish to assure your
Highness of our sympathy for his
Imperial :\:fajesty. our great interest
in the progress and welfare of his empire and our desire to assist in enhancing its prestige throughout the
world." (signed) American Baha'i
Assembly.

NEWS FROM OTHER LANDS
As space ~rmits, every effort will
be made to publish the important news
received in letters from l~ocal and National Assemblies throughout the
world. The following excerpts are
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taken from communications received
by the American National Assemhly
since the Convention,
"You would be very much pleased
to learn that Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, who recently visited Burma under
the direction and with the sanction of
our dearly beloved Guardian, Shoghi
Effendi, rendered excellent services to
the Cause in Mandalay and Rangoon,
and was the cause of creating great
zeal and enthusiasm among many enlightened persons for investigating the
truth of the Baha', Revelation. Her
heart-stirTing speeches given at the
Brahmo Samaj and the Theosophical
Society of Rangoon were simply wonderful."-S. G. Murtaza Ali, Secretary, Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi',s of Rangoon, March 7, 1932.
"In this hour of world-encircling
gloom when the very thought of the
rest of mankind falters, does not the
work we Baha'is have set our hands to
demand of us a more - continued and
tenacious devotion than ever before,
does it not call for a persistent and
unyielding effort greater than any we
have displayed in the past? We are
blessed, indeed, in that we know the
cause, understand the significance and
are assured of the outcome of the
crises that convulse present-day society. But every blessing carries with it
a responsibility~and grievous will he
our loss if we fail to set aside our
cares and carry the :Message of Salvation to a despairing world."-Hormuzoyar Khodabaksh, Secretary, Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Poona,
l\-!arch 12, 1932.
"The friends in India and Burma
are extremely pleased and very happy
for the visit of Mrs. Keith RansomKehler to India and Burma. She addressed public meetings in Rangoon,
Mandalay, Benares, Lucknow, Alighar,
Amritsar and Lahore, was welcomed
in the universities at Benares. Lucknow and Aligar and did very splendid
work in spreading the Most Great
Cause in India and Burma. She was
in Bombay for a week and addressed
large I'fIcetings almost every evening.
She has gone to Deccan Hydrabad and
will be there for a week. \Ve in India
are most grateful to the friends in
America for sending such able teachers to India to spread the Holy Cause."
-N. R. Vakil, President and Treasurer, National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha',s of India and Burma, April
8, 1932.
"\,ye learn with the greatest joy
of the activities and \,,-onderful efforts
which are being made by the friends
in that beloved country (America) for
the completion of the construction of
the Temple in Wilmette. We had

s.--~---

The Publishing Committee will cooperate with Assembly Librarians in
promoting the sale of The DawnBreakers, by sending copies on consignment, to be paid for when sold.
The price of the Standard Edition is
$7.50; of the Limited Edition, autographed by the Guardian, $35.00. In
view of the fact that the cost of this
book has been guaranteed by the N ational Spiritual Assembly, no discount
can be allowed to local Librarians.
Local Assemblies are requested to give
an possible consideration to the spiritual importance of having every believer possess a cOEY of this unique
work In a numbe:r4'of cities, arrangements have been made by which believers can purchase copies on instalment payments.
DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF
A LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Frrnt< New Y""k By-Laws Approved
by the Guardian
Article III~The Spiritual Assembly, in the fulfilment of its obligations
and responsibilities under this Corporation, shall have exclusive jurisdiction and authority over all the local
activities and affairs of the Baha'i
community of the City of New York,
including paramount authority in the
administration of this Corporation. It
shall be responsible for maintaining the
integrity and accuracy of all Baha'i
teaching. whether written or oral. undertaken throughout the local community. It shall make available the published literature of the Faith. It shall
represent the community in its relations to the National Spiritual Assembly, in its relation to the Guardian of
the Bahi'i Faith, to other local Baha'i
communities. and to the general public in the City of New York. It shall
be charged with the recognition of all
applicants requesting membership in
the local Baha'i community. It shall
pass upon the right of any and all
members of the community whose
membership is in question to retain
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their status as voting members 0 f the of Haha'is to all non-BahiL"is, without
community. It shall call the meetings prejudice of race, creed, class or naof the community, Including the Ba- tionality. The Assembly shall thereha"i Anniversaries and Ftasts, the fore above all recognize its sacred duty
meetings of consultation, the Annual to maintain full and complete unity
Meeting and the meeting for the elec- throughout the Baha'i community, to
tion oi delegates to the Annual .:\.Ieet- relieve and comfort the sick and dising of the National Spiritual Assem- tressed, to assist the poor and destitute,
bly. It shall appoint and supervise all to protect the orphans, the crippled
committees of the Baha'i community, and the aged, to educate the children
It shall collect and disburse all funds of Baha'is according to the highest
intended for the maintenance of this religious and intellectual standards, to
Corporation. It shall have full and compose differences and disagreements
complete custody of the headquarters among members of the community, to
or meeti ng place 0 f the Baha'i com- promulgate the principles of Divine
munity. It shall report to the Na- Civilization revealed by Baha'u'llah,
tional Spiritual Assembly annualIy, or and to promote in every way possible
when requested, the membership roll the Baha'i aim of the oneness of manof the Baha'i community, for the in- kind. It shall faithfully and devotedformation and approval of the national ly uphold the general Baha'i activities
Baha'; body. The Spiritual Assembly. and affairs initiated and sustained bv
however" shall recognize the authority the National Spiritual Assembly. it
and right of the National Spiritual As- shall cooperate whole-heartedly with
sembly to declare at any time what other lccal
Spiritual
Assemblies
activities and affairs of the Baha'i th roug hout l'\ orth A merica in all matcommunity of the City of New York ters declared by the National Spiritual
are national in scope and hence sub- Assembly to be of general Baha'i imject to the jurisdiction of the national portance and concern, It shall rigorBaha'; body. It shall likewise recog- ously abstain from any action or influnize the right of any member of the ence, direct or indirect. that savors of
community to appeal to the l\' ationa! intervention on the part of a Baha'i
Spiritual Assembly for review and de- body in matters of public politics and
cision of any matter in which the pre- civil jurisdiction. It shall encourage
vious decision of the local Spiritual intercourse between the Baha'i comAssembly is felt by the member to be munity of the City of New York and
contrary to t~~ explicit teachings of other recognized Baha'i communities,
the Babit'i Faith or opposed to its issuing letters of introduction to Babest interests. It shall, on the other ha'is traveling from New York and
hand, have the authority and right to passing upon letters of introduction isappeal from the decision of the J\a- sued by other Bahi'i Assemblies. It
tional Assembly to the Guardian of shall regard its authority as a means of
the Faith for review and final rlecision rendering service to Baha'is and nonof any matter related to the Faith in Baha'ls and not as a source of arbitrary power. Vvhile retaining the sacthe City of New York.
Article IV-The Spiritual Assem- red right of final decision in all matbly, in administering this Corporation, ters pertaining to the Baha'i comshall ever bear in mind the ideals up- munity, the Spiritual Assembly shall
held in the Sacred Writings of the eYer seek the advice and consultation
Baha'i Faith respecting the relation- of all members of the community t keep
ships of a Spiritual Assembly to its the community informed of all its afBaha'i community! respecting the re- fairs, and invite fun and free discuslations of Baha'is to one another in sion on the part of the community
the community. and the relationships of all matters affecting the Faith.
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A LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Beloved Frienrls:
Last momh WI.: quoted excerpts
from. the Guardian's letters \vhich refer directly to the SLlprc:ne 11rgency ot
Temple construction at this time.
\\llile each group ot beheyers is inclined to lay chief emphasi:-. upon sotTle
one detail of Bahi'[ activity. the
Guardian alone brings us the - world
vision by which matt<.![s 0 f primary
a.mi immediate importance can be separated from lesser matters or irom
matters which may he deterred to a
latcr time.
Therefore the :\ ational Spiritual
Assembly desires to renew, again and
again, its con"iction that the steady,
uninterrupted prosecution of Temple
construction is our greatest privi!ege
and unequalied responsibility-every
other affair must he made not merely
secondarv but directh' contributive to
that end:
.
In order to bring home to all the
friends \"hat has already been accomplished On the external'decoration Ot
the dome unit, and \\-'hat remains to
be done before JUlle 1, 1933, this letter
will quote passages from the three
reports received to date by the Temple
Trustees.
From the first report. dated June 30,
1932: "~fr. Earlev has set aside his
plant in Virginia near \Vashington for
the "'\-'ork involved in this project. The
preliminar.Y work involves the laying
out on the ground of a dome panel and
its adjacent rih and the establishment
of definite points 1)£ reference and of
elevation. On the points locateJ on
the ground will he erecte-d a wf)odl'tl
frame work that will afford a full siz2
templet which will he an exact rcplic::l._
of the steel frame work of the prest"tlt
nome. This entire structure has been
designed, using the dimensions given on
the general structural drawings and
checked with the structural steel shop
dra\. .·ings. ::'vir, Earley expects to start
the \aying out of this structure at the
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plant on the first or Jllly and to proceed with it uninterruptedly until completed.
'\';'5 soon 3.5 this dome frame work
has been erected it will be carefullv
checked and temptets made. These
templets will be taken to Chicago and
checked v,.. ith the existing dome structure.''From the second rerurt, dated August 2, 19.32: 'IDuring the month of
July. :Jolr. Earley and his associates
made layol~ts of tl:c plan or horizontal projection of a dome panel and
rib and of a yertical cross-section or
projection of the outer dome frame
work. The outlines of the outer steel
frame work which 'Nill support the
dome ornamentation ,.,.·ere first accuratel v outlined on concrete. On the
outline plan a ,,,,ooden frame work
has been erected and will give a iullsizeu model of a section of the actual
outer sted trame work of the Temp!e'
dome.
"_-\5 soon as this frame work hat
heen completed, templets will be madeand shipped tu \Vil:nette where they
will be cnecked up with the dome structure. This cbeck will make it possible
to repronucc the wooden frame work
as an exact model of the steel frall1e
work of the present dome structure.
"The pl1rpose of thi::; wooo.en frame
work i~ to serve as a basis for the
study of the architect's design and the
preparation 0 f the modeL::; and molds
of the various sections that will con:=.tiwte the external decoration ot the
dome, including thi; dome panels and
rihs. . .
"A large sign will be erected on the top of the structural frane
wnrk at the plant and this will explain
to the thousands of people whu pas::;
the plant yearly the nat1lre and purpo~c of this project."
From the thircI report. dated Septemher 3, 1932: "About the middle
of August the check templet was completed and ,hipped to the Temple.
where it was applied to the steel frame
,vork of the dome by ),fr. Taylor and

three assistants.
"During the latter half of August
plaster sllriace molds ha "C been prepared to serve as a ba::;e Oil which to
model the panel sections.
"At the date of this report the modeling of the first and lQwe~t section
or a dome sub-panel is being finished. This panel as modeled in day
has a width of about ten feet and a
height of about seventeen feet. If
cast in one ~l'ction it would \veigh
about four tons. hence the panel will
be cast in two sections weig~ing about
h\'o tons each."
These interesting facts enable U::i to
Yi~llalize j l1st what is going on during
the present, preliminary phase of the
.....·ork. The Dresent month oi October
\'. . i11 probab\j, conclude this preliminary work and bring llS to the point
where J,I r. Earlev can commence casting some a £ the dome sections.
l~p to the present time, $15.000 has
been available for Temple construction.
and this amount will be used up by
:\:m'ember. The sum of $135.000 i's
~til1 required in order to complete the
dome unit by June, 1933. The :\ational Spiritnal Assembly reports this
tact ,.... ith full conviction that even'
.\merican Baha"i wi!: Jo his utmost
to make this tremendous achievement
possible,
The de\'nteri believers of Persia.
longing to assist.' their .-\merican
hrothers and si5ters, hut unable to
send any donations in the form of
ca;:.;h on 'account of [he law that prohibits exporting gold or currency. have
sent four bales or rugs to he sold here
for the benefit or the Temple Fund.
The helie.'er~ of the British hIes likewi::;e have a Temple fUlld which will
be made a vailahle later on. \\'hat an
inspiration this \.... orldwide unity brings
to LlS in our effort to meet the Guardiatl's high stalldarcl!
.-\boye all. we can appreciate the
urgency at this task in the light of the
prevailing international economic and
political difliculties, anafyzeu. so clearly
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purchase of land On ;vr ount Carmel.
As the result of that appeal, a number of believers sent contributions to
the Guardian. ,,,,,ho purchased various
pieces of land in the name of the individual donors. Other believers contributed to this special fund through
the Kational Spiritual Assembly, and
it is these combined and joint dunations which have made possible the
latest purchase mentioned in the
cablegram_
IN MEMORIAM
"\Vithin the past fe",' months, th('
The prayers of the friends are be- Spiritual Assembly of Honolulu has
,,,ought for the following believers who taken steps to transfer to the ?\ ational
ha"ve entered tht; spiritual Kingdom. Assembly, Palestine branch, the title
to the property on 1\Jount Carmel
~Iother Beecher, Lima, Ohio.
which they purchased some years ago
~Irs. Ann 1\-'J arshall, San Francisco.
Dr. Frederick W. DTvelyn, San through the Guardian and had beld in
the name of une of their members as
Francisco_
trustee.
:!\Ir. Charles Greenleaf, Texas.
It is for the best interests of the
")'liss !\1arv Vistue, Denver.
Cause that as many individual believ~Iiss ~Iariha Robinson, Kew York.
ers as possible, who now hold land on
)'Jiss AnTI Em-Ian. !\C\\' York.
~lount Carmel! follow the example
),1 iss Jennie Bishop, X e\",' York.
of the Honolulu friends.
The
.Jlrs, Cora C. Horn, :>':ew York.
Jolrs, ,\larion Hotchkiss. i\~e\" York. "Guardian ·will have the transfer of
title made at Haifa, and belieyers may
THE SUSPENSION OF RELIGIOUS write him of their intention.
FESTIVITIES
THE SPIRIT OF SUCCESSFUL
On September 12. the Xational
TEACHING
Spiritual Assenll)ly wn)te th~ r .ucal
As
conditions
change, it is inCtlmSpiritual Assemblies to annOUnce the
Service of Commemoration for the bent upon local Spiritual A.sset11b1ie~
Greatest Hoh' Leaf, and in that letter to initiate ne'...· methods and policies in
quoted a cabiegram received from the the teaching field,
Having accepted as its first respon.siGuardian which explains what religious festiyities are to be sllspended, bility the promotion of Temple con"Festiye Anniversaries should be sus- struction, the ~ ational Spiritual Aspended.
A.. dministrativt' gatherings. sembly is unable to prQ\'ide faciljtie~
including Xineteen-Day Feasts, should for teaching sufficient to meet the
needs and opportunities made known
be held with utmost simplicity."
by
local communities and groups_ The
The Anniversaries affected bv this
messagc are: the Birth of the· Bah. National Assemblv feels this inability
the Bi'fth of Bah;i'u'llih. the Fete Day keenly, and longs for snch resource~
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. the Feast of l'\a\",:- as will make it possible to establish
teaching circuits covering the entire
Ruz.
countrv_
The~e is a mystery, however! in the
PURCHASE OF LAND ON
contrast betv,.Teen the material weakMOUNT CARMEL
ness and the spiritual po\ver of our
On September 2, Shoghi Effendi Faith. Perhaps the time has com~
cabled this important information: ,,,,,hen Local Assemhlies are called
"Prolonged delicate negotiations rc- upon to develop a greater degree OT
sulted pnrch"e (for) $5.000 a lot au- responsibility in all that concerns the
joining the pn.:cincts 01 the Dab's progress of the Cause in their 0\\'11
Shrine. The ueed has been officially communities. This reflection seems tu
registered (in the name of) :\mer- be confirmed by a statement "\'\'hich the
ican Xational A.ssemblv. Palestine Guardian ·wrote on August 25. through
branch. ~r ailing uOClllllel1ts to natiul1- his secretary, to 1\-1r. and ~lrs. Bishop
al Secretary.
Inform all helieyer~ Brown, memhers of the ~ational
wbo. in resj){Jllse to my appeal. trallS- Teaching Commitree: (;You have
mitted their donations through the rightly realized that there is a great
Xationai Assembh. ,"
need for the Local Spiritual AssemThis refers to the appeal which the blies to learn to function! and they
Guardian made in his letter dated Oc- have hitherto been rather passh-e in
tober 24, 1925, at v{hich time it had the hope that the Kahonal Assembly
become apparent that certain non- Ba- can by itself do all tbe \",'ork.'·'
ha 'f interests were conten1plating' the
"\\~hat is a Local .:\~srmhly to eto in
by Shoghi Effendi in his letter on the
"Goal of a "ew World Order.'· Our
Baha'i Honse of \Vorship is more than
a beautiful structure-it is the evidence of the new Reyelati 011 , the new
manifestation of the Holy Spirit.
'which can alone afford guidance and
protection to mankind.
Faitiullv VOUf co-workers,
The :-\ational ~Spiritt1al Assembly,
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary.

the teaching field when its communitv
possesses no trained public speakers>
It is the com-iction ot the I\ ationa! Assemblv that this condition offers
an opportunity and not merely a harclship. Public speaking i~ by no means
the only or most important method by
which to attract qualified SOLtIs to the
Cause of Baha··u'lb.h. It i5 merely one
or many channels of sen ice.
..
In the case of .l=l11all communities,
the method of intimate hOll1e meeting:;;
offers the greatest po~~ibilit\· for successful teaching at the pre"3ent time.
The older religious organizations haye
no provision for such meetings, bec~use they function through a proiesslOnal clergy and not through the body
of the believers. E".en in the larcre ... t
cities, thousands of seekers will b r~
spond to the appeal of true fellowship
and frank discuf;slon. who haye -giyen
up all hope of religion in its traditional
forms.
The l\~ational Assemblv offers this
suggestion, with an earnest prayer
that all Baha'i communities, large and
small. \vill abanuon false conceptions
of religious meetings and realize the
overwhelming power of sincerity and
devotion. ~Iav Local Assemblies encourage anu cherish e'~ery effort to
begin as many intimate home study
groups as possible thi~ year, trusting
to the Spirit to confirm ne\y souls and
increase our ranks of faithful workers.
TEACHING REPORT FOR
WESTERN STATES
July, 1932
All Assemblies report their major
actiyities during the SUlllmer period
heing, first, the study of the "Dawnbreakers," concentration on the l~ni
fied Plan oi Action. and careful consideration of the re-constructed T eaching Program of the ::\ ational Spiritual
Assembly.
These efforts became crystal1izecl in
the gathering of the Friends at the
Summer School of the Baha'is of the
Pacific Coast area. at Geyseryille,
the first two weeks of July,' and the
Teaching Conference held during the
Summer School on 1uh- 10th.
Outstanding, and tlnequalled, was
the new spirit continuously sustained
in all the meetings. i\ othing was able
to disturb the quit't tnd calm of this
deYating force- th,~t ::oeemen to lif't
e"eryonc from the things oi the world.
into a new realm that knew onh- the
onward roll of progress. This 'spirit
\. . as directly attributable to the stud"\"
of the liYes of the heroic examples o~f
perseverance and se1flessne~"s of the
early pioneers uf the Faith in Persia.
Their imlolllitahle cOtlrage penllt'att'd
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------------------------------------------------------------the sOLlls of the Friends bringing a
renewed determination to assist in the
glorious \-york Shoghi Effendi ha:;
given the .-\merican Bahil'is.
In considering at the Teaching ConTerence. the new Teaching program.
tllt' fullowing are. hrierly the more important fields of scn"ice that may he
adY<J.lltageollsly carried out:

IlIdi'uidual Serz..'ici.':
~-\s neyer betore is it realized that
the Cause of 13ahft'u'Wlh is one of iucreasing joy and entlll1siaf,l11: that it is
a \'ihral1t liie. looking ever tn the hap]lier paths of hmnan fellowship. N I)
Bah£L'i should permit the glOOTll and
distress of the di~tracted and chaotic
world to enter his cOnSCil}ll~ne~s. Each
Bah:\'{ 5hou[(1 radiate that spirit of alluring ~piritual felicity that ",;ill hecome a beacon light to ail.
The Baha"[s should not separate
themselve:5 from the activities of the
world, but engaging in, and taking
part in the progressiYe efforts of all~
become the centers of guidance. Each
Bahi'i! to the extent possible shoulcl
associate himself ,vith ~ome liberal
progressive movement in his community, not in order to hecome lllere attachments. but to seeK out people or
capacity "\ovho are looking for fresh
hope and inspiration.
Fireside group meetings to attract
Friends and develop discussion of the
Teachings is a most effective manner
of serving.
These informal home
gatherings should be semi-social, so
the spirit 01 true hospitality may reign.
They give an opportunity to discuss
the World Oruer of Bahi'u'liah in an
intimate manner othenvise difficult to
bring about.
ExpansioH of . dsscmbl.v teachil!g acth.'ities:
Isolated Believers, ii given continuous assistance afford one of the most
effective immediate doors of endeavor
in establishing new Baha'i Communities. The Teaching Committee will
give to each Assembly a list oi the
Isolated Believers in its territorv, so
this important field may early be" utilized.
\\'henevcr a group of Baha'IS can
travel together to a. ne\v cente-r or
group, this is most effective. The presentation of the Cause by the various
ones in a slightly different manner.
proves particularly impresstve,. and
the contagion of the Baha'i spirit
more potent. A group of the Portlanu
F riends, ~I r. and J..Irs, Charle~ Bishop,
~Irs. Louise Cas',vcll. and ~Irs. Alta
Kreuger. recently made such a trip to
the Baha'i centers in the Pacific Korthwest, Vancouver, B. c., Seattle and

)"lonroe, \Vashington. 1n Vancouver,
at one ot the meetings, Prof. CHarles
Hill-tout, eminent anthropologist, and
Fellow of the Raval Socictv at
Canada, stated that' the fact' that
the Baha!i Teachings \",,·ere given
to the \'. . orld froill clarke:-;t Persia in the nineteenth century, was
proof of the diville origin of Hah:l·l1'11i.1h. Profet):::or Hill-tollt i::i president ot the International Club. and
has aroL1sed mnch interest in the Cause
by his many favoraole comments to
people of capacity.
At this same
meeting a former memher ot parliament of British Columbia was asked
to speak about the doings oi the
League of ::.lations at Celleva.
She
replied that anythitlg she had to say
was les:;. important than what han been
said and she felt the Rah{l 'j Teaching::;
held the most proLllinent solution or
world problems,
Each Assembly should make it a
duty of first lmportance to see that
Baha'i Literature is properly catalogued and available in public libraries. Increasing demands are being
made for Baha'i books in the lihraries.
and it is our duty to see that the latest
and best books are continuously available, Shoghi Effendi has particularly
stressed the importance of the Dawnbreakers; and to make it possible w
have these priceless hooks in all public
libraries, the Publishing Committee
has made a special price of $5_00 for
library copies.
Teachers should endeavor to spend
a month or hvo in new centers until
either a strong group is actively studying the Teachings, or the basis laic}
for the establishment ot a new Haha'i
_-\.ssemblv. 1Irs. Laura Luther in response io this advice of ShORhi Effendi, has gone to Monroe, Washington, tor an indefinite period to assist
the Friends there in establishing an
Assembly.

lnter-Assfmbl:y Cooperation:
The benefit of inter-assembly cooperation cannot be too strongly emphasized.
Inter-Assemblv Conferences
are of the greatest benefit, as they give
all the Friends the ben~fit of the wider
service and experiences of the Baha'I;;
of other centers, a fuller feeling of
mutual dependence is developed, and a
greater spirit of enthusiastic service
achieved.
;\[ost important is the continuolls exchange of speakers, as each new speaker, brings a ne"w wave of interest; and
often contacts are made, which the
local friends had been unable to accomplish. As an illustration, 1\lrs. Gale
J\·larsolais, of 1{onroe, \Vashington,
visited the Baha'is in Vancouver, B. C.

and while there, contacted the outstanding Bible prophecy authority
among the JC\YS of Great Britain. He
became greatly interested 1n the Bahi' [ explanation and fultillment of
Bible l)rophecy, and promises to visit
with the Bah:l'l:5 at their study group
in ~\Ionrie in .-\ugu,st. Cp to that time
the Bahi'is of Vancouver had not beel:
able to contact this distinguished gentleman.
The Baha'is in Southern C::t.li Tornla
are to hold hvo important meetings of
International Friend:::hip dlLring the
Tenth Olympiad at Los Angeles, July
28th to August 13th, inclusive. The
first meeting will be in the nature of
a Semillar, \ . . ith speakers from interracial and international groups, while
the second will he purely a Baha'i
meetings to explain the \Yodd Order
of Bahi'u'l1<ih.
Study classes to gam a closer
knm.vledge of the Cause, and a more
intimate contact with its conquering
spirit. are being held in all _\ssembhes, the text book being of course,
the Da'..vnhreakers. Teachers' preparation classes are also being- organizcrl
",vith great. effect.
~
All of the Baha'i centers are
anxiously awaiting the course of instruction for Children, which the new
National Committee. on Training and
Teaching of Children are shortly to issue. 1-1iss Cbarlotte Linroot, Secretary of this Committee, urges that any
Friends or Assemblie::s having important clata of Baha'i training of children, send it to her, for correlation
with the data already in hand.
Radio Stations are becoming more
liberal in their attitudes towards addresses on progressive movements,
looking to the betterment of the social
conditions, and many Assemblies are
able to make openings for Baha'i discussions. In Seattle many talks are
given on Esperanto! while "one or two
have been given on the Faith of Baha'l1'llah. Likewise in Portland, talks
have been given on ''Esperanto, with a
recent talk hv }[rs. Louise Caswell. on
the "N ew E;a," heing an exposition of
the Declaration oi the Ba.b, and His
Teachings.
All Assemblies report .rencwl.:d activitv in the Inter-Racial activities.
The" Oakland Assemblv holds interracial gatherings once a" month, in the
homes of the various Dah{l'ls. Thev
now have a study class, developecl
from these inter-racial gatherings,
which promises to be beneficial in furtbering our contacts with the colored
races of that city, In Berkeley interracial gatherings have been held with
good effect; one of the largest being a

.j

dinner, ~la\" 23rd. at which there were
some 100 ~p;e5ent and great interest
dey eloped in the Baha'i attitude to\l,.~ard
the Oneness of the \,"arld of Humanity"
INTER-RACIAL AMITY
CONFERENCE
The :!\ational Committee on InterRacial Amity, throllgh :-'1r. Louis C.
Gregory, Secretar:y, reports on its actiyities as iollO\vs:
"Your Committee on Racial Amity
is happy to report that its _major ~c
tiyity since the __ \nnual LOlwentlOl1
has been the holding of an .-\L11ity C<?nference at Green Acre. it was car ned
through as planned, except that ~liss
Orcella Rexford yeTV cajXlbly supplied the place of .:\1[5. Grace Ober,
.unayoidablv absent. The numLer of
sessions. six. \",as greater than before
attempted in Amity Conferences since
their beginning in 1921. Thq,' \\'ere
interesting and well attended and supported by an enthusiasm which did not
lag from beginning to end.'.'
,
Tne program enclosed \",,'ah thiS rcport lists the following speakers: :J..lr.
Harlan F. Ober, Judge Edward H.
.\dams. Portsmouth, ~lr. Samuel A.
Allen. - Industrial Secretary~ ),Je\\·
York Urban League, ~lrs. Mabel
lves. ~Ir. Carl Carnvright, Carnbridg(:,
~[ass .. ~Ir. Louis G. Gregory, ~1r.
Philip A. ~[arangella, ~'lrs. ~1ay
:J.Iaxwell, 1\1r. F. St. George Spendlove, Re\·, Henry Benton Harris, and
~lrs. Grace Gber.
LETTERS FROM HAlF A
":J.lrs. Keith Ransom-hehler is nnw
with us in Haiia and in a few days
will start for Persia. She rendered
wonderful services in both Australia
and India and Shoghi Effendi trusts
that she will do the same in Persia.
One oi the things the Guardian has
asked her to do is to obtain the permission of the authorities to bring
Baha'i literature into Persia. This is
a very difficult task but it is also sO
important that Shoghi Effendi ieels
we ought to attempt it.
"Regarding the hoarding of gold,
Shoghi Effendi ·would not advise that,
but have your investments very secure." (To the Secretary or the ::.Jational Assembly, through Ruhi Afn~'i.n,
June 8. 193:2.)
, ·'Shoghi Effendi hopes that you two,
,,-ho have come to appreciate tbe light
oi guidance ~hed so gloriously by
Babi'u'IJah, will first try and deepen
your knO\\'ledge oi the teachings and
then arise to lend an effective help in
spreading them throughout the world.
For it is only with the saving grace of
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God, revealed this uay through the edition. Jt~ l~ a ::'~~I~lng and al)](_l1J1g
Baha'i Faith, that the ,,,",arId can hope ('vidt:::nce 01 tne ettLClenCy and exemto be relieved from its manv social plat"}' devotion which characterize your
and spiritual ilk" (To 1V1r. John B, work for the Cause."
Richardson, Chicago, throllgh Ruhi
"Shoghi Effendi \"'as glad to ilear
Afnan, April 6, 1932).
of your ·work <lmong the rancher5. He
., Shoghi Effendi has never saiu that sinc<.:relr hopes that they will aJ\'ance
the members 01 the Xational Assem- in spirituality and become imbued with
bly have to be rene\ved partially every the Spirit 'of Baha 'u ·ibh. Country
year, The important th:ng is that they people should be much readier for tlle
should be properly elected. It would )'-1cssage, for they are not so combe nice if there should be new mem- pletely carried awav bv material civilibers elected. for nevI" blood always adds zation and its Llind~ing· influence. They
to the energy of the group a~d will
o11ght to be more receptive and more
keep up their spirit. But this depends pure in heart." (To ::"[rs. Shahnaz
entirely upon the \vill of the delegates \Vaitc, Los Angeles, through Ruhi
as represented in the restllt oi their Ainan, May 13, 1932.)
voting.
"Shoghi Effendi undertook the
'IThe teachers of the Cause can translation ot The D(J'"(j..'H-Brea-kers
surely become members of any As- only after being cotwinced that its pubsembly or committee. There should lication win arouse the friends to
be no incapacity attached to them. But greater self-sacrifice and a more deShoghi Effendi wou1d just preier to termined way of teaching. Otherv,,-ise
see them de,·ote all their time to teach- he would not have devoted so much
ing and leave the administrative func- time to it. Reading about the life and
fions for those \\"ho cannot serve as activities of those heroic souls is bound
teachers," (To 1I!r. ,Villard Hatch, to influence our mode of Eying and
Los Angeles, through Ruhi Afnil.11, the importance we attach to our servw
ices in the Cause, Shoghi Effendi
April 27, 1932.)
"How \'. . onderiul it would be if all therefore hopes that the friends ...~1l
the friends could arrange to spend at read, nay rather, study that book, and
least a few days in one of these sum- encourage their young people to do
mer schools and take an actire part that as well.
'-'It is also very important to hold
in their development. These centers
could attract many souls if properly study classes and go deep in the
arranged and made interesting; those Teachings, A great harm is done by
non-Baha'is who visit them v{ill then starting to teach without being firmly
ha,'e some time to get into the spirit grounded in the literature.
'Little
of the place and make a study of the knowledge is dangerous' fully applies
Cause . . . \\! e constantly receive let- to the teaching work. The friends
ters tram people who became Baha'ls should read the Writings and be able
by visiting one of these centers and to quote from the Tablets when disobtaining the I\-1essage there.'·' (To cussing subjects pertaining to the
JEss Cora Gray, received about :"\'lay Faith." (To Mrs. Edith Hildebrand,
Clearlake
Highlands.
Caliiomia,
1, 1932, through Ruhi Ainin·l
through Ruhi Afnan, ~lay 9, 1932.)

Tlu Dawn-Breakers

I'Y ou may be interested to know
that many of the distinguished men to
whom Shoghi Effendi ,ent a copy of
The Dav..-'1/-Breakcrs as a present.
wrote him in answer that it is one of
the most beautirul books they ha \'e
seen for a long time. This' proves
how successful "v'ou have been in that
important task~' (To ~frs. :Marion
Little, Secretary of the Publishing
Committee, Ke\v York, through Ruhi
Afnim, }Iay 7, 1932.)
1n the same letter, written hy the
Guardian: "I wish to reaffirm in person the cable I was moved to send to
your· address expressing my keen appreciation of and profound gratitude
for th-e manner vou as well as your
collaborators have cooperated in 'pt+odueing such a splendid and. impressive

On Teaching

HAdministrative \\'ork and teaching
do not exclude each other. Even
though you will find yourself torced to
give more time to the fonner, Shoghi
Effendi hopes that you will keep up
the latter form of sen'ice and continue
to dra\v new souls into the movement.
"Shoghi Effendi read the plan oi
work vou have set for the Xational
Teaching Committee \'vith great care,
It surely depends ultimateiy upon the
Xational .\ssemb:y to approye it. or to
modiiy it, but it seems as a whole- to
be most promising.
"Shoghi Effendi has seen. through
the experience of the international
reachers that keep him informed regarding their activities, that intensive
work is ultimately of a more lasting
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nature. It has proven to be far better
that a teacher should spend a month
or h'IiO in one center and ""ait until a
group is formed, than to cover a larger
area anu not stay enough in a center
to help the progress of those interested
to the stag-e that they w\)uld feel themselves ahl~ to embr~cc the Canse and
identify themselves ,,vith it." (To ~{r.
Leroy Ioa5, San Francisco! through
Ruhi A fnin, ),[ay 30, 1932,)
On Collection of Bab,,'i Fund,

"Shoghi Effendi \\'ishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
datecl )'lav 8th, 1932, telling him o[
some incidents that transpired during
the Cotwention this year, especially
\vhen f unrls \-"erc collected for the
Temple. He was yeTY glad to learn of
the wondcrf ul spirit that prevailed in
those gatherings; for it is only through
such a spirit of devotion and sacrifIce
that the Cause can prosper and its message embrace the 'whole vl-·orld. It was
also wonderful to see the interest
shown by the public in the general
gatherings that formed part of the
Conyention program.
"Shoghi Effendi hopes that as the
Temple is gradually completed this interest will increase and they ,·,till try to
share in the spirit that motiYates the
friends and accepting the Faith of
Bahi'u'llah. arise to serve it and dedicate their liie to its spread.
"Such gatherings for collections of
f und,j are permissible if it is done with
a true spirit of sacrifice, not when the
audience is especially aroused to a
trenzy and mob psychology is used to
induce them to pay.
"Shoghi Effendi has repeatedly stated
that no pressure should be used upon
the friends and psychological pressure
falls under that category. But there
is much difference bet\"'een such
gatherings often used by religious
bodies, and a true quiet, prayerful atmosphere when a person is, of his own
accord, aroused to make some sacrifi.ce. The distinction is yen: delicate,
but it is for the Chairman -to use hi:)
power to see that one desirable iorm is
not corrupted into tht.': other. All the
activities of the Cause should be carried through in a dignified manner.
"Shoghi Effendi is sure that thl'
iunds gathered at the last Conventioll
was not due to the play ot mob psychology but to the prayerful attitude
of the friends and their desire to make
further sacrifice." (To ~·Irs. Corinne
True, \Vilmette, throl1gh Rulli A£nan,
!>'lay 28, 1932,)

PERSIAN
GOVERNMENT
REMOVES BAN ON ENTRY OF
BAHA'I LITERATURE
One o[ the great obstacles in the
path of the Cause has apparently been
removed bv the recent action of the
P~rsian gO~'E':rnment in raising the ban
on entrv or Bahi:i literature into that
land, and its free circulation within
Per~ia.

Infonnation of t:115 important action
was conveyed to the Kational Spiritual
Assemblv bv 11rs. Keith RansomKehicr
a cablegram dated Teheran.
August 20, 1932. Follmving this announcement the Assembly has receiyed
from 1Irs. Ransom-Kehler a letter
containing the following explicit statement: "On August 15 I saw his Highness TeyTI10urtash and received from
him the direct. unqualified assurance
that Bahi'i literature ''''ould be admitted freely into Persia and permitted to circulate."
:Mrs. Ransom-Kehler in this meeting with the Court 11inister was the
personal representative of ·the American National Spiritual Assembly, in
accordance ''''ith the wish of the Guardian, \vho had requested her to journey
from Haifa to Teheran and undertake the important mission of presenting a petition to the Shah.
The successful performance of this
mission reveals the power ot the Cause
in the land of its birth, where only a
fe,,,- years ago mart)'Tdom ,'vas still-inflicted upon faithl111 followers of Da-

in

h~i.'u'l1ah.

On Septemher 14, the ~~ational Assembly dispatched the following cablegram: "His Highness Teymourtasl1.
Court j\Iinister. Teheran. On behalf
American Bahil'is \ve express abiJing
gra ti tude f or removal 0 f ban on entry
of Baha~i literature into Persia. This
nob!e action of His lmperial II.lajes~
ty's government ha:; profoundly impressed Baha'is of the Cnited States
and Canada, , ....ho have already felt
strong attachment to Baha'u'll<ih's native land, \Ve ".vish to assure vour
Highness of our sympathy fo/ his
Imperial :}[aje~ty, our great interest
in the pt:.ogress and welfare of his empire an.d our desire [Q assist in enhancing its prestige throughom the
world."
(:;;igned) American Baha'i
:\ssemhly.

NEWS FROM OTHER LANDS
As space permits, every" effort will
be made to publish the important news
received in letters from Local and Xa~
tional Assemblies throughout the
world. The following excerpts are

5
taken from communications recei'\'ed
bv the American National Assemblv
stuce the Convention.
.
;'You ,,"vauld be very much pleased
to learn that j,[rs. Keith Ransoffi Kehler. who recently visited Burma under
the direction and \'"ith the sanction ot
our clearly belm'ed Guardian. Shoghi
Effendi, rendered excellent services to
the Cause in :\'[andalay and Rangoon,
and ,vas the cause of creating great
zeal and enthusiasm among many enlightened persons for im'estigating the
truth of the Baha'i Revelation. Her
heart-stirring speeches giyen at the
Brahmo Samaj and the Theosophical
Society of Rangoon were simply wonderll1L"-S, G, Murtaza Ali, Secretary, Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Rangoon, March 7, 1932.
"In this hour of world-encircling
glQom when the very thought of the
rest of mankind falters, does not the
work we Baha'is ha\.'e set our hands to
demand of us a more continued and
tenacious devotion than ever before,
does it not call for a persistent and
unyielding effort greater than any we
haYe displayed in the past? \Ve are
blessed, indeed, in that we know the
cause, understand the significance and
are assured of the outcome of the
crises that cOtlyuIse present-day society. But every blessing carries with it
'a resJX)t1sibility-and grievous will be'
our loss if \.,."e tail to set aside our
cares and carry the 1Iessage of Salvation to a despairing ,yorld."-Hormuzdyar Khodabaksh, Secretary, Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha.'is of Poona,
),Iarch 12, 1932,
';The friends in India and Burma
are extremely pleased and 'very happy
tor the visit oE ~.[rs_ Keith RansornKehler to India and Burma. She addressed public meetings in Rangoon,
:r-.landalaYJ Benares J Lucknow, Alighar.
Amritsar an d Lahore. \vaS welcomed
in the uni\'ersities at Benares, Ll1cknow and Aligar and did very splendid
work in spreading the :Most Great
Cause in India and Burma. She was
in Bombay" lOr a week and addressed
large mee~tings almost every evening.
She has gone to Deccan lIydrabad and
will be there for a week. \Ve in India
are most grateful to the friends in
America for sending such able teach~
ers to India to spread the Holy Cause."
-x, R Vakil, President and Treasurer, ::\ational Spiritual :\ssemhly ot
the Baha'is of India and·Burma ..'"\'pril
S,19.12.
'.'\\' e learn \'vith the greatest joy
of the activities and , ...'onJertul efforts
which are being made by the friends
in tbat beloved country (.-\merica) for
the completion ot the construction of
the Temple in Wilmette, vVe had
4
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some time ago collected a small sum to
be offered as a contribution to the
~lashriqu'I,.'\.uhkar Fund, but we have
so far not been able to transmit the
money to you o,,{ing to the difficulty
we ha.d in connection \""jth the obtaining of fO'reign exchange.
. . The
Spiritual Assembly in Tihran has
thought it adyisable to purchase S0111l'
carpets for the equi\"a1cnt ot the contributions collected and send the same
to ~-\meri ca.
"\Ve have learned with greatest satisfaction and joy of the completion of
the \,,'onderful portrait of 'ALdu'I-Hahn. This is indeed a '\'onderfttl and
important service 'rendered by the be-loyed friends in America ".bieh will
be remembered through agts to cOllle
and of which the friends in that COUlltry should rightly be proud, . . , Another notevmrthy service rendered by
those souls is the publication of the
Kabil )Zarrative, translated by our beloyed Guardian. \\'e have s-o far received a few copies of this book It is
indeed a wonderful ,"vork,"-l\·1assoud
Vedad, Secretary, Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Tihran, April 20,
1932.
HBaha'is of Persia, and especially
the older ones ".,.ho have been subject
. to all kinds of humiliations and tortUres until recent years, nO,\' shed teafs .
of joy to see the evident glory of the
Cause and the freedom of Baha'Is. In
many of the Baha'i public meetings of
Tihran one meets non-Baha'is who
are naturally attracted to these meetings and among them are many who
formerly opposed the Baha'i::;. ~ow
when these individuals see with their
eyes the Baha glory they pretend to
call themselyes Baha'is or at least
friendlv toward them, True is the
promise of His Holiness 'Abdu'l-Baha
'''''ho said a time will come when manv
a person would pretend to be a Baha-;f
and would try to prove this by saying
that he had a distant relationship with
a Baha'i. Bahi-t'is of Persia feel certain that the Baha'i Glorv will. most
decidedly, be established in its ·fullest
form in the time of their I\1aster,
Shoghi Effendi,
"You will be pleased to hear that a
Baha'i Committee called ;Association
of the Baha'i Youth' is progressing
well. The plan of this Committee is to
manage a Baha'i Club and prepare the
ll1t'ans of prugres:, jor Baha'i :ronth,
mentally, physically and spiritually.
It has two hundred and forty members at present.
"For the first time the Baha!i Library oi this Association called by the
Spiritual Assembly 'Central Daha'i Library of the Baha'is of Persia' has
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announced

its establishment in the
Letter of Tihran, and
would like to have all Bahi'i Assemblies and Committees 01 Baha'i Publications inforl1:.ed that copies of Baba'i publications together \vith any
c011tributions will be thankf nlly accepted."-Zikrul1ah Khadim. C nitv Relations COlllLl1ittt'e Between Ea~t and
\\'est, Iraq Legation, Tihran, April
21, 1932,
"Here in Persia 'we still have our
difficulties to fight witb; the general
tendency in the world agaitlst religion
is gradual1y gaining ground here still
,"vorse than the prejudice and religious
bigotry and persecution vlrhich it replaces and \\'hich led to martyrdoms so
many thousands of our near hrethren
in the past. The :\lullas. although 011
the decline, still have enough malignancy Jeft to incite their congregations, \vhose ranks are admittedly thin
and \vavering, to passiye animosity
and revengeful hatred_ Xo persecution is manifest but still 110 freedom
or even recognition is accorded_ . . .
\Ve vwuld ad"ise yuu to address all
letters to 11S as follows in order to
avoid all possible delays, in care of
Parsian, Tihran." A_ A. Rouhani,
Secretary. ;.Jational Spiritual Assembly of Persia, April 24, 1932,
"A fit termination to an eventful
V'ear was the visit 0 f 1\lrs. Keith Ran~olTI-Kehler to our citv. She -was with
us the three days prio; to Ridvan.
The three days she was with 11S wcre
truly remarkable. For each succeeding lecture the hail engaged chanced
to be larger than that of the previous
day and yet it proved too small (0 holu
all those who had come to hear her.
Vi/hat better evidence of the attractive
spirit of this noble teacher?
Our beloved sister speaks as one inspired. . . . Poona, like all the other
cities that she has visited, was enraptured by her engaging personality and
pleaded that she extend her stay here.
Owing to other engagements else\vhere
it was not possible for this tireless
worker to comply with this \vish,
"Some Poona friends have donated
outright to the Baha'i Archives Committee of America aU the original Tablets received by them from the beloved
Master, The Guardian has approveu
of this course of action and has recommended that all the Indian friends
likewise adopt this measure to ensure
for future generations the preservation
of these precious relics of the Founders of our Faith."~Horn111zdyar
Khodabaksh, Spiritual Assembly of
the Bahi'is of Poona, April 21, 1932,
'~The Annual Convention of this
year was yery successful and proved
mOre clearly its great significance.
BAHA'i ;\E\\'S

Delegates as \vel! as many friends
rrom various centers in EgYl;t ha\-e attended. Redoubled by the yi::;it of our
radiant sistcr, j.lrs. SchopAocher.
whom our Guardian wished to attt'mi
the mt'eting, was th(: JOY of the Connntion and also the celebration oi
RiclYan. Jt might he l11t'utiOllt'd that
~I rs_ Schopfluclw1' took sume nlOyillg
pictures of the gathering of the
friends. It is hoped that these pictures will be of interest to our we::o:tern
friends.
"During the la.-::t months of la~t ,-car
negotiatiuns (with the Egyptian ;:"OYernment) have made wider rrog;ess.
Directed hv the belovf'(l C;l1ardian,
friends kept up a continuous appeal to
the Prime !\Iinister. ).rini~ter of the
Interior and 1-t:illister nf Jl1stice. Petitions ,"vtre suhmitted and cu~ies oi
the statute latch' coded and rtyisecl bv
Shoghi Effendi haye also been furnished. The \" ational ;'\:.;semblv of
.\merica has supplied thi:; body· with
an appeal together with a copy of the
official recognition of the American
Government, which documents were
duly submitted to the Egyptian authorities. The -Convention has also sent
a telegram to the Prime ="linister soliciting sympathetic consideration of
the Baha'i case. \Ve hayc great hopes
in the final success and will keep you
acquainted with further results."Abdul Fattah Sabry Effendi, Secretary, ~ational Spirltual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Egypt, :\lay 1, 1932,
(~ote: the Baha'i ca~e mentioned
above was described a iew years ago
by the Guardian in one oi his general
letters pllblishetl in Bah~'r Administra-

tion,-Editor),
"In compliance with (he repeated instructions of the Guardian, the ~a
tional Assembly last vear held several
extraordinan·' sessiori"s to discuss the
important matter of application to the
local government for the recognition
of the Baha'i Cause. The Assemblv,
with the cooperation of committees ap~
pointed for the purpose, prepared and
submitted to the Guardian the necessary drafts and documents which included: Declaration of Trust, ByLaws, By-Laws of Local Assemblies.
Shortlv afterward a letter from the
Guard;an revealed the fact that all the
)iational Assemblies in the world
should adopt without any alteration
one kind of Trust and By-Laws. The
best model existing bein+g thac of the
U, S, A, and Canada, which he strongly recommended; and as to the ByLa,,,,s of Local Assemblies, that of the
K ew York Local Assembly, which is to
be published in the forthcoming Baha'i World, Volume IV, must be actually adopted,
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"\Ve are delighted to say that the
Cause, in Iraq in particular, has been
gaining widespread publicity while its
prestige and dignity has been greatly
enhanced in the estimation of nonbelievers. The people ha"e begun to
perceiYe that the Baha"i Cause. which
has attracted the Jeep attention and
concern of all the nations of the '1Norld,
is other than what the)' were taught
by those who did all in their power to
disparage its fair name and noble pur~
pose. The minute:; oi the Council of
the League ot );ations, declaring the
urgency ot expropriating the HOllse
(oi Bahi'u'lIah) were duly published
by the local press, thereby causing joy
to the belieyers.
And although, in.
the \vords of the Guardian, gloom and
humiliation has now beset Biba-'u'llah's
Holv Habitation in Baghdad. Hi,
startling prediction and reassurance
have never been forgotten . . . . XO\"..
this mention and publicity. which could
not be attained bv the efforts of even
hundreds of teachers, is certainly due
to this crisis which pro .... ed to be an
unbounded blessing in disguise. (The
minutes of the League, referred to
above. "will be found quoted in The
BaM', World. Volume llT.-Editor).
"For the first time in the hi~torv of
the Catl~e in Iraq a public aucir(;ss ~",.'as
given bdon: non-bodie"vers. The Y. ~I.
C. A .. \vhich is a British organization
in B~ghc1ad, expressed a desire that
Dr. Aflatum. Vice-Chairman of the
X. S. A.. of Iraq, address it On 'Baha'ism: Its History and Teachings.'
This invitation was gladly accepted by
Dr. Aflatul1l and in February last he
yerv ablv and relharkahh' delh'ered the
address ~bef ore a large gathering chietly composed of the members of. the
British communit . . . as 'well as enllghtened Iraqis. . . : The meeting was a
signal success."-).Iunir H. Vakil, Secretary, Kational Spiritual Assembly ot
the Bahi'is 0; Iraq, ~lay I, 1932.
'''The Baha'I Cause is steacl.ily progressing in Britain. It is little use
troubling ourselves about the rise anu
fall oi the \\'ayelets in our activities;
the tide is coming in-and it is the
tide that matters. It is not a long time
since there were no friends of the
Cause of Baha'u'llah in Britain; the
Raha'; Glad Tidings of the Kingdom
were unkn(ywn. unvoiced. even unimaginc<l-hut today scort:s of earnest
SOllls are aliye to the subject, voicing it.
]m'ing it. magnifying it. av,:akening
people to the Glory of the coming
era; and it is true to say that thousands
of people in Britain l;a\'e nO,,\, heard
the first faint hut certain notes of the
sweet call 01 the .\bha Ktllg-(lom. Tn
fact. the Cofl for tire ['lJificatio-n of the
H' orld iJl the Glory of God is being

more and more definitely heard by the
peeple through the effons of a steadily increasing number of friends.
"During the last three months the
London friends have had the pleasure
of \"'elcoming these visitors from
abroad: :\Ir. Dorakhshan. of Paris
and Tihran; 2\1 r. }Iaunttort :"lills. of
New York and Geneva; }Olr. Albert
\Vindust, of Chicago, on his way home
to America from Haifa; and Mr. Farieloon. of Kerman and Berlin. At a
"Cnitv Feast held at the Baha'i rOOm on
Febr~uary 29, short talks were given
upon the subject, 'The Vlorld Crisis
and the Bah;1'1 1Iovement.' Proiessor
Shastri joined 'whole-heartedl), in the
appeal for more enthusiasm in
spreading thc universal :'-[essage of
Baha'u ']Jah in this critical time. Ladv
Dlomh.elcl, :"lrs. Slade. !'.Iiss Pincho~.
i\Iiss Baxter, and ~Irs. Romer havc
given the J.lessage in many places, indL1ding I\e\v Thought, Quaker, and
Esperantu meetings, the International
Guest House. and the London Fields
Fellowship. In connection with this
latter Mrs. Romer and }oliss Phillips
ha\'e spoken to a group of about one
hundred children from eight to sixteen years of age.
":J.rr~. George, indeiatigahlc and
faithful at all times,. has continued her
Sunday afternoon meetng:;, the mOst
precious function oi which iis to deepen in the souls of people the profound
spiritual teachings of the Cause.":,:-C\...·s Letter from Baha'is of the
British Isles. ~Iarch. 1932.
"The most pleasant and encouraging
feature of the year ending April 21.
1932. ,,"y<\s the visit of our international teacher. 11rs. Keith RansOIn-Kehler; with her transparent sincerity and
honesty of purpose, she has enthused
in us t'he spirit of real work ""'hich, we
hope. will enable and hearten us to
work for the general weliare of the
community and the teacbing· work in
particular. The account of our be~
Joyed Keith's activities in Bombay is
enclosed,'" (The account mentioned is.
unfortunately. too long for pL1blication
here. It give!:> details of addresses
macle hv J\lrs. Keith Ran::;om-Kehkr of
the Riclyan Feast. at the Arva Samaj
,randir. at Theosophical HalL and at
l11eeting~ of the Baha'] community.Fdilor)-O. 1I101lier, English Secretary. Spiritual Assembly of the Ba.hit'is of Bomuay, :J.fay 3, 193~.
"T:le construction 01 the fHaziratu'lQuds' was the first (kcision of this
Assembly, A plan was dra\\'n an? a
copv sent to our beloved Guardmn,
, .. . The huilding work took five
llluntir~", and it wa5 decided bv the .:\ssemblv. tn bLJld the upening cl:rel11ony
on th~ first da.y n f the month 01 BahiL,
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the Bahi'i Xew Year Dav. To our
g,reat joy ,,"ve ~h~ard that o"ur spiritual
sLster, 1\1rs. KeIth Ransom-Kehler of
:\ ew York,
" intended to com~ to
Karachi to dedicate the Baha'i Hall.
. . . It was a miracle that an American iadv could come at such a time to
India ~for opening the 'Haziratu'lQuds' which is the first Baha'; Hall
in India."-~!. A. R. ~lomenzadeha.
Secretar)', Spiritual Assembly oi the
BaM'i, oi Karachi, ~lav 5, 1932.
As frequently as pdssible, similar
excerpts from our International Bahi'i Correspondence will be published
in BAHA-'i X EWS.
IMPORTANT WORK ON THE BAB
The Baha'is of Paris, in a letter
dated August 19, 1932. announce that
they are consulting with j\L Nicholas,
the well known French historian, who
has written a ntunher of books Concerning the Bab. As result, it is
hoped that a ne,,"v edition, in French,
can be published of his work "Seyyed
Ali ~lohamed Ie Bab." The book will
contain 350 pages and sell for 15
francs, postage additional.
American believers \vho read French
win find this ",,'ork of great interest.
\Vhile not listed as an authoritative
Baha'i publication, it nevertheless has
importance as a source of historical
information.
.Advance orders can be sent to:- ~-1r.
C. Kennedy, 104, Avenue de Versailles, Paris, France.
:\Ir. Kennedv has reeei \'ed a letter
from the Gllar~lian strongly encouraging the publication of this ne\v edition'
and otfering to contribute to its expense,
A~NOUNCEMENTS BY
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
A ne,,,, edition is available of the
Study Outlil]e. anti copies may be obtained \vith or without the three Baha'i
books needed as sources of reference
in the use of this Outline.
Price of Study Outline ........ $0.50
Price 01 Study 011tline and one
copy each -of the following
books: Bah,,'u'llah and the
New Era; ,Visrlom of '.-'.bdu'lBaha: and F ol1ndations of
World L"nity ............. 1.50
ThiS Stlldv Outline 1S invaluable
for individuai students of the 'Teachings, and especially for communities
and groups who desire to follow a
definite course of study.
A small number of copies of Religious Education J.faga.zine for September. containing- ~\Ir. Albert Vail'::i
revie\,,' of The Duw11-Breakers. are
offered for salt' at We each, postpaid.
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The Publishing Committee will cooperate ,'!"ith Assembly Librarians in
promoting the sale of The DawnBreakers, by sending copies On consignment, to be paid for when sold.
The price oi the Standard Edition is
$7 ..10; of the Limited Edition, autographed by the Guardian, $35.00. In
view of the fact that the cost of this
book has been guaranteed by the )iational Spiritual Assembly, no discount
can be allowed to local Librarians.
Local Assemblies are requested to giye
all possible consideration to the spiritual importance of having every belie\"er possess a copy of this unique
work. In a number oi cities, arrangements haye been made bv which helievers can purchase copies on instalment payments_
DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF
A LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
From New York By-Laws Approved
. by the Guardian
Article III-The Spiritual ASSetllbly, in the fulfilment or its obligations
and responsibilities under this Corporation, shall have exc1usi\"e jurisdiction and authoritv oYcr all the local
activities and affairs of the Baha"i
community of the City oi Nc,,-\, York,
including paramount authority·' in the
administration of this .corporation. it
shall be responsible for maintaining the
integrity and accuracy of all Baha"i
teaching, whether written or oral, undertaken throughout the local community. It shall make a,·ailable the published literature or the Faith. It shall
represent the community in its relations to the Xational Spiritual Assemh1v, in its relation to the Guardian of
th~ Bah,,·i Faith, to other local Bahi'i
communities, and to the general public in the City or Xew York. It shall
be charged ";it11 the recognition of all
applicants requesting membership in
the local Baha'i communitv. It shall
pass upon the right of any and all
members of the communi tv \""hose
membership is in question
retain

to

their status as voting members 0 £ the
community. It shall call the meetings
of the community, including the Baha'i Anniver6aries and Feasts, the
meetings of consultation. the ,-\nnual
~Ieeting and the meeting lor the election of cleleg-ates to the .-\nl1ual ~lect·
ing of the Katjonal Spiritual AS6embly. It shall appoint and sllperYisc all
committees of the Baha'[ connnunitv.
It shall collect and disburse all funCls
intended for the maintenance Ot this
Corporation. It shall have fLtl! and·
complete custody ot the headquarters
or meeting place of tbe Bahil'i community. It shall report to the .:\ational Spiritual :\ssembly annually. 01'
when requested,. the mCI1l',)ersh:p ro!l
of the BahA'i community. for the illformation and approyal ~f rhe national
Baha'i body. The Spiritual i-\ssembly.
however, shall recognize the authority
ann right of the l\ ational Spiritual .A..ssemblv to declare at any time what
activities and at1airs o( the Balla 'j
communit,.. of the City of ~e\".· York"'are natio~al in scope' and hence subject to the jurisdiction oi the national
Baha'i body. It shall likewi5c recognize the right of any member of the
communir:y to appeal to the ::-..rat!onal
Spiritual Assembly Tor review and decision of any matter in which the previous dec;sioll 0t :he local Spiritual
Assemblv is felt bv the member to be
contrary~ to the e~pticit teachings of
the Baha'i Faith or opposed to its
best interests. It shall. on the other
hanJ, have the authority and right to
appeal [rom the clecision of the ::\ ational Assembl \" to the Guardian of
the Faith for n;\"iew and final decision"
of any matter related to the Faith in
the city ot Xew York.
Article IV-The Spiritual Assembly, in administering this Corporation,
shall ever hear in minJ the ideal:) npheld in the Sacred \Vritings of the
Bahid Faith respecting the'"' relationships of a Spiritual AS::iernbly to its
Baha'i community! rC::ipecting the relations of Bahi'[s t(l one another in
the community, all (I the relation~hip~

of Baha'is to all non-Baha·is. without
prejudice of race, creed. class or nationality. The Assemblv shall therefore aboye all recognize its sacred duty
to maintain full and complete unity
thrOl:ghout the Bahi'i community, to
relieye and comfort the ~ick and eli::.tressed, to assist the poor and destitute.
to protect the orphans, the crippled
and the aged, to educate the children
of Baha'is according to the highest
religious ann intellectual standards, to
compose differences and disagreements
among memhers of the community, to
prollluigate the principles of Diyine
Civilization re\'ealed bv Baha\t'll<ih.
and to proLllote in eyer~' way possible
the Bahil'[ aim of the oneness of nnnkind. It shall faithfullv and elevotedly ttphdd the general BahA'i activities
and affairs initiated and sustained bv
the Xational Spiritual _-\ssembly. it
;;:hall cooperate whole-heartedly with
other
lucal
Spiritual Assemblies
throughout North _-\merica in all matters declared by the Xational Spiritual
Assembly to be of general Baha'i importance and concern. It shall rigorollslv ab::;tain fron~ any action or influence, direct or indirect. that savors of
inten'emion on the part of a Baha'i
bod.y in matters of public politics and
civil jurisdiction. It shall encourage
inter(our~e b~tweetl the Baha'i community of the City of Xew York and
other recognized Baha'i communities,
issuing letters of introduction to Baha'is traveIing- from :\"ew York and
passing upon letter::i of introduction issued bv other Baha'i .-\ssemblies. It
shall regard its authority as a means of
rendering service to Bah<.l:is and nonBahi'is and not as a source of arbitrary power. \Yhile retaining the sacred right of final decision in all matters pertaining to the Baha'i COI11lTIunit.y. the Spiritual Assembly shall
ever seek the adyice and consultation
of all members of the community, keep
the communitv informed of all its affairs. al1(l in\~ite 1ull and free disclls;::.;on on the part of the community
oi all matter:". affecting- the Faith.
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l'One thing and only One thing will
unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause,
namely, the e..xtent to which Ollr own
inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspec1::s
the splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by Bahi'u'llah."Shoghi Effendi, September 24, 1924.
A PLEA FOR INCREASED EFFORT
IN BAHA'I TEACIDNG
A Statement by the
Naticnuil Spiritual Assembly
In order to give release to all available resources for teaching at this time
when world depression -i~ quickening
the hearts of countless people. the ).!,tiona! Spiritual Assembly authorized
and heartily endorsed the outline of
plans and policies prepared by the
Teaching Committee and published in
the July issue of BAIL.i'i ~EWS.
The Teaching Committee, through
both its ,""estern and Eastern divisions. has with notable energy anJ
de,,'otion labored to carry out the aims
adopted after consultation with previous Teaching Committee members
and careful thought of the changed
conditions in the outer world. Every
Local Spiritual Assembly has received
yaluable suggestions. and each individual believer has, through successive
issues of BAH.\'i ~ EWS, been urged to
feel his or her measure of responsibility in promoting the Cause.
..;\s friends of our Faith point out,
if Baha'is cannot carry this 1Iessage
to the people now, when do they hope
to prove their knowledge and vindicate
their loyalty?
Perhaps, as seems inevitahle, there
still exists here and there among us a
conception of teaching based on facts
and conditions of former years. \\Then
we realize how everything else has
progressed, how the world has been
transformed. how our administrative
institutions have aU been renewed and
revitalized since the appointment of
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the Guardian only eleven years ago,
de,-'elopment of teaching activities can·
not lag behind.
In the early davs, most of the teaching was carried O'n by a relatively few
people, whose capacity \vas such that
Baha'i communities gradually appeared
in all parts of this vast country, Lacking our present supply of published
authentic literature, seekers turned to
these teachers as the only available
source of information about this new
and mighty Rcyelation.
\Vithout
knowledge, moreover, of the law of
consultation as exemplified in the institutions of Local and National Spiritual Assemhlies, the early gatherings
rallied around human personalities and
tuok courage from the Constant devotion of these outstanding pioneers.
Little by little, some of the Baha'i
texts were translated and circulated,
but the friends for a time still continned to look for inspiration and
guidance to the i\.lastcr's Tablets revealed in Icply to personal letters.
The first step toward unity was the
adoption of Baha'i Temple Unity as
the national organization, . . "hich above
all emphasized the construction of the
Temple as the centralizing responsibility and most important task. Teaching
and other Committees existed from
year to year, but could not be fully
coordinated as aspects of Baha'i community lite as a \".,holc.
The older
friends will recall periods ,,,,,,hen individual believers were uncertain \""'heth~er
to contribute to the Temple or to the
Teaching Fund, since these matters
seemed somewhat separated before the
present National Fund came into existence. Generous belieyers made it
possible for teachers to give their
whole time to visiting local commullities and extending the fame of the
Cause. The Star of the \Vest '>\'as a
separate actiyity. carried on with tremendous sacrifice by a few, \vhile for
years Green Acre was also distinct
and separate, with only bonds of sympathy uniting it with the Cal1se in

other fields.
\Vith the establishment of a N ational Spiritual Assembly began a new
era which we still understand only in
part, so tremendous are its possibilities with the full unfoldment of the
innate capacities of the worldwide
Faith. But we can already see that a
real beginning has been made in unifying and coordinating all Baha'i activities, and in constituting true centers
of unity not only for the local but also
for the national and international communitv of believers. \\lith one central
Fund: it is now for the first time possible to decide between the relative
needs of the different activities, bring
them all into harmony not only one
with another but all with the ultimate
aims of the Cause as a whole. The
Bah;i'i Faith, in brief, has under the
Guardian already become a "federated
world" and hence a prototype of the
\Vorld Order which is the outer goal
of the teachings.
~carlv all our difficulties and misunuersta-ndings have arisen from the
need to adjust ourselves mentally and
spiritually to this organic unity. ),Jot
only did each national committee have
to ~ subordinate its special work and
function to the authority of the Cause
as a whole, but each local community
also found much of its early independence and spiritual isolation sacrificed to the new principle of true unity
explained in the Guardian's general
letters.
It i, perfectly clear today that the
teachings of Bahi'u'llah contained all
these provisions from the beginning.
The principles of thc Faith have not
been altered, but due to our immaturity tbey could only gradually be applied. The change has been in ourselves. .:-\s children who pass from
class to class in a school, so we collectively ' ...·ere first given easy, simple
lessons, then little bv little more difficult alles, and this process will surely
continue through all the worlds of God.
Until our daily attitude and outlook
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corresponds to the worldwid::- Im~
mensity of tbe Cause. we are b:::hLtld
in our· Baha'i educatio11.

The completion of the Temple
structure, the economic depression, and
the Guardian's translation of The
Dawn-Breakers, are all recent factors
compelling us collectively to take another great step in our growth. An
attitude which became crystallized and
rigid before we received the inspiration of The Dawn-Breakers must. if
we do not willingly abandon it, become
a source of inner conflict and suffering
and a cause of outer confusion in the
general work of the Cause. The principle operating here docs not and cannot arise fram the exercise of Assembly authority-it is a universal and divine law. It is for Local and !\"ational
Spiritual Assemblies to strive to make
their decisions conform to the everchanging conditions of a living, irresistibly widening and deepening world
movement. No Assembly could endure as an instrument uf Baha'i service if it failed to keep pace with this
gro,vth and development emanating
from the invisihle realm.
).10 where more than in the mighty
field of teaching does this truth apply.
Teaching is identical with living the
life. Teaching opportunities surround
every faithful believer at every moment, attracted by the presence of radiance. enthusiasm, knowledge and integrity. Greater and greater opportunities will come to us \vithout artificial effort un our part, when our local communities manifest unity among
all the friends. In this blessed Faith,
teaching is far removed from the methods and practices of the creeds, where
one is set apart in a special position,
and religion is divided into "lay" and
"clerical" bodies.
In taking the attitude that all believers are teachers, each according to
his or her capacity, the "National Assembly has brought forth no "new'·
teaching policy, but has on the contrary succeeded in asserting a vital
Baha'i principle that has always existed in the Sacred Writings but has not
sufficiently become part of our daily
lives.
Since all believers are teachers. it
follows that the :.!ational Spiritual
Assembly could not always be justified in maintaining an institution or
method, begun before tbe National
Assemblv was instituted, which tends
to make ~Baha'i teachers a special class
of believers and thus tends to keep the
local communities undeveloped and
passive in their highest spiritual function.
The members of the National As-
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sembly can only point out the underlying reasons for terminating this
methud during the present Dahit'i year.
wh4:n diffic.ult conditions make it imperative to study the operation of all
activities more intensely than ever before, and to trust that the friends v"ill
see for themselves that the decision
was not arbitrary but arose from fresh
consideration of the nature of the
Cause itsel f.
It is profoundly hopeel that the period of transition \",.. ill not be difficult.
and that as all communities begin to
appreciate their responsibility fur
teaching, individually and collectively.
a great new ""ave of sacrificing and
ardent effort, like that displayed by the
heroes of The Dm",,'n-Breakers, will
sweep over the continent of America.
Divine protection ,vill surely be extended to any sincere and loyal believer on " . hom this transition lays any
special burden.
In a letter dated IIai fa. September
la, 1932, the Guardian has written
the National Spiritual Assembly,
through his secretary, as follows:
"The Guardian fully agrees with vour
idea that the permanent welfare of the
Faith demands the steady development
of local Bahi'i community life. The
policy your Assembly has adopted rel(arding the publication of BAHA'i
I\EWS, the signing of a ne\\o' contract
regarding the dome of the Temple,
and various measures involving a strict
retrenchment of adrninistrati"ve expenditure, have met with the Guardian's
whole-hearted and unqualified approval. He truly adn1ires the spirit which
enables you to face the rigors and
surmount the obstacles of a crisis unprecedented in its gravity and worldwide in its effects. The constancy,
wisdom, courage and loyalty you have
so thoroughly displayed are beyond all
praise, and are worthy of your high
station as the standard-bearers of the
Administration of the Faith of Bahi'u'Wih."
To this letter the Guardian added
the following words: "I am moved
to add a few words with my own pen,
to ''''''hat has been written on my behalf,
renewing my plea to you, and through
you, to each member of your beloved
community, to prosecute, with undiminished vigor~ the enterprise which
you have so splendidly inaugurated.
The Greatest Holy Leaf, from her re·
treat of Glory, is watching over you,
is interceding for every one of you and
is expecting you to play your part in
the great task with which the prestige
of her Father's glorious Cause is so
closdy associated. You have. while
she lived among us. contributed to a

r".markable degree to tho brightening
at her eanhly hfe. By )-'our persistent, your heroic cnuea Yors, you will.
1 am sure, bring added joy to her sou;.

and will vindicate a fresh your undying
loyalty to her memory."
IN MEMORIAM

The prayers of the friends are asked
f or these believers who In ve passed
into the Kingdom.
.1\:Ir. Thomas Lovemore, New York
CIty.
:VI iss Georgiana Dean. Pasadena,
Calif.
:\[r. Charles Stewart Campbell.
Portland, are.
PROGRESS OF TEMPLE
CONSTRUCTION

The TempJe Trustees ha"'e received
from The Research Service the following interesting report on the work up
to October 8.
"The '''''ork during the month of
September has largely consisted of the
moulding and carving of the two lower
segments of sub-panels of the field of
the dome. This work has been completed and these two sections are ready
for the preparation of the moulds in
\vhich the casting of the final segments
of the dome ornamentation will be
made.
The completed plaster of
Pans models of the h",'o dome sections
begin to reveal the real heauty of the
final structure. Everyone who sees
these models is impressed with the
uniqueness of the design and the impressiveness of the structure.
"The clay models for the third and
fourth sections of the sub-panel of the
field of the dome have been completed
and steps are being taken to convert
thes~ into the permanent plaster of
Pans fonn. This work will be completed during the month of October.
"The lower section of the dome rib
has been started and will also be completed during the month of October.
This part of the ornamentation is ~s
peciaUy beautiful in its conception ....
"'You ,,,,·ilI be interested to learn that
this work has already aroused considerable interest and a statement concerning the work to date is to appear
in the October 13th issue of our leading civil engineering journal, Engineering .!V C'Zt's-Reconi. of 1'\ ew York
City."
TEMPLE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
OTHER LANDS

American Baha'is wiH rejoice to
learn that contributions have been
made to the Temple Fund this year,
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or are soon to he made, by the following National and Local Spiritual Assemblies in other lands: 1\ational Assemblies of Egypt. Persia. Inuia ann
Bunna. and the· British Isles; Local
Assemblies of Adelaide, Baghdad an,1
Pretoria. In addition, individual believers have contributed from China,
Japan, France. Germany, Geneva,
Turkey and Irish Free State.
Such evidence of solidarity in sacrifice, in thought and in faith. manif ested at a time w hen the ci viI populations of these countries are desperately divided by material and also moral
barriers, should redouble the efforts
of the American friends.
Recently the National Assembly received a letter from a believer in another country inquiring why we did
not apply the "New Plan of Unified
Action" outside the United States and
Canada. The reason, of course, is that
the American National Assembly,
while conscious of the unbreakable
spiritual tie uniting all Baha'is. has no
jurisdiction outside the United States
and Canada, and moreover is unwilling even to suggest that belieyers elsewhere should assume any of the responsibility placed upon America.
Each country and locality has its own
direct responsibility in promoting the
Cause, and the Temple is first and
foremost a goa1 set up for American
Baha'!s.
The Guardian has, however, greatly encouraged Mrs. Victoria Bedikian
-in her service of international correspondence on the subject of the Temple, and to her is due most of the
credit for bringing the Temple close
to the hearts of our coworkers abroad.
In a recent letter to her the Guardian
has written, through his scr:retary: HI
need not remind you of the importance the Guardian attaches to your
worldwide correspondence on behalf
of the Baha'i Cause, and he wishes me
to assure you, once more, that such an
exemplary effort on your part constitutes an inexhaustible source of spiritual and moral strength."

LETTERS FROM HAIFA
"The present condition of the world
-its economic instability, social dissensions, political dissadsfaction and
international distrust-should awaken
the youth from their slumber and
make them inquire what the future is
going to bring. It is surely they who
will suffer most if some calamity
sweep over the world. They should
therefore open their eyes to the existing conditions, study the evil forces
that are at work and then with a con-

certed effort arise and bring about
the nece3sarV reforms-reforms that
shall contain \\'itbin their scope the
spiritual as well as social and political
(To )'1".
phases oi human life."
)..Iaude Gaudreaux, Yonkers, ),J"ew
York, through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa.
March 13, 1932).
"He (Shoghi Effendi) was very
glad to see you offer to help ~lr. and
.1'irs. ...... to stay in ...... and
serve the spread of the ~loyement.
They are surely wonderful souls and
very cornpetent- to deliver the message
to others. They are versed in the
teachings and have the true Baha'i
spirit, and these are the only capital
a real teacher of the Baha'i Cause
needs to he successful in his work.
IVloreover, it is the duty of the Baha'is to help one another in time of
difficulty-in times such as these when
our economic life is disrupted and as a
result innumerable people are left
without work and proper means of
livelihood.
"But though your offer is most commendable, Shoghi Effendi would preier to have the local Assembly of
...... or the National Assembly decide l\'hether the stay of 1\1r. and :Mrs.
...... in """ is vital enough for
the Cause as to necessitate so much
sacrifice on your part." {To 1Irs.
Bessie F. Seker, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
through Ruhi Afn~n, Haifa, April 26,
1932.)
"As regards the statement of our
own views and explanations of the
teachings: Shoghi Effendi believes
that we should not restrict the liberty
of the indiviciual to express hi .;; own
views so long as he makes it clear
that these views are his own, In fact,
such explanations are often helpful
and are conducive to a better understanding a f the teachings. God has
given man a rational power to be used
and not killed.
"This does not, however, mean that
the absolute authority does not remain
in the revealed Words. We should
try and keep as near to the authority
as we can and show that we are faithful to it by quoting from the ,Vords
of Bahit'tt'llah in establishing our
points. To discard the authority of
the revealed \-Vords is heretic and to
suppress completely individual interpretation of those \Vords is also bad,
We should try to strike a happy medium between these two extremes."
(To Dr. E. C. Getsinger, Los Angeles, Calif., through Ruhi Afnan,
Haifa, June 18, 1932.)
"Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknow· ledge the receipt of your letter
dated "lay 1. J 932. as well as the en-
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closed general letter of the Los Angeles Spiritual Assembly.
He was
deeply interested to read of the activities of the friends in attracting new
souls to the teachings of the Callse.
"Of special interest \vas th~ fact
that the talents of the younger members of the group were also used. The
best Assembly is the one that capitalizes the talents of all the memJers of
the group and keeps them busy in some
form of active particip~tion in serving the Cause and spreading the message."
(To Oni A. Finks, Corresponding Secretary, Spiritual Assembly of Los Angeles. througn Ruhi
Afn:m, Haifa. August, 1932.)
"Every day has certain needs, In
those earlv days the Cause needed
Martyrs. and people who would stand
all sort.s of torture and persecution in
expressing their faith and spreading
the mess-age sent by God. Those days
are, hm..,rever, gone. The Cause at
present does not need martyrs who
would die for their faith, but servants
who desire to teach and establish the
Cause throughout the world. To live
to teach in the present day is like being martyred in those early days. It
is the spirit that moves us that counts.
not the act through which that spirit
expresses itself; and that spirit is to
snve the Cause of God with our heart
and soul." (To Tahirih :\-rann, Baltimore. Md., through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa, ·August 3, 1932.)

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENT
Through the generous action of the
Teaching Committee in foregoing part
of its annual budget, the Publishing
Committee has been able to issue a
new edition of the Guardian's letter,
"The Goal of a New \Vorld Order."
Shortlv after the first edition was
published, the National Assembly received word from Haifa that the
Guardian would like the believers to
make the contents of that letter known
to "every man and wuman in the
world."
Local Assemblies and also individual
believers can thus make an important
effort in the teaching field by arranging to distribute copies of this pamphlet far and \"'Tide. The new edition
sells for only Sc a copy, but the Publishing Committee can supply orders
only in lots of ten copies, and units of
ten, Please order, then, at least ten
at a time, the cost of which will be SOC
plus postage.
Announcement is also made of a
Study Guide based upon The Da\'IlUBreakers, prepared by ~-1 r. and i\irs.
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Willard :'>TcKay and lvIrs. Bahiyyih
Lindstrom. This Study Guide will
enable classes and also individual students to become thoroughly acquainted with the contents of this inspiring
book. Per copy, 25c.
In ,·iew of the fact that some of the
earlier pamphlets dealing with Bible
Prophecy are no longer in print, the
Publishing Committee reminds the
friends that the book "Baha'i Revelation:' by Thornton W. Chase, is a remarkable approach to the Cause from
the Christian standpoint. This book
may be obtained for $1.00 per copy.
The Committee feels very responsible for repaying, from sales of The
Dawn-Breakers. the sums advanced
by the :-.Iational Assembly to defray
the cost of this work. It is therefore
hoped that Local Assemblies which
received copies on consignment will
remit for these as soon as possible.
BAHA'I NEWS SERVICE
The publicity committee during October issued a general letter to the
Local Assemblies enclosing a newspaper article on the subject of the Persian Government's action in raising the
ban on entry of Baha'i literature. The
general letter offered very useful suggestions on how to secure publicity on
local events of interest.
In connection with this important
phase of our activities, the words written by the Guardian on November 27,
1924, should be borne in mind: "It is
our bounden duty to give the Cause
from day to day a fuller publicity, to
maintain and stimulate the interest
aroused, and to concentrate at the same
time our attention on a chosen few,
endeavoring tactfully and persistently
to make them earnest and unreserved
supporters of the Baha', Faith."
BAHA'I MAGAZINE RENEWALS
The ),Iational Spiritual Assembly
desires to assist the business office of
THE BAHAJi 11AGAZINE by reinforcing theil- effort to maintain old subscriptions and also secure new readers. At present it appears that a considerable number of subscribers have
not sent in their renewals_ The difficulties and hardships of the friends
are fully appreciated, but it is necessary to point out that the National
Fund is responsible for all deficit incurred in publishing the magazine. In
cases where believers feel it pref erable to contribute for the Temple the
amount formerly given for a magazine

subscription. there is no real gain to
the National Fund.
The Temple
Fund can receive only what the ~a
tional Spiritual Assembly has left
after defraying the cost of all current
BahaJi activities.
Local Spiritual Assemb1ies are requested to consider the needs of our
magazine in the light of the many
Tablets revealed concerning lt, and to
make this a subject for discussion at a
Nineteen Day Feast.
INTER-ASSEMBLY
CORRESPONDENCE

change their residence and therefore
are required to transfer their voting
right to a new community.
Such a practice may at first glance
appear to be excessively formal in a
spiritllal Cause_ Deeper consideration,
however. will lead to the realization
that it rests upon a sound basis. The
word "spiritual" has too long been associated with the idea of some type
of individual "freedom" whose greatest duty is to resist the false claims of
··organization."
In a Cause, possessing a worldwide administrative plan,
spiritual values become identical with
common sense. There is everv reason why a Local Spiritual As~embly
should inform itself about the status
of a person before granting him the
great privileges due to a true Baha'i.

The National Spiritual Assembly
makes grateful acknowledgment of the
receipt of the following general letters
issued by Local Spiritual Assemhlies:
Los Angeles, dated April 15; Honolulu, dated July 15; and San FrancisHOW TO ENROLL NEW
co. dated Mal', June-July, and SepBELIEVERS
tember-October. The Spiritual AsFollowing the outline supplied by the
sembly of San Francisco appears at
present to be the only one \vhich issues National Spiritual Assembly in its
article on "The Oualifications of a
a circular letter at regular intervals.
These Inter-Assembly general let- Voting Believer,"~ published a few
ters play an important part in upbuild- months ago, the Spiritual Assembly
ing the solidarity of the BaM', world. of the Baha'is of Chicago have reC"ntil BAHA'I :-.IEWS can be developed corded in their minutes the acceptance
to the capacity of serving as a. national of a new believer in such a clear and
or international newspaper, with sec- comprehensive manner that an excerpt
tions devoted to local affairs in all from these minutes is now published
parts of the world, no medium exists as a model that might well be foUowed
Lv which local communities may con- by other Assemblies.
HThis is to certify that On " " ' _
vey to fellow-believers detailed -information about their plans and activities. (date), 1932, the Local Spiritual Astheir methods for rendering service. sembly of the Baha'is of Chicago met
their overcoming of special problems. in consultation with ." ..... who had
and their loving interest in the general made application for affiliation with
the Chicago Baha'is, and in compliprogress of the Faith.
This matter is commended to all ance with suggestions made by the
Assemblies for their careful consid- National Spiritual Assemhly, the foleration. Even the smallest community lowing procedure was carried out: The
might issue at least an annual letter, Chairman, Mr. Windust, read to the
while the larger communities, like San applicant excerpts from Baha', AdFrancisco, can prepare a general let- ministration, the qualifications for votter or news buBetin at frequent in- ing membership in a Baha'i Community as outlined in the By-Laws and
tervals.
excerpts from the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and gave" a very
CREDENTIALS FOR TRAVELING interesting and complete explanation
BELIEVERS
of Baha'i organization.
A few years ago the suggestion was
"It was ascertained that 1'.-1r .••....
published in BAHA'I XEWS that be- had carefuly studied Baha'i Adminislievers planning to visit other centers tration and the \Vill of 'Ahdu·l-Bahi,
should secure from their local Sc::cre- as well as much other Baha'i literatarv a letter of introduction which ture. and following the above procedwo~dd constitute proper credentials es- ure acknowledged his understanding
tablishing their status as recognized and complete acceptance of the tenets
Baha'is_
At the suggestion of the of Baha'i Faith. It is thereupon the
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of unanimous vote of those present that
be accepted as a voting
Chicago, this thought is once more :'\1r.
advanced.
Particularly should 'such memher of the Chicago Baha'i Comletters be carr ted by friends who munity."
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"UNITED WILL AND
CONCERTED ACTION"
Word. of Sbogb; Effendi to the
Cbairman of tbe National
Spiritual Assembly
"I am deeply conscious of the many
obstacles that stand in the path of the
American believers in their stupendous endeavor to attain tht'ir goal-a
goal on which our dearly beloved
Greatest Holv Leaf had set her fondest hopes. 1 cannot, however. overJook, much as I sympathize with them
in their financial tribulations and
anxieties, the mysterious power that
resides in the united will and concerted action of all the members of that
se1f-sacrificing community-a community which, since the passing of
'Abdu'l-Bahi, has put an impetus to
the advancement of the Cause out of
all proportion to its numerical strength,
its youthfulness, and experience of ~he
powers (atent in this sacred Faith,
What an untold wealth of blessings
will flow out of a renewed, an irrevocable resolution, representing the
combined will of all the ,teadiast lovers of the Cause of God in that land,
to carry out in its entirety during ~he
few remaining months a Ptan on wn~ch
so much that is vital to it.s world·wlde
interests depends! The American believers, the stout -hearted supporters
of the Faith of Baha'u'Uih, have already given too many evidences of
their preponderating influence in the
direction of its affair:::. to allow the
slightest disappointment to mar the
radiance of their past achievemcnts.
Their will to ,'iuccecd must eventually
triumph. "
(signed) SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine, October 27, 1932.
PRESENT CONDITION AND
FUTURE NEEDS OF TEMPLE
CONSTRUCTION
The work of the preparatiun uf the
dome ornamentation of the Temple
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has gone ahead with encouraging
speed and success at the plant of the
John]. Earley Studio at Rosslyn, Virginia. \Ve wish that it were possible
f or each and everv beheyer in America to visit the plant at this time and to
see the remarkable demon:::.tration that
::\fr. Earley and his associates are
making in the preparation of the mudels for the nome panels ann ribs.
During the summer a wooden
frame-work was erected at the plant
so as to reproduce exactly in shape
and size the outer structural frame\""'ork of one panel of the Temple
dome. As SOOn as this frame-work
was completed a set of templets were
made and these were taken to \Vilmette and checked up with the existing steel structure of the dome. :\stonishingJy slight deviations were
found and allowances have been made
for these discrepancies in the wooden
structure at the plant.
The accompanying illustrations will
show the frame-work and four plaster
of Paris models of a dome panel in
place. As these plaster of Paris models are completed, they afe set in place
so as to check them up fur size and
appearance as regards percentage of
openings, lighting, shadows, etc.
Each section of a dome panel is first
modeled in clav in the Studio. A plaster cast is th~n made from the clay
model and the plaster of Paris model
is cast in the rough from these molds.
The rough plaster of Paris models are
then carved to their fInal shape and
form. These plaster of Paris models
serve as the hasis for the preparation
uf the architectural concre-te sections
'\'hich ,"".-ill form the onramentation to
be erected on the present dome structurc. A set of molds \'!,rill be made of
plaster of Paris from each model and
each set of molds will he llsed for the
casting of the 27 sections ot the dome
ornamentation. As each dome panel
will be made up of 9 parts or sections
there will be 243 pieces or settiOtlS in
the entire field of the uome.

The ribs will similarly be made up
of parts or sections, each rib being
composed of 14 sections a~d as there
are 9 ribs, it will be necessary to prepare 126 parts or sections.
The entire work is being done at the
Rosslyn, Virginia, plant and when
completed the sections will be shipped
to the Temple and erected in place.
An interesting phase oj the work is
the design of the light structural
frame-work necessary to support the
architectural concrete sections on the
present structural frame-work of the
dome. A careful investigation is being made to secure a non-corrosive
and enduring material. After the sections are in place, it win be impossible
to paint this supplemental structural
frame-work and hence it is necessary
to secure a non-ferrous alloy material
that win not be affected by the alkali
of the concrete, or by climatic conditions. It is likelv that some such material as stainle;s steel will be used
for the preparation of the special
shapes and fastenings.
Rltsearch is being made to secure a
t;uitable surface material for the architectural concrete. This material must
be white in color, opaque and have a
high reflecting surface. \,~le have decided upon a particular type of quartz
and it is now necessary to find a sufficient deposit of this ~material in this
part of the country. \Ve are visiting
many quarries and outcroppings of
qua.rtz material through the Piedmont
region of the South. It is likely that
we vl-'ill find a suitable and sufficient
quantity near \~lashington.
The estimated cost of the construction of the ornamentation for the dome
panel:: and ribs is approximately
5150,000.00. Our estimate for the
dome panels is $82,300.00 and [or the
ribs $67,700.00.
This estimate includes the preliminary work which
will prohably be completed ~t a cost
of about $30.000. Each ot the 27
dome panels will cost about $2,440.00.
As each dome panel is clivided into 9
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parts, there will be 243 pieces or sections and each section will cost about
$270.00. Similarly each of the') ribs
will cost about $6,020.00. As each rib
is divided into 14 sections, there will
be a total of about 126 sections and
the cost of each section will be about
$430.00.
It is suggested that Baha'i communities or believers may find it possible
to take as an objective the furnishing
of an entire dome panel or one or
more sections of a dome panel or rib.
By establishing a definite objective of
service and sacrifice it will soon he
possible to guarantee sufficient funds
to proceed with the making of the
architectural concrete sections without
delay during the coming spring
months. The funcls in hand provide
for the carrying on of the work until
early in January, 1933. At this time
Mr. Earley will be ready to go ahead
with the casting of the sections of the
dome panel and ribs, and funds must
be available at the rate of $25,000.00
a month for five months in order to
complete the work and have the Temple Dome Ornamentation in place by
June I, 1933, in accordance with the
instruction of our Guardian.
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to be_ Instead, the little Communit\' Diz;lIe favor beell fully vouchsafed
of the Greatest "'arne. that humble unto you a.nd unto them that are in
band of devoted believers, poor and ltea7!en and on earth. All praise to
insignificant, struggle valiantly to God, the Lord of all 'Worlds."
raise, stone upon stone, the DawningYours faithfully,
Place uf the Remembrance of God in
TIrE KATIONAL SPIRITUAL
the heart of a vast continent l
ASSEMBLY
Do we "think the task easy, an unBy: HORACE HOLLEY,'
dertaking that may be indefinitely deSecretary.
ierred to a more convenient season,
a responsibility that others will assume ? Can we sl umber and seek reA LETTER FROM THE INTERpose, trusting that when \'\o'e awake the
RACIAL AMITY COMMITTEE
House of Worship to the Glory of
Dear Baha'i Friends: On this, the
God will, somehow, have been comanniversary of the birth of His Holipleted?
Beloved friends ~ Even as we de- ne::;s, Baha'u'llah, your Committee on
lav, the forces of that final World Racial Amity extends you its greetConflict foretold by all the Prophets' ings and best wishes. Acts and atti~
plunge forward swiftly to their terri- tudes which create universal ties had
ble consummation_ \\Then that hour marvellous exemplars in the great and
comes, shall we have done our part by Holy Ones who have successively led
building, in the Temple, the iibulwark and administered the Divine Cause.
of Baha'i administration," that strong Incidents in the lives of the Bab, Bafortress of sacrifice which alone can hi'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, some of
protect the races, nations and tribes which the western world is now for
of earth f rom destruction?
the first time learning, gloriously imUntil the Guardian's hopes have press both their personal and spiritual
teen fulfilled, and the external deco- love to all the races of men. The
ration of the Temple dome unit is com_ Gt'ardian has gone so far as to depleted in the allotted time, other Ba- dare racial amity:
ha'i matters must be given secondary
I<The supreme injunction of BaTHE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
importance. Our individual aspira- ha.'u'llah, the unreserved acceptance of
ASSEMBLY
tions and hopes and means must merge which, under the circumstances nOW
By: ALLEN B. McDANIEL.
and be completely unified in the un- prevailing in America, constitute the
Chairman
shakable intention that our collective hall-mark of a true Baha'i character."
loyalty is to be achieved.
If haply there be any doubts on
Therefore
the
members
of
the
Kathis
subject, all of them will be re"YOUR ENDEAVORS IN THE
tional Spiritual Assembly request L.o- sol ved into certainty and absolute asPATH OF DETACHMENT"
cal Spiritual Assemblies to emphasizt', surance with a perusal of the mighty
A Letter from the National SfliritUllI throughout their communities, the and o'-erpowering declaration found
Assembly
facts presented by our Chairman in on pages 119 to 121 of the volume Bathe statement on "Present Condition ha'i Administration_ Your attention
Beloved Friends:
Those imbued with true conscious and Future )leeds of Temple Con- is reverently invited to this cleaT
Let Us no longer feel standard of excellence and efficiency
faith sacrifice their all for the sake of struction_"
the Divine will. But when the inner overwhelmed by the total Temple in service. Dangers will make braver
and outer substance of their lives has Fund of $150,000 required before the soldiers of God and the arrows
been consumed on the alter of devo- June 1. 1933, bllt rather aim to make. of fate will but increase the zeal of
tion, meager is their gift to the Cause possible, one hy one, the completion those .who are striving to do the Masin comparison to what they receive of the 27 dome panels at $2,440 each, ter's will. The consciousness of hufmm the Treasury of the ::\[erci f ul. and the ') ribs at $6,020 each-each maT] l~nity is deepening its hold upon
And those who, by lack of faith, with. panel constituted of 9 parts, at $270 the tbmkers and workers of the world.
hold their hearts. their lives and their each, and each rib constituted of 14 Those who know the divine origin of
fortunes, eventually lose all, and have sections. at $430 each. Surely, this di- this wonderful spirit should feel the
vision of total cost into small units en- elation of a victory that is certain if
nothing but emptiness and regret.
Consider the toll the world has paid ables each Local Baha'i community, our efforts do not flag. \Vhile the
for its blindness and selfishness during and each smaller group, to visualize task is tremendous, greater by faT is
our own generation 1 The lives de- the vital part it can play in contrib- the Supreme Power_
stroyed in war and revolution, the uting to the final result_
Our days are brightened by news
Failure in this undertaking-, at such of activities and progress. The chair-'
homes laid waste, the lands made desolate! Estimate, if possihle. the for- a crucial stage. is. unthinkable for a man of our committee, ~frs. Loulie A_
tunes that have melted a\";ay even in single true follower of Baha'u'llah, As 1'iathews, is making" a tour of the far
the past three years' H ad there been lIe declared in Hidden ,Vord,: "[ \Vest, moved by intense activity in
faith and knowledge, every town and bear 'l"vitness, 0 friend.l tha.t the fat'or scattering the seeds of unity and progcity in America could have had, with is c0111.plete, tire argument fulfilled, the ress as she contacts various racial
a fraction of this wasted wealth. a proof manifest ami the e'vide"nre es- groups_ Her specific purpose is to
Mashriq'ul-AdhHr to attract the t(~bliJ;/led. Let it now be seen u.,hat awaken and rally the forces of amity.
'\'Ollr endeaz'ors in the path of detachblessings of the highest heaven 1
Mrs. Mabelle L. Davis of Detroit,
But under Providence, that was not Il1nrt ,«,ill r{'~'cal. III tltis -a,fse hath the one of our most active members, has
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presented to the X"ational Spiritual
Assembly her interesting scrap-book
on race relations, a treasure that has
been put at the service of this committee. From the j\lichigan metropolis
monthly reports are sent, showing
well nigh ceaseless activity in contacts

with persons, groups and organizations, in the effort to overcome prejudices and to widen the vision of humanity. Liberal members ot the clergy are lending aid to the amity workers and many hearts are gladdened by

these cooperative endeavors.
The Chicago and Wilmette friends
are happily united in amity meetings
which largely center around the residence of Mrs, Fanny Lesch, chairman
of the Chicago amity committee, and
she has the cooperation of Dr. Zia M.
Bagdadi of this committee, From
lime to time these meetings find larger
expressions and audiences in the new
Baha'i Center, one of the largest and
hest equipped to be found among the
American friends. It is our suggestion that these capable workers will,
in cooperation with the Temple Program Committee, arrange periodically
an Amity Congress in the basement of
the Mashriqu'il-Adhkar, the sacred
monument to human understanding,
and in such meetings have the cooperation of nearby AssembJies,
Mrs. Sara E. \Vitt, our far western
member, writes a letter bubbling over
with happiness and amity news, accounts of activities which give a picturesque coloring and radiance to the
Los Angeles friends. The Olympic
games, the program of Japan night,
honoring the Japanese officials, the
schedule of the international soiree,
under the auspices of the Chinese
Oub of Los Angeles, the work of
reconciliation between the white and
colored, all give play to the devotion
of our 'very able committee member,
who is stalwartly supported by her
husband, Dr. Charles R. Witt and
memhers of the local Amity Commit·
tee, IVlay their joys increase.
The benefit concert arranged by the
Baha'is of West Englewood, N. J., to
aid the unemployed was a brilliant
success. .Mr, Chauncey Korthern and
his Negro Art Group, Mr. Hans
Helms, described as a unique musical
entertainer, :11r. l\jicholas ),1arangella.
concert accordionist, were the noteu
contributing artists.
A substantial
sum was raised for humane service
and this has served to strengthen the
bond of Jove and understanding for
the Cause among the people of that
section. The widely cir1:ulated program contained the majestic words:
"The p00.- am(Y!! g Y"'I are AIY trust.'
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"Sec how through national
hatreds, c::conomic shortsightedness and racial prej udi-ce the
world 1S reaching the verge of
ruin, Should we stav OUT hand
and fail to apply the Divine remedy Baha'u'lhih has prescribed in
His Writings, all the people of
the civilized world will perish."
-From a letter written bv the
Guardian, through his secretary,
to Mr. C. G, Nordquist, Seattle,
dated Haifa, Palestine. November 15, 1931.

GUMd My Irusl,"-Bah,,'u'llih,

Such accounts happily itlustrate
ways in which the friends apply the
Divine teachings of racial amity so as
(0 heal the ills of the world.
Contacts
with individuals, races and groups
through the sociability of homes, welfare endeavors and teaching have a
full measure of value and achieve limitless results.
That form of activit'\-, which seems
especially favored, ho\vever, is the
Racial Amity Conference, initiated
and organized under the I\-Iaster's direction and guidance. There has yet
been no record of a single failure
among undertakings of this sort. The
program, social features and expenses
may be varied and adapted to suit time
and place; but the great principles that
govern are eternally set. Commingling of variolls racial groups in such
meetings has its psychology as well
as spiritual attraction. It is our hope
that all the centers. despite the pressure of the times, will fully appraise
the value they can render by such a
service, The awakening of the world
is apparent. Shalt we not seize the
opportunity to bring balm to countless
souls?
The Supreme Commander
bids us march 1
With Abhi love amI high hopes,
THE

NATIONAL
CO:M)"I fTTEF:

RACIAL AMITY

By: LOl:JS G, GREC;ORY,

Secretary
:\ ovember 12, 1932,

IN MEMORIAM

The prayers of the friends are besought for the follm""ing believers who
have enterf"d the spiritual Kingdom.
Frederick
H uNhf"r,
Bloomfield,
)Jew Jersey.
William R. Ripley, Orlando, Florida.

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
PHOTOGRAPH
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Four dome panel sections on framework at the Earley Studio,

THE NON-POLITICAL CHARACTER OF THE BAHA'I FAITH
A Statemetr.t by the Nat""",1
Spiritmli Assembly
The evolution of the great body of
the Cause during recent years has proceeded under the guidance of Shoghi
Effendi as expressed in four general
letters: "The World Order of Bahi'u'llah," dated February 27, 1929;
"The ,\Torld Order of Bah,,'u'llahFurther Considerations," dated March
21, 1930; "The Goal of a l\' ew World
Order," dated NO\'emher 28, 1931;
and "The Golden Age of the Cause of
Bahi'u'llah," dated March 21, 1932.
Through these messages of our inspired leader, the true and sincere adherents of the Faith find themselves
parts of a world body whose existence
is protected by a Pro .... idential power
and whose future path amid the con
iusions and disturbances of a disordered aged is laid down in ac-:ordance
1,yith Divine will. ~othing is more
essential to believers at this crucial
time than clear and intimate kno\~Tl
edge of the Guardian's considered
statments to the Bahi'i world, and
firm resolve that Loth locallv and natonallv the affairs uf the Cause shaIl
be co~ducted in the light of his highest
hope.
R
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Now, in thc swift movement of human affairs, the time has come for
Baha'is to take one more forward step
in our progress as the community of
the Greatest Name-one more step in
the direction of separating the Baha'i
body from the negative influences and
disintegrating forces working for destruction throughout the ,world.
This step consists in the -conscious
realization of the fact that our Faith
is non-political in character, raised
above the plane of worldly ambition
and selfish competition, striving to establish the pure spirit uf Baha'u'llah's
Word, and forever apart and and different from other movements which
would. "fish in troubled waters" and
directly or indirectly seek to benent by
the difficulties and sufferings of thdr
fellow men.
The friends will recall that in the
letter published as "The Golden Age
of the Cause oi Baha'u'llah," Shoghi
Effendi declared, "I feel it, therefore.
incumbent upon me to stress, now that
the time is ripe, the importance of an
instruction which, at the present stage
of the evolution of our Faith, should
be increasingly emphasiz.ed, irrespective of its application to the East or
to the \-Vest. And this principle is no
oth~T than that which involves the
non-particip..'1.tion by the adherents of
the Faith of Baha'u'llah, whether in
thei!" individual capacities or collectively as local or national Assemblies, in
any form of activity that might be interpreted, either directly or indirectly,
as an interference in the political affairs of any particular government."
This
instruction
raised among
American believers the important
question whether the act of voting, in
the nonnal pursuance of the function
of citizenship, should be construed as a
participation in political matters. The
question was referred to the Guardian
by the National Spiritual Assembly,
and the following explicit reply has
now been received.
The reply is dated Haifa, Palestine,
October 22, 19.32, and consists of a
letter written by Shoghi Effendi
through his s-ecretary, with a postscript
in the Guardian's own hand, "As regards the participation of the friends
in general elections, Shoghi Effendi
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The dome panel sections in profile.

has \'vritten about it in his letters explaining his views on the subject. He
strongly feels that the iriends should
abstain from any election that is along
party lines. In elections that are not
political the friends can enter but not
,·{hen it is in any way political. The
Assembly can judge best as to what is
political and what is not."
The postscript: "The Baha'i Faith
as it forges ahead throughout the western world and particularly in lands
where the pDlitical machinery is corrupt and political passions and prejudices are dum in ant among the masses,
should increasingly assert and demonstrate the fact that it is non-political
in character, that it stands above party.
that it is neither apathetic to national
interests nor opposed to any party or
faction and that it seeks through administr~tiye chan~els. rather than
through diplomatic and political posts

to establish, ueyond the shadow of a
doubt, the capadty, the sane patriotism, the integrity and high-mindedness
of its avowed adherents. This is the
general and vital principle; it is for the
Kational representatives to apply it
with fidelity and vigor."
Your ),Iational Spiritual Assembly
feels a great responsibility in applying
the principle to all the detailed situations that can arise among the local
communities.
The fonowing statement, hm"ever, summarizes the Assembly's understanding of this new instruction. \Vhatever incident or situatton that may arise not covered by
this statement should be referred to
the ),J"ational Assembly for further
consideration.
1.
Recognized believers of the
United States and Canada shal1 not
hereafter take part in any local, provincial Of national election conducted
by political parties, where votes are to
be cast for one of two or mOTe rival
candidates.
2. Recognized believers shall not
run for any public office as candidate
of any political party, nor take paTt,
directly or indirectly, in the promotion
of any party or party platfonn,
3. Political issues of a partisan
character shall not be discussed at Bahn'i meetings.
4, Recognized believers shall abstain from affiliation with movements
of a radical and disruptive character,
whether avowed.ly political in nature
or, while non-political in name, advocating social changes that presume
partisan political action_
S. Baha'is are loyal to the government of the-jr country and will obey
the laws of that government.
6. Believers who speak On Baha'i
platforms shan refrain from making
negative and critical statements about
any particular Government or National policy.
7, Every Local Spiritual Assembly shall he responsible for the carrying out of these instructions by the
believers in their respective communities. Local membership lists shall inelud.e onlv the names of those believers
who faithfully preserve the non-political character of the Faith,
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NO. 70
LETTER FROM THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMIlLY
Beloved Friends:
The response to the Temple appeal
published last month has been gratifying and significant. The members of
the ",ational Spiritual Assembly are
convin~d that the determination of the
American believers to complete the
dome by June lirst has become unshakable. Despite the overwhelming material and economic difficulties, the
Baha'i community stands finn in its
faith that "a mysterious power" will
confirm the union of minds and hearts
in one supreme resolve.
The fact that one section of the
dome ornamentation can be made and
put in pla-ce for S270, and one section
of a rib ornament similarly costs $430,
has inspired individuals and communities alike to contribute definite sums
which already assure the completion of
a number of sections.
At the meeting held on December
27 and 28, the Assembly adopted a
plan which Local Communities will
find extremely helpful and interesting,
Large drawings of the Temple dome
are being prepared on which will appear the 243 sections costing $270
each, -and the 126 ri b secti ons costing
$430 each, One of these drawings
will be sent to each Local Spiritual
Assembly early in January,
The aim of this plan is to make it
possible for each local community to
f allow each step in Temple construction.
The plan will work out as follows:Once a month in BAJL~'i NEWS, and
two weeks later by postcard. all Local
Assemblies will be notified of the
amount which the Kational Assembly
has been able to appropriate ior the
Temple Fund. 'Vhen the financial reports are received. each Local Assembly can lill in with a colored pencil on
the drawing as many sections of the
dome as are proyided for by the ap-
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Two panel sections, showing details of
design.

prop nation announced in the report.
For example: if on February lirst
Local Assemblies are informed that
$9,700,00 has been appropriated since
the previous report, the friends can
check off 20 dome sections at $270,
and 10 rib sections at $430. If $4,050
is reported, that would mean the completion of 15 dome sections at $270
each. Thus, every two weeks the Assemblies can bring the drawing up to
date, and have before them at all times
a simple, graphic illustration showing
how much of the external decoration
has been provided for, and how much
still remains awaiting further donations.

Each Spiritual Assembly is requested to have its copy of the drawing on
view at its meeting place, so that the
entire community may follow the
progress of our glorious enterprise.
In the case of the larger local communities, it would add further interest
if the sectiuns paid for by local contributions are given a different color
than is used in filling in the other
sections.
The status of the Temple Fund on
Jaruar), first, 1933, is as follows: A
total of $18,500 has been received
toward the expenses of the preliminary
work of making the models and
moulds, About $5,000 additional will
be required fur the preliminary work.
/\. her that amount has been received,
every contribution will go directly
toward casting the actual sections in
final form, ready for putting in place
on the Temple dome,
As stated in BAHA'i NEWS for December, contributions in the amount of
$25,000.00 a month must be made
from January to June in order to complete the task whicb our Guardian has
assigned.
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly fully realize their own
heavy responsibility in effecting the
utmost economy in all departments of
activity, so as to concentrate every
possible resource upon the Temple
Fund, At the meeting held on December 27 and 28, it was voted to suspend the entire Budget adopted after
the Convention of 1932, and to pass
upon every individual request for
funds from the various Committees.
F or example, a Committee which received an appropriation of $2,000 in
the Annual Budget, and has received
$1 ,loo up to December 28, can no longer expect to receive the balance of
$900 between now and April L If
that
Committee needs additional
amounts before April 1, it must apply
for a special appropriation, and the
National Assembly will only approve
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appropriations ,,,·hich seem absolutely
necessary.
Moreover, the Assembly has notified the Green Acre Trustees that it
will contribute only enough to pay the
fixed annual charges this year-taxes,
fire insurance, etc.-and that the Trustees must therefore adopt some plan
by which Grecn Acre can be used
throughout the season of 1933 without any Budget.
These two decisions will reveal to
the friends how important the ~ation
al Assembly considers it to suhordinate all activities to the needs of the
Temple Fund until the dome has been
completed.
.
K ow let us ponder these words wntten by Shoghi Effendi to the K ational
Treasurer on December 4, 1932; "The
photograph of a sectio" of the exteriar decoration of the dome has thrilled
me. Wlrat a great aM priceless opportunity lies before the A",.encan
believers! How great a responsibility'
rests upon their shoulders! It is -in
thrir PO'WeT by their self-denial. their
heroism and concerted efforts, to lend
an impetus to the v.mrld-v.:ide spread
of the Faith, such as no believer has

ever yet 'Zvitn-essed ever since tI,e 1-naption of our glorious Cause.
Let
them ponder the assurances, t'w promises, the warnings, of ou·r departf?d
Master arui, despite the pre-l-'fliting depression, arise to carr'}' out .file lasf
wishes of His beloved-sis.!er, tire Crea/est H 01\, Leaf."
May· each Local Spiritual .'\.ssembly appreciate the fact that to its members the National Assembly looks as
the instrument to arouse the ardor and
sacrificing effort of every individual
Bahi'i in its community.
Yours iaithfully,

cord the fact that the function of each
Committee is of an advisory rather
than of an administrative character,
The results of Committee consultation are to be referred to the National
Spiritual Assembly for apl-lroval, and
then (as far as possible) after approval, issued tu the friends in BAHA'i: NEWS. Thus will be established
one definite, responsible channel of
communication representing the N ational Assembly and its Committees
as one spiritual unit and organism_
The :..rational Spiritual Assembly
assumes resJXInsibility for applying
Committee recommendations and plans
to the conditions of local community
life, and also for meeting any administrative problems that may arise
therefrom.
Each Committee is requested to submit, as far as possible,
its recommendations and suggestions
in a fonn adapted to publication in
BAHA!i XEWS for the information and
encouragement oi all believers.
In explaining this general principle,
the N ationa! Assemuly is conscious
of the fact that the Kational Committees arc entrusted with different types
of activity. For example, the three
Summer School Committees not only
make programs but carry them out in
classes, while the Publishing Committee has its own continuous and direct
contact with communities and individual believers through the sale of the
literature.
The essential principle,
however, is clear. and the members of
the Assembly believe that as time goes
on the result will be a tremendous
concentration of our collective spiritual and material resources for the development of the Cause along the lines
laid down by the Guardian.

THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

By:

HORACE HOLLEY,

Secretary.

THE

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY AND ITS
COMMITTEES
Their Inter-Relatifmshi/, Ex/,laineJ
The focal point of effort on the part
of the National Spiritual Assembly is
to encourage greater initiative ;:J.nd activity among all local Baha'i communities.
In the gradual application 01 this
principle! the Assembly has found it
desirable to make a distinction between
the special services rendered hy each
National Committee and the general
problem of making these ~~rvices
available throughout the body of the
Cause.
It has therefore been voted to re-

INFORMATION FOR BELIEVERS
OWNING LAND ON MOUNT
CARMEL
Believers who purchased land on
1,lount Carmel are informed that the
National Spiritual Assembly has received from the Guardian, thrOtlgh his
secretary, a form of Power of Attorney for use in transferring title of
such land to the Cause. A copy oi
this Power of Attorney, and necessary
details, may be obtained by writing
the National Secretary.
It should be pointed out that this
transfer must he made during the owner's lifetime, and not attempted
through a codicil in the owner's last
\'11i1l and testament. on account of a
specific provision in Palestinian law.
Lands not transferred during the owner's lifetime must, under the law, revert to heirs according to certain prin-

ciples of proportionate shares. Thus,
in cases where the believer who owns
land has natural heirs not helievers.
control of the lanel on [\:Tount Carmel
\vould pass outside the Cause.

IN MEMORIAM
The prayers of the believers are besought for the following Baha'is who
have entered the spiritual Kingdom.
Mr. Frank Miller, Los Angeles,
Cal i f ornia_
Mrs. Ellen Davies. Detroit, MichIgan.
Mr. IVlilIer for many years was a
member of the New York Baha'i community, and .J.Irs. Davies was one of
the early believers of Chicago.
1933 ANNUAL CONVENTION
Preliminary A"lttnl'1lCe7llent
On December 15 an application
form for participation in the next Annual Convention was mailed to all
Local Spiritual Assemblies elected on
April 21, 1932. The Assemblies are
requested to fill out and return these
forms to the National Office by January IS, so that the National Assembly
may have all the data necessary in order to assign the 95 delegates by proportionate representation among the
Local Baha'i Communities.
By February 15, the National Assembly plans to issue the Convention
Call. as provided in the By-Laws of
the Declaration of Trust_
The Annual Reports of the N ationa!
Assembly, Temple Trustees and Green
Acre Trustees, as well as of all N ational Committees, ,,,·ill be published in
a special number of BAHA'i NEWS in
advance of the Convention_ The Convention Agenda will be entirely devoted to the discLlssion of important -current Baha'i subjects. aside from the
act of electing a new National Spiritual Assembly, and no time will be
spent on the- presentation of Reports
already supplied to delegates in printed form.
The Convention can therefore function as a consultative body, conce~ned
with the discussion uf such subjects
as; The Qualifications of Voting
Y[embership, The Place of Baha'i
Summer Schools in the National
Teaching Program. Baha'i Youth
At::tivities, etc. It is confidently expected that the result of this plan will
be to clari f y many important matters
and stimulate greatly our collective
capa_city to serve the Cause throughout
cormng years.
A detailed announoement will be
published in BI\H _\'f KEWS for :r,.'larch.
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TEACHING THROUGH UNITED
COMMUNITY ACTION
A Statement by the N atirmal
Teaching Committee

The world is looking for a \""ay out.
At no time since the birth of our
Faith has the call for guidance from
the whirlpool of material civilization
been so forceful. Every member of
the human family has been seriously
affected, first by the World War, later
the post-war adjustments, anu now by
the world-wide depression. Everyone
realizes that existing religions do not
respond to the spiritual hunger of the
people. nor do the existing institutions
of socia1 control respond to the complex problems of social life.
Where is the Diyine Call and where
the life of the New Day to solve these
problems? There have been sO many
new movements arising from day to
day, claiming the panacea for spiritual
and material problems hut which like
the mirage have faded away, when put
to the test of actual correction of life's
problems, that humanity is now seeking a movement born of the ·spirit.
with teaehing of universal scope; and
demonstrating in the organism it necessarily develops a perfect coordination oi all human actions and relations.
The article in the November BAHA'j NEWS "A Plea for Increased Effort in Baha'i Teaching" outlines the
gradual growth of the organism of the
Cause in America particularly as it has
brought into play the unifying element
of the Faith. )low that methods of
administration under the guidance of
the Guardian are responding to the
ever-widening activities and capacities
of the friends, we mllst give increasing
consideration to the spirit that must
moti"vate all these services.
Only as each individual and each
community carries forth the full Baha'i life can the ~1ovement go forward
and its influence be felt in the world
at large. If the Faith does not solve
our problems and establish among us
a new life, then how can it solve the
problems of, or establtsh a ne,,,,, life
in, the world at large?
The greatest teacher of the 'Cause,
therefore, is the perfect Baha'i Community. In such a community all difficulties have been overcome, a happy,
radiant, and enthusiastic group of peop!e have coordinated their activities to
the welfare of humanity and are motivated by a spirit of love and devotion
that exists no,,,,,·here else and could only
come from the force of a ne"'t :\Ianifestation of God.
Let us see how the Teaching Program can aid in bringing this most

important result into fruition,
The head cornerstone of Baha'i life
is teaching the Cause.
Baha~u'lhlh
says, "Verily, God hath made it incumbent upon every soul to deliver His
Cause (the :\1essage) according to his
ability. Thus hath the Command been
recorded by the Finger of Might and
Power upon the Tablet of Majestv
and Greatness , . . " How can
Haha'i individual or community mirror
forth the full splendors of Bahil'u'ltih
when its most important virtue, that of
teaching the Cause, is not adequately
developed?
The doors of service are open on
an sides as never before and only waiting for the friends to step forth. So
astonishing are the confirmations that
the National Teaching Committee hesitates to offer specific suggestions as
to methods to be used in the new
teaching- service, feeling that these
suggestions themselves might crystalize effort into too definite channels.
As the dynamic spirit which animated
the early pioneers of the Faith sweeps
through the body of the American
believers, new methods and new opportunities will present themselves
unequalled in previous American Baha'i experience. The magnet the individual requires to gain these confirmations is: self-analysis, increa..,ed study
of the teachings, meditation and
prayer. to become a purified channel.
and then action; not a single attempt,
but, continuous sustained teaching effort. Perse'vcre! "Learn ye perseverance from your ·Heavenly Father,
Baha'u'lhlh," is the injunction of 'Ahdu'I-Baha. In this perseverance in service will one finally find how and
where he can best serve and thus perf ectly perform his responsibilities in
the Cause.
As one becomes more active in the
work of promoting the Cause, he becomes more enthusiastic over the efforts of other believers, complete COIlfidence is established and the full lellow~hip of a spiritually united group
becomes manifest. Increased individual service will establish a resplendent
Baha'i Community life.
In encouraging each Spiritual Assembly to endeavor to estaulish the
Faith in a new center there will develop a ne\,,· attitude in each Spiritual
Assembly toward all its problems and
responsibilities. Shag-hi Effendi says,
"As the administrative work of the
Cause steadily expands, as its various
branches grow in importance and number, it is absolutely necessary that "'ve
hear in mind this fundamental fact
that all the.-,e administrative activities,
however harmoniol1sly and efficiently
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conducted, are hut means to an end,
and should be regarded as direct instruments for the propagation of the
Baha'i Faith." Therefore, this effort
will tend to divert our attention from
merely routine data, and bring COnstructi,,'e and positive action in all our
d~liberation5. The Spiritual Assembly
WIll become the source of inspiration
to all the Bahi,!,s; and will direct by
leading.
Inter-Assembly Teaching Conferences are of greatest importance. Thev
give to each and everyone the benefit of the experiences of every other.
They bring to small Communities and
groups the henefits of the work and
experience of the larger Communities.
The general understanding of the tenets of the Faith, the sanctitv of Baha'i
service, as exemplified by those of
wider and longer periods of sen· ice,
and the raising of the consciousness of
everyone is brought about. In this
way the entire body of the believers is
elevated to the degree of understanding and service of the most devoted of
the f rien ds.
\Vhen we realize that ours is the
privilege of expounding: a new world
order, wherein all human difficulties
are sol ved and all men are at peace,
we can see that our program can Sl1'\:ceect not by aggressive service on the
part of a few, but only by each and
every individual and unit doing its
part; the entire Cause surging forward as a single organism. The secret
of our success in saving humanity
from the destruction into which manmade theories are plunging it, is hy
ottr promoting thc W orl d 0 ruer 0 f
Bahi'u"IJah and sheuding its radiance
by our teaching activities. Let Us have
unending Faith in t.he efficacy of Baha'u'llah and realize that He will direct our efforts to victory if we act and
serve with complete devotion.
TEACHING COM MITTEE,
By: LEROY C. 10As" Chairman
REPORT OF CENTRAL STATES
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL

The Central States Summer School
held its second session at Louhelen
Ranch, Davison. Michigan, July 31 to
August 9 inclusive. l\1r. and ~r rs.
Eggleston own this farm and plan to
turn over 80 acres 0 [ it to the ~. S. A.
for Baha'i use as soon as it is able to
take charge of it. Mean while the Egglestons. in consultation with the X.
S. A. and a committee appointed by it,
use the buildings and ravine for a
summer school for Baha'is. This lasts
for only nine days, but the house is
open all summer and is used for weekend outings for Baha'i groups and

short vacations for city folk \\1ho want from the ranch, The meeting was
a quiet rest in the country.
arranged for by the Reverend J. M.
The natural environment of the Pengelly who became interested in the
place is beautiful and conducive to the Cause during the summer school of
development of "the world of the 1931. This was the beginning of seed
heart and spirit." Besides that, the sowing in an entirely new field. ~1r.
owners have done much to improve Pengelly also invited Mrs. Ruth Mofthe place, adding and remodeling fatt to speak on the Baha '} Cause
buildings for the convenience and corn- frum his own church pUlpit un that
fOTt of the guests and making the Sunday morning.
grounds attractive and usable.
The daily program for the week
The average attendance for the was: a period of prayer and meditaweek was a little less than sixty. This tion conducted by :VIiss Pearl Easterwas twice as many as last year and brook: a period devoted to the study
just about as many as could be cared of Nabil's Narrative conducted bv Mr.
for comfortably. On one or two days Vail; a consultation period for adults
when groups came from Detroit there and one for youth; a public lecture;
were seventy or seventy-five. This in- a class in public speaking; and inforcrease is largely because it is becoming mal evening talks around a camp-fire
more widely known that there is a when conditions were favorable, This
summer school for the Central States. left some of the afternoon free for
But the fruits were not measured by recreation.
numbers merely and never can be.
'Ne were proud of our ·fine group of
The first Sunday was largely devot- eighteen or twenty young people. A
ed to a teaching conference under the few of these \\o'ere glad of an opporguidance of Mr. and :VIrs. Bishop tunity to pay their way by assisting
Brown of the new National Teaching in the kitchen and dining room. Some
Committee. \Vhat an inspiring begin- of this group of yOllth were awakning their leadership, enthusiasm and ened to the true meaning and power
devotion made f or the week ! For one of the Baha'i Cause and went away
of the chief objectives which our eager to serve in spreading the Glad
Guardian has set f or the summer Tidings, One of this group writes:
schools is the instruction and inspira- "I love to think of the days at Davition of teachers. In the morning ):lrs. son; it really was almost perfect." I\1rs.
Brown explained the new outline for Dorothy Baker was the wise, inspiring
the study of "The Dawn-Breakers" and loved guide of these young people.
which the teaching committee in col- The young people conducted their
1aboration with others have developed meetings as a forum, headed by a
and which they told us would be avail- chairman elected from among their
able for all this fall. This outline has own number. Their own program
been worked out on the foundation committee, working in consultation
laid by our Guardian in his cablegram with the summer school committee,
dated June 21, 1932. (see BAHA'i planned the course of study and called
NEWS for July, 1932).
In the eve- upon two ten minute speakers for each
ning Mr. Brown unfolded for us the meeting. one from their own group
reconstructed teaching plan. Earnest- and the other a guest speaker. At the
ly and convincingly he showed us that close of these talks an open forum was
this plan puts greater responsibility held to which all contributecl. At all
not only on all local Assemblies but on times the guest speaker remained silent
each individual Baha'i. This calls for unless called upon. thus insuring delarger knowledge of the teachings, lightfully free expression among the
greater devotion, greater severence. It members.
Mr, Vail's contribution to the study
gives an opportunity for individual as
well as group initiative. It demands of Nabil's Narrative was especially
the cooperation of the Assembly with valuable as he gave us some of the
the individual desiring to serve and the history of Muhammedan religion, o[
consultation with and dependence on the long line of saints,-material which
the Assembly of such imlividuals as it is difficult for the average reader to
get hold of and which furnishes a valarise to serve.
This conference between the group uable background for the understandand :11r. Brown was continued during ing of the early history of the Cause.
On the last Sunday afternoon ten or a
!he consultation perioo :Monday morndozen young people from Detroit drove
mg.
On the afternoon ot that first Sun- out and were present at the public lecday a public meeting was held at a ture. Some of these who had undercommunity hall about sixteen miles stood little of the Cause before were

greatly stirred if we can judge from
their words.
A ppraising as well as we may the
results of this brief session we think
we did accomplish something in each
of the objectives set us by our Guardian: our study did deepen our knowlt'uge of the Cause; our widened acquaintance and friendship and knowledge of each other's problems strengthened the unity in the Cause; much
teaching was done right there and those
in attendance became better fitted to
teach; new souls wefe attracted. One
very tangible result was the collection
of a gift of $50 for the Temple. This
was inspired by Orcella Rexford at a
se\ving and tea party where she helped
us make little orange colored 'Ipros_
perity bags." We hope these bags are
still collecting money for the Temple!
PROGRAM COMMITTEE,

L. W. EGGLESTON
)''iRS. DOROTHY BAKER

MRS. JOH" K,RKPATRICK
REVISED GLOSSARY FOR
KIT AII-I-IQAN
The Publishing Committee has issued a revised Glossary to be inserted
in all copies of the new edition of the
Kitah-l-1qan translated by Shoghi Effendi. Believers who possess copies
of this book may obtain the revised
Glossary by applying to their local librarians. The Glossary will be sent
without charge by the Publishing Committee to Librarians in whatever
quantity is requested. Believers not
members of a community having a
Librarian may write direct to Baha'i
Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Station, New York
City.
REGISTRATION OF
LOCAL GROUPS
A general letter has been issued by
the National Spiritual Assembly to all
local groups of Baha';s in the United
States and Canada, requesting them
to meet and appoint one of their nul1,lber as Corresponding Secretary. When
this is done, it will be possible for the
National Assembly to cooperate more
closely with these small groups and as_
assist them to develop to the point 0 f
electing a Spiritual Assembly.
\-Vith the letter was enclosed a number of registration caTds, to be filled
out and returned to the National Office.
Any group which failed to receiYe a
copy of this letter is requested to apply for one as soon as possible.
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LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Dear Co-Workers:
Your National Spiritual Assembly
has recentlv been able to make Authorization N~. 6 in the amount of
$5,000.00, which makes it possible to
proceed with the Temple dome ornamentation work until about the middle of March, 1933, without interruption or delay to the work. A total of
$23,500 has been made available for
this project. At this time (February
4), the four lowest rib section models
have been cast and carved and the
mo!d for the lowest and largest rib
section completed. This mold is a
unique plaster of Paris structure,
which will be shipped to the Temple
structure and used nine times to cast
the lowest section of the inner dome
ribs in place.
The preliminary work of the preparation of the 10 molds for the dome
sections and the, 13 molds for the rib
sections is well under way and will be
completed by the last of March. Then
the work of casting the 270 dome panel sections and the 117 rib sections will
begin.*
In this issue is enclosed for the information and use of each believer a
diagram showing the panel and rib
sections of the dome. This diagram
and accompanying table can be used by
each Local Assembly, group and believer to keep an up-to-date progress
record of the sections of ornamentation provided for by the funds contributed after the preliminary work has
been completed, beginning about April
1, 1933. As stated in the Letter on
page 1 of the January, 1933 (No. 70)
BAHA'i NEWS, each believer will receive detailed monthly reports in BAHA'i :-JEWS, and intermediate reports
.. l"/ote a change trom the lutmber of sections of
dome panels and ribs described in the December,
1932, alld the Januarj.', 1933, issues of BAHA'I
NEWS.

will be mailed to all local Assemblies
at two week intervals.
The construction of the panel and
rib models has resulted in the final division of each rib into thirteen (13)
sections, and of each panel into ten
(10) sections. Thus a revision of the
figures given in the December, 1932
and the Jariuary, 1933 issues of BAHA'i NEWS is necessary, as regards the
cost of each section. Assuming a dome
panel as costing $2,440.00, each of the
10 sections would cost about $244.00.
Similarly, with a rib costing about $6,020.00, each of the 13 sections would
involve an expense of approximately
$463.00. These costs are of course
approximate estimates, but of sufficient accuracy as the basis for contributions.
Your managing and supervising engineers are conducting an extensive
research to locate sufficient quantities
of a suitable quality of opaque, white
quartz, which is to form the outer,
radiant surface of the ornamentation.
A large number of outcrops, deposits
and quarries from Washington, D. C.
to northern South Carolina have been
visited and investigated. Recently 8
panels of the material from various
localities have been made and are being studied for color, texture, light reflection and refraction, etc., at various
times of the day in an outdoor location
at the plant.
Another and most interesting research has concerned the design of a
suitable metal furring system or
framework to support the dome ornamentation on the present dome steel
structure. To provide a permanent
and enduring structure, a type of noncorrosive metal must be used. Your
engineers have consulted with metallurgists and scientists and are studying
various alloys of aluminum, steel and
the non-ferrous metals.
In a letter dated November 30,

1932, our beloved Guardian in his own
handwriting utters these inspiring
words:
"Dear and Precious Co-Worker: I
would infinitely deplore any cessation,
or even an interruption, however
brief, in the magnificent work which is
now being undertaken by Mr. Earley
and his associates. It is for the American believers, and particularly those
whose financial resources have been
relatively less impaired, to ensure,
through their concerted, their constant
and self-sacrificing endeavors the uninterrupted progress, and the successful t~rmination of an enterprise on
which so much that is vital to our beloved Faith must depend. Blessings,
unimaginable and incomparably more
potent than any in the past, will assuredly crown their efforts if they only
persevere. Your true brother,
SHOGHI."
May this significant utterance arouse
the believers of America individually
and collectively to the supreme effort
of sacrifice and service to do His
Will!
Yours in loving service,
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,
ALLE:>l B. McDANIEL,
Chairman.
THE GUARDIAN'S LETTERS TO
INDIVIDUAL BAHA'IS
The exact status which Shoghi Effendi has intended the friends to give
to those communications he sends to
individual believers is explained in the
following statement written through
his secretary to the National Assembly
on November 16, 1932: "As regards
Shoghi Effendi's letters to the individual Baha'is, he is always very careful
not to contradict himself. "He has also
said that whenever he has something
of importance to say, he invariably
communicates it to the National Spiritual Assembly or in his general letters.
His personal letters to individual
friends are only for their personal

benefit and even though he does not
want to forbid their publication, he
does not wish them to be used too
much by the BAHA'i NEWS. Only letters with special significance should be
published there."
LETTERS FROM HAIFA
"Shoghi Effendi wishes me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
dated October 24, 1932, regarding
elections in the United States.
"The Guardian has written the National Assembly in detail and given
them the principle upon which he
would like to see them act. He has
asked them to advise the friends accordingly and also to expound the
principle so as to apply to the local
conditions in America.
"To facilitate matters and avoid
misunderstandings he prefers to refer
you and the individual friends to them
(the National Assembly). He is sure
that you will obtain full satisfaction
by putting the question to them. The
purpose of the Guardian in this is not
to avoid the issue but only to facilitate
matters and eliminate misunderstandings. In all such matters the friends
should first approach the Local, then
the National Assembly and only in
case they can obtain no satisfaction
should they approach the Guardian on
these matters. This way many difficulties will be avoided."-(To Mrs.
Corinne True, Wilmette, Illinois,
through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa, November 11, 1932).
"The friends have a great duty, first
towards the Cause and then towards
society at large. Baha'u'llah has come
to the world with a divine Message
and devoted all His Ii fe and withstood
all forms of persecution in the hope
of establishing it firmly. We are now
the trustees of that Mission. It is for
us to bring that task begun by Baha'u'llah to a final consummation.
Should we fail, we have been untrue
to our Lord and also remained deaf
to the cry of humanity seeking salvation."-(To Miss Elsa Nordquist,
Seattle, Washington, through Ruhi
Afnan, Haifa, November 15, 1931).
"The report of your teaching work
in Milwaukee made him (Shoghi Effendi) very happy.
He sincerely
hopes that everyone of those individuals who expressed his desire to join
the Movement will gradually become
so confirmed that no amount of trials
and tribulations will deter him from
sharing in the work of spreading the
Faith throughout the world.
"Before undertaking such a task,
however, it is necessary that they

should deepen their knowledge of the
Teaching. They should learn to study
the words for themselves and both
grasp their significance and also become imbued with their spirit. The
hope of Shoghi Effendi is not only to
increase the number of the friends
but also to have true and more understanding Baha'is. The task of the
teachers is to produce such efficient
servants for our beloved Faith . . . .
These nine months, during which the
Guardian has asked the friends to discard Feast Days, are meant to be
months of mourning for the rassing
away of the Greatest Holy Lea. The
friends should also use them as a period of redoubled energy in serving
the Cause, in expression of our deep
love for her as well as for the Cause·
for which she suffered so much."(To Mrs. Ruth Moffett, Chicago, Illinois, through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa,
October 18, 1932).
"What impressed him (Shoghi Effendi) most in the account of your
services was the statement that the old
and the young Baha'is are firmly united and cooperating in bearing the
burden of the Faith in that locality.
Nothing will attract God's blessings
and grace more than the unity of the
friends, and nothing is more destructive of their highest purpose than divisions and misunderstandings. Cling
therefore to unity if you desire to
succeed and abide by the will of your
Lord Baha'u'l1ah; for that is the true
objective of His Mission in this
world."-(To the Spiritual Assembly
of West Englewood, New Jersey,
through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa, October
11. 1932).
"The Guardian values your HY1T!ns
which you so beautifully composed.
They certainly contain the realities of
the Faith, and will indeed help you
to give the Message to the young people. It is music which assists us to
affect the human spirit; it is an important means which helps us to communicate with the soul."-(To Mrs.
Shahnaz Waite. Los Angeles. California, through Ruhi Afnan, Haifa, November 15, 1932).
THE DIVINE POLITY
In adopting the statement on "The
Non-Political Character of thc Baha'i
Faith" published in BAH ~'i NEWS for
December, the National Spiritual Assembly sought not merely to make perfectly clear the definite instructions
about non-political action contained in
the seven numbered paragraphs, but also
to indicate the general principle in-

volved in the instructions by explicit
reference to the Guardian's words.
For example, the statement quoted
from the Guardian's letter of March
21, 1932, issued as a pamphlet entitled
"The Golden Age of the Cause of Baha'u'lhlh." Those who read and ponder that letter as a whole will be prepared to grasp the deeper significance
of the new instruction about non-participation in political aff.airs, which applies to the Baha'i world as a whole,
and not simply to North A.merica.
Moreover, intimate knowledge of
the Guardian's preceding lettersmore especially that published under
the title "The Goal of aNew World
Order"-enables a Baha'i to realize
that the Master's definite prophecy
concerning another war compels a
Guardian responsible for a worldwide
Cause to foresee changing conditions
and prepare the minds and hearts of
the friends. Without this providential guidance, so varied and so widely
separated a Baha'i community could
not hope to survive the "fiery ordeals"
that must come between now and 1%3.
The members of the National Assembly are assured that even though at
first the importance of this instruction may not be appreciated and fully
realized by every individual believer.
nevertheless through local consultation
the matter can be illumined, its details
clarified. and thus be made for us all
not merely an occasion for blind obedience but rather for conscious, grateful cooperation.
One or two points raised in correspondence since December should perhaps be more definitely explained. The
instruction not to take part in political
elections leaves us free to vote in any
election where the various political
parties have combined upon one candidate or one ticket. While Baha'is
should not run for offices dominated
by party politics, they are perfectly
free to hold administrative posts based
upon personal capacity, as for example
the posts within the field of civil service examinations. In considering this
general instruction, Local Spiritual
Assemblies should surelv assume that
each heliever is entirely loyal to the
Guardian's request, and not take the
step of requiring explicit obedience in
advance. It is only in the event of
de 1iberate disloyalty, when every effort
of local consultation has failed, that
the question of depriving anyone of
his Baha'i membership is involved.
We should recall the fact that the
qualifications of a voting believer include the element of "loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of 'Abdu'l-Baha's sacred Will; and close
association with the spirit as well as
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the form of present-day Baha'i administration throughout the world."
Thus, numbered paragraph 7, in the
statement published in December, does
not create any new degree of either
responsibility or authority for Local
Spiritual Assemblies, but merely caIls
to their attention the fact that it is incumbent upon believers to accept this
particular instruction from the Guardian as well as those which preceded it
and those which wiIl follow it in the
future.
Moreover, the quality of sympathetic understanding with which a Local Spiritual Assembly approaches its
task of explaining a new instruction
makes a vast difference in the response
the community will make. The Cause
of Baha'u'Uih has no arbitrary comtnands--every positive teaching and instruction emanating from its spiritual
Center carries a divine blessing which
makes obedience not blind and meaningless but an act of devoted faith
fulfilling our individuality.
The Guardian's cablegram, quoted
elsewhere in this issue, informing us
that believers in Turkey have been imprisoned by the government on the
charge that they are members of a
movement intending to carryon political intrigue--charges no doubt instigated by Muhammadan sources-now
serves to give us a concrete example
of the vital importance of this whole
issue. In -less than two months after
the National Assembly published its
statement on the non-political character of the Faith, its members are called
upon to appeal and intercede on behalf of their suffering brothers in a
far-distant land! This instance surely
reminds us in a most emphatic manner
how essential it is to cast aside all
provincial limitations, all traditional
values, and assert our devotion to a
Cause whose vision includes mankind.

,.

IN MEMORIAM
Mr. Stephen Saghatielan, Portland,
Oregon.
Mr. Karl G. Hillmann, Seattle,
Washington..
.
Dawn Nabil Bntt, Seattle, Washmgton.
Mrs. Belle Blaney, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Shari Boros. Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Hazel Chandan Hopkins, Gridley, California.
NEW PUBLICATIONS
The text of the National Declaration of Trust and By-Laws, and of the
By-Laws approved for use by Local
Spiritual Assemblies, has been pU.blished in pamphlet form at the speCial

"J would infinitely deplore any
cessation. or even an interruption, however brief, in the magnificent work which is now being
undertaken by Mr. Earley and
his associates. It is for the
American believers, and particularly' those whose financial resources have been relatively less
impaired, to assure, through their
concerted, their constant and
self-sacrificing· endeavors, the
uninterrupted progress and the
successful termination of an enterprise on which so much that is
vital to our beloved Faith must
depend. Blessings, unimaginable
and incomparably more potent
than any in the past, will assuredly crown their efforts if
they only persevere."
Your true brother,
SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine
November 30, 1932
To Mr. Allen B. McDaniel

request of the National Spiritual Assembly that all believers may inform
themseives of these elements of Baha'i
administration. Per copy, IOc. Local
Librarians are requested to order a
supply and bring this pamphlet to the
attention of the friends.
A new, revised edition of "Divine
Philosophy," for some years o~t of
print and greatly missed by the fnends,
is now available. Per copy, $0.75.
During recent months there has been
great demand for copies of "Study
Guide to the Dawn-Breakers," at 25c
per copy. The Study S;ui.d~ can be
used in classes or by mdlvldual believers making an intensive study of
Nabil's inspiring Narrative.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.

TEACHING COMMITTEE REPORT
Such encouraging news has been received from various parts of the country where earnest attempts are being
made to put into effect the :econ~truct
ed teaching program, outlmed In detail in the BAHA'i NEWS of July, 1932.
that the National Teaching Committee
feels it essential to give all the friends
the benefit and inspiration of some of
them as new opportunities of service.
First: Let us assure ourselves that
the source of confirmation in successful teaching work is complete reliance
on the power of Baha'u'llah to remove
all obstacles before the pure in heart
and sincere in service. \Ve must place
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all our faith in the unfailing guidance
of God; knowing of a certainty that in
this day of supreme affliction, He will
lead his devout foUowers to victory.
Second: Our efforts must be filled
with the irresistible spirit of the invincible Pioneers of the Faith in Persia, who so ably assisted the Bab in preparing the way for the coming of Baha'u'llah. This spirit can be achieved
through study and re-study of Nabil's
Narrative. Ruhi Afnan wrote that
Shoghi Effendi's purpose in translating this display of spiritual force was
that the power of the Holy Spirit,
which animated those beings, might
likewise now animate our activities.
Shoghi Effendi writes: "I feel an or·
ganized, systematic and thorough study
of Nabil's Narrative should constitute
this year a valuable adjunct to the
teaching program."
In order to assist the friends in this
thorough and systematic study, Mrs.
Doris McKay and Mrs. Bahiyyih
Lindstrom at the request of the Teaching Committee, prepared a Study
Guide of the Dawn-Breakers, which
can be secured from the Publishing
Committee, 25 cents per copy. It has
come to our attention that many of
the friends have refrained from purchasing copies of the Dawn-Breakers
because they felt it more important to
send the funds to the National Fund.
The National Spiritual Assembly must
meet all expense of the activities of the
Faith in America out of the one Fund.
There is still over $3(X)() due to the
printers for the publication of the
Dawn-Breakers, a portion of which is
being paid monthly by the National
Assembly. Therefore purchasing copies of the Dawn-Breakers does not
withdraw money from the Temple
Fund. Each and every Baha'i should
have a copy of this invaluable book,
with the fact now understood that purchase of the Dawn-Breakers by funds
which otherwise might be sent direct
to the National Funds, does not divert
that money from its intended purpose,
but in this instance does double service, giving you the much needed Nabil's Narrative, and aids the Temple
Fund by decreasing the indebtedness
of issuing the Dawn-Breakers.
Third: Baha'is should keep in touch
with those progressive groups whose
principles are in accord ~ith Baha'i
principles. In each city, If one Baha'i could keep in contact with the people of capacity in each progressive and
universal group. numerous doors
would be opened for Baha'i service.
Social Service Agencies and workers
are almost always prepared soil for the
seeds of the New Life.
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Where it is impossible to have individual membership, Assemblies might
accomplish the same ends, by appointing a Contacts Committee, or making
it a part of the specific responsibilities
of the local Teaching Committee,
which would keep in constant touch
and cooperation with all desirable
groups and activities.
Fourth: Attend all Conference of an
Inter-racial, Inter-religious, or International nature, endeavoring, if possible, to have Baha'is active delegates
and workers in the Conference. This
is a field which presents almost unending sources of Baha'i work. Astonishing results are always achieved, as
in the case of the young Baha'is of
Southern California at the World
Council of Youth, held in Pasadena,
immediately after the Olympic Games;
or as the individual work of Mr. C. G.
Nordquist in meeting the leaders of
the Rotary Clubs, during their 10th
International Convention held in Seattle.
Fifth: Too much cannot be said of
the holding of "fireside" meetings.
This is worked out in many ways.
In one community a very carefully
picked group of key people are invited
to tea once every two weeks, a program planned, which will present aspects of the Cause in a manner to incite interest in it. In another community, an authority on som~ ~ubject
with which the Cause deals, 15 mVlted
for an informal evening at which people interested in that subject are invited. The Baha'is present, after the
lecture, lead the individual discussions
over the tea cups in a constructive and
universal manner, into the paths of the
Faith. If every Baha'i once a Baha'i
month will invite their friends in for
an educational evening, they will find
soon the deepest thoughts of each will
find expression, and those thoughts always are concerning life and its purpose.
Sixth: A Public Program on Universal Subjects is very beneficial. It
is always possible to secure speakers
for such meetings: particularly from
those who are interested in Universal
Peace and International Welfare. Always have a Baha'i Chairman. Be
sure the meetings are attractive, full
of the warmth of Baha'i fellowship,
and the alluring spirit of the Cause
present. Usually excellent newspaper
publicity can be secured. In one center a two months program was arranged, with speakers including College Professors, Ministers, Peace
Workers, Baha'is, etc. General interest was created, which brought fine
publicity in the daily papers. This
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"Baha'is Constantinople and
Adana, numbering about forty,
imprisoned, charged subversive
motives. Urge induce Turkish
minister Washington make immediate representations his government release law-abiding followers ( of this) non-political
Faith. Advise also National Assembly cable authorities (at) Angora and approach State Department."
SHOGHI.
(Cablegram)
Haifa, Palestine
January 29, 1933

publicity in turn established interest on
the part of a local broadcasting station,
which asked for certain of the talks to
be broadcast, and other releases.
Seventh: Newspapers and magazines are daily publishing addresses,
statements, and articles by leaders of
thpught, on current problems and their
solution. Baha'i literature dealing with
the specific subject can be sent to the
individual, usually with very beneficial
results. Data sent to a man broadcasting on current topics lead to a discussion of the Cause by him in a subsequent broadcast. The "Goal of aNew
World Order" usually is an excellent
document to send to public spirited
men and women.
Each Assembly
would do well to appoint a special
Committee to handle this important,
delicate function in the appropriate
manner it deserves.
May we reiterate that the Teaching
Committee feels itself the servants of
the friends in putting into action the
new wave of teaching enthusiasm
reaching the friends and Assemblies.
Therefore if the Committee can be of
special assistance in any particular
function, we know you will not hesitate to call upon us.
LEROY IOAs. Chairman
BISHOP BROWN, Vice-Chairman

LETTER FROM
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Dear Co-Workers:
The Library Division of The Publishing Committee is very anxious to
stimulate a new activity in the circulation of the Baha'i Literature, as we
believe that this is a very important
branch of the Teaching Program. The
field is a large one and many people

can be reached, who perhaps could not
be in any other way.
Our plan is to create a definite demand for the Baha'i books in the Public and University Libraries, as th~re
is a great urge for the study of Comparative' Religions throughout th~
world today, particularly among University students.
We have sent out a Questionnaire
to all the Local Assemblies asking for
their cooperation in supplying us with
a list of all the Baha'i Literature now
catalogued in their respective Public
and University Libraries, and also the
heading under which they are listed,
for we find that The Baha'i Cause is
classified under several different headings, which we wish to correct.
We wish to take this opportunity to
thank the Assemblies for their prompt
response to this Questionnaire.
We now would like to suggest that
each Local Assembly assume a personal responsibility in creating this demand, by having members frequent!y
going to the Libraries and asking for
certain books, books of particular importance such as Baha'i Scriptures,
Some Answered Questions, The Baha'i Peace Program, The Wisdom of
'Abdu'I-Baha, The Book of Assurance, Baha'u'IIah and the New Era,
The Baha'i Revelation, and The
Dawn-Breakers.
I f the Libraries recognize sufficient
demand, they will no doubt put those
they have of these particular books out
on the open shelves where they can
be seen, and if they haven't them, we
are in hopes that they will buy them.
Several Assemblies have written us to
ask if we could supply Public Libraries
with a complete set of Baha'i books.
Weare sorry to say that this is impossible, as there is no fund for such an
expensive undertaking. We want the
demand to force the Libraries to purchase them, and we also would like
each Assemblv to make some contribution to their Public and University
Libraries of one or several of the
most important books, including The
Dawn-Breakers, if possible.
However, there are a few books
which we can supply: The Book of
Assurance, due to the new publication
of the Kitab-i-Iqan, Volumes II and
III of The Baha'i World, Baha'i: The •
Spirit of the Age, and The Baha'i
Revelation, which we will gladly supply upon request, to any Local Assembly for the above purpose.
We also wish to call your attention
to another important matter. We find
that many Librarie<; have certain
books listed under "Baha'i" heading
which should not be catalogued as s lch
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------------------------------------------------------as they are not authentic, and in some
cases are directly opposed to the Cause.
Each Assembly can render a great service by taking steps to correct all such
errors. We therefore suggest that
your Assembly appoint a representative to take up the matter with the local Librarian in this way: Show the
Librarian the complete list of authorized Baha'i books given on pages 242,
243, 244, 246 and 247 of The Baha'i
Warid, Volume Three, and appeal to
her to give some other listing to any
books in her Library not mentioned in
The BaM'i ~Vorld. For example, a
book attacking the Cause by a Christian missionary should logically be listed under Christianity, while a book
which may be partly favorable and
partly untrue could be listed under the
general heading of Religion. The important point is to make the Librarian
understand that the Cause is properly
organized and that real Baha'i literature is that which is recognized as such
by the official representatives of the
Cause. While we do not fear attacks,
we think it only fair that people inquiring for Baha'i books should be
given only such as are recognized as
accurate.
We trust your Assembly will give
this matter due consideration, as the
main object in sending out this appeal
is to try to stimulate every belie~r in
the country to cooperate with active
service in a national effort to spread
the Literature, and make known to
the world the power which exists in
this Message of Baha'u'llah's, through
spreading the Creative Word to a people who are in sore need of knowledge
and guidance.
Faithfully yours in His Service,
MARTHA WOODSUM, Chairman,
Library Division.
c/o Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Station,
New York, N. Y.
COMMITTEE ON TRAININ<;i
AND TEACHING CHILDREN
BuUetin No. 1
As this Committee begins its first
year's work, it is mindful of the immediate need for lessons for children's
classes already organized or about to
begin. Bulletin No.1 is addressed to
this particular problem. To meet this
situation, as well as to lay the foundation for the future, we offer a series of
experimental lessons, and have devised
the following plan for their distribution and use:
Weare sending to each Baha'i Assembly, free of charge, the first instal-

1933 CONVENTION DATE
On January 28, 1933, the National Spiritual Assembly cabled
Shoghi Effendi as follows:
"Please advise Convention date
whether as usual or later for Chi- •
cago Fair."
This cabled reply was sent by
the Guardian on February 2:
"Advise June 1st. Beseech entire body American believers by
love they bear departed Greatest
Holf Leaf not allow slightest interruption progress Temple work,
so near her heart, ( to ) dim
(the) splendor (of their) past
achievements. Beg them ponder
(the) extreme urgency (of my)
entreaty."-S HOGHI.
ment consisting of six lessons, together
with pedagogical suggestions and the
list of subjects for the entire course of
thirty-six lessons. We wish to ask
each local group to take definite responsibility along two lines in order
that our work may develop in the
spirit of true consultation and cooperation.
First: Will each group desiring the
lessons, order the remaining three instalments at the rate of twenty-five
cents each or seventy-five cents for the
entire set. Early orders will be appreciated.
Second: As each instalment is completed, will the teacher report this or
her experience with the lessons already
covered? This is of utmost importance to the future usefulness of the
work we are developing together.
Without this active cooperation at this
point the work will lose much of its
effectiveness and a more adequate program will be considerably delayed.
We suggest only in the most general
way the information we desire so that
your reports may be as varied as possible.
To what extent do these experimental lessons meet your needs:
1. as to age?
2. as to sufficiency of material?
3. as to definiteness of material?
4. as to references both from Baha'i and outside sources?
S. What changes or additions
would you suggest?
6. Report any experiences or
methods you think would help others.
Please be sure to send answers to
the above questions with your order
for the second instalment of lessons.
CHARLOTTE M. LINFOOT, Secretary.
376 60th Street
Oakland, Calif.

DIAGRAM OF
DOME ORNAMENTATION
Inserted in this issue of BAH ... 'i
NEWS is a diagram showing every
unit casting which enters into the ornamental plan designed bv M.r. Bourgeois for the Temple d~me.
Last month the believers were informed that one diagram would be
furnished to each local Spiritual Assembly, but in view of the extreme
importance of ~ompleting this ornamentation by June 1, a task which requires self-sacrificing effort on the part
of each and every American Baha'i it
was considered advisable to provid~ a
copy of the diagram to all the friends.
I t will be noted that each section has
been divided into ten casting units instead of nine, as first planned by the
Earley Company. The cost of each
casting unit will consequently be
slightly less than the figure of $270
announced last month.
The purpose of the diagram is to
make it possible for the believers to
ch~ck off the units as fast as they are
pa~d for from contributions actually receIved. The National Spiritual Assembly will report the progress of
Temple construction to all believers
_ once a month in BAHA'i NEWS, and to
Spiritual Assemblies more frequently
by mail.
Mr. McDaniel's letter in the present
issue supplies the important details.
~ince his letter was prepared, it is posSIble to report that approximately
$3000 additional can be appropriated
for Temple work.
BAHA'I YOUTH ACTIVITIES
Many plans have been adopted from
time to time during recent years to
provide some definite channel for the
proper expression of the special capacities of Baha'i youth.
Recently this matter has been
brought to the Guardian's attention by
the National Spiritual Assembly, and
as the result of this correspondence
the Assembly has appointed a Baha'i
Youth Committee.
In announcing this appointment, the
Guardian's advices are shared with the
friends. In a letter dated Haifa, Palestine, October 27, 1932, written
through his secretary, the Guardian's
\·iews were expressed as follows:
"Shoghi Effendi believes that the best
solution is to have some reasonable age
limit for the actual membership of the
body of the organizaticn so that only
the young people may take part in the
different activities and have no older
person usurp the floor or deprive them
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of their chances to train themselves
and express their ideas. At the same
time the .t\ ational Assembly could appoint 011 the National Committee that
is to supervise their work some older
and experienced persons who could cooperate with them and guide them in
their activities. The National Committee should be composed both of
people within the age limit and also
older people."
The Guardian likewise wrote to
Mrs. Stuart W. F,rench, in reply to a
letter written by her after the meeting
of the World Council of Youth which
was held in Pasadena during August.
1932:
"The activities, hopes and
ideals of the Baha'i youth in America,
as well as in all other parts of the
world, are close and dear to my heart.
Upon them rests the supreme and challenging responsibility to promote the
interests of the Cause of God in the
day;; to come: to coordinate its worldwide activities, to extend its scope, to
safeguard its integrity, to exalt its virtue, and translate its ideals and aims
into memorable and abiding achievements. Theirs is a mighty task, at
once holy, stupendous and enthralling.
May the spirit of Baha'u'llah protect,
inspire and sustain them in the prosecution of their divinely appointed
task." (Dated October 26, 1932.)
The Baha'i Youth Committee appointed at the December meeting of
the National Spiritual Assembly includes:
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Chairman, Mrs. Grace Holley and Mrs.
Dorothy Baker; Miss Marion Holley,
Secretary, Miss Allison McDaniel,
Miss Gertrude Gewirtz, Miss Sylvia
Paine, Miss Rosemary Gillies, Miss
Florence Mattoon, Miss Parvin Bagdadi, Mr. Paul Haney, Mr. James
McCormack, Mr. James Stone.
This Committee has been requested
to make a study of the range of activities suitable for Baha'i young people
and to recommend plans and programs
to be carried out by Baha'i Youth
Committees to be appointed by Local
Spiritual Assemblies.
As soon as the Committee makes its
report to the National Assembly, the
latter body will, after approving it,
transmit the report to all Local Assemblies with the request that Local
Youth Committees be appointed.
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE
RECEPTION OF ORIENTALS
Statements on this subject have been
published from time to time, but the
National Assembly feels it advisable to
remind the friends of the latest in-
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structions received from the Guardian.
From Minutes of National Spiritual
Assembly, April 11 and 12, 1931 : "The Secretary read a letter from
the N ew York Spiritual Assembly
quoting a passage from a letter written that Assembly by our Guardian
recently referring to the reception of
Orientals in America. This letter was
dated March 9, 1931 and the extract
is from the Guardian's own handwriting, as follows:
"'My dear Co-workers: I wish to
add a few lines and remind you of the
necessity of refusing to admit to your'
Assembly, or associate with, any Oriental who does not have proper credentials from a recognized Spiritual
Assembly. No excuse whatever is acceptable. I am sure that a few are
trying to cause mischief and bring
about a split in the ranks of the belieyers in these days of stress, and the
utmost caution should ~e exercised,
lest these mischief-makers succeed in
undermining the foundation of the
Cause.
Your true brother and well-wisher,
(signed) SHOGHr.'"
From Minutes of National Spiritual
Assembly, March 14 and 15, 1931:"A cable from Shoghi Effendi to
the New York Assembly concerning
the reception of Orientals in this country, dated February 7, 1931, a copy of
which had been sent this body by the
New York Assembly, was read, as
follows:
"'Appeal believers recall Master's
repeated warnings exercise vigilance
discrimination reception Orientals otherwise great mischief will result; their
credentials behavior should be critically examined.' "
REGISTRATION OF
ISOLATED BELIEVERS
A general letter has recently been
issued to all Baha'is who have been
listed as "isolated believers." This
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letter requested all such believers
to fill out and return a registration
card; thus permitting such believers
to record their adherence to the Baha'i Faith and giving the National
Assembly a true and correct mailing
list.
Copies of BAHA'i NEWS and other
communications will in future be sent
only to those isolated believers who
register themselves with the National
Assembly.
Any isolated believer who fails to
receive a registration card is requested to notify the National Office.
ON CORRESPONDENCE WITH
INDIVIDUAL BELIEVERS
At the meeting held on November
12 and 13, 1932, the National Spiritual Assembly voted to adopt the policy that general Baha'i matters must
first be presented by individual believers to their Local Spiritual Assembly,
and the National Assembly will respond to all such matters presented to
it by a Local Assembly, it being understood that communications received
from individual believers on personal
matters will be answered direct. It
was the sense of the meeting that this
action should be brought to the attention of all believers in BAHA'i -NEWS.
T~ purpose of this vote is to discour~e individual believers from undertaking correspondence with the National Assembly on matters related to
the Cause in general and not confined
to the individual's personal affairs. In
the case of matters concerning the
Cause as a whole, if individuals wish
to seek information or make suggestions, they are requested to do so
through their Local Assembly. In the
case of personal affairs, the National
Assembly will be happy to carryon
correspondence with individual believers to the extent of its capacity.
Let us learn to make fuller use of
our facilities for local consultation.

THE ATTITUDE OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBL Y ON APPEALS FROM LOCAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
In order to clarify the important
subject of the right of individual members of local Baha'i communities to
make appeal to the National Spiritual
Assembly for reconsideration of actions taken by a Local Spiritual Assembly, and to set forth for the information of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada a definite procedure
controlling the making of appeals to
the National Baha'i body, the members
of the National Spiritual Assembly

have adopted the following statement
and incorporated it in the minutes of
the Meeting held on December 27 and
28, 1932.
1. The By-Laws of the National
Spiritual Assembly contain the following references to the subject of appeals.
Article I. "It shall, in such cases
as it considers suitable and necessary,
entertain appeals from the decisions
of Local Spiritual Assemblies and shall
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------------------------------------------------------have the right of final decision in all
cases where the qualifications of an individual or group for continued voting
rights and membership in the Baha'i
body is in question."
Article VII. Section 6. "The Local Assembly shall pass upon and approve the qualifications of each member of the Baha'i community before
such members shall be admitted to voting membership; but where an individual is dissatisfied with the ruling of
the Local Spiritual Assembly upon his
Baha'i qualifications, such individual
may appeal from the ruling to the N ational Assembly, which shall thereupon
take jurisdiction of and finally decide
the case."
Article VII. Section 9. "All questions arising between two or more Local Spiritual Assemblies or between
members of different Baha'i communities, shall be submitted in the first
instance to the National Assembly,
which shall have original and final jurisdiction in all such matters."
Note." Article VII.
Section 9,
properly speaking, does not refer to
the subject of appeals. since an appeal
is from a lower to a higher jurisdiction, and the National Spiritual Assembly is the only Baha'i body having
jurisdiction in cases of an Inter-Assembly character. It is quoted here.
however, as an instruction to be noted
by believers in their study of the principles of administration.
2. It will be seen from the above
quotations that the right of individuals
to appeal is subject to the decision of
the National Spiritual Assembly
whether the appeal is important
enough to be considered or of a trivial nature and therefore not to be
entertained. This brings out the vital
principle that the National Spiritual
Assembly is not a passive body compelled to deal with all matters brought
to its attention, but has paramount executive and legislative powers in addition to its function as a judicial body.
3. Since with the lapse of time it
becomes difficult to bring together all
evidence bearing upon a situation or
matter, the National Assembly has
voted that all appeals must be received
within sixty days of the date when the
action or decision of the Local Spiritual Assembly has been made known to
the believer appealing f rom that action
or decision. The period of sixty days
is ample in which individual believers
can take steps to safeguard their legitimate rights.
4. The National Spiritual Assembly will entertain only such appeals
as are made from decisions of a Local Assembly after the individual be-

liever who makes the appeal has presented his views to the Local Assembly and endeavored sincerely to solve
the problem by local consultation. The
members of the National Assembly
believe that practically every Baha'i
problem can be removed by full and
frank consultation on the part of the
believers directly concerned. But this
does not mean that a dissatisfied believer is to agitate any matter among
the members of the local Baha'i community apart from the Local Spiritual
Assembly. The responsibility for decisions is clearly placed upon the Local
Spiritual Assemblies and not upon the
believers of the community.
5. The National Spiritual Assembly can rightly entertain only those appeals which express dissatisfaction
with actions or decisions of a Local
Assembly-it cannot be expected to
deal with appeals which are an effort
to deny the authority and power of the
Local Assembly in general. The authority and power duly vested in Local
Spiritual Assemblies will always be
upheld and defended by the National
Assembly. But where a duly elected
Local Assembly acts unjustly toward
a believer, or acts in such a way as to
work some harm upon the Cause, an
appeal to the National Assembly is entirely justified after consultation with
the Local Assembly has proved fruitless.
6. The National Spiritual Assembly, in entertaining an appeal, will deal
only with the believer or believers by
whom the appeal has been made, The
National Assembly will not recognize
any believer's right to be represented
by another believer nor by a non-Baha'i attorney, advocate or representative. In becoming a voting member
of the Baha'i community, every believer accepts the recognized qualifications for membership, which include
full acceptance of the power and authority duly vested in Local and National Assemblies, including the power
to remove any name from the voting
list if the recognized qualifications for
membership are no longer observed.
The right of every believer to be a
member of the Baha'i community is
conditional upon continued faithfulness to the Cause, and that right is acquired by asserting one's acceptance of
the qualifications for membership, and
is not in any way a vested right nor a
right that may be permanently claimed
without permanence of loyalty and
faithfulness to the Cause.
7. Appeals must be made in writing, and on receiving an appeal the
National Assembly will request the
Local Assembly to furnish an attested

copy of its minutes or other records
Learing upon the matter in question.
including a record of the consultation
requested by the appellant. The nature of the appeal will be made known
to the Local Assembly, and the Local
Assembly be given opportunity to furnish a written explanation of the matter, before the National Assembly decides whether to entertain the appeal.
By "attested copy" is meant a copy'
signed by the Secretary or other Officer of the Local Assembly duly
chosen by the Local Assembly to furnish the record.
8. The National Assembly will announce both to the appellant and to the
Local Assembly its decision, which decision is binding upon the appellant,
the Local Assembly and the local Baha'i community. In entertaining an
appeal. the National Spiritual Assembly will endeavor to raise the problem
from the realm of personality to the
plane of the Teachings and Principles
of Administration, and seek not mereIv to announce a final decision but also
point out wherever possible the
grounds for true understanding and
reconciliation on the part of the believers immediately affected· by the
problem appealed.
9. Unless the National Spiritual
Assembly is entertaining an appeal of
a strictly personal and private nature,
the Local Spiritual Assembly should
present the decision of the National
Assembly to the entire local Baha'i
community, for the information and
guidance of the community.
10. Local Assemblies are requested
to give individual believers every opportunity for full and frank discussion
of matters which seem to cause dissatisfaction, in order to prevent local
problems coming to the point of formal appeal to the National Assembly.
Local Assemblies should freely receive
appeals for reconsideration of its decisions from members of the local Baha'i community, and endeavor to turn
these into occasions for increasing the
spirit of true unity between itsel f anrl
all members of the community. Believers having a grievance against their
Local Spiritual Assembly, or against
another believer in the community,
have a right to present that grievance
privately to the Local A'ssembly. If
the Local Assembly considers a grievance between two or more members of
the community, and canot remove that
grievance. it should refer the matter to
the National Assembly for advice and
assistance, after securing the approval
of all parties to the grievance that the
matter be referred to the National
body. Any believer unwilling to have
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the grievance referred to the National
Assembly must accept the decision of
th~ Local Assembly in regard to the
gnevance. But when the grievance
has been referred to the National Assembly with the approval of all the indiVidual believers directly affected, all
such believers are bound to acceot the
decision of the National body. 'Local
Assemblies, like the National Assembly, should deal with believers directlv
and not through any representative. -

11. Individual believers may justifiably appeal to the National Assembly
not merely in matters affecting themselves personally but also in larger
matters affecting the Cause in their
community. For example, if there be
real evidence that a Local Assembly
has not been properly elected, any Baha'i in that community may and in
fact should join with other local Baha'is in making the matter known to
the National Assembly. In the same
way, if a duly elected Assembly for
any reason is unable or unwilling to
hold regular meetings and function as
a Local Assembly, it is incumbent
upon the Baha'is of that community
to report the matter to the National
Assembly. In such case the National
Assembly may order a new election.
12. A Local Assembly which finds
itself in dispute with another Local
Assembly may refer the matter to the
National Assembly if the matter can
not be settled by the two Local Assemblies in accordance with the Teachings and Principles of the Cause.
In conclusion, the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly would
emphasize the vital fact that in the
Baha'i Faith, all rights are balanced
by the obligation to maintain true unity
among the followers of Baha'u'llah.
But "Justice is loved above all," and
this statement on appeals has been prepared in order to make it possible for
every believer to obtain the fullest
measure of justice in relation to his
Local Assembly and to his fellow
Baha'is.
BAHA'I NEWS
London
At the end of September the Baha'i
centre was moved from Walmar
House to 19, Grosvenor Place, S.W.!.
Here we have a large room for
meetings and also a small one opening
out of it which is very useful. These
rooms are on the third floor and the
windows look out over the trees of
Buckingham Palace Gardens, so there

is plenty of light and fresh air. By this
move we have obtained a most suitable
ce~tre at slightly less cost, but even
thiS has only been achieved by sacrifice
and generous help from friends
abroad. It will need continued effort
at;~ unshakabl~ faith to keep this Baha 1 Home dunng these troubled times
but we believe that God will help us a~
He has up to now.
Since our last Letter was circulated.
we have had many visitors. M.iss
:\nny Griin~,';"eig who was brought up
m the Baha 1 Cause in Stuttgart and
now lives at Beirut in Syria and is in
frequent communication with Haifa.
Miss Julia Goldman from Honolulu is now in England and we have
been very much pleased to welcome
her at our meetings, at which she has
spoken several times.
Other visitors who have been with
us are: Dr. N. P. Nigan, Mr. A. C.
Chakiavartti and Miss A. Allen.
The Baha'i Room is open daily from
I to 5 (except Saturdays and Sundays) for consultation and reading. A
well stccked Librarv of Baha'i writings is available.
A "Youth Group" has recently been
formed among the London Baha'is,
and it is exceedingly promising for it
is full of enthusiasm and fire.
They have their meetings every Friday night at 8 o'clock, tea is served at
10, but they often do not separate till
10:30, so great is their interest.
The energetic committee composed
of Mr. and Mrs. Alisade, Mrs. Brown,
Mr. Balyuzi, Mr. Dekkan, Mr. Deat:,
Miss Phillips and Mr. Aziz Yazdi, and
the two Misses Ie Grav, seem to have
hit on a most successf~l plan for keeping up this interest and including
everyone in its activities, for though at
the first meeting there were only 6,
ever since the numbers have run to
19 or 20, with the young men and the
girls in about equal proportions.
Mr. Aziz Yazdi from Egypt, and
the young Persian men students here
in London at present, help the meeting
a good deal.
One week, th~ "Youth Group" has
half-an-hour s address given by one of
its members, a reading from the Baha'i writings, and questions and discussions. The following Friday every
member present has to speak for 5
minutes on a given subject. This is a
most excellent way of overcoming
their self-consciousness and nervousness, and learning to put their ideas
in order and express them.

Tihran
At the Eastern Women's Congress
held in Teheran recently, Rouhangueez
Khanun:" Fat'h A'za~, representing
!he Baha I women, d~hvered an inspirmg address, the gist of which we are
delighted to report herewith to our
many friends throughout the world.
A fter mentioning the spiritual power
and the astute wisdom and knowledge
of the famous Persian heroine Qurrat'ul' ,Ayn, the speaker called attention to the fact that this great emancipator of women reached the height of
gl<;>ry as a res~It o~ ~er becoming in~
spired by the hfe-glVmg Teachings of
Baha'u'llah:
Since her martyrdom,
many Persian women have followed in
her path and endeavored to demonstrate their equality to men. In the
Baha'i religion the teachings on the
equality of men and women are numerous.' The Spiritual Assemblies
whether local or national, do their best
to promote social, educational and
spiritual organizations to help in the
development of men, women and chi!~ren, giving them all equal opportunities, and as a matter of fact attaching more importance to the education
of girls as the latter are going to be
the m~thers of the future generation.
That IS why the Baha'is emphasize
the progress of women. The "Tarbiat School for Girls" in Teheran was
established when there were no other
gi~ls' schools in that city. In the distnct of Yazd, there are eleven Baha'i
schools, seven of which are for girls
and four for boys. In His Western
tours, 'Abdu'l-Baha mentioned frequently that men and women should
enjoy ~qual rights and privileges, equal
educatIOn and opportunities. "H umanity is like a bird with two winO's"
said He, the one is male, the other'" f~
male." The Baha'i woman does not
interfere in politics, nor does she uphold any revolutionary methods for
her progress and development which
are greatly facilitated by the fact that
the Baha'i men, in obedience to the
Teachings of Baha'u'!lah, hold themselves responsible and are very desirous and willing to grant woman her
freedom and consider her equal to
them in obtaining her rights and privileges. This the reason whv the endeavours of Baha'i men an'd wom~n
have led to united action in an atmosphere free f rom any disturbance or
agitation, thus winning the approval
of the Persian nation and Government.
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TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
1. Tbe Guardian's Prayer
. "Would to God that by the end of
the spring of the year 1933 the multitudes who, from the remote corners of
the globe, will throng the grounds of
the Great Fair to be held in the neighborhood of that hallowed shrine may,
as the result of your sustained spirit
of self-sacrifice, be privileged to gaze
on the arrayed splendor of its domea dome that shall stand as a flaming
beacon and a symbol of hope amidst
the gloom of a despairing world."Shoghi Effendi to the American believers, March 21, 1932.

Progress to Date
Between June, 1932 and March,
1933, a total of $27,500 was donated
toward the sum of $150,000 estimated
as the cost of completing the external
decoration of the dome unit.
On
March 25, 1933, the National Spiritual Assembly was able to appropriate
$6,000 additional, which provides for
the continuance of the work until the
end of April.
This work goes forward in several
definite stages.
.' The first stage consisted in making
a model of each different unit of Mr.
Bourgeois's plan of aecoration, and
from these models making molds from
which the final sectional units are to be
cast.
During this stage it was also necessary to find a source of quartz in the
required quality and quantity, and to
decide upon a system of non-rusting
metal fittings for holding the decorative units in place upon the dome.
The second stage consists in casting
the many units of the dome sections
and the ribs, and the production of the
metal fittings. These fittings have to
be set in place before the decorative
units are applied to the dome.
The third stage will be the actual
placing of the beautiful sectional units
upon the dome.
2.

The National Spiritual Assembly
understands that the first stage is now
completed as far as the molds are concerned. Orders have been placed for
the quartz and the metal fittings.
3. Progress by June 1
The original estimate of $150,000
has been reduced to $135,500 as the
result of economies and decreased labor costs. Under the financial schedule represented by the flow of contributions to date, the work on June 1
will be brought up to the following
point:A. The lower portion of the nine
ribs, extending from the bottom of the
dome to the second gallery, will be
completed and set in place.
B. The metal fittings (technically
known as the "furring system") will
be set in place, ready for the various
sectional units.
C. A certain number of the units
will be cast.
4. Financial Scbedule
It is emphasized that this construction is a new type of work, a piece of
pioneering work, that could not be
rushed through in the same way as ordinary construction. The dome unit
demands a certain period of time during the preliminary stages, and this period could not be shortened very much
even if millions of dollars had been
available.
The casting and final application of
,the units to the Temple dome can,
however, be hastened if the flow of
contributions is from now on greatlv
increased. But the Temple Trustees
have been obliged to set up a tentative
schedule corresponding to an estimate
of future donations based upon experience in the past.
In publishing this schedule, the National Spiritual Assembly utters a
heartfelt prayer that not only will this
considerable sacrifice be met throughout each of the coming months, but

that the devotion of the American Baha'is will so exceed it that a far more
rapid construction schedule can be
substituted.
Please note that the follmving schedule contemplates final completion of
the Temple dome unit by November
30, 1933.
Amount required by April 30, 1933
-$9,000.
Amount required from April 30 to
May 31-$13,000.
Amount required from May 31 to
June 30---$16,000.
Amount required from June 30 to
July 31-$16,000.
Amount required from July 31 to
August 31-$16,000.
Amount required from August 31
to September 30-$16,000.
Amount required from September
30 to October 31-$16,000.
Amount required from October 31
to November 30-$16,000.
Your National Assembly can but lay
these facts before you, together with
the Guardian's inspiring words, that
each and every believer may, by prayer
and meditation, achieve his or her own
standard of sacrifice in contributing to
the Mashriqu'I-Adhlcir.
THE FIRST MESSAGE OF
'ABDU'L-BAHA TO HIS FRIENDS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
He js tbe All-GltWious
The world's great Light, once resplendent upon all mankind, has set to
shine everlastingly from the 'Abha
Horizon, His Kingdom of fadeless
glory, shedding splendor upon His
loved ones from on high, and breathing into their hearts and souls the
breath of eternal life.
Ponder in your hearts that which He
hath foretold in His Tablet of "The
Divine Vision" that hath been spread
throughout the world. Therein he
saith: "Thereupon she wailed and exclaimed 'May the world and all that is
therein be a ransom for Thy woes, 0
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Sovereign of heaven and earth!
Wherefore hast Thou left Thyself in
the hands of the dwellers of this
prison-city of 'Akka? Hasten Thou
to other realms, to Thy retreats above,
unknown as yet to the mortal' glance
of the children of the world.' We
smiled and spake not. Reflect upon
these most exalted words, and comprehend the purpose of this hidden and
sacred mystery."
o ye beloved of the Lord! Beware,
beware, lest ye hesitate and waver. Let
not fear fall upon you, neither be
troubled nor dismayed. Take ye good
heed lest this calamitous day slacken
the flames of your ardor, and quench
your tender hopes. Today is the day
for steadfastness and constancy.
Blessed are they that stand firm and
immovable as the rock, and brave the
storm and stress of this tempestuous
hour. They, verily, shall be the recipients of God's grace, verily shall receive His divine assistance, and shall
be the truly victorious. They shall
shine amidst mankind with a radiance
which the dwellers of the Pavillion of
Glory laud and magnify. To them is
proclaimed this celestial call, revealed
in His most holy Book: "0 My peopie! Be not perplexed should the star
of My presence disappear, and the
ocean of M v utterance be stilled. In
M y presenc~ among you there was the
wisdom of God, and in My absence
from you there is yet another, inscrutable to all but the One, the All-Knowing. Verily, We behold you from Our
realm of effulgent glory, and will
graciously aid whosoever striveth for
the triumph of Our Cause with the
hosts of the celestial Concourse and a
company of Our chosen angels."
The Sun of Truth, that most great
Light, has set upon the horizon of the
world to rise with deathless splendor
over the Realm of the Limitless. In
His most holy Book He calleth the
firm and steadfast of His friends. "0
peoples of the world! Should the radiance of My beauty be veiled, and the
temple of My body be hidden, feel not
perturbed, nay arise and bestir yourselves, that My Cause may triumph,
and My Word be heard by all mankind."
ANNUAL REPORTS
FROM -COMMITTEES
The National Spiritual Assembly
requests each of its committees to submit an annual report not later than
April 10, 1933.
It is the intention of the Assembly
to issue its annual report and the annual reports of its committees, in BAHA'i NEWS for May, a month previous

to the Convention, which as you know,
wilI be held this year on June first, second, third and fourth.
By placing alI annual reports in the
hands of the delegates previous to the
Convention, it is the hope of the Assembly that the Convention this year
can concentrate upon present and future problems and not merely review
the details of the various activities
during the previous Baha'i year.
While brevity is very desirable, the
National Assembly will welcome reports which are not only complete as
to important details, but also contribute to the future growth of the Cause
by making constructive suggestions
based upon past experience.
Reports received by April 10th will
be referred to the Assembly for approval, and it is urgently hoped that
no committee report need be omitted
from the Special Pre-Convention
Number of BAHA'i NEWS.
CONVENTION CALL
Dear Baha'i Friends:
The National Spiritual Assembly
sends this notice that the Annual
Meeting, known as the Baha'i Convention, will be held at Foundation Hall
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Wilmette,
Illinois, on June 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1933,
this being the Twenty-fifth Annual
Convention.
The attention of Local Spiritual
Assemblies is called to Article VIII
of the By-Laws, which provides that
each Assembly shall call a meeting of
the Baha'i community for the election
of the delegate or delegates to the
Convention assigned to its community
as shown on the attached list of "Participating Baha'i Communities."
Immediately following that election,
each Spiritual Assembly shall fill out
and return a Certificate of Election of
Delegates, a copy of which is also enclosed.
.
This notice carries the following
enclosures related to the forthcoming
Convention: (1) . List of Participating Baha'i Communities with assignment of delegates according to the
principle of proportionate representation. (2). Certificate of Election of
Delegates. (3). Information' for Delegates. ( 4 ). Nine ballot slips. one
ballot envelope and one mailing envelope for each delegate. (5). Individual Registration Blank for each
Delegate. We trust that the information furnished herein, and reference to
Article VIII of the By-Laws. will enable each Delegate to fulfil his or her
responsibility in the Convention.
As stated in February BAHA'i
NEws, the date of J tine 1 was chosen

for this Convention on advice cabled
by the Guardian. It is on that date
that the Guardian centers his hopes
that American Baha'is shall carry out
their supreme privilege of completing
the external decoration of the Temple
dome.
Never before have we believers of
the United States and Canada borne
such responsibility in the worldwide
development of the Cause of Baha'u'llah. The present Baha'i year began
with the whole-hearted pledge of the
Delegates and friends present at the
last Convention to meet the Guardian's
standard of achievement. May it end
with that standard completely observed.
Faithfully yours,
NATION AL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
By: HORACE HOLLEY,
Secretary
LIST OF PARTICIPATING BAHA'I
COMMUNITIES
Twenty-fifth Annual Conventlon1933

Number of
Community
Delegates
Phoenix, Arizona
1
Berkeley, California
1
Geyseryille
1
Glendale
1
Long Beach
1
Los Angeles
3
Oakland
1
Pasadena
1
San Francisco
3
Santa Barbara
1
Visalia
1
Montreal, Canada
2
Vancouver
1
Denver, Colorado
1
New Haven, Connecticut
1
Washington, D. C.
5
Miami, Florida
1
1
St. Augustine
Honolulu, Hawaii
1
Chicago, Illinois
11
Evanston
1
2
Peoria
1
Springfield
1
Urbana
1
Wilmette
Eliot, Maine
1
1
Baltimore, Maryland
Boston, Massachusetts
3
Worcester
1
Detroit, Michigan
2
1
Fruitport
1
Lansing
1
Muskegon
1
Minneapolis, Minnesota
1
St. Paul
1
Portsmouth. New Hampshire
1
Montclair, New Jersey
1
Newark
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----------------------------------------~
West Englewood
Binghamton, New York
New York City
Yonkers
Akron, Ohio
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Portland, Oregon
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh
Seattle, Washington
Kenosha, Wisconsin
Racine
Milwaukee

2
1
10
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
3

"For the transfer there are some expenses, among them 3 per cent of the
value of the land, which is government
taxes. They do not, however, amount
to very much.
':Please note t~at besides putting
their name and signature they have
also to state the number of the deed
which is mentioned on the Certificate
of Registration which they hold.
"Assuring you of Shoghi Effendi's
prayers and best wishes, I remain,
Yours ever sincerely,
RUHI AFNAN.
Haifa, Palestine,
October 2, 1932."
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Power of Attorney
HOW TO TRANSFER
MT. CARMEL LAND TO THE
PALESTINE BRANCH
Since the preliminary notice on this
matter was published a few months
ago, a number of individual believers
have taken steps to transfer their land
on Mt. Carmel to the Palestine Branch
of the National Spiritual Assembly.
By these generous donations, thousands of dollars worth of this precious
property is now held in perpetuity
for Baha'i use.
Specific instructions how to effect
the transfer of legal title are now supplied in the following letter and Power
of Attorney.
"Shoghi Effendi wishes me to send
you these few lines to enclose a copy
of the power of attorney that our
lawyer here has framed in case any
one of the friends desires to transfer
the property he holds around the
Shrine to the name of the National
Assembly.
"As I told you in my previous letter, by law such lands can only be
transferred during one's lifetime. Otherwise it will go to the heirs according
to prescribed shares. The will of the
deceased is inoperative in such cases.
Shoghi Effendi does not want to bring
any form of pressure upon the friends.
They are naturally free to keep the
property in their name and have it go
to their heirs.
"In case they express the desire to
make such a transfer and have the
property revert to the Cause then they
have to sign this power of attorney
before a Notary Public and then have
it countersigned by the British Consul
in that locality.
"The power of attorney is in mv
name and not in the name of th~
Guardian because he represents the
N. S. A. and will sign for them. He
cannot represent hath parties to the
transfer.

Ijwe the undersigned ........... .
do hereby give power of attorney to
Mr. Ruhi Agnan of Haifa, authorizing him in my jour place and name to
sell, transfer and register in the name
of the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada-Palestine Branch the property registered in my jour name under
deed No ....... situate in Haifa and
also to administer the said property, to
effect partition, parcellation, correction
of area and boundaries, sue in Courts
and generally do such things and steps
in connection with the said property as
my said agent shall think fit, and for
that purpose to appear before the Land
Registries, Courts and Government
Offices, sign applications, deeds and
other documents, admit receipt of purchase price, and also to appoint other
or others in his place and revoke at
pleasure such substitutes.
In Witness Whereof IjWe Have
Set Hereunto My jOur Hands.

MESSAGES FROM THE HOLY
LAND
The responsibility which the American believers have so generously and
spontaneously assumed through their
national elected representatives for the
preparation and publication of The
Balun Warld-an international activity of the utmost, importance-is yet
another evidence of their preponderating influence and their decisive share
in the prosecution of this mighty
Cause.
(signed) SHOGHAJ. Haifa,
Palestine, November 16, 1932.
I wish to express to your distinguished Assembly my gratitude for the
action they have taken in reproducing
in facsimile my humble Tribute to the
Greatest Holy Leaf. The hundred
copies you sent me have been received
and are splendid reproductions of the
original. The finest and most enduring tribute which can be paid to her

m~l1lory lies within the grasp and conStltut~S the s~preme opportunity of the
An~encan believers.
Her earthly life,

as It drew to a close, was much brightened by the brilliant accomplishments
of her devoted lovers in the American
~ontinent. May her pure, angelic soul
m the realms above derive added satisfaction from the uninterrupted progress and the eventual completion of an
enterprise on which she centered the
one remaining joy of her life. (signed)
SHOGHI. Haifa, Palestine, October
27, 1932.
Before you extend any sort of help
to, or affiliate yourself with, the World
Fellowship of Faiths, Shoghi Effendi
feels that the N. S. A. should find out
'Y~ether its ~urpose is in any way po~
htlcal, espeCially now that its leadership is transferred from Rabbi Wise
to Mr. Das Gupta. In case it is nonpolitical and its purpose is not a form
of Indian propaganda, then the Guardian feels you should take part in their
gatherings. The first task is to find
out the underlying motive of the Society and then, in case it coincides with
the .Baha'i sp~rit, lend them help and
adVise the fflends to cooperate with
them. Otherwise the Guardian believes we will be involved in grievous
difficulties.
(signed) Ruhi Afnan.
Haifa, Palestine, November 16, 1932.
Your letter 0 f November 17 reveals
the character of the Fellowship of
Faiths and I would urge the Assembly
to exercise the utmost possible pressure on any believer no matter how influential he or she may be to withdraw
from participation in its political activities. (signed) SHOGHI. Haifa, Palestine, November 30, 1932.
The Guardian wishes me to draw
the attention of the friends through
you that they should be very careful in
their public utterance not to mention
any political figures-either side with
them or denounce them. This is the
first thing to bear in mind. Otherwise
they will involve the friends in political
matters, which is infinitely dangerous
for the Cause. (signed) RUHI AFNAN, Haifa, Palestine, January 12,
1933.
From Mrs. French's letter I gather
that steps are being taken to gather the
necessary material for Vol. V of The
Bahci'i World. I am delighted, for it
seems to indicate that Vol. IV will
soon be published. I earnestly hope
that its early publication will be reconsidered by your Assembly, as an indefinite postponement of such a valuable international record will damage
the prestige of our beloved Cause.
(signed) SHOGHI. Haifa, Palestine,
January 12, 1933.
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Cablegrams
Repeated evidences American believers slee~less vigilance courageous
loy~lty exemplary self-sacrifice established them in every Baha'i heart as
champion builders W orid Order Baha'u'llah. Founder of our Faith well
pleased tokens their wise stewardship
'Abdu'l-Baha proud of their valor
Greatest Holy Leaf radiant with joy
at their fidelity. SHOGHI. (Received
February 18, 1933.)
Istanbul friends acquitted, 53 still
imprisoned Adana. Urge renew energetically representations immediate release. SHOGHI. (Received March 7,
1933.)
LETTER FROM THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
Beloved Friends:
The matter of the non-political character of the Baha'i Faith has arisen
this year for the purpose of stimulating deeper awareness of our privileges
and responsibilities in the W orid Order of Baha'u'llah. Only four years
ago the Guardian first upheld that glorious conception of the goal toward
which humanity is being so rapidly
impelled by the power of divine Will
For many of us, the idea that we
should no longer take any part in the
normal political activities of Our environment came as a distinct shock.
The need that we arise to a higher
vision and a more universal loyalty
was not at first easy to appreciate. But
little by little, thanks to the guidance
given us by Shoghi Effendi, we can
assimilate and make part of ourselves
this inspiring new attitude the Guardian wishes for the protection of the
Cause and our own spiritual well being.
Since the National Spiritual Assembly in December made the first effort to convey the Guardian's instructions about non-participation in political affairs, further explanations have
been received.
Thus, in a letter dated January 26.
1933, Shoghi E~endi referred to the
Tablet which the Master revealed to
Mr. Thornton Chase in 1907. "The
Guardian fully recognizes the authenticity and controlling influence of this
instruction from 'Abdu'l-Baha upon
the question. He, however, feels under the responsibility of stating that
the attitude taken by the Master implies certain reservations. He, therefore, lays it upon the individual conscience to see that in following the
Master's instructions no Baha'i vote
for an officer (i. e .. in a civil election)
nor Baha'i participation in the affairs
of the Republic shall involve accept-
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ance by that individual of a program
or policy that contravenes any vital
principle, spiritual or social, of the
Faith."
The instruction of 'Abdu'l-Baha referred to above was as follows: "Thou
hast asked regarding the political affairs. In the United States it is necessary that the citizens shall take part
in elections. This is a necessary matter and no excuse from it is possible.
My object in telling the believers that
they should not interfere in the affairs
of Government is this: that they
should not move against the opinion of
the Government, but obedience to the
laws and the administration of the
Commonwealth is necessary. Now, as
the government of America is a republican form of government, it is necessary that all the citizens take part in
the election of officers and take part
in the affairs of the Republic."
The Guardian's letter of January
26, already quoted in part, has the following words in his own hand: "Dear
Co-workers: I feel it incumbent upon
me to clarify the above statement,
written on my behalf, by stating that
no vote cast, nor office undertaken, by
a Baha'i, should necessarily constitute
acceptance, by the voter or officeholder, of the entire program of any
political party. No Baha'i can be regarded as either a Republican or Democrat as such. He is, above all else,
the supporter of the principles enunciated by Bah:'t'u'llah, with which, I am
firmly convinced, the program of no
political party is completely harmonious. Your true brother, Shoghi."
On receipt of this letter, shortly
after the February meeting, the Assembly requested the Guardian to advise how this subject should be treated in the next issue of BAHA'i NEWS.
On March 16 the following cablegram
was received: "Elaborate, emphasize
in News Letter excellent explanation
paragraph five, page two, February
News Letter. (signed) SHOGHI."
That paragraph was as follows:
"The instruction not to take part in
political elections leaves us free to vote
in any election where the various political parties have combined upon one
candidate or one ticket. While Baha'is
should not run for offices dominated
by party politics. they are perfectly
free to hold administrative posts based
upon personal capacity, as for example
the posts within the field of civil service examinations.
Local Spiritual
Assemblies should surely assume that
each believer is entirely loyal to the
Guardian's request, and not take the
step of requiring explicit obedience in
advance. It is only in the event of deliberate disloyalty, when every effort of

local consultation has failed that the
question of depriving anyo~e of his
Baha'i membership is involved."
Now the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly respond to the
G~ardian'~ inst~uction that the explanatIOn outlmed m February's BAHA'i
NEWS be elaborated and emphasized.
I t seems clear at this time that we
have no absolute prohibition not to
vote in public elections, but rather a
warning against allowing any exercise
of our franchise as citizens to embroil
the Cause or ourselves (as individuals)
in partisan politics. Weare all free to
vote in such elections as are non-partisan-that is, where the parties have
combined upon one set of candidates,
and voting is not merely a choice between two or more party tickets. In
enrolling ourselves upon the voting
list, we should enroll without any party
designation. Baha'is are free to hold
office, when such office is of an administrative character.
Above all, we are reminded that Baha'is are invariably loyal and obedient
to the Government, irrespective of
change from one party control to another. Let us recall those words written by the Guardian in his general letter dated January 1, 1929 and puhIished soon afterward in BAHA'i
NEWS: "To all these (i. e., actions of
the Soviet Government) the followers
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah have with
feelings of burning agony and heroic
fortitude unanimously and unreservedly submitted, ever mindful of the guiding principles of Baha'i conduct that in
connectictn with ;their administrative
activities, no matter how grievously interference with them might affect the
course of the extension of the Movement, and the suspension of which
does not constitute in itself a departure
from the principle of loyalty to their
Faith, the considered judgment and
authoritative decrees issued by their
responsible rtller~ must, if they be
faithful to Baha'u'llah's and 'Abdu'lBaha's express injunctions, be thoroughly respected and loyally obeyed.
In matters, however, that vitally affect
the integrity and honor of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. and are tantamount to a
recantation of their faith and repudiation of their innermost belief, they are
convinced, and are unhesitatingly prepared to vindicate by their life-blood
the sincerity of their conviction, that
no power on earth, neither the arts of
the most insidious adversary nor the
bloody weapons of the most tyrannical
oppressor, can ever succeed in extorting from them a word or deed that
might tend to stifle the voice of their
conscience or tarnish the purity of
their faith."
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In a world through which runs so
many conflicting torrents of popular
passion and partisan struggle, the spirit
of calm peace, of steadfast faith and
unswerving assurance marks the true
Baha'i and sets off a Baha'i community from every other type of human
gathering. The wisdom of the Guardian's appeal, its conformity to the essential teachings of Baha'u'llah and
also to the present transitional condition of society, will not fail to win the
heart and convince the reason of every
avowed Baha'i.
We believers, having no concern
with the fruitless political and economic efforts of those endeavoring to
maintain the structure of the past, but
concerned heart and soul with the
privilege of contributing our life to
the Cause, can turn to an unfailing
source of confidence, of wisdom, of
courage and of power. In the establishment of Local, National and International Baha'i commumhes, we
have the most glorious field of service
ever granted to man. In this field the
innate capacities of human being will
gradually unfold, grow in discipline
and mature in sacrifice. Emotion
transmuted to the higher plane of devotion to the Baha'i community;
thought ennobled and expanded by the
daily vision of the needs of a dynamic
Faith; will and action severed from
self and placed at the disposition of the
Cause of God-this, beloved friends,
is the realization that must be ours if
we would follow our Guardian to the
ultimate Goal!
Yours faithfully,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE OF
LOVING ENCOURAGEMENT
TO LOCAL GROUPS
Just at this time, when the Teaching Committee is making every effort
to assist local groups to develop to the
point of electing a Spiritual Assembly,
it is most helpful to find, in The Star
of the West for May, 1923, a message
of loving encouragement written by
Shoghi Effendi to believers in a number of American cities.
His words follow:"Dearest Fellow-workers 111 the
Vineyard of God:
"Though your number in each of
these cities be small and limited, yet by
virtue of that Celestial Potency bequeathed to everyone of you by our
departed Master, you are assured that
ere long your small company shall expand and wield such power and influence as no earthly power can ever hope
for or attain. Who can doubt that He
is ever watching from His Station on
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high over His scattered fold and is
guiding and strengthening His faithful
lovers who toil and labor for the fulfilment of His word and the realization of His purpose for mankind?
"As we observe the sad conditions
of the world and the complexity of the
problems that are besetting humanity,
we may at times lose heart and grow
forgetful of the promised dawn of the
New Day, so repeatedly and emphatically foretold in the Sacred Writings.
But we need only refer to some of the
earliest writings of our beloved Master to regain that confidence which the
vicissitudes of the world, however distressing, can never shake. Are not
these words wherein He assures us of
the onward march of the Cause-a
march which no one can resist and
which is sure to lead humanity to its
glorious destiny-( abundantly sufficient) ?
" 'Now in the world of being, the
Hand of Divine Power hath firmly
laid the foundations of the. all-highest
bounty and this wondrous gift. Whatsoever is latent in the innermost of this
Holy Cycle shall gradually appear and
be made manifest, for nO'ltI is but the
beginning of its grO'll)th and the dayspring of the revelatilm of its signs.
Ere the close of this century and of
this age it shall be made clear and evident how wondrous 'Zoos that springtide and how heavenly was that gift /'
"And as the outlook grows darker
and despondency overtakes the hearts,
it is incumbent upon us to arise with
greater confidence than ever before,
endeavoring to clear the mists of hate
and prejudice that have dimmed the
vision of mankind and, relying upon
these assuring words of His, point out
to a weary world the way of true Salvation.
"I very eagerly await the news of
the progress of the Movement in your
cities and shall be grateful and delighted to hear that you have reinforced your numbers, extended your
activities, estahlished a center and
founded a Spiritual Assembly that
shall direct and coordinate your efforts
for the promotion of the Cause.
"Awaiting your joyful news and
beseeching the blessings of the Almighty on your efforts, I am
Your brother and co-worker,
SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine,
January 8, 1923."
ANNUAL LOCAL ELECTIONS
On April 21 members of local Baha'i communities will gather together
for the purpose of electing their Spiritual Assembly.
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Reports recently received makes it
e,vi?~nt that this year a number of new

Spmtual Assemblies will be established. This is a matter of extreme
importance in the steady growth of the
Cause.
Representatives of the Teaching
~o~mittee will make every effort to
VISIt the groups which have become
rea~y to form an Assembly, to lend
adVIce ~nd assistance and encourage
the belIevers undertaking this great
step.
IN MEMORIUM
The friends are requested to remember in their prayers the spirits of
these beloved departed believers:
. Mr. S. T. Ditmars, Spokane, WashIngton.
Mr. Arthur James, Bloomfield, New
Jersey.
Mr. Augustus Dobleman, Baltimore,
Maryland.
Mrs. Henrietta Wagner, Santa Barbara, California.
Emma McKay Appel, Chicago,
IllInOIS.
"Concerning funeral services, Shoghi Effendi wishes me to state that there
are no special ceremonies provided by
Baha'u'llah and the few that exist are
written in the book of Akdas. When~ver that boo~ is translated into EnglIsh and publIshed, then you will undoubtedly obtain the necessary guidance by its contents." (Letter from
the Guardian, through his secretary, to
M~. Willard Hatch, dated Haifa, PalestIne, November 20, 1932.)
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CENTRAL STATES
SUMMER SCHOOL
Plans are being made for the third
session of the Central States Baha'i
Summer School at Louhelen Ranch,
Davison, Michigan, nine miles from
Flint.
The dates set are June 25-July 3 inclusive, a month earlier than last year.
Courses are being planned in Baha'i
administration, the Iqan, Nabil's Narrative, the Influence of Religion on
Society. There may be other courses
if there is demand. There will be special classes for young people under the
counsellorship of Mrs. Dorothy Baker.
New Pullman apartments have been
added in the big barn so that many
more can be accommodated than last
year.
Look for further announcements in
the May issue of the BAHA'i NEWS.
Reservations may be made by writing
to Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby Street, Detroit, Michigan.
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CONVENTION COMMITTEES
The Committees named by the National Spiritual Assembly to serve in
connection with arrangements for the
Convention are announced at this time.
Next month will be published the Conyention Agenda, setting forth the topICS on which consultation is considered
most important. Suggestions for the
Agenda will be welcomed from all
elected to be delegates at the forthcoming Convention.
Committee on Decoration of Foundation Hall-Mrs. Hilpert, chairman,
Mrs. Barton.
Committee on Music and Selection
of Prayers for Opening Business Sessions-Mrs. Walrath, chairman, Mrs.
Matthisen.
Feast Committee - Mrs. Amelia
Collins, chairman, Mrs. Nourse, Dr.
Leonora Morris, Mr. Andrew Matthisen.
Committee on Devotional Services
in Temple Auditorium-Mr Scheffler
chairman, Mr. Albert Windust, Mrs:
Gift, Mr. Andrew Nelson, Mrs. True.
Mrs. Paine, Mr. Barnard Jacobson. '
Committee on Hospitality-Miss
Edna True, chairman, Mrs. May
Scheffler.
Note: Inquiries about
rooms and board, and reservations for
hotel accommodations, should be directed to this Committee. In view of
the unusual demand for rooms on account of the Century of Progress
Exposition, the Committee urges all
delegates and Baha'i visitors to make
their arrangements as soon as possible.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Publishing Committee announces three important additions to the Baha'i literature.
National and Local By-Laws. The
text of the National Declaration of
Trust, and also By-Laws suitable
for a Local Spiritual Assembly, has
been issued in pamphlet form, to sell
at 10c each. Librarians are urged to
order a supply, that all believers may
acquaint themselves as to the details
of our administrative principles.
BaJui'i Administration-New EdiThe volume containing the
tion.
Guardian's letters, published in the
early months of 1925, has been enlarged to include all his general letters
up to the present time. Among the
important communications received
from Haifa since the date of the first
edition are: the two World Order letters, The Goal of aNew World Order, The Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah and the Guardian's Tribute
to the Greatest Holy Lea£. The National and Local By-Laws are also included. This edition is an indispens-

able part of every believer's Baha'i library. Per copy, $2.00.
The Balui'i World-Volume IV.
The Guardian considers this biennial
record of Baha'i activities a work of
international importance, second only
to the, construction of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar. The new volume-ready in
April-is rich in illustrations as well as
textual content.
As the National
Spiritual Assembly guarantees the cost
of publication, all purchases of this
book represent contributions to the
Temple Fund just as though the same
amount were sent direct. Each month
the Publishing Committee will remit to
the National Assembly all receipts
from sales of The BahO,'i ~V orid, in the
same way as is done in the case of The
Dawn-Breakers. In order to know the
international aspects of the Cause, believers must make a careful study of
this work. Shoghi Effendi is its editor
in chief, and gave much time to arrangement of its content. $2.50 per
copy.

INTER-RACIAL AMITY
ACTIVITIES
The outstanding events since my
last report in the way of racial amity,
which in view of pressure of work
must be given in very brief compass,
follow:
December 9 and 10, 1932, an amity
conference was held in New York
City, with the local and National Committee cooperating with the Urban
League of New York. An overwhelming number of the speakers and workers were Baha'is and there was a fine
and enthusiastic response on the part
of the most cultured circles of Harlem
and other parts of the city.
The conference was divided into
several sessions. At the first, devoted
to economics, our noble brother, Mr.
Samuel A. Allen, presided. Speakers
were Mr. Ira De A. Reid, director of
the research department of the National Urban League, Dr. Genevieve Coy
of Columbia University and Miss Elsa
Russell, who covered in a most helpful way the past and present, with a
vision of the new economics of the
Baha'i teachings.
At the second session Mr. Philip A.
Marangella presided with his usual
dignity. The speakers were Mr. Louis
G. Gregory, Dr. Alain Locke, Mrs.
Wanden M. LaFarge and M r. James
H. Hubert. This session covered many
phases of racial amity.
A musical at which Mrs. Ludmila
Bechtold presided was held in the auditorium of the Harlem Branch of the
New York Public Library. One of
its special charms was African music.
This was followed by a session de-

voted to art, at which the speakers
Mr. Satfa Kinney, who strongly
ad':lsed the colored race to improve
th~lr wonderful native gifts in music
umnfluenced by foreign masters, so as
to make a great contribution; and Mr.
Arthur A. Schomberg, director of the
Schomberg collection of books about
the Negro, who exhibited and explai~ed his fascinating studies.
This
ses~lOn was followed by an interracial
s?clal. For a number of years, in fact
slllce . the first amity convention in
Washlllgton, Dr. Alain Locke has during the years been a contributor to the
~ork. o~ the .Cause, without formally
Identl fYIll~ h!msel£ with it. PerluJps
the mos,t Slgmficant feature of this conferen~e was his strong, eloquent and
beauttful address, in which he took a
decided and definite stand 'within the
ranks of the Cause. This attitude we
believe will increasingly with the
!,ears . influence people of capacity to
Illvestlgate the mmes' of spiritual
wealth to be found in the Revelation
of Baha'u'llah. It will also make what
has long been a grandly useful life
more glorious, serviceable and influential than ever before. It is to be hoped
that the friends both locally and n'ltionally, will largely make use of the
great powers of Dr. Locke both in the
teaching and administrative fields of
the Cause.. He has made the pilgrimage to HaIfa. The Master in a Tablet
praised him highly and it is known
that the Guardian shares his love for
our able brother'.
The Committee of Arrangements
for this conference, led by Mr. Samuel A. Allen and including Miss Lauretta Noisette, Mrs. James H. Hubert,
Mrs. E. P. Roberts, Mrs. Ludmila
Bechtold and Mrs. Lois Allen merit
much admiration for their wi~e and
proficient services. An interracial dinner was another feature.
The Baha'i Assembly of Portsmouth, N. H., cooperated well with the
Citizens Committee in observance of
the commemoration. of emancipation
day on January 2. A dinner was followed by a large meeting of both races.
The newly elected mayor of Portsmouth spent the entire evening with
this occasion, as did a municipal judge.
A Baha'i served as master of ceremonies and another Baha'i as principal
speaker. Mrs. Loulie Mathews, chairman of this committee, on her amity
tour has reached Honolulu. Another
interracial tour is about to start for
the South.
The National Baha'i Committee for
Racial Amity,
By LoUIS G. GREGORY,
Secretary.
wer~

BAHA'I NEWS
NATIONAL TEACHING
COMMITTEE

Activities of Western Division
During the month, ~f Januar~ 'pra~
tically all of the Baha I commumtles In
California were visited by friends
from other sections who brought them
much inspiration as well as gratifying
news of Baha'i activities in various
parts of the United States. Mrs. Florence Morton of Worcester, Massachusetts was one such visitor to the state.
Her'inspiring reports of the teaching
work of the Assemblies in the region
which she represents on the National
Teaching Commtitee gave great joy to
the friends in the west as well as suggestions for new lines of endeavor.
Mrs. Morton spoke at a Sunday morning meeting on the San Francisco Assembly and later in the week at a joint
meeting of the Oakland and Berkeley
friends in Oakland and in both places
she impressed the friends with the
fact that the earnest desire to teach
opens the way and that united action
upon any pla~ suc~ as t~at of t~e N ational Teachmg CommIttee thIS year
brings opportunities and results, the
like of which could not have been anticipated. From Central California,
Mrs. Morton went to Los Angeles and
Pasadena where she spent a few short
days with the friends before leaving
for the east. While she was in San
Francisco the executive of the Western Section had the pleasure and privilege of consulting with her o.n many
items which were discussed at Its committee meeting.
Mr. George Latimer of Portland
and Mrs. Millie Collins of Pasadena,
were also in San Francisco a few days.
primarily in connection with Geyserville Summer School plans but they
were able to attend a Sunday morning
meeting of the friends and as usual
brought them fresh enthusiasm and
joy.
Mr. Forsyth Ward and Mrs. Ward
spent severa~ days in Sout~~r!1 Cal~
fornia early m the month, vIsIting VIsalia, Long Beach. Pasadet?a, Glendale and Los Angeles. M eetmgs were
arranged for the friends i~ e~ch of
these cities and Prof. Ward tn hIS talks
dealt mostly upon the unified plan of
action and the extreme importance of
completing the plans for the Temple
as set forth by Shoghi Effendi and the
National Spiritual Assembly.
Late in the month Mrs. Loulie
Mathews and Mrs. Marion Little, who
spent several weeks in Honolulu, returned to San Francisco where they
spent a few days before going to Geyserville for a short visit. Both met
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with the San Francisco friends at their
The Committee has decided to send
regular Sunday morning meeting and to each Assembly a small supply of
gave interesting news of the work be- "The Goal of the New World Order,"
ing done by the friends in the Pacific. with suggestions as to its distribution
The Baha'is of San Francisco Bay in the community. So far as possible
area were the participants in three the Committee is cooperating with the
rather important events among the N. S. A. in its endeavor to get this
negroes during the month. By invita- publication into the hands of all leadtion, Mrs. Ella Cooper addressed one ers in this country.
section of the aimual convention of the
Plans have been made to follow up
Federated Colored Women's Clubs of recent communications sent by the
California which met in San Francisco. N. S. A. to groups, with offers of asHer subject, "Co-operation," was very sistance from the Teaching Committee
timelv because of the fact that a seri- and encouragement to enlarge the
ous effort was being made to draw the number of Baha'is looking toward the
clubs of the northern and southern organization of Assemblies. Continued
parts of the state into closer relation- efforts are being made to stimulate acship. Many inquiries regarding the tivity among the isolated friends as
Cause have been received as a result well.
of Mrs. Cooper's address.
Letters have been sent to all AssemMrs. Cooper was also the guest blies in the west asking for reports
speaker at the annual meeting of the from which the committee may comColored Branch of the Oakland Y. W. pile its annual report for the ConvenC. A., being advertised on the pro- tion. Special requests were made for
grams as a Baha'i, Her subject which information as to applications which
dealt with the removal of differences have been made of the teaching prowas exceedingly well received and the gram as outlined to the Assemblies
Oakland friends are hopeful that it early in the summer.
will do much toward drawing the two
A Committee meeting was held in
branches of the Y. W. C. A. in that San Francisco, January 14th, of which
the N. S. A. has already had a copy of
city into closer cooperation.
Miss Charlotte Linfoot was the the minutes.
speaker at the 20th Annual Women's
CHARLOTTE M. LINFOOT,
Day program among the Colored BapSecretary, Western. Section,
tist Churches in Oakland, taking as
National Spiritual Assembly.
her main theme the Baha'i teachings
concerning the equality of men and
COMMITTEE ON TEACHING
women and referring to the new staAND TRAINING OF CHILDREN
tion made possible for women through
the great sacrifices of Tahirih and
The work of the Committee on the
Zaynab. A minister from one of the Teaching and Training of Children
Baptist Churches for white people in continues to be more or less in the naEast Oakland was present and asked ture of study and research and planmany questions concerning the Cause ning for future development. The secfollowing the service.
ond set in the series of four sets of
Reports have reached the Commit- lesson outlines has been approved by
tee of two new study groups which the Reviewing Committee and will be
have been organized during the past mimeographed and mailed to the Asmonth--one in San Diego and the semblies upon receipt of their orders.
other in La J oUa-as a result of the Only a few Assemblies have ordered
efforts of Mr. Stephen KittsmiUer these lessons to date. The Commitwho is making his residence in San tee is not discouraged, however, since
Diego for some time. Literature and the Christmas holiday is not long past
assistance in his work have been pro- and time is required to consult and
vided by the Teaching Committee.
plan for the work. The third and
The consignment of books in Chin- fourth sections of the outline wiII be
ese and Russian sent the committee in submitted to the Reviewing CommitDecember has been distributed among tee at the same time and it is hoped
the various Assemblies in the West. that the full set of lessons will be in
As far as possible the requests for a the hands of the teachers who want
definite number of the books were filled them by the first or middle of March at
and to those Assemblies from which the latest.
no orders were received a few samples
Several teachers and secretaries have
were sent with suggestions for their sent in letters expressing complete satuse. Each Assembly has been asked to isfaction with the material received to
report on its local distribution of these date. The Chicago classes are using
books. When these reports have betln the subject matter in the first set of
received a general statement will be lessnns and building excellent progrC\ms
compiled for the N. S. p,:...
out of it, including plays, poems, etc.
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The Pasadena Assembly plans to introduce the material to a class of colore.d children; other Assemblies are
also planning classes for the spring.
Requests are being received from a
number of Assemblies for suggestions
for adolescent groups. This is a matter to which the Committee plans to
give special attention as quickly as possible. Some of the groups in existence at the present time are studying
various Baha'i books, a number of
them studying portions of "The Dawn
Breakers."
The Geyserville Summer School
Committee has placed upon the western members of the Committee on the
Teaching and Training of Children
the responsibility for planning the
children's department of the Summer
School this year. A large number of
village children attend the school each
year and the tentative plan at present
is to present to them certain portions
of the outlines which are already available.
The Committee is greatly encouraged over the splendid letters of suggestions which are coming in, and yet,
as the work develops the field becomes
wider and wider and there comes an
ever-growing sense of responsibility
and opportunity in this new phase of
Baha'i activity.
CHARLOTTE M. LINFOOT,
Secretary.

POONA BAHA'IS'
TEMPLE CONTRIBUTION
Dear Friends:
Recently our Guardian was graciously pleased to bestow on us a gift of
five copies of the Persian Translation
of Dr. Esslemont's famous book.
Moved with gratitude too deep for
words at this fresh token of his grace,
the believers of Poona prayerfully resolved to make a special contribution
for the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. For most
of the friends this was too truly an occasion of empt'ying themselves, .fo~n
fain-like, of all that they had, relYing
on the unfailing bounty of tlte sO'Urce

of all wealth and all good. One noble
soul, who had three mouths dependent
upon him for bread, who was under
notice to quit within a fortnight from
that date the small shop that yielded
them the necessities of life,-whose
uncomplaining wife, even then, was
sorely ill and with child-gave, with a
radiant smile, gave till nine lone annas
was all that was left to him of his capital. To take the instance of another
soul, a heroic Baha'i who, despite the
burden of a debt which he was courageously striving to repay, was yet
regularly contributing his mite to the
Assembly's fund. From his meagre
earnings he had laid aside a pittance
throughout the summer and autumn
months for the purchase of a rug with
which he hoped to ward off, in a measture, the severity of the cruel nights of
winter, but, wishing not to be deprived
of the privilege of contributing his
share to our Mother Temple, he forthwith offered all his savings, joyfully
deciding to forego the "luxury" of a
rug and to endure the long wintry
nights even as before, without a cover
over him, with but cheerless plank under him.
Thus did the friends give, thus was
a collection made. We then informed
our Beloved and back came his precious
reply, this cheering, loving message:"He (Shoghi Effendi) was very
glad and gratified to learn that the
friends of Poona have contributed the
sum of one thousand rupees towards
the construction of the Temple in
America. I t is a most appropriate and
timely contribution because the friends
have undertaken to complete the exterior decoration of the dome before
the end of spring, that is, before the
opening of the World Fair that is to
be opened in Chicago about June of
next year. And the sum needed for
the purpose, due to the existing depression. is not flowing in. Any sum
offered by the friends at this time is
most welcomed and will be deeply appreciated by Shoghi Effendi and the
friends in America.

"The Guardian is most pleased with
the way the friends in Poona are striving to serve the Faith and consecrating their life for its promotion. In his
hours of prayer at the blessed Shrines
he will think of them and ask God to
help them and sustain their noble endeavors. He trusts that, through their
persistent efforts and Baha'u'llah's infinite blessings the Cause will be established in that land and thousands of
pure souls will be brought under its
banner." Ruhi Afnan. And in our
Guardian's own blessed hand this postscript:"Dear co-workers: I am eagerly
awaiting the news of the completion of
the Urdu, the Hindi, the Gujrati, and
the Burmese translations, and eventual
publication of Dr. Esslemont's valued
book, for I regard them as essential
preliminaries to an intensive campaign
of teaching among the unbelieving
masses in that great and promising
country. May your efforts, in collaboration with the believers of that land.
hasten the fulfilment of this, my heart's
cherished desire." -SHOGHI.
In the general Epistle dated December 6, 1928, our Guardian defines what
the nature of our contributions to the
Temple fund should be :-"Not by the
abundance of our donations, not even
by the spontaneity of our efforts, but
rather by the degree of self-abnegation
which our contributions will entail, can
we effectively promote the speedy
realization of 'Abdu'l-Baha's cherished
desire. How great our responsibility,
how immense our task, how priceless
the advantages that we can reap!"
May our Almighty Father from on
High bless our united efforts and enable us, one and all, to attain that station to which our Guardian calls usthe station of utter self-renunciation.
Ya-BaM'il-Abha!
The Poona Baha'i Spiritual Assembly.
RUSTOM KHOSROVE,
Secretary.
Post Box No.8. Poona.
December 30, 1932.

TELEGRA!\I TO AMERICA:-J ASSEMBLIES. MARCH 30, 1933:"THE INTENSEST EFFORT AND A STILL HIGHER. A MORE COMPELLING EVIDENCE OF THE VITALITY OF OUR FAITH ARE REQUIRED TO INSURE THE
REALIZATION OF OUR FONDEST HOPES." TH1S MESSAGE RECEIVED TODAY
FROM BELOVED GUARDIAN. CONSUMMATION (OF TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
BY TUNE FIRST) REQUIRES ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IMMEDIATELY. URGE HOLDING WEEKLY MEETINGS CONSULTATION AND FERVENT
SUPPLICATION. LOVI:-JG GREETINGS.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSE:\1BLY.
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THE DIVINE EDIFICE
These swiftly passing days bring
fulfilment of the Master's prophetic
utterances concerning the Mashriqu'lAdhkar.
The Cause in America
seems aflame with a new and deeper
confidence, an overwhelming determination to meet the standard of
achievement held aloft for us by Shoghi Effendi. In action now lies the
mysterious test of true faith.
"Now the day has arrived in which
the edifice of God, the divine sanctuary, the spiritual temple, shall be
erected in America! I entreat God to
assist the confirmed . believers in accomplishing this great service and with
entire zeal to rear this mighty structure which shall be renowned throughout the world. The support of God
will be with those believers in that
district that they may be successful
in their undertaking, for the Cause
is great and great; because this is the
first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in that country and from it the praise of God
shall ascend to the Kingdom of M ystery and the tumult of His exaltation
and greetings from the whole world
shall be heard!
"Whosoever arises' for the service
of this building shall be assisted with
a great power from His Supreme
Kingdom and upon him spiritual and
heavenly blessings shall descend,
which shall fill his heart with wonderful consolation and enlighten his eyes
by beholding the glorious and eternal
God."~<Abdu'l-Bah(z.

"I am overjoyed at the news of the
remarkable impetus which the sustained and ever-increasing efforts of
the American believers have lent to the
progress of our glorious enterprise.
The intensest effort, and a still higher, a more compelling evidence of the
vitality of our Faith are required to
insure the realization of our fondest
hopes." ~ Shogl1i Effendi. (March
7, 1933).

MAY, 1933
On April 26 the National Spiritual
Assembly sent out the first of a series
of weekly letters, to continue until the
date of the Convention, reporting on
what new efforts are being made by
Assemblies and individual believers to
serve the Temple Fund. On April 30
the National Spiritual Assembly was
able to appropriate the sum of $13,000 toward Temple construction. The
total appropriated previously has been
$33,000. There has thus been devoted to the dome contract up to May 1,
1933 the sum of $46,000. As reported in April BAHA'i NEWS, this contract
calls for a total appropriation of
$135,000. In order to meet the Guardian's hopes there still remains to be
donated the sum of $89,000.
The weekly letters issued in May to
Assemblies and groups will show what
the National Treasurer is receiving as
the friends make final effort to complete that sum by June 1.
Work done by Mr. Farley on the
dome contract during April is described in the following excerpts from
report made by Research Service to
the Temple Trustees dated April 28.
"During the month of April the
work has involved the continuation of
the preparation of the models and
molds, the building of a special shed
and runway for the casting of the concrete sections, the follow-up of the
three important contracts for material
awarded during March, and other
miscellaneous work.
"The models and molds of the ten
sections of the field of the dome have
been completed and are now being
placed in position in the casting shed
for the making of the concrete sections.
"The sculptor is working on the
final and top section of the great rib.
The models and molds for the three
parts of this last section will probably
be completed by the middle of next
month. The models and molds of the
lower dome sections of the great rib

are completed and ready for casting of
the concrete sections.
"Mr. Farley and his associates plan
to begin the casting of the sections at
the Virginia plant next week. We are
making every effort to expedite the
work so that the casting of the lowest
19-foot sections of the ribs of the
dome may be begun at the Temple as
soon as possible during the early part
of May."
GREEN ACRE PROGRAM
The significance of Green Acre has
been greatly augmented this year by
the unexpected discovery of the original Tablets revealed by the Master to
Miss Sarah J. Farmer. The dates
cover the period April, 1900 to July,
1908. A few of these Tablets have
been published in past years, but the
greater number are made available for
the first time.
In the Master's own words we can
now trace the history of the founding
and development of Green Acre as an
institution destined to play an important part in the future growth of the
Cause. A fter the lapse of more than
twenty years, one can perceive and appreciate how the Master surrounded
that great believer with His protection
and guidance, inspiring her to an
achievement that will endure throughout coming centuries.
"I hope that through the favor of
the Blessed Perfection thou wilt become the lamp of the society of Green
Acre, and wilt become the cup bearer
of the wine of the love of God; that
thou wilt invite a great number unto
the Kingdom of the powerful Lord,
and wilt teach numerous souls."
"0 maid-servant of God! By God,
the True One, verily 'Abdu'l-Baha invokes God to strengthen thee through
the mightiest power, so that thou mayest become a star of guidance in Green
Akka, to diffuse the fragrance of God,
to blow forth the spirit of God, to
summon (people) to the Word of
God, and speeches may pour forth
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from thy pure mouth as a torrent
which rapidly pours down from the
loftiest mountains."
"Verily, 'Abdu'l-Baha was with you
in Green Akka. in His Spirit, Soul
and in all His spiritual grades, and He
was your companion in your meetings,
and was bearing unto you with His
spiritual tongue the glad tidings of the
divine splendors which shall in a short
time be poured upon you from the
Kingdom of God.
"0 maid-servant of God! Be rejoiced at this glad tidings, whereby
the hearts of the people of the Kingdom of El-Abha are moved with joy.
Verily, I beseech God to make Green
Akka as the 'Paradise of EI-Abha,' so
that the melodies of the nightingales
of sanctity may be heard from it, and
that the chanting of the Verses of
Unity may be raised therein, to cause
the clouds of the great Gift to pour
upon it the rains falling from heaven.
to make those countries become verdant with the myrtles of truth and inner significance. and to plant therein
blessed trees, with the hand of Providence, which may bring forth pure
and excellent fruits wherefrom the
fragrance of God may be diffused
throughout all nations. These signs
shall surely appear, and these lights
shall shine forth."
"0 maid-servant of God! Opposition shall surely pass away, the dark
clouds in all regions will be dispeIled,
and the Lights of the Covenant shall
shine forth. At that time your value
shall appear among the nations of the
world, and tribes and peoples will
arise to praise you. Take warning of
the former cycles and the bygone
Manifestations."
"0 thou beloved maid-servant of
God, exert thyself with all heart and
soul that Green Acre may become the
arena for the action of the beloved
of Baha and its administration pass
into the hands of the friends. If such
become the case, good results will ensue, otherwise all endeavors wilt come
to naught. Devise thou a plan by
which that place become the Lamp of
the Light of the Cause of God and
whereby the old sects and beliefs, like
unto spurious decayed and unproductive trees produce no influence there,
that the time of those assembled there
be not uselessly spent. Should the
friends of God buy Green Acre and
make that place the center for the diffusion of the fragrance of God and
establish meetings for teaching the
truth unquestionably good results will
be manifested!t>
These are a few of the Master'!,>
words. In a letter dated March 27,
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1933, the Guardian wrote as follows
to Mrs. Ivy Edwards, Secretary of the
Eliot Spiritual Assembly: (through
his secretary) "Your group occupies
an important position in the Baha'i
world for you are situated in that locality where the Green Acre Summer
School is held-the most important
institution of its kind in the world.
Through your persistent efforts all the
people living in that vicinity should
learn of the true spirit of the Faith
and be drawn to it. They should not
only be made to befriend the Cause,
but arise for its active service.
"The world is in great turmoil and
its problems seem to become daily
more acute. We should therefore not
sit idle; otherwise we would be failing
in carrying out our sacred duty. Baha'u'llah has not given us His teachings to treasure them and hide them
for our personal delight and pleasure.
He gave them to us that we may pass
them from mouth to mouth until all
the world becomes familiar with them
and enjoys their blessings and uplifting influence.
"You inquired regarding the meaning of the sentence, 'The Mysterious
Power that creates new spiritual
worlds.' This, Shoghi Effendi believes, refers to the transcendental
Essence of God who is the Creator of
this world and the worlds to come;
for as Baha'u'llah says, God's worlds
are infinite." And in the Guardian's
hand: "May the Almighty bless you
and enable you, together with your
diligent, able and devoted collaborators
in Eliot to hoist the standard of the
Faith in that part of your native land,
where its institutions are fast developing and where its light will be fully
and resplendently revealed."
Living Arrangements This Seascm
The ideal upheld for Green Acre at
this time is "the lowest possible cost
for th.e largest possible number of believers."
Mrs. Ella Guthrie has volunteered
her loving and efficient services in conducting the Inn and adjoining cottages. The following rates have been
fixed: Room and boare, $6.00 a week
for guests who give two hours daily
of service; room and board $8.00 and
$10.00 a week without service; board
alone, $7.00 a week; single meals at
25c and 35c for breakfast, 65c for
dinner and 40c for supper. Mrs.
Gnthrie plans to surround the Inn
with a homelike, informal and cordial
atmosphere.
Tea is to be served
daily. to be called "Temple Teas."
there being no charge made but a silver collection taken for the Temple
Fund.

Fellowship House will not ue
opened, but it is hoped that it can be
rented for the season and so add to
the income of Green Acre. All Baha'i classes, cultural lectures and other
social activities will be held in the Inn
auditorium.
The National Spiritual Assembly
expresses the profound hope that believers will come to Green Acre in
great numbers this summer from all
cities in the East of Canada and the
United States. Under existing social
conditions, it is most desirable for believers to make special effort to attend
the study classes, exchange views on
Baha'i subjects. and deepen their
sense of fellowship in the Cause.
Study Classes

General plan: Four Courses of one
week each, each Course to cover six
days, the last day devoted to general
discussion and review. The aim of
the Study Courses at Green Acre is to
train believers to serve actively as
teachers in their local communities.
The Study Course leaders are preparing their subjects directly from Baha'i literature, and all attending the
Courses wiII be provided with a list
of references. The first Course aims
to provide a suitable background for
the better understanding of the appearance of the Cause in 1844.
Course 1.
July 31-August 5.
Leader, Dr. Genevieve Coy. Subject:
"The Dawn of the New Day."
Course II. August 7-12. Leader,
Dr. Stanwood Cobb. Subject: "Baha'u'Uah: The Sun of Truth."
Course III. August 14-19. Leader, Mr. Harlan Ober. Subject:" 'Abdu'I-Baha: Principles of Divine Civilization."
Course IV. August 21-26. Leader, Mr. Horace Holley.
Subject:
"Shoghi Effendi: The Worldwide Baha'i Commonwealth."

Other Activities
During July, before the Study
Courses begin, there will be various
lectures and activities at Green ·Acre.
Dr. Glenn Shook of Wheaton College
will give four evening lectures 011
"Modern Aspects of Science and Religion." Dr. Genevieve Coy will repeat her discussion of "The Psychological Approach to Baha'i Teaching"
for the benefit of those who were not
abJe to attend her classes Jast year.
Miss Louise Wright, if she returns
from her teaching work in Holland in
time, will hold morning meditations
and conduct a study of the Tablet of
Iqan. Mr. Harland Ober will give
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several lectures on ''The ~ew vVorid the "Vord there is no priest, no teachOrder." There will be opportunity to er; we are one.
study Persian and Esperanto. The
Faculty Committee
Arts and Crafts Studio, where most
By: G. A. SHOOK, Chairman.
attractive pottery was made last summer, will again be under the direction
A STATEMENT BY THE
of Miss Agnes O'Neill. There will be
evenings of music and poetry, picnics NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEM.
BL Y ON MIRZA MEGHAMI'S
and social gatherings, so that although
GIFT TO THE TEMPLE
the regular Study Courses do not beFUND
gin until July 31, those who are at
Green Acre earlier in the season will
The Baha'i News Letter issued in
find ample opportunity for recreation January, 1927, included an announceand study.
ment of a visit made to this country
Further details will be announced b.>: two Pe~sian Baha'is, Mirza Meghaas soon as plans for Teaching and ml and Mirza Benan, their arrival at
Amity Conferences have been per- ~ew York having been preceded by
fected.
a cablegram from the Guardian which
introduced them as distinguished Persian believers.
REPORT OF GREEN ACRE
On page 8 of the News Letter dated
FACULTY COMMITTEE
Last year the N. S. A. appointed a April, 1927, reference was made to a
Faculty Committee to organize a Ba- generous contribution which Mirza
hi'i summer school for serious study. Meghami had made to the Temple
Fund.
While its primary object was class
This reference was based upon a
room work it did undertake other activities which are a necessary part of letter written by Mirza Meghami to
any summer school. This year it will the National Spiritual Assembly on
confine its work to preparing believers February 7, 1927, in which he enclosed a receipt for Persian art objects
for more efficient teaching.
Under present conditions Green which Mirza Meghami had left on sale
Acre must be self-supporting, i. e., with Dr. Ali Kuli Khan at an agreed
the N. S. A. cannot take any financial net valuation of $9,000.00. The letter
risks so that we may not be able to informed the Assembly that Mirza
utilize all of our material equipment. Meghami wished to make these obHowever, provision will be made for j ects or thei r proceeds a donation to
the Fund of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
all who wish to attend the school.
The Treasurer of the National AsLast season we did not have very
definite ideas as to the nature of thIS sembly was instructed at the meeting
future Baha'i university, the way held in April, 1927, to write Dr. Khan
seemed to open as we proceeded and that the Assembly felt that these
in the end we all felt that we had had objects should be exhibited at the
forthcoming Convention to be held
an unusually good season.
Our success was due largely to the in Montreal. At that same meetsingular fact that practically all who ing a letter was presented from
attended the classes, regardless of age Dr. Khan informing the Assembly that
or experience, made some contribution he had given Mirza Meghami a numto the work. We soon discovered that ber of shares of stock in the Persian
we accomplished far more with a few Art Center of New York City in exactive members than with a large num- change for these objects and that he
would turn the objects over to the Naber of passive ones.
We wish to stimulate profound tional Assembly on return of those
study and our discussions must be shares of stock.
At the meeting held in June, 1927,
based upon study rather than accumua letter was presented from Dr. Khan,
lated opinions.
It is not too much to say that in the dated May 15, of that year, stating
long run the lecture system has very that the reference to the matter of
Mirza Meghami's gift in the minutes
little, if any permanent value.
To be sure everyone will be wel- of the April meeting was not accurate,
come to any class and may derive and requesting that the subject be
some benefit from it, but we must not cleared upon the. Assembly minutes.
forget that the real success of the This letter stated that the facts are
school depends upon individual study. that Dr. Khan is perfectly willing to
I f a number of believers, with a real turn over these objects to the National
desire for study, can assemble at Assembly at any time, but wishes the
Green Acre this summer we can make Assembly to arrange with Mirza
it one of the best seasons we have had. Meghami that the certificate of stock
Where Baha'is are gathered to study in the Persian Art Center, held by the
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latter, be returned to Dr. Khan since
the certificate was given as a g~aran
tee for the value of the art objects and
does no! represent ownership in the
corporatIOn of the Persian Art Center.
After discussion of this letter it was
recorded as the sense of the meeting
that the Assembly could not enter into
any arrangements made between Dr.
Khan and Mirza Meghami.
A letter from Dr. Khan dated November 30, 1927, was presented at the
meeting of the National Spiritual Assembl~ held in January, 1928, again
re.fernn~ to this business arrangement
With Mirza Meghami, and the Secretary was instructed to reply that the
Assembly make no claim to the art
object;> donated to the Temple Fund
by Mirza Meghami in view of these
business arrangements, but is content
to wait until Mirza Meghami and Dr.
Ali Kuli Khan have come to a mutually satisfactory settlement.
. The meeting of the Assembly held
111 August, 1932, gave consideration to
a letter written to the Assembly by
Mirza Meghami, dated May 20 1932
at Teheran. This letter requested th~
l~.ssem?ly to explain its years of inaction With reference to his donation of
$9,000 in merchandise to the Temple
~und, ~nd expressing surprise and
dlsappomtment at the Assembly's fail·
ure to send him the usual receipt for
his donation.
The minutes and records were
thereupon searched for the history of
the matter, and the original documents
located. On October 17, 1932 the
National Spiritual Assembly wrot~ Dr.
Khan to inform him of this letter
from Mirza Meghami and to state that
the Assembly had voted to request
hi~ to make the payment of $9,000
to Its Treasurer or to return the original merchandise as itemized in the receipt which Dr. Khan had signed and
delivered to Mirza Meghami in 1927.
At the meeting held in November,
1932, a letter was presented from Dr.
Khan dated October 28, 1932, stating
that the letter written him by the Assembly on October 17th, ignored his
(Dr. Khan's) rights in the matter, and
claiming that Mirza Meghami could
not have donated this merchandise to
the National Spiritual Assembly or
transfer it to any other party whatsoever in view of the fact that Dr.
Khan's possession of it was confirmed
by an agreement signed by Mirza
Meghami in New York during 1927
under the terms of which Mirza Meghami received shares in the Persian
Art Center as security for the $9,000
in merchandise.
On December .18, 1932, the Guard-
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ian wrote the National Spiritual Assembly as follows: "In the minutes
of the Assembly and other communications he has recei ved f r0111 America,
the Guardian has read of the gift Mirza Ghaem Meghami made to the Temple Fund several years ago.
He
thinks that the Assembly should communicate with him and find the real
truth of the matter and take a. decision.
It is the sacred duty of the Assembly
to safeguard the interests of the Faith,
and such gifts dedicated to the Cause
fall under su~h interests. If such a
gift was really made the Assembly
should secure it and face any odds."P. S. "Read and approved. Shoghi."
The Assembly invited Dr. Khan to
attend the meeting held in December,
1932, and explain his views of the
matter. As the result of this conference the National Spiritual Assembly
was called upon to decide whether, in
the face of the other, separate agreements and contracts entered into between Dr. Khan and Mirza Meghami
in 1927, (dealing with the shares of
corporation stock and various unlisted
items of Persian merchandise), the
transfer by Mirza Meghami to the National Assembly for the Temple Fund
of the receipt for merchandise executed by Dr. Khan constituted a valid
gift and transfer of rights in this merchandise to the Assembly, or whether
the existence of these other agreements
had the effect of making it legally impossible for Mirza Meghami to donate
that merchandise to the Temple Fund.
The National Assembly has studied
all the documents and correspondence
bearing upon this matter with extreme
care. At the meeting held in April,
1933, the Assembly made its decision,
which was that:1. The National Spiritual Assembly is the trustee of a legal gift to the
Temple Fund made by Mirza Meghami in 1927 by transfer to the Assembly of his rights in the merchandise listed in the receipt duly signed
by Dr. Ali Kuli Khan.
2. Dr. Khan, as consignee of the
merchandise intended to be conveyed
by the gift, is obligated to turn the
merchandise over to the National Spiritual Assembly, or its equivalent in
cash.
3. The Assembly understands from
Dr. Khan that none of this merchandise has been sold and that he still
holds it intact.
4. The National Spiritual Assemblv has. no concern with any other and
personal business arrangements ~hat in
1927 existed or may now eXIst between Mirza Meghami and Dr. Ali
Kuli Khan.
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S. In making this decision, and in
asserting its responsibility as trustee
of the Temple Fund, the National
Spiritual Assembly is dealing only and
exclusively with the realm of objective fact and does not to any degree
attempt to enter the realm of human
motives.
Relation of the Case to the Baha'i
Law and the Believers
Quite apart from the controlling
facts of this case having to do with
the property rights involved, and upon
which the above decision is based;other considerations, relating to the
spiritual foundation of the Cause,
have, we regret to say, intruded
themselves. Had this case been left to
the decision of the National Spiritual
Assembly as to the facts and the evidence alone, as it should have been,
much sorrow and wounding of hearts
would have been avoided.
But, from the time this case became
acute, in August, 1932, the spiritual
law binding upon us all, i. e., to utterly refrain from gossip and backbiting,
has been violated, by certain believers.
We can only hope that this breach of
one of Baha.'u'llah's greatest commandments was unthinking rather
than deliberate; in other words, that
no motives of personal hostility, envy
or suspicion darkened the atmosphere
of this deplorable episode.
Unfortunately, the consequences of
backbiting are the same, whether ignorantly or designedly inflicted. In
this particular case, untrue and wholly
unfounded reports were whispered
about, from ear to ear, which questioned the honesty of our brother, Dr.
Ali Kuli Khan, in this transaction. As
is always the case, these fleeting reports gained strength and significance
as time went on, until a point was
reached where reputation and Baha'i
standing were, alike, affected. Because
of this, deep sorrow penetrated the
heart, not only of our brother, but the
hearts of many believers and Assemblies to whom these reports were carried.
The poison thus instilled is the
greatest enemy of unity and of the
divine happiness of the friends. Our
Master admonished us all, without exception, to praise the friends, and not
to detract or condemn; and in this instance, His luminous utterance "to
look to the good qualities" in all matters, is like unto a gleaming sword of
truth.
N everheless, instances like these,
continually arise among us. This carelessness, in the face of the new, Divine
Command, withholds the Cause from

advancing as it otherwise would. Not
only are we commanded to refuse to
listen to gossip mongers and slanderers, but, more especially, to rebuke
them when they approach us with tales
of others' faults.
All this was done while the matter
was still before the National Spiritual
Assembly and before its decision as to
the ownership of the property involved, and deplorably these calumnies
were spread without any proper or
just basis, expressed or implied, for
any suspicion or criticism concerning
the motives of anyone involved in this
matter. Those responsible for the rumors, were unjustifiably asserting their
personal views without knowledge of
the facts and without willingness to
await the decision of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
For these reasons, the National
Spiritual Assembly feels it necessary,
-representing as it does the· entire
Baha'i body, and responsible in a definite sense, for the correction of anv
manifest injustice substantially affecting the spiritual status and purity of
the Cause in this Country,-to publish
this statement to the entire body of
believers as an expression of regret
and sorrow that such things could still
happen.
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels it incumbent to state that Baha'u'llah's command applies equally upon
those who agitate for and those who
agitate against any human personality.
For such agitation leads to partisanship, and we must recall the Master's
warning against those who form a
party round about themselves. The
Guardian also has stated that partisanship must be eradicated from the
Cause.
We unitedly appeal to every individual believer, that from this time on,
no similar incident will darken the
pages of American Baha'i history;
that those few who have made a
breach in the Temple of His Command will make spiritual restitution;
and that from this incident, we may
forever trace a new and divine acceleration in the purity and integrity of
our beloved Cause.
How true the searching Word of
Baha'u'llah: "He must never seek to
exalt himself above anyone, must
wash away from the tablet of his heart
every trace of pride and vain glory,
must cling unto patience and resignation, observe silence, and refrain from
idle talk. For the tongue is a smouldering fire, and excess of speech a'
deadly poison. Material fire consumeth the body, whereas the fire of the
tongue devoureth both heart and soul.
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The force of the former lasteth but
for a time, whilst the effects of the
latter endure a century."

<tUKE THE GOOD SHEPHERD"
A Letter from the Guardian
The Guardian is fully familiar with
the difficult circumstances facing the
Assembly, especially in providing for
the financial needs of the Cause and
completing the construction of the
dome. Yet he is confident in God's
IJlessings and assistance and the persistence and sacrifice of the friends in
fulfilling their sacred pledges. In his
moments of prayer at the Blessed
Shrines the Guardian will think of you
all and ask God to assist you and reinforce your efforts.
As regards the admittance of new
members into the different groups as
declared Baha'is, and the expulsion of
any from the community, Shoghi Effendi believes that the Assemblies
should not act hurriedly. They should
be wise and most considerate otherwise they can do much harm' to the
body of the Cause. They should see
to it that the new-comer is truly conversant with the teachings, and when
he expresses his belief in the revelation of Baha'u'llili, knows what he is
~aying and what are the duties he undertakes.
On the other hand when any person
is expelled, the Assembly should not
act hurriedly. There is a great spiritual responsibility attached to the act.
The Assemblies do not have only
rights against the individuals, they
have great duties also. They should
act like the good shepherd whom
Christ mentions in His well-known
parable. We also have the example
of the Master before us. The individual Baha'is were organic parts of
His spiritual being. What befell the
least one of the friends brought deep
affliction and sorrow to him also. If
by chance one of them erred he counselled him and increased His love and
affection, if the Master saw that that
friend is still stubbornly refusing to
reform his ways, and that his living
among the other Baha'is endangered
the spiritual life of the rest, then He
would expel him from the group. This
should be the attitude of the Assemblies toward the individuals. The best
criterion whereby you can measure the
spiritual attainment of an Assembly,
is the extent its members feel themselves responsible for the welfare of
the group. And perchance they feel
forced to deprive a person from his
vote it should be only to safeguard the
rest and not merely to inflict punishment.
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Dear and prized co-zt'orkers:
The handling of this del'catr
alld vital problem regarding no/)participation by Bahri.'is of East
and West in pal£tical affairs,
calls for the utmost circumspection, tact, patience and z>igilanee, on the part of those whose
function and privilege it is to
guard, promote and administer
the activities of a worldwide,
ever-af!vancing Cause. The misgivings and apprehensions of individual Baha'is should be allayed and e"uentually completely
dispelled. Any misconception of
the sane and genuine patr£otiS1;P
that animates every BaMt'i heart,
if it ever obscures or perplexes
the minds of responsible gm'ernment officials, should be instantly and courageously dissipated.
Any deliberate misreprese11 tation by the enemies of the Cause
of God of the aims, the tenets
and methods of the administrators of the Faith of Bahit'u'ltah
should be vigorously faced and
its fallacy pitilessly exposed. The
Cause to which we belong stands
on the threshold of an era of unprecedented
expansioo.
/Its
problems are manv, diverse and
challenging. Om: methods and
ways of approach must likewise
be characterized by unusual sagacity, consummate skill and 1visdam. He will surely never fail
us in meeting the needs of a critical hour.
SHOGH!.
Haifa, Palestine,
March 16, 1933.
To the National Spiritual Assembly.

The Guardian was very glad to learn
that the work of the fourth volume of
The Baha'i Wodd is progressing rapidly. He hopes that it will be soon out
for circulation for undoubtedly the
public is waiting for it.
Please convey the Guardian's loving
greetings and best wishes to the members of the Assembly. He hopes that
through their endeavors the spirit of
the Faith will permeate that land and
solve the pressing problems of its suffering people.
Yours ever sincerely,
RUHI AFNAN.
P. S. As regards the Tablet of the
Master to Mr. James Morton, Shog-hi
Effendi would prefer to see the original Persian to decide as to its authenticity.
RUHI.

(In the Guardian's hand-writing.)
Dear and precious co-workers: I
greatly value the Tablets addressed to
Sar~h Farmer and I thank you for
h~ vmg sent them to me,
Will you
kllldly send me a few more copies of
the Study Guide to Nabil's Narrative
and the reprint of the Declaration of
Trust, copies of both of which I wish
to distribute among those who are
deeply interested.
Your letters of
March 31 and 30th, written on behalf
of the Assembly, have just reached
~le.
Concerning the removal of believers I feel that such a vitally important .matter s.hould be given the
most senolls conSIderation and preferably be referred to the National Assembly for further consideration and
final decision. We should be slow to
accept and reluctant to remove. I
fully approve and whole-heartedly and
un~eservedly uphold the principle to
whICh you refer that personalities
should not be made centres around
which the community may revolve but
that they should be subordinated under. all c?nditions and however great
their ments to the properly constituted
Assemblies. You and your co-workers can never overestimate or overemphasize this cardinal principle of
Baha'i Administration.
Your true brother,
SHOGHI.
Haifa, Palestine,
April 11, 1933.

INVESTIGATION OF RESOURCES
FOR BAHA'I MAGAZINE
During 1932, the Warid Unit),
Magazine gradually adopted and de·
veloped a policy for the presentation
of the direct Baha'i teachings to its
readers. Toward the end of the year,
as the work of the W orId Unity Foundation was drawing to a close, the
World Unity Publishing Committee,
through its secretary, Mr. Horace
Ho~ley, wrote to Shoghi Effendi, of·
fenng the resources of its publication
for the direct teaching work of the
Cause in the following statement:
"Discussing these matters, we three
also agreed to write you and express
our hope that the time has come when
it may be possible to bring World
Unity into union with the BAHA'i
MAGAZINE, and thus give the Nation·
al Assembly a broader and more influ·
ential medium for the public expres·
sion of the teachings.
''The thought is that World Order
is not an isolated conception but repre·
sents the fulfilment of social policy in
connection with a new spirit, a new
mind and a new heart in mankind. In
combining the magazines, all these as-
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pects of the teachings can be balanced
and harmonized, with World Order
the public objective, and the different
aspects of the teachings as the necessary mental and moral preparation.
But this thought is only our effort to
explore the possibilities of such union.
Our real aim is to lay the intention before you and seek your advice. We
fully appreciate the fact that if Worlel
Unity can bring a new asset to the
Cause, the various elements of policy
and plan must be established by proper
consultation on the part of the Assembly or by your guidance. What we
would deeply appreciate from you is
whether our intention and aim are acceptable to you in your vision of the
Cause and the world as a whole, and
if so, what should be our next step.
Perhaps it should be added that this
possibility of union has been brought
to Dr. Randall's attention and he is
quite willing to withdraw from the'
work so that the magazine may enter a
new phase."
Under date of Nov. 30, 1932. the .
Guardian, in a letter to the National
Spiritual Assembly, referred to this
matter as follows:
"The Guardian welcomes such a
proposition with deep gratification for
it means that the energy that has been
until now dissipated along channels not
strictly Baha'i, will now be used solely for the progress of the Faith, and
the promotion of its principles in their
entirety. He was sure that sooner or
later those directing the policy of the
\Vorld Unity will take this step, for
they believe in the Cause of the Baha'u'llah as the highest idea of the
age and the highest goal towards which
they can work. This is the logical
result of those force's that operate in
their hearts.
"The Guardian also welcomes this
proposItIOn because it means the
strengthening of the organ of the
Cause in America and bringing to its
support both the talent and means that
are now at the disposal of the World
Unity Magazine. Both will therefore
profit from such a unity.
"There are, however, certain questions that Shoghi Effendi would urge
the National Assembly to take into
consideration before deciding on this
important issue. First and foremost
is the fact that the Magazine which is
to result from such a union should
become the organ of the Cause and
under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly.
Non-Baha'is can
cooperate but the responsibility for its
policy should be in the N. S. A. In
other words, the \\Torld Unity should
become fully Baha'i."
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The above correspondence was presented at the December meeting of the
~ational Spiritual Assembly and as a
result of discussion, action was taken
appointing a Special Magazine Committee to make an investigation of the
resources and practicability of this
proposed union of the two magazines.
This Committee was composed of the
following personnel:
ALLEN B. McDANIEL, Chairman
MRS. FLORENCE MORTON
MRS. MARIE B. MOORE
DR. GENEVIEVE L. COY
PROFESSOR BISHOP BROWN
The committee has held three meetings- the first in New York in consultation with 1\1r. Holley, the representative of the World Unity Publishing Committee, the second in
Washington in consultation with the
editorial staff and business department of the BAHA'i MAGAZINE and
the third meeting in New York for
further consideration of the data gathered. The Committee hopes to make
a progress report at the last meeting
of the present National Spiritual Assembly the end of this month. Your
National Assembly will consider the
data and recommendations of the Special Magazine Committee and then the
whole matter will be referred to our
Guardian for further consideration
and instructions.
Respectfully submitted,
ALLEN McDANIEL.
Chairman.
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL AT
GEYSERVILLE
Program
The 1933 Season will be from July
23 to August 5, inclusive.
The School opens with a Unity
Feast at noon on Sunday, July 23.
A Teaching Conference will be held
at 3 P. M., Saturday, July 29 and if
desired can extend into the evening.
A Public Meeting will be held at
Griffith Grove, 2 P. M., Sunday, July
30. The believers will remain for dinner and an evening entertainment.
Children's classes will be conducted
by Miss Linfoot, Secretary, Committee
for Teaching and Training Children.
Courses of Study
Subject for Baha'i youth-Influence of Religion on Society.
General subjects: Baha'i History.
Principles of Administration.
Daily schedule: Devotions, 9 A. M.;
Influence of Religion on Society, 9:30
A. M. to 10:20; Baha'i History, 10:30
A. M. to 11 :20; Principles of Administration. 11 :30 A. M. to 12 :30 P. M.
Round Tables will be held twice

weekly, on afternoons of days when
Public Meetings have not been arranged for the evening.
A detailed program will be published
as soon as possible.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these believers who
ha ve ascended to the Kingdom:
Miss Ada Murray, Washington,
D.C.
Mr. Edward Fuhrman, Sr., Washington, D. C.
Mr. Arthur D. Mayo, Washington,
D.C.
Mr. Irving H. Vail, Pasadena.
Captain Alfred W. hall, Akron.
LETTER FROM
MRS. KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
In order to illustrate the truth of
Baha'i Unity 1 want to share with you
some of the uplifting experiences that
1 have had in connection with our
Temple dome.
Before reaching Persia I spent a
short time with one of the dear Baha'i friends in Java. Just as the ship
was about to sail, he said to me very
earnestly: "I have no money. All
my salary goes to the support and education of my family. The only thing
I have of al,ly value is my watch. We
are told of the vital importance of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to the world. of
humanity, therefore we Baha'is must
strain every nerve for its completion."
Unstrapping his watch--ordinarily
considered a necessity to any business
man-he handed it to me with a radiant smile. "Sell this for whatever it
will bring and give the proceeds to the
Temple," he requested.
I was deeply moved. "As soon as I
dispose of it I will ask the Treasurer
to send you a receipt for it," 1 said.
"It isn't necessary," was his answer, "the only important thing is to
have our gifts, great or tiny, reach the
Temple Fund in time to comply with
the Guardian's desire."
Several Mashriqu'l-Adhkar meetings were held last fall in Tihran before I left for Tabriz. One woman
gave a new chuddar (outer wrap) belonging to her recently deceased
mother, as the only article of worth
that she possessed. It was valued at
forty tumans which, in spite of unfavorable exchange with America, is still
forty dollars to the Persian.
Arriving at Mashhad, a devoted
woman came one day to see me. To
Mr. Alai, the special representative of
the National Spiritual Assembly who
traveled with me, she gave her only
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winter suit, with profuse apologies that
she had nothing more to give to the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in Chicago.
Three ardent friends in the villages
of Mazindaran gave their gold earrings to be contributed to the Temple
Fund. These are only a few of many
similar instances.
One very poor servant brings small
coins f rom week to week, too small to
have any equivalent in our American
currency, and has thus amassed several tumans as her contribution.
In far away, Adelaide, Australia, the
zealous and loving friends have offered through me an ancient gold coin.
all, all working to the same great end,
that in the midmost heart of the world
may appear the unanswerable argument of human love and brotherhood
- a Temple of universal worship.
Courage, my beloved Friends! The
far-off places of the globe are not
mere locations on a map; for round
this pulsating world are faithful hearts
beating in unison with yours, loving
devotees willing to sacrifice to the full,
that your joy may be complete, loyal
companions in the pathway of God
who see no difference between your
great aims and their own.
May the glorious blessings of Bana'u'llah encircle forever in the Temple of men's hearts the shining hosts
of those who toiled and suffered to
animate with His Beauty the "Dawning Place of His Praises."
Your sister in EI-Abha,
KEITH.

Tihran, Persia,
January 21, 1933.

"IN ITS FULL SPLENDOR"
Mrs. Clara Weir of Hollywood has
received a letter from the Guardian
which carries an inspiring message to
all believers.
Last spring Mrs. Weir staged a
"Pageant of Nations" at her school
which attracted widespread attention.
Most of the lines spoken in the
Pageant were selected by Mrs. Weir
from "The Promulgation of Universal
Peace." A copy was sent to Shoghi
Effendi, whose reply, written through
his secretary, follows:
"Shoghi Effendi was very much interested to learn of the success of the
'Pageant of Nations' which you produced. He sincerely hopes that all
those who attended it were inspired by
the same spirit that animated YOll
while arranging it.
"It is through such presentations
that we can arouse the interest of the
greatest number of people in the spirit of the Cause. That day will the

"Shoghi Effendi read. the admirable report on the construct£O/I of the dome . . . He belie?/es that it is miraculous for
the frieuds to ha't.Je done so much
in such difficult days. It reveals
thei,' r:nflexible determination to
ser'l'e the Cause and their readi1Iess to sacrifice their all in that
path. The Guardian hopes, Junve'l'er, that they will persevere on
this road and attain their final
goal. Their faith should never
fail them, and tlzdr vision of the
future and its victories must
never grow dinl. The Master's
spirit will guide them and,
through their instrumentality,
7vill perform astounding miracles." (A letter to the National Spiritual Assembly from the
Guardian, written .through Ruhi Afnan, dated Haifa, March
16, 1933.)

Cause spread like wildfire when its
spirit and teachings are presented all
the stage or in art and literature as a
whole. Art can better awaken such
noble sentiments than cold rationalizing, especially among the mass of the
people.
"We have to wait only a few years
to see how the spirit breathed by Baha'u'll;ih will find e:x;pression in the
work of the artists. \Nhat you and
some other Baha"ls are attempting,
are only faint rays that precede the
effulgent light of a glorious morn. We
cannot yet estimate the part the Cause
is destined to play in the life of society. We have to give it time. The
material this spirit has to mould is too
crude and unworthy, but it will at last
give way and the Cause of Baha'u'll;ih
will reveal itself in its full splendor."
The ~ational Spiritual Assembly
has voted to request Mrs. Weir to
bring the Pageant to the particular
attention of the three Baha'i Summer
Schools, and if the use of the Pageant
by believers becomes an important
matter, the Pageant can be approved
by the Reviewing Committee and copies made available to Local Assemhlies.

TURKISH BELIEVERS RELEASED
A cablegram received from the
Guardian on April 2 brought the important news that the believers imprisoned at Adana. Turkey, on
charges of belonging to a radical political movement, have been released.
The National Assembly, at the
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Guardian's request, has conveyed appreciation to the Turkish Ambassador at Washington.

ON BAHA'I ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES
The Guardian's instruction concerning the activities of the Economics
Committee, conveyed in a letter written through his secretary to Mr. Dale
S. Cole, jSecretary, on January 11,
1,933, has; grleat importance at this
tIme;
"As regards the activities of the
economic committee of the National
Asse.mbly; .Shoghi Effendi fully sympathIzes WIth the desire of some of
. the members to see the committee
fi.nd ways and me.ans to put into practlce the economIc teachings of the
Cause, as explained in SOme of the
recorded writings and sayings of Baha'u'll;ih and the Master. But he believes that the time is not yet ripe for
such activities. First we have to study
the economic teachings in the light of
modern problems more thoroughly so
that we may advocate what the founders of the Faith say and not what we
conjecture
from
their
writings.
There is great difference between
sounding a great general principle and
finding its application to actual prevailing conditions.
"Secondly, the Cause is not financially in a position to launch itself in
such undertakings at present. Such
plans need great financial backing to
be worked out in a permanent form.
In time, Shaghi Effendi hopes all
these things will come to pass. For
the present' we have to consolidate
our basic institutions and spread the
teachings and spirit of the Faith
among the public.
"This is, in short, the attitude ()f the
Guardian; but as you are a committee of the National Assembly he
wishes you to follow its directions.
In creating your committee the N. S.
A. had undoubtedlv some definite
purpose in mind for 'which they asked
you to labor and it is your task to
work for that purpose.
"In his moments of prayer at the
Blessed Shrine the Guardian will
think of you as well as the members
of the Committee and ask God to
guide and assist you in the service of
His Faith."
LETTER FROM
VIENNA ASSEMBLY
"In reporting the activity of the
Vienna Assembly we are glad to say
that our work is constantly increasing.
Our weekly meetings are without ex-
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ception well attended and during the
year we have had the privilege of
receiving several prominent Baha'is.
Among these were Mrs. Schopflocher
and Mr. Loveday, who visited us on
their return from Hai fa and told us
many things concerning the Cause. To
keep up the great interest which resulted was the task of Mrs. AnneMarie Schweizer, who arrived a few
days afterwards, and presided over
three meetings a week during a period
of six weeks; these meetings were advertised in the newspapers and attracted a great many people. Mrs.
Schweizer began each session by reading from the Baha'i writings and devoted all the rest of the time to answering questions, and her success revealed her love and self-sacrifice.
. During the summer Mrs. Louise
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Gregory at the Guardian's direction
visited Austrian provincial towns, as
well as Czechoslovakia and Hungary,
in order to do preliminary work there,
and was especially interested in the
Esperantists. Mr. Kluss, an American citizen born in Czechoslovakia and
well known in Vienna, also visited us
recently and was enabled to work in
an effective way. Dr. and Mrs. Howard Carpenter of San Francisco are
now with us, giving English lectures
and also a course in the Dawn-Breakers, which last is proving of. tremendous importance in our understanding
of the Faith.
"As for our methods of teaching,
we advertise our meetings in the newspapers, and have a statement of the
Baha'i principles posted on our street
door; numerous people have become

acquainted with the Cause in these two
ways. We keep a register of interested visitors. At the present time
there are fifty Baha'is in Vienna. The
city authorities here are fully aware
that we have nothing to do with politics, and so do not interfere with our
activities. There is very little official
inter-religious work here, of the type
that exists in America: that is, religious leaders do not usually come together to discuss their views. To supply this lack, we have recently inaugurated a series of lectures by distinguished representatives of other
Faiths, and presided over by a Baha'i
chairman.
"In closing, we send loving greetings to our c~workers everywhere."
In the Guardian's service,
VIENNA SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

January 12, 1933.
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Twenty..Fifth Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of the United States
and Canada
June 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1933 - Foundation Hall
Baha'i House of Worship, Wilmette, Illinois
Agenda
Convention sessions will be held
from 9 :30 A. M. to 1 P. :V1., from 2
P. M. to 5 P. M. and from 7 :30 P. M.
to 9:30 P. M. daily, except that on
Friday evening will be held a Baha'i
Feast, and on Sunday, June 4, the
afternoon session will be omitted in
order to hold a public meeting at 3 :30
P. M. The morning sessions on Friday, Saturday and Sunday will begin
with a devotional service in the Temple Auditorium. The Convention will
close with the public meeting on Sunday afternoon.
Order 9f Business
Opening of Convention by Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Roll Call of Delegates.
Election of Presiding Officer and
Secretary of Convention.
Reading of Communications from
Shoghi Effendi.
Convention Message to Shoghi Effendi.
Discussion of Annual Reports of
National Spiritual Assembly and National Commitees. (These reports are
published in the present issue of BAHA'i NEWS.)
Election of National Spiritual Assembly at 3 P. :\1., Friday, June 2.
Deliberation on current Baha'i subjects of national and international importance:1. Completion of the Temple.

2. Non-Political Character of the
Baha'i Faith.
3. Functions of a Local Spiritual
Assembly.
4. Appeals from Local to National
Assembly.
S. Qualifications of Voting Members in Local Communities.
6. BaM'i Summer Schools.
7. Inter-Assembly Activities.
8. Teaching methods - new approaches to the public in the Guardian's World Order letters.
9. Publicity, local and national.
10. Youth Activities.
11. Importance of Nineteen Day
Feasts.
12. Economic and Social Aspects of
the Teachings.
Note: These general topics are
proposed in order to induce deeper
consideration of fundamental Baha'i
matters. The time devoted to any
topic will be decided by the Delegates
in Convention. Any Delegate may
move to introduce other subiects for
discussion at anv time. Non-Delegates may only participate in the Convention through representation by a
Delegate. except at the morning session on Sunday, June 4, when discussion is open to all Baha'is without distinction. The Twentv-fifth Annual
Convention has been planned so as to
devote to active consultation the time
hitherto given to the reading of Annual Reports. Delegates are requested to study the Annual Reports before attending the Convention.

ANNUAL REPORT
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'IS OF
THE UNITED STATES AND
CANADA 1932-1933
To the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada, through the Delegates
of the Twenty-fifth Annual Convention.
Beloved Friends:
In a rapidly evolving Cause, the ultimate aim of which is to fulfil the
principle of the oneness of mankind
in the realm of spirit, and to establish
that principle by means of a World
Order in the realm of affairs, the relations between anyone Baha'i body,
such as the National Spiritual Assembly, and other Baha'i bodies and the
believers, cannot remain rigid and
static, but are in a state of constant
development representing degrees of
progress made by all Baha'i efforts to
attain the common goal.
An Annual Convention represents,
among its many important functions,
a proper and suitable occasion for the
believers to mark carefully what steps
of progress appear to have been made
during the year now terminated, and
to ponder deeply what specific lines of
progress should be attempted in the
year to come.
Every American believer will agree
that this past Baha'i year has been
characterized by three supremely important events: First, the receipt of
the Guardian's general letter known as
"The Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah"; second. the Ascension of
the Greatest Holy Leaf; and third, the
sacred obligation laid upon us to complete the external decoration of the
Temple dome.
It will be recalled that copies of
"The Golden Age of the Cause of Baha'u'll;ih" were distributed first among
the Delegates who attended the Twenty-fourth Annual Convention, and its
text read at the opening session of that
Convention. Then it was that we
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American believers became aware of
the fact that predominant responsibiljties were henceforth to rest upon the
shoulders of American Baha'is, to the
same degree that in the early days of
the Cause they were laid upon our
Persian brothers. That same letter
likewise set forth clearly the non-political character of the Baha'i Faith,
and closed with the Guardian's prayer
that the Temple dome might be completed by the date of the opening of
the Chicago Fair.
In these days, Reality in terms of
human development and of Baha'i action enters the world through Shoghi
Effendi and is by him communicated
to the followers of Baha'u'liah in East
and West as their supreme privilege
and highest obligation. \Ve who share
possession of his words may and indeed must precede all human beings
in our understanding of world events
and our capacity to stand firm in the
operation of the Divine WilL Since it
has been made known to us that this
continent is to lead in the establishment of righteousness, and that the
supreme hour has come for th~ completion of the House of WorshIp, the
Guardian's fervent wishes concerning
the Temple dome can only be interpreted by us as a plea that .by unremitting struggle and saCrIfice the
American believers make their full
contribution to the Cause of Universal
Peace. Far more than any architectural achievement; far more than anv
new Shrine dedicated to God, the ,building of this Temple is a conscious assertion of the power descended from
on high to unify mankind and bring
humanity under the rule of divine J ltStke. There is thus for each of us a
unique measu~e of possibility. in ~v(m
the trivial actIOns of our dally bves.
since we have power to determine
whether these actions are aimed to assist the work I)f the Temple or are
merely confined within the little circle
of our personal affairs.
Whatever we find accomplished
when as Delegates we approach the
Temple on June first, that accomplishment will be far less than could have
been achieved. The Guardian cannot
wish the impossible for us. Rather
do his wishes reveal what is possible
if we but rise above our limited selves
and move in the radiant atmosphere of
the Holy Spirit.
The present National Spiritual Assembly in taking up its duties had before it the unanimous pledge made by
the Delegates at the last Convention
that they would strive to meet the
Guardian's wislws concerning the
Temple dome.
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As soon as possible the Temple
Trustees accordingly entered into an
agreement with John J. Earley under
the terms of which Mr. Earley was to
go forward with the external decoration of the dome as rapidly as permitted by funds placed at his disposal on
a total estimated cost of $lS0,C()(). The
amounts available for construction
from time to time during the year
have been duly reported in BAHA'i
NEWS. Not until the local communities received the telegram sent by the
National Spiritual Assembly on March
30, 1933, was the heart of the Cause
in America truly inspired with determination to achieve the difficult but
necessary task.
Very significant sacrifices have been
made, and tremendous efforts put
forth by believers in every local community for the sake of the Temple.
In this connection it might be remarked that we are all called upon to
realize that no matter how important
are the results accomplished by spurts
of enthusiasm, the nature of this task,
and its magnitude, demand the work·
ing Ollt of plans carefully made far in
advance, and require, in addition to
the power of enthusiasm, the sustained vigor of effort maintained day
by day over long periods of time.
It was in June, 1931 that the

National Spiritual AssembJy issued
the "New Plan of Unified Action" which contemplated the accumulation of sufficient funds to
make possible a renewal of Temple
construction. Difficult as the economic
situation was at that time, it was from
2070 to 40% more favorable than conditions at present. Vital as enthusiasm is in a spiritual Cause, it seems
evident that a steadily maintained effort begun in June, 1931, could have
produced a larger Temple Fund by
now than the method we have actually
pursued, of remaining quiescent for
one year and then attempting to press
forward during the last few months
of the allotted time.
As a matter of record it is significant to note that in December, 1931,
the Guardian sent this cablegram:
"Kindly cable approximate time and
expense required to complete external
ornamentation first Temple unit. stop.
Cable date opening Chicago Fair."
Thus the Guardian, after it became
apparent that the "New Plan of Unified Action" (which he had strongly
endorsed) , had not penetrated our
hearts, himself assumed control of the
matter and from that time to the present has sought to quicken our spirits
and concentrate our efforts upon the
one goal. This brief history is recounted here in order to emphasize the
vital fact that devotion to the highest
interests of the Cause, to be completely fruitful, must he translated into
steady daily thought and action, and
not into occasional "drives" under
emotional stimulus which will inevitably recede.
The Baha'i event next in order of
time was the Ascension of the Greatest Holy Leaf, made known to us ·by
cablegram from the Guardian in Tuly.
1932. Then began that period of
mourning fixed by Shoghi Effendi for
the worldwide Baha'i community that
the believers might undergo inner purification; and then came to us that
Tribute which Shoghi Effendi wrote
in his own hand-words of the most
poignant grief, exquisite love and ardent aspiration. before which the
hearts of all Baha'is were bowed ill
silence.
The Guardian's Tribute has since,
together with his other general letters
written to America since 1927, been
incorporated in a new edition of Baha'i Administration, prepared by the
National Spiritual Assembly and published by the Publishing Committee
this Spring. This text has basic importance in that it reveals to us both
the nature of the Cause at this stage
of its development and also lays bare
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the ills afflicting the society in which
we live. Our collective association anrl
action for the Cause receives its guidance and its inspiration from this
source.
From the letters and cablegrams
which the National Spiritual Assembly has received from the Guardian
since the last Convention - letters
written through his secretary-excerpts have been published in BAHA'i
NEWS embodying all general instructions and information. The Assembly
has also published excerpts from letters written by the Guardian, through
his secretary, to individual believers
and Local Assemblies. Thus, BAHA'i
NEWS for July, 1932, quoted two
cablegrams; the August issue quoted
the message concerning the Greatest
Holy Lea!; in September a number
of references to the Temple were
published; the December issue contained an important statement addressed to the Chairman of the National Spiritual Assembly; in ] anuary, 1933, a statement written to the
National Treasurer was quoted; the
February number contained Shoghi
Effendi's explanation of the status he
intends us to give to his letters to individual believers and also two cablegrams; while in April was quoted the
cablegram received February 18, 1933
conveying such joy to American Baha'is.
Late in April the Guardian's translation of Tablets revealed by Bah;i'ullah and 'Abdu'l-Baha to the Greatest
Holy Leaf, at his request, was published as a pamphlet and copies given
to believers throughout the West.
The Balui'i World, Volume IV, will
according to present information be
published about May 12th.
The
friends understand, from statements
made by Shoghi Effendi during recent
years, that this work has special significance as an international Baha'i
activity. Volume IV would normally
have been published shortly after
April, 1932, but the National Spiritual
Assembly felt unable to authorize this
rather considerable expenditure until
February, 1933.
Communications from the Assembly
have as far as possible been published
in BAHA'i NEWS in order to place
them in the hands of all the friends.
Reference might be made to several
statements on subjects of permanent
importance: The statement on "Qualifications of ),iembership in a Bah;l'i
Community," published in August,
1932; on "A Plea for Increased Effort
in Baha'i Teaching," published in November; on "The Non-Political Character of the Baha'i Faith," in successive statements published in Decem-
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ber, 1932, and in February and April,
1933; and on "The Attitude of the
National Spiritual Assembly on Appeals from Local Spiritual Assemblies," published in February, 1933.
It may be in order to suggest that each
Local Spiritual Assembly might maintain a special file in which to preserve
all such general statements the effect
of which is not limited to one brief
period of time. For while personal
attention is subject to change, and
personal memory has definite limitations, an institution of the character
and importance of a Local Spiritual
Assembly can and in fact must transcend the limitations of human personality so as to carry forward the results of general Baha'i experience
from year to year.
.
In the field of international Baha'i action the year has been extremely significant. Among the matters of
international importance to be recalled
are: The appointment of Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler as representative of
the American National Assembly to
submit to the Shah of Persia a petition that the ban on entry and circulation of Baha'i literature be raised;
the generous and beautiful gift to the
Temple Fund made by the Persian
-believers in the form of a number of
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costly rugs; the request made by the
0J ational Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Egypt that pending its recognition by the Egyptian Government
as an independent religious body a
branch of the American National Assembly be duly constituted in Egypt,
after the manner of the American
branch constituted by the Guardian in
Palestine; the imprisot1l!1ent and subsequent release of believers in Turkey,
after urgent representations had been
made to the Turkish Government by
the American Assemblv at the Guardian's request; the continuance of notable teaching work by Miss Martha
Root, Mrs. Louise Gregory, Miss
Marion Jack, and Miss Louise
Wright in Europe, and by Dr.
Moody,. Mrs. and Miss Sharp and
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler in Persia; the
cooperation extended in the publication of Baha'i literature in Chinese
and Russian; and above all, the Guardian's plan of establishing Palestine
branches of other National Spiritual
Assemblies and of creating American
branches in Persia and Iraq,-a comprehensive and far-sighted plan which
will no doubt have an important bearing upon the international growth and
stability of the Cause in future years.
The results of the mission undertaken
by Mr. Mountfort Mills for the
Guardian in connection with the effort to secure the Holy Shrines at Bagdad are not known at the moment this
report is being prepared.
The National Spiritual Assembly
has this year sought to define more
carefully the scope and operation of
individual teachers, the relation of
Committees to the Assembly, the conditions under which believers may appeal from decisions of Local Spiritual
Assemblies, the acceptance of new
members by Local Assemblies, and the
recognition of local groups and isolated believers.
A distinctly new trend set in motion has been the assumption of fuller
responsibility by Local Spiritual Assemblies for the promotion of all
Baha'j activities in their respective
areas of jurisdiction. The day when
local communities may passively await
representatives of National Committees to initiate teaching, racial amity
and other activities has passed. The
result will be to stimulate each Local
Assembly in development toward its
final consummation as a Local House
of Justice.
Two amendments have been duly
voted in the By-Laws of the National
Spiritual Assembly, and incorporated
in the revised text recently published.
A full report cannot yet be made 011
the number of Local Spiritual Assem-
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blies newly constituted or re-established on April 21, 1933, but frolll information already received it is gratifying and encouraging to note that at
least four new communities had the
intention of forming an Assembly
on April 21.
A very large portion of the activities of the Cause are reported in the
Annual Reports of the various National Committees, so that further
detail in this report would only be
duplication. Committee reports are in
fact to be viewed as supplementary to
this statement.
A great measure of gratitude is due
the members of the many Committees
whose active efforts, maintained under
a very minimum of expenditure, have
enabled the National Spiritual Assembly to administer an ever-increasing range of Baha'i activities in America. The Assembly, in fact, took the
unprecedented step some months ago
of cancelling all the customary Committee budgets for the sake of the
Temple Fund. The National Fund,
however, bears a permanent responsibility in addition to Temple construction and maintenance, as will be readily appreciated by careful analysis of
the different interests represented by
the list of National Committees.
To create a complete record of the
year it would be necessary to add to
this report not only the Committee reports but also statements fron: ea~h
Local Spiritual Assembly coverIng Its
activities during the same period.
Since it is not yet feasible to publish
so much material, the Assembly has
requested the Local bodies to ke.ep the
believers informed through CIrcular
letters. We hope that the practice of
issuing monthly circular letters will be
more generally adopted next year.
I f we may ventt1re an opinion on
the most important development to be
met in the immediate future, it would
seem that the Baha'i world, and particularly the Baha'is of North America, are being prepared to bear an increasingly heavy responsibility in relation to the general public. Swiftly
is the Cause being transformed from a
small, weak and inconspicuous movement into a movement which will be
carefully studied and emphatically
challenged from pulpit and press.
Only with true inward assurance. calm
courage, sot1nd knowledge of the
Teachings and administrative principles and with confidence in our administrative institutions can we successfully pass through such an era and
transform its problems and difficulties
into occasion for the advancement of
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the Faith of Baha'u'llah.
Faithfully yours,
~ATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
By: HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
ANNUAL REPORTSUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT
Since this report was prepared, the
National Spiritual Assembly has received two communications from the
Guardian to which the friends will
give most careful attention.
The first of these was the letter
dated Haifa, April 11, 1933, and published in BAHA'i NEWS for May. In
this letter the Guardian explains his
views on the matter of removing
names from the voting lists of local
communities. It was written in reply
to a letter from the National Assembly
which outlined a general problem arising recently in a few localities and requested the Guardian's advice. Shoghi Effendi's reply gives each Local
Spiritual Assembly the true standard
to observe both in admitting new voting believers and in acting to take the
voting right away from any believer
for due cause. Hitherto the National
Spiritual Assembly has held the attitude that it was within the jurisdiction
of a Local Assembly to remove a name
from the voting list, after which any

oeliever so affected might appeal to the
~ ational Assembly for reconsideration
of the case. In this letter the Guardian
indicates that the matter should be
given the most serious consideration
and preferably be referred to the N ational Assembly for further consideration and final decision. This statement
makes it advisable for a Local Assembly, before taking final action against
any believer, to place the circumstances
before the National Assembly and seek
its view.
It is becoming increasingly clear
t~at a great measure of responsibility
bes upon each Local Spiritual Assembly, and in fact upon every believer, to
become deeply conscious of the Guardian's general instructions concerning
the form as well as the spirit of the
Cause. As the Master wrote in a Tablet, "As conditions change, new instructions will be sent." The Guardian
has for many years been preparing us
all for service in a Cause destined to
p~ss through many tremendous experIences before its mission can be fulfilled.
This observation is confirmed by the
most recent communication from
Shoghi Effendi-a general letter addressed to all American believers and
dated April 21, 1933. In this letter
the Guardian unveils the role of the
American believers in the future of
the Cause. Copies are being published
as rapidly as possible, in pamphlet
form like that in which the "World
Order" letters have been issued so
that Delegates and other belie~ers
may have this inspiring message before
the opening of the Convention.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TEMPLE TRUSTEES 1932-1933
The believers throughout America
will recall the urgent supplication contained in the Guardian's letter, presented at the 24th Annual Convention. for
the completion of the Temple dome
ornamentation by the opening of the
Chicago Exposition - Century of
Progress. With this supplication still
ringing in their ears, your Trustees at
their first meeting gave immediate consideration to the formulation of a definite plan whereby work might be
started as soon as practicable on this
monumental task.
Your Chai rman was requested to investigate the whole situation and to
present a plan whereby the contract
might be entered into and the work
commenced although funds for the
construction of the dome ornamentation. amounting to about $150,0CJ0.
were not then available and might not
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be made available for a period of several months.
A thorough study of the whole situation was made and conferences held
in Washington with Mr. John J.
Earley, who had been studying- this
whole project over a period of 12
years and whose special process of
architectural concrete had been recommended favorably to the Temple Trustees by The Research Service in a special report in 1930. This process was
also preferred by Mr. Louis Bourgeois.
As a result of this investigation. the
Temple Trustees took action at their
meeting early in June and entered into
a contract with Mr. John J. Earley as
of June 6. 1932 for the construction
of the ornamentation of the Temple
dome and on the basis that work
should be started within ten days and
should proceed on the basis of authorizations which would be made by the
Trustees as funds became available.
The first authorization was made as of
June 6, 1932. in the amount of $10,000 and 1\1r. Earley and his associates
began wor_k within a week of this time.
The work has proceeded with all possible expedition as additional funds
have become available and authorized
to the contractor as follows:
Authorization
No.2
Aug. 25,1932 ... $3.000
3
Oct. 1. 1932.... 2,000
4
Dec. 2, 1932....
500
5
Dec. 29, 1932 ... 3,000
"6
Jan. 30, 1933... 5,000
7
Feb. 15. 1933... 3.500
8
March 27, 1933. 6.000
9
April 29, 1933. 13.000
making a total of $46,000 appropriated as of April 30, 1933. Of this
amount the total construction expenses, contractor's service fee and engineering fees as of the same date
amount to $38,258.47. It should be
noted that the construction work has
proceeded as fast as funds have been
made available. and the Trustees at
each of its monthly meetings have appropriated every cent they could spare
from required maintenance and operation expenses of the Cause to the
Temple construction fund. The various Committees have cooperated in
cutting down their budgets to a minimum.
For example, the i\ational
Teaching Committee has spent only
$600.00 for its activities during- the
past year and other Committees have
functioned without any expenditures.
In each issue of BAHA'i l\EWS, the
National Spiritual Assembly has made
an urgent appeal for the greatest sacrifices and the fullest cooperation on
the part of the believers throughout
America in order that funds in in-
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tion project.
During the fall and
winter of 1932 several months were
spent in a search for suitable deposits
of quartz to serve as the radiant
white aggregate for the concrete ornamentation and for suitable structural
materials to be used in the framework
to support the dome ornamentation.
N a effort has been spared to secure the
best possible materials available in the
fields of science and industry. Your
Temple Trustees have set up the highest standards of materials and workmanship with a view of producing a
structure that will be not only beautiful in accordance with the design, but
permanent and enduring through the
ages. The project has been a pioneer
one in every sense of the word and
has involved the use of new methods,
processes and materials.
It has been necessary for The Research Service to assume responsibility for ordering ahead various materials, induding the quartz, the fittings
for the concrete sections. and the
structural
framework.
Although
funds were not available and authorization made to the contractor, your
TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
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the work might not be delayed and
Sectional units on framework at Earley
these
materials available when replant.
quired. These actions have been taken
creasing amounts might become avail- with the knowledge of and subseable so that the work might be expe- quently confirmed by the approval of
dited with a view of carrying out our the Temple Trustees.
As this report is being written, May
Guardian's wlshes. The Guardian's
appeals have been published in BA- 1, 1933, the casting of the sections is
being started at the Virginia plant.
H ..\'i NEWS and have been presented
to the spiritual communities from Steps are being taken to initiate withtime to time at our Unity Feasts. As in the week the beginning of the castthe result of an inspiring appeal re- ing of the clerestory sections of the
ceived from our Guardian under date nine ribs of the dome. The Trustees
of March 7, 1933. the ~ational As- are making every effort to have one
sembly sent out a telegram transmit- or more of these sections of the great
ting this appeal to all of the assem- ribs and some sections of the field of
blies in America and urging their im- the dome available for your inspecmediate cooperation toward the raising tion during the 25th Annual Convenof the balance of $100.000 so that The tion.
Research Service and :\lr. E"lrley
During the year, in the maintenance
might plan construction operations and operation of the Temple structure,
ahead with a view of carrying on the a number of minor improvements and
work toward its completion as early repairs have been made especially in
in the year as practicable. This ap- connection with the mechanical equippeal was followed up by visits to ment. Due to the incomplete status
groups of assemblies by :\1 r. Philip of the building. it has been necessary
Sprague and by weekly Temple meet- to check up on the various parts of
ings held universally throughout the the building in order to make the dome
United States and Canada. The re- window spaces and floors waterproof
sults of this supreme appeal have been and storm tight. Much of this mainencouraging but we are still far short tanance work has been done without
any expense to the Temple operation
of our objective.
I t has been necessary for The Re- fund as the sub-contracts were accomsearch Service. your managing and panied with five-year guarantees,
supervising engineers. to arrangp which provide for the repair of any
weeks ahead for the various phases of leaks or defects over this period of
this unique and remarkable construc- years. We are happy to mention the
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tireless and devoted efforts of the
caretaker, Mr. Edward D. Struven.
The report of the operation cost during the past year indicates a considerable saving over our original estimate.
Let us unitedly supplicate that individually and collectively we. may rise
to the supreme task of true obedience
and sacrifice in making available the
necessary resources for the earliest
possible completion of the dome ornamentation. As our beloved Guardian
points out. in his many appeals to the
believers in America, this is our day
of spiritual opportunity and responsibility. Let us unite and arise, ere it is
too late, to do His Will.
Respectfully submitted,
TEMPLE TRUSTEES,
ALLEN McDANIEL, Chairman.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
GREEN ACRE TRUSTEES
1932-1933

The Green Acre season of 1932 was
unique in the initial step toward the
development of a teaching and training center for the believers of the
Cause under the direct supervision of
a faculty appointed by the National
Spiritual Assembly. Emphasis was
placed on the conduct of classes that
required outside preparation, and cooperation in real study.
Classes were held in the New World
Order, Baha'i Economics, Psychological Principles, the Foundations of Religious Belief, the Dawn Breakers.
These classes were held at the Fellowship House and were attended by
enthusiastic and appreciative groups
of believers. Dr. Glenn L. Shook. Dr.
Genevieve L. Coy, Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf and others gave generously
of their time and efforts in the conduct and supervision of the class work.
Mrs. Flora Valentine operated the
Inn, cottages and Tea House during
the season under unfavorable conditions. During the early part of the
season the number of believers living
at the Inn were small and even with
the strictest economy and greatest care
the operation of the Inn involved a
deficit of about $500 at the close of
the season. This deficit sustained by
Mrs. Valentine was shared by the
Green Acre Trustees.
At the meeting of the Trustees at
Green Acre in August. 1932. arrangements were made with the caretaker,
Mr. Burt Hagadorn, for his employment in the future on the basis of 70
months' full time service and the remainder of the year on a part time
service involving only the general su-

pervision of the Green Acre properties. Since last fall, Mr. Hagadorn,
under the general supervision of the
Properties .<,Go{lllnittee, has made a
number o(<t>repairs and improvements,
includin~ a new roof for the Tea
House, repair of the roof of the Fellowship House, grading of the road to
the Inn, etc.
During the spring of 1933, the
Green Acre Committees have given
considerable study to the formulation
of a plan whereby the Green Acre season of this year might be carried on,
without any expense to the National
Assembly outside of the overhead expenses, including taxes, insurance and
caretaker's salary. At a meeting of the
Green Acre Trustees on March 26, the
plan submitted by the Properties Committee was approved. This plan contemplates the concentration of all living and teaching activities during the
season of 1933 at the Inn and cottages.
The Fellowship House will be closed
and the Tea House will be continued
as a home and teaching center for
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf and headquarters for the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mrs. Guthrie will have
charge of the maintenance and operation of the Inn and cottages and be
assisted by Mrs. Dorothy Cress. Mrs.
Guthrie has offered to cooperate with
the Green Acre Committees in the
operation of the Inn and cottages as
inexpensively as possible and with a
view of providing living facilities at a
minimum of cost to the believers.
As referred to in the report of the
Legal Committee, the settlement of
the Sarah ]. Farmer Estate has been
finally effected.
The survey and platting of the five
separate parcels of the Green Acre
properties has been completed and the
official plats of these properties are
now recorded with the Register of
Deeds at Alfred, Maine.
Respectfully submitted,
GREEN ACRE TRUSTEES,
ALLEN McDANIEL,
Chairman

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Teaching Committee
Teaching the Cause of God and conveying the message of the dawn of
universal peace is in a most unique
position due to a remarkable combination of circumstances.
The crumbling of social institutions,
the intensification of the depression
with its attendant divisional activities,
together with the deepening realization of the inadequacy of established
religions to respond to the needs of

humanity in travail, have caused an
ever increasing number of people to
search for a new approach to God and
a new way of living.
The steady progress of the work of
the ornamentation of the dome of the
Baha'i Temple in Chicago, at a time
when practically all great enterprises
of this nature are being abandoned,
has brought the small body of American Baha'is more noticeably to the attention of the public than ever before.
This attention is resulting in close
scrutiny of our attitude toward world
affairs and our application of these
ideals in our community life. Thus
the very foundation of our teaching
work is the perfect functioning of the
fully integrated Baha'i community. In
"The Golden Age of the Cause of
Bah:i'u'llah" Shoghi Effendi states that
the direct results of the appearance
of Baha'u'llah are the communities
bearing His name and reflecting the
splendors of His Coming World Order.
Since the crowning glory of Baha'i
life is teaching the Cause, the "reconstructed teaching program" was formulated to give that resplendency to
individual service as well as group action. Each and every individual, with
the approval and support of the Local
Spiritual Assembly, was urged to undertake some definite teaching service.
Each Assembly was encouraged to introduce the Cause into a new community. In order to bring about a new
enthusiasm in these undertakings, as
well as to elevate our teaching work
generally, inter-assembly conferences
were arranged.
To meet the increasing need of qualified teachers, classes were fostered
for the study of such important subjects as the history of the Cause,
Baha'i Administration, the fundamental principles of religion, and world
unity. Likewise the need for a definite
step for the training and teaching of
children as well as for stimulating the
service of Baha'i youth was outlined.
These two latter functions became so
important that the National Spiritual
Assembly found it advisable to appoint
separate committees to carry that work
to fruition.
In the working out of this program
most remarkable results have been
achieved. Individuals who believed
themselves incapable of teaching in the
past have risen in response to the call
and the results of their work have
been most reassuring. The Spiritual
Assemblies, in carrying forward their
part of this program, report that this
unity of effort has produced a healthier
and happier attitude on the part of all
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the friends and is bringing us nearer
to that ideal of having all as energetic
and qualified workers instead of only
a few good workers. The holding of
inter~assembly conferences has wid~
ened the feeling of mutual confidence
and fellowship and has had the further effect of elevating the entire field
of Baha'i teaching.
All of these activities have been intensified as a result of the study of
~abil's Narrative, the translation of
which was undertaken by Shoghi Effendi for the express purpose of
arousing the friends to greater selfsacrifice and a more determined way
of teaching.
While it is impossible to reflect
spiritual service by statistical data, yet
the spirit the Baha'is have shown in
meeting their new responsibilities may
to a degree be measured by a few figures of the teaching accomplishments
during the past year. One hundred
and fifty new believers have been
brought into the Cause. As a result
of their own teaching efforts with the
cooperation of the Teaching Committee ten groups increased their numbers sufficiently to have become Assemblies on April 21st of this year.
Through the efforts of the Spiritual
Assemblies thirty-four new groups
have been established.
The Teaching Committee arranged
for the printing of five thousand copies
of "The Goal of aNew W orId
Order," two thousand of which have
been distributed by it to important
people. A generous gift of two hundred fifty copies of "Baha'u'llah and
the New Era," in Chinese .and Russian have also been distributed.
Each Assembly reports holding
weekly at least one study group and
a number of fireside meetings, which
indicate the efforts of the individual
Baha'is.
To assist in furnishing study material, Mrs. Bahiyyih Lindstrom and
Mrs. Doris McKay, at the request of the Teaching Committee,
prepared a study guide for "The Dawn
Breakers." There is in course of
preparation at the present time a study
guide for the "Iqan," a compendium
of the compilation on economics, and
the translation of the French footnotes
in "The Dawn Breakers."
Cooperation with isolated believers
and groups is a very important duty
recently assigned to the Teaching
Committee by the National Assembly.
This is being accomplished by means
of personal visits by members, providing teachers, assisting through correspondence, the furnishing of study
material, and so forth. A Secretariat
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has been established by the Committee Baha'i Faith. A Teaching Corresto carryon this important correspond- pondence Committee appointed by the
ence and follow-up service.
Kew York Assembly wrote to over
One of the most fertile fields of three hundred such public characters,
One hundred
expansion is in the renewed effort of enclosing literature.
isolated believers and groups to teach thirty-six replies were received, of
the Cause, and Assemblies with iso- which se\·enty-eight were very favorlated believers in close proximity can able, fi fty-five complimentary and
augment their services by close cooper- three negative. So great are the reation with them. Each isolated be- sults to be achieved this work is now
liever and group is the nucleous for a being developed into a national teaching activity.
new Assembly.
Contacts with organizations having
The responses from the public reuniversal principles akin to those of ceiving copies of "The Goal of a
the Baha'i Cause is a very important New World Order," have been generfield of service. While these have aIly so favorable that plans are now
adopted as their objective service to under way to publish from time to
the world of humanity, they lack time compilations on important sub"guidance" and do not have the point jects before the public to be sent to
of view essential to the new order. those especially interested.
Within these groups are important
It is of interest to know that the
people who are receptive and who will teaching work throughout the country
become great powers in the Baha'i was achieved at very little expense to
Cause. To illustrate: one believer in- the national fund. Including the exterviewed the outstanding foreign dele- pense of issuing the five thousand
gates to the Rotary International Con- copies of "The Goal of a New
vention held in Seattle last summer. World Order." and the "Study Guide
All were very receptive to the Message to The Dawn Breakers." the entire
and graciously accepted the literature teaching expenditures were $600.00.
presented. These contacts have been
Deep appreciation is felt by all the
foIlowed up and have brought most
encouraging responses, particularly to friends and the Teaching Committee
"The Goal of a New World Order." for the inimitable services, performed
The result of the participation of at great sacrifice and despite serious
the Baha'i youth in the World Coun- difficulties, by those who have risen so
energetically to spread the Glad Tidcil of Youth is indicative of the unique
ings.
Special tribute should be paid
achievements possible through particito those American Baha'is like Martha
pation in conferences of a universal
Root, Keith Ransom~Kehler, and Mr.
nature. Youth from all over the world
and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, who have exattending this Council learned about
tended our services beyond the Amerithe Baha'i Cause. An active study
group has been formed by the young can continent and are actively teaching
in other countries.
people living in Pasadena who atThe captivating spirit of Baha'tended the Conference. Another example of the results attendant upon u'llah is being felt more and more
continuous contacts and feIlowship is by aIJ those having contact with the
the course of study on living religions Cause, and in turn it is being reflected
conducted in the Y. W. C. A. in San in more active cooperation on the part
Francisco in which the instructor, an of the public. Baha'i speakers are beoutstanding member of the facuIty of ing requested by many liberal organione of the theological colleges, included zations; invitations to broadcast on the
the Baha'j Cause as one of the Living movement are increasing; books and
Religions of the day. This same in- magazines carry mention of it, and
dividual included one of the Baha'i newspapers are more liberal in their
prayers in the prayer service which he publicity, one paper giving space reguconducted as part of a recent confer- larly to Baha'i compilation under the
ence of the Christian Unity League. heading, "The Loom of Reality."
distributing to all in attendance copies Non-Baha'IS refer to the Cause in
of the service in which the prayer was radio addresses. usuany favorably,
quoted and reference given to Bahi'- sometimes unfavorably. but the imu'llih and the Cause.
The unique portant thing is that the Cause has
feature of this service was that all the gained prestige in the eyes of the world
sufficient to merit comment.
prayers were recited in unison.
The friends may justifiably look
Another field of service as yet untouched is that of folJowing up articles. with satisfaction on their labors in
addresses, comments. etc., of notable behalf of God's Cause and gain inpeople concerning trends of thought spiration for future unparalleled sertoday in line with the principles of the vices. While established religions have
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retrenched in their Immstrations, the
Baha'i Faith has extended its frontiers
and enlarged its services; while the
whole world is depressed and unhappy,
the Baha'is are radiant and enthusiastic; while the leaders of the world are
lost in bewilderment, the Baha'is are
centered and assured; while the world
is wandering hopelessly, through the
invincible guidance of the Guardian
the Baha'is are step by step establishing the .. New World Order" and ushering in the Kingdom of God.
LEROY IOAS, Chairman,
BISHOP BROWN,
Vice Chairman,
RuTH RANDALL BROWN,
Eastern Secretary,
CHARLOTTE M. LINFOOT,
Western Secretary,
ELLA G. COOPER,
DALE S. COLE,
HELEN CAMPBELL,
STANWOOD COBB,
MARY COLLISON,
ROSEMARY GILLIES,
GEORGE O. LATIMER,
MAY MAXWELL,
FLORENCE M. MORTON,
e. G. NORDQUIST,
SARAH WALRATH.
N. FORSYTH.W ARD.
Eastern Division of Teaching
Ccnnmittee
Personnel
The ).J'ational Spiritual Assembly
appointed the following personnel to
be responsible for Baha'i teaching
work in the eastern part of the country during the past year:
Executive
Committee:
Bishop
Brown, Ruth Brown. Dale Cole.
Regional Members: Mrs. Florence
l\forton. Mrs. May Maxwell, Miss
Rosemary Gillies, Mrs. Mary Collison.
Miss Helen Campbell, Mrs. Sarah
Walrath, Mr. Stanwood Cobb.
Teaching Program
The teaching program was agreed
upon by the executive committees of
both the eastern and' western division in joint consultation directly after
the Convention. It was based on past
experience and suggestions which
were made during the Convention. In
formulating the steps to be included
in the teaching program the committee
tried to set up objectives which would
be practical and within reach.
The objectives of the teaching program wel:e as follows:
1. Each Local Spiritual Assembly to
he responsible for the establishment of a new Spiritual Assembly
within the year.
.

2. The encouragement of every believer by the Local Spiritual Assemblies to take active part in the
teaching work of the Community.
3. The establishment of children's
classes in all Communities.
and
inter-group
4. Inter-assembly
teaching by circuit teachers.
S. Active classes for the instruction
of Baha'i teachers.
6. The coordination of the Summer
Schools and the teaching classes,
Methods Used to Coordinate Teaching
Program

The purpose of the teaching program was to have each Local Assembly work toward the same end, realizing, of course, that the accomplishment would vary according to' the
membership and conditions existing in
each Community. The function of
the executive coinmittee has been that
of making suggestions, initiating new
methods and compiling teaching information for Local Assemblies and the
National Spiritual Assembly. At the
request of the National Spiritual Assembly and the chairman of the National Teaching Committee the executive committee presented the teaching
program at the Louhelen and Green
Acre Summer Schools, The function of the regional members has been
to make frequent and direct contacts
with Local Assemblies, groups, and
isolated believers within their districts,
to distribute information, and to render any assistance which they could
give.
In order to answer questions immediately and to have each Local Assembly start its program quickly a series
of teaching bulletins were sent out by
the executive committee at the beginning of the year. The bulletins not
only suggested methods which might
be used in starting the teaching program but also formed the basis of
monthly reports which each Local Assembly and regional member made. A
digest of this information was forwarded regularly to the National Spiritual Assembly in order that that body
might keep in touch with te1c'1ing activities throughout the eastern part of
the country. Later in the year it was
decided in consultation with the National Spiritual Assembly that the BAHA'i NEWS should be the medium for
distributing teaching information. To
this end both the 1'\ ational Spiritual
Assembly and the National Teaching
Committee printed statements about
policies and accomplishments.
The logic of such an organization
is quite apparent and fits into the administrative function of the teaching

work as Shoghi Effendi has described:
". . . As it has been observed already, the roll of these committees set
up by the National Spiritual Assembly,
the renewal, the membership and functions of which should be reconsidered
separately each year by the incoming
National Assembly, is chiefly to make
thorough and expert study of the issue
entrusted to their charge, advise by
their reports, and assist in the execution of the decision which in vital
matters are to be exclusively and directly rendered by the National Assembly."*
How effectively the committee has
worked can best be judged. first, by
what has been accomplished, second,
by the criticism of the Local Assemblies and, third, by the comments
which the committee itself submits as
it reviews its work for the past nine
months. This evaluation will be submitted m separate sections of this report,
Accomplishment
Contrary to the method followed on
other occasions the teaching work for
the past year was outlined with the
expectancy that it would be undertaken
for the most part by each Assembly.
It was understood that little or no help
in the way of outside teachers could be
given. In, order to obtain data which
would sum up what has been done the
following questions were asked to
which each Assembly** made reply:
Was the teaching program used?
Was it helpful?
Was a new Spiritual Assembly
formed?
Have any groups been formed?
Did individual believers become
more active in teaching?
Have you a children's class or was
one established?
How many Inter-assembly meetings
were held?
How many new believers were admitted?
Give meetings held each month.
Name new centers where your
Community has presented the Cause
this year.
Have you classes in Baha'i teachers?
What are your suggestions about the
teaching program?
What are your criticisms?

Was the Teaching Program Used!
The number of Assemblies reporting were 32. Twenty-four reported
the teaching program was used and 8
indicated that it had not been used.
In several instances it was stated that
the program was used in part or as a
basis for teaching work. Most of the
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summer was taken up getting Assemblies to understand the contents of
the program and how it should be used.

Was It Helpful!
Twenty-three Assemblies found the
program helpful. In many cases it
was found inspiring, suggestive and
concise. In such cases the purpose of
the teaching program was fulfilled as
it was designed to be a guide and an
incentive. In some cases very much
the same work was already in progress
as the program outlined.
~Vas

a New Spiritual Assembly
Fornted!
No new Local Assemblies were
formed this year.
The National
Teaching Committee did not expect
that any overdue expansion would take
place. Spiritual development does not
occur, automatically. Constant search
is necessary to find those who are
ready for the :\1essage and then careful preparation must follow to prevent
misunderstandings about the principles
for which the Cause stands. The creation of new Local Spiritual Assemblies is a long time and never ending
process. (\s a part of the teaching
program It should always have its
place.
Have Any Groups Been Formed!
Sixteen Assemblies reported that
~roups have been formed this year. It
IS to be hoped that close contacts will
continue to be maintained in order that
these groups may develop into Assemblies by another year. In addition to
groups which were formed this year
older groups have been accumulating
numbers until they are about to become Assemblies. Some of the larger
are as follows: Toronto (Canada),
~rtford (Conn.), Hinsdale (N. H.),
Geneva, Johnstown, Rochester and
Buffalo (N. Y.), New Castle (Pa.),
Jacksonville (Fla.), Lima, Toledo, and
Dayton (Ohio), Indianapolis (Ind.)
Rockford (Ill.), Portland (Me.)
Did Indi1lidual Believers Become More
A cti'l'e 111 T eac"in 9 ?
In almost every case it was reported that individual believers took more
active part in teaching than ever before and in some cases believers who
never felt they could teach have rendered invaluable service in spreading
the knowledge of the Cause. Individual activity of this kind has resulted
in visits to many cities and the formation of groups. The New England
and Ohio regions report much progress of this nature.
Perhaps of all the factors to be
considered individual activity is the

most. ~ncouraging sign. When Commumtles can show a united front and
when everyone is actually taking part
then and only then can we expect to
show growth.

H a've You a Children's Class Or Was
One Established r
The Assemblies which indicated
children's classes or classes in the
making numbered 14. Out of a total
of 33 Assemblies it can be seen that
care is ~eing taken to train the younger
generatIOn. No refererence can be
made in this report to the work among
the youth groups, but it is to be hoped
that another year will not find this
part. of the. teaching work unorganized.
It IS obvIOUS that from children's
classes there should be some stepping
stone to adult association.
How Many I nter-assemblv Meetings
Have Been Held!
.
Almost eve~y Assembly reported
one or more Inter-assembly meeting.
The value of these meetings cannot be
over estimated. In some instances
where none took place the Assembly
was too remote to make a contact. In
other cases as man v as five and six
int~r-assembly meetings were held.
ThIS f.orm. of meeting is greatly
emphaSIzed In the west where climatic
conditions are much in favor for those
participating. However, in the future
we should have many more of these
meetings during the summer months
than in other years when we have been
inclined to excuse ourselves with the
thought that "so many people are
away."
Inter-assembly meetings should include sociability and a general good
time to which newly attracted people
or strangers are invited. Aside from
the spiritual note which is struck
briefly and sweetly the Baha'is should
?how at this time "a way of living" in
ItS fullest meaning which will be most
attra~tive to invited guests.
Such
meetings are confirming to Baha'is
themselves. They are a relief from
the routine of fall and winter meetings
in homes and halls. Let us have more
of these meetings and give more
thought to the advantages of closer
intermingling of Baha'i Communities.
~~e .most notable inter-assembly
actIvIty In the east has taken place in
the Metropolitan New York region
where six meetings have been held
with surrounding Communities.
How Many New Belie'vers Were Admitted?
The number of new believers which
have been taken into Communities dur-
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ing the past year reported to be 105.
comment need be made on this
~nformation other than that the teachIng committee is delighted with the
~rowth that seem~ to be taking place
In every Commumty. The addition of
~ew believers is not a business. There
IS no need for comparative figures with
those of a previous year. The important factor is whether or not we
~re showing our love for the Cause
m an active way.which i.s. attracting
~hose who are anxIOus to Jom with us
m the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

!'J0

Name Ne'Z(' Centers Where Your
CommulIitv Has Presented The
Cause This Lear.
. The members of some Communi~Ies ~~ve been more active than others
m ~wmg the Message in new places.
ThIS was due partly to their inability
to move about more readily. Howe.ver, here again we should not lose
s.lght of a contribution that every belIever can make. The bounty which
cO?1es from being the first to herald
thIS Revelation in a new center is
mar~ed by that inspiration and enthUSIasm for which the early believers
were so noted. In some cases members of <;om~l1unities ha\-e given the
Message m eIght or nine new places.
Gi1}e M eetiJlgs Held Each M ollfh.
. The number and variety of meet!ngs that are held in each Community
Illustrates the different ways we have
of working toward the same end. A
sU?1ma.ry of meetings will illustrate
thIS pomt.
Local Spiritual Assembly Meetings
Weekly, monthly and bi-monthly.
Public Meetings - M 0 nth I y and
weekly.
Feasts-Every nineteen days.
Anniversaries.
Training Class for teachers-Weekly.
Young people's meeting-Weekly.
Children's Class-Sunday,
Study Class for "The Dawn Breakers"
-Weekly, twice a week or bimonthly.
Prayer and Meditation Class-Weekly.
Economy dinners -Weekly.
Teaching Committee meetings-Bimonthly.
Fireside groups-Continuous.
Administration Study Class-\Veekly.
Tea Talks-Weekly.
Esperanto Class-Weekk
Noonday prayer-Daily.'
Amity meeting-Every other month.
* Baha'i Administration. page 131.
** At the ti-r.e this report was preparf"d no reo
ports have \:Ieen receivect. from Baltimol e Phila·
delphia, and \\'lsJ-.ington.
.
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.Many Communities reported classes
in the. study of ~abirs soul stirring
narratIve. In Montreal the program
for public meetings was based upon
this early history of the Cause and an
entirely new field of work has developed. Such subjects as, Persia in the
Nineteenth Century, The Episode of
the Bah. The Red Annals of the
Baha'i Faith, and Banished, Persecuted and Imprisoned, were used.
This method was .followed throughout the season and the report of these
meetings reads, "The results of these
series of meetings both in attendance,
in the interest of the audience and publicity obtained far surpassed our
hopes."
The Racine Assembly has used as a
silent teacher a model of the Temple
made by one of the believers. Placed
in the window of a downtown store
where the meetings are held it has been
a source of great interest.
The New York Assembly sponsored
a series of addresses by Dr. Ali Kuli
Khan which were given in a well
known hotel.
These meetings attracted from three to four hundred
and will be followed by a study class.
The Cleveland Assembly started the
fall season with a class for Baha'i
teachers. The course which was outlined in advance required three hours
01 reading and study.
The Chicago Assembly reports an
Amity meeting every second month.
This type of meeting is noticeably
missing from all reports.

Criticisms of Teaching Plan.
That there would be criticism of the
teaching program and the methods
used to administer it was to be expected. In no instance, however, has
an unfriendly attitude been shown.
The criticisms which have been received are printed in full. They should
serve as a guide for the next teaching
committee to follow.
"In the beginning a little technical
but steadily it has broadened to meet
the needs of the friends everywhere.
It has widened the scope of activities,
increased activity and efficiency of the
friends and developed a more orderly
system."
"It assumes ideal conditions which
have to be modified to a large extent
in practice. It is infinitely better than
no program."
"We feel that one member of the
teaching committee as regional member should not be giwn so much responsibility, especially where so many
Assemblies are concerned. In recent
rEports in the ~ews Letter only reference to acti\'itie5 in the West have
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been made although we know that reports have been sent in from the most
active centers in the East."

What Are Your Suggestions For The
Teaching Program.
An equal space should be allowed
for comments and suggestions. They
express constructive thought which is
always deeply appreciated.
"To make more use of the Baha'i
News as a medium of distributing
information as to how different Assemblies handle hard problems, and
how teaching is progressing and who
the most active believers are all over
the country, as this will be especially
helpful to delegates, to choose wisely
the members of the National Spiritual
Assembly, and assist different program
committees in getting speakers. To reduce numbers of people who as individuals go ov~r our reports (but to
have a committee to handle our reports). vVe recommend that the regional member should be either chairman or one member of an Inter-assembly committee made up of one member
from each Community elected by that
Community or appointed by his Assembly. In other words there should
be more consultation and less responsibility and work falling on the shoulders of one person. As publicitv is a
teaching method more use of it should
be stressed in the National Teaching
Program."
"We suggest more detailed study of
conditions in each individual Community. We suggest more inter-assembly
meetings with due consideration of
transportation costs.
We suggest
more frequent personnel contacts with
the regional representative."
"I suggest that we re-appoint the
same chairmen and secretaries both
east and west giving them an opportunity to further unfold their vision
and develop their plans. That a Youth
Group be developed in the Causeunited, active, inter-communicating according to the explicit wishes of the
Guardian."
"Urge Assemblies use speakers from
nearby Assemblies."
"Emphasize contacts and meetings
with individuals of various nationalities. Emphasize study of economic
and social porhlems. Contact with experts on those subjects."
"We suggest efforts be made to
open a radio station in each region
where the Cause can be presented. By
opening a station we mean a wise plan
to secure the llse of some already established broadcasting station for our
speakers, on universal subjects and aspects of the Cause."

"Have a teaching program issued
every three months."
Conclusion
In conclusion the teaching Committee would like to point to some of the
outstanding accomplishments of the
vear.
- First, the efforts which individual
teachers in every Commun ity have
made at their own expense has been
most gratifying. Now that we know
how much can be accomplished by individual effort the work should never
cease.
Second, the formaltion of groups
resulting from OrceUa Rexford's
classes have added many interested
people throughout the east. Portland.
Boston, Washington. South Bend and
Cincinnati are some of the centers
where Miss Rexford has given lectures and left study groups. These
groups have been nurtured by teachers
who have given unstintedly of their
time and energy.
Third, the preparation of the Studv
Guide for "The Dawn Breakers" by
Doris McKay and Bahiyyih Lindstrom
was a valuable contribution to teaching ...It is being used by many Commumtles, groups and individual believers as a method of furthering their
understanding of the early days of the
Cause.
Fourth, the marvelous spirit of cooperation which each Community has
shown in working with the National
Teaching Committee to carry out the
program has been a source of inspiration. If this unity can continue there
is every reason to believe that the
Cause will develop with increasing
speed.
Fifth, the reprinting and distribution of "The Goal of a New World
Order" was a means for each Assembly to contact prominent people in its
own locality.
.
Sixth, the success which the New
York Assembly reported in writing
speakers and prominent people, whose
names appeared in the daily papers,
about the Cause is an effort which may
be of National teaching importance.
For the coming year the attention
of the National Teaching Committee
could be given to the following policies
with advantage.
Close cooperation with Summer
Schools.
Further assistance in study of Baha'i literature.
Special attention to the development
of groups.
Regular contacts with isolated believers.
Preparation of a reading list on subjects which are associated with Ba-
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ha'i teachings.
Free Literature.
A wider use of circuit teachers.
Respectfully submitted by the executive committee of the Eastern
Division,
BISHOP BROWN
RUTH BROWN
DALE S. COLE
Archives Committee
The Secretary of the Archives Committee, Miss Gertrude Buikema, has
asked me to report for the Committee.
The gathering of Original Tabletsrevealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha during His
Ministry of nearly thirty years-for
preservation in the Baha'i Archives.
contributed throughout the past season
of 1932-1933, especially through the
splendid work under the direction of
Mrs. Corinne True. These precious
Tablets, after being catalogued, have
been placed in the vault for preservation, and are the outstanding contribution to the Baha'i Archives during the
past year.
This time-lock storage
vault is one of the finest in Chicago.
Also many Original Letters from
our beloved Guardian, Shoghi Effendi,
have been sent in and placed in the
same vault.
The Committee is deeply grateful to
those who have responded to their call,
and would remind those who have not
sent in their Tablets for preservation.
of the danger-in these days of stress
and uncertainty-of the loss of these
precious documents to this and coming generations.
Respectfuly submitted.
ALBERT R. WINDUST, Custodian.

Publishing Committee
The Publishing Committee wishes to
submit the following report. showing
its activities during the past year:
New Publications
The Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha'u'llcih. The Committee was authorized to print 2500 copies . . .
2209 copies were distributed to local
Assemblies and to special list of names
supplied by the N. S. A.
This second letter addressed to the
Baha'i W orId by the Guardian, prepares the followers of Baha'u'llah for
their great task, and reminds them of
their privileged responsibility toward
humanity in making known this divine plan which alone can heal a distressed and suffering world, and lay
the foundation of the establishment
of the "Golden Age" of a new civilization.
Study Guide far The Daw/! Break-

ers. 300 copies were printed in Dec.,
1932. Price 2sc each. This guide has
been an invaluable help to all those
studying the early days of the Cause
in reading Nabil's incomparable narrative.
Ba/zci'i World, Vol. I V. Competitive
bids were obtained from several printing houses. Estimate from J. J. Little
& I ves Co., was accepted for printing
2500 copies, as terms of payment
could be made to cover a period of
twelve months.
This volume was prepared for press
by the Chairman, Mr. Horace Holley,
and is in work at the present date, and
is expected to be off the press in time
for the annual Convention. The new
volume contains many more pages
than Vol. 3, is rich in illustrations and
it is hoped that all believers will purchase· a copy in order to study it and
know the international aspects of the
Cause. Price, $2.50 per copy.
Revised Glossary for Kitab-i-I qan.
1000 copies of the revised glossary
were printed and mention made in the
News Letter that these were available
gratis to all who had purchased this
book. Copies were inserted in all unsold copies.
Declaration of Trust and N aticmal
and Local By-Laws: We printed 1000
copies of this pamphlet to sen at IOc
each and made mention in the News
Letter urging librarians to order a
supply that all believers may acquaint
themselves as to the details of our
administrative principles.
Bal1(1'i Adminis.fraticm: A new edition of this title has been printed. It
contains all the letters from the Guardian received to date, including the two
W orId Order Letters, the Goal of a
New World Order, the Golden Age
of the Cause of Bahi'u'llah and the
Guardian's tribute to the Greatest
Holy Leaf. The National and Local
By-Laws are also included. The price
of this new edition is $2.00.
Tablet of BaM'u'llcih to the Greatest Holy Leaf: In February we received from the Guardian two prints
of this Tablet (the best and most significant of her Tablets) also a photographic plate from which he asked us
to have a copper plate made similar in
size to the Twentv Tablets to the Letters of the Living and to Baha'u'llah
in the Dawn-Breakers. about twenty
copies to be made on good paper and
sent to Haifa to be hand illumined.
The negative was shattered in transit
but the engravers were able to make
a good plate from the print and thirty
copies were sent to Haifa. A letter
from the Guardian acknowledging
their safe arrival expresses satisfac-
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tion with the result. The Guardian
will present these Tablets to each National Assembly for their Archives.
Tablets of Bahci'u'ZZah and 'Abdu'lBaM to the Greatest Holy Leaf: The
Guardian has sent these additional
Tablets with a photograph of the
Greatest Holy Leaf and has asked the
National Spiritual Assemblv to have
a pamphlet made using the photograph
as a frontispiece. These pamphlets
are to be distributed to the believers
of the United States and Canada and
Europe by the National Spiritual Assembly. The work is now in process.
Reprints
What Is the Balui'i Movement?
50,000 copies of this leaflet were
printed.
Goal of a i\' cw World Order. 5000
copies printed in this new edition.
This was financed by the Western Division of the Teaching Committee.
1000 copies were sent to each of the
Teaching Divisions. 3000 copies to be
handled and sold by the Publishing
Comp;any. In packages of ten, to be
sold for SOc.
Bahci'u'llcih and the New Era. 5000
copies of this new edition printed.
Competitive estimates obtained from
three printing houses. Estimate accepted f rom Kingsport Press. who
hold plates and who have printed all
previous editions, and whose relations
with J. J. Little and I ves Co., makes
it possible to ship stock to this firm
who handle our stock and shipping.
'Abdt£'l-Ba/zci on Divine PhilosoPhy.
This valuable teaching book has
been out of stock for some time. At
the request of 'Abdu'l-Baha the notes
on Divine Philosophy were compiled
by Mrs. Soraya Chamberlain. who
published the original edition in 1918.
Mrs. Chamberlain has recently had
a new edition printed in San Francisco.
The Publishing Committee has purchased 500 copies and is ready to filt
orders. Price 7sc.
Hidden Words, paper binding: I~
April, 1932, we received 1000 copies
of this title, having ordered them from
the London, England Assembly (they
were printed as part of a larger order), thus carrying out the instructions of the Guardian. that we co-operate with England whenever possible.
Baha'i, Spirit of the Age: In December, 1932, we had the 283 sheets
of this title which we purchased from
Brentano's, bound. This is one of the
titles which we are giving to our local
Assemblies that they may present them
to their Public or University libraries.
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In order that every believ~r w:ill be informed regarding the financing of
The Da7t'n Breakers the follow111g IS a report up to date. of March 31st:

Translations
Chinese
Bahri'u'llrih and The New Era. 400
copies were shipped to us from Shanghai when the city was in danger of
destruction. in order to save them.
These books are to be used by the
Teaching Committee for free distribution. in their teaching work.
Swedish
Bahri'u'Uri/z and The New Era. 50
cOI?ies were ordered through Mrs.
Erickson. a New York believer who
assisted Mrs. Rudd in Sweden in the
financing of this translation. It was
understood that the Publishing Company would pay for these books as
sold.

Printed De Luxe
150 copies
Standard
2000 "
Cost to date:
Cuts (illustrations) .............................. . $1572.31
Paper, printing and binding. Standard 2000 t
Paper, print. De Luxe, 150
'
~ ......... . 7888.80
I~inding
""
...................... . 1716.50
Cases
..
...................... 618.75
~\lailing cartons"
.................... .
28.05
~ostage .......................................... .
419.82
20% of sales to Pub. Com. . ....................... . 1824.68
Editorial work .................................. .
310.
Art work. frontispiece ............................ .
110.
Photostat copies for Reviewing Committee ........ , , ..
285.
Selling expenses (circulars, etc.) ................... .
172.46
Sundry expenses ................................. .
19.78

Russian
Kitab-i-Iqan. '100 copies of un-

Paid to clate

bound sheets shipped to us from
London by Mr. Asgarzadeh.
Expense for landing. Custom duty,
$40.00; Clearance charge. $17.89. This
expense was assumed by the N. S. A.
200 copies of BaM'u'llah and New Era
received last year. These two books
are also to be used by the Teaching
Committee.
Braille
Bahri'u'llah and The Ne'w Era. This
special work prepared for the blind
was undertaken and financed by Mrs.
Nellie French. The set of plates are
stored at our stock room in New York.
Orders can be filled by the Publishing
Company.
In July the N. S. A. requested the
Publishing Company to undertake the
work of printing and distributing the
Teaching Outlines. This work has
heretofore been handled by the Outline Committee. They will in the future concentrate on compiling and preparing this teaching material.
Excha."ge of Literature with China
The N. S. A. has authorized the
Publishing Company to exchange
English Baha'i books to the amount
of $50.00 for Chinese books. This was
done in compliance with a request
from the Shanghai Assembly stating
the great need for our literature
among the English colonies. Many
opportunities for giving the teachings
have been lost from not having books.
They offered to send the equivalent
in Chinese books. hoping that with this
cooperation they might be used among
the Chinese colonies in this country.
All Chinese books are to be used by the
Teaching Committee, and distributed
free. The expenses connected with
this transaction are to be charged to
the Teaching budget. coming under
the head of teaching work.

$14,966.15
13,897.23

*

Balance due (Kingsport Press) ................... .
Copies sold and distributed to date:
Standard. 1067; De Luxe, 100 .................... .
I nterest Earned .................................. :
Loans N. S. A., $5831.00; Less paid, 1113.40 ......... .

$1068.92
9123.42
56.21
4717.60

*
Unsold copies on hand
Standard, 933 copies, at $7.50
De Luxe 50 copies a~ $35.00

13,897.23

6997.50
1750.00
$ 8747.50

Less postage
Estimated. $335.00; 20ro to Pub. Com., $1749.50 ..... .

2084.50

·.
$ 6663.00
If S tan d ar d an d D e L uxe ed ItlOns on hand are sold at
regular price.

Accounts Payable
Kingsport Press Bal ............................. .
N. S. A. loans ................. " ... , ...... , ..... ,

1068.92
4717.60

B I '
$ 5786.52
a . due on copies sold on consignment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1020.33
$ 4766.33
Vbrary Division of Publishing
Committee
The N. S. A. in appointing new
commlttIes this year combined the
Library with the Publishing. In order
to insure the most effic;ient work, a
Library Division was formed, and
Miss Martha Woodsum, appointed as
Chairman. The following report is
most encouraging and shows what has
been done during her short term of
office. Miss Woodsum took up the
work in September, 1932.
Library Division Report
Circular form letter sent out to all
Local Assemblies asking for their co-

operation in creating a demand for
Baha'i books in Public Libraries, and
University Libraries. Asking for report of heading given Baha'i literature
when listed. Where Baha'i books are
!isted under various headings, requestmg Assemblies to interview Librarian
and endeavor to have classification
made under proper heading of authorized Baha'i literature.
The following books have been supplied to the Library Division for gift
copies to Public Libraries:
Baha'i World, Vots. II and Ill.
Book of Assurance (old edition of
Kitab-i-Iqan). Baha'i Spirit of the
Age. Baha'i Revelation.
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Assemblies were notified that these
books would be supplied to them for
donations to their Public Library.
New York Public Library purchased
13 titles for catalogues. Boston Library sent word that they had a call
for the Kitab-i-Iqan and asked if Library Division could donate this book.
The Book of Assurance was sent them
as a gift, explaining that this was an
earlier translation of the same title.
The following Assemblies have donated The Da'wtI Breakers to Public
Libraries: Evanston, Ill.; Columbus,
Ohio; Binghamton, ~. Y.; New York
City.
The Binghamton Assembly reported
that Baha'i books were being read at
Public Librarv, and that The Dawn
Breakers waS" in demand. Of the
twelve books at Library only two left
on shelf.
In December the Library Division
received $50.00 from the ~. S. A. to
defray expenses. Disbursements will
be shown in financial statement of
Publishing Committee.
Respectfully submitted
MARTHA WOODSUM,

Chairman Library Division.
Among the Reviews of The Dawn
Breakers brought to our attention:
Journal of Royal Central Asia Part
II, Oct., 1932; Moslem World, Oct.,
1932; Christian Union Quarterly,
Oct., 1932;; Honolulu Advertiser,
Jan., 1933.
Mrs. Mansfield Ferry was appointed
a member of the Publishing Committee in September, 1932, and Mrs.
Loulie A. Mathews was re-appointed.
Suggestions for Future Growth
As the Cause is growing throughout this vast country and the demand
for books to be shipped to different
points of this country as well as
throughout the world is increasing
rapidly, the time has come when we
must begin to consider a more economic method, for the saving of time
and expense and also to divide the
labor which up to date has been handled solely by the Financial Secretary.
I would suggest that the country
be divided into the Western and Eastern Division: territory being identical with the division made in the
Teaching Committee.
That a distributing Center be established on the Western Coast, San
Francisco. I mention this City because in my recent visits to different
Assemblies, I believe this city to be
the logical point. Also the present Librarian of that Assembly has had business experience as well as experience

in handling the Baha'i books. I think
that she would be willing to undertake
the distribution of books for the Western Division.
I f this suggestion be acted upon, the
amount of stock sent in first shipment
for western distribution would be
based on an average of six months
sales, additional supply to be sent as
needed, all stock to be accounted for
to Publishing Committee; so that at
all time a stock inventory would be
available.
Advantages. Saving of time m
shipping from Eastern stock room.
Saving of expense to Assemblies ordering books, as bookpost is based on
mileage zoning and adds considerably
to the cost of books to those ordering
from the west and the Hawaiian
Islands.
The stock would be sent to the coast
by freight.
The secretary in submitting this report wishes to inform the believers
that she has been absent from New
York since the first week in N ovember, and therefore has not taken an active part in the work of the Committee. This work has been carried on
with an untiring spirit of service and
efficiency by the Financial Secretary,
Mrs. C. R. Wood, in addition to her
many duties of bookkeeping and distributing the literature. And it is with
grateful acknowledgment that I inform the believers in making this report.
Respectfully submitted,
Baha'i Publishing Committee,
MARION M. LITTLE, Secretary.
Committee on
Inter-Racial Amity
In New York City three Interracial
Meetings were held under the Local
Committee
Chairman
Loulie
A.
Mathews, and Ludmilla Bechtold who
served as acting Chairman during
:'vlrs. Mathews' absence.
The first public meeting took place
at the Urban League Headquarters.
The speakers were Dr. Alain Locke,
Samuel Allen, Saffa Kinney, Philip
Marangello, James H. Hubert, Arthur
Schomburg, also speaking were Dr.
Genevieve Coy, Ira Reid, Wanden Lafarge and Elsa Russell.
The second important meeting was
held at the Baha'i Center with James
S. Watson as guest of honor. Mr.
J. F. Morton, Curator of the Patterson Museum and Loulie A. Mathews
Chairman of the National Interracial
Committee, were the speakers.
Our Spring meeting was held also

at the Baha'i Center and we had the
great pleasure of hearing President
Thomas E. Jones, of Fiske University,
his subject being "Character Education." The Baha'i Message was given
by Loulie A. Mathews. The talks were
followed by an informal reception and
ref reshments were served.
On Sunday evening February second
a Musical Lecture was given by Mr.
Harry Burleigh, composer and musician. This was done under the auspicies of the New York Interracial
Committee.
The National Interracial Committee
gave its annual entertainment in honor of the two organizations who work
so tirelessly for the Negro Race; the
"National Association for Advancement of the Colored People" and "The
Urban League," on Saturday evening,
May 13th, at the New York Baha'i
Center.
A series of Motion Paintings were
shown. These photographs taken in
Hawaiian Islands by Mr. J. H.
Rhoades render nature's colors with
absolute fidelity. Landscapes taken in
sunlight, moonlight, dusk and dawn
pass across the screen. Here we see
rare trees and flowers in full bloom
and surf of unbelievable beauty.
There was music by two distinguished amateurs, Mrs. George Eustis
Corcoran at the piano and Mrs. Murdock Ward, violinist.
Oliver LaFarge told stories of Indian Life. A reception with refreshments served followed. There were
more than two hundred people present.
The National Interracial Committee
was assisted by the New York Local
Spiritual
Assembly.
Loulie
A.
Mathews, Chairman of the National
I nterracial Committee and Horace
Holley, Chairman of New York Spiritual Assembly, acted as co-chairmen
of the evening. The Reception Committee were: Mrs. Viola Bibb, Mrs.
Minta Trotman, Mrs. Ludmilla Bechtold, and Mrs. Villa Vaughan.
Detroit
During the year there were seven
Interracial dinners given by a group of
workers led by Mrs. Mabelle Davis of
this Committee. The Committee also
reports other intensive activities and
meetings. These friends are earnest
workers for the unity of races.
Chicago
The Chicago Assembly has had a
very active Interracial Committee.
They report a large meeting and a
good will dinner. The two members of
the National Interracial. residents of
Chicago, Dr. Zia Bagdadi and Mrs.
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Shelley Parker, have been able to do
very constructive work in cooperation
with the Local Spiritual Assembly.
Los Angeles
In Los Angeles a large meeting was
arranged by the member of Interracial
National Committee a resident of this
city; Mrs. Sarah Witt, for the National Chairman Loulie A. Mathews.
There were representatives of many
races; Chinese, Japanese, American
Indian and Negro. Each nation was
represented by a speaker and also
there was music of the nations represented. Supper was served after the
talks.
Later in the year an Amity meeting
was arranged by this Committee. The
speakers were: Mr. LeRoy Ioas, Rev.
Shelton Sheppard, Mrs. Margaret
Campbell, Gonra Nakamura, a distinguished Japanese, Standing Bear,
an Indian Chief, and Willard Hatch.
They addressed a splendid audience.
In November the National Chairman, Loulie A. Mathews, visited California. She spoke in the Church Universal, at the McKinley High School
in Pasadena, at a meeting of the National Association for the Improvement of Colored People in Oakland.
at the Geographical Society at Palm
Springs and at the Baha'i Center in
Santa Barbara, also in the Methodist
Church in Colorado Springs.
Washington, D. C.
Amity work has been carried on
throughout the year in Washington by
a group of devoted Baha'i inspired by
Mrs. C. F. Cook, and although we
have no details of these meetings we
know that this important work is being successfully done.

Upon
reaching the
Hawaiian
Islands, many opportunities were given the Chairman to explain the plan
of Baha'u'llah for racial harmony.
Notably the Pan Pacific Club. The
Representative Club. The Round Table
of the Baha'is of Honolulu, and there
were many private gatherings where
the Principles could be explained and
questions answered.
Through the
kindness of Mrs. Samuel Baldwin
meetings were arranged on the Island
of Maui. here Mrs. May Fanton entertained us with a feast that was
truly royal.
A journey that resulted in great interracial importance was undertaken
by :VIr. C. A. Wragg and the Secretary. Mr. Louis Gregory. Dr. Glenn
Shook had given his Color Organ to
these travellers to exhibit.
Thus

eleven cities in Virginia were visited.
The friends were eager for Baha'i
meetings and no trouble was too much
to secure these evenings. A week was
given to teaching in the State College
of Virginia, at the Virginia Seminary
and the College of Lynchburg. In Norfolk two social gatherings were specially delightful one was given by The
Book Lovers Club where many prominent citizens were, and we encountered
no trace of opposition or hostility, and
travelling thus together for the purpose of teaching the difference of race
was helpful and made a profound impression. On our arrival in Charlottesville. we found that Mrs. Louise D.
Boyle had gathered together a splendid
group for an Interracial meeting. One
source of happiness came from meeting iosolated believers, one in particular had not been able to attend a Baha'i
meeting for seventeen years!
Mr. Wragg, a native of Australia
was making his first visit to the South
and melted all hearts by relating how
loved were the Negro melodies by his
native land.
On the return trip to Portsmouth,
Baha'i friends were visited in Washington. Baltimore, New York, Newark
and Norton, Mass.
During these travels the head of the
Interracial Commission of Virginia in
describing the general unrest said.
"Unless God raises up a great spiritual leader, a man of clear vision who
can point the way, civilization itself is
doomed." The "Way" is the oneness
of mankind, and the leader the manifestation for this day, Bah;i'u'llah. To
do his work we must have unity and
for this great purpose workers in the
field of Interracial ideals are needed,
all parts of the globe must be penetrated with these divine principles.
The Interracial Committee wishes
to express sorrow for the loss of its
youngest member, Mrs. Edwin Horn
of Brooklyn.
From the time she
joined the Assembly she rendered valued service. The Baha'i Prayers were
her constant solace during her last illness and she died happy in the faith
she had embraced. Mr. Horace Holley
conducted the funeral services and
numbers of the Baha'i friends were
present.
'Abdu'I-Baha has said, "You arc
loosed from ancient superstitions which
have kept men ignorant. destroying the
foundations of human solidarity." The
spirit of this utterance is reaching
round the world. It is blazing a pathway of light. Both the Master and
the Guardian attach great value to
sincere efforts, their creative words,
their noble example, must inspire us

to greater trials of strength. The
trials and tests that workers encounter
will in the end make the fires of divine love burn more brightly. "Mount
your steeds, 0 heroes of God."
MRS. LODLIE A. MATHEWS, Chairman
MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY, Secretary
DR. lIA M. BAGDADI
MRS. SARA E. WITT
MRS. MABELLE L. DAVIS
MRS. CORALIE F. COOK
MRS. SHELLEY N. PARKER
MRS. DOROTHY RICHARDSON
Reviewing Committee
The following manucripts have been
approved since the last Convention:
(The manuscripts were received in
the order given.)
Principles of Progress, by Mabelle
L. Davis. An article stressing interracial amity.
Baha'i Answers, by Olivia W. Kelsey. A compilation approved in principle, but not in its present form.
Economics Compilation, submitted
by Nat. Economics Committee.
A Study Guide to The Dawn-breakers, by Mr. and Mrs. McKay and Bahiyyih Lindstrom.
Essay on Mysticism, by Ruhi Afnan.
Essays on the Baha'i Revelation, by
Ruhi Afnan.
Foreword for Economics Article,
published in July, 1932 Star of the
West, by A. E. Lunt.
Section 1 and Section 2, including
the first thirteen "Lessons for Children" submitted by the Committee for
the Teaching and Training of Children.
Security for a Failing World: an
Introduction to the World Order of
Baha'u'llah, by Stanwood Cobb. An
excellent general book on the Cause to
gi-:e to unorthodox but intelligent inqUIrers.
Studies in Immortality, a compilation, by Mrs. J. W. Gift. Approved
with certain modifications in text.
Racial Amity. by Louis G. Gregory.
A general work on the Baha'i solution of the amity question in America,
the author having been for many years
executive secretary of the National
Amity Committee.
Recurring Cycles, by Ida A. Finch,
a four-page leaflet for free distribution.
Study Outline on the Book of Certitude. submitted by the Study Outline Committee. An excellent piece of
work wherebv anv class would have a
thorough and complete understanding
of this book.
Advanced Lessons. bv Shanaz L.
Waite. Twelve intensive lessons on

the inner significances of the Teachings of Baha'u'lIilh and 'Abdu'I-Baha.
The Reviewing Committee would
like to ask the friends to submit two
copies of each manuscript, one to be
kept in the files of the National Assembly as a permanent record, the
other to be returned to the author, and
also that all manuscripts be typed
double space with not too faint a ribbon.
Respectfully submitted,
BAHA'i REVIEWING COM}dITTEE,
By: DORIS HOLLEY, Secretary,
~lARIE B. MOORE

GENEVIEVE L. COY
Baha'i Magazine-Editorial

In considering our annual report we
must always keep in mind that The
BaM'i Magazine decidedly differs
from other activities in the Baha'i
Cause in that its history, as it were, is
being written from month to month as
the magazine is issued. Thus all
friends are familiar with its character
and contents, and those who have supported it have kept closely in touch
with its development and progress.
It is encouraging to note that we
have had high commendation from innumerable believers expressing great
appreciation of The Baha'i Magazine,
referring frequently "to the finished
and scholarly productions of today."
The Baha'i Magazine continues to be
called "a traveling teacher," and judging from letters received from all
parts of the world, we believe the
magazine has been a great and very
definite help in the teaching field: It
has, as these testimonials tend to show,
become a universal publication of
world-wide interest.
One of the very distinct notes of
progress has been the printing of articles dealing with the advancement of
the Cause in countries throughout the
world, thus demonstrating the universal aspects of our Faith and its farflung activities. We feel that this is a
very important and sure way of informing the world-both Baha'i and
non-Baha'I-of the growth and power of the Movement.
'Abdu'I-Baha once said that this
magazine "would bring about the unity
of the East and the West," and we feel
that the past year has seen progress
in this direction.
"I am very glad to avail myself of
this opportunity to extend to you,
across deserts and seas, mv warmest
and heartiest congratulations on the
excellent work you are rendering- to
the Great Cause, namely, the instructive and enlightening Ba-ha'}. Magazine.

Your admirable efforts-may they be
richly rewarded by the All-Bountiful
as manifested in eve'ry issue of the
magazine, show clearly what the Word
of God can accomplish. I wish you
and all those who contribute articles
to this progressive magazine, a successful career."-(Adib R. Baghdadi,
Baghdad, ::\fesapotamia.)
We have also received many comments to the effect that the magazine
is of a high order, both from a literary
standpoint and its make-up or format.
A person of distinction in official life
in Washington, formerly an editor,
said: "\\That a well organized and professional looking magazine the Baha'is
are getting out."
In articles solicited and published
we have stressed the World Order of
Baha'u'll<ih and how His teachings apply to the material problems of mankind and make for a better and happier
world. \Ve endeavor to assume in every
article a spiritual tone as well as qualities appealing to the intellect, realizing that what will most move hearts
and convince souls is the power of the
Holy Spirit expressed through the
pages of The Balui'i Magazine.
A progressive step has been to have
shorter articles, thereby enabling us to
have a greater variety. This is a distinct gain and advance and has been
well liked.
We have had several new contributors during the year, among them
Hussein Rabbani, the younger brother
of our Guardian. His articles have
dealt with very timely subjects, and
they have greatly enriched the pages
of the magazine. To !!'"very contributor, however, we feel we owe a debt
of gratitude for it has been through
their combined and refreshing cooperation in a true Baha'i spirit that we
have been greatly encouraged, and we
wish to emphasize this "true Baha'i
spirit" because we seemed like members of one family working together
in harmony and unity to get out the
magazine-an experience which has
been spiritually thrilling and very real.
Libraries and universities have asked
for the renewal of their subscriptions,
notably among them Antioch College.
vVe are continuing- to send the magazine to some libraries in German
univerSItIes, to the univerSItIes in
China which have requested them, to
many libraries in .T apan, and to the
libraries in the universities and colleges of this country. Public libraries
throughout the country seem to be
glad to get the magazine, and one library has written thus: "The first
number of The BaTHi'i .1'.[aaazine has
been placed in our Reading Room. We
apprecicate very much indeed being in-

troduced to his valuable reading matter which I feel sure will be widely
read by the thoughtful among our
people."
We have much valuable material on
hand now for publication: further
"Letters Home," by Keith RansomKehler, dealing with her wonderful
experiences in Persia; important and
historic material from Martha Root,material giving the history of important events never before written about
and which need to be known by the
friends as well as those outside of the
Cause. We have also material from
oriental Baha'is, and a number of interesting new articles by American
friends dealing with timely subjects.
Also we hope to secure interviews
with important officials which will be
recorded.
Shoghi Effendi has said of the magazine: "The Star is decidedly improving in scope, style and effectiveness
. . . I wish to express in person my
strong sense of appreciation of your
continued services in connection with
The Baha'i Magazine. It is undoubtedly improving in tone, subject matter
and general presentation of the Baha'i
theme. You should feel happy and
encourag<>d. Persevere and do not
lose heart."
One of the aspects of the work the
past year which has greatly heartened
the entire staff of the magazine is the
fact that through these trying times of
depression and the depletion of incomes, The Baha'i 1'vf agazine has kept
within the budget allowance, and has
thus been able to carrv on without additional financial help. We consider
this quite like a miracle.
From among the many words of
encouragement from subscribAers we
choose a few which really express the
many that cannot be published for too
much space would be required:
"This Baha'i Magazine is most interesting from cover to cover.
I
never find a dull article in it. It meets
the need of a great many people for
help, for something that is different
from the ordinary. I find not only
information about what is going on in
the world, but a spiritual uplift. In
this day of unrest, of anxiety, of per~urbation of every kind, there are
many writers in this magazine who
give us the information we need.
There is a very definite path outlined.
and if this pathway were followed it
would settle the world problems. I
note with what clarity the path is
made plain for the civic life of the
world. There is much I would like to
say about the appearance of the magazine. too. The type is clear, it is attractive in every way, and it is not
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only welcome b~~ it is looked forward
to every month.
"~Iay I express my appreciation of
your wonderful magazine. It is a
great exploit for a group still numerically so small to produce and maintain
such a periodical."
"The Balui'i M agazille always brings
edifying and instructive material to
me. Having not many hours free for
reading, I greatly appreciate these
short articles so full of love and peace,
and therefore contrasting greatly with
many other periodicals which preach
but hatred and ill-will. You have
gained a humble friend of the good
Cause."
"I look upon The Balui'i Magazine
as the purest and best magazine in the
world, and hope in the future to draw
more and more attention to it."
"I always receive and read The Balui'i Magazine with great joy. I find
it very good and inspiringly written,
and many persons are reading it on my
copy who unhappily cannot afford a
personal subscription."
"Surely the power of Baha'u'llah is
assisting you in your great work, amI
you and your associates are blessed
many times. The beautiful Bahd'i
AIagazine is a delight to all hearts."
"Allow me to express my appreciation of The BaM'i Magazine. We
speak often in our Baha'i Group of
the magazine's great helpfulness and
inspiration. It is a great teacher."
STANWOOD COBB
MARIAM HANEY
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK,

Editors.

Baha'i Magazine Business Office
The operation of the Baha'i Magazine Office during the past year has
been affected. like all business concerns, by the depressed and chaotic
financial conditions that have obtained
throughout the world.
But, unlike
other such agencies, this office has received the blessings and bounties of
the cooperation of the believers as far
as their limited and diminishing resources would permit. The unfavorably high rate of exchange has resulted in the reduction of foreign subscriptions by about one-third. A notable exception and inspiring example
of cooperation is the case of the Poona, India. Assemblv, which has increased its subscriptions from four to
twenty-five during the latter part of
the year. Similar to last year. the Persian list has been gradually reduced
and now comprises only one copy sent
by first class mail.
Our detailed financial renort. copies
of which are being sent to the Nation-

al Treasurer, show total receipts of
$3,807.28 from subscription, new and
renewed, single copies, bound volume
and trial subscriptions. and $3,783.00
from the National Spiritual Assembly
to April 30, 1933-a period of 13
months. I t should be recalled that
this office turned over to the National
Assembly a balance of $700.00 as of
March 31, 1932, which should have
been carried over and applied to meet
the expenses of the office this year.
The total expenses for the past 13
months were $6,973.94, and $6,419.83
for the year ending March 31, 1933,
as compared with $6,533.43 for the
year ending March 31, 1932-or net
saving of $113.60 over the corresponding twelve months' period.
The severe financial conditions and
the concentration of our financial resources on the building of the Temple
were reflected in a falling off of new
subscriptions and renewal of subscriptions and the sale of bound volumes.
The sale of single issues increased
over the preceding year largely through
the demand for copies of the Special
July, 1932, issue.
A large number of letters have been
received from people all over the
world expressing their inability to pay
their subscriptions at the time and begging us to continue sending the Magazine until such time as they can resume payments either in whole or part.
This office has uniformly replied to
these supplications in a loving and
sympathetic way and assuring the
friends of our desire to cooperate by
a continuance of our relations on this
basis of true consultation and cooperation. U suall y in these cases. th~
subscribers have sent in their overdue
subscriptions and always with words
of appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
MARGARET B. McDANIEL,
Business Manager.
Publicity CommHtee

The work of the National Publicity
Committee for the year beginning
June, 1932, was defined by the N. S.
A. under two headings:
1. Issuing of newspaper article,>
which were to be distributed to the
press by the local Spiritual Assemblies
or mailed directly to the larger newSpapers.
2. Direct worl< with the local Assemblies with a view to increasing the
efficiency and scope of publicity work
in the various centers.
During the year the Publicity Committee has prepared four national new~
releases on the following topics: the
Temple Construction Contract; Per-

sian Shah Grants Baha'i Petition; the
Passing of Bahiyyeh Khanum; Imprisonment of Turkish Believers.
These were sent to the Baha'i assemblies and to about fifty leading newspapers.
Three general letters have been written to the local Spiritual Assemblies. In
the letter written October 20, 1932,
this statement was made in connection
with our publicity objective for the
vear- "The results desired can be best secured through local publicity effort.
~ ational news articles cannot take the
place of local notices, writeups and
other news of the Cause. The National Publicity Committee believes
that the number of Assemblies active
in this method of educating the public should be increased to include practicali y al! Assemblies.
"This committee asks the cooperation of all the local Assemblies. We
ask each one of you to appoint a capable representative or a small, compact.
active committee whom you can trust
to do this important work. The personnel should be enthusiastically interested in publicity and in its possibilities as an educating and attracting medium. \Ne shall appreciate it if all the
Assemblies will promptly report the
names of those appointed."
A bout twenty Assemblies responded
to this request and. for the most part
it has been with these that the work
of the committee has been carried on
most advantageously. Especially valuable has been the exchange of letters
on the concrete problem of publicity
and the suggestions which have been
the outcome of actual experience.
These suggestions. result of the interchange of ideas between the local
and national publicity committees, were
listed and sent out to the secretaries
of the local Assemblies in March, 1933.
\Ve believe that through the application of these helps the policy of the
BAHA.'i NEWS Service may advance
another step toward efficiency and
standardization. This list is not cl)nc1usive. indeed, further valuable advice from different directions has made
another such letter necessary-is now
in preparation. The following list of
suggestions are quoted:
1. Timely material for Baha'i publicity embraces such topics as the Baha'j plan for vVorld Government. Cnivers.,l Peace and Disarmament, Unity
of Science and Religion, Inter-racial
Amitv. Cniversal Language. Economic
Solution. Oneness of Religions, etc.
2. This material may be incorporated in a public talk. written up with
brevity, and handed to the editor.
3. -It may be in the form of a letter
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to the editor. tied in with a comment
on some current matter of general interest.
4. It may be in the form of a ~ews
Article sent from the Baha'i )Jews
Service. This should be rewritten to
include a local lead relating. for example, to "the Baha'is of this city."
5. It is important to get even the
name of the Baha'i ~Io"ement before
the public. This has been done in connection with the presentation of library books, benefit entertainments
for charity outside the Cause, announcement of programs.
6. One very successful way of
spreading the name of the Cause and
indicating the trend of our interests is
to invite guest speakers from local
colleges, ministers, inter-racial leaders,
peace workers, etc., to appear. with a
Baha'i chairman, on our platform. It
is comparatively easy to get publicity
for such well known speakers. ::\fany
of them are willing to give a short publicity statement to the publicity chairman in advance of the meeting to have
ready in the hands of the city editor.
7. Visiting Baha'i speakers from
other cities have "news interest." They
can help by preparing in advance
strong news statement selected from
their talk. This is a forehanded assurance of publicitv material customary with large national organizations
when a speaker is on tour.
8. A suggestion toward the much
desired "lead" which is a necessary
prelude to acceptance is to tie in material with national holidays. or with
some absorbing current event (not political). Talks by local speakers have
been taken because a line has been
quoted from a book by a prominent
local educator.
9. Be on the alert for articles in
magazines. book reviews and the like
that should be answered by Baha'is.
In answer to our request for a report of publicity activity throughout
the country (not yet complete) such
items as these are of general interest:
At least thirty-one out of fifty-four
local ;\ssemblies are actively trying to
get into the newspapers.
\Vest Englewood has placed more
publicity than any center in the country. Ali K. Kahn. chairman of the
local committee writes "The thing to
do is to send in articles with local news
and a large percentage get in."
IHrs. H. W. Bivins. of Decatur. Alabama, former newspaper woman and
isolated believer. has written a feature
article called "Our Crisis in Ciyilization," which after some revision she is

a
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hoping to place in a Xashville Sunday
Visitors at Temple
Supplement.
For the first time detailed and careRacine has been very successful in ful records were kept during the sumplacing cuts of the Temple, feature mer months relative to the number of
articles and notices in the paper, due, groups as well as the total number of
in part, to the fact that they have made visitors received daily at the Temple.
an objective of gaining the support of vVe give below a summary of the total
the editors by sending their clippings groups and total visitors to the Temple
to the other centers with requests that during the months of July, August
recognition in the form of letters and and September of 1932.
comments be sent to the editors. For
Total
Total
example, such a letter commenting on
Groups
Visitors
the Cause, written by the publicity
chairman of Los Angeles was printed July
397
1889
in Racine.
August
541
2186
539
1964
Mrs. Nellie B. French of Pasadena September
is responsible for a weekly Baha'i
The above figures are not complete
column called "The Loom of Reality."
for the reason that on Sundays and
She writes
holidays there are so many visitors
"I always choose some topic of the that it is impossible to keep accurate
day taking the observations of some record, but the figures given for July,
prominent writer and following with August and September give some idea
the words of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Ba- of the problem before the National
h<i or Shoghi Effendi. I use great tact Programme Committee in efficiently
so as not to embarrass the editor and meeting the vast number of visitors
thus I have never stated the station of who will no doubt throng the Temple
the Revelators nor seemed to be using during the summer months of 1933.
propaganda. "
The records show that especially dur:\Iontreal sends us a National News ing the summer months of last year
release reprinted from Chicago. It is there were visitors from almost every
suggested by St. Paul that we send state in the union as well as from some
clippings as examples of successful foreign countries. The names left by
publicity to centers where the editor is all such visitors were forwarded to
still reluctant to cooperate.
the nearest Assembly or Group for
*
*
* * * * * * follow-up work.
The committee have made a large
World's Fair
scrapbook of clippings for the files of
With
the
coming
World's Fair this
the N. S. A. and duplicates will be
>;ent to Shoghi Effendi before the Con- Committee realizes the great responvention. \Ve thank all the friends for sibility placed upon it to meet this untheir assistance in collecting these usual opportunity to present the
Teachings of Baha'u'Uah and are givrecords.
ing special consideration to this probSigned:
lem.
NATIONAL PUBLTCITY COMMITTEE:
MRS. DORIS McKAY, Secretary
The Temple Dome will be visible
\VILLARD McKAY, Chairman·
from the fair grounds on clear days
HORACE HOLLEY
and in the event that the exterior work
ALLEN McDANIEL
on the Dome is completed or partly
::\lIss ALICE PARKER
completed so that illumination effects
will be produced. it will be visible at
night and attract a great deal of atTempk Program Committee
tention.
Those in charge of the World's Fair
In looking back over the year's
activities at the Temple as reflected estimate that there will be between
by the minutes of the Temple Pro- sixty to seventy-five million visitors in
gram Committee we become impressed Chicago during the summer and if
by the fact that this Committee func- only five per cent of this total visit the
tioned more systematically, we believe, Temple it becomes obvious that we are
than it has during any previous year. faced with a tremendous problem.
A special committee has been apThe work was more efficiently organized and many innovations inaugu- pointed and have already had their
rated, and while many of these were first two meetings at which definite
finally discarded. the experiments thus plans have been outlined and which
tried resulted in definite lines of pro- contemplate presenting fifteen or
cedure which during the year were twenty minute talks every half hour
gradually improved by constructive from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. during the
summer months. This committee at
suggestions and consultation.
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present is composed of twenty-five
members who will form the nucleus of
the necessary number of workers requ!red to. be on ha.nd each day at appomted times. It IS planned that this
special committee will meet twice a
o:onth between now and June 1st to
discuss and to perfect the plans which
have been outlined.
Speakers at Temple

One of the most difficult problems
with which this committee has been
confronted during the year has been
that of providing qualified speakers for
the Sunday afternoon public meetings
at the Temple, but we feel that the
results achieved have been most satisfactory. During the early part of the
year it was difficult to make up the
monthly calendar and to provide
speakers for every Sunday meeting
and at the same time avoid using any
one speaker too often but as time went
on this problem seemed to solve itself
as more and more speakers became
available for this work. The following is a list of the friends who served
in this capacity most beautifully during the past year:
Dr. E. L. Morris, Miss Pearl Easterbrook, Mrs. Shahnaz Waite, Mrs.
Nellie S. French, Mme. Laura Drevfus-Barney, Mrs. Frank Baker, Mrs.
Corinne True. Mrs. Ruth Moffett,
Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Mr. Albert
Windust, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Mr. Carl
Scheffler.
The committee feels that this problem has been met satisfactorily and
that as time goes on more friends will
become qualified to make public Baha'i
talks so that no further difficulty in
this connection is anticipated.
Publicity

For th~ past two years, up to N 0vember 1st. 1932, it was the practice
to keep interested inquirers posted regarding Baha'i activities by mailing
them monthly calendars. After careful consideration this procedure was
abandoned because it was the concensus of opinion that the results obtained
were not commensurate with the expense involved.
Since that time we have adopted the
plan of co-operating with the Chicago
Assembly in arranging to place a wekIy announcement in the Chicago papers of the Sunday meetings as well as
the mid-week meetings in the Chicago
Baha'i Headquarters and we have also
installed a Bulletin Board in the lobbv
of the Foundation Hall of the Temple
which gives information relative to all
such meetings. The results have been

most gratifying.
Respectfully submitted,
:\fR. CARL SCHEFFLER. Chairman
MRS. ANNE BARTHOLOMEW
MRS. NINA MATTHISEN
MRS. SARAH WALRATH
MRS. MARJORIE ULLRICH
MRS. EDRIS CARSON
MRS. SHELLEY PARKER
MR. MONROE IOAS
MR. ANDREW NELSON
Green Acre Summer School
Last year the N.S.A. appointed a
faculty committee to organize a Baha'i
summer school for serious study.
In the past various schools have
been started at Green Acre but this
school und~ubtedly went one step further than ItS predecessors in that it
requested and actually obtained some
outside preparation for the class work.
I t is not too much to say that in the
long run the lecture system at Green
Acre has had very little if any permanent value. We all realize the benefit
derived from an inspiring lecture but
it may produce no lasting result unless
it is followed by some real study.
The indifference to study does not
spring from any inability to concentrate or assimilate new ideas but to the
fact- that we have no real desire for
intellectual activity. After all, if we
have no time nor urge to study perhaps our opinion upon things in general is not worth stating. We cannot
keep intellectually alive upon the information we have stored up years
ago.
In the "Dawn Breakers" last summer, references were not only assigned
to the text but to books in the public
libraries. It is true that less than half
the class responded to this sort of
thing. but it is also true that it was
this minority that made the class worth
while. The encouraging part is that
most of those who did outside work
were not accustomed to formal study.
In fact some of them had been away
from classroom work for forty years
or more. Nevertheless they were all
one. and we caught a glimpse of what
the great Baha'i university of the future might be.
lt is often discouraging to those new
in the Cause. when the class is dominated by the opinions of older Baha'is,
especially when such opinions are a
little removed from the present Baha'i
Commonwealth. However, unity always obtains when young and old approach a subject in the same spirit.
and last summer we di:;covered that
this is possible.

Sometimes, in a new field. it is necessary to be trained and guided before
we can do much reading. In her
course on the Psychological Principles
for the Control of Personality, Dr.
Coy demonstrated how a group may
be. drawn out to express not what they:
thmk they ought to believe but rather
what they really believe. I f we can
discover the basic desires of a group
or the individuals within the group
then we are in a better position to estimate what particular phase of the
Cause will interest and benefit each
This course was an excellent supple~
me~t for the teaching conference
which was pressed for time and could
not encourage discussions.
Other courses discussed in detail
certain aspects of the New W orId
Order. Baha'i Economics. and the
Foundations of Religious Belief.
Practically all of those who took
part in the classes feel that we have
laid the foundation for the future
Baha'i university. In the very nature
of the case. such an institution is too
far in advance of our present knowledge to warrant any description of
~ven the br~adest outlines, to say nothmg of details. On the other hand it
must be started sometime and the best
~e can do is to build upon the prinCiples of modern education, such as
they are today. The fact that we have
few attending the classes need not discourage us.
Again we must differentiate between
enthusiastic gatherings, which assemble for a few days and a group of students assimilating information over a
much longer period. The whole atmosphere is necessarily different and
the results to be obtained are likewise
different. Yet we all know that the
Baha'i principles will have some creative effect in either case.
In this respect Green Acre holds a
unique position.
To the friends that have known
Green Acre for some time, many of
the old associations-people and things
-have disappeared. We don't do the
things we used to do. We don't have
the same reactions. We may even
miss inspiring leaders. But mav this
not mean that we depended too -much
upon habit and the emotions that result from habit? In short. is it not
possible that we have unconsciously
built up a system of ritual and priesthood upon which we may lean?
Perhaps after all the salvation of
Green Acre is in the inevitable change
to which it has been subjected.
G. A. SHOOK.
Chairman Faculty Committee.
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Pacific Coast Summer School

The sixth annual Summer School at
Geyserville, California, July 3rd to
16th, 1932, was one of the most
unique sessions ever held.
The Friends on the Pacific Coast
.look forward with anticipation from
one Summer School to the next, as the
intimate association of the Friends and
the harmony it develops. brings revivification and regeneration for the ensuing year's service to the Cause.
This year the bonds forged in previ·ous years were welded more closely,
and a sustaining atmosphere of energetic devotion displayed; notwithstanding difficulties that could have caused
confusion. This demonstration among
sixty or more Baha'is showed that the
knowledge gained from study together
was not alone of the mind. but of the
depths of the heart, which brings about
the better way of living. Non-Baha'is
'visiting the school comment freely at
the harmonious spirit that animates
these gatherings. In commenting on
the Baha'i Summer School at Geyserville. one of the prominent teachers at
the Pacific School of Religion, said he
had never been in a group where there
was such a complete lack of racial consciousness; where each one seemed to
be anxious over the happiness of the
other, and where a group of people endeavored to live up to their ideals, as
did the Baha'is!
The Baha'i lectures on the evolving
factors of society; the solution of the
present world problems; and the paths
to Universal Peace. were in advance
of the contributions offered by nonBaha'i lecturers, specialists along such
lines. As the world in its wanderings
approaches closer to the implications
of the World Order of BaM'u'lIah,
the Baha'is will be called to leadership
in directing the way to Universal
Peace; as the people of the world are
without vision and guidance.
The sessions opened on July 3rd.
under the "Big Tree." with the Annual Unity Feast. This Feast, under
the "Big Tree." has become an unusual
pilgrimage of the Friends. for fellowship and devotion. Complete happiness and spiritual fortitude were
gained by the one hundred and forty
friends in attendance. settin~ the ba<;i"
for the enthusiasm developed during
the Sessions.
The courses of study included a sociological survey of the sitt'ation of
society today; the bases of its evolvement into the consciousness of the
New Dav; and the steps to Universal
Peace; also a course on the growth of
the Faith itself, from the memorable
rleeds of the Pioneers of the Cause. as

portrayed so vividly in the Dawnbreakers, to the unfoldment of the sublime
and Universal Teachings of Baha'u'llah, cuh!linating in the perfecting of
the medIUm through which His spiritual. benedictions may be assured to postenty, namely, the Administrative
Basis of the Baha'i Religion.
The roundtable discussions presented an interesting feature.
In the
afternoons the Friends gathered in the
shade of the towering Redwoods, on
the slope of one of the Hills, and informally discussed the various phases
of the subject matter presented in the
classes in the morning, or other subjects that might require clarification or
discussion.
Following the creative
method of discussion whereby each
person presented his opinion freely, so
that after the clash of differing views,
the Spark of Truth might be found,
a new vista of the unending opportunities of true consultation was unfolded.
Four public teaching meetings were
held. Great interest was displayed on
the part of many new souls.
It is very encouraging to see how
the alluring spirit of the Cause is attracting the orthodox people of this
small community. Now they look forward to the coming of the Baha'is
during the summer months, whereas
formerly they seemed fearful of these
harbingers of a new day.
Twenty-three children, including a
few of the village children attended
the classes for the training of children.
The excellent conduct and results were
due to the untiring efforts of the Committee handling this important feature
of the school life. Their plans will be
further un folded during the coming
summer, under the direction of the
new committee appointed by the N ational Assembly, on the Training and
Teaching of Children.
In commenting on the program of
the Summer School, Shoghi Effendi,
through his secretary, stated:
"The wide range of the topics that
are to be discussed and studied by the
Friends, cover most of the important
aspects of the Cause and such a plan
will undoubtedly give them a broad
and sound knowled~e of the essentials
of the Faith. Special stress, however,
should be put on the history of the
Movement. as well as on the guiding
principles of Baha'i Administrationfor on these two points most of the
believers are not adequately informed."
In comlfliance with these instructions. the Summer School to be held
July 23rd to August 5th. 1933, will
present detailed courses on the History of the Movement. and the Administration of the Faith.
A special
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course for young people will be conduct~d ~m ··The. Influence of Religion
on Socle~y. With these most impor-

tant subjects for consideration it is
urged that everyone who possibly can
attend the School this year.
Let us not overlook the fact that the
love of the Cause is ever augmented
through sacrifice and service. Thus
the loving association we enjoy at
Geyserville, is assured through the sa,:'rifice and service of John and Louise
Bosch to all the Friends. Their sincere efforts could do no other than attract the benedictions of the Holy
Spirit to all the gatherings.
Pacific Coast Summer School Committee.
JOHN D. BOSCH, Chairman,
AMELIA E. COLLINS
ELLA G. COOPER
GEORGE O. LATIMER
LEROY 10AS, Secretary.
Central States Summer School
The Central States Summer School
held its second session at Louhelen
Ranch. Davison, Michigan, July 31st
to August 7th, inclusive. The avera!!/,
attendance for the week was a littk
less than sixty. This was twice as
many as the previous year. On one or
two days when groups came from De·
troit there were seventy or seventyfive. This increase is largely because it
is becoming more widely known that
there is a summer school for the Central States.
The first Sunday was largely devoted to a teaching conference under
the guidance of Mr. and Mrs. Bishop
Brown of the national committee.
What an inspiring beginning their
leadership. enthusiasm and devotion
made for the week! For one of the
chief objectives which our Guardian
has set for the summer schools is the
instruction and inspiration of teachers.
In the morning Mrs. Brown explained
the outline for the study of "The
Dawn Breakers." In the evening Mr.
Brown unfolded for us the reconstructed teaching plan showing how
this plan puts greater responsibility,
not only on the local assembly but on
each individual, calling for larger
knowledge of the teachings, greater devotion. greater severance. This conference between the group and Mr.
Brown was continued during the consultation period Monday morning-.
On the afternoon of that first Sunday a public meeting was held at a
community hall about sixteen miles
from the ranch. The meeting was arranged for by the Reverend J. M. Pengelly who became interested in the
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Cause during the summer school of
1931. This was the beginning of seed
sowing in an entirely new field. Mr.
Pengelly also invited Mrs. Ruth Moffett to speak on the Baha'i Cause from
his o~n church pulpit on that Sunday
mormng.
The daily program for the week
was: a period of prayer and meditation
conducted by Miss Pearl Easterbrook;
a period devoted to the study of NabiI's
Narrative conducted bv Mr. Vail; a
consultation period for "adults and one
for youth; a public lecture; a class in
public speaking; and informal evening
talks sometimes around a camp-fire.
This program left much of the afternoon free for recreation,-swimming,
horseback riding, croquet, walking,
riding or quietly searching out the
deeper mysteries with some wiser
friend.
One of the most important parts of
the school was the fine group of eighteen or twenty young people. Some
of this group were awakened to the
true meaning and power of the Baha'i
Cause and went away eager to serve
in spreading the Glad Tidings. One
of this group wrote afterwards, "I
love to think of the days at Davison;
it really was almost perfect." Mrs.
Dorothy Baker was the wise and loved
guide of these young people. They
conducted their meetings as a forum,
headed by a chairman elected from
their own number. Their program
committee working in consultation
with the summer school committee
planned the course of study and called
upon two ten-minute speakers for each
meeting, one from their own group
and the other a guest speaker. At the
close of these talks an open forum was
held to which alI contributed. At all
times the guest speaker remained silent
unless called upon, thus insuring delightfully free expression among the
members.
This summer school is held on a
farm at Davison. Michigan. nine miles
from Flint. The farm house and
buildings. the cabins in the beautiful
ravine are hospitably opened by the
owners to the use of Baha'is during
these nine days. The host and hostess
of this restful country place are also
desirous that it shall be used throughout the season for those wishing a
short vacation of quiet and inspiration
and for Baha'i groups for week-end
outings and feasts of attraction.
Who shall say what were the results
of this session? Our Guardian has
set as objectives of our summer
schools: to deepen the knowledge of
the Cause; to strength the unitv in the
Cause; to teach the Cause and prepare
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teachers; to attract new souls; to
arouse enthusiasm for continued study
at home; to widen acquaintance and
friendship; to gain knowledge of other
problems and find light through consultation on our own. We think there
was no one there who failed to inhale
the fragrances that are diffused when
sincere souls are gathered together in
the Name of Baha'u'llah or to feel the
love that spreads from unity in the
love of God.
Plans are under way for the third
session. Accommodations are being
enlarged and the program is being
worked out. The young people are
having especial consideration in these
plans. After deliberation the committee has decided to set the date a month
earlier than last year making it the
last of June and the first of July instead of the first of August. This will
open the house and grounds for the
season and it is hoped that individuals and smalI groups will avail themselves of its privileges for week-end
outings or short vacations. And it is
also hoped that some who come from
a distance to the convention will be
able to linger in the Central States. attend the summer school, help by their
presence and inspiration and strengthen the bond of unity between all parts
of our country.
L. W. EGGLESTON,
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK.

Committee on
Teaching and Training Children
During the past several years there
has been a steadily growing realization
on the part of educators and parents
that while the present system of education in America is quite successfully
keeping pace with the advance of science and commerce, it is somehow failing to develop within children those
qualities of character that make it possible for them to adjust themselves
with ease to the rapidly changing demands of social life attendant upon
this progress in other fields. So generally has this fact been recognized
that the first petition in the "Children's
Charter" as formulated at the recent
White House Conference on Child
Health and Protection was: "For
every child spiritual and moral training to help him to stand firm under
the pressure of life." 'Abdu'I-Baha
long ago spoke of the importance of
this matter when He said: "The children must receive a divine and material education at the same time and be
protected from temptation and vices."
Baha'i parents and Assemblies have
attempted to carry out this injunction

to some extent but the increasing responsibilities facing the small body of
believers have made it impossible for
them to develop child training to the
same degree as other branches of
teaching service.
Realizing that Baha'is can point the
way to that kind of religious life that
will make it possible for young people
to successfully meet the responsibilities that will so shortly fall upon their
shoulders in all departments of life, it
was deemed advisable by the National
Spiritual Assembly to appoint a special
national committee to give consideration to this problem. The chief duty
assigned to this committee this year
was to make a special study of the
whole question of training and teaching of Baha'i children. including the
preparation of teaching material and
other concrete suggestions for use by
local Baha'i communities. The members of the committee were appointed
because of their special training and
experiences in various fields of education and each, in addition to collaborating in the general work of the committee. has devoted himself or herself
t~ some particular branch of the service.
This being the first year for such a
committee, it is natural that a considerable amount of time would be consumed in organizing the personnel,
surveying the field, planning a program of action. and collecting and
preparing material. In order that it
might have the benefit of the experience and advice of the local Baha'i
communities, one of the first steps
taken by the committee was the preparation of a course of lessons which
could be used by a sufficient number
of Baha'i communities to serve as a
common basis for consultation with
the teachers of Baha'i children.
To
this end an experimental course of
thirty-six lessons, suited to children
of seven to eleven years of age, was
made available to Asemblies at a small
cost. No attempt was made to make
this course an exhaustive study, but
rather it aimed to give the class using
it a very broad view of the purpose of
religion and its influence upon the individual and society.
References,
prayers. and quotations for memory
work
accompanied
each
lesson.
Twenty-two classes are using this material in some manner and most of
the teachers have reported their experiments and expressed their appreciation of the plan.
Voluminous correspondence has
been carried on with individual friends
on all phases of the work and bv this
means the committee has gathered

--------------
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some excellent suggestions for future
use.
I t may be interesting to the
triends to know that requests for this
first course of lessons have been received not only from all parts of the
United States but also from Germany,
Australia, England and Bulgaria.
In addition to this first step in the
preparation of teaching material, the
committee has compiled a vast amount
of reference material from the best
possible non-Baha'i sources which will
be made available to teachers and the
Assemblies in the near future. Work
is also proceeding on material for
teacher training as well as for preschool children and for adolescents.
As a result of the plan for consultation
with the teachers, the committee has
found there is very definite need for
such material as Baha'i stories for children, music, dramatics, illustrative material, etc., and it is anticipated that
these needs can be met to some degree
next year.
As the committee is eager that all
it produces or sponsors shall measure
up to the Guardian's ~tand~rd of authenticity and perfection, It has acquainted Shoghi Effendi with it~ problems and findings and at the ttm~ ~f
the compilation of this repor~ It IS
awaiting the advice and suggestt.ons of
the Guardian on a number of Important matters.
In conclusion, the committee wishes
to express its sincere appreciation of
the valuable cooperation of the N ational Spiritual Assembly and the National Teaching Committee in stimulating the local Baha'i communities in
the organization of children's classes.
To these, as well as to Auntie Victoria
and all the teachers who have been of
great inspiration and who hav.e given
freely of their time, n?t only. m act~
ally teaching but also III sharmg theIr
material and experiences with the committee is due much of the credit for
whate~er success has been achieved
this year. As in all educational work
this field of service is illimitable and
its importance can best be defined in
the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "Upon
the children of today-whether boys or
girls-depends the moulding of the
civilization of tomorrow."
Respectfully submitted,
Committee on the Training and
Teaching of Children.
MAYE HARVEY GIFT, Chairman.
CHARLOTTE :\1. LIXFOOT, Secretary.
Legal Committee
The Legal Committee, as requested,
submits the following report of activities for the current Baha'i year.

Procedure ill appeals: The Legal
Committee has furnished the National
Spiritual Assembly a statement containing our views of the principles
controlling the procedure under which
the National body should receive appeals from believers, and suggestions
as to the method and conditions under
which appeals can properly be considered. This report was approved by
your body.
Palestille Brallch:
One of our
members has rendered an informal
opinion as to any responsibility incurred by the National Spiritual Assembly in the way of taxes and the
submission of annual reports to the
Palestine Government arising from
the existence of this corporation under Palestine law.
Comment on current legal matters:
One or two important matters not referred to the Legal Committee, but
having direct legal interest .and impo~
tance are referred to in thIS report m
orde; to give them further emphasis in
the minds of all American believers.
1. By-Laws: It seems advisable
to record in this report the fact that
since the adoption of the By-Laws
by the National Spiritual Assembly
several years ago, certain amendments have been adopted by the National body. These amendments are
incorporated in the text of the ByLaws as published in The Balul'i
World, V olume IV, and in the
pamphlet recently. issued throug;h the
Publishing CommIttee. In seekmg to
act iI' conformity with the By-Laws,
local communities are advised to make
use of the text as revised to April 1,
1933.
2. International Baha'i Corporaiiolls: Great emphasis should be laid
on the Guardian's letter to the National Spiritual Assembly during the
course of the current BaM.'i year
informing you of the steps he is taking to incorporate Pale:St.me Branches
of other National Spmtual Assemblies. These steps will lead to the existence of a number of Baha'i Corporations in Palestine, representing the
believers of all countries having a National Assembly. It would appear that
these steps have been taken in order to
lay a substantial foundation for .the
future International House of JustIce.
3. Illcorporatioll of Local S pir~tual
Assemblies: The Legal Comnl1ttee
would remind the friends that the
Guardian wishes Local Assemblies to
incorporate when they reach the point
of due stability and strength. In addition to N ew York. Chicago and
\Vashington. we understand that the
Assembly of West Englewood, New
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Jersey has already incorporated or is
in process of doing so.
4. Green Acre: During the course
of this Baha'i year, all legal matters
arising from the Will and Testament
of Miss Sarah J. Farmer have been
brought to a final settlement.
S. Geyserville: Steps are being taken
to constitute an Indenture of Trust by
which Trustees for the benefit of the
National Spiritual Assembly can receive from Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch
their valuable property as a precious
gift to the Cause.
6. Estate of Mr. Louis G. Bourgeois: The Temple Trustees this year
have come to a final agreement on all
matters outstanding under the two
contracts with Mr. Bourgeois, the
principal matter being related to the
studio constructed by Mr. Bourgeois
on Temple lands. The Trustees are
purchasing this studio from the estate,
and at the same time settling other
financial items, under an agreement
entered into with Mrs. Pemberton,
Executrix.
HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
ALLEN B. McDANIEL
LOUIS G. GREGORY
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
C. G. NORDQUIST
Committee on Free Literature
In order to make a survey of the
field of free and inexpensive literature
in use this committee asked the assistance of the Teaching Committee. The
following questionnaire was sent to
many assemblies:
1. How much free literature have
you on hand?
2. When do you distribute literature?
a. Public Meetings.
b. Individually.
3. How do you follow up literature
given out?
4-. Do you consider distribution of
free literature effective in teaching?
S. What is your choice of such literature now available?
6. Have you any suggestions as to
preparation of new free Lit.?
a. Possible content.
b. Form.
7. Are you in need of free literature at present time?
a. What?
8. Remarks.
The following is a brief summary
of the many replies to this questionnaire:
1. Most assemblies had very little
or none on hand. The small
books in use were: What is the
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Baha'i Movement, Dawn of a
New Day and Temple of Light.
2. Both, mostly at the public meetings.
3, Mostly by personal contact, a few
through invitations to the public
meetings and notices.
4. Only two assemblies did not
think this method effective. Many
felt it most effective and important, but suggested it should be
controlled with wisdom so as not
tu be wasted, as it is picked up
around the Temple Grounds.
S. The first choice was "Dawn of
New Day," second "What is the
Baha'i Movement; third "Baha'u'llah and New Era." Other
choices were "Baha'u'llah and
His Message," "Temple of
Light," "Goal of New World
Order,"
"World
Economy,"
"Wisdom
of
'Abdu'l-Baha,"
"Peace Pamphlet" and "Baha'u'llah and His Message."
6. a. Possible Content:
Simplified outline of Economic
, .Plan; Approach to Cause through
prophecies of Christian Bible;
Some of outstanding talks of
~Abdu'l-Baha, such as to the
Jews, Theosophists, Scientists,
etc.; Development of Religion
from same foundation, its application to social needs of its time,
and what the Cause offers to the
Social Program of today; Administrative, showing loyalty to
government, world citizenship
. and federation of nations; a
modern, general approach, which
does not begin with the personalities and Mohammedan background, that can be given to
business men.
b. Form:
Leaflets; small for stacks; folders (no staples); pamphlets.
Distinctive print and attractive
make-up.
7. Only four assemblies replied
they had enough for present.
a. Anything: something new,
leaflets.
8. Remarks: Many did not make
any comment. The most important was the need to expedite new
leaflets on present day approach.
Time ripe to make people realize
the New Age and the New Order of things which cannot be
built on old foundations, but on
the Manifestation and His Teachings.
Another suggestion for
different types to reach various
groups such as:
a~ Humanists, Jews, Universalists and Liberals.
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"Reality of Man, his place in
Divine Order and need of Divine Educator."
b. Unity Students, New
Thought, etc.
"Prayer, its place in education. Must man pray?"
c. For Young thinker and intellectual doubter.
"Immortality, eternal life, values of the spiritual."
d. For vast group of active
people (social workers) who
are perplexed over problems
of today.
"Way of world peace, co-operation of races (quote from
scientists) service as standard
for this day, new light on social and economic justice
(quote from leading thinkers)
Some feel that quotations
f rom the Word of various
questions, such as the history,
prophecy fulfilled and being
fulfilled, relation of the Cause
to
Christian,ity,
universal
peace, the Temple, etc., is ~st,
while others feel that detalled
quotation are not advisable in
preliminary pamphlets. Some
suggest the use of everyday
English and reference to
names of Holy Family. It is
interesting to note that some
suggest literature for the uneducated person, others to
suit the average person, while
still others want literature to
attract the intellectual people .
After a general survey of all the
leaflets, pamphlets and booklets published during the past decade, most of
which are out of print at present. together with those that are still available the committee feels that something new is vitally needed, a series
perhaps that will have a universal appeal and that will fit into a definite
plan of progressive study and approach
to the Cause. This series of small
pamphlets or booklet~ sho~ld b~ of
uniform size, attractive pnnt, mexpensive cover (or no cover) to fit the
ordinary commercial envelope. The
number of pages might vary according
to the subject matter, but should be
arranged so that the various pamphlets
could be put together, if desired.
They should be printed in large quantities and sold in at least 100 lots, not
to cost as much as the Dawn of New
Day.
As to the subject matter to be covered by this new series of booklets,
the following suggestions are offered:
1. Religion: its logical development, showing the same foundation

for each of the living religions, the
universal teachings of the brotherhood
of man, fatherhood of God, Immortality, Need of a Divine Educator.
Religion's place in the social development of man, what it is and how the
Baha'i Cause fulfills and answers the
needs of today with its social program
and the 12 principles.
2. Ou.fline of the Economic Plan.
A brief survey of the problems confronting the world followed by a not
too detailed presentation of the teachings on the Store-house, distribution
of wealth, method of taxation (including the inheritance plan) voluntary
giving, work as worship, co-partnership in industry, etc., closing with a
suggestion of the New World order,
loyalty to Government and House of
Justice.
3. The Baha'i Temple. A descnptlOn (more complete than the
Temple of Light) with an outline of
its various accessories showing the
practical application of spiritual teachings to the material, social and spiritual needs of man. This should help to
counteract the statement of just another church and in this booklet the
emphasis should be given that it is for
all mankind irrespective of religion,
race or color.
4. Universal Education. A brief
exposition of the Baha'i ideals, bringing in the equality of women and the
need for greater advantages of a universal character, the aid of an auxiliary language and concluding with the
underlying principle of agreement between science and religion.
Brief
quotations from leading scientists on
their acceptance of God, the value of
the moral principle in life, and that
nature is not the last or ultimate word
to man. Such men as Osborne, Steinmetz, J. Arthur Thompson, etc., would
add testimony to this important subject help to show the concrete application of Baha'i Thought to the problems
of life.
S. The Oneness of Humanity. This
most vital underlying principle of the
Cause can be presented in a practical
way, also touching the subject of
racial, religious and other prejudices.
Practical points by authorities such as
Dr. Franz Boas and others could precede the conclusion of the spiritual
ideal of this Baha'i Principle.
6. Universal Peace. This principle,
in view of another approaching war,
needs another presentation of both the
human and spiritual appeal. Perhaps
a few figures of the appalling costs in
life and property, and the means for
settling disputes, such as the world
court and international tribunal. Again
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the noble ideal must be translated into
practical and reasonable terms.
7. Prophecies. There is still considerable interest and demand for this
subject.
This subject, if treated,
should not be confined to the fulfillment of Christian prophecies, as this
matter is well covered by Dr. Esslemont, but should rather include all the
important religions, that is in reference to the new day, and the return
of the Promised One. Emphasize the
renewal of religion, amplified and fulfilled and its divine origin.
8. Po'wer of the Holy Spirit. This
in the nature of an appeal to the individual seeking self-development. The
efficacy of prayer, ethics, the reality of
man, spiritual healing. divine art of
living, showing that the direct path .to
reality is self-sacrifice which is service
to others and the exemplar of this
method is the Divine Teacher who puts
these teachings into daily life. This
subject would appeal to the vast numbers interested in the various "New
Thoughts" of today.
9. The Way of Li'l.'ing. This to be
a brief compilation of the Word on
various subjects that will refresh the
soul through daily reading and stimulate the urge to live a more nobl~ and
charitable life. Some of the Hidden
Words, quotations on various subjects
such as the ideal newspaper should be
-beware of prejudice, love, mercy,
happiness, the poor, etc., etc. A number of these brief quotations ones not
used so often might be a fitting climax
to this series.
In listing these subjects we have not
attempted to cover the entire limits of
the field, but we feel that a new presentation with a modern approach to
the needs of a perplexed and seeking
society is most urgently needed. The
titles and subject matter are merely
suggestions for further consideration.
We feel the need of brevity in these
booklets and suggest that a short ~ef
erence list of books for more detailed
reacting on the subject matter be included.
Each onr of these booklets might
be the opening wedge with. an i~di~id
ual interested in a certam pnnclple
and if this interest is aroused then the
others can be used for follow-up work.
Again we urge an inexpensive printing, with attractive clear type. 'Yh~t
is the Baha'i Movement is neat. dlgmfied and the tvpe is readable. We suggest that only one address for furth~r
infonnation be on each booklet. ThiS
lIlay be a central permanent address
where inquiries can be received and
forwarded to an assemblv in the locality of the inquirer or ~ blank space
can be left for a stamp of the address

of the local assembly or individual distributing the copies.
In closing we would also suggest
that the Publishing Committee uses the
same size of these booklets when publishing its next List of Books.
We feel there is also a need for longer pamphlets such as World Economy, The Baha'i Movement, The
Goal of a New World Order. We
suggest also a uniformity in size and
price of these books and also a definite
plan in their writing and publication.
Many articles written for magazines
have an immediate appeal and then
are often published and later, because
the particular appeal has changed these
small books are not longer in popular
demand. The human spirit is not as
universal as the Holy Spirit.
Respectfully yours,
Free Literature Committee
LOUISE CASWELL
HELEN BISHOP
GEORGE LATIMER, Chairman.
Youth Committee
The Baha'i Youth Committee, in accord with the instructions of the National Spiritual Assembly "to make a
study of the range of activities suitable
for Baha'i young people and to recommend plans and programs to be carried out by Baha'i Youth Committees
appointed by local Spiritual Assemblies;" and in the two months at its
disposal, now reports these suggestions:
1. That the local Youth Committee be appointed at once, in such manner as to ensure the maximum freedom of choice to the young people.
Whether this be achieved by the appointment of a large central committee, which shall in turn name its own
officers. (as in N ew York. with a
Committee of seven) ; or by the selection of a small committee which shall
organize and maintain responsibility to
the Assembly, at the same time turning over the election of officers to the
group; or whether it be accomplished
in some other way. is a matter of local discretion. The Assembly should
also appoint an adult advisor.
2. That a youth program for the
United States and Canada be inaugurated at the National Convention.
through the following channels:
Committee consultation.
A period of presentation and discussion, in the main body of the Convent;on.
Such informal and social meetings
as the Committee shaH find it possible
to arrange. with authority to invite
outside young people. visitors to the
World's Fair, etc.
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In order to create interest and, enthusiastic attendance, the Committee
wishes to invite all young people,
through correspondence with the local
Assemblies.
3. That this program, although it
must be largely shaped at the Convention, include:
The encouragement of all possible
types of groups, with special emphasis
upon thorough study classes for con"
firmed Baha'is; informal discussion
groups for strangers, organized about
some inquiry such as "The Place of
Religion in Society" (as was done at
the World:Council in Pasadena) ; and
intensive training courses for teaching, to be conducted at the three Summer Schools, '(,following the example
of the Geyserville School which this
year introduces a', course on "The Influence of Religion on Society.")
The collection and arrangement of
available study courses, to suit youth
requirements.
Where material is
lacking, the organization of new outlines. (i. e., There should be papers
which connect the various aspects of
the Cause with world issues. Also
perhaps an outline for strangers indicating the essentials of Baha'i Faith,
etc.) An important phase will be the
preparation of bibliographies. The
Committee will aim to make this material available to all groups.
The study of techniques and methods of teaching-such as creative discussion, the art of narrative, memorization, etc.-with special attention to
ways of acquiring these techniques.
Centralized co-ordination of youth
activities, maintaining close inter-connection, and conserving efforts.
4. That a National Youth Committee be appointed for the coming year,
not only to guide the national program,
but to develop such long-range objectives as:
The continuous evolution of active
co-ordination and co-operation among
the young Baha'is. A census, with
special note of the availability of various young persons, for the purpose of
filling requests for teachers. National action upon national issues.
A campaign to interest and confirm
the children of Baha'is.
The encouragement of literary activity: contributions to the Baha'i
M agazil1e and to papers of other
countries; original research and the
development of new material, especially that which will correlate the
Cause with other branches of learning,
and with world problems.
Co-operation with other youth movements and groups. Inform them of
our existence, nature and friendliness.
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Offer to provide speakers.
The closer inter-locking of Baha'i
young people throughout the world.
Become informed of their activities.
keep in contact with them, etc.
In the larger centers, planning toward
the activities-intellectual and socialof a Youth House.
Co-operation with the Children's
Committee, with attention to the needs
of our immediate Baha'i juniors.
Constant attention to the gradual
entrance of young Baha'is into active
and mature responsibility in the Community.
The Baha'i Youth Committee, in
sketching this program, is not unmindful of its scope nor immodest in vision.
Such growth will depend upon years
of work and devotion, happily given
by a shifting army of youth. Indeed,
there will be no beginning without

that devotion. But we are confident
of its existence. We discern in our
restlessness a desire for action; we
perceive in the social chaos a need for
that action. \Ve call for the wholehearted and vigorous aid of our fellows. assured of a response that shall
match in enthusiasm our conception of
a Faith, the power of which possesses
our lives.
Faithfully submitted,
:\h.s.

ELIZABETH

GREENLEAF,

Chairman
MRS. GRACE HOLLEY
MRS. DOROTHY BAKER
MISS MARION HOLLEY,

Secretary
MISS PARVENE BAGDADI
MISS GERTRUDE GEWERTZ
MISS ROSEMARY GILLIES
MR. PAUL E. HANEY

MR. JAMES MCCORMICK
MISS ALLISON l\lcDANIEL
MISS FLORENCE C. :\IATTOO;o.;
MISS SYLVIA PAINE
:'I'iR. JAMES STONE. JR.

Committee on Editing Tablets of
tAbdu'I-Baha

The Annual Report of this Committee
consists of a list of Tablets and articles
in the Archives which has been gone
over carefully and filed alphabetically.
This work has great importance as
preparation for the publication of additional volumes of the Master's Tablets,
but its nature is such that it cannot be
reported in the usual way.
The National Spiritual Assembly
takes this occasion to express its gratitude for the services rendered by the
Committee.
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THE STORY OF THE CONVENTION
The day preceding the twenty-fifth
annual Baha'i convention was one of
great joy and anticipation as delegates and friends from all corners of
the United States and Canada, drawn
as if by some great centrifugal force,
arrived by train, stage, automobile,
airplane, and even on foot, in Evanston and Wilmette to consult together
for four days on recent developments
in the progress of the Cause in the
western world. For many of the
friends this day was one of happy reunion with those who had attended
the conventions more or less regularly
in the past, while for others it was a
first and wonderful experience of the
kind. Almost without exception the
first act of the friends after removing
the dust of travel was to visit the Temple.
The first glimpse of this glorious
and imposing symbol of our Faith
filled one with rapture followed in a
moment by a certain sense of disappointment and failure because the
dome, contrary to the great hopes of
the Guardian. was still unclothed. Only
the first clerestory section of one
dome rib was in place but, as one
gazed, one's imagination pictured the
completed dome and the events which
are to follow this work, and there
was born a deep determination that
nothing whatsoever must be allowed
longer to delay or interrupt the
achievement of the objective which
the Guardian had hoped we would
attain before the opening of the Century of Progress Exposition.
The convention opened at 9 :30
Thursday morning, June first, with
69 delegates present representing 35
Baha'i communities. In addition approximately 175 non-delegates were
present to receive the information and
inspiration of the discussions which

were scheduled to occupy the attention of the official delegates during
the succeeding days. Almost at the
same moment there arrived in New
York, later transmitted to Wilmette.
a cablegram from Shoghi Effendi
which furnished the real motive for
the convention and called for the most
determined efforts of the American
believers to set in operation those
forces that will usher in the New
World Order. This message. read by
the Chairman at the first afternoon
session, was as follows:
"Entire Baha'i world stirred wit!:
expectation witness results American
believers momentous convention. On
its proceedings hang issue of incalculable benefit world-wide
faith
Baha'u'llah. To its delegates given
great opportunity release forces which
will usher in era whose splendor must
outshine heroic age our beloved Cause.
Supreme Concourse waiting for them
to seize it. SHOGHI."
In opening the convention Mr. McDaniel. Chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly. called the attention of the friends that this year
marks the fortieth anniversary of the
International Congress of Religions
where. during the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893, the name of Baha'u'llah
was first given to the western world.
He spoke briefly of the steady development of the Faith in America in
the intervening years, the visit of
'Adbu'I-Baha to this country. and the
leadership of Shoghi Effendi. and expressed the hope that this convention
would through harmonious consultation generate the power which would
make it possible to achieve that spiritual objective which the Guardian
sets forth in the closing paragraph of
his latest letter to the American
Baha'is, "America and the Most

Great Peace."
Following Mr. McDaniel's welcome
to the delegates and friends on behalf
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
Mr. Alfred S. Lunt was elected by the
delegates to serve as convention
chairman and Mr. Horace HoUey as
convention secretary.
Mr. Holley
then read the Guardian's letter,
"America and the Most Great Peace,"
in which Shoghi Effendi reviews the
momentous events that have transpired since the first announcement of
the Faith in America and caUs the
American believers to still greater
heights and responsibilities. All during the reading of the letter, and as
if to stir every physical sense to its
mighty appeal, the structure of the
Temple resounded with the vibrations
of the material operations going on
in the dome, and one felt that it truly
symbolized "the roar of the leviathan
of the spirit" spoken of by 'Abdu'lBaha. In order that the full power
of the message might penetrate the
very depths of their souls, several moments of silence were observed by
the friends following the reading of
the Guardian's letter and in this silence
there surged through the hearts of
the followers of Baha'u'llah not only
the sense of the responsibility which
the Guardian has placed upon the
American believers to bring forth the
harvest referred to in his letter, but
also a consciousness of the mercy
which has been shown them in overlooking their failures and lost opportunities.
In commenting on the letter. Mr.
Lunt called attention to the fact that
the Guardian's message is a record of
tests followed by triumphs and triumphs followed again by tests and suggested that the American Bah~'is
might do well to ask themselves wh!ch
of the two they are now passmg
through. "May we not. through .the
guidance of our beloved GuardIan,
and by the uplifting of this structure,
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the clothing of the body with its garment, achieve the highest ideals he sets
for us?" he asked.
In response to these stirring messages from Shoghi Effendi the following cablegram was prepared and
dispatched before the close of the
day's sessions:
"Devoted Baha'i servants United
States and Canada assembled twentyfifth annual convention beseech God
to protect us and others results of our
failure to complete Temple (in) allotted time. Deeply moved your stirring epi:atle. Evokes our gratitude, obedience your divine leadership. Renews
our dedication, inspires determination
(to) strain all resources spi ritual and
material (to) fulfill highest hopes (of)
Greatest Holy Leaf and Guardian's
fondest wishes for service (of the)
American believers."
The remainder of the first session
was devoted to a discussion of ways
and means for giving greater publicity
to the activities of all Baha'i communities and making known more generally the qualifications and capacities of
the individual Baha'is to the end that
the election of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly may be done
with greater conformity to the principles of Baha'i Administration. Growing out of the various suggestions
from the delegates the following recommendations were made for the consideration of the incoming National
Soiritual Assembly: ( 1 ) that the
BAHA'i NEWS be edited by a committee appointed for the purpose; (2)
that there be wider dissemination of
Baha'i oews through this organ; and
(3) that the National Spiritual Assembly emphasize. to the Local Spiritual Assemblies the importance of intercommunication by means of letters
from Baha'i communities as suggested
by the Guardian both in his letters and
to pilgrims. I t was further recommended that the National Spiritual
Assembly endeavor to furnish before
the next convention a list of the believers and the personnel of the various Local Spiritual Assemblies.
The first part of the afternoon session was devoted to consultation on
what action should be taken by the
convention on a cablegram from the
Guardian dated May 18th concerning
the plight of the Persian Baha'is. This
message read as follows:
"Recent reports confirm the fact
that Persian brethren are still maltreated. Ban entry of Baha'i literature still maintained. Printing and
circulation of literature within Persia
prohibited. Urge convention delegates
earnestly consider grave issues in-
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THE GUARDIAN'S CABLEGRAM TO THE CONVENTION
Entire Baha'i world stirred with
expectations
witness
results
American believers' momentous
Convention. On its proceedings
hang issue of incalcula,ble benefit
(to) world-wide Faith (of)
Baha'u'llah. To its delegates
given great opportunity (to) release forces which will usher in
era whose splendor must outshine
(the) heroic age (of) our beloved Cause. Supreme Concourse
waiting for them to seize it.
(signed) SHOGHI.
Received June 1, 1933.

volved."*
Mr. Lunt informed the delegates
that during the past year the National
Spiritual Assembly had sent messages
to the Persian government and Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler had talked with
the Prime Minister and believed that
the order had been revoked. It was
later found that the Prime Minister
had meanwhile been removed from
office and that the maltreatment of
the Persian Baha'is continues is proven
by the Guardian who asks that the National Spiritual Assembly send a
strong representation to the government through Keith.
Dr. Ali Kuli Khan, for the information of the delegates, explained that
the Court Minister referred to was
the only man of authority in Persia
except the Shah who is all-powerful
and that during his incumbency the
cabinet was only a name. Keith approached him and secured the changed
policy which brought so much joy to
the believers everywhere. Since his
removal from office, two of the cabinet members, who do not believe in
any religion, but who were unable to
do any harm during the regime of the
Prime Minister, have now become very
powerful and active. The only one
to whom the American believers can
appeal is the Shah himself who is very
just and has risen above all prejudices
and is interested in the advancement
of the country. Mr. Holley, after reviewing briefly the various steps that
had been taken by the National Spiritual Assembly in the past, expressed
the feeling that the Guardian wished
the convention to take such action as
"The cablegram was addressed to the National
Spiritual Assembly. which referred to the Conven.
tion that portion of the me ...age intended for the
rlelelates. The full text i. publishtd elsewhere in
this issue.

will enable the National Spiritual Assembly to make the sort of representation to the Shah that will be effective.
A committee was chosen to study the
matter and to draft a recommendation
or resolution for the consideration of
the delegates. The report of this committee submitted and adopted at a later
session was as follows:
"Resolved, that the delegates of the
twenty-fifth annual Baha'i convention
representing sixty communities of the
United States and Canada, realizing
the burdens of oppression still laid
upon their brethren of Persia, recommend and urge the National Spiritual
Assembly to take immediate action to
bring about the cessation of the reported maltreatment of our Baha'i
brethren, to secure the entry of Baha'i
literature and to restore the constitutional provision for the printing and
circulation of Baha'i literature within
Persia;
"And be it further resolved that the
delegates pledge the support of the
local Baha'i communities in the
achievement of our Guardian's appeal
to the believers of America."
Before taking up the convention
agenda proper, the delegates requested
that two subjects in the order of items
be changed: postponement of election
of the National Spiritual Assembly until Saturday afternoon in order to allow more time for the delegates to become acquainted with each other, and
postponement of the discussion on the
completion of the Temple until Friday
morning, following the address of Mr.
John J. Earley Thursday evening.
Therefore, the first subject for consultation was "The Non-Political
Character of the Baha'i Faith."
In opening the discussion, the chairman pointed out that with ~he receipt
of the Guardian's letter, "The Golden
Age of the Cause of Baha'u'llah," the
opposition of the Guardian to participation in party politics became apparent and that later individual Baha'is
as well as the National Spiritual Assembly received communications say-.
ing that Baha'is must not vote
in any election based upon personal allegiances or partisanship.
These instructions seem to have
been misunderstood by a number of
the friends and it was felt wise that
they should be thoroughly discussed
in order that some general understanding and action might be formulated by
the convention. Mr. Holley in giving
the highlie-hts of the subject said that
the first intimation that the National
Spiritual Assembly had had that the
Guardian did not desire the American
believers to vote was on receipt of a
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letter to a believer contammg this
instruction from the Guardian. About
the same time another believer sent in
a copy of a tablet from 'Abdu'I-Baha
to Thornton Chase in which 'Abdu'lBaha said American citizens must
vote. With these apparently conflicting instructions before it, the National
Spiritual Assembly wrote to the Guardian to inquire if he were now setting
aside the tablet. In his reply the
Guardian said that the instruction of
'Abdu'I-Baha is not conclusive under
present conditions and expressed his
abhorrence of political affairs, pointing out that the National Spiritual
Assembly is obligated to carry out his
instructions on the subject. The National Spiritual Assembly therefore
drafted the article which appeared in
the BAHA'i NEWS of December, 1932,
and which was considered by some as
somewhat drastic. It resulted in the
exchange of several communications
between the National Spiritual Assembly and the Guardian, the Guardian's
latest letter having been received too
late to appear as yet in the BAH_.\'i:
NEWS. A number of the delegates
speaking on the subject expressed the
opinion that there are many ramifications of the application of the instructions which certainly in this instance
rank as Baha'i law. It was the opinion of many that most people are unable to discriminate between partisan
and non-partisan politics and that
when Baha'is begin to question the
matter they may be endangering every
other BaM'i community.
Baha'is
must never forget that they are members of a community that extends beyond the borders of one country and
the Guardian's instructions concerning non-participation in politics are
not based upon human representations
in any given communities but upon his
vision over eons of time and the results which would follow the actions
of the present time. Many of the deleg-ates stressed the universality of the
Cause and that the question is not one
of interpretation of the instructions of
the Guardian but rather one of strict
obedience to him in the assurance that
the wisdom of the principle will become more and more apparent as time
goes on. It was also pointed out that
one of the causes of the persecutions
of the early Christians was due to the
non-political character of their faith.
Politics was first introduced into the
new community when Constantine
tried to get them to support his political camp. As the Baha'is gain in
strength attempts will be made to gain
their support. As the new consciousness is universal and not local the believers cannot lower this standard by

"PERSIAN BRETHREN
STILL MALTREA TED"
Cablegram tram the Guardian
Recent reports confirm Persian
brethren still maltreated. Ban
(on) entry Baha'i literature maintained. Printing (and) circulation within Persia prohibited.
Urge Convention delegates earnestly consider grave issues involved. Feel essential National
Assembly renew through Keith
strong representations Tihran
authorities. Appoint also delegation (of) American representatives (to) meet Persian Minister (at ) Washington, pressing
him intervene remove intolerable
burden present disabilities.
(signed) SHOGHI.
Received May 18, 1933.

participation .in divisional activities. It
was pointed out that in "The Goal of
the New World Order," the Guardian
referred to the condition of the world
and the fact that statesmen, no matter
how altruistic their motives, cannot
hope to improve it. It was generally
agreed that if the world cannot be
saved, it matters not at all whether
one or another is elected, whereas the
Baha'is are called by Shoghi Effendi
to establish the new world order of
Baha'u'llah. Some of the delegates
spoke also of the danger of subjecting
the Cause to adverse publicity because
of their association of the Baha'i with
churches, clubs and other non-Baha'i
organizations, and a motion calling for
the appointment of a committee to
make a study of the instructions of
the Guardian with a view to preparing
a resolution for the consideration of
the convention on the subject included
a recommendation that this matter,
too, be included in the study. This
committee gave much time and thought
to the whole subject and at the closing session of the convention introduced a resolution recommending that
the incoming National Spiritual Assembly make a thorough study of all
of the communications from the Guardian concerning the non-participation
of Baha'is in political matters and
that that body preMre and publish as
clear-cut and detailed instructions as
possible for the guidance of individual
Baha'is as well as for the Local Spiritual Assemblies which may be called
upon to investigate the nature of local
non-Baha'i organizations in which
Baha'is may be invited to membership.
The Thursday evening session was
devoted to a discussion of the Temple.

:\1 r. Allen McDaniel was the first
speaker and he briefly outlined the
progress that had been made in the
construction since the 1932 convention.
In June, 1932, a contract was entered
into with Mr. Earley that the work of
the ornamentation of the dome would
be done as funds were released to him.
At that time $10,000 was available
and it was immediately turned over to
him. Since that time twelve authorizations, amounting to $52,281.47 have
been made. The work was started
within a week and has continued as
funds have been made available. All
the preliminary work has been completed-the preparation of the original
clay models, the molds, and the making of the casts, and the plant is ready
to proceed on a production basis. The
tentative schedule now calls for the
completion of this work before the
close of the Century of Progress Exposition.
Mr. John J. Earley was introduced by
Mr. McDaniel and in language that
was truly poetic he related to the
friends the various steps in the construction of the models, molds and casts
of the dome sections, illustrating each
process by excellent slides. His address was so instructive, beautiful and
spiritual that many of the delegates expressed the wish that it might be recorded and made available for the permanent records of the Cause. His humility and his great reverence for the
thing he is doing made a deep impression on the friends and his address
was considered by many as one of the
outstanding events of the convention.
The second day of the convention
opened, as did the succeeding days,
with devotional services in the auditorium of the Temple. Chanting and the
reading of the Holy Utterances mingled with the sounds of material construction and filled the hearts of the
friends with great happiness and determination for greater efforts in both
the spiritual and administrative growth
of the Cause in America.
The first subject of consultation for
this second day was that of the completion of the Tentple. Inspired by the
addresses and picture of the preceding
evening, the friends began to bring in
not only contributions in cash but also
some of the most precious gifts which
have yet found their way into the archives. These ~fts continued to come
in all during the remainder of the convention period and many of them had
associated with them exceedingly beautiful and touchin~ stories. Space does
not permit relating more than two or
three although all of them are worthy
of permanent record. Perhaps the
most precious contribution was the
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small sum of ninety cents--coins sent
through one young delegate by the parents of a young man whose life was
snuffed out when the rope which had
been let down to rescue him from the
well into which he had fallen suddenly
snapped and daslJed him to his death as
he carried in his hand a lighted candle
which was to have guided his rescuers.
One cent for. each one thousand dollars
required to complete the ornamentation
of the dome-a priceless gift of the
parents in memory of their son!
Another gift, a priceless treasure of
the body of the believers throughout
the world, was presented by the hands
of a small child, Paree Zia, through
Dr. Ali Kuli Khan. This was a lock
of the hair of Baha'u'll:ih, encircled by
the words of a supplication in the hand
writing of the Blessed Perfection
Himself, presented to Paree's parents
by the grandmother of Shoghi Effendi
when Paree was three days old. Little
Paree presented this lock to the archives and offered the friends who
wished to make large contributions to
the Temple fund the custodianship of
the gift for a year. Dr. Khan read the
supplication in the original and later
provided the translation in English for
the records.
Several precious gifts were also presented by Madame Bethlen who carried them to the convention all the way
from St. Louis. Among them were a
comb used by 'Abdu'l-Bahi, a small
bag of rose petals from the Tomb of
the Bab, a rosary from the Greatest
Holy Leaf, a handkerchief used by
'Abdu'l-Raha, and two rubies from
India. Another friend presented for
the archives a tea set used by 'Abdu'lBaha on his visit to Minneapolis and
St. Paul, with the coffee stains still on
the saucer and the undissolved portion
of a cube of sugar in the cup. Other
gifts similar to these, each of priceless
value to the Baha'is, rings and other
articles sacrificed by those who had
nothing else to give, as well as cash
and pledges were announced from time
to time throughout the sessions. Some
of the articles were sold and others
will be sold later, but at the close of
the convention a total of approximately
$10.000 in cash had been received for
the National Fund.
In opening the discussion of the
Temple construction, Mr. Holley outlined the three types of trusteeship
which had been set up in order to comply with the laws of the United States,
the state of Illinois and the Baha'i laws
and he also spoke of the importance of
not labelling funds iritended for general use in the Cause. . He reported
that funds which are labelled pass under legal restrictions as to their use
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which might under certain conditions
deprive the National Spiritual Assembly of the capacity to meet some emergency in the Cause while at the same
time it might have more than enough
funds on hand to meet the needs of
other activities. A general Baha'i
fund, on the other hand, creates an
agency by means of which the National Spiritual Assembly can render
effective service.
Several hours were spent in presenting and discussing ways and means for
stimulating regular contributions to the
Baha'i fund and it seemed to be the
opinion of most of the delegates that
it was not the response to more or less
intermittent appeals but rather the
steady flow of contributions, large and
small, from all of the believers in every
community which would bring the desired results. In order that some practical plan for achieving the objective
of one hundred per cent contributing
membership might be evolved, the convention elected a committee to draft a
resolution for the consideration of the
delegates. This committee reported at
a later session, o'ffered the following
recommendations which were approved
by the convention:
1. That the National Spiritual Assembly consider the distribution of this

resolution together with Tablets of
Baha'u'lI:ih and 'Abdu'I-Baha relevant
to the principles of love, service. unity
and solidarity in their internal and external relationships necessary to the establishment of the World Order of
Bah:i'u'll:ih, including the Master's
Tablet to a believer in New York City
which appeared in the Balui'i Magazine, Vol. I, No. 17, page 1;
2. That various practical suggestions
for the establishment of a system of
economy amongst all our communities
for stimulating a permanent and steady
flow of funds into the national Baha'i
Fund made by delegates in convention
be distributed to the Local Spiritual
Assemblies;
3. That the incoming National Spiritual Assembly discourage independent
attempts made on the part of individual believers in the interest of wider
contacts with the outside world because
of expenditure of money and efforts
involved, since it is only by direct contribution of such monies to the National Baha'i Fund that the desired
goal can be achieved. If such activities should be undertaken they should
be carried on only with the permission
of and in consultation with the Local
Spiritual Assembly and the National
Spiritual Assembly.
4. That stress be laid upon the permanent support of the National Baha'i
Fund for the ever-increasing activities
in the promotion of theW orId Order
of Baha'u'llah.
S. That the National Spiritual Assembly consider the advisability of ascertaining f rom the Guardian whether
or not the present time is opportune
for the principle of tithing enjoined by
Bahi'u'llah to the end that believers
desiring to do so may voluntarily assume the responsibilities and obligations involved in the development of
Baha'u'JIah's divine economy.
The third subject on the agenda,
"The Functions of a Local Spiritual
Assembly," although permitting of a
general discussion of all of the duties
and responsibilities of that body,
seemed to revolve about the question of
enrolling Baha'is in the community
and of removing names from the membership list. A number of questions
were asked and these were all answered
by references to Baha'i Administration
and articles in BAHA'i NEWS. Several
friends expressed the opinion that Local Spiritual Assemblies are sometimes
over zealous in the matter of increasing BaM'i membership and new believers are enrolled before they have sufficient understanding of the requirements of membership which often results in later tests and difficlllties· hoth
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on the part of the individual and the
Local Spiritual Assembly concerned.
It was generally conceded that Local
Spiritual Assemblies should give more
thorough study to Baha'i administration as well as to the BAHA'i NEWS
which is published for the information
and instruction of the friends in the
application of administrative principl~s.
o,ne delegate speaking to this
pomt saId: "When Baha'u'llah said:
'Ye are all the leaves of one tree,' He
not ~nly meant that the principle of
equahty should apply but that each ind~vidual in a community should assume
hl~ .or her own responsibility.
This
splnt can be preserved only so long as
every member of the community does
his part, but if he does not read and
study these things, no matter how
many laws are made, he fails to live up
to the spirit of equality. If only a
few of us study we may become experts because of our study. If the
spirit of equality is to be preserved,
!hen all must study these things." The
Importance of more careful study of
Baha'i Administration and the BAH.n
NEWS, with study and consultation of
the latter at the Nineteen Day Feasts,
was emphasized also in connection with
other subjects on the program.
Friday evening the friends observed
a spiritual Feast. Mrs. Shantz Waite
presided. A number of very beautiful
vocal selections were rendered by the
male quartet of the Chicago Baha'i
Community, and by Mrs. Walrath and
Mrs. Matthisen, and Mrs. Ernst. These
friends were most generous in their
contributions to other sessions of the
convention and added greatly to the
joy an~ happin~ss of the delegates by
rendenng selectIOns written and composed by Baha'i artists. A number of
Tabl~ts particularlv appropriate to the
occasIOn were read and at the request
of the National Spiritual Assembly, the
Guardian's Tribute to the Greatest
Holy Leaf was read in order that the
friends might invoke her aid and arise
for the completion of the Temple by
November first.
Saturday morning the delegates discussed the subject, "The Qualifications
of Voting Members in Local Communit.ies." Leroy loas, speaking first,
pomted out that this question is becoming one of vital importance. He said
that when a person comes into contact
with the appearance of a Divine Manifestation. there is born within him a
new consciousness or a new spirit of
growth. When this growth is recognized then he is qualified to become a
voting member. but unless he makes
application of this growth to his daily
activities he is not ready to become
a voting member. Because the teach-

THE GUARDIAN'S CABLEGRAM TO INCOMING
NATIONAL SPIRITU AL ASSEMBLY
Praying
fervently
success
newly elected Assembly. Love.
(signed) SHOGHI.
Received June 5, 1933.

ers of these newly attracted souls have
a great variety of qualifications and
methods it seems necessary that there
should be some course of instruction
in Baha'i Administration which would
help them to understand t<hat Baha'i
Administration is not simply a set
of laws for conduct and work in
Baha'i community life but the very
ethics of Baha'i living. Dr. Lenore
Morris of Racine, pointed out that the
variety ~f methods and capacities of
teachers IS often very confusing to new
people and expressed the opinion that
there ought to be some sort of measuring rod by which one could measure
his or her own ability to instruct these
people.
She recalled that 'Abdu'lBaha had once said that three things
~ere ?eeded in every institution: good
mtentlOns, confirmation, and action.
She felt that it was the duty of every
teacher to so teach and so live the life
th~t he would influence every person
WIth whom he came into contact. A
great many delegates spoke of the
grave responsibility which rests upon
Local SpIritual Assemblies in determining whether or not a soul is qualified. for Baha'i membership, and here
agam the importance of careful study
of Baha'i Administration was stressed.
The Chairman pointed out that no detailed qualifications can be defined at
the present stage of our development
and that the highest outpouring which
a L?cal Spi~itual Assembly can hope
for IS the gUIdance of the Holy Spirit.
A short time was spent on reports
and announcements on plans for the
three Baha'i summer schools this year.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker speaking ·for
Louhelen Ranch. Mrs. Greenleaf for
Green Acre and Mr. Leroy loas for
Geyserville. All of them spoke of the
growing importance of these schools in
the training of Baha'i teachers and the
preparation of Baha'i students for
more intensive study and participation
in Baha'i community life.
T~e workmen having completed the
placmg of the first clerestory section
of the Temple dome. and seven sec!ions of a dome panel having arrived.
It was arranged that a short service of
dedication would be held at the noon

hour. Prayers and tablets were read as
t~e friends gathered before the beautiful stone sections which were unveiled in a most impressive manner
after which all assembled on the step~
of the Temple to be photographed.
The first b';1sines~ of Saturday afterno?~ was the electIOn of the National
SpIrItual Assembly for the coming
year. At the request of some of the
delegates the convention cablegram
from Shoghi Effendi was reread and
then, following the instructions of the
Guardian having to do with election
of national representatives, the delegates cast their ballots while the majority of the non-delegates sat in silent
prayer for their guidance.
Following the election the agenda
was resumed with brief discussions on
t~e. !mport3:nce of. i.n~er-Assembly actiVIties, amIty actIV!tles, and teaching
n~ethods. Mr. LOUIS Gregory was inVIted .by th~ delegates to participate in
the dISCUSSIon of amity work particularly and in his usuC!1 eloquent manner
he spoke of the necessity of harmonious relationships and of teaching people the reality which will enable them
to stand the severe tests which come to
try their ?r.ogr~ss. ¥r. Bishop Brown,
also parttclpatmg m this discussion
spoke of t~e importance of studying
and followmg Baha'i Administration
as .w.ell as the necessity of each Locai
SpIrItual Assembly wOLking out for itself the best possible plan of action
and type of program suited to the
needs of its community. He spoke also
of the sense. of humility that ought to
be }?resent m all Baha'i service. and
pa~tlcular1y in the face of the disappo~ntment caused the Guardian by the
faIlure of the American Baha'is to
complete the Temple dome in the time
desir~d ?y him. Mr. Philip Sprague,
also mVlted to speak, continued this
latter thought of Mr. Brown's and
called upon the delegates to appreciate
the full significance of the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha when He spoke of the
~emple as the "mystic chain which
Imks us to the Source." He urged that
all return to their communities mindful of the fact that the first link in that
chain has been broken, that the body
o~ the Temple is still unclothed, and
wIth the determination that the work
must be done forthwith.
Mrs. Orcella Rexford gave some
yery hel~ful suggestions for develop~ng .teachmg technic and for the organIzatIOn and conduct of new classes
She said the Baha'is are "standing i~
the smile of God" and recalled the instruction of 'Abdu'l- Baha that the
friends of God in this day must be
happy and radiant; "If you cannot be
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happy in this day for what day are
you waiting?"
The report of the tellers was presented at this session and the elected
members of the new National SpiriF
ual Assembly were announced as follows: Mr. Allen McDaniel, :Mr. Horace Holley, .:.fr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt, :"1r. Fred SchopRocher, Mr. Leroy Ioas, Mrs. Nellie
S. French, Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mr.
George O. Latimer.
The session dosed with a showing
of the moving picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha
and some scenes in the Holy Land.
Sunday morning the gifts of money
and precious possessions for the Temple poured in more profusely than ever
before and it was some time before the
convention program could be resumed.
It began with a discussion on publicity, led by Mrs. Doris McKay who outlined what sort of pUblicity is acceptable by editors and how it must be prepared for their use. Dr.. Lawre~ce
Morris of Racine gave an mterestmg
story of some personal experiences in
getting space for BAHA'i NEWS articles, and .Mr. Holley outlined the steps
which are taken by the National Spiritual Assembly for the release of news
of national or international character
through the press associations. The
question of the representation of the
Cause at the Century of Progress Exposition came up at this point and it
was announced by Mrs. May Maxwell
that it would be possible to secure a
hall on the grounds once a week at a
very moderate cost. A motion was
adopted by the convention recommending to the National Spiritual AssemblY that it consider the advisability of
this suggestion.
Miss Marion Holley, reporting on
behalf of the Baha'i Youth Committee,
spoke of the purpose of the Baha'i
youth activities as being (1) to educate themselves and (2) to educate
those with whom they come into contact. She stressed elasticity in organization for youth work in Baha'i communities and suggested two methods
of procedure; the gathering together
of young people in an informal manner for the discussion, under the leadership of a Baha'i chairman, of the
subject of the place of religion in society or some similar topic, gradually
drawing the group into actual and systematic study of the Baha'i teachings;
and in order that the Baha'i youth may
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be trained to lead such discussions she
recommended a course of this nature
in connection with the Baha'i summer
schools this year. Miss Mary Maxwell, following Miss Holley's report,
spoke of the need of the energy and
enthusiasm of youth in the Cause and
mentioned particularly the contribution they can make to the cause of amity. There was' some discussion as to
the ages which might be considered as
belonging to the youth group and it
was suggested by Mr. Paul Haney
that since Baha'i Administration makes
no provision regarding age groups, the
discrimination should be left to the
Local Spiritual Assemblies concerned.
I t was suggested by another delegate
and adopted by the convention that in
organizing the Youth Committee for
the coming year the National Spiritual
Assembly consult the Local Spiritual
Assemblies concerning those best
qualified to serve in this capacity. The
young people were permitted to adjourn following this discussion to
gather together for dinner and the discussion of questions of particular interest to themselves. Later in the evening there was presented to the convention a contribution of a considerable
sum of money and some jewelry collected by these young people as their
special gift to the Temple.
Although
the
convention
was
planned to continue only to Sunday
noon, it was found necessary to call an
extra sessiori in the evening to complete several items which had not been
covered earlier. These included the

consideration of the resolution on the
non-political character of the Baha'i
Faith referred to above. Just before
adjournment a motion was adopted
that the convention send words of
greeting to the Baha'i teachers abroad,
including Miss Agnes Alexander who
at that moment was on her way to
Honolulu from Japan. Because of the
rapidly expanding activities of both the
National Spiritual Assembly and the
Local Spiritual Assemblies it was suggested that consideration be given to
extending the convention next year
over at least six days in order that
there may be ample time for the discussion of some subjects which could
not be more than briefly touched this
year.
To those who had not attended a
convention for some years the twenty;fifth gathering impressed them with
the rapid growth which is taking place
in the understanding and appreciation
of the opportunities and responsibilities of those who have been chosen to
set in motion those forces which are
destined to establish a new social order, whjle those who experienced for
the first time the meeting of the friends
left with a sense of grave concern and
yet joyous determination to make of
themselves channels through which
there might be released some of that
force which the Guardian promises will
usher in an era more glorious than has
yet been recorded in the history of the
Cause.
CHARLOTTE M. LIN FOOT,

Convention Reporter..
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"FELLOW BELIEVERS IN THE
AMERICAN CONTINENT!"
With these words our Guardian in
his latest general letter to the believers of America initiates the following
spiritual challenge:
"Great indeed have been your past
and present achievements! I mmeasurably greater are the wonders which
the future has in store for you! The
Edifice your sacrifices have raised still
remains to be clothed. The House
which must needs be supported by the
highest administrative institution your
hands have reared is as yet unbuilt.
The provisions of the Chief Repository of those laws that must govern
its operation are thus far mostly undisclosed. The Standard which, if
. Abdul Baha's wishes are to be fulfilled, must be raised in your country
has yet to be unfurled. The Unity of
which that standard is to be the symbol
is far from being yet established. The
machinery which must needs incarnate
and preserve that unity is not even created. Will it be America, will it be one
of the countries of Europe, who will
arise to assume the leadership essential
to the shaping of the destinies of this
troubled age? Will America allow any
of her sister communities in East or
West to achieve such ascendency as
shall deprive her of this spiritual primacy and which she has thus far so
nobly retained? Will she not rather
contribute, by a still further revelation of those inherent powers that motivate her Ii fe to enhance the priceless
heritage which the love and wisdom of
a departed Master have conferred
lIpon her?
"Her past has been a testimony to
the inexhaustible vitality of her faith.
May not her future confirm it?"
Friends of the Cause of God in
America, what is to be our reply to
this clarion call from our beloved
Guardian? ShaH we weakly, supinely
and blindly continue on our way, or
shall we arise as one great soul in
many bodies. set aside the trivialities
and restrictions of our personalities,
and press forward, united, to do His
Will?
We have a great spiritual opportunity and responsibility before us 1I0W.
We must raise $90.000 to finish the ornamentation of the Temple dome. The.

delegates and visitors at the recent Annual Convention at the Temple were
thrilled at the sight. of the clerestory
section of a great rib and the seven
sections of the field of the dome-radiantly beautiful in the sunlight of
those glorious days of the first of
June. All who glimpsed this unique
work, caught a vision of "the wonders
that would be" of the marvellous
beauty and glory of the dome when it
is finally clothed with its "faery envelope."
After months of planning and sustained effort by your contractor and
engirieers, the work of the preparation
of the ornamentation has reached the
production stage. The progress of the
casting of the concrete sections is directly dependent on the funds that can
be made available to the contractor,
Mr. Earley, especially during the coming five months. Our minimum schedule calIs for the completion of the
dome ornamentation by December first
of this year. This schedule involves
the expenditure of $18,000 per month
for the period of July I to November
30. But our Guardian has besought
us to complete the dome at the earliest
practicable date-"ere it is too late."
Let us make the intensest effort to
make available large resources at once
so that the work may be performed
on the basis of the highest efficiency
and economy of construction operations. How wonderful it would be to
complete the dome this Fall, say by
October first, so that the thousands of
visitors who will visit the Century of
Progress Exposition during its closing
weeks, may have the privilege of seeing, even from afar, the glorious symbol of Unity, Brotherhood and Universal Peace of the New Day.
N ow is our golden opportunity to
"release forces which will usher in an
era whose splendor must outshine
heroic age our beloved Cause." As
Shoghi Effendi has stated in his momentous cable to the recent Convention concerning the opportunity confronting the delegates: The "Supreme Concourse waiting for them to
seize it." Shall we not seize our great
opportunity?
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
By: ALLEN McDANIEL. Chairmall.
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PLANS AND POLICIES
FOR THE COMING BAHA'I YEAR
A Statement by the
National Spiritual Assembly
The National Spiritual Assembly
since its election has given deep
thought to the ever-increasing opportunities and responsibilities laid UPOll
the faithful believers throughout the
United States and Canada.
The
sacred obligation to complete the external decoration of the Temple dome;
the urgent need to assist in bringing
about immediate amelioration of the
hardships and disabilities stilI afflicting the Baha'is of Persia; the grave
problem of forging steadily onward
through a society stricken with severe
malady and tormented with suffering;
the proper discharge of our collective
duties as Local Spiritual Assemblies.
National Committees, and as National
Spiritual Assembly; the fulfilment of
our personal and individual obligations
as members of the Cause of Baha'u'llah-these and the many other issues
confronting us at this time require our
most earnest consideration if we are to
meet even the most modest measure of
our loving hope.
In this brief summary, the National
Spiritual Assembly will attempt to
emphasize some of those means and
instruments afforded to American believers, the full and proper use of
which will continually augment our
combined power to render effective
service to our holy Faith. A Cause
destined to encircle the earth and to
uni f y mankind possesses. even in its
early days of weakness and inexperience, latent powers and instrumentalities for the eventual achievement of all
its essential aims. Let us, therefore.
attempt to examine with new and
deeper insight some of those spiritual
and material institutions already in existence, no matter how unassuming and
how undeveloped they may hitherto
have appeared.
Baha'i News
This publication, established by the
National Spiritual Assembly several
years ago, affords the only responsi.ble
and authoritative medium of commu- .
nication among the American Baha'is.
Its functions include: the publication of letters received from the
Guardian; the publication of announcments, statements and letters prepared
by the National Spiritual Assembly:
the publication of National Committee
reports approved by the National
Spiritual Assembly; the publication of
such letters and news items as are
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received from other National Spiritual
Assemblies and also from Local Assemblies in America as have general
interest and importance.
National Commitees and Local Spiritual Assemblies are invited to send in
regularly reports and news items suitable for use in BAHA'i NEWS. Individual believers are requested, in order
to avoid· confusion, to submit their
news items through their Local Assembly or through the National Committee directly concerned with that
branch of Baha'i activity-as for example, teaching-under which each
news item is classified.
It was the opinion of a number of
delegates at the recent Convention
that all believers should give more
careful attention to BAHA'i NEWS.
Since the Baha'i Faith goes forward
by the power of unity, and unity is
based upon common knowledge of all
important instructions and policies issued from time to time, as well as
upon the deeper element of adherence
to the same Revelation, it would appear to be a very special duty for each
believer to inform himself concerning
what the Guardian wishes and what
t~e National Spiritual Assembly adVlses.
The Nineteen Day Feast
This institution, established by Baha'u'llah, has been described by the
Guardian as the foundation of the
new World Order. The National
Spiritual Assembly understands that
it is incumbent upon every believer,
unless ill or absent from the city, to
attend each of these Feasts.
In a general letter issued to Local
Spiritual Assemblies several years
ago, it was pointed out that the
Guardian instructs that the Nineteen
Day Feast be held according to the following program: the first part, entir,ely
spiritual in character, is devoted to
readings from Baha'i Sacred Writings; the second part consists of general consultation on the affairs of the
Cause, at which time the Local Spiritual Assembly reports its activities to
the community, asks for suggestions
and consultation, and also delivers
me!lsages received from the Guardian
. and the National Assembly.
The
third part is the material feast and
social meeting of all the friends. Only
votin!! believers are invited to attend
the Nineteen Day Feasts, but young
people of less than twenty-one years
of age, who are declared believers, especially when members of a Baha'i
family, can also be present.
These meetings may be regarded as
the very heart of our Raha'i commu-

nity Ii fe. When properly conducted,
and attended by a Baha'; community
which fully appreciates their importance, the Nineteen Day Feasts serve
to renew and deepen our spirit of
faith, increase our capacity for united
action, remove misunderstandings and
keep us fully informed of all important Baha') activities, local, national
and international in scope.

A letter from the National Spiritual
Assembly, published through its chairman, appears on another page of this
issue. It deserves, and will surely receive, not merely close individual attention but also extensive consultation
on the part of each local community.
The financial needs of these coming
months are great beyond our human
capacity. They in fact call for a truly
superhuman response.
The very greatness of this undertaking, its call for more and more
sacrifice, more and more faith, more
and more unity, is of the very essence
of the mystery of the edifice blessed
and dedicated by 'Abdu'l-Baha. It is
the mighty purifying instrument by
which God tests the hearts of His
friends in a land where general social
oppression and state restrictions do not
obtain. Without this test, the body of
the Cause in America could not undergo that purification requisite· in the
Cause of God.
Therefore let us throw off every
feeling and attitude except that of being blessed with a task of superhuman
immensity. May our resolution deepen day by day, until our will has become fused in one steadfast determination, one calmly burning zeal of
achievement and triumph.

pendent of time and space. Greater
than the immediate unity derived
from physical gatherings is that perfect and permanent unity arising from
a complete sharing of the same faith,
the same knowledge, and the same intentions.
In truth, there is no real justification for any believer to feel that he is
remote from the institution of the National Spiritual Assembly, though he
may never find it possible to make
physical meeting with its various members. Let us remove all feelings of
remoteness and isolation by entering
more understandingly into the general
activities of the Cause and more thoroughly into the Guardian's luminous
exposition of what a Local and a National Assembly is and should do. It
will be found that while ~he field of
service is infinite, no arbitrary authority exists for any responsible Baha'i
body. On the contrary, the authority
of any Assembly is entirely limited to
the application of principles suppli~d
in the writings of the Cause.
Irrespective of place of residence,
believers who follow closely the Guardian's general letters, and his expression
of hopes concerning the Temple,
teaching and other matters of vital
Baha'i importance, can enter into perfeet intimacy with the institution
which, in America, feels most responsibility for realizing those hopes. By
a careful stud v of the volume "Baha'i
Administratio~," the friends will draw
near in spirit to Shoghi Effendi himsel f, and by this real nearness will find
themselves in the flowing stream of
Baha'i progress. This is the essence
of the activities--and if one may have
the essence, all else is rumor and opinion without lasting importance.

Unity ami Inti.".acy in Service

Ctmve1ltitm Resolutitms

The physical immensity of the area
served by the American National Spiritual Assembly makes impossible that
frequent personal association among
the believers of the different cities,
towns and villages, and between the
National Spiritual Assembly and all
the friends on which one aspect of
mutual intimacy is always based.
To offset this factor of distance, the
members of the National Assembly
have resolved this year to pay individual visits to as many local communities
as possible. It is hoped t-hat this practice will assist in removing some of
those subtle veils that so frequently
intervene when personal association
and intimate knowledge cannot obtain.
But beyond these considerations the
friends are reminded that the true intimacy on the spiritual plane is inde-

The recommendations made by the
delegates, in the form of resolutions
and also of suggestions, will as soon
as possible all be carefully considered
by the National Spiritual Assembly
and its decisions and actions duly reported in BAHA'i NEWS.

The Mashriqu'I-AJhkar

Central States Su."..".er School
The Central States Summer School
will hold its third session at Louhelen
Ranch, Davison, Michigan, from June
25 to July 3 inclusive. Sunday, June
25, will be a special teaching conference with Mr. Bishop Brown of the'
National Teaching Committee as leader. This is an opportunity for us all
to get in touch with the plans of our
teaching committee and receive inspiration from direct contact with Mr.
and Mrs, Brown.
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This brief seSSlOn at Louhelen
Classes will begin Monday morning
and continue for eight oays through Ranch offers an opportunity for
friends of the Central States to proMonday, July 3.
As planned so far the courses in- mote fellowship and unity and by include one on Baha'i Administration tensive study to gain a real and inspirconducted by Mr. Allen McDaniel, ing knowledge of the Baha.'i Cause.
chairman of our National Assembly, Shoghi Effendi wishes the summer
and one on the influence of Religion schools to become more places for
on Society, conducted by Mr. Harlan genuine study and for training
Ober. There will also be a course teachers.
The Program Committee:
bringing out the high lights of Nabil's
L. W. EGGLESTON, Chairman,
Narrative. The day will open with a
DOROTHY BAKER,
period of Iqan meditation. There will
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK.
be a special forum for young people
and the young people will undertake
the planning of the evening programs
Green Acre
for all. Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf and
The
program
announced last month
Mrs. Dorothy Baker will be there as
advisors for the young people and co- can now be somewhat supplemented.
During July, before the four weekoperators in the program for adults.
Mrs. Ober, Miss Fanny Knobloch and ly study courses which begin on MonDr. Lillian Sielken will also be there day, July 31, Dr. Glenn Shook of
to lend inspiration and service. A Wheaton College will deliver a series
course in public speaking wjJl be ar- of four lectures op "Modern Aspects
of Science and Religion."
ranged if desired.
Next will be three addresses by Mr.
As the session lasts only nine days Harlan Ober on "The New World
it is a time for intensive study and Order."
concentration, but the afternoons are
Mrs. Marv Hanford Ford is to take
to be largely free for recreation and the third we~k of July and deliver lecpersonal and group conferences. The tures on a subject to be announced at
life is that of one big family, simple. a later date.
free, outdoors as much as possible.
Mr. Saffa Kinney, on whose suppliThe Ranch is beautifully located. cation 'Abdu'l- Baha consented to visit
There is opportunity for swimming, Green Acre in 1912, will present dishorseback riding, croquet.
cussions on "Baha'i Technology."
More Pullman apartments have been
In addition, Mr. George Winthrop
added in the big barn and the lower Lee will hold Esperanto classes, and
floor made into an assembly room. the Activities Committee has arranged
The rates are such as to just cover the for poetry evenings, music and picnics
immediate expense for food and ser- on Mt. Salvato It is hoped that a
vice. Since these expenses were not Youth Conference can be arranged uncovered last year the charge is some- der the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth
what higher than last year. The rates Greenleaf.
below include room and three meals a
day for nine days;In Memoriam
Dormitory or hayloft .... $12.50
The friends are requested to bless
Double rooms, courtyard. 15.50
with the reading of prayer the spirits
Single rooms, courtyard .. 18.50
of these departed believers:
Double rooms, house ... . 18.50
Miss Mabel Sankey. San Francisco.
Single rooms, house .... . 23.00
Mr. Herman Pauli, New York.
Louhelen Ranch is situated on route
MIS three miles south of Davison and
nine miles southeast of Flint. Persons
REPORT OF THE
arriving by train or bus at Flint will
NATIONAL ECONOMICS
be met there if notification is given in
COMMITTEE
advance. Buses from Detroit and
Flint pass the door. Communications
Notwithstanding that the economic
should be addressed to Mrs. L. W. question has been the most widely disEggleston, 201 East Kirby Street. De- cussed issue before the American peotroit. Michigan and reservations made ple, the past year, and acute suffering
as soon as possible. as a number have has been experienced by millions of
already been made.
unemployed and their families, your
I f any expect to bring young chil- Committee has been unable to make
dren (5-12) please let Mrs. Eg-gleston any suhstantial headway in any pracknow as soon as possible. If there tical sense, owing largely to lack of
are five or six such an effort will be appropriations for carrying out some
of the things that might have been unmade to secure a play director.
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dertaken. This is in no sense a criticism, since all the branches of administrative work have had to be subordinated to the pressing needs of the
Temple.
The actual application of the Baha'i
economic principles to the upbuilding
of a Baha'i Community, as outlined
by 'Abdu'l-Baha, must evidently be
postponed to the future. although we
are informed of efforts being made to
that end by little groups of believers,
notably in Eliot, Maine, to formulate
the beginnings of this great spiritual
possibility. To attempt this, however,
in any national sense is apparently not
our immediate task, in view of our
Guardian's letter to this Committee
published in full in the May number
of BAHA'i NEWS. Briefly. the Guardian emphasizes two immediate possibilities, or, rather. urgent steps that ought
first to be carried out. First, a deeper
understanding by the believers themselves of the real basis of the Baha'i
teachings on this question. This, of
course, means careful reading and analysis of the Word in all Its references
to the subject. This would be greatly
helped by a broad distribution of the
compilation made by the Committee.
and by intensive reading and study of
the various articles and commentaries
of Baha'i origin that have been published and circulated in America.
The second point emphasized by our
Guardian is that, once having acquired
understanding of the Baha'i position
on economics, there should be launched
an educational effort to bring these
healing remedies to the serious notice
of the public generally·, including students of business operations, agriculturists especially, and other classes of
society including of course the worker's organizations.
Your Committee has during the year
been active in planning, although we
think the number of the Committee
should be reduced, and a selection of
personnel made from those capable of
meeting together at least occasionally,
and possessing a keen interest in the
subject. Besides preparing the compilation referred to, the Committee.
at the instance of the National Spiritual Assembly, drew up questionnaires directed to all the Baha'i Communities, dealing with various phases
of economic needs of the believers, exchange of unemployed believers from
community to community where they
could be employed in their particular
vocation. and other data.
NATIONAL ECONOMICS COMMITTEE,
by ALFRED E. L UNT, Chairman,
DALE S. COLE, Secretary.
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REPORT OF
SALES COMMITTEE
Owing to the fact that the enclosed
financial report of the Sales Committee for the last Baha'i year covers the
period of greatest depreciation in the
value of jewels and other contributed
articles, it has not been found possible
to equal our first expectations of results. It is hardly possible to realize,
unless assisted by actual experience, the
difficulties in the way of selling almost
anything but gold for an adequate
price under present conditions.
Jewelry contributions in general

have not proved satisfactory, owing to
the divergence between the contributor's idea of the value and the actual
amount realizable; the one exception
to this has been the contributions of
old gold for "scrap" purp<lses, an estimated amount of $271.00 having been
received from this source during the
year.
\
A total of $1,105.07 has been remitted to the Treasurer from all
sources, leaving accounts collectible of
$389.50, sixteen Persian rugs valued
at about $1.500.00, a string of Oriental pearls which may realize
$1,000.00 and some "scrap" gold (in-

eluded in the above estimate) for
which we may receive $200.00. The
total gross sales for the year (to May
10) were $1,648.21.
It is to be hoped that it will be possible to dispose of the articles still unsold without further delay. Although
the prices realized are disappointing
f rom the standpoint of purchase price,
the buying power of the money realized is greatly increased per dollar.
By: F.

SALES COMMITTEE,
ST. G. SPENDLOVE,

(Chairman) ,
R. Y. MOTTAHEDEH
ALI M. YAWL
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DELEGATES AND BAHA'I GUESTS AT TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
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THIS CRUCIAL TIME
A Letter from tbe
National Spiritual Assembly

To the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada. .
Beloved Friends:
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels a profound responsibility in assisting the American Baha'i community to arrive at a unified understanding of the crucial nature of this
period in the history of the Cause.
The Guardian's urgent emphasis of
the extreme necessity of completing
the Temple dome; his unusual cablegram to the Convention delegates; and
the tone of many letters received from
Local Spiritual Assemblies since the
Convention, all combine to impress
the members of the National Assembly with the need of thoughtful analysis and firm grasp of the essential elements in our present universal task.
What was that opportunity which
the Convention was so passionately
called upon to seize? What is the
limit of that fateful time granted us
in which to achieve our share of success in the development of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah?
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly do not presume to have
full knowledge of the Guardian's
thought and purpose. The Assembly,
however, can perhaps suggest some
important considerations that will
serve as a basis for the collective sacrifice and positive action required on
the part of American believers in
these swiftly passing days.
Weare all witness to the rapid and
momentous trend toward nationalism
throughout the East as throughout the
\Vest. We have recently seen the outbreak of revolution on a large scale
in one of the great civilized nationsrevolution with its inevitable result in
increased domination of society by the
civil state. Such tension has come to
exist within a preponderant area of
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the world that not only in Persia but
in several other countries also the
Baha'is are unable to exert any effective public influence.
Save in
America, . the Cause of Baha'u'llah is
grievously hampered and confined.
Anticipating this fateful trend, the
Guardian more than a year ago 111formed us that the qualities of the
"heroic age" of the Cause were now
transferred from Persia to America.
It is to America that Shoghi Effendi
now looks for such powerful action
on the part of Baha'is as to more than
counterbalance the new limitations
imposed upon the faithful believers in
other lands. In the completion of the
Temple dome we have been charged
with responsibility for the one public
achievement which will have greatest
results for the Cause. everywhere upon
earth.
We must therefore attain to a fresh
and greatly enlarged conception of
what it means to the Cause to comCABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI

On July 19 the National Spiritual Assembly sent Shoghi Effendi the following cablegram:
"Temple work proceeding full
schedule without interruption.
June appropriation fifteen thousand, July eighteen thousand. All
making supreme effort."
The Guardian on July 25 sent
the following reply: "Much relieved, confident supreme con6nttOUS effort will be exerted until
entire dome completed ere closing (of) Exposition. On early
conclusion this miqhty enterprise must chiefly depend satisfactory solution (of) gra~!e issues confronting Faith throughout (the) East." (signed)
SHOGHI.

plete the Temple dome in the "allotted
time."
It means nothing less than a manifestatiton on earth of the. spiritual
power and grandeur of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah-a manifestation in a
form and to a degree corresponding
to the particular requirements of the
present hour. Just as the era of the
Bab called for a manifestation of faith
in the form of physical martyrdom, so
now the era of the first Guardian calls
for a manifestation of faith in the
form of that collective sacrifice and
unified action which the Temple inyolves.
.,:
The Temple, we are assured, -will
in its completion vastly extend the
Guardian's range of influence to include the liberal and progressive
members. of the general public. Such
messages as "The Goal of .a: New
World Order" will become factors
molding the public cons.ciousness, and
nQt merely communications directed
to the believers. But until the world
has been given a visible and material
evidence of the innate power of the
Cause, it will not recognize the full
significance of the Guardianship.
The Master's prophetic statements
are more clearly understood when we
realize that Shoghi Effendi is the focal point of the world order of Baha'u'llah. Our devotion and sacrifice
in completing the Temple are to reveal him as head of a World Faith
compelling attention and respect.
When the power of the Teachings is
exemplified by the achievement of the
believers, the "Golden Age" of the
Cause will dawn.
Within a few months, with the completion of the dome, we have his positive assurance that the Cause will enter a new phase, the very "Golden Age
of the Cause of Baha'u'llah." Then,
when the enemies begin to assail the
impregnable Shield of the Covenant;
and the friends seek the shelter of the
divine Will,-then can at last the be-
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lievers be fulfilled spiritually in living
and teaching the Cause; then can the
Guardian begin to bring to the general
public the principles of the Most Great
Peace.
This, we believe, is in outline the
thought that every American Baha'i
can well take to heart-the conscious
resolve to sacrifice his all for the sake
of the Temple, and concentrate mind,
heart and substance upon the achievement of this single purpose.
Consider these words which the
Guardian has sent to America since
the Convention: "Critical situation
calling for further sacrifice combined
resources. My heart yearns for immediate response." (Cablegram to Mr.
Siegfried Schopflocher). "The completion of the Temple dome is, indeed,
of an imperative necessity, and the
Guardian feels that during these five
months the believers should persevere
more than ever in order to safeguard
the prestige of the Cause. Great as
has been the measure of their selfsacrifice, . yet, unless they redouble
their efforts and concentrate all their
resources to bring the whole work to a
successful completion, their energies
will have been spent in vain. .. In
these exceptionally hard days we have
to do our best and be confident in
God's unfailing guidance and help..
Re will surely inspire us with hope
and will lead us out of this worldwide
and unprecedented chaos." (Letter to
Mr. Philip Sprague.)
, And in a letter addressed to the
National Spiritual Assembly, dated
June 17: "The thing, however, that is
most urgent and of supreme importance is to insure by every means at
our disposal the uninterrupted progress of the ornamentation work of the
Temple. The cessation of work in
connection with so noble and so sacred
an edifice at so critical a time would
not only create an unfavorable impression in the minds of the millions of
visitors who will gather in Chicago
this summer but will inflict grave injury on the prestige and the international standing of the Cause throughout the world. That the American
believers, who have already on several
occasions contributed so strikingly to
the strengthening and widening of the
basis of Baha'i institutions will allow
them to suffer as a result of their
failure to prosecute this glorious enterprise, the Guardian refuses to believe. He will continue to pray, and
has sufficient confidence in the vitality
of the Faith that animates them to
feel assured that the hopes and expectations centered on them by the Baha'is of the world will not be disap-
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MEMORIAL TO THE GREATEST
HOLY LEAF ERECTED BY
THE GUARDIAN

pointed, and that the successful termination of what is only the first stage
in this historic enterprise will serve to
ennoble the heritage bequeathed to
them by a wise and loving Master."
In the Guardian's hand: "I am so
eager to hear of the latest developments in connection with an enterprise
in which so much that is vital to the
immediate future of the Cause is involved. The American believers are
deeply and solemnly committed to this
stupendous task. It was gloriously
conceived and nobly initiated. Its triumphal progress must suffer no setback. Its termination must be hastened
with zeal, determination and vigor. Its
concluding stages must redound as
much to the glory and fair name of
our beloved Faith as the initial steps
taken for its establishment. I appeal
to each of the champion builders of
this majestic and unique Structure not
to rest until the final section of the
external ornamentation of the dome
has been cast and set in position."
Do these words leave room for
either divided opinion or hesitation?
Can any conscientious believer hope
to render true and effective service by
performing any Baha'i action that involves or implies neglect of the one
overwhelming duty? Is it the time
for conspicuous teaching plans devised
as an alternative measure of Baha'i
service? Our hopes depend entirely
upon the full realization of Shoghi
Effendi's oft-repeated plea for the
completion of the Temple dome. \Ve

shall be straying outside the Kind
Shepherd's fold if we think that Baha'i success can. be erected upon any
other basis than this one supreme task.
But the task has already gone far
towar? completion. The $15,000 appropnated for Temple construction in
June, and the $18,000 appropriated in
July, leaves only four more months
of equal effort and sacrifice, since the
present schedule calls for a completion
of the work in November. The considerable sum required for materials--quartz, st~el, hoisting equipment, etc.
(aggregatmg some $24,(00) will all be
paid in August, which means that the
work of casting the sections can go
forward more rapidly than ever. At
the present schedule of $18,000 a
month, all the sections will be cast by
October 21. Meanwhile the work of
placing them on the dome will soon
begin,. so that by maintaining this
financial schedule the work will be
entirely completed by November first.
The response to the telegram sent
to Local Assemblies a month ago
has been truly extraordinary.
Not
only was it possible by July 15 to appropriate the entire $18,000 needed
for the July schedule, but by July 25
the National Spiritual Assembly also
had on hand $6,000 toward the
$18,000 needed for August. Much
depends upon our collective capacitv
to . contribute the additional $12,000
which the August schedule requires.
The Guardian's appeal to "each of
the cha~pion builders of this majestic
and umque Structure" will we trust
be emp~asized by all Loca'l Spirituai
J\ssembltes. We urge the believers to
give most thoughtful consideration to
the facts brought out in this general
letter, and the communities to discuss
them freely at the Nineteen Day
Feasts. When we have one will and
one mind, no power on earth can prevent us from meeting the Guardian's
standard o~ success; but response to
every passmg mood and division of
oU,r precious powers by undertaking
thiS or that local suggestion can onlv
re~ult in hav~ng o~r energies up to th{s
pomt spent 1n vam.
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

ASSOCIATION WITH THE
WORLD FELLOWSHIP OF FAITHS
A letter to the National Spiritual
Assembly dated Haifa, June 17, 1933,
conveys the Guardian's explanation of
the ~e~eral princip'~e underlying the
associatIOn of Baha IS with the World
Fellowship of Faiths and similar Societies. This statement merits careful
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attention from Local Spiritual Assemblies and National Committees, as
THE STANDARD OF
well as individual helievers, since it
SACRIFICE
will enahle American Baha'is in future
"The important visits you have
to meet whatever problems arise in
made to various Baha'i centers
connection with cooperation with nonthroughout the United States, toBaha'i organizations.
gether with the enthusiasm you
"Regarding association with the
have been able to create among
World Fellowship of Faiths and kinthe friends are, indeed, highly
dred Societies, Shoghi Effendi wishes
praiseworthy. You have set a
to reaffirm and elucidate the general
good example before the friends.
principle that Baha'i elected represenIt is hoped that everyone of
tatives as well as individuals should
them will arise to serve, as derefrain from any act or word that
votedly as you did, the beloved
~ould imply a departure from the
Temple and will be ready to sufprinciples, whether spiritual, social or
fer for its sake every possible
administrative, established by BaM'deprivation." (From letter to
u'llah. Forfl)al affiliation with and acMr. Philip Sprague, dated Haiceptance of membership in organizafa, June 8, 1933.)
tions whose programs or policies are
not wholly reconcilable with the
Teachings is of course out of the quesMrs. Doris E. Goodrick, 1157· So.
tion. In the case of the World Fellowship of Faiths, however, Shoghi Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Effendi sees no objection if the AmerMr. J. V. Matteson, 3225 Fruitvale
ican National Assembly decides to ap- Ave., Oakland, Calif.
point one or two Baha'i representaMrs. S. W. French, 501 Bellefontives to address some of the public taine Street, Pasadena, Calif.
Miss Nadeen G. Cooper, 291 Brodmeetings held under their auspices. To
merely address such gatherings on one erick Street, San Franci~o, Calif.
Miss Helen E. Starr, 122 W. De La
01" two occasions on a subject which is
in harmony with the spirit of the Guerra Street, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Miss Alice Rouleau, Greenacre
Teachings does not constitute acceptance by the Baha'i speaker of the en- Drive, Visalia, Calif.
tire program of the Fellowship. We
Mr. E. V. Harrison, 1362 Greene
should welcome and seize every opportunity that presents itself, however Ave., Westmount, Montreal, Canada.
Mrs. Rhoda Harvey, 1460 Bute
modest it may be, to give a wider
publicity to the Cause, to demonstrate Street, Vancouver, Canada.
its all-inclusiveness and liberal attiMrs. L. O. Wilson, 1332 N. Tejon
tude, its independence and purity,
Street,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
without committing ourselves, whether
Mrs. Elizabeth Clark, 4141 Xavier
by word or deed, to programs or policies that are not in strict conformity Street, Denver, Colo.
with the tenets of the Faith. Shoghi
Mrs. Charles P. Hillhouse, 462
Effendi hopes that this principle will First Ave., West Haven, Conn. (for
guide your distinguished Assembly in New Haven Assembly).
its dealings with various associations
which will increasingly seek, in the
Mr. George D. Miller, 1717 Kildays to come, the support of Baha'i bourne Place, N. W., Washington,
individuals and Assemblies for the at- D. C.
tainment of their ends."
Miss Corinne d'Armour, 44 N. W.
10th Ave., Miami, Fla.
BAHA'I DIRECTORY*
Mrs. Josephine E. Jones, Florida
Normal
and Industrial School, St.
Secretaries of Local Spiritual
A ugustine, Fla.
Assemblies in the United States
and Canada 1'33-1934

Mr. W. V. McCoy, 385 N. 4th Ave.,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Mrs. Laura Kelsey Allen, 198 Bret
Harte Road, Berkeley, Calif.
Mrs. Pearl Feldmeyer, Geyserville.
Calif.
Mrs. Loretha Beckett, 324 W.
Windsor Road: Glendale, Calif.

Mrs. E. 1. Adolphson, 712 17th
Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii.

* To be followed by a more complete Directory containing names of
all members of Local Spiritual Assemblies, names of all memhers of National Committees. and also Secretaries of National Spiritual Assemblies
in other lands.

Miss Sophie Loeding, 4318 Greenview Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Carl Scheffler, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Ill.
Miss Helen Hindson, 922 5th Ave.,
Peoria, Ill.
Mrs. Riecke Jurgens, 201 W. Calhoun Ave., Springfield, Ill.
Mr. H. J. Snider, 501 W. Penn
Ave., Urbana, Ill.
Mrs.· Anne W. Bartholomew 1627
Forest Avenue, Wilmette, Ill. '
Mrs. A. E. Keller, 3443 Birchwood
A ve., Indianapolis, Ind.
Miss Louise Thompson, Eliot, Me.
Miss Amelia L. Mann, 23 S. Highland Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Margaret R. Patzer, Box 31
Cabin J oho, Md.
'
Mrs. Z. O. Mapp, Box 526, Avon.
Mass. (for Boston Assembly)
Miss Fanny M. Holmes, 103 Webster Street, Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Mary Frazer, R. F. D. No.1,
Box 138, Fruitport, Mich.
Mrs. Helene Bagg Maxfield, 332
Jackson Ave., Muskegon, Mich.
Mrs. Lucille Melendy, fJJ7 N. Magnolia Street, Lansing, Mich.
Miss Fritzi L. Steinmetz, 904 W.
22nd Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
Mrs. Gement Woolson, 1553 Portland Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Miss Anna E. Van Blarcum 19
Walnut Crescent, Montclair, N. j.
Mrs. W. U. Witman, 68 Scotland
Road, So. Orange, N. J. (for Newark
Assembly).
Mr. A. G. Tichenor, 126 Evergreen
Place, West Englewood, N. J.
Miss Millie B. Herrick, 18 North
Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
Mrs. Morris S. Bush, 77 Livingston
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miss Bertha Herklotz, Baha'i Center, 119 West 57th Street, New York,

N. Y.
Mrs. LiI1ian Stoddard. 40 Cary!
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Mrs. H. F. Fenton, 876 Wyley Ave.,
Akron, Ohio.
Miss Hilda Stauss, 3640 Epworth
Avenue, Westwood, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Dale S. Cole, 3174 Corydon
Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Margarete Hespelt-Acebo, R.
F. D. 1, Box ·100, Black Lick, Ohio.
(for Columbus Assemb1y) .
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Mrs. Cecile Hill, 432 Ohio Street,
Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. J. W. Latimer, 1927 N. W.
40th Street, Portland, Oregon.
Miss Jessie E. Revell, 2531 North
19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Ruth Randall Brown, Box 9,
Ingomar, Pa. (for Pittsburgh Assembly).
Miss Chrisella Newell, Monroe,
Wash.
Miss Elsa Nordquist, 4508 18th
Ave., N. E., Seattle, Wash.
Mrs. Isabelle Campbell, 1427 So.
Madison Street, Spokane, Wash:
Mr. Louis J. Voelz, 6108 Sheridan
Road, Kenosha, Wis.
Mrs. Orol J. Clark, 1702 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Harold R. Olsen, 1332 Russet
Street, Racine, Wis.
THE BAHA'I WORLD,
VOLUME IV
The Guardian has given special emphasis to this international Bahi'i
work on the appearance of each successive volume.
The American believers are urged,
one and all, to acquire a copy if possible, and if not to borrow one from
the Lending Library of their Spiritual
Assembly. In this work we have before us the mighty worldwide panorama of the Cause, its international
character, as in no other Bahi'i text.
It is, besides, a necessary refere~ce
book in its various address lists, bIbliographies and reproductions of s'Jch
important documents as the Declaration of Trust and By-Laws, as well as
its extensive quotations from the Bahi'i writings. ThQ present volume
contains a large number of special articles, preceded by the Guardian's
"The Goal of a New World Order."
Its large collection of photographs
will acquaint all the friends with the
sacred ~hrines and places associated
with the Cause, and with representative groups of their spiritual brothers
and sisters in other lands.
In size Volume IV represents a
great enlargement over previous volumes, having a total of 547 pages.
All its material was gathered together and sent to Shoghi Effendi,
who added new material and arranged
the contents for publication.
We
quote his words concerning The Baha'i, Warld, written in December;
1928: "This unique record of worldwide Bahi'i activity attempts to present to the general public, as well as
to the student and scholar, those his-
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tori cal facts and fundamental principles that constitute the distinguishing
features of the Message of Bahi'u'llih to this age."
Copies may be obtained from the
Bahi'i Publishing Committee at $2.50.
Recognizing its value in the field
of general publicity and also teaching,
the National Spiritual Assembly has
placed copies in newspaper editorial
offices and also with the directors of
important educational, peace and religious organizations. Local Spiritual
Assemblies can render great service
by donating copies to Public Libraries.
COMMITTEE ON HISTORY OF
THE BAHA'I CAUSE IN AMERICA
Acting at the request of the
Guardian, the National Spiritual Assembly has recently appointed an important special committee to undertake
a brief but complete history of the
Cause in the United States and Canada. Its members are: Mr. Charles
:Ylason Remey, Chairman, Mrs. Mariam Haney, ·Mrs. May Maxwell.
This committee has been requested
to direct and supervise the preparation
of the history of the Bahi'i Cause in
America, with authority to request Local Spiritual Assemblies and also
groups to delegate qualified believers
to be associated with the committee,
and with authority to appeal to individual believers for assistance and to
search the Archives and any other
available sources of information.
Local Assemblies and individual believers are requested to extend every
possible cooperation for the early and
successful completion of this unique
task.
CONTACTS COMMITTEE
Another new national committee recently appointed is the Contacts Committee consisting of Miss Martha
Woodsum. secretary, Mrs. Ruth
Brandt. Miss Lucy Marshall, Mr.
Rowland Estall and Miss Sophie
Loeding.
This committee came into being as
the result of the very successful experience of a local committee appointed
by the New York Spiritual Assembly
last year. The local committee sent
Bahi'i literature and personal letters
to a large number of prominent people, with excellent results.
The Contacts Committee will extend
this "teaching by correspondence"
work on a national scale. The N ational Assembly is confident that its
activities will fill an important place in
our efforts to carry the Message to
the general public.

Local Assemblies are requested to
cooperate by suggesting names of influential people of liberal outlook,
sending the names and addresses directly to the nearest regional member
of the Contacts Committee.
(Miss
W oodsum covers the Southern as well
as Eastern States.)
PACIFIC COAST BAHA'I SUMMER
SCHOOL
The Program which has been issued
by the Committee of the Pacific Coast
Bahi'i Summer School for its Seventh Session, from July 23 to August
5, 1933, is very impressive. The believers in those States -can be heartily
congratulated for their privilege of attending such a well developed program of conference and instruction.
The essential elements of the program consist of Round Table Discussions, Training and Teaching Children, Public Meetings, Unity Feast,
Teaching Conference, and Courses of
Study on the following subjects: "Influence of Religion on Society," "The
History of the Bahi'i Faith," and
"Principles of Bahi'i Administration."
The classes are conducted by Prof.
N. F. Ward, Mrs. Helen Bishop, Miss
Marion Holley, Mrs. A. R. Seto, Mrs.
Louise Caswell, Mrs. E. G. Cooper.
Mr. H. R. Hurlbut, Mr. George O.
Latimer, Mr. Ali M. Yazdi .and Mr.
Leroy Ioas.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Publishing Committee wishes
to remind the friends that "Seven Valleys" has been out of stock for many
years, and that according to the
Guardian's instruction this Tablet cannot be reprinted until a new and better
translation has been made.
On account of the high cos t of
printing The Baha'i World, Volume
IV, Local Librarians can be given a
discount of only 1Oro on orders for
this book. I f the Publishing Committee
were to extend to Assemblies the usual
discount of 33Yi per cent, it would
be obliged to raise the price of the
book, and this would be undesirable.
The important compilation on inter-racial amity made by Mrs. Mariam
Haney and Mr. Louis Gregory, published under the title of "Oneness of
Mankind" has been reduced in price
from 25c to 15c per copy.
When the present supply of Autographed Edition copies of "The DawnBreakers" is exhausted, no more wiII
be available. Believers who wished a
copy of the beautiful edition autographed by the Guardian will be well
advised to order it without delay.
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TEMPLE PROGRESS
The Temple construction budget for
the month of August, the sum of
$18,000, was entirely met some days
before the end of the month. Since
the Temple Trustees announced a
monthly schedule of operation in
April, the believers have carried the
work forward without interruption by
their united devotion and constant sacrifice.
This great task is now well on its
way to a successful termination. By
maintaining the monthly budget for
September, October and November,
the contract involving $150,000 for
the external decoration of the Temple
dome will be completed during the
period of the Century of Progress Exposition and also before the coming of
the cold weather which would compel
suspension of the work until the spring
of 1934.
With the Guardian's urgent wishes
in mind, we can all appreciate the
vital need of going forward with full
speed throughout the three remaining
months.
The accompanying illustration shows
the first carload of completed units
shipped to the Temple grounds.
From the August report of, The Research Service we quote the following
detailed statements:
"During the first two weeks of
August, the final (ninth) clerestory
section of the great ribs of the dome
was cast and the entire work completed
on these nine sections. The plaster of
Paris mold was taken down and reerected in the Foundation Hall for
permanent storage. I t is planned that
after the completion of the dome ornamentation, the molds will be shipped
from the Rosslyn plant to the Temple
and permanently stored. In case of
damage to any section in the future,
the damaged part can be removed and
new sections cast and, set in place from
these molds. (The molds can also
be used in the external ornamentation
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of a similar Baha'i House of Worship
in some other part of the country at
any future date.)
"During the month the casting of
the field and rib sections has progressed with even higher efficiency
and better rate of progress than in
July. A total of 84 casts was made
during the past five weeks, 16 casts in
each of the first three weeks of that
periou and V~ casts in the last two
weeks. (It must be held in mind that
each unit after being cast undergoes
careful hand-finishing. This work is
not mechanical but a remarkable example of craftsmanship.)
"During Augllst also the structural
furring system of the dome has been
placed in position. It is expected that the
first carload of ornamentation shipped
from the plant at Rosslyn, Virginia,
on August 28, will arrive at Wilmette
not later than the beginning of the
first week of September. Arrangements have bem lliade for the itmnediate erection of these sections. The
second carload went forward on Septembe:- 2."
The months of September, October
and November have the following
financial schedules which the National
Spiritual Assembly trusts will be fully
met:
September, $18,000.00
18,000.00
October,
10,748.65
November,
LETTERS FROM HAIFA
"Shoghi Effendi sincerely hopes
that through these sacrifices that Edifice will be completed and become a
focal center for the spirit and Teachings of the Cause in that land; that
f rom it the light of guidance will
spread and bring joy and hope to the
heart of this depressed humanity. If
you will study the history of Nabil,
you will see how the Faith has been
fed by the constant sacrifices of the
friends. Under hardships. persecutions
and constant worries has the Message

of
Baha'u'llah
been
established
throughout the world."
(To Miss
Rachel Small, Roxbury, Mass., dated
Haifa, November 30,,1932.)
"As regards what Mirza Abu'! Fazl
~as said concerning the Seven ReHg~
IOns of the past, Shoghi Effendi wishes to emphasize that what IS truly
authoritative are the words of 'the
Master. In all such cases we should
try and find out what He has said and
abide by His words, even though they
seem to conflict with the findings of
modern scholars. I f He does not say
anything on the subject, then the individual is free to accept, ,or refute
what scholars, such as Abu1 Fazl, say.
Through the discussion of these
( statements by scholars), the truth
will ultiinately' be found, but at no
time should their decision be considered as final." (To Mrs. Shahnaz
Waite, Los Angeles, dated Haifa,
February 23, 1933.)
"The different nations of the world
will never attain peace except after
recognizing the significance of the
teachings and wholeheartedly upholding them, for through these precepts
all international problems will be
solved and every man will secure the
spiritual environment in which 'his
soul can evolve and produce its highest
fruits." (To Miss Agnes Alexander,
Tokyo, dated Haifa, January 15,
1933.)
. ..
"The Baha'i world should direct its
attention towards Europe more than
to any other land, because it is a hotbed of strife and rancor. The political hatreds that exist there will if not
subdued not only consume its inhabitants but will ravage the whole world
and bring devastation to the entire
surface of the globe."
(To Mrs.
Louise Erickson, Brooklyn, dated Haifa, March 25, 1933.)
"Whenever he receives-news of the
progress of the Temple, work he
(Shoghi Effendi) becomes; extremely
happy. not only because that edifice
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comes thereby one step nearer com- ually and collectively the working out
pletion. but also because it is an added of the spiritual power of this Faith.
proof to the world that there is a
As we studv Baha'i Administration.
mighty spirit that animates the friends. we become m~re and more impressed
that there is nothing impossible to with its comprehensiveness, practicalthem and that they shall attain ulti- ity and power. Enthusiasm grows
mately their goal. which is the spirit- upon us and we begin to realize that
(To with all of the increasing number of
ual regeneration of mankind."
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm. National Treas- man-made social plans, the Divine
urer, dated Haifa, March 5, 1933.)
Plan is the only one based on spiritual
"He (Shoghi Effendi) was deeply principles ;:tnd' realities and alone can
gratified to hear that the friends are solve 'the . complex problems' of the
attaching such a great importance to world and bring "about justice and
the teaching and training of Baha'i peace. We have infinite opportunities
children. The education of the youth for presenting this plan through word
is, undoubtedly, of paramount impor- of mouth, but the only true method
tance as it serves to deepen their un- of teaching, namely, that used by the
.derstanding of the Cause and to can- Christ, Baha'u'llah. and the other
alize their energies along the most prof- great Teachers, is oy "living the life."
itable lines, Inasmuch, however, as the Therefore our immediate spiritual op·national expenses of theCau'se in Amer- portunity and obligation is to demonica are daily in<:reasing, the members strate through our individual lives
of your Committee should be very and Baha'i community activities the
careful not to extend' beyond their spiritual principles that are so dear to
financial resources the sphere of their our hearts and which we so love to
activities. The' plans your Committee expound to others.
has made should not develop to such
Functioning in our community iman extent as to hamper the progress mediately involves the basic Baha'i
of the Temple work." (To members principles of consultation and coopof Committee on the Teaching and eration. In other words, Baha'i comTraining of Children, dated Haifa, munity Ii fe implies group action and
April 20, 1933.)
not the independent activities of a
"There is a difference between taxes number of individuals each and everyand spiritual offerings. The House of one seeking to fulfill his or her own
Justice has certain revenues such as ideas and wishes. One of the things
inheritance shares, fees and fines. that our beloved Master emphasized
These are the taxes whi<:h, according in the lives of believers was selfless
to the Aqdas, go directly not to the service. The harmonious and uriited
Guardian but to the House of Justice. functioning of a Baha'i community is
According to the Master's Will which hased on this fundamental principle of
In
complements the Aqdas, the Huquq individual or IJersonal sacrifice.
goes only to the Guardian." (To Mr. America where individualism is still
George O. Latimer, Portland, Oregon. rampant. the attainment of this station is most difficult and involves condated Haifa, June 17, 1933.)
tinual self-renunciation and sacrifice.
Those believers who have been memBAHA'I ADMINISTRATION
bers of the National and Local SpiritA Statement Dealing With Certain ual Assemblies realize that a great maCurrent Trends of the Cause
jority of the probl6ns that coptinuGrad~ally, through the teaching of ally arise for consideration and action
'Abdu'l-Baha and the development of result from our inability as yet to
the Cause under the guidance of function in accordance with the adShoghi Effendi, the believers through- ministrative principles. As we view
out the world are beginning to appre- the inharmonious elements of such
ciate the true significance of the Rev- problems, we see the intrusion of perelation of Baha'u'l1ih in the provision sonalities and the outcropping of those
for a new World Order. The Guard- human frailities that brought the
ian has emphasized Baha'i Adminis- world to its present status of confuistration not as an end in itsel f but as sion and chaos. The history of the
a means toward the gradual evolution Cause abounds in outstanding examof social, economic and political life ples of personalities undone as the retoward'the goal of the new vVorld sult of ambition, selfishness, lust for
Order destined to be established by leadership, misguided or misplaced
1963. The principal function of our love, and unwise associations. This is
Baha'i community life today is to indeed the ".testing time" that the
study and practise the administrative :11aster fm'elold so lIumy years ago.
A very important principle of adprinciples in order that we may graduallr develop and demonstrate individ- ministration irivoh'ed in the function-

I!1g of our Assemblies is that requirI!1g full, free and frank discussion of
all matters and then action taken by
majority vote. After such action IS
taken this becomes the action of the
entire Spiritual Assembly. There is
no place in Baha'i Administration for
minority action or reports.
How
often have we heard in Assemblies'
deliberations the expressed wish of
one or more members to be recorded
as voting in opposition to the action
of the majority. Such an expressed
wish manifests the ego of our human
nature.
The Holy Utterances, as
given on pages 22 and 23 of "Baha'i
Administration," gives our rules of
conduct as follo'Ys:
"The honored members must with
all freedom express their own
thoughts, and it is in no wise permissible for one to belittle the thought of
another, nay, he must with moderation
set forth the truth, and should differences of opinion arise a' majority of
voices must prevail, and alI must obey
and submit to the majority. It is
again' not permitted that anyone of
the honored members object to or censure, whether in or out of the meeting,
any decision arrived at previously,
though that decision be not right, for
such criticism would prevent any decision from being enforced. In short.
whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and with love and purity of motive, its result is light, and should the
least trace of estrangement prevail the
result shall be darkness upon darkness. . . . I f this be so regarded, that
assembly shall be of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and
alienation that .proceed from the Evil
One. Discussions must all be confined
to spiritual matters that pertain to the
training of souls. the instruction of
children, the relief of the poor. the
help of the feeble throughout alI
classes in the world, kindness to all
peoples, the diffusion of the fragrance
of God and the exaltation of His Holy
Word. Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the' Grace of the
Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto
them, and that assembly shall become
the center of the Divine blessings, the
hosts of Divine confirmation shall
come to their aid, and they shall day
by day receive a new effusion of
Spirit."
How wonderful it is if we but stop
and contemplate the spiritualsignificance of this new method of group
functioning through true consultation
and cooperation ! Through the dash
of differing opinion. the spark of
truth is ignited and illumines the entire problem. Such a deliberative As-
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sembly, as and when it thus truly
functions, is able to reach the right
decision and take appropriate action.
\\Then an Assemblv functions in this
manner, and only then, does the power
of the spirit reinforce and confirm its
decisions. How important it is and
how personally helpful and satisfying,
when we subj ugate our personal
wishes. ambitions and desires to the
decision of the majority and the general welfare. A fter such an action
is taken the individual members are
relieved of personal responsibility, because that action becomes the decision
of the entire body. Therefore, let us
continually strive that we may attain
the station of selflessness. lay aside the
desire to have our own way ,and "put
things over" and always self-sacrificingly, work solely for the interests of
the Cause under the guidance of Ollr
beloved Guardian.
There seems to be a growing feeling among a relatively few of the believers that the Administration of the
Cause in Ameri{;a is developing into a
hard and inflexible machine and, that
there is a tendency to restrict individual effort and stifle individual initiative
and enterprise. This feeling probably
results from the lack of adjustment of
these believers to the administrative
era of the Cause and also in some
cases from the personal feeling that
administrative efficiencv cannot· be accompanied with mercy and love. In
his letter of Feb. 20, 1927 to the National Spiritual Assembly, the Guardian states the following:
"It is the duty and privilege of the
National and Local Assemblies if they
find that the pressing requirements of
their local and national budgets have
been adequately met. to encourage individuals and groups to initiate and
conduct, with their knowledge and
consent, any undertaking that would
serve to enhance the work which they
have set themselves to achieve. Not
content with appeals addressed to each
and every believer to offer any constructive suggestions or plan that
would remedy an existing grievance.
they should, by every means in their
power,' stimulate the spirit of enterprise among the believers in order to
further the teaching as well as the
administrative work of the Cause.
They should endeavor by personal
contact and written appeals, to imbue
the body of the faithful with a deep
sense of personal responsibility. and
urge every believer, whether high or
low, poor or wealthy, to conceive, formulate and e.)(ccute such measures and
projects as would redound, in the eyes
of their representatives, to the power

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION PHOTOGRAPH
(New Series) No. 11
First Shipment of Sections from the Plant at Rosslyn, Virginia, August 28, 1933 to
the Temple Grounds at Wilmette,

and the fair name of this sacred
Cause."
This instruction of our Guardian
has been brought to the attention of
the believers by the National Assembly through the BAH.;"! :-.JEWS and
also by Local Assemblies. and referred
to in past Annual Conventions. Certainly the principles of consultation
and cooperation through group action
and individual effort anel activity are
not incompatible.
Difficulties and
probiems have arisen in many Baha'i
communities, however, from lack of
proper cooperation of visiting believers with the Local Spiritual Assemblies. It is obvious that confusion and
misunderstandings will arise if a believer from one community travels
about and attempts to carryon teaching and other activities in other communities without full cooperation with
the Local Spiritual Assemblies. It is
not to be supposed that such visiting
or traveling believers could or would
understand local conditions as well as
the Spiritual Assembly. Another interesting situation that often arises in
the activities of traveling- and visiting
believers is the tendency to criticize
their home conditions, and in extreme
cases to secure the cooperation of other
assemblies in making protests or appeals to the National Assembly relative to conditions in their home commumtles. Such activities are obviously wrong and will only result in emphasizing personalities and hringing
{tbout confusion.
Recently the National Spiritual Assembly has received 0. copy of a letter
written by the Guardian. through his
secretary, to :l believer who wrote him

frankly to state certain views about
!'ome incidents at the recent Convention. "He was'. however, grieved to
learn that, despite his repeated references on the necessity of unity and
concord among the friends. there have
appeared
some misunderstandings
among them. Such negative forces
have always hampered the progress of
the Cause and have resulted in utter
disappointment. The spirit of partisanship which is but the outcome of
individual passion and selfishness is
fundamentally opposed to the basic
teachings of the Faith. It is for cooperation, motivated by sel f -sacrifice,
that the Baha'is stand, and nothing
short of the adequate realization of
this ideal can redeem the world and
insure its safe and speedy progress."
As the Master emphasized, in his
talks and addresses in America in
1912, the significance of the fact that
all forms of activities of the friends
whether concerned with the direct
teaching. the summer schools, the
building of the Temple. or other concerns of our community life, were all
phases of teaching or spreading the
word of God. Since the Master's
visit to the western world, the American believers have not only risen to
teach in their own communities but
have traveJed. to the uttermost parts
of the earth, We are beginning to see
the fruits of the sincere and self-sacrificing efforts of our teaching work
during this period of a little less than
a quarter century. As we look about
liS, however, we are inclined to wonder as to why our communities are
still so small in number. \Vhy has
not this great spiritual force entered

. I
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the hearts of more people generally
and brought more people into the active service of the Cause of God?
Through all time, a human movement
is judged by its exponents and followers. Undoubtedly this same "acid
test" has been applied to our teaching
work in America during the past 20odd years. As the Master so often
stated, we are judged not by our
words but by our deeds, Our teaching efforts will have been or will in
the future be of very little value unless we attract people by our "distinctiveness." The Guardian has set .forth
in a letter to the believers 6£ Ainerica, dated Sept. 24, 1924, the 'S~ifi
cance of "teaching by example":.,
"Not by the force of numbers, not
by the mere exposition of a set· of
new and noble principles, not by an
organized campaign of teaching-no
matter how worldwide and elaborate
in its character-not even by the
staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of our enthusiasm, can we ultimately hope to vindicate in the eyes
of a critical and sceptical age the supreme claim of the Baha'i Revelation.
One thing and only one thing will unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause,
namely, the extent to which our own
inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects the
splendor of those eternal principles
proclaimed by Baha'u'lIah."
Let us urge each and every believer
to give first attention to the development of "the inner life." Our first
duty is to set our own house in order
before we can hope to interest or attract the people of the world to the
glory and power of our Message. Let
us endeavor to lay increasing emphasis
on attracting people by the beauty.
simplicity and dignity of our personal
lives rather than through exhortation
and the repetition of minor platitudes.
We must realize that we must first
bring the Kingdom of Heaven into
our own hearts and lives before we
can help others to acquire this great
station.
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Assembly secretaries are requested
to make the following corrections in
the Directory published in BAIL~'f
NEWS last month: Add Miss June
Jarvis, 1828 East 5th Street, Long
Beach, Cali f. Change Portland. Oregon. address from 1927 N. W. 40th
Street to 1927 N. E. 40th Street.
Change Columbus, Ohio. address to
R. F. D. 1. Box 109. Reynoldsburg,

Ohio; change Phoenix, Arizona, to
:\lrs. C. A. Bugbee, P. O. Box .2172.
An article entitled "Colored C!)bcrete Castings M¥J.e from Sculptured
:\1odels Cover Unique Temple Dome."
by Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, was published in Construction Methods (a
technical journal) of July, 1933. The
article carries ten illustrations.
Another article by Mr. McDaniel
to appear in a recent issue of a technical journal was entitled "The T~
pIe of Light" in the June, 1933, issue
of the Journal of the Ameri-ean Concrete Institute. The same issue also
included "The Project of Ornamenting the Baha'i Temple Dome" by Mr.
John J. Earley.
The Publishing Committee is sending out advance notices of two books
which have recently been approved by
the Reviewing Committee. The paramount importance of Temple construction makes it impossible to publish these
works unless sufficient advance orders
are received from Local Assemblies.
One book is "Security for a Failing
World" by Dr. Stanwood Cobb; the
other, "Baha'i Answers," a compilation prepared by Mrs. Olivia Kelsey.
The Publishing Committee is also
issuing a new edition of the small
compilation originally called "Blue
No.9" and later changed to "The
Dawn of a New Day." Its present
title is "Principles of the Baha'i
Faith." Twenty-five thousand copies
are being printed. to sell at $3.00 per
100.
Copies of the Swedish translation
of Esslemont's "Baha'u'lhih and the
New Era" can now be obtained from
the Publishing Committee. It would
be a great service if Assemblies in
cities having groups of Swedish people could present them with one or
more copies of this translation.
A book has been written by Mrs.
Ruth Moffett on the subject of prayer,
and includes a compilation of Baha'i
prayers and meditations. This has
been approved by the Reviewing Committee. Word has been received that
the book will be published immediately.
Important Inter-Racial Amity Activities held since the Convention include an entertainment given in honor
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the
Urban League, New York Chapter, by
the National Amity Committee assisted by the ~ew York Spiritual Assembly; and a Conference for Racial
Amity arranged by the )Jational Amity Committee at Green Acre on July
28, 29 and 30. This Conference continued the series initiated by Mrs.

Parsons in Washington at the Master's
request in 1921.
Baha'i speakers
were: Mr. Harlan Ober, Mr. Saffa
Kinney, Miss Helen Campbell, Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford, Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf, Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mr.
Howard Ives, Mrs. Zylpha Mapp, Mrs.
Grace Ober and Mr. Philip Marangella. Invited speakers were: Rev.
Charles Este, of Montreal; Dr. T. E.
A. McCurdy, Boston; Rev. Henry
Benton Harris and Mr. James H. Hubert, New York. Following the meeting held in New York, Mrs. Louie
Mathews, Chairman of the National
Amity Committee. received these
words from the Guardian, through
his secretary: "The entertainment
given in .honor of the N. S. A. C. P.
. . . made a dignified effect, interesting and beneficial to the cause of
unity between the races. It is hoped
that your example will be followed
and that in the future meetings of this
sort will increase both in number and
effectiveness. "
Enthusiastic reports have been received from believers attending the
sessions of the Baha'i Summer
Schools at Green Acre, Louhelen
Ranch and Geyserville. The friends
generally seem to appreciate more than
ever the advantages of these unrivaled opportunities for study, discussion and becoming better acquainted
with believers from other cities. In
forthcoming issues of BAHA'i NEWS,
detailed reports prepared by the· various Summer School Committees will
be published.
The Green Acre season terminated
with a Teaching Conference held from
August 27 to 30, attended by believers from Baha'i communities throughout the East. A very comprehensive
agenda prepared in advance, and distributed to all in attendance, held the
discussion to a high level and concentrated attention upon the most important matters. Dr. Genevieve Coy, of
New York, acted as chairman of the
meeting.
The Spiritual Assembly of W orcester, Mass., write that the believers
have been deeply stirred by the Guardian's letter on "America and the Most
Great Peace," and the community has
consecrated itsel f anew to the task of
perfecting the institutions of the Local
Spiritual Assembly and of the Baha'i
community.
Miss Ella Quant, an isolated believer of Schenectady, N. Y., has been
led to serve by transcribing Baha'i
texts into Braille for the blind. She
has already completed the work on the
compilation published a few years ago
entitled "The Spirit of World Unity."
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"THE SEAL OF FINAL AND
COMPLETE VICTORY"
Temple Progress
The illustration contained in this
issue shows, for the first time, how
the Temple dome will appear when the
external decoration is entirely completed. Here at last is the picture
which the friends had hoped to see
in reality when they came to the Convention on June first.
The beauty of this completed portion is indescribable. The perfection
of Mr. Bourgeois' design, unique and
indeed inevitable in its effect, combining a stimulating intricacy with a satisfying simplicity; the soft and delicate
brilliance of the texture wrought by
Mr. Earley and his skilled craftsmen;
the impressive strength and endurance
of the units when closely inspected;
the play of light upon the rounded
surface of the magnificent dome, surmounting the House of Worship dedicated to Baha'u'li<ih-here, at last,
all Baha'is may rejoice in a true symbol of our beloved Faith, an inspired
expression of its results upon the
hearts of its devoted servants.
As the time is short in which to fulfil the Guardian's highest hopes, the
National Spiritual Assembly takes this
occasion to report on the present status of the Temple work in some detail, culminating this statement with
the most recent words written by
Shoghi Effendi.
First, we quote from the report of
Research Service for September:"During the month, the casting of
the field and rib sections has proceeded
with the efficiency and economy established during the two preceding
months of July and August. During
September a total of 67 concrete sections of ornamentation were cast. Of
this amount, 21 were rib sections and
46 were field sections. It will be recalled that the original estimate of
the average labor cost per cast was

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION PHOTOGRAPH
(New Series) No. 12
Nearing Completion of the Dome Unit-Photograph taken September 21, 1933.

$80.00. During the past two months
this average cost has been reduced to
about $70.00, and this lower average
has been maintained in September.
"Of the units shipped. 76 were in
place on the dome on September 30,
1933. Additional shipments are being
made at this time and Mr. Taylor, :Vir.
Earley's associate, plnns to return to
the Temple about October 10 to continue with the erection of the ornamentation, which can he carried on at

the rate of about 70 or 80 sections per
week.
"To summarize: the total number
of sectional units is 387. Of these,
260 have been made, leaving 127 sections still to be cast."
On September 26. after prayer in
the Temple. the members of the N ational Assembly issued a special ·letter to all Local Assemblies. from
which the fGllowing paragraphs are
quoted : -

-------------------------------------------------
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"The flow of funds into the ~ation
al Treasury this months has not indicated our ability to meet the expenses
of carrying on the Temp~e dome ornamentation program necessary to
comply with the Guardian's instructions; nevertheless, the ~ational Spiritual Assembly has been unable to believe th;tt the friends will permit any
failure in this the greatest of all present Baha'i obligations.
Therefore,
work has proceeded at the degree of
efficiency required to complete the
dome ornamentation during N ovember.
"As you know, this requires contributions of $18,000 for September,
$18,000 for October, and $10,000 for
November. For the month of September we are still short $7,500, due
to be paid by October first. No credence should be attached to a rumor
that seems to have been circulated to
the effect that any deficit in the fund
has been guaranteed by certain individuals.
"Your National Spiritual Assembly
has offered fervent supplications in the
Temple, united under the now partially decorated dome, that the increased
and sustained sacrifices and united
efforts of the friends may achieve the
divine goal."
Since that letter was issued, $5,500
has been received. But the sum of
$2,000 is still in deficit for construction in September, and the schedule
calls for $18,000 additional in October. To maintain the Temple schedule, therefore, the National Fund must
receive $20,000 this month.
One point of vital importance
should be made clear.
The monthly schedule of work must
be determined before the month begins, while payment is made for work
done at the end of the month. Thus,
the Temple Trustees authorized for
September work in the amount of
$18,000, although only about $5.000
was actually on hand on September
first. If the Trustees had authorized
only the work that could be done for
$5,000, the Temple schedule would
have been fatally interrupted.
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes every believer to take this situation to heart: that the members are
called upon to assume responsibility
for a decision creating liability at the
rate of $18,000 for September and
now for October also. If the ::--Jational Assembly lacked faith, it would
only authorize work to the extent of
c~sh in hand. and such a procedure
would have two bad results-first.
greatly increasing the final cost, and
second, delaying the completion of the

-
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dome unit far beyond ~ ovember-per- circumspection, tact, patience and vighaps until spring. Under the circum- ilance. on the part of those whose
stances, only one decision was possi- function and privilege is to guard,
ble: namely, to continue Temple con- promote and administer the activities
struction and have absolute faith that of a
world-wide, ever-advancing
this decision will be vindicated by the Cause. The misgivings and apprehenunity and sacrifice of the American sions of individual Baha'is should be
Baha·is.
allayed and eventually completely disWe now quote the most recent mes- pelled.
Any misconception of the
sage from the Guardian on the sub- sane and genuine patriotism that aniject of the Temple, written to the Na- mates every Baha'i heart, if it ever
tional Assembly in his own hand:obscures or perplexes the minds of re"The magnificent achie1'ement of sponsible government officials, should
the American believers. the stupendous be instantly and courageously dissiefforts they hm'e exerted in the month pated. Any deliberate misrepresentaof £lugust on behalf of the Telnple tion by the enemies of the Cause of
FUlld cannot be allowed to pass lm- God, of the aim, the tenets and methnoticed. A fresh record of sen,ice. an ods of the administrators of the Faith
unexampled standard of self-sacrifice of Bahi'u'llah should be vigorously
lUIS
been attained and established faced arid its fallacy pitilessly exposed.
through their concerted, their persist- The Cause to which we belong stands
ent and heroic efforts. The entire Ba- on the threshold of an era of unha'i 'World cannot but feel thrilled as it precedented expansion. Its problems
contempla.tes sitch striking e'l'idences are many, divers and challenging. Our
of Baha'i solidarity, of spiritual fer- methods and ways of approach must
vor.. of self-abnegatioll. 'Abdu'l-Balui. likewise be characterized by unusual
from the realms abm'e, looks dmf'tI sagacity. consummate skill and wisupon those responsible for such deeds dom. He will surely never fail us in
'With feelings of unmitigated pride, fay meeting the needs of a critical hour."
The concluding
and satisfaction.
stages of this stirring episode in the
IN MEMORIAM
history of the Faith in that land must
The
friends
are requested to re'Witness still greater triumphs. must
member
in
prayer
the believers who
establish a still more excellent standard
of Baha'i stewardship. The remain- have passed -into the Kingdom:
Mrs. Mae Warrick Hughes, Glening months of September and October must set the seal of final and com- dale, Cali f.
Miss Lena Geib, Bloomfield, N. ].
plete victor}' to an enterprise that
Mrs. Rachel O. North, Chicago, Ill.
stands unparalleled in the annals of
Mr. Charles T. Kerin, Pittsburgh,
the Cause in the West. Your true and
Pa,
grateful brother, Shoghi." (September 6. 1933).
With these ringing words before us, PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
the National Spiritual Assembly is
The small prayer book issued a few
confident that the American believers years ago to sell at ten cents. having
will accomplish the full task which the gone out of print, a committee of the
Guardian has given us as our highest National Assembly has compiled a new
privilege in the Cause of God.
prayer book to take its place. It contains representative prayers selected
from writings of Baha'u'llah and 'AbNON-PARTICIPATION OF
du'I-Bahi, all taken from accurate and
BAHA'IS IN POLITICAL AFFAIRS recognized sources.
The delicate question of the nonThis new prayer book is now on
political character of the Baha'i Faith the press and will be ready during Ochas further clarification in the follow- tober.
ing words written by the Guardian in
Twenty-five thousand copies of a
a letter dated :Ylarch 16, 1933. In new booklet on the Temple are also on
quoting these words. the National the press. This was prepared by the
Spiritual Assembly wishes to in form Temple Program Committee in order
the friends that a soecial committee to meet the need of free literature at
has been appointed to draft a state- the Temple, and the material prepared
ment which is intended to present this by that committee was amplified by
subject to American believers in final material selected from The Baha'i
form.
World, Vol. IV, at the request of the
"The handling of this delicate and National Suiritual Assembly.
vital problem regarding non-participaOf the 25,000 copies ordered, 15,000
tion by Baha'is of East and West in are to be given to the Temple Program
political affairs, calls for the utmost Committee, and the balance of 10,000
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copies held by the Publishing Commit- and Mr. Allen B. :\1cDaniel to repretee for sale to Assemblies in lots of sent the Cause.
A special committee was appointed
100 or more copies. It is suggested
that Local Assemblies purchase copies two years ago to arrange for Baha'i
for local free distribution-a most representation in the Parliament of
timely teaching aid. Price, $2.00 per Religions which it was believed the
Century o'f Progress Exposition
100. C~o discount allowed on free
would surely hold in commemoration
literature. )
Copies of the Swedish translation of the Parliament held in 1893. This
of the Esslemont book are now avail- committee learned that the Hall of Religions would not involve any plan for
able, $1.50 each.
The Publishing Committee has es- a Parliament of Religions but would
tablished a Western Division at San merely provide space for religious exFrancisco, for the more efficient ser- hibits on a paid basis. The sessions
vice to Assemblies in the following of the World Fellowship of Faiths
States: Washington, Montana~ North have been arranged outside the Fair
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, by a national committee which hopes
Idaho, Oregon, California, Nevada, to continue the tradition of the famous
Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Parliament of 1893.
Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, British Columbia, Hawaii.
A LETTER FROM
Believers in those States and ProvMRS. KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
inces should in future send orders direct to Western Division, Bahi'i PubWith the utmost enthusiasm I have
lishing Committee, Mrs. Emma F. read every word of the July NEWS
Smith, Manager, 1245 Broderick containing Miss Linfoot's vivid and
Street, San Francisco, Calif. Both refreshing report of the Convention.
time and shipping expense will be
The profound social, economic and
saved through the organization of this political changes that have transpired
Western Division. The Committee is in our dear land since my departure
grateful to Mrs. Smith for this impor- more than two years ago have, perhaps
tant undertaking.
unconsciously, found their echo in the
tone, conduct, dedication and deterTEMPLE MODEL EXHIBITED AT mination of the Twenty-fifth Convention.
CENTURY OF PROGRESS
'Abdu'l-Baha exhorts us to make
EXPOSITION
of this world another world but we
At the suggestion of the Chicago find that after near a century of the
Spiritual Assembly, a beautiful model power and authority of this Revela. of the Baha'i House of Worship was, tion it is still the world that changes
early in September, placed on display the Baha'is, not the Baha'is the world.
in the Hall of Religions at the Fair.
Shoghi Effendi, the beloved of our
Two believers are at all times sta- hearts, said: "The progress of the
tioned near the model to answer ques- Cause depends upon two factors: one
tions and give out literature. A spe- is the effort of the believers; the other
cial edition of 50,0000 copies of Dr. is God's own ways that are independEsslemont's leaflet, "What is the Ba- ent of our efforts." And then he conhi'i Faith?" has been provided for tinued that according to the words and
this purpose. The exhibit will remain warnings of the Master God's way
was through a quotidian of suffering
until the termination of the Fair.
The Spiritual Assembly of Chicago that would force humanity to the healreports that the model is making a ing and redemptive laws of Baha'u'llah.
Well is it with him who, in that
great impression upon the throng
which every day passes through the "great and very terrible" day has
found shelter under the "shade that
Hall of Religions.
overshadoweth all mankind."
My heart is pierced and my spirit
BAHA'I REPRESENT A TION AT
uplifted by the new note of profound
WORLD FELLOWSHIP OF FAITHS responsibility, utter dedication, uniFollowing receipt of the Guardian's versal vision and indomitable courage
statement (published in the August, displayed by the friends of America
1933 issue) that Baha'i speakers might under such discouraging conditions.
What does it mean to us whether
take part in the program of the World
Fellowship of Faiths, conducted at we, or some other nation carry to their
Chicago coincidently with the Century triumphal issue the plans apd purposes
of Progress Exposition, the National of Baha'u'llah? But one clear and
Spiritual Assembly requested Mr. Al- simple task lies before us: not emulabert Vail, Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford tion, not competition, though it be a

competition in virtue, strength and
courage, but that continually renewed
effort that lays at every moment before the feet of God the furthest extent of our capacity, the final attenuation of our superhuman endeavor.
When the Baha'is of America have
attained to that station, let who will
lead the Baha'j world; with humility,
joy and gratitude we can then acclaim
their leadership.
Having, between 1925 and 1931,
visited the great majority of our Baha'i communities I was particularly
gratified to find so many unfamiliar
faces in the Convention photographI mean, of course, that most of the
Baha'j faces of a few years ago are
familiar to me. May this new growth
in the Cause speed the day of its
ascendency.
With warm Baha'i love to all the
friends,
Your sister in His service,
KEITH.

Tihran, Persia,
August 17, 1933.
Permanent address:
Vassar Club,
New York City.
LETTER FROM COMMITTEE ON
HISTORY OF THE CAUSE
IN AMERICA
Dear Friends:
Shoghi Effendi has expressed the desire that a history be published of the
first forty years of the Baha'i Cause
in America. The National Spiritual
Assembly has, therefore, appointed a
committee to gather together the necessary material for this history and to
prepare it for publication.
The first work of the commitee will
be to collect all historical data regarding the founding in the early days
and the growth and development of
the Baha'i Cause in this country. For
this we need historical information
which, for the most part, only the old
Baha'is are able to give, but which
many of the younger Baha'is are also
able to give because of their association with the older friends.
We,
therefore, ask each individual Baha'i
who can make any contribution to
write out his or her reminiscences
and facts and send these to the committee. The original documents sent
to us will eventually, in their entirety,
be turned in to the National Baha'i
Archives, our committee using the material needed for the printed history.
It is hoped that each individual Baha'i will lose no time in assisting us
in our work by writing out his or her
reminiscences and recollections and
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sending them to us. These should be
written or typed on a good quality of
permanent paper. Since these papers
will eventually be placed in the Archives to be preserved, we would caution the friends against using ordinary cheap pulp paper which lasts at
the most but a few years. Only the
very best quality of paper should be
used and in order that all of these
documents be uniform in size, we ask
that all contributions be written on
standard sheets, 80 x 11 inches,
which is the standard size of paper
for typewriting, and signed by the
contributor. We emphasize the need
of making these statements accurate
and factual, as becomes a historical
record.
Please 'send all contributions of recorded data to Charles Mason Remey,
2440 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Signed,
CHARLES MASON REMEY, Chairman.

REPORT OF
CENTRALSTATESSUMMffiR
SCHOOL
The third session of the Summer
School was held at Louhelen Ranch,
Davison, Michigan from June 25 to
July 3, inclusive. The committee feel
happy and encouraged about it and
believe a new high point was reached.
More were present than in either of
the previous summers; the average
was about seventy and there were 140
different souls who attended for a
fonger or shorter time. There was a
great eagerness for spiritual food and
a desire for knowledge of the teachings. A spirit of love and unity prevailed that words cannot express. All
felt it and spoke of it.
Mrs. Greenleaf opened the morning session with a meditation period
using a prayer and then developing
passages from the Iqan. Mr. Harlan
Ober, assisted by Mrs. Greenleaf,
gave a most illuminating course in
Baha'i Administration. This course
awakened many to the true significance
and urgent importance of Baha'i Administration. This course was to have
been given by Mr. McDaniel but sickness prevented him from coming.
:\1rs. Dorothy Baker lifted us into the
world of the spirit when she gave her
daily talks based on incidents and stories from the Dawn-Breakers linked
with and illustrating Baha'i truths.
These talks were of an inspirational
nature as well as such as to acquaint us
with the early history of the Cause.
It is impossible to say what they
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meant to many. Mr. Ober's course
on the Influence of Religion on Society was scholarly and fitted in with the
course on administration helping to
see the place of the latter in developing the New World Order.
Each afternoon there were talks for
the general public. While these meetings do not attract many outsiders
since Louhelen Ranch is a number of
miles from any large center, yet there
was no afternoon when there were
not a few strangers present or some
who knew little of the Cause.
The planning of the evenings was
given over to the young people who
made excellent use of the opportunity. These evenings were joyous occasions which brought fellowship and
understanding between young and
old. The young people were a most
vital and hopeful part of the school.
Mrs. Baker and Mrs. Greenleaf
served as directors and advisors to
this group. Of this work Mrs. Baker
writes:
"They attended regularly
many of the lectures and in addition
carried on a forum for discussion of
Baha'i subjects from the point of view
of youth problems. Wishing to be
of service to all they took entire
charge of evening social gatherings
and devoted them to music, poetry,
stories, talks, and sometimes to good
wholesome fun, enjoyed alike by
young and old. And beneath the jollity ran always the definite, purposeful
undercurrent of Baha'i feeling. Twenty-six young people, some non-Baha'i
on arrival, went away confirmed in the
Faith and with the deep blessing of
true spiritual fervor in their hearts.
One, an avowed atheist when he came,
went away with the love of Baha'u'llah
with him and looks forward to a life
of devoted service in His Cause. Dear,
gay, courageous, young Baha'is, all
setting out to work in His vineyard.
I have heard of three youth groups
begun by them in just this intervening
month, and God grant that much more
will come out of their happy contacts
at this true Baha'i center. The intensified work, the play, the inspiration
and spirit of unity created an extraordinary atmosphere rare and beautiful.
The gift of such a nine days will go
with us always.
One of these enthusiastic young
people who has attended this summer
school for two summers declares that
she has been to paradise twice and
pictures in bright colors the material
aspects of this paradise. Then she
adds, "We know that all good things
are accomplished through prayer.
Here, the day is begun with meditation and prayers. . . . The young

people meet together and talk over
problems which seem to them of great
importance. At every meeting a fine
leader presents the material for discussion. If you have the great opportunity of coming to this paradise
put a notebook and pen at the head.of
the list of" things not to forget."
.
These young people inspire each
other with their numbers and their
deep interest.
Two young people
from one of the eastern states who
had not before come in touch with
Central States Youth Group expressed
surprise that there was such a large
group.
Toward the end of the week a number of newcomers arrived bringing
fresh inspiration. With the arrival of
Philip Sprague special Temple meetings were held though the Temple had
already been emphasized and a collection begun. The three hundred dollars already raised was swelled to
nearly five hundred. Ruth Moffett's
talks with her chart gave us an opportunity to see the value of charts in
teaching. They make a strong appeal to the visually minded. Mary
Maxwell thrilled us in two talks which
revealed the power of devoted and
inspired young people. These were
based on the Dawn-Breakers and
made plain the work that is being
done with this book in Montreal.
Weare beginning to think and plan
for next summer. We are hoping to
try the experiment of having a short
school just for the young people alone,
with teachers and counsellors to guide
them.
For the committee,
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK, Sec'y.

PooNA BAHA'IS SET STANDARD
OF SACRIFICE FOR TEMPLE
On October 4, 1933, the following
cablegram was received from the believers of Poona, India: "Cabled 1800
dollars. Though exhausted, Poona
friends wont rest until beloved Temple rises or they fall."
T/1is noble and heroic devotion corresponds entirely to the Guardian's
statement that the Temple, when completed, will have an influence proportioned to the amount of sacrifice that
has gone into its construction.
The American believers appreciate
beyond our power of expression such
a remarkable and indeed historic evidence of the oneness of the worldwide
Baha'i community, and accept this
contribution as a challenge to our own
capacity to serve the Cause in like
measure.
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NEWS OF THE CAUSE
I\lr. C. G. Nordquist makes a correction in that part of the Convention
report (published in July BAHA'i
NEWS) referring to the story told
about the young man who perished as
the result of the caving in of the walls
of a wen. After his body was recovered, his mother found $l.4D in the
pockets of his clothing, and this she
gave to the Temple Fund as one of
her most treasured possessions in remembrance of her son.
The Spiritual Assembly of vVest
Englewood held a Public Conference
on The New \Norld Order, in commemoration of the twenty-first anniversary of the Unity Feast given by
'Abdu'I-Baha to Baha'is of the New
York metropolitan district in June,
1912. The meeting had two sessions,
J;J() and 8.30 P. M., June 23, 1933.
Mr. Hooper Harris spoke on "The
Baha'i Message for the New Day"
and Mirza Ali Kuli Khan spoke on
"The Solution to the World Problems." Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm acted
as chairman. Several hundred people
attended this Conference, which has
become an important annual event.
Frequent letters have been received
from the Chicago Spiritual Assembly
during recent months reporting new
members added to the community.
Monthly teaching reports have also
been received for June and July, 1933,
which convey details of many interesting and constructive activities.
Among those which might be considered by other Assemblies are: the establishing of Branch Reading Libraries in Baha'i homes in various parts
of the city; the appointment of a committee to establish a Dramatic Department, the first achievement of which
was "An Evening of the Fine Arts"
held at the Baha'i Headquarters on
July 7, with about ISO people present;
a Contact Department, to write to the
various clubs, inviting them to call
upon the Assembly for speakers and
making it clear that there are no
charges for Baha'i speakers. 11embers of the clubs are also invited
to visit the Chicago Baha'i Reading
Room and attend Baha'i lectures.
Fireside groups are conducted at the
homes of l\1r. and Mrs. Edgar Edwards and of Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Matthisen. During June. Wednesday
noon Lectures were delivered at the
Headquarters by lfirza Ali Kuli Kahn,
and :\frs. Shahnaz Waite.
Friday
evening lectures were delivered by
Mrs. Waite and 1\1r. Louis Gregory.
Among the more important activities reported by the Philadelphia Assembly for the period of several

months preceding the Convention
were: an Inter-Assembly Teaching
Conference combining the believers of
vVashington, Baltimore and Philadelphia which brought out many suggestions for promoting the Cause; and
important contacts made by four
Philadelphia Baha'is who attended an
inter-racial dinner held during Friendship 'Neek, at the time of the anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln.
Prominent educators of both races attended the dinner. The Philadelphia
Assembly has also reported additions
to the local membership list.
Following the Convention, ~frs.
Shahnaz Waite carried out eight weeks
of intensive teaching and lecturing in
Chicago, making use of her manuscript of lessons which the Reviewing
Committee approved a short while ago.
After leaving Chicago, Mrs. Waite
has taught in Racine and .\'Iilwaukee.
The Urbana Spiritual Assembly has
written that Mirza Ali Kuli Khan addressed a public meeting at Urbana on
July 9, the largest meeting the Assembly has held in several vears. Mrs.
Dorothy Baker spoke at the public
meeting on July 30.
On October I the Baha'is of Binghamton will begin the third year of a
class on Comparative Religion which
they have found very helpful in attracting people of capacity to direct
their attention to the Baha'i Faith.
Two members of the class have already joined the Binghamton Baha'i
community.
The Assembly of Vancouver were
happy to receive visits from Mrs.
Ella Cooper and :\1rs. Katherine
Baldwin in June, on their return from
the Convention. After meeting with
the Vancouver believers, Mrs. Cooper
and Mrs. Baldwin addressed a public
meeting.
~Trs. Edwin L. Mattern has been
broadcasting for the Peace Council of
Erie County, Pa., and has prepared
her addresses largely from Baha'i literature. The broadcasts were to continue ~Tonday mornings throughout
September at 10.15, over station
WLBW, at Erie.
The Montreal Spiritual Assembly
plans a series of four lessons at a
hotel salon during ;-.Jovember. l\lr.
Roland Estall is to be the speaker,
Fireside meetings will be held weekly
at the horne of Mr. Siegfried SchopAocher. The Montreal Assembly has
been placing Baha'i literature in a
number of important Public Libraries.
The Kenosha Spiritual Assembly
has sent a copy of a local newspaper
article which appeared on June 8,
under the headline u:\finiature Temple

Built by Kenosha Baha'ist Is Marvel"
which describes the cardboard mod~[
con~t~ucte~ by !"Ir. Louis J. Voelz and
exhibited In the window of the local
Baha'i Center.
The progress of Temple construction, awakening widespread interest
in the meaning of stich a beautiful
structure, is producing some remarkable newspaper publicity. Among the
articles appearing recently are: a full
column in the Chicago Sunday Tribune of August 27; an illustrated story
in Wilmette Life of September 14'
~nd a striking allusion to the Templ~
III a .featur~ story on the Chicago Fair
publIshed In the magazine section of
the Peoria Mar/ling Star, of September 3.
The believers of the newly constituted Baha'i community of Cabin
John, Maryland, have received this
beautiful message from the Guardian,
through his secretary: "Shoghi Effendi was very pleased to learn that
y?U have formed an Assembly and
slllcerely trusts th~ h will gradually develop into an important and
active Baha'i center. You have now
gone one step farther in the administration of the Cause. Such a development carries with it both privileges
and responsibilities that are immense.
. . . Shoghi Effendi will always be
with you in spirit and will offer his
prayers on behalf of each one of vou.
so that God may confirm your souls,
deepen your vision of the Cause and
enable you to render His Faith mighty
and imperishable services.
The September program of the Los
Angeles community announced a series of Monday evening lectures by
Mr. Willard P. Hatch, Saturday and
Sunday evening illustrated lectures by
Mr W. F. Kyle, Tuesday evening
classes in public speaking conducted
by Mr. Hatch, Thursday evening
meetings on Baha'i Administration
conducted by Mrs. G. C. Finks, and a
social evening with music on September 21.
The Portland, Oregon, Spiritual Assembly announced the following program for September: "The Secret of
Life," a book review by Miss June
Addison; "Baha'i, the Spirit of the
Age," by Mr. George O. Latimer;
"The Basic Unity of Religions," by
Mrs. Pearl Young; "Immortality," by
:".1 rs. Rouhanieh Latimer; and "Temples. Ancient and Modern," by ~liss
Ella Meissner. Two new believers
were added to the voting list in
August.
The Feast Committee of the New
York Spiritual Assembly will this year
serve supper preceding each Nineteen
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6
Day Feast. the food being donated by
various believers. This plan brings
the friends together for the entire evening, allows more time for the period
of community consultation and increases the spirit of fellowship. The New
York Committee on Study and Discussion Class has planned a weekly
meeting which will take up the following subjects: The World Order Letters of Shoghi Effendi; Interpretation
of Mystic Symbolism in ~aha'i Writings; The Tablet of Iqan, using the
study outline recently published; and
Method" of Approach in Presenting
the Cause to Non-believers, based on
study of the public addresses of '~b
du'l-Baha in America. Each meetmg
is to have a chairman who will briefly
surrunarize the salient points of the
subject, the meeting then being open
for questions and general discussion.
The Toledo, Ohio, Spiritual Assembly reports that following an address
by Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford of New
York, a student of the teachings took
the step of identifying himself with the
Cause as member of the local community.
Thirteen believers from Phoenix.
Arizona, attended the Summer School
at Geyserville this year. A Wednesday afternoon study class is conducted
by Miss Nina Ruppers. On July
fourth an Amity dinner was held at
the home of Mr. and ~1rs. Edward
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Ruppers.
Thirty-one guests were
present.
The Columbus, Ohio believers held
summer meetings at the Willis High
School and Rest Home. The last week
in August was devoted to study and
training of Baha'i teachers.
The Chicago Spiritual Assembly
recommend's that attention be once
more called to the importance of
traveling believers carrying credentials
from their Local Assembly. This matter was presented in BAHA'i NEWS
about a year ago, but apparently has
not been fully considered. The subject is again referred to here, for the
reason that Spiritual Assemblies who
receive visitors who announce themselves as Baha'is cannot be expected
to have personal knowledge of all the
friends.
Since membership in the
Cause has great privileges, it is our
duty to respect and uphold these privileges by presenting proper credentials
when we visit other Baha'i communities. As trained and effi'cient public
speakers are always doubly welcome,
it is suggested that in issuing credentials, Local Assemblies add a statement explaining what the believer has
done locally in public speaking.
The Spiritual Assembly of Glendale, Calif., reports that the Cause locally is not progressing as rapidly as
is desired but the community has
great love and unity. Recent visits

made by Mr. Leroy Ioas and :\Ir.
George Latimer were greatly appreciated.
The Esperantists of Washington,
D. C, held a picnic on August 13 at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Heman,
members of the Cabin John Baha'i
community. Believers from Washington and Cabin John were present and
gave the Esperantists Baha'i literature.
It is stated that the Washington Esperanto Chapter is very active, recruiting its members from high schools
and colleges.
The Urbana, Illinois, Spiritual Assembly reports the following activities
for September: The Junior Study
Class and Young People's group have
been combined and their work reorganized. The group consists of high
school and university students. Meetings are to be held twice weekly to
study The Dawn-Breakers and Some
Answered Questions.
On Sunday,
September 24, Dr. Zia Bagdadi of
Chicago spoke at two public meetings.
His subject Sunday evening was the
Seven Valleys. The Urbana believers
were delighted with the results of this
visit. Of special interest is the fact
that a group of Urbana public school
teachers have expressed desire to study
the Teachings, and plans are under
way to invite these teachers to meet
as a group for study and discussion.
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Fellow-believers in the American
continent! Great indeed have been
your past and present achievements!
Immeasurably greater are the wonders
which the future has in store for you!
The Edifice your sacrifices have raised
still remains to be clothed. The House
(Universal House of Justice) 7.€}hich
moUst· needs be supported by the highest administrative institution your
hands have reared, is as yet unbui!t.
The provisions of the chief Repository
of those laws that must govern its
operation are thus far mostly undisclosed. The Standard (of The M osf
Great Peace) which, if 'Abdu'l-Bahel's
wishes are to be fulfilled, must be
raised in your own country has yet to
be unfurled. The Unity of which that
standard is to be the symbol is far
from being yet established. The machinery which must needs incarnate
and presen1e that ullity is not even
created. Will it be America, will it
be aile of the countries of Europe,
who will arise to assume the leadership
essential to the shaping of the destinies of tit is troubled age'! Will
America allow any of her sister CO/1lfflIUnities in East or West to achieve
such ascendency as shall deprive her
of that spiritual primacy with which
she has been invested and which she
has thus far so nobly retained'! Will
she not rather contribute, by a still
further revelation of those inherent
powers that motivate her life, to enhance the priceless privilege which the
love and wisdom of a departed Master
have conferred upon /zer'!-Shoghi
Effendi, April 21, 1933.
.

THE DIVINE EDIFICE
On November 2, the following
cablegram was sent to all Local Spiritual Assemblies and groups by the
National Spiritual Assembly on behalf of the Guardian:"Appeal hard pressed American be-
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lievers heed this, my last passionale
entreaty, not to suffer slightest interruptiml in Temple construction to dim
the magnificence of their epoch makingenterprise. The fair name of our
beloved Faith is at stake. Its Amer-

ican stalwart defenders 'W'ill once again
vindicate its triumphant glory. I promise one year's respite upon successful
conclusion first stage of the ornamentation of our glorious Temple."
(signed) Shoghi.
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The emergency which the Guardian of the work, including engineering fee,
entreats us to meet is that by October will amount to $155,000 plus $9,000,
31, 1933, when $18,000 was due and or $164,000, it is obvious that the conpayable on work done in October, the tractor will have effected a saving of
National Baha'i Fund contained only about $7,000." It is of vital impOr$6,000 which could be appropriated tance that every believer study this exfor Temple work. Moreover, on No- planation and understand its details
vember 1 the Temple Trustees were fully, because at this time every daycalled upon to approve the construc- every hour in fact-will determine
tion schedule to be carried out during whether the American Baha'is colNovember. After prayerful consul- lectively are to arise in overwhelming
tation the National Spiritual Assem- viridication of. the Guardian's appeal
bly decided to assume responsibility and the Master's protecting love, or
for the continuance of the fulI sched- allow this providential opportunity to
ule'at least until November IS, and on fade into oblivion.
October 31 issued a general letter
A number of believers, anxious to
stating that contributions to the meet the standard of sacrifice set by
amount of $20,000 must be received the Guardian, inquire what proportion
by November 15 or the work will have of the Temple cost should be considto be stopped.
ered as resting upon anyone local BaIt is necessary to inform the friends ha'i community. The answer is, first,
that while the original estimate of that each faithful believer must deter$150,000 has not only been observed mine his own degree of sacrifice; and
but actually reduced, the process of second, that in the New Plan of Uniconstructing. the dome ornamentation fied Action published by the National
has revealed the necessity of doing at Spiritual Assembly in a pamphlet dated
this time certain parts of the work June, 1931, the following statement
which, at the time the present con- appeared: "This means that the avertract was adopted, it was thought age donation . . . must be $9.00 per
could be done later on when another month. Some of the friends can and
unit of external decoration is under will contribute much more than this,
way. Moreover, actual experience on some can only contribute a small fracthe part of Mr. Earley and our en- tion of that amount. But let each, of
gineers in this entirely new type of us make supreme effort to take the
construction made it desirable to add largest possible part in the most iman additional set of metal fastenings, portant ach~evement laid upon the Bafor the sake' of extra safety. The h(fis of the United States and Canada.
','Now is the moment to recall the
total extras added to the original contract amount to $20,700, making, in- Master's words, that the prophets and
stead of $150,000, the sum of $170,- holy ones yearn ·above all to render
700. But the economies effected dur- some service to the Cause of Baha'ing the construction reduce this u'llith. Future generations, looking
back, will envy us this opportunity to
amount considerably.
The total contract now amounts to assist in laying the very foundations of
$164,000. The present status of the world peace. Ours the privilege of
construction contract is explained in contributing to order amid disorder, to
the following report received by the faith amid general disillusion, to sta~
Temple Trustees on November 3. bilityamid chaos."
"During recent conferences with the
Perhaps also it is not too late to recontractor we have estimated that the call the Guardian's message to the
total cost of the construction work, in- 1931 Convention: "Fervently appeal
cluding contractor's fee, would amount to all associated with this holy enterto about $155,000.
The apparent prise to consummate' their achieveoverrun of $s,OOO'o'Ver the original ~s ment by upholding whatever mea,stimate of $150,000;: is due to, several ures National representati~'cs mav
factors, including !be ,construCtion ',:of deem necessary for provision of exInestimable
the clerestory sectiihs of the great. t¥>s terior ornamentation.
of the dome, which'involved an'addi- blessing shall crown America's sustional expense of 1$6,000, the fabrica- tained, self-sacrificing endeavors."
tion and erection of the furring system (metal fastenings) costing, $5,490
and the labor expense for the perforation of the upper sections of the great
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
ribs of the dome at an estimated cost
First American Baha'i Martyr
of about $510, -These items, together
On October 27, 1933, the Spiritual
with the engineering fees of about
$9,000, amount to a total of $171,000. Assembly of Tihran, Persia, cabled
If we assume that the total actual cost the startling news that Mrs. Keith

Ransom-Kehler had passed into the
With burning
spiritual Kingdom.
hearts the Persian Baha'is conveyed
their grief at this mysterious culmination of our sister's special mission in
the land of the birth of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah.
The beloved Guardian, on October
30, despatched this message: "Keith's
precious life offered up in sacrifice to
beloved Cause in Bahd'u'lldh's native
land. On Persian soil, for Persm's
sake, she encountered, challenged and
fought the forces of darkness with
high distinction, indomitable will, unswerving, exemplary loyalty. The mass
of her helpless Persian brethren
mourns the sudden loss of their valmnt
emancipator.
American
believers
grateful and proud of the memory of
their first and distinguished martyr.
Sorrow stricken, I lament my earth/v
separation from an invaluable collabOrator, an u,nfailing counselor, an esteemed and faithful friend. I urge
the Local Assemblies befittingly to organize memorial gatherings in memory
of one 'Whose international services entitled her an eminent rank amonq the
Hands of the Cause of Baha'u'llah."
-(signed) SHOGHI.
A message from the American Consul at Tihran, communicated through
the Secretary of State, brought the
information that Keith had passed on
at Isfahan on October 23.
With the approval of Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler's nearest relative, a
message was cabled to the Tihran Assembly asking that burial be arranged
at Isfahan under Baha'i auspices, and
stating that the American Assembly
will construct a permanent memorial.
Shoghi Effendi, on November 3,
sent this message: "Instructed Isfahan Assembly to inter Keith in the
vicinity of the grave of Sultantishushuada, surnamed by Baha'u'llah 'King
of Martyrs.'''
The detailed reports which our beloved sister has during the past year
sent from Tihran, to convey information on the result of her mission, as
the representative of the American believers chosen by, the Guardian, to secure from the Persian government the
lifting of the ban on entry of Baha'i
literature and also removal of the difficulties and hardships placed upon the
Persian Baha'is, form one of the
precious and important historical records of the Cause. A summary of
these reports will be published in BAHA'i NEWS next month.
Local Spiritual Assemblies 'and
groups are requested to arrange memorial meetings in accordance with the
Guardian's wish.
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"THE ADVANCING ARMY OF
BAHA'U'LLAH"
"Unsatisfied with the achievements
which cruwned the concerted efforts of
their elected representatives within the
American continent, and emboldened
by the initial success of their pioneer
teachers, beyond its confines, in Great
Britain, France and Germany, the
community of the American believers
resolved to win in distatlt climes fresh
recruits to the advancing arm}' of Bahd'u'1l6h. Setti1fg out from the western shores of their ftative latld and im'pelled by the indomitable ellergy of a
new-born faith, these itinerant teachers of the Gospel oi Bahci'u'Jlah pushed
on towards the islands of the Pacific,
and as far as China and lapan, determined to establish beyond the farthest
seas the outposts of their beloved
Faith."-Shoghi Effendi, April 21,

1933.
. The supreme sacrifice made by Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler, while serving
in Persia, draws closer those "pre<:ious
ties of fellowship" which unite the
American believers with their fellowcountrymen who, in South America,
Europe and the Orient, are undergoing similar hardships. sustaining great
responsibilities and promoting with
full loyalty their beloved Faith.
To these American Baha'is resident
or traveling abroad, the believers of
the United States and Canada convey
heartfelt gratitude and love. They
long for that blessed time when, in accordance with glorious prophe<:y, the
Cause will have evolved to such
strength and resources that ampler cooperation can be extended to each and
every pioneer teacher enrolled in the
Army of the Lord of Hosts. Not unmindful are they of their duty and
privilege towards the Tarbiat School,
that particular object of the loving interest of every American Baha.'i, nor
towards the mighty work of assisting
in the publication of our Sacred Literature in every tongue.
May that time soon come! Meanwhile, prayers and ardent best wishes
are sent to all American BaM'is working in foreign fields, induding Miss
Agnes Alexander, Mme. DreyfusBarney, Dr. and Mrs. Howard Carpenter, Miss Julia Culver, Mr. and
Mrs. Hyde Dunn, Mrs. Max Greeven,
Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mrs. Emogene
Hoagg, Miss Leonora Holzapple, Mrs.
Lynch, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Dr.
Susan 1. Moody, Mrs. Marjorie Morten, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Romer, Miss
Martha Root, Miss Sanderson, Mrs.
Edwin Scott, Miss Adelaide Sharp
and Mrs. Sharp, Mr. Mark Tobey. The
recent services rendered by Mrs. Lou-
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ise Erickson, Mrs. Grace Krug and
Miss Louise Drake Wright are also
gratefully in mind. If the records of
the National Spiritual Assembly are
incomplete, please notify the Secretary.

RECENT MESSAGES FROM THE
GUARDIAN
In answer to questions asked the
Guardian by the National Spiritual
Assembly, he has sent the following
explanations in a letter dated September 6, 1933, through his se<:retary:
"Regarding the practice of congregational prayer, the Guardian wishes you
to know that this form of prayer has
been enjoined by Baha'u'llah only for
the dead. In all other circumstances
there is no obligation whatever imposed
upon the believers. When the Aqdas
is published the form of congregational prayer prescribed by Baha'u'llah
will be made dear to all the believers."
This instruction clarifies a matter
which has been discussed here and
there among local Baha'i communities for some Years.
"Regarding 'the nature of the Nineteen Day Feasts, the Guardian feels
that the excellent statement on their
nature, function and purpose published in one of the recent issues of the
N e'Ws Letter is so comprehensive and
faithf ul in its presentation that he
does not find it ne<:essary to restate
and enlarge upon the matter. He has
no objection, however, if you feel the
need to elaborate the thought expressed in that statement, stressing
particularly the spiritual, administra-

tive and social aspects of this vital
Baha'i institution."
The statement referred to by the
Guardian appeared in the July, 1933,
number of BAHA'i NEWS, on page 8.
It is hoped that the friends have carefully noted what the National Spiritual Assembly s~t forth as its understanding of the Nineteen Day Feasts
in that issue. The subject will only
be amplified if any Local Spiritual
Assembly reports that the matter is
still not understood.
One of the American believers has
shared with the National Assembly a
letter from the Guardian dated August
30, 1933, which contains one statement so important that it is published
here for the information of all believers: "To approach such well-known
and important persons is always an
extremely delicate matter, since it requires a good deal of wisdom, courage
and ability. But those friends who
really feel the urge to do so, and possess the necessary qualificatiom,
should cultivate such friendships
which, if properly done, can be of an
immense benefit to the Cause. In any
case, however, the assistance and help
of either the local Or the National Assembly is not only useful but necessary, if important contacts of this sort
are to be fruitful and promising. The
principle of consultation, which constitutes one of the basic laws of the
Administration, should be applied to
all Baha'i activities which affe<.::t the
collective interests of the Faith, for it
is through cooperation and continued
exchange of thoughts and views that
the Cause can best safeguard and foster its interests. Individual initiative,
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personal ability and resourcefulness,
though indispensable are, unless supported and enriched by the collective
experiences and wisdom of the group,
utterly incapable of achieving such a
tremendous task."
To make this comment clearer it
should be explained that the believer
who received the Guardian's letter had
written a personal letter to a well
known scientist, enclosing Baha'i literature.
In connection with the Guardian's
emphasis on consultation, it is reported to the American believers that
the National Spiritual Assembly has
voted that Baha'is shoufd seek to make
contact with Federal and State officials only through the National Assembly, and refrain from personal activities involving the Cause with officers of the government. In the case
of municipal officials, contact should
be made only through the Local Assembly.
A powerful reinforcement and clear
guidance for the future development
of Baha'i Summer Schools has been
given by the Guardian ina letter written on September 25, 1933, to Mrs.
Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Baker, members
of the Central States Baha'i Summer
School Committee: "The basic purpose of all Baha'i Summer Schools,
whether in East or West, is to give
the believers the opportunity to acquaint themselves, not only by mere
study but through whole-hearted and
active collaboration in various Baha'i
activities, with the essentials of the
Administration and in this way enable
them to become efficient and able promoters of the Cause. The teaching
of the Administration is, therefore,
an indispensable feature of every Baha'i Summer· School and its special
significance can be better understood
if we realize the great need of every
believer today for a more adequate
understanding of the social principles
and laws of the Faith. It is now,
when the Cause is passing through
some of the most difficult stages of its
development, that the friends should
equip themselves with the necessary
knowledge of the Administration. The
Guardian wishes you, therefore, to
stress again, in all coming summer
schools, this vital point, and in this
way add to the efficiency and success
of your efforts along this line."
The above letter carried these words
in the Guardian's hand: "I certainly
advice' you to concentrate next year
on the "Dawn-Breakers" as well as on
the needs, the principles and the purpose of Baha'i Administration. The
Cause in your land is still in its form-
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ative period.
It needs men and
women of vision, of capacity and understanding. "
Shoghi Effendi on October 23
cabled this beautiful message to Mme.
Ali Kuli Khan, daughter of the late
Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, one of the active and influential early believers:
"Heartfelt sympathy your great sorrow. Mrs. Breed's pioneer services
ever gratefully remembered. Assure
you fervent prayers. Love."
(signed) SHOGHI.

«THE HEAD CORNERSTONE"
While engaged in compiling the
Guardian's' words on the subject of
the Annual Convention., published
elsewhere in this issue, the National
Spiritual Assembly was greatly impressed by the following statement
which Shoghi Effendi wrote to the
delegates and visitors to the Convention at Green Acre in 1925. (Published on page 79 of Baha'i Administration) •
"I 'Would also earnestly entreat all
the delegates at this coming C onvention, and thro-ugh them I appeal to
the larger body of believers whom
the:}' represent, to ever bear in mind
the supreme injunction of 'Abdu'lBaha, to teach unceasingly until the
'head co-rnerstone of the fo-undation'
of the Cause of God is firmly established in every heart. Let those 'Whose
time, resources and means allow, travel
thro-ughout the length and breadth of
that vast continent, let them scatter
to the most distant regions of the
earth and, fired with enthusiasm· and
detachment, hand on the torch of
God's undying flame to the 'Waiting
multitudes of a sadly-str:icken world."
In these words the Guardian calls
attention to a fundamental principle
of the Baha'i Faith, confirmed by mimerous passages in Baha'i Scriptures.
Thus on page 109: "Every soul is commanded by God to deliver the truth
and work for His Cause, and those
who comply with His exalted command should first characterize themselves with the best characteristics and
attributes; and then try to deliver the
truth to the people, who if they be
truthseekers will undoubtedly be attracted by the words of such teachers,.
I f not so characterized, his mere
words will not have the least effect in
the hearts of the worshipers of God."
And, on page 158: "In this day
all must serve God with purity and
virtue. The effect of the word spoken
by the teacher depends upon his pur-

ity of purpose and his severance.
Some are content with words, but the
truth of words is tested bv deeds and
dependent upon life. Deeds reveal
the station of the man. The words
(of the teacher) must be according to
what has proceeded from the mouth
Of the will of God and is recorded in
Tablets." On page 140: "0 people
of God! The rightly guided men of
learning, who engage in enlightening
the people and are protected and preserved from the temptations of inordinate desire-such men are accounted
of the stars of the heaven of knowledge, before God, the Object of all
the world." On page 143: "It is made
incumbent on everyone of you to engage in some one occupation, such as
arts, trades and the like. We have
made this-your occupation-identical
with the worship of God, the True
One. . . . Waste not your time in
idleness and indolence, and occupy
yourselves with that which will profit
yourselves and others besides yourselves. Thus hath the matter been
decreed in this Tablet from the
horizon of which the sun of wisdom
and divine utterance is gleaming. The
most despised of men before God is
he who sits and begs. Cling unto the
rope of means, relying upon God, the
Causer of Causes. Every soul who
occupies himself in an art or tradethis will be accounted an act of worship before God."
Finally, the words on page 145:
"Man should know his own self, and
understand those things which lead to
loftiness or to abasement, to shame or
to honor, to affluence or to poverty.
After man has realized his own being,
and become mature, then (material)
means are required. If wealth is acquired through a craft or profession,
it is approvable and praiseworthy for
men of wisdom, especially those who
arise to train the world and beautify
the souls of the nations."
The National Spiritual Assembly is
convinced that the time has come for
all believers to "become mature" and
give deeper thought to the spiritual
foundations on which individual
teaching effort, if it would be successful and reflect honor upon the
Cause, is to be established.
We can no longer afford to ignore
the fact that, in the past, errors have
been made which are pardonable in
the early days when enthusiasm inevitably outruns knowledge and personal desires cannot be properly guided by well tested community experience. But now the Teachings are
thoroughly known, the Administrative
institutions. exist by which consulta-
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tion can always be obtained on any
local, national or international Baha'i
matter, and moreover the steady progress of Temple construction, coinciding with the collapse of civilization,
serves to bring our beloved Faith into
greater public prominence than ever
before. Teaching activities hitherto
carried .on within a small and restricted
circle will henceforth come into careful scrutiny and frequently unsympathetic analysis by the ablest people of
our social environment:
An appeal is therefore made by the
National Assembly to each and every
member of the American Baha'i commURity, first, that each follower of
Baha'u'llah shall redouble his or her
efforts to extend the influence of the
Cause, and second, to make sure that
all personal teaching activity is put
forth un~ the right conditions. The
Assembly hopes above all that no personal considerations of an economic
character will be allowed by any of the
friends of God to adulterate the purity of their public services. I f a believer has the time and resources to
travel and teach, the National Spirit11al
Assembly will reinforce that believer's efforts with all its power; but if
the door of means is temporarily
closed, zealousness should be held in
check and courageously self-disciplined until the unfavorable condition
is removed. Local Assemblies and
groups can assist greatly in the realization of this vital Baha'i law by extending sympathetic consultation to
any local or traveling believer who
may be found to ignore its application
to his or her personal Ii f e.
Hasty, ill-conceived measures, as
Shoghi Effendi has pointed out, render no real service to the Faith, no
matter how much personal self-satisfaction they may arouse. All of us
alike are bound by the laws ordained
by the Manifestation. Those who are
wise enough to lay a strong foundation
in the world of material means, and
refrain for a time from sacrificing
their permanent economic duties to
any and every teaching effort adopted
in defiance of the divine law, will in
the end prove most faithful, and also
most useful, to the Cause of Baha'u'llah. And of these, the believers content with a moderate living, that they
may have more time and strength for
Baha'i service, are surely most beloved
in His sight.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer the believers who
haye passed into the Kingdom:

Mr. Nels Peterson, Fruitport, Mich.
Mrs. Alice Ives Breed, New York.
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, New
York.
~1 rs. Harriet Sprague, New York.
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
When announcement of new books
and pamphlets is made, it is suggested
that each Local Spiritual Assembly immediately order at least one copy to
have on hand as a sample to show the
local believers. Only in this way can
the activities of the Publishing Committee be made 1110St effective for the
Cause.
Will Local Assemblies bear in mind
the fact that the Publishing Committee allows a discount on Assembly
orders for the sole purpose of enabling each Assembly and group to develop a new and important source of
legitimate income to its local Baha'i
Fund. If this discount, in whole or in
part, is taken merely to enable believers to buy literature at less than retail
price, the purpose of this cooperation
is frustrated, and the Publishing Committee in that case would be obliged to
ask the ~ational Spiritual Assembly
for new instructions.
Of timely interest are: Study Outline for the Tablet of Jqan, $0.25 each,
without discount; The Balui'i M O'l'ement, sold in lots of ten copies only,
ten for $1.00; Bahd'i Peace Program,
in leather, $1.50, in paper, $0.50; The
Tra'l/eler's Narrative, $2.50; Whence
Comes the Light, by Loulie A.
Mathews, $0.25; World Economy of
Ba/ui'u'lltih, in lots of ten only, ten
copies for $1.00.
STUDY OUTLINES FOR
CHILDREN
The Committee on Teaching and
Training Children has issued Section
IV, containing lessons 29 to 36, of its
remarkable courses for children. A
number of Local Assemblies have been
using these Outlines for bringing up
the next generation as true believers,
and report enthusiastically on their
value.
Assemblies. and groups wishing to
have the full series of lessons should
write to Miss Charlotte M. Linfoot,
secretary, 276 60th Street, Oakland,
Calif.
INQUIRY FOR BAHA'I LECTURE
SLIDES
The National Teaching Committee
would like information on the present
location of the Temple and other
Baha'i lantern slides which 1\liss
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Martha Root presented to the Cause
a number of years ago. These slides
can be used in connection with public
lectures, and any believer who knows
who has them is requested to write
the chairman of the Teaching Committee, Mr. Leroy Ioas, 640 46th Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.
BAHA'I YOUTH ACTIVITY
A Statement by the Natitmal
Assembly
. The .~':ltional Spiritual Assembly,
m appomtmg a new National Committee, the Baha'i Youth Committee does
so realizing the important ~sition
youth can fill in rounding out our Administrative activities, and in the profound hope this appointment may
open a new point of teaching contact
WIth the capable and universally minded youth of the world.
The particular functions which this
Committee will undertake, are, first,
the deepening and broadening of the
knowledge of the Faith, both the
Spiritual and Administrative aspects,
?f our younger members, by providtn&" local youth committees with appropnate study courses, bibliographies,
reference lists for teaching, courses
for training of Baha'i teachers; second, establishing sympathetic contact
with non-Baha'i youth so as to bring
them into an appreciation of as well
as in support of the World Order of
B~ha'u'lIah; and. third, intensifying
~hls field of teachmg service by outlinmg methods of establishing Introductory Forums, Discussion Groups,
S:.tudy
Groups
among
attracted
Friends, etc.
In order that the work may go forward with efficiency and enthusiasm
will each Spiritual Assembly, at its
earliest opportunity appoint a local
Baha'i Youth Committee,. consisting
of confirmed Baha'is, not over 25
years of age.
This Committee. it
should be understood, is not a separate administrative institution but simply a committee of the Spiritual Assembly, just as any other committee,
and entirely responsible to it.
In
carrying on their activities, the youth
should be permitted to study and conduct their meetings, etc., under their
own direction, subject to the guidance
of the Spiritual Assembly, gained
through constant and loving consultation.
Let us all cooperate in this important teaching step that the high hopes
of the Guardian, expressed in a letter
to the Special Committee appointed
last Spring by the National Assembly
to investigate the field of Baha'i
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Youth service, may be fully realized:
"There are two important points
which Shoghi Effendi would like you
always to emphasize. In the first
place he would strongly urge you to
cooperate. heart and soul, with all the
various Assemblies, groups and committees throughout the Baha'i world,
to ask for their assistance and help
for the successful discharge of your
duties and obligations, and in this way
to try to build up an active and ready
mind among the Baha'i youth throughout the world. In other words, you
should not confine your activities to
the national sphere but you should
strive to create under the supervision
of your N. S. A. an international body
of active young Baha'i men and
women who. conscious of their manifold and sacred responsibilities, will
unanimously arise to spread the Holy
Word. The second point which the
Guardian wishes you to stress and to
keep always in mind is the necessity
for every loyal and active member of
your committee to fully concentrate
on the thorough study and understanding of the spiritual and administrative
principles of the Faith, as a necessary
step for active and fruitful teaching.
You should first equip yourself with
the necessary amount of knowledge
about the Cause, and then, and only
then, try to teach."
A LETTER FROM THE BAHA'I
YOUTH COMMITTEE
To the Young Baha'is Throughout the
United States and Canada,
Dearest Friends:
The National Spiritual Assembly, in
appointing a Baha'i Youth Committee, has reminded us of an obligation
which we had never fully recognized.
With some sense of shock at our
shortcomings, but with a greater sense
of hope, the Committee addresses this
letter to you. confident that we. as a
united band of youth. will arise to
correct our inadequacies.
Noone, viewing the past achievements of young Baha'is could accuse
us of indifference. We have truly
loved the Cause of Baha'u'llah. But
few of us have worked unitedly or
greatly for it. Ours has been the fortune to live in an affluent order which
supported us and nurtured our whims.
\Ve realized that the Manifestation
would usher in "a new cvcle of human
power." but the idea did-not transform
our innermost attitudes. But now
since the economic failure, since the
growing chaos brought on by the impotence of the League of Nations and
the inability of governments to coop-
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moral and ethical principles. we have
grown firmly convinced that our destiny is indeed to live in the construction of a new world order-an order
which must rise from and displace
this helpless and decadent civilization.
Within these two years, our convictions have found a rallying-point in
the letters from Shoghi Effendi: The
Goal of a Neu, World Order. the
Golden 'Age of the Cause of Bahd'u'lMh, America and the Most Great
Peace. Surely none of us would now
deny that it is the task of this generation, of this Baha'i generation, to help
build the framework for that wonderful conception.
Are we not then the actual citizens
of a new world order? Our place is
in the future; in a real sense we are
the future. And we bear a tremendous responsibility to bring our vision
into the world of concrete and everyday existence.
There are just ~wo ways to do
this, and those are the objectives of
the Youth Committee and of all young
Baha'is. We have. first, to extend our
own knowledge of the Cause and of
the world, to deepen our conception,
to invigorate our faith; and secondly,
we must carry this Faith to all of the
young people of the world. We must
not only become, ourselves, citizens
in a new society, but we must help our
friends to become so.
lt was to initiate this real campaign
that the Youth Committee was appointed. We must have in every Baha'i community a hearty march against
indifference. Will you not ask your
Assembly tO,appoint a local youth committee to start this? Remind them to
name members who are steady and
energetic, above all firmly grounded in
the Baha'i Faith. We do not suggest
any method of conducting such a
group. Weare sure that these problem~ you can best solve in consultation with your Assembly.
Let us have these committees appointed at once. Let us begin to organize the classes which we require.
Let us work impatiently, and through
the medium of the National Committee. keep in close contact. Our methods and vision will grow as our activities increase. Start now! Within a
few weeks the National Committee
will communicate with you.
Dear friends, this is the greatest
opportunity of our lives. We alone.
among young Americans, have a plan
and an objective. vVe alone can be
certain that each effort we exert is a
constructive effort, one which in a
forceful way is upraising among men

the structure of tomorrow's world.
BAHIYYIH LINDSTRO~I, Chair1l1011.
PAUL HANEY,
GERTRUDE GEWERTZ,
SYLVIA PAINE,
ROSEMARY GILLIES.
BAH.~'i YOUTH COMMITTEE,
By: MARION HOLLEY, Secretary.
Box 492, Visalia. Cali f.
THE NATURE AND AIMS OF THE
ANNUAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
Compiled from the Guardian's Letters to Conventions, to the General
Body of Believers and to the National Spiritual Assembly
Foreword
The National Spiritual Assembly
has prepared the following compilation
for distribution to the entire body of
American believers through BAHA'i
NEWS.
Careful study of the Guardian's explanation of the function and high
spiritual possibility of the Annual
Convention is incumbent upon all the
friends, in ~rder that each may make
his or her full contribution to the
further development of the Baha'i
Faith.
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly take this opportunity
to request all Local Assemblies to provide occasions for community consultation on the subject of the Convention, and to refer to the National Assembly any questions that may be
raised or any suggestions that may be
made, that all delegates elected for the
1934 Annual Convention may enter
the Convention in full agreement on
all the fundamental principles involved
in this important meeting. All such
questions and suggestions received
soon enough will be brought to the
Guardian's attention with the request
that they be clarified before the Convention opens.
1.
You stand at this challenging h0ur
in the history of the Cause at the
threshold of a new era; the functions
you ,!re called upon to discharge are
fraught with immense possibilities;
the responsibilities you shoulder are
grave and momentous, and the eyes of
many people are turned, at this hour,
towards you, expectant to behold the
dawning of a Day that shall witness
the fulfilment of His Divine Promise.
Forgetful of the past and its vicissitudes. conscious of the need for renewed and combined effort, freed from
all earthly limitations and motives,
with every lingering trace of ill-feeling forever banished from our hearts.
freshly united and determined, let tiS
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join in deep and silent communion
with the ever-watchful Spirit of our
beloved 'Abdu'l-Bahi, and with humility and earnestness supplicate for
the guidance that will enable us to
fulfil the task which is now committed
to our charge.-To the Convention
delegates. April 8, 1923.

the welfare. and the unity of the Cause
of God, by their zeal, their disinterestedness, and constancy in the service
of mankind, and by demonstrating,
through their words and deeds, the
need and practicability of the lofty
principles which the Movement has
proclaimed to the world.-To the
American National Spiritual Assembly, NO'llember 26, 1923.

duty, in the interest of the Cause we
all love and serve, of the members of
the incoming National Assembly, once
elected by the delegates at Convention
time, to seek and have the utmost regard, individually as well as Collectively, for the advice, the considered opinion and the true sentiments of the
ass~bled delegates. ~anishing every
2.
vestrge of secrecy, of undue reticence,
of dictatorial aloofness, from their
4.
It is expressly recorded in 'Abdu'}midst, they should radiantly unfold to
Baha's Writings that these National
Again I earnestly appeal to every the eyes of the delegates, by whom
Assemblies must be indirectly elected
one of you, and renew my only re- they are elected, their plans, their
by the friends; that is, the friends in
quest
with all the ardor of my convic- hopes, and their cares: They should
everv country must elect a certain
tion, to make, before and during the familiarize the delegates with the varinum'ber of delegates, who in their turn
coming Convention, yet another effort, ous matters that will have to be conwill elect from among all the friends
this time more spontaneous and selfless sidered in the current year, and calmin that country the members of the
than before, and endeavor to approach ly and conscientiously study and
National Spiritual Assem~ly. In such your task-the election of your dele- weigh the opinions and judgments of
countries, therefore. as America, Great gates, as well as your national and lo- the delegates. The newly elected NaBritain and Germany, a fixed number
cal representatives-with that purity tional Assembly, during the few days
of secondary electors must first be de- of spirit that can alone obtain our Be- when the Convention is in session and
cided upon (95 for America, includ- loved's most cherished desire. Let us after the dispersal of the delegates,
ing the Pacific Islands; 95 for Ger- recall His explicit and often-repeated should seek ways and means to cultimany; and 19 for Great Britain). The
assurance that every Assembly elected vate understanding, facilitate and
friends then in every locality where. in that rarified atmosphere of selfless- maintain the exchange of views,
the number of adult declared believers ness and detachment is, in truth, ap-- deepen confidence, and vindicate by
exceeds nine* must directly elect its
pointed of God, that its verdict is truly every tangible evidence their one dequota of secondary electors assigned inspired, that one and all should sub- sire to serve and advance the comto it in direct proportion to its numer- mit to its decision unreservedly and mon weal.
Not infrequently, nay
ical strength. These secondary elect- with cheerfulness.
oftentimes, the most lowly, untutored
ors will then, either through correLet us first strive to fulfill these and inexperienced among the friends
spondence, or preferably by gathering conditions, difficult yet essential, in our will, by the sheer inspiring force of
together, and first deliberating upon lives, so that, contented and assured, selfless and ardent devotion, conthe affairs of the Cause throughout we may make of this new year of ac- tribute a distinct and memorable share
their country (as the delegates to the tivity a year of abundant blessings, .to a highly involved discussion in any
Convention), elect from among all the of unprecedented achievements.
given Assembly. Great must be the
friends in that country the nine who
May this dearest wish be fulfilled! regard paid by those whom the delewill be the members of the National -To the American believers, February gates call upon to serve in high posiSpiritual Assembly.-To the believers 23, 1924.
tion to this all-important though inof America, Great Britain, Germany,
conspicuous mani festation of the re5.
France, Switzerland, Italy, Japan and
vealing power of sincere and earnest
Australia. March 12, 1923.
Hitherto the National Convention devotion.
has been primarily called together for
The National SpiritUal Assemblv,
3.
the consideration of the various cir- however, in view of the unavoidabie
I am deeply convinced that if the cumstances attending the election of limitations imposed upon the convenAnnual Convention of the friends in the National Spiritual Assembly. I ing of frequent and long-standing sesAmerica, as well as the National Spir- feel, however, that in view of the ex- sions of the Convention, will have to
itual Assembly, desire to become po- pansion and the growing importance retain in its hands the final decision
tent instruments for the speedy reali- of the administrative sphere of the on all matters that affect the interests
zation of the Beloved's fondest hopes Cause, the general sentiments and ten- of the Cause in America, such as the
for the future of that country, they dencies prevailing among the friends, right to decide whether any local Asshould endeavor, first and foremost, and the signs of increasing interde- sembly is functioning in accordance
to exemplify, in an increasing degree, pendence among the National Spirit- with the principles laid down for the
to all Bahci'is and to the world at ual Assemblies throughout the world, conduct and the advancement of the
large the high ideals of fellowship and the assembled accredited representa- Cause. It is my earnest prayer that
service which Bah:i'u'llah and the be- tives of the American believers should they will utilize their highly responloved Master repeatedly set before exercise not only the vital and re- sible position, not only for the wise
them. They can claim the admiration, sponsible right of electing the Nation- and efficient conduct of the affairs of
the support and eventually the alleg- al Assembly, but should also fulfill the Cause, but also for the extension
iance of their fellow-countrymen only the functions of an enlightened con- and deepening of the spirit of corby their strict regard for the dignity, sultative and cooperative body that diality and wholehearted and mutual
will enrich the experience, enhance support in their cooperation with the
"The Guardian's first instruction was that a
the prestige, support the authority body of their co-workers throughout
Spiritual Assembly should be elected in communi·
ties having more than nine declared believers; this
and
assist the deliberations of the Na- the land. The seating of delegates to
instructicn was later modified by the statement that
a group of exactly nine believers may constitute
tional Spiritual Assembly. It is my the Convention, i. e., the right to dethemselves a Spiritual Assembly by' joint declara·
firm conviction that it is the bounden cide upon the validity of the credention.-EDlTOa.
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tials of the delegates at a given Con- by 'Abdu'I~Baha for the formation of
vention, is vested in the outgoing Na- the International House of Justice,
tional Assembly, and the right to de- and as it is explicitly provided in His
cide who has the voting. privilege is Will and Testament that the "Seconalso ultimately placed in the hands of dary House of Justice (i. e., National
the National Spiritual Assembly, either Assemblies) must elect the members
when a local Spiritual Assembly is for of the, Universal One," it is obvious
the first time being formed in a given that the members of the National
locality, or when differences arise be~ Spiritual Assemblies will have to be
tween a new applicant and an already indirectly elected by, the body of the
established local Assembly. While the believers in their respective provinces.
Convention is in session and the ac- In view of these complementary incredited delegates have already elected ~tructions the principle, set forth in
from among the believers throughout my letter of March 12, 1923, has been
the country the members of the Na- established requiring the believers (the
tional Spiritual Assembly for. the cur- beloved of God) in every country to
rent year, it is of infinite value and a elect a certain number of delegates
supreme necessity that as far as· possi- who, in turn, will elect their national
ble all matters requiring immediate de- representatives (Secondary House of
cision should be fully and publicly con- Justice or National Spiritual' Assemsidered and an endeavor be made to bly) whose sacred obligation and privobtain 'after mature deliberation un- ilege will be to elect in time God's Unianimity in vital decisions. 'Indeed, it versal House of Justice.
Should the appointing of the delehas ever. been the cherished desire of
Ol1r Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, that the gates be made a part of the functions
friends in their councils, local as well of local Spiritual Assemblies, who are
as . national, should by their candor, already elected bodies, the principle
their. honesty of purpose, their single- of a four-stage election would be inness of mind, and the thoroughness of troduced which would be at variance
their dis\=ussions, achieve unanimity in with the provisions explicitly laid
all things.
Should this in, certain down in the Master's Tablet. On the
cases prove impracticable the verdict other hand, were the local Spiritual
of the majority should prevail, to Assemblies, the number of whose
which decision the minority, must un- members is strictly confined to nine,
der all circumstances, gladly, sponta- to elect directly the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly-thus
neously and continually, submit.
Nothing short of the all-encompas- maintaining the principle of a threesing, all-pervading pOwer of His Guid- stage election-all Baha'i localities,
ance and Love can enable this newly- which must necessarily differ in nuenfolded order to gather strength and merical strength, would then have to
flourish amid the storm and ,stress of share equally in the election of the
a turbulent age, and in the fulness ~f National Spiritual Assembly-a practime vindicate its high claim to be um- tice which would be contrary to fairversally recognized as the one Haven ness and justice. Moreover, the cenof abiding felicity and peace.-To the tral principle guiding for the present
American National Spiritual Assem- the administration of the Cause has
been to make the Baha'i National
bly. January 29, 1925.
Spiritual Assemblies as independent
6.
as possible in the conduct of such afRegarding the method to be adopted fairs as fall within their province, and
for the election of the National Spir- to lessen the hampering influence of
itual Assemblies, it is clear that the any institution within their jurisdictext of the Beloved's Testament gives tion that might, whether directly' or
us no indication as to the manner in indirectly, impair their authority and
which these Assemblies are to be elect- prestige.-To the American National
ed. In one of His e~r1iest Tablets, Spiritual Assembly. May 12, 1925.
however, addressed to a friend in Per7.
sia, the following is expressly reAnd now regarding this forthcomcorded:"At whatever time all the beloved ing Convention, I feel that the dominof God in each country appoint their ating purpose inspiring the assembled
delegates, and these in turn elect their friends, delegates and visitors alike,
representatives, and these representa- should be a twofold one. The first is
tives elect a body, that body shall be a challenge to the individual, the secregarded as the Supreme Baytu'I-Adl ond a collective responsibility. The
one seeks to reinforce the motive pow(Universal House of Justice)."
These words, clearly indicate that a er of our spiritual activities, the secthree-stage, election has been provided ond aims at raising the standard of

administrative efficiency so vitally
needed at this advanced stage of our
work. We should first and foremost
endeavor by every means to revitalize
our precious Cause, rudely shaken by
the constant vicissitudes attending, the
outward departure of a vigilant and
gracious Master. Our next object
should be to seek to approach, through
more intimate association, fuller and
more frequent consultation, and a closer familiarity with the character, the
mission and the teachings of the Cause,
that standard of excellence which
should characterize the cooperative
efforts of Baha'i Communities in
every land.
High aims and pure motives, however laudable in themselves, will surely not suffice if unsupported by measures that are practicable and methods
that are sound. Wealth of sentiment,
abundance of good-will and effort, will
prove of little avail if we should fail
to exercise discrimination and restraint and neglect to direct their flow
along the most profitable channels.
The unfettered freedom of the individual should be tempered with mutual
consultation and sacrifice, and the
spirit of initiative and enterprise
should be reinforced by a deeper realization of the supreme necessity for
concerted action and a fuller devotion
to the common weal.
It would be impossible at this stage
to ignore the indispensability or to
over-estimate the unique significance
of the institution of the National
Spiritual Assembly-the pivot round
which revolve the activities of the believers throughout the American continent. Supreme is their position,
grave their responsibility, manifold
and arduous their duties. How great
the privilege, how delicate the task of
the assembled delegates whose function it is to elect such national representatives as would by their record of
service ennoble and enrich the annals
of, the Cause! I f we but turn our
gaze to the high qualifications of the
members of 'Baha'i Assemblies, as enumerated in 'Abdu'I-Baha's Tablets,
we are filled with feelings of unworthiness and dismay, and would feel truly
disheartened but for the comforting
thought that if we rise to play nobly
our part every deficiency in our lives
will be more than compensated by the
all-conquering spirit of His grace and
power. Hence it is incumbent upon
the chosen delegates to consider without the least trace of passion and
prejudice, and irrespective of any material consideration, the names of only
those who can best combine the necessary qualities of unquestioned loyalty,
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of selfless devotion, of a well-trained
mind, of recognized ability and mature
experience.-To the COtl1.'ention delegates. June 3, 1925.
8.

In connection with the annual holding of the Baha'i Convention and Congress, I feel that although such a representative body need not· be convened
necessarily every year, yet it is highly
desirable, in view of the unique functions it fulfills in promoting harmony
and good-will, in removing misunderstandings and in enhancing the prestige of the Cause, that the National
Spiritual Assembly should exert itself
to gather together annually the elected
representatives of the American believers. It would in some ways be obviously convenient and eminently desirable though not absolutely essential, if
the National Spiritual Assembly could
arrange that the holding of such a
Congress should synchronize with the
time at which the national elections
are renewed, and that both events
should take place, if not on the first of
Ridvan, at least during the twelve joyous days of what may be justly regarded as the foremost BaM.'i FestivaL
Apart from the local elections, which
universally are to be renewed on the
21st day of April. it is entirely left to
the discretion of the National Spiritual Assembly to decide, after having
given due consideratiton to the above
mentioned observations, on whatever
time and place the Baha'i Convention
as well as the annual elections are to
be held. Were the National Spiritual
Assembly to decide, after mature deliberation, to omit the holding of the
Baha'i Convention and Congress in a
given year, then they could, only in
such a case, devise ways and means to
insure that the annual election of the
National Spiritual Assembly should be
held by maiL provided it can be conducted with sufficient thoroughness, efficiency and dispatch. I t would also
appear to me unobjectionable to enable
and even to require in the last resort
such delegates as cannot possibly undertake the journey to the seat of the
Baha'i Convention to send their votes,
for the election of the National Spiritual Assembly only, by mail to the National Secretary, as in my view the
advantages of such a procedure outweigh the considerations referred to
in your letter. It should, however, be
made clear to every elected delegatewho should be continually remindedthat it is a sacred responsibility and
admittedly preferable to attend if possible in person the sessions of the Convention, to take an active part in all its

proceedings, and to acquaint his fel- most worthy candidates. Should this
low-workers on his return with the ac- simple- system be provisionally adopted.
complishments, the decisions and the i~ would safeguard the spiritual prinaspirations of the assembled represen- CIple of the unfettered freedom of the
tatives of the American believers.- voter, who will thus preserve intact the
To the American Naticmal Spiritu<J.i sanctity of the choice he first made. It
Assembly. October 24, 1925.
would avoid the in'convenience of se'curing advance nominations from absent
9.
In connection with the best and "delegates al}d the impracticality of assomost practical methods of procedure ciating them with the assembled
to be adopted f or the election of Ba- electors in the subsequent ballots that
ha'i Spiritual Assemblies, I feel that are often required to meet the exigenin view of the fact that definite and cies of majority vote.
r would recommend these observadetailed regulations defining the manner and character of Baha'i elections tions to your earnest consideration,
have neither been expressly revealed and "whatever decision you arrive at,
by Baha'u'llah nor laid down in all local Assemblies and individual bethe Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l- lievers, I am certain, will uphold, for
Baha, it devolves upon the mem- their spiritual privilege is not only to
bers of the Universar House of consult freely and frequently with the
Justice to formulate and apply such National Spiritual Assembly, but to
system of laws as would be .in con- uphold as well with confidence and
formity with the essentials and requi- cheerfulness whatever is the considsites expressly recorded by the Au- ered verdict of their national reprethor and Interpreter of the Faith for sentatives.-To fhe American Na.fioool
the conduct of Baha'i administration. SPiritual Assembly. May 27, 1927.
I have consequently refrained from
10.
establishing a settled and uniform
The Guardian wishes the N. S. A.
procedure for the election of the Assemblies of the East and the West, to remind, and make it quite clear ,to,
leaving them free to pursue their own the believers in that land that" the sumethods of procedure which in most preme body in the United States and
cases had been instituted and prac- Canada, whose privilege and functipn
tisedduring the last two decades of is to lay down, amend and abrogate
the administrative principles of tthe
the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
The general practice prevailing Faith with the approval of the Guardthroughout the East is the one based ian, is not the Convention, however
upon the principle of plurality rather representative it may be, but the
than absolute majority, whereby those N. S. A. On the other hand, it is tl-)e
candidates that have obtained the sacred obligation and "the primary
highest number of votes, irrespective function of; the National Assembly
of the fact whether they command an not to restrict under any circumabsolute majority of the votes cast stances, the freedom of the assembled
or not, are automatically and defi- delegates, whose twofold function is
nitely elected. It has been felt, with to elect their national representatives
no little justification, that this method, and to submit to them any recommenadmittedly disadvantageous in its dis- dations they may feel inclined to !!lake.
regard of the principle that requires The function of the Convention is
that each elected member must secure purely -1'dvisory and though the advice
a majority of the votes cast, does it gives is not binding in its effect on
away on the other hand with the more those on whom rest .the final decision
serious disadvantage of restricting the in purely administrative matters, yet,
freedom of the elector who, unham- the utmost caution and care should be
pered and unconstrained by electoral exercised lest anything should hamper
necessities, is called upon to vote for the delegates in the 'full and free exnone but those whom prayer and re- ercise of their function. In dischargflection have inspired him to uphold. ing thi~ sacred function no influence
Moreover, the practice of nomination, whatever, no pressure from any quarso detrimental to the atmosphere of a ter, even though it be from the ~a
silent and prayerful ejection, is viewed tional Assembly, should under any cirwith mistrust inasmuch as it gives the cumstances affect their views or reright to the majority of a body that. strict their freedom. The delegates
in itself under the present circum- must be wholly independent of any adstances, often constitutes a minority ministrative agency, must approach
of all the elected delegates, to deny their task with absolute detachment
that God-given right of every elector and must concentrate their attention
to yote only in favor of those who he on the most important and pressing
is conscientiously convinced are the Issues.

____l~OL_______~~----------------------~B~AuH~A~'I~N~E~1V~s~---------------------------------------The Gua:~dian believes that the right
to elect the chairman and the secretary
of the ~onvention should be vested in
the assembled delegates, lest any objection be raised that the members of
the outgoing National Assembly are
seeking to direct the course of the
discussion in a manner that would be
conductive to their own personal in'terests.
The National Assembly,
however, must at all times vigilantly
uphold, defend, justify and enforce
the provisions of the Declaration of
Trust and Bv-Laws which are binding
on the Convention no less than on
themselves. The N. S. A. has the
right to lay down, enforce and interpret the National Constitution of the
Baha'is in that land. It cannot, if it
wishes to remain faithful to that Constitution, lay down any regulations.
however secondary in character, that
would in the least hamper the unrestricted liberty of the delegates to advise and elect those whom they feel
best combine the necessary qualifications for membership of so exalted a
body.
Non-delegates, however, according
to the Guardian's considered opinion,
should not be given the right to intervene directly during the sessions of the
Convention. Only through an accredited delegate they should be given
indirectly the chance to voice their sen-

timents and to participate in the deliberations of the Convention. Much
confusion and complications must inevitably result in the days to come, if
such a restriction be not irpposed on a
gathet:ing which is primarily intended
for the accredited delegates of the Baha'i communities. Bearing this restriction in mind, it is the duty of the
N. S. A. to devise ways and means
which woulrl enable them to obtain
valuable suggestions, not only from
the total number of the elected delegates, but from as large a body of
their fellow-workers as is humanly
possible.
Shoghi Effendi has not departed
from any established Administrative
principle. He feels he has neither
curtailed the legislative authority of
the N. S. A. nor invested the Convention with undue powers enabling it to
rival or supersede those whom it has
to elect. What the Guardian is aiming
at is to remind the friends, more fully
than before, of the two cardinal principles of Baha'i Administration, namely, the supreme and unchallengable
authority of the N. S. A. in national
affairs working within the limits imposed by the Declaration of Trust and
By-Laws, and the untrammelled freedom of the Convention delegates to
advise, deliberate on the actions, and
appoint the successors of their Na-

tional Assembly. The Guardian is
confident that you will elucidate and
give the widest publicity to these already established principles, upon
which the progress, the unity and welfare of Baha'i administrative institutions must ultimately depend.--To the
American National Spiritual Assembly, through the Guardian's secretary.
August 12, 1933.
The utmost care and vigilance should
be exercised lest any fresh misunderstandings arise regarding these fundamental issues. The root principle
of Baha'i Administration is unreservedly maintained. No departure from
its established tenets is contemplated.
The undisputed authority of America's
supreme Baha'i administrative body
has been reaffirmed, while on the other
hand, the untrammelled freedom of individual believers and delegates to exercise their functions has been once
again reaffirmed and strengthened.
On the continuous and harmonious
cooperation of the two leading Baha'i
institutions in America, the growth
and success of the administration bequeathed by 'Abdu'l-Baha must ultimately depend. May next year's Convention witness the triumph of these
basic principles.--To the American
National Spiritual Assembly. August
12, 1933 (the Guardian's postscript to
the foregoing letter).
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THE HOUR OF VICTORY

Present Status "f Temple
Construction
The devoted sacrifice of the American believers, reinforced by contributions sent from Baha'i Assemblies
in other lands, has by this date (January 6, 1934) produced a Temple
Construction Fund of $156,500--exceeding by $6,500 the original estimate
of $150,000 for cost of completing the
external decoration of the dome unit.
That original estimate, however,
has proved insufficient to provide for
increased labor costs and also for additional work and material it was
found necessary to undertake in the
present contract.
From a report made to the Temple
Trustees by Research Service dated
January 2, 1934, it appears that the
total cost will be $173,310, and that it
is expected that the ornamentation of
the entire Temple dome will be completed by January 27, 1934. During
December the casting of all sections
was completed, and the last shipment
will be made on January 8. Between
January 8 and 27 the remaining sections will be fixed in place.
In this issue of BAHA'i NEWS we
reproduce the text of the cablegram
received from the Guardian on November 18, 1933, in response to the
announcement sent him by the N ational Spiritual Assembly that sufficient funds had been received to
make it possible to continue the construction.
Local Assemblies, groups and individual believers. one and all, are
urged to ponder deeply the Guardian's
significant message. "The hour of
victory" has many meanings which
will appear in later days. Meanwhile
it is our greatest privilege and duty
to the Faith of Baha'u'llah to realize
that Victory means our united capacity to complete this tremendous task.
The sum of $16,810 is still due on

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Baha'i Communities East and
West acclaim with one voice stupendous accomplishments those
responsible for this latest manifestation of America's superb,
sustained self-sacrifice. Supreme
Concourse echo praises those
whose shining deeds are shedding on Baha'i name a great, imperishable lustre.
My heart
swells with admiration (and)
gratitude as I contemplate increasing evidences American believers' well-deserved, steadilyadvancing fame. Hour of victory is at hand. America's invincible heroism must and will
achieve it.-Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
~ovember 18, 1933

the total of $173,310, and will be payable by February 15, 1934. The present month must accordingly witness a
renewal of ·our determination to arise
as a Baha'i community to the standard set for us by Shoghi Effendi in
the passionate words cabled on ~ 0vember 2: "Appeal hard pressed
American believers heed this, mv last
passionate entreaty, not to suffer
slightest interrupti~n in Temple construction to dim the magnificence of
their epoch making enterprise. The
fair name of our beloved Faith is at
stake. Its American stalwart defenders will once again vindicate its triumphant glory."
THE BAHA'I FUND AND THE
NEW WORLD ORDER
"As the progress and extension of
spiritual activities is dependent and
conditioned upon material means. it is
of absolute necessity that immediately
after the establishment of local as well

as national Spiritual Assemblies, a Baha'i Fund be established. to be placed
under the exclusive control of the
Spiritual Assembly.
All donations
and contributions should be offered to
the Treasurer of the Assembly, for
the express purpose of promoting the
interests of the Cause, throughout that
locality or country. It is the sacred
obligation of every conscientious and
faithful servant of Baha'u'lhih who
desires to see His Cause advance, to
contribute freely and generously for
the increase of that Fund. The members of the Spiritual Assembly will at
their own discretion expend it to promote the Teaching campaign, to help
the needy, to establish educational Baha'i institutions. to extend in everv
way possible their sphere of servic~.
I cherish the hope that all the friends,
realizing the necessity of this measure,
will bestir themselves and contribute,
however modestly at first, towards the
speedy establishment and the increase
of that Fund. "-Shoghi Effendi,
March 12, 1933.
The completion of the ornamentation of the dome of the Temple, which
will have become an accomplished fact
by about the first of February, definitely places another milestone in the
triumphant progress of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah in America. It stands
physically a wondrous thing of beauty,
attractive beyond every expectation,
winning for the Faith the respect and
admiration of all.
Those who were engaged in the
work of building this glorious edifice
know that it is a miracle wrought by
the hand of God. It stands as a testimony to unity of those who are carrying forward the banner of the Faith
under the leadership of the Guardian.
There can be no question regarding
the value of the effort or the significance of the sacrifice made by the
friends.
N ow that this step has been taken,
may it not be a most proper time to
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take inventory of the spiritual relationships indicated by the experience
we have just gone through in order
that we may, through such analysis,
be better prepared for the steps that
follow.
The work of building the Temple is
inextricably bound into the work of
promulgation of the Faith in America.
The establishment of Baha'i administration has no doubt been advanced by
the enterprise. The edifice is a proof
of the vitality of the Faith and it
stands as a bulwark to every Baha'i
teacher.
During the years that have elapsed
since we undertook to follow the example of the believers in Ishqabad,
Russia, and sought the Master's p~r
mission to build the Temple, the Faith
in America has grown, and even
though our growth as to numbers may
be slow there is no question about the
strength that has been d~veloped
through increased understandmg and
the consequent adjustments made by
the believers.
Through the superb leadership of
the Guardian of the Faith, the believers are finding their relationships to
the administration, which is the foundation of the new world order. This
has effected a unity among them such
as we had not known before. It has
enabled the friends to accomplish
many things, and even though one of
the outstanding achievements has been
the completion of the most expen~ive
unit of the Temple ornamentatIOn,
through a superb demonstration. of
sacrifice, the members of the National Spiritual Assembly feel certain that
it is in the direction of· our support
of the Baha'i Fund that we, as a body,
must still adjust ourselves to another
understanding.
We have quite naturally attempted
to carry into our Faith ideas that we
cherished before we became believers.
Our method of raising money we are
sure ofttimes bears a closer resemblance to the drives made for similar
purposes in the world about us, than
to the lofty ideals of devotion and sacrifice that characterize the teachings of
the Master and the Guardian.
The Plan of Unified Action, setting
before us a goal to be reached in a <:ertain period, augmented by numberless
pleas by the National Spiritual Assembly and finally in desperate crisis by
the Guardian himself, have no doubt
had their deserved effect. But careful study of the utterances of the
Founders of our Faith, of the Master
and also of the Guardian, must convince every thoughtful student that
the way of sacrifice in this relation.

as in every other, is not a spasmodic
effort made under the pressure of enthusiasm but rather constant, unswerving devotion that becomes the
basis for our every daily act. Seen in
this light contributions to the Baha'i
fund become a steady stream of offerings made out of the fullness of the
hearts of the believers, inspired and
confident under all circumstances.
The new world order of Baha'u'llah
is through the establishment of Baha'i
administration
gradually
evolving.
The Baha'is everywhere are uniting
under this banner to present to a
crumbling world an organism that will
be standing ready to carryon into an
era that today is utterly beyond the
concept of all who have not come into
that Divine Light. This world order.
based upon the love of God and the
service of mankind, requires of its
followers the sacrifice of old attachments and ideas and it places in their
stead new heavenly standards that
provide security for all men, individually and collectively. And just as the
security for nations and peoples depends upon their obedience te the laws
of God, so also does the security of
each individual depend upon his acceptance of the Divine principles and
his adjustment of his daily life to meet
that standard.
.'\. vital part of this Baha'i administration is the Baha'i Fund. Like every
Baha'i activity, be it the service of our
fellow men, teaching, or the avoidance
of evil, it becomes a part of every true
believer's life and out of whatever
may be bestowed upon him by God's
bounty, he will day by day set aside a
portion, even to the point of sacrifice.
This then becomes actively a part of
his devotional life, like his prayers.
Through it he becomes a vital part ·of
the new world order. He does what
he can, demonstrating thereby a constant devotion and uniting with the
believers everywhere through the administration.
The affairs of the Faith in our
country could be administered with infinitely greater facility if every believer made regular monthly contributions
to the local Baha'i fund. And if the
local Spiritual Assemblies likewise regularly contributed to the National Baha'i Fund there is no doubt that the
completion of the Temple could be
systematically carried forward with
such funds flowing without interuption
into the treasury. The many activities of the Faith would prosper and
even in difficult times our holy enterprise would not be jeopardized.
How far-reaching the significance
of deeds performed in the service of

our Faith no one of us presumes to
know. The words of the Guardian in
his recent pleas, not to allow the prestige of the Faith to be jeopardized
through our failure to complete the
dome ornamentation did, however.
give some indication that much depended on our carrying through to
success.
We should, therefore, each one individually and· as collective bodies
again prayerfully reconsider this vital
matter. Let us in our Nineteen Dav
Feasts deliberate on it and then arise
to set in motion this step to carry the
Faith in America forward on the basis
of whole hearted support by every
man and woman in the Faith. So that
the Bahi'i Fund may become in truth
an indication· of the true unity of us
all.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,
WILHELM, Treasurer,
CARL SCHEFFLER, Ass't Treasurer.

By: Roy C.

THE NON-POLITICAL CHARACTER OF THE BAHA'I FAITH
A Stateme".t Prepared by tbe N ational Spiritual Assembly hi Respon.se to the Request for Clar;ficati01l of the Subject Voiced
by the 19 H A".".ual
C O1Ive1f.ti01f..
It is the view of the ~ational Spiritual Assembly that the Guardian's
references to the non-political character of the Baha'i Faith, when studied
as a whole, are so clear that they can
be fully grasped by all believers and
rightly applied by all Local Spiritual
Assemblies to any problems they may
encounter.
Should special circumstances arise, however, the National
Assembly will make every effort to
assist any Local Assembly to arrive
at fuller understanding of this important subject.
The first reference to consider is
taken from the letter written by
Shoghi Effendi on March 21, 1932,
published under the title of "The
Golden Age of the Cause of Bahi' u'Ilih."
"I feel it, therefore, incumbent upon
me to stress, now that the time is ripe,
the importance of an instruction which,
at the present stage of the evolution of
our Faith, should be increasingly emphasized, irrespective of its application to the East or to the West. And
this principle is no other than that
which involves the non-participation
by the adherents of the Faith of Bahi'u'lIih, whether in their individual
capacities or collectively as local or

__ _
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national Assemblies, in any form of public election. A Tablet revealed by
activity that might be interpreted, 'Abdu'l-Baha to Mr. Thornton Chase
either directly or indirectly, as an in- was sent to the Guardian, and the folterference in the political affairs of lowing reply was received, dated Janany particular government.
uary 26, 1933:
"The Guardian fully recognizes the
"Let them refrain from associating
themselves, whether by word or by authenticity and controlling influence
deed, with the political pursuits of of this instruction from 'Abdu'l-Baha
their respective nations, with the pol- upon the question. He, however, feels
icies of their governments and the under the responsibility of stating that
schemes and programs of parties and the attitude taken by the Master (i.e.,
factions. In such controversies they that American citizens are in duty
should assign no blame, take no side, bound to vote in public elections) imfurther no design, and identify them- plies certain reservations. He, thereselves with no system prejudicial to fore, lays it upon the individual conthe best interests of that world-wide science to see that in following the
Fellowship which it is their aim to Master's instructions no Baha'i vote
guard and foster. Let them beware for an officer nor Baha'i participation
lest they allow themselves to become in the affairs of the Republic shall inthe tools of unscrupulous politicians, volve acceptance by that individual of
or to be entrapped by the treacherous a program or policy that contravenes
devices of the plotters and the per- any vital principle, spiritual or social,
fidious among their countrymen. Let of the Faith." The Guardian added to
them so shape their lives and regulate this letter the following postscript: "I
their conduct that no charge of sec- feel it incumbent upon me to clarify
recy, of fraud, of bribery or of intim- the above statement, written in my beidation may, however ill-founded, be half, by stating that no vote cast, or
brought against them. . . . It is their office undertaken, by a Baha'i should
duty to strive to distinguish, as clear- necessarily constitute acceptance, by
ly as they possibly can, and if needed the voter or office holder, of the enwith the aid of their elected represen- tire program of any political party.
tatives, such posts and functions as No Baha'i can be regarded as either
are either diplomatic or political, from a RepUblican or Democrat, as such.
those that are purely administrative in He is above all else, the supporter of
character, and which under no circum- the principles enunciated by Baha'u'lstances are affected by the changes and lah, with which, I am firmly convinced,
chances that political activities and the program of no political party is
party government, in every land, must completely harmonious."
necessarily invuive. Let them affirm
In a letter dated March 16, 1933,
their unyielding determination to the Guardian sent these further destand, firmly and unreservedly, for the tails:
way of Baha'u'lhlh, to avoid the en"As regards the non-political chartanglements and bickerings inseparable acter of the Baha'i Faith, Shoghi Effrom the pursuits of the politician, and fendi feels that there is no contradicto become worthy agencies of that Di- tion whatsoever between the Tablet
vine Polity which incarnates God's (to Thornton Chase, referred to
immutable Purpose for all men. . . . above) and the reservations to which
"Let them proclaim that in what- he has referred. The Master surely
ever country they reside, and however never desired the friends to use their
advanced their institutions, or pro- influence towards the realization and
found their desire to enforce the laws, promotion of policies contrary to any
and apply the principles enunciated by of the principles of the Faith. The
Baha'u'llah they will, unhesitatingly, friends may vote, if they can do it,
subordinate the operation of such laws without identifying. themselves with
and the application of such principles one party or another. To enter the
to the requirements and legal enact- arena of party politics is surely detriments of their respective governments. mental to the best interests of the
Theirs is not the purpose, while en- Faith and will harm the Cause. It redeavoring to conduct and perfect the mains for the individuals to so use
administrative affairs of their Faith, their right to vote as to keep aloof
to violate, under any circumstances, from party politics, and always bear
the provisions of their country's con- in mind that they are voting on the
stitution, much less to allow the ma- . merits of the individual, rather than
chinery of their administration to su- because he belongs to one party or anpersede the government of their re- other. The matter must be made perspective countries."
fectly clear to the individuals, who will
This instruction raised the question be left free to exercise their discretion
whethf'r believers should vote in any and judgment. But if a certain per-

:)

son does enter into party politics and
labors for the ascendency of one party
over another, and continues to do it
against the expressed appeals and
warnings of the Assembly, then the
Assembly has the right to refuse him
the right to vote in Baha'i elections."
LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
1. To the National Spiritual
Assembly
Mr. Horace Holley.
Dear Baha'i Brother:
The Guardian was extremely pleased
to receive the photograph of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly taken in one of the outer sections
of the Te!llple, and showing very
clearly the strikingly beautiful ornamentation work which, thanks to the
generous and continued efforts of our
American believers, is proceeding
quickly and without any interruption.
In a recent cablegram to your Assembly the Guardian has given the promise of one year's respite, provided the
dome ornamentation is successfully
completed. It is for the distinguished
National representatives of the American believers to exert their utmost,
and to display the same enthusiasm
and the same energetic and wise control which have thus far characterized
both their national and their international services to the Faith, in order
that this mighty Edifice may come
nearer to its completion.
. . . Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler's
passing is, indeed, an irretrievable loss
which the Baha'i world has come to
suffer at a time when her presence in
their midst was so greatly needed, not
only because of her inspiring personality, but due to her intelligent, wise
and energetic handling of the many
and varied problems confronting the
followers of the Faith in Persia. For
more than one year she toiled and suffered, undismayed by the forces of
darkness which so increasingly challenge the devotion and loyalty, and
hamper the progress of the work, of
our Persian brethren. Nothing was
strong enough to sap the vitality of
her faith and neither the opposition
of the Government, nor the slackness
and inefficiency of those with whom
she had to work, could possibly discourage and dishearten her. Her faith
was deep, her energy inexhaustible.
And she was, indeed, fully repaid for
all that she did, whether in connection
with the teaching of the Message, or
in regard to the consolidation of the
nascent administrative institutions of
the Cause in the very land of its birth.
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The Guardian, fully aware of the
noble gifts of her heart and mind,
has given her not only the station of
a martyr but that of a Hand of the
Cause of God. In two telegrams addressed to the Tihran and Isfahan Assemblies he has requested our Persian
friends to fix her final resting place
in the vicinity of Sultanu'sh-Shuhada's grave in Isfahan.
He has also, through the following
cablegram, informed your National
Assembly of his intention to do so:
"Instructed Isfahan Assembly inter
Keith vicinity grave Sultanu'sh-Shuhada surnamed by Baha'u'llah 'King
of Martyrs.''' His instructions on
this point have been immediately carried out by the Isfahan Assembly and
it is, therefore, very encouraging to
learn that our beloved Keith has been
accorded such a befitting restingplace.
For as you may know, Sultanu'shShuhada, to whom Baha'u'll<ih gave
the title of the "King of Martyrs" as
a result of the glorious martyrdom he
suffered for the Cause, was one of the
most eminent and ardent followers of
the Faith, not only in Isfahan but in
the whole of Persia. His brother, surnamed by Baha'u'llah the "Beloved of
Martyrs" was also a very distinguished
and devoted Baha'i, who gave up his
life for the sake of the Cause. So, as
you see, the interment of Keith in the
vicinity of the grave of such an outstanding Persian believer is very befitting, and will pass down through the
ages as the symbol of the unity of the
East and West.
In another cablegram to your Assembly dated November 2, 1933, which
runs as follows: "Holy Land's growing and increasingly appreciative inhabitants long witness model, however
small, majestic Temple," he has requested you to send him, without any
delay and in case it is not too expensive, a small model of the Temple to
be placed either in the International
Baha'i Archives on Mt. Carmel, or in
any other piace, where the many and
increasingly appreciative visitors who
come to the Shrines can be given a
chance to visualize the glory and
grandeur of the Edifice which your
untiring hands have so well raised.
In closing please extend our Guardian's loving greetings and best wishes
to all the members of the National
Assembly. His prayers on their behalf will be continually offered to Baha'u'llah, that He may impart to them
the wisdom, guidance and faith they
need for the complete discharge of
their manifold duties to the Cause.
Yours in His Service,
(signed) H. RABBANI.
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Haifa, Palestine
November 3, 1933
Mr. Horace Holley.
Dear Baha'i Brother:
. . . Regarding the situation in Persia, Shoghi Effendi wishes the N. S.
A. to renew their representations to
the Persian Minister and to persevere
in their glorious efforts for the liberation of their persecuted Persian brethren. Now that our precious Keith is
no more it is of vital importance to
the success of their endeavors that
they should work hard and impress
the Minister with the urgency and
rightfulness of our case. To cease
pressing our case at this critical time
will give the authorities the impression that our representations were
mere formalities and without any solid
foundation. To create such a highly
unfavorable impression about the
Cause is, indeed, an irreparable mistake which may greatly retard the administrative development of the Cause
not only in Persia but also in the West.
The latest persecutions to which our
beloved Faith has been subjected in
the very land of its birth are of a
distressing nature and are increasing
both in number and in intensity. Not
only our literature is confiscated at
the frontiers but a number of books
are reported to have been burnt by
Government officials despite the fact
that they contain nothing which can be
said to be contrary to the laws of the
State or to the basic teachings of its
official Church. Furthermore, Baha'is
are not permitted to use their own
marriage certificates, but are indirectly
compelled to use those belonging to
other religious communities such as
the Moslems, Jews and Zoroastrians.
And all this on the ground that their
teachings are not in accordance with
the prescribed laws of the Moslem
clergy, and also because they do not
belong to and do not form an essential part of a new religious Dispensation.
Please inform him of the answer
which the Persian Minister has given,
and if it is a written one, be sure to
send him the text of the reply. The
Guardian wishes you also to be in
close and constant touch with the Tihran Assembly, to obtain from them all
the information you need, and to welcome any suggestion they may offer.
He hopes that through your continued
and dilligent labors much that is vital
to the immediate interests of the Faith
in Persia will be achieved. He will
continue to pray on your behalf that
your endeavors may be crowned with
success.

Yours in His Service,
(signed) H. RABBANI.
Haifa, Palestine
November 9, 1933
Mr. Allen B. McDaniel
Dear and Prized Co-worker:
The situation in Persia is growing
more dangerous, more confused and
perplexing every day. Baha'i literature is banned, confiscated and burned.
Baha'i marriage certificates are denied
recognition by the civil authorities and
the status of those who are married
among the believers is fraught with
incalculable difficulties and dangers.
The printing of Baha'i news letters,
magazines and calendars is tacitly forbidden and constantly interfered with.
Intolerable restrictions are being increasingly imposed on Baha'i gatherings, celebrations, teaching activities,
and inter-a~sembly communications.
With the passing of Keith, that indefatigable, brilliant and wholly consecrated international champion of the
Cause, the Persian believers may be
entering upon a period of systematic
persecution reminiscent of the sufferings of a by-gone day. I urge your
Assembly to obtain the fullest and
up-to-date information from the Tihran Assembly and to exert the utmost
pressure on the Persian Minister at
Washington.
Your true and grateful brother,
(signed) SHOGHI...
Haifa, Palestine
November 8, 1933
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm,
Dear Baha'i Brother:
I need not express his (the Guardian's) great joy at the news of the
continued progress of the Temple
work. For you know only too well
how much he is eager to see the entire
Edifice brought to successful completion. His repeated emphasis on the
imperative necessity of insuring, by
every means, the speedy termination
of this historic enterprise seems to
have created a new spirit of self-sacrifice and of initiative in the entire
body of the believers throughout the
world. It is of the utmost importance
that this spirit should be kept alive
through continued encouragement. For
any slackness in the energy and enthusiasm of the friends, at this critical
and most decisive moment, will have
severe repercussions on the Cause.
The Guardian will fervently pray that
during the next few months the ornamentation of the Temple dome may
proceed quickly, so as to impress and
stimulate the many visitors and
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strangers who come to attend the Chicago World Fair. He will also offer
his special prayers to Baha'u'llah on
account of all the members of the National Spiritual Assembly that they
may be guided and inspired in all their
historic endeavors for the consolidation and the progress of the Cause.
Yours in His Service,
(signed) H. RABBANI.
Haifa, Palestine
October 27, 1933.
2. To ltulividual Believers
He sincerely hopes and prays that
the literature and letters you are sending to eminent men in the different
parts of the country will have their
desired effect and that the Word of
God will gradually penetrate into their
heart and win it. It however takes
time. Such men are generally captive
in the hands of some cherished ideas
and principles which they cannot give
up so quickly. The mere fact that a
person is learned does not mean that
he is free from prejudice.
The academic life also has its fashions and fads, even though they are of
different nature from the fads of the
man on the street. These fashions are
not permanent; they a~e bound. to
change. Today the fad IS a matenalistic vie~ of life and of t?e ~orld.
A day Will soor: ~ome when ~t .wIll become deeply rehglOus and spI.nt~al. In
fact, we can discern the begmmng of
such a change in the writings of some
of the most eminent souls and. liberal
minds. When the pendulum Will start
its full .swing, then we sh~l see all
such emment men turn agam to God.
-(To Mr. Willard Hatch, October
18, 1932.)
As regards the meaning of the Baha'i Covenant: The Guardian considers the existence of two forms of
Covenant both of which are explicitly mentioned in the literature of the
Cause. First is the Covenant that
every prophet makes with humanity
or, more definitely, with His people
that they will accept and follow the
coming Manifestation who will be the
reappearance of His reality. The second form of Covenant is such as the
one Baha'u'llah made with His people
that they should accept the. Master.
This is merely to estabhsh and
strengthen the succession of the series
of Lights that appear after every
Manifestation. Under the same category falls the Covenant the Master
made with the Baha'is that they should
His
administration
after
accept
Him. . . .
To divide the inheritance as it is
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prescribed by Baha'u'llah we have to
divide it into 2,520 shares. But we
can also divide it into 42 shares. Then
everyone of the beneficiaries will take
so many of these shares. These numbers form like a highest denominator
for the different fractions which represent the shares of the different individuals that will benefit in case of intestacy. In case of the non-existence of
one class of inheritors the Aqdas mentions how it should be divided. As a
general rule a part goes to the House
of Justice, a part to the children.-(To
Mr. Dales S. Cole, October 21, 1932.)
I wish to urge the necessity of concentrating at your next summer session, on the systematic study of the
early history and principles of the
Faith, on public speaking, and on a
thorough discussion, both formally and
informally, of various aspects of the
Cause. These I regard as essential
preliminaries to a future intensive
campaign of teaching in which the rising generation must engage, if the
spread of the Cause is to be assured in
that land.-(To Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Eggleston, November 2, 1932.)
The growth and development of the
Baha'i center of West Englewood is a
source of intense and genuine satisfaci tion. I particularly welcome their ex\ emplary activity in associating themI' selves with the social and humanitarian
efforts exerted by the local authorities
\- in that center and in demonstrating,
in a tangible manner, the universality
of the Cause of Baha'u'llah and the
vitality of His Faith. May its sister
Assemblies follow the example which
I West ~nglewood has so nobly set, and
,by their perseverance and concerted
'efforts hasten the advent of the golden
age of our beloved Faith.-(To Mr.
Roy C. Wilhelm, November 14, 1932.)
All the spiritual and social movements existing in the world, and undoubtedly there are many of them,
have some spark of the divine truth.
Their very existence shows that they
have something to offer to man and
fulfil some purpose. B.u~ what the
world needs, at such a cntlcal moment
in its history, is not a mere palliative.
It needs a movement that goes deep
into its social and spiritual illness and
brings about a complete, fundamental
~hange-a change tha~ will incl~d.e in
ItS scope both the SOCIal and sptntual
reform of ~an. But such a movement
cannot be maugurated save by ~ messenger of God, revealed by Him for
that very object. In similar critic:al
moments that have punctuated the hlstory of man in the past, a Zoroaster,
a Moses, a Christ and a Muhammad
appeared, and in this day, the Baha'is
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declare, Baha'u'llah has been revealed.
Just as in the past the Prophets
have been persecuted and their Mission was ridiculed, so has the message
of Baha'u'llah been scoffed at as a
mere impractical idealism. From His
earliest youth He was put in chains,
expatriated and persecuted. But what
do we observe in this day? less than
forty years after His death, the principles He advocated are the only solution for practical politics, the spiritual
truths He voiced are the crying needs
of man and the very thing he requires
for his moral and spiritual development.
He does not ask us to follow Him
blindly; as He says in one of His
Tablets, God had endowed man with a
mind to operate as a torchlight and
guide him to truth. Read His words,
consider His teachings, and measure
their value in the light of contemporary problems and the truth will surely be revealed to you. Read books
such as the Iqan, Some Answered
Q!lestions, ~abil's Narrative, and you
Will appreciate the truth of His mission, as well as the true spirit He
creates in whosoever follows His ways.
-(To Mrs. Paxton, February 26
1933.)
,
The believers, and particularly those
who have not had sufficient experience
in teaching, should be very careful in
the way they present the teachings of
the Cause. Sincerity, devotion and
faith are not the sole conditions of
successful teaching. Tactfulness, extreme caution and wisdom are equally
important. We should not be in a
hurry when we announce the message
to the public and we should be careful
to present the teachings in their entirety and not to alter them for the
sake of others. Allegiance to the Faith
cannot be partial and half-hearted.
Eith~r we should accept the Cause
without any qualification whatever, or
cease calling ourselves Baha'is. The
new believers should be made to realize that it is not sufficient for them to
accept some aspects of the teachings
and reject those which cannot suit
their mentality in order to become
fully recognized and active followers
of the Faith. In this way all sorts of
misundertandings will vanish and the
organic unity of the Cause will be
preserved.-(To Mrs. Shahnaz Waite,
June 12, 1933.)
Do not lose heart and never relax in
your worldwide activities your magnificent endeavors for the consolidation
of the Faith of God and the completion of the Temple. Confine your appeals to the Baha'i Assemblies, familiarize them with the deeds, the suffer-
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ings, the ideals and sacrifices of the
immortal heroes of the Cause of Baha'u'lhih-heroes the record of whose
labors Nabil has so vividly described.
May such familiarity arouse those who
receive such letters from you to set a
still nobler example of self-abnegation,
of courage and sacrifice.-(To Mrs.
Victoria Bedekian, received June 14,
1933.)
Regarding the principle that the
Cause must not be allowed to center
around any Baha'i personality, the
Guardian wishes to make it clear that
it was never intended that well qualified individual teachers should not receive from local Assemblies every encouragement and facilities to address
the public. What the Guardian meant
was that the personality and popularity
of such a speaker should never be allowed to eclipse the authority, or detract from the influence of the body of
the elected representatives in every 10eal community. Such an individual
should not only seek the approval, advice and assistance of the body that
represents the Cause in his locality, but
should strive to attribute any credit
he mav obtain to the collective wisdom a~d capacity of the Assembly under whose jurisdiction he performs his
services. Assemblies and not individuals constitute the bedrock on which
the Administration is built.
Everything else must be subordinateu to, and
be made to serve and advance the best
interests of these elected custodians
and promoters of the Laws of Baha'u'llah.-(To Mr. Alfred E. Lunt,
August 12, 1933.)
LETTER FROM
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Dear Baha'i friends:
One of the greatest fields for teaching the Cause lies practically unexplored before every Baha'i Community
in this country. Publicity in the daily
newspapers presents a tremendous
field which we should make every effort to use. What group of people has
greater news than have the Baha'is?
Newspaper publicity presents difficulties and pitfalls. We should make
an earnest endeavor to learn the way
to approach an editor, have an interview and be rewarded by seeing the
material in print within a reasonable
length of time. In time your material
can be mailed but it is first necessary
to establish confidence that your copy
is of value to the reading public.
Material for Bahci'i publicity may
include such subjects as these: The
Baha'i Plan for a World State, International Tribunal, Universal Peace,
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Disarmament, Universal House of
Worship, and quotations from the
World Order Letters frol!l Shoghi
Effendi.
A newspaper editor is a busy person. He should only be approached
with properly prepared material and
copy that can be called news. It is
relatively simple to get a head line if
your Community is having a guest
speaker who is a public figure. The
real test comes in securing space for
material that teaches the Cause and
still has news element enough to be
acceptable to the editor. This is not
easy and we should at first be glad to
secure any notice no matter how insignificant.
Here are a few simple rules which
may be of assistance to those who are
new in this field:
1. Copy for the day should be in
the office (if an evening paper) before
10 A. M.
2. All copy should be typewritten
if possible and typewriting double
spaced.
3. Write all names in full or with
two initials.
4. Make no abbreviations.
5. Do not say "Mr." John Smith.
He is John Smith.
6. All women's names should be
prefixed with "Mrs." or "Miss".
7. Make all items answer five questions: who, what, when, where, and
why.
8. Make all material pay for space
with news value.
9. Remember that news is only
news the minute or day that it happens.
.
10. The A. B. C. of reporting is
Accuracy, Brevity, and Clearness.
With these simple rules before you
prepare your copy. Be sure that your
statements about the Cause or the person who will address you are accurate
and dignified. The material which you
present may be somewhat changed before it is finally printed but the original statements should be carefully
prepared and clearly presented.
The National Publicity Committee
will from time to time send you publicity to be used in your local papers.
Before sending or taking this material to the editors study it carefully
and rewrite perhaps the first paragraph so that it will link up with some
local event or contain some local color.
Some Local Spiritual Assemblies
leave the publicity work to the corresponding secretary of the Assembly,
others have a publicity chairman. The
believer doing this work should be
chosen with great care. Tact and
diplomacy are essential. A reasonable

knowledge of the material in the Cause
suitable to be used at present and time
to devote to the preparation of this
material are necessary. A spirit of
courage that cannot be quenched by
an editor is perhaps the first requirement.
Will you please send to The National Publicity Committee the name and
address of the person handling your
publicity that we may get in touch with
this believer and work directly with
them.
The questions before us are these:
Are we creating a publicity consciousness among the believers?
Are we being impersonal and placing this work in the hands of the person best fitted to carry it forward to
success?
Is your publicity chairman making
a careful research of the newspapers
finding out the methods used to present such material to the public?
Is your publicity chairman watching
for daily events that can be linked up
with the principles of the Cause and
a news item made?
Do we realize the tremendous field
which this opens-?
It is a difficult problem but an intensely interesting one. We, the Baha'is of the world have the only solution for the problems which face humanity today and it does seem as
though we should be able to use such
a powerful organ as the press for presenting this much needed remedy to
the sick body of mankind.
RUTH RANDALL BROWN,

Chairman, National Publicity Committ~e.

LETTER FROM
INTER-RACIAL AMITY
COMMITTEE
Joyful Greetings In the Greatest
Name!
Your National Racial Amity Committee, seeking the Source of unfailing
strength and guidance and entering
with humility upon the task assigned,
share with the friends the results of
our first meeting of consultation.
Considering the vital need of cementing the bond of unity and harmony between the white and colored
in America as a means of enlightenment and security both within and
without, we submit that racial amity
activities and reports should have a
prominent rather than incidental place
in the agenda of the National Spiritual Assembly, the annual Convention
and in the monthly and annual meetings of each Spiritual Assembly and
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community consultation.
Spiritual The approach of the amity worker
Assemblies should ever endeavor so to should be that of the kind physician
inspire their respective committees rather than the crusader. He becomes
and communities that amity work a channel for the pure health which
should not only be sporadic and occa- the Spirit of Truth brings to all.
sional, but an accepted ideal and a Those who harbor prejudices and
means of illustrating in daily life as other attitudes inimical to unity and
often as possible the greatest principle progress, owe it to their own better
of Baha'u'lhih, the oneness of the natures as well as to humanity to forsake them. On the other hand those
world of humanity.
Conference for racial amity, a prac- victimized by such reactions of pride
tice divine in origin and ever revealing or tradition will find much solace in
a striking psychology and spiritual fire cultivating. mental and spiritual gifts
should be held in each center one or which draw even the opposer.
more times a year and be followed by
When we contemplate the tragic
every practical measure of teaching injustices of the world, let us recall
which will bring attracted souls to the with reverent gratitude the fact that in
station of acceptance of the entire the blessed Cause of Baha'u'llah all
program of Baha'u'llah, an attitude prejudice and discrimination does not
which brings symmetry of life and ef- exist. Our highest contribution, then,
fectiveness in service.
Smaller and is to extend the ranks of the believers,
informal groups should meet oftener. adding new souls of all races as conIt is our conviction that in view of firmed believers, that the power of
the seriousness of the problem to pro- Baha'i example may be multiplied
mote better understanding, the colored throughout America.
race should as far as possible have
Amity work should be so sane, praccommittee assignments wherever their tical, well poised, loving and wisely
attainments and capacity warrant. At guided as to attract to its standard
this critical juncture, when conditions representatives of the conservative and
already severe are aggravated by eco- influential people of a community as
nomic distress, special efforts should well as those famed for liberality.
be made to attract the colored leaders. There are far more liberals in the
In the absence of colored believers in world today than when this work
any conununity it may be wise for the started. Many such people have voiced
friends from time to time to consult their declaration of freedom from the
with colored people of prominence out- old order in no uncertain terms. The
side of the Cause. Such occasions friends of God may lead and inspire
may be a means of enlightenment and such souls nor be content to follow
spiritual understanding. Baha'i infhi- them.
ence may also at times be used to obI t is our hope that the friends in
tain audiences for colored speakers in every section shall fulfill the wishes of
white meetings, such as liberal church- our Guardian by sustained activity in
es, forums, etc.
this fertile field and shall flood ·us with
Strengthening the bond of mutual letters and reports. The work of esappreciation and good will between tablishing harmony between the white
the races is our goal. As an aid to and colored, as promulgated by the
this may it not be reasonable to hope Master, may be easily kept free from
that each racial group will strive to all political entanglements, a danger
remove within its own ranks whatever which mav sometimes arise from conprejudices exist. Prejudices are both tacts with other nationalities. Divine
interracial and intraracial.
Distinc- Confirmations support resolute wills.
tions based upon unrealities have no .
1. Specifically, the National Spirstanding either in modern science or in itual Assembly hopes that local assempure religion. The difficulties involved blies will include in their racial amity
in our own advancements should make meetings definite follow-up work that
us more patient over the slow yet cer- will be a part of the original program.
tain progress toward universal results.
2. In order to bring amity workers
While it is clear that rank based upon
merit is essential to the order of the and the assemblies in all parts clos,er
world, yet divisions that signify less together, it is proposed to make amity
than worth are symptoms of a sick meetings the occasions for talks on
world. A consistent attitude on the ~cience and education, stressing the
basis of faith, of freedom from bias, need of a broader, more universal platbrings joy to the individual, efficiency form in relation to this work.
3. It is suggested that a study be
to the group and harmony to mankind.
Blindness to praiseworthy effort with made of the conditions of colored peoconcentration upon mere shortcomings ple within the jurisdictiqn of each
tends to deepen veils and delay relief. spiritual assembly so that intelligent
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help may be given. remembering that
the more difficult the times, the greater the pressure on oppressed minorities
and the greater capacity on their part
for the heavenly message. It is hoped
that the Nineteen Day F),!asts will be
an occasion of divine education and
that frank discussion will bring each
conununity into more harmonious
thought and action in this vital work.
The abiding interest which Shoghi
Effendi takes in racial amity is clearly
reflected in what is perhaps his latest
word on the subject, dated October
24, 1933. His message in part follows:
"Your warm and welcome message
of Sept. 11, 1933, together with the
enclosed reports and program of the
annual conference for racial amity at
Green Acre, were all duly received and
their perusal greatly cheered and gladdened our Guardian's heart. His hope
is that these annual gatherings will increasingly develop, and will serve to
attract well known and important personalities to the Cause. Competent and
eloquent speakers are needed who can
present the teachings in a scholarly
way, and who cannot merely inform,
but inspire the attendants to rally
themselves under the banner of the
Faith. The keen and continued interest whicJ1 Mr. Vail and yourself
have always had in such activities will
undoubtedly be of immense help to the
cause of Racial Amity and peace
throughout the States. You should
therefore persevere and be confident
in the complete and eventual success
of your efforts in this most important
field of activity."
Faithfully and lovingly submitted,
RACIAL AMITY COMMITTEE,

By. LOUIS G. GREGORY, Secretary,
47 South Street, Portsmouth, N. H.
LETTER FROM THE BAHA'I
YOUTH COMMITTEE TO
ASSEMBLIES OUTSIDE THE
U. S. AND CANADA
Dear Baha'i friends:
The BaM'i Youth Committee of the
American N. S. -A., has received some
instructions from the Guardian which
are of direct interest to all young Baha'is throughout the world. His secretary writes, " ... He would strongly urge you to cooperate, heart and
soul, with all the various assemblies,
groups and committees throughout the
Baha'i world, to ask for their assistance and help for the successful discharge of your duties and obligations,
and in this way to try to build up an
active and ready mind among the Baha'i youth throughout the world. In
other words, you should not confine
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your activitIes to the national sphere
but should strive to create under the
supervision of your N. S. A. an international body of active young Baha'i men and women who, conscious
of their manifold and sacred responbilities, will unanimously arise to
spread the Holy Word."
Accordingly, we are directing this
letter to you, in the hope that we may
be put in touch with your young Baha'is, and thus proceed, all of us together, to carry forward the Guardian's desires.
In America the necessary steps have
been taken to inaugurate a youth program. It may interest you to know
that the N. S. A. has appointed a National Committee of six members, and
has called for the appointment of local youth committees by each local assembly.
Already, however, many
youth groups exist. In a recent count,
seventeen were discovered, out of thirty-six assemblies answering the questionnaire. We have, therefore, a considerable body of young believers,
whose efforts it is the aim of the National Committee to consolidate.
The Committee's functions have
been set forth by the N. S. A. as follows: " .... the deepening and broadening of the knowledge of the Faith
. . . of our younger members, by providing local youth committees with appropriate study courses . . . ; second,
establishing sympathetic contact with
non-Baha'i youth, so as to bring them
into an appreciation of, as weI! as in
support of the World Order of Baha'u'lIah; and third, intensifying this
field of teaching service by outlining
methods of establishing Introductory
Forums, Discussion Groups, etc."
We in this country feel that an
exchange of news and practical suggestions among the youth groups of
our Baha'i world could best serve to
stimulate our development. A step
in this direction has already been
taken by the Youth Section of the
Herald of the South (printed in Adelaide, Australia). But in addition, we
should we1come direct correspondence
with local groups, and we therefore
propose to send you a bulletin of our
progress from time to time. \Ve
hope that you too will keep us infonned of your work.
Perhaps
from this mutual process there may
grow a real and vital plan by which
the Guardian's hopes for us may be
fulfilled.
Most cordial greetings from the
young Baha'is of America.
Faithfullv in His service,
BAHA'i YOUTH COMMITTEE,

By:

Secretary,
Box 492, Visalia, Calif.

1fARION HOLLEY,

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES
1. Publishing Committee
Believers are informed that copies
of "Bahil'u'Uilh and the New Era"
translated into Swedish can be obtained for $1.00 per copy. A supply
has been generously donated by Mrs.
Louise Erickson of Brooklyn, proceeds
from the sales of which are to be given
to the Temple Fund.
Copies of the Danish translation of
the same work are also available at
$1.75 per copy.
The Guardian counts upon the support of the American believers in connection with these translations, which
serve to carry the message into other
countries. Undoubtedly some of the
Local Assemblies can place copies of
both these books with Swedish and
Danish reading people in their own
localities.
The Publishing Committee can nOw
supply copies of an important work
only available in the French language:
"Seyyed Ali Mohammed dit Le Bab"
by A. L. M. Nicholas, First Interpreter of the French Legation in Tihran.
This is one of the few works by European scholars on the early days of the
Cause. The Frontispiece consists of
a reproduction of a water color portrait of the Bab. $1.50 per copy.
The Committee has received from
the Guardian a letter inquiring about
the sales of The Dawn-Breakers, in
which his secretary writes that "he
hopes that the demand for. this most
valuable book will be increased, and
will therefore give an unprecedented
publicity to the Faith."
Some weeks ago the Publishing
Committee issued to Assemblies two
letters announcing that if sufficient advance orders are received, the Committee can bring out two new important Baha'i works-"Security for a
Failing World" by Stanwood Cobb,
and "Baha'i Answers" compiled by
Olivia Kelsey, both approved by the
Reviewing Committee. Advance orders have been received as follows:
"Security for a Failing World," 284
copies.
"Baha'i Answers," 289 copies.
The Committee regrets that until a
greater number of orders is received,
it will not be possible to undertake
their publication.
In this connection the friends are
requested to consider the Guardian's
view of Dr. Cobb's book, as con\'eyed in the following letter written

to him on October 28, 1933;
"I ts comprehensiveness; and its
clear and convincing presentation of
the outstanding aims and features of
the Baha'i Revelation, wJIl greatly appeal to every thought,(ul student of
present-day religious and social problems. It thus fills a. big 'gap in the
literature of the Movement, and will
greatly assist all the believers in their
efforts for the spread of the Message.
We do not have as yet any better introduction to the Cause. Doctor Esslemont's most valuable book is much
more than an introduction. It is far
more detailed, and treats of the Cause
from a totally different angle. Your
treatise, therefore, does not replace the
"New Era," but will serve as the best
introduction to it. It is not a substitute, but an important addition to a
work which is in many ways unique
in the entire literature of the Movement, whi~h has already acquired the
widest possible publicity."
Yours in His Service,
H. RABBANI.
Another letter dated November 4,
1933, was also written Dr. Cobb as
follows:
"I am directed by Shoghi Effendi
to ask you to be kind enough to inform the Baha'i Publishing Committee of his wish to have fifty copies of
your valuable book on the Cause "Security for a Failing World" as soon as
it will be published. He feels that
this work, together with a recent book
published in Germany by our devoted
and gifted friend Dr. Hermann Grossmann, have a special appeal to the
youth of our present-day generation,
and he hopes that their wide circulation, in aU circles, and among all types
of readers and writers, will greatly
stimulate the spread of the Message,
and at the same time encourage the
friends to reinforce their efforts for
the extension and the consolidation of
the Faith. It is hoped that all the individual believers, as well as the Local
Assemblies, both in America and
abroad, will gladly and wholeheartedly
respond to the appeal of the Publishing Committee in connection with the
publication of your original and muchneeded essay on the Cause."
Yours in His Service,
H. RABBANI.
2.

Archives Committee

As rapidly as possible, the Archives
Committee is undertaking a thorou~h
survey of the Tablets and other Baha'i
treasures placed in the National Archives over a long term of years. The
aim is to transfer them to a special
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room in the Foundation Hall of the
Temple. and develop a filing system
and also a method of storage which
will make this great wealth of material
available.
The Committee urges the believers
to take steps to send in their copies of
the Master's Tablets, original letters
from the Guardian, and other Baha'i
papers and material of permanent
value to the Cause. The friends are
reminded of the fact that precious
Tablets and letters, as well as photographs of historic interest, are subject to constant risk of loss by fire and
destruction in other ways. Sometimes,
also, those responsible for the personal
effects of believers after death fail to
realize the importance of Baha'i
papers.
The Archives Committee will issue
receipts for everything placed in its
charge, and arrangements can also be
made to have photostat copies of documents made at moderate cost.
Communications can be sent to the
Committee through the Secretary, Mrs.
May Scheffler, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, Ill.
3. Committee on Baha'i Histm-y
The History Committee, recently
appointed by the National Spiritual
Assembly, urge every Spiritual Assembly in the United States and Canada to appoint some one who will be
responsible for gathering together the
historical data about the Baha'i Cause
which this Committee must have in
order to compile an accurate history.
This is only a suggestion, and if it is
favorably acted upon, it should in no
wise preclude individual members
from doing all they possibly can to
further the plan of submitting to the
National Spiritual Assembly for our
Guardian an accurate account of the
inception and steady progress of the
Cause in this country.
The friends of God can readily understand that unless we have the most
complete cooperation, the account
which we compile may not be accurate
and . important matters might be
omitted because of lack of information.

The work of compiling the material
in hand will be undertaken before very
long and it is our hope that each Assembly and each individual will act
just as promptly as possible.
Please address all communications
for this Committee to:MR. CHARLES MASON REMEY,
Chairman, History Committee,
2440 Massachusetts Ave.,
Washington, D. C.
BAHA'I DIRECTORY
Additions and C&rrections
The friends are requested to note
the following additions and corrections upon their copies of the Baha'i
Directory issued as a special number
of BAHA'i NEWS in November, 1933.
Two new Committees are to be
added:-

Committee on Braille Transcriptions
(Baha'i Literature for the Blind)Mrs. Nellie S. French, Chairman,
Miss Ella C. Quant, Mrs. Constance
Rodman. Address for correspondence: Mrs. Nellie S. French, 501
Bellefontaine Street, Pasadena, Calif.
Photoqraph Committee (to sell Baha'i photographs and ringstones)Mr. George Spendlove, 2811 Albemarle Street, N. W., Washington,
D.C.
Add to list of groups:Jacksonville, Fla., Miss Kathryn L.
Vernon, Secretary, 707 Post Street.
Augusta, Ga., Miss Marguerite
Klebs, Secretary, Masonic Building.
Corrections : Pacific Coast Summer School-the
Chairman is Mr. John D. Bosch, the
Secretary, Mr. Leroy Ioas. For uniformity with other parts of the Directory, change "Mrs. Thomas H. Collins"
to Mrs. Amelia Collins.
New York Spiritual Assembly-for
"Mr. Edward B. Kennedy" substitute
Mr. Edward B. Kinney.
Committee on Teaching and Training Children-the Chairman is Miss
Charlotte Linfoot, the Secretary, Mrs.
Marion Yazdi.
South Gate group---<:hange address
of Mrs. Josephine F. Clark, Secretary,
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to 8158 San Juan Avenue.
Visalia group-the Secretary is Miss
Jane Barker.
The friends are requested to point
out any remaining inaccuracies and
especially changes of address, ~t the
Directory may be complete for the
present Baha'i year.
IN MEMORIAM
The believers are requested to offer
prayer for these departed Baha'is:Mrs. Annie Stewart, Kooskia, Idaho.
Mrs. Margaret Adams, Johnstown,
N. Y.
Dr. Charles Berrien Hall, Chicago.
Mrs. Altia May, Chicago.
Mrs. Leona S. Barnitz, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Frank W. Doty, Yonkers, N. Y.
Miss Katherine Brandeau, Cleveland.
Mr. John Hampel, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mrs. E. A. Dillabough, Farran
Point, Ontario.
AMERICAN TEACHERS IN
OTHER LANDS
The brief reference to American believers engaged in teaching in other
countries, published in November,
1933, has received much attention, indicating how much their services are
admired and appreciated by their fellow-Baha'is. The purpose of that
statement was by no means to supply
a complete list of teachers over a period of years, but rather to send loving greeting to those now abroad or
who have been traveling during the
present Baha'i year.
Miss Marion Jack and Miss Julia
Goldman are to be added to the names
mentioned in November, and refer··
ence is also made to teaching WI)) k
carried out by Mrs. Nellie S. French
and Mrs Amelia Collins during the
summer of 1933 in Europe.
Interesting details of activities have
been received from Miss Martha Root,
Mrs. Louise Gregory and Miss Marion
Jack, excerpts from which will be published in the next issue.

THE UNITY OF EAST ~... ND-'YVW'--£E~S-±T~~American Baha'i Sacrifices Her Life in Service to
Persian Believers
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler's Mission
The death of Mrs. Keith RansomKehler at Isfahan, Persia, October 23,
1933, culminated a mission which constitutes one of the most poignant episodes in the current history of the Baha'i Faith. The last year of this heroic
believer's life, devoted to the high aim
of securing from the Persian government a removal of the ban on entry
and circulation of Baha'i literature, as
well as a final lifting of the heavy disabilities laid for so many years upon
Persian Baha'is, may be likened to a
wave whose concentrated force breaks
upon a rocklike obstacle, then recedes
to be gathered into the body of the
sea. While the obstacle remains, the
force has not been spent in vain. In
future years the effect of this valiant
faith will be fully disclosed.
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler carried forward a mighty task on which the
American Baha'i community has exerted itself over a long perid of time;
the consolidation of the spiritual unity
of the East and West in fulfilment of
the universal principles revealed by
Baha'u'llah. The chief obstacle to
this unity has throughout the eightynine years of Baha'i history consisted
in the resistance made by Persia to the
new conceptions of amity and fellowship created by Baha'u'llah, a notable
expression of which was the work
known as "The Mysterious Forces of
Civilization" written by 'Abdu'l-Baha
to inspire His fellow Persians with the
true spirit of enlightenment and progress.
The present era of the Cause, dat. ing from the appointment of Shoghi
Effendi as Guardian in 'Abdu'l-Baha's
Will and Testament, has witnessed a
rapid development of the relations between the Baha'i communities of Persia and America. By 1921, however,
under 'Abdu'l-Baha's guidance, a lasting foundation had already been laid
in the cooperation by American Baha'is in the work of the Tarbiat School
at Tihran, through donations for
scholarships and also the important
services rendered the School by Dr.
Susan 1. Moody, Miss Lillian Kappes,
Dr. Oock and Miss Elizabeth Stewart.
The Persian Baha'is, meanwhile,
had made their own unique and eternal
contribution to the American Baha'i
community through the visits of such
influential Baha'i teachers as Mirza
Ab'l-Fadl and Jinah-e-Fadel.
During 1925 an opportunity was af-
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forded American believers to express
their attitude of spiritual unity with
their Persian co-workers by the transmission of funds for the relief of the
believers afflicted by floods at N ariz.
Since 1921, moreover, Dr. Genevieve
Coy served for a term as teacher in
the Tarbiat School, and her visit to
Persia was followed by that of Miss
Martha Root and Mrs. Siegfried
Shopflocher.
In 1927 a fresh outbreak of persecution led to the preparation of an appeal on the part of the American N ational Spiritual Assembly to his
Majesty Reda Shah Pahlavi, copies of
which were published and spread
throughout the United States and
Canada. Soon afterward a statement
on the Cause prepared by the Assembly and addressed to leading Persian Moslems was translated into Persian by the Tihran Baha'i community,
and printed copies of this statement
were sent to many hundreds of influential people in that country.
Again, early in 1932 the American
Baha'i Assembly addressed petitions
to the Shah and his Prime Minister
that the ban on entry of Baha'i literature be removed.
This formal
representation failing in its purpose,
on June to, 1932, the American National Spiritual Assembly addressed a
communication to his Majesty requesting the recognition of Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler as its representative duly chosen and empowered to
present in person its renewed appeal.
This letter. sent to Mrs. Ransom-Kehler as her credentials for the important
mission with which she had been entrusted at Shoghi Effendi's request,
stated in part:
"Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, an
American citizen, a member of the
Baha'i community of this country, and
a distinguished student of the teachings and history of the Baha'i Faith,
can, with your Majesty's gracious permission, amplify and supplement the
statements made by this Assembly in
the written petition addressed to your
Majesty under date of January 12,
1932.
"More effectively than in our written communication, this personal representative can make clear to your
Majesty how widely spread throughout America, and especially among the
Baha'is, is the appreciation of the
notable reforms which have been

made in Persia as the result of your
Majesty's administration of affairs in
that land.
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler
can likewise affirm for your Majesty the importance of the spiritual ties
binding Persia and America through
the reverence of the believers in both
countries for the enlightened· religious
teachings of Baha'u'lIah, the extraordinary effect of these teachings in paying high tribute to the prophetic character of the mission of Muhammad,
overcoming the prejudice and misunderstanding prevalent among Christians in opposition to Islam for more
than one thousand years, and the high
moral value Baha'i religious teachings
have for Persia by inculcating loyalty
to Government, forbidding sedition
and upholding true ideals of education
and humanitarian service.
"The appointment of a representative to journey to Tihran for the purpose of presenting in person the petition of this Assembly will make it evi..
dent to your Majesty how profoundly the American Baha'is are moved by
their inability to communicate fully
with their fellow-religionists in Persia
by reason of the Postal regulations
still prohibiting the entry of Baha'i
books and magazines published in the
United States and Canada."
It will be recalled that in BAHA'i
NEWS dated October, 1932, was published this reference to Mrs. RansomKehler from a letter written to the
National Spiritual Assembly by the
Guardian's secretary: "Mrs. Keith'
Ransom-Kehler is now with us in
Haifa and in a few days will start for
Persia. She rendered wonderful services in both Australia and India, and
Shoghi Effendi trusts that she will do
the same in Persia."
On August 20, 1932, the following
cablegram was received: "Mission successful. (signed) Keith."
On September 14 the National
Spiritual Assembly, rejoiced by this
swift consummation, dispatched a
cablegram to the Court Minister at
Tihran as follows:
"On behalf American Baha'is we
express abiding gratitude for removal
ban on entry Baha'i literature into
Persia. This noble action of his Imperial Majesty's Government has profoundly impressed Baha'is of the
United States and Canada who have
already felt strong attachment to Baha'u'llah's native land. We wish to
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assure your Highness of our sympathy for his Imperial Majesty, our
great interest in progress and welfare
of his Empire and our desire to assist in enhancing its prestige throughout the world." This message was'
brought to the attention of the Persian Minister at Washington in a letter dated October 21, 1932. A statement to the American press was also
issued reporting that Mrs. RansomKehler had received firm assurance
from the Court Minister that the postal regulations under which Baha'i literature had been confiscated would be
immediately annulled.
Before taking up the events which
destroyed this hope, it is interesting to
learn of the impressive reception
given Mrs. Ransom-Kehler by the
Persian Baha'is on her arrival in that
land. In November, 1932, the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa, Palestine,
issued a general letter throughout the
Baha'i world, from which the following excerpts are taken:
"Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, the
energetic and faithful Baha'i teacher,
has been the object of great enthusiasm and loving devotion on the part
of the Persian believers. . . . In Tabriz several meetings were held in the
Hazirat-ul-Qods where large numbers
of Baha'is, both men and women, had
the pleasure of· greeting the international Baha'i teacher. From Tabriz
she proceeded to Milan, accompanied by a group of believers. But
before leaving Tabriz, the police authorities, apparently disturbed by the
scenes of Baha'i rejoicing, sent warning and forbade the believers to hold
any meetings in honor of Mrs. Ransom-Kehler at Tabriz, and requested
her to abandon her visit to Milan. But
the Spiritual' Assembly immediately
sent a delegation to the authorities and
upon assuring them that no demonstrations held by the Baha'is would
disturb the public peace, permission
was granted for her journey to Milan.
"A most thrilling meeting was held
in Milan, where old and young believers witnessed in Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's visit the dawn of the fulfilment
of the prophecy found more than once
in the Tablets of Baha'u'llah and
'Abdu'l-Baha to the Persian Baha'is,
that the day will come when 'brothers
and sisters from the West will arrive
and help you in promoting the Cause.'
"After proceeding to Sisan, Mianej,
Azarbayejan and Qazwin, Mrs. Ransom-Kehler proceeded to Tihran. A
reception committee, followed by a
group of more than a hundred believers, met the guest at a garden about
four miles from the city.
Her en-
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trance in Tihran was like the visit of ing it clear that all of Mrs. Ransoma queen, amid the acclamations of Kehler's work would have to be done
thousands of rejoicing Baha'is. Never over again.
had Tihran so welcomed any guest
Undiscouraged, Mrs. Ransom-Kehfrom the West."
ler immediately arranged an interview
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's own report with the Secretary charged with
of her successful interview with the American affairs at the Foreign OfCourt Minister was written to the fice. In a report of this conversation
American National Spiritual Assem- sent to the American Assembly, the
bly on August 20, 1932, the brevity following significant statement is
of the communication revealing the quoted:
pressure of that physical weakness
"He informed me that at the presagainst which she struggled so gal- ent time our Baha'i literature could
lantly to the end. "On August 15 I not circulate in Persia for three reasaw his Highness Taymur Tash and sons. First, that it is contrary to tpe
received from him the direct, unqual- constitution of Persia to recognize
ified assurance that Baha'i literature any religion founded after Islam, and
would be admitted freely into Persia since the Baha'i religion cannot legaland permitted to circulate."
ly receive recognition it follows that
From other sources the American our literature must remain unrecogAssembly learned further details of nized. Second, that it is contrary to
this interview. "His Highness re- the constitution of Persia to permit
ceived the Baha'i delegate kindly and the circulation of any literature oplistened with attention to her appeal. posed to Islam. Third, that the cirHe stated that the matter did not re- culation of Baha'i literature at this
quire her to seek audience with the time might cause grave internal disShah nor to send him the written peti- orders that would bring much suffertion. The former letter of the Na- ing to the Baha'is themselves."
This interview was in fact also retional Spiritual Assembly of the United States has been received and given ported to the Shah himself, in a letter
due attention. 'I hereby promise that which the valiant American Ba.hlci'i
the restrictions on the import ofBa- 2ddressed to him on February 25,
ha'i books will be removed.' Mrs. 1933, in a supreme effort to fulfil her
Ransom-Kehler thereupon ask e d delicate and difficult mission. "In my
whether she could cable America and report to America," she informed his
inform the American Baha'is of this Majesty, "I shall be constrained to
assurance. The Court Minister re- admit that I must have misunderstood
plied that she most assuredly could completely the purpose and intent of
do so and that she must consider the the interpreter, for exhaustive investimatter as finally settled. Mrs. Ran- gation reveals no reference in the Consom-Kehler then asked whether she stitution of Persia to the status of remight arrange to have her own Baha'i ligions founded later than Islam.
books sent to her for use while in Per"Since every Baha'i before he can
sia, and the Minister said there was so designate himself must accept the
no reason why she might not do so."
validity of the Prophet Muhamad
It was not until the receipt of a let- and display toward the Quran the
ter from Mrs. Ransom-Kehler dated same reverence as that shown by the
January 20, 1933, that the American most orthodox Muslim, and since this
Baha'is learned that the assurance attitude is inculcated through Baha'i
given their representative by the Court literature, the point of excluding it
Minister had not become fruitful in because it is opposed to Islam will, I
action. In that letter she stated that fear, be incomprehensible . . . . I shall
the Baha'i books shipped to her from await your Majesty's authority to subBeirut had been confiscated, and that mit the result of my conversation with
she had written the Court Minister to the Foreign Office, therein set forth,
acquaint him with this fact and renew to the proper Baha'i centers throughher petition on behalf of the American out the world; for I have no desire,
Baha'is. This letter also conveyed the a second time, to find myself mistaken
disturbing information that, during a as to your Majesty's intention."
This appeal to the Shah receiving no
visit to Azarbayejan, the Governor
General had refused to receive her and reply, the National Spiritual Assembly
moreover that police orders had been in America, realizing that its report
issued forcing the abandonment of to the press stating that the ban on
meetings arranged in her honor by the entry of Baha'i literature into Persia
had been removed was proved untrue,
local Baha'is.
Later, press dispatches from Persia dispatched to its representative in
reported that changes had been made Persia another communication to be
in the office of Court Minister, mak- presented to the Shah. This comn'lu-
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nication was dated March 27, 1933.
A portion is quoted, as follows:
"Information has been received
which leads us to believe that the permission granted in your Majesty's
name by your Majesty's Minister of
Court some months ago removing the
ban on the entrance of Baha'i literature into Persia has now been withdrawn.
"We trust that events will prove our
present understanding of your Majesty's intel!tion to be incorrect. The recent gracious action of your Majesty
in asserting the power of religious
freedom and opening the door to the
amenities of international communication customary in modern times was
by us immediately communicated to all
leading newspapers in the United
States and Canada together with an
expression of our grateful recognition
of your Majesty's response to our petition.
"This announcement to the press
was considered by us of extreme imlJortance in view of the fact that it is
among American Baha'is that the love
and admiration for Persia and its people is most pronounced. The effect
uf the Baha'i teachings upon believers
in all countries outside of Persia has
for many years been to establish not
only an attitude of spiritual respect
for the historic greatness of Persia,
but also a firm and unyielding confidence in the future greatness and
worldwide influence of the Persian
people.
"The responsibility seems now resting upon us to inform the press that
our previous communication, made in
perfect good faith, must now be withdrawn.
"The press in America exercises
such far-reaching influence that we
have ever been most scrupulous and
careful in authorizing only the most
conservative and accurate statements.
The American press has become aware
that on account of the existence of
Baha'i communities in many lands the
American National Spiritual Assembly is well informed and enjoys unusual sources of information. Our devotion to the spiritual character of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah makes it incumbent upon us to maintain our reputation with newspaper editors of unfailing sincerity and reliable accuracy.
"Our petition we trust to Our accredited representative, Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler, who, at our request,
traveled to Persia many months ago
in order to represent the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada in our
appeal to your Majesty and your
Majesty's Government for a favorable
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and final decision in the matter of the
entrance and circulation of Baha'i literature."
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler presented the
foregoing communication to the Shah
in a letter dated Tihran, April 23,
1933. Meanwhile, on April 3 she addressed his Majesty once again in a
letter which pointed out her obligation
to report the results of her mission in
Persia, and with that letter enclosed a
detailed summary of her interview
with the Foreign Office.
Before the opening of the Annual
Convention of American Baha'is on
June 1, 1933 it had become clear to
the National Spiritual Assembly that
the matter had come to no favorable
decision, and reports were received
which indicated even a recurrence of
the physical maltreatment of Persian
Baha'is. On advice of Shoghi Effendi
the problem was accordingly laid before the assembled Convention delegates, with the result that the delegates
unanimously pledged their support in
the National Assembly's effort to alleviate these dire conditions.
In order to carry out the spirit of
this action, the Assembly on July 10,
1933, sent personal representatives
with a communication to present to the
Persian Minister at Washington, thus
opening a new phase in the progress
of the matter.
Meanwhile, though her physical illness had increased, Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, as afterward learned, had
been continuing her efforts in Tihran.
Thus, in a letter dated June 8, 1933,
she once more addressed the Persian
Shah, in a letter which stands as an
expression of deep concern at the unfavorable conditions existing for the
Persian Baha'is, with a most passionate and devoted resolve to leave no
stone unturned in effort to change the
official attitude. Some excerpts follow:
"A year ago this month I reached
Persia as representative of the N ationa! Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada, having traveled halfway around
the world to present a petition on their
behalf to your gracious Majesty requesting the removal of the ban on
entry and circulation of Baha'i literature in Persia.
"This petition was framed because
of the incalculable blessings which
your Majesty's reign has bestowed
upon Persia; because of the advancement, the liberation and the protection which, under the firm and spectacular power exhibited by your
Majesty, have elevated this sacred

land of ours to the forefront of progress and revival.
"Certainly it would have been folly
to have sent such a communication in
any period preceding your Majesty's
accession, for at that time "ears were
deaf to every plea of justice, and Persia had become the tragic plaything
of wilful, corrupt and ruthless lords.
"But mindful of the great blessings
which have flowed from your Majesty's enlightened rule, the Baha'is of
the United States and Canada felt
that the time was now ripe, that the
amazing accomplishments of your
Majesty now favored the idea of consummating the complete emancipation
of the Baha'is of Persia from the
trammels and deprivations inherited
from the dark past . . .
"We must look not to Shah Abbas
nor to Nadir Shah but to the distant
past-to the days of Cyrus, Darius
and Jamsheed-for anything comparable to the accomplishments which in
twelve brief years have characterized
your Majesty's achievements . . .
"These were the ideas we had in
mind when petitioning your Majesty
to remove this last barrier from the
pathway of Baha'i freedom and progress in Persia by according us the
privilege of the press, an ordinary
civil right in all but the most backward of. countries.
"In fact, in the Minutes of the
Twenty-second Session of the Permanent Mandates Commission of the
League of Nations we find the statement (pages 41-42) : 'Was it said that
the Baha'is were such a small minority
in Iraq that there was no need to
bother about them? It was the very
fact that the minority was a small one
that made it necessary for the authorities to safeguard its rights. It showed
the weakness of the Iraqi Government; the power which an intolerant
majority had over it'-and this record
has gone out not only to the fifty-six
nations that comprise the League but
to the whole world, carrying this reproach to the Iraqi Government for its
treatment of the Baha'is.
"The Baha'is of Persia are not a
weak and helpless minority; we stand
in numbers next to the State religion;
but as the League report further says,
'The Baha'is are by their religion,
tenets and character of an extremely
conciliatory disposition.'
"For that reason they patiently endure whatever hardships are imposed
upon them by their governments, and
for that same reason they are worthy
of the utmost trust and confidence
from those in authority. . .
"The numerous communications ...
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which I have had the honor of addressing to the Crown since my interview at the Foreign Office have
had but one purpose: that of ascertaining in definite and dependable
form whether or not the amazing and
feeble statements given me there were
really in accord with your Majesty's
intent and desire."
To every Cabinet Minister and to
the President of Parliament, Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler sent on July 3, 1933
a letter containing the following statements:
"It would give me great pleasure to
place in your hands portions of our
Baha'i literature in order to prove the
great contribution that it has made to
the advancement of Islam in countries unfriendly to its reception; but
although Jewish, Christian and Zoroastrian literature, all opposed to Islam,
is permitted to circulate, our Baha'i
literature that upholds and converts
to Islam is denied this privilege.
Therefore I have nothing available
to present to you.
"In the Post Offices and Customs of
Persia, however, are thousands of volumes that have been confiscated. Even
a brief survey of anyone of these will
prove that Baha'u'llah lays down as
fundamental, loyalty to one's government, and the sanctity and verity of
Islam."
On that same day, moreover, the
representative of the American Baha'is felt compelled to appeal once
more to the Shah. "To my horror
and grief I have just heard of the
burning, on the part of your Majesty's
officials in Kirmanshah, of the sacred
photographs of 'Abdu'l-Baha. I am
fully convinced that such a sacrilege
has been committed without the knowledge of your Majesty, for it is fundamentally contrary to the policy of expansion, protection and tolerance that
have characterized your Majesty's evident intent with regard to the advancement of Persia.
"It is because I am certain that such
an infamy was perpetrated without the
knowledge or consent of your Majesty that I am presenting this memorandum to acquaint your Majesty
with these high-handed and abominable outrages committed by your
Majesty's irresponsible servants . . .
"Assuredly the most precious and
sacred thing in life to any man is his
religious conviction. Without hesitation thousands of Baha'is have given
their lives for their faith. That flame
that once burned in Persia alone has
now enkindled the world. The Baha'is as a body stand ready if necessary to die for the protection of their

belief. Weare willing to endure any
degree of injustice and persecution ourselves, but when it comes to regarding
with other than outraged sentiment a
gratuitous indignity offered to that illustrious example of human perfection, 'Abdu'l-Baha, the Baha'is of the
world arise in the full strength of their
solidarity to utter a vehement protest.
"In His Will and Testament, 'Abdu'l-Baha gives us this last instruction: 'Consort with all the peoples,
kindreds and religions of the world
with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good
will and friendliness; that all the
world of being may be filled with the
holy ecstasy of the grace of Baha;
that ignorance, enmity, hate and rancor may vanish from the world and
the darkness of estrangement amidst
the peoples and kindreds of the world
may give way to the light of unity.'
"Is the one who uttered such words
of peace and reconciliation worthy of
suppression and desecration?
"I now with the most intense fervor
supplicate and implore your Majesty
to put a final stop to these fanatical
persecutions that disgrace in the eyes
of men the annals of Persia's former
rulers, by removing this ban against
Baha'i literature, that bids fair if it
continues to involve the world in contempt for this sacred land."
The Minister of Education, replying in a letter dated "bitarikh 28-41312. No. 9880/4320" to the communication which Mrs. Ransom-Kehler sent to all members of the Cabinet,
made this significant statement: "I
would inform you that today all individuals and inhabitants of the country, whether Muhammedans or people
of other nations, are resting in the
cradle of tranquility and security under the shadow of the power and
grandeur of His Majesty Shahanshah
Pahlavi, may our souls be sacrificed
for him, and they benefit equally from
the privilege of existing laws. But
in the meantime new publications
which are considered contrary to the
official religi.on of the country or its
political aspect can not be agreed to."
Meanwhile, as it became apparent
that communications addressed to the
ruler did not penetrate the official entourage and reach the Shah himself,
the American Assembly, as already
mentioned, applied to the Persian
Minister at Washington. The letter
dated July 10, 1933, was presented to
the Minister by three representatives.
It read, in part as follows:
"Your Excellency:
On October
21, 1932, the members of this American Baha'i Assembly sent to the Per-
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sian Legation at Washington a copy
of a cablegram which on September
14, 1932, had been dispatched to the
Minister of the Court in Teheran.
"This communication was acknowledged by Mr. Y. Azodi, Charge
d' Affaires, under date of October 22,
1932.
"In substance, the cablegram sent
to the Court Minister on behalf of
the American Baha'is expressed abiding gratitude for the decision to remove the ban on entry and circulation
of Baha'i literature in Persia.
"On March 27, 1933, as the result
of unexpected information indicating
that this decision had either been reversed or never made effective, we addressed a respectful petition to his
Imperial Majesty Reza Shah Pahlavi,
expressing our profound hope that
our understanding of the matter was
incorrect and referring to the fact that
the American Baha'is had informed
the press that the ban had been removed, and in the event that this statement proved to be unfounded the Baha'is would be reluctantly obliged to
make it clear to the press that Baha'i
literature is still prohibited from entry
and circulation in Persia.
"This petition we forwarded to our
personal representative in Teheran,
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, a Baha'i and American citizen, with the
request that it be communicated to his
Majesty on our behalf.
"To our astonishment and regret,
during May, 1933, we learned that not
only is the ban on literature still rigorously applied, but that Baha'is in Persia are even incurring physical maltreatment at the present time.
"These circumstances were considered by the delegates representing
sixty American cities who met in Annual Convention in the Foundation
Hall of the Baha'i House of Worship
at Wilmette, Illinois, from June 1 to
4, 1933.
"It seems desirable to inform your
Excellency that the Twenty-fifth Annual Convention of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada adopted
unanimously the following resolution:
" 'Resolved, that the delegates of the
Twenty-fifth Annual Convention representing sixty 'communities of the
United States and Canada, realizing
the burdens of oppression still laid
upon their brethren of Persia, recommend and urge the National Spiritual
Assembly to take immediate action to
bring about the cessation of the reported maltreatment of our Baha'i
brethren, to secure the entry of Baha'i literature and to restore the constitutional provision for the printing
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and circulation of Baha'i literature
within Persia;
"'And be it further resolved, that
the delegates pledge the support of the
local Baha'i communities to the N ational Spiritual Assembly in its effort
to carry out the terms of this appeal.'
"In view of this action on the part
of the Annual Convention, expressing
the deep concern and heartfelt anxiety
of all American Baha'is to assist in
bringing about a final alleviation
of all civil disabilities still suffered by
our beloved brothers and co-workers
in Persia, the National Spiritual Assembly has requested its chairman and
secretary to call upon your Excellency
and respectfully request your good offices in bringing our petition to the
notice of the Persian Government.
"In discharging this grave responsibility, we respectfully point out to
your Excellency the unique ties of
sympathetic fellowship which have
long united the Baha'is of America
and Persia. For many years the Baha'is of the United States and Canada
have courageously upheld the Prophethood of Muhammed as one of the divine Messengers, in the face of the
traditional antipathy and indifference
of a predominantly Christian population. In publishing and distributing
the literature of our Faith we are actively promoting the reality of Muhammed as well as the reality of
Jesus. By accepting Muhammed as a
Prophet inspired with the same Holy
Spirit as Jesus, we have entered into
a spiritual unity with the Persian Baha'is without parallel in the history
of the East or of the West. We state
with all emphasis that apart from this
spiritual bond of faith in the one God
of all mankind, the relations of the
various peoples and nations of the
world are uncertain and replete with
peril of war and economic chaos.
"After entertaining the hope that
the ancient land of Persia had been
granted the high privilege of a· regime
based upon fearless justice, the very
foundation of civilization, we cannot
but deplore the surviyal from the past
of indications that free intercourse on
the part of American citizens with loyal citizens of Persia on matters of
purely spiritual interest is prevented
by regulations imposed by Persian
authorities.
"The Baha'is of America assert
very frankly to your Excellency their
unhappiness because of the fact that
unfounded prejudice against the Baha'is of Persia. whether emanating
from atheistic or from ecclesiastical
sources, can in this day and age find
sanction from authorities of the State.
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vVithout this sanction, active or passive, it would be impossible to forbid
the entry and circulation of a sacred
literature which one day will be recognized as the glory of Persia, while
at the same time permitting the entry
and circulation of other religious literature the essential purpose of which
is to defame the founder of Islam and
overthrow the very foundation of Persian culture and ideals . . .
"The outcome of this representation
will, we trust, enable the National
Spiritual Assembly to inform the local Baha'i communities that their determined desire to assist in removing
the disabilities and maltreatment of
their Persian brothers has been completely realized."
On July 26, 1933, the Assembly reported to Mrs. Ransom-Kehler a summary of actions taken by American
Baha'is in the matter of conditions
affecting the Persian believers, with
the request that she communicate these
facts and the attitude of the American
Baha'is, to the officials of the Persian
Government, and report the results,
that the Assembly might inform the
local American Baha'i communities
whether their Convention resolution
had borne fruit. The answer came in
this message, cabled by Mrs. RansomKehler on September 10: "Petition
unanswered. "
The grief and disappointment caused
by this outcome of her mission, magnified by exhaustion resulting from
self-sacrificing effort to meet every
opportunity to visit and address Baha'i gatherings in Persia, reduced Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler's strength to such a
degree that during October, 1933,
while at Isfahan, this consecrated follower of Baha'u'llah fell victim to
smallpox and succumbed within a few
brief days.
This grievous event was announced
in BAHA'i NEWS of November, 1933,
as follows:
"On October 27, 1933, the Spiritual
Assembly of Tihran, Persia, cabled
the startling news that Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler had passed into the
spiritual Kingdom.
With burning
hearts the Persian Baha'is conveyed
their grief at this mysterious culmination of our sister's special mission in
the land of the birth of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah.
"The beloved Guardian on October
30 dispatched this message: 'Keith's
precious life offered up in sacrifice to
beloved Cause in Baha'u'llah's native
land. On Persian soil, for Persia's
sake. she encountered. challenged and
fought the forces of darkness with
high distinction. indomitable will, uri-

The
swerving, exemplary loyalty.
mass of her helpless Persian brethren
mourns the sudden loss of their valiant
emancipator.
American
believers
grateful and proud of the memory of
their first and distinguished martyr.
Sorrow stricken, I lament my earthly
separation from an invaluable collaborator, an unfailing counsellor, an esteemed and faithful friend. I urge
the Local Assemblies befittingly to Organize memorial gatherings in memory of one whose international services entitled her to an eminent rank
among the Hands of the Cause of Baha'u'llah. (signed) SHOGHI.'
"A message from the American
Consul at Tihran, communicated
through the Secretary of State,
brought the information that Keith
had passed on at Isfahan on October 23.
"With the approval of Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler's nearest relative, a
message was cabled to the Tihran Assembly asking that burial be arranged
at Isfahan under Baha'i auspices, and
stating that the American Assembly
will construct a permanent memorial.
"Shoghi Effendi, on November 3,
sent this message: 'Instructed Isfahan Assembly to inter Keith in the
vicinity of the grave of Sultanushushuada, surnamed by Baha'u'Llah
'King of Martyrs.'''
"The detailed reports which our
beloved sister has during the past year
sent from Tihran, to convey information on the result of her mission, a~
the representative of the American
believers chosen by the Guardian. to
secure from the Persian Government
the lifting of the ban on entry of Baha'i literature and also removal of the
difficulties and hardships placed upon
the Persian Baha'is, form one of the
precious and important historical records of the Cause. A summary of
these reports will be published in BAHA'i NEWS next month.
"Local Spiritual Assemblies and
groups are requested to arrange memorial meetings in accordance with the
Guardian's wish."
The papers of New York and other
cities reported in detail the news of the
death of this American citizen in Persia. The following statement was published in the N e'W Yark American on
October 28, 1933:
"Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, who
spent the last year in Teheran, Persia,
as representative of the American
National Baha'i Assembly, died in that
city on October 25, it was reported in
a cable received yesterday by the Assembly from the secretary of the Teheran"Baha'i community. "
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"In August, 1932, Mrs. RansomKehlerJ after two years' travel in
China, Japan and India as a Baha'i
teacher, went to Persia on a special
mission to represent the American Baha'is in appealing to the Shah's government for removal of the ban on entry of Baha'i literature into the country of the origin of the world religion
established by Baha'u'llah nearly seventy years ago.
.
«From the Court Minister Mrs.
Keith Ransom-Kehler received assurance that the prohibi6on, passed under
the former regime while the Mohammedan clergy were at the height of
their power, would be rescinded.
"This promise was, however, unfulfilled, and Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler
J

devoted the remaining months of her
life to the task of penetrating the imperial entourage and presenting to the
Shah in person a formal petition prepared by the American Baha'i Assembly on behalf of the sixty Bahi'i communities of the United States and
Canada.
"The American Baha'is will erect
in Teheran (correctly, Isfahan) a memorial to commemorate the work of
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler, the second
American Baha'i to die in Persia while
serving the cause of unity and international peace."
That memorial, we may be assured,
will in future be visited by innumerable Baha'is of West and East as a
shrine marking the physical interment

of a pure and valiant Baha'i spirit who,
not in vain, sacrificed its earthly existence for the sake of the believers in
that land.
The above statement has been prepared in reverent acknowledgement of
Mrs. Ransom-Kehler's mighty services
to the Baha'i Faith, that the worldwide community of believers may
know what has been done to this date
in effort to assist in bringing about
freedom and security for the Baha'is
of Persia.
NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'is OF THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA.
By: HORACE HOLLEY,

Secretary.
November 5, 1933.

Memorial Meeting at Isfahan in Honor of Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler
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PRESENT STATUS OF TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
Work To Be Continued Under New Ctmtract

As you read this brief statement, the
last section of the ornamentation of
the Temple dome will be bolted in place
and the many thousands of people who
pass daily along Sheridan Drive
through Wilmette will be thrilled with
the radiant glory of the completed
dome. The low temperature and high
wind conditions that have prevailed in
and about Chicago during the last
month have somewhat delayed the
placing of the last and topmost ribs
and the removal of the great steel derrick that was used to Ii ft them in place,
the 387 great sections of architectural
concrete on the steel structure of the
dome. When it is realized that the
sections varying in weight up to 20
tons each had to be lifted to a height
of 100 feet from the ground and fitted
in place, it is remarkable that !he entire framework and ornamentatIon has
fitted together without a single error
or modification. N ever before in the
history of the world has a dome with
the great ribs of this uni9ue and bea~
tiful character been raIsed. It wIll
stand evermore as a fitting memorial
to the faith and sacrifices of a devoted
people throughout the world.
Now that the victory has been
achieved the devoted folIowers of
Baha'u'llah who have made this possible will be interested in a brief analysis of the extent and cost of the work.
Quoting- from a letter dated January
15 1934, from the contractor, Mr.
John J. Earley. we have the following
explanation of the extent and cost of
the ornamentation.
"The approximate estimate of the
cost of the architectural ornamentation
of the Temple was made in the year
1930 and in the amount $450,000.00.
Subsequently in May of the year 1930
an estimate was made of the cost of
the first story which amounted to

$150,000.00. This was made because
at that time it was thought that the
ornamentation might be begun at the
base of the Temple. In January 1932
an estimate was made of the cost of
the Temple dome, which was $150,000.00. This left the second story and
drum of the dome, which likewise
amounted to $150,000.00, but which
was subdivided to read $100,000 for
the second story and $50,000 for the
clerestory or drum of the dome. These
estimates were based upon a cost experience of many years with the material but upon no experience with the
structure, because nowhere in the
world today is there one who has built
such a building as the BaM'i Temple.
. . . The bottom sections of the great
ribs, which coincide with the elevation
of the clerestory, were estimated with
the clerestory. But when we came to
develop the dome, we found that the
ornamental motif of the ribs was continuous without regard to dome or
clerestory and that the most economical
method of construction required the
clerestory sections of each rib to be in
place for the support and erection of
the whole rib." From the statement
of the Contractor, it is obvious that
with the completion of the recent contract we have finished a work originally estimated to cost $150,000 for the
dome plus the cost of the ribs which
Mr. Earley's estimate has given as
$16,237.60, making a total amount of
work done of about $166.000.00. This
cost does not include the engineering
supervision and management at a fee
of 6%. This fee will amount to about
$9,000 additional, making a total expenditure slightly over $175.000.00.
Of the amount spent for actual construction costs about $7,000 was required for the casting shed and erecting machinery at the Rosslyn. Virginia
Plant and for the hoisting machinery

at the Temple. All of this equipmen't
will be of service in the preparation
and placing of the remainder of the
ornamentation on the Temple. Hence
the cost of this equipment should be
pro-rated or distributed over the entire
cost of the ornamentation which will
effect a saving of about $4,500 in the
cost of the dome ornamentation.
About a month ago the National
Spiritual Assembly sent a cablegram to
the Guardian requesting his instructions relative to proceeding with the
ornamentation of the clerestory sections of the Temple, as increasing expressions from believers allover the
country had manifested the hope that
during this year and the re-opening of
the Chicago Exposition this additional
section of the dome ornamentation
might be finished.
The Guardain
immediately cabled the following
reply: "Heartily welcome proposal.
Additional sacrifices entailed clerestory
ornamentation will add further laurels
to crown already won American believers and hasten fulfillment long
cherished expectations." The N. S. A.
at its meeting at Evanston, Illinois on
January 27, unanimously voted to
cnter into a contract with Mr. John J.
Earley for the preparation and placement of the clerestory ornamentation
below the dome and between the great
ribs. Mr. Earley estimates that this
work will cost about $35,000 (not including engineering supervision and
management) and if started right
away can be completed by next fall
and during the extension of the Chicago Exposition.
Mr. Earley has
generously offered to start the preliminary work right away and to receive
compensation over a period of twelve
months beginning- April 1st. These
monthly payments based on services
actually rendered will involve an average monthly payment of about $3.000
including all charges.
The Research Service will continue
to supervise and manage the work for
the Temple Trustees and has offered
to reduce its fee from 6 to 4%. Dur-
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ing the construction of the Temple the
services rendered by the engineers in
the planning and erection of the work
has resulted in savings to the extent
of many times the amount of the fee.
In a letter to the Chairman of the
National Spiritual Assembly, dated
January 17, 1934, the Guardian writes
through his Secretary H. Rabbani: "In
reply to the N. S. A.'s telegram expressing the hope of the American believers of proceeding with the ornamentation of the clerestory section of
the Temple, Shogi Effendi has sent
the following cable, and has given his
whole-hearted approval to this new
step which the friends have been
prompted to take and which fully testifies to their exemplary resourcefulness and indomitable will in upholding
the Cause of the Temple: (Cable as
quoted above).
"The Guardian's motive in gl\"lllg
the believers the promise of one year's
complete respite was to alleviate the
financial burden which had for so long
been weighing on their shoulders. His
intention. however, was by no means
to check the free and spontaneous desire of the friends to maintain the contributions to the Temple should they
find it possible to do so. And it is
really gratifying to witness that the
promise instead of retarding, however
temporarily, the ornamentation work
of the Temple, has on the contrary
stimulated the friends to redouble
their efforts until the entire construc- .
tion work of the dome and clerestorv
have been brought to full completion!'
This statement on the Temple is
completed by reporting to the believers that the sum of $14,300 must still
he contributed to make final paymf'"nt
on the present dome contract.
THE BAHA'I F'UND
AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER
The Faith of Bahi'u'Bih has without doubt set its roots deep into the soil
of America. Even though at present
numericaHy the believers are weak,
spiritually they are undaunted because
they have a strong courage of conviction and consecration. They are distinguished through the fact that they
have had the courage to face the realities of life as they are revealed to
them by the very Sun of Reality, and
not by the standards set by a complacent and ever-drifting society.
The Bahi'i Faith, with its marvelously beautiful, yet uncompromisingly
searching new plan of life, accepting
naught but a pure devotion, is so complete in its plan and method as to leave
no hiding place VI" hatever for those
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who would still compromise with it.
The machinery of its operation is so
designed that sooner or later each soul
realizes that his connection with it
means the surrender of every last
stronghold of materiality, prejudice
and selfishness.
~ 0 people can come under the penetratmg rays of the Sun of real religion
and remain the same. But the very
perfection of the Baha'i Faith with its
complete plan for the regeneration of
mankind, makes it different and makes
comparison with past, though similar
experiences impossible.
The distinguishing feature of the
teachings of Bahi'u'llih is the oneness
of mankind. Consider then that the
establishment of the administration in
the body of the believers becomes the
machinery to effect this unity, and
through its functioning the individual
is brought face to face with the issues
that God the Great Physician has
placed before the world and the acceptance of which is prerequisite to solution of the difficulties that now beset
it.
The past has shown us that the religious devotee of times is permitted,
even led, to separate himself from his
fellowmen and in isolation seeks to
attain a higher spiritual development.
How different then the proposition
presented by the Baha'i' Faith, for here
instead of isolation he is thrust into
the company of others and he finds
that his salvation depends upon his
willingness to unite and to work with
them. Withdrawal is in no wise permitted and unti.J he has subjugated
himself. eliminated destructive prej udices within his own heart, learned to
seek the face of God in those around
him, he knows that he has not yet
really come into the Faith.
Every thoughtful believer who attends unity Feasts knows that there he
has entered upon the active working
out of the Plan of Bahi'u'llih to effect
the unification of the human race. And
as he there actively enters into the
spiritual realities he is gradually and
definitely brought to a realization that
the unity of the friends is the foundation stone of the new world order. The
society there developed under the guidance of the words of the Manifestation wil1, without doubt, have a character quite different than that of the
world we have known before.
But to become a member of such a
society implies certain things. To assume that an outward acceptance of
the glorious teachings is sufficient
without a surrender to their requirements becomes obviously impossible.
This but very little experience in any

Baha') community demonstrates. The
relationship is two-sided, since the
Messenger of God has showered upon
I}s the blessing of His Guidance, it
tollows that we in turn must also do
something. Active participation therei<:>re, implies the recognition of a defiI1It~ _obligation by the individual, just
as It he had entered upon a contract
with God, so that thereafter no part of
the utterances of the Founders and
Establishers of the Faith may be neglected, but with an ever increasing devotion he joins with his fellow believers to spread and firmlv establish the
Faith in the world.
. And even though in the passing of
tIme the character of his service may
change somewhat, there will without
doubt always be ways in which a believer can actively enter the service of
God, through some service to mankind.
What a glorious concept that makes
salvation contingent upon active- service to one's fellowmen.
Our glorious opportunity is in the
establishment of the Baha'i administration and the erection of the Temple.
And here again we find in both projects perfect mechanism for our unification.
In the administration we
unite through cooperation with one another to carry into effect the provisions
for the establishment of Baha'i life
and living, so that we reconstruct our
lives to conform with the requirements
of a divine new world order, and our
affairs becoming adjusted to new concepts allow us to make provision for
every condition that the circumstances
of our time in the general development
make necessary.
The Baha'i Fund is but a part of
such a project. Nevertheless it is a
vital part.
Conscientious believers
who are mindful of their responsibility
in respect to the Faith must make it as
much a part of their effort to be a part
of the Cause as they do every other
thing. The erection of the Temple is
an added opportunity opening the way
for extraordinary service to humanity
the world over. And its gradual accomplishment will stand for centuries,
a monument to the Power of God that
moved our little band to do that wonderful service. Alone no one could do
it. together if we haye faith, we will
succeed.
Let us then, one and all, consider
carefully our relation to the Baha'i administration and the Baha'i Fund, and
solemnly and with a spirit of consecration, undertake to render to the fullest
extent of our capacity, such sacrifice
as will be worthy of the tremendous
part we are called upon to play in the
greatest elrama of all tillles.
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Convention should be regarded as a
temporary gathering, haying certain
specific functions to perform, during.a
limited period of time. Its status IS
thus limited in time to the Convention
sessions, the function of consultation
at all other times being vested in the
entire body of the believers through
the local Spiritual Assemblies.-To the
National Spiritual Assembly, N ovember 18, 1933.

Chaos and doom are about to overtake a world crumbling from within.
The Ark of the Covenant carries forward through fire and storm and i!1 it
there is safety for us, for all mankmd,
but the measure of our devotion must
demonstrate our faith to those about
us else we fail and like all else perish.
Day by day the need increases. The
time shortens rapidly. Let us not remain negligent.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
By: Roy C. WILHELM. Treasurer
CARL SCHEFFLER. Asst. Treasurer

2.
Dear and precious co-workers:
I wish to affirm without the least
hesitation or ambiguity, that the annual convention is not to be regarded
THE NATURE AND AIMS OF THE as a body entitled to e~ercise func:tions
similar to those which an ordmary
ANNUAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
parliament possesses under a demo(Continued)
cratic form of government. The administrative order which lies embedNote: the following instructions ded in the Teaching of Baha'u'I1ah,
from the Guardian have been received and which the American believers have
by the National Spiritual Assembly championed and are now establishing,
since it compiled the. words . on t~e should, under no circumstances, be
subject of the ConventIOn pubhshed m identified with the principles underlyBAHA'i NEWS for November, 1933.
ing present-day democracies.. N or ~s
it
identical with any purely anstocratlc
1.
or autocratic form of government.
Concerning the status, rights a';l~ The objectionable features inherent in
prerogatives of the ~nnual. Baha I each of these political systems are enConvention the Guardian wishes to tirely avoided. It blends. as no sys- \
make it quite clear to. all the believers tern of human polity has as yet
that this annual meetmg of the dele- achieved those salutary truths and!
gates is by no means a continuous co
beneficiai elements which constitute (
sultative body all thr~ugh the yeo
I the valuable contributions which eaCh)
that its twofold functIOn of electlg lof these forms of government have
the hody of ffie-NiitioiiiiI Spiritual 1\s- Jmade to society in the past .. Consultasembly, and ~L ~~r~K any _con~tt:uc ! tion, frank and unfettered, IS the b~d
tive !iugges!ions m regard to the ge~- rock of..-!b!:>_ unigye order.. , Authonty
.. -erai administration of the Cause IS l-.;-sC011'"centrarea--in the han~s of the,
- limited to a definite period; and that i elected members of the NatIOnal Asconsequently the opinion current \ sembly. Pow~r and ini.tiative are priamong some of the believers that the :.marily vested m the entire bod:y of the
delegates are to serve as a cons.ulta- believers acting through their local
tive body throughout the year IS at representatives.
To. gene.rate those
variance with the fundamental, though forces which must give birth to the
as yet unspecified, principles un~erly body of their national administrators,
ing the Administration. Shoghl ~f and to confer, freely and fully and. at
fendi firmly believes that consultatIOn fiJted intervals, with both the m.commg
must be maintained between the N.S.A. and outgoing national Assembhes, are
and the entire body of the believers, th~ twofold functions, the supreme
and that such consultation, while the responsibility and sole prerogative of
Convention is not in session, can best the delegates assembled in Convention.
be maintained through the agency of Nothing short of close and ~onstant
the local Assemblies,. one of whose es- interaction between these vanous orsential functions is to act as inte~ gans of Baha'i admin,istration. can enmediaries between the local com~um able it to fulfill its high destmy.-To
ties and their national representatives. the N atirmal Spiritual Assembly, N 0.-Ib~~ain purg9.s_e_Q_f__ t~(!_;NiD~li!eI? J!'~y vember 18. 1933. (The Guardian's
Feasts is to enabk tn_dlVldualbehcve rs postscript to the foregoing letter.)
. to offer
suggestion to t~e !ocal
- assembly which. in its turn. WIll pass
3.
it to the N.S.A. The local Assembly
Concerning
the
status ?f me~bers
is - therefore, the proper mediut?
through which Ia<;al Bah~'i commum- of the N.S.A. at ConventIOn seSSIOns,
ties can commumcate with the bodv the Guardian feels. that the memb~rs
of the national representatives. The both of the incoming and the outgomg

I

I

any-

Assemblies should be given the full
right to participate in the Convention
discussions. Those members of the
N.S.A. who have been elected delegates will, in addition to the right of
participation, be entitled to vote. The
Guardian wishes thereby to render
more effective the deliberations and
the recommendations of the national
representatives. He feels that the exercise of such a right by the members
of the N.S.A. will enable them to consult more fully with the assembled
delegates, to exchange fully and frankly with them their views, and to consider collectively the interests, needs
and requirements of the Cause. This
he believes is one of the primary functions of the Convention.-To the Na-.
tional Spiritual Assembly. December
25, 1933.

THE CHARACTER OF BAHA'I
ELECTIONS

"Let us recall His explicit and
often-repeated assurance that every
Assembly elected in that rarified atmosphere of sel flessness and detachment is, in truth, appointed of God,
that its verdict is truly inspired, that
one and all should submit to its decision unreservedly and with cheerfulness . . . The elector . . . is called
upon to vote for none but those whom
prayer and reflection have inspired
him to uphold ... Hence it is incumbent upon the chosen delegates to consider without the least trace of passion and prejudice, and irrespective of
any material consideration, the names
of only those who can best combine
the necessary qualities of unquestioned
loyalty. of selfless devotion, of a welltrained mind, of recognized ability and
mature experience . . . Nothing short
of the all-encompassing, alI-pervading power of His Guidance and Love
can enable this newly enfolded order
to gather strength and flourish amid
the storm and stress of a turbulent
age, and in the fulness of tim.e vindicate its high claim to be umversa~ly
recognized as the one Haven of abiding felicity and peace."-Shoghi Effelldi.
. From time to time the question is
placed before the National Spiritual
Assembly as to what a Local Assembly should do when it has evidence
that some believer has attempted to
exert influence upon other believers
in order to affect their votes in a Baha'i election.
In deliberating upon this important
matter, the National Assembly has
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SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES AND
sought to arrive at and define, in the
light of the Guardian's instructions,
DATE OF
THE RIGHTS OF THE
the true Baha'i attitude toward all
1934 CONVENTION
INDIVIDUAL BELIEVER
elections held within the Cause,
On February first the Nationwhether they are elections for memIn our collective haste to establish
al Spiritual Assembly cabled
bers of a Local Spiritual Assembly,
one of the fundamental principles of
Shoghi Effendi: "On account of
Baha'i administration, the authoritv of
of Convention delegates or of memreopening of Chicago Fair June
Spiritual Assemblies, another - imbers of the National Spiritual Assemfirst, also continuance Temple
portant principle, the rights of the inbly.
construction under new contract,
dividual believer, seems here and there
The Guardian's words quoted
Assembly prefers fix Convention
to be occasionaHy overlooked.
above, all taken from the volume
date May thirty-first to June
"Baha'i Administration," clearly creTo correct this over-emphasis upon
third, subject your approval."
ate the spiritual standard which each
authority at the expense of rights, the
The Guardian to this inquiry
and every voting member of a BaNational Spiritual Assembly reminds
cabled on June second: "Heartiha'i community must endeavor to atthe American believers that the Guarly approve. Deepest loving aptain. Such a standard compels us to
dian has more than once definitely uppreciation. "
leave behind many practices to which
held an area of individual rights which
we have become accustomed through
the authority vested in Spiritual Asthe influence of the political society
semblies cannot invade. While that
existing throughout the world.
area can not be marked off with finalA WorId Order still in its infancy ity, like boundaries on a map, neverThus, the Bah'i Faith contains no
partisan factions corresponding to the must inevitably pass through all man- theless by careful reflection we can
political parties dominating the civil ner of test and experience in order to at least grasp the essential principle
community. The issue before a Ba- become mature and strong, able to de- which must be applied in all cases
ha'i electoral body is never the obliga- tect error and fallacy from any and where the exercise of authority upon
tion to choose between rival candidates every source and prevent the entrance individual believers is questioned.
nor rival platforms and policies. The of even the subtlest negative suggesGenerally speaking, an Assembly's
sole issue is the spiritual problem con- tion. For this reason the National authority extends throughout the
sisting in the obligation of each be- Spiritual Assembly believes that what- realm of collective Baha'i activities-liever to uphold those qlUJ/ities which ,ever evidences there may be in any the actions undertaken by the local
the Guardian has enumerated in the locality at present of unBaha'i elec- Baha'i community and those actions
selected passages quoted above. I f we toral practices, the problem in essence which express the Cause in the eyes
would meet this obligation faithfully, is one of educating_thel>elievers to un- . of the public. The question of authorwe must eliminate our own personal aerstand, appreciate and !:1phold the ity can not legitimately be raised in
likes and dislikes and rise to the sta- Guardian's staridat::d rather than of connection with the holding of NinedisCiplinary action on the part of the teen Day Feasts, public teaching protion of pure and selfless vision.
grams, the raising of Baha'i Funds,
Such vision, as Shoghi Effendi de- Local or National Assembly.
As the Guardian recently advised, the approval of publicity put forth in
clares, is inspired by prayer and reflection. The voter's vision will only it is only when repeated warnings are the name of the Cause, the calling of
be clouded if he permits any other unheeded, and deliberate disloyalty has Baha'i elections and all other similar
i believer, directly or indirectly, to in- become manifest, that the extreme matters which concern the local Baha'i
'\ IrUence-hls choice. If it is contrary measure of expulsion should be under- body as a whole. Such matters are
. to the Baha'i standaralor ahy believer taken. The test of our collective wis- clearly subject to the authority vested
to attempt to influence the votes of dom now is the capacity to distinguish in the Spiritual Assembly.
. other believers, it is likewise contrary between deliberate disloyalty and the
There is, however, a realm which is
to that standard for any believer to al- errors that proceed from lack of primarily personal in character, where
knowledge, heedlessness or immatur- the exercise of Assembly authority has
low himself to be influenced.
~y:
.
sometimes been exceeded. For exI
The
o~ Baha'i..elections
The
National
Spiritual
Assembly
a.mple, a Spiritual Assembly has no
is such that the NatIOnal SpIrItual Assembly feels profoundly that its main- will never fail to assist with all its authority over any individual betenance depends upon the loyal faith- power any Local Assembly confronted liever's private property, neither his
fulness of all believers in the com- by conditions arising from deliberate income nor his home or business estabmunity much more than upon the vig- disloyalty; but the view expressed lishment. Neither can an Assembly
ilance and authority of the Spiritual here is that most misconduct surround- hope to exercise any useful authoritv
Assembly alone. Methods and prac- ing Baha'i elections can be extirpated over the efforts of individual believers
tices contrary to the true Baha'i stand- entirely by wise action on the part .of· to spread the Teachings by employing the opportunities which arise in
ard can in any locality be quickly ex- the believers themselves.
The concrete suggestion is however the course of daily life. These contirpated if the believer approached
with improper influence and sugges- made that each Local Spiritual Assem~ siderations lead the National Spiritual
tion will immediately, in every in- bly, immediately preceding elections, Assembly to fed that each and every
stance not merelv reiect such invasion shall remind the friends of the Guard- believer· is free to arrange informal
of his' spiritual ~ights and duties but ian's words concerning their spiritual gaHierings in his own home, for the
also sternly rebuke the wrong doer. It character. Indeed, rhe importance of promotion of the Cause, without foris not the few wrong doers here and developing the W orId Order of Ba- mal approval or action by the Spiritual
there who can do iniuryto the Cause, ha'u'llah is so vital that the question Assembly. If in such cases a believer
Dul-the· negative and passive attitude of whether a Baha'i should or should feels it desirable to invite another beof his or her fellow-believers who fail not vote in political elections is mere- - liever to deliveithe Message at a home
gathering, the believer's choice of
assert the power of the Teachings. ly secondary.
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teachers can clearly not be restricted
arbitrarily by the Assembly, for such
restriction would invade the privacy
of the home.
As a matter of fact, since the element of personal initiatIve is an integral and infinitely precious part of
the Faith, the Spiritual Assembly itself is in duty bound to uphold and
protect the rights of individual believers just as it is in duty bound to
uphold and protect any other organic
Baha'i teaching or principle.
This is not to sanction a lesser degree of loya:lty to the institution of a
Spiritual Assembly on the part of any
individual believer, nor should these
remarks be taken to imply that "authority" and "rights" are mutually exclusive and incompatible realities.
Rather is this statement a plea for
more mutual consideration, more encouragement of individuals by Assemblies, more respect for Assemblies by
individuals. The inter-relationship of
an Assembly and members of the local
Baha'i community can not be mechanical, for it is based upon the fundamental principle of unity which, if it
is to be achieved and preserved, bids
an Assembly deal with all believers in
kindness and forebearance, and bids
every individual Baha'i maintain an
attitude of true respect for an institution created by Baha'u'llah Himself,
and as such not to be judged by the
personalities of those called to administer the institution during these difficult days of its infancy.
Just as authority and power can be
abused, so can individuals abuse their
God-given rights. Thus, while the
. . ,<, holding of· home meetings is a sacred
right, there might be an instance in
which a home meeting could result in
the raising of personal issues affecting
the Cause in that community. As the
Guardian has declared, "Let us also
remember that at the very root of the
Cause lies the principle of the undoubted right of the individual to selfexpression, his freedom to declare his
conscience and set forth his views ...
Let us also bear in mind that the keynote of the Cause of God is not dictatorial authority but humble fellowship,
not arbitrary power, but the spirit of
frank and loving consultation. Nothing short of the spirit of a true BaM.'i can hope to reconcile the principles of mercy and justice, of freedom and submission, of the sanctity
of the right of the individual and of
self-surrender, of vigilance. discretion
and prudence on the one hand, and
fellowship, candor. and courage on the
other."

EXPLANATION OF PASSAGES IN
«AMERICA AND THE MOST
GREA T PEACE"
The Guardian's general letter published under the title of "America and
the Most Great Peace," contains two
passages which many believers have
wished to be explained. The National Assembly therefore requested
Shoghi Effendi to state what were the
three aims which were the principal
objectives of 'Abdu'l-Baha's ministry,
and also to give the names of the five
teachers sent to America by the
Master.
In a letter dated December 14, 1933,
the Guardian through his secretary has
replied to these two questions as follows:
"As to the three aims which Shoghi
Effendi has stated in his "America and
the Most Great Peace" to have been
the chief objectives of 'Ahdu'I-Bahil.'s
ministry, it should be pointed out that
the first was the establishment of the
Cause in America. The erection of the
Baha'i TempJe in Ishqabad, and the
building on Mt. Carmel of a mausoleum marking the resting-place of the
Bah, were the two remaining ones.
"The following is the list of the
five teachers whom the Master sent to
America in order to spread the Cause,
They were not all Persians. As a
matter of fact, the first one was a
Syrian. Their names are as follows:
Khayru'lIah,
'Abdu'I-Karim,
Haji
Mirza Hasan, Mirza 'Abdu'I-Fadl and
Mirza Asadu'llah."
THE GUARDIAN'S LETTERS TO
INDIVIDUAL BAHA'IS
Recently the National Assembly
made a decision in a matter concerning an individual believer, and shortly
afterward learned that Shoghi Effendi
had written that believer a letter which
might be taken as approving a suggestion which the National Assembly had
felt unable to approve.
Desiring only to serve the Guardian's wishes, the National Spiritual
Assembly immediately wrote Shoghi
Effendi to explain the situation and request his advice. The letter received
in reply to this inquiry conveys the
Guardian's attitude on a general matter of such importance that excerpts
are published at this time for the information of all the believers. The
reply is dated December 10, 1933.
"As to the important issue you have
raised in this connection regarding the
nature and significance of the ties
which must unite individual Baha'is
with their Guardian, it should be made
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that such a relationship, though
It transcends any relationship to an
Assembly, is by no means intended to
curtail the authority of the administrative bodies of the Cause, that it
rather serves to strengthen and consolidate the unity of the Administration.
Administrative efficiency and order
should always be accompanied by an
equal degree of love, of devotion and
of spiritual development. Both of
t~em .are essential and to attempt to
dISSOCIate one from the other is to
deaden the body of the Cause. In
these days, when the Faith is still in
its infancy, great care must be taken
lest mere administrative routine stifies
the spirit which must feed the body
of the Administration itself. That
spirit is its propelling force and the
motivating power of its very life.
"But as already emphasized, both
the spirit and the form are essential to
the safe and speedy development of
the Administration. To maintain full
balance between them is the main and
unique responsibility of the administrators of the Cause." (Here follows
the Guardian's postscript.)
"It is invariably my purpose and
constant effort to uphold and reinforce the administrative principles of
the Faith, and I trust that nothing will
be allowed to interfere with the
proper functioning of these administrative bodies."
SHOGHI EFFENDI APPROVES
NEW TEACHING BULLETIN
In November, 1933, the National
Spiritual Assembly issued the first
number of a bulletin entitled "A New
\V orld Order" consisting of excerpts
from words of Baha'u'llah 'Abdu'lBaM and Shoghi Effendi: selected
from the point of view of their application to current social conditions.
Two thousand copies were mailed to
representative people throughout the
United States and Canada.
In a letter dated December 20, 1933,
the Guardian has made the following
comment:"The bulletin entitled "A New
World Order," which the N. S. A.
has issued to representative people
throughout the States is, in the opinion
of the Guardian, an important and
unique step your Assembly has taken
in the direction of teaching. He does
not only approve of your plan in this
connection, but wishes to encourage
you, and to urge you to persevere in
your efforts for the further extension
of the Cause in important social circles. Your bulletin can develop into
an effective and world-wide organ of
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teaching provided you do your best
in order to heighten its literary as well
as its intellectual standard."
BAHA'I PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
The Committee requests that correction be made of the price of the new
Swedish edition of the Esslemont
book, announced in BAHA'i NEWS last
month as $1.00, while the correct price
is $1.50.
The friends are reminded that according to a decision by the National
Spiritual Assembly, the Publishing
Committee can give the discount of
337:370 only to Spiritual Assemblies,
and not to groups or individuals. A
discount of 10% however is allowed
on orders amounting to $10.00 or more,
whether received from groups or individual believers.
The matter of free literature also
needs explanation. The Publishing
Committee has no authority to supply
free literature for teaching purposes,
but can only send out such literature
on order from the Teaching or InterRacial Amity Committee, each of these
committees having been given a budget
for this purpose. All requests for free
literature, then, are to be made direct
to either the Teaching or Amity Committee, and the Publishing Committee
acts only on orders received from those
committees. .
Will the Western friends kindly
note that after March 1, 1934 the address of the Western Division of the
Bahai Publishing Committee will be:
Mrs. Emma F. Smith, 940 Leavenworth Street, San Francisco.
The article on the Cause prepared
for the magazine Unity has been reprinted in pamphlet form and an edition presented to the Publishing Committee without cost. The title is "The
Baha'i Faith" by Horace Holley. The
price is 15 copies for $1.00. Orders
can be filled by March 1.
SUGGESTIONS FROM
YOUTH COMMITTEE
1. Outline of Talks
Choose a subject of general interest.
a. In the introduction we strive to
be in sympathy with our hearers and
a part of them.
b. In the first part of the talk, open
with a challenging statement, speaking
with a general appeal, using a modern
scientific authority if possible.
c. Bring in the Baha'i point of view
with quotations from the Teachings to
confirm what has been said previously
in the talk.
d. Close in the Baha'i spirit.

2. Technique in Teaching Work

1. Sincerity must be the keynote of
all we do and say. 'Abdu'l-Baha says
that our words must first have a profound effect upon ourselves before
they can affect our hearers.
2. Use simple and natural words,
phrases and actions.
3. Our conviction should be felt·
more than heard, based upon knowledge of the fundamental teachings, but
not imposed on our hearers by dogmatic attitude.
4. A Baha'i should never need to
apologize for lack of preparation or
immaturity. An apology denotes fear,
and fear denotes a lack of faith.
Speak with dignity and confidence, relying on the power of Bah:i'u'llah.
5. Awaken interest by not telling
too much.. maintain that interest by
not speaking too long, remembering
that 'Abdu'l-Baha usually spoke for
about twenty minutes. I f interest has
been aroused, the question period will
prove it.
6. It is better not to read or memorize our talks. Make a broad outline, have a clear and definite idea
of the salient points to be developed,
turn to Baha'u'llah, then speak spontaneously with full confidence in His
power.
BAHA'i YOUTH COMMITTEE
By: Rosemary Gillies.

LETTER FROM
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Dear Co-workers:
The greatest source of publicity at
the present time in this country is the
Temple. The completion of the Dome
is near at hand. At that time we
should make great effort to use every
channel possible in getting the news of
the Temple and some of the teachings
before the public.
We plan to send publicity with pictures for your use but in the meantime it would do no harm to approach
the editors on this matter and ask how
best to present the material. A feature article for the Sunday paper
could be used and in that case the feature editor should be consulted. It is
not easy to secure space for such material but we must recall constantly those
wonderful friends in Nabil's Narrative who remained undaunted when
the most difficult tasks were presented
to them for accomplishment.
On every Christian calendar is
noted the celebration of Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent. In sufficient time to be used we will send
you publicity for the first day of the
Baha'i Fast. This will be followed
with material to be used at the celebration of Ridvan. Any copy that you

are successful in getting printed kindly
send us clippings.
There are many broadcasts allover
the country that have to do with
prayer or devotional ideals.
The
thought has been suggested that the
Baha'is of every Community whenever
there is a devotional period on the
radio endeavor to contribute some of
the Baha'i literature in connection
with the part~cuI.ar subject or make up
a small compIlatIOn to be used in these
broadcasts.
It would further the
spread of the principles of the Cause
and their spiritual ideals and make
contacts which might open further
doors for publicity. We suggest that
this should be handled by your pub-.
licity chairman.
On December 21st we sent you a
news release based on the memorial
service held for Mrs. Keith Ransom~ehler, with the request that you send
It to your local papers the night of
December 31st. We also asked your
secretary to send us the name of your
publicity chairman and to report the
result of this news effort in your city.
We are grateful for the cooperation
which in an increasing number of centers is helping to bring the name and
facts of the Cause before the public.
The secretary of the committee,
Doris McKay, reports, "In many cities
the account of the memorial meeting
was well placed and published in full."
This is very encouraging because it
shows an advance in our two objects,
namely:
1. The preparation of suitable material.
2. The technique of approach to
editors.
In both these aims the local publicity
chairman features, especially by his
adaptation of the material through the
use of a local tie-up.
I t is noticeable that there was a
greater proportion of success in this
last release in the smaller cities and
to overcome this difficulty in the large
cities we suggest a special planning to
conform to the requirements of the
large city papers. In that case the
. publicity should be rewritten and submitted as a news story of the type
appearing in the Sunday papers. Then
there is the possibility of linking the
information with some speaker of note
who may be appearing on your program or with the ~nouncements of
your meetings. Weare hoping that
our co-workers will experiment until
a way is found to win a place in your
local news. Many friends have reported personal interviews with editors-the telephone can also be used.
It is a proven fact that with editors
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"persistence often succeeds."
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE.

By Ruth Randall Brown, Chairman.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these believers who
have passed into the Kingdom .
Mrs. Mary Lucas, Boston.
Mrs. Agnes Parsons, Washington,
D.C.
Mrs. George W. Busey, Urbana.
Mrs. Katherine Sankey, Oakland.
Mr. M. B. Lassen, Racine.
Mrs. Katherine Miller, Racine.
Mrs. Mary B. Morris, San FranCISCO.

Mrs. Katherine Bertlessen, Kaloma,
Wash.
SHOGHI EFFENDI REQUESTS
MEMORIAL MEETINGS FOR
MRS. AGNES PARSONS
On January 27, 1934, the following
cablegram was received from the
Guardian concerning Mrs. Parsons,
whose sudden and unexpected death
had been reported to him.
"Greatly deplore loss distinguished
handmaid of Baha'u'llah. Through
her manifold pioneer services she has
proved herself worthy of implicit confidence reposed in her by 'Abdu'lBaha.
Advise American believers
hold befitting memorial gatherings. Assure relatives heartfelt sympathy,
prayers." (Signed) SHOGHI.
In accordance with this request, the
National Assembly has requested Mrs.
Mariam Haney to prepare a statement
recounting Mrs. Parsons' Baha'i services, especially her notable and truly
historic relation to the establishment
of the Inter-Racial Amity Conferences. This statement will be sent by
the National Assembly to all Local
Assemblies, with the request that it
be read to the believers at the next
Nineteen Day Feast.
TRANSLITERATION OF
PERSIAN BAHA'I TERMS The friends are reminded of the
Guardian's wish that in all printed literature of the Cause, the Persian
words and terms be transliterated according to the correct standard observed by the Guardian. This standard will be found in The BaM';' Warld,

Vol. IV.
INCORPORATION OF
TEANECK BAHA'I COMMUNITY
The Spiritual Assembly of Teaneck (West Englewood), New Jersey,

on November 2, 1933, effected an incorporation of the Baha'i community
under New Jersey State Statutes, the
third local Assembly in the United
States and Canada to take this step
which the Guardian advocates for local
communities sufficiently large and stabilized.
The Spiritual Assembly of Washington, D. c., is also in process of effecting a Baha'i corporation, while the
Montreal Assembly is working out the
problem of incorporating under Canadian law.
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
1. The United States and Canada
The "Oregon Mineralogist" official
publication of the Oregon Agate &
Mineral Society, Portland, has in its
January, 1934 Anniversary Number
devoted one page to an illustrated
article on the Temple written by F. S.
Young, Chairman of the Portland
Spiritual Assembly, who edits this
magazine. The publication circulates
extensively among teachers and students of geology, and the article in
consequence has been privileged to
bring the first information about the
Faith to many important educators.
The New York Assembly reports
that since August, 1931, Mrs. Lily
Armstrong, member of the local community has been regularly including
words of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha
and Shoghi Effendi in broadcast programs she has rendered from various
radio stations in N ew York and also
New Jersey.
Miss Beatrice Irwin has broadcast a
remarkable talk on "The Temple of
Peace" from large stations in Chicago,
Cleveland and New York City during
recent weeks.
Mrs. Ida A. Finch, now a member
of the Portland, Oregon Baha'i community, has prepared a leaflet entitled
"Recurring Cycles" which is much appreciated as a contribution to the
teaching work.
The magazine entitled "Unity" of
which Dr. John Haynes Holmes is editor, has been publishing a -symposium
on the subject of "Trends in PresentDay Religion," to which Horace
Holley has been invited to contribute
a paper on the Baha'i Faith. The
Baha'i article is scheduled to appear
in February.
The National Assembly has recently
prepared material on Baha'i activities
for the year 1933 to appear in the current volume of The International Year
Book, published by Funk & Wagnall,
New York. The previous volume of
this annual work also contained refer-

ence to the Cause.
The Washington Assembly during
November 1933 added two new members to the-local community. Three
new believers were enrolled by the Los
Angeles Assembly in August, 1933.
During the same month the Portland
Assembly enrolled four new believers,
one new believer in September and
three in the month of November.
Los Angeles. During August a public feast was held which was attended
by about one hundred non-believers
recently attracted to the Cause. A
special meeting was also arranged that
month for colored friends, at which
Willard Hatch delivered the Message.
A memorial meeting was held at the
grave of Thornton Chase on September 30. An Inter-Assembly meeting
in October brought representatives
from Baha'i communities throughout
southern California. The general letters received from the National Assembly are now being reproduced and
copies supplied to all Los Angeles believers. The monthly public meetings
are being continued with considerable
success.
Milwaukee. The public meetings are
attracting an ever-increasing audience.
Among the speakers have been: Mirza
Ali Kuli Khan, Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Mrs.
Shahnaz Waite, Dr. A. L. Morris,
Alahi Kalentar, Mrs. Mary Hanford
Ford, H. R. Broadhurst, Robert H.
Theiss, Mrs. Ruth Moffett. BaM.'i activities also include a children's class,
a study class on "Some Answered
Questions," another class which studies
"Baha'u'llah and the New Era," a class
in public speaking, and a Baha'i
Youth Group. The Baha'i hall is open
daily from noon until four P. M. The
Milwaukee Assembly now issues a bulletin regularly for the local community.
Phoenix. A great stimulus has been
given the community activities by
Madame Margarita Orlova, leading to
the enrollment of many new believers
and the opening of a public Baha'i
Center in Room 16, Arizona Fire
Building. Among the meetings addressed by Madame Orlova were:
Y. W. C. A., Beth Israel Synagogue,
a group of about sixty young Jews,
the Dons luncheon club, Literary Department of the Women's Oub, the
student body at Teachers College, the
students at Phoenix Colored High
School, Womens Club at Glendale,
Arizona, in addition to many meetings
arranged in homes. The Phoenix believers are enthusiastic over the results
of these meetings, and have arranged
to have the new study classes continued by Mrs. A. Y. Seto of San
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Francisco.
Pittsburgh. A series of meetings
has been arranged for Wednesday
evenings, at the King Edward, devoted
to the general subject of "Baha'i Interpretations of Religious Beliefs."
Among the special phases of the subject treated during November were the
Idea of God, Man Made in the Image
of God, Man as Immortal Soul, and
Body, Soul and Spirit.
Yonkers. Public meetings are held
weekly at The Towers. The Yonkers
community in December served as host
to an Inter-Assembly meeting attended
by believers from Montclair, Jersey
City, West Englewood and New York
City. On October first the Spiritual
Assembly issued a general letter to reinforce the Temple appeal sent out by
the National Assembly on September
26, 1933.
Honolulu. A Monday evening meeting is held devoted to the study of
Baha'i Administration, and a Thursday morning class is studying the Tablet of Iqan. After years of service in
Japan, Miss Agnes Alexander has returned to Honolulu, and the believers
hope that she will remain indefinitely.
A visit paid by Mr. Grosvelt, of Java,
has been greatly appreciated.
Monroe. The newly elected Spiritual Assembly has been holding weekly public meetings, and reports that
local interest in the Cause increases
steadily. A series of public lectures
was planned for November, with Mrs.
Luther and George O. Latimer as
speakers.
Montreal. Two new believers were
enrolled in September and October.
The unique service being rendered by
preparing papers for the first incorporation of the Cause in Canada, mentioned elsewhere in this issue, will be
reported later in more detail.
Urbana.
The Spiritual Assembly
has voted to adopt the By-Laws of a
Local Assembly recently issued by the
National Assembly in pamphlet form.
This action gives added stability to the
deliberations and functioning of a Local Assembly, and can be taken before
the Assembly in any city is legally incorporated. After thorough study of
Baha'i Administration, the weekly
study class is now studying The DawnBreakers.
Recent public meetings
have been addressed by Mrs. Mary
Hanford Ford and Mirza Ali Kuli
Khan. The Young Peoples Group
meets twice weekly and has become
very active.
New Haven. The study class is
using the general study guide of thirty-six lessons and three reference
books prepared by the Study Outline
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Committee, and it is reported that
eight newly attracted friends have been
attending regularly. The Assembly
has been made happy by visits paid by
Mrs. Florence l\lorton, Louis Gregory
and Philip Marangeila.
Miami. A Baha'i Reading Room
has been opened at 709 N. E. First
Avenue. Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf has
gone to Miami to undertake a special
teaching campaign in cooperation with
the Spiritual Assembly.
San Francisco. The San Francisco
Baha'i News as issued monthly has
been received from September to December, 1933, and conveys a brief but
most interesting report of local activities. Among the items of interest are:
a class in voice culture conducted by
Madama Orlova, Temple meetings for
prayer and meditation; Sunday morning meetings, speakers at which have
been Madame Orlova, Leroy Ioas, H.
R. Hurlbut, Mrs. A .. Y. Seto, Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper and Miss Charlotte M.
Linfoot; Home Meetings conducted by
Mrs. Burland, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Shaw and Mrs. Ella G. Cooper; an
Esperanto Class at the Marshall home;
Temple Meetings at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Smith. An Inter-Assembly meeting held at San Francisco
recently has pledged unanimous support to any plan the National Assembly may adopt to continue Temple
construction after completion of the
present dome contract.
Chicago. Detailed monthly reports
received from the Spiritual Assembly
bring news of many activities going
forward under the inspiration of Temple construction. Lack of space prevents more than a brief summary
here. The regular meetings include:
a public meeting at the Bahi'i Center
each Wednesday noon, a Friday evening meeting of artistic and cultural
character, a children's study class on
Sunday morning, Youth meeting Monday evenings, and "Fireside" groups in
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Matthisen,
Mr. and Mrs. Paton, Mrs. Fannie
Lesch, Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, Mr.
and Mrs. Mortenson, Dr. and Mrs.
Bagdadi, Mr. and Mrs. Amerson, and
a group at Park Ridge. A number of
the believers have opened their homes
to Baha'is and their friends as reading
libraries. As result of a letter offering
Baha'i speakers to clubs and organizations, the following teachers have been
placed on various club programs: Mrs.
Shahnaz Waite, Miss Fanny Knobloch,
Mirza Ali Kuli Khan, H. R. Broadhurst and Mrs. Sarah Walrath who, in
November, spoke on "The Baha'i
Temple and What It Stands For" at
four clubs. During October Dr. Khan

spoke on the same subject to three
clubs. Mrs. Florida Thomas is placing
copies of The BahfI'i Magazille, made
available by different believers, in ten
club libraries each month. Dr. Bagdadi spoke at the Esperanto Congress
held at Hotel Morrison on July 11,
and Mirza Ali Kuli Khan addressed
the Congress on the following day.
New believers are enrolled by the Chicago Assembly steadily, showing a
strong power of growth. The community gratefully acknowledges visits
from a number of active teachers from
other cities, including Mrs. Shahnaz
Waite, Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford, Ali Kuli Khan
and Allahi Khan Kalentar.
New York. A series of ten Lessons
in Religion were conducted by Louis
Gregory at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bishop Lewis from October 30 to
January 1, firmly establishing a Baha'i meeting in Harlem. Meetings at
the Center include: Sunday afternoon
public meeting, a Forum each Tuesday
evening, general study class for the
community Wednesday evening, now
devoted to the Tablet of Iqan under
the leadership of Mrs. Marie Moore,
Tuesday afternoon Teas devoted to
cultural subjects. "Fireside" groups
are maintained in the homes of Mr.
and Mrs. Bishop Lewis, Miss R. Sunshine, Miss Winifred Richards, Mr.
and Mrs. Thurston Vaughn, Miss
Ethel Bellows, Mrs. Ethel Murray,
and at a neighborhood tea room a
group is conducted by Miss Juliet
Thompson. The New York community on February 17 will hold an Inter-Assembly meeting for discussion
of the Guardian's words on the subject of the Annual Bahi'i Convention.
2.

International

The International Baha'i Bureau at
Geneva reports the passing of Frau
Elisabeth Klitzing of Gehlsdorf-Rostock, Germany, who with her husband
rendered great service through translating Baha'i literature from English
into the German language. Bulletins
have been issued by the Bureau dated
May 25 and November 12, 1933 which
contain news items from Baha'i Centers in Europe and the East. These
bulletins also reflect the movement toward world peace animating the many
institutions established at Geneva. The
devoted services rendered by Miss
Juila Culver and Mrs. Emogene
Hoagg are now to be reinforced by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Bishop, of
Portland, Oregon, who have gone to
Haifa to consult with the Guardian and
receive advice on how they can best
assist the Cause at the International
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Bureau. The importance of this international Bureau is great; undoubtedly
it deserves increasing support from all
National Spiritual Assemblies.
The Spiritual Assembly of Haifa issues a monthly bulletin containing most
interesting and valuable news items
translated from general letters and reports received from all parts of the
Baha'i world. Recent issues have contained the text of the letter addressed
by Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler to the
Shah of Persia and also the text of the
letter written by the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Iraq to his
Majesty King Chazi 1. on the occasion
of the death of his father, the late
King Feisal, together with the reply
received from his Majesty's private
secretary. The following report is
quoted from a general letter issued by
that National Assembly: "The National Spiritual Assembly has appointed this year a Teaching Committee whose efforts have been crowned
with success, a number of young men,
intelligent and enthusiastic, have embraced the Faith. For the first time in
Iraq, a group of young and zealous
Baha'is have, under the auspices of the
Spiritual Assembly, formed a committee known as 'The Baha'i Young
Men's Committee.' This Committee
secured permission from the authorities to have its group photograph taken
in the Garden of Ridvan, the historic
site where Baha'u'llah declared His
Mission. It is of interest to note that
this is the first photograph ever taken
of believers in that consecrated place.
One of the believers-Adib Effendi
Ruda-is translating the Nabil Narrative into Arabic. At the Guardian's request, the Esslemont work is being
translated into Kurdish by a very
learned Kurd who is a lover of the
Cause."
The Haifa letters also quote from
the communications sent by the Unity
of East and West Committee, in Tihran. "Among the great ~ndertakings
which it was Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler's mission to further in Persia is the
construction of Persia's first Mashriqu'I-Adhkar. Recently ninety members of committees met at the Haziratul-Qods as luncheon guests of Dr.
Yunis Khan Afrukhteh, and wavs and
means were discussed in the light of
the experience acquired from construction of the Temples in Ishqabad and in
Wilmette near Chicago. The Persian
friends hope to build in their midst
that great center for the attraction of
divine bounties, the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar.
"In Kashan a police inspector bought
and carried to headqqarters a Baha'i

calendar printed in Tihran and sold at
the Hazirat-ul-Qods in Kashan. The
believer who sold the calendar was
summoned and interrogated, and afterward taken to the Department of Justice, where among other matters he
was questioned as to his religion. Infuriated at the reply that he was a
Baha'i, the examiner stated that there
are only four recognized religions in
Persia (probably Islam, Christianity,
Zoroastrianism and Judaism-Editat')
and asked to which of these he belonged. The believer repeated that he
was a Baha'i, whereupon the examiner
wrote in the registry 'I have no religion-I am a Baha'i,' and told the believer to sign this statement. The believer thereupon wrote: 'I did not say
that 1 have no religion-I am a Baha'i'
and to this signed his name. After
further investigation a case has been
filed against this believer, the outcome
of which is not yet known."
"Friends throughout the world will
be interested in news of Dr. Susan I.
Moody, that Baha'i pioneer who settled
in' Persia a generation ago and has
since been an important factor in the
development of unity between East and
West. Because of advancing years,
Dr. Moody now rarely leaves her
home, but receives visitors daily. She
speaks Persian by preference, even to
her American friends, and her greatest
happiness is to hear about the progress
of the Cause. Dr. Moody is much
loved throughout Persia, where she
has become a symbol of the new world
amity."
The Committee on Unity of East
and West, Tihran, makes the following request : "We would request all
Baha'i centers to send us copies of
their News Letters and periodicals and
to keep us informed of their important
activities. We further request them to
assist in the realization of the following items of our program (1) Collection of a comprehensive and up to date
list of all periodicals, magazines, News
Letters, books and pamphlets published
throughout the Baha'i world.
(2)
Collection of addresses of similar
Baha'i groups having a similar program in every country, and of individuals, Baha'i or non-Baha'i, of wide outlook, who would welcome correspondence with our Committee on the subject of the Baha'i principles.
"As our circular letters suffer from
the restrictions still vigorously observed
against Baha'i literature in. this country, we would request all Baha'i centers and groups to give the fullest dis~
tribution to the few copies of our circular letters we are able to prepare and
send by post.
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"We give below an outline of Baha'i
news collected during the month of
September, 1933.
"Because spring freshets had for
some time been damaging Baha'u'lIah's
house and washing away adjoining
lands in Takur, the Guardian gave instructions for a dam to be built which
would safeguard the property. Last
summer Aqay-i-Asasi of the Tihran
Spiritual Assembly made a trip to Nur
and built a strong dam, so that the
property is now safe from floods. Although the Guardian had arranged to
pay half the cost of construction Aqayi-Asasi insisted on paying the entire
sum; he further returned to N ur this
year and undertook the work of restoring Baha'u'lIah's house.
"The Declaration of the Bab and the
birthday of 'Abdul-Baha celebrated at
this season by the Baha'is of the
Orient, was the occasion this month of
a large public festival in the garden of
the Hazirat-ul-Qods.
A concert including a children's chorus was given,
and Jinab-i-Fadil spoke on the importance of the day and dwelt on
events in early Baha'i history; more
music followed, during which refreshments were served: Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler then discussed the progress that the Cause has made throughout the world, and showed how the
teachings of Baha'u'llah are the only
solution to world problems.
"The Children's Service Committee
celebrate9 the re-opening of its character training classes, which begin annually on September 15th, with a play
put on by committee members and students for an audience of about 1,000,
who assembled in the beautifully decorated hall of the Hazirat'ul-Qods. The
play, written by a young Baha'i, was in
4 acts; to emphasize the importance of
character training; Act 1 contrasted
the lives of two families, one Baha'i,
the other non-religious; act II illustrated the conflict of religion, portraying various religionists in their ecclesiastical robes, and showing the expectation each Faith has of a Promised One,
and the gradual darkening of a world
disrupted by conflict, the act closed
with a Sunrise, and an Angel of Salvation chanting of the new day of universal peace, harmony among religions,
the oneness of humanity; Act III
brought on the scene two great Baha'i
poets, Mirza Na'im Aghay-i-Sina to
recite verses on human oneness and
the vanishing of religious prejudices,
and chant a welcome to the Promised
One, urging the faiths of the world to
unite under new laws; act IV iIlustratedthe usefulness of lessons in
charaCter building and the effect of
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this training on the children.
"Out of eighty students selected by
the Gov't for foreign study, 9 were
Baha'is; a farewell tea attended by approximately 100 people was given for
them recently at the Hazirat-'ul Qods.
After introducing the students Aqayi-Mesbih, head of the Tarbiat School
for boys, addressed them, reminding
them of their great opportunity and
the good uses they should make of it,
and urging them not to exchange for
materialism their spiritual outlook on
life. Through the spokesman the students thanked Aqay-i-Mesbih and
pledged themselves to live up to their
religious ideals.
"The fort of Shaykh Tabarsi, sacred
to Baha'is for its role in our early history and its many martyrs, has long
been a place of pilgrimage for Eastern
friends. The local Assemblies of Mazindaran arranged to have the latest
Convention for that province at Shaykh
Tabarsi, and the delegates, after visiting the martyrs' graves and chanting a
Tablet of ~sitation, held their sessions
near the shrine, taking new measures
for teaching activity and discussing
current problems. A recent international service the friends in Mazindaran were able to render was the assistance they gave to a number of
Greeks sent there to work on the tobacco plantations; many of these, succumbing to the climate, fell ill and several died, and the friends were active
in helping the sufferers and burying
their dead.
"It is a great regret to the Tihran
Baha'is that Keith is no longer here,
working with us, writing, lecturing
and teaching. Her last weeks here
were especially crowded, as many farewell meetings were arranged for her,
in addition to other meetings where
she emphasized the Guardian's recent
instructions to Persia. Several brilliant receptions were given for her at
the Hazirat-ul-Oods and elsewhere and
a large group ;f friends escorted her
for some distance when she left the
city. Keith is now to spend some three
months in Shiraz and throughout the
South after which she will visit India."
Communications intended for the
Committee on Union of the East and
West should be addressed to the Committee care Dr. Youness Khan Afronkhteh, Cheragh Bargh A venue, Tihran,
Persia.
The principal issues considered by
the Seventh Annual Convention in
Persia in 1933 are described by the
Union of East and West Committee as
follows.
"Persia's seventh annual Convention,
made up of twenty delegates from all
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parts of the country, has recently dispersed, after a twelve-day session in
the course of which a strenuous program was drawn up for the coming
year. Full details of the Convention
will be forthcoming in the next News.
"The attention of the delegates centered on a recent communication from
the Guardian, in which are stressed
three immediate duties of the Persian
Baha'i. The first of these is the establishing of the National Spiritual Assembly; at present the Teheran Spiritual Assembly, elected indirectly, functions as the National Assembly; certain difficulties in completing the necessary preliminary work, such as the taking of the accurate census, have delayed the establishment of the National
Body.
"The second issue is the completion
of the Teheran 'Hazirat-ul'Qods' ;
this is an imposing structure in a garden outside the city, some halls of
which are finished and accommodate
the thousands of people who attend
public Baha'i meetings; here the Spiritual Assembly meets three evenings in
the week. The ground was purchased
about ten years ago and has since almost trebled in value; the building itself, well-known throughout Teheran,
is architecturally Persian and technically western, and has cost approximately 50.000 Tomans so far. The Assembly plans to complete the work as
rapidly and economically as possible.
Of the 500 Baha'i centres in Persia, a
majority have already erected their
own meeting house.
"The third task confronting- us this
year is the purchasing of land on
which the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will be
erected. It is evident that the financial responsibilities of such a large
community are great, but the Baha'is
show a marked desire to contribute,
and it is not unusual for a man to give
one third of his earnings to the Cause.
Incidentally one function of the Finance Committee is to provide for
Baha'i and non-Baha'i poor alike.'
"Among decisions reached and subjects considered at the 7th Annual
Convention' of the Baha'is of Persia
were the following: '
"Plans were made for ninety-five
delegates to meet in. Tihran next year
and elect the National Spiritual Assembly.
"It was arranged to reduce the number of the few paid Baha'i teachers
which conditions in Persia formerly
necessitated; a few teachers are to
travel all over ,the country, assisting
the friends to deepen in the Cause and
perfecting the administration of Baha'i
affairs; Aquay-i-Adhari will go through

Afghanestan on a teaching tour;
Baha'i teachers-training classes to be
held throughout the country this year
will include the study of Baha'u'llah
and the New Era; an Education Committee was formed to collect and publish statements on the Cause by distinguished observers and to issue pamphlets on comparative religion; children's and young Peoples' classes in
character training and Baha'i education will continue as heretofore.
"Local Assemblies were urged not
to do construction work this year and
to contribute instead toward completing the Haziratu'l-Qods of Tihran;
Temple committees are to be appointed
all over Persia to raise funds for the
Mashriqul-Adhkar which will be
erected in the Capital.
"Regarding the econmic situation it
was suggested that a nation-wide
Baha'i Company be formed to stimulate agriculture and industry.
"The formation of Baha'i Alumni
Association was planned to further the
various Baha'i educational institutions.
"It was urged that capable writers
throughout Persia prepare articles for
western consumption and forward
them to the East-West Committee for
translation.
"Regarding marriage regulations,
Baha'i couples are to register according to recently established civil law,
and if they meet with difficulties on religious grounds they are to lodge a
formal complaint and to inform the
Tihran Spiritual Assembly.
"Those whose Baha'i books have
been confiscated 'at the frontiers are to
appeal personally to the authorities
concerned and to report results to the
Tihran Assembly."
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Egypt has been publishing a printed Baha'i News Letter in
two languages, English and Arabic.
Three copies have been received during recent months--one dated April.
one dated May and June, and one
dated July and August, 1933. The
items presented in English are summarized as follows:
The Annual Convention was composed of nineteen delegates. Consideration was given to the following subjects-Negotiations with the authorities on the problem of securing civil
recognition of Baha'is; Teaching the
Cause; Establishing a Na,tional Haziratu'l-Qods; The National Fund. A
letter received from the Guardian emphasized the importance of continuing
the negotiations with the government,.
of building a Hazirat-ul-Qods and of
sending aQnual reports to Shoghi
Effendi. The Tablet of Iqan has been
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translated into Arabic; translation into
Arabic of the chapter in The DawnBreakers of the martyrdom of the Bab
has also been carried out at the Guardian's request. The Egyptian friends
report with grief the passing of the
venerable Hafez Nadim Effendi of
·Cairo, who on July 28, 1933 died in the
hospital which stands in the Garden of
Ridvan at Baghdad, he at the time being on a journey to Persia. Hafez
Nadim Effendi was one of the earliest
believers in Egypt, consecrated his life
to the Cause, and was sent by the
Guardian twice to Tunis to teach and
encourage the friends.
From Poona has been received a
copy of Sanj Vartaman Annual published in Bombay on the New Year of
the Parsees, a large and sumptuous
illustrated magazine, in which Shoghi
Effendi's "Goal of a New World Order" is reprinted in full. The Spiritual
Assembly of Poona reports that this
publication wiII reach about 35,000
Parsees. The "Kaiser-I-Hind" a magazine published in Bombay, has in. its
issue of December 31, 1933 a revIew
of The Bahfli World. The Illustrated
Weekly of India for December 24,
1933 reprOduces an article on the Cause
from a recent volume of The Baha'i.
World.
Through the courtesy of Mme.
Laura Freyfus-Barney we have received a copy of a book recently published in Paris-"Cette Annee a Jerusalem" by Emile Schreiber, one chapter of which treats of the Baha'i Faith.
The publisher is Libraire Pion.
NEW VISIONS OF HUMAN UNITY
During. the closing days of July,
1933 the annual conference for Racial
Amity was held at G.reen ~::re, .Eliot,
Maine and in the nelghbormg city of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
An
unusuallv large attendance gathered
from many sections of the conntry
was greeted by Harl~n F. qber. the
chairman of the openmg sessIOn. who
expressed the kev-note of the conference as the Onen-ess of Humanity. He
dwelt upon the reality of relig~on,
showing how many previous faIths
have lost their power through dogmatism and warned the devotees of
the new faith against similar errors.
Extracts from the Divine Teachings
were read to show the way of gttidance which alone can harmonize the
world.
Saffa Kinney of New York. the
first speaker, told how he first. c<l;me
to Green Acre in 1900 at the 111vltation of the late M iss Sarah J. Farmer.
He related several stories of those
early days and of his association with

the founder of this spiritual enterprise, whose great heart made possible
the program she loved. People of all
races and religions found welcome in
her home and Green Acre became a
center of hospitality. Her dignified
presence and genial spirit charmed
everyone and she was able to fuse conflicting viewpoints and clashing personalities through her serene and spiritual calm. Her stature grows with
years. Her fame belongs to the ages.
This brilliant daughter of a great inyentor dedicated all her powers and
resources to the ideal that all men are
brothers.
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, lecturer,
art critic and writer, saw a new race
being evolved in the world. It will be
far greater than any racial group of
the past because it will have the best
traits of every group. N" 0 race of today has a monopoly of good qualities.
Each group will benefit fro~ ~ma~
gamation with others. Supenonty IS
in mankind as a whole. This truth
is being rapidly discovered. As a r1!le
the whites are overgrown on the 111tellectual side. They need more of
heart and spirit. Unity and association
with
other
races
will
bring this.
The speaker had a
wealth of illustration gathered from
travel and contacts with many races.
One of these related to the great
French poet, Lamertine, a fine e~a.m
pie of the astonishing benefits ans111g
from a noble and spiritual love between himself and one of another race.
Mrs. Ludmila Bechtold of Brookly presided at the next session and
there were brief addresses from
workers and lovers of the cause of
racial amity. Mrs. Hebe Struven of
Worcester led with a spirited appeal
to hearts. Then followed Joel Marangella, spokesman for those .of tender years; Mrs. Aline S. Dev111, long
a summer resident of Green Acre,
whose winters in the far South bring
to her a knowledge of many social
problems; Samuel A. Allen of New
York. industrial secretary of the U rban League; Mrs. S. E. J. Oglesby,
who recalled the instructions given
her by Shoghi Effendi about race relations; Mrs. Mabel I ves. a very active teacher; Stanley White and Carl
Cartwright, representing respectively
the younger generation of. Nort?er~
ers and Southerners, one 111 theIr VIsion ~f and loyalty to the ideals of the
new age; and Mrs. A. S: P~rsons w?o
told a number of fasc111atl11g stones
of the visit to America of 'Abdu'lBaha in 1912.
In introducing the
last speaker, the chairman voiced the
penetration and power of the Great
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Message of the Kingdom. In the
midst of this session came a hiatus,
during which the Spiritual Assembly
of Eliot favored the friends with an
afternoon tea.
The final day of this amity conference was a busy one for its members
who had gathered from practically
every state east of the Allegheny
Mountains, with visitors from many
points farther West and South. The
attendance was the largest of any conference at Green Acre in many years
and the Inn and surrounding properties bustled with activities. At this
Sunday morning session, which it is
the aim to make most spiritual, Mrs.
Elizabeth Greenleaf presided. Mrs.
Louise Gregory read from the Holy
Utterances and Mrs. Dorothy Richardson, with Miss Dorothy Wood as
accompanist, sang.
Three speakers,
Mrs. Ford and R. G. Barrow and
Saffa Kinney responded to the subject: How the Supreme World Illumines this World. With the chairman, they reviewed the whole matter
of prejudice and averred the need of
the Divine Power to lift humanity to
a new plane of understanding. The
reality of man is noble, fearless. openminded, loving and intelligent. Today
countless souls are showing forth this
reality, scrapping ancient superstitions
and prejudices and revealing in this
way the foundations of human brotherhood. Every Divine Teacher of the
past has unified races and nations. He
has displaced hatred and prejudice
with love and justice. Now antagonistic peoples are finding ideal unity
through the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
This is a Light which shines for the
whole world.
The afternoon session was devoted
to the general subject of making the
world better. Howard Ives presided.
Dr. T. E. A. McCurdy, of Boston,
the first speaker, presented the situation now confronting the colored people of New England who during the
past decade have found themselves debarred from all medical schools in
New England despite high scholastic
standing.
This manifest injustice
leaves a considerable portion of the
population without adequate medical
care. The executive secretary of the
Boston Urban League, declared in his
interesting address that our social attitudes are primarily due to our education, there being no inherited aversion of people of one race to those of
another. Children of different races
left to themselves seek each other's
society. True education which looks
at souls rather than color will unfold
a new world of happiness to man.
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Mrs. Zylpha O. Mapp of Boston,
in a chart talk outlined the principles
of a plan of education which will bring
amity in all human relations. Realization of the oneness of mankind she regarded as fundamental. The hope of
the world rests with those noble men
and women who show forth in their
lives the ideals of the new education.
They are free from prejudice, just to
all men and are the embodiments of
that exalted word: "Ye are all the
leaves of one Tree and the fruits of
one Branch."
The final meeting was held at the
People's Baptist Church in Portsmouth. The chairman, Philip Marangella, read to the audience a beautiful poem. Judge E. H. Adams, an
honored citizen of Portsmouth extended to the delegates and friends a cordial welcome, expressing admiration
for the principles of brotherhood and
peace and a special love for the chairman and a colored friend, one of his
fellow members of the bar, who was
present. Portsmouth in many ways
proves the worthiness of its title as
"the City of the Open Door."
The executive secretary of the New
York Urban League, James H. Hubert, who knows economic conditions
over the country, spoke of the difficulties arising from replacing colored
workers with whites through racial
antagonism during this critical period
of business depression. He expressed
the fervent hope that the spirit of this
conference might soon pervade the nation as the solution of the great problem now confronting both races. Mrs.
Grace Ober spoke of the wonderworking power of the love of God.
This power enables souls to discover
each other's reality and so to become
intimate upon the high plane of association and righteous endeavor. This
new spiritual springtime brings not
only light, but the heat necessary for
growth. New ideals of unity are pervading the world. One who has long
faced racial problems, Reginald G.
Barrow, challenged both the white and
colored groups. He felt that the former must assume their responsibility
as the majority and ruling group
which is responsible for the presence
of their darker brothers on American
soil. He felt that the colored in view
of thei~ difficulties. should show resolution and aim at a standard that
would be even higher than those of
others. He believed that merit cannot
always be suppressed.
On Sunday afternoon a reception
and tea was held for all delegates and
visiting friends at the beautiful country estate of Mr. and Mrs. S. Schop-
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flocher in Eliot. A very attractive program of music and reading was carried out and in social commerce all
found opportunity to get better acquainted. The beauty of the surroundings and the spirit of hospitality
shown made a very deep impression.
The difficulties in the way of this
Amity Conference in view of the depression and other obstacles loomed
larger than those which confronted any
previous similar gathering. That they
were met and overcome is certainly
due to nothing less than Providence
whose ways are ever marvelous in our
eyes. Many of our visitors and workers traveled under such handicaps as
to make their presence seem well nigh
a miracle. Thus the mystery of sacrifice was attained and the devotion of
hearts was freely given in service to
the True One. It was an effort which
commanded the united support of
friends, those from afar and those
near at hand. The power of these
meetings was most impressive.
HARLAN F. OBER
LOUIS G. GREGORY

REPORT OF THE POONA BAHA'I
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Praised be the Lord that the Baha'is of Poona, though few in number,
have been united in obedience to the
life-giving commands of our beloved
Guardian whose unfailing grace and
loving kindness have surrounded us
at all times, enabled us to surmount
obstacles and march on towards victory.
How can we ever recou!!t his manifold blessings? How can we ever
render sufficient thanks for the fountain of life that ceaselessly flows from
his pen ? For his precious Book of
Nabil, a portion of this fount? Regularly have we met and studied this
wonderful book and from. the heroic
deeds it portrays have realized how
short, how far short we fall of the
mark of a true Baha'i. But we have
not given way to despair, nay, rather,
we have turned towards the Abha
Kingdom and have implored the
Blessed Beauty to grant us purity and
wisdom and strength that we might be
enabled to discharge our sacred trust.
It was Nabil's Narrative that caused
Poona to contribute Rs. 3708/- to the
Temple Fund. For what heart could
remain unmoved by its tale of devotion to and sacrifice for the Cause?
What hand would, then, dare to withhold aught that might conduce to the
progress of our glorious Faith? Hardships though the giving of this amount
may entail upon the friends they are
yet too fully conscious how infinitesi-

mal is what they have surrendered
compared to what they have received.
"'!e are deeply impressed by the sacnfice that our noble brothers and siste~s in America are making and must
still make to accomplish the mighty
task laid upon their shoulders and can
only pray, and pray unceasingly, that
the Spirit of our gracious, our loving
Master may sustain them, enrich
them, ~nd enable them to complete, in
good time, the glorious work of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar.
Four new friends have accepted the
Cause this year. Now the total number of declared adult believers in
Poona is 21. The people of our town
are conservative; our former co-religionists, especially, have resented the
acceptance by these friends of the
Truth and in ways innumerable have
sought and still seek to injure us.
The invincible power of the Lord, our
God, the Almighty doth protect us,
however, and shall surely confound
and put to flight the forces of dark- .
ness.
For the first time in Poona the
first day of Ridvan of the year 90 was
observed as a holiday, the friends refraining from work on that day. The
notices, displayed beforehand at the
few Baha'i shops, intimating that these
would be closed on April 21st, it being
a Baha'i holiday, caused the fire of
hatred burning in the hearts of the
enemies of the Cause to blaze more
fiercely still. These witness the growing power of the Faith, its onward,
irresistible march, and are consumed
by their wrath.
We take this opportunity of thanking all the kind friends and Assemblies of India and Burma who have
helped us during the year with their
orders for Baha'i literature and The
Baha'i Magazine. Our net gain from
these sales has been about Rs. 45/-.
During the period under review the
Poona friends have contributed a sum
of Rs 165/- to the ~ational Fund and
Rs. 200/- to the Haziratu1-Qods of
Calcutta.
During this year we have subscribed
to the following l\Iagazines and mailed
them regularly to various libraries or
other public institutions:6 copies of The Balui'i J[agazine
6 copies of the Herald of the
South
6 copies of The BaM,'i Weekly
12 copies of the Kaukab-/-Hind
We have also distributed the following literature to Educational Institutions or Public Librari~ in Poona
and elsewhere:12 copies of BahlZ>u'litih and the
New Era (To be continued)
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A SPIRITUAL ACHiEVEMENT

In future years, when the blessed
institution of the .:\Iashriqu'l-Adhkar
is completed, with its accessory buildings and gardens, the believers will
look back upon this time with far
greater appreciation than we can now
feel. For we are in the period of
stress and sacrificial effort when the
moment's passing problem tends to
blind us to the permanent significance
of the mighty task.
But the Guardian stands above our
limitations, and in his messages we
can win through to a profounder
vision of the reality surrounding our
changing hopes and despairs.
Thus, on March 7, when Shoghi
Effendi was informed that the ornamentation of the dome unit was completed, he sent this cablegram: "O'verjoyed epochmaking achievement. Intense gratitude. Ardently supplicating
still mightier evidences American believers' exemplary stewardship Faith
of Bahci'u'llcih."
The final and complete figures are
still to be reported, for certain items
of equipment already paid for will be
used in future work and hence are to
be charged only partly as cost under
the dome contract.
It is clear from these figures, however, that the original estimate is
practically $2,000 more than the
actual cost. Quoting from current
report of Research Service: "This
achievement is all the more noteworthy when it is understood that
the original estimate did not include
the furring system and underestimated the cost of placing the sections
on the dome. This cost, including
cost of derrick at $3,500. was $21,791.62. While this cost seems excessively high, it is largely for labor
which involves very high rates in the
Chicago district, and a large item for
workmen's compensation and liability
insurance."
In order to make the payments due
in March, the )J"ational ~piritual As-
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sembly borrowed the sum of $10,000
from the Northern Trust Company,
Chicago, which amount must be repaid
at the rate of $2.500 every three
months.
With the Guardian's expressed approval, received in the form of the
following cablegram: "Heartily welcome proposal. Additional sacrifices
entailed clrrestoY'V ornamentation will
add further laurels to crown already
won (by) American believers and
hastrll fulfilment long cherished expectatiolls,"-the National Spiritual
Assembly pledged sufficient funds to
the Temple Trustees to enter into a
new contract with Mr. Earley and
with Research Service for the external
ornamentation of the clerestory section.
This new contract is based upon a
total estimated cost for work and supervision of $36,400. It is confidently
expected that the clerestory section
will be completed by early autumn of
1935, while the Century of Progress
Exposition is still open.
According to the special terms of
this new contract, the Temple Trustees
may make payment in equal monthly
instalments beginning April, 1934.
Viewing the Temple financial program as a whole, the ~ational Spiritual Assembly would make it clear
that in addition to the funds needed
for current activities other than the
Temple construction, the following
monthly budget must be met for the
year beginning April, 1934:For repayment of bank loan,
$833.33. For instalment on clerestory
contract, $3.033.33.
Total monthly
Temple construction bUdget. $3,866.66.
It is evident that this arrangement
calls for steady, unyielding devotion
as represented by regular contributions to the :\T ational Fund, but involves no such emergency sacrifice as
has been incurred during the dome
contract, when payments as high as
$18,000 a month were required.

COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Publicity Committee

Although our most direct functioning is through your local publicity
committees, who in at least fifty percent of the centers are reporting gratifying progress, we would like to discuss with you publicity as a Community activity. Our national releases
are only a small part of the news. The
rest is to be found in your Community and Assembly Life. We are
convinced that with your help we shall
be able to create and utilize news that
will link us more immediately with
the reading public.
Our work is educational and the
newspapers are comparable in purpo$e
to our public lectures. We may well
borrow a page from the successful
publicity of our national club organizations and see the value of creating
publicity through planned events. With
this thought in mind we have submitted to your Local Spiritual Assembly a list of possible projects
which have proved successful in the
past.
It is a principle of Baha'i Administration that our best results come
to us through the unity of mutual
functioning. Local committees such
as teaching, feast and welfare may be
called into action to assist in putting
across pUblicity in co-operation with
the local publicity chairman.
One Community reports an increase of twenty-five in their attendance due to placing advance publicity
for a visiting speaker. We cannot
urge you too strongly to make every
effort to endeavor to create openings
for news.
DORIS .:\lcKAY, Secretary.
2.

Publishing Committee

The Publishing Committee is now
able to supply the following:
Baha'i Lessoll Olltlilles for Children, prepared by the Committee on
the Training and Teaching of Chi\-
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dren. These outlines consist of four
sections containing lessons 1 to 36 and
a great many copies have already been
supplied to the Local Assemblies by
the secretary, Miss Charlotte Linfoot.
Those Assemblies who have been
using these Outlines for help in
bringing up the next generation of
true believers have reported enthusiastically on their value. We wish all
Assemblies who have not ordered
them, would send for at least one copy
to investigate for themselves the great
need for this work. Mimeographed.
Price for Outlines complete: Net, .75c.
Twenty Lessons in the Balll!'i Revelation, a more thorough study of practicalIy the same subjects covered by the
Baha'i Study Course of 36 lessons
and is particularly valuable as a supplement to it and for the individual research of advanced Baha'i students.
Originally issued as a Correspondence
Course at a much higher price. Mimeographed: Net, .SOc.
Material and Divine Ci'l.Iiiization,
Outlines compiled by the Outline Bureau of the National Teaching Committee in 1930. Mimeographed. Reduced price : Net,.l Oc.
Baha'i Teachings Concerning Christ:
Outlines compiled by the Outline Bureau of the National Teaching Coml11itte in 1928-9. Mimeographed. Net:
. 1Oc.
Of special importance and interest
to all believers is the following announcement :
The Dispensation of Balui'u'llah, by
Slwghi Effendi. This new and most
helpful statement on the fundamental
truths of the Baha'i Revelation is being distributed by the National Spiritual Assembly, one copy each, to all
recognized believers free of charge,
but the Publishing Committee. recognizing the need for a permanent supply, has published extra copies of the
paper covered edition to sell at 25c per
copy.
Cloth Edition. The same work,
bound in blue cloth to match the binding of "Baha'i Administration," per
copy, 75c.
3.

Green Acre Summer Scho&l

July and August, 1934
The morning courses of the Green
Acre Summer School will be in session five days a week, from Monday
through Friday, from 10 :45 to 12:30
each day. Courses will be conducted
as round-table discussions, which the
teacher in charge of the course may
introduce by a short lecture. Previous
experience has shown that members
of the classes usually gain help and in-

spiration from each course in proportIOn as they take an active part in the
work of the class. The one exception
to be noted to the conference method
is that of the four lectures on July 23
to 26.
Reference readings on each course
and problems for discussion will be
provided students by the teacher in
charge of each class. Students who
come to Green Acre are urged to bring
with them their own Baha'i books for
use in each course. It is hoped that it
will be possible to provide a quiet
room for use as a library and studyhall, where the equipment and atmosphere will be such a,s to encourage
serious study.
The program of courses is as follows:July 9-13. The Iqan of Baha'u'll;lh.
Study of the first half of the book.
Leader: Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf.
July 16-20. The Iqan of Baha'u'lIah.
Study of the second half of the
book. Leader: Mrs. Bahiyyeh Lindstrom.
July 23-26. Four lectures on Nabil's
Narrative: The Dawn-Breakers.
The purpose of these lectures is to
convey the spirit of the Bab and His
followers, rather than to provide a
detailed study of the book. Leader:
Miss Mary Maxwell.
July 27, 28, 29. Baha'i Youth Conference.
July 30-August 3. The Tablets of
Baha'u'llah, including the Tablet of
the Holy Mariner, the Tablet of the
Virgin, the Most Great Infallibility,
and selections from the Tablets to
the Kings. Leader: Dr. Ali Kuli
Khan.
August 4, 5.
Amity Conference.
(Program to be published later.)
August 6-lO. How Can the Individual meet the Spiritual Conflicts of
the Modern \Vorld? Leader: Dr.
Genevieve L. Coy.
August 13-17. Proposed Solutions of
the Economic Problem cQmpared
with the Baha'i Economic Program.
Leader: Bishop Brown.
August 20-24. The World Order of
Bahi'u'llah,-including a discussion
of Shoghi Effendi's six general
letters. Leader: Horace Holley.
August 26, 27, 28. Teaching Conference.
(Program to be published
later. )
In addition to the morning courses,
one evening course is scheduled during the week of July 30-August 3. Mr.
Saffa Kinney will give four lectures on
the topic, "Baha'i Teachings Concerning the Evolution of the Soul."
An afternoon class for study of the
Dawn-Breakers will he held on two

afternoons a week, during all of July
and August. The decision as to which
afternoon shall be designated for this
course will be made during the first
week in July, and an attempt will be
made to suit the time to the convenience of as many people as possible.
A sub-committee on Plays and
Pageantry has been appointed for
work at Green Acre. This committee
plans to enlist the help of all those
who are interested in dramatics, in the
production of a play, a pageant or
tableaus, centering around parts of the
Dawn-Breakers. It is hoped that the
final performance of this dramatic
episode may be presented during the
Teaching Conference at the end of
August.
The foregoing program will be supplemented by a variety of activities,
such as afternoon teas, informal evening conferences, meetings for meditation, sunset meetings on Mt. Salvat,
etc.
Last year Green Acre entered a new
era. As the summer progressed a new
spirit of cooperation developed--a
spirit which gave life to all the activities of the Summer School. It is our
sincere hope that the same demonstration of Baha'i solidarity will continue
this year. Miss Helen Campbell, with
the help of a trained dietitian, will
have charge of the Inn and Cottages.
Rates will be a little higher than last
year: $10 and $12 for Baha'is and
slightly higher rates for non-Baha'is.
There will be opportunity for those
who wish to earn their expenses to
work a part of each day. Those who
anticipate such work should correspond with Miss Campbell. 204 \Vest
55th Street, New York City, as early
as possible, as demands for these openings are already coming in.
With excellent food which the
slightly higher rates permit, with the
unusually interesting and varied program scheduled, and with the same
spirit of cooperation which we had last
year, Green Acre Summer School
should have a season of unprecedented
success.
4. Central States Summer SchtHJI
The fourth session of the Central
States Summer School will be held at
Louhelen Ranch. Davison, Michigan,
June 30 to July 8 inclusive. The first
meeting will be held Saturday evening,. June 30, and the last, Sunday
evemng, July 8.
Among the teachers and lecturers
will be Allen B. McDaniel, Mrs. Mary
Hanford Ford, Mrs. Shahnaz Waite,
Miss Gretchen Westervelt Mrs. Dorothy Baker; and Philip Sprague. The
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regular daily courses planned are:
Baha'i Administration, The DawnBreakers, The Bible Illumined by
Baha'i Teachings, and one to be announced.
Following the general session there
will be a special session for young people, July 10 to 13 inclusive, designed
for both Baha'is and non-Baha'is.
This will be under the direction of
Mrs. Dorothy Baker assisted by Philip
Sprague and others from among the
teachers in the general session. This
is a new venture in service for young
people and needs the cooperation of
the various communities in spreading
the news among young people and in
assisting them to come. The young
people are urged to come to the general session, too, and this will give
them a full two weeks at the Ranch.
The rates are as follows:
General Session (note that this is for
nine days)
Dormitory ............. $12.50
Double room ........... $16.50
Single room ........... $18.50
Young people (four days)
Dormitory .... .. . . . . . . .. $5.00
Double room ........... $7.00
Single room ............ $8.00
Louhelen Ranch is situated on
Route M15 about nine miles from
Flint and about fifty from Detroit.
Trains or bus will be met at Flint if
notice is given in advance.
Reservations should be made as
early as possible with Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby Avenue, Detroit,
Michigan.
CONVENTION COMMITTEES
Hospitality Committee: Mrs. May
~heffier,
Chairman, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Ill., Miss Edna
True, Mrs. Zeenat Bagdadi.
All those desiring assistance of the
Hospitality Committee in securing
rooms during the Convention will
please address Mrs. May Scheffier at
the above address, stating what type
of accommodation they prefer, how
much they are prepared to pay for it,
the time of their arrival and how long
they plan to remain. This includes
hotel reservations or rooms in private
homes.
Feast Committee: Albert Windust,
Miss Sophie Loeding, Carl Scheffier,
Mrs. May Scheffier, Mrs. Corinne
True, Mrs. Anne Bartholomew.
Committee on Music and Devotional Services: Mrs. Corinne True,
Chairman, Mrs. Sara Walrath, Secretary, Mrs. Mabel Paine, Andrew
Nelson, Mrs. Nina Matthisen.

THE DISPENSATION
OF BAHA'U'LLAH
The friends throughout the
United States and Canada are
informed that the Guardian has
written a general letter addressed
to the believers throughout the
West, dated February 8, 1934,
copies of which in pamphlet
form are now being distributed
to all recognized Baha'is.
In this communication Shoghi
Effendi explains the fundamental truths of the Baha'i Faith.
His words constitute a new and
precious source of inspiration as
well as accurate knowledge.
The friends' possessing copies
of. BahO,'i Scriptures are requested to make in them an important correction which the
Guardian has noted in this letter: Page 255, numbered paragraph 527, strike out the asterisk (*) after the word "He" in
the fifth line, and also strike out
the footnote at the bottom of
this page.
Corresponding corrections required in Baha'u'1l6h and the
New Era, by Esslemont, will be
reported later.

ESPERANTO COMMITTEE
In order to find ways and means
to make more effective Baha'i contact with Esperanto groups, a new
committee has been appointed consisting of: James Morton, Chairman.
Miss Della Lincoln, Secretary, 1120
Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., Miss
Louise Thompson, Miss Lucy Marshall, A. E. Regal.

-------

COMMITTEE ON ANNUAL SOUVENIR OF 'ABDUL-BAHA
The annual meeting held at West
Englewood, New Jersey, commemorating the Feast given by 'Abdu'lBaha to believers throughout the New
York City metropolitan district in
1912, will this year be conducted by
a committee appointed by the National
Spiritual Assembly: Curtis Kelsey,
Chairman, Dr. Edward Wilber. Secretary, Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux, Dr.
Genevieve Coy, Hooper Harris.
NON-ASSOCIATION WITH A
PERSIAN WITHOUT
CREDENTIALS
The following letter has been received from the Guardian, through his
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1934 ANNUAL BAHA'I
CONVENTION
Participating Communities

Numbet· of
Commullity
Delegates
Phoenix, Arizona ....... .
2
Berkelev, California ..... .
1
Geyserville, Cali fornia ... .
1
Glendale, California ..... .
1
Long Beach, California '"
1
Los Angeles, California "
5
Oakland, California ..... .
1
Pasadena, California .... .
1
San Francisco, California ..
3
Santa Barbara, California.
1
Montreal, P. Q., Canada ...
2
Vancouver, B. C, Canada ..
1
1
Colorado Springs, Colo. '"
Denver, Colorado ....... .
1
1
New Haven, Connecticut..
Washington, D. C. . ..
4
Miami, Florida ......... .
1
St. Augustine, Florida ... .
1
Honolulu, T. H ......... .
1
Chicago, Illinois ........ .
10
Evanston, Illinois ....... .
1
Peoria, Illinois ......... .
2
Springfield, Illinois ...... .
1
Urbana, Illinois ........ .
1
Wilmette, Illinois ....... .
1
Indianapolis, Indiana .... .
1
Eliot, Maine ........... .
1
Baltimore, Maryland .... .
1
Cabin John, Maryland ... .
1
Boston, Massachusetts ... .
2
\V orcester, Massachusetts .
1
1
Detroit, Michigan ....... .
Fruitport-Grand Haven,
Michigan ............ .
1
Lansing Michigan ....... .
1
Muskegon, Michigan .... .
1
Minneapolis, Minnesota ..
1
St. Paul, Minnesota ..... .
1
Montclair, New Jersey ... .
1
1
Newark, New Jersey .... .
2
Teaneck, New Jersey .... .
Binghamton, New York ..
1
Buffalo, New york ..... .
1
New York City, New York.
9
1
Yonkers, New York ... '"
Akron, Ohio ........... .
1
1
Cincinnati, Ohio ........ .
Cleveland, Ohio ........ .
2
Columbus, Ohio ........ .
1
Toledo, Ohio ........... .
1
Portland, Oregon ....... .
2
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ..
I
Monroe, Washington .... .
1
Seattle, Washington ..... .
1
1
Spokane, Washington ... .
1
Kenosha. Wisconsin ..... .
Milwaukee. Wisconsin ... .
3
Racine. Wisconsin ...... .
3
95
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4
secretary, on the subject of association with a Persian youth now traveling in the United States and Canada.
"I am directed by Shoghi Effendi
to inform you that Mr. Yadullah Mobasser, to ~hom you have referred in
your note dated Jan. 9th, came last
February to Haifa and met the Guardian, and shortly after left for Europe.
Having no recommendation whatever
from any Assembly in Persia, Shoghi
Effendi insisted that he should obtain
a recommendation if he wished to
meet and associate with the friends.
He apparently failed to folJow the
Guardian's instructions on this point,
and had the Paris Assembly or
Madame Dreyfus-Barney been informed of that, they would have certainly refused to give him any letter
of introduction.
"The Guardian, wishing, therefore,
to stress the necessity for every Baha'i to abide by this important principle of the Administration, requests
you to inform the friends not to associate with him in case he comes to the
States, unless and until he can produce
a recommendation from the Spiritual
Assembly of the locality in which he
lives.
"Yours in His Service,"
(signed) H. RABBANI.
Haifa, Palestine,
January 29, 1934.

IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these departed believers:
Mrs. Lily Wiggins, Phoenix.
Frederick Diehl, Pasadena.
Mrs. Pauline Ayres, Trenton, N. J.
Mrs. George Busey, Urbana.
Mrs. Angela Lynch, San Francisco.
J. T. Reddin, Marstock, N. S.
Mrs. W. H. Repogle, Bakersfield,
Calif.
REPORT OF THE POONA BAHA'I
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
( Concluded)
13 copies of the Hidden Words
(New London Edition)
14 copies of The Dawn-Breakers.
We have contributed the cost of 22
copies of The Baha'i World, Volume
4, and 3 copies of the projected publication by the Paris Assembly of a
History of the Bab, which we intend
presenting to various libraries, when
received.
We have mailed 50 copies of The

BAHA'I NEWS

SAFEGUARDING TaE
BAB'S SHRINE
On February 26 it was reported to local Spiritual Assemblies
that Shoghi Effendi had cabled
an urgent appeal that American
Baha'is contribute funds to purchase lands within the area dedicated to the Shrine of the Bab,
these lands now being owned by
avowed enemies of the Cause,
The total amount required is
$15,000. Up to the present time
the sum of $6,000 has been contributed for this special purpose.
The National Assembly hopes
that the full sum can be contributed at an early date.

Goal of aNew Worid Order to the
Editors of the fifty leading Journals
and Magazines of India, Burma and
Ceylon, and 263 copies to as many
from among the middle class citizens
of Poona.
Literature in pamphlet form, both
in English and Urdu, has been supplied to very many inquirers, both in
this Station and others throughout
India.
.
A poster our Assembly designed for
display in those libraries where we
had placed a copy of The DawnBreakers has been graciously remarked
upon by the Beloved of our hearts.
And the National Assembly of Amerka has deigned to ask for more copies
thereof so that, in the words of its esteemed Treasurer. "everyone of our
Assemblies and groups, about 80,
should have before them this example
of loving devotion and practical efficiency." Such kindness is indeed,
gratifying, the more so since it is unmerited.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Amirul
Islam of Chittagong and Mr. Muhammad Arastoo of Rouza for their contributions of Rs. 15/- and Rs. 5/respectively for the Temple; Mr.
Amirul Islam of Chittagong and Mr.
Abdul Aziz of Hyderabad, Dn., for
contributing Rs. 10/- and Rs. 4/- respectively to our Assembly fund; Mr.
Merwan Khosrove of Bombay for the
gift of two Dawn-Breakers; and the
very many Assemblies and friends who
responded so generously to our appeal
f or subscribing to the B aha' i M agazine.
We are deeply grateful to those
Assemblies, far and near, who have
written to us. We seldom have the

joy of meeting friends from other
countries; the letters we receive afford us some solace instead. May we
humbly request that these loving
messages be extended to us during the
new year likewise? We must make
special mention of the embellished missives of Victoria Khimum which have
rebounded to us from the four corners
of the globe, of the much-prized communications of the American N. S. A.
and the Haifa Assembly. On our
part, we have corresponded with many
centres and individuals in India and
abroad.
In conclusion, dear friends, may we
entreat you to pray for us that Baha'u'llah may vouchsafe us His blessings so that purged of self and passion
we may arise this new year to do our
share in carrying this Message of Salvation and of Hope to a despairing
world.
The Poona Baha'i Spiritual Assembly,
RUSTOM KHosRovE,
Secretary.
Post Box No.8.

MRS. PARSON'S CAREER OF
SERVICE
Your cablegram announcing the
sad news of the sudden passing of
Mrs. Parsons into the Kingdom has
much grieved the Guardian, and has
brought added weight to the burden of
sorrow which, only a few months ago,
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler's tragic
and unexpected death had placed upon
his heart. He greatly deplores this
loss which the American believers
have once more sustained. But he
feels confident that such losses wilJ in
the long run deepen in them the spirit
of determination to serve the Cause.
Mrs. Parson's long and varied career of service, particularly in the
teaching field, the inestimable gifts of
her heart, her devotion, her sincerity,
her unshakable faith and her implicit
obedience to the counsels and injunctions of the Master greatly endeared
her to all the believers, and particularly to 'Abdu'l'Baha who placed in
her such firm confidence. . . .
May Baha'u'llah abundantly reward
her in the next world, and may He
fully sanctify and bless her departed
soul and enable it to reach a still higher state of true blessedness and perfection.
Yours in His Service,
H. RABBANI.
Haifa, Palestine,
January 28, 1934.
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With 'Abdu'l-Baha's ascension, and
more particularly with the passing of
His well-beloved and illustrious sister
the Most Exalted Leaf-the last survivor of a glorious and heroic agethere draws to a close the first and
most moving chapter of Baha'i history, marking the conclusion of the
Primitive, the Apostolic Age of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah. It was 'Abdu'lBaha Who, through the provisions of
His weighty Will and Testament, has
forged the vital link which must for
ever connect the age that has just expired with the one we now live inthe Transitional and Formative period
of the Faith-a stage that must in the
fulness of time reach its blossom and
yield its fruit in the exploits and triumphs that are to herald the Golden
Age of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah.
-Shoghi Effendi.
THE TWENTY-SIXTH
ANNUAL CONVENTION
The Convention dates are Thursday,
May 31, Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
June 1, 2 and 3. Location, the Foundation Hall of the House of Worship.
For reservations write to Mrs. May
Scheffler, chairman of Hospitality
Committee, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, Ill.
Ballots are being mailed directly to
delegates whose election has been reported by the local Assembly. Information on voting by mail accompanies
each ballot.
Believers who may be planning to
bring to the Convention articles to be
sold for the 'benefit of the National
Fund are requested to dispose of such
articles locally and donate the cash
proceeds instead.
This request is
made by the National Spiritual Assembly in order to maintain the spiritual character of the Annual Meeting. It is also in keeping with a resolution adopted by the National Assembly last year, directing the Treasurer
not to accept donations in the form
of merchandise but only in the form

a knowledge can be acquired gradually, and only when the essentials of
the Faith have been clearly recognized
and adequately understood.
In regard to the activities of Ahmad Sohrab, Shoghi Effendi has already stated that such attacks, however
perfidious, do not justify the friends
replying or taking any direct action
against them. The attitude of the N.
LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN S. A. should be to ignore them entirely. For any undue emphasis on atTO THE NATIONAL
tacks made upon the Cause by Ahmad
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
and his supporters would make them
I am over-joyed to hear of the COIl- feel that they constitute a real chaltract that has recently been signed, a lenge to the Cause and a menace to
fresh and compelling evidence of the its institutions. Should these attacks
indominatable will of the American continue and acquire a serious imporbelievers to prosecute, under the in- tance the Guardian will surely advise
spiring leadership of their able na- the N. S. A. to take definite and decitional representatives, their historic sive action.
enterprise. (signed) Shoghi.-Haifa,
As regards the general conditions of
February 13, 1934.
the future in America, Shoghi Effendi
Shoghi Effendi feels it to be inad- feels that the existing distress will not
visable that the Temple Foundation be rapidly alleviated. There is no danHall be used for dramatic perform- ger, however, of any great crisis in the
ances. He believes that only Baha'i immediate future. Conditions are cermeetings, and business sessions of the tainly bad, and dissatisfaction is unConvention, can be held in it until doubtedly universal, but the hour of
such time as the erection of a special universal relief has not yet approached.
edifice for this purpose has been un- The friends need not have any grave
dertaken by the American friends. . . . anxiety as to the immediate developConcerning the best method of pre- ments of the present situation.
senting the Master's Will to the newMay I also draw your attention to
comers, Shoghi Effendi is of the opin- the fact that the Bab's photograph
ion that the N. S. A. should first which appeared in Nicola's book
make some suitable extracts from the '·Siyyid Ali Muhammad dit Ie Bab"
Testament, and to send these to all the many years ago is not authentic, allocal Assemblies for their use, so that though it presents great similarity to
there may be full unity in circulating the original drawings of the Bab's
the provisions of the Will among- the portrait.
new believers. The problem of choosI n closing I must express the Guarding such excerpts is left entirely to the ian·s deep sense of admiration for the
discretion of the N. S. A. The main stupendous sacrifices which the Amerthing, as it appears to the Guardian, is ican followers of the Faith have gladly
that the full station of the Bab, Ba- and spontaneously and with such an
ha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha be clearly unremitting zeal consented to undergo
explained, and that the origin, nature in order to carry out the oft-repeated
and working of the Administrative wishes of the Master concerning the
Order of the Faith be clearly stated. erection of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar in
The full implications of such a recog- America. The early signs of that
nition are evidently beyond the com- great spiritual renaissance which the
prehension of any new believer. Such completion of this sacred edifice must
of cash or negotiable securities. Local
Assemblies are left perfectly free to
arrange for the sale of donated articles
if they wish, but the National Spiritual Assembly feels that it is 110t
within its true province of activity to
assume responsibility for the sale of
jewelry and other forms of general
merchandise.

-- ----- ------ - BAHA'X-NEWS-inevitably usher in are already manifesting themselves in the growing
unity and solidarity with which the
new-born Administrative Order of the
Cause is functioning and developing
in no less than forty countries of the
world. Surely the credit for such a
truly remarkable development in the
administrative field of the Cause must
be primarily attributed to the members of the American Baha'i community and particularly to those who so
fittingly represent them in the N ational Assembly.
May Baha'u'llah
continue to inspire you with His wisdom and guidance, that through your
collective endeavors the Cause may
progress and its institutions may i~
crease and its unity, both doctrinal and
administrative, be effectively safeguarded. (signed) H. Rabbani.
(Postscript to the foregoing letter.)
The completion of the Dome, the
mighty emblem of our invincible Faith,
marks a notable landmark in the rise
and establishment of the World Order of Baha'u'llih. The Baha'i world
feels greatly indebted to the American believers for so striking a testimony of the unconquerable spirit of
the Cause in these days of unprecedented stress and turmoil. They who
by their self-sacrifice have crowned
this noble and historic Edifice deserve
the praise and are indeed the object
of the envy and the admiration of
their fellow believers throughout the
world. For their imperishable deeds
I cannot but feel eternally gratified.
(signed) Shoghi.-Haifa, March 21,
1934.
Concerning the list of Baha'i teachers sent to America by the Master, I
wish to make it clear that the statement I made on that point on behal f
of the Guardian in my communication
(see article entitled "Explanation of
Passages in 'America and the Most
Great Peace''', published in BAHA'i
NEWS February, 1934.-Editor) is,
due to a misunderstanding on my part,
incorrect. Khayru'Hah could not have
been one of these teachers, since these
were sent to the United States in order to remedy the situation which
Khayru'llah himself had created
through his treacherous actions against
the Master and the Cause. A careful
perusal of the paragraph on page 14
in "America and the Most Great
.Peace" makes that point indubitably
dear. As to the five teachers referred
to in that epistle of the Guardian,
there must have been a typographical
error. and instead of five we should,
therefore, read only four. (signed)
H. Rabbani.

(Postscript to the foregoing letter.)
I wish to add a few words in person to
assure you and your dear and distinguished fellow-workers in the National Assembly of my fervent prayers
for the success of your strenuous endeavors in connection with the ornamentation of the clerestory section of
the Temple. May Baha'u'llah bless
your efforts and crown your magnificent labors with signal success.
(signed) Shoghi.-Haifa, March 24,
1934.
IN MEMORIAM
The believers are requested to remember in prayer the following Bahi'is who have entered the Kingdom:
Lorene Neville, Glendale, Calif.
Henrv Blankenbecker, Milwaukee,
Wis. .
Mrs. C. B. Anderson, New York
City.
:vIrs. C. L. Lincoln, Brooklyn.
THE QUESTION OF
HUMANITARIAN RELIEF
It has been pointed out by a believer who has studied the teachings
with unusual care and insight, that in
the Baha'i community when fully developed the practice of "charity" in
the narrower meaning of that word
will be rendered unnecessary. The
House of Tustice, from its resources
derived not only from voluntary contributions but also from certain specified taxes, will as one of its functions
come to the assistance of every deserving believer in distress. That relief will not be as "charity" but as a
normal right arising frol11 the very nature of a community based upon oneness and able, by the application of
the teachings of Baha'u'lhih, to abolish poverty at its source.
But that era has not vet been established. The believer; today find
themselves in a community whose
spiritual laws are known but whose
material powers and capacities are limited. The result is that conditions
arise which Spiritual Assemblies find
themselves apparently powerless to
remedy. They are grieved as they
feel themselves torn between the
claims of true compassion and the
need of concentrating their available
means upon such vital objects as the
Temple.
The National Assembly understands
that the Guardian has expressed the
view that under present conditions a
local Assembly which has before it a
case of urgent distress should endeavor, first, to have it relieved by
members of the believer's own family,

and second, to exercise the rights of
all citizen~ to employ all civil instruments of help and assistance. In
many instances loving consultation will
serve to remove certain obstacles
which, perhaps unconsciously, have
been the cause of the distress.
Most difficult and grievous of all
are those cases which concern believers not members of an organized local community. The National Spiritual Assembly does not vote f rom the
National Fund any appropriations for
personal relief, for its resources are
imperatively demanded for direct Baha'i purposes the fulfilment of which
brings us all gradually nearer the
blessed day when the Faith of Baha'u'llah shall prevail, and existing
causes of suffering be removed. Institutions described in the teachings will
in the future be maintained in all communities for diose who need home and
care.
The subject is one which the National Assembly brings forward at this
time in a tentative form, in the hope
that suggestions emanating from local
consultation will be made. The spirit
of the Cause is such that some way
must and will be found to remedy a
general situation which may become
even more serious before it is solved
by the development of the World Order of Baha'u'llah. There may be individual believers in a position to offer
a home to some believer whose difficulties are known to the National
Assembly. Any and all advice and
constructive suggestions will be deeply
appreciated.
THE TRUE CHARACTER OF
CONSULTATION
At a recent meeting of the National
Spiritual Assembly the attention of
the members was called by two Local
SpiritUal Assemblies to the fact that an
anonymous letter has recently been
issued and distributed to a number of
American believers. Both these Assemblies protested that type of individual Baha'i action.
After careful consideration, the
National Spiritual Assembly voted to
record the view, first, that anonymous
communications are not in conformity
either with the spirit or the letter of
the Baha'i Teachings, and secondly,
that the general distribution of any
letter, whether anonymous or otherwise, by an individual 'believer to
members of the American Baha'i communities is an improper method of
Baha'i consultation.
It was further voted to bring this
view to the notice of all Local Spiritual Assemblies in a general letter and
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also to publish it in the next issue of
BAHA'i NEWS.
In this connection reference is made
to the Guardian's instruction on page
23 of Baha'i Administration: "Not
only with regard to publication, but
all matters without any exception
whatsoever, regarding the interests of
the Cause in that locality, individually
or collectively, should be referred to
the Spiritual Assembly, in that locality, which shan decide upon it, unless
it be a matter of national interest, in
which case it shall be referred to the
national 'body." And to the Guardian's further instruction of November
18, 1933, published in BAHA'i NEWS
of February, 1934: "Shoghi Effendi
firmly believes that consultation must
be maintained between the N. S. A.
and the entire body of the believers,
and that such consultation, while the
Convention is not in session, can best
be maintained through the agency of
the local Assemblies, one of whose
essential functions is to act as intermediaries between the local communities and their national representatives.
The main purpose of the Nineteen
Day Feasts is to enable indi:ridual believers to offer any suggestIon to the
local Assembly which in its turn will
pass it to the N. S. A. The local Assembly is, theref?re, the pro~.r medium through which local Baha 1 communities can communicate with the
body of the national representatives."
PUBUCITY COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENT
In years to come our simple att~mp~s
at publicity will seem almost chlld.lsn
and yet we would ~l :>:our. a~tentlOn
to the necessity for thiS slmphclty. The
average reader of the daily papers
looks at the pictures and reads the
head lines. Our efforts should he to
present material- that may interest not
only this type of reader but those who
read carefully the daily news.
With this thought in mind we must
pattern our publicity to receive acceptance at the desk of the editor and be so
worded as to arrest the attention of
the reader. Editors seldom use a suggested heading and space should be
left for this at the top of your copy.
Your first paragraph should be the
longest and should .contain the. most
important facts which you Wish to
present. This is often used in full and
the rest either discarded or greatly
cut.
We cannot emphasize too much the
necessity for persistence. That drops
()f water will wear away a stone h<l;s
proven a fact in some of our Commum-
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CENTRAL STATES SUMMER
AMERICA'S CONTRIBUTION
TO PURCHASE OF MT.

CARMEL LAND
"In this connection I feel I
must express Shoghi Effendi's
deep and abiding gratitude to the
American Baha'i community for
their truly remarkable response
to his request for meeting the
emergency which the enemies of
the Faith had created through
their treacherous and malignant
action, and in the very international center of the Cause. Their
never-to-be-forgotten assistance
in the matter passes, indeed, all
admiration and praise, and constitutes an example which the
entire Baha'i world must adopt
and follow." (signed) H. Rabbani.
(Postscript to the above letter.) "With the assurance of my
continued prayers for the friends
who through their unsparing and
self-sacrificing efforts are so effectively promoting the national
as well as international interests
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah."
(signed) Shoghi.
Haifa, Palestine,
April 14, 1934.

ties this year and the results have been
satisfying.
Editors should be approached with material which will
awaken interest-either in the coming
meeting, the meeting of the night before, or an event which is anticipated.
This publicity is your opportunity to
speak with the public-scrutinize it
closely-see if it answers the requirements suggested in the publicity letter
in the January 1934 News Letter.
Read your material out loud and see
how it would sound if you were a disinterested reader. Take it to the editor with the thought that you are
serving the Cause of God to the 'best
of your ability.
We suggest to publicity chairmen a
careful study of the recent letters from
Shoghi Effendi. In these are many
paragraphs that sh~uld. be used to c~e
ate interest. Herem hes the matenal
which we must present to the public
another year and we ask your cooperation in this study that we may be prepared to use this mat.erial that is ~it~
out equal, in educatIng the publtc In
the Cause of Bahi'u'llah.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
RUTH RANDALL BROWN.

Chairman.

SCHOOL ANNOUNCEMENT
A Summer School Session for
Young People
At the invitation of the Lima group
sixteen young people from Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin met in Lima, Ohio for a conference
during the Easter week end, March
30 to April 1. At this time certain
important changes were made by them
cqncerning the Central States Summer
School plan for young people. It is
to be noted that the time of the Youth
session, previously scheduled for July,
has been changed to June 25-28, inclusive. It will immediately precede
the general session.
The young Baha'is are urged to
bring non-Baha'i friends to this conference and do all in their power to
make it a big success. Many are
planning to attend both sessions which
will cover two weeks in all.
The four-day youth conference IS
planned as follows:
Morning:Devotionals-Mrs. Baker.
The New World Order-Forum
conducted by Harlan Ober.
Effective Leadership - Marion
Holley.
Spiritual Aspects of Baha'i
Teachings-Mrs. Ford.
Afterno.on free for recreation and
companionship.
Evening:Bible Study and Comparative Religion-James McCormick.
Rates for the four days, meals and
sleeping apartments : Dormitory-$5.00.
Double room-$7.00.
Single room--$8.00.
Louhelen Ranch is situated on M 15
about nine miles from Flint and about
fifty from Detroit. Trains or bus will
be met at Flint if notice is given in
advance.
Reservations should be made as
early as possible with Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, 201 East Kirby Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
GREEN ACRE ANNOUNCEMENT
Green Acre, as you know, offers to
every Baha'i the opportunity of a vacation in the country together with
study of the teachings under competent teachers. You may take part in
meditations and courses in the morn~
ing, and play tennis, swim, make pottery, or walk in the pines in the afternoon. There are frequent intimate
talks by the fire, or on Mrs. SchopRocher's delightful porch. in the eve-
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ning.
There are Saturday night
dances and costume parties, picnics on
Mt. Salvat, corn roasts on the beach,
and afternoon teas in the auditorium.
The April BAHA'i NEWS gives a complete list of courses some, if not all, of
which are sure to attract you. You
notice that there are three conferences
besides the courses-the Youth, Amity, and Teaching conferences. The
Pageant Committee, also, is at work
planning tableaux from The DawnBreakers.
Rates this season are $10 and $12 a
week, the lowest rate consistent with
an adequate living standard, and also
with the need of preventing loss to
the National Baha'i Fund. As you
may remember, the Inn nee~s many
things to make it more attractIve. Perhaps some of you hav~ rugs, . lamps,
pillows, books, or magazmes whIch you
could contribute for the summer.
With the same spirit of cooperation
which we had last year, and with the
excellent program which has been
planned, Green Acre should have an
inspiring Summer Sc~oo~. T~e . place
which Shoghi EffendI gIves It IS revealed in a letter to the Eliot Assembly last year.
He writes: "~«;lUr
group occupies an important posIt.lOn
in the BaM.'i world for you are SItuated in that locality where Green A.cre
Summer School is held-the most Important institution of its kind in the
world."
All these considerations surely make
it imperative for every believer in the
Eastern sections of Canada and the
United States to make great effort to
come to Green Acre this season.
HELEN CAMPBELL,
Manager, Green Acre Inn.

To strive to obtain a more adequate
understanding of the significance of
Bah:i'u'll:ih's stupendous Revelation
must, it is my unalterable conviction,
remain the first obligation and the object of the constant endeavor of each
one of its loyal adherents. An exact
and thorough comprehension of so
vast a system, so sublime a revelation,
so sacred a trust, is for obvious reasons beyond the reach and ken of our
finite minds. We can however, and it
is our bounded duty to, seek to derive
fresh inspiration and added sustenance
as we labor for the propagation of
His Faith through a clearer apprehension of the truths it enshrines and
the principles on which it is based.Shoghi Effendi.

PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Publishing Committee has received from the National Spiritual
.-\ssembly for sale to local Assemblies
and individual believers, three thousand copies of a brief outline and summary of the Faith prepared for the
special purpose of meeting the need
for a condensed statement of fact
which can be supplied to newspaper
editors, encyclopaedias, and various
organizations and by them kept on file
for reference whenever necessary. The
Outline is a four page folder, standard
letterhead size, adapted for convenient
filing.
In addition to the distribution being
made by the National Assembly and
by the Publicity Committee, it is
thought that local Assemblies can use a
number of copies for general teaching
purposes, such as supplying one to local religious, peace, educational and
other organizations and clubs. Sold in
lots of one hundred, $3. 00 per hundred.
Another recent addition to the periodical literature is the reprint in
pamphlet form of the article entitled
The Baha'i Faith by Horace Holley,
published in Unity (Chicago) during
February. Sold in lots of fifteen copies,
$1.00 per fifteeri. TillS is one of the
first statements 011' the Cause which
presents the administrative order to
the general public.
The Publishing Committee is engaged in working out plans for the
publication of the following books and
pamphlets when and as finances permit: Seven Valleys and Four Valleys,
revealed by Bam'u'llah newly translated by Dr. Ali Kuli Khan at the
Guardian's request; Mysticism and the
Baha'i Teachings, by Ruhi Effendi
Afnan, being the series of articles
which recently appeared in WORLD
Unity; The Supreme Affiliation, by
Alfred E. Lunt, the article on Baha'i
economic teachings which appeared in
THE BAHA'i MAGAZINE; and The Baha'i House of Worship, by Dr. Genevieve Coy, a pamphlet prepared under
the auspices of the Committee on Free
Literature. An arrangement is also
under consideration by the National
Spiritual Assembly by which Security
for a Failing World, by Dr. Stanwood
Cobb, can be published by a non-Baha'i firm at an early date.
A new catalog of Baha'i literature,
listing all books and pamphlets now in
print, will be issued as soon as final
arrangements are concluded for the
new titles referred to in the preceding
paragraph. Copies will be distributed
to all local Assemblies without charge.

FOR MEDITATION

PMtion of the Master's Tablet on
Love

o

thou who are attracted by the Fragrances of God:
Know thou assuredly thatLove is the Mystery of Divine Revelations:
Love is the Effulgent Manifestatiton:
Love is the Spiritual Fulfillment:
Love is the Light of the Kingdom:
Love is the Breath of the Holy Spirit
inspired into the human spirit:
Love is the cause of the Manifestation
of the Truth (God) in the phenominal world:
Love is the necessary tie proceeding
from the realities of things through
Divine Creation:
Love is the means of the most great
happiness in both the material and
Spiritual worlds:
Love is a light of guidance in the dark
night:
Love is the bond between the Creator
and the creature in the inner world:
Love is the cause of development to
every enlightened man.
Love is the Greatest Law in this vast
universe of God:
Love is the one law which causes and
controls order among the existing
atoms:
Love is the universal magnetic power between the planets and the stars
shining in the lofty firmament:
Love is the cause of unfoldment, to a
searching mind, of the secrets deposited in the universe by the Infinite.
Love is the spirit of life in the bountiful body of the world:
Love is the cause of the civilization of
nations in this mortal world:
Love is the highest honor to every
righteous nation:
The people who are confirmed therein are indeed glorified by the Supreme
Concourse, the angels of the Heaven
and the dwellers in the Kingdom of
EI-Abha. But, if the hearts of the
people become void of the Divine
Grace - The Love of Godthey wander in the desert of ignorance, descend to the depths of ruin,
and fall to the abyss of despair where
there is no refuge. They are like
insects living on the lowest plane.
This is the Path of EI-Baha.
This is the Religion of EI-Baha.
This is the Law of EI-Baha.
He who has not this has no portion
with EI-Baha.

-----
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The Twenty-sixth Annual Convention, held in the foundation hall of the
Baha'i Temple at Wilmette, covered
the period from ).,fay 31 to June 3 and
assembled the largest and most representative gathering ever assembled
for such a purpose. Two-thirds of the
accredited delegates, representing communities over a vast area, attended
in person. The others registered their
voting wills by mail. The visiting
friends,
all
intensely
interested,
swelled the numbers so as to fill the
ball at every session.
The great magnet of attraction was
the completed dome of the Mashriqu'il-Adhkilr, a work which crowned
the loving sacrifices of earnest souls
over a long period of time. This
wonderful architectural triumph is
beautiful beyond description. No picture does it justice. Its almost etherial loveliness must be seen to be fully
prized. While charming from every
angle of observation, one of its most
wonderful effects and open to the
gaze of thousands daily, is the approach from the north side of Sheridan Road. At a late afternoon hour,
reflecting the mellow glow of the sunshine, the undecorated parts hidden
by a great tree at the head of the
thoroughfare, it seemed as if the great
shining orb of the moon had descended upon earth. The artistic decorations so unique and striking, the ridges
of the dome meeting so gracefully and
prayerfully, the perfect curvature
which greets the landscape, the color
effect which so brightly and hannoniously reflects the light. combine to impress the beholder with joyous veneration. It is not to be wondered at that
this noble fane challenges the admiration of a great and ever-vvidening cirde.
Many beautiful temples of
course can be found in all parts of
the civilized world. But where, save
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is built to facilitate the knowledge of
God.
The convention was opened by the
reading of the Tablet of Ahmad by the
American believers' inspired
Vice Chairman of the National Spirleadership steadily unfolding to
itual Assembly, Mr. Carl Scheffler,
Baha'is world over (the) potenwho in the absence of the chairman
tialities (of the) majestic edifice
called the convention to order. He exheralding formative period (of
tended a cordial welcome to delegates
the) Faith of Baha'u'llilh. Their
and friends and read most impressive
unerring vision con<:eived its
extracts from recent utterances of our
matchless design. ':\bdu'I-Baha's
Guardian, commending the American
own hands laid its cornerstone.
friends for various activities which
Their dynamic faith reared its
are the means of creating a new epoch.
structure. Their sustained selfThe National Spiritual Assembly presacrifice crowned it with immorsented the agenda and with it a statetal glory. May (the) flame (of
ment of procedure intended to clarify
their) unconquerable enthusiasm
the order of business and facilitate its
continue glowing undimmed in
dispatch. A happy feature of the
their hearts till its naked frame is
sessions were the messages of greeting
enveloped in its shining mantle.
and cheer that came from friends in
(signed) SHOGHI. (Cablegram
various parts of country who could
received June 4, 1934).
not attend, but in this wise expressed
their loyalty and devotion in many a
cheering phrase. Mr. Allen B. :\1cat Ishqabad, is one that compares Daniel. detained by illness, was one of
with this? Where such striking orig- these. Many were the references to
inality of design or perfection of de- our noble Guardian throughout the
tail? Where such symbols of spirit- sessions and the convention sent him
ual realities as here? \N'here a pur- its greetings by cable. The longing
pose so sublime? Where a power so of many a heart was eased when his
effective? "\\J'here significances so sub- reply finally came, although not durtIe? "'{here a faith so universal? Here ing the sessions of this body.
embodied is a charm that delights the
The outstanding feature of the first
eye; a spiritual magnetism that wins day's session was the report of the
the heart. Who can gaze upon it and ~ational secretary, Mr. Horace Holnot be moved? It is God's very own ley, who led up to the body of his reTemple of Light, built after His own port by reviewing the progress of the
revealed pattern. It is to all the world past decade. This developed among
the glorious object lesson of unity. It other things the BAHA'i NEWS, The
stands as a visible sign of the True Plall of Unified Action and the progOne's Greatest Manifestation. It re- ress in Temple construction, with
flects the Perfection and Beauty of spiritual enlightenment and progress
His Holiness. Happy are the work- on a scale even wider. There are
ers whose toil uprears it. Blessed are now fifty-nine Spiritual Assemblies
those spirits whose collective wisdom in various parts of America and from
directs it. Victorious are those ser- one to two hundred isolated believers
vants whose sustaineri sacrifices make who are the nuclei of future Assemthem channels for the descent of so blies. Among other things mentioned
heavenly a bounty to mankind. It is was the Ba/u/'i J1agazille which, under
the gift of the Ancient Beautv, the instructions from Haifa. has become
Most High, Hazrat-i-Baha'u'l1ah. It a very effective teaching instrument;
THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO THE CONVENTION
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the real estate holdings of the Cause,
probably soon to be increased by the
addition of the estate of the late :'lrs.
Agnes S. Parsons at Dublin, ~. H.o
and swelling the total assets to more
than one million dollars valuation;
mention of the three summer schools;
the Guardian's recent letter on the Dispensation of Baha'u'llah, also showing
how exalted is the station of every
true believer, a great incentive to meet
and overcome present problems; the
Guardian's explanation of the standards required for membership in each
Baha'i community; elucidation of the
relationship between the National Spiritual Assembly and the Annual Convention with the clearly defined jurisdiction of each; the acquirement of additional land near the Shrine of the
Bab on Mount Carmel; relief extended Baha'is in other lands by the American friends; the holding of memorial
meetings for the late Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler and the late Mrs.
Agnes S. Parsons; the placing of t~e
activities of all traveling teachers whIle
in any Baha'i community under the
supervision of the local Spiritual Assemblv, or in the absence of such an
assembly under the National Teaching
Committee; special emphasis upon the
study of our Guardian's New World
Order letters; commitment against any
institution of salaried teachers with a
view to making teaching work the responsibility of all as far as possible
instead of a few; the right of individuals from time to time to aid the
expenses of teachers without any claim
of the said teachers upon such aid and
assistance; the duty of all to help and
encourage the teachers in whatever
way may be possible; the translation
by Mirza Ali-Kuli Khan of the Swven
1/allevs and of the F ollr Valle'ys of
Baha~u'llah; the index of the BAH.';"i
NEWS by Mrs. Doris Holley; the
awarding of the new contract for ~he
completion of the Clerestory sectIOn
of the Temple dome; these and other
statements and elucidations of the attitude of the National Spiritual Assembly and of work done made up the
most comprehensive report of the national secretary ever given to a Baha'i
convention. It was put in a concise
and lucid style and was impressive of
the growth of the activities of the
Faith.
Finances

The report of finances, submitted

by the treasurer and assistant treasurer. showed that approximately
$150.000 from all sources has been
raised during the current year. this being more than $65.000 more than the

previous year, eloquent testimony of
consecration to God. especially considering the few believers and the
financial stringency. About $2,580 is
now urgently needed each month to
meet the current obligations of the
Cause, or about $100 per day, this for
contracts. maintenance and current
activities.
Green Acre
The report of the Green Acre Trustees showed how the activities of the
summer colony have been scaled down
to the lowest minimum of expense so
as to save funds for the Temple. This
activity ought to be self-supporting,
without drawing upon the national
funds. The passing of Mrs. Lucas
has restored the studio used by her
to the general use of Green Acre.
Green Acre is considered a unique
asset of the Baha'i Cause in America.
It is greater than is our capacity to
use its resources with full effectiveness. Its future development is along
educational and cultural lines. It is
not yet impressed upon all the believers as their responsibility. each Baha'i
being a part of three summ.er schools.
Archives

In the rear of the Convention Hall
the Archives Committee placed on displaya number of sacred relics, among
them an outer garment, or aba, formerly worn by Baha'u'llah. The collection was viewed with deep interest
by the friends. The committee reported having in their possession two
large cases containingi archives and
original records of the Temple, large
volumes of correspondence, printed
matter and clippings from magazines
and newspapers. Eventually all such
records will be placed in a room especially prepared in the Temple foundation. Local Assembly corresponding secretaries are asked to send in
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha with photostatic copies and other interesting
sacred relics. One of our Oriental
brothers present described the archives
on Mount Carmel and the other urged
the exhibition of sacred relics in such
a way as to inspire only the deepest
reverence.
Necrology

The Conventio~ received the sad
news of the passing of lVIr. Chris
Tansen of Racine, one of the old and
;teadfast friends. He was killed in
an automobile accident which also injured several members of his family.
Prayers for the progress of the departed and his acceptance at the Threshold of Abha were rean by direction

of the Convention. Our prayers and
hopes also go out for the speedy recovery of his loved ones.

Baha!i Youth
One of the most touching and beautiful incidents of the four days was
the tributes paid the older believers
by three representatives of the youth
group. It so happened that each of
these three representatives was the
second generation of believers in her
family. Each showed the result of
Baha'i training. But the tribute was
not one influenced by filial love but
rather by their sense of justice and
spiritual values. It was the frank admission of their inability to attract
their fellow youth to the Faith without
the aid of their elders. They believed
in their own greater preparation and
efficiency, doubtless due to the more
exacting culture and higher educational standards of today; yet despite all
this their need of the cooperation of
their elders in the teaching work was
naively and charmingly expressed.
The older generatiotli of Baha'is is
proud of the youth in the Faith and
view with great satisfaction their
signs of increasing power. A clos~r
cooperation between youth and age
will perhaps be the means of regeneration to the former and vitality to
the latter, all the better to stimulate
service and round out the circle of
unity. The work of this committee in
making national and international
contacts. the technique of speaking,
articles written by young Baha'is, letters written embodying peace plans,
presentation of a bibliography of economics, praise of maturity and reports
of activities from various cities, accounts of the unusual successes of the
youth of Montreal in their teaching
activities, an eloquent tribute to the
youthful martyrs of Persia, were some
of the high lights of this admirable
report.
The National Teaching Committee

The National Teaching Committee
with the direction of the most dynamic
of all Baha'i activities and fulfilling
in its plans the very purpose of divine revelation, presented an elaborate
report of a range of activities in all
parts of America and the fine successes of teachers everywhere. This report was a most impressive document
and set the Convention aflame with
enthusiasm. It was read with great
earnestness by one of the most devoted
teachers. It sketched briefly the work
and plans at home and abroad. The
psychology of teaching; the method of
approach; the awakening of the world
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as shown by frequent inquiries; the
groups that enter the Faith following
the classes of Or<:ella Rexford; the
services rendered by radio talks; the
need of teachers avoiding back-biting or even listening to those who thus
waste their time; emphasis on the New
W orId Order; severance and utter de. pendence upon Bahi'u'!l;lh as the motivating principle; attraction of souls
by deeds of service as well as words
of love; the overcoming of difficulties
by faith and assurance; and the victory that will inevitably crown the efforts of every sincere protagonist of
Truth were some of the gems of reality that adorned this fine report. This
led to one of the most· constructive
and heartening consultations of the
convention as delegate after delegate
arose and told of various methods of
approach and victories in the field of
teaching. The teaching committee is
now engaged in making a card index
of the different Bahi'i communities.
Isolated Baha'is if they live near
enough may join nearby communities.
Teachers should report their work with
some degree of detail so as to Jay a
foundation for future contacts and service. It is our hope that the nine recommendations of this committee will
be circulated so as to reach every Baha'i in the world.
The N. S. A. Answers Questions
Explanations offered in answer to
questions are that the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly are not
building experts, for which reason
they must connect with some reputable
builder, such an expert as M r. Earley
who is unique in his special line of
construction. They must also employ
supervising engineers, such as the Research Service. to overlook and keep
tab on the work. It was through the
Research Service that the Trustees
found that it would be far less expensive to build the entire structure first,
later adding decorations. rather than
to build and decorate each section with
a temporary roof afterward to be removed. What was saved through this
departure f rom the original plan was
more than the fees of the said Research Service. V'lith this service we
have also the high standards> experience and enthusiasm of a Baha'i. Fees
do not pay for this quality of service.
The chairman stated that the helievers are attaining to a very great spiritual privilege. Persian believers entered the Cause giving everything that
they possessed. They thus proved their
love for God above everything else.
This is a demonstration of the power
and efficiency that is to save the

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION PHOTOGRAPH
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world. Do we arise to give all we
possess? Anything that detracts from
such a will to do is not in the minds of
the National Spiritual Assembly.
It was further stated that' when
the locat Spiritual Assemblies begin
to function more efficiently, they will
lift much of the burden of details
which now largely engross the time
and energies of the National Spiritual
Assembly, which would not find it
necessary to meet so frequently. At
such meetings also they would have
time for more mature consultation in
shaping the general policies and plans
of the Cause. The election of members according to Bahi'i Administration called for the choice of those alone
who embody the standards set in the
Guardian's letters. The Guardian was
quoted as saying that the time was not
remote when the Cause would have believers enough with the qualifications
needed for such distinction in sen·ice.

Lighten the Guardian's Labors
A word came from a fonner member of the National Spiritual Assembly, Mr. Mountfort Mills, saying that
Shoghi Effendi is thoroughly tired out.
It can hardly be otherwise in Haifa,
when all matters from the details of
repairing a pump up to those of world
importance are referred to him. The
bulk of his work is correspondence,
letters coming mostly from the United
States and Canada. Advise friends
not to send him letters during the
summer months, thus giving him more
time on his vacation for reflection
and meditation.
I t was stated that
this letter of Mr. 1Iills was not officiaL hut was written with the full
knowledge and approval of the
Guardian.
A Com'cntion delegate shared with
the friends a letter written by a young
Baha 'J on a pilgrimage who gave a
vi\·id picture of the very dynamic life
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and services of the Guardian and of
the most impersonal way in which the
greatest of living personalities reaches
conclusions about people and things,
without coloring a single conclusion
with his own likes or dislikes. What
a sign of severence is this and what
a proof of "unerring guidance."
OPen Feast: Mr. Earley's Address
Mr. Earley, the contractor of the
dome, a very pleasing personality, addressed the friends in an open feast in
the Temple foundation. He was introduced as an artist, sculptor, architect
and engineer in the realm of the concrete, both brain and heart in it. He
said in part :
"My dear friends: just as you
are the representatives of the people
ordering it, so I am the representative
of the craftsmen building it. Mr.
Taylor and I have brought with us
some of the work of the Temple in
order that you may see it and feel it,
put your hands upon it and see its
reality. They are stones, almost precious stones. In planning the work
there was a choice between two methods: Ornament united with structure
or ornament separated from structure.
The latter was chosen. The construction was steel ribs with straight members tying them all together. In this
it has been necessary to fit each separate piece in and impose over the steel
structure another upon which the
weight of the outer envelope would
rest. Additional steel has been added
to strengthen the dome, but it is done
at the lowest cost at which a dome can
be built. It is the first time this plan
has been tried with any building. The
elements have been made from a noncorroding t:ompound of metal, steel and
chromium. It exists now for the first
time and thus could not have been
used had this building been constructed even ten years ago. This dome
does not consist in just the spherical
part. It is dome, ribs and base. The
clerestory is the base of the dome. Estimates of the dome and ribs are separate. This dome is made in such a
way that it can be taken apart. Materials will not endure forever. Great
cathedrals show deterioration. In this
plan of construction any deteriorating
part can be replaced without disturbing the rest of the structure. These
technical questions have been presented to the American Institute.
"The Temple is attracting universal
attention. It is casting a spell over
the world. In the building of the hemispherical structure it is necessary for
all work to go on at the same time,
thus avoiding an unequal pressure
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
The Annual Reports prepared
by Committees were this year so
extensive that their publication
in one issue of BAH .•..'i NEWS is
unfeasible, since about 64 printed
pages would be required. One
or more Reports, however, will
be published in each successive
issue, that their valuable information may be available.
upon the steel structure. It is in lesser
pieces and constitutes a flexible structure to be built in parts. It involves
much labor and sacrifices. The special
equipment necessary for this work
should not be lost. It would be hard
to replace and would involve loss to
both builders and workers. Plans and
ways are both new. The old and natural method of expression is as the
language of childhood. The workers
are responding to the spirit of the
architect. They love their work as a
real asset. Their organization must be
kept intact. The dome will not be a
unit without the lower part. Completed it will be an expression both of
the ideal and of your culture and selection. Look at and touch those pieces
that have been assembled upon the
ground. They are a credit and a joy
to you. The spell of the Temple enthralls us all. We feel it not only in
our work studios but everywhere. Its
material is plastic and new for a new
age, when there shall be a new architecture and a new religion. It is the
beginning of a new epoch in construction. I plan to use it in many homes
in the United States. This means the
acceptance by the world of your plans
and methods. The workers cannot
now go further forward until they receive more definite wishes from you.
This enterprise must go forward so
that the spell of the Temple may not
be broken."
Appreciating the significance of the
above remarks, the chairman of the
feast, Mr. Albert Windust, considered
them the outstanding event of the Convention. Among the other speakers at
this feast was Miss Agnes Alexander
of Honolulu and Japan. She carried
the great message to Japan and has
there held aloft the banner of the
Greatest Name. She was one of the
most interesting visitors and speakers
during the Convention period. It was
her first convention in fi fteen years.
The Electirm
After a long period of consultation

followed by meditation and prayer, the
new ~ ational Spiritual Assembly the
personnel of which proved to be a renewal of the old, was elected, which
may be regarded as endorsement of
constructive services during the past
year. The election tellers observed
that each member elected received a
majority of the entire electorate, unlike the pluralities that have elected
some members in recent years and
which of course are entirely allowable.
Reports of Teachers
The ~ ational Teaching Committee
asked that some of the teachers in
various parts of the country be permitted to present their work. This
proved to be one of the most exhilarating and pleasing features of those
stirring days.
Orcella Rexford reported her last
stirring campaign in Duluth, Minn.,
urging upon the believers to do effective follow-up work so as to increase
their numbers. She also suggested
the study of some accepted manual
of parliamentary law as a means of
helping consultation.
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, who
spent the winter in the far South, reported a ripe harvest and told how
conditions have changed. People are
now longing for light. Let us all
make ourselves teachers wherever we
go, was her exhortation.
Mrs. Ruth Moffatt felt that organizing many study classes was now
our manifest duty. People may come
and ask for the message.
Radio
broadcasts of the teachings are now
bringing astonishing results.
Mr. Howard Ives spoke of the
principles of teaching, with special
mention of the Instructions of 'Abdu'l-Baha to Mrs. Lua Getsinger
when sent to teach in India. He mentioned full dedication of the teacher
to the Word of God. A good tree
will yield good fruit even to those who
throw stones at it!
Mrs. Mabel Ives who with her husband is now located at Knoxville,
Tenn., reported on conditions in that
stronghold of orthodoxy. She felt that
there were great hopes for the youth
and pleaded for greater emphasis upon
the importance of their training in
summer schools.
l\Iiss Alma Knobloch unfolded the
Instructions of 'Abdu'l-Baha for the
increase of the Cause in Stuttgart. It
is to train a few thoroughly. If one
tree is set afire the forest will become
ablaze. One or two or three well
trained can make ten Baha'is in a year
through divine favor. If these in turn
are well trained they will become the
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cause of guidance to many more.
Miss Knobloch went to Germany
alone, but as a result of her labors
there were three hundred believers to
greet the Master on his arrival there.
Miss Agnes Alexander went to
Japan at the request of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
after she had discovered the great
Truth from a returning pilgrim while
in Rome. She is the grand-daughter
of Christian missionaries who went
from Kentucky to the Sandwich Island many years ago. Her home is
Honolulu, but for years she has labored for the Faith in Japan where
she expects to return. She believes
that arguments and loving faith open
the doors of all hearts. Japan is illumined through her work and Korea,
the Hermit Nation, has been penetrated by the great message. An eminent
Japanese gave her letters of introduction in Korea when he was assured
that her mission was not political.
Miss Fanny Knobloch laid stress
upon happiness and enthusiasm in
teaching. She related many amusing
stories, one of them about a group
whose spokesman considered her mission silly because she was not following the usual plans of tourists, but
afterwards remained for hours listening to the teachings when better informed of her real mission. She approved frankness of statement in reply
to questions whether about what the
teacher knows or knows not. This inspires the confidence of hearers. In all
past outpourings of truth no such supreme blessings have appeared as those
of today. Miss Knobloch is one of
three sisters, all of whom have done
great service in teaching. The baby
sister, Mrs. Pauline Hannen, is the
spiritual mother of the whole family,
and of many others.
Children's Educatitm
The Committee on Teaching and
Training Children presented a very illuminating report. It traced the steps
beginning with the small child, and
with prayers, memorizing the creative
Word, instructions in Baha'i history,
the principles of the Cause; up to the
clubs and other circles formed for
adolescents. The bounty of the Holy
Spirit is showered upon these meetings
and they show much gladness. The
matter of transportations for the children and other problems are met and
overcome. Teaching material, made
up of a compilation especially adapted
to youth, Baha'i stories, Bible stories,
stories of the other great religions, can
be used in this course. Material for
distribution, prepared by this committee, will be available soon.

Race Amity Report

The Race Amity Report reviewing
the work of the year, the authoritative
utterances of the :\lanifestation and
of the Master, the powerful enthusiasm created by the messages of the
Guardian, problems confronting amity
workers through the disturbed conditions of the times, analysis of the social order, receptivity of minds and
hearts, and recommendations of methods new and old, brought to the convention a most spirited period of consultation. So many wished to express
the overflow of their hearts that the
time set was voted extended. The Convention adopted the Committee's report and also the following resolution
presented by Mr. Philip Sprague of
New York:
"We recommend that the National
Spiritual Assembly directly or through
the Amity Committee, send a circular letter to the Assemblies on the
magnitude of the amity work, preferably substantiating their references
from the teachings."
Mr. Sprague felt that it was unfortunate that some of the friends felt
that their stand in this matter should
reflect public opinion rather than the
Divine Teachings. The Guardian had
in his talks to himself while at Haifa
as a pilgrim, stressed the importance
of being firm and outstanding in race
relations; both in our homes, pleasures and social life, We should include
the colored race. Stands and attitudes
that cause criticism of the Baha'is are
really good! He felt that a recent
circular sent out by one of the friends
was good, but would be far stronger
if sent out by the N. S. A. To Miss
Pumpelly the Guardian has said similar things about the friends being
firm and courageous in their stand in
race relations.
Mr. Lunt said that the friends
should never adopt a policy of "Safety
First!" Had the Persian believers in
the early days adopted such a policy
the Cause would have never spread.
When we open our arms to our colored brethren we truly reflect the
teachings. The Orientals stood' up
against the combined attacks of both
church and state.
The secretary of this committee, in
a brief summing up for the committee, expressed gratitude and aopreciation for all those in any section and
to any degree who were aiding this
vital service to the Cause and humanity. It is quite amazing to think.
however, how much more afraid people are of human institutions and
power than of the might of God.
When a government issues an order
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people at once obey. Should we feel
less confident and obedient when the
King of Kings issues His Decree?
The only true safety and protection
lie in obedience, not evasion and retreat. The Most High, Bahi'u'llah. is
wise in ordering and powerful in protecting His own.
Mr. Abbott's Address
A touching and impressive incident
was the appearance of Mr. Robert S.
Abbott, editor and proprietor of the
Chicago Defender, the largest newspaper of the colored race anywhere on
earth. Mr. Abbott recently announced
th~ough h5s paper and to the Chicago
fnends hIS acceptance of the Baha'i
Faith. His remarks follow:
"Dear friends: Sorry I am hoarse
and do not want to find it necessary
to speak all over again. Happy am I
~o see people whom I have been pray1I1g to God. all my life to see, those
who recogmze me as a man. Everywhere I have travelled I have been
received as a man save in my own
country. Here my people have been
cruelly treated and even burned at the
stake! I hope to acquire more power,
power to fight for the unity of humanity. 'Abdu'l-Baha when in America put His hand on my head and told
me that He would get from me some
day a service for the benefit of hum~nity. I am identifying myself with
thIS Cause and I go up with you or
down with you. Anything for this
Cause! Let it go out and remove the
darkness everywhere. Save my peopie! Save America from herself!"
Mr. Abbott has been watching with
more than the eyes of an Argus, the
Baha'i Faith for many years. He is
typical of many other great souls today who are ready to welcome the
Great Dawn. May the friends be very
tender and wise in their guidance of
all such and thus speed the time of
universal acceptance of the only remedy that heals.
Publicity Report
This report brought out the fact
that although there is recently and distinctly a development of the teaching
work it is not yet beyond the pioneer
stage.
Its advance necessitates an
evolved technique of publicity sharing
the same privileges and successes. The
friends should acquire the use of
newspaper terms, the easier to make
an approach so that the rank and file
of people may be informed. Faithful
and wise publicity results in a wonderful attraction of people to the
Cause. This was illustrated by various
interesting stories.
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General Survey

The Convention had its difficulties
due to the intensive work of four
days of ceaseless concentration and
occasional clashes of personalities, all
of which it met in a devoted, dignified and healing way. It was glorious
in bringing out the hidden powers of
the Cause as well as the latent capacities of many individuals.
The extremes of sacrifice now beginning to
appear in the west are doubtless a
reflection of "that fierce and crimson
Light" which in the early days made
the east so shining and glorious. The
ideal of devotion to the Administration
upheld by one of the most influential
delegates was nothing less than the
standard raised in the Dawnbreakers.
one which if upheld will soon enable
the divine Faith to overpower mankind. Our noble and tireless workers
are worthy of support. Also it is
worthy of mention that the delegates
rose to a height, above personalities,
when in a dignified yet genial way
they maintained their rights as a deliberative as well as an elective body.
All were refreshed by the fine const~uctive reports of work done and it
was regrettable that due to limit of
time all the workers could not be
heard.
A bright feature of consultation was
the flow of wit and humor for which
the delegates from St. Paul, Oakland
arid one of the Chicago group were
the chief fountains. This enlivened
the proceedings, made serious things
less onerous, was not carried to excess
and demonstrated that joy as well as
love lightens labor. Many came under
great difficulties. Illustrating this is
the story of one who travelled with
his helpmeet two thousand miles in a
car whose appraised value was twenty-five dollars. Is it to be wondered
at that his speech was as a flame and
that he shone as a bright star in all
the gatherings of the friends?
The obligation which still challenges
the loyalty of the friends and which
the elected representatives must still
hold before us, was thus eloquently
stated by the delegate from San Francisco, Mrs. Seta: "Baha'u'lla,h says that
everyone of the revealed commands
is for the happiness of the nations. It
is both a privilege and responsibility to
support the Cause, both in a material
and spiritual way. Legions of chosen
and favored angels surround those
who respond. Diffusing the fragrance
of God is the most vital matter. Our
contributions should not be our leavings. \Ve should 'HOl1or God 1Pith the
first fruits of our increase.' God is
independent of the creatures. but such

Grand Finale

THE ANNUAL ELECTION
The electoral body consists of
95 delegates. Only 93 ballots
were cast this year, one delegate having suffered an accident
immediately prior to the Convention, and the delegate elected
by the Baha'i community of
Long Beach, Calif., being disqualified on account of the fact
that the conununity failed to
elect a Spiritual Assembly on
April 21, 1934.
Allen B. McDaniel, 63 votes.
Roy C. Wilhelm, 63 votes.
Horace Holley, 61 votes.
Nellie S. French. 50 votes.
Carl Scheffler, 50 votes.
Leroy Ioas, 49 votes.
George O. Latimer, 49 votes.
Siegfried
Schopflocher, 49
votes.
Alfred E. Lunt, 48 votes.

gifts are for the spread of the divine
teachings and they bring honor and
prosperity to the givers. Let us put
the rights and prosperity of humanity
first. All that we wish to give is in
the Storehouse of Baha'u'llah. We
must be like the fountain of which
Shoghi Effendi speaks.
Since the
Cause of Baha'u'llah is first, our enthusiasm must also be first. Thus we
prove for ourselves the gift of the
divine image and likeness."
The spiritual atmosphere of the
Convention was maintained through
the attitude of prayers, chantings,
music, service, giving and loving kindness among the many friends. Exceptions were rare. The holy services of
devotion in the upper chambers every
morning was like unto a bond connecting the two worlds of hearts. The
meeting among delegates of the mystical wisdom of the Orient with the
practical sagacity of the west; of men
and women upon the plane of equality
in the new order which is the music
of life; of Yankee land and Dixie land
without sectional bias; of the rational
school of thought and the more subtle
heart appeal; of modernist and fundamentalist in complete reconciliation;
of Christian and Jew with the scars of
centuries all healed; of Seattle and
Miami, California and :\1aine; of the
wealthy and the wage earner, the
busy and unemployed; of the simple
and the learned and the colored and
the white. these and many other signs
of reconciliation were indicative of the
sway of that Supreme Sovereign
whose Identity all worlds adore.

The great object of all these gatherings is spreading the knowledge of
God. \Vhile the Convention was not
held behind closed doors and various
visitors attended,-one inquirer coming several hundred miles to learn
about so great a Cause~yet the one
great plan of the Convention for special contact with the public was the
meeting for teaching at the end. This
was held in the Temple foundation
under the direction of the National
Spiritual Assembly. There were floral
decorations and music with instrument
and voice.
There came an eager
crowd of inquirers which made extra
seats necessary and placed even standing room at a premium. Less than an
hour and a half in duration, it was
planned so as to refresh without weariness to so fine an audience. The
speakers were Mr. Bishop Brown of
Pittsburgh and Mr. Hooper Harris of
N ew York. Mr. Gregory was asked
to serve as chairman.
The first speaker, introduced as a
man of affairs and student of modern
trends, presented the Divine Cause as
a means of illumination, life, and unity
to all mankind. The spirit and scholarly polish of this address held the
complete attention of the audience as
it shed light on the mysteries of the
ages and removed the clouds of today.
The second speaker, Mr. Harris. a
veteran teacher experienced in service
east and west, clarified the meaning of
ancient prophecies and their fulfillment in this the Day of God. He
traced the signs which indicated the
appearance of the Divine Manifestation, proving their logic with irresistible arguments. The close attention
which this meeting, especially the inquirers, gave to the messages was one
more indication of the capacity of
hearts nowadays. It is the train of
the Manifested Glory of God, Baha'u'lah, which fills His Holy Temple. Peace be to His sincere servants
and worshippers. His blessings are
complete.
Delegates, Twenty-sixth Annual
Ccmventron
Phoenix. Arizona, Paul Schoen)"
l\1athew A. White.
Berkeley, Calif., Mrs. Laura Kelsey
Allen.
Geyserville, Calif.. John Bosch.
Glendale, Calif.. Mrs. Harriet Cline.
Los Angeles, Calif., Shanaz Waite,
Willard P. Hatch, Oni Finks, Elmore
Duckett, Doris Goodrick.
Oakland. Calif., J. V. Matteson.
Pasadena. Cali f., Nellie S. French.
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San Francisco. Calif., Leroy C Ioas,
l\Iayme Seto, Ella G. Cooper.
Santa Barbara, Calif., :\larie Lowell.
:\Iontreal, Can., :\lay Maxwell,
Ernest V. Harrison.
Vancouver, B. C, Evelyn Kemp.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Loulie
Mathews.
Denver, Colo., Josephine H. Clark.
New Haven, Conn., Jeanne Bolles.
Washington, D. C, Allen B. 1\lcDaniel, Ali-Kuli Khan, Mariam Haney, George Spendlove.
:\Iiami, Florida, Hiram James.
St. Augustine, Fla., Nellie Heath.
Honolulu, T. H., Agnes Alexander.
Chicago, Albert Windust, Zia Bagdadi. Mrs. E. Edwards, A. F. Matthisen, Monroe Ioas, H. E. \Valrath,
Sarah S. Walrath, Sophie Loeding,
Julia Sobel, Nina B. Matthisen.
Evanston, Ill., Carl Scheffler.
Peoria, III., Florence Rolfe, Imogene Talbott.
Springfield, III., Russell Elsmore
Jurgens.
Urbana, Ill., Mrs. H. A. Harding.
Wilmette, Mrs. Corinne True.
Indianapolis, Ind., Lillian K. Sielken.
Eliot, Me., Harlan Ober.
Baltimore, Md., Mrs. Morton LangraIl.
Cabin John, Md., Wm. Burns Patzer.
"
Boston, Mass., Alf red E. Lunt.
Sadie E. Oglesby.
\Vorcester, Mass., Florence Morton.
Fruitport~Grand
Haven,
Mich.,
Mary Frazer.
Detroit, Mich., L. W. Eggleston.
Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Cora Reed.
Muskegon, Mich., Iva Smack.
Minneapolis, Minn .. Jean Stapleton.
St. Paul, Minn., Clement Woolson.
Montclair, N. J., Leonora Edsall.
Newark, N. J., Walter Goodfellow.
Teaneck, N. J., Curtis Kelsey, Edward Wilber.
Binghamton, N. Y.. MrS. Bert
Edgecombe.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mary R. Movius.
New York City, N. Y., Horace
Holley, Ophelia Crum, Bertha Herklotz, Philip Sprague, Hooper Harris.
Edward Kinney, Marie Moore, Martha Woodsum, R. Y. Mottahedeh.
Yonkers, N. Y., Maud Gaudreaux.
Akron, Ohio, Mrs. R. L. Brooker.
Cincinnati. Ohio, Benjamin Taylor.
Cleveland, Ohio, Myrta P. Sandoz,
Katherine Cole.
Columbus. Ohio, Lulu Alexander.
Toledo, Ohio. Cecile Hill.
Portland, Oregon. George O. Latimer, Louise Caswell.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jessie E. Revell.
Pittsburgh, Pa .. Doris McKay.

~Ionroe. Wash., Chrisella Xewell.
Seattle, Wash., Laura Luther.
Spokane, Wash., Isabelle ~I. Campbell.
Kenosha, Wis .. Louis J. Voelz.
~Iilwaukee, \Vis., Charles Reimer,
H. R. Suhm, C F. Suhm.
Racine, \Vis.. Carolyn Dary, E.
Lenore Morris, A: Lawrence ~Iorris.

ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly 0/ the
Baha'is 0/ the United States
and Canada
1933-1934

To the Delegates. Twenty-sixth Annual Convention.
Beloved friends:
Ten years ago the affairs of the Baha'i Faith in America began conscientiously and vigorously to reflect the
laws of the new era released from the
Will and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Baha
through the spirit of the Guardian.
Regular and frequent correspondence
with local Assemblies was initiated
after the 1924 Convention. In December of that year the Baha'i N i?TI!S
Letter was established in order to convey full information. and especially
the general letters received from the
Guardian, to every recognized believer
in the United Stats and Canada. It is
significant to note at this time that in
that first number of the News Leifer
the National Treasurer reported that
during the period of six and one-half
months ending October 16, 1924, the
donations received amounted to $12,167.22. In that number also the National Spiritual Assembly announced
that it had voted $7,075 upon improvements in the Temple Foundation Hall, so that it might be usable
for Baha'i meetings. The ConventioR
held in 1925 was the first Convention
composed of ninety-five delegates in
accordance with the Guardian's plan
conveyed in the letter dated March 12,
1923. At that Convention, also, was
presented the first written report ever
delivered by the National Baha'i representatives. Within a few months,
the first Plan of Unified Action was
adopted and issued to the American
believers, and the gathering of the
spiritual forces necessaJY for constructing the Temple of Baha'u'llah in
the Western World had definitely begun. The Convention held in 1926
was composed of delegates from fortytwo local Baha'i communities; this
year delegates have been elected in
fifty-seven communities. Since that
modest sum of a little over $7.000
was spent upon the Foundation Hall,
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within less than eight years well-nigh
$600,000 has been contributed and
spent upon Temple construction. During 1924. the Guardian approved the
idea of an international Baha'i year
book.
This brief glance back over the path
traversed in ten vears reveals the first
indications of that mighty and irresistible momentum which shall continue
unchecked until the whole world of
humanity is embraced in one Faith
and one Order.
It should be more
then sufficient evidence that any momentary doubt in the heart of any believer is but shadow lacking substance
-it is in truth more than sufficient to
confirm our collective courage, clarify
our vision and redouble our efforts to
render real and enduring services to
the glorious Kingdom.
For far greater than any material
gain achieved in this decade has been
the spiritual progress. In 1924, it can
be asserted without fear of contradiction, the American Baha'is had no
clear standard to uphold even in the
fundamentally important matter of
passing upon the qualifications of
members in the Baha'i communitv.
The doors were held open for the e;trance of applicants entertaining views
and opinions of extreme variety and
contradiction and not compelled to
show evidences that they possessed the
spirit of unity. From that darkened
twilight of half-truth and divided loyalty, the American Baha'i community
has now, thanks to the Guardian's wisdom, forever emerged. The standard
of reality has been created on the field
of human action and intercourse as it
had been created in the field of the
spirit by Baha-u'll;'th.
_ But that progress has not been
achieved without some degree of confusion, of perplexity, and of grief.
The law of motion, which the :'laster
declared' to be the law of life itself,
cannot be applied to a great community of human beings without some
suffering caused by the need of individuals to readjust, some to the very
fact of motion and progress, others to
the direction, the goal, to which the
movement is aimed. The spiritual
history of this decade can be written
in these few. simple words: We have
moved forward from individualism to
the organic community, from personality to the unified body of the Cause.
The "ery basis of that confidence in
the superiority' of' individual "inspiration" and "guidance" which in the past
has prevented the attainment of true
unity, has now been destroyed by these
remarkable words written by the
Guardian in his recent general COl,,,"

8------ -------munication published as "The Dispensation of Bah'u'llah"-"They (referring to the Universal House 0 f J ustice)-They, and not the body of those
who either directly or indirectly elect
them, have thus been made the recipients of the divine guidance which is at
unce the life-blood and ultimate safe·
guard of this Revelation."
These
words make it perfectly clear that the
blessings of the heavenly world are,
in this cycle, to be released for the
community of the believers and not
granted as separate and distinct gifts
to individuals. The individual who
seeks to receive his share of this divine
outpouring must be devoted, mind,
soul and spirit, to the needs of the
community and wholly consecrated to
general ends raised high above the
plane of selfish ambition. This conception of divine law is what, in essence, differentiates the Dispensation
of BaM'u'liah from all previous Revelations. That we have attained to its
understanding within the present year
means surely that the time has come
when we must cease being "ChristianBaha'is," or "Muhammadan-Baha'is,"
or any other kind of divided Bahi'i,
and become Bahi'is in the true meaning of that word. As the Guardian
declared in that same communication:
"It should be noted ... that this Administrative Order is fundamentally
different from anything that any
Prophet has previously established."
Now let us visualize the present
area and resources of the American
Bahi'i community. When all reports
have been received and passed on concerning local elections held on April
21. 1934, it is probable that the number of existing organized Bahi'i communities in the United States and Canada will be fifty-nine. In addition
there are more tilan ten local groups
which can elect a Spiritual Assembly,
in all likelihood, within a few years.
The task of properly registering the
isolated believers is not yet completed,
but among them we can count in addition one or two hundred believers any
or all of whom, with assistance, may
become the nucleus of Bahi'i communities in the future.
The properties held in trust for the
American Bahi'is now consist of the
House of Worship with its surrounding land and also land at M us~eg~::m,
Michigan; the assets of the Pubhshmg
Committee and of the BAHA'i MAGAZINE; and the Green Acre properties.
When details have been completed, to
these will be added the property donated by Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch at
Geyserville, by Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm
at West Englewood, the house and

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
The incoming Assembly has
organized with the following
officers: Allen B. McDaniel,
chairman; Carl Scheffler, vicechairman; Horace Holley, secretary; Roy C. Wilhelm, treasurer;
Carl Scheffler, assistant treasurer.
The monthly general letters to
local Spiritual Assemblies will
this year be published in BAHA'i
NEWS, that the information may
be shared by all members of the
local communities.
The friends are urged to give
individual and also collective attention to each issue of BAHA'i
NEWS, as their means of contact with the American Bahi'i
community and also with the
Guardian.
Committee plans and announcements, and important activities of the Cause throughout
the Baha'i world, will be published in these pages at regular
intervals.
Address for correspondence
with the National Spiritual Assembly: Evergreen Cabin, West
Englewood, N. J.
land at Malden, Massachusetts left to
Shoghi Effendi by the late Maria P.
Wilson, and property at Dublin, New
Hampshire which Mrs. Parsons expressly wished to donate as a memorial
to 'Abdu'I-Bahi in letters written
shortly before her recent lamentable
death. While no arbitrary value can
be set upon these Bahi'i properties,
they represent more than a million
dollars of assets to the Cause. Who
would attempt to fix a price for the
spiritual treasures deposited in the
Archives?
The national Bahi'i activities are
conducted through about thirty committees appointed annually by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Taking
into consideration the local Assemblies,
the groups and the national Committees, there are at present more than
one hundred different Baha'i bodies
with which the National Assembly
conducts correspondence and whose
activities it endeavors to supervise
within this country alone. Besides
such purely Bahi'i activities of a spiritual character, its responsibility includes three summer schools, the publication and sale of books, pamphlets
and magazines, and the construction

and use of the House of vVorship. To
trace the ramifications of all these
Baha'i activities, it is necessary to follow with dose attention the committee reports as submitted and published
at the conclusion of each Baha'i year.
The particular branch of activity
maintained by each committee is capable of indefinite expansion. Teaching, publishing, publicity-to name
only three activities - vigorously
though they are now being promoted,
will in the future, and perhaps in the
near future, assume the proportions of
tremendous national enterprises.
The records of the National Spiritual Assembly are complete for at least
twelve years. It would be difficult
to imagine any type of situation which
has not been encountered in the deliberations of the National Assembly
during those years.
For the coordination of all these activities and the maintenance of conscious unity, the News Leiter was established and has been continued without interruption. It may well be regarded in the light of constant reports
of progress made to the believers, their
source of information on general Bahi'i affairs, and above all, their medium of contact with the Guardian of
the Faith. Its expansion and development, especially in the regular reporting of local Bahi'i news, is entirely a
question of financial capacity on the
part of the National Fund. When the
resources are made available, that expansion will undoubtedly be undertaken by the National Spiritual Assembly then in office. The conviction
freely expressed at the Convention
last year, that local communities and
individual believers should give more
attention to Baha'i News, is an indication that a new and more profound
feeling of responsibility has arisen.
The American National Assembly
has one international Baha'i function
given by the Guardian himsel f, the
preparation of material, through a
Committee, for The Balu't'i W orid,
and the 'publication and sale of this
biennial record.
Three Major Events
Turning now to the Baba'i year
which closes with this Annual Meeting.
The current year has been characterized with three events of major
importance.
In their chronological
order they were: the martyrdom of
:\lrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler during the
performance of her important mission
in Persia-a martyrdom not physically inflicted by enemies but voluntarily
accepted by that noble spirit, whose
efforts to remove the disabilities suf-
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fered by our Persian co-workers depleted her energies and opened the
door to fatal disease; the completion
of the external decoration of the Temple dome unit on March 3, 1934; and
the receipt of the Guardian's extraordinary letter on "The Dispensation of
Baha'u'llah" written at Haifa on February 8, 1934, and distributed to the
friends in pamphlet form a number
of weeks ago. The completion of the
dome unit also synchronized with the
adoption of a new contract under
which the clerestory section of the
Temple is to be decorated during 1934.
An article commemorating Mrs.
Ransom-Kehler's mission and martyrdom in Persia was published in BAHA'i NEWS of January, 1934. That
statement culminated in the Guardian's
words, conveyed in a cablegram dated
October 30, 1933: "Keith's precious
life offered up in sacrifice to beloved
Cause in Baha'u'llah's native land.
On Persian soil, for Persia's sake, she
encountered, challenged and fought
the forces of darkness with high distinction, indomitable will, unswerving,
exemplary loyalty. The mass of her
helpless Persian brethren mourns the
sudden loss of their valiant emancipator. American believers grateful
and proud of the memory of their first
and distinguished martyr.
Sorrow
stricken, I lament my earthly separation from an invaluable collaborator,
an unfailing counsellor, an esteemed
and faithful friend. I urge the local
Assemblies befittingly to organize memorial gatherings in memory of one
whose international services entitled
her to an eminent rank among the
Hands of the Cause of Baha'u'llah."
As to the aim of her services in
Persia-the removal of the disabilities
laid upon the Faith in that countrymore detailed reference is made farther on in this report.
The Guardian's frequent and impressive statements on the subject of
the continuance of Temple constuction
have quickened us all to a pro founder
understanding of the many significances attached to this tremendous
enterprise. We know today that the
collective responsibilities borne by the
American Baha'is, since a resumption
of Temple construction was undertaken about nine years ago, have had incalculable results in uniting the believers on the plane of sacrifice and action
and in opening the door to a greater
influx of spirit, for the strengthening
and inspiration of the entire Baha'i
body. We behold clearly, furthermore, that the Baha'i House of W orship, rising in the very heart of the
Western World, has created a visible
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evidence of the Cause of Bahi'u'llah
which has astonishing influence upon
the public. Last of all, we are beginning to realize that, step by step with
the successful prosecution of this
mighty task, the Temple has the significence of increasing Shoghi Effendi's capacity to exemplify his station
of Guardian and Interpreter of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah not merely
for the little present company of Baha'is but for the entire world. By this
concentration of effort, by this surpassing sacrifice, the believers are
given the glorious privilege of hastening that consummation most to be desired in these days of suffering and
confusion-the recognition by all mankind of the divine foundation which
has been laid for Universal Peace in
the Baha'i institutions of the Guardianship and the House of Justice.
Touched by such thoughts, the National Spiritual Assembly several
months ago inquired of Shoghi Effendi
whether he would advise a continuance of Temple construction under a
new contract calling for the decoration
of the clerestory section this year. It
was only after his sanction and complete approval had been received that
the Assembly felt justified in bidding
the Temple Trustees proceed with a
new contract which prolongs the period of rigorous economy and sacrifice
another year.
What now can be said of the third
great event of this Baha'i year-the
Guardian's communication on "The
Dispensation of Baha'u'llah"? Is this
not, in itself, a spiritual blessing far
outweighing the extent of our collective sacrifices to the National Fund?
Is it not a source of inspiration, of insight, of spiritual knowledge, of calm
courage, more than sufficient to enable
us to face and overcome the greater
problems that lie ahead? Shoghi Effendi's letter has already penetrated
the hearts and minds of the friends in
every community, but let us recall at
this time at least two quotations: "The
world's equilibrium," (words of Baha'u'llah) "hath been upset through
the vibrating influence of this most
great, this new World Order. Mankind's ordered life hath been revolutionized through the agency of this
unique, this wondrous System-the
like of which mortal eyes have never
witnessed." And these words, also of
Baha'u'llah: "By the sorrows which
afflict the beauty of the All-Glorious!
Such is the station ordained for the
true believers that if to an extent
smaller than a needle's eye the glory
of that station were to be unveiled
to mankind, every beholder would be

co.ns~med away. in his longing to attam It. For thIS reason it hath been
decreed that in this earthly life the
full measure of the glory of his own
station should remain concealed from
the eyes of such a believer." With
this quotation is parallelled these words
of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "The station which
he who hath truly recognized this
Revelation will attain is the same as
the one ordained for such prophets
of the house of Israel as are not regarded as Manifestations 'endowed
with constancy.'''
.Within this ocean of mystery, dear
fnends, we swim as fish ignorant of
its nature; in such a Household we
dwell as children unaware of the blessings it contains!
One important remark, however,
~he. ~ational Spiritual Assembly feels
It IS mcumbent to express in relation
~o the Guardian's letter: namely, that
~t constitutes our standard of reality
m understanding and in giving the true
Message. It is our standard of truth
in determining the qualifications of
those who apply for membership 111
any Baha'i community.

Underlying Trends
Each succeeding Baha'i year is not
only a sequence of external events but
also the working out of certain underlying trends, often glimpsed but obscurely, which reflect the collective
feelings and thoughts of the friends
at the time.
Three underlying trends seem to
emerge as careful study is given to
the period traversed since the last
Convention.
One of these trends was a poignant
conviction that the believers, the Temple dome not having been completed
by June 1, 1933, and the Guardian's
appeal cabled to that Convention having no visible or rather perceptible response in action commensurate with its
vital importance, had somehow failed
in their Baha'i mission and in this
failure had become responsible for
the possibility of general disaster to
the country itsel f.
Such a conviction requires most
careful consideration, because if deepened and prolonged it can weaken
and divert the collective forces by
which the entire Baha'i community is
sustained.
The direct outcome of that attitude
was a suggestion received by the National Assembly soon after the Convention from a number of local Assemblies, urging on the one hand that
the Guardian be invited to America,
and on the other hand that a great
public meeting be arranged in the
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House of \Vorship at which the rulers
of all nations were to have their attention called to Baha'u'llah's World
Plan. This striking, courageous and
heart-felt suggestion was studied, with
the result that the ~ational Assembly
became convinced that the hopes and
thoughts of the friends should be rallied around the unfinished task of
Temple construction, in which task
our highest hopes can alone be fulfilled, and that no such impressive
teaching effort could attain success if
based upon failure in our Temple
work given us by the Guardian himself.
These words, written to the A.ssembly by the Guardian on June 17, 1933,
seemed to confirm that view: "The
thing that is most urgent and of supreme importance is to insure . . .
the uninterrupted progress of the ornamentation work of the Temple." On
July 26, the Assembly received this
cablegram:
"On early completion
this mighty enterprise must chiefly
depend satisfactory solution grave issues confronting Faith throughout
East." On October 7, another cablegram was received as follows: "Maintenance full construction schedUle
indispensable agency (to) enhance
worldwide prestige (of) American
Baha'i community, (to) further its
aims, enrich its life, cement its unity
and consecrate its outstanding achievements. Praying incessantly fulfilment
its high destiny," Finally, the cablegram dated November 18, 1933: "Baha'i communities East and West acclaim with one voice the stupendous
achievements of those responsible for
this latest manifestation of America's
superb. sustained self -sacrifice. Supre(11e Concourse echo praises of those
whose shining deeds are shedding on
the Baha'i name a great, imperishable
lustre. My heart swells with admiration and gratitude as I contemplate
the increasing evidences of American
believers' well-deserved, steadily advancing fame. The hour of Victory
is at hand-America's invincible heroism must and will achieve it."
It is surely helpful to trace an important Baha'i attitude or conviction
throughout its whole cycle of influence. We see from this brief record
that a goal once established by the
Guardian cannot be abandoned. cannot be replaced with any other objective, but remains the end of collective
effort until completely attained. The
power of service is surely given us in
order to assist in the achievement of
such universal goals as those which
Shoghi Effendi from time to time sets
up for the Baha'i community, and not
for the promotion of any temporary or

local plan we ourselves may wish to
adopt. This thought is greatly confirmed by those words of the Guardian
quoted in the special Temple letter issued by the National Assembly from
Evanston on September 26, 1933:
"Great as has been the measure of
their self -sacrifice, yet unless they redouble their efforts andconc:entrate all
their resources to bring the whole
work to a successful completion, their
energies will have been spent in vain."
The second underlying trend this
year has been to clarify the important
subject of the Annual Convention.
The final result is that the Guardian
has again explained this subject, and a
compilation of all his references to
this matter was published in ~ovem
ber BAHA'i NEWS and continued in
the issue of February, 1934. The understanding which the ~ational Assembly has of the nature of the Annual Meeting has been made the subject of a separate statement and therefore need not be duplicated in this report. It may well be remarked, however, that such trends are bound to develop from time to time as the Baha'i
community receives a new influx of
vital power. The steady evolution
from the dominance of personality to
the dominance of institutions, which is
the history of the era which began
with the Guardianship, makes it inevitable, and exceedingly desirable,
that each and all the permanent Baha'i
institutions-the Convention, the local
Spiritual Assembly. etc ..-become the
subject of vigorous discussion to the
end that its full scope and proper operation be clearly comprehended by the
entire communitv.
Such discussion
stimulates thought. enlarges the vision
and confirms the true believers in the
spirit of loyalty and devotion. It is
not merely lack of knowledge but also
confusion of motives which holds back
our collective development from that
degree of unity and power required
for the full unfoldment of the World
Order of Baha'u'llah.
The third important trend this year
may be termed the increasing importance of America in the international
Baha'i community, a trend whose spiritual source lies in the Guardian's letter entitled "America and the :\105t
Great Peace," the text of which was
read at the Convention last year. Before that Convention closed, as the
friends will recall, the delegates
adoptf'd a powerful resolution pledging support to the National Assembly
in its effort to alleviate the sufferings
and remove the iniustices still elJdured
by the Persian Baha'is. That effort,
reported in part in the article commemorating Mrs. Keith Ransom-Keh-

ler's services, published in the January.
1934 issue of BAHA'i NEWS, has continued and cannot be relaxed until fully victorious.
The continuance of Temple construction, as already noted, is in itself
of direct international Baha'i significance. The ~ational Spiritual Assembly, furthermore, has this year
been requested by the Guardian to
exert influence for the solution of
other important international Baha'i
problems. but these actions, in accordance with Shoghi Effendi's instructions, cannot at present be discussed.
There are, on the other hand, a
number of other international Baha'i
matters consideration of which is importa!1t: the purchase of additional
land in the vicinity of the Shrine of
the Bab, the transfer of title to the
Palestine Branch of the American N.
S. A. of lands purchased by individual
believers, and the special donation of
$500 made a few months ago to the Baha'i community at Ishqabad for the relief of extreme suffering made known
by the Guardian.
In connection with the important
subject of Baha'i land on Mount Carmel, it should be pointed out that Palestine, and especially the port of Haifa, has recently been undergoing vigorous development as result of a considerable strengthening of the Jewish
Palestine movement caused by antiJewish activities in Europe. This development has not only brought about
a great rise in property values, but is
producing a condition which makes it
increasingly difficult to secure land on
Mount Carmel at any price. The very
heart of the World Order of Bahi'u'llah must today compete with a commercial demand for private residences
which, once established, can with difficulty be brought under Baha'i ownership and control.

Decisions of the N. S. A.
In general letters and also in BAHA I NEWS; the National Assembly
during the past year has discussed
with the local Assemblies a number of
important subjects.
Among these
were:1. The election of new Assemblies
at Indianapolis, Cabin John, Toledo,
Spokane,
Monroe
and
Colorado
Springs.
2. The recommendation by local
Assemblies of names of believers to
be considered in the appointment of
National Committees.
3. The reminder that traveling
teachers are under the jurisdiction of
the local Assembly in each city. and
where no Assembly exists, they are
under the jurisdiction of the :iIJ ational
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Teaching Committee.
4. The decision that al1 literature,
charts and other material used in Baha'i teaching should be confined to
that which has been approved by the
Reviewing Committee or has the recorded sanction of the )J. S. A.
S. An invitation that local Assemblies send monthly reports outlining
their activities.
6. The recommendation that each
local Assembly keep a ful1 and accurate file of BAHA'i NEWS and of general letters issued by the National Assembly, which file to be made available
to all members of the community.
7. The decision that the National
Treasurer has been instructed to receive only donations made in cash or
negotiable securities, not in merchandise which must be sold.
8. The continuous report of the
progress of Temple construction, with
all the Guardian's messages on this
subject.
9. The suggestion that local Assemblies arrange for the study by the
entire community of the Guardian's
W orId Order letters.
10. The appeal that at three successive Nineteen Day Feasts the believers join in the Master's Prayer for
the Baha'i Community.
11. The suggestion that local Assemblies bring up for discussion at
Nineteen Day Feasts the articles and
statements in BAHA'i NEWS which call
for cooperative effort.
12. An explanation of the threefold character of the Nineteen Day
Feast.
13. The reminder of the vital importance of the local Spiritual Assembly in creating the conditions essential to the success of every national
Baha'i undertaking.
14. The hope that matters of local importance can be settled 10cal1y, to
free the National Assembly from petty
questions and enable it to consider
larger questions of national policy.
15. The decision that the removal
of believers from the voting list by
local Assemblies be made conditional
upon prior report to and recommendation by the National Assembly.
16. The calling of a Memorial
Meeting to commemorate Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler; the calling of a
Memorial Meeting to commemorate
Mrs. Agnes Parsons.
17. The appointment of an Assistant Treasurer in order to assist
the Treasurer in keeping the believers
informed concerning national financial
matters, and the subsequent publication in BAHA'i NEWS of special articles
explaining the relation of the National
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Fund to the establishment of \Vorld
Order.
18. The issuing of monthly Financial Reports prepared by Mr. Mathisen as Accountant.
19. The establishment of a teaching medium-the bulletin entitled "A
New World Order"-to enable the
National Assembly to supplement and
extend the teaching activities of all local Assemblies, and its distribution to
a special list of 2,000 people throughout the United States and Canada.
20. An appeal to Baha'i architects
to submit designs for a Memorial to
Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler, to be constructed at Isfahan, Persia.
21. An appeal for contributions to
purchase land on Mount Carmel, now
owned by enemies of the Cause, after
the receipt of a cablegram on this subject from Shoghi Effendi.
22. The decision to hold a national
Baha'i meeting of thanksgiving and
consecration in the House of Worship
when the dome unit is completed and
its cost entirely paid.
23. The decision that anonymous
communications are not in conformity with the spirit or letter of the
Teachings, and furthermore that the
general distribution of any letter by
an individual believer is an improper
method of Baha'i consultation.
24. The issuing of the Convention
call on March 9, 1934.
25. The recommendation that each
unincorporated local Assembly study
carefully and follow the procedures
and guiding principles defined in the
local By-Laws approved by the
Guardian.
26. The distribution to the entire
body of believers of the Guardian's
letter, "The Dispensation of Baha'ullah," with the suggestion that it be
made the subject of special consultation and that in preparing new believers for entrance into the community, the final teaching given them
consist of this letter.
27. The preparation of an Outline
and Summary by the National Assembly as material to be filed in newspaper
offices and other organizations where
it is important that accurate information about the Cause be available.
28. The information that the Guardian does not wish us to pay attention
to the erroneous publicity emanating
from the New History Society.
29. The explanation that the circular letter issued by the Boston Assembly in April, 1934, was an improper
method of Baha'i consultation.
30. The issuing to all local Assemblies of a photograph illustrating the
completed Temple dome.

31. The reminder that traveling belie\'ers should carry Baha'i credentials_
32. The publication of Baha'i Directory.
33. The publication in BAHA'i
XEWS of a statement summarizing the
Guardian's instructions on the subject
of the non-political character of the
Baha'i Faith.
34. Continuance of the effort to>
make an accurate and complete registry of isolated believers and the members of local groups, by means of an
enrollment card to be signed by each
believer desiring recognition as a
Baha'i.
35. The publication m BAH..\'i
NEWS of a statement defining the
rights of individual Baha'is.
36. The similar publication of a
statement on the spiritual character of
Baha'i elections.
37. The decision that local Assemblies can hold Baha'i meetings at any
convenient time, without regard to the
customs and practices of the churches_
38. The decision that local Assemblies are to submit to the National Assembly for final approval their plans
for local incorporation before the legal
action is consummated.
39. The decision that Baha'i contact with Federal and State officials.
should be made through the National
Spiritual Assembly.
40. The adoption of a list of topics
to be discussed by individual members of the National Assembly in visiting local Assemblies:
A. How is the BAHA'i NEWS distributed to all local believers and
what steps are taken to discuss
its contents?
B. How are the Nineteen Day
Feasts carried on and are they attended by all members of the
community?
C. How often does the Spiritual
Assembly hold its meetings?
D. How large a proportion of the
local community is active in
Baha'i service?
E. Does the entire community thoroughly understand the importance of meeting the Guardian's
wishes for the immediate completion of the Temple Dome?
F. How can the local teaching activities be expanded?
G. How is Baha'i literature distributed to non-Baha'is, and how
does the community handle the
distribution of literature to believers?
H. How large a proportion of the
believers support the Baha'i
Fund?
I. Does the Spiritual Assembly
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take up and explain national and
international Baha'i matters, as
explained in the Guardian's letters and as from time to time reported in BAH,.\'i NEWS?
41. The decision that the sole
function of the Reviewing Committee
is to examine and pass upon manuscripts with respect to their accuracy
in conformity to the established
Teachings, and that when the Reviewing Committee has passed upon the
manuscript, the manuscript is then to
be handed to the Editorial Committee
to report to the National Assembly
whether the manuscript is a desirable
and useful contribution to Baha'i literature. When the National Assembly has given its approval to a manuscript, it must have opportunity to see
the final proof before the manuscript
is published in book or pamphlet
form.
42. The decision that the discount
of 33% per cent given by the Publishing Committee shall be extended only
to local Assemblies and not to groups.
43. The decision that the preparation of local groups for the election of
a Spiritual Assembly shall be under
the supervision of the National Teaching Committee.
44. The following views were
recorded after consideration of a number of questions raised by a local Assembly. They are reported here as
they touch upon matters of general interest.
A. Members of a local community
have the right to the local membership list at local elections.
The list can be prepared alphabetically, and copies handed out
for use only during the period
of balloting.
B. When a believer is admitted into
membership in a Baha'i community, he thereby receives all
the rights, privileges and duties
of Baha'i membership, and it is
for the Spiritual Assembly to
postpone the admission of applicants until they have familiarized
each applicant with the members
of the community.
In other
words, it is part of the teaching
responsibility of a local Assemby to make applicants acquainted
with their fellow believers.
Otherwise a new believer is unable to use his voting right intelligently.
45. The publication In BAHA'i
NEWS, November, 1933, of a statement emphasizing the spiritual basis
of all teaching work.
46. The publication in the same
medium of a general statement on

Plans and Policies for the Coming
Baha'i Year, to rally the forces and
unite the activities of the friends.
As is apparent, the above list is
very long and the details are easily
forgotten unless some effort be made
to recapitulate such items at the end
of every Baha'i year.
Communications from the GuardUln

The Guardian's communi·cations.
The past year, notable in that it marks
the writing of "The Dispensation of
Baha'u'llah," has been enriched with
many other letters and cablegrams
from Shoghi Effendi. As far as possible, these have been shared with the
believers in BAHA'i NEWS and also in
the general letters issued to local Assemblies. A number of more important subjects are referred to here, that
they may be more firmly held in mind.
1. The conditions under which Baha'is may associate with the World
Fellowship of Faiths and similar organizations.
Published in August,
1933.
2. The "magnificent achievement
of the American believers" in promoting the Temple construction. Printed
in September, 1933.
3. The passionate appeal cabled on
November 2, 1933, and at once shared
with the local Assemblies:"Appeal hard pressed American
believers heed this, my last passionate
entreaty, not to suffer slightest interruption in Temple construction to dim
the magnificence of their epoch making
enterprise. The fair name of our beloved Faith is at stake. Its American
stalwart defenders will once again vindicate its triumphant glory. I promise
one year's respite upon successful
conclusion first stage of the ornamentation of our glorious Temple."
4. Explanations of a number of
questions :-----congregational prayer, the
nature of the Nineteen Day Feasts,
the instruction that prominent people
should be approached by individual
believers only with the assistance of
the local or National Assembly, instructions on the conduct of Baha'i
Summer Schools. Published in October, 1933.
S. Cablegram announcing "Hour
of Victory." Published in January,
1934.
6. Letters to the National Assembly concerning the station of Keith
Ransom-Kehler, requesting that a
model of the Temple be sent for the
International Archives, describing conditions in Persia and requesting further effort to bring about relief, and
stating that any slackness in the energy and enthusiasm of the friends, at

this critical and 1110st decisive moment
will have severe repercussions on th~
Cause. Published in January, 1934.
7. Explanations and comments
made to individual believers, in reply
to questions on a variety of subjects.
Published in January, 1934.
8. Cablegram heartily welcoming
proposal that Temple construction be
continued under a new contract. Published in February, 1934.
9. Explanation of the nature of
the Guardian's letters to individual
believers.
Published In February,
1934.
10. Approval of the teaching bulletin issued by the National Assembly.
Published in February, 1934.
11. Letter to Mr. Ioas, chairman
of the Teaching Committee, March
5, 1934:
"Concerning the abolition of the institution of paid national teachers, the
Guardian wishes to reaffirm his former
statements on this matter, and to stress
once more that great care be taken to
avoid the difficulties and the misunderstandings which in former days had
caused so much trouble among the
friends. The main point to be emphasized in this connection is that of making the teachings of the Cause not the
'lfJork of a limited group but the chief
duty and respollsibility of every Balu1'i. This is why no salaried teachers
should any longer exist. But occasionally to defray the expenses of a teaching trip of a certain Baha'i, particularly when it is done spontaneously,
can cause no harm to the Cause. Such
an action, provided it is done with care
and only when circumstances make it
necessary, constitutes no violation of
the principle already referred to. The
danger in all activities of this nature is
to give the impression that the teaching of the Cause is an institution, depending on the support of paid teachers. Those who willingly and with utmost detachment arise to promote the
Cause should, undoubtedly, be helped
in every way. But they have no claim
. whatever on the financial help which
some friends may freely choose to extend to them."
12. Explanation of passages in
"America and the Most Great Peace."
Published in February, 1934.
13. Cablegram conveying gratitude
for completion of dome unit. Published in April, 1934.
14. Letters to the National Assembly conveying advice on the use of
Temple Foundation Hall, the best
method of presenting the Master's
Will to newcomers, the attitude to take
toward Ahmad Sohrab's attacks, the
immediate future here in America, the
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unauthentic character of the illustration of the Bab appearing in the work
by Nicola, and the early signs of the
spiritual renaissance, with a correction
of a previous explanation of the teachers sent by the Master to America.
Published in May, 1934.
15. In
several
communications
Shoghi Effendi has given instructions
concerning the relation of local Assemblies to the National Assembly.
Writing the San Francisco Assembly
on February 19, 1934, the Guardian,
through his secretary, in acknowledging receipt of a copy of San Francisco
BAHA'i NEws, declared:
"On behalf of the Guardian I wish
to thank you for your welcome letter
of Jan. 23d, as well as for the enclosed
December and January issues of the
San Francisco news letter, all of which
gave him a clear account of the progress of the Cause in that centre.
"He would greatly appreciate if you
send him regularly two copies of your
local news letter. He would also advise you to send to each of the Baha'i
National Spiritual Assemblies a copy
of that circular which will, undoubtedly, prove of great interest to them.
"However, in view of the principle
that local activities should always be
subordinated to the national interests,
needs and requirements of the Faith,
he feels that your Assembly should be
careful not to develop their local organ
to the extent that would jeopardize the
national activities of the Cause in their
country. Just as all local institutions,
whether administrative or otherwise,
must under all circumstances be considered as subsidiary to national organizations, so also local circular le.tters should be viewed as secondary m
importance compared to the national
organ of Baha'i activities. This .principle, however, should not be mterpreted as being detrimental to the local interests of the Baha'i community,
but as an essential, nay indispensable
means, whereby the administrative system of the Cause can work with efficiency and order."
On February 20, a similar letter was
sent the New York Assembly, from
which the following excerpt is quoted:
"Just as the local Baha'i fund mu~t
under all circumstances be subordInated to the national fund, so also,
every local circular letter shoul? be
considered as subsidiary to the natIOnal
report of Baha'i activities in every
country. Such a coordination between
local and national efforts is indispensable, not only because of its economic
advantages, but essentially due to the
fact that upon the application of the
principle underlying this process must

inevitably depend the effective working
of the entire administrative machinery
of the Faith. There is order, coordination and system in the Cause,
and not a jungle of conflicting interests and of continually clashing wills."
This question is decisively settled in
a letter to the National Assembly dated
May 10, 1934: "Concerning local
Baha'i news letters, the Guardian
strongly feels that they should be primarily devoted to the spread of local
news and activities, and should under
no circumstances contain any statement implying criticism of or even interference with the policy of the
N. S. A. They may occasionally refer
to items oJ a national scope, but this
should be done only with the view of
assisting and not hindering the national body of the Cause to carry out
effectively its program and decisions.
There is thus a definite line of demarcation between correspondence initiated by local and National Assemblies.
Local activities should always be subordinated to those of a national character and importance. This is intended
not to minimize the role of the local
Assembly in the administrative order,
but to establish and insure a sane relationship between that body and the
national organism of the Cause."
Reference to other communications
from Shoghi Effendi is made in other
sections of this report.
Important Events of the Year

An effort will now be made to outline the more important events of this
year.
Important donations have been made
by Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch and Mr.
Roy C. Wilhelm in the form of property. Mrs. Agnes Parsons made clear
her intention to donate property at
Dublin, New Hampshire, and her family will no doubt carry out this spiritual intention. A bequest in the amount
of $1,000 has been received under the
will and testament of the late Miss
Eliabeth Sherman, and this donation
was used in the form of a memorial
to her by devoting it to the purchase
of land on Mount Carmel.
The older believers throughout the
United States and Canada have made
an excellent beginning on the preparation of material for the history of the
Baha'i Faith in America. The National Assembly appeals for the immediate cooperation of all local Assemblies and older believers in the completion of this important task laid upon
us by the Guardian in 1933.
Mr. Louis J. Voelz has prepared
and shipped to the Guardian a beautiful model of the Baha'i House of
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Worship.
The Archives Committee has begun
to catalog the contents of the National
Baha'i Archives, preparatory to the
transfer of these treasures to an
Archives Room in the Temple foundation when funds permit its construction. Believers having original
Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha and other
precious Baha'i papers and documents
are urged to send these to the Archives
Commi ttee.
Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan has at the Guardian's request made a new translation
of Seven Valleys and also Four Valleys which is to be published immediately.
Local Assemblies have reported a
greater number of new voting believers
this year than ever before. The general teaching effort has been greatly
increased.
The Chicago Assembly, with the cooperation of many individual believers,
and with the assistance of a special
committee appointed by the National
Assembly, conducted a display of the
Temple model in the Hall of Religions
during the 1933 session of the Century of Progress Exposition, in connection with which visitors were given
an explanation of the Temple, of the
teachings, and presented with free literature.
The House of Worship has become
the center of spiritual attraction for
people from all parts of the country.
It is now recognized as one of the important features to be visited by all
who come to Chicago.
The three Baha'i Summer Schools
have greatly improved their teaching
classes and discussion groups, and are
to be regarded as vitally important institutions in our national Baha'i community.
Teaneck, New Jersey, Washington,
D. C. and Montreal, Quebec, have
prepared articles of incorporation, as
reported in greater detail by the Legal
Committee.
Mrs. Doris Holley has made an Index to BAHA'i NEWS from December,
1924, to November, 1933, containing
some two thousand references. This
Index is now being mimeographed and
copies will be sent local Assemblies
and also offered for sale to individual
believers.
Steps have been taken to secure
legal protection to confine the use of
the symbol of the Greatest Name to
the Baha'is. preventing its misuse by
non-believers.
A letter of appreciation has been
written to Marie. Dowager Queen of
Rumania, at the Guardian's request,
expressing gratitude for her latest
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written tribute to the Cause of Baha.'u'lJah. This tribute will be reproDuced in the next volume of The Bah(Yi World.
Recent advices from Persia and also
from Australia and New Zealand state
that National Spiritual Assemblies
have been elected in those lands. This
is a matter of very great international
Baha.'i importance.
Under the supervision of the Committee on Free Literature, a series of
new Baha.'i pamphlets has been prepared and will be published in convenient size and uniform appearance.
This new literature will be invaluable
to local Assemblies and to all active
teachers.
The national By-Laws have been
amended by striking out Section 12 of
Article VIII, which defined the delegates as a consultative body existing
throughout the year, Shoghi Effendi
having made it clear that the continuous consultation is to be conducted
through the local Assemblies. Section
7 of Article VIII has been amended
by adding the words "by ballot" to the
sentence referring to the election of
the Convention Chairman and Secretary.
The activities of American believers in other lands are a very important part of our current Baha'i history.
To the great services rendered
throughout so many years by Miss
Martha Root, Miss Agnes Alexander,
Mrs. Louis Gregory, Miss Leonora
Holzapple, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Romer, Mme. Dreyfus-Barney, :Miss
Julia Culver, Mr. and ;\irs. Hyde
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Max Greeven,
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg, Mrs. Lynch,
Dr. Susan I. Moody, Mr. 1\1ountfort
Mills, Miss Edith Sanderson, Miss
Marion Jack, Mrs. Edwin Scott, Miss
Adelaide Sharp and Mrs. Sharp, Mr.
Mark Tobey and Mrs. Marjorie Morten, we more recently have cause for
profound gratitude in the sacrifices
and accomplishments of Mrs. Keith
Ransom-Kehler in Persia, Dr. and
Mrs. Howard Carpenter in Tihran,
Miss Louise Wright in Holland, :Miss
Julia Goldman in Paris, Mr. and Mrs.
Bishop at Geneva, and Mrs. Loulie
Mathews during her recent travels to
Australia and the South Seas.
Matters for SPecial Consideration
In conclusion, the National Spiritual
Assembly wishes to express a few
thoughts on subjects of permanent
Baha'i importance which seem to call
for careful consideration not onlv bv
the delegates but by local Assen;blie's
and the body of the American believers.
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1. The local Spiritual Assembly is
a Baha'i institution capable of expansion along many lines. Its power to
render service to the Faith of Baha'u'llah is limited only by our own degree of collective local unity and understanding.
Within its sphere of
local jurisdiction the Spiritual Assembly must assume more and more
responsibility in fulfilling the duties
laid upon it in the Guardian's general
letters. The maintenance of unity and
capacity for community action, the
solving of personal problems, the promotion of teaching plans, the explanation of national policies and plans
which can be achieved only by the cooperation of every part of the American Baha'i community, the continuous
development of the true Baha'i spirit
and knowledge through the Nineteen
Day Feasts and other local meetings,
-these and other obligations create
the opportunity for experience and
capacity unequalled by membership in
any other movement or organization in
the world. Year by year more is demanded of every Spiritual Assembly,
as the mysterious power of the Cause
is released in greater abundance. The
measure of service enlarges steadily as
the needs of the world increase.
2. One of the supreme blessings
of American believers for many years
was to receive individual Tablets from
the Master, revealed in answer to communications sent Him by hundreds of
the friends. The Guardian has maintained this blessing in his special station, never failing in his expression of
loving wisdom to his personal correspondents. But a Faith destined to
spread throughout the entire world
must inevitably develop to a point
where the sheer number of adherents
will make it impossible for the Guardian to continue personal contact with
all individual Baha'is. Has not the time
come when, as individual believers, we
should ponder this vital matter, and
scrupulously weigh the importance of
our individual wishes and desires
against the importance of the Guardianship itself, with its vital and irreplaceable responsibility for the achievement of universal ends? Does any
one believer really wish to add unnecessarily to the burden of that task?
Shall we. through mere thoughtlessness, bring Shoghi Effendi to the point
of complete fatigue? Can any letter
received bv an individual believer convey more than is conveyed to us all in
the Guardian's general communications? This is one of the 11I0st delicate and vitally important questions
which American believers can consider
at this time.

3. The three Baha'i Summer
Schools are institutions which deserve the whole-hearted support of
every local Assembly. The world is
full of organized sources of knowledge
which mislead the minds and hearts of
the younger generation, and confirm
the. ?lder generations in their present
r~hglOus, economic and social prejudIces. The Baha'i Summer Schools
feeble by comparison, are today th~
firm beginnings of our most effective
effort to educate people in the divine
teachings. An appeal is made to every
American Baha'i to do his utmost to
enroll in one of the three Schools
d~epen his spiritual knowledge, enlarg~
hIS personal acquaintance with his fellow believers, and contribute to the development of the future Universities
reflecting into the world the light of
God's holy Revelation.
4. The basis and foundation of collective Baha'i progress and achievement is right use of the universal
principle of consultation. Let us banish all personal limitations in our
Baha'i consultation, all griefs, suspicions and fears, all dependence upon
personal influence, and frankly and
whole-heartedly participate in those
general discussions devoted to purelv
Baha'i ends. It is a pity that here and
there the Nineteen Dav Feast is not
yet appreciated, but' some of the
friends appear still to feel that conversation in a little, intimate group is
more interesting and important than
those general meetings held for the entire community. It should be apparent
by now that the life of the Holy Spirit
sustains the Tree, and only as we form
part of that Tree as leaves upon its
branches and twigs can we receive anv
portion of that true life.
.
5. The National Assembly believes
sincerely that during the coming
Baha'.i year two considerations should
be kept uppermost-the completion of
the new Temple contract for the external decoration of the clerestory section, including the repayment of the
$10,000 borrowed in :March to make
up a deficit for the dome contract, and
continuous study and discussion of the
Guardian's letter on "The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah" in order that we
may be united in the inner reality of
the teachings and regenerated for the
greater duties and responsibilities
which lie ahead.
This report concludes with the text
of two cablegrams recently received
from Shoghi Effendi.
The first is dated Mav 12, 1934:
"U rge believers strictly adhere (to)
National Assembly's instructions regarding anonymous letters." The sec-
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ond is dated May 18, 1934; "Prolonged negotiations (with) Palestine
authorities (has) resulted (in) exemption from taxation (of the) entire area
surrounding dedicated Shrines (on)
Mount Carmel. Mountfort's notable
share in securing implicit recognition
(of the) sacredness (of the) Faith's
International Center heightens (the)
value (of) his services (to) Baha'u'llah's House in Bagdad."
May this note of spiritual victory
sound throughout the coming Baha'i
year!
Yours faithfully,
National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada,
By; HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary
May 23, 1934.
LETTER FROM THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
To the America Baha'is through the
Local Spiritual Assemblies.
Beloved friends;Shoghi Effendi has sent the follow-

ing cablegram to the Convention;
"American believers inspired leadership steadily unfolding to Baha'is
world over potentialities majestic edifice heralding formative period Faith
of Baha'u'!lah. Their unerring vision
conceived its matchless design. 'Abdul-Baha's own hands laid its corner
stone. Their dynamic Faith reared its
structure. Their sustained self-sacrifice crowned it with immortal glory.
May flame their unconquerable enthusiasm continue glowing undimmed in
their hearts till its naked frame is enveloped in its shining mantle."
(signed) SHOGHI.
The National Spiritual Assembly
realizes the great responsibility laid
upon us all in meeting Shoghi Effendi's
standard of achievement set for the
Baha'is of the United States and
Canada.
The financial report submitted to the
Convention makes it clear that we are
collectively caned upon to contribute
a total of $11.500.00 by June 15th.
This sum represents the amount due
after deducting all contributions received during the Convention period.
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The various items entering into this
amount were duly reported at the Convention.
Weare happy to report that already
one-third of the work to be done under
the clerestorv contract has been completed and the first carload of new sections had arrived by the Convention
date.
The appeal is made to each Local
Spiritual Assembly to do its utmost in
response to the Guardian's prayer by
communicating the contents of this letter immediately to the entire membership of the local community and inspiring the believers to realize the sustained self-sacrifice and unconquerable
enthusiasm which the Guardian expects.
The newly elected National Spiritual
Assembly has received the following
cablegram from Shoghi Effendi.
"Prayers, appreciation Assembly's
distinguished record of service. Love."
(signed) SHOGHI.
Yours faithfully,
National Spiritual Assembly.
Jtine 4, 1934.
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"The Revelation proclaimed by
Baha'u'llah, His followers believe, is
divine in origin, all embracing in scope,
broad in its outlook, scientific in its
method, humanitarian in its principles
and dynamic in the influence it exerts
on the hearts and minds of men. The
mission of the Founder of their Faith,
they conceive to. be to proclaim that
religious truth is not absolute but relative, that Divine Revelation is continuous and progressive, that the Founders of all past religions, though different in the non-essential aspects of
their teachings, 'abide in the same
Tabernacle, soar in the same heaven,
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are seated upon the same throne, utter the same speech and proclaim the
same Faith.' His Cause, they have
already demonstrated, stands identified
with, and revolves around, the principle of the organic unity of mankind as
representing the consummation of the
whole process 0 f human evolution.
This final stage in this stupendous evolution, they assert, is not only necessary but inevitable, that it is gradually
approaching, and that nothing short
of the celestial potency with which a
divinely ordained Message can claim
to be endowed can succeed in establishing it."-Shoghi Effendi.

LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
To the local Spiritual Assemblies of
the United States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
In the last issue of BAHA'i NEWS it
was stated that the N ationaI Spiritual
Assembly would in future publish its
general letters in this monthly bulletin
rather than confine them to letters
mailed to the local Assemblies.
The purpose of this decision is to
save time in bringing important national matters to the attention of the
body of the believers, and to assure
that all are equally informed. In view
of the urgent problems and greatly increased opportunities confronting the
American Baha'is collectively, the National Assembly assumes that each believer will give full consideration to
these monthly reports. and attend the
Nineteen Day Feasts in a true spirit
of responsibility for contributing his
or her share to discussion and action.
A monthly financial statement wi1l,
however. be sent directly to each local
Assembly. the contents of which are to
be shared with the cOllllllunity at the
Nineteen Day Feasts.
Last month we reported that the
sum of $11,500 would be required by
June 15th in order to meet all current

obligations of Temple construction and
other national activities sustained by
the National Fund. This month it is
necessary to state that the contributions received up to that date were insufficient by at least $6,000. The
Treasurer was able to meet the bank
loan of $2,500 in June, and final payment has been made on the dome contract to Mr. Earley, but the Temple
Trustees have made no payment on
the clerestory contract during the
three months beginning April 30, 1934.
Weare convinced that nothing more
is required on the part of the believers than full knowledge and clear understanding of the facts. The living
impulse of true faith will then enable
us collectively to overcome every difficulty and solve every problem. The
Faith of Baha'u'llah is in itself complete assurance of victory; there is no
room for doubt. for hesitation, for indifference. What appear to be insurmountable problems are nothing else
than our privilege of becoming furtht'r
purified and disciplined for the g-Im}
of serving His Cause.
During the past ten years there have
been countless impressive evidences 0 f
the capacity of the American Baha'is

to join forces and achieve results previously impossible. But the World
Order of Baha'u'llah is a constantly
flowing stream. It constantly offers
fresh impetus to the true believer, and
its ceaseless force bears the body of its
followers ever onward from victory to
victory. It is for us to move with this
current of invisible inspiration, and
only those who move and grow in the
mystery of unity are capable of service. The outlook of the former era
is no longer the real Baha'i outlook;
we have the divinely ordained institutions of unity, local, national and international, and apart from these there
is no safe path leading through the
wilderness of the world or the wilderness of the human heart.
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels no need to urge the believers
when special difficulties are to be overcome--the difficulty itself will always
inspire those imbued with the spirit of
faithfulness. What is necessary is the
realization on the part of all believers
that the essential tasks are national in
character, and that BAHA'i NEWS is
the source of full and correct infoflllation concerning Baha'i affairs.
Letters from the Guardia1l
The friends are informed that the
National Assembly has decided not to
publish any more excerpts from letters
written by the Guardian to individual
Baha'is. As Shoghi Effendi has stated. these letters are intended for the
individual and are not instructions for
the body of the believers. Moreover,
the National Assembly feels very
deeply the situation mentioned in the
Annual Report, namely. that correspondence from individual believers in
America has come to be a burden for
the Guardian.
From letters addressed to the National Spiritual Assembly itse! f. the
following important explanations amI
instructions are quoted:~
Haifa, May 10, 1934. "He also wishes me to express his approval of your
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suggestion that as soon as the ornamentation work of the clerestory section of the Temple is completed no
new contract be signed for the next
unit unless the entire sum required for
the contract has already been collected.
Economic conditions, both within and
without the Cause, are nowadays too
unstable to allow us to undertake any
extensive scheme before insuring its
uninterrupted and successful prosecution. He would urge the friends, however, to continue exerting themselves
in order to complete the ornamentation of the clerestory section of the
Temple which they have spontaneously undertaken, towards the end of the
summer, and if not, at least by the end
of the year. Their resourcefulness,
courage and self -sacrifice surely offer
a sufficient guarantee that they will not
fail in bringing their task to a happy
and successful completion.
"Concerning local Baha'i news letters the Guardian strongly feels that
they should be primarily devoted to
the spread of local news and activities,
and should under no circumstances
contain any statement implying criticism of or even interference with the
policy of the N. S. A. They may occasionally refer to items of a national
scope, but this should be done only
with the view of assisting and not hindering the national body of the Cause
to carry out effectively its program
and decisions. There is thus a definite
line of demarcation between correspondence initiated by local and National Assemblies.
Local activities
should always be subordinated to those
of a national character and importance.
This is intended not to minim;ze the
role of the local Assembly in the administrative order, but to establish ami
insure a sane relationship between that
body and the national organization of
the Cause.
"The Guardian wishes you to convey to the N. S. A .. and through them
to the entire body of the American believers the news of the successful negotiations initiated with the Palestine
authorities concerning the exemption
from taxation of the entire area surrounding and dedicated to the Jnternational Sacred Shrines of the Faith on
l\ It. Carmel.
.. After long repeated representations Shoghi Effendi has succeeded in
obtaining from the Government an
exemption which is tantamount to a
recognition by the Palestine Administration of the sacredness of our
Shrines, and of the importance and
significance of the international center of our Faith. The exempted at-ea
has been purchased largely through
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the contributions sent for that purpose
by the American helievers. A section
of it has already been transferred to
the Palestine Branch of the American
National Assembly, while a portion of
the remaining part is still registered
in the name of individual American believers.
"This exemption granted by tIl(:
Government constituted, indeed. a triumph which the friends will certainly
appreciate, and a step forward towards
the further establishment and consolidation of the administrative order of
the Cause, in both the Holy Land and
beyond its confines. The title deeds
which testify to the purchase and
trans f er 0 f various plots to the name
of your Assembly will soon be forwarded to your address. Negotiations
are still pending in connection with
further purchases and transfers which
the Guardian is endeavoring to effect
on behalf of the Palestine Branch of
the American N. S. A.
"In this connection I am directed
to extend to you, as well as to the general body of the American believers,
Shoghi Effendi's abiding appreciation
of the American Baha'is' splendid cooperation in preventing the area surrounding the Shrines from falling into
the hands of non-Baha'is. Now that
the town of Haifa is developing so
rapidly and so many buildings are being erected along the slopes of 1\1 t.
Carmel, the friends can realize the full
wisdom of their having kept such an
extensive area as an open space around
the Shrines. This is becoming increasingly manifest to the government officials and also to the increasing numher of tourists finel visitors who annually flock to the Holy Land and admire the b::auty and impressions of so
important a center in the Bahft'i world.
And the Guardian cannot, indeed. but
feel deeply indebted to you and to
those who have cooperated with you in
taking such a vital and historic step, as
a result of which the Faith has seen
its prestige heightened and its interests
effectively promoted and insured."
(In the Guardian's hand) "The
American believers have in recent
years shouldered tremendous respon,ihilities and have acquitted themselves
magnificently of their task. The erec·
tion of the superstructure of the
:'Iashriqu'I-Adhkar, the completion of
the ornamentation of the dome, their
spontaneous decision to proceed with
the decoration of the clerestory section, the purchase, the safeguarding
and eventual recognition of the precincts of the Shrines on :'1t. Carmel.
the consolidation of the administrative
machinery uf the Faith in their coun-

try, the generous assistance extended
by them to the needy. the harassed and
suffering among their brethren in
l1Iany lands and the activity they now
display in the teaching field are deeds
for which the entire Baha'i world mav
well feel grateful."
Haifa, May 19, 1934. "As to the
problem which has arisen in connection with the News Letter published
and circulated by the Boston Assembly, the Guardian has already written
about it to your N. S. A., expressing
the view that under no circumstances
should any local Assembly be given
the right to criticize and much less oppose, the policy duly adopted and approved by the N. S. A. It is his hope
that henceforth the problem of the relationship between the N. S. A. and
the local Assemblies in matters of this
nature will, in the light of his instructions, be carefully understood by imlividuals and Assemblies alike."
• Haifa-, JUlie 11, 1934. " . . . The
Guardian wishes me to again affirm
his view that the authority of the
N. S. A. is undivided and unchallengeable in all matters pertaining to the ad- .
ministration of the Faith throughout
the United States and Canada, and
that, therefore, the obedience ot' individual Baha'is. delegates, groups and
Assemblies to that authority is imperative, and should be wholehearted and
unqualified. He is convinced that the
unreserved acceptance and complete
application of this vital provision of
the Administration is essential to the
maintenance of the highest degree of
unity amongst the believers, and is indispensable to the effective working of
the administrative machinery of the
Faith in every country."
(In the Guardian's hand) "I wish
to reaffirm in clear and categorical language, the principle already enunciated
upholding the supreme authority of the
National Assembly in all matters that
affect the interests of the Faith in that
lanel. There can b:,: no conflict of authority, no duality under any form or
circumstances in any sphere of Baha'i jurisdiction whether local, national or international. The ~ational Assel1lbly, however, although the sole interpreter of its Declaration of Trust
and Bv-Laws. is directlv and morallv
respon'sible if it allows a;1Y body or it{~titution within its jurisdiction to
abuse its j)t'ivileges or to decline in the
exercise of its rights and privileges.
It is the trusted guardian and the
mainspring of the manifold activities
and interests of every national community in the Baha'i world. It constitutes the sole link that binds these
commun ities to the International
J
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House of Justice, the supreme administrative body in the Dispensation of
Baha'u'llah."
Haifa, May 18, 1934. (Cablegram)
"U rge believers strictly adhere (to)
National Assembly's instructions regarding anonymous letters." (signed)
Shoghi.
Decisions of the N. S. A.
The question has been raised hy a
local Assembly how it shall deal with
the matter of members of the local
community who have joined national
non-Baha'i organizations, some of
which appear to be of a radical character. The National Assembly has recorded the following view: that each
local Assembly is in duty bound to
point out to the Baha'i community the
Guardian's instructions conveyed in
his letter concerning the Fellowship
of Faiths (published in BAHA'i NEWS
of August, 1933), placing upon the individual conscience of each believer to
determine whether membership in any
non-Baha'i organization is justifiable
and permissible in the light of the
standard upheld by the Guardian.
Those instructions were as follows:
"Regarding association with the World
Fellowship of Faiths and kindred Societies, Shoghi Effendi wishes to reaffirm and elucidate the general principle that Baha'i elected representatives as well as individuals should refrain from any act or word that would
imply a departure from the principles,
whether spiritual, social or administrative, established by Baha'u'llah. Formal affiliation with and acceptance of
membership in organizations whose
programs or policies are not wholly
reconcilable with the Teachings is of
course out of the question . . . . V'-Ie
should welcome and seize every opportunity that presents itself, however
modest it may be, to give a wider publicity to the Cause, to demonstrate its
all-inclusiveness and liberal attitude,
its independence and purity, without
committing ourselves, whether by
word or deed to programs or policies
that are not in strict conformity with
the tenets of the Faith."
Concerning the activities of traveling teachers, the National Assembly
has voted to give new emphasis to the
administrative principle under which a
traveling teacher is not only subject to
the jurisdiction of the local Assembly
in each city. but is expected to be concerned only with teaching activities
and not to intervene in local problems
unless specifically requested by the 10"
cal Assembly to assist in some local situation where the believer mav
render good service, under the Assen{bly's direction.

'vVith respect to the question of the
participation of Baha'i young people in
l\'ineteen Day Feasts, the following
principle has been adopted: that the
children of believers can attend the
Nineteen Day Feasts and other intimate gatherings and Baha'i meetings,
but when they reach the age of sixteen
years, the local Assembly should request from such young people a cleclaration of their interest in the Cause
and their intention to become voting
members when they reach the age of
twenty-one; and that other young people, not children of Baha'is, can also
attend Nineteen Day Feasts and other
Baha'i meetings after reaching the age
of sixteen years by making a similar
declaration to the local Assembly.
The i unctions of the Reviewing and
Editorial Committees have been combined in one committee, which is to
carry out the following general procedure:1. Determine whether a manuscript
conforms to the Baha'i teachings.
2. Determine whether the mantlscript conforms to adequate standards
of literary style and taste.
3. Determine whether the manuscript meets a real need in the Cause.
When the National Spiritual Assembly has passed upon the committee's report, manuscripts fully approved will then be published by the
Baha'i
Publishing
Committee as
finances permit, but the notation "Approved by the Baha'i Reviewing Committee" is hereafter to be limited to
such works as are not only approved
by the Reviewing Committee but also
published under Baha'i auspices.
Works which after approval are published outside the Cause may not carry
that notation, although they may be
handled by the Publishing Committee
as far as their sale to believers is concerned, provided the National Assembly is satisfied with the dignity and
appearance of the printed hook or
pamphlet.
National Committees which have
occasion to employ a printed letterhead are requested to consult the N ational Assembly in order to use the
proper form.
The question has been raised whether, at the local annual elections held on
April 21. the presiding officers should
be the chairman and secretary of the
outgoing Assembly, or whether the local community should at that meeting
elect presiding officers in the same
manner as the delegates at the national
Annual Meeting. This question was
referred to the Guardian, who has replied stating that this is one of the
matters under the jurisdiction of the
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National Assembly.
The Assemblv
has voted that until further notice, th~
annual meeting called on April 21 for
the election of the local Spiritual Assembly is to be conducted by the officers of the outgoing Assembly and
not by officers elected by those present
at this meeting.
It has also been voted to record the
decision that in the election of the National and local Assemblies, when the
result of the ballot is that eight members are elected but two or more believers are tied for the ninth membership, the second ballot taken to eliminate the tie vote must be limited to
voting for one of the two or more
names who happen to have received a
tie vote for the ninth place.
It has been voted that the believers
are to be reminded that the Guardian's
original instructions concerning letters
written to him by local Assemblies and
~ational Committees were that such
letters were to be sent him through the
National Spiritual Assembly.
The
)J"ational Assembly is convinced that
full respect paid to this principle will
redound to the spirit of unity and confidence throughout the Cause in America. Direct correspondence with the
Guardian on the part of local Assemblies, and on the part of Committees
appointed by the N. S. S. introduces
an element of duality into our Baha'i
activities which, in the recent letter
quoted above, the Guardian expressh'
forbids.
Local Spiritual Assemblies which
have no permanent headquarters are
requested to take a Post Office box
which can be used as a permanent address for Baha'i correspondence, the
box to be made accessible to the duly
elected secretary from year to year.
Local Assemblies are informed that
i~ they wish to d~ve1op local mailing
I1sts for the teachmg bulletin entitled
"The New World Order" they can obtain copies of future issues from the
~ational Assembly at cost-fifty copies for 7Sc, sold in lots of fifty only.
Conclusion

Shoghi Effendi's communication on
"The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah" has
clarified the fundamental teachings,
and likewise his recent letters to the
National Assembly, quoted above, reaffirm the unity permeating the administrative order. It is our supreme
privilege to live as citizens of the new
world created by the power of the divine Will. In conscious acceptance of
and devotion to the spiritual and socia!
principles of the Faith we walk upon a
path which represents our highest inclivi dual well-being as well as the
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greatest benefit to mankind. The National Spiritual Assembly will endeavor to do its part in upholding the
~uardian's instructions, carrying Ol1t
hIs expressed aims and coordinating
the manifold activities of the Cause in
America. The effective power, however, must derive from a body of believer? who have sound knowledge,
pure mtention and unalterable conviction.
The present moment of hesitation
evidenced by the depleted condition of

the ~ational Fund, must and will he
sllcceedeci by an era of renewed enth1lsiasm and purer devotion. Through
the Guardian comes g1lidance and inspiration ll10re than abundant for
every Baha'i if we but enter into the
spirit of his words. There is no final
~nd finished faith, but rather a capacIty to grow.
Yours faithful1y,
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL /\SSEMIlLY.

July 10, 1934.

STATUS OF THE NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND SINCE
THE CONVENTION
At the time of the annual Convention the treasurer presented to! the
assembled delegates a clear picture of
the financial needs of the Cause in this
country. His analysis reflected in a
most gratifying manner that the believers throughout the United States
and Canada were facing the storm and
stress of difficult times with undaunted
courage and faith, for they had contributed during the year almost
$150,000.
This was, without doubt, a marvelous demonstration of faith and severance. The current year's budget is for
about half that amount. It is therefore the hope of the National Spiritual Assembly that the believers everywhere in this jurisdiction will seriously take upon themselves the plan of
steady and continuous regular contributions, each one, rich or poor, contributing his share every month, be
the amount large or small, but considered from the standpoint of the
lofty spiritual privilege that the giving
is for the sake of God's Cause.
And while we consider the matter
let us carefully weigh the import to
us of the quotations compiled by one
of the friends of Utterances of Baha'u'llah and of the Master and the
Guardian that follow;The purpose of the Baha'i Faith is
to develop faith in God in the hearts
'and lives of mankind. The following
words of Bahi'u'll;ih point out the
way; "Faith in God and knowledge of
Him cannot be fully attained except by
practising all that He has commanded
and all that is revealed in the Book
from the Pen of Glory." (Tablet of
Tajalleyat. )
Up until the present time mankind
as a whole has placed its faith in
money, influence, power and human
beings, but left untried God and His
Commandments.
"0 people of Baht!!" says Baha'u'llah, "each oue of Ihe revealed

for the good of ottr fell07.(ls undeterred
by the fear of poverty and reliant 011
fhe unfailing bounty 'of fhl' sourcc of
oil wraith a.nd all good. This is fh;'
secrl't of right 1£1'ing."
"c! y~ friends of God," s~ys 'Abdul'Baha, rest (tssured that In place of
this. contribution your COl1ml€:rce, VOlt~
a.gnculture alld industries shall bc
blessed 11Ianv times. Tf.1hosol?"'<fer cant'es
'With one go-od act, God will gi11e him
(eHfold. There is no doubt that the
h-z;ing Lord shall a.ssist the generous
soul."
. Baha'u'llah. wishes mankind to place
Its sole rehance upon the mystic
Source (Holy Spirit) so that it may
turn away from the realm of the seen
or limited plane to the realm of the
Unseen, and attain its freedom
through faith in the Power of the
Covenant.
At the present time the contributions that are being received fall far
short of current needs. This is without ?oubt, the. result of a mi;apprehenSIOn regardmg the completion of
the dome ornamentation, many und.oubtedly considering that the complehon of the upper part of the dome
by Mr. Earley would permit a certain
relaxation on their part. But unfortunately even though Mr. Earley proceeded in good faith to carryon and
execute the orders of the Temple
Trustees, we failed to do our part because of a lack of funds.
For a period. of three months prior
to the ConventIOn the flow of contributions reached such a low ebb as to
scarcely meet even the cost of maintaining established regular demands
on the treasury, let alone the overdue
payments on the Temple contracts.
This situation forced your National
Spiritual Assembly to make a loan of
ten thousand dollars. This, of course,
does not actually relieve us for we
must now pay interest on the moneys
borrowed and also repay the loan. At
the present time there is overdue on
the Temple Contract $8,750.01. The
current activities of the Cause call for
$2,580 each month, so that at the
present time the National Treasurer
stands in need of at least $10,000.
The National Spiritual Assembly
calls upon all Spiritual Assemblies and
groups, as well as individual believers,
to seriousy undertake the task of lifting from your National representatives and the Cause in our country the
stigma of failure in meeting our obligations. If we arise unitedly we can
succeed gloriously.

Commands is a strong fortress for the
protection of the world. V crily, This
Oppressed One wishes onlv vour security and eleva,tion." (Baha;i Scriptures, 117.)
Since the Cause of Baha'u'llih has
the most important place in life, so we
must as followers place it first in our
lives, not only in dedicating our time
and efforts but giving it our monetary
support.
In order to live according to the
commands of God, (New Order) we
must necessarily depart from the ways
of man (Old Order) and place our
contributions on a par with the rank
of the Cause which would place them
first and not last. Then too, they must
be regular in order to meet the expenses of our Cause, which are regular and constant. "H onor the Lord
'with Thy substance, and with the first
fruits of all thine increase." (Prov.
3-9.)
In the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Baha we find the following; "0
friends of 'Abdu'l-Baha-the Lord, as
a sign of His infinite bounties, hath
qraciously favored His servants bv
providing for a fixed money offering,
to be dutifully presented unto Hi1'n·,
though He, the True One and His serv{lnts have been at all times independent of all created things, and God,
verily is the All-Possessing, Exalted
above the need of any gift from His
creatures. This fixed money offering,
however, causeth the people to become
firm and steadfast and draweth divine
increase upon them."
In order to establish the New Day
of Faith, we must put into practice the
new way of living as given by our
Guardian in BahG,'i News Letter of
September, 1926, wherein he says;
"We must be like the fountain or
spring that is continudly emptying itself of all that it has and is continually being refilled from an invisible
"The Baha'i Faith recognizes the
source. To be continually qiving out unity of God and of His Prophets, up-
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holds the principle of an unfettered
search after truth, condemns all forms
of superstition and prejudice, teaches
that the fundamental purpose of religion is to promote concord and harmony, that it must go hand-in-hand
with science, and that it constitutes the
sole and ultimate basis of a peaceful,
an ordered and progressive society. It
inculcates the principle of equal opportunity, rights and privileges for both
sexe.s, advocates compulsory education,
abolIshes extremes of poverty and
wealth, exalts work performed in the
spirit of service to the rank of worship, recommends the adoption of an
auxiliary international language, and
provides the necessary agencies for the
establishment and safeguarding of a
permanent and universal peace."Shoghi Effendi.
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LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
Eluted April 21, 19 J4
Phoenix, Ariz. Mrs. C. H. Bugbee,
Secretary, Room 16, Out West
Bldg.
Berkeley, Calif. Miss Ella M. Bailey,
Secretary, 1879 Tacoma Ave.
Geyserville, Calif. Mrs. Edith Whitton, Secretary.
Glendale, Calif. Miss Emmalu Weaver, Secretary, 675 W. Arden Ave.
Los Angeles. Calif. Dr. Doris E.
Goodrick, Secretary, Hotel Cameron, 1319 S. Grand Ave.
Oakland, Calif. Mrs. Paul S. Jones,
Secretary. 209 29th St.
Pasadena, Calif. Mrs. S. W. French,
Secretary, 501 Bellefontaine St.
San Francisco, Calif. Miss Nadeen G.
Cooper, Secretary, 291 Broderick St.
Santa Barbara, Calif. Mrs. Marie
Lowell, Secretary, 211 East Victoria
St.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Miss Anne
Savage, Secretary, 99 Guilbault St.
Vancouver. B. c., Canada. Mrs. Rhoda Harvey, Secretary, P. O. Box
744.
Colorado Springs, Colo. :\lrs. Gladys
Roberts, Secretary, 1512 E. Platte
Ave.
Denver, Colo. Mrs. G. N. Clark. Secretary, 4141 Xavier St.
New Haven. Conn. Mrs. C. P. Hillhouse, Secretary, 462 First Ave.,
West Haven.
Washington, D. C. Mrs. Caroline E.
Stewart, Corresponding Secretary,
3 Grafton St.. Chevy Chase
Miami, Fla. Miss Alice Halverson,
Secretary, 406 N. W. 51st St.
St. Augustine, Fla. l\liss Minnie L.
J ones. Secretary, Box 725, Florida
~ ormal School.
Honolulu, Hawaii. Mrs. E. I. Adolphson. Secretarv, 712 17th Ave.
Chicago. Ill. 1\1: iss Julia Sobel, Secretary, 4034 :-.r. Keystone Ave.
Evanston, Ill. l\lrs. Carl Scheffler.
Secretary, 1821 Lincoln St.
Peoria. TIl. :\criss Helen Hindson. Secretary. 922 Fifth Ave.
Springfield. Ill. :\1 rs. Rieke Jurgens.
Secretary, 201 West Calhoun Ave.
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Urbana, Ill. H. J. Snider, Secretary,
506 W. Penn Ave.
vVilmette, Ill. Mrs. Anne VV. Bartholomew, Secretary, 1627 Forest Ave.
Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. L. Barlet, Secretary, 3527 Evergreen Ave.
South Bend, Ind. l\Iiss ~ayan F.
Hartfield, Secretary, 222 North
Scott St.
Eliot, :\laine. :\lrs. Grace Ober, Secretary, R. D. 1, Kittery.
Baltimore, :\ld. l\1rs. F. W. Hipsley,
Secretary, 2803 Allendale H.oad.
Cabin John. Md. Paul Hannen, Secretary, Cabin John Park.
Boston. l\Iass.
Mrs. Harold Bowditch. Secretary, 44 Harvard Ave.,
Brookline.
Worcester, Mass. Miss Fanny M.
Holmes, Secretary, 103 Webster St.
Detroit, Mich. Mrs. L. W. Eggleston,
Secretary. 201 East Kirby Ave.
Fruitport-Grand Haven, Mich. Mrs.
Mary Frazer, Secretary. R. D. I,
Box 138, Fruitport.
Lansing, Mich.-Not reported.
Muskegon, Mich. Mrs. Iva Smack.
Secretary, 132 Allen Ave.
Harold Peter
Minneapolis, Minn.
Bye, Secretary, 1916 Calfax Ave ..
South.
St. Paul, Minn. 1\lrs. Clement Woolson, Secretary, 1553 Portland Ave.
Montclair, N. J. :\liss A. E. Van
Blarcum, Secretary, 19 Walnut
Crescent.
Newark, N. T. Mrs. Wm. U. Witman. Secr~tarv. 68 Scotland Rd.,
South Orange:
Teaneck, N. J. Archie C. Tichenul·.
Secretary, Hill St.. Haworth.
Binghamton, N. Y. :\liss Mary Georgia, Secretary, 19 Chestnut St.
Buffalo. N. Y. l\Irs. Morris S. Bush.
Secretary, 406 West Utica St.
Geneva. N. Y. Miss Christine :\1cKay. Secretary. 681 Castle St.
New York, N. Y. Miss Bertha Hr:-rklotz,
Corresponding
Secretary,
Baha'i Center. 119 West 57th St.
Yonkers, N. Y. Mrs. Lillian Stodclarel. Secretary, 40 Caryl Ave.
Akron, O. 1\lrs. Nellie C. Fentoll.
Secretary, 876 Wyley Ave.
Cincinnati, O. 1\1 iss H ilcla Stauss.
Secretary, 3640 Epworth Aw ..
Westwood.
Cleveland, O. Miss Lethia C. Fleming, Secretary. 2342 E. 40th St.
Columbus. O. :\Irs. Margaret Hespelt-Acebo, Secretary. Box 109.
Reynoldsburg.
Lima, O. Mrs. Elma l\liessler. Secretary, 319 vVestwood Drive.
Toledo. O. Mrs. Cecile Hill, Secretary, 432 Ohio St.
Portland. Ure.. J. \V. Latimer. Secretary, 1927 N. E. 40th Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Miss Jessie E.
Revell, Secretary, 2531 N. 19th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa. l\1rs. Ruth Randall
Brown, Secretary, Box 9, Ingomar.
.\Ionroe. vVash. Mrs. E. C. .i'oJewall,
Secretary.
Seattle, Wash.
Miss Elsa 1\"ordquist. Secretary, 4508 18th Ave,

N.E.
Spokane, \Vash. l\Irs. Isobel Campbell, Secretary, 1427 S. :\ladison St.
Kenosha, \\1is. Louis J. Voelz, Secretary. 6108 Sheridan Rd.
Milwaukee, Wis. Mrs. Loftin Clark
Secretary, 1818 N. Oakland Ave . .
Racine, Wis. Harold R. Olsen, Secertary, 1332 Russet St.
Please report changes or errors to
the National Spiritual Assembly.
PROGRAM
Pacific Coast Baha'i Summer School
Eighth Annual Session
Bosch Place, Geys ers ville, California
July 15th to July 28th, 1934
DEV01.'IONS: 9:00 a. m. daily, uncler BIg Tree.
CLASSES: 9 :30 a. m. to 12 :30 p. m.
daily. in Odd Fellows Hall.
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS:
2 :30 p. m. each Tuesday and Friday
in the Redwood Grove.
TRAINING AND TEACHING OF
CHILDREN: 9 :30 a. m. daily in
Children's Library. Under the direction of National Committee for
the Training and Teaching- of Children.
PUBLIC MEETI),IGS: Fellowship
Dinner with Geyserville Granae
6 :30 p. 111. Thursday, July 19th,hat
the Grange.
Griffith Grove. Santa Rosa. 2 :30
p. 111 .. Sunday, July 22nd.
Odd Fellows Hall, Geyserville, 8:00
p. 111., Thursday, July 26th.
Ul\'ITY FEAST: The annual reunion of the Friends ancl their
guests. 12:00 noon. Sunday, July
15th. under the Big Tree.
COURSES OF STUDY:
THE
HISTORY OF THE BAHA'i
FAITH-9:30 a. 111. daily.
PRINCIPLES OF BAHA'I ADMINISTRA TION-IO :30 a. m.
daily.
FUN DAM E l\' TAL BAHA'i
PR I NCIPLES (Creative Discussion)-11 :30 a. 111. daily.
Classes will be conducted by Baha'is,
including Prof. N. F. Ward, Miss
:\farion Holley. 1\lrs. A. R. Seto, Mrs.
Louise Caswell. H. H.. Hurlhut. G. O.
Latimer. Leroy C. Toas, Miss Agnes
,\lex;tllder. :\Iadallle Gita Orluvo. :\1 iss
Ularlutte Linfuut, :'Ilrs .. \Ita Kreuger,
l\Irs. Clara Weir, etc.
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"The period since 'Abdu'l-Baha's
has heen characterized hy the
formatlCln and consolidation of the Local and National Assemblies. the hedrock on which the edifice of the Universal House of Justice is to be
erected. Thert: are, according to the
latest (1933) reports from Tihran,
over five hundred Local Assemblies
already constituted in Persia. Organized Baha'i communities are to be
found in every continent of the globe.
National Assemblies have already been
for~ed and are functioning in the
Umted States and Canada, in India
and Burma, in Great Britain, in Germany, Iraq and Egypt. Such Assemblies are in the process of formation in
Persia, Caucasus, Turkistan and Australia. Local Assemblies ~nd groups
have already been established in
Franc~, S~itzerland and Italy, in the
Scandmavlan countries, in Austria and
the Balkans, in Turkey, Syria, Albania, Abyssinia, China, Japan, Brazil
and South Africa. Christians of various denominations, Muslims of both
the sunni and shia sects of Islam
Jews, Hindus, Sikhs, Zoroastrians and
Buddhists, have eagerly embraced its
truth, have recognized the divine origin and fundamental unity underlying
the teachings of all the Founders of
past religions, and have unreservedly
identified themselves with both the
spirit and form of its evolving institutIOns. All these centers function as
the. component parts of a single orgamsm, of an entity the spiritual and
administrative center of which lies enshrined in the twin cities of Akka and
Haifa."-Shoghi Effendi.
passin~

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENT
The National Spiritual Assembly
has r~cently adopted the following list
of dIscounts which the Publishing
Committee can give on Baha'i literature:
1. To recognized local Spiritual Assemb~ies, 33}:3 % on all orders, irrespectIve of the amount of the order,
except on those few books or pamphlets the cost of which is so nearly the
same as the selling price that they
must be sold net.
2. To groups and to individual
Baha'is, 10% on all orders amounting
to a minimum of $10.00, but with no
discount allowed on books sold net.
3. To groups and individual helievers, .2~% on all orders amounting to
a mll1lmUm of $20.00. No discount
allowed on books sold net.
None of the above discounts are to
be passed on to individual believers or
non-believers who purchase them retail
from the Assembly, group or individ-
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ual believer obtaining them from the
Publishing Committee. The ~ole purpose of the discounts allowed to Assemblies and groups is to develop their
local Baha'i Fund; the purpose of
the discounts to individual believers
ordering in quantity is to assist those
t~achers who purchase literature to
gIve away.
Fre~ literature.
The Publishing
CommIttee has no authority to give
fre~ li~e~ature to any Assembly, group
or mdlvldual teacher. Free literature
is given_.only on order from those National Committees, like Teaching and
Race Amity, to which the National
Assembly has allotted a special "free
literature" budget.
New Uterature
Do'ar--The Call to Prayer, by Ruth
J. Moffett, a study of the important
spiritual subject of prayer, showing its

universal practice in all faiths with
r~presentative prayers selected' from
Paper
different religious writings.
rover, 125 pages. Per copy, $0.60.
Index to Bal/(i'i News-December
1:24 to November, 1933 (No. 1 t~
No. 79). A necessary key to the cont~nts of BAHA'i NEWS during the first
nme years. of its existence. Paper
cover, 58 mimeographed pages. Price
each-net-$O.SO. Note: The National Assembly is distributing one
~opy fr~e to each local Assembly for
Its offiCIal records. A small edition is
available for sale to individual believers.
Baha'i Publishing Committee: Eastern Address, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.
Western Division: Mrs. Emma F.
Smith, Manager, 1245 Broderick St.,
San Francisco, Calif.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1933-1934

1. Teaching Committee
"The 'World's equilibrium hath been
upset through the vibrating influence
of this most great, this new World Order. Mankind's ordered life hath been
revolutionized through the agency of
this unique, this wondrous systetl1rthe like of which mortal eyes have
never witnessed."-Bahi'u'llah.
So widespread is the interest in the
Faith of Baha'u'llih today that it
seems fitting for the Teaching Committee to review briefly the developments in the Cause during the past
year that have brought us up to this
unique station, so that we may be better prepared to meet the new responsibilities.
I t became apparent to everyone
after the Convention in June, 1933,
that the major contribution the Baha'is of America could render to the
amelioration of the problems of the
country, was the completion of the ornamentation of the Dome of that structure which symbolizes the ideals of the
New Day. Thus, all the spiritual and
material resources of the friends were
centered on achieving this goaL The
unified and harmonized spirit attained
by the believers in this encompassing
sacrificial effort established a firm
foundation through which the dynamic
forces of the Baha'i Faith could diffuse themselves into the world. Furthermore, this experience demonstrated that the lasting foundation of
teaching work is perfect integration
of all Bahi'i activities.
With the completion of the Dome

ornamentation and the release of the
spiritual forces which the Guardian
stated would attend this epoch-making
e.vent, th~ necessi~y for intensive pubhe teachmg service became evident.
The National Teaching Committee,
therefore, addressed some fifty individuals, urging them to undertake new
teaching work; where possible to make
extended teaching circuits, visiting
centers where the Cause is developing,
and to aid isolated believers in their efforts. . The response was not only encouragmg but truly inspiring, as the
results show fully how the promises of
the Guardian will be fulfilled.
The Teaching Committee next
wrote individually to all the Assemblies asking them to lend every effort
to the constructive development of the
teaching work contemplated in the
program established by the National
Spiritual Assembly and outlined
fully in BAHA'i NEWS of July, 1932.
At the same time the Committee
wr<;,te to al~ isolated believers, calling
their attentIOn to the unique position
they occupied in the Cause as outposts
of the new World Order, and asking
them to redouble their efforts to establish thriving Baha'i centers. The service of the Teaching Committee was
offered in arranging assistance from
near-by Local Spiritual Assemblies.
The entire country realized how propitious was this moment for public
work and arose as a body to spread
the universal principles of the Faith,
bringing forth almost miraculous results.
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Viewing the developments of the
teaching work from another stannpoint, attention is called to the supreme Wisdom of the Guardian in insisting upon the early completion of
the Dome ornamentation. Previously,
the Teachings have been presented in
an apologetic manner because of the
apparent lack of outward achievement.
}Jow it is a matter of distinction to be
connected with that dynamic Faith
that has accomplished, during the
world's greatest depression, the adornment of the most beautiful spiritual
structure, and that has at the same
time established "a humble though
perfect pattern" of the future World
Order.
Thus, concentration on the ornamentation of the Dome of the Temple
has brought the Faith to a position of
prestige and high honor and created
increasing interest in its univers~1
principles. The friends, through their
joint sacrifices, have been more firmly
united and have accomplished more
perfect functioning of the World ?rder of Baha'u'l1ah.
Supplementmg
this, the spiritual forces released i~to
the world, together with the increasmg
difficulties on every side, are bringing
untold thousands to the Fount of
Eternal Life.
In a report of this type it is impossible to record the sacrificial efforts of
the many loyal and enthusiastic servants of the Faith in promoting the
Teachings during the past year. The~e
has been greater vigor in fulfilling thiS
supreme obligation of Baha'i life than
has been witnessed in this country before. To attempt to report in detail
the services of even those who have
kept the Teaching Committee informed of their activities likewise
cannot be done for lack of space. We
have, therefore, confined ourselves to
the recording of a few of the most interesting experiences during the year
which may be helpful in expanding the
work and which give evidence of the
dynamic spiritual forces now released.
The following is an interesting
method employed by Dr. Stanwood
Cobb in introducing the Cause in :t
new city on a very successful sixteenday teaching trip covering Atlanta,
Georgia; Louisville, Kentucky; N ashville, Knoxville, Tenn., and Chapel
Hill, N. C.
In one of the cities there were no
Baha'is who could make contacts for
Dr. Cobb. Utilizing a letter of introductjon to a professor of the leading
university, he secured the names and
addresses of the liberals of that city.
Later these were his guests at a luncheon in his hotel. After a pleasant
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discussion of general affairs of the day,
Dr. Cobb gave a detailed exposition of
the World Order of Bahit' u 'l1ah which
was followed by a lively and sympathetic discussion. Dr. Cobb wrote:
"This was one of the most inspiring
events of a teaching nature I have ever
taken part in. It is an absolute demonstration that the world is ready and
waiting for this Message. Men of this
type would not come to public meetings. They are too busy. A better
spirit and inspiration is engendered in
a special group than to see them one
byone."
Mr. Louis G. Gregory, in response
to a new trend in our teaching work
which the Guardian is encouraging, is
settling in one of the larger cities of
the south and concentrating on that
city until a properly functioning Baha'i
Assembly is established. The reports
of the way doors are opening and follow-up work being carried on demonstrates the unique possibilities of this
method of service. Mr. Gregory has
spoken on invitation at various chu~ch
es, universities, clubs and orga111zations. Seeds once sown are never lost.
One of the professors, reading in the
newspaper that a Baha'i speaker was
in town, invited Mr. Gregory to address his classes, saying he had heard
J inab-i-Fadl speak in California an~
was anxious not only to learn more ot
the principles of the Faith himself but
to have his pupils do so likewise.
Another interesting incident was at
the annual convention of the Tennessee
State Teachers' Association where one
of the principal speakers insisted on
:\1 r. Gregory being given his place on
the program so the school principals
might learn of "this wonderful message." Many questions were asked
and Baha'i literature was distributed.
Madame Margarita Orlova reports
many stirring experiences in the teaching work done on the Pacific Coast,
particularly in and around Phoenix,
Arizona. Addresses were given before
all types of gatherings-in churches,
universities, Junior Colleges, Agricultural Associations, including eleven
talks on the Baha'i Faith in the :Y1ormon Church in Mesa, Arizona.
Two study classes were conducted
for the visitors at the resorts in this
area, one at the Arizona Biltmore, the
other at Jokake Inn. People from all
parts of America were attracted and
on returning to their homes will become voting members of Assemblies
in those cities. Demonstrating how
the efforts of everyone will, if selflessly offered, bear fruit, the teaching
achievement in these exclusive resorts
was brought about through the ser-

vices of a colored Baha 'j, seamstress at
one of the hotels, who made contacts
for Madame Orlovo with those for
whom she worked.
The growing interest in the Faith
among religious leaders is of great significance. Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf
and :\1 rs. Florence Morton, who have
done much successful work in the N e\\"
England States, report a study group
in Gardener, Maine, which has attracted the attention of six ministers. There
being no teacher available, the minister
of one of the churches who met 'Abdu'l-Baha when He was in America,
has taken charge of the group.
We cannot close this section of ou!·
report without mentioning the great
services of such capable pioneer teachers in the Cause as Shahnaz Waite,
May Maxwell, George Latimer, AliKuli Khan, Horace Holley, Dr. Lenore Morris, Leroy Ioas, and Charles
Mason Remey; the untiring work of
the Knobloch sisters-Fanny in the
Central States and Alma, at the
request of the Guardian, in the
Southern States; the new study groups
established by Ruth Moffett in Kansas
City, Topeka, South Bend, etc.; the
work of Orcella Rexford in Fort
Worth, Oklahoma City, Houston, etc.;
likewise the constructive teaching and
follow-up work carried on by Mrs.
Mayme Seto and Dorothy Baker, as
well as the quiet deeds of those like
Rouhanieh Latimer, Gale .Marsolais,
Kathryn Baldwin, and Ella Cooper
who are doing such intimate work ill
confirming new souls in the Cause.
Very gratifying indeed has been the
systematic manner in which the various Assemblies have organized their
teaching work. Where this most important obligation has been delegated
to an efficient committee great success has been achieved. While report!:'!
have not been received from all Assemblies, it appears the Chicago Assembly has better organized its work
than any other city. The Teaching
Committee there has actively in hand
the development of and assistance to
fireside groups, the arrangement of attractive public meetings, the furnishing of teachers to near-by Assemblies,
encouraging drama as a means of conveying the :vressage, establishing Baha'i reading libraries in various parts
of the city, and the conduct of effective public speaking classes. Of great
importance is the Contact Department
of the Teaching Committee whose duty
it is to contact, either in person or
through correspondence, all clubs,
peace organizations, educational institutions, etc., to make openings for
Baha'i speakers. Where openings are
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arranged the addresses are followed
up by sending literature to every member of the organization, if a directory
can be secured, and inviting them to
the regular Baha'i meetings, study
classes, etc.
Illustrating a novel method of introducing the Cause in a new center, the
Washington Assembly recently arranged for a round-table discussion at
one of the leading hotels of Richmond,
Virginia, on the subject: "Peace,
Unity, and Stability for a Chaotic
World." Neatly printed invitations,
containing the subject, time, place, and
names of speakers who, in this instance,
were Dr. Stanwood Cobb and Mr.
Charles Mason Remey, were sent to
the liberally minded people of the city,
asking them to join at tea in the consideration of this subject.
One of the most effective means for
expanding the work of the Cause is
that of Assemblies assisting isolated believers in their efforts. In order to
prepare for this important work, the
Teaching Committee has carried on
correspondence with all the isolated believers, numbering more than two hundred, associating them into Baha'i
groups wherever possible, and endeavoring to bring about closer collaboration between Local Spiritual Assemblies and groups and isolated
believers. The inspiring reports from
many of these solitary friends of the
opening of new doors in their immediate environment reveal the penetrating influence of the new spiritual
forces at work in even the remote
places of the earth.
This extension work on the part of
Baha'i communities, whether in their
own localities or in new fields, increases
the necessity for and importance of
study classes, not only for the Baha'is
themselves but also for the newly attracted souls. In keeping with the instructions of the Guardian, the majority of the classes conducted by Local
Spiritual Assemblies during the past
year, were on the history of the Faith
~md Baha'i Administration. One Assembly has adopted the policy of training the friends for public work by having them conduct the spiritual part of
the Nineteen Dav Feasts. Some Assemblies have arranged teacher training- courses to assist those who plan to
engage in teaching- work outside their
own communities.
In reviewing the teaching work of
the past year, the National Teaching
Committee has the following recommendations to offer:
First: The psychology of Bah;\'i
teaching is very important. Let us refrain from an apologetic attitude. H u-
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manity is eagerly seeking the Light of
Divine Guidance, and the crumbling institutions of the world necessitate the
rise of the ·World Order of Baha'u'llah.
Ours is not the attitude of seeking favor, but rather that of bestowing the
greatest gift in history. Furthermore,
the restrictions in the way of granting
voting rights to the student make membership in this World Order a coveted
achievement. To be a follower of
Baha'u'llah is a mark of distinction and
honor. Let us who are the custodians
of this rich heritage maintain its dignity .and glory in our lives and teaching
servIce.
Second: It is impossible to overemphasize the supreme obligation of
every individual to increase his or her
teaching services. Inasmuch as we
have no paid teachers, the expansion
of the Faith rests upon the individual
Baha'is. Teaching the Cause is the
glory of Baha'i life and must represent
the sum total of its acts of devotion.
Through his secretary the Guardian
wrote an American believer recently:
"In the Aqdas Baha'u'llah considers
teaching as a spiritual obligation imposed upon every devoted believer and
servant of His Faith. Should the
friends become fully conscious of this
duty and arise to do their share, this
Cause will soon permeate everv home
throughout the world and the Kingdom
of God will be established."
Third: The salon type of meeting
is the most effective means bv which
the individual may fulfill his' or her
teaching obligation, particularly among
those of his or her own circle. A survey indicates that the most successful
of all teaching work has been the heart
to heart discussions possible only in intimate fireside gatherings. Let us recall,
in considering the importance of these
fireside groups, the basis of the teaching work of the Nineteen Letters of
the Living. In the "Dawn-Breakers"
it states:
"To each He (the Bab) assigned
his own province as the field of his
labors."
Every Baha'i should hold at least
one such meeting every nineteen days,
not only to attract new people to the
Cause, but also for intensive teaching
and follow-up work.
Fourth: Local Spiritual Assemblies
have not generallv arisen to fulfill their
part of the teaching program, namely,
that of establishing the Faith in a new
center. Cooperation with the isolated
believers makps an ideal foundation for
such work. We should Lear in mind
that there are isolated believers in two
1111ndred cities in America and if As~elllhlies will concentrate on these centers the contact and follow-up work
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will be simplified.
Fifth: In arranging public meetings
of any type, it is wise to use a selective
process. Big meetings made up of individuals of widely divergent interests
produce little or no result. Meetings
made up of people deeply interested in
a specific matter permit of constructive
presentation of the Teachings on that
subject with questions and appropriate
follow-up. We are not so much interested in publicizing the Faith as we
are in teaching the Cause.
Sixth: Institutions of learning, particularly those having departments in
sociology and comparative religion, are
showing increasing interest in the
Baha'i peace program, the World
Order of Baha'u'llah, and the Oneness
of Religion. Every effort should be
made to secure openings in such institutions through appropriate capable
contact.
Seventh: If groups can travel together to teach, the results achieved are
greater than from individual traveling.
In instances where three or four have
conducted a teaching campaign, the dif!erent PTesentations made a very great
l1npreSSlOn.
Eighth: With the increasing attraction to the Faith, it is essential that
appropriate study classes be arranged
by every Assembly for the instruction
of Baha'i students, particularly on the
Administration.
Whenever voting
rights have heen granted new people
before they have understood the responsibility of such a right, confusion
has resulted and often the individuals
have left the Cause entirely. It is recommended that the Spiritual Assemhlies direct a study course on the Administrative program of the Faith extending over a period of two to three
months. This will serve the three-fold
purpose of acquainting the individual
with the implications of Baha'i Administration which voting right oblig-ates
him to uphold; permit the Spiritual
Assembly through contact over a given
period of time to gain an actual knowledge of the views of the individual to
assure itself of the qualifications of this
person to become a Baha'i, and lastly,
permit the applicant to develop normally into Assembly life.
Ninth: With the increasing world
problems, the most effective teaching
weanon is the oronerlv coordinated and
functioning Baha'i Community. The
eves of the world are being focussed
more and more on the Cause, and if
the v find our communitv life less th~n
implied in the Teaching-s of Baha'u'l1;ih
they will turn awav dismayed and discOliraged. Humanity has had too much
of emotional appeal, of philosophic
idealism, and intellectual speculation,
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It is looking for a way of living. Therefore, if any Assembly has not achieved
in its midst the community life implied
in the World Order of Baha'u'llah, it
would be better that no public teaching
work be undertaken, but that such an
Assembly realize that its teaching responsibility is to deepen and broaden
among its present members the consciousness of the Faith and its proper
functioning.
The Guardian is urging the establishment of the Faith in various countries of the world, commenting that
"now is the time of settlement of the
world community~it is not so much
travel as permanent settlement that is
the requirement of today." He has
encouraged those noble pioneers who
have left home, families and friends
and are spreading the Glad Tidings in
other lands, to concentrate their efforts in given centers until the Faith
is permanently established there. Thirty
of the forty countries where the Baha'i
religion is now established have received the Message through American
Baha'is. The Cause of God in America
has been immortalized through the efforts of such glorious souls, and we
here can supplement their endeavors
by our constant prayers for their guidance and confirmation~ Those who are
able, can lend fresh prestige to the
Faith by joining the ranks of these
Messengers of Truth and establishing
the Teachings in still other countries
which have as yet not been reached.
The blessings of those who dedicate
their lives completely to the Faith and
the service of the Guardian can only
be contemplated when we reflect on the
immortal station of our beloved sister
and co-worker Keith Ransom-Kehler
who, in the land of its Birth, has
achieved martyrdom and become a
Hand of the Cause of God.
Respectfully submitted,
LEROY C. IOAS, Chairlllan
CHARLOTTE M. LINFOOT,

Secretarv
BISHOP BROWN
GEORGE O. LATIMER
FLORENCE MORTON
E. LENORE MORRIS
ELLA G. COOPER

Pacific Coast Baha'i Summer
School
The most remarkable of the excellent schools held at Geyserville, California, was the seventh, held July 23rd
to August 5th, 1933. Under the inspiration of the epistle which has just
heen received frol11 the Guardian entitled the "Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah"; as well as the dynamic
spirit released by the study of the
Dawn-Breakers, the Baha'is realized
2.

that they were indeed living in two the actual wntl11gs of Baha'u'llah and
worlds; one the physical world, and 'Abdul-Baha. ~ever has such a comthe other, the World Order of Ba- prehensive outline been presented at
ha'u'llah.
this Summer School.
The underlying spirit of unity was
The third course on the Principles
epitomized this year, as it has in pre- of Baha'i Administration created great
vious years, in the Unity Feast, open- interest. By citing specific instances
ing the school. This is the homecom- of conduct under Baha'i laws of soing of the friends, the joyful greetings cial relations, the intricacies and posof those long-separated, the welcome sibilities of Administration expandof our beloved hosts, John and Louise ed until its response to universal apBosch, and that cementing act of plication was appreciated. In the most
breaking bread over the same table. amazing manner, and yet in true simThere were in attendance one hun- plicity, the complexities of present and
dred and seventy-five Baha'is repre- past administrative schemes are set
senting Assemblies of the entire Pa- aside, and the responsibilities of order
cific Coast area, as well as guests from and development appropriately distribAustralia and New York.
uted between voting Baha'is, and the
The program of the school, out- authorities set up by their vote; in
lined three courses, carried through such wise that no abuses could floureach morning for twelve days. A ish or disrupt the whole. Never in any
modern method was employed by the society has there been a solution quite
instructors, who were all Baha'is; so comparable to this one. Baha'i Adthat the period included presentation ministration is unique, since it rests
of the subject, with twenty minutes upon a Divine Foundation.
reserved for group discussion. It was
A description of the course of study
a technique new to all. With the help barely indicates the true significance
of the round tables, illustrating group of the Summer School. Its activitie~
discussion, the Baha'is gained a new are as inclusive as life~the life of a
method and achieved results impos- Baha'i group met in fellowship and
sible in former years. Group discus- love. To convey a picture of its full
sion is true consultation, and a real outline-the values gained in personal
effort to ascertain truth.
consultation, the gaiety of Baha'is at
The detail of the three courses may play under the Big Tree and on anbe studied in the programs of the nual holiday to Griffith Grove, the
Summer School. In brief, they dealt friendly intercourse with the commuwith the following subjects:
nity at Geyserville-is quite impossi1. The Influence of Religion on ble. Each morning the meetings were
Society, taught by Mrs. Helen Bishop, prefaced by a short devotional period
Mrs. A. Y. Seto, Prof. N. F. Ward, under the Tree arranged by Mrs. Seto
Leroy Ioas, and Miss Marion Holley. and these times of quiet meditation
2.
The History of the Baha'i prepared the hearts for the undertakFaith, taught by H. R. Hurlbut, Mrs. ings of the day. To rise with the
Helen Bishop, Mrs~ Louise Caswell, mention of Baha'u'llah upon the
and Mrs. E. G. Cooper.
tongue is to convert a common day
3. Principles of Baha'i Administra- - into a prayer, the prayer of work oftion, taught by Prof. N. F. Ward, fered in conscious service.
Leroy Ioas, and G. O. Latimer.
Four round table discussions were
The first course was designed as arranged for the afternoons. For these
one which might adequately serve the the friends met in the Redwood
needs of young believers, as they ap- Grove. There were as well three pubproach their contemporaries. The at- lic meetings; two in Geyserville, attempt was for objectivity with proofs tended by local residents for miles
based upon the social sciences, and for around, and the other in the outdoor
a survey of those essentials of belief, theater at Griffith Grove in Santa
without an undel"Standing of which Rosa.
no proof can be complete and no reA few statistics may give an idea
of the size of the school and the interligion worthy of the name.
The second course of studv dealt est of the believers in its development:
with the history of the Baha'i Faith,
Total registration ......... 200
as ascertained from all availahle
Feast registration ......... 175
sources, including "l\ahil's l\l'arraAverage daily attendance . ~. 65
tive," "The Traveler's l\l'arrative" and
Children's registration ... ~. 3S
Prof. Browne's commentaries, GobinRespectfully submitted,
cau's, "Les Religions ct les PhilosoTOH N D. BOSCI{, Chair'lIIail
LEROY IOAs, S ccrctar\,
phies dans L' Asie Centrale," Phelps'
:\fRs~ E. G. COOPER
~
"Abbas Effendi," Chevne's "The Reconciliation of Races -and Religions"
~fRS. A. E. COLLINS
G. O. LATIMER
the various accounts of pilgrims and
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LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
To the Local Spiritual Assemblies of
the United States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
The National Spiritual Assembly
desires at this time to make a preliminary report on its decisions taken
with reference to the various resolutions voted at the recent Convention.
This report is made to the believers
through the local Spiritual Assemblies
in view of the Guardian's instruction,
published in BAHA'i NEWS, February,
1934: "Shoghi Effendi firmly believes that consultation must be maintained between the N. S. A. and the
entire body of believers, and that such
consultation, while the Convention is
not in session, can best be maintained
through the agency of the local Assemblies, one of whose essential functions
is to act as intermediaries between the
local communities and their national
representatives. The main purpose of
the Nineteen Day Feasts is to enable
individual believers to offer any suggestion to the local Assembly which in
its turn will pass it to the N. S. A.
The local Assembly is, therefore, the
proper medium through which local
Baha'i communities can communicate
with the body of the national representatives. The Convention should be regarded as a temporary gathering, having certain specific functions to perform, during a limited period of time.
Its status is thus limited in time to the
Convention sessions, the function of
consultation at all other times being
vested in the entire body of the believers through the local Spiritual Assemblies."
A supplementary report will be
made on one or two resolutions which
required further time for special study
-for example, the resolution requesting the National Spiritual Assembly to
provide for the preparation of some
satisfactory method of parliamentary
procedure as a basis for the conduct of
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Annual Conventions, Nineteen Day
Feasts and the meetings of local Spiritual Assemblies.
1. Resolution requesting the National Assembly to urge all Baha'i
young people in Local Baha'i communities to get in touch with the National Youth Committee. It is pointed
out that the Youth Committee was appointed for the special purpose of unifying and developing the activities of
local youth groups, and an excellent
beginning was made last year. This
resolution has been referred to the National Youth Committee with the request that it provide the best means for
closer communication with local youth
committees and groups.
2. Resolution recommending that
the National Assembly publish reports of National Committees prior to
the Convention hereafter and distribute them to those elected as delegates.
This and other resolutions dealing
with future Conventions are to be acted on at the time that plans for the
1935 Convention are being made.
3. Resolution recommending that
the National Assembly advise the local Assemblies as to the duties of Baha'i citizenship. This matter is felt to
be one of extreme importance. There
is no question but that the growth of
the Cause rests upon conscientious attendance at all Nineteen Day Feasts,
due observance of the spiritual significance of the voting right, etc. Since
the subject of Baha'i citizenship, or
membership in the Baha'i world community, is one of continuous development, as the administrative order unfolds under the Guardian's guidanc~,
the National Assembly has decided to
add a special department to BAHA'i
NEWS, consisting of excerpts from
Shoghi Effendi's general commuuications. This department will remind all
the believers of many significant instructions received during the past
eleven years, and perhaps afford a
basis for consultation at Nineteen Day

Feasts.
4. Resolution requesting a form of
parliamentary procedure. As already
stated, this resolution is receiving
special study and a report will be made
as soon as possible.
.
5. Resolution defining the relati~n.s
of delegates and the National Spirit~
ual Assembly. This, also, will be the
subject of later report.
6. Resolution suggesting that an index be prepared of Baha'i literature.
The new Index Committee has already been appointed to carry out this
important suggestion.
~
7. Resolution recommending that
National Committees be appointed
with a viewto having it possible for the
members of each committee to meet
frequently for mutual consultation.
This recommendation was carried' out
as much as possible in making' the
committee appointments for the cur-'
rent year.
.
8. Resolution requesting theNa~
tional Assembly to take prompt and
definite action toward a measure which
will expedite the collection of funds to
be made available for the costs of
Temple construction and other activities. It is pointed out that, fundamentally, the National Spiritual Assembly does not "collect" funds. On
the contrary, it merely receives funds
voluntarily donated by the believers.
The emphasis should be placed on the
spirit of sacrifice throughout the entire body of the believers, not upon
any assumed power or right of the
National Assembly to exert pressure
upon the community. A careful review of BAHA'i NEWS over a long period of years, however, and especially
a study of the general letters issued by
the National Assembly to local Assemblies since the first "Plan of Unified
Action" was adopted, will reveal the
extent to which the National Assembly
has endeavored to keep the local com~
munities informed of the needs of the
~ational Fun{ and to stimulate inter-

~
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est in service to the Cause by providing
the means by which its instItutions can
be developed. This matter of voluntary contributions to the National
Fund depends in large measure upon
the cooperation and initiative of the
local Assemblies.
9. Resolution recommending to the
National Assembly the advisability of
sending a cablegram to the Guardian
at next year's Convention immediately after the Convention has organized.
The purpose of this resolution is toassure the sending of a Convention
message to Shoghi Effendi soon
enough to bring a reply before the
Convention terminates. It is pointed
out that such actions on the part of a
Convention are for the Convention itself to perform. The National Assembly can only serve as the agency
for transmitting a recommendation
from one Convention to another
Convention.
It is also pointed
out that each successive Convention
has its own responsibility and authority to decide such matters for itself.
10. Resolution calling upon the National Assembly either directly or
through the Amity Committee to send
a circular letter to all local Assemblies
stressing the magnitude and importance of race amity work among the
Baha'is, and that this letter preferably
be substantiated by references from
the Teachings of Baha'u'llah, the Center of the Covenant and the Guardian.
Amendment: that the National Assembly also try if possible to draw up a
program of action in addition to the
letter. and that the program if possible suggest some steps and actions to
be taken and followed up. This important .recommendation has been referred to the National Race Amity
Committee.
11. Resolution requesting the National Assembly to emphasize to every
local community in the United States
and Canada the necessity of having
a Center (within their means) which
would be called the Baha'i Center of
that city. The National Spiritual Assembly believes that every local Assembly fully realizes the desirability
of having a Center apart from anyone
believer's personal domicile. Growth
is limited as long as all gatherings
must be held in any home, because
without a public center the general
public cannot be attracted. Moreover,
it is far better for the community itself to meet apart from any possible
restriction of personal influence. However. while a Center is unquestionably
the ideal, the National Assembly cannot conscientiously recommend that
any local Assembly undertake addition-
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al financial responsibility until the
clerestory contract has been fully paid.
In one of the Guardian's recent letters
he stated that local activities must be
subordinated to national needs.
12. Resolution that a competent
committee be appointed for the purpose of putting into effect definite plans
for the creation of a Baha'i village in
which our spiritual, social-economic
and race amity teachings be applied;
that the principles be worked out first
regardless of considerations of policv
which might not allow the execution
of such plans at present, but that these
be developed to a point where they
may be put into execution immediatelv
upon due authorization to go aheacl";
the committee to serve as a clearinghouse for the considered opinions of
students of Baha'i economics in general and on plans for the creation of a
Baha'i village in particular. In commenting on this resolution, the National Spiritual Assembly would remind the believers of the following instruction from the Guardian, quoted
in BAHA'i NEWS, May, 1933: "As regards the activities of the economics
committee of the National Assembly;
Shoghi Effendi fully sympathizes with
the desire of some of the members to
see the committee find ways and means
to put into practice the economic teachings of the Cause, as explained in some
of the recorded writings and sayings
of Baha'u'llah and the Master. But
he believes that the time is not yet
ripe for such activities. First we have
to study the economic teachings in the
light of modern problems more thoroughly so that we may advocate what
the Founders of the Faith say and not
what we conjecture from their writings. There is great difference between
sounding a general principle and finding its application to actual prevailing
conditions.
"Secondly, the Cause is not financially in a position to launch itself in
such undertakings at present. Such
plans need great financial backing to
be worked out in a permanent form.
In time, Shoghi Effendi hopes all these
things will come to pass. For the
present we have to consolidate our
basic institutions and spread the teachings and spirit of the Faith among the
public."
It is the understanding of the National Spiritual Assembly, based upon
these words, that the conception of a
"Baha'i village" is not some special
and isolated undertaking, like the
building of the Temple, but the outcome and fruit of the development of
the Baha'i community into the fulness
of organic unity. The "village" will

dra w nearer as each local and national
Baha'i community understands, and
practises, the principles of the Admin!strative Order. Any concrete suggestIOns, however, which the believers
wish to submit to the National Assembly will receive careful study.
Meanwhile the believers are informed
that the Publishing Committee is now
issuing a compilation of the Baha'i
Economic Teachings which can be obtained at very small cost.
13. Resolution recommending that
the National Spiritual Assembly studv
a report issued by the East and West
Committee, Tihran, to determine if a
Children's Fund can be established in
t~is country. This interesting suggestIOn has been referred to the National
Youth Committee for consideration
and a report recommending what action the National Assembly might
take.
. 14. Resolution requesting the National Assembly to include in its announcement of the Convention next
year some provision for the holding
of a National Teaching Conference
prior to the opening of the Convention.
In general. the National Assembly
feels that all meetings held at Convention time should be included' within the
plan and schedule of the Convention
itself, and that no meeting should be
held before or after the Convention as
something which is supplementary to
the Annual Meeting. When the 1935
Convention is planned, the Assembly
intends to provide in every possible
way for conference on Teaching and
other vital activities.
'
15. Resolution recommending the
preparation of some satisfactory method of parliamentary procedure. See
Resolution number 4, above.
16. Resolution recommending the
appointment of a special committee on
education in Baha'i administration
throughout the country. This matter
is of extreme importance. The view
of the National Assembly is that the
N. S. A. itself, among its other functions, must do its utmost to promote
education in the administrative principles. and in fact has for many years
attempted to do so through ( 1) the
publication of the Guardian's letters;
(2) special articles in BAHA'i NEWS:
and (3) by means of general letters to
local Assemblies.
Each National
Committee, moreover, in addition to
its particular activities, surely has an
obligation to assist whenever possible
in contributing to knowledge of the
Administratve Order.
The three
Summer Schools are rendering invaluable service by their study courses
and discussion groups; and finally

3
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each local Spiritual Assembly can
grow in capacity only as it places the
local community upon a firm basis of
loyalty to the Guardian and his general instructions.
17. Resolution suggesting that the
National Assembly arrange some ways
by which delegates can become better
acquainted with each other. The Assembly feels that not only the delegates, but all the believers, should take
every opportunity of becoming better
acquainted. New opportunities will
undoubtedly open up when the friends
have exhausted their present opportunities, which include: (1) the Nineteen Day Feasts, where national activities are discussed; (2) the three Summer Schools; (3) BAHA'i NEWS, The
BaM,'i World, and The BaM'i Magazine; and (4) the Annual Convention, which the Guardian wishes everv
believer to try and attend.
The National Spiritual Assembly
trusts that this report on Convention
Resolutions will receive the consideration of the local communities.
Yours faithfully,
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
August 15, 1934.
NATIONAL BAHAI FUND
Last month we reported that the
sum of $10,000 was required in order
to meet all outstanding obligations.
The amount donated to the National
Fund during July was $2,587.57. The
Temple Trustees are now in arrears
on the clerestory contract to the extent
of about $12,000.
To offset this difficult condition, the
believers are informed that a pledge
has been made to the National Spiritual Assembly to meet the loan of $7,500 due in three successive instalments
-September and December, 1934, and
March, 1935-which is the balance due
on the $10,000 borrowed at the bank
last March. This generous gift means
that the total cost of the dome contract
has now been either paid or provided
for, as the National Assembly at its
recent meeting was able from current
funds to make final payment of another
item on that contract in the amount of
$500.
The fact which should be impressed
on every conscientious American believer at this time is that the National
Assembly for four successive months
has not been able to provide resources
to the Temple Trustees to meet their
obligations under the clerestory contract-a situation which to every de·voted Baha'i will surely appear intolerable.
It is, however, a miraculous event
that during such difficult times the be-

lievers have now collectively made
complete payment
(including the
pledge mentioned above) on the contract through which the Cause has been
blessed with the beautiful external ornamentation of the dome. This clears
the way for a renewed determination
to make similar sacrifice for the clerestory section, work on which has been
going steadily forward with a view to
completion this autumn.
Let us remember always that while
we steadily draw together in a greater

and stronger unity the world about us
is rapidly disintegrating. What we
build in faith rises hIgher day by day
and shines with an ever increasing resplendence while the worlds' edifices
are crumbling to ashes. Ours a beacon to all the world about us, calling
to unity in the love of God and safety
in obedience to His commands. Let
us then lay aside every matter that
would prevent its speedy completion
and demonstrate again the power of
God in our midst.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1931-1934
3. Archives Committee

In compliance with instructions received from the National Spiritual Assembly, the activities of the Archives
Committee for the current year have
been concerned mainly with making investigations in reference, first, to the
method of construction of a room for
the safe-keeping and preservation of
the Archives in the Foundation structure of the Temple, and second, to a
plan of cataloging and arranging the
Tablets of the Master,. Letters of
Shoghi Effendi, sacred objects,and various printed and manuscript materials bearing upon the growth of the
Cause in America, which together
make up the National Archives.
In carrying on these investigations
the committee has corresponded with
the Bureau of Standards, the Library
of Congress, the British Museum, th'e
Huntington Library (San Marino,
Cal.) and has conferred with a number of archivists and librarians at the
Oriental Institu~e, the· Newberry Library, the Illinois Historical Society,
and the Field Museum in Chicago. It
is unnecessary to state that any information obtained by the committee
with reference to the plans of the
Guardian in organizing the International Baha'i Archives in Akka amI
Haifa will .h.e a deciding influence in
the plans to' .he recommended for the
organization of the National Archives.
Some of the information which has
been gathered, particularly that dealing with the control of factors which
affect the preservation of manuscripts,
has been forwarded in condensed form
to the National Assembly. The committee will continue to investigate the
problems named above and to submit
reports as information becomes available. However, until a room is provided for the housing of the Archives,
it will be very difficult for the committee, unavailable or inaccessible as the

Archives are in their present location
in a vault of the Chicago Safety Deposit Company, to formulate definite
plans for the arrangement and filing of
the materials in the Archives.
Among the recommendations which
the committee has made to the National Assembly within recent months
are the following:
1. That a combined Archives and
reading room be constructed in the
Temple Foundation as soon as feasible.
Later on, when a separate library or
reading room is provided and when the
central Foundation Hall becomes available for Archives uses, the room proposed at present would be used chiefly
f9r the storage of Archives, and should
be qonstructed with this end in viewthat'. of insuring safety and preservation.
2. That as much as $100 be set
aside annually in the next few years
to cover the expense of cataloging,
photostating, mounting in folders and
filing the original Tablets of 'Abdu'lBaha. The Tablets constitute the most
precious possession of the Archives,
and their present condition-folded,
usually with the original translation,
within the envelope in which the Tablet was received-is not most conducive
to their preservation. It is proposed
that separate files be made of original
Tablets and translations and of photostatic copies of the Tablets with copies
of original translations. The former
would not be available for reference or
handling, while the latter would be
available.
3. That through the medium of the
BAHA'i NEWS frequent requests be
made for the believers to forward to
the Archives original Tablets of the
Master with original translations; original letters f rom the Guardian;
manuscripts or other objects sacred
because they were possessions of, or
were directly associated with, the Bab,
. Baha'u'lIah, 'Abdu'I-Baha or the
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Greatest Holy Leaf; objects sacred to
the memory of the Disciples of 'Abdu'l-Baha in America and of international teachers of the Cause; photographs of local assemblies and groups,
teaching conferences, summer school
gatherings, and Baha'i Youth organizations, at well as of individual Baha'is
whose activities have been national in
scope. It is suggested that corresponding secretaries of local assemblies can
be of great assistance to the National
Archives by taking the responsibility
for the collection of Archives material
locally. They may also aid in distinguishing between material which is primarily of local interest and that which
is of national interest and importance.
The Archives Committee will gladly
supply believers who send in their Tablets with exact photostatic copies at
small cost.
4. That the National Spiritual Assembly direct the Publishing Committee to forward to the National Archives at least two copies of all Baha'i
publications in its possession; also that
other committees, such as the Publicity
Committee and the Committee on Baha'i History, be requested to save their
files for the eventual deposit of those
materials which are suitable in the National Archives.
5. That provision be made for the
exhibition of representative types of
material in the Archives in the Foundation Hall at the coming Convention.
Respectfully submitted,
THE ARCHIVES COMMITTEE,
EDWIN MATTOON, Chairman
JULIA SOBEL
ALBERT WINDUST
GERTRUDE BRIKEM A
MAY SCHEFFLER, Secy.

4. Reviewing Committee
The function of the Reviewing Committee is so generally misunderstood
that it seems desirable to make certain
facts clear before anything else.
A manuscript approved by the Reviewing Committee of the National
Spiritual Assembly simply means that
what is written in connection with the
Baha'i Faith in that manuscript is according to the authorized teachings. It
does not mean that the manuscript will
be published. It does not mean that
the manuscript is a literary production.
The Publishing Committee publishes
only what it is authorized to publish by
the National Spiritual Assembly. For
instance, if someone writes an article
on tfie Baha'i Cause and sends it to
the National Assembly for review, the
~ational Assembly gives it to the Reviewing Committee. The approval of
the Reviewing Committee is limited to

whether what is said about the Cause
is according to the teachings, or not.
1£ the article is approved the author is
then free to submit it to some general
magazine or other source of publication. If it is a book it would be sent
to some publishing house which would
accept or reject it from quite another
standpoint. 1£ a good book were written on the Cause and the Publishing
Committee had the funds, no doubt the
National Assembly would be happy to
consider its publication. In our present straightened circumstances, however, funds are lacking in all departments of Baha'i endeavor.
Certain types of manuscript are not
reviewable. Music, poetry, plays, novels-all forms of art are not reviewable
because the Baha'i teachings cannot be
applied as the standard of accuracy and
truth. For instance, you can't have a
"Baha'i" poem. You can only have a
good poem or a bad poem. You cannot have "Baha'i" music. You can
only have good music or bad music.
If you write a play in which certain
Baha'i principles or characters appear,
and the play is produced, if it is a
great play it will influence thousands
of people, and if it is a bad play it will
be a failure.
Therefore, only manuscripts which
claim to describe Some aspect of the
Teachings, the Temple, the principles,
the inner mysteries, the lives of the
great Personalities, etc., should be reviewed in order to safeguard the author and the public from divers opinions or misconceptions of the teachings
or the administration of the New
World Order.
Two copies of the manuscript should
be submitted. One to be retained in
the files of the National Assembly
after it has been approved, and the
other to be returned to the author.
Manuscripts should be typewritten and
double-spaced, if possible.
The following manuscripts have
been approved since April 24, 1933:
Children's Lessons, Sections I II
and IV, submitted by the Committee
for Teaching and Training Children.
Baha'i Answers, a compilation, by
Olivia Kelsey.
The Call to Prayer, by Ruth J. E.
Moffett.
Little Prayer Book, compiled by the
Editorial Committee.
The Baha'i Faith, by Horace Holley. (A pamphlet.)
The Persian Wife, by Mary Maxwell. (A play.)
Fundamental Concepts in the Light
of a Contemporary Religion-the Baha'i Faith, by Glenn A. Shook. (An
article.)

The Baha'i House of Worship, by
Genevieve L. Coy. (A pamphlet.)
Seven Valleys and Four Valleys of
Baha'u'llah, translated by Ali Kuli
Khan.
Faithfully yours,
DORIS HOLLEY
MARIE B. MOORE
GENEVIEVE L. COY.

5. History of the Baha'i Cause in

America
Before the history of the Baha'i
Cause in America can be written it is
necessary that the committee should
have in hand statements from various
sources giving information regarding
this history. This committee, therefore, has sent out several calls to the
Baha'is collectively to all and individually to some, asking that each of the
Baha'i friends who have historical data
and reminiscences regarding the beginning of the teachings and the development of the Cause in their various assemblies, write these out in the form
of statements and send them to the
committee. We have urged the friends
to write with as much detail and information as possible. The plan being that each of these statements
eventually be placed in the National
Baha'i Archives. It is hoped that
much information will be contributed.
Up until the present time we have
had a number of valuable contributions. The various members of the
committee have been active among the
friends in their several assemblies, and
the work of amassing data is progressing.
Nevertheless, the committee
urges that this work be accelerated and
suggests that an urgent appeal be
made at the coming Convention, exhorting all of the friends particularly
the older Baha'is who were associated
with the Cause in its early days, to
lose no time in wfiting out their statements and sending them to the chairman of the committee.
We all wish this service to progress
as rapidly as possible, but until we
have the complete cooperation of all
those who have historical data to contribute we will be handicapped in our
work.
The Baha'i History Committee
urges that each Assembly appoint one
ot their members to write a history of
their Assembly and send this to the
Baha'i History Committee. At the
present time several Assemblies have
done this, but the committee will not
have the complete history of the Cause
in America until each Assembly has
made such a contribution.
THE BAHA'i HISTORY COMMITTEE
ELLA G. COOPER
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GEORGE LATIMER
ALBERT W INDUST
GERTRUDE BUIKEMA
MARIAM HANEY
MAY MAXWELL
CHARLES MASON REMEY,
Chairman.
IN MEMORIUM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these believers who have
ascended to the Kingdom.
Mrs. Frank Moxey, Newark.
Mrs. Mary Isabel Marshall, Washington, D. C.
Charles F. Coles, Washington, D. C.
Otto Weiss, Teaneck, N. J.
Hooper Harris, New York City.
THE WORLD ORDER OF
BAHA'U'LLAH
"That Divine Civilization, the establishment of which is the primary mission of the Baha'i Faith."-Shoghi
Effendi. (World Order of Baha'u'llah,
pages 3 and 4).
Throughout the present Baha'i year,
BAHA'i NEWS will maintain this special department consisting of quotations from the Guardian's writings on
the subject of the World Order of
Baha'u'll<lh.
1.
The various Assemblies, local and
national, constitute today the bedrock
upon the strength of which the Universal House is in future to be firmly established and raised. Not until
these function vigorously and harmoniously can the hope for the termination
of this period of transition be realized.
(Baha'i Administration, page 54.)
And now as I look into the future, I
hope to see the friends at all times, in
every land and of every shade of
thought and character, voluntarily and
joyously rallying around their local
and in particular their national centers
of activity, upholding and promoting
their interests with complete unanimity
and contentment, with perfect understanding, genuine enthusiasm and sustained vigor. This indeed is the one
joy and yearning of my life, for it is
the fountainhead from which all future
blessings will flow, the broad foundations upon which the security of the
Divine Edifice must ultimately rest.
(Baha'i Administration, page 58.)
We have but to turn our eyes without to realize the fierceness and magnitude of the forces of darkness that are
struggling with the dawning light of
the Abha Revelation. Nations, though
exhausted and disillusioned, have
seemingly begun to cherish anew the
spirit of revenge. of domination, and
strife. Peoples, convulsed by economic

upheavals, are slowly drifting into two
great opposing camps with all their
menace of social chaos, class hatreds,
and worldwide ruin.
(Baha'i Administration, page 58.)
As the Baha'i Faith permeates the
masses of the peoples of East and
West, and its truth is embraced by the
majority of the peoples of a number of
the Sovereign States of the world, will
the Universal House of Justice attain
the plentitude of its power, and exercise, as the supreme organ of the Baha'i Commonwealth, all the rights, the
duties and responsibilities incumbent
upon the world's future super-state.
(World Order of Baha'u'llah, page 7.)
In a world writhing with pain and
declining into chaos this (American Baha'i) community-the vanguard of the liberating forces of
Baha'u'llah-succeeded in the years
following 'Abdu'l-Baha's passing in
raising high above the institutions established by its sister communities in East and West what may well
constitute the chief pillar of that future
House-a House which posterity will
regard as the last refuge of a tottering
civilization. (America and the Most
Great Peace, page 21.)
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS

Baha'i Teachings on Economics:
compilation prepared by the Baha'i
Teaching Committee from the material gathered by the Committee on
Economics at the request of the National Spiritual Assembly, 1933-1934.
The pamphlet contains 16 pages, mimeographed, price, Wc per copy net and
sold in lots of ten only.
World Economy of BahG'u'll(Zh, by
Horace Holley, translated into German. Copies for sale by the Baha'i
Publishing Committee. Net 10c each.
Correction for address of Western
Division in July BAHA'i NEWS, given
as 1245 Broderick Street in error.
Should be:
Mrs. Emma F. Smith,
940 Leavenworth Street,
San Francisco, California
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
1.-From Circular Letter issued by
the Spiritual Assembly of Haifa,
June, 1934
Our Beloved Guardian, following
his customary practice of retiring from
Haifa during the uncomfortably warm
summer months, left for Europe on
the 7th of June, accompanied by Mr.
Hussein Rabbani.
Our Guardian's
health is the pivot of strength upon
which reclines the stupendous weight
and responsibility of the Cause. It is
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evident then that the most rejoicing
news to all the friends throughout the
world shall always be the glad tiding
that our Beloved Guardian is in the
best of health.
Recent news from Persia reveal the
fact that further restrictions have
been imposed upon the Baha'is there.
Not long ago we learned that the Governor of Khurasan, North East of
Persia, had ordered to stop all Baha'i
~dministrative functions and gathermgs throughout that province. The
meetings of Baha'is have likewise beet}
forbidden in Khuzistan, South West
of Persia.
Great as the progress of Persia has
been during the last thirteen years under the gi.fted leadership of His Majesty the Kmg Reza Shah Pahlavi who
is indeed responsible for the p;esent
Persian renaissance, yet it cannot be
expected that the deep-seated jealousies and hatreds of a bigoted clergy, the
~x'ploitat~ons and intrigues of some poIIttcal bngands and the evil machinations of few foreign religious institutions that under the camouflage of a
noble purpose sow moral disharmony
and stri fe among the people; should
be discarded and disbanded in such a
comparatively short time.
But the believers should in no wise
be discouraged in carrying out the
glorious task which has been bequeathed to them to spiritually rejuvenate a sadly shaken world. We must
always remember that whether it be
the crumbling of society's pillars or
the inflicting of persecutions and restrictions upon the believers, they "all
witness," in the words of our Beloved
Guardian. "to the tumult which the
birth of this mighty Organ of the Religion of Baha'u'llah has cast into the
world-a tumult which will grow in
scope and intensity as the implications
of this constantly evolving Scheme are
more fully understood and its ramifications more widely extended over the
surface of the globe."
We have read in the Circular Letter
of the East and West Committee that
the Baha'is of Persia are deeply grateful for the gift of one hundred pounds
Sterling sent by the Baha'is of America to the sufferers emigrated from
Ishqabad and now in Mashhid, which
will do much toward improving the
conditions of these friends and assisting the Mashhad Assembly in providing for them.
The same Circular reports the following news of special concern to all
the friends interested in educating
Modern Persia.
Mrs. Qara Sharp of San Francisco,
California, who came to Persia three
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years ago to be with her daughter,
Miss Adelaide Sharp, head of the Tarbiyat School for Girls, has among other numerous activities been carrying a
considerable amount of teaching work
and her course in debating and public
speaking has aroused special interest.
Recently one of her pupils addressed
the student body of a local Mohammadan school on a modern invention;
a mulla present arose and denounced
the infiltration of new ideas which he
said were false and were leading Persia's youth astray; the speaker replied
with such vigor and logic that the students applauded him and the mull a
was silenced. This incident probably
could not have taken place 10 years
ago; it illustrates the collapse of clerical jurisdiction in Persia, the new
widespread emancipation of the youth.
Certainly the instructors who are
guiding this generation deserve special
credit.
Recently, in Egypt, an article has
been written and published by an
Egyptian, criticising the Cause. That
article was answered by Subhi Elias
of Alexandria, whose brother is now
engaged in spreading the Cause in
Abyssinia, in the form of a personal
letter which he sent to the author;
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whereupon the latter published very
naively the said refutation in the May
21st, issue of an Egyptian daily,
called Al-Balagh, thus publicly exposing his own ignorance in an article
which dearly and logically revealed his
fallacies and contradictions in his social views and principles.
2.-From Circular Letter Issued by
the Unity of the East and West
Committee, Tibran, April-May,
1934

This Ridvan will go down in the
history of Baha'i Persia because during the feast days the first national Baha'i Convention met in Tihran and
elected the first National Assembly of
Persia, with 84 delegates present from
all over the country. Friends in the
West will appreciate what achievement
such a gathering represents in a country where travel is still a considerable
adventure and where even a brief stay
in the capital entails a long absence
from home.
The delegates made their headquarters at the Haziratu'l-Quds, where the
Central Assembly and the Service
Committee had made the necessary arrangements for their reception; all
kinds of furniture, beds, tables and the

like had been requisitioned from Baha'is throughout town, and the fact
that the delegates were in a sense the
house guests of the Tihdm friends
added to the pleasure of the Convention. Many of the local friends entertained the delegates, both at the Haziratu' -l-Quds and at their homes; the
social aspects of the Convention were
highly important because the Persian
friends of different centres cannot
communicate with one another with
the frequency enjoyed in the West. A
significant event of this Convention
was the sending of representatives by
the four women's committees to report
to the delegates and submit their program for the coming year.
The members of the National Assembly are as follows:
Jenabi Fazel Mazandarani.
"
Haji Ghulam Reza Amin
Amin.
Mirza Valiullah Khan Varqa.
Dr. Yunis Khan Afrukhtih.
"
" Mirza Shuaullah Khan Alai.
Mirza Ahmed Khan Yazdani.
"
Mirza Ali Akbar Khan Froutan.
Mirza Mahmud Khan Badiyi.
"
Mirza Enayatullah Ahmed
"
Poor.
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EXPLANATION OF PASSAGES IN in the passage found on pages 26 and dented crisis there should burst forth a
27 of 'The Dispensation of Baha'u'l- spiritual renaissance which, as it prouTHE DISPENSATION OF
lah,' their names are as follows: Abra- pagates itself through the instrumenBAHA'U'LLAH"
ham, Moses, Joseph, John the Baptist, tality of the American believers, will
The following explanations have Jesus, Imam Husayn, on whom Ba- rehabilitate the fortunes of a decadent
• been made by the Guardian in reply to ha'u'IUlh has conferred an exception- age?"
• answers sent him by the National As- ally exalted station, (and) the Bab."
Such words reveal to us the measure
sembly. These passages are quoted
of our opportunity, and remind us likefrom a letter dated August 7, 1934:
LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL wise of the degree of our sacred obli"Concerning the passage in 'The
gation. Every well-conceived and uniSPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Dispensation of Baha'u'llah' in which
fied teaching effort put forth at this
the Guardian quotes 'Abdu'l-Baha's in- To the Local Spiritual Assemblies of time is bound to bear fruit. The day
terpretation of the prophecy referring
the United States and Canada.
of indifference and the condition of
to the times when the sun would stand Beloved Friends:
pride and superiority in the world
, still in the heavens, he wishes me to
In this letter the Assembly will en- about us has completely gone. Now it
explain that the days referred to in deavor to make a few useful sugges- is for the Baha'is, bearing the Greatthis prophecy have to be reckoned dif- tions on the subject of teaching.
est Name in their hearts, to kindle that
ferently. In the Sacred Scriptures of
This subject has become uppermost flame which can "burn away all things
various religions there are to be found in our minds on account of the great that are not of God."
frequent references to days, but these emphasis which the Guardian has been
As for effective teaching methods,
have to be considered as indicating dif- giving it in his recent general commu- these are as many as we require to
ferent periods of time, as for instance nications.
meet the various circumstances of our
in the Qur'an a day is reckoned as one
For example, in "The Golden Age local community. Among them may be
thousand years. The first ten days in of the Cause of Baha'u'Ilah," Shoghi enumerated:
the above mentioned prophecy repre- Effendi wrote: "Who, contemplating
1. The home meeting, at which a
sent each a century, making thus a the helplessness, the fears and miseries small number of inquirers may be intotal of one thousand lunar years. As of humanity in this day, can any longer vited to a series of discussions and
to the twenty days referring to the question the necessity for a fresh reve- readings. How many Baha'i homes,
Bahi Dispensation, each of them repre- lation of the quickening power of never before consecrated to this susents only one lunar year, the total of God's redemptive love and guidance? preme purpose, can be opened up for
twenty years marking the duration of Who, witnessing on one hand the stu- teaching this year?
the Revelation of the Bab. The thirty pendous advance achieved in the realm
2. The public teaching class, under
days in the last Dispensation should of human knowledge, of power, of skill the direct supervision of the local Spirnot be reckoned numerically, but amI inventiveness, and viewing on the itual Assembly, which carries on the
should be considered as symbolizing other the unprecedented character of work begun by the home or "fireside"
the incomparable greatness of the Ba- the sufferings that afflict, arid the dan- meetings, and brings the students to
ha'i Revelation which, though not the gers that beset, present-day society, the point of enrolling as members of
final, is none the less thus far the full- can be so blind as to doubt that the the Baha'i community. This more forest revelation of God to man. From a hour has at last struck for the advent mal teaching class need not be continuphysical point of view, the thirty days of a new Revelation, for a re-state- ous, but arranged for a series of conrepresent the maximum time taken by ment of the Divine Purpose, and for secutive weeks at different intervals
the sun to pass through a sign of the the consequent revival of those spirit- throughout the year, depending upon
zodiac. They thus represent a cui min- ual forces that have, at fixed intervals, the number of students who are made
ating point in the evolution of this star rehabilitated the fortunes of human available by the combined efforts of the
entire Baha'i community.
(i. e., the earth). So also from a spir- society?"
And in "America and the 1\10st Great
3. The occasional public meeting of
itual standpoint these thirty davs
should be viewed as indicating the Peace": "Would it s~el11 extravagant, special character, such as those devoted
highest. though not the final, sta~e in in the light of so sublime an utterance, to Race Amity, World Peace or some
to expect that in the midst of so envi- other Baha'i principle of special public
the spiritual evolution of mankind.
"As to the list of the prophets with able a region of the earth and out of importance at this time.
4. The regular series of public adwhom Baha'u'llah identified Himself the agony and wreckage of an unprece-
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dresses such as are carried on more
particularly by those Assemblies which
have public meeting places. The vital
point to be considered in this connection is that the public meetings have
little value unless they produce serious
inquirers who are prepared to enter a
study class.
5. While the home meetings for the
most part attract those people who can
be reached through personal acquaintance, there is need always of presenting
the Faith to local leaders of opinion
and persons of some distinct capacity.
The suggestion is therefore made that
each Assembly proceed to appoint a
committee for the special purpose of
drawing up a mailing list of such people in the community. This list has
great value and once started should be
kept always complete and up to date.
I t may be u:ed as follows:
A. For sending invitations to the
occasional public meetings of special
character, described under No. 3
above.
B. For sending the public teaching
bulletins issued by the National Spiritual Assembly about once every two
months, entitled "A New World Order." Copies may be obtained direct
from the National Assembly at the
rate of 50 copies for 75c.
C. For sending the Outline and
Summary of the Baha'i Faith prepared
by the National Assembly a few
months ago. These can be purchased
from the Publishing Committee in the
usual way.
6. As for study and teaching material, the Teaching Outlines obtainable
from the Publishing Committee are
ideal,. and the variety of s~bjects is
suffiCIent to meet every requIrement.
7. Inseparable from any well-conceived teaching program is the factor
of publicity, and the Publicity Committee stands ready to cooperate by
means of practical advice as welI as
finished material suitable for giving to
the press.
8. The Library Committee also
should be consulted, since it is very
important to have authentic literature
on hand in Public and University Libraries.
.
9. It is of course the Teaching
Committee which stands most ready to
give assistance to lo~l Ass~mblie?,
groups and isolated belIevers In theIr
efforts to promote the Faith of Baha'u'lIah. The National Assembly at
this time seeks merelv to remind the
friends of some of the many ways in
which even the smaIlest community or
group, when filled with the true spirit.
can render service to the beloved
Cause.

ADDRESS FOR NATIONAL
ASSEMRL Y CORRESPONDENcE
Beginning October 1, and until
further notice, communications
intended for the National Spiritual Assembly, should be addressed as follows:
National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada,
Evergreen Cabin,
West Englewood, N. J.
AlIen B. McDaniel, Chairman,
1000 Chanler Building,
Washington, D. C.
Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer,
Evergreen Cabin,
West Englewood, N. J.
Horace Holley, Secretary,
119 Waverly Place,
New York, N. Y.

Can we any longer resist the mighty
spirit outpoured to us in such communications as "The Dispensation of Baha'u'lIah ?"
Yours faithfulIy,
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

September 10, 1934.
SYMBOL OF
THE GREATEST NAME
The friends will be happy to learn
that the use of this Symbol is now
legally protected for proper Baha'i use
under the trade mark registration recently made by the National Spiritual
Assembly through the U. S. Patent
Office.
After careful consideration of the
significance of this sacred Symbol, the
Assembly has voted that its use should
be confined to books and pamphlets
containing the words of Baha'u'llah.
THE INSTITUTION OF THE
SPIRITUAL ASSEMRL Y
For a period of more than ten years,
a large portion of bur collective effort
has been devoted to the task of developing the institutions described in the
Master's "V ill and Testament and the
subject matter of most of the general
communications issued by the Guardian of the Faith.
At our present state of development
there appears to be a need for a more
definite and widesoread understanding
of the institution of a Spiritual Assembly as it affects its own members-as it
caIls for a new and unique loyalty on
the part of its nine members to the Assembly itself.

The National Spiritual Assembly
therefore takes the occasion to offer a
few remarks on this phase of the subject, in the hope that they wiIl clarify
this important matter and assist the
believers to appreciate the firm basis
on which every local and National Assembly must rest if it is to fulfil its
responsibility to the Cause.
It is necessary to bear in mind the
fact that the Spiritual Assembly is not
a body created by the believers, even
though by their votes at elections they
determine its membership. The institution itself was created by Baha'u'llah. Unlike the institutions set up by
a democracy, whose functions and
powers are strictly defined by the people, with a definite reservation of certain rights to the body of the citizens
-including the right to annul the constitutions and adopt an entirely new
political charter-a Spiritual Assembly
rests upon sanctions higher than that
of the voting community. Its functions and powers are unalterable. The
responsibility of its members is not to
the electorate but to the higher author ~
ity resident in the Cause.
This general principle has brought
into being the necessity for a definite
loyalty on the part of all Assembly
members to the institution which collectively they compose. They are trustees of its duties, responsibilities, rights
and powers, and not merely representatives of the community nor of any
party or faction thereof. In meeting
this obligation to the Assembly itself,
the members can have utmost confidence that they are rendering the fullest and truest service to the body of
the believers concerned.
It is important to note that upon the
Baha'i electors themselves there rests a
special responsibility in relation to the
election. Thus, in describing the functions of Convention delegates, Shoghi
Effendi declared that they should cast
their ballots for none save those whom
prayer and meditation inspire them to
believe are possessed of certain qualities: "unquestioned loyalty, selfless devotion, a well trained mind. recognized
ability, mature experience."l The efficiency and integrity of a Spiritual
Assembly, therefore, depends upon the
degree to which, in every Baha'i election, the believers conscientiously meet
the Guardian's standard.
The Declaration of Trust and ByLaws afford a procedure controlling to
a certain extent the methods which
should be carried out by members of a
Spiritual Assembly in performing
their duties at meetings. It is clear,
1

See "Baha'i" Administration," page 79.

for example, that decisions are made
out having rumor and gossip immediby unanimous vote, but unanimity
ately circulate throughout the commuCABLEGRAM FROM
lacking, by vote of the majority. 'Abnity, such a condition is a serious
SHOGHI EFFENDI
du'l-Baha revealed a Tablet, quoted by
charge for which that Assembly canPresent controversy agitating
the Guardian 2 in one of his earliest
not escape responsibility.
As the
American believers if unchecked
general letters, emphatically commandCause develops, each Assembly will inwill through its inevitable worlding every member of an Assembly to
creasingly be called upon to deal with
wide repercussions inflict irreabide by its decisions. The Teachings
certain matters of a personal and conparable inj ury (upon) Cause
recognize no minority rights whatsofidential nature, and the time has sure(of) Baha'u'l1ah. Nothing short
ever within the body of an Assembly.
ly come when a firm foundation of
(of the) following measures can
Every decision made by a Spiritual
trystworthiness should be laid.
avert threatening danger: retenAssembly is binding upon each and
/)OMatters of a general nature coming
tion (of) Lunt's membership,
before a Spiritual Assembly should be
all its members alike, whatever their
and inflexible resolve by whompersonal views, prior to the final vote,
reported to the community at each
soever directly or remotely conNineteen Day Feast. It should be
may have been.
cerned (to) refrain f rom slightreadily possible for an Assembly to de/.
Two observations should be made in
est criticism, expressed or imtermine what matters are confidential,
~ connection with the process of consulplied, that must necessarily imand of the nature of a trust, and what
/" tation leading up to the decision. First,
pair (the) undivided authority
matters concern the Cause and are of
that during the consultation it is not
(of the) institution (of the) Nainterest and importance to the entire
merely the right but the sacred duty of
tional
Assembly. Even barest
Baha'i community. When a matter is
each member to express his or her
reference to issues involved
recorded as confidential each member
opinion fully and freely, for only
should be instantly dropped
should scrupulously preserve it as such.
through a true consensus of opinion
(and) forgotten.
Concentrate
~hen a matter is reco.rded otherwise,
can all aspects of a question be thorprecious energies (upon) uninIt should be reported m the form reoughly explored. Secondly, that the
terrupted prosecution (of) dicorded in the minutes and by whatever
termination of the period of consultavinely appointed enterprise. Apofficer is designated to make the report.
tion and the taking of the vote, is a
peal entire community (to) heed
Frank discussion of these points, and
matter which the majority can decide.
(my) passionate entreaty (and)
full agreement as to the conditions unThe right to express one's view fully
grave warning.
der which Assembly business is to be
and freely does not imply the power to
(Signed) SHOGHI.
reported outside the meeting, are obviprolong the consultation indefinitely
Haifa, Palestine,
ous requisites to the proper functioning
and to the point of stubbornness. The
August 20, 1934.
of the institution. - b -majority can direct the chairman to
Shoghi Effendf has written that the
bring the matter to vote whenever it
administrative order of the Faith is
is conscientiously felt that all views
have been presented and further dis- Assembly leaves a meeting and ex- still in a condition of infancy.
This may be fully recognized and
cussion would be useless repetition or presses criticism of the attitude ex-one-sided argument.
Without this pressed by any other member in the admitted, but the condition of infancy
clear right vested in the majority, the period of full and free consultation, is not intended to be perpetual. Great
capacity of a Spiritual Assembly to this is destructive of the spirit of mu- blessings will, we are assured, be retransact the business before it would tual confidence and trust which must leased when the Baha'i institutions debe maintained by every Assembly, and velop to the point of internal unity and
be fatally limited.
The opinion is sometimes expressed can but lead to disunity and a weaken- of harmonious relations to the comthat Spiritual Assemblies are too prone ing of its capacity for service to the munity. The privilege of contributing
to maintain an attitude of secrecy and Cause. So long as a member who had to the steady evolution of those institualoofness, in violation of the sacred expressed one opinion is willing to tions which are the "pattern and nuabide by the result of unanimous or cleus" of the World Order of Baha'u'lunity of the Cause.
majority
vote, there is no ground of lah is granted to every believer, but
This opinion requires clear analysis,
that his opinion, prior to more especially to those to whom have
criticism
in
if Assemblies are to avoid going from
been given positions of responsibility
one extreme attitude to the other, in the vote, was different from that estab- and trust. If members of Spiritual Aslished
by
the
vote.,,;J
~
each case failing to attain the true
A Spiritual Assembly is an institu- semblies will attain trustworthiness
balance.
tion
and not merely nine believers who and exhibit an individual and collec~
What is and must be preserved inhappen
to hold office. The great obli- tive attitude showing forth both knowlviolate from mere gossip and rumor
and
duties laid upon that insti- edge of the Teachings and scrupulous
gations
are the personal views expressed by
tution
are
superior
to any rights as- obedience to them, the long-awaited
the members on any matter before the
sumed by some of its members. With- and long prayed-for renaissance of
vote is taken. I f any member of an
in its sphere of jurisdiction, as the public teaching, and vital growth in the
Guardian
has said, a Spiritual Assem- Cause, will surely follow, as day fol• "If after discussion, a decision be carlows night.
bly has undivided authority.
ried unanimously, well and good; but if, the
Lord forbid, differences of opinion should
The difference between secrecy and
The fact that a Spiritual Assembly
arise, a majority of voices must prevail . . . trustworthiness is again exemplied
an
institution independent of the wilJ
is
It is ag;!in not permitted that anyone of
when we consider the important sub- of the electoral body does not in any
the honored members object to or censure,
ject of conferences held by a Spiritual way sanction the spirit of aloofness
whether in or out of the meeting, any decision arrived at previously, though that deAssembly with individual members of and separation from the community.
cision be not right, for such criticism would
the community. If the believers find On the contrary, it means that the Asprevent any decision from being enforced."
by experience that they cannot bring sembly is left entirely free to seek diSee "Baha'i Adminiiitration," pages 21, 22,
personal matters to an Assembly with- vine guidance for all its deliberations
23.
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and decisions, and has been given a
truly Providential opportunity to serve
the community as a whole. An Assembly, it must be repeated again and
again, is not the creature or servant of
any limited group or faction. Quite
irrespective of how the various members of the community might have cast
their ballots for members of the Assembly, the Assembly once elected has
an impartial relationship of service to
the welfare of the Cause in its city or
nation. No institution in human history has ever rested upon a foundation
so impregnable to the assaults of ambition, pride, self-interest, envy and malice, whether from without or within.
A Spiritual Assembly, raised above
personal emotion and touched with a
vision of divine justice, becomes an indestructible link in the chain of peace,
economic stability and progress which
the Supreme Manifestation has forged
for the protection of mankind. Much
has been offered to, much will be required from, all who are elected to
membership in such an institution.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES
The Spiritual Assembly of Milwaukee announces a series of public lectures on The New World Order, at
Milwaukee Auditorium, September 9
to 18. The program begins with an
address on The New Civilization by
Mme. Gita Orlova of the New York
Baha'i community, and continues with
lectures twice daily on subjects of vital
general importance. Other speakers
are: Dr. E. Leanore Morris of Racine; Mrs. Shahnaz Waite of Los Angeles; Dr. Ali Kuli Khan of Washington; Mrs. Ruth Moffett of Chicago
and Mrs. Lorol SchopHocher of the
Baha'i community of Eliot, Maine.
Study classes will follow the series
of public lectures.
This program, broadly conceived
and carefully developed, represents a
bold effort to plant the teachings in the
very heart of a large city. It will undoubtedly prove of immense service to
the Cause, and its methods and results
will be closely followed by the National Assembiy.
The Twenty-third Annual "Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha" at West Englewood, N. ]., was held on Saturday,
June 30, under the direction of a National Committee representing the five
neighboring BaM'i Assemblies. Addresses were delivered by Saffa Kinney and Hooper Harris, and brief informal remarks were given by a number of believers. This Baha'i meeting
marks a most important episode in the
history of the Cause in America, the

Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'l-Baha in
1912; which He declared to be the real
birth of the Cause in this country.
The Vancouver Assembly reports
that during May Mrs. Lorol SchopHocher spoke to the community and
also showed the pictures which she had
taken in Haifa and other places visited
during her travels. In June the community received a visit from Mrs.
Louise Caswell, who spent two weeks
teaching. Prof. and Mrs. Ward spoke
at a public meeting on June 29. The
visit of Paul Voelz was also very much
enjoyed.
The New Haven Assembly reports
that five members have been added to
the local community since the Ridvan
Feast.
From the Los Angeles Assembly we
receive copies of The Los Angeles Baha'i News, Nos. 1,2 and 3, dated July,
August and September, 1934. This local News Letter sets a very high standard of excellence in its thoroughness
and its admirable arrangement. In the
larger cities, where the friends are
widely separated, such local News Letters are a great means of developing
the necessary capacity for cooperation.
They tend to keep all the friends mutually informed of the various activities, and where facts are available the
power of mere idle rumor is minimized. On September 5 the Los Angeles Baha'is gathered to dedicate a
new meeting place at 2523 7th Street.
The National Race Amity Committee carried out an important public
program at Green Acre and Portsmouth on August 4 and 5, the speakers
and chairmen being Mary Maxwell, Ali
Kuli Khan, Carl Cartwright, Frank P.
Dyar, Dr. Max Yergan, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Louis G. Gregory, Hiram James, Mrs. Harold Bowditch,
Harlan F. Ober, Mrs. Annie K. Lewis.
The Spiritual Assembly of Montreal has issued a folder reprinting an
article entitled "The Epidemic of the
Persian Jews," appearing originally in
the Jewish paper, Canadian Ad{er,
Montreal, and afterward published in
The Ba}ui'i World, Vol. IV. This
article is followed by a commentary
by Edward Dewing, and excerpts from
the address given by 'Abdu'I-Baha at
Temple Emmanuel, San Francisco.
This folder appears to be the first piece
of literature prepared under American
Baha'i auspices to appeal directly to
members of the Jewish Faith.
From the Spiritual Assembly of
Cleveland the following items of interest have been received. Prior to the
Convention, a public meeting was held
which Ali Kuli Khan addressed.
Louis G. Gregory visited Cleveland on
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his way to the Convention and conducted a number of meetings at which
new people of capacity were attracted.
Lother U. Schurgast visited Cleveland
during the same month and addressed
the local Baha'i community.
The
Cleveland Assembly will welcome the
cooperation of teachers who are qualified to give the Message at large public
meetings.
An Inter-Racial Amity Evening was
held by the Spiritual Assembly of
Denver on May 12. The program, carried out at West Hotel, included a
Prayer by Theresa Lillywhite, Address of Welcome by the chairman,
Edgar R. Meyer, a talk on the Youth
Movement in Italy by the Italian Consul, Count di San Marzano, on World
Brotherhood, by Fritz Cansler, Secretary, Glenarm Y. M. C. A., on Current
Japanese Views by Dr. Tadayuki Hirose, Where Are We Going? by Milton M. Schayer, Races of Old Mexico,
by Sr. M. G. Calderon, Mexican Consul, and The Dominant Note of the
Twentieth Century, by Edgar R.
Meyer.
The Chicago Assembly has set aside
four evenings during the year to receive applications for membership in
the local community, an excellent
arrangement for the larger Assemblies,
where time is required in order to familiarize the new believers with their
fellow-Baha'is. A number of Fireside groups were discontinued until
autumn, but during the summer
months such Groups met regularly at
the home of Mrs. Fannie Lesch, Dr.
and Mrs. Paton, Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Matthisen and
Mr. and Mrs. K. Smith, with the assistance of the following teachers:
Howard Ives, Alfred E. Lunt, Mrs.
Shahnaz Waite, Elahi Kalantar, Miss
Mason, Mrs. Mabel I ves, Agnes Alexander, Ali Kuli Khan, Louis G. Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moffet. A
new afternoon meeting has been
started at the home of Mrs. Nettie
Tobin, and a class }:Ja3 also been arranged in the home of Mrs. Agnes
Kahlke, conducted by Mrs. Shahnaz
Waite. On June 17, Mrs. Waite, as'5isted by Mrs. Ruth Moffet and Mrs.
Nina Matthisen, presented before the
National Colored Student Club a program in verse and song on the subject
of The Message of the New Day. On
July 31 Mrs. Shahnaz Waite spoke on
The Temple Beautiful at the Illinois
Host House at the Century of Progress Exposition.
In reporting another new believer,
the Portland Assembly expresses appreciation of the services rendered by
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visiting believers, including Mrs. May gat ion of all Baha'is to Teach, Public
Maxwell and Agnes Alexander.
Meetings, Public Contacts, Publicity,
The New York Assembly in the last Children's Gardens, Racial Amity. The
issue of its local News Letter reported discussion will be preceded by the presthat during the Baha'i year ending entation of a compilation on the ObliApril 21, 1934, the community contrib- gation of all Baha'is to Teach. The
uted a total of $14,934.75 to the Na- Conference will be open to Baha'is and
tional Fund and in addition expended their friends, and it is hoped that all
on local activities the sum of $5,886.- communities in the Central States will
00. The Sunday afternoon program be well represented. Those wishing
carried out in May was planned to re- assistance in securing accommodations
flect the four parts of the Guardian's may write to the Chairman of the
letter on "The Dispensation of Baha- Hospitality Committee, Mrs. Alma
'u'llah." Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford Russell, 2622 Prairie A venue, Evanopened this series with an address on ston, Ill.
the Bab, Hooper Harris spoke on
LOCAL BY-LAWS
Baha'u'llah, Saffa Kinney on 'Abdu'lBaha, and Mrs. Elsa Russell Blakely
At the meeting held on August 11
on The Administrative Order. The and 12, the National Spiritual AssemForum program for the same period bly voted to publish in BAHA'i NEWS
was devoted to the subjects of Peace the statement that local Assemblies are
on Earth, Races and Religions, Educa- advised to engage expert legal assisttion Looks Forward, Ethics in Indus- ance in adapting the local By-Laws to
try, and Man's International Tribunal. the Religious Statutes of their particuOn four consecutive Wednesday eve- lar State; and also that meanwhile the
nings the community gave special National Assembly feels it advisable
study to "The Dispensation of Baha- and necessary for all local Assemblies
'u'l\ah." Fireside Meetings have been without exception to abide by the set of
conducted in the homes of Mr. and By-Laws approved by the Guardian.
Mrs. Saffa Kinney, Winifred Rich- (These are published in the new ediards, Miss R. Sunshine, Ethel BeIlows, tion of "Baha'i Administration" and
Mrs. Thurston Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. also in a separate pamphlet obtainable
Zeitlin.
from the Publishing Committee at IOc
San Francisco Bahri,'i News, the a copy.)
first of the new type of local news letters to be established in recent years, PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
records a number of interesting items
Security for a Failing World, by
in its May issue. Three believers were Stanwood Cobb: Last year the Pubwelcomed into the community at the lishing Commitee issued a circular letFeast of Jalal. Visits have been re- ter requesting advance orders for this
ceived from Julia Culver, Mrs. Lorol im):ortant new book, stating that when
Schopflocher and Mme. Gita Orlova. sufficient orders had been received at
The public meetings that month con- the special introductory price of $1.50
sistedof addresses on The W orId Or- per copy, the book could be published.
der of Baha'u'llah by Mrs. SchopThe orders received being insuffiflocher, The World Order of Baha'u'- cient to enable the Committee to meet
Ilah-Further Considerations, by Le- the printing cost, Dr. Cobb has now
roy Ioas, World Peace in the Eyes of arranged to publish the book through
Youth, by Charlotte M. Linfoot, and A valon Press. The regular price of
Practical Steps Toward Peace, by the book will be $2,00, but the advance
Ali Yazdi.
orders now on hand will be filled at the
agreed price of $1.50.
Under the new arrangement, the disILLINOIS-WISCONSIN TEACHING
count of 33;,1 per cent usually allowed
CONFERENCE
Assemblies cannot be granted on the
The Illinois-Wisconsin Inter-As- advance orders, but after these have
sembly Teaching Committee, Robert been filled the Publishing Committee
Theiss, Chairman, Mrs. Nina Matthi- will secure copies and fill all future orsen, 4612 Malden Street, Chicago, Sec- ders from Assemblies in the usual
retary, announces an Inter-Assembly way. The Guardian's high opinion of
Teaching Conference to be held in the this book has already been reported
Foundation Hall of the Baha'i House through BAHA'i NEWS.
Youth Bulletin, issued by the Baha'i
of Worship on October 6 and 7.
Three sessions will be held each day. Youth CommIttee. Copies of this bulten to twelve-thirty, one-thirty to five letin can now be obtained at lOc each.
P. M. and seven to ten P. M.
net. This bulletin launches the activiThe subjects for discussion are: ties of the Bah-'t'i young people in
Personal Contacts in Teaching, Obli- America in response to the instructions

and advice given by the Guardian last
year, as made known through BAHA'i
NEWS. While intended particularly for
all Baha'i youth between the ages of
fifteen and twenty-five years, the bulletin should also be studied by local
Assemblies who wish to fulfil their responsibility in assisting the young people in their community, and will also be
of great interest to all adult believers
desiring to be informed of all branches
of Baha'i activity.
The Dawn-Breakers, Special Autographed Edition. It will be remembered that when The Dawn-Breakers
was published, the Committee issued,
with the Guardian's approval, a limited
special edition of 150 copies at $35.00
per copy. Each copy in this edition
bears the Guardian's signature, and is
printed on very expensive paper and
bound in leather. At present, only 25
copies of this edition are available, and·
in all likelihood the autographed edition will never be repeated.
My Pilgrimage to the Land of Desire, by Marie A. Watson. This
pamphlet, written by a devoted pilgrim
who visited Haifa during the last years
of the Master's mission on earth, was
published under a special fund which
enables the Committee to devote the
entire proceeds to the Temple Fund.
Per copy, SOc.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL
ARCHIVES
A Statement by the Archives
Committee
Over a period of years the National
Archives Committee has been receiving material for preservation in the
Archives. Through the efforts of the
servants of the Cause who have been
carrying on this work, a veritable
treasure house consisting of original
Tablets and other manuscripts, sacred
relics, and printed matter pertaining to
the history of the Cause in America
has been built up. While far the greater part of the material forwarded to
the Committee has been suitable for
preservation in the National' Archives,
some of the material received should,
without doubt, have been retained for
local Baha'i archives or for individual
preservation.
With the approval of the N. S. A ..
the Committee recommends that local
Spiritual Assemblies lay plans for the
founding of local archives, if they have
not already done so, and that the following standards or distinctions between materials which should be contained in local and National Archives
be observed by the friends in the
future.

Local Archives
a. Such records as the local Assembly may wish to make available
bearing upon the local activities ali
records of importance in conne~tion
with the growth of the Cause locally.
b. Accurate individual records of all
members of the local Baha'i community.*
c. Relics, photographs, etc., associated with the experiences of individual
Baha'is, unless gifts of the :'vlaster or
the Guardian.
National Archives
a. The "Real Baha'i Archives," i. e.,
the writings of the Founders of the
Cause. These would include any original writings of the Bab and Baha'u'llah that may come into the possession
of the National Archives; also, photostatic copies and authoritative illuminated copies of Their original writings.
Under this heading may also be classed
the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha addressed
to American Assemblies and believers,
and the letters of the Guardian to National and local Assemblies and to individual believers.
. b. Such National Spiritual Assembly records as from time to time may
be turned over by that body, and copies
of all National Baha'i publications.
c. Records, objects, and photographs
of particular national inten!st, as those
dealing with the Temple, the work of
national and international teachers, and
The Baha'i World.
d. Individual. records and relics of
any form only when touched by Jdirectly associated with) the Bab, Baha'u'Hah, the Master, the Guardian, or
the N. S. A,
The cooperation of local corresponding secretaries is requested in the collecting and forwarding of material
which should be preserved in the National Archives. The attention and active interest of the friends should be
encouraged in both local and National
Archives through consultation in
Spiritual Assemblies and at NineteenDay Feasts.
Cost of Photostatic Copies of Tablets
The Archives Committee is glad to
be able to inform Assemblies and individual believers who have deposited

* In view of the approaching political and
military disorder, it is very probable that
local Assemblies should be prepared to make
positive legal identification of each member
o~ local Baha'i communities through indiVIdual data on record including such items
as birth, nativity, occupation, dependents,
photograph, finger prints, et cetera. Such
data would form a part of the permanent
record in the local archives.

original Tablets from the ;'iaster and
letters f rom the Guardian in the
Archives that exact photostats or photographic copies of these Tablets and
letters, 5 x 8 inches in size, and on
permanent record stock, may be ordered through the Committee at a cost
of lOc per copy of a single page.' Photostats of Tablets addressed to Assemblies would form a foundation for the
local Baha'i Archives.
EDWIN W. MATTOON, Chairman
MRS. MAY SCHEFFLER, Secretary
1821 Lincoln St., Evanston, Ill.
JULIA SOBEL
ALBERT WINDUST
GERTRUDE BUIKEMA
THE WORLD ORDER OF
BAHA'U'LLAH
"That Divine Civilization, the establi~htnent of which is the primary misSlOt!
the Balui'i Faith."-Shoghi
EffendI. (World Order of Baha'u'llah
pages 3 and 4).
'
Throughout the present Baha'i year,
~AHA'i NEWS will maintain this speC!al department consisting of quotattons from the Guardian's writings on
the subject of the World Order of
Baha'u'llah.

at

2.
Regarding the very delicate and
.question of ascertaining the
qualdicattons of a true believer, I cannot
in this connection emphasize too
strongly the supreme necessity for the
exercise of the utmost discretion caution and tact, whether it be in de~iding
for ourselves as to who may be regarded as a true believer or in disclosing to the outside world such considerations as may serve as a basis for such
a decision. I would only venture to
state very briefly and as adequately as
p!'esent circumstances permit the prinCIpal factors that must be taken into
consideration before deciding whether
a person may be regarded a true believer or not. Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner, the Author,
and the True Exemplar of the Baha'i
Cause, as set forth in 'Abdu'l-Baha's
Testament; unreserved acceptance of,
and submission, to, whatsoever has
been revealed by their Pen; loyal and
steadfast adherence to every clause of
our Beloved's sacred Will; and close
association with the spirit as well as
the form of the present day Baha'i administration throughout the worldthese I conceive to be the fundamental
and primary considerations that must
be fairly, discreetly and thoughtfully
ascertained before reaching such a vital
com~lex

decision.
(Baha'i Administration,
pages 80, 81.)
We need but glance at the Words of
Baha'u'l1ah and the Epistles of 'Abdu'l-Ba~a to realize the great privilege
of teachIng the Cause its vital necessity, its supreme urgen~y, and its widereaching effects. These are the very
words of 'Abdu'I-Baha:"In these days, the Holy Ones of
the Realm of Glory, dwelling in the
all-highest Paradise, yearn to return
unto this world, and be of some service to the Cause of Baha'u'llah and
prove their servitude to the Threshold
of the Abha Beauty."
\Vhat a wondrous VISIOn these
words. u~fold to our eyes! How great
ou.r 'pnvtl~ge to labor in this Day in the
DIVIne VIneyard! Is it not incumbent
upon us to arise and teach His Cause
~ith such an ardor no worldly adversIty can quell, nor any measure of success can satiate?
And now, that this all-important
Work may. su~er no neglect, but
rather functton vIgorously and continuously in every part of the Baha'i
world; and the unity of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah may remain secure and inviolat~, it is of the utmost importance
that In accordance with the explicit
text of the Kitab-ul-Aqdas, the Most
Holy Book, in every locality, be it city
or hamlet, where the number of adult
(21 years and above) declared believers exceeds nine, a local "Spiritual Assembly" be forthwith established. To
it all local matters pertaining to the
Cause must be directly and immediately referred for full consultation and decision. The importance, nay the absolute necessity of these local Assemblies
is manifest when we realize that in the
days to come they will evolve into the
local. House of Justice, and at present
prOVIde the firm foundation on which
the structure of the Master's Will is to
be reared in future. (Baha'i Administration, page 32.)
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these believers who have
ascended to the Kingdom.
Mrs. Julia McCormick, Everitt,
Wash.
Mrs. Sarah J. Swift-Hardy, Richmond Province, Quebec, Canada.
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
Supplementary List-Additions and
Corrections

Index Committee: Add Mrs. Joel
Stebbins.
Baha'i Magazine: Add Mrs. Margaret McDaniel, Business Manager,
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Braille
Transcriptions:
Correct
name of Mrs. Constance Rodman, incorrectly reported in previous list.
Teaching and Training Children:
Secretary's address changed to 2910
Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, Calif.
Green Acre Baha'i Summer School
Program Committee (for 1935) : Genevieve Coy, Chairman, care i\ew York
Baha'i Center, 119 West 57th St.,
Glenn A. Shook, Mrs. Mary Coristine.
Central States Baha'i Summer School
Program Committee (for 1935): L.
W. Eggleston, Chairman, Mrs. Bertha
Hyde Kirkpatrick, Secretary, 114 Ingalls St., Ann Arbor, Mich., Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, Bishop Brown, Dale
S. Cole.
Pacific Coast Baha'i Summer School
Program Committee (for 1935): John
D. Bosch, chairman, Leroy Ioas, Secretary, 640 46th Ave., San Francisco,
Calif., Mrs. Amelia Collins, Mrs. Ella
G. Cooper, George O. Latimer.
Temple Program Committee: Remove name of Mrs. Shelley N. Parker,
unable to serve.
Reviewing and Editing Committee:
Change address of Mrs. Doris Holley,
Secretary, to 119 Waverly Place, New
York.

Race Amity Committee: Remove
name of Hooper Harris, deceased.

LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
Supplementary List-Additions and
Corrections

Lansing, Mich.: Robert A. Wood,
Secretary, 114 Bingham St.
Peoria, Ill.: N'ew Secretary, Evelyn
Day Siefert, 512 Ravine Ave.
Colorado Springs, Colo.: Mrs.
Gladys Roberts. Secretary, new address-1326 N. Wahsatch .
Miami, Fla.: Alice Halverson, Secretary, new address-44 Northwest
10th Ave.
Geneva, N. Y.: Miss Christine McKay, Secretary-new address, 22 De
Lancey Drive.
Los Angeles, Calif.: Doris E. Goodrick, Secretary-new address, 455 y.;
East Ave. 28.
Berkeley, Calif.: Miss Ella M.
Bailey, Secretary, new address-l800
Monterey Ave.
Boston, Mass.: New Secretary,
Mrs. Victor C. ArchimbauIt, 38 Mansfield St., Everett, Mass.

local ,enters and the other to the newspapers.
Letters and Bulletins
Our purpose has been the further
organizing of publicity work in Local
Spiritual Assemblies and the development through correspondence of an increased skill in the handling and selection of material. Toward this end we
have issued in every number of the
BAHA'i NEWS since January letters and
bulletins with observations or practical suggestions pertaining to the work.
In addition we have sent from month
to month mimeographed letters dealing
with special and timely applications
and have carried on personal correspondence with fifty Assemblies and
Groups.
Publicity File
An effort had been made to compile
a file of the available speakers in the
Baha'i Cause in the United States and
Canada. The cards in this file will
have a short history of the speakers including material which will be usable
as advance publicity and will be invaluable in showing the speakers available in your region. This file will be
placed in every Assembly for reference.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS

SPecial Bulletin on News Writing

1933-1934

We have recently issued a bulletin
on "The Fundamental Principles of
News Writing" in which the following
points compiled from reliable text
books on journalism, are covered.
Newspaper interest; the meaning of
newspaper terms; taking notes during
an address and how to approach the
city editor. The bulletin contains the
summing up of the past y~ars suggestions which have grown out of correspondence between the national and local publicity committees. The bulletin
is intended to become the basis from
which the next step in Baha'i publicity is to be taken. It is hoped that it
will be placed in a permanent file for
reference. We have sent out five national releases.

6. Publicity Committee
The ultimate goal of Baha'i publicity is to place before the reading public the pure teachings of Baha'u'llah
with dignity and scrupulous accuracy.
To realize that in the writings of
'Abdu'l-Baha and the letters of Shoghi
Effendi we have material for publicity
which is the most important thought
that can be given to the world at this
time. We must visualize the Baha'i
publicity as being an arm of the teaching work. The time has come when
the vast reading audience will be
taught through the medium of the
press as well as by word of mouth.
Therefore the quality of the material
is of paramount importance.
There must be many of our co. workers in the Local Spiritual Assemblies who share with us a new realization of the importance of the function
of publicity in the promotion of the
Baha'i Faith. This distinctly modern
development of Baha'i teaching work
is not far beyond its pioneer stage, still
we cannot but feel that the forces liberated by the mmpletion of Dome unit
and the inexorab'e onward movement
of world events have had their effect

in the increase in the tempo of our national publicity output. To advance
in step with our growing opportunities
we shall need increasingly a carefully
evolved technique and we shall have to
rely increasingly upon the tact, skill
and actual teaching ardor of the local
committees who are handling the work
at first hand. The sense of a working
contact this year with local publicity
chairmen has been the source of our
chief joy in our work. To work together has been our aim, sharing the
same problems and rejoicing in the
same successes. Due to the patience
and steadfastness of the local workers
publicity this year has met with unparalleled expansion which we feel is
a prelude to the greater future and
thrilling possibilities in store for us .
As we have pointed out before, in
press work we have. more than in any
other field direct linking of the Baha'i
Cause with the public mind. (This is
not our usual selective audience. )
What has been our approach to this
unique meeting place of our Faith and
the rank and file of the general public? The National Publicity Committee has extended two arms in its act ivities-one to their co-workers in the

Accomplishments in the Local
Assemblies
We wish we had sufficient space to
tell in detail the accomplishments of
the local pUblicity committees since last
fall. The following types of pUblicity
have been effective in various parts of
the country.
1. The placing 0 f national news releases (some if not all) in 46 cities
where there are Baha'i Communities.
2. The use of paid publicity. This
has included an entire column in re-

8
gard to the principles and history of
the Cause. An unlimited opportunity
is before us in this field.
3. An outstanding piece of work
has been done in a western Assembly
where a column appears weekly giving the pure teachings and selections
from current writings to emphasize the
words of the Cause in relation to current events. An effort is being made
to have this material available to every
Assembly.
4. The sending of news releases to
a circle of small newspapers near the
city where the Baha'i Community is
located. These are usually small town
papers which are likely to have available space.
5. Reporting talks by Baha'i speakers. (In some cases this space has been
paid for).
6. Announcements of meetings.
7. Letters to editors or magazines.
For example, through a letter of appreciation to a newspaper 'Abdu'l-Baha's
statements on the press have recently
appeared.
8. Articles written for magazines
(and several fine ones published.)
9. Meetings to which outside interest has been added such as the suggested memorial for Edison and Lincoln in February. In some cases this
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opened doors to the press which have
formerly been closed. Other project
meetings included guest speakers, concerts and youth meetings.
We have clippings (on exhibit at the
Convention) from 60 cities in whose
papers publicity has appeared through
the efforts of the local Baha'i workers.

Approach to Newspapers
On March second the National Publicity Committee sent a letter to one
hundred leading newspapers in the
United States and Canada enclosing a
pamphlet entitled, "The Baha'i House
of Worship". This release was for
editorial files and to counteract erroneous publicity.
During the first week in Maya brief
statement with photograph of the
Baha'i House of Worship showing the
completed Dome unit was sent to one
hundred editors. This release also
contained the splendid summary of the
Baha'i Faith which the National Spiritual Assembly has just published.
At the request of the National
Teaching Committee advance publicity
was sent to the cities where a travelling
speaker was to present the Cause. In
one case this was the first material ever
to be accepted in the city.
Such is the present stage of Baha'i
publicity in the year of the completion

of the Temple Dome. Our need, as
we review it, is for a greater uniformity of success. We wish we might say
that every center in the country was
making full use of the several ways
that publicity may be obtained. We
commend those Assemblies who have
done their utmost and urge all others
seriously to consider the advantages
and actual coming necessity of a highly developed press service. This as
we have said in a recent letter is not
me~ely the sphere of the publicity
chairman-the
whole
Community
should be, gn the alert for Baha'i news
and ways of creating it. Consultation
in regard to publicity should be on the
agenda of every Community meeting.
Your town or city, its size, its location
has its own special problems and ad~
vantages to our work. You as a functioning unit can find the way to meet
them.. May we all be assisted in the
year to come to penetrate into that unconquered country, "the world of humanity".
DORIS McKAY,

Secretary

RUTH RANDALL BROWN,
MRS. STUART FRENCH
MRS. NINA MATTHISEN
MISS ALICE PARKER
MRS. ROLAND ESTALL
MR. WILLARD McKAY

Chairman
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COMMUNICA TIONS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI

"He feels that during the last few
months considerable progress has been
achieved in safeguarding and in extending the area of the lands surrounding and dedicated to the Shrines on
Mount Carmel. I t is his hope that
through the generous and self-sacrificing efforts of the believers still further
steps will be taken towards the complete safeguard of the entire area surrounding these sacred spots." ( September 9, 1934, to National Spiritual
Assembly.)
"Anything whatsoever affecting the
interests of the Cause and in which the
National Assembly as a body is involved should, if regarded as unsatisfactory by local Assemblies and individual believers, be immediately referred to the National Assembly itself.
Neither the general body of the believers, nor any local Assembly, nor
even the delegates to the Annual Convention, should be regarded as having
any authority to entertain appeals
against the decision of the National
Assembly. Should the matter be referred to the Guardian it will be his
duty to consider it with the utmost
care and to decide whether the issues
involved justify him to consider it in
person, or to leave it entirely to the
discretion of the National Assembly.
"This administrative principle which
the Guardian is now restating and
emphasizing is so clear, so comprehensive and simple that no misunderstanding as to its application, he feels,
can possibly arise. There are no exceptions whatever to this rule, and the
Guardian would deprecate any attempt
to elaborate or dwell any further upon
this fundamental and clearlv-enunciated nrinciple.
'
"The problems with which the Faith
is now g'rapnling. whether national or
international, are so pressing and momentous that no one among its loyal
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adherents can afford to dissipate his
precious energies on details arising
f rom the application of administrative
principles, or even on the perfecting
of the machinery of the administration
itself. Purely secondary matters can
be postponed until the primary tasks
are performed.
"The situation in Persia which is going from bad to worse, the necessary
measures which should be taken to insure the uninterrupted completion of
the clerestory section of the Temple.
the adoption of such measures as will
stimulate the teaching campaign in
America, the exercise of the utmost
vigilence lest the authorities in Soviet
Russia inflict any injury upon Bahi'i
lives and institutions, the extension of
any support that may be required to
safeguard the interests of the Cause
at its most vital and international center to ward off the malicious attacks
of enemies from both within and without-these are the outstanding issues
which demand the sustained and concentrated attention of every devoted
believer . . .
"Regarding the photograph sent to
your Assembly by the National Assembly of Iriq, Shoghi Effendi wishes
me to confirm his previous request regarding the circulation of his own photograph. (That is, photographs of the
Guardian are not to be circulated.Edl:tor.)
"With reference to the statement on
the Annual Convention which the
Guardian had requested you to send
to the National Assemblv of Persia,
he wishes you to send as' soon as you
nossibly can the final draft after having- made the following alteration.
The Guardian feels that in view of the
definite and vital functions of the Annual Convention it would be more
proper not to ree-arc! its sessions as
joint meeting'S with the ?'\ ational Assembly. The gatherings of the Convention should, the Guardian believes,

be given a more distinctive character.
As to the rule requiring the National
Assembly to present any and all facts
that may be required in order to clarify matters discussed at the Convention, he wishes to express his complete
approval.
"Shoghi Effendi would be very
pleased to receive English translations
of the Bahi'i News Letters issued by
the National Assembly of the Bahi'is
of Germany and Austria. He wishes
you in this connection to convey to
Mr. Schopflocher his deepest thanks
and appreciation of his invaluable assistance in translating such important
communications from so promising an
Assembly in the Bahi'i world . . .
(September 16, 1934, to National
Spiritual Assembly).
(The Guardian's postscript to the
above letter.) "I feel urged, in view
of the compelling evidence of your exemplary devotion to the interests of our
beloved Faith, to renew the expression
of my profound and unqualified admiration for the spirit animating you
in its service. You have faced a critical situation with marvelous fidelity,
high courage and unswerving loyalty.
Nothing short of this spirit· can enable
you to weather the storms and overcome the obstacles that must confront
you in the future. His Guidance, you
may rest assured, will never fail you
in the days to come."
(Signed)
Shog-hi.
"He wishes you particularly to impress the believers with the necessity
of maintaining the flow of their contributions to the Temple. and also to
stress the importance of the institution
of the National Bahi'i Fund which. in
these early davs of the administrative
development of the Faith. is the indispensable medium for the growth and
expansion of the Movement. Contributions to this fund constitute. in addition. a practical and effective way
whereby every believer can test the
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measure and character of his faith, and
to prove in deeds the intensity of his
devotion and attachment to the Cause."
(September 25, 1934, to Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman, National Spiritual
Assembly.)
(In the Guardian's hand.) "The international expenses of the Faith are
continually increasing, and the emphasis that has been placed of late on the
necessity of intensifying and extending the national institutions of the
Cause in Persia, America and elsewhere together with the severe restrictions that are being increasingly imposed by the authorities in Tihran have
depleted the resources required for the
promotion of the vital interests of the
community at its world center. For
this reason I have felt impelled to suspend temporarily the contributions
which I have been making for the
Temple. I will pray that the efforts of
the friends the world over and particularly the mighty exertions of the
American Baha'i community for the
prosecution of the Temple work
may soon be abundantly rewarded."
( Signed) Shoghi.
(September 30,
1934, to Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer,
National Spiritual Assembly.)
On October 1, 1934 the National
Spiritual Assembly cabled the Guardian as follows: "Continuance Temple
construction assured. Love." On Ostober 4 the following reply was received: "Delighted. Profound gratitude." (Signed) Shoghi.
PASSING OF DR. MOODY
On October 24 the National Assembly received this cablegram from the
American Consul at Tihran:: "Moody
died Tuesday (i. e., October 23). Inform relatives."
On that same day the Assembly sent
this message to Shoghi Effendi: "Profound grief death revered Dr. Susan
Moody. Please advise whatever special actions Assembly should take."
This cabled message was received
October 31: "Passing dearly beloved
Susan Moody deprives Baha'i world
(of the) far-famed pioneer who,
through her indomitable spirit, ceaseless services, earned unique distinction.
( She) forged first link III (the) chain
uniting (the) spiritual destinies (of
the) cradle of our Faith (i. e., Persia)
and (the) community (of its) stalwart
defenders in (the) great American Republic. (I am) instructing Persia rear
monument perpetuating- memory (of)
her noble mission. (I) am gladly defraying whatever expense incurred as
token (of) my admiration for community (i. e., America) to which she

originally belonged and on which her
secred life shed imperishable lustre.
Advise hold befitting Memorial gathering (in) Temple Foundation Hall."
( Signed) Shoghi.
The following message was also sent
by the National Assembly to the Persian National Assemblv on October
24: "American believers lament death
beloved Susan Moody. Convey loving
sympathy her co-workers."
An announcement of the Memorial
Meeting will be sent to all local Assemblies as soon as the necessary arrangements can be made.
LETTER FROM THE NATIONAL
SPIRITU AL ASSEMBLY
Beloved Friends:
As we gather our energies in order
to strive for a ful! measure of success
in Temple construction and other national Baha'i activities, it is highly important to understand clearly the new
attitudes and principles of action
which Shoghi Effendi has established
in the communications describing the
World Order of Baha'u'llah.
Let us begin with these words found
on page 12 of "America and the Most
Great Peace" ;-"The remaining ten
yea r s ( 1923-1933) , distinguished
throughout by further internal development. as well as by a notable expansion of the international activities
of a growing community, witnessed
the completion of the superstructure
of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar-the Administration's mighty bulwark, the
symbol of its strength and the sign of
its future glory."
This description of the T~mple as
the "bulwark" of the Administrative
Order carries a profound significance.
It can only mean that it is imperative
for us to carry the construction forward to the first resting place-the external decoration of the entire dome
unit. including the clerestory sectionin order to create a means of protecting the Faith from the dire onslaughts
it is destined to suffer in these coming
years.
With that quotation let us consider
another excerpt, from page 64 of "The
Dispensation of Baha'u'llah."
"The rise and establishment of this
Administrative Order-the shell that
shields and enshrines so precious a
gem-constitutes the hall-mark of this
second and formative age of the Baha'i era. It will come to be regarded,
as it recedes farther and farther from
our eyes, as the chief agencv empowered to usher in the concluding phase,

the consummation of this glorious
Dispensation."
Here the Guardian makes it clear
that the fundamental aim of the Cause
at this stage is to establish the Order
which will (page 52 of the same communication) "assert its claim and demonstrate its capacity to be regarded
not only as the nucleus but the very
pattern of the New World Order destined to embrace in the fulness of time
the whole of mankind." What the
Guardian feels it necessary for Baha'is to realize and appreciate is that
this Faith is a reality in no wise merely repeating and duplicating the Revelations of the past. "It should be
noted (page 53) in this connection that
this Administrative Order is fundamentally different from anything that
any Prophet has previously established,
inasmuch as Baha'u'l!ah has Himself
revealed its principles, established its
institutions, appointed the person to interpret His Word and conferred the
necessary authority on the body designed to supplement and apply His
legislative ordinances . . . . Nowhere
in the sacred scriptures of any of the
world's religious systems, nor even in
the writings of the Inaugurator of the
Babi Dispensation, do we find any provisions establishing a covenant or providing for an administrative order that
can compare in scope and authority
with those that lie at the very basis of
the Baha'i Dispensation."
Thus it is clear that any believer
who might seek to understand his relation to the Baha'i Faith by reproducing the attitudes and principles controlling the early and most faithful
Christians. would fail to base his faith
and practice upon the new foundation.
What we have given us today is not
only the spiritual Revelation for the
renewal of the inner life but also the
social Revelation for the attainment
of citizenship in the world community.
A vivid light is thrown upon the
significance of the Administrative Order by this reference which the Guardian made on page 21 of the" America
and the Most Great Peace" :-"In a
world writhing with pain and declining into chaos this community-the
vanguard of the liberating forces of
Baha'u'llah-succeeded in the years
following 'Abdu'l-Baha's passing in
raising high above the institutions established bv its sister communities in
East and West what may well constitute the chief pillar of that future
House of Tustice--a House which posterity will regard as the last refuge
of a tottering- civilization."
How different an institution the
House of Justice is from any church

or other religious organization in the
past! It is this element of responsibiiity for the preservation and welfare
of humanity itself that makes membership in the Baha'i Faith so much more
than the passive acceptance of any articles of creed or than any subjective
happiness that might arise from the
practise of personal mysticism. "Alone
of aU the Revelations gone before it,"
the Guardian declared on page 54 of
"The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah,"
"this Faith has, through the explicit
directions, the repeated warnings, the
authenticated safeguards incorporated
and elaborated in its teachings, succeeded in raising a structure which the
bewildered followers of bankrupt and
broken creeds might well approach and
critically examine, and seek, ere it is
too late, the invulnerable security of
its world-embracing shelter."
In the light of these explanations,
every devoted believer might well inquire, how can the individual Baha'i,
conscious of his own weaknesses and
limitations, reach out to receive some
portion of that Bounty which the Supreme Manifestation has brought to the
world?
An indication of the true answer is
given in the Will and Testament, in
those passages which establish the
Guardianship and inaugurate, under
his direction, the House of Justice established by Baha'u'llah.
"They
(members of the House of Justice),
and not the body of those who either
directly or indirectly elect them, have
thus been made the recipients of the
divine guidance which is at once the
life-blood and ultimate safeguard of
this Revelation." (Dispensation, page

61).
Just as the power of the Holy Spirit inspired those who endeavored faithfully to carry out the Master's instructions in His day, and was withdrawn
from those who sought to worship
Bahi'u'llah without recognition of the
Center of the Covenant, so now the
confirming spirit is with those who
center their lives upon the Guardian's
general instructions, and find it possible to unite a spiritual attitude with
the outer task of developing the World
Order already, though so weak and immature, iiving in the Baha'i administrative institutions.
What is vitally needed at this time
is for us all to· receive the new and
more potent impetus that pours forth
from the Guardian to bless all workers
fully active and conscious of their mission.It is no longer sufficient for any
Baha'i to say that he "accepts" the authority of his local Assembly. This
passl've attitude must be transformed

THE OUTSTANDING ISSUES
"The situation in Persia which
is growing from bad to worse,
the necessary measures which
should be taken to insure the
uninterrupted completion of the
ornamentation of the clerestory
section of the Temple, the adoption of such measures as will
stimulate the teaching campaign
in America, the exercise a f the
utmost vigilance lest the authorities in Soviet Russia inflict any
injury upon Baha'i lives and institutions, the extension of any
support that may be required to
.safeguard the interests of the
Cause at its most vital and international center to ward off the
malicious attacks of enemies
from both within and withoutthese are the outstanding issues
which demand the sustained and
concentrated attention of every
believer." - Shoghi Effendi, in
letter to N. S. A., September

16, 1934.
into a devoted and SIncere effort to
assist in carrying out every activity
and plan which the local Assembly
adopts. The word "authority" perhaps
blinds us to the deeper reality, that the
Spiritual Assembly is the instrument
through which the divine blessings
flow to every member of the community from the higher source. There is
a world of difference between mere
willingness not to disobey and a heartfelt and passionate yearning to help
with all our force the Spiritual Assembly in all its capacity to serve the
Cause. The Holy Spirit permeates the
universe, but it blesses with its mysterious forces only those who are inwardly and outwardly part of the oneness which Baha'u'llah has created in
this Day. To transmute passive acceptance into active and dynamic loyalty of action is the supreme issue confronting every member of the American Baha'i community.
Similarly, the local Assembly and
its community, to be fully and completely Baha'i, must not simply "accept the authority of the National Spiritual Assembly" and refrai.n from infringing that authority-the local community must make the general plans
and activities of the National Assembly its first and most vital concern.
Only in so doing does it stand in the
station of receiving the spiritual reinfo'rcement reaching humanity through
the Guardian. A local Baha'i com-

mUllity is not an independent body
chartered to maintain activities entirely distinct from those in other local
communities, but everv local community is part of one larger body administered by tbe National Spiritual Assembly, which in turn possesses no independence but on the contrary is engaged in carrying out the Guardian's
instructions and advices.
Let us reca1i Shoghi Effendi's words
concerning the relation of local to National Spiritual Assembly reported on
page 13 of BAHA'i NEWS, June, 1934:
"However, in view of the principle
that local activities should always be
subordinated to the national interests.
needs and requirements of the Faith
.. ." etc. And "Just as all local institutions, whether administrative or otherwise, must under all circumstances
be considered as subsidiary to national
organizations, so also local circular letters should be viewed as secondary in
importance compared to the national
organ of Baha'i activities. This principle, however, should not be interpreted as being detrimental of the local interests of the Baha'i community,
but as an essential, nay indispensable
means whereby the administrative system of the Cause can work with efficiency and order." And, "Just as the
local Baha'i fund must under all circumstances be subordinated to the national fund. . . . Such a coordination
between local and national efforts is indispensable, not only due to its economic advantages, but essentially due
to the fact that upon the application
of the principle underlying this process
must inevitably depend the effective
working of the entire administrative
machinery of the Faith. There is order, coordination and system in the
Cause, and not a jungle of conflicting
interests and of continually clashing
wills. . . . Local activities should alwas be subordinated to those of a national character and importance. This
is intended not to minimize the role of
the local Assembly in the administrative order, but to establish and insure
a sane relationship between that body
and the national organism . of 'the
Cause."
Since the Guardian has given
emphasis to this matter, we may be
certain that it represents
important
step to be taken in our co!lective attitude toward the Faith of Bahi'u'llih.
Therefore the friends are urged to
study carefully the Guardian's list of
the objectives and aims which the National Assembly is to adopt' at this
time, because without a truly united
and active national community the
Assenlbly can have no pOwer to carry

an
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out such important and difficult tasks.
It is in the development of the ~a
tional Fund that the local communities
can render the most direct assistance
at this time. For as we complete the
dome unit we create the "mighty bulwark" of the administrative order, and
as we develop and safeguard the administrative order we contribute to the
World Order upon which the life of
humanity itsel f depends.
There is no intention in this statement to minimize the importance of
local Baha'i activities. The teaching
programs now being carried out by
many Spiritual Assemblies are truly
notable and are producing an increase
in the active membership of the Faith.
The major purpose of the National
Spiritual Assembly, in fact, consists in
reinforcing in every possible way the
capacity of the local Assemblies to
serve the Cause. But the fact remains
that the twigs cannot prosper if the
branch upon which they depend is deprived of any portion of its allotted
strength. Through the Mashriqu'lAdhkar, in its spiritual mystery and
its outward and visible glory, our
combined efforts have in the past few
years multiplied a hundred fold the
power of every teacher to convey the
The Temple has
divine Message.
created a magnet attracting the confirmation of the Holy Spirit upon the
services of every loyal believer, without distinction of geographical nearness or remoteness from the physical
edifice.
Now we are called upon to complete
that portion of the task which represents the perfect crown of the Temple
-the external decoration of the dome
unit. This task can only be completed if
we become one organic national Baha'i community, imbued with one aim
and inspired by one spirit. Therefore
let us consider afresh the relations of
the local community to the central national body, that the many small lakes
may become one great sea, every drop
of which moves under the one same
impulse. Such a degree of unity will
overcome our separate weaknesses and
limitations, and the effect will be one
of irresistible, forward-moving power.
Many and urgent are the demands
upon the National Assembly to contribute to the protection of the Faith
in other countries, and these demands
will increase during the years to come.
By meeting the Guardian's standard of
achievement now. our united capacity
for service to Baha'u'llah will forge a
mighty imtrument for the Guardian's
use in establishing World Order.
"The National Assembly is the
trusted guardian and the mainspring of
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the mani fold activities and interests
'of every national community in the
Baha'i world. It constitutes the sole
link that binds the communities to the
International House of Justice, the supreme administrative body in the Dispensation of Baha'u'llah." (Shoghi
Effendi, June 11, 1934, in letter to the
K S. A.)
IN MEMORIAM

The friends are requested to remember with prayer these believers
who have ascended to the Kingdom.
Otto Weiss, Closter, N. J.
Mrs. Harriet Schwartz Lehman Columbus, Ohio.
'
Dr. Susan I. Moody, Tihran, Persia.
BAHA'I DIRECTORY
The following corrections are to be
made:
Pltblicity Committee. The Secretary's address is now: Mrs. Doris McKay, 833 Prendergast Avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
YOltth Committee. The Secretary's
address is now: Marion Holley, 675
West Arden, Glendale, Calif.
Los Angeles Assembly. Due to the
fact that the Secretary, Dr. Doris
Goodrick, has moved from the city
the Los Angeles Assembly has elected
a new Corresponding Secretary. The
address is: Mrs. Oni A. Finks, Secretary, 453 East A venue 28, Los Angeles, Calif.
ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN INTERASSEMBL Y TEACHING
CONFERENCE
Eight states-Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Cali fornia and New York (as weI! as
Washington. D. C. and Montreal, Canada)-were represented at the regional
teaching conference held in the Foundation Hall of The Baha'i House of
Worship at Wilmette on October 6 and
7. The keynote of all the discussions
was the individual obligation of all
Baha'is to teach. The conference was
opened each morning by a devotional
service and the discussions at each
session were preceded by the reading
from a compilation taken from the
writing of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha
and Shoghi Effendi on "The Obligation of all Baha'is to Teach." Two
members of the N. S. A. attended the
conference-Mrs. French and Mr.
Carl Scheffler. Madame Barry-Orlova who is now speaking in the CentralWest was also present. Lima, Ohio,
sent over a delegation of twenty-one.

TEACHING THE CAUSE IN
NORTHERN EUROPE
Interesting news of the teaching
w~rk in i':J"orthern Europe has been receIved from Mrs. Nellie S. French
who has just returned from a summer
vacation when she paid a brief visit to
Oslo, Norway, Stockholm, Leingrad,
Copenhag;en and Lo.ndon, passing some
weeks WIth the fnends in the latter
city. In all of these places some work
was done, but especially In Stockholm
and Copenhagen the results were most
g:atifyin~. In Stockholm a long intervIew whIch appeared in Sweden's foremos~ ,I!ewspaper paved the way for the
Baha I SessIOn of the International
Esperanto Congress and the splendid
follow-up work of our dear Martha
~oot reports of which are now flowing
m.
Mrs. French believes that that inter·view.in Stockholm was the first public
~enhon of the Baha'i Faith to appear
m Sweden and has great hope for the
pro.gress of the Faith in that country
owmg to the sympathetic attitude of
the Press and the readiness of the peopie.
In Copenhagen Miss Johanna Sorensen~ inform~d of the success of the
SwedIsh expenence by Martha brought
a reporter to the steamer to meet Mrs.
Fre'.lch'"and although his so-called "intervlew was already prepared. by h~m
before the steamer actually arnved, Its
faults .ar~ rather those of omission than
commlssl.on, and he at least directed
the readmg public to Miss Sorensen
for further information and to the
bookshop where Baha'i literature in
Danish may be purchased.
A warm welcome was accorded Mrs.
Fren~h in London where upon presentatIOn of her credentials from the
!'Ja!ional Spiritual Assembly she was
mVlted to speak several times at the
public meetings and at the Nineteen
~ay Feasts, and w~ere she was privIhged to take part m the deliberations
of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Great Britain.
. Mrs. French ~ears the Baha'i greetmgs from the frIends in all those centers to the friends in America.
LETTER FROM THE
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Dear Co-Workers:
The Library Division of the Publi~hing Committee takes this opportumty to thank all the local Assemblies
and the individual Baha'i friends for
their most helpful cooperation in arranging for the placing of Baha'i literature in so many Public Libraries.
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The result of last year's work has
been most encouraging. Through the
help of the friends, we have come into
touch with 88 Libraries, of which 72
are Public Libraries and 16 are University Libraries. A total of 389 books
have been placed in them.
For the benefit of those who may
not be familiar with the title of the
books which the Library Committee
is in a position to supply, they are:
Baha'i World, Vols. II and III.
The Book of Certitude (Kitab-iIqan).
Baha'i Revelation, by Thornton
Chase.
Baha'i: The Spirit of the Age, by
Horace Holley.
We wish to place before you our
plans for the coming year. We would
like a follow-up contact made with all
these Libraries, and therefore the Assemblies are requested to arrange for
someone to offer them a copy of The
Baha'i World, Vol. IV, so that they
may have a consecutive record of Baha'i international progress. If any
Library wishes additional literature,
and will place it upon the shelves, the
Committee will provide Some Answered Questions, by 'Abdu'I-Baha.
While the Committee appreciates the
privilege of increasing the public
knowledge of this invaluable book, it
does not wish to give it indiscriminately, as the supply is limited.
The Library Committee appeals to
all the friends to patronize the Libraries, take out the Baha'i books and lend
them to others, so as to maintain and
increase the interest of the Librarians
in the literature. This is the only way
the books will be kept on the open
shelves where they are most available
to seekers.
As Shoghi Effendi wishes us to concentrate our individual and collective
efforts upon promoting the Cause, this
is one way in which we can strive
toward that end.
We trust that we may receive an
early response from all the Baha'i
communities.
Faithfully yours,
LIBRARY COMMITTEE,
By: MARTHA WOODSUM, Chairman.
c/o Baha'i Publishing Committee
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central
Station, New York, N. Y.PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Publishing Committee reports
new literature and publishing activities
as follows:
Mysticism alld the Balui'i Revelation, by Ruhi Afnan. This work is

HOW EVERY BELIEVER CAN
TEST THE MEASURE
OF HIS FAITH
"He wishes you particularly to
impress the believers with the
necessity of maintaining the flow
of their contributions to the Temple, and also to stress the importance of the institution of the
National Baha'i Fund which, in
these early days of the administrative development of the Faith,
is the indispensable medium for
the growth and expansion of the
Movement.
Contributions to
this fund constitute, in addition,
a practical and effective way
whereby every believer can test
the measure and character of his
faith, and to prove in deeds the
intensity of his devotion and attachment to the Cause."-Shoghi
Effendi, in letter to Chairman of
the N. S. A., September 25,
1934.

unusuaily interesting and important, in
that it clarifies the Teachings related to
spiritual development by contrasting
them with the false doctrines prevalent
in many circles throughout the West.
AI! but a few pages of this work were
originally published in World Unity,
and the page plates were donated to the
Publishing Committee. Green paper
cover. Price per copy ........ $0.50
Index to BAHA'i NEWS. A new edition of this Index has been ordered,
as the first edition was exhausted within a few weeks. Price per copy,
net ........................ $0.50
The World Religion.
Shoghi Effendo's own outline of the aims, teachings and history of the Faith. Printed
as a small pamphlet and especially
intended for use as free literature.
Price per 100' copies (not sold in
smaller quantity), net ........ $1.00
The BaM'i World, Vol. IV. Special
offer, valid to December 31, 1934, at
the reduced price of $1.00 per copy,
net. The Guardian attributes great
importance to these biennial volumes.
Vol. IV covers the period 1930-1932,
but was not published until June of
1933. Local Assemblies are requested
to report this announcement to the
community.
The Promise of All Ages. (Anonymous.) This new work has been recently published in England, and the
copies ordered by the Publishing Committee are expected early in NovemFrom the Guardian's words
ber.

5about this book to the National Spiritual Assembly, and the report made
by the Reviewing and Editorial Committee after reading it in manuscript,
"The Promise of All Ages" can be
announced as an invaluable contribution to Baha'i literature. It accomplishes for the sincere person of definite religious background what Dr. Esslemont's book accomplished for those
whose outlook is more scientific and
rational. This work, in addition, is
written in a style of exquisite beauty,
its spirit is reverent and devotional,
and at the same time the intelligent
grasp of the principle of the new
World Order is most impressive. It
is an ideal book to present to any religiously minded seeker, and those who
have read it declare that it is illuminating and inspiring to Baha'is. Bound
in cloth. Price per copy ..... $1.50
The BaM'i. The magazine published under the direction of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of India and Burma, and edited
by Prof. Pritam Singh of Lahore, India. Beginning with Vol. IV, No.1,
this Baha'i Magazine appeared in a
new and more convenient form. It reports the interesting news of the Cause
throughout the Orient, but is a magazine and not merely a news letter. The
Publishing Committee, at the request
of the American N. S. A., will take
subscriptions, and the friends are urged
to include this periodical in their purchase of Baha'i literature. Annual
subscription, net ............ $2_00
(Note: This announcement applies
only to believers of the United States
and Canada. Believers in other countries may subscribe through their National Assembly or direct. The address
is: Pritam Singh, 39 Temple Road,
Lahore, India.)
Orders for Baha'i literature should
be sent to: Baha'i Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central
Station, New York, N. Y., or to Mrs.
Emma F. Smith, 940 Leavenworth
Street, San Francisco, Calif.
BAHA'I YOUTH
A Letter to the Young Believers of
America
Dear Co-Workers:
The National Youth Committee
wishes to take this occasion to inform
the body of Baha'i young people of
its desire to serve them and assist them
in every possible way in the furtherance of their teaching work during the
commg year.
- The responsibilities of Baha'i young
people today are manifold, but there

.6-----=---are t\vo considerations which are paramount and which must be made a part
of our philosophy of living. First we
must, by intensive study of the principles and administration of the Cause,
prepare ourselves for service in our
respective Baha'i communities. Secondly, we must find means for sharing
our knowledge with other young people who are as yet uninformed of the
Great Message of Baha'u'llah.
In this connection the Committee
feels that all young Baha'is should
make intensive use of the recent outlines which have been compiled for the
study of the Teachings such as the
"Guide to the Dawn Breakers," the
"Baha'i Study Course of 36 Lessons,"
and other references which were given
in the Bulletin issued by th~ last year's
Youth Committee. In addition, the
committee has prepared an outline of
study for young people between the
ages of 15 and 21, which specifically
introduces the student to the fundamentals of the Cause, and states the attitude of the Baha'is toward war. Copies of this outline may be secured by
addressing the secretary of the committee. The Nat:onal Spiritual Assembly has now given young people of
these ages the opportunity for a definite status in the Cause (See BAHA'i NEWS, No. 85, p. 3) and the
outline has been prepared to assist
them in gaining the knowledge necessary for fulfilling this responsibility.
In the furtheraru:e of the teaching
activities of young Baha'is, the committee hopes to issue from time to
time to the local Youth Committees
topics and references on subjects of
present day interest which may be used
in the furtheranc of discussion groups.
The topics will be ·chosen with a view
to the direct applintion of the Baha'i
Teachings to the solution of the problems discussed.
The committee also wishes to serve
as a clearing house for the exchange
of ideas and teaching methods between
the local Youth Committees. In the
near future the N ationa! Committee
would like to receive a report from the
chairman or secretary of each local
committee outlining the program which
is to be followed during the coming
year and also any methods or teaching
experiences which have proved successful locally and which might be used
by other young people's groups.
If there are any other ways in
which the National Committee can
serve the local committees or individual young Baha'is it is anxious to do
so and will welcome all suggestions
for the furtherance of its work.
Faithfully yours,

-
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THE ;..JATIONAL YOUTH CO:lnIITTEE,
By: PAUL E. HANEY, Chairman.
~IARION HOLLEY, Sec'y.
KENXETH CHRISTIAN.
l\IARY ~IAXWELL
DOUGLAS STRUVEN
ROSEMARY GILLIES
DAVID R. HOFMAN
SYLVIA PAINE
GERTRUDE GEWERTZ
Please address all communications
to
MISS l\IARJON HOLLEY, Sec'y.
:--J ational Youth Committee
675 West Arden
Glendale, California.
DECISIONS OF THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
A fter consultation on various matters reported by local Assemblies and
by National Committees, the National
.~ssembly has recorded the following
views:

Need of Local Baha'i Address
It is recommended that all local Assembies if possible arrange to have a
Baha'i address listed in the local telephone directory. This request is left
to the discretion of each local Assembly, as conditions differ greatly among
the various cities.
Send Tablets to Archives
A strong appeal is made to every individual Baha'i who possesses an original Tablet revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
to send that Tablet, together with a
copy of the translation, to the Archives
Committee, through Mrs. l\Iay Scheffler, Secretary, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, Illinois.
For very little cost, the Archives
Committee will furnish a photostat
copy of any Tablet so received. The
Committee has been authorized by the
National Assembly to accept for the
Archives any photostat copy of an
original Tablet which the owner prefers to retain, although the purpose of
the Archives is of course the preservation of original Tablets and other
authentic Baha'i records.
Only those Tablets sent to the Archives can be published in any future
volumes of Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Bahit,
through which publication they are
made a\'ailable to all believers and
form part of the authentic literature of
the Faith. Each local Assembly is
urged to impress upon its community
the importance of realizing that the interests of the Faith should ha\'e priority O\'er any personal feeling with respect to the :\laster's utterances.

Reports from Local Assemblies
In view of the confusion which has
arisen in some centers, the National
Association wishes to make it clear
that general reports from local Assemblies are to be sent directly to the N. S.
~". ?ut reports confined to teaching activities are to be sent to the Teaching
Committee. Inter-Assembly Committees and conferences have no executive
capacity and therefore do not receive
reports nor transact business.

How to Obtain a Baha', Teacher
When a local Assemblv wishes to
secure the services of any teacher from
another city-that is, any teacher from
outside its own immediate jurisdiction
-it is requested by the :--Jational Assembly to ·consult the National Teaching Committee. That Committee, in
turn, is requested to recommend only
such teachers as conform to the following qualifications: thorough knowledge of the Teachings, complete loyalty
to the Administrative Order as outlined in the Guardian's general letters
including the World Order communications, rigorous obedience to the principle that teachers are not to intervene
in any local problem and true sincerity
and severance.
Circulation of Local News Letters
The question has been asked whether. in view of the Guardian's words
on the subject quoted in the last Annual Report of the National Assembly in BAHA'i NEWS of June, local
Assemblies which issue news letters
should circulate them among other local Assemblies. The view of the National Assembly is that the national
BAHA'i ~EWS is the medium through
which local news should be conveyed
to the various local communities, and
therefore each local news letter should
be distributed only to its own community, but copies sent to the ~ational
Assembly, the Guardian, and to other
National Assemblies for their information. The Guardian's latest instruction on this matter appears to indicate
a development to a new point beyond
that reached in 1923, when (see page
33 of "Baha'i Administration") Shoghi
Effendi included inter-Assembly correspondence as part of the functions of
the local Spiritual Assembly.
THE WORLD ORDER OF
BAHA'U'LLAH

"That
lishmellt
sion of
Effendi.

Di7'ille Ch'ili.r:atioN, the estabof which i.~ the primary misthe Balul'i Faith. "-Shoghi
(World Order of Baha'u'llah,

BAHA'I NEWS
pages 3 and 4).
Throughout the present Baha'i year,
BAHA'i NEWS will maintain this special department consisting of quotations from the Guardian's writings on
the subject of the World Order of
Baha'u'llah.
3.
Regarding the establishment of "National Assemblies", it is of vital importance that in every country, where
the conditions are favorable and the
number of friends has grown and
reached a considerable size, such as
America, Great Britain and Germany,
that a "National Spiritual Assembly"
be immediately established, representative of the friends throughout that
country.
Its immediate purpose is to stimulate, unify and coordinate by frequent
personal consultations, the manifold activities of the friends as well as the
local Assemblies; and by keeping in
close and constant touch with the Holy
. Land, initiate measures, and direct in
general the affairs of the Cause in that
country.
I t serves also another purpose, no
less essential than the first, as in the
course of time it shall evolve into the
National House of Justice (referred to
in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Will as the "secondary House of Justice") which according to the explicit text of the Testament will have. in conjunction with the
other National Assemblies throughout
the Baha'i world, to elect directly the
members of the International House of
J llstice, that Supreme Council that will
guide, organize and unify the affairs
of the Movement throughout the world.
It is expressly recorded in 'Abdu'lBaha' g Writings that these National Assemblies must be indirectly elected by
the friends; that is, the friends in every
country must elect a certain number
of delegates, who in their turn will
elect from among all the friends in that
country the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly ... These secondary electors will then, either through
correspondence, or preferably by gathering together, and first deliberating
upon the affairs of the Cause thrQughout their country (as the delegates to
the Convention), elect from among all
the friends in that country nine who
will be the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
This National Spiritual Assembly
which, pending the establishment of
the Universal House of Justice, will
have to be re-elected once a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities,
for it has to exercise full authority over
all the local Assemblies in its province.
guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and
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control and supervise the affair of the
Movement in general.
Vital issues, affecting the interests
of the Cause in that country such as
the matter of translation and publication, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, the
Teaching work, and other similar matters that stand distinct from strictly
local affairs, must be under the full
jurisdiction of the National Assembly.
It will have to refer each of these
questions, even as the local Assemblies,
to a special Committee, to be elected
by the members of the National Spiritual Assembly from among all the
friends in that country, which will bear
to it the same relation as the local committees bear to their respective local
Assemblies.
With it, too, rests the decision

whether a certain point at issue is
strictly local in its nature, and should
be reserved for the consideration and
decision of the local Assembly, or
whether it should fall under its own
province and be regarded as a matte1
which ought to receive its special atten
tion. The National Spiritual Assem
bly will also decide upon such matten
which in its opinion should be referred.
to the Holy Land for consultation an4
decision.
With these Assemblies, local as well
as national, harmoniously, vigorously
and efficiently functioning throughout
the Baha'i world, the only means for
the establishment of the Supreme
House of Justice will have been secured. (Baha'i Administration, pages
34-36.)

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1933-1934

7.

The Bahti!i Magazine-Editorial
From Shoghi Effendi's letters we
quote the following:
"We should strive in all our utterances to combine the discretion and
noble reticence of the wise with the
frankness and passionate loyalty of the
ardent advocate of an inspiring Faith.
While refusing to utter one word that
would needlessly alienate or estrange
any individual, government, or people,
we should fearlessly and unhesitatingly uphold and assert in their entirety
such truths the knowledge of which we
believe is vitally and urgently needed
for the good and betterment of
mankind."
"Articles on broad humanitarian
lines, well-conceived, adequately treated, and powerfully presented, should
have their proper place in every issue
together with such accounts of the history and the teachings of the Cause as
will portray to the Baha'i and nonBaha'i alike, the unique beauty as well
as the compelling power of the Baha'i
spirit."
" ... And include within its sphere
themes of varied character-scientific,
social, economic, educational-while
retaining its distinct Baha'i character."
These and other instructions of our
Guardian have been our guide in formulating the editorial policy of the
BAHA'i MAGAZINE. And as the Magazine Committee is a Committee appointed by the :0J. S. A., we have
striven, as far as we know how, to be
obedient to its instructions.
Once again we feel it is important
to state that a lengthy report is hardly

necessary from this Committee, since
the most adequate evidence of progress we can offer is the magazine itself as it has been published from
month to month.
The subscribers not only in this
country but throughout the world have
been very encouraging in their attitude
and in their unstinted praise of what
they considered a furtherance of the
Most Great Cause through this publi,cation known universally as the
"monthly traveling teacher."
One of the most cherished hopes of
the editors themselves has been this:
that we might make a superhuman
endeavor to fulfill very definitely the
prophecy of 'Abdu'l-Baha that the
magazine "would bring about the unity
of the East and the West." We have
planned to have the whole world represented in the pages of the magazine.
Judging from reports, we should say
that the friends even in the most remote corners of the world have felt
themselves a definite part of the Baha'i organization through receiving
and reading the magazine monthly.
And yet we feel that we have only
touched the mere surface, both from
the viewpoint of subscribers and contributors, and that the future will see
enormous progress along this line.
There is no greater joy and satisfaction in this work than to witness its
world-wide influence.
Another important point in the advancement of the work has been the
number of articles contributed by nonBaha'is who have been sufficiently
sympathetic with the Baha'i Cause to
wish to cooperate with us in this way.
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~otable· among these have been articles
by Wang Tse-ping a Chinese scholar
(translation by Dr. Tsao); Dr. Shio
Sakanishi, a Japanese writer; J. Milnor Dorey of the New York Tim.es;
interviews with .Norman Thomas and
Dr. Wellington Koo; the splendid
translations from the French by Mme.
Perigord. 'vVe have been much pleased
with all of these and similar articles
as they have indicated how the Baha'i Cause is regarded by non-Baha'is;
and, secondly, they have helped toward
a much wider circulation of the magazine among non-Baha'is.
Letters have been received from all
parts of this country and also from
other countries in which subscribers
state that they cannot do without the
magazine; that they anticipate its coming monthly; that their appreciation of
its improvement along literary lines is
marked; that it has helped in their
teaching work, for very often the magazine contains just what they want in
the way of quotations from the Holy
Utterances, or an editorial or article
on some timely subject. The type and
set-up of the magazine has also been
These
favorably commented upon.
letters are on file.
Notable among these communications are the oft repeated letters from
Persia saying not only that they appreciate and read the magazine, but that
copies sent are circulated fnrther
among the friends and that every
month some part or parts of the magazine are translated into Persian and
spread widely throughout that country.
There certainly has been an increasing
volume of informing material about
Persia, and this material has brought
us very close to the dear friends in
that land. Persia and other countries
seem not far away. The indissoluble
bonds are being woven more definitely
than any of us realize.
We might record here just one or
two instances which greatly encouraged and stimulated us in our work:
The Poona (India) Baha'i Spiritual
Assembly, through Rustom Khosrove,
Secy, has increased their subscriptions
to forty, and ordered also bound volumes. A happy surprise to us is that
they are doing a remarkable service
for the magazine (without any request
6n .our part) in sending out a circular
letter to the friends all over India askirigeach and everyone to work for the
magazine in securing subscriptions and
in having it placed in the public and
university libraries. They quote from
the letter of our Guardian to their N atlonal President, as follows:
I
urge you to remind the friends to fulfil
their sacred obligations in connection
H •••

with their annual renewal of their subscription to the leading periodicals of
the Baha'i world and particularly the
Star of the West (now the Baha'i
Magazine)." And from their recent
letter dated March 30, 1934:
"The editors of the 'Statesman', India's leading Journal in English, and
of the 'Kaiser-i-Hind', Bombay's leading Anglo-Vernacular Weekly periodical, to both of whom our Assembly has
been regularly sending the issues of
The Baha'i Magazine have, in answer
to our letters, written in terms of appreciation of your magazine."
The Chinene are becoming more and
more interested in the magazine and
through Dr. Ts~o, our contributing
editor for China, the magazine is receiving greater publicity, and the
Baha'i Teachings are being much more
widely discussed.
Libraries: It is encouraging to note
that the Library of Congress receives
with gratitude the magazines and
bound volumes, and other libraries
have requested a continuance of their
subscriptions. Wanamaker's Department Store in Philadelphia have recently consented to take some copies
and are paying for them. Among other
new places where the magazines are
received for sale are-a large book
store in Vancouver; Brentano's, Woodward and Lothrop's and Woolf's Magazine Store in Washington, D. C.
Through the libraries, department
stores and book stores numbers of people are being reached with the Great
Message.
Perhaps you would like to share with
us the unique experience of reading
the following type of letter:
"Spending considerable time in the
Phoenix (Arizona) Public Library, I
noticed long ago your magazine but
never touched it, thinking this is something Christian or metaphysical, full
of hypocrisy and bible texts. I do not
know how it happened, but one time I
looked inside of one of your magazines
and was surprised not to find any of
those tiresome, hypocritical and useless
talks and instruction of canned religion
so carefully preserved during two
thousand years and ready to serve to
sinners, especially needy ones. Moreover, I found that your beliefs are my
beliefs, and really I was reading in
your magazine my own ideas.
"It seems to me you are free from
superstitions, standardization of mind
and thought, that you do not follow
old ways, and are trying to find a new
way, original and of your own. This
is so rare in this country that I got
interested in your Faith, but I would

like to see your people, how they look
and how they act in everyday life.
Please advise me if there are any of
them in Pho~nix or any other place in
Arizona where they have their meetings."
Letters from Martha Root usually
contain some encouraging note about
the magazine. In her last letter, she
wrote: "Articles are translated from
the Baha'i Magazine into other languages-the English is only one part
of it-you do not see the Rumanian,
the Bulgarian and others-articles and
excerpts from articles have been published."
One more point: It is surprising to
note how much the pages devoted to
Current Thought and Progress are
valued. This material, so broad in
scope and so fitting to the times, will
win the respect and influence of NonBaha'is for the magazine. One of the
friends writes: "These two pages serve
to give variety and attractiveness to
the magazine. The things chosen are
wonderfully selected and they are very
readable and informing."
Another
comment of interest on these two pages
is "Current Thought and Progress is
a form of expression which seems to
reflect your own attitudes. We like to
read these pages."
The editors earnestly request the
widest cooperation in selecting and contributing material for these pages.
In conclusion may we state that in
spite of the great sacrifices made by
the friends in behalf of the Temple,
they likewise arose to assist the Baha'i
Magazine. May we whole-heartedly
thank all who have contributed to the
progress and growth of the magazine
either by supporting it with subscriptions or by aie! in the way of literary
contributions.
Editorial Committee
STANWOOD COBB

MARIAM HANEY
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK

8. The Baha'i MagazineManagement
Weare happy to report that there is
a definite improvement in operating
conditions of this office during the past
year. This improved condition is reflected in an increase of receipts for
this year over last year in the amount
of $371.75. This increase is accounted
for largely in a larger number of renewals and in bound volumes. The
increase in receipts, due to bound volumes, is $275 over the amount received during last year.
A contribution frOnl the General
Fund of the National Spiritual As-

BAHA'I- NEWS----- ----------------- - .. -------sembly is the same as last year; namely, $3,492.00.
During the year we have been able
to decrease the expenses in the
amount of $324.87 over last year. This
saving has been effected by the reduction in the cost of printing and in
office rent. The accompanying operating account shows that the deficit for
the past year amounts to $3,179.04, as
compared with $3,875.66, or a total reduction in deficit of $696.62 as compared with last year.
Weare glad to report that there
are an increasing number of inquiries
for sample copies and free Baha'i literature. These demands have been
met largely through the courtesy and
kindness of several of the friends who
have paid for the sample copies of the
magazine and furnished the literature
to be sent out from this office. As far
as practicable, we are referring demands for free literature to the National Publishing Committee.
Increasing efforts have been made to
place the magazine in stores, hotels
and newsstands. So far the returns
from the sale on newsstands has been
unsatisfactory and the cost of this effort must be charged up to advertising
or publicity.
Due to the concentration on the securing of funds for the Temple dome
ornamentation, we have made no special drive for subscriptions this year.
We again wish to reiterate to the
friends the importance of continuing
their subscriptions to the magazine in
order to carryon this important teaching effort. The believers must understand that loyalty in their support of
the magazine is contributing to the
Temple, for whatever is required from
the General Fund to supplement the
receipts from subscriptions cuts down
the amount available for the Temple
Fund.
The Editorial Staff will make their
own report relative to the cir.culation,
physical features and results of the
magazine as a teaching medium. !he
Business Office, however, receIves
many letters from believers and new
people who had become interested in
or attracted to the Cause by the magazine. A personal letter received just
the other day from a friend in Boston,
MasS., by one who has been subscribing to and reading the magazine for
the past five years states:
"The magazine is increasing in attractiveness and interest with each issue and it is a constant source of Inspiration to me."
Respectfullv submitted,
MARGARET B. McDANIEL.
(Business Mgr.)

9. Race Amity
This Committee extends its loving
greetings to the 26th Annual Convention, its praises to the True One for
the work and successes of the year and
expresses anew its unyielding faith in
the final triumph of the great principle
for which it was created and stands.
From the majestic Source of Revelation have appeared these exalted
words:
"Close your eyes to racial differences
and welcome all with the light of oneness."
That such an ideal is consummated
upon the plane of reality is well attested
in the luminous intrepretation of
'Abdu'l-Baha, Center of the Divine
Covenant, who declares:
"N a differences remain between the
white and the colored. Both are accepted at the Threshold of God alld
both are equally loved in the sight of
'A bdu'I-BaM. "
If haply such noble idealism be at
times obscured by shadows of earth,
our spirits are refreshed and exhilerated by a voice from Haifa, which
under the mighty confirmations of
Baha'u-llah is like unto the Trump of
Gabriel.
Resolution becomes fired
with new zeal and ancient fortresses
erected by supersition and fear yield
to the steady and constant attack of
the armies of God. Every cycle of the
year regi~ters gain in the spread of
truth.
The passing of Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, chairman of this committee, whom
the Master lovingly called "my daughter", whom He selected for the work.
was a sad blow indeed to the cause
which she so devotedly served during
the years. She was faithful to the end,
passing in the maturity of her powers
and in such a way as we hope may indicate her acceptance among the martyrs. May we not also hope that from
the higher worlds her gentle spirit still
encourages those who strive to make a
better world of this?
The first notable achievement of the
year was the annual Green Acre Conference for Amity, an event firmly set
in the minds and hearts of those who
labor in that community. Although
held under conditions more adverse
than those which marked any previous
effort, the rallying forces of the cause,
aided of course by the unseen Power,
enabled it to attain more than the usual
success. Through the usual channels
its report has already been largely
spread before the friends.
The only other amity conference reported was held in N ew York. its details being arranged largely through
the activities of Mrs. Ludmila Bech-
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told who has made herself a Baha'i
specialist in race relations. The first
speaker was Mr. Max Yergin, American missionary under the Y. M. C. A.
to South Africa. He made a graphic
and eloquent portrayal of the greater
race problem of that part of the world,
showing how law, religion and custom
combines to oppress the native. Despite these obstacles a conference was
arranged and carried through successfully, although the workers became targets for the adverse fire of the press
over a period of six months. They
were denounced as violating every tradition of the national life, while the
church in solemn council demanded
that they recant such heretical views.
They firmly refused, some going so far
as to say that in doing this humane service they had found the regeneration
of their souls. This to them was the
joy of sacrifice. The other speaker
was Mr. Horace Holley who with special impressiveness presented the program of Baha'u'llah.
Publicity of the year included articles by Mrs. Stuart W. French in the
Passadena Star-News, a daily, making
mention of amity activities and extensive quotations from the Creative
Word.
Southern and mid-western
papers also reported racial activities.
An article from the pen of Mr.
Horace Holley, in the Unity Magazine,
edited by Dr. John Haynes Holmes,
makes an admirable presentation of the
Baha'i Faith as a whole and contains
this contribution to thoughts on race
relations:
"Every local Baha'i community
exists by the voluntary association of
individuals who consciously overcome
the fundametal sanctions evolved
throughout the centuries to j usti f y the
separations and antogonisms of human
society. In America, this association
means that white believers accept the
spiritual equality of their Negro fellows. In Europe it means the reconciliation of Protestant and Catholic,
upon the basis of a new and larger
faith. In the Orient Christian, Jewish
and Mohammedan believers must stand
apart from the rigid exclusiveness with
which each was born."
An article by Mrs. Mabelle Davis
of Detroit, a devoted servant of the
work, analyses the problems which
amity workers must encounter and
suggests the reading of constructive
literature, added to action.
An article from :\1rs. S. E. J. Oglesby and circulated by the Spiritual Assembly of Boston, is largely made up
of quotations from the inspiring utterances of our Guardian and is a stimulus to greater activity.

---------ur
The Urbana, Illinois friends, whose
location at the strategic center where
one of the world's greatest universities
enfolds its treasures of science to thousands of students, have rendered during the year a notable contribution to
the improvement of race relations.
This work has been specialized to the
youth of that center who have shared
the happiness of their meetings and
outdoor entertainments with the colored students. These contacts have
culminated in a meeting which conveyed the great message and laid the
foundation for future work.
A
blessed confirmation has attended these
efforts indicated by attraction to the
Cause.
It was the purpose of the Amity
Committee of Chicago not only to hold
Amity meetings, but also to attend
meetings of other groups working for
the unity of races. With this thought
in mind, members of the committee
and other Baha'is of this community
attended many of these gatherings in
homes, at which different races were
represented, such as meetings at the
Metropolitan Community Church, the
Young Men's Christian Association
and the Young \Vomen's Christian
Association. A Baha'i speaker was
asked to participate and gave the Baha'i message. This very effectively
placed the name Baha'i before the public through the press in four different
publications, one of them the noted
Chicago Defender.
Four public meetings were held with
attendance ranging from 120 to 160
people. Baha'is and non-Baha'is cooperated in their statements of ideals
and principles. A social hour was
an added attraction. Testimony that
the spirit of such gatherings under
Baha'i association exceeded that of
others was freely given. Other meetings were arranged in colored churches
where the Baha'i teachings were freely and impressively given.
"In the sight of God color makes
110 difference.
He looks upon hearts."
The interracial discussion group of
Washington, D. C, an actively fostered and carried on by Baha'is in that
name, continues its valuable service
and shines as a bright star of hope
amid the dark background of dissention and hatred which mars existence
in the Nation's capital. This activity is well known to be Baha'i and is
deepening the interest of people in the
Cause. It is our hope that this sturdy
band of Pioneers will ere long find it
possible to widen their circle as they
seek and demonstrate the great confirmation that comes to those who raise
the Banner of the Greatest Name.

During the winter two fine, large
and representative interracial meetings
were held in the Baha'i Center of
New York. Both illustrated the pleasing impression and attraction which
the Cause is stamping upon tlfe large
colored population of the metropolis.
Such enthusiastic responses and outpouring of talent have been rarely
seen. The speakers at the first of these
meetings were Mrs. Loulie Mathews
and Mr. Louis Gregory. At the second Mr. Walter Covington of Harlem
presided and brightly conveyed the
spirit of the Baha'i Faith, which the
sociability of an afternoon tea arranged by Mrs. Mathews served to
accentuate.
The amazing progress of the colored
people during a short period of time;
their increasing group consciousness
and solidarity, improved for the acquirement of knowledge and commercial development; their literature, art,
scientific knowledge, collective enterprise; their keen sense of humor,
cheerfulness under difficulties, stoical
endurance of the economic depression;
their ability when given a chance to
measure up to the standards of other
A.mericans; their native and cultivated
graces which lend a fascination to their
social life; their faith in God and adherance to religion despite the largely
prevalent agnosticism of the day; their
conciliatory spirit: these and other
qualities indicate powers which under
divine guidance may yet, we trust,
make a very considerable contribution
to the world's net aggregate of service
and universal progress. The advancement of an oppressed group is the resultant of two forces: What it can do
in internal growth and what it can accomplish in cooperation with others.
Both these powers depend upon the
Supreme Power for their evolution
and full expression. Workers and
idealists look forward to the time when
out of the experience of pain all humanity will be ready for the divine
teaching and nothing of superficial
barriers will remain.
From a letter of the Guardian dated
March 17, 1934:
"The question of prejudice is a very
important one. We should not expect
a new believer to be free from every
prejudice. It would be asking too
much from him. For even a believer
cannot claim to have such a station.
The main thing on which much stress
must be laid when accenting a new
member into the community is sincerity and a willingness to discard as
much as possible all forms of prejudice
and bigotry. More than that we cannot do."

'vVe recommend:
1. That conferences for racial amity,
in accordance with the plan of 'Abdu'l-Baha continue. We have discovered no plan that is better.
2. That amity meetings sometimes
take the form of round table discussions, where workers can share experiences, promote the teachings and
through social comingling impress
the spirit of the Faith.
3. That the principle of the oneness
of humanity be given emphasis in connection with all activities of the Faith.
4. That committees of the National
and local Spiritual Assemblies in making arrangements for meetings, wherever the necessity should arise, shall
bring to the attention of hotel managements and other officials the universality of the Faith and thus secure for all
delegates and friends accommodations
regardless of racial differences. Gentle
insistence upon such arrangements,
which other liberal groups are making,
will add much to the education of the
public in racial comity and understanding.
5. Workers should make known to
liberal groups plans for amity meetings to the end of securing their cooperation. Youth should be given
recognition upon this committee in its
personnel.
6. This committee should be known
as the Race Amity Committee, an expression used by Shoghi Effendi of his
own motion and found in the volume,
Balul'; Administmtion.
7. The matter of racial adjustment
in all seriousness appears to be the outstanding problem of American life.
For this the Religion of Baha'u'llah
furnishes the program, methods and
means which will make such an adj ustment possible. It cultivates the
ideals of justice, wisdom, love, patience, guidance. service and joyousness which make such a realization
practicable. as a menace to no one, as
favor for all. To this end the teachings on racial amity should be tactfully
and wisely, but never tediously or with
the force of insistence, held both before friends and the outer world, and
at the same time demonstrated in action. Thus may the circle of harmony
be complete and that unity which is
dear to God and the reality of man become an accomplished fact.
:'.fRS. AGNES S. PARSONS.
( deceased) Chairman.
).IR. LOUIS G. GREGORY,

Secretary.
MRS. LOULIE A. ~fATHEWS,

Treasurer.
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PROGRESS OF WORK ON
CLERESTORY SECTION.

A LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Explanathm of Passages in rrThe
Disf1ensathm of Baha'u'llah"
"With reference to the first of the
two questions raised by the San Francisco Spiritual Assembly in connection
with 'The Dispensation of Baha'u'll<ih,'
he wishes me to explain that although
'Abdu'l-Baha's station is not that of a
Manifestation of God, nevertheless
supplications may be addressed to
Him. It is essential, however, that
every believer should realize that while
doing so he is directing his thoughts
towards the Master as an intermediary
between him and the Manifestation,
and not as the Source of Divine Revelation and Spiritual Guidance. Provided this distinction is clearly established there can be no harm or objection in addressing prayers to 'Abdu'lBaha.
"As to the meaning of the quotation, 'My fears are for Him who will
be sent down unto you after Me,' this
refers to the Manifestation who is to
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come after a thousand or more years,
who like all previous Messengers of
God will be subjected to persecutions,
but will eventually triumph over them.
For men of ill-will have been and will
always continue to be in this world,
unless mankind reaches a state of
complete and absolute perfectiona condition which is not only improbable but actually impossible to
attain. The fundamental difference,
however, between this Dispensation
and all previous ones is this, that in
this Revelation the possibility of permanent schism between the followers
of the Prophet has been prevented
through the direct and explicit instructions providing for the necessary instruments designed to maintain the organic unity of the body of the faithful.

The Use of Ringstones and Burial
Stones
"In regard to the use of ringstones
and burial stones, the Guardian leaves
this matter at present entirely to the
discretion of the believers, and has no
objection if your Assembly provides
facilities for their purchase by the
friends. When the 'Kita'b-i-Aqdas' is
published the necessary instructions
will be given regarding this matter.
Legal Constitution of N a.tional and
Local Assemblies
"In this connection he wishes me
to inform vou that at his repeated directions the National Assemblies of
Egypt, 'Iraq and Persia are adopting
the exact text of your A?sembly's
Declaration of Trust and By-Laws, as
well as the local By-Laws, and are
taking the necessary steps for incorporating their Assemblies as duly recognized bodies empowered to administer the national and local affairs of the
Faith in their respective countries. The
Indian N. S. A., as well as the Bombay Spiritual Assembly, have already
set the example in this respect, both
in the matter of incorporation, and in

the adoption of the text of the constitutions of the American Baha'i Assemblies.

Magazine Unhm
"Concerning the union of the two
Magazines (THE BAHA'i MAGAZINE
and the WORLD UNITY MAGAZINE)
the Guardian hopes that the N. S. A.
will proceed quickly in this matter.
He fully approves the action which
you contemplate, and any details in this
connection he leaves entirely to your
discretion.
Explanation of Passage in "Baha'i
Administration'"
"In regard to the question submitted to your Assembly by the Baha'i
group at Maui, Hawaii, concerning the
passage on page 88 of the book 'Baha'i Administration,' the Guardian
wishes me to inform you that the festivals of the Declaration of the Bab
and the birthday of 'Abdu'l-Baha referred to in that passage as having
been celebrated on the twent'y-second
of November, 1925, by the Baha'is
of the Orient, are based on the lunar
calendar. For this reason the date of
the celebration is not fixed, but shifts
every year. Eventually, as the Master
has explicitly stated, a uniform system
will have to be established by the Innational House of Justice. *
Memorial of rAbdu'J.Baha's America.
Visit
"Concerning the West Englewood
Memorial, Shoghi Effendi's idea has
always been that this memorial should
be in the form of a monument and not
of a building.
National Assembly's Stateme1f.t
Approved
"He also wishes me to express his

* The Anniversary and Feast dates to be
observed at this time by Occidental Baha'is
will be found in "The Baha'i World."Editor.
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approval of your statement in the i>J 0vember issue of the BAHA'i NEWS to
the effect of creating within the Assemblies and individual believers a
more posItIve and active attitude
towards the Administration.
The
need for positive action seems, indeed, to be one of the most urgent
needs of the Cause at present.
Appreciation of Sacrifices for T em-pie
Construction
"In closing may I convey to you
and to the American community of
the believers as well the Guardian's
abiding appreciation and gratitude for
the striking manner in which the
American friends, under the leadership
of your Assembly, have each and all
arisen to meet the emergency which
the lack of sufficient funds had created
in connection with the work of the
Temple. This constitutes, indeed, an
added victory in the series of triumphs
which the American believers have,
ever since the ascension of the Master,
been winning in the field of service to
Their collective, united
the Faith.
and sustained labors in this connection
are surely bound to hasten the realization of the Master's promises concerning the ultimate triumph of the Cause
throughout the American continent.
~ray this sublime vision disclosed by
'Abdu'l-Baha intensify their zeal and
stimulate their ardor in bringing their
sacred and mighty task to a speedy
consummation.
Dr. Moody's Passing
"The Guardian wishes me also to
extend his heart-felt condolences and
loving sympathy to you and to all the
bereaved members of the community
of the American friends for the new
loss they have sustained in the passing
away of their indefatigable and pioneer
fellow-believer Dr. Susan Moody. The
work she had so successfully initiated
in Persia, particularly in connection
with the founding and development of
the Tarbiat School in Tihran is an
abiding monument to her memory, and
constitutes a fresh and indissoluble
link which will unite forever the believers in East and West in their triumphs as well as sufferings in the path
of service to our beloved Faith."
To the Secretary of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Dated Haifa, Palestine,
December 1, 1934.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to invoke
.divine protection for these departed
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DIVINE CONFIRMATION
"THE FIRST STAGE IN THE
FORMATIVE PERIOD OF
HIS FAITH"
Dearly beloved co-workers:
It would be impossible for me
to refrain from adding these
words in person as a token of my
increasing admiration for the
recent, the marvelous accomplishments of the American believers.
Despite the perils and uncertainties with which their country is
now beset, and in the face of the
financial reverses they have suffered and the unfortunate controversies that have perplexed
and agitated them, they have
forged ahead and are fast approaching the termination of the
first stage in the ornamentation
of their consecrate Edifice. Undaunted by the magnitude of this
colossal enterprise, undismayed
by the smallness of their numbers, the scantiness of their resources and the scorn of their
enemies, they have carried triumphantly the banner of Baha'u'llah and brought to a successful issue the first stage in the
formative period of His Faith.
At this stage of their development
they can neither halt nor hesitate.
Whatever the future may have in
store for them, they will, I feel
more than ever confident, allow
nothing whatsoever to dim their
vision or to deflect them from
their high purpose.
SHOGHI.
December 1, 1934.

believers:
Samuel Angus Roberts, Kelvin,
Arizona.
Fay Swain, Portland, Oregon.
Mme. Frida Stjerna, Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Mabel F. Geary, Seattle,
Washington.
Mrs. Evora Ella Jones, Worcester,
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Emma Hanson, Racine, Wisconsin.
Christ Jensen, Racine, Wisconsin.
Owen Mead Snyder, Seattle, Washington.
Mrs. Bertha Bruss, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Mrs. Sophie \Vagner, Wilwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Mrs. Mada Longmeyer, Chicago,
Illinois .

A Letter from the National Spiritual
Assembly
Beloved friends:
The Cause of God is destined to encounter and overcome obstacles that
by the standard of human capacity
would be insurmountable.
Human
movements and organizations follow
programs conforming to their own
measures of possibility, but the Baha'i
Faith is constantly confronted by what
is truly impossible. Until tasks that
by ordinary standards are impossible
ha,:e been brought to fulfilment, the
belIevers cannot reflect the powers of
the higher world nor be chosen instruments for the expression of the divine
Will. Therefore the destiny of the
true believers compels them to move
forward from test to test, from trial to
trial, from sacrifice to sacrifice, that
progressively their courage, their resolution, their insight and their collective unity may be established more
firmly as the social foundation of the
new age.
More than once in these transitional
years would the National Spiritual Assembly have faltered and retreated
from overwhelming responsibility had
it not relied entirely upon the power
of Baha'u'llah to accomplish what no
human community by itself could dare
even to consider.
Throughout the
per!od .from ~ 892 to 1921 that power
mamtamed Itself upon earth in
'Abdu'l-Baha. From 1921 throughout
the cycle that power will continue to
maintain itself upon earth in the
Guardianship and in the institutions
given sacred potency in the text of
the Revelation and definite form and
significance in the Master's Testament.
In this Formative Era since the Master's ascension the believers have received a unique privilege, a sacred responsibility, in the task of perfecting,
under Shoghi Effendi's guidance and
leadership, the Baha'i institutions
~hich represent the conscious cooperatIOn and response of mankind in the
Divine plan.
V!e hav~ accepted the Teachings
whIch ordam an end to war, to strife,
to separation, to ignorance and prejudice. These Teachings set each believer upon the path which when
followed faithfully to the end transmute selfishness into selflessness and
endow him with capacity to express
the new law of the oneness of mankind. But that path is no longer the
path of solitary experience and individual attainment alone. The path of
spiritual progress conducts us to the
Baha'i community where the founda-
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tiol1 of the ::-\'lost Great Peace 15 heing firmly laid in the collective unity
of the friends of God. If we choose
another path we live outside the illumined area of divine confirmation, we
draw no more from the weJl of universal Jove. The step of supreme sacrifice is to abandon the old right of private conscience for the sake of the
new reality of oneness and consultation.
The tasks and problems which the
National Spiritual Assembly is compelled to assume, for and on behalf of
the entire Baha'i community, are inevitable and therefore to be met with
radiant acquiescence, for in their performance alone can the entire community realize the true character of
its mission, attain the organic unity
sought by the Guardian, and become
imbued with that capacity for spiritual
action which Baha'u'll<ih made the
Providential mission of America in
this age.
Apart from that radiant acquiescence, that profound. faith in the power
of divine confirmation to inspire each
local community, the National Spiritual Assembly could never have the
heart to pledge funds for Temple construction nor undertake other duties
and responsibilities demanded for the
progress of the Cause. Only God can
ask for utter sacrifice, sin<.:e only God
can give the spiritual bounty the attainment of which requires human beings to rise from the natural to the
heavenly world.
Therefore without fear or hesitation
the Assembly constantly reminds aU
the friends of both the spiritual and
material needs 'of the Cause. These
needs are not arbitrary, human policies; they are the very windings and
ascents of tbe path that leads from the
world's failure to the refuge of the
Most Great Peace. In meeting present and future needs we prove ourselves collectively worthy of conscious
collaboration in the basic principles of
the World Religion.
The essential facts have all been set
forth again and again. There is no
occasion now to repeat them. Each
local Spiritual Assembly is well aware
of the needs of the 1'\ational Fund.
What the members of the National
Spiritual Assembly would now emphasize is rather this vital principle,
that a collective task in the Cause demands a collective and organic solution. In requiring what is humanly
difficult or even impossible, Baha'u'll<ih has given us the means and
methods for successfully solving every
problem encountered by His Cause.
The begiiming of the all-potent re-
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ORNAMENTATION OF CLERESTORY SECTION.
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(COMPLETED UNITS),
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sources of His Faith is the institution
of the Nineteen Day Feast. As the
local Assemblies and communities appreciate this divine ordinance and participate unitedly in whole-hearted response to it, so they will be forging the
capacity and firmly establishing the instruments through which our human
weakness can receive reinforcement
from the very Source of victory.
An explanation of the Nineteen Day
Feast puhlished in July, 1933, and approved by the Guardian, is now repeated:
"This institution, established by Bahi\'u'Uah, has heen described by the
Guardian as the foundation of the new
Worlel Order. The National Spiritual
.t..ssembly understands that it is incumbent upon every believer, unless ill or
absent from the city, to attend each of
these Feasts.
.
"In a general letter issued tu local
Spiritual Assemhlies seyeral years ago,
it was pointed out that the Guardian
instructs that the Nineteen Day Feast
be held according to the following program: the first part, entirely spiritual
in character, is devoted to readings
from Baha'i Sacred "Vritings; the
second part consists of general consultation on the affairs of the Cause,
at which time the local Spiritual Assemply reports its activities to the
con-imunity, asks for suggestions and

consultation, and also delivers messages received from the Guardian and
the National Assembly. The third
part is the material feast and social
meeting of all the friends. Only voting believers are invited to attend the
Xineteen Day Feasts, but young people of less than twenty-one years of
age, who are declared believers, especially when members of a Baha'i family, can also be present.
"These meetings may be regarded
as the very heart of our Bahi\'; community life. \Vhen properly conducted, and attended by a Baha'i COlllmunity which fully appre<.:iates their
importance, the Nineteen Day Feasts
serve to renew and deepen our spirit
of faith, increase our capacity for
united action, remove misunderstandings and keep us fully informed of all
important Baha'i activities, local, 1Iational and international in scoPt'."
This is the divine foundation.
Against it all the assaults of the world
will strike in vain. One hv olle everv
believer could he o\'ercon1e, diverte~1
or his activities made ineffective, but
when united the believers can realize
Reality itself upon this troubled earth.
The most essential need confronting
the entire American Baha'i communitv
at this time is to bring the Temple
clerestory contract to an early and
successful conclusion.
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ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1933-1934

10. Baha'i Youth
An important phase in the development of the American teaching program was inaugurated with the appointment of the Baha'i Youth Committee for 1933-34. In naming this
new National Committee, the N. S. A.
did so "realizing the important position youth can fill in rounding out our
Administration activities, and in the
profound hope this appointment may
open a new point of teaching contact
with the capable and universally minded youth of the world."
In a statement issued in the N 0vember BAHA'i NEWS the functions of
the Committee were defined as, first,
"the deepening and broadening of the
knowledge of the Faith . . . of our
younger members . . .; second, establishing sympathetic contact with nonBaha'i youth ... ; and third, intensifying this field of teaching service by
outlining methods of establishing
Introductory
Forums,
Discussion
Groups, Study Groups, etc." The
N. S. A. also called the atten60n of the American friends to
the instruction of the Guardian, received August la, 1933, that the Youth
Committee should not confine its activities to the national sphere, but
"should strive to create . . . an international body of active young Baha'i
men and women who, conscious of
their manifold and sacred responsillilities, will unanimously arise to spread
the Holv Word."
The first action of the Committee
was to call upon the local Spiritual Assemblies to appoint local youth committees, "consisting of confirmed
Baha'is, not over 2S years of age."
At the same time a letter was addressed in the BAH,\Ji NEWS for November "To the Young Baha'is
Throughout the U. S. and Canada,"
informing them of this new program
with its superb and solemn opportunities.
Meantime, contact had been established with some fifteen international
Baha'i youth groups and seventeen local groups, in connection with the
preparation of a survey of youth activities for the Balui'i World, Volume V.
Through two of its members who
were on the Editorial Board, the
Youth Committee cooperated in writing this survey, and also in securing
three articles for the volume from
young Baha'] authors.
In December a Platform of Work

for the winter was outlined and approved by the K. S. A. Practically
all of its objectives have since been
fulfilled.
The international aspect was officially inaugurated with a letter addressed to international Baha'i youth
groups, published in the January
BAHA i NEWS, inviting our friends
throughout the world to join us in
carrying forward the Guardian's hopes.
The first rea! opportunity for collective action came with the request
of the National Teaching Committee
that we aid in "a vigorous national
public effort . . . to carry the Cause
forward to the extent contemplated by
the splendor of the Temple." The
Youth Committee heartily accepted.
On January 13, it sent to each local
youth group in every Baha'i community a letter embodying the general
plan, with specific suggestions for the
organization and conduct of both direct and indirect discussion groups,
enumerating as well other methods for
publicizing the Cause. The campaign
was set for a period of six weeks, during which time we hoped for an emphasis of the public aspect, "in order
to widen our contacts, to bring the
Cause into public notice."
Further teaching suggestions were
offered in the BAHA'f NEWS for February, consisting of practical techniques to be observed in speaking.
"Make a broad outline, have a clear
and definite idea of the salient points
to be developed, turn to Baha'u'llih,
then speak spontaneously with full
confidence in His power."
On February 26, the N.S.A. brought
to the Committee's notice a matter
which is still pending, and which must
certainly demand the wisest and most
careful attention of the incoming
Youth Committee. "The local Spiritual Assemblies have been requested to
report the names and addresses of all
Baha'i young people between the ages
of fifteen and twenty-one years, the
purpose of this request being- to have
011 file a list of those who might be
subjected to direct or indirect Illilitarv
duty in the event of another war."
In order that the list may carry only
names of those who "meet a fair
standard of Baha'i qualifications," the
Youth Committee was asked "to work
out some form of class by which children of Baha'is and other young people attracted to the Cause can be given
sufficient information to allow local As-

scmulies to pass lIpon their status."
At the present writing, the Committee
is submitting to the N. S. A. an outline
for the conduct of such a class, with
fmther suggestions for local Spiritual
Assemblies.
One other objective of the year's
work is still to be completed. This is
the preparation of a bulletin to be sent
to all local and international youth
groups, carrying editorials, an extensive teaching section, and current
events. It is hoped the bulletin will
appear in May.
The Committee has also undertaken
responsibility for the program of the
Bahe'! 'j Youth Conference at Green
Acre, July 27-29, while its members
are assisting individually with the
Central States and Geyserville Summer Schools. It is worthy of note
that the young Baha'is of the Central
States School are planning a Youth
Conference to precede the regular
session, June 25-27.
In pursuance of the policy to encourage literary activity among young
Baha'is, the Committee has. actively
cooperated with Mr. Bertram Dewing,
Editor of the Youth Section of the
Herald of the S outll. Recently an invitation has been received to assist
Mr. Charles Kenn, a Baha'i who is
editing H auoaii' s Y oltth. The Committee hopes to develop the scope of
this service: to encourage young writers and to supply material to the Baha'i magazines throughout the world.
Unquestionably the appointment of
a Baha'i Youth Committee has emphasized a phase of teaching hitherto
neglected. It is creating a ferment in
the minds and hearts of young Baha'is throughout America. Already
they are stepping out of immaturity,
undertaking their rightful responsibilities, experimenting with the complex science of presenting the Cause,
and winning certainty and ambition
in the struggle.
To be sure, several groups suffered
a setback with the inauguration of this
work when, pruned by the age limit,
they were forced to retrench and reform upon a basis more conducive to
the general unity of the community.
Their losses were temporary and were
more than offset by il1l1umeraole and
thrilling proofs that young Baha'is
aroused to the supreme adventure of
this age, are fully qualified to render
mature and splendid service.
The
complete assimilation of the ~fontreal
youth group into the body of the
Cause in that city is an outstanding
example.
Indeed, whether we look at the work
of the local Assemblies with their ad-
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nUnlstration and teaching, or to the
activities of the Summer Schools, or to
the various literary enterprises of the
Faith, or to those personal but farreaching relationships of one individual with another-in every field of endeavor the young Baha'is of America
are penetrating and laboring. By constantly cherishing this process, by renewing the vision of urgent opportunities, by consolidating efforts, above
all by ardent service to the needs and
wishes of Baha'i youth, the Youth
Committee can fulfill an undouhted
function in the furtherance of the
Guardian's objectives.
But it cannot succeed alone. It requires the faithful cooperation of
every local youth committee and
group. It depends for its news, its
ideas, and its effective planning upon
frequent correspondence, upon the
efficient functioning of an individual
appointed for this duty. This is t~e
chief emphasis the National CommIttee would make. We in America do
not lack for ability or energy or honest
devotion. But we do lack that integration which results from action
within the Administration. Our mutual success waits upon our mutual
endeavor. May we not take new resolution from this message sent by the
Guardian to a member of the Youth
Committee:
"He is supplicating for the devel~p
ment and success of your youth actIvities, and he wishes me to reiterate his
wish that you should try to create a
new spirit of service, and of common
devotion to the Cause among young
and intelligent Baha'is in your country, and to consolidate and widen t~e
ties of friendship and of fellowship
which must needs bind them with
their fellow-laborers in other lands."
Faithfully submitted,
BAHIYYIH

LINDSTROM,

Chainnan.
MARION HOLLEY,

Secretary.
GERTRUDE GEWERTZ,
ROSEMARY GILLIES,
PAUL HANEY,
SYLVIA PAINE.

11. Temple Program
The National Program Committee
of the Baha'i House of Worship
submits the following report for your
consideration:
The purpose of this committee is to
supervise the presentation of the Baha'i Message at the Baha'i House of
Worship. The members meet once a
month and the very first thing of importance to be done is the arranging of

AN ADMINISTRATIVE
PRINCIPLE
.. Anything whatsoever affecting the interests of the Cause
and in which the National Assembly as a body is involved
£hould, if regarded as unsatisfactory by local Assemblies and individual believers, be immediately referred to the National Assembly itself. Neither the general body of the believers, nor
any local Assembly, nor even the
delegates to the Annual Convention, should be regarded as having any authority to entertain appeals against the decision of the
National Assembly. Should the
matter be referred to the Guardian it will be his duty to consider
it with the utmost care and to
decide whether the issues involved jl!stify him to consider
it in person, or to leave it entirely to the discretion of the
National Assembly.
"This administrative principle
which the Guardian is now restating and emphasizing is so
clear, so comprehensive and simple that no misunderstanding as
to its application, he feels, can
possibly arise. There are no exceptions whatever to this rule,
and the Guardian would deprecate any attempt to elaborate or
dwell any further upon this fundamental and clearly-enunciated
principle." - Shoghi Effendi, in
letter to N. S. A., September 16,
1934.
the Sunday afternoon programs.
Speakers and chairmen for the following month are appointed. We endeavor
as much as possible in arranging the
programs to always have an equal
number of men and women speakers
and have made it a practice when we
have a man speaker to have a woman
act as chairman and vice versa.
The speakers whom we are fortunate enough to have here permanently
and who are always happy to serve are
as follows:
Dr. Zia Bagdadi
Mrs. Ruth Moffett
Mr. Carl Scheffler
Mrs. Corinne True
Mrs. Sarah Walrath
Mr. Albert Windust
\Ve have also had the assistance of
the following speakers who have come
from a distance:
Mrs. Dorothy Baker
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Mrs. Charles Bishop
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford
Miss Marion Holley
Dr. E. Lenore Morris
Mrs. Howard I ves
Miss Beatrice Irwin
Dr. Ali Kuli Khan
Miss Fanny Knobloch
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite
The attendance at the Sunday afternoon meetings during the past year
has generally been quite large, depending somewhat upon weather conditions.
During the World's Fair, the Foundation Hall was always comfortably
filled. There were exceptionally good
crowds during the winter although the
Hall was not always full.
We have noticed an increasing number of visitors who are attending
meetings frequently. People are attracted to the Baha'i Faith through the
addresses made at the Baha'i House of
Worship, and then they join one of
the many neighborhood classes which
are being held in the surrounding
areas, where they go into a more serious study of the teachings.
Special meetings to which the public
is invited, such as the great Feast of
Nawruz and Ridvan, also are under
the jurisdiction of this commitee by
whom the programs are arranged. The
serving of the material part of the
Feast is usually handled by the different Assemblies hereabout.
Another thing of great importance,
although not handled directly by this
committee, but which is under their
supervision, was the taking care of the
immense crowds of people who visited
the Baha'i House of Worship during
the past year, especially the months
in which the World's Fair was open
in Chicago. Mrs. True, the chairman
of the Daily Hospitality Committee,
was in charge of all the guides used to
conduct visitors through the building
and it was necessary to have a great
many of them to take care of the people who thronged here. Many of the
people evinced keen interest and we
were happy to see visitors from all
parts of the world, even some from
Haifa, who had known and had met
'Abdu'l-Baha, and who said they would
call upon Shoghi Effendi when they
returned.
Classes are now being formed in
Chicago, Evanston and Wilmette for
people who wish to serve as guides at
the Baha'i House of Worship. Questions which it is thought likely the public will ask and answers to them will
be discussed at these classes and a
thorough study will be made of the
new letter from our Guardian, Shoghi
Effendi "The Dispensation of Baha'-
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u'lIah."
A committee was appointed to investigate the advisability of having a
Sunday school at the same time the
afternoon program is in session at the
Baha'i House of Worship, in order to
take care of children whose parents
might wish to listen to the lecture. As
yet, no definite decision or plans have
heen made in regard to this.
Each Saturday an announcement of
the speaker at the Baha'i House of
Worship and the suhject for the following Sunday, has appeared in one
of the leading Chicago newspapers, as
well as notices in three North Shore
papers.
The Folder "A Temple of Light"
which was used for free distribution at
the Baha'i House of Worship, was revised by a sub-committee of this committee and submitted to the National
Spiritual Assembly for their correction
and to be printed, which they did.
A letter was drawn up by one of the
members of this committee and approved by the committee, which is sent
out to all people who are asked to
speak at the Baha'i House of Worship,
stating just what the policies of this
committee are in regard to the type
of public lectures in this building, the
time to start and close the meeting,
etc. The following is a paragraph
from this letter:
"Your audience is composed principally of strangers present to learn of
the Baha'i Message. We ask you to
use the names of our Founders in a
free and unrestrained manner. Every
talk, no matter what the subject, is to
include a clear, concise statement of
the Baha'i Message. It is preferable
that some such statement be brought in
near the climax of your talk, as the
greater part of the audience usually
arrives after the opening reading and
when the lecture is well along."
We hope that our services have been
satisfactory.
Respectfully submitted,
NATIONAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
of the Baha'i House of Worship.
By: MARGARITE ULLRICH, Sec.
MR. CARL SCHEFFLER,
Chairman.
MRS. A. W. BARTHOLOMEW,
MRS. E. EDw ARDS,
MR. MONROE IOAS,
MRS. SHELLEY N. PARKER,
DR. R. D. PETTET,
i\fR. A. F. MATTHISEN,
MRS. SARAH WALRATH.
12.

Teaching Committee(Supplementary)

On the 9th of January the "Fran-

cOl11a began a world cruise around
the Southern Hemisphere.
Mrs.
Loulie A. ':\1athews was making this
trip as far as Penang. She discovered
that a good deal of publicity attended
this kind of a trip and was most anxious to get some of this publicity for
the Cause. It was, however, a favor
that could not be asked for, and one
may imagine her joy when she found
that she was one of four women out
of nearly three hundred passengers,
destined to be photographed and interviewed at the important cities that we
passed, thus in Auchland, Sidney,
Sinapore and Penang the word
"Baha'i" appeared beneath her name
and she was often accorded a second
interview in which the Baha'i Principles were enlarged upon. In Wellington, unfortunately the reporters had
not caught the spelling and substituted
interracial, international movement in
place of the word Baha'i but even there
the Principles were outlined.
Due to the fact that a full length
photograph appeared in the morning
editions when she landed, and as Mrs.
Mathews always wore the same dress
ashore, she was easily recognized, and
could not walk a block on the principal
street of the town without being
stopped and asked questions about the
Cause. She had the same experience
in the shops, so that everywhere she
went she was able to collect strangers
for the Baha'i meetings, The friends
had arranged to have Mrs. Mathews
speak at several clubs, they showered her
with loving hospitality, and by a spiritual enthusiasm that made her work
much more valuable than it would have
otherwise been. On the last night in
Auchland, Mrs. Mathews asked permission to hold a public Baha'i meeting on the deck of the "Franconia."
Not only was this permission given,
but refreshments were served by the
purser to the seventy-eight strangers
that came. Mrs. Mathews was able
to read from the writings of Baha'u'lI<lh and the people evinced a profound
interest. The friends again brought
such a spiritualizing atmosphere that it
helped greatly.
In Sidney, Mrs. Mathews received
the same overflowing hospitality, and
found meetings arranged. Although
there are but four Baha'is in Wellington, they held a public meeting at one
of the best clubs and about twentyeight people were present.
By this time, the publicity that Mrs.
Mathews had received and the large
public meeting which had been held on
the deck, had excited great interest and
enabled her to form a teaching class
on the ship, giving three lessons a

week. Mrs. Mathews had people from
many different countries and often the
questions kept the class for an extra
hour or two after the lesson. She distributed the literature and placed four
volumes in the circulating library and
saw them listed in the permanent catalogue.
The friends will be immensely encouraged by the success of the whole
trip, which far exceeded her hopes,
and great credit must be given to the
helievers who by their energy and by
their spirituality made these meetings
possible. Everywhere the teachings
were received with intelligent attention
and we may all rejoice at the reception given the Baha'i Faith throughout
these widely separated countries.
THE WORLD ORDER OF
BAHA'U'LLAH

"That Divine Civilization, the establisll1nent of which is the primary misSiOH of the Baha/i Faith."-ShoghiEffendi. (World Order of Baha'u'llah,
pages 3 and 4).
Throughout the present Baha'i year,
BAH ..\'i NEWS will maintain this special department consisting of quotations from the Guardian's writings on
the subject of the World Order of
Baha'u'llah.

4.
"Dear friends: Clear and emphatic
as are the instructions which our departed Master has reiterated in countless Tablets bequeathed by Him to His
followers throughout the world, a few,
owing to the restricted influence of the
Cause in the West, have been purposely withheld from the body of His occidental disciples, who, despite their
numerical inferiority, are now exercising such a preponderating influence in
the direction and administration of its
affairs. I feel it, therefore, incumbent
upon me to stress, now that the time
is ripe, the importance of an instruction which, at the present stage of the
evolution of our Faith, should be increasingly emphasized, irrespective of
its application to the East or to the
West. And this principle is no other
than that which involves the non-participation by the adherents of the
Faith of Baha'u'lIah, whether in their
individual capacities or collectively as
local or national Assemblies, in any
form of activity that might be interpreted, either directly or indirectly, a~
an interference in the political affairs
of any particular government. Whether
it be in the publications which they initiate and supervise; or in their official and public deliberations; or in
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the posts they occupy and the services
Ihey render: or in the c01l11llttnications
they address to their fellow-disciples;
or in their dealings with men of eminence and authority; or in their affiliations with kindred societies and organizations, it is, I am firmly convinced,
their first and sacred obligation to abstain from any word or deed that
might be construed as a violation of
this vital principle. Theirs is the duty
to demonstrate, on one hand, their unqualified loyalty and obedience to
whatever is the considered judgment
of their respective governments.
"Let them refrain from associating
themselves, whether by word or by
deed, with the political pursuits of their
respective nations, with the policies of
their governments and the schemes
and programs of parties and factions.
In such controversies they should assign no blame, take no side, further
no design, and identify themselves with
no system prejudicial to the best interests of that world-wide Fellowship
which it is their aim to guard and
foster. Let them beware lest they allow themselves to become the tools of
unscrupulous politicians, or to be entrapped by the treacherous devices of
the plotters and the perfidious among
their countrymen. Let them so shape
their lives and regulate their conduct
that no charge of secrecy, of fraud, of
bribery or of intimidation may, however ill-founded, be brought against
them. Let them rise above all particularism and partisanship, above the
vain disputes, the petty calculations,
the transient passions that agitate the
face, and engage the attention, of a
changing world. It is their duty to
strive to distinguish, as clearly as
they possibly can, and if needed with
the aid of their elected representatives,
such posts and functions as are either
diplomatic or political from those that
are purely administrative in character,
and which under no circumstances are
affected by the changes and chances
that political activities and party government, in every land, must necessarily involve. Let them affirm their unyielding determination to stand, firmly
and unreservedly, for the way of Baha'u'llah, to avoid the entanglements
and bickerings inseparable from the
pursuits of the politician, and to become worthy agencies of that Divine
Polity which incarnates God's immutable Purpose for all men."-SHOGHI
EFFENDI. (The Golden Age of the
Cause of Baha'u'llah, pages 15, 16 and
17.)
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BAHA'I ACTIVITIES IN
The Bulletin was intended to form
the basis from which the next step in
ABYSSINIA
Publicity is to be taken. Until the
The folluwing reference to the ad- material in the Bulletill is applied
vance of teaching activities in Abys- more generally and Newspapers besinia is made in a letter from the come better acquainted with our ac·
Guardian, written through his secre- tivities and projects little advance in
tary, dated November 20, 1934.
methods can be expected.
"Mr. Sabri Elias, our beloved
We feel that the next move must be
pioneer teacher in Abyssinia, has just taken by your Publicity Committee in
written the Guardian informing him of consultation with your Local Spiritual
his intention to have the 'Baha'u'llah
Assembly, and we are relying upon YOII
and the New Era', which has already to make a concentrated effort in this
been translated, published in the field of teaching work.
Abyssinian language , . ,
Extra copies of the above mentioned
"You will certainly be pleased and Bulletin may be obtained from the
interested to know that a number of Secretary, Mrs. Doris McKay, 833
Baha'i families from Alexandria and
Prendergast Ave., Jamestown, N. Y.
Isma'Ilyyih (Egypt) have recently,
We still have several hundred copies
and of their own accord, made ar- of "The Baha'i Faith." A summary
rangements to leave for Addis-Ababa
printed by the National Spiritual Asto assist dear Mr. Elias in his teaching
sembly. These are available for your
work. This is, indeed, a very striking
and touching instance in which the use or we will send them to local or
believers are cooperating for the spread nearby, weekly or daily, newspapers
at your request.
of the Message and for the establishRUTH RANDALL BROWN,
ment and extension of the Cause in
Chairman.
far-off lands. The Guardian is hopeful that through the self-sacrificing efPublicity-- (Second Letter)
forts of the Egyptian friends the Faith
will make steady headway throughout
From time to time we plan to call
Abyssinia."
to your attention publicity work that
is being done in various centers with,
if possible, an analysis of the methods
COMMUNICATIONS FROM
by which it was obtained. For examNATIONAL COMMITTEES
ple Vancouver. To quote from a letter received from Mr. Austin Collin,
Publicity
publicity chairman of the Vancouver
We are deeply grateful to those As- Assembly, "when we took over the
semblies who have so faithfully carried publicity at the beginning of the year
on and gone forward with their pub- we had our chairman make personal
licity during the summer and fall.
calls on the chief editor, the city editor
We assume that your programs for and the religious editor of each paper,
the winter are by this time organized the calls being for the purpose of acand in action. Weare particularly in- quaintance, discussion in a general
terested in the announced public meet- way of the aims of the Faith and letings and would appreciate a list of ting the editors know that we relied
these that we may consult together as on their assistance and help. Then
to publicity possibilities. These meet- followed news items about the Cause
ings are your best opportunity at pres- which were personally handed to the
ent for sustained teaching through the editor. Then the chairman took the
press.
Baha'i W orZd around to each editor
Before Convention we suggested to explaining the interesting features. We
you the idea of creating a project gave 'The Goal of the New World
which while teaching the Cause would Order' to each editor as a personal
supply the necessary news interest to gift-later we took certain portions of
make it acceptable to the editors. We that pamphlet and used them as
cannot stress this point too strongly articles. Vve gave the Bah(i'i M aga:;inc
-the response of your Assembly to to the editors of the religious page, and
this practical approach to the News- the 'Hidden Words.' "
papers will be the determining factor
"We generally find that if the rein the expansion of publicity this year
ligious editor has not space for our
We wish you would refer again to article the city editor may have-then
the bulletin "The Fundamental Prin- there is the editor of the Sunday :\lagciples of News Writing," issued by us azine sections. In a few words, relast May.
This Bulletin suggest,: sults are obtained by making personal
projects and methods of handling the friends of the newspaper staff and
lIsing every means possible to reach
publicity for them.
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the right editor with the right type of
article."
Generous space has been obtained
by the above methods. The Vancouver clippings include statements
from the recent "Summary of the Baha'i Faith," q'uoted words of the Guardian relating to the New World Order,
references to Baha'i history, reviews
of the Baha'i Scriptures and the
Dawnbreakers, Baha'i economic solution-in short, they present to the
public a true picture of our Faith as it
is today. For a quality known as "Baha'i"-dignity, timeliness, scope, we
certainly uphold this type of publicity
as a standard for us all to follow.
Now, what about your publicity experience? If you have not already
done so, we urge you to share with us
your successful methods.
DORIS McKAY, Secretary.

Braille
The National Committee for the
Transcription of Braille reports that
a fine service has been rendered by
Mrs. Samuel J. Rodman of Batavia,
New York, and Miss Ella Quant of
Schenectady. Mrs. Rodman has just
completed "The Goal of a New World
Order" and -Miss Quant has tooled
"The Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah." Both of these Braille
transcriptions were sent to the Library
of Congress Braille department where
they were bound, and by Miss Adelia
Hoyt, the Director of the Department, forwarded to Mr. Harald Thilander at Stockshund, Sweden, editor
and owner of several Braille publications, who is deeply attracted to the
Cause. Mr. Thilander has expressed
his desire to quote from these works
in his various magazines and we are
assured of his deep gratitude and appreciation. It will be remembered that
Mr. Thilander requested these writings so that he might make use of
them.
The Guardian has requested a copy
of the Iqan (Book of Certitude) in
Braille and the work has been assigned
to Mrs. Samuel Rodman, of Batavia,
N. Y. When completed the book will
be bound and forwarded at once to the
Guardian. In the letter of the secretary he says that the Iqan has now
been translated and published in Russian, English, French, German, Chinese, Albanian, Urdu and Braille and
that steps have been taken for its rendering and publication into four additional languages, i. e., A rabic, Danish,
Armenian and Swedish.
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Library

The Library Committee has received an interesting suggestion which
it wishes to present to all local Assemblies in order to stimulate further
circulation
of
Baha'i
Literature
through Public Libraries.
The suggestion is that local Assemblies consider the desirability of having
individual believers inform all their
acquaintances who have some knowledge of the Faith that the local Public
Library has a selection of Baha'i Literature. This information could be
conveyed orally or by postcard.
Since the Baha'is themselves either
have their own books or can obtain
them at local Baha'i headquarters, it
seems evident that the Public Library
will only be consulted by non-Baha'is,
and therefore the more outside friends
and students of the Teaching who can
be directed to Public Libraries, the
greater the interest of Librarians will
be. Perhaps in some cities the believers who have classes could advise a
considerable number of people in the
course of a year to call for books at
the Publk Library.
The Library Committee also recommends that local Assemblies arrange
to donate to the local Public Library
as soon as possible a copy of Dr.
Cobb's new book entitled "Security
for a Failing World." The title alone
should attract great attention, and the
approach to the Cause developed in
this work has extensive teaching possibilities at this time. A copy should
be in every Library, but the Library
Committee has no appropriation enabling it to distribute them on a national
scale. Local action, however, can accomplish the same result.

Publishing
The believers are reminded of the
following works which have particular
interest at the present time:
A Traz1eler's Narrative: The Episode of the Bab, translated by the late
Prof. Edward G. Browne of Cambridge University from a Persian
manuscript given him by 'Abdu'I-BaM.
This is one of the important Baha'i
historical works .............. $2.50
The Baha'i Peace Program, containing 'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet to the
Committee on Durable Peace which
presents the most detailed statement of
the Baha'i social principles, and the
Tablet revealed to the late Dr. Forel
of Switzerland, which presents the
spiritual science of man's relation
to the universe and the relation of
the universe to God.
Bound in
leather .. $1.50. Paper covers .. $0.50.

Mysticism and the Baha'i Revelation: A C(mtrast, by Ruhi Afnan, a
scholarly discussion of the "path to
God" as expounded by Christian and
Muslim mystics, with an exposition
of the spiritual teaching of Baha'u'llah.
The contrast is between doctrines
which would make man independent
of the Manifestation and the Baha'i
doctrine of the Manifestation as source
of Reality. Paper covers ..... $0.50
The Promise of All Ages, by "Christophil," (described in BAHAI NEWS
No. 88) the ideal presentation of the
Cause for people of religious and devotional spirit. Bound in cloth .. $1.50
Security for a Failing World, by
Stanwood Cobb, an analysis of the
current social problem in its clear menace of a civilization unable to save itself from war and strife, with the
Baha'i solution of a new world order.
This work will attract and
convince many who have turned
away from traditional religion. Bound
in cloth ...................... $2.00
Teaching
"The Temple has already awakened
wide and intense interest in the Teachings and Principles of the Cause. The
friends should therefore avail themselves of this opportunity for launching a well-organized teaching campaign."-SHOGHI EFFENDI, through
his secretary.
With the progress of Temple construction, the public attitude toward
the Baha'i Faith has changed from indifference to passive interest, from
passive interest to active response. The
influence of our House of Worship
gathers force as confidence in the old
social order steadily diminishes. Now
it is surely for the believers to realize
their responsibility, and in every community to adopt vigorous measures to
assert the spirit of the new day.
The Teaching Committee quotes
the following passage from a letter
recently written by the Guardian,
through his secretary:
"It is his firm conviction that now
that the construction work on the
Temple is progressing so rapidly and
so well, it is the duty and responsibility
of every Assembly to bring to the
attention of the friends the necessity
of intensifying and of coordinating
their teaching activities. The Temple
has already awakened wide and intense
interest in the Teachings and Principles of the Cause. The friends should
therefore avail themselves of this opportunity for launching a well-organized teaching campaign. Their efforts
in this connection are bound to bear
fruit.
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.. But the essential is to persevere,
and to toil patiently and confidently.
For Baha'ullah's blessings will surely
crown our efforts with success only if
we remain faithful to His command to
teach, and teach unceasingly. Ours is,
indeed, the privilege and the responsibility to perform this sacred and
mighty task."
Under this positive assurance, which
is likewise a call to far more vigorous
effort, every local Assembly is urged
to plan immediately for an intensive
and continuous teaching campaign,
every aspect of which should culminate
in the formation of study classes intended to bring more people into the
community as declared believers. The
time has gone by when we can be satisfied with that kind of "Baha'i teaching" which does not produce active
and loyal enrolled Baha'is.
The Teaching Committee desires to
call attention to the various matters
which will have to be considered 111
adopting definite plans.
1. Make a complete program to
cover a definite period, and complete
the program well in advance of the
opening meeting.
2. Select topics and subjects related
to the World Order of Baha'u'llah,
rather' than such abstract and general
subjects as most Assemblies have used
in the past. Our teaching methods today have their perfect model in the
general letters written by the Guardian, and the public responds most actively to spiritual ideals which connect
directly with social problems.
3. When printed, send the program
to a carefully selected list of local people who are known to be liberal and
progressive, with an invitation to
attend. Every member of the community should also have copies to
hand on to his or her personal acquaintances.
4. In the selection of public speakers, the Assembly should uphold a high
standard but make a sincere endeavor
to employ all available Baha'i capacity.
5. Teachers who are better qualified for ,Sonducting intimate groups
than public meetings should be encouraged to hold Fireside Meetings as additional sources of candidates for the
final study class.
6. Newspaper publicity should be
planned carefully in advance. The
National Publicity Committee will provide valuable material and advice, on
request.
7. A public hall can be obtained for
this special series of meetings in most
towns and cities at a cost which will
not interfere with the Assembly's responsibility to the National Fund.
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8. The objective of all this effort is worked out plan of procedure. For
the formation of a study class, directly such help as it may be to other Asunder the local Spiritual Assembly, semblies we are briefly outlining
whose members are to be brought to the steps taken by them:
the full acceptance of the Faith and enFour weeks before the campaign
rollment as Baha'is. Let each Assem- opened, the entire program was arbly consider carefully its responsibility ranged; plans fully developed for
in arranging to have such classes con- publicity, halls, literature sale, etc.
ducted under the best available leaderTwo weeks in advance publi.city
ship and imbued with loyalty to the in newspapers was commenced.
Baha'i world order as well as with
One week in advance, 5000 copies
knowledge of the fundamental Baha'i of the program were sent to a seteachings.
lected list.
Large signs were placed outside
9. From the very first, endeavor
to arouse devotion and enthusiasm the hall, announcing the lectures
throughout the entire Baha'i commun- and subjects.
To increase interest, addresses
ity. The great degree of unity which
has already been established by sacri- for Bahi'i speakers were arranged
fice to the Temple can be consum- before clubs, organizations, radio,
mated only by consecration to the task etc.
All the Baha'is joined actively in
of confirming new souls.
the
work, inviting their friends to
10. When this intensive effort is
finished, study every detail with a view the meetings, and publicizing the
to improvement next time. The goal campaign in every way possible.
Most important, the program of
fo be achieved is collecti~'e capacity to
study
classes was adopted in adcarryon periodic public programs,
steadily augmenting in power from vance-the classes were started
year to year. The Temple construc- during the public lectures, and contion has perfected the administrative tinuously announced at the public
order; let teaching effort inspire that meetings.
The Teaching Committee will
order with the flame of a regenerated
hold
itself in readiness to assist in
spiritual life. As new believers enter
the successful conduct of these
the Cause, find work for them to do.
Some Assemblies have already teaching campaigns in every way
Assemblies can secure
conducted active teaching pro- possible.
prompt
cooperation
by addressing
grams with remarkable confirmation
the nearest Regional Member of the
and success. For instance,Particular
Milwaukee opened its program Teaching Committee.
with a series of nine lectures. The help may be given in arranging for
interest was so marked, a second Baha'i speakers, if any Assembly
series was arranged, and finally, a feels it requires outside assistance.
third series became necessary. A
DECISIONS OF THE
study class of 250 members is beNATIONAL
SPIRITUAL
ing conducted, out of which over
ASSEMBLY
60 have already become voting
members of the Milwaukee com- Local Assemblies to Study and
munity.
Comment on RecommenJatrons
The Chicago Assembly is conto the N. S. A.
ducting- a public program at present.
In transmitting to the National SpirThe opening meeting- in the Temple itual Assembly reports and recommenwas so well attended, it was impos- dations emanating from the local comsible for some to gain entrance. Sub- munity, a local Spiritual Assembly
sequent meetings have found the should not be merely a passive medium
Temple filled to capacity.
used by believers to bring matters to
. The Montreal Assembly has ar- the attention of the N. S. A. but should
ranged a teaching campaign en- make its own independent study of
tirely in French, to attract some of such reports and recommendations and
the large French population. Mon- forward them with a statement of its
treal has the second largest French own attitude and comment. Such a
population of any city in the world, procedure will not only save the N aParis being first.
tional Assembly much valuable time,
The responses to public work in but will also enable local Assemblies
Lima and Cleveland have been most to develop necessary experience and
reassuring.
capacity.
The most successful program.
however. reported thus far. has heen The Nature of Baha', Administration
Believers, and especially local Asthat of Wilwaukee. This was due
to a large extent to the carefully semblies, are urged to bring to the

.
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fixed principles of Baha'i Administration a larger spirit of understanding
and insight. The administrative principles are not ends in themselves but
are instruments for the creation of
unity based upon justice. They are
procedures-that is, ideal methods for
handling problems and situationsand not judgments. The administrative principles are not to be altered or
waived for the sake of any personality,
but on the other hand their correct application means that final decisions are
arrived at only when the procedure has
The N abeen correctly followed.
tional Assembly feels that by now all
believers realize that the Baha'i administrative principles have been created
for our mutual protection, and that
without them we would be thrown into
grievous confusion.
Correction of Erroneous Statement
About the Temple Architecture
From time to time American believers repeat the statement attributed to
Mr. Magonigal, the Architect, that the
Baha'i Temple design "represents the
first new note in architecture since the
Thirteenth Century." As Mr. Magonigal has denied having made this
statement, the friends are requested
not to attribute it to him. The Baha'i
House of \Vorship has no need, in
fact, of depending upon any human
beliefs for its vital significance in the
eyes of the world.
Interpretation of the By-Law on
Residential Qualification of
Voting Believers

First, that when a member or officer
of a local Spiritual Assembly cannot
function for an indefinite period, and
there is no certainty of return to service, the Assembly should recognize
the vacancy and arrange a meeting of
the community to elect a new member;
and second, that the requirements of
residence as one of the qualifications
of a voting believer should be based
upon definite proof of capacity to associate with the Baha'i community.
The first interpretation deals with
the problem which arises when a member or officer of a local Spiritual Assembly is absent and therefore unahle
to serve. The second interpretation
means that a voting Baha'i is not considered a resident of the local community merely through ownership of
property or through paying rent, but
solelv hv reason of actual ability to attend -llIeetings in person.
Local Assemblies are requested to
apply these interpretations when passing upon sl1ch cases.
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MRS. GREENLEAF TEACHING
IN FLORIDA
After a week of teaching activity
in Worcester, Mrs. Greenleaf during
December traveled to Miami, Florida, where she plans to remain for
four months. Shoghi Effendi recently advised Mrs. Greenleaf to
concentrate her teaching in Florida
this winter.
Believers throughout the country
who have acquaintances spending
the winter in Florida might well advise them to attend Mrs. Greenleaf's meetings.
Her address is General Delivery.
Miami, Florida. Baha'i Assemblies
and groups throughout Florida will
find in Mrs. Greenleaf a staunch and
most sympathetic co-worker, well
qualified to hold public meetings.
MR. LOUIS GREGORY AT
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Mr. Gregory is at present carrying on teaching- activities in the important city of Nashville, and may
be addressed in care of Fisk University in that city. The New York
Assembly expresses grateful appreciation of the weeks of energetic and
devoted teaching work which Mr.
Gregory -carried on in that city before proceeding to his winter headq uart,ers.
It is hoped that as result of his
present plans, Mr. Gregory can establish a strong and permanent
Baha'i group in Nashville, as well
as bring- the Faith to the attention
of leading educators of the colored
race.
NEW PURCHASES OF LANDS ON
MT. CARMEL
The National Treasurer received
a communication from the Guardian, written through his secretary
on September 9, 1934, which emphasizes the importance of Shoghi
Effendi's plans for the Baha'i area
on Mt. Carmel.
"The Guardian is still engaged in
making further transfers and purchasing new lands in the name of
the American National Assembly,
and he hopes to send to the National
Secretarv all the documents as soon
as they are available. He feels that
during the last few months a considerable progress has been achieved
in safeguarding and in extending
the area of the lands surrounding
and dedicated to the Shrines on
Mount Carmel. It is his hope that
through the generous and self-

sacrificing efforts of the believers
still further steps will be taken
towards the complete safeguard of
the entire area surrounding these
sacred spots."
In this connection it is reported
that a number of American believers who held title to land on Mount
Carmel have transferred them to
the Palestine Branch of the American N. S. A., as their valuable contribution to the Guardian's vitally
important task. Directions how to
effect the transfer have been published in BAHA'i NEWS, but the National Assembly will be happy to
send full information to any believer who has not yet taken this step.
MRS. CLAUDIA STUART COLE'S
BAHA'I BOOK OFFERED
FOR SALE
The National Assembly has been
informed that a copy of Thornton
Chase's "Baha'i Revelation" owned by
the late Mrs. Claudia Stuart Cole is
offered for sale, the amount received
to be given to the National Fund.
PUBLIC REFERENCES TO THE
CAUSE IN NEWSPAPERS AND
CURRENT BOOKS
Six or seven favorable references to
the Cause are made in a recently published book entitled "The Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries: Reminiscences," by Mary Price Walstrum,
published by Dorrance and Co.
The author's attention was directed
to the Baha'i Faith by Miss Jean Anthony of the New York Baha'i community.
The Hearst newspapers have published a syndicated article in the series
known as "What's the Answer-Library in Miniature," consisting of detailed answers to ten questions about
the Temple. The article was apparently prepared by a staff writer frol11
material sent to all newspapers by the
Publicity Committee last spring.
The
Christian
Commllnit\',
a
semi-monthly magazine representing
the Community Churches. reproduced
an illustration of the House of Worship on the front cover of its issue
dated October 7, 193·4-, The editor ill
a special note expresses grateful thanks
to the Chicago Baha'i Assembly for
the loan of the illustration.
The South Bend Tribune of October
4, 1934, published a photograph of
Miss Fannie Knoblock, with an interesting interview given by this international Baha'i teacher.
From Mrs. Nina Matthisen of the
Chicago Baha'i community has been re-
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ceived a copy of the Chicago Calendar
(a weekly magazine giving current
news items), which contains a beautiful colored frontispiece illustrating the
Temple and a very favorable descriptive article.
Architectural Concrete, a new technical publication, contains in its first
issue an article by Mr. John J. Earley,
illustrated with a view of the Temple
dome.
East Bay Reporter a community
newspaper published in Oakland,
Calif., carried in its issue of October
18, 1934, an article on the Temple by
Allen B. McDaniel.
The Chicago Defender on December 15, 1934, contained a two-column
article on the Cause by the Editor,
Robert S. Abbott, member of the Chicago Baha'i community.
The New York Amsterdam News of
November 24, 1934, published a column entitled "The Bab's Faith of
Brotherhood" by J. A. Rogers which
is syndicated among Negro papers.

MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MEETINGS
A Notable Baha'i Achievement
Reference has been made in the
Teaching Committee's communication,
published above, to the remarkable results achieved by the Spiritual Assembly of ~lilwaukee during recent
months. Further information is made
ayailable by the following excerpts
taken from the Milwaukee Baha'i
News of November 4, 1934:
"During the past few months the
Spiritual Assembly has conducted a
series of lectures daily at the Milwaukee Auditorium.
The
following
teachers have appeared on the program
daily at 3 and 8 P. M. from. Sept~m
ber 9, to October 18, mcluslve:
Madame Gita Orlova, of New York,
Mrs. Robert Lee Moffett of Chicago,
Dr. Lenore Morris of Racine, Mrs.
Mary Hanford Ford of New York.
Dr. Clement \Voolson of St. Paul,
Dr. Ali Kuli-Kahn of Washington,
D. C, Lorel Schopflocher of Eliot,
Maine, and Mr. Albert Windust of
Chicago. All of these meetings were
enjoyed by a capacity attendance. At
the termination of the public lecture
series, 275 registered for class work,
and at the present time, out of this
number 60 have requested to be admitted as voting Baha'is, and the Spiritual Assembly has formulated plans
for their acceptance.
"Madame Orlova has spoken before
the following clubs: Junior Association of Commerce. the Exchan!Se Club,
the Co-operative Club. Tuesday 0J ite
Club, Rotary Club, City Club. and was

entertained by George Des Forges
Book Shop, as well as speaking before
congregation Emanuel B' N e J eshurUlll.
She spoke over Radio Station
W~MJ, at the beginning of this
senes.
·'Mrs. Ford of New York spoke before the Protestant Home for the
Aged at the termination of her part
of the program which lasted three
weeks.
"Study Groups-Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings a study class
in the Administration of the Baha'i
Cause is conducted by Madame Gita
Orlova and Dr. Leonore Morris. Baha'i and non-Baha'is are invited to
participate in this study class.
"Fireside Groups-A class will be
conducted at 1454 N. Prospect Avenue under the supervision of Madame
Gita Orlova.
"Children's Garden-On Sunday,
October 14th, we resumed our class
for children at 10 :30 A. M. This class
is conducted by Mrs. Dessel Suhm,
Mrs. George J. Jacobs, Jean Clark,
Mr. T. Nabby, and Mrs. Anderson
who assists in Bible work. The class
is conducted every Sunday morning.
Everyone is invited to come and bring
their children.
"Publicity-During our intensive
campaign we have appeared in press
notices 57 different times in the leading newspapers of our city.
The
newspapers have been very kind in
printing nearly verbatim the articles
that were prepared for them."

NEWS FROM AMERICAN
COMMUNITIES
Detroit
The Spiritual Assembly of Detroit
reports that two new believers have
been enrolled. Teachers who have
addressed local groups this year inc1ude: Miss Fanny Knoblock, Louis
G. Gregory, and Miss Agnes Alexander. A series of public lectures by
Mrs. Dorothy Baker at a leading hotel
was arranged for the first week in N 0vember, with plans for a study class to
follow.
New Haven
The Spiritual Assembly of New
Haven reports steady growth in numbers and in strength of effort. LOl1is
G. Gregory held two meetings in November at the home of Mrs. Charles
P. Hillhouse, Secretary of the Assembly. A recent Nineteen Day Feast
was held at the home of Mrs. Jeanne
Bolles at Washington, Conn., at which
Saffa Kinney and Helen Campbell of
the New York community were guests.
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Thirty believers were present. Seven
new believers have been enrolled.
Pasadena
The November report from the
Spiritual Assembly of Pasadena mentions: a new public teaching class to
be held Tuesday morning at Hotel
Vista del Arroyo; continuance of the
weekly newspaper column in Pasadena
Star containing selections from Baha'i
writings under the title, "Loom of
Reality." During the absence of Mrs.
Nellie S. French in Europe last summer this column was maintained by
Marion Holley. A new believer has
recently been enrolled.
Vancouver
The Spiritual Assembly of Vancouver has reported its pleasure in the
visit from Mrs. May Maxwell last
summer, who made contacts which the
Assembly will endeavor to maintain.
Mrs. Louise Caswell held a weekly
meeting for Vancouver believers in
September and October, and also gave
the Message to various local groups
during her stay.
Colorado Springs
OrceIIa Rexford visited Colorado
Springs last July, according to the
local Assembly's report, and delivered
a lecture at the Y. W. C. A. on "The
N ew World Order" preceded by a recitation on the Color Organ by Dr.
Gregory. Leroy Ioas addressed the
community at a special meeting held
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Mathews in August. Six local believers are studying with the Esperanto
Group. Mrs. Loulie Mathews conducted a series of lectures on International Relations, open to the public,
during July and August, which were
very successful.
Honolulu
The Spiritual Assembly of Honolulu
issued a local news bulletin on September 26, 1934, from which the following items are taken: Three new
believers were enrolled last year. The
public headquarters was given up to
help the Temple Fund, and the Baha'is
have enjoyed the use of the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Husted. Two radio
talks have been given, one by Miss
Agnes Alexander and one bv Mrs.
Florence Johnston. The Assembly is
now planning a series of paid fiveminute radio talks. The Honolulu
Convenion delegate, Agnes Alexander,
visited a number of Baha'i centers during her trip to the Convention, and in
Tulv attended the Baha'i Summer
ScI;ool at Geyserville. On October
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12, 1934, a study class conducted in the
Japanese language was established.
Weeldy meetings will be held in the
home of Mrs. Baldwin. The class
teacher is Miss From.

about sixteen. Interesting forums engineers, sculptors and lawyers. It
follow each Baha'i talk.
was gratifying to note that the at"A Friday evening class for teach- tendance was greater at each sucers is now being held at the Baker cessive meeting. These meetings
home. 'The Dispensation of Baha'- were advertised in two of the leadu'llah' is being carefully studied. ing newspapers and also we circuFour or five members each are as- larized our mailing list. For Mr.
signed a page or two for each meet- McDaniel's Meeting on Dec. 8th
ing. It is read aloud and discussed, there was a notice printed in the
this method of study proving most Philadelphia Rapid Transit Lecture
illuminating.
Baha'i Administra- List which is mailed by them to
13,000 individuals (with no charge
tion is also being studied.
"Mr. and Mrs. Frank Warner for this publicity). Cards of inviwho recently returned from Haifa tation were either taken or sent to
have brought with them a wave of a number of engineers and archilove and unity and a fresh impetus tects, as well as to clubs such as the
for service. Mr. Warner has been engineer's club, architectural and
invited to speak on World Peace in Art Clubs, etc.
Both directly and indirectly we
many of the clubs and churches and
feel
this meeting will be a profitable
never fails to create a new spirit.
The Lima believers feel that the one because of 'Abdu'l-Baha's statedecided increase in the attendance ment to the effect that the Temple
at our general Sunday evening meet- will be the greatest teacher and
ings may be attributed in large those seeing the pictures of this edifice and hearing Mr. McDaniel's ilmeasure to his untiring efforts.
"Four new believers were wel- luminating and connected remarks
comed into the Lima Baha'i Com- in conjunction with each slide as it
munity at our last Nineteen Day was shown, could not help but be
Feast, and have already entered deeply impressed and will not forinto our activities with JOYous get the beauty and significance of
this building.
eagerness."

Lima,OIno
"The Lima Baha'i community has
enjoyed a heavenly two weeks with
Shahnaz Waite in our midst. On
Monday, Sept. 24, a Spiritual Assembly meeting was held and her
suggestions were most helpful.
Especially did we enjoy the spirtual significance of the Feast Days
as described by her, namely that of
presenting readings pertaining to
the attribute of God for which that
month is named and making it part
of ourselves during that month,
thus characterizing ourselves with
the divine attributes.
"Tuesday evening the entire Community met and she gave the lesson
on the 'Covenant of God' which
gave the believers a very clear conception of the Cause and the Station
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baha.
Wednesday was reserved for the
Young People and Thursday she
presented a lesson on 'J:he Greatest
Name.'
Plnladelphia
"Friday the first open meeting
Recently
three public Baha'i
was held and the topic was 'Discover
Your Bible.' Sunday night another meetings were held in Philadelphia,
open meeting was enjoyed, the sub- November 4, 11 and December 8,
ject being 'The Voice of Truth- 1934.
How Are We to Know It.' Monday
On Nov. 4th Mr. Horace Holley
evening the Community enjoyed spoke to a group of about 55 people
'The Divine Reality of Man' and (many of whom were recently inon Tuesday night there was a ques- terested), in a St. James Hotel lection box for the newer inquirers. ture room. His subject was "Living
Wednesday night the Young People Faith and Dying Creed." He gave
heard a delightful talk on the 'Sta- a very scientific and illuminating
tion of Christ' and on Thursday talk.
evening the Baha'i Community
On Nov. 11th a second public
gathered for their Nineteen Day meeting was held in the same room
Feast with Mrs. Waite. On the with Mr. McDaniel as the speaker:
farewell meeting on Friday she gave He spoke on "The New World Orat an open meeting a beautiful talk der," his talk being based on the reon "The Holy Spirit and The Trin- cent letters of Shoghi Effendi.
ity."
On Dec. 8th Mr. McDaniel again
"Fire-side groups in Lima have spoke in this city to a group of
become the order of the day. Mr. about 130 people giving an illusand Mrs. Allen Gorrell have opened trated lecture on: "The Temple of
their home to bi-weekly amity meet- Light," presenting over 50 slides
ings which are attended by six dif- showing the different stages of the
ferent races and nationalities. A construction of the Temple. This
variety of speakers is invited and was a very educational lecture and
Baha'i hymns sung. A beautiful many remarked on Mr. McDaniel's
spirit of good-fellowship prevails.
ability to convey to the layman the
"Mr. and Mrs. Amos Hostettler many points of interest in connecare conducting a weekly class in tion with the fabrication and condirect Baha'i study for a group of struction of the Temple. Included
Rosecrucian students, numbering among the listeners were architects,

-------

Inter-Assembly Meeting of New York.
Metropolitan Area
On Saturday, December 8, 1934,
believer~
from West Englewood,
Montclair, Newark, Yonkers and New
York City attended an Inter-Assembly meeting arranged by the Newark
Assembly, this meeting being one of a
series of Inter-Assembly me~tings held
by these five Assemblies in rotation
for two years.
From 4 :30 to 6 P. M. the friends
consulted on a number of specified topics, including What Is the Appeal to
Youth?
Following a dinner the meeting reconvened for a public session, with addresses by Saffa Kinney and Horace
Holley.
A CORRECTION
To Miss Clara Weir of the Los Angeles community we are indebted for
the correction of an error in BAHA'i
NEWS, No. 84 in the article listing
American Baha'is who have served in
other lands. That list included the
name of Mrs. Anna Lynch, who in fact
is neither American by birth or residence. Mrs. Lynch, is Russian and
has for some years been a valued worker at the International Baha'i Bureau
at Geneva.
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INSTRUCTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
The following passages are from a
letter dated Haifa, January 27, 1935,
and were written in reply to questions
raised by the National Spiritual Assembly in connection with correspondence from local Assemblies.
"With reference to your question
whether the figures of the Bab and Baha.'u'llah should be made to appear as
characters in dramatic works written
by the believers, Shoghi Effendi's
opinion is that such an· attempt to
dramatize the Manifestations would be
highly disrespectful, and hence should
be avoided by the friends, even in the
case of the Master. Besides it would
be practically impossible to carry out
such a plan faithfully, and in a dignified and befitting manner.
"In regard to your question concerning the nature and character of
Baha'i marriage. As you have rightly
stated, such a marriage is conditioned
upon the full approval of all four parents. Also your statement to the effect
that the principle of the oneness of
mankind prevents any true Baha'i
from regarding race itself as a bar to
union is in complete accord with the
Teachings of the Faith on this point.
For both Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha never disapproved of the idea of
inter-racial marriage, nor discouraged
it. The Baha'i Teachings, indeed, by
their very nature transcend all limitations imposed by race, and as such can
and should never be identified with
any particular school of racial philosophy."
PREPARATION OF NEW BELIEVERs FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE
BAHA'I COMMUNITY

In the August, 1932 issue of BAHA'i
NEWS the National Spiritual Assembly
published an important statement en-

MARCH, 1935
titled, "Qualifications of Membership of the voting right calls for another esin a Baha'i Community." The pur- sential qualification, namely, acquaintpose of that statement, prepared in re- ance with the local community and
sponse to many requests for informa- complete assimilation into its spirit and
tion made by local Assemblies, was to activities.
emphasize the importance of the vital
While recognizing the importance of
function vested in the local Spiritual this view, the National SpiritUal AsAssembly, of enrolling applicants as sembly must point out that it has no
voting members of the community.
sanction or authority whatsoever to
Reference to that statement will establish different classifications of
make it clear that at that time the voting membership. There is only one
need was to deepen the sense of re- class or character of membership in
sponsibility felt by all Assemblies in the Baha'i community-full and comapplying the Guardian's definite quali- plete membership, with no distinction
fications of Baha'i membership. What between the voting rights of a new
the National Spiritual Assembly sought and an old and more experienced
to accomplish was to remind local As- Baha'i. As soon as a believer is ensemblies that they could not leave this rolled, he receives this voting right
matter to anyone or more of their without the slightest qualification or
members, or to any teacher, no matter exception.
To prepare applicants for the right
how well informed and loyal the
teacher might be. It was therefore use of their membership, consequently,
stated that "The members of an As- the enrollment must be deferred until
sembly assume no higher responsibility acquaintance with the community has
than in determining the character of been gained. This question, it is clear,
their community by controlling its new arises more particularly in the case of
growth. . . . One requirement, how- the few large Baha'i communities than
ever, the National Assembly does lay in the case of the smaller ones where
down at this time: that Local Assem- personal acquaintance is readily gained
blies shall read to applicants the quali- merely by attendance at study classes
fications of voting membership as de- and public meetings.
fined in the By-Laws, and record in
For the larger communities-and in
their minutes the full and complete ac- time every Baha'i community will have
ceptance by each applicant."
a large membership in comparison with
During recent months the National its present voting list-the National
Spiritual Assembly has been receiving Spiritual Assembly now wishes very
requests for further information on one sincerely and earnestly to offer a few
particular phase of this general ques- constructive suggestions which it is
tion: how best to prepare new believers hoped each local Assembly will take to
for enrollment as voting Baha'is.
heart for the sake of the highest inThe suggestion has been made, in terests of the beloved Faith.
fact, that it would be well if the Na1. As years of experience have
tional Assembly could make a ruling shown, intellectual acceptance of the
that a certain period of time must formal standards of Baha'i faith alone
elapse before any newly enrolled be- is not sufficient to constitute a true
liever may exercise the voting right. believer. A true believer will, in adIt has been felt, with considerable jus- dition, endeavor whole-heartedly to
tice, that even though a new believer abide by the results of Baha'i consultamay be entirely qualified as far as tion as maintained by the institutions
loyalty and knowledge of the teachings of the Cause. A true believer, furis concerned, nevertheless the wise use thermore, will seek to contribute to
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the unity of the entire community, and
find his own development in the
growth of the Cause. and not attempt
to make the community revolve around
his own personality, nor himself revolve around the human personality of
anyone believer. This capacity for
spiritual association is not an additional
qualification for membership--it is the
real test of the believer's profoundest
spiritual faith. All teachers responsible for preparing applicants for
membership will do well to emphasize
this vital point, for the aim of Bahau'l1ah's Revelation is to establish oneness of spirit and unity of action
throughout the world.
2. An applicant who is enrolled as
voting member of a local Baha'i community is thereby given association not
merely in that community alone, but
by his enrollment becomes a Baha'i
world citizen-a member of the Baha'i
Commonwealth maintained by the central institutions of the Guardianship
and the Universal House of Justice.
If he travels, the enrolled believer is
given credentials which will be recognized and honored by National and
local Spiritual Assemblies without distinction, whether in the East or the
West. How important, therefore, in
the preparation of applicants for membership, that they be made conscious
of this supreme privilege, this most
vital responsibility assumed by all who
voluntarily seek the shade of the Divine Tree, who would contribute to the
W orId Order of Baha'u'llah! This
consideration is likewise a reminder to
all of the present believers, especially
those who are members of local Assemblies, how essential it is to avoid
merely local and personal issues and
situations which might conceal from
an applicant the true universality of the
Faith of God.
3. The same consideration likewise
gives due emphasis to the fact that no
local Spiritual Assembly is to be regarded as aR independent, self-sufficient Baha'i institution, but rather as
one important link in the series of institutions which constitute the World
Order of Baha'u'llah. Local Assemblies are dependent upon the National
Spiritual Assembly, as the National
institutions are dependent upon the
Guardian and the Universal House of
Justice. It is because of this organic
dependence that the national By-Laws
make enrollment conditional upon final
approval by the National Spiritual Assembly.
4. In order to assure the entrance
of each new believer into the Baha'i
community upon the soundest basis
possible, it is recommended that local
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SHOGHI EFFENDI
ON BAHA'I ECONOMICS
The following statement made
by the Guardian, through his
secretary, in a leter dated December 20, 1931 and recorded in
the Minutes of the N. S. A., is
quoted here for the information
and guidance of all American believers, especially those engaged
!n public lectures or class teachmg.
"As you say, the \Nritings are
not so rich on this subject and
many issues at present baffling
the minds of the world are lIot
even mentioned. The primary
consideration is the spirit that
has to permeate our economic
life and this will gradually crystallize itself into definite institutions and principles that will
help to bring about the ideal
condition foretold by Baha'u'llah."

Assemblies, wherever conditions permit, provide a final step for the preparation of applicants already interested
by home study classes or some teacher's individual instruction. This final
step consists in the holding of a special study class under the Assembly's
own direct supervision and control,
where the applicants can be trained in
the Administrative principles and their
knowledge of the basic teachings carefully reviewed. By this method, the
new believers will experience the wise
and impersonal functioning of the institution, and profit also by contact
with other teachers. Later on, when
local communities are larger and their
collective undertakings more proficient,
perhaps all applicants, before enrollment, will be able to receive this final,
supervised instruction. At present.
conditions vary so much among the
communities that this suggestion must
be developed in accordance with local
circumstances. It would be well, however, for individual members of each
local Assembly to feel a more positive
responsibility in following all local
teaching activities, visiting each class
or group as frequently as possible, in
order to have direct knowledge of this
vital aspect of Assembly responsibility.
By consultation it would then be possible for the Assembly to assist each
group or class conducted by individual
teachers in planning their subjects so
as to lead up to the central study elass
held bv the Assembly itself. Success
depends upon the unity of the Assem-

bly and the willing cooperation of all
teachers, old and young, in striving to
enlarge the Baha'i community year by
year.
5. It has been realized by discerning Baha'is that one essential aspect of
Baha'i community life, the social aspect, has so far remained practically
undeveloped. As local communities
become larger and more experienced,
their Assemblies will be able to arrange social meetings and gatherings
to satisfy the innate human need of
friendly association, thus supplementing the Nineteen Day Feasts and the
Anniversaries which at present are the
only recognized Baha'i gatherings. The
larger local Assemblies might even
now arrange occasional feasts, in addition to those in the Baha'i calendar,
to provide occasions for informal assnciation of believers and also to enable applical1i.'; to become acquainted
with the local community. So far,
such informal gatherings have been arranged mostly by individual believers in
their own homes, which tends to make
the social aspect of the community
too onesided and personal, in distinction to the universality of the formal
Baha'i meetings. The National Assembly regrets deeply that Baha'is are
still compelled to develop a social life
either outside or on a basis of restricted intimacy within the Cause. But
through social gatherings arranged by
the local Spiritual Assembly, the social
life of Baha'is will reinforce and
strengthen their spiritual and ethical
lives, and moreover such gatherings
will not only bring the applicants and
the older believers together but also
demonstrate the vital fact that Baha'u'llah's Faith, in the Guardian's own
words, inculcates a standard which "ineline it to neither East nor West,
neither Jew nor Gentile, neither rich
nor poor, neither white nor colored."
6. Last but by no means least in
importance is the fact that when new
applicants are enrolled, not merely are
they to be adjusted to the Baha'i community, but the older believers are also
to adjust to the new friends. This
consideration, in fact, must receive increasing attention as indications multiply that the era of more rapid grcwth
has begun. Courtesy, true Baha'i love
and the spirit of cooperation are due
every new Baha'i, without the slightest
tincture of aloofness, separateness or,
on the other hand, undue favoritism,
from those who have longer shared the
privilege of adherence to the Faith.
The National Spiritual Assembly
offers these remarks as suggestions deserving of thoughtful attention. In no
sense are they put forth as rulings or
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commands, because formal legislation
can not be carried into the realm of
the heart and the conscience. In essence, this statement is an appeal, an
urgent call for new and higher spiritual
attitudes on the part of all members of
the American Baha'i Community.
IMPORTANT EVENTS
AFFECTING THE FAITH
IN PERSIA
A brief summary of the events
which have recently challenged the
unconquerable spirit of the Persian
Baha'is is presented here for the information of the American believers.
In reporting these matters, it is
pointed out that the friends should patiently and prayerfully wait until these
sad happenings take their due course.
All possible assistance has been extended; at present no action is available to the Baha'i communities of
other lands. The history of the Faith
is surely an illustration of the truth
that such opposition invariably serves
to strengthen the believers in their
faith, by stimulating the powers latent
in their hearts and by quickening in
them a new and deeper consciousness
of their duties and responsibilities
towards the Cause. Moreover, it is
clear that the very progress and advance of Baha'u'llah's Faith, by arousing denial and opposition, creates for
itself such obstacles as only its divine
spirit can overcome.
Many are the passages in the W ritings of Baha'u'llah wherein He foreshadows the persecutions awaiting His
Cause, but side by side with such
passages is the assurance that out of
these sufferings and trials the Faith
will emerge purified and victorious.
The Tarbiat Schools and Baha'i
Kindergarten have been closed by order of the Ministry of Education. The
National Spiritual Assembly thereupon instructed the believers not to
send their children to other schools
pending final decision on the closure.
A petition addressed to the Shah
was undelivered.
The administrative body of the
Schools made a detailed answer to the
communication received from the
Ministry of Education.
Soon after, the Baha'i School for
Girls at Kazwin was likewise ordered
closed, and Baha'i meetings and gatherings were completely banned. The
Baha'is were forbidden to bury their
dead in Baha'i cemeteries or to bury
them elsewhere with Baha'i services.
At Kashan the School named Unity
of Mankind was also closed. Baha'i
meetings were there forbidden, either
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in the Hazirat-ul-Qods or in the
homes of believers.
The Hazirat-ul-Qods at Hamadan
was likewise closed and meetings of
Baha'is forbidden.
In the city of Iraq (Persia) the police closed the Harirat-ul-Qods, destroying the Baha'i inscriptions on its
walls, and confiscated the records of
the Spiritual Assembly.
From Kermanshah came reports
that the police had closed the Haziratul-Qods and stopped Baha'i meetings.
Muslim preachers slandered the Cause
from their pulpits and incited the
populace to rise against the believers.
From every part of Persia similar
events were reported.
Finally, in Tihran itself, the Central
Police Department of the country addressed a circular letter to all police
bureaus ordering that Baha'i activities
be restrained, their gatherings, teaching meetings and organizations suppressed, that any person calling himself a Baha'i be arrested, and any
government employe calling himself a
Baha'i be dismissed from service and
also put under arrest.
Following this general order, all
Baha'i meeting in Tihran, whether in
private homes or in the Hazirat-ulQods were forbidden. A number of
believers were summoned to police
stations and warned not to make
themselves known henceforth as Baha'is. The response to these threats,
however, was so steadfast and unequivocal, expressing so firmly the determination of the believers to endure
any suffering for the sake of their
faith, that this order has apparently
been abandoned.
Some of the Baha'i children who
have gone to other schools have been
subjected to insult and humiliation by
Muslim teachers and pupils.
Correspondence between Persian
Baha'is and believers in other lands
has become impossible.
Such episodes in the progress of the
Faith can only deepen and intensify
the ardor of the believers in other
lands, whose hearts are one with their
fellow-Baha'is in the country where
first rose the Sun of Truth in this age.
The mind goes back to the age of the
Bab, recalling these noble words in
"A Traveller's Narrative":"The flame rose higher and the contagion became swifter: the affair
waxed grave and the report thereof
reached other climes. At first it was
confined to Persia: later it spread to
the rest of the world. Quaking and
affliction resulted in constancy and
stability, and grievous pains and punishment caused acceptance and attrac-
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tion. The very events produced an
impression; impression led to investigation; and investigation resulted in
increase. Through the ill-considered
policy of the Minister this edifice became fortified and strengthened, and
these foundations firm and solid. Previously the matter used to be regarded as commonplace: subsequently it acquired a grave importance in men's
eyes. Many persons from all parts of
the world set out for Persia, and began to seek with their whole hearts.
For it hath been proved by experience
in the world that in the case of such
matters of conscience laceration causeth healing; censure increaseth dilidence; prohibition induceth eagerness;
and intimidation createth avidity. The
root is hidden in the very heart, while
the branch is apparent and evident.
When one branch is cut off other
branches grow."
DECISIONS OF THE NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
1. Annual Votmg Lists of Local
Assemblies
"Moved, seconded and voted that
h~reafter the annual voting list furnished by local Assemblies should
be accompanied by a separate list of
all believers transferred to and from
each Assembly."

Will and Testament of
t Abdu'I-B4ha
"Moved, seconded and voted to
record the fact that local Assemblies
are directed to instruct new believers
i~ the meanin~ of this new compilation
(I. e., the WJ!1 and Testament in the
new edition announced in this issue of
BAHA'i NEWS) and furthermore that
local Assemblies are to be respo~sible
for providing new believers with
copies."
1.

SECOND REPORT ON 1934CONVENTION RESOLUTIONS
In BAHA'i NEWS No. 86, dated August, 1934, the National Assembly reported in detail on the recommendations made by the Annual Convention
in the form of Resolutions duly voted.
That statement is now amplified by report of the following actions.
1. The Race Amity Committee has
prepared a remarkable statement on
Amity which has been approved. It is
published elsewhere in this issue.
2. The recommendation on establishment of a Children's Bank was reported to a Committee which after
consideration advises that such an activity be not undertaken at this time.
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This report has been approved.
3. Several Resolutions bearing upon the need of definite procedures for
the conduct of the affairs of a Spiritual Assembly, the consultation meeting of the Nineteen Day Feast, etc.,
were referred jointly to a special Committee whose final report is nearing
completion. Whatever action is taken
by the N. S. A. will be reported as
soon as possible.
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
PrelhnJnary Announcement 193 5
Program
The National Spiritual Assembly
urges the believers to realize the vital
importance of the three Baha'i Summer Schools. These institutions are
to evolve into educational centers
which eventually will have profound
public influence. At present they represent a most essential activity deserving the attendance and support of
every believer who can arrange to enroll for the courses given at the School
in his region.
1. Green Acre
Study Courses
1. July 8-12. The Conduct of Baha'i Affairs. Leader to be announced
later.
2. July 15-19. The Most Great
Peace. Leader, Horace Holley.
Fundamental Ba3. July 22-26.
Leader, Shahnaz
ha'i Teachings.
Waite.
4. July 29~August 2. The Practice
of the Baha'i Life. Leader, Dorothy
Baker.
5. August 5-9. Baha'i Teachings
on Mysticism. Leader, Glenn Shook.
6. August 12-16. Racial Similarities and Differences: The Scientific
Evidence and the Baha'i Teachings.
Leader, Genevieve Coy.
7. August 19-23.
The Origins,
Powers and Conditions of Man. Leader to be announced later.
8. August 26-30. Review of "The
Promise of All Ages" and "Security
for a Failing World" with suggestions as to their use in teaching. Leader, Stanwood Cobb.
Conferences
July 4-7. Teaching Conference.
July 20, 21. Youth Con ference.
August 17, 18. Race Amity Conference.
2. Pacific Coast
( Geyserville)
July 14-27
Devotions: 9:00 A. M. daily.
Classes: 9 :30 A. 1\1. to 12 :30 P. 1\1.
dailv.
Round Table Discussions: 2 :30
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IMPORTANCE OF
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
"He fervently hopes that
through the earnest and sustained
efforts of your committee these
annual gatherings will acquire
increasing importance in the eyes
of the public, and will constitute
an effective medium for the dissemination of the Teachings.
He feels that in your next summer meetings continued emphasis should be laid upon the
teaching of the Administration,
especially in its relation to the
outside world, so as to impress
the non-Baha'i attendants at
the school with the nature, character and world-significance of
the World Order of Baha'u'llah." (Letter from the Guardian, through his secretary, to
Central States Summer School
Committee, dated November 6,
1934) .

P. M. each Tuesday and Friday.
Children's Activities: Study Classes
9 :30 A. M. daily. Supervised Recreation, 2 :30 P. M. daily.
Public Meetings: Fellowship Dinner with Geyserville Grange, 6 :30
P. M., Thursday, July 18. Griffith
Grove, Santa Rosa, 2 :30 P. M., Sunday, July 21. Odd Fellows Hall, 8 :00
P. M., Wednesday, July 24.
Unity Feast: Annual Reunion of
Baha'is and guests, 12 noon, Sunday,
July 14.
Courses of Study:
History of the Baha'i Faith.
Underlying Principles of Baha'i
Administration.
The Administrative Order of the
Baha'i Faith.
Individual and Collective Relationships to the Baha'i Faith.
The Teaching and Influence of
Islam.
Teaching Conference: 2 :30 P. M.,
Saturday, July 20.
3. Central States
(Louhelen Ranch)
Young People's Conference.
Monday, June 24 through Thursday, June 27.
Registration,
Sunday, June 23.
Study Courses
1. The Baha'i Life. Leader, Dorothy Baker.
2. Baha'i Approach to World Problems. Leader, Bishop Brown.
3. The Guardian's Letters.
(A

forum to be conducted by the Young
People's Council.)
4. What is the Baha'i Movement?
(Introductory course to be given by
you~g people selected by the Council.)
FIrst General Summer Session. Saturday, June 29 through Sunday, July
7. Registration, Friday, June 28.
Study Courses
1. Conduct of Baha'i Affairs. Leader, Horace Holley.
2. Security in a Failing World,
Leader, Stanwood Cobb.
3. Divine Art of Living. Leader,
Loulie A. Mathews.
Public Meetings
Afternoon talks.
Subject amI
speaker to be announced later.
Second General Summer Session.
Monday, August 19 through Saturday,
August 24.
Study Courses
Two courses will be presented. Announcement later.
THE DIVINE CALL TO RACE
AMITY

The Annual Convention of 1934
unanimously voted a resolution requesting the National Spiritual Assembly, either directly or through this
comm~ttee, to issue a general appeal
to all the friends on the authority of
the teachings, for greater and more effective action to improve race relations.
This matter has been referred to this
committee, a task which it is on our
part gratifying to assume.
Let us express, first of all, our faith
and serene confidence in the program
and order of the Most High, Baha'u'llah, as the one complete, perfect and
universal remedy for the ills of the
world. The luminous Orb of His
Covenant dispels shadows of earth.
Remote from this Haven are dark
waters and tempestuous seas in which
even the wise men of the nations are
tossed with visions more or less obscure.
We recall with high praise the firm
and courageous stand taken by the
National Spiritual Assembly, the Annual Convention, Green Acre and various local centers, wherein the authority
of the divine teachings has been visibly, largely and heartily upheld in
programs and meetings, orders of
husiness, spiritual and social communion of the various workers and
friends, a standard which may well be
emulated by all others. The work of
harmonizing the races gathers strength
and volume with the passing years.
Timidity and extreme caution give way
to asurance and confidence when once
the work is well begun. Courage,
vision, wisdom and love are among the

MEMORIAL TO KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER AT ISFAHAN
Architect's drawing o£ Memorial designed by Myron H. Potter, Cleveland, Ohio, selected by the
National Spiritual Assembly for construction at cost of approximately $1,000 under the direction of
the Isfahan Spiritual Assembly. This Memorial, the tribute paid to the first Baha'i martyr of America
by her fellow believers of the United States and Canada, will in future be visited by throngs of Baha'is
from the East and West.

ingredients of race amity. It is noteworthy that not a single effort has
failed. This fact alone, considering
our limited numbers as against the momentum of mankind, suggests that
Reservoir of Power which moves the
spheres.
The specific and definite purpose of
Divine Appearance and Revelation is
the unity of mankind. What the
Manifestation. Baha'u'll:ih, reveals on
this subject runs through all the sad'ed
writings. His majestic proclamation
of divinity to the kings; His positive
instructions to ignore racial differences; His mantle of freedom to the
oppressed and judgment of loss to the
oppressor; His mighty overthrow of
tyranny and despotism; His personal
example of contacts with various races;
His demonstrations of power to fuse
traditionally warring groups; His
"gathering of the elect from the four
winds"; His overpowering call for
action; His Light from the highest
plane; His solace for those who seek
refuge from the wilderness of decay
and change; His great rewards to
those who do His Will; His creation
of a new cvcle: These and numberless other signs of outpouring set up
an unshakable foundation upon which
amity workers can build.

Those who were blessed in meeting
'Abdu'l-Baha may well recall how He
combined the courtliness, grace and
strength of the lion with the loveliness,
purity and gentleness of the dove when
dire<:ting this service to America. His
invigorating terms are found in many
lessons and Tablets. Wherever He
journeyed He sought to serve and
teach the colored along with the white
and both in public and private demonstrated His views in ways unmistakable. He brought the races into loving fellowship and showered His healing love upon all.
Provincialism,
prejudice and insularity of thought
melted before His sublime wisdom and
magnetic smile.. On the streets and in
the seats of the mighty, among the
lowly and obscure and with those socially prominent He adhered to the
great principles of Baha'u'llah. Moreover He promised the Confirmations
of the Spirit to those who uphold and
apply the great principle of unity
through love. Many and potent are
His signs bearing upon this vital
theme. In every city visited He attracted large audiences which hung
upon His every word. People did not
shrink from Him because His viewpoint enlarged theirs. Rather they
s~emed all the more happy to meet

One who restored their souls. Ever
more and more established becomes
His vision of reality.
Turning to our Guardian, we find
that he shows the same deep and practical interest in race amity as the
Great Ones who preceded him. Who
can read his persuasive and dynamic
appeal found on pp. 119-121 of the
volume, "Baha'i Administration," without having his soul stirred to the
depths? This is a model worthy of
the closest study and concentration.
Pilgrims tell his interest. Others share
his letters. But as we read his stirring, winged words, unmistakably intended for the body of the Cause, we
are as it were in his presence and feel
powerfully moved to action. The authority that here speaks is unquestionable; the standard set lacks nothing
of perfection; the motivating power is
the mystery of divine love. We are
asked to sacrifice only the veils that
separate, the superstitions that darken,
the prejudices that foment strifenothing that is real! Our humble efforts are sllstained by what comes from
the world of spirituality, auroras of
the Light Divine.
Next to consider is what is gleaned
from the great scientists of the age
whose genius lighted by the Hand of
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God has discovered the reality of humanity. Out of a wealth of material
the following is selected from the book,
"Against the Current", by Prof. A. E.
Steiner of Grinnell University:
"I should like to point out in which
direction the most valuable lessons of
my experience lie. I believe they are:
"A. That racial characteristics are
largely determined by environment.
"B. That race prejudice is an artificial product of the mind induced by
various influences.
"c. That on the highest spheres of
activity all races are alike.
"D. That every human being, no
matter what his color, race, faith or
class, has a right to earn the respect
of his neighbor and his community by
what he himsel f is.
"E. That the brotherhood of man
will be an established fact as soon as
each determines to live like a brother
in his relations to his fellows.
G. That he who would enter into
a fellowship with the nation or race
with which he lives must free himself
from all isolating practices and beliefs.
"H. That entrance into such a large
human relationship has to be 'bought
with a price', and that it is a price well
worth paying;. for there is no loftier
human experience than becoming one
with all mankind."
How glorious the vision the above
quotation unfolds! The author seems
to belong to the class of divine philosophers mentioned in the sacred text.
Realizing therefore how firm is the
base upon which we build; how vast
the strength which supports our endeavors; how heartening the examples
of the Holy Ones who are creating the
New Age; how unrealities crumble
day by day; how eagerly countless
souls are looking for Light: May we
not be stirred to greater efforts to
fulfill the divine requirements in ways
that count? Specifically what can we
do to feed the famine of mankind?
In the spirit of prayer and consultation and having at heart all other vital
activities of the Cause, the following
suggestions are made in behalf of this
most humanitarian and needed branch
of service:
1. According to Baha'i Administration, page 41, the work of this committee is limited to holding amity conferences or directing them, stimulating
interest in amity service and receiving
and preparing reports for the National
Spiritual Assembly. Every Spiritual
Assembly should appoint its own local
amity committee. Aside from amity
conferences this committee has no

jurisdiction over the local work. But
any aid we can render them at their
request will be joyfully given by members of this committee.
2. Race amity conferences should be
improved for "intensive teaching" as
well as bringing the races together.
Free literature should always be available and for this use will be sent on
request. Smaller meetings should follow as a means of increasing the number of believers. One or more sessions of such conferences may perhaps
well be used as a problems' meeting,
wherein the answers may be made to
questions in the light of the heavenly
teachings. Refreshments and dinners
may have an important bearing.
3. The Publishing Committee is requested to reprint race amity literature
of which there is a present dearth. It
is our hope that new writers will be
stimulated to action. Diversity of
presentation is an added power of attraction.
4. An amity conference to be followed by a course in race relations
may with great value become a part
of the program of each Summer
School, also be adopted by the large
centers especially for the training of
youth. Great universities of our land,
North and South, now have courses in
race relations and the idea has spread
to other progressive organizations. In
keeping with the wishes of our Guardian that teachers be well informed.
scientific books which supplement and
are in harmony with the spirit of the
cause should also be read. Mention of
outside books carries with it no endorsement either of their authors or
of the full content of such works. But
books of a sociological, educational and
scientific nature often contain matter
which is of value in this work. It is
in this spirit therefore that we mention the following brief:
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The divine teachings are authoritative, and should be studied first and
last. It is fascinating and helpful to
see to what extent they are reflected
by contemporaneous men of genius.
5. We know our unworthiness to
serve so great an undertaking, but respond as far as we can to the higher
bodies which command our efforts. It
is our prayer that such labors may attract Unseen Favors which may direct
progress to the ultimate goal. The
Divine Will which is motion and life
commands the creatures to move. Although God Himself hasl spoken, His
Wisdom requires that the creatures
give their word of testimony.
6. May we not broaden our social
life by improving it to teach, both in
theory and practice, better race relations? A firm and courageous stand
in this regard has been known in the
past to attract the aid of people of
commanding influence and power.
Study of the achievements of each
group and admiration thereof may be
good preparation for this work. Human welfare workers have great influence in spreading the Baha'i Faith.
7. The use of outside speakers at
amity conferences should be exercised
only with great caution and wisdom,
as statements made by them will be
attributed, not unreasonably on the
part of the public, to the Baha'i Faith
when made under its auspices.
Those who are spiritually inclined,
who are prominent in humanitarian
service, are friendly to all races as well
as to the Baha'i religion, are conversant with its universal principles and
are willing to speak within them, may
at times be so used with the double
advantage of bringing influence to the
meeting as well as spiritual attraction
and guidance to the speaker. As the
primary purpose of all such teaching
efforts is the knowledge of the Cause,
it is obviously wise to avoid any expressions that may through partisanship, politics or limited and destructive thoughts veil inquirers.
8. The aspiration of the colored
people as well as other minority groups
in this our American life, can justly
and wisely soar no higher than the
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wish to be treated as well as other
Americans are treated. The laying
down of concrete and detailed rules
for this attainment would, we fear, retard rather than advance the cause we
advocate. But a safe general rule to
follow is the Golden Rule taught by
all the Prophets of God in every dispensation and today restated, vitalized
and applied by Baha'u'llah:
"If thou lookest toward justice,
choose for others what thou choosest
for thyself."
This is of transcendent value whether applied to individual or racial contacts. If for the sake of conveying our
thoughts and the wisdom of service,
we are compelled to use the parlance
of different races, then to choose for
other races what we choose for our
own will be the quickest way to end
racial differences. The accident or incident of birth which fixes our identity is not of our own making. The
Creator, we are assured, intended it
for ornament, but not for divisions.
The divine intention expressed in human action will bring salutary and
happy results.
9. Among things to be avoided are
elements of discord which raise issues
between races, such as the negative
side and the real or supposed shortcomings of races.
Among constructive things to do
are:
A. Correctly appraise and value the
virtues and services of other races,
thus inspiring a similar attitude on the
part of those so regarded.
B. Use every means upon the basis
of education, business, sociology and
religion to overcome the superstitions,
fancies, prejudices and pride which
create those divisions which always go
with artificial standards.
C. To rest assured that faith and
sincerity and effort must inevitably
bring success.
'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"You must rest assured, knowing
that the Confirmations of the Kingdom
are of a certainty yours; that the favors of Baha'u'IMh are with you. If
all the inhabitants of the earth should
gather thev would fail to withstand
you; for they are on the wane, while
vou are waxing stronger. They are
retrogressing; you are proqressing."
10. A few Baha'is especially interested in race amity should join their
community organizations, such as the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Urban
League, Colored Y. M. C. A. or Y.
w. C. A. and attend meetings sponsored by them. Here they will meet
people of the other group, learn and

WILL AND TEST AMENT
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
New Edition
In BAHA'i NEWS No. 83
(May, 1934) was published the
following instruction from the
Guardian, taken from his letter
dated Haifa, March 21, 1934:
"Concerning the best method of
presenting the Master's Will to
the newcomers, Shoghi Effendi
is of the opinion that the N. S.
A. should first make some suitable extracts from the Testament,
and to send these to all the local
Assemblies for their use, so that
there may be full unity in circulating the provisions of the Will
among the new believers. The
problem of choosing such excerpts is left entirely to the N.
S. A. The main thing, as it appears to the Guardian, is that the
full station of the Bab, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha be clearly
explained, and that the origin,
nature and working of the Administrative Order of the Faith
be cle"aily stated. The full. i.mplications of such a recogmtIOn
are evidently beyond the comprehension of any new believer.
Such knowledge can be acquired
gradually, and only when the essentials of the Faith have been
clearly recognized and adequately
understood.' ,
In accordance with this advice the National Assembly appoi~ted a special committee to
select the suitable extracts. Its
selections have been approved,
and the Publishing Committee
has issued the selections in the
form of a pamphlet. See announcement by Publishing Committee and also the resolution
adopted by the N. S. A., both
appearing in this issue.

appreciate their art, literature, music
and other accomplishments, also their
problems. Thus through personal contacts they may establish friendly relations with individuals and so learn
their psychology. Opportunities will
come to cooperate and help in all s~ch
affairs. Baha'is can thus meet and invite leaders of other groups within the
wisdom before stated, to speak at public meetings held at the Baha'i center,
especially in large cities. In small communities these leaders of opinion, educators or artists, even lesser people
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from the world's viewpoint who are
spiritually inclined, can be invited to
the homes of Baha'is where a reception, tea or conference can be arranged.
The value of meetings like these may
be three-fold.
A. People with capacity contact the
Baha'i group, get its spirit, hear its
message.
B. The audience, new people as well
as the Baha'is, will have their outlook
and sympathies broadened by exchanging viewpoints with such persons, a
step toward overcoming prejudices.
C. At such meetings as these all attending Baha'is can personally contact
new friends and above all, follow up
all such collective and individual contacts, teaching the divine principles by
both words and deeds. The aim is to
attract, teach and confirm new souls
no matter what their racial identity
may be.
When an outside speaker is invited
to occupy the Baha'i platform, it is always wise to have a Baha'i chairman
and also a Baha'i speaker to follow the
outsider. Questions raised should be
tactfully and wisely answered, a service easily rendered under guidance
and in the light of the Baha'i teachings.
In large communities it is sometimes
well to attend dinners where various
races mingle given by other organizations. Many new friendships can be
established by sitting, eating and chatting with people. And so the divine
principles can be applied by word and
deed. Kindness shown to the few colored people in small communities has
a special value of spiritual attraction.
Historical and contemporary reviews
of the achievements of other races tend
to broaden culture, remove prejudices
and improve understanding.
11. A prayerful and a joyful attitude
of service is the summary of our suggestions. A spiritual state, we are
told, is a happy one. Although the
pressure of life is very great, let us
also remember that a perfect being has
a sense of humor.
'Abdu'l-Baha says:
"What is needed is divine joyousness. The star of happiness is in every
heart. We must remove the clouds so
tllat it may t-&inkle radiantly?"
Respectfully submitted,
THE NATIONAL RACE AMITY
COMMITTEE
By: LOUIS G. GREGORY, Chairman.
MRS. LOULIE A. MATHEWS
MRS. BISHOP H. LEWIS
MRS. MARIAM HANEY
MRS. LUDMILA BECHTOLD
MR. LOUIS G. GREGORY.
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MAGAZINE

To Be Public Teaching Medium for
the United States and Canada
In the last issue of BAHA'i NEWS
the Guardian's letter dated December
1, 1934, expressed his approval of the
plan adopted by the National Spiritual
Assembly concerning the union of The
Baha'i Magazine and World Unity.
"Concerning the union of the two
Magazines . . . the Guardian hopes
that the N. S. A. will proceed quickly
in this matter. He fully approves the
action which you contemplate, and any
details in this connection he leaves entirely to your discretion."
This plan essentially consists of the
abandonment of both the existing publications and the founding of an entirely new monthly magazine to be
entitled W orid Order.
This new magazine, the first issue
of which will appear April 1, 1935, is
to be edited and operated under the
full and exclusive jurisdiction of the
National Spiritual Assembly. It will
be edited jointly by Stanwood Cobb
and Horace Holley, and the business
management will be conducted by the
Baha'i Publishing Committee, thus
bringing the publication and sale of all
Baha'i literature in America under one
unified management appointed and supervised by the National Spiritual Assembly.
World Order (the title chosen from
the term given such significance by
Shoghi Effendi) will endeavor to create a public teaching medium adequate
both in appearance and contents to
represent the Faith of Baha'u'llah
upon the American continent. Its aim
will be to expound the Message upon
which human regeneration and universal peace depends, and thus assist
in raising our teaching nearer to the
lofty standard so perfectly symbolized
by the Baha'i House of Worship.
In conformity with its impressive
title, the magazine will seek to clarify
for the general public the vital elements which enter into the World Order of Baha'u'llah-the oneness of religion, true race amity, the harmony
of religion and science, the union of
East and West, the attainment of
world community based upon world
federation as explained by the Guardian. Its aim and purpose being completely concentrated upon serving the
Cause of Baha'u'llah, the editors call
for articles from Baha'is on any and
all subjects capable of conveying the
Baha'i principles and spirit to the
people of this age. Articles by non-
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Baha'is will be included only to the
extent that the believers themselves are
not yet prepared by thorough study to
produce material of sufficiently high
standard on certain themes like Comparative Religion, the relation of Science
and Religion, etc. In all cases the editors will give Baha'i contributions the
preference, but they have been directed
to maintain a high standard, that the
magazine may give the best possible
impression to its readers.
An important part in its success will
be the seriousness with which Baha'i
writers prepare themselves to meet this
opportunity of bringing their work to
a larger circle of thoughtful non-believers than ever before. The problem is essentially one of finding the
most effective teaching method through
the written rather than the spoken
word. How would you express the
Faith if you were chosen to write an
article for scientists, or for students
of religion, or for psychologists, or
sociologists, or school teachers? While
faith is the all-important element,
some degree of knowledge and insight
is obviously necessary.
Another important factor in its success will be the degree of intelligent
cooperation developed by the local Assemblies not merely in securing subscriptions from members of their community but also in bringing it to the
attention of local people they wish to
attract to the Cause. Each Assembly
is urged to use a certain number of
sample copies a month as a regular
part of their teaching plan.
Subscribers to The Baha'i Magazine will receive World Order throughout the unfilled part of their subscriptions. The price per issue will
be only 20c, annual subscriptions $2.00
each.
Address of World Order Business
Office, Baha'i Publishing Committee,
P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City. Address of
Editorial Office, 119 Waverly Place,
New York City.
A sample copy of the first issue will
be sent to each local Spiritual Assembly.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
Publishing
Will alld Testament of fAbdu'lBalta: Excerpts selected by the N. S.
A., with passages from the Bab, Baha'u'llah and Shoghi Effendi which
hear upon the significance of the Testament. Pamphlet, uni form with the
World Order letters of the Guardian.

lOc per copy net. Sold only in lots
of ten, $1.00.
The Ba/ui,'i Magazine: published in
India, (See page 5, BAHA'i NEWS No.
8S, November, 1934.)
Baha'i Teachings on Econmnics:
Compilation prepared by the Baha'i
Teaching Committee from the material
gathered by the Committee on Economics at the request of the N. S. A.
1933-1934. Contains 16 pages mimeographed. New edition, price lOe per
copy net and sold in lots of 10 only,
$1.00.
The Bahfl'i Faith: A brief outline
and summary of the Faith prepared
for the special purpose of meeting the
need for a condensed statement of fact
which can be supplied to newspaper
editors, encyclopaedias and various organizations and by them kept on file
for reference whenever necessary. Invaluable also for general teaching purposes. The Outline is a four page
folder, standard letter size, adapted for
convenient filing. Sold in lots of 100,
price $3.00 per 100 net.
Baha'u'llfzh and the New Era, by
J. E. Esslemont, translated into Esperanto by Lidja Zamenhof. We recommend it to all studying this universal language.
Price reduced from
$1.50 to $1.00.
Special Offer for $1.00 net:
5 The Baha'i Movement
5 Whence Comes the Light?
5 Oneness of Mankind
(An opportunity to obtain these valuable little books all suitable for free
distribution for teaching purposes at
less than half price.)
BaM,'i Lesson Outlines for Children.
Prepared by the Committee on the
Training and Teaching of Children. 4
sections, lessons 1 to 36. Should be
used by all believers in bringing up the
next generation. Mimeographed, price
75c net.
The Dawn-Breakers, Limited Edition autographed by Shoghi Effendi.
There are still a few copies on hand
and we suggest that anyone desiring
to add this valuable addition to his Baha'i Library, secure a copy before it is
too late. Price $35.00, postage prepaid.
Youtb
On behalf of the Baha'i Youth
Committee it is reported that its Baha'i
Youth Bulletin No. 2 has been approved and is being mimeographed for
early distribution. Copies will be available soon after March first at lOc each,
through the Publishing Committee in
the usual way.
Part of the ecl;·;')n has been assigned
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to the Youth Committee for free circulation.
This Bulletin contains an admirable
Study Outline intended for use by young
people, and this is called to the special
attention of local Spiritual Assemblies
and local Youth Committees. In addition a Bibliography of current books
on Peace and news items reported from
Youth groups here and abroad make
this number both interesting and important.
Library
The Library Committee expresses
appreciation of the cooperation given
by local Assemblies in donating to
Public Libraries a copy of "Security
for a Failing World" by Stanwood
Cobb.
N ow the Committee recommends
that similar action be taken to place
copies of "The Promise of All Ages"
by Christophil in local Libraries.
These two new Baha'i works have
a strong appeal to different types of
people, and hence will serve to illustrate the universality of the Faith. The
Library Committee should be notified
of the Libraries where either or both
books are placed.
Index
The important work of the Index
Committee requires the cooperation of
believers who are trained both in the
literature of the Cause and in library
work. The Committee wishes to compile a list of American Baha'is who
can assist in the preparation of the
catalog card references to the Baha'i
books which will serve as the basis of
a future Index so much needed by students of the Teachings.
The following books are to be indexed: Iqan (new edition), Hidden
Words, Some Answered Questions,
Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha, Divine
Philosophy, Epistle to the Son of the
Wolf, Promulgation of Universal
Peace, Tablets of Baha'u'llah. The
Dawn-Breakers, Baha'i Administration, the Guardian's World Order Letters and his "Dispensation of Baha'u'llah."
Local Assemblies are requested to
suggest the names of trained workers
to the Index Committee through Mrs.
Esther G. Harding, 704 West Nevada
Street, Urbana, Illinois.
Teaching
All isolated believers who have not
yet signed the registration cards sent
out by the Teaching Committee with
a letter dated January 2, 1935, are re-
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quested to do so and send the card to
Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Secretary,
376 60th Street, Oakland, Calif., as
soon as possible.
Eventually only such isolated believers, as are enrolled by these registration cards can be carried in the
lists of Baha'is recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer the following believer who has entered the Kingdom.
Mrs. Frances A. Moore, Lima,
Ohio.
PUBLIC REFERENCE TO THE
CAUSE IN NEWSPAPERS AND
MAGAZINES
The Pittsburgh Courrier, a Negro
paper, in its January 5 issue carried a
two column article entitled "Universal Brotherhood is Object of the Baha'is; Prejudice Outlawed."
The
writer, L. F. Coles, outlines the Baha'i principles and expresses appreciation of the kindness and Baha'i information given him by Mrs. Ludmila
Bechtold, James F. Morton, Jr., and
Louis G. Gregory.
Through the courtesy of Mary
Maxwell information has been received that a full page illustration of
the Baha'i Temple is included in the
"Architectural Year Book of Foreign
Architecture" for 1934, published in
Canada for Canadian architects.
The monthly magazine entitledAmerican Astrology contains a letter written by Francis Arthur Kelsey of the
New York Baha'i community which
quotes excerpts from words of 'Abdu'l-Baha on the subject of reincarnation.
NEW EDITION OF WELL KNOWN
BAHA'I WORK IN FRENCH
The National Spiritual Assembly is
indebted to the kindness of Mme.
Laura Dreyfus-Barney of Paris for a
complimentary copy of "Essai Sur Ie
Baha'isme: Son Histoire, Sa Portee
Sociale," by the late Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney. recently issued in a new
edition with an appendix containing
excerpts from "Le But d'un Nouvel
Ordre Mondial" and "L'Economie
:\10ndiale de Baha'u'lIah."
THE CHICAGO DEFENDER
In view of the fact that Dr. Abbott,
Editor of The Chicago Defender, is

9---------publishing articles on the Cause so frequently, some of the believers may
wish to enter a subscription. The cost
is $3.00 per year, and the address, 3435
Indiana A venue, Chicago, Illinois.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
PARIS
A circular letter from the Spiritual
Assembly dated January 1, 1935,
brings interesting reports.
The Fifth Annual Meeting of the
Union of Baha'i Students in Europe
was held December 30 and 31 in Mme.
Scott's new studio, 12 rue Victor
Considerant.
Discussion was held on the following subjects:
The Baha'i Faith and the existing
world political situation.
The Baha'i Faith in modern Persia.
Discipline, the foundation of liberty
Patriotism and world cooperation.
In these meetings the young believers penetrated deeply into the spirit of
the Faith; their thought was mature.
their expression logical and clear.
Our bi-monthly meetings have been
maintained regularly, and in addition
we have instituted a Saturday meeting
for lectures and study which are already beginning to bear fruit.
Serious consideration is given to the
matter of publications in the French
language, and we have just re-issued
"L'Essai sur Ie Baha-isme" by Hippolyte Dreyfus. We have also printed a new small pamphlet entitled "Le
Baha'isme: Son Histoire, Sa Portee
Mondiale," which Shoghi Effendi has
approved. These are sold at 16 francs
per hundred, postage additional.
GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
A significant step has been taken
by the National Spiritual Assembly
under the Guardian's advice. It is now
the "National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Germany and Austria."
Its Baha'i News, published in German, has become an important organ
of the Faith, and the following infor~ation has been gathered from recent
Issues.
"While it is its primary task to
create a greater understanding and a
fuller appreciation of Baha'i administration, the Baha'i N e7.1!S will also disseminate knowledge of the progress of
the Cause and of the work done in
other countries."
Twelfth Annual Convention
"The Twelfth Annual Convention
of the Baha'is of Germany and Austria

10
took place at Stuttgart on Saturday,
April 21 and Sunday, April 22, the
first two days of Ridvan. The Spiritual Assembly of Stuttgart had made
the necessary arrangements for the
Convention and had created opportunities for friendly association of believers and guests, who had gathered from
various parts of Germany, from Switzerland, and from Persia. (Unfortunately, events prevented our Austrian
friends from participating in the Convention.")
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of unity and a firm common will to
comprehend and reflect the pure and
holy spirit which animates the Baha'i
Faith. There was such an unexpected increase in the number of participants compared to last year that the
available accommodation was hardly
sufficient, in spite of the extensions
finished just before the opening. The
Guardian had given his special support to the Summer-Week and it was
through his initiative that the attention
of the friends abroad was aroused so
that believers from Sofia and Belgrade, Geneva, Paris and the United
States were represented. It was gratifying also to see German friends from
Austria and Holland .... The National
Teaching Committee is going to publish pamphlets containing condensed
articles on the topics presented at the
Summer School.
These pamphlets
will not only make the results of the
study~courses at Esslingen accessible
to a wider circle of friends and inquirers, but they will also offer to the participants an opportunity to refresh and
deepen their knowledge by a subsequent second study of the subjects."

Report of the N. s. A.
During the year, at the request of
Mrs. Alice Schwarz, sole editor of The
Sun of Trttth for many years, the
editing of the German Baha'i Magazine was placed under the direction
of Dr. Adelbert Muehlschlegel, Dr.
Eugen Schmidt and Mrs. Schwarz.
"To assist the communities in their
work during the winter, an exposition
of the Baha'i beliefs was sent them together with compilations from the
writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha on various subjects, as well as a
list of speakers with their special topics which the friends may employ as
Vienna
teachers.
"It was decided to replace-as far
The news letter recently established
as possible-the term 'Baha'i Doctrine' by the Spiritual Assembly of Vienna
by the more appropriate term 'Baha'i is a powerful addition to the local
Faith' which is already used by the news organs of the Faith. The Amerfriends abroad. It was also decided ican N. S. A. appreciates very much
during the session of April 8, 1934, the privilege of receiving it.
to change the designation 'Spiritual
From current issues the following
National Council of the German Ba- items have been selected:
ha'is' to 'National Spiritual Assembly
Speakers at public lectures have
of the Baha'is of Germany and been Mrs. L. Lappinger, Mrs. Julia
Austria.' "
Schwarz, Franz Poellinger, Miss St.
The annual election: Mrs. Alice Korton.
Schwarz, Chairman; Dr. Adelbert
The Vienna Baha'is have been hapMuehlschlegel, Vice-chairman; Dr. py to receive visits from Martha L.
Eugen Schmidt, Secretary; Paul GoU- Root and Louise Gregory.
mer, Treasurer; Mrs. Martha Brauns,
In addition to news items, the bulMax Greeven. Dr. Herman Gross- letin contains selected passages from
mann, Miss Edith Horn, Miss Anne the Baha'i literature. and well-preKoestlin.
pared statements on the meaning and
The following letter was received purpose of the Faith.
from the Guardian:
"Haifa, May 25, 1934. I was very
glad to receive your ne.ws of t~e splenMARTHA L. ROOT
did Annual ConventlOn whIch you
IN STOCKHOLM
have had, of the results which the deleFrom a most interesting letter writgates insured, and of their choice in
the election. This Convention marks ten by Miss Root to the National Spira turning-point in the history and in itual Assembly, the following items are
the progress of Baha'i activities in reported:
"The Twenty-sixth Annual Univeryour country. I am convinced that
vou stand at the threshold of unparal- 'sal Esperanto Congress held in Stockholm, August 4 to 11, has been anieled accomplishments."
Concerning- the Summer School. the other triumph for the Cause, I was
National Spiritual Assembly reports: able to get four Baha'i articles into
"This year's Summer-Week at Ess- the Swedish press. Our Baha'i Estingen has been another vital experi- peranto literature was on sale .... At
ence, a manifestation of a strong sense the opening of the wor'k of the Con-

gress I had the opportunity to give
the greeting of Shoghi Effendi and the
good wishes of the Baha'is of the
world to this Congress where nearly
a thousand people were present. I was
the second speaker.
"The Baha'i Esperanto session at 10
A. M., August 10th, was very beautiful and the power of the Holy Spirit
was in our midst. It was held in a
Council Chamber of the great Parliament building. Twenty nations were
represented. On the long table we had
an exhibition of English and Esperanto Baha'i books, with the Esslemont
book in many languages. We had a
rich, soft-toned silk cover on the table,
and the books were placed upon it.
Dr. and Mrs. Grossmann of Germany
and the American N. S. A. had sent
us Esperanto booklets and La Nova
Tago to give to the guests. Miss AIminda Zetterlund, Baha'i and Esperantist of Stockholm, presided. She
spoke of the need of the renewal of
religion and outlined the Baha'i principles. I spoke next, explaining what
is a Baha'i, the beauty of the inner
Teachings for spiritual evolution, and
the Administration. . . . Lidja Zamenhof spoke last and as one inspired.
Her talk was much applauded and was
praised in the press.
"Then. on August 11, in the closing
session of the Congress, I again had
opportunity to give a brief resume of
the success of the Baha'i session. This
has never happened in any previous
Esperanto Congress....
"The Twenty-seventh Annual Esperanto Congress will be held at Rome
in August, 1935, and they plan a kind
of tour through Italy. I pray very
much that some Baha'is in all countries will train themselves to speak
Esperanto courageously, correctly,
fluently, and that they will take their
places on the international committees.
There is opportunity to bring the Baha'i Cause to many thousands of Esperantists."

MARION JACK
IN SOFIA
A Spiritual Assembly has been constituted in Sofia, the first Assembly in
the Balkan States of Europe. This is
surely a most important achievement,
in view of the prevailing social disturbance throughout that continent.
Miss Jack writes that the card list
of interested people has about 150
names. "It is thrilling to meet so
many receptive people as we have here
in Bulgaria. How we could do with
half a dozen teachers!"
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LOUISE GREGORY IN
BELGRADE, JUGOSLAVIA
In two letters this devoted servant
of Baha'u'llah has shared the news
of her teaching activities since the
Convention.
"I am writing a few lines just to
tell you that I am very hopeful now
about the work at Belgrade since recently meeting two very receptive
souls who seem ready to become believers. One is a spiritually minded
educator, the other a musician. The
professor says that he will translate
"The Goal of aNew World Order"
into Serbian as a service to the Cause.
. . . I have good news from Varna
(where Mrs. Gregory formerly carried on her Baha'i activity) that the
students are continuing to meet and
one of them teaches the Cause during
vacation in his home town of Burges.
. . . There is much more that I can
do here than at Varna, and up to recently this large country has scarcely
had the Message, though Martha
Root has for some years when passing
through given a few talks. This last
year she stayed more than once for
over a month, and besides lecturing
and meeting individuals she arranged
for the translation and publication of
Esslemont's "Baha'u'llah and the New
Era." Besides this we have a tiny pamphlet in Serbian which is a great help.
The translator of the "New Era"
(Mme. Draga Hie), has become a devoted believer. Unfortunately she is
in the hospital and must have a serious operation. I should be so glad
if the friends will pray for her. The
work here depends so much on this
dear and gifted spiritual sister.
"Things are progressing slowly but
surely! Two people have declared
themselves believers, both well educated and ardent to pass on to others
what they know about the Cause . . . .
Besides these, a number of poor Russian University students are getting
interested in the Teachings by attending a free class I give them in the
English language.
"If some capable and devoted workers could come over and help us our
Guardian would be very happy. Both
Marion Jack and I would be too delighted to give all necessary information to any Baha'i teacher who finds it
possible to come and stay some time
either in this country or in Bulgaria.
The living costs are very low. Teachers who work well with student and
youth groups would be particularly
helpful."

NEWS ITEMS FROM
ASSEMBLIES
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
News items intended for publication in BAHA'i NEWS should
preferably be prepared as separate articles and not included in
letters, local bulletins or general
reports.
With sixty local Spiritual Assemblies, and in addition an increasing number of National
Committees, the task of preparing news items from the extensive material received by the National Spiritual Assembly is becoming difficult .
In preparing these items, effort should be made to keep them
brief and also to include only
such matters as are of sufficient
interest and importance to be
preserved in the national Baha'i
newspaper.
The work of selecting and preparing these local and Committee
items, in fact, is in itself an excellent training for the publicity
work which is becoming an important function of Baha'i activity.
In days to come, BAHA'i NEWS
will appear as a weekly and
eventually as a daily paper, but
in these pioneer stages of our development the friends must attempt to visualize the relative
importance of each event in terms
of the present small and inadequate monthly news letter.

SPECIAL NOTICE
The National Assembly's file of
BAHA'i NEWS lacks one copy-No. 39.
If any local Assembly or individual
believer can provide this missing number it will be greatly appreciated.
Kindly address the National Secretary.
NEWS FROM AMERICAN
COMMUNITIES
Spokane
On November 28, 1934, Orcella
Rexford presented the Baha'i Faith to
an audience of about eight hundred
gathered at the Masonic Temple. This
great service to the Cause resulted in
the formation of a teaching class of
some two hundred interested people
conducted by Louise Caswell.
The class has continued three times
a week. The Spiritual Assembly is
happy indeed to express its gratitude
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for the devoted services contributed by
Orcella Rexford and Mrs. Caswell, and
anticipates a large increase in the community as result.
One interesting incident reported
was that a bronze medallion of 'Abdu'lBaha was brought to a meeting by a
non-believer, who could not tell its
origin or history.
Binghamton
On September 7 the Young People's group conducted a pageant by
Kenneth Christian depicting the early
history of the Bab and His followers.
The performance was impressive and
inspiring.
Speakers from other cities who have
addressed meetings at Binghamton this
year are: Mary Hanford Ford, who
on November 9 spoke on "The
Prophets" at Hotel Arlington; Charles
Mason Remey, who spoke on "The
Oneness of Mankind" and also on
"Architecture and Religion;" and Dr.
R. F. Piper of Syracuse University,
whose subject was his recent visit to
Haifa.
Meetings are held Friday evenings
and W ednesda y afternoons, the latter
having given special study to the
Guardian' s "World Order" letters and
to sections of "Some Answered Questions."
The Assembly expresses appreciation of the assistance rendered by the
National Publicity Committee.
Chicago
From reports of the Spiritual Assembly and of the Teaching Committee
the following summary of activities
and accomplishments has been prepared.
Wednesday noon lectures in October were delivered by Mabel I ves, and
Dr. Ali Kuli Khan. Shahnaz Waite's
series of lessons is used by the class
meeting Wednesday afternoons, which
enjoys them very much.
Three public lectures were delivered
at Masonic Temple by Mme. Gita Orlova in October, who also spoke three
times that month at the Baha'i Center.
Fourteen group meetings and classes
are held in Chicago and suburbs. Good
contacts for Baha'i speakers have been
made with clubs and organizations, and
in several cases club members have
made special visits to the Temple in
a group. A Temple model has been
on display in a store window, where
it has led to a large number of inquiries.
Including addresses given at the
Temple, Mme. Orlova spoke at nine
meetings arranged by the Chicago Assembly in October.
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In November the Wednesday noon
lectures were given by Howard I ves,
Mabel Ives, Ruth Moffett and Dr. Zia
Bagdadi. The series of Friday evening meetings were addressed by
Shahnaz Waite and Philip Marangello.
Numerous engagements were made for
Mme. Orlova to speak before clubs and
societies, and in addition Sarah Walrath addressed the Maywod Civic and
Charity Club at the Temple, Albert
Windust spoke at the Maude E. Smith
Social and Charity Club, Mabel Ives
addressed the members of the W oodstock Woman's Club, Shahnaz Waite
filled an engagement made with the
Young Woman's Auxiliary of the
Cicero Woman's Club, and Edna Eastman spoke before the North Town
Woman's Club.
On November 14 the Spiritual Assembly reported the enrollment of
seven new believers, and on February
6 it reported that twenty-four more
new believers had been enrolled. This
is impressive evidence of spiritual capacity.
An interesting incident of Mme.
Orlova's public teaching activities in
Chicago is that her address on "Crashing Worlds" was published in the October 26 issue of "The Executives'
Club News."

HfnWlulu
A large increase has been made during recent months in the number of
people attending the public meetings
and study classes. The Spiritual Assembly has been effectively assisted by
Loulie A. Mathews, who has spent
about two months in the city prior to
her departure on a special teaching
journey to South America.
San Francisco
From "San Francisco Baha'i News"
the following items are here reported
for the information of the entire Baha'i
community.
Two new members were announced
in the September bulletin. A picnic
was held on Labor Day at the Shriners'
Redwood Grove in the Santa Cruz
Mountains, in development of the community social life.
Home meetings have been held in
the following homes: Marshall, Shaw,
Smith and Burland. The programs
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are so planned that different ap- sisted of Chas. F. Haney, Thornton
proaches are made possible, one meet- Chase, Rosa V. Winterburn, Henrietta
ing being an Esperanto class, one a C. Wagner and Nellie L. Phillips.
study class for inquirers, another a
On September 10 the Assembly acclass in Baha'i administration.
cepted with gratitude Mrs. Shaffer's
Among speakers at the Sunday pub- gift of an enlarged portrait of 'Abdu'llic meeting this year have been: Rus- Baha.
sell B. Fitz Patrick, Leroy Ioas, WalPublic meetings have been held Friter W. Kawecki, Mary Burland, day evenings, with addresses by the
Anthony Y. Seto, Mme. Gita Orlova, following teachers: Sara Witt, Dr. E.
N. Forsyth Ward, H. Hurlbut, P. S. C. Getsinger, Elmor Duckett, Willard
J ones, Katherine Frankland, Charlotte Hatch, L. A. Whitmore, Margaret
M. Linfoot, Mamie Seto.
Campbell, Marion Holley, Beulah
A meeting to celebrate the anni- Lewis, Nellie S. French, Oni A. Finks,
versary of the Master's arrival at San Vira J ewell Paxton and Shahnaz
Francisco was held on October 3.
Waite.
On November 11 an Inter-Assembly
A study class in "The Dawn-Breakteaching conference was held at the ers" has been held Monday afternoons
Y. W. C. A. building, the agenda hav- by Isobel Seifert, a children's class on
ing two items: The nine teaching sug- Sundays by Miss Koch, a class on
gestions contained in the last Annual "The Inner Significances," by Mrs. E.
Report of the National Teaching Com- Nickolson, an Esperanto class by Josemittee; and discussion of these four phine Nelson.
subjects-Inter-Assembly Conferences
A weekly course in Baha'i adminisevery three months, true Baha'i con- tration has been carried out in twelve
sultation, study of BAHA'i NEWS, mis- 'lessons, based upon a very complete
cellaneous suggestions.
outline which is recommended to the
A list of places throughout Cali- National Teaching or Outline Comfornia has been published where one mittee. Other classes have been held
or more believers reside, and all mem- by P. W. Howard, Miss Holroyd and
bers of the San Francisco communi tv Loa Shaffer. A Race Amity Conferwho travel are requested to call oil ence was held on November 15.
these isolated friends and if possible
From other sources it is learned that
conduct a meeting. This excellent plan Mrs. Orol Platt, of the Los Angeles
might well be followed by other As- Baha'i community, has for seventeen
semblies.
years been a most generous contributor
to the Tarbiat Schools. The rugLos Angeles
weaving department was in fact named
Fifteen new enrollments have been "Orol Loom Department" In her
reported by the Spiritual Assembly honor.
Clara Weir has continued her acsince October.
"Los Angeles Baha'i News" is a tivity for World Friendship, repeating
very complete and well-arranged local her "Pageant of Nations" under the
bulletin. It quotes from recent letters auspices of a Masonic Lodge. 110 pubfrom the Guardian, letters from the lic school pupils took part, with an
N. S. A., from special articles in the orchestra of forty pieces. The Pageant
national BAHA'i NEWS, and supplies was rendered before an audience of
the community with all announcements about 3000 people. Miss Weir now
of meetings, guests from other cities, plans another Pageant promoting the
ideal of World Order.
etc.
A recent issue reproduced an old
record dated November 19, 1909 which
CALL FOR
established the first Baha'i Assembly
GREEN ACRE WORKERS
in that city: "The undersigned are
hereby associated as members of the
Believers who desire to work at
'Los Angeles Baha'i Assembly' for the Green Acre next summer in exchange
purpose of promoting unity and har- for board and lodging are requested
mony; of spreading the teachings of to communicate with Miss Helen
the Baha'i Revelation," etc. The first Campbell, 204 West 55th Street, New
Executive Board of five members con- York City. Early action is advisable.
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CONVENTION COMMITTEES
Information Bureau: May Scheffler,
Chairman; Mineola Hannen, Mrs.
Barton.
Housing Committee: Chicago Spiritual Assembly.
Decoration Committee: Harry Walrath.
Devotional
Program: Gertrude
Struven.

Building and Grounds Committee:
Carl Scheffler.
Ridvbn Feast: Albert Windust,
Chairman of devotional period in
Temple auditorium. Roy C. Wilhelm,
Chairman of informal social program.
Spiritual Assemblies of Wilmette,
Evanston and Chicago jointly to serve
refreshment.
GENERAL ORDER OF
CONVENTION BUSINESS

Friday April 26. A. M .
Opening remarks by the Presiding
Officer of the National Spiritual
Assembly.
Roll Call of Delegates.
Election of Permanent Officers of
Convention.
Report of National Secretary.
Report of National Treasurer.
Friday. P. M . and subsequent morning and afternoon sessions.
Discussions of BahL'i Administration. Committee representative,
Allen B. McDaniel.
Temple Trustees. Committee repsentative, Carl Scheffler.
Teaching. Committee representative, Leroy Ioas.
Race Amity. Committee representative, Louis G. Gregory.
Bahi'i Summer Schools. Committee representative, George 0. Latimer.
Bahi'i Youth. Committee representative, Paul Haney.
Green Acre Trustees. Committee
representative, Alfred E. Lunt.
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World Order ( Bahi'i Magazine).
Committee representative, Stanwood Cobb.
Publicity. Committee representative, Ruth Randall Brown.
Publishing. Committee representative, Horace Holley.
Archives. Committee representative, Edwin W. Mattoon.
Note: These spkcial topics for discussion will take the place of the customary Annual Committee Reports,
which reports are to be published prior
to the Convention. The committee
representative will briefly outline the
topic and then lead the general consultation which follows.
Election of National Spiritual Assembly to be held at 2:00 P. M.,
Saturday, April 27.
Evening sessions (open to all Bahi'is) .
Friday. Consultation on teachinga general discussion, the Chairman of the Teaching Committee
to be the leader. (This is the
third of the subjects for consultation listed above, and has been
assigned to an evening session on
account of the paramount importance of Bahi'i teaching.)
Saturday. Ridvan Feast.
Sunday. Consultation with incoming National Spiritual Assembly.
Szrnday afternoon. The business session will recess for the usual Public meeting. Program will be reported later.
THE ANNUAL BAHA'I
CONVENTION
A Statement b y the National
Spiritual Assembly

some misunderstanding as to the nature
of the Annual Meeting.
I n order to establish a definite standard of Convention procedure, the following statement has been aproved
and adopted, and in accordance with
the vote taken by the National Assembly, a copy of the statement is placed
in the hands of the presiding officer of
the Convention to control the Convention procedure, after being read to the
delegates by the officer of the National
Spiritual Assembly by whom the Convention is convened.*
"The delegates present at this Annual Bahi'i Convention are called
upon to render a unique, a vital service to the Faith of Bahi'u'llih. Their
collective functions and responsibilities
are not a matter of arbitrary opinion,
but have been clearly described by the
Guardian of the Cause. If civil governments have found it necessary to adopt
the doctrine that 'ignorance of the law
is no excuse,' how much more essential
it is for BahA'is, individually and collectively, to base their responsible actions upon thorough comprehension of
the fundamental principles which underlie that Administrative Order which
in its maturity is destined to become
the World Order of Bahi'u'llih.
"Considerable confusion would have
been avoided at Conventions held during the past three years had the delegates, and all members of the National
Spiritual Assembly itself, given sufficient consideration to the fact that
BAHA'I NEWS of February 1930, contained an explanation of the Annual
Convention which had been prepared
by the National Spiritual Assembly,
submitted to Shoghi Effendi, and definitely approved by him. It is because
this statement of four years ago has
gone unnoticed that successive Con-

(Approved by the Guardian)
* This reference to "being read to the deleDespite the repeated explanations
was in connection with the 1934 Congiven by the Guardian on this subject, gates"
vention only. The statement is here pubthere seems to exist each year, prior to lished
for the general information of the
and also during the Convention period, believers.
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ventions, acting upon some matters as
"2. Non-delegates may not particia law unto themselves, have inadver- pate in Convention discussion. All
Participating
tently contravened the Guardian's clear members of the National Spiritual Assembly may participate in the discusCotnnuunities
Delegates instructions.
"The National Spiritual Assembly' sion, but only those members who have
Phoenix, Arizona . . . . . . . . . . 1
now calls attention to two specific por- been elected delegates may vote on any
tions of the 1930 statement approved matter brought up for vote during the
Berkeley, California . . . . . . . . 1
by the Guardian which have been neg- proceedings.
Geyserville, California . . . . . . 1
lected in subsequent Conventions :
"3. The outgoing National SpiritGlendale, California . . . . . . . . 1
first, the ruling that non-delegates do ual Assembly is responsible for renderLos Angeles, California . . . . 5
not possess the right to participate in ing reports of its own activities and of
Oakland, California . . . . . . . . 1
Convention proceedings ; and, second, those carried on by its committees durPasadena, California . . . . . . . 1
that the time of the election of mem- ing the Past Year. The annual election
San Francisco, California. . . . 2
bers of the National Spiritual Assem- is to be held at a point midway during
Santa Barbara, California. . .
1
bly shall be fixed in the Agenda at the Convention sessions, SO that the inMontreal, Canada . . . . . . . . . . 1
such a time as to allow the outgoing coming Assembly may consult with the
Assembly full time to report to the delegates.
Vancouver, B. C. . . . . . . . . . 1
"4. The Convention is free to disdelegates, and to allow the incoming
Colorado Springs, Colorado. . 1
Assembly to have full consultation cuss any Bahi'i matter, in addition to
Denver, Colorado . . . . . . . . . . 1
with the assembled delegates. I t is those treated in the annual reports.
New Haven, Conn. . . . . . . . . 1
surely evident that a procedure or prin- The (3nvention is responsible for
Washington, D. C. . . . . . . . . 3
ciple of action once authorized by the making its own rules of procedure conMiami, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Guardian is not subject to alteration trolling discussion; for example, conSt. Augustine, Florida . . . . . . 1
by
any Bahi'i body or individual be- cerning any limitations the delegates
Honolulu, Hawaii . . . . . . . . . 1
liever to whom the procedure directly may find it necessary to impose upon
Chicago, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . 10
the time alloted to or claimed by any
applies.
Evanston, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . 1
U I ~order to remove other sources one delegate. The National Assembly
Peoria, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . 1
of misunderstanding, the ~
~ will maintain
~
i the rights
~ of the
~ dele-~
Springfield, Illinois . . . . . . . . 1
ates
Spiritual Assembly now feels it advis- g
to confer
and
free
Urbana, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . 1
r
able to point out that the GuardianPs from any restricted P essure, in the
Wilmette, Illinois . . . . . . . . . 1
letters on the subject of the Conven- exercise of their function.
Indianapolis, Indiana . . . . . . 1
tion, received and published in BAHA'~ "5. The Convention as an organic
South Bend, Indiana . . . . . . . 1
NEWSthis year,* do not, as some be- body is limited to the actual ConvenEliot, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
lievers seems to feel, organically tion period. It has no function t~ disBaltimore, Maryland . . . . . . . 1
change the character and function of charge after the close of the sessions
Cabin John, Maryland . . . . . . 1
the Annual Meeting, but reaffirm and except that of electing a mtmber or
Boston, Massachusetts . . . . . . 3
strengthen instructions and explana- n~embersto fill any vacancy that might
Worcester, Massachusetts . . . 1
tions previously given. In the light of arise in the membership of the NaDetroit, Michigan . . . . . . . . . 1
all the Guardian's references to this tional Spiritual Assembly during the
Fruitport, Michigan . . . . . . . . 1
subject, compiled and published by the year.
Lansing, Michigan . . . . . . . . . 1
National Spirtiual Assembly in BAHA'~ "6. The Convention while in sesMuskegon, Michigan . . . . . . . 1
NEWS of November 1933 and Feb- sion has no independent legislative,
Minneapolis, Minnesota . . . . 1
ruary 1934, the following brief sum- executive or judicial function. Aside
St. Paul, Minnesota . . . . . . . . 1
mary has been prepared and is now from its action in electing the National
Montclair, New Jersey . . . . . 1
issued with the sole purpose of con- Spiritual Assembly, its discussions do
Newark, New Jersey . . . . . . . 1
tributing to the spiritual unity of the not represent actions but recommendaTeaneck, New Jersey . . . . . . 2
chosen
delegates here present :tions which shall, according to the
Binghamton, New York . . . . 1
"1. The Annual Bahi'i Conven- Guardian's instructions, be given conBuffalo, New York . . . . . . . . 1
tion has two unique functions to ful- scientious consideration by the NaGeneva, New York . . . . . . . . 1
fill, discussion of current Bahi'i mat- tional Assembly.
New York City, New York. . 9
ters and the election of the National
"7. The National Spiritual AssemYonkers, New York . . . . . . . . 1
Spiritual Assembly. The discussion bly is the supreme Bah6'i administraAkron, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
should be free and untrammeled, the tive body within the American Bahi'i
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . 1
election carried on in that spirit of community, and its jurisdiction conCleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . 2
prayer and meditation in which alone tinues without interruption during the
Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . 1
every delegate can render obedience to Convention period as during the reLima, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
the Guardian's expressed wish. After mainder of the year, and independentToledo, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
the Convention is convened by the ly of the individuals composing its
Portland, Oregon . . . . . . . . . . 1
Chairman of the National Spiritual membership. Any matter requiring
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . 1
Assembly, and after the roll call is action of legislative, executive or juPittsburgh. Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
read by the Secretary of the Assembly, dicial nature, whether arising during
Monroe, Washington . . . . . . . 1
the Convention proceeds to the elec- the Convention period or at any other
Seattle, Washington . . . . . . . . 1
tion of its chairman and secretary by time, is to be referred to the National
Spokane, Washington . . . . . . 1
secret ballot and without advance nom- Spiritual Assembly. The National
Kenosha, Wisconsin . . . . . . . . 1
ination, according to the standard set Assembly is responsible for upholding
Milwaukee. Wisconsin . . . . . . 7
for all Bahi'i elections.
the administrative principles applying
Racine, Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . 2
to the holding of the Annual Conven* February. 1934.
tion as it is for upholding all other
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administrative principles. If, therefore, a Convention departs from the
TWENTY-SEVENTH
principles laid down for Conventions
ANNUAL CONVENTION
by the Guardian, and exceeds the limOn February 14 the National
itations of function conferred upon it,
Spiritual Assembly issued the
in that case, and in that case alone, the
notice of the 1935 Annual ConNational Spiritual Assembly can and
vention. It will be held in the
must intervene. It is the National
Foundation Hall of the Baha'i
Spiritual Assembly, and not the ConHouse of Worship, Wilmette, on
vention, which is authorized to decide
Friday, April 26, Saturday,
when and why such intervention is
April 27 and Sunday, April 28.
required.
Will local Assemblies report
"8. The National Spiritual Assemon election of delegates at their
bly feels that it owes a real duty to
earliest possible convenience, as
the delegates, and to the entire body
the Convention is to be held durof believers, in presenting any and all
ing the Ridvan period, a month
facts that may be required in order
earlier than in the past two years.
to clarify matters discussed at the Convention. There can be no true Bahi'i
consultation at this important meeting
if any incomplete or erroneous view and obeying the general principles
given to all 8ahP'is for the proper conshould prevail.
"9.
The National Assembly in duct of their collective affairs. While
adopting and issuing this statement, the entire world plunges forward to
does so in the sincere effort to assure destruction, it is the responsibility of
the constitutional freedom of the Con- the National Spiritual Assembly to upvention to fulfill its high mission. The hold that Order on which peace and
path of true freedom lies in knowing security solely depends."

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1934-1935

Note-The following Reports have
been prepared in brief and condensed
form, for publication in advance of the
Convention. The detailed facts and
conditions can be presented by the representative of each Committee during
the Convention sessions.
u

I.-Arcbives
The attention of the American believers is called to a statement contained in a letter written by the Guardian in 1929 to a member of the Committee on Editing Tablets of 'Abdu'lBahi. This statement reads : "The
work of collecting and publishing Tablets is one of the most important tasks
that this generation has to undertake,
for upon it depends our true understanding of the Cause and its principles. The more we put it off, the
more we are apt to lose some of the
original writings." The statement
continues that, "Early translations are
f a r from being accurate," and that,
". . . only Tablets with the Master's
signature and in the original tongue
should be recognized. Any translations or copies of them fail from having real authority." The Guardian
has indicated that in the future only
those Tablets will be published of
which there are signed originals.
The responsibility of the collection

and preservation of the original Tablets rests with the National .4rchives
Committee, and over a period of more
than twenty years the members of this
Committee have persevered in their
efforts to fulfill this responsibility. The
task is still far from c6mpletion; however, and as a distinct aid toward its
completion the Committee urges the
adoption of this recommendation :That the National Spiritual Assembly
request each local community and
group to appoint a Local Archives
Committee, whose first duty shall be
to cooperate with the National Archives Committee in the collections of
Tablets and other records desirable
for preservation in the National Archives.
In a supplementary report of this
Committee published in the BAHA'I
NEWS, NO. 87, it was urged that each
American Bahi'i community found
local archives for the preservation of
the minutes and correspondence of the
local Spiritual Assembly : records,
photographs, newspaper clippings, et
cetera, pertaining to the history of the
Cause locally; and accurate individual
records of all members of the local
Bahi'i community. A form for such
an individual record has been prepared
bv the Committee and, through the
Chicago Spiritual Assenibly, has been

presented to the National Spiritual Assembly for its approval. The above
statements suggest additional important duties for local archives committees.
During the current year numerous
Tablets have been received for preservation. Several communities and individuals have also forwarded letters
from Shoghi Effendi. Among the
Tablets received is a group of twentyfive originals with translations from
the Master to Miss Sarah Farmer.
Other materials received include a
small collection of sacred relics which
belonged to Dr. Susan I. Moody, and
a collection of notes, correspondence,
newspaper and magazine clippings and
photographs which belonged to Keith
Ransom-Kehler, which form an excellent record of her teaching activities.
In behalf of the "Hosts of the Kingdom" of the future the Committee
wishes to thank those who have so selflessly parted with their treasures in
order that their preservation may be
made more certain, and to express a p
preciation for the services of those who
have so graciously aided in collecting
and forwarding material for the Archives.
EDWINW. MATTOON.
CImirman
M AY S CHEFFLER, secretary
1821 Lincoln Street
Evanston, Illinois.
GERTRDE B UIKEMA
J U LI A SOBEL
A LBERT R. WINDUST

2.-Babd'i World
( F O R VOL. VI, 1934-1936)
The editorial staff for the Bah6'i
World Vol. V I consists of six members including the chairman and secretary for the United States and Canada,
with the foreign members from Great
Britain, Germany, Switzerland, France,
Persia, India and Burma, Palestine,
Egypt, Australia and New Zealand,
'Iriq and the International member,
Miss Root. These individuals aided
by their respective National Spiritual
Assembly constitute what may be termed an International Network whose
duty it is to watch and faithfully record
the progress of the work of the Faith
in all lands and to collect any and all
data which may contribute to the enrichment and interest of the Bahd'i
World.
The progress which may be noted
from year to year as each new volume
appears is an evidence of the unfolding of the Cause and the more able and
exact method of con~pilation. Up to
the present time the International Sur-
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vey prepared in this country by Mr.
Holley, the chairman, has been as cotnplete and accurate a resum6 of international affairs as it was possible to make.
Now however, the Guardian has signified his desire to have from each of the
countries where National Spiritual Assemblies exist, a national survey which
will appear irrespective of the general
survey. These national reports are to
be prepared by the members of the editorial staff with the approval of their
National Assemblies and by the Guardian's explicit direction they are to be
sent to the office of the secretary of the
Committee in Pasadena and there prepared for submission to the Guardain.
This arrangement has been undertaken
in order that the Guardian may be
spared all unnecessary labor in connection with the book.
Owing to the fact that Vol. V. was
late in appearing the actual collection
of material for Vol. VI has been somewhat delayed, but during the remaining months of this year those who are
responsible for the material for Vol.
VI are urged to prosecute their labors
with the utmost zeal and to leave no
stone unturned to produce a really
thorough and complete record of the
affairs of the Cause in every avenue.
Urgent letters have been sent to all
the members of the staff, to the National Spirittlal Assemblies and to each
and every one of those teachers in distant fields whose experiences in presenting the Teachings must have resulted in interesting and valuable contacts.
All material for Vol. V I should be in
the hands of the secretary of the committee not later than the end of December of this year.
If any of the friends at any time
have any valuable information which
may be of service to the committee will
they please communicate at once with
the chairman or the secretary.
H ORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
NELLIE S F RENCH , Secretary
501 Bellefontaine Street,
Pasadena, Calif.
BISHOP B ROWN
R UTH B RANDT
ELSARUSSELL BLAKELEY
M ARION H OLLEY
VICTORIA BEDIKIAN,
A s d t Photograbh Editor.
3.- Brailk Transcriptions

"0 Thou tender Lord!-Cast Thy

glance of favor toward us! Give light
to the eyes, give hearing to the ears
and understanding and love to the
heart-".
(Prayer of 'Abdu'l-Bahi
from Prayer Book).
T h e Committee on Braille Transscriptions consists of two eager. en-

thusiastic and helpful members and a
chairman who for lack of time has
had to depend on these two valuable
assistants for the actual work of transcribing, for the tooling of a printed
book into Braille is a long and laborious task which must be done with the
greatest care and which really amounts
to making a manuscript. As the Braille
pages are thick sometimes a small
printed book will make two or three
volunles in Braille writing.
The committee on hearing of the desire of Mr. Harald Thilander in
Sweden to have some of the Bahi'i
writings in Braille, fell to work at
once and completed the "Goal of a New
World Order" and the "Golden Age
of the Cause of Bahi'u'llih" for him.
These books were reviewed and bound
by the Braille department of the Library of Congress and by the Director
of that department forwarded to Mr.
Thilander. Thus was a promise made
by the chairman of the committee to
Mr. Thilander last summer when in
Stockholm fulfilled, and the letter of
appreciation received in consequence is
so sincerely grateful that the committee
feels amply repaid for their efforts.
Some time ago a letter was received
from the Guardian by the chairman in
which he requested that a Braille copy
of the "Book of Iqin" be sent to him.
Steps were immediately taken to perform this beautiful service and at the
present time the work is moving forward with what rapidity possible to insure a correct and beautiful manuscript. When completed this work
will be proof read and suitably bound
and sent at once to the Guardian.
The committee has under way also
the transcription of the "Divine Philosophy" which we hope will be completed within a few weeks.
Although the results of our labors
would at first glance seem somewhat
limited, the many hands through which
the books must pass in being proofread and bound brings to the eyes and
fingers of many the Creative Word,
and the committee feels that in establishing this relationship with Mr. Thilander who is himself blind, but who
is the most important editor and owner
of publications for the blind in Sweden,
a great field of service has been discovered. An article describing Mr.
Thilander and his wonderful work appeared in a recent number of the Bahh'i
Maqazine.
In submitting this report the committee desires to express its gratitude
for the privilege accorded its members
to serve the Cause in this wav and only
regrets that more of the friends, who
may find active teaching work beyond

their ability for one or another reason,
have not arisen to assist.
N ELLIE S. F RENCH , Chairman
E LLA QUANT
C ONSTANCE RODMAN
4.-- Central States Summer Scbools

The fourth session of the Central
States Summer School, June 25-July
8 inclusive, followed a different plan
this year in that the youth group had
a separate session by themselves preceding the general session. This idea
really started with the young people
themselves in the summer of 1933.
Their joyous enthusiasm extended to
June, and for four days, June 25-28
inclusive, they proved to the Bahi'i
world that in the hands of tomorrow's
adults lies a real gift to our beloved
Cause.
The resident attendance of Bahi'i
and non-Bahi'i youth students was
forty, but approxin~atelysixty actually
contacted the teachings. The principles
of Bahi'u'llih were presented by Mr.
Harlan Ober, and a lively forum period followed. Mr. Bishop Brown conducted a class in effective leadership;
Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford gave an inspiring group of talks on the spiritual
teachings ; and our young people themselves added greatly to the program in
the presentation of the history of religion by James McCormick and of
stories from the Dawn-Breakers by
Mary Maxwell. Mrs. Dorothy Baker
and Mr. Stanley Mason acted as counsellors and advisors for the young people.
The committee feels that the importance of this definite beginning of a
distinct youth conference cannot be
overestimated. W e pray that through
the power of the Spirit its growth may
be unbounded and its influence in establishing the World Order of Bahi'u'llih unlimited.
Many young people remained
through the general session which covered nine days, June 30-July 8. June
30 was registration day with a program of welcome, inspiration and fellowship in the evening, and on the remaining eight days a regular program
was carried out. For the entire session 94 were registered and there was
a total of 156 different souls in attendance.
Four courses were given besides the
daily devotional period. These were :
Bahi'i Administration, Bishop Brown,
Marlan Ober; Dawn-Breakers, Mary
Maxwell : Bahi'i Teachines in Daily
Living, Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford;
Bah5'i Teachings and the Bible, Mrs:
Shahnaz Waite.
Each afternoon a public lecture was
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given. The evening programs were
varied and required less concentration.
Often there were stories of Akka,
Haifa and the Master. Sometimes
there was group singing. Two evenings directed by the young people
were given over to Tenlple inspiration.
All the courses were directly concerned with some aspect of the teachings and each course made its own
especial appeal. Mrs. Waite gave us
out of the abundance of her long years
of study of the Bahi'i Teachings and
the Bible. Her lessons developed the
great new Baha'i truths and shed light
on the Bible. The daily living of a
spiritual life seemed possible, necessary indeed, after listening to Mrs.
Ford's brilliant talks on Spiritual Freedom, Prayer, Servitude, Faith, Spiritual Healing and other subjects. She
spoke from the fullness of her own
experience. The early history of the
Cause as told in the Dawn-Breakers
took on new reality when presented by
Mary Maxwell. No one listened unmoved to her inspired rehearsal of
those early thrilling and sacred events
and no one failed to feel an increased
urge to live nobly for a Cause for
which so many had died.
The interest in Bahi'i Administration was marked. The well organized
presentation of the subject by Mr.
Brown and Mr. Ober appealed to all
and the opportunity for questions and
discussion seemed to satisfy a widely
felt need and to indicate a growing
consciousness that each individual is a
member of and each local community a
unit in Bahi'u'llih's World Order.
The committee feels that the interest in the summer school is increasing
a s its aims and opportunities become
more widely known. It was suggested
by some that two sessions, one in Julv
and one in August, would be well
attended. We are eaqer to expand and
develop as fast as demand and funds
warrant. We seek advice and suggestions.
L. W. EGGLESTON.
Chairman
B ERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK,
Secretmy
D OROTHY B AKER
5 .-Cmtacts

Committee

The work of the Contacts Committee has been carried on primarily to
arouse an interest in the Bahi'i Faith
in prominent people of capacity. To
that end letters have been written and
literature sent, and the question asked
whether the recipient would like to receive the bi-monthly Bulletin published
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
T h e replies indicate the number of
people who responded, expressing a

CONVENTION
DEVOTIONAL
SERVICES

At the request of Mrs. Gertrude
Struven, in charge of the devotional program to precede and
prepare for the Convention sessions, the special attention of the
believers is called to the fact if
they would avail themselves of
the benefits of the preliminary devotional service in the House of
Worship, they should be present
fifteen minutes before the hours
set for the business sessions. The
spiritual program is just as much
an organic part of the Convention as the consultation.
desire to have the Bulletin mailed to
them. Through the efforts of the Committee, 66 new names have been added
to the Bulletin mailing list this year.
The individuals approached are in
almost all instances, nationally known
figures in the educational, sociological,
literary and lecture fields. Many of
the responses have been intensely interesting, and have shown how general
is the search for a solution of the difficulties confronting humanity today.
When it is pointed out that men such
as Horace Bridges, Graham Taylor,
Howard Vincent O'Brien, and others
of a similar stamp eagerly responded,
it is clearly apparent that "the world
is waiting." Archie Bell, internationally known newspaper and magazine
correspondent said, along with a request to have the Bulletin sent him:
"I talked with 'Abdu'l-Bahi several
times in Tiberias in 1914." Innumerable items like the above could be
cited, did space permit. Suffice it to
say that the work thus far done has
merely scratched the surface. There
is yet a great untouched area in this
field. True, the ratio of actual responses is not great, but how are we to
know that the seed dropped now, may
not take root when the soil has had a
little more preparation?
A word of explanation as to how
some of the names of those approached
were culled might be interesting. Not
having an extensive acquaintance
among the important people of the
land, a few of the members of the
Committee resorted to the aid of
"Who's Who in America." The biographies of the people listed in this
book were studied and the names of
those chosen whose education, occupation and achievements seemed to indicate that they might be responsive to

the Bahi'i Message. Personal letters
were then written and literature sent,
and further free copies of the Bulletin
offered.
The total cost of this work has been
$72.02. O f this sum the National
Spiritual Assembly expended. . $49.52
One member expended from
own funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.80
One member expended from
own funds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.70
$72.02
Briefly 618 persons have been individually~appro~ched
and supplied with
literature, at a cost of 11 6/10c each.
We hope that this work can be carried on and that the results of succeeding years will far surpass our humble
efforts.
S OPHIE LOEDING,
Chairman.
L UCY MARSHALL
E THEL REVELL
GERTRUDE L. MATTERN
R OLAND ESTALL
&-Editing Tabkts of 'Abdu'l-Babb
The editing committee for Volume
I V of the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-BahP
made their last report in September,
1934. That report covered the work
of sorting, classifying, separating and
the making of three copies of each of
the 397 Tablets not already contained
in the three previously printed volumes.
We wish now to supplement this
report with the following :One hundred and thirty-two more
Tablets, also separated from much
other material belonging to the Archives, classified and copied-three copies of each.
These are now filed alphabetically
and returned to the Archives. We
have found it necessary to go over the
Tablets many times for different details which has made it slow and particular work, there have been unavoidable interruptions which have slowed
it up considerably, and a great deal
of additional work has been done in
connection, difficult to describe.
W e find many original Tablets
which have no translations. and likewise some translations with no original
Tablets.
CORINNE
T RUE , Chairmun
GERTRUDE S TRUVEN , Secretary
7.-Bahi'i Magazine
(Editorial Committee)
It does not seem necessary to make
a long report this year concerning the
work of the editors of the B A H . ~ ~
MAGAZINE.
First and foremost, however brief
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the report, we wish to express deep
gratitude for the bounty of being allowed to serve in this capacity.
Secondly, we feel grateful to the
writers who have helped to make the
magazine significant. Many letters
have been received indicating great
appreciation of the constant improvement in the style and literary quality
of the magazine, as well as the character and interest of the articles published.
Every effort has been made by the
editors to secure articles of a superior
kind and of a nature to give diversity
and broad scope to the magazine. A
considerable number of articles by
writers and scholars, not Bahi'is, have
been contributed and published. Numbers of people outside of the Cause
have manifested great interest in the
contents of the magazine as indicated
by requests for a continuation of subscriptions by public libraries, as well
as other libraries,-thus showing that
the Bahi'i Teachings as set forth in
this publication have been appreciated
and found of sufficient interest to warrant reading the magazine. The Bahi'i Name and teachings have been
widely spread through this magazine
so that the Name-Bahi'i-has
become more familiar to the reading
public.
As usual the magazine has found a
wide use as a teaching medium according to reports received, and has been
more successfully used each year to
interest new people.
W e have been particularly grateful
for the very valuable record of 'Abdu'l-Bahi's activities in this country as
described in the anonymous series of
articles published under the title Portals to Freedom. This we feel is not
only a very inspiring human document
but also a record which will be of inestimable value in the history of the
Cause as time goes by.
Most valuable the past year, as in
previous years, have been the generous efforts of Miss Martha Root in
the matter of contributions to the magazine featuring important contacts in
many parts of the world ; also, the valuable cooperation which she has given
in the way of spreading the influence
of the B A H A ' ~M AGAZINE through the
distribution of its issues in foreign
countries among leading people, resulting, in many cases, in the translatiton
into other languages and reprint of
special articles from the magazine in
newspapers and publications in other
countries.
Many other writers whom we will
not take the space here to mention, we
wish to thank for their generous and

had to ask for temporary advance paymuch appreciated contributions.
The poetry submitted the past year ments from the National Spiritual Ashas been of marked improvement over sembly. The support from the Nathe past, showing a higher quality than tional Spiritual Assembly was the
at any previous time. The poems pub- same as last year-$291.00 per month.
lished during the year have added to W e turned over our books to the new
the aesthetic and inspirational quality management with a bank balance of
$541.40 on March 9.
of the magazine.
I t is our hope and belief that all
As for the rest, the actual issues of
the magazine-the twelve copies issued those on our list of subscribers who
during the year-are their own record have not yet renewed their subscriptions and many, many others will hasof the work accomplished.
W e wish also to thank the friends ten to subscribe to the reorganized
who have cooperated through their B A ~ i i ' i M AGAZINE "World Order."
generous orders for extra copies of Unexpired subscriptions will of course
various issues which they distributed be filled with copies of "World Order"
in their teaching campaign for the throughout the period covered by each
Cause. This type of cooperation was subscription.
With every good wish for the sucvery, very encouraging.
In conclusion may we state that our cess of the magazine in its new home,
M ARGARET B. MCDANIEL,
period of editorship has been characterized by a great happiness in this
Bztsiness Manager.
special form of service, and by a most
9.-Free Literature
gratifying experience of effective cooperation in the joint work i~ which
The purpose of this Committee is
the builders of each number took part, the arrangement of a series of teaching
each individual in the Editorial Com- pamphlets on different Baha'i prininittee merged to form a successful ciples that will have a new and uniwhole.
versal appeal to newly attracted people,
W e feel assured that the friends and be a guide to a further study of
who have lent their generous efforts in the Cause. The teacher generally finds
the way of contributions to the BAHA)~ a seeker interested in some particular
M AGAZINE ( a great many of whom problem such as peace, education o r
were trained into such ability during the solution of the economic ills of the
this period of ten years) will continue world and these teaching pamphlets are
so to serve the new magazine, World intended to attract the attention of the
Order, giving to this magazine the seeker to the specific subject in which
maturing fruits of their experience in he is concerned. Then other of the
the highly necessary and valuable work series can be presented to him showof presenting the Cause to the world ing the universal scope of the Cause.
through the printed page.
The following manuscripts have
S TAN WOOD COBB
been received by the Committee :
MARXAM
H ANEY
1. The Bahi'i House of Worship,
B ERTHA HYDEK IRKPATRICK
by Dr. Genevieve L. Coy.
2. The Most Great Peace, by Mar8.-Babd'i
Magazine
ion Holley.
(Bztsiness Ofice)
3. Homoculture-The Educational
The Report of the Business Ofice of System of the Bahi'i World State, by
the Bahb'i Magazine Bahci'i Year
Professor Stanwood Cobb.
Ending March 31, 1935
4. What Shall I t Profit Mankind,
This, our last report of the Bahci'i by Dale S. Cole.
Magazine under the present manage5. Prophecy-Its Place in Religion
ment, does not cover the full year for and in History, by Howard R. Hulthe books were closed March 9 instead burt.
6. Your Destiny and Mine, by
of the 30th, so there should be a larger
number of renewals as March is re- Dorothy Baker.
newal month; nevertheless we can re7. Thoughts for Creative Livingport an in.crease in renewals over last A Compilation by Mary Collison.
Manuscripts on The Oneness of
year which, considering the state of
the finances of the world, we feel is Mankind by Doris McKay and The
encouraging. The decrease in new Power of Religion by Bishop Brown
subscriptions and bound volumes is are under preparation.
The Committee suggests that when
also largely accounted for by world
conditions as well as the fact that the these articles are finallv approved for
believers have made such great sacri- publication that they will be published
fices for the Temple. Our decrease in in a uniform size that will be the same
as the new attractive catalogue of
total receipts over last year is $355.55.
W e are glad to state we have not Bahi'i Literature. The committee
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1 0 . 4 r e e n Acre Summer Scbool

The Green Acre Summer School for
the 1934 season began its organized
courses on Monday, July 9th, and
courses continued in session five mornings a week for seven weeks. I t was
necessary to make a few changes in the
personnel of the teaching staff, as advertised in the Program of Courses
and in the BAHA'~ NEWS. These
changes were as follows: the classes
for the second week were taught by
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Bahiyyeh
Lindstrom and Genevieve Coy, instead
of all being given by Mrs. Lindstrom;
Mr. Saffa Kinney was unable to be at
Green Acre to give a course of evening lectures during the week of July
30 to August 2, and Dr. Ali Kuli Khan,
who was giving the morning course
that week, was kind enough to give
three lectures on Mr. Kinney's topic,
"Bahi'i Teachings concerning the
Evolution of the Soul." The course
on Economic Problems and Solutions
was given by Mr. David Hofman instead of by Mr. Bishop Brown.
The first two weeks were devoted
to a careful study of the KitLb-i-IqLn.
Since comparatively few guests had
arrived at the Inn during these two
weeks, the attendance at these classes

was not large. But those who were in
attendance felt that they gained much
added insight into this book of Bahk
'u'llah's. Mrs. Greenleaf was particularly helpful in the way in which she
linked the Teachings of the IqLn with
the present problems and needs of the
Bahi'i Faith.
The third week consisted of five lectures given by Miss Mary Maxwell on
Nabil's Narrative : the Dawn Breakers.
In this series, Miss Maxwell narrated
the story of all the important happenings in the life of the Bib and His followers, and thus gave a most dramatic
and inspiring review of this remarkable book. I t seems certain that no
person who had not previously read the
Dawn Breakers could have heard these
lectures without making a resolve to
immediately begin to read the whole
Narrative.
During the fourth week Dr. Ali Kuli
Khan gave a series of lectures on some
of the Tablets of Bahi'u'llih, which are
most difficult for the Occidental Bahi'i
to understand. H e explained much of
the Persian symbolism used, corrected
some mis-translations, and added
greatly to our spiritual appreciation of
these majestic Tablets. The following
Tablets were discussed by Dr. Khan
during this week: The Tablet of the
Virgin ; the Tablet of the Holy Marine r ; the Tablet of Wisdom; The Discourse on the Temple ; The Seven Valleys; The Four Valleys.
The topic of the fifth week's course
was "How can the individual meet the
spiritual conflicts of the modern
world?" with Dr. Genevieve Coy as
leader of discussion. The purpose of
this course was to aid Bahi'is in meeting some of the spiritual conflicts within their own lives, and also to provide
means of greater understanding of the
spiritual problems one meets in teaching the Bahi'i Faith.
The sixth course, taught by Mr.
David Hofman, was entitled "Proposed Solutions of the Economic
Problem compared with the Bahi'i
Economic Program." In clear and
simple language which could be understood by the listener with no background of study of Economics, Mr.
Hofman presented the basic ideas involved in Technocracy, Communism,
Capitalism, etc. The course was concluded by a discussion of the economic
provisions of the World Order of
Bahi'u'llih, and showed in what ways
the Bahi'i Program provides strength
at points in which the other solutions
were weak.
During the seventh week of the
Summer School Mr. Horace Holley
presented important points concerning

.
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recommends printing in large quantities so that the pamphlets can be sold
in quantity lots at a reasonable price
to aid in wide distribution. It is also
recommended that the last page of
these pamphlets include a short reference list of Bahi'i books and an address where further information may
be obtained. I t might be advisable to
have a space for local Assemblies to
stamp their address.
The Committee wishes to call attention to the fact that it is not a committee for the distribution of literature
and has none on hand for such purposes. Such requests are referred to
Publishing Committee in the usual
way.
I n closing, the Committee wishes to
express its appreciation to the National
Teaching Committee and to individual
friends for their helpful suggestions in
outlining this series. Likewise our
thanks is extended to the authors of
the different manuscripts for their
prompt response to requests for material and the skill with which they have
handled the subject matter in concise
form and the splendid presentations
they have made of these vital BahS'i
principles.
GEORGE LATIMER,Chairman
LOUISE CASWELL

.

"The World Order of Bahi'u'llih."
I n a twenty minute introductory talk
each day, Mr. Holley discussed ways
in which the individual Baha'i may
most usefully relate his life to the
World Order. This talk was followed
by readings from the World Order
Letters of Shoghi Effendi. The morning's session was concluded by a round
table discussion of points related to the
Introductory talk and the readings.
This course drew a large audience, who
were very appreciative of Mr. Holley's
stimulating presentation of both the
material and spiritual aspects of our
participation in the World Order of
Bahi'u'llih.
The average attendance for each
week of the Summer School, together
with the number of different individuals present each week, is shown in the
following table :
Av.
No. different
Attendance
People
Course 1.
12.0
22
'
2.
10.5
25
"
3.
30.0
56
'
4.
42.0
81
' 5.
30.0
55
"
6.
26.0
59
"
7.
47.2
74
Three week-end Conferences were
held during the course of the summer:
-Youth Conference, July 27-29;
Amity Conference, August 4, 5;
Teaching Conference, August 26-28.
GENEVIEVE L. COY, Chairman
H ARLAN O BER
H ELEN C AMPBELL
G LENN A. SHOOK.
'

1 1.- History

Three week-end Conferences were
from the Assemblies collectively and
from the Friends individually, data
necessary for the compilation of this
history.
I t is hoped that mention of this work
will be made in the coming Annual
Bahi'i Convention in the hope of stimulating the Friends toward sending in
to the committee this needed Bahi'i
Historical Data. The work of compilation cannot go very far until all the
data-is in hand.
Ella G. Cooper, 2550 Buchanan St.,
San Francisco, California.
George Latimer, 1927 N. E. 40th
Ave., Portland, Oregon.
Albert Windust, 5624 Emerald Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Gertrude Buikema, 1827 W . Roosevelt Rd., Chicago, Illinois.
Mariam Haney. 1763 Columbia Rd.,
Washington, D. C.
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May Maxwell, 1548 Pine Avenue,

W. Montreal, Canada.
Charles Mason Remey, Chairman,

2450 Massachusetts Ave., Washington,
D. C.

At the last national convention, Mr.

J. V. Matteson made a stirring appeal
---one overflowing with the true spirit
of the faith when he suggested an index
committee be appointed. I t is a keen
disappointment not to be able to carry
out the great community work which
was then suggested but when we, as
a committee, studied our problem we
found the actual work of indexing o r
cataloguing was one for tranied workers in this field if the result of these
labors was to be such as to please the
Guardian by its high quality and accuracy as well as stand favorable comparison with the work of the libraries
of our country.
Three members of our committee are
untrained in library science and we
learned that indexing is very detailed
but that full and careful cataloguing
will cover the subjects mentioned in
the literature so we recommend cataloguing at present. (Indexing and
cataloguing are used in this report in
their technical meaning. Perhaps one
could almost compare technical cataloguing with what laymen term careful indexing.)
Cataloguing Bahi'i literature needs
those trained not only in a technical
way but in the teachings of our Faith.
This is illustrated by the mistakes on
the cards prepared by experts of the
Library of Congress and sent out to
the libraries in our country. I t is also
illustrated by the need of a technical
terminology which can only be developed by experts who are well versed
in the Cause.
This committee has therefore endeavored to compile a list of trained
cataloguers and indexers among the
Bahi'is. W e have also attempted to
discover what work has been done or
is being done at this time in cataloguing and indexing. We find that there
are many workers and that a t the present time there is an index or catalogue
of T H E BAHA'~NEWS LETTERS compiled by Mrs. Holley and by Mrs. Stebbins and Isabelle Stebbins, The Tablets
of 'Abdu'l-Bahi (Vol. 1-3 incl.) compiled by Lucy Heist as well as one by
0. D. Wolcott, The Bah2i Administration and National By Laws (VoI.
e f 1928) compiled both by A. G. Tichenor and Lucy Heist, The Bah6'i
World (Vol. 1-4 incl.) compiled by
Mrs. Stebbins, and the Kitab-i-Iqin

(Shoghi Effendi's translation) compiled by Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Clark.
"The Goal of New World Order" was
condensed by Lucy Heist.
The committee, after consultation
with the National Spiritual Assembly,
suggest for cataloguing a list of books
which by authorship and translation
may, ,,be considered authentic viz :
Baha 1 Administration (new edition),
The letters of Shoghi Effendi, the
Icitab-i-Iqan (Shoghi Effendi's translations), Hidden Words (Shoghi
Effendi's translation), Some Answered Questions, The Wisdom of 'Abdu'lBaha, Divine Philosophy, Epistle to
Son of the Wolf, Promulgation of
Universal Peace (Vol. 1 and 2)' The
Tablets of Bahi'u'llah. By comparing
the two lists you see how much has
been accomplished.
The committee is gratefuI to the National Spiritual Assembly for its loving co-operation also to all those assemblies and individuals who have
written the information desired.
'Abdu'l-Bah5 said "I ask God to
strengthen His firm beloved in a great
service and sufficient endeavor."
E STHER G . HARDING,
Chairtnan

A NN A K U NZ
J. V. MATTESON
MABEL H. P AINE
MRS. JOEL STEBBINS
1 3 .-Legal

The Legal Committee submits the
following report of its activities for
the current BahS'i year :
1. Indentures.
The Indenture conveying the valuable West Englewood property upon
which the National Bahi'i headquarters are situated as well as the parcel
of land in the grove where 'Abdu'lBahi held his memorable Unity Feast
in 1912, from Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm to
Trustees for the National Spiritual
Assembly, has been completed and
executed.
The Indenture conveying to Trustees for the National Spiritual Assembly the former home of the late Maria
P. Wilson in Malden, Mass., which
the Master blessed by living there for
some time, in 1912, has been completed
and forwarded to Shoghi Effendi for
his signature, which will complete the
transfer from the Guardian, the original devisee in Miss Wilson's will.
The Indenture of the Bosch property at Geyserville, California, upon
which the Pacific Coast Bahi'i Summer School has been held for the last
eight years, is in the final stages of
completion and this generous gift of
John and Louise Bosch to Trustees
for the National Spiritual Assembly

for the benefit of the Cause will be
completed in a short time.
2. lncorporatiot~sof Local Spiritual
Assern blies.
The Montreal, Washington and
Milwaukee Assemblies have drawn up
incorporation papers according to the
form recommended by the National
Spiritual Assembly and will be passed
upon as soon as some legal points affected by certain provisions of the various State codes have been cleared
up by our attorney. The Montreal incorporation has been approved.
In view of the fact that the laws of
the different states affecting religious
corporations vary widely, the local assemblies are again reminded of the
decision that they are to submit to
the National Assembly for final approval their plans for local incorporation before the legal action is consummated.
3. By-Law Changes and Interpretations.
The friends are again reminded of
the following amendments to the Bylaws adopted April 1415, 1934, and
to make notation of such changes in
their copy of By-Laws:
Art. VIII, Sec. 7, add the words
"by baUot" between "electing" and "a
presiding officer."
Art. VIII, Sec. 12. Delete present
section 12 and change number of section 13 to section 12.
Interpretation by N. S. A. Of Art.
VII, Sec. 12 on residential qualification of voting believers: First, that
when a member or officer of a local
Spiritual Assembly cannot function for
an indefinite period, and there is no
certainty of return to service, the Assembly should recognize the vacancy
and arrange a meeting of the community to elect a new member; and
Secorzd, that the requirements of residence as one of the qualifications of a
voting believer should be based upon
definite proof of capacity to associate
with the Bahi'i community. This
means that a voting Bahh'i is not considered a resident of the local community lnerely through ownership of
property or through paying rent, but
solely by reason of actual ability to attend meetings in person.
4. Bequests.
A new form of Bequest is being prepared so that if the friends wish, they
may leave a legacy in proper form to
the Cause. This past year bequests
have been left to the Cause by Mrs.
Agnes S. Parsons, Mrs. Mary Harriman Rudd, Madame Frida Stjerna
and Doctor Susan Moody. According
to BahA'i law it is incumbent upon
every Bahi'i to make a Will.

--.
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brary, which was to maintain and in5 . The Greatest Name.
The symbol of the Greatest Name crease the interest of the librarians in
is now legally protected for proper use the literature. Another statement was
under trade mark registration recently published in the January 1935 issue of
made by the National Assembly the News Letter, requesting every bethrough the U. S. Patent Office. liever to inform all their acquaintances
Action has also been taken to obtain and as many other people as possible,
similar protection in Canada. The Na- that their local Public Library had a
tional Assembly has limited this use selection of Bahi'i Literature. I t also
to books and pamphlets containing the requested each Local Assembly to dowords of Bahi'u'llih. The word "Ba- nate to their respective Public Library,
hi'i" was legally protected several if possible, the two outstanding new
books, Security for a Failing World,
vears ago.
by Dr. Stanwood Cobb, and The
6. Temple Property.
A suit brought by the State's Attor- Promise of All Ages, by Christophil.
The cooperation of the Local Assemney of Cook County to assess taxes on
the Temple property last October has blies and the friends in carrying out
apparently been dismissed after atten- these plans has been greatly appreciated
tion was called to the fact that the and the results have been most successproperty was exempted from assess- ful for the short period of time.
During the 4 months from Novemments for taxation by the Board of
ber until March, 26 libraries have been
Review in September, 1924.
contacted. This includes 3 university
7. Illinois Legislation.
libraries, 1 Theosophical Library, 1 Y.
Plans are being made to obtain a new M. C. A., and 1 Y . W. C. A. libraries.
statute from the Illinois legislature
The Library Division has donated
that will conform to the Bahi'i admin- 121 books; this includes 11 Bah5'i
istrative organization which will retain World Vol. I V and Some Answered
the religious feature absent in its non- Questions, the two follow up donaprofit sharing code and which will in- tions.
corporate the Spiritual Assembly of
U p to date 5 Local Assemblies have
nine rather than the community.
presented to their public libraries, 6
8. Palestine Branch of N . S. A.
copies of Security for a Failing World,
Deeds transferring several parcels and 4 of The Promise of All Ages.
of land in Haifa to the Palestine
The Library Division has had two
Branch of the National Spiritual As- generous donations given them this
sembly have been received from the year. A gift of $25 worth of literature
Guardian. Several American believers from Mrs. Marion Little, and 37 copies
are taking steps to transfer their Mt. of Bahi'i World Vol IV from the NaC a m e l land to the Palestine Branch. tional Spiritual Assembly, which had
According to Ottoman law which still been presented to them by the Poona
persists in Palestine a foreigner can- Assembly for distribution in America.
not dispose of his land after passing
The Library Division wishes to take
in accordance with his wishes as em- this opportunity to request all Local
bodied in a Will. The property will Assemblies, who have not already sent
pass to a special class of heirs.
in a list of the Bahi'i Literature cataGEORGE LATIMER,Chairnzan.
logued in their respective public liH ORACE H OLLEY
braries to kindly do so, and to offer to
present them the additional books the
Library Division has at its disposal to
14.- Library
The plans for continuing the activ- donate. One of the important objecities for Public Library contacts were tives of this work is to keep the library
not developed until September 1934. files and records as cotnpletely up to
Then a letter was formulated stating date as possible.MARTHAWOODSUM.
these plans and was published in the
November 1934 News Letter.
1 5.-Publicity
It requested each Local Assembly
The work of the National Pubt o make a follow up contact with their
respective Public Library to whom licity Committee since June has
they had previously presented Baha'i been, for the most part, a continuaLiterature, and offer them BahL'i tion of that begun last year. I t inWorld Vol. IV, so that they might cludes the file of clippings and magahave a consecutive record of Bahi'i in- zine references to the Cause, distriternational progress. If any library bution of summaries of the BahL'i
wished additional literature, the Li- Faith and our Bulletin No. 1 on
brary Division would provide Some News Writing, publicity comments
Answered Questions. An appeal was and instructions in the News Letmade to all to patronize the Public Li- ter, occasional news releases.

A noticeable trend of the year is
the shifting of the output of publicity articles from the national t o
the local publicity committees. T h e
reasons for this are as follows: 1.
Need for economy of the national
funds. 2. T h e local center is the true
hotspot for news that is timely.
3. For years the national publicity
has held as its chief aim the training of the local centers to expert
news work. This year has therefore been a test of the initiative of
the local publicity committees.
W e submit the following new developments in the work of t h e committee :
1. W e have begun a compilation of
material relating to radio broadcasting. For this we have invited
all the Bahi'is to share with us
their radio experience.
2. Mats are available for line drawings of the House of Worship,
picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha, memorial for Keith Ransom-Kehler
designed by Mr. Myron Potter.
3. I n preparation, Bulletin No. 2
on News Writing.
4. W e have a news file of publicity
information about approximately
sixty Bahi'i teachers.
R UTH R ANDALL BROWN, Chairnzan
DORIS MCKAY,Secretary
NELLIE S. F RENCH
N INA M ATTHISEN
W ILLARD MCKAY
ALICE P ARKER
A. L AWRENCE MORRIS
T h e Publishing Committee, the
one business organization of the
Cause, necessarily presents a practical business report. But we must
stress the spiritual side of our work,
for what is more important for the
growth of the Cause, than to have
its literature made available to all
the people of the world; a people
waiting hungrily for inspiration t o
carry on amidst these chaotic, present day conditions and who will find
in the words of Bahi'u'llih, hope for
the new era.
T h e law of balance has been kept,
inasmuch as we have met obligations when due and have made payments t o the N.S.A. materially decreasing our indebtedness, incurred
by heavy expenditures for publishing T h e Dawn-Breakers and the
BahL'i World. Since December 1930,
we have paid to the N.S.A. in cash
and books, $11,720.29. T h e books
are supplied for the various Cornrnittees on their budgets and are
charged a t cost always.
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T h e sale of books has kept up
consistently this year. T h e response
t o our special offer of Baha'i World
I V for $1.00 for three months ending
December 31, 1934 was most gratifying. W e assure the Assemblies
and friends individually who made
these purchases that by this generous cooperation, they have contributed most effectively t o the teaching
activities of the Cause.
For the ten months ending February 28, 1935, the Publishing Cornmittee has distributed :
8241 books
38pamphlets
1452 outlines
Let us more than double that
number next year.
I n addition t o this distribution,
books have been sent a t various
times t o the leading newspapers for
review purposes and some very good
notices have been received, not
enough of course but that is a phase
of our work which must be developed.
The Dawn-Breakers: Sales to date,
Standard edition, 1302 copies
"
Limited edition
127
leaving t o be sold,
698 copies Standard edition
Limited edition
23 "
the proceeds will pay balance due
the N.S.A. for cash advanced for
manufacturing and give a good surplus which will g o direct to the
National Fund.
T h e progress of the Western Division is most satisfactory and the
Publishing Committee feels that
Western States Assemblies and
friends are deeply indebted t o Mrs.
Smith's wonderful services given so
generously and done with a maximum of efficiency. T h e saving of
time and Postage is one important
factor; surely releasing both energy
and cash for other work in the
Cause.
A t the risk of many times repeati n g ourselves, we will re-iterate a
few suggestions t o promote hel p ful
cooperation between the Assemblies
a n d the Committee :
1-We have issued a new catalog
this Spring. Please keep it on file
for ready reference. Postcards
will be mailed a t intervals giving new titles as published and
these should be filed with catslog.
2-Watch for Publishing Committee
announcements in BAHA'~N EWS
of new publications, etc. File
with catalog for reference.
3-Note that Voice Records. Photographs, Temple postcards, etc.,

are not carried by the Publishing
Committee but are on sale a t the
Temple.
Harry E. Walrath,
Librarian, 4639 Beacon Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
L D i s c o u n t of 33%% from list
prices is allowed to local Assemblies. Books should be sold always a t list price, the profit enabling the Assemblies to have a
reserve fund for overhead expenses, donations t o National
Fund, etc. Discount of 10% is
allowed t o Groups and individuals on books purchased in quantity amounting t o $10.00 or over.
5-The Publishing Committee has
no authority t o distribute free
literature for Amity, Contact, Library o r Teaching Committees
except when ordered by the Secretary of those Committees.
Therefore the friends who need
literature for any special Bahi'i
work should write t o the Secretary of whichever Committee is
doing that particular work.
&Do
not return books without
consulting the Publishing Committee. I t often saves expense
and wear and tear on books t o
have them delivered to a nearby
Center when for some unexpected reason, they cannot be
used by the purchaser. A damaged o r imperfect book should
of course be returned for replacement.
7-We urge the local Assemblies to
keep a t least one copy of each
title of Bahi'i Literature on file
in their library for reference and
t o show prospective purchasers.
glad to extend credit to
&we
Assemblies for book purchases
but with the understanding that
bills must be paid within 30 days.
T h e Committee is not authorized
t o extend credit t o individuals.
%Again we say there is no more
important work than the distribution of Bahi'i Literature and
we ask everyone t o bring the
books t o the attention of all who
are seeking "The Glad Tidings"
of ~ ~ h i j ~ j l l i h .
New Publications
Bah$i world,Volunle V, will be
ready in time for the Convention.
index for BAHA'~NEWS, prepared
by Committee under supervision of
the N. S. A.
Bahi'i Teachings on Economics,
compiled by the National Teaching
Committee.
hlysticism and the Bahh'i Revelation, by Ruhi Afnan.

-

World Religion, pamphlet by Shaghi Effendi.
The Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lB a h i ; published in pamphlet form.
Baha'i Teachings on Universal
Peace (will be ready May, 1935).
Bahi'i Literature, Catalog in a small
convenient size.
ritles ~ d d to
~ dcatalog T&
But Not Published b y the
Committee
Do'a: The Practice of the Presence
of the Spirit of God by Ruth J. Moffett.
Security for a Failing World, by
Stanwood Cobb.
The Promise of All Ages, by
Christofil.
-

Rep* t s
Bahi'i Prayers, cloth and paper
binding.
Baha'i Faith, Publicity leaflet.
Golden Age of the Cause of Baha'ullih, pamphlet.
America and the Most Great Peace,
pamphlet.
Translations
World Economy of BahH'u911$h,
translated into French and German.
(The German translation is in stock.)
Note: We believe there may be
other translations which have been
made during this last year but these
two are the ones which have been
brought to our attention.
H ORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
C LARA R. WOOD, Secretary
R OY C. W ILHELM
MARIE B. ~ I O O R E
B ERTHA H ERKLOTZ

17.-Race Amity
The complexity of the racial situation in America makes the work of
building race amity one of delicacy
and difficulty that challenges constant
effort and the best resources of minds
and hearts. The status of the colored
!-ace the country over, with marked
varieties of degree, is that of an under-priviliged and minority group,
whose attainment of rights, which theoretically belong to all Americans and
whose progress economically, socially, morally and spiritually, is very
largely dependent upon the attitude of
their neighbors of the majority group.
That the general awakening of the
world has favorably affected this
problem; that spiritual powers have
play, that substantial progress has been
made, nothing short of morbid pessim-
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ism can deny. The resources of government, education, philanthropy, business and religion have unfolded plans
in the effort to bind the breaches
among peoples. Yet with rare exceptions even the most active and sincere,
unless aided by the Divine Revelation
of Today, are veiled by shadows of the
past and present. And even among the
favored few, tests are many and severe, making a constant demand for
faith, fidelity, intelligence, broad-mindedness, courage, love, patience, prayerfulness and Guidance.
The past year has been one of unusual difficulties, despite which progress has been made and constructive
ideals brought into action. We are
thankful for all gain.
Upon the loss side of the ledger and
grievous to bear was the passing of
our noble brother, Mr. Hooper Harris.
A profound student of the teachings,
a n authority on Bible prophecies, a
clear and forceful speaker, a mind
broadened by teaching experiences in
the Orient as well as the Occident, a
heart enriched by hard knocks, struggles, poverty and the sacrifices of
years, at the very end of his career
he for the first time became a member
of this committee in whose work he
always showed interest and which he
often helped. During his all too brief
connection and just before answering
the great call, he sent a letter to his
co-workers, extracts from which may
well serve to illustrate his clear vision
and sincerity of purpose :
"I feel that for many reasons the
most vital question in America today is
how can we establish harmonious and
mutually cooperative relations between
the black and white races? How can
they be brought together in unity and
love, so that each race will willingly,
joyfully, work for the welfare of both.
Such free and open discussion as you
suggest at Green Acre may be the first
step in bring this about."
The annual conference at Green
Acre was of unusually high order and
value. Among its features are extra
fine music, an especially brilliant and
pleasing presentation by the youth,
the South African problem brought
vividly before us by one of its
most noted amity workers; the
presence of one whose ripened wisdom
through well-nigh world contacts with
various races and nations charmed and
instructed; to all of which was added
what was perhaps a greater range and
number of voices than had been raised
in any previous gathering.
Among events to be chronicled was
the conference of the Denver friends,
duly reported at the time, but reachinx

us too late for our last report.
Two race amity meetings have been
held in New York with large and responsive audiences and much good accomplished by follow-up meetings for
the training of souls.
Many new faces are found among
the Boston friends, a large proportion
of whom are colored. These were reported attracted largely through the
spiritual finesse of Mrs. Oglesby. This
committee answered the vote of the
last annual convention, forwarded by
the N. S. .4., by preparing a general
appeal to all centers on the subject of
race amity.
The publicity of the year has been
greatly amplified by articles in the Chicago Defender, the Pittsburgh Courier
and the Amsterdam N m s , three great
weekly journals of the colored race.
The authors were respectively R. S.
Abbott, L. F. Coles and J. A. Rogers,
all nationally known and all expressing
allegiance to the ideals of the Faith.
The heroic and joyous devotion of
Southern Bahi'is causes wonder and
admiration ; while Cincinnati exhilarates with plans and enthusiasm for
its first amity conference.
With appreciation to the workers
and thanks to the True One.
By Lours G. G REGORY,
Clzairrrian.
Conlmittee :
MRS. LOULIEA. MATHEWS
MRS. B ISHOP H. L EWIS
MRS. MARIAMH ANEY
MRS.L UDMILA B ECHTOLD
MR. Lours G. G REGORY
18.-Reviewing and Editorial
The National Spiritual Assembly
this year combined in one committee
the two functions carried on separately
by the Reviewing and Editorial Committees last year, and defined the functions of the above committee as follows :
1. T o determine whether the manuscript conforms to Bahi'i teaching.
2. T o determine whether the manuscript conforms to adequate standards
of literary style and taste.
3. To determine whether the manuscript meets a real need in the Cause.
The National Spiritual Assembly
also instructed this committee that the
notation that the work is approved by
the Bahi'i Reviewing Committee is to
be limited to such works as have not
only been approved by this Committee
and confirmed by the National Assembly, but which are also published under
Bahi'i auspices.
In other words, a manuscript might

be accurate as far as the Teachings are
concerned, but badly written and expressed and therefore not recommended for publication by the Baha'i Publishing Committee. The author might,
however, sell this to a magazine. In
this case there could be no notation
"Approved by the Baha'i Reviewing
Committee" but the author himself
would have the confirmation of approval from the point of view of accuracy of the teachings from the National Assembly.
Again a manuscript might be accurate as far as the Teachings are concerned and adequate in form and style
but not needed at the moment. For
instance, a booklet has been approved
and will be published shortly on the
Most Great Peace, therefore another
booklet would not be needed on that
subject at this time on account of limited finances. The author however
would be at perfect liberty to have this
published through some other channel,
without however the Bah6'i imprint.
The Reviewing Committee wishes to
remind the friends that it cannot
expected to edit and revise manuscripts.
The following n~anuscriptshave this
year been approved from the above
quoted points of determination :
HOMOCULTURE
- The Educational
System of the Bahi'i World State-by
Stanwood Cobb. ( A pamphlet).
T H E MOST GREAT PEACE, by Marion Holley. ( A pamphlet).
T H E P ROMISE O F A LL AGES(Anonyn~ous). A book for orthodox Christians.
COMPILATION O N RACIAL A MITY ,
by Maye Harvey Gift and Alice Cox.
The Reviewing and Editorial Committee also dealt with and approved a
number of manuscripts sent in either
not intended for publication by the
Publishing Committee or not adapted
to such publication. The Committee
considered such manuscripts merely
from the point of view of accuracy in
relation to the Teachings, and among
these were:
T HOUGHTS F OR CREATIVE L IVING,
by Mary Collison. ( A compilation).
R OBERT L OUIS S TEVENSON, VICTOR
HUGOand NABIL, by Willard Hatch.
(An essay).
MAHMOOD'S D ~ ~ ~ ~ - - e d i t ebyd
Christine Lofstedt.
T w o S HALL A PPEAR, by Olivia
Kelsey. ( A Play).
S TUDY GUIDE T O D AWN-B REAKERS
I N C ONTINUITY , by Emma F. Smith.
by
T OWARD W ORLD UNIFICATION,
Willard P. Hatch. (An article).
WILL T HERE E VER BE A UNIVERS A L R ELIGION ? by Willard P. Hatch.
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(An article).
G ENEVIEVE L. COY, Chairtnan
DORISHOLLEY, Secretary
M ARIE B. MOORE

The study outline committee has
during the past winter compiled a study
course of twenty lessons on Bahi'i
Administration, intended for use by
voting members of Bahi'i communities.
The committee hopes this course will
be available to the friends through the
Publishing Committee at an earIy date.
M A RY COLLISON,Chairmalt
M ARCARITE MCKAY
2 0.-Temple Program

The National Program Committee of the Baha'i House of Worship
wishes to inform the friends of the
work done during the past year in connection with the conducting of public
meetings in Foundation Hall of the
Bahi'i House of Worship.
I t was brought to the attention of
this committee by the National Spiritual Assembly that in preparing the
programs, it shouId be born in mind
that Foundation Hall represented a
national Baha'i meeting place pssessing a more sacred and significant
character than any of the halls or
rooms at present rented by local assemblies for public teaching programs.
Also that all meetings should be conducted consistent with the dignity of
the Bahi'i House of Worship.
Public meetings are held every
Sunday at 3 :30 P. M. The average
attendance at these meetings is approximately 175, mostly strangers.
The Iocal speakers have been:
Dr. Zia Bagdadi, Mrs. Howard
Ives, Mr. Howard Ives, Mr. Philip
Marangella, Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mrs.
Corjnne True, Mrs. Sarah Walrath,
Mr. Albert Windust.
Our visiting speakers were :
Miss Fanny Knobloch, Dr. E. Lenore Morris, Madame Barry Orlova,
Dr. Ali Kuli Khan, Mrs. Shahnaz
Waite.
A new procedure is being tried
out for the Sunday lectures which is
that speakers be assigned subjects following in sequence, so as to give
strangers coming to the Temple Sunday after Sunday a broader and fuller
scope of the Bahh'i Teachings.
A series of special week-day evening meetings was held during December and January with Madame Orlova as the guest speaker.
Special meetings observing the
"Holy Days" of the Bahi'i Year were

held; Chicago, Evanston and \,Vilmette Assemblies alternating in collaboration with the Temple Program
Committee in arranging the spiritual
program and in preparing the material
feast when the occasion demanded it.
At the request of Shoghi Effendi, a
memorial service was held at the BahPi House of Worship in commemoration of the passing of Dr. Susan I.
Moody, one of the pioneers of the
Bahi'i Faith. The Chicago Spiritual
Assembly was asked to assist the Temple Program Committee in preparing
the program for this memorial, inasmuch as Chicago was originally the
home of Dr. Moody.
This committee requested that the
pamphlet "The World Religion," by
Shoghi Effendi be printed for free
distribution at the BahHi House of
Worship, in addition to the pamphlet
"The Temple of Light" which is now
being used. The National Spiritual
Assembly authorized the Publishing
Committee to send us 2,000 copies
of the "World Religion," which were
received, and stated that we might
have 10,000 copies printed at a later
date when the National Fund has a
surplus over current liabilities. The
present supply of our literature is just
about exhausted and the curtailment
of funds has made this committee reluctant to distribute it as freely as we
should like. May we take this opportunity to inform the friends that
there is a crying need for free literature at the Temple as a very important
teaching service, and may we suggest
that you bear this in mind when making your contribution to the National
Fund, which is the source of our supply of free literature.
Visitors coming daily to see the
Temple, totaling approximately 12,000
in 1934, were conducted through the
building, questions answered, etc., by
guides, arranged for by this comrnittee working in conjunction with Mrs.
True: chairman of the guides.
Many special tortrs of the Temple
by clubs were made during the past
year. Arrangements were made for
speakers to be present who conducted
these tours through the building and
gave a talk on the Bahai Faith. Many
questions were asked and answered.
These clubs represented people from
many walks of life and from many
parts of Chicago and surrounding area.
The totaI number of persons was approximately 1,130 from the foliowing
clubs :
Lourdes' Woman's Club, Wilmette
Woman's Club, Irving Park Woman's
Club, Niles Center \570n~an's Club,
Oak Park Woman's Club, Prairie

Club, Chicago Geographical Society,
Second Presbyterian Church of Evanston, Norwood Park Club, Quarter
Century Industrial Art Club, Kenmore Woman's Club, Eleanor Club,
Wilmette
Congregational Church,
Evanston Methodist Church, Woman's
Club of the Evanston Congregational
Church.
It was, indeed, a privilege to serve
on this committee.
C ARL SCHEFFLER,
Chair?nun
MARGARITE ULLRIC, Secretary
Mrs. A. W. BARTHOLOMEW
Mrs. E. E DWARDS
M ONROE I OAS
K. D. PEPPET
CORINNE
T RUE
S ARAH W ALRATFI

As we approach the end of the second year of Youth Committee existence, we find ourselves with certain
definite accomplishments, certain aims,
and problems of philosophy and technique.
Since the Committee's inception in
1933, communication has been established with nineteen international
groups representing fifteen nations,
and with fifty-three local groups. These
do not, however, adequately represent
the youth groups of the world.
The activity this year has been along
established channels. Bulletin No. 1,
mailed to 150 addresses, was followed
by Bulletin No. 2, with a mailing list
of 350. This increase represents a
body of 200 young people, between the
ages of fifteen and twenty-one, for
whom the second Bulletin was designed. A third Bulletin is now in p r e p
aration, to be issued before the Summer School sessions. The Committee
recommends these publications to every
local Assembly, for each carries rnaterial invaluable in the formation and
planning of youth groups.
The Committee has also prepared
two open letters to young Bahi'is,
(one was published in the November
N EWS ), and a series of concise outline on modern subjects with references, suitable for groups in search of
a changing program. These will appear
~ . It is
monthly in the B A H . ~N' EWS
interesting that every issue of the
News Letter this year (No. 84-90) has
carried some reference to or article by
the Youth Committee.
Other matters include a study of the
suggestion for a Children's Bank, and
plans for the Green Acre Youth Conference and the Convention meeting.
t\'e turn now to projects for the future. The N. S. A.'s decision that
of sixteen to twenty-one may de-

-

clare their interest in the Cause and ing of Dr. Genevieve Coy, Chairman;
attend Nineteen-Day Feasts makes the Professor Gleen L. Shook, Mrs. Coriseducation of this age-group a para- tine, in accordance with the policy established some years previously by the
mount concern.
A second matter is that of world National Spiritual Assembly to develop
peace. By proper presentation of the Green Acre as a teaching and training
BahP'i attitude, many young people center for the believers of the Cause.
who are devoting themselves to this It was believed that this season estabissue could be attracted to the Cause. lished a high-water mark of interest,
T h e consolidation of all young Bahi'i enthusiasm and attendance.
Special teaching and racial amity
is also demanded, in order that they
shall not be caught in the maelstrom of conferences were held during August
and the meetings were well attended.
popular fury in the event of war.
Thirdly, a plan for the adequate Outside speakers aroused much enhandling of correspondence with na- thusiasm and valuable contacts were
tional and international Bahi'i youth made with the churches at Portsmouth,
groups and individuals is imperative, N. H.
Miss Helen Campbell operated the
and the Committee has worked out sevInn and cottages during the season
eral possibilities.
Fourthly, no effective use has yet and had the assistance of an expert
been made of the youth section of the dietician in the preparation and servHerald of the South. Here is a me- ing of the meals. During the early part
dium open to our younger writers, of the season, the number of people
which is especially significant until the living at the Inn were relatively small
establishment of an American maga- but as the season progressed the numzine. Local Assemblies by subscrip- ber increased and during week-ends it
tion can help to make this magazine became necessary to turn people away.
It is hoped that arrangements can be
accessible to their youth groups.
A fifth suggestion is the setting aside satisfactorily made for the season of
of one day each year for an interna- 1935 so that rooms may be provided
either at the Tea House or Fellowtional youth rally.
A t present, several problems of pol- ship House to take care of these overicy confront us, foremost of which is flow conditions.
We are pleased to report that Miss
the responsibility laid upon American
youth to create "an international body Campbell was about able to break even
of active young Bahi'i men and wom- financially at the end of the season. I t
en. . . . " This the greatest challenge should be noted that at the beginning
t o our creativity. Then there is the of the season it was necessary to purneed for fuller integration of Ameri- chase additional dishes and kitchen
can youth groups, both with the Na- equipment in order to operate the kittional Committee and with each other. chen and dining room on an efficient
Only by an intimate relationship can an and satisfactory basis.
The caretaker, Mr. Bert Hagadorn,
effective service be rendered by the
has been continued during the year
Committee.
Lastly, we must all join to clarify, on the same basis as previously; nameever more completely, methods for ly full time service but at a lower rate
drawing our ideals into common use. than in previous years. During the
Ours is the challenge of self-defeat. fall, winter and spring, Mr. Hagadorn,
F o r as we gain maturity, as we en- under Mrs. Flynn's direct supervision,
noble our actions and approach the has made a large number of repairs
standard of earnest service to Bahi'- and improvements to the various buildu'llih, we shall become less ~ o u t h , ings and utilities. Such repairs are required each year in order to keep the
more citizens of the Bahi'i Order.
buildings in proper physical condition
P AUL H ANEY . Clzairmun
and
to take care of depreciation and
M ARION H OLLEY, Secretary
obsolescence.
K ENNETH CHRISTIAN
At a meeting in September the TrusGERTRUDE G EWERTZ
tees appointed Mrs. Emma D. Flynn
DAVID H OFMAN
as supervisor of the Green Acre propM ARY M.AXWELL
erties with the function of supervising
SYLVIA PAINE
the caretaker's work and making all
R OSEMARY S ALA
necessary local expenditures.
D OUGLAS STRWEN
Arrangements have been made with
Miss Campbell to serve as manager of
2 2 . G r e e n Acre Trustees
the Inn and cottages for the season
The Green Acre Summer School of 1935 and to have the assistance of Miss
1934 was carried on under the direct Thomen as dietician. The rates for
supervision of the Committee consist- room and board to believers will be

.

maintained at a slightly higher scale
than last year which makes it possible
for all to receive the benefits of Green
Acre at exceptionally reasonable rates.
Upon the recommendation of Mrs.
Flynn arrangements are to be made for
having available a rentable cottage on
the property near the old barn which
was formerly used as a theater. This
cottage will be constructed from the
two small camps on the property adjacent to the Pines.
I t is hoped that the 1935 season at
Green Acre will attract a very large
number of believers to partake of the
spiritual bounty that will be offered by
the very attractive program that has
been arranged. This program is outlined in the March 1935 issue of
BAHA'~NEWS.
A LLEN MCDANIEL,Chairman
2 3.-Temple Trustees

The believers throughout America
will recall the statement made at the
26th Annual Convention held in the
Temple Foundation Hall the early part
of June, 1934, concerning the action
taken by your Temple Trustees on
January 27, entering into a contract
with Mr. John J. Earley, of Washington, D. C., for the preparation and
erection of the ornamentation of the
clerestory section of the Temple. Many
will recall that it was explained at this
Annual Convention after investigation
with Mr. Earley that the clerestory or
drum should be considered a part of
the dome ornamentation. In the original estimate made by the Earley Studio, the curved part of the dome was
figured independent of the 19-ft.
drum, and it was originally planned to
construct this ornamentation in two
separate steps. Subsequently, during
the ornamentation of the dome in the
summer of 1933, it was found desirable from construction and economic
considerations to carry the ribs down
to the floor of the second gallery or
base of the clerestory or drum. In
consultation with the Guardian concerning the desirability of proceeding
with the clerestory ornamentation, the
action of January 27, 1934, was taken
upon receipt of the following cablegram :
"Heartily welcome proposal additional self-sacrifices entailed clerestory
ornamentation. Will add further laurels to crown already won American
believers and extend fulfillment long
cherished expectations."
The preparation of the clerestory
ornamentation involving the making of
the necessary structural layout and
plans, the preparation of the clay
models and the subseqtrent plaster of

.

Paris models and molds was begun
early in March, 1934.
The work of the clerestory ornamentation proceeded on an efficient
and economical basis at the Rosslyn,
Virginia, plant during the spring and
summer of 1934. On May 22, the
first carload of 97 casts of the various elements of the ornamentation, including panels, brackets, modillions
and arches were shipped from the Virginia plant to the Temple. During the
latter part of June the second carload
containing 21 casts, including 14 arches and 7 brackets, was shipped to the
Temple. During this same month the
erection or placement of the ornamentation was begun at the Temple.
During the month of July the work
at the Rosslyn, Virginia, plant was delayed for a period of about 3 weeks
due to the strike of the plasterers'
union in the District of Columbia.
Fortunately for our work the strike
was settled without any increase in
wages or costs of the craftsmen employed by Mr. Earley.
During the summer, fall and early
winter months, the work proceeded at
the Rosslyn, Virginia, plant and at the
Temple, without any further delays or
interruptions until the severe low temperature conditions required the cessation of the work at the Temple about
the middle of December, 1934. During the second week of December, the
molds for one section of the cornice
or cresting were set in place and the
concrete poured. The work was protected and heated but the wind conditions were so severe that it was
found impracticable to keep the temperature of the concrete above freezing. After consultation with The Research Service, the supervising engineers, the contractor decided to abandon the work at the Temple until about
April 1, 1935, when it is assumed that
the climatic conditions would be favorable enough to proceed safely with the
casting.
Under date of Sept. 11, our supervising engineers, The Research Service, informed us that the contractor,
Mr. John J. Earley, had stated it
would be necessary to close down the
work within a period of the following
ten days unless he could be assured
that $15,000 of the unpaid amount due
him under the contract could be paid
by the Trustees on or before the end
of September. It should be noted that
as of August 31, 1934, the total construction cost was $20,186.86. The
Trustees from contributions made by
the believers had been able to make
only one payment of $1,000.00 under
their contract with Mr. Earley up to

.
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this date. At the September meeting
Temple Trustees were informed that
the National Spiritual Assembly was
issuing an urgent appeal to the believers throughout the country, through
their local Spiritual Assemblies, for
wholehearted cooperation in meeting
this emergency. As a result of this
appeal, it was possible to make a payment of $10,000 to the contractor
under date of Oct. 1, 1934, and a subsequent payment of $2,000 under date
of Oct. 8, 1934. These payments were
gratefully received by the contractor
and enabled him to continue with the
work both at the Rosslyn, Virginia,
plant and at the Temple.
During the past year, due to the
critical financial situation and the very
slow inflow of contributions to the
general fund, the Trustees have been
unable to fulfill the terms of the contract with the Earley Studio. Two
emergencies have arisen-the one in
September and another in December,
1934. As explained above, the first
emergency was met by the generous
response of the believers making it
possible to make a payment of $12,000
early in October on an amount due
of about $20,000. The second emergency occurred in December when a
balance of $14,000 was due as of Nov.
30, 1934. At the December meeting
of the National Assembly, a unanimous
action was taken providing for a loan
of $10,000 from the Northern Trust
Company, Chicago, Illinois. A loan of
$10,000 made by the National Spiritual
Assembly made it possible for the
Trustees to make a payment of $10,000
to the contractor as of Jan. 4, 1935.
During the first three months of
1935, the continuation of the casting of
the sections of the clerestory ornamentation has proceeded at the Rosslyn, Virginia, plant and with a minimum of personnel in order to effect
every possible economy. At the time
of the writing of this report, March
9, 1935, the casting has been practically completed (only eight panels remaining to be cast), and arrangements
are being made by the contractor to
ship the large number of casts at the
plant to the Temple so that erection
may be begun early in April. At that
time, the casting of the cresting or
cornice will be commenced on the
Temple structure and it is assumed
that the entire clerestory ornamentation will be completed about the middle of June, 1935-weather conditions
permitting.
The status of the payilients under
the contract with the contractor, the
Earley Studio of Washington, D. C.,
show that as of February 28. 1935,

a balance of $3,661.89 is due. The
Trustees, through the agency of their
supervising engineers, The Research
Service, have arranged with the contractor for a modification of the contract so that payments for actual expenditures are to be made during the
months of January, February and
March, 1935, when work was suspended at the Temple and will continue on this basis during operations
at the Temple in April, May and
June and with the assumption that
payment in full for the work will be
made soon after the completion of the
total construction work contemplated
under the contract.
Through the courtesy of our supervising engineers, The Research Service, no payments for engineering services have been made for services rendered during the clerestory ornamentation project. It is understood that
under contract with The Research
Service total and final payment will
be made upon the completion of the
work. I t should be recalled that The
Research Service voluntarily offered to
reduce its fee to four per cent. of actual construction costs in order that
under this business arrangement only
actual expenses should be met. The
believers will recall that under the
original contract for the construction
of the superstructure of the Temple,
The Research Service made a refund
of $2,000 at the completion of the
work.
Communications that have been received from our beloved Guardian
during the past year indicate his expressed joy at the faith, courage and
sacrifices manifested by the American
believers in the continuance of the
Temple ornamentation so that sufficient
of this work may be done to give a
completed effect to the Temple. The
work has continued to attract the attention not only of the people of the
neighboring communities but of the entire country and much favorable publicity has appeared in the public press
and periodicals during the past year.
Your Trustees believe that action
will be taken at the 27th Annual Convention and subsequently by the believers through their local Spiritual
Assemblies to meet the financial requirements for the completion of the
dome ornamentation. As the cost of
the dome ornamentation has been running closely in accord with the original
estimate of $36,400, including the engineering fee, there remains to be paid
both on the contract and on the loan
of $10,000, as of February 28, 1935,
about $15,000. Your Trustees are
confident that the believers will arise

to meet this spiritual need and in the celebration first historic Convention.
spirit of the recent words of Shoghi Assure delegates abounding gratittude, fervent prayers, deepest love.Effendi :
"In closing may I convey to you and Shoghi."
Wonderful harmony prevailed at all
to the American community of the believers as well the Guardian's abiding the meetings and gatherings ; the meetappreciation and gratitude for the ing face to face of the friends of the
striking manner in which the Ameri- Assemblies and the Melbourne Group,
can friends, under the leadership of which are situated so far apart, was
your Assembly, have each and all aris- an unforgettable and thrilling experien to meet the emergency which the ence. This personal contact has greatlack of sufficient funds had created in ly strengthened the bonds which unite
connection with the work of the the believers in the service of BahA'u'lTemple. This constitutes, indeed, an lih. Ordinarily the friends would not
added victory in the series of triumphs meet, as the distances are so great,
which the American believers have, and in this respect it is interesting to
ever since the ascension of the Master, note that one Bahi'i travelled from
been winning in the field of service to Yaninee, South Australia, a distance
the Faith. Their collective, united of over 400 miles, before entraining
and sustained labors in this connection at Adelaide for Sydney. The distance
are surely bound to hasten the realiza- from Adelaide to Sydney is 1,073 miles,
tion of the Master's promises concern- and from New Zealand to Sydney it is
ing the ultimate triumph of the Cause a four days sea journey. The part
throughout the American continent. played by the New Zealand delegates
May this sublime vision disclosed by in braving the rigors of the Tasman
'Abdu'l-Bahi intensify their zeal and Sea voyage cannot be overestimated.
stimulate their ardor in bringing their
The Convention was modelled on
sacred and mighty task to a speedy those held in America and lasted four
consummation."
days. Two meetings were held daily,
A LLEN MCDANIEL,Chainnun.
and many matters of fundamental importance were discussed. Opinions
FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION were expressed, and a deeper knowledge of vital administrative principles
AUSTRALIA A N D NEW
was gained.
ZEALAND
The election of the first National
(From rrHeraCd of tbe Soutb")
Assembly of Australia and New ZeaThe first Convention of the Bahi'is land took place on May 16th. Many
of Australia and New Zealand took of the friends attended and sat in
place in Sydney, Australia, commenc- silent prayer and meditation during
ing May 15, 1934. This much-longed- the election.
for event occasioned great happiness
The first meeting of the newlyand rejoicing among the believers in elected National Assembly was held on
Australia and New Zealand, who for May 19th. The members and officers
many months had worked so earnestly are as follows :-Adelaide-Mr.
Robert Brown, Chairman : Miss Hilda
for it.
The Convention was opened by Mr. Brooks, Secretary ; Mr. Percy Almond,
Robert Brown. of Adelaide, South Treasurer; Mrs. Silver Jackman. Sydd e ney-Mr. A. 0 . Whittaker, ViceAustralia. ~ r . ' a n dMrs. ~ ~ Dunn,
the blessed pioneers, who sacrificed all Chairman: Mr. Hyde Dunn, Mrs. C.
to bring the glad tidings to these Moffit. Auckland, New Zealandshores, then spoke, although their Miss Margaret Stevenson, Miss Ethel
hearts were almost too full for speech. Blundell.
In a letter to Mrs. Hyde Dunn, the
Not only words, but deeds, are their
adorning, for the Convention is the Guardian's Secretary wrote : "The
consummation of their long and self- formation of every new National Assacrificing endeavors for the Cause in sembly must indeed be viewed as a
step forward in the evolution of the
this land.
The delegates to the Convention Administration of the Faith, and not
were :-Adelaide, Mr. Robert Brown, until a sufficient number of such NaMrs. Silver Jackman, Miss Hilda tional Assemblies has been duly constiBrooks ; Sydney, Mr. A. 0 . Whittaker, tuted can there be any hope for the
Mr. Hyde Dunn, Mrs. Olive Routh; future expansion of the Cause."
The Guardian wrote: "I am overAuckland (New Zealand), Mrs. E.
Axford, Miss Ethel Blundell, Miss joyed to learn of the historic decision
Margaret Stevenson.
of the Bah6'is of Australia and New
The following cable was received Zealand. It marks the turning point
from Shoghi Effendi. the Guardian of in the history of the Cause in that farthe Cause :-"Inexpressibly gladdened, away continent."

Through the Grace of God another
link has been added to the chain of
National Assemblies through which
the Administrative Order of the Faith
is expanding.
H ILDA M. BROOKS.
Groups
The National Spiritual Assembly
has been happy and grateful to learn
from the Teaching Committee that in
all probability a number of new spiritual Assemblies can be elected on
A ~ r i l1.
'while the situation cannot be reported with finality, the local groups
which are now apparently ready for
the election are : Verdugo City, Calif .,
Jacksonville, Fla., Augusta, Ga., Maui.
T. H., Rochester, N. Y., Dayton, Ohio,
and Nashville, Tenn. A later report
received from Dale S. Cole, Regional
Field Representative of the Teaching
Committee, would indicate that Flint,
Mich., can be added to this list.
The evolution of a Bahi'i group into
a Bahi'i community, based upon the
institution of the local Spiritual Assembly, is a matter of transcendent importance. Only through this Bahi'i
institution can a group of believers, no
matter how devoted and capable they
may be as individuals, begin to express
the organic qualities of unity and justice which underlie the new civilization.
Through the enthusiasm and capacity of Orcella Rexford, a new group
has recently been established at Boise,
Idaho, following a public meeting at
which the message was given to 400
people. This study class began with
an attendance of 200, and the group
is now studying under a group leader
selected by Miss Rexford. George 0.
Latimer visited the group in January
and reports that it has excellent possibilities.
Detroit
A series of seven public lectures
were given by Dorothy Baker of Lima,
Ohio, in the Green Room of the Book
Cadillac Hotel, beginning Friday, November 3rd, under the direct auspices
of the Detroit Spiritual Assembly and
the local teaching committee.
"About 1,000 invitations were printed and several hundred sent to a selected mailing list. In addition the
secretaries of various organizations
were visited and asked to cooperate.
Experience showed that work with existing organizations should begin well
in advance of the series so that announcements may be put in club bulletins and on bulletin boards.

"A different local person acted as
Chairman each evening. The meeting
was opened with a short prayer and
then the speaker was introduced. A
few short announcements were made
at the end before the closing prayer.
People having questions were asked to
remain and meet Mrs. Baker. No opportunity was given for open forum
questions. The meetings were sincere
and dignified.
"As a result of the course three
new study classes were formed. These
were grouped with consideration as to
locality of residence and congeniality
of the persons involved. The series
was in the nature of an experiment
and proved to be good training in how
to conduct such activities. It was
found that the response is best from
the 'higher types.' It is also believed
that a selected, live mailing list ,is a
more effective way of building up attendance than newspaper space-unless a lot of it can be used which is expensive."
This report was made by Dale S.
Cole, Field Representative of the National Teaching Committee.
N e w York
The Spiritual Assembly began its
teaching activities this year by publishing 5000 copies of the summary of the
Faith written by the Guardian, in a
pamphlet entitled "The World Religion" (afterward issued by the Publishing Committee) for widespread distribution throughout the city.
During December the Outline prepared by the N. S. A. for general reference was sent to 81 important religious, educational and peace organizations having headquarters in the city.
The teaching program maintained
regularly has included : a public meeting on Sunday afternoon; a Forum
conducted by the Bahi'i Committee for
Youth on Tuesday evening, an Esperanto class on Tuesday evening led by
Della Quinlan, who is Secretary of the
New York Esperantist Association; a
Wednesday evening general study class
consisting of a series devoted to special
subjects each conducted by a different
teacher; a class for newly interested
friends led by Mary Hanford Ford and
Juliet Tllompson on Thursday afternoon ; and a "Tea Conference" for the
public on Saturday afternoon.
Addresses have been delivered in recent months at the Sunday meeting by
Curtis Kelsey, Elsa Russell Blakeley,

Philip Sprague, Saffa Kinney, Juliet Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Ober,
Thompson, Genevieve Coy, Loulie A. Louis G. Gregory, Dr. Walter Guy,
Mathews, Mary Hanford Ford, James Alfred E. Lunt, Marion Little, BeaMorton, Jr.
trice Irwin and James Morton, Jr.
An Inter-Racial Amity Conference These have all afforded us the very
was held on November 18, Ludmila excellent opportunity of presenting the
Bechtold, Chairman, Hon. Hubert H. public with a comprehensive picture of
Delaney and Louis G. Gregory, speak- the aims and purposes of the Faith,
ers.
'from experiences in various parts of
Fireside meetings have been held by the world."
Mr. and Mrs. Kinney, Juliet Thomp"The committee in charge of the
son, Winifred Richards, and a meeting Bahi'i school work has probably been
for reading the Words of Bahi'u'llih one of the most active in assigning stuby Doris Holley.
dents to the various classes, which
A large group of young people has have been sub-divided into four secbeen brought together by Sally O'Neill tions, from kindergarten to youth
and given intensive instruction by Elsa class. The membership in attendance
Russell Blakeley, with the result that is about twenty."
three have been enrolled as believers
"The establishment of the Haworth
and many more will follow.
branch Center is a result of which we
Mrs. Bishop Lewis has conducted a are proud. This is a small suburban
special study class and of these two town about five miles from the Teabelievers have been enrolled.
neck Center, where a committee of
Three talks have been given by Saffa four believers who reside there have
Kinney at CCC Camp Upton and at instituted regular public meetings
Washington, Conn. During December every week, engaging speakers from
a friend of the Cause, Clarence Howell, nearby Assemblies and visitors to
brought a group of theological students Teaneck. It has also provided an exand young ministers from Union The- cellent training ground for new Baological Seminary for a special meet- hi'i speakers. The meeting place,
ing conducted by Horace Holley. A which is entirely neutral, - is a small
half-hour talk was followed by a half- cabin, efficiently fitted for the work,
hour of questions and answers.
made available through the committee
The month of February was devoted in cooperation with the Spiritual Asto intensive teaching and lecturing by sembly. . . . The committee reports
Mme. Gita Orlova, who carried out a that the meetings are attended reguseries of twelve public meetings at the larly by local residents."
Center, with two teaching classes a
week at the Center and an important
Cleveland
study group in a private home. The
From
a
Committee
of the Spiritual
New York friends are happy to report
Assembly
comes
a
report
from which
that these public meetings have consistently filled the hall and are result- these interesting items are quoted: "In
ing in the formation of a class of in- Cleveland we are growing in numbers
and we feel also, in the consciousness
terested students.
of the beauty, importance and scope
of the Cause. . . . It has seemed best
Teaneck
in Cleveland this year for each mem(West Englewood)
ber, in so far as it is possible, to have
A Semi-Annual Report made to the the Bahi'i Community meeting in the
N. S. A. presents a wide variety of homes. Each member. holds the meetwell-arranged activities, those of most ing every Friday evening for a month.
widespread general interest being as A Monday evening teaching group is
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
follows :
"The arrangement of the public Dale S. Cole. On Thursday afternoon
programs for our Sunday and Wednes- a meeting is held at the home of Alice
day meetings has shown the results of Doolittle, and Tuesday evening at the
great effort and exertion on the part Sandoz Fencing Academy."
The Assembly expresses the desire
of members of this committee, in providing speakers from various BahL'i for speakers from other cities. A list
communities on the occasion of their of 1.000 names has been compiled from
visit to West Englewood. During this students of liberal groups which the
year we have had the pleasure of Assen~blywill plan to use for develgreeting many friends from distant oping the public meetings and teaching
cities, including Mr. and Mrs. Charles classes.
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THE TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
A S u m w r y of tbe Proceedings

A devotional service in the Auditorium of the House of Worship gave
spiritual preparation for the Convention sessions.
T h e Convention was opened by Carl
Scheffler, presiding officer of the National Spiritual Assembly in the absence of Allen B. McDaniel, chairman.
A prayer was read by Miss Fanny
Knoblock.
Roll call. Sixty delegates responded
to the roll call of ninety-five delegates
representing sixty local Baha'i cornmunities read by the secretary of the
National Assembly.
Election o f C o n v e ~ l ~ i o Officers.
i~
Ballots were cast successively for the
office of Convention chairman and the
office of Convention secretary. Alfred
E- Lunt was elected chairman, Horace
Holley secretary.
T h e Convention chairman made
brief remarks on the importance of the
Annual Meeting.
McDaniel was
A letter from
his g reetin g to the
read
delegates and his regret that illness
prevented his attendance.
A~wztlal Report of Natioiml Spiritu d Assefi'b'~. O n behalf of the Assernbly, its secretary read the annual
report, the text of which is published
in this issue of B A H . ~N' E~WS .
v o t e d : T~ appoint a committee to
draft a message frolll the convention
t o the Guardian, the message to include an expression of grateful appreciation for his translation of excerpts
f r o m Tablets of Bahi'u'l]ah.
The
committee appointed was : Mrs. Jeanne
Bolles, Charles Mason Remey, Leroy
Ioas.
V o t e d : T o accept the Annual report
with thanks.
Telegrams of greeting were presente d a t various intervals during the Convention from the following : Binghamton community, Santa Monica group

(which reported a donation of $50?.00
to the Temple), Los Angeles delegates
(Elmor Duckett, Oni Finks, Louise
Waite, Loa Shaffer, W. P. Hatch),
Philadelphia community, Monroe Assembly and community.
An invitation was read from the
Chicago Spiritual Assembly to attend
a reception as guests of the comnlunity
and local Assembly at the Baha'i Center, 116 South Michigan Avenue,
Moilday evening, April 29.
TYeajzrreyJsReport. Delegates were
a copy of a financial
supplied
statement of the National Baha'i Fund
for the period of eleven months ended
~~~~h 31, 1935, consisting of an rnconle and E~~~~~~statement and an
~
~ of E~~~~~~~
~
together
l
~ with
Inconle and Expense Statements of
the Temple and Green Acre Trustees
for the sanle period. An income of
$55,170.08 was shown.
These figures and the financial matters of the year were explained orally
by the Treasurer, Roy C. Wilhelm.
Of the entire income for the eleven
months mentioned above, the sum of
$40,800.00 was devoted to T~~~~~
construction and maintenance,
Voted: That the National Assembly
be requested in its financial reports to
separate the items of funds received
froni non-Baha'is from those of funds
received from believers.
Voted: T o recommend that the National Spiritual Asse~nblyprovide local
Assernblies with uniform receipt books
for issuing receipts to individual
donors.
Message to the Gzdardiaii. T h e draft
of cablegram to be sent by tlie Convention to Shoglii Effendi as reported
by tlie conlnlittee was approved, and
the following message was sent: "Delegates representing Baha'is (of) United
States (and) Canada fervently desire

(to) rededicate (their) lives ( t o )
World Order ( o f ) Baha'u'llah. S u p
plicate Divine confirmation through
guidance ( o f ) beloved Guardian.
Boundless gratitude for Gleanings
(from) Writings (of) Baha'u'llah just
received, and opportunity (to) participate (in the) protection (of the)
property (surrounding the) Holy
Shrines at World Center. Praying alleviation (of the) Persian Baha'is.
Ridvan greeting."
Voted: T o recommend that a sign
be placed in the Temple Auditorium
with words of Baha'u'llah or the Bab
concerning silence in the Mashriqu'lAdhkar.
Land oil M t . Carmel. At the chairman's request, Mountfort Mills explained the Guardian's plan to develop
the Bahi'i area on Mt. Carmel, which
consists approximately of a strip of
~
1200
i feet in~ width from the highland
way along tlie base to the top of Mt.
Carmel.

-
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Friday Afternoon

Race Amity. Under the leadership
of Louis G. Gregory, representing the
Race Amity Committee, general consultation was given to this subject.
Benjamin Taylor reported on the recent Amity Conference held at Cincinnati, Mrs. Mariam Haney spoke of
the development of Amity activities in
Washington, and Mrs. Sara Walrath
explained the policy adopted by the
Chicago Assembly this year to have
only Bah5'i speakers on the programs
of public Amity meetings.
The A ~ n i t yideal was feelingly upheld by Dr. Zia Bagdadi of Chicago,
Mrs. Dorothy Baker of Lima, and
Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux of Yonkers.
After interesting reports and reinarks
by Charles Mason Remey, Charles
Reimer, Dr. E . Leonore Morris and
~Mrs. Georgie Wiles, Mr. Gregory
sunlrned up the discussion, which had
clarified the question of the special responsibility
laid upon Xnlerican
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Baha'is to solve the problem of race
prejudice, and shared with all delegates the fruit of long experience in
a number of Balii'i communities as
well as in the National Amity Committee itself concerning the best methods of upholding the Amity ideal.
Voted: The recommendation that
the National Assembly make a survey
this year to determine how many racial, religious and national elements
are represented in the American Bahi'i
community.
Temple Trustees. Carl Scheffler led
the discussion of this topic, recalling
the beginnings of the Temple activity,
tracing the successive rises and relapses of interest in the Temple corresponding to the degree of unity and
devotion existing throughout the national Bah6'i community, and referring particularly to the difficult financial problems of the past year.
Among the views and suggestions
presented were-Mrs. Lulu Alexander
gave the "five steps" in all Baha'i
achievement explained by the Guardian : Prayer and meditation, decision,
determination, confidence, action ;
Charles Reimer felt that local Treasurers should more fully explain the
national Bah6'i needs to their communities; Mme. Gita Orlova spoke of
the special inspiration in the prayer
on page 110 of the Baha'i Prayers;
Dr. Zia Bagdadi told how his father
had contributed to the first Mashriqu'lAdhkar, at Ishqabad; Mrs. Sandoz
stressed the importance of united contributions; and Mr. Scheffler concluded the period by pointing out that it
is a spiritual disease to consider a
privilege as a problem, appealing to
the delegates to return home and impress upon their communities the true
ideal of the National Fund.
Friday Evening

This session was open to all believers, both delegates and visiting friends.
The subject of teaching continued
throughout the evening.
Leroy Ioas, representing the Teaching Committee, served as leader of the
discussion. After pointing out that
each divine Religion recreates itself
continually by promotion of the Faith,
he read the Annual Report of the
Teaching Committee, which is published elsewhere in this issue.
Regional representatives of the
Committee, and teachers active during
the year, were then called upon to
speak.
Dale S. Cole described the formation of a youth group in Flint, as the
result of the influence of the Sunilner
School at Louhelen Ranch, which led
,eventually to the establishnlerlt of a
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CONVENTION MESSAGE
TO THE GUARDIAN
Delegates representing Baha'is (of) United States (and)
Canada fervently desire (to) rededicate (their) lives (to) World
Order (of) Baha'u'llah. Supplicate Divine confirmation through
guidance (of) beloved Guardian.
Boundless gratitude for Gleanings (from) Writings* (of)
Bahi'u'llih just received, and
opportunity (to) participate (in
the) protection (of the) property
(surrounding the) Holy Shrines
at World Center. Praying alleviation (of the) Persian Ba.ha'is. Ridvan greeting.
C ONVENTION .

* The

Guardian's translat!on oi excerpts from Tablets oi Bahi'u'llah recently received by the National Spiritual Assembly and referred to in its
Annual Report.

ity of spiritual personality, bringing as
it does the capacity of invoking the
best in others.
Mrs. Ruth Moffett described the
spiritual attitude of the true teacher,
with special reference to a passage she
quoted from the Master's Tablet on
"Apostles of Bahi'u'llah."
During the general consultation following these brief addresses, Ernest
Harrison read an article recently published in a Montreal paper on the
world's need of a Divine King. Mrs.
Pauline Hannen summed up many of
the preceding thoughts by emphasizing the boundless possibilities that will
arise when all believers join actively in
using the different instruments of service which have been developed in the
Cause.
Mrs. Nellie S. French then presented an article published in Pasadena
on the Revelation, followed by Dr. Clement Woolson who emphasized the
need of understanding the "Inner Significances."
Cablegram from tbe Guardian

Spiritual A4sseinbly in that city.
Dr. E. Leonore Morris gave information about methods of working
through Parent Teachers Association
groups.
The formation of new groups and
Assemblies in the South was reported
by Miss Georgie Wiles, with particular reference to the teaching work of
Louis G. Gregory at Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Orcella Rexford presented the
Cause in terms of the living of a glorious life, and shared her experiences
in attracting large study classes at
Spokane, Boise, Phoenix and San
Diego.
Mountfort Mills reported on methods used in developing interesting
Fireside study groups at New York.
Saturday Morning

After introductory remarks by
Alfred E. Lunt, Convention chairman,
and the decision of the delegates that
the sessions were to conform to Daylight Saving time, the subject of teaching was resumed.
Mme. Gita Orlova of New York
described her method of presenting
the World Order of Baha'u'llih to
the public, based upon the view that
the Administrative Order is the normal condition of order in the House
of Baha'u'llih.
Miss Fanny ICnoblock eloquently
reminded the believers of the spiritual
obligation incumbent upon each Baha'i
to teach every day.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker then spoke on
the power of silence as a great qual-

At this point the Convention received the following cablegram from
Shoghi Effendi : "Advise delegates
visitors hold special devotional gathering Temple auditorium suplicate assistance invisible Host Abha Kingdom
emancipation long suffering brethren
in Baha'u'llih's native land. May
America's incessant striving redoubled
exertion compensate enforced inactivity so large a section organized body
His followers."
Following discussion of the method
by which best to meet this appeal, it
was voted to make the devotional service of the Ridvan Feast to be held
Saturday evening in the Auditorium a
meeting of supplication, the arrangements to be made by a committee of
three including Albert Windust, chairman of the Ridvan Feast Committee,
the cominittee to be appointed by the
Convention chairman.
The following committee was then
appointed: Albert Windust, Mrs. Walrath, Dr. Zia Bagdadi.
Resuming the subject of teaching,
Mrs. Jelsett reported on a Bahi'i
women's organization which has been
form-d at Seattle.
Archives. The discussion of this
subject was led by the chairman of
the Archives Committee, Edwin W.
Mattoon. H e exhibited a number of
original Tablets, especially that revealed by 'Abdu'l-Baha to the House
of Justice, Chicago, in 1901. The
friends were reminded that photostatic
copies of Tablets can be obtained
through the Archives Committee at SC
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each. There are a few more than 1,000
original signed Tablets in the Archives, about 500 with the original
translation and some 200 with no
translation. The only Tablet revealed
t o people in South America was also
shown.
Suggestions were made for the
maintenance of local Archives by the
local Assemblies.
The material desired for the National Archives includes : Tablets from
the Master, letters from Shoghi
Effendi, and relics associated with
members of the Holy Household.
Charles Mason Remey spoke of his
long experience in this work and urged
that local Assemblies give full cooperation in assisting the committee to
complete its store of Bahi'i records.
Albert Windust described the beginning of the Archives Committee
work in collecting the Master's TabIets, and pointed out that the proper
permanent place for the Archives is in
the Temple Foundation. He mentioned the fact that 'Abdu'l-Bah5 revealed for the Chicago Assembly a
prayer for the closing as well as the
opening of its meetings.
Benjamin Taylor reported that he
has original letters from Thornton
Chase.
Saturday Af ternom
Preceding the annual election, Alfred E. Lunt, Convention chairman,
spoke of the importance of this function given the delegates, and made
spiritual preparation by reading a Tablet revealed to the late Mrs. Kate Ives
interpreting her dream of three birds.
The chairman appointed as tellers
Philip Marangello, Mrs. Ruth hloffett,
Charles Mason Remey. T o the tellers were handed by the secretary of
the N. S. A. thirty-three sealed ballots
mailed in by absent delegates.
Words of Shoghi Effendi on the
subject of the annual election were
also read by the chairman.
After all delegates present at the
Convention had handed in their ballots, the tellers retired.
Pttblicity. I n the absence of Mrs.
Ruth Randall Brown, committee chairman, Mrs. Nina Matthisen read a
statement prepared by Mrs. Brown.
This was followed by general discussion.
Mrs. Nellie S. French reported on
the Bah5'i column which for some two
years she has prepared for publication
in Pasadena Star-News consisting of
excerpts under the heading "The Loom
of Reality."
Voted: That the Convent'on request

---
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SHOGHI EFFENDI'S REPLY
TO CONVENTION
MESSAGE
Heartily reciprocate sentiments
conveyed (in) your message.
Appeal assembled delegates and
incoming National Assembly
earnestly deliberate measures required (to) stimulate all local
communities (and) groups (to)
lend immediate, unprecedented
impetus (to) teaching activities
throughout United States (and)
Canada. Sustained concentration (on) this paramount issue
can alone reveal potentialities
(of) beloved Temple and enable
superb self -sacrifice associated
with it (to) yield its fairest
fruit.

SHOGHJ.

(This cablegram was received
after the Convention adjourned. )
Mrs. French, through the Id. S. A.,
to make available to local Assemblies
her method of developing local publicity.
Albert Windust reported on the
publicity obtained in Chicago through
exhibit of the Temple model in store
windows.
Dr. Lewis then spoke of the methods which had been used in Milwaukee to secure news about the special
teaching program carried out this year:
first, paid advertising in advance of
the meetings, then billboard displays
and distribution of printed programs
through organizations, all of which
created the necessary public interest to
justify the papers in 'reporting the
program.
Dr. A. Laurence Morris described
graphically his methods of developing
publicity for the Racine Assembly,
emphasizing the need for continuous
direct contact with local editors and
reporters.
BahdJi Administration En the absence of Allen B. McDaniel, Horace
Holley Ied the discussion on this subject. Among the points clarified or
emphasized were: that the concept of
"spirituality" in previous religions was
restricted to the realm of personal relations and subjective experience,
while in the Faith of Bahi'u'llih it has
been enlarged to include the functions
of social institutions; that as the
Guardian once wrote, the basis of Bahi'i unity is no longer the individual
but the Assembly; that the N. 5. A.
some time ago adopted a ruling under

-
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which its secretary can answer letters
which bring up questions which can be
settled either by reference to the recognized principles of Bahi'i administration, quotations from the Guardian's
letters or by citing decisions already
made by the N. S. A.
At this point the committee appointed to make arrangements for the meeting of supplication reported that it
had prepared a service of readings and
that the meeting would be held in the
Temple Auditorium at 7 :30 P. M.
Voted: After discussion this resolution was adopted-The Convention
delegates here assembled record their
firm resolv~to urge all believers immediately to shoulder the responsibilities and sacrifices necessary to fulfil the collective obligations, first, to
contribute the balance required for
purchase of the Dumit property in
Haifa, and then to provide means for
the completion of the clerestory contract in connection with Temple construction.
On learning that the tellers could
not report at this session the result
of the annual election, it was voted to
receive the tellers' report at 9:30
A. M., Sunday, April 28.
Saturday Evening
A meeting of supplication was held
in the Temple Auditorium, after which
the delegates and visitors met in Foundation Hall for the celebration of the
Feast of Ridvin.
Sunday Mmning
After the devotional period in the
Auditorium, the business session was
opened with prayer read by Miss Sylvia Payne.
B a W i Adrn.inistration, continued.
How local Assemblies should proceed
in effecting legal incorporation was explained by George 0. Latimer. Consultation followed on the subject of
developing the social activities of a
local community. Miss Rideout reported on a feast given in Boston, and
Charles Mason Remey spoke on a play
which has been enacted by young people of Washington.
An interesting inter-raciaI gathering
held in Yonkers was described by Mrs.
Maude Gaudreaux. Miss Rideout gave
an account of the pageant conducted
at Green Acre last summer under the
direction of Mrs. Bowditch. Mrs.
Nellie S. French followed with a report of an entertainment held in Los
Angeles.
Dr. Zia Bagdadi then explained an
important distinction which 'Abdu'lBahi made between true entertainment
and recreation, and the forms of en-
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The tellers reported the following
result of the election of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Number of delegates eligible to
vote . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
Ballots received from absent delegates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Ballots cast at the Convention. . . . 60
Ballots rejected as imperfect (because in each case the voter had
written one name twice). . . . . . . 2
Number of ballots constituting the
election . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91
The nine members elected were as
follows :Roy C. Wilhelm, 71 votes.
Horace Holley, 64 votes.
George 0. Latimer, 62 votes.
Allen B. McDaniel, 61 votes.
Carl Schefler, 61 votes.
Leroy Ioas, 53 votes.
Nellie S. French, 45 votes.
Alfred E. Lunt, 44 votes.
Mountfort Mills, 44 votes.
The tellers' report was accepted, and
the tally sheet and ballots were handed
in for the retords of the N. S. A.
Bahb'i Y o u t h . In the absence of
Paul Haney, Youth Con~mitteechairman, Miss S y lvia Payne opened the
discussion with the reading of a statement by the committee secretary, Miss
Marion Holley.
Lorne Matteson reported on the
youth activities of the Chicago conlmunity. Wilfred Barton presented
the problem of Baha'i youth as consisting in the integration of their activities and the increase of their ca-

-
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tertainment to be considered mere dis- pacity to serve the Faith. A. Ii. Kaltraction and waste of time for be- antar suggested that the national
lievers. This was amplified by Alfred Youth Committee be appointed with
E. Lunt and Charles iMason Remey in a membership in Chicago, as geoa n account of the Master's attitude as graphical center of many Assemblies,
revealed at Green Acre in 1912.
and that local Youth Committees arA plea for the development of cul- range weekly meetings for non-believtural centers in local Bahi'i con~nlu- ers. H e described an entertainment
nities was expressed by William De which had been given a t the High
Forge. Dr. E. Lenore Morris brought School in West Englewood by the
out the fact that recreation is good or believers for the relief of the fund
otherwise according to the spirit in for destitute citizens of the town, an
which it is conducted, as for example, action which the Guardian had later
dancing can be a beautiful art when commended.
properly appreciated. An example of
Speaking as an art teacher in daily
cultural activity was cited by Roy C. touch with youth, Carl Scheffler gave
Wilhelm in the case of the programs his impression of the developments gorendered by William De Forge's or- ing on among the younger generation.
chestra at West Englewood.
Modern youth is serious, atld seeks
Voted: That the N. S. A. appoint reality. It wants a contact with the
a committee to develop a cultural pro- larger forces of life. The older gengram satisfying the Bahi'i standard eration should teach by their example,
laid down in the Master's teaching that and endeavor to find out what young
recreation which is healthful and pro- people themselves want and require.
ductive of moral uplift is very iniporAlbert Windust expressed the view
tant in the Cause; this program when that there is need of defining the term
approved to be published in B A H A ' ~ "youth" and the boundaries of the age
N EWS.
limits in connection with the organiza-
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tion of youth activities in the Cause.
Philip Marangello emphasized our
collective need of youth's enthusiasm.
Dr. E. Lenore Morris emphasized the
capacity of youth to organize and face
realities. Mrs. Jeanne Bowles pointed
out that Bahi'i communities renew
then~selvesthrough the constant influx
of young and ardent believers.
Suiitrner Schools. George 0. Latimer led the consultation on this subject, the importance of which the
Guardian has frequently pointed out.
Details of the work as conducted at
Green Acre, Geyserville and Louhelen
Ranch were described by Dale S. Cole,
Mrs. Dorothy Baker and Philip Marangello.
Voted: The recommendation that
the N. S. -4. in future call the Convention so as to begin on a Thursday,
with all annual reports and special
subjects f o r consultation finished before the time of the annual election on
Saturday. leaving the rest of Saturday
afternoon and Sunday morning for
consultation with the incoming Assembly, Sunday evening to be free
for all delegates.

3 0 Convention session was held
Sunday afternoon, on account of the
public meeting. I t was estimated that
between six and seven hundred people
attended the public meeting. The program consisted of addresses by Mme.
Gita Orlova, Paul Haney and Mountfort Mills.

Sunday Evening
This session was devoted to a completion of unfinished iteins on the
agenda, and consultation with the
newly elected N. S. A.
A healing prayer was read for a
number of believers who were ill.
T h e chairman extended the welcome
of the Convention to Miss Edna True,
just returned from Haifa.
Miss True stated that the Guardian
had said to her that it is no longer
necessary for him to send messages by
returning pilgrims, but because she
was returning in time to attend the
Convention, he requested her to deliver these two messages to the believers.
First, on teaching. When the Temple emergency is met, every effort
must be made to extend teaching activities, not only in America but in
South America and other countries.
The Guardian wants teachers who can
actually reside abroad long enough t o
establish the Cause firmly.
Second, on the Summer Schools.
The believers must study the history
and teachings of Islam, obtaining authentic translations of works by Islamic writers.
Through Miss True Shoghi Effendi
sent to the National Assen~blya picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha-the reproduction by a new process of a photograph
showing the Master in profile, with the
statement that this picture can be used
as the N. S. A. may decide.
Sziln~nerSclzools, contit~zted.
Mrs. Jeanne Bolles spoke of the
blessing which the Master had given
Green Acre, calling it the "Green
Akka" of the West.
With reference to the advice that
Summer Schools include Islam on
their programs, Leroy Ioas reported
that valuable information can be found
in Draper's Intellectual Development
of Europe. Other works cited were
T h e Glorious Koran, a translation, by
Pickthall, and Christ in Islam, by Robsom. Dr. Bagdadi pointed out how
the Guardian has successively brought
the believers to the study of Bahi'ulIlah, then of the Bib, and now to the
study of Islam.
World Order Magazit~e. At the request of the Convention chairman,
Mrs. Marian1 Haney read a letter written her by Shoghi Effendi stating that
the outcoine of the magazine union
would be very good, and that the
change in 110 way signified that the
Rahi'i Magazine had not been a success. Mrs. Hanev explained that
she wished to read this letter in order
to remove any question about the
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All-praise be to the one true Godexalted be His glory-inas~nuch as H e
hafh, through the Pen of the Most
High, unlocked the doors of men's
hearts. Every verse which this Pen
hath revealed is a bright and shining
portal that discloseth the glories of a
saintly and pious life, of pure and
stainless deeds. The sunumor~s and
the message which W e gave were
never intended to reach or to benefit
one land or one people only. Mank i d ita its entirety must firmly adhere
to whatsoever hath been revealed and
vouchsafed unto it. Then and only
then zwill it attain unto true liberty.
T h e whole earth is illuminated m.th
the resplendent glory of God's Revelation. I n the year sixty H e W h o heralded the light of Divine Gztidance~m31'all creation be a sacrifice unto
Hi9n--arose to announce a fresh revelation of the Divine Spirit, and zwas
followed, twenty years later, by H i m
through Whose coming the world was
rnade the recipient of this promised
glory, this wondrous favor. Behold
how the generality of mankind hath
been. endued with the capacity to
hearken unto God's most exalted
Word- the Word upon which must
depend the gathering together and
spiritual resurrection of all men. . . .
-BAHA)ULLAH.
LETTERS FROM SHOGHI
EFFENDI
T h e following important explanations and instructions have been received from the Guardian in reply to
questions asked him by the National
Spiritual Assembly during recent
months.
Titte of the Awaversary Observed
on November 2 6
"The Guardian suggests that the
Committee in charge of the publication
of T h e Bahh'i World should change
the designation of the Bahi'i Anni-
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versary celebration on the 26th of ,November, known as 'Fite Day of 'Abdu'l-Bahi' to 'The Day of the Covenant,' as the latter is a much more
appropriate title."-(Haifa, April 28,
1935.)
Translation of Symbol of the
Greatest Name
" He also wishes me to inform you
that the symbol of the Greatest Name
represents an invocation which can be
translated either as '0 Glory of Glories' or '0 Glory of the All-Glorious.'
The word glory used in this connection is a translation of the Arabic term
'Baha,' the name of Bah6'u'116h."
(Haifa, April 28, 1935.)
The Voting Right
"I feel I must reaffirm the vital importance and necessity of the right of
voting-a sacred responsibility of
which no adult recognized believer
should be deprived, unless he is associated with a community that has not
as yet been in a position to establish
a local Assembly. This distinguishing
right which the believer possesses,
however, does not carry with it nor
does it imply an obligation to cast his
vote, if he feels that the circumstances
under which he lives do not justify or
allow him to exercise that right intelligently and with understanding. This
is a matter which should be left to
the individual to decide himself according to his own conscience and discretion." (Haifa, April 28, 1935.)
Note: The Guardian refers to the voting right in connection with Bahi'i
elections, not civil elections.-Editor.
Chanting in the Temple
"As regards the chanting of Tablets
in the Temple, Shoghi Effendi wishes
in this connection to urge the friends
to avoid all forms of rigiditv and uniformity in matters of worship. There
is no objection to the recital o r chanting of prayers in the Oriental language, but there is also no obligation

whatsoever of adopting such a form of
prayer at any devotional service in the
auditorium of the Temple. It should
neither be required nor prohibited.
The important thing that should always be borne in mind is that with the
exception of certain specific obligatory
prayers, Baha'u'llah has given us no
strict or special rulings in matters of
worship, whether in the Temple or
elsewhere.
Prayer is essentially a
comn~union between man and God.
- -and as such transcends all ritualistic
forms and formulae." (Haifa, June
15, 1935.)
Membership in Non-Bahi'i Religious
Assochtkms
"Concerning membership in non-Baha'i religious associations, the Guardian wishes to re-emphasize the general principle already laid down in his
comn~unicationsto your Assembly and
also to the individual believers that no
Bahi'i who wishes to be a wholehearted and sincere upholder of the
distinguishing principles of the Cause
can accept full membership in any nonBahi'i ecclesiastical organization. For
such an act would necessarily imply
only a partial acceptance of the Teachings and laws of the Faith, and an incomplete recognition of its independent
status, and would thus be tantamount
to an act of disloyalty to the verities
it enshrines. For it is only too obvious that in most of its fundamental
assumptions the Cause of Bahi'u'llih ,
is completely at variance with outworn %.
creeds. ceremonies and institutions. T o
be a Baha'i and at the same time accept membership in another religious
body is simply an act of contradiction
that no sincere and logicallv minded
person can possibly accept. T o follow
Rahi'u'llih does not mean accepting
some of His teachings and rejecting
the rest. Allegiance to His Cause
must be uncompromising and whofehearted. During the davs of the Master the Cause was still in a stage that
~~
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made such an open and sharp dissociatlon between it and other religious organizations, and particularly the hlusllm Faith, not only inadvisable but
practically impossible to establish. But
since His passing events throughout
the Baha'i world, and particularly in
Egypt where the hlusliin religious
courts have formally testified to the
independent character of the Faith,
have developed to a point that have
made such an assertion of the independence of the Cause not only highly
desirable but absolutely essential."
(Haifa, June 15, 1935.)
On Teaching
"There is one more point to which
the Guardian wishes to draw again
your Assenibly's attention. I t is the
question of teaching, and its paramount
importance in these days of rapid administrative development of the Cause
in America. H e has already, through
Miss Edna True, conveyed this same
message to your Assembly, and is
gratified to witness the wide and deep
response it has awakened among the
friends. H e hopes and prays that
whatever means the N. S. A. in collaboration with the National Teaching
Committee may adopt for the furtherance of this most vital objective may
meet with complete success." (Haifa,
June 15, 1935.)

A BAHA'I HISTORICAL RECORD
Letter from the
National Spi'ritual Assembly
Beloved Friends :
I n developnient of a suggestion advanced by tlie Archives Committee, the
National Assembly will during the
coming month distribute to local Assemblies, to local groups and to isolated believers a printed form entitled
"Baha'i Historical Record."
This form provides space for the
answers to a number of questions by
every believer, and when the forms
are filled out and returned the result
will be an accurate record of each
-4merican Baha'i's connection wit11 the
Cause.
I n the case of the local Spiritual
Assemblies, enough copies will be sent
to make possible two duplicate records
of all members of the con~nlunityone set of records to be returned to
the N. S. -4. and the other, duplicate
set retained for the local Archives. I n
the case of groups and isolated believers, one copy will be sent for each
believer, and this when filled out can
be returned as soon as possible to the
National Office.
I n the opinion of the Assembly, the
time has come for such a thorough
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and complete Baha'i census, particularly since the form as prepared will constitute a permanent historical record
attesting the necessary facts concernIng every duly recognized believer.
'I'ne full-hearted cooperation of each
Assembly, each group and in fact of
every A~nerican Baha'i is requested
in order that this extensive undertaking may be carried to conipletion during the present Baha'i year.
The local Assemblies will find in
this project a new and significant relationship with all members of the local
community, particularly with those
who have not been active in attendance
at tlie meetings. The responsibility
for seeing that all enrolled members
fill out and sign the two duplicate
forms may well be taken as a n opportunity for renewing their interest and
stimulating their spirit of service.
I n future, that the records may be
kept up to date, the local Assembly on
enrolling each new believer can a t the
time have the believer make out his
or her Baha'i historical form in duplicate and from time to time send one
form to the National Office.
In this connection the suggestion is
made that local Assemblies might begin to develop their own local Archives, preserving for the future all
such records as bear upon the Cause
in their community and are not suitable for the National Archives. An
outline will be found in the report of
the Archives Committee published in
Bakh'i N e w s for September, 1934.
T h e ultimate purpose of all such undertakings is to impress upon us all
the importance of our connection with
the Faith of BahA'u'llih, our niembership in His rapidly developing World
Order. The hope of tlie National
Spiritual Assembly is that tlie spirit
of teaching, the intense yearning to assist in promoting the Cause, will be
augmented during this occasion, when
we join in one definite activity linking
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada in the effort to begin a new
and complete census with distinct historical interest.
The supreme cause of teaching has
been strongly reinforced by the
Bahi'i Sunimer Schools, which during
the past few years have succeeded in
raising the standard of Bahi'f education to a high level. From reports recently received it appears that the
friends in all parts of the country are
making every effort to attend the
School in their region. T h e result will
surely be to increase our collective capacity to study and teach during the
coming year.
Before definite plans for teaching
are adopted and published, it will be

helpful if we go back in our minds and
recognize tlie unique spiritual power
which distinguished so many teachers
in the early days of the Cause in America, before the literature of the Cause
was available in printed form, and before it was possible to develop in any
way the educational institutions now
rising in the Cause. Those believers
possessed the power to attract and C O N firnt-whether
or not they possessed
the power to give detailed instruction.
Their hearts were fired with the sacredness of their mission, and this
flame cannot be replaced by even the
most highly developed teaching facilities and teaching technique. There
will always be a distinction between
confirmation and instruction. Instruction is essential, but without confirmation it is void of life. Therefore, a s
the appeal for increased teaching begins to resound, and we improve our
conduct of classes and public meetings,
let us not overlook the fact that the
humblest and most illiterate soul may
have the greatest capacity t o attract
and confirm.

Tlae beginning of all tkirlgs i s the
knowledge of God, and the elad of all
things i s strict observance of whatsoeaer hatlz been sent dozvrc from the
elnpyrenn of tlze Divine W i l l that perz~ndethall that is i n the henzrens and all
that i s on the earth -BAHTULLAH.
THE SITUATION I N PERSIA
From Letter from tbe Guardian t o
Allen B. McDaniel, May 2 1 , 1 9 3 5
With reference to the situation in
Persia, conditions have slightly improved, and the manifold restrictions
inp posed upon the friends have relatively decreased. The schools, however,
are still closed, and the believers have
refused to send their children to nonBaha'i schools. Even the non-believers are extremely reluctant to send
their children to non-Bahh'i educational institutions, in view of the bad
training in conduct and character that
they are apt to receive.
Apart from this question of the
schools, however, the general situation
is decidedly improving. The authorities look to the believers with much
less suspicion than before, and they
even tolerate things which a few
months before they would consider as
deserving the severest punishment.
Communications between Haifa and
Persia, though not yet quite normal,
are much less interfered with. Telegrams are no longer confiscated. There
seems to be a relaxation in the Persian government's policy concerning
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the Cause. And such a relaxation, the
Guardian feels, is due in part to the
whole-hearted obedience of the believers to tlie orders of the Government.
The Persian Baha'is have, indeed,
demonstrated, by their deeds, that
they are loyal and law-abiding citizens,
that no matter how severe the restrictions imposed upon them they are
willing to obey their government in all
matters which do not constitute a direct
challenge to their vital religious beliefs. The believers have even gone to
the extent of obeying and adhering
:crupulously to the indirect orders
and wishes of the government.
ELECTION OF NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'IS OF IRAN
From T i h r i n has been received this
important announcement, dated May
12, 1935.
"It is with the greatest pleasure that
we announce to you the good news of
the formation of the new National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of
Iran (Persia) for the year 92. W e are
very glad that, by divine bounty, notwithstanding the lack of necessary
means and the existing difficulties, this
great object has been achieved, though
the elections were made through correspondence with various Bahi'i ASsemblies and centers in Iran.
"The members elected to the National Assembly a r e : Mirza Ali Akbar
Khan Foroutan, Mirza Vali'u'llah
Khan Vargha, Dr. Youness Khan
Afroukhteh, Mirza Shu'a'ullah Khan
Ala'i, Jinabi Amin-i-Amin, Mirza
Allinen Khan Yezdani, Jinabi Fadil-iMazandarani,
Mirza
Enayatullah
Khan Ahmed Poor, Mirza M.ahmoud
Khan Badi'i.
"Postal address of the Assembly:
Mirza Ali Khan Foroutan, Khiabab-iPahlevi,
Koucheh-i-Mehdieh,
N O.
2002. Teheran, Iran.
"We liereby request all the National
Spiritual Assemblies to open correspondence with us and keep us in touch
with their Bahi'i activities and news.
W e shall not fail, in our turn, to communicate to you the news of the sacred
country of Iran."
From a letter dated May 14 is
quoted the following reference to current conditions :
"The RahA'i Schools in Yezd and
Abadeh also have lately been closed
down, namely four primary schools in
Yezd and one secondary school in
Abadeh by order of the Ministry of
Education for having celebrated the
first and second of Muharram and the
Ridvan holidays. At present no Bah6'i
schools exist in the whole of Iran.

I

Dearly beloved co-worker :
I am deeply appreciative of the
spirit animating you, your dear
mother, and the American believers in making th-se contributions for tlie safeguarding and
promotion of the interest o i the
Faith at its world c ~ n t r e . It will,
1 am sure, be of interest to you
and to your co-workers to learn
that so far no less than fifty
thousand (50,000) square pics
of land within the area dedicated
to the shrines on Mt. Carmel has
been transferred to the Palestine
Branch of your Assembly. The
Indian National Assembly has
also established its Palestine
Branch this year and other Assemblies are following their example.
The prestige of the
Faith, as a result of these accomplishments, has been considerably enhanced.
Your true brother,
.
SHOGHI
(From letter to the Nationul
Treasurer, dated May 26. 1935.)

"No Bahi'i meetings or public gatherings are held in the Hazirat-ul-Quds.
"The Police Departments in various
towns and provinces in Persia have
ceased to some extent to bear pressure
on the friends; in other words the restrictions on the friends have decreased
to some extent in most of the towns.
"Small meetings of friends are held
in private houses both in Teheran and
in the provinces.
"Some cablegrams have lately been
received from our beloved Guardian.
. . . The friends in Iran (Persia) are
facing the recent happenings and restrictions with much steadfastness and
are prepared to carry out the orders
and wishes of our belowed Guardian
with much courage."
COLLECTING TABLETS REVEALED TO THE "DISCIPLES
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA" ,
O n page 84 of The BahLi'i World,
Vol. 111, are photographs of nineteen
Western Bahi'is whom Shoghi Effendi
designated the "Disciples of 'Abdu'lRahi." The names are: Dr. J. E.
Esslemont. Mr. Thornton Chase. Mr.
Howard MacNutt, M.iss Sarah Fartner, M. Hippolyte Drevfus-Barney,
Miss Lillian Kappes, Mr. Robert
Turner, Dr. Arthur Brauns. Mr. W.
H. Randall, Mrs. Lua M. Getzinger,
Mr. Joseph Hannen. Mr. C. I.
Thacher, Mr. Charles Greenleaf, Mrs.
J. D. Brittingham, Mrs. Thornburgh,

Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mr. ~ ; t l ~ uP.r
Dodge, Mr. William H. Hoar, Dr. J.
G. Augur.
T h e Archives C o m n i i t ~proposes
to collect all Tablets revealed to these
departed believers, and phile many of
the Tablets are already in the Archives
it is probable that the collection is by
no means complete, since a number of
these Bahi'is belonged to other national Baha'i communities.
This plan has been cordially approved by the National Spiritual Assembly, and the cooperation of all the
friends is besought in order to collect,
if not the originals at least photostatic
copies of the Tablets associated with
these nineteen heroes of the Faith.

Say: Teach ye the Cause of God, 0
people o f Bahd, for God hath prescribed unto every one the duty of prockiiming His Message, and regardeth
it as the most lneritorious of all deeds.
Such a deed is acceptable only when
he that teacheth the Cause is already a
firm believer in God, the Supreme Protector, the Gracious, the Almighty.
He hath, moreover, ordained that His
Came be taught through the power of
men's utterance, and not throuuk resort to violence. Thus kath ~ i ordii
nance been sent d m frow the Kingdom of Him W h o is the Most Exalted, the All-Wise. Beamre lest ye
contend with any one, nnv, strive to
?nuke him a w r e of the truth with
kindly nzanner and most convincing
exhortation. If your hearer respond,
he will have responded to his OWVI behoof, and .if not, turn ye away from
him; and set your faces towards God's
sacred Court, the seat of resplende)lt
holiness.
Dispute not m'th any one concerning the things of this world altd its
affairs, for God hath abandoned them
to such as have set their affection upon
them. Out of the whole world H e
hath chosen for Himself the hearts of
men- hemts which the hosts of revelation and of wtterance can subdue.
Thus hath it been ordained by the Fingers of Bahd, zipon the Tablet of God's
irrevocable decree, by the behest o f
Him W h o i s the Supreme Ordainer,
the A I I - K ~ ~ - ~ ~ . - B A H A ' V ' L L A H .
THE SOURCE OF BAHA'I
AUTHORITATIVE TEACHINGS
The friends are requested to hear in
mind the fact that the recognized and
authoritative Teachings to which all
BahA'is turn for guidance at this time
consist of the Tablets made available
from time to time by publication
through the recognized Bahd'i channels. Thus, while the Guardian has
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translated certain passages from Kitabi-Aqdas (published in Star of !he W r s t
some ten years ago), that work of
Bahi'u'llah, with ~ t sordinances concerning worship and other Bahi'i institutions, can not be used by any believer at present as an authority, since
the complete text awaits translation
and publication, and moreover is to be
pron~ulgatedby the Universal House
of Justice when that body comes into
existence.
BAHA'IS OF EGYPT HOLD
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
From Bahri'i N e w s Letter issued by
,he N. S. A. of Egypt, the following
report is quoted :
Seventeen delegates joyfully attentled the eleventh Annual Convention on
the 8th and 9th Ridvan while the two
other delegates could not attend, being
abroad. T h e session was opened at
the appointed time by chanting prayers
after which a Chairman and Secretary
were elected.
Distinguished by the spirit of fragrance and love which prevailed upon
the convention, delegates felt more
happy to have had in their midst our
dear friend Yousef Khan of Kerman,
Persia, who was delegated by our beloved Guardian to attend the Convention and to convey His loving greetings and hopes.
Conducting their work in a wider
scope and dealing with the various affairs pertaining to the Cause the convention issued important decisions that
will, from their practical attitude, back
the national activities, consolidate the
Baha'i administration and increase the
spirit of real and close cooperation between Bahi'is and their administrative
bodies in Egypt. Among the most inlportant questions dealt with were:
Necessity of conducting National
meetings regularly.
Fostering national activities and'
strengthening the bonds of unity.
Necessity of completing of registering the Declaration of Trust and perseverance in the appeal for obtaining
its official recognition.
Devising all means to have Haziratul-Quds be built this year.
Perfect unitv between Bahi'i Administrative Bodies and believers
whose foremost obligations are to COoperate with and support them so that
their foundation shall become more
consolidated, their prestige and influence more increased and the scope of
their activities be enlarged.
Second Session
O n the 9th of Ridvan the meeting
hall was crowded with a large number
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01 Cairo friends, vlsitors from Port
Said, Ismailla, '1anta antl Alexandria
and delegates, a very joyful gathering
indeed ! As per program prayers were
chanted, hymns recited and lectures
were given amid joy and happiness
during which refreshments were
served.
.
resumed
At 9 o'clock p. n ~ delegates
voting and following members were
elected to constitute the National Spiritual Assembly for 92: 3lohamed Eff.
Saeed, Dr. hlohamed Saleh, Abdulfattah Eff. Sabry, Youseph Eff. hlustapha, Ahmed Eff. Husni, Iskandar
Eff. Hanna, Mahmud Eff. Nochougati,
Ali Eff. Saadeldin, hlohamed Eff.
Mustapha.

on the 27th and 28th at a' well frequented meeting. She devoted three
evenings to the friends in Leipzig.
A t a common meeting ~ f ' t h e Quakers
and Baha'is in Berlin she delivered an
address on the subjec; "Faith," and a
simple reception in a Baha i home
united the Berlin friends with their
guests. Her next stops were Rostock
and Warnemuende. At both places
several meetings took place, inspiring
and strengthening the participants.
Proceeding to Hamburg, she devoted
an evening to Schwerin circle and the
friends in Luebeck. During her stay
in Hamburg the con~munitythere had
several intimate and more public meetings. Mr. and hlrs. Bishop made their
return trip via Bremen, Frankfort,
Heppenheim,
Weinheim, Heidelberg,
ACTIVITIES I N
Heinbronn, and Karlsruhe, exerting
GERMANY A N D AUSTRIA
their efforts everywhere. The end of
(From "Babb'i News" of Germany)
the trip saw our guests from Geneva
Our German Baha'i work received again in Stuttgart, Esslingen, and
a valuable contribution through the Goeppingen. O n the 1st of November
travels of hIr. and hlrs. Fozdar from they returned to their work at the
Bombay (India), hlr. and hlrs. Bish- Bahi'i Bureau at Geneva. All the
op iro111 Geneva, and Mrs. Silvia hlat- time they had worked with indefatigteson from Chicago ( U . S. A.). who able enthusiasm at all the places, teachcame to Germany upon the special ing and inspiring. Thus they have
request of the Guardian in order to made a most important contribution
visit the friends in the different com- towards the awakening of a new spirmunities, and to talk to them. The itual ilupulse and an increased devoFozdars, coming from Geneva, arrived tion to the service in our Faith. Sevon the 12th of September in Stuttgart eral newspapers brought reports and
where they held a fine spiritual eve- articles on the occasion of the visit of
ning with the community there; they our friends as the Hainbztrger Fremthen proceeded to London, visiting on denblatt in its evening edition of Septheir way the groups and comn1~1nitie; tember 19, and the Hamburger Tagein Heidelberg, Berlin, H a n i l ~ ~ ~antl
r g , hlatt of the same date, and--concernBremen. .4t every place they atlmon- ing the Baha'i Temple in Wilmetteished the friends urgently to always the Ha~nbzcrger Frelndenblatt of OCbear in mind their responsibility as tober 10 and a Berlin newspaper.
bearers of the Baha'i Faith towards a
world torn in religious strife and to
K n o w thozt for a certainty that whorise with all their strength to assist in so disbelievefh in God is neither trustthe spiritual construction of the new 7c1orthy nor trtrtllfitl. This, indeed, is
era. A t the end of September Silvin tlic truth, the undoubted truth. H e
hlatteson, on her trip to London. calletl that acfetlt treachero~cslytozerards God
on the friends in Stuttgart, Heidell~erg. .zclill, also, act treacherozcsly towards
Berlin and Hamburg. Her report his king. Nothirzg wlzatez~ercan deter
about the Temple in Wilmette, in such a illan froin e z d , nothing can hinwhich she herself served as a guide to der him fronz betraying his neiqhbor,
groups of visitors, and her narratives nothing can induce him to zefalk upof the heroic lives of the great Bahi'i r i g h t l > l . - B ~ ~ ? u ' ~ ~ i ~ .
martyrs, culminated in a demand of
joyful sacrifice, and never-relenting
AUGUST SESSION OF CENTRAL
enthusiasm in the service f o r the
STATES SUMMER SCHOOL
Cause of Bahi'u'llLh. .At the end of
The Central States Summer School
September Mr. and Mrs. Bishop commenced their German trip which lasted Committee announces the following
over a month and touched everv place program of courses to be given at the
which had a Bahi'i comnlunity or August Session, August 19-24.
Foundations of the Super-stategroup. The Guardian had given the
special mission to Mrs. Bishop to fa- Carl Schemer.
Origin and Powers of Man-Dr. E.
miliarize the friends with the ideas of
the Bahi'i administration. After a Lenore Morris.
A public lecture on the Cause will
visit to the BahA'i community in Stuttgart, she addressed the Dresden friends be given each afternoon. I t is hoped
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that a large number of believers will
take this opportunity of making a serious study of these two vitally important subjects.
Make reservation
through Mr. L. W. Eggleston, Louhelen Ranch, R. F. D. No. 1, Davison,
Mich.
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bah6'u'llbh and the N e w Era, by
J . E . Esslemont: Braille edition for
the blind. The Committee has two
copies in Braille which can be sold at
$7.50 per copy. It is hoped that friends
will purchase these for presentation to
some institution which serves the blind.
Drama of the Kingdom, by Mrs.
Basil Hall. A work recently published
in London. Price per copy, 40c net.
The Promise of All Ages, by Christophil. A new edition, issued by the
Publishing Committee, the copies imported from London last winter having all been sold. Price per copy,
$130.
The Reality of Man, excerpts from
Words of 'Abdu'l-Bahi on mind, soul
and spirit. New edition, in which has
been included the Guardian's translation of Bahi'u'llih's Words of Wisdom. Paper covers. Price per copy,
50c.
The W i l l atld Testament of 'Abdu'lBahi: a gummed slip for insertion to
n a r k corrections of errors in the text.
Each copy now issued contains the slip,
and slips will be sent free to those who
already own copies of this pamphlet.
Tlze Most Great P e a ~ e ,by Marion
Holley. The second in the series of
new pamphlets prepared under the
auspices of the Free Literature Committee. Issued at lowest possible cost,
for widespread distribution. Sold in
lots of 100 only, at $1.50 per hundred,
net.
The ~ a h k Faith,
i
by Horace Holley, New edition. Sold in lots of 25
only, at $1.00 per twenty-five, net. .
AUDIT OF BOOKS OF THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
With grateful appreciation of the
services rendered in auditing the financial records, the National Assembly
publishes the following report :
"At the request of Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, treasurer, Mr. A. F. Matthisen
and myself have audited the books of
account and records of the .National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of
the United States and Canada from
March 31, 1930 to April 30, 1934.
"Each individual receipt was traced
from Receipt No. 987 to No. 5146

inclusive, to its respective posting in
the Cash Book. The amounts of the
items were found to be correct and in
agreement with the bank deposits. The
bank deposits were checked with the
monthly bank statements and found
correct.
"I hereby 'certify that the receipts as
posted are correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief, and that the
yearly statements as prepared and submitted by Mr. Matthisen, represent in
my opinion the true financial condition
of the organization at the close of each
respective fiscal year for the four year
period."
(signed) H ARRY E. W ALRATH,
Licensed Public Accountant
for the State of Illinois

regions is written, the share the Poona
friends have contributed towards this
end will not, we dare to feel, go unrecorded. Special tribCrfe must be
paid to that member of our Assembly
who has refrained from matrying for
well-nigh a year after his engagement,
because his bethrothed's relatives insist
on adhering to a form of marriage
disapproved by our Guardian. Perhaps, there was a Divine wisdom in
this our outward failure in our first
essay to enforce this phase of our law,
for it thereby obtained a wide publicity among friends and foes alike,
impressing upon the former the need
for adopting our Laws, and upon the
latter the independence of our Dispensation, and our apparent defeat has
been crowned with success for we find
our sister communities today roused
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
into practising our sacred Laws.
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
In the matter of the observance of
. BahS'i
BAHA'IS OF POON'A
holidays again has our com1934-1935
munity fully observed our Guardian's
"The essence of religion is to tes- behests. The nine sacred days on
tify unto that which the Lord hath re- which we must refrain from work,
vealed, and follow that which He hath have been observed as holidays by the
ordained in His mighty Book."- whole body of the Poona friends, who
have gathered on these days, and have
BAH~U'LLAH.
Again, through God's grace can we thanked the Lord for His favor in
record a year of internal growth and guiding them to His Kingdom.
consolidation-a growth in faith and
This obedience to the sacred comdeeds. The Poona friends can take mands has bsen blessed with a unity
just pride in being the first among the among the members of our community
Bahi'i communities of this land to which nothing has been able to shatarise as a whole for putting into prac- ter. This unity has been fostered and
tice our sacred laws. Today, a mar- deepened by "free, frank and full conriage has been solemnized here in the sultation" on all matters pertaining to
Bahi'i form and registered in accord- the Cause.
Our support to our National center,
ance with the country's law, and this
event, we believe, is without-a prece- moral as well as material, has been undent in the history of our Cause in this hesitating. On the financial side, we
land. Heretofore it was the custom of have offered almost the whole of our
the general body of the friends on all regular local monthly collections to the
occasions where religious ceremonies national fund; in the moral sphere, we
were to be observed to follow those have not left one communication of
prescribed by their past Faiths. For theirs unfilled.
Our Assembly has been registered
instance, among those believers who
hailed from the Zoroastrian fold, even this year with the Government in comthe ceremony initiating their children pliance with our National .4ssembly's
into the Zoroastrian religion was prev- request.
W e were enabled to contribute a
alent. All such outworn practices our
Guardian urged us to discard, and our sum toward the safeguarding the
community decided to render "instant, area surrounding the holy Shrines on
exact and complete obedience" by Mount Carmel. Our Beloved's grabreaking entirely with the past and cious message, transmitted to us by
enforcing, within the limits of the law. cable on that occasion was: "Poona's
the ordinances of the New Day. The sustained magnificent spirit selfpath was not smooth. Enemies offered sacrifice profoundly appreciated. Love.
opposition and ridicule. Friends Shoghi."
In addition to fifty-two administrawatched from a reverent distance with
folded arms. "Premature," "unwise," tive meetings held during the year, and
"rash," were some of the kind terms the semi-weekly gatherings of the genapplied to our action. But we pre- eral body of the frihhds, we have revailed, for the Lord of Hosts was with cently commenced holding Nineteenus. And when the history of these Day meetings.
Our Assembly has donated all episearly attempts of the pioneers of God's
Cause to consolidate His Faith in these tles received by them from the Guar-
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dian till date to the Archives CommitSvenska Jouvitalen, published in
tee of the American National Assem- Stockholm, included in its issue dated
February 10, 1935, an interview with
bly.
With the permission of our N.S.A. Miss Root which carries a photograph
we donated 500 full-size reproductions of 'Abdu'l-Baha, a photograph of the
of the impressive photograph of the Temple showing delegates present at
American friends gathered at the 26th Convention, and a picture of Miss
annual Convention to Mr. Mahfuzu'l- Root holding the symbol of the GreatHaq Ilmi, Editor of the "Bahi'i Maga- est Name.
Another newspaper article about
zine" (of India), for insertion in the
pages of our said Periodical. Con- Miss Root was published in the Aftentrary to our expectations, however, we posten of Oslo on May 11. This inregret to say, it has not yet appeared. terview carried an illustration of the
Our sale of the "Baha'i Magazine" teacher holding aloft the Greatest
of America was continued during the Name.
Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews achieved
past year and we were able to maintain our former record. Our own cen- notable success during her recent
ter subscribed to six copies which, teaching work in South America. One
along with one gratefully received clipping carries a photograph of Mr.
from our dear brother, Mr. AmiruI and Mrs. Mathews, with caption,
Islam of Chittagong, have been dis- "Fostering International Goodwilltributed every month to public li- Kindling* Flame of Universal Peace."
Another, .from The Standard of Buebraries or Newspaper Editors. . . .
W e have subscribed to 29 copies of nos Aires, appeared during April but
the "Bahi'i Magazine" of India, and the exact date is not given. Headed
distributed 21 therefrom to various "The Goal of a New World Order,"
libraries and individuals. In addition, this article consists of a two-column
we have circulated to a selected list 66 interview with Mrs. hlathews which
copies each of the December, 1934 and outlines very fully the Teachings of
January, 1935 issues of this Journal, the Cause.
In connection with this journey
as its Persian section contained extracts from the "Kitib-i-fqAn" eluci- Mrs. Mathews has furnished the foldating the term "Seal of the Pro- lowing information: "Two groups
phets," the misunderstanding of which have been established for study of the
has debarred countless thousands from Bah6'i Cause in Chile. The first was
in Santiago, the capital. A course of
accepting the Truth.
W e have also subscribed to six talks will be given by Mr. James H.
"Herald of the South" of Australia Cranston to the Societe de Femina.
which we have distributed. W e have The officers have agreed to make this
also distributed B'ahi'i literature in the subject of study and discussion for
pamphlet form to various individuals. the coming season. Literature in both
Thirty-seven copies of the fourth vol- Spanish and English was given them.
"The other group has been organume of The Bahh'i World we offered
to the American N.S.A. have been ized in a society known as New
Thought Liberal Society, made up of
kindly accepted by them.
Under our Guardian's guidance, Germans living in Puerto Varas,
firm, united, and undaunted, we ad- Chile, under the direction of Mme.
vance with confidence and hope into Meta F. de Burmuihl. This group
! has asked to be put in touch with the
the new year. Yak-BAH~U'L-ABHA
German Bahi'i Centers and the latter
Poona. (April 21, 1935).
may be able to help direct this large
RUSTOMKHOSROVE,.
group so that an Assembly may be
Secretary.
formed next year. I am having the
RECENT PUBLICITY
"Goal of a New World Order" transArticles about the Cause from news- lated into German because this letter
papers and magazines brought to the from Shoghi Effendi most fully meets
attention of the National Spiritual their present need.
"I spoke on the Bahi'i principles
Assembly include :
London Illustrated News, of De- and aims at the Y. W . C. A. in Sancember 29, 1934, contains an illustra- tiago. The heads of the Y. M. C. A.,
the leaders of the medical center and
tion of the House of Worship.
Radio-Bladet, illustrated weekly of the heads of the boys' club as well as
Oslo, Norway, in its issue dated April many important people of the city
28-May 4, 1935. lists a radio program were present. The talk was received
by Martha L. Root, with a photograph with great enthusiasm and I was able
of this Bahi'i teacher. Another radio to distribute a large amount of literaweekly of Norway. Hallo Hallo, of the ture.
"From Chik we went to the Argensame date, likewise ~ublishes Miss
tine. . . . They are eager for war in
Root's program.

Europe because they have beef, wheat
and grain to supply the world. . . .
Nevertheless the spirit of the Cause
found its way and I tfiet some very
influential people. . . . We should have
five or six Assemblies here in two
years and a National Assembly in
five."
Miss Agnes B. Alexander, who has
returned to Japan, sends a long and
beautiful article by her published in the
Japan Times and Mail of May 23,
1935, entitled "Bahi'i Faith's Ninetyfirst Anniversary Today."
A biographical sketch of the late Dr.
E. C. Getzinger appeared in CitizenNews of Hollywood, March 15, 1935.
A public lecture by Allen B. McDaniel on the House of Worship at
Buffalo on March 31 was featured in
a number of Buffalo papers, including
the Courier-Express of March 28, the
Times of the same date, and the Evening N m ~ of
s April 1.
The Montclair Times of April 12
reported extensively a public address
by Mr. Mountfort Mills, delivered under the auspices of the local spiritual
Assembly.
It would be of great interest to trace
the results of the special article sent by
the Publicity Committee to local Assemblies in April on the subject of the
Memorial to Keith Ransom-Kehler
at Isfahan, with which was supplied a
mat of the design made by Mr. Myron
Potter. So far the only clipping received by the N. S. A. was supplied
by the Racine Assembly. The illustration of the Memorial, with an excellent statement, appeared in the Racine
Journal-Times of April 25.
An address by Mr. N. blehdi Firooze, delivered at the International
Institute, Buffalo, under the auspices
of the Spiritual Assembly during June,
was well reported by one of the local
papers, but the clipping as received
carried no date.
The Twenty-fourth Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Bahi celebrated at
West Englewood on Saturday, June
29, was the subject of an interesting
column in the Bergen Evening Record
of July 1.
The Binghamton Assembly has
kindly sent a clippine of an item published locally describing the InterAssembly meeting held at Windmere
Cabin, Hector, N. Y., on Sunday,
June 30.
From Whittier. Calif., has come a
clipping dated Tulv 3, which features
an address bv Mr. David Hofman before the 20-30 Club of that city.
In The Flint Jortmnl of Julv 3 was
published a detailed article on the Central States Summer School at Louhelen Ranch.
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Acebo, Route 1, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio.
LOCAL ASSEMBLY ROLL
Lima, Ohio, Mrs. E. J. Miessler, 319
Westwood Drive.
1935-1936
Toledo, Ohio, Mrs. Cecile Hill, 312
Ohio Street.
Portland,
Oregon, Mr. J. E. Latimer,
The local Assemblies which have up Wilmette, Illinois, Mrs. Anne W. Bar1927 N.E. 40th Avenue.
tholomew, 1627 Forest Avenue.
to July 27, 1935, supplied the National
Spiritual Assembly with the informa- Winnetka, Illinois, Mrs. Enos M. Bar- Philadelphia, Pa., Miss Jessie E.
Revell, 2531 North 19th Street.
ton, 978 Euclid Avenue, Hubbard
tion necessary for recognition of the
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Mrs. Ruth Randall
Woods.
election held on April 21, 1935 :
Brown, Box 9, Ingomar, Pa.
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Ruth Humph- Indianapolis, Indiana, Mrs. Lorraine
Nashville, Tennessee, Mrs. Elva H .
Barlet, 3527 Evergreen Avenue.
rey, Box 2174.
Peebles, 2144 Oakland Avenue.
Berkeley, California, Mrs. Laura Kel- South Bend, Indiana, Miss Nayan F. Monroe,
Washington, hlrs. Rosamond
Hartfield, 222 North Scott Street.
sey Allen, 537 Santa Barbara Road.
Bays.
Topeka,
Kansas,
Mrs.
Mae
Minor,
Geyserville, California, Mrs. Edith
Seattle, Washington, Miss Doris Foye,
1125 Tyler Street.
Whitton.
4721 Fifth Ave., N. E.
Thon~pson.
Eliot,
Maine,
Miss
Louise
Glendale, California, Mrs. Dorothy M.
Spokane,
Washington, Mrs. Isabelle
Porter, Apt. 201, 1123 E. Acacia Baltimore, Maryland, Mrs. F. W.
M. Campbell, 1427 So. Madison
Hipsley,
2803
Allendale
Road.
Street.
Street.
Los Angeles, California, Mrs. Oni A. Cabin John, Maryland, Mr. Paul Kenosha, Wisconsin, Mr. Louis J.
Hanen.
Finks, 453 E. Avenue 28.
Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
Oakland, California, Miss Gladyce Boston, Mass., Mrs. Helen L. Arch- Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mrs. Jean
ambault,
38
Mansfield
Street,
EverLinfoot, 376 60th Street.
Clark, 1854 No. Cambridge Avenue.
ett, Mass.
Pasadena, California, Mrs. Nellie S.
Racine, Wisconsin, Mr. Harold R.
M.
Worcester,
Mass.,
Miss
Fanny
French, 501 Bellefontaine Street.
Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.
Holmes, 103 Webster Street.
San Francisco, California, Miss NaL.
W.
EgDetroit,
Michigan,
Mrs.
deen G. Cooper, 291 Broderick
gleston, 201 East Kirby Avenue.
Street, Apt. 4.
EXCERPTS FROM
Santa Barbara, California, Mrs. Marie Flint, Michigan, Mr. Charles Dunkel,
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727 Liberty Street.
Lowell, 1825 Grand Avenue.
"We
are
happy
to report to our
Montreal, P. Q., Canada, Miss Anne Fruitport, Michigan, Mrs. Mary Frafriends throughout the world encourzer, R. F. D. 1, Box 138.
Savage, 99 Guilbault Street.
Vancouver, B. C., Canada, Mrs. S. B. Lansing, Michigan, Miss Viola Evans, aging news of the progress of Baha'u'llih's Faith in Abyssinia-the only
Route 4, Box 8.
Kemp, 1261 Beach Avenue.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, Mrs. Muskegon, Michigan, Mrs. Iva Smack, independent Kingdom in Africa. This
country has recently occupied a prom132 Allen Avenue.
E. R. Roberts, 1326 No. Wahsatch
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Mrs. Helen inent space on the front pages of the
Street.
public press of the world. Its fate
W . Frink, 1216 Nicollet.
Denver, Colorado, Mrs. G. N. Clark,
6307 W. 38th Avenue, Wheat Kansas City, Missouri, Miss Opal seems uncertain and thus it is the more
interesting to the Bahi'is and the more
Howell, 1301 Brush Creek Blvd.
Ridge, Colo.
New Haven, Conn., Mrs. Jeanne Montclair, N. J., Miss A. E. Van significant that at this time of agitation
and unrest, the Bahi'i Faith should
Blarcum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
Bolles, Washington, Conn.
Washington, D. C., Mr. Joseph F. Newark, New Jersey, Mr. G. Ithiel have started to permeate in that hisVolz, 48 Salter Place, Maplewood, torical land.
Harley, 111, 1310 Mass. Avenue,
"We are happy to report that The
N. J.
N. W.
Jacksonville, Florida, Miss Kathryn Teaneck, N. J., Mrs. Louise Lux, 7 Kitab-i-Iqan, 'a book of unsurpassed
Oak Street, Ridgefield Park, N. J. pre-eminence among the writings of
L. Vernon, 707 Post Street.
Miami, Florida, Miss Alice Halverson. Binghamton, New York, Mrs. P. A. the Author of the BahL'i Revelation'
has been recently translated into the
Fernald, 641 Chenango Street.
11 S. E. Sixth Street.
Augusta, Georgia, Mrs. Esther S. Buffalo, New York, Mr. E. C. Mc- Arabic language by a committee of
learned men appointed by the National
Curdy, 144 Cottage Street.
Sego, 1325 Baker Avenue.
Maui, T . H., Mrs. Mary T. Fantom, Geneva, New York, Miss May Wil- Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of
liams, 185 Lewis Street.
Egypt. I t is now published and in
Sprecklesville.
Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs. Elma -4dolph- New York City, N. Y., Miss Bertha circulation. The translation is very
L. Herklotz, Room 615, 119 W. faithful to the original and the style
son, 712 17th Avenue.
and expression is of purest Arabic.
57th Street.
Chicago, Illinois, Miss Julia Sobel,
"Undoubtedly the spread of this
Rochester, New York, Miss Elizabeth
4034 N. Keystone Avenue.
book in Arabic will have inestimable
Brooks, 49 Rowley Street.
Evanston, Illinois, Mrs. Inez B. Ford,
Yonkers, New York, Mrs. Lillian influence in the mind of the Arabic
2645 Girard Avenue.
speaking world and on those who are
Stoddard, 100 Saratoga Avenue.
P a r k Ridge, Illinois, Miss Elizabeth
Akron, Ohio, Mrs. Roy E. Browne, acquainted with this language in other
Collurn, 116 N. Prospect Avenue.
countries. It will be the cause of at792 W . Market Street, Apt. 5 .
Peoria, Illinois, Mrs. Evelyn D. SieCincinnati, Ohio, Miss Hilda Stauss, tracting to the Faith of Bahi'u'llah
fert, 512 Ravine Avenue.
3648 Epworth Avenue, Westwood. those souls which are pure and honest
Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Rieke JurCleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dale S. Cole, and ready to accept His Message.
gens, 201 W . Calhoun Avenue.
3174 Corydon Road.
"It is hoped that the believers
Urbana. Illinois, Mr. H . J. Snider, 506
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Margarete H. throughout the world will send for
W. Penn. Avenue.
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this book and thus help it spread and
at the same tinie encourage the Baha'i
Publication Committee of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is ot'
Egypt
. . .
in its most praiseworthy activities.
"The following translations of The
Kitab-i-Iqan have also been published :
Russian, French, English, German,
Chinese, Albanian and Urdu. It will
also be soon translated and published
in the following languages : Armenian,
Swedish and Danish.
"The friends may also be glad to
know that Dr. Esslemont's famous
book, 'Bah6'u'llah and the New Era'
has recently been translated and published through the National Spiritual
Assenlbly of the Baha'is of India and
Burma into the widely used Urdu
language of India. Undoubtedly the
spread of this book in that vast country will be the cause of the awakening
of many souls to the teachings of the
Bahi'i Faith. The services rendered
by the National Spiritual Assemblies
of Egypt and India and by other Spiritual Assemblies throughout the world
in translating and publishing Bahi'i
literature is indeed invaluable. W e
pray that divine assistance and confirmation may always be with them on
any path of service that they may
tread.
"We take great pleasure in reproducing below the gist of the letter addressed to the Spiritual Assembly of
Kermanshah, Iran, by Mr. 'Abbas
Hormozy, a stalwart believer in the
Faith of Bahi'u'llah.
"While Mr. Horniozy was fulfilling
his duty as a Government enlploye in
the Department connected with road
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building and inspecting, in the district
of Kurdistan, he received a note informing him that owing to 'administrative circumstances,' his services
were not required any more. Whereupon he called immediately upon his
superior and upon further inquiry
found that his dismissal was due to
the fact of his being a Bahi'i. While
there the inspector of police was called
in.
"But Mr. Horniozy protests vehemently and courageously saying that
he was not charged with any theft or
crime to be arrested by the police, and
in answer to the questions put to him,
replies that he is proud to be a Baha'i, and the secretary of the Spiritual
Assembly of Kurdistan. Then, taking
out from his pocket some Baha'i literature including a letter from our
Beloved Guardian, he reads it aloud
to the great wonder and surprise of
those present.
"Finally his house is thoroughly
searched in the presence of police officials, and thirty-three Baha'i books,
twelve photographs together with the
Minute books and other papers of the
Spiritual Assembly are all confiscated.
In the discussion that immediately follows, Mr. Hormozy expounds the
greatness and glory of the Bahi'i
Faith unhesitatingly and very forcefully. Among other things, addressing
the Government representative, he
says: 'How is it that you did not
put an end to this Cause when Bib,
single-handed, declared Himself in
Shiraz? Indeed Nasir-id-Din Sliih,
with all his pomp and power, could not
stand in the way of this Faith and now
that the Baha'i Faith has encircled the

globe after twenty thousand souls have
testified to its glory by shedding their
blood in the path of martyrdom, is it
now that you are waking up to stifle
its growth? However, these deeds of
persecution lead only to the happiness
of the Baha'is, and put you to shame
before civilized nations. . . . But it will
not be long ere these self-same deeds
of oppression will lead to the official
recognition of the sacred Faith of Bahalu"ah in Iran.'
"The conversation reaches such a
point that the Government official
says: 'If we remain here five minutes
more, Hormozy will make Baha'is of
all of us !" and rising he says good-bye
and leaves.
"Some days later, Mr. Hormozy is
summoned by the same police official
and after answering many questions
concerning the Bahi'i Faith, he is asked
as secretary of the Spiritual Assembly
to sign a statement to the effect that
no Bahi'i meetings or gatherings
would be held any more in Kurdistan.
I n obedience to his Government, he
signs it but only after he has insisted
and succeeded in incorporating in that
statement the words: 'the sacred Baha'i Religion' when referring to the
Cause.
"It is these qualities of self-secrifice,
of indomitable courage and steadfastness, of unshakable love and loyalty,
manifest in Mr. Hormozy, that are the
distinguishing marks of every true believer and that buttress the institutions
of Bahi'u'llih's Faith with such
strength and solidity that no human
power can successfully oppose its triumphant glory."
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Bestir yotcrselves, 0 people, in anticipation of tlzc days of Dietitie justice,
for the promised hour is t~ozvcome.
Bauare lest ye fail to apprehend its
import and be accourlted among the
~~Y~~I~.-BAHA'U'LLAH.
TEMPLE CLERESTORY SECTION
COMPLETED-END OF
"FIRST STAGE OF FORMATIVE
PERIOD OF FAITH"
T h e cablegram from Shoghi Effendi
published on this page describes for
all Baha'is the spiritual meaning of
the achievement involved in the conipletion of the clerestory section of the
Temple. A vast step forward has been
taken toward that glorious consummation he has ternled "The Golden
Age" of the Cause of Bahi'u'llih, a
step made possible by the concentration of effort and the sacrifice of resources by the Baha'i conlmunity.
Believers cannot be too grateful for
the privilege of participating in this
mighty task and significant enterprise,
the building of the "Temple of the
Lord" in this Day. Nor should we be
unmindful of what it means to have
traversed the "first stage of the Formative Period of the Faith."
T h e National Spiritual Assembly
has therefore called a National Meeting a t the House of Worship on Saturday, October 26, for coinmemoration
of the coinpletion of the dome unit,
with sessions devoted to consultation
with representatives of local Spiritual
Assemblies.
F o r a long period of years the
Bahi'i community has been devoting
its greatest efforts upon two tasksthe establishment of the Administrative Order and the construction of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, "the bulwark of
BahL'i adn~inistration" as the Guardian described the Temple in a cableg r a m soine two years ago. The allimportant function of teaching has
during that period necessarily been

AUGUST, 1 9 3 5

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
The following message was received by the N. S. A. on August
3, 1935, in reply to a cablegram
announcing the completion of the
Ternple clerestory section.
"Gratefully rejoice closing glorious chapter marking termination first stage Formative Period
of our Faith. Appeal entire
cominunity concentrate henceforth its attention (,and) resources (upon) activities (in
the) teaching field, ensuring
thereby (the) means essential
for completion remaining units.
Praying continually success."(signed) S HOGHI .

made secondary. The wisdoill of
Shoghi Effendi is apparent in that lie
has led the believers along a path of
development which should now make
it possible to teach with a fulness of
knowledge and a unity of action incomparably greater than the Baha'i
community possessed a decade ago.
I n the supplication to be offered up
by those who meet on October 26, and
in the consultation periods of that
gathering, the essential matter is surely
to turn the mirror of the heart toward
the Manifestation, that we may all receive inspiration and capacity to teach
and thereby multiply the numbers and
resources of the Bahi'i community in
North America.
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
Newspaper clippings received by the
National Assembly during recent
weeks include, Temple illustration and
article in St. Louis Globe-Denlocrat of
July 29, The Chicago Defender of
August 3, and The Japan Tirnes and

Dlail of July 8. In addition, Miss
Martha Root has sent copies of three
newspapers published in Iceland containing articles about the Cause and
her international teaching services.
The Daily Orange, the paper issued by
the stadents of Syracuse University,
carried in its May 21 number a detailed report of a Bahi'i talk given by
Mrs. Bahiyyih Lindstrom before Prof.
Piper's class in Living. Religion. On
~a~ 9, a newspaper ouf ~ e w - ~ i l f o r d ,
Conn., published a very good article on
the Bahi'i Convention supplied by
Mrs. Jeanne Bolles, delegate from
New Haven.
An interesting annual report of Bahi'i activities in New Haven was prepared by Mrs. Clara B. Hillhouse, secretary of the local Assembly last year.
Its contents are arranged under the
following headings : Correspondence,
Public Libraries, Meetings, Speakers,
Reports, Study Classes, gat he rings,
Meinorials, New Believers, Literature
(the works which have received special attention during the year), and
Convention Delegate. The preparation of such annual reports is greatly
to be encouraged, for they not only
enable a community to observe its
progress from year to year but also
provide valuable information to keep
for the local Bahi'i history.
Three new believers were enrolled
by the Toledo Assembly on April 7,
two new members were reported by
the Icenosha Assembly on April 4, and
five new believers were enrolled by the
New York Assen~blybetween January
and March 1, in addition to thirteen
added previously during that Bahi'i
year. Three new believers were reported by the Peoria Assembly on July
19, and two inore have been added by
transfer from other communities. The
Geyserville Assembly on February 10
gave a dinner to five newly enrolled
believers. The Cincinnati Assembly
enrolled three new believers on July
24. Other enrollments recently an-
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nounced are: Los Angeles, four believers; Lima, Ohio, one; Eliot, Maine,
one; Urbana, one; Park Ridge, Illinois, two ; Chicago, two.
Under the supervision of the Philadelphia Assembly, three members of
the Revel1 family have been holding
study classes at Atlantic City. Fourteen people seem interested, and it is
hoped that they will constitute a group
and conduct regular study meetings.
The Washington Assembly arranged
a series of five public meetings at
Dodge Hotel between January 11 and
April 19, the program presenting the
following subjects : "The Progression
of Religion Through the Ages," "Fulfilment of Religious Expectations and
Prophecy," "The New World Order,"
"The Renaissance of Religion," and
"Whence .Comes the Light." The
speakers as announced were: Mrs.
Roger Boyle, Stanwood Cobb, Miss
Doris Lohse, Mrs. E. L. Mattern,
Allen B. McDaniel, Dr. Alfredo Warsaw, Paul Haney, Charles Mason Remey, Miss Florence King.
Teaching activities reported by Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Moffett for the
period May 1, 1934 to April 1, 1935
included meetings in eight cities of 11linois and Wisconsin, 187 public addresses by Mrs. Moffett and 34 by Mr.
Moffett.
The report of the Cincinnati Assembly for the year ending April 21
states that this period was one of
marked expansion in established activities and new undertakings. "The
harmony with which all meetings and
activities were conducted showed a
deepening in the understanding of the
principle of unity and its application."
Miss Virginia Taylor conducted a
study class which employed the teaching outline with thirty-six lessons.
Study groups were also held by Miss
Hilda Stauss and Miss Elsie Austin.
Lothar W . Schurgast began an Esperanto Class at the Public Librar y on
October 3. Books and magazines have
been placed in libraries. Gratifying
success was achieved in securing newspaper publicity. Public addresses were
delivered by Lothar W. Schurgast and
Benjamin R. Taylor. "The crowning
achievement of the year has been the
successful conducting of the first Race
Amity Conference in Cincinnati. Seventeen speakers were secured for a
Conference of four sessions held April
11, 12 and 13, 1935. The attractiveness of the programs was increased by
a number of musical selections. When
approached, the speakers' responses
were hearty and enthusiastic and this
warmth of enthusiasm and interest
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BAHA'I HISTORICAL
RECORD
In July BAHA)~NEWS the
friends were informed that local
Assemblies, groups and isolated
believers would receive copies of
a printed form entitled "Baha'i
Historical Record."
The plan reported at that time
has been changed as follows: A
sufficient supply will be sent local
Spiritual Assemblies to have the
form filled out by each believer
in triplicate, one copy to be retained by the local Assembly and
the other two copies sent to the
N. S. A. In the case of groups
and isolated believers, enough
will be sent to have the form
filled out in duplicate, both copies
to be sent to the N. S. A. This
will enable the national Assembly to send the Guardian a complete set of Historical Records,
and retain one complete set for
its own records. By having each
voting believer in the organized
local communities fill out the
cards in triplicate, the new plan
has the further advantage of providing each local Assembly with
a complete set of records for the
local community.

continued through each talk. Not
only was there a great unity among
the Bahi'is in this great work which
Bahi'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Bahi want
accomplished and now being stressed
by Shoghi Effendi, but there was a
splendid spirit of cooperation expressed by every one approached for
any service he might render, including
speakers, musicians, clubs, organizations and newspapers. Pa$ticularly
are we indebted to the Y. W. C. A.
for the use of their auditorium."
From reports received from the
Miami Assembly: "Every Tuesday
night an Esperanto Class conducted by
Miss Josephine Kruka. After the
Esperanto Class a class on Administration conducted by Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf. Sunday afternoon public
meetings with talks by Mrs. Greenleaf. . . . W e count ourselves fortunate
in having had Mrs. Greenleaf for our
teacher this season. . . . Miss Kruka's
work is also appreciated, and will
surely prove to be a great medium for
spreading the Cause in our comniunity. W e have also been fortunate in
having had so many inspiring visitors,
such as Miss Knobloch, the Misses

Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Bowman
and Mr. Sealts."
The Los Angeles Assembly has developed its local BAHA'~N EWS into a
news letter of exceptional interest. The
friends in that city are truly fortunate
in receiving such a complete report
each month, including local meetings,
plans of the local Assembly, the current BahS'i calendar, activities of the
friends, and ways in which the believers can cooperate in national
Bahi'i plans.
From a report sent by the Program Committee of the Boston Assembly: "The Boston Bahi'i community
has added the devotion and enthusiasm
of fourteen new members during the
past three years. Last autumn a rooln
was selected in which to hold meetings
in the Kensington Building, Boylston
Street. The lecture season was opened
by Prof. Glenn A. Shock, who generously responded to an invitation to
speak each Sunday evening during the
month of October. H e spoke on 'The
New World Order,' beginning with
scholarly and discriminating comparisons between the lack of administrative
guidance during the early Christian
Dispensation and the wealth of Bahi'u'llah's written provisions for the establishment of the Bahi'i Dispensation.
"Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf came
next to inspire everyone with her radiance, faith and knowledge.
"During the season twelve speakers
came from other communities, some
of whom were traveling teachers, and
ten from our own Center spoke, some
of them more than once, each adding
valuable contributions to our everenlarging consciousness of the stupendous power conferred upon the entire human race through the advent
of Bah2u'llih. During each week
four study classes have been held. One
held by Alfred E. Lunt on Wednesday
evenings particularly designed to benefit new believers and inquirers. Others
were held at the homes of Mrs. Harold
Bowditch, Mrs. Mobrey Oglesby, and
Mrs. George Nelson together with
Miss Louise Drake Wright.
"Mrs. Bechtold of Brooklyn came to
attend an Amity Convention and spoke
eloquently of the joy and inspiration
that close association with all races
and peoples bring into life.
"Toward the end of the season a
special regional effort was made to
reach the general public through advertising the lectures and sending many
printed programs to eminent and
thoughtful persons in this vicinity.
The first of these lectures was given
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by Horace Holley, at Wesleyan Hall.

. . . The following week Allen B.
McDaniel gave a delightfully illustrated lecture on 'Temple Building.' "
Copies of the Braille edition of the
Tablet of Iqan have been placed in
the following institutions : Carnegie
Library, Pittsburgh, Chicago Public
Library, Cincinnati Public Library,
Philadelphia Free Library, National
Library for the Blind, Washington,
Library of Congress, Braille Department, Washington, New York Public
Library, Perkins Institute, Watertown, Mass., and a copy was also sent
to Shoghi Effendi. This edition was
made by Mrs. Nellie S. French at the
Guardian's request.
A few details of Mrs. Sylvia Matteson's teaching work in Europe last
winter are now available. She presented a copy of The Bahb'i World to an
Engineering College in Wales, where
Aziz Yazdi, a student from Port Said,
felt it would help spread the Message
among the students. Another copy
was given to the new Bahi'i group at
Orpington, near London. Photographs
of the Temple with a descriptive article were sent to many newspapers in
England. In Germany, Mrs. Matteson supplied information to three
newspapers for an article about the
Temple, and at Hamburg she arranged
for three articles announcing the arrival of Dr. and Mme. Fozdar, BahP'i
teachers from Bombay. She encountered a deep interest in the subject
of the new World Order on the part
of thoughtful people in Germany.
Miss Julia Goldman has recently
spent a few weeks in England, visiting Bahi'i centers at London, Broadstone, Bournemouth and Bradford.
Proceeding to Paris, she was among
those who met Mrs. True's party on
their return from Haifa. In Sweden
Miss Goldman was the guest of a
prominent peace worker, meeting Miss
Martha Root and Miss Sorenson at
Copenhagen on the way. At Stockholm a number of interesting contacts
were made, resulting in the formation
of a group of inquirers. One incident
was an interview with the famous
archaeologist and explorer, Sven Heden, who promised to see the Temple
o n his next visit to Chicago. Her
next journey was to Geneva, where
Miss Goldman found opportunity to
interview a number of delegates at
the meetings of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. While in Stockholm, two interviews with Miss Goldman were published in the local press.
T h e following item has been received
from Paris:

A PROCEDURE FOR THE
CONDUCT OF THE LOCAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
In this issue of B A H . ~N' ~EWS
the friends will find an insert
entitled "A Procedure for the
Conduct of the Local Spiritual
Assen~bly"which each local Assembly is requested to study carefully and employ as a guide in
the performance of its duties.
The Procedure has equal importance for individual believers, by
giving them further knowledge
of some processes of Baha'i administration.
I t is published as an insert so
that the Procedure can be detached from B A H . ~ N
' ~EWS and
retained for study and reference.
It is recommended that the new
Procedure be made a subject of
discussion at teaching classes arranged for believers in the various local centers.

"During the week of May 12, Mrs.
Corinne True and Dr. Catharine True
arrived in Paris, en route to America
from Haifa. Miss Julia Goldman arrived from London. The following
week Mrs. Emogene Hoagg and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bishop attended a
meeting of the friends, arranged by
Mme. Dreyfus-Barney in her home.
She, too, had just returned from Haifa, and from the Near East. In Istanbul Mme. Dreyfus-Barney attended
the International Women's Conference.
"At the meeting on Sunday, May
19th, Count Wachmeister, a Swedish
composer who is a friend of the Cause,
told of having read in a Swedish journal that His Majesty, the King of
Denmark, had accepted literature on
the Bahi'i Faith. The books were
presented by Mrs. Ericson, a Swedish
woman, American-born."
PASSING OF PIONEER BAHA'I
I N NEW ZEALAND
"It is with profound sorrow we record the ascension on December 20,
1934, of Mrs. Sarah Blundell of Auckland, New Zealand.
"Mrs. Blundell was one of the little
band of pioneer Bahi'is who responded to the call of BahA'u'llAh through
the instrumentality of Mr. and Mrs.
Hyde Dunn in 1924. Since that time
Mrs. Blundell has been a devoted servant of the Cause. Her radiant per-

sonality, her sincerity of purpose, and
her wonderful gift of gracious speech
made her not only beloved by all who
came in contact with her, but a prominent figure in the history of the Baha'i Cause in New Zealand.
"Her name will be honored and revered throughout the annals of the
Cause in this land, for the story of her
beautiful character, her generosity and
work for any cause promoting Baha'i
ideals will be handed down by Baha'is
and non-Baha'is alike as a precious
memory and example to posterity."
(From Spiritual Assembly of Auckland.)

0 phoenix of that imtwrtal )?ante
kindled in the sacred Tree!
Bahd'u'llih (may m y life, m y soul, my
spirit be ofered up as a sacrifice unto
His lowly servants) hath, during His
last days on earth, given the most emphatic promise that, through the ozrtpourings of the grace of God and the
aid and assistance vouchsafed from
His Kingdom on high, souls will arise
and holy being abpear who, as stars,
would adorn the firmament of divine
Guidance; illumine the dayspring of
loving kindness and bounty; manifest
the signs of the unity of God; shine
with the light of sanctity and purity;
receive their full n z e m r e of divine
iaspiration; raise high the sacred torch
of faith; stand firm as the rock and
immovable as the mountain; and grow
to become luminaries in the heavens of
His Revelation, mighty channels of
His grace, means for the b e s t d of
God's bountiful care, heralds calling
forth the flame of the one true God,
and establishers of the world's supreme
foundation.-'ABDU'L-BAHA.
APPEAL FOR TRAINED
WORKERS
The development of administrative
work has grown to the point where
certain of the National Committees
are in need of trained workers in a
position to devote spare time to clerical work. Capacity in stenography
and typewriting is essential, and the
National Assembly will welcome offers of assistance from volunteers.
BAHAI GREETING T O
ESPERANTO CONVENTION
The following greeting was presented by the National Spiritual Assembly
to the Twenty-eighth Annual Congress
of the Esperanto Association of North
America, held at New York on July
1, 2 and 3, 1935.
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possible for all."
Thus, in coniplete unity with the
lofty aim of your Association the followers of Bahi'u'llal~ are happy to
avail themselves of the opportunity
which your Congress offers to congratulate you upon the world achievements which your Society has already
accon~plishedand to offer their heartfelt good wishes for continued success
in your great purpose.
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Bahi'is of the United States
and Canada.
MILLS,
By: MOUNTFORT
Chairman.

-

IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember in prayer these departed believers :
Mr. George Russell Monroe, Vancouver.
Mrs. C. E. Cuddeback, San Francisco.
Mrs. Helen M. Babo, Chicago.
INFORMATION WANTED FOR
BAHA'I HISTORY
Bahh'is who have accurate and firsthand information, or written records,
about the Baha'i significance of the
property owned by the late Mrs.
Agnes Parsons at Dublin, N. H.where the Master made a visit in
1912--or about Mrs. Parsons' own
Bahi'i activities, are requested to place
this information at the disposal of
Miss Leona Rarnitz of the Bahi'i
cotnmunity of Washington, D. C.
Miss Barnitz, at Mrs. Parson's request, is compiling a history of these
matters.
BAHA'I HOUSE OF WORSHIP
With the completion of the clerestory section at the end of JuIy, 1935, the external
decoration of the entire dome unit is now achieved.

Greetings to the Esperanto Association of North America from the
Bah6'is of the United States and
Canada !
Among the basic precepts of Bahri'u'llih is the injunction that,
"Their Majesties, the Kings-may
God assist them-or the counsellors
of the earth, must consult together and
appoint one of the existing languages,
or a new language, and instruct the
children therein in all the schools of
the world: and the same must be done
with respect to writing also. In such
case the earth will be considered as
one. Blessed is he who heareth the
voice and fulfilleth that which is cornmanded on the part of God, the Lord

of the Great Throne!"
Later, His son, 'Abdu'l-Bahi, expounding the teachings of His Father,
said in the course of an address to
the Esperanto Society of Edinburgh
on the 7th of January, 1913,
"I repeat, the most important thing
in the world is the realization of an
auxiliary international language. Oneness of language will transform mankind into one world, remove religious
inisunderstandings and unite East and
West in the spirit of brotherhood and
love. This auxiliary international language will gather the nations under
one standard, as if the five continents
of the world had become one; for then
mutual interchange of thought will be

O ye beloz~edof God! 0 ye childre%
oj His Kingdom!
Verily, verily the ?tau heaaen and
t?te n e w earth are conte. The holy
City, new lerusalem, hath come d o m
frotn on high in the form of n m ' d
of Izeauen, veiled, beauteous, and
t~>zipue,
and prepared for reunion with
her lovers o x earth. The angelic compatty of the celestial Corzcourse have
joined i~ a call tlzat bath rung throughotct the zitriverse, aW loudly and mightily acclni~~iircg:
" H a i l . 0 City of God!
Abide Thou, and ~rlakeThy habitatioft
with the pure, virtuous and holy serz~a~zts
of Thine; for they are T h y people, and Thou art their Lord!"
He laath m.ped m w y iheir tears.
kindled their light, rejoiced their hearts
arzd efrmptured their souls. Death shall
no wore overtake them, n ~ i f I t e rsl~at?
sorrow, crying and tribulation aflict

A PROCEDURE FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE
LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Adopted by
The National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of the United States and Canada
INTRODUCTION
sential and obligatory. The metnbers arrived at previously, though that dethereof must take counsel together in clsion be not right, f o r such criticism
of some of the words
of Baha'u'll& and 'Abdu91-Bahi on Such wise that no occasion for ill- would prevent any decision from being
the duties and functions of the Spir- feeling or discord may arise. This can enforced. I n short, whatsoever thing
itual Assenlblies in every land (later be attained when every member ex- is arranged in harmon y and with love
to be designated as the local Houses presseth with absolute freedom his and purity of motive, its result is light,
of Justice), emphatically reveals the Own opinion and setteth forth his ar- and should the least trace of estrangesacredness of their nature, the wide gument. Should any one oppose, he ment prevail the result shall be darkand the grave must on no account feel hurt f o r not ness upon darkness. . . . If this be s~
scope of their
until matters are fully discussed can regarded, that Assembly shall be of
responsibility which rests upon them."
the right way be revealed. The shin- God, but otherwise it shall lead to
--SHOGHI
E F F E ~ ~March
I,
5, 1922.
ing spark of truth cometh forth only coolness and alienation that proceed
u ~ h eb r d bath ordained that in after the clash of differing opinions. from the Evil One. Discussions must
every ,-ity a House of Justice be es- I f , after discussion, a decision be car- all be confined to spiritual matters that
tablished wherein shall gather counsel- ried UnanimouSlJ', well and good; but pertain to the training of souls, the inlors to the number of Bahi. . . . ~t i f , . t-he Lord forbid, difference~of struction of children, the relief of the
behooveth them to be the trusted ones OplnlOn should arise, a majority of poor, the help of the feeble throughmust prevail. . . .
out all classes in the world, kindness
of the Alerciful among men and to
"The
first condition is absolute love to all peoples, the diffusion of the
regard themselves as the guardians appointed of ~~d for all that dwell on and harmony amongst the members of fragrances of God and the exaltation
earth. ~t is incumbent upon them to the Assembly. They must be wholly of His Holy Word. Should they entake counsel together and to have re- free from estrangement and must deavor to fulfil these conditions the
gard for the interests of the servants manifest in themselves the Unity of Grace of the Holy Spirit shall be
of ~ ~ fordHis, sake, even as they re- God, for they are the waves of one vouchsafed unto them, and that ,4sgard their own interests, and to choose sea, the drops of one river, the stars sembly shall become the center of the
that
is meet and seemly. ~h~~ of one heaven, the rays o f one sun, Divine blessings, the hosts of Divine
the trees of one orchard, the flowers confirmation shall come to their aid
bath the ~~~d your ~ o commanded
d
you. B~~~~~ lest ye put away that of one garden. Should harmony of and they shall day by day receive a
is clearly revealed in ~i~ Tab- thought and absolute unity be non-ex- new effusion of Spirit."-'ABD~Llet. F~~~~ ~ 0 ye
d that
, perceive.Histent, that gathering shall be dispersed BAHA.
and that Assembly be brought to
"The importance, nay the absolute
BAHA'U'LLAH.
y t is incumbent upon every one not naught.
T h e second condition :- necessity of these local Assemblies is
to take any step without consulting They tllust when coming together turn manifest when we realize that in the
the spiritual Assenlbly, and they must the" faces to the Kingdom on High days to come they will evolve into the
assuredly obey with heart and soul its and ask aid from the Realm of Glory. local House of Justice, and a t present
bidding and be subnlissive unto it, that They must then proceed with the ut- provide the firm foundation on which
things may be properly ordered and most devotion, courtesy, dignity, care ,the structure of the Master's Will is to
well arranged. otherwise every per- and moderation to express their views. be reared in future.
"In order to avoid division and disson will act independently and after They must in every matter search out
his own judgment, will follow his own the truth and not insist upon their own ruption, that the Cause may not fall a
desire, and do harm to the Cause.
opinion, for stubbornness and persist- prey to conflicting interpretations, and
-l-he prime requisites f o r then> that ence in one's views will lead ultimate- lose thereby its purity and pristine
take counsel together are purity of ly to discord and wrangling and the vigor, that its affairs may be conductmotive, radiance of spirit, detachlllent truth will remain hidden. The hon- ed with efficiency and promptness, it
s
with all freedom is necessary that every one (i. e., every
from all else save ~ ~ attraction
d ,
to ored n ~ e n ~ b e rmust
express
their
and
~i~ ~
i F ~
~i hLtnlility
~ ~ and
~
~
~ own thoughts,
~
~ it is ~ member ~of the ,Bahi'i community)
lowliness amongst ~i~ loved ones, pa- in no wise permissible for one to he- should conscientiously take an active
in difficulties little the thought of another, nay, he part in the election of these Assemtience and
and servitude to ~i~ exalted TIlres- must with moderation set forth the blies, abide by their decision, enforce
hold. should they he graciously aid- truth, and should differences of opin- their decree, and cooperate with them
attributes, victory ion arise a majority of voices must whole-heartedly in their task of stimued to acquire
prevail,
andd all must
lating the growth of the Movement
from the unseen ~
i of Ball&
~
~
~ obey and
~ submit
~
shall be vouchsafed to them. T , ~ this to the majority. I t is again not per- throughout all regions. The members
day, ~
~
~of consultatioll
~
~
bare of
l
irnitted
~ that
~ any one of the honored of these Assemblies, on their part,
the greatest imnortance and a vital ~nenihersohiect to or censure, whether must disregard utterlv their own likes
obedience unto them is es- in or out of the meetiny. anv decision and dislikes, their personal interests
necessity.

"A perusal

and inclinations, and concentrate their
nlinds upon those measures that will
conduce to the welfare and happiness
of the Bahi'i community and promote
the common w e a l . " - S ~ o ~ ~ r E F FENDI, March 12, 1923.
"Let us recall His explicit and
often-repeated assurance that every
Assembly elected in that rarified atmosphere of selflessness and detachment is, in truth, appointed o f God,
that its verdict is truly inspired, that
one and all should submit to its decision unreservedly and with cheerfulness."--SHOGHI
EFFENDI, February
23, 1924.

I. FUNCTIONS OF T H E LOCAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
T h e various functions of the local
Spiritual Assembly, and its nature as
a constitutional body, a r e duly set
fort11 in Article V I I of the By-Laws
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
and a r e more definitely defined in the
By-Laws of a local Spiritual Assenlbly
approved by the National Spiritual Assembly and recolnmended by the
Guardian. Each local Spiritual Assembly, and all members of the local
Baha'i community, shall be guided and
controlled by the provisions of those
By-Laws.
11. MEETINGS OF T H E LOCAL
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
I n addition to its observance of the
general functions vested in the instit a i o n of a Spiritual Assembly, each
Spiritual .\ssembly has need of a procedure for the conduct of its meetings.
T h e following items represent the outline of the parliamentary rules of procedure which the National Spiritual
Assemb1)- has adopted and recommends to each and every local Spiritual
Assembly throughout the United
States and Canada.
Calling of Meetings
A meeting of the Spiritual Assembly is valid only when it has heen duly
called, that is, when each and every
member has been inforn~edof the time
and place. T h e general practice is for
the Assembly to decide up011 some
regular time and place for its meetings tlirouylio~~t
the Baha'i year. and
this decision when recorded in the
RIinutes is sufficient notice to the
members. \Yhen the regular schedule
cannot be follo~ved,or the need arises
for a special meeting, the secretarj,
on request by the chairman o r any
three nie1111,ers of t l l c a Spiritual As-

sembly, should send clue notice to all
the members.

sponsibility for discussion and voting
upon motions as other members of the
Assembly.
Order of Business
Discussion of any matter before the
Roll call by the Secretary ( o r R e - Assembly may be terminated by a mocording Secretary).
tion duly made, seconded and voted
Prayer.
calling upon the chairman to put the
Reading and approval of Minutes of matter to a vote o r to proceed to the
previous meeting.
next matter on the agenda. T h e purReport of Secretary ( o r Corre- pose of this procedure is to prevent
sponding Secretary), including any ~nenlber o r members f r o m propresentation of letters received by longing the discussion beyond the
the Assembly since its last meet- point at which full opportunity has
ing, and of any and all recom- been given all members to express
mendations duly adopted by the their views.
comnlunity at the last Nineteen
When the Assembly has taken acDay Feast.
tion
upon any matter, the action is
Report of Treasurer.
binding
upon all ~ ~ l e m b e r swhether
,
Report of Committees.
present
or
absent
from
the
meeting
at
Unfinished business.
which
the
action
was
taken.
IndividNew business, including conferences
ual views and opinions must be subwith members of the c o n ~ n ~ u n i t y
ordinated to the will of the Assen~bly
and with applicants for enroll- when a decision has been made. A
ment as members of the com- Spiritual Assembly is a n administramunity.
tive unit, a s it is a spiritual unit, and
Closing Prayer.
therefore no distinction between "majority" and "minority" groups o r facCondzrct of Business
tions can be recognized. Each memA Spiritual Assembly, in maintain- ber must give undivided loyalty to the
ing its threefold function of a body institution to which he o r she has been
given (within the limits of its juris- elected.
diction) an executive, a legislative a n d
Any action taken by the Assembly
a judicial capacity, is charged with can be reconsidered at a later meeting,
responsibility for initiating action a n d on 11lotion duly made, seconded and
111aking decisions. Its meetings, there- carried. This reconsideration, accordfore, revolve around various definite ing to the result of the consultation,
matters which require deliberation and may lead to a revision o r the annulcollective decision, and it is incumbent ment of the prior action. If a maupon the members, one and all, to adjority is unwilling to reconsider the
dress themselves to the subject under prior action, further discussion of the
discussion and not engage in general matter hy any member is improper.
speeches of an irrelevant character.
T h e Assemhly has a responsibility
Every subject or problem before a n in filling a vacancy caused by the inAssembly is 111ost efficiently handled ability of any member to attend the
when the following process is ob- meetings. "It is only too obvious that
served : fir-st, ascertain~nentand agree- unless a member can attend regularly
ment upon the facts; secolrd, agree- the meetings of his local Assembly, it
ment upon the spiritual or administra- ivould be irnpossible for him to distive Teachings which the question in- charge the duties incu~ubentupon him,
volves; tlrir-d, full and frank discus- and to fulfil his responsibilities as a
sion of the matter, leading up to the representative of the community.
offering of a resolution; and folii-tll,
Alembership in a local Spiritual Asvoting upon the resolution.
sembly carries with it, indeed. the obA resolution, or motion, is not sub- ligation and capacity to remain in close
ject to discussion o r vote until duly touch x i t h local Baha'i actirities, and
made and seconded. I t is preferable ability to attend regularly the sessions
E~FFE N DI ,
to have each resolution clear and corn- of the . ~ s s e r n b l y . " - - S ~ o c , ~
plete in itself, hut when an amendment January 27, 1935.
is duly made and seconcled, the chairT h e Spiritual Assemhly, a s a perman shall call for a vote on the amencl- manent body, is responsible for mainment first and then on the original taining all its records, includinq I I i n motion. -411amendment must be rele- utes of meetings, correspondence and
xrant to, and not contravene, the sub- financial records. throughout its existence as a Bahri'i institution. Each
ject matter of the motion.
T h e chairman, or other p r e s i d i ~ y officer, therefore, on completing his o r
officer. has the same power and re- her term of office, shall turn over to

the Assenibly all records pertaining to
the business of the Asse~iibly.
111. CONSULTATION WITH T H E
COMMUNITY
A . The institution of the Nineteen
Day Feast provides the recognized and
regular occasion for general consultation on the part of the community, and
f o r consultation between the Spiritual
Assembly and the members of the cotiimunity. The conduct of the period
of consultation at Nineteen Day Feasts
is a vital function of eacli Spiritual
Assembly.
From Words of 'Abdu'l-Bah6, "The
Nineteen Day Feast was inaugurated
by the B i b and ratified by Bahi'u'llAh,
in His Holy Book, the Aqdas, so that
people may gather together and outwardly show fellowship and love, that
the Divine mysteries may be disclosed.
T h e object is concord, that through
this fellowship hearts may become perfectly united, and reciprocity and mutual helpfulness be established. Because the members of the world of
humanity are unable to exist without
being banded together, cooperation and
helpfulness is the basis of human society. Without tlie realization of these
two great principles no great movement is pressed forward." (London,
England, December 29, 1912. Quoted
in B A H . ~N
' ~EWS N O . 33.)
The Nineteen Day Feast has been
described by the Guardian as the foundation of the World Order of Bah6'u'llfih. I t is to be conducted according to the follo\ving program : the
first part, entirelj- spiritual in character, is devoted to readings from Balii'i
Sacred Writings ; the second part consists of general consultation on the affairs of tlie Cause. T h e third part is
the n~aterialfeast and social meeting
of all tlie believers, and should maintain the spiritual nature of the Feast.
Bahi'is should regard this Feast as
the very heart of their spiritual activity, their participation in tlie liiystery
of the Holy Utterance, their steadfast
unity one with another in a universality raised high above the liniitations
of race, class, nationality. sect, and
personality, and their privilege of contributing to the power of the Cause in
the realm of collective action.
Calendar of the Nineteen Day Feast
March 21 July 13
November 23
August 1
Dece~iiber12
April 9
April 2 8 August 20 December 31
lMay 17 September S January 19
Septelnber27 February 7
June 5
J u n e 2 1 October 16 March 2
November 4

Tlie Spiritual Assembly is responsible for the holding of the Nineteen
Day Feast. If the Bahi'i calendar for
some adequate reason cannot be observed, the Assembly may arrange to
hold a Feast a t the nearest possible
date.
Only members of the Baha'i community, and visiting Bahi'is from
other conimunities, may attend these
meetings, but young people of less
than twenty-one years of age, who
have studied the Teachings and declared their intention of joining the
community on reaching the age of
twenty-one, may also attend.
Regular attendance a t the Nineteen
Day Feast is incumbent upon every
Bahi'i, illness or absence froni the
city being the only justification for absence. Believers are expected to arrange their personal affairs so as to
enable them to observe the Bahi'i
calendar.
Order of Business for the
Consultation Period

The chairman or other appointed
representative of tlie Spiritual Assembly presides during the period of
consultation.
The Spiritual Assembly reports to
the community whatever communications have been received froni the
Guardian ancl the National Spiritual
Assembly, and provides opportunity
for general discussion.
The Assembly likewise reports its
own activities and plans, including
committee appointments that may have
been made since tlie last Feast, tlie
financial report. arrangements made
for public meetings, ancl in general
share with tlie community all matters
that concern the Faith. These reports
are to be followed by general consultation.
A matter of vital importance at this
meeting is consideration of national
and international Bahi'i affairs. to
strengthen the capacity of the cornliiunity to cooperate in promotion of
the larger Baha'i interests and to deepen tlie understanding of all believers
concerning tlie relation of tlie local
c o ~ i i m u n i tto
~ the Bah6'i iI7orld Community.
Individual BahA'is are to find in tlie
Nineteen Day Feast the channel
through which to niake suggestiotis
and recommendations to the Xational
Spiritual Assembly. These recornmetitlations are offered first to the local
community, ant1 when adoptetl by the
comtii~unity come hefore tlie local Assembly, \vliicl~then ma)- in its discre-

tion forward the recommendatio~i to
the National Spiritual Assembly accompanied by its own considered view.
Provision is to be niade for reports
from committees, with discussion of
each report. Finally, the meeting is
to be open for suggestions and recommendations from individual believers
on any matter affecting the Cause.
T h e local Bahi'i community may
adopt by majority vote any resolution which it wishes collectively to
record a s its advice and recommendation to the Spiritual Assembly.
Upon each member of the community lies the obligation to make his o r
her utmost contribution to the consultation, the ideal being a gathering
of Bahi'is inspired with one spirit and
concentrating upon the one aim to
further the interests of the Faith.
T h e Secretary of the Assenlbly records each resolution adopted by the
community, a s well as the various suggestions advanced during the meeting,
in order to report these to the Spiritual Assembly for its consideration.
Whatever action the Assenibly takes
is to be reported a t a later Nineteen
Day Feast.
Matters of a personal nature should
be brought to the Spiritual Assembly
and not to the comniunity at the Nineteen Day Feast. Concerning the attitude with which believers should come
to these Feasts, the Master has said,
"You must free yourselves from
everything that is in your hearts, hefore you enter." (Eahi'i News Letter of the N. S. A. of Germany and
Austria, December, 1931.)
B. T h e Annual Meeting on April 21,
called f o r the election of the Spiritual
Assetnbly, provides the occasion for
tlie presentation of annual reports by
the Assembly and by all its Committees.
T h e chairman of the outgoing Assembly presides a t this ~ n e e t ~ n g .
T h e Order of Business includes:
Reading of the call of the meeting,
reading of appropriate Baki'i passages
bearing upon tlie subject of the election, appointment of tellers, distribution of ballots. prayers for tlie spiritual
guidance of tlie voters, the election,
presentation of annual reports, tellers'
report of the election, approval of the
tellers' report.
C. Tlie Annual RIeeting for the election of Convention delegate (or cle!egates) is likewise presided over by the
Assembly cliair~iian, and except for
the annual reports the Order of Business is similar to that ohser\-ed at tlie
meeting held eacli April 71. It is
preferable for the Spiritual Asseml)ly

to arrange a special meeting for the
election of delegates, and not hold this
election during the consultation period
of a Xineteen Day Feast.
D. In addition to these occasions for
general consultation, the Spiritual Assembly is to give consultation to individual believers whenever requested.
During such consultation with individual believers, the Assembly should
observe the following principles : the
impartiality of each of its members
with respect to all matters under discussion ; the freedom of the individual
BahL'i to express his views, feelings
and recommendations on any matter
affecting the interests of the Cause,
the confidential character of this consultation, and the principle that the
Spiritual Assembly does not adopt any
resolution, or make any final decision,
until the party or parties have withdrawn from the meeting.
Appeals from decisions of a local
Spiritual Assembly are provided for in
the By-Laws and the procedure fully
described in a statement published in
BAHA'~NEWS, February, 1933.
When confronted with evidences of
unhappiness, whether directed against
the Assembly or against members

of the community, the Spiritual Assembly should realize that its relationship to the believers is not
merely that of a formal constitutional
body but also that of a spiritual institution called upon to manifest the attributes of courtesy, patience and loving insight. Many conditions are not
to be remedied by the exercise of power and authority but rather by a syrnpathetic understanding of the sources
of the difficulty in the hearts of the
friends. As 'Abdu'l-Baha has explained, some of the people are children and must be trained, some are
ignorant and must be educated, some
are sick and must be healed. Where,
however, the problem is not of this
order but represents flagrant disobedience and disloyalty to the Cause itself,
in that case the Assembly should consult with the National Spiritual Assembly concerning the necessity for
disciplinary action.
embers of the Bahh'i community,
for their part, should do their utmost
by prayer and meditation to remain
always in a positive and joyous spiritual condition, bearing in mind the
Tablets which call upon BahP'is to
serve the world of humanity and not

waste their precious energies in negative complaints.

IV.

BAHA'I ANNIVERSARIES,
FESTIVALS A N D DAYS
OF FASTING

The Spiritual Assembly, among its
various duties and responsibilities, will
provide for the general observance by
the local community of the following
Holy Days :
Feast of Kidvan (Declaration of
Baha'u'llah) April 21-May 2,
1863.
Declaration of the Bib, May 23,
1844.
Ascension of Baha'u'llah, May 29,
1892.
Martyrdom of the Bib, July 9, 1850.
Birth of the Bib, October 20, 1819.
Birth of Baha'u'llah, November 12,
1817.
Day of the Covenant, November 26.
Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, Novernber 28, 1921.
Period of the Fast, nineteen days
begining March 2.
Feast of Naw-Ruz (Bah6'i New
Year), March 21.

change in the magazine. Horace Holley explained that the new plan had
been recommended by a special editorial committee appointed by the
N. S. A. and answered questions about
details of the work. Roy C. Wilhelm
urged general support of the magazine, and Miss Orcella Rexford declared that teachers should see that
public Libraries and study groups receive copies.
Publishing. Miss Bertha Herklotz
represented the Publishing Committee,
in the absence of Mrs. Clara R. Wood.
From the committee's annual report
(published in the April number of
BAH.~N
' ~EWS ) Miss Herklotz gave
special emphasis to the definite methods by which local Assemblies can cooperate for the advancement of this
important branch of the work.
Mrs. Nellie S. French reported on
the new Braille edition of the Iqin,
which will soon be in circulation among
the larger public Libraries, as the
Braille edition of Bahi'u'llih and the
New Era has for some time been in
circulation.
The question of lantern slides was
then raised, with particular reference
t o a set of slides which had been prepared by the late Louis Bourgeois and
t o the possibility of having slides prepared from illustrations in The DawnBreakers and in Tlze Bakri'i World.
T h e N. S. A. was requested to look
into this matter.
A poem, "0 Prophet Heart," composed by Philip Marangello, was read
by the author, who reported that it
has been set to music and copies will
soon be available.
Alfred E. Lunt, Convention chair'man, stating that the hour of adjournment was at hand, made final appeal
that the believers respond whole heart-

THE GUARDIAN'S
CABLEGRAM TO THE
CONVENTION
Advise delegates (and) visitors hold special devotional gathering (in) Temple Auditorium
(to) supplicate assistance (of
the) invisible Host (of the) Abha Kingdom (for the) emancipation (of) long-suffering brethren
in Bahi'u'llah's native land.
May America's incessant strivings (and) redoubled exertion
compensate (for) enforced inactivity ( o f ) so large a section (of
the) organized body (of) His
followers.
S HOGHI .

edly to the Guardian's cabled message
to the Convention.
V o t e d : That the delegates record
their thanks to the Convention officers
for the most glorious Convention yet
held.
In conclusion of this brief and wholly factual record of proceedings, it
must be made clear to all Baha'is that
the Twenty-Seventh Annual Convention was a stirring and joyous occasion, a true spiritual experience for
all who had the privilege to attend.
The collective consciousness was
turned wholly to consideration of general Bahi'i matters, with the result
that the mystery of consultation was
made manifest. On the foundation of
this unity, which the delegates have
carried back to their respective communities, may the entire American
Baha'i community erect a structure of
mighty achievement this coming year.
-L411n'h-~'-'Abhii!

ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahk'is of the
United States and Canada
To the Delegates,
Twenty-Seventh Annual Convention.
Beloved Bahi'i friends :
The spiritual character and controlling principle of the Bahi'i year now
brought to a close were established
f o r us by Shoghi Effendi in these
words dated September 16, 1934:
"The situation in Persia which is
growing from bad to worse, the necessary measures which should be taken
t o insure the uninterrupted completion
of the clerestory section of the Temple, the adoption of such measures as
will stimulate the teaching campaign

in America, the exercise of the utmost
vigilance lest the authorities in Soviet
Russia inflict any injury upon Bahi'i
lives and institutions, the extension of
any support that may be required to
safeguard the interests of the Cause
at its most vital and international center to ward off the malicious attacks
of enemies from both within and without-these are the outstanding issues
which demand the sustained and concentrated attention of every believer."
This statement of outstanding issues,
more definitely and more vigorously
than in any previous cotnnlunication

from the Guardian, has served to summon each and every loyal Baha'i to
arise above undue concern with local
and even national matters and assume
his duties and responsibilities as citizen in that World Order of Baha'u'llih
to establish which the Divine Will has
revealed itself to mankind. Now in
the realm of action the Bahi'is have
the supreme privilege of receiving guidance and inspiration from one central
point, even as since the Announcement
of the B i b the believers have had one
central point in the realm of the soul.
In its fulness of meaning, in its
call for positive action, the statement
can not be limited to any single period
of time. Rather may we perceive in
it the beginning of an era of greater
maturity, larger responsibility, as the
followers of Bahi'u'llih unite in resistance to the forces of the world.
In preparation for this responsibility,
the Guardian has conducted us through
two preliminary phases of development
since the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
The first phase was that of learning
the principles of the administrative order. The second phase was that of
learning the principles of the World
Order of BahC'u'llih, a phase marked
by the successive "World Order" letters which began in February, 1929.
The third phase, now beginning, is
the application of this knowledge to
important problems - problems which
relate the Cause to society as a whole,
and not merely those minor problems
of our own Bahi'i relationships which
have engaged our attention and almost
exhausted our powers in previous
years.
The thoughtful believer will not fail
to pursue this analysis until he can
perceive the underlying factors in the
progress of the Faith as a whole. What
has happened during this Bahi'i year,
in brief, is that an entirely new emphasis has been given all Bahi'i thought
and action, identically the same emphasis which life lays upon the individual on that day when childhood and
youth, with their pre-occupations with
self, first begin to realize the tasks
which usher in the time of maturity.
What we have learned since 1921, and
what we have established as our attitude toward the Cause and toward
life, are now undergoing supreme test
until it has been proved that individually and collectively we are worthy to
uphold the true and highest interests
of a Divine Faith.
Nor will it be overlooked, as we
adopt this larger perspective, that the
Guardian issued his first communication on the World Order of Bahi'u'llih
about six months before the world's

economic order underwent so fatal a
collapse in the autumn of 1929. The
germ of the new order became apparent
to Bahi'is before the world received
its first warning that the old order
could not longer endure. These Providential matters are surely our first and
deepest concern, since only as we grasp
them can we adjust ourselves to that
irresistible motion of progress which
is the sign of the Dispensation of
Bahi'u'llih.
One word more on this most thrilling and vital of Bahi'i topics. In the
communication received just before the
Annual Convention of 1934, published
as "The Dispensation of Bahi'u'llih,"
Shoghi Effendi brought together in one
perfect unity all those aspects of the
Revelation which we, in our human
limitations, had been considering as
separate realities: the Station of Manifestations, the mysterious Mission of
the Center of the Covenant, the full
significance of His Will and Testament, and the nature of that Order
which the Testament bequeaths to the
friends. In a communication so comprehensive, so organic, so unified in its
wholeness and so perfected in its parts,
we may now realize that Shoghi
Effendi marked definitely for us an
ending of our education in details of
Bahi'i service, and a beginning of our
responsibility in demonstrating our
faith and our unity to our fellow-men.
Indeed, the successive steps which
Shoghi Effendi has taken to train, to
instruct and to discipline the Bahi'i
community are all paralleled by a swift
continuance of that process of disintegration in human society which has
become the more apparent as efforts
to attain peace and stability have successively failed. Fourteen years ago
the Bahi'i community was still as a
child in the household of civilization,
apparently bearing no responsibility for
the fate of that household, and therefore concerned only with the joys and
sorrows of the child's own growth, the
dreams of its own future. Today, with
the household in dire confusion and
distress, the youth born of the new
age is called upon to prove his birthright and demonstrate his capacity to
achieve eternal peace, his elders having
failed.
By comparison with that standard
of action, every local or personal issue
assumes only a relative importance.
Such issues can no longer entirely surround and engulf us at the expense of
the world vision which the Guardian
has given us this year. Larger than
the individual is the local community;
larger than the local community is the
national community; larger still than

any national community is the World
Order which now claims not merely
our passive acceptance and belief but
a devotion and consecration which a
collapsing society will test with fire.
Major Events

Without the perspective of time it is
impossible to determine precisely which
events of a Bahi'i year have major
importance. One may, nevertheless,
without finality, refer to certain events
as representing occurrences or trends
meriting special attention.
1. As has been reported to the
friends, the Guardian has clarified the
problem of how to present the Will
and Testament to new believers. I n
accordance with his instructions, a new
edition of the Testament has been prepared and published which, until further instructions are given, includes the
text to be explained to and accepted by
those who apply for enrollment as
Baha'is. The supplementary excerpts
which precede and follow the selections
from the Testament are in themselves
the most perfect of explanations. The
edition consisting of the complete text
is now almost exhausted, but the National Spiritual Assembly has recorded
its responsibility in continuing to s u p
ply at least one complete text to each
newly elected Spiritual Assembly.
2. The contract for the completion
of the clerestory section of the Temple
dome unit, one of the outstanding issues mentioned by Shoghi Effendi, has
throughout this year proceeded as rapidly as weather permitted. Despite the
economic difficulty which has prevailed,
the believers have made notable sacrifices in order to meet the collective
obligation, the fulfilment of which will
mean that the Dome unit is at last entirely finished.
In the case of future Temple construction, the Guardian has advised
that contracts be entered into by the
Trustees only when the necessary
amount of cash is actually on hand.
The Dome unit, however, was undertaken and has been carried on in a
spirit of trust that the Guardian's
wishes and instructions would be voluntarily met.
In September and in December, the
difference between income and obligation compelled the National Spiritual
Assembly to issue an appeal directed to
every American believer lest the work
in its final stages be temporarily abandoned. All along it has been felt that
the problem was not economic but
spiritual; not a matter of dollars and
cents but one of resolution and of unified response. For, in its ultimate significance, the building of the Temple

is not an end in itself. It is a vital step
in the training of the Bahi'i community in the divine art of unity. As
such a tremendous task is achieved, the
power comes to carry out other collective missions in service to the beloved
Cause. National achievement is nothing else than a stepping stone to international services.
The important details of this subject will be presented in the Treasurer's report. At this time it is important to emphasize the fact that this
obligation is not yet fully discharged.
3. The passing of the venerable, the
beloved and revered Dr. Susan I.
Moody in the field of her life work at
Tihran furnishes the Bahi'i world one
more example of heroism and consecration a later generation of believers
may well take to heart. How fruitful
her life was! What noble institutions
she developed, what a monument she
reared in the lives of Persian youth!
Even the enemies of the Cause could
not withhold their admiration and their
recognition of her sincerity ! Even
officialdom refrained from destructive
measures until her stalwart Bahi'i
presence had been removed from the
scene! How brief will be that restless triumph, seizing its opportunity so
blindly from the folded hands of death,
ignorant of that Kingdom to which the
faithful believer goes, that Kingdom
whence comes the Will that governs
the world !
4. In no year of which we have
record have there been so many enrollments of new believers as during
the year now closed. Both in number
of the new members added to existing
communities, and in number of groups
prepared for election of a Spiritual
Assembly for the first time, this present period has been one of remarkable
growth. From Milwaukee came the
news that more than sixty believers
had been enrolled in one meeting ; from
Chicago, from New York and from
many other communities reports of new
enrollments surpass the announcements
made in previous years. Our teaching
of the Cause, reinforced by the mysterious power of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar, made more effective by our
knowledge of the nature of the Bahi'i
community, has received a vast stimulus, inaugurating a movement forward
surely destined to acquire greater emphasis in every successive year. The
details of this great achievement will
be reported by the Teaching Committee, so that representatives from all local communities may return home inspired to work for renewed effort, and
instructed to convey useful plans which
have brought success in other cities.

Gratitude, however, must be expressed to all those teachers who during the year have answered the call to
service and traveled to so many cities
upholding the banner of the Faith.
This circuIation of thought and devotion from city to city, in the person of
the teachers who are able to travel, is
a great stimulus to the Bah2i communities themselves as well as to the
non-believers thereby attracted. But
above aH the firm unity of the local
communities affords and will always
afford the only enduring foundation
for the new era of vitality and spiritual
zeal. The greatest teacher in the Cause
of Bah6'u'llhh is not a person but a
community not only united together on
the plane of personality but imbued
with conviction that its essential purpose is to open the doors to the new
souls.
Communications from tbe Cuardian

The first communication from the
Guardian was the cablegram sent in
reply to the message cabled him by
the Twenty-Sixth Annual Convention.
That cablegram, received after the
Convention had closed, was reported
in a general letter dated June 4, 1934
and also in the Convention Number of
BAHA'I N EWS: "American believers'
inspired leadership steadily unfolding
to Bah2is world over potentialities
majestic edifice heralding formative period Faith of BahP'uJll5h. Their unerring vision conceived its matchless design. 'Abdu'l-Bahi's own hands laid
its cornerstone. Their dynamic faith
reared its structure. Their sustained
self-sacrific crowned it with immortal
glory. May flame their unconquerable
enthusiasm continue glowing in their
hearts till its naked frame is enveloped
in its shining mantle."
Is not this message directed also to
this Convention, since the task is yet
unfinished ?
In B A H X N
~ EWS of July, 1934, were
published excerpts from -letters dated
May 10, May 19, June 11, 1934, and
cablegram received on May 18. The
folIowing
- subjects were treated :
1. A s soon as the clerestory section
of the Temple is completed, no new
contract to be made for the next unit
until the entire sum required for the
contract has already been collected.
2. The scope of Iocal news letters.
3. News of the successful negotiations with the Palestine authorities
concerning the exemption from taxation of the area surrounding the
Shrines, tantamount to a recognition
of the sacredness of the Shrines and
the significance of the international
center of the Faith.

4. Appreciation of the American
Baha'is' cooperation in preventing that
area from falling into the hands of
non-Bahi'is.
5. The relation of local Assemblies
to the Kational Spiritual Assembly.
6. Affirmation of the supreme and
undivided authority of the N. S. A. and
its moral responsibility if it allows any
body or institution within its jurisdiction to abuse its privileges or to decline in the exercise of its rights and
privileges.
7. Approval of instruction to disregard anonymous communications.
September BAHA'~N EWS carried the
Guardian's explanation of passages in
"The Dispensation of BahA'u'llAh."
Excerpts from letters dated September 9, 16, 25 and 30, were published in
November on the following subjects:
1. The hope that through self-sacrifice further steps will be taken to
safeguard the entire area surrounding
the Shrines.
2. Explanation of the general principle that no adminstrative body under the jurisdiction of the N. S. A.
has authority to receive complaints
against the Assembly, but that matters
which are unsatisfactory are to be referred to the Guardian.
3. The Iist of "outstanding issues"
already mentioned in this Report.
4. Renewed instruction that photographs of the Guardian are not to
be circulated.
5. Approval of statement concerning the Convention with correction of
view that its sessions are joint meetlngs
with the N. S. A.
6. Request for English translations
of Bah6'i News Letters issued by the
National S iritual Assembly of Germany and lustria.
7. Emphasis upon the necessity of
maintaining the flow of contributions
to the Temple, and the importance of
the National Fund as the indispensable
medium for the growth and expansion
of the Cause. Contributions to this
fund constitute a way by which each
believer can test the measure and character of his faith.
8. The Guardian's inability to continue for the present his own contribution to the Temple Fund, in view
of the severe restrictions imposed upon
the Cause in Persia and the increase in
the international expenses. In connection with this subject it is necessary
to point out that the Guardian has
for years been cbntributing as much
to the Cause in America as all the
American believers, through the National Fund at least, are together contributing to the development of the
Bah6'i World Center. Difficult though

it still is, apparently, to maintain the
national budget, including Temple construction, must we not become, as the
American Bahi'i community, more
deeply conscious of our collective responsibility to the Guardian's International Fund? Must we not begin
to realize that a monthly contribution
worthy of our combined resources
should constitute the first and not the
last obligation upon our national BahH'i
budget ? Without the Guardian's capacity to function materially as well
as spiritually, are we not fatally limiting the development of the Cause at
its very Center? Just as no local community can flourish if the National
Fund be deprived of power to serve,
so no national community in this unified Cause can flourish if the International Fund at the disposal of the
Guardian is deprived of power. The
matter is mentioned here only for deep
and prayerful consideration, that a new
resolve may be born and develop impetus until this omission shall for the
future be overcome.
Expression of the Guardian's gratitude that continuance of Temple construction was assured.
The January, 1935 number of
B A HN~EWS
~ contained e-xcerpts from
the Guardian's letters on the following
subjects :
1. Explanation of further questions
raised concerning the meaning of passages in "The Dispensation of Bahi'u'l1'~h."
2. The use of BahA'i ringstones and
burial stones left to the discretion of
the believers pending the publication of
the Kita'b-i-Aqdas.
3. The National Assemblies of
Egypt, Iraq and Persia are adopting
the text of the American Declaration
of Trust and By-Laws, at the Guardian's request, the N. S. A. of India
and Burma having already taken this
step.
4. Approval of plan to unite the
two magazines.
5. Explanation of a passage on page
88 of "BahH'i Administration" referring to the date when Oriental Bahi'is
celebrated the Declaration of the Bib
in 1925.
6. Explanation that when a Memorial is constructed in the pine grove at
West Englewood to commemorate
'Abdu'l-Bahh's visit to America, the
memorial should take the form of a
monument and not of a building. This
explanation reminds us of the Guardian's previous instruction, that on account of the importance of the Unity
Feast which the Master held on that
spot, the sole Memorial commernorating His American visit is to be con.-

strutted there. The Guardian's views
in this matter would seem to answer
a question raised locally from time to
time in various cities, namely, whether
the local Spiritual Assembly should
not take steps to acquire permanently
some house which had been blessed
by the Master's Holy Presence.
At this point in the Report might
be inserted reference to the fact that
during March, 1935, Roy C. Wilhelm
executed an Indenture of Trust under
which the Evergreen Cabin Property,
and the two lots in the pine grove
where the Unity Feast was celebrated
in 1912, were transferred to the Cause
through nine trustees in a manner similar to that under which the Temple
and Green Acre properties are now
administered. The place so signally
blessed by the Master thus comes Perpetually under Bahi'i ownership and
control by this generous gift.
7. Approval of letter published in
November BAHA'~NEWS by the N.
S. A. on the general subject of the
relation of believers to their local, national and international Bahi'i institutions.
8. The Guardian's abiding appreciation and gratitude for the manner in
which the American believers rose to
meet the emergency caused by lack
of funds for Temple construction.
9. His heart-felt condolences and
loving sympathy for the loss sustained
in the passing away of Dr. Moody.
10. These significant words in a letter dated December 1: "Despite the
perils and uncertainties with which
their country is now beset, and in the
face of the financial reverses they have
suffered and the unfortunate controversies that have perplexed and agitated them, they have forged ahead and
are fast approaching the termination of
the first stage in the ornamentation
of their consecrate Edifice.
Undaunted by the magnitude of this colossal enterprise, undismayed by the
smallness of their numbers, the scantiness of their resources and the scorn
of their enemies, they have carried triumphantly the banner of Bahi'u'llih
and brought to a successful issue the
first stage in the formative period of
His Faith."
Special attention is called to the fact
that the Guardian, in this passage, considers the dome and clerestory sections one unit-a matter of very great
importance in the light of the misunderstanding which has prevailed here
and there that the dome alone was the
"unit" which the Guardian wished
completed and that consequently the
clerestory section was a task arbitrarjly added by the Natiollal Assembly.

Observe also that Shoghi Effendi
gives new and more striking emphasis
to the completion of the clerestory section of the dome unit by stating that
its successful issue terminates the first
stage in the formative era of the Faith.
These subjects explained by the
Guardian in a letter dated January 27
were reported in BAHA)~N E W S of
March, 1935.
1. The figures of the Bib, Bahi'u'llah and s ~ b d u * l - ~ are
a h jnot to a p pear as characters in dramatic works
written by believers.
2. Explanation of the Bahi'i teaching on marriage, especially in relation
to inter-racial marriage,
Other passages from the Guardian's
letters quoted in March were:
1. An important reference to the
teachings on economics taken from a
letter dated December 20, 1931.
2. The importance of Bahi'i Summer Schools, from a letter to Central
States Summer School Committee,
dated November 6, 1934.
Since the April, 1935 issue of the
News Letter was devoted to .innual
Committee Reports, except for a few
news items carried over in type from
the previous number in which space
was lacking, a number of excerpts in
recent letters have not yet been published, and these will be given in full
at this time:
1. In comment on the ruling that
members of local Spiritual Assemblies
must be able to attend meetings: "He
believes that your Assembly was welladvised in adopting such a ruling. For
it is only too obvious that unless a
member can attend regularly the meetings of his local Assembly, it would
be inlpossible for him to discharge the
duties incumbent upon him, and to fulfil his responsibilities as a representative of the community. Membership
in a local Spiritual Assembly carries
with it, indeed, the obligation and capacity to remain in close touch with
local Bahi'i activities, and ability to
attend regularly the sessions of the Assenlbly." (Haifa, January, 27, 1935).
2. In a letter written to the Spiritual Assembly of New York in acknowledgement of a letter reporting
the local Assembly's decision to uphold fully and without exception the
general instruction concerning Oriental believers who lack proper credentials: "In this connection, the Guardian wishes to draw once more your
attention to the all-importance of his
instructions to the Western believers
regardin? associ;~ticr?with Orientals.
The flie~idsin the West must be wide
awake, and 1:e rxtreluely cautious when
dealin% with Easterners, particularly

with those who in the name of the
Cause desire to satisfy their own desires anci ambitit~us. The first step
which they shvuld take in protecting
themselves against such mischiefmakers is to insist that they should
obtain proper credentials from the Assembly of the locality in which they
live. This measure, he feels, is absolutely essential and there can be no
exception whatever to it." (Haifa,
January 4, 1935).
3. The cablegram received March
30, 1935, and reported to the friends
in a general letter sent to local Assemblies on April 3 : "Contract for purchase and transfer to Palestine Branch
American Assembly (of the) Dumit
property situated (at the) center (of)
area dedicated to Shrines 011 Mt. Carinel (has been) signed. Four year
litigation involving Bahi'i world's
petitions (to) Palestine High Commissioner abandoned. Owners require
4,000 pounds. Half (this) sum (is)
available. Will American believers
unitedly contribute 1,000 pounds kfore end of May and remaining 1,000
pounds within nine months. Am compelled appeal entire body American
community subordinate national interests of Faith to its urgent paramount
requirements at its World Center."
At the time this Report is in preparation, no further information and no
result of that appeal is available. It
will be for the Treasurer to convey the
result in his Financial Report. The
impressive fact to be noted is the
Providential manner in which, at every
stage in the development of Bah5'u'llah's Faith, events are provided and
tasks are allotted to the believers
which prepare them for the new step.
The building of the Temple was the
divine plan for creating a national
Bahi'i community out of the local
communities and factional groups existing years ago, and now we are given
compelling needs at the World Center
in order to create a world Bahi'i community out of the national communities
which have recently been established.
Our collective response to all such successive emergency constitutes our
training and discipline for service in
a divine World Order. The Cause
progresses by heroic endeavor and sacrifice and for the believers there can
be no stay on the upward march.
4. There is one other recent communication from the Guardian, but
reference to it will be deferred to the
conclusion of this Report.
Secondary Administrative
Developments
From time to time problems and

situations are reported by local Spiritual Assemblies which call for some
general ruling. T h e rulings of this
character made by the National Assembly during the past year will now
be reviewed.
Before doing so, however, it seems
important to call attention to the fact
that the National Spiritual Assembly
after the 1934 Convention adopted a
new and better method of keeping all
its members informed throughout the
interval between the meetings.
Once a week each member receives
a summary of all communications
m-llich have arrived at the National
Oflice, and each item in the summary
is numbered for identification. U p to
April 19, 1935 there had been 1,124
items, but this figure does not represent the total amount of correspondence because an effort is made to
use the same key number throughout
all the correspondence pertaining to
the same matter. Hitherto the members were only informed of special
matters, the general correspondence being itemized only once a month in the
form of an agenda for each meeting.
This new method has been found to
be exceedingly helpful.
The general rulings a d ~ p t e dduring
the year are as follows:
1. That each local Assembly, in
dealing with the matter of members of
the community who have joined nonBahi'i organizations which might be
political or even radical in character,
is in duty bound to point out to the
community the Guardian's instructions
a s published in B A H A ' ~N EWS of August, 1933.
2. Fresh emphasis was recorded
for the principle under which a traveling teacher is not only subject to the
jurisdiction of the local Assembly in
each city, but is expected to be concerned only with teaching activities and
not intervene in local problelns unless
specifically requested by the Assembly
to assist in some situation.
3. That the children of believers
can attend the Nineteen Day Feasts
and other Bahi'i meetings, but when
they. reach the age of sixteen years the
local Assembly should request a declaration of their interest in the Cause
and their intention to become voting
members when they reach the age of
twenty-one; and that other young
people, not children of believers, can
attend Nineteen Day Feasts and other
Bahi'i meetings after reaching the age
of sixteen years by making a similar
declaration to the local Assembly.
4. The functions of the Reviewing
and Editorial Committee were defined,
as reported in B A H . ~N'EWS
~ of July,

1934.

5. That excerpts from letters written by the Guardian to individual believers will not hereafter be published.
6. National Committees which have
occasion to use a printed letterhead
were requested to consult the National
Assembly in order to use the proper
form.
7. That until further notice the annual meeting called on April 21 for
the election of the local Spiritual Assembly is to be conducted by the
officers of the outgoing Assembly and
not by officers elected by those present at this meeting.
8. In the election of the National
and local Assemblies, when the result
of the ballot is that eight members are
elected but two or more believers are
tied for the ninth membership, the
second ballot taken to eliminate the tie
vote must be limited to voting for one
of the two or more names who received a tie vote for the ninth place.
9. The friends were reminded that
the Guardian's original instructions
concerning letters written to him by
local Assemblies and National Commitees were that such letters were to
be sent him through the National Spiritual Assembly.
10. Local Assemblies which have
no permanent headquarters were requested to take a Post Office box
which can be used as a permanent address for Bahi'i correspondence.
11. Local Assemblies were advised
to engage expert legal assistance in
adapting the local By-Laws to the Religious Statutes of their particular
State; and meanwhile that it is advisable and necessary for all local Assemblies without exception to abide by the
set of By-Laws approved by the
Guardian.
12. Recommended that all local
Assemblies if possible arrange to have
a Bahi'i address listed in the local telephone directory.
13. General reports from local '4ssemblies are to be sent directly to the
N. S. A. but reports confined to teaching activities are to be sent to the
Teaching Committee. Inter-Assen~bly
Committees and conferences have no
executive capacity and therefore do not
receive reports nor transact business.
14. When a local Assen~blywishes
to secure the services of any teacher
from another city it is requested to
consult the National Teaching Committee. That Committee, in turn, is
requested to recommend only such
teachers as conform to the following
qualifications : thorough knowledge of
the Teachings; complete loyalty to the
Administrative Order as outlined in

the Guardian's general letters including
the World Order communications ; rigorous obedience to the principle that
teachers are not to intervene in any
local problem, and true sincerity and
severance.
15. That local news letters should
be distributed only to members of the
local community, but copies sent to
the Guardian, the National Assenlbly
and to other National Assemblies for
their information.
16. That local Assemblies, in transmitting to the N. S. A. reports and
recon~mendationsfrom the community,
should be not merely a passive medium used by believers to bring matters to the attention of the N. S. A.
but should make their own independent study of such recommendations
and forward them with a statement
of their own attitude and comment.
17. Interpretations of the By-Law
on residential qualification of voting
believers: first, that when a member
or officer of a local Spiritual Assembly
cannot function for an indefinite period,
and there is no certainty of return
to service, the Assembly should recognize the vacancy and arrange a
meeting of the comnlunity to elect a
new member; and second, that the
requirements of residence as one of
the qualifications of a voting believer
should be based upon definite proof
of capacity to associate with the
Bahi'i comnlunity.
18. That hereafter the annual
voting list furnished by each local Assembly should be accompanied by a
separate list of all believers transferred
to and from the Assembly.
19. That local Assemblies are to
instruct new believers in the meaning
of the new compilation of excerpts
from the Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Bah6 and furthermore, that
local Assen~bliesare to be responsible
for providing new believers with
co~ies.
The above rulings have been published in B A H A ' ~N EWS during the
year, but those following have not yet
been published.
20. That local Assemblies are requested to send to the N. S. A. a
copy of all important notices covering policies, rules or regulations as
well as important announcements having to do with elections and organization under Bahi'i administration.
which they luay issue to their communities from time to time.
21. That the Committees in charge
of the three Summer School programs
are after this season to send their
programs and arrangements to the National Assembly, which body will pub-

lish them in some uniform style.
22. That the collective activities of
BahH'is, with which the name Baha'i
is associated, ought not to be extended to activities of non-Bahi'is which
cannot be controlled by the believers
through their institutions and under
the recognized principles of Bahi'i
administration; and further that the
public solicitation of funds under
Bahi'i auspices, irrespective of the
worthiness of the object, may give a
wrong impression of the nature of the
Cause. When believers wish to show
a special respect to any non-believer
o r non-Bahi'i organization, they
should do so as individuals without
involving the name of the Cause.
23. In view of the apparent tendency of certain teachers to designate
themselves as "International" Bahi'i
teachers or lecturers, it has been voted
t o publish in BAHA'~N EWS a brief
statement discouraging the use of the
descriptive term "International" in
connection with Bahi'i service, on account of the fact that the word "International" with reference to the Cause
is properly confined to certain specific
institutions such as the Guardianship
and the Universal House of Justice,
and to the activities carried on in and
through these bodies.
General Statements
I n addition to specific rulings required for definite situations, the National Assembly endeavors also to
throw some light on more general
trends and developments noted from
time to time in its correspondence and
other contacts with the national community.
During the year, statements have
been published on the following subjects :
1. Status of the National Bahi'i
Fund.
2. Suggestions on the subject of
teaching.
3. The institution of the Spiritual
Assembly.
4. The new attitudes and principles
of action which the Guardian has established in the World Order communications.
5. The nature of the Nineteen Day
Feast.
6. Preparation of new believers for
membership in the Bahi'i community.
7. Important events affecting the
Faith in Persia.
8. Plans for new Bahi'i Magazine.
9. The annual Bahi'i Convention.
10. Several reports on recommendations made by the last Convention.
General Letters
At the beginning of the year the

National Spjritual Assembly planned
as far as possible to publish its general letters in B A H . ~ N
' ~E W S SO that
they could be shared by the entire community.
In addition, letters were
sent to local Assemblies on the following dates: June 4, September 5,
September 18, (two letters), October
9, November 1, November 16, December 1, February 4, February 14,
March 21 and April 3-a total of
twelve communications.
A Summury of Events

Without attemptinp to evaluate their
relative importance, it will be well to
record some of the incidents and
events which have happened since the
last Convention. The complete history of the Cause during the year can
only be followed by considering the
detailed reports of National Committees, and in addition the records of the
sixty local Assemblies and the unorganized groups.
1. Through generous action of certain believers, an obligation inherited
by the Green Acre Trustees from the
Green Acre Fellowship in the amount
of $10,000 payable on a bond issue
has been cancelled by owners of bonds.
A loan of $2,000 to the National Assembly several years ago to assist in
financing the printing of T h e DawnBreakers has likewise been cancelled
by the lender. The unpaid note of
$7,500 held by the bank for loan made
in March, 1934 to the N. S. A. for
the Temple Trustees has been met by
a special gift.
2. The literature has been enriched
by several new works, including The
Promise of All Ages, Security for a
Failing World, Mysticism and the
Baha'i Revelation, the Economics
Compilation, The Will and Testament,
The Practise of the Presence of God,
BAHA'~N EWS Index, and the leaflet,
World Religion.
3. A beautiful design was made by
M y ron Potter for the Memorial to
Kejth at Isfahan, and working drawings sent to the Assembly in that city,
but due to the restrictions imposed
upon Bahi'i activities in Persia we do
not know what the Isfahan Assembly
has been able to do.
4. The house at Malden, Mass.,
where the Master visited, has been
transferred by the Guardian to Trustees for the benefit of the N. S. A.
5. Final details are being worked
out with John and Louise Bosch for
the transfer of property at Geyserville
used for the Summer School, to Bahi'i
trustees.
6. The three Summer Schools have
progressed steadily, and by now are

recognized in their true light, as the
beginning of the divine Education
given humanity by Baha'u'llih.
7. The Symbol of the Greatest
Name has been legally protected in the
United States and steps are being
taken to acquire similar protection in
Canada.
8. References to the Cause by nonBahi'is in newspapers, books and
magazines have considerably increased.
9. The Race Amity Committee, in
its article on "The Divine Call to Race
~
for
Amity" published in B A H . ~N' EWS
March, 1935, has made available to
all the American believers a new and
valuable source of information and
spiritual impetus for successful service
in that field.
10. The public bulletin entitled "A
New World Order" has been sent t o
a special list of people of capacity at
intervals of every other month, adding its weight to all other teaching
efforts.
11. Many, but not all of the annual
Committee Reports prepared last year
have been published in successive
issues of BAHA'~NEWS, affording a
background of information about the
progress of activities along national
lines.
12. Two new Spiritual Assemblies
were established on April 21, 1934-Lima, Ohio, and South Bend, Indiana, while a Spiritual Assembly was
re-established at Geneva, New York.
13. A list of Bahi'i young people
between the ages of fifteen and twentyone is maintained at the National
Office, and the friends are requested
to assist in keeping this list complete.
14. The National Spiritual Assembly has recorded its thanks and appreciation for the valuable services
rendered by A. F. Matthisen in acting as accountant and preparing the
monthly and annual Financial Reports.
15. A special committee has been
giving much time and thought to the
preparation of a form of Bahi'i parliamentary procedure for use by local
Assemblies in conducting their own
meetings and also the Nineteen Day
Feasts, for use by the Convention,
and also a procedure for the N. S. A.
itself. Action has not been taken on
this matter at the date of the writing
of this Report, but the matter is mentioned because the request for such
procedures was one of the important
recommendations at the 1934 Convention. It is hoped that the final
drafts can all be published, so that
every believer can become familiar
with the methods for the conduct of
Bahi'i deliberation.
16. The Bakb'i Magazirte has been
issued in a new form, the title and

general character of which reflect the
Guardian's own teaching method as
developed in his general letter entitled
"The Goal of a New World Order."
17. The National Assembly is endeavoring to work out a settlement
with the executor of the estate of Mrs.
Agnes Parsons, who wrote her intention of donating property at Dublin,
N. H . to the Cause, but did not provide for this intention in her will along
the lines of her personal letter. It
seems advisable for believers who wish
to leave bequests to the Cause to make
certain that the necessary legal steps
have been taken.
18. A Memorial Meeting to commemorate the passing of Dr. Moody
was held in Foundation Hall, Bahi'i
House of Worship, on Sunday, November 25.
19. A statement on the Cause is
now included annually in the International Year Book published by Funk
& Wag-nalls, New York.
20. A new series of inexpensive
pamphlets is now under way, for general use in presenting the Cause to the
public. The text was prepared under
the direction of the Free Literature
Committee, and as each article is approved by the Reviewing Committee
it will be published in World Order
and then reprinted by the Publishing
Committee from the magazine types,
which makes a large saving in cost.
The first pamphlet, on Baha'i Education, by Stanwood Cobb, is now on
the press. The second will appear
next month, on The Most Great
Peace, by Marion Holley. The series
will eventually include some six or
more titles, and will surely prove very
valuable to local Assemblies and individual teachers.
21. The suffering of the Persian
Bahi'is have been before the National
Assembly unceasingly for two years.
During this period, under the Guardian's direction, every possible effort
has been made to exert influence for
their relief. The situation has now
passed into what appears to be a crucial stage, and we must pray to
Baha'u'llih that so grievous a blow
a t His Cause shall Providentially be
prevented from carrying out the full
destructiveness of its intention. The
matter has been reported as fully as
the Assembly has been permitted to
make it known among the friends. It
is hoped that this Convention, among
other actions, may unite in heart-felt
prayer on behalf of our fellow
Bahi'is in that country.
22. Let us be grateful for the remarkable services being rendered by
the American believers who travel in

other lands-Martha Root, Louise
Gregory, Mountfort Mills, Louise
Drake Wright, Dr. and Mardieh
Carpenter, Loulie Mathews, Leonora
Holzapple, Marjorie Morten, Julia
Goldman, Charles and Helen Bishop,
Mr. and Mrs. Grieven, Mark Tobey,
Nellie S. French, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Romer, Amelia, Collins, Sylvia Matteson, Imogene Hoagg. O n Sunday,
April 14 the press carried the news
that Mr. Romer had passed on at
London-a great loss to the Cause.
A New Annual Conference

After careful consideration of some
of the needs of the Cause, the National Spiritual Assembly has recently
recorded its view that hereafter each
successive N. S. A. should arrange a
three-day joint session for the special
purpose of conferences with representatives of all local Assemblies who can
be present.
The purpose of this plan is to go
more deeply into the opportunities and
problems faced by all local Assemblies
in this formative period, and at the
same time enable the National Assembly to acquire a more intimate picture
of conditions than is possible by correspondence. The thought is that such
a conference could be held during the
fall or early winter, at some central
point like the Foundation Hall of the
Temple, or Chicago, and each Assembly invited to send a representative or
at least some suggestions for the
agenda. The meetings would doubtless be helpful to all, and grapple with
real problems and opportunities which
arise on all sides. It is confidently
hoped that the plan when carried out
will have important results for the
Cause.
Conclusion

In conclusion the important an-

nouncement is made that the Guardian
has given the friends a wonderful
blessing in the form of new translations
of excerpts from Tablets of Biha'u'llah.
Within the last few days three different manuscripts have been received
from Haifa, and with them a letter
stating that these are to be published
with the title "Gleanings from the
Writings of Bah5'u'llah." It would be
presumptuous to attempt to describe
their power, their beauty, their vitalizing spirit. Suffice it to remark that
Shoghi Effendi, having renewed the
Cause by instructing us in the principles of administrative order, now calls
us to a spiritual renewal in our knowledge of the creative Utterance of
Bahi'u'llAh.
Let us consider this one passage included in the Guardian's translations:
"The first duty prescribed by God
for His servants is the recognition of
Him Who is the Day-Spring of His
Revelation and the fountain of His
laws, Who representeth the Godhead
in both the Kingdom of His Cause and
the world of creation. Whoso achieveth this duty hath attained unto all
good; and whoso is deprived thereof,
hath gone astray, though he be the
author of every righteous deed. It behoveth every one who reacheth this
most sublime station, this summit of
transcendent glory, to observe every
ordinance of Him Who is the Desire of
the world. These twin duties are inseparable. Neither is acceptable without the other. Thus hath it been decreed by Him Who is the Source of
Divine inspiration."
Faithfully yours,
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahi'is of the United States and
Canada.
By H ORACE H OLLEY,
Secretary.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1934-1935

15h has indicated is the sure source of
The Teaching of the Bahi'i Faith in the guidance and confirmation of the
America during the past year achieved Holy Spirit.
great results in increased numbers acThe band of those so assiduously
cepting the Faith, more Bahi'is be- carrying on the Teaching work outside
conling actively engaged in this, the of established Assemblies, who have
most important branch of Bahi'i work, kept the Teaching Committee informed
and in technic of presentation of the of their work are: Mrs. Dorothy
Teachings. The financial sacrifices Baker, Mrs. Ruth Brandt, Mrs. Louise
necessary to continue ornamentation Caswell, Mr. Dale Cole, blr. Roland
work on the Clerestory Section of the Estall, Mrs. Ida Finch, Mrs. Elizabeth
Temple has made it impossible to give Greenleaf, Mr. Louis Gregory, Dr.
monetary aid to traveling teachers;- Walter B. Guy, Mr. Leroy Ioas, Dr.
thus bringing the teaching work to a Ali Kuli Khan, Miss Alma Knoblock,
truly sacrificial basis; which Bahi'u'l- Miss Fanny Knoblock, Mrs. Laura

First : While the greatest opportunity to attract people to the Faith
seems to be the individual contacts developed by Fireside meetings, there is
a disappointingly small number of the
Baha'is holding such Fireside gatherings in their homes. W e are falling far
short of the standard set by 'Abdu'lBaha of each making one new Believer
each ,
vear.
Second : Public teaching campaigns
are dependent for their greatest response on the individual contacts, again
indicating the supreme need for increased individual teaching work.
Third: Only one-third of the Assemblies have extended their teaching
work into new centers, as contemplated
in the Teaching program of the National Spiritual Assembly for the past
three years.
Fourth: There are over two hundred Isolated Believers in America, and
if assisted by Local Assemblies can
become one of our strongest public
teaching media. Note that only 16 Assemblies are assisting Isolated Believers.
Fifth: The fact that there are not
more new as well as younger Bahi'is
actively serving in the Teaching Field,
indicates our Assembly Life is not developing that apostolic spirit necessary
to carry this Faith to the ends of the
world; and secondly, that our study
classes are apparently neglecting one
phase of teaching work so essential;
preparation of teachers. Spiritual AsAssen~blies semblies and the Summer Schools
should expand their courses of study
Public
Teaching Camto include this most vital aspect of
15
paigns conducted . . . . . .
our
work.
Public meetings held reguPerhaps the greatest success achieved
larly for teaching purin the teaching work is that accomposes ................
39
plished by Bahs'i Groups. Of the 29
Study classes for new peogroups,
nine have increased their num34
ple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bers sufficiently to organize Spiritual
Study classes for Bahi'is.
37
Assen~blies April 21st, 1935 ; bringStudy classes sponsored in
ing the number of Assemblies in
22
neighboring cities . . . . .
America up to 69.*
Cooperating with Isolated
Too much cannot be said in praise
Believers . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
of the efforts of the isolated Believers,
New voting Baha'is (37
who alone, without the comfort and
.Assemblies reporting inassistance of fellow believers, are concreases) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255
tinuously striving to spread the MesSources of increased interest in Baha'i Faith- Fireside Groups sage, publicize the Teachings, and
establish the Faith.
Sources from which attendThe Teaching work in America,
ance at Public meetings
without a doubt, is becoming estabsecured best results
lished on a more firm foundation from
27
Individual contacts . . . . . .
day to day. The educational work car7
Newspaper advertising
ried on over a long period of time in
5
Mailing lists . . . . . . . . . . .
directing attention to the need of a
Invitations to Clubs . . . . .
2
program of social reconstruction with
These statistics, as well as consulta- conlplete spiritual valuation, is production during the year, lead to the fol* Reports received since the Convention
lowing conclusions and suggestions, indicate that ten new Assemhlies were
which may be helpful:
formed.-Editor.
Luther, Mrs. Gertrude Matteson, Mrs.
May Maxwell, Mrs. Loulie Matthews,
Mrs. Florence Morton, Mrs. Ruth
Moffett, Dr. Lenore Morris, Madame
Gita Orlova, Mr. Charles Mason Remey, Mrs. Orcella Rexford, Mrs. Lorol Schopflocher, Mrs. A. Y. Seto, Mr.
Mark Tobey, Mr. N. Forsythe Ward,
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite, Mrs. Georgie
Wiles. While there is an increasing
number of new names among those
devoting most of their time in public
teaching work outside their Assemblies, yet the burden of this strenuous
work seems yet to rest too heavily on
the shoulders of those pioneers of the
Faith, who have spent their lives in
this service. W e hope many new
Friends will enter this field of teaching work, thus increasing and improving our teaching services. In this connection, let us bear in mind the injunction of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, that to successfully teach the Faith, one must
first, have a creative desire to teach ;
second, must intensively prepare
through study, prayer and devotion;
and third, enter actively into the field
of service, assured of guidance and
confirmation.
Local Assemblies have very energetically taken hold of the many branches
of teaching work, as will be indicated
by the data assembled from responses
from 51 of the 60 Assemblies, to questionnaire sent out by the Teaching
Committee :

--

- - -

ing results in building u p a public psychology of interest in the World Order
of Baha'u'llali. The completion of the
Dome Ornamentation of the Temple,
with its exquisite beauty, and the continued work on the Clerestory section,
is attracting attention to the Faith, as
no other means at the disposal of the
Baha'is could. This silent teacher is
the most effective protagonist of the
Faith in America. Thus our teaching
work must not only be expanded further, but must be improved, so we may
be prepared to fulfill our divine destiny.
The Teaching Committee wishes to
outline briefly the status of the Teaching work. so far as it has been able to
organize it, as a basis for more vigorous prosecution in the future:
175 Isolated Believers have been
registered, and put in direct contact
with the organized activities of the
Faith, through personal correspondence
with the Teaching Committee. There
are 52 Isolated Believers in addition
not yet registered, with whom the
Teaching Committee are in correspondence.
The 29 groups are being assisted
continuously through correspondence,
supplying of teachers, answering of
questions, preparation for organization,
etc.
Traveling Teachers keep in close
touch with the Teaching Committee so
their efforts may be coordinated for
the greater good.
Separate card index records have
been brought up to date, covering every
city in America, in which the Message
has been given during the past two
years, showing the teacher, groups addressed, and friendly contacts.
The Teaching Committee is now
equipped to serve the Friends, old and
new, by supplying reference data from
the authenticated writings, on any
spiritual subject.
Teaching by correspondence is developing out of the many inquiries being received from non-Bahsis, who
have learned of the Faith, through
visits to the Temple, attending lectures,
reading in the public press of the Faith,
etc.
In carrying out this work, a voluminous amount of correspondence and
detail is involved. During the past
year over 4,000 letters have been written by the members of the Committee.
I n addition to this is the time spent in
meetings, visiting groups, consultation,
etc.
Respectfully submitted,
L EROY TOAS,Chairman
CHARLOTTE LINFOOT, Secretary
E LLA G. COOPER
G EORGE 0. LATIMER

-- -
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2 5 .-Traming and Teacbfng of
Children

The major objective of the Committee on the Training and Teaching of
Children during the past year was to
promote the use of the study course for
children which was completed last year.
The sale of the course was transferred
to the Publishing Committee to be handled in the same manner as other
Bahi'i publications and its use has been
encouraged through the BAHA'i NEWS
and general correspondence. The number of orders from individuals and Assemblies, as well as from foreign lands,
has been gratifying, but it is felt that
even yet the material has not been as
generally used as it should be. It is
capable of considerable expansion and
may be used over and over again, each
time with more detail and greater application.
A number of new junior classes have
been started by Assemblies during the
year and the instruction of children
has been given consideration at interassembly teaching conferences.
Although additional material is under preparation, the Committee has
felt it would not be justified in expending funds for its publication until the
obligations under the Temple building
contracts have been fulfilled. It is
hoped, however, that conditions will
permit some new literature next year.
Among the materials being prepared
is a collection of poems for various age
groups on themes in keeping with the
Baha'i Faith. Since copyright restrictions must be observed, this work proceeds slowly but the first set of poems
will be available soon.
The Committee is also making a selection of stories from "The Dawn
Breakers" suitable for various ages.
Bible stories which Baha'i children
should know are being listed, and a
collection of children's stories from
Bahi'i literature generally is being
compiled.
Considerable thought is being given
to suggestions for the appropriate observance of special Bahi'i anniversaries, such as Nawruz, the Ridvan, the
birthday anniversary of Bahi'u'llah,
and so on.
The instruction and training of the
preschool child presents a special problem to which the Committee is directing its attention. There is a great demand for pictorial material for this
group but the cost of producing it has
been prohibitive thus far.
One particularly interesting development this year has been the exchange
of letters among several groups of
Bahi'i children. The Committee is
eager to encourage this activity and is

--
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glad to supply the required information
to all teachers interested to undertake
it in their groups. This exchange of
correspondence among Baha'i children
will do much to motivate the teaching
of oneness in the Baha'i Faith and will
bring to the children some valuable
suggestions as to their studies and class
projects.
In view of the serious problems in
our systems of education today in preparing children to meet the responsibilities of a new social order which has
scarcely begun to take form, Baha'i
parents and teachers may well feel that
they have a great opportunity in paving
the way. There are many occasions in
their regular school routine when
Bahi'i children may discuss before
their teachers and class mates the underlying principles of the Bahi'i Faith
and the plan for world peace, and it
should be the primary responsibility
of every Bahi'i parent to see that the
child has as much knowledge of the
Teachings as he is capable of absorbing. Great truths often fall from the
lips of children and the school room
and the playground play their parts in
shaping the future.
At best the Committee on the Training and Teaching of Children can
scarcely hope to do more than provide
material to supplement the teaching
being done by the parents and teachers of BahA'i children, but it stands
ready to serve in individual problems
wherever possible and invites suggestions from all the friends at all times.
Respectfully submitted,
C HARLOTTE M. L I N F O O T , Chairlvzan
M ARION Y AZDI, Secretary
E LIZABETH HACKLEY
E LLA M. B AILEY
DORISL OHSE
V IOLA T UTTLE
MAYEH ARVEY GIFT

-
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Guardian before the end of Alay.
This contribution was acknowledged
by the following cablegram, received on
May 4 : "Assure contributors deepfelt
appreciation (of their) ceaseless sacrifices ( f o r ) so meritorious a Cause."
(signed) Shoghi.
In order to complete our collective
obligation, a similar sum must be sent
to the Guardian within nine months,
which period, counting from April 1,
will be December 31, 1935.
Local Assemblies and individual believers contributing to this or to any
other particular object might consider
the fact that it is impossible for them
to estimate in advance what relation
each such contribution bears to the
total sum needed in any particular case,
since only the National Assembly is in
a position to know exactly when the
total amount required has been received. Thus, if all contributions are
made specifically to one or another
definite object, the result may be that
more than is necessary may be sent
for one purpose, and less than is necessary may be donated for other purposes. The National Baha'i Fund
should not be regarded as a number of
small funds, each to be met separately,
but as one pool from which all Bahi'i
needs are to be supplied as they arise.
While the Guardian has stated that
contributors may direct their donations
to a partici~lar purpose. he has also
stated that it is preferable to make
donations to the National Baha'i Fund
without any restriction, thus allowing
the National i\ssembly to provide for
the budget as a whole.
The following reference to the purchase of the Dumit property was made
by the Guardian in a letter addressed
to the National Treasurer on March
2 5 : "The signature of the contract
with the Dumits terminates a protracted and highly annoying and often irritating struggle with the forces of
fanaticism, ignorance and prejudice.
The settlement of this dispute, which
has involved the Baha'i National Assemblies who have petitioned to the
High Commissioner for Palestine, constitutes a notable victory, and adds considerably to the material assets of the
Faith, at its world center. The area
situated between the Shrine and the
German colony is now completely and
permanently safeguarded."
"

AMERICAN BAHA'I COMMUNITY
MEETS SHOGHI EFFENDI'S APPEAL FOR PURCHASE OF
MT. CARMEL L A N D
The cablegram from the Guardian
reporting his contract to purchase the
Dumit property within the area dedicated to the Holy Shrines, shared with
the local Assemblies in the general letter dated April 3, has inspired the
entire American Baha'i comn~unity
with resolve to meet Shoghi Effendi's
financial obligation in this important
NEWLY ESTABLISHED
transaction.
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
Soon after the Convention, the NaPreliminary Announcement
tional Treasurer sent to Haifa the sum
Subject to final action by the Naof 1,000 pounds
(approximately
$5,000), the amount needed by the tional Spiritual Assembly in the case

-
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of two communities whose reports
were received after the last meeting,
the friends are informed that ten Spiritual Assemblies were newly established on April 21. This important
increase in the number of American
local Assemblies brings the total to 70.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Augusta, Ga.
Park Ridge, Ill.
Winnetka, Ill.
Topeka, Kansas.
Flint, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Rochester, N. Y.
Nashville, Tenn.
Maui, T. H.
As soon as all election reports are
received, and the N. S. A. has recorded its recognition of the local Assemblies, the complete list, with addresses,
NEWS.
will be published in BAHA)~
The Assemblies which have not yet
sent in their report of the annual election are requested to do so as soon as
possible.
ORGANIZATION OF
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
1935- 1936
Mountfort Mills, Chairman,
Harvard Club, 27 West 44th
Street, New York, N. Y.
Carl Scheffler, Vice-Chairman,
1821 Lincoln Street, Evanston, Ill.
Horace Holley, Secretary,
119 QTaverly Place, New York,
N. Y.
Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer,
Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N. J.
George 0. Latimer
Allen B. McDaniel
Leroy Ioas
Nellie S. French
Alfred E. Lunt
Correspondence may be addressed
t o National Spiritual Assembly, West
Englewood, N. J.
I N MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to renlember in prayer these Bahi'is who have
entered the Kingdom :
Mrs. Rose Hilty, Topeka, Kansas.
Dr. Edward C. Getzinger, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Mathea Larsen, Racine, Wis.
Miss Mary Hudd, Washington,
D. C.
Mrs. Lillian A. Kendall, Phoenix,
Ariz.
Mrs. Nellie A. Rahn, Detroit, Mich.

-- --
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PUBLISHING
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gleanircgs from the Writings of
BahcYu'llbh.
As reported elsewhere in this issue,
the Guardian has sent to the National
Spiritual Assembly the manuscript of
his translations of excerpts from Tablets of Bahi'u'llih, with a letter instructing that it be published under the
title "Gleanings from the Writings of
BahA'u'llih."
The Publishing Committee will carry out this important mission as rapidly as possible, and it is hoped that a
definite announcement of publishing
date and price can be made next
month.
A preliminary survey of the manuscript indicates that it will make a 300page book of the page size and style
of "The Tablet of IqAn." This fact
enables the friends to realize what an
extraordinary blessing the Guardian
has given to all BahVis in this work.
Many of the passages are from Tablets never before translated; others are
new translations from Tablets already
available but in unsatisfactory translation. The believers need no assurance that the publication of the "Gleanings" will prove a continuous source
of spiritual knowledge and inspiration.

subscription, $2.00; for Public Libraries, $1.75. Introductory subscription, seven months for $1.00. Gift
subscriptions-five or more on one order, $1.50 each. Single copies, 20c.
Ten copies of any one issue sent to
one or more addresses, $1.50. Discount
on annual subscriptions allowed Assembly Librarians, 50c per subscription. The same discount is allowed
any believer who secures subscriptions
from people outside the Bahi'i community.
Two numbers of the new magazine
have already been issued-April and
May, 1935. The Publishing Committee hopes that local Assemblies will
all give special thought to the subject
of supporting the magazine and of
making it a part of their plans for promoting the Faith among the public and
for keeping the newly attracted friends
in touch with the Cause.
Believers outside the United States
should add 25c to the annual subscription rate for the extra postage required in mailing the magazine.
Address orders for all Bahi'i Literature to Bahi'i Publishing Committee, P. 0. Box 348, Grand Central Annex, New York, N. Y., or to
Western Division, Mrs. F. F. Smith,
940 Leavenworth Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Homoculture: BahcYi Principles of
Education, by Stanwood Cobb.
The first pamphlet in the series being prepared under the direction of the
Committee on Free Literature, and a
most interesting and helpful addition
to the Bahi'i literature adapted for
general distribution. Special attention
has been given to the matter of convenient size and low cost. A blank
space is left on back cover for imprint
of local Bahi'i address if desired. 24
pages; sold in quantity only. Net100 copies for $1.50.

ARTICLES FOR
WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The editorial staff, in conformity
with the announcement made by the
National
Spiritual Assembly in
BAHA'~N EWS for March, wishes to
urge the believers to send in articles on
subjects of Bahi'i interest. The magazine will publish articles on the two
essential aspects of the Faith-individual spiritual development and the
attainment of the World Order of
Bahi'u'llih. This fundamental policy
affords an infinitely wide range and
diversity of topics. The average
length of article will be four magazine
pages.
Bahi'i authors should precede all
writers of the day in clarity of perception, breadth of vision, definiteness
of purpose, power of conviction and
nobility of theme. The editors express
the profound hope that believers in
all parts of the world will respond to
this opportunity of maintaining a
teaching medium of high cultural
quality and capacity to attract nonbelievers in all walks of life to the
Ocean of Reality.
Correspondence should be addressed : Editorial Office, World Order, 119 Waverly Place, New York,
N. Y.

Western Division.
Mrs. F . F. Smith, Western Division
of Publishing Committee, 940 Leavenworth Street, San Francisco, Calif.,
expresses appreciation for the cooperation of the friends in making it possible for her to double the total of sales
made this year in comparison with the
previous year.
World Order Magazine.
On March 15 the Publishing Committee issued a general letter to Assemblies and groups calling attention
to the subscription rates, and eniphasizing the importance of definite effort
to secure subscriptions from believers
and also non-believers.
The rates are as follows: Annual

LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN

From a letter dated January 27,
1935, the following excerpt is quoted
as Shoglii Effendi's view of the ruling
concerning the residential qualifications of members of local Assemblies
adopted by tlie N. S. A. and published in BAHA'I N EWS of January.
"He believes that your Assembly
was well advised in adopting such a
ruling. For it is only too obvious that
unless a member can attend regularly
the meetings of his local Assembly,
it would be impossible for him to discharge the duties incumbent upon him,
and to fulfill his responsibilities, as a
representative of the community. Membership in a local Spiritual Assembly
carries with it, indeed, an obligation
and capacity to remain in close touch
with local Bahi'i activities, and ability
to attend regularly the sessions of the
Assembly ."
The following excerpt is from a letter the Guardian wrote the New York
Assembly on January 4, in reply to a
letter reporting that the Assembly had
refused to recognize a Persian who
presented himself without proper credentials.
"In this connection, the Guardian
wishes to draw once more your attention to the all-importance of his instructions to the Western believ~rsregarding association with Orientals.
The friends in the West must be wide
awake, and be extremely cautious
when dealing with Easterners, particularly with those who in the name of
the Cause desire to satisfy their own
desires and ambitions. The first step
which they should take in protecting
themselves against such mischief-makers is to insist that they should obtain
proper credentials from the Assembly
of the locality in which they live. This
measure, he feels, is absolutely essential and there can be no exception
whatever to it."
FORMATION OF NEW
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

For the future, the election of new
Spiritual Assemblies by tiiembers of
local groups which contain nine or
more recognized believers is to be conducted in the light of the following
procedure adopted by the National
Spiritual Assembly.
"It was moved, seconded and voted
to adopt and record the following ruling in order to prevent confusion on
the part of new Bahi'i communities,
that hereafter applications from BahA'i
groups for election of a Spiritual Assembly niust be made directly to the

National Assembly not later than February first of any year, in order to allow time for this body to discharge its
responsibility in preparing the group."

3.
ANONYMOUS CONTRIBUTIONS
T O THE NATIONAL FUND
In view of the Guardian's instruction that contributions are not to be
accepted from non-Bahi'is for the
Temple and other organic work of the
Cause, but be used for humanitarian
purposes, a difficulty is created for the
N. S. A. whenever the Treasurer receives a contribution from an unknown
source. Unless it knows the actual
donor, the Assembly is compelled to
regard anonymous contributions as
coming from a non-Bahi'i. Such contributions have recently been applied
to the Publishing Committee for making gift subscriptions of World Order
to Public Libraries and institutions of
general welfare.
A REQUEST T O
LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
A Ruling
The National Spiritual Assembly
requests each local Assembly hereafter
to send it a copy of all important
notices covering policies, rules or regulations as well as important announcements having to do with elections and
organization under Bahi'i administration, which the local Assembly may
issue to tlie Bahi'i community from
time to time.
AGENDA FOR
TEACHING CONFERENCE
Babli'i Summer Scbools
(Prepared by the Teaching Comniittee of the National Spiritual
Assembly)
1. The Guardian's teaching appeal
contained in his cablegrani to the
Convention, as follows :
". . . Appeal assembled delegates
and incoming National Assembly earnestly deliberate measures required stimulate all local
conlmunities, groups lend inimediate
unprecedented impetus
teaching activities throughout
States Canada. Sustained concentration this paramount issue
can alone reveal potentialities beloved Temple and enable superb
self-sacrifice associated with it
yield its fairest fruit."
2. The plan of the National Spiritual
Assembly for the accomplishnient
of this objective:
a. The national teaching pro-

4.

5.

6.

7.

grani.
b. Organization and functions
of the National Teaching
Committee.
Individual teaching.
a. Systematic study of the
Teachings themselves.
b. Social contacts.
c. Fireside meetings once every
nineteen days.
Teacher training.
a. Teaching outlines to be prepared by National Teaching Committee.
b. Obligations on part of Assembly in training teachers.
Teaching work of Assemblies.
a. Establishment of Faith in
new community.
i. where there are no Believers.
ii. where there are Isolated
... Believers.
111. follow up.
b. Public teaching campaigns.
c. Sponsoring inter-racial, inter-religious, peace conferences, etc.
Youth as teachers.
Need for resident teachers.
a. How shall we reach the
twelve States in which
there are now no Baha'is?
b. To help in cities where there
are Isolated Baha'is or
other contacts.

T O DISCRIMINATE I N THE USE
OF THE TERM "BAHA'I''
The following ruling has been
adopted by tlie N. S. A.: That the
collective activities of Baha'is, with
which the name Baha'i is associated,
ought not to be extended to activities
of non-Baha'is which cannot be controlled by the believers through their
institutions and under the recognized
principles of Baha'i administration ;
and further that the public solicitation
of funds under Baha'i auspices, irrespective of the worthiness of the object, may give a wrong impression of
the nature of the Cause. When believers wish to show a special respect
to any non-believer or non-Baha'i organization, they should do so as individuals without involving the name of
the Cause.
HOW TO APPLY THE TERM
"INTERNATIONAL" TO
BAHA'I ACTIVITIES
In view of the apparent tendency of
certain teachers to designate themselves as "international" Bahi'i teachers or lecturers, the N. S. A. has voted
to publish in BAHA'~NEWS this brief
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statement discouraging the use of the
descriptive term "international" in
connection with Baha'i service, on account of the fact that the word "international" with reference to the
Cause is properly confined to certain
specific institutions such as the Guardianship and the Universal House of
Justice, and to the activities carried
on in and through these bodies.
THE STANDARD SET FOR
BAHA'I TEACHERS
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to give special emphasis to a
definite standard which the Teaching
Committee, as the result of its extensive experience, recommends to all believers who carry on teaching work
among local comn~unitiesand groups.
Such teachers are requested to prepare themselves for thorough presentation of the following topics, in addition to their general knowledge of the
fundamental Sacred Literature of the
Faith : Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBahi, Declaration of Trust and ByLaws of the N. S. A., By-Laws of a
local Spiritual Assembly, The Baha'i
Fund, Threefold character of the
Nineteen Day Feast, The non-~olitical
character of the Baha'i Faith, The
spirit of Bahi'i elections. Functions of
a local Spiritual Assembly, Administrative principles, Implications of
Bahi'i citizenship.
GREEN ACRE PROGRAM
Revised
July 8-12. The Conduct of Bahi'i Affairs. Leader, to be reported later.
July 15-19. Review of "Security for
a Failing World" and "The Promis of All Ages," with suggestions
as to their use in teaching. Leader,
Stanwood Cobb.
Fundalnental Bahi'i
July 22-26.
Teachings. Leader, Shahnaz Waite.
July 29-August 2. T h e Practice of the
Baha'i Life.
Leader, Dorothy
Baker.
-4ugust 5-9. Baha'i Teachings on
Mysticism. Leader, Glenn Shook.
August 12-16. Racial Similarities and
Differences : T h e Scientific Evidence
and the Bahi'i Teachings. Leader,
Genevieve Coy.
August 19-23. T h e Origin, Powers
and Conditions of Man. Leader,
Alfred E. Lunt.
August 2 6 3 0 . T h e Most Great Peace.
Leader, Horace Holley.
July 4-7. Teaching.
Conferences :
July 20. Youth. August 17, 18.
Race Amity.
Oakland

The Friday evening public meetings

in recent months have been conducted
by Mamie Seto, Leroy Ioas, Carmen
O'Neill, Paul S. Jones, Charlotte Linfoot, J. V. Matteson, H . R. Hurlbut,
Mrs. Paul S. Jones, Gladyce J. Linfoot, Ruth Williams, Prof. N. Forsyth
Ward. These meetings are held at
the Women's City Club.
Fireside meetings have been held by
Mr. and Mrs. J. H . Linfoot, Mr. and
Mrs. J. V. Matteson, Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Ioas and Mr. and Mrs. Paul S.
Jones.
A letter from the Guardian brought
this message: "It is his firm conviction
that now that the construction work
on the Temple is progressing so rapidly
and so well it is the duty and responsibility of every Assembly to bring to
the attention of the friends the necessity of intensifying and coordinating
their teaching activities . . . For Bahi'u'llah's blessings will surely crown
our efforts with success only if we
remain faithful to H i s command to
teach and to teach unceasingly."
"Our group is made up largely of
those connected with the University;
and also our aim is to appeal to students at the University, therefore our
calendar of activities coincides rather
closely with the academic year.
"Our program of public meetings
beginning in September included some
very spiritual and otherwise gifted
teachers. O u r Assembly is in general
committed to the policy of having an
outside speaker come each month during the year and spend from one to
several days working in the community. I t is apparent that such a plan
not only attracts new people to the
Cause, but also serves to educate and
inspire the present believers and gradually builds the group into a unified
Bahi'i community.
"Among the first of the teachers
for the academic year was Mirza Ali
Kuli Khan and his work we cannot
praise too highly. H e is truly an inspired teacher and with his philosophical turn of mind gives to the teachings
a depth and richness which niakes his
presentations unusually attractive and
readily comprehended by both believers and nonbelievers.
"Second in order of their arrival
was Mr. and Mrs. Walrath and Mr.
Windust. Mrs. Walrath speaks very
beautifully and effectively and Mr.
Windust speaks very profoundly and
forcibly. W e like Xlr. Windust especially because upon each visit he brings
a definite message and each message
is carefully explained and presented in
no uncertain terms. These two teachers visit us about once each year and

we are always happy to welconle them
and appreciate the spirit which characterize their efforts.
"We were unusually fortunate to
have Madame Orlova with us for several days. Her artistic temperament
and the romantic situations in her life
alone make her an attractive individual, and when these qualities are connected with the teaching of the Baha'i
Cause the result is that vast numbers
of people are attracted to the meetings.
While here Madame Orlova attracted
greater numbers to meetings than any
other previous Bahi'i speaker. She
proved to be a remarkable teacher and
we are planning to have her return
when again convenient.
"The last teacher to date was hlrs.
Howard Ives. This was her first visit
to Urbana and we are planning that
she may come again soon. Some of
her qualities which impressed us were
the extreme clearness in presenting the
teachings and her ability to avoid offending the feelings of non-believers.
"A most important and very active
branch of our teaching work is that of
our young people's group. This group
has been unusually active this year,
holding as a rule two meetings each
week and apparently making considerable progress in spreading the teachings among university and high school
students. A number of this group
attended the Baha'i summer school
held at the Louhelen Ranch last July."
LETTER FROM
CENTRAL STATES
SUMMER SCHOOL
There are several points which the
Central States Baha'i Summer School
Committee will appreciate having
called to the attention of the members
of your Community.
1. In response to a request of the
N. S. -4. through the National Teaching Committee, a Teaching Conference
will be held at Louhelen Ranch on
June 29, 1935, at 2 P. LI., followed by
an evening session if desirable. I n a
cablegram from the Guardian received
after the conv~ntion he stressed the
need for re-doubled teaching effort in
all communities this year. This conference will be in the nature of consultation as how best to carry out his
wishes in this regard. Agenda to be
furnished by the N. T. C. Chairman
-Regional Representative of the
N. T. C. I t is hoped that all who can
will attend and have concrete and
practical suggestions.
2. The Central States Committee
asks again that reservations for Louhelen Ranch be sent in without delay.
Your cooperation in this will be of
great assistance to the committee.
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"THE LIFE-BLOOD OF THESE
NASCENT INSTITUTIONS"
The Guardian of the Faitli, in a recent letter to the National Spiritual
Assembly, sets forth the fundamental
importance of the Sational Baha'i
Fund in words which will be deeply
impressed upon tlie liearts of the
friends.
"As the activities of the .\rnerican
Baha'i commu~iityexpand . . . the institution of the National Futid, the
bedrock on wliich all other institutions
must necessarily rest . . . constitutes.
a t tlie present time. the life-blood o f
tliese nascent institutions which you
a r e laboring to erect."
-4s a necessary cotis:que~~ce, Shoghi
Effendi points out, it "should be increasingly supl,ortec1 by the entire
body of the believers, both in their individual ca~acities,and through their
collective efforts. whetl1c.r organized as

OCTOBER, 19 3 5

Dear and valued co-workers :
A s the activities of the Xmerican Baha'i community expand,
and its worldwide prestige correspondingly increases, the institution of the Sational Fund, the
bedrock on which all other institutions niust necessarily rest and
be established, acquires added
importance. and should be increasingly supported by the entire body of the believers, both
in their individual capacities, and
through their collective efforts,
whether organized as groups or
as local Assemblies. T h e supply
of funds, in support of the National Treasury, constitutes, at
the present time, the life-blood of
tliese nascent institutions which
you are laboring to erect. Its
i~ilportance cannot, surely, be
overestimated. Untold blessings
shall no doubt crown every effort
directed to that end. I am eagerly and prayerfully awaiting the
news of an unprecedented expansion in so vital an organ of the
administrative Order of tlie
Faith.
(signed) S HOGHI .
July 29. 1935.

groups o r a s local =\sseniblies." "The
Guardian would advise your -4ssenibly
to continue impressing upon tlie believers the necessity of their contributing regularly to tlie National Fund, irrespective of whether there is an
emergency to be met or not. Nothing
short of a continuous flow of contributions to tliat Fund can, indeed, insure
the financial stability upon wliicli so
much of the progress of the institutions of the Faitli tnust now inevitably
depend." (July 29, 1935.)
This message is conveyed to the
American Bahi'i c o ~ n n ~ u n i tin
y order

that the believers. one and all, may
realize their full nleasure of responsibility as pronioters of the World O r der of Bahi'u'llah.
May we ever bear in mind the essential fact that tlie main purpose of this
Revelation is to establish definite institutions, rooted in the conscious faith
of the believers, which are to be the
channeis through which the Divine
blessings flow to mankind. As these
institutions-centered about the International, National and local Houses of
Justice-develop their respective functions, the fulfilment of spiritual love
in terms of true education, true social
justice and true peace will characterize
this sacred Day of God. "That Divine
Civilization, the establishment of which
is the primary mission of the Bahi'i
Faitli." ( T h e World Order of Bahi'u'llah, pages 3 and 4.)
I t is by their institutions that communities of human beings are transformed from a mere rabble to an ordered society wherein the highest qualities of soul, mind and spirit are cherished and protected, but the existing
institutions based upon strife must be
replaced by those based upon the conception of the oneness of mankind.
I n this vast process of world transformation, as the Guardian now
emphasizes, tlie Baha'i Fund stands as
the bedrock upon which progress depends. T h e National Spiritual Assembly expresses the heart-felt hope
tliat the local .\ssen~blies, the groups
and also the believers individually, will
make a great effort to so order their
affairs and strengthen their determination tliat tlie National Fund can henceforth fulfil its special function and.
like the "life-blood" in any healthy organism. convey power to every organ
and liml~of the Balii'i body.
THE AQDAS
In correction of the statement published by the National Spiritual AS-
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senibly in B A H . ~ S
' ~EWS for July,
1935, the following statement from the
Guardian is now brought to the attention of the American friends:
"In view o f the importance of such
a statenient he feels it his duty to explain that the Laws revealed by Bahi'u'llih in the Aqdas are, whenever
practicable and not in direct conflict
with the Civil Laws of the land, absolutely binding on every believer or
Baha'i institution whether in the East
or in the West. Certain laws, such as
fasting, obligatory prayers, the consent
of the parents before marriage, avoidance of alcoholic drinks, monogamy,
should be regarded by all believers as
universally and vitally applicable at the
present time. Others have been formulated in anticipation of a state of
society destined to emerge from the
chaotic conditions that prevail today.
When the Aqdas is published tliis matter will be further explained and elucidated. What has not been formulated
in the Aqdas, in addition to matters
of detail and of secondary importance
arising out of tlie application of the
laws already foriiiulaed by Bahi'u'llih,
will have to be enacted by the Universal House of Justice. This body can
supplement but never invalidate or
modify in tlie least degree what has
already been formulated by Bahi'u'llali. Nor has the Guardian any right
whatsoever to lessen the binding effect
much less to abrogate the provisions
of so fundamental and sacred a Book.
"Already in Egypt, Persia, India
and I r i q , Assemblies, both local and
national, are availing themselves of the
opportunity which the autonomy granted to Eastern religious communities
in matters of personal status has offered them, to press for tlie recognition
by the civil authorities of such Laws
of the Aqdas which they cotiscientiously feel they must upliold and enforce.
They have even, under certain circumstances, preferred to suspend their activities and dissolve their institutions
rather than follow the dictates of those
officials who have tried to induce them
to violate what has been expressly ordained by the Author of their Faith.
"The Guardian will, when the Aqdas
is published, elaborate this fundamental principle of our Faitli. This brief
reference, he feels, is adequate for any
reference you wish to make regarding
tliis matter in tlie News Letter.''
August 11, 1935.
LETTERS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
"Dear and valued co-workers :
"The separation tlmt has set in be-
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tween the institutions of the Baha'i
Faith and tlie Islaiiiic ecclesiastical organizations that oppose it-a movement tliat has originated in Egypt and
is now spreading steadily throughout
the middle East and will in time conimunicate its influence to the Westimposes upon every loyal upholder of
tlie Cause the obligation of refraining
from any word or action that might
prejudice the position which our enemies have in recent years and of their
own accord, proclaimed and established. This historic development, the
beginnings of which could neither be
recognized nor even anticipated in the
years immediately preceding 'Abdu'lBaha's passing, may be said to have
signalized the Formative Period of
our Faith and to have paved the way
for the consolidation of its administrative order. As this movement gains
momentum, as it receives added impetus from the attitude and future action of the civil authorities in Persia,
it will inevitably manifest its repercussions in the West and will rouse the
leaders of the Church and finally the
civil authorities to challenge the claims
and eventualy to recognize the indepedent status of the Religion of Bahi'u'llih.
Nothing whatever in the
meantime should be said or done by
any of us, whether in the political field
or in our relations with ecclesiastical
organizations, that would tend to confuse the issues with which our struggling Cause will sooner or Iater be confronted. W e should accept no position,
should avoid any affiliations or commitments that could in any way harm
our future position o r provide our potential enemies with weapons with
which they can resist that complete
emancipation of our Cause or retard
its ultimate recognition and victory.
Though our Cause unreservedly recognizes the Divine origin of all the
religions that preceded it and upholds
the spiritual truths which lie at their
very core and are coniinon to them all,
its institutions, whether administrative,
religious or humanitarian, must if their
distinctive
character is to be maintained and recognized, be increasingly
divorced from the outworn creeds, the
meaningless ceremonials and manmade institutions with which these religions are at present identified. O u r
adversaries in tlie East have initiated
the struggle. O u r future opponents in
the West will, in their turn, arise and
can-! it a stage further. Ours is the
clutj-, in anticipation of tliis inevita1)le
contest. to upliold unequivocally and
with undivided loyalty tlie integrity
of our Faith mid denionstrate the dis--

tinguishing features of its divinely appointed institutions."
(signed) SHOGHI.
June 15, 1935.
"Regarding the statenient made by
the Guardian in his letter to Mr. Willard Hatch concerning the fact that
believers can serve both a s teachers
and administrators. Shoghi Effendi
would approve your Assen~blymaking
this fact known to all the friends. For
although it is essential for the believers to maintain always a clear distinction between teaching and administrative duties and functions, yet they
should be careful not to be led to think
that these two types of Baha'i activity
are mutually exclusive in their nature,
and as such cannot be exercised by one
and the same person. A s a matter of
fact, the friends should be encouraged
to serve in both the teaching and the
administrative fields of Bahi'i service.
But as there are always some who are
more speciaIIy gifted along one of
these two lines of activity it would
seem more desirable tliat they should
concentrate their efforts in acquiring
the full training for that type of work
for which they are best suited by na-ture. Such a specialization has the
advantage of saving time, and of leading to greater efficiency, particularly
at this early stage of our development.
The great danger, however, lies in
tliat by so doing the friends may tend
to develop a sort of class consciousness which is fundamentally contrary
to both the spirit and actual teachings
of the Faith. I t is precisely in order
to overcome such a danger tliat the
Guardian thinks it advisable that the
friends should be encouraged to serve
from time to time in both the teaching
and the administrative spheres of Bahi'i work, but only whenever they feel
fit to do so."-July 29, 1935.
"Concerning the nature of the Nineteen Day Feast. In the Aqdas. Bahi'u'llih clearly revealed the spiritual
and social character of this institution.
Its administrative significance, however, has been stressed by the Guardian in direct response to the growing
needs of the Bahi'i community in this
for~ilativeperiod of the Bahi'i era for
better training in the principles and
practice of Bahi'i administration."-July 39. 1935.
IN MEMORIAM
The friends are requested to remember \\-it11 prayer these believers
~ v h ohave entered tlie Kingdo~ii.
Jliss Rhoda Sichols. Troj-. N. Y.
RIr. Leslie Callloon. Racine. \\'isc.
Dr. Clenlent \\7c~olson, St. Patrl,
Jlinn.
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NATIONAL MEETING AT
BAHA'I HOUSE OF WORSHIP
OCTOBER 26 and 27
The meeting at the House of Worship, Wilmette, in which representatives of all local Assemblies are invited to participate, will be conducted
in accordance with the following
agenda.
October 26, 9.30 A. M. Meeting of
thanksgiving and devotion in the Auditorium, readings to be prepared by the
Temple Program Committee.
10.00 A. M. Meeting of general
consultation in Foundation Hall. Opening remarks by Mountfort Mills,
Chairman. Remarks by Ruhi Effendi
Afnhn. The following topics will be
presented in a ten-minute talk by representatives of the National Spiritual
Assembly, followed by fifty minutes of
general discussion, throughout the
morning and afternoon sessions.
National Baltci'i F w d . Leader of
discussion, Carl Scheffler.
Bahd'i Temlritlg: The Necessary
Spiritual Attitude. Leader of Discussion, Alfred E. Lunt.
Bahd'i Teachitzg: PIans and Policies. Leader of Discussion, Leroy C,
Iaas.
The fwstitzdfiotr of the Ifinsteen Day
Feast. Leader of Discussion. Allen
B. MeDaniel.
Publicify Leader of discussion,
Nellie S. French.
Rare Amity. Leader of Discussion,
Horace Holey.
Adrrti)ristmtizfe Problenls: Membership in non-Baha'i religious organizations, residential qualification of a voting believer, the spiritual character of
Bahai elections. Leader of disct~ssion,
George 0. Latimer.
8.00 P. M, Bahri'i readings, followed by a feast, under the direction
of the Tenlple Prograrn Committee.
Continuance of general discussion on
the subject of teaching.
+12.30
I.
Octoher 27, 9.30 A. &to
P. M. General discussion on the subject of the Bahi'i Faith in relation to
the future developments of society and
the events that are destined to take
place before 1963. Leaders of discussio~z, Alountiort Mills and Rulli
Effendi Afntin.
Ruhi Effencli Afnin will be the
speaker at the Sunday afternoon public meeting in Foundation Hall on
October 27.

-------

RUHI EFFENDI AFNAN
MAKES SECOND VISIT
TO AMERICA
The Kational Spiritual Assembly is
privileged to announce that Ruhi E f fendi AgnAn, great-grandson of Ka-
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BAHA'I HOUSE OF WORSHIP
"A dome that shall stand as a flaming beacon and a symbol of hope amidst the
gloom of a despairing world."-Sbogbi
Effendi.

ha'u'llah, has come to America and
with the Guardian's approval can remain until November in order to take
part in the National Meeting at the
Tenlple on October 26 and 27, and
visit local Baha'i cornrnunities to assist
in teaching on his way to and from
Chicago.
The following itinerary has been arranged :
September 8 to 12. Upper New
York State.
September 25 to Octoher 4, SenEnqland.
October 6 to 13. S e w YorL City
Iletropolitan area.
October 11 to 30. IYashingron.
D, C..area.
Octolxr 21 to Sovember 6. Frotn

\Vashington to Chlcago, stopping at
Pittsburg en route.
Xovember 7 until his departure
iroln An~erica. From Chicago to New
York. stoppi~lgat Detroit and Cleveland.
Due to i~nportantwork which requires his presence at Haifa in No% c~~tber
R, u l ~ i Effendi AfnAn regrets
11;s itlability to extend hls \isit to include a journey to .4shemblies in the
\\'est
F r o ~ nreports already receired, the
friends are making ever? effnrt to take
advantage of this u~licjtre opportunity
to !la\ e the Message presented publicljr
Iry so rlistinguisl~etla believer, and the
centers already visited are e~thusiastic
and grateful for the res~llt.; achieved.

Shoghi Effendi. Paper covers, $0.25.
011flirleatld Suritii~aryof the Aims,
Purposes. History, Teachings and 4 d niinistrative Order of the Faith. prepared with special reference to publicity use. 4-page folder, letterhead size.
$3.00 per 100. -Vet.
T h e World Religiolz, by Shoglii Effendi. $1.00 per 100. hTet.
Tlze Goal of a iVeal ll'orld Order,
by Shoghi Effendi. 10 copies for
$0.50. Net.
Horrrocult~irc, by Stanwood Collb.
$1.50 per 100. Net.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE
T h e Most Gi~eatPence. by Marion
APPOINTMENTS
Holley. $1.50 per 100. -Vet.
T h e list of Committees of the N. S.
Pritlciples of the Eahti'i Fnitlt (small
A. published in August B A H . ~SEWS,
'~
blue compilation). $3.00 per 100.
is to he extended and revised as fol?'he Otiei~ess of Illnr~kii~d.Comlows :
pilation on Race Amity. $0.15.
Regiottal Teachittg Represer~tati.i~es. TIte Bah4'i ~ l l o e ~ c i i ~ c rOutline
~t
of
Mrs. Louise Caswell has been appoint- aims and purpose, statement on Bahi'i
ed for the area of Oregon and Wash- administration, and compilation, reington. Dr. E. Leorlore Morris and printed from T h e Galrci'i 1Vorld. $1.00
Dale S. Cole have each been assigned for 10 copies.
the area assigned to the other in the
TIte Eahci'i Faifli, by Horace HolAugust list of appointtnents. Dr. N o r - ley. $1.00 for 25 copies. Net.
ris, therefore, now has the area of
hlichigan and Indiana, and Dale S .
DECISIONS OF THE
Cole the area of Ohio and IVestern
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
Pennsylvania.
ASSEMBLY
Pltblicit~l Coioirlrl~ittee. Mrs. Nina
-411 local groups a r e requested to
Ifatthisen has beell appointed in place elect a Correspondent once a year, and
of .4. F. Matthisen as member of this preferabl y on April 21. T h e function
committee.
of the Correspondent is to receive BA.4rzrzrtnl Sotiz~er~iro f ''1 Ddu'l-Bahci. ~ . i ' iN EWS and other general com(1936). William d e Forge, Chairmati, munications intended f o r all menibers
Curtis Relsey. Dr. Wilbur, l l i s s 0 . B. of the group. and also to serve as link
Crum, l l r s . Grace Icrug, Mrs. Carrie between the g r o u p and the Teaching
Kinney, Miss Bertha Herklotz.
Committee, Publishing Committee, etc.
It has been voted to record the attiPUBLISHING
tude of the N. S. -1.
that local AsseniANNOUNCEMENTS
blies would not he justified in sancGlenirilrgs froril the It'ritirzgs of Ba- tioning annual memorial meetings to
h6'1t'lln'lr,translated by Shoghi Effendi. commemorate individual believers.
I t has been voted to call attention
This work, consisting of selections
fro111 Tablets which the Guardian once more to tlie fact that local Assemwishes the believers to study and pon- blies and individual believers should be
der. will be ready f o r distribution on careful in dealinq with persons who
t
no proper
October 8. T h e volume is available in claim to he Rahi'is l ~ u have
two bindings : in cloth, at $1.80; and credentials. This applies particularly
to persons who come from other cities.
in Fabrikoid. at, $2.25.
T h e Corllir~gof tlte Glory, hv FlorSTATEMENT BY
ence E. Pinchon.
new supply of
ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
this book has just been received from
England, and copies can be obtained
The real BahA'i .Archives of the fuat $0.50 each. T h e former price was ture \\-ill consist primarily of the inter$1 .oo.
pretation of the Wort1 of Ualii'u'llih
Do'rr: TIte Coll to Pra~lcr,hy Rut11 containetl in tlie Tablets of 'Ahtlu'lEllis Moffett. This is the correct title B a h i to the llelie\,ers of the L-11ited
States ant1 Canada. and of the al~plicaof the xvork listed with an incorrect
title in the recently issued Catalog. tions of this W o r d to the developing
Will the friends kintllv correct their Worltl Order as explained in the letown Catalog in accortlance with this ters of S!~oqhi Effentli ant1 of suhsequent Guardians of the Cause.
notice.
O u r Guardian has made it a speT h e following pan1r)hlet.; are availcial duty of this qeneration to collect
able for use in teacliinq activities.
TIlr Di.~prirsa!ioi~
of Rnhti'~i'llrih,by and preserve in the .-\rchives the Tab-

REPORT OF TEMPLE VISITORS
The House of Worship has become
a spiritual magnet attracting people
from all parts of the country. From
figures presented by the Teniple Program Committee it appears that during
the four months period, April to July,
1935, the Teniple Guides registered
visits from 816 groups and a total of
4,087 individuals. Some 35,650 visitors are reportetd f o r the past 30
months.

lets of the Master. Therefore, the
National -\rchives Committee invites
and earnestly requests the cooperation
of all Local Spiritual Assen~blies in
the fulfillment of this duty, a s far as
possible, during the remainder of the
current Bahi'i year.
T h e following suggestions are offered for consultation and action, if
possible, by each -1ssembly: First, that
the significance of the Baha'i Archives,
the importance of preserving 'Abdu'lBaha's Tablets while they are still
available, and the future location of
the Archives in the Foundation Structure of the Temple, be explained and
enlphasized a t the next two NineteenDay Feasts. Second, that the following questions o r their substance be
asked of the friends who attend these
Feasts, and that, if a general monthly
letter is mailed to the menibers of the
community, these questions be included
with the request that those unable to
attend Feasts mail their answers to
the corresponding secretary.
The
cluestions suggested are these :
( 1 ) Have any of the friends present
ever received Tablets f r o m
'Abdu'l-Bah6 ?
( 2 ) Of these, who have forwarded
their Tablets to the National
Archives ?
( 3 ) W h a t friends still have Tablets
in their possession ?
(4) Do any have in their keeping
Tablets which were addressed to
relatives o r other believers?
( 5 ) Do those friends still in the possession of Tablets plan to place
them in the Archives in the near
future ?
-4 third suggestion is that a date or
dates be set and announced ~ v h e nthe
members of the community who have
Tablets, letters fro111 the Guardian o r
sacred relics which they wish to present to the .\rchives niay bring these
to the Feast, where they may be taken
charge of by the Local Spiritual Assembly and forwarded by registered
mail to the Secretary of the Archives
Committee.
This committee would appreciate
having a report from each community
hy the close of December, if possible,
indicating the number of affirmative
responses to each of the above questions.
It is most natural that the friends
should hesitate ant1 postpone parting
with their no st precious possessions.
Please reinind t h e ~ n h, o w e ~ e r that
,
the
.\rchives Committee will gladly supply them wit11 exact photostatic copies
of their Tablets.
N ATIONAL ARCHIVESCOAIIIITTEE
By: R[rs. Carl Schemer, Secretary,
1821 Lincoln Street. Elanston, Ill.
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Man i s the supreme Talisman. Lack
of a proper edztcation hath, Itowever,
deprived him of that which he doth
irtherently possess. Through a word
proceeding out of tlze mouth of God
he atas called illto beirtg; by one word
more he was guided to recognize the
Source of his education; by yet another word &is statiow and destiny
were safegztarded. T h e Great Being
saith: Regard 1.nan as a mine n'ch in
g e m s of inestiil~blevalue. Education
can, alone, cause it to reveal its
to benetreasures and enable ~~lankitrd
fit therefrom. If any ntatr were to
~neditateon that which the Scriptures.
setrt down frorn the heaaea of God's
holy Will, have revealed, Ite rerill readily recognize tlzat their purpose i s that
all men shall be regarded as one soul,
so that the seal bearing the words
" T h e Kingdowc shall be God's" may be
stanzped on every Izeart, and the light
o f Divine bounty, of grace, and mercy
m a y envelope all ,nunkind.
-BAHA'u'LLAH.
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written by an English lady by the name
of Merrit-Hawks, in which she makes
a few, though very favorable and
significant statements regarding the
importance and position of the Cause
in that country. T h e author, who has
traveled extensively throughout the
land, and has associated with many
classes of the population, has been
niuch impressed all through tlie journey by the comparatively high intellectual, moral and spiritual level which
the Baha'is occupy among their fellow-countrymen."

Tbe GuardianYs Letters to
Indiuidual Believers
"With reference to the N. S. A.'s
suggestion regarding the publication in
B A H . ~ 'N~EWS of passages from the
Guardian's letters to individual believers, he wishes me to express his approval of the plan conceived by your
Assenlbly in this matter."
(Note:
This plan is that when the National
Spiritual Assembly receives a copy of
a letter from the Guardian to an individual believer containing statements
of general bearing and importance, the
Assembly will refer these statements
back to the Guardian, and when approved by him will publish them in
B A H ~N'E~WS. This plan was brought
to the Guardian's attention in the light
of his instruction, published a year or
two ago, that his letters to individuals
were not to be extensively published).

LETTERS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
rrModernMystics"
"I wish also to express his thanks
and appreciation for other enclosures
a n d especially for the book 'Modern
Mystics' by Sir Francis Younghusband, a copy of which you have been
most kind in sending him. The author's account of the early days of the
Stories About rAbdu'l-Ba'ba
Movement is very thrilling, indeed,
" He would also urge you to attach
and quite authoritative, being based on
Nabil's Narrative. It is hoped that no importance to the stories told about
this work will have great influence in 'Abdu'l-Bahi or to those attributed to
spreading the Message in many circles. Him by the friends. These should be
and in this way will give wide and ef- regarded in tlie same light as tlie notes
fective publicity to the Cause." ( N o t e : and iinpressions of visiting pilgrims.
Reference was made to "hlodern blys- They need not be suppressed, but
tics" in a recent issue of B A H A ) ~ they should not also be given prominence or official recognition."
N E W S ).
" I n this connection the Guardian
Special Respmsibility"
wishes me to draw your attention to a
"Dear and valued co-workers: Now
recently published book on 'Persia'

that the decoration of the dome unit
of our beloved Temple has been
brought to a successful termination, an
unprecedented effort, on the part of
both individuals and Assemblies, is required in order to promote, nay to revitalize the teaching work in all its
aspects and throughout the length and
breadth of the American continent. A
special responsibility is thus laid on the
elected representatives of the American believers, whose immediate task is
to devise such means as will enable
every local commuliity and group to
play its part and further by every
ineans in its power the campaign of
teaching which is to signalize the opening of a new chapter in the history of
the Faith in that land." (signed)
Skoghi.

THE NEW HOUR HAS STRUCK
Three major instructions have been
received by the American believers
since the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahi :
to develop the Administrative Order,
to construct the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,
and now, to engage in a "nation-wide,
systematic, sustained effort in teaching
field."
These three instructions mark the
fundamental points in our collective
historical experience as a national community of Bahi'is in the World Order
of Bahi-u'llih. Their sequence is significant. The friends have developed
the institutions of local and National
Assembly and of the Convention,
thereby constituting the new organism; they have by devotion and sacrifice raised the Temple superstructure
and completed the external decoration
of its dome tunit, thereby giving that
organism strength and vigor through
the accomplishment of a mighty task:
now the American Baha'i com~nunity
is summoned to the supreme spiritual
effort, that the organism may be penetrated by the Spirit and not remain
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merely a social body deprived of soul.
When the Guardian informs us that
"the new hour has struck in history
of our beloved Cause," the teaching
effort he calls for is surely far more
than a mere enlargement or extension
of the activities we have termed
"teaching" up to now. What we require, if we would meet this surpassing opportunity, is first of all a great
deepening of our consciousness, a
higher sense of consecration, and a
unity that is instinctive and not begrudging or occasional or otherwise
incomplete. The "forces" which "progressive revelation of this mighty
symbol of our Faith is fast releasing"
are so overpowering that incapacity
to give them a pure, clear channel may
well be a catastrophe for all who fail
to respond to the limit of their power.
These are the forces which outwardly
are transforming the life of humanity
and the greatest institutions of civilization. "In appearance it is fire and
vengeance; in reality it is light and
mercy." As we unitedly and sincerely try to respond, the Omnipotence
moving the world will guide us safely
through the "fire and vengeance" to
the "light and mercy" manifested on
the plane of faith. The possibilities
revealed for the Baha'i community are
immeasurable, as their momentum is
irresistible by all on earth.
The National Spiritual Assembly,
realizing the new weight of responsibility pIaced by the Guardian upon
every Baha'i institution and every individual believer, wishes to contribute
this thought a t the beginning of the
new era of teaching: that the success
of any and every plan is dependent
upon the inner purity and devotion of
Bahi'is themselves. Each BahB'i is
a teacher, whether he speaks in public or not, because the essence of all
teaching is our life and our unitv with
the Bahi'i body.
The source of the inspiration we
all need is "Gleaning from the Writings of Bahi'u'llkh," translated by the
Guardian himself-that inexhaustible
treasure of love and truth.
The Teaching Committee will next
month announce definite plans and
make specific suggestions enabling
each Spiritual Assenlbly and Bahi'i
community to become active in teaching. Before consideration is given to
those plans and suggestions. appeal is
made to the inmost heart of the
friends, to ponder the Guardian's most
recent message, and pray for capacity
to obey with heart and soul this stirring appeal, whose full meaning for
the future none can estimate. But all
qf us can understand that the doors
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SHOGHI EFFENDI'S MESSAGE TO THE TEMPLE
CONFERENCE
"Convey (to) assembled believers celebrating termination
entire dome unit (of) Mashriqu'l-Adhkar (my) heart-felt
congratulations (on) triumphant
progress (of) their undeniably
glorious enterprize. To prayers
(and) testimonies ascending to
Throne of Bahi'u'llih ( I ) am
moved (to) add my fervent
though inadequate tribute to
solidarity (of) so dazzling an
achievement.
(The)
forces
which progressive revelation of
this mighty symbol of our Faith
is fast releasing in heart of a
sorely tried continent no one of
this generation can correctly appraise. The new hour has struck
in history of our beloved Cause,
calling for nation-wide, systematic, sustained effort in teaching
field, enabling thereby these
forces to be directed into such
channels as shall redound to
glory of our Faith and honor of
its institutions." (signed) Shoghi.

By the righteousness of the one true
God! One hair of Him excelleth all
that is in the heavens and all that is on
the earth. Beware, 0 men, lest ye be
tempted to part with Him in exchange
for the gold and silver ye possess. Let
His love be a storehouse of treasure
for your souls, on the Day when
naught else but Him shall profit you,
the Day when every pillar shall tremble, when the very skins of men shall
creep, when all eyes shall stare up
with terror. Say: 0 people l Fear
ye God, and turn not away disdainfully from His Revelation. Fall prostrate on your faces before God, and
Celebrate His praise in the daytime
and in the night season. Let thy soul
glow with the flame of this undying
Fire that burneth in the midmost heart
of the world, in such wise that the
waters of the universe shall be DOW-less to cool down its ardor. Make,
then, mention of thy Lord, that haply
the heedless among- our servants may
be admonished through thy words,
and the hearts of the righteous be
gladdened." (page 38).
NATIONAL
S PIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

-

EXPENSES OF THE
NATIONAL FUND
In order that we may obtain a betof service are flung wide in every city; ter understanding of the present fixed
the people are quickened with capacity costs of maintaining the established
to receive the Word; and every sin- National activities of the Cause in this
cere intention to teach will be rein- country and Canada, the treasurer's
forced by heavenly power.
office has prepared a summary of the
Feeling this larger personal oppor- expense budget.
tunity, rnay we join in all plans adoptThe actual running expenses of all of
ed by our Spiritual Assembly with our activities now average approxiardor and wisdom, retaining all teach- mately $1,923.34 per month. The exing methods that have proved sound pense of maintaining the National ofand effective but willing to replace any fices, including everything, such as stamethod which no longer corresponds tionery, postage, supplies, traveling exto the reality of this present hour.
penses of National Assembly members.
The Assemblies and friends who special printing, telegrams and cables,
wish to remind themselves of the gen- office rental, public teaching bulletins,
eral advance in teaching methods and all mimeograph service, etc., etc., is bepolicies made during recent years can ing done at a very nominal figure, i.e.,
refer to a number of statements pub- $472.18 per month.
lished in BAH;Z'~
NEWS, and by so doThe World Order MagmQZ1ne
is going
ing keep abreast of the progress made to average about $305.00 per month.
in the recent past, upon which we must
International Fund, that is the
now build. Among the direct refer- American believers' contribution to the
ences to teaching the following are International headquarters at Haifa
cited for reference: July, September, amounts to $190.00 per month and the
October and November, 1932. Januarv, N e w s Letter costs $110.00 per month.
1933 and September, 1934, t h o ~ ~ g h The average cost per month of
these by no means cover the entire niaintaining the Temple, including the
eround.
wages of the caretakers, oil for fuel.
From the Gleanings this passage is current for power and light and all
quoted: "Arise, 0 wayfarer in the other incidental expenses, approximate
path of the Love of God, and aid thou $617.16 per month.
Green Acre maintenance and exHis Cause. Say : Barter not away this
Youth, 0 people, for the vanities of penses comes to $229,00 per month.
I t will be noted that this budget of
this world or the delights of heaven.
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$1,923.34 does not include any money
to wipe out the indebtedness on the
clerestory construction which aiuounts
to $6,518.16, the last note on a loan
from the Northern Trust Co., which
amounts to $2,500.00. nor any money
whatsoever for teaching, which the
Guardian has so urgently stressed.
A careful study of the figures shown
above will, we think, convince anyone
that the activities and properties are
being maintained most efficiently at a
ridiculously low figure. Every community of Bahi'is in the United States
and Canada, as well as every isolated
believer, should not only take part in
the maintenance of the budget as it is
presented here, but should unitedly
look forward to a very definite expansion in the immediate future. The believer who does not take part in the
National activities of the Cause and assist the National Spiritual Assembly
in the maintenance of the established
activities is definitely depriving himself of a very sacred privilege.
If, in our Nineteen Day Feasts, this
matter could be discussed, with the
idea that hereafter in each Community
in the United States and Canada we
would seek a one hundred per cent
cooperation in the Baha'i body of our
city, we feel sure that the blessing resulting would make our pleas on the
part of the National Treasurer unnecessary. It must be noted that the aim
is that every believer, rich or poor,
should take part in the monthly contribution, even though the amount contributed may not be more than a few
cents. The unifying power of such
united action yill nevertheless have the
desired effect. Certainly no real believer doubts that the united effort of
the followers of Bahi'u'llih can fail.
I n the next NEWS LETTER there
will appear detailed figures of the average monthly expenditures under the
items mentioned this month. It is
hoped that every believer in the United
States and Canada will carefully study
them in order that he may be acquainted with the needs of the N. S. A. and
then so order his life as to be able
t o take his part in the activity.
Immediate Needs

F o r balance due on Mt.
Carmel land . . . . . . . . . . .
Bank loan (final payment)
due January 1 . . . . . . . . .
D'&emEi' running expenses
(approx. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Temple construction, due on
contract . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$2,500.00
2,500.00

1,920.00
6,518.16

I N MEMORIAM
The believers are requested to bless
with prayer the spirits of these Baha'is who have ascended to the Kingdom.
Mrs. Dora Smith, Seattle.
Charles Belyea, Milwaukee.
Mrs. Caroline Brown, Chicago.
H . De Vogh Wright, Orange
Springs, N. Y.
Mrs. Hulda Mecher, Muskegon.
Mrs. Evelyn Cuddeback, San Francisco.
Marshall Humphrey, Phoenix.
George Monroe, Vancouver.

A NEW TEMPLE ILLUSTRATION
The illustration sent to the friends
with the letter from the National Asseillbly dated September 24, 1935, has
been reproduced for sale to the friends
who have long wished a picture showing the Temple in its present stage of
completion.
Copies may be obtained from Harry
Walrath, Temple Librarian and Photographs Committee, at 5c each, or three
for 10c. Mr. Walrath's address is
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago.
As it is not convenient to sell single
copies by mail, it is suggested that the
local Assemblies obtain a supply for the
individual friends.

TEMPLE CONFERENCE
The American Bahi'i community
took an important forward step on the
occasion of the Conference held at the
House of Worship on October 26 and
27. The sessions welded together the
friends and the members of the National Spiritual Assembly by the power
of mutual prayer and serious consultation. They were blessed by the message sent by Shoghi Effendi, quoted
elsewhere in this issue. They were
distinguished also by the presence of
Ruhi Effendi Afnin who, besides
sharing the discussion, addressed the
public meeting which overflowed
Foundation Hall on Sunday afternoon, October 27.
The consultation was recorded, and
excerpts from this record will be published in Bah6'i N m s at the earliest
possible date. What may be emphasized now is the fact that the Conference appeared so fruitful that it may
well become an annual event.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The following Committees have been
appointed, in addition to those reported in a previous issue :
Program Committee, Central States
Summer School-L. W. Eggleston,
Chairman, Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Secretary, Mrs. Dorothy
Baker.
Program Committee, Western States
Summer School-John D. Bosch,
Chairman, Leroy Ioas, Secretary, Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper, Mrs. Amelia Collins,
Prof. N. Forsythe Ward, Irwin Somerhalder,
Siegfried
Schopflocher,
Charlotte Linfoot, George 0. Latimer.
Youth Committee-the following
new members have been added: Farruk Ioas, Margaret Kunz, Florence
Mattoon.
Universal Language-to the membership previously announced, Josephine Kruka has been added.

TEACHING SERVICES OF RUHI
EFFENDI AFNAN
Bahi'is resident in the many cities
visited by Ruhi Effendi Afnin need
no descriptive article to acquaint them
with the fact that his teaching services
have been truly effective and inspiring.
His contribution to the unity and enthusiasm of the believers themselves,
his grasp of the Message, and his
capacity to respond to public opportunities not hitherto available to representatives of the Cause, combined to
make his visit, necessarily brief though
it had to be, a landmark in American
Baha'i history.
When reports are received from the
different Regional Teaching Representatives and local Assemblies by the
National Teaching Committee, a comprehensive record of Ruhi Afnin's services can be published. .4 word of
heart-felt gratitude is now expressed
on behalf of all believers who had the
privilege of his teaching.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Dear Baha'i Friends :
The Library Committee wishes to
take this opportunity to express its
deep appreciation to all the local Assemblies and individual Bahi'is whose
continued cooperation has enabled this
Committee steadily to enlarge the
scope of its work.
We now wish to bring to your attention the new plans for the present
year.
Every central Library in most of
the major cities in the country is well
supplied with a representative collection of Baha'i literature. The circulation of the books is continuously growing. The literature is also in many
University Libraries, and it is this feature of distribution that we wish to
emphasize particularly at this time.
In the University departments of
Philosophy or Religion, the study of
"Living Religions" and "Comparative

Religions" attracts a large number of
students. It is the wish of the National Spiritual Assenlbly as well as
of the Library Comluittee that every
College and University in the United
States and Canada have Bahi'i literature in its Library. This is one of
the most direct ways of getting the
Teachings before the thinking youth
of the country.
Kindly interview the Universities
in your locality, obtain a list of the
BahP'i works they now have, and their
willingness to receive the gift of additional books, "The Promise of All
Ages" and "Security for a Failing
World."
These are books which
should be in every Library, since their
titles attract immediate attention.
As our resources for the distrihution of free literature is limited, we
wish to request each local Assembly
to make one more Library donation,
the new volume recently published,
"Gleanings from the Writings of
Bahi'u'llih." W e trust that your donation of this unique addition to Bahi'i
literature in English will eventually
have important results.
As a matter of interest, the Committee reports that its records show
that at present Bahi'i literature is obtainable in 143 Public and 31 University Libraries.
Will each local Assembly consider
these plans and notify the Committee
of its intention to assist in this branch
of the teaching work.
Chairman
M ARTHA WOODSUM,
Library Division, Bahi'i Publishing Committee,
P. 0. Box 348, Grand Central
Annex, New York, N. Y.
Y O U T H COMMITTEE
T o the Bahi'i Youth of the United
States and Canada.
Dear fellow youth :
The Guardian has placed upon the
National Youth Committee a great
and unique responsibility. I t is his
wish that the Bahi'i youth of the
United States and Canada bring into
the closest possible cooperation all the
Bahi'i youth of the world. H e further wishes that we may enter as fully
as possible into the study of the World
Order and the work of public teaching.
This is a great responsibility, a challenge to all that is fine in us. The
affairs of youth are close to the Guardian's heart. So let us. in this third
year of the National Youth Committee, enter more fully than ever into
the work of constructing the New
World Order.

The National Youth Comn~ittee
wishes to be a medium of guidance
and expression for all the Baha'i
Youth of the world. This cannot be
done without cooperation-that keynote to successful living in this new
age. Write your group problems to
the National Youth Committee, that
they may help you. Offer plans and
suggestions to them. Only by wholeheartedly working together can we
bring into being what Shoghi Effendi
desires-an international Bahi'i Youth
Movement that will challenge the
young people of the world with the
dynamic and constructive principles of
the Faith of Bahi'u'llih.
This autumn marks the launching
of an intensive teaching campaign on
the part of all the communities in the
United States and Canada. Let us
enter into this campaign determined
to attract many youth to the Cause!
The recent decision of the N. S. A. to
allow young people between the ages
of fifteen and twenty-one to declare
their faith and attend Feast meetings
opens a wide and new field of teaching
effort for the Bahi'i youth of America. Let us begin this year, in America,
the Youth Movement which the Guardian anticipates.
This message of the Guardian, written in August, 1933, to the first Cotnmittee, shows the constant interdependence of Bahi'i activity and the relation of Youth activities to the whole
Bahi'i community-"he would strongly urge you to cooperate, heart and
soul, with all the various Assen~blies,
groups, and committees throughout
the Bahi'i world, to ask for their assistance and help for the successful discharge of your duties and obligations,
and in this way to try to build up an
active and ready mind among the
Bahi'i youth throughout the world."
The obligation is clear and definite.
The National Youth Committee sees
its work as in a specialized teaching
field, to attract youth under twenty-one
to the Faith of Bahi'u'llih and to encourage by a11 possible means the entrance of Bahi'i Youth into the active
life of the local and National communities.
T o accomplish these things, the National Committee would like "to cooperate, heart and soul, with all the
various Assemblies, groups, and committees." If each community which
has no youth group as yet would immediately consider the problem, the
Committee will give all possible aid in
the formation of such a group. If each
youth group already formed would call
on the National Committee for help
and advice, and keep it regularly in-

formed of its progress, the goal of our
Guardian would be sooner achieved.
In the face of the present great
teaching opportunities, and in full consideration of the great and majestic
task before the Baha'i Youth of the
world, the National Youth Committee
issues this call for cooperation and renewed dedication.
Sincerely In His Service,
K ENNETH C HRISTIAN,
Chairman, National Youth Conlmittee.
I N D E X COMMITTEE
The Baha'i Index Committee desires to know if anyone among the
Baha'is has an Index to any of the following volun~es:
Gleanings from the Writings of
Baha'u'llih*.
Tablets of Bal~i'u'llih.
Kitab-i-Iqin.
Three Tablets of Bahi'u'llih.
Epistle to the Son of the Wolf.
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, Vols. I, I1
and 111.
Some Answered Questions.
Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Mysterious Forces of Civilization.
Promulgation of Universal Peace,*
Vols. I and 11.
The World Order letters of the
Guardian.**
The Dispensation of Bahi'u'llah,
Shoghi Effendi.
Any believer having an Index which
he is willing to lend to the Index COIIImittee is requested to communicate
with the Committee Secretary.
The Index Committee is also very
desirous of receiving letters from
Bahi'is who have had experience in
indexing or cataloging.
B ERTHA HYDE K IRKPATRICK ,
Secretary,
209 North Ingalls Street,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

*These books already have an Index, but some of the friends may have
worked out additional subject references which will be useful.
**The World Order of Bahi'u'llih :
The World Order of Bahi'u'llih:
Further Considerations ; The Goal of
a New World Order; The Golden Age
of the Cause of Bahi'u'llih; America
and the Most Great Peace.

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
During the Dast month the National
Publicity Committee has received clippings from the following cities: Albany, N. Y. ; Rochester, N. Y. ; Racine.
Wisc. : Miami, Florida ; Bergen, Norway; Lima, Ohio ; Columbus, Ohio;
and Chicago, Illinois.
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I n several cases the publicity re- the reading public the fundamental
sulted from a release sent to the news- teachings which Bah6'is are endeavorpapers of the cities by the National ing to place before the listening public.
Publicity Committee at the time of the
The National Publicity Committee
completio~lof the Clerestory section of has received the following suggestion:
the Bahi'i House of Worship. This "We suggest that each Local Spiritual
release included two beautiful pictures Assembly appoint a radio committee
of the dome and a short paragraph. If (ideal work for Baha'is who are shutyour papers used this material and you ins or tied to their homes for one reahave not sent clippings to the National son or another) ; this committee to
Publicity Committee we would appre- appoint certain people who will be
given definite radio programs which
ciate three clippings of each release.
Some very thoughtful work has they will tune in on each day, such as
been done by the publicity chairmen of philosophic programs, etc., so that
Local Assemblies and the National when an opportunity presents itself to
Publicity Committee believes their send in a favorite saying, something
work will be an inspiration to others. from the teachings can be sent in
I n Chicago, last spring, the Local pub- under the supervision of the local comlicity chairman sent a typewritten let- mittee. There is a wide field for acter to the Women's Clubs of Chicago tivity of this kind. W e have a proand vicinity offering to have speakers gram locally that sings the songs of
appear on their programs this fall and all churches and religions every mornwinter. The letter emphasized the fact ing. One of these days I shall send
that there is no charge for Baha'i them some Bahi'i songs."
W e suggest that a magazine reader
speakers. A tour of the Bahi'i House
of Worship was also suggested with be appointed in each Community
the service of a guide. This letter re- whose responsibility will be to read the
sulted in a frontispiece of the Bahi'i weekly and monthly magazines searchHouse of Worship with a fine descrip- ing for references to the Cause. Such
tion of the building appearing in the references should be sent to the Namid-summer number of "Women," tional Publicity Committee.
The annual scrap book will be kept
the official magazine for the Chicago
and Cook County women's organiza- this year and the pages for your Community are waiting to be filled. The
tions.
National Publicity Committee would
I n another large city one of the appreciate the name and address of
friends wrote to a "Religious Question each Local Publicity Chairman. Send
Box", which is a column appearing in all con~municationsto
one of the newspapers, asking "If R UTH R ANDALL B ROWN , Chairwztl,
there was in the Bible any basis for
Box 9, Ingomar, Pa.
the many Christian sects and what
prospects there were for a world religion?" This reply was received from
the newspaper, "There is no authority
WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
in the teachings of Christ for so many
Recent issues of the Magazine have
Christian sects and denominations. contained compilations of Words of
Regarding the prospects of a world re- Bahi'u'llih selected from the new volligion, write to the National Spiritual ume, announced last month, entitled
Assembly of the Baha'is of the U. S. "Gleanings From Writings of Baand Canada, Evergreen Cabin, W. hi'u'llih."
These compilations have
Englewood, N. J."
been deeply appreciated.
A s we enter upon the intensive
A series of articles under the title
teaching campaign following the in- of "A World Religion" was begun in
structions of the Guardian we must al- the September number. Under this
ways keep in mind the assistance which heading, successive articles, each by a
thoughtful publicity can bring. From different author, will be published as
several of the larger cities clippings are follows : The Source of Religion, The
received each week concerning pub- Continuity of Religion, The Oneness
licity given visiting speakers and local of the Prophets, Cycles of Civilization,
meetings.
The Spiritual Nature of Man, The
I t should be remembered that the Oneness of Mankind, The Historic
Bahi'i population in any city is rela- Crisis, The Fulfilment of Religion, and
tively small and your publicity must A World Community.
In addition, the Magazine has been
contain something in which the editor
feels that the general public will be privileged to publish a number of important articles by believers, and some
interested.
BahQ'i publicity should never be informative and helpful articles by
spectacular. I t should be dignified, non-believers.
The Editors have written a large
absolutely accurate and place before

number of letters to Bah2is in America
and also in Europe and the East, a p
pealing for contributions on Bahi'i
subjects which will deepen and enlarge the scope of this monthly teaching organ. The response received has
been thoroughly appredatedC but a
general appeal is now issued to individual believers, to Assemblies and to
Committees for more continuous cooperation.
The three Summer Schools maintained programs full of possibilities for
a series of articles or for one or two
articles bearing upon the fundamental
subjects discussed. Mrs. Mayme Seto
has prepared her program at Central
States Summer School as a series to
be published in coming months, and
other teachers are urged to follow this
example.
The Editors likewise urge all believers who give public addresses on
Baha'i subjects to appreciate the larger audience they can reach through
the medium of a magazine article.
Moreover, it is helpful to a speaker to
try at least occasionally to write out
a talk before it is delivered, because
the practice of writing makes for clarity, order and appeal to reason as well
as to feeling.
The Business Manager of the magazine reminds the friends of the value
of this publication in spreading the
Cause and also in affording each Bahi'; an opportunity to extend his own
knowledge and capacity by sharing the
results of other believers' careful and
conscientious study.
W m l d Order can be obtained as
follows: Introductory subscription
(seven months), $1.00; Annual subscription, $2.00 ; Library subscription,
$1.75 ; Gift subscriptions, five or more
annual subscriptions on one order,
$1.50 each; Extra copies-ten copies
of any issue sent to one or more addresses, $1.50.
Editorial correspondence should be
addressed to World Order, 119 Waverly Place, New York, N. Y.
Subscriptions and business correspondence should be sent to World
Order, 135 East 50th Street, New
York, N. Y.
ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
The local Assemblies and individual
believers are requested to give thought
to the extreme importance of preserving the Master's Tablets in the Archives. By sending the original Tablet, accompanied by translation, to the
Archives Committee not only is the
precious physical document kept safe
from destruction or loss, but its con-
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tents are made available to all other
Baha'is.
At present there are approximately
1200 Tablets in the Archives, and it
was from those on hand at the time
that the three volumes of Tablets were
compiled many years ago. In the future, additional volumes will be published, thus giving the world more of
that illumination which 'Abdu'l-Bahi
cast upon the problems and conditions
brought to Him by the friends.
On August 20, 1929, the Guardian
laid an obligation upon this generation
in the following words: "The work of
collecting and publishing the Tablets
is one of the most important tasks
that this generation has to undertake,
for upon it depends our true understanding of the Cause and its principles. The more we put it off, the
more apt we are to lose some of the
original writings." Referring to the
publication of Tablets, the same letter
stated: "Only Tablets with the Master's signature and in the original
tongue should be recognized. Any
translation or copies of them fail having real authority. This shows the
importance of collecting the original
Tablets that bear the Master's signature."
The Word of the Manifestation, and
the utterance of His Interpreter, descend to this darkened earth from a
higher realm utterly beyond human
control. Nevertheless, human beings
are responsible for the degree to which
they assure its preservation and spread
among the people. How many prior
Revelations left no authoritative guidance because the Word was lost or
corrupted by those who called themselves the friends of God!
Since the Archives Committee can
provide photostatic copies of every
Tablet at very low cost, there really
appears to be no just reason why any
individual believer should any longer
privately cherish Tablets which spiritually belong to this universal Revelation. All material for the Archives
should be sent to the Committee Secretary.
MRS. M A Y S CHEFFLER, Secretary,
1821 Lincoln Street.
Evanston, Ill.
LETTER FROM
CLARA A N D ADELAIDE SHARP
Through the courtesy of Mrs. Orol
Platt, we are able to share with the
friends these descriptions of the passing of Dr. Moody and the closing of
the Tarbiat School.
"Our beloved Dr. Moody ascended
to the AbhA Kingdom, October 23,
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1934, at 6:30 P. M. She had been ill
twelve days due to a heart stroke. . . .
Some of the children of the school led
the hearse while the teachers followed
with her Baha'i sisters and then came
her Baha'i brothers. The Baha'i cemetary is not a cemetary in comparison
to the Muslim's but is a garden. Ours
here is called the Everlasting Rose
Garden. So Dr. Moody was taken to
the Everlasting Rose Garden, where a
most impressive ceremony was held.
Jinabe Fadil read the burial prayers.
much can be said to commemorate
Dr. Moody's passing, for twenty-five
years of service means so much to our
Baha'i friends. Dr. Moody wrote a
short biography but she did not mention her work among the women. Perhaps she was too modest and left that
to others. . . .
"The closing of the school was a
great shock although we had expectetl
that it might happen. The Bib's Martyrdom in this country is kept by the
Arabic calendar and came this year or1
December 6. . . . Saturday afternoon
a policeman came with an order from
the Board of Education to close the
schools. They said Tarbiat had been
closed for no reason Thursday and the
license for Tarbiat School existed no
longer. The order came after school
had been dismissed and there was no
time to tell all the children, so Adelaide
and her assistant went to school the
next morning at 6:30 A. M., before
the policeman could get there, and as
the children came to enter the school
they had to be turned back. This was
very hard as many of the little ones
did not understand and called to Adelaide to tell the policeman to let them
in, and many cried. . . . The Bahi'i
children have not gone to other schools.
. . . The Muhammadan children of
course went to other schools but thev
are not satisfied and happy. Tarbiat
School was far ahead of the other Persian schools, in their text books, character training and everything else. A11
the schools say this. The educated
Muhammadans are with the BahS'is.
One important Muhammadan said he
knew it was a Bahi'i School when he
sent his children there and said that
was no reason for closing the school.
. . . We had many of the best families
in town sending their children and they
are feeling very badly about it. There
were nearly 1500 pupils in both schools
and about 50 teachers. . . . This has
advertised the school and called attention to the Cause and what they are
working for more than anything else
that could have happened. . . . Shoghi
Effendi has written for us to be patient
and not make any disturbance but per-

severe and keep trying to gain religious liberty, that the school will again
open and things will be better than
ever."
REPORT FROM N . S. A.
OF IRAN (PERSIA)
The Members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada:
Some time ago, just after the opening session of the newly elected National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Iran we sent you a telegram concerning the election of the
Assembly and immediately after that
we dispatched to you a circular containing matters of interest and importance about the conditions of the
Bahi'is here. We are not yet sure
that you have received any of the two
as we have not been advised of their
receipts.
W e again try to send you the following news about the conditions of
the Cause here in Tihran and other
cities of the country, hoping that you
will receive this one in due time.
Tihran. The Bahi'is are not yet
allowed to meet in a large crowd in
the Halls of Haziratu'l-Quds. It was
only on the occasion of the Eve of
Bahi'u'llih's Ascension that about
four hundred persons were united together in Haziratu'l-Quds to commemorate that night in chanting prayers till about morning. Anyhow, the
friends are not absolutely forbidden
to have some sort of gathering. The
Assembly has arranged that they
should meet in about nine places in
town. They meet every Thursday evening in these different houses of the
friends and in every session they follow a special pre-arranged program.
U p till now there has been no objection on behalf of the Police Department to this system of gatherings
and there is hope that the system can
go on without any interruption.
The N. S. Assembly and all the
committees working under its supervision meet in Haziratu'l-Quds. The
Friday moral teachings, especially for
children are regularly working and
the friends are getting more and more
conscious of its value and its importance.
Other Cities: 1. Bandar Shah. The
Police Department in Bandar Shah has
been ill-treating the friends and always seeks all the means to cause them
trouble and discomfort. They have
arrested and even imprisoned some of
the believers.
2. Aragh. The Baha'is of Aragh are
passing the narrow escapes of every
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kind of hardship and difficulty. They
are under worse circumstances than
other cities. The police office as well
as the Census Department treated the
friends in the worst possible manners. Mr. Zargarzadi, the secretary
of the Spiritual Assembly of that city
has been arrested. They have been
so hard and cruel to him that for a
long time nobody knew anything about
him. Even his children were forbidden
to see him. I t seems that they intend to
exile him from that spot. The cause of
all these troubles lies in the fact that
he did not consent to sign the official
census papers unless on the column
where religion has to be mentioned the
word "Baha'i" was inscribed. The
officers insisted that he should sign the
paper, ,,,,without having the word
''Baha 1 ; he refused and went under
so many troubles.
Jenabi Fadil Mazandarani went
there especially to meet the friends and
keep them warm at their work and
prevent any sense of dismay which
naturally in these cases may prevail
throughout the friends everywhere.
Dr. Yunis Barafroukhti visited Colonel Rokneddin Khan, the chief of the
Police Office in Tihran and talked the
matter over with him. The latter,
quite rude and nervous, has said:
"The Bahh'is refuse to sign the census papers sent to them from the government and they take pictures holding 'The Greatest Name' in their
front. These are some sorts of 'Manifestation' or 'strikes' which should be
prevented by Government officers
everywhere."
Even now the Bahh'i are ill-treated
and no change in the behavior of the
officers in charge has ever appeared.
Kasvin: The Police Department of
this city has too been very hard on
the friends. One of the believers,
Nosrat Rahmani, has gathered together a crowd of the Baha'i friends in his
house to commemorate the eve of
BahL'u'llih's ascension. Next morning, he has been forbidden to hold any
kind of meetings in his house any
more. Two other friends, Rouhani
and Hazasi were taken to the police
station and were questioned about the
newly printed calendar which they received from Tihran. They answered
to every question quite frankly. openly and truly. When they said the
truth about the matter, they were
forced to go around tlie city and take
back all the copies that they had sold
to the friends. The Chief of tlie POlice has been very harsh to them. H e
even cursed and injured them and did
not consider any form of respect towards them. As a result of that, the
three young BahQ'is, Messers. F.
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Moghbel, A. -4nvar and H. Behrooze
who were responsib!e for the publishing of that calendar were arrested in
Tihran. Tbey were in prison f o r
forty-eight hours after which they
signed a paper declaring: "We will
never pretend anything."
Rasht: According to the explicit
order of the Minister of Post and Telegraph, two members of the Spiritual
Assembly of Rasht: Mr. Hossein Atai,
the chief accountant of Post Office
and the secretary of the Spiritual Assembly, and Mr. Abdul Hassan
Moaran Zade, the cashier of the same
office, are strongly forbidden to attend
the sessions of the Assembly. This
being told to them through a confidential letter.
Azerbayejan : The Police Department of Azerbayejan does not sanction the application papers of any
Baha'i addressed to the adniinistrative offices. This happened in the case
of Ayadollah Seyssani, when he asked
the above department to sanction his
application letter to one of the offices.
The Police Department refused to do
so for the simple reason that the person concerned has openly declared to
be a Bahh'i.
Zahedan: The following two tdegrams were received from Zahedan :
( A ) Parsian, Rouhani, Tihran, my
husband and several others are arrested due to religious facts. We expect
the results. (Signed) Banoo Soheili.
(B) Rouhani, Tihran, with reference
to the telegram of yesterday. They
are harder on us than ever before. Be
quick to do something for us. Banoo
Soheili. The following letter of the
Spiritual Assembly of Zahedan was received some days after the receipt of
those two telegraphic messages. "The
enemies of the Cause are more cruel
than ever and are plotting against us.
The individual members of this Assembly have often been told that the
Baha'is should not meet in big crowds.
They should not gather together in any
place, especially in the house bought
for the purpose. Today three members of the Spiritual Assembly, Messers. Soheili, Ardekani and Azade
were officially called on by the governor of the city. This man and the
head of the Police Department addressed the friends in saying that the
Baha'is should not have any sort of
gathering. They should no more hc
seen together in an assembly where
they are more than three. The house
which they have for the purpose of
their gathering ought to be leased to a
man who should not be a Bahi'i. If
they do not obey, the government will
take the house by force and evacuate
it. These facts were discussed in the

Assenlbly and it was decided that the
house which belongs to the Baha'i
Comnlunity should never be let to anyone.
It was due to the kindness and care
shown by the central officers here in
Tihran that those who were arrested
were relieved and the officers in Zahedan make no more trouble.
The news is very briefly and concisely told in this letter and we hope
that you will receive them in due time.
Try to keep us always in contact with
the news of that country and send our
love and greetings throughout the
friends of the United States and Canada.

BOSCH PROPERTY
TRANSFERRED TO
BAHA'I TRUSTEES
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch, whose
property at Geyserville, Calif., has
been placed at the disposition of the
Western States Summer School since
its inception-making possible this important Bahi'i educational institution
-have now consummated this generous contribution by transferring title
of the property to nine Trustees under
an Indenture of Trust similar to that
by which the Temple is held for the
Cause.
By this historic gift, the Western
States Summer School is assured of
permanence and given opportunity for
future development. As the Master
said, the full significance of such actions will not be realized until later,
but all American believers can now
appreciate some of the possibilities of
the gift, and feel gratitude to the donors whose devotion to the Cause of
Bah5uYll5hhas been so munificently attested.

BAHA'I DAY AT
CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
After consultation with the' Teaching Committee, the Spiritual Assemblv
of Los Angeles sponsored a Bahi'i
Day at the Ex~ositionin San Diego
on October 27. Publicity was arranged by the Exposition in some 250
newspapers in advance of the date,
radio announcements were made at the
Exposition, a headquarters was provided for the distribution and sale of
literature and for displaying illustrations of the Temple, and a Drogram
of public lectures was arranged for one
of the large auditoriums.
It is reported that an audience of
about 1,500 attended the meeting, the
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program of which included Official
Exposition Greetings, Introduction of
Directress of Ceremonies, Marion Holley, and the following addresses under
the general title of the New World
Order-Its Relation to the Youth of
the World, Marion Holley ; Its Relation to Science and Religion, Prof. N.
Forsythe Ward ; Its Relation to Spiritual Progress, Beulah Storrs Lewis.
A BAHA'I "WINTER SCHOOL"
The New York Assembly has held
the first of a series of annual public
teaching meetings planned on the
model of the sessions held at the Summer Schools.
Under the general title of "Elements
of 'a World Faith" four successive
Wednesday evening meetings were
held beginning September 25, with a
program arranged to include successively the "fundamental principles revealed by Bahi'u'llih to unify mankind and establish a world order upon
earth."
Among the topics discussed were:
The Divine Covenant, The Mission of
the Prophets, The Continuity of Revelation, The Historic Cycles, Spiritual
Knowledge is Progressive, Bahi'u'llih
and the New Age of World Peace,
Soul, Mind and Spirit, Man's Place in
Nature, Human Character Threefold,
Man's Relation to God, Proofs of Immortality, The Spiritual Basis of Society, Decay of Civilization, The Nature
of the BahS'i Community, National
and International Institutions of the
Faith, The Future World Community,
The Purpose of Existence, Faith is
Conscious Knowledge, The Sun of
Truth, The Holy Spirit, Prayer and
Meditation, The Sacred Obligation to
Teach the Cause of God.
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THE BAHA'I WORLD
Vdume V
The publishing date on this work
has been set as approximately December 14.
I n order to assure immediate shipment, the Publishing Committee urges
all local Assemblies to place advance
orders by December 10.
The Bahh'i World, the biennial international record of BahA'i activities,
has become an important instrument
for developing the world view upon
the affairs of the Bahi'i Cause. To
the believers it affords intimate knowledge of achievements outside their
own national Baha'i community, while
to non-believers it is proof and evidence that the Faith of Bahi'u'llah has
spread throughout the world, forming
one community out of peoples who had
been diverse and hostile in race, nation, class and creed.
Among the contents of Volume V
are: The Passing of Bahiyyih Khanum, the Most Exalted Leaf; Excerpts from Bahi'i Sacred Writings ;
The World Order of Bahi'u'llih;
Geneology of the B i b ; Geneology of
Bah'u'llih; Excerpts from the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-BAha; National and Local By-Laws; Articles
and Illustrations of the Temple; Survey of Current Activities; References
to the Faith by non-Bahi'is; Bahi'i
Calendar and Festivals; Youth Activities; The Case of Baha'u'llih's House
at Baghdad; Bahi'i Directory; Bahi'i Bibliography ; twenty-nine articles
about the Cause, including The Administrative Order, by Shoghi Effendi; and Poems and Songs.
The illustrations, too numerous to
mention, include most precious scenes
of Bahi'i historical value, Bahi'i Assemblies and gatherings, and two ex-

quisitely colored Frontispieces.
Orders are to be sent to the Publishing Committee, either the New
York or San Francisco divisions, in
the usual way. Price per copy, $2.50.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
During recent months a large number of local Spiritual Assemblies have
reported the enrollment of new believers, and of already declared believers by transfer from some other
Bahi'i community.
7
These reports include : Chicago, 11 ;
New York, 10; Washington, 5 ; Milwaukee, 4 ; New Haven, 4 ; Colorado
Springs, 3 ; San Francisco, 3 ; Eliot,'3 ;
Muskegon, 2 ; Park Ridge, 2 ; Portland, 2, and one each from Vancouver,
Montreal, Berkeley, Phoenix and Toledo.
FIRST BAHA'I INCORPORATION
I N CANADA
The Spiritual Assembly of Montreal
has been granted a Charter by the
Province of Quebec constituting it a
Corporation under Canadian law. This
important action represents the successful outcome of long and patient
work on the part of the Assembly and
its legal counsel.
Since this incorporation means the
recognition of the Faith by one more
Government, and places Bahi'i affairs
in North America under Canadian as
well as United States protection, the
matter has evident international importance for the Cause.
The gratitude of the believers is due
to the friends of Montreal for their
great achievement.
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LETTER FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
On Closing of TarbLat Schools
"With regard to the closing of the
Tarbiat Schools: the scl~ool authorities have, in enforcing the observance
of Baha'i anniversaries, acted on the
advice and direction of the Guardian.
These Scl~ools,being indcpendetlt a ~ t d
oficial Baha'i institutions, could not
very well ignore, much less violate the
express provisions and laws of the
Aqdas. Had they any connection with
government institutions, or had their
ownership and control been shared by
non-Baha'i., the situation would have
been different. This tlistinction hetween institutions that are under full
o r partial Bahi'i control is of a fundamental importance.
Institutions
that are entirel y ~nanaged by Baha'is
are, for reasons that are only too obvious, under the obligation of enforcing
all the laws and ordinances of the
Faith, especially those whose observance constitutes a matter of conscience.
T h e r e is no reason, no justification
whatever, that they sl~ouldact otherwise, and any restriction which the
govern~nentmay impose upon them in
this connection would necessarily constitute a violation of the individual's
right to freed0111 in matters of religious belief. T h e situation is different
when a n institution is run partly hy
Bahi'is, or is co~npletely owned by
t h e government. In this case the believers, while anxious to observe all
prescribed l3ahi'i Feasts ant1 Anniversaries, should also take into consitleration the rights ant1 ~nterestsof their
non-Ba11;l'i partners ant1 associates.
a n d not to force tliese to st011 working when they are under no ~ n o r a lo r
religious obligatio~l to tlo so.
"On tlie first of liitl\,in tlie 1)elieve r s had for a nun1l1-r oi \.ears ol~servetl
officially the festival I)y closing their
schools o n tllat (lay. S o ol)jectic~n
Ilatl I~cen l-aiw(l I J ~ tllc ;ruthoritics.
'rhc action was preci1)itatt.d when t l ~ e
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Assembly decided, as advised by the
Guardian, to observe in the same tnanner the Anniversary of the Bab's
XIartyrdoni, the observance of which
is, in addition to eight other holidays,
ea-plicitly etrjoirred by 'Abdu'l-Baha in
on: of H i s Tablets.
" The point which should be always
re~nernberedis that the issue i11 question is essentially a matter of conscience, and as such is of a binding
effect upon all believers. It has so
been considered by the friends in Persia, not because of any specific instruction given to them by the Guarclian, but solely in view of the fact that
the celebration of the Anniversary of
the Bab's nlartyrdoni has been explicitly enjoined by the Master."-Shoghi
Effendi, through his secretary, in letter to the N. S. .A. dated Haifa, October 2, 1935.

dominating force of our daily study
and contenlplation that we may be severed fro111 our localized problems and
rise to those heights of Baha'i service
which alone can achieve success. Not
only sl~oulclthe Tablets be studied continuously, but every one of the friends
sl~oulduse the prayers therein that we
may fiilfill 'Abdu'l-Baha's hope for the
.A~nericanIJahi'is. Let us then make
these Teaching Tablets the spiritual
foundation for the new teaching service.
The clarion call of these Tablets is:
"Every one of the . . . . souls must
arise, blowing over all parts of America, the Breath of Life, conferring
upon the people a new spirit, baptizing
them with the Fire of the Love of
God, the Water of Life, and the
I)reatlis of the Holy Spirit-so that the
second IIirth may be realized."
.As each one arises to fulfill his part
in this divine dratna, the guidance and
"WHAT IS MOSTLY NEEDED"
confirmations of the Holy Spirit will
T o the Baha'is of the United States open new paths of activity wl~ichour
limited experience does not yet conand Canada:
I n approaching o u r task of carrying ceive. T h e important thing for each
forward the teaching work in keeping and every Bahi'i to realize is that the
with the high standard and unprece- plan of service is not so important as
dented activity which the Guardian the service itself. Determination and
now indicates the spirit of the Faith perseverance will open doors to ways
requires, two striking conditions in1- and means better suited to the individpinge upon our consciousness. First, ual than any generalized scheme
we are overwhelmed with our inca- which the Teaching Committee might
pacity, both spiritually and nunieric- propose.
ally; and, second, we realize that our
O u r experience has delnonstratetl,
only Ilol~eof achieving success lies in however, the value of certain methods
complete reliance upon the confirnia- which might fornl the initial basis of
activity.-for one, the fireside uieettions of the Holy Spirit.
can invite friends
The dynamic Teaching Tablets of ing. E\.ery l?al~i~'i
- 1 1 1 ' 1 - i not only supl)ly the foot1 into his ho111e for a social ant1 cultural
for the tleve1ol)ment of spiritual e\.eninx. \\-it11 the spirit right, there
strrngtll for this worli 1)ut also outli11e \\.ill 1): createtl :un interest in the Faith
the path of service. Their al11)eal on the l ~ a r tof these new friends. Thus
to
opel.is such recesses in our hearts as to is affortletl an excellent ul)l)orti~i~ity
~ g i l l a direct ant1
I ~ r i n g the necessary confirmatio~is of carry otl t e a c l ~ i ~work
i~ltil~i:~te
way other\\-ise iml)ossil~le. It
the Holy Spirit. These c l a r i o ~calls
~
Iav tlie f o i ~ u t l a t i o ~for
~ tile s l ~ i r i t ~ ~ is
; ~ l i111liort;ult tllxt tlie I,urpo>e and
51,irit 0 f tl1c.s~ li~-c,>itlc.I I I - . ~ . ~ings IJ(*
\tictory of t11c .\~ilerica~i
l;:~li;~'ih.
Thesc 'Ta1,lets s h o ~ ~ l tI~ecome
l
the clearl!- understootl. It is not contelil-
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organizations are now inter- aware, are by no means easy to overplated that each Baha'i will invite etc.
other Baha'is to liis Iionie to discuss ested in the social problems, particu- come, especially in view of the limitetl
the Faith. It is intended that each larly from a spiritual standpoint, and number and resources to tlie believers.
Baha'i will invite non-Baha'is so that openings for Haha'i speakers can be Eut in the field of Baha'i service, a s
the field of Baha'i contact will be wid- made very easily. By this nieans the the history of the Cause abundantly
ened. If every believer in America Faith is carried to larger n u ~ n b e r sthan tlemonstrates, there is no obstacle that
will hold such a fireside meeting once can be reachetl through invitation to can be said to be insurmountable.
Every difficulty will, in due time, be
every nineteen clays, the results will be 13ahi'i n~eetings.
astounding. During the past year the
4. Public teaching campaigns sliould solved. But continued and collective
best results in the teaching field have give direct and forceful presentation of effort is also needed. T h e Baha'i
been achieved through this type of the Bahi'i teachings. T h e Guardian teacher should not get discouraged at
meeting.
has indicated that the worltl today is the consciousness of the litnitations
with it^ o r without him. H e should
O n the Spiritual Assemblies rests concerned more with the problems of
great responsibility for pressing for- socialization than with tlie interpreta- 1'3-severe, and be confident, that no
matter how numerous and perplexing
ward this new wave of teaching en- tion of scripture or the fulfilment of
thusiasm. Their first duty is to see prophecy. Therefore, in responding the difficulties that confront him may
that every means is utilized, not only to the psychology of the public the Ba- appear, lie is continually assisted and
to permit tlie individual Bahi'is of ha'i lectures should cover the follow- guided through Divine confirmations.
H e should consider himself as a mere
their communities to teach, hut also to ing sociological questions :
assist them in every way. Every Ba( a ) What is religion? ( b ) Can a n instrument in the hands of God, and
ha'i in America IIILIS~ be an active existing religion solve the present should, therefore, cease looking at liis
teacher and the Spiritual Asselliblies problen~sof tlie world? ( c ) T h e mis- own merits. T h e first and most imshould c o n t i n ~ ~ a l encourage
ly
and stim- sion of the Prophets of the past. portant qualification of a Baha'i
ulate every one to fulfill this task.
( d ) T h e influence of religion on soci- teacher is, indeed, unqualified loyalty
ety.
( e ) The cyclic developnlent of and attachment to the Cause. KnowlSpiritual Assemblies likewise will
( f ) T h e effect of the edge is, of course, essential; but conifind new doors of teaching service civilization.
\Vorld
Order
of
Baha'u'llih on society pared to devotion, it is secondary in
open to them as they arise under the
importance.
guidance of the new spiritual forces today.
" What the Cause now requires is
being released in America. T h e fol5. T h e use of the radio offers a
lowing suggestions may offer a basis most effective channel for teaching. not so much a group of highly culof service :
Educational progralns are seelixg new tured and intellectual people who can
adequately present its Teachings, but
1. F o r three years we have held be- approaches to the problen~sbefore tlie a number of devoted, sincere and loyal
fore u s the goal f o r each Assembly to world and have gladly accepted Bah5'i supporters who, in utter disregard of
introduce the Faith into a new com- addresses on the solution of these their own weaknesses and limitations,
munity and to carry on the follow-up problems. The special conimittee ap- and with hearts afire with the love of
work until a new Spiritual Assenlbly pointed to make openings for Bahi'i God, forsake their all for the sake of
is established. Many of the Assenl- speakers before clubs, etc., coulcl also spreading and establishing His Faith.
hlies have not accomplished this task include in its duties the arranging of I n other words, what is ~nostlyneeded
and they should endeavor to do so im- R a l ~ i ' italks over the radio.
nowadays is a Bahh'i pioneer, and not
mediately.
Above all, we must have ever Ijefore so mucli a Bahi'i philosopher o r
2 . Greater use should be niade o f us the goal of the Teachings of ::ascholar. F o r the Cause is not a systeni
tlie teaching literature. Selected lists ha'u'llah. \Ye must realize that the q f philosophy: it is essentially a way
of leaders of service, educational and Bah5'i Faith is not a philosophy of ~f life, a religious faith that seeks to
religious groups should be prepared life, nor is it a nlovement for social unite all people on a common basis of
and appropriate teaching literature reform. I t is tlie integration of the ~ n u t u a l understantling and love ; ant1
sent them with a covering letter fro111 spiritual and material aspects of exist- in a common devotion to God."
the Spiritual .\ssen~bly. F o r in- ence into a perfect whole-the perfect
N ATIONAL T E A C H I N G COMMITTEE.
Therefore, we niust
stance, the pamphlet, " The Most Great way of living.
Peace," should be sent to those work- order our lives in accord with the high
ing for peace; tlie panlphlet, " H o ~ n o - ideals of Bahi'u'llAli so that they may
PARTICIPATION I N
culture," should be sent to leaders in I)e examples of the Faith itself and
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consequently
the
most
effective
teaclithe educational field. T o all on these
selected lists there sliould be sent cur- er. Further~nore,this way of living
-411 local .\ssemblies elected in 1935
rently the public teaching bulletin is- applies to the comn~unityas well as to have been requested to fill out and resued by the National Spiritual Assem- the individual. O u r Assembly life turn to the ru'. S. A. tlie application
bly entitled. "A New World Order." must be so adjusted that the world form which is nailed to local -4sse1nThese can be secured at a noniinal may see in it the glory of a united I~lieseach year. T h e for111 calls for
cost from the Secretary of the Nation- humanity and find therein a I ~ a v r n the nr~nll>erof voting meml~ersin the
fro111 the forces of separation antl community at this time, antl for the list
al Spiritual Asse~nbly.
of their nan>es and atltlresses. S a m e s
Continuous use of this niaterial will alienation a1)ormtling in tlie worltl.
Let us arise to the stantlarti ant1 antl atldresses of Uahi'i youth of less
have both direct and intlirect influence.
Through it the Faith will become bet- spirit of the new teaching campaign a s than twenty-one years of age should
ter and more fa\-oral)ly known. T h u s set forth so compreliensively by the l)e atltletl. The ~ o t i n glist should be
it will he easier to t ~ a c hantl to secure Guardian in the following letter just revisetl so as to exclude all 1)elie~ers
receivetl tl~rougll 11is secrrtarv :
more publicity.
\\.l~ohave 11een transferred to other
" In con!~ectio~lwit11 the ~)rol)lems 1?ahi3i co~linlunitirs (luring the ]last
3. ii special co~nmittee shoultl he
all u.110 I~:l\.c. I)cc.rl
formed to arrange for Baha'i ad- f a c i n ~ the I r i e ~ ~ t l isl l tllcir tc;~cl~ing year, I,ut i~~clutlv
dresses at clul,s, societ iys. c l ~ u r c l ~ e s ,\vorIi these, the Guardian is \\.ell ;lewly enrolled or received on transfer

from other cities.
\$'ill each Spiritual .%sseml)ly wi~icli
has not yet done so please fill out and
return the al)plication form at once.
!I for any reason the forill has not
been received, it will be sufficient to
report the nunlber of voting believers
in the comtuunity i~n~nediately,and
supply tht other information after a
duplicate is obtained froill the N. S . A.
For the benefit of new Assemblies
it should he explained that the N. S.
A. must soon assign the ninety-five
delegates to the local comrl~unities ill
accordance with tile principle of 1)ruportionate representation.
Co~~sequently, if anJr local Asselnbly fails to
report, the Natio~lal Asselnhly must
either seriously delay issuing- the Convention Call, or assign no del,,=-ate to
that conlmunity.

LOCAL ASSEMBLY ROLL
To the list of recognized Asse~~lblies
published solne months ago, the N. S.
A. is pleased to atlrl the Spiritual Assembly of the Balli'is of St. Paul,
blinnesota.
MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATION OF THE TEMPLE*
Since the co~npletionof the superstructure of the Tenlple in Jutle, 1931,
the Temple Trustees have given careful consideration to the maintenance
and operation of the Temple w1tl1 a
view to the proper 1)rotection of the
physical structure, especially during
the season of severe storms in the winter and spring, and its econo~ilicaI
operation with regard to lighting,
heating, cleaning. the care of the surrounding grounds, etc.
I t has been necessary to give sonle
attention to the tllaintexlance o f the
physical structure and to l-uake some
tninor reports during the ]last year
a s a result of the temporary cotidition of sucl~portions of the fuundation as the sloping raml), which will
support the tier of steps of the completed building.
The care and operation of the
Temple has been under the personal
supervision of hfr. Edward D. Strrrverl for tlie past clecacle ancl about
two and a half pears ago Rlr. Carl
Hannen canle to the Tenlplt. :is assistant caretaker. Eoth of these rlevotctl
believers are especially equip]>ecl 11y
training and esperie~lceto operate the
mechanical plant and to perform the
various duties required properly to
niaintain the entire propertv which
includes :lot only the Temple strut-

MT. CARMEL
View taken by Miss Effie Raker to show the general area of land surrounding the
Shrine which has come under BaM'i ownership and control.

ture, hut the caretaker's house, the Temple covering tllr past four years
Bourgeois Studio and the nine acres in order to deter111i11eas to wl~ether
further econotnies might be effected
of grounds.
During the cwnpletion of tlic SLI- and operating coi~ditionsi~iiproved.T o
perstructure, early in 1931, a careful this end a special cott~mittrewas apstudy was made by The Kescarch pointed several n~onthsagu and this
Service to ascertain the type and comtnittee was autl~orizcd to consult
amount of utilities such as heating, with specialists to get their unbiased
lighting. ventilatiorl and pluml>ing, views relative to tlie various elell~ents
that could be included within the of lighting, heating, cleaning, repairs,
an~onntof money available and would etc. -4t a meeting of the Ten~ple
operate tIlr buildir~g most effi~qentl~Trustees held at Evanston on Octoand e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l n i c aI lt i ywas
.
thouglzt ber 27, 1935, the report oi the cornbest to provide only such ec-luil)lnent mittee was considered arid two co11that wo~rltl l,o pet-nlancnt in nature sultantv of the colnwittee made a
and cclllI{[
atlclect to as future lengthy oral statenlent. These twu
finances ~narlepossil,le. Tile extreme- consultants were hIr. Uenjanlin B.
Iy low-price conrlitions of the tlepres- Shapiro, engineer of maintenance of
s i o ~made
~ it ~,ossiblef o r tlie T r u s t e s the properties of the park system of
to secure consideral>ly Illore equipment Chicago, and Xlr. C. J. Ullrich, archithan would have been possible in nor- tect of Chicago. The report of these
two experts briefly is as follows:
~ n a ltimes.
Your Trustees deelnerl it rlesirable
Repairs
-to niake a review of co~iditions of
A statement by the Temple Trc~stees. pre1;arerl
ant1 ol-reration of the
Some tliinor repairs are necessary
3t the i.rrluest of t l ~ r Natronnl Spil.lfu:~l. \ s s e ~ ~ ~ h l y . nlaintenance
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a t this time including the waterproofing of a section of h e foundatio~l
ramp to the south and west, and the
repair and replacement of sections of
the promenade tile deck at the foot
of the clerestory which have been
slightly damaged by the placing of the
ornamentation of the dome and
clerestory just above this level.
Heating
The caretakers have operated the
mechanical plant in an efficient manner
and in order to properly protect and
maintain the physical structure under
the extrenie weather conditions and
ranges of temperature that prevail at
this location, it has been necessary to
maintain a temperature of 40" to 50"
F. in the entire building during the
winter and early spring months. The
operation of the boilers, constituting
the heating plant, has been economical.
There are three boilers, one of which
is fully autoniatic and generally in use
when artificial heat is required, and
one o r two additional boilers are used
only when required by severe weather
or low temperature conditions.

Lighting
Tlie contract made with the Public
Service Company of Northern Illinois is the most favorable and advantageous arrangement that can be entered into to provide for present
lighting requirements and future
needs both for internal and external
illumination. Under any other contract that could be arranged, the
present lighting cost would be greater.
A careful analysis was made and it
was found that the Trustees could not
effect a saving by installing their own
electric plant. The current is used
not only for lighting but for power in
connection with the operation of the
fans, blowers, oil burners in the boilers, vacuum, water and ventilation,
pumps, etc.
Caretaking
I t was pointed out that the care of
the Tetuple is a 16-hour day job and
cannot be done by one man. Under
existing conditions it must be understood that the Temple is an unfinished
building and cleaning is a difficult
matter, as the floors and walls become
covered with dust a few hours after
they are cleaned. This condition will
continue until the permanent interior
finish is completed.
I n addition to the caretaking. J4r.
Struven has found it necessary to give
considerable time to receiving and
showing visitors through the Temple.
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Grounds
The area along Lirlde~i Avenue is
sodded and has beer1 kept in attractive and well cared for condition. Arrangements have been made during
the past few years to fill in the low
areas along Sheridan Road, utilizing
excavated material from the new
water works plant at Wilmette and
other construchon work. It is recommended that, as funds become
available, this material he levelled off
and graded up to tlie building so as
to give a more finished appearance.
As the continuation of external ornamentation may be deferred for some
considerable time, it is recommended
that the scaffolding and sheds uscd by
the Earley Studio for the erection of
the dome and clerestory ornamentation be removed and stored.
The Temple Trustees were very
much pleased with this report, as ~t
confir~nsthe original recommendations
of the engineers and shows that the
funds that are being devoted to the
maintenance and operation of the
Temple are being efficiently used and
properly administered.

I N MEMORIAM
K n o w thou that every hearing ear,
if kept pure and undefiled, must, at all
times and from every direction, hearken to the v d c e that uttereth these holy
words: "Verily, w e are God's, and to
H i m shall z~rereturn." T h e mysteries
of man's physical deatlz and of his
return have not been divulged, and
still remain unread. B y the righteousness of God! W e r e they to be revealed, lhey would evoke such fear and
sorrow that some ze,ould perish, while
others zwould be so filled with gladness
as to wish for death, and beseech, with
wnceasing longing. the one true Godexalted be H i s glory-to hasten their
end.
Deatlz proferetk zttrto a1tv-y confident believer the cup that is life indeed. I t bestoweth joy, and i s the
bearer of gladness. I t conferreth the
gift of everlasting life.
As to those thnt have tasted the fruit
of wmn's earthly existence, which i s
the recoyrtition of the one true God,
e.ralted be H i s glory, their life hereafter is sztclz a s W e a,re unable to describe. T h e knowledge thueof i s with
God, alone, the Lord of all worlds.Bahi'u'llih.
Mr. W. 31. Cline, Sr., Verdugo
City, Calif.
3Ir. A. I. Trl~esdell,Santa hIonica,
Calif.
Dr. Howartl Carpenter, Berkeley,

Calif.
hlr. John Stoeffel, Baltiinore.
Mrs. Iva Johnson, Urbana, Ohio.
Mrs. Annie E. McKinney, Providence, R. I., and Eliot, Maine.
Mr. Weaver von Kirtley, Glendale,
Calif.
Mrs. Clara Hillhouse, New Haven,
Conn.
"THE ROSE-GARDEN OF
UNFADING SPLENDOR"
In this issue of B A H N~EWS
~ the
believers will find a statement prep a r d by the Teaching Committee,
outlining essential elements in a plan
intended to enable American Baha'is
to move forward unitedly in response
to Shoghi Effendi's words about
teaching.
The members of the Natio~lalSpiritual Assembly add their appeal, that
one and all the American believers will
strive to concentrate effort upon revitalizing and extending the direct promotion of the Message among the people in their environment, realizing how
Baha'is are assisted by superhuman
power, and how brief is tlie time allowed us in which to enlarge our numbers and consolidate our forces ere human events come to the climax foretold by Bahii'u'llih.
"Release yourselves, 0 nightingales
of God, from the thorns and brambles
of wretchedness and misery, and wing
your flight t o the rose-garden of unfading splendor. . . . Behold how the
manifold grace of God, which is being
showered from the clouds of Divine
glory, hath, in this day, encompassed
the world. F o r whereas in days past
every lover besought and searched
after his Beloved, it is tlie Beloved
Himself W h o now is calling His lovers and is inviting them to attain His
presence." - BahA'u'llah. (Gleanings,
pp. 319-320.)
O u r highest capacity and our purest
joy is surely attained only as we have
the privilege of participating in Bahi'i
gatherings inspired by such words of
the Manifestation, where each can
rise above himself and feel that he has
become part of a new Creation. "Tlie
Book of God is wide open, and His
Word is summoning mankind unto
Him. No more than a mere handful,
however, hath been found willing to
cleave to H i s Cause, or to become the
instruments for its promotion. These
few have been endued with the Divine
Elixir that can, alone, transmute into
purest gold the dross of the world, and
have been empowered to administer
tlie infallible remedy for all the ills
that afflict the children of men."-Ba-
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ha'u'llah. (GLea.nings, p. 183.)
"Center your energies in the propagation of the Faith of God. Whoso
1s worthy of so high a calling, let him
arise and promote it. . . . Should the
greatness of this Day be revealed in
~ t sfulness, every man would forsake
a myriad lives in his longing to partake, though it be for one moment,
of its great glory-how much more
this world and its corru~tibletreasures !"-BaliQ'u'llih.
( ~ l ' e a ~ l i n pp.
~s,
1%-197.)
In its essence, teaching is but action
done for the sake of the love of God.
O u r first and foremost responsibility
is to attain that love, without which
our services can have no fruit. But
this love enkindles the flame of unity,
and has no fulfilment in separation
from the common tasks of the Bahi'i
community.
The National Spiritual Assembly
would therefore contribute these few
thoughts to the all-important work of
teaching: That each Baha'i steep himself in the utterances given us in
"Gleanings from the Writings of Bahi'u'llih"; that each local Assembly
make its highest obligation the provision of study classes and also public
meetings; and that all the friends
deepen their understanding of the
functions of a Bahi'i community, so
that Nineteen Day Feasts will be imhued with spiritual inspiration and the
friends become a magnet of attraction
for people who are "near to God."
"Nothing whatever can, in this Day,
inflict a greater harm up011 this Cause
than dissension and strife, contention,
estrangement and apathy, among the
loved ones of God. Flee them, through
the power of God and His sovereign
aid, and strive ye to knit together the
hearts of men, in H i s Name, the Unifier, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise."
-Bahi'u'llih.
(Gleanings, p. 9.)

N. S. A. ACTION ON
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY
THE 19 3 5 CONVENTION
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to report ,the results of its
consultation on the Resolutions voted
b y the Annual Convention of 1935.
1. That the Convention delegates
here assembled record their firnm resolve to appeal to local Assemblies
quickly to shoulder the respnsibilities and sacrifices necessary to fu!fil
o u r obligations, first, to contribute the
balance necessary for the purchase of
the Dumit property in Haifa, then to
provide means f o r the clerestory section of the Temple dome.
The N. S. A. brought this Resolution to tlie attention of tlie believers
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by publication in B A H ~ N' E~W S , reminding the delegates of the responsibility they themselves had assumed.
2. That the publicity luethod used
in Pasadena be made available to
local -4ssemblies throughout the
United States and Canada, as information that may possibly lead to uniform action.
I t is recorded that since the Convention, Mrs. French has supplied the
Publicity Committee with copies of a
circular letter describing her method,
and that this letter has been distributed by the Publicity Committee.
3. That a Colnniittee be appointed
to develop and formulate plans for
Baha'i social activities, and that the
program suggested for publication in
B A H A ) ~N EWS be entirely satisfactory
to the Guardian and to the National
Assembly; and that the deductions of
the Committee be based upon definite
instructions of the Master on that
point.
A special Committee has been appointed to recommentl s~icli plans,
and its report when presented and a p
proved will be published.
4. That the National Assembly be
requested to look into the matter of
lantern slides and see if any of the
photographs in the various volumes of
The Bah6'i World and The D m n Breakers are available.
This Resolution is still under discussion and the result will be reported
as soon as possible.
5. That a sign he placed in the
Teniple Autlitori~um, in accordance
with the quotation mentioned by Dr.
Eagcladi, or some other suitable quotation, to impress upon those present
the need of reverence and silence.
I t has been voted to take no action
on this recommendation.
6. That the National Assembly be
made aware of the principle established by the Guardian that only Baha'is may contribute to the Temple
Fund, so that the matter can be settled
as the Guardian wishes it to be.
I t is recorded that the National Assembly has consistently acted in accordance with the Guardian's words
on that subject, and calls attention to
the following excerpt froni Rahi'i Administration: "As I have already intimated in the course of my conversations with visiting pilgrims, so vast
and significant an enterprise as the
construction of the first Mashriqu'lAdhkir of the %Test should be supported, not by the ~nunificence of a
few but by the joint contributions
of the entire mass of the convinced
followers of the Faith. It cannot he
denied that the emanations of spiritual
power and inspiration destined to ra-

diate from the central Edifice of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will to a very
large extent depend upon the range
and variety of the contributing believers, as well as upon the nature and degree of self-abnegation which their
unsolicited offerings will entail. hloreover, we should, I feel, regard it as
an axiom and guiding principle of Baha'i administration that in the conduct
of every specific Bahi'i activity, as
different froni undertakings of a humanitarian, philanthropic, or charitable character, which niay in future be
conducted under Baha'i auspices, only
those who have already identified
themselves with the Faith and are regarded as its avowed and unreserved
supporters should be invited to join
and collaborate. For apart froin the
consideration of embarrassing complications which the association of nonbelievers in the financing of institutions of a strictly Bahi'i character
niay conceivably engender in the administration of the Bahi'i community
of the future, it should be remembered
that these specific Baha'i institutions,
which should be viewed in the light
of Baha'u'llah's gifts bestowed upon
the world, can best function and most
powerfully exert their influence in the
world only if reared and maintained
solely by the support of those who are
fully conscious of, and are unreservedly submissive to, the claims inherent
in the Revelation of Bahi'u'llah. In
cases, however, when a friend or sympathizer of the Faith eagerly insists
on a monetary contribution for the
promotion of tlie Faith, such gifts
should be accepted and duly acknowledged by the elected representatives of
the believers with the express understanding that they would be utilized by
them only to reinforce that section of
the Bahi'i Fund exclusively devoted
to philanthropic or charitable purposes." (pages 171-172.)
7. That the Convention recommends to the National Assembly the
plan for providing local Assenlblies
with uniform receipts on the same
model used by the National Assembly
itself.
I t has been voted to publish the following view : That local Assemblies
are urged to give careful consideration
to the matter of proper financial records and any local Assembly wishing
to do so may turn to the National Assembly for advice and assistance.
8. That in view of the excellent
report of the Amity Committee, it
would be very helpful to have a survey of the number of races, religions
and nationalities represented in the
Cause in .4merica
Tt is reported that this recom~nen-
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dation has been fulfilled in tlie questions inclutled in tlie Uaha i Historical
Record Cartls.
9. That Convention sessions hegin
on Thursday a ~ l t l continue tlirougl~
Sunday eacli- year.
This suggestion is to be considered
when plans for the 1936 Convention
are adopted.

EXPENSES OF THE NATIONAL
FUND
T o follow tlie statement that appeared in B A H A ' ~N EWS of December
the treasurer's office is presenting now
the details under the various headings
given then, showing how the moneys
used in these activit~esare expended.
Under general head of aclministration, $572.18 is the monthly average
expense apportioned a s follows :
Stationery, postage, supplies,
etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9; 35.00
Traveling Expenses N. S. -4.
me~nhers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135.00
Conventio~lExpense . . . . . . .
15.00
Special Printing . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
Coii~munications-Tel.,
Tel.
and cables . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.00
New York Office-rent a n d
clerical salary . . . . . . . . . . . 125.00
Office Salaries- West Englewood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173.00
Contacts Comniittee . . . . . . .
4.18
Ilimeograph Service . . . . . . . 10.00
Sundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.00
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Caretakers' Salaries . . . . . . . $216.66
Oil for heat
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136.00
Stutl~o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.50
Light antl 11owc.r
l'emple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90.00
Stutl~o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.50
Gas
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.75
1121,indenAve. . . . . . . . .
5.50
7.00
Studio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.50
Repairs ant1 Supplies . . . . . . . 50.00
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.50
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.00
Telephone
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.50
Stutlio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.25
Sundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.50

It is important that every believer
should realize the extremely low cost
of ~naintainanceof the Ten~ple. T h e
two caretakers have between them a
twenty-four hour a day job. I n winter the temperature of the building
must be maintained above freezing,
approxiniately forty degrees ancl this
of course requires the constant attendance of one o r the other of the men.
Tlie rates for current for light and
power, as well as f o r fuel oil, are the
absolute minimum that can be had in
these parts. T h e bnilding ,is fully
covered by insurance so tliat tlie helievers may feel amply protected
against loss under fire, storm, riot,
$572.18 airplane and other hazards.
The World Order-magazine of which
Green Acre expense, which averages
average cost is $205.00 per month, is $229.00 per month, we consider highdivided as follows:
er than it should he consiclering the
Editorial Expense . . . . . . . . . $1 50.00 short period in which the believers
Office Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00 can use the property, is nevertheless
Sundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.00 tlie absolute minimiull that we have
been able to attain in the tiiaintenance
$205.00 of this property. .At the present time
a new conlniittee a r e ri~akinga careft11
The International Funcl is in one study of Green Acre ant1 its possihilicheck of $190.00, which is sent each ties with the idea of further redr~cing
lnonth t o the Guardian.
the cost and increasing the us:. of this
T h e amount being sent to the splendid property. Tlie details of the
Guardian for the International Bal~ii'i n~ontlilyaverage figure a r e a s follows :
Fund is altogether too little to be representative of the devotion of the Caretaker's salary . . . . . . . . . $100.00
Anlerican Balii'i Comnlunity. With Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00
the believers of Ir6n ( P e r s i a ) unable Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
to transmit funds outside their coun- Repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
try. the burden ulmn tlie lnterilational Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Funcl is far heavier than in previous Printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00
years.
S11ntlr~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00
T h e monthly average cost of the
$229.00
ATrzcls Letter is $110.00 ancl this cove r s all expense of printing, postage,
While discussing Green Acre, we
etc.
Tlie cost of Temple ~nai~itenance,want to emphasize the fact that this
which averages $617.16 per month, is expense is incurred in ortler to maintain facilities for a Bali6'i Suninier
apportioned as follows :

School open to all believers a n d their
friends, a Center the importance of
which was made clear by the hfaster
in many Tal~lets, antl inore recently
l ~ ythe Guardian. If enough believers
used these facilities, Green Acre would
not be a n expense but a valuable asset
to the teach~ng work of the Cause.
I n future tliere is no doubt but that
Green Acre will have so many guests
ancl visitors that its annual statement
will show a profit.
Tliese figures are presented to the
believers with the idea that they
slioulcl carefully s t ~ ~ c ltlleni.
y
Every
I~eliever shoultl be thoroughly acquainted with the work of the Treasurer's office, for we feel certain tliat
this will inspire confidence in those
who are supporting tlie Fund. The
actively operating plant as reflected by
the activity of the National Spiritual
Assembly ancl the bodies of trustees
who maintain tlie various Bahi'i properties is a really great one which is
running smoothly ant1 efficiently.
You will note that this budget has
made no provision f o r teaching expense even though tlie teaching work
is being carried forward. T h e first
expansion of this budget should be
to make definite provision f o r more
teaching activity. A t a recent meeting of the National Spiritual AssemI,ly it was voted that all literature used
for free distribution should be paid
for by tlie National Fund. This the
Publishing Comniittee have endeavored
in the past to provide for us. However, it cannot continue to d o so longer
and still maintain its regular work of
publishing the books as it has been
doing in the past. I t feels that if
such expense can be taken from a
budget for teaching the Pitblisliing
Committee can without assistance
from the National ASselnbly maintain
itself through the printing and sale o f
tlie various Bahh'i books. That the
Puhlisliing Committee is self-sustaining and has for some years now been
operating, producing tlie many beautiful Baha'i publications tliat are made
available to the Baha'is at a mininium
of cost, slioulcl be noted 1)y every
believer.
If tliere are items that are still not
clear, o r any believer wishes t o make
a suggestion regarding the work of
the Treasurer's office please write and
we shall he most happy to respond and
let us then at this first Nineteen Day
Feast in 1936 resolve to begin anew
a more active participation in the work
of tlie Cause as represented by the National Treasurer's oftice through a
100 per cent cooperation in every
Bahii'i comnlui~ityin the country.
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T H E RESIDENTIAL QUALIFICATION OF VOTING MEMBERSHIP I N A BAHA'I
COMMUNITY
111 I j A ~ . i ' i NEWS, January, 1935,
t h e ,\Jarional Spiritual Asseinbly published a statement entitled "Iiiterpretation of the By-Law on Residential
Qualification ot Voting Believers"
in wliicli was expressed tlie view tliat
t h e requirement of residence a s one of
the qualifications of a voting believer
s l ~ o u l d he l~ased upon definite proof
of capacity to associate with the Baha'i
community.
I t appears that tliis interpretation
lias led to some confusion in a number
of local comniunities. The National
Spiritual Assemhly has therefore give n tlie subject further consideration
a n d now offers the following supplementary statement in clarification of
tlie January publication. This statement is the outcome of consultation
with the Guardian and lias been sub~nittetlto and approved by him. I t is
based upon what he considers "a fundamental principle" of Baha'i Adniinistratioi1,-that
no adult believer may
be deprived of "the sacred right of
participating in Baha'i elections," unless he reside in a conimunity not itself qualified for such participation o r
has permanently withdrawn o r been
removed from further association with
tlie activities of the Faith.
1. T h e enrollment of voting men?bers in accordance with the By-Laws
of the National Spiritual Assenlblly is
a responsibility vested in tlie Local
Spiritual Assenibly, but is made subject t o approval by the National Assembly. Otherwise, the matter of an
individual's voting right does not
come before the latter unless on appeal froiii a decision made by a Local
Assembly.
2. Previous statements published
in B A H A ' N
~ EWS have sought t o clarify the action of Local Assemblies in
deterniiiiing the applicant's qualifications f o r voting membership in a Bah5'i community with respect to his
faith and his acceptance of the Cause
in general. The question now under
tliscussion deals exclusively witli the
matter of ~CSICIPIICP,
and how Local
.4sseniblies are to apply tlie residential qualifications as set forth in the
By-Laws.
3. Tlie requirement of residential
qualifications is recortled in Article
11. Section ( a ) of the By-Laws. u~liicli
reads a s follows :
" T o become a voting member of a
B a h i ' i comniunity a person shall
a. Be a resident of tlie locality defined by the area of jurisdiction

NEWS

o f the Local Spiritual Assen~bly,
h i ' i activities in whichever place
as provitletl by Article V I I ,
he may be.
Section 12, of this iiistr~ument."
D. U'here a believer clainis resiArticle VII, Section 12, referred to,
dence in a particular coniniunity
lx-ovitles:
for tlie purpose of exercising
"Tlie sphere of jurisdiction of a Lovoting rights but is actually
cal Spiritual Assembly, with respect
domiciled elsewhere and makes
to res~dentialqualification of memberonly occasional visits to the
ship and voting rights of a believer in
community, insufficient to bring
any Baha'i community, shall be the
hiill within the provision of
locality included within the civil liiiiparagraph A above, a question
its of the city, town o r village; hut
of fact arises which the Local
Bahi'is who reside in adjacent, outlySpiritual Assembly may find it
ing o r suburban districts and can
difficult to decide. I n such cases
the Local Assenibly niay take
regularly attend the iiieetiiigs of tlie
local Baha'i coii1niunity, niay be encounsel with the National Asrolled 011 the membership list of tlie
sembly before making a final
adjacent Spiritual Assembly and endecision.
joy full voting rights pending the esE. A Local Spiritual Assembly
tablishilient of a Local Spiritual Asconfronted by any other unusual
sembly in their conimunity."
sitriation involving the question
4. Under these provisions of the
of residence can a t any time
By-Laws, residential qualification for
seek advice f r o m the National
voting membership in a Baha'i comSpiritual Asseiiibly before rnakmunity thus beconies a question of
ing a final decision.
5 . In connection witli tlie foregofact. I n order to assist Local Spiritual Assenihlies in deterniining whether ing interpretations, though not inan applicant f o r such illembership volving the specific question of resiconies within these requirements in dence exclusively, the following point
any particular case, the National Spir- has been brought to the attention of
itual Assembly offers the following the National Spiritual Assembly by
interpretation of certain specific situ- the Guardian.
a. A believer who has been absent
ations which experience has shown are
for some time from the comlikely to arise.
A. Where a believer lives sufficientmuiiity of which lie is a resily near a Eahi'i conimunity to
dent, o r a new believer not yet
take an active share in its acsufficiently
well
acquainted
witli the local coinmunity, is
tivities and there is no organized
Spiritual Assenibly in his own
not obliged to vote in a Bah6'i
election when conscientiously
conimunity, he sliould be enfeeling incapable of voting inrolled ancl continued upon the
telligently.
voting list of that comniunity
until a Spiritual Asse~nbly is
I t is hoped that these supplementary
establislied in his own inlmedi- explanations will reniove the misuntlerstandings which tlie January stateate neighborhood.
B. Where a believer, actually a ment appears to have caused ancl may
resident of a particular com- b: of assistance to Local Spiritual
munity, is temporarily absent .4sseniblies in deal in^ witli tliis ii~iporfrom liis community but Iion- ;ant question of residence.
estly regards his residence
there as continuing and fully intends to return to and resuliie
DECISIONS OF THE
his activities in tliat community,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
lie retains his voting rights in
ASSEMBLY
tlie community witliout iiiterrup1. Voted to approve the recomtion. H e may not, however, during his absence vote in any mendation made by the Publisliing
Comniittee, that when books a r e
other BaliA'i conimunity.
C. Where a believer spends prac- financed by a Baha'i author \\,it11 the
tically Iialf of tlie year within idea that the Publishing Conimittee
tlie jurisdiction of one UaIiA'i shall distribute tlie book, the author
community ancl the other half is to turn over t o the Pnblisliing Coniwithin tlie jurisdiction of an- mittee the cost of printing the work,
other lie inlist choose which of so that the Committee can supervise
tlie two localities lie consitlers tlie priliting. This ruling does not
to be liis place of resitlence, and mean that a BahA'i author cannot pubexercise his v o t i n ~ riglits in lish approved RaIiA'i literatrire through
tliat city alonc.. Naturally. lie a recognized general pul)lislier. Its aim
sliould take part in all otlier Ba- is to prevent confusion between

-

8
authors and the Publishing Committee,
and enable the Committee to maintain
proper standards of printing and binding, and assure accuracy in the text.
2. Voted to adopt the ruling that
hereafter all radio broadcasts of a direct Baha'i character shall be approved
fly the local Assembly before delivery.
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pressed with the necessity of ceaseless during three inotlths, 3,579; total
endeavor to teach through tile press. number of groups, 713.
Program, Sunday ~lleetings, S o W e must, however, be careful tliat the
material we submit teaches in several veniber: Mme. Barry Orlova, "Iinways: Familiarizing the public with mortality"; Philip Marangella, "The
the nallles, arousing interest in a Great Jubilee" ; Mrs. Sarah Walrath,
world-wide cause, causing questions to "The Meaning of a New Revelation";
arise in the mind of the reader and if Mme. Barry Orlova, "Conscious
possible a desire to know more about Faith."
December : Mrs. Howard
COMMITTEE LIST
the question.
Ives, "Security for a Failing World" ;
W e have on hand some of the last Mrs. Corinne True, "Distinguishing
T o the list of National Comlllittees
already published, the following ap- photographs taken of the Bahi'i Features of the Baha'i Faith"; Philip
House of Worship suitable for use in Marangella, "A King Is Born";
pointments have been added.
Balt6'i Social and Recreatiotld AcI f your paper did not Howard Ives, "Building a New
tiuities: Mrs. Balliyyih Lindstronl, ca"Y
a photograph at the
of the World : A Call to Heroism": Albert
chairman, D ~ .E. hnore
~
~ coin~)letion
~
of
~ the iclerestory
~
perhaps
,
Mrindust, "Tlie Coming of tlie Lord."
M ~ ~~ . ~ ~
~ D ~ k~. ~ d~~ t~ ~i iYOU
~h, ~could
~ ~ -have one used in connecw r a y , william de F
~ M ~~ ~ ~ ~. h ~tion
~ with
, ~ the coming
~
- Convention. W e
REPORT FROM
will send them upon request.
ton Vaughn, Dr. Eliza Ransom.
YOUTH COMMITTEE
Colnpilations f o r Bah$i
nlti.i,ersaThe iOl10 wing paragraph is quoted
A ,n administrative change of great
recently
from
ries: ~i~~ jean~
~ M ~ M~~ ~ . - froni
~ a letter
h received
~
~
~
riam H
~ M ~ M~~~
~ ~. M. ~ ~ b, b . Martha Root. "As I travel these iniportance has occurred in the NaG~~~~
colnlllittee igeneral countries, I try to make friends, teach tional Youth Committee during the
committee conlbinillg program and the few who are most interested, try past two niontlis. With the approval
property functions) : Mrs. Florence
get
books
study, try to get of the N.S.A. the membership o f the
M
~ chairman,
~
~ hlrs.~ E~~~~~~
~ D.; thrin in contact with Baha'is in the Youth Corninittee has been increased
Flynn, Mrs. Hebe Struven, Dr. GeneParts
the
try to get by tlie addition of Farruk Ioas, hlarvieve coy, ~~~~~d s ~ ~ hjrs.
~ , 13alia'is
~ ~ in
~ other
~ , countries interested garet I<unz, and Florence hlattoon.
Amelia Bowliian, Harold Bownlali,
Also I try to get publicity Tlie Committee will issue, beginning
about
the
Bahi'i
Cause into the news- with this month, an international quarHorace Holley.
papers, over the radios, and to the terly in the form of a mimeographed
peace workers, the Esperantists, the magazine which will contain study
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
modern religious organizations ; some- suggestions, news, and articles by
A Correction
times I have the bounty to speak of young Baha'is.
The work of Baha'i youth will be
TIle Library Committee report in the Teachings to rulers, statesmen,
December BAHK'i NEWS
a educators and the heads of the press." conducted now on the basis of area
wrong impression wllicll is now tor- This letter tells of publicity in Esthon- representation. All the members of
ian, German, Russian and in papers at the National Youth Committee have
rected.
The following hooks are donated by Riga, Latvia. One lllorning Paper, been divided into three groups to serve
the Library Committee to Public anti "Savardnias" with both morning and these following areas-the Eastern
University Libraries, frolll its budget evening editions, Russian but not Bol- and Southern (with Kenneth Christof free literature-The
Ballii World, shevik, is the largest circulated Rus- ian as secretary), the Chicago and
Vols. Two, Three and Four, Book of sian newspaper in the world, outside Mid-Western (with Florence Mattoon
Assurance, Bahi'u'llih (former edi- of Russia. They used an excellent as secretary), and the Pacific coast
tion of the I q i n ) , Bahi'i Revelation, article giving the principles and the (with Marion Holley as secretary).
The appointment of these sub-secreby Thornton Chase, and Bahi'i: Spir- ~ h o t o g r a ~ hof 'Abdul-Bahi.
The
it of the Age, by Horace Holley.
~ornalistcalled again, she is interested taries will enable the Commitee mem~h~~~ titles, however, cannot be in spiritual subjects and I lent her bers of these respective areas to help
supplied free at present but the Li- some Bahi'i magazines. Five Riga the youth groups in their vicinity and
hrary Committee hopes that local As- newspapers used articles the next deal directly with their problems. I t
also will be the duty of these subsemblies will donate them to Libraries day."
-Promise 0 f All Ages, by Christophil,
Each Community can reach count- secretaries to foster regional youth
Security for a Failing World, by less readers through the press and the conferences throughout the year.
Stanwood Cobb, and Gleanings fro111 eye is used today more often than the News of these conferences and other
the Writings of Bahi'u'llih.
ear in the education of the great activities will be reported each montli
in B A H A ' ~NEWS.
niasses of people.
This radical change in the nature of
REPORT FROM
P U B ~ , I C I TCOM
Y MITTEE
tlie National Youth Coi-iiniittee -11al;es
RUTH
RANDALL
BROWN,
Chairii~a~r.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
it possible for closer cooperation ant1
In the Sixth Taraz, Balii'u'llali
iiiore direct action in attaining those
says: "Newspapers are as a mirror TEMPLE PROGRAM COMMITTEE cbbjectives set by our Guardian.
The following items of interest
which is endowed with hearing, sight,
O n December 27-28 a regional youth
and speech. They are a wonderful have been reported by this Committee : conference was held in New York
The record of Temple visitors dur- with youth group representatives from
phenomenon and a great matter."
If a Bahi'i teacher could come into ing September, October and Novem- Boston, New York, Syracuse. Binghainton, West Englewood, Amityville,
your city and have as an audience the ber, 1935: Week days, September,
readers of only one of tlie daily news- 892; October, 104; November, 10. Baltimore, and Philadelpliia attending.
Tlie conference convened on Satpapers, what a vast assemblage tliat Sundays, Septemher, 2,711 ; Octol)er,
would be. W e are im~nediately im- 2,051 ; Novemhe-r, 787. Total visitors ~~rclay,
December 27, and consisted of
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three strenuous sessions up to the time
of the regular p~lblic Sunday afternoon meeting in the New York Baha'i
Center. This meeting was conducted
by the youth delegates and consisted
of three short talks on personal aspects of the Cause, music, prayers, and
readings from the Gleanings.
The sessions of the conference were
unusually fruitful. The new set-up of
Youth Committee was explained.
hIany suggestions were advanced
whereby the National Conlmittee call
be of greater help to local youtll
groups. A logical series of steps for
approaching young people and presenting the Message were formulated.
They are: analysis of the individual
(since all young people fall into one
of three types-religious,
indifferent,
and non-religious), selection of a subject approach suitable to the type, the
explanation of Bahi'i tertninology, the
selection of approach books suited to
the type, tile fornlulation of answers
to cenainquestions all seekers ask,
the selection of definite books to be
studied when the individual is ready.
I t will be the duty of tile Youth Cornmittee to put these steps into form
for use by youth groups.
A discussion was held concerning
the summer youth conference at
Green Acre. Other topics discussed
were the holding of more regional
conferences, the relation of Bahi'i
youth to econonlically insecured youth,
the standard of Bahi'i conduct, and
the personal relation of the individual
to Bahi'u'llah.
The spirit animating the discussions
was one of unity, enthusiasm, and consecration. And, to bless the efforts being made by Bahi'i youth, our Guardian sent the following cable: "Assure
Regional Youth Conference (of) loving prayers (for) success (of) activities (and) blessings (on) deliberations."
ASSEMBLY OF
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA
"Brothers in the Bahi'i Spiritual
Assemblies, in East and West:
"Peace be upoll you all. With reference to the presellt conditioll of Ethiopia I beg to draw your attention to
the fact that we have, for the present,
stopped our spiritual meeting.
"All letters addressed to us must be
sent by registered post, so that if not
delivered to us they will be returned to
the sender; and I prefer to stop writing letters for the present.
"Bahi'u'llAh and the New Era in
Abyssinian language, with illustrations, has already beer, printed and
copies have reached us. The cost is S.
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14.T . 2 Thellers.
"Prayers are required that God
lnakes peace on
SABRIELIAS, Secretary.
P. 0. Box 193.
NEWS FROM THE N. S. A.
OF GERMANY A N D AUSTRIA

-
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year book, published by the American
friends-a report on tile ~ ~ hactivi ~ i
ities in Germany during April 21, 1934
to April 21, 1935, whilst Dr. A. Muehlschlegel will compile a bibliographical
survey.-Through other resolutions
ruling were laid down for Bahi'i elections and the holding of the National
Convention in conformity with the
new By-Laws.

Fifty-nine believers gathered at a
g&)zeral,fleeting which took place in the
Dr. Schmidt gave also a report on
evenillg of Saturday, April 27. The our magazine S u n of Trlctll, whose
Chairman of the Convention addressed pages had to be decreased in number
the audience, emphasizing the impor- in order to reduce the cost. The detame of the Administrative Order, sired increase in the number of pages
which was introduced during the term and the consolidation of the magazine
depends decidedly on a wide propqaof
of the outgoing N. S. A and tion of the paper through the friends,
designed closely after the pattern of the
American "Declaration of Trust and and in this respect the appeal of our
By-Laws.'' The N. S. A had hoped magazine has not yet found the necesto be able to Present its Declaration sary response by tile friends. Conand By-Laws in print at the National tents and number of copies of the Dein or- i
~
~but the printing
~
llad ~met cember
~ issue had~ been increased
~
ive
in with unavoidable delays. The Chair- tder
-gatine
a better
roductigon tothe
It 's hoped
the
public.
man, after pointing out the sacred task
and responsibility of the Convention, that the friends will seize this excelconcluded with a pledge of loyalty to lent
for an
of
our Faith. It is the wish of the Guardthe Guardian of the Baha'i Faith.
ian
that
in
addition
to
translations
~l~~~ followed the reports on the
activities
N . S. A. and its corn- from the writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahi and
mittees, as well as of the Local As- Baha'u'll5h the magazine publish also
general articles on the Cause and the
ssmblies and Groups. The Secretary
of the outgoing N. S. A., Dr. Eugen active collaboration of the friends is
Schmidt, reports on the activities of Ileartily invited.
the N. S. A. from April 22, 1934 to
Then followed t he W o r t of the
April 27, 1935, during which period Treasurer, Paul Gollmer, on the finantwelve meetings have been held. The cial state of the treasury and its inN. S. A. accepted as its main task the come and disbursements from the
creation and consolidation of the Ba- Publishing Committee and the magahi'i Administration, focusing its ef- zine Sun of Truth. The appeal of the
forts on the formulating of the "Dec- N. S. -4. for the creation of a BahA'i
laration of Trust and By-Laws of the Fund, which is the fervent wish of our
Bahi'is in Germany and Austria." Guardian, requires a still greater reConforming to the wishes of the sponse from the believers and everyGuardian, registration cards were in- one should make his greatest effort and
troduced and thus the community of financial sacrifice, so that the urgent
the Bahri'i-believers more clearly de- activities which are planned?
be
fined.-At present there are seven Lo- carried out.
cal Assemblies: Berlin, Esslingen,
Dr. H . Grossman reported on beHamburg, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, War- half of the Committee "Bahaa Espenetnunde, Vienna; and groups which ranto-Eldoncjo and La Nova Tago."
meet regularly in: Dresden, Frankfurt, The first work on Eldonejo was unGoeppingen-Geislingen,
Heidelberg, dertaken in 1925 when Friedrich
Leipzig, Restock.-On June 8, 1934, Gerstner in co-operation with H.
the designation of "National Spiritual Grossman founded La Nova Tago.
Cooperative of the Baha'is of Ger- Besides this magazine were issued a
many and Austria" was changed into number of publications, as the Espe"National Spiritual Asselnbly of the ranto edition of the Esslenzont Book
Bahri'is of Germany and Austria."- and the Paris Talks, translated by LidIn addition to its administrative activ- ja Zamenhof, and others. The ~ u b l i ities, the N. S. A. gave its attention cations were of great assistance at
to the problems of expansion and a BahA'i meetings, which took place at
deepening of understanding of the the yearly Universal Esperanto ConFaith in Germany and Austria. A ventions, and a wonderful help for the
share of these tasks was assigned to spreading of the Bahi'i Faith abroad.
several con~n~ittees.Mr. illax Gree- For lack of time and shortage of privcn-Bremen was requested to furnish vate funds, the ~ublicationof La Nozfa
for Baha'i World, Y o / . YI-a BahA'i T w o had to be interrupted in 1934.

~
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Then, following a repeated request of number of circulars for the N. S . -4.
tion of officers. The followiug telethe Guardian that the magazine should
Dr. 1I~iehlscIilegelreported for tlie gram was sent to tlie Guardian: "Lovbe published again, the N. S. A. ap- .4rchiz~es Colrilrlittee, which was creat- ing greetings in full harmony. Napointed this coiii~nittee and tlie first ed in October, 1934. The archives tional Convention."
T h e meeting
new issue of La Nozta T a g o appeared serve the following purposes : ( 1 ) col- closed at 10 :30.
in March, 1935, whilst the publicatioil lection of docuiiieiits on the Balii'i
,4t 11 about 300 people gathered ill
of an Esperanto edition of the Kittib- hlovement (reports, pictures, news- the large auditorium of the Ger~naii
i-Iqciir had to be postponed on account paper articles, etc.), and on events ini- House for a rnorning lireetirig to which
of urgent publications in the German portant to the Bahi'i Movenient, ( 2 ) the public had been invited through
language.
storing of files of the N. S. A. and aclvertisements in the press.
Mrs.
For the Publishirlg and Rez,iewn')ig local Asseriiblies, ( 3 ) storing of Ba- Scliwarz spoke on the Ridvan-World
Committee, Dr. Muelilschlegel report- hi'i texts (originals, copies and of the Baha'i Faith and Dr. E.
ed that it is the task of this coninlittee prints). Originals-as e. g., Tablets Schmidt on Living Religiously. Otto
stored in a safc. Geldreich concluded the meeting wit!l
to review all publications on the Balii'i of 'Abdu'l-Bali5-are
Faith in Germany and Austria. Ap- ( 4 ) I t is also planned to create a lend- the reading of words by Bahi'u'IIiI?.
The prograni was fittingly interspersed
proved texts are recognized by the re- ing library later on. . . .
F o r the Marragclr~ciifof the Bahh'i with musical recitals.
mark "-4uthorized by the N . S. A. of
Over one hundred friends niet for
the Bahi'is of Germany and Austria." H o m r 3t Esslingcli Anna Koestlin reported
on
the
great
interest
wliich
the
ditirter
of the Bahi'i Com. . Of 150 reviewed pages were print- Guardian takes in the Bahi'i home, munity asof guests
Stuttgart
in the hall of the
ed in the S u n of T r u t h : "Divine Art
which
have
been
made
city
park.
the
extensions
At
15
the
dinner was fo!of Living," "Nabil's Narrative" (in
last
year
and
those
which
are
planned
lowed
by
a
U
t
i
i
f
y
Feast,
wliicli formed
extracts), "Epistle to the Son of the
the
conclusion
of
the
13th
National
for
the
future.
Wolf," etc. Ready for publication are
Corntrrittee
North-Gerlrlan
BaThe
Convention
of
the
Baha'is
of ,Gerthe following books: "Will and Testhd'i
hleetilrgs
told
of
its
preparations
many
and
Austria.
ament of 'Abdu'l-Bahi," "Book of the
Covenant," "The Message of Baha'u'l- for a meeting at Berlin on Whitsuntide.
The N e w l y Elected N . S. A.
These committee reports were follah" and others.
lowed by reports of the coirz7rlioiifies
Chairman. Mrs. Alice Scliwarz.
For the Teaclzing Conit~litteereport- atld growps, which indicated a great
Vice-chairman, Dr. A. Riuehled Dr. H . Grossman. At first, the animation of activities. A collective schlegel.
committee was charged with the crea- report will appear in our next issue
1st Secretary, Dr. E. Schmidt.
tion and execution of the program of of the B A H ? ~N E WS
2nd Secretary, Max Greeven.
the Bahai Summer-Week at EsslinTreasurer, Paul Gollmer.
At the next and last point of the
gen; then, on June 10, 1934, its scope agenda "Qltestions attd Srlggestiorrs
Members: Martha Brauns, Dr. H.
was enlarged, and it was made respon- f o r Co~rstrltation of the Delegates" Grossmann, Edith Horn, t\nlla Ruestsible for the supervision and uniform several friends asked for the floor. lin.
execution of all official Baha'i meetings Amongst other points the question
Address of the Secretarv: Dr. E.
in our two countries.-The Suminer- was raised whether in the activities Schmidt, Stuttgart-W., ~ & n s b u r ~ s t r .
Week, 1934, as held at the Bahi'i of the immediate future preference 198.
House in Esslingen from August 5 to should be given to literature or the Ba.Address of the Treasurer: Paul
12. More foreign friends attended ha'i Home, and it seemed to be the Golliner, Stuttgart, Neckarstrasse, 127.
than ever before, and for the first opinion of tlie gathering that both
time we had also a foreign speaker: needed equal attention.
NEWS FROM N. S. A.
Mrs. Helen B i s h o p G e n e v a . For the
Tlie meeting was closed at midnight
OF INDIA A N D BURMA
promotion of teaching activities sev- witli a prayer.
eral circulars were sent out and a BaBeginning July, 1935, the National
The elcctiot~ of the rlezv N n f i o r ~ n l
ha'i Teaching Meeting, to take place Spiritunl Assettably took place the next Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
on Whitsuntide, 1935, was prepared. morning, April 28, at the Baha'i O f - India and Burma began publication of
Also preparations for tlie Balii'i Sum- fice. Of the nineteen delegates fifteen a larger Bakb'i N e w s Letter, four
mer-Week, 1935, were begun.-The had been recognized. The casting o f pages of which were printed in Engme~ilbersof the Teaching Com~iiittee tlie ballots was preceded by a prayer lish. The following items are reproheld a number of addresses and meet- spoken by Mrs. Schwartz. Mr. Goll- duced from this important Baha'i periings at various places.
mer, Miss Koestlin and Mr. Weber odical :
Next was Mrs. Anna Grossmann- acted as scrutinizers. Tlie n~enibers
The S t m y of the Convention
Neckargemuend, who reported for tlie of the new N. S. A. a r e : hfartlia
Cotlfacts arrd B A I I N~E~W S Coiizlizit- Brauns- Karlsruhe, Paul GollmerThe most important step towards
tee which was created in April, 1934. Stuttgart, Max Greeven-Eremen, Dr. consolidation of the Divine Faith 31:
stressed by our Heloved
Its duties are to establish ancl maintain Herman G r o s s m a n n - N e c k a r g e i ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~repeatedly
(l,
connections witli Communities, Groups Edith Horn-Frankfurt-hfain,
Anna Guardian is to observe the Commandand isolated believers, and to assist ICoestlin - Esslingen, Dr. Adelbert ments of Bahi'u'llih and to organize
foreign friends wishing to visit Ger- hluehlschlegel- Stuttgart, Dr. Eugen ancl co-ordinate the activities of the
man Balii'is in their efforts.
Schmidt-Stuttgart, and A 1 i c e Friends of God. In obedience to these
Thus the same injunctions the National Spiritual .'IsThe Legal Corliinittee, Dr. Gross- Schwartz-Stuttgart.
members
of
last
year's
N. S. .4. are sembly of the Bahi'is of India and
mann stated, was appoitited 011 June
the new N. S. A. Mrs. Bur~iiacalled a convention of the delelg
10, 1934, for the purpose of ~ r e ~ a r i ~ constituting
the "Declaration of Trust and By- Brauns obtained the largest nu~iiberof gates of the local Spiritual :\ssetnblies
so that they may discuss ways and
Laws'' of the N.S. A. It collaborated votes and became thus temporary
means
to give effect to the wishes of
N.
S.
A.
until
its
elecchairman
of
tlie
in some legal matters and prepared a

.
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the Beloved Guardian.
T h e delegates and friends began
pouring in Bombay from all parts of
India as if drawn by some great centrifugal force. T h e friends of Bombay welcomed them with open arms
a n d great joy and happiness pervaded
the group of these ardent souls. They
all rapturously beheld this imposing
symbol of our Faith and every friend
seemed determined to carry out the
injunctions of the Beloved Guardian
which he had so often enjoined upon
his faithful friends. T h e Cablegram
from the Beloved of o u r hearts added
a new zest and the glad-tidings of the
establishment of a Branch of the N. S .
A. of India and Burma in Palestine
gladdened the hearts of these sincere
souls. I n their rejoicings they did not
lose sight of what the Guardian's message meant. M r . Hishmatullah drew
attention to it when he said that the
message meant a closer attention of the
Guardian on the activities of the
friends in India and Burma. This enhanced the determination of those
present and they primed themselves
f o r the work that they were to do in
the year to come. T h e delegates met
f o r three days and each recounted
what his Assembly had done u p till
then and what they proposed to d o
hereafter.
Their recommendations
were recorded by Prof. Pritam Singh
t o be placed before the N. S. *A. While
the afternoon lectures in different
parts of Bombay carried the Great
hlessage to others; the evening lectures at the spacious Baha'i Hall
proved a strong force to draw the
friends closer. T h e Convention then
proceeded with its second function :
T h e y elected their N. S. A. for the
n e x t year and thus closed the m e ~ n orable session which it is hoped will
prove a great landmark in the history
of the Divine Cause in India and Burma. While bidding good-bye to each
other the delegates seemed to have imbibed the great spirit of sacrifice and
renunciation and they left with fir111
determination t o do what they could to
teach the Great hlessage in their
spheres of influence.

boring villages. A series of public lectures were held and under the presidency of our veteran teacher Siyyid
Alustafa Koumi, Miss Hla Hla, Miss
illya Alya, M r . Siyyid l l u r t e z a Ali,
Saya U. Ba Sein, M r . Faqir Muhamnlad Muqri and M r . Siyyid Abdul
Rashid delivered impressive and instructive speeches. T h e chorus of 'Allah-o-Ahha' ! Alla-o-Ahha ! of 700 persons raised in unison produced a n atmosphere which influenced even those
who had come here with no sympathetic intentions. T h e session was a
great success in as much as it produced
the desired results-awakened a spirit
of sacrifice anlong friends and an interest among those who had come to
know what the Divine Cause meant for
the World.

Bahi'i Magazine
The old Kaukab-i-Hind was renamed The Bahh'i Maymine and with
an addition of Persian pages began its
publication last year from Lahore. Mr.
Horn~zdyar Khodahakhsh contributed
some very instructive and interesting
Persian articles and the I\i. S. A. takes
this opportunity to offer him their sincere thanks. This year the office of
the Magazine has been transferred to
Delhi and Mr. H o r ~ n z d y a rhaving left
for Iran, the Persian section is placed
in the able hands of Mr. Rashid Oliani, who is a n erudite Irani scholar
and a Baha'i of long standing. W e
are sure that the readers of the Magazine will find a marked improvement
in both its quality and quantity. W e
offer our hearty thanks to Mr. Mallfuz-ul-Haq Ilmi who has been, with an
unparalleled determination, carrying
on the editorial duties of the hlagazine
for the last 10 o r 12 years under trying
circumstances.

"OF ESSENTIAL IMPORTANCE IS
YOUR UNITY A N D
AGREEMENT"

T h e following Resolution adopted
by the Spiritual Asenlbly of 1-0s Angeles has been approved by the National Spiritual Assembly f o r publiFirst All-Burma Convention
cation in B A H . ~N' E~W S . The quotaA s a result of M r . Hishmatullah's tion from words of 'r2bdu'l Ball& is
visit to Burma and in consequence o f taken f r o n ~an atlclress given by the
a Resolution passetl by the N. S . A. Master in that city tluring 1912, rea t their Iiarachi session, the Ual16'is portetl stenogral)l~icallyat the time.
"Therefore I pray. asking for conof Rurma heltl their first convention on
9th, 10th ant1 1 ltll, :\pril, 1935, a.t for~nationant1 assistance that the aid
Daidnaw, the Uahi'i village of Rurma. ant1 ul~lift of Uah~~'u'll6hma!, reacll
-411 Burma Local .-\ssemblies were re- \ q u ; the host of the kintlom of .\t)ha
presentrtl I)? t l ~ c i r tleleg;ltes ant1 tile Illay reinforce ~ O I :I that the powerful
opportu~lity\V:L> t ~ ~ i l i ~for
c t \co~lvc-yiil:; allgels ( j f God I I I X ~ a53ist !.C~U. Be
t h e Message to the ~ ~ e o pof
l e the neigll- assured of the \.ictor!. : rest assuretl

that you will be confirmed. That
which is of essential i~nportance is
your unity and agreement. You must
be in the utmost state of unity and
agreement. You lnust love one another; you must be self-sacrificing for
one another. I f you observe any
shortcomings on the part of any, as
much as you can be forgiving and do
not be harsh."
The Spiritual AAssernbly of the
Baha'is of Los Angeles has voted
that the above quotation be called to
the attention of the Los Angeles Baha'i
Community. They request that all
the friends of Baha'u'llah, whether in
public talks o r in private discussions,
make the utmost effort to attain this
attitude. If mistakes are made in efforts to serve the Cause no personal
reference should be resorted to, but as
opportunity arises, the principles of
the Faith should be so clearly conveyed
that erroneous statements will of themselves vanish. T h e Spiritual Assembly feels that the friends should always express the unity of the Faith
of Baha'u'llih. seeking, between themselves, ~ e z ~ pwblicly,
er
to settle differences of opinion, if any, by referring
to the writen W o r d of God: should
differences in understanding still continue, the Spiritual Assembly feels
that the friends, "having the utmost
fear of discord," should lay the matter before the Spiritual Assembly, as
the first door in the Administrative
Channel that leads, if necessary, to
the Guardian for interpretation. T h e
Spiritual Assembly feels that great
blessings have recently descended u p
on tlle Bahi'is of Los Angeles because
of united effort founded on loyalty to
the Administrative order, and that
such blessings will increasingly descend
as such loyal unity is maintained and
the above procedure is followed,
thereby gaining the confirmation of
Bahi'u'llih.

O N MISUNDERSTANDINGS A N D
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL BELIEVERS
A Statement of Procedure Approved
and Adopted b y the National
Spiritual Assembly
In every Baha'i community, misunderstandings and differences between
indiviclr~al believers arise from time
to time, and the Cause of Eal1ii'u'll5h
1)rovitlt's spiritual l~rinciples ant1 also
atltninistrative institutions for the
reservation of the unity of the Ixlievcbrsunder all cot~tlitions. .\s tllc nlelllt c r s of the cutlllr~~tr~it!,,
otle : i ~ l t l 311.
conscientiously al~idel)y the Teachings.
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such disturbances will result in
strengthening our collective capacity
and deepening our spirit of faith, but
whenever the Teachings are not fully
applied, personal grief and perhaps
even injustice may result.
T h e members of the Spiritual Assembly feel that it will be helpful to
summarize briefly its understanding of
the principles which control this important matter of personal differences
between believers.
I n the first place, the spiritual law
of the Cause, which 'Abdu'l-Baha so
frequently explained, is that whenever
two Baha'is have any difference, they
themselves are in duty bound to try
and attain true harmony. T h e Master
even said that if two believers are unwilling to be reconciled, both will
eve~ltually leave the C a ~ ~ s z .H e did
not say that they would be re~noved
from the Cause by administrative action; H i s words meant that such an
offense against divine law would he
punished by loss of faith leading
eventually to an abandontuetit of the
Cause by the offenders.
T h e Spiritual Assembly, in the second place, has a great responsibility in
all matters of dispute between bclievers which are referred to it for settlement. T h e Assembly, when it receives a complaint from a ~neniberof
the community about another believer,
must spare no effort to learn the facts
and, when possible, make a decision. I t
is clear that an Assembly cannot make
a decision in cases which arise merely
from personal antagonism or unfriendliness, but in such cases can
only insist that the grief or unliappiness should not be allowed to become
a cause of disunity within the community a s a whole. The Assembly also
must in these cases point out the Master's interpretation of the spiritual law
and urge the two believers concerned
in the dispute to realize the gravity of
their mutual antagonism.
Some disputes, on the other hand,
may arise from business o r other relations between believrrs and involve
charges of some definite unfairness or
injustice committed by one believer
against another. When such charges
can be proved, it is surely the duty of
the Assembly to remove the injustice
and place the matter ul)on a proper
Rahi'i basis.
N o doubt all of us still need to be

remintled of the fact that when a inatter has been referred to a Spiritual 11ssembly for decision, the i~idividualbelievers concerned must await the Assembly's decision and abide by it, unless and until that decision is altered
on appeal to the National Spiritual
Asse~nbly. But whether the matter is
bzing handled by the local o r by the
Sational Assembly, none of the believers involved in the trouble should agltate their case among the friends. Nothlng so disrupts a Baha'i colnmunlty a s
personal agitation. T h e only solution
of this problenl is for every faithful
believer, when approached by another
believer with complaints and criticisms,
to remind that believer of his or her
duty to refer the difficulty to the Assembly, and not share that believer's
personal agitation.
Nine times out of ten, the spirit of
calm and serene faith on the part of
other Baha'is wlionl the agitated believer approaches will allay the feeling
of trouble, hut when the personal agitation is shared by others, the original
problem becon~es ~nultiplied into a n
issue which disturbs the whole community.
LVhen a believer brings a problem
to the ,4ssembly, it is not sufficient to
make charges and complaints against
another believer,-every charge must
be proved before the Assembly call
act.
No Spiritual Assembly could
possibly allow itself to be a mere passive instrument f o r any one believer to
use as a weapon against another. The
Asse~nblyhas the same duty of justice
and consideration toward the one
against whom the charges are made as
toward the one who makes the charges.
I n looking into the problem which
has been referred to it, the Assenlbly
must call in f o r consultation all the
individual Baha'is who Inay be involved. However deep the feeling one
believer may have against another,
and no matter what may be the reasons for that feeling, no faithful Bahi'i will refuse to tneet with the Spiritual Assembly for such consultation,
because it is consultation with the Assembly itself and not with the believer
against whom the complaint is made.
Should the one making the complaint
refuse to consult with the Assembly,
the .-\ssembly in that case must tiismiss
the complaint, since one of the necessary steps leading to eventual justice
and unity has bren refused by a party

to the dispute; unless of course the
truth of the charges is self-evident. I f
the Baha'i who makes the complaint is
willing to come for consultation, but
the other Baha'i-that
is, the one
against whom the complaint is maderefuses the Assenlbly's invitation, this
refusal would he serious, because on
the one hand it woulcl create a strong
impression that the believer could not
answer the charges made against him
o r her, and on the other hand it would
mean unwillingness to recognize the
authority o f the Assen~blyto act in a
matter affecting Baha'is and consequently affecting the Cause itself.
T o carry the explanation one step
farther: if all the believers concerned
in a personal problem have met with
the Assenlbly, and if the Assembly,
after looking into the matter from all
sides, makes a decision, the believers
are clearly obligated to accept that decision and abide by it. A n appeal, of
course, can be made to the N. S. A.
and eventually to the Guardian, hut
whatever the Bahi'i authority which is
invoked, a matter referred to a Bahi'i
institution for settlement is outside the
realm of personal feeling and individual conscience. If we do not trust
the Baha'i institutions created by Baha'u'llili, we do not have real faith in
Baha'u'llah Himself. Rloreover, even
when an Assembly makes a decision in
a case of personal dispute, the spiritual
law laid upon all Baha'is is still operating, and the believers involved in the
problenl should pray for divine compassion and illumination in addition t o
whatever actions they take in relation
to administrative procedure. W e Baha'is live in the spiritual world which
Bahi'u'llih created in H i s Revelation,
and we must d o our utnlost to learn
and obey its tnysterious laws which
control our destiny.
"Every eye, in this Day, should seek
what will best promote the Cause of
God. H e , W h o is the Eternal Truth,
beareth me witness! Nothing whatever can, in this Day, inflict a greater
harm upon this Cause than dissension
and strife, contention. estrangement
and apathy, anlong the loved ones of
God. Flee them, through the power
of God and H i s sovereign aid, and
strive to knit together the hearts of
men, in H i s Name, the Unifier, the
.ill-ICnowing. the All-Wise."-Bahi'u'llall.
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THE ORDINANCE OF FASTING
A Letter from Sboghi Effendi
A s regards fasting, it constitutes,
together with the obligatory prayers,
tlie two pillars that sustain the revealed
L a w of God. They act as stimulants
to the soul, strengthen, revive and
purify it, and thus illsure its steady
development.
T h e ordinance of fasting is, as is
the case with these three prayers,* a
spiritual and vital obligation enjoined
by Baha'u'llih upon every believer
who has attained the age of fifteen.
I n the Aqdas H e thus writes: " We
have conlmanded you to pray and fast
from the beginning of maturity; this
is ordained by God, your Lord and the
L o r d of your forefathers. H e has exempted frorn this those who are weak
f r o m illness o r age, as a bounty from
H i s Presence, and H e is tlie Forgiving, the Generous." A n d in another
passage H e says: " W e have enjoined
upon you fasting during a brief period, and at its close have designated
for you S a w - R u z as a feast. . . . T h e
traveler, tlie ailing, those who are
with child o r giving suck, are not
bound by the fast . . . . -4bstain f r o m
food and drink, from sunrise to suntlown, and Ileware lest desire deprive
you of this grace that is appointed in
tlie Book."
Also in the "Questions and An.swers"that form an appendix to the
Aqdas, Ealii'u'lllih reveals the followi n g : "Verily, I say that God has appointed a great station for fasting ant1
prayer. But during good healtli its
benefit is evident, ancl when one is ill,
it is not
to fulfill them."
Concernin g the age of maturity, H e reveals in tlie appendix of that same
book: "The age o f maturity is in the
fifteenth year; women and men are
alike in this respect."
Regarding the vital character and
---

T h e tlirce ol>ligato~
y daily prayers, any unt: ut

which the bcliever is frec to choose.

importance of the Divine ordina~ices
and laws, and tlie necessity of complete obedience to then1 by tlie believers, we thus read in tlia Gleanings, p.
175 : "Know verily that tlie essence
of justice and tlie source thereof are
both enlbodied in the ordinance prescribed by H i m W h o is the hlanifestation of the Self of God amongst men,
if ye be of tliem tliat recognize this
truth. H e dot11 verily incarnate the
highest, tlie infallible standard of justice unto all creation. Were H i s law
to be such a s to strike terror into the
hearts of all that a r e in heaven and on
earth, tliat law is naught but manifest
justice. T h e fears and agitation which
tlie revelation of this law provoke in
men's hearts should indeed be likened
to the cries of the suckling babe
weaned fro111 his mother's nlilk, if
ye be of them that perceive . . ."
T h e fasting ~!eriod,which lasts nineteen days startlng as a rule from the
second of hlarch every year and ending on tlie twentieth of the same
month, involves coniplete abstention
from food and drink from sunrise till
sunset. I t is essentially a period of
nieclitation and prayer, of spiritual recuperation, during which the believer
nus st strive to make the necessary readjustliients in liis inner life, ant1 to
refresh and reinvigorate the spiritual
forces latent in liis soul. Its significance and purpose are, therefore, fundamentall y spiritual in character. Fastin? is symbolic, and a reminder of allstinelice from selfis11 and carnal
desires-Slioghi
Effendi, through his
secretary, Haifa, January 10, 1936.
-

T H E GUARDIAN'S
ASSURANCE T O THE DONORS
TO THE MT. CARMEL FUND
Tlie followinq references to the
sum< forwarded to FIaifa by the National Treasurer for purchase of land
on Mount Carmel convey tlie Guardian's assurance of l ~ i sappreciation of

the assistance rendered by all the
i l ~ n e r i c a n believers who contributed
to the National Fund for that purpose.
" H e very much appreciates, indeed,
tlie spirit of self-sacrifice and devotion
which the American believers have so
remarkably displayed through their
contributions to tlie hlt. Carnlel fund.
Their splendid efforts during the last
few years, and especially in connection
with the purchase of the property of
the Dumits last year, have now resulted
in the safeguarding of a n extensive
area of land around the Shrines.
It
is surely a great privilege for the
Alnerican friends to have had such a
preponderating share in securing for
tlie Cause assets that are most valuable, nay, quite indispensable, to tlie
future developnient and present consolidation of its manifold institutions
at its world center."
( I n the Guardian's hand.) "Will
you kindly assure the individual contributors to the sum which you have
forwarded of my abiding and lively
appreciation of their spontaneous ancl
self-sacrificing assistance and efforts
f o r the protection and promotion of
the international interests of tlie Faith
at its world center. I am fully aware
of tlie self-abnegation which such contributions must have involved, and of
tlie spirit o f unstinted devotion which
has invariably prompted them. I will
pray tliat the Beloved may abundantly
bless and reward them both in this
world and in tlie next."
(signed) SHOCHI.
Haifa, Novetiiber 24, 1935.
THE PROGRESS OF
OUR TEACHING SERVICE
Since the striking of tlie " S e w
Hour'' of the progress of the Bali6'i
Faith on this continent, the ;\tiierican
believers has been growing steadily
more conscious that unseen forces are
creating universal interest in the
Teachings of Bahi'u'll511. Tlie task of
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raising high the standard of the Faith
in this vast land lies clearly before us;
and pressingly so. A s we become more
truly "instruments in the Hands of
God," will the spirit itself direct our
efforts and open the way.
In approaching our new responsibilities in the teaching field, it is important we realize what a prolific ocean
has been provided for o u r spiritual
strength. The "Gleanings from the
Writings of Baha'u'llih" provide inexhaustible spiritual sustenance, from
which alone we can gain the power to
go forward. The Teaching Tablets
of 'Abdu'l-Baha iay the foundation
for the achievement o f success and
should be studied continuously for
needed inspiration, guidance and enthusiasm for the sacrificial work at hand.
The standard of our service is
that of the soul-stirring activities of
the Dawn-Breakers; those stalwart
pioneers of the Faith in Persia. A s
the Guardian has recently pointer out,
"pioneers" of the Faith, must arise in
America to achieve con~pletesuccess.
"What is ~nostlyneeded noze~adaysis
a Bahd'i Pinoeer."
Already reports of unprecedented
and sustained services are being received from all over America, indicating that the American Baha'i Community is responding t o the urgent
appeal of the Guardian to "teach the
Cause and convey the hlessage." A
few instances are mentioned so they
may give impetus to further effort on
the part of all of us, and to illustrate
some of the successful methods which
have been used by Local Assemblies
and individual believers.
A number of Assemblies are now
actively engaged in introducing- the
Faith in one o r more nearby cities, in
accordance with our national program.
For instance, Los Angeles, following
up the tremendously successful "Bahi'i Day," at the San Diego Exposition
last October, is conducting an active
study class in San Diego, with such
recurring public lectures as may seem
advisable.
The Philadelphia Assembly is spunsoring with success the establisl~ment
of the Faith in Atlantic City; Cincinnati sends grouns to Covington ant1
Louisville from time to time : Portlantl
is working in Tacoma: Montreal is
cooperatin~ with the friends in St.
Lambert ; Teaneck is working several
cities but concentrating particularly
on Haworth; Phoenix is working in
Glendale, Arizona; Binghamton is
aiding the friends in Syracuse in their
teaching efforts. Manv other Assemhlies have reported similar activities
and plans.
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"THIS IS TRULY
PROVIDENTIAL"
co-workers:
This new stage in the gradual
unfoldment of the Formative
Period of our Faith into which
we have just entered-the
phase
of
teaching acti'it~
-synchronizes with a period of
deepening gloomp
impotence, of ever-increasing destitution and widespread disillusionment in the fortunes of a declining age. This is truly providential and its significance and
the opportunities it offers us
should be fully apprehended and
utilized. Now that the adginistralive organs of a firmly established Faith are
and
harn~oniously functioning, and
now that the Symbol (i. e., the
House of Worship) of its invincible might is lending unprecedented impetus to its spread, an
in its
and sustained
is
required so that the moving
spirit of its Founder may permeate and transform the lives of the
countless
that hunger
for its teachings. That the beloved friends in America, who
have carried triumphantly the
banner of His Cause through the
initial stages of its development,
will ill a still greater measure
prove themselves capable of
nleeting
challellge of the
present ,lour, I, for one, can
never doubt. of the evidences
of their inexhaustible vitality I
a,,l
and continually
collscious~ bfy fervent plea will
not, I feel
Llnanswered. For them I shall continue to pray from all my heart.

SHOGHI.
Haifa, January 10, 1936.

There are at present twenty-two BaCroups, several
of
aye
steatlily growing in strength ant1 numhers, ~t is wort~lw~lileto note tllat
groul,s
in states only
there are Assel12~>]ies,
indicating
tile true unit for the diffusion of
the Light of the New Day is the Spiritrlal Assembly. As all Assenlblies
fall in line with the national program
of introducing the Cause in a new
community, they will become channels
for new growth ant1 strength in the
Cause as a w11oIe.
A number of Assemblies having iso1,;:l'i

.
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lated believers in fairly close proxilnity
have reported that they are cooperating with these friends in i1litiating
Fireside meetings and furnishing fresh
interest by occasional visits to these
new groups.
San Francisco and Los Angeles report a new teaching venture whereby
a group of Bahi'is are prepared at a
nloment's notice to go as a group to
the home of any friend who has gathered a group and desires three or four
talkS or an inforn,al discussion
of various aspcts of the Faith.
New York has organized three
teaching groups
Young people
whose services are available to nearby
cities for week-end meetings.
Contiguous Assemblies may be interested in the teaching circuit plan of
four Assemblies and one Group in
upper New York. This
provider
f o r a special speaker once a month to
talk directly on so111e phase of the
Cause at a public meeting in each center on successive evenings. The important new contacts made and the
possibilities of following them up have
given great imptus to the teaching activities o f all five cities.
Interesting reports have been received of excellent contacts with leading people and opportunitjes for indirect and direct teaching at religious,
peace and Social service conferences
and collventions. hIr. David Hofinan,
Los Angeles, took a very
active part in the annual Institute of
International Relations of the American Friends Service Committee at
Whittier College, California, last sumn ~ e r . His ability to participate in
every discussion attracted much notice and led to his appointment as
chairman of a number of inforn~al
round tables. At the end of the first
week, Mr. Hofnlan invited about a
dozen people to his room to hear about
the Bahi'i Faith, and forty-five appeared.
Spiritual Assemblies might do well
to keep closely informed of the convention calendar of their cities and arrange for the attendance of two or
three friends as delegates or auditors
at such gatherillgs as are free from
partisan objectives and are endeavuring to brrild ril, international, interreligious or interracial understandinq.
New constructive contacts with capable
people can thus be madeBaha'i Teachers whose business peri11its them to move from city to city
find large eroups of people hungering
for the hlessage and many willing
hands are raised to aid these bearers
of Light in their service. One tracher
reports that the hostess of the hotel
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a t wliich she was staying became so
enthusiastic over tlie Cause that she
assumed full responsibility for announcing a public lecture, securing
the cooperation of an important
women's club, and herself posting a
notice in the hotel lobby and arranging for the lecture hall. Si~iiilar reports are received from all traveling
Balii'is and very often they are able
to leave behind an enthusiastic study
group.
T h e radio is becolning a powerful
instrument in attracting sympathetic
souls t o the Faith. Many invitations
have been received to discuss phases of
the Faith and particularly detailed
talks descriptive of the Bahi'i Temple.
A number of traveling Baha'is have
been interviewed on educational programs, being able to make direct reference to the Teachings. A nuniber
of San Francisco friends spoke on a
series of local progralils tlevoted to
educational subjects. The Berkeley
Assembly has purchased two minutes
of radio tinie weekly on a local station
which provides announcement of the
meetings and brief quotations frotii the
Writings. Several Assemblies are enjoying free radio announceinents o f
lectures and speakers.
T h e reports given above are only a
few of those received, chosen t o illustrate the progress of our Teaching
Service. Others will be reported later.
Each Assembly and Teacher should
send the Teaching Committee regular
a n d comprehensive reports so they may
be digested for the benefit of all the
friends.
Most important, let us again all
realize, is tlie necessity of putting forth
every possible effort. God cannot use
u s unless we are acting. Thus actively
engaged in the "work of the Kingdonl," let us drink deeply of the ocean
of spiritual sustenance available in such
abundance in the "Gleanings"; seek inspiration and guidance in the Teaching
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Rahi, and amire to
tluplicate the episodes of tlie DawnRreakers.
T E A C HI N G C OMMITTEE .
PRELIMINARY NOTICE
19 3 6 ANNUAL CONVENTION

T h e Twenty-eighth Annual Convention will be held at Foundation Hall,
Baha'i House of Worship, \Yilniette,
o n Thursday, April 30, Friday. hlay 1
a n d Saturday. May 2, 1936. A public
meeting will be held on Sunday afternoon, and tlie incoming National Assembly will meet with niemhers of National Committe~s,hut no Convention
sessions will be held on Sunday. Tlie
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day will be left free for delegates ancl articles for publication in the national
friends to enjoy inforiilal social fel- magazine of the Cause in C;ermany
lowship.
which, together with the "World O r A Pre-Convention number of BA- der" are the only reviews of their kind
in the western section of the Baha'i
HA)^ XEWS will be published early in
April, containing Annual Con~niitteere- world . . .
ports, list of participating conimuni"P. S. Any contribution in English,
ties and detailed information concern- the Guardian believes, should be transing the Convention. T h e Spiritual mitted direct to Germany where the
Assen~bly of Wil~iiette has been re- friends will be only too glad to transquested to serve as Housing Commit- late and publish them in their liiagatee, and those wishing the Committee zine."
to find rooms and accomniodations
should write the Asseinbly secretary,
Mrs. Anne W. Bartholoniew, 1627
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
Forest Avenue.
Preliminary Announcement
The Convention Call was mailed to
At
this stage in the development of
local Assemblies on February 14. Each
Assembly is requested to report its tlie Cause, the institution of the Sumelection of a delegate o r delegates as nier School has unique importance,
soon a s possible. A blank ballot is to a s the Guardian has emphasized in
be mailed to each delegate on April 1. many letters. I t is not only a great
privilege but the bounden duty of every
believer who can do so, to attend one
of the three Summer Schools. T h e
COOPERATION WITH THE
niore who attend, tlie higher will beBAHA'I MAGAZINE
come tlie standard and proficiency of
OF GERMANY
the public teaching programs carried
T h e following words from the on by all local Assemblies and groups.
Guardian, through his secretary, dated
Green Acre
Haifa, January 8, 1936 convey a request which the National Spiritual
July 3-12: A regional conference,
Assenibly is happy to bring to the at- conducted by the N. S. A. or representention of the American friends. T h e tatives of the Teaching Committee.
members hope that a cordial response Also: Bahi'i Youth School, to be conwill be made to the desire of the N. ducted by representatives of the NaS. A. of Germany and Austria that tional Youth Committee.
articles be sent to the editorial staff
August 17-30 : Sunimer School,
of Somie der Wahrlleit.
with tlie following four courses, IsF o r its part, the National Assembly lam, World Order of Bahi'u'llih, The
is offering to the Sorirre der W n h r - Nature of the Manifestation, T h e
heit coniplete liberty to select what- Reality of Man. T w o courses will be
ever articles they wish from World given daily, Monday to Friday, during
Order Magmitie. It will therefore not the two weeks.
be necessary for any believer to send
July 13-August 16: Round table clisto Germany any duplicate copy of an
cussions
on important subjects. Dearticle published in World Order.
tailed program will be announced later.
Believers sending articles to the
Gernian magazine are t o send them
Geyserville
directly to Dr. Eugen Schmidt, ReinsJuly 12-25 : Sunimer School sesburgstrasse 198, Stuttgart, Gerniany,
Subjects and leaders to be ansions.
and not to the American N. S. A.
All who plan to attend are
nounced.
"A letter just received from Dr.
requested
to communicate with the
Eugen Schmidt, member of the GerChairman
of
Housing Committee, Mrs.
man N.S. A. and also assistant editor
of the Sotllre der I.tfnhrheit requests Ruth Westgate, Herald Hotel, San
the Guardian to ask the friends t o oc- Francisco.
casionally contribute articles for pubLouhelem Ranch
lication in that review, and thus help
June 22-25 : Youth Session. Suhin raising its standard and in making it
a niore useful and effective organ for jects-The Bahi'i Life, Religion and
tlie spread of the Cause throughout Culture, Studies in the Qur'an.
Gerniany and Austria.
June 27-July 5 : Sum~iierSchool,
"Tlie Guardian has ~ ~ r o m i s e dDr. first general session. Subjects-DiSchmidt that lie would ask your As- vine Power of the Administration,
sembly and also the British N. S. A. Studies in the Qur'in, ?\lysticism and
to encourage tlie believers, especially the Baha'i Teaching.
August 3-9: Summer School, secthose who know German, to contrihute
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ture, Divine Power of the Xtln~inis- tion i\ssembly, seek exelnptiotl frotn
tration.
active army duty /wozlideti their government recognizes the right of nletnhers of religious bodies making peace
a matter of conscience to serve in some
BAHA'IS AND WAR
lion-conlbatant service rather than as
part of the armed force.
A Statement b y the National Sbirituaf AssemblvxT h e National Spiritual Assembl y
One of the chief responsibilities of
Concernillg the duty of Baha'is to has investigated carefully this aspect of
Baha'is in this transitional era is to their government, we have these words, the situation, and has found that,
grasp the principle upon which rests written by Shoghi Effendi on January whereas the government of the United
their loyalty to the Faith of HaIiri'u'llAh 1, 1929 (see "Liahit'i .~dlllillistration," States did, in the last war, provide exin relation to their duty toward their Page 152) : ''To all these (i.e., re- emption from military duty on religcivil government. This problem arises strlctive measures of the Soviet re- ious grountls, nevertheless this exenlpin its 1110st difficult form in connection gilnk) the followers of the Faith of tion was part o f the Statutes bearing
with our individual ancl collective at- Hahi'u'llah have with feelings of burn- directly upon that war, and with the
titude toward war.
ing agony and heroic fortitude unani- cessation of hostilities the
Nothing could be more powerful m o u s l ~ and unreservedly submitted, lapsed. I n other words, there is today
than the Hahi'i teachings on th,o sub- ever n ~ i n d f u lof the guiding principle 110 basis on wllicll any Ballj9i may be
ject of Peace. Not only does Ba- of Balii'i conduct that in connection exenipted from inilitary [luty in a pasha'u'llah confirm the teachings of all with their adniinistrative activities, 110 sible future conflict, q-he ~ ~ t
former hlanifestations which uphold matter how g r e v i o u s l ~ interference Assembly, consequelitly, cannot at
amity a n d fellowship between inclivid- with them might affect the course of present make any petitjon for exempual human beings, and the supreniacy the extension of the Movement, atid ti on of Baha'is from war service, f o r
of love a s t h e end and aim of mutual the suspension of which does not con- such petitions
be filed with r e fintercourse a n d association, but H e stitute in itself a departure from tlie erence to some specific ~~t or statute
likewise extends the divine law of
principle of loyalty to their Faith, the under which exemption can be granted.
Peace to governnlents and rulers, de- considered judginent and authoritative The i\sselllbly understanCls that, in
claring to the111 that they are called decrees issued by their responsible rul- the event of war, there will be some
upon to establish Peace and Justice ers must, if they be faithful t o Liahi'- kind of provisioll for
enupon earth, and uproot forever the dire u'llih's and 'Abdu'l-Balii's express in- ac t e d, but a s far as ~ ~ l are~ con
i- ~
calamity of international war.
junctions, be thoroughly respected ant1 cerned, no steps can be taken until
Despite H i s Revelation, a most loyally obeyed. In matters, however, this government declares itself in a
agonizing and excruciating conflict that vitally affect the integrity ancl hon- state of war.
raged in Europe for four years, ancl o r of the Faith of Bahi'u'IlAh, and are
~ l explanation,
~ i ~ it is hoped, will satsince that war many other wars and tantamount to a recantation of their i s f y those who for some years have
revolutions have dyed the earth, while faith and repudiation of their inner- been urging that protection be secured
at present the heaven of human hope most belief, they a r e convinc-d, ant1 for American Bal,jpi youth.
is black with the approach of a final a r e unhesitatingly prepared to vincliO n the other hand it must be pointed
cate by tlleir life-blood
sincerity
world-shaking catastrophe.
out that it is n o part of our teaching
no
power
on
their
conviction,
What wonder that faithful BahA'is,
p ro g ram to attract young people to
abhorring and detesting war as in- earth, neither tlie arts of the ~iiostin- the Cause "1""~ in order '0 take "1sane repudiation of divine law, as de- sidious adversary nor the bloocly weapany exenlption that ''lay
stroyer of life and ruin of civilization, ons of the no st tyrannical oppressor,
later
on
be
officially
obtained for duly
can
ever
succeed
in
extorting
from
should now, in these fateful days, ponenrolled Bahi'is. T h e only justifiable
der how they may save their loved them a word o r deed that night te~lcl reason f o r joining this Faith is heones from tlie calamity of the battle- to stifle the voice of their consciellce cause one realizes that it is a divine
field, and how they may contribute or tarnish the plrity of their
to
I n view of the fact that early Christ- Cause and is ready and
their utmost t o any and every effort
ians
were
persecuted
hecause
they
rewhatever
'lay
a
aimed a t the attainment of universal
fused to render military service, the on the path of devotion. The persectiPeace ?
be raised wlletller the tions which have been inflicted upon
Conscious of these heart-stirrings, question
frequently 'lake it 'Iear
above
statement
means that tlie Guard- Bahi'is
and mindful of its responsibility tothat the path of devotion is One of
ward all A ~ n e r i c a nbelievers, and par- ian i~icludes refusal to ]]ear arms as sacrifice and not of ease or special privlllatters wllicll
ticularly that radiant youth which one of
ilege.
would first of all be sacrificed in tlie affect tlie integrity and honor of tlie
Another question encountered here
Faith
.
.
.
and
are
tantamount
to
a
reevent of a declaration of war by the
there among believers is what can
government, the National Spiritual cantation of their faith and repucliatioll
of
+heir
innermost
qursRahL'is
(lo to work for Peace? Outz4ssenibly wishes to express its view
more important in that the side tlie Cause we see many organizaupon the matter, in the hope that the tioll
result of its study of the Teachings ant1 early Christians preferred perseci~tion tions wit11 Peace Progranls* ant1 believers occasionally feel that it is their
of the Guardian's explanations will to military service.
Tlle
answer
to
this
question
is
that
'I"~Y to join s1lcll ~ ~ ~ O v e ~ eanc1
llts
assist in bringing a unity of opinion
and a clarificatioti of thought among the Guartlian instructs us that tlie ol~li- t l l e r e h ~work for a vital RallA'i pringation to render military duty placed cil)le.
the friends.
--I t is tlie view of the Natioilal SpirIly govern~nentsupon tlieir citizens is
"'The (;ua1-(li3n has carefully reail the N. S. A.'s
itual
Assemhly that activity in and for
2, form of loyalty to one's government
statement cn the Raha'i attitude toward war, all11
alqlroves of its circulation anlong the heliever3."which tlie Bahh'i must accept, but that the Cause itself is the supreme service
Shoglii Effendi. through his secretal-y, Haifa. Januthe believers can, through their Na- to world peace. T h e Rahi'i communXI-y10. 1936.
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ity of the world is the true e:taml)le oi
Peace. The Baha'i principles a r e the
only ones upon which Peace can be
established. Therefore, by striving t o
enlarge the number of declared believers, and broadcasting the Teachings of
Balia'u'llih, we are doing the utmost
to rid humanity of the scourge of war.
O f what use to spend time and money
upon incomplete human programs
when we have the universal program
of the Manifestation of G o d ? T h e
firm union of the Bahi'is in active devotion to the advancement of their own
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1;aith-this is our service to Peace, as
it is our service to all other human
needs-economic justice, race amity,
religious unity, etc. Let non-believers
agitate for disarmamt.nt and circulate
petitions for this and that pacifist aim
a Baha'i truly alive in this Faith
will surely prefer to base his activities
upon the fo-undation laid by Baha'u'Ilah, walk the path which the Master
trod all H i s days, and heed the appeals
which the Guardian has given us to
initiate a new era in the public teaching of the Message.

ON SLANDER AND BACKBITING
A Rule

of

A c t i m Adopted b y The National Spiritual Assembly

O n e of the most important of all divine commandments, specially stressed
in the Bahi'i Teachings, is : "Breathe
not the sins of others s o long a s thou
a r t a sinner. Shouldst thou transgress
this command. accursed a r t thou and to
this I testify." (Hidden Words, 27.)
Bahi'u'llih further warns that: "Backbiting quencheth the light of the heart
a n d extinguisheth the life of the soul."
(Gleanings, p. 265.) I n H i s Will and
Testament, 'Abdu'l-Bahi adds : "According to the direct command of God,
w e are forbidden to utter slander."
T h e blaster further elucidates this
vital subject in a Tablet wherein H e
states: "How blessed a r e these aims,
especially the prevention of backbiting.
I hope that you may become confirnled
therein. Because tlie worst human
quality and the most great sin is backbiting, more especially when it emanates from the tongues of the believers
of God. If some means were divined
(devised?) so that the doors o f backbiting could be shut eternally and each
o n e of the believers of God unsealed
his tongue in the praise of the other,
then the teachings of H i s Holiness Bah5'u111ih would he spread. the hearts
illumined, the spirits glorified and the
human world would attain to everlasti n g felicity." (Tablet to D r . 37. S. C.,
Washington, D. C. Translated August
12. 1913.)
I n order to distinguisli between legitimate reports to a BahA'i ad~ninistralive body which may affect the welfare
of a Bahi'i community o r an iiidividual member thereof and unwarranted
rumors, negative and hearsay gossip.
slander and backbiting. intentionallv or
thoughtlessly circulated, the National
Spiritual .4ssenibly has atlopted the following rule of action for the guidance
of the Hahi'i .4ssemblies and cornli1nnities under its iurisdiction.
1. I n no case sliould thtt friends

speak to their fellow-believers in the
co~nmunity of any matter involving
personal delinquencies, alleged o r actual, of another member of the com~nunity,nor permit believers to speak
to them of such matters. If a complaint is warranted, it should be
brought directly to the local Assembly
for consideration.
2. A local Assembly should assume
jurisdiction only when the acts o r
words of a member of the Baha'i comnlunity are such as to threaten the integrity of the Cause itself, o r to undermine tlie gootl name and reputation of
a believer.
3. This rule of action also applies
f o r the protection of believers, from
any discussion of their alleged person31
shortcomings in Bahi'i communities
other than that in which such believers
reside.
4. All such personal matters are
strictly barred from discussion at tlie
Nineteen Day Feasts.
5. I n applying the law of Bahi'u'lIah relative to the bringing of coniplaints and information to a local Assembly concerning the alleged o r actual
shortcomings of individual believers.
the Assembly should not entertain o r
listen to any complaint based upon
hearsay or runlor, hut should. in all
cases, insist that the complainant or
witness speak only of such matters and
present such evidence as he or she
knows to he true, of his o r her own
knowledge.
6. I n the event that a local Assenihly is unable to stop o r prevent the
continued discussion o r circulation of
rriticisms and unfountletl rumors after
it has taken jurisdiction of the matter, it is to report such cases inl~iietliately to the Xational Spiritual Asse~nI . T h e National S p i r i t ~ ~ a-l4 s ~ - m ldy, after careful investigation. will
take vigorous action to remove the

misuntleratandi~~gsant1 misrepresentations that have arisen and rentler
full justice to the intlividual believer o r
believers concerned.
The new World Order is and 111ust
be held sacred and free from this
grave defect in human relationships,
which not only often inflicts unmerited
injury and suffering upon the individual but, Inore iniportant, destroys
the solidarity of tlie Baha'i community.
IVhispering and backbiting is equivalent to separation anlong the friends
of God, and, in the final analysis, is
tlie will to harill and to alienate the
hearts.
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels assured and confident that all the
friends will make every effort to realize
in their individual and coniniunity
lives a greater love and unity of purpose, and be ever mindful of Bahi'u'llih's injunction : "Attribute not
to any soul that which thou wouldst
not have attributed to thee, and say
not that which thou doest not. This
is hly Command to thee, d o thou observe it." (Hidden \.\'orcis, 29.)
"0 rliy servants! Deprive not
yourselves of the unfading and resplendent Light that shineth within
the Lamp of Divine Glory. Let the
flame of the love of God burn brightly
within your radiant hearts. Feed it
with the oil of Divine guidance, and
protect it within the shelter of your
constancy. Guard it within the globe
of trust and detachment from all else
hut God, so that the whisperings of the
ungodly may not extinguish its light."
(Gleanings, pp. 325-326.)

INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATION
OF NAW-RUZ BY BAHA'I
YOUTH
A plan is afoot for a series of regional conferences of young Bahi'is,
to be scheduled throughout the Bahi'i
world on March 22, 1936, the Sunclay after our New Year. This idea,
just conceived by the National Youth
Committee, has already met with wide
enthusiasnl and the following American cities are mentioned as possible
conference centers : Flint. Lima, Chicago, Urbana, Montreal, Boston, New
Haven. New York, Washirigton, Pliiladelpliia, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
Phoenix, Denver, Seattle. Vancouver.
and Honolulu. I n adtlition, invitations a r e being sent to young Bahi'is
in England, Australia, France, Germany, Syria. TrAq. India, Persia.
Egypt, and other countries to join in
this great demonstration of unity.
"Knlrti'i I'otltll Look to tlrr Flrtrrrr"
is the subject of a suggested program
for universal adoption, to irlclude a t

least two sessions: a conference on
"Ways to Consolitlate Baha'i Youtli"
and a public meeting on " The Ideals
of Baha'i Youth." I n addition, each
conference will forward (through the
N. S. A . ) a message to Shoghi Effendi, signed by those Baha'i youth
who are either voting members o r are
registered with the local Assemblies.
This Baha'i Youth Day is sure to
bear results of wide scope and pro-

found importance in a new spirit of
unified action, and will undoubtedly
win for the Cause an international
publicity. I n addition, it will empliasize the value of actual ~liembership
in the Baha'i conimunity.
Every
young Bahi'i will wish to participate
not only in the conference discussions,
but by adding his name to the worldwide message sent to o u r Guardian.
Letters of announcement will be sent

to every Assembly, group a n d isolated
youth in America. But nleantinie,
preparations are under way, cities are
volunteering as conference centers, and
Baha'i liospitality is being planned for
tlie delegates. Decide now to attend
one of these conferences. Offer your
help to the nearest youth coninlittee.
Young Bahi'i, look to tlie f u t u r e in
the New Year!
YOUTII COMM ITTEE.

CONCERNING MEMBERSHIP I N NON-BAHA'I
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
The instruction written by Shoghi
Effendi concerning nieiiibersliip in
non-Bahi'i religious organizations,
published in the July, 1935 number of
B A H . ~N
' ~EWS, has brought forth some
interesting and important communications froin local Spiritual Assemblies
and also from individual believers, to
all of which the National Spiritual Assembly has given careful and sympathetic attention.
T h e National Assembly itself, on receiving that instruction, made it the
subject of extensive consultation, feeling exceedingly responsible for its own
understanding of the Guardian's words
and anxious to contribute to the understanding of the friends.
I n October, 1935, the Assembly sent
in reply to some of these communications a general letter embodying its
thoughts on the subject, and a copy of
that letter was forwarded to Shoghi
Effendi for his approval and comment.
H i s references to its contents, made in
letters addressed to the National Spiritual Assembly on November 29 and
December 11, 1935, are appended to
this statement.
Now that Shoghi Effendi's approval
has been received, the National Assembly feels it desirable to publish, for the
information o f all the American believers, the substance of the October letter.
While so fundamental an instruction is hound to raise different questions corresponding to the different
conditions existing throughout the Baha'i community, the most important
consideration is our collective need to
grasp tlie essential principle underlying
tlie new instruction, and our capacity
to perceive that the position w1ii.cIi the
Guardian wishes us to take in regarcl
to church niemhership is a necessary
and inevitable result of the steady development of the Worltl Ortler of Bahh'u'llih.
This essential principle is made clear
wlien we turn to Sl~oghiEffentli's fur-

ther reference to the subject as published in B A H A ' ~N EWS for October,
1935-words written by tlie Guardian's
own hand.
I n the light of these words, it seems
fully evident that tho way to approach
this instruction is in realizing the Faith
of Baha'u'llah as a n ever-growing organism destined to become something
new and greater than any of the revealed religions of the past. Whereas
former Faiths inspired hearts and
illunlined souls, they eventuated in
formal religions with an ecclesiastical
organization, creeds,
rituals and
churches, while the Faith of Bah5'u'Ilah, likewise renewing inan's spiritual
life, will gradually produce the institutions of an ordered society, fulfilling
not merely the function of the churches
of the past but also the function of
the civil state. By this manifestation
of the Divine Will in a higher degree
than in former ages, humanity will
emerge from that immature civilization in which church and state are separate and competitive ~nstitutions,
and partake of a true civilization in
which spiritual and social principles
are at last reconciled as two aspects of
one and the same T r u t h .
No Bahi'i can read the successive
World Order letters sent us by Shoghi
Effendi without perceiving that the
Guardian, f o r many years, has been
preparing us to understand and appreciate this fundaniental purpose and
mission of the Revelation of BahH'u'llih. Even wlien the blaster ascended,
we were for the most part still considering the Bahi'i Faith as though it
were only the "return of Christ" and
failing to perceive the entirely new and
larger elements latent in the Teachings
of Bal1i'u'll6li.
Tlius, in the very first of tlie Worltl
Order letters. written February 27th.
1929, Shoghi Effendi said: ''Who, I
niay ask, when vicwi~lg the international character of tllc Cause. its far-

flung ramifications, the increasing complexlty of its affairs, the diversity of
its adherents, and the state of confusion that assails on every side the infant Faith of God, can for a moment
question the necessity of some sort of
administrative machinery that will insure, amid the storm and stress of a
struggling civilization, the unity of the
Faith, the preservation of its identity,
and the protection of its interests?"
Although for five years the Guardian had been setting forth the principles of Baha'i Administration in frequent letters, in 1927 he apparently
felt it necessary to overcome some
doubts here and there as to the valiclity of the institutions the Master bequeathed to tlie Bahi'is in H i s Will
and Testament. T h e series of World
Order letters, however, goes far beyond the point of defending and explaining their validity as a n essential
eleiiient in the Faith of Bahi'u'llihthe Guardian vastly extended the horizon of our understanding by making it
clear that the Administrative Order, in
its full development, is to be tlie social
structure of the future civilization.
Thus, in that same letter quoted
above, he wrote: "Not only will the
present-day Spiritual Asseniblies he
styled differently in future, but will be
enabled also to add to their present
functions those powers, duties, and
prerogatives necessitated by the recognition of the Faith of Bahi'ullih, not
merely as one of the recognized religious systenis of the world, but a s the
State Religion of a n independent and
Sovereign Power. And as the Bahi'i
Faith permeates tlie masses of the peoples of East and West, and its truth
is emhraced by the majority of the peoples of a n ~ i i n l x r of the Soverign
States of tlie world, will the Universal
House of Justice attain the plentitude
of its power, and exercise. as tlie supreme orcan of the Balii'i Comnionwealth. all tlie rights, tlie duties, and

- - - --

responsibilities incumbent upon the
world's future super-state."
This passage stands a s tlie keystone
in the noble structure which Shoghi
Effendi has raised in his function as
interpreter of the Teachings of Bal1a'u'llah.
The Master developed the
Cause to the point where this social
Teaching, always existent in the Tablets of Bahi'u'llah, could be explained
to the believers and given its due significance as the fulfilment of Baha'i
evolution. As the Guardian expressed
it: "That Divine Civilization, the establishment of which is the primary tnission of the Bahi'i Faith." (World O r d e r of Baha'u'llah, pages 3 and 4).
F o r us these words mean that a
Bahi'i is not merely a member of a revealed Religion, he is also a citizen in
a World Order even though that O r d e r today is still in its infancy and
still obscured by the shadows thrown
by the institutions, habits and attitudes
derived from the past. But since the
aim and end has been made known,
o u r devotion and loyalty must surely
express itself, not in clinging to views
and thoughts emanating from the past,
but in pressing forward in response to
the needs of the new creation.
That true devotion, which consists
in conscious knowledge of the "primary mission," and unified action to
assist in bringing about its complete
triumph, recognizes that a Baha'i today must have singleness of mind as
of aim, without the division arising
when we stand with one foot in the
Cause and one foot in the world, attenlpting to reconcile diverse elements
which the Manifestation of God Himself has declared to be irreconcilable.
T h e principle underlying the Guardian's instruction about membership in
non-Baha'i religious bodies has already been emphasized by Shoghi
Effendi in another connection-the instruction about the non-political character of the Faith which he incorporated in his letter entitled "The Golden
A g e o f the Cause of Ba11~'u'llah." F o r
example: "I feel it, therefore, incumbent upon me to stress, now that the
tinie is ripe, the importance of an instruction which, at the present stage of
t h e evolution of our Faith, should be
increasingly e~npliasizetl, irrespective
of its application to the East or to the
West. And this ~ ~ r i n c i p lise no other
than that which involves the non-participation by the adherents of tlie Faith
of Bahi'u'll~h. whether in their individual capacities o r collectively as local
o r national Assetilblies, in any form of
activity that might be interpreted,
either directly or indirectly, as an interference in the political atlairs of any
particular government."
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Again, when the question was raised have iorrnally testified to the indeas to membership in certain non-Ba- pendent character of the Faith, have
ha'i organizations not directly relig- developed to a point that have
ious or political in character, the made such an assertion of the indeGuardian replied : "Regarding associa- pendence of the Cause not only highly
tion with the World Fellowship of desirable but absolutely essential."
Faiths and kindred Societies, Shoghi
T o turn now to the Guardian's
Effendi wishes to reaffirm and eluci- words published in October B A H ~ ~
date the general principle that Bahi'i KEWS: "The separation that has set
elected representatives as well as indi- in between the institutions of the Baviduals should refrain from any act o r ha'i Faith and the Islamic ecclesiasword that would imply a departure tical organizations that oppose it . . .
from the principles, whether spiritual, imposes upon every loyal upholder of
social or administrative, established by the Cause the obligation of refraining
Baha'u'llah.
Formal affiliation with from any word o r action that might
and acceptance of membership in or- prejudice the position which our eneganizations whose programs or poli- mies have . . . of their own accord
cies are not wholly reconcilable with proclaimed and established. This histhe Teachings is of course out of the toric development, the beginnings of
question." (BAI-~.i'iN E W S , August, which could neither be recognized nor
1933.)
even anticipated in the years immediTIIUS, not once but repeatedly the ately preceding 'Abdu'l-Baha's passGuardian has upheld the vital principle ing, may be said to have signalized
underlying every type of relations!?ip the Formative Period of our Faith
between Baha'is and other organiza- and to have paved the way for the
tions, naniely, that the Cause of Ba- consolidation of its administrative
ha'u'llah is an ever-growing organism, order. . . . Though our Cause unand a s we begin to realize its univer- reservedly recognizes the Divine orsality our responsibility is definitely igin of all the religions that preceded
established to cherish and defend that it and upholds the spiritual truths
universality from all compron~ise,all which lie at their very core and are
admixture with worldly elements, common to them all, its institutions,
whether emanating from our own hab- whether administrative, religious or
its rooted in the past o r from the de- humanitarian, must if their distincliberate attacks imposed by enemies tive character is to be maintained and
recognized, be increasingly divorced
from without.
It will be noted that in the instruc- from the outworn creeds, the meantion published in July, 1935, B A H . ~ ' ~ingless ceremonials and man-made inN E W S , the Guardian made it clear stitutions with which these religion;
that the principle involved is not new are at present identified. O u r adand unexpected, but rather an appli- versaries in the East have initiated the
cation of an established principle to a struggle. O u r future opponents in
new condition. "Concerning member- the West will, in their turn, arise and
ship in non-Baha'i religious associa- carry it a stage further. Ours is the
tions, the Guardian wishes to re- duty, in anticipation of this inevitemphasize the general principle al- able contest, to uphold unequivocally
ready laid down in his co~nmunications and with undivided loyalty the integto your Assenlbly and also to the in- rity of o u r Faith and demonstrate
dividual believers that 110 Baha'i who the distinguishing features of its diwishes to be a whole-hearted ancl sin- vinely appointed institutions."
Nothing could be clearer or mure
cere ul~lioltler of the distinguishing
These words, asserting
principles of the Cause can accept full emphatic.
membership in any non-Bahi'i ecclesi- again the essential universality of the
astical organization. . . . For it is only Cause, likewise repeat and renew the
too obvious that in most of its funtla- warning that the organized religions,
mental assu~nptionsthe Cause of Ba- even in America, will become hitterly
ha'u'llih is conipletely at variance with hostile to the Faith of Bahri'u'llah, deoutworn creeds, ceremonies and in- nounce and oppose it, and seek its
stitutions. . . . During the clays of destruction in vain effort to maintain
the &laster the Cause was still in a their own "outworn creeds" and maInformed of this instage that made such an open and terial power.
sharp dissociation between it and evitable development, can a Bahi'i any
other religious organizations, and longer desire to retain a connection
particularly the hluslitn Faith, not which, however liberal and pleasing it
only inadvisable but practically im- now seems, is a connection with a popossible to estal)lish. Rut since His tential foe of the Cause of God? The
passing events throughout the Uah6'i Guartlian's instruction signifies that the
world, and particularly in Egypt time has come when all .4merica11 bewhere the &luslim religious courts lievers must become fully conscio~isof
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the i~nplicationsof such connections,
and carry out tlieir loyalty to its logical
conclusion.
Shoghi Effendi's latest words are
not merely a n approval of the foregoing statement, but a most helpful
elucidation of sonie of the problems
which arise when the friends turn to
tlieir local Asseinblies for specific advice under various special circumstances.
"The explanatory statement in connection with membership in non-Baha'i religious organizations is admirably conceived, convincing and in full
conformity with the principles underlying and implied in the unfolding
( Noworld order of Baha'u'llah."
vember 29, 1933.)
" The Guardian has carefully read
the copy of the statement you had
recently prepared concerning nonmembership in non-Baha'i religious
organizations, and is pleased to realize
that your comments and explanations
are in full conforii~itywit11 his views
on tlie subject. H e hopes tliat your
letter will serve to clarify this issue in
the minds of all the believers, and to
further convince thetii of its vital character and importance in the present
stage of the evolution of the Cause.
". . . I n this case*, as also in that of
suffering believers, the Assemblies,
whether local o r national, should act
tactfully, patiently and in a friendly
and kindly spirit. Knowing how painful and dangerous it is for such believers t o repudiate tlieir former allegiances and f riends11il)s. they should
try to gradually persuade them of the
wisdoin and necessity of such a n action, and instead of thrusting up011
tlleni a new principle, to make them
accept it inwardly, ancl out of pure
conviction ancl desire. Too severe
and immediate action in such cases is
not only fruitless but actually harniful. It alienates people instead of winning tliein to the Cause.
"Tlie other point concerns the advisability of contrilmting to a church.
I n this case also the friends must
realize tliat contributions to a cliurcli,
especially when not regular, do not
necessarily entail affiliation. T h e believers can make such offerings, occasionall y , and provided they are certain
that while doing so they are not connected as members of any church.
-

' A si'ec~al case involving a n aged believer.
afflicted w i t h illness. f o r whom severance of cliurch
relations miglit have been too great a shock.
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There shuuld be no confusion betwecn some other cases regarding Baha'i worthe terms affiliation arid association. ship, is that a definite system of rigid
IVhile affiliation with ecclesiastical rituals and practices be developed
organizations is not permissible, asso- aniong the believers. T h e utmost simciation with then1 should not only be plicity and flexibility should be obtolerated but even encouraged. There served, ancl a selection from tlie Bais no better way to demonstrate tlie ha'i Sacred Writing would serve the
universality of the Cause than tliis. purpose at the present time, provided
Baha'u'llih, indeed, urges His follow- tliis selection is not rigidly a n d uniers to consort with all religions and na- forinly adopted on all such occasions.
tions with utmost friendliness and love. - - S n o c ~ r E FF E N DI . through his secThis constitutes the verv s ~ i r i tof H i s retary, H a i f a , January 10, 1936.
message to ~iiaiikind." ~ i c e m b e r11,
1935.)
hi National Spiritual Assembly
LOCAL ASSEMBLY ROLL
trusts that the subject will receive the
St. -4ugustine, Florida, has been
attention of local -4ssemblies and com- added to the Assemblies whose election
munities, and that in tlie light of the on April 21, 1935 has been recognized.
foregoing explanations the friends
Fruitport, Mich., has been removed
will find unity and agreement in ap- from the Assembly Roll for the reaplying the instruction to whatever son that the number of believers has
s ~ t u a t ~ o nmay
s arise. I n teaching new become less than nine, some of the
believers let us lay a proper foundation friends having moved to other cities.
so that their obedience will be voluntary and assured from the beginning
of their enrollilient a s Baha'is. I n our PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
attitude toward the older believers who
The Bakb'i IVorlti, 1'01. 1'-the biare affected by the instruction let u s
ennial
international record of the Faith
act with the patience and kindliness
for the period 1932-1934. T h e presthe Guardian lias urged.
ent volume is greatly enlarged. Its
contents shrould be studied by all believers. $2.50.
I N MEMORIAM
D e a t l ~proffereth unto e7rery cor~fi- World Order A/lagazirrr, bound vold e ~ r t beliezler t h ~
cup that is life in- unze--orders should be placed now for
deed. I t Desto7e)eth joy, n r d is the copies o f the bound volume of World
bearer of glndness. It co~rferreththe Order, from April, 1935 to March,
1936. F o r subscribers who supply tlie
gilt of ezvrlastiilg life.-Baha'u'llih.
twelve magazines, the cost for binding
Miss Ella J. Abeel, Pasadena.
is $1.25, postage additional. T h e cost
Mrs. Eleanor Terry, Atlantic City.
of bound volume coinplete is $3.50,
hlrs. Fred Hale, New York.
plus postage.
hlr. E. B. Rabb, Sail Francisco.
Hiddcic Words-a new supply has
Col. Henry S. Culver, Eliot.
Mrs. Ellen %
Clines,
I. Washington, been obtained. Bound in paper, $0.25 ;
in fabrikoid, $0.60.
D. C.
T ~ One?zess
P
of Marlkind-an addiMrs. Gertrude Mattern, Wasliingtion to the free literature pamphlets,
ton, D. C.
prepared a t lowest possible cost as a
help to traveling teachers, for mailing
T H E BAHA'I FUNERAL SERVICE to special lists, and for distribution
A Letter from Shogbi Effendi
at public meetings. T h e latest pampliKegartling tlie Baha'i funeral ser- let is by Hussein Rabbani. 100 copies
vice: it is extremely simple, as it con- f o r $1.50, rret Tlie previous titles in
sists only of a congregational prayer tlie same series a r e : Homoculture, by
to be read before burial. This prayer Stanwood Cobb, ant1 Tlie Most Great
will be made available to the friends Peace, by Marion Holley. These are
when the Aqdas is translated and pub- also sold at $1.50 for 100 copies.
Tzcler~fjlLessorrs in Bahb'i Adririnilished. I11 the meantime your N. S. 4.
important addition to the
should take great care lest any uni- tmtioir-an
form procedure o r ritual in tliis iiiat- Study Outlines \vliicli are so helpful to
ter be adopted o r imposed upon the classes and also individuals in their
friends. Tlie danger in tliis, as ill study of tlie Teacliings. $0.25, r~ct.
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tutions. Leader of discussion,
Allen B. McDaniel.
10. Bahi'i Summer Schools, the befrom 9 :30 A. M. to 1 :00 P. M., from
ginning of the future University.
2:00 P. hf. to 5 :30 P. M. and from
7 :30 P. M. to 9 :30 P. M. on ThursLeader of discussion, Bertha
Hyde Kirkpatrick.
day, April 30 and Friday, May 1. The
11. Baha'i Publicity: teaching through
evening period on Saturday, May 2,
will be devoted to the observance of
the press and by radio. Leader
the Ridvan Feast. The morning and
of discussion, Ruth Randallafternoon sessions on Saturday will be
Brown.
business meetings of the Convention.
12. Race Amity : America's most
The three morning sessions will be
vital problem. Leader of discuspreceded by a devotional meeting in
sion, Loulie A. Mathews.
13. Bahi'i Archives : the preservation
the Auditorium from 9 :00 to 9 :15
of the Holy Text and Sacred
A. hf.
Relics.
Leader . of discussion,
1. Opening of Convention by Presiding Officer of the National
Edwin W. Mattoon.
14. Bahi'i Trusteeships : T e m p 1e
Spiritual Assembly.
2. Roll Call of Delegates.
Green Acre, Wilhelm, Malden
3. Election of Convention Officers.
House, Bosch. Leader of discussion, George 0. Latimer.
4. Report of National Secretary.
15. Bah6'i Youth: the spirit of the
5. Report of National Treasurer.
6. The National BahA'i Fund, "the
Dawn-Breakers. Leader of discussion, Florence Mattoon.
bedrock on which all other institutions must necessarily rest and Annual election: the election of membe established." Leader of disbers to the National Spiritual
Assembly will be held at 2:00
cussion, Carl Scheffler.
7. Bahi'i Teaching, "the phase of
P. M., Friday, May 1.
concentrated teaching activity." 8. Ballots of absent delegates, and all
Leader of discussion, Leroy Ioas.
messages intended for the Conven(Note : the evening session of
tion, should be sent to 112 Linden
Thursday, April 30, will be deAvenue, Wilmette.
voted to consideration of the sub- 9. Letters and communications on
ject of Teaching.)
matters intended for the National
8. The BahA'i Life, "the flame of the
Spiritual Assembly during the Convention period should be addressed
love of God." Leader of discussion, Dr. E. Lenore Morris.
(from April 25 to May 3) to that
body at Hotel Orrington, Evans9. An Evolving World Order : the
ton, Ill.
sacred character of Baha'i insti-

1. Time and place : Thursday, April
30; Friday, May 1; Saturday, May
2, 1936, at Foundation Hall, Bahi'i House of Worship, Wilmette,
Illinois.
2. Convention Headquarters and Information Bureau: 112 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette.
3. Housing Committee : Mrs. Carl
Hannen, c/o Information Bureau,
112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette.
(This Committee will assist the
friends to find suitable rooms in
homes near the Temple. Friends
who make reservations are asked
not to cancel them at the last moment, unIess for unavoidable reasons.)
4. Hotels in Evanston, at which the
friends may make their own resemations : The Orrington, 1710
Orrington Avenue ; The Georgian,
422 Davis Street; Evanston Hotel,
840 Forest Avenue ; North Shore
Hotel, 1611 Chicago Avenue; The
Homestead, 1625 Hinman Avenue.
5. Convention Committees : Housing
Committee--see above. Devotiona1 Program-Dr. E. Lenore Morris, Mrs. H. A. Harding, Mrs.
Beulah Brown. Ridvan FeastMrs. Dorothy Baker, chairman,
members to be appointed by her.
Refreshments will be served by the
Spiritual Assemblies nearby the
Temple.
6. Public BahL'i Congress, 3 :30
P. M., Sunday, May 3 ; "Bahi'ulllih's Message to a Chaotic Age."
PARTICIPATING BAHA'I COMMUNITIES
Chairman, Albert Windust. k d Twenty-Eighth Annuat Convention
dress on ".4ssurance for the Afv
Glendale, California . . . . . . . .
Partici/xzf
ing
flicted Heart -Dorothy Baker.
Delegates Los Angeles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address on "Order for a Troubled Cona~rzunities
Oakland, California . . . . . . . .
Phoenix, Arizona . . . . . . . . . . 1
World'- Mountfort Mills.
Pasadena, California . . . . . . . .
Berkeley, California . . . . . :. . . 1
7. Order of Business.
San Francisco, California . .
Convention sessions will be held Geyserville, California . . . . . . 1

.

Santa Barbara, California. . . .
Montreal, Canada . . . . . . . . . .
Vancouver, B. C., Canada.. . .
Colorado Springs, Colorado. .
Denver, Colorado . . . . . . . . . .
New Haven, Connecticut. . . .
Washington, D. C. . . . . . . . . .
Jacksonville, Florida . . . . . . .
Miami, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Augustine, Florida . . . . . .
Augusta, Georgia . . . . . . . . . .
Maui, Hawaii . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Honolulu, Hawaii . . . . . . . . . .
Chicago, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . .
Evanston, Illinois . . . . . . . . . .
Park Ridge, Illinois . . . . . . . .
Peoria, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . .
Springfield, Illinois . . . . . . . .
Urbana, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilmette, Illinois . . . . . . . . . .
Winnetka, Illinois . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Indianapolis, Indiana . . . . . . .
South Bend, Indiana . . . . . . .
Topeka, Kansas . . . . . . . . . . .
Eliot, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Baltimore, Maryland . . . . . . .
Cabin John, Maryland . . . . . .
Boston, Massachusetts . . . . . .
Worcester, Massachusetts . . .
Detroit, Michigan . . . . . . . . . .
Flint, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lansing, Michigan . . . . . . . . .
Muskegon, Michigan . . . . . . .
Minneapolis, Minnesota . . . .
St. Paul, Minnesota . . . . . . . .
Kansas City, Missouri . . . . . .
Montclair, New Jersey . . . . . .
Newark, New Jersey . . . . . . .
Teaneck, New Jersey . . . . . . .
Binghamton, New York . . . .
Buffalo, New York . . . . . . . .
Geneva, New York . . . . . . . . .

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1

New York City, New York..
Rochester, New York . . . . . . .
Yonkers, New York . . . . . . . .
Akron, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .
Lima, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toledo, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Portland, Oregon . . . . . . . . . .
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . . . .
Pittsburgh, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nashville, Tennessee . . . . . . .
Monroe, Washington . . . . . . .
Seattle, Washington . . . . . . . .
Spokane, Washington . . . . . .
Kenosha, Wisconsin . . . . . . . .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin . . . . .
Racine, Wisconsin . . . . . . . . .

7

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1

-

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

A PROCEDURE FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE
ANNUAL BAHA'I CONVENTION
INTRODUCTION
The Guardian's references to the
Annual Convention have been compiled and published in two issues of
BAHA'~NEWS-November, 1933 and
February, 1934.

I. THE ANNUAL
CONVENTION

A summary of the constitutional
basis of the Convention has been made
by the National Spiritual Assembly
and approved by the Guardian. I t was
published in BAHA'~N EWS for April,
1935. Special reference is made to
the seven numbered paragraphs in
that summary.
11. CONVENTION CALL
~h~ ~
~ spiritual
~ ~ i
~
determines the date, duration and
place of the Annual Convention
and
provides for such other meetings in
connection with the Convention as it
may feel are desirable.
III. CONVENTION PROCEDURE
The Twenty-sixth Annual Convention, held in 1934, voted a recornmendation calling upon the National Spiritual Assembly to supply a parliamentary procedure for the conduct of the
-4nnual Convention, and the present
material has been prepared to lneet the
need indicated by that reconllnendation.
Order of Business

Prayer and devotional readings,
provided by the outgoing National
Spiritual Assembly.

Opening of Convention by Presiding
Officer of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Roll call of delegates by the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Election by secret ballot of Convention Chairman and Secretary. The
Convention Officers are to be elected
by the assembled delegates from among
the entire number of delegates who are
present at the Convention.
Annual Report of National Spiritual
Assembly.
Annual Financial Report of National Spiritual Assembly.
Convention message to the Guardian
of the Faith.
Annual Conln~ittee Reports : these
are to be considered as part of the
~Report~ ~of the ~National
~
~l Spiritualb Assembly. They are whenever possible
published in B A H A N
~~
EWS in advance
of the Convention date, for the information
the
Subjects for Consultation. Any delegate may, before the Convention convenes, recommend to the National Assembly such topics as he deems of
sufficient importance to be included in
the Convention agenda; and the National Spiritual Assembly, from the
list of topics received from delegates,
and also suggested by its own knowledge and experience, is to prepare an
agenda or order of business as its
recomlnendation to the Convention.
This agenda may include, as part of
the National Assembly's Annual Report, the presentation of special subjects by well qualified members, comrnittee representatives or non-Bahii

experts whose exposition is necessary
or desirable for the information of the
delegates.
On motion duly made, seconded and
voted, any such subject may be omitted, and also on motion duly made,
seconded and voted, any other subject
may be proposed for special consultation.
Annual election. The election of
members of the National Spiritual
Assembly is to take place approximately midway during the Convention
sessions, so as to enable the delegates
to consult with both the outgoing and
incoming Assemblies, in accordfance
with the Guardian's expressed desire.
Conduct of Business

l Every ~deliberative body, to fulfill its
functions, must conduct its delibefations in accordance with some established rules of order. The parliamentary procedure here set forth for
the Convention is based upon the procedure already adopted for meetings of
local Assemblies and communities. It
accordingly extends to sessions of the
Annual Convention the same procedure
under which the delegates, in their
other Bahi'i activities, are accustomed
to conduct discussion and consultation.
The purpose of consultation at the
Annual Convention is threefold: to arrive at full and complete knowledge
of the current conditions, problems
and possibilities of the Faith in
America; to give to the incoming
National Assembly the benefit of the
collective wisdom, guidance and constructive sugcestions of the assembled

---
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delegates; and to contribute to the
unity, in spirit and in action, of the entire American Bahi'i community.
The freedom of each and every delegate to take part in discussion and to
initiate motions is untrammeled save
as the undue activity of one delegate
might hamper the rights of the other
delegates. Any necessary limitation
to be placed upon individual discussion
shall be determined by the Chairman
in the absence of any specific motion
duly voted by the delegates themselves.
It shall be the duty of the Chairman
to encourage general consultation and
make possible the active participation
of the greatest possible number of delegates.
The Chairman has the same power
and responsibility for discussion and
voting upon motions as other delegates. Members of the outgoing and
incoming National Assembly who are
not delegates may participate in the
consultation but not vote.
A resolution, or motion, is not subject to discussion or vote until duly
made and seconded. I t is preferable
to have each resolution clear and complete in itself, but when an amendment is duly made and seconded, the
Chairman shall call for a vote on the
amendment first and then on the
motion. An amendment must be relevant to, and not contravene, the subject matter of the motion.
The Chairman shall call for votes
by oral expression of ayes and nays,
but where the result of the vote is
doubtful by a show of hands or a
rising vote. A majority vote determines.
Discussion of any matter may be
terminated by motion duly made, seconded and voted, calling upon the
Chairman to bring the matter to an
immediate vote or proceed to other
business.
The transactions of the Convention
shall be recorded by the Secretary,
and when certified by the Convention
officers shall be ~ i v e nto the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Annual Election
The electors in the Annual Election
shall consist of those delegates included in the Roll Call prepared by the
National Spiritual Assembly.
Ballots and tellers' report forms
shall be provided by the National
Assembly.
The election shall be conducted by
the Convention. but deleqates unable
to attend the Convention shall have the
right to vote by mail.
The Chairman shall appoint three
tellers, chosen from among the assem-

--

-- - - -

bled delegates.
The electoral method shall be as
follows :
1. The Convention Secretary shall
call the roll of delegates, whereupon
each delegate, in turn, shall place his
or her ballot in a ballot box ; and as the
names are called ballots received by
mail shall be placed in the ballot box by
the Secretary of the National Assembly.
2. The ballot box shall then be
handed to the tellers, who shall retire
from the convention Hall to determine the result of the election.
3. The result of the election is to
be reported by the tellers, and the tellers' report is to be approved by the
Convention.
4. The ballots, together with the
tellers' report, certified by all the tellers, are to be given the National Spiritual Assembly for preservation.

DECISIONS OF THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

1. The transfer of believers involved in unfinished matters proceeding under the local Assembly's jurisdiction is to be postponed pending a
report of the circumstances to the National Assembly and its approval of
the transfer.
The purpose of the above ruling is
to make it possible for a local Spiritual
Assembly to retain jurisdiction of a
case until the matter is concluded. For
example, if an Assembly is endeavoring to settle some difference between
two believers, and knows all the circumstances of the case, but before a
decision is made one of the believers
moves to another city, where the Assembly is naturally uninformed of the
problem, the believer who moves is not
to be given a letter of transfer by his
former Assembly until the National
IV. THE CONVENTION
Assembly has opportunity to learn the
RECORD
circumstances and approve the time
The permanent record of each suc- when the transfer can be made-when,
cessive Annual Convention shall consist in other words, the Assembly in the
of the following :-( 1 ) Convention city where the believer has taken up
Call as issued by the National Spir- his or her new residence is to exercise
itual Assembly, including list of Par- jurisdiction over the affairs of that
ticipating Bahi'i Communities; '(2) believer.
list of accredited delegates ; (3) Annu2. The National Spiritual Assembly
a1 Reports of the National Spiritual recommends that local Assemblies, as
Assembly and of its Committees ; (4) far as possible, fill out Bahi'i HistoriMessages sent to and received from cal Record Cards for believers who
the Guardian; (5) Resolutions and have died.
other transactions of the assembled
3. Local Spiritual Assemblies are
delegates; (6) The result of the Anrequested to announce the following
nual Election.
recommendation, and do their utmost
to see that it is carried into effect:I N MEMORIAM
that individual believers (and AssemDeath profereth unto every confi- blies themselves) who have in their
dent believer the cup that is life in- possession original Tablets of 'Abdu'ldeed. It bestmetlt joy, and is the BahL, with the necessary original
bearer of gladt~ess. I t confeweth the translations, original letters of Shoghi
gift of evertasting ~ ~ ~ ~ . - B A H A ' u ' L L A HEffendi,
.
or other sacred records and
Mrs. Kate Burke, Chicago.
objects, take steps to have them preMrs. Carolyn Harbin, Miami Beach, served in the Bal~L'i Archives. The
Florida.
Guardian has said that the collection
Mr. Maurice Cohen, New Haven, and publication of Tablets is one of
Connecticut.
the most important duties of this genMrs. E. B. Bullock, San Francisco, eration.
California.
A definite date might be set, for example, a Nineteen Day Feast, when
ENROLLMENT OF
the friends could bring their Tablets
NEW BELIEVERS
for the local Assembly to transmit to
Reports from local Assemblies in re- the Archives Commitee. Those who
cent months refer to the enrollment send them direct should address them
of new believers as follows: New to Mrs. May Scheffler. Secretarv. 1821
York, thirteen ; Honolulu, seven ; Lincoln Street, Evanston. Ill. I t
Flint, seven ; Lima, seven ; Chicago, would be very appropriate if believers
three ; Los Angeles, three; Kansas who attend the Convention should
City, three; Milwaukee, three; Ken- make a special point of bringing their
osha, three : San Francisco, two ; Bos- Tablets with them for the Archives
ton, two ; Worcester, two ; Muskegon, Committee. The Archives Committee
two ; Portland, one ; Baltimore, one ; can provide photostat copies at a very
slight cost.
Urbana, one.

7
4. Local Assemblies are advised to
appoint an Archives Committee, the
function of which would be to assist
in having Tablets sent to the National
Archives and also to develop a local
BahS'i Archives, which might contain
photostat copies of Tablets from the
Master and of letters from the Guardian received locally, and such other
material as should be preserved for
the history of the Baha'i community.
GREEN ACRE PROGRAM
Cbange of Dates
The Green Acre program as first
announced reported that the Inn would
be open on July 3. I t is now reported
that the Inn will be open only from
August 1 to 31, with the Youth Week
from August 1 to 7, the Summer
School from August 10 to 21, the concluding week to have a Regional
Teaching Conference and other activities to be announced later.
The complete program of Green
Acre and also of the Schools at Geyserville and Louhelen Ranch will be reported as soon as possible.
TEMPLE MEETINGS
The public meetings in Foundation
Hall during January and February
have been reported by the Temple
Program Committee as follows :
January: Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, "A
New Year's Greeting from 'Abdu'lBahi"; Carl Scheffler, "A New World
Order"; Dr. E. Lenore Morris, "Can
Science and Religion Agree ?" ; Sarah
Walrath, "What Should Religion Do
for the Individual?" February : Mabel
Ives, "The New Spiritual Renaissance"; Philip Marangella, "God and
His Glory"; Dorothy Baker, "The
Bible Understood"; Fanny Knobloch,
"Searching for the Answer."
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The following new discounts on
Bahi'i literature ordered from the
Publishing Committee are effective
May 1, 1936.
10 % to Spiritual Assemblies on orders of less than $10.00.
25% to Spiritual Assemblies on orders of $10.00 and more.
25% to individuals on orders of
$25.00 or more, when the literature
is intended for teaching purposesthat is, to be given away.
Please note that these discounts apply only on orders placed with the
Publishing Committee, and do not apply on literature sold locally by the
Assemblies. O n local sales no discount
should be given, because the purpose
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of the Publishing Committee's discount
is to enable local Assemblies to build
up their Bahi'i Fund.
It should be explained further that
Baha'i literature is priced so low that
the former discount prevented the
Commitee from developing its resources sufficiently to finance all the important new works as they become available.
The Committee would like to obtain
two copies of "The Divine Art of Living" and will accept second hand copies if new copies are not available. If
you have a copy which can be spared,
please write to Baha'i Publishing Committee, P. 0. Box 348, Grand Central
Annex, New York, N. Y.
The following titles are emphasized
at this time:
B a W i Peace Program, bound in
fabrikoid, $1.50. Bound in paper,
$0.50.
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha', Vols. I, 11,
and 111, $2.00 per vol.
A Trameller's Narrative, $2.50.
The Bahb'i Movement, sold only in
lots of ten, ten for $1.00.
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first three weeks of January conducted
by Dr. E. Lenore Morris.
The Los Angeles Assembly has
taken a new headquarters in the Beaux
*Arts Building which are considered
the best Baha'i center yet maintained
in that city.
During February the Baltimore Assembly arranged for an illustrated lecture by Allen B. McDaniel on "The
Temple of Light" at Morgan College,
and for the same lecture at the Central
Branch of the Enoch Pratt Free
Library.
The Portland Assembly calls attention to the article on the Temple written by Fred Young and published in
the annual issue of The Mineralogist,
a magazine which goes to all leading
educational insitutions in America and
to many foreign countries.
Roy C. Wilhelm has recently given
two radio talks over WBNX, New
York.
An interesting series of lectures was
given at Spokane in February by Sylvia Matteson and Louise Caswell. T h e
meetings were held in the Sun Life
Assurance Auditorium.
Orcella Rexford is spending a few
BAHA'I YOUTH: ENROLL NOW! months in Mexico, and the friends can
Now that the "new hour has look forward to an interesting report
struck" in the history of the Bahi'i of her teaching experiences. Her adCause, it is more than ever urgent to dress for correspondence continues to
devise fresh ways and achieve a more be Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco.
Through the influence of Dr. Wilvital spirit in the teaching work. Baha'i youth must join in this great pro- liam F. Slater, the magazine Wowaen,
gram, must add their own forces to of Chicago, some months ago published
an illustration of the Temple, and is
hasten the approaching victory.
No young Bahi'i under twenty-one now running an article outlining the
years of age, who is convinced of the history and teachings of the Cause.
The Baha'i group of Dayton, Ohio,
destiny of this Faith, should remain
outside the community life, for such is grateful to Dr. and Mme. Ali Kuli
non-participation of even one youth Khan, to Mrs. Marzieh Carpenter, t o
will weaken the Cause in that locality. Miss Hamideh Khan and to Louis G.
Without further hesitation, therefore, Gregory for their cooperation in teachlet each young Bahh'i state to his ing activities at Dayton during FebAssembly his intention of becoming a ruary.
voting believer. Such action will bring
The Detroit Assembly for some
the privilege of attendance at Feasts. months has been sending seventy copIt will ensure for Bahi'i youth a full ies of W m l d Order Magazine to peoshare and splendid contribution to the ple of capacity and influence in the
"nation-wide, systematic, sustained city, as an excellent means of bringing
effort in teachinq field" which is the the Cause to the attention of persons
next step towards our goal of a New who cannot be attracted by public
World Order.
meetings.
How many young Bahi'is under
Local Bahi'i News Letters are retwentv-one will be enrolled with their ceived regularly from the San Franlocal Assemblies by Naw-Ruz? Would cisco, New York and Los Angeles Asnot a list of their names make an un- semblies. The Vancouver Assembly
equalled New Year's gift for Shogih began to issue a local Bahb'i N e w s in
Effendi ?
July, 1935, in very impressive form.
Y OUTH COMMITTEE. For the larger Baha'i communities, a
monthly summary of activities and
program of meetings is a valuable and
NEWS OF THE CAUSE
necessary contribution to the unity of
The Kenosha Assembly had a very the friends. I n time, such organs will
successful lecture series during the develop into newspapers appearing at
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frequent intervals, and afford a firm
basis for cooperative action.
The Cincinnati Assembly has reported on the teaching work done in that
city by Dr. E. Lenore Morris, Ruhi
Effendi Afnan, Mabel Ives, and Dr.
a n d Mme. Khan, and mentioned anticipated visits from Louis G. Gregory
a n d Mr. Agnew. The Assembly has
conducted several series of lectures
this year with the cooperation of the
visiting believers.
A new Bahi'i Center was opened by
t h e Cleveland Assembly early in February, the speaker being Mountfort
Mills. The new center is at 665 Hippodrome Building.
The Chicago Assembly has carried
o n an interesting race amity activity
consisting of meetings at which representatives of various local clubs are
placed on the program with a Bahi'i
speaker.
Beatrice Irwin gave a talk over the
radio in Cleveland during November
o n the subject of "Haifa-The Wonder Spot of Palestine."
A notice of the projected Memorial
t o the late Keith Ransom-Kehler a t
Isfahan appeared in the Vassar Quarterly of July, 1935, a copy of which
has been sent in through the courtesy
of Mrs. Randolph Bolles.
Sixteen different Fireside meetings
are listed in a circular issued by the
Chicago Assembly.
Over W E M P the Milwaukee Assembly has been conducting a series
of radio talks.
Teaching activities of Dr. Ali Kuli
Khan at Minneapolis and St. Paul last
fall included an address on "The Baha'i Principles of Peace" delivered at a
meeting of the Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom.
A children's Bahi'i class at Yonkers
taught by Mrs. Raymond Richards has
been followed by another children's
class taught by Maud Gaudreaux,
both of which have been very successful.
The Lehigh Rrzew, published by the
students of Lehigh University, had in
its December, 1935 issue a two-page
article entitled "Baha'i," by David
Wendell Fentress, accompanied by an
illustration of the Temple.
From Lima, Ohio, comes the report
that the teaching activities this last
autumn began with a three-day visit
from Mme. Gita Orlova who spoke at
large public meetings. About one hundred friends attended an Inter-Assembly meeting from Toledo, Dayton, Urbana, Columbus and Cincinnati. A
monthly public meeting has been conducted through the winter at Argonne
Hotel.
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The activities of the Miami Assembly have included a Friday evening
study class, a Tuesday evening Esperanto class, and public meetings when
teachers are available. A new Bahi'i
Center has been taken at 307 Congress
Building.
A CORRECTION
The article entitled "Memorials of
the Faithful" published in The Bah6'i
Magazine of February, 1934, was not a
translation from text written by 'Abdu'l-Baha but was an article written
by Mrs. Marzieh Carpenter.
CHICAGO A N D MID-WESTERN .
YOUTH ACTIVITIES
September Sth, Marion Holley sent
a questionnaire concerning youth group
activities to all of the Baha'i communities in America. Out of the seventy-one assemblies, forty-nine answered the survey showing that there
were twenty-eight organized youth
groups. Twelve of these organized
groups are in the middle-west. (This
number includes Flint, Michigan, because almost all of the Assembly members are under twenty-five.) In the
middle west, there are a number of
isolated youth who have no opportunity to share in local youth group
activities. W e are trying to provide
contact with other young Bahi'is for
these isolated Bahi'is through a series
of Round Robin letters and inter-Assembly conferences.
From the replies to this questionnaire, we find that there is no particular rule followed in the organization
of the local youth groups. Some of the
youth groups elect their own chairman and other officers (with the
approval of the L. S. A.). In other
Bahi'i communities the officers of
the youth group are appointed by
the L. S. A. I n the survey it was
found that many young Bahi'is have
not availed themselves as they should,
of the right and privilege to attend Bahi'i Feasts. The meetings
held for and by young Bahi'is in the
central area include Sunday s$hools,
fireside groups where non-Baha 1s are
free to express their own viewpoints
(Bah6'is lead the discussion and always take the Bahi'i viewpoint, of
course), meetings planned especially
for interested non-believers, and st'udy
groups for Baha'i youth. In most
places these groups meet once a week,
but the occurrence of the meetings varies from twice a month to twice a
week. Some of the groups set aside a
certain night a week or month when
they have social get-togethers.
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Most of the youth groups in the
middle-west use the Study Outline.
Some are studying the "Gleanings" and
others are reading the "Promulgation
of Universal Peace." Other groups
have an adult speaker at each meeting
who leads the discussion after his talk.
One of the main difficulties seems to
be in making contacts with other young
people. Some of the organizations
with which contacts have been made
are church groups, the Y. M. C. A.
and Y. W. C. A., World Fellowship
Groups, International Clubs, Esperanto Clubs, and an Urban League. In
most of the cities where there are
youth groups we find that the young
people do take an active interest in
the activities of the local Assembly.
In Chicago the youth group has taken
charge of some of the feasts and some
of the Friday evening public meetings.
Many young people are serving on
committees, such as, the Teaching,
Amity, Sunday School, Publicity, and
Archives committees. In Peoria, the
Youth Group undertook the interesting project of making a map of Persia
showing important places and happenings in Bahi'i history.
The young people of the middle
west have attended several inter-Assembly conferences. In the early part
of September, the youth of Chicago
and the North Shore acted as hosts to
the young Bahi'is of Flint, Michigan;
Detroit, Michigan ; Urbana, Illinois ;
Peoria, Illinois; Toledo, Ohio, and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Another conference was held later in the month at
Peoria with the purpose of beginning
a youth group in that city. By far the
largest and most far-reaching interyouth group contact is that gained at
the Youth Couference at Louhelen
Ranch, Davison, Michigan. Plans for
the 1936 Youth Conference are already being made under the chairmanship of Wilfrid Barton of Winnetka,
Illinois. In a letter to the Youth
Council of the Central States Summer
School, Shoghi Effendi said, "The
work in which you are engaged is
dear and near to my heart and constitutes one of the most vital aspects
of the manifold activities of our beloved Faith. The highest standards of
purity, of. integrity, of detachment and
sacrifice must be maintained by the
members of your group in order to
enable you to play a decisive part in
the spread and consolidation of the
Faith. A tremendous responsibility
has been laid upon you, and nothing
short of a pure, a virtuous, an active
and truly exemplary life can enable
you to fulfil your high destiny. I
will pray that you may be guided and
strengthened to render the most ef-
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fective service to the Cause and by
your example lend a fresh impetus to
the onward march of its new-born
institutions."
FLORENCE C. MATTOON,
National Youth Com.,
Sec. of Mid-west.
AN' ASSEMBLY OF YOUNG
PEOPLE
The Local Spiritual Assembly in
Flint, Michigan, is perhaps unique in
America for it was organized by and
a t first composed of young people. I n
September, 1935, Clarence La Rocque,
secretary, wrote to the Bahi'i Youth
Committee this account : "We have not
felt a need for a special youth committee as our Flint Bahi'i Assembly
is made up entirely of young people,
except for one member who has just
been elected to the Assembly to fill a
vacancy. . . . Being a small community,
we have set no age limits, because the
three young people who exceed the age
of twenty-five years, by two or three
years, are quite naturally a part of the

youth group. There are nine Baha'is
who are between the ages of twentyone and twenty-five." A second letter
was received in November : "Recently
we added six new believers to our community, which brings the total resident believers to eighteen. God is
good, and Baha'u'llah lives, today and
always !"
In Flint the exhilaration which is
felt in those words has been translated
into thrilling motion. A dozen plans
of teaching are used; there are afterooon and evening study classes; each
week at least one open discussion is
scheduled "where anyone is welcome
to give his viewpoint in exchange for
ours"; on Saturday night the community joins in recreation; nationally
known teachers are invited to assist,
and for them "we arrange public meetings, group meetings, and private consultations, ahead of time so that there
is a definite program to fill in every
hour of their stay." This wide scope
of activity bespeaks a vitality and singleness of purpose which will teach the
Cause around the world !

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1935-1936
ANNUAL SOUVENIR OF
'ABDU'L-BAHA
First: The committee wishes to express its appreciation to the five Bah6'i Communities (New York, Yonkers, Newark, Montclair and Teaneck) for their active participation in
the 24th Annual Meeting to commemorate the "Unity Feast" established by 'Abdu'l-Bahi, June 29, 1912.
Some interesting facts in connection
with this important occasion will be of
interest to all of the friends. One
year after the establishment of this
"Unity Feast," 'Abdu'l-Bah6, in a
letter to Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, gave
this annual meeting its permanent
name in the following extract; "Thy
letter dated July 3, 1913, was received.
I t s contents indicated the firmness and
steadfastness of the believers of God
and told of holding a divine meeting
in your radiant, charming country
place. Praise be to God ! that that day
was spent in the utmost joy and h a p
piness. That Annual Memorial Meeting will be the Souvenir of 'Abdu'lBahi, especially when it is passed with
infinite delight and gladness." Truely, each meeting since has passed with
infinite delight and gladness and this
picturesque and delightful gathering
continues to attract large numbers of

the believers and interested friends
(usually between three and five hundred people) to witness and enjoy this
noble example of what true unity will
accomplish.
During 1933 the Spiritual Assembly of Teaneck established through
the confirmation of several friends,
who were present during the original
feast given by 'Abdu'l-Bahi, the approximate spot where
He stood in giving that memorable address on Unity. These several
friends were Roy C. Wilhelm and his
mother, Mrs. Florian Krug and Mrs.
E. Magee. Then during the feast of
this year all the friends who were
present at the original feast were
asked to sign a prepared statement.
This statement with several other objects such as a newspaper, photograph,
etc., were sealed in a copper box and
this box was imbedded in concrete at
the spot where 'Abdu'l-Bahi stood and
a suitable dedication ceremony held.
Until this year this Annual Meeting
was handled mainly by the friends at
West Englewood. The next year,
1934, the New York Spiritual Assembly brought to the attention of the National Spiritual Assembly the original
status of this feast and its importance.
From this suggestion the National

Spiritual Assembly appointed the
National Committee for the Annual
Souvenir of 'Abdu-1'Baha. During this
same year Shoghi Effendi brought to
the attention of the National Spiritual
Assembly the importance of this gathering and they passed the information
on to the committee as follows: "The
members of your committee will be
interested to learn that in one of his
recent letters, Shoghi Effendi has referred to the feast given by the Master
at West Englewood as being of such
significance that eventually a memorial
is to be constructed on that spot, but
that memorials are not to be constructed in connection with any other
meeting held by 'Abdu'l-Baha in
America. In other words, the memorial of the Master's visit to America
will in the future be located on the
spot where H e held the Unity Feast
in June, 1912."
The commemoration in the past was
conducted by the friends gathering on
the grounds for a picnic lunch. This
prepared them to spend the day so that
they could enjoy the afternoon and
evening programs. The program is
arranged with music, the readina of
the address given by 'Abdu'l- ah^,
which is followed by several short
talks from prominent speakers upon
various phases of World Order. The
evening program follows the same line,
except- t h a t one general address is
given to follow up and correlate the
discussion of the afternoon. The Teaneck Spiritual Assembly furnishes its
amplifying equipment for the occasion
so that the program which is held out
doors may be heard.
In 1934 the committee changed the
usual practice of holding individual
picnic lunches. A booth was arranged
where the friends could secure a hot
lunch and light refreshments at a
nominal cost. This first effort pleased
the friends and received their hearty
approval, though it fell short of the
actual demands and need for greater
efficiency. This year the committee
had several large folding tables made,
each 16 feet long, which were aecoratively set among the pine trees.
The booth was arranged in cafeteria
style. Each friend received a check at
the entrance, which was punched as
items of food were chosen, and payment was made at the exit. This method overcame the confusion of last year.
Nearly 60 purchases were made at
the booth and the booth committee reported that they could have served
about 100 more dinners. After payment of all expenses, approximately
$75.00 was turned over to the National Bahi'i Fund. The Committee feels
that this part of the memorial meeting

,

is very important for creating the spirit of fellowship and unity among the
friends.
AFTERNOON PROGRAM
M U S I C by Harriet Morgan KelseyMr. Chauncey Northern.
R E A D I N G Address by 'Abdu'l-BahL
-by Mrs. Shirley Warde.
S Y M P O S I U M O N : "Security for a
Failing World."
SPEAKERS: Mr. Mountfort Mills,
Dr. Masujima (International lawyer), Miss Mary Maxwell of Montreal, Mrs. Florian Krug of New
York, Prof. R. F. Piper of Syracuse University, and Roy C. Wilhelm, chairman.

E V E N I N G PRO.GRAM
MUSIC
A D D R E S S Subject : "The Promise
of All Ages," by Mr. James Morton,
Jr., Curator of Paterson Museum.
C H A I R M A N Miss Mary Maxwell.
T o further create the atmosphere
and spirit of the Master's visit, a number of the friends who were present
during 'Abdu'l-BahL's visit acted as
hosts and hostesses for the friends.
This effort was very pleasing.
The Teaneck Spiritual Assembly
arranged an attractive display of Bah 2 i literature and quite a number of
books were sold during the day.
As the "Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Bahi" is to bring out the significance and importance of His visit
t o America, all helpful suggestions
from the friends to make the occasion
more attractive will be very welcome.
CURTIS KELSEY, Chairman
WM. DE FORGE
EDWINW ILBUR
P HILIP S PRAGUE
O PHELIA C RUM
BERTHA H ERKLOTZ
F RANK DEATS
CARRIE K INNEY
.GRACEK RUG
TEMPLE PROGRAM
The pupose of this committee is to
have charge of all public meetings
that are held in the BahP'i House of
Worship, except such meetings as are
under the direct supervision of the
National Spiritual Assembly itself, at
the time of the Convention, etc. Its
chief duty is to provide speakers at
the public meetings. Under its direction a guide service for casual visitors
to the building is organized during the
summer months. The believers volunteer and regularly devote certain days
of each week to this service. During
the past year this work was under the
general supervision of Mrs. Corinne
True.

The public nleetings in the IIouse of was under the direction of Mrs. HowWorship are being held in Foundation ard Ives, assisted by Miss Eve NickHall every Sunday afternoon at 3 3 0 lin, Mrs. Inez B. Ford and Alrs. Philip
P. M. The local speakers during the Marangella.
As promised by 'Abdu'l-Baha the
past year have been :
Baha'i House of Worship is proving
Dr. Zia Bagdadi
to be an increasingly important center
Mrs. Mabel Ives
of attraction. During the past year 43
Mr. Howard Ives
clubs and organizations, totalling
Miss Fanny Knobloch
Mme. Barry Orlova
2,126 people, visited there. Visits of
Mr. Philip Marangella
such organizations are generally prearranged and speakers are provided by
Mr. Carl Scheffler
the Committee. After the address the
Mrs. Corinne True
public is divided into groups and they
Mrs. Sarah Walrath
are conducted through the building by
Mr. Albert Windust
a group of believers who are acting
The visiting speakers were :
as guides. The success of this work
Ruhi Afnan Effendi
is
due largely to the Chicago Spiritual
Mrs. Dorothy Baker
Assembly's Teaching Committee who
Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan
have a special sub-committee particuDr. E. Lenore Morris
larly devoted to arranging contacts
Before the break of this rather se- with organizations in their vicinity.
vere winter the attendance at the Mrs. Nina Matthisen is the chairman
afternoon sessions was very good. of this committee. Not including those
Since then, however, there has been a before mentioned, approximately 12,very decided dropping off, due in part 579 people visited the House of Worto the extreme weather conditions, ship since last March.
and also to the fact that the committee
The believers acting as guides find
was forced, because of lack of funds, the service of meeting these people and
to discontinue advertising the meet- conducting them though the building,
ings. The National Spiritual Assem- to be most interesting. They come
bly have only recently again author- from everywhere, from all parts of
ized this expenditure. The hope now the globe and from all walks of life.
is that with the coming of brighter The general feeling is that such visitdays of Spring this advertising will ors are very much impressed by the
again bring great numbers to hear the beauty of the structure and the MesMessage.
sage, when given to them in the course
On October 26th and 27th, under of their trip through the building, usuthe direction of the National Spiritual ally finds them open-minded and reAssembly, a general conference of be- ceptive. No one can estimate the imlievers was held, particularly members portance of this kind of seed-planting
of Spiritual Assemblies from the Cen- under these most favorable conditions.
tral States. It was our special priv- Perhaps the most outstanding element
ilege to have Ruhi Afnan Effendi with in this is the demonstration, devotion
us at that time. H e spoke to the as- and unity presented by the small
sembled believers on the 26th and to group of BahS'is in the erection of this
the public on the afternoon of the Mashriq-ul-Adhkir.
27th at the regular Sunday meeting.
CARL SCHEFFLER,
Chairman
H e addressed the largest audience that
MARGARITE U LLRICH, Secretary
was ever assembled at the Bahi'i
A. W . BARTHOLOMEW
House of Worship. The reports of the
E ~ o L.
s B ARTON
ushers were that hundreds had to be
EDRISC ARSON
turned away because of lack of seating
M ONROE I OAS
capacity.
D R. R. 0. P ETTET
The major Feasts of our Faith are
CORINNE
T RUE
celebrated in the House of Worship,
S ARAH W ALRATH
the communities of this vicinity all
contributing. As a general rule the
UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE
preparation of both the spiritual and
material Feasts is undertaken by one
A new group of Bahi'i Esperantists
or a group of local Assemblies.
was formed this Fall in Augusta, Ga.,
During this past year an attempt a class of nine members, who are makwas made to found a Sunday School ing very good progress with the lanin the House of Worship for children guage.
The New York City class has been
whose parents were attending the regular afternoon meeting. Lack of at- unusuallv successful this year, both as
tendance, however, due no doubt to to numbkrs and progress bf the pupils.
The Secretary of this Committee
the extreme weather conditions, forced
discontinuance. This Sunday School addressed the New York Esperanto
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Society at their Zamenhof Barto in
December, giving a few itelns in the
very interesting experience that Mrs.
Erickson had in Sweden this summer;
and reading a letter from Miss
Josephine Kruka outlining her work
with the young people in Washington,
thus informing the Esperantists of the
use that the BahA'is are making of the
language.
The Committee has addressed Miss
Martha Root, Miss Lydia Zamenhof
and the International Baha'i Bureau,
asking for suggestions as to how the
American Bahi'i Esperantists can be
of use in the European field. They
have also informed the Central Office
of the Universala Esperanta Asocio, in
Geneva, that their committee is in existence and can be referred to for
any service desired.
J A M ES F. M O RT O N , Chairman
ADELLAQ UINLAN
J OSEPHINE KRUKA
INDEX
The work of the Index Committee
has been carried on this year largely
along the lines outlined by the committee last year. The plan is to make
rather simple indexes of the Sacred
Writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha and the World Order Letters of
Shoghi Effendi and then combine them
into one general index which may be
made available in print. Technically
speaking this is a catalogue rather
than index as we find an index as defined technically is too detailed to be
practicable just now. This will not include compilatjons.
The index of "Some Answered
Questions" has been completed by
Miss Gretchen Westervelt.
Also
"Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'llhh" and "Promulgation of Universal Peace" have indexes printed
with them. Work is being done on
"Kitab-i-IqAn," "The Wisdom of 'Abdu'l Bahi,'' The "'CVorld Order" Letters of Shoghi Effendi.
B A H
NEWS is being indexed to date by
Mrs. Stebbins. W e have in hand indexes of "Hidden Words" and "Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahi" which had been
done previously and kindly lent to the
committee. The "Tablets of Bahi'u'llih" are also assigned for indexing.
No work has as yet been done on
"Divine Philosophy," "Three Tablets
of Bah&'u'll&h,""Epistle to the Son of
a \Volf." "The Dispensation of Bahi'u'llih."
"Mvsterious Forces of
Civilization."
\$'e find that we have among Bah2is
a few trained cataloguers and these
have offered their services in this
work. W e express our gratitude to

them and to all who have aided in this
most essential work by sending indexes, offering help or cooperating in any
way.
E S THER G. EARDING,
Chairman
B ERTHA H. K IRKPATRICK, Sec'y.
A N N A I<UNZ
J . V. MATTESON
M A BE L H. P A I N E
SIRS. JOELSTEBBINS
ARCHIVES

So far as is known this universal
cycle of Baha'u'llih is the first dispensation in human history in which c o p
ies of the Holy Utterances can be referred for their authenticity to the
original, signed Writings of the Manifestation Himself. Many of the original manuscripts of these Writings,
both of the B i b and the Bah6'u'llAh
are now contained in the International
Bahi'i Archives.
The Interpreter of these Sacred
Writings, 'Abdu'l-Bahi, has written
many, many Tablets, literally hundreds
and thousands of which were addressed
to American believers, explaining and
exemplifying these Holy Utterances.
Of these Tablets the Master has said,
". . . each leaflet from 'Abdu'l-BahP
will be a widespread book," while the
Guardian has indicated that the work
of collecting and publishing the Tablets is one of the most important
duties of the present generation. He
emphasizes the fact that, ". . . only
Tablets with the Master's signature
and in the original tongue should be
recognized."
In the further elucidation and application of the written Word, and in the
cultivation of the young garden of the
Administrative Order of the Faith, so
lovingly planted on the American continent by 'Abdu'l-Bah5, the Guardian
has written numerous letters to National and Local Spiritual Assemblies,
and very many messages to individual
believers. Almost all of these letters
~are
~ still in the hands of the believers
and the communities to whom they
were addressed. Relatively few have,
as yet, been forwarded for preservation to the National Bahh'i .4rchives.
Since the work of collecting and
publishing the Master's Tablets was
begun years ago. many of these precious documents in the form of the original, signed manuscripts or Tablets,
totalling approximately 1,250 at present. have been graciouslv donated by
their recipients to the National Archives. It is probable. however, that
less than half of the Tablets addressed
to American believers have been
placed in the Archives.
Does it not follow from the above

evident facts that the American Baha'is should unitedly exert an effort
to preserve for posterity all the writings directed to the friends of this
land by the Master and the Guardian,
each of whom is the sole interpreter
for His day of the Sacred Utterances!
The commitee is happy to report
that among the Bahi'i Assemblies and
groups to which Tablets were addressed by 'Abdu'l-Bahri, the following
communities have placed these original
Tablets in the Archives; Baltimore,
Brooklyn, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver,
Fruitdale, Fruitport, Green Acre,
Jersey City, Kenosha, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia,
Santa Barbara, Santa Paula, Seattle,
Urbana and Washington, D. C. The
originals of the fourteen Teaching
Tablets (of the Divine Plan), of Tablets directed to the Baha'i Temple
Unity, and of a number of other general Tablets are also on file in the
Archives.
Among the Tablets in the American Archives addressed to communities in other lands are a number fo
friends in Manchester, England, m
Stuttgart, Germany and in Poona, India. An order for facsimile or photostatic copies of thirty-three original
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-BahA and twentyone original letters of Shoghi Effendi
was recently filled for the Spiritual
Assembly of Poona.
It is suggested that local Spiritual
Asemblies of the United States and
Canada order facsimiles of Tablets and
letters of the Guardian directed to their
respective communities, and that these
be used as a foundation for the building u p of local BahP'i Archives.
EDWINW. MATTOON,Chairman
MRS. CARL SCHEFFLER,Secretary
WILFRID
C. BARTON

FREE LITERATURE
The Committee is pleased to report
that during this past year five manuscripts have been reviewed and accepted by the National Spiritual Assembly for publication in the series of
free literature pamphlets.
The following pamphlets are now
available from the Bahi'i Publishing
Committee :
1. Homoculture-Principles of Bahi'i Education
By Stanwood Cobb.
2. The Most Great Peace
By Marion HoUey
3. The Oneness of Mankind
By Hussein Rabbani
4. The Path to God
By Dorothy Baker
These pamphlets are printed at the
lowest possible cost as a help to trav-
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elling teachers and local assemblies
for distribution at public meetings and
for mailing to special lists. They are
sold at $1.50 for 100 copies net, a cost
so low that every believer should have
a supply on hand to give to the sincere seeker.
The fifth in this series, The Bahi'i
House of Worship-An Institution of
the New World Order of Bahi'u'llih,
by Genevieve L. Coy, appears in the
Bah6'i World, Volume V. and will be
reprinted by Convention time. This
pamphlet will contain illustrations of
the Temple and should be used extensively.
The committee wishes to call attention to the shorter leaflet, "The World
Religionu-A Summary of its Aims,
Teachings and History, by Shoghi
Effendi. This leaflet is sold in lots
of 100 for $1.00 and is the finest concise statement on the Bahi'i Faith.
Other manuscripts on the Influence
of Religion and the Social-Economic
Teachings are in preparation. The
Committee will welcome any further
suggestions for subject matter, that
has a universal appeal, to be added to
this series.
The Guardian has again emphasized the fact that as we have entered
"the phase of concentrated teaching
activity . . . . an effort unexampled
in its scope and sustained vitality is
urgently required so that the moving
spirit of its Founder may permeate
and transforln the lives of the countless multitudes that hunger for its
teachings." It is our hope that these
new teaching pamphlets will be widely
used to help appease that hunger.
GEORGE LATIMER,Chairman
LOUISE CASWELL

-

"World Economy of Baha'u'llah," by
Mr. Holley. These last two were sent
to a blind Bahi'i friend in Cleveland,
Ohio.
From our other faithful Baha'i
Braillist, Miss Ella Quant of Schenectady, we have to report the transcription of "Divine Philosophy,"
"Ridden Words" and "Words of Wisdom," "Prayers" and "Baha'i Teachings on Economics." All of the books
have been sent to the Director of the
Braille Department of the Library of
Congress for binding and except in
certain particular cases the Department has placed our books in various
Braille circulating Libraries throughout the United States. W e have endeavored to ascertain a list of the
cities where these books have been
sent but so far have not been successful. When this is known we hope to
send a list to the BAHA'~NEWS LETTER
so that the friends in each city may
seek to establish further relation with
the Braille readers.
Some of the transcriptions of this
committee have been sent to Vienna
to one of the friends there and we
have supplied Mr. Thilander of Stocksund, Sweden, with several copies also.
The friends should bear in mind that
the "Book of Iqin" and "Bahi'u'llih
and the New Era" are in all the large
Braille Libraries in the United States
and that the members of the Brallle
Clubs in these cities would be apt to
have read them. We suggest therefore that some effort he made to contact these readers.
The encouragement which the
Guardian has offered to this Cominittee and the appreciation which he has
expressed to the members for the
Braille books which have been sent
him
at his request has been the source
BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTION FOR of deep
gratitude and satisfaction. To
THE BLIND
a member of this committee Shoghi
The work of transcribing the Bahi'i Effendi writes :
"I a111 deeply appreciative of your
literature into Braille books f o r the
blind is steadily going on even in the recent service and wish to urge you
face of the much discussed "Talking to persevere in this notable and promBook" which upon investigation ising field of Bahi'i activity. I will
proves not to promise to supplant the pray for your success from the botBraille writing as the reproducing ma- tom of my heart. Persevere and do
chine is too expensive for general use not feel discouraged however great
and also all books of reference would the obstacles that may confront you
have to be written and made more in the days to come."
In the section of the letter written
permanent than the "Talking Book"
by the secretary of the Guardian he
permits.
The nlost notable achievement this says : "He, (Shoghi Effendi) wishes
year has been the hand-tooling of the me particularly to express the hope
"Book of Iqan," a work consisting that through your efforts for the
of 427 Braille pages made for the transcription of Bahi'i literature into
Guardian by Mrs. Constance Kodman Braille for the blind you nlay be given
of Batavia, New York. Besides this a good opportunity to open new fields
work Mrs. Iiotl~nan has transcribed of teaching for the Cause. FIe wishes
huccess i l l V ( , I I ~ - labors
the pa~np\ilets011 "Ball: "1 Ecunu~i~ics" yo11 co~~tiil~rrtl
-88 pages-and excerpts fro111 the ill this connection and is praying to
LL

Bahi'u'llih to sustain and guide you
in your endeavors for the promulgation of His message among the blind."
Your committee desires to express
the hope that ere long many more
Braille transcribers may arise to assist in this very important branch of
the teaching work. For all those who
are unable to engage in active outside
teaching work there is no greater
means of serving than transcribing the
Holy Utterances into Braille for the
blind.
MRS. S. W. FRENCH, Chairman
E LLA Q U A NT
MRS. S AM U E L RODMAN
CENTRAL STATES SUMMER
SCHOOL
In accordance with the counsel of
the Guardian that we extend the scope
of the summer school, the committee
arranged for three sessions for the
season of 1935 rather than the two of
previous summers. A four-day youth
session was held the last of June under
the leadership of Mrs. Dorothy Baker
with the following daily morning program :
Devotions : Mrs. Baker.
Bahi'i Approach to World Problems, Ruth Randall-Brown.
The Bahri'i Life, Mrs. Baker.
Forum on "World Order" Letters
of Shoghi Effendi, conducted by
the young people.
The afternoons were free for
sports, recreation or infornlal group
discussions. Many found their greatest inspiration in the unannounced discussions that grew up spontaneously
in a group of four or five. The evening programs were arranged by the
young people and were inspiring and
helpful.
Before they left the young people
appointed a committee from among
the Chicago young people to consult
in regard to next summer's session
and make recommendations or suggestions to this committee. Their suggestions have been found most helpful to this comlnittee and we have
been able to follow them quite largely.
Dr. E. Lenore Morris assisted Mrs.
Baker as general counselor and advisor.
Fifty-seven young people attended besides about thirty visitors.
A nine-day general session (June
29-July 7) followed the youth session
at which 55 were registered. An unusually high spiritual and scholarly
standard was maintained in each of the
following courses and they dovetailed
into each other as though they had
\wen worked out in consultation:
I )cvot i o ~ i s (IJ;I.~C(I
un Seven Valleys).
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The Conduct of Baha'i Affairs,
Horace Holley.
Tlie Baha'i Life, Maiiie L. Seto.
Security in a Failing World, Stanwood Cobb.
I11 both this session and the youth
session Madame Orlova was a great
aid and inspiration in the afternoon and
evening talks which she gave. These
were designed for the general public
and those who knew little of tlie
Cause.
At both this session and the youth
session Dale S. Cole of the Teaching
Committee conducted a teaching conference. These were most helpful in
developing a better understanding of
the needs and methods in spreading
the Cause.
The third session, held August 1925, had a smaller attendance but was
exceedingly worth while.
About
twenty were registered, but many
came daily from the nearby city of
Flint so that some forty or fifty people were reached during this session,
making a total of some 275 reached
during the three sessions. Tlie daily
program was :
Devotions, conducted by different
believers.
Foundations of the New World
Order, Carl Scheffler.
Tlie Origins and Powers of Man,
Dr. E. Lenore Morris.
Public afternoon talks and varied
evening programs were carried out as
in the other two sessions. The presence of Mrs. True gave especial inspiration for she shared with us her
recent experiences at Haifa and nlessages from Slioglii Effendi.
One
evening was devoted to a Temple program at which she and Mr. Scheffler
spoke. This resulted in a free-will
offering for the Temple fund. '4
contribution had been sent in from
the other general session also.
More publicity was given to tlie
school tliis summer than before. A
fine feature article in the Flirtt J o ~ t r I K Z ~is worthy of special mention. The
school has made a very definite connection with the city of Flint and two
o r three carloads of people came out
every day to the school. A vigorous
and growing Bahi'i comn~unityis developing in Flint because of the
school. T o the young people of this
group the school is much indebted for
their activity and help.
Besides these sessions tlie school is
open throughout the season to casual
inquirers or to those who wish to
spend a quiet vacation. or to J3aIii1'i
grnrllxfnl- x day's o ~ ~ t i t i a Tt
. is the,
\lope that nlore and mure this will I x
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a center from which there is a constant
flow of the spirit and teachings of
Balii'~1'1lah. Plans are well under wav
for the three sessions for the summer
of 1936.
L. W. E GGLESTON, Cliairnian
B ERTHA H YDE I<JKKPATKICK.
Secretary

such a group comprises those types of
individuals, leaders of government,
thought and education, which it is so
important to acquaint with the niessage of Balii'u'llali in these troubled
days.
Those members of the Committei.
working in the United States have directed their activities along the same
channels, and tlie responses have been
stimulating indeed. A few quotations
from replles might be interesting. A
Chinese correspondent states : "I am
STUDY OUTLINES
happy indeed to realize that in such
The study course in Bahi'i Atl- a troubled world we liave spirits in
ministration reported nearing comple- different countries who are working
tion last year was held up at the re- towards a great end for the welfare
An American
quest of the Secretary of the National of all hunianity."
Assembly to await the impending pub- clergyman on tlie Pacific Coast writes:
lication of important administrative "Year by year the thought of the
material. The outline was completed world comes nearer to an appreciation
in the fall and has recently been issued of the Baha'i Revelation. I personally feel the profoundest joy and gratby the Publishing Committee.
At present there are two outlines itude that such a world-wide spiritual
under way: one on Creative Writing message has been given, and I truly
and one on Public Speaking. Both bless all Bahi'ists f o r I believe their
are designed to be of practical value message will conie fully into its own
to Baha'is in teaching work. These as tlze message for an age ripe and
outlines are being compiled by Mrs. ready to receive." -9professor in an
Doris McKay, who will also conduct eastern educational institution writes :
correspondence courses in connection "I shall add them (Baha'i booklets)
with them after tliey liave been pub- to our institution of world affairs lilished. W e hope tliey will be com- brary." A Connecticut gentleman expresses himself thus: "I cannot see
pleted in time for use next fall.
how any follower of Jesus Christ can
M ARY COLLISON
dissent from the views of Slioglii
ATARGUERITE FIROOZI Effendi in his 'The Goal of a New
DORIS IZICI<AY
World Order' . . . I have read some
sixty pages of 'Baha'u'llAh al~tl the
New Era' and can but ~narvel that
CONTACTS
such universal principles apl~ropriate
Attached hereto is a statistical re- to liiotlern conditions shoulcl come out
port, unfortunately incomplete, of the of Persia." .From a professor at
work done by the National Contacts Northwestern University at Evanston,
Comliiittee during tlie year 1935-36. Illinois: "I liave of course, been long
Though incomplete, it conipares fa- acquainted with this (Bahri'i movevorably with the results obtained last ment) but I an1 always glad to liave
year, at a cost to the National Fund additional information regarding it."
about one-half as great as that re- Out of this contact developed an opquired to cover the expenditures of portunity for Ruhi Effendi rlfnan to
the Committee a year ago. This is address this professor's class at the
gratifying indeed, and is attributable University. Two directors of radio
to the generosity of committee nieni- broadcasts in the Central States rebers in personally assuming the ex- sponded, out of one of which radio
penses involved in carrying 011 the publicity for the Cause may develop.
work of the Coriimittee. As tlie meth- The Librarian of a Mid-Western uniod of procedure and ainis of tlie Com- versity writes: "We are interested iu
mittee were fully explained in tlie re- every phase of activity which affects
port submitted a year ago, that will religious, social or political condinot be repeated here.
tions. We are pleased to liave tliis
From Canada conles tlie report that addition to our collection on the variletters and literature have been sent ous religions now extant in this couiito "The premiers, lieutenant-gover- try."
nors, ministers of education in each
Statements such as tlie foregoing
province, as well as editors of news- definitely point out the trend of niodpapers, magazines, etc., principals of
ern thought. and the dawning realizatlie leading colleges of each province, tion that only through the power of the
:I f c w r:l(lio Icct11rc.rs :III(I I('ct~~rc*~-b
I.(-\zol-(l oi GIKIc-;un l)(.arr I)(. rc.\torc.rl t t i
ported in the ~lewspal~crs." Surely a striie-torn world.
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Assembly when bringing out the expensive books such as "The Dawndreakers" and "The Baha'i World".
We have not wanted to increase the
selling price of the books and yet when
a volume of over 700 pages, printed
as is "The Baha'i World" Volume V.
PUBLISHING
with its many illustrations, handsomely
The work of the Publishing Com- printed frontispieces, map, genealomittee in the manufacturing and dis- gies, etc., is sold for $2.50, and less
tributing of Baha'i Literature has pro- the one-third discount, we have been
gressed satisfactorily during the year allowing the local Assemblies, it is
and although we should have liked quite obvious that it is being sold beto see a very substantial increase in low cost.
the sale of books, we do not feel that
This question of discounts has been
we should be discouraged over the carefully
studied. We have felt that
results.
with the limited editions we print,
For the year ending March 1, 1936, which means a high manufacturing
we have sold and distributed:
cost, we cannot continue to allow the
9,152 books
one-third to the local Assemblies. The
40,221 pamphlets
National spiritual Assembly there765 outlines
fore passed a ruling at their meeting
In addition to the above, the year's in February, 1936 as follows:
sales of "The Dawn-Breakers" brings
Discounts to be allowed, authorized
the totals to March 1st to 1,335 copies by the National Spiritual Assembly,
Standard edition, 133 copies Limited these discounts to supersede all preedition.
vious discounts and to take effect on
This means that there are only sev- May 1, 1936:
enteen copies now available of the
10% to Assemblies on orders of less
Limited Edition and we do hope that than $10.00.
the friends will take advantage of this
25% to Assemblies on orders of
opportunity of owning a book, which $10.00 or more.
in the years to come will be beyond
25% to individuals on orders of
price.
$25.00 or more when the literature is
The Western Division continues to intended for teaching purposes.
function most satisfactorily and the
The Publishing Committee has been
sales of books show an increase over manufacturing literature under the folthe previous year. This is due to the lowing headings :
valued help and cooperation of Mrs.
1-Regular Baha'i Literature, conEmma Smith and we feel privileged sisting of the words of Baha'u'llah,
t o have such an efficient co-worker in 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi.
the West.
2-Books written on the Cause by
The two important contributions to believers.
the literature this year are "Gleanin s
S P a m p h l e t s , outlines, etc., esfrom the Writings of Bahi'u'lfaf~' pecially for teaching purposes.
published in October, 1935, and "The
The item for teaching literature has
Bah2i World" Volume V, which was been a heavy expense and we made
published in February, 1936 after the suggestion recently to the Namany unavoidable delays.
tional Spiritual Assembly that we
Of the "Gleanings" the Guardian should only be 'responsible for the
through his secretary wrote, "He feels publishing and financing of standard
deeply grateful to you and to your BahH'i works. The National Spiritual
co-workers in the Publishing Com- Assembly by a recent ruling conmittee for the splendid efforts you firmed this and decreed that in future
have so successfully exerted for the it will finance all books, pamphlets,
production of this volume, the circu- outlines, etc., published specially for
lation of which he hopes will highly teaching purposes.
reinforce and enrich the teaching laA recent ruling of the National
bors of the American friends. May Spiritual Assembly in regard to the
its rapid sale also help to increase the personal financing of books by the aufund of the Publishing Committee and thor authorizes the Publishing Comthus enable it to proceed with the mittee to ask the author to donate the
printing of other BahH'i works."
amount for publishing and then the
The Guardian has always empha- Publishing Committee will manufacsized the fact that the Publishing ture and distribute books in the usual
Committee should be self-supporting way.
but we have not really come up to
N e w Publications
this standard. W e must ask for asGleanings from the Writings of
sistance from the National Spiritual
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Bahb'u'llal~, bound in fabrikoid and
cloth. Since publication date, October, 1935, we have sold and distributed
over 1,400 copies of this title.
Bahb'i W m l d , Volume V . Since
publication date, February, 1936, we
have sold and distributed over 900
copies of this volume.
Pamphlets for teaching purposes :
Homoculture, by Stanwood Cobb.
The Most Great Peace, by Marion
Holley.
Oneness of Mankind, by Hussein
Rabbani.
The above were all reprinted from
articles in World Order Magazine.
Outlines: Twenty Lessons in the
Baha'i Administration, mimeographed.
Prepared by the Outline Committee.
Reprints
Reality of Man, with Words of
Wisdom of Baha'u'llah added to this
edition, compiled by Horace Holley.
T h e Promise of All Ages, by
Christophil. American edition of this
title printed. Original edition published in England.
Small Prayer Book. A new edition
with the prayers of the Bab added.
These had been omitted from the previous edition.
The BahA'i Faith, reprint of article
in Chicago magazine "Unity," by Horace Holley.

T h e G o d of a N e w World Order.
Reprinted in October, 1935. This
makes a total printing to date of over
18,000 copies.
Hidden Words, an edition printed
from the last English edition by request of Shoghi Effendi. Bound in
fabrikoid and paper.
Purchases
T h e Coming of the Glory, by Florence E. Pinchon. Copies purchased
from the N. S. A. of Great Britain.
Two sets of Bahh'u'llbh and the
N e w Era in Braille which were ordered made by Mrs. French, were purchased from American Brotherhood
for Free Reading for the Blind. Announced in BAHA'~NEWS for sale at
$5.00 per set and they were suggested
as a good gift for one of the Assemblies or for one of the friends individually to make to an Institution for
the Blind. These copies are still available.
Mrs. French has had Kitab-i-Iqcin
made in Braille and distributed eight
sets to libraries for the Blind Division. The plates for this title stored
with plates for N e w Era in Braille
at our New York printers.
T i t l e s tn Process of P P u b c a t f m
Seven Valleys and Four Valleys.

--

This will be published within the next will justify this effort.
few months.
Milwaukee asked if we would use
B&i
Administration, without the an advanced dating on magazine to
World Order letters, which are to be conform with other magazines for sale
made in a separate volume later. This on newsstands. I t was thought best
volume of Bahi'i Administration will to wait, however, until we have a
be sold for $1.50. Will be ready in larger circulation and feel that there
April.
is a real demand for the magazine on
The Bahci'i House of Worship. Re- the newsstands.
Toledo asked if we could not change
print of article by Genevieve L. Coy
in Baha'i World, V, will be ready for the color of cover monthly as the
newsdealer who is selling a few copthe Convention.
Editing Committee: Dut to the fact ies monthly, made this suggestion. W e
that manuscripts are often in need of could not accede to this request but
careful editing before being sent to we are pleased with the interest
the printer, and this not being a f unc- shown and know that in time, we will
tion of the Reviewing Committee, have a large circulation on the newsMrs. Grace Bastedo was appointed a stands.
The National Spiritual Assembly
committee of one to do this work.
has authorized us to send the magaWorld Order Magazine
zine to Bahi'i teachers travelling
With the issue of A ~ r i l1935. the abroad, as thev know it will be of value
Bah6'i Magazine was 6rought inder in their teac6ing work.
the management of the Publishing
We do hope that all the Bahi'i
Committee and published under the friends will respond to this appeal to
new name of W w l d Order. A list of make World Order a world wide
1,620 subscribers was turned over to magazine. The moral effect of bringthe Committee; 684 names from the ing this dynamic name to the attenBahci'i Magazine and 936 names from tion of the thinking people of the
World Unity; the latter consisting world will be of inestimable value. It
principally of colleges, libraries and will result in conveying the Bahi'i
Peace Societies throughout the world. message to people who could not be
From the Bakb'i M u g ~ G n ewe also otherwise reached, and many new bereceived all stock of the magazines, lievers will be enrolled.
bound volumes, office equipment, etc.,
H ORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
and a check for $302.15. Full details
C LARA R. WOOD, Secretary
of the stock of magazines and bound
MARIE B. MOORE
volumes will be published later. From
ROY C. W ILHELM
World Unity we received a stock of
B ERTHA H ERKLOTZ
books to be sold for the benefit of
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER
Wurld Order:
THE BAHA'I WORLD
117 World Community.
112 Foundations of World Unity.
(Vol. VI for Period 1934-1936)
489 Seven Great Bibles.
Notwithstanding the fact that Vol.
657 Nationalism and InternationalV of the Bahri'i W m l d has only reism.
The present subscription list of cently been placed in circulation, the
1,761 names is not enough but renew- collection of material for Vol. VI,
als have been encouraging and the which covers the period from April
monthly orders for magazines in quan- 21st, 1934 t o April 21st, 1936, has
tity from local Assemblies and book- been completed and duly forwarded to
sellers give promise of substantial the Guardian in January in compliance
with his specific request.
growth.
The fact that the volume was late
We have urged all Assemblies to
cooperate by obtaining subscriptions in appearing evidently gave rise to the
from both Bahi'is and non-Baha'is, idea among the friends that there was
for the magazine is a wonderful teach- no urgent need to proceed with the
ing medium and the name "World preparations for Volume VI. This
Order" should carry an appeal to all is an impression which must be overpeople. W e allow Assemblies a com- come at the very outset of this report,
mission of 50c on each annual subscrip- for any delay in so important a projtion, will send order blanks and sample ect as the continuance and regularity
of the Bahk'i World would be a source
copies in bulk on request.
The Detroit Assembly has respond- of great disappointment to Shoghi Efed splendidly, sending in a list of fendi and would, furthermore, provide
seventy names for a six month's trial occasion for remark and criticism to
subscription to outstanding people in those who are watching to discover
their community. W e feel that results some weakness in our Bahi'i methods.

If at any time the Guardian himself
should deem it advisable to discontinue
this important international record, or
if he should see fit to lengthen the
period between the issues, that must
be regarded as a manifestation of the
divine fitness of things, but until that
occurs all the Baha'i Communities
throughout the world are bound to
preserve their records with the most
scrupulous care and to present them
upon request to whatever editorial
committee may be charged with the
responsibility of assembling and preparing them for publication.
Before proceeding further with the
comments and suggestions which this
committee would like to make in view
of future books we would like to
quote the words of the Guardian appearing in Baha'i Administration, page
140, relative to the Bahci'i World. H e
says :
"This unique record of world-wide
Baha'i activity attempts to present
to the general public, as well as to the
student and scholar, those historical
facts and fundamental principles that
constitute the distinguishing features
of the Message of Bahi'u'llah to this
age. I have, ever since its inception,
taken a keen and sustained interest in
its development, have personally participated in the collection of its material, the arrangement of its contents, and the close scrutiny of whatever data it contains.
"I confidently and emphatically recommend it to every thoughtful and
eager follower of the Faith, whether
in the East or in the West, whose desire is to place in the hands of the
critical and intelligent inquirer, of
whatever class, creed or color, a work
that can truly witness to the high purpose, the moving history, the enduring achievements, the resistless march
and infinite prospects of the Revelation of Bahi'u'llah. Eminently readable and attractive in its features, retiable and authoritative in the material
it contains, up-to-date, comprehensive and accurate in the mass of information it gives, concise and persuasive
in its treatment of the fundamental
aspects of the Cause, thoroughly representative in the illustrations and
photographs it reveals :-it stands unexcelled and unapproached by any
publication of its kind in the varied
literature of our beloved Cause. It
will, without the slightest doubt, if
generously and vigorously supported,
arouse unprecedented interest among
all classes of civilized society.
"I earnestly request you, dearly beloved friends, to exert the utmost effort for the prompt and widespread
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circulation of a book that so faithfully and vividly portrays, in all its essential features, its far-reaching ramifications and most arresting aspects,
the all-encompassing Faith of Bah i'u'llih."
The foregoing statement of the
Guardian is sufficiently urgent and
clear to acquaint us with the vast importance which he attaches to the
Book. We must bear in mind that
these Books are the sole international
activity maintained in the Cause and
are therefore a spiritual and educational preparation for the International
House of Justice. Furthermore, the
position of the Guardian, assuming
almost hourly, we may say, great&
and greater importance in the eyes of
the religious, literary, scientific and
cultural world is so outstanding that
our most zealous efforts, our most
meticulous care, our most scrupulous
accuracy are not sufficient to express
adequately his position or respond to
his needs. Can we imagine any greater obligation or joy than to present to
the Guardian the product of our most
accurate, wise and loving devotion in
any duty whatsoever which may be
assigned to us in our service to him?
May we refer the friends again to a
message from Shoghi Effendi which
appears on page X I 1 of the Introduction to Vol. I1 of the Bahbi World
where he says--"* * * * I would also
remind you of the absolute necessity
of adhering faithfully throughout the
pages of the Book to the correct system of transliteration, which if consistently adopted and followed, will facilitate the pronunciation of Oriental terms
with which the friends of the West are
to be closely and increasiilgly associated in the future. The Year Book
should prove a model and help to
them all."
The committee recognizes that as
yet our typewriters do not carry the
signs exactly adapted to the transliteration of Oriental terms, but we recommend that in every instance, wherever the accents are known, they
should be added with a pen. When
this is not done by the contributor it
must be done by the committee but
while any person charged with the distinguished honor and responsibility of
compiling the material for these
Books is only too happy to observe
these instructions of the Guardian, the
object is defeated unless we all, as a
Community, become accustomed at
once to the signs with which, as he
says, we are to become increasingly
associated." Only a very few of the
manuscripts thus far received in the
preparation of the material for the
last three volumes have carried the
I'
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correct signs. This is such a simple
matter, yet it is one which we urge
the friends to observe.
Again we would explain that in
every case where printed matter is
sent in for use in the Book two copies
are necessary and should always be
included, as pages printed on both
sides of sheet cannot be used.
With the expiration of this Bahi'i
year the record automatically begins
for the next volume which will be
Vol. VII. It will therefore be necessary for the National Spiritual Assemblies to appoint the members who
are to constitute the commitee for that
volume. We have striven throughout
the past six years to define the policy
and suggest the method of preparation
for all written material, but many of
the contributions which have been received have not yet come up to the
standard of excellence which is due the
Guardian, and which the friends, when
they perceive that their articles and
reports go directly to him, will wish
to observe. The chairman and secretary of this committee neither re-write
nor edit any material which is received
unless, on the one hand, the writing
or typing is not fit for presentation
to the Guardian, or the Guardian,
when he returns the copy for printing, specifically requests it.
In so far as concerns the collection
of material the committee earnestly
recommends that every member of the
world-wide Bahii Community constitute himself a vigilant assistant for collecting interesting and useful additions
to this International Bahi'i Record.
The Guardian, beside requiring the
very best that lies within the possibilities of the friends themselves, welcomes articles and comments from
prominent and important personages
who are sympathetic to the Faith,
whether in English or other languages.
We cannot stress sufficiently the
need for observance of the time limit
when material is to be received, nor
the very high standard which should
be maintained, and in closing may we
sieze this opportunity to express again
our deep appreciation and abiding
gratitude to those who have so generously and painstakingly collaborated
in the preparation of Vol. V I which, if
funds are available, should be ready
for distribution in the early fall of this
year, and we would especially desire to
acknowledge the excellence of the reports rendered by Germany, India,
Iraq and Egypt and their punctual
compliance with the requests of the
secretary.
H ORACE HOLLEY Chairman
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary
BISHOP B ROWN

R UTH BRANDT
ELSA RUSSELL B LAKELY
MARION H OLLEY
VICTORIA BEDIKIAN,
Assistant Photograph Editor

TEACHING A N D TRAINING
CHILDREN
The Committee on the Teaching and
Training of Children is pleased to report that during the past year several
new children's classes have been established. The teachers are making
considerable use of the lesson outline
prepared two years ago but still wider
use is encouraged, not only because
the material provides an orderly introduction to the Bahi'i Teachings but
also because increased sales will help
to make possible the publication of
further courses.
The chief service of the committee
this year has been to advise teachers
and to cooperate with Assemblies in
initiating children's classes. An opportunity for an interesting piece of experimental work last summer developed from the invitation of the Western States Summer School Committee
to cooperate in arranging courses of
Baha'i instruction for the chiSdren
who attended the Summer School with
their parents. Twenty-eight children
below the age of fourteen were enrolled in two classes, fourteen coming
from non-Bahi'i homes. The helpful
suggestions of the teachers growing
out of these classes will aid in shaping
the courses for the coming session of
the Summer School.
Work has progressed on new teaching aids, though less rapidly than was
anticipated a year ago. It is expected,
however, that at least one new course
will be ready for distribution immediately following the summer vacation.
One outline under way consists of stories and other teaching material from
"Nabil's Narrative" and another is a
suggested list of Old and New Testament stories which Bahi'i children
should know. Consideration is being
given also to a course on character
education based on the Teachings of
Bahh'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
The need of the latter is becoming
increasingly more important in view
of the concern of both educators and
social workers over the serious problems of youth. A prominent leader
in child welfare recently stated that the
growing generation is coping with
problems greater than those of any
generation since the Renaissance.
Adults do not know how to give guidance, he said, because they do not
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know the pattern of life which youth
will have to follow. Surely this is a
stirring challenge to Baha'is not only
to acquaint adults with the Teachings
of Baha'u'llah wherein the path is
clearly defined, but also to instill in the
minds and hearts of children and
young people such knowledge and
moral vigor as will enable them to
rear the new civilization which is the
objective of our Faith. The Committee feels it cannot too strongly emphasize the opportunity which is now ours
to build for the future through the
boys and girls of today.
No suggested outline or course of
lessons can possibly meet the needs of
every community because the capacities and resources of both children and
teachers vary. All Baha'i instruction
must be a gradual unfoldment of spiritual understanding and a good knowledge of the Teachings is as essential
to teachers of children as to teachers
of adults. Whatever the plan followed,
and whatever the material used, the
ultimate objective of the teaching and
training of children must ever be the
development of characters that are
perfect expressions of the spiritual
patterns contained in the Holy Utterances of Bahi'u'llhh.
CHARLOTTE
M. LINFOOT, Chairman
SYLVIA IOAS, Secretary
MARION YAZDI
E LLA M. BAILEY
VIOLA TUTTLE
ELIZABETH HACKLEY
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The list of University and Independent Libraries to which the Librar y
Division has donated literature, is as
follows: Piney Woods Country Life
School, Miss., University of Minnesota, Syracuse University, N. Y.
Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo, Mich., St. Mary's School,
Kenosha, Wis., Piedmont College,
Demarest, Ga., Texas Technological
College, Lubbock, Texas, University
of Toledo, Ohio, University of California, University of Southern California, (donated by the Local Assembly of Los Angeles), Minnesota Historical Society, Philosophers Society,
Englewood, N. J., American Theosophical Library, Washington, D. C.,
Near East Industries, New York City,
and Rabbi Schwarz Temple Library,
Chicago. Baha'i Books in Braille to
the Clovernook Library, Mt. Healthy,
Ohio, and the Hebrew Union College,
Cincinnati, (donated by the Local Assembly of Cincinnati). Literature was
also placed in the libraries of two prisons, the Illinois State Prison at Joliet
and the U. S. Northeastern Penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa., at the request
of the librarian for books in Chinese.
There are frequently many personal
gifts made to libraries which do not
come to the attention of the Library
Division and we request whenever this
is done that a report of it be sent to
the Committee, so that the files may be
kept up to date.
Many University professorsin the
department of Philosophy and Religion
have written that they include the Baha'i Religion in their courses in Comparative and Living Religions, and that
the students show great interest in the

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
Editorial Department
The editorial policy controlling
World Order was established by the
National Spiritual Assembly in its announcement published in the March,
1935 issue of BAH.~'~
NEWS. I t seems
well to quote from that announcement
as the proper introduction to this brief
report submitted by the editors covering the first volume of the magazine.
"World Order (the title chosen
from the term given such significance
by Shoghi Effendi) will endeavor to
create a public teaching medium adequate both in appearance and contents
to represent the Faith of Bahi'u'llih
upon the American continent. Its aim
will be to expound the Message upon
which human regeneration and universal peace depends, and thus assist in
raising our teaching nearer to the lofty
standard so perfectly symbolized by
the Bahi'i House of Worship.
"In conformity with its impressive
title, the magazine will seek to clarif y
for the general public the vital elements which enter into the World Order of Bah~'u'll5h-the oneness of religion, true race amity, the harmony
of religion and science, the union of
East and West, the attainment of
world community based upon world
federation as explained by the Guardian. Its aim and Purpose being cornpletely concentrated upon serving the
Cause of Bahi'u'llih, the editors call
for articles from Bahi'is on any and all
subjects
the Bahi'i principles and spirit to the people
LIBRARY
of this age. Articles by non-Bahi'is
will be included only to the extent that
During the last fiscal year, the Lithe
believers themselves are not yet
brary Division has donated 201 books
hi^^^.
prepared by thorough study to produce
to 42 libraries: 27 Public, 8 University
This we feel is most
and
material of sufficiently high standard
and 7 Independent Libraries.
in on
certain themes like Comparative
The recorded number of books have We ask for continued ''peration
Religion, the relation of Science and
been as follows : Bahi'i World, Vol. this University work.
The Committee is indeed grateful Religion, etc. In all cases the editors
Vol. IV-18,
11-26, Vol. 111-24,
for
the valuable assistance that the Lo- will give Bahi'i contributions the prefvol. V-2,Boak of Assurance--23, BahQ'i : Spirit of the Age--27,
B&h$i cal Assemblies and individuals have erence, but they have been directed to
Revelation - 25, Some Answered contributed in the furtherance of this maintain a high standard, that the
work, and takes this opportunity to ex- magazine may give the best possible
Questions-16, Oneness of Mankindimpression to its readers."
10, L~ v r a i Bah$i-25,
Bahi'u'l15h press its deep appreciation.
and the New Era in C h i n e s e a ,
The National Spiritual Assembly
Charged with the responsibility of
Foundations of World Unity-1.
has instructed the Library Division to translating this general policy into conThe Committee's main object this make a distribution of 50 copies of Ba- crete form, the editors began by looklast year has been to place Bahi'i Lit- hi'i World, Vol. V. This is to be par- ing upon Shoghi Effendi's "The Goal
erature into more University Libraries, tially done through the cooperation of of a New World Order" as the perfect
and to request Local Assemblies and the Local Assemblies. As the allot- example of Bahi'i teaching adapted to
individuals to make a personal Library ment is limited, we request that this this period of development. Incidentdonation of the 3 outstanding new volume be placed in the most represen- ally, this view is confirmed by word
books, Promise of All Ages, Security tative Public and University Libraries, received from the Guardian by the Nafor a Failing World, and Gleanings and we are particularly desirous to tional Spiritual Assembly a few years
have it placed in those libraries within ago, in which the hope was expressed
from the Writings of Bahi'u'llih.
The donation of these books have the immediate vicinity of the Temple. that a copy of "The Goal of a New
been as follows: 12 copies of Promise An early response will be greatly ap- World Order" could be presented to
every man and woman in the world.
of All Ages. 16 Security for a Failing preciated.
It seemed clear to the editors that
M ARTHA WOODSUM,
Chairman
World and 8 Gleanings.
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the Guardian's conception of the new ta, Georgia and Miami, Fla. As the
world order has created the true meet- general work of publicity develops in
ing place between the Cause and the the Cause, the local Assemblies will
world-the true point of reconciliation find it possible more and more to bring
between aspiring human thought and the magazine articles to the attention
the descent of the Divine Plan. This of the press.
conception of the function of the
An important element of a magazine
magazine-to build upon the firm is its make-up and appearance. The
foundation laid by the Guardian-has editors have done as much as possible
been the guidance and inspiration of this year without a budget for art
the editors throughout the year.
work. Beginning with the April numThe contents of volume one reflect ber, the first issue of Volume Two,
that view, limited, naturally, by the the color scheme will be changed to
amount of available material received orange and blue, and the inside pages
from Bahi'i authors. '
embellished with designs in black and
W e would emphasize the following white. To Mr. Carl Scheffler we are
features of Volume One:-first, the indebted for the front cover design
passages carefully selected from and to Mrs. Nancy Bowditch and Mr.
"Gleanings from the Writings of Ba- Scheffler for new designs for use this
hi'u'l1Lh"-the
very essence of the coming year. Designs have also been
Holy Spirit. Second, two articles obtained from a friendly non-BahH'i
consisting of related passages chosen artist at low cost. Mrs. Doris McKay
from the Guardian's "World Order" has given us the advantage of excellent
letters ; third, the articles prepared for advice in the matter of design and
the Committee on Free . Literature, make-up, and has besides supplied
published first in the magazine and some interesting sketches for decorathen reprinted in pamphlet form at a tions.
considerable saving; fourth, the symConsideration has been given to
posium entitled "A World Faith," more than two hundred and thirty
the ninth and final article of which different contributions in prose and
will appear in the May issue. This verse.
symposium has made ~t possible for
For coming issues we have on hand
the contributors to cooperate in an in- an interesting and valuable series of
teresting Bahi'i book, and the book it- essays by Mrs. Rosa V. Winterburn
self, it is hoped, will be published on spiritual subjects, another series
within the next few months from the by Prof. Glenn L. Shook on civilizamagazine types, thus contributing to tion, and a third on modern Islam by
the public teaching literature. Fifth, Prof. McElroy. Another symposium
the series by Bertha Hyde Icirkpatrick will appear during the year, consisting
summarizing a current Study of Amer- of seven contributions under the title
ican civilization knowledge of which is of "Seven Candles of Unity." We also
most helpful to every Bahi'i teacher. have Mrs. Loulie Mathews' travel
Sixth, Mamie L. Seto's series on the articles and some most interesting
divine art of living, based upon her articles by Orcella Rexford.
study course as given at Centra! States
As the difficulties of the world inSummer School last summer. Seventh,
crease,
the value of a public teaching
Dr. Bagdadi's series entitled the
"Story of Islim."
Many of the indi- medium for the Cause will intensify.
vidual articles, like Prof. Piper's The editors hope that the friends will
"Spiritual Perspectives" and Oscar redouble their efforts to furnish artiNewfang's "World Federation" merit cles and suegestions, and that the Assemblies will augment the use of the
special emphasis.
magazine
as a helpful contact with
It has been gratifying to note the
extent to which magazine articles and non-Bahi'is.
S TAN WOOD COBB
editorials have been reprinted in newsH ORACE HOLI.EY
papers and magazines, not only in this
country, but in Scotland, Japan and
India. W e have, for example, clip
WESTERN STATES SUMMER
pings from John O'Groaf Journal,
Scotland, of May 17. Tune 28, S ~ D SCHOOL
tember 27 and December 27, 1935 ;
The Western
States Summer
from The Modern Review of Calcutta, dated Tune, July, August, Oc- School, held at Bosch Place. Geysertober, November and December, 1935 ville, July 14th to 27th, 1935. was one
and January, 1936: from The Japan of the best sessions ever held.
It was opened bv the usual Unity
Times and Mnil. Tokyo. of October
19, 1935 and Februarv 17, 1936, The Feast. under the "Big; Tree,'' at noon,
Chicago Defender of January 11, July 14th, attended by some 225 peo1936, and from newspapers in Augus- ple. A true spirit of unity :~nddevo-

tion marked the opening of the School
at the Feast, and continued throughout
all the sessions. The attendance at the
School meetings for the adults averaged 90. There were representatives
present from Canada, England, Transylvania, Tahati, China, Honolulu, Jamaica, and an American Indian.
Most of the people were housed in
the buildings on the Bosch Place, while
a goodly nu~nber camped on the
grounds, and others secured lodgings
in the city.
I n the conduct of the school, a definite objective of the Committee has
been to improve the presentation of
subjects, and the development at the
same time of Bahi'i Teachers.
Thus during the courses there were
19 different Bahi'is who took part
in the lectures. Each one was required
to prepare himself well in advance,
and have the subject outlined and condensed, so as to take up not over 30
or 35 minutes at the most. Two years
ago a College Professor we had give
a few lectures, remarked to me, that
he did not see why we secured the assistance of College Professors, as our
presentations were better than they
could hope to do.
All classes are conducted on the
creative discussion plan. The speaker
introduces the subject with his detailed
presentation in not over 35 minutes;
then a period of 10 to 15 minutes is
allowed for questioning and discussion.
The third class of the day, was even
more of a creative discussion meeting.
dealing with the Fundamental Bahi'i
Principles. 'In this class the leader
used not over 20 minutes to present
the subject, allowing 25 to 30 minutes
for questioning and discussion. Of
outstanding interest was the course on
the Influence of Islim and the Teachings of Muhammad, the first on IslHm
to be given in an American Bahi'i
Summer School.
There were four round table discussion meetings, held in one of the
beautiful Redwood Groves, which developed enthusiasm and clearer understanding among all present, of the
important subjects under consideration.
Children's classes were held daily.
One class was for those under 7 years
of age, the other for those younger.
All young people over 13 were permitted to attend the Adult Classes or
the classes for those young people between 7 and 13. There were in attendance in all 53 young peode, of which
over 20 were non-Bahi'is. Attached
is detailed report of the Children's and
Youth Program Committee. outliningthe method of conduct, suoemision of
both study and play, and det:~ilsof the
courses of study.
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Three public teaching meetings were
held; one with the local Grange at
Geyserville, which is usually attended
by all the officers of the Grange, the
members of the Chamber of Commerce, city dignitaries, etc.; the second, a general public meeting in the
city of Geyserville; and the third, an
afternoon public meeting at the Griffith
Grove, near Santa Rosa, in the beautiful outdoor amphitheatre there. These
meetings were all very well attended,
and great interest aroused in the Faith.
The citizens of Geyserville are becoming more kindly to the Baha'is all
the time. Originally they were quite
opposed to us, because of our Faith,
Geyserville being an orthodox city.
They even went so far as to warn certain of their people to beware of the
Baha'is and their "pernicious teachings." This was four or five years
ago. It is of interest to note in passing, that the two particular Geyservillians, warned to be careful of the Baha'is, have both become Bahi'is. The
newspaper giving full page announcement of the Summer School and an
announcement by the Chamber of
Commerce extending a hearty welcome
to the Summer School, shows the
spirit of fellowship that has been developed. This has been possible only
through strict adherence to Bahi'i
conduct, which changed distrust into
trust and confidence.
The 1935 program follows, together
with the names of those who conducted
the various classes :
P R O G R A M
PACIFIC COAST BAHA'I SUMlMER
SCHOOL
Ninth Annual Session
Bosch Place, Ge~serville,California
July 14th to July 27th, 1 9 3 5

DEVOTIONS :
9:00 a. m. daily, under Big Tree
CLASSES :
9:30 a. m. to 12 :30 p. m. daily, in
Odd Fellows' Hall
ROUND T A B L E DISCUSSIONS :
2 :30 p. m. each Tuesday and Friday
CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES :
Study Classes 9:30 a. m. daily in
Children's Library
Supervised Recreation: 2 :30 p. m.
daily
PUBLIC MEETINGS :
Fellowship Dinner with Geyserville
Grange, 6:30 p. m. Thursday,
July 18th, at the ,Grange Hall
Griffith Grove, Santa Rosa, 2:30
p. m., Sunday, July 21st
Odd Fellows' Hall, Geyserville,
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8 :00 p. m., Wednesday, July 24th
UNITY FEAST:
The Annual Reunion of the friends
and their guests, 12 :00 noon,
Sunday, July 14th, under the Big
Tree
COURSES O F STUDY:
H I S T O R Y O F T H E BAHA'I
FAITH
UNDERLYING
PRINCIPLES
O F BAHA'I ADMINISTRATION
T H E ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER O F T H E BAHA'I F A I T H
INDIVIDUAL A N D COLLECT I V E RELATIONS T O BAHA'I FAITH
T H E TEACHINGS A N D INF L U E N C E O F ISLAM
(Classes were conducted by Bahi'i teachers including the following: J. G. Gray, Louise Caswell,
Nadeen Cooper, Rowland Estall,
Kathryn Frankland, Marion Holley, H . R. Hurlbut, Leroy Ioas,
Sylvia Kemp, George Latimer,
Charlotte Linfoot. Joyce Lyons,
Orcella Rexford, Paul Schoeney,
Maimie Seto, Irwin Somerhalder,
N. F. Ward and Nell Wilson.)
TEACHING CONFERENCE :
2 :30 p. m., Saturday, July 20th, in
Odd Fellows' Hall

dred Myers
Roundtable Discussions-Leaders,
Virginia Orbeson-"Return and Reincarnation" ; S. Schopflocher"Problems Within the Cause" ;
Joe Bray-"Creative Discussion"
J OHN D. BOSCH, Chairman
LEROY C. IOAS, Secretary
Amelia Collins
George Latimer
E LLA G. COOPER

BAHA'I YOUTH
The Bahi'i Youth Committee in its
third year of activity has seen a remarkable growth of vitality in local
groups and of method in the conduct
of its own work. It can truly report
that the relationship and importance
of youth activity to local community
life is now being appreciated, together
with the Committee's function of nation-wide integration and international responsibility for the development
of a "body of active young Baha'i
men and women. . ." As the N. S.
A. . . wrote in November, 1935,
"youth activities are based upon the
Guardian's important instructions"
(above quoted), and the solidity and
wisdom of this foundation as a source
for growth is being demonstrated.
I n 1935 the annual report indicated
SPEAKERS A T PUBLIC MEETINGS 43 localities in America where youth
had been reached. We now know of
Unity Feast30 organized youth groups and 49
Chairman, Mr. Leroy Ioas
other localities with BahA'i youth,
Speakers-Short talks and greetings fairly
evenly distributed throughout
from many.
the country. In November the N. S.
Grange Dinner-Geyserville
A. . . approved a recommendation
Chairman, Mr. G. 0 . Latimer
that the Committee divide the national
Speakers, Miss C. Linfoot, Mrs. Or- territory into three regions of recella Rexword, Prof. N. F. Ward sponsibility, each with a sub-secretary.
Music, Mr. Clarence Iverson, Miss The purposes were to stimulate local
Virginia Orbison
activity, keep the Committee in close
Griffith Grove Public Meeting
touch with local work and thought,
Chairman, Mrs. Nell Wilson
foster inter-Assembly youth conferSpeakers, Mr. Leroy Ioas-"Unity ences, arrange for the interchange of
and Science and Religion"; Mr. youth teachers, cooperate with SumS. Schopflocher-"Universal A p mer School committees, and uphold
peal of Bahi'i Faith ; Mrs. Orcella the standard of Bahi'i conduct. The
Rexford-"The Promise of All extension of this method is wholeAges"
heartedly recommended for next year.
Geyserville Public Meeting
I n response to the impetus gained
Chairman, Mr. Stanley B. Kemp
by the Cause since the complet~onof
Speakers, Mr. Joe Bray-"Need of the dome ornamentation and the
New World Order"; Mrs. Louise Guardian's declaration of "a new
Caswell-"Promise of All Ages"; hour," Baha'i youth have moved into
Mr. S. Schopflocher-"The Ful- a vigorous teaching phase. Regional
fillment of the New World Order" ; conferences have been held with
Mrs. A. Y. Set-"Personal
and marked success; Evanston, Winnetka
Spiritual Aspects of Bahi'i and Chicago now meet jointly once a
Faith"; Mrs. Orcella Rexford- month, and it has been found in
"The Bahi'i Templew--with pic- northern and southern California and
tures.
in New York that inter-gronp coopMusic-Mr. S. Sanberg, Vir.ginia eration bears exceptional fruit. This
Orbison, Clarence Iverson, Mil- trend has culminated in an interna-
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tional celebration of Naw-Ruz by Baa
youth meeting regionally, a
unique event in which youth of sixteen nations were invited to join and
at least fifteen American conferences
participated.
Young Baha'is are also centering
their energies on the three Summer
Schools. Louhelen and Green Acre
have planned youth sessions and a
committee is working on a specialization
of program at Geyserville. Assemblies
are urged to sponsor delegates, in order that every area may develop at its
heart a center of inspiration for each
coming year.
Other achievements include the international bulletin Bah6'i Yo&, first
issued December, 1935, to be published quarterly ; the development of
teaching teams in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and New York; a regular
appearance in BAHA)~N EWS ; and
definite steps toward an international
program. Mrs. Victoria Bedikian has
assisted in extending the Committee's
contacts through correspondence and
the Round Robin letters. It is also
significant that three Committee members are now resident in England,
Germany and Switzerland.
Although over 200 youth between
t h e ages of 15 and 21 are listed, only
six have actually registered with their
Assemblies, thus gaining the privilege,
not automatically theirs, of attending
Feasts and of serving on local youth
committees. In a recent statement the
N. S. A. . . has emphasized the "spiritual responsibility" attained at the age
of fifteen, a concept to be studied and
developed in the coming year.
The Committee is especially happy
to report a profound interest in the
possibilities of the Bahi'i way of living, and is confident that a new motion
has been released among Baha'i youth
by the Gleanings, a volume which the
Guardian hopes "will enable them to
gain a fuller consciousness of their
functions and responsibilities, and to
arise and set the example before the
rest of the believers, not only in the
field of teaching, but in all the other
fields of Baha'i activity as well."
(February 2, 1936, in letter to Marion
Holley. )
KENNETHC HRISTIAN , Chairman
MARION H OLLEY , Secretary
F LORENCE MATTOON,
Sub-secretary
GERTRUDE G EWERTZ
P AUL H ANEY
DAVID HOFMAN
FARRUCK
I OAZ
M ARGARET K U N Z
M ARY M AXWELL
SYLVIA PARMELEE
ROSEMARY S A L A
D OUGLAS S TRUVEN
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cooperation of the local publicity comPUBLICITY
"What is inost essential at present is mittees and the friends who have sent
to give the hfovement the widest pub- in their Publicity File questionnaires.
licity possible, so as to well prepare The many letters which have been
the ground for future teaching expan- received have brought inspiration and
sion. Nothing short of your perse- encouragement throughout the year.
R UTH R ANDALL -B ROWN , Chairman
verence and of the remarkable crusadALICE N. P A RKE R
ing spirit animating you, and so many
N INA MATTHIESEN
of our American brothers and sisters,
D
R. A. L AWRENCE M ORRIS
can insure the eventual and complete
N ELLIE S. F R E N C H
attainment of this object."-SHOGHI
SORAYA
C HAMBERLAIN
EFFENDI.
Lours G. GREGORY
Although this quotation was written
H ELEN I NDERLIED
to Agnes Alexander in Japan this past
year it seems to be a vital note which
should be sounded in every center in GREEN ACRE SUMMER SCHOOL
the United States and Canada.
During the first week of the Green
During the year the National Pub- Acre Summer School, July 8-12, Prof.
licity Committee has sent out three re- Glenn Shook and Mr. Louis Gregory
leases. The first release was sent last each gave two lectures, and Dr. StanAugust, at the time of the completion wood Cobb gave one lecture in the
of the clerestory section of the dome regular morning class period, from
of the Bahi'i House of Worship, to 11 :00 to 12 :30. The topics considered
the newspapers in the cities where in their discussion were "Immortality,"
there are Bahi'i Communities. This "Prayer" and "Prophecy."
release was accompanied by two picDuring the second week of the sestures of the completed dome. Before sion, Dr. Cobb gave a very helpful
the publications of " T HE BAHA)~ course in which he reviewed his own
WORLD," Volume V, a second re- book, "Security for a Failing World,"
lease was sent out as a basis for pub- as well as "The Promise of All Ages,"
licity to be used by each Community. by Christophil, and then showed how
In January, examples of publicity that these books can be used in teaching the
the newspapers have used this past Bahi'i Faith.
year and a standard of newspaper
The third course was given by
copy were mailed to the Assemblies.
Prof. Shook, on "Mysticism and the
The Publicity File, started last year, Baha'i Teaching." Prof. Shook had
has been continued and many additions prepared a very valuable outline to acmade. In several instances this file company this course, in which he used
has supplied advance publicity infor- Ruhi Effendi's "Mysticism and the Bamation about traveling teachers in the ha'i Revelation" as the basic reading.
Cause.
Topics covered included the following :
The annual Scrap Book shows a the conflict between mind and heart,
growth in the following ways: The the nature of mysticism, and the funpapers have accepted more publicity damental difference between mysticism
bearing directly upon the Cause. The and prophetic religion.
The leader who had been scheduled
variety of material used shows initiative on the part of the Communities. for the fourth course was unable
The amount of space obtained shows to come to Green Acre and the morna better attitude on the part of the ing meetings that week were given to
press, brought about we feel sure by prayer and meditation, with various
the persistent efforts of the local pub- friends as leaders.
During the fifth week, four different
licity Chairmen. It should be noted
also that the publicity submitted has leaders took charge of the work. Mr.
contained material which was consid- Emeric Sala led two discussions on the
ered real news by the editors and topics "A new Aspect of Religion" and
"A Theocratic Democracy."
The
therefore acceptable.
speakers
and
topics
for
the
three
reThe radio has been used and radio
broadcasts of varying length have been maining days were as follows :-Mrs.
given all over the country. In some Rosemary Sala, "A Two-fold Concities the Sunday meetings were an- sciousness"; Mr. Saffa Kinney, "Spirituality" Miss Louise Wright, "The
nounced over local stations.
Small magazines have carried art- Reality of Man."
The course for the sixth week was
icles and pictures of the Baha'i House
of Worship and the rotogravure sec- led by Miss Genevieve Coy, and the
tions of the Sunday papers have print- topic for discussion was "Racial Likeed pictures of the clerestory section of nesses and Differences: the Scientific
Evidence and the Bahi'i Teaching."
the dome.
The committee is grateful for the The purpose of this course was to
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provide Bahi'i teachers with scientific material with which to meet the
arguments of non-Bahi'is who maintain that the oneness of mankind is
impossible because of racial differences.
The seventh course on "The Origin,
Powers and Conditions of Man" was
led by Mr. Alfred Lunt, and used
sections of "Some Answered Questions" as the basic text. Mr. Lunt
discussed very helpfully such topics
as: the true place of man in the universe; the human spirit as a divine
trust, and gateway
of eternal life.
The final course of the summer
school was given by Mr. Horace Holley, on the topic "The Most Great
Peace." The purpose of this course
was "to concentrate thought upon the
Bahi'i conception of and program of
World Peace, in clear distinction to
the conceptions and programs emanating from traditional religious and
political sources." Mr. Holley began
the course with a valuable historical
summary of past efforts toward world
peace, and concluded with a discussion of the "Most Great Peace of BahP'u'116h as regeneration of mankind,
and as Transformation of Society."
The largest average attendance at
the courses was during the last two
weeks,-and 43, respectively. The
number of different people attending
during these two weeks was 80 for
the seventh course and 73 for the last
course.
Three week-end conferences were
held during the summer :-Teaching
Conference, July 5-7; Amity Conference, August 17-18; Youth Conference, August 24-25.
One of the most valuable aspects of
life at Green Acre is the informal discussion which goes on wherever the
friends meet in small groups. Such
discussions were frequent during the
summer of 1935, and those who shared
in them found them unusually inspiring.
Interested non-Bahi'is often
joined in these small groups, and thus
had an opportunity to learn more of
the Bahi'i teachings. W e were especially happy in having a number of such
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guests at the Inn, some of whom have
already joined Bahi'i communities.
Green Acre was especially fortunate in having Ruhi Effendi as a visitor
for ten days at the end of the summer.
He was a valuable member of the last
course of the season, and many of the
students found in his two dynamic evening lectures the highest point of the
summer's work.
GENEVIEVE L. COY, Chairman
M ARY CORISTINE
G LENN S HOOK
REVIEWING
The National Spiritual Assembly
has defined the functions of the above
committee as follows :
1. To determine whether the manuscript conforms to Bahi'i teaching,
2. To determine whether the manuscript conforms to adequate
standards of literary style and
taste,
3. To determine whether the manuscript meets a real need in the
Cause which would justify its
publication by the Publishing
Committee under our present
very limited financial resources.
The National Assembly has also decided that the notation that the work
is approved by the Bahi'i Reviewing
Committee of the N. S. A. is to be
limited to such works as have not only
been approved by this committee and
confirmed by the National Assembly,
but which are also published by the
Publishing Committee.
In other words, a manuscript might
be accurate as far as the Teachings
are concerned, but badly written and
expressed and therefore not recommended for publication by the Publishing Committee. The author might,
however, sell it to a magazine or publishing house. In this case there would
be no notation "Approved by the Reviewing Committee of the N. S. A.,"
but the author himself would have the
confirmation of approval from the
point of view of accuracy of the teachings from the National Assembly.

Again a manuscript might be accurate
and adequate in form and style but not
needed at the moment. The author,
however, would be at perfect liberty to
have this published through some other
channel, without however the Bahi'i
imprint.
The Reviewing Committee wishes
to remind the friends that it cannot be
expected to edit and revise manuscripts.
The Reviewing Committee does not
review music, poetry or any other
form of aesthetic expression. The obvious reason for this is that the Bahi'i
Teachings are the perfect standard of
spiritual reality but cannot be consulted to determine matters of purely
aesthetic value.
The following manuscripts were approved :
RACIAL AMITY COMPILATION
-Mae Harvey Gift and Alice Simmons Cox.
T H E O N E N E S S O F HUMANITY
-by Doris and Willard McKay
(article).
T H E SPLENDID AGE-by David
Hofman (book).
T W O ARTICLES (for magazines)
by Ravhael Pumpelly.
T W E N T Y LESSONS O N BAHA'f
ADMINISTRATION-Mary
Collison and Marguerite Firoozi (Study
Outline Committee).
BABf'fSM
and T H E BAHA'f
F A I T H - Horace Holley - two
short articles to replace the present
ones in the Encyclopedia Britannica.
BAHA'f ANSWERS-by Olivia Kelsey
.
.(enlarged from last year's version ) .
T H E P A T H T O GOD-bv Dorothv
Baker-f or Free ~ i t e r a i u r e Pamphlet.
I W I L L COME AGAIN-by Ella C.
Quant (pamphlet).
EDUCATION F O R WORLD ORDER-Horace Holley, (article for
magazine Women).
GENEVIEVE L. COY, Chairman
DORISHOLLEY, Secretary
MARIE B. MOORE
DELLA C. Q UINLAN
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"THE TEACHERS OF THE CAUSE"
Excerpts from Teacbing Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baba'
"Everyone of the . . . souls must
arise, blowing over all parts of -4merica the Breath of Life, conferring upon
t h e people a new spirit, baptising them
with the Fire of the Love of God, the
W a t e r of Life, and the Breaths of the
H o l y Spirit, so that the second birth
may become realized."
"One must close his eyes wholly to
these thoughts, long for eternal life,
the sublimity of the world of humanity,
t h e celestial developments, the Holy
Spirit, the promotion of the Word of
God, the guidance of the inhabitants
of the globe, the promulgation of Universal Peace and the proclamation of
t h e Oneness of the world of humanity! This is the work!"

"Rest ye assured in the confirmations of the Merciful and the assistance of the Most High."
"The cohorts of the Supreme Concourse are attacking with invincible
power."
"The teachers of the Cause must'be
heavenly, lordly and radiant. They
must be embodied spirit; personified
intellect, and arise in service with the
utmost firmness, steadfastness and
self -sacrifice."
"They must completely divest themselves from the old garments and be
invested with a new garment."

"The first condition is firmness in
t h e Covenant of God."

"The y must be baptised with the
Water of Life, the Fire of the Love of
God and the Breaths of the Holy
Spirit."

"The second condition : Fellowship
a n d love amongst the believers. The
divine friends must be attracted to and
enamored of each other and ever be
ready and willing to sacrifice their own
lives for each other."

"They must concentrate their
thoughts on the outpourings of the
Kingdom of God. . . . Beg for the confirmations of the Holy Spirit."

"Then with a firm resolution, a pure
heart, a rejoiced spirit, and an eloquent tongue, engage your time in the
promulgation of the Divine principles."

"Whosoever arises in this day to
diffuse the Divine Fragrances, the cohorts of the Kingdom of God shall confirm him and the bestowals and the
favors of the Blessed Perfection shall
encircle him."

" We must not look at our own ability and capacity; nay, rather niust we
behold the favors and bounties of God
in these days, W h o has made the drop
t o find the expression of the sea and
the atom the importance of the sun."

"Ere long ye shall observe that each
one of you like unto a brilliant and
shining star will diffuse the light of
guidance fro111 that Horizon and that
ye have become the cause of eternal
life to the inhahitants of .%merica."

THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO THE CONVENTION
"Convey (to) American believers abiding gratitude efforts
unitedly exerted (in) teaching
field.
Inaugurated campaign
should be vigorously pursued,
systematically extended. Appeal
(to) assembled delegates ponder
historic appeal voiced by 'Abdu'lBahi (in) Tablets (of the) Divine Plan. Urge earnest deliberation with incoming National
Assembly (to) insure its complete
fulfilment. First century (of)
Baha'i era drawing to a close.
Humanity entering outer fringes
most perilous stage its existence.
Opportunities ( o f ) present hour
unimaginably precious. Would
to God every State within American Republic and every Republic
in American continent might ere
termination (of) this glorious
century embrace (the) light (of
the) . Faith of Bahi'u'llah and
establish structural basis of H i s
World Order."
(Signed) SHOGHI.
Cablegram received May 1, 1936.

.

OPPORTUNITIES OF PRESENT
HOUR

The Guardian's cablegram to the
Convention, emphasizing as it does the
supreme need of teaching on the one
hand and the "most perilous stage" in
the existence of humanity on the other
hand, is surely intended to quicken the
spirit of every American Rahi'i. -4
crisis confronts us in our Bahi'i life,
as crisis confronts the life of the
world.
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The National Spiritual Assenibly is
employing every possible resource of
consultation in order to arrive at a
teaching plan which can be firmly
based and "systematically extended."
I t is clear that fulfilment of the Naster's aim as set forth in His Teaching
Tablets to America calls for an evolutionary plan, one which will grow by
its own impetus, and also a plan involving the active cooperation of every
believer. This task cannot be done by
a few, but must be a general movement, the flowing of an irresistible
stream of faith through the channels
provided in the new World Order.
First of all let us as local coniniunities and also as individual believers
study those Tablets which have been
termed "The Divine Plan." They can
be found on pages 505-544 of "Bahai
Scriptures" and will in the near future
be made more widely available in
pamphlet form. Pending the development of the definite teaching plan for
the coming year, which will be announced by July first, let us steep ourselves in 'Abdu'l-Baha's creative words
and try to arise to the heights His
vision has supplied-heights which
tower over our personal limitations, as
they tower above the custonis and
habits of a collapsing civilization.
I t might be pointed out that the
foundation upon which the Master's
Tablets stand unsliakeably is the Tablet revealed by Bahi'u'llah to the
"Rulers of America and the Presidents
of the Republics thereinH-that Tablet
which cliscloses the destiny of the two
continents of the West. "Assist with
the hands of justice the brokenhearted, and crush the great oppressors
with the scourges of the conimands of
your Lord, the Powerful, the Wise!"
Let us recall also the Guardian's letter
on "America and the Most Great
Peace"; and finally, realize the working of the spirit in the efforts being
made by the American governmetit to
call a great conference of American
nations which will surely mark a long
step forward toward unity and away
from the dissensiolis and dangers of
Europe.
The inner and outer powers alike
point the way. It is for us, conscious
of the ultimate goal, to take the spiritual leadership in meeting tlie Guardian's stirring prayer, "Would to God
every State within American Republic
and every Republic in -9merican continent ~niglitere termination (of this)
glorious century (i.e., 1944) embrace
(the) light (of tlie) Faith of Ba1ii'u'Ilih and establish structural basis of
H i s Worlcl Order."
N ATIONAL S PIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
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THE UNFOLDMENT OF
WORLD CIVILIZATION
T h e Guardian's general letter
of Jlarch 11 has been issued in
pamphlet form under the above
title, and a copy sent to every
American believer. Another edition is now available bound in
strong paper covers, for sale by
the Publishing Co~nniitteeat 15c
per copy. I n this colnlnunication
Shoghl Effendi continues his
"World Order" letters to include
a powerful analysis of the failure
of the old order and the victory
of the new.

THE BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
hiany and significant are the references in Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
in letters of Shoglii Effendi to the importance of the Summer School which
as an institution has gradually developed from the Green Acre Conferences
founded by Sarah J . Farmer more than
forty years ago. The golden thread
of the Revelation winds throughout
their entire history, from the very
source of Miss Farmer's inspiration,
the Chicago World's Fair, where Bahi'u'llih was first mentioned to the
American public.
Most interesting are these words
written by the Guardian through his
secretary in 1932 : "Definite courses
should be given along the different
phases of tlie Baha'i Faith and in a
manner that will stimulate the students
to proceed in their studies privately
once they return home, for the period
of a few days is not sufficient to learn
everything. They have to be taught
tlie habit of studying the Cause constantly, f o r tlie more we read the
Words the more will the truth they
contain be revealed to us."
Green Acre
Tlie School sessions of Green Acre
will this year be confined to the month
of August. In addition to a session for
Youth, the School will have two study
courses a day, Monday to Friday, during tlie two liiiddle weeks of -August,
and conference activities and other
plans for the last week will be anno~mcecllater. The National Spiritual
Assembly will meet at Green Acre on
August first and second.
Saturday. August 1. General Cotiference with X. S. A. Saturday
evening.
;\ionday to Thursday. .August 3-6.
Studv course for Bahi'i youth. Subject. Tlie Dispe~~sation
of Bal16'u'llih.

conducted by Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf.
Friday and Saturday, August 7 and
8. Youth Conference. Sunday, August
9, Youth Symposium.
hlonday to Friday, August 10-14.
The Baha'i Life, conducted by Mrs.
Dorothy Baker. Islam, conducted by
Hishniat Alai.
Monday to Friday, August 17-21.
Nature of the Manifestation, conducted by Mrs. Mamie L. Seto. World
Order of Bahi'u'llih, conducted by
Mrs. Mary Collison.
A three-day intensive Teaching Conference, conducted by R. G. Collison
and Bishop Brown, will be held August
27, 28, 29.
T h e Executive Committee announces
that Green Acre Inn will be open during July, as well as during the School
sessions in August. Rates, including
meals: F o r Youth Session a special
rate is offered young people between
the ages of fifteen and twenty-five
years of $9.00 to $12.50 per week,
room and board. Regular rate at the
Inn. $12.50 to $22.50, room and board.
Make reservations through Mrs. Leslie
Russell, Manager, Green -4cre Inn,
Eliot, Maine, two weeks in advance if
possible. Those attending the Youth
Session should make reservation not
later than July 25.
The following general program has
been prepared, and more details will
be made available later.
July 13-18. The Spirit, Teachings
and Influence of Islini ; The Nature of
the Manifestation.
July 20-25. The World Order of
Bahi'u'llih : the Bahi'i Life.
Every other day during this twoweek period there will be a "Bahi'i
Teacher Training Course" conducted
on tlie basis of round table discussion.
Louhelen Rancb
Youth Session, June 22-25. Registration, June 21.
Daily morning program. Comparison of Religious Administrative Orders, Mrs. Bahiyyih Lindstrom. The
Bahi'i Life, Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Security for a Failing World, Prof. Stanwood Cobb.
First general session. June 28-July
5 . Registration, June 27.
Daily morning program. Foundations of the New World Order, Allen
B. McDaniel. The Bahi'i Teachings
and ilfysticism. Prof. Glenn L. Shook.
The Qur'hn and Islimic Culture, Prof
Stanwood Cobb.
Second general session, .August 2-9.
Registration. August 1.
Daily morning program. Life and
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Spiritual Laws, Mrs. hialnie L. Seto.
the Qur'an and Islan~icCulture, Mrs.
Marzieh Carpenter. T h e Baha'i Administrative Order, Willard McICay.
Louhelen Ranch is on Michigan
State Route M-15, three niiles south
of Davison, Mich. P. 0. address,
Davison, Mich., R. F. D. 1. Buses
and trains will be met at Flint if notice of arrival is sent in advance.
Rates, including meals. For Youth
session : per day per person, four days,
$5.00. General sessions: per day per
person, single room, $2.10: double
r00111. $1.75 ; dormitory, $1.35.
Make reservations as early as possible with Mrs. L. W . Eggleston, 201
East Kirby Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
I N MEMORIAM
Death proffcreth zctlto celery cotzfident beliezrer the cup that is life indeed.
I t besfoweth joy, and is the bearer of
gladness. It conferret11 the gift of everlnstiftg life.--BAH A'u'LLA H .
Xlr. George E. Witte, Willcox, Arizona.
Mrs. Thursa Morwood-Clark, Vancouver.
Mr. William B. Remey, Bremerton,
Washington.
Mrs. Maverette Fisher, Three Rivers, Massachusetts.

$25.00 and more when the literature is
intended f o r teaching purposes.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. 0. Box 348, Grand
Central Annex, New York, N. Y., or
to Western Division, Mrs. Emma F.
Smith, 940 Leavenworth Street, San
Francisco, Calif.
BAHA'I WORLD AS
A TEACHING MEDIUM
The Baltci'i World, Volume V , offers a unique opportunity to intensify
local Assembly teaching work, for its
comprehensive record of the growth of
the BahL'i Faith throughout the world
together with its profusion of photographs commands the immediate interest of whomever it reaches. Assemblies should see that every library in
their communities is supplied with a
circulating copy.
A recent analysis of the calls for
Baha'i books in libraries of two cities
reveals that there have been approximately thirty-five per cent more calls
for The Bahci'i World 'than any other
single Baha'i publication. One As-

sembly created much interest and increased circulation of Baha'i books by
arranging with the Librarian for a
week's exhibition of all Bahi'i books
in the library catalogue, featuring especially T h e Bah6'i World. Volume V,
by means of attractive placards.
Copies of T h e Bahh'i World should
be placed in reading rooms, metaphysical studios, philosophic libraries, Y. W.
C. A. and Y. M. C. A. libraries, etc.
Also because of its importance as reference material it should be placed in
the libraries of large newspapers and
radio stations, universities, colleges,
art schools, mechanics institutes, etc.
Assemblies could well purchase a number of copies to send to liberal educators, social scientists, peace and welfare workers, as the articles concerning the Faith as well as the record of
growth and achievement in T h e Bah6'i
World cannot d o other than impress
these leaders with the importance of
the Cause and create a wider and
deeper understanding of the Teachings
and the World Order enshrined
therein.
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PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS

Delegates of the Twenty-Eighth Annual Convention.
The Crnfoldtnent of World Civilization, by Shoghi Effendi. Paper covers, Dear Baha'i friends :
The year that has come to a close,
$0.15.
The Bahri'i House of Worshif, by while marked by vigorous and varied
Genevieve L. Coy. Illustrated with activity, has been a period of spiritual
two photographs of the Temple. The incubation, of a turning inward to the
latest addition to the list of pamphlets life of the soul, such as has not ocprepared for special use as free litera- curred, perhaps, since the American
ture. $2.25 per one hundred copies. Baha'is entered the valley of desolation
Price when sold by local Assemblies at the loss of our Master, our inspiration, our guide, 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
t o individuals, two copies for $0.05.
Two conditions may be noted as
Bah6'i Administration, by Shoghi
Effendi. New edition, containing the chiefly responsible for this concentraGuardian's general letters, except the tion of effort upon the establishment
"World Order" letters, which are to of a more conscious and vital inner life
be issued as a separate volume. Per -the Guardian's gift of "Gleanings
from the Writings of BahA'u'llih",
copy, $1.50.
Wisdorm o f 'Abdu'l-Bah6. Special that inexhaustible draft of the Divine
announcement of reduction in wice. Elixir, and the increased perturbations
New prices: Bound in cloth. $0.75. of a world whose "foundations tremble
and whose wise Inen are confounded."
Bound in paper, $0.25.
In reality we should regard these not
N e w Scbedule of Discounts
as two conditions but as the two facets
Effective May 1, 1936, the National of the same providential destiny which
Spiritual Assembly has authorized the both destroys and creates.
As lonq ago as November 24, 1924,
following discounts :
10% to Assemblies on orders of less Shoghi Effendi wrote: " We have but
to turn our eyes to the world without
than $10.00.
25% to Assemblies on orders of * t orealize the fierceness and the magnitude of the forces of darkness that are
$10.00 and more.
25% to individuals 011 orders of struggling with the dawning light of

the Abha Revelation. Nations, though
exhausted and disillusioned, have
seemingly begun to cherish anew the
spirit of revenge, of domination, and
strife. Peoples, convulsed by economic upheavals, are slowly drifting
into two great opposing camps with
all their menace of social chaos, class
hatreds, and world-wide ruin. Races,
alienated more than ever before, are
filled with mistrust, humilation and
fear, and seem to prepare themselves
for a fresh and fateful encounter.
Creeds and religions, caught in this
whirlpool of conflict and passion, appear to rraze with imtmtence and despair at &is spectacle of unceasing turmoil."
What the Guardian, with clear and
unimpeded view, could then so deeplv
discern, the nations themselves, for all
the veils of spiritual darkness interfering with and distorting their vision,
now begin to appreciate. It is the
note of conscious desperation sounding
in society which this year has surrounded us with an altered environment, one far more responsive to the
ministration of the Divine Physician.
yet one which likewise makes supreme
challenge to the colnmunity of BaRB'is.
What wonder then that Shoghi Ef-
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fendi has made teaching the very essence of our individual and collective
Bahi'i life; what wonder that he has
made the translation of Bahi'u'llih's
Tablets so important a part of his
myriad services; what wonder that the
believers themselves, without relaxing
their effort in the performance of definite tasks, have felt intensely the need
for renewing and confirming their relationship to the Manifestation of God
upon which all capacity and all effort
depends !
Therefore, as we summarize the history of this Bahi'i year terminated by
the Twenty-Eighth Annual Convention, let us not fail to bear in mind
the fact that not by outward progress
and achievement alone, but also by the
establishment of purer motives, deeper
humility and new powers of understanding, does the Bahi'i community
fulfil its privilege as the "nucleus and
pattern" of the world order of Bahi'u'llih.
rrTerminativn of F i r s t Stage of
F o r m a t i v e Period of Our Faith"
Examining the year as a whole, the
following events and trends seem to
possess most decisive importance.
First, the publication of "Gleanings
From the Writings of Bahi'u'llih";
second, the completion of the external
decoration of the clerestory section of
the dome unit; third, the formation
of ten new Spiritual Assemblies, which
took place near the end of last year
but could not be recognized and reported to the friends until after the
1935 Convention; fourth, the intensification of teaching activities and the
increased clarity and power with
which the believers have promuleted
the Message; fifth, the visit paid us
by Ruhi Effendi Afnin ; and sixth, the
National Meeting at the Bahi'i House
of Worship on October 26 and 27
which commemorated the completion
of another stage in Temple construction and inaugurated the beginning of
general conferences between the National Spiritual Assembly and the representatives of local Assemblies.
O n August 3, in response to a
cablegram announcing the completion
of the clerestory section, the Guardian
used these significant words : "Gratefully rejoice closing glorious chapter
marking termination first stage (of)
Formative Period of our Faith. Appeal entire community henceforth concentrate its attention (and) resources
(upon) activities (in the) teaching
field, ensuring thereby (the) means
essential for completion remaining
units. Praying continually success."
Thus were we made conscious of

.
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
1936-1937

The Assembly elected at the
recent Convention has organized
as follows:
Mountfort Mills, Chairman
Carl Scheffler, Vice-Chairman
Horace Holley, Secretary
Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer
Leroy C. Ioas
George 0. Latimer
Alfred E. Lunt
Kellie S. French
Allen B. McDaniel
General address: 130 Evergreen Place, West Englewood,
N. J. Office of the Secretary,
119 Waverly Place, New York,
N. Y. Office of the Treasurer,
130 Evergreen Place, West Englewood, N. J.

the operation of the mysterious law
of cycles, under which each successive
period is given its lesson to learn, its
task to perform, creating thereby, like
the succession of classes in a school,
an enlargement of capacity for the
harder tasks and the more important
lessons to come. The opportunity offered does not return; only to the degree that we have been faithful in
acquiring the qualities characteristic
of the prior period, when the administrative structure was developed and
the thoughts and actions concentrated
upon Temple construction, can we rise
to the full height of spiritual development and service vouchsafed to us in
this era of teaching. The body of the
Cause in America has been created.
It is for us now to pray and strive
that this body be filled with the light
of true faith.
The character of the present era was
in fact disclosed clearly to us in the
cablegram sent to the National Spiritual Assembly for the conference at the
Temple in October: "The forces which
progressive revelation of this mighty
symbol of our Faith is fast releasing
in (the) heart of a sorely tried continent no one of this generation can
correctly appraise. The new hour has
struck in (the) history of our beloved
Cause, calling for nation-wide, systematic, sustained effort in teaching
field, enabling thereby these forces to
be directed into such channels as shall
redound to the glorv of our Faith and
(the) honor of its institutions."
Such words are as the turning of
a fresh page. May we inscribe upon
it the record of inner and outer

achievement brought into the real111 of
possibility and therefore responsibility
by the irresistible onward march of
God's Cause!
The ten new communities of believers who have established Spiritual Assemblies, adding their force to the development of the new world order,
have surely received the prayers and
good wishes of the friends as they assume their place in the Cause and take
up the responsibilities which rest upon
all who enter the realm of sacrifice
and unity. In the letter of greeting
sent them by the National Spiritual
Assenlbly last May, they were reminded of these words written by Shoghi
Effendi in 1923: "Though your number . . . be small and limited, yet by
virtue of that Celestial Power bequeathed to every one of you by our
departed Master, you are assured that
ere long your small company shall expand and wield such power and influence as no earthly power can ever hope
for or attain. Who can doubt that He
is ever watching from His Station on
high over His scattered fold and is
guiding and strengthening His faithful
lovers who toil and labor for the fulfilment of His word and the realization
of His purpose for mankind ?'
For a summary of the teaching activities animating the friends this year
and marking their first early response
to the Guardian's appeal, we can await
with deep interest the report of the
Teaching Committee and its comment
upon the progress of this all-important
aspect of our Bahi'i life. Only one
remark need be made here; that the
root of all spiritual teaching lies hidden in the soil of the quickened soul,
nourished by study and devotion voluntarily attained by the individual himself, and that the success of any general teaching plan depends entirely
upon the extent to which we ourselves,
as individual believers, have made intense prior effort to become firmly
rooted in the spiritual Kingdom. Bahi'i teaching is the fruit of faith and
the measure of unity. The Cause is
perfect and the world of humanity is
starved for lack of the bread of understanding and the wine of love. Therefore may we not for one moment regard our existence in the Cause as a
kind of static membership which, once
attained, we hold passively for life, but
rather as a dynamic opportunitv that
must be fulfilled by continuous advance
from stage to stage without limit and
without end.
As we were told in "The Golden
.4pe of the Cause of Bahi'u'llih":
"That the Cause associated with the
name of Bahi'u'llih feeds itself upon
those hidden springs of celestial
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strength which no force of human personality, whatever its glamor, can replace; that its reliance is solely upon
that mystic Source with which no
worldly advantage, be it wealth, fame
o r learning, can compare; that it propagates itself by ways mysterious and
utterly at variance with the standards
accepted by the generality of mankind,
will . . . become increasingly apparent
as it forges ahead towards fresh conquests in its struggle for the spiritual
regeneration of mankind." On the
other hand, this truth does not exclude
unified effort nor well-conceived general plans ; it does not confine teaching
to the realm of personal mysticism;
rather does it reveal the necessity of
imbuing our plans, whatever they are
from year to year, with spiritual reality and not relying upon formal and
collective measures alone.
It was most fortunate and opportune
that the American visit of Ruhi Effendi Afnin came at the time when we
were beginning to realize that the
Guardian's words on teaching involved
our rise to a higher level and not merely a duplication of former attitudes and
methods. While that visit, unhappily,
could not extend west of Chicago,
nevertheless for many communities it
brought inspiration and active, fruitful assistance. His knowledge, his passionate desire to promote the teachings, his heroic endurance in carrying
out the continuous schedule of meetings-all this contributed greatly to
the advancement made by the Cause
in America this year. An invitation
was urgently extended by the National
Assembly to return in the summer of
1936, but his duties at Haifa made it
impossible for him to accept.
The conference held in Temple
Foundation Hall last October, which
gave to so many believers an opportunity to consult on the important subjects provided by the agenda, will, it is
hoped, be followed in the future by
similar general Bahi'i conferences held
not only in Foundation Hall but also
in other parts of the country. The
recommendation has been recorded in
the Minutes of the National Assembly for the consideration of the incoming Assembly, that it prepare a schedule of its meetings throughout the year
in advance, which schedule is to provide if possible for similar conferences
with the friends on the Pacific Coast,
on the Atlantic Coast, and perhaps also
for those in the South. Included in
the recommendation is the thought that
these regional conferences should contain one or more large public meetings,
like the Bahh'i Congress held at each
Annual Convention, so that the consultation of the friends and the collective
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responsibility for teaching may be
more closely linked together by the
National Spiritual Assembly.
It is interesting to note that this general plan revives and extends a policy
put forward by the Assen~blysome ten
years ago, when effort was made to
hold a public meeting at the conclusion
of each Assembly meeting-an effort
which the pressure of work compelled
the Assembly to forego after a few
months. W e trust that the time has now
come when the idea can be developed
with added energy and made a distinct
aspect of Bah6'i activity.

subject of the completion of the clerestory section of the Temple has already been quoted. During this year
the Assembly has received from the
Guardian many title deeds to pieces of
land acquired either by purchase or by
gift from their Bahi'i owners, which
land is now held by the Palestine
Branch of the American N. S. A.
In October B A H A ' ~
N EWS appeared
excerpts from the Guardian's letters
dated June 15, July 29 and August
11 which conveyed instruction on the
importance of the National Fund, the
reason why believers should not be
identified with non-Baha'i religious
Letters front tbe Guardian
bodies, the laws of the Aqdis, encouragement
to serve in both the adminIn BAHA'~N EWS for June, 1935
the Guardian's cabled message to the istrative and teaching fields of Baha'i
last Convention (received after the activity.
His cabled message to the October
Convention adjourned) was reported
to all believers. W e note again the conference has already been quoted,
strong emphasis laid upon teaching : the full text appearing in the December
~ . With it were
"Appeal assembled delegates and in- issue of B A H ~N' EWS
coming National Assembly earnestly published excerpts from a letter dated
deliberate measures required (to) October 2, 1935. These passages restimulate all local communities (and) ferred to the book entitled "Modern
groups (to) lend immediate, unprece- Mystics" by Sir Francis Younghusdented impetus (to) teaching activities band; approved the suggestion that in
throughout United States (and) Can- BAHA)~NEWS be published from time
ada. Sustained concentration (on) to time such letters of the Guardian to
this paramount issue can alone reveal individual believers as are referred to
potentialities (of) beloved Temple and him for approval by the N. S. A.;
enable superb self-sacrifice associated stated that no importance should be attached to the stories told about 'Abwith it (to) yield its fairest fruit."
The following issue published ex- du'l-Bahh or to those attributed to
cerpts from a letter dated April 28 and Him by the friends; and in the posta letter dated June 15, 1935, on the script written by Shoghi Effendi the
following subjects: Title of the Anni- revitalizing of the teaching work was
versary observed on November 26, strongly emphasized.
On November 24, in a letter to the
henceforth to be known as "The Day
of the Covenant"; translation of the National Treasurer, the Guardian asSymbol of the Greatest Name either as sured the contributors to the Mount
"0 Glory of Glories" or as "0 Glory Carmel Fund of his "abiding and liveof the All-Glorious" ; the "vital impor- ly appreciation of their spontaneous
tance and necessity of the voting right and self-sacrificing assistance and efa sacred responsibility of which no forts for the protection and promotion
adult recognized believer should be de- of the international interests of the
prived, unless he is associated with a Faith at its world center." The first
community that has not as yet been in part of the letter stressed the great
a position to establish a local Assem- privilege the American Bahi'i have
bly. . . . This distinguishing right . . . had in taking a preponderating share
however, does not carry with it nor in "securing for the Cause assets that
does it imply an obligation to cast his are most valuable, nay, quite indisvote, if he feels that the circumstances pensable, to the future development
under which he lives do not justify or and present consolidation of its maniallow him to exercise that right intel- fold institutions" at Haifa. This comligently and with understanding" : an munication was reported to the
instruction on chanting in the Tem- friends in BAHA'I N EWS of March,
ple; on membership in non-Bahi'i re- 1936.
ligious bodies; and on the paramount
In the same number appeared that
importance of teaching. Another let- moving explanation of the ordinance
ter published in July referred to the of fasting which came to the N. S. A.
slight alleviation of conditions in Iran in a letter dated January 10, 1936.
(Persia), due in part to the whole- and the request that the friends be
hearted obedience of the believers to encouraged to contribute articles to the
the orders of the government.
Sonne der Wnhrheit, the magazine
The cablegram of Allgust 3 on the of the N. S. A. of Germany and
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Austria, in a letter dated January 8.
The postscript of the communication
dated January 10 should, in part at
least, be quoted once more because
of its penetrating power: "This new
stage in the gradual unfoldment of the
Formative Period of our Faith into
which we have just entered-the
phase of concentrated teaching activity-synchronizes with a period of
deepening gloonl, of universal impotence, of ever-increasing destitution
and a widespread disillusionment in
the fortunes of a declining age. This
is truly providential and its significance
and the opportunities it offers us
should be fully apprehended and utilized." One portion of that same letter
answered a question submitted t~
Shoghi Effendi concerning the form of
the Bahi'i funeral service.
After sending to Haifa the balance
of the fund required to purchase the
Dumit property, the Treasurer received
a letter dated January 7, 1936, from
which this general reference is quoted :
"The self-sacrifice which the American
believers have so whole-heartedly consented to undergo in this connection
are truly stupendous, and bear striking
testilnony to their readiness to s u p
port, at any time and in the very
midst of the financial exigencies of the
Cause in America, the international
institutions of the Faith, and particularly the international Fund. May
Bahi'u'llih richly reward you all, both
in this world and in the next."
Other communications have made
comments on and given approval to
certain Statements submitted
the
A.j and these
Guardian by the N.
words have been published as Part of
those statements, for example, on
"Bah$is and War," "The Residential
Qualification of Voting Membership
in
a Bahi,i Community,,, Non-Bah$i
and
cerning Membership
in
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tional Assembly: "The Guardian is
sending you under separate cover one
of the finest photographs of 'Abdu'lBaha with the request that you instruct the Publishing Conllnittee to
make reproductions of it, and send him
twenty copies as soon as they can.
He wishes also to have the reproductions of this photograph published in
the next issue of the Biennial. This
will be the only single picture of the
Master that will appear in this volume
(VI).
"The Guardian also wishes you to
present the original of this photograph
for presentation to the National Archives, and also to show it to the
friends and delegates at the next National Convention."
~ i ~ ~alll ~~~~i~~~
l ~ ,
~ ~ h ihave
* i
received another general communication from Shoghi Effendi of the character of his -world orderw letters.
Action was taken at once to have it
published in pamphlet form, that copies
might be sent to all communities,
groups and isolated believers. At the
date of this writing it cannot be stated
definitely when the printed copies will
be available, but the approximate time
will doubtless be within the first week
in May. A proof has been brought to
the Convention. Special reference will
be made to this letter at the conclusion
of the present Report.

Statements, Procedwrcs and R h g s
Adopted by tbe National Assembly
Before dealing with this subject hat
in
let us attempt to
w
appears to be a technical and uninteresting aspect of the Cause in a spirit
sympathetic

--

published procedures to which all believers are expected to conform. When
a type of problem arises over and over
again in the local communities, an established procedure simply means that
experience has indicated a uniform
way of meeting it, with the result that
the powers of the friends can concentrate upon finding the right solution
in each case and not be dissipated in
effort to create, again and again, a
temporary framework of method conforming to the Bahi'i administrative
order and the Bahi'i ideal of justice.
An extempore, ever-changing manner
of dealing with issues not only tends
to take the time and strength of a
Spiritual Assembly but can even overshadow the original issue with differ~ences of opinion on how the issue
should best be handled. The only way
in which we can be free to concern
ourselves with activities of the highest
importance is to meet secondary matters with reference to some definite
procedure or ruling.
Therefore, the more attention the
friends give to each procedure and ruling at the time it is published, the
more our collective powers and resources can be employed for the highest ends. Fundamental to all Bahi'i
activity, individual or general, is the
unity of the believers; and this unity
is not merely one of agreement as to
the Source of Reality but also as to
the art and science of our daily intercourse and association. Only with the
delicate net woven both of love and
knowledge can the bird of Justice be
captured and brought to this needy
earth.

Bahb'is rest a
problem
and responsibility to make religion a
civilization rather than a church, a
creed or a form of personal mysticism.

The general statements prepared by
the National Assembly have been on
the following subjects: Bah&pis and
War, Membership in Non-Bahi'i Religious organizations.
new of
pro-a
cedures
have been: The The
Conduct

Religious Organizations."
world
The new
at this
quality
Dispensation
breathed isinto
justice.
the
The following letters have been re- To attain justice, BahPu'llih provided
ceived during the interval between the s1,
and principles, a continuing Inmeeting of the N. s. A. in March and terpreter, and institutions to administer
r
its meeting on April 29, too late fo
the affairs of His Cause. In order to
~ublicationin the April, Pre-Conven- apply the known and recognized printion Number, of BAHA'~NEWS.
ciples to actual situations arising in all
On March 4, the Guardian, through communities, the National Assembly
his secretary, wrote the Treasurer: from time to time prepares a state"Will you also kindly convey to the ment, a procedure or a ruling. Each
N. S. A. his genuine appreciation of of these is but a means to an end,
their monthly contributions to the In- a method of dealing with specific isternational Fund in Haifa. In these sues in order to prevent confusion and
days when the expenses of the Cause to promote justice. Exactly as the sciin America are getting increasingly ences and arts have their applications
larger, it is truly splendid to witness based upon time-tested methods; exthe continued and unfailing support actly as even the smallest civil comwhich the American believers are ex- munity has its ordinances and replations, so the Bahi'i body must functending to that Fund."
On March 17, in a letter to the Na- tion in accordance with definite and

dential
~~~~l spiritual
nuali.cation
~ of
~ Voting
~The~MemResi~
in a
bers hip
Community, Differences Between Individual Believers, O n Gossip and Backbiting, The
Conduct of the. Annual Bahh'i Convention, with which might be associated the statement prepared by the Los
Angeles Assembly, "Of Essential Importance Is Your Unity and Agreement."
Among the rulings may be cited:
that groups intending to elect a Spiritual Assembly should report to the
N. S. A. by February 1, to allow time
for the Teaching Committee to render assistance and determine whether
the group is prepared for that important step; the rescinding of the ruling
made last year, that the notation "Ap-
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proved by the Reviewing Coiiiliiittee"
is not to appear in works published
through channels outside the Cause;
that believers are not to be removed
from the voting list for non-attendance, but the local L4ssembly should
endeavor to sti~iiulate their interest;
that annual memorial meetings by a
~ a h a ' icommunity ior an individual
believer are not approved; that the
'l'emple property, including the studio
and beach, is to be devoted exclusively
t o devotional, administrative and teaching activities, but this policy does not
reter to any activities to be ultimately
carried on in the future in the five
accessory buildings of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar ; that when a book is financed
by a Baha'i author with the idea that
the Publishing Committee is to distribute the book, the author is to turn
the cost over to the Publishing Committee, so that the Committee itself
can supervise the printing; that all
radio broadcasts of a directly Baha'i
character are t o be approved by the local Assembly; young people, between
the ages of fifteen and twenty-one,
whether or not children of Baha'is.
nlay record with their local Assembly
their intention of becoming members
of the community on reaching the voting age and thereby receive the privilege of attending Nineteen Day Feasts
and other Bahi'i meetings but without
the privilege of voting. They may read
selections in the spiritual program but
not serve as chairmen of the spiritual
program. If matters affecting Bahi'i
youth are under discussion they may
report their views on the subject. They
may be appointed as members of local
Youth Committees by the Spiritual Assembly. Children of Bahi'i parents do
not receive this privilege autonlatically
but must make the same declaration of
intention as other young people. Baha'i
parents are not to coerce their children
t o make this declaration, but are expected to point out to their children
the importance of voluntarily associating themselves with the Bahi'i Faith.
When letters are received from members of a Bahi'i community making
suggestions and raising questions about
local conditions, they are to be
directed to go to their local Assembly and not to apply to the
N. S. A. unless dissatisfied with the
action of the local Assemblv; that
the transfer of believers involved in
unfinished matters proceeding under
the local Assembly is to be postponed
ending a report of the circumstances
to the National Assemblv and its apnroval of the transfer: that each local
.4ssembly hereafter send the National
Assembly a copy of all i m ~ o r t a n tnotices covering policies, rules or regu-

lations as well as important announcements having to do with elections and
organization under Baha'i administration, which the local Assembly may
issue to the Baha'i co~nmunity from
tinie to time; that local groups are requested to elect a Correspondent once
a year, and preferably on April 21, the
function of the Correspondent being to
~ for loreceive copies of B A H . ~N' EWS
cal distribution, and to serve as link
between the group and the N. S. A.,
Teaching Committee, Publishing Committee, etc. The two rulings published in B A H . ~N' ~EWS of June, 1935,
were adopted by the National Assembly in office last year.
I t is clear that the increasing number of procedures and rulings makes it
impossible for individual believers to
remember them all, but many of the
friends have begun to develop their
own Bahi'i records and files for reference, and such a function might well
be assigned by local Assemblies to an
officer or special committee each year.
T b e Decisive Events of the Year

Only time can determine the relative
importance of matters affecting the
Cause, but the following specific happenings all have more than merely temporary value.
1. The publication of "Gleanings
from the Writings of Bahi'u'llili."
2. The consolidation of Baha'i control of land surrounding the Shrines
on Mount Carmel.
3. The completion of the entire
dome unit of the House of Worship.
4. The transfer to Trustees under
an Indenture of the house at Malden,
Mass., given to the Guardian under
the Will and Testament of the late
Maria Wilson-the house at which the
Master rested for some time during
His American visit.
5. The donation to the Cause by
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch of the p r o p
erty at Geyserville, Calif. for use as a
Bahi'i Summer School. As this p r o p
erty is also held under an Indenture of
Trust, it makes five separate legal
bodies to be administered in addition
to the function of the National Spiritual Assembly itself : T e m ~ l eTrustees,
Green Acre Trustees, Wilhelm Trustees. Trustees for the Wilson property
at Malden, and Trustees under the
Indenture effected by Mr. and Mrs.
Bosch.
6. The second visit made to America by Ruhi Effendi Afn6n.
7. The symbol of the Greatest
Natne has been legally protected for
the Cause by trade mark registration
both in the United States and Canada.

The word "Baha'i" was similarly pro-'
tected in the United States some years
ago, and Canadian protection of it has
likewise been obtained.
8. The Encyclopaedia Britannica
has removed the article on "Babiism"
which for years has conveyed a limited
and in many ways inaccurate impression of the Cause and replaced it with
a new article approved by the Reviewing Committee, and furthermore has
provided space for a brief article under
the heading "Baha'i." These changes
will appear in the next printing of the
present edition, and we have the assurance that in the next edition the subject of the Baha'i Faith will be more
adequately treated than was possible in
the restricted space available in the existing edition. T o Miss Edna True we
are indebted for the interest shown by
the Editor in arranging for the two
new articles.
9. The increased number of American believers serving the Cause in foreign lands, and the notable services
they have been privileged to render.
Early in the Baha'i year, Mrs. True
and Mrs. Hoagg returned from Europe and Mr. R. A. Mathews and Mrs.
Loulie Mathews from their journey
through South America. The American believers now teaching abroad are:
Miss Martha L. Root, Miss Lenora
Holzapple, Miss Agnes Alexander,
Miss Marion Jack, Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mrs. Clara Sharp, Miss Adelaide
Sharp, Miss Julia Goldman, Mr.
Charles Bishop and Mrs. Helen Bishop, Mrs. .Anna Kunz, Miss Bertha
Matthiesen, Miss Orcella Rexford,
Mrs. Ruhangis Bolles, Miss Jean
Bolles and Mr. Randolph Bolles, Jr.,
Mrs. May Maxwell, Miss Mary Maxwell, Mrs. Inez Greven, Mrs. India
Haggerty, Mr. Mark Tobey, Mr.
George Spendlove. Mrs. Isabelle Stebbins Dodge, Mr. Dudley Blakely, Mrs.
Elsa Russell Blakely, Mrs. Lorol
Schopflocher, Mme. Gita Orlova. Thus
the American Bahi'i community,
through such devoted adherents, continues to perform its high mission in
the Bahi'i world.
Early in the Baha'i year, it was the
privilege of the N. S. A. to meet the
boat on which Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Carpenter returned from their visit to
Persia.
10. The more vigorous and comprehensive plans carried out by Bahi'i
youth. under which groups throughout
America and in many other countries
held the first of a series of regional
conferences. extended their services
into the field of public teaching. and,
by the National Youth Committee, inaugurated a new and improved Youth
bulletin.

11. The pub,icLtion of The Baha'i
World, F'ol. V, an Irnmellse undertaking, both with respect to the gathering
ot its contents ancl \lie cost involved in
its printing, with commen urate value
as an impressive evidence of the international scope of the Baha'i coiiiniunity.
12. The deepming in our collective
realization of the importance of the
three Sunlllier Schools as instruments
destined to exalt the standards of our
public teaching in all local communities. and concentrate both facilities and
experience for the establishment of future Baha'i Universities.
13. The publication of the first
three new teaching pamphlets in the
series planned by the Free Literature
Committee, which when completed will
provide brief but interesting statements
on essential aspects of the Faith, at a
price so low that eventually hundreds
of thousands of copies may be distributed.
14. The completion of the important task assumed by the Committee on
Editing Tablets several years ago, of
preparing the unpublished Tablets of
'Abdu'l-Bahi in the National Archives
for use in another volume of Tablets.
15. The preparation of the general
letters written by the Guardian for
publication in two volumes instead of
the one volume issued originally in
1928. Under the new plan, the letters
are to be divided into two series one
with the present title of "Bahi'i Administration" ; the other with the title
"The World Order of Bahi'u'llih" and
containing those letters on that subject
received in more recent years. This
general idea, it may be remarked, was
approved by the Guardian in 1934, but
the plan has been deferred until the
supply of the books on hand was exhausted. The next edition of "Bahi'i
Administration" will contain several
early letters reported this year by the
Archives Committee. The "World Order" volume will contain the two
"World Order" letters, "The Goal of
a New World Order," "The Golden
Age of the Cause of Bahi'u'llhh,"
"America and the Most Great Peace,"
"The Dispensation of Bahh'u'llih,"
and the new letter already mentioned,
on "The Unfoldment of World Civilization." This latter book, as all believers recognize, traces not merely for
the present Bahi'i community but also
for humanity itself the golden thread
of Divine destiny woven through the
fabric of human life in this crucial
period.
16. The inclusion of an illustrated
article on the Temple and the Teachings in the "American Guide" series of
volumes under preparation by writers

in a Federal Department, which will
be duplicated in the volun~escovering
the State of Illinois.
17. The first effort to compile information concerning each individual
believer in the United States and Canada by means of the "Historical Kecord" cards distributed a few months
after the last Convention. This task
is by no means fully completed at the
present time. Some of the largest local conimunities, where the work is
naturally more detailed and extensive
than in the smaller comniunities, have
not yet returned their cards. It is
hoped that the cards still unreceived
can be returned within the next few
months. A word of explanation about
the questions listed on the card: the
1935 Convention expressed the thought
that it would be interesting to know
the different racial backgrounds entering into the American Bahi'i community, and this view was embodied in
the questions, together with further
questions bringing out the various national and religious origins among the
friends.
18. The possibility that Spiritual
Assemblies will be established this year
in the new cities of Dayton, Ohio.
Springfield Mass.. and Rockford, Ill.
Other events, doubtless equally important, are recorded in the many annual Committee reports published in
the Pre-Convention issue of B A H ~
NEWS.
BAHA'~ NEWS, it should be remarked, has been the vehicle for so
many general statements and reports
that there has not been space for publishing a number of interesting news
items this year. The thought might
be advanced that possibly in future
a distinction can be made between
material intended primarily for local
Spiritual Assemblies, and material
directed to all Bahi'is. The material
intended for the Assemblies could be
issued in the form of a monthly mimeographed bulletin, while the more
general information could have priority in BAHA'~NEWS. Such a method
would tend to develop BAHA)~NEWS
along the lines indicated in the letter
written by the Guardian on April 10,
1925.
General Observations

A few general observations may be
permitted, in order to learn as much as
possible from our collective experience
during the time since the last Convention.
First of all, let us note that the
Guardian's communications have in
several instances been directed to the
individual believer, emphasizing values
in the Bahi'i life which only voluntary

effort can create. For example, his
appeal for concentrated efiort on
teaching goes to the very heart of individual faith and devotion, and cannot be fulfilled by administrative effort alone. His call for an abandonment of ~ileliibershipin non-Baha'i religious bodies is another appeal to the
individual loyalty. In his definition of
the National Fund as "bedrock on
which all other institutions must necessarily rest and be established," Shoghi
Effendi clearly enlarges the sphere of
the individual believer's responsibility.
His letter on prayer and fasting, above
all, strikes the note of personal spirituality which must distinguish our own
heart's relationship to the Divine.
Without this personal responsibility
and continuous individual effort to advance in spiritual realms, administrative action would be fruitless and
unavailing, a mere exercise of defined
authority and power without result.
Only in a common consecration to
Baha'u'llih can the inner as well as
outer ties between communities and
Assemblies become fulfilled in the
unity for which the Manifestation suffered all the days of His life on earth.
Regarding the National Fund, we
have the Guardian's expressed view
that the demands upon it can be fully
met by enlarging constantly the number of confirmed Baha'is. H e does not
) advocate
~
a retreat into smaller efforts
and diminishing powers, but raises the
golden banner heralding a determined
and unflagging advance along the entire line. H e has declared that none
can estimate the reinforcement which
the BahA'i community, and every active believer, will receive from on high
when devotion becomes motion of the
spirit to share a God-given truth.
How can we increase our own effective effort, and help one another
achieve the purpose of the blessed
Cause? One way is to enlarge our
conception and purify our view of the
universal meaning of Bahi'i consultation, the principle underlying all our
activities and sustaining our collective
life. Consultation has been ordained
not to enable any individual or group
to bring pressure to bear upon others
for the sake of attaining some predetermined aim. Consultation surely
means that personal and group suggestions are advanced for the sake of contributing to the general community or
Assembly discussion, and in a spirit
severed from grief or dissatisfaction
whatever the final decision may be.
Furthermore, the law of consultation
means that no matter how difficult the
problem or tangled the situation which
arises. all the believers concerned with
it will continue their mutual contact
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and maintain effort to solve it until the
problem has actually been removed. It
is the breaking of relations and the refusal of consultation that makes problems unsolvable by the world outside
the Cause. Finally, the important
point should be made that individual
believers must cherish supremely their
spiritual relationship with their Baha'i
community as a whole, and not unconsciously seek to develop stronger affiliation with those who happen to be
personally congenial. -411 such intimate groups within the community
tend to become partisan or otherwise
less than universal, thereby cutting
their members off from the life of the
community as a whole. In the same
way, those who remain absent from
Nineteen Day meetings and other general Bahi'i gatherings lose the flow of
life through the Baha'i body, and after
a time must necessarily become unduly
individualistic or reflect the influence
of the non-Baha'i environment. The
creation of unity brings sacrifice and
suffering to every believer without exception. W e can pay this price with
gratitude and cheerfulness rather than
reluctance if we realize that every experience of unhappiness or confusion
we encounter in the Cause represents
nothing else than opportunity for further growth in the Kingdom. T o withdraw from a situation because it challenges our ego is a turning away from
the healing waters that well from the
Source of life and love.

"Tbe Unf ddment of World
Civ&zath"

In conclusion, a few quotations
from the Guardian's latest letter, addressed to all the friends. Its title,
"The Unfoldment of World Civilization," suggests its marvelous scope as
a n analysis of the death of the old order and the birth of the new.
"The contrast between the accumulating evidences of steady consolidation
that accompany the rise of the Administrative Order of the Faith of God,
and the forces of disintegration which
batter at the fabric of a travailing society, is as clear a s it is arresting. Both
within and without the Bahi'i world
the signs and tokens which, in a mysterious manner, are heralding the
birth of that World Order, the establishment of which must signalize the
Golden Age of the Cause of God, are
growing and multiplying clay by
day. . . .
"This New World Order, whose
promise is enshrined in the Revelation
of Bahi'u'llih, whose fundamental
principles have been enunciated in the
writings of the Center of H i s Cove-

nant, involves no less than the complete unification of the entire human
race. . . . No machinery falling short
of the standard inculcated by the Baha'i Revelation, and at variance with
the sublime pattern ordained in His
teachings, which the collective efforts
of mankind may yet devise can ever
hope to achieve anything above or
beyond that 'Lesser Peace' to which
the Author of our Faith has Himself
alluded in His writings. . . . The Most
Great Peace on the other hand, as conceived by Baha'u'llah-a peace that
must inevitably follow as the practical
consequence of the spiritualization of
the world and the fusion of all its
races, creeds, classes and nationscan rest on no other basis, and can be
preserved through no other agency,
except the divinely appointed ordinances that are implicit in the World
Order that stands associated with H i s
holy name.
"The Revelation of Baha'u'llih,
whose supreme mission is none other
but the achievement of this organic and
spiritual unity of the whole body of
nations, should, if we be faithful to its
implications, be regarded as signalizing
through its advent the coming of age
of the entire human race. I t should be
viewed not merely as yet another spiritual revival in the ever-changing fortunes of mankind. not only as a
further stage in a chain of progressive
Revelations, nor even as the culmination of one of a series of recurrent
prophetic cycles, but rather as marking
the last and highest stage in the stupendous evolution of man's collective
life on this planet. The emergence of
a world community, the consciousness
of world citizenship, the founding of
a world civilization and culture-all of
which must synchronize with the initial stages in the unfoldment of the

Golden Age of the Bahi'i era-should,
by their very nature, be regarded, as
far as this planetary life is concerned,
as the furthermost limits in the organization of human society, though man,
as an individual, will, nay must indeed
as a result of such a consummation,
continue indefinitely to progress and
develop."
" For the revelation of so great a
favor a period of intense turmoil and
widespread suffering would seem to be
indispensable.
Resplendent as has
been the Age that has witnessed the
inception of the Mission with which
Bahi'u'llih has been entrusted, the
interval which must elapse ere that
Age yields its choicest fruit must, it is
becomingly increasingly apparent, be
overshadowed by such moral and social gloom as can alone prepare an unrepentent humanity for the prize she is
destined to inherit. . . . Deep as is the
gloom that already encircles the world,
the afflictive ordeals which that world
is to suffer are still in preparation, nor
can their blackness be as yet imagined.
W e stand on the threshold of an age
whose convulsions proclaim alike the
death-pangs of the old order and the
birth-pangs of the new."
Such is the tremendous vista revealed to us by the Guardian's power
to open the door upon the movements
of destiny!
Nothing that is merely
human nature can possibly sustain the
shock of the collapse as the pillars of
the false temple are thrown from their
foundations by an Almighty power.
Only the Cause of God can endurethe Cause that moves forward by the
sincerity of its believers and their
whole-souled unity in a Divine Faith.
Yours faithfully,
T H E N ATIONAL S PIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,
B y : H ORACE HOLLEY,
Secretary.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1935-1936

(Concluded)
RACE AMITY
Early in September of 1935 the National Amity Committee sent a questionnaire throughout the country asking that the following questions be
answered :
First: I s race adjustnlent easy or
difficult in your con~munity?
Second: If unfavorable, is this reaction due to individuals or from the
whole group?

Third: What is the general feeling
of the con~munitytowaFds social relationship to alien races?
Fourth: What is the chief service
rendered by your Local Amity Committee ?
Fifth: I s your Amity Committee
working in harmony with the Spiritual
Assembly? I s it active and responsible ?
Sixth: Will you inform the Na-
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tional Committee if you need literature
on Race Aniity? Do you desire a
teacher or speaker during the coming
season, and if so, will you indicate
time ?
4 n answer was received from all the
Asseniblies without exception. Through
these answers it was discovered that
only a small proportion of the Assemblies have Amity Committees, the work
being carried forward by the Spiritual
Assembly. Harmony between races
seems to be the rule and only in rare
cases misunderstandings have arisen in
the past. Friendly meetings were held
by all the Assemblies and we had
many requests for literature so that
Louis Gregory's pamphlet, "The Oneness of Mankind," was sent to each
Assembly.
Five Race Amity programs were
contributed by the New York Center,
three Race Aniity Conferences, a Fellowship Meeting and a Study Course
with Scientific Evidence and the addition of World Peace. Especial emphasis on economic and social considerations-participants were, Mr. Mountfort Mills, Mr. Horace Holley, Mrs.
Bishop Lewis, Genevieve Coy, Ph.D.,
Mrs. M. B. Trotman, Mr. Elmer Carter, and Mrs. Elsa Blakely. The keynote of these valuable meetings was
taken from the quotation of Bah6'u'llih :
"0 ye discerning ones of the people !
Verily, the Words which have descended from the heaven of the Will of God
are the source of unity and harmony
for the world. Close your eyes to racial differences and welcome all with
the light of oneness. Be the cause of
the comfort and the advancement of
humanity. This handful of dust, the
world, is one home. let it be in unity."
Mr. Louis Gregory was asked to
teach wherever opportunity offered
and a t once received an invitation from
the Spiritual Assembly of Toledo.
Eight meetings were held besides one
large Sunday Evening lecture, well advertised and attended.
One address was given in the University of Toledo, to the class in Race
Relations, Mrs. Heslip, fortlierly of
Boston, as teacher. Although it was
subzero weather, the ardor and fire
of the friends was not the least bit
chilled, and good results everywhere
followed.
Following, six ~neetingswere held at
Ann Arbor.
Six meetings followed at Lima,
where the Cause is so well orqanized.
T w o of these were in colored churches,
and one the weekly Amity Meeting.
Later five lectures were given at Columbus.
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During e i g k days at Dayton fine
contacts were made in teaching meetings, one of which was in the Cnitarian Church. Nearly all meetings
attracted both races. Five or six addresses were also made at Wilberforce
University, the oldest Negro College
in America.
Special arrangements
were made for Chapel, and with various professors to take over their
classes. There was an enthusiastic reception and cordial invitation to return
to them. The opposition of former
years here seemed to melt away. Mrs.
Ada M. Young, widow of Col. Charles
Young, U. S. A., is the Bahi'i worker
there.
At Cincinnati, four meetings were
held, one at a hotel and another, at
which an address of forty minutes was
given to 60 Junior High School Students, in the largest public school, colored. Three hours were spent with a
famous colored editor who was greatly attracted, Hon. Wendell Phillips
Dabney, a former city Paymaster. All
the Teaching and Unity meetings attracted earnest enquirers.
At Cleveland, soiiie welfare workers
were intensely active. They have put
the Cause on the map, so to speak.
They have a new meeting place and are
full of the Divine Fire. In one of the
days alone, five different meetings were
addressed.
Glenville High School (majority
students Jewish), Central High School,
Cheerio Club (for the blind), Committee of Women's International League
of Peace and Freedom, with their
guests, a very fine croup. And Nig.ht
School at Central High School. This
was indeed a very strenuous day.
Other days included addresses a t :
Outhwaite School f o r Boys.
Longwood School for Girls.
Thomas Edison High School (two
addresses).
Address at Baha'i Center.
Address at Y. M. C. A.
Address to Social Workers at
Y. M. C. A.
Address to Mothers' Club at Settlement House.
Personal conferences with Friends,
dinners, etc.
Here at South Bend, the campaign
is in progress with a series of meetings at the Bahi'is Center. Monday
there was an address to the weekly
meeting oE the Clernmen of St.
Toseph's County, the BahL'i lecturer
being invited to take the place of the
Mayor of South Bend. who had been
expected, but was called away ten minutes before the meeting. This meeting
of the clergy is inter-racial, inter-de-

nominational and inter-religious. A t
least one of the members is a Jewish
Rabbi. The clergy gave approval to
the message given broadly, yet frankly.
A venerable clergyman, 79 years old,
who has attended some Baha'i meetings, was the means of obtaining this
fine audience.
A call has just come from Urbana,
Illinois, for a series of meetings, beginning April 19.
T h e Milwaukee Assembly held an
All Nations Conference at 2405 Maryland Avenue. The N. A. A. C. P. a s
well as the Urban League and Y. W.
C. A. assisted enthusiastically. Mr.
R . Tarbell, Administrator of the Vocational School, gave a fine address
on "Modern Times." His talk was
followed by one Max Ruskin, City Attorney, on "Social Democracy."
A talk on "Social and Race Unity"
by Mrs. C. Turney, who has served
seven years daily at the Urban
League, was especially interesting a s
she had a wealth of experience to draw
froni. This beautiful and successful
meeting was interspersed with music
and followed by a tea. Mrs. C. Busch
acted as Chairman.
T h e friends are still talking about
this wonderful Conference and are
hoping we may have more, and we
pray that many new workers will arise
to serve this most important avenue
of service to humanity.
A fireside group is being formed for
new souls attracted and may all the
communities soon be blessed with the
Spirit of this Conference, and we prav
to Bahgu'llih to breathe it into all
the American communities, so they can
drink in the beauty and taste of the
Divine elixir of unity and love between the races.
A thought contributed by the San
Francisco Assembly seems worthy of
holding as the right note for Amity
in this Day.
"Isn't the true attitude of the Faith
towards this important subject not understood by most people, especially
where complications have arisen ?
"First, the BahL'i faith is not all
inter-racial movement. I t is a religious faith based on the oneness of humanity, one God and one universal
world order through which mankind
may progress. In this World Order,
race is not recognized and therefore
within the faith, there is no such thing
as race, or race consciousness.
"Second, Inter-racial meetinqs are
direct teaching meetings, with two
objectives : one to show non-Bahi'is
the path out of their valleys of preiudice and also to make contacts with
capable leaders, in order to teach them
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the Bahi'i principles and aims."
LOULIE
A. MATHEWS,Chairman
M INA TROTMAN
VILLA V AUGHN
TEACHING
"The new hour has struck in history
of our beloved Cause, calling for nation-wide systematic, sustained effort
in teaching field, enabling thereby these
forces to be directed into such channels as shall redound to glory of our
Faith and honor of its institutions."
-Shoghi Effendi.
With this clarion call to higher
services in the teaching field, the
Guardian set in motion a new wave
of concerted action by the American
Bahi'i Community.
How miraculously the Will of God functions
through the sincere servants, may be
realized by surveying the developnlent
of community activity within the Faith,
with the trends of conduct and the
increasing problems of humanity without the Faith.
After the ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahi,
when the Faith was filled with great
enthusiasm, but the form under which
its dynamic principles were to function, undeveloped, the Guardian
stressed the necessity of perfecting the
Administrative Order, the Form
through which the Holy Spirit might
descend unsullied and unstained during the Dispensation of Bahi'u'llih.
T h e next phase of comnlunity activity was the call to unified action in
completing the superstructure of tlie
T e m ~ l e .and ornamentinrr the entire
~ o r n i - t h a t "flaming beaucon of hope
t o a distracted world."
Now with the Form of the Faith
firmly established, with the symbol of
its glory standing unique as a beacon
t o wandering humanity, we are called
t o arise as a unit in carrying to the
human race, the healing and quickening power of the Holy Spirit descending into the world through the Faith
of Bahi'u'llih alone.
In the outer world the proble~nsof
society have increased, their institutions have not met the test, and
crumbling before the onslaughts of the
forces of individualisn~and separation,
have left humanity wandering in the
wilderness of speculation, selfish ambition, and practices and habits. corrupt and evil. During this time the
Universal Institutions of the Faith
have grown stronger and functioned
more vigorously, a beacon of hope has
been held aloft for the hopeless ones.
and now with "healing in their wings"
the American Baha'is are arising in
their vigorous dissemination of the
Ceuse of God.

The sacrifice, the devotion, the sustained service which brought success
to our efforts in the administrative
field, then in the construction of the
Temple, must now be transferred and
increased many fold, in the teaching
of the Faith.
It is impossible in any report, still
less in a short review to direct attention to the immediate acts of the
Friends in responding to the Call of
the Guardian. All that can be done
is to summarize some of the trends
of service developed throughout the
country ; and thus gain an understanding of the attitudes and spirit essential to successful conduct of tlie new
Teaching Campaign.
Of primary importance, is a full
realization of the receptive attitude of
the public towards the Faith, its institutions and its program for World
Order. Everyone-regardless of their
position in life-now knows a new
order is necessary-and they become
enthusiastic in their support of a spiritual movement, that carries within it,
tlie solvent of all life's problems;-and
preserves that solvent, not in passive
meditation or affirmation, but in dynamic action through its administrative
order.
Baha'i Teachers are all recognizing
more than ever the depth of 'Abdu'lBahi's explanation that subconsciously
every individual knows of the descent
of the Holy Spirit through a new
Prophet-and their main task therefore is to direct the public's attention
to a spiritual activity they already subconsciously know has occurred. The
task of teaching then takes on a phase
of assisting the student in the translation of subjective knowledge and influence to objective life.
Likewise growing out of the greater
interest of the public in the Faith, and
the directness of the spiritual influence, is a trend of teaching most important; i. e., the imparting of a realization that there is responsibility in
connection with becoming a Baha'i.
An individual is taught to understand,
that his acceptance of Bahi'u'llih, is
the beginning of his spiritual growth,
not the consumn~ationthereof. Therefore, a life of development and expansion is before the individual, until under the benign influence of the holy
spirit his soul is quickened into spirit.
The effect has been that those now
entering the Faith quickly become active supporters and workers. rather
than being- interested in the philosophy
of the Faith alone.
Throughout America. there is ainple
evidence that each Rahi'i realizes as
never before the individual responsibility of teaching the Faith. Never has

there been such sustained, perseverant
work on the part of everyone. Not
only has the sacrificial service been
continuous but better, it has been progressive, not ending until the student
has become a Bahi'i.
Individual service finds its greatest
outlet in the Fireside Gatherings,
where each Bahi'i may invite his or
her Friends to learn of the Cause of
God, and study intimately its divine
mysteries. Thus the field is enlarging
beyond all present realization. Again
tlie survey of the Teaching Committee indicates that more people have become Bahi'is during the past year
through the Fireside meeting, than
through any other type of teaching.
It is to be regretted that more Baha'is
have not undertaken this method of
aiding in the new teaching effort.
In a recent letter to the Chairman
of the Teaching Committee the Guardian stated "what is mostly needed
now-a-days is a Bahi'i pioneer." It is
interesting to note how seemingly unconsciously the American community
has been responding to this urge, even
before the Guardian put the Call into
words-as Bahi'is from established
Assemblies have moved into thirtythree cities-thus establishing lighthouses of the Faith in that many new
centers.
This pioneer spirit is showing itself
likewise in many new young active
Baha'is entering the teaching field with
unusual success and confirmation.
However, capable teachers in sufficient
numbers have not arisen to carry forward the teachings in accordance with
public demand.
T h e Guardian likewise has indicated another field for "pioneers."
There are 10 States in the United
States, and three Provinces in Canada,
where there are no Bahi'is. There are
24 of the 48 States in the United
States. and 7 of the 9 provinces of
Canada where there are neither Group
nor Assembly. As a part of this present teaching effort, the Guardian
wishes the Faith firnilv established in
every State of the Unitrd States and
every Province in Canada.
Public teaching campaigns have increased. Many new methods being
used with success. Deserving special
mention and consideration, is the fact
that in each instance these public campaigns have been accompanied by
study classes. Very successful was
the circuit plan used by the Assemblies
and groups of Upper New York,
where one teacher after another made
the circuit of all these Assemblies and
Groups. Bahi'i Day at the Tnternational Exposition in San Diego was
exceptionally successful, in that some
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2,000 people learned of the Faith on
that day, and now a follow-up study
class is being conducted.
I t is of the utmost importance to
know that the basis of success in teaching today, both in private, and particularly in public, is to teach directly and
forcibly, the basic Baha'i Program for
the salvation of mankind, through the
Holy Spirit of Bahi'u'llah, functioning
through the Administrative Order.
Towering above all other considerations in successful teaching is the supreme need of each and every Bahi'i
ordering his life, individually and collectively, in accord with the injunctions
of Baha'u'lliih. Trials and tribulations
have caused people to leave vague
philosophies-they want and need a
new way of living. How can we invite the public into a new world order,
if we ourselves have not achieved a
synchronized life-carrying into action the implications of Bahi'i living.
Do not destroy the hopes and aspirations of the seekers-by acting contrary to the injunctions contained in
the Teachings you offer as the Gift of
God.
Another field of teaching service
which has been attempted as vet only
slightly, is the use of Bahi'i litera-
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ture. The Year Book can be given to
any leader of thought and student of
world affairs. Sending of specialized
literature to selected groups ; subscribing to the W o r l d Order Magazirtc for
lion-Baha'is, and sending to increasing
numbers the public teaching bulletin
issued by the National Assembly, have
all produced good results.
Above all, it is evident, that only
the niost intense devotion can succeed
in the teaching field.
I t is not the
knowledge one imparts, how attractively meetings are arranged, nor
how pleasant attendance at classes is
made, that makes a new Baha'i. It is
only the Holy Spirit that can quicken
a soul; and the Holy Spirit can use
us as a medium only as we become
purified through sacrifice, sustained
service, and intense devotion. "Nothing save the utmost devotion will produce results" writes 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Statistics mean nothing in indicating
the spirit of service, the seeds sown,
the lives being remade, and the souls
quickened. The fruits of the efforts of
the Friends will be harvested for years
to come. However, the cumulative results are of interest and are given
from the latest records of the Teaching Committee.

New Local Assemblies
Total
during past year. . . . .
3
72
S e w Baha'i Groups during year . . . . . . . . .
2
22
New Study Groups duringyear . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
10
h e w cities opened by Believers moving from established Assemblies . 33
154
Isolated Believers enrolled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
268
Total Cities in which
Faith is established. . .
259
The Teaching work in America has
attained a truly sacrificial status, auguring well for the success of our efforts. Notwithstanding the same problems of life experienced by the remainder of society, the Baha'is have
risen above the things of the world,
and forgetting all save the Grace of
God-are carrying forward the Gifts
of the Spiritual Kingdom. These Pioneers are thus by their lives and deeds
enriching the annals of the Faith-and
bringing sooner to humanity the blessings of Universal Peace, the Goal of
the World Order of BahA'u'llAh.
L EROY C. IOAS, Chairman
CHARLOTTELINFOOT,Secretary
PROF. N. F ORSYTHE W ARD
GEORGE 0. LATIMER
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AMERICA'S SPIRITUAL MISSION
Spiritual Assembly Announces Teaching Policy /01'

After consideration of the many clements entering into the problem of establishing a teaching policy and plan
capable ot making a toundation on
which the American Baha'i community
can proceed to fulfil the Guardian's
vision as conveyed in his cablegram to
the Convention, the :-.rational Spiritual
Assembly has outlined a teaching policy which is now reported to the believers throughout the C nited States
amI Canada..
It will be noted that the matter ot
teaching and the matter of a financial
budget are so interdependent that the
budget is also presented as a necessary
part of the teaching effort,
The development of this vital topic
of teaching has come in the follO\ving
order. Fz:"st, the Guardian's cablegram
to the Convention, as published laft
month:"Con vey ( to) A meri can bel i evers
abiding gratitude efforts unitedly exerted (in) teaching field.
Inaugurated campaign should be vigorously
pursued, s),'stematically extended. Appeal (t 0) assem bl ed del ega tes pomler
historic appeal voiced by 'Abdu'lHaM. (in) Tablets (of the) Divine
Plan. lJrge earnest deliueration with
incoming National Assembly (to) insure its complete fulfilment. First century (of) Bah.;].'! era drawing to a
close.
Humanity
entering outer
fringes most perilous stage its existence. Opportunities (of) preset,1t hour
unimaginably precious.
,"Vould to
God everv State within American Republic and every Republic in American continent might ere termination
(of) this glorious century embrace
(the) light (of the) Faith of Baha'u'l-
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lih and e~tablish structural basis of
His \""orld Order."
(Signed) SHOGHL
Cablegram received May 1, 1936.
Second, the following message received in a cablegram from Shogbi Effendi on l\Iay 1Y ; "Convention plea addressed to American believers cannot achieve its purpose unless dauntless pioneers promptly arise and, forsaking (their) homeland, permanently reside (in) countries
where light of Faith (has) not yet
penetrated,
Cabling three hundred
pounds as nucleus (of) Special Fund
to be established (for the) furtherance
(of) this exalted, highly meritorious
purpose:'
(Signed) SlfOr.HI.
Third, the consultation o~ the ~. S,
A. which resulted in the recording of
the following statement ;"The ::\ational Spiritual Assembly
adopts the following teaching policy
for the coming year.
"1. The publication of the Teaching Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha
in pamphlet form under the
title of "America's Spiritual
1'1 ission" in order that every
American Baha'i mav have
this vital source of Our inspiration for teaching.
"II. The appointment of a 1\ational Teaching Committee
with these functions:
A. The preparation of
general teaching material and of general policies and plans.
B. The supervision of regional activities. by receiving monthly reports
frum Regional Com-

m ittees and preparing
monthly reports for the
N. S, A.
C The direction of teachmg activities in all
areas ot the United
States and Canada not
allocated to Regional
Teaching Committees,
1), Enrollment of isolated
believers,
"r II. The appointment of Regional
Teaching Committees to exercise the following functions;
A. The coordination oi
Inter-Community Conferences.
B. Cooperation with local
l\ssemblies in organizing teaching circuits.
C The routing of tra\'eIing tead1ers.
D, Rendering assistance to
groups and preparing
groups for the election
of a Spiritual Assembly.
E. Encouraging and stimulating teaching activo
ities of isolated believers.
F. The extension ot teaching work to areas with·
in the regions which
have no Assemblies or
groups. The Regional
Committl:'c is to exercise initiative in the
areas outside the jurisdiction of local Assemblies.
"IV, ln order to prevent confusion
between the functions of the
National and Regional Committees, it is recorded that
each Regional Committee is
to be responsible for all deci-
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siuns involving action, and
need not consult the National
Teaching Committee with
reference to activities within

the region. It is also recorded that the Regional Comll1itte~ ha . . e no administrative
authority over local Assemblies but are to assist the local Assemblies in every possible way and also make possible a coordination 0 f InterAssembly activity. The contact of the Regional Committees with the Xational Teachmg Committee is to be
through monthly reports outlining the development of the
work, reporting any problems that should be brought
to the attention of the N. S.
A., and recommending \,,·hatever new teaching material or
new teaching methods the
Regional Committee may feel
a~visable.
The
Kational
Teaching Committee is tu report to the N. S. A. the
progress oi the regioinal
work. report also any prob-

lems which the N. S. A.
should endeavor to solve hy
administrative authority, and
in addition, submit recomm~ndations in the way of
teaching material. methods,
plans and policies for approval by the N. S. A. and
subsequent publication in BAHA'i ~ E\VS or other convenient form as a stimulus
and guidance to those actively engaged in the teaching
field.
'rv. The responsibility of the National -,\ssemblv itself fur
teaching ""'ork expressed in
the schedule of meetings already adopted.* In addition
to these Regional Con ferenees and Public :J.lectings,
the X. S. A. will throughout
the year do its utmost to
bring the Canse to the atten-

is

tion of persons 01 ca}Jacity
ann influence who at present
cannot be reached bv the local

Assemblies.
.
"VI. The appointtllent of an JIlter-America Teachillg Committl:c to make careful research, and to advise and assist the ~. S. A. in all activities rdated to the promotion
of the Faith in Mexico, Central America. Suuth AI11l:rica
4 Vnder
the 1,lan mE'ntir::Il':,(l in. tho;> AnnuaL Re·
port uf tho;: r..; S A.
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and the Islands of the Caribbean area."
In connection with the decision to
appoint both a National and Regional
Teaching Committees. the :'\ational
Spiritual Assembly feels it advisable
to call the attention of the frienus to
the d~velopment of teaching facilities
over the period of the last few years.
After centering the teaching work in
onc central committee for some time,
regional representatives were appointed in order to extend the teaching
work farther in the direction of the
local Assemblies, groups and isolated
bdievers. The present method of Regional Committees now makes them
fully independent as far as action is
cuncerned, but the National Committee
is retained as a necessary aid to the
X. S. A. in the preparation of gc..:neral
teaching material and methods, and in
the coordination of monthly reports
from the Regional Committees.
AtlOther important consideration
is that the five regions indicated in the
:\1aster's Teaching Tablets are far too
large to represent active regional areas
with the facilities at the disposition of
the American Baha'i community at this
time. Therefore a greater number of
areas have been selected, in order to
provide for the utmost concentration
of OUT energies and resources. As
the Guardian said in his cablegram to
the Convention. "Inaugurated campaign should he vigorollsly pursued,
systematically extended."
That cablegram, in fact, appears to
have confirmed the objectives set forth
in the statement issued by the N ational Teaching Committee in Baha'i Ne7.1.!s
last January, under tbe title of "\Vhat
Is 11;[ostly Needed."
The prayerful hope of the National
Spiritual Assembly is that the American believers will unite themselves for
teaching work this year with even
greater enthusiasm and sacrifice than
\"'e united for thc construction o[ the
House of \Vorship. Only in that spirit of consecration can we play our part
in iulrLlling the ultimate destiny of the
Faith: "Vioul~ to God every State
within American Repuhlic and every
Republic in American continent might
ere tennination (of) this glorious centun' (i. e., the first century of the Baha'i era) embrace (the) light (of the)
Faith of Bah;i'u'llih and establish
structural basis of His \Vodd Order.·!
FOttyth. the preparation of a Baha'i map of North America, showing
the location of the important Baha'i
centers, the regional rlivisiolls. and other matters making it useful in planning
the present teaching activities_
Fiftlt.. the National Baha') Budget
for 1936-1937. as follows:

International Baha'; Fund ... $ 2,300
Administration ......... _ ..
6,500
Honse of \Vorship, maintenance*'
.... _..... .
8,500
C reen Acre (" less income recei::~d f:um' 1936 season) ..
2,500
BAH.\ I ;..: EWS . . . . . . . . . . • _
1,400
Publishing Committee ..... .
'000
-'200
Malden House ........... .
General Committee budgets.
1,600
Obligations carried Q'I,·-er ....
Keith Ransom-Kehler ),[emorial ............. .
For reserve .............. .
Special Teaching Fund

$25,000
3,000
1,000
1,000
$30,000
30,000

$60,000
RECENT ANNUAL BUDGETS
In order to show the comparison
between the financial budget adopted
for 1936-1937 with the totals contributed during recent yt'ars~ the iollowing figures are presented.
1931-Total
cash
contributions,
$58,997.44.
1932-Total cash contributions,
$54,917.46.
1933-Total
cash
contributions,
$84,545.02.
1934--Total
cash contributions,
~149,686.26.

(The 1934 income was reporte~
for tbe period of thirteen months.)
1935-Total
cash
contributions,
$55,170.08.
(The 1935 income '''''as reported for
the period of eleven months.)
1936-Total
cash
contributions,
$54,26390.
It will be noted that the six year average is $76,263.36 - more than
$16,000 in excess of the total which
the l\'ational Spiritual Assembly has
fixed as the goal for the coming year.

"FRESH CONQUESTS AND
UNPRECEDENTED TRIUMPHS"
Since the foregoing teaching policy
was adopted, a letter dated May 30,
has been received from Shoghi Effendi
containing the follo\\o'ing passage in
his own hand:
"I fervently hope and pray that the
year into \'vhich we ha've just entered
may be signalized by fresh conquests
and unprecedented triumphs in the
teaching field within the United States
and beyond its confines. A systematic,
0; No provision
i9 mad~ for Temple constrllctiun
work this y!;:ar, the Guardian h;n'ing granted a
year's respite.
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carefully conceived, and well-established plan should be devised, rigorously pursued and continuously extended. Initiated by the N atiunal representatives of the American believers,
the vanguard and standard-bearers of
the radiant army of Baha'u'Uah, this
plan should receive the whole-hearted,
the sustained and ever-increasing support, both moral and financial, of the
entire body of His followers in that
continent. Its supreme immediate objective should be the permanent establishment of at least one center in every
state of the American Republic and i~
every Republic of the Atnerican continent not yet enlisted under the banner
of His Faith. Its ramifications should
gradually be extended to the European
continent, and its scope should be
made to include those countries, such
as the Baltic states, Poland, Greece,
Spain and Portugal, where no avowed
heliever has establisheu any definite
residence. The field is imn1ense, the
task gigantic, the privilege immeasurably precious. Time is short, and the
obligation sacred, paramount and urgent. The American community must
muster all its force, concentrate its resources, summon to its aid all the faith,
the determination and energies of
which it is capable, and set out, singleminded and undaunted, to attain still
greater heights in its mighty exertions
for the Cause of Bah"'u'll<ih." (Signed)
SHOGHJ.

THE NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND
A Compilati<n<
And as the progress and extension
uf spiritual activities is dependent and
conditioned upon material means, it is
of absolute necessity that immediately
after the establishment of local as \"'ell
as national Spiritual Assemblies, a Bahit', Fund he established, to be placed
under the exclusive control of the Spiritual Assembly. All donations and contrihutions should be offered the Treasttrer of the Assembly, for the express
purpose of promoting the interests of
the Cause, throughout that locality or
country. It is the sacred obligation
of every conscientious and faithful servant of Baha'u'Uah who desires to see
His Cause advance, to contribute freely anti generously for the increase of
that Fund. The members of the Spiritual Assembly will at their own discretion expend it to promote the
Teaching Campaign, to help the needy,
to establish educational Baha'i institutions, to extend in eyery way possible
their sphere of service. I cherish the
hope that all the friends. realizing the
necessity of this measure, will bestir

themselves and contribute, however
modestly at first, towards the speedy
establishment and the increase oi that
Fund. "~Ba.h(i'i Administration. pp.
36-37.
\Ve must ne like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying itself of all that it has and is continually
being refilled from an invisible source.
To be continually giving out for the
good of our fellows undeterred hy the
fear of poverty and reliant on the unfailing hounty of the Source of all
wealth and all good-this is the secret
of right living.-Bahd'i 1\i eLf'S, September, 1926.
With regard to the Baha', Fund, recently established amongst the friends,
I trust that the matter now stands
clear to everyone throughout the country. As I have previously intimated.
although individual friends and local
Assemblies are absolutely free to
specify the olJject and purpose of their
donations to the ~ational Spiritual
Assembly, yet, in my opinion, I regard
it of the utmust vital importance that
individuals, as well as local Assemblies,
throughout the land should, in view of
the paramount importance of Xational
Teaching and as an evidence of their
absolute confidence in their national
representatives. endeavor, however
small at first, to contribute freeh'
towards the upkeep and the increase o"f
the National Baha'i Fund, so that the
members of the K ational Assembly
may at their full discretion expend it
for whatever they deem urgent and
necessary.-Bahlfi Administration, p.
47.
In connection with the institution of
the ;\fational Fund and the budgetary
sYstem set iorth in the minutes of the
Kational Spiritual Assembly, 1 feel
urged to remind you of the necessity
of ever bearing in mind the cardinal
principle that all contributions to the
Fund are to be purdy and strictly voluntarv in character. It should be made
clear ~and evident to everyone that any
form of compulsion, however slight
and indirect, strikes at the very root
of the principle underlying the formation of the Fund ever since its inceptton. '\,1hile appeals of a general character, c-.arefully worded anel moving
and dignified in tone arc welcome 11nder all circumstances, it should be left
entirely to the discretion of every conscientious believer to rlecide upon the
nature, the amount, and purpose of his
or her contribution for the propagation
of the Cause.-.4ahci.'i Administration.

p.92
He wishes you particularly to impress the believer:; with the necessity
of maintaining the flO\" of their con-

3
tributicns to the Temple, and also to
stress the importance of the institution
of the Xational Baha'i Fund which in
these early days of the administrative
development of the Faith, is the indispensable medium for the growth and
expansion of the l\'lovement. Contributions to this fund constitute, in addition, a practical and effective way
whereby every believer can test the
measure and character of his faith, and
to prove in deeds the intensity of his
devotion and attachment to the Cause.
~Bah6'i News, November, 1934.
As to material sacrifices towards the
welfare of the Cause, he wishes you to
understand that the general interests of
the Cause take precedence over the
interests of the particular individuals.
For instance, contributions to the welfare of individuals are secondary to
contributions to the ~ational and local
Ftmds and that of the Temple.~
Baha'i News, Febmary, 1932,
As the activities of the American
Baha'i community expand, and its
worldwide prestige correspondingly
increases, the institution of the National Fund, the bedrock on which all
other institutions must necessarily rest
and be established, acquires adder! importance, and should be increasingly
supported by the entire body of the believers, both in their individual capacities, and through their collective efforts, whether organized as groups or
as local Assemblies. The supply of
funds, in support of the National
Treasury, constitutes. at the present
time, the life-blood of these nascent
institutions you are laboring to erect.
Its importance cannot, surely, be overestimated. Untold blessings shall no
doubt crown every effort directed to
that encl.-Baha'i Nn.!.'s. October,
1935.
LETTER FROM
YOUTH COMMITTEE
Dear fellow youth:~
The National Y otlth Committee,
through the medium of this announcement, wishes to call vour attention to
several important phases of the Bahi 'J
Youth program.
(1) Shoghi Effendi's recent letter
to the American believers and his telegram to the Convention place a great
responsibility upon us to ad'vance on
the lines of the Divine Plan for teaching. The Guardian is calling for pioneers in this Hnew hour." Are there
not manv in our ranks who will answer
his ('all? Does not youth mean that
,...·c share a g.reater pa~rt of the re.;;ponsibility placed upon the American believers? Let us seize the "unspeakably
precinlls" opportunities and advance
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the banner of the :-':ew World Order
to all parts of the United State~ and
Canada.
(2) The one step begun this last
year to consulidate our ranks 111USt be
continucd, and that is the registration
of youth under t\'I,Ienty-one who d~clare
their acceptance of the Baha'i Faith_
Perhaps the youth chairman in each
city could present this problem for consultation at the next 19~<lay feast. It
is a part of OUT ''''''ork which \'\.'e have
barely begun, and it is not fully understood.
(3) The two months vacation pe~
riod of the vear is about to begin_
Shall we allo~ this to be a period of
let-up in our service to Bahi'tt'lHih?
Are not the bounti~s and confirmations
of God descending continually? Therefore, should we not carry our program Exhibit of Baha'i Literature in Public Library Racine, Wis. arranged by the Spiritual
of service and activity through the Assembly in connection with a. series of T~aching meeti~gs recent1y conducted at
Racme by Mrs. Ruth Moffett
summer without any interruption? The
vacation perioo is a challenge to us to
adopt our methods of teaching the Ba~ geles, Cali!.
tions of World Unity.
:\Irs. Elizabeth McGwan, Buffalo,
ha'i Faith to the conditions uf summer
The price of the Study Course and
living. The Religion of God does not i\. Y.
all three books, complete, $1.5() nel.
Mrs. }{osa II armon, Kenosha, \\!is,
function ten months of the year, but
Any of the friends able to furnish a
~1rs. Dora Dunbar .:\:Iaule, ),IcMintwelve. Let us face this fact now and
cupy of "Star of the West," Vol. 17,
teach continually (luring the summer ville, Oregon.
1\0. 6, is requested to notify the Pub~
lishing Committee.
by means of the three Summer
PUBLISHING
i'fl.,' ote: Thanks to a special dunation
Schools, by picnics, by campfires, by
ANNOUNCEMENTS
week-ends at camps. If we unitedly
Heginning June I, 1936, the price of of books, the Committee is able to offer
attack this problem, we shall even dis- ·'Security for a Failing World," by the following useful and informative
cover new methods of attracting people Stanwood Cobb, has been reduced books at SOc nl't~ while they last: A
to the Cause of God.
from $2,00 to $1.50 per copy. It is Warid Communily, by J. H. Randall;
(4) You will find in this issue the hoped that the lower price will make it Sepe" Greal Bibles, by Alfred W.
names of the new Youth Committee poss.ible for many more believers to l\-1artin; Natioualism and fntenwlionjust appointed by the X, S. A. The secure a co(»' of this hook for their alism~ by Herbert Adams Gibbons.
regional system has worked very suc- own Baha'i library, and give many These books were originally published
cessfully this last year, the first year more cupies away- as part uf the(r at S2.()0 each.
Send orders for Baha'i literature to :
of its inception. The sub-secretaries teaching work.
Bah" 'j Publishing Committee, P. O.
wish, even more this year, to be active
New Literature
Box 348, Grand Central Annex, K'ew
clearing houses for problems, news,
Sf''l-'€n VaJleys and Four Valleys, York, N. Y., or to \Vestern Division,
and ideas from the youth groups and
Baha'u'llah. The ne". . translation bv Mrs. Emma F. Smith, 940 Leaven~
individuals in their respective areas.
The opportunity for most heroic Ali-Kuli Khan, 1\. D. is now available worth Street, San Francisco, Calif.
living is qurs. Let us not waste a sin- in a book of very convenient size.
gle day! Let us vindicate our belief There are h ...·o bindings-paper. at
ANNOUNCEMENT BY
in and dedication to the Faith of God $0.50 per eopy, and hbrikoid, at $0.75.
LEGAL COMMITTEE
" Seven V allev s" has heen out of
for this new age! Let us pioneer for
print
for
many
years,
while
"Four
The
Legal
Committee of the N at ionBahfI'u·lllth!
Sincerely in the Guardian's Service, Valleys" has never before been pub- al Spiritual Assembly, in passing upon
tht' sufficienty of the incorporation
lished in English,
YOUTH COMMITTEE.
The Palh to God, by Dorothy Baker. papers of a local Spiritual Assembly,
By: KE:"fNETH CHRISTIAN,
The latest addition to· the series of im~ desires to impress upon all local AsChairman.
portallt Hteaching literature" booklets. semhlies contemplating local incorpoThe price is uniform with the titles ration that a copy of the State statute
IN MEMORIAM
alrea<ly isslled-$1.S0 per hundred under 'which the incorporation is being
:-;t>t up. should be, in an cases, forwardDeath profferefh unto e'uery confi- copit's. W?t
Raha'i Study Course. prepat'ed by ed to the ),Jatiomtl Spiritual Assemblv
dent bdie.'cr the cur that is lile iHdc('d.
the proposed
incorpuratio~
It be.rtou.Il.'th jo}" and is the bearer of the Studv Outlines Committee some with
gladness. It conirrrelit Ihe gifl oj "'fI"~ yt'ars ag~. This is a reprint. as the papers.
Consideration and approval of any
supply be-came exhausted some months
lasting life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
1\1 rs. Louise Herman, Columbus, ago. The friends "."ill recall that this local incorporation papers cannot be
is the outline which is sold with three completed without such copies of the
Ohio.
:'\-irs. Anna Steinll1etz. 1\1 inneapolis, books. all references being to those State law. The lack of these has greatbooks-Baha'u'llah and the X ew Era. ly retarded action upon papers already
Minn.
Dr. Edwin Karl Fisher, Los An~ \Visdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha, and Founda- suhmitted for the Assemhly's approva1.
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Atwater, Georgie Fitzgerald, Viola
Bibb, Kevah Munson.
1936-1937
Publisbing
Arcbives and HisfrJry
Horace Holley, Chairman, Clara R.
Edwin W. :VlattGon, Chairman, May
Scheffler, Secretary. :'I1rs. R. 15. Wood, Secretary, Roy C. Wilhelm,
Pettet. Field Members, Winifred Bun- Bertha Herklotz. Wesley Bastedo,
nell, .Mariam Haney, Anise Rideout, Emma F. Smith. Editorial Dhrision,
lVlarie B. Moore, Helen CampbelL
Anne Savage, Rouhani Latimer.
Radio
Accountant
Shirley Warde, Chairman, A. F.
A. F. ~1atthisen.
;"htthis~n, Katherine Frankland.
Baha'i World, Val. VII
Race Amity
Horace Holley, Chairman, Kellie S.
The National Assemhly has appointFrench, Secretary, Marjory Morten. ed no Race Amity Committct' this year.
Ruth Brandt. Elsa R. Blakely. Coralie Its view is that race amity activities
Cook, Mardieh Carpenter, Marion have sometimes resulted in emphasizHolley, Victoria Bedekian. Assis.tant ing race differences rather than their
Photograph Editor.
unitv and reconciliation within the
Braille Transcriptirms
Cau;e. Local Assemblie~ are requestMrs. Samuel Rodman, Chairman, ed to provide for amity meetings and
Ella Quant, Hilda Stauss. Nellie S. regard them as a direct part of
French.
teaching.
Contacts
Reviewing
Sophie Loeding, Chairman, Mrs.
Genevieve Coy, Doris Holley, AdelHall, Mrs. M. B. Trotman, Louise Ia Quinlan.
Boyle, Marion Holley, Marion Little,
Study Outlm ..
Doris McKay, Evelyn Kemp, Mrs.
!\-1ary
Collison,
Chairman, Doris
G. A. Kent, Bahiyyih Lindstrom, AlMcKay, Marguerite Firouzi.
fred E. Lunt.
Teacbmg and Trainmg Cbildren
Index
Charlotte Linfoot, Chairman, :Virs.
Mrs. H. A. Harding, Chairman,
Mrs. Joel Stebbins, Secretary, Bertha L. C. loas, Secretary. Mrs. A. Yazdi,
Hyde Kirkpatrick, :Vlahel Paine, Mary Ella Bailey, Viola Tuttle, Elizabeth
Rabb, Elizabeth Cullom.
Hackley.
Teacbing
Inter-America
Leroy C. Ioas, Chairman, Charlotte
Loulie A. :viatbews, Chairman. E.
R. Mathews, Siegfried Scbopflocher, Linfoot, Set.Tetary, George O. Latimer, N. Forsyth V\rard, Amelia
Dudley Blakely, Elsa R. Blakely,
Leonora Holzapple, E. R. Cartwright, Collins.
Miguel Calderon, Isabel Stebhins
Regional T eacbing Committees
Dodge.
For British Columbia, V,rashington,
Legal
Oregon, Idaho--Louise Caswell, SecGeorge O. Latimer. Chairman, 1'lun- retary, Doris Foye, Rowland Estall.
roe Ioas, Alfred E. Lunt.
For California, Nevada, ArizonaOni
M. Finks, Secretary, Elmer DuckLibrary
ett,
:vi
rs. C. H. Bugbee.
~1artha \Voodsum, Chairman, Grace
For Colorado. Dtah- Loulie A.
Bastedo, Secretary.
\fathews. SecretarY. Gladys Roberts,
Publicity
Jost'phine Grasslcy~
Nina l\latthisen, Chairman, ~{abel
For Quebec, Ontario, l'\e\'I,r BrunsIves, Philip Marangella, Associate \\rick. Nova Scotia, )J ewfoundland,
EdwarJ
Island~Siegfried
lI.Iemhers, Helen lnderleid, ~1rs. :V!. Prince
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Schopflocher, Secretary, Ernest Harrison, .i.\fr. Sluter.
For :J.faine, Ke\\r Hampshire, Vermont, 1\.1assachusetts, Rhode Island.
Connecticut-Florence R.
Morton,
Secretary, Amelia Bowman, Helen
Archambault, Elsa. Isaacs.
For J\'ew York, )Jew Jersey, Pennsylvania~Philip Sprague, Secretary,
"Mary Collison, Genevieve Coy, Curtis
Kelsey, Jessie E. Revell.
F or ~Iaryland, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Virginia, \,\lest VirginiaC. Newell Atkinson, Secretary, Margaret McDaniel, Mrs. Hipsley.
For Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky~Dale S. Cole, Secretary, Elsie
Austin, Charlotte Lincit'nburg, C Larocq ue, Dr. Sielken.
For Illinois, vVisconsin, 11innesota,
Iowa - Sarah vValrath, Secretary,
Charles Reimer, Robert Theiss, Mabel
Ives, :VIrs. Rolfe.
For Kansas, :'IIissouri~OpaI Howell, Secretary, Paul Brown, C. C.
Gardiner.
Teaching Literature
George O. Latimer. Chairman,
Louise Cas\vetl t Alice Robertson.
Temple Librarian and Photographs
Harry E. Walrath.
Temple Program
Carl Scheffler, Chairman, Margarite
Ullrich, Secretary, Mary Barton, Corinne True, Sara \Valrath, IVfonroe
Io05, R. D. Pettet, Anne Bartholomew,
Edris Carson.
Youtb
Kenneth Christian, Chairman, Zeah
Holden, Secretary, Florence :\lattoon,
l\'larqllerite Reimer, Dorothy \Vever,
\Vilfred Barton, FaYfuk loas, George
Elmer, Samuel Fox. C. Larocque,
Fred Ascah, Grace Shepard.
World Order
Stanwood Cobb. Horace Holley,
Editors, Clara R. Wood, Manager.
Universal Auxiliary Language
Charles \ViU, Chairman, Sara \Vitt.
Adelia Quinlan. A. E. Regal, Lothar
W. Schurgast, Lucy Marshall, Elsa
Chaslon, Josephine Kruka.
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THE MEASURE OF OUR FAITH
Shoghi Effendi, in his cablegram of
July 30 published in this issue, sounds
a clarion call to the American believers
to arise and fulfill the Divine Plan. He
is "impatiently, prayerfully waiting"
for each and every believer, "however
humble, however inexperienced", to
supplement the "National Assembly's
energetic leadership and careful planning" by '·vigorous action."
OUf opportunity has come. Each
and all. we have a part to play in the
fateful drama of the coming- months
and years, as the "sands of ~ chaotic,
despairing civilization are steadily running out." We must now demonstrate
the measure of our faith.
We have accepted the Divine Teadlings and enlisted for service in the
Cause of God. The fulfilment of this
station requires of us "implicit obedience, whole-hearted allegiance, uncompromising adherence to that which v.:e
believe is the revealed and express WIn
of God .... If we are to falter or hesitate, if our love for Him shoulr.l fail
to direct us and keep us in His path,
jf we desert Divine and emphatic principles, what hope can we any more
cherish for healing the ills and sicknesses of this world?"
The Cause of God can not fail. Our
inaction, weakness and disunity may
delay the spread of His Message until
more energetic and faithful Baha'is can
be raised ttp. The most glorious opportunity is ours, and if we tail, others
will be raised up to do the work. We
may individually falter and fall by the
wayside. but His Cause will go marching on.
A wonderful !\.iissiotl has been given
the American helievers hy the f\·faster
in His Divine Plan. The Guardian
now cans us to carry out this ~lission

to the full. Your National Spiritual
Assembly has, in the Jnne issue of
BAHA'i NF.\vs, provided the necessary
instruments for collective action. Now
the Guardian in this latest cablegram
heralds the crittcal hour.
Every believer has the golden opportut1tty to teach by "living the life"
no matter how restricted and burdened
his Ii fe may seem to be. Some will
travel into the regions of America not
yet quickened by the Word of God.
Some will forsake their homeland and
carry the Light to more distant lands.
All have the privilege and responsibility to contribute their talents and pray
for confirmation from on high.
To achieve the goal, which is nothing less than laying the foundat ion of
the new \;Y orld Order, resources must
be provided. The Budget set forth
in June BAI'L.\.'i NEWS includes necessary operating expenses and a special
Teaching Fund of $30,000. During
the spring of 1932, for completing the
Ten~plc dome, the American Baha'is
contributed that amount in a few
months. Dare we meet anything less
than the highest standard of sacrifice
and devotion this year, when the safety
of the world. and the cherished possessions of rich amt poor alike, are
dearly threatened by overwhelming
disaster?
Shoghi Effendi has dearly stated
how even: believer can test the measure of hi; faith. "Contributions to this
fund (i.e .. the National Baha'i Fund)
constitute, in adrlition, a practical and
effective way whereby every believer
can test the measure and character of
his· faith. and to prove in deeds the intensity of his devotion and attachment
to the Cause."-NATIONAL -SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY.

TIME IS SHORT
Cablegram from Sooghi Effendi
(I) entreat ( the) American believers (to) ponder afresh (the) urgency (to) rededicate themselves (to
the) task lof the) complete fulfilment
(of the) Divine Plan. (The) National
Assembly's energetic leadership (and)
careful planning (arc) ineffectual unless supplemented by vigorous action
by every believer, however humble,
hnwever inexperienced. Time is short.
(The) sands (of a) chaotic, despairing civilization (are) steadily running
out. Founded on (the) unity (and)
understanding so splendidly achieved,
functioning within (the) framework
(of the) administrative Order (so)
laboriously erected, inspired (by the)
vision (of the) Temple edifice (so)
noLly reared, galvanized into action
(by the) realization (of the) rapidlydeteriorating \""'orld situation, (the)
American Baha'i Cummunity should
rise as never before (to the) height
(of the) opportunity now confronting
it. Audacity, resolution (.nd) selfabnegation (are) imperatively demanded. Impatiently and prayerfully
waiting.
SHOGHI.

Received July 30, 1936.

BAHA'U'LLAH'S TABLET
PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT

The friend s are informed that the
),lational Spiritual Assembly has
caused to be delivered to President
Roosevelt a beautifully engrossed copy
of Bah:i'u'lIih's Tablet to the Presidents and Rulers of the American Republics, together with two PTavers revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahi for A';"erica ..
:\Iay we have confidence that the
Light will penetrate into the mind and
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heart of the nations upun ,,\rhich the
Manifestation has laid such a high
trust as is revealed in that Tablet.
In reporting this important teaching
action, the members of the 1';. S. A.
would remind the friends that communications concerning tht Faith
should be addressed to Federal and
State offieials only through the N ational Assembly itself. The presentation
of the Tablet and Prayers in this case,
moreover, is reported to the Baha'is
but is not to be spread among the general public nor made a matter of public
discussion or record.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS

Report from local Spiritual Assemblies during the last few months record
the foUowing increases in membership,
by new enrollment or by transfer.
Portland, one, Philadelphia, one,
Spokane, four, Honolulu, five, Vancouver, two. Mih,,-aukee, one. Chicago, seven. \Vinnetka, two.
Los
Angeles, two. San Francisco, three.
Buffalo, three, Binghamton, three
(two being youths of non-voting age),
Peoria, six. Muskegon, Onc. \Vashington, two. Boston, one. New York,
eleven. Kenosha, two.
\Vorcester,
one.
FORM OF BEQUEST
The following form has been prepared by the Legal Committee for the
use o[ believers who plan to include a
bequest or legacy in their WilL It
is recommended that believers consult
an attorney in using- this form, to be
assured that it shall be adapted to meet
the needs and requirements of the
laws of the State in which they reside.
r hereby give and devise the sum of
$, ' , , , ' , , " to the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada, that is to say, to
the several persons who at the time of
my death, and from tirne to time thereafter, shall constitute the ~ational
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of
the United States and Canada according to the government and regulations
of said Religious Body as existing at
the time of my death and from time to
time thereafter amended, to he used in
accordance with the functions vested in
said Assembly for the furtherance of
the Faith of Baha'u'llah.
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
1936-1937
Addition, and C<>rrections

The friends are requested to nute
the following additions and corrections
in connection with the Committee appointments published
In
BAH A'I
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1\0, 101.
Regimwl
Tea.ching
Coutmittee
(new)-f<'or Korth and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama-Julia ~loore, Sf':cretary~ Georgie Wiles, Mrs. Walter B. Guy, Lucille Hoke, Alfred James, Jr.
BaM,'i World, Vol. VII-(correction in spelling) l\larzteh Carpenter.
Archi'l!es and Historv-new member, Mason Remey. I\:fariam Haney,
unahle to serve.
Contacts-new member. Ethel Revell, Mrs, Hall, unable to serve,
IHter-A-merica- (correction in spelling) T, Carl Cartwright.
Regional Teaching Cotntnittee for
Illinois~ \Visconsin, :vrinnesota, Iowa(correction in spelling) Florence
Rolfe,
)JEWS,

LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
}, To the NatjcmaJ Spiritual Assembly
On dispu.tes bet".j..!en, belie'l.!eYs
"The Guardian wishes to emphasize
the importance of avoiding reference to
civil courts of cases of dispute between
believers, even in non-Baha'i issues. It
is the Assembly's function to endeavor
to settle amicably such disputes, both
in order to safe·guard the fair name
and prestige of the Cause, and to acquire the necessary experience for the
extension of its functions in the future"-May 30, 1936.
Formation of neu.I Assemblies
"Regarding the formation of local
Assemblies, the Guardian does not advise any departure from the principle
that every civil community should have
its own independent Assembly."-July
5, 1936, (In answer to the question
whether, in the case of a nn" Assembly, the membership of the community
could reside in h'\o'o or more adjoining
civil communities.)
The utmost effort
"I cannot refrain from adding- a few
wonis to renew and reaffirm my fervent plea to you, and through you to
every individual member of the American ~naha'i community, to exert the utmost effort in order to further the
cause of teaching thruughout the
American continent. Every possible
assistance, v... hether moral, financial, or
administrative, ...hould be continuously,
generously, and systematically extended to this most urgent. this sacred and
meritorious Cause. ~l y heart yearns
to learn of any speedy and effective
action which the valiant members of
that
community
may
determine,
whether collectivelv or severallv, to undertake. The in~-isible host; of the
Abha Kingdom are arrayed and ready

to rush forth and ensure the triumph
of every stout-hearted and persevering
herald of the Faith 0 f Bahi 'u'Uih. " July 5, 1936,
2. To Individual Babi'as
(Published with the Guardian's
consent)

To Leroy loas, November 14, 1935,
. In conn~ction with the problems facIng the f nends in their teaching work;
these, the Guardian is well aware, are
by ~o n:aeans easy to overcome, specially III vtew of the limited number and
resources of the believers. But in the
field of Baha'i service, as the history
of the Cause abundantly demonstrates
there is no obstacle that can be said t~
be insurmountable, Every difficulty
will, in due time, be solved. But continued and collective effort is also
needed. The Baha'i teacher should
not get discouraged at the consciousness of the limitations within or without him. He should rather persevere,
and Le confident, that no matter how
numerous and perplexing the difficul~ies that. confront him may appear, he
lS
contmually assisted and guided
through Divine confirmations.
He
should consider himself as a mere instrument in the hands of God, and
should, t~erefore, cease looking at his
own ments. The first and most important qualification of a Baha'i teacher is, indeed, unqualified loyalty and
attachment to the Cause. Knowledge
is, of course, essential; but compared
to devotion it is secondary in importance.
,"Vhat the Cause now requi res is not
so much a group of highly cultured and
intellectual people who can adequately
present its Teachings, but a number
of devoted, sincere and loyal supporters who, in utter disregard of their
own . . ,,-eaknesses and limitations, and
with hearts afire with the love of God,
forsake their aU for the sake oi spread,
ing and establishing His Faith, In
other ,,,"'ords, what is mostly needed
nowadays is a Baha'i pioneer and not
so much a Baha'i philosopher or scholar. For the Cause is not a system uf
philosophy; it is essentially a way oi
life. a religious faith that seeks to unite
all people on a common basis of mutual
understanding and love, and in a common devotion to God.
Baha'i scholars and writers will, no
doubt, gradually appear, and will as
promised by Baha'u'llah lend a unique
support to the Faith. But in the
meantime, ,'Ve should not tarry, or
slacken in our efforts.
Concerning your question relative to
the duration of the Baha'i Dispensation. There is no contradiction be-
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ing to the weighty responsibility of renewed teaching effort. Some have already undertaken work in states \1I,!here
there are no Baha'is.
Following up Baha'i contacts and
openings made by :Miss Gertrude
Frazier in Reno, Nevada, :Mrs. Kathryn Frankland of Berkeley, California,
is now going to that city for six months
to permanently establish the Faith
there and thus bring the Light of Guidance to the state of Nevada.
Miss Frazier is TImv in Omaha, N ebraska, for a two-months' period during which time she will introduce the
Faith there, bringing the Message into
another state \vhere there are fc\'I,o' believers.
Among the first to respond to the
Guardian's call for pioneers in the
spring, were JroIr. and .Mrs. Raphael
Lillywhite and their daughter, Theresa,
of the Denver Baha'i Community, who
have undertaken to establish the Cause
in the city of Laramie, Wyoming. Two
addresses at the University of y,.,' yorning on the new life and trends in
art provided opportunity for :\fr. Lillywhite to speak of Bah;i'u'liah as the
Source of all new life, and as a result
of requests for more infonnation,
Baha'i books have been placed in the
libraries of the University and the Institute of the Latter Day Saints.
Mrs. Lillywhite has been giving a
series of addresses on the Cause at
the Women's Club, one meeting of
which was held in her own studio.
Fireside meetings are held every nineteen days, and, in the true pioneer
spirit, these friends write: "\Ve are
not going to give up until a pure functioning Baha'i Community is established in Wyoming,"
The following are a few reports of
efforts being made to add new cities
to the list of those in states where
the Cause is already established:
Through the cooperative efforts of
Dr. \'Valter B. Guy and Dr. Zia Bagdadi in opening De J.and, Florida, to
the Teachings. there are promising
prospects for a lively study group in
the ncar future.
As a result of the assistance of the
Baha',s of Philadelphia Mrs. Eva
Batey, an isolated believer in Atlantic
City, has been carrying on a ,,,,,·eekly
study class for inquirers for several
months. A group of the Philadelphia
friends visit th~ class at frequent intervals to lend enthusiasm and encourag-ement.
Cooperation has been offered to Dr.
Stanwood Cobb by a prominent and
interested woman in Richmonci. Virginia, to introduce the Cause in that
cultural center of the South. Plans

INTENSIFY TEACHING
WORK A THOSUANDFOLD
., r am eagerly awaiting the
news of the progress of the activities initiateu to promote the
teaching ,,,,'ork within, and heyond, the confines of the American continent. The American believers, if they wish to carry out,
in the spirit and the letter, the
parting wishes of their beloved
IVlaster, must intensify their
teaching work a thousand fold
and extend its ramifications beyond the confines of their native
land and as far as the most distant outposts of their far-flung
Faith. The Tablets of the Divine Plan invest your Assembly
\'I,rith unique and grave responsibilities, and confer upon it privileges which your sister Assemblies might well envy and admire.
The present opportunity is unutterably precious. It may not
recur again. Undaunted by the
perils and the uncertainties of the
present hour, the American believers must press on and prosecute in its entirety the task which
now confronts them. I pray for
their success from the depths of
my heart.·'-(signed) Slwghi.
(Excerpt from letter written to
the N, S. A. July 28, 1936.)

are being made for a series of addresses during the fall months.
As the result of an address by Dr,
Cobb at a gathering of neighbors at
the home of an isolated believer in
Clarenuon, V-irginia, a regular study
class has been established there.
Mrs. Louise Caswell of Portland,
Oregon, has been devoting several
months to the work in Boise, Idaho,
where the -:\1essage was given by
Greella Rexford, There is now in that
city a Baha'i Group and several earnest students,
I n addition to carrying on her responsibilities as secretary of the Regional Teaching Committee in the Pacific Northwest area, l\·frs, Cas\\"ell is
planning to introduce the Faith in one
of the other states where the Faith is
not yet established.
,
How many others are soon to arIse
and carrv the banner to new fields?
),IATIOKAL TEACHING CO)"IlIfITTEE

THE CURRENT
FINANCIAL BUDGET
The source of impetus in all Baha.'.

3
activity is the conscious loyalty of the
individual believers. From this ardent
devotion must come that capacity for
collective effort which it is the obligation and privilege of the local and ~a
tional Spiritual Assembly to guide. The
Faith of Balui'u'llah is a living organism, like a tree upon which every leaf
has its life function to fulfil. not a
mechanism to be keVt in motion by constant pressure from auministrative
bodies.
It is a vital part of this conscious
loyalty to acquire knowledge of all
plans in whi<:h the entire community
is expected to cooperate. The basis for
the enlarged teaching plan this year is
not so much the new fonn of committees, but the inspiration which the
friends themselves receive from the
the Teaching Tablets revealed by
'Abdu'l-Bahi to North America,
Every Baha'i responding to that vital
and consecrated task should make
effort to identify himself with the national, regional and local plans adopted
in order to unify individual devotion
and reinforce the action of every single
heliever.
Underlying the whole National plan
which the Guardian has approved is
the Financial Budget adopted by the
N, S, A. and reported in the June
issue of Ba-hd.'£ ill.f e1J..!s. The items of
that Budget represent a careful and
detailed analysis of all recurrent expenses, plus the item of $30,000 believed to be essential for the promotion of the teaching work.
That Budget should receive conscientious attention and the wholehearted support of Assemhlies, communities, groups and isolated Baha'is.
I ts items are of tlvo kinds-such fixed
expe:nses as insurance, taxes, administrative expense and Temple maintenance, and other items providing for
the support of Committees, and for the
Special Teaching Fund. Examination
of all items indicates how the Faith
has developed into a powerful administrative order capable of maintaining
such institutions as the Temple. Green
Acre, the Bosch property, 'Abdu'lBaha's house at Malden, )';Iass., and in
addition the facilities required to discharge the duties of the N, S, A. and
its Committees. The amount desired
over and above these re_current itemsespecially the Teaching Fund-represents nothing else than a direct appeal
to the devution of the American
Baha'is.
1n addition to knowledge of the
fundamental financial lJ1an, which
seems typical of future Budgets for
some years to come, the believers will
naturally follow with keen interest the
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degree of response made by the entire community,
Up to October first, the response
has been adequate only to maintain the
recurrent items of expense. The K.
S. A. has been able to vote no surplus
into the Teaching Fund. IVloreover,
the sum of $2,000 is still outstanding
on the cost of completing the Temple
clerestofY section from last year. In
order to meet that cost, the N. S. A.
was compelled to incur a loan, and
while the loan has been reduced, the
sum of $2,000 is still due.
The total receipts from September
first to twenty-sixth were $2,339.28, a
fair average of monthly contributions
since the Convention. On the basis
of a Budget of $60,000, the contribu-

tions must average $5,000 per month,
\,;hich means a monthly contribution of
$50 from a Daha'i community \,,·jth
twenty~five members, $200 a month
from a community having one hundred
believers, etc.
The degree of conscious knowledge
which a believer attains of the financial plan is, in the Guardian's own
words, a fair test of his devotion to
the Teachings and to the Faith as a
whole. Vve behold the world turning
to dust and ashes before our very eyes.
Naught will endure save love and sacrifice rendered to the Faith of Baha'u'liah. To tarry at this late hour is
to relinquish the Path and ahide in
sullen gloom.
).1ATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

TURNING THE PAGES OF THE PUBLICITY
SCRAPBOOK
The pages of the National Publicity lectures by Mrs. E. R. Mathews, unClipping Book for 1936-1937 have just der the general heading, "The Pathheen brought up to date and the com- way of Man," while the next pages
mittee wishes to share with the friends. contain "The Goal of the New World
and especially the puhlicity committees, Order" by Shoghi Effendi, published
some of the outstanding news releases in serial form. This should be an inwhich it already contains this year. spiration to all pUblicity committees.
On the Chicago pages appear two
Japan's page has almost a two colpictures of the Temple recently pub- umn review of the latest HBahd:i
lished. The one published in the Chi- iF &rld" by Agnes Alexander.
cago Daily News, July 12th, is the
In l\·liami, Florida, J\·fargaret Atlatest picture of the Temple wherein water has most effectively made use
just the Dome emerges from a frame- of a forum column in reply to an artiwork of trees in full foliage. The cap- cle appearing in the AI iami Dauy
tion chosen by the editor is "Like a 1;'ews, on Bible Prophecy and also a
Jeweled Crown, Rising to the Sky." short article at the time of the passing
July 29th, the Chicago Tribune con- of Lord AlIenby, recalling the part he
tained one with this caption, "Purple played in the Knighting of 'Abdu'lMartins Gather By Thousands for Baha.
Fight Southward" and under the picThe Press-Scimitar of Memphis,
tUfe : ,. Scene at sundown near the Tenn., August 18th issue, heralds the
BaM'i Temple in Wilmette showing pioneer work of 1\1rs. ]\:Iarion Little.
birds sitting on wires. For several The article is headed "Brings Baha'i
years the martins have chosen this spot, Faith to the South" and follows with
thousands of them assembled in the a quotation from the writing-s of Bahadome of the building also." The front 'u'lhih and then continues with a brief
page of the Tribune carried a two col- history of the Cause and its principles.
umn article headed "Martins Pick The unique feature in connection with
Baha'i Temple for Roundup." A later this article is that in the first column
article stated that they were "Driven to the left 0 f it is a picture 0 £ Pre..,jfrom their perch on the te1ephone wires dent Roosevelt, with hands outand the clerestory of the Baha'i Temple stretched as though pointing to the
by strong north winds." Even the birds column on the Baha'; Faith. Above
are trying to attract the attention of tbis pict~;e is the caption "The VVay
the world to Baha'u'lIah's Temple! to Peace.
)Jew York's pages contain many arDoesn't this make us ask ourselvesticles on the Cause published in the
are we doing our part?
The North Shore Ra;/io Record in Flatbush Observer and New York
Evanston on )rIay 31st, carried a bas- World T ele,qrmn,- an article in the July
relief of the Temple with an article issue of The Crisis on "The \\o'orld
headed "BaM'i Temple Rated Finest Issue of Race" hy Horace Holley, as
well as articles announcing the arrival
in the World."
Now we come to three full pages for of Martha Root in this country.
,Vashington, D. C. sent in an appreHonolulu, containing write-ups of four

ciation of the latest "Bahlli J¥ orldn
published in "The Christian Leader"
June 6th, in which the writer states
among other things . . . "This Baha'i
Rook is one of the most elaborate and
complete that any religious group has
issued." . . .
In Wilmette, the weekly news published in ~ragazine form called "Wilmette Life" has besides its generous
publications of news items on all activities in the Baha'i House of Vv'orship, published a front page picture of
our glorious Temple with this beautiful description below it: "Like a jewel,
in its setting of generous foliage and
bright summer sky is this world farnous dome of the Baha'i Temple on
the lake shore in vVilmette. This Universal House of \Vorship is the mecca
for thousands of religious pilgrims and
interested tourists every year. The
dome compares in size with the largest structures of its type in the world.
It gives place to none in beauty."
Added to these outstanding features,
pages which show real activity on the
part of believers as well as committees
in the publicity field are those of Boise,
Idaho; Geneva, Binghamton and Rochester, N ew York; Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Francisco, California, where the summer
school sessions and the arrival of Martha Root stands out. Teaneck, N. J.,
has a full page of lengthy articles describing the Annual Souvenir Feast
held at Evergreen Place; Norwich,
Connecticut has some fine publicity
through the efforts of an isolated believer; Racine, \Visconsin and Urbana,
Illinois have also made a beautiful
start for the new Baha'i year.
We hope this word picture of the
press book since April. 1936, will inspire those of you who haven't sent in
any clippings since April, to work even
harder toward your goal. If the committee can help you in any way do not
hesitate to call upon us.
Two clippings of all publicity is
needed this year. Please send them to
Mrs. Nina ),Iatthisen, Chairman) 4612
Malden Street, Chicago, Illinois.
PUBUSHING ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Future World Commonwealth
-excerpts from the general letters
written by Shoghi Effendi. 16 pages,
bound in paper. This booklet brings
together the Guardian's own words on
the coming World Order. It is printed
on extra quality paper and attractively
bound, to be suitable for presentation
to non-Baha'is. Price-IDe per copy,
fifteen copies for $1.00. Net.
F ounda!ions of Warld U nity--a new
edition of this compilation made from
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the two volumes of ;' Prornulg?-tion of

'····.
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"'".

Universal Peace." Price-bounrl m
cloth, $0.75; paper covers, $0.60.
America's S pirit-ual Afiss1on-'Ab-

/'

Y

'

du'l-Baha's Teaching Tablets to Amt'Tica. This is the same pamphlet recently distributed free by the N. S. A. to
an American Baha'is~ the Publishing
Committee having prepared an extra
supply for sale at low cost. Price-ISc
per copy.
.
.

SY'tOPS1S oj BaJuf[ Adntimstratwe
Order-an aid to the study and teaching of the Administrative Order pre-

pared by the Spiritual Assembly of Los
Angeles. The sale of this Synopsis IS
handled through the Western Branch
of the Publishing Committee, as per
address given below. Price-lOco per
copy.
In addition to the small pamphlets
prepared by the Teaching Literature
Committee as announced in recent issues of Bdiul'i N e1j.}S, the tollm",-'ing titles are available for free di:::;tribution
at low cost,
The Bah(Yi 111o've1nellt-:::;old in lots
of ten copies at $1.00.
.
The Balun Faith-sold in lots of fitteen copies at $1.00.

The Bah6/i Peace

Pr()gram~'Ab

du'I-Baha's Tablet to the Committee
on Durable Peace, and His Tablet to
Th. Fore\. Bound in paper, $O.SO per
copy. Bound in dark blue fabrikuid
with gold and blue title, $1.00 per copy
(formerly $1.50).
. .
The Realitv of 1\1 an--compl1atlOn on
mind, soul arl"d spirit. Per copy, $0.50.
Address correspondence to Baha'i
Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 34£,
Graod Central Annex, New York.
N. Y. or to \o\restern Division, il.1rs.
Emma F. Smith, 940 Leavenwortb St.,
San Francisco Calif.
I

IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto every confident believer the cup that is life indeed.
It bestoweth joy, anti is the bearer of
gladness. It conferreth the gift of
everlasting life,-Baha'u'llah.
~lrs. Gertrude Anderson, Chicag{l.
Mr. Jacob Schmit, St. Paul.
THE

New Sign Placed at Entrance to Green Acre, July

tnee ground wben~ \"",'e can meet each
other in print." That expresses very
well the goal we have set.
But to develop the bulletin \".. e need
articles and news items. The news
items from each group should be sent
to the area sub-secretary. In the East
to Zeah Holden, 48 T~rrace Avenue,
Albany, New York; in the Chicago
area to Florence ':\'1attoon, 1098 Pratt
A venue, Chicago, Illinois; in the Pacific coast area to Dorothv V,lever, 675
West Arden Avenue, Glendale, California.
Articles for the bulletin should be
sent direct to Kenneth Christian. 17
Jalle Street, :'v[alone, ;..!ew York. They
should he brief and deal with the
Baha'i way uf life or some other definite aspect of the teachings or the common problems that youth fact' today.
Poems also Illav he submitted. The
committee hopes that the Baha'i youth
oi the 1.:nited States and Canada will
respond at once with contrihutions for
the youth bulletin.

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
BULLETIN

The National Youth Committee is
nlaking an effort this year to develop
the bulletin BahJ'i Y mdh into an ';in_
ternational" youth hulletin with all that
tl1at implies. Viole feel that it is the
organ for fostering a common opinion
among the Baha'i youth of the \.... orlo.
_.1\ recent letter to the committee reads:
ULet us make BaJui'i Yau/It a confer-

LETTER FROM NATIONAL
ASSEMBLY OF IRAN

\Vc have the great pleasure of informing- our dear Raha'i brothers ami
~.isters throughout the Baha"i \"orId
that the 3d annual Baha'i Convention
of Iran '''''as held in the "Haziratu"lQuJs" (Baldi center) in Teheran

2{tI,

1936.

from the 6th to 12th of the Rizwan
feasts to f Drm the 3d 1'\ ational Assembly of the Baha'is of Iran.
The delegates representing the
friends in this country were pre:::;ent
and discussed various important questions of general interest to the Cause
and submitted their decisions and
recommendations to the newly formed
National Assembly.
\Ve give hereafter the names of the
members of the newly appointed Assembly:
I.-Mr. Ali Akbar Foroutan.
2.-Mr. Valiullah Vargha.
3.-Jenabi Fazel ~'Iazandarani.
4.-Mr. Shua'ullah Ala'i.
5.-Jenabi Amin-i-Amin.
G.-Dr. Youness Afruukbteh.
7.-Mr. Mahmud Badii.
8.-Mr. Ahmad Poor.
9.-Mr. Ahmad Yazdani.
The members of the governing hody
of the Assembly are:
1.-M r. Valiullah Varghil: President.
2.-Dr. Youness Afroukhteh: VicePresident.
3.-Mr. Ali Akbar Foroutan: Secretary.
4.-"11r. Shua'ullah AIa't: Treasurer.
The postal aml telegraphic aduress
of the Assembly remain t111changed as
last vear. viz.:
Post~l address:
lI-1r. Ali Akhar Foroutan,

.
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Kbiaban-i- Pahlevi,
Koucheh -i- M eh dieh, 2002.
Teheran, Iran.
Cable address: Teheran, Rouhani.
Thanks to divine confirmation, discussions ,,,,,'ere conducted with a spirit
of complete hannony and sincere cooperation throughout the ''''''hole period
of the sittings of the Convention and
the delegates were much satisfied of
the success of the discussions.
It is indeed a source of great pleasure for us to see that, under the wise
leadership and guidance of our beloved
Guardtan, the friends have attained
such a degree of sincerity, spirituality
and sense of cooperation \,. . hich is far
beyond the limits of worldly relations.
We, the members of this Assembly,
earnestly hope that, with the help of
Bahi'u'llah, we may be able to carry
out our sacred and important duties
in the course of the present year to
the entire satisfaction of our beloved
Guardian.
We shall be very pleased to receive
your letters and to hear the news of
your activities. We hope that we may
be able to correspond ...vith your Assembly and to convey to the friends in
Iran friendly messages and news from
you.
For THE i'oJATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'is OF IRAN.
Yours faithfully,
A. FOROUTAN,
Secreta1"j',
THE BAHA'I LIFE
Study Course Conducted by Dorothy
Baker at Green Acre,
August, 1936

l\lote: As a contribution to the teaching effort, Study Outlines will from
time to time be published in BAIL.\'i
I\EWS. The 1\. S. A. will welcome all
suitable Outlines which can be supplied, whether or not they ha .... e been
used in a Summer School or Assembly
study class.
Lesson One
The Law of the Kingdom and the
Bread of Life.
References:
Gleanings; 86-87, 95-97, 123, 175,
156, 141, 286, 264-369, 335-338.
Scriptures: 656, 670, 727.
Iqim: 3-4,
Suggested Questions:
\Vhy are we born?
\~lhv is law necessary to life'
"Vh~re does evil originate?
Can one be assured of rebirth?
What is the reality of kingship?
List in your mind some of the great
assurances of the kingdom of God.
What are the conditions of search

NEWS

ARTICLES FOR
"HERALD OF THE SOUTH"
wl'diss Hilda Brooks, Secretary of the N, S. A. uf the Bahais
of Australia and 1\. e\,!>' Zealand.
has requested the Guardian to
urge the friends to contribute
articles fur publication in the
'Herald of the South' magazine.
"At his direction I am writing
this to you that you may kindly
lay this matter before the American ;.;[. S. A. for consideration
and action. Hc ,,,,'uuld suggest
that in the 'N e...vs Letter' you
bring this question to the attention uf the friends, urging them
on his behalf to cooperate with
the Australian and New Zealand
believers in their efforts for raising the standard of their national
magazine. H - Letter from the
Guardian, through his secretary,
April 19, 1936,
Note: Baha'i Magazine, Herald of the South, is published
quarterly at Adelaide, South Australia. The SUbscription rate is
five shillings per year. Address,
Box 4470, Adelaide, South Australia.

for the kingdom?
Lesson Two
The Power of Thought In Acti've
Life.
References:
Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Bahit, p. 13-14,
161-164,
Gleanings; p. 164, 194.
Some Answered Questions. p. 96,
245, 246, 250, 251, 201, 202.
The Art of Thinking-Dimnet.
Victorious Living-Fosdick, pp, 98206.
Sug-gested Questions:
Distinguish beh"'een good ami useless thoughts.
Ho\,{ are the five inner senses related to the Spirit'
\Vhat is reflection?
Discuss imagery as an educational
asset,
Find as nearly as you can your own
status according to imagery-association.
How do you meditate?
I.esson Three
Baha'i Prayer
References: Doa, the Call to Prayer.
Bahit'u'llih and the ""ew Era. Ch.
VI, VII.
Wisdom of 'Al.Jdu'I-Baha, 164-165.
Iqim p. 38-40,

Abbas Effendi; His Life and Teachings-Phelps, p. 232.
Man the unknown-A. Carrel, p.
188-197.
Questions;
\Vhat kinds of prayer are confirmed
by Bahi'tt'llah'
\Vhat is the supreme objective of
sllpplkation?
\Vhy is supplication necessary as
well as affirmation?
What are the qualities that make
prayer real?
Lesson Four
Human Relations (The home, the
social pattern, the spiritual foundation of community life.)
References;
The :'v!arriage Tablet (Prayer
Rook).
Abhas Effendi, His Life and Teachings---Phelps 92-94, 167-169.
Baba'u'llih and New Era, 91-92.
Gleanings: 288-289, 305, 242, 278.
Divine Philosophy Ch. VIII.
Universal Religion-Dreyfus 160163.
Baha'i Administration 21-22.
Discovering the Genius \Vithin You
-So Cobb p. 135-136.
Security for a Failing World-S.
Cobb Ch. XI.
Rebels and Saints-Ferdenand, [5serman.
\Ve rvro-ve in Ne ..." DirectionsOverstreet.
Questions:
How have the marriage laws of the
prophets protected society?
List as many definite applications
as you can for becoming the
Baha'i social pattern.
What is the spiritual basis of Baha'i
community life?
Lesson Five
The Apostle,
This lesson will be based mainly upon the study of "Dawn-Breakers"
and the assurances o[ Baha'u'llah
on teaching to be found in "Gleanings".
A general discussion of teaching
problems and suggestions will be
helpful.

COMMITTEE DIRECTORY
1936-1937
The addresses of 1\T ational Committees needed for correspondence are
supplied herewith.
Archi1Ns and History-Th-frs. May
Scheffler, Secretarv, 1821 Lincoln
St., Evanston, 1I1. .
Tlte Balui'! rVorld, Vol. VII, Edilorial
-~·frs. Nellie S. French SecretarY,
390 Grove St., Pasadena, Calif. J
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Braille Transcriptions-~Irs. Samuel
Rodman, Chairman, 24 Ross St.,
Batavia, N. Y.
Contacts-:\1iss Sophie Loeding, Chair-

Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Ala-

man, 4318 Greenvie\'.. Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
Green Acre Program-Horace Holley,

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky
-Dale S. Cole, Secretary, 3174
Corydon Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

Chairman, 119 Waverly Place, New
York, N. Y.
Green Acre Afaintenance - Harold

Illinois, Wisconsin, IViinnesota, Iowa
-1hs. Sara VValrath, Secretary,

Bowman, Chairman, Salmon FalLs,

Kansas, Missouri-1'.1iss Opal Ho-

N.H.
Index-Mrs. H. A. Harding, Chairman, 704 W. Nevada St., Urbana,
Ill.
Inter-America-Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews,Chairman, Box 1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Legal--George O. Latimer, Chairman,
1927 N. E. 40th Ave., Portland,
Ore.
Library-Mrs. Grace Bastedo, Secretary, 1332 Riverside Drive, New
York, N. Y.
Publicity - Mrs. Nina Matthisen,
Chairman, 4612 Malden St., Chicago, Ill.
Publishing-Mrs. C. R. Vi ood, Secretary, 135 East 50th St., New York,
N. y'-Address for ordering literature: Baha'i Publishing Com., P. O.
Box 348, Grand Central Annex,
New York, N. Y.-Western Division, Mrs. Emma F. Smith, 940

well, Secretary, 4527 Forest Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Colorado, Utah-Mrs. Loulie A.

Leavenworth St.. San Francisco,
Calif.
Radio--Mrs. Shirley \Varde, Chairman, 135 Pinewood Place, \Vest
Englewood, N. J.
Reviewing-Mrs. Doris Holley, Secre~
tary, 119 Waverly Place, "-lew York,

N. y.
Study Outlines-Miss Gretchen Westervelt, Chairman, 16 Garden St.,
Potsdam, N. Y.
Teaching-(National Com.) - Miss
Charlotte M. Linfoot, Secretary, 673
60th St., Oakland, Calif.
Teaching (Re~onal Coms.)Quebec. Ontario~ New Brunswick,

Nova Scotia, New Foundland,
Prince Ed ward Island - Mrs.
Ruth Lee, Secretary, 2682 Soissons Ave., l\iontreal, Quebec.
Maine, New Hampshire, VemlOnt,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut-::Virs. Florence I\·lorton,

Secretary,
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Wheeler

Ave.,

\Vorcester, ~'Iass.
Kew York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania-Philip Sprague, Secretary,

235 East 22nd St., "-lew York.

N. Y.
:\-!aryland, Delaware, DistrK:! of Columbia, Virginia, \Vest VirginiaC. ~ewell Atkinson, Secretan.. ,

1612 K St., Washington, D. c.'
North Carolina, South Carolina,

bama-Mrs. Georgie Wiles, Secretary, R. D. 2, West Nashville,
Tenn.

4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Ill.

~'Iathe\vs,

Secretary, Box 1064,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
California, Nevada, Arizona-Mrs.

Oni A. Finks, Secretary, 453 East
Ave. 28, Los Angeles, Calif.
British Columbia, \¥ashington, Ore·
gon, Idaho-Mrs. Louise Caswell,

Secretary, 2379 N.W. Overton

St., Portland, Ore.
Teaching alld Tra;Il;Hg Children-Mrs.
Leroy Ioas, Secretary, 640 - 46th
Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Teaching Literature--George O. Latimer, Chairman, 1927 N.E. 40th
Ave., Portland, Ore.
Temple Libraria,., Photographs-Harry . E. \Valrath, 4639 Beacon St.,
ChICagO, Ill.
Temple Progr<m>-~frs. Clarence Ull.
rich, Secretary, 904 N. Hays Ave.,
Oak Park, Ill.
U niversal A uxilWrY Language-Dr.
Charles Witt, Chairman, 860 So.
Norton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Warld Order Magazine-Editorial
Office, 119 Waverly Place, New
York, N. Y.-Business Office, 135
East 50th St., New York, N. Y.
Youth-Miss Zeah Holden, Secretary,
48 Terrace Ave., Albany, N. Y.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS FOR
PRESERVATION IN NATIONAL AND LOCAL
BAHA'I ARCHIVES
Note: This classification has been
made in order to clarify the nature of
the material to be preserved in the
Archives, with a suitable distinction

between that which should be sent to
the National Archives and that which
should enter into the Archives established by a local Spiritual Assembly.
I. Tahlets and relics of Bah,,'u'llith
and the Bib, whether original
Tablets or reproductions. Thi s
material is essentially National
in character.

II. Tablets and relics of 'Alxlu'lBahi. The Tablets should be

III. Letters of Shoghi Effendi. These
are of three different classesthose written to the N. S. A. and
the entire American Baha'i Community ; those wr itten to local
Assemblies; and those written to

individual believers. The N ational Assembly is preserving the
national letters of the Guardian,
particularly as they occasionally
contain matters confidential to

that body. The N. S. A. plans
to photostat all the Guardian's
letters, at \vhich time all originals can be gone over with a

original, signed Tablets, or authentic reproductions such as

view to their preservation in the

photostat copies. Tablets should
be accompanied by original translation if possible. All original
Tablets should be preserved in
the National Archives. Photostats of Tablets revealed to the

ters to local Assemblies are for

National Archives.

Original let-

the most part not confidential

Spiritual Assembly, or to indi-

and can be preserved in the N ational Archives, with photostats
in the local Archives. Letters
to individual believers can be
sent to the National Archives

vidual believers, might well be
placed in the local Archives. As

and photostats obtained for the
recipient and for the local

regards the nature of relics, the

Guardian has given the following explanation: "The general
principle should be that any object used by Him

in person

should be preserved for posterity,
whether in the local or National
Archives. It is the duty and responsihility of the Baha'i Assemblies to ascertain carefully whether such objects are genuine or
not, and to exercise the utmost
care and caution in the matter.H

Archives.

IV. National events and activities.
Such events as 'Abdu'l-Bahi's
American journey, the founding

of the Temple, early historical
records of Star of the West,
Bahi'i Publishing Committee,
Green Acre, Geyserville and
Louhelen Ranch and other activities of more than local importance constitute an impressive aspect of Baha'i history, and
all original documents and rec-

8
ords should be turned over to the
N. S. A., if not already done, for
its examination and subst'quent
deposit in the National Archives.
V. Local records and activities.
Records and documents pertaining to such activities are of two
classes: the ~finutes and correspondence of the Spiritual Assembly, which are prt'served hy
the Assembly itself, and nonadministrative material of historical interest and importance,
such as programs, newspaper
clippings,
Historical
Record
Cards, etc. It is recommended
that each Spiritual Assembly also
provide a bound book in which
its Archives Committee can keep
a record of enrollments of new
believers and also de.:tths or removals from the community,
VI. Baha'i publications. A complete
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file of all publications. such as
books, pamphlets, magazines,
news letters, etc., of official
Baha'i character is being developed in the National Archives,
and the cooperation of the
friends is requested to make this
complete. Out of print Baha'i
books and pamphlets will be appreciated.
VII. Individual records and papers.
Families in possession of the
papers belonging to such prominent workers as those named in
"America and the :;"fost Great
Peace" win appreciate that such
records are part of the history
of the Cause and might well be
turned over to the Archives and
History Committee, Other personal records migbt similarly be
turned over to the local Archives
Committee.

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA-1936-1937
(With Name ami Address of Secretary, C&rrected to October 1, 1936)
Phoenix, ATizona, Mrs. Ruth H umphrey, P. O. Box 2174.
Berkeley, California, Mrs. Laura
Kelsey Allen, 537 Santa Barbara Road.
Geyserville, California, Mrs. Alice
Entzminger, Route 2, Box ro7, Santa
Rosa, Calif.
Glendale, California, Mrs. Loretha
von Kirtley, 324 \'1. \Vindsor Road.
Los Angeles. California, Mrs. Oni
A. Finks, 453 East Avenue 28.
Oakland, California, Mr. Paul S.
Jones, 400 Orange Street.
Pasadena, California, 1{rs. S. \;V.
French, 390 Grove StTeet.
San Francisco, California, 1·1iss Nadeen G. Cooper, 748 Page Street, Apt.

7.
Santa Barbara, California, l\frs.
Lowell, c/o :;"Iiss Starr, 206 \Vest
Canon PeTdido.
:Montreal, Canada, ~'lrs. Emeric
Sala, 194 Riverside Drive, 5t. Lambert, P. Q.
Vancouver, B. c., :Mr. A. F. L. Collin. P. O. Box 744.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, :NIrs.
Gladys Roberts. 915 No. Hancock Ave·
nue.
Denver, Colorado, Dr, C. E. )'feycr,
4495 y, Perry Street.
New Haven, Connecticut, ).frs. Edward Kamerzel, 236 First A venue,
\Vest Haven, Conn.
~rashington, D. C., :\:rr~. Louise D,
Boyle, 1915 Sixteenth Street. N.W.
Jacksonville, Florida. :;"fiss Kathryn
V emon, 707 Post Street.

'-fiami, Florida, :;"frs. Margaret H.
Atwater, 44 N.W. 10th Avenue.
St. Augustine, Florida, 1fiss 'vl/. H.
Simpson, Florida Normal Institute,
Augusta, Georgia, 1frs. C. T, Sego,
Bransford Road.
Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs.
Elma
Adolphson, 712 17th Avenue.
Maui, Hawaii, Mrs. Mary T. Fantom, SprecklesviIle.
Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. Harry E.
Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street.
Evanston, Illinois, 1frs. Inez B.
Ford, 2645 Girard Avenue.
Park Ridge, Illinois, :VIrs. J. Harvey
Red.on, 612 So. Washington Street.
Peoria, Illinois, ~frs, Jac'lueline
Summers, 802 Hamilton Boulevard.
Rockford, Illinois, Dr. EdwaTd L.
Fernald, flJ7 Stewart Building.
Springfield, Illinois. Mrs. Fred T.
Whipp, 807 West Edwards Street.
urbana, Illinois, Mr. H. J. Snider,
506 \'1. Penn Avenue.
Wilmette. Illinois, Mr. Carl A. Hannen, 536 ShCTidan Road.
\Vinnetka, Illinois, :\f rs. Enos M.
Barton. 978 Euclid Avenue, Hubbard
Woods, Ill.
Indianapolis, Indiana, 11rs. Ivy L.
Barlet, 3527 Evergreen Avenue.
South Bend, Indian", ,-iiss N ayan
F. Hartfield, 7320 Diamond Ave.
Topeka, Kansas, Miss IVlaude Tegart, 1031 Harrison Strt'et.
Eliot, 1'laine, Ivliss Louise Thompson.
Baltimore, Maryland, Mrs. F.

vVoodward Hipsley, 2803 Allendale
Road.
Cabin John, l\!aryland, Mrs. Pauline A. Hannen.
Boston, )'lassachusetts, 1.frs, Helen
Archambault, 38 1Iansfield St., Everett, Mass.
Springfield. Mass., Mrs. Wendell E.
Bacon, Three Rivers, -Mass.
\\torcester, _Mass., Miss Fanny :rvL
Holmes, 103 \Vebster Street.
DetTOit, Michigan, :;"1.s. L. W. Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby Avenue.
Flint, Michigan, :;"fiss Elizabeth
Phelps, Box 355.
Lansing, Nlichigan, :Miss Viola
Evans, R. F. D. 4, Box 8.
Muskegon, Michigan, l\frs. I va
Smack, 132 Allen A venue.
:;"linneapolis, .Minn .. Mrs. Helen W.
Frink, 1261 Nicollet A·;enue.
St. Paul, Minn., Mrs. Gayle Woolson, 235 Fuller Avenue.
Kansas City, Missouri, 11iss Opal
Howell, 4527 Forest Avenue.
Montclair, New Jersey, Miss A. E.
Van Blarcum. 19 Walnut Crescent.
)./ewark, New Jersey, Mr. G. 1.
Volz, 48 Salter Place. :;"Iaplewood,
N. J.
Teaneck, New Jersey, Mr. Archie
C. Tichenor, 12 Valley Road, Haworth, )./. J.
Binghamton. New York. Mrs. P. A.
Fernald, 641 Chenango Street.
Buffalo. New York. Mr. E. C. McCurdy, 144 Cottage Street.
Geneva, }.!ew York, Mrs. Lucy
Heist, 46 Park Place.
New York, K. Y., lVriss Bertha L.
Herklotz. Room 615. 119 West 57th
Street.
Rochester, New York, Miss Elizaheth Brooks. 49 Rowley Street.
Yonkers, New York, Mrs. Lillian
Stoddard, 100 Saratoga Avenue.
Akron. Ohio, :;"irs. Harriet B.
Browne, 468 1\1adison Avenue.
Cincinnati, Ohio, l\fiss Hilda Stauss,
3640 Epworth Avenue, Westwood,
Cincinnati
Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Dale S. Cole,
3174 Corydon Road.
Columbus, Uhio, "irs. Margarete
Acebo, R. F. D. I, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio, l\·frs. Helen McCoy,
24 Lexington Avenue.
Lima, Ohio, :llTs. Elma B. Miessler.
319 Westwood Drive.
Toledo, Ohio, MT>. CITile Hill, 312
Ohio Street.
Portland, Oregon, Mr. J. W. Latimer, 1927 I'\'.E. 40th Avenue,
Philadelphia. Penna .. )'fiss Jessie E.
Revell, 2531 Korth 19th Street.
Pittsburgh, Penna., Mrs. BiShop
Brown, p, O. Box 9, Ingomar, Penna,
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Kashville, Tennessee, Mrs. Elva
Peebles, 405 Patterson Street.
:'I1onroe, Washington, Mrs. Levina
Sprau, Box 277.
Seattle,

\~lashington}

l\.fiss

Doris

Foye, P. O. Box 228.
Spokane, Washington, )'lrs. Isabelle
M. Campbell, 1427 S. Madison Street.
Kenosha. \;Visconsin, l\·lr. Louis J.
Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
1lilwaukee, \Visconsin, Mrs. Jeanette Clark, 1814 A North Oakland
Avenue.
Racine, Wisconsin, Mr. Harold R.
Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.

DELEGATES
Twenty.Eighth Annual Convention

1936

Delegates
Phoenix, Ariz., Miriam Bugbee.
Berkeley, Calif., Ali M. Yazdi.
Geyserville, John D. Bosch.
Glendale, Loretha von Kirtley.
Los Angeles, Elmor Duckett, Oni A.
Finks, Willard P. Hatch, Shahnaz
Waite,

Oakland, A. C Ioas.
Pasadena, Nellie S. French.
San Francisco, Leroy C. loas,
L. Seta.

~1amie

Santa Barabara 11arie Lowell.
J

Montreal, Que., Sutherland lYlaxwell.
Vancouver, B. C, Rowland A. Estall.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Loulie A.
Mathews.

Denver, Miguel Calderon.
New Haven, Conn., Douglas Hillhouse.

Washington, D. C, C Mason Remey,
Mariam Haney, Allen B. :'I-!cDaniel.
Jacksonville, Fla., Walter L. Bacon.
Miami, Lucille Hoke.
S!. Augustine, Frances M. Guy.
Augusta, Ga., W. T. Bidwell.
Honolulu, T. H., Marion Little.
Maui, Katherine S. Baldwin.
Chicago, Ill., Pbilip Marangella, Albert
Windust, Sara Walrath, Alla Kalanter, Julia Sobel, Ruth Moffett,
Harry E. \Valrath, Monroe Ioas.
Evanston, Carl Scheffler.
Park Ridge, Dorothy Redson.
Peoria, Zelia Frazier.
Springfield, Annie B. KillillS.
Urbana, Mrs. H. A. Harding.
Wilmette, Carl Hannen.
Winnetka, :\fahel I ves.
Indianapolis, Ind., Lillian K. Sielkcn.
South Bend, Sarah Russell.
Topeka, Kans., Paul Bro\,;n.
Eliot, Me., Elizaheth Greenleaf.
Baltimore, Md., wlrs. H. M. Langrali.
Cabin John, Paul Hannen.
Boston, ivlass., Alfred E. Lunt, ~{rs.
M. C Oglesby.
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Claire Fricke.
BACK NUMBERS OF
'BAHA'I NEWS'
The constant growth of the
Bahi'i community, and the more
studious attitude developed in recent years, has raised a very difficult problem in connection with
requests for back numbers.
The N. S. A. feels it necessary to report that at present
there is not available one single
file of copies from No.1, dated
December, 1924) to the current
issues J but there are several sets
which lack only a few copies.
These sets are offered for sale at
$25.00 each, and Assemblies or
individual believers desiring them
are urged to obtain one as soon
as possible.
The files from No. 4S to date
are more complete, and individual back numbers will be supplied
at IOc each as long as they last.

Racine, FJol'cnce Hansen.

NATIONAL COMMITTEES
1936-1937
Additions and Corrections

The EoJuri World, Vol. V If-Added . to

Editorial

Committee,

Mrs.

Anme Romer, Mrs. Charles Bishop.
Green Acre Program-Horace Holley, Chairman, Dr. Genevieve L. Coy
'
Philip Sprague.
Green Acre Maintenance-Harold
Bowman,

Chairman,

.Mrs. Florence

Morton, Mrs. Amelia Bowman, Miss
Roushan \Vilkinson. Treasurer; Mrs.

Emma Flynn.
His/arUm of Green Acre, Alfred E.
Lun!.
Publici/y·-Added, Mrs. Edna Eastman.

Radio-Added, Philip Sprague.
~tudy Outlines-New committee appomted, former committee being un-

able to serve.

Miss Gretchen Wester-

velt, Chairman, Miss June Miller, Miss

\Norcester, Hebe Struven.
Detroit, Mich., L. W. Eggleston.

Flint, Clarence LaRocque.
Lansing, Viola F. Evans.
Muskegon, Louis H. Keller.

Imogene Talbott, Mrs, Doris McKay.
Youth-Added, Miss Tahirih Mann
George Elmer unable to serve.

'

Regional Teaching-New England
States, Mrs. Wendall Bacon added
Mrs. Isaacs unable to serve. North

Kaukab McCut-

and South Carolina, Tennessee Georgia. Florida, Alabama, the Secr~tary is

St. Paul, Gayle Woolson.
Kansas City, Mo., Mrs. J. B. Becktel.
J\·lontclair, N, J., Henry Grasmere.
Newark, Walter Goodfellow.
Teaneck, Roy C Wilhelm, William de
Forge.
Binghamton, N. Y., Helen T. Inderleid.
Buffalo, N. Grace Bissell.
Geneva, Mary Collison.
New York, Mountfort :'1-1 ills, Horace
Holley, Philip Sprague, Bertha
Herklotz, Ophelia B. Crum, Marie
B. :Vloore, Ludmilla Bechtold.
Rochester, Elizabeth Brooks.
Yonkers, Maud Gaudreaux.
Akron, 0., Mrs. Russell Brooker.
Cincinnati, Hilda Stauss.
Cleveland, Dale S. Cole, Kathryn Cole.
Columbus, Lulu Alexander.
Lima, Edmund J. fviiessler.
Toledo, Cecille Hill.

now Mrs. Georgie Wiles, Miss Julia

i\:Iinneapolis,
cheon.

~'Iinn.,

Portland, Ore., George 0, Latimer.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jessie E. Revell.
Pittsburgh, Ruth Randall-Brown.
Nashville, Tenn., Georgie \Viles.
Monroe, Wash., Chrysella Newell.
Seattle, Doris Foye.
Spokane, Isabella M. Campbell.
Kenosha, \~{is., Helen Lorentzen.
Mih""aukee, Charles Reimer, Herhert

Sllhm,

J.

\V. Lewis, Clarence Suhrn,

l\·loore not serving.

BAHA'I YOUTH BULLETIN
The October issue of BaM'i Youth
will terminate the first year of a notable
and exhilarating international enterprise. To those who are not acquainted
with our bulletin '''''Oe present the following quotations from our pages of
information and, we trust, inspiration:
"As in the last century the DawnBreakers recreated Persia, so must the
Baha'is of today recreate the world!
. . . May Baha', Youth unite us and
keep us al ways strong in the knowledge of a common destiny and action."
"Bah<i'u'llilh spoke to the worldwhen He raised His voice there were
no Baha'is-He addressed Himself to
the soul of man. Do we suppose that
only those who have had the privilege
or hearing of Him and accepting Him,
are His workers in this day?"
roFor the SUbjugation of small physical appetites, the infinite power of
Baha'u'llah is present and we may
draw upon it."
"In unity with our fellows throughout the world we have joinecl in a new
(letermination to serve the Cause of

Baba'u"Uah."
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"The Baha'i Faith is the only agent
which uncompromisingly cuts through
the surface (of age-old passion) to reveal the unity of purpose which animates all group activity, spiritual and

has been set before them by a loving
and wise Master,"
", , , Baha'i youth throughout the
world must not only strive to spread
knowledge of the Teachings, but also

materiaJ, in the evolutionary process of
civilization."

and above all to live them as com.
pletely as circumstances permit. They

"We cannot teach and serve the
Faith of Baha'u'lhih sincerely and
adequat.ely until as individ,:als we are
clearly Impelled by the. spIrItual standard.s of conduct ,;,:hlc~ become a!legI.ance to the B~a I FaIth .... In thIS

should attract people to the Cause not
so moch through the exposition of its
principles and teachings but through
the power of their individuallives . .J:he
Baha'i ~outh must indeed .ex~~plify
througtlthelr
hath as mdlVlduals

penod of Formahon the youth of the
Baha'i world community must break
from the worthless standards of the

times and unfold the standards of God.

!i:.:;'4

jJ

and as ronScj;;;;A9W active members
ot the Baha'i community, the purity,
fFle eft
es and sublime character
0

their Faith.

e

can t

. . . We can at once begin the estab~ when they live up to t e standard
lishment of these new standards if as __culCatea by BaRa 1] IIa6 "

individuals and as groups we adopt the
spiritual attitude of nobility which
will differentiate us from others."

st
lD_

.
beAlsf f~om th~ Guard~~ t? a memTot e yout

corum1 ee.

And from our beloved Guardian
through his secretary:
.
"Not until all the friends come to
'\ realize that every one is able, in his

"The response of various youth
groups in both the East and the West
to your CommIttee's call has been very
gratifying., It should be now. yo,:r

own measure to deliver the Message,

Comm1ttee s chief aIm to malntam

. can they hope to reach the goal that

alive this spirit of solidarity and fel-

lowship that you have succeeded in
awakening among various Baha'i youth

groups throughout the world. Your
Youth Bulletin, he hopes, will give you
the fun means to accomplish this aim."
BaM'i Youth wants to succeed.

Bahli', Youth wants to consolidate the
Baha'i youth in all countries. Baha'i
Youth wants to maintain alive the
spirit of solidarity and f eUowship
awakened among Baha'i youth groups
through out the world I
Baha'i Youth wants subscriptions.
We urge all Assemblies to cooperate
by obtaining subscriptions. (The New
York youth have already subscribed
almost lOO%!)
Baha'I Youth is published quarterly.
You may have your copy by sending
ten cents, (liT a year's SUbscription by
sending forty cents, to Miss Zeah

Holden, 48 Terrace Avenue, Albany,

N. Y.
With our subscriptions duly augmented we can approach our second
year with a sense of confidence and
effectiveness.
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WORDS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
o living flame of heavenly love!
Thine heart has been so fired with
the love of God that from ten thousand leagues afar its warmth and radiance may be felt and seen. The fire lit
by mortal hand imparts light and
warmth to but a little space, whereas
that sacred flame which the hand of
God hath kindled, though burning in
the East, will set aflame the West, and
give warmth to both the North and the
South; nay it shall rise from this
world to glow with the hottest flame
in the realms on high, flooding with
light the Kingdom of eternal glory.
Happy art thou to have obtained so
heavenly a gift; blessed art thou to be
favored with His divine bestowals.
The glory of God rest upon thee and
upon them that hold fast unto His Will
and holy Covenant.
LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
1. To the National Spiritual Assembly

Authenticity of the Bible
"As to the question raised by the
Racine Assembly in connection with
Baha'u'Ii<i.h's statement in the Gleanings concerning the sacrifice of Ishmael; althQilgh His statement does
not agree with that made in the Bible,
Genesis 22 :9, the friends should un"
hesitatingly, and for reasons that are
only too obvious, give precedence to
the sayings of Baha'u'llah which, it
should be pointed out, is fully corroborated by the Qur'an, which hook is.
more authentic than theBibfe, including both the New and the Old Testaments. The Bible is not wholly authentic, ana In this respect not to be
compared with the Qu'an, and should
be wholly subordinated to the authentic
sayings of Baha'u'llah.

OCTOBER, 1936

The
a
worn by the
has brought

Statement concerning teaching
"The Guardian has read with keenest interest the- new statement adopted
by the N. S. A. concerning teaching,
and wishes me to assure -you, - and
through you all your distinguished
fellow-members, of his most genuine
appreciation of the steps that your Assembly is taking for the expansion of
the teaching work throughout America.
He is praying for your success from
the innermost depths of his heart. . .
Preservation of Relics
"Regarding the preservation of relics
associated with' Abdu'I-Baha, the general principle should be that any object
used by Him in person should be preserved for posterity, whether in the
local or the national archives. It is
the duty and 'responsibility of the
Baha'i Assemblies to ascertain carefully whether such objects are genuine
or not, and to exercise the utmost care
,
and caution in this matter.·'
N. S. A. meeting at Nashville
"In connection with the meeting of
the N. S. A. at NashviIIe*, the Guardian feels strongly that such a meeting
should -be held, as it would greatly

2. To Individual Baha'is
(Published w.ith the Guardian's
consent)
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Moffet,
December 7, 1935.
"As to the passage No. 13 of the
Arabic Hidden Words: that which
Baha'u'llah declares we can find abiding within us is the 'power of the Divine Spirit, the reflection of the light
• See article on M.eting~ of the N. S. A.. in
this issue.
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of His Revelation. This reflection of
the Divine Spirit, however, can in no
way be compared to the Revelation
which God discloses to His Prophets
and Messengers. The similarity in
the terminology should not confuse this
distinction which is most fundamental.
"In connection with your teaching
work: what the Guardian wishes you
to particularly emphasize in all your
talks is the supreme necessity for all
individuals and nations in this day to
adopt in its entirety the social program
given by Baha'u'llah for the reconstruction of the religious, economic and
I
politica life of mankind. ~
vou to explain jU1Cl analyze the ele-_
~ts that he! in r "
t'
i' e
~~0!!.r~d~00r.!:!c.ser!-!l!!n-1-l~~~,J0?lf-l!tll.!1e:.J;~r?- _
-- ent ay events a
c
wor.
pecIaI stress, he feels, should
~n the impendini! necessity of
~

)

establishing a super-national, and so vereign world state, as the one described
by Baha'u'llah. With the world becoming increasingly subject to tumults
and convulsions never experienced
before, the realization of such a necessity is entering into the consciousness
of not only the wise and learned, but
of the common people as well. The
believers should, therefore, seize this
opportunity to make a supreme e£fort to present, in convincing and eloquent language, those social and humanitarian teachings of the Faith which
we believe to constitute the sole panacea for the innumerable ills afflicting
our present-day world."
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that would correspond to their varying capacities and resources."
MEETINGS OF THE N. S. A.

The policy has been adopted this
year that as far as possible the meetings of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be held in different parts of
the country, and provide occasions for
Regional Conferences with the friends,
as well as public meetings for promoting the Faith.
The following schedule of meetings
will be followed throughout the remainder of the present Baha'i year.
November 12, 13, 14 and 15, 1936,
at San Francisco. Public meetings will
be held the evenings of November 12
nd 15; a Regional Conference morning and afternoon of Sunday, November 15, with Saturday evening devoted
to an informal feast and social meeting with believers. A cordial invitation is extended to all Baha'i communities, groups and isolated friends in
the West to attend the feast and Conference. The address of the Conference has not yet been decided, but the
information will be sent all Western
Assemblies as soon as a special committee has selected a suitable meeting
place in San Francisco.
January 9, 10 and 11, 1937, at Nashville, Tenn. Details concerning the Re-

gional Conference and other sessions
will be published in a later issue.
February 27 and 28, and March 1,
1937, at West Englewood and New
York. A schedule of Conference and
public sessions will be reported later.
Apri13, 4 and 5, 1937, at West Englewood. This meeting will be entirely devoted to business of the N. S. A.
The final meeting will be immediately preceding the Annual Convention.
REGIONAL TEACHING CONFERENCE FOR ILLINOIS, IOWA,
MINNESOT A AND
WISCONSIN
The Regional Teaching Committee
of these States has prepared a Regional Conference the sessions of which
were held in Temple Foundation Hall
on October 3 and 4.
The Agenda provided a most unusual opportunity for helpful and effective consultation. Three of the five
sessions dealt with these subjects: The
Divine Plan and the Individual; The
Divine Plan and the Baha'i Community; The Divine Plan: Its Challenge to
This Region.
The Regional Teaching Committee
acted as host at the Reception held the
evening of October 3, while the final
session was the Sunday afternoon public meeting, with Mrs. Dorothy Baker
the speaker.

CCTHE AMERICAN BAHA'I COMMUNITY SHOULD
RISE AS NEVER BEFORE"

To Mr. Robert Lee Moffett. January
25, 1936.
"There are practically no technical
If we are to carry out the spiritual
teachings on economics in the Cause, mission given to America by 'Abdu'lsuch as banking, the price system, and Baha in the Teaching Tablets of the
others. The Cause is nut an economic Divine Plan to which the Guardian is
system, nor its founders be considered directing our attention anew, nothing
as having been technical economists. less is required than the rededication
The contribution of the Faith to this of the life of every Baha'i to the teach~
subject is essentially indirect, as it con- ing of the Faith. As we study these
sists of the application of ~ Tablets, we are impressed by the paralciples to our present-day economic sys- lei between our present responsibility
tern. Baha'u'llah has given us a few and the early history of the American
bgsic principles which should ,gui<k-- commonwealth; for, just as the mate-----ruture Baha'i economists In establish- rial welfare of America was the coning such institutions which will adjust summation of the self-sacrifice of the
the economic relationships of the early pioneers who were seeking- a
world . . .
place to worship God freely and with"Social inequality is the inevitable out restriction, ours is now the misoutcome of the natural inequality of sion of offering to the world the opman. Human beings are different in portunity to worship the One Tr.ue
ability and should, therefore, be differ- God freely and fully under the gUldent in their social and economic stand- ance of Baha'u'lhlh.
ing. Extremes of wealth and poverty
On numerous occasions 'Abdu'lshould, however, be abolished. . .
Baha directed attention to the fact
"The Master has definitely stated that every moment has a specific purthat wages should be unequal, simply pose which, if caught in the liv:s and
because that men are unequal in their actions of the people, leads to vIctory.
ability and hence should receive wages The call of the Guardian implies that

we have now reached a moment in the
historv of this continent when we must
transl~te to the objective world the
influence which the· Holy Spirit has
been exerting upon the hearts and
minds of receptive souls. Hence the
supreme need of our rising to new
heights in spreading the Message of
the Kingdom. When "galvanized into action" we are assured of the fulfilment of the Divine Plan.
Let us always bear in mind that the
success of our teaching work can be
achieved only by each and every individual "however humble, however
inexperienced," doing his utmost. No
committee or committees can be substituted for this supreme privileg-e and
necessity, and the extent of our victory will be measured by the extent to
which each one fulfills this divine responsibility.
Reports received from various parts
of America indicate that the friends
are responding to the call in an enthusiastic and wholesome manner, adjusting their lives and plans for liv-
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ing to the weighty responsibility of renewed teaching effort. Some have already undertaken work in states where
there are no Baha'is.
Following up Baha'i contacts and
openings made by Miss Gertrude
Frazier in Reno, Nevada, Mrs. Kathryn Frankland of Berkeley, California,
is now going to that city for six months
to permanently establish the Faith
there and thus bring the Light of Guidance to the state of Nevada.
Miss Frazier is now in Omaha, Nebraska, for a two-months' period during which time she will introduce the
Faith there, bringing the Message into
another state where there are few believers.
Among the first to respond to the
Guardian's call for pioneers in the
spring, were Mr. and ;',[rs. Raphael
Lillywhite and their daughter, Theresa,
of the Denver Baha'i Community, who
have undertaken to establish the Cause
in the city of Laramie, Wyoming. Two
addresses at the Gniversity of "\fyaming on the new life and trends in
art provided opportunity for Mr. Lillywhite to speak of Baha'u'llah as the
Source of all new life. and as a result
of requests for more information,
Baha'i books have been placed in the
libraries of the U niversitv and the Institute of the Latter Day: Saints.
~Irs. Lillywhite has been giving a
series of addresses on the Cause at
the Women's Club, one meeting of
which was held in her own studio.
Fireside meetings are held every nineteen days, and, in the true pioneer
spirit, these friends write: ""Ve are
not going to give up until a pure functioning Baha'i Community is established in Wyoming."
The following are a few reports of
efforts being made to add new cities
to the list of those in states where
the Cause is already established:
Through the cooperative efforts of
Dr. Walter B. Guy and Dr. Zia Bagdadi in opening De Land, Florida, to
the Teachings, there are promising
prospects for a lively study group in
the near future.
As a result of the assistance of the
Baha'is of Philadelphia Mrs. Eva
Batev an isolated believer in Atlantic
City: 'has been carrying on a weekly
study class for inquirers for several
months. A group of the Philadelphia
friends visit th~ class at frequent intervals to lend enthusiasm and encouragement.
Cooperation has been offered to Dr.
Stanwood Cobb by a prominent and
interested woman in Richmond, Virginia, to introduce the Cause in that
cultural center of the South. Plans

INTENSIFY TEACHING
WORK A THOSUANDFOLD
"I am eagerly awaiting the
news of the progress of the activities initiated to promote the
teaching work within, and beyond, the confines of the American continent. The American believers, if they wish to carry out,
in the spirit and the letter, the
parting wishes of their beloved
.Master, must intensify their
teaching work a thousand fold
and extend its ramifications beyond the confines of their native
land and as far as the most distant outposts of their far-flung
Faith. The Tablets of the Divine Plan invest your Assembly
with unique and grave responsibilities, and confer upon it privileges which your sister Assemblies might well envy and admire.
The present opportunity is unutterably precious. It may not
recur again. Undaunted by the
perils and the uncertainties of the
present hour, the American believers must press on and prosecute in its entirety the task which
now confronts them. I pray for
their success from the depths of
my heart."-( signed) SJlOglzi.
(Excerpt from letter written to
the N. S. A. July 28, 1936.)

are being made for a senes of addresses during the fall months.
As the result of an address by Dr.
Cobb at a gathering of neighbors at
the home of an isolated believer in
Clarendon. Virginia, a regular study
class has been established there.
Mrs. Louise Caswell of Portland,
Oregon, has been devoting several
months to the work in Boise, Idaho,
where the Message was given by
Orcella Rexford. There is now in that
city a Baha'i Group and several earnest students.
In addition to carrying on her responsibilities as secretary of the Regional Teaching Committee in the Pacific Northwest area, Mrs. Caswell is
planning to introduce the Faith in one
of the other states where the Faith is
not yet established.
How many others are soon to arise
and carry the banner to new fields?
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE

THE CURRENT
FINANCIAL BUDGET
The source of impetus in all Baha'i
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actIvIty is the conscious loyalty of the
individual believers. From this ardent
devotion must come that capacity for
collective effort which it is the obligation and privilege of the local and N ationa I Spiritual Assembly to guide. The
Faith of Baha'u'llah is a living organism, like a tree upon which every leaf
has its life function to fulfil, not a
mechanism to be kept in motion by constant pressure from administrative
bodies.
It is a vital part of this conscious
loyalty to acquire knowledge of all
plans in which the entire community
is expected to cooperate. The basis for
the enlarged teaching plan this year is
not so much the new form of committees, but the inspiration which the
friends themselves receive from the
the Teaching Tablets revealed by
·.-\bdu'l-Baha to North America.
Every Baha'i responding to that vital
and consecrated task should make
effort to identify himself with the national, regional and local plans adopted
in order to unify individual devotion
and reinforce the action of every single
believer.
Underlying the whole National plan
which the Guardian has approved is
the Financial Budget adopted by the
N. S. A. and reported in the June
issue of B aha' i N (!'ws. The items of
that Budget represent a careful and
detailed analysis of all recurrent expenses, plus the item of $30,000 believed to be essential for the promotion of the teaching work.
That Budget should receive conscientious attention and the wholehearted support of Assemblies, communities, groups and isolated Baha'is.
Its items are of two kinds-such fixed
expenses as insurance, taxes, administrative expense and Temple maintenance, and other items providing for
the support of Committees, and for the
Special Teaching Fund. Examination
of all items indicates how the Faith
has develope.d into a powerful administrative order capable of maintaining
such institutions as the Temple, Green
Acre, the Bosch property, 'Abdu'lBaha's house at Malden, Mass., and in
addition the facilities required to discharge the duties of the N. S. A. and
its Committees. The amount desired
over and above these recurrent itemsespecially the Teaching Fund-represents nothing else than a direct appeal
to the devotion of the American
Baha'is.
In addition to knowledge of the
fundamental financial plan, which
seems typical of future Budgets for
some years to come, the believers will
naturally follow with keen interest the

r
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degree of response made by the entire community.
Up to October first, the response
has been adequate only to maintain the
recurrent items of expense. The N.
S. A. has been able to vote no surplus
into the Teaching Fund. Moreover,
the sum of $2,000 is still outstanding
on.the cost of completing the Temple
clerestory section from last year. In
order to meet that cost, the N. S. A.
was compelled to incur a loan, and
while the loan has been reduced, the
sum of $2,000 is still due.
, ,The total receipts from September
first to twenty-sixth were $2,339.28, a
fair average of monthly contributions
since the Convention. On the basis
of a Budget of $60,000, the contribu-

tions must average $5,000 per month,
which means a monthly contribution of
$50 from a Baha'i community with
twenty-five members, $200 a month
from a community having one hundred
believers, etc.
The degree of conscious knowledge
which a believer attains of the financial plan is, in the Guardian's own
words, a fair test of his devotion to
the Teachings and to the Faith as a
whole. We behold the world turning
to dust and ashes before our very eyes.
Naught will endure save love and sacrifice rendered to the Faith of Baha'u'llah. To tarry at this late hour is
to relinquish the Path and abide in
sullen gloom.
NATION AL SPLRITUAL ASSEMBLY

TURNING THE PAGES OF THE PUBLICITY
SCRAPBOOK
, The pages of the National Publicity
Clipping Book for 1936-1937 have just
been brought up to date and the committee wishes to share with the friends,
and especially the publicity committees,
some of the outstanding news releases
which it already contains this year.
On the Chicago pages appear two
pictures of the Temple recently published. The one published in the Chicago Daily News, July 12th, is the
latest picture of the Temple wherein
just the Dome emerges from a framework of trees in full foliage. The caption chosen by the editor is "Like a
Jeweled Crown, Rising to the Sky."
July 29th, the Chicago Tribune contained one with this caption, "Purple
Martins Gather By Thousands for
Fight Southward" and under the picture: "Scene at sundown near the
Baha'i Temple in Wilmette showing
birds sitting on wires. For several
years the martins have chosen this spot,
thousands of them assembled in the
dome of the building also." The front
page of the Tribune carried a two column article headed "Martins Pick
Baha'i Temple for Roundup." A later
article stated that they were "Driven
from their perch on the telephone wires
and the clerestory of the Baha'i Temple
by strong north winds." Even the birds
are trying to attract the attention of
the world to Baha'u'llah's Temple!
Doesn't this make us ask ourselvesare we doing our part?
The North Shore Radio Record in
Evanston on May 31st, c<l:rried a basrelief of the Temple with an article
headed "Baha'i Temple Rated Finest
in the World."
.
Now we come to three full pages for
Honolulu, containing write-ups offour

lectures by Mrs. E. R. Mathews, under the general heading, "The Pathway of Man," while the next pages
contain "The Goal of the New World
Order" by Shoghi Effendi, published
in serial form. This should be an inspiration to all publicity committees.
Japan's page has almost a two column review of the latest "Baha'i
World" by Agnes Alexander.
In Miami, Florida, Margaret Atwater has most effectively made use
of a forum column in repry to an article appearing in the Miami Daily
News, on Bible Prophecy and also a
short article at the time of the passing
of Lord Allenby, recalling the part he
played in the Knighting of 'Abdu'lBaha.
The Press-Scimitar of Memphis,
Tenn., August 18th issue, heralds the
pioneer work of Mrs. Marion Little.
The article is headed "Brings Baha'i
Faith to the South" and follows with
a quotation from the writings of Baha'u'llah and then continues with a brief
history of the Cause and its principles.
The unique feature in connection with
this article is that in the first column
to the left of it is a picture of President Roosevelt, with hands outstretched as though pointing to the
column on the Baha'i Faith. Above
this picture is the caption "The Way
to Peace."
, New York's pages contain many articles on the Cause published in the
Flatbush Observer and New York
World Telegram; an article in the July
issue of The Crisis on "The World
Issue of Race" by Horace Holley, as
well as articles announcing the arrival
of Martha Root in this country.
Washington, D. C. sent in an appre-

ciation of the latest "BaM'i World"
published in "The Christian Leader"
June 6th, in which the writer states
among other things ... "This Baha'i
Book is one of the most elaborate and
complete that any religious group has
issued." . . .
In Wilmette, the weekly news published in Magazine .form called "Wilmette Life" has besides its generous
publications of news items on all activities in the Baha'i House of W orship, published a front page picture of
our glorious Temple with this beautiful description below it: "Like a jewel,
in its setting of generous foliage and
bright summer sky is this world famous dome of the Baha'i Temple on
the lake shore in Wilmette. This Universal House of vVorship is the mecca
for thousands of religious pilgrims and
interested tourists every year. The
dome compares in size with the largest structures of its type in the world.
It gives place to none in beauty."
Added to these outstanding features,
pages which show real activity on the
part of believers as well as committees
in the pUblicity field are those of Boise,
Idaho; 'Geneva, Binghamton and Rochester, New York; Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Francisco, California, where the summer
school sessions and the arrival of Martha Root stands out. Teaneck, N. J.,
has a full page of lengthy articles describing the Annual Souvenir Feast
held at Evergreen Place; Norwich,
Connecticut has some fine publicity
through the efforts of an isolated believer; Racine, Wisconsin and Urbana,
Illinois have also made a beautiful
start for the new Baha'i year.
We hope this word picture of the
press book since April, 1936, will inspire those of you who haven't sent in
any clippings since April, to work even
harder toward your goal. If the committee can help you in any way do not
hesitate to call upon us.
Two clippings of all publicity is
needed this year. Please send them to
Mrs. Nina Matthisen, Chairman, 4612
Malden Street, Chicago, Illinois.
PUBLISHING' ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Future World Commonwealth
-excerpts from the general letters
written by Shoghi Effendi. 16 pages,
bound in paper. This booklet brings
together the Guardian's own words on
the coming World Order. It is printed
on extra quality paper and attractively
bound, to be suitable for presentation
to non-Baha'is. Price-lOc per copy,
fifteen copies for $1.00. Net.
Foundations of World U nity-a new
edition of this compilation made from
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the two volumes of "Promulg?-tion of
Universal Peace." Price-bound in
cloth, $0.75; paper covers, $0.60.
America's Spiritual Mission-'Abdu'l-Baha's Teaching Tablets to America. This is the same pamphlet recently distributed free by the N. S. A. to
all American Baha'is, the Publishing
Committee having prepared an extra
supply for sale at low cost. Price-15c
per copy.
SYllopsis of Balui'i Admillistrative
Order-an aid to the study and teaching of the Administrative Order prepared by the Spiritual Assembly of .L~s
Angeles. The sale of tl11S SynopsIs IS
handled through the vVestern Branch
of the Publishing Committee, as per
address given below. Price-lOco per
copy.
In addition to the small pamphlets
prepared by the Teaching Literatu.re
Committee, as announced 1\1 recent ISsues of Balui'i News, the following titles are available for free distribution
at low cost.
The Balui'i M O'Z!el/lcllt-sold in lots
of ten copies at $1.00.
The BaM'i Faith-sold in lots of fifteen copies at $1.00.
The Baha'i Peace PrograllL-'Abclu'l-Baha's Tablet to the Committee
on Durable Peace, and His Tablet to
Dr. Fore!' Bound in paper, $0.50 per
copy. Bound in dark blue fabrikoid
with gold and blue title, $1.00 per copy
(formerly $1.50).
. .
The Reality of lv!all--compllatlOn on
mind, soul and spirit. Per copy, $0.50.
Address correspondence to Baha'i
Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348,
Grand Central Annex, New York.
N. Y. or to Western Division, ,\1 rs.
Emma F. Smith, 940 Leavenworth St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto every confident believer the cup that is life indeed.
It bestoweth joy, and is the bearer of
gladness. It conferreth the gift of
everlasting life.-Baha'u'llah.
'\Irs. Gertrude Anderson, Chicago.
Mr. Jacob Schmit, St. Paul.
THE INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
BULLETIN
The National Youth Committee is
making an effort this year to develop
the bulletin Bal/(i'i Youth into an "international" youth bulletin '\vith all that
that implies. We feel that it is the
organ for fostering a common opinion
among the Baha'i youth of the world.
A recent letter to the committee reads:
"Let us make Baha'i Youth a confer-

.
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LETTER FROM NATIONAL
ASSEMBL Y OF IRAN
We have the great pleasure of informing our dear Baha'i brothers and
sisters throughout the Baha'i world
that the 3d annual Baha'i Convention
of Iran was held in the "Haziratu'lQuds" (Baha'i center) in Teheran

~
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Placed at Entrance to Green Acre, July 29, 1936.

ence ground where we can meet each
other in print." That expresses very
well the goal we have set.
But to develop the bulletin we need
articles and news items. The news
items from each group should be sent
to the area sub-secretary. In the East
to Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace Avenue,
Albany, N ew York; in the Chicago
area to Florence .\Iattoon, 1098 Pratt
:\venue, Chicago, Illinois; in the Pacific coast area to Dorothv Wever, 675
West Arden Avenue, Glendale, California.
Articles for the bulletin should be
sent direct to Kenneth Christian. 17
Jane Street, Malone, j\; ew York. They
should be brief and deal with the
Baha'i wav of life or some other definite aspect" of the teachings or the common problems that youth face today.
Poems also may be submitted. The
committee hopes that the Baha'i youth
of the United States and Canada will
respond at once with contributions for
the youth bulletin.
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fr0111 the 6th to 12th of the Rizwan
feasts to form the 3d National Assembly of the Baha'is of Iran.
The delegates representing the
friends in this country were present
and discussed various important q uestions of general interest to the Cause
and submitted their decisions and
recommendations to the newly formed
National Assembly.
We give hereafter the names of the
members of the newly appointed Assembly:
I.-Mr. Ali Akbar Forolltan.
2.-Mr. Valiullah Vargha.
3.-J enabi Fazel Mazandarani.
4.-Mr. Shua'ullah Ala'i.
5.-Jenabi Amin-i-Amin.
6.-Dr. Youness Afroukhteh.
7.-:\1r. ),Iahmud Baclii.
8.-Mr. Ahmad Poor.
9.-Mr. Ahmad Yazdani.
The members of the governing body
of the Assembly are:
I.-Mr. Valiullah Vargha: President.
2.-Dr. Youness Afroukhteh: VicePresident.
3.-Mr. Ali Akbar Foroutan: Secretary.
4.-Mr. Shua'ullah Ala'i: Treasurer.
The postal and telegraphic address
of the Assembly remain unchanged as
last year, viz.:
Postal address:
Mr. Ali Akbar Foroutan,

.
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. Khiaban-i-Pahlevi,
. Koucheh+Mehdieh, 2002,
:!.~;reheran; 'Iran.
Cable address: . Teheran, Rouhani. .
Thanks to -divine confirmation,' discussions werecol1ducted with a spirit
of complete harnYony and sincere cooperation througi)out the whole period
of the sittings of the Convention and
tHe delegates were much satisfied of
the success of the discussions.
It is indeed a source of great pleasure for us to see that, under the wise
leadership and guidance of our beloved
Guardian, the fT;iends have' attained
such a degree. of sincerity. spirituality
and sense of cooperation which is far
beyond the limits of worldly relations.
We, the members of this A.sselilbly,
earnestly hope that, with the help of
Baha'u'IIah, we may be able to carry
out our sacred and important duties
in the course of the present year to
the entire satisfaction of our beloved
Guardian.
'
We shall be very pleased to recei ve
your letters and to hear the news of
your activities. We hope that we may
be able to correspond with your Assembly and to convey to the friends in
Iran friendly messages and news from
you.
For THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSE:l.fBLY OF THE BAH:\'is OF 1RAX.
Yours faithfully,
A.. FOROUTAN,
Secretary.
THE BAHA'I LIFE
Study Course Conducted by Dorothy
Baker at Green Acre,
August, 1936

Note: As a contribution to the teaching effort, Study Outlines will from
time to time be 'publishediri' BAH.":i
NEWS. The N. S. A. will welcome all
suitable Outlines which can be supplied, whether or not they have been
used in a Summer School or Assembly
study class.
Lesson One
The Law of the Kingdom and the
Bread of Life.
References:
Gleanings; 86-87, 95-97, 123, 175,
156, 141, 286, 264-369, 335-338.
Scriptures: 656, 670, 727.
Iqarl: 3-4.
Suggested Questions:
Why are we born?
Why is law necessary to life?
Where does evil originate?
Can one be assured of rebirth?
What is the reality of kingship?
List in your mind some of the great
assurances of the kingdom of God.
What are the conditions of search

ARTICLES FOR
"HERALD OF THE SOUTH"
"Miss Hilda Brooks, Secretary of the N. S. A. of the Bahais
of Australia and New Zealand,
has requested the Guardian to
urge the friends to contribute
articles for publication in the
'Herald of the South' magazine.
"At his direction I am writing
this to you that you may kindly
lay this matter before the American N. S. A. for consideration
and action. He would suggest
that in the 'News Letter' vou
bring this question to the attention of the friends, urging them
on his behalf to cooperate with
the Australian and New Zealand
believers in their efforts for raising the standard of their national
magazine," - Letter from the
Guardian, through his secretary,
April 19, 1936.
Note: Baha'i l\Iagazine, Herald of the South, is published
quarterly at Adelaide, South Australia. The subscription rate is
five shillings per year. Address,
Box 447D, Adelaide, South Australia.

for the kingdom?
Lesson Two
The Povver of Thought 111 Active
Life.
References:
Wisdom of 'Abdu·I-Baha. p. 13-14,
161-164.
Gleanings; p. 164, 194.
Some Answered Questions. p. 96,
245, 246, 250, 251. 201, 202.
The 'Art of Thinking-Dimnet.
Victorious Living-Fosdick. pp. 98206.
Suggested Questions:
Distinguish behveen good and useless thoughts.
How are the five inner senses related to the Spirit?
:What is reflection?
Discuss imagery as an educational
asset.
Find as nearly as you can your own
status according to imagery-association.
.
How do you meditate?
Lesson Three
Baha'i Praver
References:
Doa, the Call to Prayer.
Baha'u'llah and the New Era. Ch.
VI, VII.
Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha, 164-165.
Iqan p. 38-40.
J

Abbas Effendi; His Life and Teachings-Phelps, p. 232.
;,vIan the Unknown-A. Carrel, p.
188-197.
Questions:
What kinds of prayer are confirmed
by Baha'u'llali?
What is the supreme objective of
supplication?
vVhy is supplication necessary as
well as affirmation?
vVhat are the qualities that make
prayer real?
Lesson Four
Human Relations (The home, the
social pattern. the spiritual foundation of community life.)
References:
The ).Iarriage Tablet (Prayer
Book) .
.-\bbas Effendi, His Life and Teachings-Phelps 92-94, 167-169.
Baha'u'll£th and New Era. 91-92.
Gleanings; 288-289, 305, 242, 278.
Divine Philosophy Ch. VIII.
Cniversal Religion-Dreyfus 160163.
Bahil'i Administration 21-22.
Discovering the Genius Within You
-So Cobb p. 135-136.
Security for a Failing World-So
Cobb Ch. XI.
Rebels and Saints-Ferdenancl, 1sserman.
vVe Move in New DirectionsOverstreet.
Questions:
How have the marriage laws of the
prophets protected society?
List as many definite applications
as you can for becoming the
Baha'i social pattern.
What is the spiritual basis of Baha'i
communitv life?
Lesson Five
The Apostle.
This lesson will be based mainly upon the study of "Dawn-Breakers"
and the assurances of Baha'u'llah
on teaching to be found in "Gleanings".
A general discussion of teaching
problems and suggestions will be
helpful.
J

COMMITTEE DIRECTORY
1936-1937

The addresses of National Committees needed for correspondence are
supplied herewith.
.
Archives and History-Mrs. May
. Scheffler, . Secretary, 1821 Lincoln
St., Evanston, Jll.
The Balui'f World, Vol. VII, Editorial
-Mrs. Nellie, S. French, Secretary,
390 Grove St., Pasadena, Calif.
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Braille Transcriptions-Mrs. Samuel
Rodman, Chairman, 24 Ross St.,
Batavia, N. Y.
Contacts-Miss Sophie Loeding, Chairman, 4318 Greenview Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
Green Acre Program-Horace Holley,
Chairman, 119 Waverly Place, New
York, N. Y.
Green Acre Maintenance - Harold
Bowman, Chairman, Salmon Falls,
N.H.
Index-Mrs. H. A. Harding, Chairman, 704 W. Nevada St., Urbana,
Ill.
Inter-A merica-Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman. Box 1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Legal-George O. Latimer, Chairman,
1927 N. E. 40th Ave., Portland,
Ore.
Library-Mrs. Grace Bastedo, Secretary, 1332 Riverside Drive, New
York, N. Y.
Publicity - Mrs. Nina Matthisen,
Chairman, 4612 Malden St., Chicago, Ill.
Publishing-Mrs. C. R. Wood, Secretary, 135 East 50th St., New York,
N. Y.-Address for ordering literature: Baha'i Publishing Com., P. O.
Box 348, Grand Central Annex,
New York, N. Y.-Western Division, Mrs. Emma F. Smith, 940
Leavenworth, St., San Francisco,
Calif.
Radio-Mrs. Shirley Warcle, Chairman, 135 Pinewood Place, West
Englewood, N. J.
Reviewing-Mrs. Doris Holley, Secretary, 119 Waverly Place, New York,
N. Y.
Study Outlines-Miss Gretchen Westervet' Chairman, 16 Garden St.,
Potsdam, N. Y.
Teaching-(National Com.) - Miss
Charlotte M. Linfoot, Secretary, 673
60th St., Oakland, Calif.
Teaching (Regional Coms.)Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, New Foundland,
Prince Edward Island - Mrs.
Ruth Lee, Secretary, 2682 Soissons Ave., Montreal, Quebec.
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut-Mrs. Florence Morton,
Secretary, 5 Wheeler Ave.,
Worcester, Mass.
'
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania-Philip Sprague, Secretary,
235 East 22nd St., New York,
N.Y.
Maryland, Delaware, District of Co'Iumbia; Virginia, West VirginiaC. Newell Atkinson, Secretary,
1612 K St:, Washington, D. C.
North Carolina, South Carolina,

Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama-Mrs. Georgie Wiles, Secretary, R. D. 2, West Nashville,
Tenn.
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky
-Dale S. Cole, Secretary, 3174
Corydon Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa
-Mrs. Sara Walrath, Secretary,
4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Ill.
Kansas, Missouri-Miss Opal Howell, Secretary, 4527 Forest Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Colorado, Utah-Mrs. Loulie A.
Mathews, Secretary, Box 1064,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
California, Nevada, Arizona-Mrs.
Oni A. Finks, Secretary, 453 East
Ave. 28, Los Angeles, Calif.
British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho-Mrs. Louise Caswell,
Secretary, 2379 N.W. Overton

St., Portland, Ore.
Teaching and Training Children-Mrs.
Leroy Ioas, Secretary, 640 - 46th
Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Teaching Uterature-George O. Latimer, Chairman, 1927 N.E. 40th
Ave., Portland, Ore.
Temple Librarian, Photographs-Harry E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon St.,
Chicago, Ill.
Temple Progr~Mrs. Clarence Ullrich, Secretary, 904 N. Hays Ave.,
Oak Park, Ill.
Universal Auxiliary Language-Dr.
Charles Witt, Chairman, 860 So.
Norton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Warld Order Magazine-Editorial
Office, 119 Waverly Place, New
York, N. Y.-Business Office, 135
East 50th St., New York, N. Y.
Youth-Miss Zeah Holden, Secretary,
48 Terrace Ave., Albany, N. Y.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS FOR
PRESERVATION IN NATIONAL AND LOCAL
BAHA'I ARCHIVES
Note: This classification has been
made in order to clarify the riature of
the material to be preserved in the
Archives, with a suitable distinction
between that which should be sent to
the National Archives and that which
should enter into the Archives established by a local Spiritual Assembly.
1. Tablets and relics of Bahit'u'llith
and the Bab, whether original
Tablets or reproductions. This
material is essentially National
in character.
II. Tablets and relics of 'Abdu'lBaha. The Tablets should be
origihal, signed Tablets, or authentic reproductions such as
photostat copies. Tablets should
be accompanied by original translation if possible. All original
Tablets should be preserved in
the National Archives. Photostats of Tablets revealed to the
Spiritual Assembly, or to individual believers, might well be
placed in the local Archives. As
regards the nature of relics, the
Guardian has given the following explanation: "The general
principle should be that any object used by Him in person
should be preserved for posterity,
whether in the local or National
Archives. It is the duty and responsibility of the Baha'i Assemblies to ascertain carefully whether such objects are genuine or
not, and to exercise the utmost
care and caution in the matter."

III. Letters of Shoghi Effendi. These
are of three different classesthose written to the N. S. A. and
the entire American Baha'i Community; those written to local
Assemblies; and those written to
individual believers. The National Assembly is preserving the
national letters of the Guardian,
particularly as they occasionally
contain matters confidential to
that body. The N. S. A. plans
to photostat all the Guardian's
letters, at which time all originals can be gone over with a
view to their preservation in the
National Archives. Original letters to local Assemblies are for
the most part not confidential'
and can be preserved in the N ational Archives, with, photostats
in the local Archives. Letters
to individual believers can be
sent to the National Archives
and photostats obtained Jor the
recipient and for the local
Archives.
IV. National events and activities.
Such events as 'Abdu'l-Baha's
American journey, the founding
of the Temple, early historical
records of Star of the West,
Baha'i Publishing' Committee, .
Green Acre, Geyserville and
Louhelen Ranch and other ac:
tivities of more than locar importance constitute 'an impres:
sive aspectaf Baha'i history, and
all original documents : and rec-

ords shQ~ld be turned over .to the
N>S.A~, ifnot already done; for
its damination and subsequent
deposit in, the National Archives.
V. Local. records and activities.
" Records' and documents pertaining to such activities are of two
classes: the Minutes and correspondence of the Spiritual Assembly, which are preserved by
the Assembly itself, and nonadministrative material of historical interest and importance,
such as 'programs, newspaper
clippings,
Historical
Record
Cards, etc. It is recommended
that each Spiritual Assembly also
provide a bound book in which
its ,Archives Committee can keep
a record of enrollments of new
believers and also deaths or removals from the community.
VI. Baha'i publications. A complete

.file of aU' publications, such as
books, pamphlets;" magazines,
news letters, ,etc.,! of official
Baha'i character'is:~being developed in the National Archives,
and the' cooperation of _ the
friends 'is requested to make this
complete. Out of print Baha'i
books and pamphlets will be appreciated.
VII. Individual records and papers.
Families in possession of the
papers belonging to such prominent workers as those named in
"America and the Most Great
Peace" will appreciate that such
records are part of the history
of the Cause and might well be
turned over to the Archives and
History Committee. Other personal records might similarly be
turned over to the local Archives
Committee.

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES OF THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA -1936-1937
(With Name and Address of Secretary, Corrected to October 1, 1936)
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Ruth Humphrey, P. O. Box 2174.
Berkeley, California, Mrs. Laura
Kelsey Allen, 537 Santa Barbara Road.
Geyserville, California, Mrs. Alice
Entzminger, Route 2, Box (fJ7, Santa
Rosa, Calif.
'
Glendale, California, Mrs. Loretha
von Kirtley, 324 W. Windsor Road.
Los Angeles, California; Mrs. Oni
A. Finks, 453 East Avenue 28.
Oakland, California, Mr. Paul S.
Jones, 400 Orange Street.
Pasadena, California, Mrs. S. W.
French, 390 Grove Street.
San Frandsco, California,,;Miss- Na~
deen G. Cooper, 748 Page Street, Apt.

7.
Santa Barbara, California, Mrs.
Lowell, c/o Miss Starr, 206 West
Canon Perdido.
Montreal, Canada, Mrs~ Emeric
Sala, 194 Riverside Drive, St. Lambert; P. Q.
Vancouver, B. c., Mr. A. F. L. Collin, P. O. Box 744.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, Mrs.
Gladys Roberts, 915 No. Hancock Avenue.
Denver, Colorado, Dr. C. E. Meyer,
4495~ Perry Street.
New Haven, Connecticut, Mrs. Edward Kamerzel, 236 First, A venue,
WestHaven,Conn.:
',., ."
Washington, D. C., Mrs. 'Lo'uise D.
Boyle, 1915 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
," Jacksonville, Florida, Miss Kathryn
Vemon, 707 Post Street.
1

Miami, Florida, Mrs. Margaret H.
Atwater, 44 N.W. 10th Avenue.
St. Augustine, Florida, Miss W. H.
Simpson, Florida Normal Institute.
Augusta, Georgia, Mrs. C. T. Sego,
Bransford Road.
Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs. Elma
Adolphson, 712 17th Avenue.
Maui, Hawaii, Mrs. Mary T. Fantom, Sprecklesville. '
Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. Harry E.
Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street.
Evanston, Illinois, Mrs. Inez B.
Ford, 2645 Girard Avenue.
Park Ridge, Illinois, Mrs. J. Harvey
Redson, 612 ·So. Washington 'Street:
Peoria, Illinois, Mrs. Jacqueline
Summers, 802 Hamilton Boulevard.
Rockford, Illinois, Dr. Edward L.
Fernald, 607 Stewart Building.
Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Fred T.
Whipp, 807 West Edwards Street.
Urbana, Illinois, Mr. H. J. Snider,
506 W. Penn A venue.
Wilmette, Illinois; Mr. Carl A .. Hannen, 536 Sheridan Road.
Winnetka, Illinois, Mrs. Enos M.
Barton, 978 Euclid A venue, Hubbard
Woods, Ill.
Indianapolis, Indiana, Mrs. Ivy L.
Barlet, 3527 Evergreen Avenue.
South Bend, Indiana, Miss Nayan
F. Hartfield, 732~ Diamond Ave.
Topeka, Kansas, Miss Maude Tegart, 1031 Harrison"Street~
,
Eliot, Maine, Miss Louise Thompson. "
""
Baltimore, Maryland, Mrs. F.

.. ::

'.-~:<~

W,oodward Hipsley", 2803AU~dal.e<

Road.

' '.,'

, Cabin John, Maryland, Mrs.' P~ul-~.'~~'.
ine A. .Hannen.
" , ' ';; :':',~'~~i;\
Boston, Massachusetts, Mrs. Helen -~ "
Archambault, 38 Mansfield St., Everett, Mass.
.
.
. Springfield, Mass., Mrs. Wendell E.
Bacon, Three Rivers, Mass.'
Worcester, Mass., Miss Fanny M.
Holmes, 103 Webster Street.
Detroit, Michigan, Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, 201 E. Kirby Avenue.
Flint, Michigan, Miss Elizabeth
Phelps, Box 355.
Lansing, Michigan, Miss Viola
Evans, R. F. D. 4, Box 8.
Muskegon, Michigan, Mrs. Iva
Smack, 132 AHltn' Avenue.
Minneapolis, Minn., Mrs. Helen W.
Frink, 1261 Nicollet Avenue.
St. Paul, Minn., Mrs. Gayle W 001son, 235 Fuller Avenue.
Kansas City, Missouri, Miss Opal
Howell, 4527 Forest Avenue.
Montclair, New Jersey, 11iss A. E.
Van Blarcum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
Newark, New Jersey, Mr. G. 1.
Volz, 48 Salter Place, Maplewood,
N. J.
Teaneck, New Jersey, Mr. Archie
G. Tichenor, 12 Valley Road, Haworth, N. J.
Binghamton, New York, Mrs. P. A.
Fernald, 641 Chenango Street.
Buffalo, New York, Mr. E. C. :YIcCurdy, 144 Cottage Street.
Geneva, New York, Mrs. Lucy
Heist, 46 Park Place.
New York, N. Y., Miss Bertha L.
Herklotz, Room 615, 119 West 57th
Street.
Rochester, New York, Miss Elizabeth Brooks, 49 Rowley Street.
Yonkers, N ew York, Mrs. Lillian
Stoddard, 100 Saratoga Avenue.
,
Akron, 'Ohio, Mrs.' Harriet' - B.
Browne, 468 Madison Avenue.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Miss Hilda Stauss,
3640 Epworth A venue, Westwood,
.
Cincinnati .
Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dale S. Cole,
3174 Corydon Road.
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Margarete
Acebo, R. F. D. 1, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Helen McCoy,
24 Lexington A venue.
Lima, Ohio, Mrs. Elma B. Miessler,
319 Westwood Drive.
Toledo, Ohio, Mrs. Cecile Hill, 312
Ohio Street.
Portland, Oregon, Mr. J.' W. Latimer, 192! N.E. 40th Avenue.
Philadelphia, Penna., Miss Jessie E.
Revell, 2531 North 19th Street.
Pittsburgh, 'Penna., 'Mrs. -Bishop
Brown, P. O. Box 9, Ingomar, Penna.

'",

,"','

..~~~~:

.. ".: _......... ~-:
." .

'Nashville, . Tennessee, Mrs. Elva'
Peebles, .405 Patterson Street.
,:.Monroe, Washington, Mrs. Le~ina
.Sprau:'Box.277.
. Seattle, . Washington, Miss Doris
Foye, ~. O. Box 228.
'Spokane: Washington, Mrs. Isabelle
M. Campbell, 1427 S. Madison Street.
Kenosha, Wisconsin, Mr. Louis J.
Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mrs. Jeanette Clark, 1814 A North Oakland
Avenue.
Racine, Wisconsin, Mr. Harold R.
Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.

DE:LEGATES
Twenty-Eighth Annual Convention
1936

Delegates
Phoenix, Ariz., Miriam Bugbee.
Berkeley, Calif., Ali M. Yazdi. .
Geyserville, John D. Bosch.
Glendale, Loretha von Kirtley.
Los Angeles, Elmor Duckett, Oni A.
Finks, Willard P. Hatch, Shahnaz
Waite.
Oakland, A. C. Ioas.
Pasadena, Nellie S. French.
San Francisco, Leroy C. Ioas, Mamie
L. Seto.
Santa Barabara, Marie Lowell.
Montreal, Que., Sutherland Maxwell.
Vancouver, B. c., Rowland A. Estall.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Loulie A.
Mathews.
Denver, Miguel Calderon.
New Haven, Conn., Douglas Hillhouse.
Washington, D. c., C. Mason Remey,
Mariam Haney, Allen B. McDaniel.
Jacksonville, Fla., Walter L. Bacon.
Miami, Lucille Hoke.
St. Augustine, Frances M. ·Guy.
Augusta, Ga., W. T. Bidwell.
Honolulu, T. H., Marion Little.
Maui, Katherine S. Baldwin.
ChiCago, Ill., Philip Marangella, Albert
Windust, Sara Walrath, Alla Kalanter, Julia Sobel, Ruth Moffett,
Harry E. Walrath, Monroe Ioas.
Evanston, Carl Scheffler.
Park Ridge, Dorothy Redson.
Peoria, ZelIa Frazier.
Springfield, Annie B. Killius:
Urbana, Mrs. H. A. Harding.
Wilmette, Carl Hannen.
Winnetka, Mabel I ves.
Indianapolis, Ind., Lillian K. Sielken.
South Bend, Sarah Russell.
Topeka, Kans., Paul Brown.
Eliot, Me.; Elizabeth Greenleaf.
Baltimore, Md., Mrs. H. M. Langrall.
Cabill John, Paul Hannen.
Boston, Mass.,· Alfred E. .Lunt, Mrs.
M. C. Oglesby.
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'BACK NuMBERS OF
""r «BAHA'I NEWS'
. .' The' constant growth of the
Baha'i community, and the more
studious attit~de developed in recent years, has raised a very difficult problem in connection with
requests for back numbers.
The N. S. A. feels it necessary to report that at present
there .is not available one single
file of copies from No.1, dated
December, 1924, to the current
issues, but there are several sets
which lack only a few copies.
These sets are offered for sale at
$25.00 each, ·and Assemblies or
individual believers desiring them
are urged to obtain one as soon
as possible.
The files from No. 45 to date
are more complete, and individual back numbers will be supplied
at 10c each. as long as they last.

Raci~e;' 'Florence' Hans~n.
.:
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NATIONA:I:COMMITTEES
. '. ;;'. ;:1'36~1937 '. ' .. "

Adc:iitiolls'~d C~~ec:tions

The Baha'i World,' Vol. VIl~Ad
ded to Editorial·: Corrimittee, Mrs.
Annie Romer,: Mrs. Chades Bishop.
Green. Acre Program-:.-:-Horace,Holley! .Chalrman, Dr. Genevieve L. Coy,
. Phlhp Sprague.. :>. ,."·~.}r,'h"
.'
Green Acre M aintenance":""'::H:arold
Bowman, Chairman, "'Mrs. ~Florence
Morton, Mrs. ,Amelia Bowman Miss
Roushan Wilkinson, Treasurer; Mrs.
Emma Flynn.
Historian of Green Acre, Alfred E.
Lunt.
Publicity-Added, Mrs. Edna Eastman.
.
Radio-Added, Philip Sprague.
~tudy Outlines-Ne",: committee appomted, former ~ommlttee being unable to serve. . MISS Gretchen Westervelt' Chairman, Miss June Miller, Miss'
Imogene Talbott,. Mrs. Doris McKay.
Youth-Added, Miss Tahirih Mann,
Worcester, Hebe Struven.
George
Elmer unable to serve.
Detroit, Mich., L. W. Eggleston.
Regional Teaching-New England
Flint, Clarence LaRocque.
States, Mrs. Wendall Bacon added,
Lansing, Viola F. Evans.
Mrs. Isaacs unable to serve. North
Muskegon, Louis H. Keller.
Minneapolis, Minn., Kaukab McCut- and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, the Secretary is
cheon.
now Mrs. Georgie Wiles, Miss Julia
St. Paul, Gayle Woolson.
Kansas City, Mo., Mrs. J. B. Becktel. Moore not serving.
Montclair, N. J., Henry Grasmere.
Newark, Walter Goodfellow.
BAHA'I YOUTH 'BULLETIN
Teaneck, Roy C. Wilhelm, William de
Forge.
The October issue of Baha'i Youth
Binghamton, N. Y., Helen T. Inder- will terminate the first year of a notable
and exhilarating international enterleid.
prise. To those who are not acquainted
Buffalo, N. Grace Bissell.
with our bulletin we present the folGeneva, Mary Collison.
New' York;' Mbuntfort 'Mills, , Horace lowing. quotatioris irom _our.pages ..of
Holley, Philip Sprague, Bertha information and, we trust; inspiration:
"As in the last century the DawnHerklotz, Ophelia B. Crum, Marie
Breakers recreated Persia, so must the
B. Moore, Ludmilla Bechtold.
Baha'is of today recreate the world!
Rochester, Elizabeth Brooks.
. .. May Baha'i Youth unite us' and
Yonkers, Maud Gaudreaux.
keep us always strong in the knowlAkron, 0., Mrs. Russell Brooker.
edge of a common destiny and action." .
Cincinnati, Hilda Stauss.
"Bahci'u'llah spoke to the worldCleveland, Dale S.Cole, Kathryn Cole.
when He raised His voice there were
Columbus, Lulu Alexander.
no Baha'is-He addressed Himself to
Lima, Edmund J. Miessler.
the
soul of man. Do we' suppose that
Toledo, Cecille Hill.
only those who have had. the. privilege
Portland, Ore., George O. Latimer.
of hearing of· Him and accepting Him,
Philadelphia, Pa., Jessie E.Reveli.
are His workers in this day?", . .
Pittsburgh, Ruth Randall-Brown.
"For the subjugation of small physiNashville, Tenn., Georgie Wiles.
cal appetites, 'the .: in,fini~e .power of
Monroe, Wash., Chrysella Newell.
Baha'u'llah . ispresen,t:~and we may
Seattle, Doris F oye.
.
draw. up()I!:i.t.'\,<~~);;:~::~Li': .~: ' .
Spokane, Isabella' M. Campbell.
"In' unity' with', our. fellows through':
Kenosha, Wis., Helen Lorentzen.
out the'world we'have joined in a new
Milwaukee, Charles Reimer, Herbert determination.' to serve the Cause of
'. " .
Suhm, J. W. Lewis, Clarence Suhm, Baha'ti"llah." . .
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"The Baha'i Faith is the only agent
which uncompromisingly cuts through
the surface (of age-old passion) to reveal .the unity of purpose which, animates all"group activity, spiritual' and
material, in the evolutionary process'of
civilization,' ,
"We cannot teach and serve the
Faith of Baha'u'llah sincerely and
adequately until as individuals we are
clearly impelled by the spiritual standards of conduct which become allegiance to the Baha'i Faith .... In this
period of Formation the youth of the
Baha'i world community must break
from the worthless standards of the
times and unfold the standards of God.
. . . We can at once begin the establishment of these new standards if as
individuals and as groups we adopt the
spiritual attitude of nobility which
will differentiate us from others."
And from our beloved Guardian
through his secretary:
"N ot until all the friends come to
realize that everyone is able, in his
own measure, to deliver the Message,
can they hope to reach the goal that

.....

','
,',
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has been set before them by a loving
and wise Master."
Baha'i youth throughout the
world must not only strive to spread
knowledge of the Teachings, but also
and above all to live them as completely as circumstances permit. They
should attract people to the Cause not
so much through the exposition of its
principles and teachings but through
the power of their individual lives. The
Baha'i youth must indeed exemplify
through their lives, both as individuals
and as conscious and active members
of the Baha'i community, the purity,
the effectiveness and sublime character
of their Faith. They can teach best
when they live up to the standard inculcated by Baha'u'llah."
Also from the Guardian to a member of the youth committee:
"The response of various youth
groups in both the East and the West
to your Committee's call has been very
gratifying. It should be now your
Committee's chief aim to maintain
alive this spirit of solidarity and felH •••

lowship that you have succeeded~in
awakening among various Baha'i youth
groups throughout the world. Your '".
Youth Bulletin, he hopes, will give you
the full means to accomplish this aim."
BaM,'i Youth wants to succeed.
BaM,'i Youth wants to consolidate the
Baha'i youth in all countries. Baha'i
Youth wants to maintain alive the
spirit of solidarity and fellowshiP
awakened among BaM.'i youth groups
throughout the world!
BaM'i, Youth wants subscriptions.
We urge all Assemblies to cooperate
by obtaining subscriptions. (The New
York youth have already subscribed
almost l00%!)
BaM'i Youth is published quarterly.
You may have your copy by sending
ten cents, or a year's subscription by
sending forty cents, to Miss Zeah
Holden, 48 Terrace Avenue, Albany,

N. Y.
With our subscriptions duly augmented we can approach our second
year with a sense of confidence and
effectiveness.

"
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LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
1. To the Natitmae Spiritual A.,embl)'
Th. Importanc. of the Archives
"The importance of the institution
of Bahi', Archives is not due only
to the many teaching facilities it procures, but is especially to be found in
the vast amount of historical data and
information it offers both to the present-day administrators of the Cause,
and to the Bahi', historians of the
future, The institution of BaM'i Archives is indeed a most valuable storehouse of information regarding all the
aspects of the Faith, administrative as
well as doctrina1. Future generations
of believers will be surely in a better
position than we are to truly and adequately appreciate the many advantages and facilities which the institution of the Archives offers to individual believers and also to the community at large.
"Now that the Cause is rapidly passing through so many different phases
of its evolution, is the time for the
friends to exert their utmost in order
to preserve as much as they -can of
the sacred relics and various other
precious objects that are associated
with the lives of the Founders of the
Faith, and particularly the Tablets
They have revealed.
"Every believer should realize that
he has a definite responsibility to shoulder in this matter, and to help, to
whatever extent he can, in rendering
successful the valuable work which national and local Baha'i Archives committees are so devotedly accomplishing
for the Faith in America."-September 25, 1936.
Promulg4tion &f the Divine Plan
uDear and prized co-workers:
HI cannot anow this communication

to be sent without adding a few words
in person and stress afresh the significance of the undertaking in which
the entire Baha'i community has embarked. The promulgation of the Divine Plan, unveiled by our departed
Master in the darkest days of one of
the severest ordeals which humanity
has ever experienced, is the key which
Providence has placed in the hands
of the American believers whereby to
unlock the doors leading them to fulfil their unimaginably glorious Destiny.
As the proclamation of the Message
reverberates throughout the land, as
its resistless march gathers momenttun,
as the field of its operation widens, and
the numbers of its upholders and champions multiply, its potentialities will
correspondingly unfold, exerting a
most beneficent influence not only on
every community throughout the
Baha'i world, but on the immediate
fortunes of a travailing society. The
repercussions of this campaign are already apparent in Europe. India,
Egypt, Iraq and even among the soretried communities in Persia and Russia. The Faith of God is gaining in
stature, effectiveness and pmver. Not
until, however, the great enterprise
which you are now conducting runs
its full course and attains its final objective, at its appointed time, can its
world-encompassing benefits be fully
apprehended or revealed. The perseverance of the American believers will,
no doubt, ensure the ultimate realization of these benefits."-Kovember 14,
1936.

2. To Individual Baha'is
(Published with the Guardian's
Consent)
To Mr. Bernard Gattlieb, April 17,
1936.
"He quite agrees that the dangers

facing the modern youth are becoming
increasingly grave, and call for immediate solution.
But, as experience
clearly shows, the remedy to this truly
sad and perplexing situation is not to
be found in traditional and ecclesiasti~al religion.
The dogmatism of the
church has been discarded once for all.
What can control youth and save it
from the pitfalls of the crass materialism of the age is the power of a genuine, constructive and living Faith such
as the one revealed to the world by
Baha'u'llah. Religion, as io the past,
is still the world's sale hope, but not
that form of religion which our ecclesiastical leaders strive vainly to
preach. Divorced from true religion,
morals lose their effectiveness and
cease to guide and control man's individual and social life. But when true
religion is combined with true ethics,
then moral progress becomes a possibility and 1!ot a mere ideal.
"The need 6f our modern youth is
for such a type of ethics founded on
pure religious faith. Not until these
t\,,~o are rightly combined and brought
into full action can there he any hope
for the future of the race."
THE SPIRIT OF TEACHING
If we regard Baha', teaching only
in temlS of lectures and other formal
public activities, the inherent capacity
of the Baha'i community to serve the
Faith can never be fulfilled. It will
not be possible solely by methods conforming to past religious practices to
establish the Faith over the vast area
of the world in the allotted time. In
oruer to meet the Guardian's supreme
appeal, the believers must consider
teaching from a more intimate, a more
universal point of view.
\Vhy should any small group of
Baha'is remain inactive until some

2
Uteacher" arrives from another city
to conduct meetings? Why should any
isolated believer feel helpless merely
from lack a f experience in public
speaking? Is a divine Faith impotent
to find true expression simply because
a believer happens not to possess certain qualities most conspicuous to nonbelievers?
The source of all qualities is faith.
He who has faith can serve even if he
be deprived of health, wealth and the
talents which the public most readily
recognizes. For faith is a condition
of universal love stirring within the
soul. The true believer can at all times
be conscious of a supreme blessing, a
positive joy which conveys its essence
to others by powers no school can
teach. The man or woman of sin<:ere
faith stands forth as a lighted candle
in spiritUal night. From within emanates a reflection of the Holy Spirit
which will reveal itself to others without formal eloquence or external ritual.
It is from this deep, joyous) constant possession of certitude and blessing that we must all pray to be able
to serve the Cause of Baha'u'llah. Because the law of unity is variety and
not uniformity, that in ward devotion
will fulfil itself in myriad ways, in
some through eloquence, in others
through steadfast ethical qualities,. in
still others through a calm elahon
shedding its perfume upon other souls.
The spirit of teaching, far from bemg
dogmatic insistence, consists solely in
our love for God which we cannot help
but share.
At this level of inner experience, all
believers are teachers. The most remote Baha'i, apparently deprived of
human advantages, can all unConsciously so reflect the. Light as ~o inspire a!,
entire commumty. Depnved of th1s
universal essence, the most humanly
favored of individuals will fail to serve
the Faith. Let us remember that surpassing Tablet in ~hich 'Abd~'l-Baha.
guided the souls; The essential purpose of Faith and Belief is to ennoble
the inner being of man with the outpourings of grace from on high . . . .
Wherefore it is incumbent upon all
Baha',s to ponder this very delicate
and vital matter in their hearts, that,
unlike other religious, they may not
content themselves with the noise~ the
clamor, the hollowness of religious doctrine. Nav, rather they should exemplify in every aspect of their lives those
attributes and virtues that are born of
God ... "
If we can but learn humbly to perceive the teaching activity of the American Baha'i community as a deeper
awareness of this truth, the formal
and definite plans now under way will
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be reinforced a thousandfold Nothing
but the power of the Holy Spirit can
conquer the nations and continents.
That power surrounds each and every
soul sincerely turned to Baha'u1k\h.
Let us base our efforts upon radiant
joy that we have been admitted into
the Kingdom. Let us not be overawed
by an external power, nor succumb to
a merely human restlessness. Holding
fast to the firm cord of divine Guidance, 1et us march forward, one and
all, with the hosts of Destiny itself.
"Whoso reciteth in the privacy of
his chamber, the verses revealed by
God, the scattering angels of the Almighty shall scatter abroad the fragrance of the words uttered by his
mouth, and shall cause the heart of
every righteous man to throb. Though
he may, at first, remain unaware of its

effect, yet the virtues of the grace
vouchsafed unto him must needs sooner or later exercise its influence upon
his soul." (Gleanings, p. 295).
REGIONAL CONFERENCE AND
PUBLIC MEETINGS IN
SAN FRANCISCO
The members of the National Spiritual Assembly are most gratified over
the results of the conferences and meetings held at San Francisco on N Qvember 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. Surrounded
by a beautiful hospitality and deeply
conscious of the unity and vigor of
the believers who attended the meetings from the Pacific Coast communities, the members feel that the spirit of
teaching was truly exemplified during
those five days.
The program carried out included
two public meetings in the Palace Hotel, a Feast provided by the Assemblies of the Bay region, a day of cousultation with the believers, dinner '\\1th
the Spiritual Assembly of San Francisco, a visit to the Summer School at
Geyserville, where the members dined
with Mr .and Mrs. Bosch, besides the
sessions of the N. S. A. devoted to
current matters.
Despite the fact that the city was
engrossed in celebrating the opening
of the great bridge, the two thousand
invitations which had been issued for
the public meetings, and very extensive
publicity carried on in the press for

more than a week produced two large
and interested audiences for the public meetings I t was estimated that
about four hundred persons attended
the meeting on November 12, and
about seveu hundred on November 15.
Mrs. Stuart W. French presided at
the public meeting on November 12.
An address on "Baha'u'lliLh's Message
to a Chaotic Age" was delivered by Mr.
Alfred E. Lunt, followed by one on
"The Implications of a World Faith"
by Mr. Horace Holley.
On Sunday evening, November IS,
before an audience filling the Gold
Room of the Palace Hotel, Mr. Leroy
leas served as chairman, the speakers
being Mr. George O. Latimer, with
the subject "Order for a Troubled
World," and Mr. Mountfort Mills,
who spoke on "The World Order of
Baha'u'U:ih."
M r. Roy C. Wilhelm presided at the
BahiL, Feast held in the auditorium
of the Sorosis Club Saturday evening,
Novemher 14, and Mr. Mills conducted
the regional consultation Sunday morning and afternoon.
The spirit of unity and devotion
characterizing these meetings was truly exemplified in the announcements
which the N. S. A. was privileged to
make, first, that donations of more
than five thousand dollars had been
received for the Teaching Fund. second, that a contribution of five thousand dollars has been received to meet
the cost of publishing The Balui'i
World, Vol. VI, third, that a special
contributiou had been made to make
final payment on the Temple loan, and
fourth, that a believer has offered to
construct a new Baha'; Hall at Green
Acre, and finally, that a believer has
also offered to construct a new dormitory at the Geyserville School.
It is surely significant that the final
Temple construction bill now having
Leen paid, the teaching work can now
go forward with full energy. Since
1925, the American Baha'; community,
with the Guardian's constant help and
with valued help also from believers in
other lands, has completed three Temple construction contracts-the body
of the edifice, the external decoration
of the dome, and the decoration of the
clerestory section.

----"THE AMERICAN BELIEVERS MUST PRESS ON"
R..port

Ir"'"

National Teacbmg C"",mittee

"By the righteousness of God !
Should a man, all alone, arise in the
name of Baha and put on the armour
of His love, him will the Almighty
cause to be victorious, though the
forces of heaven and earth be arrayed

against him . . . "
Stirred by this and numerous other
assurances of di vi ne assistance in the
"Gleanings," and in the Teaching Tab~
lets of 'Abdu'I-BaM, the Americau
Baha'is are now responding with con-
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fidence and vigor to the Guardian's
call to inaugurate a widespread teaching campaign in the American continents. That this effort will exert a
tremendous influence llpc!n the trend
of events during the next few years is
implicit in the Guardian's letter quoted

in the October BAHA'i NEWS: "The
opportunity is unutterably precious. It
may not occur again." The Guardian
is prayin!? for our success and already
many eVIdences that his prayers are
being answered have come to the attention of the National Teaching Committee. Many new doors, both spiritual and material, have opened to those
who have arisen to obey the divine
command. There can no longer be
any hesitation. Confinnations are descending in floods upon all who set
forth with perseverence and con fidence
to spread the Light of Truth near and
far.
Space does not permit the publication of a detailed account of all that
has been accomplished during the past
few weeks, but the following statements are 0 ffered to indicate in what
manner the believers are discharging
their new responsibilities and translating their faith into the action called
for in the recent messages of the
Guardian.

Gertrude

Frazier's

American

Baha'i

Community,

c/o Baha'i, New York:
Overjoyed, unspeakably grateful (for) American believers' signal response (to) my reiterated
appeal. (The) inaugurated campaign (is) fraught (with) consequences involving (the) immediate destinies (of the) Amer(The) shadican community.
ows encircling sore-tried human society (are) noticeably
deepening. (The) world crisis
(is) inexorably moving towards
climax, challenging (the) torchbearers (of) Baha'i civilization
(to) scale loftier heights (of) individual heroism, (to) scatter
more widely throughout (the)
length (and) breadth (of the)
American continents, (to) participate more strenuously (in) con-

certed effort organized by N ational, Regional (and) local
agencies dedicated (to the) prosecution (of) noble enterprise,
(to) pour forth more abundantly
(their) resources in support (of
the) fund created for its furtherance, (and) resolve more deter-

minedly (to) conquer whatever

In New Field.

Miss

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI

obstacles might retard its ultimate
pioneer

work in Omaha reported in the last
BAHA'f NEWS continues to produce inspiring results. Mrs. Mabel Ives of
Chicago is now assisting her with the

study class that has been established.
The students are diligently preparing
themselves for BaM'; membership and
are cooperating in all the efforts being
made to awaken the city to the Teachings. One book store has asked to
carry BaM'; books for sale and these
are being displayed in a special section
with the photograph of 'Abdu'I-Bah,L
Mr. and Mrs. Raphael Lillywhite
who were among the first to answer

the call for pioneers, have reported
unexpected changes in their material
affairs which will enable them to follow through their teaching objective
which is the establishment of the Cause
in Wyoming.
Mrs. Marion Little t pioneering in
the states of Louisiana and ~1ississip
pi, recent1y made a trip as far north
as Memphis, Tennessee, speaking to

high school and community audiences
where she was received with much
enthusiasm and made many friends for

the Cause through whom good fo11owup work will be possible.
Mrs. Margaret Kruce of Seattle who
will go to Alaska in the spring to re-

fruition. (The) Dawn-Breakers
(in) previous age have on Persian soil signalized by their acts

(the) birth (of the) Faith (of)
BaM'u'llah. Might not American believers, their spiritual descendents, prove themselves in

turn capable (of) ushering in on
world scale the civilization of
which that Faith is (the) direct
source and sole begetter.
SHOGHI.

(Received October 29, 1936).
main for a year is preparing herself
in every possible way in the interim

for effective teaching work in the
Territory.
Miss Julia Culver, living at Chemeketa Park, California, has aroused the
interest of a large group of inquirers,
several of whom bave expressed a de-

sire to affiliate with the Faith. A number of young people have become enthused and have asked for Baha'i
speakers to appear before their student
organizations in the high school.
Mrs. Mildred Crossey of Portland,
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among the group taught by Mrs.
Louise Caswell and others during the
past two years.

Mrs. Kathryn Frankland, of Berkeley, California, previously reported as

planning to teach in Reno, Nevada
found the door of service suddenly and
unexpectedly opening in another direction. She is leaving the middle of
November to live and teach in Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Offering their services to an isolated
believer in Green Bay, Wisconsin, Mrs.

Ruth

Moffett and

Miss

Margaret

Reimer did some intensive teaching

work in that city during the summer
and established a study class of twenty
students with whom further work is
being done this fall. Several have indicated a desire to enroll as members
of the Baha'i Faith.
Mrs. J. E. Rice and Mrs. Caroline
Stewart, isolated believers at Arlington, Virginia, within a brief space of
time have interested a group of seven

or eight persons in studying the T eachings with them. Plans are being made
for a series of public addresses to attract a larger number of inquirers.

Extemlm< W.".k by Assemblies
The foregding are but a few of
those who have already undertaken sustained teaching programs in new cities

and states. Many others on behalf of
their local Assemblies have opened up
neighboring cities. Monroe, Washington, for example, recently arranged for
the presentation of the Cause to a

women's club of 150 members in
Marysville, Washington.

This same

Assembly is sponsoring teaching work
in Everett where a study group will be
organized this winter.

Mrs. Myrtle Campbell of Portland,
Oregon, arranged for an address by
Mr. George O. Latimer before the
Kiwanis Club in Oregon City, Oregon,
recently. The daily paper published a
front page report of the address and
included some excellent statements on

the basic teachings and principles of
the Faith.
Members of the Los Angeles Assembly are cooperating with Mrs.
Elvira Paxton in San Fernando, California, where an interested group has
begun the study of the Teachings and
where good newspaper publicity is
given the meetings.

As a result of public addresses by
:vIiss Marion Holley and Miss Virginia
Orbison of Los Angeles given in San
Bernardino,

California,

recently,

a

Bahi', study class has been formed.
Miss Holley will serve as the teacher

Oregon, recently arranged for a transfer in her position to Boise, Idaho,
where she is aiding the two isolated

\vith occasional assistance from her

believers there in their follow-up work

home Assembly.
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The Cleveland Assembly reports
pioneer work undertaken in Painsville,
Sandusky, Norwalk, and Oberlin,
Ohio. Dayton is holding bi-weekly
meetings in Xenia, Ohio, and has made
valuable contacts with the university
there.
Members of the Lima Assembly
have initiated work in Defiance, Celina
and West Unity, Ohio. New cities
recently opened in Michigan are: Hillsdale, Pentwater, and Mishawaka. Library books have been placed by tbe
Baha'is in the public libraries of all
these cities.
Mr. Philip Sprague reports that
Port Chester, Wantagh and Hempstead, New York, have recently formed
study groups.
In order to acquaint the prominent
citizens of Colorado Springs with the
Baha'i Faith, Mrs. Loulie Mathews
recently gave a series of four carefully planned lectures on "The Great
Religions," paving the way for a later
series on the Cause itself, A lecture
on the Cause at Colorado University
was another 1mportant piece of work
done by Mrs. Mathews this fall.
Inter-Communlty Teacbing
Conferences

Five regions thus far have held
Inter-Community Teaching Conferences under the plan approved by the
National Spiritual Assembly. Tbe first
one, for the Baha'i Communities of
Michigan, was held during the summer school at Louhelen. Every Baha'i
Group and every Assembly in the state
was represented and definite p1ans
were made to capitalize the enthusiasm
which was generated for increased
teaching service.
The second conference! held at
Greenacre in August, had as its central theme: individual teaching service.
Many concrete suggestions for both
individual and group work opened the
way for an active winter campaign in
the eastern states.
The conference of Arizona and
Southern California Baha'is held in
Los Angeles in September was devoted
to a discussion of successful teaching
methods. The evening session \vhich
was open to the public attracted a very
larRe number of new people.
The BaM',s of British Columbia,
Vvashington and Oregon held their
Inter-Community Conference in Seattle early in October. As a result of
the consultation, each Community \,,'as
assigned a specific area within \"bieh
to undertake new teachlng work. Several new cities have already been opened, and a number of new teachers
have been called upon to serve.

The largest area to be included in an
Inter-Community Teaching Conference
was that composed of the states of
Illinois, Imll,'a, l\linnesota and Wiscon~
sin, meeting in Foundation Hall for
a two-day session. The inspiration and
exchange of teaching ideas and experiences stimulated much new enthusiasm
\IIlhich will be directed toward greater
Assembly activity during the fall and
winter months.
Teaching CircuUs

One of the purposes of the InterCommunity Conferences held thus far
has been the formation of teaching circuits among Assemblies located fairly
near each other. A number pf Assemblies have reported more or less progress in circuit programs and several
have proved them to be a most effccti ve and efficient method lor extension work in near-by cities where the
Cause has not yet been esta bli shed.
The program for the Upper New
York circuit which includes eleven
cities is completed through April with
Mr. ~I[ason Remey, Mrs. Marzieh Carpenter, Miss Julia Goldman, Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, Mr. Mountfort Mills,
Mr. Horace Holley and Mr. Louis G.
Gregory as speakers. A local "Circuit
News" prepared by the Geneva Assembly, keeps the cities in the circuit informed of plans and suggestions for
follow-up.
A circuit of nine cities in the vicinity
of New York and another in New Jersey of fifteen cities will be inaugurated
this fall. Assemblies in Ohio, Indiana,
Wisconsin and Illinois, are also lining up programs and speakers for circuit work.
Assembly Activities
Baha'i Communities which are too
widely scattered to participate in circuit programs afe not remaining inactive. :Many have reported plans for
more intensi ve local teaching campaigns with extensive advertising of all
kinds. Glendale, California, has arranged for a public center and is arranging an attractive winter program.
Portland, Oregon, has sent out several hundred invitations to important
people announcing a fonlm on social
and religious subjects.
San Francisco, Oakland and Berkeley Assemblies have planned special
series of public meetings to follow up
the interest aroused in the San Francisco Bay area as a result of the two
large public meetings held in connection with the recent session of the N ational Spiritual Assembly in San FranCISCO.

The teaching work in Toronto, Canada, received new impetus this fall
through a visit of ~Irs. Lorol SchopRocher. Excellent publkity was given
her address in the Toronto newspapers
which are circulated throughout the
province and as a result the way has
been opened for articles on the Cause.
Individual Service
As Baha'i Communities increase
their local public teaching work and
release for service in new fields many
on whom they have depended for much
of their teaching activity, the responsibilities of all the believers are greatly
increased. Souls who are attracted
must be confirmed and every Baha'i
has the capacity to teach and guide
some one.
Therefore, the fireside
gatherings and small study groups are
becoming more and more important
and offer to those who cannot travel
or do public teaching work a rich opportunity to prepare the quickened
souls for Baha'i membership.
Teaching by community and individual example is a valuable concomitant in the great public campaigu
which the American believers have undertaken. The Guardian has repeatedly
stated that the qualities of love, unity
and enthusiasm among the believers
constitute a powerful example of the
high standards of our Faith and are
essential prerequisites to successful
teaching. This was strikingly illustrated in a letter recently received
from an individual who wrote that he
had "read and heard of so many good
deeds of the BaM', religion and its followers" that he had decided to become
one and asked for instructions as to
the necessary steps.
Surely today, no less than in the
days of the Letters of the Living,
should the friends of God heed these
words of the Bab: Hyou are the bearers
of the Name of God in this day. You
have been chosen as the respoitories
of His mystery. It behooves each one
of you to manifest the attributes of
God, and to exemplify by your deeds
and words the signs of His righteousness, His power and glory.H

CONTACTS
IN NEW AREAS

TEAC~G

The international teaching campaign
which has been inaugurated by the
American Baha'is under the recent instructions of the Guardian calls for
the establishment of the Cause in every
State of the United States, every Province in Canada, and every Republic
in Central and South America within
the next eight years. Examination of

•
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the map which accompanied the June
issue of BAHA'i NEWS reveals the magnitude of the task before us in the
... United States alone, for there where
the Cause has made more rapid progress than in the other countries of the
western hemisphere there are still ten
States without a single believer and
twenty-Jive without Local Spiritual
Assemblies. The cooperation of every
believer in the United States and Canada is essential to the achievement of
the objective set for us by the Guardian. We are therefore appealing to
the entire Baha'i Community to rcport either to the secretary of the
Regional Teaching Committee or of
the N ational Teaching Committee, depending on jurisdiction, the follO\'\,ing:
1. Names and addresses of friends
or acquaitances in all states and provinces, and particularly where there are
now no Baha'is, so that literature may
be sent or some contacts made for work
theTe.
2. Names of cities where you have
done some Baha'i work or where you
know someone else has made some
contacts, with the names and addresses
of interested individuals and whatever
pertinent details are necessary to adequate follow-up.
It is very important to have this
information centralized both for the
use of those who are going out into
new states to teach and to insure adequate follow-up of all teaching opportunities.
-~ATIONAL TEACIITNG COM1l1TTEE

LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
Please note the fol1owing corrections
in the list of Assembly Secretaries published in BAH A'! KEWS, October:
South Bend, Indiana, Miss N ayan
F. Hartfield, new address, 762 Portage
Avenue.
Topeka, Kansas, Miss Maude Tcgart, new address. 406 West 11th
Street.
Rochester, New York, until further
notice address communications to the
Chairman, Mr. Robert Meinhard, 335
Wilmot Road.
IN MEMORIAM
Death prOff(!1'elh "nto ",'ery confide,,/ beliet'er Ihe cup that is life indeed.
It bestoweth joy, IPJd is the bef11'er of

gladness. It ronterretlt the gift of
e'lrerlasting life.-Baha'u'llcih.
MISS Jessie Bush, Newark, ~ew
Jersey.
Miss Elizabeth Chandler, Ithaca,
New York.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hurlbut, San Fran-
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Baha'i Summer School, Esslingen

cisco. California.
Miss Lillie Kendall, Aptos, Califormao
1fr. S. A. Roberts, Kelvin, Arizona.
1\1rs. Frances Carre, Mariposa, California.
Dr. Albert Johnston, 1fontreal, Quebec.
Mrs. Evelyn Moore, Cambridge,
1\01 assachusetts.
l\·liss Antoinette Sealts, Lima, Ohio.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
New memberships in local Bahit',
communities have been reported as follows:
Boston, h . . o. Kenosha, one. IVlilwaukee, one. Vancouver. six. Newark, one.
Evanston, two youths of non-voting
age. 'Washington, D. c., three. San
Francisco, six. Chicago, nine, four being youths of non-voti ng age. :M uskegon, three. Columbus, three youths of
non-voting age. Glendale, two youths
of non-voting age. New York, seven.
Colorado Springs, two. Phoenix, one.
Flint, two. Augusta, four. Detroit, six.
Baltimore, one. L'"rbana, three youths
of non-voting age.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The Library Committee wishes to
bring to the attention of the local
Spiritual Assemblies the main objectives of its program for this year.
The plan is to concentrate upon pJacing Baha'i books in as many College
and University Libraries as possible.

It is the expressed wish of Shoghi
Effendi that University students be informed of the Teachings, therefore this
work forms an important aspect of the
general teaching effort.
The National Spiritual Assembly has
given the Library Committee a definite
hook budget by which the Committee
will be enabled to supply six important hooks to about seventy-five Libraries this year.
The Committee wishes to ask the
cooperation of every local Assembly
and suggest that each Assembly appoint
a special committee to call on the Librarian of any College or University
\\·ithin their area. The Assemblies are
requested to send the Library Committee a list of all Baha'i works already
in the Libraries visited by the special
committee, not only for the permanent
records of the Library Committee but
also to avoid duplication.
Another suggestion is that at public meetings, the chairman mention the
fact that Baha'i literature can be obtained in the Public Library. This
statement could also be added to the
newspaper advertisements of Baha'i
meetings.
In concentrating upon College and
University Libraries this year, the
Committee does not mean that the im·
portant work of placing literature in
Public Libraries is to be neglected,
especially where the important books
arc not now available. Many Public
Libraries. hmvever, have received good
donations of books in previous years,
while less attention has been paid to
Colleges and Universities.
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The Committee hopes to have an
early response from each local Assembly.
MARTHA WOODSUM, Chairman
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America Committee hope to assist in
making it possible for other teachers
to work in this field. A believer able
to undertake this pioneering work
should appraise the Chairman of the
GRACE BASTEDO, Secretary
1332 Riverside Drive,
Inter-America Committee and also
New York, N. Y. write the American Consul in the city
where he or she plans to reside, inquiring what work is available in that cenINTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE.
ter and mentioning the believer's exThe work of this Committee is full perience and qualifications.
of extraordinary possibilities, but the
The information desired by the
preliminary planning must be carefully Inter-America Committee includes the
done in order to meet the special prob- following points: knowledge of Spanlems arising from such a vast teaching ish or other language used in South
area.
America; how long the teacher can reWith the limited funds so far avail- main; and whether he or she can be
able, the first task is to publish neces- self -supporting after reaching the new
sary pamphlets and literature in Span- post of service.
ish and Portuguese, and also to make
The official language of South Ameravailable literature in German, Italian ica is Spanish but Portuguese is spoken
and other languages used by extensive throughout Brazil, Spanish in the Argroups in South America. As rapidly entine, Northern Chile and Peru, Geras possible, a number of book depots man in Southern Chile and Patagonia.
will be arranged at strategic points in
The official religion is Roman CathSouth America, so that as the demand olic but in every city there are Theosofor the literature increases the books phists who are friendly and will share
and pamphlets can be supplied (rom a their platform with Baha'is.
The
nearby point.
branches of the Y. M. C. A. and
The Committee is also developing Y. W. C. A. are not allowed to extend
a special mailing list of editors, liberal privileges to strangers unless the visiorganizations and influential persons tor presents a letter from the Ameriwhich can be nsed from time to time, can headquarters. This is located at
thus preparing the way f or the tra vel- 420 Lexington Avenue, New York.
iog teachers.
Women traveling alone should enTo review the work already done. deavor to join a party or organization,
First of aU we have the pioneering since Spanish customs are rigidly prejourney carried out by Miss Martha served. Hotels often make their prices
L. Root many years ago. Then Miss prohibitive for a woman without escort.
Holzapple established herself at Bahia,
Correspondence intended for the
and has translated and published "The Inter-America Committee should be adGoal of a New World Order," a small dressed until further notice to Mrs.
prayer book, "Baha'u'llah and the New E. R. Mathews, c/o Baha'i Center, 119
Era" (Spanish and Portuguese), and West 57th St., New York, N. Y.
has translated Kitab-I-Iqin but this is
not yet printed. Mrs. Dodge, another
INDEX COMMITTEE
American Baha'i, is now resident in
The Index Committee would like
Chile. Mr. and Mrs. Mathews traveled
to South America in 1935 and Mr. and short general subject indexes of all the
writings of the Bab, Baba'u'lIah,
Mrs. Blakely taught in several cities
'Abdu'I-Baha and Shoghi Effendi. If
during 1936. As the result of all these
efforts, a good beginning has been any be1iever has worked on these, or
is now working, or would like to work,
made, but the effort must be intensified
will he or she please communicate, as
a thousandfold.
soon as possible. with the Chairman
Mrs. Frances Benedict Stewart ac- of the Index Committee, Mrs. H. A.
companied the delegates who attended
Harding, 704 West Nevada Street,
the women's peace meeting at Buenos U rhana, Ill. The plan is eventually to
Aires preceding the meeting now being
publish a general index, in one alphaheld by the American Nations. Mrs. betical sequence, of all these basic
Stewart speaks Spanish and was in
\'torks of our Faith.
fact born in South America of missionary parents. Her report of her Baba'i
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
teaching is awaited with great interest,
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews plan to make
Baha'u'/lah and the N ,"<1! Era, by
another journey, beginning January, J. E. Esslemont. The Publishing Com1937, which will take them to South mittee would like to explain why copies
America and afterward to other coun- of this work have been unobtainable
tries.
for the past few months. The N. S. A.
As funds are available, the Inter- has taken up with Shoghi Effendi the

matter of making a few corrections in
the text before authorizing a new printing. The Guardian has passed upon
these suggestions, and as soon as possible the book as revised will be sent to
press. The publishing date cannot be
announced at this time, but the Committee will inform the friends through
BAHA'j NEWS.

BaM', Study COW'se. This course
has been sold with three books for reference-Baha'u'lliih and the New Era,
Foundations of World Unity, and Wisdom of 'Abdu '1-Baha. Until the Esselmont book is again available, the Study
Course and the other two books will
be sold at the special price of $1.15 net.
Li!e Eternal, compiled from Writings of Baha'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Baba
by Mary Rumsey M ovius. This work,
very attractively printed and bound by
the Roycroft Shops, is promised for
December 15. The contents are arranged under the following Chapter
heads: Kingdom of the Spirit, Divine
Instruction, Prayers for the Departed,
Divine Promises, and Resurrection of
the Spirit. 178 pages. It is intended
especially for those non-believers conscious of spiritual needs not fulfilled
by their own religious affiliation. Per
copy, $2.50.
A World Failh, Studies in the
Teachings of Baha'u'llih. The nine
articles contributed to World Order
Magazine under this title last year have
been issued in book form, with a prefatory statement taken from words of
Shoghi Effendi. Bound in blue paper,
68 pages, $0.25.
A believer wishing to complete a
Baha'i Library has requested the Committee to obtain one copy each of the
following titles, which are now out of
print. Any of the friends willing to
sell one or more are requested to communicate with the Publishing Committee.
The books and booklets wanted are:
The New Revelation, Fitzgerald;
Peace of the World, Remey; Whence?
Why? Whither?, Dodge; Letter from
St. Jean D'Arc; Tablets from 'Abdu'lBaha to E. E. Wrestling Brewster;
Utterances to Two Young Men, 1901;
Akka Lights, Hannen; Divine Revelation Basis of Civilization, Haddad; Letter \Vritten in Behalf of Friends of
Isphahan to American Believers; Martinist's Report, Sassi; Table Talks
Concerning Reincarnation, etc.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Annex, New York, N. Y. or to
Western Division, Mrs. Emma F.
Smith, 940 Leavenworth Street, San
Francisco, Calif.
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WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The attention of the friends is called
to the fact that the November issue
of World Order contains reproductions
of the two-page engrossed cop.y of the
Tablet revealed by Baha'u'llah to the
"Rulers of America" which the National Spiritual Assembly recently
caused to be presented to President
Roosevelt, together with engrossed
copies of two Prayers revealed by
'~bdu'1-Bahi. The original presentation copy was engrossed in color and
beautifully bound.
In the November issue also was presented the text of the BaM'i paper prepared and read by Dr. G. Townshend
before the session of the World Fellowship of Faiths held in London last July.
From a far-off region of the world
has come this letter, signed by the Genera Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. at
Launceston, Tasmania: j'I am particularly desirous of letting you know that
a group of men in this Y. M. C. A.
have become tremendously interested
in the articles of 'World Order' and
we ha.ve found the matter of great
value m our educational and spiritual
activities. "
The Editors desire once more to impress upon the friends their desire to
receive contributions in the form of articles' poems or suggestions. Believers
who possess artistic talent are cordially
invited to assist in improving the appearance of the magazine through decorative designs in keeping with the nature of the Faith.
In the October number began a new
series, entitled "Seven Cand1es of
Uuity," the first article being in the
nature of an introduction-Dr. Townshend's article on 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"PORTALS TO FREEDOM"
The friends will recall the notice of
thi~ new book hy Howard Colby I ves
whlch was published in BAHA'! NEWS
fQr August, 1936.
The Publishing Committee has received advance orders in the amount
of nearly $500, to which is now added
the sum of $100, sent by Shoghi
Effendi with the following words to
Mr. rves: "He hopes that the response
of the friends, both in the East and the
West, will be such as to enable you
to st~rt immediately with the printing.
He IS confident that when published
the book will be of valuable assistance
to the extension of the teaching work.
You should, therefore, persevere in
your efforts, and strive by every means
in your ~wer, to enlist the support
of the behever. for the publication of
this volume, which, he trusts, will be
fully utilized as a teaching medium

throughout the United States and beyond its confines."
Advance orders in the amount of
$300 are needed for binding and delivering 500 copies of the book, and,
a final sum of $300 later on will complete the full contract with the nonB~ha'i publisher. The pre-publication
pnce of $1.85 will be allowed on all
or.ders received by the Publishing Comrmttee for a brief period. Orders
should be placed through local Assembhes and forwarded with remittance to
Babit'i Publishing Committee as soon
as possible.
BAHA'I MAGAZINES IN
OTHER LANDS
The attention of the friends is called
to the Baha'i Magazines published under the 1ire~tion of National Spiritual
Asse.mb!Jes ID Europe, India, and Austraha and New Zealand.
. Sonne der Wahrheit (Sun of Truth)
IS the tItle of the magazine issued by
the Gennan Baha'is. The Editors are
Dr. A:deIbert Muhlschlegel, Dr.Eugen
SchmIdt and Frau Alice SchwarzSoli va. The address is Stuttgart-W
Rein.sburg~strasse 198, Germany. It i~
pubhshed In the German language.
Bahd'i Magazine, Herald of the
South, is published quarterly by the
N. S. A. of Australia and New Zealand, the address being Box 447D,
AdelaIde, South Australia. The subscription rate is five shillings per year
'
one shilling sixpence per copy.
New Era, edited by S. Hishmatullah
Baha'i Hall, Karachi, India. This at~
tractive publication has been received
recently for the first time, and appears
!o ?e a new ~ublication. No price is
m~hcated, but mformation will be supphed as soon as furnished by the
N. S. A. of India and Burma. The address of Baha'i Hall is Dipchand Ojha
~oad, Garden Quarters, Karachi, India.
PUBLICITY IN INDIA
AND JAPAN
Through the kindness of the N. S. A.
of India and Burma, we have received
a copy of the "Illustrated Weekly of
India" for May 31, 1936 in which is
reprodu~;~ the architect's design of
the Baha I House of Worship at Wilmette, together with text explaining
the aims of the Faith.
From Miss Agnes Alexander comes
a copy of "The Japan Times & Mail"
of October 3, 1936, in which is reproduced the entire text of the article on
HThe Oneness of J\·fankind" contributed by Mr. Hussein Rabbani to
World Order of February, 1936.
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.THE CAUSE IN ENGLAND
First Bah';'; Summer School
The first Baha'i Summer School in
th,s country was ,successful beyond all
e:<pectatIons. Nothing short of Divme GUIdance could have achieved the
results that were obtained. Forty-three
people attended and went away with
~ deeper understanding of the Teachmgs of Baha'u'llah and a rich experience of harmony and fellowship. It
was keenly felt that a new page had
~een turned m the hIstory of the Faith
m these Isles. The spirit of unity and
concord engendered by the Summer
School will gu a long way to serve the
eventual triumph of the Cause of
BaM'u'llah.
The School opened on Saturday,
August 8, WIth a very illuminating
talk by Mrs. Bishop on "Baha'i Summer School-the University of the Future." D~ring the remaining nine days
the followmg lectures were given. "The
Dawn of the Baha'i Dispensation", by
M~ ..R. M. Balyuzi; "The Life of the
Sl?IrIt and the Life of Today", by Mme.
G,ta Orlova; "The Baha'i Administrative O.rder", by Mrs. Bishop; IfThe In~
tegratIon of the Individual with the
Universal", by Mr. Mark Tobey·
('\Vf!rld Commonwealth", by Mr:
DavId Hofman; "Economic Aspects of
World Order", by Mr. Alfred Sugar·
"The Word of God", by Mr. E. T:
Hall. A Enal session was devoted to
a discussion of the work of Summer
School.
On one evening Mme. Orlova gave
a short address on the Cause to all
the guests at Cromford Court and that
was followed by an impromptu entertamment arranged by members of the
Summer School. Many Baba'i pamphlets were distributed. Mr. Richard St.
Barbe Baker spoke, at a Sunday evening service, on his work in Africa;
he referred to 'Abdu'l-Baha and the
esteem in which He was held in Palestine. Besides these formal meetings
there were many infonmal gatherings
and discussions which proved of immense benefit to everyone.
It is hoped to collect the talks given
'
in the form of a booklet.

•

World Ct>ngress of Faith.
The Congress was held in London
during July and representatives of all
the major religions of the world were
present. The BaM'i paper, approved
by Shoghi Effendi, was presented by
Rev. G. Townshend' Mrs. Charles
Bishop and Madame Orlova made
short addresses afterwards, and Mr.
.. This paper was published in World
November.

Ord~

{or
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Hirst of Leeds, a sympathizer with the
Faith made a thoughtful and effective
plea for consideration of the Principles
of Baha'u'llah. The subject of the
Cougress was "World Fellowship
Through Religion", and the Chairman,
introducing the Baha'i paper said that
if he were asked which of all the various Faiths represented came nearest to
the aims and ideals of the Congress,
lie would say the Baha'i Faith.
ANNUAL CONVENTION
OF EGYPT
The twelfth Annual Convention of
the Baha'is of Egypt for the year 93
(1936-37) was held at Haziratul Quds
(Baha'i Headquarters) of Cairo, on
April 29, 1936, the ninth day of the
Feast of Ridvan.
The delegates as well as a very large
number of BaM/is from all parts of
Egypt were present.
.
The delegates have assembled and
elected, from among the believers
throughout the country, the members
of the National Spiritual Assembly
for the current year.
The Assembly elected at the recent
Convention has organized as follows:
Muhammad Said, Chairman and
Treasurer.
Muhammad Taqi, Vice-Chairman.
Muhammad Mustafa, Secretary.
The members are:
Dr. Muhammad Saleh.
Abdul Fattah Sabri.
Ahmad Husni.
Mahmud EI Nushuqati.
Ali Saad Edin.
I skandar Hanna.
General address, Secretary-Treasurer, P. O. B. 13, Daher P. 0., Cairo,
Egypt.
Cables, Bahabureau Cairo.
PERSECUTIONS
IN EGYPT
In June last the people of Belkas,
aroused by certain enemies of the
Cause, persecuted our dear brother
Saad Eff. Salim Nosseir following a
visit paid by the friends of Tanta and
the interest showed by some few persons in the Cause.
~ustained by the local paper, which
launched bitter attacks against the
Baha'i Cause, claiming that Baha'is are
anti-Muhamadan in faith, persecution
was redoubled in its intensity to such
an extent that those persons who
showed interest were confined within
their homes, unable to go out of doors.
Appeals were made to local and high
authorities to have that friend, being
an official, transferred to another dis-
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trict. Inquiring about his conduct and
behavior the Mamour of the District,
upon receiving the answer of the persecutors stating that that Baha'i is of
a good behavior, refused to order his
transfer. Two friends were delegated
by Cairo S. A. to meet that friend and
consult with him about measures to
be taken in this matter. An article was
prepared by our National Publishing
Committee which was published by
that paper.
At last that firm and sincere friend
was transferred to Foua from which
he writes that the Cause is progressing
and that he is very happy by those persecutions which drew him nearer to
his Beloved. He was protected by
Baha'u'lJah while those who at first
showed their interest and then recanted
under the severe persecutions fell into
the depths of humiliation.
The publishing committee of Alexandria published the Tablet of the
Hague in one of the local papers on
the occasion of the question of peace.
NEWS FROM
NORWAY
(Sent by Miss Johanna Scbuharth)
Never has the truth of these words *
appeared as significant to me as they
have latdy, and as I cannot in person
consort with Baha'is as much as I
""'ould love to and am in need of, I
am going to try regularly-if not often-to write in order to send my
greetings and to inform you of the
Baha'i activities in Norway.
Perhaps the lriends remember :vIiss
Martha Roofs report of her work in
Norway, appearing in the Haifa Ne\",'s
Letter about a year ago. During last
winter calls were made and the N orwegian Esslemont was given to a number of people, but only very few are
really interested in the Cause and due
to different obstades we have not yet
formed any group with regular time
for meetings.
This summer Oslo has been favored
with visits of several Baha'i friends for
which we are very grateful to our
Guardian and to the friends. In the
month of May Mrs. Louise Gregory
was here for two weeks. In July :vIiss
Martha Root came en route for U. S.
A. and stayed three days, and in August Mrs. Ruhangtz Bolles spent three
days with us. People who already had
heard of the Cause and others were
invited, and each time we had lovely
little meetings at the Hospitz where
these dear friends stayed. On July
• "Consort with all the people witb love and
fragrance."

15-Miss Root was just here--we had
a welcome although brief visit of Mr.
and Mrs. Stuart \V. French. They
were on a cruise and the boat stopped
at Oslo for the afternoon. Martha
Root had arranged for an interview
which appeared next day in one of our
best papers, and Mr. and Mrs. French
had tea on board the ship for those
who came to greet t hem. They had
made short visits to Norway twice before, this time they had taken the most
northern tour and came by Iceland and
Svalbard (Spitzbergen). Mrs. French
distributed Baha'i literature in Iceland
and Svalbard as well as in a few of
the most northern towns of Norway.
For Oslo she had valuable books for
the libraries.
In the month of August I had the
great joy of being present at the Baha'i
Summer School in Esonngen, Germany, and I hope that the spirit of
love, fel10wship and devotion,· manilest ed by the friends in that lovely
place will inspire and help me in the
work here.
When I came home I was greatly
surprised by finding that Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bishop were visiting Oslo,
having arrived two days before, Sept.
4. We have the joy of still having
them with us, next week however they
are leaving for Sweden. Mrs. Bishop
has given lectures, both public and in
clubs, one of them was at the Nobel
Institute Hall. In the absence of a
Baha'i Assembly the Theosophical
lodge met the requirements) and the
general secretary for N orway acted as
interpreter for this Baha'i lecture on
"Religion and Peace". Mr. and Mrs.
Bishop have also had many smaller
gatherings at their hotel. Where Mrs.
Bishop spoke people listened intentively and did not want to leave but
lingered and talked. This is the first
time that Baha'i lectures have been
publicly given in Oslo, ·and we are encouraged to see that the audiences were
good. For me personally it has been
the greatest joy, blessing and inspiration to be with Mr. and Mrs. Bishop.
We are nQW really hoping to form
a group with regular time for study,
but I want to add that although the
Norwegians are liberal in their
thoughts and views, they are not
quick in changing their religious ideas.
Most of the people belong to the State
Church, K orwa), being of the first
countries where the Lutheren Church
was established. So I beg you not to
expect too much of us here, and I ask
the Baha'is to please remember Norway in their prayers.
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PRAYER FOR THOSE
TAKING THE FAST
"Thou seest, 0 God of Mercy, Thou
Whose Power pervadeth all created
things, these servants of Thine, Thy
thralls, who, according to the goodpleasure of Thy Wil), observe in the
daytime the fast prescribed by Thee,
who arise 1 at the earliest dawn of day,
to make mention of Thy Name, and to
celebrate Thy Praise, in the hope of
obtaining their share of the goodly
things that are treasured up within
the treasuries of Thy grace and bounty.
I beseech Thee, 0 Thou that holdest
in Thine hands the reins of the entire
creation, in \Vhose grasp is the whole
kingdom of Thy Names and of Thine
. Attributes, not to deprive, in Thy Day,
Thy servants from the showers pouring
from the clouds of Thy mercy, nor to
hinder them from taking their portion
of the ocean of Thy good-pleasure ... "
Bahi'u'llih. (Gleanings, pp. 299·302.
Only an excerpt is quoted here).
LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
1. To the Natwnal Spiritual Assembly

Chief Obligatwn of National Fund
"Regarding his special contribution
to the Teaching Fund; he feels that
this is a matter to be left entirely to
the discretion of the N. S. A. He believes that the continuous expenditure
of a considerable sum to provide for
traveling expenses of teachers who
are in need constitutes in these days
the chief obligation of the National
Fund. An effort should be made to
facilitate, as much as possible, the extension of the teaching work by helping those l'fho are financially unable to
reach their destination, and once there
to encourage them to settle and earn
the means of their live1ihood:'-~o-

FEBRUARY, 1937
vember 14, 1936.

Z. To lnaiv;J"al Bahtj'••
(Published with the GlUWdian's
Consent)
To Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, May 31,
1935:
"Without the study and application
of the Administration the teaching of
the Cause becomes not only meaningless, but loses in effectiveness and
scope."
To Mr. Wilfrid Barton, during 1936:
"Regarding the solution of the racial
problem; the believers should of course
realize that the principle of the oneness of mankind which is the cornerstone of the message of Bahit'u'llah is
wholly incompatible with all forms of
racial prejudice.
Loyalty to this
foundation principle of the Faith is the
paramount duty of every believer and
should be therefore whole-hearted and
unqualified. For a BaM'i, racial prejudice, in all its forms, is simply a
negation of faith, an attitude wholly incompatible with the very spirit and
actual teachings 0 f the Cause.
"But while the friends should faithfully and courageously uphold this
Baha'i principle of the essential unity
of all human races, yet in the methods
they adopt for its application and further realization on the social plane
they should act with tact, wisdom and
moderation. These two attitudes are
bv no means exclusivt"':. Baha'fs do
not believe that the spread of the Cause
and its principIe~ and teachings can
be effected bv mean. of radical and
dolent methods. While they are loyal
to all those teachings, yet they believe
in the necessity of resorting to peaceful and friendly means for the realization of their aims.
"As regards the meaning of the pas·

sage on page 188 0 [ the 'Gleanings', it
is an emph,asis by Baha'u'llah on the
importance of maintaining differences
of station and classes in society and
does not refer to the question of race."
To Mr. Alfred E. Lunt, June 26, 1936:
"The Convention's unanimous and
eager response to the Guarrlian's call
to intense teaching activity is highly
encouraging, and constitutes another
source of deep satisfaction to his heart.
He is now awaiting to see what steps
the N. ~ A. will devise to carry out,
vigorously and systematically, this new
teaching campaign, and what cooperation it will receive from individual believers, groups and Assemblies in the
fulfilment of its plans.
"As the Guardian's telegram clearly reveals, this teaching p]an has two
chief objectives: first, to establish a
center in every State within the U. S.
A. and then in every State throughout
the American continent.
"What the Guardian would strong1y advise is, first, to concentrate, heart
and soul, on the first part of this teaching program, namely, to have at least
one center estabHshed in those States
of the American Republic where there
are as yet no believers. This task can
best be accomplished by means of settlement in these States by at least one
believer.
Intensive teaching work,
that is to say, concentration
a few
spiritual1y minded and receptive people, is also a method of teaching which
the Guardian would speciallv recommend to those "\'I,rho wish to ~ fix their
residence in such States.
'fRegarding- your question as to the
meaning of Jin or Genii referred to
in the Qur'an, these are not being-s
or creatures that are actually livin~,
hut are svrnbolic references' to the
pm;ver of ~en of evil and may be likened to evil spirits. But the point to
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bear in mind is that these have
tive existence of any kind."
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or more inquirers at a private home,
and a most interesting discussion of
the Faith was carried on,
Sunday aiternoon a public meeting
was held at Fisk University, with addresses by Allen B. McDaniel and Carl
Scheffler, ~'lollntfort rvlills, chairman.
The Baha'is were presented to the
audience by Dr, Jones, University
President.
~ronday afternoon a radio talk was
given over WSM by Horace Holley.
Monday evening a public meeting was
held in the ballroom of Hotel Hermitage. After the Baha'is were presented
to the audience by a prominent woman
of Nashville, who recalled having heard
'Abdu'I-Bah<! speak in Chicago, addresses were delivered bv Horace
Holley and Mountiort "'lill~. George
0. Latimer presided.
/\. second meeting was held at Hotel
Hermitage Tuesday evening, with addresses by Alfred E. Lunt and George
0. Latimer, Mountiort Mills presiding.
After all three public meetings, the
believers present were asked many
questions by members of the audience.
The newspaper publicity was very
extensi"ve and favorable in tone.
These meetings, the first held by the
~. S. A. in a Southern State, were
planned as preliminary to more intensive teaching efforts in the future.
One object was to acquire first-hand
experience of the special teaching problem existing in the South. The results
are to be carefully reviewed by the
N. S. A. at its next meeting, with a
view to adopting plans and policies
making possible a great extension of
the Faith in that important area.
Following the meeting at Fisk University, the believers attended a reception held by President and Mrs.
Jones, after which they gathered with
local and visiting Baha'is at the home
of Mrs. Smith for supper and Baha';
consultation.
Three members of the K. S. A. met
with the Baha'is of Cincinnati \oVedncsday evening, January 13, for dinner
and a program of talks arranged by the
local Assembly.

"UL TIMA TE REALIZATION"

Groups, isolated believers J and individuals, who have so nobly introduced
the Faith into new areas. Only now,
however, are we as a national community able to release the ful1 force of
our teaching energies-as only now
have we removed the material restrictions to dynamic teaching services, by
finally meeting all our outstanding
financial obligations of the recent Temple construction work, and developing
a general teaching fund.
The most serious consideration and
study should be given anew by every
Baha'i in America to our great responsibility, in the light of the favorable
conditions now existing within the
Faith, and the path laid before us by
5hoghi Effendi himself, for the accolllplishment of our task:
;'Torchbearers of Baha'i civilization . . . scatter more widely
throughout the length and breadth
of the American continents."
The immediate goal set by the
Guardian is the introduction of the
Faith into every State in the United
States, and every Province in Canada.
Dear Friends, we must achieve victory in this campaign, and achieve the
first stages quickly, Everyone must
ponder deeply the "Call" to "Pioneer"
service and set about to play his or her
part in this great spiritual drama. \\'e
cannot and will not allow any obstacle
to stand in our way! Therefore, any
one of the Friends who can "migrate"
to one of the States of the United
States, or Provinces of Canada, where
no Baha'is exist, should communicate
with the National Teaching Committee, so all arrangements can be quickly
made for the important step of ":settling" these virgin areas.
Let those who cannot themselves
move their residence to virgin soil,
bear in mind the heedings of Bahil'u'llih-"Whoso is unable, it is his duty
to appoint him who will, in his stead.
proclaim this Revelation." Clearly the
manner of fulfilling this Divine exhortation today, is to actively support the
National Fund. so this new Pioneer
work may suffer no restrictions from a
financia1 standpoint - and we all,
through this united effort, achieve our
spiritual destiny as a national community.

Report from N atioual Teaching Committee

rrpioneer" Services

IlU

To Mrs. Russell, July 28, 1936:
'The number nine, which in itself
is the number of perfection, is considered by the Baha'is as sacred, because
it is symbolic of the perfection of the
Baha'i Revelation which constitutes
the ninth in the line of existing religions, the latest and fullest Revelation which mankind has ever known.
The eighth is the religion of the Bab
and the remaining seven are: Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and the religion of the Sabeans. These religions
are not the only true religions that
have appeared in the world but are the
only ones still existing. There have
always been divine Prophets and Messengers, to many of whom the Qur'an
ref ers. But the onI y ones existing are
those mentioned above.
"As regards your question concerning the membership of the Universal
House of Justice, there is a Tablet
from 'Abdu'I-Baha in which He definitely states tbat the membership of
the Universal House is confined to
men and that the wisdom of it will be
fuUy revealed in the future. In the
local, as well as the National H Ollses
of Justice, however, women have the
full right of membership. It is, therefore, only to the International House
that they cannot be elected.
The
Baha'is should accept this statement of
the Master in a spirit of deep faith,
confident that there is a divine guidance and wisdom behind it, which will
be gradually unfolded to the eyes of
the world."
PUBLIC MEETINGS
IN NASHVILLE
The National Spiritual Assembly met
at Nashville, Tenn., for four days beginning January 9, and in addition to
its own sessions carried out a teaching
schedule arranged hy Mrs. Georgie
'Viles and Mrs. Marion Little.
Saturday evening, January 9, the
members were invited to meet twenty

"Not until the great enterprise which
you are now conducting Tuns its full
course and attains its final objective,
at its appointed time, can its world-encompassing benefits be fully apprehended or revealed. The perseverance
of the American believers will, no
doubt, insure the ultimate realization

of these benefits. "-Shoghi Effendi,
Since the inception of our present
teaching campaign, the /\merican Baha'is have arisen with great enthusiasm
and determination to achieve the goal
set for us bv the ·Guardian. Thns
teaching has -gone forwards "",ith increasing intensity by Assemblit's,

The Teaching Committee has great
happiness in announcing that the first
migration of a Baha'i family to a new
State has taken place. "'fr. and Mrs.
Albert Entzminger, and their two children, of Geyserville. California. have
taken residence in Oklahoma City, in
order to establish the Faith in OkJallO-
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mao The Geyserville Asscmblv has set
a high standard for the othe; ·Assemblies in America, by unitedly supporting this move, and defraying the transportation expenses of the Entzmingers
from Geyserville to Oklahoma Cit/
Th~y have considered this as a part of
thelr Assembly service in this unique
Teaching campaign. There has been
some teaching work done in Oklahoma
City, but no Baha'is have been confirmed. Now the Light of Guidance
will be permanently shedding its rays
through these "Pioneer" settlers, and
the Faith will be firmly established.
In previous reports, record has been
given of the pioneer work done in
Nebraska, the first new State to be
opened to the Faith since the Guardian's call. We are happy to give report of the developments in the work
in this State, carried on with such
efficiency and success by Gertrude
:Matteson and Mabel Ives. There is
now in Omaha, a flourishing group of
seven Believers who are holding public
meetings and study classes weekly, and
amongst the students, such response
and enthusiasm, it is very likely the
State of Nebraska will this year have
its first Local Spiritual Assembly in
Omaha.
Teaching work has been done by
these same teachers in Lincoln, ,,,(here
a number of public lectures, radio
broadcasts and book exhibits inaugttrated a study class, out of which two
believers have already enrolled in the
American Baha'i Community.
Thus, two of the twelve States with
no Baha'is have now resident Believers~ and the Faith will, we are sure,
rapidly expand in these States.
How wonderful it would be if we
could have resident teachers in each
of the remaining ten States, before the
present Baha'i year comes to a dose!
The Teaching Committee has arranged for a survey of the larger cities
in these remaining States, so we may
know the most logical locations for
Baha'i settlers, particularly from the
standpoint of receptivity to the Faith.
This will be carried forward by one of
our Baha'i workers visiting each of
these larger cities, interviewing officers
of various clubs, newspapers, radio stations, public libraries, etc. If anv of
the Baha'is have contacts of any~ nature in any of the areas in America
where we now have no believers. it will
be a great service to the Faith, jf these
contacts could be sent to the Teaching
Committee.
rfOtber new Cities ofrenedu

Lubbock. Texas, which has been
awakened to the Teachings through
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rrrnter-Community Conferences"

CONVENTION
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Annual Convention " .. ill
be held in Temple Foundation
Hall, Wilmette, Illinois, Thursday, April 29, Friday, April 30,
and Saturday, :vray 1, 193i. The
lJublic Baha!i Congress will be
held Sunday afternoon, )'lay 2.
The Convention Call, with assignment of delegates, ''!Iill be
issued to local Assemblies in
February.
Assemblies which
have not yet returned the "Notice of Application [or Participation in Annual Convention 0 f
1937" are urged to act at once.

, T~stimony tha~ Inter-Community
Contcrcnces are Vital factors in stimulating teaching activity both in Baha'i
Communities and among isolated believers, is implied in the lact that several areas and Regions have had second and third such conferences. The
)Jew England States have held three
this Fall, at Hartford, Boston and
New Haven.
The Baha'i Communities of Florida
held two such gatherings in December;
the New York-New Jersey-Pennsylvania Region held one on December
12th ;-while Phoenix, Arizona, was
the host to a second Arizona-Southern
California Conference January 10th.
rfCircuits"

the services of :1'1r, Roy Wilhelm, for
a long time through correspondence,

and recently by a personal visit, is another to be added to the roll of cities
reflecting the light of this New Day.
Two of the students who have hact to
rely almost entirely upon their own efforts, have become enthusiastic believers and are working more diligently
than ever to form a study group.
Council Bluffs and Des Moines,
Iowa, were also the recipients of the
teaching services of Gertrude 1fatteson and :Mabel I Yes, with the result
that Des Moines already has one believer, and the way has been opened
for further work during the winter.
Mrs. Gertrude Struven of Wilmette
is carrying on pioneer work in the
cities of Moline, and Grand Rapids,
Iowa. Miss Marion Holley, with the
aid of Miss Beatrice Irwin and others
of the Los Angeles Community, is not
only conducting a study group in San
Bernardino, California, but has initiated teaching activity in Yucaipa and
is cooperating with Mr. and Mrs. C. N.
Wells, Isolated Believers at Big Bear,
California, in interesting their friends
in this Faith.
Mr. Raphael Lillywhite, of Laramie,
\Vyoming, on a recent business trip
to Taos, New Mexico. opened still another city to the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah.
The Regional Teaching Committee
for Kansas and J\'lissouri, cooperating
with the Assemblies in those States
has planned to foIlm"-' up contacts i~
several cities with a view to starting
groups wherever the results seem
promising. Mrs. Ruth Moffet is assisting with this work.
Los Angeles Assembly has arranged
for public lectures in Riverside, California, in order to increase the list
of people already interested to the end
that a study class may be organized.

Kearly all of the Inter-Community
Conferences held thus far have resulted
in .lively teaching circuits, several of
which include cities other than Baha'i
Communities.
The New England Circuit consisting of \Vorcester, Boston, ~nd New
Haven, has thus far presented Mr.
Charles Mason Remey, Miss Martha
Root, Mr. ),fountfort Mills; Miss Root
having. included in her program, a larg~
gathermg of Federated Women's
Clubs in Kittery. Maine, in November.
The New Jersey circuit includes
Jersey City, Montclair, and Newark.
The Ohio-Indiana circuit which includes Pittsburgh, has completed its
pa~eI of speakers for the remainder of
the Baha'i year with Mrs. Marzieh
Carpenter, Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mr.
Mountfort Mills, Miss Pearl Estabrook, and Mr. Louis Gregory.
An eleven day itinerary for Prof
Stanwood Cobb will take him t~
Urbana and Peoria, as well as the cities
in the Chicago area.
rrrncreasmg Assembly Activity"
While extending their activities into
neighboring cities and cooperating with
other. Asset?blies in circuit plans. an
ever-mcreasmg nwnber of local Assemblies are reporting more informal
study group" and fireside meetings.
New York City, which has initiated
six new fireside groups, has worked
out ~n interesting circuit of eight disCUSSIons, to be followed hy all of these
groups. One teacher specializes on one
of the subjects. and makes the rounds
of the various groups, speaking to each
group on the same subject. Such a plan
proVIdes a leader for each meeting and
makes It pOSSIble for each to sJJ€'Cialize
on one subject. It also makes a fine
cooperative teaching- project for those
who feel they can serve
hosts, but
cannot lead the discussions which are

as
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the raison d'etre for fireside groups.

r'Baha'; Grfntps"
Toronto, Canada has recently
achieved an important step to\'{ard the
establishment of the Faith in that city,
the believers having organized . a
Baha'i Group which mnducts hoth
study classes and public meetings..Mr.
George Spendlove, formerly of Washington, D. C, wil11ive in Toronto for
some months, and is cooperating most
actively with this Group in its effort
to attain the status of a Baha'i Community.
The Capitol District Group at
Albany, l\Tew York, has conducted several large public meetings during the
fall, Mrs. Marzieh Carpenter and Miss
Julia Goldman being two of the speak·
ers.
The Glendale, Arizona members of
the Phoenix Baha'i Community have
been working diligently toward the goal
of a local Spiritual Assembly in their
city. An interesting report tells of the
manner in which the friends are cooperating with a local peace group so that
it now uses Baha'i literature for references purposes, and has used the
"Prayer for all Nations" at some of its
meetings.
Miss Charlotte Dakin oi Claremont.
California, a new member of the American Baha'i Community, has been invited to give an address on the Baht!!
Faith at Scripps College oi that city
as a part of a course on "The Religious
Mind".
Mrs. Lucy B. Swindler, an isolated
be1iever, living at JVIagnolia, Illinois.
holds frequent meetings at her home,
with assistance from members of the
Urbana Community.
The friends in Southern California
are happy to have Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf with them during the winter,
where she will aid them in their teaching plans.
The foregoing are but some of the
evi dences of the stirring of new Ii fc
within the body of the Believers. While
most encouraging, yet in view of our
supreme task, we realize our efforts
up to date, are just but a beginning
of the wave of spiritual vigor the
American Baha'i Community wlll sho\'{
ere this campaign reaches its height.
It is as 'Abdu'I-Baha has stated in
<IAmerka's Spiritual :&.iission H : "Up
to this time you have displayed great
magnanimity, but after this, ye must
add a thousand times to your effort
. . . The circle 0 f your exertion must
become widened. . The more it is
broadened and extended, the greater
will be vour confirmation." . . . <rAt
present )Tour confirmation is not known

BRITISH BAHA'IS"
CA1ILE SYMPATHY
On January 28 was recei yed
the following cablegram: .. British
Baha'is loving sympathy prayers
American national disaster."
This loving message, intended
especially for the flood sufferers,
is a beautiful testimony to the
oneness of the Baha'i world community.
A contribution of $100 has been
sent the National Red Cross by
the American N. S. A. on behalf
of the American believers.
and understood. Ere long ye shall
observe that each one of you. like unto
a brilliant and shining star, wilt diffuse
the light of guidance from that hodzon and that he has become the cause
of eternal life to the inhabitants oj
America."

THE NON-POLITICAL CHARACTER OF THE BAHA'I FAITH
Since the question of voting in civil
elections has again been raised by a few
local Assemblies, the N. S. A. publishes once more the final instruction
received from the Guardian on that
subject. It was printed in BAHA'i
NEWS No. 80, January, 1934, together
with other excerpts from the Guardian's letters.
"The friends may vote, if they can
do it, without identifying themselves
with one party or another. To enter
the arena of party politics 1S surely
detrimental to the best interests of the
Faith and will harm the Cause. It remains for the individuals to so use
their right to vote as to keep aloof
from party politics, and always bear in
mind that they are voting on the merits
of the individual, rather than because
he belongs to one party or another.
The matter must be made perfectly
clear to the individuals, who will be
left free to exercise their discretion
and judgment. But jf a certain person
does enter into party politics and labors
for the ascension of onc party over another) and continues to do it against
the expressed appeals and warnings of
the Assembly, then the Assembly has
the right to refuse him the rig-ht to
vote in Baha'i elections."

RULINGS OF THE N. S. A.
That teachers visiting new areas
should always have a proper letter of

credentials showing that the teacher
has authority to hold Bahit'i meetings.
That the National Assembly makes
a distinction between public and nonpublic teaching activities~ attempting
110 jurisdiction over non-public teaching activities outside the jurisdiction
of local Assemblies, btlt in the case of
public teaching activities, the National
Spiritual Assembly lays down the controlling regulation that in any area
outside the jurisdiction of local Assemblies, teachers are not to hold public
Baha'i meetings involving the name of
the Cause without the recognition and
approval of the Regional Committee,
or of the National Teaching Committee,
depending upon the area of jurisdiction, and that all such public meetings
are to be held under the sponsorship
of the proper Teaching Committee.
That local Assemblies, or individual
teachers, when using any descriptive
reference to the Cause, or direct description of the Cause in public announcements, are to confine themselves
to terms used by 'Abdu-I-Baha or the
Guardian. In the view of the ~. S. A.
the Cause should be referred to only
as the Baha'i Faith or as the World
Order of Baha'u'llah.
Applications for funds received by
the K S. A. for traveling expenses
of teachers will be referred to the National or Regional Teaching Committee (or Inter-America Committee), depending on the jurisdiction in each
case, for investigation and recommendation.
Local Assemblies are requested to
report to the ~ational Teaching Committee the names and addresses of voting believers who Jive outside the civil
community so that such believers may
be recorded on future teaching maps,
and their names supplied to Regional
Teaching Committees. The purpose
of this request is to increase the number of centers where special teaching
,,,,,'ork can be carried on with the cooperation of the individual, or individuals, already in residence.

IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth u"to <'"very confident believer the cup that ir life indeed. It bestoweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everlasting life.-Bah6'u'llah.
);lr. William Z. Ralph, Portland,
Oregon.
Miss A. R. Phipps, Oriskany, N. Y.
Mrs. Cunningham. Montreal, Que·
bec.

Mrs. A R Spear, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Mrs. Phoebe R. Nelson, Chicago,
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l1l.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
R
Wilkinson,
Brookline, Mass.
)'1r. Elmor Duckett, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Mr. Worsley G. Hamhrough, San
Diego, Calif.
!\Ir. Claude Warren, Binghamton,
~. Y.
Mrs. Laurie Vvilhelm, \Vest Engle,,,"Dod.
Mr. Samuel Hadsell, Phoenix.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Since the December, 1936 issue of
BAH.'\"i )oJ EWS went to press, local
Spiritual Assemblies have reported
the following enrollments of new believers and transfers of believers previously enrolled in some other community.
Evanston, twO. Pasadena, seven,
and two youths of non-voting age.
Lima, three. Vancouver, one. Glendale, one. Phoenix, one. .i\fil~aukee,
one. Teaneck, seven. DetrOit) one.
Alontreal, one. San Francisco, fOUL
Toledo, two, and one youth of nonvoting age. New York, twelve. \Vasbington, three. Racine, three. Boston,

one.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The following new Committee appointments are reported:Regional Teaching Committee for On-

tarioMr. Gerrard Sluter, Secretary, 334
George Street, Toronto, Ontario; l\lr.
George Spendlove, Mr. William Suter,
l--Vestern States Summer Schoo/Mr. John D. Bosch, Chairman,
Prof. N. F. Ward, Secretary, 2330
Rose Street, Berkeley, Calif.; Mr,
George O. Latimer, Mrs. Thomas Collins, Mr. Leroy Ioas, Mrs, Ella Cooper, Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher, Mr.
Irvin Somerhalter, Miss Charlotte !II.
Linfoot.
B osch Trustee M aint elJaHC eMr. Leroy Ioas, Chairman, 64D
46th Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.;
Mrs. Thomas Collin s, !vIr. George O.
Latimer, Mr. John Bosch, Prof. N. F.
Ward.
Central States Smnmer Schaal"fr. L. \V. Eggleston, Chairman,
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Secretary, 420 S. Sth Avenue, Ann Ar~or,
Mich,; ~lrs. Frank Baker, Mr. BlshOJ) Bro-wn. ~. liss Garreta Busey, !·fr.
Howard :'Ifeissler,
Regional Teac/ling Cmt1--mUteesFor Mlssouri-Kansas, 'Mr. J. B.
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ANNUAL COMMITTEE
REPORTS
All Committees appointed by
the 1\ ational Spiritual Assembly
art' requested to submit their Annual /{eports by March IS.
These }(epons after approval will
IJC published in a Pre-Convention
issue of BAHA'f NE\\'S.
If a H.t'port lllllst exceed sao
wonls iu length, a SOO-word
sllmmarv .-:.houlcl. he submitted
for publicatiot1, ,. . ·jth the complete Report made available at
the same time for the information
of the :.!. S ..'\.
. The N. S. _-\. welcumes constructive sugg-estions in addition
to the usual detailed record of activity.

for Ohio-IndianaMrs. Elsa BlakeIv added· for Southern States, Prof.
E. Vogt' added; for Quebec-New
Brunswick-).Jova Scotia-New Foundland-Prince Edward Island, JVl iss Ann
Savage added; for Califomia-N evadaArizona. l\:liss Ruth \1/estgate added.
The BaMii World, EdilorialMr. Louis G. Gregory, ,Iiss Agnes
Alexander added.
Study Outline sj,Irs. J. Harvey Gift added.
Braille TrallscriptionsAdded as International Correspondents: 1\.1r. Vuk Echtncr, Prague, NIT.
Thilander, Stockholm; Mme. Hesse,
Paris; Mr, Torii. Japan.
Decktel

added;

~Iichigan-Kentucky,

You.th11iss Tahirih Mann. for International Correspondence;· added as International Correspondents: lVIiss Dorothy Cansdale, London; Mr. Sohrab
Bahmani, Karachi; 1\1r. Friedrich
~Iacco, Heidelherg;
Mr. Mostafa
Kamel, Egypt; j,Ir. Jamil I, Baghdadi,
Baghdad; .Mr. M. Hakim, Paris; Mr.
~Iassoud Rassikh, Beirut; l\lr, Bertran Dewing, Australia; Mr. Haji
Bozork Afnan Aalaaiee, Shiraz,
Yo"th Committee, Central Slates
Su'mmer School::VIiss 1'L·larguerite Reimer. Miss Florence Mattoon. Mr. Wilfrid Barton.

Gree" Acre Youth WeekMr. Samuel Fox, Olairman, Miss
Dorothea Morrell, Secretary, 203
Fenimore Street, Brooklyn, .!\'. Y.;
;\Tiss Ida N ayes, :'Ifr, Douglas Strnven, :Miss Virginia Setz, 1·fiss Betty
Shook, Miss Herta Porter. ,'lr, Newell Atkinson.
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Temple Program.),Ir. Hilbert Dahl, added,
LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
These corrections are tu be made
in the Assembly list already published:Topeka, Kansas, Assembly dissolved
and the declared believers retain the
status of a Baha ') group.
Rochester, i\. . ew York, new Secretary c1ectecl, ~'Iiss Christine 1\TcKay,
2280 Castlebal" Road.
Phoenix, l\.rizona. new address,
P. O. Box 4053,
Flint, I\lichigan, new address is
4506 Pengelly Road .
\Vinnetka, Illinois, a new Secretary
has been elected: j,Irs. Raymond B.
Gillespie, 486 Oakdale Avenne, Glencoe, Ill.
Cabin Join, Maryland, new address.
Mrs. Pauline A. Hannen, Secretary,
Route 3, Bethseda, Md.
THE IMPORTANCE OF
BAHA'I CREDENTIALS
The K. S. A. regrets to report that
one of the American believers has
been grossly deceived by a person who
represented himself as having a reference from a Baha'i in another city.
As was pointed out several years
ago, such cases will increase in future,
as the Baha'i community grows in
strength and resources, unless the believers uphold the rule that all travelers
claiming to be Baha'is must have
proper credentials, in writing, from
their 10 c a I Assembly. Traveling
Baha'is not members of a local community, but recorded as isolated believers, can obtain a letter from the

N. S. A.
Another principle given us for our
protection is that application for financial assistance made in the name of the
Cause by individuals personally unknown can be referred to the Spiritual
Assembly for consultation before the
assistance is given.
MISS MARTHA L. ROOT
On December 23, the N, S. A. sent
to Assemblies as far \;Yest as Chicago
a teaching schedule prepared by Miss
Root for the period January I9--April
I, 1937, It is now necessary to report,
with the deepest regret, that this
schedule may be somewhat altered in
order to give our devoted sister more
time for complete recovery.
On July 27, 1936, the N. S. A. received this cablegram from Shoghi
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Effendi: U c I u v e d inclefatiguable
J,Iartha sailing Ne\\' York (on board
the) Bergenstiord. Feel certain (tbat)
believers, \\"ill accord befitting \velcome
l to this) well beloved, ::itar servant of

Baha 'u'l1ah."
Un her arrival, \\lith the exception 01
interviews in Xew York and important
public teaching at Green Acre, Miss
Root remained in seclusion in order to
rest from her many years of constant
teaching activities in so many cuuntries
of East and \-Vest. In the autumn,
however, she proceeded to carry ont
teaching plans arrallged for her by
the Regional Teaching Committee ot
the ),jew England States and by tile
local Assemblies of New York, \Vest
Englewood, Philadelphia and Washington.

Her plan is to carry out the Guardian's wish that she travel to Japan after
traversing the United States.
As soon as 1\.Jiss Root can re-arrange
her schedule, tile friends \'I,.. jl1 he informed.
AMERICAN TEACHERS
IN OTHER LANDS
(. They that ha:i.-!e forsaken therr {QUlItry for fire purpose of teachillg Our
Cause-these shall the Faithful S fir;1
strengthen through its po'wer. A CO/1lPalIY of Qur chosell angels shall go
forth u,j,th them~ as bidden b yl Him
W Ito isthe Almighty,the All-Wise. How
great the blessedness that a'lvarteth him
that hath attai1tea the honor uf sen-'1.:ng
the Almiglrfv! By .J.~ly life! No act,
hO'ltlet-'er great, ccw comparC' with it.
except s/I,ch deeds as ha'i/e been ordained by Cod, fhe All-Powerful, 'he
1110st Afighty. Such a scr'vice is, indeed, the pri"ce of all goodly deeds.
and tlte ornament of e'l.rery goodly act.
Thus hath it been ordained by Him
Who is the Sovereign Revealer, the
Ancient of Day s, "-Baha'u'llah,
(Gleanings, p. 334.)
American Baha'IS serving in :Mexico,
Central America, South America and
the Isles of the Caribbean are related
to the N. S. A. directly through the
services of the Inter-America Committee.
Those American teachers, however,
who serve in Europe, Asia and Africa,
come under the administrative direction of the National and local Assemblies of the respecti've countries and
cities. The American ::.J"ational Spiritual Assembly has no Committee to
keep in close touch with these workers,
and therefore hopes to receive letters
and reports from them as frequently as
possible. in order to share the ne"''!s
with their fel1ow-believers here.
They arc likewise requested to arrange either with their own local As-

Display of Baha'I Literature in Matthews Bo_ok Store, Omaha, Nebraska, arranged
by Mrs. Sylvia Matteson and Mrs. Mable Ives.

sembly

to

forward their copy of
request the ~. S. A.
case, all changes of
address must be reported without delay.
Mrs. Jeanne Ruhangiz Bolles and
Miss Jeanne Bolles, and Mme. Gita
Orlova have kindly sent detailed reports of their work in various countries
of Europe, summaries of which will be
published in the next BAHA'i NEWS.
These and an other workers in foreign
lands have the loving prayers of the
Baha'i communitv of the United States
and Canada.
BAHA'i ),JE\VS, or
to do so. In this

BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS

The following preliminary announcements will make it possible for believers to begin planning their atten-

dance at Summer Schools.
Green Acre. The season will begin
July 3, with a general program conducted during July intended to interest non-believers. The Baha'i Summer
School courses begin with a Youth
\Veck, August 1 tu 7. From August
9 to September 3 there will he five
study courses, a Teaching Conference,
and courses on Public Speaking and
Writing.
Ge'Vseri)ille. The \Vestern States
Summer School will be conducted from
July 3 to 18, inclusive. The program
will be reported later. Additional accommodations are to be available this
year through the construction of a new
dormitory as a most generous gift to
the School. Reservations in the dormitory and other buildings should be
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made through Miss Ruth Westgate,
Chairman of Housing Committee,
Huntington Hotel Apartments, San
Francisco, Calif.

INTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE
It was reported in the last issue of
BAHAi :'>JEWS that Mrs. Dodge is resident in Chile. This is now corrected,
as this American Bahai is resident in
Peru.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Mathews sailed
for South America in January. Mrs.
Mathews will meet with ).fiss Holzapple at Bahia, and with Mrs. Stewart
at Rio de Janerio for consultation on
the promotion of the tea<;l1ing work.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis G. Gregory
sailed in January to Haiti, for teaching
work under the auspices of the InterAmerica Committee.
Miss Beatrice Irwin will leave Los
Angeles shortly for a teaching trip to
Mexico, also under the auspices of
this Committee.
J

During her recent stay in Mexico,
Miss Orcella Rexford gave the message before the 'Vomen's section of
the Federated Protestant Churches of

Mexico.
These brief announcements will be
amplified by detailed reports as soon
as further information is received. The
friends, however, can rejoice to learn
of so much constructive activity in
other American States.
Communications intended for Mrs.
:vIathews as chairman of the InterAmerica Conunittee can be sent in
care of New York Baha'i Center, 119
West 57th Street, until further notice.

PUBLISHING COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RaM'u'lIdh and the New Era. The
revisions mentioned in the 1ast issue
of BAHA'i NEWS have been completed,
and the new edition sent to press, It
will have an Index, added by request
of Shoghi Effendi. Th~ Committee
hopes to have copies ready for distribution by March. Paper covers, $0.50.
Fabrikoid, $0.75.
A World Faith. Studies in the Teachings of Bahi'a'l!;ih. In a letter dated
January II, addressed to the Puhlishing Committee with an order for
copies, the Guardian wrote, through his
secretary: "He wishes them for teaching purposes, as he thinks they are
Quite suitable for presentation to inquiriers." Paper covers, $0.25,
Portals 10 Freedom. by Howard
Colby Ive,. The Committee understands that t~e pre"publication price ot

FORMATION OF NEW
SPIRITUAL ASSEMllLIES
Baha'i groups which have nine
or more declared believers ""..ill
be expected to establish a Spiritual Assembly on April 21. Such
groups are requested to report
their intention to the National
Spiritual Assembly at this time)
so that special teaching work for
final preparation of the group
can be arranged.
Groups having exactly nine declared believers establish a Spiritual Assembly by joint declaration, using a special form provided by the :sr. S. A. for that purpose. Those having more than
nine elect the Assembly by secret
ballot, and report the election on
the form issued to all Assemblies
prior to April 21.

$1.85 can be allowed only until March
5. The friends are urged to take advantage of this lower price and place
their orders now, through the local Assembly. Cash must be sent with all
advance orders.
Life EtertUlI, compiled by Mary
Rumsy Movius. Copies of this hook
have been available for some weeks.
It is beautifully printed and bound,
making an unusual gift to non-Baha'i
friends, as well as an extensive and
helpful compilation for one's Baha'i
library. $2.50.
World Order M aga:1itle. Believers
who know how difficult it is to complete their bound volumes of Star of
the West and The BAH ..\'j MAGAZINE
will appreciate the importance of securing their bound volumes of World
Order each year. Vo!' I is now obtainable, and Vol. II will be ready after
March first. For subscribers who
supply the twelve issues, the cost for
binding is $1.25, postage additional.
For the bound volume complete, $2.50.
The aim of the magazine is to make
more available, to inquirers and the
general public as well to Baha'is, the
most interesting ami forceful material
that can be obtained on the Faith as
the sole basis of the future world commonwealth.
The following list of recommended
teaching literature has been adopted by
the N, S. A. in consultation with the
National Teaching Committee: A
\Vorld Religion. by Shoghi Effendi;
The Goal of a New World Order, by
Shoghi Effendi; What is the Bahi'i
Faith? by J. E. Esslemont; The Baha'i
House of \Vorship, by Gf'nevieve L,
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Coy; The Oneness of Mankind, by
Hussein Rabbani; The Bahi'i Faith,
by Horace Holley; The Path to God,
by Dorothy Baker; Homoculture, by
Stanwood Cobb; The Most Great
Peace, by Marion Holley; Principles
of the Baha'i Faith, compilation.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Annex, New York, N. Y., or to
\~lestern Division, Mrs. Emma F.
Smith, 940 Leavenworth Street, San
Francisco, Calif.
THE BAHA'I WORLD
Material fOT Vol. VII
. The Editorial Committee is engaged
securmg the necessary material for
Vol. VII, which will cover the period
April, 1936-April, 1938. Letters have
been sent to Assemblies throughout the
world, that the material may be fully
representative.
The procedure is that the Editorial
Committee gathers the material and
sends it to Shoghi Effendi, who makes
final selection and arranges the articles
and illustrations in the order in which
they are to appear.
Material intended for Vol. VII
should be sent to Mrs. Ke11ie S.
French, Secretary, 390 Grove Street,
Pasadena, by December, 1937.
In

LETTER FROM
YOUTH COMMITTEE
To the Baha'i Youth of America:
Again the call goes forth to all
Baha'i youth for a united international
effort! On March 7, 1937, a socond
series of Youth Symposiums are to be
held simultaneously by Baha'i youth
groups throughout the world. The initial effort last Na'''Tuz set the pace.
Let us now achieve greater heights of
service in this year of even greater opportunity!
The youth symposiums of March 7th
are to be two-fold; (1) a preliminary
conference ",:here Baha'i youth meet
for consultation on their common problems and for prayers on behalf of this
great effort; and (2) a public Youth
Symposium where Baha'i vouth present the Teachings.
The general title and theme for the
Symposiums is Religio-n-a Source of
Civilizat£OH' To aid in the presentation of this theme. The National Youth
Committee has selected eight topics on
various phases of the Teachings;
speech outline s on these t opics have
Leen prepared for publication in the
January issue of Baha'i Youth. These
have been prepared to set a hig-h stan·
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dard of excellence in the presentatiun
of the Faith. Each local group can
choose those of the topics best suited
to their audience and youth speakers.
(The topics are: Paths to Unity,
America and the A10st Great Peace,
The Mea>ling of W",ld Order, Science
and Religi<Jn, Bah(l'i Y outl! GIld the
World Today, True ReNgi01t~ Hu.mal1ity's Comi"g of Age.)
The National Youth Committee has
also outlined the following as part of
this united effort:
(1) By the first of February all
youth groups should have reported to
their regional secretaries their conference plans so that these may be used
for publicity both here and abroad.
(2) Suggested publicity will be sent
out to all groups two weeks ahead of
time.
(3) A special March issue of Baha'i
Youth, edited especially for teaching
and distribution at this time, may be
ordered in quantities from Miss Dorothy Wever, 535 S. Pasadena Ave.,
Pasadena, California.
(4) A letter of greeting to the
Guardian will be prepared in advance
for reading at each conference. arid for
signatures of aU Baha'i youth who are
voting members or registered ",vith the
local Assemhlies. All letters to the
Guardian and all copies of publicity
should be forwarrled to Zeah Holden
to be made up into a scrap book for
the Guardian, to be forwarded to him
through the N.S.A,
(5) It is hoped that local efforts
wiU be made, whenever possible, to
have some of the Symposium speeches
broadcast over local radio stations.
This highly desirable teaching effort
is wholly dependent upon local initiative.
It is hoped that without delay each
local youth group will consult together and with its local Assembly in
preparation for this international activity, The Guardian is "impatiently
waiting" for us to arise in our full
strength and with perfect reliance upon
the great spiritual forces released in
this age. May this and thousand-fold
activities like it he channels for the
expression of the power of
flaha'u'Uah!
Sincerely in His Service
Kenneth Christian
Chairman. National Youth Committee

study course at Green Acre in 1936.
The friends will find this series of distinct helpfulness in attaining a clearer
view of the administrative principles,
This material can also be used in presenting the subject to study classes.
Other contrihutors in Febrllary:
Donald Fay N.obinson, Alfred E. Lunt,
Diantha C r i s p, Dorothy Baker,
~'larguerite Reimer, Rosa V. \Vinterburn, Rose Noller, Bertha Hvde Kirkpatrick, Martha L. Root, a selection
from Writings of 'Abdu'I-Baha. and
Editorial.
The 1t..1arch issue ",,,·ill begin a series
on "A Study of Cburch Organization"
by Glenn L. Shook which gives vivid
contrasts oet",,,,,"een Baha'i administration and the administration of previous
Faiths. This. material was presented
under the Green Acre progral11 in 1936.

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
In the February issue begins a series
on "The \'1orld Order of Baha'u'nah"
by Mary Co111son, basf':d upon her

TEMPLE MODEL VALUABLE
PUBLICITY
Capitalizing on the interest aroused
in connection with the puhlic Raha'i
meetings held in its sister city, San

Display of Temp]e Model, Oak1and, California. See accompanying Report.

J

Francisco, during the meeting of the
National Spiritual Assembly there in
K ovember, the Oakland Baha', Community timed a change in its public
meetings from Friday evening to Sunday morning. Announcements of the
month's program were mailed to all
"... hu had received invitations to the
San Francisco meetings, thus localizing the interest an:d serving as follow
up.
Further public interest was aroused
through the exhibition of the Baha'i
Temple model in the window of a
downtown business establishment for
three weeks which included the Christmas holidays. The space was donated
by the owner of the business who also
kept the model lighted at night without charge. During the first week
placards announced an illustrated lectUre on the Temple and following that
lecture new placards announced the
time and place of the regular meetings.
The lecture on the Temple "'...·as
given by Mr. A. C. Ioas of the Oakland Community, associatf.'d with the
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work of the Cause since its early days
in America, a fact which was featured
in the publicity.
l\1r. Ioas used a number of the
Temple construction slides furnished
by MT. Allan McDaniel, adding several others depicting important historical facts, and ending with a picture of
'Abdu'I-Baha.
Finding that this joint appeal to
the eye and ear is capable of arousing real interest, the Oakland Community is now making plans for ]\-Ir.
Ioas to repeat the lecture and slides in
a number of the small surrounding
communities as well as to student
groups in the Oakland high schools.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF GERMANY
AND AUSTRIA
This interesting summary is taken
from the BAHAI NEWS issued by the
N. S. A. of the Baha'is of Germany
and Austria.
'~The 14th Annual Convention was
opened on Saturday, April 25th, 1936,
at 5:30 P.M. at the Baha'i Office,
Alexanderstrasse 3, through the Assemblage of the Delegates. The roll
call was followed by the election of
the chainnan and the adoption of the
agenda which was prepared by the outgoing N. S. A. At 7:00 P.M. in the
City Park, under the chairmanship oi
Dr. Muehlschlegel, the N. S. A. and
its committees delivered their general
reports. Then communities and groups
reported. Present were about 60 believers.-Sunday morning was set
aside for an assemblage of the delegates whicb convened at 8 :30 at the
Baha'i Office for the election of the
N. S. A. and afterwards went into
consultation. The names of the members of the incoming ~. S. A. are the
following: Marthe Brauns-Karlsruhe,
Paul
GoUmer - Stuttgart. M a x
Greeven - Bremen, Dr, Hermann
Grossmann - ),Jeckargemuend, Anna
Koestlin-Esslingen, Dr. Adelebert
Muehlschlegel-Shtttgart, Dr. Eugen
Schmidt-Stuttgart, Alice SchwarzStuttgart. Friedrich Schweizer-Stuttgart.-At 11 :00, in the German House,
a pubJic morning- senriC"e "vas held. attended by some 250 people. Anna
Grossmann spoke on "HiJ;hlights of
the Faith", Dr. Engen Schmidt on
i'Progressive D i vi n e Revelation H .
\Vords b}' Baha'u'1!ah were read amI
the program waSt' interspersed with
musical recitals.-At 1:00 P.lI!. sOllle
htmdred friends united for dinner in
the City Park. There. at 3 :00, was
opened a special session dealing- \vith
questions concerning the Ac\ministra-
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tion. gO believers frum various
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centres were present and it is to be
regretted that, Berlin excepted, neither
the ~orthgerman nor the Austrian
centres \Vere represented, but it will
be seen to it that by a repetition of
the discourses at the Northgerman
1leeting at \Vhitsuntide, the friends
from Berlin. Hamburg, \Varnemucnde,
Rostock will have another and better
opportunity to deal with the most important topics of this Special Session.
Dr. :>.fuehlschlegel treated the subjects
"The National Spiritual Assembly"
and "The Question of Membership oi
Baha'is in Religious Non-Baha'i Organizations", Anna Grossmann ,rThe
Purpose and Significance of the Cnit}'
Feast", Dr. E. Schmidt "Public Baha'i
.\leetings", Dr. H. Grossmann 'rrnteras_
sembly Bahati Co-operation" and "The
lnstitlttion of the Baha'i Fund".-The
Convention was concluded with a social
meeting.-A letter was sent to the
Guardian whose inspiring answer is
quoted below:'Dearly beloved F rien ds: The Con"ention of the German friends constitutes another milestone on the remarkable progress which the German Baha'i
Community has made tluring the very
'last years. My heart is filled with
gratitude for the many proofs of firmness of belief, co-operation, consolidated unity, further development of the
administration, and the spiritual fire,
which are demonstrated so convincingly
by your members. 'Abdu'l Baha, whose
special faith, love and care for the adherents of Baha'u'liah in your most
promising country most of you have
recognized and which vou will undoubtedly remember, is -indeeci prol1d
of your achievements and very sat isfiect with the spirit which governs you
so powerfully in His sen·i ceo His
spirit will continue to be with YOll in
your work; it \"... ill assist and guide you
in your efforts. Persist and have
(confidence) faith '-Love, Shoghi'"

IRAQ AUTHORITIES
REMOVE BAN ON LITERATURE
The good news has been received
that the authorities of Iniq have raised
the ban on the circulation of the Kurdish translation of "Raha'u'lhih and
the ).1ew Era" by Esslemont. and have
delivered the confiscated copies to the
1\. S. A. of the Baha'is of Iraq. It
'rvas more than a year ago that the
authorities acted to forbid their distribution, and the believers rejoice at
this 1mportant sniritual victorv.
The release of the Kurdish' translatiun brings the number of printed
translations of the Esslel110nt hook to

thirty-three, the most recent being the
Bengal! vers.lOn, prmted at Chittagong,
Bengal. ThIS was reported in a letter
wntten to :\1r. Roy Wilhelm by the
Guardian, through his secretary, dated
December 14, 1936.

THE CAUSE
IN IRAN
First Bah,,'; Summer School
We are glad to say that a Baha'i
Summer School was formed for the
first time in Tihran at the garden of
"Hadiq eh" in the mountains which is
bought by the friends and which is
destined for the construction of the
first Mashriqu'I-Adhkar in Tihran .
The Summer School was founded and
managed by Mrs. Oara H. Sharp and
her daughter,. Miss Adelaide Sharp,
members of thIS Committee. It carried
on its work from July 24th to August
5th, 1936. A small group of young
gIrlS who speak English attended the
school. Morning hours were devoted
t'? the study of the Baha'i teacbings in
EnglIsh. What gave their teachers the
greatest pleasure was the spirit of cooperation and endeavor which prevailed among all the girls. Each morni?g on~ of the girls gave a talk in EnglIsh on one of the following subjects:
World Peace, Justice, Search for
Truth, Qurratu'I-Ain, a Universal
Language. Mrs. Sharp gave a talk on
one of Baha'u'lhih's expJanations of
Victory. The afternoons were spent
in recreations and going for tea to
other nearby gardens where Baha'is
lived. Before this school was opened
we could not guess the spirit of unity
and of close association among these
girls. They voted that the Summer
School in English should continue its
existence permanendy as many said
they never had such a pleasant time
in their life. Next year we hope to
have a larger group.
Y cmth Activity

The Baha'i Youth Group have sent
us a report about their activities. The
duties of this group can be summarized as follows:
I.-To encourage the Baha'i Youth
and to bring about the means for their
association . .vith each other on a spiritual basis;
2.-To exhort Baha'i youth in living the life and carrying out the ordinances and principles of the Cause b}'
purifying their souls and rejecting old
habits and manners which may be
against the Baha'i principles;
J.-To bring about, to the possible
extent. the means for physical train-
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ing of the youth;
4.-To give to the Baha'i YOllth
mental and intellectual training and to
foster their edUcatioll as much as possible;
5.-To extend help aod assistance
to needy Balli'i youth and to give
needful guidance to students;
6.-To enter in correspondence with
Baha'i groups throughout the world;
7.-To make efforts towards the
promotion of activities for teaching the
Cause and
8.-To put the Baha'i youth in touch
with their social duties and to increase
their knowledge of Baha'i principles.
The Baha'i Youth Committee in
Tihran has lately arranged, among
other duties~ to give from time to time
representations depicting the lives of
early believers of the Cause in Iran.
Such representations have been arranged so far to commemorate the life
of Qurratu'l-Ayn (the famous Bahi'i
poetess and martyr), Jenab-i-Varqa
(the martyr), Jenab-i-Zain-ul-Muqarabin, Haji Ameen and Haji Mirza Haydar Ali, the famous Baha', teacher.
The Youth Committee propose to
give similar plays for the Western believers. On May 15th, a representation was given at the house of. Jilr.
Azizullah Azizi, a believer, in commemoration of the life of our departed
friend of the West, the late Monsieur
H. Dreyfus. A detailed account of the
life of this famous pioneer of the Cause
in the West was given to the audience
which numbered over hundred people.
The chief idea of giving such representations is to put friends here in
touch with the wonderful and most
va1uable services rendered by such
noble souls to the Cause and to enccurage the present generations to follow
the example of courage, faithfulness
and the spirit of sacrifice left by our
early believers.
Persecuticm

"Early in the month of N oor 93 the
Secretary of this Assembly was summoned by the Political Department of
the Police and asked about his position and occupation. The Secretary replied to the question and said that he
had no other job. He '''-as further
asked as to his previous employment
and the languages he knew and the
matter was then dropped.
. f'A few days later the Secretary was
again callf<l to the Department and
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warned that the BaM'is should refrain
from all sorts of teaching and propaganda and boisterous demonstrations
and to suspend all the meetings and
public gatherings threatening him that
the members of the Assembly will be
prosecuted should they insist in carrying on their present attitude.
"In the meantime the Assembly
learned that instructions were issued
by the Police on two occasions that
the police officials should stop all the
Baha'i meetings and gatherings both
in the capital and in the provinces and

do all in their power to prevent the
Baha'is from accomplishing their ob·
jects.
f'The Assembly has, with a view to
abiding by the rules and regulations
and respecting the wishes expressed by
the authorities, taken the following decisions which have been put into force:
<a) "lIff. Varqa, the Chairman of
the Assembly has been appointed to
have an interview with the Chief of
Po1ice and discuss the matters with
the latter.
(b) "The archives of the Assembly
have to be removed from the Baha'i
Center IHaziratu'I-Quds' to another
place.
(c) "The meetings of the Assembly
are to be held in the houses of private
individuals and not at a single place.
(d) "The number of members of
different committees of the Assembly
has to be reduced and these committees have to hold their sittings in the
houses of private individuals.
(e) "Public meetings and gatherings
\"'Thich used to be held in Baha'i centers
or 'Haziratu'I-Quds' or in the houses
of friends should be stopped.
HThe decisions referred to above
\"'ere duly notified to various Assemblies in the provinces.
"Now according to information received. some of the authorities in the
provinces have gone to the extreme in
textually carrying out the instructions
received from the capital by preventing
even small meetings composed of a
very few friends. In Teheran. however, gatherings of 19 people are allowed and the Assembly and various
committees arc therefore allowed to
hold their meetings.
"The National Assembly have on
various occasions pointed out to the
friends that, while obeying the orders
received from the Government, the believers should preserve the unity of the
Baha'i commonwealth and to keep in
tOllch with ea,h other by means of the

l\"ineteen Days' Feasts. \Ve are glad
to say that these Feasts are progressing though they are at present of a
limited number.
"Several other Bahi'i officers employed in the military service have been
dismissed again from their job following their bold and fomlal declaration
of their faith and have been forced, by
imprisoning them, to pay back to the
authorities the educational expenses incurred by them. These expenses have
been del rayed by the Assembly in certain cases where the officers concerned
were not able to meet the expenditure,
Most of these officers had served for
years in the army and rendered noteworthy services with utmost loyalty
and honesty, a fact which has in some
-eases been testified by their superiors
in writing.
f'On such occasions the friends are
standing these trials and hard experiences with utmost patience and steadfastness. In some cases in the orders
of dismissal of these officers they stipulate clearly the fact that the officers
were dismissed from their job for the
sake of being Baba'is. We quote below one of these orders for your information:
H ITo
1st. Lieutenant Ahmad Niknam,

'By virtue of the order No 4017 of
Farvardin 19th, 1315 (April 8th,
1936) issued by the General Staff of
the North-Western army and the order No. 303 issued by the office of the
Officer Commanding the Independant
"Haffar" regiment, you are hereby dismissed from militarY service siru::c Farvardin 20th. 1315' (April 9th, 1936)
for your having Baha'i religion.
lIt is necessary that you should at
once change your military uniform.
Setvan 1. Vali Zadeh,
Acting O. C. the 1st. Section of
Independant Haffar Regiment.'
" 'No. 133. Dated Farvardin 22nd
1315 (April 11th, 1936).'
"The Baha'is in Iran are, under the
wise guardianship of our beloved
Shoghi Effendi, cooperating, as far as
the means at their disposal allow them,
with the friends in other countries in
the world in establishing a new civilization and in guiding people to real
peace and unity. They request their
beloved hrothers and sisters in the
West to pray for them to succeed in
carrying out most faithfully the wishes
of the beloved Guardian and obtaining his satisfaction."
-A. FARuTo,"" Secretary.
(j
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RIDV AN T ARLET
"The Divine Springtime is come ~
Most Exalted Pen, for the Festival
of the AU-Merciful is fast approaching, Bestir thyself, and magnify, before the entire creation, the name of
God, and celebrate His praise, in such
wise that all created things may be
regenerated and made new. Speak,
and hold not thy peace. The day star
of blissfulness shineth ahove the horizon of Our name, the Blissful, inasmuch as the kingdom of the name of
God hath been adorned with the ornament of the name of thy Lord, the
Creator of the heavens. Arise before
the nations of the earth, and arm thyself with the power of this Most Great
Name, and be not of those who tarry."
(Gleanings, pp. 27-28. Only the first
portion of this Tablet is quoted here).

o

CONVENTION ANNOUNCEMENT
C onventio~l S e s s i a n-s: Thursday.
April 29, morning, afternoon and
evening: Friday, April 30) mOTning,
afternoon and evening; Saturday, ~'1a}'
1. morning and afternoon.
Rid'l!a-n Feast.- Saturday evemng,
May 1.
Balui'i Congress: Sunday, May 2,
3.30 P. M.
COl!ventioH COlUlHiffccs: Information Bureau. 112 Linden Avenue,
Wilmette, Ill.
H Dllsing Committee,
Spiritual Assembly of VVilmette, Carl
A. Hannen, Secrctanr , 5.36 Sheridan
Road.
Devotional ~ProgTam, :\of rs_
Amelia Collins, Chairman, Willard
Hatch. Mrs. Oni Finks.
Ridvan
Feast, Albert Windltst, Chairman.
Headquarte>'s of Naliol1al Spirilual
Assetltbly: Hotel Orrington J Evanston,
Ill.
Age'JrJa: To he puhlished -in PreConvention issue of Bahri'i Neu.'s, and
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also sent to each delegate whose election is reported.
Ballots and Inj(mnation: To be sent
each delegate whose election is reported.
"TRUTHS WHICH LIE AT THE
BASIS OF OUR FAITH"
~hlote: A section of BAHA'i NEWS
",. ill hereafter be devoted to exrerpts
from the Guardian's interpretation of
the fundamental Teachings.
Dearly-beloved friends! I feel it incumbent upon me, by virtue of the obligations and responsibi1ities which as
Guardian of the Faith of Bahi'u'Uih
I am called upon to discharge, to Jay
special stress, at a time when the light
of pUblicity is being increasingly focussed upon u·s, upon certain truths
which lie at the basis of our Faith and
the integrity of which it is our first
duty to safeguard. These verities, if
valiently upheld and properly assimilated, will, I am convinced~ ·po\".rerfully
reinforce the vigor of our spiritual life
and greatly assist in counteracting' the
machinations of an implacable and
vigilant enemy_
To strive to obtain a more adequate
understanding of the significance of
Baha'u'lIih's stupendous Revelation
must, it is my unalterable conviction,
remain the first obligation and the object of the constant endeavor of each
one of its loyal adherents_ An exact
and thorough comprehension of so
vast a system J so suhlime a revelation,
so sacred a trust, is for obvious reasons beyond the reach and ken of our
finite minds. We can, hO,,\1ever, an{l
it is our bounden duty to, seek to derive fresh inspiration and added sustenance as we labor for the propagation of His Faith through a ckarer apprehension of the truths it enshrines

and the principles on which it is
based....
The Faith of Baha'u'Uih should indeed be regarded, if we wish to be
faithful to the tremendous implications
of its message, as the culmination of a
cycle, the final stage in a series of successive, of preliminary and progressive revelations.
These, beginning
with Adam and ending with the Bab,
have paved the way and anticipated
with an ever-increasing emphasis the
advent of that Day of Days in which
He Who is the Promise of All Ages
should be made manifest. . . .
In confirmation of the exalted rank
of the true believer, referred to by
Baha'n'llah, He reveals the following:
trThe station 'which he urho hath truly
-recognized this Revelation 'Will attain
is the same as the one ordained for such
prophets of the h,mse of Iorad as are
not regarded as }..fanifestations 'endowed 1.{lith constancy_J"
In connection with the ::\fanifesta-

tions destined to follow the Revelation
of Bahi'u'Uah, 'Abdu'l-Bahi makes this
definite and weighy declaration: <cCon_
cen~ing

the Il.faHifestation~ tlrat will
co·me dO'UJ1l in the future <in the shadows of the clou.ds: know verily that
in so far as their relation to the source
of their insp-ira.tion is concerned they
are tinder the shadour of the Ancient
Beau.ty. In their relation, hO'Wcver, to
the age in 'tt..'hich they appear, each and
C'l'rry one of them (doeth whatsoever
He 'Willeth.' "
"0 mJ1 friend [" He thus addresses
in one of His Tablets a man of recognized authority and standing, ciThe
",,,lying Fire which the Lard of I"e
Kingdom hath kindfed in the m-idst c1
lire holy Tree is burning fiercely in the
midm.ost heart of the 'ltlorld. The COH- •
jlaqralion it will provoke will envelop
Ihe whole earth. Its blazing flames will
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illu.minate its peoples and kindreds. All
the signs have been revealed; every
prophetic allusion hoth been manifested. Who/ever hath been enshrined
in all the scriptures of the post hoth
been made evidlmt. To doubt or hesitate is no more possible . . . Time is
pressing. The DUfine Chorger is impatient, and can tarry no longer. Ours
is the duty to rush fOrwa4'd and, ere
it is too late) 'Win the victory.n And
finally, is this most stirring passage
which He. in one 0 f His moments of
exultation, was moved to address to
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one of His most trusted and eminent
followers in the earliest days of His
ministry: "Whot more sholl I sayt
What else can my pen recount r So
loud is the call thot ,-.verberaies frOtH
the Abhd Kingdom that mortal ears
are well-nigh deafened with its vibr,...
tiOtls. The whole creation, metkinks,
is being disrupted and is bu.rsting
asunder through the shottering influence of the Divine summons issued
from Ihe throne of glory. More lhon
this I cannot 'WYite.H-From "The Dispensation of Baha'u'lhih.'J

ber could not be admitted to the hall.
Requests for the Radio Program were
received from points as distant as New
Hampshire and Virginia. many expressing a deep interest in the Baha'i
teachings. An unexpected additional
result has been that many inquirers are
calling daily at the Baha'i Center for
literature and information.
The public meeting was preceded by
a brief consultation with believers from
anum ber of communities in the N orthEastern area.
RULINGS OF THE N. S. A.

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF <ABDU'LBAHA'S AMERICAN VISIT
T.he year 1937 is the twenty-fifth
anntversary of the visit made by
'Abdu'I-Baha to North America. It
will be the high privilege of the American Baha'i community to observe this
Anniversary in a befitting manner.
The following plan has been adopted by the N. S. A. and has already
been reported to the local Spiritual
Assemblies with a request for their
cooperation.
1. Each local Assembly to arrange
a Public Meeting on Sunday, April
II, the anniversary of the date on
which the Master arrived. A sample
program was sent as a suggestion.
Each local Assembly is perfectly free
to use this program or modify it in
accordance with the views arri ved at
after consultation.
2. The National Publicity Committee is preparing a feature article, copies of which will be sent each Assembly
for release to the local press.
3. In all cities which 'Abdu'I-Baha
vil;ited, the Spiritual Assembly is requested to arrange a second Anniversary meeting this year, on some date
corresponding to the date of His arrival or departure from the city in
1912. All the details of this strictly
local meeting are left to the local Assembly.
4. On December 5, which this year
is also a Sunday, all local Assemblies
are requested to hold a third Anniversary meeting, to commemorate the
date on which the Master sailed from
America. In advance of that date, any
suggestions adopted by the N. S. A.,
and any special publicity material prepared by the National Committee, will
be reported to the local Assemblies.
The N. S. A. re!('lrds these Commemoration meetings as occasions of
the utmost importance for conveying
the Baha'i Message to the general pub-

lie. The historic significance of that
Journey is to be emphasized in every
possible way. They are likewise occasions for us to deepen our own understanding of the Faith and intensify
our devotion in its promotion.
PUBUC MEETING IN NEW YORK
The concluding Public Meeting in
the series conducted by the National
Spiritual Assembly this year was held
at the New York Baha'i Center, 119
West 57th Street, New York, on Sunday afternoon, February 28. The program as arranged included Allen B.
],,-IcDaniel, chairman. and an address
on "The Divine Elixir" by Alfred E.
Lunt, followed by one on "The World
Order of Baha'u'lhih" by Carl Scheffler, with a musical program provided
by Saffa Kinney. In the absence of
Mr. Lunt. on account of illness, his
subject was assigned to Horace Holley.
The preliminary arrangements, including printed programs and publicity,
were placed in the hands of the five
local Assemblies of the New York
Metropolitan District. After consultation, these Assemblies decided to
make their contribution to the success
of the public program in the fonn of a
Baha'i Radio Prognun to precede the
public meeting. The committee jointly
appointed by the neighboring Assemblies arranged for a series of six daily
broadcasts over WHN, New York,
iTom February 22 to 27, 2.15 to 2.30
P. M. Mountfort Mills delivered the
broadcasts.
\'{ith each broadcast, announcement
was made of the public meeting, and
free copies of the Baha'i Radio Prog-ram were offered.
The result of this new and interesting teaching effort was to attract so
many to the meeting that a large num-

The . National Spiritual Assembly
calls the attention of the local Assemblies and believers to the Article in
the By-Laws which defines the area
of jurisdiction of the local Spiritual
Assembly, which definition provides
that believers living in adjacent and
outlying districts can be enrolled as
voting members of a local Assembly,
pending the establishment of a local
Assembly in their own city. Thil; ByLaw clearly makes it impossible for a
believer living in a city which has a
local Spiritual Assembly to hold membership in any other Baha'i community.
In accordance with this constitutional
provision, the National Spiritual Assembly requests local Assemblies to
adjust their voting list at their early
convenience. This general instruction
does not in any way mean that believers are not free to attend a Baha'i
meeting in any city, but merely controls their vqting rights.
When a Baha'i author wishes to obtain orders from Assem bUes and believers for a book published by a nonBaha'i firm, the author is to make arrangements satisfactory to the Publishing Committee; and the Publishing
Committee, not the author, is to report
the matter to the National Spiritual
Assembly.
The Publishing Committee will C(}operate with a Baha', author only
when the Reviewing Committee has
specifically recommended the book and
not merely approved it, and when the
National Spiritual Assembly has specifically approved and adopted the Reviewing Committee's recommendation.
The following rulings have been
adopted by the Temple Trustees, and
are here published with the approval
of the National Spiritual Assembly:Any model or reproduction of the
Temple must be submitted to the
Temple Trustees, and the Trustees will
then determine whether the model or
reproduction is acceptable. and also will
determine the conditions under which
it can be sold. Local Assemblies, or
other Baha'i bodies, or individual be-
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lievers, are not to purchase or exhibit

11r5. Rose Henderson, Toronto.

any Temple model except through the
Temple Trustees.
It should be explained that it is the
Temple Trustees, and not the National
Spiritual Assembly, which holds title
to the architect's design of the Temple,
and to the Temple edifice itself. This
legal authority is, of course, exercised
for the entire Baha'i community, and
it is for the sake of the ioterests of the
Baha'I community as a whole that the
above rulings have been adopted.

lvI rs. Mae StOIlC, Topeka, Kansas.
lvIrs. Mary Hanford Furd, Toledo,
Ohio.
Mr. ·Worsley G. Hambrough, San
Diego, Calif.
Mr. Claude \Varren, Binghamton,

ADDRESS OF NATIONAL
TEACIDNG COMMITTEE
In a recent issue of BAHA'i NEWS
the address of the Secretary of the National Teaching Committee was inadvertently published incorrectly, with
the result that some confusion has

arisen.
The correct address is: Miss Charlotte Linloot, Secretary, 376----6Oth
Street, Oaklaj1d, Calif.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
During the past few weeks, local
Assemblies have reported gains in
membership as follows:-

Chicago,

four.

Worcester,

four.

New Haven, two, and two youths Df
non-voting age. Los Angeles, two.
Urbana, two, and four youths. Washington, two youths. Glendale, two
youths. Milwaukee, three. Phoenix,

one.

New York, three.

Vancouver.

one. Jacksonville, one. Oakland, one.
Detroit, one, San Francisco, one, Bos-

ton, one.
LOCAL ASSEMllLIES
Further corrections in the Assembly
list published some months ago:South Bend, Indiana, address until
further notice, Mr. Howard Longaker,
Recording Secretary, 2414 Sou th
Michigan Street.
S!. Augustine, Florida, new Secretary elected, M r. Allerton Spicsegger,
Dixie Highway West.

Geyserville, CaJifomia, new Secretary elected, Mrs. John Bosch.
IN MEMORIAM

DeaJh proffereth unto every confident believer the ,up thai is life indeed. It beslowel" joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It con/erret" Ihe
gift of everlasting life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Mr. Paul K. Dealy, Fairhope, Alabama.
Mr. T. C. Gunning-Davis, Chicago,

Ill.
Mr. Charles Parker, Hales Corners,

Wise.

N. Y.

Mr. Charles Edsall, Montclair, N. J.
lvIrs. Addie L. Cole, Los Angeles,
May, 1936 (not previously reported).

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
To the Regional Teaching Committee for California-Nevada-Arizona,
Miss Marian Holley has been added.
DETROIT ASSEMllL Y
A LEGAL CORPORATION
The Spiritual Assembly of Detroit
filed its incorporation papers on February 18, 1937, and· now has the status
of a legal body under the Statutes of
the State of Michigan.
The Assembly has sent two photostat copies of these papers to the National Spiritual Assemhly, one of which
has been forwarded to the Guardian.
Detroit has also adopted By, Laws
approved by the N. S. A. through its
Legal Committee.
BAHA'I YOUTH
The International Bulletin published
by the National Youth Committee
issued its first number of Vol. III on
March first.
Its Contents include an Editorial, report of New Y ork Youth Conference,
''Why I Am a Baha'i," answered
briefly by eight young believers, Current News, announcement of the
March Youth Symposiums, and articles by Philip Sprague, Teresita E.
Ryan, Lewis Zerby, Betty Shook,
Tahirih K. Mann, and Rosemary Dallinger.
BtNui', Yo"th is published quarterly,
at ten cents a copy, forty cents per
year. Manuscripts and subscriptions
should be sent to Miss Zeah Holden,
Secretary of the National Youth Committee,
MISS MARTHA ROOT'S MESSAGE
TO HER FELLOW-BELIEVERS
Miss Martha L. Root is now proceeding to California, ""There she will
remain for a few months, after which
she will go to Japan, China and India
in accordance with the Guardian's plan.
The many meetings which had been
arranged for her in the American cities
en route have had to be cancelled in
order to safeguard the health of this
eminent Baha'i teacher.
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To her belove<l frien<.is in America.
:\-[iss Root addrc.ses these words:
"Allah'u'Abh<iJ Love to you all! Am
so sorry I could not come to your
cities. I thank you for your warm
and welcome invitations. As this servant couJd not travel to all our cities
because of illness, she sends to you
t his message as an S. O. S. from the
depth of her heart, knowing that 011
the inner plane we can meet."
DEATH OF BAHA'I PIONEER
IN POONA
The following excerpts are taken
from a circular letter issued by the
Spiritual Assemhly of Poona dated
January 24, 1937.
'IWe regret to announce the death
of Mr. Khosrove Beman Sabit of
Poona, a Baha'i pioneer, who passedfrom this life on the first of Sharaf,
93 (December 31, 1936) at the age
of over a hundred years. . . . His faith
was marked by an intense zeal and
devotion which led him constantly to
seek new channels of service to the
Cause, in the support of whose iostitutions he was a stalwart champion.
... In one of the Tablets he was privileged to receive from 'A bdu'l-BaM, the

Master writes:

'0 Khosrove! ...

Crowned heads will pay you tribute
-that is, they will eulogize you. Yea,
they will envy you your state, saying,
uWould that we were submissive servants at the Divine Threshold like
unto him, forgetful of all else save
God.'" . . . Weare privileged to add
to this obituary notice the following
cahle dated Haifa, January 17, addressed by our beloved Guardian to
Mr. Sabi!' s two sons: 'Just heard passing dearly beloved distinguished father.
Profoundly grieve irreparable loss.
Ardently praying. Extend relatives
deepest sympathy. Memory his his-

toric services imperishable.
Shoghi: "

Love.-

YOUTH ACTIVITIES
IN INDIA AND BURMA
Acting on a resolution passed by the
National Spiritual Assembly at their
annual meeting some of the local Spiritual Assemblies have already reported
re-organization of local Youth Committees while news from other centers
are awaited. It is hoped that the
Baha'I Youth of India and Burma shall
soon organize themselves into a strong
N ational Youth Committee and begin
serving the Divine Faith with energy
and enthusiasm which are in an inheritance of the youthful age.
The Bam bay Youth Group launched
into their new life with giving an "At
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Exhibit of Sacred Scriptures. New York Baha'i Center, December ZO, 1936. See accompanying Report.

Home" to the students of the Islamia
College, Andheri, near Bombay. They
have also started a study-class for
studying the sacred literature and training Youth in the art of teaching the
Cause.
Karachi and Poona had already
strong Youth Groups. Karachi Group
reports of having held a meeting on
March 22, in accordance with the request of the International Baha'i
Youth Committee, and submitted by
Air-Mail to the Beloved Guardian the
International Resolution of the Baha'i
Youth. _They received a very encouraging Letter from the Beloved Guardian in answer to this Cortnnunication.
We hope we shall be in a position to
give some very good news in our next
issue from the Youth of India and
Burma.

SACRED SCRIPTURES OF
ALL RELIGIONS EXHmITED
The Public Conference Committee
of the New York Spiritual Assemhly
arranged a special public meeting on
Sunday afternoon, December 20th,
1936, with Dr. Emmet Fox, noted
New York lecturer, as the RUest
speaker, Mr. Mountfort Mills
the
Baha'i speaker and Mr. Horace Hol-

.s

ley as chainnan.
To commemorate the Christmas season, the subject chosen for this occasion was 'lThe Power and Glory of
God's Revelation Through the Ages,"
and to further emphasize this subject,
it was planned to have a Book Exhibit
of "The Sacred Scriptures of the Divine Revelators of Religion".
Through the generous cooperation

of The Union Theological Seminary,
The Oxford University Press and lIfr.
R. Y. Mottahedeh the Book Exhibit
Committee was able to assemble a
most unique and beautiful collection
of Holy Books.
Perhaps it was the first time in history that the Sacred Scriptures of the
hasic Religions of the World, includ-

ing the Baha'i Religion, have been assembled together under the Principle
of the Oneness of all revealed Religion.
The Book Exhibit was arranged in
chronological an d geographical order
as follows: the Hindu. Zoroastrian,
Chinese and Buddhist Scriptures, then
the Jewish, Christian, Muhammadan
and Baha'i Scriptures, dating from
2000 to 5000 B.C. to the 19th Century
A.D.
The collectiou of loaned Books was
valued at about $2000, including old
original :Manuscripts and modern facsimiles.
Among the rare old Manuscriptures, were two hand-illuminated
Qur'ans of the 8th-9th and the 14th
Centuries in the K ulic and Arabic
Scripts, a Buddhist and a Western
India Manuscript of the 12th and 16th
Centuries with 20 illuminated miniatures, the text written in Sanskrit.
These four Books were of exceptional
beauty.
Some of the interesting Books of
the Christian Scriptures were: the
original translation of the Gospel into
Greek by Erasmus done in the 16th
Century, a copy of the noted Tilden's
Gospel of St. "Matthew translated in
1525 about which there is an interesting history. a copy of an exact· facsimile of the King James Bible in'
1611, and a modern Bible specially

bound in one of the beautiful exbibition bindings for which the Oxford
University Press is noted. Other
Holy Books were copies of the Rig
Vedas, the Zend Avesta of Zoroaster,
the Books of Lao Tze and Confucius,
the Hebrew Torah and an original
copy of the Sihk Religion, an offsh.oot of Hinduism, this entire Book is
recited orally every day by a relay of
priests. All these Books were in the
original scripts with English translations.
The BaM'i Exhibit included The
Bayan of The Bitb, French Translation, The Iqin, Gleanings, Epistle to
the Son of the Wolf, Some Answered
Questions, The Promulgation of Universal Peace, Baha'i Scriptures opened
to the page on which is that stirring
Tablet by 'Abdu'I-Bahit "Do you
know in what Day you are living",
the de luxe edition of the DawnBreakers opened to the facsimile of
The Bib's Letters to the Living, and
the World Order Magazine opened
to BaM'u'llith's Tablet to America.
Grouped separately were Baha'i
\Vorlds, \Vorld Order Magazines. and
copies of Bahi'i Literature in 35 foreign lang-uages.
The Exhibit was enhanced by having a beantiful old embroidered tapestry for a background. At the sides
were hung two large ornamented
Temple Panels and several specially
framed pictures of interest such as
views of the Temple and {'The Star"
of The Bab.

PUBLICITY
Once again the Press Clipping Book
has been brought up to date, a much
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greater task this time because, we are
happy to say, of the tremendous
amount of publicity clippings received
since the last article printed in the
October issue of BAIIA)i KEWS.
First, we wish to express our sincere
appreciation to all the publicity chairmen for their splendid cooperation in
cutting the clippings from the papers
and pasting name of paper and date
Hne over first column, so that they are
ready to put in the Clipping Books
without further trimming. This is a
great help.
Turning the pages, we first have the
glorious Message headlined in the
"Knickerbocker Press" of Albany,
~ew York, with a three column article
topped witb photographs of Mrs. Bartlett J. Brooks, Mrs. Dorothy Baker
and Miss Zeah Holden, and the headlines "Proponents of Baha'i Faith
'Who Preach Oneness of Mankind"
and "Principles of World Faith Outliued to Albany Group." The feature
here which catches the eye is the
unique manner in which the article is
begun:
"The Bahi'i Faith has come to Al-'
bany.
The movement born in the cradle of
religion, the ~ear East, and designed
as an all-embracing world faith brought
together last night a group to hear Mrs.
Dorothy Baker of Lima, 0., who spoke
at Harmanus Bleecker Lihrary. Christians, Jews and members of all other
faiths were welcomed at the meeting,
where 'the oneness of mankind' and the
unqualified search for truth to effect
unity in all phases of life was the central theme." Then followed a history of
the Faith and further report of Mrs.
Baker's talk The "Times-Union" also
gave a fine write-up.
Baltimore has a "Shopper's Guide"
that is publishing long articles on the
Faith and has recently begun publishing "The Goal of the New World
Order" as a series. 1I.lany cities now
have these "Shopper's Guides" which
are good mediums of Baha'i Publicity,
especially of meetings held in the shopping districts.
Toronto, Ontario, through the recently organized publicity committee,
obtained two-column artides in the
UEvening Telegram" and the HToronto
Weekly"-reporting talks given by
Lorol Schollocher,
Columbus, Ohio, has some fine puhIicity on lectures hy Dr. Khan, Prof.
Cobb and Ruth Moffett. One short
article from uThe Columbus Dispatch"
is headed: "Baha'is Again. Who are
the Baha'is? Once or twice a year an
announcement that they are holding a
meeting somewhere in the city comes
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to this office, and puzzled desk 1l1{,11
always ask that question." Then followed a brief explanation of the Faith"
Some times we are apt to forget that
the world at large does not know what
the Baha'i Faith is. The names which
have become music to OUT ears are
strange to theirs, therefOl"e an explanatory article should be sent to the papers
occasionally, or a pamphlet sent each
time notices of meetings are sent.
Buffalo, N. Y., has a page of meeting notices and several full column- lecture reviews.
Chicago has its weekly notice of
meetings. Much publicity has been obtained through the tours at the Temple,
especially those conducted hy the
Board of Education, who say the
Temple is one of the most popular
tours. In August the Czecho-Slovakia
"Denni Hlasatel" published an article
on Martha Root's return to this country and telling of her interview with
President Benes. The race-amity meetings h a v e bee n well publicized.
Through the efforts of the Chairman
of the committee, ~lrs. Fred Mortenson, write-ups about the meetings have
appeared in all the Chicago and suburban papers. The "Chicago Defender"
has been most generous, printing in
their entirety all articles and notices
submitted. Fireside Group meetings,
Regional Conf erence and Youth Group
activities are among the clippings.
An Oslo, Norway paper is next with
a picture of Mrs. French and an article
on the Faith. Also one reporting a lecture by Mrs. Charles Bishop in the
September issue of the same paper.
Two other foreign language papers the
"Torstaina, Toukokuun" D u 1 u t h ,
Minn., and the "Opas" Calumet, Michigan both published the same half-page
article on the Faith. The "Theosophist" published in India, in its September issue, printed a six and one
half page address on "The Baha'i Religion" which was delivered before the
Diamond Jubilee of The Theosophical
Society in the conference on Zoroastrianism, by Shiri~ K. Fozdar. To our
knowledge this is the finest presentation of the Baha'i Faith ever to appear
in a Magazine.
\Vinnetka, Illinois, secured pubJicity
in the "Glencoe News" with such interesting captions as HOpen House of
Baha'i Discussions" "Baha'i Forum"
as well as Anniversary and Lectures
notices.
Green Bay, Wisconsin, has a page
which shows the results of Pioneer
Work done under the auspices of the
:Vlilwaukee Assembly, with Ruth Moff ett giving a series 0 f lectures in June
and one in October, all of which were
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wt:l1 pllblicized in the "Press-Gazette"!
J.pan and the articles placed in the
papers by ::\liss Alexander from
"\Vorld Order" are always inspiring.
Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids and Muskegon, .:\·lichigan are represented on
the next page. In Kalamazoo, Elizabeth Dickerman, an isolated believer,
obtained pUblicity on Bahi'u'lIah's
birthday and The Day of the Covenant. Dr. Dickem1an has recently
moved to Vernon, :Michigan, so we
hope in the near future to have clipping from Vernon. In Grand Rapids,
Ruth Moffett has again done some pioneer work and her series of lectures
were given publicity hy the "Grand
Rapids Herald". The "Muskel<on
Chronicle" has given the Baha'i meetings good write-ups.
Kansas City has placed the notice s
of their meetings in the HKansas City
Star". iu the uuique method of quotations from the writings as the following: "The Baha'i Revelation is destined to unite all religions. All are
one. You are invited to meet with us
on Tuesday at 8 p.m."
Lima, Ohio, shows much activity in
the Publicity field with their headlines
of lectures, study classes J conference
notices, "Dinners, Bible discussions,
World Turmoil, Famous Savant lectures and the notices of the various
Baha'i Anniv~Tsaries.
Miami, Florida-Mrs. Atwater is
still making good use of the forum column with such captions as "Abdu'lBaha's Message" "Baha'i ],.iovement
and Peace" HSixty-Year Old Formula"
.. Persian Knew Secret of Life' and
"Unity Coming." .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, through the
medium of 5 papers has obtained fine
announcements of their activities. The
forum column of the "Milwaukee
Leader" has been most effectively used
in answering an article 'fWhat Shall
We Do To Be Saved."
Moline, Illinois-here we have some
more pioneer work done by Kenneth
and Dorothy Smith, in a picture of the
Temple and a long article ahou t the
Temple and Faith. An old clipping
from the nChicago Tribune" was instrumental in interesting this- Editor.
New York's "World - Telegram"
published the account of Martha
Root's return to this country, together
with a picture of the Temple, as well
as a two column write-up headed
"Baha'i Now Visualize Happy World
Order" by Dr. W. A. Nichols, religious editor of the "World-Telegram," giving a concise and complete
statement of Bah;i'll'lIih's plan for the
establishment of a World Commonwealth. From the "New York Times"
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book review page of January 3rd, we
have an advertisement by the Roycrofters who have published "The Life of
the sour' compiled from the writings
of Baha'u'llih and 'Abdu'l-Baha, by
Mary Rumsey Movius. According to
the December BAHA'i NEWS, this book
was to be ready by December 15th.
This should be a fine opportunity to
get book reviews on it in our papers.
Pasadena, California-Mrs. French
has resumed liThe Loom of Reality."
A colnmn called "The Philosopher's
Stone" from the "Altadena Press"
edited by Rena Sheffield, an interested
friend, with the sub-titJe HFrom the
Baha'is" gives us live Hidden "Vords
of Baha'u'llih,
Norwich, Connecticut-a member of
the New Haven Community, Mrs.
Walter Duffy, has through her untiring efforts done some remarkable pub1icity work in the Norwich papers, con-

sidering that she is the only believer
there and has to draw upon New
Haven activities for the most part, for
her material. One thing Mrs, Duffy
has done well worth copying, is to present a Baha'i book to the library from
time to time and then send the information to the papers with a description
of the book
Omaha and Lincoln, Nebraska;
Council Bluffs and DesMoines, Iowa
-these four cities bring evidences of
the fine pioneer work done by Gertrude Matteson and Mabel Ives.
Philadelphia's page shows us what
fine publicity is to be obtained when
Martha Root is lecturing in a city, A
New Jersey paper, "The New Era,"
in which the Philadelphia friends have
been placing Baha'i news, has quotatious from 'Abdu'I-Baha boxed in a
comer of their front page,
South Bend, Indiana has done remarkable work in getti ng the pure
teachings into their papers, as well as
the notices of their meetings.
Seatde, Washington, amongst their
many other items of interest received
a two column write-up in "The Seattle
Star" about the Esperanto Class conducted by Mrs, Lorrol Jackson, in the
Baha'i rooms. In the "N achrichten"
the American German Press for the
Northwest published in Portland, Oregon, we find another outstanding piece

of work, printed in English. This is a
three column spread which includes a
recent picture of the Temple and is
headed:
What's the Answer ?-A Library in
Minature--Uuique Temple
1. Who is building the Baha'i Temple
at Wilmette, Ill.?
2. How long has it been under construction, and when will it be fin-
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isbed?
J. What is the purpose of the Temple,
and to whom will it be open?
4. Who designed the edifice?
5. What is its shape and general plan?
6. Are there any similar Baha'i Temples elsewhere, or will others be
built in the future?
Then follow the answers to the six
questions ending with the statement
"For further information please write
4111 Arcade 'Bldg., Seattle, Wash. Miss
Doris Foy, Secretary." This is the
finest kind of publicity.
Summer School pages present the
most remarkable Bah,,'i pUblicity yet
obtained in this work. Louhelen has
splendid items from many Michigan
papers, in fact, much more than the
press book shows, as we are told that
it was not all collected, We would suggest that each Summer School appoint
a publicity committee for advance publicity work and to see that two copies
of all clippings are sent in for the
Press Books. Green Acre has more
publicity this year than ever before, the
same articles and notices having been
published in many papers in the East,
Geyserville-we do not ueed to rehearse or try to tell about the marvelous column after column of pUblicity
given the Summer School work, as
each pUblicity chairman received copies
of the publicity in the .. Geyserville
Press," which we are sure was shared
with their communities. :>lot only did
the Geyserville Press give the Summer
School wonderful recognition, but
papers of Berkeley, Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Hollywood, San Francisco,
Santa Barbara and Santa Paula carried articles about the Summer School
at Geyserville, as well as notices about
their local activities,
Syracuse, N, Y., gives us the splendid results of publicity work done by
an isolated believer, Minnie R Setz.
Teaneck, N. J., most certainly knows
how to get publicity by drawing in
people of prominence, Amity Conferences, Announcements of Weekly
Schedules and Meetings and Baha'i
Parties.
Nashvi1le, Tennessee-we rejoice in
reporting that at the last meeting of
the N.S.A. which was held in conjunction with a Regional Conference, that
the newspaper reporters hounded the
N .s.A. members, A picture of the
Temple and N.S.A, members was published with six different articles, on
the Temple and reporting talks on the
Teachings. Publicity just received
from Mrs. Francis Guy of SI, Augnstine, Florida, "our first" she states; as
a result of her attendance at the Conference held in Nashville. A request

for literature came as one known result

of the publicity item.
Toledo, Ohio, in the "Tuledo Blade"
and "Toledo Eagle" remarkable publicity has been given the Teachings.
Urbana has been getting fine writeups on their activities in HThe Daily
Illinj" and HThe News-Gazette."
Wilmette, the home of our beloved
Mashriqu 1-AdhkiLr, has good publicity
on all the Temple activities in the
"Wilmette Life" through the untiring
efforts of Gertrude Struven.
Other communities sending in publicity obtained about their activities are
Geneva and Rochester, N. Y., who

have obtained splendid write-ups for
their circuit speakers; Ann Arbor,
Michigan; Boise, Idaho, where Mrs,
Caswell has done great work; Boston,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Peoria, Phoenix, Oregon City, Racine', and Vancouver, B. C.
Since beginning this report we have
received HThe Mineralogist," January,
1936 issue, which contains a most interesting article by F, S, Young of
Portland, Oregon, together with a late
picture of the Temple and a close-up
of the Dome cleverly arranged on one
page. The article is headed "The Five
Billion Carat Gem Baha'i Temple in
Wilmette, Illinois. II In the March issue
of I'The Mineralogist" are short quotations from Baha'u'lJah and 'Abdu'lBalla on four different pages,
Saint Paul, Minoesota, has just sent
a clipping in headed "Temple Model
Here" with a picture of a Temple
Model owned by Mrs, Gayle Woolson,
taken in her home with Mrs. Woolson
standing beside it.
Binghamton, N. Y., always receives
fine press items on their lectures. A
new and interesting method of indirect
teaching is through a lecture on "Wayside Shrines" given by Mrs. Inderlied
and reported in the papers, Needless
to say the Balla'i Shrines on Mt, Carmel were included in this lecture.
San Francisco just sent in two immense envelopes of clippings. Among
these are the reports of the N .S.A.
meetings held there in November. One
item which caught our eye and which
it would be well for us all to remember is to send a copy of the revised edition of "Baha'u'llah and the New Era"
to our papers with an article stating
that it is from a new edition of 5,000
just published (more than 20,000
copies of previous editions having
been sold) and that it is a standard text
book a bout the Baha'i Faith. Also,
that it is now published in 32
languages.
.
The "Illinois Ben Telephone News"
for February, a monthly Magazine for
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their employees, has for its cover design a striking picture of the Temple,
with a brief explanation on the next
page.
Even more impressive is the fact
that the United States Steel Corporation has reproduced the House of W orship on the front cover of its BU. S.
Steel News" for March. This house
organ has a very extensive distribution,
and goes to many countries outside the

United States.
Out

of

seventy-one

Assemblies,

forty-nine have sent in Clippings since
April, which leaves twenty-two we
have not received any from. We hope
before April 15th that some will be
sent in from the other twenty-two.
Let us kuow what your problems are,
perhaps we can suggest something to
help. Read over your "Publicity Bulletins" sent out by this and former committees. Remember: Newspapers like
action. Give a dinner, a musical, read-

ing the words of 'Abdu'I-Bahi about
music between the selections; arrange
a book display in your public library
or some book store; use Fonim col·
umns; interest the foreign language
papers of your city by presenting them
with an Esslemont book published in
their own language together with a well
written article which they can translate for their papers; and the many
other unique methods of obtaining dignified publicity, mentioned in the foregoing report.
Please remember, also, to send two
or more clippings to tbis committee.
We say two or more J because extra
ones are often requested by publicity
chairman as they help them in securing publicity in their papers.
NATIONAL PUBLICITY
COMMITTEE
By: Nina Mattisen, Chairman
4612 Malden Street
Chicago, Illinois.

THE PUBLICATION OF BAHA'I SACRED WRITINGS
THROUGH NON -BAHA'I PUBLISHERS
From time to time, the N ationaI

Spiritual Assembly has published
statements intended to clarify the various questions raised in connection with
the functions of the Reviewing and
Publishing Committees. Such statements were published in BAHA'j
NEWS of February, 1932, March,
1932, and July, 1934.
In none -of those statements was the
matter of the publication of compilations of Baba'i Sacred Writings fully
and definitely considered.
It must be assumed that the fundamental literature of the Faith-the
Writings of the Bab, Baba'u'lIih,
'Abdu1-Baha and Shogi Effendi-is
and will always remain the sacred
trust of the Baha'i community, and
therefore, as far as is humanly possible, to be published through the established Baha'i channels. This fundamenta11iterature, however, has in the

past appeared in two different forms:
the original text, such as in the publication of the I qan, H idd en Words.
Tablets of 'Abdu'/-Baha, Baha'i Administration, etc., and in the form of
compilation 5 like The Reality of Man.
'While it is inconceivable that any
circumstances could ever now arise
making it proper or necessary for any
believer or administrative body to arrange for the publication of an original
text. like the r qan, through a nonBahai publisher. an opportunity might
arise from time to time for the publi-

cation of a compilation outside the
Cause, with facilities for bringing the
book to the attention of the general
public in ways not yet possessed by
the Bahati community.
With reference to this particular
question, the publication of compilations through non-Baha'i channels, the
National Spiritual Assembly feels it
advisable to issue the following state~
ment, with the request that it be conscientiously upheld and observed.
1. A compilation is subject to review by the Reviewing Committee in
the same manner as are other Baha'i
works. Every compilation must include the latest available tran ,lation
of each excerpt, and the source of
each excerpt must be supplied. If the
plan of the book makes it inconvenient
to add the source at the end of each
excerpt in the printed work, the source
must be noted in the manuscript supplied to the Reviewing Committee.
2. The compiler should not condude any arrangement with a nonBaha'i publisher until the compilation
has been officially approved. If the
compiler intends to print or publish
the compilation outside the Cause, the
proposed arrangement is to be submitted to the National Spiritual Assembly
through its Publishing Committee for
approval.
3. In giving its approval for such
printing or publication, the National
Spiritual Assembly, in consultation
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with its Reviewing and Publishing
Committee, will consider not merely
the question of accuracy in the text,
but also the general question of policy
involved in allowing Baha'i literature
to be published outside the established
Baha'i facilities.
4. In giving its approval, the National Spiritual Assembly will in each
case hereafter request the compiler to
assign to the Baha'i Publishing Committee any copyright taken out on publication of the book or pamphlet.
Otherwise, the control of Baha'i literature would pass outside the Cause.
The purpose of this statement is to
assure proper protection of the interests of the Baha'i Faith, while providing sufficient freedom of action to
individual believers under all circumstances.
LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
Season of 1937
Youth Session, June 27-July 1.
Registration and Get-together, June 27.
Daily Morning Program
Devotions,
1. The New World Order, Forum
conducted by Willard McKay.
2. a. For those knowing little of the
Cause, History and Principles of
the Baha'I Faith, Annamarie and
Margaret Kunz.
b. For those longer in the Cause,
Dispensation of Baha'u'llclh, study
conducted by Carreta Busey.
3. The BaM'i Teachings in Daily
Life, Marzieh Carpenter.

Afternoons
Sports) recreation, informal discussions
and conferences as planned by youth
committee.
Evenings

7 :30- 8 :OO-Informal talks by Marion
Holley and others.
8 :00-10 :OO-Varied programs planned
by youth.
Youth Advisor, Garreta Busey.
(During the year Mrs. Baker has beld
this position, advising the youth committee about their plans.)

Rates for Youth.
Meals and room per person for the
youth session................ $5.00
Note: Youth-bring your copy of
'~Dispensation of BaM'u'l1ah."
First General Session, July 3-11, inclusive.
Registration, afternoon and evening

program, July 3.
Daily M onn'ng Program
Devotions.
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1. a. Aspects of the New World
Order, Allen B. McDaniel.
b. Muhammad and His Teachings,
Marzieh Carpenter.
2. Pillars of the New Ci'l..rih"zalion,
Busey, lectures and discussion.
3. Science of the Love of God, Marion
Holley.

Afternoons.
Recreation, social, informal conferences or lectures.
Evenings
Baha'i programs-or lectures as planned
oy committee to meet the desires of the
group and the outside world.

Second General Session, July 31August 8.
(Registration l afternoon and evening
program, July 31.)

Daily Morning Program
Devotions.
1. The World'~ Debt to Islam, N. M.
Firoozi.
2. The True Relation of Religion to
Government, Prof. Glenn Shook.
3. a. The Bible Unsealed; b. The
BaM', Life, Dorothy Baker.
. Note: Those who play a musical instrument are requested to bring it.
(Afternoons and evenings as in first
general session.)

Rates jor general sessions including
meals.
Per person per day, single room .. $2.15
Per person per day, double rm ... 1.80
Per person per day, dormitory.. 1.50
Reservations and Infornutiion
Plea.r;;;e :r:nake reservations as soon as
possible with Mrs. L. W. Eggleston,
201 E. Kirby Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Louhelen Ranch is located on M IS
about 50 miles from Detroit, 10 miles
from Flint and 3 miles south of Divison, Michigan.
Those coming by train or bus to Flint
can be met at Flint if notice is sent to

Mrs. Eggleston in a4vance.
Post Office address. Louhelen Ranch.
Route No. 1. Davison, Michigan and
this will be :'Iffs. Eggleston's address
after April 1st.
Program COl1lmittee for all Sessions
I.. W. Eggleston, chairman: Bishop
Brown. E. J. :lfiessler, Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Miss Garreta Busey,
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick,
sec'y.
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Louhele>l Youth CommiUee.
~larguerite Reimer, Florence Mattoon,

Wilfrid

Barton (appointed from
Youth Committee by
and Youth of Lima, Ohio,
(appointed at 1936 session by ballot
of youth present).
~ational
~.s.A.)

MME. ORLOVA IN DENMARK,
SWEDEN AND GERMANY
Detailed reports, \\lith interesting
comment and analysis of the spiritual
conditions encountered in her teaching
work, have been received from Mme.
. Gita OTlova. These cover activities in
Copenhagen from September 22 to
October 27, and in Stockholm from
October 28 to November 3, and in
Germany frum August 24 to September 21, 1936.
At Copenhagen, Mme. Orlova discussed the Faith with a number' of
prominent scholars, mUSICIans and
uiplomats. A number of press clippings attest the success of this activity.
Among the public meetings held there,
l\1me. Orlova spoke at the American
Woman's Club and in the same hall
where pTeviously she .had given a lec. tw·e recital on a cultural subject. This
meeting ,,,,"'as followed by question sand
answers on the Cause .
From November 6 to November 17,
Mme. Orlova returned to Copenhagen,
where a number of meetings were held
in the studio of Mrs. Ingred Nybo. A
~tudy group v.'as formed at these meetmgs.
I'vfme. Orlova found it possible in
Copenhagen to bring the Faith to the
attention of persons of influence, and
assuciate the Baha'i conception of
Vvorld Order with the fundamental
trend of the age.
At Stockholm, Mme. Orlova had the
same faci lity to meet the responsible
type of person. and through such influence an interview was arranged with
the four largest newspapers of the city.
:lIuch attention was attracted by this
diguified presentation of the Teachings. A public meeting held at the
Lyceum Club led to many questions
and interested discussion. One of the
leading artists of the city arranged to
start; study g-roup. Mme. Orluva impressed upon her audiences the fact
that the leaders of society have the
gr~atest responsibility for striving to
establish the new \Vorld Order. The
following centers were visited by Mme.
Orlova in Germany: ES$ling-en, Stuttgart, Geislingen, Zuffenhauseu, Karlsruhe, Heppenheim, Heidelberg, Frank-

furt, Leipsic, Dresden, Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen, Rostock-Warnemunde.
Jrfost of her meetings in Germany were
in the homes of believers, although
several public meetings could be arranged. It is impossible to read this
report without realizing the importance
of clarifying, in every section of the
Baha'i world community, the Guardian's fundamental instructions on which
the future progress of the Faith depends. Besides finding continuous opportunity to discuss these matteTs with
believers, :Mme. Or]ova met certain
people, like Paul Peroff, a scientist,
whose interest in the Cause can become
very important.
MRS, JEANNE AND MISS JEANNE
BOLLES IN EUROPE AND THE
NEAR EAST, 1935-1937
The reports received from these two
devoted teachers are very detailed and
extensive. Only a brief summary can
be made for the information of the
friends, but it is hoped that more complete statements can be· recorded in
some volume of The Baha'i World relating the important activities of all
those American teache(s who have so
valiantly served in other lands.
The scope of their journey is indicated by the mere list of cities visited,
in which Baha'i activities were carried
on: London, Orpington, Brussels,
Luxembourg, St. Moritz, Sils Maria,
Munich, Garmish Prartenkirchen, Mittenwald, !nnsbruck. Venice, Rome,
Florence, Capri, Cairo, Beirut, Aleppo,
Istanbul, Sofia, Belgrade, Budapest,
Vienna, :\'f unich, Castolovice, Prague.
Dresden, Leipsic, Falkenberg, Halberstadt, Mungersdorf, Berlin, Hamburg,
Warnemunde, Rostock, Graal, Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Esslingen,
Zurich. This journey included a pilgrimage to Haifa.
From September, 1936 to February,
1937, the Baha'is were active in Cambridge, England, Holland, Germany,
Hungary. A recent letter states that a
journalist in Buda Pest has become so
interested that he is preparing an illustrated feature article on the Cause.
The intimate details of this teaching
work, the many personal contacts it
made possible, the amount of 1iterature
distributed in many languages, and the
unfailing fervor of the Baha'i teacht.'1's
who uphold the new World Order in
the face of such difficulties as Europe
110W represents, is inrleed an inspiration.
.

--
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BAHA'I LITERATURE
Catalog and Price List Corrected to March 1, 1937
Part I
WRITINGS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
Kitab-i-Iqan (Book of Certitude)
Tn;mslated by SJwghi Effendi
An interpretation of the Sacred Scriptures
of the past to demonstrate the oneness of
the Prophets and their significance as
the expression of the Will of God. 198
pp. Bound in doth ,." .......... $2.50

Hidden Words
Translated by Sho ghi Effendi
The essence oi the teachings of all the
Prophets. 54 pp. Bound In fabrikoid ....................... ".".$ .60
Paper covers ....... '.' . _..... , . . . .25

Tbe Seven Valleys and Tbe Four
Valleys
Two treatises revealed by Baha'u'llih on
the nature of spiritual evolution. Translated by AIi-Kuli Khan, N.D. 60 pp.
Bound in Fabrikoid _. _..... , ., ,., $ .75
Paper covers , ...... _............ , .50

Gleanings from the Writings of
Baha'u'IIah
Excerpts from the Sacred Writings of
Baha.'u'lhih selected by the Guardian of
the Faith. Tbis work presents the largest
volume of Bahi'u'lIah's writings yet
available in the Englis.h language. 354
pp. Bound in fabrikoid
... ,$2.25
Bound in cloth .... , ............. 1.80

Tablets of Baba'u'llah
(Tarizat, The Tablet of the \Vorld.
Kalimat, Tajalliyat, Bishlrit, Ishra.qat.)
Social and spiritual principle!; of the new
age. 138 pp. Bound in cloth ...... $2.00

Tbree Tablets of Baha'u'llab
(Tablet of the Branch, Kitab-i-'Ahd.
Lawh-i-Aqdas.)
The appointment of
'Abdu'l-Baha as the Interpreter of the
teacbings of Bahi'u'llih, the Testament
of Baha'u'lIah, and His message to the
Christians. 32 pp. Paper covers, ... $ .25

Epistle to the Son of the Wolf
T,.ansluted by Julie Chanler from the French
't'ersi{Ju of M. Hippolyie DrcJ'/us
A work written by Baha'u'llah in His
last years, addressed to the son of a
prominent Persian who had been a
savage enemy ol the Cause. This. Tablet
recapitulates many teachings Baha'u'llah
had revealed in earlier works. 140 PD.
Bound in doth and parchment., .... $2.50

Part II
WRITINGS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
Some Answered Questions
Edited uJ! Lam'a Clifford BartleY
An exposition of fundamental spiritual
and philosophic problemg, 350 pp. Bound
in cloth .......................... $1.50

Promulgation of Universal Peace
Edited b.'V Howard MacNutt
Public addresses delivered throu~hout the
United States in 1912. This work con-

tains 'Abdu'I-Baba's spiritual meS!iage to
the American people, whom He summoned to establisn tbe "Most Great
Peace," the consummation of the ideals
of all religionists. scientists. and humanitarians. 232 pp. Bound ill cloth. In two
volumes, Per volume ............ $2.50

Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baba

Edjted by Aluert Windu.~~
Intimate letters written in reply to Questions addressed by individuals and groups.
Bound in cloth. Volumes I. II, III. Per
volul1te .................. , .... , .. $2.00

Mysterious Forces of Civilization
A work addressed to the people of Persia
nearly forty years ago to show the way
to true progress. 132 pp. Bound in
cloth ............................ $1.50

The Baba'i Peace Program
(Tablet to the Committee on Durable
Peace, tbe Hague, and Tablet written to
the late Dr. Forel of Switzerland). An
exposition of the principles of Universal
Peace, 48 pp. Bound in leather .... $1.00
Paper covers .,.,................ .50

Tbe Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha
Edited by Lady Blomfield
A brief but comprehensive presentation
of the Bahi'i Mess<t!!"e, from 'Abdu'lBaha's public lectures in Paris, -preceding
the war. 172 pp. Bound in doth ... $ .7S
Paper CQ'I,lers ................ ,.... .25

'Abdu'l-Baha in New York
Selected addresses delivered at Columbia
University and various churches and at
public meetings by 'Abdu'l·Bahi while
in New York. Issued by the Baha'i
Community of New York to commemorate 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit during 1912.
78 pp. Paper covers .. , .......... $ ,50

America's Spiritual Mission
Teaching Tablets revealed to American
Baha'is by 'Abdu'l-Baha during 19161917. 54 pp. Self cover .......... $ .15

The Foundations of World Unity
Selected addresses delivered by 'Abdu'lBaila at Universities, Churches, Synagogues, Peace Societies and similar public meetings during His journey throug-h
America in 1912. 112 pp. Bound in
cloth ,., ............ , ............ $ .75

The Reality of Man
\¥ords of 'Abdu'l-Baha explaining- the
relations of mind, body and soul. S2 pD.
Paper covers ............... , ..... $ .50

Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBaha
Selected passages which constitute the
Administrative Order 01 the Baha'i
Faith, the establishment of the Guardianship, the interpretation of the institutions
of local, national and international
HOIJs.es of Tustice. These excerpts are
accompanied- by passa!2;'cs from the \V ritiugs of the Bao and Bam.'u'l1ah which
reveal the continuitv of the Faith, and
by passages from the communications of
5hogh! Effendi e.xptaining the significance of the Will and Testument itseli.

A vamphlet, uniform in size and appear'arree with the series of \\"orld Order
letters of Shoghi Effendi. Sold in lots
of ten copies only. ..,' ...... Ket $1.00

Part III
WORKS COMPILED FRO M
WRITINGS OF BAHA'U'LLAH
AND 'ABDU'L-BAHA
Baha'i Scriptures
Edited by Horace Holley
Selections from all available translated
writings of Banil.'u'll,ih and 'Abdu'l-Baha
arranged in nine chapters according to
subject; with Glossary and Index. 576
pp. Buund in dotb .......... , .... $2.50

Baha'j Prayer.
Prayers revealed by Baba'u"ILili and
'Abdu'l-Baha. 34 pp. Paper· covers. Sold
only in quantity. 10 for., ......... $1.00

The Oneness of Mankind
Compiled by LOltiS Gregor's and Afariam
Hmley
Selections from \Tl.,' ords of Bah.i'u'l1ah
and 'Abdu'I-Baha on inter-racial amity_
64 pp. Paper covers ., ....... , .... $ .15

Tbe Garden of the Heart
Compiled by Frances Esty
Selections irom the writings of Baha'u'llih and 'Abdu'I-Baha and _quotations
from the Bible. 82 pp, Bound in cloth.

$3.00

Life Eternal

Compiled by Mary Rumse,Y Moviu.s
Selections from the Writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'I-Baha on immortality
and the life of the soul. 178 pp. Bound
in dotb ., ....... , ....... , ........ $2.50

Part IV
WRITINGS OF SHOGHI
EFFENDI
Baha'i Administration
The letters written by Shoghi Effendi to
the American Bahi'i community, from
January, 1922, to July, 1932 in his capacity of Guardian of the B~ha'i Cause,
to encourage, guide and instruct the belie ...·ers in carrying out the proTIs.ions of
thl" Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahi
concerning the organic development of
the Baha'i community. This volumeClrnstitute!' the auth0ritative interpretation of that Will and of Baha'u'ltah's.
teachinl!s on the subject of tbe principles.
determining the character -of the Faith as.
an eyol"in~ religious society, These·
letter!' define the institutions of local •.
national and international Baba'i admini-,
strative hodies form ing the nucleus of
the new world order of Bah:i'u'lIah~
The volume also contains excerpts from
'Abdu'l-Baha's Will, and an Appendix.
consisting of the Declaration of Trust
and By·Laws of the National Spiritual
A3!'cmbly, and By-Laws for local Spirit~
tlal Assemblies. 222 PD. Bound in
cloth ............................ $1.50

The World Order of Baha'ullah

Testament to be the sole interpreter uf
Baha'i writings, students of the Cause
possess tbe first complete and authentic
outline and summary ol the Baha'i
Faith in its development from tbe Announcement of thc Bah in 1844 to the
Administrative Ordcr defined by 'Abdu'lBaha for the era following His departure
from this world in ]921. 66 pp. Round
in cloth ......... _... ".' ..... _,.$ .75
Bound in paper ...... _"'.""'"
.25

By Shoyhi Effendi
A letter (dated Fehruary 27, 1929) from
the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith explaining the continuity of the Cause after
the passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha. and relating Baha'i institutions. to the ideal of
world order and peace. 16 pp. Paper
cal organizations. 16 pp. 'Paper covers.
Sold only in quanti tv.
copies
........... , .. , .. Net $1.00

The World Order of Baha'u'lIah:
Further Considerations
By S}wghi Effendi
This letter (dated March 21, 1930) de"'clops the suhjcct with remarks all the
distinguishing features of Baha'i "arld
order. and on the essential differences
between the Baha'i Faith and ecclesiastical organizations. 16 pp. Paper co\'ers.
Sold only in quantity.
10 copies. _.......... , ..... _. Net $1.00

The Unfoldment of World Civilization
By the CU{M"dian of Ihe Faith
An analysis of the death of the old order
and the birth of the riew_ 46 pp_ Paper
covers
...... _.. $ .1j

The Future
wealth

The Golden Age of the Cau&e of
Baha'u'llah
By Shoghi Effendi
The Guardian's letter (dated March 21,
]932) referring to the spiritual importance of America in the new world order.
the progressive character of divine Revelation. the station of the Bah, the release of spiritual forces for human regeneration, and the non-political character of the Bahii'i Faith. 24 pp. Paper
covers. Sold only in quantity.
10 copies
.. _., ... Nct $1.00

America and
Peace

the Most Great

By Shoghi Effendi
A letter addressed to American Baha'is,
dated April 21, 1933. This communication
summarizes the forty years of American
Bahil'i History (1893-1933). and develops in greater detail than in the preceding letter, the responsibility laid upon
America in the divine plan for the establishment of universal peace. 28 'PP.
Paper co,,·ers. Sold only in quantity.
10 copies .. , ............ __ ... Net $1.00

The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah
By Slwg'u EffNldi
A letter addressed to the Bab:fis of the
West dated February 7, 1934. In this
letter'the Guardian of the Baha'i Faith
clarifies, with numerous quotations from
Baha'i sacred writings, the spiritual station and mission of Baha'u'llah, the Bib,
~Abdu'I-Baha.. and the nature of the
World Order which Baha'u'llah established. In this statement. prepared by the
one authorized in 'Abdu'l-Baha's Vlill and

Common-

Excerpts from the writing of Sbo~hi
Effendi explaining the future o[ the new
world order, 16 pp_ Paper covers.
"et $ .10
lj copies .... , .... _. __ ....... l\et $1.00

The Goal of a New World Order
By Shoyhi Effendi
In this -communication (dated November
28, 1931) the Guardian analyzes the existing international, political, economic
and social problems, points to the signs of
impending chaos, and emphasizes the
guidiflg principles of world order established by Baha'u'llah. The goal of
world federation is upheld, and' Abdu'lBaha's prophecy of the failure of the
present civilization is called to the attention of Baha'is. 32 pp_ Paper covers.
Sold only ilL quantity.
~
10 copies ......... _. __ ....... I\et $ .50

World

BAHA'I

The Dawn-Breakers: Nabil's Narrative of the Early Days of the
Baha'i Revelation
Translated by Shoghi Effendi
This work is essential to a true understanding and appreciation of tbe spiritual
character of the Baha'i Cause. The text
was written by an eye-witness to many
of the most moving incidents of the early
days of the Faith, and contains a detailed
acount of the martyrdom of the Bab on
July 9, 1850. The translator has added
an Introduction, a Conclusion and footnotes which amplify the vivid narrative
with important historical references. 736
pp. Standard Edition, bound in leather.
Net $7.50
Limited Edition, autographed by ShoJi!:hi
Effendi, bound in murocco leather.
Net $35.00

A Traveller's Narrative
TranslQ~ed

by Edward G_ Br01tmc. M.A.

M.B.
The Episode of the Bah written by a
contemporary Persian scholar, the manuscript having been presented to the tramlator by 'Abdu'I-Bahi. Printed from the
original plates by Cambridge Uni-""ersitv
Press. 178 pp, Bound in cloth. _.. $2.50

Baha'u'llah and the New Era
By /, E. Esslffll.ont
An authoritative and comprehensive SUTvey of Bahi'i history and teaching"s as
related to present religious, scientific and
social conditions in Europe and America,
with many quutations from the writings.
)J"ew edition revised by the Natiunal
Spiritual Assembly under the direction of
Shoghi Effendi_ 308 pp_ Bound in leather.

$ .75
Paver covers

.50

The Baha'i Proofs
B~!

The Promioe of All Ages
By Chrislophil
An important contribution to the literature expoundhlg the significance of the
Baha'i Faith_ The author traces the true
spiritual content of religion throuRh the
Dispensatiuns Qf the past, to culminate
in the "VorId Order revealed by Baha'u'llih_ Originally publisbed in London,
England_ American edition, 254 pp.
Bound in cloth _.................. $1.50

Security for a Failing World
B_v Stanwood Cobb
A careful and scholarly diagnosis of the
social problems of modern civilization,
with an exposition of the spiritual education afforded by the Baha'i Faith and
its culmination in a World Order by
which alone universal peace can be secured. 202 pp. Bound in cloth ... _. $1.50

Mysticism and the Baha'i Revela_
tion

Part V
WRITINGS ON THE
FAITH

Baha'u'llih translated into Endi~h. It
presents the reality (]f the Bahi'i Re,,·da.
tion as the tJ"Ue theologr, with a bio.
graphical outline 01 the lives of the Biib
Baha.'u'l!ah and 'Abdu'I-Baha. 288 pp:
Bound m cloth ......... _.... , ... $l.W

Mirza Abn'{ Fadl Gulpa).llJart
The best-known book of this Oriental
schola\", philosopher and disciple of

B)-' Rlthi A/mifJ
An essay which analyzes in the light of
the teaching of Baha'u'llab the mystical
tradition of the soul's union with God:
demonstrating that the Prophet or Mani-,
festation is the intennediary hetween God
and man, 80 pp. Paper covers ..... $ .SO

The Baha'i Revelation
By ThoniJon Chase
An exposition of the teaching-50 of
Bahi'u'lIah, from the point of view of a
profound student of Christianity. ( The
author was the first American Bahi'i).
The work deals with the evolution of
spiritual conscioysness and the oneness of
purpose of all great religions of the
world, culminating today in the World
Faith ol Bah;i'u'llab. 182 pp-_ Bound in
cloth .......... , ................. $1.00

The Universal Religion
By lIippoly.te Dreyfus
An introouctory work on the Bahi'i
Cause by _a French Orienta list, who translated many of the writings of Bahi'u'llih.
176 pp. Bound in doth . _........ $1.00

Religions of the Empire
Edited by W. Loftus Hare
Addresses deli"\'f':red by representath1es of
the several religions invited to participate
in tbe conference on "Some Living Re·
ligions Within the British Empire" held
at the Imperial Institute, London. England, from September Z3rd to October
3rd, ]924. The addresses include the two
papers read on the Baha'i Cause_ S:ro
pp, Bound in cloth .,., .......... $4.00

A World Faith
Studies ill the Teaching-50 of Baha'u'Uih
developed by ten different contributors to
a symposium published in "Vorld Order
Magazine. 68 pp. papeT covers .... $ .2S

Baha'i: The Spirit of the Age
Bs Horace Holle).1
A presentation of the Baha'i Mov-ement
and teachings as the synthesis of all modern movements. 212 pp_ Bound in dntt..

............

.. ................ $2.50

The Drama of the Kingdom

What Is the Baha'i Faith?

By .\.frs. Basil Hail
Dramatic episodes. of the coming of the
Faith, based upon 'Abdu'l-Baha's description of how a spiritual drama should be
written. 66 pp. Board covers. Net .. $ .40

By I. E. Esslemont
A leaflet prepared for distribution to inquirers by individual believers, teachingcommittees and Local Assemblies. Sold
only -ill quantity.
500 copies .................. Net $3.25
1000 copies .................. K et $6.jO

The Comiog of "The Glory"
By Florence E. Pitl.Chon
An interesting narrative giving the spirit
and tbe principles of the Baha'i Faith.
144 pp, Bound in cloth ..... , .. _.,.$ .50

Leaaons in Religion
Tran.slated by Edith Rookie Sanderson
Lesson!:> prepared especially for children
by a Persian Baha'i teacher. 98 pp. Paper
covers. .. _. _. _.... _.. __ .. __ ...... $. 7S

Days

A brief outline and summary of the Faith
prepared for newspaper editors, encyclopedias and public organizations to be filed
by the1fl for reference. Four-page folder,
letterhead size. Per 100 ...... Net $3.00

The Baha', Faith

Doa: The Call to Prayer
By Ruth ElJis Moffett
A study of the mystical science of prayer
and meditation, with a compilation of
prayers chosen from a number of religions. 126 pp. Bound in paper .. _. $ .60

First

A compilation briefly outlining the Baha'i
principles. 16 pp. Paper covers. Sold
only in quantity. 100 copies ...... $3.00

The Baha', Faith

By Sha'}'kh Muhammad 'Ali Qa'ini

'Abdu'I-Baha's

Principles of the Baha'i Faith

in

America
By Juliet ThompsoH.
Intimate and beautiful glimpses of the
Master. 40 pp. Paper- cove["s .... $1.00

Whence Comes the Light?
By Loulie A. Mathews
A brief outl(ne of the Baha'i Cause as
manifested in the sublime nobility of its
Founders. The Quotations from BatHl'i
writings throw light upon important problems of life. 84 pp. Paper covers .. $ .2S

My Pilgrimage to the Land of Desire
By Marie A. Watson
The story of Mrs. ,"Vatson's visit to
Haifa in 1921, with an interesting account of her healing by 'Abdu'I-Baha. 24
pp. Paper covers ... , ............ $ .50

Divine Secret for Human Civilization
Edited b}' Josephine D. Store)!
Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha showing the relation of the Twelve Basic Principles of
the Baha'i Cause to the development of
an universal League of Nations. The
text of the Covenant of the present League
of Nations is included. 96 pp. Bound in
parchment ........................ $1.00
Paper covers ...................... .60

Portal. to Freedom
By Howard Colby Ives
The author recounts personal experiences
in meeting 'Abdu'I·Bafia during 1912 and
describes the spiritual power released
through the Baha'i Faith for the develop_
ment of human personality in this age.
Illustrated with !Jhotographs. 256 pp.
Bound in doth .................. $2.25

Part VI
PAMPHLETS
Tbe World Religion
A brief outline of the aims, teachinRs and
history of the Baha'i Faith, by Shoghi
Effendi. Price per 100 copies .. 'Ket $1.00

By Horace Holte'y
Reprint
a magazine article explaining
the ·nature of the Baha'i oommunity and
outlining the history and teachings of
the Faith. 14 pp. self coyer 25 copies
/\ et $1.00

or

Homoculture
By Stanwood C(}bb
Presenting the Baha'i teachings on spiritual and mental education. 24 pp. self
cover. 100 copies ............ Ket $1.50

The "Most Great Peace"
By Marion Holley
This booklet deals with the Baha'i teachings on the unity of nations, classes and
religions. 24 pp. Self cover. 100 copies
Net $1.50

The Oneness of Mankind
B}! H ussrin Rabbaui
An exposition of the Baha'i teachings on
the unity of races. 24 pp. Self -cover.
100 c;opies .................... Net $I.jO

The Path to God
By Dorothy Baker
An explanation of the Baha'i teachings
on the spiritual development caused by
turning to the :l-lanifestation of God. 24
Pp. Self cover. 100 copies ...... Net $1.50

The Baha'i House of Worship
By GeneviC"oJe L. CD:V
The most cnmplete available description
and explanation of the Baha'i House of
\Vorship constructed near Chicago. Three
illustrations. 10 pp. Self cover. 100
copies ...................... )l et $2.25

The Baba'i Movement
A statement of the history, purpose and
administrative principles of the Baha'i
Faith reprinted from The Baha'i World,
followed by excerpts from Baha'i sacred
writings. 48 pp. Paper covers. Sold
only in Quantity. 10 copies ........ $1.00

Declara.tion of Trust
The Declaration of Trust and By-Laws
of the ~'ational Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States and
Canada, with amendments adopted to
April I, 1933. The legal instrument defining the nature and functions of the institutions existing in the American Baha'i
community, with the By-Laws appro,"'ed
for use by Local Spiritual Assemblies.
(Reprinted from "Baha'i Administra-

tion"). 24 pp. Paper covers. Sold onlv
in quantity. 10 copies ........ Net $1.00

Part VII
OUTLINES AND GUIDES FOR
BAHA'I STUDY CLASSES
Baha'i Study Course
An invaluable aid for individual students
of the Teachings, and for Baba'i Communities and Groups who desire to follow a definite course of study. The
Course may he obtained with or withQut
the three books needed for reference.
Study Course atone .......... Net $ .50
Study Course with "Baha'u'llah and the
New Era," "'Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Bah.i"
and "Foundations of World Unity"
Net $1.50

Twenty Lessons in Baha'i Administration
28 pp. . ..................... /\ et $.25

Study Outline for Kitab-i-Iqan
(Book of Certitude)

Study G.uide
Breakers

........ Net $ .25

for The

Dawu_

An aid for classes and indiyirluals in making a careful study' of this historical
work ........................ Net $ .25

Baha'i Teachinga on Economia
A compilation prepared by the )lational
Teacbing Committee. 16 pp. Sold in lotsof ten only .................. Net $1.00

Baha'i Lesson Outlines for Children
A series of thirty-six lessons in four sections, for teachers holding Baha'i study
and discussion classes for children. The
course has been planned for weekly
classes o,"'er a period of nine months.
Complete series (four sections) Net $ .75

Index

to Baha'i News
A key to the contents of Baha'i News
from December. 1924, to N oyernbr:=r, 1933
No. 1 to No. 79). Paper cover, mimeogcaphed, 58 pp. . ........ ,., N.t $ .50

Part VIII
BAHA'I LITERATURE IN
OTHER LANGUAG.ES
Baha'u'llah and the New Era
In Esperanto.
In Swedish

Paper covers .. $1.00
Paper covers .. 1.50

Le Vrai Baha'i
A French translation by E. R. Mathews
of Chapter V from "Baha'u'llfth and the

New Era" by J. E. Esslemont. 44 pp.
Paper covers .................... $.25

Seyyed 'Ali Mohammed dit Le
Bab
B),' A. L. M. Nico/o.s
Only a relatively small number of copies
oi the original French edition of this
important historical work still available
$1.50

World EcooOlny of Baha'u'llah
B').' Horace Holley
Translated into Gennan.

Paper cover.
Net $ ,10

World Economy of Baha'u'llah
By Ha-race Hnlle'J'
Translated into French.
t.;et

Paper co .... er.
$lJ.lO

...........•....•..•..•.••.•

Braille
A numb!;!r of Baha'i works have been
transcribed in Braille, for the blind. Special Braille pric;;e list sent on request.

Part IX

Libraries, $1.75; single copies, 20 cents.
Bound Volumes ........... , _..... $2.50
Vol. I April 1935-March 1936. Vol. II
April 1936-March 1937 now available.

The Baha'i Magazine
Founded in 1910 as Baha'i ,V C'i.('S later
published as StOY of the fVl'St. ')lame
changed to J..Vurfd Order, March 19.35.
The hack numbers ,md bound volumes of
this periodical form an important part of
the student's library of Baha'i literature.
Vols. II and III incomplete. Vols. IV to
XXV in half leather; per volume. $3.50:
two volumes bound as one, $6.00.

The Baha'i World

PERIODICALS
World Order
A monthly magaz iTIe. the public organ of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the
. Baha'is of the United States and Canada.
Edited by Stanwood Cobb and Horace
Holley. It aims to clarify the vital ele-

ments of the Baha'i Faith in relation to
the problem of social regeneration. First
issue April, 1935. 48 pages. Annual subscription, $2.00; for Public and University

Prepared by an In.ternational Editorial Committee under the directinn, of Shoghi Effendi
The record of international Baha'i activity; lists of Baha'i centers. in America,
Europe and the East: Bibliographies of
Baba'i literature in Nrious langua~es:
translations of many important setection!i
from the text of Bahi'u'lJah, the Bah
and 'Abdu'l-Baha; and general articles
dealing with the relations of the Baha'i
Faith to present-day world problems.

Each volume illustrated with many photographs. Bound in cloth.
Volume I, for the period April, 1925April, 1926. Published under the title of
"Baha'i Year Book." 174 pp ...•... $ .75
Volume II, April, 1926-April 1928.
J04 po. . .....................•... $1.50
Volume III, April, 1928--April, 1930.
J78 pp. . ......................... $2.50
Volume IV, April, 1930-April, 1932.
548 pp ......•.............•.••..• $2.50
Volume V, April, 1932-April, 1934.
712 pp ........................... $2.50
Volume VI, April, 1934--April. 1936.
Net ............................ $3.00
The titles listed in this catalog include only
those Baha'i works which bave been approved as authentic and reliable and which
likewise are in print and available at the date
the catalog is issued. For a complete Baha'i
Bibliography, consult the latest volume of
'"The Baha'i World."
Postal or express cbarges additional.
Information regarding discounts allowed to
Baha'i Assemblies and on large individual
orders given on request.
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I bear witness, 0 my Go</, that
Thou hast crealed me to know Thee
and 10 worship Thee. I testify, at Ihis
moment, to my powerlessness and to
Thy might, to "'y poverty and to Thy
wealth.
There is none other God but Thee,
the Help ;11 Peril, the Self-Subsisting.
-Baha'u'llah. (Translated by Shoghi
Effendi.)
"TRUTHS WHICH LIE AT THE
BASIS OF OUR FAITH"
Note: A section of BAHA'i NEWS
will hereafter be devoted to excerpts
from the Guardian's interpretation of
the fundamental Teachings.
Let no one meditating, in the light
of the afore-quoted passages, on the
nature of the Revelation of Bab:l'u'llah,
mistake its character or misconstrue
the intent of its Author. The divinity
attributed to so great a Being and the
complete incarnation of the names and
attributes of God in so exalted a Person should, under no circumstances,
be misconceived or misinterpreted. The
human temple that has been made the
vehicle of so overpowering a Revelation must, if we be faithful to the tenets
of our Faith, ever remain entirely distinguished from that "innennost Spirit
of Spirits" and 'leternal Essence of
Essences"-that invisible yet rational
God Who, however much we extol the
divinity of His Manifestations on
earth, can in no wise incarnate His
infinite, His unknowable, His incorruptible and all-embracing Reality in
the concrete and limited frame of a
mortal being. Indeed, the God Who
could so incarnate His own reality
would, in the light of the teachings of
Baha'u'Uah, cease immediately to be
God. So crude and fantastic a theory
of Divine incarnation is as removed
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MOTHER OF THE
GUARDIAN ANNOUNCES
HIS MARRIAGE
Cablegram
'IAnnounce Assemblies celebration marriage beloved Guardian
stop Inestimable honor conferred
npon handmaid of Baha'u'lliLh
Ruhiyyih Khanum Miss Mary
Maxwell stop Union of East and
\Vest proclaimed by Baha'i Faith
cemented. (Signed) Ziaiyyih,
mother of the Guardian. n
from, and incompatible with, the essentials of Bam'i belief as are the no less
inadmissible partheistic and anthropomorphic conceptions of God-both of
which the utterances of Bab:l'u'llah
emphatically repudiate and the fallacy
of which they expose. . . .
That Bahii'u'Uah should, notwithstanding the overwhehning intensity of
His Revelation, be regarded as essentially one of these Manifestations of
God, never to be identified with that
invisible Reality, the Essence of Divinity itself, is one of the major beliefs of
our Faith-a belief which should never
be obscured and the integrity of which
no one of its followers should allow to
be compromised.
Nor does the Baha'i Revelation,
claiming as it does to "be the culmina~
tion of a prophetic cycle and the £01filment of the promise of all ages, attempt, under any circumstances, to invalidate those first and everlasting
principles that animate and underlie
the Religions that have preceded it.
The God-given authOrity, vested in
each one of them, it admits and establishes as its firmest and ultimate basis.
It regards them in no other light ex-

cept as different stages in the eternal
history and constant evolution of one
religion, Divine and indivisible, of
which it itself forms but an integral
part. It neither seeks to obscure their
Divine origin, nor to dwarf the admitted magnitude of their colossal achievements. It can countenance no attempt
that seeks to distort their features or
to stultify the truths which they instil.
Its teachings do not deviate a hairbreadth from the verities they. enshrine,
nor does the weight of its message detract one jot or one tittle from the influence they exert or the loyalty they
inspire. Far from aiming at the overthrow of the spiritual foundation of the
world's religious systems, its avowed,
its unalterable purpose is to widen
their basis, to restate their fundamentals, to reconcile their aims, to reinvigorate their Hfe, to demonstrate their
onenes~, to restore the pristine purity
of their teachings, to coordinate their
functions and to assist in their realization of their highest aspirations. These
divinely-revealed religions, as a close
observer has graphically expressed it,
"are doomed not to die, but to be reborn ... 'Does not the child succnmh
in the youth and the youth in the man ;
yet neither child nor youth perishes l' "
IN MEMORIAM
Death t>roffereth unlo every confirlenl believer the cup that is life indeed. It bestaweth joy, and is Ihe
bearer of gladness. II conjen-elk the
gift of e""",lasting life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Mrs. Cecile Hill, Toledo, Ohio.
LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
Toledo, Ohio. Mrs. Dorothy Stotts.
1008 Superior Street, has been elected
Secretary to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Mrs. Cecile Hill.

z
South Bend, Indiana. ;vlrs. Sarah
M. Russell, 1031 Lincoln Way, West,
is Acting Corresponding Secretary
during the temporary absence from the
city of Miss Nayan Hartfield.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Since the publication of BAHA'i
NEWS No. 106, local Assemblies have
reported on memberships as follows:
South Bend, one, Winnetka, one,
Philadelphia, one. Chicago, one.
LIMA ASSEMBLY GIVES RADIO
SERIES
The Lima Assembly received an invitation to give a series of five radio
talks for the daily devotional hour of
the new Lima station, February 8 to
12, inclusive. Four of the friends were
chosen to participate, and a soloist
added much by singing hymns. BaM'i
hymns and well known old hymns were
used at the beginning of each program
and the BaM'i henediction closed each
service. A BaM.'i prayer and a passage of Bible reading opened the service, and lent a truly devotional aspect
to the program. The series included
the following talks:
1. Objectives of the Baha'i Faith.
2. Prayer.
3. Unity in the World of Religion.
4. The Spiritual Life of Man.
5. The New World Order.
.
The talks are all direct, though designed to be informal and of general
interest.
The Public Library arranged a special exhibit of Baha'i literature during the radio program, and calls for
the books were greatly stimulated. A
new acceleration in the progress of the
Cause is definitely noticeable in Lima,
the Assem bly reports.

EASTERN YOUTH CONVENE
IN NEW YORK.
On Saturday, December 26, 1936,
at the BaM'i Center in New York, the
Baha'i Youth of eastern United States
and Canada met for their second annual mid-winter conference. Representatives attended from Albany, Baltimore, Binghamton, Boston, Philadelphia, Teaneck, Washington, l\1:ontreal,
and New York.
The general program for the conference was: Saturday, a luncheon, conference meeting at ~the Center, dinner,
informal party at Philip Sprague's
apartment; Sunday, luncheon, and a
youth symposium at the Public Meeting at the Center.
The conference meeting Saturday
afternoon was presided over by the
chairman of the National Youth Com-
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF
ANNOUNCEMENT
The National Spiritual Assembly on March 28 sent the following cablegrams:"Ziaiyyih Khanum
c/o Shoghi Effendi
Assemblies will rejoice your
heart stirring announcement. Beseech divine blessings."
"Shoghi Effendi
Joyously acclaim historic event
so auspiciously uniting in eternal
bond the destiny of East and
y..,r est."
.

mittee. The Guardian sent the following cable which was read: "Praying
ardently for Conference. Abiding
gratitude, love."-Shoghi.
A letter of greeting was also read from the
Montreal Youth Group.
The 1937 plans for youth activities
were presented by the chairman and
dicussed, principal emphasis being
placed upon the International Series of
Youth Symposiums planned for March
7. The individual responsibility of
youth was discussed. The importance
of prayers and meditation was brought
out. A clear understanding of individual responsibility will result in closer
cooperation with national committees,
with local and national Assem hlies, and
in constant financial support to Baha'i
funds and publications.
The remainder of the conference period was devoted to a discussion of
Group Consciousness, Teachings. and
the Place of Youth Activities in the
BaM'i -Community. Perhaps the trend
of thought can be best expressed by a
few extracts from the long report prepared for the N.S.A. and the Guardian. "Baha'u'lhih has given us the cohesive principle of Love to be used!"
"Learn to recognize prayer as a positive force." HIn working with a group,
the individual is able to lose some of
his ego, one of the first steps toward
group consciousness." Ifyouth activities are not separate from other community activities. t ' uThe duty of the
Youth Group in each community is to
see that the group activities do in no
way separate them from the rest of the
community, but tend to make the youth
group an integral part of every BaM';
community's life."
At the delightful party at Mr.
Sprague's apartment movies of the
Youth Week at Green Acre last summer were shown. Pictures of the assembled youth were taken.

Mr. Quigley, chairman of the New
York Youth .Group, was chairman of
the public meeting at the Center Sunday afternoon. Betty Shook of Boston
spoke on Philosophy Or Religion?
Emeric Sala of Montreal spoke on the
subject What of Tomorrow?
The National Youth Committee
owes its thanks for alI the conference
arrangements to a committee of the
New York Youth Group headed by
Dorothea Morrell.
YOUTH COMMITTEE.

MRS. LOROL SCHOPFLOCHER
IN EUROPE
Since her departure for Europe in
the autumn of 1936, Mrs. Schopflocher
has carried on teaching work in
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, England,
France and Geneva, Switzerland.
Original newspaper dippings, with
translations into English, have been
received which show that thirteen artides about the Cause were published
in Norway, eleven in Sweden, and one
in Denmark. Some of these articles,
in the form of interviews, filled several newspaper columns. These carried the direct message of the Faith,
as indicated by such headlines as
"Baha'i-A Remarkable World Movement."
Besides this great service, Mrs.,
Schopflocher arranged with an English
publisher to issue her book of travel
and presentation of the Faith, obtained
ti-ibutes to the Cause for the Guardian's
use in The B a/ui.'i World from
Countess Marie Levenhaubt and
Count Oaes-Eric, of Stockholm, and
from Mr. Paul Peroft, scientist, of
Berlin, held large poblic meetings in
London, met with the Baha'is in a
number of cities, attended the Baha';
Youth Conference in Paris on December 31, and has sent the editors of
Warld Order a very interesting article by Mr. Peroff which he prepared
for The BaIui'i World.

GREEN ACRE SUMMER. SCHOOL
1937
The Green Acre Smnmer School
program covers the period July 30 to
September 3, but Green Acre will be
open from July 3, and a separate program is being arranged for the period
July 3 to July 30.
The following School program is
corrected to date, though one or two
of the courses may later on exchange
their dates. At present, however, the
Committee is prepared to annonnce
that all the study courses will be given.
1. Youth Week, Augns! 1 to 7. The
Green Acre Youth Committee has pre-
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pared its own Study Course, details of
which will be announced.
2. Rise WId Fall of Civilizalio,lS,
morning and afternoon sessions,
August 9, 10, 11. Leader, Bishop
Brown.
3. Teaching Conference) morning
and afternoon sessions, August 12, 13,
14.
4. Tlte Dispensation of Balul'u'llah,
morning sessions, August 16 to ZO.
Leader, Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg.
5. Islam) afternoon sessions, August
16 to ZO. Leader, Marzieh Carpenter.
6. Essentials of World Religion,
morning sessions, August 23 to 27.
Leader, Kenneth Christian.
7. Public Speaking, afternoon sessions, August 23 to 27. Leader, Helen
Campbell.
8. Human Qualities in Ihe New Age,
morning sessions, August 30 to September 3. Leader, Genevieve L. Coy.
9. Course on Writing, afternoon sessions, August 30 to September 3.
Leader, Doris McKay.
Morning sessions, 10 :30 to 12:00
no()n. Afternoon sessions, 1 :30 to 3:00.
M eelings: Devotional meeting, Sunday A.M. Public BaM'i lecture, Sunday evening. Baha'i discussion, Friday
evening.
Rates and Reservations: The minimnm rate at Inn and cottages, $15.00
per week, for top floor of Inn and of
cottages. Second floor of Inn, $18.50
and up. First fioor, $25.00 and up.
The large rooms in cottages with fireplaces, $25.00. During Youth Week,
a rate of $12.50 will be given to the
young people. The cottage formerly
belonging to Mrs. McKinney has been
purchased by the Green Acre Trustees
and will be rented by the Maintenance
Cornmtitee. Baha'is who desire to lease
land at Green Acre in order to erect

THE GUARDIAN'S' MESSAGE
Cablegram Received March 3 Q
r'Deeply moved your message.
Institution (of) Guarqianship,
head cornerstone (of the) Administrative Order (of the)
Cause (of) Bahi'u'llih, already
ennobled through its organic connection with ( the) Persons of
Twin Founders (of the) Baha'i
Faith, is now further -reinforced
through direct association with
West and particularly with (the)
American believers, whose spiritual destiny is to usher in (the)
World Order (of) Bahi'u'llab.
For my part (I) desire (to)
congratulate community (0 f )
American believers on acquisition
(of) tie vitally binding them to
so weighty an organ of their
Faith."

their own cottage can arrange leases
for tracts between the pines and the
highway at $1.00 per front foot per
year, with minimum of fifty feet. For
those who wish to camp out, the river
lot adjoining the town park is available. Some clearing has been done and
there is a spring for water.
For reservations, write to Harold
M. Bowman, Salmon Falls, N. H.
After July 3, write to Manager, Green
Acre Inn, Eliot, Maine.
Note: Cottages adjoining the Inn are
being enlarged, and a new Baba'i Hall
is being presented to Green Acre for
use as an auditorium and meeting
place for study classes. Detailed reports will be made before the season
begins.

ANNUAL CONVENTION
Tbunday, April 29, to SlJtUTday, May 1, Inclusive
The business sessions of the Convention begin at 9.45 A. M., Thursday, and conclude at 5.30 P. M., Saturday.
Daily schedule: Devotional
Service daily in Temple Auditorium,
9.15 to 9.30 A. M. Convention sessions: 9.45 A. M. to 1.00 P. M .. 2.00
P. M. to 5.30 P. M., 7.30 P. M. to
9.30 P. M. The Rid van Feast will be
held Saturday evening.
A Public
Baha'i Congress will be held at 3.30
P. M., Sunday, May 2.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
1. Opening of Convention by Presiding Officer of the National

Spiritual Assembly.
Roll Call of Delegates.
Election of Convention Officers.
Message of Guardian.
Report of ~ational Secretary.
Report of National Treasurer.
Report of Trusteeships, George
O. Latimer.
8. America's Spiritual Thofission.
A. National Teaching Program and Activities. Leader of discussion, Leroy C.
Ioas.
a. Regional Tea chi n g
Plans.
b. Assembly Tea chi n g
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Plans.
c. Group and C i r cui t
Teaching.
d. Introducing Faith into
::-.rew Centers.
e. Radio Teaching.
B. International Teaching Activities. Leader of discussion, Siegfried Schopllocher.
e. Summer Schools: Preparation of Baha'i Teachers.
Leader of discussion, Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
9. Publicity Plans and Methods.
Leader of discussion, Nina Matthisen.
10. Teaching and Training Children.
Leader of discussion, Vi 0 I a
Tuttle.
11. Bahi'i Citizenship. Leader of
discussion, Albert Windust.
A. Preparation for.
B. Admission to.
e. Responsibilities of.
12. Baha'i Youth. Leader of discussion, Florence Mattoon.
Annual election: The election of
members to the National Spiritual
Assembly will be held at 2:00 P. M.,
Friday, April 30.
Hotels in Evanston, at which the
friends may make their own reservations: The Orrington, 1710 Orrington
Avenue; The Georgian, 422 Davis
Street; Evanston Hotel, 840 Forest
A.venue; North Shore Hotel, 1611
Chicago Avenue; The Homestead,
1625 Hinman Avenue.

Participating Communities Delegalej
Phoenix, Arizona .......... 1
Berkeley, California ........ 1
Geyserville, California ...... 1
I
Glendale, California .....
Los Angeles, California ..... 4
Oakland, California ........ I
Pasadena, California ........ I
San Francisco, California. . .. 2
Santa Barhara, California ... I
Montreal, Canada .......... 1
Vancouver, B. C., Canada...
1
Colorado Springs, Colorado.. 1
Denver, Colorado .......... 1
New Haven, Connecticut. . . . 1
Washington, D. c.. . . . . . . . .. 2
Jacksonville, Florida ...
I
Miami, Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
St. Augustine, Florida...... I
Augusta, Georgia .......
I
Thofaui, Hawaii ............. 1
Honolulu, Hawaii ......
1
Chicago, IIJinois ..........
8
Evanston, Illinois .......... 1
Park Ridge, Illinois ......
1
Peoria, Illinois ............ I
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Rockford, Illinois ..........
Springfield, ruinais .........
U rhana, Illinois ............
Wilmette, IJIinois ......
Winnetka, Illinois . . . . . . . . . .
Indianapolis, Indiana .......
South Bend, Indiana........
Eliot, Maine .........
Baltimore, Maryland ........
Cabin John, Maryland.. . . . . .
Boston, Massachusetts ......
Springfield, Massachusetts ."
Worcester" Massachusetts ...
Detroit, Michigan. . . . . .
Flint, Michigan .. . . . . . . . . . .
Lansing, Michigan* ..... - - Muskegon, Michigan .......
Minneapolis, Minnesota .... _
St. Paul, Minnesota. . . . . . . ..
Kansas City, Missouri ... , . ,.
Montdair, New J ersoy. . . . ..
Newark, New Jersey. . . . . . ..
Teaneck, New Jersey..
Binghamton, New York.. . . .
Buffalo, New york.........

I
I
I

Geneya. New york ..... , ,..
New York, New York.
Rochester, K ew Yark. . . . . . .
Yonkers, New York.. ......
Akron, Ohio .............
Cincinnati, Ohio ...........
Cleveland, Ohio ......
Columbus, Ohio ...........
Dayton, Ohio .........
Lima, Ohio ..............
Toledo, Ohio ... . . . . . . . . . .
Portland, Oregon ..........
Philadelphia, Pa. ...........
Pittsburgh, Pa. ............
~ashvi1le, Tennessee ... ,...
rvlonroe, Washington
Seattle. Washington. . . . . . . .
Spokane, Washington ......
Kenosha, Wisconsin _. _. . . . .
Milwaukee, Wisconsin ..... ,
Racine, Wisconsin ... , .... ,

I

I
I
I

I
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

I

I
1
1
1
1
1
5
1

* Convention application not received.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1936-1937
ANNUAL SOUVENIR OF
'ARDU'L-BAHA
A c1~uded sky and some occasional
drizzling rain did not prevent some 3~O
people asse!mbling to parl1C1pate In thIS
1936 commemoration of the VISit of
'Abdul-Baha to Teaneck in 1912.
The after~oon program began with
Mr. William de Forge, West Englewood, introducing Mr. George Needham who directed the W. P. A. Bergen County Orchestra in the following
program:
I. March and Chorus from
'(Tannhauser" ...... _. Wagner
2. UEgmont" overture .... Beethoven
3. Tenor solo sung by Harold Taft
Wright "Total Eclipse" Samson .................. Handel
4. Tone poem "Finlandia" ... Sibelius
5. Waltzes from "Die Fledermaus",
Strauss
6. HLan 0' Dreams",
Frank A. Fredericks
After this one hour of music~
Edward B. Kinney of New York, took
over the meeting: As the afternoon
chairman he welcomed the many
guests fr~m Teaneck, Montclair, Newark, Yonkers, New Haven, New York
and even more distant points.
Mrs. Shirley Warde. \Vest Englewood read the address made by 'Abdu'l- Bahi at West Englewood, in
1912.

A baritone soloist, Mr. Clyde Barrie,
sang: "Deep River"; "For You
Alone".
A piano soloist, Sidney Raphael,
played: "Andalusia", by Lecuono.
M r. Barrie sang: "S we et Little
Jesus Boy" and "Land of Degradation".
Mountfort Mills was the principal
speaker for the evening.
There were about 400 people attended the evening meeting. The New
Haven Bah,,'is came 100 per cent
strong, in chartered buses.
WILLIAM DE FORGE, Chairman
CURTIS KELSEY
DR. W,LBUR
OPHELIA B. CRUM
GRACE KRUG
CARRIE KIN:fEY
BERTHA L. HERKLOTZ

Total ................. 9S

2
I

1
7
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
I

Mr. Kinney spoke of the purpose
and significance of t!;te Baha'i world
movement for the unification of mankind.
The first principal speaker of the
afternoon part was: Elsa Russell
Blakely, who spoke of the continuity
of the prophets.
Horace HoUey of New York, the
other principal speaker of the afternoon said: '~Among the tremendous
changes going on in the world today,
the most' fundamental is that taking
place in the realm of religion. Baha' u'llih has not merely revived the \lighest ideals of the great religions which
relate human beings to their Divine
Creator, but has enlarged the realm of
Spiritual truth to apply directly to civiL
ization,"
Other speakers giving short addres ses were:
Dr. Walter B. Guy, St. Augustine,
Fla.
Mrs. Florian Krug, Chester, N. Y.
Mason Remey, 'Washington, D. C.
James P. Morton, Paterson, N. J.
Roy Wilhelm, West Englewood,

N.

J.

Supper was served under the pinegrove, east of the Baha'i Evergreen
Cabin.
The evening part of the meeting was
begun bv:
Mrs. Lulu Lux, cha.irman, Ridgefield
Park, N. J.

ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
The F Dunder of our Faith has enun~
ciated the principle that religion and
science must be in harmony. To the
degree that we as individuals and as
national and local communities approach this ideal, to that degree will
we be anxious to make a careful record of our progress and to preserve
in the minutest detail a dear picture of
the outstanding events in Baha'i history.
.
Most important of all, since this is
the only Faith which possesses the
original record of the Revealers of the
Divine Word, will we make an arduous effort to preserve this Word and
its interpretation, in authentic, original manuscripts, as handed dO\'¥'n to us
by the Center of the Covenant and by
the Guardian.
In his Letter. H America and the
Most Great Peace", the Guardian emphasizes again and again, either directly or indirectly, his desire that a careful and detailed record of the growth
of the Cause in America be preserved.
In one instance he indicates that it
does not seem to be H. , • within the
competence of anyone of the present
generation to trace the exact and fnll
history of the rise and' gradual consolidat ion of this invi ncible arm. this
mighty organ, of a continually advancing Cause. It would be premature at
this early stage of its evolution to attempt an exhaustive analysis, or to
arrive at a just estimate, of the impelling forces that have urged it forward , .." His statement continues,
that future historians will prepare
" ... a masterly exposition of the origins of those forces which, through a
remarkable sw ing of the pendulum,
have caused the administrative center
of the Faith to gravitate, away from its
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cradle, to the shores of the American
continent and towards its very heart
-the present mainspring and chief
bulwark of its fast evolving institutions.
___ Theirs will be the opportunity to
extol the virtues and to immortalize
the memory of those men and women
who have participated in its accomplishment". In another part of this
Letter, the Guardian, referring to the
visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to America, says,
u. • • the significant episodes to which
His words and deeds continually gave
rise-these future generations will, no
doubt, minutely and befittingly register" .
Oearly, we should draw this conclusion from the above statements,that the "exhaustive" and "minute"
record which future historians and
biographers will prepare will be dependent for the degree of its completeness upon the self-sacrificing efforts
and the personal donations of Baha'i
manuscripts to national and local
Baha'i Archives by the believers of
this generation. Otherwise, many origina! records and relics of great siguificance, particularly in the history of
the first two decades· of the Cause in
America, wiU be lost.
It is also unquestionably true that
histori<:al and biographical source materials will not be complete if they
consist only of minutes, correspondence, Baha'i historical record cards,
and other administrative records of
both National and local Spiritual Assemblies. A very significant portion
of such source material must consist
of collections of BaM'i papers saved
by individual believers and presented
by them or their descendants for preservation in the Archives. Such collections would include Baha'i correspondence, early publications, diary
notes, memoirs, photographs, et cetera.
During the current year the N ationa! Spiritual Assembly has asked the
Archives and History Committee to
collect and organize material on the
History of the Cause under the following headings:
(a) A history of each local Baba'i
community prepared under the direction of the local Spiritual Assembly.
(b) A history of important national
institutions, such as Baha'i Temple
Unity, the Temple, Green Acre, Geyserville, Louhelen Ranch, the Malden
House, and E-vergreen Cabin.
(c) The history of the pioneer
teachers.
(d) Pilgrimages and the work of
Americans in other lands.
(e) 'Abdu'I-BaM's Journey in
.America.
The friends will be interested in
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learning that two copies of an English
A friend and co-worker in Calitranslation of Mahmood's Diary were fornia, Miss Mabel Menn, has transreceived recently for the Archives. cribed "The Hidden Words"-also a
This Diary gives a day-by-day (iescrip- collection of Baha'i Prayers. These
tion of the l\'laster's journey from the books have been sent to two devoted
time of His departure from Egypt Baha',s in Austria, together with "The
until· He left N ew York.
Hidden Words" and "\,yords of WisA draft of a questionnaire, calling dom" done by Miss Quant. These
for detailed information with refer- friends in Austria are blind, afflicted
ence to local Baha'i history, has been and persecuted, for them the Sacred
prepared and presented to the N a- Books are inaccessible.
tional Spiritual Assembly. The ComEndorsing the transcribing of the
mittee is now engaged 1n correspond- Esperanto translation of Dr. Essleence with a nwnber of friends in dif- mont's book, "Baha'u'llah and the
ferent parts of the Country in an ef- New Era" the Guardian's secretary
fort to obtain needed assistance in writes: "As regards the Braille Escompiling certain phases of the history. peranto edition of "Baha'u'll;ih and the
Needless to say, any history which New Era" Shoghi Effendi would cermay be written at present will not be tainly advise you to undertake this
of the detailed and interpretive na- work which will considerably enrich
ture to which the Guardian refers in the literature of the Cause in Braille.
quotations cited above.
" You will rejoice to learn that
Speaking for the National Spiritual thanks to the combined efforts of Miss
Assembly, it is again this year with Agnes Alexander and Mr. Torii, a
the deepest thanks and gratitude that good friend and sympathizer of the
we address those friends who have Faith in Japan, the Braille Japanese
so bountifully presented their priceless edition of this same book of Dr. EsTablets and Sacred Relics to the Na- slemonfs has just been completed."
tional Ar<:hives since the last ConvenIn a footnote to this letter in his
tion.
own handwriting, Shoghi Effendi says
EDWIN W. MATTOON, Chairman
-uPersevere, nay redouble your efMRS. MAY T. SCHEFFLER, Secretary
forts. I am planning to establish in the
1821 Lincoln Street
Mansion of BaM'u'lIah at Bahji a speEvanston, Illinois
cial section wholly and exclusively deMRS. R. D. PETTIT
voted to Baha'i literature in Braille. to
The works completed by this servant
within the year are: "The Hidden
BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTION FOR Words" and the "Wisdom of Abdu1THE BLIND
BaM", sent to the Guardian at Bahji.
The Braille Committee is happy to Also "The Hidden Words" and a colreport an increasing demand for lection of Baha'i Prayers for hlind
Baha'i friends of Mrs. Bishop in EngBraille-Baha'i literature. In some in- land.
.
stances where BaM'i books are already
The reports of Mrs. Nellie French
placed, librarians have written appreconcerning the metal plate editions of
ciatively of Braille transcriptions.
The outstanding achievement for the "Iqan" and "Bah,,'u'llah and the
this year is the Braille handtooled copy New Era" form inspiring reading.
by Miss Ella Quant of the Esperanto These two editions constitute a wontranslation of the "No.9" ("La Bahaa derful gift of generosity and devotion.
ReveIacio") in response to a request The friends will remember that these
from Mr. Vuk Echtner for a blind plates are a permanent asset, from
Baha'i student in Jugoslavia, who, un- which more editions can always be reable to read English, can only in produced. Mayan opening for the
Braille-Esperanto study the Baha'i making of other plates of the creative
teachings. Miss Quant has also trans- words soon be revealed. In the meancribed "The Hidden Words" and time the handwork will continue.
The need for more workers is earn"Words of Wisdom" (Babi'u'll;ih)
and ~'Observations of a Traveler" estly urged. The joy in transcribing
the Revealed Word is the reward for
(Chas. Mason Remey).
A second member of your Commitee, such service.
An important sign of the growth of
l\1iss Hilda Stauss, in a very short
time~ in order to transcribe the Re- the Braille-Baha'i movement is the esvealed Words for the Blind,' has tablishing of an International Correlearned the Braille system and is now spondence. When organized and opcompleting "Excerpts from the Glean- erative it is hoped there will be much of
interest to report, for undoubtedly
ings."
such
a correspondence must be produc• See p. 12, "America and tbe Most Great
tive of fine results in promoting
Peac"."
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Braille Baha'i actlVlty throughout the
world and enlarging this field of endeavor for the Great Cause.
Susanne Rodman, Clwirman.
Ella Quant
Hilda Stauss
Nellie S. French
CONTACTS
A statistical summary of the Contacts work accompanies this report,
and while it is no doubt interesting, a
mere statement of the number of letters written, the number of -favorable
and unfavorab1e replies, etc., can never
truly convey the real spirit that animates endeavor of this kind. Something a little more personal than figures is needed.
The members of the Committee this
year were instructed to bend their e fforts toward engaging in correspondence with reoeptive individuals with
the aim of confirming new believers.
With this objective in view, the Committee members have put forth their
efforts, and while we unfortunately
caDnot report having accomplished our
end in any specific instance, we do feel
that ground has been prepared which in
time rnay yield a harvest.
Since the friends might be interested
in some of the responses that have been
called forth by letters and literature
that have been sent out, we should like
to quote from a few. After all, the reactions of these people, from allover the
country, serve as a barometer of the
state of mind of the people as a whole.
The Librarian of a Mid-western
University, thanking first for a supply
of literature sent for the library,
writes: "We shall have the material
you sent made available for anyone
who is interested in the philosophical
and religious movements 0 f the pre-

sent."
An Eastern Editor wrote to one of
the Committee members as follows:
" . . . I have been familiar with this
movement for many years. MyoId
friend and prof essor in the U oi versity
of Toronto, the late James M. Mavor,
called my attention to the works of
Abbas Effendi. It must be nearly
thirty years ago when little concerning
him or his idea1s was at that time
known. My own religion has been that
of a very simple Christianity in which
the doctrines of love and peace were
so strongly emphasized that r have felt
little need of sustenance from any
other quarter, though r have rejoiced
in every manifestation and movement
of religion anywhere that has in any
way embodied, or emphasized these
great ideals. I have not thought of the

Baha'i movement in terms of separate
religion, but as a great religious experieocc, with much the same roots and
emphasizing the same deep facts and
principles as the teaching of Jesus."
A Southern college professor wrote:
"Thank you f or the literature you sent.
My acceplance of the above leaflet (A
New World Order) may he a form of
sponging o~ your movement, for I
cannot defimtely think of joining it at
present" but I can learn more myself
and can teach more to my class in college on various religions."
A writer living in one of our far
7"stem states made the following very
mteresting comment: "I have for some
years had a profound respect for the
Baha'i Faith. So had my friend, the
Sheikh Shefieh el Mileivi, Governor of
the Monastery at Tripoli."
Without a doubt the friends will be
happy to know that the distinguished
arctic explorer, Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd, expressed an interest in the
Cause and asked to have the bimonthly Teaching Bulletin, A New
W or Id Order, sent to him regularly.
With intelligent interest expressed
from such widely divergent sources we
cannot but feel that humanity is becoming conscious of the need that exists in the world and of the source
from which it rna y be supplied.
Sophie Loeding,
Chairman,
Mrs. M. B. Trotman
Louise B?yle
Doris McKay
Mrs. Stanley Kemp
;l.1arion Little
Mrs. G. A. Kent, Jr.
Bahiyyih Lindstrom
Alfred E. Lunt
Marion Holley
GREE~

ACRE SUMMER SCHOOL

In planning the Green Acre Program
for the summer of 1936, this Committee decided that it would be wise
to try the experiment of concentrating
the rna j or courses in two weeks. As
a result two courses were given each
morning, for five days each week A
discussion group was held each evening, and was led by the two leaders
of the morning courses. As a result,
the morning courses tended to become
lectures. and the evening discussion
was not always closely related to the
subject-matter of the morning. This
Committee has therefore recommended
that in the 1937 Summer School one
course be given in the morning and
one in the afternoon, so that more
time may be given each, and discussion
may thus follow immediately on the
course-leader's presentation.

JULY PROGRAM
AT GREEN ACRE
The Green Acre program for
July has not been entirely completed, but certain features have
already been decided.
Pu bHc meetings will be held
over the week-ends, as follows :July 3 and 4, "World Crises and
World Needs," Mountfort Mills;
July lO and 11, "A Universal
World Education", Stanwood
Cobb;. July 17 and 18, "Church
Organization in World Religions", Glenn A. Shook; and
July 24 and 25, "A New World
Order", Horace Holley.
Readings from '{Gleanings"
illustrated lectures by Nang
BowdItch and other activities
will be reported later.

The program of courses was as folJows:August 10-14. The Baha'i LifeLeader,
Do rot h y
Baker. Introduction to
the Study of Islam-L e a d e r , Hishmat
Ala'i
August 17-21 Baha'i Administration
-Leader, :Vlary Collison. The Nature of the
IVI ani f est a t i on-Leader,Mamie Seto.
l\.frs. Baker's course consisted of a
series of stimulating and helpful talks,
whIch included a discussion of such
topics as :-the power of thought in
active Hfe; Baha'i prayer; the Baha'i
ideals of human relationships; the part
faIth plays in the Baha'i Ii fe.
Mr. Ala'i presented a scholarly series
of talks on Islam, which gave us much~e~ded knowledge about this great rehglOUS falth. He discussed the life and
teachin~s of Muhammad, the QU'ran,
the Callpbate and Imamate, and the
causes producing the present disintegration of Islam.
Mrs. Collison used the published outline on Baha'i Administration, and led
a lively discussion on some of the less
well-known points of administrative
procedure. One of the most valuable
parts of this was a presentation of specific instances which might come before a Spiritual Assembly, in connection with the principles which should
direct the treatment of each situation.
Mrs. Seto gave five dynamic lectures on the Nature of the Manifesta-
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tioil. She discussed the relation of the
Manifestation to the Unknown Essence, the power and influence of the
Manifestation. His relation to man, and
the proofs of the divinity of the Spiritual Educator. Mrs. Seto's talks were
especially valuable because of tbe number of unusual illustrations she used.
The average daily attendance for
these four courses ranged from 37 to

53.
In the week preceding- the opening of
the Summer School proper, Mr. Glenn
Shook gave a five days' course on Mysticism and the Balli'i Revelation. Those
who attended found this course very
helpful in clarifying some more abstruse points of the Baha'i teachings.
Each talk was followed by a lively period of question and discussion.
During the week of August 24-28,
Mrs. Doris McKay gave a series of
lessons on Public Speaking. Members
of the class practiced giving short
Baha'i talks, and they found this practice and M rs. McKay's talks most valuable.
The committee arranged the programs of the Sunday morning devotional meetings and selected the spealcers for the Sunday evening public
meeting, during the month of Augnst.
The speakers included Martha Root,
Mountfort Mills, Horace Holley,
Mamie Seto, Louis Gregory and Dorothy Baker. All of these meetings were
well attended.
An unusual number of friends from
the Middle West attended the 1936
Summer School. We were especially
happy to learn to know these Baha'is
and to hear what Baha'i communities
in other parts of the country are doing.
One of the ideals of Green Acre is the
development of true Baha'i fellowship,
and we believe that the students who
attended the 1936 Summer School
made true progress toward the attainment of this ideal.
Horace Holley, Chairman)
Genevieve L. Cov, Secretarv
Philip Spragne INDEX
The work of the Index Committee
this year has been a continuation of the
indexing of last year. The authentic
writings of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu1Baha which have been translated into
English were assigned to thos~ especially well trained f or this task,
though some manuscripts were mailed
to us because of the solicitation made
by the committee in the BA BA'! NEws.
In addition to those doing the indexing several have volunteered to do
typing. Typing is a necessary part of
the preparation of the final manu-
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script so we were very pleased with
this loving spirit of cooperation.
The index manuscripts sent in have
shown careful and painstaking labor
on the part of the indexers. VVe are
all most grateful to them.
I! was the aim of this commi tlee to
complete the sacred index this year.
There remains many volumes about the
Baha'i Faith which also need to be indexed. This is the new task.
Mr. H. A. Harding, Chairman
Mrs. Joel Steffins
Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mabel Paine
Mary Rabb
Elizabeth Collum

LEGAL
The Legal Committee submits the
following report of its activities for
the current BahaJi year:
1. Incorp<>ralion of Local Assemblies.
It was found necessary for the Legal
Committee this year to impress upon
all local Assemblies contemplating
local incorporation the necessity of
forwarding to the N ationa! Spiritual
Assembly a copy of the State statute
under which the incorporation is being
set up with the proposed incorporation
papers and by-laws. Consideration and
approval of any local incorporation
papers cannot be completed without
such copies of the State law, as it is
essential that local incorporations conform as closely as possible to that of the
Natioual Spiritual Assembly.
The incorporatiOn of the Detroit Assembly has been completed and approved this year. The By-laws of the
Washington Assembly, which filed its
incorporation certificate some years
ago, were approved as conforming as
closely as possible to Bahii'i administrative principles under the civil statutes of the District of Columhia.
The incorporation papers of the Milwaukee, San Francisco and Cleveland
Assemblies are being considered by the
Committee which is awaiting copies of
the State statutes before rendering its
final decision.
II. Form of Beq,,"sl.
A new form of bequest was prepared
this year and published in the August
BAHA'i NEWS No. 102, page 2 for the
use of believers who plan to include
a legacy to the ~ational Spiritual Assembly in their Will. It is recommended that believers consult an attorney in using this form, to be assured that it shall be adapted to meet
the needs and requirements of the laws
of the State in which they reside. The
friends are reminded that Baha u l1ih
has declared that "It is incumbent upon
J

J

every person to write (his) Will."
III. Rights of Way.
The use of certain rights of way on
the Green Acre and the Malden properties have made it necessary to place
the determination of the Baha'i rights
in the hands of competent attorneys
and the conclusion of these matters is
expected at an early date.
IV. Temple Property.
In view of the fact that the former
Marshall property which adjoins the
triangnlar piece 0 f Temple property
across Sheridan Road has recently been
sold, it has been decided to ask tbe
Village of Wilmette to vacate the stubend of Sheridan Road and our attorney
has been authorized to work out an
agreement of equitable division of this
vacated piece of property with the present owners of the Marshall tract. Our
attorney has been further instructed to
take all immediate and necessary steps
to protect this parcel of Temple land
from adverse possession and use.
V. Palestine Brooch of NSA.
Deeds transferring a nnmber of parcels of land in Haifa to the Palestine
Branch of the National SpiritUal Assembly have been received from the
Guardian this past year.. If any of the
American believers still own property
in Palestine they are reminded of the
Ottoman law which prevents a foreigner from disposing of his property
after death' in accordance with his
wishes as embodied in a Will. Such
property passes to a special class of
heirs. The friends are therefore urged
to complete. their plans for transferring their property to the Palestine
Branch as soon as possible. The property now owoed by the Palestine
Branch of the N .S.A. is approximately
58,800 square pies. The Guardian has
recently written the fol1owing; "It is
significant that most of these title deeds
that are now in the IX>ssession of your
Assembly bear the signature of the son
of Mohammed-Ali, the Arch-breaker
of the Covenant, who in his capaeity
as head of the land Registry in Haifa,
bears through his signature, testimony
to the validity of these transactions."
George Latimer, Chairman.
Munroe Ioas
Alfred E. Lunt
LIBRARY
From March, 1936 through November, 1936 books then authorized for
donation by the Library Committee
were sent to 12 colleges and universities and to 23 public libraries, amounting to 144 books.
In December, when the National
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Spiritual Assembly approved the following set (Baha'i World,S, Foundations of World Unity, Some Answered
Questions, Gleanings from the Writings of Bahit'u'liah and the New Era
by Esslemont"*), the Committee was
given a book budget of 75 sets. Of
these, 8 sets have been sent to colleges
and universities, and 20 sets to public
libraries. These, together with other
single book donations, amounted to 132
books.
The total number of books sent during the past year is 276; that is 98 to
23 colleges; 178 to 46 public libraries
(6 of these books to the Oslo, N orway Public Library). The books are
listed below:
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year, it is hoped that the Baha'is in the
eastern and southern sections of the
country wjIl meet the fine record turned
in by the West and the Middle West.
:.vIartha Woodsum, Chairma"
Grace Prevost Bastedo, Secrelary

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
Programs were carried out at three
different sessions last summer. First
came the youth over 80 strong in a
four-day session, June 22-25 inclusive,
with the following daily morning program: Devotions, conducted by youth;
Comparison of Religious Administrative Orders, Professor Glen Shook;
The BaM'i Life, Dorothy Baker; Security for a Failing World, Professor
Books senl to universily and college Stanwood Cobb.
libraries.
The Chicago youth made up the
Baha'i World, volume 5 ........ IS
committee of youth who had charge
Foundations of World Unity ... 12
of sports in the afternoon and varied
Some Answered Questions ..... 14
entertainment in the evening_ This
Gleanings ................... 9
committee also put up the question of
Security for a Failing World" .. 13
conduct while at the school to the
Promise of All Ages' ........ I
whole group. After thoughtful discusBaha'i Revelation* .......... 4
sion the group asked to be allowed to
Book of Assurance' .......... 7
try the honor system of self -governBaha'i: Spirit of the Age' .... 5
ment. Accordingly a few simple rules
Baha'i World, volume 2' ...... 5
in regard to retirement, quiet and leavBaha'i \Vorld, volume 3*...... 5
ing the grounds were drawn up by the
Baha'i World, volume 4' ...... 8
committee (youth) and agreed to by
the group. IVith two or three excepTotal ..................... 98
tions which caused no serious trouble
these rules were well observed.
Books senl 10 public libraries.
The prevailing spirit was most earnest. In the afternoon a voluntary and
Baha'i World, volume 5 ...... 32
self-conducted forum was held by a
Foundations of World Unity .. 27
few at which such problems as the place
Some Answered Questions .... 29
of a young Baha'i in the community,
Gleanings ................... 16
his attitude toward war, toward other
Security for a Failing World" .. 2
ecclesiastical organizations, etc_, were
Baha'i Revelation* ........... 12
discussed. Other small groups gathered
Bnok of Assurance' .......... 9
for serious discussion_ Early in the
BaM'i: Spirit of the Age* .... 10
evening a limited number enjoyed a
Baha'i World, volume 2'. . . . .. 9
class in public speaking conducted by
Baha'i World, volume 3' ...... 10
Garreta Busey. There was evident a
BaM'i World, volume 4* ...... 16
greater desire than ever to regulate
Scriptures .................. 6
their lives in accordance with Baha'i
Teachings. And as they separated for
Total .................... 178
home, many expressed a finn intent to
GRA)'!D TOTAL
276 serve the great Cause of Baha'u'llah.
One boy was sure it Was the happiest
Of the $50 requested for expenses vacation he had ever had.
for the year, only $1.28 has been used.
Immediately following the youth sesOur letterheads and stamped envelopes sion was an eight-day general session
were obtained from the Publishing (June 28-July 5) with the following
Committee.
program: Devotions; Foundations of
The Committee in the last News the New World Order, Forum conLetter of the current year wonld like ducted by Dorothy Baker; The Baha'i
to express its gratitude to those who Teachings and Mysticism, Professor
have been active in placing the books Glenn Shook; The Quran and Islamic
in libraries near them. In this new Culture, J>rofessor Stanwood Cobb.
,Vhile most of the afternoon was
~ks u~ed before new set was authorized for
donation.
free there was each afternoon and eve•• Througb the kindness of Dr_Cobb, tILe Comning a program or lecture designed to
mittee bad 50 Sen~n't3' fer a Failing World on
hand in :M arch. 1936_
attract and instruct the non-Baha'I
..... Nl!w Era in process of being H'printed; none
world.
available for donation.

The second general session (August
2-9) carried out this program: Devutions; Life and Spiritual Laws,
IIIamie Seto; The Quran and Islamic
Culture, Marzieh Carpenter; The
Baha', Administrative Order, Willard
McKay (forum method).
Greater pUblicity than before in
nearby weekly papers was obtained
through the efforts of Clarissa Bean
of Flint and results of this publicity
were evident in the increased number
of inquirers who stopped at the Ranch.
Special invitations were sent to individuals to spend a day at the school with
grati!ying results. Some 0 f these spoke
of the unusual spirit which seemed to
prevade the atmosphere. Everyone
there contribnted to this spirit and we
cannot say too much of the loving
service and cooperation 0 f those who
conduct classes at the school. They
not only give the course but they unceasingly give themselves,-in discussion, private interviews, public talks
and in countless other ways. We feel
that their services at the school shonld
be even more widely used. How fine
it would be if every community and
every group could have at least one
representative at some summer schoo1.
Might it not be a legitimate use of
community funds to send to a summer
school some one who could not otherwise come? It is the wish 0 f the
Guardian that the Summer Schools
reach more and more people both
Baha'is and non-Baha'is_ The committee is working and planning thronghout
the year to make the program valuable and the grounds and buildings
comfortable and attractive. What are
you and your community doing to help
and make use a f these developing institutions of Baha'i education?
L. W. EGGLESTON, Chairman
BERTHA KIRKPATRICK, Secretary
DOROTHY BAKER

E. J. MIESSLER
GARRETA BUSEY,

Youth

Advisor

BISHOP BROWN

PUBLICITY
Baha'u'llah says: "Newspapers are
as a mirror which is endowed with
hearing, sight, and speech. They are
a wonderful phenomenon and a great

matter_OJ

The Publicity Committee begin this
report with a feeling of sincere gratitude for the privilege of serving the
Cause of Baha'u'llith in this capacity,
hoping that in a small measure we have
succeeded-with the help of work done
by previous committees, and the splendid cooperation of local poblicity commi ttees-in bringing to the attention
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of many newspaper rea.ders, the ne"ws

mittee is endeavoring to gather together

. and Teachings of our Faith.
In October a Publicity Bulletin was

"glossies" and mats of speakers as well
as historical pictures of interest. Many
speakers are timid about using their

issued covering important features of
the work. Vo.l e would remind present

publicity chairmen that all bulletins and
file copies of releases be passed on to
the next committee chairman, to avoid
needless repetition and expense.
Three News Releases have been issued to date, the most important work
of the committee being in the process
of preparation, which is, releases for

the 25th Anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
visit to this country; a series of short
articles on the Faith, which will be
especially valuable to teachers doing
pioneer work; a monthly release of
a review of some article in the "World
Order" magazine. Mailing of a National News Bulletin to papers. Much
work has been done by meeting the
needs of individual communities. A
newspaper set-up for publishing the
"Goal of the New World Order" as
a series, was sent out to many who
wished it. Gradvally we are contacting
more and more isolated believers and
groups, giving them suggestions how

they may interest their papers. A
lively correspondence has been kept
up with publicity chairmen and acknowledgement made of all articles received for the Press Books.
To review accurately the results of
the work is something impossible to

do. but we know that all seeds planted
will eventually bear fruit. For us to
say which has been the most important
work done is another impossibility as
we have no measuring ron for that,

but we do say that all through the
country there has been more of the
Baha'i activities afl(] teachings pub-

lished than ever before. Ylagazine
publ icity in on the incrcase. The Summer Schoo1s received unprecedented
prominence in the newspapers and the

N. S, A. meetings held in San Francisco and Nashville, Tennessee. brought
additional publicity this year, Reports
published in Baha'i "ews about the
contents of the Press Books make further mention unnecessary,

A Press

Book will be on display at the Convention and we hope the friends will
take time to carefully examine it, Out

of the 71 organizer! Baha'i Communities,

S7 have sent in newspaper dip-

pings since April of 1936.

Clippings

have also been received from between
,15 and 45 cities where there are groups,
isolated helievers and where pioneer

work has been done.
The value of photographs is increasing1y evident in the amount ot publicity
obtained through this medium. especially photograpbs of action. The com-

photographs, to these friends we say
that if your photograph is the channel
which brings publicity for the Cause,
do not hesitate to use it. ,\t this writing we are prepared to furnish photographs of :>Irs. Dorothy Baker, Dr.
Stanwood Cobb, ~lrs. Stuart French.
the 1936-7 N. S. A. members in a
group,

Lydia

Zamenhof,

mats

of

Madame Orlova and Miss Martha
Root, and of course "glossies" as well

as rna ts of the Temple. Vve will
shortly have mats of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
pictures. This is only a very small
beginning, but it is sure to grow
steadily. A survey is now being made
to find out the quantity of mats and
glossies needed in each conununity.
The cornwittee hopes that there will
be many ne\,"' ideas presented on publicity work, at the Convention this year.
Nina Matthisen, Chairman

Mabel Ives
Edna Eastman
PUBLISHING
There are many \'I,:ays of gwmg to
a spiritually hungry world the message
of the Baha'i Faith; direct teachings,
talks at loeal Centers; talks over the
radio, fireside groups, etc. But the
une basic factor in all these efforts is
the Baha'i literature; the authentic
\vords of the Founders and of the
Guardian of the Faith. The Publishing Committee, acting as the manufacturing and selling agency of the National Spiritual il.ssemhly, and publishing only the books and pamphlets
as approved by the National Spiritual
Assem bi y, serves in thi s way to promote the Cause. We are deeply appreciative of the cooperation given by
the Assemblies and by individuals in
this splendid work of distributing the
books and pamphlets.
We have sold and distributed for the
year ending March 1. 1937:
13,267 books
93.368 pamphlets
1,436 outlines
and in addition to above
6 copies The Dau.n! - Breakers
Limited erlition
57 copies The Dmf.ln-Brca.kers,
Stanrl~rr! edition
hringing total sales to natE-Standard 1392 copies
Limited 139 copies
also have suld and distributed 429
copies of the books rlonated by World
{'nif" to rVorld Order, (Seven Great
Bibles, Nal;o/l(diSJ/I Gird lllfernafroHu{-

ism and A rVorld Community) .
From above totals must be deducted
the relatively small inventory on hand
at Western Division, San Francisco,

Calif oroia.
These figures are encouraging but

let us do more and more.

We should

take advantage of every opportunity to
bring Baha'i books .to the attention of

all the world; to sow the seeds for
making the united Baha'j world.
New Publicat-imu
,\pril, 1936, Ba/un House of l1"orship; reprint of article in Baha'i
World V by Genevieve L. Coy. Second printing, February, 1937.
May, 1936, The Unfo/dmelll of World
Cim'ization, hy Shoghi Effendi. Second printing, February, 1937.
JUne, 1936, Se<'ell Valleys and Four
Valleys, translated by Ali-Kuli
Khan. Second printing. February,
1937.
July, 1936, Foutldations of World
Unity: new edition bound in cloth.
June, 1936, The Path to God, by Dorothy Baker. Pamphlet for teaching.
K ovember, 1936, A World Faith: reprint of ten articles contributed to

WorM Order. In ordering a quantity of this pamphlet recently the
Guardian wrote through his secretary "He wishes these booklets for

teaching purposes as he thinks they
are quite suitable for presentation
to inquirers,"
August, 1936, America's Spin'tllallWis-

sion: reprint of Teaching Tablets revealed to American Baha'is by
'Abdu'I-BaM during 1Y16-1917.
September, 1936, The Future World
COuwwu'lvealth,

compilation

frolll

letters written by Shoghi Effendi.
Bahd'u'lldh and the NC1f.1 Era, reyised
edition, work now in process,

The BaM', World, VI. Work now in
process. It has been decided to make
selling price $3.00 net as increase in
size and consequent increase in
manufacturing costs, necessitates an
increase in price. Vol u me V, was

distributed at a heavy loss.
Life Elernal, compilation by Mary R.
Movius, printed by The Roycrofters.
Portals to Freedom. by Howard C.
Ives, being published hy E. P. Dutton Co. Copies expected by end of
March, 1937.

Reprint,
Some Answered Qllestions, Price now
reduced to $1.50.
K·if6b-i-Iqdn. Second edition with revised glossary.
II idden Words of Babit'u'llith.
rrillciples of tire Ra/ufi Faith.
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What is the Baha'i Faith!
BaM', Administratiun (without World
Order letters).
Baha'i Study C aurse.
Study Guide for Kitab-i-lqin.
Wisdom of 'Abdu'I-Baha, she e t s
bouud. Ooth binding reduced to
.75c. Paper bindiug reduced to .25c.
With the March issue of BAHA'i
a new idea for catalog is being
tried out. The catalog corrected to
March 1, 1937 is being printed as an
insert with the NEWS. Extra copies
will be available for the Assemblies.
We hope in this way to keep the catalog up to date as insert may be repeated in six months as changes Of additions warrant and will be a more economical method of issuing the catalog.
We trust that the Assemblies will make
good use of the catalog, distributing it
whenever possible, and above all, referring to it when ordering books.
Order only books included in the latest
catalog. In this new catalog we have
not included reference to discounts allowed as so often catalogs are given to
individuals not entitled to discounts.
The present discounts allowed are as
follows:
lOra to Assemblies on orders of less
than $10.00.
2570 to Assemblies on orders of $10.00
or over,
2570 to individuals on orders of $25.00
or over.
Net items must not be included.
We urge the local Assemblies to
keep a representative stock on hand always, and where space permits to
order a large supply of books so that
individual orders may be filled with a
minimum of time and effort. The Publishing Committee is glad to allow
credit on these quantity orders; books
to be paid for as sold. This is not on
consignment as books must not be returned ..
The International Baha'i Bureau in
Geneva, Switzerland has recently put
in a large stock of literature that they
may be able to supply the friends in
Europe.
We must remind the friends that
one of the Spiritual Assemblies arranged a very attractive exhibit of
Baha'i literature at one of the large
publ ic meetings and it proved most interesting to non-believers. Two Assemblies have arranged fOT the local
Public Library to hold an exhibit.
Arrangements are being made now
for an exhibit at the 'AoTortd's Fair. to
be held in Kew York in 1939, when we
hope to have a large display of books.
NEWS,

The Worla Order of Baha'u'llah: The
publication of the recent general let-
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teTs of the Guardian in one volume
has been approved by Shoghi Effendi and this work will probably be
started shortly after the Convention.
Divi"e Philosophy: The Publishing
Committee was in formed by the N ational Spiritual Assembly that in a
letter written by Shoghi Effendi recently to one of the friends in Paris,
and reported to the National Spiritual Assembly by the Paris Assembly,
he says that he does not wish this
title translated again or reprinted as
this book has in large part been
ta:!<en from notes recorded at the
time but which do not constitute an
authentic text of the 11aster's words.
The Publishing Committee have
therefore omitted this title from current catalog.

W.".ld Order
The subscription list of W arid
Order should increase more rapidly.
We need cooperation in building up
this list. Through the generosity of
subscribers, we distribute the magazine monthly to over 600 University
and College libraries, Public libraries,
Y.M.C.A.'s and Y.W.C.A.'s in the
most distant parts of the world. We
know from the response that the magazine is read and interest in the Cause
is awakened. The magazine is a splendid teaching medium, especially for
reaching non-believers.
Back numbers of the Star of the
West and The Balun At aga.zine are
now all assembled, properly sorted and
stored in one place. Vole will be able
to supply bound volumes with possibly
a few exceptions from No. 4 to 25.
We hope that the friends will take advantage of the opportunity to add these
vol tunes, so necessary as historical records to their library of Baha', literature.
Horace Holley, Chairman
Clara R. ¥lood, Secretary
Bertha H erklotz
Roy C. Wilhelm
\Vesley Bastedo
Emma F. Smith
STUDY OUTLINES
Our active attention has been centered on an outline for the study of

The Dispensatio·n of Baha',,'lldh
adapted to individual, group, or class
study. It is divideo into a series of
lessons which cover the main theses of
the book. Stud" references will include
other Baha'j b~oks, \Ve hope to turn
this over to the Revie\'I,,.jng Committee
by summer.
Future ",rork calls for the revision
of two outlines now out-of-print: ~'l1a
feria' aHd Di'i'ille Ci'l'ilbatioH and The

BahJ'i Teachings Concerning Christ.
These will probably be our next undertaking.
There have been some requests and
offers of assistance on study outlines
to cover (1) all the World Order letters and (2) Gleanings fmm the
Writings of Baha'u·lIah. We should
like to know how generally these are
desj red bef ore working on them.
Since the members of the committee
are widely scattered part of our energy
has gone to evolving methods of organization and consultation that wiD
make for effective work.
The Study Outline Committee acknowledged with gratitude the suggestions and materials that have come
from Horace HoUey, Mrs. Robert Lee
Moffett, and Ethel N eall-F urbush_
Gretchen Westervelt, Chairman
Tune Miller
imogene Talbott
Elizabeth Hackley
Doris McKay
Mrs. J. W. Gift
J

REGIONAL TEACHING
New York, Pen1UylvanitJ, New Jersey
The Committee thought it wise to
allocate different territories to each of
the regional members, and it was decided that Mr. Kelsey would handle
New Jersey, Mrs. Collison the Western part of New York State, Miss
Revell, Pennsylvania, and Dr. Coy and
:VIr. Sprague, :-,rew York and vicinity.
In \Vestem New York a group of
circuits was organized similar to the
plan used last year and many Assemhlies, such as Buffalo, Rochester, Geneva, Binghamton and Syracuse, participated in this circuit work having teach(,':TS each month. These circuit meetings
were followed up closely, and inquirers
were asked to join Fireside Groups.
The attendance has been good. the pu bIicity excellent, an~ the Assemblies
feel that much good work has been
done. Also all isolated believers were
contacted in this vicinity, and asked to
participate in opening new teaching
fields.
In Philadelphia the work has grown
tremendously this year, and members
of the community have visited isolated
believers and many new fireside groups
have been opened. The work in Atlantic City has grown tremendously this
year. and we understand that it will
not be long before an Asscmbly is
formed here.
In New Jersey nine new fireside
meetings have been developed in the
State with a good deal of success. The
Teaching Committee developed an outline covering nine lectures, this outline to give a complete picture of what
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the Baha'i Faith stands for. Nineteen
new believers j ained the community
through this type of teaching work,
also Round Table Discussion were developed, and all isolated believers contacted.
In New York there have been this
year four or five Regional Teaching
Conferences in which all the nearby
Assemblies and Groups participated.
Miss Martha Root spoke at one of
these meetings. There have been two
Y Duth Con ferences during the last
year, two groups of Fi reside Ci~cuits
have been developed both covermg a
definite outline which gives a complete
picture of the Baha'i Teachings.
New groups have been opened in
Portchester, West Hempstead and
Amityvme. All isolated believers were
contacted, and efforts were made to
open up new fireside groups through
Baha'i contacts of this type. Although
the work has not been outstanding, we
think a great deal Df very profitable
ground work has been covered, work
that will reap good results this coming year.
P. G. Sprague, Secre/MY
Mary Collison
Genevieve L. Coy
Curtis Kelsey
Jessie E. Revell
Ohio, Micbiga1l, Indiana, Kentucky,
The teaching work in this region
has been organized and carried on diligently since July. Progress has been
reported by the Regional Committee
in a series of four bulletins, with one
more to be issued. The greatest accomplishment is not in actual, tangible
results but in a general quickening of
interest and the sincere effort on the
part of all to carry out the tremendous
teaching plan.
The Cause has been introduced into
a number of new towns and cities
among them: Grand Rapids, Cheboygan, Bay City, Kalamazoo, Marysville,
Niles, and Buchanan, ~lichigan;
Noblesville, Bloomington, and Mishawaka Indiana; Celina, Freemont,
Circl~ville, Defiance and Oblerli~,
Ohio. No progress has been made 1U
Kentucky.
.
Practically all of the estabhshed
communities ha ve weekly study classes.
There are also groups at Ann Arbor,
Port Huron, Michigan: and at Freemont and Bexley, Ohio. All of the
circuit teachers and many local ones
have assisted.
No pioneer teachers have gone from
this territory to live elsewhere and no
groups of believers have been formed
in new places.
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It is believed that the best method
of opening new cities is for a nearby
established community to hold initial
meeti ngs there and then follow up constantly. .Most communities find small
group work most effectve.
1fTs. Blakely, of Bloomfield Hills,
and Yfrs. Kirkpatrick of Olivet, Mich.,
are the only two isolated believers actively engaged in teaching in the region.
Among the ci rcuit teachers covering
the region have been: Dr. A1i-Kuli
Khan and family, Frank Warner,
Mountfort Mills, Dorothy Baker, Prof.
Ward, Dr. Cobb, Carl SchefHer, Mrs.
Moffet, and Mrs. Carpenter. Miss
Easterbrook is to come in March and
April.
One monthly teaching circuit was
conducted during the year with regularity and effectiveness. It was financed by contributions from participating communities. This circuit was
managed by the Lima Spiritual Assembly as a committee. It included
Toledo, Oeveland, Columbus, Da}10n,
Lima, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis and South Bend. Detroit was
also included on some schedules.
The radio was used in Cincinnati
and Lima, also in northern Michigan
but results have not been reported.
One inter-Assembly meeting was
held at Louhelen Ranch for the Michigan communities and one organization
meeting for Ohio and Indiana at Lima.
Ohio and Indiana communities voted
not to expend time, energy or resources in conferences among themselves but to go out into the field and
work.
It is believed that the Lima, Ohio
community has carried out the best and
most effective program in the region.
Books have been placed in a number of Libraries, Indianapolis and
South Bend leading in this activity.
The Temple Model was displayed for
three months at. the Great Lakes Exposition in Clevel~nd by Dr. K~hn, and
it aroused much mterest, leadmg people to the -cleveland Center.
Details of all activities are contained
in the Regional Bulletins mentioned
previously, these serving as periodic
reports. A summary, statistical report
is being compi1ed. This report, a
bound copy of the Regional Bulletins,
and maps will be available for inspection at the Convention.

Dale S. Cole, Secretary
Dr. LillianSielken
Elsie Austin
Charlotte Lindenhurg
Elsa Blakeley

Torcmto

This Committee was created only on
January 25,1937. If it reports on the
teaching activities which have been
carried on in the Province of Ontario
during the entire past Baha'i year, it
must be understood that these ac-'
ti vities have been initiated and executed mainly by the old Regional
Teaching Committee f or Eastern
Canada, and by the Toronto Group.
The outstanding accomplishments
during the past year are; the formation
of a Baha'i Group in Toronto, consisting of eight recognized believers, six
of whom are active Bahi'is; regular
observance of the Unity Feasts by
these six Baha'is, the holding of public meetings every Sunday afternoon
in a Baha'i Hall, centrally located and
comfortably furnished, offering a seating capacity of 50 persons, the rent being paid entirely by the Toronto
Group; the establishment of a Bahi'i
Loan Library in Toronto; credit arrangements with the Baha'i Publishing
Committee which will enable the Toronto Group to put in a complete stock
of an Baha'i literature for sale; and
the holding of weekly study-classes.
Following an invitation of the Regional Teaching Committee, Lorol
Schopflocher of Montreal gave a public address in Toronto in September.
The Hall of the Theosophical Society
was used for this purpose. FollOW-Up
work led to a Baha'i talk by St. George
Spendlove on "Unity of Truth" which
he delivered in February on the platform and under the auspices of the
Theosophical Sodety in Toronto. Subseq uentl y, the Theosophical Society in
Kitchener, Ont., invited Mr. Spendlove to speak there. A subscription to
the World Order magazine and several
Bahi', books were dedicated to the
Library of the Theosophical Society in
Toronto. The Committee was able to
secure good newspaper publicity for
Mrs. Schopflocher's address.
Public addresses at the Baha'i Hall
and study classes were held by St.
George Spendlove, "Villiam Suter, and
Gerrard Sluter, and, on March 14th,
by Mrs. and Mr. Harlan Ober who
were visiting us for a day.
For the rest, the Committee is concentrating its efforts on Toronto for
the time being, so that others may soon
be able to undertake teaching and administrative work and thus relieve the
members of the Regional Committee
from local work.
Gerrard Sluter, Secrelary
George Spendlove
William Suter
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Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and
MinnetQta

In summarizing the work of the
Central States branch of the Regional
Teaching Committee, much must be
omitted because of lack of space, but
we will endeavor to include the most
important results of the year's activities.

The Guardian has repeatedly
stressed the urgent need for carrying
on teaching work in cities lying close
to established Baha'i Centers, and we
are happy to be able to report that
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. PanI have
established such teaching activities in
four different localities. In addition to
this, through the efforts of the Regional Teaching Committee, ten new territories have been opened for the dissemination of the Baha'i Teachings.
Nine study classes have been organized,
which are being visited regularly by
teachers, and one pioneer teacher has
taken up her residence in a city where
the Cause has' hitherto been quite unknown.
Of the isolated believers residing in
this region, only one is holding meetings, and we hope that this branch of
the work will be greatly stimulated in
the coming year.
During the year four traveling teachers have visited this region and the inspiratiou of their work has been of inestimable value to the groups contacted by them as well as to the members 0 f the Commlttee. We hope tnat
the number of traveling teachers may

be greatly increased in the future.
The teaching circuits which have
been established in several neighborhood localities are proving helpful in
more ways than one. They are instrumental, primarily, in spreading the
Message, and secondly they afford
practice opportunity to speakers lacking experience in making public addresses.
Needless to say, the radio is one of
the most important publicizing
mediums that exists today, and constant effort is .being put forth to increase the number of broadcasts on
the Baha'i Faith. Anyone who has had
experience with broadcasting stations
knows how very difficult this is, but we
are happy to announce progress along
this line.
During the year but one Inter-Assembly Conference was held. This
gathering took place in the Foundation
Hall of the Temple in October 1936,
and those in attendance derived much
benefit and inspiration from the stimulating discussions and interchange of
ideas. These Inter-Assembly Conferences and Inter-Community meetings
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play an important part in the teaching
work by keeping the friends informed
of the activities outside of their own
small spheres, thus bringing about a
greater unanimity of action than would
otherwise be possible.
We feel that in the main there has
be~ an increase in teaching activities,
parllcularly among the newly organized
Baha'i Groups, and we hope that during the coming year the teaching work
will be carried forward with such
vigor that the heart of the Guardian
will be rejoiced thereby.
Sarah S. Vl'alrath, Secrelary.
Charles Reimer
Robert Theiss
Mabel Ives
Mrs. B. L. Rolfe

Cal/fo""", Ariz""",, and Nevada
This Committee reports the great
loss it sustained by the death of Elmer
Duckett, one of its members.
The regional teaching work began in
this section with an Inter-Community
conference held in Los Angeles, California, with five Communities, three
groups and a few isolated believers
participating.
Later in the year a similar conference was held in Phoenix, Arizona, and
the surrounding territory was invited
to attend.
The greatest results from these
meetings was the enthusiasm aroused
in the teaching field and the new endeavors started.
Many group consultations have been
held in Riverside, Covina, La Jolla,
San Diego, Long Beach, San Bernardino, Pine Knot, Chula Vista, Santa
Paula, Santa Barhara, and Long
Beach, and Los Angeles has assisted
greatly in sending teachers to some of
these cities, also to Glendale, Pasadena
and Van Nuys.
Phoenix, Arizona, has 5pClnsored a
group in G1endale, Arizona, and is en- .
deavoring to open up other towns in
its vicinity.
The new cities opened to the teaching this year, through the assistance of
the regional work are, San Bernardino,
Redlands, Covina and Pine Knot-Big
Bear district.
Regular classes, with a symposium
of teachers, have been formed to include Riverside, Redlands, San Bernardino and Pine Knot. This is not
exactly the planned circuit teaching but
similar in results. A course of lessons
is designated and two or three teachers take part in each lesson-not the
same teachers every time.
The fo11owing teachers have assisted
in this work:

Marion Holley, Emmalu Wever
Virginia Orbison, Beatrice Irwin Mar~
zieh Carpenter, Margaret Ca~pbell
Oni A. Finks and P. W. Howard. '
This ,,"oup method of opening up
new terrItory has proven very goodthat is, where several teachers and as
many friends as can, go to an isolated
believer's home or the home of some
acqnaintance of one of the group and
from this contact fonn classes. Later
it is hoped that more public meetings
may be planned and a circuit arranged.
Many fnends have been visitors in
this section but not for long enough
time to do much teaching. Among
those who either gave a lecture or
talked to Assemblies are the followmg:
Leroy Ioas, Alfred Lunt, Elizabeth
Greenleaf, Corinne True, Dr. Catherine Trne, Laura Dreyfus-Barney
Charlotte Linfoot, Mr. and Mrs. C. H:
Bugbee, Clarence Iverson and Mother,
Loyd Schoeney, and Florence Khan.
Corinne True has been in La JQlla
for the winter and with the help of
her .daughters and Miss Lillian F enn
have been conducting classes in both
La Jolla and San Diego. A public
meeting in San Diego, followed by a
tea at the home of Mrs. True) is the
latest activity and much interest was
aroused.
.
Ruth Westgate has been handling
the Northern portion of this territory
and her report has gone in to the National Teaching Committee direct,
owing to the short time she has been
on the Committee and the direct connection she has with the National
Teaching Committee.
Mary Burland of San Francisco is
now located in Santa Barbara and is
ready to help the friends there and
later will go to other places as the
committee wishes.
The outstanding accomplishment, the
committee believes, is the interest in
new territory and the adding of two
new names to the membership of the
Faith of Baha'u1lah.
Oni A. Finks, Secretary
Mrs. C. H. Bugbee
Rnth Westgste
Marion Holley
Britisb Columbia, Oregon,
Washmgtcm and [Jaho

Several Assemblies have opened up
new territory the past year: Portland,
Oregon has been working in Oregon
City; Seattle has opened Tacoma;
Vancouver has been working in Vic·
taria; Monroe has been working in
Everett, Sultan and Marysville where
a large public meeting was held with
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Rowland EstaU of Vancouver, B. C.
as speaker. Mrs. Lorrol Luther has
been assisting the Monroe BaM'is in
these centers. Louise Caswell spent
six weeks in Boise, Idaho in February
and January, 1937, as well as March,
April and l\t<y 1936.
The Cause was introduced publicly
in Oregon City and Marysville, Wash.
for the first time. In addition several
new contacts have been made in small
towns in British Columbia. Austin

Collin spent three weeks in Victoria
last fall and made several good Contacts. Now he is travelling in Frazier
Valley.
.
Regular study classes are being held
in the following places: Spokane, one
class in administration, one in Esperanto, teacher, Lorrol Jackson; Seattle,
one class in administration, one series
of lectures by various members of the
community, one Sunday school class,
teacher, Helen Wilkes, Esperanto,
teacher, Frederick Laws; Boise, Baha'i
study class, one Esperanto class, no

teacher; Portland held a forum in the
fall which has furnished students for
a study c1ass to be formed soon; Vancouver held a series of classes resulting in the addition of 10 Baha'is in one
year. Seattle reports 5 new members
and two transfers.

The Northwest region enjoyed visits
from the fonowing Baha'is this year:
Mariam

Haney;

Char lotte

Lin foot,

Fred Schopflocher, Oara Weir, Florence Liliendahl. These paid us short
visits of not more than three days.

Sylvia Matteson spent several months
in the Northwest territory. She helped
in radio and publicity very materially.
Two Inter-Assembly meetings were
held, one in Monroe, the other in

Seattle.

They

were

successf ul

in

arousing a detennination to awaken

the Northwest to the New Teachings.
Interest in the Faith becomes more
general and I firmly believe a study
• class could be formed in any city
where a Bah:a'i goes with this intention. What we need is more pioneers

in the West, Mrs. Lorrol Jackson and
Louise Caswell are the only ones in·
this territory who are free to travel
about. Mr. Rowland, George Latimer,
Doris Foye and Austin Collin have
taken short teaching trips but we need
teachers to go to cities and towns to

reside. Louise Caswell plans to spend
three months in Victoria, B. C. this

spring. Seattle sends a monthly bulletin to all BaM 'f s in Seattle.
In regard to study outlines, I enclose the one being used by Vancouver,
B. C. It only requires two outlines
and one book and this is a point in its
favor for beginners.
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Louise Caswell has given a lecture
with temple slides to many interested
groups. The slides, beginning with ancient American and Egyptian temples,
show a wide variety of temples and the
lecture concludes with Baha'i Temple

slides.
Louise Caswell, Secretary

Doris Foye
Rowland EstaU
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teaching conf erences have provided .op-

portunity for the friends to know each
other better and to discuss their Baha'i
experiences informally.
Worcester
Community has made these fellowship
dinners a monthly event during the fall
and winter and they have not only
added much to the happiness of the
Baha'is but have demonstrated the
warmth of BaM.'; fellowship to many
seekers.

Maine, New Hampshire, Ver1lWnt,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut
During the summer months our
teaching activities revolved about
Green Acre Summer School. An enthusiastic and well-attended· teaching
conference in August inspired the
friends to greatly increased effort and
brought forth many helpful suggestions
as to best teaching methods and procedures. This conference was followed
by six others during the year, each attended by members of Babit'i Communities and isolated believers, and
each resulting in new enthusiasm and
opportunity to exchange helpful experience and advice.
As a result of increased teaching effort on the part of all individuals many
new study groups have been formed
both in existent Baha'i Communities
and in several new towns. Many fine
young people of great capacity have
been attracted and new members have
been added to the rolls of all Assemblies.
The teaching circuit plan has also
been tried out with great success, three
speakers having covered the communities included in the circuit. Attendance
at all the circuit meetings has been excellen t and a particularly encouraging
result of the plan is the number of·
civic and service clubs, women's organizations and other groups that have
welcomed the speak',"s to their platforms. Two churches have invited OUf
speakers and valuable contacts have
been made for future openings.
Among the outstanding events was
the visit to the Region of Miss Martha
Root whose address on «Principles of
Peace," to 250 members of the Federated Women's Gubs of Eastern
Maine brought the Faith to the attention of many leading ;v'"9men for the
first time. Follow-up work has been
carried on with a number of them who
asked for further information and literature.
Another interesting and valuable feature of our teaching work this year has
been the social get-togethers of the
friends and attracted ones. Informal
suppers 1n connection with the regional

The State of Maine surpasses the
other New England States in newly
a wakened interest; from many towns
and cities people are writing for literature and information, and attending
the meetings in large numbers.

The N e\IT England region is glad to
have had a share in making it possible
for Elizabeth Greenleaf to carry on
tJ'achiug work in Arizona and Southern California this year.
As a culmination of the year's work,
several communities and many isolated
believers will unite for the celebration
of Nawruz with the Hartford friends

who will serve as hosts.
Although our accomplishments are
not outstanding, nevertheless our teach-

ing work has been greatly accelerated
duriug the present Baha'i year and our
success inspires us to go forward with
greater assurance and perserverance in
the task which lies before us.
FLORENCE MORTON~ Secretary
AMELIA BOWMAN
MRS. VICTOR ARCHAMBAULT
MRS. WENDELL E. BACON

Quebec, New Brunswick., Nova
Scotia, Newf_tull.mJ, Prirsc.
Edward Island
The best work that our committee
has done in the past year is in assisting the Montreal Assembly to arrange
Sunday afternoon musicals. These
have been advertised and we have tried
to invite as many out of town speakers
as possible. Me~tings of this kind have
drawn the best attendance.
We have had Mr. Spendlove from
Toronto speak on this program and
Mr. Kenneth Christian from Malone.
During the month of October we arranged several meetings for Mrs. Lorol
Schopflocher here in Montreal and another in Toronto. ''Ie have not been
included in any of the travelling circuits and so far have not been able to
organize any of our own because of
the distances inv01ved.
Our outstanding work along teaching lines has been in the fire-side
groups, such as teas, musicals and parties, to which the Baha'is have invited
their friends.
Vile have corresponded '\",,~ith the few
isolated believers in this section of the
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country and have aided one with teaching material.
The Regional Committee has met
with a fair amount of success in getting publicity in the local newspapers.
We have not had opportunity to make
use of the radio.
Early in the fall we sent books and
material to Toronto for teaching work
where a Baha'i Group is now functioning under a Regional Committee
for the Province of Ontario.
As means of travel in Canada during
the winter months is limited and we
do not seem to have any teachers free
to travel, we have not been able to
open up any new fields. We feel that
our work has not beeu particularly
fruitful this year but we are striving
toward that end.
SIEGFRlED SCHOPFLOCHER, Secretary
RUTH LEE, Acting Secretary
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and Lydia Martin are working in Raleigh, North Carolina; 11iss Elizabeth
Brooks and Mrs. Elizabeth Wheeler in
St. Peters burgh, while Dr. Zia Bagdadi has opened several new towns and
stimulated the teaching work of a nnmber of Baha'i communities.
Our region has been fortunate in
having had a number of visiting teachers during the fall -and winter, some of
them remaining several weeks to assist Assemblies with their teaching
plans and to follow up and aid with
new fields. To all these whom space
does not permit us to name we are
deeply grateful.
All of our Baha'i communities have
added several new members to their
rolls during the year. There has been
new interest in study classes and several new teachers have arisen to serve
both in the home communities and
farther afield. Baha'i books have been
ERNEST HARRISON
- placed in a nnmber of leading librarANNE SAVAGE
ies and everywhere we find a more
sympathetic
and receptive response
N ortb Carolina, St>Utb Carolhul,
than at any time in the past.
Tenneuee, GeorgiaJ Florida,
GEORGIE BROWN \V,LES, Secretary
Alahama
MRS. IV ALTER B. GUY
Several of the local Spiritual AssemLUCILLE HOKE
blies with the cooperation of traveling
E. VOGT
teachers have opened up several new
ALBERT JAMES, JR.
oties to the Faith during the past
Baha'i year and in several 0 f these
Klimas, Missouri
oties there are flourishing study
dasses. Correspondence has been carImmediately after the Convention
ried on with isolated believers and last year, ~Irs. H. Emogene Hoagg
teachers going into new places, fur- performed a very valuable service by
nishing names and addresses of nearby coming to Kansas City and assisting
interested people and contacts with the the Community in their study for a
hope that. additional study groups period of two months, dwelling espemight be formed.
cially upon the Administration.
One of the greatest aids to our
Mrs. Hoagg returned to this Region
teaching work this year was the meet- in October, spending two months with
;ng of the National Spiritual Assembly the TopekaCommun;ty. At her sugin Nashville. Excellent publicity was gestion and the suggestion of Mr. H olgiven by the newspapers and several ley, we requested Mr. Wilfrid C. Barthousand invitations to the public ton of Chicago to come and help with
meetings carried quotations from the some of the fireside groups and in the
Baha'i Writings into many new homes Colleges and Universities in Topeka,
and institutions. Three pn bIic meet- Lawrence and Kansas City. Addresses
ings were arranged, one of which was on the 'Qluse were given before stu-open to white and colored races with- dents in the University of Kansas City,
ont restriction,-something which only Washbnrn College in Topeka, the U nithe confirmations of the Spirit could versity of Kansas in Lawrence t and the
accomplish in the heart of the south. Kansas Vocational School in Topeka;
As a result of these meetings a great two radio talks were given, one over
many leaders have been attracted to IVIBW in Topeka and one over
the Teachings and a new study group KCMO in Kansas City.
The Regional Committee arranged
has been formed.
A number of teachers have gone out for Mrs. Robert Lee Moffett to come
in the pioneer spirit to live and teach in January. She spent twenty-four
in cities where the Cause- has not pre- days in thIS Region, lecturing in Kanviously been known. Palm Beach, sas City, Independence, Springfield,
through the teaching service of Orcella and Nixa, Missouri, and in Topeka,
Rexford and cooperation of the Miami Kansas; also spent one day in St.
Assembly, has a flourishing study class. Louis interviewing contacts preliminMrs. Ethel Neall-Furbush is teaching ary to arranging a lecture series at a
m Atlanta, Georgia; the Misses Sarah later date. Mrs. Moffett has been in-

strumental in incrt.asing the attendance
at our Kansas City public meetings; in
Topeka there is a renewed interest and
an effort to study more deeply, and
fireside meetings are being held; in
Springfield a study group has been
started; in Independence contacts have
been made which will be followed up
by the Kansas -city Assembly; several
radio talks were given in Kansas Citv
and Springfield, and one in Topeka,
through which contacts have been made
in other cities over the Region.
\Ve have no isolated believers in this
Region sufficiently interested to help
with the teaching work, not even to
the point of helping with arrangements
for a teacher in the city. This being
rather new territory. we have no one
ready to go to new cities to live or to
teach. We feel it is necessary to build
up the Commnnities in Kansas City
and Topeka before any of us may go
to other cities to live, and the teaching
work outside Topeka and Kansas City
has been done by teachers from outside
our Region. We have found it very
difficult to arrange teaching work in
other cities when no one in the city is
interested.
\Ve regret the nea;ssity of the dissolution of the Topeka Assembly, but we
are hopeful that through the teaching
work that has been done this year and
that which will be done in the future,
an Assembly may again soon be
elected.
No inter - community conferences
were held during the year, it seemingly
being impossible to arrange, although
several of the Kansas City members
. visited in Topeka, and the Topeka
members of the Regional Committee
made two visits to Kansas City. The
cities of Independence, Springfield and
Nixa in 1vfissouri, and Lawrence, Kansas, were opened to the Cause for the
first time. We have more people interested in study;ng in Topeka and in
Kansas City, especially in Kansas City,
now than at the beginning qf the year.
We feel that no real outstanding work
has been done, but progress has been
made.
OPAL HOWELL, Secretary
PAUL BROWN
1I.IRS. GEORGE ASHWORTH

J.
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REVIEWING
The Reviewing Committee reports
having approved the following manuscripts since March 1936:
Portals to Freedom, by Howard C.
Ives.
The Dawn of True Civilization, by
Willard P. Hatch.
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What Is Baha'i? by David Hofman
(arhele for Reader's Digest contest).
Eighth chapter of David Hofman's
book (second report).
A Baha'i Calendar, submitted by member of Glendale community.
Temple Pamphlet submitted by Temple
Program Committee.
Life Eternal by Mary L R. M ovius.
(a compilation).
A Compilation by Mary Collison
Revision of the Esslemont book. .
A ~tatement on pu?llcation of compilahans 'by Pubhshmg Committee.
The. New Moral Standard, by Georgy
FItzgerald.
DORIS HOL~EY, Secrelwy
DELLA QUINLAN

GENEVIEVE L Cov
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The \":'orld Religion ......... 11 425
What IS the Baha'i Faith? .... 8,000
Total .................... 52,000
To this amount of pamphlets sold
can be ad.ded 23,890 more that have
been furnIshed the Temple Program,
Contact~ and Teachmg Committees and
the NatIOnal Spiritual Assembly, makmg a grand total 0 f over 76 000
pamphle~s distributed for teaching
work thIS year. This is a large number but we hope that the amount will
be at least doubled this coming year.
It IS hard to estimate the value of
th1S f?rm of teaching service, but these
!eachmg pamphlets serve as an open!ng wedge. to arouse greater interest
III the FaIth when coupled with a
km.dly word. One of the illumined
wnters on the Cause recently wrote to
a ?1em ber of this committee "indeed I
thIt~k one. of two or three pamphlets
which arrIved at my home in Dublin
one day and started my interest in this
Revelation was from your pen." This
w~rd is quoted to show that even a
bnef pamphlet ma:( be the illuminating
sp;,rk that rna y enkmdle a brilliant soul.
VV e ~ope ~very believer will carry some
teachmg. lIterature with them every day.
Respecllfully submitted,
George Latimer ~ Chairman
Louise Caswel1
Alice Robertson

TEACHING UTERATURE
The Committee has not reported for
reYlew any new Teaching pamphlets
thIS past year, feeling that the ones on
hand filled the necessary requirements
f or the present teaching work. Since
our last report the splendid article on
"The .Baha'i House of Worship" by
GeneVIeve L. Coy has been printed in
pamphlet form and is now in its second edition. This pamphlet with its
attractive pictures and general subject
matter shou1d receive wide distribution.
In view of the present dissatisfaction
in the industrial world, with the probTEMPLE PROGRAM
lems of agriculture still unsolved a
During the past Baha'i year the atshort presentation of the fundame~tal tend!,;:ce at publ~c meetings held in the
Baha'i teachings on the Social Eco- Baha.l House ot \Vorship has noticenomic teachings of Baha'u'IHih. would ably mcreased. The public programs
be eagerly read bv many thousands presented on Sunday afternoons are
seeking a solution .. "Ve also feel that attracting increasing numbers of nona treatment of the subject the In flu- Baha'is.
ence of Reljg;<m on society would be
The Temple is proving to' be a
a welcome addition to the series of greater medium of teaching than ever
Teaching pamphlets. The committee before, as the number of individual
has been unable so far to obtain a suit- visitors and dubs, organizations and
able preseq!ation of this latter subject churches touring the Temple' has
owmg to some unforseen difficulties greatly increased during the past year.
which have prevented several writers The record kept by the guides shows
from completing the subject. We rec- that a total of 16,609 people visited the
ommend, however, that both these sub- Temple from March 1, 1936 to March
jects be worked up for pamphlet pub- I, 1937, an increase of 31% over the
lication before the series is closed. .
. same period the previous year. The
It might be of general interest to record also shows a total of 4125
the friends to know all the Teaching groups of ·visitors, t~e smallest having
Pamphlets that are now available and 9 members in it and the two largest
the approximate number that has been 550 and 600. This number indicates
sold by the Publishing Committee this an increase of about 900/0 over last
past year. The Ii st fol1ow s :
year. ~1any of these groups went
Homoculture ................ 3,000 through the building- on Sunday and
The Path to God ............ 6,100 then remained for the public lecture.
The Most Great Peace . . . . . . .. 1,800 A group is always addressed by one of
Oneness of M~nkind ........ 3,700 the l?aha'i guides or by an especially
Baha'i House of Worship .... 6300 apPOlnted speaker.
.It has been noted by the guides that
Principles of the BaM.'i Faith .. 11:R75
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the

pu~lic

in .general 15 e-".rincing
mterest III the spiritual significance of the Temple. :ifaturally while
the st.ructure w~s new. people were
more Interested 111 the building itself.
but we find that those who have visited
the Temple once, if they live close
enough to do so, COme again in order
to fi!,d out more aboItt the spiritual
Reahhes that underlie the structure
Often times it is found that they wh~
c~me agam and again bring their
fnends and frequently show themselves
to . b~ advocates of the purposes and
pnnclples of the Baha'i Faith
The Sunday meetings this }'ear were
addre~sed by the fonowing speakers:
Monroe loas
Howard Ives
Mabel Ives
Fanny Knobloch
Philip Marangella
Lenore Morris
Robert Pettet
Car I Scheffler
Corinne True
Margarite Ullrich
Sarah Walrath
Mary Magdalene Wilkin
Albert Windust
'
Four visitors who spoke at the
Temple--Dorothy Baker, Stanwood
Cobb, Pearle Easterbrook and Nellie S.
French-added greatly to the public
programs, as did the symposium presented by the Baha'i Youth Committee
at which Linda Taylor, Pari Zia Walrath, Clarence LaRocque and Joel Marangella spoke.
The Baba'i Holy Days celebrated in
the Temple were only fairly well attended, the distan<:e f rom Chicago and
envl::ons, and V(eather conditions. preventlOg many from attending. However, the significance and power of
these gatherings in the Temple is becoming increasingly evident. Programs
for the~e meetings ,:,~re arranged by
the vanous commuruties surrounding
the Baha'i House of "Vorship and by
the Temple Program Committee, and
on the days when cu.stomary, refreshments were also provtded.
The expense of advertising in the
Chi",,%o papers. ,~he public meetings
held III the Baha I House of \\'orship
and the meetings held in the Baha'i
Center in Chicago, is jointly shared by
this committee and the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago.
Literature for free distribution at
the Baha'i House of Worship has been
supplied to the Committee by the N ational Spiritual Assembly.
Carl Scheffler. ChairmG>l
Margarite Ullrich, Secretary
:Mary R. Barton
Anne Bartholomew
~reater
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Edri s Carson
Hilbert Dahl
Monroe Ioas
Robert Pettet
Sarah Walrath

UNIVERSAL AUXILIARY
LANGUAGE
The Universal Auxiliary Language
Committee during the past year has unfortunately accomplished very little
with regard to introducing the Cause
to Esperantists and other groups interested in the subject of an international anxiliary language. But it has
laid the foundation for some work during the coming year wl)ich, it is hoped,
will bear fruit. Everything has been
done through correspondence, all members of the committee showing a beautiful Baha'i spirit in their cooperation.
Individual members of the committee have presented th!, Cause to Esperantists in such cities ~ N ew York and
suburbs, Brooklyn, Washington, D. c.,
Miami, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles, either through teaching Esperanto classes or arranging occasional
home meetings. There are no available
statistics as to the number of persons
so contacted.
The committee has made an Esperanto translation of an excerpt from the
Master's Tablet on the Seven Candles
of Unity, which will probably be used
for distribntion to Esperantists.
Through an invitation of the National Spiritnal Assembly, Miss Lidja
Zamenhof, a daughter of the founder
of Esperanto and an ardent Baha'i, has
been invited to visit America, and she
will probably arrive in the early fall.
The committee feels that through her
activities the Cause will be most impressively presented to the Esperantists
and others interested in the idea of an
;nternational auxiliary language.
Sometime in the near future a questionnaire will be sent to the various
communities and groups with a view
to preparing a directory of Baha'i Esperantists.
CHARLES R. WITT, Clw4rman
SARA W,TT

A. E. REGAL
Lucy MARSHALL
DELLA QUINLAN
LoTHAR SCHURGAST
ELSA CHASLON
JOSEPHINE KRUKA

WESTERN STATES SUMMER
SCHOOL
The 'Western States Baha', Summer
School entered into a new phase of
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service with the beginning of the second nine-year cycle of its existence.
Eleven years ago, when it was first
realized that some special means were
necessary to provide teachers for the
Faith, and it was suggested that a summer school be established for the specific purpose 0 f teaching and training
Baha'i teachers, little did the pioneers
of this work dream of the snccess 01 the
thouglit, and the rapidity with which
the school would develop.
The school opened for its first session in 1926, with an attendance of approximately 40. It was thought the
school would be successful, even if the
attendance would have numbered only
9 or 10. The first years were those of
pioneering work, in evolving courses
of study, which would broaden and
deepen the understanding of the
friends in the implications of the
BaM'i Faith, and at the same time prepare them for public teaching service.
Each year the attendance was larger,
the school grew in importance as a part
of the Baha'i life of the Pacific Coast,
and the spirit of fellowship developed
there, affected the unity of the friends
in all Assemblies in the Western States.
1936, the year of the tenth annual
session, and the beginning of the second nine-year cycle of the Summer
School, was distinguished, because of
the opening 0 f the beauti ful Baha'i
Auditorium, the gift of Mr. and ~rs.
Thomas H. Collins, of Pacific Palisades, California.
The first nine years, those of the
evolvement of the school through the
difficult days oj pioneering, were consummated by the gift of the school
property by John and Louise Bosch to
Trustees for the benefit of the National Spiritnal Assembly of the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada. Thus
the school became, in spirit and form,
a true institution of the Faith of Baha'u'lI{th in America.
Opening the, new cycle of institutional life, the school moved forward
in spiritnal importance with the opening of the Baha'i Auditorium, in which
all its sessions were to be held, and
permitting of full Baha'i school activity on its own property.
The dedication of the Auditorium
was simple, direct, and spiritually impressive. Opening with the words 0 f
Shoghi Effendi, received by cablegram,
UHeartily join celebration opening
Auditorium generously founded by
well beloved distinguished friends Mr.
and Mrs. Collins. Assure them profound abiding ~atitude. Love assembled friends", a short history of
the development of the summer school
was given by Leroy loas. This was
followed by a beautiful presentation of

the services of the School by Louise
Bosch, and then the turning over of the
property to the Trustees by the cousin
of Mrs. CoUins, Mrs. Robert Norton
of San Francisco. Mr. Latimer on behalf of the Bosch Trustees, received
the property for the National Assembly.
The meeting fittingly closed with
the reading of a cablegram received
from Mrs. Collins,
was in Bad
Nauheim with Mr. Collins at the time;
"Utmost gratitude for the Name that
has taught us there is no separation."
_'l::v.I:illy".
The Summer School opened in accordance with its usual custom, with
a Unity Feast under the Big Tree.
There were: present and served over
two hundred seventy friends. This
Feast sets the spiritnal atmosphere of
the school and releases the f<>rces of
unity and fellowship amongst those
present. Suitable readings from the
Holy Utterances are enjoyed, with
words of greeting and inspiration from
the various friends of far and near.
After the Feast under the Big Tree,
all the friends repaired to the Baha'i
A uditoritun, for the dedication services,
which have been briefly outlined above.
The courses of study for the 1riends
included the following;
The Spirit, Teachings and Influence
of Islam
The Baha'i Life
The World Order of BaM'u'Uah
The Nature of the Manifestation
Seminar on Teaclnng the Baha'i
Faith
Each Course comprised six classes,
the classes being conducted by those
appointed in advance. In all twenty
one people had classes. This is an important featnre of the Western States
Summer School; i. e., that the classes
are conducted by a nnmber of people,
especially chosen, because of their
knowledge of the subject matter in
hand. The friends here do not follow
the plan of other Summer Schools in
America, where one person gives a
course of lectures. Each of the classes
is conducted on the seminar plan, with
the presentation by the speaker, Ia,ting not over 30 minutes, leaving 15 to
20 minutes for discussion and questions. Advance preparation is required
on the part of those who conduct
classes, and they must be prepared with
reference in the Literature, covering
the points made. Thus the individual
is trained for important Baha'i Teaching Work.
The Seminar on Teaching the Baha'i
Faith was very successful considering
it was the first attempt to establish a
direct seminar on the technique of
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Baha'i Teaching. It laid the platform
for further development of this important aspect of Summer School work, at
the next session of the School.
Four public meetings were held;
three in the Baba'i Auditorium, and
one in Santa Rosa, at the Griffith
Grove. All of these meetings were well
attended, and all the visitors learned
more of the specific teachings of Faith.
One item of great interest was the response made by one of the Baha'i
speakers, to an attack against the Faith,
qn the part of the local minister, in
the one Church in Geyserville. This
response, in part, was published in the
Geyserville Paper, and the quotation
from the Gleanings giving Baba'u'llah's
statement of the spiritual mission of
Christ, was used.

The Baha'i Youth were encouraged
to take an even more active part in
the conduct and life of the school, than
previously. It should be understood
that at Geyserville, the Baha'i Youth
are an integral part of the school life,
and do not have a completely separate
series of meetings or sessions. We
feel this is important, as a true Baha'i
Community is made up of all Baha'is,
of all ages, perfectly integrated as to
activity, so the full spirit of Babi'i
life might show forth. The Youth
themselves conducted a Round Tahle
each day for discussion of various
Baha'; subjects. In addition to this,
they attended the regular classes of the
school. A great many youth were on
the various Committees of the School,
lending their enthusiasm to the development Qf the activities.
Separate classes were conducted for
the children, who showed great enthusiasm in the study of the spiritual
teachings. One of the public meetings
was conducted by the Youth with the
aid of these children. Perhaps one of
the most stirring talks of the puhlic
meetings was that of nine-year old
Claire Entzminger of Santa Rosa, on
·the "Life and Teachings of BaM'u'-

nah."

The school received more widespread publicity than ever before. In
all, we received approximately SOO
column inches of publicity, with publication in the Press of the entire program, and detailed quotations from
the Holy Writings themselves. Copies
were made available lor distribution to
the Assemblies of America by the PubHcity Committee.

TOHN D. Boscn. Chairman
C. 10AS. Spcre/w')'
ELLA G. COOPER
LEROY

AMELIA COLLI:.'fS

K F.

WARD

IRWIN SO"MERHAL TER
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YOUTH
In this lourth year 01 N alional
Youth Committee endeavor in rearing
a new civilization of active young
Baha'i men and women, throughout
all the localities in America where
youth have been reached, an ever-increasing effort has been witnessed in
individuals as well as groups to acquaint young people with the pattern
of life which youth will have to follow as indicated in the Teachings of
Baha'u'llah. Even in the most remote
sections where, as onc youth reports,
one "finds young people very satisfied
in their churches," constant effort is
bein(\ made to teach by living the
Baha'i life knowing that this quiet
work will yet bear fruit.
Our greatest united teaching effort
was displayed in a second series of
youth symposiums held internationally
on Sunday, March 7, 1937, with
twenty groups in this country, an increase of four over last year, and four
abroad participating. This was a decrease iQ, international groups, undoubtedly caused by the delay in pubIishing the January issue of BAHA'i
YOUTH which contained speech outlines on symposi urn topics to be presented on this date. Responses from
many of last year's participants were,
therefore, we feel, withheld. In several
communities symposium speeches were
broadcast over local radio stations! and
from all reports up to the present,
Baba'i Youth Day was a notable international success. In preparation of
this Youth Day Celebration regional
conferences were held in New York
City for the Eastern area, in U rbanaChampaign for the Central area, and,
it is believed, in other localities from
which reports have not yet been re-

ceived.
For greater efficiency in service an
international secretary has been appointed, and in conjunction with this
Committee expansion, nine associate
members or correspondents have been
appointed from other countries, one
from England, India, Germany, Egypt,
Iraq, France, Syria, Australia, and
Persia.
Newly inaugurated monthly letters
are being sent to Committee members
to keep activities balanced and encourage a steady flow 0 f communication. It is to be regretted that many
Baha.!i youth have not sent -in news
reports or joined in the exchange of
ideas. Sectional responsibility has
therefore been further extended by the
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appointment of Committee members to
be definitely responsible for certain
groups in their area and to work with
them in getting reports and assisting
in the fonnation of new groups.
New youth between the ages of IS
and 21 who have recently registered
with their Assembly, thus gaining the
privilege of attending Feasts and of
serving on local youth committees, have
been reported as follows: Urbana
eight, Montreal two, Pasadena two,
Toledo one, Evanston two, Chicago
four, Columbus three. Glendale two,
and Binghamton two.
Youth sessions were conducted at
two Summer Schools last year, at
Green Acre with a Youth Week program, and at Lauhelen Ranch with a
four day session, while Geyserville
youth continued to adapt utheir activities to the life of the regnlar sessions"
and Ilassumed an ever-increasing role
and made a growing contribution to
the program." Each session was the
most successful and best attended in
the history of the Summer Schools.
The BAHA'I YOUTH bulletin has
been published quarterly, subscriptions
have been increased, and the splendid
response with manuscripts, news, and
special bulletin material has indeed
made BAHA'I YOUTH "a conference
ground where Baba'i youth meet each
other in print." Teaching and study
helps have been published, and the publication of a series of summaries of
each of the Guardian's great "World
Order" letters is to begin in the next
issue for the purpose of stimulating
study of tbem and deepening our
understanding and knowledge. One
youth article was published in the
HERALD OF THE SOUTH, and
others have since been submitted.
Symposium speeches of exceptional
merit will appear in BAHA'! YOUTH
and possibly other publications.
A thif(~ survey of BaM'i youth activities has been sent out to all the Assemblies and Groups of the U. S. and
Canada. This when complete will indicate the present status of the Cause
among youth and the actual development since 1935 in this country.
The steady emphasis of study, full
participation in community life, active
teaching and speaking, the development
of youth teaching teams, and tbe integrating of the work of American
youth groups both with the National
Committee and with each other by a
vigorous constructive communication
from local groups has been continued
throughout the year.
KENNETH CHRISTIAN, Chairma.n

ZEAH HOLDEN, Secrelar~
TAHIRIH MANN, Interl1ational

tary

Secre-
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FLORENCE MATTOON
MARGUERITE REIMER
DoROTHY WEVER
WILFRID BARTON
F ARRUCK IOAS
SAMUEL

Fox

CLARENCE LA ROCQUE
FRED ASCAH
GRACE SHEPARD

WORLD ORDER

Editorial
The Editors are pleased to report on
the progress of the magazine during
the year 193&1937.
Two hundred and twenty-five different manuscripts have been received and
considered. Each Editor reads the
manuscripts, and then a conference is
held at least monthly for exchange of
views and mutual decision.
Volume Two has published the following featured material: Chapters
from "Some Answered Questions";
extensive excerpts from HThe Unfoldment of World Civilization~'; the two
concluding articles in the Symposium
on "A World Faith"; five notable
articles by Mamie L. Seto; the first
six articles of the Symposium on
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"Seven Candles of Unity"; two articles
on the Holy Muhammadan Empire in
Transition, by Paul Simpson McElroy;
the series of remarka hIe interviews
conducted by Martha L. Root; a series
of three deeply interesting articles by
Rosa V. Winterburn; Mary CoUison's
series on the World Order of Baba'u'Ilah, prepared as a Green Acre study
course; Glenn A. Shook's scholarly
study of Church Organization; Rev.
George Townsend's paper read at the
BaM', session of the Fellowship of
Faiths, London; Dorothy Baker's
"The Path to God", prepared for the
Committee on Teaching Literature; an
article by the Governor of a Chinese
Province; Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick's
department, "Signs of the Times" t and
many other articles and poems.
Toward the end of the year were received, the manuscript of a book
written by Hussein ·Rabbani on the
Philosophy of Sorel, a thesis prepared
in preparation for the title of Ph. D.,
a seri_es of six articles by Alice Simmons Cox entitled I'The New Creation". a comprehensive survey of modern thought reflecting the Light of the
New Day; and an article entitled "The
Land of Four Faiths" sent from Haifa·
by Ruhiyyih Khanum.
A new Symposium is already tmder

way for publication beginning October,
1937, on "The World Outlook".
It is hoped that the new typographical arrangement used in the A pri), 1937
issue will be considered more attractive than the previous one. In the important matter of art work, the Editors
request the advice and assistance of
all believers possessing artistic training
and experience. Norman. MaoGregor
bas drawn a new design for the front
cover and inside title pages, which
came too late for consideration this
year but is being held for later nse.
The friends are reminded that
World Order bases its editorial policy
on the Guardian's "The Goal of a New
World Order", which seems most
vividly to present the Message in terms
of the non-Baha'i as well as the confirmed believer.
In conclusion: Baha'u1lilh in the
"Gleanings" has revealed the SOurce
of the creative power behind all hnman thought and feeIiug. The Cause
is destined to reflect this power in its
utmost radiance. The Magazine is
both a teaching medium and a training
school in which the friends may acquire greater responsiveness to the
Source of the creativ~ power.
STANWOOD

HORACE

COBB

HOLLEY

ANNUAL CONVENTION
AND "SEVEN-YEAR PLAN"
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LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
(To the National Spiritual Assembly)
D,,;ly Obligatory Prayers
The daily obligatory prayers are
three in number. The shortest one
consists of a single verse which has
to be recited once in every twenty-four
hours and at midday. The medium
( prayer) which begins with the words:
'~The Lord is witness that there is
none other God but He," has to he
recited three times a day, in the morning, at noon and in the evening. The
long prayer which is the most elaborate of the three has to be recited once
in every twenty-four hours, am.I at any
time one feels inclined to do so.
The believer is entirely free to
choose anyone of those three prayers,
but is under the obligation of reciting
either one 0 f them. and in accordance
with any specific directions with which
they may be accompanied.
These daily obligatory prayers, together with a few other specific ones,
such as the Healing Prayer, the Tablet
of Ahmad, have been invested by Bah,,'u'llah with a special potency and
significance, and should therefore be
accepted as such and he recited by the
believers with unquestioned faith and
confidence, that through them they
may enter into a much closer communion with God, and identify themselves more fully with His laws and
precepts.- J anuar), 10, 1936.

Bahti'u'lltih's CrnnmanJ Concerning
Daily Work
With reference to Haha'u'llah's command concerning the engagement of
the belie"vers in some sort of profession; the Teachings are most emphatic
on this maUer, particularly the statement in the 'Aqdas to this effect which

JUNE, 1937

CONVENTION CABLEGRAM
TO SHOGHI EFFENDI
American Convention gratefully celebrates dual gift, Master's historic visit and consummation unique union (of) East
(and) West. Pledges undying
loyalty, renewed vigor extend
World Order throughout Americas and all lands. Profound dedi cat e d felicitations. (signed)
Baha'i Convention.
Temple Foundation Hall,
April 29, 1937.

makes it quite clear that idle people
who lack the desire to work can nave
no place in the new World Order. As
a corollary of this principle, Baha'u'Jlih further states that mendicity should
not only be discouraged but entirely
wiped out from the face of society. It
is the duty of those who are in charge
of the organization of society to give
every individual the Op[K)rtunity of acquiring the necessary talent in some
kind of profession, and also the means
of utilizing such a tatent. both for its
own sake and for the sake of eanling
the means of his livelihootl. Every individual, no matter how handicapped
and limited he rnav be, is under the
obligation of engaging in some work
or professiun, for work, specially when
performed in the spirit of service, is
according to Raha'u'llih a form of worship. It has not only a utilitarian purpose, hut has a value in itself, because
it draws us nearer to God, and enables
us to better grasp His purpose for us
in this world, It is obviotls, therefore,
that the inheritance of wealth cannot
make anyone immune from daily work.

As to the question of retirement
from work for indi"viduals who have
reached a certain age, this is a matter
on which the International House of
Justice will have to legislate as there
are no provisions in the 'Aqdas con~
cerning it.-l\farch 22, 1937.

Teaching in the Southern Stat ..
Regarding the problem of teaching
in districts of mixed colored and white
populations, the Guardian fully approves of the policy adopted by the
N.S.A. to the effe<:t that the teaching
work should be carried simultaneously
with the two races in the south without
the slightest discrimination. For the
Teachings are obviously not intended
for only one race or one class. Your
Assembly's suggestion that Bahi'i puhlic meetings should henceforth be conducted separately for whites and colored and that stuny classes resulting
from such meetings should likewise be
conducted separately until individuals
of both races are truly confirmed believers is splendid as it win undou btedly help in removing t~e misunderstandings and obstacles that have thus far
~tood in the way of the expansion of
the Faith in the Southern States. To
alienate either the white or the colored race would he indeed un fair and
unjustifiable. The solution proposed by
your Assembly thus marks a step -in
auvance over the methods which the
friends have hitherto enforced in their
teaehing \'Imrk in the Southern States~
The Guardian therefore trusts that it
will be brought fully to the attentioll
of the friends, and that they will each
and all arise to apply it in their future
teaching activities,
In this connection, however, he
wishes me to stress the fact that the
t".'o races should ultimately be brought
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together, and be urged to associate
with the utmost unity and fellowship,
and be given full and equal opportunity
to participate in the conduct of the
teachings as wen as administrative activities of the Faith. Nothing short
of such an ultimate fusion of the hvo
races can insure the faithful application of that cornerstone principle of
the Cause regarding the uneness of

mankind.-March 22, 1937.

rrA Complete Rededication"
Dearly-beloved co-workers: PresSUfe of work in connection with my recent translation of the prayers - and
meditations of Baha'u'Uih has been
responsible for the unfortunate delay
in acknowledging the receipt of your
communications all of which testifv
most strikingly to the vigor, the effi~
deney and the exemplary loyalty with
'which you are conducting and eo~
ordinating the manifold teaching and
"administrative activities of our be-

loved Faith.

The progress of the

teaching campaign is most remarkable
and reassuring: the uninterrupted
prosecution of this holy enterprise and
its extension to the South American
continent and the islands 0 f the Pacific will no doubt attract unimaginable
blessings and must entail far-reaching
consequences. In the course of this
·vear. when the American believers are
~om;"'emorating the 25th anniversary
'of tAbdu'l-Baha's visit to America, a
mighty impetus ;hould be lent to this
campaign which you have so splendidly initiated. A complete rededication
to its irleals, its purposes and requirements on the part of all inrlividuals
and Assemblies, can alone befit such a
nation-,,,,,·ide celebration. I pray that

you may fulfil your high destiny.March 22, 1937.

"Moved to the Very Depth of His
Heart"
At the Guardian's direction I am
enclosing herewith the receipt, duly
signed by him, of the contribution sent

hy the Baha'is 01 the 1:nited States
and Canada through their l\. S. A ..
with the request that you kindly ask
your feIlO\",.. members in that body to
transmit to the entire American
Baha'i Community the expression of
his profoundest thanks and genuine
appreciation for this spontaneolls
manifestation of their unshakable devotion and loyalty to the Cause. He
1S moved to' the very depth of his
heart bv this fresh evidence of their
unalter.ri"ble attachment to, ami their
whole-hearted readiness to snpport, h.Y
every meanf, in their power. the vital
international institutions of the Faith,
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and particularly the institution ot the
Guardianship of \'l.. hich they are indeed
the most outstanding defenders and
champions throughout the \Vest.
He wishes them, each and all. ever v
blessing and success, and a mo;t
abundant reward in return for what
they have accomplished and are still,
so zealously and effectively accomplishing, fur the extension and -consul ielation of the Administrative Order in
their country and beyond its confines.

--April 24. 1937.
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
After a devotional servi ce in the
Temple Auditorium, the Convention
opened Thursday A. :\'1., April 29,
1937. Mountlort Mills called the Convention to urder and emphasized the
importance of the procecclings in view
of the condition of the world tooay.
Fifty-nine delegates responded to the
Roll Call at this session.
Mountlort Mills was elected Convention Chairman, and Horace Holley
Con veution Secretary.
On motion, the Chairman appointed Dorothy Baker and George O. Latimer to draft a message to the Guardian. The message, as apvroved and
immediately cabled to Shoghi Effendi,
read as follows: "American Convention gratefully celebrates ullal gift,
:Master's historic visit and consummation unique uniun (ul) East (and)
West. Pledges undying loyalty, renewed vigor extend \Vorld Order
throughout Americas and all 1anns.
Profound dedicated felicitations."
The annual report of the Katiunal
Spiritual Assembly was presented by
Horace Holley, and the general report of the Baha'i Trusteeships was
prescnted by George O. Latimer. The
financial report was presented by Carl
Scheffler, in the absence of the treasurer, Roy C Wilhelm. Copies 01 a
summary of the annual financial report were distributed among the delegates.
It was voted to make reply to each
of the greetings sent to the Convention by Assemblies ann believers. 110tions ~f this character are reCOIllTnendations for action by the :..rational 1\ssemhly. and the Assembly has provided for suitable replies and acknowledgements.
The report on Teaching ,,,..as presented by Leroy C. loas, \"ith suppleillentary - reports on special ieatures of
teaching uy Louise Caswell, 3r1amie L.
Seta, }frs. Smith. IvIrs. \Viles and
Robert Th<..:iss, \,. . ith general disCUSSlon.

THE GUARDIAN'S
MESSAGE TO CONVENTION
Dual gift Providentially conferred (upon) American Baha'i
community invests recipents with
dual responsibility fulfil historic
mission. First, prosecute uninterruptedly teaching campaign inaugurated (at) last Convention
in accordance (with) Divine
Plan. Second, resume with inflexible determination exterior
ornamentation (of) entire structUTe (of) Temple. Advise ponder message conveyed (to) delegates (through) esteemed co\vorkers, Freo Schopflocher. No
triumph can more befittingly
signalize termination (of) first
century (of) Baha 'f era than accomplishment (of) this twofold
task Advise prolongation (of)
Convention sessions (to) enable
delegates consult National Assembly to formulate feasible
Seven-Year Plan (to) assure
success Temple enterprise. No
sacrifice too great fur community
so abundantly blessed, (so) repeatdly honored. (s i g ned)
Shoghi.
Haifa, ;Vray I, 1937.

The evening session was dedicated

to the Institution of the Guardianship.
with readings from the vVill and Testament and from The Dispensation of
Bahi'u'llah given by l\ c1lie S.
French, Allen R. :\icDaniel, William
DeForge and Charles Reimer.

This special topic was followed by
the presentation of two illuminated
Tablets to the American Baha'i Com-

munity, sent by Shoghi Effencli
through Siegfried SchopfiocheL ML
Schopflocher also gave the Convention

a message from the Guardian, stressing the importance of incorporation by
local Spiritual Assemblies when suf-

ficiently evolved, a step which will lead
to the gradual accumulation of endowments for the extension of Baha'i activities. and the local Assemblies must
acquire experience and become very
proficient.
The Teaching reports continued Friday morning, with discussion of subtopics by Lucy Heist) Curtis Kelsey,

Mabel Ives. Mrs. Bmegger,Georgie
'Viles, Louise Caswell, Ludmilla Becb~
told. C. Mason Remey, "''Irs. H. Imo-

gene lIuagg and AIi-Kuli Khan.

~!any

delegates participated in these discussions, which concerned important subjects, such as opening new areas, re-
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lation of Regional Teaching Committees to local Assemblies, study classes
in Baha'i administration, etc.
The annual election ,,,,,'as held at the
beginning of the Friday aiternoon session. Sixty-eight delegates voted at
the. Convention, h""'enty-six voted by
mall, a total of ninety-four ballot:;.
The delegate assigned to the Akron
Baha'i community had not been elected, and the Akron Assembly was not
maintained after April 21.
Harry E. Walrath was appointed
foreman of tellers by the Chairman,
and the tellers appointed were Oni
Finks and Robert Theiss.
. The' election was preceded by a peTlod of prayer and meditation, and no
time limit was placed by the Convention upon the delegates in making out
thei r ballots.
After the tellers had \'\:ithdrawn to
count the votes, Siegfried Schopflocher
presented the subject of International
Teaching, and Mrs. Frances Ste\,iart
followed with the suhject of InterAmerica Teaching. Julia Goldman and
Elsa Blakely were Tequested to discuss
the subject in the light of their personal experience.
It· was voted to send greeting by
cable and airmail to the groups in
South America, and this action also
has been assumed by the N ationa!
Assembly.
At this point the tellers' report of
the election was made by Mr. Walrath: "Iountfort 1101 ills, 80 votes; Roy
'Co Wilhelm. 69; Horace Holley, 66;
George O. Latimer. 53; Leroy C. Ioas,
51; Allen B. "IcDaniel, 50; Nellie S.
French, 49; Carl Scheffler, 45; Dorothy Baker, 43. This report ",,:as duly
approved and adopted.
During the Friday evening session,
Albert Windust presented the topic of
Baha'i Citizenship, on \""hich interesting Temarks were made by Mamie L.
Seto. Carolyn Dary, Oni Finks, Carl
Scheffler, Lucy Heist, Saffa Kinney,
Cbarles Reimer, Ludmilla Bechtold
and Curtis Kelsey.
It was voted to send loving greeting
to Ro v C. Wilhelm and to Alfred E.
Lunt, ~both of whom had been prevented by illness [rom attending the Convention.
. For the Satuniay morning session,
George n. Latimer was voted Acting
Chairman to preside during the ahsence of ~'1ountfort Mills, ..."ho han
been invited to speak over Station
WG~.

Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick introducer!
the subject of Summer Schools: Preparation of Baha'i Teachers, after ...vhich
summer school programs and plans
were discussed by 1\.'lamie L. Seto,
lIIrs. H. A. Harding, George O. Lat-
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The Guardian's Message
"REDEDICATE OURSELVES
TO THE , ' • HOLY TASK"
Resolution Adopted by the
Annual Convention

The delegates present at this
Twenty-I\'inth Annual Baha'i
Convention, mindful of the Guar1ian's successive appeals for the
tl1lfilment of America's spiritual
mission, and his repeated warnings· concerning the perilous condition of the ",,,·orld. pray for purity, humility and sacrifice to
rededicate
ourselves
to
the
achievement of the holy task before the em! of the first century
of the Bahi'i era.
United under the Guardian's
sacred leadership we turn to
Baha'u'llah and implore the assistance and inspiration of the
Holy Spirit for ourselves and our
fellow-believers throughout the
American continent.

imer,_ Amelia Bowman. Horace Holley, Elizabeth Greenleaf, Allahi Kalantar, L. W. Eggleston, Garreta Busev,
~1arguerite Reimer, 11yrta P. Sandoz,
Durothy Raker, Josephine Kruka.
Grace Ober.
Dr. Thomas spoke by vote of invitation on the need for information on
how individuals and groups in the
South can best promote the ~Iessage.
Mariun Little described the method
of teaching used in Kashville, to prepare for the meeting of the )J'ational
Assembly in that city. It was voted
to request the National Assembly to
publish in BAHA'i ~EWS a statement
explaining the meaning of separate
meetings in the South.
The annuuncement was made that
the Youth luncheon would be held on
Sunday, lVlay 2. It was also announced
that a conference between tbe ~ational
and Regional Teaching Committees
would be held at 2:00 P. ",r., May 2.
A healing prayer ,;vas read for Rose
:M artin, delegate from Denver, ".rho at
the last minute had been prevt:ntetl by
illness f rom attending the Convention.
The delegates voted to susp?nd consultation in order to hear }"'ir. ~'lins'
radio address. Aftef\\·ard. it was vwed
to ask the Kational Spiritual Assembly
to puhlisl-t this address in an carl\' issue of fV()rld Order.
~
The :"=.uhjcct of Teaching and Trallling Children "·as intrmluc:ed hv Viob
Tuttle. r. .'Jl·S. Florida Sanford d~scribed
her children's clas"es ill Chicago. and
~lrs. D. Suhm s}J()ke of her \""ork with
children in :;"'lilv.'aukee.

At this point ..."as received the
Guardian's cablegram tu the Convention, copies of which were made and
d!strihuted to all delegates and friends.
1 hiS message was as foHows: "Baha'i
Convention. D~al gift Providentially
70nferred Ay~encan I?aha'i community
1I:1V.t.sts reclplents WIth dual responsIblhty fulfill historic mission. First
prosec~te . uninterruptedly
teaching
campaign maugurated last Convention
in accordance Divine Plan. Second
resnme with inflexible determination
exterior omam'..::ntation entire structure Temple. Advise ponder message
conveyed del ega t e s esteemed coworker Fred Schoptlocher. No triumph can more befittingly signalize
the termination first centurv Bahi'i
era than accomplishment thi; twofo1d
task. Advise prolongation Convention
session enable delegates consult National Assembly to formulate feasible
seven-year plan insure success Temple
enterprise. K 0 sacrifice too great for
community so abundantly blessed repeatedly honored."-( signed) Shoghi.
During the noon session the Convention photograph was taken.
The afternoon session -voted thanks
and appreciation to the Guardian for
sending the two illuminated Tab1.ets.
The Chairman requested Siegfried
Schoptlocher to talk un the subject of
Temple ornamentation. Among the
important points made by ~h. Schopflocher were: that the Persian believers
will not receive permission from the
Guardian to commence their House of
\~; orship until the Temple in America
is completed-that is, the externa1 deco~
ration; it will plea~e Shoghi Effendi
greatly to be assured that tfle . . . . ork will
be completed before the end of the first
century of the Baha'i Era; the teaching
,\·ork must not stop; Temple construction ,,;11 test the sincerity of the new
h::+evers uruught in by the present
teaching- campaign; a committee of exnerts, Baha'i and nrm-Bahii.·i, should
be appointed to submit costs and make
recommendations to the National As·
semhly: a fixed price contract is preferrable to a cost-plus arrangement; a
believer will be happy to donate $100,000 when the Guardian's instructions
are carried out: the ~1.aster's promises
about the spiritual power to be released
by the completion of the Temple will
not be fulfilled until the external decoration is done.
The J-lostscri1Jt of a letter just received from Shoghi Effendi by the National Assembly was read.
Philip
Savilles distributed copies of The
lJnited States Steel ]\/e71ls having the
Temple illustrated on the front cover.
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Allen B. n·lcDaniel revie ..,,"ed the construction costs already met: architect's
services, engineering fees, model and
foundation, $178,000, dome unit induding ribs, $177,000, drum or clerestory, $45,000, Estimated cost of remaining external decoration, $350,000,
not counting landscaping the grounds.
It was voted to ask the N ationa!
Assembly to meet with Me. Schop-flochel' Saturday evening, and that the
Convention be extended Sunday morn-

ing for considering ,,,,"'ays and means to
make effective the goal established by
the Guardian,
Discussion was then resumed on the
subject of teaching and training children. which was brought to a conclusion with the suggestion that information be made available to the
local Assemblies, so that classes can he
conducted in all centers,
Nina Matthisen conducted the discussion on Publicity, followed by discussion and suggestions advanced by
Edna Eastman and :V[abel I ves. Then
Florence Mattoon, Annamarie Kunz,
Marguerite Reimer and I\'largaret
Kunz presented the subject of Baha'i
Youth,

RiJva" Feast
The celebration of Ridvan, which
coincided with the twenty-fifth Anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's meeting on
the Temple grounds, when He blessed
the work and symbolized the success
of the task by turning over the earth
with a golden trowel, was a heartstirring experience for a gathering
which filled the Foundation Hall. The
inner joy and assurance which had
characterized the entire Convention
seemed to overflow into a new and
higher spirit of grateful devotion and
consecration to the standards and
activities of the Bah~'i life,
Albert Windust presided, Readings
from the Bah. 'i Sacred \\1 riti ngs, and
brief addresses from many of the
friends, made this session ever
memorable.
Concluding Session
Sunday morning brought out discussion of the Hfeasible Seven-Year
Plan" desired by Sl10ghi Effendi. Me.
Schopflo~her spoke again, and at
greater length. pointing out that the
National Assembly has already proceeded to act on the wishes of the
Guardian. As regards the form of contract, he stated that this is a matter
which must be left to the technical
committee and the National Assembly,
because under present conditions of
rapid changes in nl,arkets and labor
conditions it may not alVt--ays be pos-
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"NOBLEST CONTRIBUTION
INDIVIDUAL BELIEVERS
CAN MAKE"
In BAHA'i NEWS for April
were published three cablegrams
on the subject of the Guardian's
marriage, The following message \,,~as sent to Shoghi Effendi
on April 3:"Hearts overflo\ving \vith
gratitude, we are sen din g
$1349, being $19 each from seventy-one American Assemblies
for immediate strengthening new
tie binding American Baha'is to
institution of Guardianship. "We
trust this modest contribution will
be accepted as token (of) everincreasing devotion and unity
(of) American believers in service to World Order (of) Baha'u'llih." (signed) National Spiritual Assembly,
Tbe following reply was received from the Guardian on
April 5:"Accep!. Deeply touched (by)
American believers' spontaneous
expression of ever-increasing devotion to crowning institution
(of) World Order (of) Baha'u'lhih. Noblest contribution individual believers can make at this
juncture to consecrate ne\vlyacquired tie is to promote with
added fervor unique plan conceived for them bv 'Abdu'lBaha,"-(signed) Shoghi,

sible to obtain definite figures on cost
f or relatively long periods in advance.
unless the contractor who supplies the
estimate protects himself in such a way
as to bring extra cost to the work. The
construction work involves these
stages: gallery story, estimated at
$125,000: main story, $150,000; for
doors and metal grille work over the
windows, $35,000: and for the surrounding stairs, S40,000, To complete

the lanctscaping of the grounds, at
least :;;100,000 additional would be required, according to present estimates.
but it is the external decoration \vhich
is called for oy the Guardian's message.
To complete the Budget, $30,000
must be added annually for administrative and operating expense, and at
least a similar amount for teaching.
As the costs of construction must be
in hand before contracts can be placed,
it wiJl be necessary to reckon the
Temple constnlction cost within the
Budget of the first four or five y~ars,
as otherwise the actual work could not
be finished by :\fay 23, 1944,
The most serious consideration was
given to these facts by the Convention.
Many suggestions were advanced
which were recorded, and all of these
are before the N ationa! Assembly for
study and action.
It was reported that $1,300 bad been
received by the National Fund during
the Convention sessions.
It was voted to extend to A. F,
Matthisen a vote of thanks for his outstanding ,'"..ark as Accountant for the
National Assembly, Healing prayers
were read for Al fred E. Lunt.
The 'following resolution was unanimously aclopteel: "The delegates prescnt at this Twenty-:-Jinth Annual
Baha'i Convention, mindful oi the
Guardian's successive appeals for the
fulfillment of America's spiritual mission, and his repeated warnings concerning the perilous condition of the
world, pray for purity, humility and
sacrifice to rededicate ourselves to the
achievement 0 f the holy task before
the end of the first century of the
Baha'i Era.
"L""nited under the Guardian's sacreci
leadership ,"\Ie turn to Baha'u'l1.ih and
implore the assistance and inspiration
of the Holy Spirit ior ourselves and
our fellow-believers throughout the
American continent."
The Convention closed with reading
of a prayer, after further excerpts had
been presented from the Guardian's
latest communication to the ~ational
Assemhly.

Delegates to Twenty-Ninth Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada
Phoenix, Edward Ruppers.
Berkeley, l\1aurice E. Bosley
Gevserville, John D, Bosch.
Glendale, Loretha B. ,'on Kirtley.
Los Angeles, ~Villard Halch, Oni A,
Finks, Rouan Carter, Sara Kenney.
Oakland, Charlotte ]\,f, Linfoo!.
Pasadena. I\-Ieta ~'iatthiesen.
San Francisco, Leroy C. loas, 1iamie

Seto.
Santa Barbara, Helen E. Starr,
Vancouver, Roland A. Estall.
IVIontreal, Ernest Harrison.
Colorado Springs, Loulie A, Mathews,
Denver. Rose lviartin,
l\ew Haven, Elsa Isaacs,
\Vashington, D. c., I\-fariam Halley~
Allen McDaniel.
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Jacksonville, Kathryn L. Vernon.
Miami, Josephine Kruka.
St. Augustine, Dr. \V. C. Thomas.
Augusta, Daisy Moore.
Honolulu, Henrietta From.
Mani, I\-irs. Samuel A. Baldwin.
Chicago, Albert Windust. Sarah \VaIrath, Elizabeth Edwards, Allah Kalantar, Monroe loas, Harry E.
Walrath, Julia Sobel, ROUert Thiess.
Evanston, Marshall N. Tyler.
Park Ridge, Dorothy F. Redson,
Peoria, Flo renee Rolfe.
Rockford, Emma Marks.
Springfield, III., Annie Jurgens.
Urbana, Garreta Bu sey.
Wilmette, Corinne True.
Winnetka, »farjery McCormick
Indianapolis, Dr. Lillian K. Sielken.
Sooth Bend, Helen Drymon.
Eliot, Elizabeth Greenleaf.
Baltimore, Mrs, George Stallings.
Cabin John, Alma S. Knobloch.
Boston, Alfred E. Lunt, Helen Archambault.
Springfield, Mass., Mrs. Wendell E.
Bacon.
Worcester, Florence J\1orton.
Detroit. Roscoe Springston.
Flint, George Eggleston.
Muskegon, Edith Bail.
Minneapolis, John \V. Bates.
St. Paul, Edward Schmitt.
Kansas City, Opal Howell.
Montclair, Leonora W. Edsall.
Newark, Walter Goodfellow.
Teaneck, \Villiam DeForge, Curtis D.
Kelsey.
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THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO INCOMING ASSEMBLY
Praying .[(lently ([or) newly
elected Assembly. (signed)
5hoghi.
Received May 3, 1937
Binghamton, Terah Smith.
Buffalo, Harriet F. Bush.
Geneva, Lucy L. Heist.
;>.lew York, Mountfort Mills, Horace
Holley, Philip Sprague, Bertha L.
Herklotz, Ophelia B. Crum, Ludmila Bechtold, Saffa Kinney_
Rochester, Elizabeth Brooks.
Yonkers, :\:Iaud Gaudreaux.
Cincinnati, Hilda Stauss.
Cleveland, Dr. Myrta P. Sandoz, :\IIary
Elmore.
Columbus, Jose B. Acebo.
Dayton, Helen McCoy.
Lima, Dorothy Baker.
Toledo, Dorothy Stotts.
Portland, George O. Latimer,
Philadelphia, Jessie E. Revell.
Pittsburgh, Ruth Randall-Brown.
K ashville, Georgie B. Wiles.
Monroe, Florence Cromwell.
Seattle, Doris Foye,
Spokane, Dan M. Campbell.
Kenosha, William C. Schend.
Milwaukee, Charles Reimer, Herbert
Suhm, Clarence Suhm, Dr. J. \V.
Lewis, Beulah Brov.ll.
Racine, Carolyn Dary.
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TEACHING
HConvey (to) American believers,
abiding gratitude efforts unitedly exerted (in) teaching field.
Inaugurated campaign should be vigorously
pursued, systematically extended. . . .
Opportunities present hour unimaginably precious. Would to God every
State within American Republic and
every Republic in American continent
might ere termination (of) this glorious century embrace (the) light (of
the) Faith of Bahi'u'lhih and establish structural basis of His \Vorld
Order."-SHOGHI EFFEKDI. - Froln

Cablegram to 1936 Convention.
The American Baha'i Community
has arisen to new heights of individual
heroism and collective service in responding to this most Ufl(ent appeaI'of
the Guardian. Not only have many
new friends entered the field of Duhlic
teaching work, but all of the Bahi'is

have intensified their efforts-and with
mature deliberation have set in motion
adjustments in their lives to enable
them to play their parts in achieving
the g:oal befoTe us,
The "pioneer" spirit called for hy the
Guardian in this most important of all
our services, has expressed itself
throughout the country in the following ways:
First: Increased public presentation
of the Faith, its spiritual and social teachings.
Second: Heroic display of individual effort, finding its fullest expression in the movement of Baha'is into new areas.
Third: Collective activities through
Assemblies concentrating their
major efforts in the teaching
field,
\Vhile there were twelve States in
the United States, where there existed
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no Baha'is at the time of the Guardian's message to the Convention last
year ;-at this time, there are onlv
~eyen States where the Light of the
Faith is not now established. \,Vithin
the States \",here Assemb1Les and
Groups have existed, the Faith has expanded into forty-two new cities. In
three of these clties there are nOw active study groups preparing for Baha'{
membership.
Only the united efforts of all the
friends, with the systematic extension
of their plans, have been able to bring
a bout these results. Great stimulation
was given to the teaching work by the
Regional Conferences held bv the
K ational Spiritual Assembly in conjunction with its meetings in various
sections of the country, together with
Public Congresses given on those occasions. The administrative aspect of
the work sho\vcd increased efficiency
in assisting the friends, through the
establishment of Regional Teaching
Committees. The Local Assemblies
have extendetl their aid and assistance
-in the teaching: work Oll t side j urisdictions through the Inter-Assembly
Teaching Conferences held, Circuit
Teaching Campaigns, and cooperation
,vith isolated believers.
The States opened to the Faith during the past year are: Nebraska, with
two Baha'i Groups in Omaha and Lincoln, through the pioneer serv-ices of
Miss Gertrude -Matteson and Mrs.
Mabel Ives; \Vyoming, by Mr. and
Mrs. R. Lillyw hite and daughter moving to Laramie; Oklahoma, with a
study group in Oklahoma City, by Mr.
and Mrs. A. Entzminger and children
moving to that city: },lorth Dakota,
\\lith a study group at Fargo, by Mrs.
~1:argarite Breugger moving to that
city; Korth Carolina. by Miss Lydia
and Sarah Martin moving to Raleigh.
The Circuit plan of teaching, outlined in earlier reports, has been a very
effective method of public presentation
of the Faith. It has been tried with
unusual success in four regions, embracing a total of 38 cities. Many of
the Assemblies report increased attendance at study classes as a result.
Teacher Training classes are of
prime importance, and while only one
Assembly rcports an active Teacher
Training class, yet other reports indicate plans for this importar.t element
of this stupendous teaching campaign.
The Fireside Teaching method continues to be the most effective of all
methods for attracting and teaching
inquirers.
Assemblies should very
earnestly stimulate and encourage this
activity among the members of their
communities as the very foundation
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of their teaching programs. It is the
ideal method tor isolated believers, less
than ten percent of whom have reported doing any regular teaching
work.
The public generally have shown
greater response to the Teachings of
the Baha'i Faith, realizing as they do
that the doors of their aspirations are
closing on them. This has resulted in
increased publicity in the press, giving
favorable information of our activities;
greater use of radio and attendant results. Requests for Baha'i lectures
are being received with increasing
regularity.
\Vhile the foregoing shows that OUT
teaching work has gone forward with
great enthusiasm this year, it is most
apparent we haye only laid the foundation and can scarcely claim to have
begUn the gigantic task before us.
Twenty-one of forty-eight States in
the United States, and six of the nine
Provinces of Canada have no Baha'i
Groups or Assemblies; while seven
States of the United States; two
Provinces of Canada. and the countries of Alaska, Labrador, and Newfoundland are without a single believer.
Pioneers in the greatest spiritual
drama of all time arc urgently needed!
Let those seeking- the gifts of the Holy
Spirit arise in this hour of our greatest ooportunity and carry the g-lorv of
our Blessed Faith to loftier and loftier
hei~hts.
LEROY C. lOAS, Chairman
CHARLOTTE 1\L LINFOOT.
GEOI1:GF. O. LATIMER

N. F.

Secretary

\VARD

I\.-fRS THOMAS

H. COLLI~S

TEACHING AND TRAINING
CHILDREN
The Committee on the Teaching and
Training of Children has developed no
new teaching material during the past
year, but instead acted in an advisory
capacity to the Assemblies and individuals engaging in this important
branch of teflching sen'ke, the while
studying methods and material already
in use in various parts of the country
as a possible basis for future outlines
and suggestions.
It has been found that no two communities have the same or even similar
age groups and types of children's
classes: henc'e it has been necessary
to individualize the service which has
been given. As mart' and more classes
are organized, however, the cumulative
experiences will produce more adequate material for greater numb~rs ..
The most frequent request 15 tor
material for pre-school and kindergarten children--both story and pic-
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toriaL The expense of producing the
latter is prohibitive fur the smaller
number of classes yet organized and
the former can be collected hest by the
individual teacher v{hu knows the interests, capacities and needs of her
group. Baha'j children bave greater
spirital capacity and understanding
than their non-Baha'i companions,
hence they often grasp the Teachings
more readily than is realized. The
creative pmver of the pure VI/ords
quickens the intellect and educative
processes and makes unnecessary as
great a degree of simplification as we
sometimes imagine. A class period
spent in learning the meaning of. a new
and strange word Of phrase in one of
the Hidden Words or some other Holy
Ctterance contributes infinitely more to
the mental and spiritual development of
a child than a story or incident which
~imply holds the interest and attention, and it can be done in a manner
which appeals tu the child and leaves
him with a sense of achievement.
Several cla~ses this year have been
studying the characters in the HDawnBreakers" with considerable success,
The Committee is very eager to secure
from all teachers using thi~ text an
outline of the methods and sections
u~erl.

Several classes are following a character education theme in which the
children are encouraged to develop
thuse qualities which distinguish the
helievers in Bahi'u'llah.
Other classes have followed a course
in ,. Progressive Revelation." studying
the life and influence of each I\ofanifestation in tum. Such a program is par-

ticularly appropriate for classes with
non-Baha'i members_
A number of other groups have
made a study of the significance and
meaning of the special Baha'i anniversaries and memorial days, inviting
their parents and friends to participate
in special programs prepared for these
days as a result of the studies.
The children's department of the
\Vestern States Summer School last
year again served as an, experimental
school with a two weeks' course on the
f<Divine IVlanifestations," concluding
with a charming puhlic meeting con . .
rlucted entirelv bv the children with
their own chair~an and musicians
and consisting of the recitation of Baha'i quotations and brief talks on the
Faith.
Just as our national teaching program stresses the importance of fireside meetings to interest one's friends
arid neighbors, so the Committee on
Teaching and Training Children
stresses the importance of neighborhood children's classes_ The possibilities are limited only by the imagination and enthusiasm of the teacher,
and through the interest aroused in the
children an approach is more easily
made to the parents.
The Committee sincerely appreciates
the splendid services of the teachers of
children's classes and thanks them for
the cooperation so ~enerously given.
CHARLOTTE 1\:1. LIN FOOT, Chairman
~rRS. LEROY
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ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada
1936-1937

Dear Baha'i friends'
Like the clear ringing of a bell,
Shoghi Effendi's cablegram addressed
to the last Convention,- a call to the
deepest spirit of faith, summoned the
American Baha'j community to fulfil
that noble mission established for us
by the Master in the darkest Jays of
the European \\rar in Tablets which
\\'erc charged ,\·ith His vitalizing purpose, the unification of the ..."orld of
man.
"Convev (to) American helievers
abiding g~atitude efforts unitedly exerted (in) teaching field. Inaugurated
call1pai[~n should be vigorously pur-

sued, systematically extended. Appeal
(to) assembled delegates ponder historic appeal voiced by 'Abdu'l-Baha
(in) Tablets (of the) Divine Plan:
Urge earnest deliberation with incoming National Assembly (to) insure its
completest fulfilment. First century
(of) Baha'i era drawing to a close.
Humanity entering outer fringes most
perilous stage its existence. Oppprtunities (of) present hour unimaginably
precious. Would to God every State
within American Republic and every
Republic in American continent might
ere termination (of) this gloriou.s cen"::
tury embrace (the) light (01 the)
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Faith of Bahi'u'llih and establish \'veak in resources, stand wholly apart the Tablets ot the Divine Plan in bookstructural basis of His World Order."
from the forces of disintegration that let form under the title of "America's
Accompanying this message, Loth in contuse anu l--unfound Empires, creeds · Spiritual .1'1 ission"; the appointment
time and in intention, came the text of and social systems? Have we become · of a larger number of Regional Teachthe Guardian's general letter dated evidences that the "nudeus and pat- ing -Committees, with added power and
March 11, 1936, printed shortly alter tern" of a new cvcle has been created responsibility for action; the addition
the Convention as the booklet entitled in the hearts and minds of Baha'is? of a special Teaching Fund in the
"The Onfoldment of World Civiliza- Humble consideration of such crucial amount of $30,000 to the annual Budtion_" Reverently and gratefully can questions may well lie at the heart of get; the appointment of a new Interwe draw nearer the universal vision of our consultation during these days of America Teaching Committee; the
human destiny as that vision today ex- the annual meeting, not to produce adoption of a schedule of meetings of
presses itself through the Guardian- vain regret or personal discontent, but the National Spiritual Assembly which
ship, realizing more fully how the to clear the path fur greater cou rage. provided for more regional consultasummons to the believers is an essen- tnore magnanimity and a pl1rer faith. tion and also for public meetings; and
The world puwer and spiritual au- the preparation of a Baha'i map of
tial aspect of the current world movement, and the current world movement thority of the Cause cannot be pub- · N onh America.
itself reHects, in all its phases and de- licly demonstrated until \'Ite ourseh'es
Four new Spiritual Assemblies were
grees, the \Vill manifested through have attained the right inner attitudes established on April 21, 1936: RockBahil'u'llih. With the mighty task, corresponding to the real nature and ford, Illinois, Springfield, Massachutherefore. are given us the tools of un- purpose of the Revelation. Let us at- setts, Dayton, Ohio, and Glendale,
derstanding and the irresistible force tain the full conviction that we are cit- California, bringing the number of orof faith by which alone the task can be izens of the only ,'!,.'orld commonwealth ganized communities to seventy-two.
in existence, even though in the world During the year, the Assembly of To·performed.
Where else, in this day of bewilder- of material affairs our \lffairs seem peka, Kansas found it advisable to dis~
ment, can the people find such a vivid weak, our activities relatively insig- solve in order to give the declared beand compelling- picture -of true civili- nificant, our aims impossible of reali- lievers opportunity for more thorough
zation as that passage on pages 43 and zation. It is that right inner attitude, study and preparation.
44 of Tire Unfoldment, which begins: humble as to self but challenging as to
A file of 529 Tablets of 'Abdu'l"The unity of the human race, as truth, in which the creative and up- Baha, alphabetically arranged and
envisaged by Baha'u'nah, implies the building process described by the ready for publication, has been turned
establishment of a wurld common- Guardian as the antithesis to the over by the Committee on Editing
wealth in which all nations, races, forces of disintegration can move Tablets after several years of arduous
·creeds and classes are closely and per- steadily forward to its eventual and devoted labor. The profound hope
is expressed that these Tablets may
manently united . . . "? \Vhere else triumph.
This past year has for the first time soon he made available as Volume Four
is the statesman to tum for policy, the
religionist for light to relo'eal the vic- extended directly the collective respon- of Tablets revealed by 'Ahdu'I-Baha .
tory of religion amid the collapse of . sibility of the American Baha'is into reAs haR been reported through
human creed? Here. as in all the gions outside the United States and BAHA'i NEWS, a beautifully engrossed
Guardian's letters since the one en- Canada. !\'·Iexico, Central America, the copy of Bahil'u'lIilh's Tablet to the
titled "The World Order of Baha'u'l- Caribbean area and South America American Republics, and of two PrayJah," we have given us the larger im- have become provinces to incorporate ers revealed by 'Abdu'I-Baha, we ..
plications of membership in the Baha'i as soon as possible into the interna- conveyed to President Roosevelt under
Faith, those implications which consti- tional Baha'i community-a teaching most unusual circumstances.
tute a teaching that applies to the field to be developed with all available
J.'iiss rvIartha L. Root's visit to
greatest ones of earth as to the most energy. The detailed revie\v of the re- America was announced by a cablehumble and lowly. Before we can be markable work undertaken in that gram received from Shoghi Effendi on
teachers qualified to assist in establish- tremendous new territory pertains to July 27. Although Miss Root has
ing the _f'structural basis" of Baha'u'l- the function of the Inter-America been ph ysicall y unable to carry out
lah's ,Vorld Order in all the American Committee. These activities are em- the extensive plans by which many
Republics, \'I,re must be devoted stu- . phasized here .because they mark a communities would have received her
dents, ever in immediate and intimate beginning of our response to the \vhole during her journey across the coun.touch with ShoghiEffendi's evolving mission laid upon America -in the Di- try, nevertheless this very lamentable
vine Plan. Surely, the hour for a physical disability has touched the
mind and aim.
deeper ami riper maturity on the part hearts more deeply with realization of
At a time like this, when the Amerof American believers has come!
those heroic qualities by which she was
ican Baha'i community gathers toenabled to traverse the continents and
gether through its representatives for
Important Event~
meet and confirm so many influential
consultation on the most im'(X)rtant
The first action of the Kational leaders for many years. At present
lnatters of the Cause, it is good for us
Spiritual Assembly elected last year Miss Root intends to depart for China
to compare not only hmv far we all as
individuals fall short of our God-given was to hold consultation with those and Japan in a few weeks. She will
possibilities. but also to what degree members of the National anrl Regional go with the loving prayers and grateTeaching- Committees present at the ful admiration of all her co-v,rorkers in
Dur- local Baha'i community reflects
t11e spirit of the ne\v \Vorld "'Common- Convention. and some experienced this country. In her career we may
\vitness one believer's whole-souled rewealth and conveys that spirit to the teachers. That consultation \,,'as most
general public in our city. Do those helpful in crystallizing- the thoughts sponse to the ~laster's Divine Plan, a
and views and achieving a comprehen- pioneer in ,.,rhose footsteps the collecwho learn about the Cause from us besive Teachin:D" Plan. As reported later. tive community must now endeavor to
'Come conscious that the Baha'is. even
.
though perhaps few in number and the Plan included: the publication of follow.
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This Baha'i vear has been blesseu growth and stability.
with a number 0"£ most substantial gifts
The Guardian has approved the pub"DEARLY BELOVED
to the Cause: the Baha'i Hall at Gey- lication of his successive "V\/orld OrDR. BAGDADI"
serville, completed before the opening der" letters in book form, under the
of the 1936 Summer School, now be- title of "The 'World Order of Baha'u'lDistressed sud den passing
ing followed by the construction of a lah." The manuscript bas been turned
dea.r1y beloved Dr. Bagdadi, Loss
beautiful dormitory; the Baha'i Hall over to the Publishing Committee, and
mfllcted (upon) national interests
now under constructiun at Green Acre; the volume will be available in a few
(of) Faith irreparable. His exthe entire cost of publishing The months. The general communcations
c!llp!ary faith, audacity, unq llesBaM", World, Volume VI; and most received from Shoghi Effendi are,
tlOnmg loyalty, indefatigable exhelpful special cash donations to the therefore, to be available hereafter in
ertions unforgettable.
Advise
National Fund, The gift of a large two forms: the book "Baha'i AdminBaha'i communities (of) Chihouse and considerable land to Green istration", containing the letters estabago (and) surrounding regions
Acre, property adjoining Green Acre, lishing the local and National Assemh?ld befitting memorial gathering
was made during the present year t al- hli<::s and the Convention, and dealing
(111) Temple for which he so valthough the legal transfer will be ef- with the internal relationships of the
iantly (and) devotedly labored.
fected after this Convention.
Baha'i community; and "The World
Ardently praying for him and beA matter of distinct interest was the Order of Bahi'u'I1ah", presenting the
reaved family, (signed) Shoghi.
derogatory reference made to the Cause international institutions and explainin the Atlantic i~1 onthly last summer, ing the relations of the Faith to the
in an artide written by the editor of non-Baha'i ,""orld.
that magazine which has for several
Public meetings have been held by of outstanding capacity can double and
generations been regarded highly as an the National Spiritual Assembly this redouble our existing puulic influence.
instrument of American culture. Corre- year in Temple Foundation Hall, San A newspaper editor or two, a scientist
spondence was immediately umlertaken Francisco, Nashville and New York. a dr~matist, a novelist,· some great ex~
by a representative of the National The accompanying- consultation and ecutlves, some souls with humanitarian
Spiritual Assembly, and literature was contact with believers in various sec- vision, a few persons with linancial
made available in order to remove this tions of the country has been an in- resources-such. a ~roup, not large in
unfortunate ignorance on the IJart of valuable experience, and the effort to number but vaned m talent and influso responsible a man. \\ihile there has assist in tea.ching has symbolized the ence, could rapidly infuse our teachbeen no puhlic retraction, we may feel vital importance of teaching more vig- ing .with tremendous power; for the
sacnfice and uevotion of the believers
assured that the episode is not likely orously at this time.
to be repeated. \Ve believers, of course,
The use of radio in teachin g bas for two generations have created the
long for that day when, as 'Abdu'l- greatly increased, It is surely impres- instruments which such souls could gal_
Balla declared in 1912. the Cause of sive to note that the Spiritual Assem- vanize with new Iile- No doubt that
Bahi'u'II;,h will be violently assaulted bly of Lima was recently requested to hlessing \V'ill come to us when we' have
by numerous enemies, for, as the 11as- carry out a fi ve-day program of de- done our fun part in service to the
ter added. all such attacks redound tu votional character fur the inauguration Faith,
IVlean'~·~ilt:: . the my:steriolls moving
the advantage of the Faith.
of a new station in that city. The re"BahiL'u'llah and the ~ew Era" . by sult of the six daily talks arranged by o~ the Splrlt. IS exemphfied in such sigthe late John K Esslemont, has long the five Assemblies of the l\ ew York mficant achlevements outside the comserved as the most useful introductory metropolitan district, as a preparation munity as the use of the House of
work to place in the hands of inter- for the puhlic meeting of the National \Vorship as· front-cover illustration by
ested inquirers. A number uf correc- Assembly, ,,,"'as very en<:ouraging. Lat- the Bell 'telephone Company of Illinois
tions were brought to Shoghi Effendi's ent spiritual capacity not accessible and the United States Steel Corporaattention this year, and the Guardlan through meetings of printed literature tion.
advised that the book he revised before was aroused by this larger public meOver a long period of years, the
republication, and an Index prepared. dium, an indication of the greater question of a .book of Baha'i Prayers
The new edition incorporates the point things that will be accomplished in fu- has received careful attention. Comof view explained to us by the Guard- ture years.
mittees and individual believers have
ian's "World Order" letters, substiIndeed, as we realize that Baha'i contributed devotedly to the task, but
tutes new translations for the author's teaching is a universal function, not short of a coHection of prayers selected
excerpts from Baha'i Sacred Writings limited to a professional clergy or to and translated by the Guardian bimwhenever possible, and provides a few church services-that Baha'i teaching self, no compilation could satisfy the
corrections of fact. This important includes all the functions of education need, Despite the man·y other duties
work is now more useful than ever as as wen as of religion in the former and obligations discharged by Shoghi
a summary of Baha'i history and teach- meaning of that word-it is impossible Effendi, he has this year signified that
ings for the puLlic and the Baha'i stu- for us to overestimate the potential re- he has made translations of prayers,
dent himself.
sources that will be employed as the and part of the manuscript has already
A number of local Assemblies have American Baha'i communi tv consoli- been received. The title is to be HPray_
either completed their legal incorpora- dates its powers and gathers new ers and 1\1eclitations by Baha'u'Uih",
tion or have sent the nect'ssarv uocu- stren g-t hand capacity. All the arts, as we were informed in a letter dated
ments to the National Spirit~al As- all the sciences. all the institutions of :'I{arch 2, 1937. The part already resembly for approvaL These Assem- human association are alike doors of ceived consists of 182 typewritten
blies are: San Francisco, Milwaukee, opportunity and mediums of expres- pages: the complete volume will thereDetroit, Cleveland, Kenosha and Los sion for the spirit of Bah;\'u'll,ih, The fore represent a considerable body of
Angeles. This is an important action, Cause in America has alreaJy laid so text. Indeed, the work may parallel
and a necessary one for each Ba.ha', firm a foundation that the confirma- the "Gleanings From the Writings of
community aft~r attaining a certain tion of only a relatively few persons Baha'u'llih" \",~ith which We were so
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blessed in 1935.
The Guardian has like\lvise sent h1s
own translation of the three obligatory
daily prayers, and these are now being
printed in a booklet of convenient size.

Shoghi Effendi's explanation concerning the daily prayers will appear in the
next issue of BAHA'i NEWS.

These translations carry us into the
heart of the Baba'i life, offering us ]fldividually the supreme privilege of
drinking from the well-spring of all
healing, all purity and all energy of
inner renewal. The fnll rhythm of
Baha'i lile is becoming manifest, in
the Nineteen Day Feasts, the Anniversaries, the month of Fasting, and
the daily prayers. It is a rhythm not
supported hy our social environment
but in conflict with it, revealing a harmony of mind, soul and spirit, and a
new type of community relationship,
which requires the constant effort of
faith and zeal to be maintained. The
effort is the source of power and blessing in the Cause.
For some years~ local Assemblies
have arranged public displays of a
Temple model~ sometimes ,,"vith a collection of Raha'i books and pictures,
Recently the National Assembly has
taken steps to provide nine Temple
models. to be made from a carefully
scaled and hand-carved original, and
after sending one of these models to
Haifa, and retaining one or two more
for special display in national teaching
activities, the remainder can be purchased or rented by local Assemblies
for their O\vn use, The Temple Trustees ""dll approve any other model
which seems accurate and acceptable,
and thus it should soon be possible to
obtain the use of models in different
size and of varying cost.
Two of the American believers have
made arrangements for the publication
of books through non-Baha'i firms
which have distinct interest and importance for the Canse. "Portals of
Freedom" by Howard Colby I yes has
already been issued, and "The Gospel
of Mary Magdalene", a novel by Juliet
Thompson, will appear in a few
months. ~fr. I ves has drawn vivid pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baba in His association with the author and others during 1912, while ,Hiss Thompson has
infused the dramatic movement of the
early days of Christianity with the
spirit of the ]\:Iaster's references to
those days.
If we- would follow the important
episodes of this year in adequate detail, we must turn to the reports successively published in BAHA'i NE,"VS
from the Teaching, Publicity and other
Committees, and to the annual Committee reports issueU in April, with
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others· ready for similar publication
after the Convention. In all the seventv-one Baha'i communities, in the
sm~l1er groups, and in the valiant ""'lark
of traveling teachers and pioneer souls,
the work of the Faith is being performed with a new measure of intensity, pmver and effectiveness. With
incredible swHtness we are an being
drawn into contact with the fundamental problems of a disordered world.
Here the Baha'is are upholding the
light of inter-racial amity, there they
withstand attack from religionists who
still think that the liberal attitude is
merely a kind of permission for spiritual separateness to continue, without
guidance, without control by the Father
of all mankind. As we encounter any
universal issue, even if in the form of
what might appear to be a trivial local
or personal matter, let us not disregard the fact that these small matters
come to prepare us to deal correctly
'''v'ith the same issue on the largest possible scale later on. Indeed, the personal contacts of believers in any local
community actually involve most of
the fundamental problems of the Cause
in its relation to the world. Until these
contacts are truly universal, we are
not prepared to carry out the real mis~
sion of the Faith.
The activities of Baha'i youth have
continued their rapid development, The
organization of a public Symposium
held in such a large number of cities
hoth here and abroad, and the publication of the youth quarterly, are notable
achievements. Thev moreover provide
instruments for attracting and confirming non-Baha'; youth, and thus
constitute a unique aspect of our teaching work.
It ,,,,'as, in fact, from an officer of the
National Youth Committee that the
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~ ational Assembly received the suggestion concerning the obser'. . ance of the
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of 'Abdu'lBaha'is American visit, a suggestion
,,"lihich, as reported to local Assemblies
in the form of definite plans involving
public meetings and special publicity,
has aroused a most beautiful enthusiasm in all parts of America.

Communications from the Guardian
Since the cablegram sent by the
Guardian to the last Convention, already mentioned, the following communications have been T(x:eived during
the current Baha'i year.
On April 10, 1936, the Guardian
wrote that he was sending a silk cloth
embroidered with the Greatest Name,
executed by Baha'i Zoroastrian ladies
of Bombay. It is to be shown to the
friends at this Convention.
On May 7, this cablegram was received: "Deeply appreciate Assembly's
determination,
High responsibility
rests upon its members. Tremendous
effort required. Praying unprecedented success."
On April 19, the Guardian conveyed
the request of the National Spiritual
Assemhly of the Baha'is of Australia
and 1\ew Zealand that American believers contribute articles to HThe
Herald of the South."
Replying to a cablegram asking for
advice on whether the reprint of the
Tablets of the Divine Plan should contain any supplementary material, sum
as oral statements which were published in the original edition, the
GuarJian on May 19 cabled: "Heartily approve publication pamphlet. Advise publish as preamble appropriate
passages from Gleanings and 'Abdu'lBaha's Will regardin~ importance
teaching. Pamphlet's title left (to) A ssembJy's discretion. Convention plea
addressed to American believers can~
not achieve its purpose unless dauntless pioneers arise and, forsaking homeland, permanently reside (in) countries where light of Faith (has) not yet
penetrated.
Cabling three hundred
pounds as nucleus (of) special fund to
be established (for) furtherance (of)
this exalted, highly meritorious purpose,"
From a letter dated May 30, 1936,
the following passages are quoted:
"The Guardian hopes that as new centers are established in Central and
South America, the Message of BahaJu'lhih to the Presidents of the Ameri~
can Republics may be transmitted to
them directly by believers already residing in their respective countries."
i;Thc Guardian does not advise your
Assembly to sell the l\faIden property,
as the ::Master has definitely stated in
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the Tablet which you have quuted, to un.daunt~d,. to. attain still greater
'take_ care of that house because the heights III lts mighty exertions for the
light of the love of God ,~as lighted in Cause o[ Bahi'u'llah,"
it,' By rentine: the house, the N, S, A.
Here, in these ...vords, lie the essenc~
can for- the present avoid the expenses of all plans and policies for the Amerientailed by its repairs and upkeep," can believers for years to corne! Sec"The set of administrative principles ondary matters must surely be considBaha'i cO!llnlUnities already possess, to- ered only in the light of their contribugether \vlth the text of By-Laws are ti~1l to the supreme goal, and not persufficiently elaborate, at the pr~sent mHted to supersede the primarv motive
stage of the evolution of the Cause, and the primary task.
~
and should not be over-developed by
In a letter dated July 5, Shoghi Efa mass of specific statements related to fendi gave approval to a recommendasecondary and exceptional cases." "Re- tion received from a local Assembly
garding persons whose condition (i. e., and, reported to the Guardian hy the
mental condition) has not been de- NatIOnal. Assembly concerning the
fined by the civil authorities after medi- preparatIOn of an exhibit of Baha'}
cal diagnosis, the Assembly on the spot books, pictures and other material
must investigate every case that arises which, once as-sem,hled, can be traveled
and, after consultation with experts. de- frdm city to city and used by the variliver its verdict. Such a verdict. how- ous local A ssem blies.
ever, should, in important cas-es, be
On July 27, this cablegram anpreceded by consultation with the N,
nounced the coming of Miss Root:
S, A, No doubt, the power of prayer
"Beloved, indefatiguable Martha sailis very great, yet consultation ,'I,rith exing New York (on board the) Berperts is enjoined by Daha'u'llih,
gensfiord, Feel certain (the) believers
Should these experts believe that an
will accord hefitting welcome (to this)
abnormal case exists, t·he withholding
well beloved star sen'ant of Baha'u'of voting rights is justified," And this
lIih."
postscript, in the Guardian~s hand:Three days later the fonowing cable"I fen-endy hope and pray tbat the
year into which "{e have j llst entered gram gave additional emphasis to the
may be signa1ized by fresh conquests teaching work:"Entreat American believers p<1nder
and unprecedented triumphs in the
teaching field within the United States afresh urgency rededicate themselves
and beyond its confines. A systematic, task complete fulfilment Divine Plan,
carefully conceived, and well-estab- National Assembly's energetic leaderlished plan should be devised, vigor- ship, careful planning ineffectual unously pursued and continuously ex- less supplemented by vigorous action
tended, Initiated by the national rep- by every believcr~ however humble,
resentatives of the American believers. however inexperienced. Time is short.
the vanguard and standard-bearers of Sands (uf) chaotic, despairing civilithe valiant army of Baha'u'llah, this zation steadily running ou~. Founded
plan should receive the whole-hearted, on unity, understanding so spendidly
the sustained and ever-increasing sup- achieved, functioning ''''lithin frameport, both moral and financial, of the work (of) administrative Order (so)
entire body of His followers in that laboriously erected, inspired (by the)
continent. Its supreme immediate ob- vision (01 the) Temple edifice (so)
jective should be the permanent estab- nobly reared, galvanized into action
(by the) realization (of the) rapidlylishment of at least one center in every
deteriorating
world situation, (the)
State of the American Republic and
in every Republic of the American con- American Bahi'i -community should
tinent not vet enlisted under the banner rise as never before (to the) height
(of the) opportunity now confronting
.01 His Faith, Its ramifications should
it.
Audacity, resolution (and) ,e1lgradually be extended to the European continent, amI its scope should be abnegation imperatively demanded.
made to inclune those countries, such Impatiently and prayerfully waiting."
Such a message is an emphatic and
as the Baltic States, Poland, Greece,
final
reminder that in this teaching
· Spain and Portugal, where no avowed
believer has established definite res i- effort we may not delay so long and
· dence. The field is immense, the task proceed so slmvl1' as during the years
gigantic, the privilege illlmeasurably of the Plan of Unified Action for comprecious. Time is short, and the obli- pleting the structure of the House of
· gation sacred, paramount and urgent. Worship,
Concerning the teaching plan reThe American community must muster
· all its force, concentrate its resources, ported to tht friends in the Jnne issue
,.surpmon to its aid all the faith, the de- of B,.H,\,'i )lEWS, on July 28 the Guartermination and energies of which it is dian, through his secretary, wrote:
"The Guardian has read with keenest
! capable,- and set Gut, single-minded and

interest the new statement adopted by
th.e ~. S. A. concermng teaching, and
,·nshes me to assure you . . . of his
most genuine appreciation of the steps
that y~ur Assembly is taking for the
expansion of t~e teaching work
throughout Amenca. He is praying
fur your success from the bottom of
his heart."
. That same letter explained the princ.lple to be observed in the preservatIOn of I!aha'i relics: '(Regarding the
preservatIOn of relics associateu with
'Abdu'l-Baha, the general principle
should be that any ubject used by Him
III person should be preserved for posterity, whether in the local or the national, ~~chives. It is the duty and responSIbilIty of the Baha', Assemblies to
as<:ertain carefu 11y whether such 0 bjects are genuine or not and to exercise the utmost care and discretion in
the matter."
It also conveyed this advice in connecti~m with the holding of public
meetmg:s at ~ ashv~l1e: "The holding
of public meetln!;s In tbat city should
be aVOlded only In case it would lead
to grave and very serious results.
?light local criticisms and unpopularIty should not act as deterrant. The
issue (i, e" o[ race prejudice) should
be met squarely and courageously, and
an effort should be made to attract at
first the most cultured. element among
the colored, and through them establish contact with the whites and the
masses. Such individuals and groups,
whether white or colored who are
relatively free from racia!' prejudice~
should be approached, separately if
necessary, and an endeavor should he
made to bring them together eventualIy, not only on formal occasions and
for specific purposes, but in intimate
social gatherings, in private homes aswell as in formally recognized Baha'i
centers.
"The summer schools provide a
splendid setting and environment to
"I,rhich the best element among the colored race should be specially attracted,
Through such association prejudice
can be gradually eradicated, and
'Abdu'I-Bahii's ardent wish fully reatized,-"
-'
Then this statement ·in the Guardian's hand: "I am eagerly awaiting the
news of the progress of the activities
initiated to promote the teaching work
within, and beyond the confines of the
American continent. The American
believers, if they wish to carry out,
in the spirit and the letter, the parting
\"'ishes of their beloved l\'laster, must
intensify their teaching work a- thousandfold and extend its ramifications
beyond the confines of their native
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land and as far as the most distant
Qutposts of their far-Rung Faith. The
Tablets ot the Divine Plan invest your
Assembly ". ·ith unique and grave responsibilit.ies. and confer upon it privileges which vour sister Assemblies
might well e~';y. and admire. The present opportUnity 15 unuttera bl)' precious.
It may not recur again. Undaunted
by the perils and the uncertainties of
the present hOUT, the American be~e~ers n~ust press on and prosecute
In Its entirety the task which now confronts them. I pray for their success
from the depths.of my heart."
The importance of Baha'i Archi"ves
was again stressed in a letter dated
SeptemLer 25, 1936: "The importance
of the institution uf Baha'i Archives
15 !l?t. dll:e only to t11C. many teaching
fact11hes It procures, hut is essentially
to be found in the vast amount of historical data and infurmation' it offers
both tu the present-day administration
of the Cause, and to the Baha'i historians of the future."
On October 29 this cablegram \vas
received: "Overjoyed, unspeakably
grateful American believers' signal
response my reiterated appeals_ InaugUTated campaign fraught (with)
consequences involving immediate destinies (of the) American community.
Shadows encircling sore-tried human
society noticeably deepening. \'1orld
crisis (is) inexorably moving towards
climax, challenging (the) torchbearers
(of) Bah,,'i civilization (to) scale
loftier heights (of) individual heroism,
(to) scatter more widely throughout
(the) length (and) breadth (oi the)
American continents, (to) participate
more strenuously (in) concerted effort organized by National, Regional
(and) local agencies dedicated (to the)
prosecution (of) noble enterprise, (to)
pour forth more abundantly (their)
resources in support (of the) Fund
created for its furtherance, (and) resolve more determinedly (to) conquer
whatever obstacles might retard its ultimate fruition. (The) Dawn-Breakers' (in) previous age have on Persian
soil signalized by their acts (the) birth
(of the) Faith (of) Bah"'u'llah. Might
not American believers, their spiritual
descendents, prove themselves in turn
capable ( 0 f) ushering in on world
scale the civilization of which that
Faith is (the) t1irect source and sole
begetter.,j
The power which pours forth
through the Guardian's successive messages seems overwhelming. \oVithin
the space of a fe\'{ months, his messages
have traversed an area of significance
which in the past would have reached
through thousands of yeal-s_ The intensity, the swiftness of these passing
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BAHA'I PROCEDURE
The ~ attonal Spiritual Assembly has compiled the Guardian's
instructions and its own procedures and rulings, from BAH_.\'i
NEWS and its ::\'1inutes during
many years. This material has
been so scattered as to be practically inaccessible. The new compilation, a codification of administrative material~ is entitled
"Baha'i Procedure" and consists
of 80 loose leaf sheets punched to
fit any standard ring hinder.
"Baha'i Procedure" is arranged
in four sections j each section
numbered consecutively, so that
additional sheets can be inserted
from time to time. Copies are
obtainable from the PuLlishing
Committee at $0.75 each for
sheets alone_
The National Spiritual Assembly trusts that all believers will
acquaint themselves with this
new codification, and that local
Spiritual Assemblies will hold
themselves responsible for maintaining its various provisions.

moments have no parallel in the recorded history of mankind.
On November 2, the Guardian advised the National Spiritual Assembly
to extend to ~liss Lidja Zamenhof a
hearty welcome in connection with her
plan to visit America, and to take full
advantage of this splendid opportunity
for extentiing the scope of the teaching work.
. On N ovem ber 5 the Assembly was
mformed that the Kurdish translation
of "Bahi'u'll"h and the New Era" had
been confiscated by the authorities in
Iraq, and requested to exert influence
in onier to have them returned and
their circulation permitted.
The Guardian's Jetter of November
14 approved the extension of the Committee on Brail1e Transcriptions to include members in other countries_ This
letter explained the Guardian's contribution to the Teaching Fund as follows: f'He feels that this is a matter
to be left entirely to the discretion of
the K. S. A. He believes that the Continuous expenditure of a considerahle
sum to provide for traveling expenses
of teachers \'vho are in need constitutes
in these days the chief obligation of
the Kational Fund. An effort should
be made to facilitate, as much as possible, the extension of the teaching
work by helping those who are financially unable. to reach their destination
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and once there to encourage them to
s~ttle and earn the means of their liveIlhooci. "
. An~wering a question as to the form
m \-{hlCh the successive "\Vorld Order"
letters should appear when published
as a book, this letter stated: "He prefers that you retam the separate titles
of these letters, the full text of which
sho,uld be published in the order in
winch they have heen written_ As to
the SUb-captions, he leaves this matter
to the discretion of_ your Assembly."
Then followed detal.Is concerning the
c_hanges to be made m the revised editIOn of the E.slemont book.
The leiter concluded with these
words, in the Guardian's hand: "I
cannot aHow this communication to be
sent ,,..."ithnut adding a few words in
person and stress afresh the significance of the undertaking in which the
entire Baha'i community has embarked_
The promulgation of the Divine Plan
unveiled by our departed Master in th~
darkest days of one of the severest
ordeals which humanity has ever experienced, is the key which Providence
has placed in the hands of the American believers whereby to unlock the
rloors leading them to fulfil their unimaginably glorious destiny_ As the
proclamatIOn of the I\'lessage reverberates throughout the land, as its resistless march gathers momentum, as the
field of its operation widens, and the
numbers of its upholders and champions multiply, its potentialities will
correspondingly unfold, exerting a
most heneficient influence, not only on
every community throughout the
Bah,,'i "Vorld, but on the immediate
fortunes of a travailing society. The
repercussiuns of this campaign are already apparent in Europe, India,
E!p'pt, Iraq and even among the sorelytrIed communities in Persia and Russia. The Faith of God is gaining in
stat.ure, effectiveness and power. Not
unt.tI, however, the great enterprise
whleh you are now conducting runs its
full course and attains its final objective, at its appointed time, can its
world-encompassing benefits be fully
apprehended or revealed_ The persev. erance of the American believers will,
no doubt, ensure the ultimate realization of these benefits."
1n a letter dateJ :November 18, the
.~ssem~l'y was requested to give Shoghi
E ffendl a power of attorney in connection with a house and land transferred
to the Palestine Branch of the American National Assembly by Siyyid
Husarn el-Husayn, a believer of
Haifa, a property situated between the
Bab's Shrine and the tomb of the
Greatest Holy Leaf. The title deed
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wa~ sent the next day, together ,vith
another title deed for t\\'O pieces of
land donated by the wife of the late
Abbas-Quli. former custodian of the
Shrines on ~.1t. Carmel. The Guardian stated that the total area of the
property O\'Imed by the Palestine
Branch \'\o'as now approximately 58,800
square pies, every 1,600 square pies
equaling 919 square metres.
The letter dated March 2, 1937, referred to the Guard.ian's translation of
the three daily obligatory prayers,
which \vere enclosed, and stated that
the first instalment of his translation
of prayers and meditations of Baha'u '}Jah would soon be sent. The names of
a Baha'i family who have settled permanently in Buenos Aires, moving
there from Aleppo, Syria, were also
given, that the American believers may
extend cooperation in their teaching
work.
The Guardian's love for the faithful believers was ardently expressed 1n
two cablegrams received in recent
weeks. On :l\1arch 4 this message was
received: ('Assure dear Lunt ardent
prayers, profound attachment. Extend
every possible assistance." This came
in reply to the Assembly's cablegram
reporting the ne\"r"S of his serious illness and the hospital treatment that
had been arranged. On April 14 came
this message: "Distressed sudden passing dearly beloved Dr. Bagdadi. Loss
inflicted (upon) national interests (of)
Faith irreparable.
His exemplary
faith, audacity. unquestioning loyalty
(and) indefatigable exertions (are)
unforgettable.
Advise Baha'i communities (of) Chicago (and 1 surrounding regions hold befitting gather:ing (in) Temple for whIch he so vahantIy (and) devotedly labored. Ardently praying for him and bereaved
family."

Plans and Palicies
The formation of teaching agencies
einbodjo'ing reg-ional, national and in.ter-American activities. as outlined in
BAHA'i KEWS for June, 1936, was not
a plan but merely a tool or instrument
intended to establish facilities for increased individual action and more efficient collective efforts. Aside from its
usefulness such pro j ects are but passive blueprints. \\"hat is always needed are the builders who can turn the
blueprint into an actual edifice. That
this preliminary method of uniting the
American Baha'i community for its internatiunal teaching task has acquired
dynamic life and vigor seems evident
from the Guardian's expression of
happiness already mentioned. The detailed facts win be presented to the
delegates and friends by representa-
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tives of the Teaching Committee at a
later session.
To sUlTImarize the rulings and statements made by the National Assembly
this year, the follm""ing subjects are
cited:1. The Assembly feels that it is not
ahle to pass upon the merits of charts
and similar material which contain elemt'nts of fact not subject to confirmation in the Baha'i \Vritings.
2. A form has been provided for
use when new Spiritual Assemblies are
established by joint declaration of exactly nine believers.
3. A form of bequest has been reported in BAHA'j :\TEWS for use by believers desiring to provide for the
Cause in their will.
4. The cooperation to be extended
to Baha'i authors was reported in
BAHA'j NEws last fall.
5. The Historical Record Cards
will not be made a permanent and continuous form of information. The supply of cards has been exhausted, and
those \" hich have heen received constitute a most interesting source of information concerning the membership
of the American Baha'i community at
the present stage of its existence.
6. An improved form of monthly
Financial Report, in which the status
of the total annual budget is carried
forward from month to month, has
been adopted and supplied to the local
Assemblies through the new monthly
bulletin.
7. It has been felt desirable to reprint in BAHA't ).1 EWS those passages
from Shag-hi Effendi's general letters
which set forth the fundamental teachings.
8. After consultation with the
Teaching Committee, a number of
steps were taken in order to clarify
certain questions. as follows:A. Teachers visiting new areas
should have a proper letter of
credentials.
B. Such teachers should be provided with a list of questions
to fill out and return to the
J\"'ational Teaching Committee,
that valuable information may
be secured and made available
to other teachers visiting the
same area.
C. The placing of books in Public Libraries by traveling teachers in a new area is an expen.'ie
coming under the Teaching
budget, The budget of the
Librarv Committee is for use
in pla~ing books thmugh the
local Assemblies.
D. Dudgets oi cash and also of
free literature have been given
the National and Regional

Teaching Committees.
Such
funds arc not intended to finance teaching activities of 10ral Assemblies.
E. As reported in BAH ..\'f NEWS,
a distinction has been made between public and non-public
teaching activities. In areas
outside the jurisdiction of local
Assemblies, teachers holding
public meetings are to have
recognition and approval from
the "1\'" ational or Regional
Teaching Committee.
F. Local Assemblies and individual teachers, when announcing
the Cause in public programs,
should make use of the terms
used by 'Abdu'l-Bahi Dr the
Guardian as the description or
title of the Faith.
G. Requests for funds to meet
traveling and other teaching
expenses are to come to the
1:\ational Assembly in the form
of recommendations by the
N a ti onal or Regional Teaching
Committee and not directly
from individual teachers.
9. On receiving a question concerning the propriety of using parts of
a prayer and not the complete prayer
in compilations. it was recorded that
excerpts can be taken from prayers
provided the meaning is not changed.
the fact that it is only an excerpt is
made clear, and the reference to the
source is given in each case. This applies particularly to Study Outlines.
10. The matter of the residential
qualification of believers has been interpreted, to remove the ambiguous situation existing where believers reside
in one established community but hold
their voting right in another, adjoining
city.
11. The Dublishing of Baha'i compilations through non-Baha'i firms has
been clarified and reported through
BAHA'i NEWS.

12. The Temple Trustees wish to
approve all models of the Temple before they are sold or publicly displayed,
and to have the sale arranged through
the Trustees.
As this secondary material on administrative matters is not readily
available. scattered as it is through
different issues of BAHA'i NEWS, and
in the Minutes oi the National Spiriiual Assembly, a compilation has been
made and published under the title of
"Baha'i Procedure," which codifies the
statements and rulings as well as procedures adopted over a period of years.
\Vith this material has been incorporated passages from the Guardjan's letters setting forth the fundamental prin-
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ciples of Baha'i administration and his
explanation of the Bahi'i attitude on
important current issues. The publication is in the form of ioose leaf sheets,
perforated to place in any ring- binder
of standard letterhead size.
A vast amount of detail would be
spared to the meetings of the N alional
Assembly, and doubtless also to local
Assemblies, if the believers will ac-

workers as Paul K. Dealy, Mary Hanford Ford and Dr. Zia Bagdadi within
the past few months brings us a sense
of personal loss and reminJs us that
those ...",ho remain bear a greater responsibility in attempting to confirm
their like and restore their qualities
of faith to the workers on earth. Our
prayers accompany these spirits who
have fulfillerl their mission in the boclv
and now go to their reward.
-

quaint themselves with this secondary
administrative material. An enlightBaha'i Trusteeships
ened public opinion within the Baha'i
As
the
believers know, the large
communit" is our best safeguard
against iniproper action or unsound at- BaM'i properties like the Temple,
titude, and no amoWlt of centralized Green Acre and Bosch Summer School
authority can be a substitute for a are held under separate deeds by truscommunity which has become thor- tees composed of members of the Naoughly informed. ''Ie may well bear tional Spiritual Assembly. This year,
in mind also the Guardian's view, al- for the first time, a general survey has
ready reported, that care should be been made of the five Baha.'i Trusteetaken not to develop the secomlary ma- ships, and this survey is to be preterial at the expense of the primary sented as a report to the Convention.
aim of the Faith. Our ideal should be The report is a matter of distinct into arrive at conscious knowledge and terest and importance, because the
right attitude on how matters should . work of these Trusteeships has come
be arranged within the Baha'i com- to constituk a large part of the responmunity, for the basis of the community sibility of the National Assembly. and
a considerable asset not merely as
is conscience and not external law.
Baha'i property but as instruments of
Am.erican Teachers Abroad
teaching. It is as believers learn how
F rom time to time, as letters and to combine true efficiency in practical
reports are re<:eived, the friends are affairs with their spiritual activities
made acquainted with the activities of that we attain the balance of character,
our co-workers who live or travel in action and devotion distinguishing the
other lands. Indeed. these activities religious life of this new age.
have become so. important and farThe Guardian'5 Marriage
reaching that it has been felt advis\\,r
e
come now to that event which
able to include this subject in the Convention agenda. During the current has brought such depth of joy to all
Baha'i year, the American believers Baha'is throughout the world and
abroad have been: Martha L. Root, forms the great climax of this Baha'i
Agnes Alexander, Clara and Adelaide year-the Guardian's marriage.
On March 27 this cablegram was
Sharp; Marion Jack, Charles and Helen Bishop, 1fark Tobey, Loral Schop- received: "Announce Assemblies cel£locher, Gita Orlova, Siegfried Schop- ebration marriage beloved Guardian.
£locher, Frances Stewart, Elizabeth Inestimable honor conferred upon
Pilkington, Leonora Holzapple, Louis handmaid of Baha'u'llili Ruhiyyih
and Louise Gregory, Nellie S. French, Khanum Miss Mary Maxwell. Union
Edward and Loulie Mathews, Amelia of East and West proclaimed by Baha'i
B. Collins, Lena Gutbarlet, Mrs. Faith cemented." (Signed) Ziaiyyih,
Jeanne and. Miss Jeanne Bolles. Isabel Mother of the Guardian.
The followin~ acknowledgements
Dodge, and Beatrice Irwin. Of such
believers Bah;i'u'llah has said: "They were cabled immediately by the Nationthat- have forsaken their country for al Assembly.
To ZiaiYJlih Khanum: "Assemhlles
the purpose of teaching Our Causethese shaH the Faithiul Spirit strength- will rejoice your heart-stirring anen through its power." \Ve admire and nouncement. Beseech divine blessings."
To Shoghi Effendi: "Jo)'ollsl)' acappreciate their services. \Ve long
for greater -capacity to promote their claim historic event so auspiciously
uniting- in eternal bond the destiny of
plans.
East and West."
In Memoriam
On Thofarch 30, this message came
Year by year the true American from the Guard ian: "Ocepl y moved
Baha'i pioneers-those ",.-ho founded your message. In::;titution (of) Guarthe Faith on this continent-are re- dianship, head cornerstone (of the)
moved from our ranks and raised to Administrative Order (of the) Cause
(of) Baha'u'l1ah. already ennobled
the higher station of service in the
Kingdom unseen. The pas$ing ot such through its organic connection with
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(the) Twin Founders (oi the) Hahit·i
Faith, is now further reinforced
through direct association with "Vest
and particularly with (the) American
belie·vers, whose spiritual destiny is to
llsher in (the) World Order (of)
Baha'u'llih. For my part (I) desire
(to) congratulate community (of)
American belie·vers on acquisition (of)
tie vitally binding them to so weighty
an organ of their Faith,"
On April 3, the :National Spiritual
Assembly sent this further message on
behalf of all American Baha'is;
"Hearts overflowing with gratitude, we
are sending $1349, being $19 each hom
seventy-one American Assemblies for
immediate strengthening new tie binding American Baha'is to institution of
Guardianship. \Ve trust this modest
cuntribution will be accepted as token
(of) ever-increasing devotion and
unity (of) American belie ....ers in service to World Order (oi) Baha'u'llah."
On April 5 was received the Guardian '5 response: "Accept.
Deeply
touched (by) American believers'
spontancou:5 expression of ever-increasing devotion to crowning institution (of) World Order (of) Baha'u'Hah. Noblest contribution individual
belie·vers Can make at this juncture to
consecrate newly-acquired tie is to promote with added fervor unique plan
conceived for them by 'Abdu'lBaM."
Any comment would be unbecoming,
for this historic event will forever be
enshrined for Baha'is in the Guardian's
own words.
In conclusion, one of the prayers
newly translated by Shoghi Effendi is
offered up in appeal that the Holy
Spirit may penetrate the soul of every
Baha'i and confirm our steadfast unity
on the field of action.
"Glorifted art Thou, 0 Lord our
God! We beseech Thee by Him Who
is Thy Most Great Name, Who hath
been sorely afflicled by such of Thy
creatures as ha've repudiated Thy truth~
mId Who oolh been hemmed in by
sorrows which no tongue can describe~
to grant that we tnay remember Thee
and celebrate Th y' praise, in these days
when all oove lur1Wd o:way from Thy
beau4y. have disputed wilh Thee, and
turned away disdainfully from Him
Who is the Revealer of Thy CattSe.
lVon, is there, 0 our Lord, to help
Thee except Thine own Self, and no
pou!er to succor Thee sa7.Je Thz:ne own
power.
'~W' e entreat Thee to enable us to
clea<'e steadfostlv to Thy love and Thy
remembrance. This is, verily, with£"
our pmt'l'Y, a·nd Thou art the One that
knoweth all that is in us. Thou, in
truth, art kno·winq, apprised of all. De-
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pri'i--'e us not) 0 our Lord, of the splendors of the lighl of Thv face, whose
brightness hath illuminated the u!hole
earth. .No God is Ihere beside Thee,
the Most Powerful, Ihe All-Glorious,

the E'l'er-Forgi'l.!ij.~g.'-'

By:

Yours faithfully,
National Spiritual Assembly
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary.

MARTHA L. ROOT SAILS
FOR TEACHING IN FAR EAST
A telegram received from Miss
Martha Root during the Convention
period was read to the delegates, reporting her departure from San Francisco on S. S. Tatsutam.arH, sailing
May 20, 1937,
The prayers and loving thoughts of
the American Baha'is accompany tl:Jis
-devoted International Baha'i teacher
:as she undertakes one more great mission for the sake of the Faith she has
served with such notable success.
A SUGGESTION TO
ISOLATED BELIEVERS
Both the National Assembly and the
Teaching Committee are doing a11 in
their power to assist and encourage
'the isolated Bahi'is, so that they may
ieel themselves a part of the American
'Baha'i community and do their part
in promoting the Faith.
Attendance at the Baha'i Summer
-Schools offers these isolated friends
one of the best opportunities to mingle
with other believers, study the Teachings under- most favorable conditions,
and make contact with the dynamic
.spirit of the Cause.
The suggestion is therefore laid before the isolated Baha'is, and the mem. bers, 0 f small local grau ps that each do
his utmost to attend the nearest Summer School this year.
ANNOUNCEMENT
OF ANNUAL SOUVENIR
OF 'AB'oU'L-BAHA
The Annual Souvenir of 'Ahrlu'l'Bah3 will be held this year at West
Englewood on Saturday, June 26th,
program to be!;in' ai 2 P. M.
During the afternoon the J\T ationa!
,Spiritual Assembly will hold dedicatory
·servi<:es in commemoration of the
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the
Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'I·Bahi in
1912, in the grove. Mountfort ::Vlills
will ·preside.
The tentative' pr'ogram includes: an
110ur of music, beginning at two o'clock.
by the Bergen County Music Project
-of the Works Progress Administration.
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The reader of the address made by
'Abdu'l-Bahi in 1912 will be Mrs, E,
B. Kinney; Speakers will be: Roy
\Vilhelm, Mountforrl Mills, Edward B.
Kinney, Dc Ali-Kllli Khan and Mrs.
Grace Ober.
It is planned to serve a box-lunch
at a nominal cost after the meeting,
around five o'clock. There will be no
evening meeting as in former years.
It is expected- that this procedur~ ,""ill
give the many friends, who usually
gather at the Souvenir, a better opportunity to visit with each other.
All the Baha'is and their friends are
invited to this Annual Souvenir, and
this being the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary it is hoped that special efforts
will be made by all who possibly can
to attend and bring as many friends as
they wish.
LETTER FROM
YOUTH COMMITTEE
To the Baha'i Youth of the United
States and Canada.
Dear fellow youth:
The National Youth Committee asks
your kind assistance in regard to four
projects:
1. After seeing some of the splendid
snapshots and photographs taken
at the Youth Day symposiums,
the Committee conceived the idea
to prepare a folder of youth pichires to he circulated throughout
the youth communities.
Undoubtedly you too have been
wundering for a long time ""That
Marion Holley and some of the
other youth really look like. If
you think tbis '.vay of meeting
each other 'i.",,·ill strengthen our
unity and help us to work better
as an organi Sill, please send in
individual youth pictures and
youth group pictures, whenever
possible, \"..ith your name and
address. and we ·shall trv to send
the folder to you in th; order in
which your photographs were recei\'ed.
2. Please send in articles for BaJui/i
Youth, especially on subjects relating to those of the ),{arch 7
symposiums.
3, \Ve enlist yuur help in obtaining
the name and address of all
Baha'i youth who are students in
colleges. (Pictures, manuscripts.
anrl list of college students to be
sent to Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace
Ave., Alhany, N. V,)
4. The members of the Eastern area
are specialty urged to interest all
Balla:! youth and their friends in
attending the Green Acre Sum-

mer School-Youth \Veek, Aug.
1-8. Ii you would like to have
the movin~ picture of last year's
Youth \\'eek at Green Acre
shown in your community, write
at once to Dorothea I'vlorrell, 203
Fenimore Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thank you sincerely for your cooperation.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
A number of important additions to
the Baha'i literatures are brought to
the attention of the friends.

Three Obligatory Daily Prayers,
translated by Shoghi Effendi, This
authentic text replaces all former
translations of the daily prayers. The
three prayers are printed in booklet
form. Paper covers, per copy
$0.10 net
The Balun World, Vol. VI, ior the
period 1934-1936. This volume contains 772 pages, with many illustrations. The three frontispiece iHustra·
tions are, a photograph of 'Abdu1Bahi chosen by the Guardian, Temple
dome and clerestory section, and facsimile of appreciation written by Dowager Queen 11arie of Rumania. The
list of contents and of illustrations is
too extensive even to indicate in this
brief space. Shoghi Effendi commends
each successive volume of The Baha'i
\\rorld as a most important teaching
medium. Per copy .. , .... " ... $3,00
Baha'; Procedu.re, the new compilation of secondarv administrative material prepared by~the ),Jational Spiritual
Assembly in loose-leaf form.
Per
copy .. : ...... ".,,''', ...... $0.75
Index to Bahdi N mIS, prepared by
Mrs, ::Vlay Stebbins. This index covers the period 1934-1936, BAHA'i
NEWS "0, 80 to ;\10. 104.
Mimeo!;raphed, Per copy. , , , .... ,$0.35 net
St!<dy Outlines, on Public Speaking,
and on Principles of Creative Vvriting.
These two Outlines were prepared by
lvIrs, Doris McKay. Mimeof(raphed.
Per copy. , .............. ,$0.10 tiel
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand
Central Annex, New York, N. Y., or
to Western Division, :Mrs. Emma F.
Smith, 940 Leavenworth Street, San
Francisco. Calif.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS

Local Assemblies have reported the
following additions to their community
voting lists.
Glendale, fouf. Lima, four. Kansas
City, three. Los Angeles, three. Peoria.
t\vo. Spokane, 1\\'0. :Jew York. two.
Detroit. one. San FranC"isco, nne. ].1 uskeg-on, two.

BAHA'I
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto e,/fry confident bel1e'lNY the cup that is hfe indeed. It bestoweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everIMling [ife.-Balui'u'llah.
Mrs. Mary D. Culver, Eliot.
Mrs. E. L. Cavanee, Urbana.
Mrs. Flora P. Stone, Uruana.
Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, Augusta.
Miss Harriet v\"il1iams, Boston.

CORRECTIONS
Correction is made of several errors
which inadvertently have appeared in
recent issues _of BAHA'i NEWS.
"Public Meetings in Nashville." The
members of the National Assembly met
with the local Assemblv and visiting
believers at the home of Mrs. A. N.
Johnson.
. Contacts Committee, annual report.
The name of Miss Ethel Revell was
omitted in the list of members.
Committee on Braille Transcriptions, annual report. The chairman is
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1·!rs. Constance Rodman.
Index Committee, annual report.
The chairman is l\.frs. H A Harding.

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
SPecial Notice
\~-ill the JfOung people who come to
the youth session bring your copy of
the Dispensation of Balui·u.'liah?
An effort is being made to have
more music at all the sessions at Louhelen this summer. If you play a
musical instrument will you please
bring it.
Those attending the general sessions
will find a copy of Gleanings from the
Writings of BaM'u.'Urih valuable to
have with them.
~fay we ask adults to generously refrain from writing for reservations for
themselves at the youth sessioll. Unfortunately there are not sufficient accommodations for other than the young
people for this fOUT day session,
Please see March issue of BAH1Vi
I\"'EWS for complete program and dates
for all sessions.

ANNUAL REPORT
Trustees for the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of the United States and Canada
1936-1937

When the Declaration ot Trust was
adopted in 1927, creating a corporate
body, known as a Voluntary Trust, of
the National Spiritual A5Sembly, it was
felt that this form of organization
would· relieve the Assembly of some of
the more material and practical duties
that had consumed so much of its time.
especially in handling the Temple and
Green Acre properties, Since that
tilne.. however, the duties and problems have increased greatly f rom year
to vear. \OVith the construction of the
Tei"llple and its maintenance, the magnificent gifts of the valuable properties at \Vest Englewood, Geyserville,
and the historic house at ),,[alden, the
National Assemblv has now become
the administrative ·body of a group of
estates that extends from Maine to
California with a present value of more
than a million dollars. :;'\:iorever, the
responsibility of directing the spiritual
affairs of an ever-increasing community
have augmented correspondingly.
\Ve may justly rejoice at the manj·
fest evidences of the growth and conso1idation of the Faith of Baha'u'llah
in the \o,.·esiem \vorld, when we contrast this present condition of the
Cause in America with the eventful

first Baha'i Convention in 1909, when
the Chicago Spiritual Assembly turned
oyer to the Baha'i Temple Unity, our
first corporation, two lots in the Village of Wilmette, costing $2000.00 and
a cash fund of $3665.44 for the purchase of more land for the Temple site.
This present achievement has been the
result of an ever-increasing unity of
purpose, inspired by the encouragement of our beloved l\.:Iaster, 'Abdu'lBaha., the unerring guidance of Shog-hi
Effendi and the never-failing prayers
and laval financial assistance of our
Orient~l brothers and .sisters.
1n order tu protect the National
Fund from any contingency that might
financially involve one of our properties and to meet the legal r~quirements
of ownership under the diverse laws
of the States in which we holci real estate, it bas been necessary for the N ationa! Assembly to form separate
bodies of Trustees· for their manage·
ment. Thus at the present time there
are Sl'ven corporate trusts,-The N ational Spiritual Assembly of the
Dahi'is oi the United States and
Canada, the Temple T rttstees, the
C;reen Acre Trustees, the \ViJhelm
Trustees, the Bosch Trustees, the Ivlal-
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den Trustees and American National
Spiritual Assemblv, Palestine Branch
which has been in~orporated under th~
law of Palestine. Th~ membership of
all these trusteeships is the same as
tha~ of the Xational Assembly, as are
theIr officers, and are elected annually
by the same vote that elects the Assembly. The election of the various
trustees must be recorded each year in
the County of every State where the
Trusts hold property, amI separate sets
of 1\,.1inutes have to be kept for each
trusteeship. The Palestine Branch was
organized at the direction of the
Guardian, not as a foreign corporation
or a charitable trust, but as a "religious
soci~ty" enjoying all the privileges attachmg to recognized religious institutions in the Holy land, and holds
title to the various pieces of property
surrounding the sacred shrines on
l\-Iount Carmel.
To assist in the management of these
properties, the Tru~tees have appointed
.1\·laintenance Committees which have
rendered valuable assistance.
The
Trustees are concerned only with the
maintenance of the properties and act
"for the benefit of the :;]ational Spiritual Assembly". This latter body is responsible for the programs, meetings,
schools and other Baha'i uses. All financial income and expenditure is controlled by the Kational Baha'i Fund,
which according to Shoghi Effendi is
"the life~blood of these nascent institutions" and "the bedrock on which all
other _ institutions must necessarily
rest". Therefore it may be of intere;t
to brieflv review the historical background ~of these various trusteeships
and point out the duties and obligations
entailed in their administration.

Temple Trustees
The inception of the :),1ashriq'ulAdhklIr in the West dates back to the
Spring of 1903, when, upon recei·ving
news and pictures of the laying of the
corner-stone of the first Baha'i Temple
in Ishkabad, Russia, the House of
Spirituality in Chicago, inspired by that
great event, supplicated 'Abdu'l-Baha
for permission to erect a Mashriq'ulAdhkar in America. ·The Master sent
a Tahlet in reply stating: "I was rejoiced through your endeavors in this
glorious Cause, made with joy and
good interest. I pray God to aid you
in exalting His \\-' ord, and in establishing the Temple of Worship, through
His grace and ancient mercy. Verily,
ye are the first to arise for this Glorious Cause in that vast region, Soon
'''''ill ye see the spreau of this enterprise
in the world, ancl its resoUllding voice
shall go through the ears of the people
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in all parts. Exert your energy in accomplishing what ye have undertaken,
so that this gloriuus Temple may be
built, that the beloved of God may assemble therein and that they may pray
and offer glory to God for guiding
them to His K-ingdom_t'
The history of the early progress,~
the steady acquisition of the land in
Wihnette, the dedication of the Temple
grounds on May 1, 1912 by 'Abdu'lBaha, the selection of the Temple design, the sinking of the nine caissons
and the erection of the Foundation
Hall,~is well known to the friends,
All this work was accomplished under
the direction of the Bahi'i Temple
Unity, the old corporation. which \. . as
in turn instructed by the believers each
year at the annual Baha'i Convention.
It is of historical interest to recall that
the final payment on the main tract of
Temple property was made on October
2, 1912 while the Master was still in
America.
After the incorporation of the National Spiritual Assembly in 1927, the
first major step was the establishment
of the Temple Trusteeship, The Indenture creating this Trust was recorded in Cook rountv, Illinois, as
document 10204534 on 'November 13,
1928, The first meeting of the Trustees was held on January 12, 1929,
With the recording of this Indenture
the title to the Temple property passed
from the Baha'i Temple Unity to the
Temple Trustees.
One of the first things done by the
Trustees was to start a Temple building fund by placing $67,000,00 in U, S.
Certificates of Indebtedness at 4;!i per
cent. K 0 bank failure could impair the
payments 0 f t hi s obligation. The T rustees then took a further precautionary
step by passing- a resolution that no
invested funds or securities could be
withdrawn from the Temple Fund
without written authorization signed
by at least five of the members. ShortI): $20,000.00 more was added to
this fund and then came a glorious
gift from two Baha'is of $100,00000
and another gift of $1900,00 from a
friend who gave up a trip to Haifa
because the Guardian had laid such
stress on the completion of the Temple Fund. By Convention time, April,
1929, a period of three months from
the commencement of the building
fund, there was $210,000,00 on hand.
Owing to the increasing height of
Lake l\-lichigan, it became necessary,
in 1930, to put in a bulkhead of interlocking sheet steel piling on the Lake
ShoTe tract at a cost of $7844,35.
March, 1930 saw the fulfillment of the
condition laid down by Shoghi Effendi,
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that $400,000.00 should be in hand "efore the next stage of Temple construction could he: started. The friends
",rill recall that upon the recommendation of t he Research Service. it ,,,,'as decided to erect the em ire super-strm.-"lure
of the Temple, rather than build just
the complete first story. The wisdom
of this decision is known to the friends
throughout the Baha'i world.
The next step aiter the completion
of the structure was the outer decora...:
tion of the building, Again expert advice made it possible to start from the
top rather than the base of the Temple,
and the present beauty of the Dome,
as it glistens in view from miles
around, is a shining evidence of what
the entire Temple will look like when
completed. You are familiar with the
financial struggle to complete the final
payments for the clere-story section to
Mr, J. J. Earley, whose artificial stone
process made possible the execution
of the beautiful designs of the architect, ~{r. Louis Bourgeois. At a period
when the world was in the 1hroes of a
severe depression, the Baha'is carried
on operations while many a religious
edifice, backed hy great wealth, had
abandoned further construction. Once
more the inspiring guidance of Shoghi
Effendi and the faith of the friends
carried us on. The Trustees had many
an anxious moment over the problem
of meeting the final payments and our
Treasurer had to make a Bank loan
of $10,000.00, without mortgaging any
property, a direct obligation on the
Trustees. This loan was paid in full
hut it was still necessarv to borrow
$5500.00 from two individ~als in order
to complete the contract with ~lr.
Earley,
The Tr11stees are happy to report
that this final obligation has recently
heen discharged and also the final pavment on the purchase contract of the
Studio buildin(T has heen made to :vr rs.
Pemberton. Considerahle renair is
neederf on the Studio and the ~{ainten
ance Committee has heen in~tructed to
obtain competitive bids for the cost of
minimum necessary repairs to he done
this Spring. CertaIn needed repairs on
the Temple have been taken care 01
durin~ the vcar. in oruer to stoo ,"..-ater
leakage. The '","ork nf water-nroofing
the entire sloning surface of the ramo
was completed at a cost of $1289.87.
It was found that owing- to the porous
condition of the surface, due to a long
period of '...·eather exposure, the contractor had to use more material than
originally contracted for. The metal
gutters and flashings and hroken tiles
will be repaired at a cun tract cost 0 f
$378.00.
Tbe vertical surface of

Foundation Hall and the slabs over the
Linden A venue entrance require attention and $500.00 has been authorized lor this work and SIOO.OO more
for the cost of painting- the wooden
steps -and framework. ::.Jew indirect
lights have been installed in Foundation Hall at a cost of $122,10, The improveme.nt of the grounds by grading
and seeding has been authorized and
should be completed by Convention
time, thus removing the unattractive
conditions that have prevailed since
building operations ceased. Current insurance needs have been taken care of
and considerahle .<;aving-s on premium
costs have been effected.
With the sale of the Marshall property ad joining our triangle plot across
Sheridan Road, our attorney has been
authorized to enter into negotiations
with the present owner to bring about
a joint action for the application to the
Village authorities for the vacation of
the stub end road and for the equitahle
division of this strip of land. Pending this action our attorney has been
instructed to take aU immediate and
necessary steps to protect the triangle
plot of land from adverse possession
. or use.
The Trustees have voted to request
~fr. Earlev to submit an estimate of
cost on a Temple model in a size suitable for display by local Assemhlies,
It was also further voted that any
model or reproduction of the Temple
must be submitted to the Trustees for
them to determine whether the model
is acceptable and also the conditions
under which it can be sold, Local Assemblies and individuals are asked not
to purchase or exhibit any Temple
model except through the Temple
Tnlstees.
The exact figures for this report of
Temple maintenance. repairs and insurance can be found in the· Treasurer's
report. However it may be of interest
to lmo,,,- the approximate annual fixed
charges that have to he met. They
are:
Monthly
Average
Caretakers' Salarles ........ . $2,760,00 $230,00
Oil, Gas, elect ric i t y
and
250,00
water .... _... 3,000.00
166,65
Special repairs .. 2,000.00
Insurance. all
ki n d s, Studio,
Cottage, Liability, Furnishings.
Fire, boiler and
860,00
7L85
compensation

$8,620,00

$718.50
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Green Acre Trustees

After attending the Congress of Religions at th€ Columbian Exposition at
Chicago in 1893, Miss Sarah J. Farmer
was inspired to found a center for the
investigation of the reality of l-eligions.
The following year she selected the
property in her home village of Eliot,
Maine, for this purpose and thus an
institution was established as she de.scribed it "for the purpose of bringing
together all ,,,,. ho were looking earnestly
toward the New Day which seemed
to be breaking over the entire world.
The motive was to find the Truth, the
Reality underlying all religious forms,
and to make points of contact in order to promote the unity necessary for
the ushering in of the coming Day of
,God." This beautiful site on the banks
of the Piscataqua River \",,'as afterwards
named Green Acre_ The yearly summer conferences became widely known
and were highly successful. In 1900
Miss Farmer made a pilgrimage to
AkH, and from that time on, the Fellowship which she established to control Green Acre gradually became imbued with the Baha'i ideals. Time
does not permit recounting the grm",·th
and struggles that befell the lot of the
Green Acre Fellowship, the court proceedings to save the property, the gifts
of Mrs. Helen Ellis Cole and others
in the early days and later the financial assistance of the Randalls and the
Schopflochers and many faithful friends
to insure the ultimate destiny of Green
Acre to become the reft.ection of the
plain of Akka and the center of the
Baha'is. 1iiss Farmer received many
Tablets from 'Abdu'I-Baha regarding
its future, and among these messages
the following prophetic statement has
been a guiding inspiration: "You must
lay such a foundation sO that the influence of the confederation of religions
and sects may permeate to aU parts of
the world from Green Acre, and
Green Acre for a11 future ages and
cycles may become the standard-bearer
of the oneness of the world of humanity."
After Miss Farmer"s death, the
Green Acre Fellowship, which owned
and directed the property, gradually
brought the Bahoi.'i principles into all
the activities of the center. At the
annual meeting on August 10, 1925,
the Fellowship voted to place Green
Acre under the control of the National
Spiritual Assembly, and upon the completion of this conveyance, the Guardian on September 20, 1926 cabled this
-message: "lI.lay newly confirmed union
achieve its purpose by increasingly
demonstrati.ng uni-,,-ersality of Baha'i
Cause."
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[n 1929 an Indenture of Trust was
set up anJ title to the property was
transferred to the Tl·ustees. Green
Acre consists of 131.3 acres of land
in five different parcels, The Inn, Fe1Imvship House, the Pines, Sunset Hi1l
and the river tract. Besides the threestory Inn and the lovely Fellowship
House there are a number ot cottages,
an Arts and Crafts Studio, Rogers
Cottage (formerly a Tea and Gift
Shop) and a camp site. Recently the
-:\olcKinney cottage was purchased for
$200.00, making another house available for rental, and the Trustees voted
to appropriate $100.00 for the installation of a water heater and bath in
the Lucas cottage. A camp site for
those who prefer to spend their vaC<Ltion in that manner, has been arranged
for on the river tract. The grounds
will be clearetl and platforms for tents
installed with provision for a water
supply with a pitcher pump, The
Maintenance Committee has been aUthorized to rent Fellowship House this
season, providing suitable arrangements can be made. The land between
the Pines and the highway is to be
marked out in 50 ft.-front lots to be
leased to Bahi'i" who ,""ish to construct their own summer homes at
Green Acre, :Mr. and ),frs. Schopflocher have made arrangements to give
the large Ball cottage with its acreage,
which adjoins the Inn property, to
Green Acre. This welcome gift \vill
provide a house that will produce a
revenue to the Trustees as it can be
rented the entire year. Eight Hundred Dollars has been authorized to
be expended fur alterations and improvements on the Inn Cottages Nos.
2 and 3.
ML Bert Hagadorn, who has served
as an efficient caretaker of the Green
Acre properties for many years, found
it necessary to resign his position this
year. To fill this position, :Vir. Goodwin was hired for one year at a wage
of $100.00 a month. Mr. Goodwin
resigned in l\'larch and Edwin La
Pointe engaged on a day basis of $3.20,
and a minimum during the winter
months. A new sign reading "Baha~i
Summer School for the Study of the
l\ ew World Order"' was erecttd at the
entrance repl acing the old sign HGreen
Acre Inn." Judge Deering was employed to examine the records of certain rights of way to different tracts
of Green Aue land and to take the
necessary steps to establish proper use
of these rights of "vay by the" friends.
The boundaries of all parcels of land
\'I,:ill be properly and permanently
marked with cement posts.
lVfrs. Ormsby has bet'll engaged as
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manager of the Inn again for the season of 1937 under the same arrangement made with her last year. It is
encouraging to rc.:port that, aiter receiving $500,00 irorn the l\ational Assemhly to start the season of 1936 and
purchase the necessary supplies for the
Inn, this sum was paid back and, in
addition, a net profit from the Inn, and
cottages and the Lucas cottage in the
amount of S722.74 was turned over
by the Trustees to the ~ational Fund.
The Inn will be opened on July 1st
this year and offer a"ccommodations to
non-Baha'is as well as believers seeking a pleasant vacation, in order to
make it a source of income to Green
Acre. A Baha'i hostess will be at the
Inn for the season.
Since the burning of the "Eirenion",
a Hall in the I nn has been used for
school and meeting purposes. The
friend s will be most pleased to learn
that when Green Acre opens this year
a beautiful new Baha'i Hall, complete
with chairs, furnishings and lighting
system w-ill he standing on the top of
the slope overlooking the Piscataqua
iust west of the Tnn, This Hall, costlng about $5.000,00 will have a seating capacity for 200 people and will be
used entirely for Bahi'i devotional and
teaching ourJX1ses and for the celebration of Baha'i Feasts. This greatly
needed addition to the institutions of
Green Acre is made possible through
the generosity of .1hs. Florence 1\'lorton. The trustees are most appreciative of this contribution from one who
has been devoted to the service of
Green Acre. The Hall in the Inn will
be used for recreation.
Judge Deering has been requested
to ascertain if the Indenture of Trust
is legally sufficient according to 1\1.aine
law for the Trustees to apply for tax
exemption on the -properties that are
devoted to religious and educatjonal
purposes.
This Indenture \. .·as recorded at
Alfred, Maine, on January I, 1930,
Book 813, page 366.
The operation and maintenance cost
of Green Acre has been a difficult problem to solve owing to the short summer season and the many needed repairs. The Green Acre "Maintenance
Committee ha.s rendered invaluable assistance to tbe Trustees in the management of the property. The Inn was
operated at a good profit last season,
but the fixed charges for taxes, insurance, repairs and caretaker make it
necessarv to receive assistance each
year fra""m the Kational Fund. The
{::;uardian wishes Green Acre to become self-suppurting amI the Trllstees
are doing what they can toward this
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end. The present annual cost of maintenance, not including the Inn and
summer school activities, follows:
Monthly
Average
Caretaker's Sa 1ary ..... _ .... $1,200.00 $10000
Ins u ran c e, all
kinds ..... - -'
476.60
40.00
Taxes .... 642.32
58.50
Water ... 60.00
702.32
Repairs and
300.00
25.00
sundry .......
---$2,67892 $223.50
This year over $100.00 in savings
on insurance has been eff{"eted, The
future destiny of Green Acre was
assured when 'Abdu'l-Baha, 25 years
ago, stood on I\·lount Salvat and said
that a great University of the Higher
Sciences would be erected on that site,

Wilhel ... Trustees
On June 29, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Baha invited a number of friends to the hume
of :\1r. Roy C. Wilhelm at \Vest Englewoexl to partake with him in a feast
of fellowship. After serving the guests
with his. own hands, the l\iaster said:
"You have come here with sincere intentions and the purpose of all present
is the attainment of the virtues of
God. . . . Since the desire of all is
unity and agreement it is certain that
this meeting will be productive of great
results. . . . Such gatherings as this
have no likeness or equal in the world
of mankind where people are drawn
together by physical motives or in
furtherance of material interests, for
this meeting is a prototype of that inner and complete spiritual association
in the eternal world uf being .... Hundreds of thousands of meetings shall
be held to commemorate such an assembly as this and the very \'I,rorcis I
utter -to you on this occasiO"n shall he
reiterated by them in the ages to
come. "
For the past 24 years an annual
souvenir has been held on this spot in
remembra,nce of this meeting. A few
years after this event, '\Ir. \\lilhelm,
in his spare moments, erected a log
cabin and named it Evergreen Cabin.
It has been a center of Baha'i activities for many years. Since 1931 it
has been the 'headquarters of the N ational Spiritual Assembly.
Directly
below the Cabin lies the pine grove
where the !\-1aster gave his memorable
Feast. It is on this site, according to
the Guardian's instructions, that -the
only ~fcmorial commemorating 'Abdu'l-Baha visit to North America is
to be erected. It will be in the form
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of a monument.
On March 9, 1935, :\[r. \Vilhelm
executed an Indenture of Trust, transferring Evergreen Cabin, its furnishings and the two lots comprising the
pine grove to the nine \\1" ilhe1m Trustees for the benefit of the .National
Spiritual Assemuly. This indenture
was duly recorded in the office of the
clerk of Bergen County, .New Jersev,
in Book 1935, page 590 of Deeds. ~
As a further evidence of Mr. \Vilhelm's generosity, a $20,000 fire insurance policy good for five years and
a year's liability policy were turned
over to the Trustees, funy paid, covering these properties, which made a
saving of $584.48 to the ;-,rational
Fund. The terms of the indenture
provide that :1'1r. \\"ilhelm and members of his family throughout their
several lifetimes can continue to have
the free use of the property. An additional gift of 102 feet of land, representing two lots between the cabin and
the pine grove, a garage and two story
house in which the office of the N ational Assembly is located, has just
been made to the Cau se by Mr. W ilhelm. The insnrance on the house and
garage amounting to $112.00 is also
included.
.
The Cabin has been made available
under lease to the Teaneck Assembly
for theit meetings. A separate electric meter has recently been installed
for the light used by the Teaneck Assembly and provision is being made
ror a separate oil supply to the heating plant for their use.
Up to the present time there has
been no cost to the Baha'i Fund for
light, heat, repairs or taxes. It is a
remarkable fact that recently the City
of \Vest Engle\'\.'ood, voluntarily decided, \"ithout any application being
made. to remove this property from
the tax roll. \\lhen approached for
verification of this action, the city
fathers stated that Mr. Wilhelm d':served tax exemption on this property
more than some religious institutions,
for what he -is. doing for the community
of \Vest Englewood.
The only cost to the Trustees is a
Liability imurance coverage which
runs ahout $40.00 annually. The spiritual value of this property is beyond
(omputation. Its physical value is enhancing steadily due to its close proximity to )Iew York City.
Bosch Trustees
The increasing call in the western
States for Baha'i teachers prompted
the )Iational Assembly to appoint a
committee to work out pJans for a
Summer Schoo) on the Pacific Coast.

The site selected for this school was
in Geyserville, California, due to the
welcome offer of John and Louise
Bost:h to make their ranch home, with
all its facilities, a,,'ailable for this purpose. The first school sessions were
held there in 1927. Since that time
the ever-increasing number of attendants at the school each year ha1r e been
housed, without charge, through the
\"",'arm hospitality of ~-Ir, and Mrs.
Bosch. As long ago as 1910, Mr.
Bosch wrote to 'Abdu'l-Baha of bis
desire to dedicate this property to the
universal service and spirit of the
teachings of Baha'u'IJah, that it mighi
becoine a center-\",,·ith a r'L-Iashriqu'lAdhkar-for all hearts who are earnestly seeking enlightenment. The fulfillment of this hope, so fully shared in
by Mrs. Rosch, started on August 1,
1927, when 130 friends gathered undet
the shade of the majestic "Big Tree~'
to celebrate the Feast of "Asma" oli
the opening of the first summer school
in the West.
In the ninth "ear after the establishment of the school, Mr. and Mrs.
Bosch conveyed title to the property
by an Indenture of Trust to the Trus:..
tees for the benefit of the National
Assembly. This trust deed, which is
similar to the 'Wilhelm deed, provides
for full use and occupancy by Mr. and
:Mrs. Busch during their respective
lifetimes. The Indenture was recorded on November 25,1935 in Rook 397,
page 20. Records of Sonoma County~
California.
The property, just 75 miles north
of San Francisco on the famolls Redwood Highway, comprises 37 acres t
,,,,·itb a mature fruit orchard, a red...
wood grove, the 10vely Bosch home,
many accessory buildings, and a water
system with two wells that have never
gone dry. The maintenance. repairs,
taxes and other expense to date have
Lecn taken care of by the generosity
of Mr. and Mrs. Bosch, thus saving
a considerable sum fur the National
Fund.
~h. B~sch has surveyed a part of
this land on the hill-side, overlOOking
the Russian River Valley, for building
sites to be leased to Baha'is who wish
to erect summer bomes. Already two
attractive cottage::s have been built on
these sites and a number of others
ha'i:e been planned for the near future.
Last ~;ear an attractive Hall for the
~chool sessions amI public meetings.
of rustic redwood, completely equipped
with chairs and a kitchen tn provide
for Feasts, was erected and presented
to the Cause hv ~I r. and :Mrs. Thomas
H. CoT1ins. thi"i ,·ear these h""o devoted friends of the Faith have shown
T
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further evidence of their generosity
by the gi It of a much needed dormitory, 88 x 14 feet, of corresponding rustic material, which is now
under construction and which will be
equipped with beds and linen and
reaciy for usc for the school sessions
this year,
This dormitory, fully
equipped, will cost approximately
$20,000,00. The fire insurance on both
these new, beautiful buildings and their
equipment for a three-year period have
likewise been provided for by these
two friends.
Another gift uf $500.00 was received
this year hom "IT. Schopflocher to
provide for a suitable place for the
school and recreational activities of the
Bahi', children,
The only cost to the Trustees to date
has been the liability insurance premium amounting to $39,05, All other
maintenance costs have been paid by
the Boschs. It may soon be necessary
to appoint a caretaker to look after
the upkeep of the buildings and
grounds and thus relieve John and
Louise Bosch from the care and responsibilities they have carried on their
willing shoulders for so many years.
On November 13, 1936, the Trustees
motored from San Francisco to spend
the day at Geyserville, a meeting of
prayer was held in the new Hall. It
was a real inspiration to inspect this
splendid gift of a valuable property,
with its buildings, from these seifsacrificing friends to the Cause of God.

Malden Trustees
In IYOO Miss Maria p, Wilson, one
of the early pioneers of the Faith in
America, visited 'Abdu'l-Bahi at Akka in comvany with Miss Sarah
Farmer. A few years later she made
a second pilgrimage and on that occasion the ::\tlaster said to her: "vVhen I
come to America I will visit you." In
August, 1912, after visiting Green
Acre, 'Abdu'l-Bahi requested that a
believer who might have a 'house on a
hill' allow Him the use of it for a
week or two. Many houses were offered for His disposal, but He chose
the home of Miss Wilson at fiR High
Street in Malden, Massachusetts. lie
remained there for some ten rlays before going to .:\fontreaL Cpon hIS return to Haifa. after His memorable
visit to America. T'he I\ilaster wrote
to :Miss \Vilson stating: "Thy house
became my abode and my home. Many
days were spent in that home with the
utmost joy and fragrance. The men~
tion of 'Ya Bah" El Ahha' was raised
from it and we spread the rdigion of
God. In reahty that home is lvly home,
therefore the mention of God must al-
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ways be raised from it."
Again on :\-Iay 11, 1913, the Master,
in another Tablet to Miss Wilson,
wrote: "The days I sp<:nt in thy
house and engaged 1\1 y time in summoning the people to the Kingdom of
God were days of infinite joy ann spirituality. They shall never be erased
trom the Tablet of IVlemory."
\OVhen Miss vVilson passed to the
heavenly world in 1930 she left a \~'ill
giving this house to Shoghi Effendi,
The Guardian took title to this property and asked the Kational Assembly
to look after it for him, In the Fall
of 1935 the Guardian executed a deed
of trust transferring it to the Tnu;.tees
for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assemhlv. This indenture was recorded on S~ptember 27, 1935 in Book
5962, page 399, in the Middlesex Registry of Deeds, Middlesex County,
IVIassachusetts, Southern District.
Prior to the establishment of the
trust the Boston Assembly had been
asked to look after this house for the
National Assemblv. The house was
rented and the Boston Assembly has
continued to care for it for the Trus~
tees. The house is in need of certain
repairs which will be given atte~ti~m.
There is a problem of an eXlstmg
right of way located on adjoi?ing r.IOPerty, fomlerly owned by "i15S WIlson
which she hequeathed to a relative.
The Tn1stees have offered to give a
release of this right of way to the adjoining owner for a financial cousi1erat ion sufficient to provide a new dn\'eway on the uther side of the house
located on the land belonging to the
trust property and for the alter~tions
in the house l1ecessary to perrmt the
delivery of coal and supplies,
This
matter has not yet been concluJeu by
our attorney.
Fire insumnce for three years ...vas
renewed last year at a cost of $28.75,
Taxes for this year of $191.25, side' . .·alk assessment of $R.64 and ,"vater
bills uf $16,69 have hem paid, The
Boston Assembly reports $148,50 on
hand, received from rent since ).{ay,
1936.
The Trustees referred to Shoghi Effendi the question 'whether the propertv should be retained and developed
for~ Baha'i purposes as a memorial to
'Abdu'l-Baha or whetht'r it should be
sold, and received the following reply:
"The Guardian does not advise your
Assemhly to sell the Malden property.
as the l\,taster has definitely stated in
the Tablet \vhich you have quoted to
'take care of that honse, because the
light of the love of Goo was ignited in
iL' Bv renting- the house the K. S. A.
can fo; the present avuid the expenses
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entailed by its repairs and up-keep."
This brief summary of the origin,
development and management o[ these
sacrerl trusts will give some idea of
the responsibility placed upon your
Trustees in their administration. An
added obligation incurred by the Trustees is that they, both jointly and severally, may be held personally liable
for any damage judgment that might
arise from injuries sustained by the
public on these properties. It has heen
necessary, therefore, for protection of
themselves and the Cause to carry both
Public Liability and Workmen's Compensation insurance. Since the examination of the insurance in force from
1934 on all trust properties, during the
past three y'ears, the following savings
have been effected through the underwriting revision and consolidation of
certain risks:
Temple " " " " . 51,390.39
Green Acre ", ..
211.41
:\-!alden ,,,,,,,,.
24,15
Total Savings"

$1,625,95

These institutions have been established and maintained by your sacrifices, your cooperation in the Unified
Plan of Action, the remarkable contributions, unparalleled in history,
from Baha'is the world over and the
magnificent gifts of the devoted friends
enumerated in this report.
Here is an approximate value of
the-se properties, including land, buildings and equipment:
T 'Hlple with 6 acres " $1,040,000,00
Green Acre with 131
acres ., ......... .
65,000,00
West Engle'Wood ." ..
50,000.00
Geyseruille with 37 acres
40,000.00
Malden
",',.,..
5,000.00
Tutaling

$1.200,000,00

The estimated fixed obligations re(Juired to aominister these trusts, including caretaker~, taxes, heat. light,
v{ater, insurance, repairs and legal expen,.;e to be met annually follov.... :
:\I[onthly

Temple """" $ 8,620,00 $718,50
2,680,00
Green Acre
220,00
40,00
rVest Englewood,
5,00
G evseT'l~lle
M (llden

..... " ,

4000
300.00

5.00
25.00

200,00

16,50

$11 ,880,00

$990.00

Legal FOxpel1se devellding on (onuitions from
year to year.

It can be seen from this analysis
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that the ","ational Baha'i Fund must
furnish approximately $1,000.00 a
month to carryon these trust properties. These figures do not include
the school activities or any of the National Assembly obligations, therefore
when an average of twenty Assemblies, or 35<70 of the total number, do
nut contribute to the Fuml each month,
your Treasurer has grave cause for
worry as the bills come to him. This
is your problem. You are the joint
owners of all these trusteeships and
moreover you have the wealth ot the
Spiritual Kingdom. In the near future you will "''1rish to start the next
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stage of Temple construction, the covering of the main gallery of the Temple in order to hasten the iulfillment
of the prophetic utterance of 'Abdu'lBaha: "\Vhen that divine edifice is
completed, a most \'mnderful and
thrilling motion \'Vill appear in the
world o[ existence." Toward this end
1h. Earley is planning to submit a
proposal fur resumption of the external decoration on a basis enabling the
work to go forward slo\...,ly and at a
moderate annual cost.
Your trustees are confident that you
\,,·ill achieve the destiny prumised by
Bah<i'u'll<ih,-that of ushering in the

N ow World Order-by the establishment of the institutions upon which it
must rest, with a deeper realization of
the Guardian's counsel that your voluntary contributions are an indispensable medium for the growth and expansion of the Cause and "constitute,
in addition, a practical and effective
\,,:ay whereby every believer can test
the measure and character of his faith,
and to prove in deeds the intensity of
his devotions and attachment to the
Cause."
Trustees for the benefit of the
National Spiritual Assembly
By: GEORGE O. LATIMER.

INSERT BAHA'I NEWS, JUNE, 1937

"PROSECUTE UNINTERRUPTEDLY TEACHING CAMPAIGN
RESUME WITH INFLEXIBLE DETERMINATION EXTERIOR
ORNAMENTATION ENTIRE STRUCTURE TEMPLE"
The Guardian's Call to the American Bahli'i Community 1937-1944
Shoghi Effendi's cabled Message to
the 1937 Convention is nothing else
than a call to the entire Baha~i community of the United States and Canada to assure the triumph of the Faith
of Baha'u'Uah upon earth. The powers
of ignorance and hate approach their
climax of devastation, long foretold in
all the Sacred Scriptures. Upon the
American believers rests the supreme
obligation to lay the eternal foundation
of unity, devotion, enlightenment and
world order. From this hour to the
end of the first Baha'i century the
sacred task must go forward uninterruptedly and with inflexible deter-

mination.
The Teachings of Bahi'u'llih have
become firmly established in the hearts
of the American believers. The basic
Institutions of the Faith have been
forged and developed.. The true qualities of faith) devotion and sacrifice are
fully shown. The habits and customs

''''hich raise the Baha'i community high
above the dissensions of the nonbelieving and collapsing world are
faithful y practiced in more than
seventy local communites. Tasks that
at first appeared impossible have been
achieved.
To the Teachings of
Babi'u'llih, to the perfect Life and
creative Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha, our
beloved Guardian has added a complete
explanation of our duties and responsibilities in the field of action and serviee,
He has interpreted not only the significant meanings of the Will and Testament but also the hopeless condition ·of
civilization apart from the Divine Plan.
There is no longer any need for
hesitation, doubt nor concern with
secondary matters. Our supreme task
concides with the time of supreme
human trouble. It remains only to learn
the necessary details of the Seven-Year
Plan, and proceed immediately upon
the first step of its full cflnsummation.

"FORMULATE FEASIBLE SEVEN-YEAR PLAN INSURE SUCCESS
TEMPLE ENTERPRISE"
The outgoing National Spiritual
Assembly recommended that the incoming Assembly incorporate the sum
of $19,000 for a new Temple Construction Fund in its Annual Budget. That
amount is no longer adequate, in view
of the Guardian's Convention Message
and the munificent contribution of
$100,000 now assureti.
The :\rational Spiritual Assembly,
therefore, after consultation with the
Delegates and prayerful consideration
of the greater opportunities revealed
to the American Baha'i community,
has adopted the following Budget for
the year beginning May 1, 1937 and
concluding April 30, 1938, when the
next Convention will be in session:1. For administrative expense, for
:Nationa1 Committees, and for the
maintenance and operation of all
Bah i 'i properties, including
Temple, Green Acre, Summer
School at Geyserville, Wilhelm
property (National Office) at
West Englewood, the Malden

house sacred to 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and for regular contributions
to the International Fund at
Haifa ................. $30,000
2. For promotion of Teaching in
:North America, South America,
Mexico and the West Indies,
through the K ational, Regional
and I n t e r-America Teaching
Committees, under the guidance
of the Divine Plan ...... $30,000
3. For cost of Temple exterior decoration, the share allotted to the
first of the seven years .. $160,000
Total Annual Budget.. $220,000
Less dona tion already assured ................ $100,000
Balance to be contributed
before April 30, 1938 .. $120,000
This measures the degree of our
material sacrifice. As the continuance
of Teaching throughout the seven
years requires equal emphasis with
Ternple construction, the devotion of
the friends. the readiness of pioneers
to arise and settle in new regions, and

the unified efforts of the Teaching
Committees, S pi r j t u a 1 Assemblies,
groups and isolated Baha'is to fulfil
the Divine Plan represents an order of
inner consecration which Baha'u'lhih
alone can estimate.
FUTURE TEMPLE CONTRACTS
The successive contracts required in
order to complete the exterior ornamentation will be placed as rapidly as
funds penni!. The full estimated cost of
futnre work is $350,000 for external
decoration.
Expert advise and experience, both
Baha'i and non-Baha'i, will be consiilted at every stage of the building
program, to assure the utmost economy
and efficiency in the work. No construction will henceforth proceed until
the full cost of the contract is already
in hand. The Budget announced above
therefore .represents full and fina1 costs
and expenses to be incurred this year
by the l\' ational Fund, under the preliminary estimates before the members
of the National Spiritual Assembly at
this time.
NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND
The believers are reminded of tbe
Guardian's words concerning the National Fund: 'fAs the activities of the
American Baha'i community expand,
and its worldwide prestige correspondingly increases, the institution of the
National Fund, the bedrock on which
all other institutions must necessarily
rest 'and be establ ished, acquires added
importance, and should be increasingly
supported by the entire body of the
believers, both in their individual
capa-cities, and through their collective efforts, whether organized as
groups or as local Assetnblies. The
supply of funds, in support of the National Treasury, constitutes, at the
present time, tbe life-blood of these
nascent institutions you are laboring
to erect. Its importance, cannot, surely.
be overestimated. Untold blessings
shall no doubt crown every effort directed to that end."
The experience of the National
Spiritual Assembly suggests the follow-

ing explanations concerning certain aspects of that Fund.
1. While the Xational Fund has
?ifferent. classifications of expense, it
IS a umt as regards the receipt of
funds. Contributions made out to the
National Baha'i Fund unlabelled in
reality go to sustain every activity. If
contributions are labelled for this or
that particular purpose~ the balance of
the work might be destroyed. The
Temple cannot be constructed if the
administration of the Faith is crippled
by the lack of funds. Our collective
responsibilities stand or fall as a whole.
To fulfil the Seven-Year Plan, the full
amount of each annual Budget must be
donated.
2. The proportion of local donations used for local expenses, and the
proportion sent to the National Fund,
is a delicate question which every
Spiritual Assembly must carefully consider. Local activities are rapidly increasing, and this is an indication of increased spiritual power, but the American Baha'i community is an indivisible
unit in relation to the Guardian's
Seven-Year Plan. and not a few score
separate local sovereignt ies. Success
in the National undertaking will estahlish every local Baha:i community
on an impregnable foundation, while
failure in that 1arger enterprise would
surely weaken fatally the spiritual life
of the many local communities and
groups.

3. It is for the local Spiritual Assemblies to raise a high standard of
collective response to the new Plan and
gather together the united support of
the entire community. Each Assembly
stands as a Trustee in the enterprise,
a strong pillar in the consecrated edifice. The National Spiritual Assembly.
however. while turning to the local
Assemblies for powerful reinforcement, believes that the Guardian's call
is directed to every individual Baha'i
in North America, young and olu,
newly confirmed or matured in the
Cause, member of a Baha'i community
or isolated and alone. The spirit of
confirmation in action knows no
frontiers and no separation. All are
committed to the sacred task, all will
share in the ultimate triumph.
4. Resumption of Temple construction does not require the raising of
the entire $350,000. The work will be
done by successive contracts, and no
contract will be placed until the amount
called for by it is in the National Fund.
But unless the $350,000 has been contribnted before the fifth or sixth year
of the Seven -Year Plan, the actual construction can not be completed by May
23, 1944. The sooner, therefore, that
work begins, and the more rapidly
each successive contract is placed, the
more assurance will we give the
Guardian that the American Baha'i
community has risen to the height of his
most urgent desire.

"NO SACRIFICE TOO GREAT FOR COMMUNITY SO ABUNDANTLY
BLESSED, (SO) REPEATEDLY HONORED"
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The words quoted above are the
Guardian's final comment on the
Seven-Year Plan. He alone knows the
full power of that quickening Spirit
which 'Abdu'l-Bahi infused into the
soul of America during His journey
across the continent twenty-five years
ago. He alone can estimate our collective capacity to establish the new
World Order in all the countries of the

Americas during the next seven years,
while at the same time completing the
exterior decoration of the House of
Worship. Since, therefore, Shoghi
Effendi has measured the sacred task,
we may have abundant faith that the
task will be fully performed. the mission completed, the victory assured.
As for the response already made to
these plans by the D~legates at the

T\·,renty-Ninth Annual Convention as
representatives of all local Baha '£ c~m
munities, the spirit of the Convention
has been expressed in the following
resolution : "The delegates present at this
Twtnty-Ninth Annual Baha'i Convention, mindful of the Guardian's successive appeals for the fulfilment of
America's sP.iritual mission, and his repeated warnmgs concerning the perilous. condltj~~ of the world, pray for
pUrIty, humIhty and sacrifice to rededicate ourselves to the achievement of
the holy task before the end of the first
century of the Baha'i Era.
"United under the Guardian's sacred
leadership we turn to Bah"'u'l1,,h and
implore the assistance and inspiration
of the Holy Spirit for ourselves and
our fellow-believers throughout the
American continent."
The National Spiritual Assembly
wi11 report each step of progress to all
the BaM'is. All will be made to feel
~ctually pr~sent and personally active
m the herOIC labor. May each believer
pray for complete. dedication, and day
by day renew hiS or her appeal to
Bah:!'u'llilh for the privilege of contributing to the worldwide Triumph of
God's holy Faith!
".0 my friend' The "ndying Fire
""hlch Ihe Lurd of the Kingdom hath
kindled in the midst of the holy Tree
is bttrnz:ng fiercely in tlte »udmost heart
of the world. The conjlagralioll it will
provoke will envelop the whole earth.
lts blazing flames un1l 1:11u1-m'nate its
peoples and kindreds. All Ihe signs
have been revealed,' every prophetic
allusion hath been manifested. Whale'l}er hath been enshrined in aU the
scriptures of the pasl haih beell made
e'l.I"ident. To doubt or hesitate is no
·more possible . . . . Time is pressing.
The Dh,ine Charger is impatient, and
c~n tarry no longer. Ours is the duty
to rush forward and~ ere it is too late
nin the 'l.i"ictvry."-(Abdu'l-Baha..
~
Devotedly your co-workers,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

May 3, 1937.
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LETTER FROM THE GUARDIAN
To the National Spiritual Assembly
The SUbject of Espera"to
Regarding the subject of Esperanto; it should be made clear to the believers that while the teaching of that
language has been repeatedly encouraged by 'Abdu'l-Baha, there is no reference either from Him or from
Baha'u'llah that can make us believe
that it will necessarily develop into the
international auxiliary language of the
future. Baha'u'llah has specified in
His writ-ings that such a language will
either have to be chosen from one of
the existing languages, or an entirely
new one should be created to serve as
a medium of exchange between the nations and peoples of the world. Pending this final choice, the Baha'is are
ad vised to study Esperanto only in
consideration of the fact that the
learning of this language can considerably facilitate inter-communication
between individuals, groups and Assemblies throughout the Baha'i world
In the present stage of the evolution
of the Faith.
June 4, 1937.
THE MATURITY OF FAITH
During this year marking the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
journey through America, the older
believers are reminded afresh of the
countless daily incidents by \'Ilhich He
revealed the reality of the spiritual life
to Baha'is and inquirers alike. ~1any
of the friends recall particularly IIis
oft-repeated greeting: "Are
you
happ.v.'!" and feel that in this question
the l\iaster conveyed a most glorious
truth.
Happiness in the sense of inner
steadfaslDess, calm and unshakable

JULY, 1937

THE CALL HAS GONE FORTH •.• THE PATH IS CLEAR
Message from Shogb; E/Jtffldi
"The responsibilities which, under your direction and In response to
my plea, the American community is now assuming, over and above the
task they have already undertaken in connection with the Divine Plan,
proclaiming in unmistakable terms their unswerving determination to prove
themselves worthy of the sublimity of their mission, and of their privileged
position among their sister communities in both the East and the West.
-the twofold task they have arisen to perform ,,,,,-ill, if carried out in
time, release the potentialities with which the community of the Greatest
Name has been so generously and mysteriously endowed hy 'Abdu'l-Baha.
To carry out in its entirety and to its final consummation this dual enterprise would shed on the closing years of this first century of the Baha'i Era
a luster no less brilliant than the immortal deeds which have signalized its
birth, in the heroic age of our Faith. To the American beHevers, the
spiritual descendents of the heroes of God's Cause, I again address m.'t
plea to arise as one soul and to prosecute \..·jth unrelaxing resolve the
high mission ,,,.. jth which their immediate destiny is inextricably interwoven.
The call has gone forth, the path is clear, the goal manifest and within
their reach. Though their responsibilities be pressing and hea,,"y and
the obstacles formidable and manifold, yet the spirit of our invincib1e
Faith will enable them to conquer if they arise unitedly and determinedly
and persevere till the very end."-SHOGHI.-(Postscript of leiter addressed to the National Spiritual Assembly.)
June 4, 1937.

peace is surely a direct evidence that
faith has been attained. While the
soul is yet susceptible to agitation, constant change and alteration of condition, the degree of faith may be pure
but betokens that carl v childhood
when contagious disease is impossihle
to resist.
Now that the Guardian, in the
words cited in this issue of BAHA'i
:..JE\\,S-, calls the American believers to
the station of heroisL1l, we must redouble OUT personal an(l collective effort to attain maturity in Ot1T innellives. If ,,,,'e can for e;'er leave behind
those hidden, unresolved agitations
that occasionally arise to confuse every

ardent believer, learning how to confront ourselves more frankly, and becoming more critical of ourselves than
of others, the capacity for heroic
achievement will be reinforced throughout America. The spiritual life cannot forever consist of negative reactions from other ino.ividuals or external situations; we cannot afford to depend any longer upon others' praise
and encouragement; but seek to attain
\".-ithin ourselves a fixcu determination
an(l resolve so po v. . erfnl that under
all circnmstances it wiH remain indepcnJent of all save God.
The non-believing society around us
is rent with division, and the atmos-
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phere of the souls outside the Kingdom of Baha'u'llah has become murky
with the destructive fire of discord.
All motives are challenged, all policies
are attacked, and no possibility of satisfaction exists save as a divine gift
to the members of the Community of
the Greatest ).1ame, This confusion
must inevitably one day lean to concentrated attacks upon the Cause in
this as in other countries. \Vhile the
opportunity still exists, may we seize
the privilege of becoming immune
from the pressure of the deniers, by
rising above the negative suggestions
emanating from our own souls.
With what joy and radiance should
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every American Baha'i contemplate
the Seven Year task, manifestly impossible to human nature lacking faith
and sacrifice, because the entire Plan
compels heroism and when completed
will be a most impressive evidence of
the power of the Cause! How ardent
and vigorous should be the spirit attained at each )Jineteen Day Feast!
For while the majority of all human
beings alive at this time are building
their hopes upon a doomed civilization,
the Baha'is are raising the structure of
their World Order and their physical
IIouse of Worship upon the foundation that can never be overthrown.

TEACHING PLANS AND POLICIES
The intensive teaching effort required under the Divine Plan was initiated last year by the appointment of
larger Regional Teaching Committees
under tbe detailed plan published in
BAHA'i KEWS of June, 1936,
The valuable exp~rience which has
been acquired, and the grave emphasis
repeatedly given the matter of teaching
by the Guardian, now makes it possible to summarize the methods and objectives of our work for the coming
year in the following statement. The
members of Regional Teaching Committees, and the individual believers
throughout the United States and Canada, are urged to acquaint themselves
with its provisions, that the work may
go forward with ever-increasing power and success.
L The Regional Teaching Committees are not to be concerned with teaching activities in areas lying within the
administrative jurisdiction of established local Spiritual Assemblies, Their
primary task is to open up new regions
and localities, The Regional Committees are requested to give utmost attention to the importance of this pioneer work.
2. The initiative of individual helievers to engage in active teaching
set-vice under the direction of their local Assembly or their Regional Teaching Committee is the dynamic force
released by the Divine Plan. The entire American Bahi'i COlTllllltnity must
be stirred to its depths by zeal tor
teaching if the goal is to he attaincu.
3. Inuividual activities anrl committee plans alike shoul(l conform to \. . ·[5d0111. so that the llleans may be adapted
to the ends. The aim i~ the confirmation of souls, not the urganization of
public meetings which proJue~ no real
result. Each A S5em bl y and Regional

Committee is to encourage and at the
same time guide the individual volunteers, while individuals who have courage, zeal and ardor are to consult and
endeavor to \'Iwrk under careful plans
based upon consideration of the situation as a whole and the ultimate best
interests of the Faith.
4. The utmost honor and praise
will go to those who can arise as pioneers and settle in new regions in order to establish a permanent Baha'i
community. The ~ational Fund will
assist as much as possible in the preliminary expense, but the pioneer must
expect to become self -sustaining after
a few months.
S. Intimate fireside groups, and
""lise, continuous personal association
have proved to be the best means 0 i
confirming souls, The place of public meetings in a teaching plan is to
attract a group for a permanent study
class_
The whole plan should be
thought out in advance.
6, As funds permit, a budget will
bc given the National and Regional
Teaching Committees, and further appropriations voted from time to time.
The )/ational Fund does not make appropriations for teaching work carried
on by local Assemblies, A budget of
Free Literature is also provided for all
these Committees. The National and
Regional Committees are to prepare
plans and report their financial needs
from time to time. A Regional COI11mittee is authorized to spend up to
$25.00 on anyone project on its own
initiative, but projects custing more
than $25.00 should first be rei erred to
and approved by the 0J ational T caching Committee. The Kational Teaching Committeee is authorized to speno
up to $100.00 for anyone project un
its own authority; for projects costing

more than $100,00, the approval of the
l\, S, l\" should first be secured,
7, Traveling teachers who place
literature in Libraries are to obtain the
books from the Free Literature Budget of the National or Regional Teaching Committee, depending upon the
jurisdiction in each case. The National
Library Committee does not deal with
traveling teachers but only with local Spiritual Assemblies in this matter
of placing the literature in Libraries._
8. A distinction has been made be,
t\,,-een public and private teaching. The
)/, S, A, would like to have aU public
meetings outside the jurisdiction of local A.. ssemblies conducted bv teachers
who have received the recog~nition and
approval of the ~a tional or Regional
Teaching Committee. Such meetings
are to be announced as under the jurisdiction of the Teaching Committee
concerned with the particular region.
9, The following list of pamphlets
has been approved and recommended
for use as free literature: A \Vorld Religion, by Shoghi Effendi; The Goal
of a New World Order, by Shogbi Effendi; The Unfoldment of World Civilization, by Shoghi Effendi; \Vhat Is
the BaM'i Faith?, by J, E. Esslemont;
The Baha'i House of Worship, by Genevieve L. Coy; The Oneness of Mankind, by Hussein Rabbani; Principles
of the Baha'i Faith, a compilation; The
Baha'i Faith, by Horace Holley; The
Path to God, by Dorothy Baker; Homoculture, by Stanwood Cobb; The
Most Great Peace, by Marion Holley,
10_ The form of letter of authorization to be given to traveling teachers
by the National and Regional Teaching Commitees is to read as follows:
"This letter presents , , , (name) , , ,
who is conducting Baha'i classes and
public meetings in , , , (locality) , , ,
under the direction of the National
(or Re~ional) Teaching Committee of
the KatlOnal SpiritUal Assembly of the
Baha'fs of the United States and Canada," (signed by Committee Secretary). In this connection it is pointed
out that the letters of credentials given
traveling believers by their local Assembly present the believer as a voting
member of a Baha'i community, and
do not take the place of the authurization given hy a Teaching Committee
of the )/, 5_ A,
Functions 0/ National
Teaching Committee
A. The preparation of general
teaching material and of general pol~
icies and plans.
B. The supervision of regional activities through the Regional TeaChing
Committees.
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C. The direction of teaching activities in all areas of the ·Cnited States
and Canada not allocated to Regional
Teaching Committees.
D. Enrollment of isolated believers.
E: Summarizing and compiling for
the Kational Spiritual Assembly and
BAHA~i ).JEWS monthly or periudic reports on teaching activities received
from Local Spiritual Assemblies.
~. Routing of teachers between
regtons.
G. Preparation and supervision of
national teaching budget, expenciitures
and plans to be approved by the )lational Spiritual Assembly hefore Lecoming effective.

Functw... of Regl&nal
TetJchmg Committees:
A. The extension of teaching work
to areas within the regions which have
no Assemblies or groups. The Regional Committee is to exercise initiative in the areas outside the jurisdiction of local Assemblies.
H. Encouraging and stimulating
teaching activities of isolated believers.
C. Rendering assistance to groups
and preparing groups for the election
of a Spiritual Assembly.
D. The routing of teachers outside
of Assembly responsibility and within Jocal region.
E. Cooperation with local Assemblies in organizing teaching circuits for
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isolated believers and groups in- new
areas.
F. The coordination of Jnter-Community Conferences.
In order to clarify the functions of
the Kational and Regional Committees, it is recorded that each Regional
Committee is authorized to make deci~ions involving action and in doing so
need not consult the Kational Teaching Committee.
It is also recorded
that the Regional Committees have no
administrative authority. They aTe to
assist the local Assemblies in every
possihle way and also make possible a
coordination of Inter-Assembly activity. They have no jurisdiction over
the teaching activities of Spiritual Assemblies.
Inasmuch as Local Assemblies are
to assume all responsibility in connection with their local teaching work, the
main duties of the Regional Committees will be to assist groups, isolated
believers, and open new areas within
their respective regions to the Faith.
In areas not assigned to Regional
Committees the National Teaching
Committee's main function is of similar nature. Therefore this work can
best be carried on under a general national plan and in this regard Regional Committees will report to the N ational Teaching Committee. This does
not in any way change the authority
of the Regional Committees to make
local decisions without consultation with
the .National Teaching Committee.

ANNUAL REPORT
Inter-America Committee
The initial year of the Tnter-America Committee has widened many ayenues leading to a consciousness of the
Baba·i Faith. Inspired by our beloved
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, watched
over with unflagging zeal by the )lational Spiritual Assembly, with the believers eager and will ing to sacrifice
home and country to teach and spread
the Cause, our experience has demonstrated ane,,,,,' the pm'\o'er of achievement
that lies within the Message of Bah;i·u'll:ih.
A little more than a year has passed
since Mr. and Mrs. Dudley :\'1. Blakeley sailed from )Jew York to Haiti,
Curacao, Venezuela, Trinidad and
British Guiana. A few hours each \vay
were spent in Trinidad and resulted in
an excellent article appearing in the
Trinidad Guardia 11. Only a short visit
wa.s made by the ship to Haiti but long
enough to perceive the desperate need
of this land. Books and pamphlets

were distributed to officials of the
ROjal Netherlands Line. But, writes
Mrs. Blakeley, our main objective was
British Guiana and arriving there we
found the land an open sesame to the
Faith. Precisely at the hour of the
:"-Jaw Ruz Feast in New York and
while prayers for our success were being said the first newspaper reporter3
were interviewing us and from that
moment all doors opened to receive
the Divine Message. The first week
was spent in making arrangements for
radio talks, newspaper articles, lecture~
fOl" clubs, groups, churches and individuals. By the second \",,'eek the two
broadcasts were under way one on
Science and Religion, the other on the
\Vorld's Literature and :J.·lusic and
how they have promoted oneness in
the human race. Public lectures wen.~
beginning at the East Indian Society,
The :Moravian Church, and to :Masons
and members of the Administration
I

and educational professions. The third
week saw the formation of a study
group, over thirty men and women
drawn from divers religions. \Ve met
in a room lent by the President of the
East Indian Society, .vIr. Gajraj. Aiter
our departure this group continued to
111:eet every ni ':1eteen days and we have
endeavored to keep in close contact
with them. On our return trip to Curacao ''!,ie called on !Vir. Henriquez. a
member of the Legislative Assembly,
who had done much to assist Leonora
Holsapple; we left with him additional literature in Spanish, Portuguese
and English as he continually speaks
to his people of the great principles
announced to the world by the Prophet
Baha'u'llah.
In January of 1937 M Co and M",.
Louis Gregory undertook a journey to
the Island of Haiti. It is impossible
to exaggerate the ignorance, supersti·
tion and lack of unity existing in this
sad land, nevertheless these devoted
souls organized meetings twice a week
and held them whether anyone came
or not, a true Baha'i attitude. As always in strange lands one cannot see
ahead, taking one step at a ti me and
groping forward blindly one is often of
the belief that no permanent result can
follow and yet through the Holy Spirit
results invariably do. Here Louise
Gregory's knowledge of the French
language was of inestimable value.
Quoting from Louis's letters, he
writes: "Mr. Oswald Garrison Villard,
a champion of Haitian freedom, received me with great courtesy as well
as the director of the Haitian Hospital
and a number of his assistants. Among
those who are listening to the ~'lessage
and studying the books are two men
who have held the rank of statesmen.
though now out of power, a happy circumstance that gives them the leisure
to look more deeply into the Baha'i
Faith. A distinguished physician, two
members of the present Haitian Cabinet, several members of the Senate and
Chamber of Deputies, heads of schools,
the American Consul and two sons o[
the late Episcopal Bishop of Haiti are
among those who have availed themselves of this opportunity to study the
Baha'i Principles. The peasantry, who
nllmber about 95 per cent of the population, are difficult to approach because
of their intense superstition, their ignorance, and their Creole dialect, however we made friends with them whenever possible." In another letter Louis
writes: "A group of humble but very
sincere souls have been organiz.ed to
earn' on the work and with constant
supervision through correspondence,
bid fair to become the first Spiritual
Assembly in Haiti.
\¥e have one
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teacher of rare ability as ,,,,,'ell as three
others who will be ;ctive in teaching
and in circulating the litt:rature. Some
Ans\\'erecl OuestlOns in Frt:nch is being circulat;d. One of the teachers, a
lady of wide influence, and one who
has freed herself from the trammels
of rituals, replied to Louise's injunction
to be \,,·ise and not give too much,
'feeding babies upon milk' replied,
'Never fear! I shall not even give them
milk in the beginning, only sugar and
water.' "
Early in their visit to Haiti Louts
wrote: "This is a Catholic country
and I can we11 imagine that to those
who have no other outlook, the Baha'i
teachings, with their fire consuming
veils of superstition and prejudice,
may be a great test and the authorities
may feel that they are protecting themselves in not being willing at sucn a
time to have the public mind agitated
with new ideas." This .proved to be a
prophetic statement since as they became established and the authorities
became aware of their mission, they
wefe refused peffilission to hold public
meetings.
Before turning from this region I
might add that I passed through Trinidad in January, 1937, but at the time
was too ill to go ashore. However, I
wrote an article for the Gu.ardian and
Mr. Mathews and my nurse took it
ashore and handed it to the reporter,
with what result is unknown to us.
The activities of South America
have been growing in volume and importance in a manner that seems also
miraculous. Leonora Holsapple, extending her work in Bahia, has taken
seventeen girL.. to educate and look
a Iter, Both Mrs, French and m ysel f
spent the day with her and saw her remar ka hIe work,
Mrs. Isabel Stebbins Dodge joined
her husband in Peru, where he is engaged in mlnmg activities.
:Mrs.
Dodge is studying Spanish and has
been joined by her mother, Mrs. Stebbins, and both working bard to make
the Baha'i Cause kno\'\t'n in Lima, the
foremost city of that country. and
though almost entirely Catholic, many
English and Americans go there because of the great mines.
In a journey taken by Mrs. Nellie
S. French, member of the National
Spiritual Assembly. she writes: "Arriving at Lima, Peru, I ,,,,"'as met by
Mrs. Dodge and though we were Ullable to see the editors of the newspapers, we macie several calls, among
them one to the National Library and
had a most interesting conversation
with the Librarian and placed a copy
of Esslemont in Spanish in the library.
Our next port of call was Valparaiso,
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Chili, The reporter who came to the
ship got little of the Bahi'i idea, However, Valparaiso proved to be interesting through an introduction given me
by .Miss Edna True to a prominent
Chilian family. I mentioned my disappointment over the article published
by the first reporter and our host said
that if I could write an article in
Spanish, he would see that it was
printed. I must, he added, send my
photograph with the article. By selecting certain paragraphs and combining them with the Principles, 1 managed tu make a readable article which
tater appeared exactly as I had written
it. Magallanwes, on the straits of :[\·1agellan. the most southerly city of the
world, was our next port, quite unexpectedly I found a German professor
who came on board with a group of
children, talking with him I found that
he was an Esperantist, had been in
Los Angeles and knew Dr, and Mrs.
Witt, he had heard about the Cause
and I gave him a copy of' Esslemont' in
Spanish. He received it with evident
pleasure and gave me his address that
I might send him other books. Upon
our arrival in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1 presented a letter to lVlr. Derrom, the
manager of the Portland Cement Co.
He proved himself most courteous and
though because of illness I was unable
to make the trip to Sao Paulo, Mr.
Derrom responded to my letters. I
have written him several times and
shall send The Balun World, as I
have asked him to write an article for
Vol, VIL He had visited the Temple,
had pUTchased books and is certainly
very hopefuL
"Tbe call made at Bahia, Brazil, tbis
quaint and interesting town situated
so dose to the equator, was the high
spot of my journey. Miss Holsapple
came on board to find me, I shall
never forget the wannth of her greeting and the happiness which she expressed to have the pleasure of being
,vith a believer again. \Ve went to
three offices of the daily papers tbere,
and were cordially received and in two
of the offices a brief interview was
given, as the third editor was not in, I
ga ve Leonora an article to translate
into Portuguese. Thus we hoped to
have at least a brief article in each onc
of the papers.
"We proceerled to Miss Holsapple's
house where I met and spoke to a
group of ninc women. Three of these
seemed particularly attrac1:cd and nearly all had studied with Leonora. They
are planning to form a study group.
Then Lenora took me to see her school
which she started about a year ago.
This is one of the outstanding- Baha'i
services: Though laboring under finan-

cia! stress, with her health none too
robust because of the intense tropical
h~at, Leonora has succeeded in spite
ot her regular work to save sufficient
means to rent a lovely little villa where
she has placed seventeen girls, between
the age::; of six to thirteen. These children ,vere taken from the streets. They
were receiving no education, were forlorn and in many cases· being abused:
The children are cared for bv a Brazilian girl and her mother ~ho have
long been believers and give their services to this work. The little girls are
so obedient and so serious in the performance of their tasks that it was
wonderful to see. Miss Holsapple also
furnishes a teacher who visits the
school regularly and instructs the children. Upon questioning, I found that
the Guardian had not been informed
of this wonderful work and this is only
another evidence of the modesty and
humility of this wonderful servant of
Baha'u'llah.
"A very live interest was manifested on the ship wherever I was able to
speak of the Cause, I found among the
cruisers a Swedish gentleman who
knew of the Baha'i Cause and had
witb him copies of the SlnJen Valleys
as well as the Hidden Words, which I
frequently found him reading. He remained over in )Jew York and attended the meeting at the Center on the
28th of March,"
On my own way to Rio de Janeiro
I spent the day with Leonora and followed the same program, I feel that
the time will come when other teachers
will join Leonora and then she may
be free to go as far afield as Rio de
Janeiro.
In November 1\.1rs. Frances Benedict
Stewart of Utica, New York, had been
chosen as a delegate to attend the People's Conference in Buenos Aires. This
,vas a splendid opportunity to combine
with our Bahi'i teaching campaign, as
Mrs. Stewart was born in South
America and naturally speaks Spanish
as her native tongue. She was most
enthusiastic to undertake a teaching
trip and after she left, in consultation
with the National Spiritual Assemblv
it was decided to ask her to remain
after the Conference and meet me in
Rio the middle of J anl1ary. This she
was delighted to do, and when I met
her, she told me that the work she did
a her the Conference was for more impOt·tant, and that it would have been
impossible to work thus freely during
the period of the session!=;. She founel,
as I had during mv ·visit, that many
Germans were attri'ctcd to the Cause,
and so .she went from a Spanish group
to a German one and again talked to
the Americans. She made a unique
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place for herself and started classes
that she feels certain will result in an
Assembly later on. Knowing as \,,:c
all do the importance of placing this
. vast continent under the Teaching ot
Bahi'u'llah, and hearing from our
Guardian that this is the moment for
the unfoldment of the Divine Plan. we
are thrilled beyond measure at such a
prospect and already see the curtain
rising on The New Day. This devoced believer traveled from Buenos Aires
'to Rio by way of Santo Paulo where
she found an isolated believer, Mrs.
Krug, who was overwhelmed with delight to meet again a Baha'i. For me,
. this was a piece of great good fortune,
completing the addresses tor Baha'i
books in Brazil. I asked Mrs. Stewart to represent the Inter-America
Committee at the Convention, which
she did with outstanding results. In
her own worns she writes of her labors in Buenos Aires:
"October 30, 1936 will ever be a
date of great importance in my memory. On this day I sailed from New
York to attend the great People's
Peace Conference which convened in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, during November. What a rich privilege to carry
to our neighbors in the twenty LatinAmerican nations the deep desire of
the people of the United States for
peace and understanding. I carried
also the great :Message of the Cause of
Baha'u'lhih, that great vision for the
Unit}' of all nations, and of all humanity by the establishment of justice in all
the institutions of a Divine Civilization. Many, many were the doors
found open and waiting, many the
eager listeners who were readily attracted by the Divine Word, by the
profound understanding of the ills oi
our distracted world and the clear exposition oi the remedies needed to
establish security, harmony and Peace,
-as found in the Baha'i writings. Sume
had heard of 'Abdu'l-Baha's historic
iuurney to Europe and the United
States and expressed a sincere appreciation that they also were to be included in this great plan for aNew
World Order.
"Many group meetings were held
where deep discussion continued far
into the morning hours and people
from many, many nations heard the
)..fessage for the first time in that great
city of over three million inhabitants.
Literature was eagerly received whenever offered and much placed in libraries. The official Inter-American
Conference held in December was also
attended and many opportunities were
tound to give Baha'i literature to leaders from many of the Amertcan Ka-
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tions.
"The booming cannon of SlJain could
almost be heard in South America and
tn that sad tragedy there secmeu. to be
included all the grave ills oi a decadent
age. lI.'1any hearts were saddened and
perplexed and the questions of how
humanity ,,,·as to ever escape from these
recurring calamities _were on the lips
of all thoughtful persons. Baha'u'lIih's
love for all peoples, His divine understanding and vision was a glorious
Revelation to these seeking souls.
"Shoghi Effendi's oft-repeated admonition that the Baha'is of the United
States assume responsibility to carry
the rvlessage to these ''''''aiting nations
had stirred the American Baha'is to a
spirit of service and truly, 'The fields
are white witb the harvest and the
laborers are few.' The bond of unity
beh",,'een true seekers and believers was
demonstrated and every week brings
letters asking for more material, in
Spanish; for the answers to many questions. Friends in Brazil \vere equally
interested, though only twelve days
were spent there.
"Contacts must be maintained with
these new Seekers and it has been a
great joy to share,this hope, this aSSUrance of God's Oi";'lne Plan with our
dear friends in South America."
Meanwhile l\-lexico was being stirred
into action through the dynamic personality of l\fiss Beatrice Irwin. She
left Los Angeles in January and at the
moment of the ,vriting of this report
is still in Mexico City. Quoting from
her letters we read: February 21, "Already I have a lecture booked on the
Baha'i Peace Plan with the International Club. On that occasion I should
like to show pictures of the Temple. I
have talked to the President of Public
Relations, he has promised to secure
for me a. hearing Lefore social and economic groups and has given me a letter to the President of the University.
.. The letter that J brought with me
from Dr. Hewett. School of American
Research in Santa F e~ is proving a
valuable passport.. . I have not as
yet made contact with the press as I
am endeavoring to inform myself as
to their political standing," (and I may
add as Chairman, this is an important
ami necessary measure when YOll are
a Baha'i traveler in foreign lands).
Quoting from a following letter FebruarJ-' 22, "Interviewed ~ational Univnsity also made two visits with President of J\·laddu Academy, a leading
girl's school and she. the President. has
asked me to address the sehoul." From
a letter of J\·larch H, "Contacts ,"vith
brief mention of the Cause to the following city magnates: NI r. Pierce· of
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Bank of ),Iexico, :VIr. Stallfirth of German Bank, l\1r. Cantreras, Director of
City Planning and best of all to Mr.
Polachek, aide to Dr. Kybil, CechoSlovakian ~'linister, with the result
that I have received an invitation to
take part in l\·lasaryk Celehration on
occasion of his 87th birthday. Thc
association which Martha Root formed
here, the fine campaign that she made
throughout Cecho-Slovakia makes this'
an outstanding opportunity." :May 23.
"Splendid publicity for the celebration
of 'Abdul-Baha's visit to America with
His picture. Also the Central News
which is the leading book shop here,
having fine window space on the Ave
Juarez, a street like Fifth Avenue, New
York, is very cooperative. r am collecting material for a scrap-book to
send to Shoghi Effendi and wish to
conserve all its material while I am
making it. I have good news. weekly
Study Group formed to meet in my
apartment. Greetings in this day of rejoicing, since it was not possible to
arrange special activities for the day,
this letter will be my commemoration;
this humble standard bearer of His
jo}' is thankful for much and hopeful
for increase of spiritual Springtide in
many directions from the seeds already
planted."
This article culled from a larger activity shows the spirit as well as the
actual work that is going forward.
They do not and cannot tell 0 fe-very
contact or teaching program but are
indicative of the spirit that is urging
forward an army of souls, standing
ready and eager for service, each with
special qualifications and all animated
with one central idea to spread the
Faith of Bah;i'u'lI;\h and bring mankind into the wider knowledge and the
greater happiness that such knowledge
will engender. That our Guardian,
Shoghi Effendi, directs our energies
and focalizes our actions upon certain
constructive measures, prays daily for
our efforts and points with glowing
fervor to results has caused those
feeble actions to increase, grow stronger and more effective. May the coming
year prove not only a continuation, but
a multiplication of our services to the
Cause of GJd.
LOULIE

E. R.

A.

1-!ATHEWS.

Clmrrmml.

MATHEWS

DeDLEY BLAKELEY

ELSA BLAKELEY
LEONORA HOLZAPPLE
E. R. CARTWRIGHT
l'lIGUEL CALDERON
~·IRs. THEODORE DODGE
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHF.R
f'R~\NCES BENEDICT STEWART
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ROLL OF SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
Elected April 21, 19J7
(\Vith name and address of Secretary for correspondence)
Phoenix, Arizona, ),:Trs. Ruth Humphrey, P. O. Box 4053.
Berkeley, Calif., :V[rs. Laura Kelsey
Allen, 537 Santa Barbara Road.
Geyserville, Calif., Mrs. John D.
Bosch.
Glendale, Calif., :Virs. Charlotte E.
Grover, 1310 E. Acacia Avenue.
Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs, Oni A.
Finks, 453 E. Avenue 28.
Oakland, Calif., Miss Gladyce Linfoot, 37660th Street.
Pasadena, Calif., :Viiss Emmalu Wever, 535 South Pasadena Avenue,
San Francisco, Calif., ::Vriss Nadeen G.
Cooper, 748 Page Street, Apt. 7.
Montreal, Canada, Mrs. EmeTic Sala,
194 Riverside Drive, St. Lambert,

P. Q.
Vancollver, B. C., :Miss Doris Skinner,
1555 13th Avenue, West.
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Mrs.
Gladys Roberts. 915 North Hancock
Avenue.
Denver, Colorado, Dr, C E. Meyer,
44950 Perry Street.
New Haven, Connecticut, Thofrs. Elsa
Isaacs, 104 Grand A venue.
Washington, D. C, George D. Miller,
1717 Kilbourne Place, N.W.
Jacksonville. Florida, Miss Kathryn L.
Vernon, 707 Post Street.
~{iami, Florida, Mrs. Margaret II. Atwater, 44 N. \"1. 10th Avenue.
St. Augustine, Florida, Miss Mae
Thitchener, 20 River Road.
Augusta, Georgia, Mrs. C T. Sego,
Bransford Road.
Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs. Elma Adolphson, 712 17th Avenue.
Maui, Hawaii, ::'\:1rs. ~'1ary T. Fantom,
Sprecklesville.
Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. H. S. Walrath,
4639 Beacon Street.
Evanston, Illinois, ~'1rs. Inez B. Ford,
2645 Girard Avenue.
Park Ridge, Illinois, Mrs. J. H. Redson, 612 So. Washington Street.
Peoria, IllinOIS, Mrs. :Marion Rhodes,
142 High Street, Apt. D.
Rockford, Illinois, Dr. Edward L.
Fernald, fJJ7 Empire Building.
Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Anna K.
Jurgens, 201 W. Calhoun Avenue.
Urbana, lllinois, Mr. H. J. Snider, 506
\"1. Penn. Avenue.
Wilmette, Illinois, }fr. Carl A. Hannen. 536 Sheridan Road.
Winnetka, Illinois, Mrs. Rubert Carson, 1518 Asbury Avenue.
Indianapolis, Indiana, ~1:rs. Lorraine
Barlet, 3527 Evergreen Avenue.

South Bend, Indiana, Mrs. Sarah :VI.
Russell, 1031 Lincoln vVay West.
Eliot, Maine, ~[iss Louise N. Thompson.
Baltimore, Maryland, lI,.frs. George
Stallings, 23 S. Highland Avenue.
Cahin John, Maryland, :VIrs. Pauline
A. Hannen.
Boston. Mass., Mrs. E. M. Oglesby,
30 Holyoke Street.
Springfield, Mass., )'Irs. Wendell E.
Bacon, 1\.'lon50n, ~lass.
\'Vorcestter, 1-1ass., :Miss Fanny .M.
110lmes, 103 Webster Street.
Detroit, Michigan, Miss Jessie B. Hall,
49 E. Willis Street.
Flint, Michigan, :VIi" Elizabeth J.
Phelps, P. O. Box 355.
Lansing, Micbigan, Mr. George Angeli, R. F. D. 3, Box 540.
~'luskegon, Michigan, ::\1rs. Iva Smack,
132 Allen Avenue.
l\'linneapolis, Minnesota, 11rs. Helen
W. Frink, 1216 Nicollet Avenue.
St. Paul, Minnesota, Mr. Julian Abas,
235 Fuller Avenue,
Kansas City, Missouri, :,\1 iss Opal
Howell, 4527 Forest Avenue.
'Jersey City, New Jersey, Mr. Bernard B. Gottlieb. 445 Mercer Street.
l\-Iontc1air, )Jew Jersey, Miss Anna E.
Van Blarcum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
Newark, ,\lew Jersey, Mrs. F. Clark,
21 :VIilford Avenue.
Teaneck, New Jersey, Arcbie G. Tichenor, 12 Valley Rd., Haworth, N. J.
Binghamton, ~ew York, Miss Roberta
Maybin, 178 Court Street.
Buffalo, New York, Mrs. Morris S.
Bush, 406 West Utica Street.
Geneva, New York, ~f rs. I\'1arguerite
Firouzi, 22 DeLancy Drive.
New York, N. Y., Miss B. L. Herklotz, Room615, 119 W. 57th Street.
Rochester, New York, Miss Christine
McKay, 228 Castlebar Roau.
Yonkers, New York, Mrs. Lillian
Stoddard, 100 Saratoga Avenue.
Cincinnati, Ohio, :Miss Hilda Stauss,
3640 Epworth Avenue, Westwood,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio, ~!rs. Dale S. Cole,
3174 Corvdon Road.
Columbus, Ohio. :\Irs. ?lfargarete Acebo, R. F. D. I, Reynolusburg, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio. Mrs. Helen :vrcCoy, 24
Lexington Avenue.
Lilna, Ohio, 1\"lrs. Elrna l\,1iessler, 319
\Vestwood Drive.
Toledo, Ohio, Miss Ruth E. Phillips,
2215 Scottwood Avenue.
• Xewly .constituted A55embly.

Portland. Oregon, Mr. J. W. Latimer,
1927 X.E. 40th Avenue.
Philadelphia, Penna., Miss Jessie E.
Revell, 2531 North 19tb Street.
Pittsburgh, Penna.,
Mrs. Bishop
Brown, Ingomar, Pa.
Xashville, Tennessee, 1frs. E. H. Peebles, 1\'olensville. Tennessee.
Monroe, \\lashiniton, Mrs. Levina
Spratt, P. O. Box 277.
Spokane, Washington, Mrs. Isabelle
:VI. Campbell, 1427 S. Madison St.
Seattle, \Vashington, IVIiss Doris Fuye
P. O. Box 228.
Kenosha, \\,isconsin, ::\Ofr. Louis J.
Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
:rv1ilwaukee, \Visconsin, :Mrs. Jeannette
Clark, 1814A. ,\lorth Oakland Ave.
Racine. Wisconsin, Mr. Harold R. Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
The following additions to the voting list have been reported by local
Assemblies.
Philadelphia, one. Muskegon. one.
New York, two. Honolulu, one. Kan~
sas City, three. Binghamton, three
(youth). Los Angeles, five. Columbus, one. Kashvi11e, two. Geneva,
one. Chicago, eiJ!ht.
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto e'Clery confi-

dent belie'uer the cup that is life indeed. It bestuweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It co»ierreth the
gift oj everlasting life.-Baha'u'llah.
:VI iss Mary Ruth Nitsche, Muskegon.
~1iss Ilertha L. Lackey, Worcester.
Mrs. Carrie Timleck, Geneva.

GREEN ACRE YOUTH WEEK
Special Notice
August 1 to 7 has been set aside for
the Youth study class and program at
Green Acre, as already reported. The
original announcement stated that the
rate would be $12.50 for the young
)Jeople attending these Youth sessions.
The Trustees have now decided that
if forty or more are enrolled, the rate
for Youth Week will be reduced to
$10.00. Reservations should be made
at an early date. Address Afmlflger,
Green Acre Ilm~ Eh'ot, j\1 aitie.
DR. Y. S. TSAO
Letter from Agnes AlexanJer
The sad news has reached me from
Shanghai that our beloved Chinese
brother, Dr. Y. S. Tsao,. died surldenly in his car on the "!lay to his home,
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on FebruarY'8th, at 4:30 p. m. Our
brother, Mr. :VI. H. A. Ouskouli,
writes me that Dr. Tsao had not been
sick and also he asked me to write the
BAH_'\'~i MAGAZINE and 'ask if Dr.
Tsao's picture could be published with
a short article.
The work which Dr. Tsao has done
f or the Cause of God in China is an
everlasting monument. It was he who
translated Esslemont's book into Chinese. He was working on the translation of "Some Answered Questions."
About a month ago, his helper, Mr.
Tang, died and so there was a setback
and now Dr. Tsao has flown to the
Kingdom of Ram'u'llah, as Mr. OU5kouli writes me.
Dr. Tsao first heard of the Baha'i
Faith through Martha Root when he
was the President of Tsing Hua Col·
lege, the Boxer Indemnity College.
Martha bravely went out to the College without any previous introduction, but was received most kindly by
Dr. Tsao and his wife, who is Swedish
by birth, but American' natoralized.
Afterwards Dr. and Mrs. Tsao entertained us in their home and invited me
to speak in the Auditorium of the College on the Baha'i Faith to the whole
student body, and a second time he
called a meeting for any students who
rnight be interested to meet and talk
with us.
After eight years of service at Tsing
Hua College, Peiping, Dr. and Mrs.
Tsao moved to Shanghai, where they
have lived since, and where they have
formed the bond with the Persian Baha'is who also live in Shanghai. Dr.
Tsao was educated at Yale University
and also studied at Harvard.
May the Baha'is pray for this wonderful soul who has so suddenly lei!
us, and also for his devoted wife who
must now carryon alone.
In His love and service J
AGNES B. ALEXANDER.

Tokyo, February 17, 1937.
GREETING TO ESPERANTO
JUBILEE CONGRESS
Mr. Joseph Leahy, Secrctary,
Esperanto Association o[
North
America,
\Vashington, D. C.
Dear :\1 r. Leah)':
The ),Jational Spiritual Assembly of
the Bahi'is of the United States and
Canada send their greetjng~ and good
wishes to the J ubi Icc Congres6 of the
~sreranto AssociatiOTl of North AmerIca.

It is our hope that the noLle lahor
upon which the Congress is engaged,
that of drawing the nations of the

world closer together by means of a
common auxiliary language, will soon
receive the appreciation which such an
endeavor deserves. The Baha'i teachings emphatically declare that there
can be no consummation of World Peace
nor realization of international unity
without the factor of an international
auxiliary language. The BahitJis in
more than forty countries are today
promoting this important truth.
The National Spiritual Assembly
are pleased to announCe to the Esperantists that they have invited ~'iiss
Zamenhof to come to the United States
this autumn as their guest. Every opportunity will be extended to the national and local societies to avail themselve-s of JYliss Zamenhof's senices as
an Esperantist teacher and lecturer.
Very truly yours,
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parture from one of its most cherished
and fundamental principles....
In the light of these clear and conclusive statements it is our clear duty
to make it indubitably evident to every
seeker after truth that from lithe bebeginning that hath no beginning" the
Prophets of the one, the unknowable
God, including Baha'u'llah Himself,
have aU, as the channels of God's
grace, as the exponents of His unity,
as the mirrors of His light and the revealers of His purpose, been commissioned to unfold to mankind an everincreasing measure of His truth, of
His inscrutable will and Divine guidance, and wilt continue to "the end
that hath no end" to vouchsafe still
fuller and mightier revelations of His
limitless power and glory.-From "The
Dispensation of Baha'u'Uah."

HORACE HOLLEY"

Secretary.
June· 26, 1937.
"TRUTHS WHICH LIE AT THE
BASIS OF OUR FAITH"
Excerpts from the Guardia,,', Inter-

pretati<m of the Fundamental
Teaching'
It should also be borne in mind that,
great as is the power manifested by
this Revelation and however vast the
range of the Dispensation its Author
has inaugurated, it emphaticaly repudiates the claim to be regarded as the
final revelation of God's will and purpose for mankind. To hold such a
conception uf its character and functions would be tantamount to a betrayal of its cai..lse and a denial of its truth.
It must necessarily conflict with the
fundamental principle which constitutes the bedrock of Baha'i belief, the
principle that religious truth 1S not absolute but relative, that Divine Revelation is orderly, continuous and pro·
gressive and not spasmodic or final. Indeed~ the categorical rejection by the
followers of the Faith of Baha'u'llah
of the claim to finality which any religious system inaugurated by the
Prophets of the past may advance IS as
clear and emphatic as their own refusal to claim that same finality for
the Revelation with which they stand
identified. "To bell:/?1!e that aU ret/elation is e~Jded, that the portals oJ Di'[line merc.v are closed, that from the
day-sprin[Js of eternal holiness 110 sun
shall rise agcrin, that the oaan oJ c,'erlasting 'JOUHty is forct/cr stilled. and

that out vl ale la!h'nwcJe of arlCfen!
glory the :l1 (!ssengey.~ of God have
ceased to he made 1}fanifcst'~ n1l1st constitllte in the eyes of every follower of
the Faith a grave, an inexcusable de-

MR. AND MRS. W. S. MAXWELL
ACKNOWLEDGE LETTERS
AND CABLEGRAMS
:\Ir. and:VI rs. Maxwell have been un·
able to make acknowledgment of the
many letters and cablegrams they have
received in connection with the marriage of their daughter. They have
requested the 1\ational Spiritual Assembly to express their thanks, and explain that personal replies will be made
as soon as possible.
NEWS FROM IRAN AND INDIA
(Reprinted from Circular Letter
issued by the Spiritual As,.".bly

of Haifa.)
Mirza 'Abdu'llah Motlaq is one of
the most active Baha'i teachers in Persia. Recently, according to instructions from the National Spiritual Assembly, he visited Meshed, Sabzewar
and N"ishapur. He writes to our Be·
loved Guardian that he found the believers everywhere in utmost unity, upholding the sacred principles of the
Faith with a joy and a zeal that were
contagious to all who came in contact
with them. Passionately devoted to
our Beloved Guardian and rigorously
following the directions of their Spiritual Assembly, the believers of :\Ieshed
are serving the Cause with great energy. Their activities are spread over
several nelrls of service.
The believers had heen forbidden by
Guvernment orders to huld meetings or
assemblies uf any kind. A week after
the arrival of iI.-1irza ~Iothiq in Meshed.
the believers took this opportunity to
convene ill groups in order to greet the
visitor. At the same time there was a
marked ~hallg-e in the attitude of the

8
authorities. They int~ntionally relaxed
their vigilance and did not oppo se the
Bailli'; gatherings. Encouraged by the
tolerance of the government official s
and confirmed by divine assistance,
these faithful foUowers of Bailli'u'U"h
doubled their efforts and held as many
as forty-three meetings weekly, no less
than nineteen of which were for purposes of general gatherings; eight were
committee meetings to organize the various activities of the Cause, five were
devoted to conveying the Message to
those interested to hear it, four were
held in the form of classes to impart to
those present (forty-five educated Bah,,'i young men and women) methods
of teaching and spreading the Bailli',
Faith. The field of service proved so
ripe and so important that the Natiol1al Assembly delegated a second Baha'i
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"\:lost of his relations are fanatical
Moslems. Three children of his own
and one of his sisters together with
some distant relatives are the only Bah.-3. 'J s in his family. His Moslem relatives protested vehemently against a
Baha'i burial and insisted that it should
take place according to 110hammedan
rites. They actually prepared a grave
for him in a 1\.'1oslem cemetery. But
his daughter firmly and courageously
maintained that as her father was a
Baha'i, it was his wish and her own
that he should be burried in the Bahi',
cemetery and in accordance with the
Bahi', burial service. Repeatedly and
energetically the said relatives tried to
persuade her to change her mind. Indomitable as ever, she finally succeeded in her demand.
The must remarkable fact about this
teacher, Mirza 'Abdu'l Hamid Ishraq sad event was its dignity, its impresto proceed to Meshed and stay there siveness and the note of triumph that
for six months, while Mirza Motlaq it struck for a Faith that asserts itself
continued his tour in the northeastern to-day more than ever before in the
province of Persia imparting to the be- face of official opposition in the counlievers everywhere the 1atest instruc- try of its origin.
tions of Qur Beloved Guardian, kinWe gather from a detailed account
dling with the torch of love and unity
the enthusiasm of the friends to great- written by the Spiritual Assembly of
er heights of service and lighting the Tihran that on the morning of the
way for others who had so far lived in funeral one of the most important avenues of Tihran was thronged
the darkness of their own souls.
Cheerful news of the prgoress of with believers and non-believers. The
the Bahi', Faith in the land of its birth presencc of numcrous officers and
is continuously received by our Beloved army representatives delegated by
Guardian. Baha'i teachers traveling the \Var iVIinistry was very conThe casket was placed
from town to town and village to vil- spicuous.
lage carry with them the Message of a on a special car decorated \,I,.ith a
A vast concourse
New Day and at the same time convey crm,,'ll of flowers.
to the believers the latest instructions of mourners f ollo\",,'ed on foot for some
of our Beloved Guardian. A recent distance. The Minister of War him·
letter from a devoted Baha'i teacher, self, upon arriving, left his motor-car
Agha 50hrab Ostowary, who has been and joined the procession, thus adding
visiting various Baha'i centers, relates to the great wonder and amazement of
the developments of the Cause in the the crowd of non-believeTS that had
district of Fars, southern Persia. He lined the street. Tihran had seldom
reports .enthusiastically about the activ- witness:::d such an imposing scene.
itie. of the BaM', local Assem bl ies and Shortly after, all took speciaUy ordered
their Teaching Committees in spread- cars that were waiting and followed the
ing fearlessly the Baha', principles. hearse to the cemetery outside the city
"With a joyful and indomitable spir- where the Baha'i funeral service took
it," he Wf.ites, "the believers are zeal- place. Baha'i tablets and prayers were
ously pursuing their individual duties chanted. A number of officers and
in a happy endeavor to overtake one other non-believers who had accompaanother in the field of service and sac- nied the procession all the way were
also present.
rifice. "
While this event marks a great loss
It is with profound regret that we
announce the death of Colonel Dr. Ib- to the Baha'is, yet they cannot but feel
rahim Piroozbakht, the Health Direc- thankful that this bereavement was the
tor of military schools in Persia, a de- occasion of still another demonstration
voted and serviceful believer, faithful of spiritual triumph-the triumph of
to his duty, patient in his work and the Teachings of Baha'u'llih over the
generous in treating without remune- nark forces \vhich for well-nigh four
ration the needy who sought his skill. score years and ten have blindly and

maliciously tried, but in vain, to stup
the progress of these Teachings.
In a letter addressed recently to our
Beloyed Guardian by Dr. S. H. Ali
of Rangoon, Burma. there is an account of the visit of Mr. F. 5chop- \
flocher to India. The letter carries
most happy news concerning this visit
and points out the remarkable success
of Mr. Schopflocher in reawakening the
BaM'; spirit and in spreading Baha'u'llah's Message throughout his journey in India. One remembers in this
connection the words of Baha'u'Ilah:
"God will, no doubt, inspire whosoever
detacheth himself from all else but
Him, and \vill cause the pure waters
of wisdom and utterance to gush out
and flow copiously from his heart.
Verily, thy Lord, the All-Merciful, is
powerful to do as He willeth, and ordaineth whatsoever He pleaseth."
The arrival of :\fr. SChopflocher in
Rangoon was announced in the leading
newspapers of this city. Several public
meetings were held, including one in
the Hall of the Young Men's Christian
Association. The chairman of this particular meeting was His Excellency the
Rajah Joy Pertawi Sing Bahadour of
.Nepal, a man \vho has traveled far and
wide for the Cause of Universal Peace
and international brotherhood. He was
present at the World Congress of Religions in Chicago and witnessed the
building of the Baha', House of Worship at Wilmette. He traveled recently
to Ethiopia to be of service to the unhappy inhahitants of that land in their
tragic conflict with Italy.
So profoundly impressed did the
Rajah become hy the splendour of the
Bahi'; Faith as he intently listened to
the words of Mr. F. Schopflocher that
at the end of the next meeting-held in
the Baha'i Hall-he rose and to a
houoe packed to overflowing he publicly voiced his conversion and aUegiance to the Baha', Faith. The chairman of this meeting was a Buddhist
priest, formerly a member of the AUIndia Legislative Council. He too was
greatly affected hy the Message.
Aside from these public gatherings,
several private interviews were held
with a number of influential men in
Rangoon, \,,·ith very encouraging results.
In brief the Bahi'i Call was raised in
this city in a most glorious way, and
there is no doubt that )'Ir. Schopflocher
was divinely assisted and confirrtfed in
this-"the . most meritorious of an
deeds"--of proclaiming His -:\"1essage.
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Say: 0 ye IIYVers of the One true
God! Strive, that ye may truly recognize and know Him, and observe befittingly His precepts. This is a Re'llelation, under which, if a 'nan shed for
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its sake one drop of blood, myria4s of
oceans will be his recompense. Take
heed, 0 friemis, that ye forfeit not so
inestimable a benefit, or disrega:rd its
transcendent stati.on.-BAHA'U'LLAH.

"REDIRECf WITH ADDED FORCE NATION·
WIDE APPEAL TO ENTIRE COMMUNITY"
Since the publication in BAH,Vf
NEws for June of the Guardian's Call
to undertake the Seven-Year Plan,
Shoghi Effendi has cabled the following: "Immeasurably gratified Kational Assembly's initial step presentation
seven-year plan ... redirect with added force nationwide appeal to entire
community ensure uninterrupted completion first unit (of new Temple con·
struction) and accumulation sufficient
funds enable placing without delay
final contract."
This means, first of all, an immediate, full-hearted response to the budget
outlined in the statement published in
June.
Upon each Assembly, each
group and every individual Baha'i rests
a direct responsibility, the fulfilment of
which represents the measure of our
service to the universal Faith revealed
in the Day of Cod. Whatever the distractions that may arise, there is in
true faith a simplicity, a concentration
of purpose which will enable us to
center our efforts upon the essential
goal.
These are the swiftly· passing days
which, once gone, can never be recalled. This is the sacred task which
the prophets and holy saints of old
longed to share. May each of us become inward Iv united in our inflexible
resolve to play a noble part in the
epochal undertaking, and from that

deep level of intention will surely emanate a unity of collective forces that
no earthly power can ever shake.
The Guardian himself has given us
the added force with which the appeal
can be redirected throughout the entire area of the American Baha'i community. His cablegram of August
fourthJ quoted in full in this issue of
BAHA~i NEWS, contains these overwhelming words "In a world perilously near cataclysmic convulsions destined experience, at a time when forces
of repression are launching their assaults and conspiring (to) undermine
foundations
(of)
most powerful
strongholds (of) Faith (of) Baha'u'llah in land of its birth and in heart of
both Asiatic (and) European continents J an inescapable. wen-nigh staggering responsibility rests on America,
its one chief remaining citadeL"
Thus he points out the implications
for us here in America of the dissolution of the Baha'i community in Germany by action of the government, of
the difficulties confronting believers in
so many other regions, of the sv",iftly
increas.ing social disruptions prevailing
everywhere on earth toclay. Even as
this is written. our International
Teacher, the revered Martha L. Root,
is in Shanghai, surrounded by the
flame and smoke of war.
To build the Temple . . . to teach

. . . this is our daily and hourly task,
privilege, duty and Baha'i life. Now,
if ever, the lesser things are to be
thrust aside and forgotten, and only
the pwfound truths of action and of sacrifice can animate the followers of Bahlt'u'llah throughout the American continent.
NATrONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

Beseech 1C the one true God to grant
}'e may taste the savor of such
deeds as are performed in His path,
and partake of Ihe sweetness of such
humility and submissiveness as are
shrnvn jor His sake.-BAHA'U'LL ..\.H.
I hat

IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto every confident believer Ihe cup that is life indeed. It bestoweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everlasting life.-Baha'u1lih.
Lloyd C. Hawley, San Francisco.
Miss Esther Davis, La J ona.
Alfred E. Lunt, Beverly.
Mrs. Lucy A. Northrop, Oakland,
Calif.
Mrs. Abbie Campbell, Los Angeles.
ASSEMBLY ROLL
Rochester, N. Y. The election of
new Secretary has been reported. Correspondence should now be addressed
to Mrs. P. R. Meinhard, 335 Wilmot
Road.

a

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
\Vashington. two and one youth.
Lima, eleven, New York, six. Augusta, nine. Philadelphia, one. Pasadena, two. San Francisco, one. l\fiami, two. Urbana, one. Boston, one.
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Park Ridge, two. Chicago, two. Peoria, one. Kansas City, one. Los Angeles, one yuuth. Eliot, two. Columbus, one youth.
NATIONAL BAHA'I FUND
The following statement is based on
the remarks made by Mrs. Mamie L.
Seto at the Convention, which the dele-'
gates wished reproduced for ihe information of the friends.
"As the matter of contributions to
the National Fund is of such vital importance in furthering the progress of
the Faith, we must likewise, as believers, give it the same important place
in our lives.
HAnd we could give it the vital
place it holds by' making it one oft he
subjects of consultation at the ~ine
teen Day Feast.
"First, hy reading and dwelling upon
the words written by our Guardian on
this subject, as given in Baha'i Admin~
istration and the BAHA'I NEWS ~ second, by infonning the Baha'i community of the regular monthly expenses
of the Cause, which must be met bv
the contributions of the believers; and
third, by educating the body of the believers in t hi s rna tter of supporting
their Faith by their money offerings,
which is definitely a part of their religious life, so they will be ready and
willing to meet in a generous and spontaneous manner the increased cost of
promoting the Faith, which will naturally follow, as it expands and goes
forward to its ordained destiny."
BAHA'I PROCEDURE
A Correct.""
The National Spiritual Assembly is
grateful to Mrs. S. E. J. Oglesby for
pointing out an error in the new publication entitled BaJuff Procedu.re.
On Sheet 5, Section Two, fifth line
under caption, ({Conduct of Business,"
the word 'fimitating" should be
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"AN INESCAPABLE .••
RESPONSIBILITY"
Cablegram from the Guardian
Much heartened (by) compelIi ng evidences accelerated speed
with which teaching campaign
inaugurated throughout Americas (is) now progressing. Greatly cheered (by) realization no'
mote than five States and three
Canadian Provinces remain still
deprived (of) radiant Light
which unfolding, divinely Conceived Plan is rapidly diffusing.
In a world perilously near cataclysmic convulsions destined experience, at a time when forces
of repression are launching their
assaults and conspiring (to) undermine foundations (of) most
powerful strongholds (of) Faith
(of) Baha'u'llah in land of its
birth and in heart of both Asiatic (and) European continents,
an inescapable, well-nigh staggering responsibility rests on
America, its one chief remaining
citadel. Who among its stalwart
defenders will arise, untrarumelled (and). unafraid, to im-'
plant its banner in those States,
Provinces (and) Countries where
its standard is stilI unhoisted:
Entreat afresh American community heed vital urgency (of)
my impassioned plea (and) spur
efforts bring speedy termination
(of) first Stage in evolution (of)
so important (a) phase of dual
task they have so enthusiastically shouldered.
SHOGHI.

Received, August 4. 1937.
changed to "initiating." Will the believers kindly make this correction in
their own copies.

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION RESUMED
Ext .......1 Dectn"atirm of Gallery Section To Be Carried Out by John J. Earley
Umler Recommimtlation of Technical Committee
The Seven-Year Plan formulated
by Shoghi Effendi for the American
believers is now under way and has
entered the arena of spiritual accomplishment through the awarding of
contract for the external ornamentation of the Temple gallery scrtion to
John J. Earley, who produced the ornamentation of the dome and clerestory
units.
In accordance with the Guardian's

instruction, reported at the Com.ention by Siegfried Schopfiocher, the National Spiritual Assembly appointed a
Technical Committee to study the entire field, investigate the possibilities
of competitive bids, and make definite
recommendations concerning the best
manner and conditions under which
Temple construction should be resumed.
The Guardian's reference to the

function of this committee appears in
a letter received by the N. S. A. dated
June 4, 1937: " . . . The appointment
of a technkal committee by the ;-,r. S.
A. to advise the trustees regarding the
most efficient, economical and satisfactory methods to be adopted in connection with the completion of the external ornamentation is absolutely essentiaL The Committee must dispassionately and carefully consider the matter
in all its aspects, and advise the N. S.
A. as to how they should proceed. to
who,? they should give the contract,
and In what terms to formulate Its provisions. Should any technical difficulties and problems arise in the future,
the trustees would be -well advised to
seek the help of that Committee."

Technical Committee Appointed
In the light of the above instruction,
the National Spiritual Assembly appointed a Technical Committee with
the following membership: L. W. Eggleston, Chairman, Stuart W. French,
Frank R. Ma~MiIlan, E. Roger Boyle,
e. Herrick Hammond and Frank A.
Baker.
This membership included
Baha'is and non-Baha'is, business
men, an architect, an engineer' and
builder, and the head of the research
department of 'the Portland Cemenf industry. All but two members who
have been traveling abroad "met for a
conference after individual study of the
problem, and unanimously agreed that
only Mr. Earley was competent to undertake the ,'.rork.
The Committee then held a conference with J.'h, Earley, and with him
went into the matter of costs and the
form of contract or agreement best
adapted to this type of construction.
Finally, three members of the Committee met with the National Spiritual
Assembly and presented their findings
and advice.
The result is that Mr. Earley is to
begin work on the gallery section immediately. '
Estimate of co.t
The Committee's careful investigation has convinced them that the gallery unit can be completed within an
estimate of $145,000, the time required
being eighteen to twenty months.
It will be evident to every Baha'I
after turning to a photograph of the
House of vVorship that the external
decoration of the gallery unit \,rill have
a tremendous effect uJXJn the appearance of the edifice. After this work is
finished there remains only the first
story and the surrounding ~ steps, and
with the cooperation and unceasing effort of every American believer the
Guardian's Seven-Year Plan, as far as
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the Temple is concerned, <:an and must
be fulfilled.
fflmmeasurably Gratified"
Shoghi Effendi once more conveyed
his instructions to the N. S. A. and reinforced his appeal to the American
Baha'i community through the following cablegram received July 4, 1937:"Immeasurably gratified National
Assembly's initial step presentation
Seven-Year Plan. Successful operation Temple enterprise necessitates carrying out faithfUlly energetically following successive steps. First, expedite preliminary irivesfigations. . S econti, utilize Fred's historic -munificent
donation by immediate si~nature contract for next unit. ThJrd, redirect
with added force nationwide appeal to
entire community insure uninterrupted
completion first unit and accumulation
sufficient [unds enable placing -\vithout
delay final contract.
Fourth, place
final contract as soon as half required
sum available in National Treasury.
Fifth, re-emphasize supreme obligation
triumphant consummation so vital a
part of American believers' twofold
task by May, 1944. Advise commu-
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"APPROVE COMMITTEE'S
DECISION"
Cablegram fT<>11' Sbogbi Effendi
Ailer cabling the Guardian the
result of the conference with the
Technical Committee, and also
concerning newly-adopted teaching plans, Shoghi Effendi replied
as follows:
"Approve Committee's decision. Place contract immediately.
Delighted teaching pro g res s .
Praying furth.. success." (Received September 2, 1937).

nicate above message all believers
stimulate universal response Assembly's future endeavors."
The vital work, beloved' friends, is
in motion. By that movement, jf we
be worthy of OUT sacred task, the Faith
of Baha'u'l"'h will be carried forward
a great distance, and the hanner of the
Most Great Peace will be unfurled for
the entire world to hehold in gratitucle
and supreme joy.

NEED FOR HEROIC SERVICE
HWho among its stalwart defenders
will arise untrammeled (and) unafraid. .. Entreat afresh American
community heed vital urgency (of) my
inlpassioned plea."
As we ponder these. stirring entreaties in the Guardian's most recent
cablegram, are there any among us
whose souls are not moved to the very
depths by the realization that the
American Baha'is are being cal1ed to
render a sacrifice and achieve a glory
that in the days to come may perhaps
be viewed in the same light as we today view the deecls of the early DawnBreakers?
How oiten have all of us wished
that we might have played a part in
the pioneer days of the Faith. Surely
we must see that the need for heroic
service has been renewed and that today we have not only the opportunity
but the responsibility of displaying the
same devotion and sel f -sacrifice in
planting firmly the banner of Baha'u'Ilab in the twenty-four states of the
United States and seven provinces of
Canada' which are still without the
spiritual blessing of local Spiritual Assemblies or Baha'i Groups.
As we have found inspiration in the
lives and deeds of the early DawnBreakers, will the standard of teaching which we shall raise during the

next seven years also be a gauge by
which future generations may measure
their sacrifices and devotion in propagating the Faith?
The Guardian calls us to set in motion a new method of te·aching-that
of teaching by settlement. The inunediate need is for pioneers in the virgin
territory. Every believer not definitely
bound to a certain location by technical business connections, should immediately consider. the possibility of
adjusting his own life and affairs so
that he can move into some new territory to live and teach. The National
Spiritual Assembly through its Teaching Committees is prepared to assist
not only spiritually and morally those
who arise to this need, ·but wiJI also
cooperate in temporary financial assistance where that is necessary.
In undertaking this type of pioneer
work, three points should be kept in
mind:
First, response to this call does not
mean merely a new location, a new
geographical field of service for an indi vidual, hut in its cumulative effect,
as the activities increase, it means the
broad expansion of our Faith throughout the American continent.
Second, the individual does not go
out alone, but he carries with him the
moral and spiritual support of all the
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American. Baha'is_
Third, the individual, as a result of
his service, becomes the direct recipient of the confirmations of the Holy
Spirit.
Prayer is the power which can raise
llS and our services to the invincible
realm of true spiritual life, and in that
realm and that realm alone will the
SGuis of crushed humanity find release
into the open pathway to new life.
Therefore, every Baha'i, whether in
the field or at home, should daily use
the resuscitating teaching prayers for
t he teachers and for the success of
this great united effort. It is recommended that special prayers for teachers and the teaching work be read at
each of the Nineteen Day Feasts.
The Regional Teaching Committees
and the National Teaching Committee
hold themselves in readiness to aid in
every possible way those stalwart defender.s" who, temporarily renouncing
the joys and privileges of close Baha'i
association will go forth to deliver the
gift of Baha'i life to a new and virgin
area_
H

NATIONAL TE.A.CHING COMMITTEE.

. Behold, how the divers peoples and
k'ndreds of (he earth have been waiting for (he coming of Ihe Promised
One. No sooner had He, who is the
Sun of· Truth, been made· manifest,
than, 10, all turned away from Him,
e.rcept them whom God was pleased t.O
guide. We dare not, in this Day, lift
Ihe veil that concealelh Ihe exalted statio n which every true believer can atlain, for the joy which such a revelat10n must provoke m£ght well cause a
je?i! to faint a'l1.IO'J and die_-BAHA'U'LLAH_

WELL BELOVED LUNT
On August 16, 1937, was received
this cabled message from the Guardian:
"Shocked distressed premature passing esteemed well-beloved Lunt. F uture generations will appraise his manifold outstanding contributions to rise
and establishment Faith Baha'u11ah
American ·continent. Community his
bereaved co-workers could ill afford
lose such critical period so fearless
champion their Cause. Request entire
body their National representatives assemble his grave pay tribute my behalf
to him who so long and ·since incep~
tion acted as pillar institution they represent. Convey Boston community assurance prayers deepest brotherly sym~
pathy their cruel irreparable loss."
(Signed) Shoghi.
On Monday, Augllst 30, the members of the National Spiritual Assem-
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bly proceeded to the grave at Bevedy,
Massachusetts. and carried out the
Guardian '5 wish.
Great indeed is this Dayl The allu.sions made to it in all the sacred
Scriptwes as the Day of God attest its
gr,atness. The soul of every Prophet
of God, of every Divine Messenger,
hath thirsted for this wondrous Day.
All the divers kindreds of the earth
hcrve, Iikf!'lJJise, yearned to attain U. No
sooner, however, had the Day Star of
His Revelation manifested itself in the
heaven of God's Will, than ail, except
those whom the Almighty was pleased
to guide, were found dumbfounded and
heedless.~BAHA·u'LLAH.

TWENTY -FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA'S UNITY
FEAST
The Annual Souvenir at West
Englewood was held on Saturday,
June 26, and carried out a program
arranged by the National committee.
The gathering of believers and friends
of the Faith was most impressi ve in
numbers and was animated by a deep
spirit of devotion and gratitude.
The subject of "'Abdu'I-Baha's
Spiritual Message to America" was
developed by anum ber of speakers, ineluding Mrs. Florian Krug, Sa /fa
Kinney, Mrs. Grace Ober. Dr. AliKuli Khan, Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux,
Roy C. Wilhelm, Mrs. E. B. Kinney.
A commemorative service was then
conducted by MountfoTt Mills in the
grove where the Master gave the
Unity Feast in 1912.
CONTACTS NEEDED
IN NEW AREAS'
In December BAH A'! NEWS the National Teaching Committee appealed to
all the American Baha'is to send to this
Committee or the Regional Teaching
Committees concerned, information and
contacts which might be helpful in introducing the Faith in cities and states
where it is not yet established. Several
believers responded by sending in some
very helpful lists of names and addresses of individuals whom they knew
were, or might be interested in having
1iterature or notices of meetings in
those cities. One such list was the
factor which determined to which of
two cities in a certain state a pioneer
teacher should be sent. Believing that
many more friends can help in this important work of opening ne\v cities and
states, the National Teaching Committee wishes to repeat this appeal for:
I. Names and addresses of friends
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?r aC<jttail:tances in aft states and pnp/lnces of Canada where thcl"t> are no local Spiritual Assemblies, so that literatUre may be sent or some contacts
made for work there.
2. Names of cities where you have
done some Baha'i work or where you
know someone else has made some contacts, with the names and addresses of
interested individuals and whatever
pertinent details are necessary to adequate follow-up.

It is vcry important to have this information centralized both for the use
of teachers going into new cities and
states to teach and also tu in:::;ure adequate follow-up of all teaching oppertunities. To sow the seed is the first
step in teaching, but cultivation brings
the seed to flower, and cultivation is
impessible if the location of the seed is
unknown.
N ATI[)NAL TEACHING CO~L\UTTEE.
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Ella Quant.
Hilda Stauss.
Mrs. S. W. French.
Contacts
L\1cy Marshall, Chairman, 20 Broderick Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Ethel Revell.
Mrs. Sarah Kenny.
Mrs. Jacob Kunz.
:Mrs. Emeric Sala.
Mrs. Allen B. McDaniel.
11'1 rs. Stanley Kemp.
Marion Holley.
Index
Mrs. H. A. Harding. Chairman, 704
W. Nevada Street, Urbana, lIIinois.
Mrs. Mabel Paine.
Mrs. Joel Stebbins.
lI.'!rs. B. H. Kirkpatrick.
Mrs Mary Rabb.

Legal
George O. Latimer, Chairman, 1927
l\. E. 40th A ven ue, Portland, Ore.
Mountfort )'rills.
Carl ScheIRer.
Library
Martha Woodsum. Chairman.
Mrs. Wesley Bastedo, Secretary, 1332
Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.
Inter-America
Mrs. E. R. Mathews, Chairman, Box
1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mrs. A. E. Stewart, Secretary.
Miguel Calderon.
E. R. Mathews.

Publicity
:VI rs. A. F. Matthisen, Chairma". 4612
Malden St., Chicago, Illinois.
:'>'1 rs. Edna Eastman.
Clarence LaRocque.
Publicity Committee Reviewh<g
Mr. and Mrs. Willard McKay, 833
Prendergast Avenue, Jamestown!
New York.
Publishing
Horace Holley, Chairman.
Mrs. C. R. Wood, Secretary, 135 East
50th Street, New York, N. Y.
R. C. Wilhelm.
Mrs. Emma F. Smith.
Bertha HeTklotz.
Mrs. Marie B. Moore.
William DeForge.
Thomas Wood.
Publishing Committee-Editorial
Divis_tnt

Mrs. Marie B. Moore.
Helen Campbcl~.
TereJita E. Ryan.
Radio
Mrs. Frank A. Baker, ChaintuUl, 615
\Vest Elm Street, Lima, Ohio.
:rvlrs. Bishop Brown.
Elsie Austin.
Revie~ng

Dr. Genevieve L. Coy, Chairman.

BAHA'I
:\Irs. Horace 1I011e)" Secretary, 119
Waverly Place, ~ew York, N. Y.
Mrs. Patriek Quinlan,
Stuay Outlines
Gretchen \Vestervelt. Chairma", 16
Garden St., Pottsciam, l\ ew York.
Mrs. Willard McKay.
Imogene Talbott.
Tune Miller.
Mrs. J. W. Gift.
Teaching
Leroy C. Ioas, Chairman.
Charlotte M. Linfoot, Secretary, 37G
60th St., Oakland, California.
George O. Latimer.
Mrs. Thomas H. Collins.
Forsyth N. Ward.
Mrs. Arthur L. Dahl.
Regimlal Teaching-Alabama ana
Floriaa
Mrs. Lucile Hoke, Secretary, c/o
Chalmers Music Co., 12 Flagler St.,
Miami, Florida,
Mrs. W. B. Guy.
Dr. W. C. Thomas.

Regional Teaching-Tennessee

Ge ...g;a and Kentucky
Mrs Georgie Wiles, Secre/U1'Y, R. F.
D. 2, \~rest i'oJashville Tennessee.
E. Vogt.
Mrs. Thelma Allison.
J

&glrnuJ Teaching-MississiPPi and

Louisiana
Mrs. R. D. Little, P. O. Box 61, Covington, La.
RegiondJ Teaching-Kansas and

Missouri
Miss Opal Howell, Secretary, 4527
Forest Avenue, Kansas City! 1\-10.
Paul Brown.
J. B. Becktel.
J. J. Williams.
He gif»uil Teaching-W iscDnsin,
Michigan and Illinois
Mrs. H. E. Walrath, Secretary, 4639
Beacon St., Chicago, Illinois.
Robert Theiss.
Charles Reimer.
Monroe Ioas.
Mrs. Robert Carson.
Mrs. D. C. Rolfe.
Regional Teaching--Obia and
Indiana
i\·lrs. Edward ~'1eissler, Secretar'}" .319
\Vestwood Drive, Lima, O.
Dale S. Cole.
Char lotte Linden burg.
Dr. Lillian Sielken.
Regif»uil Teaching-Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia,
Virginia and West V;rginia
Mrs. F. W. Hi\bley, Secretary, 440(,
\Ventworth Road. Baltimore., l\{d.
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Charles l\·lason Remey.
Stanwood Cobb.
Regronal Teaching-New York,
Pennsylvania and New Jersey
:VIrs. Mildred Mattahedeh, Secretary,
544 East 86th Street, 1:\ ew York,
N. Y.
Philip Sprague.
Helen Campbell.
Curtis Kelsey.
Jessie E. Revell.
Dr. Genevieve L. Coy.
Mrs. Helen lnderlied.
Dr. Albert Heist.
Regional Teaching - Maine, New
Hampshire, VermQnt, Massacbusrits, Rhode Island and
Connecticut
Mrs. F. S. Morton. Secretary, 5
¥lheeler A·venue, Worcester, 1'fass.
Mrs. Harold :\'1. Bowman.
Mrs. Victor Archambault.
Mrs. Wendell E. Bacon.
~frs. Howard Struven.
Regional Teaching-Province of
Ontario, Canada
Gerrard Sluter, Secretary, 334 George
St .. Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
George Spendlove.
\Villiam Suter.
Regjonal Teaching - Province of
Quebec, New BrunSwick, Nova
Scotia, Prin.ce Edward Island
.
and Newfoundland
Mrs. Ruth Lee, Secretary, 2682 Soissons Ave .. Montreal. P.Q., Canada.
Anne Savage.
Ernest V. H arrisoll.
Siegfried Schopflocher.
Regicmal T eaching-California,
Arizona and Nevada
:\1rs. Oni A. Finks, Secrelary, 453
East Avenue 2R, Los Angeles, Calif.
:\1rs. C H. Bugbee.
Jo'eph H. Bray.
'\1rs. Sara Kenny.
.\Jrs. Florence Cox.
Regional Teaching - Oregan "nd
Idaho, British Columbia, Canada
Doris Foye, Secretary, P. O. Box 228,
Seattle, Washington.
Mrs. Levini. Sprau.
Rowland EstaH,
Stanley Kemp.
l\·lrs. Louise Caswell.
Teaching and Training Children
Carl Scheffler, Chairman, 1821 Lincoln St., Evanston, Illinois.
Stanwood Cobb.
Robert S. Hammond.
~1rs. Viola Tuttle.
Or. Ge.nevieve L. eny.
.1hs. Flori(la ~an:l.nl.
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Teaching Literature
George O. Latimer, Chairman, 1927
).I.E. 40th Avenue, Portland, Ore.
:VIrs. Louise Caswell.
IVfrs. Alice Robertson.
T "",pie Program
Sophie Loeding, Chairman.
Clarence L:llrich, SecretarVJ 904
Hays Avenue, Oak Park, lilinois.
Enos .:\1. Barton.
:\'1rs. Edward Lindstrom.
Edna True.
Robert S. Hammond.

Miss
Mrs.
N.
.:\hs.

Temple Librarian and Photographs

H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Illinois.
Universal Auxiliary La1tgultge
Executive CmnmitteeMrs. Patrick Quinlan, Chairma", 70
Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Josephine Kruka.
Lothar Schurgast.
Consulting .MembersCharles Witt.
:\1rs. Sara Witt.
A. E. Regal.
:\1rs. Elsa Chaslon.
Lucy Marshall.
World Order Magazine
Stanwood Cobl>.
Ilorace Holley, 119 Waverly Place,
~ew York, N. Y.
Margory Morten.
Mrs. C. R. ,Vood, BI<silless Manager,
135 East 50th Street, New York,
!\. Y.
Youth
Ke1lneth Christian, Chairman.
Z€"ah Holden, Secretary, 48 Terrace
Avenue, Albany, New York.
Florence Mattoon.
:Marguerite Reimer.
Do roth y v~r ever.
Wilfrid Barton.
Fayrook Ioas.
Samuel Fox.
Clarence LaRocque.
Lloyd Schoeny.
.Mae Gra . . es.
Evelyn Cliff.
Fred Ascah.
Grace Shepherd.
Philip Spre.gue.
Tahirih ~Iann and Annamarie Kunz.
International Correspondents.

AGNES ALEXANDER TO VISIT
AMERICAN COMMUNITIES
Miss Agne~ Alexander has come to
America after her latest stay in Japan.
She rf'mained some days at Haifa enroutt' to tlti:-:; COLlntry.
In accordance with the (~l1ardian's
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wish that she visit as many local commuruhes as possible, the National
Spiritual Assembly is happy to announce that Miss Alexander. in planning her j Gurney across the country,
will notify the Spiritual Assembly in
each city she is able to visit.
Meetings arranged for her to address the friends will enable a la rge
number of believers to meet this pioneer teacher and share her important
infonnation and extensive knowledge
of the Teachings a.s well as her ardent
faith.

In the Book of Isaiah it is written:
'(Enter into the Tock~ and hide thee in
the dust. for teor of the Lord, and fryr
the glory ot His majesty." No man
that meditateth upon this verse can tall
to recognize the greaJness of this
Cause, or doubt the exaited cha:acter
of this Day-the Day of God Hmrself·
This same verse is followed by these
words: "A nd the Lord alone shall be
exaited in that Day." This is the Day
which the Pen of the Most High hath
glorified in all the Holy Scriptures.
There is no verse in them that doth
nol declare the glory of His holy Name,
and no Book that doth not testify unto
Ihe loftiness of this most exalted
theme. Were We to make mention of
all that hath been revealed in these
heavenJy Books and holy Scriptures
concerning thi.~ Revelation~ this Tablet
would asSU1tW impossible dimensions.
It -is incumbetlt, i!" this Day, upon. every
man to piau hfS whole trust w t!1e
manifold bounties of God, and ar1SC
to disseminate, 'l.uith the utmost WISdom, the verities of His Cause. Then,
and- only then, will the whole e'!'th be
enveloped with the mor",ng l.yht of
His Re1/elation.-BAH<'-'U'LLAH.
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
THE BAHA'I WORLD
The Editorial Committee desires to
bring to the attention of all believers,
in other countries as well as in }Jorth
America, that the material intended for
Vol. VII should be sent to the Secretary, Nellie S . French, 390 Grove
Street, Pasadena, Calif., by N ovember 1, 1937.
As this work is representative of
the wor1dwide Baha'j community, the
National and local Assenlblies of other
lands are made responsible for reports
of activities and other data pertaining
to their areas. The Editorial Committee does not produce the contentsits chief concern is to act as a collector
of material from others.
Ew.:h National Assell"lbly i;.; H'fluestcd
to give particular attention to the mat-
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ter of accuracy in such details as addresses, bibliographies, etc. There is
no way for the Editorial Committee
to check errors or omissions in the
material received from abroad.
In addition to reports of current activities for the period April, 1936-April, 1938, the Committee would like
the Assemblies in foreign lands to inspect the contents of Vol. V I very
carefully, and report corrections wherever required. Favorable references to
the Cause by influential non-believers,
Baha'i photographs, and individual
articles about the Cause are also de-

sired.
As to the method of preparing matel·ial for publication, after it is received: since this matter is apparently not yet clear, the Committee
would like to explain that all material
is forwarded to the Guardian in the
form received. The Guardian selects
the contents, including the illustrations,
and arranges them in the order they
are to appear in the final book. Only
when Shoghi Effendi directs the Committee to edit or revise some article or
report does the Committee make any
alterations.

SURVEY OF BAHA'I YOUTH ACTIVITIES
IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Early in March, 1937, ninety letters
were sent out by the National Youth
Committee to all Baha'i Assemblies and
Groups in the United States atid Canada to ascertain the present status oi
the Cause among youth and the actual
development since 1935. Out of sixtyeight answers forty-four communities
have youth groups, twenty-eight of
which have youth committees. Seven
communities have one or two Baha'i
youth, one has eight interested youth
(non-believers), one has three non-helievers, and the rest report "no youth."
The Kational Youth Committee strongly urges that youth committees IJe appointed at once by Local Sviritual Assemblies in the sixteen communities
reporting yuuth groups hut nu committees.
According to reports, six hundred
and twenty-one youth, three bundred
and thirty-fo!u· Baha is, ami two hundred and eighty-seven non-Baha'is, are
studying the Baha'i teachings at the
present time.
During the coming year it will be the
earnest endeavor of the regional secretaries amI other Committee members
to lend every possible assistance in suggesting:
1. Possible programs for meetings
and classes.
2. Outlines of talks with references.
3. Methods of approach toward
newcomers.
4. Possible contacts \\There there are
no Baha '{ youth.
5. Correspondents for those who
want to write to other Baha'i
youth.
6. Teaching lllethods fur high schoul
and college students, business
and professional YOllth, and those
intert:steu in the general community.
7. C(Jod sp~akt:rs frulll utllt:l' COlllmunities.

8. And providing, where necessary.
experienced teachers to wurk up
new groups.
New ideas and suggestions in regard
to the furtherance of youth work and
reports of successful teaching methods
arc most welcome. Please communicate with Miss Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace Avenue, Albany, N. Y., Secretary
uf the National Youth Committee.
YOUTH STUDY DAYS
"To obtain a more adequate underst,mding of the significance of Baha'u'Hah's stupendous Revelation must, it
is. my unalterable conviction, remain
tite first obligation and the object of
the constant endeavor of each one of
its loyal adherents."-Thc Dispensation of Baha'u·lldh, Shoghi Effendi.
The National Youth Committee proposes the holding of five concentrated
Study Days as part of the basic prog-ram of Baha'i youth activity for the
year 1937-38.
- Purpose: To deepen the understanding and help organize the knowledge of those BaM'i youth who are
enrolled or who are beginning a serious
study of the Teachings.
. . To prepare ourselves thoroughly for life in
the Baha'i community and for youth
work and effective teaching, we must
have much more than a mere surface
knowledge of the Baha'i Faith. These
concentrated days of study should
enable us to deepen and widen the
range of our knowledge.
Method:
The ).]ational Youth
Committee suggests that, through consultation "i,"r,ith the local spiritual assembly, the leacher best qualified be obtained to take charge of ea<:h Study
Day. We suggest tliat the Study Day
take place any time 'rvithill the. month
specilied. \V~ urge {hat as long .a
time as pussible be given during the
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sckcted day for study.
N utbing
should interfere with this. This is not
a public meeting or one for newlyattracted youth. T,,·lO halves of a day
(e. g. Sunday morning and afternoon,
or afternoon and evening) constitute
the amount of time the Committee had
in mind when formulating this plan.
These Study Days have been arranged to occur during five different
months-September, November, January, March, and May. These months
were selected after careful consultation so as not to conAict with the
Symposiums in February, the Christmas holidays, attendance at Summer
Schools, etc.
The references have been purposely
simplified. Only the main points for
development have been given. This
leaves range for adaptation according
to the wisdom and discretion of the
teacher in charge. Much of the study
material issued by the Study Outlines
Committee can be used to supplement
this.
The National Youth Committee
urges each Youth Group to send
promptly to Miss Zeah Holden, Secretary, 48 Terrace Avenue, Albany,
N. Y., a report of each Study Day,
written or typed on standard size typing paper, under the following headmgs:

Study Day Report

I. Name of Youth Group:
I I. Date of Study Day:
I II. Place held:
IV. Number of youths present:
V. Teacher:
VI. General statement on method 0 f
procedure followed:
VII. Comments and suggestions for
improvement:
I. For September: BaJ"j'i---a S pir-

itual Being.
Aim:
the

To gain an understanding of
relation of the individual
Baha'i to the Manifestation.
References:
Some Answered Questions, Part
I, Part II.
The New Era, chap. VIII.
Gleanings, see <lBahci'u'llah," "be-

lievers tJ ,

uIvlanifestations",

"Revelation (of Bahi'u'Uah),"
in the Index.
Suggested prints to be covered:
What are 11anifestations? \Vhy
are they needed? What is the
law of cycles?
What new knowledge has Baha'u'lIih given of the relationship of
man to God through the Manifestation?
(Partirularly emphasis on 1\'lani festa tion as
Authority) .

\Vhat are the proofs of Baha'u'lIiLb\. manifestation?
How uoes belief in Baha'u '1Jah
differentiate Baha'is from other
people? (This a pre1iminaI;y
to a deeper understanding to be
acquired as the series proceeds.)
\Vhat is the station of the true
believer?
II. For :-.Iovember: Baha'i Theory of
Knowledge.
Aim: To gain an understanding of
the relationship of the individual
Baha'i to some fundamental questions of life.
References:
Some Answered Qu-estions~ Part
IV.
P. [J.P. I & II. see "God", "Holy
Spirit", "~lan"~ "Evolution."
Gleanings, see "God", "Man."
Suggested points to be covered:
What is the Baha'i conception of
man, God, Holy Spirit, irnmortality?
How does man differ from the
animal?
Can human nature be changed ?
What is the Baha'; conception of
evolution?
Vlhat is Truth? How is the relativity of truth illustrated in
progressive revelation?
III. For January: Bah6'i~lhe Activist.
Aim: To gain a deeper understanding of the Bah,,', life.
References:
The New Era, chaps. V, VI, VII.
Gleanings~ look up various qualities of the Bahi'i life.
P. U. P. look up attributes of the
BaM'; life.
Suggested points to be covered:
What are the standards of conduct
in the BaM'i life?
What is the sigoificance of "the
love of God" to a Baha'i?
Is prayer instinctive?
What
kinds of prayer are there?
Why does a Baha'i pray?
What are tests?
"Vhat is the standard of health
for a Baha'P
How does one \vor k toward the
achievement of a Baha'i personality?
v"rhat significance for us is there
in the station of 'Ahdu'\·Bahi
as the Exemplar?
IV. For "larch:

Baha'i~lhe

Real-

ist.
Aim: To gain an understanding of
the relationship of the individual
Dahi'i to social order.
References:

The New Era, chaps. IX. XI.
Gleanings, see "duties of believers", "la\,,'s of God."
Bahd.Ji Procedure.
Suggested points to be covered:
What is the Baha'i conception of
civilization?
What is the skeleton outline of the
W orId Order?
What should the attitude of individual Baha'is be toward such
questions as war, etc.?
What is the Baha'i theory of government?
\Vhat are the spiritual implications behind the ordinances of
Baha'u'l1ah?
\tVhat is the Baha'i conception of
Liberty?
What are the ordinances of Baha'u'llih which are already applicable in our daily lives?
V. For May: BaM'i Histary.
Aim: To gain a knowledge of the
chief events of Baha'i history and
an understanding of the relationships of the Bab, Bahiiu'lIab,
'Abdu'I-Bahi, and the Guardian.
References:
The Dawn-Breakers.
The New Era, chaps. II, III, IV,

XV.
The Promise of All Ages, Christophil, esp. pg. \88-9 , Cardinal
Dales of the Baha', M ovemenl.
The Dispensation of BaM'u'lldh,
Shoghi Effendi.
Suggested points to be covered:
\Vhat are the primary dates, and
incidents connected with the
lives of the Bab, Bahi'u'lIih,
'Abdu'l-Bah:i ?
What are some of the chief characters in The Dawn-Breakers?
\Vhat are the bases for .continuity
in the Bahi'i Faith?
What are the stations of the Bib,
Baha'u'lIih, 'Ahdu'I-Bahi, and
the Guard ian?
PUBLICITY
COMMITTEE
BAHA'i NEWS Service is the
name which we suggest all publicity
committees use in the future as there
is more dignity in it than in Baha'i
Publicity Committee, and also better
psychology.
During March and April, Convention news and the Anniversary celebration of 'Abdu'I-Baha's visit to this
·countrv was sent into 3,000 newspaper
offices ~ throughout the LTnited States,
through the Chicago office of the Associated Press. This means that even if
the editors did not use it, they are
becoming familiar with the name
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Baha'I, which will greatly aid pioneer
workers.
We urge local committees to send
us extra copies of outstanding publicity
on their local speakers so we can compile Speakers' Press Books. We also
urge that they compile such books locally. These should aid greatly in getting further publicity, speaking and radio engagements.
To pioneer workers, if you haven't
already thought of it, we would suggest that whenever there is a resident
believer in the field ~ that thei r name
should be mentioned whenever possible
in publicity articles-this will help them
to further the work after you are gone.
As stated in a Bulletin issued by
this committee last October, repeatedly
brought to our attention is the difficulty found by travelers interested in
the Teachings, in locating the Bahi'is,
especially the isolated believers. We
would again urge all Assemblies to
have a listing in telephone directories,
newspaper offices, public libraries and
Chambers of Commerce.
Thi s is
equally important in the case of isolated believers and groups. Suggested
uniform listing BAHA'I CENTER
OF ......... .-.. . . ... This will also
aid in securing newspaper publicity
throngh Associated Press releasesfor newspapers are more apt to print
Baha'i news articles if they know there
are Baha'is in a particular city and it
will make it easy for them to contact
the Baha'is for additional information
they might wish.
Newspaper errors should. be corrected immediately and while the correction may not be published it will
be placed in the "morgue" for future
reference-if published it will bring additional pUblicity to the Cause.
In regard to releases sent out by
the national committee-we would
again remind local committees that all
releases sent out are basic material for
use, and that you are to add local color.
which is an absolute necessity, and any
quotations from· the Teachings which
you feel you can get.into the papers.
The national committee send factual
material and you,. knowing your own
local territory-must supply the rest.
Alw,>ys send a free literature pamphlet
with every release sent out, no matter
how many you send.
One of the most effective ways of
getting the teachings before the public
through the press is to report the talk
of a speaker. This type of publicity
must of necessity be written up and
sent to the papers before the lecture
takes place so it will come out in the
papers the following day. Mrs. Mabel
Ives was most successful in doing this
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in \Vaukegan, Illinois, during an entire
three week period. Further suggestion
in brief:
Organize a local clipping bureau
service amongst the believers.
Have regular committee meetings.
Study the new outline prepared by
the Study Outline Committee on
"Essential Principles of Creative Writing."
Frame a picture of the Temple and
present to suitable stores supplying
them with Free Literature pampblets
and information about your local meet~
ings.
Last year we had clippings from 62
Assemblies. Let's make it 100% Ihis
year of 1937-38. Be sure and send at
least two clippings t and more~ \",,'hen the
publicity is outstanding.
Any isolated believers or groups
wanting the publicity releases please
let us know and we will place your
name in the files. If the name of the
publicity chairman has not been sent
in for this year, please do so at once.
(Signed)
l\·fRS. NINA );IATTHISEN. Chairma·n
BAHA'i NEWS

SERVICE,

4612 Malden St.,
Chicago Illinois.
MRS. EDNA EASTMAN,
MR. CLARENCE LA ROCQUE.

BAHA'I GROUP FORMED
IN BUDAPEST
Mrs. J. Ruh-Angiz and Miss Jeanne
N egar Bolles, writing from Zurich on
July 27, 1937, send the important news
that by their efforts a Bahi', group
has been established in the city of
Budapest. HIt consists of six adult
believers and two minors, seventeen
and nineteen years old. Four more
adult believers will declare themselves,
they assured us, after further study of
the Teachings during the summer
months. These eleven, we hope, will
constitute an Assembly in the autumn.
The believers all accepted the BaM',
Faith according to the Administration
and wrote this individually to Shoghi
Effendi.
. The Nineteen Day
Feasts were kept and are being continued by the believers. Renic Felbermann, speaking French German and
English fluently, is the Secretary of
the group.
"We left a smal1 library of German
and Engli sh books with them. .
There is only the Esselmont book and
'World Religion; by Shoghi Effendi
in Hungarian, and the Esperanto
translation of '·World Religion,' made
bv Miss Zamenhof.
The 'Hidden
\Vords' are now being translated by
a believer into HLlngarian.
j

"The meetings (study class) which
grew slowly from November (until 45
were present on July 13) are being
continued in a very pleasant, central
place in the city. According to an
article in one of the daily papers, the
group is composed of lintel1ectuals'
and includes journalists, writers, architects, doctors, painters, sculptors, presidents of dubs and business men and
women. There were no Baha'is In
Budapest \",..hen we arrived,"
LOROL SCHOPFLOCHER'S BOOK
PUBLISHED IN LONDON
"Sunburst". the book written by
Mrs. Loml Schopflocher on her adventurous travels and her experiences
serving the Cause in many parts of
the world, has been published by the
firm of Rider and Company, London,
England.
In preparing this volume, the author
had in mind particularly the need of
establishing a link between sophisticated persons and the reality of religion
in this day. It is illustrated by a nutnber of unusual photographs, including
signed portraits of Oriental Tulers and
Baha'i subjects, some of which were
given :VI rs. Schopflocher hy Shoghi
Effendi.
"Sunburst" is one more evidence of
the penetrating spirit of faith in the
new day, using the spirit of glamorous
adventure to show the power of religion to those who have long discarded
the old forms and limitations.
Copies can be obtained from the
publisher at the price of fifteen shillmgs.
MR. AND MRS. MATHEWS FORM
BOOK CENTERS
To have the tenets of the Bahi'i
Faith spread to remote parts of the
earth was the objective of the recent
journey undertaken by Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Mathews. Though many obstacles presented themselves the Word
of Baha'u'llih was Ielt on the soil of
distant islands and continents. The
following are the main depots established [or the BaM', Literature.
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Mrs. H.
Cooper, 36 rua Henri Constant, Dept.
de Cabacabana. Books now obtainable in that city are in English and
Portuguese.
Cape Town, South Africa. The
Theosophical Society. Markham BId.,
Librarian. Miss S. A. Parris. In the
library books can be obtained in
Dutch and English.
Johannesberg, S. A. At Johannesberg Public Library books obtainable
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in Dutch and English.
Bulawayo, S. A. Rev. M. l. Cohen,
Pastor of Hebrew Congregation, P. O.
Box 470. (A rocent letter asked for
more literature).
Seychelles Islands (off West Coast
of Africa). Books can be obtained in
Carnegie Library in French and English.
Island of Java, City of Batavia.
Book sbop of G. Kolff & Co. Noordwigk No. 12. Books on sale in English and Dutch.
Island of Bali, Dutch Netherlands.
Books are in the care of Mr. and Mrs.
George Merchon in English, Dutch,
and French.
Philippines, Island of Zangopango,
St. Jean's Penal Colony. Books in
French.
Philippines, Manila. National Library, Reference Dept.
Books in
English and French (recent letter asks
for bound copies).

MEETING
IN SOUTH AFRICA
Unexpected opportunities to speak
and teach in South Africa under distinguished auspices made that country
the outstanding experience of the trip,
reports Mrs. Loulie Mathews.
The Baha'i Tenets \""'ere receiverl
with great attention and many men,
more than fifty in one talk in Buyawayo, listened attentively to the Principles. Leaving South Africa and
arriving in India we found that a picture letter had been prepared for us,
on the top were views of South Africa
and underneath the names of everyone
who was present at the first talk given.
A note was enclosed that reads as
follows:
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Mathews:
Everyone who heard you speak
was so delighted with your talks that
they all want you to come back
We thought it would be appropriate
to send you both a memento of your
visit to South Africa. Talking it over,
Mr. Scott conceived the idea of making
a picture letter.
Harold Morris
caught the vision and drew the pictures
for you.
You brought to us a solution of our
religious difficu1ties through the Baha'i
Cause and taught tts a new and illuminated pathway to social and spiritual
Ii fe . Every signatu re conveys a special appreciation of your work and
your visit and goes to you with gratitude.
May you return to us and tell us
more of the bright future depicted in
the HNew World Order. H
LOTTIE

A.

ASKELAND.
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The first talk took place at "Kelvin
Groove."
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with love and with fragrance-breathing
leis, (garlands to wear around the
neck), of white jasmines and carnaACTIVITIES IN INDIA
tions. What· did we do? First, the
R.eported by Haifa Assembly
editor of the Honolulu Advertiser, a
Further important news comes from former colleague of mine from PittsPoona, India. Sad as it is for it te- burgh l Penna., sent his editorial
ports the passing away of a Zoroastri- writer to interview me about .the
an believer in that city, yet by his Baha'i Faith. Then I wished an indeath the Baha'i Faith was brought to terview with Professor Shao Chang
the attention of the public in an un- Lee, Professor of Chinese History and
usual way and its independence from Literature in the University of H~waii,
other religious denominations empha- He knows much about the Teachings
sized beyond any doubt. According to and was a friend and pupil of the late
the directions of the Spiritual Assem- Dr. Y. S. Tsao, President of Tsing
bly, the bier of the said believer, car- Hua University, Peiping, who transried on a motor car and followed by lated "Baha'u'llih and the New Era"
other cars, passed through the main into Chinese. Professor Lee said that
streets of Paona on its way to the Ba- day: "I will read the new book
ha'i cemetery. As the deceased be- ~G1eanings' and write .my impressions
liever was known to have originally of it reverentlx for. the ma~ine
belonged to the Zoroastrian community World Order.' ' We told him of the
and as it is the practice of the Zoroas- Baha'i Summer &hool at Geyserville
trians not· to bury their dead, but to and hope he was able to go for a weekleave the body in an appointed place end, as he intended to spend part of
called "Dakhmeh," exposed to birds of the summer at the University of !=a1iprey and marauding animals, this pub- fomia.
I had known somewhat the eternal
lic funeral sel-vice and the Baha'i burial ceremony made a great impression work the friends of Honolulu had been
on the Zoroastrians and brought the responsible for on other parts of the
Baha'i Faith to their attention in a globe, but it was something to be in
the presence of a sweet saint like
vivid way.
We learn in this connection that the "Utie" and a tender "fledgling-saint"
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly had written (Mrs. Baldwin). I felt like springing
a few months previously to the Zoro- to my feet and saluting .as one does in
astrians in Poona calling their atten- the presence of a Queen . . . my soul
tion to the fact that should a Baha'i of rose up in silent homage, and seeing
a Zoroastrian family die, his body Bahi'is like these, my heart could unshould, not be allowed to be taken derstand the work of theirs on the
secretly to the "Dakhmeh," but it mainland and abroad. It was such, a
should be put in charge of the Baha'i hlessed day we had together.
Community so that it would be interred
Great things come out of Hawaii.
according to Baha'i rites.
I truly believe that some day a Baha'i
The old and fanatical Zoroastrians Summer School will be established
still favor the "Dakhmeh" while the there, and who knows? It may be a
young and the en lightened among them model for Japan and China to copy!
prefer the burial system.
The Hawaiian Islands have a unique
God has strange ways of making His role in the drama of a New World
Will known to His servants. Blessed Order. Situated between the Orient
are indeed those amongst them who and the Occident, with a population
~Iorify Him even unto death.
representing both the West and .the
East, the Baha'is there can be a potent
MARTHA ROOT'S TEACHING
foree for international understanding
ACTIVITIES IN
and peace in the Pacific.
HONOLULU AND JAPAN
The Baha',s of Honolulu gathered
The following glimpses of Miss that day at two o'clock, in the home
Root's ardent Baha'i services in the of Mrs. Baldwin for a lecture and inOrient are taken from her circular let- formal discussion about the progress of
ter dated July 6, 1937, mailed from the Baha.'i Faith. Also, two believers
had just returned that week from a
Shanghai.
I left San Francisco, May 20. 1937. Baha'i journey around the world.
Reaching Honolulu on May 25, I went We all spoke together and they told
ashore for a few hours, while the ship me about the Baha'i Assemhly at
docked. ·Wonderful work is being done Maui. Mrs. Marion Little was to arin that mid-Pacific paradise, and a day rive in ten days and spend the summer
with the believers there is truly a day with Mrs. Baldwin working on the
in Hheaven", Mrs, Samuel A. Bald- Island of Maui. Their home is called
"",in and Miss Vtie !t.of.uther met me "Hakakala" (the HOllse of the Sun),
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how

appropriate~

for its rays reach

around the world! The time was so
short, so sweet; but soon again I stooel
on the deck of the ocean liner again
decked with scores of garlands, and
waved good-bye to the beautiful believers of Honolulu,

J"""'"
Coming

from Honolulu on to Yokohama, this servant gave a public lecture, "\Vhat is the Baha'i :v1ovement?"

before the II and I Class passengers
of this steamship "Tatsuta Maru" in

the lounge of the I Class. The Captain
himself introduced me. I spoke for one
hour and questions and answers followed for an hour. There were ten
religions and ten nations represented.
A few missionaries . . . who had not
heard of the Baha'i Faith until they
heard this lecture.
. arose and
spoke against it. One said only the
Christians ever have or ever will be
saved. I asked her if she thought all
the Zoroastrians, Buddhists, Confucianists) Hindus, Jews, :l\1uhamadans
are not saved She replied no, they
are not saved. The majority of the
people in the audience were Easterners
bom and reared in these other religions (But there was really sweetness
and· understanding at that meeting).
Each one said exactly what he thought,
and some were much interested in the
Bah,i'\ Teachings. One scholar was
from the Philippines and some were
Japanese. There were several young
Japanese profe'ssors present, returning
from post graduate studies in Europe.
Who can ever tell how far-reaching
are the words of truth? "Baha'u'lhili and the I\T cw Era" was placed in
the I Class and II Class libraries of
this ship. Also, I had a small exhibition of Baha'i books. The Captain
asked me to write an interview about
the lecture and the Bahai Faith and I
also brought in a little bit about our
journey and the saving 9f three aviators in mid-ocean. He had it translated into Japanese and copies mimeographed to give out to the press of
Japah when we -came into port. Besides, six journalists came with these
typed resumes to ask me more questions when I arrived in Yokohama.
I came to Tokyo, June 3. Mr.
Seiji Koma, the ni\.1'agazine King of
Japan,)J who is owner 0 f nine of the
best magazines in Japan and President
of the H ochi Shimbun, dailv newspaper with a circulation of .; million
. . . and several of his magazines
have a higber circulation e.ven . . .
was nut in Tokyo, but a reportet" from
Hoelli came to interview me, and 1fT.
Noma's secretary brought me a message from Mr. Noma. In the pub-

Ii shed interview one line was that Miss
Root thanked Mr. 1\oma for his approval (recognition) and help to the
Baha'i Faith. She sent :VIr. Noma
"Gleanings" and some other new
Baha'i books, and he gave her thirty
beautiful Japanese books and an Eng11sh book "The Nine Magazines of
Kodansha" (published by Methuen
and Company Ltd., 36 Essex Street,
W. c., London. It costs ten shillings
and sixpence) which is a biography of
his own life. If you wish to read of the
universal mind, the courage, originality
and candor, the large ideas, the vitality
and the worth of a great pioneer in
the new magazine work for Japan,
read this book. Bahi'is can with profit
study what Mr. Noma says about puhlicity. I do not say Mr. 1\ oma is a
Baha'i, but when I was in Japan in
December, 1930, he arranged for a big
Baha'i lecture for several hundred people in his "Hochi Shim bun" Hall. He
is friendly to the Baha'i Teachings.
"Yurisan"
()'1rs. Furukawa) a
Baha'i young woman in Tokyo who
has received three Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha, brought a woman writer,
Miss Misao Yumoto of the "Kokumin
Shimbun H daily newspaper in Tokyo to
interview me. The article was published June 16. "The Japan Advertiser," Tokyo, had an article in the
June 4 issue. The HHochi Shimbun"
article was published June 16. Fifteen journalists came to interview me
during the three weeks' stay in Japan.
It was lovely and historic to meet
the_ fine Baha'is in Tokyo. We met
together three times in my hotel (and
they called upon me individually for
talks ami I went to some of their
homes). They read me the wonderful
letters written to them by Miss Agnes
Alexander from Haifa. We were all
so happy to hear news of her and
from Haifa direct. (I was so sorry
Agnes was not there when I was in
Japan, every day I missed her so! On
my other three journeys Agnes was
there) . The BaM'is of all Japan are
eaRer to do everything that Shoghi
Effendi suggested that they do. Our
Guardian thinks that the next two
books to be translated into Japanese
and published should be "Gleanings"
and "H idden Word s."
Me Aiji Sawada, our blind brother,
who is a very fine teacher in the
School for the Blind in Tokyo, invited
eighteen students to his home and I
spoke to them of the Raha'i Tf"achlUgS. He also spoke and so dicl Yurisan. Every year of my life T am more
impressed how important it is to get
ix>oks into Braille for the blind; it
brings such a light to them and they

in turn may translate and give the
Baha'i Teachings in many different

languages throughout the world. Helen
Keller was in Japan at the same time
I was there and I gave several editors

what she had said in "Baha'i World,"
Vol. V, page 349.
The American Consul General in

Tokyo, a good friend for many years,
gave a dinner for me in his home to
some of the Americans in Tokyo and
Yokohama and after d inner invited me

to speak to them about the BaM',
Teachings. The sweet wife of the
American Vice-Consul in Yokohama

knows of the Teachings through Mrs.
Ella Cooper and Miss Beulall Lewis
and studies them.

Me. Kanji Ogawa, a Tokyo Baha'i,
arranged for me to speak before the

English Speaking Club of the Y. M.
C. A. This, too, was followed by
questions and answers. Books were
placed in several libraries, and given
to a number of editors, educators and
to a few pastors.
For years I had wished to meet Dr.

Toyohiko Kagawa, one of the bright,
spiritual lights in Eastern Asia, a
Christian who "lives the life," a brilliant understanding writer. He is a
flaming evangelist, a social reformer,
and a crystal-clear writer of religious

hooks and of best selling novels. I
did have the bounty to meet him and
interview him for our magazine.
"World Order"
and for "Baha'i

World."

He said he had heard of the

Baha'i Tea-chings when he was a student in Tokyo, but he had no Baha'i
books.
I gave him "Gleanings,"

"Baha'u'llah and the New Era." and
others. He said what he knew of the
Baha'i Teachings he likes them and
he gave me a message for the Baha'is.
He has a new book just out, "Brotherhood Economics" (Harper & Bros.).

Read his book "Christ and Japan·'
(Friendship Press, New York), and it
will help you to understand the soul
of Japan, this country that 'Abdu'lBaha said would turn ahlaze. I wish
everyone who reads my 1etter would
promise his or her own heart that he

will do something, o"e deed at least,
to help get these Bahid Teachings to
Japan

t

You can send a "torch" to

Japan . . . letters (and 'Abdu'l-Bahit
said that letters are half-meeting),
?oaks, prayers, e,"'en if you cannot go
In person,
I visited the head of the Dukai
Church just as 1 had done seven years
ago. The leader is in, he could only
speak with me for fifteen minutes, but
he had called some of his disciples

together and we spoke.
(To be cO>lti!lued.)

